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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please contact us at external-opensource-requests@cisco.com.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1371649502
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     1.309.1 Available under license 

1.310 inja 3.1.0 

     1.310.1 Available under license 

1.311 lz4 1.8.3-1+deb10u1 

     1.311.1 Available under license 

1.312 cairo 1.14.2 

     1.312.1 Available under license 

1.313 spring-data-jpa 2.3.3.RELEASE 

     1.313.1 Available under license 

1.314 apache-http-server 2.4.53 

     1.314.1 Available under license 

1.315 busybox 1.30.1 

     1.315.1 Available under license 

1.316 pcre 10.34-7 

     1.316.1 Available under license 

1.317 dash 0.5.10.2 5

     1.317.1 Available under license 

1.318 grpc-go 1.9.1 

     1.318.1 Available under license 

1.319 syslinux 4.07 

     1.319.1 Available under license 

1.320 busybox 1.30.1 

     1.320.1 Available under license 

1.321 glibc 2.27 

     1.321.1 Available under license 

1.322 iproute 3.14.0 

     1.322.1 Available under license 

1.323 libsrtp 2.2.0 

     1.323.1 Available under license 

1.324 spring-jcl 5.2.20.RELEASE 

     1.324.1 Available under license 

1.325 click 8.1.2 

     1.325.1 Available under license 

1.326 management-model 5.7.3 

     1.326.1 Available under license 
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1.327 libjpeg-turbo 2.0.3-0ubuntu1.20.04.1 

     1.327.1 Available under license 

1.328 libjpeg 6b 

     1.328.1 Notifications 

     1.328.2 Available under license 

1.329 openssl 1.1.1f-1ubuntu2.3 

     1.329.1 Notifications 

     1.329.2 Available under license 

1.330 postgre-sql 42.2.14 

     1.330.1 Available under license 

1.331 jq 1.6-1 

     1.331.1 Available under license 

1.332 activation 1.1 

     1.332.1 Available under license 

1.333 sqlite 3.13.0 

     1.333.1 Available under license 

1.334 pcre 8.39 

     1.334.1 Available under license 

1.335 gzip 1.10 0ubuntu4

     1.335.1 Available under license 

1.336 libgcrypt 1.8.5 5ubuntu1.1

     1.336.1 Available under license 

1.337 opencore-amr 0.1.3 

     1.337.1 Available under license 

1.338 acl 2.2.53-4 

     1.338.1 Available under license 

1.339 swagger-core 2.1.9 

     1.339.1 Available under license 

1.340 pxelinux 6.03 

     1.340.1 Available under license 

1.341 libcap-ng 0.7.9 2.1build1

     1.341.1 Available under license 

1.342 mail 1.6.2 

     1.342.1 Available under license 

1.343 hdrhistogram 2.1.12 

     1.343.1 Available under license 

1.344 cache-api 1.1.1 

     1.344.1 Available under license 

1.345 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.51.Final 
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     1.345.1 Available under license 

1.346 urllib3 1.25.3 

     1.346.1 Available under license 

1.347 zstd 1.3.8+dfsg-3+deb10u2 

     1.347.1 Available under license 

1.348 open-vm-tools 9.4.0 

     1.348.1 Available under license 

1.349 docker-cli v19.03.5 

     1.349.1 Available under license 

1.350 go 1.13.4 

     1.350.1 Available under license 

1.351 berkeley-db 5.3.28+dfsg1-0.6ubuntu2 

     1.351.1 Available under license 

1.352 commons-lang3 3.10 

     1.352.1 Available under license 

1.353 d-bus 1.10.8 

     1.353.1 Available under license 

1.354 systemd 245.4-4ubuntu3.16 

     1.354.1 Available under license 

1.355 spring-security-web 5.4.10 

     1.355.1 Available under license 

1.356 junixsocket-native-common 2.3.2 

     1.356.1 Available under license 

1.357 protobuf 3.6.1.3-2ubuntu5 

     1.357.1 Available under license 

1.358 gvfs 1.28.2-1ubuntu1~16.04.2 

     1.358.1 Available under license 

1.359 netty 4.1.51.Final 

     1.359.1 Available under license 

1.360 objenesis 3.1 

     1.360.1 Available under license 

1.361 libffi 3.2.1 9

     1.361.1 Available under license 

1.362 react-day-picker 7.4.8 

     1.362.1 Available under license 

1.363 keyutils 1.6-6ubuntu1.1 

     1.363.1 Available under license 

1.364 libiconv 1.14 

     1.364.1 Available under license 
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1.365 openjdk-jre 11.0.11u9 

     1.365.1 Available under license 

1.366 boost 1.71.0-6ubuntu6 

     1.366.1 Available under license 

1.367 go 1.15.15 

     1.367.1 Available under license 

1.368 swagger-annotations 2.1.9 

     1.368.1 Available under license 

1.369 webjars-locator-core 0.45 

     1.369.1 Available under license 

1.370 opus 1.1.2 

     1.370.1 Available under license 

1.371 zlib 1.2.11.dfsg-2ubuntu1.1 

     1.371.1 Available under license 

1.372 spring-web 5.2.20.RELEASE 

     1.372.1 Available under license 

1.373 antlr 2.7.7 

     1.373.1 Available under license 

1.374 curl 7.50.1 

     1.374.1 Available under license 

1.375 pam 1.3.1-5ubuntu4.3 

     1.375.1 Available under license 

1.376 pymongo 3.12.3 

     1.376.1 Available under license 

1.377 istack-commons 3.0.11 

     1.377.1 Available under license 

1.378 hibernate-core 5.4.20 

     1.378.1 Available under license 

1.379 springdoc-openapi-common 1.5.9 

     1.379.1 Available under license 

1.380 rtmpdump 2.4+20151223.gitfa8646d.1-2build1 

     1.380.1 Available under license 

1.381 lua 5.1.5 

     1.381.1 Available under license 

1.382 nghttp2 1.40.0-1build1 

     1.382.1 Available under license 

1.383 byte-buddy 1.10.14 

     1.383.1 Available under license 

1.384 kubernetes-apimachinery 1.8.11 
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     1.384.1 Available under license 

1.385 nettle 3.5.1+really3.5.1-2ubuntu0.2 

     1.385.1 Available under license 

1.386 bzip2 1.0.6 

     1.386.1 Available under license 

1.387 kmod 23 

     1.387.1 Available under license 

1.388 dmidecode 3.5 

     1.388.1 Available under license 

1.389 keyutils 1.6 6ubuntu1

     1.389.1 Available under license 

1.390 lvm2 2.02.162 

     1.390.1 Available under license 

1.391 libunistring 0.9.10 1

     1.391.1 Available under license 

1.392 nss-pam-ldapd 0.9.11 

     1.392.1 Available under license 

1.393 attr 2.4.48-5 

     1.393.1 Available under license 

1.394 packaging 21.3 

     1.394.1 Available under license 

1.395 libffi 3.3 4

     1.395.1 Available under license 

1.396 opus 1.3.1 

     1.396.1 Available under license 

1.397 coreutils 8.30 3ubuntu2

     1.397.1 Available under license 

1.398 libgpg-error 1.35 1

     1.398.1 Available under license 

1.399 mail 1.6.5 

     1.399.1 Available under license 

1.400 activation-api 1.2.2 

     1.400.1 Available under license 

1.401 pm-utils 1.4.1 

     1.401.1 Available under license 

1.402 berkeley-db 4.4.20 

     1.402.1 Available under license 

1.403 ehcache-impl 3.8.1 

     1.403.1 Available under license 
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1.404 spring-framework 5.2.20.RELEASE 

     1.404.1 Available under license 

1.405 lcms 2.11 

     1.405.1 Available under license 

1.406 lombok 1.18.12 

     1.406.1 Available under license 

1.407 util-linux 2.28 

     1.407.1 Available under license 

1.408 gettext 0.16.1 

     1.408.1 Available under license 

1.409 ehcache-core 3.8.1 

     1.409.1 Available under license 

1.410 netty-codec 4.1.51.Final 

     1.410.1 Available under license 

1.411 jackson-annotations 2.11.2 

     1.411.1 Available under license 

1.412 selinux 2.8-1+b1 

     1.412.1 Available under license 

1.413 gnutls 3.6.13-2ubuntu1.6 

     1.413.1 Available under license 

1.414 micrometer-core 1.5.4 

     1.414.1 Available under license 

1.415 aop-alliance 1.0 

     1.415.1 Available under license 

1.416 p11-kit 0.23.20-1ubuntu0.1 

     1.416.1 Available under license 

1.417 libbsd 0.10.0 1

     1.417.1 Available under license 

1.418 kerberos 1.17-6ubuntu4.1 

     1.418.1 Available under license 

1.419 pyjwt 2.3.0 

     1.419.1 Available under license 

1.420 jakarta-el 3.0.3 

     1.420.1 Available under license 

1.421 dom4j 2.1.3 

     1.421.1 Available under license 

1.422 hd-parm 9.38 

     1.422.1 Available under license 

1.423 lz4 1.9.2 2ubuntu0.20.04.1
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     1.423.1 Available under license 

1.424 popt 1.16 

     1.424.1 Available under license 

1.425 jackson-module-parameter-names 2.11.2 

     1.425.1 Available under license 

1.426 python 3.9.12 

     1.426.1 Available under license 

1.427 spring-aspects 5.2.20.RELEASE 

     1.427.1 Available under license 

1.428 libtasn 4.13 3

     1.428.1 Available under license 

1.429 netty-resolver 4.1.51.Final 

     1.429.1 Available under license 

1.430 iptables 1.6.0 

     1.430.1 Available under license 

1.431 pytest 4.6.3 

     1.431.1 Available under license 

1.432 libpcap 1.2.1 

     1.432.1 Available under license 

1.433 ipmi-tool 1.8.18 

     1.433.1 Available under license 

1.434 libidn 2.0.5 1+deb10u1

     1.434.1 Available under license 

1.435 spring-context-support 5.2.20.RELEASE 

     1.435.1 Available under license 

1.436 react-zoom-pan-pinch 1.6.1 

     1.436.1 Available under license 

1.437 commons-dbcp 1.4 

     1.437.1 Available under license 

1.438 databases 0.5.5 

     1.438.1 Available under license 

1.439 swagger-annotations 1.5.22 

     1.439.1 Available under license 

1.440 gnulib 2019-09-23 

     1.440.1 Available under license 

1.441 tdb 1.45.5 

     1.441.1 Available under license 

1.442 log4j-api 2.13.3 

     1.442.1 Available under license 
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1.443 expat 2.2.9 1ubuntu0.4

     1.443.1 Available under license 

1.444 servlet-api 4.0.0 

     1.444.1 Available under license 

1.445 junixsocket-core 2.3.2 

     1.445.1 Available under license 

1.446 javassist 3.24.0-GA 

     1.446.1 Available under license 

1.447 swagger 2.1.9 

     1.447.1 Available under license 

1.448 jctools-core 3.0.0 

     1.448.1 Available under license 

1.449 openssh 8.0-p1 

     1.449.1 Available under license 

1.450 bzip2 1.0.8 

1.451 pydantic 1.9.0 

     1.451.1 Available under license 

1.452 systemd 231 

     1.452.1 Available under license 

1.453 audit 2.8.5-2ubuntu6 

     1.453.1 Available under license 

1.454 zstd 1.4.4+dfsg-3ubuntu0.1 

     1.454.1 Available under license 

1.455 netty-transport-native-unix-common 4.1.51.Final 

     1.455.1 Available under license 

1.456 glibc 2.28-10+deb10u1 

     1.456.1 Available under license 

1.457 flyway-core 7.3.1 

     1.457.1 Available under license 

1.458 libnfnetlink 1.0.1 

     1.458.1 Available under license 

1.459 urllib3 1.26.8 

     1.459.1 Available under license 

1.460 jakarta-annotation-api 1.3.5 

     1.460.1 Available under license 

1.461 spring-security-core 5.4.10 

     1.461.1 Available under license 

1.462 ipmi-tool 1.8.16 

     1.462.1 Available under license 
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1.463 spring-web-mvc 5.2.20.RELEASE 

     1.463.1 Available under license 

1.464 flyway-test 6.4.0 

     1.464.1 Available under license 

1.465 pam 1.3.1-5 

     1.465.1 Available under license 

1.466 glib 2.48.1 

     1.466.1 Available under license 

1.467 pcre 8.42 

     1.467.1 Available under license 

1.468 oniguruma 6.9.4-1 

     1.468.1 Available under license 

1.469 ipmiutil 2.9.9 

     1.469.1 Available under license 

1.470 fileutil 1.13.0 

     1.470.1 Available under license 

1.471 jq 1.6 1ubuntu0.20.04.1

     1.471.1 Available under license 

1.472 tftp-hpa 5.2 

     1.472.1 Available under license 

1.473 jakarta-validation-api 2.0.2 

     1.473.1 Available under license 

1.474 jakarta-persistence-api 2.2.3 

     1.474.1 Available under license 

1.475 json-c 0.12 

     1.475.1 Available under license 

1.476 slf4j-log4j 1.7.30 

     1.476.1 Available under license 

1.477 spring-jdbc 5.2.20.RELEASE 

     1.477.1 Available under license 

1.478 glibc 2.31-0ubuntu9.7 

     1.478.1 Available under license 

1.479 fdisk 1.1.0 

     1.479.1 Available under license 

1.480 python 3.7.3 

     1.480.1 Available under license 

1.481 asm 5.0.4 

     1.481.1 Available under license 

1.482 xz 5.2.4 1
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     1.482.1 Available under license 

1.483 apr-util 1.6.1 

     1.483.1 Available under license 

1.484 py 1.6.0-2.ph3 

     1.484.1 Available under license 

1.485 postgresql-jdbc 42.2.14 

     1.485.1 Available under license 

1.486 lsof 4.85 

     1.486.1 Available under license 

1.487 libarchive 3.4.0-2ubuntu1.2 

     1.487.1 Available under license 

1.488 kerberos 1.17-6ubuntu4.1 

     1.488.1 Available under license 

1.489 bzip2 1.0.6 9.2~deb10u1

     1.489.1 Available under license 

1.490 msgpack 1.0.3 

     1.490.1 Available under license 

 

1.1 libtasn 4.16.0 2
1.1.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way
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to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not
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allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG@.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a
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specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.
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If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item
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Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item
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Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.
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The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.
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@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does
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not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,
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and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:
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@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free
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software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding
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   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library
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facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our
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decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either
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   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that
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is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with
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the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.
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   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no
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   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from
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a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.
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 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that
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transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the
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patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.
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 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.
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 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

LICENSING

=========

 

The libtasn1 library is released under the GNU Lesser General Public

License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later; see [COPYING.LESSER](doc/COPYING.LESSER)

for the license terms.

 

The GNU LGPL applies to the main libtasn1 library, while the

included applications library are under the GNU GPL version 3.

The libtasn1 library is located in the lib directory, while the applications

in src/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

 

1.2 swagger-models 2.1.9 
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1.2.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright 2017 SmartBear Software

* <p>

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* <p>

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* <p>

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/Scopes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ByteArraySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlows.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Paths.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ComposedSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateTimeSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/tags/Tag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EncodingProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/CookieParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityScheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Content.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/examples/Example.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/OAuthFlow.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/StringSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/UUIDSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/License.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/XML.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/DateSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MediaType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/ServerVariables.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/PathParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/info/Contact.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/ExternalDocumentation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/MapSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/responses/ApiResponses.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/RequestBody.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/NumberSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/servers/Server.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/callbacks/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/FileSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BinarySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/headers/Header.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Encoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/PasswordSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/HeaderParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/links/LinkParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/BooleanSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/EmailSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/Components.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/OpenAPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ObjectSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/PathItem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/IntegerSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/parameters/QueryParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/media/ArraySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124349_1620941204.65/0/swagger-models-2-1-9-sources-

jar/io/swagger/v3/oas/models/security/SecurityRequirement.java

 

1.3 fribidi v1.0.11 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a
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restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a
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derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)
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   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.4 coreutils 8.30 3
1.4.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.
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 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system
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(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.
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 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no
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   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.
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   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the
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Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or
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   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright
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holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation
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(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a
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covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.
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 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.
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 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.5 commons-collections 4.4 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Collections

Copyright 2001-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.6 tzdata 2021e 0ubuntu0.20.04
1.6.1 Available under license : 

Unless specified below, all files in the tz code and data (including

this LICENSE file) are in the public domain.

 

If the files date.c, newstrftime.3, and strftime.c are present, they

contain material derived from BSD and use the BSD 3-clause license.

This is the Debian prepackaged version of the Time Zone and Daylight

Saving Time Data.
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It was downloaded from https://www.iana.org/time-zones

 

Upstream Author: The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)

Commentary should be addressed to tz@iana.org

 

Copyright: This database is in the public domain.

 

Files: debian/icu/*.txt

Copyright: 2016-2020 Unicode, Inc. and others.

# This is just the tzdata "Data Files" which uses "Third-Party

# Software Licenses 5. Time Zone Database"

License: ICU

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

.

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

.

---------------------
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.

Third-Party Software Licenses

.

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

libraries.

.

5. Time Zone Database

.

  ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

.

 # 7.  Database Ownership

 #

 #    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

 #    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

 #    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

 #    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

 #    not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

 #    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

 #    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

 #    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

 #    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

 #    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

 #    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

 #    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

 #    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

1.7 opencv 4.1.1 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2016 The Android Open Source Project

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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Copyright (c) 2011-2014 Idiap Research Institute (Ronan Collobert)

Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Deepmind Technologies (Koray Kavukcuoglu)

Copyright (c) 2011-2012 NEC Laboratories America (Koray Kavukcuoglu)

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 NYU (Clement Farabet)

Copyright (c) 2006-2010 NEC Laboratories America (Ronan Collobert, Leon Bottou, Iain Melvin, Jason Weston)

Copyright (c) 2006      Idiap Research Institute (Samy Bengio)

Copyright (c) 2001-2004 Idiap Research Institute (Ronan Collobert, Samy Bengio, Johnny Mariethoz)

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the names of Deepmind Technologies, NYU, NEC Laboratories America

  and IDIAP Research Institute nor the names of its contributors may be

  used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2015 The Khronos Group Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and/or associated documentation files (the

"Materials"), to deal in the Materials without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Materials, and to

permit persons to whom the Materials are furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Materials.

 

MODIFICATIONS TO THIS FILE MAY MEAN IT NO LONGER ACCURATELY REFLECTS

KHRONOS STANDARDS. THE UNMODIFIED, NORMATIVE VERSIONS OF KHRONOS

SPECIFICATIONS AND HEADER INFORMATION ARE LOCATED AT

  https://www.khronos.org/registry/

 

THE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

MATERIALS OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE MATERIALS.

Copyright (c) 1988-1997 Sam Leffler

Copyright (c) 1991-1997 Silicon Graphics, Inc.
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Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and

its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided

that (i) the above copyright notices and this permission notice appear in

all copies of the software and related documentation, and (ii) the names of

Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics may not be used in any advertising or

publicity relating to the software without the specific, prior written

permission of Sam Leffler and Silicon Graphics.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS-IS" AND WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY

WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL SAM LEFFLER OR SILICON GRAPHICS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER OR NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF DAMAGE, AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

              Copyright (C) 2001 Fabrice Bellard

 

   FFmpeg is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   FFmpeg is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with FFmpeg; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

==================================================================================

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]
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                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

SCALA LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2008 EPFL, Lausanne, unless otherwise specified.

All rights reserved.

 

This software was developed by the Programming Methods Laboratory of the

Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software in source

or binary form for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

  3. Neither the name of the EPFL nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2008, 2009, 2010 Steven Blundy, Josh Cough, Mark Harrah, Stuart Roebuck, Tony Sloane, Vesa

Vilhonen, Jason Zaugg

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

quirc -- QR-code recognition library

Copyright (C) 2010-2012 Daniel Beer <dlbeer@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for

any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the

above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all

copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Simple Build Tool Launcher

Copyright 2008, 2009, 2010  Mark Harrah, David MacIver

Licensed under BSD-style license (see LICENSE)

 

Classes from the Scala library are distributed with the launcher.

Copyright 2002-2008 EPFL, Lausanne

Licensed under BSD-style license (see licenses/LICENSE_Scala)

 

JLine is distributed with the launcher.

It is licensed under a BSD-style license (see licenses/LICENSE_JLine)
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Classes from Apache Ivy, licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(see licenses/LICENSE_Apache) are distributed with the launcher.

It requires the following notice:

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Ivy were originally developed by

Jayasoft SARL (http://www.jayasoft.fr/)

and are licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant License Agreement"

 

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The GNU General Public License (GPL)

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU

General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the

software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to

make sure that you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish),

that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to

surrender the rights. These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all

the rights that you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show

them these terms so they know their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you
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legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no

warranty for this free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to

know that what they have is not the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the

original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that

redistributors of a free program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To

prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying

it may be distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any such

program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the Program or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications

and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

"modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its

scope. The act of running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its

contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium,

provided that you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and

give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty

protection in exchange for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the

Program, and copy and distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you

also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any

change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the

Program or any part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this

License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started

running for such interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an

appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and

that users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such an announcement, your

work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from

the Program, and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License,

and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute

the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on

the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and

every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather,

the intent is to exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on

the Program) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this

License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable

form under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under

the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than

your cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding

source code, to be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software

interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This

alternative is allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or

executable form with such an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable

work, complete source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface

definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally distributed (in either source or

binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which the

executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering

equivalent access to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though

third parties are not compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically

terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you

permission to modify or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program),

you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or

modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives

a license from the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions.

You may not impose any further restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited

to patent issues), conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the

conditions of this License, they do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as

to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would not permit royalty-

free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only

way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the

section is intended to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest

validity of any such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software

distribution system, which is implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous
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contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that system in reliance on consistent application of

that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software through any other

system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License.

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted

interfaces, the original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit

geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this

License.

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time

to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License

which applies to it and "any later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that

version or of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are

different, write to the author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be

guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the

sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE

PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE

STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM

"AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY

COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE

PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL,

SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY

TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest possible use to the public, the best way to

achieve this is to make it free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to

most effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright" line and a

pointer to where the full notice is found.

One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
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License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the

Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO

WARRANTY; for details type `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain

conditions; type `show c' for details.

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate parts of the General Public License.

Of course, the commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your school, if any, to sign a "copyright

disclaimer" for the program, if necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at

compilers) written by James Hacker.

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

Ty Coon, President of Vice

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into proprietary programs. If your program

is a subroutine library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the library. If

this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2006, Industrial Light & Magic, a division of Lucasfilm

Entertainment Company Ltd.  Portions contributed and copyright held by

others as indicated.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

     the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of Industrial Light & Magic nor the names of

     any other contributors to this software may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This license applies to all parts of Protocol Buffers except the following:

 

 - Atomicops support for generic gcc, located in

   src/google/protobuf/stubs/atomicops_internals_generic_gcc.h.

   This file is copyrighted by Red Hat Inc.

 

 - Atomicops support for AIX/POWER, located in

   src/google/protobuf/stubs/atomicops_internals_power.h.

   This file is copyrighted by Bloomberg Finance LP.

 

Copyright 2014, Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner
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of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

libjpeg-turbo Licenses

======================

 

libjpeg-turbo is covered by three compatible BSD-style open source licenses:

 

- The IJG (Independent JPEG Group) License, which is listed in

 [README.ijg](README.ijg)

 

 This license applies to the libjpeg API library and associated programs

 (any code inherited from libjpeg, and any modifications to that code.)

 

- The Modified (3-clause) BSD License, which is listed below

 

 This license covers the TurboJPEG API library and associated programs, as

 well as the build system.

 

- The [zlib License](https://opensource.org/licenses/Zlib)

 

 This license is a subset of the other two, and it covers the libjpeg-turbo

 SIMD extensions.

 

 

Complying with the libjpeg-turbo Licenses

=========================================

 

This section provides a roll-up of the libjpeg-turbo licensing terms, to the

best of our understanding.

 

1.  If you are distributing a modified version of the libjpeg-turbo source,

   then:

 

   1.  You cannot alter or remove any existing copyright or license notices

       from the source.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 1 of the Modified BSD License

       - Clauses 1 and 3 of the zlib License

 

   2.  You must add your own copyright notice to the header of each source

       file you modified, so others can tell that you modified that file (if

       there is not an existing copyright header in that file, then you can

       simply add a notice stating that you modified the file.)

 

       **Origin**
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       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 2 of the zlib License

 

   3.  You must include the IJG README file, and you must not alter any of the

       copyright or license text in that file.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

 

2.  If you are distributing only libjpeg-turbo binaries without the source, or

   if you are distributing an application that statically links with

   libjpeg-turbo, then:

 

   1.  Your product documentation must include a message stating:

 

       This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG

       Group.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the IJG license

 

   2.  If your binary distribution includes or uses the TurboJPEG API, then

       your product documentation must include the text of the Modified BSD

       License (see below.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the Modified BSD License

 

3.  You cannot use the name of the IJG or The libjpeg-turbo Project or the

   contributors thereof in advertising, publicity, etc.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Clause 3 of the Modified BSD License

 

4.  The IJG and The libjpeg-turbo Project do not warrant libjpeg-turbo to be

   free of defects, nor do we accept any liability for undesirable

   consequences resulting from your use of the software.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Modified BSD License

   - zlib License

 

 

The Modified (3-clause) BSD License

===================================
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Copyright (C)2009-2019 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C)2015 Viktor Szathmry.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Why Three Licenses?

===================

 

The zlib License could have been used instead of the Modified (3-clause) BSD

License, and since the IJG License effectively subsumes the distribution

conditions of the zlib License, this would have effectively placed

libjpeg-turbo binary distributions under the IJG License.  However, the IJG

License specifically refers to the Independent JPEG Group and does not extend

attribution and endorsement protections to other entities.  Thus, it was

desirable to choose a license that granted us the same protections for new code

that were granted to the IJG for code derived from their software.

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<opencv_storage>

<!-- Automatically converted from haarcascade2, window size = 64x16 -->

<haarcascade_pltzzz64x16_16STG type_id="opencv-haar-classifier">

 <size>

   64 16</size>

 <stages>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 0 -->
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     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 32 2 8 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 32 4 8 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.6915600746870041e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.5547717809677124e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.9129137992858887e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 4 6 10 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 4 3 10 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.4228349328041077e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.2089319229125977e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.8723921775817871e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 55 0 8 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 55 0 4 3 2.</_>

               <_>

                 59 3 4 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-1.0168660432100296e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>8.8940089941024780e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-7.7847331762313843e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>
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           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 44 7 4 9 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 44 10 4 3 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.0863260142505169e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.7998157739639282e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>5.8651781082153320e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-2.0683259963989258e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>-1</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 1 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 29 1 16 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 29 3 16 2 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.9062159359455109e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.7765061855316162e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.5373121500015259e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 5 9 8 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 5 3 8 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.3903399705886841e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.2079448699951172e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.5155001878738403e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>
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           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 44 0 20 14 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 44 0 10 7 2.</_>

               <_>

                 54 7 10 7 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-3.5404648631811142e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>6.7834627628326416e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.0937072038650513e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 41 7 6 9 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 43 7 2 9 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>6.2988721765577793e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.1054258346557617e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>5.8985030651092529e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 4 21 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 7 4 7 4 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>3.4959490876644850e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.7632282972335815e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>4.5473039150238037e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.6632349491119385e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>0</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 2 -->

     <trees>

       <_>
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         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 31 2 11 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 31 4 11 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.3864099755883217e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.3137168884277344e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.2478952407836914e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 56 3 6 11 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 59 3 3 11 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.5775209069252014e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>8.5526448488235474e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.7574672698974609e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 32 14 32 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 32 15 32 1 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-1.0646049864590168e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>8.5167151689529419e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-6.7789041996002197e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>
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                 0 2 8 14 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 4 2 4 14 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.7000989764928818e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.0041092634201050e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.4893317222595215e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 19 0 22 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 19 0 11 3 2.</_>

               <_>

                 30 3 11 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>5.2989721298217773e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.5342522859573364e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>5.0140267610549927e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.3346730470657349e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>1</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 3 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 56 0 6 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 56 0 3 3 2.</_>

               <_>

                 59 3 3 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-6.9233630783855915e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>8.2654470205307007e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.5396027565002441e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>
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           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 32 0 14 12 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 32 0 7 6 2.</_>

               <_>

                 39 6 7 6 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.2539249658584595e-001</threshold>

           <left_val>-1.2996139936149120e-002</left_val>

           <right_val>-3.2377028808593750e+003</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 2 1 43 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 2 3 43 2 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>6.3474893569946289e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-6.4648061990737915e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.2302427291870117e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 34 10 30 5 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 44 10 10 5 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>4.2217150330543518e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.5190877914428711e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.3705182075500488e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>
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                 0 9 9 5 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 9 3 5 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.0000640302896500e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-6.2077498435974121e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.1317932605743408e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.6521669626235962e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>2</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 4 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 2 1 43 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 2 3 43 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>9.2297486960887909e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.2764229774475098e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.0554759502410889e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 53 4 9 8 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 56 4 3 8 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.7613969519734383e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.0769268274307251e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.3315787315368652e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>
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                 36 4 14 8 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 36 4 7 4 2.</_>

               <_>

                 43 8 7 4 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.2465449981391430e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.4359270334243774e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>5.7046437263488770e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 14 14 49 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 14 15 49 1 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.3886829614639282e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>8.2656508684158325e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-5.2783298492431641e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.4523630142211914e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>3</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 5 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 5 4 9 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 2 5 2 9 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.8821349367499352e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.1122857332229614e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.9127470254898071e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>
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             <rects>

               <_>

                 21 1 38 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 21 3 38 2 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>6.1703320592641830e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.6482647657394409e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.4212161302566528e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 44 12 18 3 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 53 12 9 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-1.6298670321702957e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>5.0207728147506714e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.4020161628723145e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 10 4 9 3 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 13 4 3 3 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-4.9458951689302921e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>6.1991941928863525e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-6.1633539199829102e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 40 4 10 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 45 4 5 4 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>
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           <threshold>-5.1894597709178925e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>4.4975179433822632e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.0651968717575073e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 5 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 17 14 47 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 17 15 47 1 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-1.8824130296707153e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>6.1992841958999634e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-5.5643159151077271e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 6 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 8 5 4 7 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 10 5 2 7 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>5.6571601890027523e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-4.8346561193466187e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.8647360801696777e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-2.2358059883117676e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>4</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 6 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 56 0 6 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 56 0 3 3 2.</_>

               <_>
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                 59 3 3 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-9.1503243893384933e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>6.8174481391906738e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-7.7866071462631226e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 0 6 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 0 0 3 3 2.</_>

               <_>

                 3 3 3 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>7.4933180585503578e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-6.8696027994155884e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.6913938522338867e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 13 4 48 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 29 4 16 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>4.5296419411897659e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.3576509952545166e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>5.9453499317169189e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 42 1 6 15 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 42 6 6 5 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.1669679544866085e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.4733831882476807e-001</left_val>
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           <right_val>4.5461329817771912e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 30 8 3 5 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 31 8 1 5 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.5769430212676525e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-5.8270388841629028e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.7900522947311401e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 5 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 55 10 8 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 55 13 8 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-1.4139170525595546e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>4.5126929879188538e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.0696328878402710e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.8782069683074951e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>5</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 7 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 4 6 4 7 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 6 6 2 7 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-5.3149578161537647e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>6.5218788385391235e-001</left_val>
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           <right_val>-7.9464268684387207e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 56 3 6 8 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 59 3 3 8 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.2906960919499397e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>6.6433382034301758e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-7.3633247613906860e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 37 2 4 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 37 4 4 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>9.4887977465987206e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.2612031698226929e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>4.9333500862121582e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 10 30 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 0 12 30 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>4.5138411223888397e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-5.4704028367996216e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.6927912235260010e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>
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             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 4 21 12 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 7 4 7 12 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.5049019604921341e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.6739641427993774e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>5.2807968854904175e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.0597369670867920e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>6</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 8 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 44 0 1 14 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 44 7 1 7 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>6.6414438188076019e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.7290147542953491e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.9723731279373169e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 54 3 4 3 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 56 3 2 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.4703629314899445e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.4289917945861816e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.6825848817825317e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>
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             <rects>

               <_>

                 32 0 30 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 32 0 15 3 2.</_>

               <_>

                 47 3 15 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.2910499945282936e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>4.3986389040946960e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.0588808059692383e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 8 9 7 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 8 3 7 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>3.4193221479654312e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-6.9507479667663574e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.2501090764999390e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 30 10 3 3 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 31 10 1 3 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.5060020377859473e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-6.8670761585235596e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.2241541147232056e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 5 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 21 3 24 4 -1.</_>

               <_>
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                 29 3 8 4 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.9838380467263050e-005</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.2727631330490112e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.4723730087280273e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 6 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 42 3 12 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 46 3 4 6 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.2170299416757189e-005</threshold>

           <left_val>5.6555831432342529e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.6788132190704346e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.4993519783020020e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>7</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 9 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 56 9 6 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 59 9 3 6 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-1.1395259760320187e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>7.1383631229400635e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.7429678440093994e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 6 4 1 6 -1.</_>

               <_>
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                 6 7 1 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.1864590235054493e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>8.5311782360076904e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-6.4777731895446777e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 0 12 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 0 0 6 2 2.</_>

               <_>

                 6 2 6 2 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.3193720262497663e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.6411879062652588e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.1867972612380981e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 43 12 18 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 52 12 9 2 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-7.9916073009371758e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>6.6442942619323730e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-7.9540950059890747e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 9 5 2 8 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 10 5 1 8 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.4212740352377295e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-6.3904231786727905e-001</left_val>
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           <right_val>7.5050598382949829e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-8.4829801321029663e-001</stage_threshold>

     <parent>8</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 10 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 1 9 6 3 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 9 2 3 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>6.4091659151017666e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.8425230979919434e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>9.9953681230545044e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 56 8 2 8 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 56 12 2 4 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-6.3316390151157975e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>8.3822172880172729e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.8322170972824097e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 24 2 6 13 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 26 2 2 13 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-6.4947169448714703e-005</threshold>

           <left_val>1.</left_val>
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           <right_val>-9.1822808980941772e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 33 7 24 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 41 7 8 4 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>5.3404141217470169e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.4317251443862915e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>9.0425151586532593e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-6.0007210820913315e-002</stage_threshold>

     <parent>9</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 11 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 1 1 57 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 1 3 57 2 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.0755469650030136e-001</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.1647202968597412e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.7827038764953613e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 2 6 14 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 2 3 14 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>3.1668949872255325e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.7051069736480713e-001</left_val>
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           <right_val>5.8807212114334106e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 52 3 6 10 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 54 3 2 10 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-1.0572380386292934e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>6.2438100576400757e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-7.4027371406555176e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 1 14 61 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 1 15 61 1 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.7396259829401970e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>8.9776748418807983e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-5.2986758947372437e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 28 0 11 12 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 28 4 11 4 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.5918649509549141e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.6482518911361694e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>5.3121817111968994e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-9.6125108003616333e-001</stage_threshold>

     <parent>10</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 12 -->
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     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 22 1 41 4 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 22 3 41 2 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>7.1039132773876190e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.5719678401947021e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.5645631551742554e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 41 6 6 8 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 43 6 2 8 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>7.6241148635745049e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.9783838987350464e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.1733069419860840e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 50 9 14 5 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 57 9 7 5 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.7092639356851578e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>6.0071170330047607e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.4794402122497559e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>
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             <rects>

               <_>

                 4 1 12 5 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 10 1 6 5 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-8.1267888890579343e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>5.9364068508148193e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.9295238256454468e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 37 9 3 3 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 38 9 1 3 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>8.3705072756856680e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>-6.4887362718582153e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.8537952899932861e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.0618970394134521e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>11</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 13 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 54 0 10 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 54 0 5 3 2.</_>

               <_>

                 59 3 5 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-9.7556859254837036e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>7.6982218027114868e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.5293501615524292e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>
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           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 47 0 6 11 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 49 0 2 11 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-8.6617246270179749e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>8.4029090404510498e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-7.1949690580368042e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 19 2 20 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 19 3 20 1 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.6897840425372124e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-5.3601992130279541e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>9.5484441518783569e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 14 4 6 11 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 17 4 3 11 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>4.7526158596156165e-005</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.6412862539291382e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>7.5398761034011841e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 31 9 33 2 -1.</_>

               <_>
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                 42 9 11 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>6.5607670694589615e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.9346441030502319e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.4864277839660645e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-7.3307347297668457e-001</stage_threshold>

     <parent>12</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 14 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 6 1 53 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 6 3 53 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.0103269666433334e-001</threshold>

           <left_val>-7.3275578022003174e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.4619927406311035e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 49 9 4 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 49 9 2 3 2.</_>

               <_>

                 51 12 2 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.8920811018906534e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>7.1564781665802002e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-8.8221758604049683e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>
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                 0 9 30 7 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 10 9 10 7 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.0838840156793594e-002</threshold>

           <left_val>-8.7420248985290527e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.0648679733276367e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 40 4 6 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 42 4 2 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>5.0803890917450190e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.0554022789001465e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>6.4213967323303223e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 1 9 6 1 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 9 2 1 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.3357039317488670e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.2574918270111084e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.6384928226470947e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 5 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 47 3 4 10 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 47 8 4 5 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>8.0239427916239947e-005</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.9618428945541382e-001</left_val>
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           <right_val>9.5355111360549927e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 6 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 31 5 30 11 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 41 5 10 11 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>3.2030208967626095e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-1.</left_val>

           <right_val>1.0001050233840942e+000</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 7 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 0 2 1 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 1 0 1 1 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>0.</threshold>

           <left_val>0.</left_val>

           <right_val>-1.</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 8 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 21 3 42 5 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 35 3 14 5 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.6143440045416355e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-1.</left_val>

           <right_val>1.0002139806747437e+000</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 9 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>
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             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 0 2 1 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 1 0 1 1 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>0.</threshold>

           <left_val>0.</left_val>

           <right_val>-1.</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 10 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 8 5 30 9 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 8 8 30 3 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-7.0475979009643197e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>1.</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.9976968765258789e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 11 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 3 12 33 3 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 14 12 11 3 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>2.1271279547363520e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.9694627523422241e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>1.0002720355987549e+000</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 12 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 0 3 2 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 1 0 1 2 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>
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           <threshold>-2.4224430671893060e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>1.</left_val>

           <right_val>-1.</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 13 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 46 4 3 8 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 47 4 1 8 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>7.4700301047414541e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.9108231067657471e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>9.9941182136535645e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-1.0991690158843994e+000</stage_threshold>

     <parent>13</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_>

   <_>

     <!-- stage 15 -->

     <trees>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 0 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 1 2 6 5 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 2 2 5 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>1.7227890202775598e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.3608891963958740e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>8.7251222133636475e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 1 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 0 3 18 5 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 6 3 6 5 3.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>
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           <threshold>2.7599320746958256e-003</threshold>

           <left_val>-9.9757021665573120e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>1.0000289678573608e+000</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 2 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 3 1 6 14 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 6 1 3 14 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-8.9444358309265226e-005</threshold>

           <left_val>1.</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.9264812469482422e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 3 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 3 6 2 10 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 3 11 2 5 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.7962020249105990e-004</threshold>

           <left_val>8.2833290100097656e-001</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.8444151878356934e-001</right_val></_></_>

       <_>

         <!-- tree 4 -->

         <_>

           <!-- root node -->

           <feature>

             <rects>

               <_>

                 42 0 4 6 -1.</_>

               <_>

                 42 0 2 3 2.</_>

               <_>

                 44 3 2 3 2.</_></rects>

             <tilted>0</tilted></feature>

           <threshold>-2.7560539820115082e-005</threshold>

           <left_val>1.</left_val>

           <right_val>-9.9543339014053345e-001</right_val></_></_></trees>

     <stage_threshold>-9.1314977407455444e-001</stage_threshold>
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     <parent>14</parent>

     <next>-1</next></_></stages></haarcascade_pltzzz64x16_16STG>

</opencv_storage>

JasPer License Version 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2006 Michael David Adams

Copyright (c) 1999-2000 Image Power, Inc.

Copyright (c) 1999-2000 The University of British Columbia

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person (the

"User") obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

1.  The above copyright notices and this permission notice (which

includes the disclaimer below) shall be included in all copies or

substantial portions of the Software.

 

2.  The name of a copyright holder shall not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from the Software without specific prior

written permission.

 

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS

LICENSE.  NO USE OF THE SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER

THIS DISCLAIMER.  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

"AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.  IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.  NO ASSURANCES ARE

PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS THAT THE SOFTWARE DOES NOT INFRINGE

THE PATENT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF ANY OTHER ENTITY.

EACH COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY TO THE USER FOR CLAIMS

BROUGHT BY ANY OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL

PROPERTY RIGHTS OR OTHERWISE.  AS A CONDITION TO EXERCISING THE RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EACH USER HEREBY ASSUMES SOLE RESPONSIBILITY TO SECURE

ANY OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS NEEDED, IF ANY.  THE SOFTWARE

IS NOT FAULT-TOLERANT AND IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE IN MISSION-CRITICAL

SYSTEMS, SUCH AS THOSE USED IN THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES,

AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
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SYSTEMS, DIRECT LIFE SUPPORT MACHINES, OR WEAPONS SYSTEMS, IN WHICH

THE FAILURE OF THE SOFTWARE OR SYSTEM COULD LEAD DIRECTLY TO DEATH,

PERSONAL INJURY, OR SEVERE PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE ("HIGH

RISK ACTIVITIES").  THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR HIGH RISK ACTIVITIES.

Copyright (c) 2011, Intel Corporation

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

	Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

	Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License for Berkeley SoftFloat Release 3c

 

John R. Hauser

2017 February 10

 

The following applies to the whole of SoftFloat Release 3c as well as to

each source file individually.

 

Copyright 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 The Regents of the

University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
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   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS", AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

By downloading, copying, installing or using the software you agree to this license.

If you do not agree to this license, do not download, install,

copy or use the software.

 

 

                         License Agreement

              For Open Source Computer Vision Library

                      (3-clause BSD License)

 

Copyright (C) 2000-2019, Intel Corporation, all rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009-2011, Willow Garage Inc., all rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2009-2016, NVIDIA Corporation, all rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2010-2013, Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., all rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2015-2016, OpenCV Foundation, all rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2015-2016, Itseez Inc., all rights reserved.

Third party copyrights are property of their respective owners.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 * Neither the names of the copyright holders nor the names of the contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

This software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors "as is" and

any express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied

warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed.

In no event shall copyright holders or contributors be liable for any direct,
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indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages

(including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services;

loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) however caused

and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability,

or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way out of

the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

PNG

 

 

IHDR=IDATx1@^uG&%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%

Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y7?_dN%c

vlYG2$K/dG_l/l/l/l/l/l/Ll/l/l/l/l/l/Y:~!;2uHd,%s1o/N#Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%

Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%Y%

Y%Y%Y%Y%YX/WjIENDB`

This package was debianized by Christopher L Cheney <ccheney@debian.org> on

Fri, 22 Aug 2003 01:33:34 -0500.

 

The current maintainer is Roland Stigge <stigge@antcom.de>

 

It was downloaded from http://www.ece.uvic.ca/~mdadams/jasper/

 

Upstream Author: Michael Adams <mdadams@ece.uvic.ca>

 

License:

 

JasPer License Version 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2000 Image Power, Inc.

Copyright (c) 1999-2000 The University of British Columbia

Copyright (c) 2001-2003 Michael David Adams

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person (the

"User") obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

 

1.  The above copyright notices and this permission notice (which

includes the disclaimer below) shall be included in all copies or

substantial portions of the Software.

 

2.  The name of a copyright holder shall not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from the Software without specific prior

written permission.
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THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS

LICENSE.  NO USE OF THE SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER

THIS DISCLAIMER.  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

"AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.  IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.  NO ASSURANCES ARE

PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS THAT THE SOFTWARE DOES NOT INFRINGE

THE PATENT OR OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OF ANY OTHER ENTITY.

EACH COPYRIGHT HOLDER DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY TO THE USER FOR CLAIMS

BROUGHT BY ANY OTHER ENTITY BASED ON INFRINGEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL

PROPERTY RIGHTS OR OTHERWISE.  AS A CONDITION TO EXERCISING THE RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EACH USER HEREBY ASSUMES SOLE RESPONSIBILITY TO SECURE

ANY OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS NEEDED, IF ANY.  THE SOFTWARE

IS NOT FAULT-TOLERANT AND IS NOT INTENDED FOR USE IN MISSION-CRITICAL

SYSTEMS, SUCH AS THOSE USED IN THE OPERATION OF NUCLEAR FACILITIES,

AIRCRAFT NAVIGATION OR COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL

SYSTEMS, DIRECT LIFE SUPPORT MACHINES, OR WEAPONS SYSTEMS, IN WHICH

THE FAILURE OF THE SOFTWARE OR SYSTEM COULD LEAD DIRECTLY TO DEATH,

PERSONAL INJURY, OR SEVERE PHYSICAL OR ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE ("HIGH

RISK ACTIVITIES").  THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR HIGH RISK ACTIVITIES.

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,
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BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

04 ,-./1		
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2018 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no even shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or
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other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you

   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000 through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated
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files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of
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the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.8 expat 2.2.5 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2017 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.9 libcap-ng 0.7.9 2
1.9.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
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Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the
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Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
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   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,
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the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
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subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
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Public License instead of this License.

This package was debianized by Pierre Chifflier <pollux@debian.org> on

Mon, 22 Jun 2009 21:47:25 +0200.

 

It was downloaded from http://people.redhat.com/sgrubb/libcap-ng/

 

Upstream Author: Steve Grubb <sgrubb@redhat.com>

 

Copyright 2009 Red Hat Inc.

 

License:

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

  

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

  

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston,

   MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

see `/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1'.

 

Files in the 'utils/' directory, Makefile.am and doc/Makefile.am are

licensed under the GNU General Public License version 2 or above

See `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

The Debian packaging is:

 

   Copyright (C) 2009 Pierre Chifflier <pollux@debian.org>

 

and is licensed under the GPL version 3,

see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

 

1.10 liblogging 1.0.3 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2002-2014

   Rainer Gerhards and Adiscon GmbH. All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

     the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

     distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.11 swagger-integration 2.1.9 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-Description: swagger-integration

Automatic-Module-Name: io.swagger.v3.oas.integration

Bundle-License: "Apache License 2.0";link="http://www.apache.org/licen

ses/LICENSE-2.0.html"

package: io.swagger

Bundle-SymbolicName: io.swagger.core.v3.swagger-integration

implementation-version: 2.1.9

Built-By: runner

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-DocURL: https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-core/modules/swa

gger-integration

Import-Package: com.fasterxml.jackson.annotation;version="[2.12,3)",co

m.fasterxml.jackson.databind;version="[2.12,3)",com.fasterxml.jackson

.databind.annotation;version="[2.12,3)",io.github.classgraph;version=

"[4.8,5)",io.swagger.v3.core.converter;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v

3.core.jackson;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.core.util;version="[2.

1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.annotations;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.o

as.integration,io.swagger.v3.oas.integration.api,io.swagger.v3.oas.mo
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dels;version="[2.1,3)",io.swagger.v3.oas.models.media;version="[2.1,3

)",org.apache.commons.lang3;version="[3.7,4)",org.apache.commons.lang

3.tuple;version="[3.7,4)",org.slf4j;version="[1.7,2)"

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.8))"

Bundle-Developers: fehguy;email="fehguy@gmail.com";name="Tony Tam",web

ron;email="webron@gmail.com";name="Ron Ratovsky"

url: https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-core/modules/swagger-integ

ration

mode: development

Export-Package: io.swagger.v3.oas.integration;uses:="com.fasterxml.jac

kson.databind,io.swagger.v3.core.converter,io.swagger.v3.core.util,io

.swagger.v3.oas.integration.api,io.swagger.v3.oas.models,org.apache.c

ommons.lang3.tuple,org.slf4j";version="2.1.9",io.swagger.v3.oas.integ

ration.api;uses:="com.fasterxml.jackson.databind,io.swagger.v3.core.c

onverter,io.swagger.v3.oas.integration,io.swagger.v3.oas.models";vers

ion="2.1.9"

Bundle-Name: swagger-integration

Bundle-Version: 2.1.9

Bundle-SCM: url="https://github.com/swagger-api/swagger-core/modules/s

wagger-integration",connection="scm:git:git@github.com:swagger-api/sw

agger-core.git/modules/swagger-integration",developer-connection="scm

:git:git@github.com:swagger-api/swagger-core.git/modules/swagger-inte

gration",tag=HEAD

Created-By: Apache Maven 3.6.3

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_282

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1165124366_1631831566.71/0/swagger-integration-2-1-9-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

 

1.12 libjpeg 8d 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

This is Debian's prepackaged version of the `jpeg library' by the Independent

JPEG Group.

 

This package was created by Mark Mickan <mmickan@debian.org> from sources

which can be found at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz

 

It is partly based on the libjpeg6a package originally put together by

Andy Guy <awpguy@acs.ucalgary.ca> and later maintained by Mark Mickan.

 

Current Debian maintainer is Bill Allombert <ballombe@debian.org>.

 

LEGAL ISSUES [ from README supplied with source - MM ]

============

 

In plain English:
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1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:

 

The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-2010, Thomas G. Lane, Guido Vollbeding.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.
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ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.  (See the file

ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part

of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than

the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,

ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright by X Consortium

but is also freely distributable.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that

   "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

 

1.13 webrtc m44 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011, The WebRTC project authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This source tree contains third party source code which is governed by third

party licenses. Paths to the files and associated licenses are collected here.

 

Files governed by third party licenses:

common_audio/fft4g.c

common_audio/signal_processing/spl_sqrt_floor.c

common_audio/signal_processing/spl_sqrt_floor_arm.S

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g711/main/source/g711.c

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g711/main/source/g711.h

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g722/main/source/g722_decode.c

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g722/main/source/g722_enc_dec.h

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g722/main/source/g722_encode.c

modules/audio_coding/codecs/isac/main/source/fft.c

modules/audio_device/mac/portaudio/pa_memorybarrier.h

modules/audio_device/mac/portaudio/pa_ringbuffer.c

modules/audio_device/mac/portaudio/pa_ringbuffer.h

modules/audio_processing/aec/aec_rdft.c

system_wrappers/source/condition_variable_event_win.cc

system_wrappers/source/set_thread_name_win.h

system_wrappers/source/spreadsortlib/constants.hpp

system_wrappers/source/spreadsortlib/spreadsort.hpp

 

Individual licenses for each file:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

common_audio/signal_processing/spl_sqrt_floor.c

common_audio/signal_processing/spl_sqrt_floor_arm.S

 

License:

/*

* Written by Wilco Dijkstra, 1996. The following email exchange establishes the

* license.

*

* From: Wilco Dijkstra <Wilco.Dijkstra@ntlworld.com>

* Date: Fri, Jun 24, 2011 at 3:20 AM

* Subject: Re: sqrt routine

* To: Kevin Ma <kma@google.com>

* Hi Kevin,
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* Thanks for asking. Those routines are public domain (originally posted to

* comp.sys.arm a long time ago), so you can use them freely for any purpose.

* Cheers,

* Wilco

*

* ----- Original Message -----

* From: "Kevin Ma" <kma@google.com>

* To: <Wilco.Dijkstra@ntlworld.com>

* Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2011 11:44 PM

* Subject: Fwd: sqrt routine

* Hi Wilco,

* I saw your sqrt routine from several web sites, including

* http://www.finesse.demon.co.uk/steven/sqrt.html.

* Just wonder if there's any copyright information with your Successive

* approximation routines, or if I can freely use it for any purpose.

* Thanks.

* Kevin

*/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g711/main/source/g711.c

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g711/main/source/g711.h

 

License:

/*

* SpanDSP - a series of DSP components for telephony

*

* g711.h - In line A-law and u-law conversion routines

*

* Written by Steve Underwood <steveu@coppice.org>

*

* Copyright (C) 2001 Steve Underwood

*

*  Despite my general liking of the GPL, I place this code in the

*  public domain for the benefit of all mankind - even the slimy

*  ones who might try to proprietize my work and use it to my

*  detriment.

*/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g722/main/source/g722_decode.c

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g722/main/source/g722_enc_dec.h

modules/audio_coding/codecs/g722/main/source/g722_encode.c

 

License:

/*

* SpanDSP - a series of DSP components for telephony

*
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* g722_decode.c - The ITU G.722 codec, decode part.

*

* Written by Steve Underwood <steveu@coppice.org>

*

* Copyright (C) 2005 Steve Underwood

*

*  Despite my general liking of the GPL, I place my own contributions

*  to this code in the public domain for the benefit of all mankind -

*  even the slimy ones who might try to proprietize my work and use it

*  to my detriment.

*

* Based in part on a single channel G.722 codec which is:

*

* Copyright (c) CMU 1993

* Computer Science, Speech Group

* Chengxiang Lu and Alex Hauptmann

*/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

modules/audio_coding/codecs/isac/main/source/fft.c

 

License:

/*

* Copyright(c)1995,97 Mark Olesen <olesen@me.QueensU.CA>

*    Queen's Univ at Kingston (Canada)

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for

* any purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this

* entire notice is included in all copies of any software which is

* or includes a copy or modification of this software and in all

* copies of the supporting documentation for such software.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR QUEEN'S

* UNIVERSITY AT KINGSTON MAKES ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY

* KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS

* FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*

* All of which is to say that you can do what you like with this

* source code provided you don't try to sell it as your own and you

* include an unaltered copy of this message (including the

* copyright).

*

* It is also implicitly understood that bug fixes and improvements

* should make their way back to the general Internet community so

* that everyone benefits.

*/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Files:

modules/audio_device/mac/portaudio/pa_memorybarrier.h

modules/audio_device/mac/portaudio/pa_ringbuffer.c

modules/audio_device/mac/portaudio/pa_ringbuffer.h

 

License:

/*

* $Id: pa_memorybarrier.h 1240 2007-07-17 13:05:07Z bjornroche $

* Portable Audio I/O Library

* Memory barrier utilities

*

* Author: Bjorn Roche, XO Audio, LLC

*

* This program uses the PortAudio Portable Audio Library.

* For more information see: http://www.portaudio.com

* Copyright (c) 1999-2000 Ross Bencina and Phil Burk

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files

* (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

* publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

* and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

* CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

/*

* The text above constitutes the entire PortAudio license; however,

* the PortAudio community also makes the following non-binding requests:

*

* Any person wishing to distribute modifications to the Software is

* requested to send the modifications to the original developer so that

* they can be incorporated into the canonical version. It is also

* requested that these non-binding requests be included along with the

* license above.

*/
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/*

* $Id: pa_ringbuffer.c 1421 2009-11-18 16:09:05Z bjornroche $

* Portable Audio I/O Library

* Ring Buffer utility.

*

* Author: Phil Burk, http://www.softsynth.com

* modified for SMP safety on Mac OS X by Bjorn Roche

* modified for SMP safety on Linux by Leland Lucius

* also, allowed for const where possible

* modified for multiple-byte-sized data elements by Sven Fischer

*

* Note that this is safe only for a single-thread reader and a

* single-thread writer.

*

* This program uses the PortAudio Portable Audio Library.

* For more information see: http://www.portaudio.com

* Copyright (c) 1999-2000 Ross Bencina and Phil Burk

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files

* (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

* publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

* and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

* EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

* CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*/

 

/*

* The text above constitutes the entire PortAudio license; however,

* the PortAudio community also makes the following non-binding requests:

*

* Any person wishing to distribute modifications to the Software is

* requested to send the modifications to the original developer so that

* they can be incorporated into the canonical version. It is also

* requested that these non-binding requests be included along with the

* license above.

*/
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

common_audio/fft4g.c

modules/audio_processing/aec/aec_rdft.c

 

License:

/*

* http://www.kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~ooura/fft.html

* Copyright Takuya OOURA, 1996-2001

*

* You may use, copy, modify and distribute this code for any purpose (include

* commercial use) and without fee. Please refer to this package when you modify

* this code.

*/

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

system_wrappers/source/condition_variable_event_win.cc

 

Source:

http://www1.cse.wustl.edu/~schmidt/ACE-copying.html

 

License:

Copyright and Licensing Information for ACE(TM), TAO(TM), CIAO(TM), DAnCE(TM),

and CoSMIC(TM)

 

ACE(TM), TAO(TM), CIAO(TM), DAnCE>(TM), and CoSMIC(TM) (henceforth referred to

as "DOC software") are copyrighted by Douglas C. Schmidt and his research

group at Washington University, University of California, Irvine, and

Vanderbilt University, Copyright (c) 1993-2009, all rights reserved. Since DOC

software is open-source, freely available software, you are free to use,

modify, copy, and distribute--perpetually and irrevocably--the DOC software

source code and object code produced from the source, as well as copy and

distribute modified versions of this software. You must, however, include this

copyright statement along with any code built using DOC software that you

release. No copyright statement needs to be provided if you just ship binary

executables of your software products.

You can use DOC software in commercial and/or binary software releases and are

under no obligation to redistribute any of your source code that is built

using DOC software. Note, however, that you may not misappropriate the DOC

software code, such as copyrighting it yourself or claiming authorship of the

DOC software code, in a way that will prevent DOC software from being

distributed freely using an open-source development model. You needn't inform

anyone that you're using DOC software in your software, though we encourage

you to let us know so we can promote your project in the DOC software success

stories.

 

The ACE, TAO, CIAO, DAnCE, and CoSMIC web sites are maintained by the DOC

Group at the Institute for Software Integrated Systems (ISIS) and the Center
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for Distributed Object Computing of Washington University, St. Louis for the

development of open-source software as part of the open-source software

community. Submissions are provided by the submitter ``as is'' with no

warranties whatsoever, including any warranty of merchantability,

noninfringement of third party intellectual property, or fitness for any

particular purpose. In no event shall the submitter be liable for any direct,

indirect, special, exemplary, punitive, or consequential damages, including

without limitation, lost profits, even if advised of the possibility of such

damages. Likewise, DOC software is provided as is with no warranties of any

kind, including the warranties of design, merchantability, and fitness for a

particular purpose, noninfringement, or arising from a course of dealing,

usage or trade practice. Washington University, UC Irvine, Vanderbilt

University, their employees, and students shall have no liability with respect

to the infringement of copyrights, trade secrets or any patents by DOC

software or any part thereof. Moreover, in no event will Washington

University, UC Irvine, or Vanderbilt University, their employees, or students

be liable for any lost revenue or profits or other special, indirect and

consequential damages.

 

DOC software is provided with no support and without any obligation on the

part of Washington University, UC Irvine, Vanderbilt University, their

employees, or students to assist in its use, correction, modification, or

enhancement. A number of companies around the world provide commercial support

for DOC software, however. DOC software is Y2K-compliant, as long as the

underlying OS platform is Y2K-compliant. Likewise, DOC software is compliant

with the new US daylight savings rule passed by Congress as "The Energy Policy

Act of 2005," which established new daylight savings times (DST) rules for the

United States that expand DST as of March 2007. Since DOC software obtains

time/date and calendaring information from operating systems users will not be

affected by the new DST rules as long as they upgrade their operating systems

accordingly.

 

The names ACE(TM), TAO(TM), CIAO(TM), DAnCE(TM), CoSMIC(TM), Washington

University, UC Irvine, and Vanderbilt University, may not be used to endorse

or promote products or services derived from this source without express

written permission from Washington University, UC Irvine, or Vanderbilt

University. This license grants no permission to call products or services

derived from this source ACE(TM), TAO(TM), CIAO(TM), DAnCE(TM), or CoSMIC(TM),

nor does it grant permission for the name Washington University, UC Irvine, or

Vanderbilt University to appear in their names.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

system_wrappers/source/set_thread_name_win.h

 

Source:

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/cc300389.aspx#P

 

License:
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This license governs use of code marked as sample or example available on

this web site without a license agreement, as provided under the section above

titled NOTICE SPECIFIC TO SOFTWARE AVAILABLE ON THIS WEB SITE. If you use

such code (the software), you accept this license. If you do not accept the

license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

 

The terms reproduce, reproduction, derivative works, and distribution

have the same meaning here as under U.S. copyright law.

 

A contribution is the original software, or any additions or changes to the

software.

 

A contributor is any person that distributes its contribution under this

license.

 

Licensed patents are a contributors patent claims that read directly on its

contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

 

(A) Copyright Grant - Subject to the terms of this license, including the

license conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a

non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its

contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its

contribution or any derivative works that you create.

 

(B) Patent Grant - Subject to the terms of this license, including the license

conditions and limitations in section 3, each contributor grants you a

non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to

make, have made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose

of its contribution in the software or derivative works of the contribution in

the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

 

(A) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any

contributors name, logo, or trademarks.

 

(B) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you

claim are infringed by the software, your patent license from such contributor

to the software ends automatically.

 

(C) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all

copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices that are present in the

software.
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(D) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may

do so only under this license by including a complete copy of this license

with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies

with this license.

 

(E) The software is licensed as-is. You bear the risk of using it. The

contributors give no express warranties, guarantees or conditions. You may

have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license

cannot change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the contributors

exclude the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular

purpose and non-infringement.

 

(F) Platform Limitation - The licenses granted in sections 2(A) and 2(B)

extend only to the software or derivative works that you create that run on a

Microsoft Windows operating system product.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Files:

system_wrappers/source/spreadsortlib/constants.hpp

system_wrappers/source/spreadsortlib/spreadsort.hpp

 

License:

/*Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.*/
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1.14 curl 7.68.0 1ubuntu2.7
1.14.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: curl

Source: http://curl.haxx.se

 

Files: *

Copyright: 1996-2015, Daniel Stenberg <daniel@haxx.se>

License: curl

 

Files: lib/vtls/sectransp.*

Copyright: 2012-2014, Nick Zitzmann <nickzman@gmail.com>

2012-2019, Daniel Stenberg <daniel@haxx.se>

License: curl

 

Files: lib/curl_rtmp.*

Copyright: 2010, Howard Chu <hyc@highlandsun.com>

License: curl

 

Files: lib/vtls/schannel.*

Copyright: 2012-2014, Marc Hoersken <info@marc-hoersken.de>

2012, Mark Salisbury <mark.salisbury@hp.com>

2012-2015, Daniel Stenberg <daniel@haxx.se>

License: curl
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Files: lib/inet_pton.c

lib/inet_ntop.c

Copyright: 1996-2001 Internet Software Consortium

License: ISC

 

Files: lib/krb5.c

lib/security.c

Copyright: 2004-2015 Daniel Stenberg

1995-1999 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

License: BSD-3-Clause

 

Files: lib/md4.c

Copyright: 2001, Solar Designer <solar@openwall.com>

License: public-domain

 

Files: lib/openldap.*

Copyright: 2011-2015, Daniel Stenberg <daniel@haxx.se>

2010, Howard Chu <hyc@openldap.org>

License: curl

 

Files: lib/vtls/polarssl.*

Copyright: 2010-2011, Hoi-Ho Chan <hoiho.chan@gmail.com>

2012-2015, Daniel Stenberg <daniel@haxx.se>

License: curl

 

Files: lib/socks_gssapi.c

lib/socks_sspi.*

Copyright: 2009, 2011, Markus Moeller, <markus_moeller@compuserve.com>

2012-2015, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>

License: curl

 

Files: tests/certs/scripts/genroot.sh

tests/certs/scripts/genserv.sh

Copyright: 2000-2009, EdelWeb for EdelKey and OpenEvidence

License: curl

 

Files: tests/server/tftpd.c

Copyright: 1983 Regents of the University of California

License: BSD-4-Clause

 

Files: tests/server/fake_ntlm.c

Copyright: 2010, Mandy Wu <mandy.wu@intel.com>

2011-2013, Daniel Stenberg <daniel@haxx.se>

License: curl

 

Files: docs/examples/fopen.c

Copyright: 2003, Simtec Electronics
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License: BSD-3-Clause

 

Files: docs/examples/rtsp.c

Copyright: 2011, Jim Hollinger

License: BSD-3-Clause

 

Files: docs/examples/curlgtk.c

Copyright: 2003, The OpenEvidence Project

License: curl

 

Files: docs/examples/curlx.c

Copyright: 2003, The OpenEvidence Project

License: other

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

.

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, the following disclaimer,

   and the original OpenSSL and SSLeay Licences below.

.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions, the following disclaimer

   and the original OpenSSL and SSLeay Licences below in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

   software must display the following acknowledgments:

   "This product includes software developed by the Openevidence Project

   for use in the OpenEvidence Toolkit. (http://www.openevidence.org/)"

   This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

   for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

   This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

   (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

   Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)."

.

4. The names "OpenEvidence Toolkit" and "OpenEvidence Project" must not be

   used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

   prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

   openevidence-core@openevidence.org.

.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenEvidence"

   nor may "OpenEvidence" appear in their names without prior written

   permission of the OpenEvidence Project.

.

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

   acknowledgments:
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   "This product includes software developed by the OpenEvidence Project

   for use in the OpenEvidence Toolkit (http://www.openevidence.org/)

   This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

   for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

   This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

   (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

   Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)."

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenEvidence PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenEvidence PROJECT OR

ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files: src/macos/src/macos_main.cpp

Copyright: 2001, Eric Lavigne

License: other

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any computer system, and to redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions: - The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from defects in it. - The origin of this software must not be

misrepresented, either by explicit claim or by omission. - You are allowed to distributed modified copies of the

software, in source and binary form, provided they are marked plainly as altered versions, and are not

misrepresented as being the original software.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2000-2010, Domenico Andreoli <cavok@debian.org>

2010-2011, Ramakrishnan Muthukrishnan <rkrishnan@debian.org>

2011, Alessandro Ghedini <ghedo@debian.org>

License: curl

 

License: curl

All rights reserved.

.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,
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DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

License: BSD-3-Clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

.

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-4-Clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

.

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.
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3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

4. Neither the name of the <organization> nor the

   names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: ISC

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

License Mixing

==============

 

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries,

libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed

using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause

problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and

the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all

can lead to for end users.

 

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!

 

One common dilemma is that [GPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

licensed code is not allowed to be linked with code licensed under the

[Original BSD license](https://spdx.org/licenses/BSD-4-Clause.html) (with the

announcement clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all,
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but distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless

you accompany your license with an

[exception](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs). This

particular problem was addressed when the [Modified BSD

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause) was created, which does

not have the announcement clause that collides with GPL.

 

## libcurl

 

Uses an [MIT style license](https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html) that is

very liberal.

 

## OpenSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license with an

announcement clause that makes it "incompatible" with GPL. You are not

allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes GPL code

(unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for OpenSSL - a habit

that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL's licensing is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## GnuTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the

[LGPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html) license. If this is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library. Also note that GnuTLS itself

depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and libgpg-error) and they too are

LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

 

## WolfSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL license or a proprietary

license. If this is a problem for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## NSS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the

[MPL](https://www.mozilla.org/MPL/) license, the GPL license and the LGPL

license. You may choose to license the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or

LGPL terms. These licenses grant you different permissions and impose

different obligations. You should select the license that best meets your

needs.

 

## mbedTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the [Apache 2.0

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0) or the GPL license.

You may choose to license the code under Apache 2.0 terms or GPL terms.
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These licenses grant you different permissions and impose different

obligations. You should select the license that best meets your needs.

 

## BoringSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## libressl

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## BearSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an MIT license that is very liberal

and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link with.

 

## c-ares

 

(Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very

liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link

with.

 

## zlib

 

(Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style license

that shouldn't collide with any other library.

 

## MIT Kerberos

 

(May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide with any

other parts.

 

## Heimdal

 

(May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with the

announcement clause.

 

## GNU GSS

 

(May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you may not

distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build curl to also link

and use any Original BSD licensed libraries!

 

## libidn

 

(Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public License [3]. LGPL
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is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive "copyleft". This license

requires more requirements to be met when distributing binaries, see the

license for details. Also note that if you distribute a binary that includes

this library, you must also include the full LGPL license text. Please

properly point out what parts of the distributed package that the license

addresses.

 

## OpenLDAP

 

(Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since libcurl uses

OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of anyone that ships

OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

 

## libssh2

 

(Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style license.

 

1.15 bridgeutils 1.5 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.	This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.	Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.	For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.	If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.	For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy	<name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.16 libffi 3.2.1 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2014  Anthony Green, Red Hat, Inc and others.

See source files for details.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
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CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.17 spring-expression 5.2.20.RELEASE 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionInvocationTargetException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ConstructorReference.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/CompositeStringExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelEvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/TemplateAwareExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Operation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/SimpleEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ExpressionState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/DataBindingPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/LiteralExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectionHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardOperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/BooleanTypedValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CodeFlow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveMethodExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FormatHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpModulus.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Tokenizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/ValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorBetween.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FunctionReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/LongLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/QualifiedIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Assign.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Elvis.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Indexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorNot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/RealLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/CompoundExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpInc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/SpelNodeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Projection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Identifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Ternary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpPlus.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/InlineMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/NullLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMultiply.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpLT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/VariableReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/TypeCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpEQ.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BooleanLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/PropertyOrFieldReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Literal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorPower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/FloatLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpGE.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OperatorInstanceof.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/StringLiteral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/InternalSpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpDivide.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/Selection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpNE.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/OpMinus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/IntLiteral.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/AstUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectivePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelCompiler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/MethodReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpression.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/MethodFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/EvaluationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/TokenKind.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ExpressionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/InternalParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/ast/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/BeanResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompiledExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/StandardTypeLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/AccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/common/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/ParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/OperatorOverloader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelParserConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/support/ReflectiveConstructorExecutor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/SpelCompilerMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/standard/SpelExpressionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486335_1649248826.65/0/spring-expression-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/expression/spel/CompilablePropertyAccessor.java

 

1.18 inotify-tools 3.14 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
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notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.19 base-files 10.3+deb10u12 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF
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SUCH DAMAGE.

                  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The
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former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

                 GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
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   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
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   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
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be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                    Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these
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   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of

it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based
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on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
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YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

       Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the
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commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
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License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A
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"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
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makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
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   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
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   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
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User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
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   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
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provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may
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not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.
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	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of
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   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.
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 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license
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  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.
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  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.20 apr 1.6.5 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

Apache Portable Runtime

Copyright (c) 2000-2019 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center

for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

 

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security

Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm.

 

This software contains code derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C)

Caldera International Inc.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE PORTABLE RUNTIME SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

The Apache Portable Runtime includes a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions

of the following licenses.

 

From strings/apr_fnmatch.c, include/apr_fnmatch.h, misc/unix/getopt.c,

file_io/unix/mktemp.c, strings/apr_strings.c:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1987, 1993, 1994

*      The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*      This product includes software developed by the University of

*      California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

 

From network_io/unix/inet_ntop.c, network_io/unix/inet_pton.c:

 

/* Copyright (c) 1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

* ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

* CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE.

 

From dso/aix/dso.c:

 

*  Based on libdl (dlfcn.c/dlfcn.h) which is

*  Copyright (c) 1992,1993,1995,1996,1997,1988

*  Jens-Uwe Mager, Helios Software GmbH, Hannover, Germany.

*

*  Not derived from licensed software.

*

*  Permission is granted to freely use, copy, modify, and redistribute

*  this software, provided that the author is not construed to be liable

*  for any results of using the software, alterations are clearly marked

*  as such, and this notice is not modified.

 

From strings/apr_strnatcmp.c, include/apr_strings.h:

 

 strnatcmp.c -- Perform 'natural order' comparisons of strings in C.

 Copyright (C) 2000 by Martin Pool <mbp@humbug.org.au>

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not
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    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

From strings/apr_snprintf.c:

 

 *

 * cvt - IEEE floating point formatting routines.

 *       Derived from UNIX V7, Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.

 *

 

 Copyright(C) Caldera International Inc.  2001-2002.  All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 Redistributions of source code and documentation must retain the above

 copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

 must display the following acknowledgement:

 

    This product includes software developed or owned by  Caldera

    International, Inc.

 

 Neither the name of Caldera International, Inc. nor the names of other

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 USE OF THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED FOR UNDER THIS LICENSE BY CALDERA

 INTERNATIONAL, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

 WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN

 NO EVENT SHALL CALDERA INTERNATIONAL, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

 (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

 SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

 HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

 STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

 ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.21 spring-data-commons 2.3.3.RELEASE 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================  

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://www.springsource.org/download,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview

Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United States of America or email info@vmware.com.  All

such requests should clearly specify:  OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General

Counsel.  VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium.  This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three

years from the date you acquired this Software product.

Spring Data Commons 2.3.3 (Neumann SR3)

Copyright (c) [2010-2019] Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE file.

 

1.22 libxml2 2.9.10+dfsg 5ubuntu0.20.04.3
1.22.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0

Upstream-Name: libxml2

Source: ftp://xmlsoft.org/libxml2/
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Files-Excluded:

result

test

Comment:

Bug about the removal of the above directories: https://bugs.debian.org/331534

 

Files: *

Copyright: 1998-2017 Daniel Veillard <daniel@veillard.com>

License: MIT-1

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 1998-1999 Vincent Renardias <vincent@waw.com>

          1999-2000 Fredrik Hallenberg <hallon@debian.org>

          2003-2011 Mike Hommey <glandium@debian.org>

          2012-2016 Aron Xu <aron@debian.org>

          2017-2018 Mattia Rizzolo <mattia@debian.org>

License: MIT-1

 

Files: trio.c trio.h triop.h triostr.c triostr.h triodef.h trionan.c trionan.h

Copyright: 1998-2001 Bjorn Reese <breese@users.sourceforge.net>

          1998-2001 Daniel Stenberg

License: ISC

 

Files: hash.c

Copyright: 2000 Bjorn Reese <breese@users.sourceforge.net>

          2000 Daniel Veillard <daniel@veillard.com>

License: ISC

 

Files: list.c

Copyright: 2000 Gary Pennington <Gary.Pennington@uk.sun.com>

          2000 Daniel Veillard <daniel@veillard.com>

License: ISC

 

Files: timsort.h

Copyright: 2010-2017 Christopher Swenson

          2012 Vojtech Fried

          2012 Google Inc.

License: MIT-1

 

License: MIT-1

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

DANIEL VEILLARD BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CON-

NECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of Daniel Veillard shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

ings in this Software without prior written authorization from him.

Comment:

No, this is not Expat.

 

License: ISC

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE AUTHORS AND

CONTRIBUTORS ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY IN ANY CONCEIVABLE MANNER.

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.23 ldns 1.7.1 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

#! /bin/sh

## DO NOT EDIT - This file generated from ./build-aux/ltmain.in

##               by inline-source v2014-01-03.01

 

# libtool (GNU libtool) 2.4.6

# Provide generalized library-building support services.

# Written by Gordon Matzigkeit <gord@gnu.ai.mit.edu>, 1996

 

# Copyright (C) 1996-2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

# This is free software; see the source for copying conditions.  There is NO

# warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

# GNU Libtool is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

# it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

# the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

# (at your option) any later version.

#

# As a special exception to the GNU General Public License,

# if you distribute this file as part of a program or library that

# is built using GNU Libtool, you may include this file under the

# same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

#

# GNU Libtool is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

# WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

# MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

# General Public License for more details.

#

# You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

# along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

This software is copyright (c) 2013 by UNINETT Norid AS.  No

license is granted to other entities.

 

All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2005,2006, NLnetLabs

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of NLnetLabs nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2005,2006, NLnetLabs

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of NLnetLabs nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2011, Xelerance

Author: Christopher Olah <chris@xelerance.com>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Xelerance nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/* From openssh 4.3p2 filename openbsd-compat/fake-rfc2553.h */

/*

* Copyright (C) 2000-2003 Damien Miller.  All rights reserved.

* Copyright (C) 1999 WIDE Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

Copyright (C) 2013 by UNINETT Norid AS

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the same terms as Perl itself, either Perl version 5.8.8 or,

at your option, any later version of Perl 5 you may have available.

/* from openssh 4.3p2 compat/strlcpy.c */

/*

* Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

/*

* FILE:	sha2.c

* AUTHOR:	Aaron D. Gifford - http://www.aarongifford.com/

*

* Copyright (c) 2000-2001, Aaron D. Gifford

* All rights reserved.

*

* Modified by Jelte Jansen to fit in ldns, and not clash with any

* system-defined SHA code.

* Changes:

* - Renamed (external) functions and constants to fit ldns style

* - Removed _End and _Data functions

* - Added ldns_shaX(data, len, digest) convenience functions

* - Removed prototypes of _Transform functions and made those static

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of contributors
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*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTOR(S) ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTOR(S) BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* $Id: sha2.c,v 1.1 2001/11/08 00:01:51 adg Exp adg $

*/

Copyright (c) 2009, Zdenek Vasicek (vasicek AT fit.vutbr.cz)

                   Karel Slany    (slany AT fit.vutbr.cz)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the organization nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/* From openssh4.3p2 compat/inet_aton.c */

/*

* Copyright (c) 1983, 1990, 1993

*    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

* -

* Portions Copyright (c) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and that

* the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in advertising or

* publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or software without

* specific, written prior permission.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP. DISCLAIMS ALL

* WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.   IN NO EVENT SHALL DIGITAL EQUIPMENT

* CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

* PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

* ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE.

* -

* --Copyright--

*/

Copyright (c) 2011, Xelerance

Author: Christopher Olah <chris@xelerance.com>
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All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Xelerance nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.24 libidn 2.2.0 2
1.24.1 Available under license : 

Libidn2 COPYING -- Licensing information.                       -*- outline -*-

Copyright (C) 2011-2016 Simon Josefsson

See the end for copying conditions.

 

The source code for the C library (libidn2.a or libidn.so) are

licensed under the terms of either the GNU General Public License

version 2.0 or later (see the file COPYINGv2) or the GNU Lesser

General Public License version 3.0 or later (see the file

COPYING.LESSERv3), or both in parallel as here.

 

The command line tool, self tests, examples, and other auxiliary

files, are licensed under the GNU General Public License version 3.0

or later.

 

The license of the Unicode character data files (which are parsed into

static storage in the library) are documented in COPYING.unicode.

 

Other files are licensed as indicated in each file.
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There may be exceptions to these general rules, see each file for

precise information.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

This file is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this file.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

A. Unicode Copyright.

 

   Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

   Certain documents and files on this website contain a legend indicating that "Modification is permitted." Any

person is hereby authorized, without fee, to modify such documents and files to create derivative works conforming

to the Unicode Standard, subject to Terms and Conditions herein.

   Any person is hereby authorized, without fee, to view, use, reproduce, and distribute all documents and files solely

for informational purposes and in the creation of products supporting the Unicode Standard, subject to the Terms

and Conditions herein.

   Further specifications of rights and restrictions pertaining to the use of the particular set of data files known as the

"Unicode Character Database" can be found in the License.

   Each version of the Unicode Standard has further specifications of rights and restrictions of use. For the book

editions (Unicode 5.0 and earlier), these are found on the back of the title page. The online code charts carry specific

restrictions. All other files, including online documentation of the core specification for Unicode 6.0 and later, are

covered under these general Terms of Use.

   No license is granted to "mirror" the Unicode website where a fee is charged for access to the "mirror" site.

   Modification is not permitted with respect to this document. All copies of this document must be verbatim.

 

B. Restricted Rights Legend.

Any technical data or software which is licensed to the United States of America, its agencies and/or

instrumentalities under this Agreement is commercial technical data or commercial computer software developed

exclusively at private expense as defined in FAR 2.101, or DFARS 252.227-7014 (June 1995), as applicable. For

technical data, use, duplication, or disclosure by the Government is subject to restrictions as set forth in DFARS

202.227-7015 Technical Data, Commercial and Items (Nov 1995) and this Agreement. For Software, in accordance

with FAR 12-212 or DFARS 227-7202, as applicable, use, duplication or disclosure by the Government is subject to

the restrictions set forth in this Agreement.

 

C. Warranties and Disclaimers.

   This publication and/or website may include technical or typographical errors or other inaccuracies . Changes are

periodically added to the information herein; these changes will be incorporated in new editions of the publication

and/or website. Unicode may make improvements and/or changes in the product(s) and/or program(s) described in
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this publication and/or website at any time.

   If this file has been purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc. the sole and exclusive remedy for

any claim will be exchange of the defective media within ninety (90) days of original purchase.

   EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION C.2, THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS

IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. UNICODE AND ITS LICENSORS ASSUME NO RESPONSIBILITY

FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN THIS PUBLICATION AND/OR SOFTWARE OR OTHER DOCUMENTS

WHICH ARE REFERENCED BY OR LINKED TO THIS PUBLICATION OR THE UNICODE WEBSITE.

 

D. Waiver of Damages.

In no event shall Unicode or its licensors be liable for any special, incidental, indirect or consequential damages of

any kind, or any damages whatsoever, whether or not Unicode was advised of the possibility of the damage,

including, without limitation, those resulting from the following: loss of use, data or profits, in connection with the

use, modification or distribution of this information or its derivatives.

 

E. Trademarks & Logos.

   The Unicode Word Mark and the Unicode Logo are trademarks of Unicode, Inc. The Unicode Consortium and

Unicode, Inc. are trade names of Unicode, Inc. Use of the information and materials found on this website indicates

your acknowledgement of Unicode, Inc.s exclusive worldwide rights in the Unicode Word Mark, the Unicode Logo,

and the Unicode trade names.

   The Unicode Consortium Name and Trademark Usage Policy (Trademark Policy) are incorporated herein by

reference and you agree to abide by the provisions of the Trademark Policy, which may be changed from time to

time in the sole discretion of Unicode, Inc.

   All third party trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.

 

F. Miscellaneous.

   Jurisdiction and Venue. This server is operated from a location in the State of California, United States of

America. Unicode makes no representation that the materials are appropriate for use in other locations. If you access

this server from other locations, you are responsible for compliance with local laws. This Agreement, all use of this

site and any claims and damages resulting from use of this site are governed solely by the laws of the State of

California without regard to any principles which would apply the laws of a different jurisdiction. The user agrees

that any disputes regarding this site shall be resolved solely in the courts located in Santa Clara County, California.

The user agrees said courts have personal jurisdiction and agree to waive any right to transfer the dispute to any

other forum.

   Modification by Unicode Unicode shall have the right to modify this Agreement at any time by posting it to this

site. The user may not assign any part of this Agreement without Unicodes prior written consent.

   Taxes. The user agrees to pay any taxes arising from access to this website or use of the information herein, except

for those based on Unicodes net income.

   Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is declared invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of

this Agreement shall remain in effect.

   Entire Agreement. This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties.

 

 

 

EXHIBIT 1

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,
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http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/, http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

Unicode Data Files do not include PDF online code charts under the

directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

 

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard

or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/, http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/, and

http://www.unicode.org/utility/trac/browser/.

 

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2016 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.
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Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:
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(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.
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 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to
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control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such
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measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your
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   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source
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   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).
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 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or
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   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have
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received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.
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 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.
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 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates
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an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,
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if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data
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and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:
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  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:
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  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.25 util-linux 2.20.0 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

NR START   END SECTORS SIZE NAME UUID

1    32  7679    7648 3.7M      8f8378c0-01

2  7680 16383    8704 4.3M      8f8378c0-02

5  7936 12799    4864 2.4M     

6 12544 16127    3584 1.8M

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to
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share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to
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avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a
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covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
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 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status
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of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by
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this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the
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additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
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 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a
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party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY
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APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts
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as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
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linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.
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Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.26 spring-retry 1.2.5.RELEASE 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ExponentialRandomBackOffPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/annotation/AnnotationAwareRetryOperationsInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/BinaryExceptionClassifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/SimpleRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/SubclassClassifier.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/annotation/CircuitBreaker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/annotation/Recover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/annotation/Backoff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/annotation/EnableRetry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/stats/RetryStatisticsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/stats/StatisticsListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/stats/DefaultStatisticsRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/stats/ExponentialAverageRetryStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/stats/DefaultRetryStatisticsFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/stats/DefaultRetryStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/stats/StatisticsRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/stats/MutableRetryStatistics.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/StatefulRetryOperationsInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

with

* the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is distributed on

* an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/RetryOperationsInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/FixedKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/CircuitBreakerRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/ExpressionRetryPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/util/AnnotationMethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/util/MethodResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/util/MethodInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/RetryInterceptorBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/annotation/RetryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ThreadWaitSleeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/annotation/Retryable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/Retryable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/util/SimpleMethodInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/NoBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/ExceptionClassifierRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/AlwaysRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/ExhaustedRetryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/RetryCacheCapacityExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/PatternMatchingClassifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/annotation/Classifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/BackToBackPatternClassifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/support/RetrySimulator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/SoftReferenceMapRetryContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/NewMethodArgumentsIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/ClassifierSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/MapRetryContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RecoveryCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/BackOffInterruptedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/Classifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/SleepingBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/RetryContextCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RetryStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ObjectWaitSleeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RetryCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/support/RetrySimulation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/MethodArgumentsKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/PatternMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RetryContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/CompositeRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RetryListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-
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jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/TimeoutRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/interceptor/MethodInvocationRecoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/ClassifierAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RetryState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/TerminatedRetryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/listener/RetryListenerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/Sleeper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/BackOffContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/BackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/policy/NeverRetryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RetryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/StatelessBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/RetryOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/support/RetrySynchronizationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/support/DefaultRetryState.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/classify/util/MethodInvokerUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2006-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/UniformRandomBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/context/RetryContextSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/support/RetryTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/FixedBackOffPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/backoff/ExponentialBackOffPolicy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864284_1613618157.58/0/spring-retry-1-2-5-release-sources-1-

jar/org/springframework/retry/annotation/RecoverAnnotationRecoveryHandler.java

 

1.27 logback-core 1.2.3 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. * This

program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public License

v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as published by the

Free Software Foundation.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* Copyright (C) 1999-2015, QOS.ch. All rights reserved. *

This program and the accompanying materials are dual-licensed under * either the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v1.0 as published by * under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1 * as

published by the Free Software Foundation.'

 

1.28 log4j-to-slf4j 2.13.3 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache Log4j to SLF4J Adapter

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.29 spring-tx 5.2.20.RELEASE 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionalProxy.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AnnotationTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/StaticTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionSynchronizationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/AbstractTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/WithoutTransactionOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/ReactiveTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionalOperatorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionContextManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MethodMapTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/SpringTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/CompositeTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/GenericReactiveTransaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionSynchronizationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/JtaTransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/ReactiveResourceSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Ejb3TransactionAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/ApplicationListenerMethodTransactionalAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Propagation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/DelegatingConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/OptimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/UncategorizedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSystemException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/BeanFactoryTransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/EisOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessResourceFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionSpecConnectionFactoryAdapter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/SimpleBootstrapContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataRetrievalFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CommAreaRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/ConcurrencyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/CallbackPreferringPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallbackWithoutResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/ResourceAdapterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/ResourceAdapterApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/NonTransientDataAccessResourceException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SmartTransactionObject.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Transactional.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionPhase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NestedTransactionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaAfterCompletionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DuplicateKeyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/NotSupportedRecordFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/DelegatingWork.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DataIntegrityViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidIsolationLevelException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PessimisticLockingFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/IllegalTransactionStateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionTimedOutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/annotation/PersistenceExceptionTranslationAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DelegatingTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TypeMismatchDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotAcquireLockException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessResourceUsageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/DeadlockLoserDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/TransactionSuspensionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/ManagedTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/InvalidDataAccessApiUsageException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DelegatingTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectUpdateSemanticsDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/TransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/PermissionDeniedDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/NoTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/TransientDataAccessResourceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/CannotCreateTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/UnexpectedRollbackException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/QueryTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CleanupFailureDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/UserTransactionAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/CannotSerializeTransactionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/RecoverableDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/InvalidResultSetAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/EmptyResultDataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NoRollbackRuleAttribute.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebSphereUowTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/ReactiveTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RuleBasedTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/EnableTransactionManagement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/WorkManagerTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/PlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/TransactionalOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/ProxyTransactionManagementConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAttributeSourcePointcut.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/PersistenceExceptionTranslationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/reactive/AbstractReactiveTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/TransactionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/AbstractPlatformTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TxAdviceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronizationManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/JtaTransactionManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/SavepointManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/InteractionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/BootstrapContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/AbstractMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/support/CciDaoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/event/TransactionalEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/WebLogicJtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/CciLocalTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/TransactionManagementConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/RecordExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/CciTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/AbstractFallbackTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/RollbackRuleAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/TransactionAwareConnectionFactoryProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/SimpleRecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/InvalidTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/DefaultTransactionAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotGetCciConnectionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/SimpleTransactionStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/TransactionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SpringJtaSynchronizationAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/support/LocalConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/RecordTypeNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/endpoint/GenericMessageEndpointFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/SingleConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/HeuristicCompletionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/ResourceHolderSynchronization.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/DataAccessUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/annotation/Isolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/support/DefaultTransactionDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CannotCreateRecordException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/CciOperationNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/NameMatchTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/core/ConnectionCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/support/ChainedPersistenceExceptionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/config/TransactionManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/work/SimpleTaskWorkManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/interceptor/MatchAlwaysTransactionAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/object/MappingCommAreaOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/context/SpringContextResourceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/JtaTransactionObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/transaction/jta/SimpleTransactionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jca/cci/connection/ConnectionFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486313_1649248830.06/0/spring-tx-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/dao/IncorrectResultSizeDataAccessException.java

 

1.30 linux-kernel 4.4.245 
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1.30.1 Available under license : 
                     FlashPoint Driver Developer's Kit

                               Version 1.0

 

                  Copyright 1995-1996 by Mylex Corporation

                           All Rights Reserved

 

This program is free software; you may redistribute and/or modify it under

the terms of either:

 

   a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

   Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any later version,

 

   or

 

   b) the "BSD-style License" included below.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See either the GNU General Public

License or the BSD-style License below for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

The BSD-style License is as follows:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain this LICENSE.FlashPoint

  file, without modification, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer.  The following copyright notice must appear immediately at

  the beginning of all source files:

 

       Copyright 1995-1996 by Mylex Corporation.  All Rights Reserved

 

       This file is available under both the GNU General Public License

       and a BSD-style copyright; see LICENSE.FlashPoint for details.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name of Mylex Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written
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  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY MYLEX CORP. ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
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and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
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YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
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mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2009-2013 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux qlcnic NIC Driver

 

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the

GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

 

 

EXHIBIT A

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Contributors to bttv:

 

Michael Chu <mmchu@pobox.com>

 AverMedia fix and more flexible card recognition

 

Alan Cox <alan@lxorguk.ukuu.org.uk>

 Video4Linux interface and 2.1.x kernel adaptation

 

Chris Kleitsch

 Hardware I2C

 

Gerd Knorr <kraxel@cs.tu-berlin.de>

 Radio card (ITT sound processor)

 

bigfoot <bigfoot@net-way.net>

Ragnar Hojland Espinosa <ragnar@macula.net>

 ConferenceTV card

 

 

+ many more (please mail me if you are missing in this list and would

	     like to be mentioned)

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,
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we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized
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party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the
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ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the
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Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2003-2013 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux iSCSI Driver

 

This program includes a device driver for Linux 3.x.

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the
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GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

 

 

EXHIBIT A

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

/* nicstar.c  v0.22  Jawaid Bazyar (bazyar@hypermall.com)

* nicstar.c, M. Welsh (matt.welsh@cl.cam.ac.uk)

*

* Hacked October, 1997 by Jawaid Bazyar, Interlink Advertising Services Inc.
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* 	http://www.hypermall.com/

* 10/1/97 - commented out CFG_PHYIE bit - we don't care when the PHY

*	interrupts us (except possibly for removal/insertion of the cable?)

* 10/4/97 - began heavy inline documentation of the code. Corrected typos

*	and spelling mistakes.

* 10/5/97 - added code to handle PHY interrupts, disable PHY on

*	loss of link, and correctly re-enable PHY when link is

*	re-established. (put back CFG_PHYIE)

*

*   Modified to work with the IDT7721 nicstar -- AAL5 (tested) only.

*

* R. D. Rechenmacher <ron@fnal.gov>, Aug. 6, 1997

*

* Linux driver for the IDT77201 NICStAR PCI ATM controller.

* PHY component is expected to be 155 Mbps S/UNI-Lite or IDT 77155;

* see init_nicstar() for PHY initialization to change this. This driver

* expects the Linux ATM stack to support scatter-gather lists

* (skb->atm.iovcnt != 0) for Rx skb's passed to vcc->push.

*

* Implementing minimal-copy of received data:

*   IDT always receives data into a small buffer, then large buffers

*     as needed. This means that data must always be copied to create

*     the linear buffer needed by most non-ATM protocol stacks (e.g. IP)

*     Fix is simple: make large buffers large enough to hold entire

*     SDU, and leave <small_buffer_data> bytes empty at the start. Then

*     copy small buffer contents to head of large buffer.

*   Trick is to avoid fragmenting Linux, due to need for a lot of large

*     buffers. This is done by 2 things:

*       1) skb->destructor / skb->atm.recycle_buffer

*            combined, allow nicstar_free_rx_skb to be called to

*            recycle large data buffers

*       2) skb_clone of received buffers

*   See nicstar_free_rx_skb and linearize_buffer for implementation

*     details.

*

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1996 University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory

*

*   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

*   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

*   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

*   (at your option) any later version.

*

*   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

*   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

*   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

*   GNU General Public License for more details.
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*

*   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

*   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

*   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

*

* M. Welsh, 6 July 1996

*

*

*/

Code in this directory written at the IDA Supercomputing Research Center

carries the following copyright and license.

 

   Copyright 1993 United States Government as represented by the

   Director, National Security Agency.  This software may be used

   and distributed according to the terms of the GNU General Public License,

   incorporated herein by reference.

 

   In addition to the disclaimers in the GPL, SRC expressly disclaims any

   and all warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the enclosed software.

   This software was developed at SRC for use in internal research, and the

   intent in sharing this software is to promote the productive interchange

   of ideas throughout the research community.   All software is furnished

   on an "as-is" basis.  No further updates to this software should be

   expected.  Although updates may occur, no commitment exists.

  Copyright (c) 2003-2006, Marvell International Ltd.

 All Rights Reserved

 

 This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

 ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

 more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

 this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA.

 

"This software program is licensed subject to the GNU General Public License

(GPL). Version 2, June 1991, available at

<http:

 

GNU General Public License

 

Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended

to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure

the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies

to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program

whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You

can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you

can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to

deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute

copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or

for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you

must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If

the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its

recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any

problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors'

reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program
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proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be

licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

  placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the

  terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any

  such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the

  Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a

  work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with

  modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter,

  translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

  Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

  covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

  the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered

  only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent

  of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends

  on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code

  as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

  appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

  disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

  License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients

  of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

  You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

  may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it,

  thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such

  modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that

  you also meet all of these conditions:

 

  * a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

       that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

  * b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.
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  * c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

       run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

       use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement

       including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is

       no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that

       users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and

       telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if

       the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such

       an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to

       print an announcement.)

 

  These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

  sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be

  reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then

  this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you

  distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same

  sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

  distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose

  permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to

  each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

  Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

  your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

  exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

  collective works based on the Program.

 

  In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

  with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

  storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

  scope of this License.

 

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

  Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

  1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  * a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

       code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2

       above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  * b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

       to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of

       physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-

       readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed

       under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

       used for software interchange; or,

 

  * c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed
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       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

  The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

  making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

  means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

  associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

  compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

  exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

  normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

  components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which

  the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

  executable.

 

  If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

  to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

  the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

  code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

  along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

  expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy,

  modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

  automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

  who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not

  have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

  compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed

  it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute

  the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law

  if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

  distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you

  indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and

  conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works

  based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

  Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

  original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

  these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

  on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

  responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

  infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

  conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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  otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

  excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

  so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

  any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

  distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

  not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

  receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

  could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

  distribution of the Program.

 

  If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

  particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply

  and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

  It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

  patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

  such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

  integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

  by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions

  to the wide range of software distributed through that system in

  reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the

  author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software

  through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

  This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

  a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

  countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

  copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an

  explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

  so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

  excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

  written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

  the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be

  similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

  address new problems or concerns.

 

  Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

  specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

  later version", you have the option of following the terms and

  conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

  the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

  number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

  Free Software Foundation.
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10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

   whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask

   for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

   Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make

   exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of

   preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

   of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

  NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

   FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN

   OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

   PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

   EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

   WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

   REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free

software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the

exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright"

line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) yyyy  name of author

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free
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Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when

it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

Copyright (c)  2003-2006 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux Networking HBA Driver

 

This program includes a device driver for Linux 2.6 that may be

distributed with QLogic hardware specific firmware binary file.

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the
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GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation (version 2 or a later version).

 

You may redistribute the hardware specific firmware binary file

under the following terms:

 

	1. Redistribution of source code (only if applicable),

	   must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

	   conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	2. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above

	   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

	   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

	   materials provided with the distribution.

 

	3. The name of QLogic Corporation may not be used to

	   endorse or promote products derived from this software

	   without specific prior written permission

 

REGARDLESS OF WHAT LICENSING MECHANISM IS USED OR APPLICABLE,

THIS PROGRAM IS PROVIDED BY QLOGIC CORPORATION "AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

USER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT USE OF THIS PROGRAM WILL NOT

CREATE OR GIVE GROUNDS FOR A LICENSE BY IMPLICATION, ESTOPPEL, OR

OTHERWISE IN ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (PATENT, COPYRIGHT,

TRADE SECRET, MASK WORK, OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHT) EMBODIED IN

ANY OTHER QLOGIC HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE EITHER SOLELY OR IN

COMBINATION WITH THIS PROGRAM.

The files in this directory and elsewhere which refer to this LICENCE

file are part of JFFS2, the Journalling Flash File System v2.

 

	Copyright  2001-2007 Red Hat, Inc. and others

 

JFFS2 is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 2 or (at your option) any later

version.
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JFFS2 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with JFFS2; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

 

As a special exception, if other files instantiate templates or use

macros or inline functions from these files, or you compile these

files and link them with other works to produce a work based on these

files, these files do not by themselves cause the resulting work to be

covered by the GNU General Public License. However the source code for

these files must still be made available in accordance with section (3)

of the GNU General Public License.

 

This exception does not invalidate any other reasons why a work based on

this file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

 

  NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel

services by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use

of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work".

Also note that the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux

kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

 

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel

is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not

v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

 

			Linus Torvalds

 

----------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Thanks go to the following people for patches and contributions:

 

Michael Hunold <m.hunold@gmx.de>

 for the initial saa7146 driver and its recent overhaul

 

Christian Theiss

 for his work on the initial Linux DVB driver
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Marcus Metzler <mocm@metzlerbros.de>

Ralph Metzler <rjkm@metzlerbros.de>

 for their continuing work on the DVB driver

 

Michael Holzt <kju@debian.org>

 for his contributions to the dvb-net driver

 

Diego Picciani <d.picciani@novacomp.it>

 for CyberLogin for Linux which allows logging onto EON

 (in case you are wondering where CyberLogin is, EON changed its login

 procedure and CyberLogin is no longer used.)

 

Martin Schaller <martin@smurf.franken.de>

 for patching the cable card decoder driver

 

Klaus Schmidinger <Klaus.Schmidinger@cadsoft.de>

 for various fixes regarding tuning, OSD and CI stuff and his work on VDR

 

Steve Brown <sbrown@cortland.com>

 for his AFC kernel thread

 

Christoph Martin <martin@uni-mainz.de>

 for his LIRC infrared handler

 

Andreas Oberritter <obi@linuxtv.org>

Dennis Noermann <dennis.noermann@noernet.de>

Felix Domke <tmbinc@elitedvb.net>

Florian Schirmer <jolt@tuxbox.org>

Ronny Strutz <3des@elitedvb.de>

Wolfram Joost <dbox2@frokaschwei.de>

...and all the other dbox2 people

 for many bugfixes in the generic DVB Core, frontend drivers and

 their work on the dbox2 port of the DVB driver

 

Oliver Endriss <o.endriss@gmx.de>

 for many bugfixes

 

Andrew de Quincey <adq_dvb@lidskialf.net>

 for the tda1004x frontend driver, and various bugfixes

 

Peter Schildmann <peter.schildmann@web.de>

 for the driver for the Technisat SkyStar2 PCI DVB card

 

Vadim Catana <skystar@moldova.cc>

Roberto Ragusa <r.ragusa@libero.it>

Augusto Cardoso <augusto@carhil.net>

 for all the work for the FlexCopII chipset by B2C2,Inc.
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Davor Emard <emard@softhome.net>

 for his work on the budget drivers, the demux code,

 the module unloading problems, ...

 

Hans-Frieder Vogt <hfvogt@arcor.de>

 for his work on calculating and checking the crc's for the

 TechnoTrend/Hauppauge DEC driver firmware

 

Michael Dreher <michael@5dot1.de>

Andreas 'randy' Weinberger

 for the support of the Fujitsu-Siemens Activy budget DVB-S

 

Kenneth Aafly <ke-aa@frisurf.no>

 for adding support for Typhoon DVB-S budget card

 

Ernst Peinlich <e.peinlich@inode.at>

 for tuning/DiSEqC support for the DEC 3000-s

 

Peter Beutner <p.beutner@gmx.net>

 for the IR code for the ttusb-dec driver

 

Wilson Michaels <wilsonmichaels@earthlink.net>

 for the lgdt330x frontend driver, and various bugfixes

 

Michael Krufky <mkrufky@linuxtv.org>

 for maintaining v4l/dvb inter-tree dependencies

 

Taylor Jacob <rtjacob@earthlink.net>

 for the nxt2002 frontend driver

 

Jean-Francois Thibert <jeanfrancois@sagetv.com>

 for the nxt2004 frontend driver

 

Kirk Lapray <kirk.lapray@gmail.com>

 for the or51211 and or51132 frontend drivers, and

 for merging the nxt2002 and nxt2004 modules into a

 single nxt200x frontend driver.

 

(If you think you should be in this list, but you are not, drop a

line to the DVB mailing list)

Copyright (c) 2003-2014 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux FC-FCoE Driver

 

This program includes a device driver for Linux 3.x.

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the

GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).
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EXHIBIT A

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Copyright (c) 2003-2011 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux qlge NIC Driver

 

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the

GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).
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EXHIBIT A

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

1.31 lm-sensors 3.3.1 
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1.31.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
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with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free
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library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Here is a list of the main contributors to lm-sensors version 3.

 

* Frodo Looijaard

 Original author of libsensors, sensors-detect, sensors and isadump.

* Merlin Hughes

 Original author of sensord.

* Bob Schlaermann

 Dynamic chip feature detection (a.k.a. generic chip support) in

 libsensors and sensors.

* Mark M. Hoffman

 Many improvements to the libsensors configuration file scanner.

* Jean Delvare

 New libsensors API, and migration of sensors and sensord thereto.

 Many optimizations in libsensors and sensors.

 Configuration file converter.

 Rewrite of sensors-detect.

 Support for multiple configuration files in libsensors.

 

1.32 bolt 1.2.1 
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1.32.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (c) 2015 GraphAware Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished

to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.33 go 1.8 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# The submission process automatically checks to make sure

# that people submitting code are listed in this file (by email address).

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.
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# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Individual's name <submission email address>

#     Individual's name <submission email address> <email2> <emailN>

#

# An entry with multiple email addresses specifies that the

# first address should be used in the submit logs and

# that the other addresses should be recognized as the

# same person when interacting with Gerrit.

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Aamir Khan <syst3m.w0rm@gmail.com>

Aaron France <aaron.l.france@gmail.com>

Aaron Jacobs <jacobsa@google.com>

Aaron Kemp <kemp.aaron@gmail.com>

Aaron Torres <tcboox@gmail.com>

Aaron Zinman <aaron@azinman.com>

Abe Haskins <abeisgreat@abeisgreat.com>

Abhinav Gupta <abhinav.g90@gmail.com>

Adam Langley <agl@golang.org>

Adrian Nos <nos.adrian@gmail.com>

Adrian O'Grady <elpollouk@gmail.com>

Adrien Bustany <adrien-xx-google@bustany.org>

Acio Jnior <aeciodantasjunior@gmail.com>

Ahmed Waheed Moanes <oneofone@gmail.com>

Ahmy Yulrizka <yulrizka@gmail.com>

Aiden Scandella <ai@uber.com>

Ainar Garipov <gugl.zadolbal@gmail.com>

Akihiro Suda <suda.kyoto@gmail.com>

Akshat Kumar <seed@mail.nanosouffle.net>

Alan Donovan <adonovan@google.com>

Alan Shreve <alan@inconshreveable.com>

Albert Nigmatzianov <albertnigma@gmail.com>

Albert Strasheim <fullung@gmail.com>

Albert Yu <yukinying@gmail.com>

Alberto Bertogli <albertito@blitiri.com.ar>

Alberto Donizetti <alb.donizetti@gmail.com>

Alberto Garca Hierro <alberto@garciahierro.com> <alberto.garcia.hierro@gmail.com>

Aleksandar Dezelin <dezelin@gmail.com>

Alessandro Arzilli <alessandro.arzilli@gmail.com>

Alessandro Baffa <alessandro.baffa@gmail.com>

Alex A Skinner <alex@lx.lc>

Alex Brainman <alex.brainman@gmail.com>

Alex Bramley <abramley@google.com>

Alex Browne <stephenalexbrowne@gmail.com>

Alex Carol <alex.carol.c@gmail.com>

Alex Jin <toalexjin@gmail.com>

Alex Plugaru <alex@plugaru.org> <alexandru.plugaru@gmail.com>
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Alex Schroeder <alex@gnu.org>

Alex Sergeyev <abc@alexsergeyev.com>

Alex Vaghin <crhyme@google.com>

Alexander Demakin <alexander.demakin@gmail.com>

Alexander Dring <email@alexd.ch>

Alexander Larsson <alexander.larsson@gmail.com>

Alexander Menzhinsky <amenzhinsky@gmail.com>

Alexander Morozov <lk4d4math@gmail.com>

Alexander Neumann <alexander@bumpern.de>

Alexander Orlov <alexander.orlov@loxal.net>

Alexander Reece <awreece@gmail.com>

Alexander Surma <surma@surmair.de>

Alexander Zhavnerchik <alex.vizor@gmail.com>

Alexander Zolotov <goldifit@gmail.com>

Alexandre Cesaro <alexandre.cesaro@gmail.com>

Alexandre Fiori <fiorix@gmail.com>

Alexandre Normand <alexandre.normand@gmail.com>

Alexandru Mooi <brtzsnr@gmail.com>

Alexei Sholik <alcosholik@gmail.com>

Alexey Borzenkov <snaury@gmail.com>

Alexey Palazhchenko <alexey.palazhchenko@gmail.com>

Alexis Imperial-Legrand <ail@google.com>

Aliaksandr Valialkin <valyala@gmail.com>

Alif Rachmawadi <subosito@gmail.com>

Allan Simon <allan.simon@supinfo.com>

Alok Menghrajani <alok.menghrajani@gmail.com>

Amir Mohammad Saied <amir@gluegadget.com>

Amrut Joshi <amrut.joshi@gmail.com>

Andre Nathan <andrenth@gmail.com>

Andrea Spadaccini <spadaccio@google.com>

Andreas Auernhammer <aead@mail.de>

Andreas Jellinghaus <andreas@ionisiert.de> <anj@google.com>

Andreas Litt <andreas.litt@gmail.com>

Andrei Korzhevskii <a.korzhevskiy@gmail.com>

Andrei Vieru <euvieru@gmail.com>

Andres Erbsen <andreser@google.com>

Andrew Austin <andrewaclt@gmail.com>

Andrew Balholm <andybalholm@gmail.com>

Andrew Bonventre <andybons@chromium.org>

Andrew Bursavich <abursavich@gmail.com>

Andrew Ekstedt <andrew.ekstedt@gmail.com>

Andrew Etter <andrew.etter@gmail.com>

Andrew Gerrand <adg@golang.org>

Andrew Harding <andrew@spacemonkey.com>

Andrew Lutomirski <andy@luto.us>

Andrew Pilloud <andrewpilloud@igneoussystems.com>

Andrew Pogrebnoy <absourd.noise@gmail.com>

Andrew Pritchard <awpritchard@gmail.com>
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Andrew Radev <andrey.radev@gmail.com>

Andrew Skiba <skibaa@gmail.com>

Andrew Szeto <andrew@jabagawee.com>

Andrew Werner <andrew@upthere.com> <awerner32@gmail.com>

Andrew Wilkins <axwalk@gmail.com>

Andrew Williams <williams.andrew@gmail.com>

Andrey Mirtchovski <mirtchovski@gmail.com>

Andrey Petrov <andrey.petrov@shazow.net>

Andriy Lytvynov <lytvynov.a.v@gmail.com>

Andy Balholm <andy@balholm.com>

Andy Davis <andy@bigandian.com>

Andy Finkenstadt <afinkenstadt@zynga.com>

Andy Maloney <asmaloney@gmail.com>

Anfernee Yongkun Gui <anfernee.gui@gmail.com>

Angelo Bulfone <mbulfone@gmail.com>

Anh Hai Trinh <anh.hai.trinh@gmail.com>

Anmol Sethi <anmol@aubble.com>

Anschel Schaffer-Cohen <anschelsc@gmail.com>

Anthony Canino <anthony.canino1@gmail.com>

Anthony Eufemio <anthony.eufemio@gmail.com>

Anthony Martin <ality@pbrane.org>

Anthony Starks <ajstarks@gmail.com>

Anthony Woods <awoods@raintank.io>

Antonio Bibiano <antbbn@gmail.com>

Antonio Murdaca <runcom@redhat.com>

Apisak Darakananda <pongad@gmail.com>

Aram Hvrneanu <aram@mgk.ro>

Areski Belaid <areski@gmail.com>

Arkadi Pyuro <arkadi@google.com>

Arlo Breault <arlolra@gmail.com>

Arnaud Ysmal <arnaud.ysmal@gmail.com>

Arne Hormann <arnehormann@gmail.com>

Arnout Engelen <arnout@bzzt.net>

Aron Nopanen <aron.nopanen@gmail.com>
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Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.34 runc 1.0.0-rc9 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013, Georg Reinke (<guelfey at gmail dot com>), Google

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
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this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Matthew Heon <mheon@redhat.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Paul Moore <pmoore@redhat.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2013 Suryandaru Triandana <syndtr@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (C) 2014-2015 Docker Inc & Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (C) 2017 SUSE LLC. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

runc

 

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (http://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see http://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also http://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Vishvananda Ishaya.

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication
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that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the
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following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,
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or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright The containerd Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Jeremy Saenz & Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2018 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).
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1.35 acl 2.2.53 6
1.35.1 Available under license : 

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
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and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
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YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

 

Files:

*

Copyright:

Copyright  2000-2008 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

Copyright  1999-2001,2007-2009 Andreas Gruenbacher

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Comment:

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU General Public License

can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

Files:

exports

include/*.h

libacl/*.c

libacl/*.h

libmisc/*.c

tools/do_set.*

tools/parse.*
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tools/sequence.c

tools/setfacl.c

tools/user_group.h

Copyright:

Copyright  2001-2002 Silicon Graphics, Inc.

Copyright  1999-2003,2007,2009,2011 Andreas Gruenbacher

License: LGPL-2+

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 2.1 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

Comment:

On Debian systems, the full text of the GNU Lesser General Public License

can be found in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1'.

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.36 expat 2.2.4 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2019 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.37 dhcpcd 9.1.1 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2006-2020 Roy Marples <roy@marples.name>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.38 sqlite 3.7.14.1 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.39 go 1.13.10 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2010-2017 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>

Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed
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or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

Copyright (c) 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Individual's name <submission email address>

#     Individual's name <submission email address> <email2> <emailN>

#

# An entry with multiple email addresses specifies that the
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# first address should be used in the submit logs and

# that the other addresses should be recognized as the

# same person when interacting with Gerrit.

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Aamir Khan <syst3m.w0rm@gmail.com>

Aaron Cannon <cannona@fireantproductions.com>

Aaron France <aaron.l.france@gmail.com>

Aaron Jacobs <jacobsa@google.com>

Aaron Kemp <kemp.aaron@gmail.com>

Aaron Stein <aaronstein12@gmail.com>

Aaron Torres <tcboox@gmail.com>

Aaron Zinman <aaron@azinman.com>

Aarti Parikh <aarti.parikh@gmail.com>

Abdullah Al Maruf <mymail.maruf@gmail.com>

Abe Haskins <abeisgreat@abeisgreat.com>

Abhinav Gupta <abhinav.g90@gmail.com>

Adam Azarchs <adam.azarchs@10xgenomics.com>

Adam Bender <abender@google.com>

Adam Eijdenberg <adam@continusec.com>

Adam Harvey <aharvey@php.net>

Adam Kisala <adam.kisala@gmail.com>

Adam Langley <agl@golang.org>

Adam Medzinski <adam.medzinski@gmail.com>

Adam Shannon <adamkshannon@gmail.com>

Adam Sindelar <adamsh@google.com>

Adam Thomason <athomason@gmail.com>

Adam Woodbeck <adam@woodbeck.net>

Adarsh Ravichandran <adarshravichandran91@gmail.com>

Aditya Mukerjee <dev@chimeracoder.net>

Adrian Hesketh <adrianhesketh@hushmail.com>

Adrian Nos <nos.adrian@gmail.com>

Adrian O'Grady <elpollouk@gmail.com>

Adrien Bustany <adrien-xx-google@bustany.org>

Adrien Petel <peteladrien@gmail.com>

Acio Jnior <aeciodantasjunior@gmail.com>

Aeneas Rekkas (arekkas) <aeneas@ory.am>

Afanasev Stanislav <phpprogger@gmail.com>

Agis Anastasopoulos <agis.anast@gmail.com>

Agniva De Sarker <agnivade@yahoo.co.in>

Ahmed Wahed <oneofone@gmail.com>

Ahmet Alp Balkan <ahmetb@google.com>

Ahmet Soormally <ahmet@mangomm.co.uk>

Ahmy Yulrizka <yulrizka@gmail.com>

Ahsun Ahmed <ahmed.ahsun@gmail.com>

Aiden Scandella <ai@uber.com>

Ainar Garipov <gugl.zadolbal@gmail.com>
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Aishraj Dahal <aishraj@users.noreply.github.com>

Akhil Indurti <contact@akhilindurti.com>

Akihiro Suda <suda.kyoto@gmail.com>

Akshat Kumar <seed@mail.nanosouffle.net>

Al Cutter <al@google.com>

Alan Braithwaite <alan@ipaddr.org>

Alan Donovan <adonovan@google.com>

Alan Shreve <alan@inconshreveable.com>

Albert Nigmatzianov <albertnigma@gmail.com>

Albert Strasheim <fullung@gmail.com>

Albert Teoh <albert.teoh@gmail.com>

Albert Yu <yukinying@gmail.com>

Alberto Bertogli <albertito@blitiri.com.ar>

Alberto Donizetti <alb.donizetti@gmail.com>

Alberto Garca Hierro <alberto@garciahierro.com> <alberto.garcia.hierro@gmail.com>

Aleksa Sarai <cyphar@cyphar.com>

Aleksandar Dezelin <dezelin@gmail.com>

Aleksandr Lukinykh <a.lukinykh@xsolla.com>

Aleksandr Razumov <ar@cydev.ru>

Alekseev Artem <a.artem060@gmail.com>

Alessandro Arzilli <alessandro.arzilli@gmail.com>

Alessandro Baffa <alessandro.baffa@gmail.com>

Alex A Skinner <alex@lx.lc>

Alex Brainman <alex.brainman@gmail.com>

Alex Bramley <abramley@google.com>

Alex Browne <stephenalexbrowne@gmail.com>

Alex Carol <alex.carol.c@gmail.com>

Alex Jin <toalexjin@gmail.com>

Alex Kohler <alexjohnkohler@gmail.com>

Alex Myasoedov <msoedov@gmail.com>

Alex Plugaru <alex@plugaru.org> <alexandru.plugaru@gmail.com>

Alex Schroeder <alex@gnu.org>

Alex Sergeyev <abc@alexsergeyev.com>

Alex Tokarev <aleksator@gmail.com>

Alex Vaghin <crhyme@google.com>

Alexander Demakin <alexander.demakin@gmail.com>

Alexander Dring <email@alexd.ch>

Alexander F Rdseth <alexander.rodseth@appeartv.com>

Alexander Guz <kalimatas@gmail.com>

Alexander Kauer <alexander@affine.space>

Alexander Kucherenko <alxkchr@gmail.com>

Alexander Larsson <alexander.larsson@gmail.com>

Alexander Lourier <aml@rulezz.ru>

Alexander Menzhinsky <amenzhinsky@gmail.com>

Alexander Morozov <lk4d4math@gmail.com>

Alexander Neumann <alexander@bumpern.de>

Alexander Orlov <alexander.orlov@loxal.net>

Alexander Pantyukhin <apantykhin@gmail.com>
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Alexander Polcyn <apolcyn@google.com>

Alexander Rakoczy <alex@golang.org>

Alexander Reece <awreece@gmail.com>

Alexander Surma <surma@surmair.de>

Alexander Zhavnerchik <alex.vizor@gmail.com>

Alexander Zillion <alex@alexzillion.com>

Alexander Zolotov <goldifit@gmail.com>

Alexandre Cesaro <alexandre.cesaro@gmail.com>

Alexandre Fiori <fiorix@gmail.com>

Alexandre Maari <draeron@gmail.com>

Alexandre Normand <alexandre.normand@gmail.com>

Alexandre Parentea <aubonbeurre@gmail.com>

Alexandre Viau <alexandre@alexandreviau.net>

Alexandru Mooi <brtzsnr@gmail.com>

Alexei Sholik <alcosholik@gmail.com>

Alexey Alexandrov <aalexand@google.com>

Alexey Borzenkov <snaury@gmail.com>

Alexey Naidonov <alexey.naidyonov@gmail.com>

Alexey Neganov <neganovalexey@gmail.com>

Alexey Palazhchenko <alexey.palazhchenko@gmail.com>

Alexis Hildebrandt <surryhill@gmail.com>

Alexis Hunt <lexer@google.com>

Alexis Imperial-Legrand <ail@google.com>

Ali Rizvi-Santiago <arizvisa@gmail.com>

Aliaksandr Valialkin <valyala@gmail.com>

Alif Rachmawadi <subosito@gmail.com>

Allan Simon <allan.simon@supinfo.com>

Allen Li <ayatane@google.com>

Alok Menghrajani <alok.menghrajani@gmail.com>

Aman Gupta <aman@tmm1.net>

Amir Mohammad Saied <amir@gluegadget.com>

Amr Mohammed <merodiro@gmail.com>

Amrut Joshi <amrut.joshi@gmail.com>

Anand K. Mistry <anand@mistry.ninja>

Anders Pearson <anders@columbia.edu>

Anderson Queiroz <contato@andersonq.eti.br>

Andr Carvalho <asantostc@gmail.com>

Andre Nathan <andrenth@gmail.com>

Andrea Nodari <andrea.nodari91@gmail.com>

Andrea Spadaccini <spadaccio@google.com>

Andreas Auernhammer <aead@mail.de>

Andreas Jellinghaus <andreas@ionisiert.de> <anj@google.com>

Andreas Litt <andreas.litt@gmail.com>

Andrei Gherzan <andrei@resin.io>

Andrei Korzhevskii <a.korzhevskiy@gmail.com>

Andrei Matei <andrei@cockroachlabs.com>

Andrei Tudor Clin <mail@acln.ro>

Andrei Vagin <avagin@google.com>
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Andrei Vieru <euvieru@gmail.com>

Andres Erbsen <andreser@google.com>

Andres Lowrie <andres.lowrie@gmail.com>

Andrew Austin <andrewaclt@gmail.com>

Andrew Balholm <andybalholm@gmail.com>

Andrew Benton <andrewmbenton@gmail.com>

Andrew Bonventre <andybons@chromium.org>

Andrew Braunstein <awbraunstein@gmail.com>

Andrew Bursavich <abursavich@gmail.com>

Andrew Ekstedt <andrew.ekstedt@gmail.com>

Andrew Etter <andrew.etter@gmail.com>

Andrew Gerrand <adg@golang.org>

Andrew Harding <andrew@spacemonkey.com>

Andrew Jackura <ajackura@google.com>

Andrew Lutomirski <andy@luto.us>

Andrew Pilloud <andrewpilloud@igneoussystems.com>

Andrew Pogrebnoy <absourd.noise@gmail.com>

Andrew Poydence <apoydence@pivotal.io>

Andrew Pritchard <awpritchard@gmail.com>

Andrew Radev <andrey.radev@gmail.com>

Andrew Skiba <skibaa@gmail.com>

Andrew Stribblehill <ads@wompom.org>

Andrew Szeto <andrew@jabagawee.com>

Andrew Todd <andrew.todd@wework.com>

Andrew Werner <andrew@upthere.com> <awerner32@gmail.com>

Andrew Wilkins <axwalk@gmail.com>

Andrew Williams <williams.andrew@gmail.com>

Andrew Z Allen <me@andrewzallen.com>

Andrey Mirtchovski <mirtchovski@gmail.com>

Andrey Petrov <andrey.petrov@shazow.net>

Andrii Soldatenko <andrii.soldatenko@gmail.com>

Andrii Soluk <isoluchok@gmail.com>

Andriy Lytvynov <lytvynov.a.v@gmail.com>

Andrzej eel <andrii.zhezhel@gmail.com>

Andy Balholm <andy@balholm.com>

Andy Davis <andy@bigandian.com>

Andy Finkenstadt <afinkenstadt@zynga.com>

Andy Lindeman <andy@lindeman.io>

Andy Maloney <asmaloney@gmail.com>

Andy Walker <walkeraj@gmail.com>

Andzej Maciusovic <andzej.maciusovic@gmail.com>

Anfernee Yongkun Gui <anfernee.gui@gmail.com>

Angelo Bulfone <mbulfone@gmail.com>

Anh Hai Trinh <anh.hai.trinh@gmail.com>

Anit Gandhi <anitgandhi@gmail.com>

Ankit Goyal <ankit3goyal@gmail.com>

Anmol Sethi <anmol@aubble.com>

Anschel Schaffer-Cohen <anschelsc@gmail.com>
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Anthony Alves <cvballa3g0@gmail.com>

Anthony Canino <anthony.canino1@gmail.com>

Anthony Eufemio <anthony.eufemio@gmail.com>

Anthony Fok <foka@debian.org>

Anthony Martin <ality@pbrane.org>

Anthony Sottile <asottile@umich.edu>

Anthony Starks <ajstarks@gmail.com>

Anthony Voutas <voutasaurus@gmail.com>

Anthony Woods <awoods@raintank.io>

Antoine GIRARD <sapk@sapk.fr>

Antoine Martin <antoine97.martin@gmail.com>

Anton Gyllenberg <anton@iki.fi>

Antonin Amand <antonin.amand@gmail.com>

Antonio Antelo <aantelov87@gmail.com>

Antonio Bibiano <antbbn@gmail.com>

Antonio Murdaca <runcom@redhat.com>

Antonio Troina <thoeni@gmail.com>

Aofei Sheng <aofei@aofeisheng.com>

Apisak Darakananda <pongad@gmail.com>

Aram Hvrneanu <aram@mgk.ro>

Arash Bina <arash@arash.io>

Areski Belaid <areski@gmail.com>

Ariel Mashraki <ariel@mashraki.co.il>

Arkadi Pyuro <arkadi@google.com>

Arlo Breault <arlolra@gmail.com>

Arnaud Ysmal <arnaud.ysmal@gmail.com>

Arne Hormann <arnehormann@gmail.com>

Arnout Engelen <arnout@bzzt.net>

Aron Nopanen <aron.nopanen@gmail.com>

Artem Kolin <artemkaxboy@gmail.com>

Arthur Fabre <arthur@arthurfabre.com>

Arthur Khashaev <arthur@khashaev.ru>

Artyom Pervukhin <artyom.pervukhin@gmail.com>

Arvindh Rajesh Tamilmani <art@a-30.net>

Ashish Gandhi <ag@ashishgandhi.org>

Asim Shankar <asimshankar@gmail.com>

Atin Malaviya <amalaviy@akamai.com>

Ato Araki <ato.araki@gmail.com>

Audrey Lim <audreylh@gmail.com>

Audrius Butkevicius <audrius.butkevicius@gmail.com>

Augusto Roman <aroman@gmail.com>

Aulus Egnatius Varialus <varialus@gmail.com>

Aurlien Rainone <aurelien.rainone@gmail.com>

Austin Clements <austin@google.com> <aclements@csail.mit.edu>

Avi Flax <avi@timehop.com>

awaw fumin <awawfumin@gmail.com>

Awn Umar <awn@cryptolosophy.io>

Axel Wagner <axel.wagner.hh@googlemail.com>
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Ayanamist Yang <ayanamist@gmail.com>

Aymerick Jhanne <aymerick@jehanne.org>

Azat Kaumov <kaumov.a.r@gmail.com>

Baiju Muthukadan <baiju.m.mail@gmail.com>

Balaram Makam <bmakam.qdt@qualcommdatacenter.com>

Balazs Lecz <leczb@google.com>

Baokun Lee <nototon@gmail.com>

Bartosz Grzybowski <melkorm@gmail.com>

Bartosz Oler <brtsz@google.com>

Bastian Ike <bastian.ike@gmail.com>

Ben Burkert <ben@benburkert.com>

Ben Eitzen <eitzenb@golang.org>

Ben Fried <ben.fried@gmail.com>

Ben Haines <bhainesva@gmail.com>

Ben Hoyt <benhoyt@gmail.com>

Ben Laurie <ben@links.org> <benl@google.com>

Ben Lubar <ben.lubar@gmail.com>

Ben Lynn <benlynn@gmail.com>

Ben Olive <sionide21@gmail.com>

Ben Schwartz <bemasc@google.com>

Ben Shi <powerman1st@163.com>

Benjamin Black <b@b3k.us>

Benjamin Cable <cable.benjamin@gmail.com>

Benjamin Hsieh <tanookiben@users.noreply.github.com>

Benjamin Peterson <benjamin@python.org>

Benjamin Prosnitz <bprosnitz@google.com>

Benjamin Wester <bwester@squareup.com>

Benny Siegert <bsiegert@gmail.com>

Benoit Sigoure <tsunanet@gmail.com>

Berengar Lehr <Berengar.Lehr@gmx.de>

Berkant Ipek <41230766+0xbkt@users.noreply.github.com>

Bharath Thiruveedula <tbharath91@gmail.com>

Bill Neubauer <wcn@golang.org> <wcn@google.com> <bill.neubauer@gmail.com>

Bill O'Farrell <billo@ca.ibm.com>

Bill Prin <waprin@google.com>

Bill Thiede <couchmoney@gmail.com>

Bill Zissimopoulos <billziss@navimatics.com>

Billie Harold Cleek <bhcleek@gmail.com>

Billy Lynch <wlynch@google.com>

Bjrn Erik Pedersen <bjorn.erik.pedersen@gmail.com>

Bjorn Tillenius <bjorn@tillenius.me>

Bjorn Tipling <bjorn.tipling@gmail.com>

Blain Smith <rebelgeek@blainsmith.com>

Blake Gentry <blakesgentry@gmail.com>

Blake Mesdag <blakemesdag@gmail.com>

Blake Mizerany <blake.mizerany@gmail.com>

Blixt <me@blixt.nyc>

Bob Briski <rbriski@gmail.com>
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Bob Potter <bobby.potter@gmail.com>

Bobby DeSimone <bobbydesimone@gmail.com>

Bobby Powers <bobbypowers@gmail.com>

Boris Nagaev <nagaev@google.com>

Borja Clemente <borja.clemente@gmail.com>

Brad Burch <brad.burch@gmail.com>

Brad Fitzpatrick <bradfitz@golang.org> <bradfitz@gmail.com>

Brad Garcia <bgarcia@golang.org>

Brad Jones <rbjones@google.com>

Brad Morgan <brad@morgabra.com>

Brad Whitaker <bwhitaker@fastly.com>

Braden Bassingthwaite <bbassingthwaite@vendasta.com>

Bradley Falzon <brad@teambrad.net>

Brady Catherman <brady@gmail.com>

Brady Sullivan <brady@bsull.com>

Brandon Bennett <bbennett@fb.com>

Brandon Gilmore <varz@google.com>

Brandon Ryan <bjryan19@gmail.com>

Brendan Daniel Tracey <tracey.brendan@gmail.com>

Brendan O'Dea <bod@golang.org>

Brett Cannon <bcannon@gmail.com>

Brett Merrill <brett.j.merrill94@gmail.com>

Brian Dellisanti <briandellisanti@gmail.com>

Brian Downs <brian.downs@gmail.com>

Brian G. Merrell <bgmerrell@gmail.com>

Brian Gitonga Marete <marete@toshnix.com> <bgmarete@gmail.com> <bgm@google.com>

Brian Kennedy <btkennedy@gmail.com>

Brian Kessler <brian.m.kessler@gmail.com>

Brian Ketelsen <bketelsen@gmail.com>

Brian Slesinsky <skybrian@google.com>

Brian Smith <ohohvi@gmail.com>

Brian Starke <brian.starke@gmail.com>

Bryan Alexander <Kozical@msn.com>

Bryan C. Mills <bcmills@google.com>

Bryan Chan <bryan.chan@ca.ibm.com>

Bryan Ford <brynosaurus@gmail.com>

Bryan Heden <b.heden@gmail.com>

Bulat Gaifullin <gaifullinbf@gmail.com>

Burak Guven <bguven@gmail.com>

Caine Tighe <arctanofyourface@gmail.com>

Caio Marcelo de Oliveira Filho <caio.oliveira@intel.com>

Caleb Martinez <accounts@calebmartinez.com>

Caleb Spare <cespare@gmail.com>

Carl Chatfield <carlchatfield@gmail.com>

Carl Henrik Lunde <chlunde@ifi.uio.no>

Carl Jackson <carl@stripe.com>

Carl Johnson <me@carlmjohnson.net>

Carl Mastrangelo <notcarl@google.com>
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Carl Shapiro <cshapiro@google.com> <cshapiro@golang.org>

Carlisia Campos <carlisia@grokkingtech.io>

Carlo Alberto Ferraris <cafxx@strayorange.com>

Carlos Castillo <cookieo9@gmail.com>

Carlos Cirello <uldericofilho@gmail.com>

Carlos Eduardo <me@carlosedp.com>

Carlos Eduardo Seo <cseo@linux.vnet.ibm.com>

Carlos Souza <carloshrsouza@gmail.com>

Carolyn Van Slyck <me@carolynvanslyck.com>

Carrie Bynon <cbynon@gmail.com>

Cary Hull <chull@google.com>

Case Nelson <case.nelson@gmail.com>

Casey Callendrello <squeed@gmail.com>

Casey Marshall <casey.marshall@gmail.com>

Catalin Nicutar <cnicutar@google.com>

Catalin Patulea <catalinp@google.com>

Cedric Staub <cs@squareup.com>

Cezar S Espinola <cezarsa@gmail.com>

Chad Rosier <mrosier.qdt@qualcommdatacenter.com>

ChaiShushan <chaishushan@gmail.com>

Channing Kimble-Brown <channing@golang.org>

Charles Fenwick Elliott <Charles@FenwickElliott.io>

Charles Kenney <charlesc.kenney@gmail.com>

Charles L. Dorian <cldorian@gmail.com>

Charles Lee <zombie.fml@gmail.com>

Charles Weill <weill@google.com>

Cherry Zhang <cherryyz@google.com>

Chew Choon Keat <choonkeat@gmail.com>

Cholerae Hu <choleraehyq@gmail.com>

Chotepud Teo <AlexRouSg@users.noreply.github.com>

Chris Ball <chris@printf.net>

Chris Biscardi <chris@christopherbiscardi.com>

Chris Broadfoot <cbro@golang.org>

Chris Dollin <ehog.hedge@gmail.com>

Chris Farmiloe <chrisfarms@gmail.com>

Chris Hines <chris.cs.guy@gmail.com>

Chris Howey <howeyc@gmail.com>

Chris Hundt <hundt@google.com>

Chris Jones <chris@cjones.org> <chris.jones.yar@gmail.com>

Chris Kastorff <encryptio@gmail.com>

Chris Lennert <calennert@gmail.com>

Chris Liles <caveryliles@gmail.com>

Chris Manghane <cmang@golang.org>

Chris Marchesi <chrism@vancluevertech.com>

Chris McGee <sirnewton_01@yahoo.ca> <newton688@gmail.com>

Chris Raynor <raynor@google.com>

Chris Roche <rodaine@gmail.com>

Chris Smith <chrsmith@users.noreply.github.com>
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Chris Stockton <chrisstocktonaz@gmail.com>

Chris Zou <chriszou@ca.ibm.com>

Christian Alexander <christian@linux.com>

Christian Couder <chriscool@tuxfamily.org>

Christian Himpel <chressie@googlemail.com> <chressie@gmail.com>

Christian Muehlhaeuser <muesli@gmail.com>

Christian Pellegrin <chri@evolware.org>

Christian R. Petrin <christianpetrin@gmail.com>

Christine Hansmann <chhansmann@gmail.com>

Christoffer Buchholz <christoffer.buchholz@gmail.com>

Christoph Blecker <admin@toph.ca>

Christoph Hack <christoph@tux21b.org>

Christopher Cahoon <chris.cahoon@gmail.com>

Christopher Guiney <chris@guiney.net>

Christopher Henderson <chris@chenderson.org>

Christopher Koch <chrisko@google.com>

Christopher Nelson <nadiasvertex@gmail.com>

Christopher Nielsen <m4dh4tt3r@gmail.com>

Christopher Redden <christopher.redden@gmail.com>

Christopher Swenson <cswenson@google.com>

Christopher Wedgwood <cw@f00f.org>

Christos Zoulas <christos@zoulas.com> <zoulasc@gmail.com>

Christy Perez <christy@linux.vnet.ibm.com>

CL Sung <clsung@gmail.com> <cl_sung@htc.com>

Clment Chigot <clement.chigot@atos.net>

Clement Skau <clementskau@gmail.com>

Cody Oss <the.cody.oss@gmail.com>

Colby Ranger <cranger@google.com>

Colin Arnott <colin@urandom.co.uk>

Colin Cross <ccross@android.com>

Colin Edwards <colin@recursivepenguin.com>

Colin Kennedy <moshen.colin@gmail.com>

Colin Nelson <colnnelson@google.com>

Colin Rice <clr@google.com>

Conrad Irwin <conrad.irwin@gmail.com>

Conrad Meyer <cemeyer@cs.washington.edu>

Conrado Gouvea <conradoplg@gmail.com>

Constantin Konstantinidis <constantinkonstantinidis@gmail.com>

Corey Thomasson <cthom.lists@gmail.com>

Cosmos Nicolaou <cnicolaou@google.com>

Costin Chirvasuta <ctin@google.com>

Craig Citro <craigcitro@google.com>

Cristian Staretu <unclejacksons@gmail.com>

Cuihtlauac ALVARADO <cuihtlauac.alvarado@orange.com>

Cyrill Schumacher <cyrill@schumacher.fm>

Daisuke Fujita <dtanshi45@gmail.com>

Daker Fernandes Pinheiro <daker.fernandes.pinheiro@intel.com>

Damian Gryski <dgryski@gmail.com>
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Damien Lespiau <damien.lespiau@gmail.com> <damien.lespiau@intel.com>

Damien Mathieu <42@dmathieu.com>

Damien Neil <dneil@google.com>

Damien Tournoud <damien@platform.sh>

Dan Ballard <dan@mindstab.net>

Dan Caddigan <goldcaddy77@gmail.com>

Dan Callahan <dan.callahan@gmail.com>

Dan Harrington <harringtond@google.com>

Dan Jacques <dnj@google.com>

Dan Johnson <computerdruid@google.com>

Dan Peterson <dpiddy@gmail.com>

Dan Pupius <dan@medium.com>

Dan Sinclair <dan.sinclair@gmail.com>

Daniel Cormier <danielc@knowbe4.com>

Danil de Kok <me@danieldk.eu>

Daniel Fleischman <danielfleischman@gmail.com>

Daniel Ingram <ingramds@appstate.edu>

Daniel Johansson <dajo2002@gmail.com>

Daniel Kerwin <d.kerwin@gini.net>

Daniel Krech <eikeon@eikeon.com>

Daniel Langner <s8572327@gmail.com>

Daniel Lidn <daniel.liden.87@gmail.com>

Daniel Lublin <daniel@lublin.se>

Daniel Mart <mvdan@mvdan.cc>
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier
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     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.40 openssl 1.1.1m 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:
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*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as
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* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you
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duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a
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product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.41 openssl 1.1.1n 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============
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 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by
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*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.
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	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.
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   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.
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8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.42 aspect-j 1.9.6 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. * This program and the accompanying materials

are made available * under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2005 Contributors. All rights reserved. * This program

and the accompanying materials are made available * under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* Copyright (c) 2006 Contributors. All rights reserved. * This program

and the accompanying materials are made available * under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.43 jakarta xml bind api 2.3.3 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2017, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its
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       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

[//]: # " Copyright (c) 2018, 2019 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the "

[//]: # " terms of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0, which is available at "

[//]: # " http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php. "

[//]: # "  "

[//]: # " SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause "

 

# Notices for Jakarta XML Binding

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Jakarta XML Binding

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb

 

## Trademarks

 

Jakarta XML Binding is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code
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The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-api

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-tck

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache River (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND BSD-3-Clause

 

ASM 7 (n/a)

 

* License: BSD-3-Clause

* Project: https://asm.ow2.io/

* Source:

  https://repository.ow2.org/nexus/#nexus-search;gav~org.ow2.asm~asm-commons~~~~kw,versionexpand

 

JTHarness (5.0)

 

* License: (GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0)	

* Project: https://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/CodeTools/JT+Harness

* Source: http://hg.openjdk.java.net/code-tools/jtharness/

 

normalize.css (3.0.2)

 

* License: MIT

 

SigTest (n/a)

 

* License: GPL-2.0 OR GPL-2.0 WITH Classpath-exception-2.0

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.44 classmate 1.5.1 
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1.44.1 Available under license : 
Java ClassMate library was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Brian Langel

This copy of Java ClassMate library is licensed under Apache (Software) License,

version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.45 @tensorflow/tfjs-core 3.11.0 
1.45.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix
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below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the
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Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within
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third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.46 docker 19.03.5-r1 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Philip Hofer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.
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  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  Copyright 2014-2018 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (C) 2013 Blake Mizerany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Rackspace. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 The Gorilla Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

	 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

	 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

	 * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Vishvananda Ishaya.

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Copyright 2012 SocialCode

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2018 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Ben Johnson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their
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terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public

License
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By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License ("Public

License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a

contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your

acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You

such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from

making the Licensed Material available under these terms and

conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. BY-SA Compatible License means a license listed at

    creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses, approved by Creative

    Commons as essentially the equivalent of this Public License.

 

 d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 e. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 f. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights
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    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

 g. License Elements means the license attributes listed in the name

    of a Creative Commons Public License. The License Elements of this

    Public License are Attribution and ShareAlike.

 

 h. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 i. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 j. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 k. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

    as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 l. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 m. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and
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           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

         necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. Additional offer from the Licensor -- Adapted Material.

              Every recipient of Adapted Material from You

              automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to

              exercise the Licensed Rights in the Adapted Material

              under the conditions of the Adapter's License You apply.

 

           c. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

              Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as
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         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;
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                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

 b. ShareAlike.

 

    In addition to the conditions in Section 3(a), if You Share

    Adapted Material You produce, the following conditions also apply.

 

      1. The Adapter's License You apply must be a Creative Commons

         license with the same License Elements, this version or

         later, or a BY-SA Compatible License.

 

      2. You must include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, the

         Adapter's License You apply. You may satisfy this condition

         in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and

         context in which You Share Adapted Material.

 

      3. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms

         or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological

         Measures to, Adapted Material that restrict exercise of the

         rights granted under the Adapter's License You apply.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right
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    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material,

 

    including for purposes of Section 3(b); and

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.
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 a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public

    License.

 

 

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License
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    without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses.

Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of its public

licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be

considered the "Licensor." Except for the limited purpose of indicating

that material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the public

licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Yasuhiro Matsumoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 fsnotify Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.
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1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its
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   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under
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this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form
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All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,
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indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all
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end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------
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Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the
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notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Ugorji Nwoke.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 The Docker & Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015, Google Inc

  Copyright 2018, GoGo Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2015-Present CloudFoundry.org Foundation, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

This project contains software that is Copyright (c) 2015 Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This project may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents

is subject to the terms and conditions of each subcomponent's license,

as noted in the LICENSE file.

Docker

Copyright 2012-2017 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).

 

This product contains software (https://github.com/creack/pty) developed
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by Keith Rarick, licensed under the MIT License.

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 Docker, Inc.
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2013, Samuel Stauffer <samuel@descolada.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the

 names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2018 Docker Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2017 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
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DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014 CloudFlare Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Open Source Initiative OSI - The MIT License (MIT):Licensing

 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2013 Ralph Caraveo (deckarep@gmail.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Tim Heckman

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of linode-netint nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

runc

 

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (http://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see http://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also http://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

MIT License
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Copyright (c) 2017 Gal Ben-Haim

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Honza Pokorny

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014 Philip Hofer

Portions Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors (license at http://golang.org) where indicated

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Armon Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
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the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright The containerd Authors
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2013, The GoGo Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Protocol Buffers for Go with Gadgets

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2016, opentracing-contrib

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of go-stdlib nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
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CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Extensions of the original work are copyright (c) 2011 Miek Gieben

 

As this is fork of the official Go code the same license applies:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Ogier. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 TOML authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright  2013 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 James Saryerwinnie

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Taihei Morikuni

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2018 gotest.tools authors

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2012 Matt T. Proud (matt.proud@gmail.com)

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013 Ugorji Nwoke.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used

 to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright (c) 2014, OmniTI Computer Consulting, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Mitchell Hashimoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

Copyright 2017 Tnis Tiigi <tonistiigi@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Data model artifacts for Prometheus.

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication
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that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the
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following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,
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or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,
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sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2014 Alan Shreve

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Prometheus instrumentation library for Go applications

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

 

The following components are included in this product:

 

perks - a fork of https://github.com/bmizerany/perks

https://github.com/beorn7/perks

Copyright 2013-2015 Blake Mizerany, Bjrn Rabenstein

See https://github.com/beorn7/perks/blob/master/README.md for license details.

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

http://github.com/golang/protobuf/

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors

See source code for license details.
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Support for streaming Protocol Buffer messages for the Go language (golang).

https://github.com/matttproud/golang_protobuf_extensions

Copyright 2013 Matt T. Proud

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2018 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

procfs provides functions to retrieve system, kernel and process

metrics from the pseudo-filesystem proc.

 

Copyright 2014-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Copyright (c) 2013 Dario Casta. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Docker

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).
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The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form
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    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this
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     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes

    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.
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    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and
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    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be
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  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any
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  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified
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     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) 2013, Georg Reinke (<guelfey at gmail dot com>), Google

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Matthew Heon <mheon@redhat.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Paul Moore <pmoore@redhat.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2013 Suryandaru Triandana <syndtr@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"
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    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions
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2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this
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    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.
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3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination
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5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been
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  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that
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     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) 2013, Patrick Mezard

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Common libraries shared by Prometheus Go components.

Copyright 2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Armon Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 marvin + konsorten GmbH (open-source@konsorten.de)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 The OpenTracing Authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2016, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2015 Vincent Batts, Raleigh, NC, USA

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors
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may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2016, gRPC Ecosystem

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of grpc-opentracing nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 The AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of
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the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Sean Chittenden

Copyright (c) 2016 Alex Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

=====

 

Bits of Go-lang's `once.Do()` were cribbed and reused here, too.

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Mat Ryer and Tyler Bunnell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2014 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft Corporation
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.47 tzdata 2022.1 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Software License 2.0

 

Copyright (c) 2020, Paul Ganssle (Google)

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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1.48 openssl 1.1.1f 1ubuntu2.12
1.48.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"
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*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

This package was debianized by Christoph Martin martin@uni-mainz.de on

Fri, 22 Nov 1996 21:29:51 +0100.

 

Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project

Copyright (c) 1995-1998 Eric A. Young, Tim J. Hudson

 

The upstream sources were obtained from https://www.openssl.org/

 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL
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 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library
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*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
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in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
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TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been
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	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.
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4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always
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permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.49 flex 2.5.35 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

/*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without */

/*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions */

/*  are met: */

 

/*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright */

/*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. */

/*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright */

/*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the */

/*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. */

 

/*  Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors */

/*  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software */

/*  without specific prior written permission. */

 

/*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR */

/*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED */

/*  WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR */

/*  PURPOSE. */

?Flex carries the copyright used for BSD software, slightly modified

because it originated at the Lawrence Berkeley (not Livermore!) Laboratory,

which operates under a contract with the Department of Energy:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 The Flex Project.

 

Copyright (c) 1990, 1997 The Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Vern Paxson.
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The United States Government has rights in this work pursuant

to contract no. DE-AC03-76SF00098 between the United States

Department of Energy and the University of California.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.

 

This basically says "do whatever you please with this software except

remove this notice or take advantage of the University's (or the flex

authors') name".

 

Note that the "flex.skl" scanner skeleton carries no copyright notice.

You are free to do whatever you please with scanners generated using flex;

for them, you are not even bound by the above copyright.

 

1.50 libatomic-ops 1.2 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
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make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.51 spring-security-config 5.3.4.RELEASE 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/debug/SecurityDebugBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/X509Dsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionConcurrencyDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/FrameOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ReferrerPolicyDsl.kt
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/XssProtectionConfigDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/PortMapperDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/FormLoginDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AuthorizeRequestsDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/CsrfDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/JwtDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/AuthenticationConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/RequestCacheDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2LoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/SecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/OpaqueTokenDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HttpSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/LogoutDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/Saml2Dsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/RedirectionEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/UserInfoEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/TokenEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionFixationDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/client/AuthorizationCodeGrantDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SecurityFilters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SecurityReactorContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HttpPublicKeyPinningDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HttpStrictTransportSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ContentTypeOptionsDsl.kt
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Elements.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ContentSecurityPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/CacheControlDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/ClientRegistrationsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/SessionManagementDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/server/resource/OAuth2ResourceServer

Configurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AbstractRequestMatcherDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/WebSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2LoginDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/ExceptionHandlingDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CsrfBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/CorsDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2ClientDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AnonymousDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/AuthorizationEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2ResourceServerDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HttpBasicDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ResourceServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/RequiresChannelDsl.kt

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HeadersDsl.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisorR

egistrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/websocket/WebSocketMessageBrokerSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientConfigurerUtils.jav

a

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/ldap/LdapAuthenticationProviderCon

figurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/EnableWebSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExpressionUrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FormLoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/GlobalMethodSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ServletApiConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/CommonOAuth2Provider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/UrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/AutowireBeanFactoryObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SecurityContextConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExceptionHandlingConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CorsConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/X509Configurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/GrantedAuthorityDefaultsParserUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HandlerMappingIntrospectorFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/RSocketSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/RSocketSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/EnableRSocketSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/SecuritySocketAcceptorInterceptorConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/PayloadInterceptorOrder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HeadersBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/Jsr250MetadataSourceConfiguration.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/AbstractRequestMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/openid/OpenIDLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/OAuth2ClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractAuthenticationFilterConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeAuthenticationProviderBe

anManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HeadersConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/OAuth2ImportSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/crypto/RsaKeyConversionServicePostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HttpBasicConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/LogoutConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CsrfConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/saml2/Saml2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ServerHttpSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ReactiveOAuth2ClientImportSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/AuthenticationConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/socket/AbstractSecurityWebSocketMessageBrokerConfigu

rer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/HttpSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeUserDetailsBeanManager

Configurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecurityConfiguration.ja

va
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/ObjectPostProcessorConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SessionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Customizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/WebFluxSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/LogoutBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/JdbcUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/PasswordEncoderParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpFirewallBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/ChannelAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/BeanIds.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/ProtectPointcutPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/ContextSourceSettingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/MatcherType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/InterceptMethodsBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainMapBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AbstractUserDetailsServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSourceParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SessionCreationPolicy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/PortMappingsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/UserDetailsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/messaging/MessageSecurityMetadataSourceRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/DebugBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/UserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/DefaultFilterChainValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/GrantedAuthorityDefaults.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ChannelSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PortMapperConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/DefaultLoginPageConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/HttpSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AnonymousConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RequestCacheConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsServiceConfig

urer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SpringWebMvcImportSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/InMemoryUserDetails

ManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/AbstractDaoAuthenticatio

nConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/builders/AuthenticationManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/JeeConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/FormLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/EnableWebMvcSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableGlobalMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractConfiguredSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/ProviderManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/EnableGlobalAuthentication.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/JdbcUserDetailsManage

rConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PermitAllSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractHttpConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsAwareConfig

urer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AlreadyBuiltException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractConfigAttributeRequestMatcherRegist

ry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/DaoAuthenticationConfig

urer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityAspectJAutoProxy

Registrar.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/ObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/AutowiredWebSecurityConfigurersIgnorePar

ents.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/FilterComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractInterceptUrlConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerCo

nfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/WebSecurityConfigurer.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RememberMeConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/RememberMeBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/GlobalAuthenticationConfigurerAd

apter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/EnableWebFluxSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableReactiveMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/ImplicitGrantConfigurer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/SecurityWebFiltersOrder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsServiceResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/AbstractServerWebExchangeMatcherRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodConfigUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/WebConfigUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949386_1599626452.65/0/spring-security-config-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/SecurityNamespaceHandler.java

 

1.52 junixsocket-common 2.3.2 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* junixsocket

*

* Copyright 2009-2020 Christian Kohlschütter

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/Closeables.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/AFUNIXSocket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/AFUNIXSocketCredentials.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/AFUNIXServerSocket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/NativeLibraryLoader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-
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jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/AFUNIXSocketCapability.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/AFUNIXSocketImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/SuppressFBWarnings.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/AFUNIXSocketAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/NativeUnixSocket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1046144794_1589880088.21/0/junixsocket-common-2-3-2-sources-

jar/org/newsclub/net/unix/AFUNIXSocketFactory.java

 

1.53 libusrsctp 1.0 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015,  Randall Stewart and Michael Tuexen

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of usrsctp nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.54 tomcat 9.0.37 
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1.54.1 Available under license : 
Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

This software contains code derived from netty-native

developed by the Netty project

(https://netty.io, https://github.com/netty/netty-tcnative/)

and from finagle-native developed at Twitter

(https://github.com/twitter/finagle).

 

This software contains code derived from jgroups-kubernetes

developed by the JGroups project (http://www.jgroups.org/).

 

The Windows Installer is built with the Nullsoft

Scriptable Install System (NSIS), which is

open source software.  The original software and

related information is available at

http://nsis.sourceforge.net.

 

Java compilation software for JSP pages is provided by the Eclipse

JDT Core Batch Compiler component, which is open source software.

The original software and related information is available at

https://www.eclipse.org/jdt/core/.

 

org.apache.tomcat.util.json.JSONParser.jj is a public domain javacc grammar

for JSON written by Robert Fischer.

https://github.com/RobertFischer/json-parser

 

For portions of the Tomcat JNI OpenSSL API and the OpenSSL JSSE integration

The org.apache.tomcat.jni and the org.apache.tomcat.net.openssl packages

are derivative work originating from the Netty project and the finagle-native

project developed at Twitter

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

* Copyright 2014 Twitter

 

For portions of the Tomcat cloud support

The org.apache.catalina.tribes.membership.cloud package contains derivative

work originating from the jgroups project.

https://github.com/jgroups-extras/jgroups-kubernetes

Copyright 2002-2018 Red Hat Inc.

 

The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd
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- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the Eclipse JDT Core Batch Compiler (ecj-x.x.x.jar) component:
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Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed
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Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.
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When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY
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EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.
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The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always

be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

For the Windows Installer component:

 

   * All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and

      graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where

      otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.

   * The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng

      license.

   * The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.

   * The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public

      License version 1.0.

 

zlib/libpng license

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In

no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of

this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the following restrictions:

 

  1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.
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bzip2 license

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

 

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent

Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;
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where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license
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before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is
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intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS
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GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this
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Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

Special exception for LZMA compression module

 

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for

NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind

by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without

subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version

1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module

for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version

1.0.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.
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  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this
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        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and
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       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.
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     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version
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     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day
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          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this
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  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

Apache Standard Taglib Specification API

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Apache Standard Taglib Implementation

Copyright 2001-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-@YEAR@ The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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The original XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

may be obtained from:

http://www.oracle.com/webfolder/technetwork/jsc/xml/ns/javaee/index.html

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:
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Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- jsp_2_2.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

- javaee_7.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_4.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_4.xsd

- jsp_2_3.xsd

- web-app_3_1.xsd

- web-common_3_1.xsd

- web-fragment_3_1.xsd

- javaee_8.xsd

- web-app_4_0.xsd

- web-common_4_0.xsd

- web-fragment_4_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes
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       Original Software available under this License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.
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     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to

     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).
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       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on

           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and
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     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor

     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for
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     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this

     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.
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7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration
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  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other

  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

Apache Tomcat JDBC Pool

Copyright 2008-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE TOMCAT SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Apache Tomcat includes a number of subcomponents with separate copyright notices

and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

For the ecj-x.x.x.jar component and the EnclosingMethod and

LocalVariableTypeTable classes in the org.apache.tomcat.util.bcel.classfile
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package:

 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and

 

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and

 

ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.
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b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.

For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,
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and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor

to control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and

any related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.
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5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to
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publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always

be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

 

For the Windows Installer component:

 

   * All NSIS source code, plug-ins, documentation, examples, header files and

      graphics, with the exception of the compression modules and where

      otherwise noted, are licensed under the zlib/libpng license.

   * The zlib compression module for NSIS is licensed under the zlib/libpng

      license.

   * The bzip2 compression module for NSIS is licensed under the bzip2 license.

   * The lzma compression module for NSIS is licensed under the Common Public

      License version 1.0.

 

zlib/libpng license

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied warranty. In

no event will the authors be held liable for any damages arising from the use of

this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose, including

commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

the following restrictions:

 

  1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
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      misrepresented as being the original software.

  3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

bzip2 license

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not claim

      that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in a

      product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

      appreciated but is not required.

  3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

      misrepresented as being the original software.

  4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

 

jseward@acm.org

Common Public License version 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation

distributed under this Agreement, and b) in the case of each subsequent

Contributor:

 

i) changes to the Program, and
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ii) additions to the Program;

 

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a

Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or anyone

acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to

the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software distributed in

conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and (ii) are not

derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such

derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under Licensed

Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form.

This patent license shall apply to the combination of the Contribution and the

Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other combinations

which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

 

c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to

Recipient for claims brought by any other entity based on infringement of

intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole

responsibility to secure any other intellectual property rights needed, if any.
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For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to

distribute the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

before distributing the Program.

 

d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright

rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright license set forth in

this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 

b) its license agreement:

 

i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of title and

non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

 

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and consequential

damages, such as lost profits;

 

iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by

that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

 

iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor,

and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 

b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the

Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
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Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify

every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,
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STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable

law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to

a patent applicable to software (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a

lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such Recipient

under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In

addition, if Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program

itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign the responsibility to serve

as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including

Contributions) may always be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement

under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement

is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its

Contributions) under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections

2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the

intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether

expressly, by implication, estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not

expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.
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This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

 

Special exception for LZMA compression module

 

Igor Pavlov and Amir Szekely, the authors of the LZMA compression module for

NSIS, expressly permit you to statically or dynamically link your code (or bind

by name) to the files from the LZMA compression module for NSIS without

subjecting your linked code to the terms of the Common Public license version

1.0. Any modifications or additions to files from the LZMA compression module

for NSIS, however, are subject to the terms of the Common Public License version

1.0.

 

 

For the following XML Schemas for Java EE Deployment Descriptors:

- javaee_5.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_2.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_2.xsd

- javaee_6.xsd

- javaee_web_services_1_3.xsd

- javaee_web_services_client_1_3.xsd

- web-app_3_0.xsd

- web-common_3_0.xsd

- web-fragment_3_0.xsd

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes

       to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software,

       prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any), and the

       Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications,

       or (c) the combination of files containing Original Software with files

       containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source

       Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes

       Original Software available under this License.
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  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions

       thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent

       possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently

       acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the

       following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original Software

          or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or

          previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under

          the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of

        computer software code that is originally released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter

        acquired, including without limitation, method, process, and apparatus

        claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in

        which modifications are made and (b) associated documentation included

        in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising

        rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For

        legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled

        by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

        definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

        the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

        otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

        outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to
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     third party intellectual property claims, the Initial Developer hereby

     grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Initial Developer, to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or

           portions thereof), with or without Modifications, and/or as part of

           a Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of

           Original Software, to make, have made, use, practice, sell, and

           offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software

           (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the

           date Initial Developer first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this

           License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for code that You delete from the Original Software, or (2) for

           infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original

           Software, or (ii) the combination of the Original Software with

           other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third

   party intellectual property claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a

   world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

           Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce, modify, display,

           perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such

           Contributor (or portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis,

           with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of

           Modifications made by that Contributor either alone and/or in

           combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have made, and/or

           otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or

           portions thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions of such

           combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on
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           the date Contributor first distributes or otherwise makes the

           Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted:

           (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the Contributor

           Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party

           modifications of Contributor Version, or (ii) the combination of

           Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except

           as part of the Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under

           Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in

     Executable form must also be made available in Source Code form and that

     Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

     You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code

     form of the Covered Software You distribute or otherwise make available.

     You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

     as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a

     reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software

     exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed

     by the terms of this License. You represent that You believe Your

     Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient

     rights to grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies

     You as the Contributor of the Modification. You may not remove or alter

     any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

     Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving

     attribution to any Contributor or the Initial Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source

     Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version of this License

     or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to

     charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to

     one or more recipients of Covered Software. However, you may do so only on

     Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any

     Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty,

     support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and

     You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor
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     for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as

     a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the

     terms of this License or under the terms of a license of Your choice,

     which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are

     in compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

     Executable form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient.s rights

     in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You

     distribute the Covered Software in Executable form under a different

     license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

     from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer

     or Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and

     every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

     such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code

     not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger Work

     as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the requirements

     of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish

     revised and/or new versions of this License from time to time. Each

     version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided

     in Section 4.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to

     modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered

     Software available under the terms of the version of the License under

     which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial

     Developer includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from

     being distributed or otherwise made available under any subsequent version

     of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software

     available under the terms of the version of the License under which You

     originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may also choose

     to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

     the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by the

     license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for

     Your Original Software, You may create and use a modified version of this
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     License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

     name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from

     this License); and (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains

     terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

  WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS,

  MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK

  AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD

  ANY COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL

  DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY

  SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN

  ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED

  HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

          automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

          cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

          Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond the

          termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory

          judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a Contributor (the

          Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim

          is referred to as .Participant.) alleging that the Participant

          Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

          Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the

          Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

          any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such

          Participant, the Initial Developer (if the Initial Developer is not

          the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2

          of this License shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate

          prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

          notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your

          claim with respect to the Participant Software against such

          Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement

          with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end

          user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

          distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

          granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.
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7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

  NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY

  OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF

  ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL,

  INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

  LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE,

  COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR

  LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

  SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR

  DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

  APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

  EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS

  EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48

  C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of .commercial computer software. (as

  that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and commercial

  computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

  (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1

  through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered

  Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights

  clause is in lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

  provision that addresses Government rights in computer software under this

  License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction

  specified in a notice contained within the Original Software (except to the

  extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such

  jurisdiction's conflict-of-law provisions. Any litigation relating to this

  License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

  jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original

  Software, with the losing party responsible for costs, including, without

  limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The

  application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the

  International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or regulation

  which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against

  the drafter shall not apply to this License. You agree that You alone are

  responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

  regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other
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  countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise make available any Covered

  Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible

  for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly, out of its

  utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial

  Developer and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable

  basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any

  admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION

  LICENSE (CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State

  of California (excluding conflict-of-law provisions). Any litigation relating

  to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of

  the Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of

  California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County, California.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.55 jansi-native 1.8 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009-2017 the original author(s).

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860186_1643019499.32/0/jansi-native-1-8-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/WindowsSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860186_1643019499.32/0/jansi-native-1-8-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/CLibrary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860186_1643019499.32/0/jansi-native-1-8-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/Kernel32.java

 

1.56 tar 1.30+dfsg 7ubuntu0.20.04.2
1.56.1 Available under license : 

/* Per-directory exclusion files for tar.

 

  Copyright 2014, 2016-2017 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

  This file is part of GNU tar.

 

  GNU tar is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

  it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

  the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

  (at your option) any later version.

 

  GNU tar is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

  GNU General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

  along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

*/

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If
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the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
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copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
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   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
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doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
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that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.
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 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
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agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Authors of GNU tar.
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Public domain tar was written by John Gilmore, with contributions from

Henry Spencer, Fred Fish, Ian Darwin, Geoff Collyer, Stan Barber, Guy

Harris, Dave Brower, Richard Todd, Michael Rendell, Stu Heiss, and

Rich Salz.

 

The FSF version, named GNU tar, was derived from public domain tar by

Jay Fenlason and Joy Kendall.  Amy Gorin and Melissa Weisshaus

contributed to the manual.  GNU tar has been maintained in turn by

Thomas Bushnell BSG, François Pinard, Paul Eggert, and Sergey

Poznyakoff.

 

Many others have contributed to GNU tar; please see the files THANKS

and ChangeLog.

 

1.57 activation-api 1.1 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

# Notices for Eclipse Project for JAF

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Project for JAF project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.
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JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.58 commons-fileupload 62 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons FileUpload

Copyright 2002-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.59 sqlite 3.31.1 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.60 libxml2 2.9.4 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

Except where otherwise noted in the source code (e.g. the files hash.c,

list.c and the trio files, which are covered by a similar licence but

with different Copyright notices) all the files are:

 

Copyright (C) 1998-2012 Daniel Veillard.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is fur-

nished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FIT-

NESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

/*

* hash.c: chained hash tables

*

* Reference: Your favorite introductory book on algorithms

*
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* Copyright (C) 2000,2012 Bjorn Reese and Daniel Veillard.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE AUTHORS AND

* CONTRIBUTORS ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY IN ANY CONCEIVABLE MANNER.

*

* Author: breese@users.sourceforge.net

*/

/*************************************************************************

*

* $Id$

*

* Copyright (C) 1998 Bjorn Reese and Daniel Stenberg.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE AUTHORS AND

* CONTRIBUTORS ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY IN ANY CONCEIVABLE MANNER.

*

*************************************************************************

*

 

1.61 hd-parm 9.38 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
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   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source
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code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free
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Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

This package was debianized by Christopher L Cheney <ccheney@debian.org> on

Wed, 21 Nov 2001 15:51:14 -0600.

 

It was downloaded from http://www.ibiblio.org/pub/Linux/system/hardware

 

Upstream Author: Mark S. Lord <mlord@pobox.com>

 

Copyright:
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/* hdparm.c - Command line interface to get/set hard disk parameters */

/*          - by Mark Lord  1994-2008 -- freely distributable */

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the BSD License.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the BSD License can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/BSD

BSD-Style Open Source License:

 

You may freely use, modify, and redistribute the hdparm program,

as either binary or source, or both.

 

The only condition is that my name and copyright notice

remain in the source code as-is.

 

Mark Lord (mlord@pobox.com)

 

1.62 libmnl 1.0.3 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

30 atime=1337191922.583566431

30 ctime=1338052482.808834269

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
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a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
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Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in
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these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
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excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
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that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
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permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source
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includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
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is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
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and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the
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   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a
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network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.
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 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered
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work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
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option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.64 flyway-commandline 7.3.1 
1.64.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.flywaydb/flyway-commandline/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright © Red Gate Software Ltd 2010-2020

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/FileLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/ConsoleLogCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/MultiLogCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/FileLogCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/Main.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/MultiLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/ColorizedConsoleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/ConsoleLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1274024552_1645166710.08/0/flyway-commandline-7-3-1-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/commandline/CommandLineArguments.java

 

1.65 libestr 0.1.9 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

libestr is available under the terms of the GNU LGPL v2.1 or above (full

text below).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
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is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do
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this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
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   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   liblognorm, a fast samples-based log normalization library

   Copyright (C) 2010 Rainer Gerhards

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

1.66 coturn 4.5.1.3 
1.66.1 Notifications : 

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

1.66.2 Available under license : 
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/*

* TURN Server - RFC5766 TURN Server implementation

* Copyright (C) 2011, 2012, 2013 Citrix Systems

*

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2008 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/
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Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.67 ehcache 3.8.1 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<url>http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt</url>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.ehcache.modules/ehcache-impl/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.ehcache.modules/ehcache-core/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.ehcache.modules/ehcache-107/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.ehcache.modules/ehcache-xml/pom.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.ehcache.modules/ehcache-api/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

 ~

 ~ Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

 ~ you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

 ~ You may obtain a copy of the License at

 ~

 ~     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 ~ WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

 ~ See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

 ~ limitations under the License.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/ehcache-multi.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/ehcache-core.xsd

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/ehcache-107-ext.xsd

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

#

# Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

#

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#

#     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

#

# Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

# WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

# See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

# limitations under the License.

#

 

org.ehcache.jsr107.internal.Jsr107CacheConfigurationParser

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/services/org.ehcache.xml.CacheServiceConfigurationParser

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/DefaultConfigurationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/InvocationScopedEventSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/ResourceUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/Jsr107Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/SizedResourcePoolImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/CompactJavaSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107IdentityCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/OptionalServiceDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/loaderwriter/DefaultCacheLoaderWriterProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/CacheResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/sizeof/DefaultSizeOfEngineProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/CloseUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheLoaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/heap/SizeOfEngineProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/InternalStatus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/ServiceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/executor/PooledExecutionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/BulkCacheLoadingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/loaderwriter/LocalLoaderWriterStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/CacheIterationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/config/CoreConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/OperationStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/DoubleSerializer.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/LatencyHistogramConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CacheServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/OnHeapStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/expiry/ExpiryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/loaderwriter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/operations/WriteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/store/disk/OffHeapDiskStoreProviderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/classes/ClassInstanceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/loaderwriter/DefaultCacheLoaderWriterProviderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/copy/DefaultCopyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/copy/DefaultCopyProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/store/DefaultStoreEventDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/CharSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/WriteBehindProviderConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/persistence/CacheManagerPersistenceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/ServiceDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/config/Eviction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Jsr107Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/OffHeapStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/HeuristicConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/LongSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/disk/factories/EhcachePersistentSegmentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/config/DefaultConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/serializer/DefaultSerializationProviderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/internal/util/ValueSuppliers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/holders/LookupOnlyOnHeapKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/ByteArraySerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/time/TimeSourceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/holders/OnHeapKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/copy/CopyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/ServiceCreationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/ServiceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/ResilienceStrategyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/StoreEventDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/xml/JaxbHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/events/EventDispatchTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/copy/DefaultCopyProviderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/CacheSpec.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/BinaryValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/WrappedCacheLoaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/portability/SerializerPortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/DefaultStatisticsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/config/units/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/PooledExecutionServiceConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/BinaryOffHeapValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/ServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/XmlConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/TierStatistics.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/config/store/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/SimpleCoreServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/CacheDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/loaderwriter/DefaultCacheLoaderWriterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/TransientStateRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Unwrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/time/SystemTimeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/executor/PartitionedUnorderedExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/EhcacheExpiryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/NullCompletionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/InternalCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/SimpleBackend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/OffHeapStoreProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/AbstractOffHeapStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/BaseCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/config/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/persistence/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/DefaultTierStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/AbstractWriteBehind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/CacheManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/disk/DiskWriteThreadPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/config/Jsr107Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/persistence/DefaultDiskResourceServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/config/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/BulkCacheWritingException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/copy/IdentityCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/TimeSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/tiering/CachingTier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/operations/SingleOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/disk/EhcachePersistentConcurrentOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/SimpleCoreServiceCreationConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/event/CacheEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheLoadingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultSerializerConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/WriteBehindConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/event/EventFiring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/serialization/DefaultSerializationProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/factories/EhcacheSegmentFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/resilience/RobustResilienceStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/StateTransitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/StateChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/expiry/Expiry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/CloseableStoreEventSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/WriteBehindProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/PooledExecutionServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/loaderwriter/LocalWriteBehindLoaderWriterStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/copy/ReadWriteCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/event/EventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/persistence/DefaultPersistenceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/EventListenerWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/config/FluentConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/OnHeapStoreProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/basic/NopStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CacheManagerServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/loaderwriter/writebehind/WriteBehindProviderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/events/StoreEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/OffHeapValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/SizedResourcePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/classes/ClassInstanceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/units/EntryUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/tiering/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/executor/OnDemandExecutionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/CacheManagerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/loaderwriter/LoaderWriterStoreProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/ConfigurationMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/InternalRuntimeConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/ConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/ResourceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/sizeof/listeners/exceptions/VisitorListenerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/expiry/Duration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheLoaderWriterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/executor/OutOfBandScheduledExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/event/DefaultCacheEventListenerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/ServiceLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/core/EhcacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/units/MemoryUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/HigherCachingTierOperationOutcomes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/ResourcePools.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/impl/copy/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/WriteBehind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/event/DefaultCacheEventDispatcherConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/PersistentUserManagedEhcache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/PersistentUserManagedCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/serialization/DefaultSerializationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/CacheEventListenerConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/event/DefaultEventSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/DelegatingOperationObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/LowerCachingTierOperationsOutcome.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/tiering/AuthoritativeTier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/events/StoreEventSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/CacheConfigurationProperty.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/copy/SerializingCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/DefaultCacheManagerProviderService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/CacheConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/xml/XmlModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/ExpiryPolicyBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/EhcacheConcurrentOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/core/internal/resilience/ThrowingResilienceStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/OffHeapStoreUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/resilience/DefaultResilienceStrategyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheLoaderWriterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/expiry/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/disk/OffHeapDiskStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/persistence/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/operations/DeleteAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/TierOperationOutcomes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/ResourcePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/CachePersistenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/CacheEventDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/MaintainableService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/xml/DomUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/UserManagedCacheBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/executor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/loaderwriter/DefaultCacheLoaderWriterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/CacheEventDispatcherFactoryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/InternalCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/CacheTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/loaderwriter/writebehind/DefaultWriteBehindConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/ExpiryPolicyToEhcacheExpiry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/config/ConfigurationElementState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/TimeSourceServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/WriteBehindConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/exceptions/StorePassThroughException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/events/StoreEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/DefaultCopyProviderConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/StoreEventSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultCopierConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/BasicOffHeapValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/EhcacheOffHeapBackingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/events/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/heap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CompleteConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/operations/DeleteOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/UnsupportedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/store/heap/DefaultSizeOfEngineProviderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/holders/OnHeapValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/LocalPersistenceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/SpecIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/exceptions/ExceptionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/DefaultJsr107Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/serializer/DefaultSerializerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/LifeCycledAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/util/Pacer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/WriteBehindProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/event/CacheEventDispatcherFactoryConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/CacheEventDispatcherFactoryConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/CacheConfigurationChangeListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/time/TickingTimeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/spi/copy/Copier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/holders/BaseOnHeapKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/events/CacheEventDispatcherImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheEntryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/StringSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/sizeof/DefaultSizeOfEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/event/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/serializer/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/persistence/FileBasedStateRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/ServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultCacheEventListenerConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/config/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/persistence/PersistableResourceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/FluentCacheConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/loaderwriter/writebehind/DefaultBatchingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/FireableStoreEventHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/tiering/TieredStoreProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/CacheEventListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheStatisticsMXBean.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/config/ExpiryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/executor/PartitionedScheduledExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/AbstractValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/operations/WriteAllOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/PlainJavaSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/PersistentCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/CacheEventNotificationListenerServiceProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/store/StoreConfigurationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/StatusTransitioner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CoreServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/config/Jsr107CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/osgi/EhcacheActivator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultResilienceStrategyConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/WrapperStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/loaderwriter/LoaderWriterValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/AbstractWrapperStoreProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/store/BaseStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/SerializerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/holders/CopiedOnHeapKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/event/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/LifeCycled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/loaderwriter/LoaderWriterStoreProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/store/disk/OffHeapDiskStoreConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/OffHeapDiskStoreProviderConfigurationParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/ResilienceStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/expiry/Expirations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/ListenersConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/UserManagedCacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/exceptions/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/EventListenerAdaptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultWriteBehindConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/OperationObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/disk/OffHeapDiskStoreProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/event/DefaultCacheEventListenerProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/StripedWriteBehind.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/operations/KeyBasedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/events/StoreEventFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/SerializationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/resilience/RobustLoaderWriterResilienceStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/CacheManagerProviderService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/StoreEventImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/resilience/AbstractResilienceStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheWritingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/CachingTierOperationOutcomes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/Backend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/OffHeapDiskStoreConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/ExecutionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/resilience/DefaultResilienceStrategyProviderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/tck/Eh107MBeanServerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/resilience/DefaultRecoveryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/tiering/LowerCachingTier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheLoaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/config/store/StoreEventSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/AuthoritativeTierOperationOutcomes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/util/ClassLoading.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/persistence/UserManagedPersistenceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/ListenerResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultCacheEventDispatcherConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/ChainedObserver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/OffHeapMapStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/BatchingLocalHeapWriteBehindQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/DefaultStatisticsServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/sizeof/NoopSizeOfEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/executor/DefaultExecutionServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/events/CacheEventAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/resilience/DefaultResilienceStrategyProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/util/ThreadFactoryUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/events/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/BaseConfigParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/DelegatedMappedOperationStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-
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jar/org/ehcache/core/events/CacheEventListenerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/sizeof/DefaultSizeOfEngineProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/executor/PartitionedOrderedExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/CacheManagerConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/SwitchableEvictionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/RecoveryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/multi/XmlMultiConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/StatefulSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/time/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107Expiry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/store/StoreSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/store/HashUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/BulkOps.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheLoaderWriterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/holders/SerializedOnHeapValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/collections/ConcurrentWeakIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/EhcacheCachingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/SizeOfEngineLimits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/store/heap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/DisabledCacheEventNotificationService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/PluralService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/StatisticsService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/heap/LimitExceededException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/tiering/HigherCachingTier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/package-
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info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/executor/ExecutorUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/UserManagedCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/CacheManagerPersistenceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/StatsUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/DiskResourceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/time/TimeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/LazyOffHeapValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/tiering/CompoundCachingTier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/Ehcache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/operations/BatchOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/persistence/DefaultLocalPersistenceServiceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/impl/events/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/ThreadPoolServiceCreationConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/executor/PooledExecutionServiceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/DefaultSerializationProviderConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/ResourcePoolsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/tiering/TieredStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/builders/ResourcePoolsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/persistence/DefaultDiskResourceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/persistence/FileUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/util/CollectionUtil.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CoreServiceCreationConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/HumanReadable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/tiering/CompoundCachingTierProviderFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107ReverseConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/EvictionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/spi/copy/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/ValueStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/loaderwriter/writebehind/NonBatchingLocalHeapWriteBehindQueue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/FudgingInvocationScopedEventSink.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/DefaultTimeSourceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/DefaultCacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/config/store/StoreStatisticsConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/portability/OffHeapValueHolderPortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/config/Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/CacheOperationOutcomes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/Jsr107ServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/DelegatingOperationStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/CacheEventDispatcherFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/EhcacheRuntimeConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/persistence/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/ValueSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/StoreEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/persistence/DefaultLocalPersistenceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/ChainedOperationObserver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/osgi/SafeOsgi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/StoreOperationOutcomes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/IntegerSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/NullStoreEventDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/holders/CopiedOnHeapValueHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/TransientStateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/store/heap/DefaultSizeOfEngineConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/store/disk/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/Jsr107CacheLoaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/copy/DefaultCopierConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultCacheLoaderWriterConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/Expiry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/ServiceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/ThreadLocalStoreEventDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/offheap/MemorySizeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/service/FileBasedPersistenceContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/util/ByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107MXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CacheResourceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/core/EhcacheBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/ConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/StoreAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultSizeOfEngineConfigurationParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/exceptions/XmlConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/OnHeapStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/ServiceCreationConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/persistence/StateRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/SuppliedValueStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/loaderwriter/writebehind/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/heap/SizeOfEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/event/CacheEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/persistence/StateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/store/heap/KeyCopyBackend.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/classes/ClassInstanceProviderConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/sizeof/listeners/EhcacheVisitorListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/events/CacheEvents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/osgi/OsgiServiceLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/ZeroOperationStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/Store.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/util/ServiceUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/serialization/FloatSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/events/AbstractStoreEventDispatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/copy/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/CacheConfigurationChangeEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/resilience/DefaultResilienceStrategyConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/SourceStatistic.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/spi/store/ConfigurationChangeSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/config/AbstractResourcePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/event/EventOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/CacheStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/config/CacheRuntimeConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CoreCacheConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/Jsr107CacheConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/core/statistics/Jsr107LatencyMonitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/DefaultSizeOfEngineProviderConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/spi/event/DefaultCacheEventListenerProvider.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/classes/commonslang/ArrayUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/classes/commonslang/reflect/MemberUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/classes/commonslang/ClassUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/classes/commonslang/reflect/MethodUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135872409_1613620769.24/0/ehcache-3-8-1-sources-1-

jar/org/ehcache/impl/internal/classes/commonslang/reflect/ConstructorUtils.java

 

1.68 dash 0.5.10.2 6
1.68.1 Available under license : 

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>

 

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.
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CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally

maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

 

1.69 ethtool 4.6 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         

your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         
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and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         
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the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

        

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         

        

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         
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YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option) any later version.         

        

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.
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1.70 netty-codec-socks 4.1.51.Final 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksSubnegotiationVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequestType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponseType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAddressType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AuthMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksProtocolVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthStatus.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-socks/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/AbstractSocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/AbstractSocks5Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/AbstractSocks4Message.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ClientEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5ServerEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksPortUnificationServerHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5AddressDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ServerDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandResponse.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4ClientDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/UnknownSocksResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCommonUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/DefaultSocks4CommandRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksInitRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5PasswordAuthRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5CommandResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/Socks5InitialResponse.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksCmdRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksAuthResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/SocksMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v5/DefaultSocks5InitialRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/SocksMessageEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socksx/v4/Socks4CommandStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639554_1597066895.65/0/netty-codec-socks-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/socks/package-info.java

 

1.71 txw2 2.3.3 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain
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Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Felix (1.2.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

args4j (2.33)

 

* License: MIT License

 

dom4j (1.6.1)

 

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

 

file-management (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/

* Source:

  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

maven-compat (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

 

maven-core (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html

* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2

 

maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0
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* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

 

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

 

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-settings (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2

 

OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0
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plexus-archiver (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/

* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

 

plexus-io (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

 

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana

  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

 

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

 

* License: New BSD license

 

Sax (0.2)

 

* License: SAX-PD

* Project: http://www.megginson.com/downloads/SAX/

* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

 

testng (6.14.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)

* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html

* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

 

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven.wagon/wagon-http-lightweight/3.0.0

 

xz for java (1.8)

 

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,
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please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.72 expat 2.2.6 2+deb10u4
1.72.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2017 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.73 util-linux 2.34 0.1ubuntu9.3
1.73.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:
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*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later file.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: util-linux

Upstream-Contact: util-linux@vger.kernel.org

Source: https://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/utils/util-linux/

 

Files: *

Copyright:      Michal Luscon <mluscon@redhat.com>

          1986 Gary S. Brown

          1990 Gordon Irlam (gordoni@cs.ua.oz.au)

          1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds

          1991-2004 Miquel van Smoorenburg

          1992  A. V. Le Blanc (LeBlanc@mcc.ac.uk)

          1992-1997 Michael K. Johnson, johnsonm@redhat.com

          1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002,

                2003, 2004, 2005, 2008 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

          1994 Kevin E. Martin (martin@cs.unc.edu)

          1994 Salvatore Valente <svalente@mit.edu>

          1994,1996 Alessandro Rubini (rubini@ipvvis.unipv.it)

          1994-2005 Jeff Tranter (tranter@pobox.com)

          1995, 1999, 2000 Andries E. Brouwer <aeb@cwi.nl>

          1997-2005 Frodo Looijaard <frodo@frodo.looijaard.name>

          1998 Danek Duvall <duvall@alumni.princeton.edu>
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          1999 Andreas Dilger

          1999-2002 Transmeta Corporation

          1999, 2000, 2002-2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2014 Red Hat, Inc.

          2000 Werner Almesberger

          2004-2006 Michael Holzt, kju -at- fqdn.org

          2005 Adrian Bunk

          2007-2014 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

          2007, 2011 SuSE LINUX Products GmbH

          2008 Cai Qian <qcai@redhat.com>

          2008 Hayden A. James (hayden.james@gmail.com)

          2008 James Youngman <jay@gnu.org>

          2008 Roy Peled, the.roy.peled  -at-  gmail.com

          2009 Mikhail Gusarov <dottedmag@dottedmag.net>

          2010, 2011, 2012 Davidlohr Bueso <dave@gnu.org>

          2010 Jason Borden <jborden@bluehost.com>A

          2010 Hajime Taira <htaira@redhat.com>

          2010 Masatake Yamato <yamato@redhat.com>

          2011 IBM Corp.

          2012 Andy Lutomirski <luto@amacapital.net>

          2012 Lennart Poettering

          2012 Sami Kerola <kerolasa@iki.fi>

          2012 Cody Maloney <cmaloney@theoreticalchaos.com>

          2012 Werner Fink <werner@suse.de>

          2013,2014 Ondrej Oprala <ooprala@redhat.com>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: schedutils/ionice.c

Copyright: 2005 Jens Axboe <jens@axboe.dk>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: schedutils/chrt.c

      schedutils/taskset.c

Copyright: 2004 Robert Love <rml@tech9.net>

          2010 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: disk-utils/raw.c

Copyright: 1999, 2000, Red Hat Software

License: GPL-2

 

Files: sys-utils/nsenter.c

Copyright: 2012-2013 Eric Biederman <ebiederm@xmission.com>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: disk-utils/mkfs.minix.c

      disk-utils/mkswap.c

Copyright: 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds

License: GPL-2
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Files: lib/at.c

      lib/blkdev.c

      lib/loopdev.c

      lib/sysfs.c

      lib/ttyutils.c

      lib/xgetpass.c

      misc-utils/mcookie.c

      sys-utils/setsid.c

      text-utils/line.c

Copyright: n/a

License: public-domain

 

Files: login-utils/vipw.c

      misc-utils/cal.c

      misc-utils/kill.c

      misc-utils/logger.c

      misc-utils/look.c

      misc-utils/whereis.c

      sys-utils/renice.c

      term-utils/mesg.c

      term-utils/script.c

      term-utils/ttymsg.c

      term-utils/wall.c

      term-utils/write.c

      text-utils/col.c

      text-utils/colcrt.c

      text-utils/colrm.c

      text-utils/column.c

      text-utils/hexdump.c

      text-utils/hexdump.h

      text-utils/hexdump-conv.c

      text-utils/hexdump-display.c

      text-utils/hexdump-parse.c

      text-utils/rev.c

      text-utils/ul.c

Copyright: 1980, 1983, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994

               The Regents of the University of California

          2014 Sami Kerola <kerolasa@iki.fi>

          2014 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: BSD-4-clause

 

Files: text-utils/tailf.c

Copyright: 1996, 2003 Rickard E. Faith (faith@acm.org)

License: MIT

 

Files: sys-utils/flock.c

Copyright: 2003-2005 H. Peter Anvin
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License: MIT

 

Files: text-utils/pg.c

Copyright: 2000-2001 Gunnar Ritter

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: login-utils/last-deprecated.c

Copyright: 1987 Regents of the University of California

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: login-utils/login.c

Copyright: 1980, 1987, 1988 The Regents of the University of California.

          2011 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: login-utils/logindefs.c

Copyright: 2003, 2004, 2005 Thorsten Kukuk

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: libuuid/*

      libuuid/src/*

      libuuid/man/*

Copyright: 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2007 Theodore Ts'o.

          1999 Andreas Dilger (adilger@enel.ucalgary.ca)

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: lib/procutils.c

      include/xalloc.h

Copyright: 2010, 2011 Davidlohr Bueso <dave@gnu.org>

License: LGPL-2+

 

Files: */colors.*

Copyright: 2012 Ondrej Oprala <ooprala@redhat.com>

          2012-2014 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: LGPL-2+

 

Files: login-utils/setpwnam.h

      login-utils/setpwnam.c

Copyright: 1994 Martin Schulze <joey@infodrom.north.de>

          1994 Salvatore Valente <svalente@mit.edu>

License: LGPL-2+

 

Files: libfdisk/*

      libfdisk/src/*

Copyright: 2007-2013 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

          2012 Davidlohr Bueso <dave@gnu.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+
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Files: lib/cpuset.c

      */match.*

      lib/canonicalize.c

      include/at.h

Copyright: 2008-2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: */mbsalign.*

Copyright: 2009-2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

          2010-2013 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: */readutmp.*

Copyright: 1992-2007, 2009-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-3+

 

Files: */timeutils.*

Copyright: 2010 Lennart Poettering

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: include/list.h

Copyright: 2008 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

          1999-2008 by Theodore Ts'o

License: LGPL

 

Files: libblkid/*

      libblkid/src/*

      libblkid/samples/*

      libblkid/src/partitions/*

      libblkid/src/superblocks/*

      libblkid/src/topology/*

Copyright: 1999, 2001 Andries Brouwer

          1995, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004

              Theodore Ts'o.

          2001 Andreas Dilger (adilger@turbolinux.com)

          2004-2008 Kay Sievers <kay.sievers@vrfy.org>

          2008-2013 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

          2009 Bastian Friedrich <bastian.friedrich@collax.com>

          2009 Corentin Chary <corentincj@iksaif.net>

          2009 Mike Hommey <mh@glandium.org>

          2009 Red Hat, Inc.

          2009-2010 Andreas Dilger <adilger@sun.com>

          2010 Andrew Nayenko <resver@gmail.com>

          2010 Jeroen Oortwijn <oortwijn@gmail.com>

          2010 Jiro SEKIBA <jir@unicus.jp>

          2011 Philipp Marek <philipp.marek@linbit.com>

          2012 Milan Broz <mbroz@redhat.com>

          2013 Alejandro Martinez Ruiz <alex@nowcomputing.com>
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          2013 Eric Sandeen <sandeen@redhat.com>

          2013 Rolf Fokkens <rolf@fokkens.nl>

          2013 Zeeshan Ali (Khattak) <zeeshanak@gnome.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: include/cpuset.h

      lib/randutils.c

Copyright: *unknown*

License: LGPL

 

Files: misc-utils/blkid.c

Copyright: 2001 Andreas Dilger

License: LGPL

 

Files: libmount/*

      libmount/src/*

Copyright: 2008-2012 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: libmount/python/*

Copyright: 2013, Red Hat, Inc.

License: LGPL-3+

 

Files: libsmartcols/*

Copyright:  2009-2014 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

           2014 Ondrej Oprala <ooprala@redhat.com>

License: LGPL

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright:      Guy Maor <maor@debian.org>

               Sean 'Shaleh' Perry <shaleh@debian.org>

               Adrian Bunk <bunk@stusta.de>

               LaMont Jones <lamont@debian.org>

          2014 Andreas Henriksson <andreas@fatal.se>

License: GPL-2+

 

 

License: public-domain

The files tagged with this license contains the following paragraphs:

.

No copyright is claimed.  This code is in the public domain; do with

it what you wish.

.

Written by Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

 

License: GPL-2

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License, v2, as
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published by the Free Software Foundation

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: GPL-3+

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 3 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.
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License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

License: BSD-3-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

.

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.

2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

3) Neither the name of the ORGANIZATION nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-4-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software
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   must display the following acknowledgement:

	This product includes software developed by the University of

	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: LGPL

This file may be redistributed under the terms of the

GNU Lesser General Public License.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public

License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL.

 

License: LGPL-2+

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

The complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License

can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2 file.

 

License: LGPL-2.1+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1, or (at your option)

any later version.
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.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public

License version 2.1 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

 

License: LGPL-3+

This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

.

This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General

Public License can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-3".

 

License: MIT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
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CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

WEV @@ WEV[B  "1

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this
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case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the
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Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent
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license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free
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Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
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   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR
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BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

x   ?"U@,5  @mISmIN<GimCN7g1u|E

43mI,5WEV @@ WEV   @mImImIAmImImI0mImImI*mImI

A0mImImI...

lost+found...	

 

;9GimCN7g	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~	

 

!"#$%&'()*+,-

./0123456789:;<=>?@ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ[\]^_`abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz{|}~WEV @@

WEV[B  "1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the Modified BSD License.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.BSD-3-Clause file.

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

The complete text of the license is available in the

../Documentation/licenses/COPYING.LGPL-2.1-or-later

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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1.74 jline 3.11.0 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.75 libevent 2.1.11-stable-1 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

CMake - Cross Platform Makefile Generator

Copyright 2000-2013 Kitware, Inc.

Copyright 2000-2011 Insight Software Consortium

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the names of Kitware, Inc., the Insight Software Consortium,

 nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote

 products derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The above copyright and license notice applies to distributions of

CMake in source and binary form.  Some source files contain additional

notices of original copyright by their contributors; see each source

for details.  Third-party software packages supplied with CMake under

compatible licenses provide their own copyright notices documented in

corresponding subdirectories.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

CMake was initially developed by Kitware with the following sponsorship:

 

* National Library of Medicine at the National Institutes of Health

  as part of the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK).

 

* US National Labs (Los Alamos, Livermore, Sandia) ASC Parallel

  Visualization Initiative.

 

* National Alliance for Medical Image Computing (NAMIC) is funded by the

  National Institutes of Health through the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research,

  Grant U54 EB005149.

 

* Kitware, Inc.

Libevent is available for use under the following license, commonly known

as the 3-clause (or "modified") BSD license:

 

==============================

Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

Copyright (c) 2007-2012 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================

 

Portions of Libevent are based on works by others, also made available by

them under the three-clause BSD license above.  The copyright notices are

available in the corresponding source files; the license is as above.  Here's

a list:

 

log.c:

  Copyright (c) 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>

  Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California.

 

strlcpy.c:

  Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

 

win32select.c:

  Copyright (c) 2003 Michael A. Davis <mike@datanerds.net>

 

evport.c:

  Copyright (c) 2007 Sun Microsystems

 

ht-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2002 Christopher Clark

 

minheap-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2006 Maxim Yegorushkin <maxim.yegorushkin@gmail.com>

 

==============================
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The arc4module is available under the following, sometimes called the

"OpenBSD" license:

 

  Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

  Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

  purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

  WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

  OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

==============================

 

The Windows timer code is based on code from libutp, which is

distributed under this license, sometimes called the "MIT" license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2010 BitTorrent, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.76 jackson-datatype-jsr310 2.11.2 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor streaming parser/generator is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.77 loguru 0.6.0 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.78 ehcache-107 3.8.1 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/Jsr107ServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/ConfigurationMerger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/config/Jsr107Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/Jsr107CacheConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheLoaderWriterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107IdentityCopier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-
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jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/config/Jsr107CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Jsr107Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/EhcacheCachingProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheLoaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/EventListenerAdaptors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/DefaultConfigurationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107ReverseConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107Expiry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CompleteConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/EhcacheExpiryWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/Jsr107CacheLoaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheEntryEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/CacheResources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107MXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/CloseUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/config/ConfigurationElementState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107CacheStatisticsMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/ExpiryPolicyToEhcacheExpiry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Unwrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/NullCompletionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/tck/Eh107MBeanServerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-
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jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/DefaultJsr107Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/Eh107Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/internal/WrappedCacheLoaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059359_1643027217.37/0/ehcache-107-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/jsr107/ListenerResources.java

 

1.79 commons-codec 1.14 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2019 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java

contains test data from http://aspell.net/test/orig/batch0.tab.

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org)

 

===============================================================================

 

The content of package org.apache.commons.codec.language.bm has been translated

from the original php source code available at http://stevemorse.org/phoneticinfo.htm

with permission from the original authors.

Original source copyright:

Copyright (c) 2008 Alexander Beider & Stephen P. Morse.

 

1.80 libpng 1.6.37 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

     Copyright (c) 1998-2008 Greg Roelofs.  All rights reserved.
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     This software is provided "as is," without warranty of any kind,

     express or implied.  In no event shall the author or contributors

     be held liable for any damages arising in any way from the use of

     this software.

 

     The contents of this file are DUAL-LICENSED.  You may modify and/or

     redistribute this software according to the terms of one of the

     following two licenses (at your option):

 

 

     LICENSE 1 ("BSD-like with advertising clause"):

 

     Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

     including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute

     it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

     1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions.

     2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

        notice, disclaimer, and this list of conditions in the documenta-

        tion and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

     3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

        software must display the following acknowledgment:

 

           This product includes software developed by Greg Roelofs

           and contributors for the book, "PNG: The Definitive Guide,"

           published by O'Reilly and Associates.

 

 

     LICENSE 2 (GNU GPL v2 or later):

 

     This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

     it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

     the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

     (at your option) any later version.

 

     This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

     but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

     MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

     GNU General Public License for more details.

 

     You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

     along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

     Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

pnm2png / png2pnm --- conversion from PBM/PGM/PPM-file to PNG-file
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copyright (C) 1999-2019 by Willem van Schaik <willem at schaik dot com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind, express or

implied, including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability,

fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event shall the

authors or copyight holders be liable for any claim, damages or other

liability, whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,

out of or in connection with the software or the use or other dealings in the

software.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE

=========================================

 

PNG Reference Library License version 2

---------------------------------------

 

* Copyright (c) 1995-2019 The PNG Reference Library Authors.

* Copyright (c) 2018-2019 Cosmin Truta.

* Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson.

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger.

* Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

The software is supplied "as is", without warranty of any kind,

express or implied, including, without limitation, the warranties

of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, and

non-infringement.  In no event shall the Copyright owners, or

anyone distributing the software, be liable for any damages or

other liability, whether in contract, tort or otherwise, arising

from, out of, or in connection with the software, or the use or

other dealings in the software, even if advised of the possibility

of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute

this software, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee,

subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

   must not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you
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   use this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

   documentation would be appreciated, but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

   not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

 

PNG Reference Library License version 1 (for libpng 0.5 through 1.6.35)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.6.35, July 15, 2018 are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002, 2004, 2006-2018 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are

derived from libpng-1.0.6, and are distributed according to the same

disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6 with the following individuals

added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

   Simon-Pierre Cadieux

   Eric S. Raymond

   Mans Rullgard

   Cosmin Truta

   Gilles Vollant

   James Yu

   Mandar Sahastrabuddhe

   Google Inc.

   Vadim Barkov

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

   There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of

   the library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

   efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

   or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

   risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is

   with the user.

 

Some files in the "contrib" directory and some configure-generated

files that are distributed with libpng have other copyright owners, and

are released under other open source licenses.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, are derived from

libpng-0.96, and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and

license as libpng-0.96, with the following individuals added to the

list of Contributing Authors:
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   Tom Lane

   Glenn Randers-Pehrson

   Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Andreas Dilger, are derived from libpng-0.88,

and are distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as

libpng-0.88, with the following individuals added to the list of

Contributing Authors:

 

   John Bowler

   Kevin Bracey

   Sam Bushell

   Magnus Holmgren

   Greg Roelofs

   Tom Tanner

 

Some files in the "scripts" directory have other copyright owners,

but are released under this license.

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

   Andreas Dilger

   Dave Martindale

   Guy Eric Schalnat

   Paul Schmidt

   Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or

implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of

merchantability and of fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing

Authors and Group 42, Inc. assume no liability for direct, indirect,

incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages, which may

result from the use of the PNG Reference Library, even if advised of

the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not
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   be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

   source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit,

without fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component

to supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use

this source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would

be appreciated.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.81 linux-kernel 4.4.225 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

                     FlashPoint Driver Developer's Kit

                               Version 1.0

 

                  Copyright 1995-1996 by Mylex Corporation

                           All Rights Reserved

 

This program is free software; you may redistribute and/or modify it under

the terms of either:

 

   a) the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

   Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option) any later version,

 

   or

 

   b) the "BSD-style License" included below.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See either the GNU General Public

License or the BSD-style License below for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

The BSD-style License is as follows:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain this LICENSE.FlashPoint

  file, without modification, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer.  The following copyright notice must appear immediately at

  the beginning of all source files:

 

       Copyright 1995-1996 by Mylex Corporation.  All Rights Reserved

 

       This file is available under both the GNU General Public License

       and a BSD-style copyright; see LICENSE.FlashPoint for details.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The name of Mylex Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY MYLEX CORP. ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009-2013 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux qlcnic NIC Driver

 

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the

GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

 

 

EXHIBIT A

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
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form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Contributors to bttv:

 

Michael Chu <mmchu@pobox.com>

 AverMedia fix and more flexible card recognition

 

Alan Cox <alan@lxorguk.ukuu.org.uk>

 Video4Linux interface and 2.1.x kernel adaptation

 

Chris Kleitsch

 Hardware I2C

 

Gerd Knorr <kraxel@cs.tu-berlin.de>

 Radio card (ITT sound processor)
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bigfoot <bigfoot@net-way.net>

Ragnar Hojland Espinosa <ragnar@macula.net>

 ConferenceTV card

 

 

+ many more (please mail me if you are missing in this list and would

	     like to be mentioned)

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                   675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
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with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve
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this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood
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   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

    Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Software Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
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you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
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may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2003-2013 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux iSCSI Driver

 

This program includes a device driver for Linux 3.x.

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the

GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

 

 

EXHIBIT A

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

/* nicstar.c  v0.22  Jawaid Bazyar (bazyar@hypermall.com)

* nicstar.c, M. Welsh (matt.welsh@cl.cam.ac.uk)

*

* Hacked October, 1997 by Jawaid Bazyar, Interlink Advertising Services Inc.

* 	http://www.hypermall.com/

* 10/1/97 - commented out CFG_PHYIE bit - we don't care when the PHY

*	interrupts us (except possibly for removal/insertion of the cable?)

* 10/4/97 - began heavy inline documentation of the code. Corrected typos

*	and spelling mistakes.

* 10/5/97 - added code to handle PHY interrupts, disable PHY on

*	loss of link, and correctly re-enable PHY when link is

*	re-established. (put back CFG_PHYIE)

*

*   Modified to work with the IDT7721 nicstar -- AAL5 (tested) only.

*

* R. D. Rechenmacher <ron@fnal.gov>, Aug. 6, 1997

*

* Linux driver for the IDT77201 NICStAR PCI ATM controller.

* PHY component is expected to be 155 Mbps S/UNI-Lite or IDT 77155;

* see init_nicstar() for PHY initialization to change this. This driver

* expects the Linux ATM stack to support scatter-gather lists

* (skb->atm.iovcnt != 0) for Rx skb's passed to vcc->push.

*

* Implementing minimal-copy of received data:

*   IDT always receives data into a small buffer, then large buffers

*     as needed. This means that data must always be copied to create

*     the linear buffer needed by most non-ATM protocol stacks (e.g. IP)

*     Fix is simple: make large buffers large enough to hold entire

*     SDU, and leave <small_buffer_data> bytes empty at the start. Then

*     copy small buffer contents to head of large buffer.

*   Trick is to avoid fragmenting Linux, due to need for a lot of large

*     buffers. This is done by 2 things:

*       1) skb->destructor / skb->atm.recycle_buffer

*            combined, allow nicstar_free_rx_skb to be called to
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*            recycle large data buffers

*       2) skb_clone of received buffers

*   See nicstar_free_rx_skb and linearize_buffer for implementation

*     details.

*

*

*

* Copyright (c) 1996 University of Cambridge Computer Laboratory

*

*   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

*   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

*   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

*   (at your option) any later version.

*

*   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

*   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

*   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

*   GNU General Public License for more details.

*

*   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

*   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

*   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

*

* M. Welsh, 6 July 1996

*

*

*/

Code in this directory written at the IDA Supercomputing Research Center

carries the following copyright and license.

 

   Copyright 1993 United States Government as represented by the

   Director, National Security Agency.  This software may be used

   and distributed according to the terms of the GNU General Public License,

   incorporated herein by reference.

 

   In addition to the disclaimers in the GPL, SRC expressly disclaims any

   and all warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the enclosed software.

   This software was developed at SRC for use in internal research, and the

   intent in sharing this software is to promote the productive interchange

   of ideas throughout the research community.   All software is furnished

   on an "as-is" basis.  No further updates to this software should be

   expected.  Although updates may occur, no commitment exists.

  Copyright (c) 2003-2006, Marvell International Ltd.

 All Rights Reserved

 

 This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

 under the terms of version 2 of the GNU General Public License as

 published by the Free Software Foundation.
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 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

 ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

 more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

 this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA.

 

"This software program is licensed subject to the GNU General Public License

(GPL). Version 2, June 1991, available at

<http:

 

GNU General Public License

 

Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license

document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is intended

to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure

the software is free for all its users. This General Public License applies

to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program

whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation

software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) You

can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our

General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the freedom

to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you

wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you want it, that you

can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that

you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to

deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute

copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or
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for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have. You

must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you

must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2)

offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy, distribute

and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that

everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free software. If

the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its

recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so that any

problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors'

reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We

wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must be

licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification

follow.

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice

  placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under the

  terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers to any

  such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means either the

  Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a

  work containing the Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with

  modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter,

  translation is included without limitation in the term "modification".)

  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

  Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

  covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

  the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered

  only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program (independent

  of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends

  on what the Program does.

 

1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code

  as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

  appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

  disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

  License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients
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  of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

  You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you

  may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it,

  thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute such

  modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that

  you also meet all of these conditions:

 

  * a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating

       that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

  * b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties

       under the terms of this License.

 

  * c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

       run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive

       use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement

       including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice that there is

       no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that

       users may redistribute the program under these conditions, and

       telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if

       the Program itself is interactive but does not normally print such

       an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to

       print an announcement.)

 

  These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable

  sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and can be

  reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then

  this License, and its terms, do not apply to those sections when you

  distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same

  sections as part of a whole which is a work based on the Program, the

  distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose

  permissions for other licensees extend to the entire whole, and thus to

  each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

  Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

  your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

  exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

  collective works based on the Program.

 

  In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

  with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

  storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

  scope of this License.
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3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under

  Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of Sections

  1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

  * a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source

       code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2

       above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

  * b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years,

       to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of

       physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-

       readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed

       under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily

       used for software interchange; or,

 

  * c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

  The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

  making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

  means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

  associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

  compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

  exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

  normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

  components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on which

  the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

  executable.

 

  If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

  to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

  the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

  code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

  along with the object code.

 

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as

  expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to copy,

  modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

  automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

  who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not

  have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full

  compliance.

 

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed
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  it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or distribute

  the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law

  if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or

  distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you

  indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all its terms and

  conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works

  based on it.

 

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

  Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

  original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

  these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

  on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

  responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

  infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

  conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

  otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

  excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

  so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

  any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

  distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

  not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

  receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

  could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

  distribution of the Program.

 

  If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

  particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply

  and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

  It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

  patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

  such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

  integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

  by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions

  to the wide range of software distributed through that system in

  reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the

  author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute software

  through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

  This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

  a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain

  countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the original

  copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an
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  explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

  so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

  excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

  written in the body of this License.

 

9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

  the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be

  similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

  address new problems or concerns.

 

  Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

  specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

  later version", you have the option of following the terms and

  conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

  the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version

  number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

  Free Software Foundation.

 

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs

   whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author to ask

   for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software

   Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes make

   exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of

   preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

   of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

  NO WARRANTY

 

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

   FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN

   OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

   PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER

   EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

   WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

   REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it free

software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey the

exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the "copyright"

line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

one line to give the program's name and an idea of what it does.

Copyright (C) yyyy  name of author

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License for

more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59

Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this when

it starts in an interactive mode:

 

Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author Gnomovision comes

with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.  This is free

software, and you are welcome to redistribute it under certain conditions;

type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may be

called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
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Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General Public

License instead of this License.

Copyright (c)  2003-2006 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux Networking HBA Driver

 

This program includes a device driver for Linux 2.6 that may be

distributed with QLogic hardware specific firmware binary file.

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the

GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation (version 2 or a later version).

 

You may redistribute the hardware specific firmware binary file

under the following terms:

 

	1. Redistribution of source code (only if applicable),

	   must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

	   conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

	2. Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above

	   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

	   following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

	   materials provided with the distribution.

 

	3. The name of QLogic Corporation may not be used to

	   endorse or promote products derived from this software

	   without specific prior written permission

 

REGARDLESS OF WHAT LICENSING MECHANISM IS USED OR APPLICABLE,

THIS PROGRAM IS PROVIDED BY QLOGIC CORPORATION "AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

USER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT USE OF THIS PROGRAM WILL NOT

CREATE OR GIVE GROUNDS FOR A LICENSE BY IMPLICATION, ESTOPPEL, OR

OTHERWISE IN ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (PATENT, COPYRIGHT,

TRADE SECRET, MASK WORK, OR OTHER PROPRIETARY RIGHT) EMBODIED IN

ANY OTHER QLOGIC HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE EITHER SOLELY OR IN

COMBINATION WITH THIS PROGRAM.

The files in this directory and elsewhere which refer to this LICENCE

file are part of JFFS2, the Journalling Flash File System v2.

 

	Copyright  2001-2007 Red Hat, Inc. and others

 

JFFS2 is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free

Software Foundation; either version 2 or (at your option) any later

version.

 

JFFS2 is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with JFFS2; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

 

As a special exception, if other files instantiate templates or use

macros or inline functions from these files, or you compile these

files and link them with other works to produce a work based on these

files, these files do not by themselves cause the resulting work to be

covered by the GNU General Public License. However the source code for

these files must still be made available in accordance with section (3)

of the GNU General Public License.

 

This exception does not invalidate any other reasons why a work based on

this file might be covered by the GNU General Public License.

 

  NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel

services by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use

of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work".

Also note that the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software

Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux

kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

 

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel

is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not
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v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

 

			Linus Torvalds

 

----------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
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of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
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   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates
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the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
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 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Thanks go to the following people for patches and contributions:

 

Michael Hunold <m.hunold@gmx.de>

 for the initial saa7146 driver and its recent overhaul

 

Christian Theiss

 for his work on the initial Linux DVB driver

 

Marcus Metzler <mocm@metzlerbros.de>

Ralph Metzler <rjkm@metzlerbros.de>

 for their continuing work on the DVB driver

 

Michael Holzt <kju@debian.org>

 for his contributions to the dvb-net driver

 

Diego Picciani <d.picciani@novacomp.it>

 for CyberLogin for Linux which allows logging onto EON

 (in case you are wondering where CyberLogin is, EON changed its login

 procedure and CyberLogin is no longer used.)

 

Martin Schaller <martin@smurf.franken.de>

 for patching the cable card decoder driver

 

Klaus Schmidinger <Klaus.Schmidinger@cadsoft.de>

 for various fixes regarding tuning, OSD and CI stuff and his work on VDR

 

Steve Brown <sbrown@cortland.com>

 for his AFC kernel thread

 

Christoph Martin <martin@uni-mainz.de>

 for his LIRC infrared handler

 

Andreas Oberritter <obi@linuxtv.org>

Dennis Noermann <dennis.noermann@noernet.de>

Felix Domke <tmbinc@elitedvb.net>

Florian Schirmer <jolt@tuxbox.org>

Ronny Strutz <3des@elitedvb.de>

Wolfram Joost <dbox2@frokaschwei.de>
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...and all the other dbox2 people

 for many bugfixes in the generic DVB Core, frontend drivers and

 their work on the dbox2 port of the DVB driver

 

Oliver Endriss <o.endriss@gmx.de>

 for many bugfixes

 

Andrew de Quincey <adq_dvb@lidskialf.net>

 for the tda1004x frontend driver, and various bugfixes

 

Peter Schildmann <peter.schildmann@web.de>

 for the driver for the Technisat SkyStar2 PCI DVB card

 

Vadim Catana <skystar@moldova.cc>

Roberto Ragusa <r.ragusa@libero.it>

Augusto Cardoso <augusto@carhil.net>

 for all the work for the FlexCopII chipset by B2C2,Inc.

 

Davor Emard <emard@softhome.net>

 for his work on the budget drivers, the demux code,

 the module unloading problems, ...

 

Hans-Frieder Vogt <hfvogt@arcor.de>

 for his work on calculating and checking the crc's for the

 TechnoTrend/Hauppauge DEC driver firmware

 

Michael Dreher <michael@5dot1.de>

Andreas 'randy' Weinberger

 for the support of the Fujitsu-Siemens Activy budget DVB-S

 

Kenneth Aafly <ke-aa@frisurf.no>

 for adding support for Typhoon DVB-S budget card

 

Ernst Peinlich <e.peinlich@inode.at>

 for tuning/DiSEqC support for the DEC 3000-s

 

Peter Beutner <p.beutner@gmx.net>

 for the IR code for the ttusb-dec driver

 

Wilson Michaels <wilsonmichaels@earthlink.net>

 for the lgdt330x frontend driver, and various bugfixes

 

Michael Krufky <mkrufky@linuxtv.org>

 for maintaining v4l/dvb inter-tree dependencies

 

Taylor Jacob <rtjacob@earthlink.net>

 for the nxt2002 frontend driver
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Jean-Francois Thibert <jeanfrancois@sagetv.com>

 for the nxt2004 frontend driver

 

Kirk Lapray <kirk.lapray@gmail.com>

 for the or51211 and or51132 frontend drivers, and

 for merging the nxt2002 and nxt2004 modules into a

 single nxt200x frontend driver.

 

(If you think you should be in this list, but you are not, drop a

line to the DVB mailing list)

Copyright (c) 2003-2014 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux FC-FCoE Driver

 

This program includes a device driver for Linux 3.x.

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the

GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

 

 

 

EXHIBIT A

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

Copyright (c) 2003-2011 QLogic Corporation

QLogic Linux qlge NIC Driver

 

You may modify and redistribute the device driver code under the

GNU General Public License (a copy of which is attached hereto as

Exhibit A) published by the Free Software Foundation (version 2).

 

 

EXHIBIT A

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

1.82 chardet 4.0.0 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.83 jakarta-transaction-api 1.3.3 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2012, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,

<![CDATA[Copyright &#169; 2019 Eclipse Foundation. All Rights Reserved.'
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Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2010, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 2013, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in 'Copyright (c) 1997, 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights

reserved. This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public

License v. 2.0, which is available at Eclipse Public License v. 2.0 are satisfied: GNU General Public License,'

 

1.84 reactive-streams 1.0.3 
1.84.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/************************************************************************

* Licensed under Public Domain (CC0)                                    *

*                                                                       *

* To the extent possible under law, the person who associated CC0 with  *

* this code has waived all copyright and related or neighboring         *

* rights to this code.                                                  *

*                                                                       *

* You should have received a copy of the CC0 legalcode along with this  *

* work. If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.*

************************************************************************/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Publisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/FlowAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Processor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscription.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1135840663_1613613063.73/0/reactive-streams-1-0-3-sources-3-

jar/org/reactivestreams/Subscriber.java

 

1.85 ethtool 3.2 
1.85.1 Available under license : 

ethtool is available under the terms of the GNU Public License version 2.

 

See COPYING for details.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
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patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
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   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
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   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
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this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program
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specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
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the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
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library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.86 docker 1.9.1 
1.86.1 Available under license : 

 

jclouds docker API

Copyright 2009-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.87 xz 5.2.4 1ubuntu1
1.87.1 Available under license : 

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the
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       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.
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 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
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public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
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subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
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beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
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   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
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   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same
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material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
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but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
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parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
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by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
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Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.88 pixman 0.32.6 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

The following is the MIT license, agreed upon by most contributors.

Copyright holders of new code should use this license statement where

possible. They may also add themselves to the list below.

 

/*

* Copyright 1987, 1988, 1989, 1998  The Open Group

* Copyright 1987, 1988, 1989 Digital Equipment Corporation

* Copyright 1999, 2004, 2008 Keith Packard

* Copyright 2000 SuSE, Inc.

* Copyright 2000 Keith Packard, member of The XFree86 Project, Inc.

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 Red Hat, Inc.

* Copyright 2004 Nicholas Miell

* Copyright 2005 Lars Knoll & Zack Rusin, Trolltech

* Copyright 2005 Trolltech AS

* Copyright 2007 Luca Barbato

* Copyright 2008 Aaron Plattner, NVIDIA Corporation

* Copyright 2008 Rodrigo Kumpera

* Copyright 2008 Andr Tupinamb

* Copyright 2008 Mozilla Corporation

* Copyright 2008 Frederic Plourde

* Copyright 2009, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

* Copyright 2009, 2010 Nokia Corporation

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

* copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

* to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

* the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

* and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

* Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

* paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

* Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

* THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

* FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

* DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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*/

 

1.89 unbound 1.5.10 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009, Zdenek Vasicek (vasicek AT fit.vutbr.cz)

                   Marek Vavrusa  (xvavru00 AT stud.fit.vutbr.cz)

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the organization nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2007, NLnet Labs. All rights reserved.

 

This software is open source.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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Neither the name of the NLNET LABS nor the names of its contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009, Dmitriy Demidov aka terminus. All rights reserved.

 

This software is open source.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of the Dmitriy Demidov nor the names of its contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.90 postgre-sql 12.4 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

This regular expression package was originally developed by Henry Spencer.

It bears the following copyright notice:

 

**********************************************************************

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

 

Development of this software was funded, in part, by Cray Research Inc.,

UUNET Communications Services Inc., Sun Microsystems Inc., and Scriptics

Corporation, none of whom are responsible for the results.  The author

thanks all of them.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms -- with or without

modification -- are permitted for any purpose, provided that

redistributions in source form retain this entire copyright notice and

indicate the origin and nature of any modifications.

 

I'd appreciate being given credit for this package in the documentation

of software which uses it, but that is not a requirement.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

HENRY SPENCER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

**********************************************************************

 

PostgreSQL adopted the code out of Tcl 8.4.1.  Portions of regc_locale.c

and re_syntax.n were developed by Tcl developers other than Henry; these

files bear the Tcl copyright and license notice:

 

**********************************************************************

 

This software is copyrighted by the Regents of the University of

California, Sun Microsystems, Inc., Scriptics Corporation, ActiveState

Corporation and other parties.  The following terms apply to all files

associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in

individual files.
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The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the

U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights"

in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal

Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2).  If you

are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the

software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the

Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause

252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the

authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf

permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the

terms specified in this license.

 

**********************************************************************

 

Subsequent modifications to the code by the PostgreSQL project follow

the same license terms as the rest of PostgreSQL.

PostgreSQL Database Management System

(formerly known as Postgres, then as Postgres95)

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-2020, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1994, The Regents of the University of California

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
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documentation for any purpose, without fee, and without a written agreement

is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

paragraph and the following two paragraphs appear in all copies.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING

LOST PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS

DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS NO OBLIGATIONS TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

1.91 tzdata 2016h 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

With a few exceptions, all files in the tz code and data (including

this one) are in the public domain.  The exceptions are date.c,

newstrftime.3, and strftime.c, which contain material derived from BSD

and which use the BSD 3-clause license.

 

1.92 pep517 0.12.0 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.93 jquery 3.5.1 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.94 springdoc-openapi-ui 1.5.9 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.95 curl 7.68.0 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.96 spring-security-core 5.3.4.RELEASE 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/AnnotationParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipal.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/SecurityJackson2Modules.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 * Determines if the {@link #getAuthentication()} has permission to access the target

	 * given the permission

	 * @param target the target domain object to check permission on
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	 * @param permission the permission to check on the domain object (i.e. "read",

	 * "write", etc).

	 * @return true if permission is granted to the {@link #getAuthentication()}, else

	 * false

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/SecurityExpressionOperations.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/Base64StringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/DelegatingReactiveAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/Transient.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsPasswordService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/MessageDigestPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/scheduling/DelegatingSecurityContextTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/AuthorityReactiveAuthorizationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableListDeserializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/JdbcUserDetailsManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/DefaultMethodSecurityExpressionHandler.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/KeyBasedPersistenceTokenService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/LdapShaPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableListMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextCallable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextRunnable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PrePostAdviceReactiveMethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/CachingUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Md4PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/DelegatingPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/BadCredentialsExceptionMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Pbkdf2PasswordEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/DefaultAuthenticationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ProviderManager.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

	 *

	 * @param authentication represents the user in question. Should not be null.

	 * @param targetDomainObject the domain object for which permissions should be

	 * checked. May be null in which case implementations should return false, as the null

	 * condition can be checked explicitly in the expression.

	 * @param permission a representation of the permission object as supplied by the

	 * expression system. Not null.

	 * @return true if the permission is granted, false otherwise

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/PermissionEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/DefaultJaasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/AbstractJaasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/memory/InMemoryConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/Encryptors.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Digester.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/ReactiveSecurityContextHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/AuthorizationDecision.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoderUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ReactiveAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/AuthenticatedReactiveAuthorizationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/Md4.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/factory/PasswordEncoderFactories.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/SpringSecurityCoreVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authorization/ReactiveAuthorizationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/AuthenticatedPrincipal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/P.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/MapReactiveUserDetailsService.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

// purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

// copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCrypt.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Base64 encoder which is a reduced version of Robert Harder's public domain

* implementation (version 2.3.7). See <a

* href="http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/">http://iharder.sourceforge.net/current/java/base64/</a>

for more information.

* <p>

* For internal use only.

*

* @author Luke Taylor

* @since 3.0

* @deprecated Use java.util.Base64

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Base64.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationTokenDeserializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UserDeserializer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchyUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/bcrypt/BCryptPasswordEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A token issued by {@link TokenService}.

*

* <p>

* It is important that the keys assigned to tokens are sufficiently randomised and

* secured that they can serve as identifying a unique user session. Implementations of

* {@link TokenService} are free to use encryption or encoding strategies of their choice.

* It is strongly recommended that keys are of sufficient length to balance safety against

* persistence cost. In relation to persistence cost, it is strongly recommended that

* returned keys are small enough for encoding in a cookie.

* </p>

*

* @author Ben Alex

* @since 2.0.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/Token.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/PreInvocationExpressionAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/AbstractFallbackMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/SimpleGrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityExpressionRoot.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/P.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/SecurityExpressionRoot.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/InternalAuthenticationServiceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostInvocationAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreInvocationAuthorizationAdviceVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/AspectJMethodSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/AnnotationMetadataExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AccountStatusException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/MutableUser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionDestroyedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextScheduledExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/MethodInvocationAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/MappableAttributesRetriever.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityExpressionOperations.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/AbstractExpressionBasedMethodConfigAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/MapBasedAttributes2GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/UserDetailsManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostAuthorize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/GrantedAuthoritiesContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/SimpleMappableAttributesRetriever.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/NullAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/context/DelegatingApplicationListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/AuthorityUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/ExpressionUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/RoleHierarchyVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsByNameServiceWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PrePostInvocationAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/SimpleAttributes2GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsChecker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/task/DelegatingSecurityContextAsyncTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Utf8.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/jdbc/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PrePostAnnotationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/PermissionCacheOptimizer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/AbstractDelegatingSecurityContextSupport.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/AbstractPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostInvocationAdviceProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreInvocationAuthorizationAdvice.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/GroupManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/SecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/SpringCacheBasedUserCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/task/DelegatingSecurityContextTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/DenyAllPermissionEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/DelegatingMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/Sha512DigestUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionCreationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/InMemoryUserDetailsManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/AuthenticationUserDetailsService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchyAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/Attributes2GrantedAuthoritiesMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/scheduling/DelegatingSecurityContextSchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/ExpressionBasedAnnotationAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/Hex.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/CycleInRoleHierarchyException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/CredentialsContainer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AccountStatusUserDetailsChecker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/DefaultToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreAuthorize.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/memory/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/parameters/DefaultSecurityParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/AbstractSecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PostInvocationAuthorizationAdvice.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/codec/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/SimpleAuthorityMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/PostInvocationExpressionAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Jsr250Voter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/concurrent/DelegatingSecurityContextExecutorService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/provisioning/MutableUserDetails.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Jsr250SecurityConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/NullRoleHierarchy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/authority/mapping/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/MethodSecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/prepost/PreInvocationAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/ExpressionBasedPostInvocationAdvice.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/TokenService.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/ComparableVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/CoreJackson2Module.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UserMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableSetDeserializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UnmodifiableSetMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/RememberMeAuthenticationTokenMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/SimpleGrantedAuthorityMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationTokenMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/jackson2/AnonymousAuthenticationTokenMixin.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/scrypt/SCryptPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/converter/RsaKeyConverters.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsPasswordService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/argon2/Argon2PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ReactiveAuthenticationManagerResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AbstractUserDetailsReactiveAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/argon2/Argon2EncodingUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/token/SecureRandomFactoryBean.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/expression/method/ExpressionBasedPreInvocationAdvice.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/LogoutSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/UserDetailsRepositoryReactiveAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/annotation/CurrentSecurityContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/hierarchicalroles/RoleHierarchyImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ReactiveAuthenticationManagerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationManagerResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/PasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SecureRandomBytesKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/util/EncodingUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/HexEncodingTextEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/TextEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/HexEncodingStringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/StandardPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/password/NoOpPasswordEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesCbcBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/CipherUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/SharedKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/StringKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/KeyGenerators.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/AesBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/encrypt/BouncyCastleAesGcmBytesEncryptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/crypto/keygen/BytesKeyGenerator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDecisionVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/MethodInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/FieldUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureServiceExceptionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Secured.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AbstractAuthenticationFailureEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationTrustResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AfterInvocationProviderManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasGrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/PublicInvocationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AbstractAuthorizationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationServiceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AuthenticatedVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/MethodSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/LockedException.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetailsService.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureCredentialsExpiredEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureProviderNotFoundEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/TestingAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/UnanimousBased.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/RememberMeAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/SpringSecurityMessageSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/SecurityConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/ConsensusBased.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AfterInvocationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationManagerImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AbstractAuthenticationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/NullRunAsManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AbstractAccessDecisionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/InterceptorStatusToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/LoggerListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/InheritableThreadLocalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionRegistryImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/InteractiveAuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AbstractSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthenticationCredentialsNotFoundEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthorizedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/TestingAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/AuthorityGranter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/ConfigAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UsernameNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureProxyUntrustedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsManagerImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureExpiredEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/DefaultLoginExceptionResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasNameCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AuthorizationServiceException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserAttributeEditor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/SecuredAnnotationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/GrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/Authentication.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureBadCredentialsEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsUserToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/DaoAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/jdbc/JdbcDaoImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationProvider.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureLockedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationCredentialsNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AbstractAclVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/EhCacheBasedUserCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/annotation/Jsr250MethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/rcp/RemoteAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/MethodInvocationUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsImplAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/GlobalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/InMemoryResource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/SecurityContextHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/SecurityContextLoginModule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/CredentialsExpiredException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AccountExpiredException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/session/SessionInformation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/LoggerListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aopalliance/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDeniedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/memory/UserAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/event/AuthenticationFailureDisabledEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/MapBasedMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/DisabledException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/UserDetails.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/util/SimpleMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/InsufficientAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/event/JaasAuthenticationSuccessEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/ProviderNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationTrustResolverImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/aspectj/AspectJCallback.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/User.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/BadCredentialsException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/event/AuthorizationFailureEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/AuthenticationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/context/ThreadLocalSecurityContextHolderStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AuthenticationDetailsSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/core/userdetails/cache/NullUserCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/AffirmativeBased.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/method/AbstractMethodSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/AccessDecisionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/SecurityMetadataSource.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/vote/RoleVoter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/dao/AbstractUserDetailsAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/RememberMeAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/JaasPasswordCallbackHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/RunAsManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/authentication/jaas/LoginExceptionResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Reviews the <code>Object</code> returned from a secure object invocation, being able to

* modify the <code>Object</code> or throw an {@link AccessDeniedException}.

* <p>

* Typically used to ensure the principal is permitted to access the domain object

* instance returned by a service layer bean. Can also be used to mutate the domain object

* instance so the principal is only able to access authorised bean properties or

* <code>Collection</code> elements.

* <p>

* Special consideration should be given to using an <code>AfterInvocationManager</code>

* on bean methods that modify a database. Typically an

* <code>AfterInvocationManager</code> is used with read-only methods, such as

* <code>public DomainObject getById(id)</code>. If used with methods that modify a

* database, a transaction manager should be used to ensure any

* <code>AccessDeniedException</code> will cause a rollback of the changes made by the

* transaction.

* </p>
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*

* @author Ben Alex

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949690_1599626417.25/0/spring-security-core-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/access/intercept/AfterInvocationManager.java

 

1.97 ehcache-xml 3.8.1 
1.97.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/BaseConfigParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/OffHeapDiskStoreConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/exceptions/XmlConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/xml/JaxbHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/ThreadPoolServiceCreationConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/xml/DomUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/xml/XmlModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/WriteBehindProviderConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/ServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/ServiceCreationConfigurationParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/ResourceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CacheServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CoreCacheConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CacheManagerServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultCopierConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CoreServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/CacheEventDispatcherFactoryConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/DefaultSizeOfEngineProviderConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultCacheEventListenerConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/SizeOfEngineLimits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/ListenersConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/Expiry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/multi/XmlMultiConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/PooledExecutionServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultSerializerConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/SimpleCoreServiceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultCacheEventDispatcherConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/DefaultCopyProviderConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/XmlConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultCacheLoaderWriterConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/CacheTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CoreServiceCreationConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/ConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/DefaultSerializationProviderConfigurationParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultResilienceStrategyConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultSizeOfEngineConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/SimpleCoreServiceCreationConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/service/DefaultWriteBehindConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/CacheManagerPersistenceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/CacheResourceConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/CacheDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/provider/OffHeapDiskStoreProviderConfigurationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059276_1643027393.71/0/ehcache-xml-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/xml/model/CacheSpec.java

 

1.98 giflib 5.2.1 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

The GIFLIB distribution is Copyright (c) 1997  Eric S. Raymond

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.99 fontconfig 2.6.0 
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1.99.1 Available under license : 
fontconfig/COPYING

 

Copyright  2000,2001,2002,2003,2004,2006,2007 Keith Packard

Copyright  2005 Patrick Lam

Copyright  2009 Roozbeh Pournader

Copyright  2008,2009 Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2008 Danilo egan

Copyright  2012 Google, Inc.

 

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of the author(s) not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without

specific, written prior permission.  The authors make no

representations about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It

is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE AUTHOR(S) DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.100 hibernate-validator 6.1.5.Final 
1.100.1 Available under license : 

Hibernate Validator, declare and validate application constraints

 

License: Apache License, Version 2.0

See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.101 python-multipart 0.0.5 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2012, Andrew Dunham

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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1.102 jaxb-core 2.3.3 
1.102.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache CXF

Copyright 2006-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.103 jandex 2.1.3.Final 
1.103.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2014 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/ParameterizedType.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Utils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/FieldInfoGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/MethodInfoGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/ThrowsTypeTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/TypeParameterBoundTypeTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/EmptyTypeTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/PositionBasedTypeTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/TypeTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/AnnotationTargetFilterCollection.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexWriterImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/TypeParameterTypeTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/VoidType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexReaderImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/ArrayType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexWriterV2.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/ClassExtendsTypeTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/MethodParameterTypeTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/MethodInternal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/WildcardType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/GenericSignatureParser.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/TypeVariable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/UnresolvedTypeVariable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexReaderV2.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

* Copyright 2013 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

* as indicated by the @author tags.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/PackedDataOutputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/ClassInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/DotName.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/FieldInternal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/FieldInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/NameTable.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/CompositeIndex.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexWriterV1.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexView.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/StrongInternPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Indexer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/JarIndexer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/JandexAntTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-
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jar/org/jboss/jandex/MethodInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/ClassType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexReaderV1.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Result.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Index.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/MethodParameterInfo.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/UnsupportedVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/AnnotationValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/AnnotationTarget.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/PrimitiveType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Main.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/PackedDataInputStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/AnnotationInstance.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/IndexReader.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1063930911_1593103343.43/0/jandex-2-1-3-final-sources-

jar/org/jboss/jandex/Type.java

 

1.104 zlib 1.2.11 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by
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a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.105 ethtool 3.2 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

ethtool is available under the terms of the GNU Public License version 2.

 

See COPYING for details.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
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source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
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REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.106 jansi-osx 1.8 
1.106.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009-2017 the original author(s).

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860178_1643019491.32/0/jansi-osx-1-8-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/Kernel32.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860178_1643019491.32/0/jansi-osx-1-8-sources-
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jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/WindowsSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860178_1643019491.32/0/jansi-osx-1-8-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/internal/CLibrary.java

 

1.107 sequence-generator 5.7.3 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bnd-LastModified: 1563545580901

Build-Jdk: 1.8.0_202

Built-By: jenkins-slave

Bundle-Description: A set of Java modules for management and monitoring,

 common to several Terracotta products

Bundle-License: http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-Name: Terracotta Management :: Sequence Generator

Bundle-SymbolicName: org.terracotta.management.sequence-generator

Bundle-Version: 5.7.3

Created-By: Apache Maven Bundle Plugin

Export-Package: org.terracotta.management.sequence;version="5.7.3",org.t

erracotta.management.sequence.perf;version="5.7.3"

Main-Class: org.terracotta.management.sequence.perf.PerfTest

Require-Capability: osgi.ee;filter:="(&(osgi.ee=JavaSE)(version=1.8))"

Tool: Bnd-2.4.1.201501161923

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059180_1643027223.49/0/sequence-generator-5-7-3-jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059180_1643027223.49/0/sequence-generator-5-7-3-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.terracotta.management/sequence-generator/pom.xml

 

1.108 spring-context 5.2.20.RELEASE 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySources.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BasicOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MessageSourceResourceBundleLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/AnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/annotation/Validated.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ContextLifecycleScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurerSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalDateParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/LocalDateTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadablePartialPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/TimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/CustomizableThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceResourceBundle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MillisecondInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FilterType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Description.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/ReadableInstantPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/OptionalValidatorFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* 	https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMapExtensions.kt

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/FixedDelayTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Controller.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Component.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Repository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/context/config/LoadTimeWeaverBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StaticScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleInstrumentableClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ExtendedModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanExpressionContextAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/BeanFactoryCacheOperationSourceAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MapAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodExclusionMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/ConnectorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/tomcat/TomcatLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/MonetaryAmountFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationScopeMetadataResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/EmbeddedValueResolutionSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/NotificationListenerBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/ObjectNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/TypeMismatchNamingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/glassfish/GlassFishLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ReschedulingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationListenerDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultMessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/CronTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/EnvironmentAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/IntervalTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DelegatingMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleTimeZoneAwareLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanExportBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventPublicationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/SimpleLocaleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/FixedRateTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/CustomValidatorBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/AnnotatedElementKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DateTimeFormatterFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/Jsr310DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NamedCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TriggerTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Indexed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ClassPathXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxMetadataUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/EnvironmentAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaDateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/NotificationListenerHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassPreProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/MethodInvokingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleValueWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/Task.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/CurrencyStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/stereotype/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/MetadataNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MetricType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NullValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AspectJAutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/SimpleThrowawayClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AnnotationAsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateTimeFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheErrorHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Jsr330ScopeMetadataResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/SpringModelMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**
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* Indicates that a component is only eligible for registration when all

* {@linkplain #value specified conditions} match.

*

* <p>A <em>condition</em> is any state that can be determined programmatically

* before the bean definition is due to be registered (see {@link Condition} for details).

*

* <p>The {@code @Conditional} annotation may be used in any of the following ways:

* <ul>

* <li>as a type-level annotation on any class directly or indirectly annotated with

* {@code @Component}, including {@link Configuration @Configuration} classes</li>

* <li>as a meta-annotation, for the purpose of composing custom stereotype

* annotations</li>

* <li>as a method-level annotation on any {@link Bean @Bean} method</li>

* </ul>

*

* <p>If a {@code @Configuration} class is marked with {@code @Conditional},

* all of the {@code @Bean} methods, {@link Import @Import} annotations, and

* {@link ComponentScan @ComponentScan} annotations associated with that

* class will be subject to the conditions.

*

* <p><strong>NOTE</strong>: Inheritance of {@code @Conditional} annotations

* is not supported; any conditions from superclasses or from overridden

* methods will not be considered. In order to enforce these semantics,

* {@code @Conditional} itself is not declared as

* {@link java.lang.annotation.Inherited @Inherited}; furthermore, any

* custom <em>composed annotation</em> that is meta-annotated with

* {@code @Conditional} must not be declared as {@code @Inherited}.

*

* @author Phillip Webb

* @author Sam Brannen

* @since 4.0

* @see Condition

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Conditional.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSourcePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationContextAwareProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/BeanDefinitionDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/jboss/JBossLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ReloadableResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/support/SimpleJndiBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationJmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTaskRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ConnectorServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Import.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationSource.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ResourceBundleMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationListenerMethodAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/Model.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/TaskUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultMessageSourceResolvable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Async.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/SpringCacheAnnotationParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerMethodProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/StaticApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ParserStrategyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Scheduled.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/InstrumentationLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AnnotationCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathBeanDefinitionScanner.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/InstantFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ObjectError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportBeanDefinitionRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/SmartLifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericApplicationContextExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CompositeCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/DefaultContextLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanServerConnectionFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContextExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyPlaceholderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DataBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ResourceLoaderAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2005 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedOperation.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* Abstract the invocation of a cache operation.

*

* <p>Does not provide a way to transmit checked exceptions but

* provide a special exception that should be used to wrap any

* exception that was thrown by the underlying invocation.

* Callers are expected to handle this issue type specifically.

*

* @author Stephane Nicoll

* @since 4.1

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvoker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/ConcurrentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/AnnotationDrivenCacheBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringValidatorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Lazy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachePut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocalValidatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ClassPathScanningCandidateComponentProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareConcurrentModel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/CommonAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/support/BindingAwareModelMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/DateTimeFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/index/CandidateComponentsIndexLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassEnhancer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SourceFilteringListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassPostProcessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanAnnotationParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedMetric.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/MonthDayFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/PayloadApplicationEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/CurrencyUnitFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/PeriodFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/AnnotationDrivenBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/PercentStyleFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/DurationFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/SpringConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedOperationParameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScans.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptEvalException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/YearMonthFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptEvaluator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/JmxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/Trigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteInvocationFailureException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteLookupFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/ContextNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/UnableToSendNotificationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/LocalStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/UnableToRegisterMBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextClosedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodesResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/EjbAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableMBeanExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/HierarchicalMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AutodetectCapableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResultUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/LoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JndiLookupBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ApplicationContextEvent.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/AnnotationMBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStoppedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/JmxAttributeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/ThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/RefreshableScriptTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/SelfNaming.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextRefreshedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/Formatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansViewMBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/ContextStartedEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvalidInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/SimpleTheme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/NoSuchMessageException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/DelegatingErrorHandlingRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/LoadTimeWeaverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/DefaultRemoteInvocationFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/InvocationFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/MBeanInfoRetrievalException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/AbstractNumberFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingAwareRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/LocaleContextMessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/UiApplicationContextUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/MBeanServerNotFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/Theme.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/CodebaseAwareObjectInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/JeeNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteConnectFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/RemoteStatelessSessionBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/InvalidMetadataException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/Phased.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/SchedulerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/soap/SoapFaultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteProxyFailureException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiBasedExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/HierarchicalThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/UrlBasedRemoteAccessor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLookupFailureException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationEventPublisherAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConflictingBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisherAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationBasedExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/SimpleReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableLoadTimeWeaving.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/AbstractCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/SmartApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheAdviceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedAwareThreadFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/ScriptCompilationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectLocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/BeanValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/DateFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/annotation/NumberFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/VariableNotAvailableException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/KeyNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/access/NotificationListenerRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/PeriodicTrigger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DirectFieldBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Scope.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/MBeanServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AbstractAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/MonthFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/EmbeddedValueResolverAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/LocalStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/AbstractSlsbInvokerInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Validator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/NameMatchCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/ScheduledMethodRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/NotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvictOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/CachedExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractConfigurableMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/ProxyCachingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/EventExpressionRootObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/SimpleTriggerContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/naming/IdentityNamingStrategy.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ContextTypeMatchClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Profile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/support/CronSequenceGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ForkJoinPoolFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiRegistryFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/JmxUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/FormatterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationExpressionEvaluator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericGroovyApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiInvocationWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/RemoteAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ReflectiveLoadTimeWeaver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheOperationInvocationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/WeavingTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/config/CacheManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheableOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ScheduledExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/SmartValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/joda/JodaTimeContextHolder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/EnableAspectJAutoProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceModeImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/weaving/AspectJWeavingEnabler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemotingSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/ResourceOverridingShadowingClassLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MetadataMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/EnableCaching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/ApplicationObjectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereClassPreDefinePlugin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/YearFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractCacheResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/MethodBasedEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/AbstractReflectiveMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/ResourceBundleThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/DefaultEventListenerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/MessageSourceSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CachePutOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BeanPropertyBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/AbstractFallbackCacheOperationSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/MBeanRegistrationSupport.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/notification/ModelMBeanNotificationPublisher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanAnnotationHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiObjectFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableAsync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurationSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AdviceMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncAnnotationAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/DefaultBindingErrorProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/EnableScheduling.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/BeanMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RemoteInvocationSerializingExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ui/context/support/DelegatingThemeSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/Lifecycle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/ObjectNameManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PropertySourcesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ApplicationContextInitializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/access/SimpleRemoteStatelessSessionProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListenerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MessageCodeFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/SchedulingTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScanBeanDefinitionParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/FieldError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/LangNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/MethodNameBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/BeanFactoryResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiServiceExporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/SimpleHttpServerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/GenericApplicationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/LiveBeansView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/JndiRmiClientInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskManagementConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DependsOn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ResourceScriptSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/Errors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/config/ScriptingDefaultsParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/MBeanExportOperations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/i18n/LocaleContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ProfileCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/AsyncConfigurationSelector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/DefaultLifecycleProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/ScriptFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/MessageSourceAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeConverters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CachingConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/FileSystemXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/ValidationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ProxyAsyncConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/websphere/WebSphereClassLoaderAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DateTimeFormatterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/DefaultFormattingConversionService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/BindException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/ScheduledAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/PostProcessorRegistrationDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopedProxyMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ThreadPoolTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractRefreshableApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractErrors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScannedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/LoadTimeWeavingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/AbstractBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/TaskExecutorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/SimpleThreadScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/AbstractResourceBasedMessageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/metadata/AbstractJmxAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Bean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ContextAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/RegistrationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConditionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/MBeanExportConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AutoProxyRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/number/money/Jsr354NumberFormatAnnotationFormatterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/SimpleCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/assembler/InterfaceBasedMBeanInfoAssembler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/AnnotationConfigApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/AbstractValueAdaptingCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/expression/StandardBeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/PropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/ejb/config/AbstractJndiLocatingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ConfigurationClassBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/MapBindingResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/DeferredImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/validation/beanvalidation/MethodValidationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/DefaultManagedTaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/FullyQualifiedAnnotationBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/concurrent/ConcurrentMapCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ConcurrentTaskExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/event/AbstractApplicationEventMulticaster.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/NoOpCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/index/CandidateComponentsIndex.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/concurrent/ExecutorConfigurationSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ComponentScan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/ConfigurableApplicationContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* {@link FactoryBean} that obtains a WebSphere {@link javax.management.MBeanServer}

* reference through WebSphere's proprietary {@code AdminServiceFactory} API,

* available on WebSphere 5.1 and higher.

*

* <p>Exposes the {@code MBeanServer} for bean references.

*

* <p>This {@code FactoryBean} is a direct alternative to {@link MBeanServerFactoryBean},

* which uses standard JMX 1.2 API to access the platform's {@link MBeanServer}.

*

* <p>See the javadocs for WebSphere's

* <a

href="https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEQTJ_9.0.0/com.ibm.websphere.javadoc.doc/web/apidocs

/com/ibm/websphere/management/AdminServiceFactory.html">{@code AdminServiceFactory}</a>

* and

* <a

href="https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEQTJ_9.0.0/com.ibm.websphere.javadoc.doc/web/apidocs

/com/ibm/websphere/management/MBeanFactory.html">{@code MBeanFactory}</a>.
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*

* @author Juergen Hoeller

* @author Rob Harrop

* @since 2.0.3

* @see javax.management.MBeanServer

* @see MBeanServerFactoryBean

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/support/WebSphereMBeanServerFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/Primary.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/KeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/rmi/RmiClientInterceptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiPropertySource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jndi/JndiLocatorDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/bsh/BshScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/PropertyOverrideBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/annotation/ScopeMetadataResolver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/DurationFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/SchedulingConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/CacheEvict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/groovy/GroovyObjectCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/support/CompositeCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scripting/support/StandardScriptUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/TemporalAccessorPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/CacheEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/MonthDayFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/jmx/export/annotation/ManagedNotifications.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/PeriodFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/config/AbstractPropertyLoadingBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Caching.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/TaskScheduler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ExecutorBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/annotation/Schedules.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/remoting/support/RemoteInvocationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/support/FormatterPropertyEditorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/datetime/standard/YearMonthFormatter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/format/Printer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/interceptor/SimpleKeyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/support/GenericXmlApplicationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/instrument/classloading/weblogic/WebLogicLoadTimeWeaver.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/scheduling/config/ScheduledTasksBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/cache/annotation/Cacheable.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486311_1649248799.8/0/spring-context-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/context/LifecycleProcessor.java

 

1.109 python-dotenv 0.20.0 
1.109.1 Available under license : 

python-dotenv

Copyright (c) 2014, Saurabh Kumar

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of python-dotenv nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

django-dotenv-rw

Copyright (c) 2013, Ted Tieken

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of django-dotenv nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Original django-dotenv

Copyright (c) 2013, Jacob Kaplan-Moss

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of django-dotenv nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.110 xerces-c 3.2.2+debian-1build3 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces distribution.      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.111 grpc 1.9.1 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and 

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and 

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and 

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.112 gson 2.8.6 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 The Android Open Source Project

* Copyright (C) 2012 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedTreeMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/gson/internal/LinkedHashTreeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2018 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/GsonBuildConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 The Gson authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/PreJava9ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/PreJava9DateFormatProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/ReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/gson/internal/reflect/UnsafeReflectionAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JavaVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/CollectionTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ArrayTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ObjectTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/MapTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/JsonReaderInternalAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonTreeWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/TypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/ReflectiveTypeAdapterFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TypeAdapterRuntimeTypeWrapper.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonParseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonPrimitive.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/ExclusionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Preconditions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Excluder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Since.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/Primitives.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/reflect/TypeToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/Gson.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonIOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ObjectConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonDeserializationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/GsonBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-
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jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/FieldNamingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/DefaultDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Until.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/SerializedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/Expose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/InstanceCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/annotations/JsonAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/JsonAdapterAnnotationTypeAdapterFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2008 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/$Gson$Types.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/MalformedJsonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/stream/JsonReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2011 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/LazilyParsedNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/SqlDateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/ConstructorConstructor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TimeTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/DateTypeAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/UnsafeAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/internal/bind/TreeTypeAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2010 Google Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonSyntaxException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/internal/Streams.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/LongSerializationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-

jar/com/google/gson/JsonStreamParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/FieldAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1108597571_1606176527.27/0/gson-2-8-6-sources-1-jar/com/google/gson/JsonParser.java

 

1.113 systemd 241-7~deb10u8 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
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have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
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access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
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PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.114 jackson 2.11.2 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Camel distribution.                    ==

  =========================================================================

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Please read the different LICENSE files present in the licenses directory of

  this distribution.

 

Camel :: Jackson

Copyright 2007-2013 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.115 goprotobuf 2.4.1 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

 

1.116 glibc 2.31-0ubuntu9.9 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
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FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.
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                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:
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Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.
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The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
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ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord
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                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:
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1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.
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   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

1.117 jackson-datatype-jdk8 2.11.2 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as
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indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text
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file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.118 sizeof 0.3.0 
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1.118.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.119 tcpdump 4.9.2 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

License: BSD

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

1.120 e2fsprogs 1.44.5 1+deb10u3
1.120.1 Available under license : 

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities

were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>
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	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the translation

files of the EXT2 file system utilities.  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c

@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371

Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/

 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005

+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released
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This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The

complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

 

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

 

  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:
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  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library

General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please

see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files

comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.

 

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git

repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu) before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007
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----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
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   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
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be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide
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complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free
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libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified
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   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.
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This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0

# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et

# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#

 

all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)

BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)
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$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install

 

install-shlibs-strip: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM) -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
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EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.
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 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
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countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
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 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.121 packaging 20.4 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.122 acpid 2.0.27 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
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form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.123 libarchive 3.3.3 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

The libarchive distribution as a whole is Copyright by Tim Kientzle

and is subject to the copyright notice reproduced at the bottom of

this file.

 

Each individual file in this distribution should have a clear

copyright/licensing statement at the beginning of the file.  If any do

not, please let me know and I will rectify it.  The following is

intended to summarize the copyright status of the individual files;

the actual statements in the files are controlling.
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* Except as listed below, all C sources (including .c and .h files)

 and documentation files are subject to the copyright notice reproduced

 at the bottom of this file.

 

* The following source files are also subject in whole or in part to

 a 3-clause UC Regents copyright; please read the individual source

 files for details:

  libarchive/archive_entry.c

  libarchive/archive_read_support_filter_compress.c

  libarchive/archive_write_add_filter_compress.c

  libarchive/mtree.5

 

* The following source files are in the public domain:

  libarchive/archive_getdate.c

 

* The following source files are triple-licensed with the ability to choose

 from CC0 1.0 Universal, OpenSSL or Apache 2.0 licenses:

  libarchive/archive_blake2.h

  libarchive/archive_blake2_impl.h

  libarchive/archive_blake2s_ref.c

  libarchive/archive_blake2sp_ref.c

 

* The build files---including Makefiles, configure scripts,

 and auxiliary scripts used as part of the compile process---have

 widely varying licensing terms.  Please check individual files before

 distributing them to see if those restrictions apply to you.

 

I intend for all new source code to use the license below and hope over

time to replace code with other licenses with new implementations that

do use the license below.  The varying licensing of the build scripts

seems to be an unavoidable mess.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2018 <author(s)>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

  in this position and unchanged.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR(S) ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.124 gmp 6.2.0+dfsg-4 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
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you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
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notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
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be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
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TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be
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mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
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you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
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implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
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the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This
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   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
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   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
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part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
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   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
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license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
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rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
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section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
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PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you
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these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of
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works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major
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Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.
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 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the
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   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the
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   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).
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 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
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 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this
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License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE
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USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an
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Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.
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  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application
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  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.125 lsof 4.89 
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1.125.1 Available under license : 
Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.   

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone   

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.   

  

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on   

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject   

to the following restrictions:   

  

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this   

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.   

  

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by   

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,   

  credits must appear in the documentation.   

  

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be   

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users   

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.   

  

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

1.126 zlib 1.2.11.dfsg-1 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'No.  PKWare has apparently decided to keep that format proprietary,

since 42. The match.asm code in contrib is under the GNU General Public License. GNU GPL?'

 

1.127 activation 1.2.2 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

 

     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its
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       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Jakarta Activation

 

This content is produced and maintained by Jakarta Activation project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License
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1.128 spring-beans 5.2.20.RELEASE 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Qualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ConstructorArgumentEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/NullSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CurrencyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputSourceEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/EmptyReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConversionNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PassThroughSourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCurrentlyInCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/MutableSortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyResourceConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/LocaleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharsetEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimplePropertyNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/HierarchicalBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsNotAFactoryException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/ClassNameBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Configurable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanIsAbstractException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanDefinitionParsingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationNotAllowedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBeanNotInitializedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodReplacer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanExpressionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AbstractComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/SortDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionStoreException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeMismatchException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PathEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConstructorArgumentValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AutowiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/RootBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PlaceholderConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ConstructorResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractAutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractNestablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/GenericTypeAwarePropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DisposableBeanAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2010 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2022 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/CachedIntrospectionResults.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2009 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowire.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartInitializingSingleton.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotReadablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSimpleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedBeanDefinition.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/CglibSubclassingInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DependencyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ArgumentConvertingMethodInvoker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InjectionMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/AbstractPropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ParseState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultSingletonBeanRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/PropertyEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/FactoryBeanRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URIEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Value.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/QualifierEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/DirectFieldAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/FactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/StaticListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/PropertiesBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ReplaceOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapperImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeanDefinitionParserDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericTypeAwareAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Lookup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReaderUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanNameReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DocumentDefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Problem.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableListableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PatternEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ImportDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DeprecatedBeanWarner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ConfigurablePropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlReaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ProviderCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/PropertiesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/NullBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ByteArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ObjectFactoryCreatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ListableBeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/EmbeddedValueResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/AliasDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/LookupOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanClassLoaderAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ServiceLocatorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverride.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CharacterEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/CustomAutowireConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ResourceBundleEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPathFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanWiringInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedProperties.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeansException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ClassArrayEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ChildBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/FatalBeanException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractSingleBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SetFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/AbstractServiceLoaderBasedFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataAttributeAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionHolder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/GenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlPropertiesFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringArrayPropertyEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/ConfigurableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/ResourceEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/DefaultBeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanMetadataElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Autowired.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyBeanDefinitionWrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/StringTrimmerEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/TypedStringValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/PluggableSchemaResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotatedGenericBeanDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowiredPropertyMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/BeansDtdResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/annotation/AnnotationBeanUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyDescriptorUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverterSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DelegatingEntityResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/TypeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/YamlMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomMapEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/InitDestroyAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/RuntimeBeanReference.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/UUIDEditor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AbstractBeanDefinitionReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PreferencesPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomCollectionEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyBatchUpdateException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MethodOverrides.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AutowireCapableBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InjectionPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/ParameterResolutionDelegate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValuesEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/ReaderEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/DefaultsDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanNameGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceLoaderFactoryBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/InputStreamEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/NamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ReaderEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NamedBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/FileEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/serviceloader/ServiceListFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/SourceExtractor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NullValueInNestedPathException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ImplicitlyAppearedSingletonException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/ResourceEditorRegistrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/UtilNamespaceHandler.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanInitializationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/SmartInstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/URLEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanDefinitionCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/ZoneIdEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNameAware.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleSecurityContextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/InitializingBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomScopeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/AbstractFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/CustomEditorConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/FailFastProblemReporter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleInstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyMatches.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/SimpleConstructorNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/AbstractBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PagedListHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/Required.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/FieldRetrievingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/PropertyOverrideConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/NotWritablePropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/QualifierAnnotationAutowireCandidateResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/ObjectFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/InstantiationStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/BeanComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanDefinitionStoreException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/InstantiationAwareBeanPostProcessorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/DestructionAwareBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/parsing/CompositeComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/MethodInvokingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/XmlBeanFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyAccessorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/NamedBeanHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoUniqueBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomNumberEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/NoSuchBeanDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MethodInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/MergedBeanDefinitionPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/SimpleBeanDefinitionRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultBeanDefinitionDocumentReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/Mergeable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/ManagedSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/BeanDefinitionOverrideException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanCreationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanNotOfRequiredTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/Aware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/config/BeanExpressionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomDateEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/wiring/BeanConfigurerSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultNamespaceHandlerResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/AnnotationBeanWiringInfoResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/SmartFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/PropertyEditorRegistrySupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/BeanFactoryExtensions.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/MutablePropertyValues.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/BeanFactoryAnnotationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/InvalidPropertyException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/xml/DefaultDocumentLoader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/support/PropertyComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/DisposableBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInstantiationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/CannotLoadBeanClassException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/support/AutowireCandidateQualifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/CustomBooleanEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/annotation/RequiredAnnotationBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/UnsatisfiedDependencyException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/BeanInfoFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/SimpleTypeConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/propertyeditors/TimeZoneEditor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/factory/groovy/GroovyDynamicElementReader.groovy

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486271_1649248813.39/0/spring-beans-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/beans/ExtendedBeanInfoFactory.java

 

1.129 e2fsprogs 1.45.5 2ubuntu1
1.129.1 Available under license : 

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities

were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0

# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et

# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#
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all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)

BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)

 

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install

 

install-shlibs-strip:: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM) -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o
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You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the translation

files of the EXT2 file system utilities.  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.
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Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c

@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371

Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/

 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005

+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The
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complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

 

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

 

  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library
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General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please

see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files

comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.

 

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git

repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu) before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.
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 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
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which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
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   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally
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accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,
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  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".
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This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
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FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.130 hawtjni-runtime 1.17 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0'

 

1.131 python-requests 2.27.1 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

Requests

Copyright 2019 Kenneth Reitz

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.132 jackson-databind-nullable 0.2.1 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.133 audit 2.8.4 3
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1.133.1 Available under license : 
 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling
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it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free
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library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation
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and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square
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   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the
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source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one
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of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.
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   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
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a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
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   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.134 icu 69 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

See Terms of Use for definitions of Unicode Inc.'s

Data Files and Software.
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NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement.

BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S

DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"),

YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT.

IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright  1991-2021 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

License Disclaimer:

 

All contents of this directory are Copyright (c) the Dojo Foundation, with the

following exceptions:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

firebug.html, firebug.js, errIcon.png, infoIcon.png, warningIcon.png:
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	* Copyright (c) 2006-2007, Joe Hewitt, All rights reserved.

	  Distributed under the terms of the BSD License (see below)

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2007, Joe Hewitt

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

	list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

	and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the Dojo Foundation nor the names of its contributors

	may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

	without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2021 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.
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THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

libraries.

 

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
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CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

2. Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

#  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.

#

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)

#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED
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#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

#   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

#

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

#

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.
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#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.

#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

#

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries

#  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

#  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,
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#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

#  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

3. Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2013 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Project: http://code.google.com/p/lao-dictionary/

# Dictionary: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary.txt

# License: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary-LICENSE.txt

#              (copied below)

#

#  This file is derived from the above dictionary, with slight

#  modifications.

#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification,

#  are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#

# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in

#  binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of

#  conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or
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#  other materials provided with the distribution.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#

#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
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#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

5. Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

6. Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

License Disclaimer:

 

All contents of this directory are Copyright (c) the Dojo Foundation, with the

following exceptions:

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

dojo.css:

	* parts Copyright (c) 2007, Yahoo! Inc. All rights reserved.

	  Distributed under the terms of the BSD License

 

The Program includes all or portions of the following software which was obtained under the terms and conditions

of the BSD License.

 

http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/license.html

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Yahoo! Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use of this software in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted

provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Yahoo! Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without

specific prior written permission of Yahoo! Inc.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
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SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/,

and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/ . Unicode Software includes any source code published in the Unicode

Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING,

COPYING OR

OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES ("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE

("SOFTWARE"), YOU

UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS

OF THIS

AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE

THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

Copyright  1991-2007 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under the Terms of Use in

http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Unicode data files and any

associated

documentation (the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data

Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell

copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or Software are furnished to do

so, provided

that (a) the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software,

(b) both the

above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice

in each modified Data File

or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR HOLDERS

INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to

promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

Dojo is available under *either* the terms of the modified BSD license *or* the

Academic Free License version 2.1. As a recipient of Dojo, you may choose which

license to receive this code under (except as noted in per-module LICENSE

files). Some modules may not be the copyright of the Dojo Foundation. These

modules contain explicit declarations of copyright in both the LICENSE files in

the directories in which they reside and in the code itself. No external

contributions are allowed under licenses which are fundamentally incompatible

with the AFL or BSD licenses that Dojo is distributed under.

 

The text of the AFL and BSD licenses is reproduced below.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The "New" BSD License:

**********************

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2011, The Dojo Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

   list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 * Neither the name of the Dojo Foundation nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Academic Free License, v. 2.1:

**********************************

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of

authorship (the "Original Work") whose owner (the "Licensor") has placed the

following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license to do the

following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original

Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the

public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.

 

2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under patent

claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in the Original

Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and offer for sale the

Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the preferred

form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and all available

documentation describing how to modify the Original Work. Licensor hereby

agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the Source Code of the Original

Work along with each copy of the Original Work that Licensor distributes.

Licensor reserves the right to satisfy this obligation by placing a

machine-readable copy of the Source Code in an information repository

reasonably calculated to permit inexpensive and convenient access by You for as

long as Licensor continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing

the address of that information repository in a notice immediately following

the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor the names
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of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their trademarks or

service marks, may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

Original Work without express prior written permission of the Licensor. Nothing

in this License shall be deemed to grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights,

patents, trade secrets or any other intellectual property of Licensor except as

expressly stated herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or

offer to sell embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of Licensor even if

such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing in this License shall be

interpreted to prohibit Licensor from licensing under different terms from this

License any Original Work that Licensor otherwise would have a right to

license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any Derivative

Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark notices from the

Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any notices of licensing and any

descriptive text identified therein as an "Attribution Notice." You must cause

the Source Code for any Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent

Attribution Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor warrants that

the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent rights granted herein

by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are sublicensed to You under the terms

of this License with the permission of the contributor(s) of those copyrights

and patent rights. Except as expressly stated in the immediately proceeding

sentence, the Original Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS

and WITHOUT WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL WORK IS WITH YOU.

This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential part of this License. No

license to Original Work is granted hereunder except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal theory,

whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall the

Licensor be liable to any person for any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License

or the use of the Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss

of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability shall not

apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from Licensor's

negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some

jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the Original Work or
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a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort under the circumstances to

obtain the express assent of recipients to the terms of this License. Nothing

else but this License (or another written agreement between Licensor and You)

grants You permission to create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work

or to exercise any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt

to do so except under the terms of this License (or another written agreement

between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by U.S. copyright law, the

equivalent laws of other countries, and by international treaty. Therefore, by

exercising any of the rights granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate

Your acceptance of this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate automatically

and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted to You by this License

as of the date You commence an action, including a cross-claim or counterclaim,

against Licensor or any licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a

patent. This termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging

patent infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software or

hardware.

 

11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating to this

License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction wherein the

Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary business, and under

the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its conflict-of-law provisions. The

application of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International

Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the

scope of this License or after its termination shall be subject to the

requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101 et

seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international treaty. This

section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License or

seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be entitled to

recover its costs and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable

attorneys' fees and costs incurred in connection with such action, including

any appeal of such action. This section shall survive the termination of this

License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement concerning

the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to

make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this License, whether

in upper or lower case, means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights

under, and complying with all of the terms of, this License. For legal

entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is controlled by, or is

under common control with you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means

(i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such
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entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent

(50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such

entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not otherwise

restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and Licensor promises not

to interfere with or be responsible for such uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights reserved.

Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this license without

modification. This license may not be modified without the express written

permission of its copyright owner.

 

1.135 sqlite 3.27.2-3+deb10u1 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.136 slf4j 1.7.30 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.137 bridgeutils 1.5 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.	This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.	Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.	For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.	If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.	For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy	<name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.138 busybox 1.25.0 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

bzip2 applet in busybox is based on lightly-modified source

of bzip2 version 1.0.4. bzip2 source is distributed

under the following conditions (copied verbatim from LICENSE file)

===========================================================

 

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2006 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
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GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.4 of 20 December 2006

--- A note on GPL versions

 

BusyBox is distributed under version 2 of the General Public License (included

in its entirety, below).  Version 2 is the only version of this license which

this version of BusyBox (or modified versions derived from this one) may be

distributed under.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
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source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
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REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.139 icu 65 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

## -*-makefile-*-

## Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

## License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

## BSD-specific setup (FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, *BSD)

## Copyright (c) 1999-2013, International Business Machines Corporation and

## others. All Rights Reserved.

 

## Commands to generate dependency files

GEN_DEPS.c=	$(CC) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

GEN_DEPS.cc=	$(CXX) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

 

## Flags for position independent code

SHAREDLIBCFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCXXFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCPPFLAGS = -DPIC

 

## Additional flags when building libraries and with threads

THREADSCPPFLAGS = -D_REENTRANT

LIBCPPFLAGS =

 

## Compiler switch to embed a runtime search path

LD_RPATH=	
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LD_RPATH_PRE=	-Wl,-rpath,

 

## Compiler switch to embed a library name

LD_SONAME = -Wl,-soname -Wl,$(notdir $(MIDDLE_SO_TARGET))

 

## Shared library options

LD_SOOPTIONS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

## Shared object suffix

SO = so

## Non-shared intermediate object suffix

STATIC_O = ao

 

## Compilation rules

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

 

## Dependency rules

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.c

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.c) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.cc) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

## Versioned libraries rules

 

%.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${<F} $@

%.$(SO): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${*F}.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION) $@

 

##  Bind internal references

 

# LDflags that pkgdata will use
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BIR_LDFLAGS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

# Dependencies [i.e. map files] for the final library

BIR_DEPS=

 

## Remove shared library 's'

STATIC_PREFIX_WHEN_USED =

STATIC_PREFIX =

 

## End BSD-specific setup

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses
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This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

libraries.

 

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

2. Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

#  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.
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#

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)

#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.
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#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

#   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or
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#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

#

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

#

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.

#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

#

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries

#  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its
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#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

#  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

#  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.
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#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

3. Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2013 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Project: http://code.google.com/p/lao-dictionary/

# Dictionary: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary.txt

# License: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary-LICENSE.txt

#              (copied below)

#

#  This file is derived from the above dictionary, with slight

#  modifications.

#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification,

#  are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#

# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in

#  binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of

#  conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

#  other materials provided with the distribution.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation
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#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#

#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

5. Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work
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#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

6. Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.140 springdoc-openapi-webmvc-core 1.5.9 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.141 rsyslog 7.6.7 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

	   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the
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object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:
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  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your
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choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                  GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
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software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
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content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
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where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
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receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a
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covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works. By contrast,
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the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users. We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors. You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights. Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received. You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software. For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so. This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software. The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable. Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products. If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
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software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary. To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License. Each licensee is addressed as "you". "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy. The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License. If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it. "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form. A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities. However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
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permission to run the unmodified Program. The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work. This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force. You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright. Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
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 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7. This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged. This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
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   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source. Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
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typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
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under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it. (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.) You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term. If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
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must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance. However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work. These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License. Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
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 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License. You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version. For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
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sue for patent infringement). To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients. "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License. You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all. For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work. The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions. However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program> Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License. Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License. But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.
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"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was
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submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

  1.  You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

  2.  You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

  3.  You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent,

trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

  4.  If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You

distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding

those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a

NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided

along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such

third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not

modify the License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices

cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications

and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your

modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the

Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or
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any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

1.142 nio-multipart-parser 1.1.0 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works
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thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.
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You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.143 inotify-tools 3.14 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.144 speex 1.2 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2002-2008 	Xiph.org Foundation

Copyright 2002-2008 	Jean-Marc Valin

Copyright 2005-2007	Analog Devices Inc.

Copyright 2005-2008	Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

                       Organisation (CSIRO)

Copyright 1993, 2002, 2006 David Rowe

Copyright 2003 		EpicGames

Copyright 1992-1994	Jutta Degener, Carsten Bormann

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.145 @tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu 3.11.0 
1.145.1 Available under license : 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the License);
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
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terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.146 nio-stream-storage 1.1.3 
1.146.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license
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terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.147 syslinux 6.03 
1.147.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
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modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
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   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such
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   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
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program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
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   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
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either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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The Syslinux logo is licensed under the Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this

license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ or send

a letter to Creative Commons, 444 Castro Street, Suite 900, Mountain

View, California, 94041, USA.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Swedish Institute of Computer Science.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 

* SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT

* OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

* IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

* OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* This file is part of the lwIP TCP/IP stack.

*

* Author: Adam Dunkels <adam@sics.se>

*

*/

 

This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience.  In case of

any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is

included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

 

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following

this sentence.
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This code is released under the libpng license.

 

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.2.44, June 26, 2010, are

Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2009 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5

with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors

 

  Cosmin Truta

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5 - October 3, 2002, are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors

 

  Simon-Pierre Cadieux

  Eric S. Raymond

  Gilles Vollant

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

  There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the

  library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

  efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

  or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

  risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with

  the user.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Tom Lane

  Glenn Randers-Pehrson

  Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger

Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  John Bowler

  Kevin Bracey

  Sam Bushell

  Magnus Holmgren

  Greg Roelofs

  Tom Tanner
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libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

  Andreas Dilger

  Dave Martindale

  Guy Eric Schalnat

  Paul Schmidt

  Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing Authors

and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,

including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of

fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.

assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,

or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG

Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

  be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

  source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without

fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to

supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use this

source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be

appreciated.

 

 

A "png_get_copyright" function is available, for convenient use in "about"

boxes and the like:

 

  printf("%s",png_get_copyright(NULL));

 

Also, the PNG logo (in PNG format, of course) is supplied in the

files "pngbar.png" and "pngbar.jpg (88x31) and "pngnow.png" (98x31).

 

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software.  OSI Certified Open Source is a
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certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

 

Glenn Randers-Pehrson

glennrp at users.sourceforge.net

June 26, 2010

libcom32 and libutil are licensed under the MIT license:

 

## -----------------------------------------------------------------------

##

##   Copyright 2004-2009 H. Peter Anvin - All Rights Reserved

##   Portions Copyright 2009 Intel Corporation; author: H. Peter Anvin

##

##   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

##   obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

##   files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

##   restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

##   copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

##   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

##   the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

##   conditions:

##

##   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

##   be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

##

##   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

##   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

##   OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

##   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

##   HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

##   WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

##   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

##   OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

##

## -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The files in the sample, modules and libgpl directories are mostly under the

GNU GPL (see the file COPYING in the directory above.)

 

In general gPXE files are licensed under the GPL.  GPLed files are in

general either from Linux or have been explicitly put under GPL by the

authors.  The license for a file is usually documented at the top of

the file. 

 

A few files are inherited from FreeBSD netboot and therefore can be

used under BSD or GPL.  Documented in this file are some of the

non-GPL'ed files.  If the internal documentation for a file disagrees

with what is documented in this file, the internal documentation for

the file shall be override this file.
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File					Copyright status

 

src/core/misc.c				BSD

src/drivers/net/3c509.c			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c509.h			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c595.c			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c595.h			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c90x.c			Open Source

src/drivers/net/epic100.c		None

src/drivers/net/epic100.h		None

src/drivers/net/ns8390.c		BSD

src/drivers/net/ns8390.h		BSD

src/arch/i386/include/bits/string.h	None

The EFI headers contained herein are copied from the EFI Development

Kit, available from http://www.tianocore.org and published under the

following licence:

 

 BSD License from Intel

 Copyright (c) 2004, Intel Corporation

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

 ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
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 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

This licence applies only to files that are part of the EFI

Development Kit.  Other files may contain their own licence terms, or

may fall under the standard gPXE GPL licence.

 

1.148 atomicwrites 1.3.0 
1.148.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 Markus Unterwaditzer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.149 zlib 1.2.11.dfsg-2ubuntu1.2 
1.149.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'General Public License 2.0' in 'No.  PKWare has apparently decided to keep that format proprietary,

since 42. The match.asm code in contrib is under the GNU General Public License. GNU GPL?'

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it
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 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

*/

 

1.150 libvmtools 9.4.0.25793 
1.150.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
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a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
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Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in
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these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus
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excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.151 icu 66.1 2ubuntu2.1
1.151.1 Available under license : 

## -*-makefile-*-

## Copyright (C) 2016 and later: Unicode, Inc. and others.

## License & terms of use: http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html

## BSD-specific setup (FreeBSD, OpenBSD, NetBSD, *BSD)

## Copyright (c) 1999-2013, International Business Machines Corporation and

## others. All Rights Reserved.

 

## Commands to generate dependency files

GEN_DEPS.c=	$(CC) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

GEN_DEPS.cc=	$(CXX) -E -MM $(DEFS) $(CPPFLAGS)

 

## Flags for position independent code

SHAREDLIBCFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCXXFLAGS = -fPIC

SHAREDLIBCPPFLAGS = -DPIC

 

## Additional flags when building libraries and with threads

THREADSCPPFLAGS = -D_REENTRANT

LIBCPPFLAGS =

 

## Compiler switch to embed a runtime search path

LD_RPATH=	

LD_RPATH_PRE=	-Wl,-rpath,

 

## Compiler switch to embed a library name

LD_SONAME = -Wl,-soname -Wl,$(notdir $(MIDDLE_SO_TARGET))

 

## Shared library options

LD_SOOPTIONS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

## Shared object suffix

SO = so

## Non-shared intermediate object suffix

STATIC_O = ao

 

## Compilation rules

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.c

	$(COMPILE.c) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

%.$(STATIC_O): $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	$(COMPILE.cc) $(STATICCPPFLAGS) $(STATICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

%.o: $(srcdir)/%.cpp
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	$(COMPILE.cc) $(DYNAMICCPPFLAGS) $(DYNAMICCXXFLAGS) -o $@ $<

 

 

## Dependency rules

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.c

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.c) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

%.d: $(srcdir)/%.cpp

	@echo "generating dependency information for $<"

	@$(SHELL) -ec '$(GEN_DEPS.cc) $< \

		| sed '\''s/\($*\)\.o[ :]*/\1.o $@ : /g'\'' > $@; \

		[ -s $@ ] || rm -f $@'

 

## Versioned libraries rules

 

%.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${<F} $@

%.$(SO): %.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION_MAJOR)

	$(RM) $@ && ln -s ${*F}.$(SO).$(SO_TARGET_VERSION) $@

 

##  Bind internal references

 

# LDflags that pkgdata will use

BIR_LDFLAGS= -Wl,-Bsymbolic

 

# Dependencies [i.e. map files] for the final library

BIR_DEPS=

 

## Remove shared library 's'

STATIC_PREFIX_WHEN_USED =

STATIC_PREFIX =

 

## End BSD-specific setup

This package was debianized by Jay Berkenbilt <qjb@debian.org> on

August 5, 2005.

The packaging was taken over by Laszlo Boszormenyi (GCS) <gcs@debian.org> on

Tue, 17 Mar 2015.

 

The original source was downloaded from

http://site.icu-project.org/download

 

The main web site for ICU is

http://www.icu-project.org/

 

ICU contains components with different licensing terms.
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ICU License

===========

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2019 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

libraries.

 

Unicode Data License

====================
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UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/ . Unicode Software includes any source code

published in the Unicode Standard or under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF YOU

DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA FILES

OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2008 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data Files") or

Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software") to deal in

the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files or

Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above copyright notice(s)

and this permission notice appear with all copies of the Data Files or Software,

(b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in

associated documentation, and (c) there is clear notice in each modified Data

File or in the Software as well as in the documentation associated with the Data

File(s) or Software that the data or software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR

SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization of the
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copyright holder.

 

Additional Copyrights

=====================

 

Some files are copyright by the following additional copyright

holders, though in all cases, the copyright is held jointly with IBM

and is subject ICU license above:

 

* Google Inc.

* Yahoo! Inc.

 

Some files in source/data/sprep contain data that was programmatically

extracted from RFC 3454, but this programmatic extraction was done as

a one-time activity and is not part of ICU's build process.  The

non-free RFC 3454 document is not part of the sources.  The files

generated from RFC 3454 could be considered derived works, so the RFC

3454 copyright requires the inclusion of the original RFC 3454

copyright notice:

 

  This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

  others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it

  or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published

  and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any

  kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

  included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

  document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

  the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

  Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of

  developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for

  copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be

  followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than

  English.

 

  The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

  revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

  This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

  "AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

  TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

  BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION

  HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE (ICU 58 and later)

 

Copyright  1991-2020 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved.

Distributed under the Terms of Use in https://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation

(the "Data Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation

(the "Software") to deal in the Data Files or Software

without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of

the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the Data Files

or Software are furnished to do so, provided that either

(a) this copyright and permission notice appear with all copies

of the Data Files or Software, or

(b) this copyright and permission notice appear in associated

Documentation.

 

THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS

NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THE DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale,

use or other dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior

written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

---------------------

 

Third-Party Software Licenses

 

This section contains third-party software notices and/or additional

terms for licensed third-party software components included within ICU

libraries.

 

1. ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 to ICU 57.1

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2016 International Business Machines Corporation and others

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
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distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY

SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER

RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the

property of their respective owners.

 

2. Chinese/Japanese Word Break Dictionary Data (cjdict.txt)

 

#     The Google Chrome software developed by Google is licensed under

# the BSD license. Other software included in this distribution is

# provided under other licenses, as set forth below.

#

#  The BSD License

#  http://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php

#  Copyright (C) 2006-2008, Google Inc.

#

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

# modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

# this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

# copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

# disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

# the distribution.

#  Neither the name of  Google Inc. nor the names of its

# contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

# this software without specific prior written permission.
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#

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

# CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

# INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

# DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

# LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

# CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

# SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

# BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

# LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

# NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

# SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#

#

#  The word list in cjdict.txt are generated by combining three word lists

# listed below with further processing for compound word breaking. The

# frequency is generated with an iterative training against Google web

# corpora.

#

#  * Libtabe (Chinese)

#    - https://sourceforge.net/project/?group_id=1519

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  * IPADIC (Japanese)

#    - http://chasen.aist-nara.ac.jp/chasen/distribution.html

#    - Its license terms and conditions are shown below.

#

#  ---------COPYING.libtabe ---- BEGIN--------------------

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 TaBE Project.

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Pai-Hsiang Hsiao.

#   * All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the TaBE Project nor the names of its

#   *   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived
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#   *   from this software without specific prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#   */

#

#  /*

#   * Copyright (c) 1999 Computer Systems and Communication Lab,

#   *                    Institute of Information Science, Academia

#       *                    Sinica. All rights reserved.

#   *

#   * Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#   * modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#   * are met:

#   *

#   * . Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

#   * . Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

#   *   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

#   *   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

#   *   distribution.

#   * . Neither the name of the Computer Systems and Communication Lab

#   *   nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or

#   *   promote products derived from this software without specific

#   *   prior written permission.

#   *

#   * THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

#   * "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

#   * LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

#   * FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

#   * REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

#   * INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

#   * (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

#   * SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

#   * HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

#   * STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

#   * ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

#   * OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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#   */

#

#  Copyright 1996 Chih-Hao Tsai @ Beckman Institute,

#      University of Illinois

#  c-tsai4@uiuc.edu  http://casper.beckman.uiuc.edu/~c-tsai4

#

#  ---------------COPYING.libtabe-----END--------------------------------

#

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----BEGIN-------------------------------

#

#  Copyright 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 Nara Institute of Science

#  and Technology.  All Rights Reserved.

#

#  Use, reproduction, and distribution of this software is permitted.

#  Any copy of this software, whether in its original form or modified,

#  must include both the above copyright notice and the following

#  paragraphs.

#

#  Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

#  the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

#  software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

#  fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

#  any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

#  whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

#  action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

#  of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

#

#  A large portion of the dictionary entries

#  originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

#  Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

#

#  Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

#  original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED

#  that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

#  on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

#  in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

#  distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

#  contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

#  jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

#

#  NO WARRANTY

#

#  The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

#  research and development conducted during the project and is provided

#  to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

#  program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

#  implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein
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#  includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

#  performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

#  the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

#  any right of any third party.

#

#  Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

#  have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

#  the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

#  otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

#

#  Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

#  organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

#  development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

#  officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

#  damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

#  and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

#  with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

#  or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

#  regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

#  knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

#  project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

#  foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

#  "use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

#  modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

#  production of secondary products from the program.

#

#  In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

#  modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

#  any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

#  grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

#  writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

#  from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

#  above as far as the program is concerned.

#

#  ---------------COPYING.ipadic-----END----------------------------------

 

3. Lao Word Break Dictionary Data (laodict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2013 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

# Project: http://code.google.com/p/lao-dictionary/

# Dictionary: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary.txt

# License: http://lao-dictionary.googlecode.com/git/Lao-Dictionary-LICENSE.txt

#              (copied below)

#

#  This file is derived from the above dictionary, with slight

#  modifications.
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#  ----------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (C) 2013 Brian Eugene Wilson, Robert Martin Campbell.

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification,

#  are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

#

#

# Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

#  list of conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in

#  binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of

#  conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

#  other materials provided with the distribution.

#

#

# THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

# "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

# LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

# FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

# COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

# INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

# (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

# SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

# HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

# STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

# ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

# OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

4. Burmese Word Break Dictionary Data (burmesedict.txt)

 

#  Copyright (c) 2014 International Business Machines Corporation

#  and others. All Rights Reserved.

#

#  This list is part of a project hosted at:

#    github.com/kanyawtech/myanmar-karen-word-lists

#

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

#  Copyright (c) 2013, LeRoy Benjamin Sharon

#  All rights reserved.

#

#  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

#  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

#  are met: Redistributions of source code must retain the above

#  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

#  disclaimer.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

#  above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following
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#  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

#  with the distribution.

#

#    Neither the name Myanmar Karen Word Lists, nor the names of its

#    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

#    from this software without specific prior written permission.

#

#  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

#  CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

#  INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

#  DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS

#  BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

#  EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

#  TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

#  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

#  ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

#  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

#  THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

#  SUCH DAMAGE.

#  --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

5. Time Zone Database

 

 ICU uses the public domain data and code derived from Time Zone

Database for its time zone support. The ownership of the TZ database

is explained in BCP 175: Procedure for Maintaining the Time Zone

Database section 7.

 

# 7.  Database Ownership

#

#    The TZ database itself is not an IETF Contribution or an IETF

#    document.  Rather it is a pre-existing and regularly updated work

#    that is in the public domain, and is intended to remain in the

#    public domain.  Therefore, BCPs 78 [RFC5378] and 79 [RFC3979] do

#    not apply to the TZ Database or contributions that individuals make

#    to it.  Should any claims be made and substantiated against the TZ

#    Database, the organization that is providing the IANA

#    Considerations defined in this RFC, under the memorandum of

#    understanding with the IETF, currently ICANN, may act in accordance

#    with all competent court orders.  No ownership claims will be made

#    by ICANN or the IETF Trust on the database or the code.  Any person

#    making a contribution to the database or code waives all rights to

#    future claims in that contribution or in the TZ Database.

 

6. Google double-conversion

 

Copyright 2006-2011, the V8 project authors. All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.152 attrs 19.1.0 
1.152.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Hynek Schlawack

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.153 curl 7.62.0-DEV 
1.153.1 Available under license : 

License Mixing

==============

 

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries,

libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed

using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause

problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and

the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all

can lead to for end users.

 

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!

 

One common dilemma is that [GPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

licensed code is not allowed to be linked with code licensed under the

[Original BSD license](https://spdx.org/licenses/BSD-4-Clause.html) (with the

announcement clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all,

but distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless

you accompany your license with an

[exception](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs). This

particular problem was addressed when the [Modified BSD

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause) was created, which does

not have the announcement clause that collides with GPL.

 

## libcurl

 

Uses an [MIT style license](https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html) that is

very liberal.

 

## OpenSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license with an

announcement clause that makes it "incompatible" with GPL. You are not

allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes GPL code

(unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for OpenSSL - a habit

that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL's licensing is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## GnuTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the
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[LGPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html) license. If this is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library. Also note that GnuTLS itself

depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and libgpg-error) and they too are

LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

 

## WolfSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL license or a proprietary

license. If this is a problem for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## NSS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the

[MPL](https://www.mozilla.org/MPL/) license, the GPL license and the LGPL

license. You may choose to license the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or

LGPL terms. These licenses grant you different permissions and impose

different obligations. You should select the license that best meets your

needs.

 

## mbedTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the [Apache 2.0

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0) or the GPL license.

You may choose to license the code under Apache 2.0 terms or GPL terms.

These licenses grant you different permissions and impose different

obligations. You should select the license that best meets your needs.

 

## BoringSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## libressl

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## c-ares

 

(Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very

liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link

with.

 

## zlib

 

(Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style license

that shouldn't collide with any other library.
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## MIT Kerberos

 

(May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide with any

other parts.

 

## Heimdal

 

(May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with the

announcement clause.

 

## GNU GSS

 

(May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you may not

distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build curl to also link

and use any Original BSD licensed libraries!

 

## libidn

 

(Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public License [3]. LGPL

is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive "copyleft". This license

requires more requirements to be met when distributing binaries, see the

license for details. Also note that if you distribute a binary that includes

this library, you must also include the full LGPL license text. Please

properly point out what parts of the distributed package that the license

addresses.

 

## OpenLDAP

 

(Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since libcurl uses

OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of anyone that ships

OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

 

## libssh2

 

(Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style license.

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2019, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.154 glibc 2.23 
1.154.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
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you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
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entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.
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 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the

Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.
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@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item

You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item
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You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than
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copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item

Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library
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facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,
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  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave
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you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to
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encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means
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all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any
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   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.
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 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the
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copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot
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use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
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excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.
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 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
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either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
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and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
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itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
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apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
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   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.
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   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display
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@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain
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any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means
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the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and
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visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified
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Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the
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substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item
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COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves
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derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the
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violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license
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published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other
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combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science
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Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The libidn code is copyright Simon Josefsson, with portions copyright

The Internet Society, Tom Tromey and Red Hat, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2011  Simon Josefsson

 

This file is part of GNU Libidn.

 

GNU Libidn is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

GNU Libidn is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with GNU Libidn; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

The following notice applies to portions of libidn/nfkc.c:

 

This file contains functions from GLIB, including gutf8.c and

gunidecomp.c, all licensed under LGPL and copyright hold by:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Tom Tromey

Copyright 2000 Red Hat, Inc.
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The following applies to portions of libidn/punycode.c and

libidn/punycode.h:

 

This file is derived from RFC 3492bis written by Adam M. Costello.

 

Disclaimer and license: Regarding this entire document or any

portion of it (including the pseudocode and C code), the author

makes no guarantees and is not responsible for any damage resulting

from its use.  The author grants irrevocable permission to anyone

to use, modify, and distribute it in any way that does not diminish

the rights of anyone else to use, modify, and distribute it,

provided that redistributed derivative works do not contain

misleading author or version information.  Derivative works need

not be licensed under similar terms.

 

Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2003).  All Rights Reserved.

 

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it

or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published

and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any

kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of

developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for

copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be

followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than

English.

 

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION

HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.
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This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not
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  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Part of stdio-common/tst-printf.c is copyright C E Chew:

 

(C) Copyright C E Chew

 

Feel free to copy, use and distribute this software provided:

 

    1. you do not pretend that you wrote it

    2. you leave this copyright notice intact.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */
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1.155 hikaricp 3.4.5 
1.155.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013,2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/HikariPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariJNDIFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodaHaleMetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/MetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/MetricsTrackerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/IsolationLevel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/PropertyElf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/UtilityElf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyPreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusHistogramMetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/hibernate/HikariConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusMetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/hibernate/HikariConfigurationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariPoolMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyCallableStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-
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jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodahaleMetricsTrackerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariConfigMXBean.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/HikariCPCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/ConcurrentBag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/DriverDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/SuspendResumeLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/JavassistProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyLeakTaskFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/FastList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyLeakTask.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 Brett Wooldridge
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/IMetricsTracker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/ClockSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/PoolStats.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodahaleHealthChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/PoolEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/PoolBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusHistogramMetricsTrackerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257259274_1642793180.98/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusMetricsTrackerFactory.java

 

1.156 systemd 245.4 4ubuntu3.15
1.156.1 Available under license : 

// Copyright 2014 The Chromium OS Authors. All rights reserved.

//

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

// modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

// met:

//

//    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

// notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

//    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

// in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

// distribution.

//    * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

// contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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// this software without specific prior written permission.

//

// THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

// "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

// A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

// OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

// SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

// LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

// DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

// THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

// (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

// OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
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source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
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and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.
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 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
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YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: systemd

Upstream-Contact: systemd-devel@lists.freedesktop.org

Source: https://www.freedesktop.org/wiki/Software/systemd/

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2008-2015 Kay Sievers <kay@vrfy.org>

          2010-2015 Lennart Poettering

          2012-2015 Zbigniew Jdrzejewski-Szmek <zbyszek@in.waw.pl>

          2013-2015 Tom Gundersen <teg@jklm.no>

          2013-2015 Daniel Mack

          2010-2015 Harald Hoyer

          2013-2015 David Herrmann

          2013, 2014 Thomas H.P. Andersen

          2013, 2014 Daniel Buch

          2014 Susant Sahani

          2009-2015 Intel Corporation

          2000, 2005 Red Hat, Inc.

          2009 Alan Jenkins <alan-jenkins@tuffmail.co.uk>

          2010 ProFUSION embedded systems

          2010 Maarten Lankhorst

          1995-2004 Miquel van Smoorenburg

          1999 Tom Tromey

          2011 Michal Schmidt

          2012 B. Poettering

          2012 Holger Hans Peter Freyther

          2012 Dan Walsh

          2012 Roberto Sassu

          2013 David Strauss

          2013 Marius Vollmer

          2013 Jan Janssen

          2013 Simon Peeters
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License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: src/basic/siphash24.h

      src/basic/siphash24.c

Copyright: 2012 Jean-Philippe Aumasson <jeanphilippe.aumasson@gmail.com>

          2012 Daniel J. Bernstein <djb@cr.yp.to>

License: CC0-1.0

 

Files: src/basic/ioprio.h

Copyright: Jens Axboe <axboe@suse.de>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: src/shared/linux/*

      src/basic/linux/*

Copyright: 2004-2009 Red Hat, Inc.

          2011-2014 PLUMgrid

          2001-2003 Sistina Software (UK) Limited.

          2008 Ian Kent <raven@themaw.net>

          1998 David S. Miller >davem@redhat.com>

          2001 Jeff Garzik <jgarzik@pobox.com>

          2006-2010 Johannes Berg <johannes@sipsolutions.net

          2008 Michael Wu <flamingice@sourmilk.net>

          2008 Luis Carlos Cobo <luisca@cozybit.com>

          2008 Michael Buesch <m@bues.ch>

          2008, 2009 Luis R. Rodriguez <lrodriguez@atheros.com>

          2008 Jouni Malinen <jouni.malinen@atheros.com>

          2008 Colin McCabe <colin@cozybit.com>

          2018-2019 Intel Corporation

          2007 Oracle.

          2009 Wolfgang Grandegger <wg@grandegger.com>

          1999 Thomas Davis <tadavis@lbl.gov>

          2015 Sabrina Dubroca <sd@queasysnail.net>

          1999-2000 Maxim Krasnyansky <max_mk@yahoo.com>

          2015-2019 Jason A. Donenfeld <Jason@zx2c4.com>

License: GPL-2 with Linux-syscall-note exception

 

Files: src/basic/sparse-endian.h

Copyright: 2012 Josh Triplett <josh@joshtriplett.org>

License: Expat

 

Files: src/journal/lookup3.c

      src/journal/lookup3.h

Copyright: none

License: public-domain

You can use this free for any purpose. It's in the public domain. It has no

warranty.

 

Files: src/udev/ata_id/ata_id.c
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      src/udev/cdrom_id/cdrom_id.c

      src/udev/mtd_probe/mtd_probe.c

      src/udev/mtd_probe/mtd_probe.h

      src/udev/mtd_probe/probe_smartmedia.c

      src/udev/scsi_id/scsi.h

      src/udev/scsi_id/scsi_id.c

      src/udev/scsi_id/scsi_id.h

      src/udev/scsi_id/scsi_serial.c

      src/udev/udevadm.c

      src/udev/udevadm-control.c

      src/udev/udevadm.h

      src/udev/udevadm-info.c

      src/udev/udevadm-monitor.c

      src/udev/udevadm-settle.c

      src/udev/udevadm-test-builtin.c

      src/udev/udevadm-test.c

      src/udev/udevadm-trigger.c

      src/udev/udevadm-util.c

      src/udev/udevadm-util.h

      src/udev/udev-builtin-blkid.c

      src/udev/udev-builtin.h

      src/udev/udev-builtin-input_id.c

      src/udev/udev-builtin-kmod.c

      src/udev/udev-builtin-path_id.c

      src/udev/udev-builtin-uaccess.c

      src/udev/udev-builtin-usb_id.c

      src/udev/udev-ctrl.h

      src/udev/udevd.c

      src/udev/udev-event.c

      src/udev/udev-event.h

      src/udev/udev-node.c

      src/udev/udev-node.h

      src/udev/udev-rules.c

      src/udev/udev-rules.h

      src/udev/udev-watch.c

      src/udev/udev-watch.h

      src/udev/v4l_id/v4l_id.c

Copyright: 2003-2012 Kay Sievers <kay@vrfy.org>

          2003-2004 Greg Kroah-Hartman <greg@kroah.com>

          2004 Chris Friesen <chris_friesen@sympatico.ca>

          2004, 2009, 2010 David Zeuthen <david@fubar.dk>

          2005, 2006 SUSE Linux Products GmbH

          2003 IBM Corp.

          2007 Hannes Reinecke <hare@suse.de>

          2009 Canonical Ltd.

          2009 Scott James Remnant <scott@netsplit.com>

          2009 Martin Pitt <martin.pitt@ubuntu.com>

          2009 Piter Punk <piterpunk@slackware.com>
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          2009, 2010 Lennart Poettering

          2009 Filippo Argiolas <filippo.argiolas@gmail.com>

          2010 Maxim Levitsky

          2011 ProFUSION embedded systems

          2011 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

          2014 Zbigniew Jdrzejewski-Szmek <zbyszek@in.waw.pl>

          2014 David Herrmann <dh.herrmann@gmail.com>

          2014 Carlos Garnacho <carlosg@gnome.org>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: src/udev/scsi_id/*

Copyright: 2003 IBM Corp.

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2010-2013 Tollef Fog Heen <tfheen@debian.org>

          2013-2018 Michael Biebl <biebl@debian.org>

          2013 Michael Stapelberg <stapelberg@debian.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

License: Expat

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

License: GPL-2

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.
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.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian and systems the full text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in the file

`/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2`

 

License: GPL-2 with Linux-syscall-note exception

NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel services

by normal system calls - this is merely considered normal use of the kernel,

and does *not* fall under the heading of "derived work". Also note that the

GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, but the instance of

code that it refers to (the Linux kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who

actually wrote it.

.

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel is

concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not v2.2 or v3.x

or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

.

Linus Torvalds

.

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; version 2 of the License.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian and systems the full text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in the file

`/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2`

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

License: LGPL-2.1+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public

License version 2.1 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

 

License: CC0-1.0

To the extent possible under law, the author(s) have dedicated all copyright

and related and neighboring rights to this software to the public domain

worldwide. This software is distributed without any warranty.

.

You should have received a copy of the CC0 Public Domain Dedication along with

this software. If not, see <http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/>.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the CC0 1.0 Universal license can be

found in /usr/share/common-licenses/CC0-1.0.

 

1.157 openssl 1.1.1n 0+deb10u1
1.157.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of
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 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"
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*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
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when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.
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	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.
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4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.
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8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.158 zlib 1.2.8 
1.158.1 Available under license : 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

*/

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by
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this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.159 spring-security-web 5.3.4.RELEASE 
1.159.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/Enumerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/UrlUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/DefaultWebInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/FastHttpDateFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/TokenBasedRememberMeServices.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionEventPublisher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/AccessDeniedHandlerImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SavedRequestAwareWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/RetryWithHttpEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/WebAuthenticationDetails.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/SwitchUserFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortMapperImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/DigestAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/RememberMeServices.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SimpleSavedRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/AuthenticationSwitchUserEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/UsernamePasswordAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/WebAuthenticationDetailsSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/LoginUrlAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/SecurityContextLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelDecisionManagerImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/FilterSecurityInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/AccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/BasicAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/AuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/WebInvocationPrivilegeEvaluator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/FilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/SecureChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/NullRememberMeServices.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/DefaultFilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/NonceExpiredException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelDecisionManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortResolverImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/BasicAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/RetryWithHttpsEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/DefaultSavedRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionCreatedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/SecurityContextHolderAwareRequestFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/HttpSessionDestroyedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/PortMapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/SecurityContextHolderAwareRequestWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/InsecureChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/SwitchUserGrantedAuthority.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/FilterChainProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/FilterInvocation.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/ChannelProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/RememberMeAuthenticationFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestVariablesExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/StrictHttpFirewall.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servlet/util/matcher/MvcRequestMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jaasapi/JaasApiIntegrationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/DelegatingAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/ELRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestMatcherEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/AuthorizationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/AuthorizationWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/AndServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ContentTypeOptionsServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/WebSessionServerCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/ServerWebExchangeMatcherEntry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/DelegatingServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/MediaTypeServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/XContentTypeOptionsServerHttpHeadersWriter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/AbstractRememberMeServices.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/RedirectServerLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ui/LoginPageGeneratingWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/StrictTransportSecurityServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/ServerRequestCacheWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/DefaultCsrfToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ServerFormLoginAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/ServerWebExchangeMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/XFrameOptionsServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/ServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/SecurityContextServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/RedirectServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/WebFilterChainProxy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/ServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/WebFilterChainServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.ja

va

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CsrfException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/HttpBasicServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/SecurityContextServerWebExchange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/OrServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/ServerCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/RedirectServerAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ServerRedirectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ui/LogoutPageGeneratingWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/DelegatingReactiveAuthorizationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/ExceptionTranslationWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/HttpHeaderWriterWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationEntryPointFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/HttpStatusServerAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/RedirectServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/NoOpServerRequestCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/WebFilterExchange.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CsrfToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/SecurityContextServerWebExchangeWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/ServerAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/ServerRequestCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/savedrequest/WebSessionServerRequestCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/LogoutWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/ReactorContextWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/SecurityWebFilterChain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/CompositeServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/ServerLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/NoOpServerSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/PersistentTokenBasedRememberMeServices.jav

a

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/CacheControlServerHttpHeadersWriter.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/ServerSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ServerAuthenticationEntryPoint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/DefaultCsrfTokenMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/DefaultSavedRequestMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SessionInformationExpiredStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/CookieDeserializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebAuthenticationDetailsMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/SavedCookieMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebServletJackson2Module.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/CookieMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationTokenMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/WebJackson2Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/ContentSecurityPolicyHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/transport/HttpsRedirectWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AbstractAuthenticationTargetUrlRequestHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/ConcurrentSessionFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ReactivePreAuthenticatedAuthenticationManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/RequestKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/ReferrerPolicyHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ClearSiteDataServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/reactive/result/method/annotation/CurrentSecurityContextArgumentResolver.

java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/IpAddressMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/HeaderWriterFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/MediaTypeRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationEntryPointFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/ConcurrentSessionControlAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/method/annotation/CurrentSecurityContextArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutSuccessEventPublishingLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/XFrameOptionsHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/FeaturePolicyHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/HeaderWriterServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/HstsHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/BasicAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CookieServerCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AntPathRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/StaticHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/CookieClearingLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/HpkpHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/XXssProtectionHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/ClearSiteDataHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/CompositeHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/HeaderWriterLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/ExpressionBasedFilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSource.j

ava

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/DelegatingEvaluationContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SessionInformationExpiredEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CookieCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/LazyCsrfTokenRepository.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/jackson2/DefaultCsrfServerTokenMixin.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationTokenDeserializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/jackson2/WebServerJackson2Module.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004, 2005, 2006, 2009 Acegi Technology Pty Limited

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at
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*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/DigestAuthenticationFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/WebExpressionConfigAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/SimpleUrlLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/CookieTheftException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/SimpleUrlAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionAuthenticationException.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SavedRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/SavedCookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/SecurityContextPersistenceFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/TextEscapeUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/HttpSessionRequestCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/intercept/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/debug/DebugFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/RedirectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/HttpRequestResponseHolder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/SavedRequestAwareAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/WebSecurityExpressionRoot.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/HttpServletRequestFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/SecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AndRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/OrRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/Http403ForbiddenEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/j2ee/J2eeBasedPreAuthenticatedWebAuthenticationD

etailsSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SessionManagementFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/PersistentTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/HttpStatusEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/InMemoryTokenRepositoryImpl.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedGrantedAuthoritiesUserDetailsServic

e.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jackson2/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/WebAttributes.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/WASUsernameAndGroupsExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/DefaultRedirectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/AbstractRequestParameterAllowFromStrategy.ja

va

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/NegatedRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/j2ee/WebXmlMappableAttributesRetriever.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/NullAuthenticatedSessionStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedAuthenticationProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/DigestAuthUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/RequestRejectedException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/LogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/FirewalledRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ui/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/HttpSessionSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/j2ee/J2eePreAuthenticatedProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/DefaultWebSecurityExpressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/x509/SubjectDnX509PrincipalExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/OnCommittedResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/RegisterSessionAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/switchuser/SwitchUserAuthorityChanger.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/SecurityFilterChain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/RedirectUrlBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/DefaultWASUsernameAndGroupsExtracto

r.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/CompositeLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/RequestCacheAwareFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/ThrowableAnalyzer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedCredentialsNotFoundException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/x509/X509AuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/Header.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/WhiteListedAllowFromStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/AuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/SaveContextOnUpdateOrErrorResponseWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/DefaultSecurityFilterChain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SimpleRedirectSessionInformationExpiredStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/PersistentRememberMeToken.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RegexRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/HttpFirewall.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/DefaultHttpFirewall.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/j2ee/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/RequestWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/RequestCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/WebSpherePreAuthenticatedWebAuthentic

ationDetailsSource.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servletapi/HttpServlet3RequestFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/ThrowableCauseExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/RequestHeaderAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/x509/X509PrincipalExtractor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/NullSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/InvalidCookieException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/savedrequest/NullRequestCache.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/SimpleRedirectInvalidSessionStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/StaticAllowFromStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/request/async/WebAsyncManagerIntegrationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/HttpStatusReturningLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/PreAuthenticatedGrantedAuthoritiesWebAuthenticatio

nDetails.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/RequestAttributeAuthenticationFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/debug/Logger.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/RegExpAllowFromStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/DelegatingLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/websphere/WebSpherePreAuthenticatedProcessingFilt

er.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/frameoptions/AllowFromStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/x509/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/jaasapi/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/www/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/InvalidSessionStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/channel/AbstractRetryEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/RememberMeAuthenticationException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/WebExpressionVoter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/support/SecurityWebApplicationContextUtils.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/DelegatingAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/EvaluationContextPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/expression/AbstractVariableEvaluationContextPostProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/DelegatingAccessDeniedHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/AuthenticationWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CsrfWebFilter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/rememberme/JdbcTokenRepositoryImpl.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/RequestHeaderRequestMatcher.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/ELRequestMatcherContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/session/InvalidSessionAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/HttpSessionCsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/util/matcher/AnyRequestMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/InvalidCsrfTokenException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/DefaultCsrfToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/AbstractSessionFixationProtectionStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/ChangeSessionIdAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/MissingCsrfTokenException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/bind/support/AuthenticationPrincipalArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/servlet/support/csrf/CsrfRequestDataValueProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/AbstractSecurityWebApplicationInitializer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionFixationProtectionStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/CompositeSessionAuthenticationStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/XContentTypeOptionsHeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfTokenRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/method/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipalArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/bind/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipal.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/csrf/CsrfToken.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/HeaderWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/session/SessionFixationProtectionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/method/annotation/CsrfTokenArgumentResolver.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/DelegatingRequestMatcherHeaderWriter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ReferrerPolicyServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/http/SecurityHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/HttpStatusReturningServerLogoutSuccessHandle

r.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/DefaultServerRedirectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/PathPatternParserServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/HttpStatusServerEntryPoint.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/reactive/result/method/annotation/AuthenticationPrincipalArgumentResolver.

java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authorization/ServerWebExchangeDelegatingServerAccessDeniedHan

dler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/ServerHttpBasicAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/logout/ForwardLogoutSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/context/request/async/SecurityContextCallableProcessingInterceptor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerFormLoginAuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/DelegatingServerAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/context/WebSessionServerSecurityContextRepository.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ui/DefaultLogoutPageGeneratingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/SimpleUrlAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/ContentSecurityPolicyServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/reactive/result/view/CsrfRequestDataValueProcessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ForwardAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/csrf/CsrfServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/FeaturePolicyServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/XXssProtectionServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/firewall/FirewalledResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ui/DefaultLoginPageGeneratingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ExceptionMappingAuthenticationFailureHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/ForwardAuthenticationSuccessHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerX509AuthenticationConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/util/matcher/NegatedServerWebExchangeMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/header/writers/CacheControlHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/authentication/preauth/AbstractPreAuthenticatedProcessingFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/header/StaticServerHttpHeadersWriter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/RequestMatcherDelegatingAccessDeniedHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/AnonymousAuthenticationWebFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/MatcherSecurityWebFilterChain.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/logout/DelegatingServerLogoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/server/authentication/ServerHttpBasicAuthenticationConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2004-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1081949352_1599626384.45/0/spring-security-web-5-3-4-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/web/access/ExceptionTranslationFilter.java

 

1.160 ffmpeg 4.3.1 
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1.160.1 Available under license : 
# License

 

Most files in FFmpeg are under the GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

or later (LGPL v2.1+). Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv2.1` for details. Some other

files have MIT/X11/BSD-style licenses. In combination the LGPL v2.1+ applies to

FFmpeg.

 

Some optional parts of FFmpeg are licensed under the GNU General Public License

version 2 or later (GPL v2+). See the file `COPYING.GPLv2` for details. None of

these parts are used by default, you have to explicitly pass `--enable-gpl` to

configure to activate them. In this case, FFmpeg's license changes to GPL v2+.

 

Specifically, the GPL parts of FFmpeg are:

 

- libpostproc

- optional x86 optimization in the files

   - `libavcodec/x86/flac_dsp_gpl.asm`

   - `libavcodec/x86/idct_mmx.c`

   - `libavfilter/x86/vf_removegrain.asm`

- the following building and testing tools

   - `compat/solaris/make_sunver.pl`

   - `doc/t2h.pm`

   - `doc/texi2pod.pl`

   - `libswresample/tests/swresample.c`

   - `tests/checkasm/*`

   - `tests/tiny_ssim.c`

- the following filters in libavfilter:

   - `signature_lookup.c`

   - `vf_blackframe.c`

   - `vf_boxblur.c`

   - `vf_colormatrix.c`

   - `vf_cover_rect.c`

   - `vf_cropdetect.c`

   - `vf_delogo.c`

   - `vf_eq.c`

   - `vf_find_rect.c`

   - `vf_fspp.c`

   - `vf_histeq.c`

   - `vf_hqdn3d.c`

   - `vf_kerndeint.c`

   - `vf_lensfun.c` (GPL version 3 or later)

   - `vf_mcdeint.c`

   - `vf_mpdecimate.c`

   - `vf_nnedi.c`

   - `vf_owdenoise.c`

   - `vf_perspective.c`

   - `vf_phase.c`
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   - `vf_pp.c`

   - `vf_pp7.c`

   - `vf_pullup.c`

   - `vf_repeatfields.c`

   - `vf_sab.c`

   - `vf_signature.c`

   - `vf_smartblur.c`

   - `vf_spp.c`

   - `vf_stereo3d.c`

   - `vf_super2xsai.c`

   - `vf_tinterlace.c`

   - `vf_uspp.c`

   - `vf_vaguedenoiser.c`

   - `vsrc_mptestsrc.c`

 

Should you, for whatever reason, prefer to use version 3 of the (L)GPL, then

the configure parameter `--enable-version3` will activate this licensing option

for you. Read the file `COPYING.LGPLv3` or, if you have enabled GPL parts,

`COPYING.GPLv3` to learn the exact legal terms that apply in this case.

 

There are a handful of files under other licensing terms, namely:

 

* The files `libavcodec/jfdctfst.c`, `libavcodec/jfdctint_template.c` and

 `libavcodec/jrevdct.c` are taken from libjpeg, see the top of the files for

 licensing details. Specifically note that you must credit the IJG in the

 documentation accompanying your program if you only distribute executables.

 You must also indicate any changes including additions and deletions to

 those three files in the documentation.

* `tests/reference.pnm` is under the expat license.

 

 

## External libraries

 

FFmpeg can be combined with a number of external libraries, which sometimes

affect the licensing of binaries resulting from the combination.

 

### Compatible libraries

 

The following libraries are under GPL version 2:

- avisynth

- frei0r

- libcdio

- libdavs2

- librubberband

- libvidstab

- libx264

- libx265

- libxavs
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- libxavs2

- libxvid

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, FFmpeg needs to be licensed as GPL as well by

passing `--enable-gpl` to configure.

 

The following libraries are under LGPL version 3:

- gmp

- libaribb24

- liblensfun

 

When combining them with FFmpeg, use the configure option `--enable-version3` to

upgrade FFmpeg to the LGPL v3.

 

The VMAF, mbedTLS, RK MPI, OpenCORE and VisualOn libraries are under the Apache License

2.0. That license is incompatible with the LGPL v2.1 and the GPL v2, but not with

version 3 of those licenses. So to combine these libraries with FFmpeg, the

license version needs to be upgraded by passing `--enable-version3` to configure.

 

The smbclient library is under the GPL v3, to combine it with FFmpeg,

the options `--enable-gpl` and `--enable-version3` have to be passed to

configure to upgrade FFmpeg to the GPL v3.

 

### Incompatible libraries

 

There are certain libraries you can combine with FFmpeg whose licenses are not

compatible with the GPL and/or the LGPL. If you wish to enable these

libraries, even in circumstances that their license may be incompatible, pass

`--enable-nonfree` to configure. This will cause the resulting binary to be

unredistributable.

 

The Fraunhofer FDK AAC and OpenSSL libraries are under licenses which are

incompatible with the GPLv2 and v3. To the best of our knowledge, they are

compatible with the LGPL.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
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a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
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   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the
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work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.
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 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation
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into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall
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be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does
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not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a
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covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.
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 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

                   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates
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the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs
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  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the
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      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"
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applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

 

1.161 sqlite 3.31.1-4ubuntu0.2 
1.161.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.162 jaxb-runtime 2.3.3 
1.162.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

   from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Implementation of JAXB

project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaxb-impl

 

## Trademarks

 

Eclipse Implementation of JAXB is a trademark of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-ri

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-istack-commons

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-dtd-parser

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-fi

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaxb-stax-ex

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jax-rpc-ri

 

## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.
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Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Ant (1.10.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND W3C AND LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

Apache Felix (1.2.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

args4j (2.33)

 

* License: MIT License

 

dom4j (1.6.1)

 

* License: Custom license based on Apache 1.1

 

file-management (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/shared/file-management/

* Source:

  https://svn.apache.org/viewvc/maven/shared/tags/file-management-3.0.0/

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

maven-compat (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-compat/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-compat/3.5.2

 

maven-core (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/ref/3.5.2/maven-core/index.html

* Source: https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-core/3.5.2
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maven-plugin-annotations (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/plugin-tools/maven-plugin-annotations/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-plugin-tools/tree/master/maven-plugin-annotations

 

maven-plugin-api (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-api (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-connector-basic (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-impl (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-spi (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-resolver-transport-file (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/resolver/maven-resolver-transport-file/

* Source:

  https://github.com/apache/maven-resolver/tree/master/maven-resolver-transport-file

 

maven-resolver-util (1.1.1)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

maven-settings (3.5.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven/maven-settings/3.5.2
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OSGi Service Platform Core Companion Code (6.0)

 

* License: Apache License, 2.0

 

plexus-archiver (3.5)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

* Project: https://codehaus-plexus.github.io/plexus-archiver/

* Source: https://github.com/codehaus-plexus/plexus-archiver

 

plexus-io (3.0.0)

 

* License: Apache-2.0

 

plexus-utils (3.1.0)

 

* License: Apache- 2.0 or Apache- 1.1 or BSD or Public Domain or Indiana

  University Extreme! Lab Software License V1.1.1 (Apache 1.1 style)

 

relaxng-datatype (1.0)

 

* License: New BSD license

 

Sax (0.2)

 

* License: SAX-PD

* Project: http://www.megginson.com/downloads/SAX/

* Source: http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=29449

 

testng (6.14.2)

 

* License: Apache-2.0 AND (MIT OR GPL-1.0+)

* Project: https://testng.org/doc/index.html

* Source: https://github.com/cbeust/testng

 

wagon-http-lightweight (3.0.0)

 

* License: Pending

* Project: https://maven.apache.org/wagon/

* Source:

  https://mvnrepository.com/artifact/org.apache.maven.wagon/wagon-http-lightweight/3.0.0

 

xz for java (1.8)

 

* License: LicenseRef-Public-Domain

 

## Cryptography
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Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

 

1.163 libgcrypt 1.8.4 5+deb10u1
1.163.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
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You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of
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it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.
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 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a
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   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.
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 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or
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link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for
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reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.
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Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Additional license notices for Libgcrypt.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the Libgcrypt distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).
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These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included

in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* BSD_3Clause

 

 For files:

 - cipher/sha256-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-ssse3-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-ssse3-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
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 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

 

 For files:

 - random/jitterentropy-base.c

 - random/jitterentropy.h

 - random/rndjent.c (plus common Libgcrypt copyright holders)

 

#+begin_quote

* Copyright Stephan Mueller <smueller@chronox.de>, 2013

*

* License

* =======

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

*    including the disclaimer of warranties.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this software without specific prior

*    written permission.

*

* ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of

* the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GPL are

* required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

* necessary due to a potential bad interaction between the GPL and

* the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

* WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

* OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

#+end_quote
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* X License

 

 For files:

 - install.sh

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

 rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

 TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

 be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

 ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

 tium.

#+end_quote

 

* Public domain

 

 For files:

 - cipher/arcfour-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

Author: Marc Bevand <bevand_m (at) epita.fr>

Licence: I hereby disclaim the copyright on this code and place it

in the public domain.

#+end_quote

 

* OCB license 1

 

 For files:

 - cipher/cipher-ocb.c

 

#+begin_quote
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 OCB is covered by several patents but may be used freely by most

 software.  See http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license.htm .

 In particular license 1 is suitable for Libgcrypt: See

 http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license1.pdf for the full

 license document; it basically says:

 

   License 1  License for Open-Source Software Implementations of OCB

               (Jan 9, 2013)

 

   Under this license, you are authorized to make, use, and

   distribute open-source software implementations of OCB. This

   license terminates for you if you sue someone over their

   open-source software implementation of OCB claiming that you have

   a patent covering their implementation.

 

 

 

License for Open Source Software Implementations of OCB

January 9, 2013

 

1 Definitions

 

1.1 Licensor means Phillip Rogaway.

 

1.2 Licensed Patents means any patent that claims priority to United

States Patent Application No. 09/918,615 entitled Method and Apparatus

for Facilitating Efficient Authenticated Encryption, and any utility,

divisional, provisional, continuation, continuations-in-part, reexamination,

reissue, or foreign counterpart patents that may issue with respect to the

aforesaid patent application. This includes, but is not limited to, United

States Patent No. 7,046,802; United States Patent No. 7,200,227; United

States Patent No. 7,949,129; United States Patent No. 8,321,675 ; and any

patent that issues out of United States Patent Application No. 13/669,114.

 

1.3 Use means any practice of any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents.

 

1.4 Software Implementation means any practice of any invention

claimed in the Licensed Patents that takes the form of software executing on

a user-programmable, general-purpose computer or that takes the form of a

computer-readable medium storing such software. Software Implementation does

not include, for example, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), embedded systems, or IP cores.

 

1.5 Open Source Software means software whose source code is published

and made available for inspection and use by anyone because either (a) the

source code is subject to a license that permits recipients to copy, modify,

and distribute the source code without payment of fees or royalties, or

(b) the source code is in the public domain, including code released for
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public use through a CC0 waiver. All licenses certified by the Open Source

Initiative at opensource.org as of January 9, 2013 and all Creative Commons

licenses identified on the creativecommons.org website as of January 9,

2013, including the Public License Fallback of the CC0 waiver, satisfy these

requirements for the purposes of this license.

 

1.6 Open Source Software Implementation means a Software

Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed Patents is

Open Source Software. Open Source Software Implementation does not include

any Software Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed

Patents is combined, so as to form a larger program, with software that is

not Open Source Software.

 

2 License Grant

 

2.1 License. Subject to your compliance with the term s of this license,

including the restriction set forth in Section 2.2, Licensor hereby

grants to you a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, non-transferable,

non-sublicenseable, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable license to practice

any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents in any Open Source Software

Implementation.

 

2.2 Restriction. If you or your affiliates institute patent litigation

(including, but not limited to, a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

against any entity alleging that any Use authorized by this license

infringes another patent, then any rights granted to you under this license

automatically terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

3 Disclaimer

YOUR USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS IS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND UNLESS REQUIRED

BY APPLICABLE LAW, LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY

KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED PATENTS OR ANY PRODUCT EMBODYING ANY LICENSED

PATENT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUT ORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO ANY USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE

OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES PRIOR TO SUCH AN OCCURRENCE.

#+end_quote

 

1.164 iptables 1.4.20 
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1.164.1 Available under license : 
                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

# SYN signatures. Those signatures work for SYN packets only (duh!).

#

# (C) Copyright 2000-2003 by Michal Zalewski <lcamtuf@coredump.cx>

# (C) Copyright 2003 by Mike Frantzen <frantzen@w4g.org>

#

#  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

#  purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

#  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

#  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

#  WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

#  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

#  ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

#  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

#  ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

#  OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

#

 

1.165 jackson-dataformat-yaml 2.11.2 
1.165.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.
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This copy of Jackson JSON processor YAML module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

1.166 poco 1.9.2-3ubuntu3 
1.166.1 Available under license : 

Guenter Obiltschnig

Alex Fabijanic

Peter Schojer

Ferdinand Beyer

Krzysztof Burghardt

Claus Dabringer

Caleb Epstein

Eran Hammer-Lahav

Chris Johnson

Sergey Kholodilov

Ryan Kraay

Larry Lewis

Andrew J. P. Maclean

Andrew Marlow

Paschal Mushubi

Jiang Shan

David Shawley

Sergey Skorokhodov

Tom Tan

Sergey N. Yatskevich

Marc Chevrier

Philippe Cuvillier

Marian Krivos

Franky Braem

Philip Prindeville

Anton Yabchinskiy

Rangel Reale

Fabrizio Duhem

Patrick White

Mike Naquin

Roger Meier

Mathaus Mendel

Arturo Castro

Adrian Imboden

Matej Knopp
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Patrice Tarabbia

Lucas Clemente

Karl Reid

Pascal Bach

Cristian Thiago Moecke

Sergei Nikulov

Aaron Kaluszka

Iyed Bennour

Scott Davis

Kristin Cowalcijk

Yuval Kashtan

Christopher Baker

Scott Davis

Jeff Adams

Martin Osborne

Bjrn Schramke

Francis Andre

Note about WCELIBCEX files copyright.

 

File copyright is held by a file author.

 

Files created for the first version of the WCELIBCEX project are

copyrighted by (c) 2006 Taxus SI Ltd., http://www.taxussi.com.pl

 

See comment in header of source files for more details.

See LICENSE.txt for license agreement.

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
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DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note:

Individual files contain the following tag instead of the full license text.

 

	SPDX-License-Identifier:	BSL-1.0

 

This enables machine processing of license information based on the SPDX

License Identifiers that are here available: http://spdx.org/licenses/

WCELIBCEX - Windows CE C Library Extensions

 

The source code of the WCELIBCEX library is

licensed under MIT License:

 

http://opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH

THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.167 hibernate-commons-annotations

5.1.0.Final 
1.167.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original
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author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that
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you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it
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contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application
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   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR
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OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software
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   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.168 spring-security 2.3.3.RELEASE 
1.168.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.
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"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices
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that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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1.169 bean-validation-api 2.0.1.Final 
1.169.1 Available under license : 

Bean Validation API

 

License: Apache License, Version 2.0

See the license.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>.

 

1.170 packaging 19.0 
1.170.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made
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under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.171 mpdecimal 2.4.2 
1.171.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2008-2016 Stefan Krah. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

 

DOCUMENTATION LICENSE

=====================

 

Copyright 2010-2016 Stefan Krah. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source (RST) and 'compiled' forms (HTML, PDF,

PostScript and so forth) with or without modification, are permitted

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code (RST) must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer as the first lines of this file unmodified.

 

  2. Modified documents must carry a notice that modification has

     occurred. This notice must also be present in any compiled form.

 

  3. Redistributions in compiled form (converted to HTML, PDF,

     PostScript and other formats) must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

     in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

     distribution.

 

THIS DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

DISTRIBUTOR NOTES

=================

 

The license is the standard FreeBSD Documentation License with an added

clause that requires a user notice for modifications. The following
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modification notices are sufficient:

 

 

RST files

---------

 

The modification notice may be added below the license:

 

  Copyright 2010-2016 Stefan Krah. All rights reserved.

  ...

  ...

  IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

  This file was modified in 2016 by DISTRIBUTOR.

 

 

HTML files

----------

 

The modification notice may be added to the copyright footer:

 

  Copyright 2010-2016 Stefan Krah, modified 2016 by DISTRIBUTOR.

 

1.172 lvm2 2.02.79 
1.172.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.173 @tensorflow/tfjs 3.11.0 
1.173.1 Available under license : 

TensorFlow.js Layers is licensed under both the MIT and the Apache 2.0 licenses.

 

================================================================================

COPYRIGHT

 

All contributions by Franois Chollet:

Copyright (c) 2015 - 2018, Franois Chollet.

All rights reserved.

 

All contributions by Google:

Copyright (c) 2015 - 2018, Google LLC.

All rights reserved.

 

All contributions by Microsoft:

Copyright (c) 2017 - 2018, Microsoft, LLC

All rights reserved.

 

All other contributions:

Copyright (c) 2015 - 2018, the respective contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Each contributor holds copyright over their respective contributions.

The project versioning (Git) records all such contribution source information.

 

LICENSE

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

================================================================================

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.174 jul-to-slf4j 1.7.30 
1.174.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*
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* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1135864176_1613618002.1/0/jul-to-slf4j-1-7-30-sources-1-

jar/org/slf4j/bridge/SLF4JBridgeHandler.java

 

1.175 gzip 1.9 3
1.175.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other
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than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction
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and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to
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   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because
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modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under
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this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the
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Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have
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actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed
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under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS
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THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.176 reactor-netty 0.9.11.RELEASE 
1.176.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2006, Ivan Sagalaev

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of highlight.js nor the names of its contributors
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     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.177 freerdp 2.1.2 
1.177.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2016 The Android Open Source Project

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.178 freerdp 2.0.0-rc4 
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1.178.1 Available under license : 
Copyright (C) 2016 The Android Open Source Project

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.179 python-requests 2.22.0 
1.179.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2018 Kenneth Reitz

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.180 tomcat-embed-websocket 9.0.37 
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1.180.1 Available under license : 
 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Tomcat

Copyright 1999-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.181 libestr 0.1.9 
1.181.1 Available under license : 

libestr is available under the terms of the GNU LGPL v2.1 or above (full

text below).

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
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strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of
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this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.
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   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above
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   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,
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so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   liblognorm, a fast samples-based log normalization library

   Copyright (C) 2010 Rainer Gerhards

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

1.182 e2fsprogs 1.43.1 
1.182.1 Available under license : 

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities

were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes
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	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the translation

files of the EXT2 file system utilities.  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

/*

 

Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

*/

Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c
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@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371

Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/

 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005

+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The

complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.
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The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

 

  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library

General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please

see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files
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comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.

 

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git

repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu) before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without
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changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
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straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
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   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
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under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0
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# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et

# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#

 

all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)

BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)

 

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install

 

install-shlibs-strip: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM) -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/
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From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
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in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
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TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.183 x264 0.155.2917+git0a84d98-2 
1.183.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
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the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
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means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
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form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.184 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.51.Final 
1.184.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:
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*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations
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* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket. See <a

href="http://linux.die.net/man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_native.c

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.c

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.h

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1075084041_1596044813.39/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

 

1.185 @tensorflow/tfjs-backend-wasm 3.11.0 
1.185.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"GatherNd.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":

"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EAA2C,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAItG,

OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,YAGI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OA

AoB;IACjC,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;

QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,

QAAQ,CAAG,QAAQ;KACpB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IAEpE,MAAM

,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAEjC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAC9C,

WAAW,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA
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AC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,EAA

E;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACnC,MA

AM,SAAS,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExD,MAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,MAA

M,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,

MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;IACnD,YAAY,CACR,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,S

AAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EACvE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,M

AAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;CACrB,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //

sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GatherNd.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Concat.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Concat.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AA

AA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,EAAuD,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;

AAGtH,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,wBAAwB,CAAC;AACrD,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,YA

AY,CAAC;AACpC,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;AAElC,MAAM,UAAU,MAAM,CACl

B,IAAsE;IACxE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAE/B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,
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CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,sEAAsE

;IACtE,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACpE,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE;QACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACrD;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,YAAY,CA

AC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAElD,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;QACjC,wEAAwE;QACxE,wEAAwE;QACxE,yEAAyE;QACzE,iEAAiE;QACjE,yEAAyE;

QACzE,0EAA0E;QAC1E,uCAAuC;QACvC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC1D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YAC

9B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5D,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAEH,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG

,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;YACvC,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;QAC5D,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;QAEH,mCAAmC;QACnC,QAAQ;YACJ,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3E,M

AAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;Q

AChD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,aAAa,CACT,eAAe,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,EAC1C,YAAY,CAAa,CAAC;QAE9C,MAAM,aAAa,GACf,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC;QAC1B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,CAAC;QAEnE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAErD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACrB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,YAAY,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;QACzB,OAAO,QA

AQ,CAAC;IAClB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACjC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;QACjC,KA

AK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YACt

C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9B,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC;YAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QA

AQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;YAC/D,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YAC7

B,SAAS,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;SACvB;KACF;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MA

A0B;CACvC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===

1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =

$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:

backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,

inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =

0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Concat.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Select.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Select.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAA

A;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,MAAM,EAAgB,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI3F,IAAI,U

AEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QAChD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KA

CT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAkD;IAChE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OA

AO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM

,CAAC;IAEjC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC
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,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC;IAE7B,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE

,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;I

ACtC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;CACjB,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Select.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"index_test.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../src/index_test.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAAO,EAAC,eAAe,EAAE,aAA

a,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AACtF,gDAAgD;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EA

AE,YAAY,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,yCAAyC,CAAC;AAElG,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,MA

AM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACnD,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAA

C;AAE/D;;;;GAIG;AACH,iBAAiB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;IAClD,EAAE,CAAC,uB

AAuB,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACrC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACjC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;I

AEH,EAAE,CAAC,uDAAuD,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;QAC/D,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAiB
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,CAAC;QAC5C,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;QACjB,qEAAqE;QACrE,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5B,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACtD,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;QAEb,2EAA2E;QAC3E,MA

AM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5B,MAAM,UAAU,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACtD,6CAA6C;QAC7C,MAAM,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,EAAE,CAAC,oCA

AoC,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC;QAC/B,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;QACnC,MAAM,IAAI

,GAAG,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAEtD,0BAA0B;

QAC1B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EA

AE;YACpC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACnB;QAED,MAAM,CAA

C,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC1B,8BAA8B;QAC9B,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;AAEH,iBAAiB,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;IAChD,UAAU,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE;QACd,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;YACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,M

AAM,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;YAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC/B,CAAC,EAAE,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC;QAER,0CAA0C;QAC1C,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACvB,KAAK,C

AAC,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE;QAC

b,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC;QAChB,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,EAAE,C

AAC,6CAA6C,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3D,WAAW,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5B,IAAI,QAAgB,C

AAC;QACrB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACxB,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,EAAE;YACjD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YAChB,OAAO,SA

AS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACzB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACrD,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,EAAE,CAAC,sDAAsD;QAClD,

mBAAmB,EACvB,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACT,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC;QAChC,IAAI,QAAgB,CA

AC;QACrB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACxB,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,EAAE;YACjD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YAChB,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACzB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACrD,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEN,EAAE,CAAC,sDAAsD;QAClD

,oBAAoB,EACxB,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACT,YAAY,CAAC;YACX,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc;YACxC,6BAA6B,E

AAE,cAAc;YAC7C,sCAAsC,EAAE,cAAc;SACvD,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,IAAI,cAAsB,CAAC;QAC3B,MAAM,S

AAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACxB,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,EAAE;YACjD,cAAc,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YACtB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC;QACzB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACrD,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAA

c,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEN,EAAE,CAAC,sEAAsE;QAClE,aAAa,EACjB,KAAK,IAAI,E

AAE;QACT,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE;YACV,YAAY,CAAC;gBACX,wBAAwB,EAAE,uCAAuC;aAClE,CA

AC,CAAC;QACL,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;IACf,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEN,EAAE,CAAC,k

EAAkE,EAClE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACT,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;QAC9B,MAAM,WAAW,GAA

G,iBAAiB,CAAC;QACtC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5C,IAAI,QAAgB,CAAC;

QACrB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QAC7B,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,EAAE;YACjD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YAChB,OA

AO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACzB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG

,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC;YACzB,WAAW,GAAG,wBAAwB;YACtC,WAAW,GAAG,6BAA6B;YAC3C,WAAW,GA

AG,sCAAsC;SACrD,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,C
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AAC;IACzC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEN,EAAE,CAAC,oEAAoE;QAChE,sBAAsB,EAC1B,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;

QACT,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;QAC9B,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC;QACtC,YAAY,C

ACR;YACE,wBAAwB,EAAE,uCAAuC;YACjE,6BAA6B,EACzB,4CAA4C;YAChD,sCAAsC,EAClC,qDAAqD;S

AC1D,EACD,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;QACtB,IAAI,QAAgB,CAAC;QACrB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC;QAC7B,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AY,EAAE,EAAE;YACjD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YAChB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACzB

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC;YACzB,WAAW,GAAG

,wBAAwB;YACtC,WAAW,GAAG,6BAA6B;YAC3C,WAAW,GAAG,sCAAsC;SACrD,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,M

AAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEN,EAA

E,CAAC,kEAAkE,EAClE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACT,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;QAC9B,MAAM,SA

AS,GAAG,uCAAuC,CAAC;QAC1D,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;QACzC,IAAI,QAAg

B,CAAC;QACrB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QAC7B,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,EAAE;YACjD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YA

ChB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACzB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,MAAM,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACnC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEN,iEAAiE;IACjE,g

CAAgC;IAChC,GAAG,CAAC,oEAAoE,EACpE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACT,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C;QAC9B,WAAW,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9C,IAAI,QAAgB,CAAC;QACrB,MAAM,S

AAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QAC7B,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,EAAE;YACjD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YAChB,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACzB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACrD,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEP,EAAE,CAAC,yCAAyC,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI

,EAAE;QACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,EAAE,CAAC,6BAA6B,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QA

C3C,uBAAuB;QACvB,WAAW,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5B,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC;QAEjC,6BAA6B;QAC7B,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC;aAChC,YAAY,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3E,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {registerBackend, removeBackend, test_util, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-imports-from-dist\nimport {ALL_ENVS, BROWSER_ENVS,

describeWithFlags} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/jasmine_util';\n\nimport {init, resetWasmPath} from

'./backend_wasm';\nimport {BackendWasm, setWasmPath, setWasmPaths} from './index';\n\n/**\n * Tests specific

to the wasm backend. The name of these tests must start with\n * 'wasm' so that they are always included in the test

runner. See\n * `env.specFilter` in `setup_test.ts` for details.\n */\ndescribeWithFlags('wasm read/write',

ALL_ENVS, () => {\n  it('write and read values', async () => {\n    const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n

test_util.expectArraysClose([1, 2, 3], await x.data());\n  });\n\n  it('allocate repetitively and confirm reuse of heap

space', () => {\n    const backend = tf.backend() as BackendWasm;\n    const size = 100;\n    // Allocate for the first

time, record the memory offset and dispose.\n    const t1 = tf.zeros([size]);\n    const memOffset1 =

backend.getMemoryOffset(t1.dataId);\n    t1.dispose();\n\n    // Allocate again and make sure the offset is the same
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(memory was reused).\n    const t2 = tf.zeros([size]);\n    const memOffset2 =

backend.getMemoryOffset(t2.dataId);\n    // This should fail in case of a memory leak.\n

expect(memOffset1).toBe(memOffset2);\n  });\n\n  it('allocates buffers with byteOffsets', async () => {\n    const

data = [-0.5, 0.5, 3.14];\n    const buffer = new ArrayBuffer(32);\n    const view = new Float32Array(buffer, 8,

data.length);\n\n    // Write values to buffer.\n    for (let i = 0; i < data.length; ++i) {\n      view[i] = data[i];\n    }\n\n

const t = tf.tensor(view);\n    // Tensor values should match.\n    test_util.expectArraysClose(await t.data(), view);\n

});\n});\n\ndescribeWithFlags('wasm init', BROWSER_ENVS, () => {\n  beforeEach(() => {\n

registerBackend('wasm-test', async () => {\n      const {wasm} = await init();\n      return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n    }, 100);\n\n    // Silences backend registration warnings.\n    spyOn(console, 'warn');\n

spyOn(console, 'log');\n  });\n\n  afterEach(() => {\n    resetWasmPath();\n    removeBackend('wasm-test');\n  });\n\n

it('backend init fails when the path is invalid', async () => {\n    setWasmPath('invalid/path');\n    let wasmPath:

string;\n    const realFetch = fetch;\n    spyOn(self, 'fetch').and.callFake((path: string) => {\n      wasmPath = path;\n

   return realFetch(path);\n    });\n    expect(await tf.setBackend('wasm-test')).toBe(false);\n

expect(wasmPath).toBe('invalid/path');\n  });\n\n  it('backend init fails when setWasmPaths is called with ' +\n

'an invalid prefix',\n     async () => {\n       setWasmPaths('invalid/prefix/');\n       let wasmPath: string;\n       const

realFetch = fetch;\n       spyOn(self, 'fetch').and.callFake((path: string) => {\n         wasmPath = path;\n         return

realFetch(path);\n       });\n       expect(await tf.setBackend('wasm-test')).toBe(false);\n

expect(wasmPath).toContain('invalid/prefix');\n     });\n\n  it('backend init fails when setWasmPaths is called with '

+\n         'an invalid fileMap',\n     async () => {\n       setWasmPaths({\n         'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm':

'invalid/path',\n         'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'invalid/path',\n         'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.wasm': 'invalid/path'\n       });\n       let wasmPathPrefix: string;\n       const realFetch = fetch;\n       spyOn(self,

'fetch').and.callFake((path: string) => {\n         wasmPathPrefix = path;\n         return realFetch(path);\n       });\n

expect(await tf.setBackend('wasm-test')).toBe(false);\n       expect(wasmPathPrefix).toBe('invalid/path');\n     });\n\n

it('setWasmPaths throws error when called without specifying a path for ' +\n         'each binary',\n     async () => {\n

     expect(() => {\n         setWasmPaths({\n           'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': '/base/wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm'\n         });\n       }).toThrow();\n     });\n\n  it('backend init works when the path is valid and use

platform fetch',\n     async () => {\n       const usePlatformFetch = true;\n       const validPrefix = '/base/wasm-out/';\n

     setWasmPaths(validPrefix, usePlatformFetch);\n       let wasmPath: string;\n       const realFetch = util.fetch;\n

spyOn(util, 'fetch').and.callFake((path: string) => {\n         wasmPath = path;\n         return realFetch(path);\n

});\n       expect(await tf.setBackend('wasm-test')).toBe(true);\n       const validPaths = new Set([\n         validPrefix +

'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm',\n         validPrefix + 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n         validPrefix + 'tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.wasm',\n       ]);\n       expect(validPaths).toContain(wasmPath);\n     });\n\n  it('backend init

works when the wasm paths overrides map is valid and ' +\n         'using platform fetch',\n     async () => {\n

const usePlatformFetch = true;\n       const validPrefix = '/base/wasm-out/';\n       setWasmPaths(\n           {\n

'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': '/base/wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm',\n             'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm':\n

              '/base/wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n             'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm':\n

        '/base/wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n           },\n           usePlatformFetch);\n       let

wasmPath: string;\n       const realFetch = util.fetch;\n       spyOn(util, 'fetch').and.callFake((path: string) => {\n

wasmPath = path;\n         return realFetch(path);\n       });\n       expect(await tf.setBackend('wasm-

test')).toBe(true);\n       const validPaths = new Set([\n         validPrefix + 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm',\n

validPrefix + 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n         validPrefix + 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm',\n

]);\n       expect(validPaths).toContain(wasmPath);\n     });\n\n  it('backend init works when the path is valid and use

platform fetch',\n     async () => {\n       const usePlatformFetch = true;\n       const validPath = '/base/wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm.wasm';\n       setWasmPath(validPath, usePlatformFetch);\n       let wasmPath: string;\n       const

realFetch = util.fetch;\n       spyOn(util, 'fetch').and.callFake((path: string) => {\n         wasmPath = path;\n

return realFetch(path);\n       });\n       expect(await tf.setBackend('wasm-test')).toBe(true);\n

expect(wasmPath).toBe(validPath);\n     });\n\n  // Disabling this test because it intermittently times out on CI.\n  //

tslint:disable-next-line: ban\n  xit('backend init fails when the path is invalid and use platform fetch',\n      async ()
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=> {\n        const usePlatformFetch = true;\n        setWasmPath('invalid/path', usePlatformFetch);\n        let

wasmPath: string;\n        const realFetch = util.fetch;\n        spyOn(util, 'fetch').and.callFake((path: string) => {\n

 wasmPath = path;\n          return realFetch(path);\n        });\n        expect(await tf.setBackend('wasm-

test')).toBe(false);\n        expect(wasmPath).toBe('invalid/path');\n      });\n\n  it('backend init succeeds with default

path', async () => {\n    expect(await tf.setBackend('wasm-test')).toBe(true);\n  });\n\n  it('setWasmPath called too

late', async () => {\n    // Set an invalid path.\n    setWasmPath('invalid/path');\n    await tf.setBackend('wasm-

test');\n\n    // Setting the path too late.\n    expect(() => setWasmPath('too/late'))\n        .toThrowError(/The WASM

backend was already initialized. Make sure/);\n  });\n});\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/index_test.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Fill.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Fill.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAGH,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAY,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAItD,MAAM,UAAU,IAAI,CAAC,IA

A8C;IACjE,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EA

AC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;C

ACrC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:

FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Fill.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/test_node.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/test_node.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/test_node.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"FusedBatchNorm.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts"],"names"

:[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,cAAc,EAAmF,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CA

AC;AAI5I,IAAI,aAEgE,CAAC;AAErE,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,KAAK,CAC9B,cAAc,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAC/B,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAA

E,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC9E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,cAAc,

CAAC,IAIvB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MA

AM,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAChC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,

QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9E,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,oCAAoC;IACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE

nD,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAC

hD,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAA

kC;CAC/C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n
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wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',

'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"shared.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernel_utils/shared.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"

AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,uEAAuE;AACvE,gBAAgB;AAChB,iDAAiD;AACjD,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,IAAI,

aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,0CAA0C,CAAC;AACrF,iDAAiD;AACjD,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,IAAI,YAAY,EAAC,MAA

M,0CAA0C,CAAC;AACnF,iDAAiD;AACjD,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,IAAI,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,0CAA0C,CAAC;

AAEnF,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Import shared functionality from tfjs-backend-cpu without triggering\n// side effects.\n// tslint:disable-next-

line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport {concatImpl as concatImplCPU} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/shared';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport {sliceImpl as sliceImplCPU} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu/dist/shared';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport {rangeImpl as

rangeImplCPU} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu/dist/shared';\n\nexport {concatImplCPU, rangeImplCPU,

sliceImplCPU};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernel_utils/shared.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"FusedConv2D.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/FusedConv2D.ts"],"names":[],"m

appings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAA0E,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC

;AAIzI,OAAO,EAAC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAE1C,IAAI,eAQQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,KAAK,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,EAAE;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA
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Q;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,IAIpB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,E

AAE,IAAI,EAAE,sBAAsB,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,EACJ,OAAO,EACP,GAAG,EACH,SA

AS,EACT,UAAU,EACV,eAAe,EACf,UAAU,EACV,cAAc,EACf,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEV,MAAM,QAAQ,G

AAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE

,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1B,MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,

CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,GAAG,UAAU,gDAAgD;YA

C7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,MAAM,

QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QA

AQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,gDAAgD;gBAChD

,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;YACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,2BAA2B,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,

aAAa;gBACtD,wCAAwC,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SAChE;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;KACtB;IAED,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MA

AM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,M

AAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7

C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,C

AAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MA

AM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;IAC

nC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;QACzB,MA

AM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,wDAAwD;YACxD,GAAG,UAAU,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3C;IAED,MAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC

nD,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE5D,eAAe,CACX,G

AAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACtE,MAAM,EA

AE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IA

C7C,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW;IACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,

WAA+B;CAC5C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport
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{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,

padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n

'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})

{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n

}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const

filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedConv2D.js.map
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernel_utils/shared.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Pack.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Mean.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/OneHot.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Identity.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Cumsum.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/register_all_kernels.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/SplitV.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Neg.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/OnesLike.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ZerosLike.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Neg.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Select.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Prod.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Prod.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Step.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Pack.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/base.d.ts
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Equal.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/flags_wasm.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Floor.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Range.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Cumsum.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Sqrt.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/OnesLike.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/flags_wasm.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Prod.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Step.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/base.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Fill.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Range.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Neg.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Reverse.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NotEqual.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/SplitV.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Floor.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Softmax.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/flags_wasm.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Mean.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Identity.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Sqrt.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ZerosLike.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/TopK.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/TopK.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Select.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Select.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Softmax.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/NotEqual.ts
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/TopK.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Sqrt.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/base.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/OneHot.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/OnesLike.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Floor.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Step.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernel_utils/shared.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/register_all_kernels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Fill.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Softmax.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Mean.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Reverse.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NotEqual.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Equal.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Pack.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Equal.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/SplitV.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Reverse.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Range.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernel_utils/shared.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Fill.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Cumsum.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Identity.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/OneHot.ts

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Tile.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Tile.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,IAAI,EAAwB,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI5F,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAA

C,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,QAE2D,CAAC;AAEhE,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAA
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G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACnD,QAAQ;QACR,OA

AO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,SAAS;KACrB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAA

C;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IAAkE;IACpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,EAAC,I

AAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAErB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM

,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACpC;IACD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,

CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,EAChE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO,GAAG,C

AAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,E

AAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\

n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =

attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Tile.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"LogicalAnd.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts"],"names":[],"mappi

ngs":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE/D,OAAO,EAA

C,wBAAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,C
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AAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,GACzB,wBAAwB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC","source

sContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LogicalAnd.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Equal.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Equal.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAA

A;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAC,KAAK,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE1D,OAAO,EAAC,wBAAw

B,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAEzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,WAAW,GACpB,wBAAwB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["

/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Equal.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Ceil.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Ceil.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEzD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAA

C,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC

","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Ceil.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Reverse.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Reverse.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,OAAO,EAA2C,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIvH,OAA

O,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC;AACpC,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;A

AElC,IAAI,WAE8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QAC9C,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QA

CP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,SAAS;KACrB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,UAAU,OAAO,CA

CnB,IAAwE;IAE1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MA

AM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEr

B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,

KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AEnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;IAC9D,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,OAAO,CAAC

,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;AAClB,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;

IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;IACvC,SAAS,EAA

E,KAAK;CACjB,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'

 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Reverse.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Exp.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Exp.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EA

AC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Exp.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"base.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../src/base.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;G

AeG;AAEH,OAAO,cAAc,CAAC;AAEtB,OAAO,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEtD,OAAO,E

AAC,WAAW,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEjD,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,e

AAe,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACxG,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,

EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;AAElD,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACxB,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;IACjC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;IAC5B,OAAO,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/B,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,
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setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n}, WASM_PRIORITY);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/base.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Greater.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Greater.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AA

AA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE5D,OAAO,EAAC,wBAA

wB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAEzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/

**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Greater.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"NonMaxSuppression_util.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_

util.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAWH;;;GAGG;AACH,MAAM,UAAU,iBAAiB,CAC7B

,OAAoB,EAAE,SAAiB;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,eAAe,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACh

C,oEAAoE;IACpE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,OAAO,EAAC,gBAA

gB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC;AAC1E,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:

number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const
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pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,

pValidOutputs};\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_util.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Abs.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Abs.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EA

AC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Abs.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Conv2DBackpropInput.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.t

s"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAA6F,IAAI,

EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIzK,IAAI,uBAQ8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,uB

AAuB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QACtE,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,I

AI5B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EA

AC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAC5B,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,UA

AU,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEtE,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpB

,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,Y

AAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAyC,EAAE,OAAO,EACrE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,

EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,EACJ,SAAS,EACT,YAA

Y,EACZ,WAAW,EACX,UAAU,EACV,QAAQ,EACR,OAAO,EACP,WAAW,EACX,SAAS,EACT,QAAQ,EACR,

YAAY,EACZ,WAAW,EACZ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;IAEb,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAA

Q,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IAExD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,CAAC;I

AC9D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACxD,MAAM,SA
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AS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MA

AM,YAAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,UAAU,

GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,MA

AM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;I

ACzD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAA

M,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;I

ACrD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC;IAC5D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,uBAAuB,CACnB,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,

EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EACvE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,W

AAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACvE,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAC9D,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAChE,c

AAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,y

BAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IA

ChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;CACpD,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,

topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //

strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n
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inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,

xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"ArgMax.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/ArgMax.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAuD,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIxG,OAA

O,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;

AAEjC,IAAI,QAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACrD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QA

CR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,SAAS;KACrB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAA

sE;IACxE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAA

C,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAA0B,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAA4B,CAAC;IACzC,MA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,U

AAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACxC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,6DAA6D;

YAC7D,oBAAoB;YACpB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;SACxB;KACF;I

AED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;IAC1C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,M

AAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;IACnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,MA

AM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACvC,QAAQ,CAAC

,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;IAEtE,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,oCAAoC;QACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,GA

AiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;IACtC,SAAS,
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EAAE,KAAK;CACjB,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,

CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ArgMax.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Any.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/All.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.fesm.min.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Round.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Ceil.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/All.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Tan.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Transform.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Tan.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Elu.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Cosh.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Transform.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/MirrorPad.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Transform.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Any.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Ceil.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Elu.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/StridedSlice.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/StridedSlice.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Any.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.es2017.min.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Round.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/All.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Tan.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/MirrorPad.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.min.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Ceil.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Round.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Cosh.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Elu.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Cosh.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"_FusedMatMul.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts"],"names":[],"

mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAkE,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIpH,OAA

O,EAAC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAE1C,IAAI,eAKQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB

;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACl

E,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,SAAS;KACrB,CAAC,CAA

C;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIzB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,sBAAsB,EAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAEpD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAA

S,EAAE;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,6DAA6D,CAAC,CAAC;KACpE;IAED,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EA

AE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/C,IAAI,

MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iDAAiD;gBACjD,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACtB;IAC

D,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC5D,MAAM,eAAe,G

ACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAA

K,CACX,GAAG,UAAU,gDAAgD;YAC7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,MAAM,QA

AQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACv

E,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,U

AAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,wBAAwB,EACzE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC;IAEhC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,
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UAAU,EAAE,YAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAo

C;CACjD,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for

FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n

const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/_FusedMatMul.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"test_node.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../src/test_node.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,6BAA6B;AAC7B,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjB,iDAAiD;AACjD,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,E

AAC,MAAM,yCAAyC,CAAC;AACpE,OAAO,OAAO,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAE9B,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,GAA
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G,QAAQ,CAAC;AAEjC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,oBAAoB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;IACnC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC;AACV,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAEH,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAE1E,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI

,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/B,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAk

B,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAErE,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,

EAAE;IAC5B,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;CACvC;AAED,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Register the wasm backend.\nimport './index';\n\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport

{setTestEnvs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/jasmine_util';\nimport jasmine from

'jasmine';\n\nError.stackTraceLimit = Infinity;\n\nprocess.on('unhandledRejection', e => {\n  throw

e;\n});\n\nsetTestEnvs([{name: 'wasm-node', backendName: 'wasm', isDataSync: true}]);\n\nconst runner = new

jasmine({});\nrunner.loadConfig({spec_files: ['src/**/*_test.ts'], random: false});\n\nif

(process.env.JASMINE_SEED) {\n  runner.seed(process.env.JASMINE_SEED);\n}\n\nrunner.execute();\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/test_node.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Min.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Min.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAA4B,GAAG,EAAmC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIz

H,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,

CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ

;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EA

AC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IA

AI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,I

AAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,6DAA6D;

YAC7D,oBAAoB;YACpB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;SACxB;KACF;I

AED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAErC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,Y

AAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,Q

AAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACxD;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,oCAAo

C;QACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAA
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E;QACZ,UAAU;QACV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,

axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Min.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"ExpandDims.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts"],"names":[],"map

pings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAA+D,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AA

GpH,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;AAElC,MAAM,UAAU,UAAU,CAAC,IAI1B;IACC,

MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,E

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACvB,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEpB,MAAM,SAAS,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IACrC,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;QACX

,mDAAmD;QACnD,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EACv

B,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAE,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KACpD,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C;QACtB,IAAI,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5B;IACD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC
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,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC

,CAAC;AAC1E,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAiB;IAC5C,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU;IACtB,W

AAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;CAC3C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ExpandDims.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Tanh.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Tanh.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEzD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EA

AC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Tanh.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license
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* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

* @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.

* Sets the path to the `.wasm` file which will be fetched when the wasm

* backend is initialized. See

* https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers

* for more details.

* @param path wasm file path or url

* @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch to download

*     the wasm file, default to false.

*

* @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/backend_wasm.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/backend_wasm.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/backend_wasm.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"unary_kernel.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/unary_kernel.ts"],"names":[],"map

pings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAkD,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI5F,OAAO,EA

AC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,MAAM,UAAU,uBAAuB,CACnC,UAAkB,EAAE,OAAkB;IACx

C,IAAI,QAA6D,CAAC;IAElE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;QACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;YACzD,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,C

AAC,CAAC;IACL,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAiD;QAEnE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;QACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5D,MAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;QAEnD,oCAAoC;QACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE

;YACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;IACb,CAAC;IAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EA

AE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC;AAClE,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n
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* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:

number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/unary_kernel.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"CropAndResize.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts"],"names":[],

"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAgF,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAInI,OAAO

,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,QAAQ,CAAC;AAE5B,sCAAsC;AACtC,IAAK,mBAGJ;AAHD,WAAK,mBAAmB;I

ACtB,qEAAY,CAAA;IACZ,mEAAW,CAAA;AACb,CAAC,EAHI,mBAAmB,KAAnB,mBAAmB,QAGvB;AAED

,IAAI,iBAGkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QACnE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,SAAS;KAC

rB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,IAItB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;I

AEtC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,QAA4B,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,

SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;QAC5E,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

KACvD;IAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG

,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM

,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,

gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;IAE5E,iBAAiB,CACb,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,UAAU,E
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ACnE,SAAS,EACT,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAgD,CAAC,EACrE,kBAAkB,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/B,IA

AI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACx

C;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAiB;IAC/C,UAAU,E

AAE,aAAa;IACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;CAC9C,C

AAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,

extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const

imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/CropAndResize.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"NonMaxSuppressionV3.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3

.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,mBAAmB,EAAkE,MAAM,uBAAuB

,CAAC;AAIrJ,OAAO,EAAC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,0BAA0B,CAAC;AAE3D,IAAI,QAEuD,CAAC;AAE5D,SA

AS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzB,mBAAmB,EACnB,

QAAQ,EAAG,UAAU;IACrB;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,
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CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAInB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC;IAC5D,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAE/B,MAAM,OAA

O,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACv

D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,SAAS,GACX,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE

,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IAE7E,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,GAClE,iB

AAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1C,4EAA4E;IAC5E,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IAElC,MAAM

,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CA

AC;IAElE,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC;AAC/B,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAA

U,EAAE,mBAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;

CAC3C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,

maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Transpose.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Transpose.ts"],"names":[],"mappings"

:"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAuC,SAAS,EAAkC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIvH,OAAO,EAAC,

QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC;AACpC,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,
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aAE4D,CAAC;AAEjE,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QAC7D,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QA

CR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,UAAU,SAAS,CAC

rB,IAC0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,4EAA

4E;IAC5E,+CAA+C;IAC/C,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtB,K

AAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACp

C,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACjB,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;SACpB;KACF;I

ACD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG;QACR,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM;QACvB,

KAAK,EAAE,YAAY;QACnB,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK;KACtB,CAAC;IAEF,IAAI,U

AAU,EAAE;QACd,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;Q

AC3C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;QACxB,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;KACf;IAED,MAAM,GAAG

,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,M

AAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;IACnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,IAAI,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;IACjB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,OAAiB,EAAE,IAAc;IA

CxD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3C,KAAK,IAAI,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACxC,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChC;IACD,OAAO,QAA

Q,CAAC;AAClB,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,iBAAiB,CACtB,KAAe,EAAE,IAAc;IACjC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,EAAE,

CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE;YAClB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACzB;QACD,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACxB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvB;KACF;IACD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QA

CnB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E;YACvC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;gBACf,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;gBACzD,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;aACf;SACF;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KACxB;IACD,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,

EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;AAC7B,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE

,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;IACzC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;CACjB,CAAC

","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,
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xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better

due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Transpose.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"NonMaxSuppressionV4.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4

.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,mBAAmB,EAAkE,MAAM,uBAAuB

,CAAC;AAIrJ,OAAO,EAAC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,0BAA0B,CAAC;AAE3D,IAAI,QAGsC,CAAC;AAE3C,SA

AS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzB,mBAAmB,EACnB,

QAAQ,EAAG,UAAU;IACrB;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

MAAM;KACP,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO

,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cA

Ac,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACnE,KAAK,CAAC;IACV,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,M

AAM,CAAC;IAE/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,E

AAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;IAExB,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,

YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,GAClE,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1C,4E

AA4E;IAC5E,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpC,MAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,MAAM

,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1E,OAAO,

CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;AACrD,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB
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;IACrD,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EA

AE,mBAAuC;CACpD,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,

padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n

parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}

as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"DepthToSpace.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/DepthToSpace.ts"],"names":[],"

mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAA+E,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;

AAItI,IAAI,gBAGuC,CAAC;AAE5C,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AA

CL,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,UAAU,YAAY,CAAC,IAI5B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KA

AK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EA

AC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7B,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IACtE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,
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MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,MAAM,YAAY,

GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;IAC3C,MAA

M,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CA

AC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACzC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,W

AAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACrD,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;I

AExD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvD,MAAM

,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,MAAM

,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrB,MAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAExE,MAAM,g

BAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5E,

MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,YAA

Y,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAC/D,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE

,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM

,CAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;IAC9C,UAAU,EAAE,YAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,E

AAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;CAC7C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const

outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const

xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return
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out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/DepthToSpace.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"tf-backend-

wasm.js","sources":["../src/kernels/types.ts","../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../src/kernels/unary_kernel.ts","../src/

kernels/Abs.ts","../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts","../src/kernels/Add.ts","../src/kernels/AddN.ts","../src/kernels/Identit

y.ts","../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts","../src/kernels/All.ts","../src/kernels/Any.ts","../src/k

ernels/ArgMax.ts","../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../src/kernels/Reshape.ts","../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts","../node_m

odules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu/dist/kernels/Concat_impl.js","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Range_impl.js","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Slice.js","../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../src/kernels/Cast.ts","../src/k

ernels/Ceil.ts","../src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts","../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Co

nv2DBackpropInput.ts","../src/kernels/Cos.ts","../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts","../src/kerne

ls/Cumsum.ts","../src/kernels/DepthToSpace.ts","../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts","../src/kernels/Elu.ts","..

/src/kernels/Equal.ts","../src/kernels/Exp.ts","../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../src/kernels/Fill.ts","../src/kernels/Flip

LeftRight.ts","../src/kernels/Floor.ts","../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts","../src/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts","../src/kernels/

FusedConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts

","../src/kernels/Greater.ts","../src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts","../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../src/kernels/Less.ts","../sr

c/kernels/LessEqual.ts","../src/kernels/Log.ts","../src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../src/kernels/Max.ts","../src/kernels/M

aximum.ts","../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts","../src/kernels/Mean.ts","../src/kernels/Min.ts","../src/kernels/Minimum.ts",".

./src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../src/kernels/Multiply.ts","../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_uti

l.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSu

ppressionV5.ts","../src/kernels/NotEqual.ts","../src/kernels/OneHot.ts","../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts","../src/kernels/Pa

ck.ts","../src/kernels/PadV2.ts","../src/kernels/Pow.ts","../src/kernels/Prelu.ts","../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../src/kernels/

Range.ts","../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../src/kernels/Relu6.ts","../src/kernels/ResizeBilinear.ts

","../src/kernels/Reverse.ts","../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../src/kernels/Round.ts","../src/kernels/Rsqrt.ts","../

src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../src/kernels/Select.ts","../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts","../src/kernels/Sin.ts","../src/kernels/Sof

tmax.ts","../src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts","../src/kernels/Square.ts

","../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts","../src/kernels/Step.ts","../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts","../src/kernels/Sub.ts",".

./src/kernels/Sum.ts","../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../src/kernels/Tile.ts","../src/kernels/TopK.ts","../

src/kernels/Transform.ts","../src/kernels/Unpack.ts","../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts","../src/register_all_kernels.ts","../sr

c/flags_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.worker.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm.js","../src/backend_wasm.ts","../src/version.ts","../src/base.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport
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enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for

FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n

const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:
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number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n

function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*

void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n

  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const

aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google
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LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:

TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,

xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better

due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n

originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:
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permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:

AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =
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util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,

CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //
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strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend

only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>

`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of

elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:
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BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim

= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function concatImpl(inputs, outShape, dtype,

simplyConcat) {\n    const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n    if

(simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n        // Use built-in TypedArray.set() method for speed.\n        let offset =

0;\n        inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const size = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n

outVals.set(input.vals, offset);\n            offset += size;\n        });\n    }\n    else {\n        let colOffset = 0;\n

inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals) :\n                input.vals;\n            let tIdx = 0;\n            for (let row

= 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n                const resIdx = row * outShape[1] + colOffset;\n                for (let col

= 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n                    outVals[resIdx + col] = decodedData[tIdx++];\n                }\n

}\n            colOffset += input.shape[1];\n        });\n    }\n    return outVals;\n}\n//#
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sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiQ29uY2F0X2ltcGwuanMiLC

Jzb3VyY2VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZ

XJuZWxzL0NvbmNhdF9pbXBsLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Oz

s7R0FlRztBQUVILE9BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQXVDLElBQUksRUFBQyxNQUFNLHVCQUF1QixDQU

FDO0FBRTlGLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxVQUFVLENBQ3RCLE1BQXFELEVBQUUsUUFBa0IsRUFDekUsS0FBZS

xFQUFFLFlBQXFCO0lBQ3hDLE1BQU0sT0FBTyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

EVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVFLElBQUk

sWUFBWSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEMsa0RBQWtEO1FBQ2xELElBQUksTUFB

TSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUNmLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxPQUFPLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQU

U7WUFDckIsTUFBTSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSy

xDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFFNUMsT0FBc0IsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLElBQWtCLEVB

QUUsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFDOUQsTUFBTSxJQUFJLElBQUksQ0FBQztRQUNqQixDQUFDLEN

BQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO1NBQU07UUFDTCxJQUFJLFNBQVMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7UUFFbEIsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsRUFBRTtZQUNyQixNQUFNLFdBQVcsR0FBRyxL

QUFLLEtBQUssUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

ENBQUMsSUFBb0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ2pFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxJQUFrQixDQUFDO1lBRTd

CLElBQUksSUFBSSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztZQUViLEtBQUssSUFBSSxHQUFHLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxF

QUFFLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUUsR0F

BRyxFQUFFO2dCQUM3QyxNQUFNLE1BQU0sR0FBRyxHQUFHLEdBQUcsUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQyxHQUFHLFNBQVMsQ0FBQztnQkFDN0MsS0FBSyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsR0

FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxHQUFHLEVB

QUU7b0JBQzdDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsV0FBVyxDQUFDLElBQ

UksRUFBRSxDQUFDLENBQUM7aUJBQzdDO2FBQ0Y7WUFFRCxTQUFTLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEtB

QUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUM5QixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO0lBRUQsT0F

BTyxPQUFPLENBQUM7QUFDakIsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiA

qIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbn

NlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICo

geW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5I

GFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0Z

WQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICo

gV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzI

G9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3

Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID

09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09

PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIEJhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIERhdG

FUeXBlLCBUeXBlZEFycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5leHBv

cnQgZnVuY3Rpb24gY29uY2F0SW1wbChcbiAgICBpbnB1dHM6IEFycmF5PHt2YWxzOiBCYWNrZW5kVmFsd

WVzLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW119Piwgb3V0U2hhcGU6IG51bWJlcltdLFxuICAgIGR0eXBlOiBEYXRhVHl

wZSwgc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0OiBib29sZWFuKTogVHlwZWRBcnJheXxzdHJpbmdbXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dF

ZhbHMgPSB1dGlsLmdldEFycmF5RnJvbURUeXBlKGR0eXBlLCB1dGlsLnNpemVGcm9tU2hhcGUob3V0U2hh

cGUpKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0ICYmIGR0eXBlICE9PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgIC8vIFVzZSBi

dWlsdC1pbiBUeXBlZEFycmF5LnNldCgpIG1ldGhvZCBmb3Igc3BlZWQuXG4gICAgbGV0IG9mZnNldCA9IDA

7XG4gICAgaW5wdXRzLmZvckVhY2goaW5wdXQgPT4ge1xuICAgICAgY29uc3Qgc2l6ZSA9IHV0aWwuc2l6Z

UZyb21TaGFwZShpbnB1dC5zaGFwZSk7XG5cbiAgICAgIChvdXRWYWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnNldCh

pbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXksIG9mZnNldCk7XG4gICAgICBvZmZzZXQgKz0gc2l6ZTtcbiAgICB

9KTtcbiAgfSBlbHNlIHtcbiAgICBsZXQgY29sT2Zmc2V0ID0gMDtcblxuICAgIGlucHV0cy5mb3JFYWNoKGluc
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HV0ID0+IHtcbiAgICAgIGNvbnN0IGRlY29kZWREYXRhID0gZHR5cGUgPT09ICdzdHJpbmcnID9cbiAgICAgI

CAgICBiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwuZnJvbVVpbnQ4VG9TdHJpbmdBcnJheShpbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QX

JyYXlbXSkgOlxuICAgICAgICAgIGlucHV0LnZhbHMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICAgICAgbGV0IHRJZ

HggPSAwO1xuXG4gICAgICBmb3IgKGxldCByb3cgPSAwOyByb3cgPCBpbnB1dC5zaGFwZVswXTsgKytyb3cp

IHtcbiAgICAgICAgY29uc3QgcmVzSWR4ID0gcm93ICogb3V0U2hhcGVbMV0gKyBjb2xPZmZzZXQ7XG4gICA

gICAgIGZvciAobGV0IGNvbCA9IDA7IGNvbCA8IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdOyArK2NvbCkge1xuICAgICAgIC

AgIG91dFZhbHNbcmVzSWR4ICsgY29sXSA9IGRlY29kZWREYXRhW3RJZHgrK107XG4gICAgICAgIH1cbiA

gICAgIH1cblxuICAgICAgY29sT2Zmc2V0ICs9IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdO1xuICAgIH0pO1xuICB9XG5cbiAgc

mV0dXJuIG91dFZhbHM7XG59XG4iXX0=","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function rangeImpl(start, stop, step, dtype) {\n    const

sameStartStop = start === stop;\n    const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n    const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n    if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

   decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n        return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n    }\n    const numElements

= Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n    const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n

if (stop < start && step === 1) {\n        // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n        // (or was set to 1)\n

  step = -1;\n    }\n    values[0] = start;\n    for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n        values[i] = values[i - 1] +

step;\n    }\n    return values;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC5qcyIsIn

NvdXJjZVJvb3QiOiIiLCJzb3VyY2VzIjpbIi4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uL3RmanMtYmFja2VuZC1jcHUvc3JjL2tlc

m5lbHMvUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC50cyJdLCJuYW1lcyI6W10sIm1hcHBpbmdzIjoiQUFBQTs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7O0

dBZUc7QUFFSCxPQUFPLEVBQWMsSUFBSSxFQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFFeEQsTUFB

TSxVQUFVLFNBQVMsQ0FDckIsS0FBYSxFQUFFLElBQVksRUFBRSxJQUFZLEVBQ3pDLEtBQXdCO0lBQz

FCLE1BQU0sYUFBYSxHQUFHLEtBQUssS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUM7SUFDckMsTUFBTSwyQkFBMkIsR0F

BRyxLQUFLLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDN0QsTUFBTSwyQkF

BMkIsR0FBRyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFN0QsSUFBSS

xhQUFhLElBQUksMkJBQTJCO1FBQzVDLDJCQUEyQixFQUFFO1FBQy9CLE9BQU8sSUFBSSxDQUFDLG1

CQUFtQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUMzQztJQUVELE1BQU0sV0FBVy

xHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsSUFBSSxDQUFDLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDLElBQUksR0

FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQy9ELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQ

UFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxtQkFBbUIsQ0FBQyxXQUFXLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFNUQsS

UFBSSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDOUIsb0RBQW9EO1F

BQ3BELG9CQUFvQjtRQUNwQixJQUFJLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDWDtJQUVELE1BQU0

sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUM7SUFDbEIsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyx

DQUFDLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUU7

UUFDdEMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDO0tBQ2xDO0lBQ0QsT0FBTyxNQUFNLENBQUM7QUFDaEIsQ0FBQyI

sInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMT

EMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc

2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZ

SBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSB

jb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJ
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Q0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZC

B0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZ

GlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIE

NPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIE

xpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4

gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J

0IHtEYXRhVHlwZU1hcCwgdXRpbH0gZnJvbSAnQHRlbnNvcmZsb3cvdGZqcy1jb3JlJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bm

N0aW9uIHJhbmdlSW1wbChcbiAgICBzdGFydDogbnVtYmVyLCBzdG9wOiBudW1iZXIsIHN0ZXA6IG51bWJlci

xcbiAgICBkdHlwZTogJ2Zsb2F0MzInfCdpbnQzMicpOiBEYXRhVHlwZU1hcFsnZmxvYXQzMicgfCAnaW50Mz

InXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgPSBzdGFydCA9PT0gc3RvcDtcbiAgY29uc3QgaW5jcmVhc

2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwID0gc3RhcnQgPCBzdG9wICYmIHN0ZXAgPCAwO1xuICBjb25zdCBkZ

WNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXAgPSBzdG9wIDwgc3RhcnQgJiYgc3RlcCA+IDE7XG5cbiAga

WYgKHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgfHwgaW5jcmVhc2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwIHx8XG4gICAgICBk

ZWNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXApIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gdXRpbC5tYWtlWmVyb3NUeXB

lZEFycmF5KDAsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGNvbnN0IG51bUVsZW1lbnRzID0gTWF0aC5hYnMoTWF0aC

5jZWlsKChzdG9wIC0gc3RhcnQpIC8gc3RlcCkpO1xuICBjb25zdCB2YWx1ZXMgPSB1dGlsLm1ha2VaZXJvc1R

5cGVkQXJyYXkobnVtRWxlbWVudHMsIGR0eXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc3RvcCA8IHN0YXJ0ICYmIHN0ZXAgP

T09IDEpIHtcbiAgICAvLyBBdXRvIGFkanVzdCB0aGUgc3RlcCdzIHNpZ24gaWYgaXQgaGFzbid0IGJlZW4gc2V

0XG4gICAgLy8gKG9yIHdhcyBzZXQgdG8gMSlcbiAgICBzdGVwID0gLTE7XG4gIH1cblxuICB2YWx1ZXNbM

F0gPSBzdGFydDtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA9IDE7IGkgPCB2YWx1ZXMubGVuZ3RoOyBpKyspIHtcbiAgICB2

YWx1ZXNbaV0gPSB2YWx1ZXNbaSAtIDFdICsgc3RlcDtcbiAgfVxuICByZXR1cm4gdmFsdWVzO1xufVxuIl19"

,"/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, buffer, Slice, slice_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport { assertNotComplex

} from '../cpu_util';\nexport function sliceImpl(vals, begin, size, shape, dtype) {\n    const isContinous =

slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n    const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n    const xStrides =

util.computeStrides(shape);\n    if (isContinous) {\n        const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin,

xStrides);\n        if (dtype === 'string') {\n            return vals.slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n        }\n

return vals.subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n    const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals) :\n        vals;\n    const inBuf = buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n

const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n        const outLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n        const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n

outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n        return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values);\n    }\n    return outBuf.values;\n}\nexport function

slice(args) {\n    const { inputs, backend, attrs } = args;\n    const { x } = inputs;\n    const { begin, size } = attrs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n    const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n    const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n    const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\nexport const sliceConfig = {\n    kernelName: Slice,\n    backendName: 'cpu',\n    kernelFunc:

slice\n};\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiU2xpY2UuanMiLCJzb3VyY2

VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZXJuZWxzL
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1NsaWNlLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7R0FlRztBQUVILE9

BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQWlCLE1BQU0sRUFBc0MsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFVBQVUsRUFBbUQsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFHeEwsT0FBTyxFQUFDLGdCQUFnQixFQUFDLE1BQU0sYU

FBYSxDQUFDO0FBRTdDLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxTQUFTLENBQ3JCLElBQW1CLEVBQUUsS0FBZSxFQUFFL

ElBQWMsRUFBRSxLQUFlLEVBQ3JFLEtBQWU7SUFDakIsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDL

GdCQUFnQixDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDcEUsTUFB

TSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQztJQUN4QyxNQUF

NLFFBQVEsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsY0FBYyxDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVDLElBQUks

V0FBVyxFQUFFO1FBQ2YsTUFBTSxVQUFVLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDLGlCQUFpQixDQUFDLEtBQUss

RUFBRSxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUVqRSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7WUFDdEIs

T0FBUSxJQUFxQixDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxD

QUFDO1NBQ3RFO1FBRUQsT0FBUSxJQUFtQixDQUFDLFFBQVEsQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSx

HQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0tBQ3ZFO0lBRUQsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxLQUFLLFFB

QVEsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO1FBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxJQUFvQixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQztRQUMzRCxJQUFrQixDQUFDO0lBRXZCLE1BQU0sS0FBSyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFdBQVcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2hELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0F

BQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDbkMsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUF

DLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDc

EMsTUFBTSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLFVBQVUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUN

wQyxNQUFNLEtBQUssR0FBRyxNQUFNLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBVyxFQUFFLENBQ

UMsRUFBRSxFQUFFLENBQUMsR0FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUF

DO1FBQzdELE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLEtBQUs

sQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDNUM7SUFFRCxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxR

QUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEIsT0FBTyxZQUFZLENBQUMsc0JBQXNCLENBQUMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQ

WtCLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUN2RTtJQUNELE9BQU8sTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQW9CLENBQUM7QUFDckM

sQ0FBQztBQUVELE1BQU0sVUFBVSxLQUFLLENBQ2pCLElBQXVFO0lBRXpFLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxNQUF

NLEVBQUUsT0FBTyxFQUFFLEtBQUssRUFBQyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQztJQUN0QyxNQUFNLEVBQUM

sQ0FBQyxFQUFDLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDO0lBQ25CLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxDQUFDO0lBRTVCLGdCQUFnQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQ

UMsQ0FBQztJQUU3QixNQUFNLENBQUMsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxHQUFHLFVBQVUsQ0FB

QyxnQkFBZ0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ3BFLFVBQ

VUsQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRS

9DLE1BQU0sSUFBSSxHQUFHLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQ

yxNQUFNLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxNQUFNLENBQUM7SUFDL0MsTUFBTSxPQUFPLEdBQUcsU0FBUyxDQUF

DLElBQUksRUFBRSxNQUFNLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2pFLE9BQU8sT0FBTyxDQUFDLGNBQWMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQUMsQ0FBQztBQUN6RCxDQUFDO0FBRUQsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQU0sV0FBVyxHQUFpQjtJQUN2QyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNqQixXQUFXLE

VBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNsQixVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBeUI7Q0FDdEMsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50Ijp

bIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUm

VzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0a

GUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxp

YW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuIC

ogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2

Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4g

XCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZI

EtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzc
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GVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bm

RlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIE

JhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIGJ1ZmZlciwgRGF0YVR5cGUsIEtlcm5lbENvbmZpZywgS2VybmVsRnVuYywgU2xp

Y2UsIHNsaWNlX3V0aWwsIFNsaWNlQXR0cnMsIFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBUZW5zb3JJbmZvLCBUeXBlZEF

ycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5pbXBvcnQge01hdGhCYWNr

ZW5kQ1BVfSBmcm9tICcuLi9iYWNrZW5kX2NwdSc7XG5pbXBvcnQge2Fzc2VydE5vdENvbXBsZXh9IGZyb2

0gJy4uL2NwdV91dGlsJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlSW1wbChcbiAgICB2YWxzOiBCYWNrZ

W5kVmFsdWVzLCBiZWdpbjogbnVtYmVyW10sIHNpemU6IG51bWJlcltdLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW10sXG

4gICAgZHR5cGU6IERhdGFUeXBlKTogQmFja2VuZFZhbHVlcyB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGlzQ29udGlub3VzID0gc2

xpY2VfdXRpbC5pc1NsaWNlQ29udGlub3VzKHNoYXBlLCBiZWdpbiwgc2l6ZSk7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGxlbmd0aC

A9IHV0aWwuc2l6ZUZyb21TaGFwZShzaXplKTtcbiAgY29uc3QgeFN0cmlkZXMgPSB1dGlsLmNvbXB1dGVTd

HJpZGVzKHNoYXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoaXNDb250aW5vdXMpIHtcbiAgICBjb25zdCBmbGF0T2Zmc2V0ID0gc

2xpY2VfdXRpbC5jb21wdXRlRmxhdE9mZnNldChiZWdpbiwgeFN0cmlkZXMpO1xuXG4gICAgaWYgKGR0eX

BlID09PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QXJyYXlbXSkuc2xpY2UoZmx

hdE9mZnNldCwgZmxhdE9mZnNldCArIGxlbmd0aCk7XG4gICAgfVxuXG4gICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIF

R5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnN1YmFycmF5KGZsYXRPZmZzZXQsIGZsYXRPZmZzZXQgKyBsZW5ndGgpO1xuICB9

XG5cbiAgY29uc3QgZGVjb2RlZERhdGEgPSBkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycgP1xuICAgICAgYmFja2VuZF91d

GlsLmZyb21VaW50OFRvU3RyaW5nQXJyYXkodmFscyBhcyBVaW50OEFycmF5W10pIDpcbiAgICAgIHZhbH

MgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBpbkJ1ZiA9IGJ1ZmZlcihzaGFwZSwgZHR5cGUsIGRlY29kZW

REYXRhKTtcbiAgY29uc3Qgb3V0QnVmID0gYnVmZmVyKHNpemUsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA

9IDA7IGkgPCBvdXRCdWYuc2l6ZTsgKytpKSB7XG4gICAgY29uc3Qgb3V0TG9jID0gb3V0QnVmLmluZGV4V

G9Mb2MoaSk7XG4gICAgY29uc3QgaW5Mb2MgPSBvdXRMb2MubWFwKChpZHg6IG51bWJlciwgaikgPT4ga

WR4ICsgYmVnaW5bal0pO1xuICAgIG91dEJ1Zi5zZXQoaW5CdWYuZ2V0KC4uLmluTG9jKSwgLi4ub3V0TG9j

KTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGlmIChkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycpIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gYmFja2VuZF91dGlsLm

Zyb21TdHJpbmdBcnJheVRvVWludDgob3V0QnVmLnZhbHVlcyBhcyBzdHJpbmdbXSk7XG4gIH1cbiAgcmV0d

XJuIG91dEJ1Zi52YWx1ZXMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlKFxu

ICAgIGFyZ3M6IHtpbnB1dHM6IFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBiYWNrZW5kOiBNYXRoQmFja2VuZENQVSwgYX

R0cnM6IFNsaWNlQXR0cnN9KTpcbiAgICBUZW5zb3JJbmZvIHtcbiAgY29uc3Qge2lucHV0cywgYmFja2VuZC

wgYXR0cnN9ID0gYXJncztcbiAgY29uc3Qge3h9ID0gaW5wdXRzO1xuICBjb25zdCB7YmVnaW4sIHNpemV9ID

0gYXR0cnM7XG5cbiAgYXNzZXJ0Tm90Q29tcGxleCh4LCAnc2xpY2UnKTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBbJGJlZ2luLCAk

c2l6ZV0gPSBzbGljZV91dGlsLnBhcnNlU2xpY2VQYXJhbXMoeCwgYmVnaW4sIHNpemUpO1xuICBzbGljZV9

1dGlsLmFzc2VydFBhcmFtc1ZhbGlkKHgsICRiZWdpbiwgJHNpemUpO1xuXG4gIGNvbnN0IHZhbHMgPSBiYW

NrZW5kLmRhdGEuZ2V0KHguZGF0YUlkKS52YWx1ZXM7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dFZhbHMgPSBzbGljZUltcG

wodmFscywgJGJlZ2luLCAkc2l6ZSwgeC5zaGFwZSwgeC5kdHlwZSk7XG4gIHJldHVybiBiYWNrZW5kLm1ha2

VUZW5zb3JJbmZvKCRzaXplLCB4LmR0eXBlLCBvdXRWYWxzKTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGNvbnN0IHNsaWN

lQ29uZmlnOiBLZXJuZWxDb25maWcgPSB7XG4gIGtlcm5lbE5hbWU6IFNsaWNlLFxuICBiYWNrZW5kTmFtZ

TogJ2NwdScsXG4gIGtlcm5lbEZ1bmM6IHNsaWNlIGFzIHt9IGFzIEtlcm5lbEZ1bmNcbn07XG4iXX0=","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:
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BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)

{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as

[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;

i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:

number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +

beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,
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crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:
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BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===

1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =

$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:

backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,

inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =

0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',

// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,

$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,
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topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //

strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,

xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,

extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const

imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n
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'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n

const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const

outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const

xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return
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out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,

padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:
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FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',

'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,

padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n

'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})

{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n
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}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const

filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,
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preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape

(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,

isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //

sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const

parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:

{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either

float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n
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wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //

padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype

=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n
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const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',

reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:
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number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,

axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match

enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n

'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const
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xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:

number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const

pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,

pValidOutputs};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,

maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,

padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n

parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}
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as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n

(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using

validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:
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BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null

/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>

p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,

weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as
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KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //

oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //

newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'

 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n
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'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if
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(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or
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agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =

args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:

0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:
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TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =

s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n

inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n

        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},
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backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =

new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n

}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n
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wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =

attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,

attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:

number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :

[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const
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interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the
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library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport

{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from

'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport

{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport
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{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n

greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n

*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array

passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,

11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n","\nvar WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = (function() {\n

var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src :

undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return

(\nfunction(WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd) {\n  WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd || {};\n\nfunction

GROWABLE_HEAP_I8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)}
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return HEAP8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAPU8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAP32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPU32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_F64(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPF64}var Module=typeof

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD=Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]||false;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"};var

nodeWorkerThreads;try{nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\")}catch(e){console.error('The

\"worker_threads\" module is not supported in this node.js build - perhaps a newer version is needed?');throw

e}global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire
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ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(typeof

_scriptDir !== \"undefined\" &&

_scriptDir){scriptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.s

ubstr(0,scriptDirectory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){read_=fun

ction

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret}}else{read_=function(url){var xhr=new XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){global.performance=require(\"perf_hooks\").performance}}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];function

warnOnce(text){if(!warnOnce.shown)warnOnce.shown={};if(!warnOnce.shown[text]){warnOnce.shown[text]=1;er

r(text)}}var Atomics_load=Atomics.load;var Atomics_store=Atomics.store;var

Atomics_compareExchange=Atomics.compareExchange;var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var wasmModule;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

str=\"\";while(!(idx>=endIdx)){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!u0)return

str;if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var
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u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function lengthBytesUTF8(str){var

len=0;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343)u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|str.charCodeAt(++i)&1023;if(u<=127)+

+len;else if(u<=2047)len+=2;else if(u<=65535)len+=3;else len+=4}return len}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){wasmM

emory=Module[\"wasmMemory\"];buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}else{if(Module[\"wasmMemory\"]){wasmMemory=

Module[\"wasmMemory\"]}else{wasmMemory=new

WebAssembly.Memory({\"initial\":INITIAL_MEMORY/65536,\"maximum\":2147483648/65536,\"shared\":true});

if(!(wasmMemory.buffer instanceof SharedArrayBuffer)){err(\"requested a shared WebAssembly.Memory but the

returned buffer is not a SharedArrayBuffer, indicating that while the browser has SharedArrayBuffer it does not

have WebAssembly threads support - you may need to set a

flag\");if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){console.log(\"(on node you may need: --experimental-wasm-threads --

experimental-wasm-bulk-memory and also use a recent version)\")}throw Error(\"bad

memory\")}}}if(wasmMemory){buffer=wasmMemory.buffer}INITIAL_MEMORY=buffer.byteLength;updateGlob

alBufferAndViews(buffer);var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var __ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var

__ATEXIT__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var runtimeInitialized=false;var

runtimeExited=false;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctor

s()}});function preRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT

__)}function

preMain(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function

exitRuntime(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;runtimeExited=true}function

postRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof
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Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){assert(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD,\"addRunDependency cannot be used in a

pthread

worker\");runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](ru

nDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)console.err

or(\"Pthread aborting at \"+(new

Error).stack);what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTATUS=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s

ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw

e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"I\"];wasmModule=module;if(!E

NVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){var

numWorkersToLoad=PThread.unusedWorkers.length;PThread.unusedWorkers.forEach(function(w){PThread.load

WasmModuleToWorker(w,function(){if(!--numWorkersToLoad)removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")})})}}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\")}function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"],output[\"module\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling
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back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}var

ASM_CONSTS={10520:function(){throw\"Canceled!\"},10538:function($0,$1){setTimeout(function(){__emscript

en_do_dispatch_to_thread($0,$1)},0)}};function initPthreadsJS(){PThread.initRuntime()}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}var

ERRNO_CODES={EPERM:63,ENOENT:44,ESRCH:71,EINTR:27,EIO:29,ENXIO:60,E2BIG:1,ENOEXEC:45,E

BADF:8,ECHILD:12,EAGAIN:6,EWOULDBLOCK:6,ENOMEM:48,EACCES:2,EFAULT:21,ENOTBLK:105,EB

USY:10,EEXIST:20,EXDEV:75,ENODEV:43,ENOTDIR:54,EISDIR:31,EINVAL:28,ENFILE:41,EMFILE:33,EN

OTTY:59,ETXTBSY:74,EFBIG:22,ENOSPC:51,ESPIPE:70,EROFS:69,EMLINK:34,EPIPE:64,EDOM:18,ERAN

GE:68,ENOMSG:49,EIDRM:24,ECHRNG:106,EL2NSYNC:156,EL3HLT:107,EL3RST:108,ELNRNG:109,EUNA

TCH:110,ENOCSI:111,EL2HLT:112,EDEADLK:16,ENOLCK:46,EBADE:113,EBADR:114,EXFULL:115,ENOA

NO:104,EBADRQC:103,EBADSLT:102,EDEADLOCK:16,EBFONT:101,ENOSTR:100,ENODATA:116,ETIME:

117,ENOSR:118,ENONET:119,ENOPKG:120,EREMOTE:121,ENOLINK:47,EADV:122,ESRMNT:123,ECOMM

:124,EPROTO:65,EMULTIHOP:36,EDOTDOT:125,EBADMSG:9,ENOTUNIQ:126,EBADFD:127,EREMCHG:1

28,ELIBACC:129,ELIBBAD:130,ELIBSCN:131,ELIBMAX:132,ELIBEXEC:133,ENOSYS:52,ENOTEMPTY:55,

ENAMETOOLONG:37,ELOOP:32,EOPNOTSUPP:138,EPFNOSUPPORT:139,ECONNRESET:15,ENOBUFS:42,

EAFNOSUPPORT:5,EPROTOTYPE:67,ENOTSOCK:57,ENOPROTOOPT:50,ESHUTDOWN:140,ECONNREFU

SED:14,EADDRINUSE:3,ECONNABORTED:13,ENETUNREACH:40,ENETDOWN:38,ETIMEDOUT:73,EHOS

TDOWN:142,EHOSTUNREACH:23,EINPROGRESS:26,EALREADY:7,EDESTADDRREQ:17,EMSGSIZE:35,E

PROTONOSUPPORT:66,ESOCKTNOSUPPORT:137,EADDRNOTAVAIL:4,ENETRESET:39,EISCONN:30,EN

OTCONN:53,ETOOMANYREFS:141,EUSERS:136,EDQUOT:19,ESTALE:72,ENOTSUP:138,ENOMEDIUM:14

8,EILSEQ:25,EOVERFLOW:61,ECANCELED:11,ENOTRECOVERABLE:56,EOWNERDEAD:62,ESTRPIPE:13

5};function

_emscripten_futex_wake(addr,count){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0||count<0)retu

rn-28;if(count==0)return 0;if(count>=2147483647)count=Infinity;var

mainThreadWaitAddress=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2);var

mainThreadWoken=0;if(mainThreadWaitAddress==addr){var

loadedAddr=Atomics.compareExchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,mainTh

readWaitAddress,0);if(loadedAddr==mainThreadWaitAddress){--count;mainThreadWoken=1;if(count<=0)return

1}}var ret=Atomics.notify(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,count);if(ret>=0)return

ret+mainThreadWoken;throw\"Atomics.notify returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}Module[\"_emscripten_futex_wake\"]=_emscripten_futex_wake;function

killThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! killThread() can only ever be

called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

killThread!\";GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.terminate();PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);PThread.runni

ngWorkers.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(pthread.worker),1);pthread.worker.pthread=undefined}functio

n cancelThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cancelThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cancelThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancel\"})}function

cleanupThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cleanupThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in
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cleanupThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];if(pthread){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

worker=pthread.worker;PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}var

PThread={unusedWorkers:[],runningWorkers:[],initMainThreadBlock:function(){var pthreadPoolSize=8;for(var

i=0;i<pthreadPoolSize;++i){PThread.allocateUnusedWorker()}},initRuntime:function(){var

tb=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228/4;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tb/4+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tb+12>>2]=tb;var

headPtr=tb+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var tlsMemory=_malloc(512);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tlsMemory/4+i]=0;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+100

>>2,tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+40>>2,tb);__emscripten_thread_init(tb,!ENVIRON

MENT_IS_WORKER,1);_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id(tb)},initWorker:function(){},pthreads:{},t

hreadExitHandlers:[],setThreadStatus:function(){},runExitHandlers:function(){while(PThread.threadExitHandlers.l

ength>0){PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop()()}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self())___pthread

_tsd_run_dtors()},runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread:function(tb,exitCode){Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U

32(),tb+56>>2,1);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+60>>2,0);PThread.runExitHandlers();Atomics.stor

e(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+4>>2,exitCode);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2,1);_emscri

pten_futex_wake(tb+0,2147483647);__emscripten_thread_init(0,0,0)},threadExit:function(exitCode){var

tb=_pthread_self();if(tb){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(tb,exitCode);if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHRE

AD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exit\"})}}},threadCancel:function(){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(_pthr

ead_self(),-1);postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancelDone\"})},terminateAllThreads:function(){for(var t in

PThread.pthreads){var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[t];if(pthread&&pthread.worker){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(pthread.worker)}}PThre

ad.pthreads={};for(var i=0;i<PThread.unusedWorkers.length;++i){var

worker=PThread.unusedWorkers[i];worker.terminate()}PThread.unusedWorkers=[];for(var

i=0;i<PThread.runningWorkers.length;++i){var worker=PThread.runningWorkers[i];var

pthread=worker.pthread;PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);worker.terminate()}PThread.runningWorkers=[]},freeTh

readData:function(pthread){if(!pthread)return;if(pthread.threadInfoStruct){var

tlsMemory=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.threadInfoStruct+100>>2];GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.thr

eadInfoStruct+100>>2]=0;_free(tlsMemory);_free(pthread.threadInfoStruct)}pthread.threadInfoStruct=0;if(pthread.

allocatedOwnStack&&pthread.stackBase)_free(pthread.stackBase);pthread.stackBase=0;if(pthread.worker)pthread.

worker.pthread=null},returnWorkerToPool:function(worker){PThread.runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls(functio

n(){delete

PThread.pthreads[worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct];PThread.unusedWorkers.push(worker);PThread.runningWorker

s.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(worker),1);PThread.freeThreadData(worker.pthread);worker.pthread=un

defined})},runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls:function(func){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_m

ain_runtime_queued_calls>>2]=0;try{func()}finally{GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_main_runti

me_queued_calls>>2]=1}},receiveObjectTransfer:function(data){},loadWasmModuleToWorker:function(worker,o

nFinishedLoading){worker.onmessage=function(e){var d=e[\"data\"];var

cmd=d[\"cmd\"];if(worker.pthread)PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct;

if(d[\"targetThread\"]&&d[\"targetThread\"]!=_pthread_self()){var

thread=PThread.pthreads[d.targetThread];if(thread){thread.worker.postMessage(e.data,d[\"transferList\"])}else{con

sole.error('Internal error! Worker sent a message \"'+cmd+'\" to target pthread '+d[\"targetThread\"]+\", but that

thread no longer

exists!\")}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined;return}if(cmd===\"processQueuedMainThread

Work\"){_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls()}else

if(cmd===\"spawnThread\"){spawnThread(e.data)}else

if(cmd===\"cleanupThread\"){cleanupThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"killThread\"){killThread(d[\"thread\"])}else
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if(cmd===\"cancelThread\"){cancelThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"loaded\"){worker.loaded=true;if(onFinishedLoading)onFinishedLoading(worker);if(worker.runPthread)

{worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}else if(cmd===\"print\"){out(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\":

\"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"printErr\"){err(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else

if(cmd===\"alert\"){alert(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"exit\"){var

detached=worker.pthread&&Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct+64>>2);if

(detached){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}else

if(cmd===\"exitProcess\"){try{exit(d[\"returnCode\"])}catch(e){if(e instanceof ExitStatus)return;throw e}}else

if(cmd===\"cancelDone\"){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}else

if(cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){PThread.receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){worker.postMessage(e.data)}else{err(\"worker sent an unknown command

\"+cmd)}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined};worker.onerror=function(e){err(\"pthread sent

an error! \"+e.filename+\":\"+e.lineno+\":

\"+e.message)};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){worker.on(\"message\",function(data){worker.onmessage({data:d

ata})});worker.on(\"error\",function(data){worker.onerror(data)});worker.on(\"exit\",function(data){})}worker.post

Message({\"cmd\":\"load\",\"urlOrBlob\":Module[\"mainScriptUrlOrBlob\"]||_scriptDir,\"wasmMemory\":wasmMe

mory,\"wasmModule\":wasmModule})},allocateUnusedWorker:function(){var pthreadMainJs=locateFile(\"tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js\");PThread.unusedWorkers.push(new

Worker(pthreadMainJs))},getNewWorker:function(){if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length==0){PThread.allocateUnus

edWorker();PThread.loadWasmModuleToWorker(PThread.unusedWorkers[0])}if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length>

0)return PThread.unusedWorkers.pop();else return null},busySpinWait:function(msecs){var

t=performance.now()+msecs;while(performance.now()<t){}}};function

establishStackSpace(stackTop,stackMax){_emscripten_stack_set_limits(stackTop,stackMax);stackRestore(stackTop

)}Module[\"establishStackSpace\"]=establishStackSpace;function getNoExitRuntime(){return

noExitRuntime}Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]=getNoExitRuntime;function invokeEntryPoint(ptr,arg){return

wasmTable.get(ptr)(arg)}Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"]=invokeEntryPoint;function

___assert_fail(condition,filename,line,func){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+UTF8ToString(condition)+\", at:

\"+[filename?UTF8ToString(filename):\"unknown filename\",line,func?UTF8ToString(func):\"unknown

function\"])}function ___call_main(argc,argv){var returnCode=_main(argc,argv)}var

_emscripten_get_now;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){_emscripten_get_now=function(){var

t=process[\"hrtime\"]();return t[0]*1e3+t[1]/1e6}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){_emscripten_get_now=function(){return performance.now()-

Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]}}else if(typeof

dateNow!==\"undefined\"){_emscripten_get_now=dateNow}else _emscripten_get_now=function(){return

performance.now()};function setErrNo(value){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return

value}function _atexit(func,arg){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(1,1,func,arg)}function

__emscripten_notify_thread_queue(targetThreadId,mainThreadId){if(targetThreadId==mainThreadId){postMessag

e({\"cmd\":\"processQueuedMainThreadWork\"})}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){postMessage({\"targetThread\":targetThreadId,\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueu

e\"})}else{var pthread=PThread.pthreads[targetThreadId];var

worker=pthread&&pthread.worker;if(!worker){return}worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueue\"})}ret

urn 1}function _abort(){abort()}function _emscripten_asm_const_int(code,sigPtr,argbuf){var

args=readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,argbuf);return ASM_CONSTS[code].apply(null,args)}function

_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status(expectedStatus,newStatus){}function

_emscripten_futex_wait(addr,val,timeout){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0)return-

28;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB){var

ret=Atomics.wait(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,val,timeout);if(ret===\"timed-out\")return-
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73;if(ret===\"not-equal\")return-6;if(ret===\"ok\")return 0;throw\"Atomics.wait returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}else{if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!=val){return-6}var

tNow=performance.now();var tEnd=tNow+timeout;var

lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr);while(1){tNo

w=performance.now();if(tNow>tEnd){lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_mai

n_thread_futex>>2,0);return-

73}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,0);if(lastAddr==

0){break}_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls();if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!

=val){return-

6}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr)}return

0}}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_num_logical_cores(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return require(\"os\").cpus().length;return

navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]}function _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(index,sync){var

numCallArgs=arguments.length-2;var stack=stackSave();var serializedNumCallArgs=numCallArgs;var

args=stackAlloc(serializedNumCallArgs*8);var b=args>>3;for(var i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){var

arg=arguments[2+i];GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]=arg}var

ret=_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js(index,serializedNumCallArgs,args,sync);stackRestore(stack);retur

n ret}var _emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs=[];var readAsmConstArgsArray=[];function

readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,buf){readAsmConstArgsArray.length=0;var

ch;buf>>=2;while(ch=GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[sigPtr++]){var

double=ch<105;if(double&&buf&1)buf++;readAsmConstArgsArray.push(double?GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[buf

++>>1]:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[buf]);++buf}return readAsmConstArgsArray}function

_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js(index,numCallArgs,args){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callA

rgs.length=numCallArgs;var b=args>>3;for(var

i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs[i]=GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]}v

ar isEmAsmConst=index<0;var func=!isEmAsmConst?proxiedFunctionTable[index]:ASM_CONSTS[-index-

1];return func.apply(null,_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var

oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();if(requestedSize<=oldSize){return false}var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

JSEvents={inEventHandler:0,removeAllEventListeners:function(){for(var i=JSEvents.eventHandlers.length-

1;i>=0;--

i){JSEvents._removeHandler(i)}JSEvents.eventHandlers=[];JSEvents.deferredCalls=[]},registerRemoveEventListen

ers:function(){if(!JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered){__ATEXIT__.push(JSEvents.removeAllEventListene

rs);JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered=true}},deferredCalls:[],deferCall:function(targetFunction,precedence

,argsList){function arraysHaveEqualContent(arrA,arrB){if(arrA.length!=arrB.length)return false;for(var i in

arrA){if(arrA[i]!=arrB[i])return false}return true}for(var i in JSEvents.deferredCalls){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];if(call.targetFunction==targetFunction&&arraysHaveEqualContent(call.argsList,args

List)){return}}JSEvents.deferredCalls.push({targetFunction:targetFunction,precedence:precedence,argsList:argsList
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});JSEvents.deferredCalls.sort(function(x,y){return

x.precedence<y.precedence})},removeDeferredCalls:function(targetFunction){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){if(JSEvents.deferredCalls[i].targetFunction==targetFunction){JSEvents.d

eferredCalls.splice(i,1);--i}}},canPerformEventHandlerRequests:function(){return

JSEvents.inEventHandler&&JSEvents.currentEventHandler.allowsDeferredCalls},runDeferredCalls:function(){if(!J

SEvents.canPerformEventHandlerRequests()){return}for(var i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];JSEvents.deferredCalls.splice(i,1);--

i;call.targetFunction.apply(null,call.argsList)}},eventHandlers:[],removeAllHandlersOnTarget:function(target,event

TypeString){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==target&&(!eventTypeString||event

TypeString==JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].eventTypeString)){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}},_removeHandler:function(i){var

h=JSEvents.eventHandlers[i];h.target.removeEventListener(h.eventTypeString,h.eventListenerFunc,h.useCapture);J

SEvents.eventHandlers.splice(i,1)},registerOrRemoveHandler:function(eventHandler){var jsEventHandler=function

jsEventHandler(event){++JSEvents.inEventHandler;JSEvents.currentEventHandler=eventHandler;JSEvents.runDef

erredCalls();eventHandler.handlerFunc(event);JSEvents.runDeferredCalls();--

JSEvents.inEventHandler};if(eventHandler.callbackfunc){eventHandler.eventListenerFunc=jsEventHandler;eventH

andler.target.addEventListener(eventHandler.eventTypeString,jsEventHandler,eventHandler.useCapture);JSEvents.e

ventHandlers.push(eventHandler);JSEvents.registerRemoveEventListeners()}else{for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==eventHandler.target&&JSEvents.e

ventHandlers[i].eventTypeString==eventHandler.eventTypeString){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}}},queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii:function(targetThread,eventHandlerFunc,eventTypeId,eventData,userData)

{var stackTop=stackSave();var

varargs=stackAlloc(12);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs>>2]=eventTypeId;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs

+4>>2]=eventData;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+8>>2]=userData;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThr

ead,637534208,eventHandlerFunc,eventData,varargs);stackRestore(stackTop)},getTargetThreadForEventCallback:f

unction(targetThread){switch(targetThread){case 1:return 0;case 2:return

PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread;default:return

targetThread}},getNodeNameForTarget:function(target){if(!target)return\"\";if(target==window)return\"#window\";

if(target==screen)return\"#screen\";return

target&&target.nodeName?target.nodeName:\"\"},fullscreenEnabled:function(){return

document.fullscreenEnabled||document.webkitFullscreenEnabled}};function stringToNewUTF8(jsString){var

length=lengthBytesUTF8(jsString)+1;var cString=_malloc(length);stringToUTF8(jsString,cString,length);return

cString}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){var

stackTop=stackSave();var varargs=stackAlloc(12);var

targetCanvasPtr=0;if(targetCanvas){targetCanvasPtr=stringToNewUTF8(targetCanvas)}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(

)[varargs>>2]=targetCanvasPtr;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+4>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[var

args+8>>2]=height;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThread,657457152,0,targetCanvasPtr,varargs);stackRestor

e(stackTop)}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){targetCanvas=tar

getCanvas?UTF8ToString(targetCanvas):\"\";_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThr

ead,targetCanvas,width,height)}function maybeCStringToJsString(cString){return

cString>2?UTF8ToString(cString):cString}var specialHTMLTargets=[0,typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document:0,typeof window!==\"undefined\"?window:0];function

findEventTarget(target){target=maybeCStringToJsString(target);var

domElement=specialHTMLTargets[target]||(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document.querySelector(target):undefined);return domElement}function
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findCanvasEventTarget(target){return findEventTarget(target)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas)return-

4;if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEA

P_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+4>>2]=height}if(canvas.offscreenCanvas||!canvas.controlTransferredOffscreen){if

(canvas.offscreenCanvas)canvas=canvas.offscreenCanvas;var

autoResizeViewport=false;if(canvas.GLctxObject&&canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx){var

prevViewport=canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.getParameter(2978);autoResizeViewport=prevViewport[0]===0&&prev

Viewport[1]===0&&prevViewport[2]===canvas.width&&prevViewport[3]===canvas.height}canvas.width=width;

canvas.height=height;if(autoResizeViewport){canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.viewport(0,0,width,height)}}else

if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){var

targetThread=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+8>>2];_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_o

n_target_thread(targetThread,target,width,height);return 1}else{return-4}return 0}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)retur

n _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(2,1,target,width,height);return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(canvas){return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}else{return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height)}}function

_emscripten_set_current_thread_status(newStatus){}function

_emscripten_set_thread_name(threadId,name){}function __webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"ANGLE_instanced_arrays\");if(ext){ctx[\"vertexAttribDivisor\"]=function(index,divisor){ex

t[\"vertexAttribDivisorANGLE\"](index,divisor)};ctx[\"drawArraysInstanced\"]=function(mode,first,count,primcou

nt){ext[\"drawArraysInstancedANGLE\"](mode,first,count,primcount)};ctx[\"drawElementsInstanced\"]=function(

mode,count,type,indices,primcount){ext[\"drawElementsInstancedANGLE\"](mode,count,type,indices,primcount)};

return 1}}function __webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"OES_vertex_array_object\");if(ext){ctx[\"createVertexArray\"]=function(){return

ext[\"createVertexArrayOES\"]()};ctx[\"deleteVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"deleteVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};

ctx[\"bindVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"bindVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};ctx[\"isVertexArray\"]=function(vao)

{return ext[\"isVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};return 1}}function __webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_draw_buffers\");if(ext){ctx[\"drawBuffers\"]=function(n,bufs){ext[\"drawBuffers

WEBGL\"](n,bufs)};return 1}}function

__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(ctx){return!!(ctx.multiDrawWebgl=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_multi_dra

w\"))}var

GL={counter:1,buffers:[],programs:[],framebuffers:[],renderbuffers:[],textures:[],uniforms:[],shaders:[],vaos:[],cont

exts:{},offscreenCanvases:{},timerQueriesEXT:[],programInfos:{},stringCache:{},unpackAlignment:4,recordError:

function recordError(errorCode){if(!GL.lastError){GL.lastError=errorCode}},getNewId:function(table){var

ret=GL.counter++;for(var i=table.length;i<ret;i++){table[i]=null}return

ret},getSource:function(shader,count,string,length){var source=\"\";for(var i=0;i<count;++i){var

len=length?GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[length+i*4>>2]:-

1;source+=UTF8ToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[string+i*4>>2],len<0?undefined:len)}return

source},createContext:function(canvas,webGLContextAttributes){var

ctx=canvas.getContext(\"webgl\",webGLContextAttributes);if(!ctx)return 0;var

handle=GL.registerContext(ctx,webGLContextAttributes);return

handle},registerContext:function(ctx,webGLContextAttributes){var

handle=_malloc(8);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[handle+4>>2]=_pthread_self();var

context={handle:handle,attributes:webGLContextAttributes,version:webGLContextAttributes.majorVersion,GLctx:
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ctx};if(ctx.canvas)ctx.canvas.GLctxObject=context;GL.contexts[handle]=context;if(typeof

webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensionsByDefault===\"undefined\"||webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensions

ByDefault){GL.initExtensions(context)}return

handle},makeContextCurrent:function(contextHandle){GL.currentContext=GL.contexts[contextHandle];Module.ctx

=GLctx=GL.currentContext&&GL.currentContext.GLctx;return!(contextHandle&&!GLctx)},getContext:function(c

ontextHandle){return

GL.contexts[contextHandle]},deleteContext:function(contextHandle){if(GL.currentContext===GL.contexts[context

Handle])GL.currentContext=null;if(typeof

JSEvents===\"object\")JSEvents.removeAllHandlersOnTarget(GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas);if(GL.co

ntexts[contextHandle]&&GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas)GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas.GL

ctxObject=undefined;_free(GL.contexts[contextHandle].handle);GL.contexts[contextHandle]=null},initExtensions:f

unction(context){if(!context)context=GL.currentContext;if(context.initExtensionsDone)return;context.initExtension

sDone=true;var

GLctx=context.GLctx;__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(GLctx);__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_obj

ect(GLctx);__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(GLctx);GLctx.disjointTimerQueryExt=GLctx.getExtension(\"

EXT_disjoint_timer_query\");__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(GLctx);var

exts=GLctx.getSupportedExtensions()||[];exts.forEach(function(ext){if(ext.indexOf(\"lose_context\")<0&&ext.inde

xOf(\"debug\")<0){GLctx.getExtension(ext)}})},populateUniformTable:function(program){var

p=GL.programs[program];var

ptable=GL.programInfos[program]={uniforms:{},maxUniformLength:0,maxAttributeLength:-

1,maxUniformBlockNameLength:-1};var utable=ptable.uniforms;var

numUniforms=GLctx.getProgramParameter(p,35718);for(var i=0;i<numUniforms;++i){var

u=GLctx.getActiveUniform(p,i);var

name=u.name;ptable.maxUniformLength=Math.max(ptable.maxUniformLength,name.length+1);if(name.slice(-

1)==\"]\"){name=name.slice(0,name.lastIndexOf(\"[\"))}var loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,name);if(loc){var

id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);utable[name]=[u.size,id];GL.uniforms[id]=loc;for(var j=1;j<u.size;++j){var

n=name+\"[\"+j+\"]\";loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,n);id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);GL.uniforms[id]=loc}}}

}};var __emscripten_webgl_power_preferences=[\"default\",\"low-power\",\"high-performance\"];function

_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(target,attributes){var a=attributes>>2;var

powerPreference=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(24>>2)];var

contextAttributes={\"alpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(0>>2)],\"depth\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(4

>>2)],\"stencil\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(8>>2)],\"antialias\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(12>>2)],\"p

remultipliedAlpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(16>>2)],\"preserveDrawingBuffer\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_

I32()[a+(20>>2)],\"powerPreference\":__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences[powerPreference],\"failIfMajorPerf

ormanceCaveat\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(28>>2)],majorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(32>>2)],

minorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(36>>2)],enableExtensionsByDefault:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(

40>>2)],explicitSwapControl:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(44>>2)],proxyContextToMainThread:GROWABLE_

HEAP_I32()[a+(48>>2)],renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(52>>2)]};var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas){return 0}if(contextAttributes.explicitSwapControl){return 0}var

contextHandle=GL.createContext(canvas,contextAttributes);return contextHandle}function

_emscripten_webgl_create_context(a0,a1){return _emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(a0,a1)}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var

ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function

_fd_close(fd){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(3,1,fd);return

0}function _fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return
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_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(4,1,fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset)}function

_fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(5,1,fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum);var num=0;for(var i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var

ptr=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+i*8>>2];var len=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[ptr+j])}num+=len}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32

()[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function _pthread_cleanup_pop(execute){var

routine=PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop();if(execute)routine()}function

_pthread_cleanup_push(routine,arg){PThread.threadExitHandlers.push(function(){wasmTable.get(routine)(arg)})}f

unction spawnThread(threadParams){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! spawnThread()

can only ever be called from main application thread!\";var

worker=PThread.getNewWorker();if(worker.pthread!==undefined)throw\"Internal

error!\";if(!threadParams.pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal error, no pthread

ptr!\";PThread.runningWorkers.push(worker);var tlsMemory=_malloc(128*4);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tlsMemory+i*4>>2]=0}var

stackHigh=threadParams.stackBase+threadParams.stackSize;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[threadParams.pthread_ptr]={worker:worker,stackBase:threadParams.stackBase,stackSize

:threadParams.stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:threadParams.allocatedOwnStack,threadInfoStruct:threadParams.pthrea

d_ptr};var

tis=pthread.threadInfoStruct>>2;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(64>>2),threadParams.detached);A

tomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(100>>2),tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis

+(40>>2),pthread.threadInfoStruct);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(80>>2),threadParams.stackSiz

e);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(76>>2),stackHigh);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),t

is+(104>>2),threadParams.stackSize);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+8>>2),stackHigh);Atom

ics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+12>>2),threadParams.detached);var

global_libc=_emscripten_get_global_libc();var

global_locale=global_libc+40;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(172>>2),global_locale);worker.pthr

ead=pthread;var

msg={\"cmd\":\"run\",\"start_routine\":threadParams.startRoutine,\"arg\":threadParams.arg,\"threadInfoStruct\":thre

adParams.pthread_ptr,\"stackBase\":threadParams.stackBase,\"stackSize\":threadParams.stackSize};worker.runPthre

ad=function(){msg.time=performance.now();worker.postMessage(msg,threadParams.transferList)};if(worker.loaded

){worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}function

_pthread_create(pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg){if(typeof SharedArrayBuffer===\"undefined\"){err(\"Current

environment does not support SharedArrayBuffer, pthreads are not available!\");return

6}if(!pthread_ptr){err(\"pthread_create called with a null thread pointer!\");return 28}var transferList=[];var

error=0;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&(transferList.length===0||error)){return

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4(687865856,pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg)}if(error)return error;var

stackSize=0;var stackBase=0;var detached=0;if(attr&&attr!=-

1){stackSize=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr>>2];stackSize+=81920;stackBase=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+

8>>2];detached=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+12>>2]!==0}else{stackSize=2097152}var

allocatedOwnStack=stackBase==0;if(allocatedOwnStack){stackBase=_memalign(16,stackSize)}else{stackBase-

=stackSize;assert(stackBase>0)}var threadInfoStruct=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228>>2;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[(threadInfoStruct>>2)+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_p

tr>>2]=threadInfoStruct;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[threadInfoStruct+12>>2]=threadInfoStruct;var

headPtr=threadInfoStruct+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var

threadParams={stackBase:stackBase,stackSize:stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:allocatedOwnStack,detached:detached

,startRoutine:start_routine,pthread_ptr:threadInfoStruct,arg:arg,transferList:transferList};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){threadParams.cmd=\"spawnThread\";postMessage(threadParams,transferList)}else{spawnThread(thread

Params)}return 0}function __pthread_testcancel_js(){if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;var
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tb=_pthread_self();if(!tb)return;var

cancelDisabled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+56>>2);if(cancelDisabled)return;var

canceled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2);if(canceled==2)throw\"Canceled!\"}function

_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKE

R)return;warnOnce(\"Blocking on the main thread is very dangerous, see

https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/pthreads.html#blocking-on-the-main-browser-thread\")}function

__emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,block){if(!thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on a null thread

pointer!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self()==thread){err(\"PThread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}else

if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id()==thread){err(\"Main thread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}var

self=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[thread+12>>2];if(self!==thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on thread

\"+thread+\", which does not point to a valid thread, or does not exist anymore!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}var

detached=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2);if(detached){err(\"Attempted to join thread

\"+thread+\", which was already detached!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.EINVAL}if(block){_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed()}for(;;){var

threadStatus=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+0>>2);if(threadStatus==1){var

threadExitCode=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+4>>2);if(status)GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[sta

tus>>2]=threadExitCode;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2,1);if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD)cleanupThread(thread);else postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cleanupThread\",\"thread\":thread});return

0}if(!block){return

ERRNO_CODES.EBUSY}__pthread_testcancel_js();if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)_emscripten_main_thre

ad_process_queued_calls();_emscripten_futex_wait(thread+0,threadStatus,ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD?100:1

)}}function _pthread_join(thread,status){return __emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,true)}function

_sysconf(name){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(6,1,name);switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;return maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case

235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case 19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case

159:case 154:case 14:case 77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case

48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case 46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case

161:case 181:case 182:case 242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case

49:case 50:case 168:case 169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case

80:case 81:case 79:return-1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case

93:case 129:case 130:case 131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case

31:case 42:case 72:return 32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case

36:return 99;case 43:case 37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case

44:return 32767;case 75:return 16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return

255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return 64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case

84:{if(typeof navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-

1}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)PThread.initMainThreadBlock();var GLctx;var

proxiedFunctionTable=[null,_atexit,_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread,_fd_close,_fd_seek,_fd_wr

ite,_sysconf];var

asmLibraryArg={\"e\":___assert_fail,\"r\":___call_main,\"x\":__emscripten_notify_thread_queue,\"b\":_abort,\"y\":

_emscripten_asm_const_int,\"j\":_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status,\"d\":_emscripten_futex_wait,\

"c\":_emscripten_futex_wake,\"f\":_emscripten_get_now,\"p\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"A\":_emscripten_num_l

ogical_cores,\"u\":_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js,\"q\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"v\":_emscripten_set_ca
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nvas_element_size,\"i\":_emscripten_set_current_thread_status,\"s\":_emscripten_set_thread_name,\"w\":_emscript

en_webgl_create_context,\"l\":_fd_close,\"n\":_fd_seek,\"g\":_fd_write,\"o\":initPthreadsJS,\"a\":wasmMemory||Mo

dule[\"wasmMemory\"],\"z\":_pthread_cleanup_pop,\"k\":_pthread_cleanup_push,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"m\":_pthr

ead_join,\"t\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"ga\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"o

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ja\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,a

rguments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Qa\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ra

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Xa\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Za\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"_a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$a\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ab\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"bb\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"cb\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"db\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"eb\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"f

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"hb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ib\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"jb\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"kb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_get_global_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_get_global

_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"lb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=function(){return(_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"mb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=Module[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=function(){return(___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=M

odule[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"nb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls\"]=fu

nction(){return(_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_que

ued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ob\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls\"]

=function(){return(_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_proc

ess_queued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id\"]=functi

on(){return(_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_

id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=function(){return(_ems

cripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"rb\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=function(){return(__emsc

ripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sb\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=function(){retur

n(_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=Module[\"asm\

"][\"tb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=function(

){return(_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"ub\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_call_on_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_call_on_t

hread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"vb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscript

en_tls_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_thread_init=Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_thread_init=Mod

ule[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"yb\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"zb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ab\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_stack_set_limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_stack_set_

limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Bb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=function(){return(_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Cb

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls=Module[\"__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls\"]=1

0512;var

__emscripten_main_thread_futex=Module[\"__emscripten_main_thread_futex\"]=12148;Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap

;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=wasmMemory;Module

[\"ExitStatus\"]=ExitStatus;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){readyPromis

eResolve(Module);initRuntime();postMessage({\"cmd\":\"loaded\"});return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){retur

n}function
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doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;function

exit(status,implicit){if(implicit&&noExitRuntime&&status===0){return}if(!implicit){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exitProcess\",\"returnCode\":status});throw new

ExitStatus(status)}else{}}if(noExitRuntime){}else{PThread.terminateAllThreads();EXITSTATUS=status;exitRunti

me();if(Module[\"onExit\"])Module[\"onExit\"](status);ABORT=true}quit_(status,new

ExitStatus(status))}if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){noExitRuntime=false;PThread.initWorker()}run

();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports === 'object' && typeof

module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd; });\nelse if

(typeof exports === 'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd\"] =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\n","export const wasmWorkerContents = 'var Module={};function

threadPrintErr(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\" \");console.error(text)}function

threadAlert(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\"

\");postMessage({cmd:\"alert\",text:text,threadId:Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()})}var

err=threadPrintErr;this.alert=threadAlert;Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]=function(info,receiveInstance){var

instance=new

WebAssembly.Instance(Module[\"wasmModule\"],info);Module[\"wasmModule\"]=null;receiveInstance(instance);r

eturn instance.exports};function

moduleLoaded(){}this.onmessage=function(e){try{if(e.data.cmd===\"load\"){Module[\"wasmModule\"]=e.data.wa

smModule;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=e.data.wasmMemory;Module[\"buffer\"]=Module[\"wasmMemory\"].buffer;

Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]=true;if(typeof

e.data.urlOrBlob===\"string\"){importScripts(e.data.urlOrBlob)}else{var

objectUrl=URL.createObjectURL(e.data.urlOrBlob);importScripts(objectUrl);URL.revokeObjectURL(objectUrl)}

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd(Module).then(function(instance){Module=instance;moduleLoaded()})}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"run\"){Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]=performance.now()-

e.data.time;Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"](e.data.threadInfoStruct,0,0);var max=e.data.stackBase;var

top=e.data.stackBase+e.data.stackSize;Module[\"establishStackSpace\"](top,max);Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"](

);Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data);Module[\"PThread\"].setThreadStatus(Module[\"_pthread_self

\"](),1);try{var

result=Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"](e.data.start_routine,e.data.arg);if(!Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]())Module[\

"PThread\"].threadExit(result)}catch(ex){if(ex===\"Canceled!\"){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}else

if(ex!=\"unwind\"){if(ex instanceof

Module[\"ExitStatus\"]){if(Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]()){}else{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(ex.status)}}el

se{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(-2);throw ex}}}}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"cancel\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"processThreadQueue\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_

process_queued_calls\"]()}}else{err(\"worker.js received unknown command

\"+e.data.cmd);err(e.data)}}catch(ex){err(\"worker.js onmessage() captured an uncaught exception:

\"+ex);if(ex&&ex.stack)err(ex.stack);throw ex}};if(typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof process.versions.node===\"string\"){self={location:{href:__filename}};var

onmessage=this.onmessage;var
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nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\");global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker;var

parentPort=nodeWorkerThreads.parentPort;parentPort.on(\"message\",function(data){onmessage({data:data})});var

nodeFS=require(\"fs\");var nodeRead=function(filename){return nodeFS.readFileSync(filename,\"utf8\")};function

globalEval(x){global.require=require;global.Module=Module;eval.call(null,x)}importScripts=function(f){globalEva

l(nodeRead(f))};postMessage=function(msg){parentPort.postMessage(msg)};if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){performance={now:function(){return Date.now()}}}}';","\nvar

WasmBackendModule = (function() {\n  var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' &&

document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src : undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined')

_scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return (\nfunction(WasmBackendModule) {\n  WasmBackendModule =

WasmBackendModule || {};\n\nvar Module=typeof

WasmBackendModule!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModule:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"}}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(_scriptDir){s

criptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.substr(0,script

Directory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}{read_=function(url){var xhr=new
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XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}var UTF8Decoder=typeof

TextDecoder!==\"undefined\"?new TextDecoder(\"utf8\"):undefined;function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

endPtr=idx;while(heap[endPtr]&&!(endPtr>=endIdx))++endPtr;if(endPtr-

idx>16&&heap.subarray&&UTF8Decoder){return UTF8Decoder.decode(heap.subarray(idx,endPtr))}else{var

str=\"\";while(idx<endPtr){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(HEAPU8,ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[
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outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,HEAPU8,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){HEAP8.set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var

__ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var

runtimeInitialized=false;__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctors()}});function

preRun(){if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT__)}function

preMain(){callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function postRun(){if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDep

endencies\"](runDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTAT

US=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new

WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new
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Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmMemory=Module[\"asm\"][\"j\"];updateGlobalBufferAnd

Views(wasmMemory.buffer);wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"r\"];removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")}addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\");function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}function _abort(){abort()}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){HEAPU8.copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return HEAPU8.length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=HEAP32[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return

ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function _fd_close(fd){return 0}function

_fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){}function _fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){var num=0;for(var

i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var ptr=HEAP32[iov+i*8>>2];var len=HEAP32[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,HEAPU8[ptr+j])}num+=len}HEAP32[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function

_pthread_create(){return 6}function _pthread_join(){return 28}function

setErrNo(value){HEAP32[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return value}function

_sysconf(name){switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var maxHeapSize=2147483648;return

maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case 235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case

19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case 159:case 154:case 14:case

77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case 48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case

46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case 161:case 181:case 182:case
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242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case 49:case 50:case 168:case

169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case 80:case 81:case 79:return-

1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case 93:case 129:case 130:case

131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case 31:case 42:case 72:return

32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case 36:return 99;case 43:case

37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case 44:return 32767;case 75:return

16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return 255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return

64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case 84:{if(typeof

navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-1}var

asmLibraryArg={\"a\":_abort,\"d\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"e\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"f\":_fd_close,\"c\":_f

d_seek,\"b\":_fd_write,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"g\":_pthread_join,\"i\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"k\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"l\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"m\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"n\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"o\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"p\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"q\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"s\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"u\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"v\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"w\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"A\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul
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e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"I\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).apply(null

,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm
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\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"c

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\

"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ma\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"oa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ta\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith
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Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"])

.apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"Ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati
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on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"Xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){return}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}run();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModule.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports ===

'object' && typeof module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModule;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModule; });\nelse if (typeof exports ===

'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModule\"] = WasmBackendModule;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from

'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface

TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:

DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:

BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n
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return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false

otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n

getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n

this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n

case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n

// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n

util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =
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'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new

Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n

factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double

error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD

binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =

null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n

  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,

['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *
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https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory

where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix

= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =

numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n","/** @license See the

LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.11.0';\nexport

{version};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,

setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n},

WASM_PRIORITY);\n"],"names":["_FusedMatMul","util","Abs","backend_util","Add","AddN","Identity","setup",
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"Transpose","All","Any","wasmFunc","ArgMax","AvgPool","Reshape","BatchMatMul","slice_util","buffer","sliceI

mplCPU","Slice","BatchToSpaceND","Cast","Ceil","ClipByValue","concatImplCPU","Concat","Conv2D","Conv2

DBackpropInput","Cos","Cosh","CropAndResize","Cumsum","DepthToSpace","DepthwiseConv2dNative","Elu","s

upportsFullBroadcast","Equal","Exp","ExpandDims","Fill","FlipLeftRight","Floor","FloorDiv","FusedBatchNorm",

"FusedConv2D","FusedDepthwiseConv2D","GatherNd","GatherV2","Greater","GreaterEqual","setupFunc","Leaky

Relu","Less","LessEqual","Log","LogicalAnd","Max","Maximum","MaxPool","Mean","Min","Minimum","Mirror

Pad","Multiply","Neg","NonMaxSuppressionV3","NonMaxSuppressionV4","NonMaxSuppressionV5","kernelFunc

","NotEqual","OneHot","OnesLike","Pack","PadV2","Pow","Prelu","Prod","rangeImplCPU","Range","RealDiv","R

elu","Relu6","ResizeBilinear","Reverse","RotateWithOffset","Round","Rsqrt","ScatterNd","Select","Sigmoid","Sin

","Softmax","SpaceToBatchND","SplitV","Sqrt","Square","SquaredDifference","Step","StridedSlice","Sub","Sum",

"Tan","Tanh","Tile","TopK","Transform","Unpack","ZerosLike","registerKernel","env","require$$0","require$$1",

"require$$2","global","require$$3","require$$4","tslib_1.__extends","DataStorage","engine","KernelBackend","wa

smFactoryThreadedSimd","wasmFactory","deprecationWarn","registerBackend"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

EAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAiBA;EACA,IAAY,QAMX;EAND,WAAY,QAAQ;MAClB,6CAAW,CAAA;MACX,yCAAS,

CAAA;MACT,uCAAQ,CAAA;MACR,2CAAU,CAAA;MACV,iDAAa,CAAA;EACf,CAAC,EANW,QAAQ,KAA

R,QAAQ,QAMnB;EAED;EACA,IAAY,iBAQX;EARD,WAAY,iBAAiB;MAC3B,6DAAU,CAAA;MACV,yDAA

Q,CAAA;MACR,2DAAS,CAAA;MACT,2DAAS,CAAA;MACT,mEAAa,CAAA;MACb,+DAAW,CAAA;MACX,

uDAAO,CAAA;EACT,CAAC,EARW,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB;;EC3B7B;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,eAKQ,CAAC;

EAEb,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACA,qBAAY,

EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UAClE,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UA

CR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CA

AC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIzB;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kB

AAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,YAAC,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;MAEpD,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAC

X,6DAA6D,CAAC,CAAC;OACpE;MAEM,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,EAAE,qCAAc,CAAU;

MACnE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE/C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;U

AChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UA

CpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iDA

AiD;mBACjD,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;UACD,MAA

M,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;OACtB;MACD,IAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;UAC3D,C

AAC;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

MAC5D,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UA

C3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACR,UAAU,mDAAgD;cAC7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;OAC7B;MAED,IAAM,OAA

O,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAA

O,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACvE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,WAAW,GA

AG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACn

E,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,eAAe,E

AAE,MAAM,EAAE,wBAAwB,EACzE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhC,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;MAC7C,UAAU,EAAEA,qBAAY;MACxB,WAAW,EAAE,

MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;GACjD;;EC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAuBgB,uB
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AAuB,CACnC,UAAkB,EAAE,OAAkB;MACxC,IAAI,QAA6D,CAAC;MAElE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;UA

CrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;cACzD,QAAQ;cACR,

QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;WACT,CAAC,CAAC;OACJ;MAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAiD;UAE5D,IAAA,sBAAO,E

AAW,iBAAC,CAAU;UACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;UAGnD,IAAIC,aAAI,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;WACZ;UAED,QA

AQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACxC,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,YAAA,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,WA

AA,EAAE,UAAU,YAAA,EAAC,CAAC;EAClE;;ECpDA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAA

CC,YAAG,CAAC;;ECpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAuBgB,wBAAwB,CACpC,UAAkB,EAAE,qBAA8B,EAClD,KAAgB;M

AClB,IAAI,QAGQ,CAAC;MAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;UACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;cACzD,QAAQ;cACR,OAAO;cACP,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,OA

AO;cACP,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;WACT,CAAC,CAAC;OACJ;MAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAkD

;UAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,CAAS;UACxB,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,YAAC,CAAW;UACtB,IAAM,GAA

G,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAC/

C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;UAE/C,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;UA

CnD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGC,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC;UAC3E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;

;UAGrD,IAAIF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;W

ACZ;UAED,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACnE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACnE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAM,OAAA,QAAQ,

CAC7B,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,GAAA,CAAC;;UAG9B,IAAI,qBAAqB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;cAClD,UAAU,EAAE

,CAAC;cACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;WACZ;UAED,IAAM,cAAc,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;UACxE,IAAM,cAAc,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;UACxE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;UAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,c

AAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAA

C;UAChE,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,eAAe,EAAE;cACtC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;cACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;WACZ;eAA

M;cACL,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,2CAA2C;mBAC3C,mBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,SAAI,UAAU,MAAG,

CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;WAChD;OACF;MAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,YAAA,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAA

E,SAAS,WAAA,EAAE,UAAU,YAAA,EAAC,CAAC;EAClE;;ECxFA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,

IAAI,CAAC;EAE5B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACC,YAAG,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC;;ECxBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;EAuBA,IAAI,QAEQ,CAAC;EAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;MACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,KAAK,CAACC,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACnD,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OA

CT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAAkD;MACvD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAA

S;MAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAA

E,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;MAGjE,IAAIJ,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACtE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,
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CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,

QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,

OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEI,aAAI;MAChB,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,WAAA;MACT,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;EC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,Q

AAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;MAE3D,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;MACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG

,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACpB,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;MAC1C,UAAU,EAAEC,iBAAQ;MACpB,WAAW,EAAE,M

AAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;GACzC;;ECpCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,aAE4D,CAAC;EAEjE,SAASC,

OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,a

AAa;UAC7D,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;O

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,SAAS,CACrB,IAC0E;MAErE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,k

BAAK,CAAS;;;MAGhC,IAAA,kDAAoE,EAAnE,oBAAY,EAAE,YAAqD,CAAC;MAE3E,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC;MACtB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE;UACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cACjB,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC;WACpB;OACF;MACD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG;UACR,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM;UACvB,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY;UACnB,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK;OACt

B,CAAC;MAEF,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;UACd,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,

OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC3C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;UACxB,OAAO,MAA

M,CAAC;OACf;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,SAAS,EACrE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACjB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAED,SAA

S,eAAe,CAAC,OAAiB,EAAE,IAAc;MACxD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;MAC3C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAE,EAAE;UACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;OAChC;MACD,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;EAClB,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,iBAAiB,CACtB,KAAe,EAAE,IA

Ac;MACjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;MAC9B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;MAC7B,KAAK,IA

AI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;UACrC,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cAClB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;WACzB;UACD,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;

cACxB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACvB;OACF;MACD,KAAK,IA

AI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;UACvC,IAAI

,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACnB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;cACvC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;mBACd,SAA

S,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;k

BACzD,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;eACf;WACF;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;O

ACxB;MACD,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;EAC7B,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;

MAC3C,UAAU,EAAEA,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;MACzC,SAA

S,EAAED,OAAK;GACjB;;ECtHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA;;;;;;;;WAQgB,uBAAuB,CACnC,CAAa,EAAE,IAAqB,EAA

E,OAAoB;MAM5D,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACvB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAE7B,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,M
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AAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACvD,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;MACxB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,

kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClE,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACvB,IAAI,kB

AAkB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC/B,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UACxB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;cACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;UAED,IAAI,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM

,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACzD,WAAW;cACP,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,

EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAE

nE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;UAC/C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAClE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;cACxB,kBAAkB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;WAC3

B;OACF;MAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAE,kBAAk

B,oBAAA,EAAC,CAAC;EAC3E;;EC9DA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;EAEtE,SAASI,OAAK,CAAC,

OAAoB;MACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACE,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,

wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC/E,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAA

E,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;M

ACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAER,IAA

A,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;

UACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;UACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;OACxB;MAED,IAA

M,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MACrCN,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK

,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;MA

C9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAA

E,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACrC;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qB

AAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;MACrC,

UAAU,EAAEM,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEF,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,G

AAuB;GACpC;;EC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;EAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACG,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;EAC/E,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAA

E,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACnB,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;M

AC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAER,IAAA,8CACuC,E

ADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,IAAM

,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

UACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;UACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;OACxB;MAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAA

G,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MACrCP,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,E

AAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;MAC9D,IAAM,U

AAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACrC;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,C
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AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,

oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAA

Q,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;MACrC,UAAU,EAA

EO,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEH,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;GAC

pC;;EC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAII,UAEsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACrD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;

MACjE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,CAA+B;MACnC,IAAA,YA

AC,CAAiC;MACzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;MAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,0CACoB,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;

UACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO,

GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;WACxB;OACF;MAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,

EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGX,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;MACvCU,UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,S

AAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtE,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,Y

AAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEC,eAAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;

MACtC,SAAS,EAAEL,OAAK;GACjB;;EChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,WAI6D,CAAC;EAElE,SAASA,OAAK,

CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACM,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa

;UACzD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAA

C,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;MACnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBA

AO,CAAS;MAEtC,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;MAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAExC,IAAA,6BAAU,EA

AE,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,CAAU;MAC1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGV,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3

C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC

;MAE3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,IAAM,YAAY,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IA

AM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAErC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;UAC

1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;eACzC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;OAC5D

;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACjE,MAA

M,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,oEAAoE;eACpE,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,UAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,OAAI,CAAA,

CAAC,CAAC;OACrE;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,W

AAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,aA

Aa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEU,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEN,OAAK;M

AChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EC9FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAqBgB,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;MACnE,IAAA,oBA
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AM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MACtB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACZ,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;MAEtB,IAAM,KAAK,

GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,aAAI,

CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzDA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,KAA

KA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EACpC,cAAM,OAAA,gBAAc,MAAM,qBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,yBAAsB;UACnE,8CAA8C,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;MAGxD,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;EAC3D,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GA

AiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEa,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;

EC5CD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,eAG2C,CAAC;EAEhD,SAASP,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,eAAe,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACQ,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QA

AQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CA

AC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,IAIpB;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CA

AS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,YAAC,CAAW;MACf,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;MAEvC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,

CACX,4DAA4D,CAAC,CAAC;OACnE;MAED,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC;MAC7B,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAE7B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,

UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEz

E,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAExC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGd,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC

;MACjD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MAEjD,IAAM,mBAAmB,GA

CrB,SAAS,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAElEA,aAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,EAC/C,cAAM,OAAA,iEAAiE;U

ACnE,kEAAkE;WAClE,0BAAwB,UAAU,eAAU,UAAU,OAAI,CAAA,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,IAAM,iBA

AiB,GACnB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC

xE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;M

AEtEA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,WAAW,KAAK,WAAW,EAC3B,cAAM,OAAA,oCAAkC,WAAW,YAAS;W

ACrD,WAAW,iCAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,UAAO,CAAA;WACrD,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,wBAAmB,UAAY,C

AAA;WACzC,qBAAmB,UAAU,iBAAc,CAAA,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MAErD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GA

AG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;UACrC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,C

AAC,CAAC;MACpE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;

UACrC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;;MAGpE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,

EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QA

AQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,IA

AM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC;MAEhD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,
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CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,

CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,IAAM,WAAW,

GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MA

ErE,eAAe,CACX,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WA

AW,EACxD,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;M

AErD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAChC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;MACrB,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;MAC7C,UAAU,EAAEc,oBAAW;MACvB,WAAW,E

AAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAER,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,WAA+B;GAC5C;;ECjID;EACA;EACA;EA

CA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EAEO,SAAS,UAAU,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE;EAClE,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,GAAGN,aAAI,C

AAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAEA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAChF,IAAI,IAA

I,YAAY,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;EAC5C;EACA,QAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;EACvB,

QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI;EAChC,YAAY,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;EACzD,YAAY,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;EAC5C,YAAY,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC;EAC3B,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;EACX,KAA

K;EACL,SAAS;EACT,QAAQ,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;EAC1B,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

KAAK,IAAI;EAChC,YAAY,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;EAClD,gBAAgBE,qBAAY,CAAC,s

BAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;EAC/D,gBAAgB,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;EAC3B,YAAY,IAAI,I

AAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;EACzB,YAAY,KAAK,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;EAC3D,gBAAgB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;EAC7D,gBAAgB,KAAK,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,

EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;EAC/D,oBAAoB,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;EAChE,iBAAiB

;EACjB,aAAa;EACb,YAAY,SAAS,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EACxC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC;EACX,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC;EACnB;;EC7CA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EAC

A;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EAEO,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;EACpD,IAAI,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC;E

ACzC,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;EACjE,IAAI,MAA

M,2BAA2B,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;EACjE,IAAI,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,2BAA2

B;EACpD,QAAQ,2BAA2B,EAAE;EACrC,QAAQ,OAAOF,aAAI,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC;EAClD,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EACnE,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,a

AAI,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;EAChE,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IA

AI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;EACpC;EACA;EACA,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAClB,KAAK;

EACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EACtB,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;EAC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EACzC,KAAK;EACL,IAAI

,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAClB;;ECrCA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;

EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EAGO,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;EAC3D,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAGe,mBAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;EACxE,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGf,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC;EAC5C,IAAI,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;EAChD,IAAI,IA

AI,WAAW,EAAE;EACrB,QAAQ,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGe,mBAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC;EACzE,QAAQ,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;EAChC,YAAY,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;EAC/D,SAAS;EACT,QAAQ,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;EAC9D,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,
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GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;EAC1C,QAAQb,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;EACjD,QAAQ,IAA

I,CAAC;EACb,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,GAAGc,eAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;

EACpD,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,eAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;EACvC,IAAI,KAAK,I

AAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;EAC1C,QAA

Q,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC7D,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;EACnD,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;EA

C5B,QAAQ,OAAOd,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;EAClE,KAAK;EAC

L,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;EACzB;;EC3CA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,KAAK,CACjB,IAAoE;MAC

tD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,eAAoB,EAAZ,gBAAK,EAAE,cAAI,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;MAEpD,IAAA,yDAA6D,E

AA5D,cAAM,EAAE,aAAoD,CAAC;MAEpE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGa,mBAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACxE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK

,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGf,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAElD,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;UACf,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGe,mBAAU,CAAC,iBAAi

B,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;UAElE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;cACxB,

OAAO,CAAC,WAAW;kBACd,KAAsB;uBAClB,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAGf,aAAI,CAAC,aAA

a,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACpE;eAAM;cACL,IAAM,SAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cAChD,SAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CACN,KAAoB;mBAChB,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,U

AAU,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACxE;UAED,OAAO,GAAG,C

AAC;OACZ;MAED,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;UACxB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAGiB,SAAY,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;UACjE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,GAAmB,CAAC;UAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,IAAM,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC5B,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACd,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,MAA0B,EACrE,KAAyB,CAAC,CAAC;OAChC;WAAM,IAA

I,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACtD,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAiC,CAAC,CAAC;OAC5E;WAAM,IAAI,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACnE,MAA0C,EAC1C,KAAyC,CAAC,CAA

C;OAChD;WAAM;UACL,IAAM,GAAG,GACLA,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAe,CAAC;UACvE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;OAClB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,OA

Ae,EAC/C,OAAgC,EAAE,KAAuB,EACzD,IAAsB;MACxB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAClB,IAAM,M

AAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;MACxB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,KAAK,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UAClC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;UACrC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;UACnE,SAAS,IAAI,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACtB;EACH,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAAgB,E

AAE,QAAgB,EAClE,OAAgC,EAAE,KAA+B,EACjE,IAA8B;MAChC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACl

B,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,IAAM,IAAI,GA

AG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,EAAE;UAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE
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;cAClC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;cACrD

,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;cACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACtB;OACF;

EACH,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,QAAgB,EAAE,OAAg

C,EAClD,KAAuC,EACvC,IAAsC;MACxC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAClB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,

IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MA

C9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAExB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE

,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EA

AE,EAAE;cAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;k

BAClC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;kBACpE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAA

O,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;kBACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;eACtB;WACF;OACF;EACH,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;MACvC,UAAU,EAAEC,c

AAK;MACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;GACtC;;EChJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAyBA,SAAS,

cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;

MACZ,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,mBAAK,CAAU;MAElC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGh

B,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,IAA

M,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;MAC9E,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClBA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAA

U,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClBA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAA

E,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,IAAM,SAAS,GACXA,qBAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1E,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,Q

AAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5E,IAAM,WAAW,GACb,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;MAC1E,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,OAAO,CAC/B,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WA

AW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;MAC3E,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;UACnB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAA

C;UAChC,OAAO,SAAA;UACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;

OAClD,CAAC,CAAC;MAEH,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACtC,OAA

O,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACxC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAChB,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;MA

ChD,UAAU,EAAEiB,uBAAc;MAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;GAC/C;;ECnED;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;MAEpD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAW,wBAAK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;MACpD

,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,

IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

MACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEC,aAAI;MAC

hB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECrCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,IAAM,UAAU,GA

AiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ECpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,QAAwE,CAAC;EAE7E,SAASf,OAAK,C

AAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgB,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;

UAC1D,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,I

AAI,CAAC,IAIb;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;M

ACZ,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,iCAAY,CAAU;MAC3C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C
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AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EA

EM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;MAC7C,UAAU,EAAEA,oBAAW;MACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,E

AAEhB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECpDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;M

ACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;MAE/B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

MAEtE,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,O

AAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;;MAG5E,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAAF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MACpE,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACxB,OAAO,QA

AQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAA

A,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACrD;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MACzCE,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAA

sB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAElD,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,

QAAQ,EAAE;;;;;;;;UAQjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;cAC5B,IAAM,SA

AS,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;c

AC1D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;cAC9B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,E

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAA

K,OAAA,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WAC3D,CAAC,CAAC;UAEH,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;cACpC,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;WAC3D,CAAC,CAAC;;UAGH,QAAQ;cACJE,q

BAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AA,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;UAC3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UAChD,IAAM,SAAO,GAAGqB,UAAa,CACT,eAAe,EAAE,QA

AQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAC1C,YAAY,CAAa,CAAC;UAE9C,IAAM,aAAa,GA

CfrB,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;UAElE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC;UAC1B,IAAM,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAClD,OAAO,

CAAC,WAAW,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAO,CAAC,CAAC;UAEnE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,C

AAC;UAErD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,IAAI,

YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACrB,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,KAAK;UACjC,

IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;UAC7D,YAAY,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;UACzB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;OACjB,CAAC,CAAC;MACH,IA

AM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,KAAK,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MACvE,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC;MAChD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;U

ACjC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;UACjC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;cACtC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;cAC9B,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;cAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;cAC/D,OAAO,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;cAC7B,SAAS,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;WACvB;OACF;MAC

D,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEwB,eAAM;MAClB,
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WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;EC/GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,UAMsB,CAA

C;EAE3B,SAASlB,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACmB,

eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACvD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,Q

AAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;U

ACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;E

ACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;MACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;

MAE/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;MAC3B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAElD,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,2BA

AS,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;MACrE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGvB,qBAAY,CAAC,uBAA

uB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAA

W,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC;MACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC;MACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAC5C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;UAC1C,MAAM,I

AAI,KAAK,CACX,mDAAmD;eAChD,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;OAC5D;MAED,IA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,IA

AM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MACnD,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/

D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,E

AAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,C

AAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEuB,eAAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEnB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;ECtGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,u

BAQ8C,CAAC;EAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,uBAAuB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAK,CAACoB,4BAAmB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;UACtE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAA

Q;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAA

Q;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBA

AM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,cAAE,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;MACrB,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,E

AAE,6BAAU,EAAE,uCAAe,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;MAEtE,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpB,IAAM,

WAAW,GAAGxB,qBAAY,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAA

Y,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAyC,EAAE,OAAO,EACrE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EA

AE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,kBAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEvE,IAAA,8BAAS,EACT,oCAAY,EACZ,kCAAW,

EACX,gCAAU,EACV,4BAAQ,EACR,0BAAO,EACP,kCAAW,EACX,8BAAS,EACT,4BAAQ,EACR,oCAAY,E

ACZ,kCAAW,CACA;MAEb,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC;MACvD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC;MAExD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,CAAC;MAC9D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGF,

aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MACxD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,cA

Ac,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAA,+CAAyD,EAAxD,aAAK,EAAE,aAAK,EAAE,aA

A0C,CAAC;MAChE,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAClC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,c
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AAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,IAAM,UAAU,GA

AG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,

CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;MAClC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;MAChE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACr

D,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5D,IAAM,KAAK,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,

IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MACjD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,uBAAuB,CACnB,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,E

AAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EACvE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,W

AAW,EACvE,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,E

AC9D,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAChE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;MAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;MACrD,UAAU,EAAE0B,4BAA

mB;MAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;GACpD;

;EC/HD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACqB,YAAG,CAAC;;ECrBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,I

AAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ECpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA;EACA,IAAK,mBAGJ;EAHD,

WAAK,mBAAmB;MACtB,qEAAY,CAAA;MACZ,mEAAW,CAAA;EACb,CAAC,EAHI,mBAAmB,KAAnB,mB

AAmB,QAGvB;EAED,IAAI,iBAGkE,CAAC;EAEvE,SAAStB,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuB,sBAAa,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACnE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;

OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,IAItB;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EA

AE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,qBAAM,EAAE,6CAAkB,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MAC9C,IAAA,oBAAK,EAA

E,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;MAEtC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;MAE1B,IAAA,aAAsD,EAArD,kBAAU,EAAE,iBAAyC,CAAC;MAC7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,QAA

Q,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,IAAI,

UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACvD;MAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/

B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC;MACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC;MACpD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5E,iBAAiB,CACb,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAA

E,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,UAAU,EACnE,SAAS,EACT,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAgD,CAAC,EACrE,kBAAk

B,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE/B,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,mBAAm

B,GAAiB;MAC/C,UAAU,EAAEA,sBAAa;MACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEvB,OAAK;MA

ChB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;GAC9C;;ECjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAyBA,IAAI,UACsE,CAAC;EAE3E,SAASA,OAAK,CA

AC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACwB,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UA

CvD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EA

CL,CAAC;WAEe,MAAM,CACpB,IAAsE;MAE/D,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B

,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACZ,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,uBAAO,CAAU;MACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAE7B9B,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KA
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AK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,OAAO,EACtD,cAAM,OAAA,6BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,iCA

A8B,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;MAE1E,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACnE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,E

AAE;UACxB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OAC3E;MACD,IAAM,YAA

Y,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE

A,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,IA

AM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;MACzE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,WAAW,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/D,IA

AM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MACnE,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzD,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;MAG

7C,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC;MACtB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;UACxB,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG

A,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;UACzE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CACb,EAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,

SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACtC

,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACzC;MACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EA

Cb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAE4B,eAAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MAC

nB,SAAS,EAAExB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;EClFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,gBAGuC,C

AAC;EAE5C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

CyB,qBAAY,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;U

ACR,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,YAAY,CA

AC,IAI5B;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACZ,I

AAA,2BAAS,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;MAEtC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;MAC7B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACtE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,K

AAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;MACrE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,WAAW,GA

AG,SAAS,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,

UAAU,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM;

UACtC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;UACnD,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAA

W,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAExD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WA

AW,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAEvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACrB,IAAM,a

AAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC/B,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAExE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5E,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,C

AACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5E,IAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,I

AAM,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GA

AG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAC/D

,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAElE,OAAO,GAAG,CAA

C;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;MAC9C,UAAU,EAAE+B,qBAAY;MACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEzB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;GAC7C;;ECvFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,

mBAMsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,mBAAmB;UACf,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC0B,8BAAqB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;cACzD,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,
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QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cAC

R,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;WACT,CAAC,C

AAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,IAIxB;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CA

AS;MAE/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;MAC3B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAElD,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,2

BAAS,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,CAAU;MAEzD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;MAE1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG9B,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,

CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EACzD,UAAwC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe

,EAC/D,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC;MAE1B,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAA

W,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC;MACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC;MACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAC5C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;UAC1C,MAAM,I

AAI,KAAK,CACX,kEAAkE;eAC/D,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;OAC5D;MAED,IAA

M,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,IAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;MACnD,mBAAmB,CACf,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/

D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,E

AAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,C

AAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,2BAA2B,GAAiB;MACvD,UAAU,EAAE8B,8BAAqB;MACjC,WAAW,EAAE,

MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE1B,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,eAAmC;GAChD;;EC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,IA

AM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC2B,YAAG,CAAC;;ECpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBA,IAAMC,uBAAqB,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,WAAW,GACpB,wBAAwB,CAACC,cAAK,EAAED,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;

ECtBlE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACE,YAAG,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC;;ECpB9E;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;WAsBgB,UAAU,CAAC,IAI1B;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,

oBAAK,CAAW;MAChB,IAAA,eAAG,CAAU;MAEpB,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC;MACrC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;MACrC,IAAI,IAAI,

GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;;UAEXpC,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,EAAE,S

AAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EACvB,cAAM,OAAA,mCAAiC,EAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,U

ACpD,SAAS,MAAG,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;UACtB,IAAI,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;OA

C5B;MACD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5B,OAAO,OA

AO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC1E,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAiB;MA

C5C,UAAU,EAAEqC,mBAAU;MACtB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;GAC3C;;ECnD

D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,IAAI,CAAC,IAA8C;MAC1D,IAAA,eAA4B,EAApB,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,gBA

AK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;MACrD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAA

O,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,UAAU,

GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEC,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;

EClCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,iBAE2C,CAAC;EAEhD,SAAShC,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,iBAAiB,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiC,sBAAa,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACrE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,aAAa,CACzB,IA
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AyD;MACpD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;MACxB,IAAA,oBAAK,CAAW;MAEvB,IAAM,GAAG,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,IA

AM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MACvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE7C,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,kBAAU,EAAE,mBAA0B,C

AAC;MAElE,iBAAiB,CACb,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;MACjE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAiB;MAC/C,UAAU,EA

AEA,sBAAa;MACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;MAC7C,SAAS,EAAEjC,OAAK;G

ACjB;;ECzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACkC,cAAK,CAAC;;ECnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

EAqBA,IAAMN,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAACO,iBAAQ,EAA

EP,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,aAEgE,CAAC;EAErE,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;M

ACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAC9BoC,uBAAc,EAAE,IAAI,aACpB,CAAC,QAAQ,E

AAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EA

C9E,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MA

C/B,IAAA,uCAAe,CAAU;MACzB,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,0BAAQ,EAAE,sBAAM,EAAE,oBAAK,

CAAW;MAClD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACrD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MA

C9E,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;MAEjD,IAAI1C,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,IAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,a

AAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;MACxE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;MAChD,UAAU,EAAE0

C,uBAAc;MAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpC,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;GA

C/C;;EC/DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,eAQQ,CAAC;EAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,eAAe,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqC,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,C

AAC;EAED,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,IAIpB;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;MAC/B,

IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;MAEvD,IAAA,uBAAO,EACP,eAAG,EAC

H,2BAAS,EACT,6BAAU,EACV,uCAAe,EACf,6BAAU,EACV,qCAAc,CACN;MAEV,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGzC,q

BAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAA

S,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1B,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAA

C;MAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACR,UAAU,mDAAgD;cAC7D,sBAAs

B,CAAC,CAAC;OAC7B;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC;MAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,gDAAgD;mBAChD,UAAQ,Q

AAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;UACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;cACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,6BAA2B,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,g

BAAa;mBACtD,0CAAwC,cAAc,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;WAChE;UACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,E
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AAE,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MAC

pC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;MA

CtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;

MAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;MACrC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;MACnC,IAAM,OAAO,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;MAEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;UACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,C

ACX,wDAAwD;eACrD,UAAU,0BAAuB,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;OAC3C;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,IAAM,wBAAw

B,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;UAC3D,CAAC;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE5D,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,

EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,

OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACv

E,eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;

EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;MAC7C,UAAU,EAAEyC,oBAAW;MACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;MACnB,SAAS,EAAErC,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,WAA+B;GAC5C;;ECzJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,wB

AQQ,CAAC;EAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,wBAAwB;UACpB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAA

K,CAACsC,6BAAoB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;cACxD,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAA

Q;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QA

AQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,Q

AAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;WACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAI7B;MA

CQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,EAAE,kBAAI,E

AAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;MAEvD,IAAA,uBAAO,EACP,eAAG,EACH,2BAAS,EACT,6BAAU,EACV,uCAAe,EACf

,6BAAU,EACV,qCAAc,CACN;MAEV,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG1C,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,IAAI,iB

AAiB,CAAC;MAEhD,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IA

AI,EAAE;UAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACR,UAAU,4DAAyD;cACtE,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;OAC7B;MAED,

IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;MAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE;cAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,yDAAyD;mBACzD,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM

,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;UACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,E

AAE;cACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,sCAAoC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,gBAAa;mBAC/D,0CAAwC,cAAc,MA

AG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;WAChE;UACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,IAAM,Y

AAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACz

C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;M

AC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAA

Q,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,aAAa,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MA

AM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;MACrC,IA
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AM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;MACnC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;M

AEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;UACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iEAAiE;eAC9D,UAAU,0BAAuB

,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;OAC3C;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ

,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,IAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;UAC3D,CA

AC;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;M

AE5D,wBAAwB,CACpB,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,

WAAW,EACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,E

ACvE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cA

Ac,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,0BAA0

B,GAAiB;MACtD,UAAU,EAAE0C,6BAAoB;MAChC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEtC,OAAK;

MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,oBAAwC;GACrD;;EC1JD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,YAGI,CAAC;EAET,SAASA,OAAK,

CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuC,iBAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,WAA

W;UACzD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UA

CP,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;MAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAA

E,oBAAM,CAAS;MACxB,IAAA,sBAAM,EAAE,wBAAO,CAAW;MAE3B,IAAA,6DAC6C,EAD5C,mBAAW,E

AAE,iBAAS,EAAE,iBAAS,EAAE,eACS,CAAC;MAEpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,W

AAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACnB,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACnC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,Y

AAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAExD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;MACrB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,IAAM,KAAK,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,YAA

Y,CACR,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,E

AAE,SAAS,EACvE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IA

AM,cAAc,GAAiB;MAC1C,UAAU,EAAEA,iBAAQ;MACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEvC,O

AAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;GACrB;;EC7ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,UAGsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAASA,O

AAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,WA

AW;UACvD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;U

ACP,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CACb,IAA0E;MAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,EA

AE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,wBAAO,CAAW;MACrB,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,

2BAAS,CAAU;;MAGhC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAe,CAAC;MACnE,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;8BAC3

B,CAAC;UACR,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC7BA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CA

CP,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,EAClC;cACI,OAAA,+BAA6B,KAAK,wBAAk

B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,OAAG;WAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;MAL9E,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;kBAAlC,CAAC;OAMT;MAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGE,q

BAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAChE,CAAW,EAAE,OAAiB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C;MAE3D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;UACvB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC;UACX,KA

AK,EAAE;cACL,KAAK,EAAE;kBACL,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,O

AAO;kBAC3D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;eACpB;WACF;UACD,OAAO,SAAA;OACR,CAAC,CAAC;MACH,IAAM,

WAAW,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC;UAC3B,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC;UACpB,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK

,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC;UACxE,OAAO,S

AAA;OACR,CAAC,CAAC;MACH,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG;UACzB,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,S
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AAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;UAC3E,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;OACpB,CAAC;MAEF,IAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5D,IAAIA,a

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OA

CZ;MACD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAErB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,

IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;MAEnD,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAChC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC

,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE

,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,S

AAS,EAC7D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEjD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;;MAGzC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAClC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EAC

b,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;MAC1C,UAAU,EAAE8C,iBAAQ;MACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACn

B,SAAS,EAAExC,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;GACzC;;ECzHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBA,IAAM4B,uBAAq

B,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAACa,gBAAO,EAAEb,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAA

M,CAAC;;ECtBpE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBA,IAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAC3B,

wBAAwB,CAACc,qBAAY,EAAEd,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECtBzE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAIxB,UAC0E

,CAAC;EAE/E,SAASuC,WAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;MACrCvC,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AACwC,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACxD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,

CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,SAAS,CACrB,IAC0E;MAE5D,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAW,wBAAK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAA

S;MAEpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;;;MAG/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAIlD,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;

UACrC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;UACnDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK

,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OAChD;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;

MAC3C,UAAU,EAAEwC,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,aAAA;MACT,UAAU,EAAE,

SAA6B;GAC1C;;EC3DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,IAAMhB,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,UAAU,G

ACnB,wBAAwB,CAACiB,aAAI,EAAEjB,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECrBjE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBA,IAAMA,u

BAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,eAAe,GACxB,wBAAwB,CAACkB,kBAAS,EAAElB,uBAAqB,EA

AE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECtBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACmB,YAAG,CAAC;;ECnBn

E;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,IAAMnB,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,gBAAgB,GACzB,wBAAwB,CAA

CoB,mBAAU,EAAEpB,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECrBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;EAET,S

AAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiD,YAAG,EA

AE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC/C,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAA

C;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IA

AA,6BAAsB,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MAC1C,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,

EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UA

AU,CAAC;UACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;OACxB;MAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC;MACrCrD,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C;MAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;MAC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAA
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E,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACxD;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,IAAM,QAA

Q,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,SAAS,G

AAiB;MACrC,UAAU,EAAEqD,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEjD,OAAK;MAChB,

UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;GACpC;;ECrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IA

AM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAACsB,gBAAO,EAAEtB,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECrB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,WA

KqE,CAAC;EAE1E,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAA

K,CAACmD,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACzD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QA

AQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UA

CR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAE

D,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;MACnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;MAEtC,IAAM,C

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;MAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;;;;;;;MAU/CzD,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EACrB;UACI,OAAA,4DAA0D,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,MAAG;OAAA,CAAC,CAAC;

MAEvE,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,CAAU;MAC1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qB

AAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG

,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAA

W,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC;MACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC;MACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAC1C,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAE5C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;UAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,

KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;eACzC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;OAC5D;MAED,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,IAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;M

AEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,M

AAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EACnE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAA

E,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,a

AAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEuD,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEnD,OAA

K;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,QAAkE,CAAC;EAEvE,SAASA,OA

AK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ;UACJ,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoD,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAA

W,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC1E,CAAC;WAEe,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;MAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,E

AAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAA

W;MACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE

R,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC;MACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,

KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;cACvB,aAAa,GAAGxD,qBAAY,CAAC,gB

AAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;WAC/C;OACF;

MAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C
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AAC,CAAC;MACzC,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAAC;MACvE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,a

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MACnD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACxB,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,WAAW;cACP,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,MA

AM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;UACnE,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;OACxD;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC;MACpD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;

UACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACtC;MAED,IAAI,k

BAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IA

AI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OAC

zC;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEwD,aAAI;M

AChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpD,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;EClGD;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;EAET,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqD,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC/C,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UA

CR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAA

E,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;M

ACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAER,IAA

A,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;

UACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO,

GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;WACxB;OACF;MAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

;MAErCzD,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAA,uE

ACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;MAC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAA

E;UACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAA

U,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACxD;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,

CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;MACrC,UAA

U,EAAEyD,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAErD,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAA

uB;GACpC;;EC1FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,

wBAAwB,CAAC0B,gBAAO,EAAE1B,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECrB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA;EACA,IAAK,iBAGJ;EAHD

,WAAK,iBAAiB;MACpB,+DAAW,CAAA;MACX,mEAAa,CAAA;EACf,CAAC,EAHI,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB,

QAGrB;EAED,IAAI,aAGsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuD,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UAC7D,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,

SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAIlB;MACiB,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,EAAE,eAAuB,EAAf,sBAAQ,EAAE,cAAK,CA

AS;MAE7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACzB,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAA,gBAAgB,CAAC;MACvE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C
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AAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MAC

9D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBA

AgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5D,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE

,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACvD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,I

AAM,eAAe,GAAiB;MAC3C,UAAU,EAAEA,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,S

AA6B;MACzC,SAAS,EAAEvD,OAAK;GACjB;;EC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C;EAC5B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC4B,iBAAQ,EAAE5B,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EA

mBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC6B,YAAG,CAAC;;ECnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EA0BA;;;;WAIgB,iBAAiB,C

AC7B,OAAoB,EAAE,SAAiB;MACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACnC,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/B,IAAM,eA

Ae,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAClC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;;MAEhC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,OAAO,EAAC,gBAAgB,k

BAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,eAAe,iBAAA,EAAE,aAAa,eAAA,EAAC,CAAC;EAC1E;;ECxCA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

EAuBA,IAAIrD,UAEuD,CAAC;EAE5D,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBsD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;MACR;UACE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;U

ACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAInB;MACQ,IAA

A,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAAE,qCAAc,CAAU;

MACrD,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;MAE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAM,SAAS,GACXtD,U

AAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;MAEvE,IAAA,0CAC

mC,EADlC,sCAAgB,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;MAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MACpC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;MA

ElC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB

,CAAC,CAAC;MAElE,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC;EAC/B,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;MACrD,UAAU,

EAAEsD,4BAAmB;MAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE1D,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,U

AA8B;GAC3C;;ECzED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAII,UAGsC,CAAC;EAE3C,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC

I,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBuD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;MACR;UACE,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,MAAM;OACP,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;

EAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IA

AA,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAAE,qCAAc,EAAE,6CAAkB,CAC5D;MACH,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAA

W;MAE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;MACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGvD,UAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,a

AAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;MAElB,IAAA,0CACmC,EADlC,sCAAgB,EA

AE,8BAAY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;MAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,CAAC;MAEpC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,

EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;MAElE,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,OA

AO,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;EACrD,CAAC;

EAEM,IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;MACrD,UAAU,EAAEuD,4BAAmB;MAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,S

AAS,EAAE3D,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;GACpD;;EC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAII,UAGU,CAA

C;EAEf,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBwD,4
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BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;MACR;UACE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAASC,YAAU,CAAC,IAInB;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE

,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAAE,qCAAc,EAAE,iCAAY,CAAU;MA

CnE,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;MAE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGzD,UAA

Q,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;MAEZ,I

AAA,0CACmC,EADlC,sCAAgB,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;;MAI1C,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;MAElC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;MAClE,IAAM,oBAAoB,GACtB,OAAO,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAq

B,EAAE,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC;EACvD,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;MACrD,UAAU,EAAEwD,4B

AAmB;MAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE5D,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE6D,YAA8B;GA

C3C;;EC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,IAAMjC,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAA

wB,CAACkC,iBAAQ,EAAElC,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECrBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;

EAE3B,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC+D,e

AAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACvD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CA

AC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;MACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kB

AAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,wBAAO,CAAW;MAClB,IAAA,mBAAK,EAAE,uBAAO,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MA

EzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAK,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,SAAE,KAAK,IAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,CAAC;MACnE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,UAAU,CAAC,S

AAS,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEvD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;E

ACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEA,eAAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MA

CnB,SAAS,EAAE/D,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;ECzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,SAAS,QAAQ,

CAAC,IAAoD;MACpD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;MACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MA

ChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;MAC1C,UAAU,EAAEgE,iBAAQ;MACp

B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;GACzC;;ECjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAuBgB,IAAI,CAChB,IA

AkE;MAE7D,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;MAErB,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACvB,OAAO,UAAU,CACb,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,I

AAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OAChE;MAED,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC;MAC9B,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MAE9B,MAA

M,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;UACdtE,aAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAClB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,EACd,uDAAuD,CAAC,CAAC;UAC7DA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

EACjB,cAAM,OAAA,uDAAuD,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;OACpE,CAAC,CAAC;MAEH,IAAM,uBAAuB,GAAiB,E

AAE,CAAC;MACjD,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;UAClC,IAAM,SAAS,G

ACX,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KA

AK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAClE,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC;UACxC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC;OAClB,CAAC,CAAC;MAEH,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAA

C,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;MAEzE,uBAAuB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAChB,CAAC;EAEM,IAA

M,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEuE,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAw

B;GACrC;;ECjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAyBA,IAAI,SAG6C,CAAC;EAElD,SAASjE,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,SAA
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S,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkE,cAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACrD,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;

UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;E

ACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CACR,IAAoE;MACtD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,EAAE,eAAgC,EAAxB,s

BAAQ,EAAE,gCAAc,CAAS;MAEtE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACzB,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,gBAAgB,CAAC;MAEvE,IAAIxE,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;;;UAGrC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;cACV,OAAO,SAAA;cACP,KAAK,EAAE,E

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC;WAC

/D,CAAC,CAAC;OACJ;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACxD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE/B,IAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;MAEnE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,QAAQ,I

AAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,C

AAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5D,SAAS,CACL,GAAG,EA

AE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,C

AAC;EAEM,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;MACvC,UAAU,EAAEwE,cAAK;MACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,

UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;MACnC,SAAS,EAAElE,OAAK;GACjB;;ECpFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACuC,YAAG,EAAEvC,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECr

BxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,SAAkE,CAAC;EAEvE,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoE,cAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACrD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAA

Q;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAiD;MACvD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAA

O,CAAS;MACxB,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,oBAAK,CAAW;MAC1B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAI,OAAO,GAA

G,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MA

CxB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAA

A,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACtE,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;OACxD;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MACnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;MAErC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACzC;MACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,WAAW,

GAAiB;MACvC,UAAU,EAAEA,cAAK;MACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpE,OAAK;MACh

B,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;GACtC;;EC9DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAyBA,IAAI,QAEqC,CAAC;EAE1C,SAASA,OAAK,CAA

C,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqE,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC

jD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,C

AAC,IAIb;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,C

AAU;MACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM

,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YA
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AY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;cACvB,a

AAa,GAAGzE,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;WAC/C;OACF;MAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACzC,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAA

C;MACvE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,

EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OAC3D;MAED,I

AAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MA

ED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEyE,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAErE,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAsBO,IAAM,K

AAK,GACd,UAAC,IAA+C;MACvC,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MACvB,IAAA,mBAAK,EAAE,iBAA

I,EAAE,iBAAI,EAAE,mBAAK,CAAU;MACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAGsE,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EA

AE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACvD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACpB,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC;EACb,CAAC,CAAC;EAEC,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;MACvC,UAAU,EAAEC,cAAK;MACjB,WAAW,E

AAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;GACtC;;ECtCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAM3C,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAA

I,CAAC;EAC5B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC4C,gBAAO,EAAE5C,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECvB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC6C,aAAI,CAAC;;ECnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,

GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,cAAK,CAAC;;ECnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,kBAGsE,CAAC;EAE3E,SAAS1E,OA

AK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC2E,uBAAc,EAAE,IAAI,

WAAW;UACrE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAA

Q;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,I

AIvB;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAE/B,IAAA,sBAAM,CAAW;MACjB,IAA

A,iCAAY,EAAE,yCAAgB,EAAE,iBAAI,CAAU;MAC9C,IAAA,mBAAS,EAAE,kBAAQ,CAAS;MAE7B,IAAA,i

BAAwD,EAAvD,aAAK,EAAE,iBAAS,EAAE,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAA2B,CAAC;MAC/D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3D,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;MACf,IAAI

,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,UAAU;cACN,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,M

AAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;UACpE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC;OAClD;MACD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAErB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MACpD,IAAIjF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MACD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,kBAAk

B,CACd,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EACjE,

YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC

;MAE3D,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;OACxC;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;MAChD,UAAU,EAA

EiF,uBAAc;MAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE3E,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;G

AC/C;;ECxFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,WAE8C,CAAC;EAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,WAAW

,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC4E,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;UAC9C,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO

;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,OAAO,C

ACnB,IAAwE;MAEnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MA
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CZ,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;MAErB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGlF,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACxB,OAAO,Q

AAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OA

CzC;MAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,SAA

S,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;MAEvE,IAAM,QAAQ,GACV,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;MAElE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAChC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;E

AClB,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEkF,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;M

ACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;MACvC,SAAS,EAAE5E,OAAK;GACjB;;EC1ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAsBA,IAAI,UAGiE,

CAAC;EAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

6E,yBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL

,CAAC;WAEe,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIhC;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IA

AA,oBAAK,CAAW;MAChB,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,qBAAM,CAAU;MAE3C,IAAM,GAAG,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,IAA

M,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;MACvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE7C,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,kBAAU,EAAE,mBAA0B,CA

AC;MAE5D,IAAA,0EAC0D,EADzD,eAAO,EAAE,eACgD,CAAC;MAEjE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;MACpC,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAE7B,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,KA

AK,QAAQ;UAC5C,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,gBAAgB,C

AAC,GACjE,SAAS,SAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,CAAC;MACrC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,UAAU,CACN,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WA

AW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EACtE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,sBAAsB,GA

AiB;MAClD,UAAU,EAAEA,yBAAgB;MAC5B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;MACh

D,SAAS,EAAE7E,OAAK;GACjB;;EChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC8E,cAAK,

CAAC;;ECpBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,cAAK,CAAC;;ECnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;EAuBA,IAAI,aAG0C,CAAC;EAE/C,SAAS/E,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgF,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC3D,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QA

AQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAA

C;EAED,SAAS,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;MAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAA

A,wBAAO,EAAE,wBAAO,CAAW;MAC3B,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;MAEtB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,IAAItF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACnC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAEK,IAAA,mEACmD,EADlD,wBA

AS,EAAE,0BAAU,EAAE,wBAAS,EAAE,oBAAO,EAAE,0BACO,CAAC;MAE1D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAA

W,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,IAAM,YAAY,GA

AG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,IAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACn

D,aAAa,CACT,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UA
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AU,EACpE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EA

Cb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;MAC3C,UAAU,EAAEsF,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MAC

nB,SAAS,EAAEhF,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;GAC1C;;EC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CA

AC;EAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,U

AAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;UAChD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CA

AC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAkD;MACzD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;M

ACxB,IAAA,4BAAS,EAAE,YAAC,EAAE,YAAC,CAAW;MAEjC,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/D,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,I

AAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;MACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MACrC,IAAM,

KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAE7B,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC;UAClD,CAAC;UACDN,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,

GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;

EAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEuF,eAAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,

EAAE,MAA0B;MACtC,SAAS,EAAEjF,OAAK;GACjB;;EC7DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAII,UAA8C,CAAC;EAEn

D,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC8E,gBAAO,

EAAE,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAChF,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CAA

C,IAAmD;MAE3D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAW,iBAAC,CAAU;MACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,IAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;MAGnD,I

AAIxF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACvC,OAAO,GAAG,C

AAC;OACZ;MAEDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,

CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAA

S,EAAEJ,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EChDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uB

AAuB,CAACmF,YAAG,CAAC;;ECnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI/E,UACI,CAAC;EAET,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,

OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgF,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACt

D,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,

CACZ,IAAwE;MAEnE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAW,2BAAM,EAAW,oBAAG,CAAU;MACvD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACpD,IAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC

;MAC3D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACnC,IA

AM,KAAK,GAAG1F,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;;MAG1D,I

AAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC;OACZ;MAEDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtC,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEgF,gBAAO;MACnB,WA

AW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpF,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;EAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;MACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA

,YAAC,CAAW;MACZ,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MAErC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5C,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;MAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,OAArB,gBAAgB,EAAU,QAAoC,EAAE;MAEhE,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;UAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;O
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AC/B;MAED,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;UACrC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,

EAAC;UACX,OAAO,SAAA;UACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAC;OACtD,CAAe,CAAC;MAEjB,IAAM,mBAAmB,GACrBE,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,IAAM,iCAAiC,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,

WAAW,CAC9D,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1D,

IAAM,YAAY,GACdA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE7E,IAAM,aAAa,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAA

M,YAAY,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC,CAAC;MAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,OAAO,CAAC,E

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,IA

AM,eAAe,GAAoB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,IAAM,cAAc,GACC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,i

CAAiC,EAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,IAAM,QAAQ,GACV,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,S

AAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC;MACzD,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,IAA

M,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAClB,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,k

BAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MA

CpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5C,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAErC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAChB,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,G

AAiB;MAChD,UAAU,EAAEyF,uBAAc;MAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;GAC/C

;;ECrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;MACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CA

AS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACZ,IAAA,uCAAe,EAAE,iBAAI,CAAU;MAEtC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG3F,a

AAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpD,IAAM

,UAAU,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5E,IA

AM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;MAC7B,OAAO,

UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;UACrB,IAAM,UAAU,GAAO,IAAI,QAAC,CAAC;UAC7B,UAAU,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;UACtB,IAAM,MAAM,GACR,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAA

E,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACpE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;UAClB,OAAO,

MAAM,CAAC;OACf,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAE0F,eAA

M;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;ECjDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,IAAM,U

AAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ECpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAA

CC,eAAM,CAAC;;ECnBzE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAkBA,IAAM5D,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EAC5B,IAAM,uBAAuB,

GAChC,wBAAwB,CAAC6D,0BAAiB,EAAE7D,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECpBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,QACI,CAAC

;EAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC0F,aA

AI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACjD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EAC

L,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IAAkE;MAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/

B,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;MACf,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,QAA

Q,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;

MAC/C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;MACh

B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE1F,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECtDD;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,gBAI8C,CAAC;EAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC2F,qBAAY,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;U

ACR,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CA

AC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,YAAY,CAAC,IAI5B;MACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CA

AS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MAGjB,IAAA,mBAAK,EACL,eAAG,EACH,uBAAO,EACP,2BAAS,EACT,u
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BAAO,EACP,iCAAY,EACZ,+BAAW,EACX,qCAAc,CACN;MAEJ,IAAA,+HAY8B,EAXlC,sCAAgB,EAChB,0

BAAU,EACV,0BAAU,EACV,wBAAS,EACT,gCAAa,EACb,iBAAa,EACb,aAAS,EACT,qBAIkC,CAAC;MAErC,

IAAI,MAAM,CAAC;MAEX,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;;UAEd,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,E

AAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;OACtE;WAAM,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;;UAErCjG,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,EACnB,cAAM,OAAA,2CAAyC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

Q,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;UAErE,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGe,mBAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;;UAEhE,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAA

A,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC3E,MAAM;cACF,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,E

AAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC

xE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACpC;WAAM;UACL,IAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;UAE5D,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,

GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACf,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACxE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACjE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAC7D,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAErE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,C

AAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5D,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UA

AU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAClE,IAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;U

AEnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,Q

AAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EACtE,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;

UAEvE,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,

SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACjC;MAED,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAChB,CAAC;EAE

M,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;MAC9C,UAAU,EAAEiG,qBAAY;MACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,E

AAE3F,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;GAC7C;;EC/HD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAkBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC;EAC5B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACgE,YAAG,EAAEhE,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECpBxD;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;EAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC6F,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC/C,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,o

BAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;MACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MAC

nB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAER,IAAA,

8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,

CAAC;MACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,KAAK,

GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;cACvB,aAAa,GAAGjG,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,C

ACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;WAC/C;OACF;MAED

A,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;MACxC,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAAC;MACvE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OAC1D;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,C
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AAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,IAAM,Q

AAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,SA

AS,GAAiB;MACrC,UAAU,EAAEiG,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE7F,OAAK;MA

ChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;GACpC;;EC5FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC8F,YAA

G,CAAC;;ECnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ECnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;EAuBA,IAAI,QAE2D,CAAC;EAEhE,SAAS/F,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgG,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACnD,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,OAA

O;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IAAkE;MAC7D,I

AAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACxC,IAA

A,iBAAI,CAAU;MAErB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;MACrD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,EAAE;UACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACpC;MACD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACnE,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAChE,Q

AAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAChC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,C

AAC;EAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SA

AS,EAAEhG,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAsBA,IAAI,QAG6B,CAAC;EA

ElC,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiG,aAAI,E

AAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACnD,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,MAAM;UA

CN,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,IAAI,GAEmB,UAAC,EAAwB;UA

AvB,kBAAM,EAAE,oBAAO,EAAE,gBAAK;MAC3C,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;MACZ,IAAA,WAAC,EAAE,qBAA

M,CAAU;MAE1B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACnE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC;MACpC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;M

ACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;M

AC3D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;MAC/D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;

MAC5D,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjE,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC

,CAAC;MAE/B,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;EACjC,CAAC,CAAC;EAEH,IAAM,UAAU,

GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEjG,OAAK;MACh

B,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,aAKyC,CAAC;EAE9C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC

,OAAoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkG,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC

3D,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,MAAM;UACN,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QA

AQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OA

CT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;MAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAA

E,kBAAK,CAAS;MAC/B,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,8BAAU,CAAW;MAC5B,IAAA,mCAAa,EAAE,yBAAQ,EAAE,

2BAAS,EAAE,+BAAW,CAAU;MAE1D,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,kBAAU,EAAE,

mBAA0B,CAAC;MAC5D,IAAA,kEAC2D,EAD1D,iBAAS,EAAE,gBAC+C,CAAC;MAClE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAC

V,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ;UAC1B,WAAW,CAAqC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAM,OAAO,GACT,IA
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AI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACxG,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE7B,IAAM

,cAAc,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,IAAM,

YAAY,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEvC,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,aAAa,KAAK,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;MACf,QAAQ,QAAQ;UACd,KAAK,UAAU;cACb,UAAU,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAAM;UACR,KAAK,SAAS;cACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAAM;UAC

R,KAAK,MAAM;cACT,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAAM;UACR,KAAK,SAAS;cACZ,UAAU,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAAM;UACR;cACE,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAAM;OACT;MAED,aAAa,CA

CT,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAA

E,SAAS,EAClE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EACvD,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;

MAEX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;MAC3C,UAAU,EAAEwG,kBAAS;MA

CrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAElG,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;GAC1C;;EC5GD;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;MAEjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;MA

C/B,IAAA,oBAAK,CAAW;MAClB,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;MAEnB,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;UACZ,IAAI,

IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;OAC5B;MAED,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MACrC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAChC,I

AAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC;MACjB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UA

C7B,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;cACd,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;OACF;MACD,IAAM,IAAI,GAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC;MACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

MACtC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;MACjC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACf,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UACpC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;UAChB,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,

EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACtE;MACD,O

AAO,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAC,EAAe;cAAd,kBAAM,EAAE,gBAAK;UAAM,QAAC,EAAC,MAAM,Q

AAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC;OAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC3E,CAAC;EAEM,IA

AM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEmG,eAAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,

MAA0B;GACvC;;EC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAqD;MACtD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,

CAAS;MACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAC

hD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,IAAM

,eAAe,GAAiB;MAC3C,UAAU,EAAEC,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B

;GAC1C;;ECjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAsHA;EACA,IAAM,aAAa,GAAmB;MACpC,SAAS;MACT,SAAS;MACT,UAAU;

MACV,SAAS;MACT,SAAS;MACT,YAAY;MACZ,aAAa;MACb,iBAAiB;MACjB,oBAAoB;MACpB,UAAU;MA

CV,UAAU;MACV,iBAAiB;MACjB,YAAY;MACZ,YAAY;MACZ,yBAAyB;MACzB,SAAS;MACT,UAAU;MA

CV,mBAAmB;MACnB,YAAY;MACZ,kBAAkB;MAClB,2BAA2B;MAC3B,SAAS;MACT,WAAW;MACX,SAA

S;MACT,gBAAgB;MAChB,UAAU;MACV,mBAAmB;MACnB,WAAW;MACX,cAAc;MACd,iBAAiB;MACjB,o

BAAoB;MACpB,iBAAiB;MACjB,0BAA0B;MAC1B,cAAc;MACd,cAAc;MACd,aAAa;MACb,kBAAkB;MAClB,

cAAc;MACd,eAAe;MACf,UAAU;MACV,eAAe;MACf,SAAS;MACT,gBAAgB;MAChB,SAAS;MACT,aAAa;M

ACb,aAAa;MACb,UAAU;MACV,SAAS;MACT,aAAa;MACb,eAAe;MACf,cAAc;MACd,SAAS;MACT,yBAAyB

;MACzB,yBAAyB;MACzB,yBAAyB;MACzB,cAAc;MACd,YAAY;MACZ,cAAc;MACd,UAAU;MACV,WAAW

;MACX,SAAS;MACT,WAAW;MACX,UAAU;MACV,WAAW;MACX,aAAa;MACb,UAAU;MACV,WAAW;M
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ACX,aAAa;MACb,oBAAoB;MACpB,aAAa;MACb,sBAAsB;MACtB,WAAW;MACX,WAAW;MACX,eAAe;MA

Cf,YAAY;MACZ,aAAa;MACb,SAAS;MACT,WAAW;MACX,aAAa;MACb,oBAAoB;MACpB,YAAY;MACZ,U

AAU;MACV,YAAY;MACZ,uBAAuB;MACvB,UAAU;MACV,kBAAkB;MAClB,SAAS;MACT,SAAS;MACT,S

AAS;MACT,UAAU;MACV,UAAU;MACV,UAAU;MACV,eAAe;MACf,eAAe;MACf,YAAY;MACZ,eAAe;GAC

hB,CAAC;EAEF,KAA2B,UAAa,EAAb,+BAAa,EAAb,2BAAa,EAAb,IAAa,EAAE;MAArC,IAAM,YAAY,sBAA

A;MACrBC,uBAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EC3N/B;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;EAiBA,sBA0CA;EAxCA,IAAM,GAAG,GAAGC,YAAG,EAAE,CAAC;EAElB;;;EAGA;EACA,GAAG,CAAC,

YAAY;EACZ;EACA;EACA;EACA,uBAAuB,EAAE;;UAAY,sBAAA,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC;kBACvE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;kBACrD,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;eACpD,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAA;;OAAA,CAAC,CAAC;EAET;;;EAGA;EACA,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE;;;;UAG/

C,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE;cACtB,sBAAO,KAAK,EAAC;WACd;UAED,IAAI;;;c

AGF,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

;;;cAGjE,sBAAO,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;sBACzC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAA

G,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC;sBACpE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;mBACnE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC;WACL;UAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE;c

ACV,sBAAO,KAAK,EAAC;WACd;;;OACF,CAAC;;;;;;;;;ECzDF,IAAI,6BAA6B,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;EAChD,

EAAE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;EACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GAA

G,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;EAC/E,EAAE;EACF,SAAS,6BAA6B,EAAE;EACxC,EAAE,6BAA6B,GAAG,6BA

A6B,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;AACtE;EACA,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAg

B,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,MAA

M,CAAC,OAAO,6BAA6B,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,kBAA

kB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,

MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,O

AAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,qBA

AqB,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,U
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AAU,CAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAA

C,CAAC,eAAe,CAACC,IAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACC,EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAA

C,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAACE,eAAyB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yGAAyG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAACC,cA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO

,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,OAAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,WAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM

,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAA

W,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAA

C,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACF,

EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,

CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,

cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,S

AAS,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAA
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G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,

WAAW,CAAC,CAACG,cAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAACC,UAAqB,CAAC,YAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CA

AC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAmH,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CA

AC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAgB,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QA

AQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,EA

AE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,C

AAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,S

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,
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YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,

IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,Y

AAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI

,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,EAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,0BAA0B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAA
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C,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,KAA

I,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,UAAU,CAA

C,MAAM,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,6NAA6N,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mHAAmH,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAmB,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAsD,G

AAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,EAAE,CAAyB,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO

,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,oBAAoB,C

AAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAA4E,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+B,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAA

M,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CA

A+F,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,

GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAc,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,sCAAsC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,S

AAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAI,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,K

AAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,sCAAsC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,C
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AAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAm

B,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAmB,E

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KA

AK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

M,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,W

AAW,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,C
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AAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAA

sB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAK,8CAA8C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,C

AAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,oFAA

oF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC

,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,sFAAsF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,m

DAAmD,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,uFAAuF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,oDAAoD,CAA

C,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAi

B,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC

,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,E
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AAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,EAAE,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,

EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,wBAAwB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,8BAA8B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,8B

AA8B,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAA

O,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBA

AgB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gB

AAgB,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,k

BAAkB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAq

B,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,m
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CAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,yCAAyC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,qCAAqC,EAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,4CA

A4C,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,iBA

AiB,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gB

AAgB,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,OA

AO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,C

AAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAoB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,4BAA4B,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,q

BAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kB

AAkB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,gB

AAgB,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,o

BAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,
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CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,m

BAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,KAA

K,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,K

AAK,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gCAAgC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,6BAA6B,C

AAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cA

Ac,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iDAAiD,CAAC,

cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,4CAA4C,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,C

AAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,

6BAA6B,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAOC,EAAa,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OA

AO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WA

AW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB

,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAq

B,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,8CA

A8C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,C
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AAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,qCAAqC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC

,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

OAAO,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,W

AAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,OAA

O,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iB

AAiB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAmD,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,

cAAc,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CA

AC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,

EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,QA

AQ,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,eA

Ae,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAA
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C,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

mBAAmB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,eAAc,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,4BAA4B,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC

,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,+BAA+B,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,QAAQ,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,o

BAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAA

M,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,SAAS,CAAC,OA

AO,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,

eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI

,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,wDAAwD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,qDAAqD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,wDAAwD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAs

B,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,

CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,M

AAM,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,
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CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EA

AE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,s

BAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,q

CAAqC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,2BAA2B,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,qCAAqC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,S

AAS,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,sCAAsC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,yBA

AyB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,

GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,C

AAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iCAAiC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,+BAA+B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,O
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AAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAA

a,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,O

AAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO

,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,CAAC,cAAc,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE

,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

I,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,sCAAsC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAsB,EA

AE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,
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EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,gCAAgC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ

,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAm

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAA

mC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAs

B,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAA

O,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,SA

AS,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,qFAAqF,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,Y

AAY,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,MAAK,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,iCAAiC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC

,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,
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CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,

CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,2BAA2B,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,Y

AAY,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,

OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qFAAqF,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mDAAmD,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,GAAG,YAAY

,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,qCAAqC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAuB,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,iBAAiB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,g

BAAgB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IA

AI,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC

,iBAAiB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YA

AY,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,I

AAI,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,OAA

O,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,kCAAkC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,0IAA0I,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,4BAA4B,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,kDAAkD,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,EAAE,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,EAAE,kCAAkC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,
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CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sEAAsE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,+BAA+B,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,kCAAkC,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iB

AAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC

,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CA
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AC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+CAA+C,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,iDAAiD,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2BAA2B,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAo

B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA
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AG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAA

c,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,u

BAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK
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,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBA

AoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBA

AsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA
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K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K
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AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBA

AmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0

B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,4

CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAA

C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2CAA2

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

6CAA6C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM

,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAA

oC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,qCAAqC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,MA
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AM,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8B

AA8B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAA

I,8BAA8B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAuB,GAAG,eAAe,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,K

AAK,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,G

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAO,CAAC,GA

AG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAE,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAiC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA
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AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBA

AsB,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AAC

n5mE;AACA;EACA,EAAE,OAAO,6BAA6B,CAAC,KAAK;EAC5C,CAAC;EACD,EAAE;EACF,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC;EAEH,cAAc,GAAG,6BAA6B;;;EChBzC,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,ikGAAikG;;;ECCnmG,IAAI,iBAAiB,

GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;EACpC,EAAE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,a

AAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;EACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAA

K,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;EAC/E,EAAE;EACF,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE;EAC5

B,EAAE,iBAAiB,GAAG,iBAAiB,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;AAC9C;EACA,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAA

G,WAAW,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GA

AG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WA

AW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBA

AqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,

OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oB

AAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAA

K,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAACL,IAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,

KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACC,EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,M

AAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC

,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SA

AS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAA

G,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CA
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AC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WA

AU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,K

AAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,I

AAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAA

O,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,E

AAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,

GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,WA

AW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAgB,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO

,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

C,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QA

AQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,I

AAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAA
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E,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,C

AAC,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,i

BAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAA

C,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,E

AAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC

,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAi

B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,k

BAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,0BAA0B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IA
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AI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB

,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAA8B,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,EAAE,CAAyB,oBAAoB,CAAC,

UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,M

AAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+B,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,

CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+F,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

c,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,

uCAAuC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,

EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,sCAAsC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAI,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,EAAE,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CA
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AC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAA

mB,EAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KA

AK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

M,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,

OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,C

AAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CA
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AC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,EA

AE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAA

E,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAA

E,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aA

Aa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,I

AAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA
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AG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KA

AK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAA

I,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C
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AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAA

qB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KA

AK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,
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MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OA

AM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,o

BAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,O

AAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA
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C,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OA

AM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAA

K,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UA
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AU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAA

Y,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAu

B,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OA

AO,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AAC334B;AACA;EACA,EAAE,

OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK;EAChC,CAAC;EACD,EAAE;EACF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;EAEH,cAAc,GAAG,i

BAAiB;;;;MCuBHM,+BAAa;MAK5C,qBAAmB,IAAqD;UAAxE,YACE,iBAAO,SAIR;UALkB,UAAI,GAAJ,IAA

I,CAAiD;;UAHhE,sBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;UAK3B,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,oBAAoB,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAClD,kBAAkB,GAAG,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC;

UACtD,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,IAAIC,oBAAW,CAAC,KAAI,EAAEC,eAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;;OAClD

;MAED,2BAAK,GAAL,UAAM,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe;UAExE,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAA

E,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC;UAC7C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC3C,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;OACf;MAED,gCAAU

,GAAV;UACE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;OACpC;MAEK,0BAAI,GAAV,UAAW,

CAAa;;;;kBAChB,KAAK,GAAGrH,aAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;kBACzB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;kBACE,Q

AAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;kBACpC,sBAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAC

,EAAC;;;OACnB;MAED,0BAAI,GAAJ,UACI,MAAc,EAAE,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EACnE,KAAe,EAAE,QAAg
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B;UACnC,IAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;UACnC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE

;cACtB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,MAAsB,CAAC;cAC3C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CACd,MAAM,EACN,

EAAC,EAAE,IAAA,EAAE,WAAW,aAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IA

AI,EAAE,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;cACnE,OAAO;WACR;UAED,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC

,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACvC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;UACpD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;

UAEjD,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAAE,IAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAA

E,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAEvE,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAEtD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,IA

AI,EAAE;cAClB,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAChB,IAAI,UAAU,CACT,MAAkC,CAAC,

MAAM,EACzC,MAAkC,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAC7D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;WACnB;OACF;M

AEK,0BAAI,GAAV,UAAW,MAAc;;;kBACvB,sBAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC;;;OAC

9B;MAED,8BAAQ,GAAR,UAAS,MAAc;UACf,IAAA,+BACwB,EADvB,8BAAY,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAA

K,EAAE,4BACL,CAAC;UAC/B,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;cACtB,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC;WACpB;UA

CD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAChC,YAAY,EACZ,YAAY,GAAG

A,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;U

AC5E,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OAClD;;;;;;;MAQD,iCAAW,

GAAX,UAAY,MAAc,EAAE,KAAa;UAAb,sBAAA,EAAA,aAAa;UACvC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;cAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;cACxC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;cAChB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,G

AAG,CAAC,EAAE;kBAC/B,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;eACd;cAED,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;cACnC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC;cACpC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;WAC/B;UACD,OAAO,I

AAI,CAAC;OACb;;MAGD,8BAAQ,GAAR,UAAS,MAAc;UACrB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;cAC9B,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;cAC9C,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;WAC5B;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;OACV;MAED,4BA

AM,GAAN,UAAO,MAAc;UACnB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC;UACxC,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;cAChB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;WACjB;OACF;MAED,

oCAAc,GAAd;UACE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;OACX;;;MAID,qCAAe,GAAf,UAAgB,MAAc;UAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;OAChD;MAED,6BAAO,GAAP;UAC

E,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;UACzB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE;cAC1B,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC;WACzC;UACD,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI

,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;OAClB;MAED,4BAAM,GAAN;UACE,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;

OAC5B;;;;;;;MAQD,gCAAU,GAAV,UAAW,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,YAAqB;UAEhE,IAAI,MAAU,CAAC;U

ACf,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;cACxB,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,KAAK,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;WACtD;eAAM;cACL,IAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;cACn

C,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,IAAA,EAAC,CAAC;cACd,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,EAAC,EAAE,IAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;cAC1E,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;cA

CvC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;WAC

vD;UACD,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAC,CAAC;OAC/B;MA

ED,wCAAkB,GAAlB,UAAmB,EAAkC;cAAjC,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,kBAAM;UAEtC,IAAM,MAAM,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;UAChC,IAAA,sDAAY,CAA+B;UAClD,IAAM,I

AAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACvC,QAAQ,KAAK;cACX,KAAK,SAAS;kBA

CZ,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;cACtD,KAAK,OAAO;kBACV

,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;cACpD,KAAK,MAAM;kBACT,

OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;cACpD;kBACE,MAAM,IAAI,KA

AK,CAAC,mBAAiB,KAAO,CAAC,CAAC;WAC7C;OACF;MACH,kBAAC;EAAD,CA3KA,CAAiCsH,sBAAa,G
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A2K7C;EAED,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAY;;;;MAI7C,OAAO,UAAC,OAAY,EAAE,QAAa;UACjCtH,aAAI,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAC,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAC,QAAQ;c

AC3D,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;kBACnB,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,yC

AAuC,IAAI,MAAG,CAAC,CAAC;eAC/D;cACD,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAA,MA

AM;kBAChC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAA,MAAM;

sBAClD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;mBAC1C,CAAC,C

AAC;eACJ,CAAC,CAAC;WACJ,CAAC,CAAC;UACH,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;OACX,CAAC;EACJ,CAAC;EAED

;;;;;;EAMA,SAAS,mBAAmB,CACxB,aAAsB,EAAE,gBAAyB,EACjD,gBAAwB;MAC1B,IAAI,QAAQ,IAAI,IAA

I,EAAE;;;UAGpB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;OACjB;MAED,IAAI,IAAI,GAAmB,wBAAwB,CAAC;MACpD,IAAI,a

AAa,IAAI,gBAAgB,EAAE;UACrC,IAAI,GAAG,sCAAsC,CAAC;OAC/C;WAAM,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;UACxB,IA

AI,GAAG,6BAA6B,CAAC;OACtC;MAED,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UACvB,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;cAC7B,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;WAC1B;OACF;MAED,OAAO,gB

AAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EACjC,CAAC;EAED;;;;;;;WAOsB,IAAI;;;;;0BACkB,qBAAM,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC;0BAC1D4G,YAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC;0BACvCA,YAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC;uBAC/C,CAAC,EAAA;;sBAHI,KAAoC,SAGxC,EAHK,aAAa,QAAA,EAAE,gBAAgB

,QAAA;sBAKtC,sBAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,UAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM;8BACjC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAsB,EAA

E,CAAC;;;;;;8BAO5C,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,UAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM;kCACtC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE;sCAC/B,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC;sCACpC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;sCACpE,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;mCAClC;kCAED,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,EAAE;sCAC1B,OAAO,mBAAmB,CACtB,aAAwB,EAAE,gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc

,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;mCACvD;kCACD,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;+BACtB,CAAC;;;;8BAK

F,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;kCACf,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe;sCACzB,yBAAyB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CACzC,aAAwB,EAAE,

gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;+BACxD;8BAED,IAAI,W

AAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;8BACxB,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG;kCACtB,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;;sCAEf,OAAO

;mCACR;kCACD,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;;;sCAGf,OAAO;mCACR;kCACD,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;kCACnB,

IAAM,SAAS,GACX,kEAAkE;sCAClE,iIAAiI,CAAC;kCACtI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;+BAC9B,CAAC;8BAEF,IAAI,IAAgC,CAAC;;8BAErC,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,QAAQ,I

AAI,IAAI,EAAE;kCACzD,aAAa,CAAC,mBAAmB,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,CACxC,CAAC,sCAAsC;0CACtCW,2BA

AuB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EACpC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;kCAC/B,IAAI,GA

AGA,2BAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;+BAC/C;mCAAM;;kCAEL,IAAI,GAAGC,eAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC;+BACnC;;;8BAID,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAC,MAAM;kCACf,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;kCA

CnB,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;kCAEpB,IAAM,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;;kCAEpC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,

GAAG;sCACZ,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;sCACpC,o

BAAoB,EAChB,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;sCAC

7D,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;sCAChE,cAAc,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CACxB,iBAAiB,EAAE,IAAI,EACvB;0CACE,QAAQ;0CACR,QAAQ;0CACR,QAA

Q;uCACT,CAAC;sCACN,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC;sCACrE,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;

mCACrD,CAAC;kCAEF,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;+BACzB,CAAC,CAA

C;2BACJ,CAAC,EAAC;;;;GACJ;EAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CACzB,MAAmB,EAAE,KAAe;MACtC,QAAQ,KAAK;

UACX,KAAK,SAAS;cACZ,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAClC,KAAK,OAAO;cACV,O

AAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAChC,KAAK,MAAM;cACT,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;UAChC;cACE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAiB,KAAO,CAAC,CAAC;OAC7C;EACH,C

AAC;EAED,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG;MACtB,wBAAwB,EAAE,6BAA6B;MACvD,sCAAsC;GAC9B,CAAE;EAGZ,I

AAI,QAAQ,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;EAC5B,IAAI,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;EAClC,IAAI,WAAW,GAAuC,EAAE,

CAAC;EACzD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EACxB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAExB;;;;;;;;;;;

;WAYgB,WAAW,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,gBAAwB;MAAxB,iCAAA,EAAA,wBAAwB;MAChEC,wBAAe,CACX,8
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DAA8D;UAC9D,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;UACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,+DA

A+D;cAC/D,mEAAmE,CAAC,CAAC;OAC1E;MACD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAChB,WAAW,GAAG,gBA

AgB,CAAC;EACjC,CAAC;EAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAyBgB,YAAY,CACxB,eAA0D,EAC1D,gBAAwB;MAAxB,

iCAAA,EAAA,wBAAwB;MAC1B,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;UACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,+DAA+D;cAC/D,w

DAAwD;cACxD,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;OACrB;MAED,IAAI,OAAO,eAAe,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;UACvC,cAAc,G

AAG,eAAe,CAAC;OAClC;WAAM;UACL,WAAW,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;UAC9B,IAAM,YAAY,GACd,eAAe,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAA,IAAI,IAAI,OAAA,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;UA

C9D,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;cAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,0DAA0D;mBACvD

,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,8CAA2C,CAAA;kBACpE,oEAAoE;kBACpE,oDAAoD,CAAC,CAA

C;WAC3D;OACF;MAED,WAAW,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;EACjC,CAAC;EAWD,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;EACtB,IAAI,kBAAkB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAE5B;;;;;;WAMgB,eAAe,CAAC,UAAkB;M

AChD,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;EAC5B,CAAC;EAED;;;;;WAKgB,eAAe;MAC7B,IAAI,kBAAkB,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE;UAC7B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;OAClD;MACD,OAAO,kBAA

kB,CAAC;EAC5B;;ECxfA;EAEA;MACM,OAAO,GAAG;;ECHhB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAiBA,wBAcA;EALA,IAAM,aAA

a,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACxBC,0BAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE;;;;sBACP,qBAAM,IAAI,EAAE,EAAA;;kBAAp

B,IAAI,GAAI,CAAA,SAAY,MAAhB;kBACX,sBAAO,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC;;;OAC9B,EAA

E,aAAa,CAAC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"StridedSlice.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts"],"names":[],"mappi

ngs":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,UAAU,EAAE,YAAY,EAAqD,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAu

B,CAAC;AAGlJ,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;AAClC,OAAO,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,MA

AM,SAAS,CAAC;AAE9B,IAAI,gBAI8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,OA

AO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,UAAU,YAAY,CAAC,IAI5B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC

,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,M

AAM,CAAC;IAEnB,MAAM,EACJ,KAAK,EACL,GAAG,EACH,OAAO,EACP,SAAS,EACT,OAAO,EACP,YAA

Y,EACZ,WAAW,EACX,cAAc,EACf,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEV,MAAM,EACJ,gBAAgB,EAChB,UAAU,EAC

V,UAAU,EACV,SAAS,EACT,aAAa,EACb,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EACb,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EACT,OAAO,EA

AE,QAAQ,EAClB,GACG,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAChB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,GAAG,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAC;IAEX,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;QACd,iDAAiD;QACjD,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,

EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;KACtE;SAAM,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;QACrC,qEAAqE;QACrE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,EACnB,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;QAErE,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,I

AAI,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,wEAAwE;QACxE,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,

EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3E,MAAM;YACF,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;Q

ACxE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACpC;SAAM;QACL,MAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QAE5D,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,MAAM,
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aAAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAErE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5D,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CACl

C,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,

MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;QAEnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU

,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EACtE,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;QAEvE,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAA

E,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACjC;IAED,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAE

D,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;IAC9C,UAAU,EAAE,YAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB

,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;CAC7C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n

inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n

        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =
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new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n

}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/StridedSlice.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"tf-backend-

wasm.min.js","sources":["../src/kernels/types.ts","../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../src/kernels/unary_kernel.ts","..

/src/kernels/Abs.ts","../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts","../src/kernels/Add.ts","../src/kernels/AddN.ts","../src/kernels/Id

entity.ts","../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../src/kernels/All.ts","../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts","../src/kernels/Any.ts","../s

rc/kernels/ArgMax.ts","../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../src/kernels/Reshape.ts","../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts","../nod

e_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Slice.js","../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../src/kernels/Cast.ts","../src/k

ernels/ClipByValue.ts","../src/kernels/Ceil.ts","../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-

backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Concat_impl.js","../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.ts","../src/kernels/

CropAndResize.ts","../src/kernels/Cos.ts","../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../src/kernels/Cumsum.ts","../src/kernels/DepthTo

Space.ts","../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts","../src/kernels/Elu.ts","../src/kernels/Equal.ts","../src/kernels/E

xp.ts","../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../src/kernels/Fill.ts","../src/kernels/FlipLeftRight.ts","../src/kernels/FusedBat

chNorm.ts","../src/kernels/Floor.ts","../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts","../src/kernels/FusedConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Fused

DepthwiseConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts","../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../src/k

ernels/Greater.ts","../src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts","../src/kernels/Max.ts","../src/kernels/Less.ts","../src/kernels/LessE

qual.ts","../src/kernels/Log.ts","../src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts","../src/kernels/Maximum.ts"

,"../src/kernels/Mean.ts","../src/kernels/Min.ts","../src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../src/kernels/Minimum.ts","../src/kerne

ls/NonMaxSuppressionV3.ts","../src/kernels/Multiply.ts","../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression

_util.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.ts","../src/kernels/OneHot.

ts","../src/kernels/NotEqual.ts","../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts","../src/kernels/Pack.ts","../src/kernels/PadV2.ts","../src/ke

rnels/Prelu.ts","../src/kernels/Pow.ts","../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../src/kernels/ResizeBilinear.ts","../src/kernels/Range.t

s","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Range_impl.js","../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../src/kernels/Relu6.ts","../src/ker

nels/Reverse.ts","../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../src/kernels/Round.ts","../src/ker

nels/Rsqrt.ts","../src/kernels/Select.ts","../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts","../src/kernels/Softmax.ts","../src/kernels/Sin.ts","..

/src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../src/kernels/Step.ts","../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts","../src/kerne

ls/Square.ts","../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts","../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts","../src/kernels/Sum.ts","../src/kerne

ls/Sub.ts","../src/kernels/Tile.ts","../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../src/kernels/TopK.ts","../src/kernels

/Transform.ts","../src/kernels/Unpack.ts","../src/register_all_kernels.ts","../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts","../src/flags_was

m.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm.js","../src/backend_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.worker.js","../src/base.ts","../src/version.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport

enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for

FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n

const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:

number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n

function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*

void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n

  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const
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aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:

TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as
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KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,

xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better

due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:
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AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n

originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:

permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n
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const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,

CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:
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number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend

only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>

`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of

elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from
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'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim

= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, buffer, Slice, slice_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport { assertNotComplex

} from '../cpu_util';\nexport function sliceImpl(vals, begin, size, shape, dtype) {\n    const isContinous =

slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n    const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n    const xStrides =

util.computeStrides(shape);\n    if (isContinous) {\n        const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin,
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xStrides);\n        if (dtype === 'string') {\n            return vals.slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n        }\n

return vals.subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n    const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals) :\n        vals;\n    const inBuf = buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n

const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n        const outLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n        const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n

outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n        return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values);\n    }\n    return outBuf.values;\n}\nexport function

slice(args) {\n    const { inputs, backend, attrs } = args;\n    const { x } = inputs;\n    const { begin, size } = attrs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n    const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n    const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n    const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\nexport const sliceConfig = {\n    kernelName: Slice,\n    backendName: 'cpu',\n    kernelFunc:

slice\n};\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiU2xpY2UuanMiLCJzb3VyY2

VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZXJuZWxzL

1NsaWNlLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7R0FlRztBQUVILE9

BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQWlCLE1BQU0sRUFBc0MsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFVBQVUsRUFBbUQsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFHeEwsT0FBTyxFQUFDLGdCQUFnQixFQUFDLE1BQU0sYU

FBYSxDQUFDO0FBRTdDLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxTQUFTLENBQ3JCLElBQW1CLEVBQUUsS0FBZSxFQUFFL

ElBQWMsRUFBRSxLQUFlLEVBQ3JFLEtBQWU7SUFDakIsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDL

GdCQUFnQixDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDcEUsTUFB

TSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQztJQUN4QyxNQUF

NLFFBQVEsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsY0FBYyxDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVDLElBQUks

V0FBVyxFQUFFO1FBQ2YsTUFBTSxVQUFVLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDLGlCQUFpQixDQUFDLEtBQUss

RUFBRSxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUVqRSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7WUFDdEIs

T0FBUSxJQUFxQixDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxD

QUFDO1NBQ3RFO1FBRUQsT0FBUSxJQUFtQixDQUFDLFFBQVEsQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSx

HQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0tBQ3ZFO0lBRUQsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxLQUFLLFFB

QVEsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO1FBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxJQUFvQixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQztRQUMzRCxJQUFrQixDQUFDO0lBRXZCLE1BQU0sS0FBSyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFdBQVcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2hELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0F

BQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDbkMsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUF

DLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDc

EMsTUFBTSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLFVBQVUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUN

wQyxNQUFNLEtBQUssR0FBRyxNQUFNLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBVyxFQUFFLENBQ

UMsRUFBRSxFQUFFLENBQUMsR0FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUF

DO1FBQzdELE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLEtBQUs

sQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDNUM7SUFFRCxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxR

QUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEIsT0FBTyxZQUFZLENBQUMsc0JBQXNCLENBQUMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQ

WtCLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUN2RTtJQUNELE9BQU8sTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQW9CLENBQUM7QUFDckM

sQ0FBQztBQUVELE1BQU0sVUFBVSxLQUFLLENBQ2pCLElBQXVFO0lBRXpFLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxNQUF

NLEVBQUUsT0FBTyxFQUFFLEtBQUssRUFBQyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQztJQUN0QyxNQUFNLEVBQUM

sQ0FBQyxFQUFDLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDO0lBQ25CLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxDQUFDO0lBRTVCLGdCQUFnQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQ

UMsQ0FBQztJQUU3QixNQUFNLENBQUMsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxHQUFHLFVBQVUsQ0FB

QyxnQkFBZ0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ3BFLFVBQ

VUsQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRS

9DLE1BQU0sSUFBSSxHQUFHLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQ
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yxNQUFNLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxNQUFNLENBQUM7SUFDL0MsTUFBTSxPQUFPLEdBQUcsU0FBUyxDQUF

DLElBQUksRUFBRSxNQUFNLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2pFLE9BQU8sT0FBTyxDQUFDLGNBQWMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQUMsQ0FBQztBQUN6RCxDQUFDO0FBRUQsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQU0sV0FBVyxHQUFpQjtJQUN2QyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNqQixXQUFXLE

VBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNsQixVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBeUI7Q0FDdEMsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50Ijp

bIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUm

VzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0a

GUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxp

YW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuIC

ogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2

Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4g

XCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZI

EtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzc

GVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bm

RlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIE

JhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIGJ1ZmZlciwgRGF0YVR5cGUsIEtlcm5lbENvbmZpZywgS2VybmVsRnVuYywgU2xp

Y2UsIHNsaWNlX3V0aWwsIFNsaWNlQXR0cnMsIFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBUZW5zb3JJbmZvLCBUeXBlZEF

ycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5pbXBvcnQge01hdGhCYWNr

ZW5kQ1BVfSBmcm9tICcuLi9iYWNrZW5kX2NwdSc7XG5pbXBvcnQge2Fzc2VydE5vdENvbXBsZXh9IGZyb2

0gJy4uL2NwdV91dGlsJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlSW1wbChcbiAgICB2YWxzOiBCYWNrZ

W5kVmFsdWVzLCBiZWdpbjogbnVtYmVyW10sIHNpemU6IG51bWJlcltdLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW10sXG

4gICAgZHR5cGU6IERhdGFUeXBlKTogQmFja2VuZFZhbHVlcyB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGlzQ29udGlub3VzID0gc2

xpY2VfdXRpbC5pc1NsaWNlQ29udGlub3VzKHNoYXBlLCBiZWdpbiwgc2l6ZSk7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGxlbmd0aC

A9IHV0aWwuc2l6ZUZyb21TaGFwZShzaXplKTtcbiAgY29uc3QgeFN0cmlkZXMgPSB1dGlsLmNvbXB1dGVTd

HJpZGVzKHNoYXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoaXNDb250aW5vdXMpIHtcbiAgICBjb25zdCBmbGF0T2Zmc2V0ID0gc

2xpY2VfdXRpbC5jb21wdXRlRmxhdE9mZnNldChiZWdpbiwgeFN0cmlkZXMpO1xuXG4gICAgaWYgKGR0eX

BlID09PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QXJyYXlbXSkuc2xpY2UoZmx

hdE9mZnNldCwgZmxhdE9mZnNldCArIGxlbmd0aCk7XG4gICAgfVxuXG4gICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIF

R5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnN1YmFycmF5KGZsYXRPZmZzZXQsIGZsYXRPZmZzZXQgKyBsZW5ndGgpO1xuICB9

XG5cbiAgY29uc3QgZGVjb2RlZERhdGEgPSBkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycgP1xuICAgICAgYmFja2VuZF91d

GlsLmZyb21VaW50OFRvU3RyaW5nQXJyYXkodmFscyBhcyBVaW50OEFycmF5W10pIDpcbiAgICAgIHZhbH

MgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBpbkJ1ZiA9IGJ1ZmZlcihzaGFwZSwgZHR5cGUsIGRlY29kZW

REYXRhKTtcbiAgY29uc3Qgb3V0QnVmID0gYnVmZmVyKHNpemUsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA

9IDA7IGkgPCBvdXRCdWYuc2l6ZTsgKytpKSB7XG4gICAgY29uc3Qgb3V0TG9jID0gb3V0QnVmLmluZGV4V

G9Mb2MoaSk7XG4gICAgY29uc3QgaW5Mb2MgPSBvdXRMb2MubWFwKChpZHg6IG51bWJlciwgaikgPT4ga

WR4ICsgYmVnaW5bal0pO1xuICAgIG91dEJ1Zi5zZXQoaW5CdWYuZ2V0KC4uLmluTG9jKSwgLi4ub3V0TG9j

KTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGlmIChkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycpIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gYmFja2VuZF91dGlsLm

Zyb21TdHJpbmdBcnJheVRvVWludDgob3V0QnVmLnZhbHVlcyBhcyBzdHJpbmdbXSk7XG4gIH1cbiAgcmV0d

XJuIG91dEJ1Zi52YWx1ZXMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlKFxu

ICAgIGFyZ3M6IHtpbnB1dHM6IFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBiYWNrZW5kOiBNYXRoQmFja2VuZENQVSwgYX

R0cnM6IFNsaWNlQXR0cnN9KTpcbiAgICBUZW5zb3JJbmZvIHtcbiAgY29uc3Qge2lucHV0cywgYmFja2VuZC

wgYXR0cnN9ID0gYXJncztcbiAgY29uc3Qge3h9ID0gaW5wdXRzO1xuICBjb25zdCB7YmVnaW4sIHNpemV9ID

0gYXR0cnM7XG5cbiAgYXNzZXJ0Tm90Q29tcGxleCh4LCAnc2xpY2UnKTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBbJGJlZ2luLCAk

c2l6ZV0gPSBzbGljZV91dGlsLnBhcnNlU2xpY2VQYXJhbXMoeCwgYmVnaW4sIHNpemUpO1xuICBzbGljZV9

1dGlsLmFzc2VydFBhcmFtc1ZhbGlkKHgsICRiZWdpbiwgJHNpemUpO1xuXG4gIGNvbnN0IHZhbHMgPSBiYW
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NrZW5kLmRhdGEuZ2V0KHguZGF0YUlkKS52YWx1ZXM7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dFZhbHMgPSBzbGljZUltcG

wodmFscywgJGJlZ2luLCAkc2l6ZSwgeC5zaGFwZSwgeC5kdHlwZSk7XG4gIHJldHVybiBiYWNrZW5kLm1ha2

VUZW5zb3JJbmZvKCRzaXplLCB4LmR0eXBlLCBvdXRWYWxzKTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGNvbnN0IHNsaWN

lQ29uZmlnOiBLZXJuZWxDb25maWcgPSB7XG4gIGtlcm5lbE5hbWU6IFNsaWNlLFxuICBiYWNrZW5kTmFtZ

TogJ2NwdScsXG4gIGtlcm5lbEZ1bmM6IHNsaWNlIGFzIHt9IGFzIEtlcm5lbEZ1bmNcbn07XG4iXX0=","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)

{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as

[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;

i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:

number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +
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beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===

1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =

$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:

backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,
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inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =

0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function concatImpl(inputs, outShape, dtype,

simplyConcat) {\n    const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n    if

(simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n        // Use built-in TypedArray.set() method for speed.\n        let offset =

0;\n        inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const size = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n

outVals.set(input.vals, offset);\n            offset += size;\n        });\n    }\n    else {\n        let colOffset = 0;\n

inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals) :\n                input.vals;\n            let tIdx = 0;\n            for (let row

= 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n                const resIdx = row * outShape[1] + colOffset;\n                for (let col

= 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n                    outVals[resIdx + col] = decodedData[tIdx++];\n                }\n

}\n            colOffset += input.shape[1];\n        });\n    }\n    return outVals;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiQ29uY2F0X2ltcGwuanMiLC

Jzb3VyY2VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZ

XJuZWxzL0NvbmNhdF9pbXBsLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Oz

s7R0FlRztBQUVILE9BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQXVDLElBQUksRUFBQyxNQUFNLHVCQUF1QixDQU

FDO0FBRTlGLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxVQUFVLENBQ3RCLE1BQXFELEVBQUUsUUFBa0IsRUFDekUsS0FBZS

xFQUFFLFlBQXFCO0lBQ3hDLE1BQU0sT0FBTyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

EVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVFLElBQUk

sWUFBWSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEMsa0RBQWtEO1FBQ2xELElBQUksTUFB

TSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUNmLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxPQUFPLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQU

U7WUFDckIsTUFBTSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSy

xDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFFNUMsT0FBc0IsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLElBQWtCLEVB

QUUsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFDOUQsTUFBTSxJQUFJLElBQUksQ0FBQztRQUNqQixDQUFDLEN

BQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO1NBQU07UUFDTCxJQUFJLFNBQVMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7UUFFbEIsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsRUFBRTtZQUNyQixNQUFNLFdBQVcsR0FBRyxL

QUFLLEtBQUssUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

ENBQUMsSUFBb0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ2pFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxJQUFrQixDQUFDO1lBRTd

CLElBQUksSUFBSSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztZQUViLEtBQUssSUFBSSxHQUFHLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxF

QUFFLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUUsR0F
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BRyxFQUFFO2dCQUM3QyxNQUFNLE1BQU0sR0FBRyxHQUFHLEdBQUcsUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQyxHQUFHLFNBQVMsQ0FBQztnQkFDN0MsS0FBSyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsR0

FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxHQUFHLEVB

QUU7b0JBQzdDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsV0FBVyxDQUFDLElBQ

UksRUFBRSxDQUFDLENBQUM7aUJBQzdDO2FBQ0Y7WUFFRCxTQUFTLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEtB

QUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUM5QixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO0lBRUQsT0F

BTyxPQUFPLENBQUM7QUFDakIsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiA

qIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbn

NlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICo

geW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5I

GFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0Z

WQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICo

gV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzI

G9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3

Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID

09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09

PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIEJhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIERhdG

FUeXBlLCBUeXBlZEFycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5leHBv

cnQgZnVuY3Rpb24gY29uY2F0SW1wbChcbiAgICBpbnB1dHM6IEFycmF5PHt2YWxzOiBCYWNrZW5kVmFsd

WVzLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW119Piwgb3V0U2hhcGU6IG51bWJlcltdLFxuICAgIGR0eXBlOiBEYXRhVHl

wZSwgc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0OiBib29sZWFuKTogVHlwZWRBcnJheXxzdHJpbmdbXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dF

ZhbHMgPSB1dGlsLmdldEFycmF5RnJvbURUeXBlKGR0eXBlLCB1dGlsLnNpemVGcm9tU2hhcGUob3V0U2hh

cGUpKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0ICYmIGR0eXBlICE9PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgIC8vIFVzZSBi

dWlsdC1pbiBUeXBlZEFycmF5LnNldCgpIG1ldGhvZCBmb3Igc3BlZWQuXG4gICAgbGV0IG9mZnNldCA9IDA

7XG4gICAgaW5wdXRzLmZvckVhY2goaW5wdXQgPT4ge1xuICAgICAgY29uc3Qgc2l6ZSA9IHV0aWwuc2l6Z

UZyb21TaGFwZShpbnB1dC5zaGFwZSk7XG5cbiAgICAgIChvdXRWYWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnNldCh

pbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXksIG9mZnNldCk7XG4gICAgICBvZmZzZXQgKz0gc2l6ZTtcbiAgICB

9KTtcbiAgfSBlbHNlIHtcbiAgICBsZXQgY29sT2Zmc2V0ID0gMDtcblxuICAgIGlucHV0cy5mb3JFYWNoKGluc

HV0ID0+IHtcbiAgICAgIGNvbnN0IGRlY29kZWREYXRhID0gZHR5cGUgPT09ICdzdHJpbmcnID9cbiAgICAgI

CAgICBiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwuZnJvbVVpbnQ4VG9TdHJpbmdBcnJheShpbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QX

JyYXlbXSkgOlxuICAgICAgICAgIGlucHV0LnZhbHMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICAgICAgbGV0IHRJZ

HggPSAwO1xuXG4gICAgICBmb3IgKGxldCByb3cgPSAwOyByb3cgPCBpbnB1dC5zaGFwZVswXTsgKytyb3cp

IHtcbiAgICAgICAgY29uc3QgcmVzSWR4ID0gcm93ICogb3V0U2hhcGVbMV0gKyBjb2xPZmZzZXQ7XG4gICA

gICAgIGZvciAobGV0IGNvbCA9IDA7IGNvbCA8IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdOyArK2NvbCkge1xuICAgICAgIC

AgIG91dFZhbHNbcmVzSWR4ICsgY29sXSA9IGRlY29kZWREYXRhW3RJZHgrK107XG4gICAgICAgIH1cbiA

gICAgIH1cblxuICAgICAgY29sT2Zmc2V0ICs9IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdO1xuICAgIH0pO1xuICB9XG5cbiAgc

mV0dXJuIG91dFZhbHM7XG59XG4iXX0=","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:
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number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',

// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,

$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,

topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //
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strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,

xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,

extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const

imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n

'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n
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const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const

outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const

xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,

padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:

FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',

'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,

padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n

'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})

{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n

}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const
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filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,

preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const
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outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape

(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,

isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //

sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const

parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:

{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //
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out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either

float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =
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util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //

padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype

=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not
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use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',

reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,

axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match

enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n

'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n
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createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,

maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the
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License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:

number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const

pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,

pValidOutputs};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,

padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n

parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}

as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n

(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using

validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from
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'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null
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/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>

p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,

weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //

oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //

newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function rangeImpl(start, stop, step, dtype) {\n    const

sameStartStop = start === stop;\n    const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n    const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n    if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

   decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n        return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n    }\n    const numElements

= Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n    const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n

if (stop < start && step === 1) {\n        // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n        // (or was set to 1)\n

  step = -1;\n    }\n    values[0] = start;\n    for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n        values[i] = values[i - 1] +

step;\n    }\n    return values;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC5qcyIsIn

NvdXJjZVJvb3QiOiIiLCJzb3VyY2VzIjpbIi4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uL3RmanMtYmFja2VuZC1jcHUvc3JjL2tlc

m5lbHMvUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC50cyJdLCJuYW1lcyI6W10sIm1hcHBpbmdzIjoiQUFBQTs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7O0

dBZUc7QUFFSCxPQUFPLEVBQWMsSUFBSSxFQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFFeEQsTUFB

TSxVQUFVLFNBQVMsQ0FDckIsS0FBYSxFQUFFLElBQVksRUFBRSxJQUFZLEVBQ3pDLEtBQXdCO0lBQz

FCLE1BQU0sYUFBYSxHQUFHLEtBQUssS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUM7SUFDckMsTUFBTSwyQkFBMkIsR0F

BRyxLQUFLLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDN0QsTUFBTSwyQkF

BMkIsR0FBRyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFN0QsSUFBSS

xhQUFhLElBQUksMkJBQTJCO1FBQzVDLDJCQUEyQixFQUFFO1FBQy9CLE9BQU8sSUFBSSxDQUFDLG1

CQUFtQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUMzQztJQUVELE1BQU0sV0FBVy

xHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsSUFBSSxDQUFDLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDLElBQUksR0
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FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQy9ELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQ

UFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxtQkFBbUIsQ0FBQyxXQUFXLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFNUQsS

UFBSSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDOUIsb0RBQW9EO1F

BQ3BELG9CQUFvQjtRQUNwQixJQUFJLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDWDtJQUVELE1BQU0

sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUM7SUFDbEIsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyx

DQUFDLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUU7

UUFDdEMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDO0tBQ2xDO0lBQ0QsT0FBTyxNQUFNLENBQUM7QUFDaEIsQ0FBQyI

sInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMT

EMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc

2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZ

SBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSB

jb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJ

Q0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZC

B0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZ

GlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIE

NPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIE

xpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4

gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J

0IHtEYXRhVHlwZU1hcCwgdXRpbH0gZnJvbSAnQHRlbnNvcmZsb3cvdGZqcy1jb3JlJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bm

N0aW9uIHJhbmdlSW1wbChcbiAgICBzdGFydDogbnVtYmVyLCBzdG9wOiBudW1iZXIsIHN0ZXA6IG51bWJlci

xcbiAgICBkdHlwZTogJ2Zsb2F0MzInfCdpbnQzMicpOiBEYXRhVHlwZU1hcFsnZmxvYXQzMicgfCAnaW50Mz

InXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgPSBzdGFydCA9PT0gc3RvcDtcbiAgY29uc3QgaW5jcmVhc

2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwID0gc3RhcnQgPCBzdG9wICYmIHN0ZXAgPCAwO1xuICBjb25zdCBkZ

WNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXAgPSBzdG9wIDwgc3RhcnQgJiYgc3RlcCA+IDE7XG5cbiAga

WYgKHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgfHwgaW5jcmVhc2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwIHx8XG4gICAgICBk

ZWNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXApIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gdXRpbC5tYWtlWmVyb3NUeXB

lZEFycmF5KDAsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGNvbnN0IG51bUVsZW1lbnRzID0gTWF0aC5hYnMoTWF0aC

5jZWlsKChzdG9wIC0gc3RhcnQpIC8gc3RlcCkpO1xuICBjb25zdCB2YWx1ZXMgPSB1dGlsLm1ha2VaZXJvc1R

5cGVkQXJyYXkobnVtRWxlbWVudHMsIGR0eXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc3RvcCA8IHN0YXJ0ICYmIHN0ZXAgP

T09IDEpIHtcbiAgICAvLyBBdXRvIGFkanVzdCB0aGUgc3RlcCdzIHNpZ24gaWYgaXQgaGFzbid0IGJlZW4gc2V

0XG4gICAgLy8gKG9yIHdhcyBzZXQgdG8gMSlcbiAgICBzdGVwID0gLTE7XG4gIH1cblxuICB2YWx1ZXNbM

F0gPSBzdGFydDtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA9IDE7IGkgPCB2YWx1ZXMubGVuZ3RoOyBpKyspIHtcbiAgICB2

YWx1ZXNbaV0gPSB2YWx1ZXNbaSAtIDFdICsgc3RlcDtcbiAgfVxuICByZXR1cm4gdmFsdWVzO1xufVxuIl19"

,"/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'

 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport
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{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-
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circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =

args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:
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0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:

TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =

s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *
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@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n

inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n
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        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =

new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n

}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n
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setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =

attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,

attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:

number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :
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[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const

interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the

library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport
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{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from

'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport

{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport

{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n
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depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n

greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n

*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array

passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,
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11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n","\nvar WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = (function() {\n

var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src :

undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return

(\nfunction(WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd) {\n  WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd || {};\n\nfunction

GROWABLE_HEAP_I8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)}

return HEAP8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAPU8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAP32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPU32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_F64(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPF64}var Module=typeof

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD=Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]||false;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"};var

nodeWorkerThreads;try{nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\")}catch(e){console.error('The

\"worker_threads\" module is not supported in this node.js build - perhaps a newer version is needed?');throw

e}global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof
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scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(typeof

_scriptDir !== \"undefined\" &&

_scriptDir){scriptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.s

ubstr(0,scriptDirectory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){read_=fun

ction

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret}}else{read_=function(url){var xhr=new XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){global.performance=require(\"perf_hooks\").performance}}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];function

warnOnce(text){if(!warnOnce.shown)warnOnce.shown={};if(!warnOnce.shown[text]){warnOnce.shown[text]=1;er

r(text)}}var Atomics_load=Atomics.load;var Atomics_store=Atomics.store;var

Atomics_compareExchange=Atomics.compareExchange;var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var wasmModule;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var
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numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

str=\"\";while(!(idx>=endIdx)){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!u0)return

str;if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function lengthBytesUTF8(str){var

len=0;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343)u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|str.charCodeAt(++i)&1023;if(u<=127)+

+len;else if(u<=2047)len+=2;else if(u<=65535)len+=3;else len+=4}return len}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){wasmM

emory=Module[\"wasmMemory\"];buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}else{if(Module[\"wasmMemory\"]){wasmMemory=

Module[\"wasmMemory\"]}else{wasmMemory=new

WebAssembly.Memory({\"initial\":INITIAL_MEMORY/65536,\"maximum\":2147483648/65536,\"shared\":true});

if(!(wasmMemory.buffer instanceof SharedArrayBuffer)){err(\"requested a shared WebAssembly.Memory but the

returned buffer is not a SharedArrayBuffer, indicating that while the browser has SharedArrayBuffer it does not

have WebAssembly threads support - you may need to set a

flag\");if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){console.log(\"(on node you may need: --experimental-wasm-threads --

experimental-wasm-bulk-memory and also use a recent version)\")}throw Error(\"bad

memory\")}}}if(wasmMemory){buffer=wasmMemory.buffer}INITIAL_MEMORY=buffer.byteLength;updateGlob

alBufferAndViews(buffer);var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var __ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var

__ATEXIT__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var runtimeInitialized=false;var

runtimeExited=false;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctor

s()}});function preRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a
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ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT

__)}function

preMain(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function

exitRuntime(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;runtimeExited=true}function

postRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){assert(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD,\"addRunDependency cannot be used in a

pthread

worker\");runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](ru

nDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)console.err

or(\"Pthread aborting at \"+(new

Error).stack);what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTATUS=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s

ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw

e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"I\"];wasmModule=module;if(!E

NVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){var

numWorkersToLoad=PThread.unusedWorkers.length;PThread.unusedWorkers.forEach(function(w){PThread.load

WasmModuleToWorker(w,function(){if(!--numWorkersToLoad)removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")})})}}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\")}function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"],output[\"module\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return
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WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}var

ASM_CONSTS={10520:function(){throw\"Canceled!\"},10538:function($0,$1){setTimeout(function(){__emscript

en_do_dispatch_to_thread($0,$1)},0)}};function initPthreadsJS(){PThread.initRuntime()}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}var

ERRNO_CODES={EPERM:63,ENOENT:44,ESRCH:71,EINTR:27,EIO:29,ENXIO:60,E2BIG:1,ENOEXEC:45,E

BADF:8,ECHILD:12,EAGAIN:6,EWOULDBLOCK:6,ENOMEM:48,EACCES:2,EFAULT:21,ENOTBLK:105,EB

USY:10,EEXIST:20,EXDEV:75,ENODEV:43,ENOTDIR:54,EISDIR:31,EINVAL:28,ENFILE:41,EMFILE:33,EN

OTTY:59,ETXTBSY:74,EFBIG:22,ENOSPC:51,ESPIPE:70,EROFS:69,EMLINK:34,EPIPE:64,EDOM:18,ERAN

GE:68,ENOMSG:49,EIDRM:24,ECHRNG:106,EL2NSYNC:156,EL3HLT:107,EL3RST:108,ELNRNG:109,EUNA

TCH:110,ENOCSI:111,EL2HLT:112,EDEADLK:16,ENOLCK:46,EBADE:113,EBADR:114,EXFULL:115,ENOA

NO:104,EBADRQC:103,EBADSLT:102,EDEADLOCK:16,EBFONT:101,ENOSTR:100,ENODATA:116,ETIME:

117,ENOSR:118,ENONET:119,ENOPKG:120,EREMOTE:121,ENOLINK:47,EADV:122,ESRMNT:123,ECOMM

:124,EPROTO:65,EMULTIHOP:36,EDOTDOT:125,EBADMSG:9,ENOTUNIQ:126,EBADFD:127,EREMCHG:1

28,ELIBACC:129,ELIBBAD:130,ELIBSCN:131,ELIBMAX:132,ELIBEXEC:133,ENOSYS:52,ENOTEMPTY:55,

ENAMETOOLONG:37,ELOOP:32,EOPNOTSUPP:138,EPFNOSUPPORT:139,ECONNRESET:15,ENOBUFS:42,

EAFNOSUPPORT:5,EPROTOTYPE:67,ENOTSOCK:57,ENOPROTOOPT:50,ESHUTDOWN:140,ECONNREFU

SED:14,EADDRINUSE:3,ECONNABORTED:13,ENETUNREACH:40,ENETDOWN:38,ETIMEDOUT:73,EHOS

TDOWN:142,EHOSTUNREACH:23,EINPROGRESS:26,EALREADY:7,EDESTADDRREQ:17,EMSGSIZE:35,E

PROTONOSUPPORT:66,ESOCKTNOSUPPORT:137,EADDRNOTAVAIL:4,ENETRESET:39,EISCONN:30,EN

OTCONN:53,ETOOMANYREFS:141,EUSERS:136,EDQUOT:19,ESTALE:72,ENOTSUP:138,ENOMEDIUM:14

8,EILSEQ:25,EOVERFLOW:61,ECANCELED:11,ENOTRECOVERABLE:56,EOWNERDEAD:62,ESTRPIPE:13

5};function

_emscripten_futex_wake(addr,count){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0||count<0)retu

rn-28;if(count==0)return 0;if(count>=2147483647)count=Infinity;var

mainThreadWaitAddress=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2);var

mainThreadWoken=0;if(mainThreadWaitAddress==addr){var

loadedAddr=Atomics.compareExchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,mainTh

readWaitAddress,0);if(loadedAddr==mainThreadWaitAddress){--count;mainThreadWoken=1;if(count<=0)return

1}}var ret=Atomics.notify(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,count);if(ret>=0)return

ret+mainThreadWoken;throw\"Atomics.notify returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}Module[\"_emscripten_futex_wake\"]=_emscripten_futex_wake;function

killThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! killThread() can only ever be

called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

killThread!\";GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.terminate();PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);PThread.runni

ngWorkers.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(pthread.worker),1);pthread.worker.pthread=undefined}functio
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n cancelThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cancelThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cancelThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancel\"})}function

cleanupThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cleanupThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cleanupThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];if(pthread){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

worker=pthread.worker;PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}var

PThread={unusedWorkers:[],runningWorkers:[],initMainThreadBlock:function(){var pthreadPoolSize=8;for(var

i=0;i<pthreadPoolSize;++i){PThread.allocateUnusedWorker()}},initRuntime:function(){var

tb=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228/4;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tb/4+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tb+12>>2]=tb;var

headPtr=tb+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var tlsMemory=_malloc(512);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tlsMemory/4+i]=0;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+100

>>2,tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+40>>2,tb);__emscripten_thread_init(tb,!ENVIRON

MENT_IS_WORKER,1);_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id(tb)},initWorker:function(){},pthreads:{},t

hreadExitHandlers:[],setThreadStatus:function(){},runExitHandlers:function(){while(PThread.threadExitHandlers.l

ength>0){PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop()()}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self())___pthread

_tsd_run_dtors()},runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread:function(tb,exitCode){Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U

32(),tb+56>>2,1);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+60>>2,0);PThread.runExitHandlers();Atomics.stor

e(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+4>>2,exitCode);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2,1);_emscri

pten_futex_wake(tb+0,2147483647);__emscripten_thread_init(0,0,0)},threadExit:function(exitCode){var

tb=_pthread_self();if(tb){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(tb,exitCode);if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHRE

AD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exit\"})}}},threadCancel:function(){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(_pthr

ead_self(),-1);postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancelDone\"})},terminateAllThreads:function(){for(var t in

PThread.pthreads){var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[t];if(pthread&&pthread.worker){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(pthread.worker)}}PThre

ad.pthreads={};for(var i=0;i<PThread.unusedWorkers.length;++i){var

worker=PThread.unusedWorkers[i];worker.terminate()}PThread.unusedWorkers=[];for(var

i=0;i<PThread.runningWorkers.length;++i){var worker=PThread.runningWorkers[i];var

pthread=worker.pthread;PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);worker.terminate()}PThread.runningWorkers=[]},freeTh

readData:function(pthread){if(!pthread)return;if(pthread.threadInfoStruct){var

tlsMemory=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.threadInfoStruct+100>>2];GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.thr

eadInfoStruct+100>>2]=0;_free(tlsMemory);_free(pthread.threadInfoStruct)}pthread.threadInfoStruct=0;if(pthread.

allocatedOwnStack&&pthread.stackBase)_free(pthread.stackBase);pthread.stackBase=0;if(pthread.worker)pthread.

worker.pthread=null},returnWorkerToPool:function(worker){PThread.runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls(functio

n(){delete

PThread.pthreads[worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct];PThread.unusedWorkers.push(worker);PThread.runningWorker

s.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(worker),1);PThread.freeThreadData(worker.pthread);worker.pthread=un

defined})},runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls:function(func){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_m

ain_runtime_queued_calls>>2]=0;try{func()}finally{GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_main_runti

me_queued_calls>>2]=1}},receiveObjectTransfer:function(data){},loadWasmModuleToWorker:function(worker,o

nFinishedLoading){worker.onmessage=function(e){var d=e[\"data\"];var

cmd=d[\"cmd\"];if(worker.pthread)PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct;

if(d[\"targetThread\"]&&d[\"targetThread\"]!=_pthread_self()){var

thread=PThread.pthreads[d.targetThread];if(thread){thread.worker.postMessage(e.data,d[\"transferList\"])}else{con

sole.error('Internal error! Worker sent a message \"'+cmd+'\" to target pthread '+d[\"targetThread\"]+\", but that
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thread no longer

exists!\")}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined;return}if(cmd===\"processQueuedMainThread

Work\"){_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls()}else

if(cmd===\"spawnThread\"){spawnThread(e.data)}else

if(cmd===\"cleanupThread\"){cleanupThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"killThread\"){killThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"cancelThread\"){cancelThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"loaded\"){worker.loaded=true;if(onFinishedLoading)onFinishedLoading(worker);if(worker.runPthread)

{worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}else if(cmd===\"print\"){out(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\":

\"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"printErr\"){err(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else

if(cmd===\"alert\"){alert(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"exit\"){var

detached=worker.pthread&&Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct+64>>2);if

(detached){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}else

if(cmd===\"exitProcess\"){try{exit(d[\"returnCode\"])}catch(e){if(e instanceof ExitStatus)return;throw e}}else

if(cmd===\"cancelDone\"){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}else

if(cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){PThread.receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){worker.postMessage(e.data)}else{err(\"worker sent an unknown command

\"+cmd)}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined};worker.onerror=function(e){err(\"pthread sent

an error! \"+e.filename+\":\"+e.lineno+\":

\"+e.message)};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){worker.on(\"message\",function(data){worker.onmessage({data:d

ata})});worker.on(\"error\",function(data){worker.onerror(data)});worker.on(\"exit\",function(data){})}worker.post

Message({\"cmd\":\"load\",\"urlOrBlob\":Module[\"mainScriptUrlOrBlob\"]||_scriptDir,\"wasmMemory\":wasmMe

mory,\"wasmModule\":wasmModule})},allocateUnusedWorker:function(){var pthreadMainJs=locateFile(\"tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js\");PThread.unusedWorkers.push(new

Worker(pthreadMainJs))},getNewWorker:function(){if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length==0){PThread.allocateUnus

edWorker();PThread.loadWasmModuleToWorker(PThread.unusedWorkers[0])}if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length>

0)return PThread.unusedWorkers.pop();else return null},busySpinWait:function(msecs){var

t=performance.now()+msecs;while(performance.now()<t){}}};function

establishStackSpace(stackTop,stackMax){_emscripten_stack_set_limits(stackTop,stackMax);stackRestore(stackTop

)}Module[\"establishStackSpace\"]=establishStackSpace;function getNoExitRuntime(){return

noExitRuntime}Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]=getNoExitRuntime;function invokeEntryPoint(ptr,arg){return

wasmTable.get(ptr)(arg)}Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"]=invokeEntryPoint;function

___assert_fail(condition,filename,line,func){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+UTF8ToString(condition)+\", at:

\"+[filename?UTF8ToString(filename):\"unknown filename\",line,func?UTF8ToString(func):\"unknown

function\"])}function ___call_main(argc,argv){var returnCode=_main(argc,argv)}var

_emscripten_get_now;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){_emscripten_get_now=function(){var

t=process[\"hrtime\"]();return t[0]*1e3+t[1]/1e6}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){_emscripten_get_now=function(){return performance.now()-

Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]}}else if(typeof

dateNow!==\"undefined\"){_emscripten_get_now=dateNow}else _emscripten_get_now=function(){return

performance.now()};function setErrNo(value){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return

value}function _atexit(func,arg){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(1,1,func,arg)}function

__emscripten_notify_thread_queue(targetThreadId,mainThreadId){if(targetThreadId==mainThreadId){postMessag

e({\"cmd\":\"processQueuedMainThreadWork\"})}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){postMessage({\"targetThread\":targetThreadId,\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueu

e\"})}else{var pthread=PThread.pthreads[targetThreadId];var

worker=pthread&&pthread.worker;if(!worker){return}worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueue\"})}ret
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urn 1}function _abort(){abort()}function _emscripten_asm_const_int(code,sigPtr,argbuf){var

args=readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,argbuf);return ASM_CONSTS[code].apply(null,args)}function

_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status(expectedStatus,newStatus){}function

_emscripten_futex_wait(addr,val,timeout){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0)return-

28;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB){var

ret=Atomics.wait(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,val,timeout);if(ret===\"timed-out\")return-

73;if(ret===\"not-equal\")return-6;if(ret===\"ok\")return 0;throw\"Atomics.wait returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}else{if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!=val){return-6}var

tNow=performance.now();var tEnd=tNow+timeout;var

lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr);while(1){tNo

w=performance.now();if(tNow>tEnd){lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_mai

n_thread_futex>>2,0);return-

73}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,0);if(lastAddr==

0){break}_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls();if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!

=val){return-

6}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr)}return

0}}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_num_logical_cores(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return require(\"os\").cpus().length;return

navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]}function _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(index,sync){var

numCallArgs=arguments.length-2;var stack=stackSave();var serializedNumCallArgs=numCallArgs;var

args=stackAlloc(serializedNumCallArgs*8);var b=args>>3;for(var i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){var

arg=arguments[2+i];GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]=arg}var

ret=_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js(index,serializedNumCallArgs,args,sync);stackRestore(stack);retur

n ret}var _emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs=[];var readAsmConstArgsArray=[];function

readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,buf){readAsmConstArgsArray.length=0;var

ch;buf>>=2;while(ch=GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[sigPtr++]){var

double=ch<105;if(double&&buf&1)buf++;readAsmConstArgsArray.push(double?GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[buf

++>>1]:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[buf]);++buf}return readAsmConstArgsArray}function

_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js(index,numCallArgs,args){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callA

rgs.length=numCallArgs;var b=args>>3;for(var

i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs[i]=GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]}v

ar isEmAsmConst=index<0;var func=!isEmAsmConst?proxiedFunctionTable[index]:ASM_CONSTS[-index-

1];return func.apply(null,_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var

oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();if(requestedSize<=oldSize){return false}var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

JSEvents={inEventHandler:0,removeAllEventListeners:function(){for(var i=JSEvents.eventHandlers.length-

1;i>=0;--

i){JSEvents._removeHandler(i)}JSEvents.eventHandlers=[];JSEvents.deferredCalls=[]},registerRemoveEventListen
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ers:function(){if(!JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered){__ATEXIT__.push(JSEvents.removeAllEventListene

rs);JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered=true}},deferredCalls:[],deferCall:function(targetFunction,precedence

,argsList){function arraysHaveEqualContent(arrA,arrB){if(arrA.length!=arrB.length)return false;for(var i in

arrA){if(arrA[i]!=arrB[i])return false}return true}for(var i in JSEvents.deferredCalls){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];if(call.targetFunction==targetFunction&&arraysHaveEqualContent(call.argsList,args

List)){return}}JSEvents.deferredCalls.push({targetFunction:targetFunction,precedence:precedence,argsList:argsList

});JSEvents.deferredCalls.sort(function(x,y){return

x.precedence<y.precedence})},removeDeferredCalls:function(targetFunction){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){if(JSEvents.deferredCalls[i].targetFunction==targetFunction){JSEvents.d

eferredCalls.splice(i,1);--i}}},canPerformEventHandlerRequests:function(){return

JSEvents.inEventHandler&&JSEvents.currentEventHandler.allowsDeferredCalls},runDeferredCalls:function(){if(!J

SEvents.canPerformEventHandlerRequests()){return}for(var i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];JSEvents.deferredCalls.splice(i,1);--

i;call.targetFunction.apply(null,call.argsList)}},eventHandlers:[],removeAllHandlersOnTarget:function(target,event

TypeString){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==target&&(!eventTypeString||event

TypeString==JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].eventTypeString)){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}},_removeHandler:function(i){var

h=JSEvents.eventHandlers[i];h.target.removeEventListener(h.eventTypeString,h.eventListenerFunc,h.useCapture);J

SEvents.eventHandlers.splice(i,1)},registerOrRemoveHandler:function(eventHandler){var jsEventHandler=function

jsEventHandler(event){++JSEvents.inEventHandler;JSEvents.currentEventHandler=eventHandler;JSEvents.runDef

erredCalls();eventHandler.handlerFunc(event);JSEvents.runDeferredCalls();--

JSEvents.inEventHandler};if(eventHandler.callbackfunc){eventHandler.eventListenerFunc=jsEventHandler;eventH

andler.target.addEventListener(eventHandler.eventTypeString,jsEventHandler,eventHandler.useCapture);JSEvents.e

ventHandlers.push(eventHandler);JSEvents.registerRemoveEventListeners()}else{for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==eventHandler.target&&JSEvents.e

ventHandlers[i].eventTypeString==eventHandler.eventTypeString){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}}},queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii:function(targetThread,eventHandlerFunc,eventTypeId,eventData,userData)

{var stackTop=stackSave();var

varargs=stackAlloc(12);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs>>2]=eventTypeId;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs

+4>>2]=eventData;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+8>>2]=userData;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThr

ead,637534208,eventHandlerFunc,eventData,varargs);stackRestore(stackTop)},getTargetThreadForEventCallback:f

unction(targetThread){switch(targetThread){case 1:return 0;case 2:return

PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread;default:return

targetThread}},getNodeNameForTarget:function(target){if(!target)return\"\";if(target==window)return\"#window\";

if(target==screen)return\"#screen\";return

target&&target.nodeName?target.nodeName:\"\"},fullscreenEnabled:function(){return

document.fullscreenEnabled||document.webkitFullscreenEnabled}};function stringToNewUTF8(jsString){var

length=lengthBytesUTF8(jsString)+1;var cString=_malloc(length);stringToUTF8(jsString,cString,length);return

cString}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){var

stackTop=stackSave();var varargs=stackAlloc(12);var

targetCanvasPtr=0;if(targetCanvas){targetCanvasPtr=stringToNewUTF8(targetCanvas)}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(

)[varargs>>2]=targetCanvasPtr;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+4>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[var

args+8>>2]=height;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThread,657457152,0,targetCanvasPtr,varargs);stackRestor

e(stackTop)}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){targetCanvas=tar

getCanvas?UTF8ToString(targetCanvas):\"\";_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThr
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ead,targetCanvas,width,height)}function maybeCStringToJsString(cString){return

cString>2?UTF8ToString(cString):cString}var specialHTMLTargets=[0,typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document:0,typeof window!==\"undefined\"?window:0];function

findEventTarget(target){target=maybeCStringToJsString(target);var

domElement=specialHTMLTargets[target]||(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document.querySelector(target):undefined);return domElement}function

findCanvasEventTarget(target){return findEventTarget(target)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas)return-

4;if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEA

P_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+4>>2]=height}if(canvas.offscreenCanvas||!canvas.controlTransferredOffscreen){if

(canvas.offscreenCanvas)canvas=canvas.offscreenCanvas;var

autoResizeViewport=false;if(canvas.GLctxObject&&canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx){var

prevViewport=canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.getParameter(2978);autoResizeViewport=prevViewport[0]===0&&prev

Viewport[1]===0&&prevViewport[2]===canvas.width&&prevViewport[3]===canvas.height}canvas.width=width;

canvas.height=height;if(autoResizeViewport){canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.viewport(0,0,width,height)}}else

if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){var

targetThread=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+8>>2];_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_o

n_target_thread(targetThread,target,width,height);return 1}else{return-4}return 0}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)retur

n _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(2,1,target,width,height);return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(canvas){return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}else{return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height)}}function

_emscripten_set_current_thread_status(newStatus){}function

_emscripten_set_thread_name(threadId,name){}function __webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"ANGLE_instanced_arrays\");if(ext){ctx[\"vertexAttribDivisor\"]=function(index,divisor){ex

t[\"vertexAttribDivisorANGLE\"](index,divisor)};ctx[\"drawArraysInstanced\"]=function(mode,first,count,primcou

nt){ext[\"drawArraysInstancedANGLE\"](mode,first,count,primcount)};ctx[\"drawElementsInstanced\"]=function(

mode,count,type,indices,primcount){ext[\"drawElementsInstancedANGLE\"](mode,count,type,indices,primcount)};

return 1}}function __webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"OES_vertex_array_object\");if(ext){ctx[\"createVertexArray\"]=function(){return

ext[\"createVertexArrayOES\"]()};ctx[\"deleteVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"deleteVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};

ctx[\"bindVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"bindVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};ctx[\"isVertexArray\"]=function(vao)

{return ext[\"isVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};return 1}}function __webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_draw_buffers\");if(ext){ctx[\"drawBuffers\"]=function(n,bufs){ext[\"drawBuffers

WEBGL\"](n,bufs)};return 1}}function

__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(ctx){return!!(ctx.multiDrawWebgl=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_multi_dra

w\"))}var

GL={counter:1,buffers:[],programs:[],framebuffers:[],renderbuffers:[],textures:[],uniforms:[],shaders:[],vaos:[],cont

exts:{},offscreenCanvases:{},timerQueriesEXT:[],programInfos:{},stringCache:{},unpackAlignment:4,recordError:

function recordError(errorCode){if(!GL.lastError){GL.lastError=errorCode}},getNewId:function(table){var

ret=GL.counter++;for(var i=table.length;i<ret;i++){table[i]=null}return

ret},getSource:function(shader,count,string,length){var source=\"\";for(var i=0;i<count;++i){var

len=length?GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[length+i*4>>2]:-

1;source+=UTF8ToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[string+i*4>>2],len<0?undefined:len)}return
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source},createContext:function(canvas,webGLContextAttributes){var

ctx=canvas.getContext(\"webgl\",webGLContextAttributes);if(!ctx)return 0;var

handle=GL.registerContext(ctx,webGLContextAttributes);return

handle},registerContext:function(ctx,webGLContextAttributes){var

handle=_malloc(8);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[handle+4>>2]=_pthread_self();var

context={handle:handle,attributes:webGLContextAttributes,version:webGLContextAttributes.majorVersion,GLctx:

ctx};if(ctx.canvas)ctx.canvas.GLctxObject=context;GL.contexts[handle]=context;if(typeof

webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensionsByDefault===\"undefined\"||webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensions

ByDefault){GL.initExtensions(context)}return

handle},makeContextCurrent:function(contextHandle){GL.currentContext=GL.contexts[contextHandle];Module.ctx

=GLctx=GL.currentContext&&GL.currentContext.GLctx;return!(contextHandle&&!GLctx)},getContext:function(c

ontextHandle){return

GL.contexts[contextHandle]},deleteContext:function(contextHandle){if(GL.currentContext===GL.contexts[context

Handle])GL.currentContext=null;if(typeof

JSEvents===\"object\")JSEvents.removeAllHandlersOnTarget(GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas);if(GL.co

ntexts[contextHandle]&&GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas)GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas.GL

ctxObject=undefined;_free(GL.contexts[contextHandle].handle);GL.contexts[contextHandle]=null},initExtensions:f

unction(context){if(!context)context=GL.currentContext;if(context.initExtensionsDone)return;context.initExtension

sDone=true;var

GLctx=context.GLctx;__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(GLctx);__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_obj

ect(GLctx);__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(GLctx);GLctx.disjointTimerQueryExt=GLctx.getExtension(\"

EXT_disjoint_timer_query\");__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(GLctx);var

exts=GLctx.getSupportedExtensions()||[];exts.forEach(function(ext){if(ext.indexOf(\"lose_context\")<0&&ext.inde

xOf(\"debug\")<0){GLctx.getExtension(ext)}})},populateUniformTable:function(program){var

p=GL.programs[program];var

ptable=GL.programInfos[program]={uniforms:{},maxUniformLength:0,maxAttributeLength:-

1,maxUniformBlockNameLength:-1};var utable=ptable.uniforms;var

numUniforms=GLctx.getProgramParameter(p,35718);for(var i=0;i<numUniforms;++i){var

u=GLctx.getActiveUniform(p,i);var

name=u.name;ptable.maxUniformLength=Math.max(ptable.maxUniformLength,name.length+1);if(name.slice(-

1)==\"]\"){name=name.slice(0,name.lastIndexOf(\"[\"))}var loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,name);if(loc){var

id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);utable[name]=[u.size,id];GL.uniforms[id]=loc;for(var j=1;j<u.size;++j){var

n=name+\"[\"+j+\"]\";loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,n);id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);GL.uniforms[id]=loc}}}

}};var __emscripten_webgl_power_preferences=[\"default\",\"low-power\",\"high-performance\"];function

_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(target,attributes){var a=attributes>>2;var

powerPreference=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(24>>2)];var

contextAttributes={\"alpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(0>>2)],\"depth\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(4

>>2)],\"stencil\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(8>>2)],\"antialias\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(12>>2)],\"p

remultipliedAlpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(16>>2)],\"preserveDrawingBuffer\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_

I32()[a+(20>>2)],\"powerPreference\":__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences[powerPreference],\"failIfMajorPerf

ormanceCaveat\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(28>>2)],majorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(32>>2)],

minorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(36>>2)],enableExtensionsByDefault:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(

40>>2)],explicitSwapControl:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(44>>2)],proxyContextToMainThread:GROWABLE_

HEAP_I32()[a+(48>>2)],renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(52>>2)]};var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas){return 0}if(contextAttributes.explicitSwapControl){return 0}var

contextHandle=GL.createContext(canvas,contextAttributes);return contextHandle}function

_emscripten_webgl_create_context(a0,a1){return _emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(a0,a1)}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var
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buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var

ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function

_fd_close(fd){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(3,1,fd);return

0}function _fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(4,1,fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset)}function

_fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(5,1,fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum);var num=0;for(var i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var

ptr=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+i*8>>2];var len=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[ptr+j])}num+=len}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32

()[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function _pthread_cleanup_pop(execute){var

routine=PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop();if(execute)routine()}function

_pthread_cleanup_push(routine,arg){PThread.threadExitHandlers.push(function(){wasmTable.get(routine)(arg)})}f

unction spawnThread(threadParams){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! spawnThread()

can only ever be called from main application thread!\";var

worker=PThread.getNewWorker();if(worker.pthread!==undefined)throw\"Internal

error!\";if(!threadParams.pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal error, no pthread

ptr!\";PThread.runningWorkers.push(worker);var tlsMemory=_malloc(128*4);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tlsMemory+i*4>>2]=0}var

stackHigh=threadParams.stackBase+threadParams.stackSize;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[threadParams.pthread_ptr]={worker:worker,stackBase:threadParams.stackBase,stackSize

:threadParams.stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:threadParams.allocatedOwnStack,threadInfoStruct:threadParams.pthrea

d_ptr};var

tis=pthread.threadInfoStruct>>2;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(64>>2),threadParams.detached);A

tomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(100>>2),tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis

+(40>>2),pthread.threadInfoStruct);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(80>>2),threadParams.stackSiz

e);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(76>>2),stackHigh);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),t

is+(104>>2),threadParams.stackSize);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+8>>2),stackHigh);Atom

ics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+12>>2),threadParams.detached);var

global_libc=_emscripten_get_global_libc();var

global_locale=global_libc+40;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(172>>2),global_locale);worker.pthr

ead=pthread;var

msg={\"cmd\":\"run\",\"start_routine\":threadParams.startRoutine,\"arg\":threadParams.arg,\"threadInfoStruct\":thre

adParams.pthread_ptr,\"stackBase\":threadParams.stackBase,\"stackSize\":threadParams.stackSize};worker.runPthre

ad=function(){msg.time=performance.now();worker.postMessage(msg,threadParams.transferList)};if(worker.loaded

){worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}function

_pthread_create(pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg){if(typeof SharedArrayBuffer===\"undefined\"){err(\"Current

environment does not support SharedArrayBuffer, pthreads are not available!\");return

6}if(!pthread_ptr){err(\"pthread_create called with a null thread pointer!\");return 28}var transferList=[];var

error=0;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&(transferList.length===0||error)){return

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4(687865856,pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg)}if(error)return error;var

stackSize=0;var stackBase=0;var detached=0;if(attr&&attr!=-

1){stackSize=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr>>2];stackSize+=81920;stackBase=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+

8>>2];detached=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+12>>2]!==0}else{stackSize=2097152}var

allocatedOwnStack=stackBase==0;if(allocatedOwnStack){stackBase=_memalign(16,stackSize)}else{stackBase-

=stackSize;assert(stackBase>0)}var threadInfoStruct=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228>>2;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[(threadInfoStruct>>2)+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_p
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tr>>2]=threadInfoStruct;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[threadInfoStruct+12>>2]=threadInfoStruct;var

headPtr=threadInfoStruct+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var

threadParams={stackBase:stackBase,stackSize:stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:allocatedOwnStack,detached:detached

,startRoutine:start_routine,pthread_ptr:threadInfoStruct,arg:arg,transferList:transferList};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){threadParams.cmd=\"spawnThread\";postMessage(threadParams,transferList)}else{spawnThread(thread

Params)}return 0}function __pthread_testcancel_js(){if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;var

tb=_pthread_self();if(!tb)return;var

cancelDisabled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+56>>2);if(cancelDisabled)return;var

canceled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2);if(canceled==2)throw\"Canceled!\"}function

_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKE

R)return;warnOnce(\"Blocking on the main thread is very dangerous, see

https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/pthreads.html#blocking-on-the-main-browser-thread\")}function

__emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,block){if(!thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on a null thread

pointer!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self()==thread){err(\"PThread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}else

if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id()==thread){err(\"Main thread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}var

self=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[thread+12>>2];if(self!==thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on thread

\"+thread+\", which does not point to a valid thread, or does not exist anymore!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}var

detached=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2);if(detached){err(\"Attempted to join thread

\"+thread+\", which was already detached!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.EINVAL}if(block){_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed()}for(;;){var

threadStatus=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+0>>2);if(threadStatus==1){var

threadExitCode=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+4>>2);if(status)GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[sta

tus>>2]=threadExitCode;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2,1);if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD)cleanupThread(thread);else postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cleanupThread\",\"thread\":thread});return

0}if(!block){return

ERRNO_CODES.EBUSY}__pthread_testcancel_js();if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)_emscripten_main_thre

ad_process_queued_calls();_emscripten_futex_wait(thread+0,threadStatus,ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD?100:1

)}}function _pthread_join(thread,status){return __emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,true)}function

_sysconf(name){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(6,1,name);switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;return maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case

235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case 19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case

159:case 154:case 14:case 77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case

48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case 46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case

161:case 181:case 182:case 242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case

49:case 50:case 168:case 169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case

80:case 81:case 79:return-1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case

93:case 129:case 130:case 131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case

31:case 42:case 72:return 32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case

36:return 99;case 43:case 37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case

44:return 32767;case 75:return 16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return

255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return 64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case

84:{if(typeof navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-

1}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)PThread.initMainThreadBlock();var GLctx;var
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proxiedFunctionTable=[null,_atexit,_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread,_fd_close,_fd_seek,_fd_wr

ite,_sysconf];var

asmLibraryArg={\"e\":___assert_fail,\"r\":___call_main,\"x\":__emscripten_notify_thread_queue,\"b\":_abort,\"y\":

_emscripten_asm_const_int,\"j\":_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status,\"d\":_emscripten_futex_wait,\

"c\":_emscripten_futex_wake,\"f\":_emscripten_get_now,\"p\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"A\":_emscripten_num_l

ogical_cores,\"u\":_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js,\"q\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"v\":_emscripten_set_ca

nvas_element_size,\"i\":_emscripten_set_current_thread_status,\"s\":_emscripten_set_thread_name,\"w\":_emscript

en_webgl_create_context,\"l\":_fd_close,\"n\":_fd_seek,\"g\":_fd_write,\"o\":initPthreadsJS,\"a\":wasmMemory||Mo

dule[\"wasmMemory\"],\"z\":_pthread_cleanup_pop,\"k\":_pthread_cleanup_push,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"m\":_pthr

ead_join,\"t\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"ga\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"o

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ja\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,a

rguments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Qa\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ra

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Xa\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Za\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"_a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$a\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ab\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"bb\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"cb\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"db\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"eb\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"f

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"hb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ib\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"jb\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"kb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_emscripten_get_global_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_get_global

_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"lb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=function(){return(_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"mb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=Module[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=function(){return(___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=M

odule[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"nb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls\"]=fu

nction(){return(_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_que

ued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ob\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls\"]

=function(){return(_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_proc

ess_queued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id\"]=functi

on(){return(_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_

id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=function(){return(_ems

cripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"rb\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=function(){return(__emsc

ripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sb\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=function(){retur

n(_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=Module[\"asm\

"][\"tb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=function(

){return(_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"ub\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_call_on_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_call_on_t

hread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"vb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscript

en_tls_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_thread_init=Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_thread_init=Mod

ule[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"yb\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"zb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ab\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_stack_set_limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_stack_set_

limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Bb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=function(){return(_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Cb

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls=Module[\"__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls\"]=1

0512;var

__emscripten_main_thread_futex=Module[\"__emscripten_main_thread_futex\"]=12148;Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap

;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=wasmMemory;Module

[\"ExitStatus\"]=ExitStatus;var calledRun;function
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ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){readyPromis

eResolve(Module);initRuntime();postMessage({\"cmd\":\"loaded\"});return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){retur

n}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;function

exit(status,implicit){if(implicit&&noExitRuntime&&status===0){return}if(!implicit){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exitProcess\",\"returnCode\":status});throw new

ExitStatus(status)}else{}}if(noExitRuntime){}else{PThread.terminateAllThreads();EXITSTATUS=status;exitRunti

me();if(Module[\"onExit\"])Module[\"onExit\"](status);ABORT=true}quit_(status,new

ExitStatus(status))}if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){noExitRuntime=false;PThread.initWorker()}run

();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports === 'object' && typeof

module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd; });\nelse if

(typeof exports === 'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd\"] =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\n","\nvar WasmBackendModule = (function() {\n  var _scriptDir = typeof

document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src : undefined;\n  if (typeof

__filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return (\nfunction(WasmBackendModule) {\n

WasmBackendModule = WasmBackendModule || {};\n\nvar Module=typeof

WasmBackendModule!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModule:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw
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ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"}}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(_scriptDir){s

criptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.substr(0,script

Directory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}{read_=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}var UTF8Decoder=typeof

TextDecoder!==\"undefined\"?new TextDecoder(\"utf8\"):undefined;function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

endPtr=idx;while(heap[endPtr]&&!(endPtr>=endIdx))++endPtr;if(endPtr-
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idx>16&&heap.subarray&&UTF8Decoder){return UTF8Decoder.decode(heap.subarray(idx,endPtr))}else{var

str=\"\";while(idx<endPtr){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(HEAPU8,ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,HEAPU8,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){HEAP8.set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var

__ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var

runtimeInitialized=false;__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctors()}});function

preRun(){if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT__)}function

preMain(){callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function postRun(){if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDep

endencies\"](runDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTAT

US=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new
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WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmMemory=Module[\"asm\"][\"j\"];updateGlobalBufferAnd

Views(wasmMemory.buffer);wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"r\"];removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")}addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\");function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}function _abort(){abort()}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){HEAPU8.copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return HEAPU8.length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var
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SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=HEAP32[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return

ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function _fd_close(fd){return 0}function

_fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){}function _fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){var num=0;for(var

i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var ptr=HEAP32[iov+i*8>>2];var len=HEAP32[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,HEAPU8[ptr+j])}num+=len}HEAP32[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function

_pthread_create(){return 6}function _pthread_join(){return 28}function

setErrNo(value){HEAP32[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return value}function

_sysconf(name){switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var maxHeapSize=2147483648;return

maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case 235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case

19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case 159:case 154:case 14:case

77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case 48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case

46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case 161:case 181:case 182:case

242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case 49:case 50:case 168:case

169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case 80:case 81:case 79:return-

1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case 93:case 129:case 130:case

131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case 31:case 42:case 72:return

32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case 36:return 99;case 43:case

37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case 44:return 32767;case 75:return

16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return 255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return

64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case 84:{if(typeof

navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-1}var

asmLibraryArg={\"a\":_abort,\"d\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"e\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"f\":_fd_close,\"c\":_f

d_seek,\"b\":_fd_write,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"g\":_pthread_join,\"i\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"k\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"l\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"m\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"n\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"o\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"p\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"q\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"s\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"u\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"v\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var
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_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"w\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"A\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"I\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).apply(null

,arguments)};var
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_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"c

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\

"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ma\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"oa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var
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_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ta\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"])

.apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"Ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var
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_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"Xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){return}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}run();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModule.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports ===

'object' && typeof module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModule;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModule; });\nelse if (typeof exports ===

'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModule\"] = WasmBackendModule;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from

'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface
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TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:

DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:

BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n

return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false

otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n

getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n

this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n
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case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n

// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n

util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =

'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new

Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n

factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double

error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD

binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =
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null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n

  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,

['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory

where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix

= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =

numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n","export const
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wasmWorkerContents = 'var Module={};function threadPrintErr(){var

text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\" \");console.error(text)}function threadAlert(){var

text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\"

\");postMessage({cmd:\"alert\",text:text,threadId:Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()})}var

err=threadPrintErr;this.alert=threadAlert;Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]=function(info,receiveInstance){var

instance=new

WebAssembly.Instance(Module[\"wasmModule\"],info);Module[\"wasmModule\"]=null;receiveInstance(instance);r

eturn instance.exports};function

moduleLoaded(){}this.onmessage=function(e){try{if(e.data.cmd===\"load\"){Module[\"wasmModule\"]=e.data.wa

smModule;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=e.data.wasmMemory;Module[\"buffer\"]=Module[\"wasmMemory\"].buffer;

Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]=true;if(typeof

e.data.urlOrBlob===\"string\"){importScripts(e.data.urlOrBlob)}else{var

objectUrl=URL.createObjectURL(e.data.urlOrBlob);importScripts(objectUrl);URL.revokeObjectURL(objectUrl)}

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd(Module).then(function(instance){Module=instance;moduleLoaded()})}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"run\"){Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]=performance.now()-

e.data.time;Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"](e.data.threadInfoStruct,0,0);var max=e.data.stackBase;var

top=e.data.stackBase+e.data.stackSize;Module[\"establishStackSpace\"](top,max);Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"](

);Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data);Module[\"PThread\"].setThreadStatus(Module[\"_pthread_self

\"](),1);try{var

result=Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"](e.data.start_routine,e.data.arg);if(!Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]())Module[\

"PThread\"].threadExit(result)}catch(ex){if(ex===\"Canceled!\"){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}else

if(ex!=\"unwind\"){if(ex instanceof

Module[\"ExitStatus\"]){if(Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]()){}else{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(ex.status)}}el

se{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(-2);throw ex}}}}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"cancel\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"processThreadQueue\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_

process_queued_calls\"]()}}else{err(\"worker.js received unknown command

\"+e.data.cmd);err(e.data)}}catch(ex){err(\"worker.js onmessage() captured an uncaught exception:

\"+ex);if(ex&&ex.stack)err(ex.stack);throw ex}};if(typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof process.versions.node===\"string\"){self={location:{href:__filename}};var

onmessage=this.onmessage;var

nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\");global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker;var

parentPort=nodeWorkerThreads.parentPort;parentPort.on(\"message\",function(data){onmessage({data:data})});var

nodeFS=require(\"fs\");var nodeRead=function(filename){return nodeFS.readFileSync(filename,\"utf8\")};function

globalEval(x){global.require=require;global.Module=Module;eval.call(null,x)}importScripts=function(f){globalEva

l(nodeRead(f))};postMessage=function(msg){parentPort.postMessage(msg)};if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){performance={now:function(){return Date.now()}}}}';","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,
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setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n}, WASM_PRIORITY);\n","/** @license See the LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is

auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.11.0';\nexport

{version};\n"],"names":["CppDType","FusableActivation","wasmFusedMatMul","fusedMatMulConfig","kernelNa

me","_FusedMatMul","backendName","setupFunc","backend","wasm","cwrap","kernelFunc","args","inputs","attrs"

,"a","b","bias","preluActivationWeights","dtype","Error","transposeA","transposeB","activation","leakyreluAlpha",

"aId","dataIdMap","get","dataId","id","bId","biasId","biasData","shape","length","preluActivationWeightsId","fuse

dActivation","leftDim","rightDim","batchDim","out","makeOutput","outId","aShapeBytes","Uint8Array","Int32Arr

ay","buffer","bShapeBytes","createUnaryKernelConfig","outType","wasmFunc","x","xId","util","sizeFromShape","

absConfig","Abs","createBinaryKernelConfig","supportsFullBroadcast","outputType","newShape","backend_util","

assertAndGetBroadcastShape","aBroadcastDims","getBroadcastDims","bBroadcastDims","loopsOverAllOfA","eve

ry","v","i","loopsOverAllOfB","addConfig","Add","addNConfig","AddN","inputIds","map","inputIdsBytes","identi

ty","inVals","typedArrayFromHeap","set","wasmTranspose","identityConfig","Identity","transpose","_a","perm","n

ewPerm","push","minValIdx","j","reducedShape","permIsNoOp","outShape","inShape","Array","computeOutShap

e","cloned","permBytes","xShapeBytes","wasmAll","transposeConfig","Transpose","permuteAxesAndTranspose","

axis","xShape","xRank","originalAxes","parseAxisParam","axes","permutedAxes","getAxesPermutation","xTransp

osed","inputWasTransposed","getInnerMostAxes","transposed","wasmAny","allConfig","All","keepDims","inputId

","input","inputRank","assertAxesAreInnerMostDims","_b","reduceShape","reduceSize","disposeData","expandSha

peToKeepDim","anyConfig","Any","wasmAvgPool","argMaxConfig","ArgMax","transposedId","slice","outerSize"

,"innerSize","avgPoolConfig","AvgPool","filterSize","strides","pad","dimRoundingMode","convInfo","computePoo

l2DInfo","filterHeight","filterWidth","padTop","padInfo","top","padRight","right","padBottom","bottom","padLeft"

,"left","strideHeight","strideWidth","channels","inChannels","dataFormat","dilationWidth","dilationHeight","reshap

e","xSize","$shape","inferFromImplicitShape","assert","incRef","wasmBatchMatMul","reshapeConfig","Reshape",

"batchMatMulConfig","BatchMatMul","aRank","bRank","innerShapeA","innerShapeB","outerShapeA","outerShap

eB","outerDimsA","outerDimsB","batchDimA","batchDimB","batchDimsCompatible","concat","b3dShape","a3d",

"b3d","a3dId","b3dId","Math","max","sliceImpl","vals","begin","size","isContinous","slice_util","isSliceContinous

","xStrides","computeStrides","flatOffset","computeFlatOffset","subarray","decodedData","fromUint8ToStringArra

y","inBuf","outBuf","outLoc","indexToLoc","inLoc","idx","fromStringArrayToUint8","values","begin_","size_","x

Vals","readSync","outData","stringBytes","res","sliceImplCPU","outVals","rank","xStride","outOffset","beginI","b

eginJ","endI","xOffset","slice2d","xStride1","xStride2","beginK","endJ","slice3d","xStride3","endK","beginL","k",

"slice4d","sliceConfig","Slice","batchToSpaceNDConfig","BatchToSpaceND","blockShape","crops","prod","reduc

e","reshaped","getReshaped","permuted","getPermuted","reshapedPermuted","getReshapedPermuted","sliceBeginC

oords","getSliceBeginCoords","sliceSize","getSliceSize","xReshaped","result","cast","wasmClip","castConfig","Ca

st","ceilConfig","Ceil","clipByValueConfig","ClipByValue","clipValueMin","clipValueMax","t","$inputs","filter","

shapes","assertParamsConsistent","inputs2D","inputsValShapes","simplyConcat","outVals_1","getArrayFromDTyp

e","offset","forEach","colOffset","tIdx","row","resIdx","col","concatImplCPU","finalOutShape","sumInnerDims","i

nnerDims","innerDim","inOffset","wasmConv2d","concatConfig","Concat","wasmConv2DBackpropInput","conv2

DConfig","Conv2D","filterId","dilations","$dataFormat","convertConv2DDataFormat","computeConv2DInfo","inp

utChannels","outputChannels","outChannels","isSamePad","type","InterpolationMethod","wasmCropAndResize","c

onv2DBackpropInputConfig","Conv2DBackpropInput","dy","inputShape","batchSize","inHeight","inWidth","outH

eight","outWidth","topPad","leftPad","isChannelsLast","dxStrides","dyStrides","fltS0","fltS1","fltS2","xBatchStride

","xRowStride","xColStride","xChannelStride","yBatchStride","yRowStride","yColStride","yChannelStride","dyId"

,"cosConfig","Cos","coshConfig","Cosh","wasmCumsum","cropAndResizeConfig","CropAndResize","castedData",

"method","extrapolationValue","cropSize","image","boxes","boxInd","numBoxes","cropHeight","cropWidth","ima

gesData","imagesId","boxesId","boxIndId","imagesShapeBytes","wasmDepthToSpace","cumsumConfig","Cumsum

","exclusive","reverse","permutation","permutedX","permutedAxis","permutedOut","finalDim","permutedXId","per

mutedOutId","getUndoAxesPermutation","wasmDepthwiseConv2d","depthToSpaceConfig","DepthToSpace","bloc
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kSize","outputHeight","outputWidth","outputDepth","outputShape","xStridesBytes","outputShapeBytes","outStride

sBytes","depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig","DepthwiseConv2dNative","$dilations","eluConfig","Elu","equalConfig",

"Equal","expConfig","Exp","expandDims","dim","$dim","splice","expandDimsConfig","ExpandDims","fill","value

","wasmFlipLeftRight","fillConfig","Fill","wasmBatchNorm","flipLeftRightConfig","FlipLeftRight","imageId","bat

ch","imageHeight","imageWidth","numChannels","floorConfig","Floor","floorDivConfig","FloorDiv","wasmFused

Conv2d","fusedBatchNormConfig","FusedBatchNorm","varianceEpsilon","mean","variance","scale","meanId","var

ianceId","offsetId","scaleId","wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d","fusedConv2DConfig","FusedConv2D","wasmGather

Nd","fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig","FusedDepthwiseConv2D","wasmGather","gatherNdConfig","GatherNd","pa

rams","indices","resultShape","numSlices","indicesShape","sliceRank","indicesId","stridesBytes","gatherV2Config

","GatherV2","batchDims","parsedAxis","indicesVals","axisDim","index","shapeInfo","segment_util","collectGath

erOpShapeInfo","flattenX","dimSize","indicesSize","flattenIndex","flattenOutputShape","stridesSize","greaterConfi

g","Greater","greaterEqualConfig","GreaterEqual","wasmMax","leakyReluConfig","LeakyRelu","alpha","lessConfi

g","Less","lessEqualConfig","LessEqual","logConfig","Log","logicalAndConfig","LogicalAnd","wasmMaxPool","

maxConfig","Max","maximumConfig","Maximum","wasmMean","maxPoolConfig","MaxPool","wasmMin","mean

Config","Mean","reductionAxes","castedInput","MirrorPaddingMode","wasmMirrorPad","minConfig","Min","mini

mumConfig","Minimum","mirrorPadConfig","MirrorPad","paddings","mode","p","prePaddingsFlat","padTuple","p

ostPaddingsFlat","prePaddingsBytes","postPaddingsBytes","multiplyConfig","Multiply","negConfig","Neg","parse

ResultStruct","resOffset","HEAPU8","pSelectedIndices","selectedSize","pSelectedScores","pValidOutputs","_free",

"nonMaxSuppressionV3Config","NonMaxSuppressionV3","iouThreshold","maxOutputSize","scoreThreshold","sco

res","scoresId","nonMaxSuppressionV4Config","NonMaxSuppressionV4","padToMaxOutputSize","wasmOneHot",

"nonMaxSuppressionV5Config","NonMaxSuppressionV5","softNmsSigma","notEqualConfig","NotEqual","oneHot

Config","OneHot","depth","onValue","offValue","onesLikeConfig","OnesLike","wasmPadV2","packConfig","Pack

","assertShapesMatch","intermediateTensorInfos","expandedT","wasmPrelu","padV2Config","PadV2","constantVal

ue","powConfig","Pow","wasmProd","preluConfig","Prelu","weightsId","wasmResizeBilinear","prodConfig","Prod

","rangeConfig","Range","start","stop","step","makeZerosTypedArray","numElements","abs","ceil","rangeImplCP

U","realDivConfig","RealDiv","reluConfig","Relu","relu6Config","Relu6","wasmReverse","resizeBilinearConfig","

ResizeBilinear","images","alignCorners","halfPixelCenters","newHeight","newWidth","oldHeight","oldWidth","xD

ata","wasmRotate","reverseConfig","Reverse","dims","axesBytes","outShapeBytes","wasmScatterNd","rotateWith

OffsetConfig","RotateWithOffset","radians","fillValue","center","centerX","centerY","fillValues","fillBytes","roun

dConfig","Round","rsqrtConfig","Rsqrt","wasmSelect","scatterNdConfig","ScatterNd","updates","numUpdates","o

utputSize","updatesId","selectConfig","Select","condition","e","conditionId","tId","eId","cRank","tRank","sigmoid

Config","Sigmoid","sinConfig","Sin","softmaxConfig","Softmax","logits","spaceToBatchNDConfig","SpaceToBat

chND","completePaddings","paddedX","reshapedPaddedShape","permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation","flattenSh

ape","paddedXReshaped","paddedXT","wasmStep","splitVConfig","SplitV","numOrSizeSplits","$axis","splitSizes"

,"prepareSplitSize","s","xSliceSize","xSlice","sqrtConfig","Sqrt","squareConfig","Square","squaredDifferenceConfi

g","SquaredDifference","wasmStridedSlice","stepConfig","Step","wasmSum","stridedSliceConfig","StridedSlice","

end","beginMask","endMask","ellipsisMask","newAxisMask","shrinkAxisMask","finalShapeSparse","finalShape","

isIdentity","sliceDim0","isSimpleSlice","$begin","$end","$strides","sliced","beginBytes","endBytes","subConfig","

Sub","wasmTile","sumConfig","Sum","tanConfig","Tan","tanhConfig","Tanh","wasmTopK","tileConfig","Tile","re

ps","newShapeBytes","wasmTransform","topKConfig","TopK","sorted","outValues","outValuesId","outIndices","o

utIndicesId","transformConfig","Transform","fillModeId","transforms","interpolation","fillMode","transformsId","i

nterpolationModeId","unpackConfig","Unpack","numOutputs","outIndex","outs","zerosLikeConfig","ZerosLike","

kernelConfigs_1","_i","kernelConfig","registerKernel","ENV","env","registerFlag","WebAssembly","validate","Me

ssageChannel","port1","postMessage","SharedArrayBuffer","_scriptDir","WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd","d

ocument","currentScript","src","undefined","__filename","GROWABLE_HEAP_I8","wasmMemory","updateGloba

lBufferAndViews","HEAP8","GROWABLE_HEAP_U8","GROWABLE_HEAP_I32","HEAP32","GROWABLE_

HEAP_U32","HEAPU32","GROWABLE_HEAP_F64","HEAPF64","readyPromiseResolve","readyPromiseReject"

,"Module","Promise","resolve","reject","key","moduleOverrides","hasOwnProperty","quit_","status","toThrow","E
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NVIRONMENT_IS_WEB","ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER","ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE","ENVIRONMEN

T_IS_SHELL","window","importScripts","process","versions","node","ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD","read_",

"readAsync","readBinary","nodeFS","nodePath","scriptDirectory","locateFile","path","nodeWorkerThreads","requir

e$$0","dirname","__dirname","filename","binary","require$$1","ret","replace","ex","ExitStatus","abort","require$$

2","console","error","global","Worker","read","f","data","readbuffer","scriptArgs","quit","print","log","warn","print

Err","self","location","href","indexOf","substr","lastIndexOf","url","xhr","XMLHttpRequest","open","send","respo

nseText","responseType","response","onload","onerror","performance","require$$3","wasmBinary","bind","err","w

arnOnce","text","shown","wasmModule","noExitRuntime","ABORT","getCFunc","ident","func","ccall","returnTyp

e","argTypes","opts","toC","string","str","len","stringToUTF8","stackAlloc","array","arr","writeArrayToMemory","

cArgs","stack","converter","stackSave","apply","UTF8ToString","Boolean","convertReturnValue","stackRestore","

numericArgs","arguments","UTF8ArrayToString","heap","maxBytesToRead","endIdx","u0","u1","u2","String","fro

mCharCode","ch","ptr","stringToUTF8Array","outIdx","maxBytesToWrite","startIdx","u","charCodeAt","outPtr","l

engthBytesUTF8","alignUp","multiple","buf","Int8Array","Int16Array","Uint16Array","Uint32Array","Float32Arra

y","Float64Array","wasmTable","INITIAL_MEMORY","Memory","initial","maximum","shared","byteLength","__

ATPRERUN__","__ATINIT__","__ATMAIN__","__ATPOSTRUN__","preRun","addOnPreRun","shift","callRunt

imeCallbacks","initRuntime","preMain","postRun","addOnPostRun","cb","unshift","___wasm_call_ctors","runDep

endencies","dependenciesFulfilled","addRunDependency","removeRunDependency","callback","what","RuntimeEr

ror","hasPrefix","prefix","prototype","startsWith","dataURIPrefix","isDataURI","fileURIPrefix","isFileURI","wasm

BinaryFile","getBinary","file","getBinaryPromise","fetch","credentials","then","catch","createWasm","info","asmLi

braryArg","receiveInstance","instance","module","exports","numWorkersToLoad","PThread","unusedWorkers","w

","loadWasmModuleToWorker","receiveInstantiatedSource","output","instantiateArrayBuffer","receiver","instantiat

e","reason","instantiateStreaming","ASM_CONSTS","10520","10538","$0","$1","setTimeout","__emscripten_do_d

ispatch_to_thread","initPthreadsJS","callbacks","arg","ERRNO_CODES","EPERM","ENOENT","ESRCH","EINT

R","EIO","ENXIO","E2BIG","ENOEXEC","EBADF","ECHILD","EAGAIN","EWOULDBLOCK","ENOMEM","

EACCES","EFAULT","ENOTBLK","EBUSY","EEXIST","EXDEV","ENODEV","ENOTDIR","EISDIR","EINV

AL","ENFILE","EMFILE","ENOTTY","ETXTBSY","EFBIG","ENOSPC","ESPIPE","EROFS","EMLINK","EPIP

E","EDOM","ERANGE","ENOMSG","EIDRM","ECHRNG","EL2NSYNC","EL3HLT","EL3RST","ELNRNG","

EUNATCH","ENOCSI","EL2HLT","EDEADLK","ENOLCK","EBADE","EBADR","EXFULL","ENOANO","EB

ADRQC","EBADSLT","EDEADLOCK","EBFONT","ENOSTR","ENODATA","ETIME","ENOSR","ENONET","

ENOPKG","EREMOTE","ENOLINK","EADV","ESRMNT","ECOMM","EPROTO","EMULTIHOP","EDOTDOT

","EBADMSG","ENOTUNIQ","EBADFD","EREMCHG","ELIBACC","ELIBBAD","ELIBSCN","ELIBMAX","E

LIBEXEC","ENOSYS","ENOTEMPTY","ENAMETOOLONG","ELOOP","EOPNOTSUPP","EPFNOSUPPORT",

"ECONNRESET","ENOBUFS","EAFNOSUPPORT","EPROTOTYPE","ENOTSOCK","ENOPROTOOPT","ESH

UTDOWN","ECONNREFUSED","EADDRINUSE","ECONNABORTED","ENETUNREACH","ENETDOWN","

ETIMEDOUT","EHOSTDOWN","EHOSTUNREACH","EINPROGRESS","EALREADY","EDESTADDRREQ","

EMSGSIZE","EPROTONOSUPPORT","ESOCKTNOSUPPORT","EADDRNOTAVAIL","ENETRESET","EISCO

NN","ENOTCONN","ETOOMANYREFS","EUSERS","EDQUOT","ESTALE","ENOTSUP","ENOMEDIUM","E

ILSEQ","EOVERFLOW","ECANCELED","ENOTRECOVERABLE","EOWNERDEAD","ESTRPIPE","_emscript

en_futex_wake","addr","count","Infinity","mainThreadWaitAddress","Atomics","load","__emscripten_main_thread

_futex","mainThreadWoken","compareExchange","notify","killThread","pthread_ptr","pthread","pthreads","worker

","terminate","freeThreadData","runningWorkers","cancelThread","cmd","cleanupThread","returnWorkerToPool","

_emscripten_get_now","initMainThreadBlock","allocateUnusedWorker","tb","_malloc","headPtr","tlsMemory","sto

re","__emscripten_thread_init","_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id","initWorker","threadExitHandlers"

,"setThreadStatus","runExitHandlers","pop","_pthread_self","___pthread_tsd_run_dtors","runExitHandlersAndDein

itThread","exitCode","threadExit","threadCancel","terminateAllThreads","threadInfoStruct","allocatedOwnStack","

stackBase","runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls","__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls","receiveObje

ctTransfer","onFinishedLoading","onmessage","d","currentProxiedOperationCallerThread","thread","targetThread",

"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls","spawnThread","loaded","runPthread","alert","exit","target","lin
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eno","message","on","urlOrBlob","pthreadMainJs","getNewWorker","busySpinWait","msecs","now","establishStac

kSpace","stackTop","stackMax","_emscripten_stack_set_limits","getNoExitRuntime","invokeEntryPoint","___asser

t_fail","line","___call_main","argc","argv","_main","setErrNo","___errno_location","_atexit","_emscripten_proxy_

to_main_thread_js","__emscripten_notify_thread_queue","targetThreadId","mainThreadId","_abort","_emscripten_

asm_const_int","code","sigPtr","argbuf","readAsmConstArgs","_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status

","expectedStatus","newStatus","_emscripten_futex_wait","val","timeout","tNow","tEnd","exchange","wait","_ems

cripten_memcpy_big","dest","num","copyWithin","_emscripten_num_logical_cores","require$$4","cpus","navigato

r","sync","numCallArgs","serializedNumCallArgs","_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js","dateNow","_e

mscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs","readAsmConstArgsArray","double","_emscripten_receive_on_m

ain_thread_js","proxiedFunctionTable","_emscripten_get_heap_size","emscripten_realloc_buffer","grow","_emscri

pten_resize_heap","requestedSize","oldSize","maxHeapSize","cutDown","overGrownHeapSize","min","JSEvents",

"inEventHandler","removeAllEventListeners","eventHandlers","_removeHandler","deferredCalls","registerRemove

EventListeners","removeEventListenersRegistered","deferCall","targetFunction","precedence","argsList","arraysHa

veEqualContent","arrA","arrB","call","sort","y","removeDeferredCalls","canPerformEventHandlerRequests","curre

ntEventHandler","allowsDeferredCalls","runDeferredCalls","removeAllHandlersOnTarget","eventTypeString","h","

removeEventListener","eventListenerFunc","useCapture","registerOrRemoveHandler","eventHandler","jsEventHan

dler","event","handlerFunc","callbackfunc","addEventListener","queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii","eventHandler

Func","eventTypeId","eventData","userData","varargs","__emscripten_call_on_thread","getTargetThreadForEvent

Callback","getNodeNameForTarget","screen","nodeName","fullscreenEnabled","webkitFullscreenEnabled","string

ToNewUTF8","jsString","cString","_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js","targetCanvas","w

idth","height","targetCanvasPtr","_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread","maybeCStringToJsStri

ng","specialHTMLTargets","findEventTarget","querySelector","findCanvasEventTarget","_emscripten_set_canvas_

element_size_calling_thread","canvas","canvasSharedPtr","offscreenCanvas","controlTransferredOffscreen","autoR

esizeViewport","GLctxObject","GLctx","prevViewport","getParameter","viewport","_emscripten_set_canvas_elem

ent_size_main_thread","_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size","_emscripten_set_current_thread_status","_emscrip

ten_set_thread_name","threadId","name","__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays","ctx","ext","getExtension","

divisor","first","primcount","__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object","vao","__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_

buffers","n","bufs","__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw","multiDrawWebgl","GL","counter","buffers","progra

ms","framebuffers","renderbuffers","textures","uniforms","shaders","vaos","contexts","offscreenCanvases","timerQ

ueriesEXT","programInfos","stringCache","unpackAlignment","recordError","errorCode","lastError","getNewId","t

able","getSource","shader","source","createContext","webGLContextAttributes","getContext","registerContext","ha

ndle","context","attributes","version","majorVersion","enableExtensionsByDefault","initExtensions","makeContext

Current","contextHandle","currentContext","deleteContext","initExtensionsDone","disjointTimerQueryExt","getSu

pportedExtensions","populateUniformTable","program","ptable","maxUniformLength","maxAttributeLength","max

UniformBlockNameLength","utable","numUniforms","getProgramParameter","getActiveUniform","loc","getUnifor

mLocation","__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences","_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context","powerPreference

","contextAttributes","stencil","antialias","premultipliedAlpha","preserveDrawingBuffer","failIfMajorPerformance

Caveat","minorVersion","explicitSwapControl","proxyContextToMainThread","renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer","_

emscripten_webgl_create_context","a0","a1","SYSCALLS","mappings","printChar","stream","curr","getStr","get64

","low","high","_fd_close","fd","_fd_seek","offset_low","offset_high","whence","newOffset","_fd_write","iov","io

vcnt","pnum","_pthread_cleanup_pop","execute","routine","_pthread_cleanup_push","threadParams","stackHigh","

stackSize","tis","detached","global_locale","_emscripten_get_global_libc","msg","start_routine","startRoutine","tim

e","transferList","_pthread_create","attr","_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4","_memalign","__pthread_test

cancel_js","_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed","__emscripten_do_pthread_join","block","_emscripten_main_br

owser_thread_id","threadStatus","threadExitCode","_pthread_join","_sysconf","calledRun","r","c","A","q","l","g","

o","z","m","this","run","doRun","implicit","returnCode","runCaller","ready","WasmBackendModule","UTF8Decod

er","TextDecoder","endPtr","decode","_super","_this","tfjs","initWithThreadsCount","threadsCount","actualThread

sCount","getThreadsCount","DataStorage","engine","tslib_1.__extends","BackendWasm","dataIdNextNumber","m
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ove","numDataIds","kernelMs","refCount","numBytes","bytesPerElement","memoryOffset","registerTensor","byte

Offset","typedArrayFromBuffer","force","has","delete","dispose","unreliable","write","KernelBackend","getPathTo

WasmBinary","simdSupported","threadsSupported","wasmModuleFolder","wasmPath","wasmFileMap","init","all",

"getAsync","factoryConfig","endsWith","blob","Blob","URL","createObjectURL","wasmPathPrefix","customFetch

","instantiateWasm","imports","arrayBuffer","createInstantiateWasmFunc","initialized","onAbort","initAborted","m

ainScriptUrlOrBlob","wasmFactoryThreadedSimd","toString","wasmFactory","wasmBinaryNames","numThreads",

"usePlatformFetch","deprecationWarn","prefixOrFileMap","missingPaths","join"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;oeAkBA

,IAAYA,EASAC,ECJRC,iVDLJ,SAAYF,GACVA,yBACAA,qBACAA,mBACAA,uBACAA,6BALF,CAAYA,IA

AAA,OASZ,SAAYC,GACVA,uBACAA,mBACAA,qBACAA,qBACAA,6BACAA,yBACAA,iBAPF,CAAYA,IA

AAA,OC6EL,IAAME,EAAkC,CAC7CC,WAAYC,eACZC,YAAa,OACbC,UA7EF,SAAeC,GACbN,EAAkBM,EA

AQC,KAAKC,MAAML,eAAc,KAAiB,CAClE,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,S

ACA,SACA,SACA,YAgEFM,WA5DF,SAA0BC,GAKjB,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjBC,MAAGC,MAAGC,

SAAMC,2BAEnB,GAAgB,YAAZH,EAAEI,OAAmC,YAAZH,EAAEG,MAC7B,MAAM,IAAIC,MACN,+DAGC,

IAAAC,eAAYC,eAAYC,eAAYC,mBACrCC,EAAMjB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIZ,EAAEa,QAAQC,GACtCC,EA

AMtB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIX,EAAEY,QAAQC,GAExCE,EAAS,EACb,GAAY,MAARd,EAAc,CAChB,IAA

Me,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIV,EAAKW,QAC5C,GAA8B,IAA1BI,EAASC,MAAMC,OACjB,MAAM,I

AAId,MACN,uDACQY,EAASC,MAAMC,YAE7BH,EAASC,EAASH,GAEpB,IAAMM,EAAqD,MAA1BjB,EAC

7B,EACAV,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIT,EAAuBU,QAAQC,GACnDO,EACFnC,EAAkBsB,GACtB,GAAuB,MAAn

Ba,EACF,MAAM,IAAIhB,MACHG,EAAAA,sEAIT,IAAMc,EAAUhB,EAAaN,EAAEkB,MAAM,GAAKlB,EAA

EkB,MAAM,GAC5CK,EAAWhB,EAAaN,EAAEiB,MAAM,GAAKjB,EAAEiB,MAAM,GAC7CM,EAAWxB,EA

AEkB,MAAM,GAEnBO,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAACF,EAAUF,EAASC,GAAWvB,EAAEI,OAC1DuB,E

AAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1Cc,EAAc,IAAIC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW9B,EAAEkB,

OAAOa,QACrDC,EAAc,IAAIH,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW7B,EAAEiB,OAAOa,QAO3D,OALA5C,EACIuB,EAAK

kB,EAAa5B,EAAEkB,MAAMC,OAAQJ,EAAKiB,EAAa/B,EAAEiB,MAAMC,OAC5Db,EAAYC,EAAYc,EAAi

BL,EAAQI,EACjDX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAElBF,aC9EOQ,EACZ5C,EAAoB6C,GACtB,IAAIC,EA0BJ,MAAO,C

AAC9C,aAAYE,YAAa,OAAQC,UAxBzC,SAAmBC,GACjB0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMN,EAAY,K

AAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,YAoBgDO,WAhBpD,SAAoBC,GAEX,IAAAJ,YAAkB2C,aACnBC,EAAM5C,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOgB,GAAWE,

EAAEhC,OAC/CuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAGhD,OAAsC,IAAlCwB,OAAKC,c

AAcd,EAAIP,QAI3BiB,EAASE,EAAKpD,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQuB,GAHxBF,ICxBN,IAAMe,EAA0BP,EA

AwBQ,gBCG/CC,EACZrD,EAAoBsD,EACpBvC,GACF,IAAI+B,EA6DJ,MAAO,CAAC9C,aAAYE,YAAa,OAA

QC,UAxDzC,SAAmBC,GACjB0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMN,EAAY,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,QACA,

SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,YA+CgDO,WA3CpD,SAAoBC,GAEX,IAAAJ,YAASK,WACTE,MAAGC,M

ACJS,EAAMjB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIZ,EAAEa,QAAQC,GACtCC,EAAMtB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIX,EAAE

Y,QAAQC,GAEtC8B,EAAsB,MAATxC,EAAgBA,EAAQJ,EAAEI,MACvCyC,EAAWC,eAAaC,2BAA2B/C,EA

AEkB,MAAOjB,EAAEiB,OAC9DO,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWmB,EAAUD,GAGzC,GAAqC,IAAjCN,OAAKC

,cAAcM,GACrB,OAAOpB,EAGT,IAAMG,EAAc,IAAIC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW9B,EAAEkB,OAAOa,QACrDC

,EAAc,IAAIH,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW7B,EAAEiB,OAAOa,QACrDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,

QAAQC,GAC1ClB,EAAa,WAAM,OAAAuC,EACrBzB,EAAKkB,EAAa5B,EAAEkB,MAAMC,OAAQJ,EAAKi

B,EAAa/B,EAAEiB,MAAMC,OAC5DlC,EAASe,EAAEI,OAAQuB,IAGvB,GAAIgB,GAAqC,YAAZ3C,EAAEI,

MAE7B,OADAR,IACO6B,EAGT,IAAMuB,EAAiBF,eAAaG,iBAAiBjD,EAAEkB,MAAO2B,GACxDK,EAAiBJ,

eAAaG,iBAAiBhD,EAAEiB,MAAO2B,GACxDM,EAAkBH,EAAeI,OAAM,SAACC,EAAGC,GAAM,OAAAD,I

AAMC,KACvDC,EAAkBL,EAAeE,OAAM,SAACC,EAAGC,GAAM,OAAAD,IAAMC,KAC7D,GAAIH,GAAm

BI,EAErB,OADA3D,IACO6B,EAEP,MAAM,IAAIpB,MACN,0DACiBL,EAAEI,UAASf,SC9DtC,ICEI8C,EDASq

B,EACTd,EAAyBe,OAHC,GCgCvB,IAAMC,EAA2B,CACtCrE,WAAYsE,OACZpE,YAAa,OACbC,UA7BF,SAA

mBC,GACjB0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMgE,OAAM,KAAiB,CACnD,QACA,SACA,SACA,YAyBF/D

,WArBF,SAAcC,GACL,IAAAC,WAAQL,YACTgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW5B,EAAO,GAAGoB,MAAOpB,

EAAO,GAAGM,OAG1D,GAAsC,IAAlCkC,OAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,OACzB,OAAOO,EAGT,IAAMmC,EAAW9
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D,EAAO+D,KAAI,SAAAzB,GAAK,OAAA3C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,MAC3DgD,EAAg

B,IAAIjC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW8B,GAAU7B,QACxDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,G

AGhD,OAFAqB,EAAS2B,EAAeF,EAASzC,OAAQlC,EAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GAEvDF,aC5BOsC,EAASlE,

GAEP,IAAAuC,aAAI3C,YACdgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpC4D,EAA

SvE,EAAQwE,mBAAmB7B,GAG1C,OAFgB3C,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IAAIF,GACLvC,EAGF,ICR

H0C,EDQSC,EAA+B,CAC1C/E,WAAYgF,WACZ9E,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYmE,YCKEO,EACZzE,GASF,IANO,

IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UAGlBwE,EAyCR,SACIrD,EAAiBsD,GAGnB,IAFA,IAAM3B,EAAqB,GACrB4B,E

AAoB,GACjBnB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIpC,EAAMC,SAAUmC,EACjB,IAAbpC,EAAMoC,IACRT,EAAS6B,KAA

KxD,EAAMoC,IAEC,IAAnBpC,EAAMsD,EAAKlB,KACbmB,EAAQC,KAAKF,EAAKlB,IAGtB,IAASA,EAAI,

EAAGA,EAAImB,EAAQtD,SAAUmC,EAAG,CAEvC,IADA,IAAIqB,GAAa,EACRC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIH,EA

AQtD,SAAUyD,EAChCH,EAAQG,IAAMtB,KACE,IAAfqB,GAAoBF,EAAQE,GAAaF,EAAQG,MACpDD,EAA

YC,GAGhBH,EAAQE,GAAarB,EAEvB,MAAO,CAACT,EAAU4B,sBA/DXI,OAAcL,OAEjBM,GAAa,EACRxB,

EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIkB,EAAKrD,OAAQmC,IAC3BkB,EAAKlB,KAAOA,IACdwB,GAAa,GAGjB,IAAMC,EAy

BR,SAAyBC,EAAmBR,GAE1C,IADA,IAAMO,EAAW,IAAIE,MAAMD,EAAQ7D,QAC1BmC,EAAI,EAAGA,E

AAIyB,EAAS5D,OAAQmC,IACnCyB,EAASzB,GAAK0B,EAAQR,EAAKlB,IAE7B,OAAOyB,EA9BUG,CAAg

BpF,EAAOsC,EAAElB,MAAOnB,EAAMyE,MACjDpC,EAAI,CACRvB,OAAQf,EAAOsC,EAAEvB,OACjBK,M

AAO2D,EACPzE,MAAON,EAAOsC,EAAEhC,OAGlB,GAAI0E,EAAY,CACd,IAAMK,EAASpB,EAAS,CAACj

E,SAAQL,YAEjC,OADA0F,EAAOjE,MAAQ6D,EACRI,EAGT,IAAM1D,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU

3C,EAAEhC,OACrCiC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCa,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CsE,EAAY,IAAIvD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW0C,GAAMzC,QAChDsD,EAA

c,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAK3D,OAHAoC,EACI9B,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,

MAAMC,OAAQlC,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQuB,EAAOyD,EAC5DZ,EAAKrD,QACFM,EAoCF,IC1FH6D,ED0

FSC,EAAgC,CAC3ClG,WAAYmG,YACZjG,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY0E,EACZ9E,UAzFF,SAAeC,GACb0E,EAA

gB1E,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM6F,YAAW,KAAiB,CAC7D,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,sBEPYC,

EACZrD,EAAesD,EAAuBjG,GAMxC,IAAMkG,EAASvD,EAAElB,MACX0E,EAAQxD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAE

hB0E,EAAevD,OAAKwD,eAAeJ,EAAMC,GAC3CI,EAAOF,EACLG,EAAelD,eAAamD,mBAAmBF,EAAMH,G

ACvDM,EAAc,KACdC,GAAqB,EACzB,GAAoB,MAAhBH,EAAsB,CAExB,IADA,IAAMnD,EAAqB,IAAIoC,M

AAMW,GAC5BtC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIT,EAAS1B,OAAQmC,IACnCT,EAASS,GAAKqC,EAAOK,EAAa1C,IA

GpCyC,EAAOjD,eAAasD,iBAAiBL,EAAK5E,OAAQyE,GAClDM,EACI5B,EAAU,CAACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,K

AAIrC,MAAO,CAACyE,KAAMwB,GAAevG,YAEzD,IAAM4C,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB

,QAAQC,GACvBrB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIsF,EAAYrF,QAAQC,KAC1CuB,IACnB8D,GAAqB,GAIzB,MAAO,

CAACE,WAAYH,EAAaL,eAAcE,OAAMI,sBDYhD,IElDHG,EFkDSC,EAA0B,CACrClH,WAAYmH,MACZjH,

YAAa,OACbC,UAnDF,SAAeC,GACb6F,EAAU7F,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM6G,MAAK,KAAe,CAAC,4BAmDl

D5G,WAhDF,SAAaC,GAEJ,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB2F,SAAMe,aACNrE,MAEHsE,EADQjH,EAAQkB

,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAExC6F,EAAQvE,EAENmC,WAAC8B,eAAYN,SAAMF,iBAAcM,uBA

GnCA,IAEFQ,EAAQN,EACRK,EAFqBjH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyF,EAAWxF,QAAQC,IAKhE,IAAM8F,EAA

YD,EAAMzF,MAAMC,OAC9B2B,eAAa+D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GAC/C,IAAAE,sDAAC/B,OAAUgC,O

AEXC,EAAa1E,OAAKC,cAAcwE,GAEhCtF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAC3C,GAAw

C,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcoE,EAAMzF,OAAc,CACzC,IAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QA

AQC,GAChDwE,EAAQoB,EAASM,EAAYrF,GAQ/B,GALIwE,GAEF1G,EAAQwH,YAAYZ,EAAWxF,QAG7B

4F,EAAU,CAEZ,IAAM5D,EAAWC,eAAaoE,qBAAqBzF,EAAIP,MAAO2E,GAC9DpE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,

OAAOpB,IEGF,ICjDHU,EDiDSgF,EAA0B,CACrC9H,WAAY+H,MACZ7H,YAAa,OACbC,UAnDF,SAAeC,GA

Cb6G,EAAU7G,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMyH,MAAK,KAAe,CAAC,4BAmDlDxH,WAhDF,SAAaC,GAEJ,IAAAJ

,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB2F,SAAMe,aACNrE,MAEHsE,EADQjH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQ

C,GAExC6F,EAAQvE,EAENmC,WAAC8B,eAAYN,SAAMF,iBAAcM,uBAGnCA,IAEFQ,EAAQN,EACRK,EA

FqBjH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyF,EAAWxF,QAAQC,IAKhE,IAAM8F,EAAYD,EAAMzF,MAAMC,OAC9B2B,

eAAa+D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GAC/C,IAAAE,sDAAC/B,OAAUgC,OAEXC,EAAa1E,OAAKC,cAAcwE,G

AEhCtF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAC3C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcoE,EAA
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MzF,OAAc,CACzC,IAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDwF,EAAQI,EAASM,E

AAYrF,GAQ/B,GALIwE,GAEF1G,EAAQwH,YAAYZ,EAAWxF,QAG7B4F,EAAU,CAEZ,IAAM5D,EAAWC,e

AAaoE,qBAAqBzF,EAAIP,MAAO2E,GAC9DpE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,ICKF,ICtDH4F,EDsDSC,E

AA6B,CACxCjI,WAAYkI,SACZhI,YAAa,OACbK,WAxCF,SACIC,GACK,IAAAJ,YAASK,WACT4F,eACAtD,

MACDC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACxC4F,EAAUrE,EACVsE,EAAQvE,EAE

NmC,WAAC8B,eAAYN,SAAMI,uBAGzB,GAAIA,EAAoB,CACtB,IAAMqB,EAAe/H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIy

F,EAAWxF,QAAQC,GAC1D0G,IAAiBnF,IAGnBsE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,GAId,IAAMzC,EAAW4B,EAAM

zF,MAAMuG,MAAM,GAAI,GACjChG,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,SACnCpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1C4G,EAAYpF,OAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,OACnCyG,EAAYhB,EAAMzF,MA

AM6E,EAAK,IAQnC,OAPA5D,EAASuE,EAASzH,EAAS0H,EAAMvG,OAAQsH,EAAWC,EAAWhG,GAE3Dw

E,GAEF1G,EAAQwH,YAAYZ,EAAWxF,QAG1BY,GAOPjC,UAnDF,SAAeC,GACb0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KA

AKC,MAAM4H,SAAQ,KAAiB,CACrD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,aCuDG,IAAMK,EAA8B,CACzCvI,WAAY

wI,UACZtI,YAAa,OACbC,UAjEF,SAAeC,GACb4H,EAAc5H,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMkI,UAAS,KAAiB,CACz

D,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAmDFjI,WA/CF,

SACIC,GACK,IAAAC,WAAQC,UAAON,YAEhB2C,EAAItC,EAAOsC,EACXC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAErCgH,eAAYC,YAASC,QAAKC,oBAC3BC,EAAWpF,eAAaqF,kBAC1B/F,EAA

ElB,MAAO4G,EAAYC,EAAS,EAAmBC,EAAKC,GAEpDG,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvB

C,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,

EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BC,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBC,EAAWf,EAASgB,WAE

1B,GAA4B,iBAAxBhB,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MACN,6CACG6H,EAASiB,4CAGlB,GAA+B,IAA3Bj

B,EAASkB,eAAmD,IAA5BlB,EAASmB,eAC3C,MAAM,IAAIhJ,MACN,0EACQ6H,EAASmB,oBAAmBnB,EAA

SkB,oBAGnD,IAAM3H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OAJAuG,EACIhF,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAA

IkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkH,EAAcC,EACvDC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAASE,EAAcC,EAAaC,EACjEtH,

GACGF,aCjEO6H,EACZzJ,GACK,IAAAC,WAAQC,UACRqC,MACAlB,UAEDqI,EAAQjH,OAAKC,cAAcH,EA

AElB,OAC7BsI,EAASlH,OAAKmH,uBAAuBvI,EAAOqI,GASlD,OAPAjH,OAAKoH,OACDH,IAAUjH,OAAKC

,cAAciH,IAC7B,WAAM,MAAA,cAAcA,kBAAsBpH,EAAElB,MAAtC,sEAIVrB,EAAKJ,QAAQkK,OAAOvH,E

AAEvB,QACf,CAACA,OAAQuB,EAAEvB,OAAQK,MAAOsI,EAAQpJ,MAAOgC,EAAEhC,OAG7C,ICjBHwJ,

EDiBSC,EAA8B,CACzCxK,WAAYyK,UACZvK,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY0J,GCiFP,IAAMS,EAAkC,CAC7C1K,

WAAY2K,cACZzK,YAAa,OACbC,UAnGF,SAAeC,GACbmK,EAAkBnK,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMqK,cAAa,K

AAiB,CACjE,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA0FFpK,WAtFF,SAAqBC,GAKZ,IAA

AC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjBC,MAAGC,MACHK,eAAYC,eAEnB,GAAgB,YAAZP,EAAEI,OAAmC,YAAZH,E

AAEG,MAC7B,MAAM,IAAIC,MACN,8DAGN,IAAM4J,EAAQjK,EAAEkB,MAAMC,OAChB+I,EAAQjK,EAA

EiB,MAAMC,OAEhBgJ,EAAc7J,EAAaN,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAC

hEG,EAAc7J,EAAaN,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAEhEG,EAAc/J,EAAaN

,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAChEK,EAAc/J,EAAaN,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,

EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAEhEK,EAAavK,EAAEkB,MAAMuG,MAAM,GAAI,GAC/B+C,E

AAavK,EAAEiB,MAAMuG,MAAM,GAAI,GAE/BgD,EAAYnI,OAAKC,cAAcgI,GAC/BG,EAAYpI,OAAKC,cA

AciI,GAE/BG,EACFF,IAAcC,GAA2B,IAAdD,GAAiC,IAAdC,EAElDpI,OAAKoH,OACDO,GAAS,GAAKC,GA

AS,GAAKS,GAC5B,WAAM,MAAA,uJAEsBJ,YAAoBC,UAEpD,IAEMzF,GADF0F,EAAYC,EAAY1K,EAAEk

B,MAAMuG,MAAM,GAAI,GAAKxH,EAAEiB,MAAMuG,MAAM,GAAI,IAClCmD,OAAO,CAACP,EAAaC,IA

ExDhI,OAAKoH,OACDS,IAAgBC,GAChB,WAAM,MAAA,kCAAkCD,YACjCC,8BAAuCpK,EAAEkB,cACzCj

B,EAAEiB,yBAAwBZ,EAC7B,mBAAmBC,oBAE3B,IAEMsK,EAAWtK,EAAa,CAACmK,EAAWJ,EAAaF,GAC

zB,CAACM,EAAWN,EAAaE,GAGjDQ,EAAMxB,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGpC,GAAIP,UAASM,

MAAO,CAACmB,MANrCZ,EAAa,CAACmK,EAAWN,EAAaE,GACzB,CAACI,EAAWJ,EAAaF,MAMjDY,EA

AMzB,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGnC,GAAIR,UAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO2J,KAEvDG,EA

AQvL,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkK,EAAIjK,QAAQC,GAC1CmK,EAAQxL,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImK,EAAIlK,

QAAQC,GAE1CQ,EAAUhB,EAAawK,EAAI5J,MAAM,GAAK4J,EAAI5J,MAAM,GAChDK,EAAWhB,EAAaw
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K,EAAI7J,MAAM,GAAK6J,EAAI7J,MAAM,GACjDM,EAAW0J,KAAKC,IAAIV,EAAWC,GAE/BjJ,EAAMhC,

EAAQiC,WAAW,CAACF,EAAUF,EAASC,GAAWuJ,EAAI1K,OAC5DuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,E

AAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1Cc,EAAc,IAAIC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWgJ,EAAI5J,OAAOa,QACvDC,EAAc,IAAIH,WAA

W,IAAIC,WAAWiJ,EAAI7J,OAAOa,QAU7D,OARA6H,EACIoB,EAAOpJ,EAAakJ,EAAI5J,MAAMC,OAAQ8J,

EAAOjJ,EAC7C+I,EAAI7J,MAAMC,OAAQb,EAAYC,EAAYoB,GAE9ClC,EAAQwH,YAAY6D,EAAIjK,QACx

BpB,EAAQwH,YAAY8D,EAAIlK,QAExBY,EAAIP,MAAQ6D,EACLtD,ICvGF,SAAS2J,EAAUC,EAAMC,EAA

OC,EAAMrK,EAAOd,GAChD,MAAMoL,EAAcC,aAAWC,iBAAiBxK,EAAOoK,EAAOC,GACxDpK,EAASmB,

OAAKC,cAAcgJ,GAC5BI,EAAWrJ,OAAKsJ,eAAe1K,GACrC,GAAIsK,EAAa,CACb,MAAMK,EAAaJ,aAAWK,

kBAAkBR,EAAOK,GACvD,MAAc,WAAVvL,EACOiL,EAAK5D,MAAMoE,EAAYA,EAAa1K,GAExCkK,EAA

KU,SAASF,EAAYA,EAAa1K,GAElD,MAAM6K,EAAwB,WAAV5L,EAChB0C,eAAamJ,uBAAuBZ,GACpCA,E

ACEa,EAAQnK,SAAOb,EAAOd,EAAO4L,GAC7BG,EAASpK,SAAOwJ,EAAMnL,GAC5B,IAAK,IAAIkD,EAA

I,EAAGA,EAAI6I,EAAOZ,OAAQjI,EAAG,CAClC,MAAM8I,EAASD,EAAOE,WAAW/I,GAC3BgJ,EAAQF,EA

AOvI,KAAI,CAAC0I,EAAK3H,IAAM2H,EAAMjB,EAAM1G,KACjDuH,EAAOjI,IAAIgI,EAAMtL,OAAO0L,M

AAWF,GAEvC,MAAc,WAAVhM,EACO0C,eAAa0J,uBAAuBL,EAAOM,QAE/CN,EAAOM,gBCpBFhF,EACZ5

H,GACc,IAAAuC,aAAImC,UAAQ+G,UAAOC,SAAO9L,YAEpCqH,uCAAC4F,OAAQC,OAETnB,EAAcC,aAA

WC,iBAAiBtJ,EAAElB,MAAOwL,EAAQC,GAC3DC,EAAQnN,EAAQoN,SAASzK,EAAEvB,QAC3BY,EAAM

hC,EAAQiC,WAAWiL,EAAOvK,EAAEhC,OAClCuL,EAAWrJ,OAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAAElB,OACjC4L,EAAUrN,

EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAE1C,GAAI2K,EAAa,CACf,IAAMK,EAAaJ,aAAWK,kBAAkBY,EAAQf,G

AExD,GAAgB,WAAZvJ,EAAEhC,MACJ0M,EAAQC,YACHH,EACInF,MAAMoE,EAAYA,EAAavJ,OAAKC,c

AAcoK,SAE3ClN,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IACH0I,EACIb,SAASF,EAAYA,EAAavJ,OAAKC,cAAco

K,KAGhE,OAAOlL,EAGT,GAAgB,WAAZW,EAAEhC,MAAoB,CACxB,IAAM4M,EAAMC,EAAaL,EAAOF,E

AAQC,EAAOvK,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAE1D,OADA0M,EAAQC,YAAcC,EACfvL,EAGT,IAAMyL,E

AAUzN,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACrC0L,EAAO/K,EAAElB,MAAMC,OACrB,GAAa,IAATgM,GAsBN,SACIP

,EAAgCQ,EAChCF,EAAkC5B,EAClCC,GAKF,IAJA,IAAI8B,EAAY,EACVC,EAAShC,EAAM,GACfiC,EAASj

C,EAAM,GACfkC,EAAOF,EAAS/B,EAAK,GAClBjI,EAAIgK,EAAQhK,EAAIkK,EAAMlK,IAAK,CAClC,IAA

MmK,EAAUnK,EAAI8J,EAAUG,EAC9BL,EAAQhJ,IAAI0I,EAAMb,SAAS0B,EAASA,EAAUlC,EAAK,IAAK8

B,GACxDA,GAAa9B,EAAK,IAhClBmC,CACId,EAAqBjB,EAAS,GAAIuB,EAASR,EAC3CC,QACC,GAAa,IAA

TQ,GAiCb,SACIP,EAAgCe,EAAkBC,EAClDV,EAAkC5B,EAClCC,GAOF,IANA,IAAI8B,EAAY,EACVC,EAA

ShC,EAAM,GACfiC,EAASjC,EAAM,GACfuC,EAASvC,EAAM,GACfkC,EAAOF,EAAS/B,EAAK,GACrBuC,E

AAOP,EAAShC,EAAK,GAClBjI,EAAIgK,EAAQhK,EAAIkK,EAAMlK,IAC7B,IAAK,IAAIsB,EAAI2I,EAAQ3I,

EAAIkJ,EAAMlJ,IAAK,CAClC,IAAM6I,EAAUnK,EAAIqK,EAAW/I,EAAIgJ,EAAWC,EAC9CX,EAAQhJ,IAAI

0I,EAAMb,SAAS0B,EAASA,EAAUlC,EAAK,IAAK8B,GACxDA,GAAa9B,EAAK,IA9CpBwC,CACInB,EAAqB

jB,EAAS,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIuB,EAC/CR,EAAoCC,QACnC,GAAa,IAATQ,GAgDb,SACIP,EAAgCe,EAAkBC,

EAClDI,EAAkBd,EAClB5B,EACAC,GAUF,IATA,IAAI8B,EAAY,EACVC,EAAShC,EAAM,GACfiC,EAASjC,E

AAM,GACfuC,EAASvC,EAAM,GACfkC,EAAOF,EAAS/B,EAAK,GACrBuC,EAAOP,EAAShC,EAAK,GACrB0

C,EAAOJ,EAAStC,EAAK,GACrB2C,EAAS5C,EAAM,GAEZhI,EAAIgK,EAAQhK,EAAIkK,EAAMlK,IAC7B,I

AAK,IAAIsB,EAAI2I,EAAQ3I,EAAIkJ,EAAMlJ,IAC7B,IAAK,IAAIuJ,EAAIN,EAAQM,EAAIF,EAAME,IAAK,

CAClC,IAAMV,EAAUnK,EAAIqK,EAAW/I,EAAIgJ,EAAWO,EAAIH,EAAWE,EAC7DhB,EAAQhJ,IAAI0I,EA

AMb,SAAS0B,EAASA,EAAUlC,EAAK,IAAK8B,GACxDA,GAAa9B,EAAK,IAlEtB6C,CACIxB,EAAqBjB,EAA

S,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIuB,EAC5DR,EACAC,OACC,CACCK,EACFC,EAAaL,EAAOF,EAAQC,E

AAOvK,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAClD8M,EAAQhJ,IAAI8I,GAGd,OAAOvL,EA8DF,IAAM4M,EAA4B,

CACvChP,WAAYiP,QACZ/O,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY6H,GChFP,IAAM8G,EAAqC,CAChDlP,WAAYmP,iBACZ

jP,YAAa,OACbK,WAzCF,SAAwBC,GAKf,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjBqC,MACAqM,eAAYC,UAEbC,E

AAOF,EAAWG,QAAO,SAAC5O,EAAGC,GAAM,OAAAD,EAAIC,KAEvC4O,EAAW/L,eAAagM,YAAY1M,E

AAElB,MAAOuN,EAAYE,GACzDI,EAAWjM,eAAakM,YAAYH,EAAS1N,OAAQsN,EAAWtN,QAChE8N,EAC

FnM,eAAaoM,oBAAoB9M,EAAElB,MAAOuN,EAAYE,GACpDQ,EACFrM,eAAasM,oBAAoBV,EAAOD,EAA

WtN,QACjDkO,EACFvM,eAAawM,aAAaL,EAAkBP,EAAOD,EAAWtN,QAE5DoO,EAAYjG,EAAQ,CAACxJ,

OAAQ,CAACsC,KAAI3C,UAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO2N,KAC1D3I,EACF5B,EAAU,CAACxE,OAAQ,C
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AACsC,EAAGmN,GAAY9P,UAASM,MAAO,CAACyE,KAAMuK,KAGxDS,EAAS/H,EAAM,CACnB3H,OAA

Q,CAACsC,EAHiBkH,EACxB,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAG8D,GAAczG,UAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAA

O+N,MAGrDxP,UACAM,MAAO,CAACuL,MAAO6D,EAAkB5D,KAAM8D,KAOzC,OAJA5P,EAAQwH,YAA

YsI,EAAU1O,QAC9BpB,EAAQwH,YAAYf,EAAYrF,QAChCpB,EAAQwH,YAAYsI,EAAU1O,QAEvB2O,aCtC

OC,EACZ5P,GAEc,IAAAuC,aAAYhC,gBAAQX,YAC9BgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOd,G

AClC4D,EAASvE,EAAQwE,mBAAmB7B,GAG1C,OAFgB3C,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IAAIF,GACL

vC,EAGF,ICZHiO,EDYSC,EAA2B,CACtCtQ,WAAYuQ,OACZrQ,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY6P,GEhBDI,EAA2B5

N,EAAwB6N,QD2BzD,IAAMC,EAAkC,CAC7C1Q,WAAY2Q,cACZzQ,YAAa,OACbC,UA3BF,SAAeC,GACbi

Q,EAAWjQ,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMqQ,cAAa,KAAiB,CAC1D,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAuBFpQ,WAnBF,SAAc

C,GAKL,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjBqC,MACA6N,iBAAcC,iBACf7N,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI

wB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQl

C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAEhD,OADA4O,EAASrN,EAAK4N,EAAcC,EAAcvO,GACnCF,a

EpBOmJ,EACZ/K,GACK,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAETiG,EAAOpD,OAAKwD,eAAejG,EAAKE,MAAM2F,KAAM5

F,EAAO,GAAGoB,OAAO,GAE/D6D,EAAWjC,eAAaoC,gBAAgBpF,EAAO+D,KAAI,SAAAsM,GAAK,OAAA

A,EAAEjP,SAAQwE,GAGhE0K,EAAUtQ,EAAOuQ,QAAO,SAAAF,GAAK,OAAA7N,OAAKC,cAAc4N,EAAEj

P,OAAS,KACjE,GAAuB,IAAnBkP,EAAQjP,OACV,OAAO4C,EAAS,CAACjE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGgO,EAA

Q,IAAK3Q,YAG5C,IAAMgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAUjF,EAAO,GAAGM,OAEnD,GAAqC,IAAjC

kC,OAAKC,cAAcwC,GACrB,OAAOtD,EAGT,IAAM6O,EAASF,EAAQvM,KAAI,SAAAsM,GAAK,OAAAA,E

AAEjP,SAGlC,GAFA4B,eAAayN,uBAAuBD,EAAQ5K,GAEnB,WAArB0K,EAAQ,GAAGhQ,MAAoB,CAQjC,I

AAMoQ,EAAWJ,EAAQvM,KAAI,SAAAsM,GAC3B,IAAMxI,EAAYrF,OAAKC,cAAc4N,EAAEjP,MAAMuG,

MAAM/B,IAEnD,OAAO4D,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAG+N,GAAI1Q,UAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,

MADnC,EAAE,EAAGyG,SAIf8I,EAAkBD,EAAS3M,KAAI,SAAAsM,GACnC,MAAO,CAAC9E,KAAM5L,EA

AQoN,SAASsD,EAAEtP,QAASK,MAAOiP,EAAEjP,UAIrD6D,EACIjC,eAAaoC,gBAAgBsL,EAAS3M,KAAI,S

AAAsM,GAAK,OAAAA,EAAEjP,SAAQ,GAC7D,IAAMwP,EAAwC,IAAzBF,EAAS,GAAGtP,MAAM,GACjCy

P,ECpDH,SAAoB7Q,EAAQiF,EAAU3E,EAAOsQ,GAChD,MAAMxD,EAAU5K,OAAKsO,kBAAkBxQ,EAAOk

C,OAAKC,cAAcwC,IACjE,GAAI2L,GAA0B,WAAVtQ,EAAoB,CAEpC,IAAIyQ,EAAS,EACb/Q,EAAOgR,SAA

QnK,IACX,MAAM4E,EAAOjJ,OAAKC,cAAcoE,EAAMzF,OACtCgM,EAAQhJ,IAAIyC,EAAM0E,KAAMwF,G

ACxBA,GAAUtF,SAGb,CACD,IAAIwF,EAAY,EAChBjR,EAAOgR,SAAQnK,IACX,MAAMqF,EAAwB,WAAV

5L,EAChB0C,eAAamJ,uBAAuBtF,EAAM0E,MAC1C1E,EAAM0E,KACV,IAAI2F,EAAO,EACX,IAAK,IAAIC,

EAAM,EAAGA,EAAMtK,EAAMzF,MAAM,KAAM+P,EAAK,CAC3C,MAAMC,EAASD,EAAMlM,EAAS,GA

AKgM,EACnC,IAAK,IAAII,EAAM,EAAGA,EAAMxK,EAAMzF,MAAM,KAAMiQ,EACtCjE,EAAQgE,EAASC

,GAAOnF,EAAYgF,KAG5CD,GAAapK,EAAMzF,MAAM,MAGjC,OAAOgM,EDyBSkE,CACIX,EAAiB1L,EA

AUjF,EAAO,GAAGM,MACrCsQ,GAEdW,EACFvO,eAAaoC,gBAAgBkL,EAAQvM,KAAI,SAAAsM,GAAK,O

AAAA,EAAEjP,SAAQwE,GAQ5D,OANAjE,EAAIP,MAAQmQ,EACI5R,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAC

lCkM,YAAcjK,eAAa0J,uBAAuBmE,GAE1DH,EAASM,SAAQ,SAAAX,GAAK,OAAA1Q,EAAQwH,YAAYkJ,E

AAEtP,WAErCY,EAYT,IATA,IAAMD,EAAWc,OAAKC,cAAc6N,EAAQ,GAAGlP,MAAMuG,MAAM,EAAG/B

,IAC1D4L,EAAe,EACbC,EAAYnB,EAAQvM,KAAI,SAAA8C,GAC5B,IAAM6K,EAAWlP,OAAKC,cAAcoE,EA

AMzF,MAAMuG,MAAM/B,IAEtD,OADA4L,GAAgBE,EACTA,KAEHxN,EAASoM,EAAQvM,KAAI,SAAA8C,

GAAS,OAAAlH,EAAQwE,mBAAmB0C,MACzDuG,EAAUzN,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GAClCxB,EAAI,EAAG

A,EAAIuB,EAAUvB,IAE5B,IADA,IAAIoN,EAAYpN,EAAIqR,EACXhO,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIU,EAAO7C,OAA

QmC,IAAK,CACtC,IAAMkO,EAAWD,EAAUjO,GACrBmO,EAAWxR,EAAIuR,EACfnG,EAAOrH,EAAOV,GA

AGyI,SAAS0F,EAAUA,EAAWD,GACrDtE,EAAQhJ,IAAImH,EAAMgC,GAClBA,GAAamE,EAGjB,OAAO/P,E

AGF,IEtFHiQ,EFsFSC,EAA6B,CACxCtS,WAAYuS,SACZrS,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYgL,GEbP,IC5EHiH,ED4ESC

,EAA6B,CACxCzS,WAAY0S,SACZxS,YAAa,OACbC,UAvEF,SAAeC,GACbiS,EAAajS,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAA

MoS,SAAQ,KAAiB,CACvD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAoDFnS,WAhDF,SACIC,GACK,IAAAC,WAAQC,UAAON,YAEf

2C,MAAGiO,WACJhO,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCkR,EAAWvS,EAAQkB

,UAAUC,IAAIyP,EAAOxP,QAAQC,GAE/CiH,YAASkK,cAAWjK,QAAKC,oBAAiBkB,eAC3C+I,EAAcpP,eAA
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aqP,wBAAwBhJ,GACnDjB,EAAWpF,eAAasP,kBACzBhQ,EAAelB,MAAQmP,EAAoBnP,MAAO6G,EAASkK,E

AC5DjK,EAAKC,GAAiB,EAAOiK,GAE3B9J,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAA

SK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAAS

K,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAA

cd,EAASc,YACvBqJ,EAAgBnK,EAASgB,WACzBoJ,EAAiBpK,EAASqK,YAC1BC,EAAsC,SAA1BtK,EAASK,

QAAQkK,KAAkB,EAAI,EAEzD,GAA4B,iBAAxBvK,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MACN,oDACG6H,EAA

SiB,4CAGlB,IAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OALA4Q,EACIrP,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAA

IkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAI8Q,EAAU5J,EACnDC,EAAaC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS2J,EACnDnJ,EAAg

BD,EAAeL,EAAcC,EAAaqJ,EAC1DC,EAAgB3Q,GACbF,IC4BF,IClGFiR,EAKDC,ED6FSC,EAA0C,CACrDvT,

WAAYwT,sBACZtT,YAAa,OACbC,UA9FF,SAAeC,GACboS,EAA0BpS,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMkT,sBAAqB,

KAAM,CACtE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAmEFjT,WA/DF,SAA6

BC,GAKpB,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB+S,OAAIzC,WACJtI,YAASC,QAAKmB,eAAYlB,oBAAiB8K,eAI

5Cb,EAAcpP,eAAaqP,wBAAwBhJ,GACnDjB,EAAWpF,eAAasP,kBAC1BW,EAAY1C,EAAOnP,MAA2C6G,EA

JhD,EAKHC,EAAKC,GAAiB,EAAuBiK,GAE1Dc,cACA5K,iBACAC,gBACAa,eACA+J,aACAC,YACAX,gBAC

AY,cACAC,aACArK,iBACAC,gBAGIqK,EAASjL,EAAe,EAAIF,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC7C8K,EAAUjL,EAAc,E

AAIH,EAASK,QAAQO,KAE7CyK,EAAyC,iBAAxBrL,EAASiB,WAC1BqK,EAAYlR,OAAKsJ,eAAe1D,EAASl

D,SACzCyO,EAAYnR,OAAKsJ,eAAekH,EAAG5R,OACnCqD,iCAACmP,OAAOC,OAAOC,OACfC,EAAeL,EA

AU,GACzBM,EAAaP,EAAiBC,EAAU,GAAKA,EAAU,GACvDO,EAAaR,EAAiBC,EAAU,GAAK,EAC7CQ,EA

AiBT,EAAiB,EAAIC,EAAU,GAChDS,EAAeR,EAAU,GACzBS,EAAaX,EAAiBE,EAAU,GAAKA,EAAU,GACv

DU,EAAaZ,EAAiBE,EAAU,GAAK,EAC7CW,EAAiBb,EAAiB,EAAIE,EAAU,GAEhDhS,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,W

AAWwG,EAASlD,QAAS,WAC3CrD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CuT,EAAO5U,

EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkS,EAAGjS,QAAQC,GACxCkR,EAAWvS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyP,EAAOxP,QAAQ

C,GAQtD,OANA+Q,EACIwC,EAAMrC,EAAUgB,EAAW5K,EAAcC,EAAa4K,EAAUC,EAChEhK,EAAYiK,EA

AWC,EAAUb,EAAaxJ,EAAcC,EAC5DqK,EAAQC,EAASI,EAAOC,EAAOC,EAAOC,EAAcC,EACpDC,EAAY

C,EAAgBC,EAAcC,EAAYC,EACtDC,EAAgBzS,GACbF,IElGI6S,EAA0BrS,EAAwBsS,OCDlDC,EAA2BvS,EA

AwBwS,SFIhE,SAAK/B,GACHA,2BACAA,yBAFF,CAAKA,IAAAA,OAoEE,IGnEHgC,GHmESC,GAAoC,CAC

/CtV,WAAYuV,gBACZrV,YAAa,OACbC,UA7DF,SAAeC,GACbkT,EAAoBlT,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMiV,gBA

Ae,KAAe,CACnE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAmDFhV,WA/CF,SAAuBC,

GAKd,IAUHgV,EAVGpV,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB+U,WAAQC,uBAAoBC,aAC5BC,UAAOC,UAAOC,WAEf

C,EAAWF,EAAMhU,MAAM,GAEvBqD,IAAC8Q,OAAYC,OACbvQ,EAAW,CAACqQ,EAAUC,EAAYC,EAA

WL,EAAM/T,MAAM,IAE3DqU,EAAa9V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqU,EAAMpU,QAEzB,YAAhBoU,EAAM7U,

QACRyU,EAAapF,EAAK,CAAChQ,UAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAG6S,GAAQlV,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aAC

/DmV,EAAa9V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIiU,EAAWhU,SAGhD,IAAM2U,EAAWD,EAAWzU,GACtB2U,EAAUh

W,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIsU,EAAMrU,QAAQC,GAC9C4U,EAAWjW,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIuU,EAAOtU,Q

AAQC,GAEhDW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,WACnCpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,

QAAQC,GAE1C6U,EAAmB,IAAI9T,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWmT,EAAM/T,OAAOa,QAYpE,OAVA4Q,EACI6C,

EAAUC,EAASC,EAAUN,EAAUO,EAAkBN,EACzDC,EACA5C,EAAoBoC,GACpBC,EAAoBpT,GAEN,MAAd

kT,GACFpV,EAAQwH,YAAY4N,EAAWhU,QAG1BY,IGZF,ICxDHmU,GDwDSC,GAA6B,CACxCxW,WAAYy

W,SACZvW,YAAa,OACbC,UApDF,SAAeC,GACbiV,GAAajV,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMmW,SAAQ,KAAiB,C

ACvD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA8CFlW,oBAzCAC,GAEO,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjBqC,M

ACAsD,SAAMqQ,cAAWC,YAClBpQ,EAAQxD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAEtBmB,OAAKoH,OAAmB,YAAZtH,EA

AEhC,OAAmC,UAAZgC,EAAEhC,OACrC,WAAM,MAAA,2BAA2BgC,EAAEhC,wCAErC,IAAM6V,EAAcnT,e

AAamD,mBAAmB,CAACP,GAAOE,GACxDsQ,EAAY9T,EACI,OAAhB6T,IACFC,EAAY5R,EAAU,CAACxE,

OAAQ,CAACsC,KAAIrC,MAAO,CAACyE,KAAMyR,GAAcxW,aAElE,IAAM0W,EAAerT,eAAasD,iBAAiB,EA

AGR,GAAO,GAC7D9C,eAAa+D,2BAA2B,SAAU,CAACsP,GAAevQ,GAElE,IAAMwQ,EAAc3W,EAAQiC,WA

AWwU,EAAUhV,MAAOgV,EAAU9V,OAC5DiW,EAAWH,EAAUhV,MAAMiV,GAC3BG,EAAc7W,EAAQkB,
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UAAUC,IAAIsV,EAAUrV,QAAQC,GACtDyV,EAAgB9W,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwV,EAAYvV,QAAQC,GAC

hE4T,GAAW4B,EAAaP,EAAY,EAAI,EAAGC,EAAU,EAAI,EAAGK,EACjDE,EAAetX,EAASmD,EAAEhC,QA

GrC,IAAIqB,EAAM2U,EAQV,OAPoB,OAAhBH,IAEFxU,EAAM6C,EACJ,CAACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGgU

,GAAcrW,MAAO,CAACyE,KAFb1B,eAAa0T,uBAAuBP,IAECxW,YAC7DA,EAAQwH,YAAYiP,EAAUrV,QA

C9BpB,EAAQwH,YAAYmP,EAAYvV,SAE3BY,ICQF,IC7DHgV,GD6DSC,GAAmC,CAC9CrX,WAAYsX,eAC

ZpX,YAAa,OACbC,UA3DF,SAAeC,GACbmW,GAAmBnW,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMgX,eAAc,KAAe,CACjE,S

ACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,QACA,QACA,SACA,YAkDF/W,oBA9C2BC,GAKpB,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQ

C,UACjBqC,MACAwU,cAAWzN,eAEZ6J,EAAY5Q,EAAElB,MAAM,GAKpB2V,GAJ8B,SAAf1N,EAAyB/G,E

AAElB,MAAM,GAAKkB,EAAElB,MAAM,IAIhC0V,EAC7BE,GAJ6B,SAAf3N,EAAyB/G,EAAElB,MAAM,GA

AKkB,EAAElB,MAAM,IAIjC0V,EAC3BG,GAJ6B,SAAf5N,EAAyB/G,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAKkB,EAAElB,MA

AM,KAIhC0V,EAAYA,GAExCI,EAA8B,SAAf7N,EACjB,CAAC6J,EAAW6D,EAAcC,EAAaC,GACvC,CAAC/

D,EAAW+D,EAAaF,EAAcC,GAErCrV,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWsV,EAAa,WAGtC3U,EADQ5C,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QACpBC,GACZmW,EACF,IAAIpV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAA

ElB,QAAQa,QAE1DmV,EAAmB,IAAIrV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWkV,GAAajV,QAC9DoV,EACF,IAAItV,WAA

W,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAeoL,IAAcjV,QAE9DJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GA

MhD,OAJA8U,GACIvT,EAAKuU,EAF2B,SAAfzN,EAAwB,EAAI,EAEf8N,EAAe7U,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAS,

EAC9D+V,EAAkBC,EAAiBH,EAAY7V,OAAQQ,GAEpDF,ICyBF,IAAM2V,GAA4C,CACvD/X,WAAYgY,wB

ACZ9X,YAAa,OACbC,UA9EF,SAAeC,GACbgX,GACIhX,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM0X,wBAAuB,KAAiB,CAC

zD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,YA0DNzX,WAtDF,SAAyBC,GAKhB,IAAAC,WAAQC,UAAON,YAEf2C,MAAGiO,WACJhO

,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCkR,EAAWvS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyP,EAA

OxP,QAAQC,GAE/CiH,YAASkK,cAAWjK,QAAKC,oBAE1BqP,EAA0B,MAAbrF,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,GAA

KA,EAE1C/J,EAAWpF,eAAasP,kBACzBhQ,EAAelB,MAAQmP,EAAoBnP,MAAO6G,EAClDuP,EAA0CtP,EAA

KC,GAChD,GAEEG,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EA

AWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EA

AiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBqJ,EA

AgBnK,EAASgB,WACzBoJ,EAAiBpK,EAASqK,YAC1BC,EAAsC,SAA1BtK,EAASK,QAAQkK,KAAkB,EAAI,

EAEzD,GAA4B,iBAAxBvK,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MACN,mEACG6H,EAASiB,4CAGlB,IAAM1H,E

AAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,

GAMhD,OALA2V,GACIpU,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,G

AAI8Q,EAAU5J,EACnDC,EAAaC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS2J,EACnDnJ,EAAgBD,EAAeL,EAAcC,EA

AaqJ,EAC1DC,EAAgB3Q,GACbF,ICjFI8V,GAA0BtV,EAAwBuV,OCClDC,GACT/U,EAAyBgV,SAFC,EAE6B,

QCF9CC,GAA0B1V,EAAwB2V,MAAK,oBCEpDC,GAAWhY,GAKlB,IAAAC,WAAQC,UAAON,YACfkH,UA

CAmR,QAEDlR,EAAYD,EAAMzF,MAAMC,OACxB0B,EAAW8D,EAAMzF,MAAMuG,QACzBsQ,EAAOD,E

AWX,OAVIA,EAAM,IAERxV,OAAKoH,SACC9C,EAAY,IAAMkR,GACpB,WAAM,MAAA,mCAAoClR,EAA

Y,QAClDA,SACRmR,EAAOnR,EAAYkR,EAAM,GAE3BjV,EAASmV,OAAOD,EAAM,EAAG,GAElBzO,EAA

Q,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGuE,GAAQlH,UAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO2B,KAGvD,IAAMoV,GAAi

C,CAC5C5Y,WAAY6Y,aACZ3Y,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYiY,aC5BEM,GAAKtY,GACZ,IAAA0E,UAAQrD,UAA

OkX,UAAOhY,UAAQX,YAC/BgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWR,EAAOd,GAGtC,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAm

BxC,GACnC0W,KAAKC,GACN3W,EAGF,ICTH4W,GDSSC,GAA2B,CACtCjZ,WAAYkZ,OACZhZ,YAAa,OA

CbK,WAAYuY,ICmBP,IC/BHK,GD+BSC,GAAoC,CAC/CpZ,WAAYqZ,gBACZnZ,YAAa,OACbK,oBAlBEC,G

ACK,IAAAC,WAAQL,YACRwV,UAEDxT,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWuT,EAAM/T,MAAO+T,EAAM7U,OAC

5CuY,EAAUlZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqU,EAAMpU,QAAQC,GAC9Ca,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EA

AIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CyD,UAACqU,OAAOC,OAAaC,OAAYC,OAIvC,OAFAV,GACIM,EAASC,EAAOC,EAAaC

,EAAYC,EAAapX,GACnDF,GAOPjC,UA/BF,SAAeC,GACb4Y,GAAoB5Y,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM+Y,gBAAe

,KAAiB,CACrE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,aEbSM,GAA4B/W,EAAwBgX,SCGpDC,GACTxW,EAAyBy

W,YAFC,GFqCvB,IGnCHC,GHmCSC,GAAqC,CAChDha,WAAYia,iBACZ/Z,YAAa,OACbC,UApCF,SAAeC,G

ACb+Y,GAAgB/Y,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACzB2Z,iBAAgB,KAChB,CAAC,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,SA
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AU,YAkCjE1Z,WA/BF,SAAwBC,GAKf,IAAAJ,YAASK,WACTyZ,0BACAnX,MAAGoX,SAAMC,aAAU5I,WA

AQ6I,UAC5BrX,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtC6Y,EAASla,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAI4Y,EAAK3Y,QAAQC,GAC5C8Y,EAAana,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI6Y,EAAS5Y,QAAQC,GACpD+Y,EA

AqB,MAAVhJ,EAAiBpR,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIiQ,EAAOhQ,QAAQC,GAAK,EACtEgZ,EAAmB,MAATJ,EA

AgBja,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI8Y,EAAM7Y,QAAQC,GAAK,EAEnEW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,

MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAE1C,GAAoC,IAAhCkC,OAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OACvB,OAAOO,EAGT,IAAME,EA

AQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAIhD,OAFA0X,GACInW,EAAKsX,EAAQC,EAAYC,EAAU

C,EAASP,EAAiB5X,GAC1DF,IG6FF,IC7HHsY,GD6HSC,GAAkC,CAC7C3a,WAAY4a,cACZ1a,YAAa,OACbC,

UAtHF,SAAeC,GACb2Z,GAAkB3Z,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMsa,cAAa,KAAiB,CACjE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,YA+FFra,WA3FF,SAAqBC,GAKZ,IAAAC,WAAQC,UAAON,YACf2C,MAAGiO,WAAQnQ,

SAAMC,2BAEtB4H,YACAC,QACAiK,cACA9I,eACAlB,oBACAzH,eACAC,mBAGIyH,EAAWpF,eAAasP,kBA

CzBhQ,EAAelB,MAAQmP,EAAoBnP,MAAO6G,EAASkK,EAC5DjK,EAAKC,GAEH5G,EACFnC,EAAkBsB,G

ACtB,GAAuB,MAAnBa,EACF,MAAM,IAAIhB,MACHG,EAAAA,sEAIT,IAAM6B,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCkR,EAAWvS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyP,EAAOxP,QAAQC,GAEhDwR,E

AAiBpK,EAASqK,YAE5BvR,EAAS,EACb,GAAY,MAARd,EAAc,CAChB,IAAMe,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIV,EAAKW,QAC5C,GAA8B,IAA1BI,EAASC,MAAMC,OACjB,MAAM,IAAId,MACN,sDACQY,EAASC

,MAAMC,YAE7B,GAAIF,EAASC,MAAM,KAAOoR,EACxB,MAAM,IAAIjS,MACN,2BAA2BY,EAASC,MAA

pC,mDACwCoR,OAE9CtR,EAASC,EAASH,GAGpB,IAAMsH,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACv

BC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC

,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAAS

a,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBqJ,EAAgBnK,EAASgB,WACzBsJ,EAAsC,SAA1BtK,EAASK,QAAQkK,KAA

kB,EAAI,EACnDO,EAAY9K,EAAS8K,UACrBC,EAAW/K,EAAS+K,SACpBC,EAAUhL,EAASgL,QAEzB,GAA

mB,SAAf/J,EACF,MAAM,IAAI9I,MACN,yDACG8I,2BAGT,IAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASn

D,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CM,EAAqD,MAA1BjB,EAC7B

,EACAV,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIT,EAAuBU,QAAQC,GAQzD,OANAsY,GACI/W,EAAK2Q,EAAWC,EAAUC,

EAASlB,EAAU5J,EAAcC,EAC3DrH,EAAQsH,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS2J,EAAWnJ,EACzDD,EAAeL,

EAAcC,EAAaqJ,EAAeC,EACzDjR,EAAiBD,EAA0BX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAE7DF,ICIF,IC9HHyY,GD8HSC,G

AA2C,CACtD9a,WAAY+a,uBACZ7a,YAAa,OACbC,UAvHF,SAAeC,GACbsa,GACIta,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAA

Mya,uBAAsB,KAAiB,CACxD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA+FNxa,WA3FF,SAA8BC,GAKrB,I

AAAC,WAAQC,UAAON,YACf2C,MAAGiO,WAAQnQ,SAAMC,2BAEtB4H,YACAC,QACAiK,cACA9I,eACAl

B,oBACAzH,eACAC,mBAGIyH,EAAWpF,eAAasP,kBACzBhQ,EAAelB,MAAQmP,EAAoBnP,MAAO6G,EAAS

kK,EAC5DjK,EAAKC,GAAiB,GAEpB5G,EACFnC,EAAkBsB,GACtB,GAAuB,MAAnBa,EACF,MAAM,IAAIh

B,MACHG,EAAAA,+EAIT,IAAM6B,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCkR,EAA

WvS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyP,EAAOxP,QAAQC,GAEhDwR,EAAiBpK,EAASqK,YAE5BvR,EAAS,EACb,GA

AY,MAARd,EAAc,CAChB,IAAMe,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIV,EAAKW,QAC5C,GAA8B,IAA1BI,EA

ASC,MAAMC,OACjB,MAAM,IAAId,MACN,+DACQY,EAASC,MAAMC,YAE7B,GAAIF,EAASC,MAAM,KA

AOoR,EACxB,MAAM,IAAIjS,MACN,oCAAoCY,EAASC,MAA7C,mDACwCoR,OAE9CtR,EAASC,EAASH,G

AGpB,IAAMsH,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAW

P,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiB

nB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBqJ,EAAgB

nK,EAASgB,WACzBsJ,EAAsC,SAA1BtK,EAASK,QAAQkK,KAAkB,EAAI,EACnDO,EAAY9K,EAAS8K,UAC

rBC,EAAW/K,EAAS+K,SACpBC,EAAUhL,EAASgL,QAEzB,GAAmB,SAAf/J,EACF,MAAM,IAAI9I,MACN,k

EACG8I,2BAGT,IAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UA

AUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CM,EAAqD,MAA1BjB,EAC7B,EACAV,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIT,EAAuB

U,QAAQC,GAQzD,OANAiZ,GACI1X,EAAK2Q,EAAWC,EAAUC,EAASlB,EAAU5J,EAAcC,EAC3DrH,EAAQ

sH,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS2J,EAAWnJ,EACzDD,EAAeL,EAAcC,EAAaqJ,EAAeC,EACzDjR,EAAiBD,
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EAA0BX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAE7DF,IC1EF,IChDH4Y,GDgDSC,GAA+B,CAC1Cjb,WAAYkb,WACZhb,YAAa

,OACbC,UA/CF,SAAeC,GACbya,GAAeza,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4a,WAAU,KAAe,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,YAuCF3a,WAnCF,SAAkBC,GAET,IAAAJ,YAASK,WACT0a,WAAQC,YAETl

W,wCAACmW,OAAaC,OAAWtL,OAAWtH,OAGpCtG,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWgZ,EAAaF,EAAOpa,OACn

D,GAAkB,IAAdua,EACF,OAAOlZ,EAGT,IAAMmZ,EAAeH,EAAQvZ,MACvB2Z,EAAYD,EAAaA,EAAazZ,O

AAS,GAG/CkB,EADQ5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4Z,EAAO3Z,QACzBC,GAEZga,EADcrb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAI6Z,EAAQ5Z,QACpBC,GAExBia,EAAe,IAAIlZ,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWiG,GAAShG,QAEtDJ,EAAQlC,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAKhD,OAJAoZ,GACI7X,EAAKpD,EAASub,EAAOpa,OAAQ0a,EAAW

H,EAAWE,EAAWxL,EAC9D0L,EAAcpZ,GAEXF,IC+CF,IC7FHU,GD6FS6Y,GAA+B,CAC1C3b,WAAY4b,WA

CZ1b,YAAa,OACbC,UA1FF,SAAeC,GACb4a,GAAa5a,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM,SAAU,KAAe,CACvD,SACA,

SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,YAkFFC,WA9EF,SACIC,GAUF,IARO,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UA

CjBqC,MAAGqY,YACH/U,SAAMwV,cAGPC,EAAa7Y,OAAKwD,eAAeJ,EAAMtD,EAAElB,OAAO,GAChDka

,EAAc3b,EAAQoN,SAAS4N,EAAQ5Z,QACvCwa,EAAUjZ,EAAElB,MAAMia,cACf7X,GACP,IAAMgY,EAAQ

F,EAAY9X,GAC1BhB,OAAKoH,OACD4R,GAASD,EAAU,GAAKC,GAAS,GACjC,WACI,MAAA,6BAA6BA,q

BAAuBD,EAAU,WAL/D/X,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI8X,EAAYja,SAAUmC,IAAjCA,GAQT,IAAMiY,EAAYzY,eA

Aa0Y,aAAaC,yBACxCrZ,EAAaqY,EAAmBU,EAAYD,GAE1CQ,EAAWpS,EAAQ,CACvBxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,

KACTrC,MAAO,CACLmB,MAAO,CACLqa,EAAUvI,UAAWuI,EAAU7T,UAAW6T,EAAUI,QACpDJ,EAAUlM

,YAGd5P,YAEImc,EAActZ,OAAKC,cAAckY,EAAQvZ,OACzC2a,EAAevS,EAAQ,CAC3BxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,

EAAGqY,GACZ1a,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO,CAACqa,EAAUvI,UAAW4I,EAAcL,EAAUvI,YAC7DvT,YAEIqc,

EAAqB,CACzBP,EAAUvI,UAAWuI,EAAU7T,UAAWkU,EAAcL,EAAUvI,UAClEuI,EAAUlM,WAGN5N,EAA

MhC,EAAQiC,WAAWoa,EAAoB1Z,EAAEhC,OACrD,GAAoC,IAAhCkC,OAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OACvB,OA

AOO,EAET,IAAMsa,EAAcL,EAASxa,MAAMC,OAAS,EAGtCkB,EADQ5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI8a,EAAS7a

,QAC3BC,GAGZga,EADcrb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIib,EAAahb,QACzBC,GAExBa,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC

,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CmW,EAAgB,IAAIpV,WACtB,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAe8P,EAASxa,QAA

Qa,QAClDoV,EAAkB,IAAItV,WACxB,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAekQ,IAAqB/Z,QAW5D,OATAsY,GACIh

Y,EAAKpD,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ6W,EAAe8E,EAAajB,EACpDS,EAAUvI,UAAWmE,EAAiBxV,GAE1Cl

C,EAAQwH,YAAYyU,EAAS7a,QAC7BpB,EAAQwH,YAAY4U,EAAahb,QAGjCY,EAAIP,MAAQqa,EAAUvE,

YACfvV,IE5FIua,GACTtZ,EAAyBuZ,WAFC,EAE+B,QCDhDC,GACTxZ,EAAyByZ,gBAFC,EAEoC,QFgC3D,I

G9BHC,GH8BSC,GAAgC,CAC3Chd,WAAYid,YACZ/c,YAAa,OACbC,UA/BF,SAAmBC,GACjB0C,GAAW1C,

EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM2c,YAAW,KAAiB,CACxD,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA2BF1c,oBAtBEC,GAGc,IAAAuC,

aAAYma,gBAAQ9c,YAE9B4C,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAGtCW,EAAMhC,E

AAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAO,WAExC,GAAoC,IAAhCoB,OAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OAAc,CACrC,IAAM

S,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDqB,GAASE,EAAKpD,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ

mc,EAAO5a,GAG1C,OAAOF,II/BI+a,GACT9Z,EAAyB+Z,QAFC,EAE4B,QCA7CC,GACTha,EAAyBia,aAFC,E

AEiC,QCHlDC,GAA0B3a,EAAwB4a,OCClDC,GACTpa,EAAyBqa,cAFC,EAEkC,QJ2DzD,IK3DHC,GL2DSC,G

AA0B,CACrC5d,WAAY6d,MACZ3d,YAAa,OACbC,UAxDF,SAAeC,GACb2c,GAAU3c,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAA

Mud,MAAK,KAAe,CAC/C,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAoDFtd,WAhDF,SAAaC,GAEJ,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UA

CjB2F,qBAAwBe,aACxBrE,MAEHsE,EADQjH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAExC6F,EAA

QvE,EAENmC,WAAC8B,eAAYN,SAAMF,iBAAcM,uBAGnCA,IAEFQ,EAAQN,EACRK,EAFqBjH,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIyF,EAAWxF,QAAQC,IAKhE,IAAM8F,EAAYD,EAAMzF,MAAMC,OAC9B2B,eAAa+D,2BAA2B,

MAAOd,EAAMa,GAC/C,IAAAE,sDAAC/B,OAAUgC,OAEXC,EAAa1E,OAAKC,cAAcwE,GAEhCtF,EAAMhC,

EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAC3C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcoE,EAAMzF,OAAc,CACzC,

IAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDsb,GAAQ1V,EAASzH,EAASmD,EAAEhC,

OAAQ4G,EAAYrF,GAQlD,GALIwE,GAEF1G,EAAQwH,YAAYZ,EAAWxF,QAG7B4F,EAAU,CAEZ,IAAM5D

,EAAWC,eAAaoE,qBAAqBzF,EAAIP,MAAO2E,GAC9DpE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,IMzDI0b,GACT

za,EAAyB0a,WAFC,GDoFvB,IE/EHC,GF+ESC,GAA8B,CACzCje,WAAYke,UACZhe,YAAa,OACbC,UA9EF,S

AAeC,GACbud,GAAcvd,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4d,UAAS,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA

,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA6DF3d,WAzDF,SACIC,GACK,
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IAAAC,WAAQC,UAAON,YAEhB2C,EAAItC,EAAOsC,EACXC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEv

B,QAAQC,GAU5CwB,OAAKoH,OACW,YAAZtH,EAAEhC,OACF,WACI,MAAA,0DAA0DgC,EAAEhC,aAE7

D,IAAA0H,eAAYC,YAASC,QAAKC,oBAC3BC,EAAWpF,eAAaqF,kBAC1B/F,EAAElB,MAAO4G,EAAYC,EA

AS,EAAmBC,EAAKC,GAEpDG,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,

IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,K

AC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,Y

ACvBqJ,EAAgBnK,EAASgB,WACzBoJ,EAAiBpK,EAASqK,YAEhC,GAA4B,iBAAxBrK,EAASiB,WACX,MA

AM,IAAI9I,MACN,6CACG6H,EAASiB,4CAGlB,IAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,W

AC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OAJAkc,GACI3a,EAAKD,EAAElB,MA

AM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkH,EAAcC,EACvDC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAW

E,EAASQ,EAAgBD,EACtDL,EAAcC,EAAaqJ,EAAeC,EAAgB3Q,GACvDF,IEPF,ICrEH+b,GDqESC,GAA2B,C

ACtCpe,WAAYqe,OACZne,YAAa,OACbC,UAtEF,SAAeC,GACb4d,GACI5d,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM+d,OAA

M,KAAe,CAAC,4BAqE7C9d,oBAjEEC,GAEK,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB2F,SAAMe,aACNrE,MACDC,

EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACxC4F,EAAUrE,EACVsE,EAAQvE,EAENmC,WA

AC8B,eAAYN,SAAMF,iBAAcM,uBAGnCwX,EAAgB5X,EACpB,GAAII,EAAoB,CACtB,IAAMqB,EAAe/H,EA

AQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyF,EAAWxF,QAAQC,GAC1D0G,IAAiBnF,IAGnBsE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,EACVmW,

EAAgB7a,eAAasD,iBACzBuX,EAAcxc,OAAQwF,EAAMzF,MAAMC,SAI1C2B,eAAa+D,2BACT,OAAQ8W,E

AAehX,EAAMzF,MAAMC,QACjC,IAAA2F,sDAAC/B,OAAUgC,OAEXC,EAAa1E,OAAKC,cAAcwE,GAClC6

W,EAAcjX,EACE,YAAhBA,EAAMvG,QACRwd,EACInO,EAAK,CAAChQ,UAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGuE

,GAAQ5G,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aACtDsG,EAAUjH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIgd,EAAY/c,QAAQC,IAGtD,IA

AMW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,WACzC,GAAwC,IAApCzC,OAAKC,cAAcoE,EAAMzF,OAAc,CA

CzC,IAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDuc,GAAS3W,EAASM,EAAYrF,GAQh

C,GALIwE,GAEF1G,EAAQwH,YAAYZ,EAAWxF,QAG7B4F,EAAU,CAEZ,IAAM5D,EAAWC,eAAaoE,qBAA

qBzF,EAAIP,MAAO2E,GAC9DpE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAOd,MAJoB,YAAhB8D,EAAMvG,OACRX,EAAQwH,Y

AAY2W,EAAY/c,QAG3BY,ICLF,IC7DFoc,GAKDC,GDwDSC,GAA0B,CACrC1e,WAAY2e,MACZze,YAAa,O

ACbC,UA7DF,SAAeC,GACb+d,GAAU/d,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMqe,MAAK,KAAe,CAC/C,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,YAyDFpe,WArDF,SAAaC,GAEJ,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB2F,SAAMe,aACNrE,MACDC,EAAM5C,E

AAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACxC4F,EAAUrE,EACVsE,EAAQvE,EAENmC,WAAC8B,eAA

YN,SAAMF,iBAAcM,uBAGvC,GAAIA,EAAoB,CACtB,IAAMqB,EAAe/H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyF,EAAWx

F,QAAQC,GAC1D0G,IAAiBnF,IAGnBsE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,GAId,IAAMZ,EAAYD,EAAMzF,MAAMC,

OAE9B2B,eAAa+D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GAC/C,IAAAE,sDAAC/B,OAAUgC,OAEXC,EAAa1E,OAAKC,

cAAcwE,GAEhCtF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU4B,EAAMvG,OAC/C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cA

AcoE,EAAMzF,OAAc,CACzC,IAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChD0c,GAAQ9

W,EAASzH,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ4G,EAAYrF,GAQlD,GALIwE,GAEF1G,EAAQwH,YAAYZ,EAAWxF,Q

AG7B4F,EAAU,CAEZ,IAAM5D,EAAWC,eAAaoE,qBAAqBzF,EAAIP,MAAO2E,GAC9DpE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,

EAGd,OAAOpB,IE9DIwc,GACTvb,EAAyBwb,WAFC,IDK9B,SAAKL,GACHA,yBACAA,6BAFF,CAAKA,KA

AAA,QAkDE,IEnDH1b,GFmDSgc,GAAgC,CAC3C9e,WAAY+e,YACZ7e,YAAa,OACbK,WA9BF,SAAmBC,GA

KD,IAAAuC,aAAI3C,YAAS8E,UAAQ8Z,aAAUC,SAEzCvZ,EAAWsZ,EAASxa,KACtB,SAAC0a,EAAGjb,GAA

M,OAAAib,EAAE,GAAqBnc,EAAElB,MAAMoC,GAAKib,EAAE,MAC9Clc,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI

wB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OACrCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQ

kB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CuE,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAE

rDyc,EAAkBH,EAASxa,KAAI,SAAA4a,GAAY,OAAAA,EAAS,MACpDC,EAAmBL,EAASxa,KAAI,SAAA4a,G

AAY,OAAAA,EAAS,MACrDE,EACF,IAAI9c,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW0c,GAAiBzc,QAC7C6c,EACF,IAAI/c,W

AAW,IAAIC,WAAW4c,GAAkB3c,QAKpD,OAHA+b,GACIzb,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQlC,

EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQue,EACrDC,EAAmBf,GAAkBS,GAAO3c,GACzCF,GAOPjC,UA5CF,SAAeC,GACbq

e,GAAgBre,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMye,YAAW,KAAiB,CAC7D,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,QACA,SA

CA,aGrBSS,GACTnc,EAAyBoc,YAFC,GCFjBC,GAA0B9c,EAAwB+c,gBCW/CC,GACZxf,EAAsByf,GACxB,IA

AM1P,EAAS,IAAI1N,WAAWrC,EAAQC,KAAKyf,OAAOpd,OAAQmd,EAAW,GAC/DE,EAAmB5P,EAAO,GA
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C1B6P,EAAe7P,EAAO,GACtB8P,EAAkB9P,EAAO,GACzB+P,EAAgB/P,EAAO,GAG7B,OADA/P,EAAQC,KA

AK8f,MAAMN,GACZ,CAACE,mBAAkBC,eAAcC,kBAAiBC,iBH6BpD,II7CHpd,GJ6CSsd,GAA0C,CACrDpgB,

WAAYqgB,sBACZngB,YAAa,OACbC,UA5CF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACpB+f,sBAC

A,SACA,CACE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAoCN9f,WAhCF,SAAoBC,GAKX,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UAC

jB4f,iBAAcC,kBAAeC,mBAC7B3K,UAAO4K,WAERrK,EAAUhW,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIsU,EAAMrU,QAA

QC,GAC9Cif,EAAWtgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkf,EAAOjf,QAAQC,GAKhDyD,OAFFpC,GAASsT,EAASsK,E

AAUH,EAAeD,EAAcE,IAEtDT,qBAAkBC,iBAAcC,oBAAiBC,kBAUxD,OANA9f,EAAQC,KAAK8f,MAAMF,

GACnB7f,EAAQC,KAAK8f,MAAMD,GAGf9f,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC2d,GAAe,QAASD,KIU3C,IClDHjd,GD

kDS6d,GAA0C,CACrD3gB,WAAY4gB,sBACZ1gB,YAAa,OACbC,UAhDF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQ

C,KAAKC,MACpBsgB,sBACA,SACA,CACE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,UAuCNrgB,WAnCF,SAA6BC,

GAKpB,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB4f,iBAAcC,kBAAeC,mBAAgBK,uBAE7ChL,UAAO4K,WAERrK,EA

AUhW,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIsU,EAAMrU,QAAQC,GAC9Cif,EAAWtgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkf,EAAOjf,

QAAQC,GAMhDyD,OAJYpC,GACdsT,EAASsK,EAAUH,EAAeD,EAAcE,EAChDK,IAEGd,qBAAkBC,iBAAcC

,oBAAiBC,kBAWxD,OAPA9f,EAAQC,KAAK8f,MAAMF,GAOZ,CAJH7f,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC2d,GAAe,Q

AASD,GAErB3f,EAAQiC,WAAW,GAAI,QAAS6d,MCKtD,ICpDHY,GDoDSC,GAA0C,CACrD/gB,WAAYghB,s

BACZ9gB,YAAa,OACbC,UAhDF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACpB0gB,sBACA,SACA,C

ACE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAuCNzgB,WAnCF,SAAoBC,GAKX,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACj

B4f,iBAAcC,kBAAeC,mBAAgBS,iBAC7CpL,UAAO4K,WAERrK,EAAUhW,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIsU,EAAM

rU,QAAQC,GAC9Cif,EAAWtgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkf,EAAOjf,QAAQC,GAMhDyD,OAJYpC,GACdsT,EA

ASsK,EAAUH,EAAeD,EAAcE,EAChDS,IAEGlB,qBAAkBC,iBAAcC,oBAAiBC,kBAYxD,OAPA9f,EAAQC,KA

AK8f,MAAMD,GAOZ,CAJH9f,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC2d,GAAe,QAASD,GAE5C3f,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC2

d,GAAe,UAAWC,MEhDvCiB,GACT7d,EAAyB8d,YAFC,EAEgC,QD+BvD,IAAMC,GAA6B,CACxCphB,WAA

YqhB,SACZnhB,YAAa,OACbC,UA9BF,SAAeC,GACb0gB,GAAa1gB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM+gB,SAAQ,KA

AiB,CACvD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAyBF9gB,WArBF,SACIC,GACK,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjB0

a,YACAkG,UAAOC,YAASC,aAEjBpf,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAe+Y,EAAQvZ,cAAOyf,IAAQ,SACpDhf,EAAQ

lC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAG1Cga,EADcrb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI6Z,EAAQ5Z,QACpBC

,GAI9B,OAFAqf,GAAWrF,EAAW6F,EAAOC,EAASC,EAAUlf,GAEzCF,IEpBF,IAAMqf,GAA+B,CAC1CzhB,

WAAY0hB,WACZxhB,YAAa,OACbK,WAXF,SAAkBC,GACA,IAAAuC,aAAI3C,YACdgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,

WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAG1C,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC0W,KAAK,GACN1

W,ICmCF,ICpCHuf,GDoCSC,GAA2B,CACtC5hB,WAAY6hB,OACZ3hB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAxCEC,GAEK,IAA

AC,WAAQL,YACRiG,eAEP,GAAsB,IAAlB5F,EAAOqB,OACT,OAAO0W,GACH,CAAC/X,OAAQ,CAAC6G,

MAAO7G,EAAO,IAAKL,UAASM,MAAO,CAAC+X,IAAKpS,KAGzD,IAAMxE,EAAQpB,EAAO,GAAGoB,M

AClBd,EAAQN,EAAO,GAAGM,MAExBN,EAAOgR,SAAQ,SAAAX,GACb7N,OAAK6e,kBACDjgB,EAAOiP,E

AAEjP,MACT,yDACJoB,OAAKoH,OACDtJ,IAAU+P,EAAE/P,OACZ,WAAM,MAAA,8DAGZ,IAAMghB,EAA

wC,GAQxC5R,EAAS5E,EAAO,CAAC9K,OAPCA,EAAO+D,KAAI,SAAAsM,GACjC,IAAMkR,EACFxJ,GAAW

,CAAC/X,OAAQ,CAAC6G,MAAOwJ,GAAI1Q,UAASM,MAAO,CAAC+X,IAAKpS,KAE1D,OADA0b,EAAwB

1c,KAAK2c,GACtBA,KAGuC5hB,UAASM,MAAO,CAAC2F,UAIjE,OAFA0b,EAAwBtQ,SAAQ,SAAAX,GAA

K,OAAA1Q,EAAQwH,YAAYkJ,EAAEtP,WAEpD2O,ICqBF,ICxDH8R,GDwDSC,GAA4B,CACvCliB,WAAYmi

B,QACZjiB,YAAa,OACbK,WAvCF,SACIC,GACc,IAAAuC,aAAI3C,YAAS8E,UAAQ8Z,aAAUoD,kBAEzC1c,E

AAWsZ,EAASxa,KACtB,SAAC0a,EAAGjb,GAAM,OAAAib,EAAE,GAAqBnc,EAAElB,MAAMoC,GAAKib,E

AAE,MAEpD,GAAoC,IAAhCjc,OAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OAGvB,OAAOiX,GAAK,CACV1Y,UACAM,MAAO

,CAACmB,MAAO6D,EAAUqT,MAAOqJ,EAAerhB,MAAOgC,EAAEhC,SAI5D,IAAMiC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAErCuB,EA

DgBlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QACpBC,GAEtBuE,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB

,OAAOa,QAErDyc,EAAkBH,EAASxa,KAAI,SAAA4a,GAAY,OAAAA,EAAS,MACpDC,EAAmBL,EAASxa,KA

AI,SAAA4a,GAAY,OAAAA,EAAS,MACrDE,EACF,IAAI9c,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW0c,GAAiBzc,QAC7C6c,EA

CF,IAAI/c,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW4c,GAAkB3c,QAKpD,OAHAif,GACI3e,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAM

C,OAAQlC,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQue,EACrDC,EAAmB6C,EAAe9f,GAC/BF,GAOPjC,UArDF,SAAeC,GAC
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buhB,GAAYvhB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM6hB,QAAO,KAAiB,CACrD,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,QAC

A,SACA,aEnBSE,GACThf,EAAyBif,OAFC,GDsCvB,IEhCHC,GFgCSC,GAA4B,CACvCxiB,WAAYyiB,QACZvi

B,YAAa,OACbC,UAnCF,SAAeC,GACb6hB,GAAY7hB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMmiB,QAAO,KAAiB,CACrD,S

ACA,SACA,YAgCFliB,WA5BF,SAAeC,GACN,IAAAC,WAAQL,YACR2C,MAAGma,UACJla,EAAM5C,EAAQ

kB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCihB,EAAYtiB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI2b,EAAM1b,QAAQC,GA

ElD4F,EAAUrE,EACRsE,EAAQvE,EACVwb,EAAcjX,EACE,YAAhBA,EAAMvG,QACRwd,EAAcnO,EAAK,C

AAChQ,UAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,KAAIrC,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aACzDsG,EAAUjH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAA

Igd,EAAY/c,QAAQC,IAGtD,IAAMW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAO,WAClCS,EAAQlC,EAAQ

kB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OALAwgB,GAAU5a,EAASqb,EAAWpgB,GAEV,YAAhBgF,EAA

MvG,OACRX,EAAQwH,YAAY2W,EAAY/c,QAE3BY,IEsCF,ICrEHugB,GDqESC,GAA2B,CACtC5iB,WAAY6i

B,OACZ3iB,YAAa,OACbC,UAlEF,SAAeC,GACbmiB,GAAWniB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMuiB,OAAM,KAAe,

CACjD,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA8DFtiB,WA1DF,SAAcC,GAKL,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB2F,SAAMe,a

ACNrE,MACDC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACxC4F,EAAUrE,EACVsE,EAAQ

vE,EAENmC,WAAC8B,eAAYN,SAAMF,iBAAcM,uBAGnCwX,EAAgB5X,EACpB,GAAII,EAAoB,CACtB,IAA

MqB,EAAe/H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyF,EAAWxF,QAAQC,GAC1D0G,IAAiBnF,IAGnBsE,EAAQN,EACRK,E

AAUc,EACVmW,EAAgB7a,eAAasD,iBACzBuX,EAAcxc,OAAQwF,EAAMzF,MAAMC,SAI1C2B,eAAa+D,2B

ACT,OAAQ8W,EAAehX,EAAMzF,MAAMC,QACjC,IAAA2F,sDAAC/B,OAAUgC,OAEXC,EAAa1E,OAAKC,c

AAcwE,GAEhCtF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU4B,EAAMvG,OAC/C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAA

coE,EAAMzF,OAAc,CACzC,IAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChD8gB,GAASlb,

EAASM,EAAY/H,EAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GAQrD,GALIwE,GAEF1G,EAAQwH,YAAYZ,EAAWxF,QAG7

B4F,EAAU,CAEZ,IAAM5D,EAAWC,eAAaoE,qBAAqBzF,EAAIP,MAAO2E,GAC9DpE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAG

d,OAAOpB,IEvDI0gB,GAA4B,CACvC9iB,WAAY+iB,QACZ7iB,YAAa,OACbK,WAdE,SAACC,GACQ,IAAAJ,

YAASM,UACTsiB,UAAOC,SAAMC,SAAMniB,UACpBqM,ECTL,SAAmB4V,EAAOC,EAAMC,EAAMniB,GA

IzC,GAHsBiiB,IAAUC,GACID,EAAQC,GAAQC,EAAO,GACvBD,EAAOD,GAASE,EAAO,EAGvD,OAAOjgB,

OAAKkgB,oBAAoB,EAAGpiB,GAEvC,MAAMqiB,EAAcvX,KAAKwX,IAAIxX,KAAKyX,MAAML,EAAOD,G

AASE,IAClD9V,EAASnK,OAAKkgB,oBAAoBC,EAAariB,GACjDkiB,EAAOD,GAAkB,IAATE,IAGhBA,GAA

Q,GAEZ9V,EAAO,GAAK4V,EACZ,IAAK,IAAI/e,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAImJ,EAAOtL,OAAQmC,IAC/BmJ,EAAO

nJ,GAAKmJ,EAAOnJ,EAAI,GAAKif,EAEhC,OAAO9V,EDVUmW,CAAaP,EAAOC,EAAMC,EAAMniB,GAEz

CqB,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC+K,EAAOtL,QAASf,GAGhD,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC

yC,IAAIuI,GACLhL,IETAohB,GACTngB,EAAyBogB,WAFC,GCFjBC,GAA2B9gB,EAAwB+gB,QCAnDC,GAA

4BhhB,EAAwBihB,SLgE1D,IM3DHC,GN2DSC,GAAqC,CAChD/jB,WAAYgkB,iBACZ9jB,YAAa,OACbC,UA1

DF,SAAeC,GACbuiB,GAAqBviB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM0jB,iBAAgB,KAAe,CACrE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAgDFzjB,WA5CF,SAAwBC,GAKf,IAUHgV,EAVGpV,YAASK,WAA

QC,UAEjBujB,WACAC,iBAAcC,qBAAkBjY,SAChCkY,OAAWC,OAEZnf,UAACqU,OAAO+K,OAAWC,OAA

U7K,OAC7BhU,EAAW,CAAC6T,EAAO6K,EAAWC,EAAU3K,GAE1C8K,EAAQpkB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0

iB,EAAOziB,QAErB,YAAhBgjB,EAAMzjB,QACRyU,EACIpF,EAAK,CAAChQ,UAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAA

GkhB,GAASvjB,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aACvDyjB,EAAQpkB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIiU,EAAWhU,SAE3C,I

AAMwB,EAAMwhB,EAAM/iB,GAEZW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,WACzC,GAAyC,IAArCzC,OA

AKC,cAAc+gB,EAAOpiB,OAC5B,OAAOO,EAET,IAAME,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,

GAUhD,OARAkhB,GACI3f,EAAKuW,EAAO+K,EAAWC,EAAU7K,EAAa0K,EAAWC,EACzDH,EAAe,EAAI,

EAAGC,EAAmB,EAAI,EAAG7hB,GAElC,MAAdkT,GACFpV,EAAQwH,YAAY4N,EAAWhU,QAG1BY,IMXF,

IC/CHqiB,GD+CSC,GAA8B,CACzC1kB,WAAY2kB,UACZzkB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAhCEC,GAEK,IAAAC,WAA

QL,YAASM,UACjBqC,MACA6hB,SAEDle,EAAOzD,OAAKwD,eAAeme,EAAM7hB,EAAElB,OAEzC,GAAuB,

IAAnBkB,EAAElB,MAAMC,OACV,OAAO4C,EAAS,CAACjE,OAAQ,CAACsC,KAAI3C,YAGhC,IAAMgC,EA

AMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCiC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAA

EvB,QAAQC,GACtCa,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CojB,EAAY,IAAIriB,WAAW,

IAAIC,WAAWiE,GAAMhE,QAChDoiB,EAAgB,IAAItiB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAE7Doh

B,GACI9gB,EAAK6hB,EAAWne,EAAK5E,OAAQgjB,EAAe/hB,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQQ,GAEhE,IAAMkN,
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EACFvF,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGX,GAAM1B,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOkB,EAAElB,OAAQzB,

YAGxD,OADAA,EAAQwH,YAAYxF,EAAIZ,QACjBgO,GAOPrP,UA7CF,SAAeC,GACb0jB,GAAc1jB,EAAQC

,KAAKC,MAAMqkB,UAAS,KAAM,CAC9C,SACA,QACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,aCwCG,ICpDHI,GDoDSC,GA

AuC,CAClDhlB,WAAYilB,mBACZ/kB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAnC+BC,GAKxB,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjBk

V,UACAsP,YAASC,cAAWC,WAErBhjB,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWuT,EAAM/T,MAAO+T,EAAM7U,OAC5C

uY,EAAUlZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqU,EAAMpU,QAAQC,GAC9Ca,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAI

Z,QAAQC,GAE1CyD,UAACqU,OAAOC,OAAaC,OAAYC,OAEjCjS,uCAAC4d,OAASC,OAMVC,EAAkC,iBA

AdJ,EACtB,CAACA,EAAWA,EAAWA,EAJO,IAAdA,EAIgC,EAH3B,KAIjBA,UAJiB,MAKnBK,EAAY,IAAIhj

B,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW8iB,GAAY7iB,QAK5D,OAHA+hB,GACInL,EAASC,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,EAAa

wL,EAASG,EAC/DC,EAASE,EAAWD,EAAWzjB,OAAQQ,GACpCF,GAOPjC,UApDF,SAAeC,GACbqkB,GAA

arkB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM2kB,mBAAkB,KAAiB,CACjE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,S

ACA,QACA,SACA,aEnBSQ,GAA4B7iB,EAAwB8iB,SCDpDC,GAA4B/iB,EAAwBgjB,SFuD1D,IGrDHC,GHqD

SC,GAAgC,CAC3C9lB,WAAY+lB,YACZ7lB,YAAa,OACbC,UAjDF,SAAeC,GACb2kB,GAAgB3kB,EAAQC,K

AAKC,MAAMylB,YAAW,KAAe,CAC3D,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,YAwCFxlB,

WApCF,SACIC,GAGK,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB0a,YAAS4K,YACTnkB,UAEDO,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,

WAAWR,EAAOmkB,EAAQjlB,OAC9C,GAAkC,IAA9BkC,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GACrB,OAAOO,EAGH,IAAA8C,

wCAACsW,cAAWyK,eAAYjW,cAAWtH,YAASwd,eAI5CzK,EADcrb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI6Z,EAAQ5Z,QA

CpBC,GAGxB0kB,EADc/lB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIykB,EAAQxkB,QACpBC,GAExBia,EAAe,IAAIlZ,WAAW,

IAAIC,WAAWiG,GAAShG,QAEtDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAKhD,OAJAsjB,GA

CItJ,EAAW0K,EAAWvmB,EAASomB,EAAQjlB,OAAQya,EAAWyK,EAC1DjW,EAAW0L,EAAcwK,EAAY5jB

,GAElCF,IGfF,ICnCHU,GDmCSsjB,GAA6B,CACxCpmB,WAAYqmB,SACZnmB,YAAa,OACbK,WAxBF,SAAg

BC,GACP,IAAAC,WAAQL,YACRkmB,cAAWxV,MAAGyV,MAEfC,EAAcpmB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI+kB,E

AAU9kB,QAAQC,GACtDglB,EAAMrmB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIuP,EAAEtP,QAAQC,GACtCilB,EAAMtmB,E

AAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIglB,EAAE/kB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWyO,EAAEjP,MAAOiP,EAA

E/P,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CklB,EAAQL,EAAUzkB,MAAMC,O

ACxB8kB,EAAQ9V,EAAEjP,MAAMC,OAEhB0P,EAAmB,IAAVmV,GAAeA,EAAQ,GAAe,IAAVC,EACvC,EA

CA3jB,OAAKC,cAAc4N,EAAEjP,MAAMuG,MAAM,IAGrC,OADAyd,GAAWW,EAAaC,EAAKC,EAAKlV,EA

AQlP,GACnCF,GAOPjC,UAnCF,SAAeC,GACbylB,GAAazlB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM,WAAY,KAAM,CAChD

,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,aCYG,ICtBHwC,GDsBS+jB,GAA8B,CACzC7mB,WAAY,UACZE,YAAa,OACbC,

UAvBF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMwmB,UAAS,KAAiB,CAAC,SAAU,YAuBnEvmB,

WApBF,SAAiBC,GAER,IAAAJ,YAAkB2C,aACnBC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,

GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAGhD,OAAsC,IAAlCwB,OAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,QAI3BiB,GAASE,EAAKV,GAHLF,I

EjBE2kB,GAA0BnkB,EAAwBokB,ODkCxD,IAAMC,GAA8B,CACzCjnB,WAAYknB,UACZhnB,YAAa,OACbC

,UAhCF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4mB,UAAS,KAAiB,CACtD,SACA,SACA,SACA

,YA4BF3mB,WAxBF,SACIC,GAEK,IAAAJ,YAAkB+mB,kBAAiB1O,cACpCzV,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAI4lB,EAAO3lB,QAAQC,GAC3CW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW8kB,EAAOtlB,MAAOslB,EAAOpmB,OAC9

CuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CmI,EAAWud,EAAOtlB,MAAM4W,GACxBc,E

AAQtW,OAAKC,cAAcikB,EAAOtlB,OAAS+H,EAGjD,OAAsC,IAAlC3G,OAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,QAI3BiB,GA

ASE,EAAKV,EAAOsH,EAAU2P,GAHtBnX,IEmCJ,IAAMglB,GAAqC,CAChDpnB,WAAYqnB,iBACZnnB,YA

Aa,OACbK,WA3DF,SAAwBC,GAKf,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjBqC,MACAqM,eAAY4P,aAEb1P,EAAOr

M,OAAKC,cAAckM,GAE1BkY,EAA4C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAG,IACvDA,EAAiBjiB,WAAjBiiB,EAA0BtI,GAE1B

,IAAK,IAAI/a,EAAI,EAAImL,EAAWtN,OAAQmC,EAAIlB,EAAElB,MAAMC,SAAUmC,EACxDqjB,EAAiBjiB

,KAAK,CAAC,EAAG,IAG5B,IAAMkiB,EAAUrF,GAAY3hB,WAAW,CACrCE,OAAQ,CAACsC,KACT3C,UAC

AM,MAAO,CAACse,SAAUsI,EAAkBlF,cAAe,KAG/CoF,EACF/jB,eAAagM,YAAY8X,EAAQ1lB,MAAOuN,EA

AYE,GAAM,GAExDmY,EAAoChkB,eAAakM,YACnD6X,EAAoB1lB,OAAQsN,EAAWtN,QAAQ,GAE7C4lB,E

ACFjkB,eAAaoM,oBAAoB0X,EAAQ1lB,MAAOuN,EAAYE,GAAM,GAIhEqY,EACF1d,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAH

wB,CAACsC,EAAGwkB,GAGLnnB,UAASM,MAFV,CAACmB,MAAO2lB,KAOrCI,EACF3iB,EAAU,CAACxE,
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OAJ0B,CAACsC,EAAG4kB,GAILvnB,UAASM,MAF5B,CAACyE,KAAMsiB,KAMtBtX,EAASlG,EACX,CAAC

xJ,OAHsC,CAACsC,EAAG6kB,GAGbxnB,UAASM,MAFF,CAACmB,MAAO6lB,KAQjD,OAJAtnB,EAAQwH,

YAAY2f,EAAQ/lB,QAC5BpB,EAAQwH,YAAY+f,EAAgBnmB,QACpCpB,EAAQwH,YAAYggB,EAASpmB,Q

AEtB2O,ICjCF,ICtBH0X,GDsBSC,GAA6B,CACxC9nB,WAAY+nB,SACZ7nB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAvBEC,GACK

,IAAAC,WAAQC,UAAON,YACf2C,MACAilB,oBAAiB3hB,SAElB4hB,EAAQhlB,OAAKwD,eAAeJ,EAAMtD,

EAAElB,OAAO,GAE3CqmB,EAAazkB,eAAa0kB,iBAAiBplB,EAAGilB,EAAiBC,GAC/Dhc,EAAQ,IAAIrG,MA

AM7C,EAAElB,MAAMC,QAAQgX,KAAK,GACvC5M,EAAOnJ,EAAElB,MAAMuG,QACrB,OAAO8f,EAAW1

jB,KAAI,SAAA4jB,GACpB,IAAMC,EAAiBnc,UACvBmc,EAAWJ,GAASG,EACpB,IAAME,EACFlgB,EAAM,

CAAC3H,OAAQ,CAACsC,KAAIrC,MAAO,CAACuL,QAAOC,KAAMmc,GAAajoB,YAE1D,OADA6L,EAAMg

c,IAAUG,EACTE,OErBEC,GAA2B3lB,EAAwB4lB,QCDnDC,GAA6B7lB,EAAwB8lB,UCArDC,GACTtlB,EAA

yBulB,qBAFC,GH+BvB,II1BHC,GJ0BSC,GAA2B,CACtC9oB,WAAY+oB,OACZ7oB,YAAa,OACbC,UA1BF,S

AAeC,GACbynB,GAAWznB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMyoB,OAAM,KAAe,CACjD,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAsBFx

oB,WAlBF,SACIC,GAEK,IAAAJ,YAASK,WACTyc,gBACAna,MACDC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,

EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAEtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,E

AAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAEhD,OADAomB,GAAS7kB,EAAKka,EAAOtd,EAASmD,EAAEhC,

OAAQuB,GACjCF,II4EF,IClGH4mB,GDkGSC,GAAmC,CAC9CjpB,WAAYkpB,eACZhpB,YAAa,OACbC,UAh

GF,SAAeC,GACbyoB,GAAmBzoB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4oB,eAAc,KAAe,CACjE,SACA,QACA,SACA,QA

CA,QACA,QACA,QACA,QACA,SACA,YAsFF3oB,oBAlF2BC,GAKpB,IA4BH2P,EA5BG/P,YAASK,WAAQC,

UACjBqC,MAGLkJ,UACAkd,QACAzgB,YACA0gB,cACAC,YACAC,iBACAC,gBACAC,mBAGItkB,kDACJuk

B,qBACAC,eACAC,eACAC,cACAC,kBACAC,UACAC,QACAC,YAQF,GAAIL,EAEFxZ,EAASlG,EAAQ,CAA

CxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,KAAI3C,UAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO6nB,UAClD,GAAIE,GAAaC,EAAe,CAErC5

mB,OAAKoH,OACDtH,EAAElB,MAAMC,QAAU,GAClB,WAAM,MAAA,yCAAyCiB,EAAElB,MAAMC,UAE

3D,IAAMoK,EAAOE,aAAWvG,gBAAgBikB,EAAQC,EAAMC,GAEhDC,EAAS7hB,EAAM,CAAC3H,OAAQ,C

AACsC,KAAI3C,UAASM,MAAO,CAACuL,MAAO6d,EAAQ5d,UACnEiE,EACIlG,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CA

ACsC,EAAGknB,GAAS7pB,UAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO6nB,KAC1DtpB,EAAQwH,YAAYqiB,EAAOzo

B,YACtB,CACL,IAAMY,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWonB,EAAkB,WAE3CzmB,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCmW,EACF,IAAIpV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAAElB,QA

AQa,QAC1DwnB,EAAa,IAAI1nB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWqnB,GAAQpnB,QACnDynB,EAAW,IAAI3nB,WAA

W,IAAIC,WAAWsnB,GAAMrnB,QAC/CgZ,EAAe,IAAIlZ,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWunB,GAAUtnB,QAEvDmV,E

ACF,IAAIrV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWgnB,GAAkB/mB,QAC9CoV,EAAkB,IAAItV,WACxB,IAAIC,WAAWQ,O

AAKsJ,eAAekd,IAAmB/mB,QACpDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAEhDonB,GACI7l

B,EAAK4U,EAAe7U,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQooB,EAAYC,EAAUzO,EAC1D7D,EAAkBC,EAAiB2R,EAAiB3

nB,OAAQQ,GAEhE6N,EAASlG,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGX,GAAMhC,UAASM,MAAO,CAAC

mB,MAAO6nB,KAE5DtpB,EAAQwH,YAAYxF,EAAIZ,QAG1B,OAAO2O,IEpGIia,GACT/mB,EAAyBgnB,OA

FC,GDqEvB,IEhEHC,GFgESC,GAA0B,CACrCvqB,WAAYwqB,MACZtqB,YAAa,OACbC,UA/DF,SAAeC,GAC

b4oB,GAAU5oB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMkqB,MAAK,KAAe,CAC/C,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA2DFjqB,WAvDF,

SAAaC,GAEJ,IAAAJ,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjB2F,SAAMe,aACNrE,MACDC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAA

IwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACxC4F,EAAUrE,EACVsE,EAAQvE,EAENmC,WAAC8B,eAAYN,SAAMF,iBAAcM,

uBAGnCwX,EAAgB5X,EACpB,GAAII,EAAoB,CACtB,IAAMqB,EAAe/H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyF,EAAWxF

,QAAQC,GAC1D0G,IAAiBnF,IAGnBsE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,EACVmW,EAAgB7a,eAAasD,iBACzBuX,E

AAcxc,OAAQwF,EAAMzF,MAAMC,SAI1C2B,eAAa+D,2BACT,MAAO8W,EAAehX,EAAMzF,MAAMC,QAC

hC,IAAA2F,sDAAC/B,OAAUgC,OAEXC,EAAa1E,OAAKC,cAAcwE,GAEhCtF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,

EAAU4B,EAAMvG,OAC/C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcoE,EAAMzF,OAAc,CACzC,IAAMS,EAAQlC,E

AAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDunB,GAAQ3hB,EAASM,EAAY/H,EAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQu

B,GAQpD,GALIwE,GAEF1G,EAAQwH,YAAYZ,EAAWxF,QAG7B4F,EAAU,CAEZ,IAAM5D,EAAWC,eAAao

E,qBAAqBzF,EAAIP,MAAO2E,GAC9DpE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,IGjEIqoB,GAA0B7nB,EAAwB8

nB,OCAlDC,GAA2B/nB,EAAwBgoB,QFyCzD,IGtCHC,GHsCSC,GAA2B,CACtC9qB,WAAY+qB,OACZ7qB,Y

AAa,OACbC,UApCF,SAAeC,GACbkqB,GAAWlqB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMyqB,OAAM,KAAiB,CACnD,SAC
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A,QACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,YA8BFxqB,WA1BF,SACIC,GAOF,IANO,IAAAC,WAAQL,YAASM,UACjBqC,

MACDC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACrCupB,SAEDxnB,EAAqB,IAAIoC,MA

AM7C,EAAElB,MAAMC,QACpCmC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIT,EAAS1B,OAAQmC,IACnCT,EAASS,GAAKlB,E

AAElB,MAAMoC,GAAK+mB,EAAK/mB,GAElC,IAAM+B,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,

OAAOa,QACrDuoB,EAAgB,IAAIzoB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWe,GAAUd,QAExDN,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW

mB,EAAUT,EAAEhC,OACrCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAIhD,OAHA6oB,GACIt

nB,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQmpB,EAAeznB,EAAS1B,OAC1DlC,EAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQu

B,GAClBF,IGjBF,ICnBH8oB,GDyCSC,GAA2B,CACtCnrB,WAAYorB,OACZlrB,YAAa,OACbC,UAtCF,SAAeC

,GACbyqB,GAAWzqB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM8qB,OAAM,KAAiB,CACnD,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,OACA,SACA,YA8BF7qB,WAxBkC,SAAC2E,OAACzE,WAAQL,YAASM,UACtCqC,MACA+L,MAAGuc,W

AEJroB,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCuE,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WA

AWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QACrDiV,EAAc5U,EAAElB,MAAMuG,QAC5BuP,EAAYA,EAAY7V,OAAS,GAAKg

N,EACtC,IAAMwc,EAAYlrB,EAAQiC,WAAWsV,EAAa5U,EAAEhC,OAC9CwqB,EAAcnrB,EAAQkB,UAAUC

,IAAI+pB,EAAU9pB,QAAQC,GACtD+pB,EAAaprB,EAAQiC,WAAWsV,EAAa,SAC7C8T,EAAerrB,EAAQkB,

UAAUC,IAAIiqB,EAAWhqB,QAAQC,GAM9D,OAJAopB,GACI7nB,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OA

AQlC,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ+N,EAAGuc,EACxDE,EAAaE,GAEV,CAACH,EAAWE,KC4CtB,IAAME,GA

AgC,CAC3C1rB,WAAY2rB,YACZzrB,YAAa,OACbC,UA9EF,SAAeC,GACb8qB,GAAgB9qB,EAAQC,KAAKC,

MAAMqrB,YAAW,KAAe,CAC3D,SACA,SACA,OACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SAC

A,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA+DFprB,WA3DF,SACIC,GAGK,IAuBHorB,EAvBGxrB,YAASK,WAAQC,UACjBkV,

UAAOiW,eACPC,kBAAeC,aAAU5G,cAAWxN,gBAErCzS,UAACqU,OAAOC,OAAaC,OAAYC,OACjCjS,kBA

ACqM,OAAWC,OAEZrO,EACF,CAAC6T,EAAOzF,EAAWC,EAClB2F,GACChR,EACF,IAAIlG,WAAW,IAAI

C,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAeqJ,EAAM/T,QAAQa,QAE9DN,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAUkQ,EAAM7U,

OACzCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAG1C6X,EADYlZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqU,

EAAMpU,QACpBC,GAGpBuqB,EADiB5rB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIsqB,EAAWrqB,QACpBC,GAE9BwqB,EA

AwC,YAAlBH,EAA8B,EAAI,EAE9D,OAAQC,GACN,IAAK,WACHH,EAAa,EACb,MACF,IAAK,UACHA,EA

Aa,EACb,MACF,IAAK,OACHA,EAAa,EACb,MACF,IAAK,UACHA,EAAa,EACb,MACF,QACEA,EAAa,EAUj

B,OANAV,GACI5R,EAAS0S,EAAeH,EAAWhqB,MAAM,GAAK,EAAI0X,EAAOzF,EACzDC,EAAU2F,EAAa

D,EAAYD,EAAa9Q,EAChDkN,EAAM/T,MAAMC,OAAS,EAAGmqB,EAAqBL,EAAYzG,EACzD7iB,GAEGF,I

C9CF,IAAM8pB,GAA6B,CACxClsB,WAAYmsB,SACZjsB,YAAa,OACbK,WAlCF,SACIC,GAEK,IAAAC,WA

AQL,YAASM,UACjBqY,UACF1S,SAEDA,EAAO,IACTA,GAAQ0S,EAAMlX,MAAMC,QAOtB,IAJA,IAAMsq

B,EAAarT,EAAMlX,MAAMwE,GACzByH,EAAOiL,EAAMlX,MAAMC,OACnB4D,EAAqB,IAAIE,MAAMkI,E

AAO,GACxCue,EAAW,EACNpoB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI6J,EAAM7J,IACpBA,IAAMoC,IACRX,EAAS2mB,KA

ActT,EAAMlX,MAAMoC,IAGvC,IAAMqoB,EAAqB,IAAI1mB,MAAMwmB,GAC/BngB,EAAQ,IAAIrG,MAA

MkI,GAAMgL,KAAK,GAC7B5M,EAAO6M,EAAMlX,MAAMuG,QAEzB,IADA8D,EAAK7F,GAAQ,EACJpC,E

AAI,EAAGA,EAAIqoB,EAAKxqB,OAAQmC,IAC/BgI,EAAM5F,GAAQpC,EACdqoB,EAAKroB,GAAKmE,EA

AM,CAAC3H,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGgW,GAAQrY,MAAO,CAACuL,QAAOC,QAAO9L,YAE7D,OAAOksB,E

AAK9nB,KAAI,SAACU,GAAoB,OAAE1D,gBAAQT,cAAOc,MAAO6D,QCuK/D,IC7LO,IAAM6mB,GAAgC,C

AC3CvsB,WAAYwsB,YACZtsB,YAAa,OACbK,WAXF,SAAmBC,GACD,IAAAuC,aAAI3C,YACdgC,EAAMhC

,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAG1C,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC0W,KAAK

,GACN1W,SDgMkBqqB,GAnGW,CACpCtpB,EACAgB,EACAE,EACA6C,EACAY,EACAG,EACAM,EACAmC

,EACAwE,EACAoB,EACAE,EACAE,EACA4B,EACAG,EACAc,EACA0B,EACAE,EACAG,GACAkB,GACAa,

GACAU,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GACAM,GACAK,GACAG,GACAO,GACAE,GACA9Z,EACAia,GACAW,G

ACAG,GACAG,GACAU,GACAgB,GACAE,GACA9X,EACAiY,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GACAE,GACAG,G

ACAE,GACAG,GACAG,GACAM,GACAE,GACAE,GACAU,GACAE,GACAU,GACAO,GACAI,GACAG,GAC

AE,GACAK,GACAG,GACAM,GACAG,GACAG,GACAI,GACAE,GACAU,GACAE,GACAE,GACApZ,EACAu

Z,GACAW,GACAM,GACAW,GACAF,GACAK,GACAM,GACAS,GACAE,GACA/X,EACAiY,GACAG,GACA

U,GACAS,GACAE,GACAE,GACAG,GACAG,GACAmB,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GACAG,GACAK,GACAO,

GACAxlB,EACAgmB,GACAK,IAGyBG,aAAAA,KAAe,CAArC,IAAMC,UACTC,iBAAeD,2gDE1MjB,cAEME,
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GAAMC,QAMZD,GAAIE,aAIA,yBAAyB,8EAAY,SAAAC,YAAYC,SAAS,IAAIzqB,WAAW,CACvE,EAAG,G

AAI,IAAK,IAAK,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,EAAK,GAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EACpD,EAAG,EAAI,E

AAK,GAAK,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,EAAG,IAAK,GAAI,GAAI,gBAOvDqqB,GAAIE,aAAa,gCAAg

C,8EAG/C,GAAIF,GAAItrB,IAAI,WACV,UAAO,GAGT,IAME,OAHA,IAAI2rB,gBAAiBC,MAAMC,YAAY,IA

AIC,kBAAkB,OAGtDL,YAAYC,SAAS,IAAIzqB,WAAW,CACzC,EAAG,GAAI,IAAK,IAAK,EAAG,EAAI,EAA

I,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAI,GAAI,EAAK,EAAI,EAAG,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,EACnE,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,EAA

K,EAAG,GAAI,GAAI,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,EAAI,IAAK,GAAI,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,OAElE,MAAO+jB,

GACP,UAAO,mQCvDX,IACM+G,EADFC,GACED,EAAiC,oBAAbE,UAA4BA,SAASC,cAAgBD,SAASC,cAAc

C,SAAMC,EAChF,oBAAfC,aAA4BN,EAAaA,GAAcM,qBAE3DL,GAGT,SAASM,IAA+F,OAAzEC,EAAWprB,

QAAQA,GAAQqrB,GAA2BD,EAAWprB,QAAesrB,EAAM,SAASC,IAA+F,OAAzEH,EAAWprB,QAAQA,GAA

QqrB,GAA2BD,EAAWprB,QAAeod,EAAO,SAASoO,IAAgG,OAAzEJ,EAAWprB,QAAQA,GAAQqrB,GAA2B

D,EAAWprB,QAAeyrB,EAAO,SAASC,IAAgG,OAAzEN,EAAWprB,QAAQA,GAAQqrB,GAA2BD,EAAWprB,

QAAe2rB,EAAQ,SAASC,IAAgG,OAAzER,EAAWprB,QAAQA,GAAQqrB,GAA2BD,EAAWprB,QAAe6rB,EA

AQ,IAAmGC,EAAoBC,EAAnHC,EAA8C,oBAFloBnB,EAAgCA,GAAiC,IAE6kBA,EAA8B,GAA8CmB,EAAc,

MAAE,IAAIC,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQL,EAAoBI,EAAQH,EAAmBI,KAAS,IAA2BC,EAAvBC,EAAgB,

GAAW,IAAID,KAAOJ,EAAWA,EAAOM,eAAeF,KAAMC,EAAgBD,GAAKJ,EAAOI,IAAM,IAAuDG,EAAM,S

AASC,EAAOC,GAAS,MAAMA,GAAaC,GAAmB,EAAUC,GAAsB,EAAUC,GAAoB,EAAUC,GAAqB,EAAMH

,EAAmC,iBAATI,OAAkBH,EAA6C,mBAAhBI,cAA2BH,EAAqC,iBAAVI,SAA8C,iBAAnBA,QAAQC,UAAoD,

iBAAxBD,QAAQC,SAASC,KAAgBL,GAAsBH,IAAqBE,IAAsBD,EAAsB,IAAIQ,EAAuBnB,EAA+B,yBAAG,E

AASmB,IAAwBntB,EAAOgsB,EAAe,QAAE,IAA4JoB,EAAMC,EAAUC,EAA8BC,EAAWC,EAAjNC,EAAgB,G

AAG,SAASC,EAAWC,GAAM,OAAG3B,EAAmB,WAAUA,EAAmB,WAAE2B,EAAKF,GAAwBA,EAAgBE,E

AA2E,GAAGf,EAAoB,CAAu0B,IAAIgB,EAAhzBH,EAAvBd,EAAuCkB,EAAgBC,QAAQL,GAAiB,IAAyBM,U

AAU,IAAIX,EAAM,SAAoBY,EAASC,GAAuH,OAA3GV,IAAOA,EAAOW,GAAkBV,IAASA,EAASK,GAAgB

G,EAASR,EAAoB,UAAEQ,GAAiBT,EAAqB,aAAES,EAASC,EAAO,KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAAoBU,GAAU,I

AAIG,EAAIf,EAAMY,GAAS,GAAiE,OAAvDG,EAAInuB,SAAQmuB,EAAI,IAAIruB,WAAWquB,IAAKxmB,E

AAOwmB,EAAInuB,QAAemuB,GAAQnB,QAAc,KAAE5tB,OAAO,GAAe4tB,QAAc,KAAE,GAAGoB,QAAQ,

MAAM,KAAgBpB,QAAc,KAAEtnB,MAAM,GAAGsnB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAoB,SAASqB,GAAI,KAAKA,aAA

cC,IAAa,MAAMD,KAAMrB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAqBuB,IAAOhC,EAAM,SAASC,GAAQQ,QAAc,KAAER,IAA

SR,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,MAAM,8BAAoD,IAAI4B,EAAkBY,EAA0B,MAAM3K,GAA4H,MAAzH4K,QAAQ

C,MAAM,2GAAiH7K,EAAE8K,GAAOC,OAAOhB,EAAkBgB,YAAe/B,GAAsC,oBAANgC,OAAmBzB,EAAM,

SAAoB0B,GAAG,OAAOD,KAAKC,KAAIxB,EAAW,SAAoBwB,GAAG,IAAIC,EAAK,MAAuB,mBAAbC,WA

AgC,IAAIlvB,WAAWkvB,WAAWF,KAA0BnnB,EAAqB,iBAA3ConB,EAAKF,KAAKC,EAAE,YAAgDC,IAA4

B,oBAAZE,YAAoCA,WAAwF,mBAAPC,OAAmB3C,EAAM,SAASC,GAAQ0C,KAAK1C,KAA2B,oBAAR2C,

QAAyC,oBAAVV,UAAsBA,QAAQ,IAAGA,QAAQW,IAAID,MAAMV,QAAQY,KAAKZ,QAAQC,MAAwB,oB

AAXY,SAAuBA,SAASH,SAAezC,GAAoBC,KAA0BA,EAAuBc,EAAgB8B,KAAKC,SAASC,KAA+B,oBAAX3

E,UAAwBA,SAASC,gBAAe0C,EAAgB3C,SAASC,cAAcC,KAA6B,oBAAfJ,GAA8BA,IAAY6C,EAAgB7C,GA

AoD6C,EAAH,IAAnCA,EAAgBiC,QAAQ,SAA8BjC,EAAgBkC,OAAO,EAAElC,EAAgBmC,YAAY,KAAK,GA

AwB,GAAMhD,GAAqBQ,EAAM,SAAoBY,EAASC,GAAuH,OAA3GV,IAAOA,EAAOW,GAAkBV,IAASA,EA

ASK,GAAgBG,EAASR,EAAoB,UAAEQ,GAAiBT,EAAqB,aAAES,EAASC,EAAO,KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAA

oBU,GAAU,IAAIG,EAAIf,EAAMY,GAAS,GAAiE,OAAvDG,EAAInuB,SAAQmuB,EAAI,IAAIruB,WAAWquB

,IAAKxmB,EAAOwmB,EAAInuB,QAAemuB,KAAUf,EAAM,SAASyC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAwD,OA

AzCD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAaH,EAAII,cAAiBvD,IAAuBW,EAAW,SA

ASuC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAuF,OAAxED,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIK,aAAa,cA

AcL,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAa,IAAInwB,WAAWgwB,EAAIM,YAAW/C,EAAU,SAASwC,EAAIQ,EAAOC,GAAS,I

AAIR,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAeD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAMC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIO,OAAO,WA

A0B,KAAZP,EAAItD,QAAyB,GAAZsD,EAAItD,QAAWsD,EAAIM,SAAUC,EAAOP,EAAIM,UAAiBE,KAAW

R,EAAIQ,QAAQA,EAAQR,EAAIG,KAAK,SAAqErD,GAA6C,oBAAd2D,cAA2B5B,GAAO4B,YAAYC,EAAsB

D,aAAa,IAA4mBE,EAAxmB/wB,EAAIssB,EAAc,OAAGyC,QAAQW,IAAIsB,KAAKjC,SAAakC,EAAI3E,EAAi
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B,UAAGyC,QAAQY,KAAKqB,KAAKjC,SAAS,IAAIrC,KAAOC,EAAoBA,EAAgBC,eAAeF,KAAMJ,EAAOI,G

AAKC,EAAgBD,IAAmL,SAASwE,EAASC,GAAUD,EAASE,QAAMF,EAASE,MAAM,IAAOF,EAASE,MAAM

D,KAAOD,EAASE,MAAMD,GAAM,EAAEF,EAAIE,IAA/RxE,EAAgB,KAAQL,EAAkB,WAAaA,EAAkB,UAA

KA,EAAoB,aAAcA,EAAoB,YAAKA,EAAa,OAAEO,EAAMP,EAAa,MAA+PA,EAAmB,aAAEyE,EAAWzE,EA

AmB,YAAE,IAA+HZ,EAAe2F,EAA1IC,EAAchF,EAAsB,gBAAG,EAA6B,iBAAd1B,aAAwBiE,GAAM,mCAAi

E,IAAsqGvuB,EAAOsrB,EAAMlO,EAAsBqO,EAAOE,EAAgBE,EAA5tGoF,GAAM,EAAqB,SAAStpB,EAAOic,

EAAUiN,GAAUjN,GAAW2K,GAAM,qBAAqBsC,GAAO,SAASK,EAASC,GAAO,IAAIC,EAAKpF,EAAO,IAAI

mF,GAAuF,OAAhFxpB,EAAOypB,EAAK,gCAAgCD,EAAM,8BAAqCC,EAAK,SAASC,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAA

WC,EAASzzB,EAAK0zB,GAAM,IAAIC,EAAI,CAACC,OAAS,SAASC,GAAK,IAAIxD,EAAI,EAAE,GAAGwD

,MAAAA,GAAmC,IAANA,EAAQ,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAoB,GAAfD,EAAIvyB,QAAQ,GAAyByyB,EAAaF,EAAjC

xD,EAAI2D,GAAWF,GAA0BA,GAAK,OAAOzD,GAAK4D,MAAQ,SAASC,GAAK,IAAI7D,EAAI2D,GAAWE,

EAAI5yB,QAAoC,OAA5B6yB,GAAmBD,EAAI7D,GAAYA,IAAsJiD,EAAKF,EAASC,GAAWe,EAAM,GAAO

C,EAAM,EAAE,GAAGr0B,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEzD,EAAKsB,OAAOmC,IAAI,CAAC,IA

AI6wB,EAAUX,EAAIF,EAAShwB,IAAO6wB,GAAsB,IAARD,IAAUA,EAAME,MAAYH,EAAM3wB,GAAG6

wB,EAAUt0B,EAAKyD,KAAS2wB,EAAM3wB,GAAGzD,EAAKyD,GAAK,IAAI4sB,EAAIiD,EAAKkB,MAA

M,KAAKJ,GAAoE,OAA7D/D,EAArY,SAA4BA,GAAK,MAAgB,WAAbmD,EAA6BiB,EAAapE,GAAqB,YAAb

mD,EAA8BkB,QAAQrE,GAAYA,EAAiQsE,CAAmBtE,GAAgB,IAARgE,GAAUO,GAAaP,GAAchE,EAAI,SAA

SvwB,EAAMuzB,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASC,GAA4B,IAAImB,GAA1BpB,EAASA,GAAU,IAA4BlwB,OAAM,S

AASqP,GAAM,MAAc,WAAPA,KAAuD,MAAT,WAAb4gB,GAAqCqB,IAAcnB,EAAaN,EAASC,GAAc,WAAW

,OAAOE,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASqB,YAAiB,SAASC,EAAkBC,EAAKtoB,EAAIuoB,GAAyD,IAAzC,I

AAIC,EAAOxoB,EAAIuoB,EAAmBpB,EAAI,KAAWnnB,GAAKwoB,IAAQ,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAGH,EAAKtoB,

KAAO,IAAIyoB,EAAG,OAAOtB,EAAI,GAAQ,IAAHsB,EAAL,CAAoD,IAAIC,EAAe,GAAZJ,EAAKtoB,KAA

U,GAAa,MAAN,IAAHyoB,GAAJ,CAAmE,IAAIE,EAAe,GAAZL,EAAKtoB,KAAmG,IAAvEyoB,EAAL,MAAN

,IAAHA,IAAqB,GAAHA,IAAQ,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAEC,GAAe,EAAHF,IAAO,GAAGC,GAAI,GAAGC,GAAI,E

AAc,GAAZL,EAAKtoB,MAAgB,MAAOmnB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,OAAQ,CAAC,IAAIK,EAAGL,EAAG,

MAAMtB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAa,MAAMC,GAAI,GAAG,MAAS,KAAHA,SAA3Q3B,GAAKyB,OAAOC,cAA

iB,GAAHJ,IAAQ,EAAEC,QAAlHvB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,GAA0U,OAAOtB,EAAI,SAASY,EAAagB,EAA

IR,GAAgB,OAAOQ,EAAIV,EAAkBtH,IAAmBgI,EAAIR,GAAgB,GAAG,SAASS,EAAkB7B,EAAImB,EAAKW

,EAAOC,GAAiB,KAAKA,EAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,EAA0D,IAAxD,IAAIC,EAASF,EAAWT,EAAOS,EAAOC,EA

AgB,EAAUnyB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEowB,EAAIvyB,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIqyB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAA

WtyB,GAAoF,GAA9EqyB,GAAG,OAAOA,GAAG,QAAkCA,EAAE,QAAU,KAAFA,IAAS,IAAO,KAA9CjC,EA

AIkC,aAAatyB,IAAqCqyB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAGH,GAAQT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAUG,OAAO,G

AAGA,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAEd

,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,OAAU,GAAGA,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAA

MF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IA

AM,GAAFG,MAAS,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,

EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAA

U,IAAM,GAAFG,GAAqB,OAAfd,EAAKW,GAAQ,EAASA,EAAOE,EAAS,SAAS9B,EAAaF,EAAImC,EAAOJ,

GAAiB,OAAOF,EAAkB7B,EAAIpG,IAAmBuI,EAAOJ,GAAiB,SAASK,EAAgBpC,GAAe,IAAV,IAAIC,EAAI,E

AAUrwB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEowB,EAAIvyB,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIqyB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAAWtyB,

GAAMqyB,GAAG,OAAOA,GAAG,QAAMA,EAAE,QAAU,KAAFA,IAAS,IAAwB,KAApBjC,EAAIkC,aAAaty

B,IAAWqyB,GAAG,MAAMhC,EAAoBA,GAARgC,GAAG,KAAU,EAAUA,GAAG,MAAW,EAAY,EAAE,OAA

OhC,EAAI,SAASK,GAAmBF,EAAM/xB,GAAQmrB,IAAmBhpB,IAAI4vB,EAAM/xB,GAAQ,SAASg0B,GAAQ

3zB,EAAE4zB,GAAkD,OAArC5zB,EAAE4zB,EAAS,IAAG5zB,GAAG4zB,EAAS5zB,EAAE4zB,GAAgB5zB,E

AAwE,SAASgrB,GAA2B6I,GAAKl0B,EAAOk0B,EAAIlI,EAAc,MAAEV,EAAM,IAAI6I,UAAUD,GAAKlI,EA

Ae,OAAS,IAAIoI,WAAWF,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAEP,EAAO,IAAI1rB,WAAWm0B,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAE5O,EA

AO,IAAItd,WAAWo0B,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIqI,YAAYH,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAEL,EAAQ,IAAI2I,YAA

YJ,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIuI,aAAaL,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAEH,EAAQ,IAAI2I,aAAaN,GAAK,IAAu3BO,
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GAAn3BC,GAAe1I,EAAuB,gBAAG,SAAS,GAAGmB,EAAwB/B,EAAWY,EAAmB,WAAEhsB,EAAOgsB,EAA

e,YAAO,GAAGA,EAAmB,WAAGZ,EAAWY,EAAmB,gBAAoH,MAA7GZ,EAAW,IAAId,YAAYqK,OAAO,CA

ACC,QAAUF,GAAe,MAAMG,QAAU,MAAiBC,QAAS,KAAuB90B,kBAAkB2qB,mBAAgZ,MAA5XgG,EAAI,+

NAAkO/D,GAAqB6B,QAAQW,IAAI,qHAA2H9wB,MAAM,cAAmB8sB,IAAYprB,EAAOorB,EAAWprB,QAA

O00B,GAAe10B,EAAO+0B,WAAW1J,GAA2BrrB,GAAsB,IAAIg1B,GAAa,GAAOC,GAAW,GAAOC,GAAW,G

AAyBC,GAAc,GAA4I,SAASC,KAAS,IAAGjI,EAAH,CAAiC,GAAGnB,EAAe,OAA8E,IAA/C,mBAAlBA,EAAe

,SAAcA,EAAe,OAAE,CAACA,EAAe,SAASA,EAAe,OAAE5sB,QAAQi2B,GAAYrJ,EAAe,OAAEsJ,SAAUC,G

AAqBP,KAAc,SAASQ,KAAyCrI,GAA8BoI,GAAqBN,IAAY,SAASQ,KAAatI,GAA8BoI,GAAqBL,IAAuF,SAAS

Q,KAAU,IAAGvI,EAAH,CAAiC,GAAGnB,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,

CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAE5sB,QAAQu2B,GAAa3J,EAAgB,QAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBJ,KAAe,SA

ASE,GAAYO,GAAIZ,GAAaa,QAAQD,GAAI,SAASD,GAAaC,GAAIT,GAAcU,QAAQD,GAAp8BzI,GAAuB8H,

GAAWtyB,KAAK,CAACyuB,KAAK,WAAW0E,QAAg5B,IAAIC,GAAgB,EAAoCC,GAAsB,KAAK,SAASC,G

AAiBl3B,GAAI4I,GAAQwlB,EAAuB,uDAAuD4I,KAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,IAAkB,SAA

SG,GAAoBn3B,GAA6G,GAAzGg3B,KAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,IAAqC,GAAjBA,IAAqH

C,GAAsB,CAAC,IAAIG,EAASH,GAAsBA,GAAsB,KAAKG,KAAuE,SAAS5H,GAAM6H,GAASpK,EAAgB,SA

AGA,EAAgB,QAAEoK,GAASjJ,GAAuBsB,QAAQC,MAAM,wBAAuB,IAAKpwB,OAAO6zB,OAAgBxB,EAAT

yF,GAAM,IAAanF,GAAM,EAAkBmF,EAAK,SAASA,EAAK,+CAA+C,IAAIvS,EAAE,IAAIyG,YAAY+L,aAAa

D,GAA4B,MAAtBrK,EAAmBlI,GAASA,EAAE,SAASyS,GAAU3E,EAAI4E,GAAQ,OAAOnD,OAAOoD,UAAU

C,WAAW9E,EAAI8E,WAAWF,GAA8B,IAAtB5E,EAAIjC,QAAQ6G,GAAxevK,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAAGA,EAA

wB,gBAAE,GAA6b,IAAI0K,GAAc,wCAAwC,SAASC,GAAU3I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,EAAS0I,IAAe,IAAIE,

GAAc,UAAU,SAASC,GAAU7I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,EAAS4I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAe,uCAAgH,SAASC,GAAU

C,GAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,GAAMF,IAAgBrG,EAAY,OAAO,IAAI3wB,WAAW2wB,GAAY,GAAGnD,EAAY,OA

AOA,EAAW0J,GAAW,KAAK,kDAAmD,MAAMrG,GAAKpC,GAAMoC,IAAM,SAASsG,KAAmB,IAAIxG,IA

Aa/D,GAAoBC,GAAuB,CAAC,GAAkB,mBAARuK,QAAqBL,GAAUC,IAAiB,OAAOI,MAAMJ,GAAe,CAACK

,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAU,IAAIA,EAAa,GAAG,KAAK,uCAAuC0G,GAAe,IAAI,OAAO1G,E

AAsB,iBAAMiH,OAAM,WAAW,OAAON,GAAUD,OAAuB,GAAGzJ,EAAW,OAAO,IAAIpB,SAAQ,SAASC,E

AAQC,GAAQkB,EAAUyJ,IAAe,SAAS1G,GAAUlE,EAAQ,IAAIpsB,WAAWswB,MAAYjE,MAAY,OAAOF,QA

AQC,UAAUkL,MAAK,WAAW,OAAOL,GAAUD,OAAkB,SAASQ,KAAa,IAAIC,EAAK,CAACt5B,EAAIu5B,I

AAe,SAASC,EAAgBC,EAASC,GAAQ,IAAIC,EAAQF,EAASE,QAA6E,GAArE5L,EAAY,IAAE4L,EAAQnD,G

AAUzI,EAAY,IAAK,EAAE+E,EAAW4G,GAAWxK,EAAuB,CAAC,IAAI0K,EAAiBC,GAAQC,cAAc34B,OAA

O04B,GAAQC,cAAchpB,SAAQ,SAASipB,GAAGF,GAAQG,uBAAuBD,GAAE,aAAiBH,GAAiB3B,YAA8G,SA

ASgC,EAA0BC,GAAQV,EAAgBU,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAe,QAAG,SAASC,EAAuBC,GAAU,OAAOpB,KAAmB

G,MAAK,SAASnJ,GAAQ,OAAO3D,YAAYgO,YAAYrK,EAAOsJ,MAAQH,KAAKiB,GAAS,SAASE,GAAQ5H,

EAAI,0CAA0C4H,GAAQhK,GAAMgK,MAAomB,GAAp+BpL,GAAwB8I,KAA+8BjK,EAAwB,gBAAG,IAAgE,

OAAhDA,EAAwB,gBAAEuL,EAAKE,GAAgC,MAAM5T,GAAgE,OAA7D8M,EAAI,sDAAsD9M,IAAU,EAAo

D,OAAxyB4M,GAAsD,mBAAnCnG,YAAYkO,sBAAoC7B,GAAUG,KAAkBD,GAAUC,KAAgC,mBAARI,MA

AsYkB,EAAuBF,GAAlYhB,MAAMJ,GAAe,CAACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAqE,OAAhD9F,Y

AAYkO,qBAAqBpI,EAASmH,GAAoBH,KAAKc,GAA0B,SAASK,GAAuG,OAA/F5H,EAAI,kCAAkC4H,GAAQ

5H,EAAI,6CAAoDyH,EAAuBF,UAAkTb,MAAMtL,GAA0B,GAA3hF4K,GAAUG,MAAiBA,GAAepJ,EAAWoJ,

KAAy+E,IAAI2B,GAAW,CAACC,MAAM,WAAW,KAAK,aAAaC,MAAM,SAASC,EAAGC,GAAIC,YAAW,W

AAWC,GAAmCH,EAAGC,KAAK,KAAK,SAASG,KAAiBlB,GAAQtC,cAAc,SAASD,GAAqB0D,GAAW,KAA

MA,EAAU75B,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,IAAI+2B,EAAS8C,EAAU3D,QAAQ,GAAoB,mBAAVa,EAAV,CAA0D,I

AAI/E,EAAK+E,EAAS/E,KAAsB,iBAAPA,OAAmCnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAiBzE,GAAU51B,IAAIuyB,EAAd

qD,GAA2BA,GAAU51B,IAAIuyB,EAAdqD,CAAoB0B,EAAS+C,KAAW9H,OAAoBnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAg

B,KAAK/C,EAAS+C,UAAxN/C,EAASnK,IAAsN,IAAImN,GAAY,CAACC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,M

AAM,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,IAAI,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,MAAM,EAAEC,QAAQ,GAAGC,MAAM,EAA

EC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,EAAEC,YAAY,EAAEC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,EAAEC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,IA

AIC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAA
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O,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,

OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,KAAK,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,G

AAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,IAAIC,SAAS,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC

,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,O

AAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,UAAU,GAAGC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,MAAM,

IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,GAAGC,KAAK,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAI

C,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,EAAEC,SAAS,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,

QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,SAAS,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,

GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,WAAW,IAAIC,aAAa,IAAIC,WAAW,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,aAAa,

EAAEC,WAAW,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,UAAU,IAAIC,aAAa,GAAGC,WAAW,EAAEC,aAAa

,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,UAAU,IAAIC,aAAa,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,SAAS

,EAAEC,aAAa,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,gBAAgB,GAAGC,gBAAgB,IAAIC,cAAc,EAAEC,UAAU,GAAGC,QA

AQ,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,aAAa,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,IAAIC,UAA

U,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,gBAAgB,GAAGC,WAAW,GAAGC,SAAS,KAAK,S

AASC,GAAuBC,EAAKC,GAAO,GAAGD,GAAM,GAAGA,EAAK3V,IAAmB/rB,SAAa,EAAL0hC,GAAWC,EA

AM,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,GAAU,GAAPA,EAAS,OAAO,EAAKA,GAAO,aAAWA,EAAMC,EAAAA,GAAS,IA

AIC,EAAsBC,QAAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,GAAOC,EAAgB,EAAE,GAAGJ,GAAuBH,GAAqBI,QAAQ

I,gBAAgB9V,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAEH,EAAsB,IAAkBA,IAA+BI,EAAgB,IAAtBN,GAAkC,GAAE,OAAO,EA

AG,IAAI5S,EAAI+S,QAAQK,OAAO/V,IAAoBsV,GAAM,EAAEC,GAAO,GAAG5S,GAAK,EAAE,OAAOA,EA

AIkT,EAAgB,KAAK,+CAA+ClT,EAA4D,SAASqT,GAAWC,GAAa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KAAK,qFAAqF,IAAIsU,

EAAY,KAAK,kDAAkDjW,IAAoBiW,EAAY,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,IAAIC,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASF,GAAaC,EA

AQE,OAAOC,YAAY/J,GAAQgK,eAAeJ,GAAS5J,GAAQiK,eAAe9rB,OAAO6hB,GAAQiK,eAAerS,QAAQgS,E

AAQE,QAAQ,GAAGF,EAAQE,OAAOF,aAAQzW,EAAU,SAAS+W,GAAaP,GAAa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KAAK,u

FAAuF,IAAIsU,EAAY,KAAK,oDAAgE3J,GAAQ6J,SAASF,GAAqBG,OAAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,WAA

W,SAASC,GAAcT,GAAa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KAAK,wFAAwF,IAAIsU,EAAY,KAAK,qDAAqD,IAAIC,EAAQ5J,

GAAQ6J,SAASF,GAAa,GAAGC,EAAQ,CAAClW,IAAoBiW,EAAY,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,IAAIG,EAAOF,EAAQ

E,OAAO9J,GAAQqK,mBAAmBP,IAArsC5V,EAA+B,uBAAE6U,GAA6qC,IAA0xMuB,GAAtxMtK,GAAQ,CAA

CC,cAAc,GAAGgK,eAAe,GAAGM,oBAAoB,WAAiC,IAAtB,IAA8B9gC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAd,IAAkCA,EAAG

u2B,GAAQwK,wBAAyB9M,YAAY,WAA+B,IAApB,IAAI+M,EAAGC,GAAQ,KAAajhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,

KAAQA,EAAEmqB,IAAoB6W,EAAG,EAAEhhC,GAAG,EAAEiqB,IAAoB+W,EAAG,IAAI,GAAGA,EAAG,IA

AIE,EAAQF,EAAG,IAAI/W,IAAoBiX,GAAS,GAAGA,EAAQ,IAAIC,EAAUF,GAAQ,KAAK,IAAQjhC,EAAE,E

AAEA,EAAE,MAAMA,EAAEmqB,IAAoBgX,EAAU,EAAEnhC,GAAG,EAAE2/B,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6

W,EAAG,KAAK,EAAEG,GAAWxB,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAEA,GAAIK,GAAyBL,G

AAI5V,EAAsB,GAAGkW,GAA4CN,IAAKO,WAAW,aAAanB,SAAS,GAAGoB,mBAAmB,GAAGC,gBAAgB,a

AAaC,gBAAgB,WAAW,KAAMnL,GAAQiL,mBAAmB3jC,OAAO,GAAG04B,GAAQiL,mBAAmBG,KAA3BpL

,GAAsC3K,GAAwBgW,MAAgBC,MAA4BC,+BAA+B,SAASd,EAAGe,GAAUpC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6

W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAGrB,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAGzK,GAAQmL,kBAA

kB/B,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,GAAG,EAAEe,GAAUpC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,G

AAG,EAAE,GAAG1B,GAAuB0B,EAAG,EAAE,YAAYK,GAAyB,EAAE,EAAE,IAAIW,WAAW,SAASD,GAA

U,IAAIf,EAAGY,KAAmBZ,IAAIzK,GAAQuL,+BAA+Bd,EAAGe,GAAanW,GAAwBzC,YAAY,CAACuX,IAA

M,WAAYuB,aAAa,WAAW1L,GAAQuL,+BAA+BF,MAAiB,GAAGzY,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,gBAAgBwB,oB

AAoB,WAAW,IAAI,IAAIr1B,KAAK0pB,GAAQ6J,UAAcD,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASvzB,KAAeszB,EAAQE,Q

AAQ9J,GAAQqK,mBAAmBT,EAAQE,QAAS9J,GAAQ6J,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,IAAIpgC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEu

2B,GAAQC,cAAc34B,SAASmC,GAAOqgC,EAAO9J,GAAQC,cAAcx2B,IAAUsgC,YAAqC,IAAzB/J,GAAQC,c

AAc,GAAWx2B,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEu2B,GAAQiK,eAAe3iC,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIqgC,EAAqCF,GA

ArCE,EAAO9J,GAAQiK,eAAexgC,IAAsBmgC,QAAQ5J,GAAQgK,eAAeJ,GAASE,EAAOC,YAAY/J,GAAQiK,

eAAe,IAAID,eAAe,SAASJ,GAAS,GAAIA,EAAJ,CAAmB,GAAGA,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAIhB,EAAUlX,

IAAoBkW,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,KAAK,GAAGlY,IAAoBkW,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,KAAK,GAAG,EAAEjmB,GAAMil
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B,GAAWjlB,GAAMikB,EAAQgC,kBAAkBhC,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,EAAKhC,EAAQiC,mBAAmBjC,EAAQkC,W

AAUnmB,GAAMikB,EAAQkC,WAAWlC,EAAQkC,UAAU,EAAKlC,EAAQE,SAAOF,EAAQE,OAAOF,QAAQ,

QAAMS,mBAAmB,SAASP,GAAQ9J,GAAQ+L,iCAAgC,kBAAkB/L,GAAQ6J,SAASC,EAAOF,QAAQgC,kBA

AkB5L,GAAQC,cAAcp1B,KAAKi/B,GAAQ9J,GAAQiK,eAAe9rB,OAAO6hB,GAAQiK,eAAerS,QAAQkS,GAA

Q,GAAG9J,GAAQgK,eAAeF,EAAOF,SAASE,EAAOF,aAAQzW,MAAa4Y,gCAAgC,SAASzS,GAAM5F,IAAoB

sY,IAA8C,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI1S,IAAO,QAAQ5F,IAAoBsY,IAA8C,GAAG,IAAIC,sBAAsB,SAAShV,KAAQkJ,

uBAAuB,SAAS2J,EAAOoC,GAAmBpC,EAAOqC,UAAU,SAASpgB,GAAG,IAAIqgB,EAAErgB,EAAQ,KAAM

oe,EAAIiC,EAAO,IAAgG,GAA3FtC,EAAOF,UAAQ5J,GAAQqM,oCAAoCvC,EAAOF,QAAQgC,kBAAoBQ,EA

AgB,cAAGA,EAAgB,cAAGf,KAAgB,CAAC,IAAIiB,EAAOtM,GAAQ6J,SAASuC,EAAEG,cAAoR,OAAnQD,E

AAQA,EAAOxC,OAAOlX,YAAY7G,EAAEkL,KAAKmV,EAAgB,cAAQzV,QAAQC,MAAM,0CAA0CuT,EAAI

,uBAAuBiC,EAAgB,aAAE,4CAAuCpM,GAAQqM,yCAAoClZ,GAAiB,GAAS,gCAANgX,EAAqCqC,UAAoD,G

AAS,gBAANrC,EAAqBsC,GAAY1gB,EAAEkL,WAAW,GAAS,kBAANkT,EAAuBC,GAAcgC,EAAU,aAAQ,G

AAS,eAANjC,EAAoBT,GAAW0C,EAAU,aAAQ,GAAS,iBAANjC,EAAsBD,GAAakC,EAAU,aAAQ,GAAS,WA

ANjC,EAAgBL,EAAO4C,QAAO,EAAQR,GAAkBA,EAAkBpC,GAAWA,EAAO6C,aAAY7C,EAAO6C,oBAAo

B7C,EAAO6C,iBAAiB,GAAS,UAANxC,EAAeviC,EAAI,UAAUwkC,EAAY,SAAE,KAAKA,EAAQ,WAAQ,GA

AS,aAANjC,EAAkBtR,EAAI,UAAUuT,EAAY,SAAE,KAAKA,EAAQ,WAAQ,GAAS,UAANjC,EAAeyC,MAA

M,UAAUR,EAAY,SAAE,KAAKA,EAAQ,WAAQ,GAAS,SAANjC,EAA2BL,EAAOF,SAASR,QAAQC,KAAKz

V,IAAoBkW,EAAOF,QAAQgC,iBAAiB,IAAI,IAAgB5L,GAAQqK,mBAAmBP,QAAc,GAAS,gBAANK,EAAqB

,IAAI0C,GAAKT,EAAc,YAAG,MAAMrgB,GAAG,GAAGA,aAAayK,GAAW,OAAO,MAAMzK,MAAiB,eAAN

oe,EAAoBnK,GAAQqK,mBAAmBP,GAAsB,mBAANK,EAAwBnK,GAAQiM,sBAAsBlgB,EAAEkL,MAA8B,iB

AAhBlL,EAAEkL,KAAK6V,OAAyBhD,EAAOlX,YAAY7G,EAAEkL,MAAW4B,EAAI,kCAAkCsR,GAAKnK,

GAAQqM,yCAAoClZ,GAAW2W,EAAOtR,QAAQ,SAASzM,GAAG8M,EAAI,0BAA0B9M,EAAEmK,SAAS,IA

AInK,EAAEghB,OAAO,KAAKhhB,EAAEihB,UAAalY,IAAqBgV,EAAOmD,GAAG,WAAU,SAAShW,GAAM6

S,EAAOqC,UAAU,CAAClV,KAAKA,OAAS6S,EAAOmD,GAAG,SAAQ,SAAShW,GAAM6S,EAAOtR,QAAQv

B,MAAQ6S,EAAOmD,GAAG,QAAO,SAAShW,QAAS6S,EAAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,OAAO+C,UAAYh

Z,EAA4B,qBAAGpB,EAAWQ,WAAaA,EAAW2F,WAAaA,KAAcuR,qBAAqB,WAAW,IAAI2C,EAAcvX,EAA

W,6CAA6CoK,GAAQC,cAAcp1B,KAAK,IAAIisB,OAAOqW,KAAiBC,aAAa,WAAuI,OAA3F,GAA9BpN,GAA

QC,cAAc34B,SAAW04B,GAAQwK,uBAAuBxK,GAAQG,uBAAuBH,GAAQC,cAAc,KAAOD,GAAQC,cAAc34

B,OAAO,EAAS04B,GAAQC,cAAcmL,MAAkB,MAAMiC,aAAa,SAASC,GAAqC,IAA9B,IAAIh3B,EAAEmiB,Y

AAY8U,MAAMD,EAAY7U,YAAY8U,MAAMj3B,OAAO,SAASk3B,GAAoBC,EAASC,GAAUC,GAA6BF,EAA

SC,GAAU9S,GAAa6S,GAA4D,SAASG,KAAmB,OAAO1U,EAA0D,SAAS2U,GAAiBpS,EAAI2F,GAAK,OAAO

zE,GAAU51B,IAAI00B,EAAdkB,CAAmByE,GAAiD,SAAS0M,GAAehiB,EAAUoK,EAAS6X,EAAKzU,GAAM

7C,GAAM,qBAAqBgE,EAAa3O,GAAW,SAAS,CAACoK,EAASuE,EAAavE,GAAU,mBAAmB6X,EAAKzU,EA

AKmB,EAAanB,GAAM,qBAAqB,SAAS0U,GAAaC,EAAKC,GAAqBC,MAAMF,EAAKC,GAA0Y,SAASE,GA

AS7vB,GAAyD,OAAlDmV,IAAoB2a,MAAqB,GAAG9vB,EAAaA,EAAM,SAAS+vB,GAAQhV,EAAK8H,GAA

K,GAAG/L,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAEjV,EAAK8H,GAAK,SAASoN,GAAiCC,EAAeC,GAAc,GA

AGD,GAAgBC,EAAc9b,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,qCAAqC,GAAG9U,EAAwBzC,YAAY,CAAC2Z,aAAekC,EA

AetE,IAAM,2BAA2B,CAAC,IAAIP,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAAS4E,GAAoB3E,EAAOF,GAASA,EAAQE,OAAO,I

AAIA,EAAQ,OAAOA,EAAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,uBAAuB,OAAO,EAAE,SAASwE,KAASlY,KAAQ,SA

ASmY,GAA0BC,EAAKC,EAAOC,GAAQ,IAAI/oC,EAAKgpC,GAAiBF,EAAOC,GAAQ,OAAOpO,GAAWkO,G

AAMrU,MAAM,KAAKx0B,GAAM,SAASipC,GAAkDC,EAAeC,IAAY,SAASC,GAAuBpG,EAAKqG,EAAIC,G

AAS,GAAGtG,GAAM,GAAGA,EAAK3V,IAAmB/rB,SAAa,EAAL0hC,EAAU,OAAO,GAAG,GAAIpU,EAAgO,

CAAC,GAAGwU,QAAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoBsV,GAAM,IAAIqG,EAAK,OAAO,EAAE,IAAIE,EAAK9W,YAAY

8U,MAAUiC,EAAKD,EAAKD,EAAkG,IAA7ElG,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAEN,KAAc,CAAwB,

IAAvBuG,EAAK9W,YAAY8U,OAAciC,EAAyF,OAA1EpG,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAE,IAAU,

GAAsF,GAAa,GAAvFF,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAE,GAAmB,MAAqD,GAA/CkD,KAAkDpD,Q

AAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoBsV,GAAM,IAAIqG,EAAK,OAAO,EAAWjG,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAA

EN,GAAM,OAAO,EAAh1B,IAAI3S,EAAI+S,QAAQsG,KAAKhc,IAAoBsV,GAAM,EAAEqG,EAAIC,GAAS,G
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AAS,cAANjZ,EAAkB,OAAO,GAAG,GAAS,cAANA,EAAkB,OAAO,EAAE,GAAS,OAANA,EAAW,OAAO,EA

AE,KAAK,6CAA6CA,EAA+oB,SAASsZ,GAAuBC,EAAK1c,EAAI2c,GAAKpc,IAAmBqc,WAAWF,EAAK1c,E

AAIA,EAAI2c,GAAK,SAASE,KAAgC,OAAGjb,EAA2Bkb,EAAcC,OAAO3oC,OAAc4oC,UAA+B,oBAAE,SAA

S3B,GAAoC9sB,EAAM0uB,GAAgK,IAA1J,IAAIC,EAAYtV,UAAUxzB,OAAO,EAAM+yB,EAAME,KAAgB8V

,EAAsBD,EAAgBpqC,EAAKg0B,GAAiC,EAAtBqW,GAA6BjqC,EAAEJ,GAAM,EAAUyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAA

E2mC,EAAY3mC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI23B,EAAItG,UAAU,EAAErxB,GAAGqqB,IAAoB1tB,EAAEqD,GAAG23B,

EAAI,IAAI/K,EAAIia,GAA0C7uB,EAAM4uB,EAAsBrqC,EAAKmqC,GAA0B,OAApBvV,GAAaP,GAAchE,EA

A91GnC,EAA4B,oBAAEsZ,GAAqEtZ,EAAyB,iBAAE0Z,GAAmF1Z,EAAyB,iBAAE2Z,GAA0VvD,GAArBxV,

EAAyC,WAAW,IAAIxe,EAAE4e,QAAgB,SAAI,OAAY,IAAL5e,EAAE,GAAOA,EAAE,GAAG,KAAa+e,EAA4

C,WAAW,OAAOoD,YAAY8U,MAAMrZ,EAAsC,+BAA4B,oBAAVqc,QAA2CA,QAAiC,WAAW,OAAO9X,YA

AY8U,OAA+8E,IAAIiD,GAA+C,GAAOC,GAAsB,GAAG,SAASzB,GAAiBF,EAAO1S,GAAoC,IAAIZ,EAAW,I

AA9CiV,GAAsBnpC,OAAO,EAAS80B,IAAM,EAAQZ,EAAG/H,IAAmBqb,MAAU,CAAC,IAAI4B,EAAOlV,E

AAG,IAAOkV,GAAY,EAAJtU,GAAMA,IAAMqU,GAAsB5lC,KAAK6lC,EAAO5c,IAAoBsI,KAAO,GAAG1I,I

AAoB0I,MAAQA,EAAI,OAAOqU,GAAsB,SAASE,GAAsClvB,EAAM2uB,EAAYpqC,GAAMwqC,GAA+ClpC,

OAAO8oC,EAA0B,IAAd,IAAIhqC,EAAEJ,GAAM,EAAUyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE2mC,EAAY3mC,IAAK+mC

,GAA+C/mC,GAAGqqB,IAAoB1tB,EAAEqD,GAAoG,OAAhFgY,EAAM,EAAqDkf,IAAYlf,EAAM,GAA9Cmv

B,GAAqBnvB,IAAwC+Y,MAAM,KAAKgW,IAAgD,SAASK,KAA4B,OAAOpd,IAAmBnsB,OAAO,SAASwpC,

GAA0Bp/B,GAAM,IAAqG,OAAjG4hB,EAAWyd,KAAKr/B,EAAKxJ,EAAO+0B,WAAW,QAAQ,IAAI1J,GAA2

BD,EAAWprB,QAAe,EAAE,MAAM6jB,KAAK,SAASilB,GAAwBC,GAAe,IAAIC,EAAQL,KAA4B,GAAGI,GA

AeC,EAAS,OAAO,EAAM,IAAIC,EAAY,WAAW,GAAGF,EAAcE,EAAa,OAAO,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIC,EAAQ,EA

AEA,GAAS,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAkBH,GAAS,EAAE,GAAGE,GAA6N,GAApNC,EAAkBh

gC,KAAKigC,IAAID,EAAkBJ,EAAc,WAAsHH,GAA/Fz/B,KAAKigC,IAAIH,EAAYjV,GAAQ7qB,KAAKC,IA

AI2/B,EAAcI,GAAmB,SAA2E,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,EAAM,IAAIE,GAAS,CAACC,eAAe,EAAEC,wBAAwB,

WAAW,IAAI,IAAIhoC,EAAE8nC,GAASG,cAAcpqC,OAAO,EAAEmC,GAAG,IAAIA,EAAG8nC,GAASI,eAAe

loC,GAAG8nC,GAASG,cAAc,GAAGH,GAASK,cAAc,IAAIC,6BAA6B,WAAeN,GAASO,iCAAkFP,GAASO,gC

AA+B,IAAOF,cAAc,GAAGG,UAAU,SAASC,EAAeC,EAAWC,GAAU,SAASC,EAAuBC,EAAKC,GAAM,GAA

GD,EAAK9qC,QAAQ+qC,EAAK/qC,OAAO,OAAO,EAAM,IAAI,IAAImC,KAAK2oC,EAAM,GAAGA,EAAK3

oC,IAAI4oC,EAAK5oC,GAAG,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,EAAK,IAAI,IAAIA,KAAK8nC,GAASK,cAAc,CAAC,IA

AIU,EAAKf,GAASK,cAAcnoC,GAAG,GAAG6oC,EAAKN,gBAAgBA,GAAgBG,EAAuBG,EAAKJ,SAASA,GA

AW,OAAQX,GAASK,cAAc/mC,KAAK,CAACmnC,eAAeA,EAAeC,WAAWA,EAAWC,SAASA,IAAWX,GAAS

K,cAAcW,MAAK,SAAShqC,EAAEiqC,GAAG,OAAOjqC,EAAE0pC,WAAWO,EAAEP,eAAcQ,oBAAoB,SAAS

T,GAAgB,IAAI,IAAIvoC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE8nC,GAASK,cAActqC,SAASmC,EAAM8nC,GAASK,cAAcnoC,

GAAGuoC,gBAAgBA,IAAgBT,GAASK,cAAczzB,OAAO1U,EAAE,KAAKA,IAAKipC,+BAA+B,WAAW,OAA

OnB,GAASC,gBAAgBD,GAASoB,oBAAoBC,qBAAqBC,iBAAiB,WAAW,GAAItB,GAASmB,iCAAyC,IAAI,IA

AIjpC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE8nC,GAASK,cAActqC,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI6oC,EAAKf,GAASK,cAAcno

C,GAAG8nC,GAASK,cAAczzB,OAAO1U,EAAE,KAAKA,EAAE6oC,EAAKN,eAAexX,MAAM,KAAK8X,EAA

KJ,YAAYR,cAAc,GAAGoB,0BAA0B,SAAShG,EAAOiG,GAAiB,IAAI,IAAItpC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE8nC,GA

ASG,cAAcpqC,SAASmC,EAAM8nC,GAASG,cAAcjoC,GAAGqjC,QAAQA,GAAUiG,GAAiBA,GAAiBxB,GAA

SG,cAAcjoC,GAAGspC,iBAAkBxB,GAASI,eAAeloC,MAAQkoC,eAAe,SAASloC,GAAG,IAAIupC,EAAEzB,G

AASG,cAAcjoC,GAAGupC,EAAElG,OAAOmG,oBAAoBD,EAAED,gBAAgBC,EAAEE,kBAAkBF,EAAEG,YA

AY5B,GAASG,cAAcvzB,OAAO1U,EAAE,IAAI2pC,wBAAwB,SAASC,GAAc,IAAIC,EAAe,SAAwBC,KAASh

C,GAASC,eAAeD,GAASoB,oBAAoBU,EAAa9B,GAASsB,mBAAmBQ,EAAaG,YAAYD,GAAOhC,GAASsB,q

BAAqBtB,GAASC,gBAAgB,GAAG6B,EAAaI,aAAcJ,EAAaH,kBAAkBI,EAAeD,EAAavG,OAAO4G,iBAAiBL,

EAAaN,gBAAgBO,EAAeD,EAAaF,YAAY5B,GAASG,cAAc7mC,KAAKwoC,GAAc9B,GAASM,oCAAoC,IAAI

,IAAIpoC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE8nC,GAASG,cAAcpqC,SAASmC,EAAM8nC,GAASG,cAAcjoC,GAAGqjC,QA

AQuG,EAAavG,QAAQyE,GAASG,cAAcjoC,GAAGspC,iBAAiBM,EAAaN,iBAAiBxB,GAASI,eAAeloC,MAAS

kqC,+BAA+B,SAASpH,EAAaqH,EAAiBC,EAAYC,EAAUC,GAAU,IAAItG,EAASlT,KAAgByZ,EAAQha,GAA

W,IAAItG,IAAoBsgB,GAAS,GAAGH,EAAYngB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGF,EAAUpgB,IAAoBsgB,EA
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AQ,GAAG,GAAGD,EAASE,GAA4B,EAAE1H,EAAa,UAAUqH,EAAiBE,EAAUE,GAASpZ,GAAa6S,IAAWyG,

gCAAgC,SAAS3H,GAAc,OAAOA,GAAc,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAOvM,GAAQqM,oCA

AoC,QAAQ,OAAOE,IAAe4H,qBAAqB,SAASrH,GAAQ,OAAIA,EAAmBA,GAAQ9X,OAAa,UAAa8X,GAAQs

H,OAAa,UAAiBtH,GAAQA,EAAOuH,SAASvH,EAAOuH,SAAS,GAAtH,IAA0HC,kBAAkB,WAAW,OAAOthB

,SAASshB,mBAAmBthB,SAASuhB,0BAA0B,SAASC,GAAgBC,GAAU,IAAIntC,EAAO20B,EAAgBwY,GAAU,

EAAMC,EAAQhK,GAAQpjC,GAA8C,OAAtCyyB,EAAa0a,EAASC,EAAQptC,GAAeotC,EAAQ,SAASC,GAAy

DpI,EAAaqI,EAAaC,EAAMC,GAAQ,IAAIrH,EAASlT,KAAgByZ,EAAQha,GAAW,IAAQ+a,EAAgB,EAAKH,I

AAcG,EAAgBP,GAAgBI,IAAclhB,IAAoBsgB,GAAS,GAAGe,EAAgBrhB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGa,E

AAMnhB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGc,EAAOb,GAA4B,EAAE1H,EAAa,UAAU,EAAEwI,EAAgBf,GAAS

pZ,GAAa6S,GAAU,SAASuH,GAAsDzI,EAAaqI,EAAaC,EAAMC,GAAgEH,GAAyDpI,EAAjHqI,EAAaA,EAAa

na,EAAama,GAAc,GAAsFC,EAAMC,GAAQ,SAASG,GAAuBP,GAAS,OAAOA,EAAQ,EAAEja,EAAaia,GAAS

A,EAAQ,IAAIQ,GAAmB,CAAC,EAAoB,oBAAXliB,SAAuBA,SAAS,EAAkB,oBAATgC,OAAqBA,OAAO,GA

AG,SAASmgB,GAAgBrI,GAAkK,OAA1JA,EAAOmI,GAAuBnI,GAAuBoI,GAAmBpI,KAA4B,oBAAX9Z,SAA

uBA,SAASoiB,cAActI,QAAQ3Z,GAA6B,SAASkiB,GAAsBvI,GAAQ,OAAOqI,GAAgBrI,GAAQ,SAASwI,GAA

mDxI,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAQ,IAAIS,EAAOF,GAAsBvI,GAAQ,IAAIyI,EAAO,OAAO,EAA0I,GAArIA,EAA

OC,kBAAiB9hB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,iBAAiB,GAAGX,EAAMnhB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAG

V,IAAUS,EAAOE,iBAAkBF,EAAOG,4BAAsd,OAAGH,EAAOC,iBAAmFR,GAAjDthB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,gB

AAgB,GAAG,GAAsE1I,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAe,IAAc,EAAhoBS,EAAOE,kBAAgBF,EAAOA,EAAOE,iBAAg

B,IAAIE,GAAmB,EAAM,GAAGJ,EAAOK,aAAaL,EAAOK,YAAYC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAaP,EAAOK,Y

AAYC,MAAME,aAAa,MAAMJ,EAAqC,IAAlBG,EAAa,IAA0B,IAAlBA,EAAa,IAAQA,EAAa,KAAKP,EAAOV

,OAAOiB,EAAa,KAAKP,EAAOT,OAA4U,OAArUS,EAAOV,MAAMA,EAAMU,EAAOT,OAAOA,EAAUa,GA

AoBJ,EAAOK,YAAYC,MAAMG,SAAS,EAAE,EAAEnB,EAAMC,GAAiO,EAAE,SAASmB,GAAgDnJ,EAAO+

H,EAAMC,GAAQ,OAAGzf,EAA8BkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAEzB,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAeQ,GAAmDxI,EAAO

+H,EAAMC,GAAQ,SAASoB,GAAoCpJ,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAiD,OAA9BO,GAAsBvI,GAA0BwI,GAAmDxI,

EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAoBmB,GAAgDnJ,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAS,SAASqB,GAAsChH,IAAY,SAASiH,GAA4

BC,EAASC,IAAO,SAASC,GAAsCC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAID,EAAIE,aAAa,0BAA0B,GAAGD,EAAoX,OAA/WD,

EAAyB,oBAAE,SAAS/0B,EAAMk1B,GAASF,EAA8B,yBAAEh1B,EAAMk1B,IAAUH,EAAyB,oBAAE,SAAS/

xB,EAAKmyB,EAAM3N,EAAM4N,GAAWJ,EAA8B,yBAAEhyB,EAAKmyB,EAAM3N,EAAM4N,IAAYL,EAA

2B,sBAAE,SAAS/xB,EAAKwkB,EAAMrwB,EAAKgI,EAAQi2B,GAAWJ,EAAgC,2BAAEhyB,EAAKwkB,EAA

MrwB,EAAKgI,EAAQi2B,IAAmB,EAAG,SAASC,GAAuCN,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAID,EAAIE,aAAa,2BAA2B,GA

AGD,EAAqS,OAAhSD,EAAuB,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAOC,EAA0B,wBAAKD,EAAuB,kBAAE,SAASO,GAAKN,

EAA0B,qBAAEM,IAAMP,EAAqB,gBAAE,SAASO,GAAKN,EAAwB,mBAAEM,IAAMP,EAAmB,cAAE,SAAS

O,GAAK,OAAON,EAAsB,iBAAEM,IAAa,EAAG,SAASC,GAAkCR,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAID,EAAIE,aAAa,sBAA

sB,GAAGD,EAA0E,OAArED,EAAiB,YAAE,SAASS,EAAEC,GAAMT,EAAsB,iBAAEQ,EAAEC,IAAc,EAAG,S

AASC,GAAgCX,GAAK,SAASA,EAAIY,eAAeZ,EAAIE,aAAa,qBAAqB,IAAIW,GAAG,CAACC,QAAQ,EAAE

C,QAAQ,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,cAAc,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAG

C,KAAK,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,kBAAkB,GAAGC,gBAAgB,GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,gBAAg

B,EAAEC,YAAY,SAAqBC,GAAejB,GAAGkB,YAAWlB,GAAGkB,UAAUD,IAAYE,SAAS,SAASC,GAA4B,IA

ArB,IAAIpiB,EAAIghB,GAAGC,UAAkB7tC,EAAEgvC,EAAMnxC,OAAOmC,EAAE4sB,EAAI5sB,IAAKgvC,E

AAMhvC,GAAG,KAAK,OAAO4sB,GAAKqiB,UAAU,SAASC,EAAO1P,EAAMrP,EAAOtyB,GAAsB,IAAd,IA

AIsxC,EAAO,GAAWnvC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEw/B,IAAQx/B,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIqwB,EAAIxyB,EAAOosB,IA

AoBpsB,EAAS,EAAFmC,GAAK,IAAI,EAAEmvC,GAAQne,EAAa/G,IAAoBkG,EAAS,EAAFnwB,GAAK,GAA

GqwB,EAAI,OAAE3G,EAAU2G,GAAK,OAAO8e,GAAQC,cAAc,SAAStD,EAAOuD,GAAwB,IAAItC,EAAIjB,

EAAOwD,WAAW,QAAQD,GAAwB,OAAItC,EAAwBa,GAAG2B,gBAAgBxC,EAAIsC,GAApC,GAA2EE,gBA

AgB,SAASxC,EAAIsC,GAAwB,IAAIG,EAAOvO,GAAQ,GAAGhX,IAAoBulB,EAAO,GAAG,GAAG5N,KAAg

B,IAAI6N,EAAQ,CAACD,OAAOA,EAAOE,WAAWL,EAAuBM,QAAQN,EAAuBO,aAAaxD,MAAMW,GAAq

O,OAA7NA,EAAIjB,SAAOiB,EAAIjB,OAAOK,YAAYsD,GAAQ7B,GAAGU,SAASkB,GAAQC,GAAqE,oBAA

nDJ,EAAuBQ,2BAAyCR,EAAuBQ,4BAA2BjC,GAAGkC,eAAeL,GAAgBD,GAAQO,mBAAmB,SAASC,GAAw
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H,OAAzGpC,GAAGqC,eAAerC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAevlB,EAAOsiB,IAAIX,GAAMwB,GAAGqC,gBAAgBr

C,GAAGqC,eAAe7D,QAAc4D,IAAgB5D,KAAQkD,WAAW,SAASU,GAAe,OAAOpC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,IAAg

BE,cAAc,SAASF,GAAkBpC,GAAGqC,iBAAiBrC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,KAAepC,GAAGqC,eAAe,MAA0B,iBAAX

nI,IAAoBA,GAASuB,0BAA0BuE,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAe5D,MAAMN,QAAW8B,GAAGU,SAAS0B,IAAgBp

C,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAe5D,MAAMN,SAAO8B,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAe5D,MAAMN,OAAOK,iBAAYziB,G

AAUxN,GAAM0xB,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAeR,QAAQ5B,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAe,MAAMF,eAAe,SAASL,GA

A+C,GAAlCA,IAAQA,EAAQ7B,GAAGqC,iBAAkBR,EAAQU,mBAAX,CAAqCV,EAAQU,oBAAmB,EAAK,IA

AI/D,EAAMqD,EAAQrD,MAAMU,GAAsCV,GAAOiB,GAAuCjB,GAAOmB,GAAkCnB,GAAOA,EAAMgE,sB

AAsBhE,EAAMa,aAAa,4BAA4BS,GAAgCtB,IAAgBA,EAAMiE,0BAA0B,IAAQ7iC,SAAQ,SAASw/B,GAAQA,

EAAI7e,QAAQ,gBAAgB,GAAG6e,EAAI7e,QAAQ,SAAS,GAAGie,EAAMa,aAAaD,QAASsD,qBAAqB,SAASC,

GAA0O,IAAjO,IAAIt1B,EAAE2yB,GAAGG,SAASwC,GAAaC,EAAO5C,GAAGa,aAAa8B,GAAS,CAACpC,SA

AS,GAAGsC,iBAAiB,EAAEC,oBAAoB,EAAEC,2BAA2B,GAAOC,EAAOJ,EAAOrC,SAAa0C,EAAYzE,GAAM

0E,oBAAoB71B,EAAE,OAAejb,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE6wC,IAAc7wC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIqyB,EAAE+Z,GAAM

2E,iBAAiB91B,EAAEjb,GAAO6sC,EAAKxa,EAAEwa,KAAK2D,EAAOC,iBAAiB7oC,KAAKC,IAAI2oC,EAA

OC,iBAAiB5D,EAAKhvC,OAAO,GAAsB,KAAhBgvC,EAAK1oC,OAAO,KAAS0oC,EAAKA,EAAK1oC,MAA

M,EAAE0oC,EAAKxe,YAAY,OAAM,IAAI2iB,EAAI5E,GAAM6E,mBAAmBh2B,EAAE4xB,GAAM,GAAGmE,

EAAI,CAAC,IAAIxzC,EAAGowC,GAAGmB,SAASnB,GAAGO,UAAUyC,EAAO/D,GAAM,CAACxa,EAAEpq

B,KAAKzK,GAAIowC,GAAGO,SAAS3wC,GAAIwzC,EAAI,IAAI,IAAI1vC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE+wB,EAAEp

qB,OAAO3G,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIksC,EAAEX,EAAK,IAAIvrC,EAAE,IAAI0vC,EAAI5E,GAAM6E,mBAAmBh2

B,EAAEuyB,GAAGhwC,EAAGowC,GAAGmB,SAASnB,GAAGO,UAAUP,GAAGO,SAAS3wC,GAAIwzC,OA

AaE,GAAqC,CAAC,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAoB,SAASC,GAAoC9N,EAAOqM,GAAY,IAAIhzC,EAAEgzC,GAAY,

EAAM0B,EAAgBnnB,IAAoBvtB,KAAe20C,EAAkB,CAACp4B,QAAUgR,IAAoBvtB,KAAU2gB,QAAU4M,IA

AoBvtB,KAAU40C,UAAYrnB,IAAoBvtB,KAAU60C,YAActnB,IAAoBvtB,KAAW80C,qBAAuBvnB,IAAoBvtB,

KAAW+0C,wBAA0BxnB,IAAoBvtB,KAAW00C,gBAAkBF,GAAqCE,GAAiBM,+BAAiCznB,IAAoBvtB,KAA

WkzC,aAAa3lB,IAAoBvtB,KAAWi1C,aAAa1nB,IAAoBvtB,KAAWmzC,0BAA0B5lB,IAAoBvtB,MAAWk1C,o

BAAoB3nB,IAAoBvtB,MAAWm1C,yBAAyB5nB,IAAoBvtB,MAAWo1C,6BAA6B7nB,IAAoBvtB,OAAgBovC,

EAAOF,GAAsBvI,GAAQ,OAAIyI,EAAoBuF,EAAkBO,oBAA4B,EAAoBhE,GAAGwB,cAActD,EAAOuF,GAA/

F,EAAuI,SAASU,GAAiCC,EAAGC,GAAI,OAAOd,GAAoCa,EAAGC,GAAI,IAA4sQ7F,GAAxsQ8F,GAAS,CA

ACC,SAAS,GAAGrE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,IAAIsE,UAAU,SAASC,EAAOC,GAAM,IAAI7zC,EAAOyz

C,GAASpE,QAAQuE,GAAkB,IAAPC,GAAiB,KAAPA,IAAqB,IAATD,EAAWl0C,EAAIixB,GAAKkC,EAAkB7

yB,EAAO,IAAIA,EAAOZ,OAAO,GAAOY,EAAO2C,KAAKkxC,IAAQ/H,aAAQ7gB,EAAUpsB,IAAI,WAAkF,O

AAvE40C,GAAS3H,SAAS,EAAUtgB,IAAoBioB,GAAS3H,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAegI,OAAO,SAASvgB,GAA+B,O

AAlBhB,EAAagB,IAAiBwgB,MAAM,SAASC,EAAIC,GAAM,OAAOD,IAAM,SAASE,GAAUC,GAAI,OAAGhn

B,EAA8BkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE8N,GAAW,EAAE,SAASC,GAASD,EAAGE,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAOC,GAA

W,GAAGrnB,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE8N,EAAGE,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAOC,GAAW,SAASC,G

AAUN,EAAGO,EAAIC,EAAOC,GAAM,GAAGznB,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE8N,EAAGO,EAAI

C,EAAOC,GAAgB,IAAV,IAAIjN,EAAI,EAAUpmC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEozC,EAAOpzC,IAAI,CAAqF,IAApF,

IAAIgyB,EAAI/H,IAAoBkpB,EAAM,EAAFnzC,GAAK,GAAOqwB,EAAIpG,IAAoBkpB,GAAO,EAAFnzC,EAA

I,IAAI,GAAWsB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE+uB,EAAI/uB,IAAK4wC,GAASE,UAAUQ,EAAG5oB,IAAmBgI,EAAI1

wB,IAAI8kC,GAAK/V,EAAqC,OAAjCpG,IAAoBopB,GAAM,GAAGjN,EAAW,EAAE,SAASkN,GAAqBC,GAA

S,IAAIC,EAAQjd,GAAQiL,mBAAmBG,MAAS4R,GAAQC,IAAU,SAASC,GAAsBD,EAAQ7b,GAAKpB,GAAQ

iL,mBAAmBpgC,MAAK,WAAW8xB,GAAU51B,IAAIk2C,EAAdtgB,CAAuByE,MAAO,SAASqL,GAAY0Q,GA

Ac,GAAG9nB,EAAuB,KAAK,sFAAsF,IAAIyU,EAAO9J,GAAQoN,eAAe,QAAoBja,IAAjB2W,EAAOF,QAAoB,

KAAK,kBAAkB,IAAIuT,EAAaxT,YAAY,KAAK,kCAAkC3J,GAAQiK,eAAep/B,KAAKi/B,GAAqC,IAA7B,IAA

Ic,EAAUF,GAAQ,KAAejhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,MAAMA,EAAGiqB,IAAoBkX,EAAY,EAAFnhC,GAAK,GA

AG,EAAE,IAAI2zC,EAAUD,EAAarR,UAAUqR,EAAaE,UAAczT,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASsT,EAAaxT,aAAa,C

AACG,OAAOA,EAAOgC,UAAUqR,EAAarR,UAAUuR,UAAUF,EAAaE,UAAUxR,kBAAkBsR,EAAatR,kBAAk

BD,iBAAiBuR,EAAaxT,aAAiB2T,EAAI1T,EAAQgC,kBAAkB,EAAExC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAA
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YH,EAAaI,UAAUnU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAa1S,GAAWxB,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KA

AY1T,EAAQgC,kBAAkBxC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAYH,EAAaE,WAAWjU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,I

AAoB0pB,KAAYF,GAAWhU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAaH,EAAaE,WAAWjU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,

IAAoB0pB,KAAeF,GAAWhU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAgBH,EAAaI,UAAU,IAAkDC,EAAlCC,KA

A4D,GAAGrU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAaE,GAAe1T,EAAOF,QAAQA,EAAQ,IAAI8T,EAAI,CAA

CvT,IAAM,MAAMwT,cAAgBR,EAAaS,aAAaxc,IAAM+b,EAAa/b,IAAIwK,iBAAmBuR,EAAaxT,YAAYmC,U

AAYqR,EAAarR,UAAUuR,UAAYF,EAAaE,WAAWvT,EAAO6C,WAAW,WAAW+Q,EAAIG,KAAKplB,YAA

Y8U,MAAMzD,EAAOlX,YAAY8qB,EAAIP,EAAaW,eAAkBhU,EAAO4C,SAAQ5C,EAAO6C,oBAAoB7C,EA

AO6C,YAAY,SAASoR,GAAgBpU,EAAYqU,EAAKL,EAAcvc,GAAK,GAA8B,oBAApBvO,kBAA4H,OAA3Fg

G,EAAI,uFAA8F,EAAE,IAAI8Q,EAAsE,OAAzD9Q,EAAI,qDAA4D,GAAG,IAAIilB,EAAa,GAAe,GAAGzoB,G

AA+C,IAAtByoB,EAAax2C,OAAoB,OAAO22C,GAAsC,UAAUtU,EAAYqU,EAAKL,EAAcvc,GAA2B,IAAIic,

EAAU,EAAMvR,EAAU,EAAMyR,EAAS,EAAKS,IAAa,GAAPA,GAAUX,EAAU3pB,IAAoBsqB,GAAM,GAA

GX,GAAW,MAAMvR,EAAUpY,IAAoBsqB,EAAK,GAAG,GAAGT,EAA2C,IAAlC7pB,IAAoBsqB,EAAK,IAAI

,IAAYX,EAAU,QAAQ,IAAIxR,EAA6B,GAAXC,EAAgBD,EAAmBC,EAAUoS,GAAU,GAAGb,GAAqCxtC,GA

ArBi8B,GAAWuR,GAA2B,GAAqC,IAAlC,IAAIzR,EAAiBlB,GAAQ,KAAajhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,KAASA,

EAAEmqB,KAAqBgY,GAAkB,GAAGniC,GAAG,EAAEiqB,IAAoBiW,GAAa,GAAGiC,EAAiBlY,IAAoBkY,EA

AiB,IAAI,GAAGA,EAAiB,IAAIjB,EAAQiB,EAAiB,IAAIlY,IAAoBiX,GAAS,GAAGA,EAAQ,IAAIwS,EAAa,C

AACrR,UAAUA,EAAUuR,UAAUA,EAAUxR,kBAAkBA,EAAkB0R,SAASA,EAASK,aAAaD,EAAchU,YAAYi

C,EAAiBxK,IAAIA,EAAI0c,aAAaA,GAA8I,OAA7HzoB,GAAwB8nB,EAAahT,IAAI,cAAcvX,YAAYuqB,EAAa

W,IAAmBrR,GAAY0Q,GAAqB,EAAE,SAASgB,KAA0B,GAAI9oB,EAAJ,CAAkC,IAAIoV,EAAGY,KAAgB,G

AAIZ,IAA6BrB,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,IAAgG,GAAvDrB,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB6W,E

AAG,GAAG,GAAkB,KAAK,aAAY,SAAS2T,KAAwCtpB,GAA8BD,GAA6BiE,EAAS,4IAA4I,SAASulB,GAA6

B/R,EAAO5X,EAAO4pB,GAAO,IAAIhS,EAAgE,OAAxDzT,EAAI,oDAA2DwI,GAAYG,MAAM,GAAGnM,GA

AwBgW,MAAiBiB,EAAmE,OAA3DzT,EAAI,WAAWyT,EAAO,qCAA4CjL,GAAY8C,QAAa,IAAI9O,GAAwBk

pB,MAAsCjS,EAAuE,OAA/DzT,EAAI,eAAeyT,EAAO,qCAA4CjL,GAAY8C,QAAmD,GAAlCzQ,IAAoB4Y,EA

AO,IAAI,KAAaA,EAA+H,OAAvHzT,EAAI,oCAAoCyT,EAAO,wEAA+EjL,GAAYG,MAAkE,GAA/C4H,QAA

QC,KAAKzV,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,IAAI,GAAwF,OAAxEzT,EAAI,4BAA4ByT,EAAO,iCAAwCjL,GAAYuB,OAAs

D,IAA5C0b,GAAOF,OAA4C,CAAC,IAAII,EAAapV,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,GAAG,GAAG,GAAi

B,GAAdkS,EAAgB,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAerV,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,GAAG,GAAwN,OAAlN5X,IA

AOhB,IAAoBgB,GAAQ,GAAG+pB,GAAerV,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,IAAI,EAAE,GAAOjX,EA

AkDzC,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,gBAAgBmC,OAASA,IAAvElC,GAAckC,GAAyE,EAAE,IAAIgS,EAAO,OAAO

jd,GAAYiB,MAAM6b,KAA8B9oB,GAAuBmX,KAA+C4C,GAAuB9C,EAAO,EAAEkS,EAAanpB,EAAuB,IAAI,

IAAI,SAASqpB,GAAcpS,EAAO5X,GAAQ,OAAO2pB,GAA6B/R,EAAO5X,GAAO,GAAM,SAASiqB,GAASrI,G

AAM,GAAGjhB,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE+H,GAAM,OAAOA,GAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,M

AAM,KAAK,GAA8B,OAAOnF,OAAkB,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KA

AK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAA

I,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,I

AAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAA

K,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAA

G,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,G

AAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAA

I,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,

KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,K

AAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,IA

AI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAA

G,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,G

AAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,

KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,KAAK,GAAG,KAA
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K,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,KA

AK,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,O

AAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,

GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,

KAAK,GAAI,MAAsB,iBAAZjB,WAA4BA,UAA+B,qBAAY,EAAgB,OAAb9B,GAAS,KAAW,EAAM/Y,GAAu

B2K,GAAQuK,sBAAgC,IAA44fqU,GAAx4fhO,GAAqB,CAAC,KAAKtC,GAAQ2H,GAAgDmG,GAAUE,GAAS

K,GAAUgC,IAAcjf,GAAc,CAAC3T,EAAI+hB,GAAe+Q,EAAI7Q,GAAazlC,EAAIimC,GAAiCpoC,EAAIuoC,G

AAO6D,EAAI5D,GAA0B7jC,EAAIkkC,GAAkD7C,EAAIgD,GAAuB0P,EAAI/V,GAAuB/R,EAAIsT,GAAoB5lB

,EAAIirB,GAAuBoP,EAAIhP,GAA8BjU,EAAI6U,GAAsCqO,EAAIhO,GAAwBxnC,EAAI0sC,GAAoCzsC,EAAI

0sC,GAAsCvoB,EAAIwoB,GAA4BlW,EAAIsb,GAAiCyD,EAAI7C,GAAUnF,EAAIqF,GAAS4C,EAAIvC,GAA

UwC,EAAIje,GAAe/6B,EAAImtB,GAAYY,EAAmB,WAAEkrB,EAAIrC,GAAqBzoC,EAAI4oC,GAAsBlK,EAAI

+K,GAAgBsB,EAAIX,GAAcpoC,EAAIqoC,IAAmC3gB,IAAjBwB,KAAoCtL,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAAO8

J,GAAmB9J,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAA6sV4P,IAAvrVxW,EAAc,MAAE,

WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,

OAAgCA,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OA

A0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAiC5G,EAAyB,iBAAE,WAAW,OAAwB

A,EAAyB,iBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAA

sB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAA

EA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,

IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB

5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAA

iB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAA

E,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAA

W,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAo

BA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EA

AgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,

qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,

EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAA

K,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,M

AAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAAuC5G,EAA+B,uBAAE,WAAW,OAA8BA,EAA+B,uBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAu

B5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,

KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,W

AAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OA

AcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EA

AkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,

gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAE

A,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsC5G,EAA8B,sBAAE,WAAW,OAA6BA,EAA8B,sBAAEA,EA

AY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAA

M,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KA
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AKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5

G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,E

AAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA4B5G,EAAoB,YA

AE,WAAW,OAAmBA,EAAoB,YAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WA

AW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAg

BA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAA

iB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,

EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAA

M,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAG

sG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM

,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,

YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

qC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5

G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,E

AAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,

QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,W

AAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAA

YA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,O

AAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EA

AY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAA

M,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KA

AKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAk

C5G,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAyBA,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,

EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAA

E,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAA

W,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,O

AAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,

EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KA

AEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EA

AY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,I

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,M

AAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YA

AqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EA

Aa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,

WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,O

AAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAA

c,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,

EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IA

AM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAOwW,GAAQxW,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAA

M,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBnV,GAAMuO,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAOvO,GAAMuO,EAAc,MAAEA,
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EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBuT,GAAkBna,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAOma,GAAkBna,E

AA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgB2iB,GAA4BvpB,EAAoC,4BAAE,WAAW,OA

AOupB,GAA4BvpB,EAAoC,4BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBuQ,GAAcnX,EAAsB,c

AAE,WAAW,OAAOmX,GAAcnX,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBwQ,GAAy

BpX,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAOoX,GAAyBpX,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,

YAAgB0R,GAA6CtY,EAAqD,6CAAE,WAAW,OAAOsY,GAA6CtY,EAAqD,6CAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsSiQ,IAAtO7W,EAAwD,gDAAE,WAAW,OAAuDA,EAAwD,gDAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA4D5G,EAAoD,4CAAE,WAAW,OAAO6W,GAA4C7W,EAAoD,4CAAEA,EAAY,I

AAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgByjB,GAAmCrqB,EAA2C,mCAAE,WAAW,OAAOqqB,GAAmCrqB,EA

A2C,mCAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBmG,GAAmC/M,EAA2C,mCAAE,WAAW,OA

AO+M,GAAmC/M,EAA2C,mCAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBmjB,GAAsC/pB,EAA8

C,sCAAE,WAAW,OAAO+pB,GAAsC/pB,EAA8C,sCAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBw

V,GAA0Cpc,EAAkD,0CAAE,WAAW,OAAOoc,GAA0Cpc,EAAkD,0CAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAAgBmZ,GAA4B/f,EAAoC,4BAAE,WAAW,OAAO+f,GAA4B/f,EAAoC,4BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0LgQ,IAArJ5W,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM

,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAO4W,GAAyB5W,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,

IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBP,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAOqG,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAA

EA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBF,GAAa1G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAO0G,GAAa1G,EA

AqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBd,GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAO8F,

GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgB6S,GAA6BzZ,EAAqC,6BAAE,W

AAW,OAAOyZ,GAA6BzZ,EAAqC,6BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBojB,GAAUhqB,

EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAOgqB,GAAUhqB,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

gBkR,GAA6C9X,EAAqD,6CAAE,MAAUoV,GAA+BpV,EAAuC,+BAAE,MAA8J,SAASsC,GAAW9B,GAAQ4q

B,KAAKhJ,KAAK,aAAagJ,KAAKtS,QAAQ,gCAAgCtY,EAAO,IAAI4qB,KAAK5qB,OAAOA,EAAqH,SAAS6q

B,GAAIv5C,GAA4B,KAAGi4B,GAAgB,GAAnB,CAA6B,GAAG5I,EAAgG,OAAxErB,EAAoBE,GAAQwJ,UAA

c9K,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,WAAkB7M,KAAYW,GAAgB,IAA2O/J,EAAkB,WAAGA,EAAkB,UAAE,cAAc8M

,YAAW,WAAWA,YAAW,WAAW9M,EAAkB,UAAE,MAAK,GAAGsrB,MAAS,IAAQA,KAAjX,SAASA,IAA

WZ,KAAiBA,IAAU,EAAK1qB,EAAkB,WAAE,EAAQiF,IAAauE,KAAcC,KAAU3J,EAAoBE,GAAWA,EAA6B,

sBAAEA,EAA6B,uBAAI0J,QAAwL,SAASiP,GAAKnY,EAAO+qB,GAAU,IAAGA,IAAUvmB,GAAwB,IAATxE

,EAA5B,CAA+C,IAAI+qB,GAAapqB,EAA+E,MAAvDzC,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,cAAcuV,WAAahrB,IAAe,IA

AI8B,GAAW9B,GAAkBwE,IAAqB8G,GAAQ2L,sBAAyDzX,EAAe,QAAEA,EAAe,OAAEQ,GAAQyE,GAAM,

GAAK1E,EAAMC,EAAO,IAAI8B,GAAW9B,KAAS,GAA32CR,EAAc,MAAEpuB,EAAMouB,EAAgB,QAAE8L

,GAAQ9L,EAAgB,QAAE8L,GAAQ9L,EAAmB,WAAEZ,EAAWY,EAAmB,WAAEsC,GAAuJ0H,GAAsB,SAAS

yhB,IAAgBf,IAAUW,KAAUX,KAAU1gB,GAAsByhB,IAA2lBzrB,EAAY,IAAEqrB,GAA4YrrB,EAAgB,QAAiF,

IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAE5sB,OAAO,GAAG

4sB,EAAgB,QAAEkX,KAAlBlX,GAG5ymE,OAH00mEmB,IAAwB6D,GAAc,EAAM8G,GAAQgL,cAAauU,KA

Gp4mExsB,EAA8B6sB,QAKrC/f,UAAiB9M,8BCfnB,IACMD,EADF+sB,GACE/sB,EAAiC,oBAAbE,UAA4BA,S

AASC,cAAgBD,SAASC,cAAcC,SAAMC,EAChF,oBAAfC,aAA4BN,EAAaA,GAAcM,qBAE3DysB,GAGT,IAA2

E7rB,EAAoBC,EAA3FC,EAAkC,oBAFpC2rB,EAAoBA,GAAqB,IAEOA,EAAkB,GAA8C3rB,EAAc,MAAE,IAA

IC,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQL,EAAoBI,EAAQH,EAAmBI,KAAS,IAA2BC,EAAvBC,EAAgB,GAAW,IAAI

D,KAAOJ,EAAWA,EAAOM,eAAeF,KAAMC,EAAgBD,GAAKJ,EAAOI,IAAM,IAAyGM,GAAmB,EAAUC,GA

AsB,EAAUC,GAAoB,EAAUC,GAAqB,EAAMH,EAAmC,iBAATI,OAAkBH,EAA6C,mBAAhBI,cAA2BH,EAA

qC,iBAAVI,SAA8C,iBAAnBA,QAAQC,UAAoD,iBAAxBD,QAAQC,SAASC,KAAgBL,GAAsBH,IAAqBE,IAAs

BD,EAAsB,IAA4JS,EAAMC,EAAUC,EAA8BC,EAAWC,EAAjNC,EAAgB,GAAG,SAASC,EAAWC,GAAM,O

AAG3B,EAAmB,WAAUA,EAAmB,WAAE2B,EAAKF,GAAwBA,EAAgBE,EAA8Ef,GAA+Ca,EAAvBd,EAAu

CkB,EAAgBC,QAAQL,GAAiB,IAAyBM,UAAU,IAAIX,EAAM,SAAoBY,EAASC,GAAuH,OAA3GV,IAAOA,E

AAOW,GAAkBV,IAASA,EAASK,GAAgBG,EAASR,EAAoB,UAAEQ,GAAiBT,EAAqB,aAAES,EAASC,EAAO

,KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAAoBU,GAAU,IAAIG,EAAIf,EAAMY,GAAS,GAAiE,OAAvDG,EAAInuB,SAAQmu
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B,EAAI,IAAIruB,WAAWquB,IAAKxmB,EAAOwmB,EAAInuB,QAAemuB,GAAQnB,QAAc,KAAE5tB,OAAO,

GAAe4tB,QAAc,KAAE,GAAGoB,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAgBpB,QAAc,KAAEtnB,MAAM,GAAGsnB,QAAY,GAA

E,qBAAoB,SAASqB,GAAI,KAAKA,aAAcC,IAAa,MAAMD,KAAMrB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAqBuB,IAAuDvC,EA

AgB,QAAE,WAAW,MAAM,+BAAsCa,GAAsC,oBAANgC,OAAmBzB,EAAM,SAAoB0B,GAAG,OAAOD,KAA

KC,KAAIxB,EAAW,SAAoBwB,GAAG,IAAIC,EAAK,MAAuB,mBAAbC,WAAgC,IAAIlvB,WAAWkvB,WAA

WF,KAA0BnnB,EAAqB,iBAA3ConB,EAAKF,KAAKC,EAAE,YAAgDC,IAA4B,oBAAZE,YAAoCA,WAA2J,o

BAARE,QAAyC,oBAAVV,UAAsBA,QAAQ,IAAGA,QAAQW,IAAID,MAAMV,QAAQY,KAAKZ,QAAQC,MA

AwB,oBAAXY,SAAuBA,SAASH,SAAezC,GAAoBC,KAA0BA,EAAuBc,EAAgB8B,KAAKC,SAASC,KAA+B,o

BAAX3E,UAAwBA,SAASC,gBAAe0C,EAAgB3C,SAASC,cAAcC,KAAOJ,IAAY6C,EAAgB7C,GAAoD6C,EA

AH,IAAnCA,EAAgBiC,QAAQ,SAA8BjC,EAAgBkC,OAAO,EAAElC,EAAgBmC,YAAY,KAAK,GAAwB,GAAI

xC,EAAM,SAASyC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAwD,OAAzCD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EA

AIG,KAAK,MAAaH,EAAII,cAAiBvD,IAAuBW,EAAW,SAASuC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAuF,OAAxED

,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAa,IAAInwB,WAAWgwB,E

AAIM,YAAW/C,EAAU,SAASwC,EAAIQ,EAAOC,GAAS,IAAIR,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAeD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH

,GAAI,GAAMC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIO,OAAO,WAA0B,KAAZP,EAAItD,QAAyB,GAAZsD,EAAItD,QA

AWsD,EAAIM,SAAUC,EAAOP,EAAIM,UAAiBE,KAAWR,EAAIQ,QAAQA,EAAQR,EAAIG,KAAK,QAAkE,I

AAiYQ,EAAkMrF,EAA/jB1rB,EAAIssB,EAAc,OAAGyC,QAAQW,IAAIsB,KAAKjC,SAAakC,EAAI3E,EAAiB,

UAAGyC,QAAQY,KAAKqB,KAAKjC,SAAS,IAAIrC,KAAOC,EAAoBA,EAAgBC,eAAeF,KAAMJ,EAAOI,GA

AKC,EAAgBD,IAAMC,EAAgB,KAAQL,EAAkB,WAAaA,EAAkB,UAAKA,EAAoB,aAAcA,EAAoB,YAAKA,E

AAa,MAAQA,EAAa,KAAoBA,EAAmB,aAAEyE,EAAWzE,EAAmB,YAAoBA,EAAsB,cAAgC,iBAAd1B,aAAw

BiE,GAAM,mCAAkD,IAAI0C,GAAM,EAAqB,SAAStpB,EAAOic,EAAUiN,GAAUjN,GAAW2K,GAAM,qBAA

qBsC,GAAO,SAASK,EAASC,GAAO,IAAIC,EAAKpF,EAAO,IAAImF,GAAuF,OAAhFxpB,EAAOypB,EAAK,g

CAAgCD,EAAM,8BAAqCC,EAAK,SAASC,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASzzB,EAAK0zB,GAAM,IAAIC,E

AAI,CAACC,OAAS,SAASC,GAAK,IAAIxD,EAAI,EAAE,GAAGwD,MAAAA,GAAmC,IAANA,EAAQ,CAAC,I

AAIC,EAAoB,GAAfD,EAAIvyB,QAAQ,GAAyByyB,EAAaF,EAAjCxD,EAAI2D,GAAWF,GAA0BA,GAAK,OA

AOzD,GAAK4D,MAAQ,SAASC,GAAK,IAAI7D,EAAI2D,GAAWE,EAAI5yB,QAAoC,OAA5B6yB,EAAmBD,E

AAI7D,GAAYA,IAAsJiD,EAAKF,EAASC,GAAWe,EAAM,GAAOC,EAAM,EAAE,GAAGr0B,EAAM,IAAI,IA

AIyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEzD,EAAKsB,OAAOmC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI6wB,EAAUX,EAAIF,EAAShwB,IAAO6

wB,GAAsB,IAARD,IAAUA,EAAME,MAAYH,EAAM3wB,GAAG6wB,EAAUt0B,EAAKyD,KAAS2wB,EAAM

3wB,GAAGzD,EAAKyD,GAAK,IAAI4sB,EAAIiD,EAAKkB,MAAM,KAAKJ,GAAoE,OAA7D/D,EAArY,SAA4

BA,GAAK,MAAgB,WAAbmD,EAA6BiB,EAAapE,GAAqB,YAAbmD,EAA8BkB,QAAQrE,GAAYA,EAAiQsE,

CAAmBtE,GAAgB,IAARgE,GAAUO,GAAaP,GAAchE,EAAI,SAASvwB,EAAMuzB,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASC

,GAA4B,IAAImB,GAA1BpB,EAASA,GAAU,IAA4BlwB,OAAM,SAASqP,GAAM,MAAc,WAAPA,KAAuD,MA

AT,WAAb4gB,GAAqCqB,IAAcnB,EAAaN,EAASC,GAAc,WAAW,OAAOE,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASq

B,YAAiB,IAAgzD5yB,EAAOsrB,EAAMlO,EAAsBqO,EAA/0DmsB,EAAiC,oBAAdC,YAA0B,IAAIA,YAAY,aA

AQ5sB,EAAU,SAAS4H,EAAkBC,EAAKtoB,EAAIuoB,GAA6D,IAA7C,IAAIC,EAAOxoB,EAAIuoB,EAAmB+k

B,EAAOttC,EAAUsoB,EAAKglB,MAAWA,GAAQ9kB,MAAU8kB,EAAO,GAAGA,EAAOttC,EAAI,IAAIsoB,E

AAK9oB,UAAU4tC,EAAa,OAAOA,EAAYG,OAAOjlB,EAAK9oB,SAASQ,EAAIstC,IAAyB,IAAX,IAAInmB,E

AAI,GAASnnB,EAAIstC,GAAO,CAAC,IAAI7kB,EAAGH,EAAKtoB,KAAO,GAAQ,IAAHyoB,EAAL,CAAoD,I

AAIC,EAAe,GAAZJ,EAAKtoB,KAAU,GAAa,MAAN,IAAHyoB,GAAJ,CAAmE,IAAIE,EAAe,GAAZL,EAAKto

B,KAAmG,IAAvEyoB,EAAL,MAAN,IAAHA,IAAqB,GAAHA,IAAQ,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAEC,GAAe,EAAHF,IA

AO,GAAGC,GAAI,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAc,GAAZL,EAAKtoB,MAAgB,MAAOmnB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,O

AAQ,CAAC,IAAIK,EAAGL,EAAG,MAAMtB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAa,MAAMC,GAAI,GAAG,MAAS,KAAH

A,SAA3Q3B,GAAKyB,OAAOC,cAAiB,GAAHJ,IAAQ,EAAEC,QAAlHvB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,GAA2U,O

AAOtB,EAAI,SAASY,EAAagB,EAAIR,GAAgB,OAAOQ,EAAIV,EAAkBzV,EAAOmW,EAAIR,GAAgB,GAAG

,SAASS,EAAkB7B,EAAImB,EAAKW,EAAOC,GAAiB,KAAKA,EAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,EAA0D,IAAxD,IAAIC,

EAASF,EAAWT,EAAOS,EAAOC,EAAgB,EAAUnyB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEowB,EAAIvyB,SAASmC,EAAE,C

AAC,IAAIqyB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAAWtyB,GAAoF,GAA9EqyB,GAAG,OAAOA,GAAG,QAAkCA,EAAE,QA
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AU,KAAFA,IAAS,IAAO,KAA9CjC,EAAIkC,aAAatyB,IAAqCqyB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAGH,GAAQT,EAA

O,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAUG,OAAO,GAAGA,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF

,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAEd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,OAAU,GAAGA,GAAG,MAAM,CAA

C,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,G

AAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,MAAS,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,

EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAI

G,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,GAAqB,OAAfd,EAAKW,GAAQ,EAASA,EAAOE,E

AAS,SAAS9B,EAAaF,EAAImC,EAAOJ,GAAiB,OAAOF,EAAkB7B,EAAIvU,EAAO0W,EAAOJ,GAAiB,SAAS

zB,EAAmBF,EAAM/xB,GAAQsrB,EAAMnpB,IAAI4vB,EAAM/xB,GAAQ,SAASg0B,EAAQ3zB,EAAE4zB,GA

AkD,OAArC5zB,EAAE4zB,EAAS,IAAG5zB,GAAG4zB,EAAS5zB,EAAE4zB,GAAgB5zB,EAAwE,SAASgrB,E

AA2B6I,GAAKl0B,EAAOk0B,EAAIlI,EAAc,MAAEV,EAAM,IAAI6I,UAAUD,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAS,IAAIoI,W

AAWF,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAEP,EAAO,IAAI1rB,WAAWm0B,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAE5O,EAAO,IAAItd,WAAWo

0B,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIqI,YAAYH,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIsI,YAAYJ,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,I

AAIuI,aAAaL,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIwI,aAAaN,GAAwBlI,EAAuB,eAA1C,IAA0DyI,EAAcO,EAAa,GAA

OC,EAAW,GAAOC,EAAW,GAAOC,EAAc,GAAyF,SAASC,IAAS,GAAGpJ,EAAe,OAA8E,IAA/C,mBAAlBA,E

AAe,SAAcA,EAAe,OAAE,CAACA,EAAe,SAASA,EAAe,OAAE5sB,QAAQi2B,EAAYrJ,EAAe,OAAEsJ,SAAU

C,GAAqBP,GAAc,SAASQ,IAAsCD,GAAqBN,GAAY,SAASQ,IAAUF,GAAqBL,GAAY,SAASQ,IAAU,GAAG1

J,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAE5

sB,QAAQu2B,EAAa3J,EAAgB,QAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBJ,GAAe,SAASE,EAAYO,GAAIZ,EAAaa,QAAQD,GA

AI,SAASD,EAAaC,GAAIT,EAAcU,QAAQD,GAA9tBX,EAAWtyB,KAAK,CAACyuB,KAAK,WAAW0E,QAAis

B,IAAIC,EAAgB,EAAoCC,EAAsB,KAAK,SAASC,GAAiBl3B,GAAIg3B,IAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,u

BAAE+J,GAAkB,SAASG,GAAoBn3B,GAA6G,GAAzGg3B,IAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,GA

AqC,GAAjBA,GAAqHC,EAAsB,CAAC,IAAIG,EAASH,EAAsBA,EAAsB,KAAKG,KAAuE,SAAS5H,GAAM6H

,GAASpK,EAAgB,SAAGA,EAAgB,QAAEoK,GAAezF,EAATyF,GAAM,IAAanF,GAAM,EAAkBmF,EAAK,SA

ASA,EAAK,+CAA+C,IAAIvS,EAAE,IAAIyG,YAAY+L,aAAaD,GAA4B,MAAtBrK,EAAmBlI,GAASA,EAAE,S

AASyS,GAAU3E,EAAI4E,GAAQ,OAAOnD,OAAOoD,UAAUC,WAAW9E,EAAI8E,WAAWF,GAA8B,IAAtB5

E,EAAIjC,QAAQ6G,GAAtZvK,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAAGA,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAA2W,IAAI0K,GAAc,wCAAwC,

SAASC,GAAU3I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,EAAS0I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAc,UAAU,SAASC,GAAU7I,GAAU,OAAO

sI,GAAUtI,EAAS4I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAe,yBAAkG,SAASC,GAAUC,GAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,GAAMF,IAAgBrG,E

AAY,OAAO,IAAI3wB,WAAW2wB,GAAY,GAAGnD,EAAY,OAAOA,EAAW0J,GAAW,KAAK,kDAAmD,MA

AMrG,GAAKpC,GAAMoC,IAAM,SAASsG,KAAmB,IAAIxG,IAAa/D,GAAoBC,GAAuB,CAAC,GAAkB,mBAA

RuK,QAAqBL,GAAUC,IAAiB,OAAOI,MAAMJ,GAAe,CAACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAU,IA

AIA,EAAa,GAAG,KAAK,uCAAuC0G,GAAe,IAAI,OAAO1G,EAAsB,iBAAMiH,OAAM,WAAW,OAAON,GAA

UD,OAAuB,GAAGzJ,EAAW,OAAO,IAAIpB,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQkB,EAAUyJ,IAAe,SAAS1G,GAA

UlE,EAAQ,IAAIpsB,WAAWswB,MAAYjE,MAAY,OAAOF,QAAQC,UAAUkL,MAAK,WAAW,OAAOL,GAA

UD,OAAkB,SAASQ,KAAa,IAAIC,EAAK,CAACt5B,EAAIu5B,IAAe,SAASC,EAAgBC,EAASC,GAAQ,IAAIC,

EAAQF,EAASE,QAAQ5L,EAAY,IAAE4L,EAAsCvM,GAA9BD,EAAWY,EAAY,IAAK,GAAwChsB,QAAQy0B

,EAAUzI,EAAY,IAAK,EAAEkK,KAA6E,SAASgC,EAA0BC,GAAQV,EAAgBU,EAAiB,UAAG,SAASC,EAAuB

C,GAAU,OAAOpB,KAAmBG,MAAK,SAASnJ,GAAQ,OAAO3D,YAAYgO,YAAYrK,EAAOsJ,MAAQH,KAAK

iB,GAAS,SAASE,GAAQ5H,EAAI,0CAA0C4H,GAAQhK,GAAMgK,MAAomB,GAA37BtC,KAA87BjK,EAAw

B,gBAAG,IAAgE,OAAhDA,EAAwB,gBAAEuL,EAAKE,GAAgC,MAAM5T,GAAgE,OAA7D8M,EAAI,sDAAs

D9M,IAAU,EAAoD,OAAxyB4M,GAAsD,mBAAnCnG,YAAYkO,sBAAoC7B,GAAUG,KAAkBD,GAAUC,KAA

gC,mBAARI,MAAsYkB,EAAuBF,GAAlYhB,MAAMJ,GAAe,CAACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GA

AqE,OAAhD9F,YAAYkO,qBAAqBpI,EAASmH,GAAoBH,KAAKc,GAA0B,SAASK,GAAuG,OAA/F5H,EAAI,k

CAAkC4H,GAAQ5H,EAAI,6CAAoDyH,EAAuBF,UAAkTb,MAAMtL,GAA0B,GAAG,SAASwJ,GAAqB0D,GA

AW,KAAMA,EAAU75B,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,IAAI+2B,EAAS8C,EAAU3D,QAAQ,GAAoB,mBAAVa,EAAV,

CAA0D,IAAI/E,EAAK+E,EAAS/E,KAAsB,iBAAPA,OAAmCnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAiBzE,EAAU51B,IAAIuy

B,EAAdqD,GAA2BA,EAAU51B,IAAIuyB,EAAdqD,CAAoB0B,EAAS+C,KAAW9H,OAAoBnG,IAAfkL,EAAS
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+C,IAAgB,KAAK/C,EAAS+C,UAAxN/C,EAASnK,IAAsN,SAASya,KAASlY,KAAQ,SAASkZ,GAAuBC,EAAK

1c,EAAI2c,GAAKvqB,EAAOwqB,WAAWF,EAAK1c,EAAIA,EAAI2c,GAAK,SAASgB,KAA4B,OAAOvrB,EA

AOhe,OAAO,SAASwpC,GAA0Bp/B,GAAM,IAAqG,OAAjG4hB,EAAWyd,KAAKr/B,EAAKxJ,EAAO+0B,WA

AW,QAAQ,IAAI1J,EAA2BD,EAAWprB,QAAe,EAAE,MAAM6jB,KAAK,SAASilB,GAAwBC,GAAe,IAAIC,EA

AQL,KAAgCM,EAAY,WAAW,GAAGF,EAAcE,EAAa,OAAO,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIC,EAAQ,EAAEA,GAAS,EAA

EA,GAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAkBH,GAAS,EAAE,GAAGE,GAA6N,GAApNC,EAAkBhgC,KAAKigC,IAA

ID,EAAkBJ,EAAc,WAAsHH,GAA/Fz/B,KAAKigC,IAAIH,EAAYjV,EAAQ7qB,KAAKC,IAAI2/B,EAAcI,GAA

mB,SAA2E,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,EAAhgHxS,GAAUG,MAAiBA,GAAepJ,EAAWoJ,KAAi9G,IAAI2c,GAAS,C

AACC,SAAS,GAAGrE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,IAAIsE,UAAU,SAASC,EAAOC,GAAM,IAAI7zC,EAAOy

zC,GAASpE,QAAQuE,GAAkB,IAAPC,GAAiB,KAAPA,IAAqB,IAATD,EAAWl0C,EAAIixB,GAAKkC,EAAkB

7yB,EAAO,IAAIA,EAAOZ,OAAO,GAAOY,EAAO2C,KAAKkxC,IAAQ/H,aAAQ7gB,EAAUpsB,IAAI,WAAqE,

OAA1D40C,GAAS3H,SAAS,EAAUrgB,EAAOgoB,GAAS3H,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAegI,OAAO,SAASvgB,GAA+B,

OAAlBhB,EAAagB,IAAiBwgB,MAAM,SAASC,EAAIC,GAAM,OAAOD,IAAM,SAASE,GAAUC,GAAI,OAAO,

EAAE,SAASC,GAASD,EAAGE,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAOC,IAAY,SAASC,GAAUN,EAAGO,EAAIC,EAAOC,G

AAgB,IAAV,IAAIjN,EAAI,EAAUpmC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEozC,EAAOpzC,IAAI,CAA2D,IAA1D,IAAIgyB,E

AAI9H,EAAOipB,EAAM,EAAFnzC,GAAK,GAAOqwB,EAAInG,EAAOipB,GAAO,EAAFnzC,EAAI,IAAI,GAA

WsB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE+uB,EAAI/uB,IAAK4wC,GAASE,UAAUQ,EAAG/2B,EAAOmW,EAAI1wB,IAAI8k

C,GAAK/V,EAAwB,OAApBnG,EAAOmpB,GAAM,GAAGjN,EAAW,EAAE,SAASkO,KAAkB,OAAO,EAAE,S

AASW,KAAgB,OAAO,GAAG,SAAStQ,GAAS7vB,GAA4C,OAArCoV,EAAO0a,MAAqB,GAAG9vB,EAAaA,E

AAM,SAASogC,GAASrI,GAAM,OAAOA,GAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAA8B,OAAOnF,OA

AkB,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GA

AG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KA

AK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,K

AAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GA

AG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,O

AAO,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,

KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAA

K,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,

IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,

GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KA

AK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KA

AK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG

,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAA

K,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,QAAQ,

KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAA

E,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAI,MAAsB,iBAAZjB,W

AA4BA,UAA+B,qBAAY,EAAgB,OAAb9B,GAAS,KAAW,EAAE,IAA0zXwQ,GAAtzXlf,GAAc,CAACv5B,EA

AIwoC,GAAOvC,EAAIuD,GAAuB5jB,EAAIilB,GAAwBha,EAAIolB,GAAU0C,EAAIxC,GAASl2C,EAAIu2C,G

AAU3J,EAAI+K,GAAgBmB,EAAIR,GAAcj1C,EAAIk1C,IAAmC3gB,IAAjBwB,KAAoCtL,EAA2B,mBAAE,W

AAW,OAAO8J,GAAmB9J,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAg6VuT,IAA14Vna,

EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,EAAiC,yB

AAE,WAAW,OAAgCA,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAA

E,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAiC5G,EAAyB,iBAAE,W

AAW,OAAwBA,EAAyB,iBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,

OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgB
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A,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,

KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,E

AAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAA

K,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,E

AAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aA

AE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,W

AAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,

OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAY

A,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,M

AAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,

EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,I

AAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,G

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuC5G,EAA+B,uBAAE,WAAW,OAA8BA,EAA+B,uBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM

,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5

G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe

,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,W

AAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW

,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAA

oBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsC5G,EAA8B,sBAAE,WAAW,OAA6BA,E

AA8B,sBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,

QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAE

A,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK

,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,Y

AA4B5G,EAAoB,YAAE,WAAW,OAAmBA,EAAoB,YAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAq

B5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAi

B,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,

WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,

OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,E

AAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SA

AEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA

,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,

IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

uB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa
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,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WA

AW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAa

A,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB

,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,E

AAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM

,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,M

AAM,KAAKM,YAAkC5G,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAyBA,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,

YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,

EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAA

kB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAA

E,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW

,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,

EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MA

AEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,E

AAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EA

AY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,I

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KA

AKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

qB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAA

c,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,W

AAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAA

aA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EA

AmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAm

B,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAA

EA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EA

AY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,I

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAkC5G,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAOma,GAAkBna,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,I

AAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBP,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAOqG,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAA

EA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBF,GAAa1G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAO0G,GAAa1G,EA

AqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBd,GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAO8F,

GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgD,SAAStE,GAAW9B,GAAQ4qB,

KAAKhJ,KAAK,aAAagJ,KAAKtS,QAAQ,gCAAgCtY,EAAO,IAAI4qB,KAAK5qB,OAAOA,EAAqH,SAAS6qB,

GAAIv5C,GAA+F,SAASw5C,IAAWZ,KAAiBA,IAAU,EAAK1qB,EAAkB,WAAE,EAAQiF,IAAauE,IAAcC,IA

AU3J,EAAoBE,GAAWA,EAA6B,sBAAEA,EAA6B,uBAAI0J,MAApRK,EAAgB,IAAUX,IAAYW,EAAgB,IAA2

O/J,EAAkB,WAAGA,EAAkB,UAAE,cAAc8M,YAAW,WAAWA,YAAW,WAAW9M,EAAkB,UAAE,MAAK,G

AAGsrB,MAAS,IAAQA,MAA2B,GAAxwBtrB,EAAc,MAAEpuB,EAAkJo4B,EAAsB,SAASyhB,IAAgBf,IAAU

W,KAAUX,KAAU1gB,EAAsByhB,IAAifzrB,EAAY,IAAEqrB,GAAOrrB,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EA

AgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAE5sB,OAAO,GAAG4sB,EAAgB,QAAEkX,

KAAlBlX,GAGx14B,OAHm34BqrB,KAG524BM,EAAkBD,QAKzB/f,UAAiBggB,oBC4BjB,WAAmBh6C,GAAn

B,MACEq6C,0BADiBC,OAAAt6C,EAHXs6C,mBAAmB,EAKzBA,EAAKt6C,KAAKu6C,KAAKC,qBAAqBC,I

ACpCC,GAAqBJ,EAAKt6C,KAAKu6C,KAAKI,kBACpCL,EAAKr5C,UAAY,IAAI25C,cAAYN,EAAMO,cAkK

3C,mIA3KiCC,MAY/BC,kBAAA,SAAMhuC,EAAoCvL,EAAiBd,GAEzD,IAAMS,EAAS,CAACC,GAAIq4C,KA

AKuB,oBAEzB,OADAvB,KAAKwB,KAAK95C,EAAQ4L,EAAQvL,EAAOd,EAAO,GACjCS,GAGT45C,uBAA

A,WACE,OAAOtB,KAAKx4C,UAAUi6C,cAGlBH,iBAAN,SAAW5pB,8EAIT,OAHMxO,EAAQ/f,OAAK8kC,M

ACnBvW,OAEO,CAACgqB,SADSv4C,OAAK8kC,MAAQ/kB,WAIhCo4B,iBAAA,SACI55C,EAAgB4L,EAAoC
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vL,EACpDd,EAAiB06C,GACnB,IAAMh6C,EAAKq4C,KAAKuB,mBAChB,GAAc,WAAVt6C,EAAJ,CAQA,IA

AMmL,EAAOjJ,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GAC1B65C,EAAWxvC,EAAOjJ,OAAK04C,gBAAgB56C,GACvC66C,EAAe

9B,KAAKz5C,KAAK6kC,QAAQwW,GAEvC5B,KAAKx4C,UAAUuD,IAAIrD,EAAQ,CAACC,KAAIm6C,eAAc

/5C,QAAOd,QAAO06C,aAE5D3B,KAAKz5C,KAAKu6C,KAAKiB,eAAep6C,EAAIyK,EAAM0vC,GAE1B,MA

AVxuC,GACF0sC,KAAKz5C,KAAKyf,OAAOjb,IACb,IAAIrC,WACC4K,EAAmC1K,OACnC0K,EAAmC0uC,

WAAYJ,GACpDE,OArBN,CACE,IAAMluC,EAAcN,EACpB0sC,KAAKx4C,UAAUuD,IACXrD,EACA,CAACC,

KAAIiM,cAAa7L,QAAOd,QAAO66C,aAAc,KAAMH,eAqBtDL,iBAAN,SAAW55C,wEACT,SAAOs4C,KAAKts

C,SAAShM,WAGvB45C,qBAAA,SAAS55C,GACD,IAAA0D,wBAAC02C,iBAAc76C,UAAOc,UAAO6L,gBAEn

C,MAAc,WAAV3M,EACK2M,EAsQb,SACIhL,EAAqB3B,GACvB,OAAQA,GACN,IAAK,UACH,OAAO,IAAIk

2B,aAAav0B,GAC1B,IAAK,QACH,OAAO,IAAID,WAAWC,GACxB,IAAK,OACH,OAAO,IAAIF,WAAWE,GA

CxB,QACE,MAAM,IAAI1B,MAAM,iBAAiBD,IA3Q5Bg7C,CAHOjC,KAAKz5C,KAAKyf,OAAO1X,MAC3Bw

zC,EACAA,EAAe34C,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GAASoB,OAAK04C,gBAAgB56C,IAClC2B,OAAQ3B,IAS5Cq6C,wBA

AA,SAAY55C,EAAgBw6C,GAC1B,gBAD0BA,MACtBlC,KAAKx4C,UAAU26C,IAAIz6C,GAAS,CAC9B,IAA

MiwB,EAAOqoB,KAAKx4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GAEhC,GADAiwB,EAAKgqB,YACAO,GAASvqB,EAAKgqB,SA

AW,EAC5B,OAAO,EAGT3B,KAAKz5C,KAAK8f,MAAMsR,EAAKmqB,cACrB9B,KAAKz5C,KAAKu6C,KAA

KhzC,YAAY6pB,EAAKhwB,IAChCq4C,KAAKx4C,UAAU46C,OAAO16C,GAExB,OAAO,GAIT45C,qBAAA,S

AAS55C,GACP,OAAIs4C,KAAKx4C,UAAU26C,IAAIz6C,GACFs4C,KAAKx4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACpBi6C,S

AEb,GAGTL,mBAAA,SAAO55C,GACL,IAAMiwB,EAAOqoB,KAAKx4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACpB,MAARiwB,

GACFA,EAAKgqB,YAITL,2BAAA,WACE,OAAO,IAKTA,4BAAA,SAAgB55C,GACd,OAAOs4C,KAAKx4C,U

AAUC,IAAIC,GAAQo6C,cAGpCR,oBAAA,WACEtB,KAAKz5C,KAAKu6C,KAAKuB,UACX,YAAarC,KAAKz

5C,MACpBy5C,KAAKz5C,KAAKm6B,QAAQ2L,sBAEpB2T,KAAKz5C,KAAO,MAGd+6C,mBAAA,WACE,M

AAO,CAACgB,YAAY,IAStBhB,uBAAA,SAAWv5C,EAAiBd,EAAiB66C,GAE3C,IAAIp6C,EACJ,GAAoB,MA

AhBo6C,EACFp6C,EAASs4C,KAAKuC,MAAM,KAAmBx6C,EAAOd,OACzC,CACL,IAAMU,EAAKq4C,KAA

KuB,mBAChB75C,EAAS,CAACC,MACVq4C,KAAKx4C,UAAUuD,IAAIrD,EAAQ,CAACC,KAAIm6C,eAAc/5

C,QAAOd,QAAO06C,SAAU,IACtE,IAAMvvC,EAAOjJ,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GAChCi4C,KAAKz5C,KAAKu6C,K

AAKiB,eAAep6C,EAAIyK,EAAM0vC,GAE1C,MAAO,CAACp6C,SAAQK,QAAOd,UAGzBq6C,+BAAA,SAAm

Bl2C,OAACrD,UAAOd,UAAOS,WAE1BkB,EAASo3C,KAAKz5C,KAAKyf,OAAOpd,OACzBk5C,qCACD1vC,

EAAOjJ,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GAChC,OAAQd,GACN,IAAK,UACH,OAAO,IAAIk2B,aAAav0B,EAAQk5C,EAAc1v

C,GAChD,IAAK,QACH,OAAO,IAAIzJ,WAAWC,EAAQk5C,EAAc1vC,GAC9C,IAAK,OACH,OAAO,IAAI1J,W

AAWE,EAAQk5C,EAAc1vC,GAC9C,QACE,MAAM,IAAIlL,MAAM,iBAAiBD,QAxKRu7C,iBAsMjC,SAASC,

GACLC,EAAwBC,EACxBC,GACF,GAAgB,MAAZC,GAGF,OAAOA,GAGT,IAAItsB,EAAuB,yBAO3B,OANIm

sB,GAAiBC,EACnBpsB,EAAO,uCACEmsB,IACTnsB,EAAO,+BAGU,MAAfusB,IACuB,MAArBA,GAAYvsB,G

ACPusB,GAAYvsB,GAIhBqsB,EAAmBrsB,WAUNwsB,2GACsB,SAAMluB,QAAQmuB,IAAI,CAC1DhwB,QA

AMiwB,SAAS,yBACfjwB,QAAMiwB,SAAS,0CAGjB,OALM73C,EAAoCuC,SAAnC+0C,OAAeC,UAKf,IAAI9t

B,SAAQ,SAACC,EAASC,GAC3B,IAAMmuB,EAAmC,CAOzC5sB,WAA2B,SAACC,EAAM4I,GAChC,GAAI5I,

EAAK4sB,SAAS,cAAe,CAC/B,IACMC,EAAO,IAAIC,KAAK,CC9RI,mkGD8RQ,CAAC/pC,KAAM,2BACzC,O

AAOgqC,IAAIC,gBAAgBH,GAG7B,OAAI7sB,EAAK4sB,SAAS,SACTV,GACHC,EAA0BC,EACR,MAAlBa,G

AAyBA,GAAiBrkB,GAEzCA,EAAS5I,IAMdktB,KACFP,EAAcQ,gBA1FpB,SAAmCntB,GAIjC,OAAO,SAACot

B,EAAc5kB,GAWpB,OAVA51B,OAAK22B,MAAMvJ,EAAM,CAACwJ,YAAa,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAChH,G

AC9CA,EAAa,IAChB2qB,EAAQ3wB,IAAInsB,EAAE,uCAAuC0vB,OAEvDyC,EAAS4qB,cAAc5jB,MAAK,SA

AAnJ,GAC1B3D,YAAYgO,YAAYrK,EAAQ8sB,GAAS3jB,MAAK,SAAAe,GAC5ChC,EAASgC,EAAOT,SAAU

S,EAAOR,iBAIhC,IA4EDsjB,CAA0BpB,GACtBC,EAA0BC,EACR,MAAlBa,GAAyBA,GAAiB,MAGpD,IAkBIj

9C,EAlBAu9C,GAAc,EAClBZ,EAAca,QAAU,WACtB,IAAID,IAIAE,GAAJ,CAKAA,IAAc,EAIdjvB,EAAO,CA

AC2Y,QAFJ,sMAOFiV,GAAoBD,GAA6B,MAAZG,IACvCK,EAAce,oBAAsB,IAAIZ,KACpC,CAAC,uCACAa,

GAAwBC,YACzB,CAAC7qC,KAAM,oBACX/S,EAAO29C,GAAwBhB,IAG/B38C,EAAO69C,GAAYlB,GAKrB

38C,EAAKy5B,MAAK,SAACO,GACTujB,GAAc,EACdE,IAAc,EAIdzjB,EAAOugB,KAAO,CACZiC,KAAMxiB

,EAAO/5B,MAAM,OAAQ,KAAM,IACjCu6C,qBACIxgB,EAAO/5B,MAAM,0BAA2B,KAAM,CAAC,WACnD0

6C,gBAAiB3gB,EAAO/5B,MAAM,oBAAqB,SAAU,IAC7Du7C,eAAgBxhB,EAAO/5B,MACnB,kBAAmB,KACn
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B,CACE,SACA,SACA,WAENsH,YAAayyB,EAAO/5B,MAAM,eAdG,KAc6B,CAAC,WAC3D67C,QAAS9hB,E

AAO/5B,MAAM,UAfO,KAeoB,KAGnDsuB,EAAQ,CAACvuB,KAAMg6B,kBAmBrB,IAAM8jB,GAAkB,CACt

B,yBAA0B,8BAC1B,wCAIExB,GAAmB,KACnBW,GAAyB,KACzBV,GAAkD,GAClDkB,IAAc,EACdP,IAAc,E

AyFlB,IAAIzC,IAAgB,EAChBC,IAAsB,oBEvcV,QAAQ,kHACP,SAAM8B,aACrB,OADOx8C,EAAQ6E,iBACR,

IAAIk2C,GAAY/6C,aAHH,iDF0dpB,IAA4B,IAAxB06C,GACF,MAAM,IAAI/5C,MAAM,iCAElB,OAAO+5C,+B

AbuBqD,GAC9BtD,GAAesD,0BArFW/tB,EAAcguB,GAIxC,gBAJwCA,MACxCC,kBACI,qGAEAR,GACF,MAA

M,IAAI98C,MACN,kIAGN27C,GAAWtsB,EACXktB,GAAcc,2BA6BZE,EACAF,GACF,gBADEA,MACEP,GAC

F,MAAM,IAAI98C,MACN,mIAKN,GAA+B,iBAApBu9C,EACTjB,GAAiBiB,MACZ,CACL3B,GAAc2B,EACd,I

AAMC,EACFL,GAAgBntC,QAAO,SAAA8/B,GAAQ,OAAqB,MAArB8L,GAAY9L,MAC/C,GAAI0N,EAAa18C,

OAAS,EACxB,MAAM,IAAId,MACN,2DACGw9C,EAAaC,KAAK,KADrB,iKAORlB,GAAcc,kBGldA"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.min.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"setup_test.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../src/setup_test.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,wDAAwD;AACxD,OAAO,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAC/B,gDAAgD;AAChD,OAAO,wEAAwE,

CAAC;AAChF,iDAAiD;AACjD,OAAO,mDAAmD,CAAC;AAE3D,iDAAiD;AACjD,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EA

AE,gBAAgB,EAAa,MAAM,yCAAyC,CAAC;AAElG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,

WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAE1E;;;GAGG;AACH,MAA

M,YAAY,GAAiB;IACjC;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;QACrB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,SAAS;YACT,YAAY;YACZ

,0EAA0E;YAC1E,0BAA0B,EAAE,wBAAwB;SACrD;KACF;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;IACpB;Q

ACE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK;QACd,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YACV,gDAAgD;SAGjD;KACF;IACD;QACE,O

AAO,EAAE,MAAM;QACf,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YACV,gCAAgC;YAChC,SAAS;SACV;KACF;IACD,E

AAC,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC;IACzB;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YAC

V,WAAW;SACZ;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM;QACf,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,YAAY;YACZ,UAAU;

YACV,mBAAmB;YACnB,kBAAkB;YAClB,0BAA0B,CAAE,oCAAoC;YACpC,aAAa;SAC1C;KACF;IACD;QA

CE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,iBAAiB;YACjB,WAAW;YACX,mBAAmB;YACnB,cAA

c;YACd,mBAAmB,CAAG,uBAAuB;SAE9C;KACF;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC;IAC1B;QACE,OA

AO,EAAE,gBAAgB;QACzB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,WAAW;SACZ;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS;QA

ClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,mBAAmB;YACnB,UAAU;YACV,mBAAmB;YACnB,wBAAwB;YACxB,SAAS;YAC

T,0BAA0B;SAE3B;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,kBAAkB;QAC3B,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,kBAAkB;YAClB

,UAAU;YACV,MAAM;SACP;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,kBAAkB;

YAClB,UAAU;YACV,gDAAgD;YACG,WAAW;YAC9D,MAAM;YACN,yDAAyD;YACzD,sBAAsB;YACtB,iE

AAiE;YACjE,kEAAkE;SACnE;KACF;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,EAAC;IACrD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ;QACjB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YACV,YAAY,CAAE,

oBAAoB;SACnC;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ;QACjB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,SAAS;YACT,sCAAs

C,CAAE,4BAA4B;SACrE;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ;QACjB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU,CAA

E,uBAAuB;SACpC;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU;QACnB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,qBAAqB;YACrB,

UAAU,CAAc,uBAAuB;SAChD;KACF;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC;IACvB;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,

MAAM;QACf,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YACV,SAAS,CAAI,qCAAqC;SACnD;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,

EAAE,MAAM;QACf,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,SAAS;YACT,UAAU;YACV,SAAS;SACV;KACF;IACD;QACE,OA

AO,EAAE,MAAM;QACf,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,SAAS;YACT,UAAU;SACX;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,

MAAM;QACf,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YACV,SAAS;YACT,UAAU,CAAG,gCAAgC;SAC9C;KACF;IACD;

QACE,OAAO,EAAE,WAAW;QACpB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU,CAAE,uBAAuB;SACpC;KACF;IACD,EAA

C,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC;IACnB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC;IAC1B,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,E

AAC;IACpB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC;IAC7B,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC;IAC3B,EAAC
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,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;IACpB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC;IAC9B;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,MAA

M;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,YAAY;YACG,eAAe;YAC9B,oDAAoD;YACG,gBAAgB;YACvE,UAAU,CAAE

,gCAAgC;SAC7C;KACF;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU,CAAE,gCA

AgC;SAC7C;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ;QACjB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,SAAS;YACT,UAAU,CA

AE,+BAA+B;SAC5C;KACF;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC;IACtB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,E

AAC;IACnB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC;IAClB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CA

AC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,EAAC;IACrD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM;QACf,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAA

U;YACV,iBAAiB,CAAE,gDAAgD;YAChD,qCAAqC;SACzD;KACF;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC

;IACjB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC;IAC9B,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC;IAC3C,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC;IACjB;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK;QACd,

QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,YAAY;YACZ,UAAU;YACV,MAAM,CAAS,uBAAuB;SACvC;KACF;IACD,EAAC,OAA

O,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;IACpB;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YACV,0CAA0

C,CAAE,2BAA2B;YAC3B,0BAA0B;SACvE;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;Y

ACR,UAAU;YACV,0CAA0C,CAAE,2BAA2B;YAC3B,0BAA0B;SACvE;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,M

AAM;KAChB;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;QACpB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,8BAA8B;YACG,iBAAiB;YAC

lD,8BAA8B;YAC9B,8BAA8B;YAC9B,QAAQ;SACT;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU;QACnB,QAAQ

,EAAE;YACR,8BAA8B;YACG,iBAAiB;YAClD,8BAA8B;YAC9B,8BAA8B;YAC9B,QAAQ;SACT;KACF;IAC

D;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc;QACvB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YACV,8BAA8B;YACG,iBAAiB;YAClD,8

BAA8B;YAC9B,8BAA8B;YAC9B,QAAQ;SACT;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO;QAChB,QAAQ,EA

AE;YACR,8BAA8B;YACI,iBAAiB;YACnD,8BAA8B;YAC9B,+BAA+B;YAC/B,8BAA8B;YAC9B,QAAQ;SAC

T;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,WAAW;QACpB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;YACV,8BAA8B;YACI,iBA

AiB;YACnD,8BAA8B;YAC9B,+BAA+B;YAC/B,8BAA8B;YAC9B,QAAQ;SACT;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,E

AAE,UAAU;QACnB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,8BAA8B;YACG,iBAAiB;YAClD,8BAA8B;YAC9B,8BAA8B;YAC9

B,QAAQ;SACT;KACF;IACD;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO;QAChB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,QAAQ;SACT;KACF;I

ACD,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;IACvB,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC;IACpB,EAAC,UAAU,EA

AE,QAAQ,EAAC;IACtB;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,aAAa;QACzB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,8BAA8B;YACG,qBAAqB;

YACtD,8BAA8B;YAC9B,8BAA8B;SAC/B;KACF;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;QACnB,QAAQ,EAAE;Y

ACR,UAAU;YACV,eAAe,CAAE,sCAAsC;SACxD;KACF;IACD,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC;IACpB;Q

ACE,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU;SACX;KACF;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,MA

AM;QAClB,QAAQ,EAAE;YACR,UAAU,CAAE,gCAAgC;SAC7C;KACF;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK;Q

ACjB,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAE,gCAAgC;KAEzD;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;QACnB

,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAE,gCAAgC;KACzD;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;QACpB,QAA

Q,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAE,gCAAgC;KACzD;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;QACnB,QAAQ,EA

AE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAE,gCAAgC;KACzD;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;QACpB,QAAQ,EAAE;Y

ACR,uCAAuC;YACvC,UAAU,CAAgC,gCAAgC;SAC3E;KACF;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW;QACvB,q

CAAqC;QACrC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;KACtB;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU;QACtB,qCAAq

C;QACrC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;KACtB;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC;IACjB,EAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC;IAClB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC;IACjB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,E

AAC;IACvB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC;IAClB;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO;QAChB,6BAA6B;QAC7B

,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;KACnB;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC;IACxB,EAAC,OAAO,E

AAE,MAAM,EAAC;IACjB,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC;IACtB;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK;QACjB,Q

AAQ,EAAE;YACR,cAAc,CAAE,yBAAyB;SAC1C;KACF;IACD;QACE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK;QACjB,QAAQ,E

AAE;YACR,cAAc,CAAE,yBAAyB;SAC1C;KACF;IACD,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAC;IAC5B,EAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC;IAC3B,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC;CAC5B,CAAC;AAEF,MAAM,aAAa

,GAAG,CAAC,QAAgB,EAAE,EAAE;IACzC,wCAAwC;IACxC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;KACb;IAED,0CAA0C;IAC1C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;QAC/B,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;KACb;IAED,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;AACf,CAAC,C

AAC;AACF,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;AAE9C,0CAA0C;AAC1C,gDAAgD;AAChD,8
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CAA8C;AAC9C,OAAO,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Import core for side effects (e.g. flag registration)\nimport '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-

line:no-imports-from-dist\nimport '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/public/chained_ops/register_all_chained_ops';\n//

tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/register_all_gradients';\n\n//

tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport {setTestEnvs, setupTestFilters, TestFilter} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/jasmine_util';\n\nsetTestEnvs([{name: 'test-wasm', backendName: 'wasm', isDataSync:

true}]);\n\n/**\n * Tests that have these substrings in their name will be included unless one\n * of the strings in

excludes appears in the name.\n */\nconst TEST_FILTERS: TestFilter[] = [\n  {\n    startsWith: 'tensor ',\n

excludes: [\n      'complex',     // Complex numbers not supported yet\n      'derivative',  // Gradients not yet

supported.\n      // Downcasting broken, see: https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/2590\n      'Tensor2D float32 -

> bool', 'Tensor2D int32 -> bool'\n    ]\n  },\n  {include: 'softmax'},\n  {\n    include: 'pow',\n    excludes: [\n

'gradient',  // zerosLike not defined yet.\n      'broadcasting same rank Tensors different shape',  // Broadcasting

along\n                                                         // inner dims not\n                                                         // supported yet.\n

]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'add ',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient',                        // Gradient is missing.\n      'upcasts when

dtypes dont match',  // Uses the 'complex' dtype.\n      'complex',                         // Complex numbers not supported

yet\n    ]\n  },\n  {include: 'depthToSpace'},\n  {\n    include: 'avgPool',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient',   // Not yet

implemented.\n      'avgPool3d',  // Not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'relu',\n    excludes: [\n

'derivative',               // Not yet implemented.\n      'gradient',                 // Not yet implemented.\n

'valueAndGradients',        // Not yet implemented.\n      'broadcasted bias',         // Not yet implemented.\n      'fused A

x B with 2d bias'  // Fused matMul with 2D bias not yet\n                                  // supported.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

include: 'maxPool',\n    excludes: [\n      'maxPoolBackprop',    // Not yet implemented.\n      'maxPool3d',          //

Not yet implemented.\n      'maxPool3dBackprop',  // Not yet implemented.\n      'ignores NaNs',       // Actual !=

expected.\n      'maxPoolWithArgmax'   // Not yet implemented.\n\n    ]\n  },\n  {include: 'cropAndResize'},\n  {\n

include: 'resizeBilinear',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradients',  // Not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'matmul

',\n    excludes: [\n      'valueAndGradients',         // Gradients not defined yet\n      'gradient',                  // Gradients

not defined yet\n      'zero in its shape',         // Zero in shapes aren't supported yet\n      'matmul followed by mul',    //

mul not supported yet\n      'upcasts',                   // Upcasting not supported yet.\n      'fused A x B with 2d bias',  //

Fused matMul with 2D bias not yet\n                                   // supported.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include:

'depthwiseConv2D ',\n    excludes: [\n      'broadcasted bias',  // Broadcasted bias not yet supported.\n      'gradient',

    // Gradients not defined yet.\n      'NCHW',              // xnn pack does not support channels first.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

include: 'conv2d ',\n    excludes: [\n      'broadcasted bias',  // Broadcasted bias not yet supported.\n      'gradient',

// Gradients not defined yet.\n      'backProp input x=[2,3,3,1] f=[2,2,1,1] s=1 p=0',  // Gradients not\n

                              // defined.\n      'NCHW',  // xnn pack does not support channels first.\n      // Issue:

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3104.\n      // Actual != expected.\n      'relu bias stride 2 x=[1,8,8,16]

f=[3,3,16,1] s=[2,2] d=8 p=same',\n      'prelu bias stride 2 x=[1,8,8,16] f=[3,3,16,1] s=[2,2] d=8 p=same',\n    ]\n

},\n  {include: 'conv2dTranspose ', excludes: ['gradient']},\n  {\n    include: 'prelu ',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient',   //

Gradient is missing.\n      'derivative'  // Missing gradient.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: ' cast ',\n    excludes: [\n

'complex',  // Complex numbers not yet implemented.\n      'shallow slice an input that was cast'  // Slice is not

implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'gather',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient'  // Not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n

{\n    include: 'sigmoid ',\n    excludes: [\n      'sigmoidCrossEntropy',  // Not yet implemented.\n      'gradient'

// Not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n  {include: 'scatterND '},\n  {\n    include: 'abs ',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient',
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// Not yet implemented.\n      'complex'    // Complex numbers not supported yet.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'sub ',\n

 excludes: [\n      'complex',   // Complex numbers not yet implemented.\n      'gradient',  // Not yet implemented.\n

'upcasts',   // Upcasting not supported yet.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'mul ',\n    excludes: [\n      'complex',   //

Complex numbers not yet supported.\n      'gradient',  // Gradient not defined yet.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'div ',\n

 excludes: [\n      'gradient',  // Gradient not defined yet.\n      'upcasts',   // Cast not supported yet.\n      'divNoNan'   //

divNoNan not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'batchNorm',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient'  // Gradient

is missing.\n    ]\n  },\n  {include: 'slice '},\n  {include: 'stridedSlice '},\n  {include: 'rotate '},\n  {include:

'rotateWithOffset'},\n  {include: 'flipLeftRight '},\n  {include: 'square '},\n  {include: 'squaredDifference'},\n  {\n

startsWith: 'min ',\n    excludes: [\n      '2D, axis=0',  // Permuted axes requires transpose, which is not yet\n

   // implemented.\n      'index corresponds to start of a non-initial window',  // argMin not yet\n

                        // implemented.,\n      'gradient'  // Gradients not yet implemented\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    startsWith: 'max

',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient'  // Gradients not yet implemented\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'concat',\n    excludes:

[\n      'complex',  // Complex numbers not supported yet\n      'gradient'  // Split is not yet implemented\n    ]\n  },\n

{include: 'transpose'},\n  {include: 'oneHot'},\n  {include: 'split'},\n  {include: 'pad ', excludes: ['complex',

'zerosLike']},\n  {\n    include: 'clip',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient',\n      'propagates NaNs'  // clip delegates to

XNNPACK which does not make\n                         // guarantees about behavior of nans.\n    ]\n  },\n  {include:

'addN'},\n  {include: 'nonMaxSuppression'},\n  {include: 'argmax', excludes: ['gradient']},\n  {include: 'exp '},\n  {\n

 include: 'elu',\n    excludes: [\n      'derivative',  // Not yet implemented.\n      'gradient',    // Not yet implemented.\n

 'selu'         // Not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n  {include: 'unstack'},\n  {\n    include: 'minimum',\n    excludes: [\n

 'gradient',                                 // Not yet implemented.\n      'broadcasts 2x1 Tensor2D and 2x2 Tensor2D'  //

Broadcasting along inner\n                                                  // dims not supported yet.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include:

'maximum',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient',                                 // Not yet implemented.\n      'broadcasts 2x1

Tensor2D and 2x2 Tensor2D'  // Broadcasting along inner\n                                                  // dims not supported

yet.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'log ',\n  },\n  {\n    startsWith: 'equal ',\n    excludes: [\n      'broadcasting Tensor2D

shapes',  // Broadcasting along outer dims not\n                                       // supported yet.\n      'broadcasting

Tensor3D shapes',  // Same as above.\n      'broadcasting Tensor4D shapes',  // Same as above.\n      'string'\n    ]\n

},\n  {\n    include: 'greater ',\n    excludes: [\n      'broadcasting Tensor2D shapes',  // Broadcasting along outer dims

not\n                                       // supported yet.\n      'broadcasting Tensor3D shapes',  // Same as above.\n

'broadcasting Tensor4D shapes',  // Same as above.\n      'string'\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'greaterEqual',\n

excludes: [\n      'gradient',                      // Not yet implemented.\n      'broadcasting Tensor2D shapes',  //

Broadcasting along outer dims not\n                                       // supported yet.\n      'broadcasting Tensor3D shapes',

// Same as above.\n      'broadcasting Tensor4D shapes',  // Same as above.\n      'string'\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include:

'less ',\n    excludes: [\n      'broadcasting Tensor2D shapes',   // Broadcasting along outer dims not\n

          // supported yet.\n      'broadcasting Tensor3D shapes',   // Same as above.\n      'broadcasting Tensor3D

float32',  // Same as above.\n      'broadcasting Tensor4D shapes',   // Same as above.\n      'string'\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

include: 'lessEqual',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient',                       // Not yet implemented.\n      'broadcasting

Tensor2D shapes',   // Broadcasting along outer dims not\n                                        // supported yet.\n

'broadcasting Tensor3D shapes',   // Same as above.\n      'broadcasting Tensor3D float32',  // Same as above.\n

'broadcasting Tensor4D shapes',   // Same as above.\n      'string'\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'notEqual',\n    excludes:

[\n      'broadcasting Tensor2D shapes',  // Broadcasting along outer dims not\n                                       // supported

yet.\n      'broadcasting Tensor3D shapes',  // Same as above.\n      'broadcasting Tensor4D shapes',  // Same as

above.\n      'string'\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    include: 'mean ',\n    excludes: [\n      'axis=0',  // Reduction not supported

along inner dimensions.\n    ]\n  },\n  {startsWith: 'reverse'},\n  {startsWith: 'sum '},\n  {startsWith: 'cumsum'},\n

{\n    startsWith: 'logicalAnd ',\n    excludes: [\n      'broadcasting Tensor2D shapes',  // Broadcasting along outer

dimensions\n                                       // not yet supported.\n      'broadcasting Tensor3D shapes',  // Same as above.\n

   'broadcasting Tensor4D shapes',  // Same as above.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    startsWith: 'tile ',\n    excludes: [\n

'gradient',      // Gradient not yet implemented.\n      'string tensor'  // String tensors not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n

{startsWith: 'sin '},\n  {\n    startsWith: 'cos ',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient',  // Gradient not yet implemented.\n    ]\n
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},\n  {\n    startsWith: 'cosh',\n    excludes: [\n      'gradient'  // Gradient not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

startsWith: 'tan',\n    excludes: ['gradient']  // Gradient not yet implemented.\n\n  },\n  {\n    startsWith: 'tanh ',\n

excludes: ['gradient']  // Gradient not yet implemented.\n  },\n  {\n    startsWith: 'rsqrt ',\n    excludes: ['gradient']  //

Gradient not yet implemented.\n  },\n  {\n    startsWith: 'sqrt ',\n    excludes: ['gradient']  // Gradient not yet

implemented.\n  },\n  {\n    startsWith: 'where ',\n    excludes: [\n      '1D condition with higher rank a and b',  // Fill

not yet implemented.\n      'gradient'                                // Gradient not yet implemented.\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

startsWith: 'zerosLike',\n    // Complex numbers not supported yet.\n    excludes: ['complex'],\n  },\n  {\n

startsWith: 'onesLike',\n    // Complex numbers not supported yet.\n    excludes: ['complex'],\n  },\n  {include:

'prod'},\n  {include: 'floor'},\n  {include: 'topk'},\n  {include: 'expandDims'},\n  {include: 'stack'},\n  {\n    include:

'round',\n    // Pool is not supported yet.\n    excludes: ['pool'],\n  },\n  {include: 'step kernel'},\n  {include: 'ceil'},\n

{include: 'mirrorPad'},\n  {\n    startsWith: 'all',\n    excludes: [\n      'ignores NaNs'  // Doesn't yet ignore NaN\n    ]\n

},\n  {\n    startsWith: 'any',\n    excludes: [\n      'ignores NaNs'  // Doesn't yet ignore NaN\n    ]\n  },\n  {include:

'image.transform'},\n  {include: 'batchToSpaceND'},\n  {include: 'spaceToBatchND'},\n];\n\nconst customInclude =

(testName: string) => {\n  // Include all regular describe() tests.\n  if (testName.indexOf('test-wasm') < 0) {\n

return true;\n  }\n\n  // Include all of the wasm specific tests.\n  if (testName.startsWith('wasm')) {\n    return true;\n

}\n\n  return false;\n};\nsetupTestFilters(TEST_FILTERS, customInclude);\n\n// Import and run all the tests from

core.\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-imports-from-dist\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-require-

imports\nrequire('@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/tests');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/setup_test.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"OnesLike.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":

"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,QAAQ,EAAiB,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIzF,SAAS,QAAQ,C

AAC,IAAoD;IACpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC;IACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,

QAA4B;CACzC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/OnesLike.js.map
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* ===========================================================================*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/clamp_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/non_max_suppression_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Sub.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Sigmoid_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/_FusedMatMul.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Exp.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/CropAndResize.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/leakyrelu_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/check_macros.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Mean.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/binary.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Softmax_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FusedConv2D.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Prelu.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/AddN.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/transpose_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/LogicalAnd.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/MaxPool.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/MaxPool_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Prelu_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Multiply.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Reverse.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/transpose_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/ClipByValue.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Tanh.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Min.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/conv2d_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Conv2D_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Pow.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Transpose.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/leakyrelu_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/ScatterNd.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Prelu.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/backend_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/AvgPool.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Cos.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Sin.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Conv2D.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Rsqrt.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Sum.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/ClipByValue.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Minimum.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/conv2d_impl.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Square.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FusedConv2D_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/interpolate_bilinear_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Gather.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Add.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Relu6.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/ResizeBilinear.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/ResizeBilinear_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Conv2D.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Less.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Sigmoid.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Abs.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Max.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/interpolate_bilinear_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/unary.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/util.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/backend.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/sigmoid_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/GatherNd.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/util.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/PadV2.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Greater.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Cumsum.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/clamp_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/util_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Sigmoid.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Log.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/AvgPool_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/non_max_suppression_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FusedConv2D.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Tile.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/prelu_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/LeakyRelu.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/ArgMax.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/LessEqual.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/prelu_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FloorDiv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Relu.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/LeakyRelu.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/ResizeBilinear.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/binary.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/ClipByValue_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/sigmoid_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/backend.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/_FusedMatMul.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/AvgPool.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/MaxPool.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/RealDiv.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/GreaterEqual.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-
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wasm/src/cc/kernels/Maximum.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"ZerosLike.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts"],"names":[],"mappings"

:"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,SAAS,EAAkB,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI3F,SAAS,SAAS,C

AAC,IAAqD;IACtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC;IACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,S

AA6B;CAC1C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ZerosLike.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Step.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Step.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,IAAI,EAAoC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIxG,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EA

AC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,QACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG

,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QACjD,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IAAkE;IAEpE,M

AAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EA

AC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACtB,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/C,MA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;IACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAA

U,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAA

U,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Step.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Softmax.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Softmax.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,OAAO,EAA2C,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIvH,IAAI

,QACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACtD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAA

G,QAAQ;KACpB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IAE1E,MAAM,EAAC,OAA

O,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,

CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;IAE1D,oCAAoC;IACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,

QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,

UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =
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args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Softmax.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"tf-backend-

wasm.es2017.min.js","sources":["../src/kernels/types.ts","../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../src/kernels/unary_kern

el.ts","../src/kernels/Abs.ts","../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts","../src/kernels/Add.ts","../src/kernels/AddN.ts","../src/ke

rnels/Identity.ts","../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts","../src/kernels/All.ts","../src/kernels/Any

.ts","../src/kernels/ArgMax.ts","../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../src/kernels/Reshape.ts","../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts"

,"../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Slice.js","../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../src/kernels/Cast.ts","../src/k

ernels/Ceil.ts","../src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts","../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-

backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Concat_impl.js","../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.ts","../src/kernels/

Cos.ts","../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts","../src/kernels/Cumsum.ts","../src/kernels/DepthTo

Space.ts","../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts","../src/kernels/Elu.ts","../src/kernels/Equal.ts","../src/kernels/E

xp.ts","../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../src/kernels/Fill.ts","../src/kernels/FlipLeftRight.ts","../src/kernels/Floor.ts","

../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts","../src/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts","../src/kernels/FusedConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Fused

DepthwiseConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts","../src/kernels/Greater.ts","../src/kern

els/GreaterEqual.ts","../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../src/kernels/Less.ts","../src/kernels/LessEqual.ts","../src/kernels/

Log.ts","../src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../src/kernels/Max.ts","../src/kernels/Maximum.ts","../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts

","../src/kernels/Mean.ts","../src/kernels/Min.ts","../src/kernels/Minimum.ts","../src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../src/kern

els/Multiply.ts","../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_util.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressi

onV3.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.ts","../src/kernels/NotEqu

al.ts","../src/kernels/OneHot.ts","../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts","../src/kernels/Pack.ts","../src/kernels/PadV2.ts","../src/k

ernels/Pow.ts","../src/kernels/Prelu.ts","../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../src/kernels/Range.ts","../node_modules/@tensorflo

w/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Range_impl.js","../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../src/kernels/Relu6.ts","../src/ker

nels/ResizeBilinear.ts","../src/kernels/Reverse.ts","../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../src/kernels/Round.ts","../sr

c/kernels/Rsqrt.ts","../src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../src/kernels/Select.ts","../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts","../src/kernels/Sin

.ts","../src/kernels/Softmax.ts","../src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts",".

./src/kernels/Square.ts","../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts","../src/kernels/Step.ts","../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts","..

/src/kernels/Sub.ts","../src/kernels/Sum.ts","../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../src/kernels/Tile.ts","../sr

c/kernels/TopK.ts","../src/kernels/Transform.ts","../src/kernels/Unpack.ts","../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts","../src/registe

r_all_kernels.ts","../src/flags_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm.js","../src/backend_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.worker.js","../src/base.ts","../src/version.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport

enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for

FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n

const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:

number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n

function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*

void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n

  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const
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aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:

TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as
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KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,

xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better

due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n
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originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:

permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:

AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n
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const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,

CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:
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number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend

only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>

`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of

elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from
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'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim

= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, buffer, Slice, slice_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport { assertNotComplex

} from '../cpu_util';\nexport function sliceImpl(vals, begin, size, shape, dtype) {\n    const isContinous =

slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n    const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n    const xStrides =

util.computeStrides(shape);\n    if (isContinous) {\n        const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin,
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xStrides);\n        if (dtype === 'string') {\n            return vals.slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n        }\n

return vals.subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n    const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals) :\n        vals;\n    const inBuf = buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n

const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n        const outLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n        const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n

outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n        return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values);\n    }\n    return outBuf.values;\n}\nexport function

slice(args) {\n    const { inputs, backend, attrs } = args;\n    const { x } = inputs;\n    const { begin, size } = attrs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n    const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n    const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n    const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\nexport const sliceConfig = {\n    kernelName: Slice,\n    backendName: 'cpu',\n    kernelFunc:

slice\n};\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiU2xpY2UuanMiLCJzb3VyY2

VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZXJuZWxzL

1NsaWNlLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7R0FlRztBQUVILE9

BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQWlCLE1BQU0sRUFBc0MsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFVBQVUsRUFBbUQsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFHeEwsT0FBTyxFQUFDLGdCQUFnQixFQUFDLE1BQU0sYU

FBYSxDQUFDO0FBRTdDLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxTQUFTLENBQ3JCLElBQW1CLEVBQUUsS0FBZSxFQUFFL

ElBQWMsRUFBRSxLQUFlLEVBQ3JFLEtBQWU7SUFDakIsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDL

GdCQUFnQixDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDcEUsTUFB

TSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQztJQUN4QyxNQUF

NLFFBQVEsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsY0FBYyxDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVDLElBQUks

V0FBVyxFQUFFO1FBQ2YsTUFBTSxVQUFVLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDLGlCQUFpQixDQUFDLEtBQUss

RUFBRSxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUVqRSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7WUFDdEIs

T0FBUSxJQUFxQixDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxD

QUFDO1NBQ3RFO1FBRUQsT0FBUSxJQUFtQixDQUFDLFFBQVEsQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSx

HQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0tBQ3ZFO0lBRUQsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxLQUFLLFFB

QVEsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO1FBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxJQUFvQixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQztRQUMzRCxJQUFrQixDQUFDO0lBRXZCLE1BQU0sS0FBSyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFdBQVcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2hELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0F

BQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDbkMsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUF

DLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDc

EMsTUFBTSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLFVBQVUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUN

wQyxNQUFNLEtBQUssR0FBRyxNQUFNLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBVyxFQUFFLENBQ

UMsRUFBRSxFQUFFLENBQUMsR0FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUF

DO1FBQzdELE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLEtBQUs

sQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDNUM7SUFFRCxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxR

QUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEIsT0FBTyxZQUFZLENBQUMsc0JBQXNCLENBQUMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQ

WtCLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUN2RTtJQUNELE9BQU8sTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQW9CLENBQUM7QUFDckM

sQ0FBQztBQUVELE1BQU0sVUFBVSxLQUFLLENBQ2pCLElBQXVFO0lBRXpFLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxNQUF

NLEVBQUUsT0FBTyxFQUFFLEtBQUssRUFBQyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQztJQUN0QyxNQUFNLEVBQUM

sQ0FBQyxFQUFDLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDO0lBQ25CLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxDQUFDO0lBRTVCLGdCQUFnQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQ

UMsQ0FBQztJQUU3QixNQUFNLENBQUMsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxHQUFHLFVBQVUsQ0FB

QyxnQkFBZ0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ3BFLFVBQ

VUsQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRS

9DLE1BQU0sSUFBSSxHQUFHLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQ
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yxNQUFNLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxNQUFNLENBQUM7SUFDL0MsTUFBTSxPQUFPLEdBQUcsU0FBUyxDQUF

DLElBQUksRUFBRSxNQUFNLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2pFLE9BQU8sT0FBTyxDQUFDLGNBQWMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQUMsQ0FBQztBQUN6RCxDQUFDO0FBRUQsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQU0sV0FBVyxHQUFpQjtJQUN2QyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNqQixXQUFXLE

VBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNsQixVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBeUI7Q0FDdEMsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50Ijp

bIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUm

VzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0a

GUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxp

YW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuIC

ogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2

Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4g

XCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZI

EtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzc

GVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bm

RlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIE

JhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIGJ1ZmZlciwgRGF0YVR5cGUsIEtlcm5lbENvbmZpZywgS2VybmVsRnVuYywgU2xp

Y2UsIHNsaWNlX3V0aWwsIFNsaWNlQXR0cnMsIFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBUZW5zb3JJbmZvLCBUeXBlZEF

ycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5pbXBvcnQge01hdGhCYWNr

ZW5kQ1BVfSBmcm9tICcuLi9iYWNrZW5kX2NwdSc7XG5pbXBvcnQge2Fzc2VydE5vdENvbXBsZXh9IGZyb2

0gJy4uL2NwdV91dGlsJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlSW1wbChcbiAgICB2YWxzOiBCYWNrZ

W5kVmFsdWVzLCBiZWdpbjogbnVtYmVyW10sIHNpemU6IG51bWJlcltdLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW10sXG

4gICAgZHR5cGU6IERhdGFUeXBlKTogQmFja2VuZFZhbHVlcyB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGlzQ29udGlub3VzID0gc2

xpY2VfdXRpbC5pc1NsaWNlQ29udGlub3VzKHNoYXBlLCBiZWdpbiwgc2l6ZSk7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGxlbmd0aC

A9IHV0aWwuc2l6ZUZyb21TaGFwZShzaXplKTtcbiAgY29uc3QgeFN0cmlkZXMgPSB1dGlsLmNvbXB1dGVTd

HJpZGVzKHNoYXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoaXNDb250aW5vdXMpIHtcbiAgICBjb25zdCBmbGF0T2Zmc2V0ID0gc

2xpY2VfdXRpbC5jb21wdXRlRmxhdE9mZnNldChiZWdpbiwgeFN0cmlkZXMpO1xuXG4gICAgaWYgKGR0eX

BlID09PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QXJyYXlbXSkuc2xpY2UoZmx

hdE9mZnNldCwgZmxhdE9mZnNldCArIGxlbmd0aCk7XG4gICAgfVxuXG4gICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIF

R5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnN1YmFycmF5KGZsYXRPZmZzZXQsIGZsYXRPZmZzZXQgKyBsZW5ndGgpO1xuICB9

XG5cbiAgY29uc3QgZGVjb2RlZERhdGEgPSBkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycgP1xuICAgICAgYmFja2VuZF91d

GlsLmZyb21VaW50OFRvU3RyaW5nQXJyYXkodmFscyBhcyBVaW50OEFycmF5W10pIDpcbiAgICAgIHZhbH

MgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBpbkJ1ZiA9IGJ1ZmZlcihzaGFwZSwgZHR5cGUsIGRlY29kZW

REYXRhKTtcbiAgY29uc3Qgb3V0QnVmID0gYnVmZmVyKHNpemUsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA

9IDA7IGkgPCBvdXRCdWYuc2l6ZTsgKytpKSB7XG4gICAgY29uc3Qgb3V0TG9jID0gb3V0QnVmLmluZGV4V

G9Mb2MoaSk7XG4gICAgY29uc3QgaW5Mb2MgPSBvdXRMb2MubWFwKChpZHg6IG51bWJlciwgaikgPT4ga

WR4ICsgYmVnaW5bal0pO1xuICAgIG91dEJ1Zi5zZXQoaW5CdWYuZ2V0KC4uLmluTG9jKSwgLi4ub3V0TG9j

KTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGlmIChkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycpIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gYmFja2VuZF91dGlsLm

Zyb21TdHJpbmdBcnJheVRvVWludDgob3V0QnVmLnZhbHVlcyBhcyBzdHJpbmdbXSk7XG4gIH1cbiAgcmV0d

XJuIG91dEJ1Zi52YWx1ZXMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlKFxu

ICAgIGFyZ3M6IHtpbnB1dHM6IFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBiYWNrZW5kOiBNYXRoQmFja2VuZENQVSwgYX

R0cnM6IFNsaWNlQXR0cnN9KTpcbiAgICBUZW5zb3JJbmZvIHtcbiAgY29uc3Qge2lucHV0cywgYmFja2VuZC

wgYXR0cnN9ID0gYXJncztcbiAgY29uc3Qge3h9ID0gaW5wdXRzO1xuICBjb25zdCB7YmVnaW4sIHNpemV9ID

0gYXR0cnM7XG5cbiAgYXNzZXJ0Tm90Q29tcGxleCh4LCAnc2xpY2UnKTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBbJGJlZ2luLCAk

c2l6ZV0gPSBzbGljZV91dGlsLnBhcnNlU2xpY2VQYXJhbXMoeCwgYmVnaW4sIHNpemUpO1xuICBzbGljZV9

1dGlsLmFzc2VydFBhcmFtc1ZhbGlkKHgsICRiZWdpbiwgJHNpemUpO1xuXG4gIGNvbnN0IHZhbHMgPSBiYW
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NrZW5kLmRhdGEuZ2V0KHguZGF0YUlkKS52YWx1ZXM7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dFZhbHMgPSBzbGljZUltcG

wodmFscywgJGJlZ2luLCAkc2l6ZSwgeC5zaGFwZSwgeC5kdHlwZSk7XG4gIHJldHVybiBiYWNrZW5kLm1ha2

VUZW5zb3JJbmZvKCRzaXplLCB4LmR0eXBlLCBvdXRWYWxzKTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGNvbnN0IHNsaWN

lQ29uZmlnOiBLZXJuZWxDb25maWcgPSB7XG4gIGtlcm5lbE5hbWU6IFNsaWNlLFxuICBiYWNrZW5kTmFtZ

TogJ2NwdScsXG4gIGtlcm5lbEZ1bmM6IHNsaWNlIGFzIHt9IGFzIEtlcm5lbEZ1bmNcbn07XG4iXX0=","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)

{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as

[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;

i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:

number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +
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beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===

1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =

$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:

backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,
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inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =

0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function concatImpl(inputs, outShape, dtype,

simplyConcat) {\n    const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n    if

(simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n        // Use built-in TypedArray.set() method for speed.\n        let offset =

0;\n        inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const size = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n

outVals.set(input.vals, offset);\n            offset += size;\n        });\n    }\n    else {\n        let colOffset = 0;\n

inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals) :\n                input.vals;\n            let tIdx = 0;\n            for (let row

= 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n                const resIdx = row * outShape[1] + colOffset;\n                for (let col

= 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n                    outVals[resIdx + col] = decodedData[tIdx++];\n                }\n

}\n            colOffset += input.shape[1];\n        });\n    }\n    return outVals;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiQ29uY2F0X2ltcGwuanMiLC

Jzb3VyY2VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZ

XJuZWxzL0NvbmNhdF9pbXBsLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Oz

s7R0FlRztBQUVILE9BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQXVDLElBQUksRUFBQyxNQUFNLHVCQUF1QixDQU

FDO0FBRTlGLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxVQUFVLENBQ3RCLE1BQXFELEVBQUUsUUFBa0IsRUFDekUsS0FBZS

xFQUFFLFlBQXFCO0lBQ3hDLE1BQU0sT0FBTyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

EVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVFLElBQUk

sWUFBWSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEMsa0RBQWtEO1FBQ2xELElBQUksTUFB

TSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUNmLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxPQUFPLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQU

U7WUFDckIsTUFBTSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSy

xDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFFNUMsT0FBc0IsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLElBQWtCLEVB

QUUsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFDOUQsTUFBTSxJQUFJLElBQUksQ0FBQztRQUNqQixDQUFDLEN

BQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO1NBQU07UUFDTCxJQUFJLFNBQVMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7UUFFbEIsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsRUFBRTtZQUNyQixNQUFNLFdBQVcsR0FBRyxL

QUFLLEtBQUssUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

ENBQUMsSUFBb0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ2pFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxJQUFrQixDQUFDO1lBRTd

CLElBQUksSUFBSSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztZQUViLEtBQUssSUFBSSxHQUFHLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxF

QUFFLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUUsR0F
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BRyxFQUFFO2dCQUM3QyxNQUFNLE1BQU0sR0FBRyxHQUFHLEdBQUcsUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQyxHQUFHLFNBQVMsQ0FBQztnQkFDN0MsS0FBSyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsR0

FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxHQUFHLEVB

QUU7b0JBQzdDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsV0FBVyxDQUFDLElBQ

UksRUFBRSxDQUFDLENBQUM7aUJBQzdDO2FBQ0Y7WUFFRCxTQUFTLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEtB

QUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUM5QixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO0lBRUQsT0F

BTyxPQUFPLENBQUM7QUFDakIsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiA

qIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbn

NlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICo

geW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5I

GFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0Z

WQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICo

gV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzI

G9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3

Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID

09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09

PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIEJhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIERhdG

FUeXBlLCBUeXBlZEFycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5leHBv

cnQgZnVuY3Rpb24gY29uY2F0SW1wbChcbiAgICBpbnB1dHM6IEFycmF5PHt2YWxzOiBCYWNrZW5kVmFsd

WVzLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW119Piwgb3V0U2hhcGU6IG51bWJlcltdLFxuICAgIGR0eXBlOiBEYXRhVHl

wZSwgc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0OiBib29sZWFuKTogVHlwZWRBcnJheXxzdHJpbmdbXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dF

ZhbHMgPSB1dGlsLmdldEFycmF5RnJvbURUeXBlKGR0eXBlLCB1dGlsLnNpemVGcm9tU2hhcGUob3V0U2hh

cGUpKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0ICYmIGR0eXBlICE9PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgIC8vIFVzZSBi

dWlsdC1pbiBUeXBlZEFycmF5LnNldCgpIG1ldGhvZCBmb3Igc3BlZWQuXG4gICAgbGV0IG9mZnNldCA9IDA

7XG4gICAgaW5wdXRzLmZvckVhY2goaW5wdXQgPT4ge1xuICAgICAgY29uc3Qgc2l6ZSA9IHV0aWwuc2l6Z

UZyb21TaGFwZShpbnB1dC5zaGFwZSk7XG5cbiAgICAgIChvdXRWYWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnNldCh

pbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXksIG9mZnNldCk7XG4gICAgICBvZmZzZXQgKz0gc2l6ZTtcbiAgICB

9KTtcbiAgfSBlbHNlIHtcbiAgICBsZXQgY29sT2Zmc2V0ID0gMDtcblxuICAgIGlucHV0cy5mb3JFYWNoKGluc

HV0ID0+IHtcbiAgICAgIGNvbnN0IGRlY29kZWREYXRhID0gZHR5cGUgPT09ICdzdHJpbmcnID9cbiAgICAgI

CAgICBiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwuZnJvbVVpbnQ4VG9TdHJpbmdBcnJheShpbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QX

JyYXlbXSkgOlxuICAgICAgICAgIGlucHV0LnZhbHMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICAgICAgbGV0IHRJZ

HggPSAwO1xuXG4gICAgICBmb3IgKGxldCByb3cgPSAwOyByb3cgPCBpbnB1dC5zaGFwZVswXTsgKytyb3cp

IHtcbiAgICAgICAgY29uc3QgcmVzSWR4ID0gcm93ICogb3V0U2hhcGVbMV0gKyBjb2xPZmZzZXQ7XG4gICA

gICAgIGZvciAobGV0IGNvbCA9IDA7IGNvbCA8IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdOyArK2NvbCkge1xuICAgICAgIC

AgIG91dFZhbHNbcmVzSWR4ICsgY29sXSA9IGRlY29kZWREYXRhW3RJZHgrK107XG4gICAgICAgIH1cbiA

gICAgIH1cblxuICAgICAgY29sT2Zmc2V0ICs9IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdO1xuICAgIH0pO1xuICB9XG5cbiAgc

mV0dXJuIG91dFZhbHM7XG59XG4iXX0=","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:
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number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',

// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,

$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,

topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //
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strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,

xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable
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law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,

extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const

imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n

'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n
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const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const

outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const

xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,

padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:

FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',
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'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,

padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n

'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})

{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n

}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const
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filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,

preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const
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outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape

(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,

isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //

sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const

parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:

{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either

float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you
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may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //

padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype

=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',

reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,

axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match

enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n

'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:
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setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:

number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const

pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,

pValidOutputs};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n
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NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,

maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,

padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n

parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}

as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n

(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using

validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:
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KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null
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/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>

p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,

weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function rangeImpl(start, stop, step, dtype) {\n    const

sameStartStop = start === stop;\n    const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n    const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n    if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

   decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n        return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n    }\n    const numElements

= Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n    const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n

if (stop < start && step === 1) {\n        // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n        // (or was set to 1)\n

  step = -1;\n    }\n    values[0] = start;\n    for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n        values[i] = values[i - 1] +

step;\n    }\n    return values;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC5qcyIsIn

NvdXJjZVJvb3QiOiIiLCJzb3VyY2VzIjpbIi4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uL3RmanMtYmFja2VuZC1jcHUvc3JjL2tlc

m5lbHMvUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC50cyJdLCJuYW1lcyI6W10sIm1hcHBpbmdzIjoiQUFBQTs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7O0

dBZUc7QUFFSCxPQUFPLEVBQWMsSUFBSSxFQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFFeEQsTUFB

TSxVQUFVLFNBQVMsQ0FDckIsS0FBYSxFQUFFLElBQVksRUFBRSxJQUFZLEVBQ3pDLEtBQXdCO0lBQz

FCLE1BQU0sYUFBYSxHQUFHLEtBQUssS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUM7SUFDckMsTUFBTSwyQkFBMkIsR0F

BRyxLQUFLLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDN0QsTUFBTSwyQkF

BMkIsR0FBRyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFN0QsSUFBSS

xhQUFhLElBQUksMkJBQTJCO1FBQzVDLDJCQUEyQixFQUFFO1FBQy9CLE9BQU8sSUFBSSxDQUFDLG1

CQUFtQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUMzQztJQUVELE1BQU0sV0FBVy

xHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsSUFBSSxDQUFDLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDLElBQUksR0

FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQy9ELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQ

UFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxtQkFBbUIsQ0FBQyxXQUFXLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFNUQsS

UFBSSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDOUIsb0RBQW9EO1F

BQ3BELG9CQUFvQjtRQUNwQixJQUFJLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDWDtJQUVELE1BQU0

sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUM7SUFDbEIsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyx

DQUFDLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUU7

UUFDdEMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDO0tBQ2xDO0lBQ0QsT0FBTyxNQUFNLENBQUM7QUFDaEIsQ0FBQyI

sInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMT

EMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc

2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZ

SBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSB

jb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJ

Q0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZC

B0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZ

GlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIE

NPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIE

xpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4

gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J

0IHtEYXRhVHlwZU1hcCwgdXRpbH0gZnJvbSAnQHRlbnNvcmZsb3cvdGZqcy1jb3JlJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bm

N0aW9uIHJhbmdlSW1wbChcbiAgICBzdGFydDogbnVtYmVyLCBzdG9wOiBudW1iZXIsIHN0ZXA6IG51bWJlci

xcbiAgICBkdHlwZTogJ2Zsb2F0MzInfCdpbnQzMicpOiBEYXRhVHlwZU1hcFsnZmxvYXQzMicgfCAnaW50Mz

InXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgPSBzdGFydCA9PT0gc3RvcDtcbiAgY29uc3QgaW5jcmVhc

2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwID0gc3RhcnQgPCBzdG9wICYmIHN0ZXAgPCAwO1xuICBjb25zdCBkZ

WNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXAgPSBzdG9wIDwgc3RhcnQgJiYgc3RlcCA+IDE7XG5cbiAga

WYgKHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgfHwgaW5jcmVhc2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwIHx8XG4gICAgICBk

ZWNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXApIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gdXRpbC5tYWtlWmVyb3NUeXB
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lZEFycmF5KDAsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGNvbnN0IG51bUVsZW1lbnRzID0gTWF0aC5hYnMoTWF0aC

5jZWlsKChzdG9wIC0gc3RhcnQpIC8gc3RlcCkpO1xuICBjb25zdCB2YWx1ZXMgPSB1dGlsLm1ha2VaZXJvc1R

5cGVkQXJyYXkobnVtRWxlbWVudHMsIGR0eXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc3RvcCA8IHN0YXJ0ICYmIHN0ZXAgP

T09IDEpIHtcbiAgICAvLyBBdXRvIGFkanVzdCB0aGUgc3RlcCdzIHNpZ24gaWYgaXQgaGFzbid0IGJlZW4gc2V

0XG4gICAgLy8gKG9yIHdhcyBzZXQgdG8gMSlcbiAgICBzdGVwID0gLTE7XG4gIH1cblxuICB2YWx1ZXNbM

F0gPSBzdGFydDtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA9IDE7IGkgPCB2YWx1ZXMubGVuZ3RoOyBpKyspIHtcbiAgICB2

YWx1ZXNbaV0gPSB2YWx1ZXNbaSAtIDFdICsgc3RlcDtcbiAgfVxuICByZXR1cm4gdmFsdWVzO1xufVxuIl19"

,"/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //
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oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //

newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'

 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport
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{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)
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=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-
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circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =

args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:
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0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:

TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =

s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from
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'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n

inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n
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        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =

new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n

}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =
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transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =

attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n
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xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,

attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:

number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :
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[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const

interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the

library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport

{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from

'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport
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{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport

{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n

greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n

*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array

passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,
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11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n","\nvar WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = (function() {\n

var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src :

undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return

(\nfunction(WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd) {\n  WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd || {};\n\nfunction

GROWABLE_HEAP_I8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)}

return HEAP8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAPU8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAP32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPU32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_F64(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPF64}var Module=typeof

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD=Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]||false;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"};var

nodeWorkerThreads;try{nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\")}catch(e){console.error('The

\"worker_threads\" module is not supported in this node.js build - perhaps a newer version is needed?');throw

e}global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof
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scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(typeof

_scriptDir !== \"undefined\" &&

_scriptDir){scriptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.s

ubstr(0,scriptDirectory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){read_=fun

ction

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret}}else{read_=function(url){var xhr=new XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){global.performance=require(\"perf_hooks\").performance}}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];function

warnOnce(text){if(!warnOnce.shown)warnOnce.shown={};if(!warnOnce.shown[text]){warnOnce.shown[text]=1;er

r(text)}}var Atomics_load=Atomics.load;var Atomics_store=Atomics.store;var

Atomics_compareExchange=Atomics.compareExchange;var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var wasmModule;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var
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numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

str=\"\";while(!(idx>=endIdx)){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!u0)return

str;if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function lengthBytesUTF8(str){var

len=0;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343)u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|str.charCodeAt(++i)&1023;if(u<=127)+

+len;else if(u<=2047)len+=2;else if(u<=65535)len+=3;else len+=4}return len}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){wasmM

emory=Module[\"wasmMemory\"];buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}else{if(Module[\"wasmMemory\"]){wasmMemory=

Module[\"wasmMemory\"]}else{wasmMemory=new

WebAssembly.Memory({\"initial\":INITIAL_MEMORY/65536,\"maximum\":2147483648/65536,\"shared\":true});

if(!(wasmMemory.buffer instanceof SharedArrayBuffer)){err(\"requested a shared WebAssembly.Memory but the

returned buffer is not a SharedArrayBuffer, indicating that while the browser has SharedArrayBuffer it does not

have WebAssembly threads support - you may need to set a

flag\");if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){console.log(\"(on node you may need: --experimental-wasm-threads --

experimental-wasm-bulk-memory and also use a recent version)\")}throw Error(\"bad

memory\")}}}if(wasmMemory){buffer=wasmMemory.buffer}INITIAL_MEMORY=buffer.byteLength;updateGlob

alBufferAndViews(buffer);var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var __ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var

__ATEXIT__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var runtimeInitialized=false;var

runtimeExited=false;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctor

s()}});function preRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a
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ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT

__)}function

preMain(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function

exitRuntime(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;runtimeExited=true}function

postRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){assert(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD,\"addRunDependency cannot be used in a

pthread

worker\");runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](ru

nDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)console.err

or(\"Pthread aborting at \"+(new

Error).stack);what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTATUS=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s

ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw

e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"I\"];wasmModule=module;if(!E

NVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){var

numWorkersToLoad=PThread.unusedWorkers.length;PThread.unusedWorkers.forEach(function(w){PThread.load

WasmModuleToWorker(w,function(){if(!--numWorkersToLoad)removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")})})}}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\")}function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"],output[\"module\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return
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WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}var

ASM_CONSTS={10520:function(){throw\"Canceled!\"},10538:function($0,$1){setTimeout(function(){__emscript

en_do_dispatch_to_thread($0,$1)},0)}};function initPthreadsJS(){PThread.initRuntime()}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}var

ERRNO_CODES={EPERM:63,ENOENT:44,ESRCH:71,EINTR:27,EIO:29,ENXIO:60,E2BIG:1,ENOEXEC:45,E

BADF:8,ECHILD:12,EAGAIN:6,EWOULDBLOCK:6,ENOMEM:48,EACCES:2,EFAULT:21,ENOTBLK:105,EB

USY:10,EEXIST:20,EXDEV:75,ENODEV:43,ENOTDIR:54,EISDIR:31,EINVAL:28,ENFILE:41,EMFILE:33,EN

OTTY:59,ETXTBSY:74,EFBIG:22,ENOSPC:51,ESPIPE:70,EROFS:69,EMLINK:34,EPIPE:64,EDOM:18,ERAN

GE:68,ENOMSG:49,EIDRM:24,ECHRNG:106,EL2NSYNC:156,EL3HLT:107,EL3RST:108,ELNRNG:109,EUNA

TCH:110,ENOCSI:111,EL2HLT:112,EDEADLK:16,ENOLCK:46,EBADE:113,EBADR:114,EXFULL:115,ENOA

NO:104,EBADRQC:103,EBADSLT:102,EDEADLOCK:16,EBFONT:101,ENOSTR:100,ENODATA:116,ETIME:

117,ENOSR:118,ENONET:119,ENOPKG:120,EREMOTE:121,ENOLINK:47,EADV:122,ESRMNT:123,ECOMM

:124,EPROTO:65,EMULTIHOP:36,EDOTDOT:125,EBADMSG:9,ENOTUNIQ:126,EBADFD:127,EREMCHG:1

28,ELIBACC:129,ELIBBAD:130,ELIBSCN:131,ELIBMAX:132,ELIBEXEC:133,ENOSYS:52,ENOTEMPTY:55,

ENAMETOOLONG:37,ELOOP:32,EOPNOTSUPP:138,EPFNOSUPPORT:139,ECONNRESET:15,ENOBUFS:42,

EAFNOSUPPORT:5,EPROTOTYPE:67,ENOTSOCK:57,ENOPROTOOPT:50,ESHUTDOWN:140,ECONNREFU

SED:14,EADDRINUSE:3,ECONNABORTED:13,ENETUNREACH:40,ENETDOWN:38,ETIMEDOUT:73,EHOS

TDOWN:142,EHOSTUNREACH:23,EINPROGRESS:26,EALREADY:7,EDESTADDRREQ:17,EMSGSIZE:35,E

PROTONOSUPPORT:66,ESOCKTNOSUPPORT:137,EADDRNOTAVAIL:4,ENETRESET:39,EISCONN:30,EN

OTCONN:53,ETOOMANYREFS:141,EUSERS:136,EDQUOT:19,ESTALE:72,ENOTSUP:138,ENOMEDIUM:14

8,EILSEQ:25,EOVERFLOW:61,ECANCELED:11,ENOTRECOVERABLE:56,EOWNERDEAD:62,ESTRPIPE:13

5};function

_emscripten_futex_wake(addr,count){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0||count<0)retu

rn-28;if(count==0)return 0;if(count>=2147483647)count=Infinity;var

mainThreadWaitAddress=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2);var

mainThreadWoken=0;if(mainThreadWaitAddress==addr){var

loadedAddr=Atomics.compareExchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,mainTh

readWaitAddress,0);if(loadedAddr==mainThreadWaitAddress){--count;mainThreadWoken=1;if(count<=0)return

1}}var ret=Atomics.notify(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,count);if(ret>=0)return

ret+mainThreadWoken;throw\"Atomics.notify returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}Module[\"_emscripten_futex_wake\"]=_emscripten_futex_wake;function

killThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! killThread() can only ever be

called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

killThread!\";GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.terminate();PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);PThread.runni

ngWorkers.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(pthread.worker),1);pthread.worker.pthread=undefined}functio
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n cancelThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cancelThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cancelThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancel\"})}function

cleanupThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cleanupThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cleanupThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];if(pthread){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

worker=pthread.worker;PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}var

PThread={unusedWorkers:[],runningWorkers:[],initMainThreadBlock:function(){var pthreadPoolSize=8;for(var

i=0;i<pthreadPoolSize;++i){PThread.allocateUnusedWorker()}},initRuntime:function(){var

tb=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228/4;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tb/4+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tb+12>>2]=tb;var

headPtr=tb+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var tlsMemory=_malloc(512);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tlsMemory/4+i]=0;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+100

>>2,tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+40>>2,tb);__emscripten_thread_init(tb,!ENVIRON

MENT_IS_WORKER,1);_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id(tb)},initWorker:function(){},pthreads:{},t

hreadExitHandlers:[],setThreadStatus:function(){},runExitHandlers:function(){while(PThread.threadExitHandlers.l

ength>0){PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop()()}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self())___pthread

_tsd_run_dtors()},runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread:function(tb,exitCode){Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U

32(),tb+56>>2,1);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+60>>2,0);PThread.runExitHandlers();Atomics.stor

e(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+4>>2,exitCode);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2,1);_emscri

pten_futex_wake(tb+0,2147483647);__emscripten_thread_init(0,0,0)},threadExit:function(exitCode){var

tb=_pthread_self();if(tb){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(tb,exitCode);if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHRE

AD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exit\"})}}},threadCancel:function(){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(_pthr

ead_self(),-1);postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancelDone\"})},terminateAllThreads:function(){for(var t in

PThread.pthreads){var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[t];if(pthread&&pthread.worker){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(pthread.worker)}}PThre

ad.pthreads={};for(var i=0;i<PThread.unusedWorkers.length;++i){var

worker=PThread.unusedWorkers[i];worker.terminate()}PThread.unusedWorkers=[];for(var

i=0;i<PThread.runningWorkers.length;++i){var worker=PThread.runningWorkers[i];var

pthread=worker.pthread;PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);worker.terminate()}PThread.runningWorkers=[]},freeTh

readData:function(pthread){if(!pthread)return;if(pthread.threadInfoStruct){var

tlsMemory=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.threadInfoStruct+100>>2];GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.thr

eadInfoStruct+100>>2]=0;_free(tlsMemory);_free(pthread.threadInfoStruct)}pthread.threadInfoStruct=0;if(pthread.

allocatedOwnStack&&pthread.stackBase)_free(pthread.stackBase);pthread.stackBase=0;if(pthread.worker)pthread.

worker.pthread=null},returnWorkerToPool:function(worker){PThread.runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls(functio

n(){delete

PThread.pthreads[worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct];PThread.unusedWorkers.push(worker);PThread.runningWorker

s.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(worker),1);PThread.freeThreadData(worker.pthread);worker.pthread=un

defined})},runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls:function(func){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_m

ain_runtime_queued_calls>>2]=0;try{func()}finally{GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_main_runti

me_queued_calls>>2]=1}},receiveObjectTransfer:function(data){},loadWasmModuleToWorker:function(worker,o

nFinishedLoading){worker.onmessage=function(e){var d=e[\"data\"];var

cmd=d[\"cmd\"];if(worker.pthread)PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct;

if(d[\"targetThread\"]&&d[\"targetThread\"]!=_pthread_self()){var

thread=PThread.pthreads[d.targetThread];if(thread){thread.worker.postMessage(e.data,d[\"transferList\"])}else{con

sole.error('Internal error! Worker sent a message \"'+cmd+'\" to target pthread '+d[\"targetThread\"]+\", but that
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thread no longer

exists!\")}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined;return}if(cmd===\"processQueuedMainThread

Work\"){_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls()}else

if(cmd===\"spawnThread\"){spawnThread(e.data)}else

if(cmd===\"cleanupThread\"){cleanupThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"killThread\"){killThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"cancelThread\"){cancelThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"loaded\"){worker.loaded=true;if(onFinishedLoading)onFinishedLoading(worker);if(worker.runPthread)

{worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}else if(cmd===\"print\"){out(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\":

\"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"printErr\"){err(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else

if(cmd===\"alert\"){alert(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"exit\"){var

detached=worker.pthread&&Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct+64>>2);if

(detached){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}else

if(cmd===\"exitProcess\"){try{exit(d[\"returnCode\"])}catch(e){if(e instanceof ExitStatus)return;throw e}}else

if(cmd===\"cancelDone\"){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}else

if(cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){PThread.receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){worker.postMessage(e.data)}else{err(\"worker sent an unknown command

\"+cmd)}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined};worker.onerror=function(e){err(\"pthread sent

an error! \"+e.filename+\":\"+e.lineno+\":

\"+e.message)};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){worker.on(\"message\",function(data){worker.onmessage({data:d

ata})});worker.on(\"error\",function(data){worker.onerror(data)});worker.on(\"exit\",function(data){})}worker.post

Message({\"cmd\":\"load\",\"urlOrBlob\":Module[\"mainScriptUrlOrBlob\"]||_scriptDir,\"wasmMemory\":wasmMe

mory,\"wasmModule\":wasmModule})},allocateUnusedWorker:function(){var pthreadMainJs=locateFile(\"tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js\");PThread.unusedWorkers.push(new

Worker(pthreadMainJs))},getNewWorker:function(){if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length==0){PThread.allocateUnus

edWorker();PThread.loadWasmModuleToWorker(PThread.unusedWorkers[0])}if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length>

0)return PThread.unusedWorkers.pop();else return null},busySpinWait:function(msecs){var

t=performance.now()+msecs;while(performance.now()<t){}}};function

establishStackSpace(stackTop,stackMax){_emscripten_stack_set_limits(stackTop,stackMax);stackRestore(stackTop

)}Module[\"establishStackSpace\"]=establishStackSpace;function getNoExitRuntime(){return

noExitRuntime}Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]=getNoExitRuntime;function invokeEntryPoint(ptr,arg){return

wasmTable.get(ptr)(arg)}Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"]=invokeEntryPoint;function

___assert_fail(condition,filename,line,func){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+UTF8ToString(condition)+\", at:

\"+[filename?UTF8ToString(filename):\"unknown filename\",line,func?UTF8ToString(func):\"unknown

function\"])}function ___call_main(argc,argv){var returnCode=_main(argc,argv)}var

_emscripten_get_now;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){_emscripten_get_now=function(){var

t=process[\"hrtime\"]();return t[0]*1e3+t[1]/1e6}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){_emscripten_get_now=function(){return performance.now()-

Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]}}else if(typeof

dateNow!==\"undefined\"){_emscripten_get_now=dateNow}else _emscripten_get_now=function(){return

performance.now()};function setErrNo(value){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return

value}function _atexit(func,arg){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(1,1,func,arg)}function

__emscripten_notify_thread_queue(targetThreadId,mainThreadId){if(targetThreadId==mainThreadId){postMessag

e({\"cmd\":\"processQueuedMainThreadWork\"})}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){postMessage({\"targetThread\":targetThreadId,\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueu

e\"})}else{var pthread=PThread.pthreads[targetThreadId];var

worker=pthread&&pthread.worker;if(!worker){return}worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueue\"})}ret
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urn 1}function _abort(){abort()}function _emscripten_asm_const_int(code,sigPtr,argbuf){var

args=readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,argbuf);return ASM_CONSTS[code].apply(null,args)}function

_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status(expectedStatus,newStatus){}function

_emscripten_futex_wait(addr,val,timeout){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0)return-

28;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB){var

ret=Atomics.wait(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,val,timeout);if(ret===\"timed-out\")return-

73;if(ret===\"not-equal\")return-6;if(ret===\"ok\")return 0;throw\"Atomics.wait returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}else{if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!=val){return-6}var

tNow=performance.now();var tEnd=tNow+timeout;var

lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr);while(1){tNo

w=performance.now();if(tNow>tEnd){lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_mai

n_thread_futex>>2,0);return-

73}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,0);if(lastAddr==

0){break}_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls();if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!

=val){return-

6}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr)}return

0}}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_num_logical_cores(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return require(\"os\").cpus().length;return

navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]}function _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(index,sync){var

numCallArgs=arguments.length-2;var stack=stackSave();var serializedNumCallArgs=numCallArgs;var

args=stackAlloc(serializedNumCallArgs*8);var b=args>>3;for(var i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){var

arg=arguments[2+i];GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]=arg}var

ret=_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js(index,serializedNumCallArgs,args,sync);stackRestore(stack);retur

n ret}var _emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs=[];var readAsmConstArgsArray=[];function

readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,buf){readAsmConstArgsArray.length=0;var

ch;buf>>=2;while(ch=GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[sigPtr++]){var

double=ch<105;if(double&&buf&1)buf++;readAsmConstArgsArray.push(double?GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[buf

++>>1]:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[buf]);++buf}return readAsmConstArgsArray}function

_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js(index,numCallArgs,args){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callA

rgs.length=numCallArgs;var b=args>>3;for(var

i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs[i]=GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]}v

ar isEmAsmConst=index<0;var func=!isEmAsmConst?proxiedFunctionTable[index]:ASM_CONSTS[-index-

1];return func.apply(null,_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var

oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();if(requestedSize<=oldSize){return false}var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

JSEvents={inEventHandler:0,removeAllEventListeners:function(){for(var i=JSEvents.eventHandlers.length-

1;i>=0;--

i){JSEvents._removeHandler(i)}JSEvents.eventHandlers=[];JSEvents.deferredCalls=[]},registerRemoveEventListen
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ers:function(){if(!JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered){__ATEXIT__.push(JSEvents.removeAllEventListene

rs);JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered=true}},deferredCalls:[],deferCall:function(targetFunction,precedence

,argsList){function arraysHaveEqualContent(arrA,arrB){if(arrA.length!=arrB.length)return false;for(var i in

arrA){if(arrA[i]!=arrB[i])return false}return true}for(var i in JSEvents.deferredCalls){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];if(call.targetFunction==targetFunction&&arraysHaveEqualContent(call.argsList,args

List)){return}}JSEvents.deferredCalls.push({targetFunction:targetFunction,precedence:precedence,argsList:argsList

});JSEvents.deferredCalls.sort(function(x,y){return

x.precedence<y.precedence})},removeDeferredCalls:function(targetFunction){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){if(JSEvents.deferredCalls[i].targetFunction==targetFunction){JSEvents.d

eferredCalls.splice(i,1);--i}}},canPerformEventHandlerRequests:function(){return

JSEvents.inEventHandler&&JSEvents.currentEventHandler.allowsDeferredCalls},runDeferredCalls:function(){if(!J

SEvents.canPerformEventHandlerRequests()){return}for(var i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];JSEvents.deferredCalls.splice(i,1);--

i;call.targetFunction.apply(null,call.argsList)}},eventHandlers:[],removeAllHandlersOnTarget:function(target,event

TypeString){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==target&&(!eventTypeString||event

TypeString==JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].eventTypeString)){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}},_removeHandler:function(i){var

h=JSEvents.eventHandlers[i];h.target.removeEventListener(h.eventTypeString,h.eventListenerFunc,h.useCapture);J

SEvents.eventHandlers.splice(i,1)},registerOrRemoveHandler:function(eventHandler){var jsEventHandler=function

jsEventHandler(event){++JSEvents.inEventHandler;JSEvents.currentEventHandler=eventHandler;JSEvents.runDef

erredCalls();eventHandler.handlerFunc(event);JSEvents.runDeferredCalls();--

JSEvents.inEventHandler};if(eventHandler.callbackfunc){eventHandler.eventListenerFunc=jsEventHandler;eventH

andler.target.addEventListener(eventHandler.eventTypeString,jsEventHandler,eventHandler.useCapture);JSEvents.e

ventHandlers.push(eventHandler);JSEvents.registerRemoveEventListeners()}else{for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==eventHandler.target&&JSEvents.e

ventHandlers[i].eventTypeString==eventHandler.eventTypeString){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}}},queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii:function(targetThread,eventHandlerFunc,eventTypeId,eventData,userData)

{var stackTop=stackSave();var

varargs=stackAlloc(12);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs>>2]=eventTypeId;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs

+4>>2]=eventData;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+8>>2]=userData;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThr

ead,637534208,eventHandlerFunc,eventData,varargs);stackRestore(stackTop)},getTargetThreadForEventCallback:f

unction(targetThread){switch(targetThread){case 1:return 0;case 2:return

PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread;default:return

targetThread}},getNodeNameForTarget:function(target){if(!target)return\"\";if(target==window)return\"#window\";

if(target==screen)return\"#screen\";return

target&&target.nodeName?target.nodeName:\"\"},fullscreenEnabled:function(){return

document.fullscreenEnabled||document.webkitFullscreenEnabled}};function stringToNewUTF8(jsString){var

length=lengthBytesUTF8(jsString)+1;var cString=_malloc(length);stringToUTF8(jsString,cString,length);return

cString}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){var

stackTop=stackSave();var varargs=stackAlloc(12);var

targetCanvasPtr=0;if(targetCanvas){targetCanvasPtr=stringToNewUTF8(targetCanvas)}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(

)[varargs>>2]=targetCanvasPtr;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+4>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[var

args+8>>2]=height;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThread,657457152,0,targetCanvasPtr,varargs);stackRestor

e(stackTop)}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){targetCanvas=tar

getCanvas?UTF8ToString(targetCanvas):\"\";_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThr
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ead,targetCanvas,width,height)}function maybeCStringToJsString(cString){return

cString>2?UTF8ToString(cString):cString}var specialHTMLTargets=[0,typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document:0,typeof window!==\"undefined\"?window:0];function

findEventTarget(target){target=maybeCStringToJsString(target);var

domElement=specialHTMLTargets[target]||(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document.querySelector(target):undefined);return domElement}function

findCanvasEventTarget(target){return findEventTarget(target)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas)return-

4;if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEA

P_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+4>>2]=height}if(canvas.offscreenCanvas||!canvas.controlTransferredOffscreen){if

(canvas.offscreenCanvas)canvas=canvas.offscreenCanvas;var

autoResizeViewport=false;if(canvas.GLctxObject&&canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx){var

prevViewport=canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.getParameter(2978);autoResizeViewport=prevViewport[0]===0&&prev

Viewport[1]===0&&prevViewport[2]===canvas.width&&prevViewport[3]===canvas.height}canvas.width=width;

canvas.height=height;if(autoResizeViewport){canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.viewport(0,0,width,height)}}else

if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){var

targetThread=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+8>>2];_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_o

n_target_thread(targetThread,target,width,height);return 1}else{return-4}return 0}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)retur

n _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(2,1,target,width,height);return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(canvas){return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}else{return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height)}}function

_emscripten_set_current_thread_status(newStatus){}function

_emscripten_set_thread_name(threadId,name){}function __webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"ANGLE_instanced_arrays\");if(ext){ctx[\"vertexAttribDivisor\"]=function(index,divisor){ex

t[\"vertexAttribDivisorANGLE\"](index,divisor)};ctx[\"drawArraysInstanced\"]=function(mode,first,count,primcou

nt){ext[\"drawArraysInstancedANGLE\"](mode,first,count,primcount)};ctx[\"drawElementsInstanced\"]=function(

mode,count,type,indices,primcount){ext[\"drawElementsInstancedANGLE\"](mode,count,type,indices,primcount)};

return 1}}function __webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"OES_vertex_array_object\");if(ext){ctx[\"createVertexArray\"]=function(){return

ext[\"createVertexArrayOES\"]()};ctx[\"deleteVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"deleteVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};

ctx[\"bindVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"bindVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};ctx[\"isVertexArray\"]=function(vao)

{return ext[\"isVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};return 1}}function __webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_draw_buffers\");if(ext){ctx[\"drawBuffers\"]=function(n,bufs){ext[\"drawBuffers

WEBGL\"](n,bufs)};return 1}}function

__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(ctx){return!!(ctx.multiDrawWebgl=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_multi_dra

w\"))}var

GL={counter:1,buffers:[],programs:[],framebuffers:[],renderbuffers:[],textures:[],uniforms:[],shaders:[],vaos:[],cont

exts:{},offscreenCanvases:{},timerQueriesEXT:[],programInfos:{},stringCache:{},unpackAlignment:4,recordError:

function recordError(errorCode){if(!GL.lastError){GL.lastError=errorCode}},getNewId:function(table){var

ret=GL.counter++;for(var i=table.length;i<ret;i++){table[i]=null}return

ret},getSource:function(shader,count,string,length){var source=\"\";for(var i=0;i<count;++i){var

len=length?GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[length+i*4>>2]:-

1;source+=UTF8ToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[string+i*4>>2],len<0?undefined:len)}return
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source},createContext:function(canvas,webGLContextAttributes){var

ctx=canvas.getContext(\"webgl\",webGLContextAttributes);if(!ctx)return 0;var

handle=GL.registerContext(ctx,webGLContextAttributes);return

handle},registerContext:function(ctx,webGLContextAttributes){var

handle=_malloc(8);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[handle+4>>2]=_pthread_self();var

context={handle:handle,attributes:webGLContextAttributes,version:webGLContextAttributes.majorVersion,GLctx:

ctx};if(ctx.canvas)ctx.canvas.GLctxObject=context;GL.contexts[handle]=context;if(typeof

webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensionsByDefault===\"undefined\"||webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensions

ByDefault){GL.initExtensions(context)}return

handle},makeContextCurrent:function(contextHandle){GL.currentContext=GL.contexts[contextHandle];Module.ctx

=GLctx=GL.currentContext&&GL.currentContext.GLctx;return!(contextHandle&&!GLctx)},getContext:function(c

ontextHandle){return

GL.contexts[contextHandle]},deleteContext:function(contextHandle){if(GL.currentContext===GL.contexts[context

Handle])GL.currentContext=null;if(typeof

JSEvents===\"object\")JSEvents.removeAllHandlersOnTarget(GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas);if(GL.co

ntexts[contextHandle]&&GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas)GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas.GL

ctxObject=undefined;_free(GL.contexts[contextHandle].handle);GL.contexts[contextHandle]=null},initExtensions:f

unction(context){if(!context)context=GL.currentContext;if(context.initExtensionsDone)return;context.initExtension

sDone=true;var

GLctx=context.GLctx;__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(GLctx);__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_obj

ect(GLctx);__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(GLctx);GLctx.disjointTimerQueryExt=GLctx.getExtension(\"

EXT_disjoint_timer_query\");__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(GLctx);var

exts=GLctx.getSupportedExtensions()||[];exts.forEach(function(ext){if(ext.indexOf(\"lose_context\")<0&&ext.inde

xOf(\"debug\")<0){GLctx.getExtension(ext)}})},populateUniformTable:function(program){var

p=GL.programs[program];var

ptable=GL.programInfos[program]={uniforms:{},maxUniformLength:0,maxAttributeLength:-

1,maxUniformBlockNameLength:-1};var utable=ptable.uniforms;var

numUniforms=GLctx.getProgramParameter(p,35718);for(var i=0;i<numUniforms;++i){var

u=GLctx.getActiveUniform(p,i);var

name=u.name;ptable.maxUniformLength=Math.max(ptable.maxUniformLength,name.length+1);if(name.slice(-

1)==\"]\"){name=name.slice(0,name.lastIndexOf(\"[\"))}var loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,name);if(loc){var

id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);utable[name]=[u.size,id];GL.uniforms[id]=loc;for(var j=1;j<u.size;++j){var

n=name+\"[\"+j+\"]\";loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,n);id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);GL.uniforms[id]=loc}}}

}};var __emscripten_webgl_power_preferences=[\"default\",\"low-power\",\"high-performance\"];function

_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(target,attributes){var a=attributes>>2;var

powerPreference=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(24>>2)];var

contextAttributes={\"alpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(0>>2)],\"depth\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(4

>>2)],\"stencil\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(8>>2)],\"antialias\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(12>>2)],\"p

remultipliedAlpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(16>>2)],\"preserveDrawingBuffer\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_

I32()[a+(20>>2)],\"powerPreference\":__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences[powerPreference],\"failIfMajorPerf

ormanceCaveat\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(28>>2)],majorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(32>>2)],

minorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(36>>2)],enableExtensionsByDefault:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(

40>>2)],explicitSwapControl:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(44>>2)],proxyContextToMainThread:GROWABLE_

HEAP_I32()[a+(48>>2)],renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(52>>2)]};var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas){return 0}if(contextAttributes.explicitSwapControl){return 0}var

contextHandle=GL.createContext(canvas,contextAttributes);return contextHandle}function

_emscripten_webgl_create_context(a0,a1){return _emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(a0,a1)}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var
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buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var

ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function

_fd_close(fd){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(3,1,fd);return

0}function _fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(4,1,fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset)}function

_fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(5,1,fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum);var num=0;for(var i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var

ptr=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+i*8>>2];var len=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[ptr+j])}num+=len}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32

()[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function _pthread_cleanup_pop(execute){var

routine=PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop();if(execute)routine()}function

_pthread_cleanup_push(routine,arg){PThread.threadExitHandlers.push(function(){wasmTable.get(routine)(arg)})}f

unction spawnThread(threadParams){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! spawnThread()

can only ever be called from main application thread!\";var

worker=PThread.getNewWorker();if(worker.pthread!==undefined)throw\"Internal

error!\";if(!threadParams.pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal error, no pthread

ptr!\";PThread.runningWorkers.push(worker);var tlsMemory=_malloc(128*4);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tlsMemory+i*4>>2]=0}var

stackHigh=threadParams.stackBase+threadParams.stackSize;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[threadParams.pthread_ptr]={worker:worker,stackBase:threadParams.stackBase,stackSize

:threadParams.stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:threadParams.allocatedOwnStack,threadInfoStruct:threadParams.pthrea

d_ptr};var

tis=pthread.threadInfoStruct>>2;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(64>>2),threadParams.detached);A

tomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(100>>2),tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis

+(40>>2),pthread.threadInfoStruct);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(80>>2),threadParams.stackSiz

e);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(76>>2),stackHigh);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),t

is+(104>>2),threadParams.stackSize);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+8>>2),stackHigh);Atom

ics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+12>>2),threadParams.detached);var

global_libc=_emscripten_get_global_libc();var

global_locale=global_libc+40;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(172>>2),global_locale);worker.pthr

ead=pthread;var

msg={\"cmd\":\"run\",\"start_routine\":threadParams.startRoutine,\"arg\":threadParams.arg,\"threadInfoStruct\":thre

adParams.pthread_ptr,\"stackBase\":threadParams.stackBase,\"stackSize\":threadParams.stackSize};worker.runPthre

ad=function(){msg.time=performance.now();worker.postMessage(msg,threadParams.transferList)};if(worker.loaded

){worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}function

_pthread_create(pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg){if(typeof SharedArrayBuffer===\"undefined\"){err(\"Current

environment does not support SharedArrayBuffer, pthreads are not available!\");return

6}if(!pthread_ptr){err(\"pthread_create called with a null thread pointer!\");return 28}var transferList=[];var

error=0;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&(transferList.length===0||error)){return

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4(687865856,pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg)}if(error)return error;var

stackSize=0;var stackBase=0;var detached=0;if(attr&&attr!=-

1){stackSize=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr>>2];stackSize+=81920;stackBase=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+

8>>2];detached=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+12>>2]!==0}else{stackSize=2097152}var

allocatedOwnStack=stackBase==0;if(allocatedOwnStack){stackBase=_memalign(16,stackSize)}else{stackBase-

=stackSize;assert(stackBase>0)}var threadInfoStruct=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228>>2;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[(threadInfoStruct>>2)+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_p
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tr>>2]=threadInfoStruct;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[threadInfoStruct+12>>2]=threadInfoStruct;var

headPtr=threadInfoStruct+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var

threadParams={stackBase:stackBase,stackSize:stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:allocatedOwnStack,detached:detached

,startRoutine:start_routine,pthread_ptr:threadInfoStruct,arg:arg,transferList:transferList};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){threadParams.cmd=\"spawnThread\";postMessage(threadParams,transferList)}else{spawnThread(thread

Params)}return 0}function __pthread_testcancel_js(){if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;var

tb=_pthread_self();if(!tb)return;var

cancelDisabled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+56>>2);if(cancelDisabled)return;var

canceled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2);if(canceled==2)throw\"Canceled!\"}function

_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKE

R)return;warnOnce(\"Blocking on the main thread is very dangerous, see

https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/pthreads.html#blocking-on-the-main-browser-thread\")}function

__emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,block){if(!thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on a null thread

pointer!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self()==thread){err(\"PThread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}else

if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id()==thread){err(\"Main thread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}var

self=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[thread+12>>2];if(self!==thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on thread

\"+thread+\", which does not point to a valid thread, or does not exist anymore!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}var

detached=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2);if(detached){err(\"Attempted to join thread

\"+thread+\", which was already detached!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.EINVAL}if(block){_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed()}for(;;){var

threadStatus=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+0>>2);if(threadStatus==1){var

threadExitCode=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+4>>2);if(status)GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[sta

tus>>2]=threadExitCode;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2,1);if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD)cleanupThread(thread);else postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cleanupThread\",\"thread\":thread});return

0}if(!block){return

ERRNO_CODES.EBUSY}__pthread_testcancel_js();if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)_emscripten_main_thre

ad_process_queued_calls();_emscripten_futex_wait(thread+0,threadStatus,ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD?100:1

)}}function _pthread_join(thread,status){return __emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,true)}function

_sysconf(name){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(6,1,name);switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;return maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case

235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case 19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case

159:case 154:case 14:case 77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case

48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case 46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case

161:case 181:case 182:case 242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case

49:case 50:case 168:case 169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case

80:case 81:case 79:return-1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case

93:case 129:case 130:case 131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case

31:case 42:case 72:return 32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case

36:return 99;case 43:case 37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case

44:return 32767;case 75:return 16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return

255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return 64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case

84:{if(typeof navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-

1}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)PThread.initMainThreadBlock();var GLctx;var
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proxiedFunctionTable=[null,_atexit,_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread,_fd_close,_fd_seek,_fd_wr

ite,_sysconf];var

asmLibraryArg={\"e\":___assert_fail,\"r\":___call_main,\"x\":__emscripten_notify_thread_queue,\"b\":_abort,\"y\":

_emscripten_asm_const_int,\"j\":_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status,\"d\":_emscripten_futex_wait,\

"c\":_emscripten_futex_wake,\"f\":_emscripten_get_now,\"p\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"A\":_emscripten_num_l

ogical_cores,\"u\":_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js,\"q\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"v\":_emscripten_set_ca

nvas_element_size,\"i\":_emscripten_set_current_thread_status,\"s\":_emscripten_set_thread_name,\"w\":_emscript

en_webgl_create_context,\"l\":_fd_close,\"n\":_fd_seek,\"g\":_fd_write,\"o\":initPthreadsJS,\"a\":wasmMemory||Mo

dule[\"wasmMemory\"],\"z\":_pthread_cleanup_pop,\"k\":_pthread_cleanup_push,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"m\":_pthr

ead_join,\"t\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"ga\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"o

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ja\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,a

rguments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Qa\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ra

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Xa\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Za\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"_a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$a\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ab\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"bb\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"cb\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"db\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"eb\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"f

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"hb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ib\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"jb\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"kb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_emscripten_get_global_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_get_global

_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"lb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=function(){return(_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"mb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=Module[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=function(){return(___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=M

odule[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"nb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls\"]=fu

nction(){return(_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_que

ued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ob\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls\"]

=function(){return(_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_proc

ess_queued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id\"]=functi

on(){return(_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_

id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=function(){return(_ems

cripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"rb\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=function(){return(__emsc

ripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sb\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=function(){retur

n(_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=Module[\"asm\

"][\"tb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=function(

){return(_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"ub\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_call_on_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_call_on_t

hread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"vb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscript

en_tls_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_thread_init=Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_thread_init=Mod

ule[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"yb\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"zb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ab\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_stack_set_limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_stack_set_

limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Bb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=function(){return(_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Cb

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls=Module[\"__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls\"]=1

0512;var

__emscripten_main_thread_futex=Module[\"__emscripten_main_thread_futex\"]=12148;Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap

;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=wasmMemory;Module

[\"ExitStatus\"]=ExitStatus;var calledRun;function
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ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){readyPromis

eResolve(Module);initRuntime();postMessage({\"cmd\":\"loaded\"});return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){retur

n}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;function

exit(status,implicit){if(implicit&&noExitRuntime&&status===0){return}if(!implicit){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exitProcess\",\"returnCode\":status});throw new

ExitStatus(status)}else{}}if(noExitRuntime){}else{PThread.terminateAllThreads();EXITSTATUS=status;exitRunti

me();if(Module[\"onExit\"])Module[\"onExit\"](status);ABORT=true}quit_(status,new

ExitStatus(status))}if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){noExitRuntime=false;PThread.initWorker()}run

();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports === 'object' && typeof

module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd; });\nelse if

(typeof exports === 'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd\"] =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\n","\nvar WasmBackendModule = (function() {\n  var _scriptDir = typeof

document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src : undefined;\n  if (typeof

__filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return (\nfunction(WasmBackendModule) {\n

WasmBackendModule = WasmBackendModule || {};\n\nvar Module=typeof

WasmBackendModule!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModule:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw
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ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"}}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(_scriptDir){s

criptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.substr(0,script

Directory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}{read_=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}var UTF8Decoder=typeof

TextDecoder!==\"undefined\"?new TextDecoder(\"utf8\"):undefined;function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

endPtr=idx;while(heap[endPtr]&&!(endPtr>=endIdx))++endPtr;if(endPtr-
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idx>16&&heap.subarray&&UTF8Decoder){return UTF8Decoder.decode(heap.subarray(idx,endPtr))}else{var

str=\"\";while(idx<endPtr){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(HEAPU8,ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,HEAPU8,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){HEAP8.set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var

__ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var

runtimeInitialized=false;__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctors()}});function

preRun(){if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT__)}function

preMain(){callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function postRun(){if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDep

endencies\"](runDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTAT

US=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new
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WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmMemory=Module[\"asm\"][\"j\"];updateGlobalBufferAnd

Views(wasmMemory.buffer);wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"r\"];removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")}addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\");function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}function _abort(){abort()}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){HEAPU8.copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return HEAPU8.length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var
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SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=HEAP32[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return

ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function _fd_close(fd){return 0}function

_fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){}function _fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){var num=0;for(var

i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var ptr=HEAP32[iov+i*8>>2];var len=HEAP32[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,HEAPU8[ptr+j])}num+=len}HEAP32[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function

_pthread_create(){return 6}function _pthread_join(){return 28}function

setErrNo(value){HEAP32[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return value}function

_sysconf(name){switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var maxHeapSize=2147483648;return

maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case 235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case

19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case 159:case 154:case 14:case

77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case 48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case

46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case 161:case 181:case 182:case

242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case 49:case 50:case 168:case

169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case 80:case 81:case 79:return-

1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case 93:case 129:case 130:case

131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case 31:case 42:case 72:return

32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case 36:return 99;case 43:case

37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case 44:return 32767;case 75:return

16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return 255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return

64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case 84:{if(typeof

navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-1}var

asmLibraryArg={\"a\":_abort,\"d\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"e\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"f\":_fd_close,\"c\":_f

d_seek,\"b\":_fd_write,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"g\":_pthread_join,\"i\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"k\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"l\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"m\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"n\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"o\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"p\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"q\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"s\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"u\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"v\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var
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_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"w\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"A\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"I\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).apply(null

,arguments)};var
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_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"c

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\

"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ma\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"oa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var
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_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ta\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"])

.apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"Ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var
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_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"Xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){return}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}run();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModule.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports ===

'object' && typeof module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModule;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModule; });\nelse if (typeof exports ===

'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModule\"] = WasmBackendModule;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from

'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface
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TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:

DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:

BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n

return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false

otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n

getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n

this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n
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case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n

// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n

util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =

'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new

Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n

factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double

error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD

binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =
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null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n

  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,

['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory

where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix

= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =

numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n","export const
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wasmWorkerContents = 'var Module={};function threadPrintErr(){var

text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\" \");console.error(text)}function threadAlert(){var

text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\"

\");postMessage({cmd:\"alert\",text:text,threadId:Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()})}var

err=threadPrintErr;this.alert=threadAlert;Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]=function(info,receiveInstance){var

instance=new

WebAssembly.Instance(Module[\"wasmModule\"],info);Module[\"wasmModule\"]=null;receiveInstance(instance);r

eturn instance.exports};function

moduleLoaded(){}this.onmessage=function(e){try{if(e.data.cmd===\"load\"){Module[\"wasmModule\"]=e.data.wa

smModule;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=e.data.wasmMemory;Module[\"buffer\"]=Module[\"wasmMemory\"].buffer;

Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]=true;if(typeof

e.data.urlOrBlob===\"string\"){importScripts(e.data.urlOrBlob)}else{var

objectUrl=URL.createObjectURL(e.data.urlOrBlob);importScripts(objectUrl);URL.revokeObjectURL(objectUrl)}

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd(Module).then(function(instance){Module=instance;moduleLoaded()})}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"run\"){Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]=performance.now()-

e.data.time;Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"](e.data.threadInfoStruct,0,0);var max=e.data.stackBase;var

top=e.data.stackBase+e.data.stackSize;Module[\"establishStackSpace\"](top,max);Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"](

);Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data);Module[\"PThread\"].setThreadStatus(Module[\"_pthread_self

\"](),1);try{var

result=Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"](e.data.start_routine,e.data.arg);if(!Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]())Module[\

"PThread\"].threadExit(result)}catch(ex){if(ex===\"Canceled!\"){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}else

if(ex!=\"unwind\"){if(ex instanceof

Module[\"ExitStatus\"]){if(Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]()){}else{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(ex.status)}}el

se{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(-2);throw ex}}}}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"cancel\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"processThreadQueue\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_

process_queued_calls\"]()}}else{err(\"worker.js received unknown command

\"+e.data.cmd);err(e.data)}}catch(ex){err(\"worker.js onmessage() captured an uncaught exception:

\"+ex);if(ex&&ex.stack)err(ex.stack);throw ex}};if(typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof process.versions.node===\"string\"){self={location:{href:__filename}};var

onmessage=this.onmessage;var

nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\");global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker;var

parentPort=nodeWorkerThreads.parentPort;parentPort.on(\"message\",function(data){onmessage({data:data})});var

nodeFS=require(\"fs\");var nodeRead=function(filename){return nodeFS.readFileSync(filename,\"utf8\")};function

globalEval(x){global.require=require;global.Module=Module;eval.call(null,x)}importScripts=function(f){globalEva

l(nodeRead(f))};postMessage=function(msg){parentPort.postMessage(msg)};if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){performance={now:function(){return Date.now()}}}}';","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,
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setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n}, WASM_PRIORITY);\n","/** @license See the LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is

auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.11.0';\nexport

{version};\n"],"names":["CppDType","FusableActivation","wasmFusedMatMul","fusedMatMulConfig","kernelNa

me","_FusedMatMul","backendName","setupFunc","backend","wasm","cwrap","kernelFunc","args","inputs","attrs"

,"a","b","bias","preluActivationWeights","dtype","Error","transposeA","transposeB","activation","leakyreluAlpha",

"aId","dataIdMap","get","dataId","id","bId","biasId","biasData","shape","length","preluActivationWeightsId","fuse

dActivation","leftDim","rightDim","batchDim","out","makeOutput","outId","aShapeBytes","Uint8Array","Int32Arr

ay","buffer","bShapeBytes","createUnaryKernelConfig","outType","wasmFunc","x","xId","util","sizeFromShape","

absConfig","Abs","createBinaryKernelConfig","supportsFullBroadcast","outputType","newShape","backend_util","

assertAndGetBroadcastShape","aBroadcastDims","getBroadcastDims","bBroadcastDims","loopsOverAllOfA","eve

ry","v","i","loopsOverAllOfB","addConfig","Add","addNConfig","AddN","inputIds","map","inputIdsBytes","identi

ty","inVals","typedArrayFromHeap","set","identityConfig","Identity","wasmTranspose","transpose","reducedShape

","perm","newPerm","push","minValIdx","j","removeOneSizeDims","permIsNoOp","outShape","inShape","Array",

"computeOutShape","cloned","permBytes","xShapeBytes","transposeConfig","Transpose","permuteAxesAndTrans

pose","axis","xShape","xRank","originalAxes","parseAxisParam","axes","permutedAxes","getAxesPermutation","x

Transposed","inputWasTransposed","getInnerMostAxes","transposed","wasmAll","allConfig","All","keepDims","i

nputId","input","inputRank","assertAxesAreInnerMostDims","reduceShape","computeOutAndReduceShapes","redu

ceSize","disposeData","expandShapeToKeepDim","wasmAny","anyConfig","Any","argMaxConfig","ArgMax","tra

nsposedId","slice","outerSize","innerSize","wasmAvgPool","avgPoolConfig","AvgPool","filterSize","strides","pad"

,"dimRoundingMode","convInfo","computePool2DInfo","filterHeight","filterWidth","padTop","padInfo","top","pad

Right","right","padBottom","bottom","padLeft","left","strideHeight","strideWidth","channels","inChannels","dataF

ormat","dilationWidth","dilationHeight","reshape","xSize","$shape","inferFromImplicitShape","assert","incRef","re

shapeConfig","Reshape","wasmBatchMatMul","batchMatMulConfig","BatchMatMul","aRank","bRank","innerSha

peA","innerShapeB","outerShapeA","outerShapeB","outerDimsA","outerDimsB","batchDimA","batchDimB","batc

hDimsCompatible","concat","b3dShape","a3d","b3d","a3dId","b3dId","Math","max","sliceImpl","vals","begin","siz

e","isContinous","slice_util","isSliceContinous","xStrides","computeStrides","flatOffset","computeFlatOffset","sub

array","decodedData","fromUint8ToStringArray","inBuf","outBuf","outLoc","indexToLoc","inLoc","idx","fromStri

ngArrayToUint8","values","begin_","size_","parseSliceParams","xVals","readSync","outData","stringBytes","res","

sliceImplCPU","outVals","rank","xStride","outOffset","beginI","beginJ","endI","xOffset","slice2d","xStride1","xStr

ide2","beginK","endJ","slice3d","xStride3","endK","beginL","k","slice4d","sliceConfig","Slice","batchToSpaceND

Config","BatchToSpaceND","blockShape","crops","prod","reduce","reshaped","getReshaped","permuted","getPerm

uted","reshapedPermuted","getReshapedPermuted","sliceBeginCoords","getSliceBeginCoords","sliceSize","getSlic

eSize","xReshaped","result","cast","castConfig","Cast","ceilConfig","Ceil","wasmClip","clipByValueConfig","Clip

ByValue","clipValueMin","clipValueMax","t","$inputs","filter","shapes","assertParamsConsistent","inputs2D","inp

utsValShapes","simplyConcat","getArrayFromDType","offset","forEach","colOffset","tIdx","row","resIdx","col","c

oncatImplCPU","finalOutShape","sumInnerDims","innerDims","innerDim","inOffset","concatConfig","Concat","w

asmConv2d","conv2DConfig","Conv2D","filterId","dilations","$dataFormat","convertConv2DDataFormat","compu

teConv2DInfo","inputChannels","outputChannels","outChannels","isSamePad","type","wasmConv2DBackpropInpu

t","conv2DBackpropInputConfig","Conv2DBackpropInput","dy","inputShape","batchSize","inHeight","inWidth","

outHeight","outWidth","topPad","leftPad","isChannelsLast","dxStrides","dyStrides","fltS0","fltS1","fltS2","xBatch

Stride","xRowStride","xColStride","xChannelStride","yBatchStride","yRowStride","yColStride","yChannelStride",

"dyId","cosConfig","Cos","coshConfig","Cosh","InterpolationMethod","wasmCropAndResize","cropAndResizeCo

nfig","CropAndResize","method","extrapolationValue","cropSize","image","boxes","boxInd","numBoxes","cropHe

ight","cropWidth","castedData","imagesData","imagesId","boxesId","boxIndId","imagesShapeBytes","wasmCumsu

m","cumsumConfig","Cumsum","exclusive","reverse","permutation","permutedX","permutedAxis","permutedOut",

"finalDim","permutedXId","permutedOutId","getUndoAxesPermutation","wasmDepthToSpace","depthToSpaceCo
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nfig","DepthToSpace","blockSize","outputHeight","outputWidth","outputDepth","outputShape","xStridesBytes","o

utputShapeBytes","outStridesBytes","wasmDepthwiseConv2d","depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig","DepthwiseConv2

dNative","$dilations","eluConfig","Elu","equalConfig","Equal","expConfig","Exp","expandDims","dim","$dim","s

plice","expandDimsConfig","ExpandDims","fill","value","fillConfig","Fill","wasmFlipLeftRight","flipLeftRightCo

nfig","FlipLeftRight","imageId","batch","imageHeight","imageWidth","numChannels","floorConfig","Floor","floor

DivConfig","FloorDiv","wasmBatchNorm","fusedBatchNormConfig","FusedBatchNorm","varianceEpsilon","mean

","variance","scale","meanId","varianceId","offsetId","scaleId","wasmFusedConv2d","fusedConv2DConfig","Fused

Conv2D","wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d","fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig","FusedDepthwiseConv2D","wasmGath

erNd","gatherNdConfig","GatherNd","params","indices","resultShape","numSlices","gather_util","prepareAndValid

ate","indicesShape","sliceRank","indicesId","stridesBytes","wasmGather","gatherV2Config","GatherV2","batchDi

ms","parsedAxis","indicesVals","axisDim","index","shapeInfo","segment_util","collectGatherOpShapeInfo","flatte

nX","dimSize","indicesSize","flattenIndex","flattenOutputShape","stridesSize","greaterConfig","Greater","greaterE

qualConfig","GreaterEqual","leakyReluConfig","LeakyRelu","alpha","lessConfig","Less","lessEqualConfig","Less

Equal","logConfig","Log","logicalAndConfig","LogicalAnd","wasmMax","maxConfig","Max","reductionIndices","

maximumConfig","Maximum","wasmMaxPool","maxPoolConfig","MaxPool","wasmMean","meanConfig","Mean"

,"reductionAxes","castedInput","wasmMin","minConfig","Min","minimumConfig","Minimum","MirrorPaddingMo

de","wasmMirrorPad","mirrorPadConfig","MirrorPad","paddings","mode","p","prePaddingsFlat","padTuple","post

PaddingsFlat","prePaddingsBytes","postPaddingsBytes","multiplyConfig","Multiply","negConfig","Neg","parseRes

ultStruct","resOffset","HEAPU8","pSelectedIndices","selectedSize","pSelectedScores","pValidOutputs","_free","no

nMaxSuppressionV3Config","NonMaxSuppressionV3","iouThreshold","maxOutputSize","scoreThreshold","scores

","scoresId","nonMaxSuppressionV4Config","NonMaxSuppressionV4","padToMaxOutputSize","nonMaxSuppressi

onV5Config","NonMaxSuppressionV5","softNmsSigma","notEqualConfig","NotEqual","wasmOneHot","oneHotC

onfig","OneHot","depth","onValue","offValue","onesLikeConfig","OnesLike","packConfig","Pack","assertShapes

Match","intermediateTensorInfos","expandedT","wasmPadV2","padV2Config","PadV2","constantValue","powCon

fig","Pow","wasmPrelu","preluConfig","Prelu","weightsId","wasmProd","prodConfig","Prod","rangeConfig","Rang

e","start","stop","step","makeZerosTypedArray","numElements","abs","ceil","rangeImplCPU","realDivConfig","Re

alDiv","reluConfig","Relu","relu6Config","Relu6","wasmResizeBilinear","resizeBilinearConfig","ResizeBilinear","

images","alignCorners","halfPixelCenters","newHeight","newWidth","oldHeight","oldWidth","xData","wasmRever

se","reverseConfig","Reverse","dims","axesBytes","outShapeBytes","wasmRotate","rotateWithOffsetConfig","Rota

teWithOffset","radians","fillValue","center","centerX","centerY","getImageCenter","fillValues","fillBytes","round

Config","Round","rsqrtConfig","Rsqrt","wasmScatterNd","scatterNdConfig","ScatterNd","updates","numUpdates",

"outputSize","scatter_util","calculateShapes","updatesId","wasmSelect","selectConfig","Select","condition","e","co

nditionId","tId","eId","cRank","tRank","sigmoidConfig","Sigmoid","sinConfig","Sin","softmaxConfig","Softmax","

logits","spaceToBatchNDConfig","SpaceToBatchND","completePaddings","paddedX","reshapedPaddedShape","pe

rmutedReshapedPaddedPermutation","flattenShape","paddedXReshaped","paddedXT","splitVConfig","SplitV","nu

mOrSizeSplits","$axis","splitSizes","prepareSplitSize","s","xSliceSize","xSlice","sqrtConfig","Sqrt","squareConfig

","Square","squaredDifferenceConfig","SquaredDifference","wasmStep","stepConfig","Step","wasmStridedSlice","

stridedSliceConfig","StridedSlice","end","beginMask","endMask","ellipsisMask","newAxisMask","shrinkAxisMas

k","finalShapeSparse","finalShape","isIdentity","sliceDim0","isSimpleSlice","$begin","$end","$strides","sliceInfo",

"sliced","beginBytes","endBytes","subConfig","Sub","wasmSum","sumConfig","Sum","tanConfig","Tan","tanhCon

fig","Tanh","wasmTile","tileConfig","Tile","reps","newShapeBytes","wasmTopK","topKConfig","TopK","sorted","

outValues","outValuesId","outIndices","outIndicesId","wasmTransform","transformConfig","Transform","transfor

ms","interpolation","fillMode","transformsId","interpolationModeId","fillModeId","unpackConfig","Unpack","num

Outputs","outIndex","outs","zerosLikeConfig","ZerosLike","kernelConfigs","kernelConfig","registerKernel","ENV

","env","registerFlag","async","WebAssembly","validate","MessageChannel","port1","postMessage","SharedArray

Buffer","_scriptDir","WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd","document","currentScript","src","undefined","__filena

me","GROWABLE_HEAP_I8","wasmMemory","updateGlobalBufferAndViews","HEAP8","GROWABLE_HEAP

_U8","GROWABLE_HEAP_I32","HEAP32","GROWABLE_HEAP_U32","HEAPU32","GROWABLE_HEAP_F
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64","HEAPF64","readyPromiseResolve","readyPromiseReject","Module","Promise","resolve","reject","key","modu

leOverrides","hasOwnProperty","quit_","status","toThrow","ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB","ENVIRONMENT_IS_

WORKER","ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE","ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL","window","importScripts","process","

versions","node","ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD","read_","readAsync","readBinary","nodeFS","nodePath","scri

ptDirectory","locateFile","path","nodeWorkerThreads","require$$0","dirname","__dirname","filename","binary","r

equire$$1","ret","replace","ex","ExitStatus","abort","require$$2","console","error","global","Worker","read","f","da

ta","readbuffer","scriptArgs","quit","print","log","warn","printErr","self","location","href","indexOf","substr","lastI

ndexOf","url","xhr","XMLHttpRequest","open","send","responseText","responseType","response","onload","onerr

or","performance","require$$3","wasmBinary","bind","err","warnOnce","text","shown","wasmModule","noExitRu

ntime","ABORT","getCFunc","ident","func","ccall","returnType","argTypes","opts","toC","string","str","len","strin

gToUTF8","stackAlloc","array","arr","writeArrayToMemory","cArgs","stack","converter","stackSave","apply","U

TF8ToString","Boolean","convertReturnValue","stackRestore","numericArgs","arguments","UTF8ArrayToString",

"heap","maxBytesToRead","endIdx","u0","u1","u2","String","fromCharCode","ch","ptr","stringToUTF8Array","ou

tIdx","maxBytesToWrite","startIdx","u","charCodeAt","outPtr","lengthBytesUTF8","alignUp","multiple","buf","Int

8Array","Int16Array","Uint16Array","Uint32Array","Float32Array","Float64Array","wasmTable","INITIAL_ME

MORY","Memory","initial","maximum","shared","byteLength","__ATPRERUN__","__ATINIT__","__ATMAIN_

_","__ATPOSTRUN__","preRun","addOnPreRun","shift","callRuntimeCallbacks","initRuntime","preMain","postR

un","addOnPostRun","cb","unshift","___wasm_call_ctors","runDependencies","dependenciesFulfilled","addRunDe

pendency","removeRunDependency","callback","what","RuntimeError","hasPrefix","prefix","prototype","startsWit

h","dataURIPrefix","isDataURI","fileURIPrefix","isFileURI","wasmBinaryFile","getBinary","file","getBinaryProm

ise","fetch","credentials","then","catch","createWasm","info","asmLibraryArg","receiveInstance","instance","modul

e","exports","numWorkersToLoad","PThread","unusedWorkers","w","loadWasmModuleToWorker","receiveInstant

iatedSource","output","instantiateArrayBuffer","receiver","instantiate","reason","instantiateStreaming","ASM_CON

STS","10520","10538","$0","$1","setTimeout","__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread","initPthreadsJS","callbacks"

,"arg","ERRNO_CODES","EPERM","ENOENT","ESRCH","EINTR","EIO","ENXIO","E2BIG","ENOEXEC","E

BADF","ECHILD","EAGAIN","EWOULDBLOCK","ENOMEM","EACCES","EFAULT","ENOTBLK","EBUSY

","EEXIST","EXDEV","ENODEV","ENOTDIR","EISDIR","EINVAL","ENFILE","EMFILE","ENOTTY","ETXT

BSY","EFBIG","ENOSPC","ESPIPE","EROFS","EMLINK","EPIPE","EDOM","ERANGE","ENOMSG","EIDRM

","ECHRNG","EL2NSYNC","EL3HLT","EL3RST","ELNRNG","EUNATCH","ENOCSI","EL2HLT","EDEADL

K","ENOLCK","EBADE","EBADR","EXFULL","ENOANO","EBADRQC","EBADSLT","EDEADLOCK","EBF

ONT","ENOSTR","ENODATA","ETIME","ENOSR","ENONET","ENOPKG","EREMOTE","ENOLINK","EADV

","ESRMNT","ECOMM","EPROTO","EMULTIHOP","EDOTDOT","EBADMSG","ENOTUNIQ","EBADFD","E

REMCHG","ELIBACC","ELIBBAD","ELIBSCN","ELIBMAX","ELIBEXEC","ENOSYS","ENOTEMPTY","EN

AMETOOLONG","ELOOP","EOPNOTSUPP","EPFNOSUPPORT","ECONNRESET","ENOBUFS","EAFNOSUP

PORT","EPROTOTYPE","ENOTSOCK","ENOPROTOOPT","ESHUTDOWN","ECONNREFUSED","EADDRIN

USE","ECONNABORTED","ENETUNREACH","ENETDOWN","ETIMEDOUT","EHOSTDOWN","EHOSTUN

REACH","EINPROGRESS","EALREADY","EDESTADDRREQ","EMSGSIZE","EPROTONOSUPPORT","ESO

CKTNOSUPPORT","EADDRNOTAVAIL","ENETRESET","EISCONN","ENOTCONN","ETOOMANYREFS","

EUSERS","EDQUOT","ESTALE","ENOTSUP","ENOMEDIUM","EILSEQ","EOVERFLOW","ECANCELED","

ENOTRECOVERABLE","EOWNERDEAD","ESTRPIPE","_emscripten_futex_wake","addr","count","Infinity","m

ainThreadWaitAddress","Atomics","load","__emscripten_main_thread_futex","mainThreadWoken","compareExch

ange","notify","killThread","pthread_ptr","pthread","pthreads","worker","terminate","freeThreadData","runningWo

rkers","cancelThread","cmd","cleanupThread","returnWorkerToPool","_emscripten_get_now","initMainThreadBlo

ck","allocateUnusedWorker","tb","_malloc","headPtr","tlsMemory","store","__emscripten_thread_init","_emscripte

n_register_main_browser_thread_id","initWorker","threadExitHandlers","setThreadStatus","runExitHandlers","pop

","_pthread_self","___pthread_tsd_run_dtors","runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread","exitCode","threadExit","thread

Cancel","terminateAllThreads","threadInfoStruct","allocatedOwnStack","stackBase","runWithoutMainThreadQueu

edCalls","__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls","receiveObjectTransfer","onFinishedLoading","onmes
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sage","d","currentProxiedOperationCallerThread","thread","targetThread","_emscripten_main_thread_process_queu

ed_calls","spawnThread","loaded","runPthread","alert","exit","target","lineno","message","on","urlOrBlob","pthrea

dMainJs","getNewWorker","busySpinWait","msecs","now","establishStackSpace","stackTop","stackMax","_emscri

pten_stack_set_limits","getNoExitRuntime","invokeEntryPoint","___assert_fail","line","___call_main","argc","argv

","_main","setErrNo","___errno_location","_atexit","_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js","__emscripten_notify

_thread_queue","targetThreadId","mainThreadId","_abort","_emscripten_asm_const_int","code","sigPtr","argbuf","

readAsmConstArgs","_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status","expectedStatus","newStatus","_emscrip

ten_futex_wait","val","timeout","tNow","tEnd","exchange","wait","_emscripten_memcpy_big","dest","num","copy

Within","_emscripten_num_logical_cores","require$$4","cpus","navigator","sync","numCallArgs","serializedNum

CallArgs","_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js","dateNow","_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_ca

llArgs","readAsmConstArgsArray","double","_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js","proxiedFunctionTable","_

emscripten_get_heap_size","emscripten_realloc_buffer","grow","_emscripten_resize_heap","requestedSize","oldSiz

e","maxHeapSize","cutDown","overGrownHeapSize","min","JSEvents","inEventHandler","removeAllEventListene

rs","eventHandlers","_removeHandler","deferredCalls","registerRemoveEventListeners","removeEventListenersRe

gistered","deferCall","targetFunction","precedence","argsList","arraysHaveEqualContent","arrA","arrB","call","sort

","y","removeDeferredCalls","canPerformEventHandlerRequests","currentEventHandler","allowsDeferredCalls","ru

nDeferredCalls","removeAllHandlersOnTarget","eventTypeString","h","removeEventListener","eventListenerFunc"

,"useCapture","registerOrRemoveHandler","eventHandler","jsEventHandler","event","handlerFunc","callbackfunc",

"addEventListener","queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii","eventHandlerFunc","eventTypeId","eventData","userData

","varargs","__emscripten_call_on_thread","getTargetThreadForEventCallback","getNodeNameForTarget","screen"

,"nodeName","fullscreenEnabled","webkitFullscreenEnabled","stringToNewUTF8","jsString","cString","_emscript

en_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js","targetCanvas","width","height","targetCanvasPtr","_emscripten

_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread","maybeCStringToJsString","specialHTMLTargets","findEventTarget"

,"querySelector","findCanvasEventTarget","_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread","canvas","canva

sSharedPtr","offscreenCanvas","controlTransferredOffscreen","autoResizeViewport","GLctxObject","GLctx","prev

Viewport","getParameter","viewport","_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread","_emscripten_set_canv

as_element_size","_emscripten_set_current_thread_status","_emscripten_set_thread_name","threadId","name","__

webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays","ctx","ext","getExtension","divisor","first","primcount","__webgl_enabl

e_OES_vertex_array_object","vao","__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers","n","bufs","__webgl_enable_WEBG

L_multi_draw","multiDrawWebgl","GL","counter","buffers","programs","framebuffers","renderbuffers","textures",

"uniforms","shaders","vaos","contexts","offscreenCanvases","timerQueriesEXT","programInfos","stringCache","un

packAlignment","recordError","errorCode","lastError","getNewId","table","getSource","shader","source","createCo

ntext","webGLContextAttributes","getContext","registerContext","handle","context","attributes","version","majorV

ersion","enableExtensionsByDefault","initExtensions","makeContextCurrent","contextHandle","currentContext","d

eleteContext","initExtensionsDone","disjointTimerQueryExt","getSupportedExtensions","populateUniformTable","

program","ptable","maxUniformLength","maxAttributeLength","maxUniformBlockNameLength","utable","numUn

iforms","getProgramParameter","getActiveUniform","loc","getUniformLocation","__emscripten_webgl_power_pre

ferences","_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context","powerPreference","contextAttributes","stencil","antialias","pre

multipliedAlpha","preserveDrawingBuffer","failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat","minorVersion","explicitSwapControl

","proxyContextToMainThread","renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer","_emscripten_webgl_create_context","a0","a1","

SYSCALLS","mappings","printChar","stream","curr","getStr","get64","low","high","_fd_close","fd","_fd_seek","o

ffset_low","offset_high","whence","newOffset","_fd_write","iov","iovcnt","pnum","_pthread_cleanup_pop","execu

te","routine","_pthread_cleanup_push","threadParams","stackHigh","stackSize","tis","detached","global_locale","_e

mscripten_get_global_libc","msg","start_routine","startRoutine","time","transferList","_pthread_create","attr","_em

scripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4","_memalign","__pthread_testcancel_js","_emscripten_check_blocking_allo

wed","__emscripten_do_pthread_join","block","_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id","threadStatus","threadExit

Code","_pthread_join","_sysconf","calledRun","r","c","A","q","l","g","o","z","m","this","run","doRun","implicit","r

eturnCode","runCaller","ready","WasmBackendModule","UTF8Decoder","TextDecoder","endPtr","decode","Backe
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ndWasm","KernelBackend","[object

Object]","super","tfjs","initWithThreadsCount","threadsCount","actualThreadsCount","getThreadsCount","DataStor

age","engine","dataIdNextNumber","move","numDataIds","kernelMs","refCount","memoryOffset","numBytes","by

tesPerElement","registerTensor","byteOffset","typedArrayFromBuffer","force","has","delete","dispose","unreliable

","write","getPathToWasmBinary","simdSupported","threadsSupported","wasmModuleFolder","wasmPath","wasm

FileMap","init","all","getAsync","factoryConfig","endsWith","blob","Blob","URL","createObjectURL","wasmPath

Prefix","customFetch","instantiateWasm","imports","arrayBuffer","createInstantiateWasmFunc","initialized","onAb

ort","initAborted","mainScriptUrlOrBlob","wasmFactoryThreadedSimd","toString","wasmFactory","wasmBinaryN

ames","numThreads","usePlatformFetch","deprecationWarn","prefixOrFileMap","missingPaths","join"],"mappings"

:";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;oeAkBA,IAAYA,EASAC,ECJZ,IAAIC,iVDLJ,SAAYF,GACVA,yBACAA,qBACAA,mBACAA,uBA

CAA,6BALF,CAAYA,IAAAA,OASZ,SAAYC,GACVA,uBACAA,mBACAA,qBACAA,qBACAA,6BACAA,yBA

CAA,iBAPF,CAAYA,IAAAA,OC6EL,MAAME,EAAkC,CAC7CC,WAAYC,eACZC,YAAa,OACbC,UA7EF,SA

AeC,GACbN,EAAkBM,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAML,eAAc,KAAiB,CAClE,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,S

ACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAgEFM,WA5DF,SAA0BC,GAKxB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAM

L,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BG,EAACA,EAACC,EAAEA,EAACC,KAAEA,EAAIC,uBAAEA,G

AA0BL,EAE7C,GAAgB,YAAZE,EAAEI,OAAmC,YAAZH,EAAEG,MAC7B,MAAM,IAAIC,MACN,+DAGN,M

AAMC,WAACA,EAAUC,WAAEA,EAAUC,WAAEA,EAAUC,eAAEA,GAAkBV,EACvDW,EAAMjB,EAAQkB

,UAAUC,IAAIZ,EAAEa,QAAQC,GACtCC,EAAMtB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIX,EAAEY,QAAQC,GAE5C,IAAI

E,EAAS,EACb,GAAY,MAARd,EAAc,CAChB,MAAMe,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIV,EAAKW,QAC5C,

GAA8B,IAA1BI,EAASC,MAAMC,OACjB,MAAM,IAAId,MAEN,uDAAQY,EAASC,MAAMC,WAE7BH,EAAS

C,EAASH,GAEpB,MAAMM,EAAqD,MAA1BjB,EAC7B,EACAV,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIT,EAAuBU,QAAQC,

GACnDO,EACFnC,EAAkBsB,GACtB,GAAuB,MAAnBa,EACF,MAAM,IAAIhB,MACN,GAAGG,uEAIT,MAA

Mc,EAAUhB,EAAaN,EAAEkB,MAAM,GAAKlB,EAAEkB,MAAM,GAC5CK,EAAWhB,EAAaN,EAAEiB,MAA

M,GAAKjB,EAAEiB,MAAM,GAC7CM,EAAWxB,EAAEkB,MAAM,GAEnBO,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW,CA

ACF,EAAUF,EAASC,GAAWvB,EAAEI,OAC1DuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1

Cc,EAAc,IAAIC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW9B,EAAEkB,OAAOa,QACrDC,EAAc,IAAIH,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW7

B,EAAEiB,OAAOa,QAO3D,OALA5C,EACIuB,EAAKkB,EAAa5B,EAAEkB,MAAMC,OAAQJ,EAAKiB,EAAa/

B,EAAEiB,MAAMC,OAC5Db,EAAYC,EAAYc,EAAiBL,EAAQI,EACjDX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAElBF,aC9EOQ

,EACZ5C,EAAoB6C,GACtB,IAAIC,EA0BJ,MAAO,CAAC9C,WAAAA,EAAYE,YAAa,OAAQC,UAxBzC,SAA

mBC,GACjB0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMN,EAAY,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,YAoBgDO,WAhBp

D,SAAoBC,GAElB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAASK,QAAQsC,EAACA,IAAMvC,EACzBwC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UA

AUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOgB,GAAWE,EAAEh

C,OAC/CuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAGhD,OAAsC,IAAlCwB,OAAKC,cAAcd,E

AAIP,QAI3BiB,EAASE,EAAKpD,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQuB,GAHxBF,ICxBN,MAAMe,EAA0BP,EAAwBQ

,gBCG/CC,EACZrD,EAAoBsD,EACpBvC,GACF,IAAI+B,EA6DJ,MAAO,CAAC9C,WAAAA,EAAYE,YAAa,O

AAQC,UAxDzC,SAAmBC,GACjB0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMN,EAAY,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,QA

CA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,YA+CgDO,WA3CpD,SAAoBC,GAElB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAA

EA,GAAUD,GACpBG,EAACA,EAACC,EAAEA,GAAKH,EACTY,EAAMjB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIZ,EAAEa,

QAAQC,GACtCC,EAAMtB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIX,EAAEY,QAAQC,GAEtC8B,EAAsB,MAATxC,EAAgBA,

EAAQJ,EAAEI,MACvCyC,EAAWC,eAAaC,2BAA2B/C,EAAEkB,MAAOjB,EAAEiB,OAC9DO,EAAMhC,EAA

QiC,WAAWmB,EAAUD,GAGzC,GAAqC,IAAjCN,OAAKC,cAAcM,GACrB,OAAOpB,EAGT,MAAMG,EAAc,I

AAIC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW9B,EAAEkB,OAAOa,QACrDC,EAAc,IAAIH,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW7B,EAAEiB

,OAAOa,QACrDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1ClB,EAAa,IAAMuC,EACrBzB,EA

AKkB,EAAa5B,EAAEkB,MAAMC,OAAQJ,EAAKiB,EAAa/B,EAAEiB,MAAMC,OAC5DlC,EAASe,EAAEI,OA

AQuB,GAGvB,GAAIgB,GAAqC,YAAZ3C,EAAEI,MAE7B,OADAR,IACO6B,EAGT,MAAMuB,EAAiBF,eAAa

G,iBAAiBjD,EAAEkB,MAAO2B,GACxDK,EAAiBJ,eAAaG,iBAAiBhD,EAAEiB,MAAO2B,GACxDM,EAAkB

H,EAAeI,OAAM,CAACC,EAAGC,IAAMD,IAAMC,IACvDC,EAAkBL,EAAeE,OAAM,CAACC,EAAGC,IAAM

D,IAAMC,IAC7D,GAAIH,GAAmBI,EAErB,OADA3D,IACO6B,EAEP,MAAM,IAAIpB,MAEN,0DAAiBL,EAA
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EI,SAASf,QC9DtC,MAEamE,EACTd,EAAyBe,OAHC,GCE9B,IAAItB,EA8BG,MAAMuB,EAA2B,CACtCrE,W

AAYsE,OACZpE,YAAa,OACbC,UA7BF,SAAmBC,GACjB0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMgE,OAAM,K

AAiB,CACnD,QACA,SACA,SACA,YAyBF/D,WArBF,SAAcC,GACZ,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,GA

AWI,EACpB4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW5B,EAAO,GAAGoB,MAAOpB,EAAO,GAAGM,OAG1D,GAAsC,I

AAlCkC,OAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,OACzB,OAAOO,EAGT,MAAMmC,EAAW9D,EAAO+D,KAAIzB,GAAK3C,E

AAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,KAC3DgD,EAAgB,IAAIjC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW8B,GAAU7B,

QACxDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAGhD,OAFAqB,EAAS2B,EAAeF,EAASzC,OA

AQlC,EAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GAEvDF,aC5BOsC,EAASlE,GAEvB,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAE3C,

QAAEA,GAAWI,EACzB4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpC4D,EAASvE,E

AAQwE,mBAAmB7B,GAG1C,OAFgB3C,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IAAIF,GACLvC,EAGF,MAAM0C

,EAA+B,CAC1C9E,WAAY+E,WACZ7E,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYmE,GCXd,IAAIM,WAgBYC,EACZzE,GAGF,M

AAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAG1B0E,EAAcC,GAyCvB,SACItD,EAAiBsD,G

ACnB,MAAM3B,EAAqB,GACrB4B,EAAoB,GAC1B,IAAK,IAAInB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIpC,EAAMC,SAAUm

C,EACjB,IAAbpC,EAAMoC,IACRT,EAAS6B,KAAKxD,EAAMoC,IAEC,IAAnBpC,EAAMsD,EAAKlB,KACbm

B,EAAQC,KAAKF,EAAKlB,IAGtB,IAAK,IAAIA,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAImB,EAAQtD,SAAUmC,EAAG,CACvC,

IAAIqB,GAAa,EACjB,IAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIH,EAAQtD,SAAUyD,EAChCH,EAAQG,IAAMtB,KA

CE,IAAfqB,GAAoBF,EAAQE,GAAaF,EAAQG,MACpDD,EAAYC,GAGhBH,EAAQE,GAAarB,EAEvB,MAAO,

CAACT,EAAU4B,GA/DWI,CAAkB/E,EAAOsC,EAAElB,MAAOnB,EAAMyE,MAErE,IAAIM,GAAa,EACjB,IA

AK,IAAIxB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIkB,EAAKrD,OAAQmC,IAC3BkB,EAAKlB,KAAOA,IACdwB,GAAa,GAGjB,

MAAMC,EAyBR,SAAyBC,EAAmBR,GAC1C,MAAMO,EAAW,IAAIE,MAAMD,EAAQ7D,QACnC,IAAK,IAA

ImC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIyB,EAAS5D,OAAQmC,IACnCyB,EAASzB,GAAK0B,EAAQR,EAAKlB,IAE7B,OAA

OyB,EA9BUG,CAAgBpF,EAAOsC,EAAElB,MAAOnB,EAAMyE,MACjDpC,EAAI,CACRvB,OAAQf,EAAOsC,

EAAEvB,OACjBK,MAAOqD,EACPnE,MAAON,EAAOsC,EAAEhC,OAGlB,GAAI0E,EAAY,CACd,MAAMK,E

AASpB,EAAS,CAACjE,OAAAA,EAAQL,QAAAA,IAEjC,OADA0F,EAAOjE,MAAQ6D,EACRI,EAGT,MAAM

1D,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OACrCiC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEv

B,QAAQC,GACtCa,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CsE,EAAY,IAAIvD,WAAW,IAA

IC,WAAW0C,GAAMzC,QAChDsD,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAK3D,OAHA

sC,EACIhC,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQlC,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQuB,EAAOyD,EAC5DZ,

EAAKrD,QACFM,EAoCF,MAAM6D,EAAgC,CAC3CjG,WAAYkG,YACZhG,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY0E,EACZ9

E,UAzFF,SAAeC,GACb4E,EAAgB5E,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4F,YAAW,KAAiB,CAC7D,SACA,QACA,SAC

A,SACA,SACA,QACA,sBCPYC,EACZpD,EAAeqD,EAAuBhG,GAMxC,MAAMiG,EAAStD,EAAElB,MACXyE

,EAAQvD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAEhByE,EAAetD,OAAKuD,eAAeJ,EAAMC,GAC/C,IAAII,EAAOF,EACX,MA

AMG,EAAejD,eAAakD,mBAAmBF,EAAMH,GAC3D,IAAIM,EAAc,KACdC,GAAqB,EACzB,GAAoB,MAAhB

H,EAAsB,CACxB,MAAMlD,EAAqB,IAAIoC,MAAMU,GACrC,IAAK,IAAIrC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIT,EAAS1B,

OAAQmC,IACnCT,EAASS,GAAKoC,EAAOK,EAAazC,IAGpCwC,EAAOhD,eAAaqD,iBAAiBL,EAAK3E,OAA

QwE,GAClDM,EACI3B,EAAU,CAACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAIrC,MAAO,CAACyE,KAAMuB,GAAe

tG,QAAAA,IAEzD,MAAM4C,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACvBrB,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIqF,EAAYpF,QAAQC,KAC1CuB,IACnB6D,GAAqB,GAIzB,MAAO,CAACE,WAAYH,EAAaL,aAA

AA,EAAcE,KAAAA,EAAMI,mBAAAA,GCtCvD,IAAIG,EAkDG,MAAMC,EAA0B,CACrCjH,WAAYkH,MAC

ZhH,YAAa,OACbC,UAnDF,SAAeC,GACb4G,EAAU5G,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4G,MAAK,KAAe,CAAC,4B

AmDlD3G,WAhDF,SAAaC,GAEX,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,K

AACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EAEZ,IAAI2G,EADQhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IA

AIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAExC4F,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAA

YM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,EAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG,EAAoB,CAEtBQ,EAAQN,EACRK,

EAFqBhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAKhE,MAAM6F,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MAAMC,OAC

9B2B,eAAa8D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GACrD,MAAO5B,EAAU8B,GACb/D,eAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,

MAAO4E,GAClDiB,EAAazE,OAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,O

AC3C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IA
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AIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDuF,EAAQI,EAASM,EAAYpF,GAQ/B,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAW

vF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,eAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MA

AQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,IC/CT,IAAIyF,EAkDG,MAAMC,EAA0B,CACrC9H,WAAY+H,MACZ7H,YAAa,OACb

C,UAnDF,SAAeC,GACbyH,EAAUzH,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMyH,MAAK,KAAe,CAAC,4BAmDlDxH,WAhDF

,SAAaC,GAEX,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe,SAA

EA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EAEZ,IAAI2G,EADQhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QA

AQC,GAExC4F,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GA

CnCV,EAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG,EAAoB,CAEtBQ,EAAQN,EACRK,EAFqBhH,EAAQk

B,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAKhE,MAAM6F,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MAAMC,OAC9B2B,eAAa8D,2B

AA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GACrD,MAAO5B,EAAU8B,GACb/D,eAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO4E,GAClDi

B,EAAazE,OAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAC3C,GAAwC,IA

ApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQ

C,GAChDoG,EAAQT,EAASM,EAAYpF,GAQ/B,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EA

AU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,eAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OA

AOpB,IC9CT,IAAIU,EAmDG,MAAMkF,EAA6B,CACxChI,WAAYiI,SACZ/H,YAAa,OACbK,WAxCF,SACIC,

GACF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,GAAQ1F,GACTqC,E

AACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EAAUpE,

EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAII,mBAAEA,GACrBV,EAAwBpD,EAAGq

D,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EAAe9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAA

QC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGnBqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,GAId,MAAMxC,EAAW2B,EAAMxF,MAAMsG,M

AAM,GAAI,GACjC/F,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,SACnCpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EA

AIZ,QAAQC,GAC1C2G,EAAYnF,OAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,OACnCwG,EAAYhB,EAAMxF,MAAM4E,EAAK,IA

QnC,OAPA3D,EAASsE,EAASxH,EAASyH,EAAMtG,OAAQqH,EAAWC,EAAW/F,GAE3DuE,GAEFzG,EAAQ

uH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG1BY,GAOPjC,UAnDF,SAAeC,GACb0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM2H,SA

AQ,KAAiB,CACrD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,aCbJ,IAAIK,EAoEG,MAAMC,EAA8B,CACzCvI,WAAYwI,UA

CZtI,YAAa,OACbC,UAjEF,SAAeC,GACbkI,EAAclI,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMkI,UAAS,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,

SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAmDFjI,WA/CF,SACIC,G

ACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,EAE3BuC,EAAItC,EAAOsC,EACXC,EA

AM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,IAEtCgH,WAACA,EAAUC,QAAEA,EAAOC,IAAEA,EA

AGC,gBAAEA,GAAmBlI,EAC9CmI,EAAWpF,eAAaqF,kBAC1B/F,EAAElB,MAAO4G,EAAYC,EAAS,EAAmB

C,EAAKC,GAEpDG,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EA

AWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BC,EA

Aeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBC,EAAWf,EAASgB,WAE1B,GAA4B,iBAAxBhB,EAASiB,WACX

,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,6CAAG6H,EAASiB,2CAGlB,GAA+B,IAA3BjB,EAASkB,eAAmD,IAA5BlB,EAASmB,

eAC3C,MAAM,IAAIhJ,MAEN,0EAAQ6H,EAASmB,mBAAmBnB,EAASkB,mBAGnD,MAAM3H,EAAMhC,EA

AQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OA

JA6G,EACItF,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkH,EAAcC

,EACvDC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAASE,EAAcC,EAAaC,EACjEtH,GACGF,aCjEO6H,EACZzJ,GACF,MA

AMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAClBuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACNoB,MAACA,GAASnB,EAEVwJ,

EAAQjH,OAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OAC7BsI,EAASlH,OAAKmH,uBAAuBvI,EAAOqI,GASlD,OAPAjH,OAAK

oH,OACDH,IAAUjH,OAAKC,cAAciH,IAC7B,IAAM,cAAcA,iBAAsBpH,EAAElB,0EAIhDrB,EAAKJ,QAAQkK

,OAAOvH,EAAEvB,QACf,CAACA,OAAQuB,EAAEvB,OAAQK,MAAOsI,EAAQpJ,MAAOgC,EAAEhC,OAG7

C,MAAMwJ,EAA8B,CACzCvK,WAAYwK,UACZtK,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY0J,GCpBd,IAAIQ,EAqGG,MAAM

C,EAAkC,CAC7C1K,WAAY2K,cACZzK,YAAa,OACbC,UAnGF,SAAeC,GACbqK,EAAkBrK,EAAQC,KAAKC

,MAAMqK,cAAa,KAAiB,CACjE,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA0FFpK,WAtFF,S

AAqBC,GAKnB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BG,EAACA,EAACC,E

AAEA,GAAKH,GACTQ,WAACA,EAAUC,WAAEA,GAAcR,EAEjC,GAAgB,YAAZC,EAAEI,OAAmC,YAAZ

H,EAAEG,MAC7B,MAAM,IAAIC,MACN,8DAGN,MAAM4J,EAAQjK,EAAEkB,MAAMC,OAChB+I,EAAQjK,
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EAAEiB,MAAMC,OAEhBgJ,EAAc7J,EAAaN,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,

GAChEG,EAAc7J,EAAaN,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAEhEG,EAAc/J,E

AAaN,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAChEK,EAAc/J,EAAaN,EAAEiB,MA

AMgJ,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAEhEK,EAAavK,EAAEkB,MAAMsG,MAAM,GAAI,GAC/

BgD,EAAavK,EAAEiB,MAAMsG,MAAM,GAAI,GAE/BiD,EAAYnI,OAAKC,cAAcgI,GAC/BG,EAAYpI,OAA

KC,cAAciI,GAE/BG,EACFF,IAAcC,GAA2B,IAAdD,GAAiC,IAAdC,EAElDpI,OAAKoH,OACDO,GAAS,GAAK

C,GAAS,GAAKS,GAC5B,IAEI,uJAAwBJ,WAAoBC,QAEpD,MAEMzF,GADF0F,EAAYC,EAAY1K,EAAEkB,

MAAMsG,MAAM,GAAI,GAAKvH,EAAEiB,MAAMsG,MAAM,GAAI,IAClCoD,OAAO,CAACP,EAAaC,IAEx

DhI,OAAKoH,OACDS,IAAgBC,GAChB,IAAM,kCAAkCD,WACjCC,6BAAuCpK,EAAEkB,aACzCjB,EAAEiB,

wBAAwBZ,oBACVC,kBAE3B,MAEMsK,EAAWtK,EAAa,CAACmK,EAAWJ,EAAaF,GACzB,CAACM,EAAW

N,EAAaE,GAGjDQ,EAAMxB,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGpC,GAAIP,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,C

AACmB,MANrCZ,EAAa,CAACmK,EAAWN,EAAaE,GACzB,CAACI,EAAWJ,EAAaF,MAMjDY,EAAMzB,EA

AQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGnC,GAAIR,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO2J,KAEvDG,EAA

QvL,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkK,EAAIjK,QAAQC,GAC1CmK,EAAQxL,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImK,EAAIlK,Q

AAQC,GAE1CQ,EAAUhB,EAAawK,EAAI5J,MAAM,GAAK4J,EAAI5J,MAAM,GAChDK,EAAWhB,EAAawK,

EAAI7J,MAAM,GAAK6J,EAAI7J,MAAM,GACjDM,EAAW0J,KAAKC,IAAIV,EAAWC,GAE/BjJ,EAAMhC,E

AAQiC,WAAW,CAACF,EAAUF,EAASC,GAAWuJ,EAAI1K,OAC5DuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EA

AIZ,QAAQC,GAE1Cc,EAAc,IAAIC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWgJ,EAAI5J,OAAOa,QACvDC,EAAc,IAAIH,WAA

W,IAAIC,WAAWiJ,EAAI7J,OAAOa,QAU7D,OARA+H,EACIkB,EAAOpJ,EAAakJ,EAAI5J,MAAMC,OAAQ8J,

EAAOjJ,EAC7C+I,EAAI7J,MAAMC,OAAQb,EAAYC,EAAYoB,GAE9ClC,EAAQuH,YAAY8D,EAAIjK,QACx

BpB,EAAQuH,YAAY+D,EAAIlK,QAExBY,EAAIP,MAAQ6D,EACLtD,ICvGF,SAAS2J,EAAUC,EAAMC,EAA

OC,EAAMrK,EAAOd,GAChD,MAAMoL,EAAcC,aAAWC,iBAAiBxK,EAAOoK,EAAOC,GACxDpK,EAASmB,

OAAKC,cAAcgJ,GAC5BI,EAAWrJ,OAAKsJ,eAAe1K,GACrC,GAAIsK,EAAa,CACb,MAAMK,EAAaJ,aAAWK,

kBAAkBR,EAAOK,GACvD,MAAc,WAAVvL,EACOiL,EAAK7D,MAAMqE,EAAYA,EAAa1K,GAExCkK,EAA

KU,SAASF,EAAYA,EAAa1K,GAElD,MAAM6K,EAAwB,WAAV5L,EAChB0C,eAAamJ,uBAAuBZ,GACpCA,E

ACEa,EAAQnK,SAAOb,EAAOd,EAAO4L,GAC7BG,EAASpK,SAAOwJ,EAAMnL,GAC5B,IAAK,IAAIkD,EAA

I,EAAGA,EAAI6I,EAAOZ,OAAQjI,EAAG,CAClC,MAAM8I,EAASD,EAAOE,WAAW/I,GAC3BgJ,EAAQF,EA

AOvI,KAAI,CAAC0I,EAAK3H,IAAM2H,EAAMjB,EAAM1G,KACjDuH,EAAOjI,IAAIgI,EAAMtL,OAAO0L,M

AAWF,GAEvC,MAAc,WAAVhM,EACO0C,eAAa0J,uBAAuBL,EAAOM,QAE/CN,EAAOM,gBCpBFjF,EACZ3

H,GACF,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAIrC,OAAOuL,MAACA,EAAKC,KAAEA,GAAK9L,QAAEA,GAAWI

,GAE9C6M,EAAQC,GAASlB,aAAWmB,iBAAiBxK,EAAGkJ,EAAOC,GAExDC,EAAcC,aAAWC,iBAAiBtJ,EA

AElB,MAAOwL,EAAQC,GAC3DE,EAAQpN,EAAQqN,SAAS1K,EAAEvB,QAC3BY,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAA

WiL,EAAOvK,EAAEhC,OAClCuL,EAAWrJ,OAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAAElB,OACjC6L,EAAUtN,EAAQkB,UAAUC,

IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAE1C,GAAI2K,EAAa,CACf,MAAMK,EAAaJ,aAAWK,kBAAkBY,EAAQf,GAExD,GAAgB,W

AAZvJ,EAAEhC,MACJ2M,EAAQC,YACHH,EACIrF,MAAMqE,EAAYA,EAAavJ,OAAKC,cAAcoK,QACtD,C

ACWlN,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IACH2I,EACId,SAASF,EAAYA,EAAavJ,OAAKC,cAAcoK,KAGhE

,OAAOlL,EAGT,GAAgB,WAAZW,EAAEhC,MAAoB,CACxB,MAAM6M,EAAMC,EAAaL,EAAOH,EAAQC,E

AAOvK,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAE1D,OADA2M,EAAQC,YAAcC,EACfxL,EAGT,MAAM0L,EAAU1N,

EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACrC2L,EAAOhL,EAAElB,MAAMC,OACrB,GAAa,IAATiM,GAsBN,SACIP,EAAgC

Q,EAChCF,EAAkC7B,EAClCC,GACF,IAAI+B,EAAY,EAChB,MAAMC,EAASjC,EAAM,GACfkC,EAASlC,EA

AM,GACfmC,EAAOF,EAAShC,EAAK,GAC3B,IAAK,IAAIjI,EAAIiK,EAAQjK,EAAImK,EAAMnK,IAAK,CA

ClC,MAAMoK,EAAUpK,EAAI+J,EAAUG,EAC9BL,EAAQjJ,IAAI2I,EAAMd,SAAS2B,EAASA,EAAUnC,EAA

K,IAAK+B,GACxDA,GAAa/B,EAAK,IAhClBoC,CACId,EAAqBlB,EAAS,GAAIwB,EAAST,EAC3CC,QACC,G

AAa,IAATS,GAiCb,SACIP,EAAgCe,EAAkBC,EAClDV,EAAkC7B,EAClCC,GACF,IAAI+B,EAAY,EAChB,MA

AMC,EAASjC,EAAM,GACfkC,EAASlC,EAAM,GACfwC,EAASxC,EAAM,GACfmC,EAAOF,EAAShC,EAAK,

GACrBwC,EAAOP,EAASjC,EAAK,GAC3B,IAAK,IAAIjI,EAAIiK,EAAQjK,EAAImK,EAAMnK,IAC7B,IAAK,

IAAIsB,EAAI4I,EAAQ5I,EAAImJ,EAAMnJ,IAAK,CAClC,MAAM8I,EAAUpK,EAAIsK,EAAWhJ,EAAIiJ,EAA

WC,EAC9CX,EAAQjJ,IAAI2I,EAAMd,SAAS2B,EAASA,EAAUnC,EAAK,IAAK+B,GACxDA,GAAa/B,EAAK,
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IA9CpByC,CACInB,EAAqBlB,EAAS,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIwB,EAC/CT,EAAoCC,QACnC,GAAa,IAATS,GAgD

b,SACIP,EAAgCe,EAAkBC,EAClDI,EAAkBd,EAClB7B,EACAC,GACF,IAAI+B,EAAY,EAChB,MAAMC,EAA

SjC,EAAM,GACfkC,EAASlC,EAAM,GACfwC,EAASxC,EAAM,GACfmC,EAAOF,EAAShC,EAAK,GACrBwC,

EAAOP,EAASjC,EAAK,GACrB2C,EAAOJ,EAASvC,EAAK,GACrB4C,EAAS7C,EAAM,GAErB,IAAK,IAAIhI,

EAAIiK,EAAQjK,EAAImK,EAAMnK,IAC7B,IAAK,IAAIsB,EAAI4I,EAAQ5I,EAAImJ,EAAMnJ,IAC7B,IAAK,

IAAIwJ,EAAIN,EAAQM,EAAIF,EAAME,IAAK,CAClC,MAAMV,EAAUpK,EAAIsK,EAAWhJ,EAAIiJ,EAAW

O,EAAIH,EAAWE,EAC7DhB,EAAQjJ,IAAI2I,EAAMd,SAAS2B,EAASA,EAAUnC,EAAK,IAAK+B,GACxDA,

GAAa/B,EAAK,IAlEtB8C,CACIxB,EAAqBlB,EAAS,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIwB,EAC5DT,EACAC,

OACC,CACL,MAAMM,EACFC,EAAaL,EAAOH,EAAQC,EAAOvK,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAClD+M,E

AAQjJ,IAAI+I,GAGd,OAAOxL,EA8DF,MAAM6M,EAA4B,CACvCjP,WAAYkP,QACZhP,YAAa,OACbK,WAA

Y4H,GChFP,MAAMgH,EAAqC,CAChDnP,WAAYoP,iBACZlP,YAAa,OACbK,WAzCF,SAAwBC,GAKtB,MAA

MC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACN4O,WAACA,EA

AUC,MAAEA,GAAS5O,EAEtB6O,EAAOF,EAAWG,QAAO,CAAC7O,EAAGC,IAAMD,EAAIC,IAEvC6O,EAA

WhM,eAAaiM,YAAY3M,EAAElB,MAAOwN,EAAYE,GACzDI,EAAWlM,eAAamM,YAAYH,EAAS3N,OAAQ

uN,EAAWvN,QAChE+N,EACFpM,eAAaqM,oBAAoB/M,EAAElB,MAAOwN,EAAYE,GACpDQ,EACFtM,eAA

auM,oBAAoBV,EAAOD,EAAWvN,QACjDmO,EACFxM,eAAayM,aAAaL,EAAkBP,EAAOD,EAAWvN,QAE5D

qO,EAAYlG,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAI3C,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO4

N,KAC1D7I,EACF3B,EAAU,CAACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGoN,GAAY/P,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACyE

,KAAMwK,KAGxDS,EAASjI,EAAM,CACnB1H,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAHiBkH,EACxB,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC

,EAAG6D,GAAcxG,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOgO,MAGrDzP,QAAAA,EACAM,MAAO,CAA

CuL,MAAO8D,EAAkB7D,KAAM+D,KAOzC,OAJA7P,EAAQuH,YAAYwI,EAAU3O,QAC9BpB,EAAQuH,YA

AYf,EAAYpF,QAChCpB,EAAQuH,YAAYwI,EAAU3O,QAEvB4O,aCtCOC,EACZ7P,GAEF,MAAOC,QAAQsC

,EAACA,GAAIrC,OAAOK,MAACA,GAAMX,QAAEA,GAAWI,EACzC4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAA

ElB,MAAOd,GAClC4D,EAASvE,EAAQwE,mBAAmB7B,GAG1C,OAFgB3C,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCy

C,IAAIF,GACLvC,EAGF,MAAMkO,EAA2B,CACtCtQ,WAAYuQ,OACZrQ,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY8P,GChBDG

,EAA2B5N,EAAwB6N,QCChE,IAAIC,EA0BG,MAAMC,EAAkC,CAC7C3Q,WAAY4Q,cACZ1Q,YAAa,OACbC

,UA3BF,SAAeC,GACbsQ,EAAWtQ,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMsQ,cAAa,KAAiB,CAC1D,SACA,SACA,SACA,Y

AuBFrQ,WAnBF,SAAcC,GAKZ,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EA

ACA,GAAKtC,GACNoQ,aAACA,EAAYC,aAAEA,GAAgBpQ,EAC/BsC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,

EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,E

AAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAEhD,OADAiP,EAAS1N,EAAK6N,EAAcC,EAAcxO,GACnCF,aCp

BOmJ,EACZ/K,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,GAAWI,EAEpB4F,EAAOnD,OAAKuD,eAAehG,E

AAKE,MAAM0F,KAAM3F,EAAO,GAAGoB,OAAO,GAEnE,IAAI6D,EAAWjC,eAAaoC,gBAAgBpF,EAAO+D,

KAAIuM,GAAKA,EAAElP,QAAQuE,GAGtE,MAAM4K,EAAUvQ,EAAOwQ,QAAOF,GAAK9N,OAAKC,cAA

c6N,EAAElP,OAAS,IACjE,GAAuB,IAAnBmP,EAAQlP,OACV,OAAO4C,EAAS,CAACjE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EA

AGiO,EAAQ,IAAK5Q,QAAAA,IAG5C,MAAMgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAUjF,EAAO,GAAGM,O

AEnD,GAAqC,IAAjCkC,OAAKC,cAAcwC,GACrB,OAAOtD,EAGT,MAAM8O,EAASF,EAAQxM,KAAIuM,G

AAKA,EAAElP,QAGlC,GAFA4B,eAAa0N,uBAAuBD,EAAQ9K,GAEnB,WAArB4K,EAAQ,GAAGjQ,MAAoB,

CAQjC,MAAMqQ,EAAWJ,EAAQxM,KAAIuM,IAC3B,MAAM1I,EAAYpF,OAAKC,cAAc6N,EAAElP,MAAMs

G,MAAM/B,IAEnD,OAAO6D,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGgO,GAAI3Q,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,

CAACmB,MADnC,EAAE,EAAGwG,SAIfgJ,EAAkBD,EAAS5M,KAAIuM,IAC5B,CAAC/E,KAAM5L,EAAQqN

,SAASsD,EAAEvP,QAASK,MAAOkP,EAAElP,UAIrD6D,EACIjC,eAAaoC,gBAAgBuL,EAAS5M,KAAIuM,GA

AKA,EAAElP,QAAQ,GAC7D,MAAMyP,EAAwC,IAAzBF,EAAS,GAAGvP,MAAM,GACjCiM,ECpDH,SAAoBr

N,EAAQiF,EAAU3E,EAAOuQ,GAChD,MAAMxD,EAAU7K,OAAKsO,kBAAkBxQ,EAAOkC,OAAKC,cAAcw

C,IACjE,GAAI4L,GAA0B,WAAVvQ,EAAoB,CAEpC,IAAIyQ,EAAS,EACb/Q,EAAOgR,SAAQpK,IACX,MAA

M6E,EAAOjJ,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OACtCiM,EAAQjJ,IAAIwC,EAAM2E,KAAMwF,GACxBA,GAAUtF

,SAGb,CACD,IAAIwF,EAAY,EAChBjR,EAAOgR,SAAQpK,IACX,MAAMsF,EAAwB,WAAV5L,EAChB0C,eA

AamJ,uBAAuBvF,EAAM2E,MAC1C3E,EAAM2E,KACV,IAAI2F,EAAO,EACX,IAAK,IAAIC,EAAM,EAAGA,
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EAAMvK,EAAMxF,MAAM,KAAM+P,EAAK,CAC3C,MAAMC,EAASD,EAAMlM,EAAS,GAAKgM,EACnC,I

AAK,IAAII,EAAM,EAAGA,EAAMzK,EAAMxF,MAAM,KAAMiQ,EACtChE,EAAQ+D,EAASC,GAAOnF,EA

AYgF,KAG5CD,GAAarK,EAAMxF,MAAM,MAGjC,OAAOiM,EDyBSiE,CACIV,EAAiB3L,EAAUjF,EAAO,GA

AGM,MACrCuQ,GAEdU,EACFvO,eAAaoC,gBAAgBmL,EAAQxM,KAAIuM,GAAKA,EAAElP,QAAQuE,GAE

5DhE,EAAIP,MAAQmQ,EAMZ,OALgB5R,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAClCmM,YAAclK,eAAa0J,uBA

AuBW,GAE1DsD,EAASK,SAAQV,GAAK3Q,EAAQuH,YAAYoJ,EAAEvP,UAErCY,EAGT,MAAMD,EAAWc,

OAAKC,cAAc8N,EAAQ,GAAGnP,MAAMsG,MAAM,EAAG/B,IAC9D,IAAI6L,EAAe,EACnB,MAAMC,EAAY

lB,EAAQxM,KAAI6C,IAC5B,MAAM8K,EAAWlP,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,MAAMsG,MAAM/B,IAEtD,O

ADA6L,GAAgBE,EACTA,KAEHxN,EAASqM,EAAQxM,KAAI6C,GAASjH,EAAQwE,mBAAmByC,KACzDyG

,EAAU1N,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GAC3C,IAAK,IAAIxB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIuB,EAAUvB,IAAK,CACjC,IAA

IqN,EAAYrN,EAAIqR,EACpB,IAAK,IAAIhO,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIU,EAAO7C,OAAQmC,IAAK,CACtC,MAA

MkO,EAAWD,EAAUjO,GACrBmO,EAAWxR,EAAIuR,EACfnG,EAAOrH,EAAOV,GAAGyI,SAAS0F,EAAUA,

EAAWD,GACrDrE,EAAQjJ,IAAImH,EAAMiC,GAClBA,GAAakE,GAGjB,OAAO/P,EAGF,MAAMiQ,EAA6B,

CACxCrS,WAAYsS,SACZpS,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYgL,GEzFd,IAAIgH,EA4EG,MAAMC,EAA6B,CACxCxS,W

AAYyS,SACZvS,YAAa,OACbC,UAvEF,SAAeC,GACbmS,EAAanS,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMmS,SAAQ,KAAi

B,CACvD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAoDFlS,WAhDF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAE

A,GAAWI,GAE3BuC,EAACA,EAACkO,OAAEA,GAAUxQ,EACduC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EA

AEvB,QAAQC,GACtCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,IAEhDiH,QAACA,EAAOiK,

UAAEA,EAAShK,IAAEA,EAAGC,gBAAEA,EAAekB,WAAEA,GAAcpJ,EACzDkS,EAAcnP,eAAaoP,wBAAw

B/I,GACnDjB,EAAWpF,eAAaqP,kBACzB/P,EAAelB,MAAQoP,EAAoBpP,MAAO6G,EAASiK,EAC5DhK,EAA

KC,GAAiB,EAAOgK,GAE3B7J,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,I

AC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,K

AC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,Y

ACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAASgB,WACzBmJ,EAAiBnK,EAASoK,YAC1BC,EAAsC,SAA1BrK,EAASK,QAAQiK,K

AAkB,EAAI,EAEzD,GAA4B,iBAAxBtK,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,oDAAG6H,EAASiB,2CAGlB,

MAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EA

AIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OALA8Q,EACIvP,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAEl

B,MAAM,GAAI6Q,EAAU3J,EACnDC,EAAaC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS0J,EACnDlJ,EAAgBD,EAAeL,

EAAcC,EAAaoJ,EAC1DC,EAAgB1Q,GACbF,ICzET,IAAIgR,EAqGG,MAAMC,EAA0C,CACrDrT,WAAYsT,sB

ACZpT,YAAa,OACbC,UA9FF,SAAeC,GACbgT,EAA0BhT,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMgT,sBAAqB,KAAM,CACt

E,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAmEF/S,WA/DF,SAA6BC,GAK3B,M

AAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B+S,GAACA,EAAEtC,OAAEA,GAAUxQ,G

ACfiI,QAACA,EAAOC,IAAEA,EAAGmB,WAAEA,EAAUlB,gBAAEA,EAAe4K,WAAEA,GAAc9S,EAI1DkS,E

AAcnP,eAAaoP,wBAAwB/I,GACnDjB,EAAWpF,eAAaqP,kBAC1BU,EAAYvC,EAAOpP,MAA2C6G,EAJhD,E

AKHC,EAAKC,GAAiB,EAAuBgK,IACtDa,UACJA,EAAS1K,aACTA,EAAYC,YACZA,EAAWa,WACXA,EAA

U6J,SACVA,EAAQC,QACRA,EAAOV,YACPA,EAAWW,UACXA,EAASC,SACTA,EAAQnK,aACRA,EAAYC

,YACZA,GACEd,EAEEiL,EAAS/K,EAAe,EAAIF,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC7C4K,EAAU/K,EAAc,EAAIH,EAASK,

QAAQO,KAE7CuK,EAAyC,iBAAxBnL,EAASiB,WAC1BmK,EAAYhR,OAAKsJ,eAAe1D,EAASlD,SACzCuO,

EAAYjR,OAAKsJ,eAAegH,EAAG1R,QAClCsS,EAAOC,EAAOC,GAASpR,OAAKsJ,eAAe0E,EAAOpP,OACnD

yS,EAAeL,EAAU,GACzBM,EAAaP,EAAiBC,EAAU,GAAKA,EAAU,GACvDO,EAAaR,EAAiBC,EAAU,GAAK

,EAC7CQ,EAAiBT,EAAiB,EAAIC,EAAU,GAChDS,EAAeR,EAAU,GACzBS,EAAaX,EAAiBE,EAAU,GAAKA,

EAAU,GACvDU,EAAaZ,EAAiBE,EAAU,GAAK,EAC7CW,EAAiBb,EAAiB,EAAIE,EAAU,GAEhD9R,EAAMh

C,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASlD,QAAS,WAC3CrD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1C

qT,EAAO1U,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIgS,EAAG/R,QAAQC,GACxCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EA

AOzP,QAAQC,GAQtD,OANA2R,EACI0B,EAAMpC,EAAUe,EAAW1K,EAAcC,EAAa0K,EAAUC,EAChE9J,E

AAY+J,EAAWC,EAAUZ,EAAavJ,EAAcC,EAC5DmK,EAAQC,EAASI,EAAOC,EAAOC,EAAOC,EAAcC,EAC
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pDC,EAAYC,EAAgBC,EAAcC,EAAYC,EACtDC,EAAgBvS,GACbF,IClGI2S,EAA0BnS,EAAwBoS,OCDlDC,E

AA2BrS,EAAwBsS,QCIhE,IAAKC,EAKL,IAAIC,GALJ,SAAKD,GACHA,2BACAA,yBAFF,CAAKA,IAAAA,O

AoEE,MAAME,GAAoC,CAC/CrV,WAAYsV,gBACZpV,YAAa,OACbC,UA7DF,SAAeC,GACbgV,EAAoBhV,E

AAQC,KAAKC,MAAMgV,gBAAe,KAAe,CACnE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,YAmDF/U,WA/CF,SAAuBC,GAKrB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B

+U,OAACA,EAAMC,mBAAEA,EAAkBC,SAAEA,GAAY/U,GACzCgV,MAACA,EAAKC,MAAEA,EAAKC,O

AAEA,GAAUnV,EAEzBoV,EAAWF,EAAM9T,MAAM,IAEtBiU,EAAYC,GAAaN,EAC1B/P,EAAW,CAACmQ,

EAAUC,EAAYC,EAAWL,EAAM7T,MAAM,IAE/D,IACImU,EADAC,EAAa7V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImU,EA

AMlU,QAEzB,YAAhBkU,EAAM3U,QACRiV,EAAa3F,EAAK,CAACjQ,QAAAA,EAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EA

AG2S,GAAQhV,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aAC/DkV,EAAa7V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyU,EAAWxU,SAGhD,M

AAM0U,EAAWD,EAAWxU,GACtB0U,EAAU/V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIoU,EAAMnU,QAAQC,GAC9C2U,EA

AWhW,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqU,EAAOpU,QAAQC,GAEhDW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,WACn

CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1C4U,EAAmB,IAAI7T,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWiT

,EAAM7T,OAAOa,QAYpE,OAVA0S,EACIc,EAAUC,EAASC,EAAUP,EAAUQ,EAAkBP,EACzDC,EACAZ,EA

AoBI,GACpBC,EAAoBlT,GAEN,MAAd0T,GACF5V,EAAQuH,YAAYqO,EAAWxU,QAG1BY,IChET,IAAIkU,

GAoDG,MAAMC,GAA6B,CACxCvW,WAAYwW,SACZtW,YAAa,OACbC,UApDF,SAAeC,GACbkW,GAAalW

,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMkW,SAAQ,KAAiB,CACvD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA8CFjW,oBAzCAC,

GAEA,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACN2F,

KAACA,EAAIqQ,UAAEA,EAASC,QAAEA,GAAWhW,EAC7B4F,EAAQvD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAEtBmB,OA

AKoH,OAAmB,YAAZtH,EAAEhC,OAAmC,UAAZgC,EAAEhC,OACrC,IAAM,2BAA2BgC,EAAEhC,sCAErC,

MAAM4V,EAAclT,eAAakD,mBAAmB,CAACP,GAAOE,GAC5D,IAAIsQ,EAAY7T,EACI,OAAhB4T,IACFC,E

AAY3R,EAAU,CAACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAIrC,MAAO,CAACyE,KAAMwR,GAAcvW,QAAAA,K

AElE,MAAMyW,EAAepT,eAAaqD,iBAAiB,EAAGR,GAAO,GAC7D7C,eAAa8D,2BAA2B,SAAU,CAACsP,GA

AevQ,GAElE,MAAMwQ,EAAc1W,EAAQiC,WAAWuU,EAAU/U,MAAO+U,EAAU7V,OAC5DgW,EAAWH,E

AAU/U,MAAMgV,GAC3BG,EAAc5W,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqV,EAAUpV,QAAQC,GACtDwV,EAAgB7W,E

AAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIuV,EAAYtV,QAAQC,GAChE6U,GAAWU,EAAaP,EAAY,EAAI,EAAGC,EAAU,EAAI,E

AAGK,EACjDE,EAAerX,EAASmD,EAAEhC,QAGrC,IAAIqB,EAAM0U,EACV,GAAoB,OAAhBH,EAAsB,CA

ExBvU,EAAM6C,EACJ,CAACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAG+T,GAAcpW,MAAO,CAACyE,KAFb1B,eAAayT,uB

AAuBP,IAECvW,QAAAA,IAC7DA,EAAQuH,YAAYiP,EAAUpV,QAC9BpB,EAAQuH,YAAYmP,EAAYtV,QA

ElC,OAAOY,ICrDT,IAAI+U,GA6DG,MAAMC,GAAmC,CAC9CpX,WAAYqX,eACZnX,YAAa,OACbC,UA3DF

,SAAeC,GACb+W,GAAmB/W,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM+W,eAAc,KAAe,CACjE,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,S

ACA,QACA,QACA,SACA,YAkDF9W,oBA9C2BC,GAK3B,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAA

EA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACN6W,UAACA,EAASxN,WAAEA,GAAcpJ,EAE1B+S,EAAY1Q,

EAAElB,MAAM,GAKpB0V,GAJ8B,SAAfzN,EAAyB/G,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAKkB,EAAElB,MAAM,IAIhCyV,

EAC7BE,GAJ6B,SAAf1N,EAAyB/G,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAKkB,EAAElB,MAAM,IAIjCyV,EAC3BG,GAJ6B,S

AAf3N,EAAyB/G,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAKkB,EAAElB,MAAM,KAIhCyV,EAAYA,GAExCI,EAA8B,SAAf5N,E

ACjB,CAAC2J,EAAW8D,EAAcC,EAAaC,GACvC,CAAChE,EAAWgE,EAAaF,EAAcC,GAErCpV,EAAMhC,EA

AQiC,WAAWqV,EAAa,WAGtC1U,EADQ5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QACpBC,GACZkW,EACF,I

AAInV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAAElB,QAAQa,QAE1DkV,EAAmB,IAAIpV,WAAW,IAAI

C,WAAWiV,GAAahV,QAC9DmV,EACF,IAAIrV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAemL,IAAchV,QAE9D

J,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OAJA0V,GACInU,EAAKsU,EAF2B,SAAfxN,EA

AwB,EAAI,EAEf6N,EAAe5U,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAS,EAC9D8V,EAAkBC,EAAiBH,EAAY5V,OAAQQ,GAE

pDF,IC1DT,IAAI0V,GAmFG,MAAMC,GAA4C,CACvD/X,WAAYgY,wBACZ9X,YAAa,OACbC,UA9EF,SAAe

C,GACb0X,GACI1X,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM0X,wBAAuB,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,

SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA0DNzX,WAtDF,S

AAyBC,GAKvB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAE3BuC,EAACA,EAACkO,

OAAEA,GAAUxQ,EACduC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCiR,EAAWtS,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,IAEhDiH,QAACA,EAAOiK,UAAEA,EAAShK,IAAEA,EAAGC,gBAA
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EA,GAAmBlI,EAE7CuX,EAA0B,MAAbtF,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,GAAKA,EAE1C9J,EAAWpF,eAAaqP,kBACz

B/P,EAAelB,MAAQoP,EAAoBpP,MAAO6G,EAClDuP,EAA0CtP,EAAKC,GAChD,GAEEG,EAAeF,EAASE,aA

CxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAA

YT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,E

AASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAASgB,WACzBmJ,EAAiBnK,

EAASoK,YAC1BC,EAAsC,SAA1BrK,EAASK,QAAQiK,KAAkB,EAAI,EAEzD,GAA4B,iBAAxBtK,EAASiB,W

ACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,mEAAG6H,EAASiB,2CAGlB,MAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD

,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OALAqW,GACI9U,EAAKD,E

AAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAI6Q,EAAU3J,EACnDC,EAAaC,EAA

QG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS0J,EACnDlJ,EAAgBD,EAAeL,EAAcC,EAAaoJ,EAC1DC,EAAgB1Q,GACbF,ICjFI8

V,GAA0BtV,EAAwBuV,OCClDC,GACT/U,EAAyBgV,SAFC,EAE6B,QCF9CC,GAA0B1V,EAAwB2V,MAAK,o

BCEpDC,GAAWhY,GAKzB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAC3B6G,MAA

CA,GAAS5G,GACVgY,IAACA,GAAO/X,EAER4G,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MAAMC,OACxB0B,EAAW6D,EAAMx

F,MAAMsG,QAC7B,IAAIuQ,EAAOD,EAWX,OAVIA,EAAM,IAERxV,OAAKoH,SACC/C,EAAY,IAAMmR,G

ACpB,IAAM,mCAAoCnR,EAAY,OAClDA,OACRoR,EAAOpR,EAAYmR,EAAM,GAE3BjV,EAASmV,OAAO

D,EAAM,EAAG,GAElBzO,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGsE,GAAQjH,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CA

ACmB,MAAO2B,KAGvD,MAAMoV,GAAiC,CAC5C5Y,WAAY6Y,aACZ3Y,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYiY,aC5BE

M,GAAKtY,GACnB,MAAOE,OAAOmB,MAACA,EAAKkX,MAAEA,EAAKhY,MAAEA,GAAMX,QAAEA,G

AAWI,EAC1C4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWR,EAAOd,GAGtC,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC0W,

KAAKC,GACN3W,EAGF,MAAM4W,GAA2B,CACtChZ,WAAYiZ,OACZ/Y,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYuY,ICZd,IA

AII,GA+BG,MAAMC,GAAoC,CAC/CnZ,WAAYoZ,gBACZlZ,YAAa,OACbK,oBAlBEC,GACF,MAAMC,OAA

CA,EAAML,QAAEA,GAAWI,GACpBkV,MAACA,GAASjV,EAEV2B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqT,EAAM7T

,MAAO6T,EAAM3U,OAC5CsY,EAAUjZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImU,EAAMlU,QAAQC,GAC9Ca,EAAQlC,EA

AQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,IAEzC6X,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,GAAe/D,EAAM7T,MAI5D,OAFAq

X,GACIG,EAASC,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,EAAanX,GACnDF,GAOPjC,UA/BF,SAAeC,GACb8Y,GAAoB9Y,

EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM8Y,gBAAe,KAAiB,CACrE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,aCbSM,GAA4B9W,EA

AwB+W,SCGpDC,GACTvW,EAAyBwW,YAFC,GCA9B,IAAIC,GAqCG,MAAMC,GAAqC,CAChD/Z,WAAYga

,iBACZ9Z,YAAa,OACbC,UApCF,SAAeC,GACb0Z,GAAgB1Z,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACzB0Z,iBAAgB,KAChB,C

AAC,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,YAkCjEzZ,WA/BF,SAAwBC,GAKtB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAO

K,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3ByZ,gBAACA,GAAmBvZ,GACpBqC,EAACA,EAACmX,KAAEA,

EAAIC,SAAEA,EAAQ3I,OAAEA,EAAM4I,MAAEA,GAAS3Z,EACrCuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB

,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtC4Y,EAASja,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI2Y,EAAK1Y,QAAQC,GAC5C6Y,EAAala,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAI4Y,EAAS3Y,QAAQC,GACpD8Y,EAAqB,MAAV/I,EAAiBpR,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIiQ,EA

AOhQ,QAAQC,GAAK,EACtE+Y,EAAmB,MAATJ,EAAgBha,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI6Y,EAAM5Y,QAAQC,G

AAK,EAEnEW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAE1C,GAAoC,IAAhCkC,OAAKC

,cAAcH,EAAElB,OACvB,OAAOO,EAGT,MAAME,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAIhD

,OAFAqY,GACI9W,EAAKqX,EAAQC,EAAYC,EAAUC,EAASP,EAAiB3X,GAC1DF,IChCT,IAAIqY,GA6HG,

MAAMC,GAAkC,CAC7C1a,WAAY2a,cACZza,YAAa,OACbC,UAtHF,SAAeC,GACbqa,GAAkBra,EAAQC,KA

AKC,MAAMqa,cAAa,KAAiB,CACjE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA+FFpa,WA3FF,SAAqBC,G

AKnB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAC3BuC,EAACA,EAACkO,OAAEA,E

AAMpQ,KAAEA,EAAIC,uBAAEA,GAA0BL,GAC5CiI,QACJA,EAAOC,IACPA,EAAGgK,UACHA,EAAS7I,W

ACTA,EAAUlB,gBACVA,EAAezH,WACfA,EAAUC,eACVA,GACEV,EAEEmI,EAAWpF,eAAaqP,kBACzB/P,

EAAelB,MAAQoP,EAAoBpP,MAAO6G,EAASiK,EAC5DhK,EAAKC,GAEH5G,EACFnC,EAAkBsB,GACtB,G

AAuB,MAAnBa,EACF,MAAM,IAAIhB,MACN,GAAGG,uEAIT,MAAM6B,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI

wB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,GAEhDuR,EAAiBnK,

EAASoK,YAEhC,IAAItR,EAAS,EACb,GAAY,MAARd,EAAc,CAChB,MAAMe,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAIV,EAAKW,QAC5C,GAA8B,IAA1BI,EAASC,MAAMC,OACjB,MAAM,IAAId,MAEN,sDAAQY,EAASC,M
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AAMC,WAE7B,GAAIF,EAASC,MAAM,KAAOmR,EACxB,MAAM,IAAIhS,MACN,2BAA2BY,EAASC,wDAC

ImR,MAE9CrR,EAASC,EAASH,GAGpB,MAAMsH,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAAS

J,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,

EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxB

C,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAASgB,WACzBqJ,EAAsC,SAA1BrK,EAASK,QAAQiK,KAAkB,EAAI,

EACnDM,EAAY5K,EAAS4K,UACrBC,EAAW7K,EAAS6K,SACpBC,EAAU9K,EAAS8K,QAEzB,GAAmB,SA

Af7J,EACF,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,yDAAG8I,0BAGT,MAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SA

AU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CM,EAAqD,MAA1BjB,EAC7B,EAC

AV,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIT,EAAuBU,QAAQC,GAQzD,OANAgZ,GACIzX,EAAKyQ,EAAWC,EAAUC,EAA

SjB,EAAU3J,EAAcC,EAC3DrH,EAAQsH,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS0J,EAAWlJ,EACzDD,EAAeL,EAAc

C,EAAaoJ,EAAeC,EACzDhR,EAAiBD,EAA0BX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAE7DF,IC1HT,IAAIwY,GA8HG,MAAM

C,GAA2C,CACtD7a,WAAY8a,uBACZ5a,YAAa,OACbC,UAvHF,SAAeC,GACbwa,GACIxa,EAAQC,KAAKC,M

AAMwa,uBAAsB,KAAiB,CACxD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,

SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA+FNva,WA3FF,SAA8BC,GAK

5B,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAC3BuC,EAACA,EAACkO,OAAEA,EAA

MpQ,KAAEA,EAAIC,uBAAEA,GAA0BL,GAC5CiI,QACJA,EAAOC,IACPA,EAAGgK,UACHA,EAAS7I,WAC

TA,EAAUlB,gBACVA,EAAezH,WACfA,EAAUC,eACVA,GACEV,EAEEmI,EAAWpF,eAAaqP,kBACzB/P,EA

AelB,MAAQoP,EAAoBpP,MAAO6G,EAASiK,EAC5DhK,EAAKC,GAAiB,GAEpB5G,EACFnC,EAAkBsB,GAC

tB,GAAuB,MAAnBa,EACF,MAAM,IAAIhB,MACN,GAAGG,gFAIT,MAAM6B,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,GAEhDuR,EAAiB

nK,EAASoK,YAEhC,IAAItR,EAAS,EACb,GAAY,MAARd,EAAc,CAChB,MAAMe,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIV,EAAKW,QAC5C,GAA8B,IAA1BI,EAASC,MAAMC,OACjB,MAAM,IAAId,MAEN,+DAAQY,EAAS

C,MAAMC,WAE7B,GAAIF,EAASC,MAAM,KAAOmR,EACxB,MAAM,IAAIhS,MACN,oCAAoCY,EAASC,w

DACLmR,MAE9CrR,EAASC,EAASH,GAGpB,MAAMsH,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,

EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EA

AUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aA

CxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAASgB,WACzBqJ,EAAsC,SAA1BrK,EAASK,QAAQiK,KAAkB,E

AAI,EACnDM,EAAY5K,EAAS4K,UACrBC,EAAW7K,EAAS6K,SACpBC,EAAU9K,EAAS8K,QAEzB,GAAmB

,SAAf7J,EACF,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,kEAAG8I,0BAGT,MAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,

SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CM,EAAqD,MAA1BjB,EAC7B,E

ACAV,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIT,EAAuBU,QAAQC,GAQzD,OANAmZ,GACI5X,EAAKyQ,EAAWC,EAAUC,E

AASjB,EAAU3J,EAAcC,EAC3DrH,EAAQsH,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS0J,EAAWlJ,EACzDD,EAAeL,E

AAcC,EAAaoJ,EAAeC,EACzDhR,EAAiBD,EAA0BX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAE7DF,IC3HT,IAAI2Y,GAiDG,MA

AMC,GAA+B,CAC1Chb,WAAYib,WACZ/a,YAAa,OACbC,UA/CF,SAAeC,GACb2a,GAAe3a,EAAQC,KAAKC,

MAAM2a,WAAU,KAAe,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,YAuCF1a,WAnCF,SAAkBC,

GAEhB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,GAAUD,GACpB0a,OAACA,EAAMC,QAAEA,GAAW1a,GAEnB2

a,EAAaC,EAAWpL,EAAWvH,GACtC4S,cAAYC,mBAAmBL,EAAQC,GAErC/Y,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW+

Y,EAAaF,EAAOna,OACnD,GAAkB,IAAdsa,EACF,OAAOjZ,EAGT,MAAMoZ,EAAeL,EAAQtZ,MACvB4Z,EA

AYD,EAAaA,EAAa1Z,OAAS,GAG/CkB,EADQ5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI2Z,EAAO1Z,QACzBC,GAEZia,EA

Dctb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4Z,EAAQ3Z,QACpBC,GAExBka,EAAe,IAAInZ,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWiG,GAAS

hG,QAEtDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAKhD,OAJAsZ,GACI/X,EAAKpD,EAASsb,E

AAOna,OAAQ2a,EAAWL,EAAWI,EAAWxL,EAC9D0L,EAAcrZ,GAEXF,IC7CT,IAAIwZ,GA4FG,MAAMC,G

AA+B,CAC1C7b,WAAY8b,WACZ5b,YAAa,OACbC,UA1FF,SAAeC,GACbwb,GAAaxb,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAA

M,SAAU,KAAe,CACvD,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,YAkFFC,WA9EF,SACIC,GAEF,MA

AMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,EAACoY,QAAEA,GAAW1a,G

ACf2F,KAACA,EAAI2V,UAAEA,GAAarb,EAGpBsb,EAAa/Y,OAAKuD,eAAeJ,EAAMrD,EAAElB,OAAO,GA

ChDoa,EAAc7b,EAAQqN,SAAS0N,EAAQ3Z,QACvC0a,EAAUnZ,EAAElB,MAAMma,GACxB,IAAK,IAAI/X,E

AAI,EAAGA,EAAIgY,EAAYna,SAAUmC,EAAG,CAC3C,MAAMkY,EAAQF,EAAYhY,GAC1BhB,OAAKoH,
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OACD8R,GAASD,EAAU,GAAKC,GAAS,GACjC,IACI,6BAA6BA,mBAAuBD,EAAU,OAGxE,MAAME,EAAY

3Y,eAAa4Y,aAAaC,yBACxCvZ,EAAaoY,EAAmBa,EAAYD,GAE1CQ,EAAWtS,EAAQ,CACvBxJ,OAAQ,CAA

CsC,EAAAA,GACTrC,MAAO,CACLmB,MAAO,CACLua,EAAU3I,UAAW2I,EAAUhU,UAAWgU,EAAUI,QA

CpDJ,EAAUnM,YAGd7P,QAAAA,IAEIqc,EAAcxZ,OAAKC,cAAciY,EAAQtZ,OACzC6a,EAAezS,EAAQ,CAC

3BxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGoY,GACZza,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO,CAACua,EAAU3I,UAAWgJ,EAAcL,EAA

U3I,YAC7DrT,QAAAA,IAEIuc,EAAqB,CACzBP,EAAU3I,UAAW2I,EAAUhU,UAAWqU,EAAcL,EAAU3I,UA

ClE2I,EAAUnM,WAGN7N,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWsa,EAAoB5Z,EAAEhC,OACrD,GAAoC,IAAhCkC,OAA

KC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OACvB,OAAOO,EAET,MAAMwa,EAAcL,EAAS1a,MAAMC,OAAS,EAGtCkB,EADQ5C,

EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIgb,EAAS/a,QAC3BC,GAGZia,EADctb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImb,EAAalb,QACzBC,G

AExBa,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CkW,EAAgB,IAAInV,WACtB,IAAIC,WAA

WQ,OAAKsJ,eAAegQ,EAAS1a,QAAQa,QAClDmV,EAAkB,IAAIrV,WACxB,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAeo

Q,IAAqBja,QAW5D,OATAkZ,GACI5Y,EAAKpD,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ4W,EAAeiF,EAAalB,EACpDU,E

AAU3I,UAAWoE,EAAiBvV,GAE1ClC,EAAQuH,YAAY4U,EAAS/a,QAC7BpB,EAAQuH,YAAY+U,EAAalb,Q

AGjCY,EAAIP,MAAQua,EAAU1E,YACftV,IC5FIya,GACTxZ,EAAyByZ,WAFC,EAE+B,QCDhDC,GACT1Z,E

AAyB2Z,gBAFC,EAEoC,QCClE,IAAIla,GA+BG,MAAMma,GAAgC,CAC3Cjd,WAAYkd,YACZhd,YAAa,iBA9

Bf,SAAmBE,GACjB0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4c,YAAW,KAAiB,CACxD,SACA,SACA,SACA,Y

A2BF3c,oBAtBEC,GAGF,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAIrC,OAAOyc,MAACA,GAAM/c,QAAEA,GAAWI,E

AEzCwC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAGtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EA

AElB,MAAO,WAExC,GAAoC,IAAhCoB,OAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OAAc,CACrC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB

,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDqB,GAASE,EAAKpD,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQoc,EAAO7a,GAG1C,

OAAOF,IC/BIgb,GACT/Z,EAAyBga,QAFC,EAE4B,QCA7CC,GACTja,EAAyBka,aAFC,EAEiC,QCHlDC,GAA0

B5a,EAAwB6a,OCClDC,GACTra,EAAyBsa,cAFC,EAEkC,QCGhE,IAAIC,GAwDG,MAAMC,GAA0B,CACrC7d

,WAAY8d,MACZ5d,YAAa,OACbC,UAxDF,SAAeC,GACbwd,GAAUxd,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMwd,MAAK,K

AAe,CAC/C,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAoDFvd,WAhDF,SAAaC,GAEX,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAA

MC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC1Bud,iBAAkB3X,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACrCqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EAEZ,IAA

I2G,EADQhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAExC4F,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,E

AAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,EAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG

,EAAoB,CAEtBQ,EAAQN,EACRK,EAFqBhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAKhE,MAAM6

F,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MAAMC,OAC9B2B,eAAa8D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GACrD,MAAO5B,EAAU8B,GA

Cb/D,eAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO4E,GAClDiB,EAAazE,OAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQi

C,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAC3C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAA

MS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDmc,GAAQxW,EAASxH,EAASmD,EAAEhC,O

AAQ2G,EAAYpF,GAQlD,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,

EAAWC,eAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,ICzDI4b,GACT

3a,EAAyB4a,WAFC,GCE9B,IAAIC,GAkFG,MAAMC,GAA8B,CACzCne,WAAYoe,UACZle,YAAa,OACbC,UA

9EF,SAAeC,GACb8d,GAAc9d,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM8d,UAAS,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,

SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA6DF7d,WAzDF,SACIC,

GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,EAE3BuC,EAAItC,EAAOsC,EACXC,E

AAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAU5CwB,OAAKoH,OACW,YAAZtH,EAAEhC,OAC

F,IACI,0DAA0DgC,EAAEhC,WAEpE,MAAM0H,WAACA,EAAUC,QAAEA,EAAOC,IAAEA,EAAGC,gBAAE

A,GAAmBlI,EAC9CmI,EAAWpF,eAAaqF,kBAC1B/F,EAAElB,MAAO4G,EAAYC,EAAS,EAAmBC,EAAKC,G

AEpDG,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAAS

K,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAA

SmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAA

SgB,WACzBmJ,EAAiBnK,EAASoK,YAEhC,GAA4B,iBAAxBpK,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,6CA

AG6H,EAASiB,2CAGlB,MAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OAJAyc,GACIlb,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,M

AAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkH,EAAcC,EACvDC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAASQ,EAAgBD,EACt
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DL,EAAcC,EAAaoJ,EAAeC,EAAgB1Q,GACvDF,IC5ET,IAAIic,GAqEG,MAAMC,GAA2B,CACtCte,WAAYue,

OACZre,YAAa,OACbC,UAtEF,SAAeC,GACbie,GACIje,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMie,OAAM,KAAe,CAAC,4BA

qE7Che,oBAjEEC,GAEF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,E

AAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEv

B,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EAAUpE,EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,a

AAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,EAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,IAAIoe,EAAgB/X,EACpB,GAAII

,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EAAe9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGn

BqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,EACVsW,EAAgB/a,eAAaqD,iBACzB0X,EAAc1c,OAAQuF,EAAMxF,MAAMC,

SAI1C2B,eAAa8D,2BACT,OAAQiX,EAAenX,EAAMxF,MAAMC,QACvC,MAAO4D,EAAU8B,GACb/D,eAAa

gE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO2c,GAClD9W,EAAazE,OAAKC,cAAcsE,GACtC,IAAIiX,EAAcpX,EACE,YAAh

BA,EAAMtG,QACR0d,EACIpO,EAAK,CAACjQ,QAAAA,EAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGsE,GAAQ3G,MAA

O,CAACK,MAAO,aACtDqG,EAAUhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkd,EAAYjd,QAAQC,IAGtD,MAAMW,EAAMh

C,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,WACzC,GAAwC,IAApCzC,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS

,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChD4c,GAASjX,EAASM,EAAYpF,GAQhC,GALIuE,G

AEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,eAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP

,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAOd,MAJoB,YAAhB6D,EAAMtG,OACRX,EAAQuH,YAAY8W,EA

AYjd,QAG3BY,IClET,IAAIsc,GA6DG,MAAMC,GAA0B,CACrC3e,WAAY4e,MACZ1e,YAAa,OACbC,UA7DF,

SAAeC,GACbse,GAAUte,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMse,MAAK,KAAe,CAC/C,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAyDFre,W

ArDF,SAAaC,GAEX,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe

,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QA

AQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EAAUpE,EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA

,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,EAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EA

Ae9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGnBqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,

GAId,MAAMZ,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MAAMC,OAE9B2B,eAAa8D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GACrD,MAAO5B,

EAAU8B,GACb/D,eAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO4E,GAClDiB,EAAazE,OAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EA

AMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU2B,EAAMtG,OAC/C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,

CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDid,GAAQtX,EAASxH,EAASmD,

EAAEhC,OAAQ2G,EAAYpF,GAQlD,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,

MAAM3D,EAAWC,eAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,IC9

DIyc,GACTxb,EAAyByb,WAFC,GCK9B,IAAKC,GAKL,IAAIC,IALJ,SAAKD,GACHA,yBACAA,6BAFF,CAA

KA,KAAAA,QAkDE,MAAME,GAAgC,CAC3Cjf,WAAYkf,YACZhf,YAAa,OACbK,WA9BF,SAAmBC,GAKjB,

MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAE3C,QAAEA,EAASM,OAAOye,SAACA,EAAQC,KAAEA,IAAS5e,EAElDkF,

EAAWyZ,EAAS3a,KACtB,CAAC6a,EAAGpb,IAAMob,EAAE,GAAqBtc,EAAElB,MAAMoC,GAAKob,EAAE,

KAC9Crc,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,E

AAU3C,EAAEhC,OACrCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CuE,EAAc,IAAIxD,WA

AW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAErD4c,EAAkBH,EAAS3a,KAAI+a,GAAYA,EAAS,KACpDC,EAAm

BL,EAAS3a,KAAI+a,GAAYA,EAAS,KACrDE,EACF,IAAIjd,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW6c,GAAiB5c,QAC7Cgd,E

ACF,IAAIld,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW+c,GAAkB9c,QAKpD,OAHAsc,GACIhc,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAA

MC,OAAQlC,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ0e,EACrDC,EAAmBX,GAAkBK,GAAO9c,GACzCF,GAOPjC,UA5CF,

SAAeC,GACb4e,GAAgB5e,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4e,YAAW,KAAiB,CAC7D,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,Q

ACA,QACA,SACA,aCrBSS,GACTtc,EAAyBuc,YAFC,GCFjBC,GAA0Bjd,EAAwBkd,gBCW/CC,GACZ3f,EAAs

B4f,GACxB,MAAM5P,EAAS,IAAI3N,WAAWrC,EAAQC,KAAK4f,OAAOvd,OAAQsd,EAAW,GAC/DE,EAAm

B9P,EAAO,GAC1B+P,EAAe/P,EAAO,GACtBgQ,EAAkBhQ,EAAO,GACzBiQ,EAAgBjQ,EAAO,GAG7B,OAD

AhQ,EAAQC,KAAKigB,MAAMN,GACZ,CAACE,iBAAAA,EAAkBC,aAAAA,EAAcC,gBAAAA,EAAiBC,cAA

AA,GChB3D,IAAIvd,GA6CG,MAAMyd,GAA0C,CACrDvgB,WAAYwgB,sBACZtgB,YAAa,OACbC,UA5CF,S

AAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACpBkgB,sBACA,SACA,CACE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA

oCNjgB,WAhCF,SAAoBC,GAKlB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BigB,a

AACA,EAAYC,cAAEA,EAAaC,eAAEA,GAAkBjgB,GAChDiV,MAACA,EAAKiL,OAAEA,GAAUngB,EAElB0
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V,EAAU/V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIoU,EAAMnU,QAAQC,GAC9Cof,EAAWzgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqf,EA

AOpf,QAAQC,GAEhDue,EACFld,GAASqT,EAAS0K,EAAUH,EAAeD,EAAcE,IAEvDT,iBAACA,EAAgBC,aA

AEA,EAAYC,gBAAEA,EAAeC,cAAEA,GACpDN,GAAkB3f,EAAS4f,GAS/B,OANA5f,EAAQC,KAAKigB,MA

AMF,GACnBhgB,EAAQC,KAAKigB,MAAMD,GAGfjgB,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC8d,GAAe,QAASD,KCxClD,I

AAIpd,GAkDG,MAAMge,GAA0C,CACrD9gB,WAAY+gB,sBACZ7gB,YAAa,OACbC,UAhDF,SAAeC,GACb0C

,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACpBygB,sBACA,SACA,CACE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,UAuCNxgB,

WAnCF,SAA6BC,GAK3B,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BigB,aAACA,

EAAYC,cAAEA,EAAaC,eAAEA,EAAcK,mBAAEA,GAChDtgB,GACEiV,MAACA,EAAKiL,OAAEA,GAAUng

B,EAElB0V,EAAU/V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIoU,EAAMnU,QAAQC,GAC9Cof,EAAWzgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAIqf,EAAOpf,QAAQC,GAEhDue,EAAYld,GACdqT,EAAS0K,EAAUH,EAAeD,EAAcE,EAChDK,IAEEd,iBA

ACA,EAAgBC,aAAEA,EAAYC,gBAAEA,EAAeC,cAAEA,GACpDN,GAAkB3f,EAAS4f,GAU/B,OAPA5f,EAA

QC,KAAKigB,MAAMF,GAOZ,CAJHhgB,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC8d,GAAe,QAASD,GAErB9f,EAAQiC,WAA

W,GAAI,QAASge,MC7C7D,IAAIvd,GAkDG,MAAMme,GAA0C,CACrDjhB,WAAYkhB,sBACZhhB,YAAa,OA

CbC,UAhDF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACpB4gB,sBACA,SACA,CACE,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,YAuCN3gB,WAnCF,SAAoBC,GAKlB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,

GAASF,GAC3BigB,aAACA,EAAYC,cAAEA,EAAaC,eAAEA,EAAcQ,aAAEA,GAAgBzgB,GAC9DiV,MAACA,

EAAKiL,OAAEA,GAAUngB,EAElB0V,EAAU/V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIoU,EAAMnU,QAAQC,GAC9Cof,EA

AWzgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqf,EAAOpf,QAAQC,GAEhDue,EAAYld,GACdqT,EAAS0K,EAAUH,EAAeD,E

AAcE,EAChDQ,IAEEjB,iBAACA,EAAgBC,aAAEA,EAAYC,gBAAEA,EAAeC,cAAEA,GACpDN,GAAkB3f,E

AAS4f,GAW/B,OAPA5f,EAAQC,KAAKigB,MAAMD,GAOZ,CAJHjgB,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC8d,GAAe,QAA

SD,GAE5C9f,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC8d,GAAe,UAAWC,MChDvCgB,GACT/d,EAAyBge,YAFC,EAEgC,QCA9

D,IAAIC,GA+BG,MAAMC,GAA6B,CACxCvhB,WAAYwhB,SACZthB,YAAa,OACbC,UA9BF,SAAeC,GACbkh

B,GAAalhB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMkhB,SAAQ,KAAiB,CACvD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAyBFjhB,WAr

BF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B2a,QAACA,GAAW1a

,GACZghB,MAACA,EAAKC,QAAEA,EAAOC,SAAEA,GAAYjhB,EAE7B0B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW,IAAI

8Y,EAAQtZ,MAAO4f,GAAQ,SACpDnf,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAG1Cia,EADctb,

EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4Z,EAAQ3Z,QACpBC,GAI9B,OAFA6f,GAAW5F,EAAW+F,EAAOC,EAASC,EAAUrf,

GAEzCF,ICpBF,MAAMwf,GAA+B,CAC1C5hB,WAAY6hB,WACZ3hB,YAAa,OACbK,WAXF,SAAkBC,GACh

B,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAE3C,QAAEA,GAAWI,EACzB4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,M

AAOkB,EAAEhC,OAG1C,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC0W,KAAK,GACN1W,ICmCF,MAAM0f,G

AA2B,CACtC9hB,WAAY+hB,OACZ7hB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAxCEC,GAEF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA

,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,GAAQ1F,EAEf,GAAsB,IAAlBD,EAAOqB,OACT,OAAO0W,G

ACH,CAAC/X,OAAQ,CAAC4G,MAAO5G,EAAO,IAAKL,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAAC+X,IAAKrS,KAGz

D,MAAMvE,EAAQpB,EAAO,GAAGoB,MAClBd,EAAQN,EAAO,GAAGM,MAExBN,EAAOgR,SAAQV,IACb

9N,OAAK+e,kBACDngB,EAAOkP,EAAElP,MACT,yDACJoB,OAAKoH,OACDtJ,IAAUgQ,EAAEhQ,OACZ,IA

AM,6DAGZ,MAAMkhB,EAAwC,GAQxC7R,EAAS7E,EAAO,CAAC9K,OAPCA,EAAO+D,KAAIuM,IACjC,M

AAMmR,EACF1J,GAAW,CAAC/X,OAAQ,CAAC4G,MAAO0J,GAAI3Q,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAAC+X,I

AAKrS,KAE1D,OADA6b,EAAwB5c,KAAK6c,GACtBA,KAGuC9hB,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAAC0F,KAA

AA,KAIjE,OAFA6b,EAAwBxQ,SAAQV,GAAK3Q,EAAQuH,YAAYoJ,EAAEvP,UAEpD4O,ICjCT,IAAI+R,GAs

DG,MAAMC,GAA4B,CACvCpiB,WAAYqiB,QACZniB,YAAa,OACbK,WAvCF,SACIC,GACF,MAAOC,QAAQ

sC,EAACA,GAAE3C,QAAEA,EAASM,OAAOye,SAACA,EAAQmD,cAAEA,IAAkB9hB,EAE3DkF,EAAWyZ,E

AAS3a,KACtB,CAAC6a,EAAGpb,IAAMob,EAAE,GAAqBtc,EAAElB,MAAMoC,GAAKob,EAAE,KAEpD,GA

AoC,IAAhCpc,OAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OAGvB,OAAOiX,GAAK,CACV1Y,QAAAA,EACAM,MAAO,CAAC

mB,MAAO6D,EAAUqT,MAAOuJ,EAAevhB,MAAOgC,EAAEhC,SAI5D,MAAMiC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAErCuB,EADgBl

C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QACpBC,GAEtBuE,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OA

AOa,QAErD4c,EAAkBH,EAAS3a,KAAI+a,GAAYA,EAAS,KACpDC,EAAmBL,EAAS3a,KAAI+a,GAAYA,EA

AS,KACrDE,EACF,IAAIjd,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW6c,GAAiB5c,QAC7Cgd,EACF,IAAIld,WAAW,IAAIC,WAA
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W+c,GAAkB9c,QAKpD,OAHAyf,GACInf,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQlC,EAASmD,EAAEhC,

OAAQ0e,EACrDC,EAAmB4C,EAAehgB,GAC/BF,GAOPjC,UArDF,SAAeC,GACb+hB,GAAY/hB,EAAQC,KA

AKC,MAAM+hB,QAAO,KAAiB,CACrD,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,QACA,SACA,aCnBSE,GACTlf,E

AAyBmf,OAFC,GCI9B,IAAIC,GAkCG,MAAMC,GAA4B,CACvC1iB,WAAY2iB,QACZziB,YAAa,OACbC,UAn

CF,SAAeC,GACbqiB,GAAYriB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMqiB,QAAO,KAAiB,CACrD,SACA,SACA,YAgCFpiB,

WA5BF,SAAeC,GACb,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,GAAWI,GACpBuC,EAACA,EAACoa,MAAEA,GA

AS1c,EACbuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCmhB,EAAYxiB,EAAQkB,UAA

UC,IAAI4b,EAAM3b,QAAQC,GAEtD,IAAI2F,EAAUpE,EACd,MAAMqE,EAAQtE,EACd,IAAI0b,EAAcpX,EA

CE,YAAhBA,EAAMtG,QACR0d,EAAcpO,EAAK,CAACjQ,QAAAA,EAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAIr

C,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aACzDqG,EAAUhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkd,EAAYjd,QAAQC,IAGtD,MAAMW,

EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAO,WAClCS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,G

AMhD,OALAghB,GAAUrb,EAASwb,EAAWtgB,GAEV,YAAhB+E,EAAMtG,OACRX,EAAQuH,YAAY8W,EA

AYjd,QAE3BY,IC7BT,IAAIygB,GAmEG,MAAMC,GAA2B,CACtC9iB,WAAY+iB,OACZ7iB,YAAa,OACbC,U

AlEF,SAAeC,GACbyiB,GAAWziB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMyiB,OAAM,KAAe,CACjD,SACA,SACA,SACA,Y

A8DFxiB,WA1DF,SAAcC,GAKZ,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KA

ACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,E

AAEvB,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EAAUpE,EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EA

AIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,EAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,IAAIoe,EAAgB/X,EACpB,G

AAII,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EAAe9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,I

AGnBqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,EACVsW,EAAgB/a,eAAaqD,iBACzB0X,EAAc1c,OAAQuF,EAAMxF,MAA

MC,SAI1C2B,eAAa8D,2BACT,OAAQiX,EAAenX,EAAMxF,MAAMC,QACvC,MAAO4D,EAAU8B,GACb/D,e

AAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO2c,GAClD9W,EAAazE,OAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WA

AWqD,EAAU2B,EAAMtG,OAC/C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EA

AQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDohB,GAASzb,EAASM,EAAY9H,EAASwC,EAAIrB,O

AAQuB,GAQrD,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,e

AAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,ICvDI4gB,GAA4B,CACv

ChjB,WAAYijB,QACZ/iB,YAAa,OACbK,WAdGC,IACC,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GACnB

0iB,MAACA,EAAKC,KAAEA,EAAIC,KAAEA,EAAIriB,MAAEA,GAASL,EAC7B0M,ECTL,SAAmB8V,EAA

OC,EAAMC,EAAMriB,GAIzC,GAHsBmiB,IAAUC,GACID,EAAQC,GAAQC,EAAO,GACvBD,EAAOD,GAAS

E,EAAO,EAGvD,OAAOngB,OAAKogB,oBAAoB,EAAGtiB,GAEvC,MAAMuiB,EAAczX,KAAK0X,IAAI1X,K

AAK2X,MAAML,EAAOD,GAASE,IAClDhW,EAASnK,OAAKogB,oBAAoBC,EAAaviB,GACjDoiB,EAAOD,G

AAkB,IAATE,IAGhBA,GAAQ,GAEZhW,EAAO,GAAK8V,EACZ,IAAK,IAAIjf,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAImJ,EAAOt

L,OAAQmC,IAC/BmJ,EAAOnJ,GAAKmJ,EAAOnJ,EAAI,GAAKmf,EAEhC,OAAOhW,EDVUqW,CAAaP,EAA

OC,EAAMC,EAAMriB,GAEzCqB,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC+K,EAAOtL,QAASf,GAGhD,OAFgBX,E

AAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IAAIuI,GACLhL,IETAshB,GACTrgB,EAAyBsgB,WAFC,GCFjBC,GAA2Bhh

B,EAAwBihB,QCAnDC,GAA4BlhB,EAAwBmhB,SCIjE,IAAIC,GA4DG,MAAMC,GAAqC,CAChDjkB,WAAYk

kB,iBACZhkB,YAAa,OACbC,UA1DF,SAAeC,GACb4jB,GAAqB5jB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4jB,iBAAgB,KA

Ae,CACrE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAgDF3jB,WA5CF,SAAwBC,GAKt

B,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAE3B2jB,OAACA,GAAU1jB,GACX2jB,aA

ACA,EAAYC,iBAAEA,EAAgBnY,KAAEA,GAAQxL,GACxC4jB,EAAWC,GAAYrY,GAEvBoN,EAAOkL,EAA

WC,EAAUhL,GAAe0K,EAAOtiB,MACnD6D,EAAW,CAAC4T,EAAOgL,EAAWC,EAAU9K,GAE9C,IACIzD,E

ADA0O,EAAQtkB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4iB,EAAO3iB,QAErB,YAAhBkjB,EAAM3jB,QACRiV,EACI3F,EA

AK,CAACjQ,QAAAA,EAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGohB,GAASzjB,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aACvD2jB,EAA

QtkB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyU,EAAWxU,SAE3C,MAAMwB,EAAM0hB,EAAMjjB,GAEZW,EAAMhC,EAA

QiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,WACzC,GAAyC,IAArCzC,OAAKC,cAAcihB,EAAOtiB,OAC5B,OAAOO,EAET,MAAM

E,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAUhD,OARAuiB,GACIhhB,EAAKsW,EAAOkL,EAAW

C,EAAUhL,EAAa6K,EAAWC,EACzDH,EAAe,EAAI,EAAGC,EAAmB,EAAI,EAAG/hB,GAElC,MAAd0T,GAC

F5V,EAAQuH,YAAYqO,EAAWxU,QAG1BY,ICxDT,IAAIuiB,GA6CG,MAAMC,GAA8B,CACzC5kB,WAAY6
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kB,UACZ3kB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAhCEC,GAEF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF

,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACNqkB,KAACA,GAAQpkB,EAET+F,EAAOxD,OAAKuD,eAAese,EAAM/hB,

EAAElB,OAEzC,GAAuB,IAAnBkB,EAAElB,MAAMC,OACV,OAAO4C,EAAS,CAACjE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAA

AA,GAAI3C,QAAAA,IAGhC,MAAMgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCiC

,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCa,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,Q

AAQC,GAE1CsjB,EAAY,IAAIviB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWgE,GAAM/D,QAChDsiB,EAAgB,IAAIxiB,WAAW,I

AAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAE7DiiB,GACI3hB,EAAK+hB,EAAWte,EAAK3E,OAAQkjB,EAAejiB,EA

AElB,MAAMC,OAAQQ,GAEhE,MAAMmN,EACFxF,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGX,GAAM1B,MA

AO,CAACmB,MAAOkB,EAAElB,OAAQzB,QAAAA,IAGxD,OADAA,EAAQuH,YAAYvF,EAAIZ,QACjBiO,G

AOPtP,UA7CF,SAAeC,GACbukB,GAAcvkB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMukB,UAAS,KAAM,CAC9C,SACA,QAC

A,SACA,QACA,SACA,aCbJ,IAAII,GAqDG,MAAMC,GAAuC,CAClDllB,WAAYmlB,mBACZjlB,YAAa,OACb

K,oBAnC+BC,GAK/B,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BkV,MAACA,GA

ASjV,GACV2kB,QAACA,EAAOC,UAAEA,EAASC,OAAEA,GAAU5kB,EAE/B0B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW

qT,EAAM7T,MAAO6T,EAAM3U,OAC5CsY,EAAUjZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImU,EAAMlU,QAAQC,GAC9Ca

,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,IAEzC6X,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,GAAe/D,EAAM7T,OA

ErD0jB,EAASC,GACZ/hB,eAAagiB,eAAeH,EAAQ/L,EAAaC,GAK/CkM,EAAkC,iBAAdL,EACtB,CAACA,EA

AWA,EAAWA,EAJO,IAAdA,EAIgC,EAH3B,KAIrB,IAAIA,EAJiB,KAKnBM,EAAY,IAAInjB,WAAW,IAAIC,

WAAWijB,GAAYhjB,QAK5D,OAHAuiB,GACI5L,EAASC,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,EAAa2L,EAASG,EAC/D

C,EAASG,EAAWD,EAAW5jB,OAAQQ,GACpCF,GAOPjC,UApDF,SAAeC,GACb6kB,GAAa7kB,EAAQC,KAA

KC,MAAM6kB,mBAAkB,KAAiB,CACjE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA

,aCnBSS,GAA4BhjB,EAAwBijB,SCDpDC,GAA4BljB,EAAwBmjB,SCIjE,IAAIC,GAmDG,MAAMC,GAAgC,C

AC3CjmB,WAAYkmB,YACZhmB,YAAa,OACbC,UAjDF,SAAeC,GACb4lB,GAAgB5lB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MA

AM4lB,YAAW,KAAe,CAC3D,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,YAwCF3lB,WApCF,SA

CIC,GAGF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B2a,QAACA,EAAOgL,QAAE

A,GAAW1lB,GACrBoB,MAACA,GAASnB,EAEV0B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWR,EAAOskB,EAAQplB,OAC9

C,GAAkC,IAA9BkC,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GACrB,OAAOO,EAGT,MAAMqZ,UAACA,EAAS2K,WAAEA,EAAUn

W,UAAEA,EAASvH,QAAEA,EAAO2d,WAAEA,GAC9CC,eAAaC,gBAAgBJ,EAAShL,EAAStZ,GAG7C6Z,EA

Dctb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4Z,EAAQ3Z,QACpBC,GAGxB+kB,EADcpmB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4kB,EAA

Q3kB,QACpBC,GAExBka,EAAe,IAAInZ,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWiG,GAAShG,QAEtDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UA

AUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAKhD,OAJAukB,GACItK,EAAW8K,EAAW5mB,EAASumB,EAAQplB,OAAQ0a

,EAAW2K,EAC1DnW,EAAW0L,EAAc0K,EAAY/jB,GAElCF,IClDT,IAAIqkB,GAmCG,MAAMC,GAA6B,CAC

xC1mB,WAAY2mB,SACZzmB,YAAa,OACbK,WAxBF,SAAgBC,GACd,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,G

AAWI,GACpBomB,UAACA,EAAS7V,EAAEA,EAAC8V,EAAEA,GAAKpmB,EAEpBqmB,EAAc1mB,EAAQk

B,UAAUC,IAAIqlB,EAAUplB,QAAQC,GACtDslB,EAAM3mB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwP,EAAEvP,QAAQC,G

ACtCulB,EAAM5mB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIslB,EAAErlB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW0O,

EAAElP,MAAOkP,EAAEhQ,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CwlB,EAAQ

L,EAAU/kB,MAAMC,OACxBolB,EAAQnW,EAAElP,MAAMC,OAEhB0P,EAAmB,IAAVyV,GAAeA,EAAQ,G

AAe,IAAVC,EACvC,EACAjkB,OAAKC,cAAc6N,EAAElP,MAAMsG,MAAM,IAGrC,OADAse,GAAWK,EAAa

C,EAAKC,EAAKxV,EAAQlP,GACnCF,GAOPjC,UAnCF,SAAeC,GACbqmB,GAAarmB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAA

M,WAAY,KAAM,CAChD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,aCVJ,IAAIwC,GAsBG,MAAMqkB,GAA8B,CACzCnnB,

WAAY,UACZE,YAAa,OACbC,UAvBF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM8mB,UAAS,KAA

iB,CAAC,SAAU,YAuBnE7mB,WApBF,SAAiBC,GAEf,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAASK,QAAQsC,EAACA,IAAMvC,

EACzBwC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,E

AAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAGhD,OAAsC,IA

AlCwB,OAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,QAI3BiB,GAASE,EAAKV,GAHLF,ICjBEilB,GAA0BzkB,EAAwB0kB,OCE/D,I

AAIxkB,GAgCG,MAAMykB,GAA8B,CACzCvnB,WAAYwnB,UACZtnB,YAAa,OACbC,UAhCF,SAAeC,GACb

0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMknB,UAAS,KAAiB,CACtD,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA4BFjnB,WAxBF,SA

CIC,GAEF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAASK,QAAQgnB,OAACA,GAAS/mB,OAAO+X,IAACA,IAAQjY,EAC5CwC,E
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AAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkmB,EAAOjmB,QAAQC,GAC3CW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWolB,EAAO5lB

,MAAO4lB,EAAO1mB,OAC9CuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CmI,EAAW6d,EA

AO5lB,MAAM4W,GACxBa,EAAQrW,OAAKC,cAAcukB,EAAO5lB,OAAS+H,EAGjD,OAAsC,IAAlC3G,OAA

KC,cAAcd,EAAIP,QAI3BiB,GAASE,EAAKV,EAAOsH,EAAU0P,GAHtBlX,ICmCJ,MAAMslB,GAAqC,CAChD

1nB,WAAY2nB,iBACZznB,YAAa,OACbK,WA3DF,SAAwBC,GAKtB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EA

AOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACN4O,WAACA,EAAU8P,SAAEA,GAAYze,EAEzB6O

,EAAOtM,OAAKC,cAAcmM,GAE1BuY,EAA4C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAG,IACvDA,EAAiBviB,QAAS8Z,GAE1B,I

AAK,IAAIlb,EAAI,EAAIoL,EAAWvN,OAAQmC,EAAIlB,EAAElB,MAAMC,SAAUmC,EACxD2jB,EAAiBviB,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAG,IAG5B,MAAMwiB,EAAUzF,GAAY7hB,WAAW,CACrCE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GA

CT3C,QAAAA,EACAM,MAAO,CAACye,SAAUyI,EAAkBtF,cAAe,KAG/CwF,EACFrkB,eAAaiM,YAAYmY,E

AAQhmB,MAAOwN,EAAYE,GAAM,GAExDwY,EAAoCtkB,eAAamM,YACnDkY,EAAoBhmB,OAAQuN,EA

AWvN,QAAQ,GAE7CkmB,EACFvkB,eAAaqM,oBAAoB+X,EAAQhmB,MAAOwN,EAAYE,GAAM,GAIhE0Y,

EACFhe,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAHwB,CAACsC,EAAG8kB,GAGLznB,QAAAA,EAASM,MAFV,CAACmB,MAAOi

mB,KAOrCI,EACFjjB,EAAU,CAACxE,OAJ0B,CAACsC,EAAGklB,GAIL7nB,QAAAA,EAASM,MAF5B,CAAC

yE,KAAM4iB,KAMtB3X,EAASnG,EACX,CAACxJ,OAHsC,CAACsC,EAAGmlB,GAGb9nB,QAAAA,EAASM,

MAFF,CAACmB,MAAOmmB,KAQjD,OAJA5nB,EAAQuH,YAAYkgB,EAAQrmB,QAC5BpB,EAAQuH,YAAY

sgB,EAAgBzmB,QACpCpB,EAAQuH,YAAYugB,EAAS1mB,QAEtB4O,ICjCF,MAAM+X,GAA6B,CACxCnoB,

WAAYooB,SACZloB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAvBEC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,

GAAWI,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACN4nB,gBAACA,EAAejiB,KAAEA,GAAQ1F,EAE1B4nB,EAAQrlB,

OAAKuD,eAAeJ,EAAMrD,EAAElB,OAAO,GAE3C0mB,EAAa9kB,eAAa+kB,iBAAiBzlB,EAAGslB,EAAiBC,G

AC/Drc,EAAQ,IAAIrG,MAAM7C,EAAElB,MAAMC,QAAQgX,KAAK,GACvC5M,EAAOnJ,EAAElB,MAAMs

G,QACrB,OAAOogB,EAAW/jB,KAAIikB,IACpB,MAAMC,EAAa,IAAIxc,GACvBwc,EAAWJ,GAASG,EACpB,

MAAME,EACFxgB,EAAM,CAAC1H,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAIrC,MAAO,CAACuL,MAAAA,EAAOC,K

AAMwc,GAAatoB,QAAAA,IAE1D,OADA6L,EAAMqc,IAAUG,EACTE,OCrBEC,GAA2BhmB,EAAwBimB,QC

DnDC,GAA6BlmB,EAAwBmmB,UCArDC,GACT3lB,EAAyB4lB,qBAFC,GCK9B,IAAIC,GA0BG,MAAMC,GA

A2B,CACtCnpB,WAAYopB,OACZlpB,YAAa,OACbC,UA1BF,SAAeC,GACb8oB,GAAW9oB,EAAQC,KAAKC,

MAAM8oB,OAAM,KAAe,CACjD,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAsBF7oB,WAlBF,SACIC,GAEF,MAAMJ,QAACA,E

AAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B2c,MAACA,GAASzc,GACVqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,

EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAEtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MA

AOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAEhD,OADAynB,GAASlmB,

EAAKma,EAAOvd,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQuB,GACjCF,ICvBT,IAAIinB,GAmGG,MAAMC,GAAmC,CAC9

CtpB,WAAYupB,eACZrpB,YAAa,OACbC,UAhGF,SAAeC,GACbipB,GAAmBjpB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMipB

,eAAc,KAAe,CACjE,SACA,QACA,SACA,QACA,QACA,QACA,QACA,QACA,SACA,YAsFFhpB,oBAlF2BC,G

AK3B,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GAENwL,

MACJA,EAAKud,IACLA,EAAG9gB,QACHA,EAAO+gB,UACPA,EAASC,QACTA,EAAOC,aACPA,EAAYC,Y

ACZA,EAAWC,eACXA,GACEnpB,GAEEopB,iBACJA,EAAgBC,WAChBA,EAAUC,WACVA,EAAUC,UACV

A,EAASC,cACTA,EACAje,MAAOke,EACPX,IAAKY,EACL1hB,QAAS2hB,GAEPje,aAAWke,UACPvnB,EAA

ElB,MAAOoK,EAAOud,EAAK9gB,EAAS+gB,EAAWC,EAASC,EAClDC,EAAaC,GAErB,IAAIzZ,EAEJ,GAAI4

Z,EAEF5Z,EAASnG,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAI3C,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,

MAAOkoB,UAClD,GAAIE,GAAaC,EAAe,CAErCjnB,OAAKoH,OACDtH,EAAElB,MAAMC,QAAU,GAClB,IA

AM,yCAAyCiB,EAAElB,MAAMC,WAE3D,MAAMoK,EAAOE,aAAWvG,gBAAgBskB,EAAQC,EAAMC,GAE

hDE,EAASpiB,EAAM,CAAC1H,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAI3C,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACuL,MAA

Oke,EAAQje,KAAAA,KACnEkE,EACInG,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGwnB,GAASnqB,QAAAA,E

AASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOkoB,KAC1D3pB,EAAQuH,YAAY4iB,EAAO/oB,YACtB,CACL,MAAMY,EA

AMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWynB,EAAkB,WAE3C9mB,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,G

ACtCkW,EACF,IAAInV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAAElB,QAAQa,QAC1D8nB,EAAa,IAAIh

oB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW0nB,GAAQznB,QACnD+nB,EAAW,IAAIjoB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW2nB,GAAM1n

B,QAC/CiZ,EAAe,IAAInZ,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW4nB,GAAU3nB,QAEvDkV,EACF,IAAIpV,WAAW,IAAIC,W
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AAWqnB,GAAkBpnB,QAC9CmV,EAAkB,IAAIrV,WACxB,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAeud,IAAmBpnB,QA

CpDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAEhD4nB,GACIrmB,EAAK2U,EAAe5U,EAAElB,

MAAMC,OAAQ0oB,EAAYC,EAAU9O,EAC1D/D,EAAkBC,EAAiBiS,EAAiBhoB,OAAQQ,GAEhE8N,EAASn

G,EAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGX,GAAMhC,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOkoB,KAE5

D3pB,EAAQuH,YAAYvF,EAAIZ,QAG1B,OAAO4O,ICpGIsa,GACTrnB,EAAyBsnB,OAFC,GCM9B,IAAIC,GA

+DG,MAAMC,GAA0B,CACrC7qB,WAAY8qB,MACZ5qB,YAAa,OACbC,UA/DF,SAAeC,GACbwqB,GAAUxq

B,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMwqB,MAAK,KAAe,CAC/C,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA2DFvqB,WAvDF,SAAaC,GAE

X,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,

GACnBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2

F,EAAUpE,EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA

,GACnCV,EAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,IAAIoe,EAAgB/X,EACpB,GAAII,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB

,EAAe9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGnBqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAA

Uc,EACVsW,EAAgB/a,eAAaqD,iBACzB0X,EAAc1c,OAAQuF,EAAMxF,MAAMC,SAI1C2B,eAAa8D,2BACT,

MAAOiX,EAAenX,EAAMxF,MAAMC,QACtC,MAAO4D,EAAU8B,GACb/D,eAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MA

AO2c,GAClD9W,EAAazE,OAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU2B,EAAMtG,OAC

/C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,OAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,

EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDmpB,GAAQxjB,EAASM,EAAY9H,EAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GAQpD,GALIuE,GAE

FzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,eAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,M

AAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,ICjEI2oB,GAA0BnoB,EAAwBooB,OCAlDC,GAA2BroB

,EAAwBsoB,QCIhE,IAAIC,GAqCG,MAAMC,GAA2B,CACtCprB,WAAYqrB,OACZnrB,YAAa,OACbC,UApCF

,SAAeC,GACb+qB,GAAW/qB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM+qB,OAAM,KAAiB,CACnD,SACA,QACA,SACA,QA

CA,SACA,YA8BF9qB,WA1BF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,

GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,IACtC6pB,KA

ACA,GAAQ5qB,EAET8C,EAAqB,IAAIoC,MAAM7C,EAAElB,MAAMC,QAC7C,IAAK,IAAImC,EAAI,EAAG

A,EAAIT,EAAS1B,OAAQmC,IACnCT,EAASS,GAAKlB,EAAElB,MAAMoC,GAAKqnB,EAAKrnB,GAElC,MA

AM+B,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QACrD6oB,EAAgB,IAAI/oB,WAAW,IAAIC

,WAAWe,GAAUd,QAExDN,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWmB,EAAUT,EAAEhC,OACrCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAIhD,OAHA0pB,GACInoB,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQypB,E

AAe/nB,EAAS1B,OAC1DlC,EAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GAClBF,ICnCT,IAAIopB,GAkBG,MAsBMC,GAA2B

,CACtCzrB,WAAY0rB,OACZxrB,YAAa,OACbC,UAtCF,SAAeC,GACborB,GAAWprB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAA

MorB,OAAM,KAAiB,CACnD,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,OACA,SACA,YA8BFnrB,WAxBkC,EAAEE,

OAAAA,EAAQL,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAAA,MAC7C,MAAMqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACNsO,EAACA,EAAC4

c,OAAEA,GAAUjrB,EAEdsC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCuE,EAAc,IAAIx

D,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QACrDgV,EAAc3U,EAAElB,MAAMsG,QAC5BuP,EAAYA,EA

AY5V,OAAS,GAAKiN,EACtC,MAAM6c,EAAYxrB,EAAQiC,WAAWqV,EAAa3U,EAAEhC,OAC9C8qB,EAAc

zrB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqqB,EAAUpqB,QAAQC,GACtDqqB,EAAa1rB,EAAQiC,WAAWqV,EAAa,SAC7Cq

U,EAAe3rB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIuqB,EAAWtqB,QAAQC,GAM9D,OAJA+pB,GACIxoB,EAAKgD,EAAajD,

EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQlC,EAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQgO,EAAG4c,EACxDE,EAAaE,GAEV,CAACH,EAAWE

,KCtC7B,IAAIE,GAkFG,MAAMC,GAAgC,CAC3CjsB,WAAYksB,YACZhsB,YAAa,OACbC,UA9EF,SAAeC,G

ACb4rB,GAAgB5rB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4rB,YAAW,KAAe,CAC3D,SACA,SACA,OACA,SACA,SACA,S

ACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA+DF3rB,WA3DF,SACIC,GAGF,MAAMJ,QAA

CA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BkV,MAACA,EAAKyW,WAAEA,GAAc1rB,GACtB2rB,

cAACA,EAAaC,SAAEA,EAAQhH,UAAEA,EAAS3N,YAAEA,GAAehX,GAEnD4Y,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,G

AAe/D,EAAM7T,OACrD+R,EAAWC,GACC,MAAf6D,EAAsBA,EAAc,CAAC6B,EAAaC,GAChD9T,EACF,CA

AC4T,EAAO1F,EAAWC,EAClB4F,GACC/Q,EACF,IAAIlG,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,OAAKsJ,eAAemJ,EAAM

7T,QAAQa,QAE9DN,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAUgQ,EAAM3U,OACzCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAG1C4X,EADYjZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImU,EAAMlU,QACpBC,GAGpB6qB,EA

DiBlsB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4qB,EAAW3qB,QACpBC,GAE9B8qB,EAAwC,YAAlBH,EAA8B,EAAI,EAC9D
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,IAAII,EACJ,OAAQH,GACN,IAAK,WACHG,EAAa,EACb,MACF,IAAK,UACHA,EAAa,EACb,MACF,IAAK,O

ACHA,EAAa,EACb,MACF,IAAK,UACHA,EAAa,EACb,MACF,QACEA,EAAa,EAUjB,OANAR,GACI3S,EAAS

iT,EAAeH,EAAWtqB,MAAM,GAAK,EAAIyX,EAAO1F,EACzDC,EAAU4F,EAAaD,EAAYD,EAAa7Q,EAChD

gN,EAAM7T,MAAMC,OAAS,EAAGyqB,EAAqBC,EAAYnH,EACzD/iB,GAEGF,IC9CF,MAAMqqB,GAA6B,C

ACxCzsB,WAAY0sB,SACZxsB,YAAa,OACbK,WAlCF,SACIC,GAEF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EA

AOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuY,MAACA,GAAStY,EAChB,IAAI2F,KAACA,GAAQ1F,EAET0F,EAAO,IACT

A,GAAQ2S,EAAMlX,MAAMC,QAGtB,MAAM6qB,EAAa5T,EAAMlX,MAAMuE,GACzB2H,EAAOgL,EAAMl

X,MAAMC,OACnB4D,EAAqB,IAAIE,MAAMmI,EAAO,GAC5C,IAAI6e,EAAW,EACf,IAAK,IAAI3oB,EAAI,E

AAGA,EAAI8J,EAAM9J,IACpBA,IAAMmC,IACRV,EAASknB,KAAc7T,EAAMlX,MAAMoC,IAGvC,MAAM4

oB,EAAqB,IAAIjnB,MAAM+mB,GAC/B1gB,EAAQ,IAAIrG,MAAMmI,GAAM+K,KAAK,GAC7B5M,EAAO6

M,EAAMlX,MAAMsG,QACzB+D,EAAK9F,GAAQ,EACb,IAAK,IAAInC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI4oB,EAAK/qB,

OAAQmC,IAC/BgI,EAAM7F,GAAQnC,EACd4oB,EAAK5oB,GAAKkE,EAAM,CAAC1H,OAAQ,CAACsC,EA

AGgW,GAAQrY,MAAO,CAACuL,MAAAA,EAAOC,KAAAA,GAAO9L,QAAAA,IAE7D,OAAOysB,EAAKroB

,KAAI,EAAEhD,OAAAA,EAAQT,MAAAA,OAAaS,OAAAA,EAAQT,MAAAA,EAAOc,MAAO6D,QCtBxD,M

AAMonB,GAAgC,CAC3C9sB,WAAY+sB,YACZ7sB,YAAa,OACbK,WAXF,SAAmBC,GACjB,MAAOC,QAAQ

sC,EAACA,GAAE3C,QAAEA,GAAWI,EACzB4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,

OAG1C,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC0W,KAAK,GACN1W,IC6FH4qB,GAAgC,CACpC7pB,EACA

gB,EACAE,EACA4C,EACAa,EACAE,EACAO,EACAmC,EACAyE,EACAmB,EACAE,EACAG,EACA0B,EAC

AG,EACAa,EACA0B,EACAE,EACAI,GACAkB,GACAa,GACAW,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GACAM,GACAI,

GACAG,GACAO,GACAE,GACA7Z,EACAga,GACAW,GACAG,GACAG,GACAa,GACAgB,GACAE,GACAjY,

EACAmY,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GACAE,GACAG,GACAG,GACAG,GACAG,GACAK,GACAE,GACAI,G

ACAU,GACAE,GACAU,GACAO,GACAG,GACAG,GACAG,GACAK,GACAE,GACAM,GACAG,GACAG,GA

CAI,GACAE,GACAU,GACAE,GACAE,GACAvZ,EACA0Z,GACAW,GACAM,GACAY,GACAF,GACAK,GAC

AS,GACAS,GACAE,GACApY,EACAsY,GACAG,GACAS,GACAS,GACAE,GACAE,GACAG,GACAG,GACAo

B,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GACAG,GACAK,GACAQ,GACAhmB,EACAwmB,GACAK,IAGF,IAAK,MAAMG

,KAAgBD,GACzBE,iBAAeD,GCxMjB,MAAME,GAAMC,QAMZD,GAAIE,aAIA,yBAAyBC,SAAYC,YAAYC,

SAAS,IAAIhrB,WAAW,CACvE,EAAG,GAAI,IAAK,IAAK,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,EAAK,G

AAI,EAAI,EAAG,EACpD,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,GAAK,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,EAAG,IAAK,GAAI,

GAAI,QAOvD2qB,GAAIE,aAAa,gCAAgCC,UAG/C,GAAIH,GAAI5rB,IAAI,WACV,OAAO,EAGT,IAME,OAH

A,IAAIksB,gBAAiBC,MAAMC,YAAY,IAAIC,kBAAkB,IAGtDL,YAAYC,SAAS,IAAIhrB,WAAW,CACzC,EA

AG,GAAI,IAAK,IAAK,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAI,GAAI,EAAK,EAAI,EAAG,EAAG,EAA

I,EAAG,EACnE,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,EAAK,EAAG,GAAI,GAAI,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,EAAI,IAAK,GAA

I,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,MAElE,MAAOqkB,GACP,OAAO,mPCvDX,IACMgH,EADFC,GACED,EAAiC,oBAAbE,

UAA4BA,SAASC,cAAgBD,SAASC,cAAcC,SAAMC,EAChF,oBAAfC,aAA4BN,EAAaA,GAAcM,qBAE3DL,GA

GT,SAASM,IAA+F,OAAzEC,EAAW3rB,QAAQA,GAAQ4rB,GAA2BD,EAAW3rB,QAAe6rB,EAAM,SAASC,I

AA+F,OAAzEH,EAAW3rB,QAAQA,GAAQ4rB,GAA2BD,EAAW3rB,QAAeud,EAAO,SAASwO,IAAgG,OAAz

EJ,EAAW3rB,QAAQA,GAAQ4rB,GAA2BD,EAAW3rB,QAAegsB,EAAO,SAASC,IAAgG,OAAzEN,EAAW3rB,

QAAQA,GAAQ4rB,GAA2BD,EAAW3rB,QAAeksB,EAAQ,SAASC,IAAgG,OAAzER,EAAW3rB,QAAQA,GAA

Q4rB,GAA2BD,EAAW3rB,QAAeosB,EAAQ,IAAmGC,EAAoBC,EAAnHC,EAA8C,oBAFloBnB,EAAgCA,GAA

iC,IAE6kBA,EAA8B,GAA8CmB,EAAc,MAAE,IAAIC,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQL,EAAoBI,EAAQH,EAA

mBI,KAAS,IAA2BC,EAAvBC,EAAgB,GAAW,IAAID,KAAOJ,EAAWA,EAAOM,eAAeF,KAAMC,EAAgBD,G

AAKJ,EAAOI,IAAM,IAAuDG,EAAM,SAASC,EAAOC,GAAS,MAAMA,GAAaC,GAAmB,EAAUC,GAAsB,EA

AUC,GAAoB,EAAUC,GAAqB,EAAMH,EAAmC,iBAATI,OAAkBH,EAA6C,mBAAhBI,cAA2BH,EAAqC,iBAA

VI,SAA8C,iBAAnBA,QAAQC,UAAoD,iBAAxBD,QAAQC,SAASC,KAAgBL,GAAsBH,IAAqBE,IAAsBD,EAA

sB,IAAIQ,EAAuBnB,EAA+B,yBAAG,EAASmB,IAAwB1tB,EAAOusB,EAAe,QAAE,IAA4JoB,EAAMC,EAAU

C,EAA8BC,EAAWC,EAAjNC,EAAgB,GAAG,SAASC,EAAWC,GAAM,OAAG3B,EAAmB,WAAUA,EAAmB,

WAAE2B,EAAKF,GAAwBA,EAAgBE,EAA2E,GAAGf,EAAoB,CAAu0B,IAAIgB,EAAhzBH,EAAvBd,EAAuC

kB,EAAgBC,QAAQL,GAAiB,IAAyBM,UAAU,IAAIX,EAAM,SAAoBY,EAASC,GAAuH,OAA3GV,IAAOA,EA
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AOW,GAAkBV,IAASA,EAASK,GAAgBG,EAASR,EAAoB,UAAEQ,GAAiBT,EAAqB,aAAES,EAASC,EAAO,

KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAAoBU,GAAU,IAAIG,EAAIf,EAAMY,GAAS,GAAiE,OAAvDG,EAAI1uB,SAAQ0uB,

EAAI,IAAI5uB,WAAW4uB,IAAK/mB,EAAO+mB,EAAI1uB,QAAe0uB,GAAQnB,QAAc,KAAEnuB,OAAO,GA

AemuB,QAAc,KAAE,GAAGoB,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAgBpB,QAAc,KAAE9nB,MAAM,GAAG8nB,QAAY,GAAE

,qBAAoB,SAASqB,GAAI,KAAKA,aAAcC,IAAa,MAAMD,KAAMrB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAqBuB,IAAOhC,EAA

M,SAASC,GAAQQ,QAAc,KAAER,IAASR,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,MAAM,8BAAoD,IAAI4B,EAAkBY,EAA0

B,MAAM5K,GAA4H,MAAzH6K,QAAQC,MAAM,2GAAiH9K,EAAE+K,GAAOC,OAAOhB,EAAkBgB,YAAe/

B,GAAsC,oBAANgC,OAAmBzB,EAAM,SAAoB0B,GAAG,OAAOD,KAAKC,KAAIxB,EAAW,SAAoBwB,GA

AG,IAAIC,EAAK,MAAuB,mBAAbC,WAAgC,IAAIzvB,WAAWyvB,WAAWF,KAA0B1nB,EAAqB,iBAA3C2n

B,EAAKF,KAAKC,EAAE,YAAgDC,IAA4B,oBAAZE,YAAoCA,WAAwF,mBAAPC,OAAmB3C,EAAM,SAAS

C,GAAQ0C,KAAK1C,KAA2B,oBAAR2C,QAAyC,oBAAVV,UAAsBA,QAAQ,IAAGA,QAAQW,IAAID,MAA

MV,QAAQY,KAAKZ,QAAQC,MAAwB,oBAAXY,SAAuBA,SAASH,SAAezC,GAAoBC,KAA0BA,EAAuBc,E

AAgB8B,KAAKC,SAASC,KAA+B,oBAAX3E,UAAwBA,SAASC,gBAAe0C,EAAgB3C,SAASC,cAAcC,KAA6

B,oBAAfJ,GAA8BA,IAAY6C,EAAgB7C,GAAoD6C,EAAH,IAAnCA,EAAgBiC,QAAQ,SAA8BjC,EAAgBkC,O

AAO,EAAElC,EAAgBmC,YAAY,KAAK,GAAwB,GAAMhD,GAAqBQ,EAAM,SAAoBY,EAASC,GAAuH,OAA

3GV,IAAOA,EAAOW,GAAkBV,IAASA,EAASK,GAAgBG,EAASR,EAAoB,UAAEQ,GAAiBT,EAAqB,aAAES,

EAASC,EAAO,KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAAoBU,GAAU,IAAIG,EAAIf,EAAMY,GAAS,GAAiE,OAAvDG,EAAI

1uB,SAAQ0uB,EAAI,IAAI5uB,WAAW4uB,IAAK/mB,EAAO+mB,EAAI1uB,QAAe0uB,KAAUf,EAAM,SAASy

C,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAwD,OAAzCD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIG,KAAK,MAA

aH,EAAII,cAAiBvD,IAAuBW,EAAW,SAASuC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAuF,OAAxED,EAAIE,KAAK,M

AAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAa,IAAI1wB,WAAWuwB,EAAIM,YAAW/C,E

AAU,SAASwC,EAAIQ,EAAOC,GAAS,IAAIR,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAeD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAMC,E

AAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIO,OAAO,WAA0B,KAAZP,EAAItD,QAAyB,GAAZsD,EAAItD,QAAWsD,EAAIM,SA

AUC,EAAOP,EAAIM,UAAiBE,KAAWR,EAAIQ,QAAQA,EAAQR,EAAIG,KAAK,SAAqErD,GAA6C,oBAAd2

D,cAA2B5B,GAAO4B,YAAYC,EAAsBD,aAAa,IAA4mBE,EAAxmBtxB,EAAI6sB,EAAc,OAAGyC,QAAQW,I

AAIsB,KAAKjC,SAAakC,EAAI3E,EAAiB,UAAGyC,QAAQY,KAAKqB,KAAKjC,SAAS,IAAIrC,KAAOC,EAA

oBA,EAAgBC,eAAeF,KAAMJ,EAAOI,GAAKC,EAAgBD,IAAmL,SAASwE,EAASC,GAAUD,EAASE,QAAMF,

EAASE,MAAM,IAAOF,EAASE,MAAMD,KAAOD,EAASE,MAAMD,GAAM,EAAEF,EAAIE,IAA/RxE,EAAgB

,KAAQL,EAAkB,WAAaA,EAAkB,UAAKA,EAAoB,aAAcA,EAAoB,YAAKA,EAAa,OAAEO,EAAMP,EAAa,M

AA+PA,EAAmB,aAAEyE,EAAWzE,EAAmB,YAAE,IAA+HZ,EAAe2F,EAA1IC,EAAchF,EAAsB,gBAAG,EAA

6B,iBAAd1B,aAAwBiE,GAAM,mCAAiE,IAAsqG9uB,EAAO6rB,EAAMtO,EAAsByO,EAAOE,EAAgBE,EAA5t

GoF,GAAM,EAAqB,SAAS7pB,EAAOuc,EAAUkN,GAAUlN,GAAW4K,GAAM,qBAAqBsC,GAAO,SAASK,EA

ASC,GAAO,IAAIC,EAAKpF,EAAO,IAAImF,GAAuF,OAAhF/pB,EAAOgqB,EAAK,gCAAgCD,EAAM,8BAAq

CC,EAAK,SAASC,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASh0B,EAAKi0B,GAAM,IAAIC,EAAI,CAACC,OAAS,SAA

SC,GAAK,IAAIxD,EAAI,EAAE,GAAGwD,MAAAA,GAAmC,IAANA,EAAQ,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAoB,GAAfD,E

AAI9yB,QAAQ,GAAyBgzB,EAAaF,EAAjCxD,EAAI2D,GAAWF,GAA0BA,GAAK,OAAOzD,GAAK4D,MAAQ

,SAASC,GAAK,IAAI7D,EAAI2D,GAAWE,EAAInzB,QAAoC,OAA5BozB,GAAmBD,EAAI7D,GAAYA,IAAsJi

D,EAAKF,EAASC,GAAWe,EAAM,GAAOC,EAAM,EAAE,GAAG50B,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIyD,EAAE,EAAEA,E

AAEzD,EAAKsB,OAAOmC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAIoxB,EAAUX,EAAIF,EAASvwB,IAAOoxB,GAAsB,IAARD,IAA

UA,EAAME,MAAYH,EAAMlxB,GAAGoxB,EAAU70B,EAAKyD,KAASkxB,EAAMlxB,GAAGzD,EAAKyD,G

AAK,IAAImtB,EAAIiD,EAAKkB,MAAM,KAAKJ,GAAoE,OAA7D/D,EAArY,SAA4BA,GAAK,MAAgB,WAAb

mD,EAA6BiB,EAAapE,GAAqB,YAAbmD,EAA8BkB,QAAQrE,GAAYA,EAAiQsE,CAAmBtE,GAAgB,IAARgE

,GAAUO,GAAaP,GAAchE,EAAI,SAAS9wB,EAAM8zB,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASC,GAA4B,IAAImB,GAA1Bp

B,EAASA,GAAU,IAA4BzwB,OAAM,SAASoP,GAAM,MAAc,WAAPA,KAAuD,MAAT,WAAbohB,GAAqCqB,

IAAcnB,EAAaN,EAASC,GAAc,WAAW,OAAOE,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASqB,YAAiB,SAASC,EAAkB

C,EAAK7oB,EAAI8oB,GAAyD,IAAzC,IAAIC,EAAO/oB,EAAI8oB,EAAmBpB,EAAI,KAAW1nB,GAAK+oB,I

AAQ,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAGH,EAAK7oB,KAAO,IAAIgpB,EAAG,OAAOtB,EAAI,GAAQ,IAAHsB,EAAL,CAAo

D,IAAIC,EAAe,GAAZJ,EAAK7oB,KAAU,GAAa,MAAN,IAAHgpB,GAAJ,CAAmE,IAAIE,EAAe,GAAZL,EAA
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K7oB,KAAmG,IAAvEgpB,EAAL,MAAN,IAAHA,IAAqB,GAAHA,IAAQ,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAEC,GAAe,EAAH

F,IAAO,GAAGC,GAAI,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAc,GAAZL,EAAK7oB,MAAgB,MAAO0nB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAA

aJ,OAAQ,CAAC,IAAIK,EAAGL,EAAG,MAAMtB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAa,MAAMC,GAAI,GAAG,MAAS,KA

AHA,SAA3Q3B,GAAKyB,OAAOC,cAAiB,GAAHJ,IAAQ,EAAEC,QAAlHvB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,GAA0

U,OAAOtB,EAAI,SAASY,EAAagB,EAAIR,GAAgB,OAAOQ,EAAIV,EAAkBtH,IAAmBgI,EAAIR,GAAgB,GA

AG,SAASS,EAAkB7B,EAAImB,EAAKW,EAAOC,GAAiB,KAAKA,EAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,EAA0D,IAAxD,IA

AIC,EAASF,EAAWT,EAAOS,EAAOC,EAAgB,EAAU1yB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE2wB,EAAI9yB,SAASmC,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI4yB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAAW7yB,GAAoF,GAA9E4yB,GAAG,OAAOA,GAAG,QAAkCA,EAAE

,QAAU,KAAFA,IAAS,IAAO,KAA9CjC,EAAIkC,aAAa7yB,IAAqC4yB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAGH,GAAQT,E

AAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAUG,OAAO,GAAGA,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAA

MF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAEd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,OAAU,GAAGA,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAI

G,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,MAAS,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAA

MF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,I

AAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,GAAqB,OAAfd,EAAKW,GAAQ,EAASA,EAAO

E,EAAS,SAAS9B,EAAaF,EAAImC,EAAOJ,GAAiB,OAAOF,EAAkB7B,EAAIpG,IAAmBuI,EAAOJ,GAAiB,SA

ASK,EAAgBpC,GAAe,IAAV,IAAIC,EAAI,EAAU5wB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE2wB,EAAI9yB,SAASmC,EAAE,C

AAC,IAAI4yB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAAW7yB,GAAM4yB,GAAG,OAAOA,GAAG,QAAMA,EAAE,QAAU,KAA

FA,IAAS,IAAwB,KAApBjC,EAAIkC,aAAa7yB,IAAW4yB,GAAG,MAAMhC,EAAoBA,GAARgC,GAAG,KAA

U,EAAUA,GAAG,MAAW,EAAY,EAAE,OAAOhC,EAAI,SAASK,GAAmBF,EAAMtyB,GAAQ0rB,IAAmBvpB,

IAAImwB,EAAMtyB,GAAQ,SAASu0B,GAAQl0B,EAAEm0B,GAAkD,OAArCn0B,EAAEm0B,EAAS,IAAGn0

B,GAAGm0B,EAASn0B,EAAEm0B,GAAgBn0B,EAAwE,SAASurB,GAA2B6I,GAAKz0B,EAAOy0B,EAAIlI,E

AAc,MAAEV,EAAM,IAAI6I,UAAUD,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAS,IAAIoI,WAAWF,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAEP,EAAO,I

AAIjsB,WAAW00B,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAEhP,EAAO,IAAIzd,WAAW20B,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIqI,YAA

YH,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAEL,EAAQ,IAAI2I,YAAYJ,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIuI,aAAaL,GAAKlI,EAAgB,

QAAEH,EAAQ,IAAI2I,aAAaN,GAAK,IAAu3BO,GAAn3BC,GAAe1I,EAAuB,gBAAG,SAAS,GAAGmB,EAAw

B/B,EAAWY,EAAmB,WAAEvsB,EAAOusB,EAAe,YAAO,GAAGA,EAAmB,WAAGZ,EAAWY,EAAmB,gBAA

oH,MAA7GZ,EAAW,IAAId,YAAYqK,OAAO,CAACC,QAAUF,GAAe,MAAMG,QAAU,MAAiBC,QAAS,KAA

uBr1B,kBAAkBkrB,mBAAgZ,MAA5XgG,EAAI,+NAAkO/D,GAAqB6B,QAAQW,IAAI,qHAA2HrxB,MAAM,c

AAmBqtB,IAAY3rB,EAAO2rB,EAAW3rB,QAAOi1B,GAAej1B,EAAOs1B,WAAW1J,GAA2B5rB,GAAsB,IAAI

u1B,GAAa,GAAOC,GAAW,GAAOC,GAAW,GAAyBC,GAAc,GAA4I,SAASC,KAAS,IAAGjI,EAAH,CAAiC,G

AAGnB,EAAe,OAA8E,IAA/C,mBAAlBA,EAAe,SAAcA,EAAe,OAAE,CAACA,EAAe,SAASA,EAAe,OAAEntB

,QAAQw2B,GAAYrJ,EAAe,OAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBP,KAAc,SAASQ,KAAyCrI,GAA8BoI,GAAqBN,IAAY,S

AASQ,KAAatI,GAA8BoI,GAAqBL,IAAuF,SAASQ,KAAU,IAAGvI,EAAH,CAAiC,GAAGnB,EAAgB,QAAiF,IA

AjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAEntB,QAAQ82B,GAA

a3J,EAAgB,QAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBJ,KAAe,SAASE,GAAYO,GAAIZ,GAAaa,QAAQD,GAAI,SAASD,GAAaC

,GAAIT,GAAcU,QAAQD,GAAp8BzI,GAAuB8H,GAAW7yB,KAAK,CAACgvB,KAAK,WAAW0E,QAAg5B,IA

AIC,GAAgB,EAAoCC,GAAsB,KAAK,SAASC,GAAiBz3B,GAAI4I,GAAQ+lB,EAAuB,uDAAuD4I,KAAqB/J,E

AA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,IAAkB,SAASG,GAAoB13B,GAA6G,GAAzGu3B,KAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBA

AGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,IAAqC,GAAjBA,IAAqHC,GAAsB,CAAC,IAAIG,EAASH,GAAsBA,GAAsB,KAAKG,

KAAuE,SAAS5H,GAAM6H,GAASpK,EAAgB,SAAGA,EAAgB,QAAEoK,GAASjJ,GAAuBsB,QAAQC,MAAM,

wBAAuB,IAAK3wB,OAAOo0B,OAAgBxB,EAATyF,GAAM,IAAanF,GAAM,EAAkBmF,EAAK,SAASA,EAAK

,+CAA+C,IAAIxS,EAAE,IAAI0G,YAAY+L,aAAaD,GAA4B,MAAtBrK,EAAmBnI,GAASA,EAAE,SAAS0S,GA

AU3E,EAAI4E,GAAQ,OAAOnD,OAAOoD,UAAUC,WAAW9E,EAAI8E,WAAWF,GAA8B,IAAtB5E,EAAIjC,Q

AAQ6G,GAAxevK,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAAGA,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAA6b,IAAI0K,GAAc,wCAAwC,SAASC,GAA

U3I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,EAAS0I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAc,UAAU,SAASC,GAAU7I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,E

AAS4I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAe,uCAAgH,SAASC,GAAUC,GAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,GAAMF,IAAgBrG,EAAY,OAAO,

IAAIlxB,WAAWkxB,GAAY,GAAGnD,EAAY,OAAOA,EAAW0J,GAAW,KAAK,kDAAmD,MAAMrG,GAAKp
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C,GAAMoC,IAAM,SAASsG,KAAmB,IAAIxG,IAAa/D,GAAoBC,GAAuB,CAAC,GAAkB,mBAARuK,QAAqBL

,GAAUC,IAAiB,OAAOI,MAAMJ,GAAe,CAACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAU,IAAIA,EAAa,GA

AG,KAAK,uCAAuC0G,GAAe,IAAI,OAAO1G,EAAsB,iBAAMiH,OAAM,WAAW,OAAON,GAAUD,OAAuB,G

AAGzJ,EAAW,OAAO,IAAIpB,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQkB,EAAUyJ,IAAe,SAAS1G,GAAUlE,EAAQ,IA

AI3sB,WAAW6wB,MAAYjE,MAAY,OAAOF,QAAQC,UAAUkL,MAAK,WAAW,OAAOL,GAAUD,OAAkB,S

AASQ,KAAa,IAAIC,EAAK,CAAC75B,EAAI85B,IAAe,SAASC,EAAgBC,EAASC,GAAQ,IAAIC,EAAQF,EAA

SE,QAA6E,GAArE5L,EAAY,IAAE4L,EAAQnD,GAAUzI,EAAY,IAAK,EAAE+E,EAAW4G,GAAWxK,EAAuB,

CAAC,IAAI0K,EAAiBC,GAAQC,cAAcl5B,OAAOi5B,GAAQC,cAAcvpB,SAAQ,SAASwpB,GAAGF,GAAQG,u

BAAuBD,GAAE,aAAiBH,GAAiB3B,YAA8G,SAASgC,EAA0BC,GAAQV,EAAgBU,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAe,QA

AG,SAASC,EAAuBC,GAAU,OAAOpB,KAAmBG,MAAK,SAASnJ,GAAQ,OAAO3D,YAAYgO,YAAYrK,EAA

OsJ,MAAQH,KAAKiB,GAAS,SAASE,GAAQ5H,EAAI,0CAA0C4H,GAAQhK,GAAMgK,MAAomB,GAAp+Bp

L,GAAwB8I,KAA+8BjK,EAAwB,gBAAG,IAAgE,OAAhDA,EAAwB,gBAAEuL,EAAKE,GAAgC,MAAM7T,G

AAgE,OAA7D+M,EAAI,sDAAsD/M,IAAU,EAAoD,OAAxyB6M,GAAsD,mBAAnCnG,YAAYkO,sBAAoC7B,G

AAUG,KAAkBD,GAAUC,KAAgC,mBAARI,MAAsYkB,EAAuBF,GAAlYhB,MAAMJ,GAAe,CAACK,YAAY,g

BAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAqE,OAAhD9F,YAAYkO,qBAAqBpI,EAASmH,GAAoBH,KAAKc,GAA0B,SA

ASK,GAAuG,OAA/F5H,EAAI,kCAAkC4H,GAAQ5H,EAAI,6CAAoDyH,EAAuBF,UAAkTb,MAAMtL,GAA0B,

GAA3hF4K,GAAUG,MAAiBA,GAAepJ,EAAWoJ,KAAy+E,IAAI2B,GAAW,CAACC,MAAM,WAAW,KAAK,a

AAaC,MAAM,SAASC,EAAGC,GAAIC,YAAW,WAAWC,GAAmCH,EAAGC,KAAK,KAAK,SAASG,KAAiBlB

,GAAQtC,cAAc,SAASD,GAAqB0D,GAAW,KAAMA,EAAUp6B,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,IAAIs3B,EAAS8C,EAA

U3D,QAAQ,GAAoB,mBAAVa,EAAV,CAA0D,IAAI/E,EAAK+E,EAAS/E,KAAsB,iBAAPA,OAAmCnG,IAAfkL

,EAAS+C,IAAiBzE,GAAUn2B,IAAI8yB,EAAdqD,GAA2BA,GAAUn2B,IAAI8yB,EAAdqD,CAAoB0B,EAAS+

C,KAAW9H,OAAoBnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAgB,KAAK/C,EAAS+C,UAAxN/C,EAASnK,IAAsN,IAAImN,GA

AY,CAACC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,IAAI,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAG

C,MAAM,EAAEC,QAAQ,GAAGC,MAAM,EAAEC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,EAAEC,YAAY,EAAEC,OAAO,G

AAGC,OAAO,EAAEC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,IAAIC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAA

O,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,

QAAQ,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,G

AAGC,KAAK,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,IAAIC,SAAS,IAAIC,OAAO,I

AAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAG

C,MAAM,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,UAAU,GAAGC,O

AAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,I

AAIC,QAAQ,GAAGC,KAAK,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,QAAQ,IA

AIC,QAAQ,EAAEC,SAAS,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QA

AQ,IAAIC,SAAS,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,WAAW,IAAIC,aAA

a,IAAIC,WAAW,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,aAAa,EAAEC,WAAW,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,UA

AU,IAAIC,aAAa,GAAGC,WAAW,EAAEC,aAAa,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,UA

AU,IAAIC,aAAa,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,SAAS,EAAEC,aAAa,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,gBAAgB,GAAGC,gB

AAgB,IAAIC,cAAc,EAAEC,UAAU,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,aAAa,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAA

O,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,IAAIC,UAAU,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,gBA

AgB,GAAGC,WAAW,GAAGC,SAAS,KAAK,SAASC,GAAuBC,EAAKC,GAAO,GAAGD,GAAM,GAAGA,EA

AK3V,IAAmBtsB,SAAa,EAALiiC,GAAWC,EAAM,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,GAAU,GAAPA,EAAS,OAAO,EAAK

A,GAAO,aAAWA,EAAMC,EAAAA,GAAS,IAAIC,EAAsBC,QAAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,GAAOC,EA

AgB,EAAE,GAAGJ,GAAuBH,GAAqBI,QAAQI,gBAAgB9V,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAEH,EAAsB,IAAkBA,IAA+

BI,EAAgB,IAAtBN,GAAkC,GAAE,OAAO,EAAG,IAAI5S,EAAI+S,QAAQK,OAAO/V,IAAoBsV,GAAM,EAAE

C,GAAO,GAAG5S,GAAK,EAAE,OAAOA,EAAIkT,EAAgB,KAAK,+CAA+ClT,EAA4D,SAASqT,GAAWC,GA

Aa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KAAK,qFAAqF,IAAIsU,EAAY,KAAK,kDAAkDjW,IAAoBiW,EAAY,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE

,IAAIC,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASF,GAAaC,EAAQE,OAAOC,YAAY/J,GAAQgK,eAAeJ,GAAS5J,GAAQiK,eAA

ersB,OAAOoiB,GAAQiK,eAAerS,QAAQgS,EAAQE,QAAQ,GAAGF,EAAQE,OAAOF,aAAQzW,EAAU,SAAS+
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W,GAAaP,GAAa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KAAK,uFAAuF,IAAIsU,EAAY,KAAK,oDAAgE3J,GAAQ6J,SAASF,GAAq

BG,OAAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,WAAW,SAASC,GAAcT,GAAa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KAAK,wFAAwF,IAAI

sU,EAAY,KAAK,qDAAqD,IAAIC,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASF,GAAa,GAAGC,EAAQ,CAAClW,IAAoBiW,EAA

Y,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,IAAIG,EAAOF,EAAQE,OAAO9J,GAAQqK,mBAAmBP,IAArsC5V,EAA+B,uBAAE6U,

GAA6qC,IAA0xMuB,GAAtxMtK,GAAQ,CAACC,cAAc,GAAGgK,eAAe,GAAGM,oBAAoB,WAAiC,IAAtB,IA

A8BrhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAd,IAAkCA,EAAG82B,GAAQwK,wBAAyB9M,YAAY,WAA+B,IAApB,IAAI+M,E

AAGC,GAAQ,KAAaxhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,KAAQA,EAAE0qB,IAAoB6W,EAAG,EAAEvhC,GAAG,EAAE

wqB,IAAoB+W,EAAG,IAAI,GAAGA,EAAG,IAAIE,EAAQF,EAAG,IAAI/W,IAAoBiX,GAAS,GAAGA,EAAQ,I

AAIC,EAAUF,GAAQ,KAAK,IAAQxhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,MAAMA,EAAE0qB,IAAoBgX,EAAU,EAAE1h

C,GAAG,EAAEkgC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,KAAK,EAAEG,GAAWxB,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IA

AoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAEA,GAAIK,GAAyBL,GAAI5V,EAAsB,GAAGkW,GAA4CN,IAAKO,WAAW,aAAan

B,SAAS,GAAGoB,mBAAmB,GAAGC,gBAAgB,aAAaC,gBAAgB,WAAW,KAAMnL,GAAQiL,mBAAmBlkC,O

AAO,GAAGi5B,GAAQiL,mBAAmBG,KAA3BpL,GAAsC3K,GAAwBgW,MAAgBC,MAA4BC,+BAA+B,SAAS

d,EAAGe,GAAUpC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAGrB,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6

W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAGzK,GAAQmL,kBAAkB/B,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,GAAG,EAAEe,

GAAUpC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG1B,GAAuB0B,EAAG,EAAE,YAAYK,G

AAyB,EAAE,EAAE,IAAIW,WAAW,SAASD,GAAU,IAAIf,EAAGY,KAAmBZ,IAAIzK,GAAQuL,+BAA+Bd,E

AAGe,GAAanW,GAAwBzC,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,WAAYuB,aAAa,WAAW1L,GAAQuL,+BAA+BF,MAAiB,

GAAGzY,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,gBAAgBwB,oBAAoB,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI31B,KAAKgqB,GAAQ6J,UAAcD,

EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAAS7zB,KAAe4zB,EAAQE,QAAQ9J,GAAQqK,mBAAmBT,EAAQE,QAAS9J,GAAQ6J,S

AAS,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI3gC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE82B,GAAQC,cAAcl5B,SAASmC,GAAO4gC,EAAO9J,GAAQ

C,cAAc/2B,IAAU6gC,YAAqC,IAAzB/J,GAAQC,cAAc,GAAW/2B,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE82B,GAAQiK,eAAeljC

,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI4gC,EAAqCF,GAArCE,EAAO9J,GAAQiK,eAAe/gC,IAAsB0gC,QAAQ5J,GAAQg

K,eAAeJ,GAASE,EAAOC,YAAY/J,GAAQiK,eAAe,IAAID,eAAe,SAASJ,GAAS,GAAIA,EAAJ,CAAmB,GAAG

A,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAIhB,EAAUlX,IAAoBkW,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,KAAK,GAAGlY,IAAoBkW,EAAQ

gC,iBAAiB,KAAK,GAAG,EAAErmB,GAAMqlB,GAAWrlB,GAAMqkB,EAAQgC,kBAAkBhC,EAAQgC,iBAAi

B,EAAKhC,EAAQiC,mBAAmBjC,EAAQkC,WAAUvmB,GAAMqkB,EAAQkC,WAAWlC,EAAQkC,UAAU,EA

AKlC,EAAQE,SAAOF,EAAQE,OAAOF,QAAQ,QAAMS,mBAAmB,SAASP,GAAQ9J,GAAQ+L,iCAAgC,kBA

AkB/L,GAAQ6J,SAASC,EAAOF,QAAQgC,kBAAkB5L,GAAQC,cAAc31B,KAAKw/B,GAAQ9J,GAAQiK,eAA

ersB,OAAOoiB,GAAQiK,eAAerS,QAAQkS,GAAQ,GAAG9J,GAAQgK,eAAeF,EAAOF,SAASE,EAAOF,aAAQz

W,MAAa4Y,gCAAgC,SAASzS,GAAM5F,IAAoBsY,IAA8C,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI1S,IAAO,QAAQ5F,IAAoBsY,I

AA8C,GAAG,IAAIC,sBAAsB,SAAShV,KAAQkJ,uBAAuB,SAAS2J,EAAOoC,GAAmBpC,EAAOqC,UAAU,SA

ASrgB,GAAG,IAAIsgB,EAAEtgB,EAAQ,KAAMqe,EAAIiC,EAAO,IAAgG,GAA3FtC,EAAOF,UAAQ5J,GAAQ

qM,oCAAoCvC,EAAOF,QAAQgC,kBAAoBQ,EAAgB,cAAGA,EAAgB,cAAGf,KAAgB,CAAC,IAAIiB,EAAOt

M,GAAQ6J,SAASuC,EAAEG,cAAoR,OAAnQD,EAAQA,EAAOxC,OAAOlX,YAAY9G,EAAEmL,KAAKmV,E

AAgB,cAAQzV,QAAQC,MAAM,0CAA0CuT,EAAI,uBAAuBiC,EAAgB,aAAE,4CAAuCpM,GAAQqM,yCAAo

ClZ,GAAiB,GAAS,gCAANgX,EAAqCqC,UAAoD,GAAS,gBAANrC,EAAqBsC,GAAY3gB,EAAEmL,WAAW,G

AAS,kBAANkT,EAAuBC,GAAcgC,EAAU,aAAQ,GAAS,eAANjC,EAAoBT,GAAW0C,EAAU,aAAQ,GAAS,iB

AANjC,EAAsBD,GAAakC,EAAU,aAAQ,GAAS,WAANjC,EAAgBL,EAAO4C,QAAO,EAAQR,GAAkBA,EAAk

BpC,GAAWA,EAAO6C,aAAY7C,EAAO6C,oBAAoB7C,EAAO6C,iBAAiB,GAAS,UAANxC,EAAe9iC,EAAI,U

AAU+kC,EAAY,SAAE,KAAKA,EAAQ,WAAQ,GAAS,aAANjC,EAAkBtR,EAAI,UAAUuT,EAAY,SAAE,KAA

KA,EAAQ,WAAQ,GAAS,UAANjC,EAAeyC,MAAM,UAAUR,EAAY,SAAE,KAAKA,EAAQ,WAAQ,GAAS,SA

ANjC,EAA2BL,EAAOF,SAASR,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoBkW,EAAOF,QAAQgC,iBAAiB,IAAI,IAAgB5L,GA

AQqK,mBAAmBP,QAAc,GAAS,gBAANK,EAAqB,IAAI0C,GAAKT,EAAc,YAAG,MAAMtgB,GAAG,GAAGA,

aAAa0K,GAAW,OAAO,MAAM1K,MAAiB,eAANqe,EAAoBnK,GAAQqK,mBAAmBP,GAAsB,mBAANK,EAA

wBnK,GAAQiM,sBAAsBngB,EAAEmL,MAA8B,iBAAhBnL,EAAEmL,KAAK6V,OAAyBhD,EAAOlX,YAAY9

G,EAAEmL,MAAW4B,EAAI,kCAAkCsR,GAAKnK,GAAQqM,yCAAoClZ,GAAW2W,EAAOtR,QAAQ,SAAS1

M,GAAG+M,EAAI,0BAA0B/M,EAAEoK,SAAS,IAAIpK,EAAEihB,OAAO,KAAKjhB,EAAEkhB,UAAalY,IAA
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qBgV,EAAOmD,GAAG,WAAU,SAAShW,GAAM6S,EAAOqC,UAAU,CAAClV,KAAKA,OAAS6S,EAAOmD,G

AAG,SAAQ,SAAShW,GAAM6S,EAAOtR,QAAQvB,MAAQ6S,EAAOmD,GAAG,QAAO,SAAShW,QAAS6S,E

AAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,OAAO+C,UAAYhZ,EAA4B,qBAAGpB,EAAWQ,WAAaA,EAAW2F,WAAaA,

KAAcuR,qBAAqB,WAAW,IAAI2C,EAAcvX,EAAW,6CAA6CoK,GAAQC,cAAc31B,KAAK,IAAIwsB,OAAOq

W,KAAiBC,aAAa,WAAuI,OAA3F,GAA9BpN,GAAQC,cAAcl5B,SAAWi5B,GAAQwK,uBAAuBxK,GAAQG,u

BAAuBH,GAAQC,cAAc,KAAOD,GAAQC,cAAcl5B,OAAO,EAASi5B,GAAQC,cAAcmL,MAAkB,MAAMiC,a

AAa,SAASC,GAAqC,IAA9B,IAAIt3B,EAAEyiB,YAAY8U,MAAMD,EAAY7U,YAAY8U,MAAMv3B,OAAO,S

AASw3B,GAAoBC,EAASC,GAAUC,GAA6BF,EAASC,GAAU9S,GAAa6S,GAA4D,SAASG,KAAmB,OAAO1U

,EAA0D,SAAS2U,GAAiBpS,EAAI2F,GAAK,OAAOzE,GAAUn2B,IAAIi1B,EAAdkB,CAAmByE,GAAiD,SAAS

0M,GAAejiB,EAAUqK,EAAS6X,EAAKzU,GAAM7C,GAAM,qBAAqBgE,EAAa5O,GAAW,SAAS,CAACqK,E

AASuE,EAAavE,GAAU,mBAAmB6X,EAAKzU,EAAKmB,EAAanB,GAAM,qBAAqB,SAAS0U,GAAaC,EAAK

C,GAAqBC,MAAMF,EAAKC,GAA0Y,SAASE,GAASpwB,GAAyD,OAAlD0V,IAAoB2a,MAAqB,GAAGrwB,E

AAaA,EAAM,SAASswB,GAAQhV,EAAK8H,GAAK,GAAG/L,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAEjV,EAA

K8H,GAAK,SAASoN,GAAiCC,EAAeC,GAAc,GAAGD,GAAgBC,EAAc9b,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,qCAAqC,G

AAG9U,EAAwBzC,YAAY,CAAC2Z,aAAekC,EAAetE,IAAM,2BAA2B,CAAC,IAAIP,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAAS

4E,GAAoB3E,EAAOF,GAASA,EAAQE,OAAO,IAAIA,EAAQ,OAAOA,EAAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,uBA

AuB,OAAO,EAAE,SAASwE,KAASlY,KAAQ,SAASmY,GAA0BC,EAAKC,EAAOC,GAAQ,IAAItpC,EAAKupC

,GAAiBF,EAAOC,GAAQ,OAAOpO,GAAWkO,GAAMrU,MAAM,KAAK/0B,GAAM,SAASwpC,GAAkDC,EAA

eC,IAAY,SAASC,GAAuBpG,EAAKqG,EAAIC,GAAS,GAAGtG,GAAM,GAAGA,EAAK3V,IAAmBtsB,SAAa,E

AALiiC,EAAU,OAAO,GAAG,GAAIpU,EAAgO,CAAC,GAAGwU,QAAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoBsV,GAAM,IAAIq

G,EAAK,OAAO,EAAE,IAAIE,EAAK9W,YAAY8U,MAAUiC,EAAKD,EAAKD,EAAkG,IAA7ElG,QAAQqG,S

AAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAEN,KAAc,CAAwB,IAAvBuG,EAAK9W,YAAY8U,OAAciC,EAAyF,OAA1EpG,Q

AAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAE,IAAU,GAAsF,GAAa,GAAvFF,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,

EAAE,GAAmB,MAAqD,GAA/CkD,KAAkDpD,QAAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoBsV,GAAM,IAAIqG,EAAK,OAAO,E

AAWjG,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAEN,GAAM,OAAO,EAAh1B,IAAI3S,EAAI+S,QAAQsG,KA

AKhc,IAAoBsV,GAAM,EAAEqG,EAAIC,GAAS,GAAS,cAANjZ,EAAkB,OAAO,GAAG,GAAS,cAANA,EAAk

B,OAAO,EAAE,GAAS,OAANA,EAAW,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,6CAA6CA,EAA+oB,SAASsZ,GAAuBC,EAAK1

c,EAAI2c,GAAKpc,IAAmBqc,WAAWF,EAAK1c,EAAIA,EAAI2c,GAAK,SAASE,KAAgC,OAAGjb,EAA2Bkb,

EAAcC,OAAOlpC,OAAcmpC,UAA+B,oBAAE,SAAS3B,GAAoCntB,EAAM+uB,GAAgK,IAA1J,IAAIC,EAAYt

V,UAAU/zB,OAAO,EAAMszB,EAAME,KAAgB8V,EAAsBD,EAAgB3qC,EAAKu0B,GAAiC,EAAtBqW,GAA6

BxqC,EAAEJ,GAAM,EAAUyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEknC,EAAYlnC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAIk4B,EAAItG,UAAU,EA

AE5xB,GAAG4qB,IAAoBjuB,EAAEqD,GAAGk4B,EAAI,IAAI/K,EAAIia,GAA0ClvB,EAAMivB,EAAsB5qC,E

AAK0qC,GAA0B,OAApBvV,GAAaP,GAAchE,EAA91GnC,EAA4B,oBAAEsZ,GAAqEtZ,EAAyB,iBAAE0Z,GA

AmF1Z,EAAyB,iBAAE2Z,GAA0VvD,GAArBxV,EAAyC,WAAW,IAAI9e,EAAEkf,QAAgB,SAAI,OAAY,IAAL

lf,EAAE,GAAOA,EAAE,GAAG,KAAaqf,EAA4C,WAAW,OAAOoD,YAAY8U,MAAMrZ,EAAsC,+BAA4B,oB

AAVqc,QAA2CA,QAAiC,WAAW,OAAO9X,YAAY8U,OAA+8E,IAAIiD,GAA+C,GAAOC,GAAsB,GAAG,SA

ASzB,GAAiBF,EAAO1S,GAAoC,IAAIZ,EAAW,IAA9CiV,GAAsB1pC,OAAO,EAASq1B,IAAM,EAAQZ,EAAG

/H,IAAmBqb,MAAU,CAAC,IAAI4B,EAAOlV,EAAG,IAAOkV,GAAY,EAAJtU,GAAMA,IAAMqU,GAAsBnmC

,KAAKomC,EAAO5c,IAAoBsI,KAAO,GAAG1I,IAAoB0I,MAAQA,EAAI,OAAOqU,GAAsB,SAASE,GAAsCvv

B,EAAMgvB,EAAY3qC,GAAM+qC,GAA+CzpC,OAAOqpC,EAA0B,IAAd,IAAIvqC,EAAEJ,GAAM,EAAUyD,

EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEknC,EAAYlnC,IAAKsnC,GAA+CtnC,GAAG4qB,IAAoBjuB,EAAEqD,GAAoG,OAAhFkY

,EAAM,EAAqDuf,IAAYvf,EAAM,GAA9CwvB,GAAqBxvB,IAAwCoZ,MAAM,KAAKgW,IAAgD,SAASK,KA

A4B,OAAOpd,IAAmB1sB,OAAO,SAAS+pC,GAA0B3/B,GAAM,IAAqG,OAAjGmiB,EAAWyd,KAAK5/B,EAA

KxJ,EAAOs1B,WAAW,QAAQ,IAAI1J,GAA2BD,EAAW3rB,QAAe,EAAE,MAAMmkB,KAAK,SAASklB,GAA

wBC,GAAe,IAAIC,EAAQL,KAA4B,GAAGI,GAAeC,EAAS,OAAO,EAAM,IAAIC,EAAY,WAAW,GAAGF,EA

AcE,EAAa,OAAO,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIC,EAAQ,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAkBH,G

AAS,EAAE,GAAGE,GAA6N,GAApNC,EAAkBvgC,KAAKwgC,IAAID,EAAkBJ,EAAc,WAAsHH,GAA/FhgC,

KAAKwgC,IAAIH,EAAYjV,GAAQprB,KAAKC,IAAIkgC,EAAcI,GAAmB,SAA2E,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,EAA
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M,IAAIE,GAAS,CAACC,eAAe,EAAEC,wBAAwB,WAAW,IAAI,IAAIvoC,EAAEqoC,GAASG,cAAc3qC,OAAO

,EAAEmC,GAAG,IAAIA,EAAGqoC,GAASI,eAAezoC,GAAGqoC,GAASG,cAAc,GAAGH,GAASK,cAAc,IAAI

C,6BAA6B,WAAeN,GAASO,iCAAkFP,GAASO,gCAA+B,IAAOF,cAAc,GAAGG,UAAU,SAASC,EAAeC,EAA

WC,GAAU,SAASC,EAAuBC,EAAKC,GAAM,GAAGD,EAAKrrC,QAAQsrC,EAAKtrC,OAAO,OAAO,EAAM,I

AAI,IAAImC,KAAKkpC,EAAM,GAAGA,EAAKlpC,IAAImpC,EAAKnpC,GAAG,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,EAAK,

IAAI,IAAIA,KAAKqoC,GAASK,cAAc,CAAC,IAAIU,EAAKf,GAASK,cAAc1oC,GAAG,GAAGopC,EAAKN,gB

AAgBA,GAAgBG,EAAuBG,EAAKJ,SAASA,GAAW,OAAQX,GAASK,cAActnC,KAAK,CAAC0nC,eAAeA,EA

AeC,WAAWA,EAAWC,SAASA,IAAWX,GAASK,cAAcW,MAAK,SAASvqC,EAAEwqC,GAAG,OAAOxqC,EA

AEiqC,WAAWO,EAAEP,eAAcQ,oBAAoB,SAAST,GAAgB,IAAI,IAAI9oC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEqoC,GAASK,c

AAc7qC,SAASmC,EAAMqoC,GAASK,cAAc1oC,GAAG8oC,gBAAgBA,IAAgBT,GAASK,cAAch0B,OAAO1U,

EAAE,KAAKA,IAAKwpC,+BAA+B,WAAW,OAAOnB,GAASC,gBAAgBD,GAASoB,oBAAoBC,qBAAqBC,iB

AAiB,WAAW,GAAItB,GAASmB,iCAAyC,IAAI,IAAIxpC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEqoC,GAASK,cAAc7qC,SAAS

mC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIopC,EAAKf,GAASK,cAAc1oC,GAAGqoC,GAASK,cAAch0B,OAAO1U,EAAE,KAAKA

,EAAEopC,EAAKN,eAAexX,MAAM,KAAK8X,EAAKJ,YAAYR,cAAc,GAAGoB,0BAA0B,SAAShG,EAAOiG,

GAAiB,IAAI,IAAI7pC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEqoC,GAASG,cAAc3qC,SAASmC,EAAMqoC,GAASG,cAAcxoC,G

AAG4jC,QAAQA,GAAUiG,GAAiBA,GAAiBxB,GAASG,cAAcxoC,GAAG6pC,iBAAkBxB,GAASI,eAAezoC,M

AAQyoC,eAAe,SAASzoC,GAAG,IAAI8pC,EAAEzB,GAASG,cAAcxoC,GAAG8pC,EAAElG,OAAOmG,oBAAo

BD,EAAED,gBAAgBC,EAAEE,kBAAkBF,EAAEG,YAAY5B,GAASG,cAAc9zB,OAAO1U,EAAE,IAAIkqC,wB

AAwB,SAASC,GAAc,IAAIC,EAAe,SAAwBC,KAAShC,GAASC,eAAeD,GAASoB,oBAAoBU,EAAa9B,GAASs

B,mBAAmBQ,EAAaG,YAAYD,GAAOhC,GAASsB,qBAAqBtB,GAASC,gBAAgB,GAAG6B,EAAaI,aAAcJ,EA

AaH,kBAAkBI,EAAeD,EAAavG,OAAO4G,iBAAiBL,EAAaN,gBAAgBO,EAAeD,EAAaF,YAAY5B,GAASG,cA

AcpnC,KAAK+oC,GAAc9B,GAASM,oCAAoC,IAAI,IAAI3oC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEqoC,GAASG,cAAc3qC,SA

ASmC,EAAMqoC,GAASG,cAAcxoC,GAAG4jC,QAAQuG,EAAavG,QAAQyE,GAASG,cAAcxoC,GAAG6pC,iB

AAiBM,EAAaN,iBAAiBxB,GAASI,eAAezoC,MAASyqC,+BAA+B,SAASpH,EAAaqH,EAAiBC,EAAYC,EAAU

C,GAAU,IAAItG,EAASlT,KAAgByZ,EAAQha,GAAW,IAAItG,IAAoBsgB,GAAS,GAAGH,EAAYngB,IAAoBsg

B,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGF,EAAUpgB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGD,EAASE,GAA4B,EAAE1H,EAAa,UAA

UqH,EAAiBE,EAAUE,GAASpZ,GAAa6S,IAAWyG,gCAAgC,SAAS3H,GAAc,OAAOA,GAAc,KAAK,EAAE,O

AAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAOvM,GAAQqM,oCAAoC,QAAQ,OAAOE,IAAe4H,qBAAqB,SAASrH,GAAQ,O

AAIA,EAAmBA,GAAQ9X,OAAa,UAAa8X,GAAQsH,OAAa,UAAiBtH,GAAQA,EAAOuH,SAASvH,EAAOuH,

SAAS,GAAtH,IAA0HC,kBAAkB,WAAW,OAAOthB,SAASshB,mBAAmBthB,SAASuhB,0BAA0B,SAASC,GA

AgBC,GAAU,IAAI1tC,EAAOk1B,EAAgBwY,GAAU,EAAMC,EAAQhK,GAAQ3jC,GAA8C,OAAtCgzB,EAAa0

a,EAASC,EAAQ3tC,GAAe2tC,EAAQ,SAASC,GAAyDpI,EAAaqI,EAAaC,EAAMC,GAAQ,IAAIrH,EAASlT,KA

AgByZ,EAAQha,GAAW,IAAQ+a,EAAgB,EAAKH,IAAcG,EAAgBP,GAAgBI,IAAclhB,IAAoBsgB,GAAS,GAA

Ge,EAAgBrhB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGa,EAAMnhB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGc,EAAOb,GAA4

B,EAAE1H,EAAa,UAAU,EAAEwI,EAAgBf,GAASpZ,GAAa6S,GAAU,SAASuH,GAAsDzI,EAAaqI,EAAaC,EA

AMC,GAAgEH,GAAyDpI,EAAjHqI,EAAaA,EAAana,EAAama,GAAc,GAAsFC,EAAMC,GAAQ,SAASG,GAAu

BP,GAAS,OAAOA,EAAQ,EAAEja,EAAaia,GAASA,EAAQ,IAAIQ,GAAmB,CAAC,EAAoB,oBAAXliB,SAAuB

A,SAAS,EAAkB,oBAATgC,OAAqBA,OAAO,GAAG,SAASmgB,GAAgBrI,GAAkK,OAA1JA,EAAOmI,GAAuB

nI,GAAuBoI,GAAmBpI,KAA4B,oBAAX9Z,SAAuBA,SAASoiB,cAActI,QAAQ3Z,GAA6B,SAASkiB,GAAsBvI,

GAAQ,OAAOqI,GAAgBrI,GAAQ,SAASwI,GAAmDxI,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAQ,IAAIS,EAAOF,GAAsBvI,GA

AQ,IAAIyI,EAAO,OAAO,EAA0I,GAArIA,EAAOC,kBAAiB9hB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,iBAAiB,GAAGX,EAAMn

hB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAGV,IAAUS,EAAOE,iBAAkBF,EAAOG,4BAAsd,OAAGH,EAAO

C,iBAAmFR,GAAjDthB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAsE1I,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAe,IAAc,EAAh

oBS,EAAOE,kBAAgBF,EAAOA,EAAOE,iBAAgB,IAAIE,GAAmB,EAAM,GAAGJ,EAAOK,aAAaL,EAAOK,Y

AAYC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAaP,EAAOK,YAAYC,MAAME,aAAa,MAAMJ,EAAqC,IAAlBG,EAAa,IAA0

B,IAAlBA,EAAa,IAAQA,EAAa,KAAKP,EAAOV,OAAOiB,EAAa,KAAKP,EAAOT,OAA4U,OAArUS,EAAOV,

MAAMA,EAAMU,EAAOT,OAAOA,EAAUa,GAAoBJ,EAAOK,YAAYC,MAAMG,SAAS,EAAE,EAAEnB,EAA

MC,GAAiO,EAAE,SAASmB,GAAgDnJ,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAQ,OAAGzf,EAA8BkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAEz
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B,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAeQ,GAAmDxI,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAQ,SAASoB,GAAoCpJ,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GA

AiD,OAA9BO,GAAsBvI,GAA0BwI,GAAmDxI,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAoBmB,GAAgDnJ,EAAO+H,EAAMC,G

AAS,SAASqB,GAAsChH,IAAY,SAASiH,GAA4BC,EAASC,IAAO,SAASC,GAAsCC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAID,EA

AIE,aAAa,0BAA0B,GAAGD,EAAoX,OAA/WD,EAAyB,oBAAE,SAASp1B,EAAMu1B,GAASF,EAA8B,yBAAE

r1B,EAAMu1B,IAAUH,EAAyB,oBAAE,SAASnyB,EAAKuyB,EAAM3N,EAAM4N,GAAWJ,EAA8B,yBAAEpy

B,EAAKuyB,EAAM3N,EAAM4N,IAAYL,EAA2B,sBAAE,SAASnyB,EAAK4kB,EAAM7wB,EAAKgI,EAAQy2

B,GAAWJ,EAAgC,2BAAEpyB,EAAK4kB,EAAM7wB,EAAKgI,EAAQy2B,IAAmB,EAAG,SAASC,GAAuCN,G

AAK,IAAIC,EAAID,EAAIE,aAAa,2BAA2B,GAAGD,EAAqS,OAAhSD,EAAuB,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAOC,EAA

0B,wBAAKD,EAAuB,kBAAE,SAASO,GAAKN,EAA0B,qBAAEM,IAAMP,EAAqB,gBAAE,SAASO,GAAKN,E

AAwB,mBAAEM,IAAMP,EAAmB,cAAE,SAASO,GAAK,OAAON,EAAsB,iBAAEM,IAAa,EAAG,SAASC,GA

AkCR,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAID,EAAIE,aAAa,sBAAsB,GAAGD,EAA0E,OAArED,EAAiB,YAAE,SAASS,EAAEC,

GAAMT,EAAsB,iBAAEQ,EAAEC,IAAc,EAAG,SAASC,GAAgCX,GAAK,SAASA,EAAIY,eAAeZ,EAAIE,aAA

a,qBAAqB,IAAIW,GAAG,CAACC,QAAQ,EAAEC,QAAQ,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,cAAc,GAA

GC,SAAS,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,KAAK,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,kBAAkB,GAAGC,gBAAg

B,GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,gBAAgB,EAAEC,YAAY,SAAqBC,GAAejB,GAAGkB,YAAWlB,GA

AGkB,UAAUD,IAAYE,SAAS,SAASC,GAA4B,IAArB,IAAIpiB,EAAIghB,GAAGC,UAAkBpuC,EAAEuvC,EAA

M1xC,OAAOmC,EAAEmtB,EAAIntB,IAAKuvC,EAAMvvC,GAAG,KAAK,OAAOmtB,GAAKqiB,UAAU,SAA

SC,EAAO1P,EAAMrP,EAAO7yB,GAAsB,IAAd,IAAI6xC,EAAO,GAAW1vC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE+/B,IAAQ//

B,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI4wB,EAAI/yB,EAAO2sB,IAAoB3sB,EAAS,EAAFmC,GAAK,IAAI,EAAE0vC,GAAQne,E

AAa/G,IAAoBkG,EAAS,EAAF1wB,GAAK,GAAG4wB,EAAI,OAAE3G,EAAU2G,GAAK,OAAO8e,GAAQC,cA

Ac,SAAStD,EAAOuD,GAAwB,IAAItC,EAAIjB,EAAOwD,WAAW,QAAQD,GAAwB,OAAItC,EAAwBa,GAAG

2B,gBAAgBxC,EAAIsC,GAApC,GAA2EE,gBAAgB,SAASxC,EAAIsC,GAAwB,IAAIG,EAAOvO,GAAQ,GAA

GhX,IAAoBulB,EAAO,GAAG,GAAG5N,KAAgB,IAAI6N,EAAQ,CAACD,OAAOA,EAAOE,WAAWL,EAAuB

M,QAAQN,EAAuBO,aAAaxD,MAAMW,GAAqO,OAA7NA,EAAIjB,SAAOiB,EAAIjB,OAAOK,YAAYsD,GAA

Q7B,GAAGU,SAASkB,GAAQC,GAAqE,oBAAnDJ,EAAuBQ,2BAAyCR,EAAuBQ,4BAA2BjC,GAAGkC,eAAe

L,GAAgBD,GAAQO,mBAAmB,SAASC,GAAwH,OAAzGpC,GAAGqC,eAAerC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAevlB,E

AAOsiB,IAAIX,GAAMwB,GAAGqC,gBAAgBrC,GAAGqC,eAAe7D,QAAc4D,IAAgB5D,KAAQkD,WAAW,SA

ASU,GAAe,OAAOpC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,IAAgBE,cAAc,SAASF,GAAkBpC,GAAGqC,iBAAiBrC,GAAGU,SAA

S0B,KAAepC,GAAGqC,eAAe,MAA0B,iBAAXnI,IAAoBA,GAASuB,0BAA0BuE,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAe5D,

MAAMN,QAAW8B,GAAGU,SAAS0B,IAAgBpC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAe5D,MAAMN,SAAO8B,GAAGU,SA

AS0B,GAAe5D,MAAMN,OAAOK,iBAAYziB,GAAU5N,GAAM8xB,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAeR,QAAQ5B,GAA

GU,SAAS0B,GAAe,MAAMF,eAAe,SAASL,GAA+C,GAAlCA,IAAQA,EAAQ7B,GAAGqC,iBAAkBR,EAAQU,

mBAAX,CAAqCV,EAAQU,oBAAmB,EAAK,IAAI/D,EAAMqD,EAAQrD,MAAMU,GAAsCV,GAAOiB,GAAu

CjB,GAAOmB,GAAkCnB,GAAOA,EAAMgE,sBAAsBhE,EAAMa,aAAa,4BAA4BS,GAAgCtB,IAAgBA,EAAMi

E,0BAA0B,IAAQpjC,SAAQ,SAAS+/B,GAAQA,EAAI7e,QAAQ,gBAAgB,GAAG6e,EAAI7e,QAAQ,SAAS,GAA

Gie,EAAMa,aAAaD,QAASsD,qBAAqB,SAASC,GAA0O,IAAjO,IAAI11B,EAAE+yB,GAAGG,SAASwC,GAAa

C,EAAO5C,GAAGa,aAAa8B,GAAS,CAACpC,SAAS,GAAGsC,iBAAiB,EAAEC,oBAAoB,EAAEC,2BAA2B,G

AAOC,EAAOJ,EAAOrC,SAAa0C,EAAYzE,GAAM0E,oBAAoBj2B,EAAE,OAAepb,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEoxC,I

AAcpxC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI4yB,EAAE+Z,GAAM2E,iBAAiBl2B,EAAEpb,GAAOotC,EAAKxa,EAAEwa,KAAK

2D,EAAOC,iBAAiBppC,KAAKC,IAAIkpC,EAAOC,iBAAiB5D,EAAKvvC,OAAO,GAAsB,KAAhBuvC,EAAKl

pC,OAAO,KAASkpC,EAAKA,EAAKlpC,MAAM,EAAEkpC,EAAKxe,YAAY,OAAM,IAAI2iB,EAAI5E,GAAM

6E,mBAAmBp2B,EAAEgyB,GAAM,GAAGmE,EAAI,CAAC,IAAI/zC,EAAG2wC,GAAGmB,SAASnB,GAAGO,

UAAUyC,EAAO/D,GAAM,CAACxa,EAAE3qB,KAAKzK,GAAI2wC,GAAGO,SAASlxC,GAAI+zC,EAAI,IAAI,

IAAIjwC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEsxB,EAAE3qB,OAAO3G,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIysC,EAAEX,EAAK,IAAI9rC,EAA

E,IAAIiwC,EAAI5E,GAAM6E,mBAAmBp2B,EAAE2yB,GAAGvwC,EAAG2wC,GAAGmB,SAASnB,GAAGO,

UAAUP,GAAGO,SAASlxC,GAAI+zC,OAAaE,GAAqC,CAAC,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAoB,SAASC,GAAoC9N,EA

AOqM,GAAY,IAAIvzC,EAAEuzC,GAAY,EAAM0B,EAAgBnnB,IAAoB9tB,KAAek1C,EAAkB,CAAC14B,QA

AUsR,IAAoB9tB,KAAU8gB,QAAUgN,IAAoB9tB,KAAUm1C,UAAYrnB,IAAoB9tB,KAAUo1C,YAActnB,IAA
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oB9tB,KAAWq1C,qBAAuBvnB,IAAoB9tB,KAAWs1C,wBAA0BxnB,IAAoB9tB,KAAWi1C,gBAAkBF,GAAqC

E,GAAiBM,+BAAiCznB,IAAoB9tB,KAAWyzC,aAAa3lB,IAAoB9tB,KAAWw1C,aAAa1nB,IAAoB9tB,KAAW0

zC,0BAA0B5lB,IAAoB9tB,MAAWy1C,oBAAoB3nB,IAAoB9tB,MAAW01C,yBAAyB5nB,IAAoB9tB,MAAW2

1C,6BAA6B7nB,IAAoB9tB,OAAgB2vC,EAAOF,GAAsBvI,GAAQ,OAAIyI,EAAoBuF,EAAkBO,oBAA4B,EAA

oBhE,GAAGwB,cAActD,EAAOuF,GAA/F,EAAuI,SAASU,GAAiCC,EAAGC,GAAI,OAAOd,GAAoCa,EAAGC,

GAAI,IAA4sQ7F,GAAxsQ8F,GAAS,CAACC,SAAS,GAAGrE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,IAAIsE,UAAU,SA

ASC,EAAOC,GAAM,IAAIp0C,EAAOg0C,GAASpE,QAAQuE,GAAkB,IAAPC,GAAiB,KAAPA,IAAqB,IAATD,

EAAWz0C,EAAIwxB,GAAKkC,EAAkBpzB,EAAO,IAAIA,EAAOZ,OAAO,GAAOY,EAAO2C,KAAKyxC,IAA

Q/H,aAAQ7gB,EAAU3sB,IAAI,WAAkF,OAAvEm1C,GAAS3H,SAAS,EAAUtgB,IAAoBioB,GAAS3H,QAAQ,G

AAG,IAAegI,OAAO,SAASvgB,GAA+B,OAAlBhB,EAAagB,IAAiBwgB,MAAM,SAASC,EAAIC,GAAM,OAAO

D,IAAM,SAASE,GAAUC,GAAI,OAAGhnB,EAA8BkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE8N,GAAW,EAAE,SAASC,GAAS

D,EAAGE,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAOC,GAAW,GAAGrnB,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE8N,EAAGE,E

AAWC,EAAYC,EAAOC,GAAW,SAASC,GAAUN,EAAGO,EAAIC,EAAOC,GAAM,GAAGznB,EAAuB,OAAO

kZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE8N,EAAGO,EAAIC,EAAOC,GAAgB,IAAV,IAAIjN,EAAI,EAAU3mC,EAAE,EAAEA,

EAAE2zC,EAAO3zC,IAAI,CAAqF,IAApF,IAAIuyB,EAAI/H,IAAoBkpB,EAAM,EAAF1zC,GAAK,GAAO4wB,

EAAIpG,IAAoBkpB,GAAO,EAAF1zC,EAAI,IAAI,GAAWsB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEsvB,EAAItvB,IAAKmxC,G

AASE,UAAUQ,EAAG5oB,IAAmBgI,EAAIjxB,IAAIqlC,GAAK/V,EAAqC,OAAjCpG,IAAoBopB,GAAM,GAA

GjN,EAAW,EAAE,SAASkN,GAAqBC,GAAS,IAAIC,EAAQjd,GAAQiL,mBAAmBG,MAAS4R,GAAQC,IAAU,

SAASC,GAAsBD,EAAQ7b,GAAKpB,GAAQiL,mBAAmB3gC,MAAK,WAAWqyB,GAAUn2B,IAAIy2C,EAAdt

gB,CAAuByE,MAAO,SAASqL,GAAY0Q,GAAc,GAAG9nB,EAAuB,KAAK,sFAAsF,IAAIyU,EAAO9J,GAAQo

N,eAAe,QAAoBja,IAAjB2W,EAAOF,QAAoB,KAAK,kBAAkB,IAAIuT,EAAaxT,YAAY,KAAK,kCAAkC3J,GA

AQiK,eAAe3/B,KAAKw/B,GAAqC,IAA7B,IAAIc,EAAUF,GAAQ,KAAexhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,MAAMA,E

AAGwqB,IAAoBkX,EAAY,EAAF1hC,GAAK,GAAG,EAAE,IAAIk0C,EAAUD,EAAarR,UAAUqR,EAAaE,UA

AczT,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASsT,EAAaxT,aAAa,CAACG,OAAOA,EAAOgC,UAAUqR,EAAarR,UAAUuR,UA

AUF,EAAaE,UAAUxR,kBAAkBsR,EAAatR,kBAAkBD,iBAAiBuR,EAAaxT,aAAiB2T,EAAI1T,EAAQgC,kBA

AkB,EAAExC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAYH,EAAaI,UAAUnU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KA

Aa1S,GAAWxB,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAY1T,EAAQgC,kBAAkBxC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0

pB,KAAYH,EAAaE,WAAWjU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAYF,GAAWhU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAo

B0pB,KAAaH,EAAaE,WAAWjU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAeF,GAAWhU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAo

B0pB,KAAgBH,EAAaI,UAAU,IAAkDC,EAAlCC,KAA4D,GAAGrU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAaE,G

AAe1T,EAAOF,QAAQA,EAAQ,IAAI8T,EAAI,CAACvT,IAAM,MAAMwT,cAAgBR,EAAaS,aAAaxc,IAAM+b,

EAAa/b,IAAIwK,iBAAmBuR,EAAaxT,YAAYmC,UAAYqR,EAAarR,UAAUuR,UAAYF,EAAaE,WAAWvT,EA

AO6C,WAAW,WAAW+Q,EAAIG,KAAKplB,YAAY8U,MAAMzD,EAAOlX,YAAY8qB,EAAIP,EAAaW,eAAk

BhU,EAAO4C,SAAQ5C,EAAO6C,oBAAoB7C,EAAO6C,YAAY,SAASoR,GAAgBpU,EAAYqU,EAAKL,EAAc

vc,GAAK,GAA8B,oBAApBvO,kBAA4H,OAA3FgG,EAAI,uFAA8F,EAAE,IAAI8Q,EAAsE,OAAzD9Q,EAAI,q

DAA4D,GAAG,IAAIilB,EAAa,GAAe,GAAGzoB,GAA+C,IAAtByoB,EAAa/2C,OAAoB,OAAOk3C,GAAsC,UA

AUtU,EAAYqU,EAAKL,EAAcvc,GAA2B,IAAIic,EAAU,EAAMvR,EAAU,EAAMyR,EAAS,EAAKS,IAAa,GAA

PA,GAAUX,EAAU3pB,IAAoBsqB,GAAM,GAAGX,GAAW,MAAMvR,EAAUpY,IAAoBsqB,EAAK,GAAG,GA

AGT,EAA2C,IAAlC7pB,IAAoBsqB,EAAK,IAAI,IAAYX,EAAU,QAAQ,IAAIxR,EAA6B,GAAXC,EAAgBD,EA

AmBC,EAAUoS,GAAU,GAAGb,GAAqC/tC,GAArBw8B,GAAWuR,GAA2B,GAAqC,IAAlC,IAAIzR,EAAiBlB,

GAAQ,KAAaxhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,KAASA,EAAE0qB,KAAqBgY,GAAkB,GAAG1iC,GAAG,EAAEwqB,I

AAoBiW,GAAa,GAAGiC,EAAiBlY,IAAoBkY,EAAiB,IAAI,GAAGA,EAAiB,IAAIjB,EAAQiB,EAAiB,IAAIlY,I

AAoBiX,GAAS,GAAGA,EAAQ,IAAIwS,EAAa,CAACrR,UAAUA,EAAUuR,UAAUA,EAAUxR,kBAAkBA,EA

AkB0R,SAASA,EAASK,aAAaD,EAAchU,YAAYiC,EAAiBxK,IAAIA,EAAI0c,aAAaA,GAA8I,OAA7HzoB,GA

AwB8nB,EAAahT,IAAI,cAAcvX,YAAYuqB,EAAaW,IAAmBrR,GAAY0Q,GAAqB,EAAE,SAASgB,KAA0B,G

AAI9oB,EAAJ,CAAkC,IAAIoV,EAAGY,KAAgB,GAAIZ,IAA6BrB,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,

IAAgG,GAAvDrB,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB6W,EAAG,GAAG,GAAkB,KAAK,aAAY,SAAS2T,KAAwCtpB,G

AA8BD,GAA6BiE,EAAS,4IAA4I,SAASulB,GAA6B/R,EAAO5X,EAAO4pB,GAAO,IAAIhS,EAAgE,OAAxDzT,
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EAAI,oDAA2DwI,GAAYG,MAAM,GAAGnM,GAAwBgW,MAAiBiB,EAAmE,OAA3DzT,EAAI,WAAWyT,EA

AO,qCAA4CjL,GAAY8C,QAAa,IAAI9O,GAAwBkpB,MAAsCjS,EAAuE,OAA/DzT,EAAI,eAAeyT,EAAO,qCA

A4CjL,GAAY8C,QAAmD,GAAlCzQ,IAAoB4Y,EAAO,IAAI,KAAaA,EAA+H,OAAvHzT,EAAI,oCAAoCyT,EA

AO,wEAA+EjL,GAAYG,MAAkE,GAA/C4H,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,IAAI,GAAwF,OAAxEzT,EA

AI,4BAA4ByT,EAAO,iCAAwCjL,GAAYuB,OAAsD,IAA5C0b,GAAOF,OAA4C,CAAC,IAAII,EAAapV,QAAQ

C,KAAKzV,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,GAAG,GAAG,GAAiB,GAAdkS,EAAgB,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAerV,QAAQC,KAAKz

V,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,GAAG,GAAwN,OAAlN5X,IAAOhB,IAAoBgB,GAAQ,GAAG+pB,GAAerV,QAAQyB,MA

AMjX,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,IAAI,EAAE,GAAOjX,EAAkDzC,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,gBAAgBmC,OAASA,IAAvE

lC,GAAckC,GAAyE,EAAE,IAAIgS,EAAO,OAAOjd,GAAYiB,MAAM6b,KAA8B9oB,GAAuBmX,KAA+C4C,G

AAuB9C,EAAO,EAAEkS,EAAanpB,EAAuB,IAAI,IAAI,SAASqpB,GAAcpS,EAAO5X,GAAQ,OAAO2pB,GAA

6B/R,EAAO5X,GAAO,GAAM,SAASiqB,GAASrI,GAAM,GAAGjhB,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE+

H,GAAM,OAAOA,GAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAA8B,OAAOnF,OAAkB,KAAK,IAAI,KAA

K,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KA

AK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,

KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GA

AG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAA

K,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,KAAK,GA

AG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAA

I,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAA

K,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,

IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KA

AK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,K

AAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KA

AK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EA

AE,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,K

AAK,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO

,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,O

AAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,

OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAI,MAAsB,iBAAZjB,WAA4BA,UAA+B,qBAAY,EA

AgB,OAAb9B,GAAS,KAAW,EAAM/Y,GAAuB2K,GAAQuK,sBAAgC,IAA44fqU,GAAx4fhO,GAAqB,CAAC,K

AAKtC,GAAQ2H,GAAgDmG,GAAUE,GAASK,GAAUgC,IAAcjf,GAAc,CAAC5T,EAAIgiB,GAAe+Q,EAAI7Q,

GAAahmC,EAAIwmC,GAAiC3oC,EAAI8oC,GAAO6D,EAAI5D,GAA0BpkC,EAAIykC,GAAkD7C,EAAIgD,G

AAuB0P,EAAI/V,GAAuB/R,EAAIsT,GAAoBhmB,EAAIqrB,GAAuBoP,EAAIhP,GAA8BjU,EAAI6U,GAAsCqO

,EAAIhO,GAAwB/nC,EAAIitC,GAAoChtC,EAAIitC,GAAsCzoB,EAAI0oB,GAA4BlW,EAAIsb,GAAiCyD,EAA

I7C,GAAUnF,EAAIqF,GAAS4C,EAAIvC,GAAUwC,EAAIje,GAAet7B,EAAI0tB,GAAYY,EAAmB,WAAEkrB,

EAAIrC,GAAqB/oC,EAAIkpC,GAAsBlK,EAAI+K,GAAgBsB,EAAIX,GAAc1oC,EAAI2oC,IAAmC3gB,IAAjBw

B,KAAoCtL,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAAO8J,GAAmB9J,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,aAA6sV4P,IAAvrVxW,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAgCA,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KA

AKM,YAAiC5G,EAAyB,iBAAE,WAAW,OAAwBA,EAAyB,iBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM

,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB

5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAA

a,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,W

AAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OA

AaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAA
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a,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,

EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,I

AAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,G

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG

,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,

YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC

5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,

EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MA

AE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAA

W,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OA

AeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,E

AAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuC5G,EAA+B,uBAAE,WAAW,OAA8BA,EAA+B

,uBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,

EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAA

M,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG

,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM

,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,Y

AA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5

G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,E

AAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsC5G,EAA8B,s

BAAE,WAAW,OAA6BA,EAA8B,sBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAA

E,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAA

W,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAA

gBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EA

AsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,

WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,E

AAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA4B5G,EAAoB,YAAE,WAAW,OAAmBA,EAAoB,YAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KA

AKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,Y

AAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G

,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KA

AE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAA

W,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OA

AkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA

,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,K

AAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAE

A,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,E

AAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY

,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,

IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YA

AuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EA

Ac,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,

WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,
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OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EA

Ae,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,g

BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,

EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAkC5G,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAyBA,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,

YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5

G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,S

AAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WA

AW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAA

eA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,E

AA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MA

AEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EA

AY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,I

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,M

AAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAs

B5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,

MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,

WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WA

AW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,O

AAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAOw

W,GAAQxW,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBvV,GAAM2O,EAAc,MAAE,W

AAW,OAAO3O,GAAM2O,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBuT,GAAkBna,EAA

0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAOma,GAAkBna,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgB2i

B,GAA4BvpB,EAAoC,4BAAE,WAAW,OAAOupB,GAA4BvpB,EAAoC,4BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAAgBuQ,GAAcnX,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAOmX,GAAcnX,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBwQ,GAAyBpX,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAOoX,GAAyBpX,EAAiC,yBAAEA

,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgB0R,GAA6CtY,EAAqD,6CAAE,WAAW,OAAOsY,GAA6CtY,

EAAqD,6CAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsSiQ,IAAtO7W,EAAwD,gDAAE,WAAW,OA

AuDA,EAAwD,gDAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA4D5G,EAAoD,4CAAE,WAAW,OAAO

6W,GAA4C7W,EAAoD,4CAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgByjB,GAAmCrqB,EAA2C,mC

AAE,WAAW,OAAOqqB,GAAmCrqB,EAA2C,mCAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBmG,

GAAmC/M,EAA2C,mCAAE,WAAW,OAAO+M,GAAmC/M,EAA2C,mCAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAgBmjB,GAAsC/pB,EAA8C,sCAAE,WAAW,OAAO+pB,GAAsC/pB,EAA8C,sCAAEA,EAAY,IA

AM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBwV,GAA0Cpc,EAAkD,0CAAE,WAAW,OAAOoc,GAA0Cpc,EAAkD,0C

AAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBmZ,GAA4B/f,EAAoC,4BAAE,WAAW,OAAO+f,GAA4

B/f,EAAoC,4BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0LgQ,IAArJ5W,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,O

AA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAO

4W,GAAyB5W,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBP,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAAE,

WAAW,OAAOqG,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBF,GAAa1G,EA

AqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAO0G,GAAa1G,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBd,GA

AW9F,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAO8F,GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAgB6S,GAA6BzZ,EAAqC,6BAAE,WAAW,OAAOyZ,GAA6BzZ,EAAqC,6BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBojB,GAAUhqB,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAOgqB,GAAUhqB,EAAkB,UAAEA,EA

AY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBkR,GAA6C9X,EAAqD,6CAAE,MAAUoV,GAA+BpV,EAAuC,+B
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AAE,MAA8J,SAASsC,GAAW9B,GAAQ4qB,KAAKhJ,KAAK,aAAagJ,KAAKtS,QAAQ,gCAAgCtY,EAAO,IAA

I4qB,KAAK5qB,OAAOA,EAAqH,SAAS6qB,GAAI95C,GAA4B,KAAGw4B,GAAgB,GAAnB,CAA6B,GAAG5I,

EAAgG,OAAxErB,EAAoBE,GAAQwJ,UAAc9K,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,WAAkB7M,KAAYW,GAAgB,IAA2O

/J,EAAkB,WAAGA,EAAkB,UAAE,cAAc8M,YAAW,WAAWA,YAAW,WAAW9M,EAAkB,UAAE,MAAK,GA

AGsrB,MAAS,IAAQA,KAAjX,SAASA,IAAWZ,KAAiBA,IAAU,EAAK1qB,EAAkB,WAAE,EAAQiF,IAAauE,K

AAcC,KAAU3J,EAAoBE,GAAWA,EAA6B,sBAAEA,EAA6B,uBAAI0J,QAAwL,SAASiP,GAAKnY,EAAO+qB,

GAAU,IAAGA,IAAUvmB,GAAwB,IAATxE,EAA5B,CAA+C,IAAI+qB,GAAapqB,EAA+E,MAAvDzC,YAAY,C

AACuX,IAAM,cAAcuV,WAAahrB,IAAe,IAAI8B,GAAW9B,GAAkBwE,IAAqB8G,GAAQ2L,sBAAyDzX,EAAe

,QAAEA,EAAe,OAAEQ,GAAQyE,GAAM,GAAK1E,EAAMC,EAAO,IAAI8B,GAAW9B,KAAS,GAA32CR,EA

Ac,MAAE3uB,EAAM2uB,EAAgB,QAAE8L,GAAQ9L,EAAgB,QAAE8L,GAAQ9L,EAAmB,WAAEZ,EAAWY,

EAAmB,WAAEsC,GAAuJ0H,GAAsB,SAASyhB,IAAgBf,IAAUW,KAAUX,KAAU1gB,GAAsByhB,IAA2lBzrB,

EAAY,IAAEqrB,GAA4YrrB,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAg

B,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAEntB,OAAO,GAAGmtB,EAAgB,QAAEkX,KAAlBlX,GAG5ymE,OAH00mEmB,IAAw

B6D,GAAc,EAAM8G,GAAQgL,cAAauU,KAGp4mExsB,EAA8B6sB,QAKrC/f,UAAiB9M,8BCfnB,IACMD,EA

DF+sB,GACE/sB,EAAiC,oBAAbE,UAA4BA,SAASC,cAAgBD,SAASC,cAAcC,SAAMC,EAChF,oBAAfC,aAA4

BN,EAAaA,GAAcM,qBAE3DysB,GAGT,IAA2E7rB,EAAoBC,EAA3FC,EAAkC,oBAFpC2rB,EAAoBA,GAAqB

,IAEOA,EAAkB,GAA8C3rB,EAAc,MAAE,IAAIC,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQL,EAAoBI,EAAQH,EAAmBI,

KAAS,IAA2BC,EAAvBC,EAAgB,GAAW,IAAID,KAAOJ,EAAWA,EAAOM,eAAeF,KAAMC,EAAgBD,GAAK

J,EAAOI,IAAM,IAAyGM,GAAmB,EAAUC,GAAsB,EAAUC,GAAoB,EAAUC,GAAqB,EAAMH,EAAmC,iBAA

TI,OAAkBH,EAA6C,mBAAhBI,cAA2BH,EAAqC,iBAAVI,SAA8C,iBAAnBA,QAAQC,UAAoD,iBAAxBD,QA

AQC,SAASC,KAAgBL,GAAsBH,IAAqBE,IAAsBD,EAAsB,IAA4JS,EAAMC,EAAUC,EAA8BC,EAAWC,EAAj

NC,EAAgB,GAAG,SAASC,EAAWC,GAAM,OAAG3B,EAAmB,WAAUA,EAAmB,WAAE2B,EAAKF,GAAwB

A,EAAgBE,EAA8Ef,GAA+Ca,EAAvBd,EAAuCkB,EAAgBC,QAAQL,GAAiB,IAAyBM,UAAU,IAAIX,EAAM,

SAAoBY,EAASC,GAAuH,OAA3GV,IAAOA,EAAOW,GAAkBV,IAASA,EAASK,GAAgBG,EAASR,EAAoB,U

AAEQ,GAAiBT,EAAqB,aAAES,EAASC,EAAO,KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAAoBU,GAAU,IAAIG,EAAIf,EAAM

Y,GAAS,GAAiE,OAAvDG,EAAI1uB,SAAQ0uB,EAAI,IAAI5uB,WAAW4uB,IAAK/mB,EAAO+mB,EAAI1uB,

QAAe0uB,GAAQnB,QAAc,KAAEnuB,OAAO,GAAemuB,QAAc,KAAE,GAAGoB,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAgBpB,Q

AAc,KAAE9nB,MAAM,GAAG8nB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAoB,SAASqB,GAAI,KAAKA,aAAcC,IAAa,MAAMD,K

AAMrB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAqBuB,IAAuDvC,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,MAAM,+BAAsCa,GAAsC,oBAANgC,O

AAmBzB,EAAM,SAAoB0B,GAAG,OAAOD,KAAKC,KAAIxB,EAAW,SAAoBwB,GAAG,IAAIC,EAAK,MAA

uB,mBAAbC,WAAgC,IAAIzvB,WAAWyvB,WAAWF,KAA0B1nB,EAAqB,iBAA3C2nB,EAAKF,KAAKC,EAA

E,YAAgDC,IAA4B,oBAAZE,YAAoCA,WAA2J,oBAARE,QAAyC,oBAAVV,UAAsBA,QAAQ,IAAGA,QAAQ

W,IAAID,MAAMV,QAAQY,KAAKZ,QAAQC,MAAwB,oBAAXY,SAAuBA,SAASH,SAAezC,GAAoBC,KAA0

BA,EAAuBc,EAAgB8B,KAAKC,SAASC,KAA+B,oBAAX3E,UAAwBA,SAASC,gBAAe0C,EAAgB3C,SAASC,

cAAcC,KAAOJ,IAAY6C,EAAgB7C,GAAoD6C,EAAH,IAAnCA,EAAgBiC,QAAQ,SAA8BjC,EAAgBkC,OAAO,

EAAElC,EAAgBmC,YAAY,KAAK,GAAwB,GAAIxC,EAAM,SAASyC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAwD,OA

AzCD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAaH,EAAII,cAAiBvD,IAAuBW,EAAW,SA

ASuC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAuF,OAAxED,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIK,aAAa,cA

AcL,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAa,IAAI1wB,WAAWuwB,EAAIM,YAAW/C,EAAU,SAASwC,EAAIQ,EAAOC,GAAS,I

AAIR,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAeD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAMC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIO,OAAO,WA

A0B,KAAZP,EAAItD,QAAyB,GAAZsD,EAAItD,QAAWsD,EAAIM,SAAUC,EAAOP,EAAIM,UAAiBE,KAAW

R,EAAIQ,QAAQA,EAAQR,EAAIG,KAAK,QAAkE,IAAiYQ,EAAkMrF,EAA/jBjsB,EAAI6sB,EAAc,OAAGyC,

QAAQW,IAAIsB,KAAKjC,SAAakC,EAAI3E,EAAiB,UAAGyC,QAAQY,KAAKqB,KAAKjC,SAAS,IAAIrC,KA

AOC,EAAoBA,EAAgBC,eAAeF,KAAMJ,EAAOI,GAAKC,EAAgBD,IAAMC,EAAgB,KAAQL,EAAkB,WAAaA

,EAAkB,UAAKA,EAAoB,aAAcA,EAAoB,YAAKA,EAAa,MAAQA,EAAa,KAAoBA,EAAmB,aAAEyE,EAAWz

E,EAAmB,YAAoBA,EAAsB,cAAgC,iBAAd1B,aAAwBiE,GAAM,mCAAkD,IAAI0C,GAAM,EAAqB,SAAS7pB,

EAAOuc,EAAUkN,GAAUlN,GAAW4K,GAAM,qBAAqBsC,GAAO,SAASK,EAASC,GAAO,IAAIC,EAAKpF,E

AAO,IAAImF,GAAuF,OAAhF/pB,EAAOgqB,EAAK,gCAAgCD,EAAM,8BAAqCC,EAAK,SAASC,EAAMF,EA
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AMG,EAAWC,EAASh0B,EAAKi0B,GAAM,IAAIC,EAAI,CAACC,OAAS,SAASC,GAAK,IAAIxD,EAAI,EAAE

,GAAGwD,MAAAA,GAAmC,IAANA,EAAQ,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAoB,GAAfD,EAAI9yB,QAAQ,GAAyBgzB,EA

AaF,EAAjCxD,EAAI2D,GAAWF,GAA0BA,GAAK,OAAOzD,GAAK4D,MAAQ,SAASC,GAAK,IAAI7D,EAAI2

D,GAAWE,EAAInzB,QAAoC,OAA5BozB,EAAmBD,EAAI7D,GAAYA,IAAsJiD,EAAKF,EAASC,GAAWe,EA

AM,GAAOC,EAAM,EAAE,GAAG50B,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEzD,EAAKsB,OAAOmC,IAA

I,CAAC,IAAIoxB,EAAUX,EAAIF,EAASvwB,IAAOoxB,GAAsB,IAARD,IAAUA,EAAME,MAAYH,EAAMlxB,

GAAGoxB,EAAU70B,EAAKyD,KAASkxB,EAAMlxB,GAAGzD,EAAKyD,GAAK,IAAImtB,EAAIiD,EAAKkB,

MAAM,KAAKJ,GAAoE,OAA7D/D,EAArY,SAA4BA,GAAK,MAAgB,WAAbmD,EAA6BiB,EAAapE,GAAqB,Y

AAbmD,EAA8BkB,QAAQrE,GAAYA,EAAiQsE,CAAmBtE,GAAgB,IAARgE,GAAUO,GAAaP,GAAchE,EAAI,

SAAS9wB,EAAM8zB,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASC,GAA4B,IAAImB,GAA1BpB,EAASA,GAAU,IAA4BzwB,OA

AM,SAASoP,GAAM,MAAc,WAAPA,KAAuD,MAAT,WAAbohB,GAAqCqB,IAAcnB,EAAaN,EAASC,GAAc,W

AAW,OAAOE,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASqB,YAAiB,IAAgzDnzB,EAAO6rB,EAAMtO,EAAsByO,EAA/0

DmsB,EAAiC,oBAAdC,YAA0B,IAAIA,YAAY,aAAQ5sB,EAAU,SAAS4H,EAAkBC,EAAK7oB,EAAI8oB,GAA

6D,IAA7C,IAAIC,EAAO/oB,EAAI8oB,EAAmB+kB,EAAO7tC,EAAU6oB,EAAKglB,MAAWA,GAAQ9kB,MA

AU8kB,EAAO,GAAGA,EAAO7tC,EAAI,IAAI6oB,EAAKrpB,UAAUmuC,EAAa,OAAOA,EAAYG,OAAOjlB,E

AAKrpB,SAASQ,EAAI6tC,IAAyB,IAAX,IAAInmB,EAAI,GAAS1nB,EAAI6tC,GAAO,CAAC,IAAI7kB,EAAG

H,EAAK7oB,KAAO,GAAQ,IAAHgpB,EAAL,CAAoD,IAAIC,EAAe,GAAZJ,EAAK7oB,KAAU,GAAa,MAAN,I

AAHgpB,GAAJ,CAAmE,IAAIE,EAAe,GAAZL,EAAK7oB,KAAmG,IAAvEgpB,EAAL,MAAN,IAAHA,IAAqB,

GAAHA,IAAQ,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAEC,GAAe,EAAHF,IAAO,GAAGC,GAAI,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAc,GAAZL,EA

AK7oB,MAAgB,MAAO0nB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,OAAQ,CAAC,IAAIK,EAAGL,EAAG,MAAMtB,GAAK

yB,OAAOC,aAAa,MAAMC,GAAI,GAAG,MAAS,KAAHA,SAA3Q3B,GAAKyB,OAAOC,cAAiB,GAAHJ,IAAQ

,EAAEC,QAAlHvB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,GAA2U,OAAOtB,EAAI,SAASY,EAAagB,EAAIR,GAAgB,OAA

OQ,EAAIV,EAAkB7V,EAAOuW,EAAIR,GAAgB,GAAG,SAASS,EAAkB7B,EAAImB,EAAKW,EAAOC,GAAi

B,KAAKA,EAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,EAA0D,IAAxD,IAAIC,EAASF,EAAWT,EAAOS,EAAOC,EAAgB,EAAU1yB

,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE2wB,EAAI9yB,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI4yB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAAW7yB,GAAoF,

GAA9E4yB,GAAG,OAAOA,GAAG,QAAkCA,EAAE,QAAU,KAAFA,IAAS,IAAO,KAA9CjC,EAAIkC,aAAa7y

B,IAAqC4yB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAGH,GAAQT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAUG,OAAO,GAAGA,GAAG

,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAEd,EAAKW,KA

AU,IAAM,GAAFG,OAAU,GAAGA,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,

KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,

MAAS,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KA

AU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAA

FG,GAAqB,OAAfd,EAAKW,GAAQ,EAASA,EAAOE,EAAS,SAAS9B,EAAaF,EAAImC,EAAOJ,GAAiB,OAAO

F,EAAkB7B,EAAI3U,EAAO8W,EAAOJ,GAAiB,SAASzB,EAAmBF,EAAMtyB,GAAQ6rB,EAAM1pB,IAAImw

B,EAAMtyB,GAAQ,SAASu0B,EAAQl0B,EAAEm0B,GAAkD,OAArCn0B,EAAEm0B,EAAS,IAAGn0B,GAAG

m0B,EAASn0B,EAAEm0B,GAAgBn0B,EAAwE,SAASurB,EAA2B6I,GAAKz0B,EAAOy0B,EAAIlI,EAAc,MA

AEV,EAAM,IAAI6I,UAAUD,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAS,IAAIoI,WAAWF,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAEP,EAAO,IAAIjsB,

WAAW00B,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAEhP,EAAO,IAAIzd,WAAW20B,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIqI,YAAYH,GA

AKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIsI,YAAYJ,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIuI,aAAaL,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIwI,a

AAaN,GAAwBlI,EAAuB,eAA1C,IAA0DyI,EAAcO,EAAa,GAAOC,EAAW,GAAOC,EAAW,GAAOC,EAAc,GA

AyF,SAASC,IAAS,GAAGpJ,EAAe,OAA8E,IAA/C,mBAAlBA,EAAe,SAAcA,EAAe,OAAE,CAACA,EAAe,SAA

SA,EAAe,OAAEntB,QAAQw2B,EAAYrJ,EAAe,OAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBP,GAAc,SAASQ,IAAsCD,GAAqBN,

GAAY,SAASQ,IAAUF,GAAqBL,GAAY,SAASQ,IAAU,GAAG1J,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,U

AAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAEntB,QAAQ82B,EAAa3J,EAAgB,QAAEsJ,SAAU

C,GAAqBJ,GAAe,SAASE,EAAYO,GAAIZ,EAAaa,QAAQD,GAAI,SAASD,EAAaC,GAAIT,EAAcU,QAAQD,G

AA9tBX,EAAW7yB,KAAK,CAACgvB,KAAK,WAAW0E,QAAisB,IAAIC,EAAgB,EAAoCC,EAAsB,KAAK,SA

ASC,GAAiBz3B,GAAIu3B,IAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,GAAkB,SAASG,GAAoB13B,GAA6

G,GAAzGu3B,IAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,GAAqC,GAAjBA,GAAqHC,EAAsB,CAAC,IAAI
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G,EAASH,EAAsBA,EAAsB,KAAKG,KAAuE,SAAS5H,GAAM6H,GAASpK,EAAgB,SAAGA,EAAgB,QAAEoK

,GAAezF,EAATyF,GAAM,IAAanF,GAAM,EAAkBmF,EAAK,SAASA,EAAK,+CAA+C,IAAIxS,EAAE,IAAI0G,

YAAY+L,aAAaD,GAA4B,MAAtBrK,EAAmBnI,GAASA,EAAE,SAAS0S,GAAU3E,EAAI4E,GAAQ,OAAOnD,

OAAOoD,UAAUC,WAAW9E,EAAI8E,WAAWF,GAA8B,IAAtB5E,EAAIjC,QAAQ6G,GAAtZvK,EAAwB,gBA

AE,GAAGA,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAA2W,IAAI0K,GAAc,wCAAwC,SAASC,GAAU3I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,E

AAS0I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAc,UAAU,SAASC,GAAU7I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,EAAS4I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAe,yBA

AkG,SAASC,GAAUC,GAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,GAAMF,IAAgBrG,EAAY,OAAO,IAAIlxB,WAAWkxB,GAAY,G

AAGnD,EAAY,OAAOA,EAAW0J,GAAW,KAAK,kDAAmD,MAAMrG,GAAKpC,GAAMoC,IAAM,SAASsG,K

AAmB,IAAIxG,IAAa/D,GAAoBC,GAAuB,CAAC,GAAkB,mBAARuK,QAAqBL,GAAUC,IAAiB,OAAOI,MAA

MJ,GAAe,CAACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAU,IAAIA,EAAa,GAAG,KAAK,uCAAuC0G,GAAe,

IAAI,OAAO1G,EAAsB,iBAAMiH,OAAM,WAAW,OAAON,GAAUD,OAAuB,GAAGzJ,EAAW,OAAO,IAAIpB,

SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQkB,EAAUyJ,IAAe,SAAS1G,GAAUlE,EAAQ,IAAI3sB,WAAW6wB,MAAYjE,M

AAY,OAAOF,QAAQC,UAAUkL,MAAK,WAAW,OAAOL,GAAUD,OAAkB,SAASQ,KAAa,IAAIC,EAAK,CAA

C75B,EAAI85B,IAAe,SAASC,EAAgBC,EAASC,GAAQ,IAAIC,EAAQF,EAASE,QAAQ5L,EAAY,IAAE4L,EAA

sCvM,GAA9BD,EAAWY,EAAY,IAAK,GAAwCvsB,QAAQg1B,EAAUzI,EAAY,IAAK,EAAEkK,KAA6E,SAAS

gC,EAA0BC,GAAQV,EAAgBU,EAAiB,UAAG,SAASC,EAAuBC,GAAU,OAAOpB,KAAmBG,MAAK,SAASnJ,

GAAQ,OAAO3D,YAAYgO,YAAYrK,EAAOsJ,MAAQH,KAAKiB,GAAS,SAASE,GAAQ5H,EAAI,0CAA0C4H,

GAAQhK,GAAMgK,MAAomB,GAA37BtC,KAA87BjK,EAAwB,gBAAG,IAAgE,OAAhDA,EAAwB,gBAAEuL,

EAAKE,GAAgC,MAAM7T,GAAgE,OAA7D+M,EAAI,sDAAsD/M,IAAU,EAAoD,OAAxyB6M,GAAsD,mBAA

nCnG,YAAYkO,sBAAoC7B,GAAUG,KAAkBD,GAAUC,KAAgC,mBAARI,MAAsYkB,EAAuBF,GAAlYhB,M

AAMJ,GAAe,CAACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAqE,OAAhD9F,YAAYkO,qBAAqBpI,EAASmH,

GAAoBH,KAAKc,GAA0B,SAASK,GAAuG,OAA/F5H,EAAI,kCAAkC4H,GAAQ5H,EAAI,6CAAoDyH,EAAuB

F,UAAkTb,MAAMtL,GAA0B,GAAG,SAASwJ,GAAqB0D,GAAW,KAAMA,EAAUp6B,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,I

AAIs3B,EAAS8C,EAAU3D,QAAQ,GAAoB,mBAAVa,EAAV,CAA0D,IAAI/E,EAAK+E,EAAS/E,KAAsB,iBAA

PA,OAAmCnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAiBzE,EAAUn2B,IAAI8yB,EAAdqD,GAA2BA,EAAUn2B,IAAI8yB,EAAd

qD,CAAoB0B,EAAS+C,KAAW9H,OAAoBnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAgB,KAAK/C,EAAS+C,UAAxN/C,EAASn

K,IAAsN,SAASya,KAASlY,KAAQ,SAASkZ,GAAuBC,EAAK1c,EAAI2c,GAAK3qB,EAAO4qB,WAAWF,EAA

K1c,EAAIA,EAAI2c,GAAK,SAASgB,KAA4B,OAAO3rB,EAAOne,OAAO,SAAS+pC,GAA0B3/B,GAAM,IAAq

G,OAAjGmiB,EAAWyd,KAAK5/B,EAAKxJ,EAAOs1B,WAAW,QAAQ,IAAI1J,EAA2BD,EAAW3rB,QAAe,EA

AE,MAAMmkB,KAAK,SAASklB,GAAwBC,GAAe,IAAIC,EAAQL,KAAgCM,EAAY,WAAW,GAAGF,EAAcE,

EAAa,OAAO,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIC,EAAQ,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAkBH,GAAS

,EAAE,GAAGE,GAA6N,GAApNC,EAAkBvgC,KAAKwgC,IAAID,EAAkBJ,EAAc,WAAsHH,GAA/FhgC,KAA

KwgC,IAAIH,EAAYjV,EAAQprB,KAAKC,IAAIkgC,EAAcI,GAAmB,SAA2E,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,EAAhgHx

S,GAAUG,MAAiBA,GAAepJ,EAAWoJ,KAAi9G,IAAI2c,GAAS,CAACC,SAAS,GAAGrE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,IAAIsE,UAAU,SAASC,EAAOC,GAAM,IAAIp0C,EAAOg0C,GAASpE,QAAQuE,GAAkB,IAAPC,GAAi

B,KAAPA,IAAqB,IAATD,EAAWz0C,EAAIwxB,GAAKkC,EAAkBpzB,EAAO,IAAIA,EAAOZ,OAAO,GAAOY,

EAAO2C,KAAKyxC,IAAQ/H,aAAQ7gB,EAAU3sB,IAAI,WAAqE,OAA1Dm1C,GAAS3H,SAAS,EAAUrgB,EA

AOgoB,GAAS3H,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAegI,OAAO,SAASvgB,GAA+B,OAAlBhB,EAAagB,IAAiBwgB,MAAM,SA

ASC,EAAIC,GAAM,OAAOD,IAAM,SAASE,GAAUC,GAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAASC,GAASD,EAAGE,EAAWC,

EAAYC,EAAOC,IAAY,SAASC,GAAUN,EAAGO,EAAIC,EAAOC,GAAgB,IAAV,IAAIjN,EAAI,EAAU3mC,E

AAE,EAAEA,EAAE2zC,EAAO3zC,IAAI,CAA2D,IAA1D,IAAIuyB,EAAI9H,EAAOipB,EAAM,EAAF1zC,GAA

K,GAAO4wB,EAAInG,EAAOipB,GAAO,EAAF1zC,EAAI,IAAI,GAAWsB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEsvB,EAAItvB,I

AAKmxC,GAASE,UAAUQ,EAAGn3B,EAAOuW,EAAIjxB,IAAIqlC,GAAK/V,EAAwB,OAApBnG,EAAOmpB,

GAAM,GAAGjN,EAAW,EAAE,SAASkO,KAAkB,OAAO,EAAE,SAASW,KAAgB,OAAO,GAAG,SAAStQ,GA

ASpwB,GAA4C,OAArC2V,EAAO0a,MAAqB,GAAGrwB,EAAaA,EAAM,SAAS2gC,GAASrI,GAAM,OAAOA,

GAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAA8B,OAAOnF,OAAkB,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GA

AG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,

GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAA
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K,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,K

AAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,G

AAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,K

AAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KA

AK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IA

AI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI

,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,

GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,I

AAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,K

AAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,

WAAW,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAA

G,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,I

AAI,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAI,MAAsB,iBAAZjB,WAA4BA,UAA+B,qBAAY,EAAgB,OAAb9B,GAAS

,KAAW,EAAE,IAA0zXwQ,GAAtzXlf,GAAc,CAAC95B,EAAI+oC,GAAOvC,EAAIuD,GAAuB7jB,EAAIklB,GA

AwBha,EAAIolB,GAAU0C,EAAIxC,GAASz2C,EAAI82C,GAAU3J,EAAI+K,GAAgBmB,EAAIR,GAAcx1C,EA

AIy1C,IAAmC3gB,IAAjBwB,KAAoCtL,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAAO8J,GAAmB9J,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAg6VuT,IAA14Vna,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EA

AY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAgCA,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,I

AAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IA

AK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAiC5G,EAAyB,iBAAE,WAAW,OAAwBA,EAAyB,iBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,G

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,Y

AAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,E

AAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAA

E,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,

OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,

EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,

SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA

,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IA

AK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B

5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EA

AgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cA

AE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuC5G,EAA+B,uBAAE,W

AAW,OAA8BA,EAA+B,uBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,

OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,E

AAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAA

EA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EA

AY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,

GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAG
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sG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM

,KAAKM,YAAsC5G,EAA8B,sBAAE,WAAW,OAA6BA,EAA8B,sBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KA

AKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,Y

AA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB

5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAA

sB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WA

AE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,W

AAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,O

AAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA

,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA4B5G,EAAoB,YAAE,WAAW,OAAmBA,EAAo

B,YAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,

EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,I

AAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2

B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G

,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,

KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,

WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WA

AW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,

OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAi

BA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EA

AgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAE

A,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,I

AAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAG

sG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM

,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G

,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gB

AAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,

WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAkC5G,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAA

W,OAAyBA,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAA

cA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,O

AAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAE

A,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM

,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,Y

AAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5

G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,E

AAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAA

E,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW

,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,E

AAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAE

A,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,I
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AAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YA

AwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,

EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAkC5G,EAA0B,kB

AAE,WAAW,OAAOma,GAAkBna,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBP,GAAU

rG,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAOqG,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

gBF,GAAa1G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAO0G,GAAa1G,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAAgBd,GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAO8F,GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgD,SAAStE,GAAW9B,GAAQ4qB,KAAKhJ,KAAK,aAAagJ,KAAKtS,QAAQ,gCAAgC

tY,EAAO,IAAI4qB,KAAK5qB,OAAOA,EAAqH,SAAS6qB,GAAI95C,GAA+F,SAAS+5C,IAAWZ,KAAiBA,IA

AU,EAAK1qB,EAAkB,WAAE,EAAQiF,IAAauE,IAAcC,IAAU3J,EAAoBE,GAAWA,EAA6B,sBAAEA,EAA6B,

uBAAI0J,MAApRK,EAAgB,IAAUX,IAAYW,EAAgB,IAA2O/J,EAAkB,WAAGA,EAAkB,UAAE,cAAc8M,YAA

W,WAAWA,YAAW,WAAW9M,EAAkB,UAAE,MAAK,GAAGsrB,MAAS,IAAQA,MAA2B,GAAxwBtrB,EAAc

,MAAE3uB,EAAkJ24B,EAAsB,SAASyhB,IAAgBf,IAAUW,KAAUX,KAAU1gB,EAAsByhB,IAAifzrB,EAAY,I

AAEqrB,GAAOrrB,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAAS

A,EAAgB,QAAEntB,OAAO,GAAGmtB,EAAgB,QAAEkX,KAAlBlX,GAGx14B,OAHm34BqrB,KAG524BM,EA

AkBD,QAKzB/f,UAAiBggB,WCuBNK,WAAoBC,gBAK/BC,YAAmB96C,GACjB+6C,QADiBf,UAAAh6C,EAH

Xg6C,sBAAmB,EAKzBA,KAAKh6C,KAAKg7C,KAAKC,qBAAqBC,IACpCC,GAAqBnB,KAAKh6C,KAAKg7

C,KAAKI,kBACpCpB,KAAK/4C,UAAY,IAAIo6C,cAAYrB,KAAMsB,YAGzCR,MAAM/tC,EAAoCvL,EAAiBd,

GAEzD,MAAMS,EAAS,CAACC,GAAI44C,KAAKuB,oBAEzB,OADAvB,KAAKwB,KAAKr6C,EAAQ4L,EAA

QvL,EAAOd,EAAO,GACjCS,EAGT25C,aACE,OAAOd,KAAK/4C,UAAUw6C,aAGxBX,WAAWppB,GACT,M

AAM7O,EAAQjgB,OAAKqlC,MACnBvW,IAEA,MAAO,CAACgqB,SADS94C,OAAKqlC,MAAQplB,GAIhCi4

B,KACI35C,EAAgB4L,EAAoCvL,EACpDd,EAAiBi7C,GACnB,MAAMv6C,EAAK44C,KAAKuB,mBAChB,GA

Ac,WAAV76C,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAM4M,EAAcP,EAIpB,YAHAitC,KAAK/4C,UAAUuD,IACXrD,EACA,CAA

CC,GAAAA,EAAIkM,YAAAA,EAAa9L,MAAAA,EAAOd,MAAAA,EAAOk7C,aAAc,KAAMD,SAAAA,IAI1D,

MAAM9vC,EAAOjJ,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GAC1Bq6C,EAAWhwC,EAAOjJ,OAAKk5C,gBAAgBp7C,GACvCk7C,E

AAe5B,KAAKh6C,KAAKolC,QAAQyW,GAEvC7B,KAAK/4C,UAAUuD,IAAIrD,EAAQ,CAACC,GAAAA,EA

AIw6C,aAAAA,EAAcp6C,MAAAA,EAAOd,MAAAA,EAAOi7C,SAAAA,IAE5D3B,KAAKh6C,KAAKg7C,KA

AKe,eAAe36C,EAAIyK,EAAM+vC,GAE1B,MAAV7uC,GACFitC,KAAKh6C,KAAK4f,OAAOpb,IACb,IAAIrC,

WACC4K,EAAmC1K,OACnC0K,EAAmCivC,WAAYH,GACpDD,GAIRd,WAAW35C,GACT,OAAO64C,KAA

K5sC,SAASjM,GAGvB25C,SAAS35C,GACP,MAAMy6C,aAACA,EAAYl7C,MAAEA,EAAKc,MAAEA,EAAK

8L,YAAEA,GAC/B0sC,KAAK/4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACvB,GAAc,WAAVT,EACF,OAAO4M,EAKT,OAiQJ,SA

CIjL,EAAqB3B,GACvB,OAAQA,GACN,IAAK,UACH,OAAO,IAAIy2B,aAAa90B,GAC1B,IAAK,QACH,OAAO

,IAAID,WAAWC,GACxB,IAAK,OACH,OAAO,IAAIF,WAAWE,GACxB,QACE,MAAM,IAAI1B,MAAM,iBAA

iBD,MA3Q5Bu7C,CAHOjC,KAAKh6C,KAAK4f,OAAO9X,MAC3B8zC,EACAA,EAAeh5C,OAAKC,cAAcrB,G

AASoB,OAAKk5C,gBAAgBp7C,IAClC2B,OAAQ3B,GAS5Co6C,YAAY35C,EAAgB+6C,GAAQ,GAClC,GAAIl

C,KAAK/4C,UAAUk7C,IAAIh7C,GAAS,CAC9B,MAAMwwB,EAAOqoB,KAAK/4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GAEhC,G

ADAwwB,EAAKgqB,YACAO,GAASvqB,EAAKgqB,SAAW,EAC5B,OAAO,EAGT3B,KAAKh6C,KAAKigB,M

AAM0R,EAAKiqB,cACrB5B,KAAKh6C,KAAKg7C,KAAK1zC,YAAYqqB,EAAKvwB,IAChC44C,KAAK/4C,U

AAUm7C,OAAOj7C,GAExB,OAAO,EAIT25C,SAAS35C,GACP,GAAI64C,KAAK/4C,UAAUk7C,IAAIh7C,GA

AS,CAE9B,OADmB64C,KAAK/4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACpBw6C,SAEpB,OAAO,EAGTb,OAAO35C,GACL,MA

AMwwB,EAAOqoB,KAAK/4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACpB,MAARwwB,GACFA,EAAKgqB,WAITb,iBACE,OAAO

,GAKTA,gBAAgB35C,GACd,OAAO64C,KAAK/4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GAAQy6C,aAGpCd,UACEd,KAAKh6C,K

AAKg7C,KAAKqB,UACX,YAAarC,KAAKh6C,MACpBg6C,KAAKh6C,KAAK06B,QAAQ2L,sBAEpB2T,KAA

Kh6C,KAAO,KAGd86C,SACE,MAAO,CAACwB,YAAY,GAStBxB,WAAWt5C,EAAiBd,EAAiBk7C,GAE3C,IA
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AIz6C,EACJ,GAAoB,MAAhBy6C,EACFz6C,EAAS64C,KAAKuC,MAAM,KAAmB/6C,EAAOd,OACzC,CACL,

MAAMU,EAAK44C,KAAKuB,mBAChBp6C,EAAS,CAACC,GAAAA,GACV44C,KAAK/4C,UAAUuD,IAAIrD,

EAAQ,CAACC,GAAAA,EAAIw6C,aAAAA,EAAcp6C,MAAAA,EAAOd,MAAAA,EAAOi7C,SAAU,IACtE,MA

AM9vC,EAAOjJ,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GAChCw4C,KAAKh6C,KAAKg7C,KAAKe,eAAe36C,EAAIyK,EAAM+vC,

GAE1C,MAAO,CAACz6C,OAAAA,EAAQK,MAAAA,EAAOd,MAAAA,GAGzBo6C,oBAAmBt5C,MAACA,E

AAKd,MAAEA,EAAKS,OAAEA,IAEhC,MAAMkB,EAAS23C,KAAKh6C,KAAK4f,OAAOvd,QAC1Bu5C,aAA

CA,GAAgB5B,KAAK/4C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACpC0K,EAAOjJ,OAAKC,cAAcrB,GAChC,OAAQd,GACN,IAAK,

UACH,OAAO,IAAIy2B,aAAa90B,EAAQu5C,EAAc/vC,GAChD,IAAK,QACH,OAAO,IAAIzJ,WAAWC,EAAQu

5C,EAAc/vC,GAC9C,IAAK,OACH,OAAO,IAAI1J,WAAWE,EAAQu5C,EAAc/vC,GAC9C,QACE,MAAM,IAAIl

L,MAAM,iBAAiBD,OA8BzC,SAAS87C,GACLC,EAAwBC,EACxBC,GACF,GAAgB,MAAZC,GAGF,OAAOA,

GAGT,IAAIrsB,EAAuB,yBAO3B,OANIksB,GAAiBC,EACnBnsB,EAAO,uCACEksB,IACTlsB,EAAO,+BAGU,

MAAfssB,IACuB,MAArBA,GAAYtsB,GACPssB,GAAYtsB,GAIhBosB,EAAmBpsB,EAUrBtD,eAAe6vB,KACp

B,MAAOL,EAAeC,SAA0B7tB,QAAQkuB,IAAI,CAC1DhwB,QAAMiwB,SAAS,yBACfjwB,QAAMiwB,SAAS,k

CAGjB,OAAO,IAAInuB,SAAQ,CAACC,EAASC,KAC3B,MAAMkuB,EAAmC,CAOzC3sB,WAA2B,CAACC,E

AAM4I,KAChC,GAAI5I,EAAK2sB,SAAS,cAAe,CAC/B,MACMC,EAAO,IAAIC,KAAK,CC9RI,mkGD8RQ,CA

ACtqC,KAAM,2BACzC,OAAOuqC,IAAIC,gBAAgBH,GAG7B,OAAI5sB,EAAK2sB,SAAS,SACTV,GACHC,EA

A0BC,EACR,MAAlBa,GAAyBA,GAAiBpkB,GAEzCA,EAAS5I,IAMditB,KACFP,EAAcQ,gBA1FpB,SAAmCltB

,GAIjC,MAAO,CAACmtB,EAAc3kB,KACpBn2B,OAAKk3B,MAAMvJ,EAAM,CAACwJ,YAAa,gBAAgBC,MA

AMhH,IAC9CA,EAAa,IAChB0qB,EAAQ3wB,IAAIzsB,EAAE,uCAAuCiwB,MAEvDyC,EAAS2qB,cAAc3jB,M

AAKnJ,IAC1B3D,YAAYgO,YAAYrK,EAAQ6sB,GAAS1jB,MAAKe,IAC5ChC,EAASgC,EAAOT,SAAUS,EAA

OR,iBAIhC,IA4EDqjB,CAA0BpB,GACtBC,EAA0BC,EACR,MAAlBa,GAAyBA,GAAiB,MAGpD,IAkBIv9C,EA

lBA69C,GAAc,EAClBZ,EAAca,QAAU,KACtB,GAAID,EAEF,OAEF,GAAIE,GAGF,OAEFA,IAAc,EAIdhvB,EA

AO,CAAC2Y,QAFJ,qMAOFgV,GAAoBD,GAA6B,MAAZG,IACvCK,EAAce,oBAAsB,IAAIZ,KACpC,CAAC,u

CACAa,GAAwBC,YACzB,CAACprC,KAAM,oBACX9S,EAAOi+C,GAAwBhB,IAG/Bj9C,EAAOm+C,GAAYlB

,GAKrBj9C,EAAKg6B,MAAMO,IACTsjB,GAAc,EACdE,IAAc,EAIdxjB,EAAOygB,KAAO,CACZ8B,KAAMvi

B,EAAOt6B,MAAM,OAAQ,KAAM,IACjCg7C,qBACI1gB,EAAOt6B,MAAM,0BAA2B,KAAM,CAAC,WACnD

m7C,gBAAiB7gB,EAAOt6B,MAAM,oBAAqB,SAAU,IAC7D87C,eAAgBxhB,EAAOt6B,MACnB,kBAAmB,KA

CnB,CACE,SACA,SACA,WAENqH,YAAaizB,EAAOt6B,MAAM,eAdG,KAc6B,CAAC,WAC3Do8C,QAAS9hB,

EAAOt6B,MAAM,UAfO,KAeoB,KAGnD6uB,EAAQ,CAAC9uB,KAAMu6B,UAmBrB,MAAM6jB,GAAkB,CAC

tB,yBAA0B,8BAC1B,wCAIF,IAAIxB,GAAmB,KACnBW,GAAyB,KACzBV,GAAkD,GAClDkB,IAAc,EACdP,I

AAc,EAyFlB,IAAItC,IAAgB,EAChBC,IAAsB,oBEvcV,QAAQluB,UACtB,MAAMjtB,KAACA,SAAc88C,KACr

B,OAAO,IAAIlC,GAAY56C,KAHH,iDF0dpB,IAA4B,IAAxBm7C,GACF,MAAM,IAAIx6C,MAAM,iCAElB,OA

AOw6C,+BAbuBkD,GAC9BnD,GAAemD,0BArFW9tB,EAAc+tB,GAAmB,GAI3D,GAHAC,kBACI,qGAEAR,G

ACF,MAAM,IAAIp9C,MACN,kIAGNi8C,GAAWrsB,EACXitB,GAAcc,2BA6BZE,EACAF,GAAmB,GACrB,GA

AIP,GACF,MAAM,IAAIp9C,MACN,mIAKN,GAA+B,iBAApB69C,EACTjB,GAAiBiB,MACZ,CACL3B,GAAc2

B,EACd,MAAMC,EACFL,GAAgBxtC,QAAOogC,GAA6B,MAArB6L,GAAY7L,KAC/C,GAAIyN,EAAah9C,OA

AS,EACxB,MAAM,IAAId,MAEN,2DAAG89C,EAAaC,KAAK,qKAM7BlB,GAAcc,kBGldA"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.es2017.min.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Cumsum.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Cumsum.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"

AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAA4B,MAAM,EAAyC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,C

AAC;AAIlI,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,aA

Aa,CAAC;AAEtC,IAAI,UACsE,CAAC;AAE3E,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR
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,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAE,QAAQ;KACnB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,

MAAM,UAAU,MAAM,CACpB,IAAsE;IAEtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,

SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,KAAK,OAAO,EACtD,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,

2CAA2C;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,SAAS,G

AAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,WAA

W,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3E;IACD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,QAAQ,E

AAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnE,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzD,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;IAE7C,kCAAkC;IAClC,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC;IACtB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QA

CxB,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;QACzE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,

CACb,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,eAA

e,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC;QACtC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IACD,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,

WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC,CAAC","sourcesCo

ntent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n

'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n

const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Cumsum.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Slice.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Slice.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAyC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAuC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AA

G3I,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,wBAAwB,CAAC;AAEpD,MAAM,UAAU,KAAK,CACjB,IAAoE;IACt

E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,E

AAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAE1D,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,C

AAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,

CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,MAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAA

I,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAElD,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,MAAM,UAAU,G

AAG,UAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,K

AAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACxB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW;gBACd,KAAsB;qBAClB,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAA

U,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACpE;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CACN,KAAoB;iBAChB,Q

AAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACx

E;QAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;QACxB,MAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,GAAmB,CAAC;QAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,CAA

C;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,MAAM,IA

AI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC5B,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACd,OAAO,

CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,MAA0B,EACrE,KAAyB,CAAC,CAA

C;KAChC;SAAM,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACtD,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAiC,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5

E;SAAM,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACnE,MAA0C,EAC1C

,KAAyC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChD;SAAM;QACL,MAAM,GAAG,GACL,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAe,CAAC;QACvE,OAAO,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAClB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,

KAA8B,EAAE,OAAe,EAC/C,OAAgC,EAAE,KAAuB,EACzD,IAAsB;IACxB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;

IAClB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,

KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,MAAM,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QACrC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,Q
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AAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QACn

E,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtB;AACH,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,E

AAE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,OAAgC,EAAE,KAA+B,EACjE,IAA8B;IAChC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;IAClB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MA

AM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAE,EAAE;YAClC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAA

M,CAAC;YACrD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;SACtB;KACF;AACH,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,QA

AgB,EAAE,OAAgC,EAClD,KAAuC,EACvC,IAAsC;IACxC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,MAAM,

MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MA

AM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,

MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE;gBAClC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;gBACpE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;gBACnE,SAAS,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;aACtB;SACF;KACF;AACH,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,WAA

W,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC,C

AAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)

{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as
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[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;

i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:

number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +

beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Slice.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"ScatterNd.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts"],"names":[],"mappings"

:"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,YAAY,EAAE,SAAS,EAA+C,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,C

AAC;AAI3I,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,aAG0C,CAAC;AAE/C,SAAS,KA

AK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,Q

AAQ,EAAE;QAC3D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,QAAQ;KACpB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,C

ACd,IAC0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MA

AM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAClC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC;IAEtB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACnC,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,EAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GA

CzD,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D,MAAM,WAAW,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,G

AAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,MAA

M,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,

MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;IACnD,aAAa,CACT,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAA
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S,EAAE,UAAU,EACpE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,

EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/*

*\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ScatterNd.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Add.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Add.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,wBAAwB,E

AAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAEzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAEnC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SA

AS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n
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createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Add.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"register_all_kernels.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../src/register_all_kernels.ts"],"names":[],"

mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,yEAAyE;AACzE,6EAA6E;AAC7E,yEAAyE;AACzE,OAAO,EAAe,c

AAc,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEnE,OAAO,EAAC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,wBAAwB,CAAC;AACzD,

OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;A

ACxC,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAA

e,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAA

M,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC9C,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,iBAA

iB,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AACxD,OAAO,EAAC,oBAAoB,EAAC,MAAM,0BAA0B,CAAC;AAC9D,O

AAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CA

AC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AACxD,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAA

M,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC9C,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC9C,OAAO,EAAC,yBAA

yB,EAAC,MAAM,+BAA+B,CAAC;AACxE,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,

EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,mBAAmB,EAAC,MAAM,yBAAyB,CAA

C;AAC5D,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC9C,OAAO,EAAC,kBAAkB,EAAC,MAA

M,wBAAwB,CAAC;AAC1D,OAAO,EAAC,2BAA2B,EAAC,MAAM,iCAAiC,CAAC;AAC5E,OAAO,EAAC,SA

AS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAAO,

EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAC,MAAM,sBAAsB,CAAC;AA

CtD,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,mBAAmB,EAAC,MAAM,yB

AAyB,CAAC;AAC5D,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAAO,EAAC,cAAc,EAA

C,MAAM,oBAAoB,CAAC;AAClD,OAAO,EAAC,oBAAoB,EAAC,MAAM,0BAA0B,CAAC;AAC9D,OAAO,EA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AACxD,OAAO,EAAC,0BAA0B,EAAC,MAAM,gCAAgC,CAAC;A

AC1E,OAAO,EAAC,cAAc,EAAC,MAAM,oBAAoB,CAAC;AAClD,OAAO,EAAC,cAAc,EAAC,MAAM,oBAAo

B,CAAC;AAClD,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,kBAAkB,EAAC

,MAAM,wBAAwB,CAAC;AAC1D,OAAO,EAAC,cAAc,EAAC,MAAM,oBAAoB,CAAC;AAClD,OAAO,EAAC,

eAAe,EAAC,MAAM,qBAAqB,CAAC;AACpD,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,O

AAO,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,MAAM,qBAAqB,CAAC;AACpD,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;

AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAC,MAAM,sBAAsB,CAAC;AACtD,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,e

AAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,

MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAA

C,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,O

AAO,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,MAAM,qBAAqB,CAAC;AACpD,OAAO,EAAC,cAAc,EAAC,MAAM,oBAAoB,CAA

C;AAClD,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,yBAAyB,EAAC,MAAM,+B

AA+B,CAAC;AACxE,OAAO,EAAC,yBAAyB,EAAC,MAAM,+BAA+B,CAAC;AACxE,OAAO,EAAC,yBAAyB

,EAAC,MAAM,+BAA+B,CAAC;AACxE,OAAO,EAAC,cAAc,EAAC,MAAM,oBAAoB,CAAC;AAClD,OAAO,E

AAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC9C,OAAO,EAAC,cAAc,EAAC,MAAM,oBAAoB,CAAC;AA

ClD,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC,MAAM,iBAA

iB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC,MA

AM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,WA

AW,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OA

AO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAA

C;AAC5C,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,oBAAoB,EAAC,MAA
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M,0BAA0B,CAAC;AAC9D,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,sBAA

sB,EAAC,MAAM,4BAA4B,CAAC;AAClE,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAA

O,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAAO,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,MAAM,qBAAqB,CAAC;

AACpD,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC9C,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mB

AAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC

,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAC5C,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,CAAC;AAChD,OAAO,EAAC,

oBAAoB,EAAC,MAAM,0BAA0B,CAAC;AAC9D,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC9

C,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB

,CAAC;AAC9C,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,6BAA6B,CAAC;AACpE,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,

MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,kBAAkB,EAAC,MAAM,wBAAwB,CAAC;AAC1D,OAAO,EA

AC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAA

O,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC;AACxC,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AA

C1C,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,gBAA

gB,CAAC;AAC1C,OAAO,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,MAAM,qBAAqB,CAAC;AACpD,OAAO,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,M

AAM,qBAAqB,CAAC;AACpD,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC9C,OAAO,EAAC,e

AAe,EAAC,MAAM,qBAAqB,CAAC;AAEpD,+BAA+B;AAC/B,MAAM,aAAa,GAAmB;IACpC,SAAS;IACT,SA

AS;IACT,UAAU;IACV,SAAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,YAAY;IACZ,aAAa;IACb,iBAAiB;IACjB,oBAAoB;IACpB,U

AAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,iBAAiB;IACjB,YAAY;IACZ,YAAY;IACZ,yBAAyB;IACzB,SAAS;IACT,UAAU;IAC

V,mBAAmB;IACnB,YAAY;IACZ,kBAAkB;IAClB,2BAA2B;IAC3B,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,SAAS;IACT,g

BAAgB;IAChB,UAAU;IACV,mBAAmB;IACnB,WAAW;IACX,cAAc;IACd,iBAAiB;IACjB,oBAAoB;IACpB,iB

AAiB;IACjB,0BAA0B;IAC1B,cAAc;IACd,cAAc;IACd,aAAa;IACb,kBAAkB;IAClB,cAAc;IACd,eAAe;IACf,UA

AU;IACV,eAAe;IACf,SAAS;IACT,gBAAgB;IAChB,SAAS;IACT,aAAa;IACb,aAAa;IACb,UAAU;IACV,SAAS;I

ACT,aAAa;IACb,eAAe;IACf,cAAc;IACd,SAAS;IACT,yBAAyB;IACzB,yBAAyB;IACzB,yBAAyB;IACzB,cAAc;

IACd,YAAY;IACZ,cAAc;IACd,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;

IACX,aAAa;IACb,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,aAAa;IACb,oBAAoB;IACpB,aAAa;IACb,sBAAsB;IACtB,WAA

W;IACX,WAAW;IACX,eAAe;IACf,YAAY;IACZ,aAAa;IACb,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,aAAa;IACb,oBAAoB

;IACpB,YAAY;IACZ,UAAU;IACV,YAAY;IACZ,uBAAuB;IACvB,UAAU;IACV,kBAAkB;IAClB,SAAS;IACT,S

AAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,eAAe;IACf,eAAe;IACf,YAAY;IACZ,eAAe;C

AChB,CAAC;AAEF,KAAK,MAAM,YAAY,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;IACxC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;CAC

9B","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the

library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport

{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from
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'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from

'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport

{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport

{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n
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greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/register_all_kernels.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Floor.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Floor.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAC,KAAK,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE1D,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,E

AAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Floor.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"All.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/All.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,EAAuB,YAAY,EAAwC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIzH,

OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAAS,KAAK,CA

AC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,

EAAE,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAA

M,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,Q

AAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU

,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAA
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O,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;KACxB;IAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC

rC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAA

Q,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC;IAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,E

AAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACrC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,oCAAoC;QACpC,OAAO

,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;QACZ,UAAU;

QACV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAA

C;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAE

D,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAA

S,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:

AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/All.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Conv2D.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,EAAgE,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI1H,IA

AI,UAMsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KA
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AK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QA

CR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACxE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC;IAC3B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EA

AE,eAAe,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,uBAAuB,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,W

AAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IA

CpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IA

CtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;

IAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CA

AC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC5C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;

QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,mDAAmD;YACnD,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;

KAC5D;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EA

AE,YAAY,EAC/D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cA

Ac,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,

OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAA

M;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC,CAAC","s

ourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',
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// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,

$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Conv2D.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"tf-backend-

wasm.node.js","sources":["../src/kernels/types.ts","../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../src/kernels/unary_kernel.ts","

../src/kernels/Abs.ts","../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts","../src/kernels/Add.ts","../src/kernels/AddN.ts","../src/kernels/I

dentity.ts","../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts","../src/kernels/All.ts","../src/kernels/Any.ts","..

/src/kernels/ArgMax.ts","../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../src/kernels/Reshape.ts","../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts","../no

de_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu/dist/kernels/Concat_impl.js","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-

backend-cpu/dist/kernels/Range_impl.js","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Slice.js","../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../src/kernels/Cast.ts","../src/k

ernels/Ceil.ts","../src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts","../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Co

nv2DBackpropInput.ts","../src/kernels/Cos.ts","../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts","../src/kerne

ls/Cumsum.ts","../src/kernels/DepthToSpace.ts","../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts","../src/kernels/Elu.ts","..

/src/kernels/Equal.ts","../src/kernels/Exp.ts","../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../src/kernels/Fill.ts","../src/kernels/Flip

LeftRight.ts","../src/kernels/Floor.ts","../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts","../src/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts","../src/kernels/

FusedConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts

","../src/kernels/Greater.ts","../src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts","../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../src/kernels/Less.ts","../sr

c/kernels/LessEqual.ts","../src/kernels/Log.ts","../src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../src/kernels/Max.ts","../src/kernels/M

aximum.ts","../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts","../src/kernels/Mean.ts","../src/kernels/Min.ts","../src/kernels/Minimum.ts",".

./src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../src/kernels/Multiply.ts","../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_uti

l.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSu

ppressionV5.ts","../src/kernels/NotEqual.ts","../src/kernels/OneHot.ts","../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts","../src/kernels/Pa

ck.ts","../src/kernels/PadV2.ts","../src/kernels/Pow.ts","../src/kernels/Prelu.ts","../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../src/kernels/

Range.ts","../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../src/kernels/Relu6.ts","../src/kernels/ResizeBilinear.ts
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","../src/kernels/Reverse.ts","../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../src/kernels/Round.ts","../src/kernels/Rsqrt.ts","../

src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../src/kernels/Select.ts","../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts","../src/kernels/Sin.ts","../src/kernels/Sof

tmax.ts","../src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts","../src/kernels/Square.ts

","../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts","../src/kernels/Step.ts","../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts","../src/kernels/Sub.ts",".

./src/kernels/Sum.ts","../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../src/kernels/Tile.ts","../src/kernels/TopK.ts","../

src/kernels/Transform.ts","../src/kernels/Unpack.ts","../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts","../src/register_all_kernels.ts","../sr

c/flags_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.worker.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm.js","../src/backend_wasm.ts","../src/version.ts","../src/base.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport

enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for

FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n
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const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:

number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n

function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*
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void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n

  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const

aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:

TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
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\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,

xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better

due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright
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2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n

originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:

permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:

AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file
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except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,

CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the
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transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend

only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>

`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of
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elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim

= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:
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batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function concatImpl(inputs, outShape, dtype,

simplyConcat) {\n    const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n    if

(simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n        // Use built-in TypedArray.set() method for speed.\n        let offset =

0;\n        inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const size = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n

outVals.set(input.vals, offset);\n            offset += size;\n        });\n    }\n    else {\n        let colOffset = 0;\n

inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals) :\n                input.vals;\n            let tIdx = 0;\n            for (let row

= 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n                const resIdx = row * outShape[1] + colOffset;\n                for (let col

= 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n                    outVals[resIdx + col] = decodedData[tIdx++];\n                }\n

}\n            colOffset += input.shape[1];\n        });\n    }\n    return outVals;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiQ29uY2F0X2ltcGwuanMiLC

Jzb3VyY2VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZ

XJuZWxzL0NvbmNhdF9pbXBsLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Oz

s7R0FlRztBQUVILE9BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQXVDLElBQUksRUFBQyxNQUFNLHVCQUF1QixDQU

FDO0FBRTlGLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxVQUFVLENBQ3RCLE1BQXFELEVBQUUsUUFBa0IsRUFDekUsS0FBZS

xFQUFFLFlBQXFCO0lBQ3hDLE1BQU0sT0FBTyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

EVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVFLElBQUk

sWUFBWSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEMsa0RBQWtEO1FBQ2xELElBQUksTUFB

TSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUNmLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxPQUFPLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQU

U7WUFDckIsTUFBTSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSy

xDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFFNUMsT0FBc0IsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLElBQWtCLEVB

QUUsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFDOUQsTUFBTSxJQUFJLElBQUksQ0FBQztRQUNqQixDQUFDLEN

BQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO1NBQU07UUFDTCxJQUFJLFNBQVMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7UUFFbEIsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsRUFBRTtZQUNyQixNQUFNLFdBQVcsR0FBRyxL

QUFLLEtBQUssUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

ENBQUMsSUFBb0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ2pFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxJQUFrQixDQUFDO1lBRTd

CLElBQUksSUFBSSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztZQUViLEtBQUssSUFBSSxHQUFHLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxF

QUFFLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUUsR0F

BRyxFQUFFO2dCQUM3QyxNQUFNLE1BQU0sR0FBRyxHQUFHLEdBQUcsUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQyxHQUFHLFNBQVMsQ0FBQztnQkFDN0MsS0FBSyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsR0

FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxHQUFHLEVB

QUU7b0JBQzdDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsV0FBVyxDQUFDLElBQ

UksRUFBRSxDQUFDLENBQUM7aUJBQzdDO2FBQ0Y7WUFFRCxTQUFTLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEtB

QUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUM5QixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO0lBRUQsT0F

BTyxPQUFPLENBQUM7QUFDakIsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiA

qIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbn

NlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICo

geW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5I
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GFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0Z

WQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICo

gV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzI

G9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3

Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID

09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09

PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIEJhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIERhdG

FUeXBlLCBUeXBlZEFycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5leHBv

cnQgZnVuY3Rpb24gY29uY2F0SW1wbChcbiAgICBpbnB1dHM6IEFycmF5PHt2YWxzOiBCYWNrZW5kVmFsd

WVzLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW119Piwgb3V0U2hhcGU6IG51bWJlcltdLFxuICAgIGR0eXBlOiBEYXRhVHl

wZSwgc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0OiBib29sZWFuKTogVHlwZWRBcnJheXxzdHJpbmdbXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dF

ZhbHMgPSB1dGlsLmdldEFycmF5RnJvbURUeXBlKGR0eXBlLCB1dGlsLnNpemVGcm9tU2hhcGUob3V0U2hh

cGUpKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0ICYmIGR0eXBlICE9PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgIC8vIFVzZSBi

dWlsdC1pbiBUeXBlZEFycmF5LnNldCgpIG1ldGhvZCBmb3Igc3BlZWQuXG4gICAgbGV0IG9mZnNldCA9IDA

7XG4gICAgaW5wdXRzLmZvckVhY2goaW5wdXQgPT4ge1xuICAgICAgY29uc3Qgc2l6ZSA9IHV0aWwuc2l6Z

UZyb21TaGFwZShpbnB1dC5zaGFwZSk7XG5cbiAgICAgIChvdXRWYWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnNldCh

pbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXksIG9mZnNldCk7XG4gICAgICBvZmZzZXQgKz0gc2l6ZTtcbiAgICB

9KTtcbiAgfSBlbHNlIHtcbiAgICBsZXQgY29sT2Zmc2V0ID0gMDtcblxuICAgIGlucHV0cy5mb3JFYWNoKGluc

HV0ID0+IHtcbiAgICAgIGNvbnN0IGRlY29kZWREYXRhID0gZHR5cGUgPT09ICdzdHJpbmcnID9cbiAgICAgI

CAgICBiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwuZnJvbVVpbnQ4VG9TdHJpbmdBcnJheShpbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QX

JyYXlbXSkgOlxuICAgICAgICAgIGlucHV0LnZhbHMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICAgICAgbGV0IHRJZ

HggPSAwO1xuXG4gICAgICBmb3IgKGxldCByb3cgPSAwOyByb3cgPCBpbnB1dC5zaGFwZVswXTsgKytyb3cp

IHtcbiAgICAgICAgY29uc3QgcmVzSWR4ID0gcm93ICogb3V0U2hhcGVbMV0gKyBjb2xPZmZzZXQ7XG4gICA

gICAgIGZvciAobGV0IGNvbCA9IDA7IGNvbCA8IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdOyArK2NvbCkge1xuICAgICAgIC

AgIG91dFZhbHNbcmVzSWR4ICsgY29sXSA9IGRlY29kZWREYXRhW3RJZHgrK107XG4gICAgICAgIH1cbiA

gICAgIH1cblxuICAgICAgY29sT2Zmc2V0ICs9IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdO1xuICAgIH0pO1xuICB9XG5cbiAgc

mV0dXJuIG91dFZhbHM7XG59XG4iXX0=","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function rangeImpl(start, stop, step, dtype) {\n    const

sameStartStop = start === stop;\n    const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n    const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n    if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

   decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n        return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n    }\n    const numElements

= Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n    const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n

if (stop < start && step === 1) {\n        // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n        // (or was set to 1)\n

  step = -1;\n    }\n    values[0] = start;\n    for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n        values[i] = values[i - 1] +

step;\n    }\n    return values;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC5qcyIsIn

NvdXJjZVJvb3QiOiIiLCJzb3VyY2VzIjpbIi4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uL3RmanMtYmFja2VuZC1jcHUvc3JjL2tlc

m5lbHMvUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC50cyJdLCJuYW1lcyI6W10sIm1hcHBpbmdzIjoiQUFBQTs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7O0

dBZUc7QUFFSCxPQUFPLEVBQWMsSUFBSSxFQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFFeEQsTUFB

TSxVQUFVLFNBQVMsQ0FDckIsS0FBYSxFQUFFLElBQVksRUFBRSxJQUFZLEVBQ3pDLEtBQXdCO0lBQz

FCLE1BQU0sYUFBYSxHQUFHLEtBQUssS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUM7SUFDckMsTUFBTSwyQkFBMkIsR0F
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BRyxLQUFLLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDN0QsTUFBTSwyQkF

BMkIsR0FBRyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFN0QsSUFBSS

xhQUFhLElBQUksMkJBQTJCO1FBQzVDLDJCQUEyQixFQUFFO1FBQy9CLE9BQU8sSUFBSSxDQUFDLG1

CQUFtQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUMzQztJQUVELE1BQU0sV0FBVy

xHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsSUFBSSxDQUFDLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDLElBQUksR0

FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQy9ELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQ

UFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxtQkFBbUIsQ0FBQyxXQUFXLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFNUQsS

UFBSSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDOUIsb0RBQW9EO1F

BQ3BELG9CQUFvQjtRQUNwQixJQUFJLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDWDtJQUVELE1BQU0

sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUM7SUFDbEIsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyx

DQUFDLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUU7

UUFDdEMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDO0tBQ2xDO0lBQ0QsT0FBTyxNQUFNLENBQUM7QUFDaEIsQ0FBQyI

sInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMT

EMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc

2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZ

SBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSB

jb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJ

Q0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZC

B0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZ

GlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIE

NPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIE

xpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4

gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J

0IHtEYXRhVHlwZU1hcCwgdXRpbH0gZnJvbSAnQHRlbnNvcmZsb3cvdGZqcy1jb3JlJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bm

N0aW9uIHJhbmdlSW1wbChcbiAgICBzdGFydDogbnVtYmVyLCBzdG9wOiBudW1iZXIsIHN0ZXA6IG51bWJlci

xcbiAgICBkdHlwZTogJ2Zsb2F0MzInfCdpbnQzMicpOiBEYXRhVHlwZU1hcFsnZmxvYXQzMicgfCAnaW50Mz

InXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgPSBzdGFydCA9PT0gc3RvcDtcbiAgY29uc3QgaW5jcmVhc

2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwID0gc3RhcnQgPCBzdG9wICYmIHN0ZXAgPCAwO1xuICBjb25zdCBkZ

WNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXAgPSBzdG9wIDwgc3RhcnQgJiYgc3RlcCA+IDE7XG5cbiAga

WYgKHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgfHwgaW5jcmVhc2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwIHx8XG4gICAgICBk

ZWNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXApIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gdXRpbC5tYWtlWmVyb3NUeXB

lZEFycmF5KDAsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGNvbnN0IG51bUVsZW1lbnRzID0gTWF0aC5hYnMoTWF0aC

5jZWlsKChzdG9wIC0gc3RhcnQpIC8gc3RlcCkpO1xuICBjb25zdCB2YWx1ZXMgPSB1dGlsLm1ha2VaZXJvc1R

5cGVkQXJyYXkobnVtRWxlbWVudHMsIGR0eXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc3RvcCA8IHN0YXJ0ICYmIHN0ZXAgP

T09IDEpIHtcbiAgICAvLyBBdXRvIGFkanVzdCB0aGUgc3RlcCdzIHNpZ24gaWYgaXQgaGFzbid0IGJlZW4gc2V

0XG4gICAgLy8gKG9yIHdhcyBzZXQgdG8gMSlcbiAgICBzdGVwID0gLTE7XG4gIH1cblxuICB2YWx1ZXNbM

F0gPSBzdGFydDtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA9IDE7IGkgPCB2YWx1ZXMubGVuZ3RoOyBpKyspIHtcbiAgICB2

YWx1ZXNbaV0gPSB2YWx1ZXNbaSAtIDFdICsgc3RlcDtcbiAgfVxuICByZXR1cm4gdmFsdWVzO1xufVxuIl19"

,"/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, buffer, Slice, slice_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport { assertNotComplex
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} from '../cpu_util';\nexport function sliceImpl(vals, begin, size, shape, dtype) {\n    const isContinous =

slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n    const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n    const xStrides =

util.computeStrides(shape);\n    if (isContinous) {\n        const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin,

xStrides);\n        if (dtype === 'string') {\n            return vals.slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n        }\n

return vals.subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n    const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals) :\n        vals;\n    const inBuf = buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n

const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n        const outLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n        const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n

outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n        return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values);\n    }\n    return outBuf.values;\n}\nexport function

slice(args) {\n    const { inputs, backend, attrs } = args;\n    const { x } = inputs;\n    const { begin, size } = attrs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n    const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n    const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n    const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\nexport const sliceConfig = {\n    kernelName: Slice,\n    backendName: 'cpu',\n    kernelFunc:

slice\n};\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiU2xpY2UuanMiLCJzb3VyY2

VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZXJuZWxzL

1NsaWNlLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7R0FlRztBQUVILE9

BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQWlCLE1BQU0sRUFBc0MsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFVBQVUsRUFBbUQsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFHeEwsT0FBTyxFQUFDLGdCQUFnQixFQUFDLE1BQU0sYU

FBYSxDQUFDO0FBRTdDLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxTQUFTLENBQ3JCLElBQW1CLEVBQUUsS0FBZSxFQUFFL

ElBQWMsRUFBRSxLQUFlLEVBQ3JFLEtBQWU7SUFDakIsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDL

GdCQUFnQixDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDcEUsTUFB

TSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQztJQUN4QyxNQUF

NLFFBQVEsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsY0FBYyxDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVDLElBQUks

V0FBVyxFQUFFO1FBQ2YsTUFBTSxVQUFVLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDLGlCQUFpQixDQUFDLEtBQUss

RUFBRSxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUVqRSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7WUFDdEIs

T0FBUSxJQUFxQixDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxD

QUFDO1NBQ3RFO1FBRUQsT0FBUSxJQUFtQixDQUFDLFFBQVEsQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSx

HQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0tBQ3ZFO0lBRUQsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxLQUFLLFFB

QVEsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO1FBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxJQUFvQixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQztRQUMzRCxJQUFrQixDQUFDO0lBRXZCLE1BQU0sS0FBSyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFdBQVcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2hELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0F

BQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDbkMsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUF

DLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDc

EMsTUFBTSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLFVBQVUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUN

wQyxNQUFNLEtBQUssR0FBRyxNQUFNLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBVyxFQUFFLENBQ

UMsRUFBRSxFQUFFLENBQUMsR0FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUF

DO1FBQzdELE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLEtBQUs

sQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDNUM7SUFFRCxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxR

QUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEIsT0FBTyxZQUFZLENBQUMsc0JBQXNCLENBQUMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQ

WtCLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUN2RTtJQUNELE9BQU8sTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQW9CLENBQUM7QUFDckM

sQ0FBQztBQUVELE1BQU0sVUFBVSxLQUFLLENBQ2pCLElBQXVFO0lBRXpFLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxNQUF

NLEVBQUUsT0FBTyxFQUFFLEtBQUssRUFBQyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQztJQUN0QyxNQUFNLEVBQUM

sQ0FBQyxFQUFDLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDO0lBQ25CLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxDQUFDO0lBRTVCLGdCQUFnQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQ

UMsQ0FBQztJQUU3QixNQUFNLENBQUMsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxHQUFHLFVBQVUsQ0FB
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QyxnQkFBZ0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ3BFLFVBQ

VUsQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRS

9DLE1BQU0sSUFBSSxHQUFHLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQ

yxNQUFNLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxNQUFNLENBQUM7SUFDL0MsTUFBTSxPQUFPLEdBQUcsU0FBUyxDQUF

DLElBQUksRUFBRSxNQUFNLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2pFLE9BQU8sT0FBTyxDQUFDLGNBQWMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQUMsQ0FBQztBQUN6RCxDQUFDO0FBRUQsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQU0sV0FBVyxHQUFpQjtJQUN2QyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNqQixXQUFXLE

VBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNsQixVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBeUI7Q0FDdEMsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50Ijp

bIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUm

VzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0a

GUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxp

YW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuIC

ogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2

Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4g

XCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZI

EtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzc

GVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bm

RlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIE

JhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIGJ1ZmZlciwgRGF0YVR5cGUsIEtlcm5lbENvbmZpZywgS2VybmVsRnVuYywgU2xp

Y2UsIHNsaWNlX3V0aWwsIFNsaWNlQXR0cnMsIFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBUZW5zb3JJbmZvLCBUeXBlZEF

ycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5pbXBvcnQge01hdGhCYWNr

ZW5kQ1BVfSBmcm9tICcuLi9iYWNrZW5kX2NwdSc7XG5pbXBvcnQge2Fzc2VydE5vdENvbXBsZXh9IGZyb2

0gJy4uL2NwdV91dGlsJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlSW1wbChcbiAgICB2YWxzOiBCYWNrZ

W5kVmFsdWVzLCBiZWdpbjogbnVtYmVyW10sIHNpemU6IG51bWJlcltdLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW10sXG

4gICAgZHR5cGU6IERhdGFUeXBlKTogQmFja2VuZFZhbHVlcyB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGlzQ29udGlub3VzID0gc2

xpY2VfdXRpbC5pc1NsaWNlQ29udGlub3VzKHNoYXBlLCBiZWdpbiwgc2l6ZSk7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGxlbmd0aC

A9IHV0aWwuc2l6ZUZyb21TaGFwZShzaXplKTtcbiAgY29uc3QgeFN0cmlkZXMgPSB1dGlsLmNvbXB1dGVTd

HJpZGVzKHNoYXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoaXNDb250aW5vdXMpIHtcbiAgICBjb25zdCBmbGF0T2Zmc2V0ID0gc

2xpY2VfdXRpbC5jb21wdXRlRmxhdE9mZnNldChiZWdpbiwgeFN0cmlkZXMpO1xuXG4gICAgaWYgKGR0eX

BlID09PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QXJyYXlbXSkuc2xpY2UoZmx

hdE9mZnNldCwgZmxhdE9mZnNldCArIGxlbmd0aCk7XG4gICAgfVxuXG4gICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIF

R5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnN1YmFycmF5KGZsYXRPZmZzZXQsIGZsYXRPZmZzZXQgKyBsZW5ndGgpO1xuICB9

XG5cbiAgY29uc3QgZGVjb2RlZERhdGEgPSBkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycgP1xuICAgICAgYmFja2VuZF91d

GlsLmZyb21VaW50OFRvU3RyaW5nQXJyYXkodmFscyBhcyBVaW50OEFycmF5W10pIDpcbiAgICAgIHZhbH

MgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBpbkJ1ZiA9IGJ1ZmZlcihzaGFwZSwgZHR5cGUsIGRlY29kZW

REYXRhKTtcbiAgY29uc3Qgb3V0QnVmID0gYnVmZmVyKHNpemUsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA

9IDA7IGkgPCBvdXRCdWYuc2l6ZTsgKytpKSB7XG4gICAgY29uc3Qgb3V0TG9jID0gb3V0QnVmLmluZGV4V

G9Mb2MoaSk7XG4gICAgY29uc3QgaW5Mb2MgPSBvdXRMb2MubWFwKChpZHg6IG51bWJlciwgaikgPT4ga

WR4ICsgYmVnaW5bal0pO1xuICAgIG91dEJ1Zi5zZXQoaW5CdWYuZ2V0KC4uLmluTG9jKSwgLi4ub3V0TG9j

KTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGlmIChkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycpIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gYmFja2VuZF91dGlsLm

Zyb21TdHJpbmdBcnJheVRvVWludDgob3V0QnVmLnZhbHVlcyBhcyBzdHJpbmdbXSk7XG4gIH1cbiAgcmV0d

XJuIG91dEJ1Zi52YWx1ZXMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlKFxu

ICAgIGFyZ3M6IHtpbnB1dHM6IFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBiYWNrZW5kOiBNYXRoQmFja2VuZENQVSwgYX

R0cnM6IFNsaWNlQXR0cnN9KTpcbiAgICBUZW5zb3JJbmZvIHtcbiAgY29uc3Qge2lucHV0cywgYmFja2VuZC

wgYXR0cnN9ID0gYXJncztcbiAgY29uc3Qge3h9ID0gaW5wdXRzO1xuICBjb25zdCB7YmVnaW4sIHNpemV9ID
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0gYXR0cnM7XG5cbiAgYXNzZXJ0Tm90Q29tcGxleCh4LCAnc2xpY2UnKTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBbJGJlZ2luLCAk

c2l6ZV0gPSBzbGljZV91dGlsLnBhcnNlU2xpY2VQYXJhbXMoeCwgYmVnaW4sIHNpemUpO1xuICBzbGljZV9

1dGlsLmFzc2VydFBhcmFtc1ZhbGlkKHgsICRiZWdpbiwgJHNpemUpO1xuXG4gIGNvbnN0IHZhbHMgPSBiYW

NrZW5kLmRhdGEuZ2V0KHguZGF0YUlkKS52YWx1ZXM7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dFZhbHMgPSBzbGljZUltcG

wodmFscywgJGJlZ2luLCAkc2l6ZSwgeC5zaGFwZSwgeC5kdHlwZSk7XG4gIHJldHVybiBiYWNrZW5kLm1ha2

VUZW5zb3JJbmZvKCRzaXplLCB4LmR0eXBlLCBvdXRWYWxzKTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGNvbnN0IHNsaWN

lQ29uZmlnOiBLZXJuZWxDb25maWcgPSB7XG4gIGtlcm5lbE5hbWU6IFNsaWNlLFxuICBiYWNrZW5kTmFtZ

TogJ2NwdScsXG4gIGtlcm5lbEZ1bmM6IHNsaWNlIGFzIHt9IGFzIEtlcm5lbEZ1bmNcbn07XG4iXX0=","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)

{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as

[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;

i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:

number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n
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const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +

beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===

1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =

$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:
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backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,

inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =

0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',

// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,

$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n
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const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,

topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //

strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,
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xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,

extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const
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imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n

'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n

const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction
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setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const

outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const

xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n
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const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,

padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from
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'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:

FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',

'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,
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padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n

'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})

{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n

}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const

filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,

preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape

(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,

isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
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\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //

sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const

parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:
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{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either
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float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //
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padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype

=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',

reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,

axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not
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use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match

enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n

'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or
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agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:

number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const

pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,

pValidOutputs};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,

maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from
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'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,

padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n

parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}

as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n

(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using

validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-
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core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null

/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>

p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,

weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of
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the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version
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2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //

oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //

newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'

 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n
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backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from
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'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file
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except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =

args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:

0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:

TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =

s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,
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util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n

inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n

        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =

new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n

}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =

attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,

attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:
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number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :

[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const

interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the

library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport

{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from
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'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from

'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport

{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport

{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n

greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n

*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array
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passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,

11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n","\nvar WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = (function() {\n

var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src :

undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return

(\nfunction(WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd) {\n  WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd || {};\n\nfunction

GROWABLE_HEAP_I8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)}

return HEAP8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAPU8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAP32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPU32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_F64(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPF64}var Module=typeof

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD=Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]||false;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return
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nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"};var

nodeWorkerThreads;try{nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\")}catch(e){console.error('The

\"worker_threads\" module is not supported in this node.js build - perhaps a newer version is needed?');throw

e}global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(typeof

_scriptDir !== \"undefined\" &&

_scriptDir){scriptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.s

ubstr(0,scriptDirectory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){read_=fun

ction

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret}}else{read_=function(url){var xhr=new XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){global.performance=require(\"perf_hooks\").performance}}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];function

warnOnce(text){if(!warnOnce.shown)warnOnce.shown={};if(!warnOnce.shown[text]){warnOnce.shown[text]=1;er

r(text)}}var Atomics_load=Atomics.load;var Atomics_store=Atomics.store;var

Atomics_compareExchange=Atomics.compareExchange;var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var wasmModule;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var
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func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

str=\"\";while(!(idx>=endIdx)){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!u0)return

str;if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function lengthBytesUTF8(str){var

len=0;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343)u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|str.charCodeAt(++i)&1023;if(u<=127)+

+len;else if(u<=2047)len+=2;else if(u<=65535)len+=3;else len+=4}return len}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){wasmM

emory=Module[\"wasmMemory\"];buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}else{if(Module[\"wasmMemory\"]){wasmMemory=

Module[\"wasmMemory\"]}else{wasmMemory=new
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WebAssembly.Memory({\"initial\":INITIAL_MEMORY/65536,\"maximum\":2147483648/65536,\"shared\":true});

if(!(wasmMemory.buffer instanceof SharedArrayBuffer)){err(\"requested a shared WebAssembly.Memory but the

returned buffer is not a SharedArrayBuffer, indicating that while the browser has SharedArrayBuffer it does not

have WebAssembly threads support - you may need to set a

flag\");if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){console.log(\"(on node you may need: --experimental-wasm-threads --

experimental-wasm-bulk-memory and also use a recent version)\")}throw Error(\"bad

memory\")}}}if(wasmMemory){buffer=wasmMemory.buffer}INITIAL_MEMORY=buffer.byteLength;updateGlob

alBufferAndViews(buffer);var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var __ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var

__ATEXIT__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var runtimeInitialized=false;var

runtimeExited=false;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctor

s()}});function preRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT

__)}function

preMain(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function

exitRuntime(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;runtimeExited=true}function

postRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){assert(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD,\"addRunDependency cannot be used in a

pthread

worker\");runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](ru

nDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)console.err

or(\"Pthread aborting at \"+(new

Error).stack);what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTATUS=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s

ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw

e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return
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getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"I\"];wasmModule=module;if(!E

NVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){var

numWorkersToLoad=PThread.unusedWorkers.length;PThread.unusedWorkers.forEach(function(w){PThread.load

WasmModuleToWorker(w,function(){if(!--numWorkersToLoad)removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")})})}}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\")}function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"],output[\"module\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}var

ASM_CONSTS={10520:function(){throw\"Canceled!\"},10538:function($0,$1){setTimeout(function(){__emscript

en_do_dispatch_to_thread($0,$1)},0)}};function initPthreadsJS(){PThread.initRuntime()}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}var

ERRNO_CODES={EPERM:63,ENOENT:44,ESRCH:71,EINTR:27,EIO:29,ENXIO:60,E2BIG:1,ENOEXEC:45,E

BADF:8,ECHILD:12,EAGAIN:6,EWOULDBLOCK:6,ENOMEM:48,EACCES:2,EFAULT:21,ENOTBLK:105,EB

USY:10,EEXIST:20,EXDEV:75,ENODEV:43,ENOTDIR:54,EISDIR:31,EINVAL:28,ENFILE:41,EMFILE:33,EN

OTTY:59,ETXTBSY:74,EFBIG:22,ENOSPC:51,ESPIPE:70,EROFS:69,EMLINK:34,EPIPE:64,EDOM:18,ERAN

GE:68,ENOMSG:49,EIDRM:24,ECHRNG:106,EL2NSYNC:156,EL3HLT:107,EL3RST:108,ELNRNG:109,EUNA

TCH:110,ENOCSI:111,EL2HLT:112,EDEADLK:16,ENOLCK:46,EBADE:113,EBADR:114,EXFULL:115,ENOA

NO:104,EBADRQC:103,EBADSLT:102,EDEADLOCK:16,EBFONT:101,ENOSTR:100,ENODATA:116,ETIME:

117,ENOSR:118,ENONET:119,ENOPKG:120,EREMOTE:121,ENOLINK:47,EADV:122,ESRMNT:123,ECOMM

:124,EPROTO:65,EMULTIHOP:36,EDOTDOT:125,EBADMSG:9,ENOTUNIQ:126,EBADFD:127,EREMCHG:1

28,ELIBACC:129,ELIBBAD:130,ELIBSCN:131,ELIBMAX:132,ELIBEXEC:133,ENOSYS:52,ENOTEMPTY:55,

ENAMETOOLONG:37,ELOOP:32,EOPNOTSUPP:138,EPFNOSUPPORT:139,ECONNRESET:15,ENOBUFS:42,

EAFNOSUPPORT:5,EPROTOTYPE:67,ENOTSOCK:57,ENOPROTOOPT:50,ESHUTDOWN:140,ECONNREFU

SED:14,EADDRINUSE:3,ECONNABORTED:13,ENETUNREACH:40,ENETDOWN:38,ETIMEDOUT:73,EHOS

TDOWN:142,EHOSTUNREACH:23,EINPROGRESS:26,EALREADY:7,EDESTADDRREQ:17,EMSGSIZE:35,E

PROTONOSUPPORT:66,ESOCKTNOSUPPORT:137,EADDRNOTAVAIL:4,ENETRESET:39,EISCONN:30,EN

OTCONN:53,ETOOMANYREFS:141,EUSERS:136,EDQUOT:19,ESTALE:72,ENOTSUP:138,ENOMEDIUM:14

8,EILSEQ:25,EOVERFLOW:61,ECANCELED:11,ENOTRECOVERABLE:56,EOWNERDEAD:62,ESTRPIPE:13

5};function

_emscripten_futex_wake(addr,count){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0||count<0)retu

rn-28;if(count==0)return 0;if(count>=2147483647)count=Infinity;var
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mainThreadWaitAddress=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2);var

mainThreadWoken=0;if(mainThreadWaitAddress==addr){var

loadedAddr=Atomics.compareExchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,mainTh

readWaitAddress,0);if(loadedAddr==mainThreadWaitAddress){--count;mainThreadWoken=1;if(count<=0)return

1}}var ret=Atomics.notify(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,count);if(ret>=0)return

ret+mainThreadWoken;throw\"Atomics.notify returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}Module[\"_emscripten_futex_wake\"]=_emscripten_futex_wake;function

killThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! killThread() can only ever be

called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

killThread!\";GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.terminate();PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);PThread.runni

ngWorkers.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(pthread.worker),1);pthread.worker.pthread=undefined}functio

n cancelThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cancelThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cancelThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancel\"})}function

cleanupThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cleanupThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cleanupThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];if(pthread){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

worker=pthread.worker;PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}var

PThread={unusedWorkers:[],runningWorkers:[],initMainThreadBlock:function(){var pthreadPoolSize=8;for(var

i=0;i<pthreadPoolSize;++i){PThread.allocateUnusedWorker()}},initRuntime:function(){var

tb=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228/4;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tb/4+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tb+12>>2]=tb;var

headPtr=tb+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var tlsMemory=_malloc(512);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tlsMemory/4+i]=0;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+100

>>2,tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+40>>2,tb);__emscripten_thread_init(tb,!ENVIRON

MENT_IS_WORKER,1);_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id(tb)},initWorker:function(){},pthreads:{},t

hreadExitHandlers:[],setThreadStatus:function(){},runExitHandlers:function(){while(PThread.threadExitHandlers.l

ength>0){PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop()()}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self())___pthread

_tsd_run_dtors()},runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread:function(tb,exitCode){Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U

32(),tb+56>>2,1);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+60>>2,0);PThread.runExitHandlers();Atomics.stor

e(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+4>>2,exitCode);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2,1);_emscri

pten_futex_wake(tb+0,2147483647);__emscripten_thread_init(0,0,0)},threadExit:function(exitCode){var

tb=_pthread_self();if(tb){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(tb,exitCode);if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHRE

AD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exit\"})}}},threadCancel:function(){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(_pthr

ead_self(),-1);postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancelDone\"})},terminateAllThreads:function(){for(var t in

PThread.pthreads){var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[t];if(pthread&&pthread.worker){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(pthread.worker)}}PThre

ad.pthreads={};for(var i=0;i<PThread.unusedWorkers.length;++i){var

worker=PThread.unusedWorkers[i];worker.terminate()}PThread.unusedWorkers=[];for(var

i=0;i<PThread.runningWorkers.length;++i){var worker=PThread.runningWorkers[i];var

pthread=worker.pthread;PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);worker.terminate()}PThread.runningWorkers=[]},freeTh

readData:function(pthread){if(!pthread)return;if(pthread.threadInfoStruct){var

tlsMemory=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.threadInfoStruct+100>>2];GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.thr

eadInfoStruct+100>>2]=0;_free(tlsMemory);_free(pthread.threadInfoStruct)}pthread.threadInfoStruct=0;if(pthread.

allocatedOwnStack&&pthread.stackBase)_free(pthread.stackBase);pthread.stackBase=0;if(pthread.worker)pthread.
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worker.pthread=null},returnWorkerToPool:function(worker){PThread.runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls(functio

n(){delete

PThread.pthreads[worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct];PThread.unusedWorkers.push(worker);PThread.runningWorker

s.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(worker),1);PThread.freeThreadData(worker.pthread);worker.pthread=un

defined})},runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls:function(func){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_m

ain_runtime_queued_calls>>2]=0;try{func()}finally{GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_main_runti

me_queued_calls>>2]=1}},receiveObjectTransfer:function(data){},loadWasmModuleToWorker:function(worker,o

nFinishedLoading){worker.onmessage=function(e){var d=e[\"data\"];var

cmd=d[\"cmd\"];if(worker.pthread)PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct;

if(d[\"targetThread\"]&&d[\"targetThread\"]!=_pthread_self()){var

thread=PThread.pthreads[d.targetThread];if(thread){thread.worker.postMessage(e.data,d[\"transferList\"])}else{con

sole.error('Internal error! Worker sent a message \"'+cmd+'\" to target pthread '+d[\"targetThread\"]+\", but that

thread no longer

exists!\")}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined;return}if(cmd===\"processQueuedMainThread

Work\"){_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls()}else

if(cmd===\"spawnThread\"){spawnThread(e.data)}else

if(cmd===\"cleanupThread\"){cleanupThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"killThread\"){killThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"cancelThread\"){cancelThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"loaded\"){worker.loaded=true;if(onFinishedLoading)onFinishedLoading(worker);if(worker.runPthread)

{worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}else if(cmd===\"print\"){out(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\":

\"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"printErr\"){err(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else

if(cmd===\"alert\"){alert(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"exit\"){var

detached=worker.pthread&&Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct+64>>2);if

(detached){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}else

if(cmd===\"exitProcess\"){try{exit(d[\"returnCode\"])}catch(e){if(e instanceof ExitStatus)return;throw e}}else

if(cmd===\"cancelDone\"){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}else

if(cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){PThread.receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){worker.postMessage(e.data)}else{err(\"worker sent an unknown command

\"+cmd)}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined};worker.onerror=function(e){err(\"pthread sent

an error! \"+e.filename+\":\"+e.lineno+\":

\"+e.message)};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){worker.on(\"message\",function(data){worker.onmessage({data:d

ata})});worker.on(\"error\",function(data){worker.onerror(data)});worker.on(\"exit\",function(data){})}worker.post

Message({\"cmd\":\"load\",\"urlOrBlob\":Module[\"mainScriptUrlOrBlob\"]||_scriptDir,\"wasmMemory\":wasmMe

mory,\"wasmModule\":wasmModule})},allocateUnusedWorker:function(){var pthreadMainJs=locateFile(\"tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js\");PThread.unusedWorkers.push(new

Worker(pthreadMainJs))},getNewWorker:function(){if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length==0){PThread.allocateUnus

edWorker();PThread.loadWasmModuleToWorker(PThread.unusedWorkers[0])}if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length>

0)return PThread.unusedWorkers.pop();else return null},busySpinWait:function(msecs){var

t=performance.now()+msecs;while(performance.now()<t){}}};function

establishStackSpace(stackTop,stackMax){_emscripten_stack_set_limits(stackTop,stackMax);stackRestore(stackTop

)}Module[\"establishStackSpace\"]=establishStackSpace;function getNoExitRuntime(){return

noExitRuntime}Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]=getNoExitRuntime;function invokeEntryPoint(ptr,arg){return

wasmTable.get(ptr)(arg)}Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"]=invokeEntryPoint;function

___assert_fail(condition,filename,line,func){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+UTF8ToString(condition)+\", at:

\"+[filename?UTF8ToString(filename):\"unknown filename\",line,func?UTF8ToString(func):\"unknown

function\"])}function ___call_main(argc,argv){var returnCode=_main(argc,argv)}var

_emscripten_get_now;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){_emscripten_get_now=function(){var
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t=process[\"hrtime\"]();return t[0]*1e3+t[1]/1e6}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){_emscripten_get_now=function(){return performance.now()-

Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]}}else if(typeof

dateNow!==\"undefined\"){_emscripten_get_now=dateNow}else _emscripten_get_now=function(){return

performance.now()};function setErrNo(value){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return

value}function _atexit(func,arg){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(1,1,func,arg)}function

__emscripten_notify_thread_queue(targetThreadId,mainThreadId){if(targetThreadId==mainThreadId){postMessag

e({\"cmd\":\"processQueuedMainThreadWork\"})}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){postMessage({\"targetThread\":targetThreadId,\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueu

e\"})}else{var pthread=PThread.pthreads[targetThreadId];var

worker=pthread&&pthread.worker;if(!worker){return}worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueue\"})}ret

urn 1}function _abort(){abort()}function _emscripten_asm_const_int(code,sigPtr,argbuf){var

args=readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,argbuf);return ASM_CONSTS[code].apply(null,args)}function

_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status(expectedStatus,newStatus){}function

_emscripten_futex_wait(addr,val,timeout){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0)return-

28;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB){var

ret=Atomics.wait(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,val,timeout);if(ret===\"timed-out\")return-

73;if(ret===\"not-equal\")return-6;if(ret===\"ok\")return 0;throw\"Atomics.wait returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}else{if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!=val){return-6}var

tNow=performance.now();var tEnd=tNow+timeout;var

lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr);while(1){tNo

w=performance.now();if(tNow>tEnd){lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_mai

n_thread_futex>>2,0);return-

73}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,0);if(lastAddr==

0){break}_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls();if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!

=val){return-

6}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr)}return

0}}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_num_logical_cores(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return require(\"os\").cpus().length;return

navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]}function _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(index,sync){var

numCallArgs=arguments.length-2;var stack=stackSave();var serializedNumCallArgs=numCallArgs;var

args=stackAlloc(serializedNumCallArgs*8);var b=args>>3;for(var i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){var

arg=arguments[2+i];GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]=arg}var

ret=_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js(index,serializedNumCallArgs,args,sync);stackRestore(stack);retur

n ret}var _emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs=[];var readAsmConstArgsArray=[];function

readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,buf){readAsmConstArgsArray.length=0;var

ch;buf>>=2;while(ch=GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[sigPtr++]){var

double=ch<105;if(double&&buf&1)buf++;readAsmConstArgsArray.push(double?GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[buf

++>>1]:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[buf]);++buf}return readAsmConstArgsArray}function

_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js(index,numCallArgs,args){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callA

rgs.length=numCallArgs;var b=args>>3;for(var

i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs[i]=GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]}v

ar isEmAsmConst=index<0;var func=!isEmAsmConst?proxiedFunctionTable[index]:ASM_CONSTS[-index-

1];return func.apply(null,_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-
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buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var

oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();if(requestedSize<=oldSize){return false}var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

JSEvents={inEventHandler:0,removeAllEventListeners:function(){for(var i=JSEvents.eventHandlers.length-

1;i>=0;--

i){JSEvents._removeHandler(i)}JSEvents.eventHandlers=[];JSEvents.deferredCalls=[]},registerRemoveEventListen

ers:function(){if(!JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered){__ATEXIT__.push(JSEvents.removeAllEventListene

rs);JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered=true}},deferredCalls:[],deferCall:function(targetFunction,precedence

,argsList){function arraysHaveEqualContent(arrA,arrB){if(arrA.length!=arrB.length)return false;for(var i in

arrA){if(arrA[i]!=arrB[i])return false}return true}for(var i in JSEvents.deferredCalls){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];if(call.targetFunction==targetFunction&&arraysHaveEqualContent(call.argsList,args

List)){return}}JSEvents.deferredCalls.push({targetFunction:targetFunction,precedence:precedence,argsList:argsList

});JSEvents.deferredCalls.sort(function(x,y){return

x.precedence<y.precedence})},removeDeferredCalls:function(targetFunction){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){if(JSEvents.deferredCalls[i].targetFunction==targetFunction){JSEvents.d

eferredCalls.splice(i,1);--i}}},canPerformEventHandlerRequests:function(){return

JSEvents.inEventHandler&&JSEvents.currentEventHandler.allowsDeferredCalls},runDeferredCalls:function(){if(!J

SEvents.canPerformEventHandlerRequests()){return}for(var i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];JSEvents.deferredCalls.splice(i,1);--

i;call.targetFunction.apply(null,call.argsList)}},eventHandlers:[],removeAllHandlersOnTarget:function(target,event

TypeString){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==target&&(!eventTypeString||event

TypeString==JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].eventTypeString)){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}},_removeHandler:function(i){var

h=JSEvents.eventHandlers[i];h.target.removeEventListener(h.eventTypeString,h.eventListenerFunc,h.useCapture);J

SEvents.eventHandlers.splice(i,1)},registerOrRemoveHandler:function(eventHandler){var jsEventHandler=function

jsEventHandler(event){++JSEvents.inEventHandler;JSEvents.currentEventHandler=eventHandler;JSEvents.runDef

erredCalls();eventHandler.handlerFunc(event);JSEvents.runDeferredCalls();--

JSEvents.inEventHandler};if(eventHandler.callbackfunc){eventHandler.eventListenerFunc=jsEventHandler;eventH

andler.target.addEventListener(eventHandler.eventTypeString,jsEventHandler,eventHandler.useCapture);JSEvents.e

ventHandlers.push(eventHandler);JSEvents.registerRemoveEventListeners()}else{for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==eventHandler.target&&JSEvents.e

ventHandlers[i].eventTypeString==eventHandler.eventTypeString){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}}},queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii:function(targetThread,eventHandlerFunc,eventTypeId,eventData,userData)

{var stackTop=stackSave();var

varargs=stackAlloc(12);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs>>2]=eventTypeId;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs

+4>>2]=eventData;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+8>>2]=userData;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThr

ead,637534208,eventHandlerFunc,eventData,varargs);stackRestore(stackTop)},getTargetThreadForEventCallback:f

unction(targetThread){switch(targetThread){case 1:return 0;case 2:return

PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread;default:return

targetThread}},getNodeNameForTarget:function(target){if(!target)return\"\";if(target==window)return\"#window\";

if(target==screen)return\"#screen\";return
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target&&target.nodeName?target.nodeName:\"\"},fullscreenEnabled:function(){return

document.fullscreenEnabled||document.webkitFullscreenEnabled}};function stringToNewUTF8(jsString){var

length=lengthBytesUTF8(jsString)+1;var cString=_malloc(length);stringToUTF8(jsString,cString,length);return

cString}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){var

stackTop=stackSave();var varargs=stackAlloc(12);var

targetCanvasPtr=0;if(targetCanvas){targetCanvasPtr=stringToNewUTF8(targetCanvas)}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(

)[varargs>>2]=targetCanvasPtr;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+4>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[var

args+8>>2]=height;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThread,657457152,0,targetCanvasPtr,varargs);stackRestor

e(stackTop)}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){targetCanvas=tar

getCanvas?UTF8ToString(targetCanvas):\"\";_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThr

ead,targetCanvas,width,height)}function maybeCStringToJsString(cString){return

cString>2?UTF8ToString(cString):cString}var specialHTMLTargets=[0,typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document:0,typeof window!==\"undefined\"?window:0];function

findEventTarget(target){target=maybeCStringToJsString(target);var

domElement=specialHTMLTargets[target]||(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document.querySelector(target):undefined);return domElement}function

findCanvasEventTarget(target){return findEventTarget(target)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas)return-

4;if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEA

P_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+4>>2]=height}if(canvas.offscreenCanvas||!canvas.controlTransferredOffscreen){if

(canvas.offscreenCanvas)canvas=canvas.offscreenCanvas;var

autoResizeViewport=false;if(canvas.GLctxObject&&canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx){var

prevViewport=canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.getParameter(2978);autoResizeViewport=prevViewport[0]===0&&prev

Viewport[1]===0&&prevViewport[2]===canvas.width&&prevViewport[3]===canvas.height}canvas.width=width;

canvas.height=height;if(autoResizeViewport){canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.viewport(0,0,width,height)}}else

if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){var

targetThread=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+8>>2];_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_o

n_target_thread(targetThread,target,width,height);return 1}else{return-4}return 0}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)retur

n _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(2,1,target,width,height);return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(canvas){return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}else{return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height)}}function

_emscripten_set_current_thread_status(newStatus){}function

_emscripten_set_thread_name(threadId,name){}function __webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"ANGLE_instanced_arrays\");if(ext){ctx[\"vertexAttribDivisor\"]=function(index,divisor){ex

t[\"vertexAttribDivisorANGLE\"](index,divisor)};ctx[\"drawArraysInstanced\"]=function(mode,first,count,primcou

nt){ext[\"drawArraysInstancedANGLE\"](mode,first,count,primcount)};ctx[\"drawElementsInstanced\"]=function(

mode,count,type,indices,primcount){ext[\"drawElementsInstancedANGLE\"](mode,count,type,indices,primcount)};

return 1}}function __webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"OES_vertex_array_object\");if(ext){ctx[\"createVertexArray\"]=function(){return

ext[\"createVertexArrayOES\"]()};ctx[\"deleteVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"deleteVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};

ctx[\"bindVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"bindVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};ctx[\"isVertexArray\"]=function(vao)
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{return ext[\"isVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};return 1}}function __webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_draw_buffers\");if(ext){ctx[\"drawBuffers\"]=function(n,bufs){ext[\"drawBuffers

WEBGL\"](n,bufs)};return 1}}function

__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(ctx){return!!(ctx.multiDrawWebgl=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_multi_dra

w\"))}var

GL={counter:1,buffers:[],programs:[],framebuffers:[],renderbuffers:[],textures:[],uniforms:[],shaders:[],vaos:[],cont

exts:{},offscreenCanvases:{},timerQueriesEXT:[],programInfos:{},stringCache:{},unpackAlignment:4,recordError:

function recordError(errorCode){if(!GL.lastError){GL.lastError=errorCode}},getNewId:function(table){var

ret=GL.counter++;for(var i=table.length;i<ret;i++){table[i]=null}return

ret},getSource:function(shader,count,string,length){var source=\"\";for(var i=0;i<count;++i){var

len=length?GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[length+i*4>>2]:-

1;source+=UTF8ToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[string+i*4>>2],len<0?undefined:len)}return

source},createContext:function(canvas,webGLContextAttributes){var

ctx=canvas.getContext(\"webgl\",webGLContextAttributes);if(!ctx)return 0;var

handle=GL.registerContext(ctx,webGLContextAttributes);return

handle},registerContext:function(ctx,webGLContextAttributes){var

handle=_malloc(8);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[handle+4>>2]=_pthread_self();var

context={handle:handle,attributes:webGLContextAttributes,version:webGLContextAttributes.majorVersion,GLctx:

ctx};if(ctx.canvas)ctx.canvas.GLctxObject=context;GL.contexts[handle]=context;if(typeof

webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensionsByDefault===\"undefined\"||webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensions

ByDefault){GL.initExtensions(context)}return

handle},makeContextCurrent:function(contextHandle){GL.currentContext=GL.contexts[contextHandle];Module.ctx

=GLctx=GL.currentContext&&GL.currentContext.GLctx;return!(contextHandle&&!GLctx)},getContext:function(c

ontextHandle){return

GL.contexts[contextHandle]},deleteContext:function(contextHandle){if(GL.currentContext===GL.contexts[context

Handle])GL.currentContext=null;if(typeof

JSEvents===\"object\")JSEvents.removeAllHandlersOnTarget(GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas);if(GL.co

ntexts[contextHandle]&&GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas)GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas.GL

ctxObject=undefined;_free(GL.contexts[contextHandle].handle);GL.contexts[contextHandle]=null},initExtensions:f

unction(context){if(!context)context=GL.currentContext;if(context.initExtensionsDone)return;context.initExtension

sDone=true;var

GLctx=context.GLctx;__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(GLctx);__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_obj

ect(GLctx);__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(GLctx);GLctx.disjointTimerQueryExt=GLctx.getExtension(\"

EXT_disjoint_timer_query\");__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(GLctx);var

exts=GLctx.getSupportedExtensions()||[];exts.forEach(function(ext){if(ext.indexOf(\"lose_context\")<0&&ext.inde

xOf(\"debug\")<0){GLctx.getExtension(ext)}})},populateUniformTable:function(program){var

p=GL.programs[program];var

ptable=GL.programInfos[program]={uniforms:{},maxUniformLength:0,maxAttributeLength:-

1,maxUniformBlockNameLength:-1};var utable=ptable.uniforms;var

numUniforms=GLctx.getProgramParameter(p,35718);for(var i=0;i<numUniforms;++i){var

u=GLctx.getActiveUniform(p,i);var

name=u.name;ptable.maxUniformLength=Math.max(ptable.maxUniformLength,name.length+1);if(name.slice(-

1)==\"]\"){name=name.slice(0,name.lastIndexOf(\"[\"))}var loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,name);if(loc){var

id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);utable[name]=[u.size,id];GL.uniforms[id]=loc;for(var j=1;j<u.size;++j){var

n=name+\"[\"+j+\"]\";loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,n);id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);GL.uniforms[id]=loc}}}

}};var __emscripten_webgl_power_preferences=[\"default\",\"low-power\",\"high-performance\"];function

_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(target,attributes){var a=attributes>>2;var

powerPreference=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(24>>2)];var
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contextAttributes={\"alpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(0>>2)],\"depth\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(4

>>2)],\"stencil\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(8>>2)],\"antialias\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(12>>2)],\"p

remultipliedAlpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(16>>2)],\"preserveDrawingBuffer\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_

I32()[a+(20>>2)],\"powerPreference\":__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences[powerPreference],\"failIfMajorPerf

ormanceCaveat\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(28>>2)],majorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(32>>2)],

minorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(36>>2)],enableExtensionsByDefault:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(

40>>2)],explicitSwapControl:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(44>>2)],proxyContextToMainThread:GROWABLE_

HEAP_I32()[a+(48>>2)],renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(52>>2)]};var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas){return 0}if(contextAttributes.explicitSwapControl){return 0}var

contextHandle=GL.createContext(canvas,contextAttributes);return contextHandle}function

_emscripten_webgl_create_context(a0,a1){return _emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(a0,a1)}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var

ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function

_fd_close(fd){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(3,1,fd);return

0}function _fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(4,1,fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset)}function

_fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(5,1,fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum);var num=0;for(var i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var

ptr=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+i*8>>2];var len=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[ptr+j])}num+=len}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32

()[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function _pthread_cleanup_pop(execute){var

routine=PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop();if(execute)routine()}function

_pthread_cleanup_push(routine,arg){PThread.threadExitHandlers.push(function(){wasmTable.get(routine)(arg)})}f

unction spawnThread(threadParams){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! spawnThread()

can only ever be called from main application thread!\";var

worker=PThread.getNewWorker();if(worker.pthread!==undefined)throw\"Internal

error!\";if(!threadParams.pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal error, no pthread

ptr!\";PThread.runningWorkers.push(worker);var tlsMemory=_malloc(128*4);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tlsMemory+i*4>>2]=0}var

stackHigh=threadParams.stackBase+threadParams.stackSize;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[threadParams.pthread_ptr]={worker:worker,stackBase:threadParams.stackBase,stackSize

:threadParams.stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:threadParams.allocatedOwnStack,threadInfoStruct:threadParams.pthrea

d_ptr};var

tis=pthread.threadInfoStruct>>2;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(64>>2),threadParams.detached);A

tomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(100>>2),tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis

+(40>>2),pthread.threadInfoStruct);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(80>>2),threadParams.stackSiz

e);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(76>>2),stackHigh);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),t

is+(104>>2),threadParams.stackSize);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+8>>2),stackHigh);Atom

ics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+12>>2),threadParams.detached);var

global_libc=_emscripten_get_global_libc();var

global_locale=global_libc+40;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(172>>2),global_locale);worker.pthr

ead=pthread;var

msg={\"cmd\":\"run\",\"start_routine\":threadParams.startRoutine,\"arg\":threadParams.arg,\"threadInfoStruct\":thre

adParams.pthread_ptr,\"stackBase\":threadParams.stackBase,\"stackSize\":threadParams.stackSize};worker.runPthre

ad=function(){msg.time=performance.now();worker.postMessage(msg,threadParams.transferList)};if(worker.loaded
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){worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}function

_pthread_create(pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg){if(typeof SharedArrayBuffer===\"undefined\"){err(\"Current

environment does not support SharedArrayBuffer, pthreads are not available!\");return

6}if(!pthread_ptr){err(\"pthread_create called with a null thread pointer!\");return 28}var transferList=[];var

error=0;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&(transferList.length===0||error)){return

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4(687865856,pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg)}if(error)return error;var

stackSize=0;var stackBase=0;var detached=0;if(attr&&attr!=-

1){stackSize=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr>>2];stackSize+=81920;stackBase=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+

8>>2];detached=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+12>>2]!==0}else{stackSize=2097152}var

allocatedOwnStack=stackBase==0;if(allocatedOwnStack){stackBase=_memalign(16,stackSize)}else{stackBase-

=stackSize;assert(stackBase>0)}var threadInfoStruct=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228>>2;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[(threadInfoStruct>>2)+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_p

tr>>2]=threadInfoStruct;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[threadInfoStruct+12>>2]=threadInfoStruct;var

headPtr=threadInfoStruct+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var

threadParams={stackBase:stackBase,stackSize:stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:allocatedOwnStack,detached:detached

,startRoutine:start_routine,pthread_ptr:threadInfoStruct,arg:arg,transferList:transferList};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){threadParams.cmd=\"spawnThread\";postMessage(threadParams,transferList)}else{spawnThread(thread

Params)}return 0}function __pthread_testcancel_js(){if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;var

tb=_pthread_self();if(!tb)return;var

cancelDisabled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+56>>2);if(cancelDisabled)return;var

canceled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2);if(canceled==2)throw\"Canceled!\"}function

_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKE

R)return;warnOnce(\"Blocking on the main thread is very dangerous, see

https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/pthreads.html#blocking-on-the-main-browser-thread\")}function

__emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,block){if(!thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on a null thread

pointer!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self()==thread){err(\"PThread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}else

if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id()==thread){err(\"Main thread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}var

self=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[thread+12>>2];if(self!==thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on thread

\"+thread+\", which does not point to a valid thread, or does not exist anymore!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}var

detached=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2);if(detached){err(\"Attempted to join thread

\"+thread+\", which was already detached!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.EINVAL}if(block){_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed()}for(;;){var

threadStatus=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+0>>2);if(threadStatus==1){var

threadExitCode=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+4>>2);if(status)GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[sta

tus>>2]=threadExitCode;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2,1);if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD)cleanupThread(thread);else postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cleanupThread\",\"thread\":thread});return

0}if(!block){return

ERRNO_CODES.EBUSY}__pthread_testcancel_js();if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)_emscripten_main_thre

ad_process_queued_calls();_emscripten_futex_wait(thread+0,threadStatus,ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD?100:1

)}}function _pthread_join(thread,status){return __emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,true)}function

_sysconf(name){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(6,1,name);switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;return maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case

235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case 19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case
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159:case 154:case 14:case 77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case

48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case 46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case

161:case 181:case 182:case 242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case

49:case 50:case 168:case 169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case

80:case 81:case 79:return-1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case

93:case 129:case 130:case 131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case

31:case 42:case 72:return 32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case

36:return 99;case 43:case 37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case

44:return 32767;case 75:return 16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return

255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return 64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case

84:{if(typeof navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-

1}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)PThread.initMainThreadBlock();var GLctx;var

proxiedFunctionTable=[null,_atexit,_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread,_fd_close,_fd_seek,_fd_wr

ite,_sysconf];var

asmLibraryArg={\"e\":___assert_fail,\"r\":___call_main,\"x\":__emscripten_notify_thread_queue,\"b\":_abort,\"y\":

_emscripten_asm_const_int,\"j\":_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status,\"d\":_emscripten_futex_wait,\

"c\":_emscripten_futex_wake,\"f\":_emscripten_get_now,\"p\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"A\":_emscripten_num_l

ogical_cores,\"u\":_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js,\"q\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"v\":_emscripten_set_ca

nvas_element_size,\"i\":_emscripten_set_current_thread_status,\"s\":_emscripten_set_thread_name,\"w\":_emscript

en_webgl_create_context,\"l\":_fd_close,\"n\":_fd_seek,\"g\":_fd_write,\"o\":initPthreadsJS,\"a\":wasmMemory||Mo

dule[\"wasmMemory\"],\"z\":_pthread_cleanup_pop,\"k\":_pthread_cleanup_push,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"m\":_pthr

ead_join,\"t\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var
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_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"ga\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var
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_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"o

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var
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_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ja\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,a

rguments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Qa\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ra

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Xa\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Za\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"_a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$a\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ab\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"bb\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"cb\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"db\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"eb\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var
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_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"f

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"hb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ib\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"jb\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"kb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_get_global_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_get_global

_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"lb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=function(){return(_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"mb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=Module[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=function(){return(___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=M

odule[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"nb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls\"]=fu

nction(){return(_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_que

ued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ob\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls\"]

=function(){return(_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_proc

ess_queued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id\"]=functi

on(){return(_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_

id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=function(){return(_ems

cripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"rb\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=function(){return(__emsc

ripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sb\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=function(){retur

n(_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=Module[\"asm\

"][\"tb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=function(

){return(_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"ub\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_call_on_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_call_on_t

hread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"vb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscript

en_tls_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_thread_init=Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_thread_init=Mod

ule[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"yb\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"
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][\"zb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ab\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_stack_set_limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_stack_set_

limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Bb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=function(){return(_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Cb

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls=Module[\"__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls\"]=1

0512;var

__emscripten_main_thread_futex=Module[\"__emscripten_main_thread_futex\"]=12148;Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap

;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=wasmMemory;Module

[\"ExitStatus\"]=ExitStatus;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){readyPromis

eResolve(Module);initRuntime();postMessage({\"cmd\":\"loaded\"});return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){retur

n}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;function

exit(status,implicit){if(implicit&&noExitRuntime&&status===0){return}if(!implicit){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exitProcess\",\"returnCode\":status});throw new

ExitStatus(status)}else{}}if(noExitRuntime){}else{PThread.terminateAllThreads();EXITSTATUS=status;exitRunti

me();if(Module[\"onExit\"])Module[\"onExit\"](status);ABORT=true}quit_(status,new

ExitStatus(status))}if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){noExitRuntime=false;PThread.initWorker()}run

();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports === 'object' && typeof

module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd; });\nelse if

(typeof exports === 'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd\"] =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\n","export const wasmWorkerContents = 'var Module={};function

threadPrintErr(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\" \");console.error(text)}function

threadAlert(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\"

\");postMessage({cmd:\"alert\",text:text,threadId:Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()})}var

err=threadPrintErr;this.alert=threadAlert;Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]=function(info,receiveInstance){var

instance=new

WebAssembly.Instance(Module[\"wasmModule\"],info);Module[\"wasmModule\"]=null;receiveInstance(instance);r

eturn instance.exports};function

moduleLoaded(){}this.onmessage=function(e){try{if(e.data.cmd===\"load\"){Module[\"wasmModule\"]=e.data.wa

smModule;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=e.data.wasmMemory;Module[\"buffer\"]=Module[\"wasmMemory\"].buffer;

Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]=true;if(typeof

e.data.urlOrBlob===\"string\"){importScripts(e.data.urlOrBlob)}else{var

objectUrl=URL.createObjectURL(e.data.urlOrBlob);importScripts(objectUrl);URL.revokeObjectURL(objectUrl)}

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd(Module).then(function(instance){Module=instance;moduleLoaded()})}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else
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if(e.data.cmd===\"run\"){Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]=performance.now()-

e.data.time;Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"](e.data.threadInfoStruct,0,0);var max=e.data.stackBase;var

top=e.data.stackBase+e.data.stackSize;Module[\"establishStackSpace\"](top,max);Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"](

);Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data);Module[\"PThread\"].setThreadStatus(Module[\"_pthread_self

\"](),1);try{var

result=Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"](e.data.start_routine,e.data.arg);if(!Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]())Module[\

"PThread\"].threadExit(result)}catch(ex){if(ex===\"Canceled!\"){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}else

if(ex!=\"unwind\"){if(ex instanceof

Module[\"ExitStatus\"]){if(Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]()){}else{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(ex.status)}}el

se{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(-2);throw ex}}}}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"cancel\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"processThreadQueue\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_

process_queued_calls\"]()}}else{err(\"worker.js received unknown command

\"+e.data.cmd);err(e.data)}}catch(ex){err(\"worker.js onmessage() captured an uncaught exception:

\"+ex);if(ex&&ex.stack)err(ex.stack);throw ex}};if(typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof process.versions.node===\"string\"){self={location:{href:__filename}};var

onmessage=this.onmessage;var

nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\");global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker;var

parentPort=nodeWorkerThreads.parentPort;parentPort.on(\"message\",function(data){onmessage({data:data})});var

nodeFS=require(\"fs\");var nodeRead=function(filename){return nodeFS.readFileSync(filename,\"utf8\")};function

globalEval(x){global.require=require;global.Module=Module;eval.call(null,x)}importScripts=function(f){globalEva

l(nodeRead(f))};postMessage=function(msg){parentPort.postMessage(msg)};if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){performance={now:function(){return Date.now()}}}}';","\nvar

WasmBackendModule = (function() {\n  var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' &&

document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src : undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined')

_scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return (\nfunction(WasmBackendModule) {\n  WasmBackendModule =

WasmBackendModule || {};\n\nvar Module=typeof

WasmBackendModule!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModule:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var
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ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"}}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(_scriptDir){s

criptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.substr(0,script

Directory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}{read_=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}var UTF8Decoder=typeof
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TextDecoder!==\"undefined\"?new TextDecoder(\"utf8\"):undefined;function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

endPtr=idx;while(heap[endPtr]&&!(endPtr>=endIdx))++endPtr;if(endPtr-

idx>16&&heap.subarray&&UTF8Decoder){return UTF8Decoder.decode(heap.subarray(idx,endPtr))}else{var

str=\"\";while(idx<endPtr){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(HEAPU8,ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,HEAPU8,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){HEAP8.set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var

__ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var

runtimeInitialized=false;__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctors()}});function

preRun(){if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT__)}function

preMain(){callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function postRun(){if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDep

endencies\"](runDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module
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[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTAT

US=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new

WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmMemory=Module[\"asm\"][\"j\"];updateGlobalBufferAnd

Views(wasmMemory.buffer);wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"r\"];removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")}addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\");function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}function _abort(){abort()}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){HEAPU8.copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return HEAPU8.length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize
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+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=HEAP32[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return

ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function _fd_close(fd){return 0}function

_fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){}function _fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){var num=0;for(var

i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var ptr=HEAP32[iov+i*8>>2];var len=HEAP32[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,HEAPU8[ptr+j])}num+=len}HEAP32[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function

_pthread_create(){return 6}function _pthread_join(){return 28}function

setErrNo(value){HEAP32[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return value}function

_sysconf(name){switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var maxHeapSize=2147483648;return

maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case 235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case

19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case 159:case 154:case 14:case

77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case 48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case

46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case 161:case 181:case 182:case

242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case 49:case 50:case 168:case

169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case 80:case 81:case 79:return-

1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case 93:case 129:case 130:case

131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case 31:case 42:case 72:return

32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case 36:return 99;case 43:case

37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case 44:return 32767;case 75:return

16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return 255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return

64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case 84:{if(typeof

navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-1}var

asmLibraryArg={\"a\":_abort,\"d\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"e\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"f\":_fd_close,\"c\":_f

d_seek,\"b\":_fd_write,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"g\":_pthread_join,\"i\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"k\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"l\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"m\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"n\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"o\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"p\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"q\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"s\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"u\"]).apply(null,ar
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guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"v\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"w\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"A\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"I\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M
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odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).apply(null

,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"c

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\

"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ma\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"oa\"]).apply(nul
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l,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ta\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"])

.apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"Ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,argumen
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ts)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"Xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){return}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}run();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModule.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports ===

'object' && typeof module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModule;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModule; });\nelse if (typeof exports ===

'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModule\"] = WasmBackendModule;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from
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'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface

TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:

DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:

BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n

return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false

otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n

getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n

this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,
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memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n

case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n

// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n

util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =

'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new

Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n

factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double

error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD
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binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =

null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n

  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,

['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory

where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix

= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =
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numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n","/** @license See the

LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.11.0';\nexport

{version};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,

setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n},

WASM_PRIORITY);\n"],"names":["_FusedMatMul","util","Abs","backend_util","Add","AddN","Identity","setup",

"Transpose","All","Any","wasmFunc","ArgMax","AvgPool","Reshape","BatchMatMul","slice_util","buffer","sliceI

mplCPU","Slice","BatchToSpaceND","Cast","Ceil","ClipByValue","concatImplCPU","Concat","Conv2D","Conv2

DBackpropInput","Cos","Cosh","CropAndResize","Cumsum","DepthToSpace","DepthwiseConv2dNative","Elu","s

upportsFullBroadcast","Equal","Exp","ExpandDims","Fill","FlipLeftRight","Floor","FloorDiv","FusedBatchNorm",

"FusedConv2D","FusedDepthwiseConv2D","GatherNd","GatherV2","Greater","GreaterEqual","setupFunc","Leaky

Relu","Less","LessEqual","Log","LogicalAnd","Max","Maximum","MaxPool","Mean","Min","Minimum","Mirror

Pad","Multiply","Neg","NonMaxSuppressionV3","NonMaxSuppressionV4","NonMaxSuppressionV5","kernelFunc

","NotEqual","OneHot","OnesLike","Pack","PadV2","Pow","Prelu","Prod","rangeImplCPU","Range","RealDiv","R

elu","Relu6","ResizeBilinear","Reverse","RotateWithOffset","Round","Rsqrt","ScatterNd","Select","Sigmoid","Sin

","Softmax","SpaceToBatchND","SplitV","Sqrt","Square","SquaredDifference","Step","StridedSlice","Sub","Sum",

"Tan","Tanh","Tile","TopK","Transform","Unpack","ZerosLike","registerKernel","env","require$$0","require$$1",

"require$$2","global","require$$3","require$$4","tslib_1.__extends","DataStorage","engine","KernelBackend","wa

smFactoryThreadedSimd","wasmFactory","deprecationWarn","registerBackend"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA;AACA,IAAY,QAMX;AAND,WAAY,QAAQ;IAClB,6CAAW,CAAA;IACX,yCAAS,C

AAA;IACT,uCAAQ,CAAA;IACR,2CAAU,CAAA;IACV,iDAAa,CAAA;AACf,CAAC,EANW,QAAQ,KAAR,QA

AQ,QAMnB;AAED;AACA,IAAY,iBAQX;AARD,WAAY,iBAAiB;IAC3B,6DAAU,CAAA;IACV,yDAAQ,CAA

A;IACR,2DAAS,CAAA;IACT,2DAAS,CAAA;IACT,mEAAa,CAAA;IACb,+DAAW,CAAA;IACX,uDAAO,CAA

A;AACT,CAAC,EARW,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB;;AC3B7B;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAKQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,

KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACA,qBAAY,EAAE,IAAI,a

AAa;QAClE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIzB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;I

AC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,YAAC,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;IAEpD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KA

AK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,6DAA6D,CAA

C,CAAC;KACpE;IAEM,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,EAAE,qCAAc,CAAU;IACnE,IAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/

C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;IAE/C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iDAAiD;iBACjD,UAAQ,QA
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AQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;KACtB;IACD,IAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;QAC3D,CAAC;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,i

BAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAC

R,UAAU,mDAAgD;YAC7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,Q

AAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5B,IA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,wBAAwB,EACzE,cAAc,I

AAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GA

AiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAEA,qBAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU

,EAAE,gBAAoC;CACjD;;AC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAuBgB,uBAAuB,CACnC,UAAkB,EAAE,OAAkB;IACxC,IAAI,Q

AA6D,CAAC;IAElE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;QACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;KACJ;IAED,S

AAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAiD;QAE5D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAW,iBAAC,CAAU;QACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;QAC5D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;;QAGnD,IAAIC,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;

YACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,YAAA,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,WAAA,EAAE,UAAU,YAAA,EAAC,CAAC;AAClE;;ACpDA;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,YAAG,CAAC;;ACpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAuBgB,wBAAwB,CAC

pC,UAAkB,EAAE,qBAA8B,EAClD,KAAgB;IAClB,IAAI,QAGQ,CAAC;IAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;QA

CrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;YACR,

OAAO;YACP,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,OAAO;YACP,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,C

AAC;KACJ;IAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAkD;QAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,CAAS;QACxB,IAAA,Y

AAC,EAAE,YAAC,CAAW;QACtB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAE/C,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,

KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QACnD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGC,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;;QAGrD,IAAIF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAE;YACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,IAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;Q

ACnD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAM,OAAA,QAAQ,CAC7B,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,QAAQ,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC;;QAG9B,IAAI,qBAAqB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;YAClD,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;YACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,IAAM,cA

Ac,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,IAAM,
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cAAc,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,IAA

M,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,G

AAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAA

K,OAAA,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,eAAe,EAAE;YACtC,UAAU,EA

AE,CAAC;YACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,2CAA2C;iBAC3C,m

BAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,SAAI,UAAU,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SAChD;KACF;IAED,OAAO,EAAC,U

AAU,YAAA,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,WAAA,EAAE,UAAU,YAAA,EAAC,CAAC;AAClE;;

ACxFA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAE5B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAAC

C,YAAG,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC;;ACxBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QAEQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,O

AAoB;IACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACnD,OAA

O;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAkD;IACvD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;

IAGjE,IAAIJ,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,I

AAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtE

,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IA

CtC,UAAU,EAAEI,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,WAAA;IACT,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CA

CrC;;AC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IAE3D,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IACpC,IAA

M,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IACjD,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAEC,iBAAQ;

IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC;;ACpCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,aAE4D

,CAAC;AAEjE,SAASC,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,

kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAC7D,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,O

AAO;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,SAAS,CACrB,IAC0E;IAErE,IAAA,oBAAM,EA

AE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;;;IAGhC,IAAA,kDAAoE,EAAnE,oBAAY,EAAE,YAAqD,CAAC;IAE3E,IAAI

,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACjB,UAAU,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;SACpB;KACF;IACD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG;QACR,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM;QACvB,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY;QACnB,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK;KACtB,CAAC;IAEF,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;QACd,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,QA

AA,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;QACxB,O

AAO,MAAM,CAAC;KACf;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WA

AW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KA

AK,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACjB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,

SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,OAAiB,EAAE,IAAc;IACxD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,
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CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;KAChC;IACD,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;AAClB,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,iBAAiB,CACtB,KAAe,EAAE,IA

Ac;IACjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7B,KAAK,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,IAAI,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAClB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;SACzB;QACD,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YA

CxB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvB;KACF;IACD,KAAK,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,IAAI,SA

AS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACnB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;YACvC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;iBACd,SAAS,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC

zD,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;aACf;SACF;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KACxB;

IACD,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;AAC7B,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,U

AAU,EAAEA,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;IACzC,SAAS,EAAED,OAA

K;CACjB;;ACtHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA;;;;;;;;SAQgB,uBAAuB,CACnC,CAAa,EAAE,IAAqB,EAAE,OAAoB;IAM5

D,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACvB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;I

ACvD,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACvB,IAAI,kBAAkB,GAAG,KAAK,CAA

C;IAC/B,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;QAC5C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE;YACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

SACvC;QAED,IAAI,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;QACzD,WAAW;YACP,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAEnE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,IAAM,YA

AY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QA

ClE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,kBAAkB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;SAC3B;KACF;IAED,OAAO,EA

AC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAE,kBAAkB,oBAAA,EAAC,CAAC;AA

C3E;;AC9DA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASI,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACE,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;AAC/E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,C

AAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,

GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,c

AAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,

UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;KACxB;IAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrCN,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C;IAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,

aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACr

C;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KA

CxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEM,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,M
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AAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEF,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,O

AAiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AACG,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG

,CAAC,IAAgE;IAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ

,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CA

AC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,Y

AAY,CAAC;KACxB;IAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrCP,qBAAY,

CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAA

Q,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAE

nD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACl

D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,

OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACrC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,

OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,I

AAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC

5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAA

M,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEO,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEH,OAAK;IA

ChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAII,UAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASJ,OAAK,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QA

CrD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AA

ED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBA

AI,CAA+B;IACnC,IAAA,YAAC,CAAiC;IACzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,0CACoB,CAAC;IAE9C,I

AAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,C

AAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;SACxB;KACF;IAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGX,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACvCU,UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAE

M,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAEC,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,M

AA0B;IACtC,SAAS,EAAEL,OAAK;CACjB;;AChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,WAI6D,CAAC;AAElE,SAASA,O

AAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACM,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,a

AAa;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,C

AAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IACnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sB

AAO,CAAS;IAEtC,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAExC,IAAA,6BAAU,EAA

E,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,CAAU;IAC1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGV,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;I

AE3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,
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CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,QAAQ,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAA

I,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;aACzC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,IAAI,QA

AQ,CAAC,aAAa,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACjE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,C

ACX,oEAAoE;aACpE,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,UAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,OAAI,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KA

CrE;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C;IAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,W

AAW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,E

ACzE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UA

AU,EAAEU,gBAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEN,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2

B;CACxC;;AC9FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAqBgB,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;IACnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IA

CtB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;IAEtB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzDA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,KAAKA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,EACpC,cAAM,OAAA,gBAAc,MAAM,qBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,yBAAsB;QACnE,8CAA8C,G

AAA,CAAC,CAAC;;IAGxD,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IA

C9B,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;AAC3D,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAEa,gBAAO;

IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC5CD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAG2C,

CAAC;AAEhD,SAASP,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACQ

,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,WAAW,C

AAC,IAIpB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,YAAC,CA

AW;IACf,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;IAEvC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4DAA4D,CAAC,CAAC;KACnE;IAED,

IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC7B,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG

d,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjD,IAAM,mBAAmB,GACrB,SAAS,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAElEA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,

mBAAmB,EAC/C,cAAM,OAAA,iEAAiE;QACnE,kEAAkE;SAClE,0BAAwB,UAAU,eAAU,UAAU,OAAI,CAA

A,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAA

W,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtEA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,WAAW,KAAK,WAAW,EAC3B,c
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AAM,OAAA,oCAAkC,WAAW,YAAS;SACrD,WAAW,iCAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,UAAO,CAAA;SACrD,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,wBAAmB,UAAY,CAAA;SACzC,qBAAmB,UAAU,iBAAc,CAAA,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IA

ErD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACrC,CAAC,S

AAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACpE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACrC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;;IAGp

E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,

SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,GAAG,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,OA

AO,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,

EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,W

AAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;IACrE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,eAAe,CACX,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EACxD,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO

,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C;IACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAEc,oBAAW;IA

CvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAER,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,WAA+B;CAC5C;;ACjID;AAC

A;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAE

O,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE;AAClE,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,

GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAEA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

AAChF,IAAI,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AAC5C;AACA,QAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;AACvB,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI;AAChC,YAAY,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,a

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AACzD,YAAY,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAC5C,YAAY,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC;AAC3B,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC;AACX,KAAK;AACL,SAAS;AACT,QAAQ,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AAC1B,QAAQ,MAAM,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI;AAChC,YAAY,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;AAClD,gBAA

gBE,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;AAC/D,gBAAgB,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;A

AC3B,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACzB,YAAY,KAAK,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAA

G,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;AAC3D,gBAAgB,MAAM,M

AAM,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;AAC7D,gBAAgB,KAAK,IAAI,

GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,E

AAE;AAC/D,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC;AAChE,iBAAiB;AACjB,aAAa;AACb,YAAY,SAAS,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;AACxC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;AACX,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC;AACnB;;AC7CA;AACA;

AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAEO,

SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;AACpD,IAAI,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,

KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC;AACzC,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC;AACjE,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACjE,I

AAI,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,2BAA2B;AACpD,QAAQ,2BAA2B,EAAE;AACrC,QAAQ,OAAOF,aAAI,CAAC,mBAAm

B,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAClD,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,
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GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACnE,I

AAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAChE,IA

AI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;AACpC;AACA;AACA,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;AAClB,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACtB,IAAI,

KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;A

AC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC;AACzC,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAClB;;ACrCA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;

AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAGO,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;AAC3D,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAGe,mBAAU,C

AAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;AACxE,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGf,a

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;AAC5C,IAAI,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAChD,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;AACrB,QAAQ,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGe,mBAAU,CAA

C,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;AACzE,QAAQ,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AACh

C,YAAY,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/D,SAAS

;AACT,QAAQ,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAC9D,

KAAK;AACL,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;AAC1C,QAAQb,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC;AACjD,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC;AACb,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,GAAGc,eAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAA

E,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;AACpD,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,eAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;AACvC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,

EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;AAC1C,QAAQ,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;AAC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC7D,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AACnD,KAAK;AACL,I

AAI,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AAC5B,QAAQ,OAAOd,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAClE,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;AACzB;;AC3CA;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,KAAK,CACjB,IAAoE;IACtD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,eAAoB,EAAZ,gBAAK,EAAE,cAAI,EAAG,s

BAAO,CAAS;IAEpD,IAAA,yDAA6D,EAA5D,cAAM,EAAE,aAAoD,CAAC;IAEpE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGa,mB

AAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,IAAM,

KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGf,a

AAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAElD,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,IAAM,UAAU,

GAAGe,mBAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACxB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW;gBACd,KAAsB;qBAClB,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,

UAAU,GAAGf,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACpE;aAAM;YACL,IAAM,SAAO,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YAChD,SAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CACN,KAAoB;iBACh

B,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

SACxE;QAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;QACxB,IA

AM,GAAG,GAAGiB,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,GAAmB,CAAC;QAC1C,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,IAA

M,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC5B,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACd,OA

AO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,MAA0B,EACrE,KAAyB,CAAC,

CAAC;KAChC;SAAM,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACtD,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAiC,CAAC,CAAC;K

AC5E;SAAM,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACnE,MAA0C,EA

C1C,KAAyC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChD;SAAM;QACL,IAAM,GAAG,GACLA,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,
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EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAe,CAAC;QACvE,OAAO,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAClB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CA

CZ,KAA8B,EAAE,OAAe,EAC/C,OAAgC,EAAE,KAAuB,EACzD,IAAsB;IACxB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;IAClB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,

KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,IAAM,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QACrC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE

,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtB;AACH,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EA

AE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,OAAgC,EAAE,KAA+B,EACjE,IAA8B;IAChC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC;IAClB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,IA

AI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,E

AAE;YAClC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;

YACrD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACtB;

KACF;AACH,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,QAAgB,EAA

E,OAAgC,EAClD,KAAuC,EACvC,IAAsC;IACxC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,IAAM,MAAM,GA

AG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

xB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE;YAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;gBA

ClC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC;gBACpE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;gBACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;aACtB;SACF;KACF;AACH,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAEC,cAAK

;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC;;AChJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,C

AAC,IAIvB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAA

A,6BAAU,EAAE,mBAAK,CAAU;IAElC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGhB,qBAAY,CA

AC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG

A,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9E,IA

AM,gBAAgB,GAClBA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClBA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,SAAS,GACXA,qBAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1E,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,C

AAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IAC5E,IAAM,WAAW,GACb,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,

EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAA

M,mBAAmB,GAAG,OAAO,CAC/B,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,S

AAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3E,IAAM,MAAM,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACnB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC;QAChC,OAAO,SAAA;QA

CP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;KAClD,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,
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OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE

tC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAEiB,uBAAc;IAC1

B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,IAAI,CAChB,IAAk

E;IAEpD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAW,wBAAK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IACpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;A

AEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEC,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,I

AAwB;CACrC;;ACrCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ACpBrE;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,QAAwE,CAAC;AAE7E,SAASf,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgB,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAC1D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAA

O,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,iCAAY,CAAU;IAC3C,IAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IACjD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAEA,oBAAW;I

ACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEhB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACpDD;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;SAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAE/B,IAAM,IAAI,GAA

GN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;;I

AG5E,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAAF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IACpE,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAE;QACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACrD;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D,IAAIA,aAAI,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,MAA

M,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;

IACzCE,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAElD,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;;;;;;;;QAQjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UA

AA,CAAC;YAC5B,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC1D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;Y

AC9B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3D,CAAC,CAAC;QAEH,IAAM,eAAe

,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;YACpC,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;SAC3D,CAAC,C

AAC;;QAGH,QAAQ;YACJE,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,O

AAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;QAC3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAChD,IAAM,SAAO,GAAGqB,

UAAa,CACT,eAAe,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAC1C,YAAY,CAAa,C

AAC;QAE9C,IAAM,aAAa,GACfrB,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,I

AAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,aAAa,CAAC;QAC1B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAO,CAAC,CAAC;

QAEnE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,
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MAAM,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAErD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGF,aAAI,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACrB,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,UAAA,KAAK;QACjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,YAAY,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;QACzB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;KACj

B,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,KAAK,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,

CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAA

kB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACjC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;QACjC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YACtC,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9B,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;YAC9B,IA

AM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC;YAC/D,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YAC7B,SAAS,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC;SACvB;KACF;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,E

AAEwB,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;AC/GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqB

A,IAAI,UAMsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASlB,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAK,CAACmB,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;K

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,E

AAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAE/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IAC3B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAElD,IAAA,uBA

AO,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;IACrE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGvB,qBAAY

,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,C

AAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IA

AM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC5C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,

KAAK,CACX,mDAAmD;aAChD,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC

nD,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/D,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,Y

AAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAEuB,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

SAAS,EAAEnB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;ACtGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,uBAQ8C,CAA

C;AAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,uBAAuB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoB,

4BAAmB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QACtE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,
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QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,

CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAA

K,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,cAAE,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IACrB,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,6BAAU,EAAE,

uCAAe,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;IAEtE,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGxB,qBA

AY,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3

C,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAyC,EAAE,OAAO,EACrE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,

kBAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAA,8BAAS,EACT,oCAAY,EACZ,kCAAW,EACX,gCAAU,EACV,4B

AAQ,EACR,0BAAO,EACP,kCAAW,EACX,8BAAS,EACT,4BAAQ,EACR,oCAAY,EACZ,kCAAW,CACA;IAEb

,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM

,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IAExD,IAAM,cAAc,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACxD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAA,+CAAyD,EAAxD,aAAK,EAAE,aAAK,EAAE,aAA0C,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,YAAY,

GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,G

AAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAA

c,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,uBAAuB,CACnB,IAAI,EA

AE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EACvE,UAAU,EAAE,SAA

S,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACvE,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAC9D,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAA

U,EAAE,UAAU,EAChE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,

IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAE0B,4BAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE

pB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;CACpD;;AC/HD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,

CAACqB,YAAG,CAAC;;ACrBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;AC

pBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA;AACA,IAAK,mBAGJ;AAHD,WAAK,mBAAmB;IACtB,qEAAY,CAAA;IACZ,mEAAW

,CAAA;AACb,CAAC,EAHI,mBAAmB,KAAnB,mBAAmB,QAGvB;AAED,IAAI,iBAGkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAASt

B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuB,sBAAa,EAAE,IA

AI,WAAW;QACnE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,aAAa,CAA

C,IAItB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,qBAAM,EAAE,6CAAkB,EA

AE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IAC9C,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IAEtC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1B,IAAA,aAAsD,EAArD,kBAAU,EAAE,iBAAyC,CAA

C;IAC7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;Q

AC7B,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,UAAU,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACvD;IAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAA

G,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C
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AAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,iBAAiB,CACb,QAAQ,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,UAAU,EACnE,SAAS,EACT,mBAAmB,CAAC,

MAAgD,CAAC,EACrE,kBAAkB,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/B,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACtB,O

AAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,

CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAiB;IAC/C,UAAU,EAAEA,sBAAa;IACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

SAAS,EAAEvB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;CAC9C;;ACjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,IAAI,UACsE,CAAC;A

AE3E,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACwB,eAA

M,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,MAAM,CACpB,IAAsE;IAE/D,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,

kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,uBAAO,CAAU;IACzC,I

AAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B9B,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,OAAO,EACtD,cAAM,OAAA,6BAA2B,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,iCAA8B,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;IAE1E,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,WAAW

,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3E;IAC

D,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;IAChEA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IAEzE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,W

AAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

C/D,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IACnE,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzD,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;;IAG7C,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC;IACtB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,IAAM,eAAe,G

AAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;QACzE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CACb,EAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,EAAE,O

AAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

QACtC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE4B,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;

IACnB,SAAS,EAAExB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;AClFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,gBAGu

C,CAAC;AAE5C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AACyB,qBAAY,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAA

Q;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,YAAY,

CAAC,IAI5B;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IA

AA,2BAAS,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;IAEtC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;IAC7B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAA

K,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;IACrE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,S

AAS,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,I

AAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM;QACtC,C

AAC,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACnD,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,

YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAExD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE

,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M
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AAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrB,IAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC/B,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;IAExE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5E,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,U

AAU,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,

YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAC/D,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,E

AAE,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,I

AAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;IAC9C,UAAU,EAAE+B,qBAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEz

B,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;CAC7C;;ACvFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,mBAMsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SA

ASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,mBAAmB;QACf,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC0B,8BAAqB,EA

AE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YAC

R,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAA

Q;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC

;AAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,IAIxB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAE/B,IAAA,YA

AC,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IAC3B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAElD,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,eAAG,EAA

E,uCAAe,CAAU;IAEzD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,SAAS,CAAC;IAE1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG9B,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,

MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EACzD,UAAwC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAC/D,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAA

C;IAE1B,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAA

a,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC5C,IAAM

,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,I

AAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,kEAAkE;aAC/D,QAAQ,C

AAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,mBAAmB,CACf,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,S

AAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE

,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,2BAA2B,GAAiB

;IACvD,UAAU,EAAE8B,8BAAqB;IACjC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE1B,OAAK;IAChB,UAA

U,EAAE,eAAmC;CAChD;;AC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC2B,YAAG,CAAC;;

ACpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,IAAMC,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,WAAW,GACpB,wBAAwB,

CAACC,cAAK,EAAED,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBlE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBA

AuB,CAACE,YAAG,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC;;ACpB9E;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,UAAU,CAAC,IAI1B;IACQ,IAAA,oBA

AM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,oBAAK,CAAW;IAChB,IAAA,eAAG,CAAU;IAEpB,IA

AM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IACrC,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE;;QAEXpC,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EACvB,cAAM,OA

AA,mCAAiC,EAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,UACpD,SAAS,MAAG,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QACtB,IAAI,G
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AAG,SAAS,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5B;IACD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

AAC1E,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAiB;IAC5C,UAAU,EAAEqC,mBAAU;IACtB,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;CAC3C;;ACnDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,IAAI,CAAC,IAA8C;IAC1D,IAAA,eAA4

B,EAApB,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IACrD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEC,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IA

CnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;AClCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,iBAE2C,CAAC;AAEhD,SAAShC,OAAK,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiC,sBAAa,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;Q

ACrE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACL,CAAC;SAEe,aAAa,CACzB,IAAyD;IACpD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IACxB,IAAA,oBAAK,C

AAW;IAEvB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE7C,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,k

BAAU,EAAE,mBAA0B,CAAC;IAElE,iBAAiB,CACb,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAA

E,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,mBAAmB,G

AAiB;IAC/C,UAAU,EAAEA,sBAAa;IACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;IAC7C,SAAS

,EAAEjC,OAAK;CACjB;;ACzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACkC,cAAK,CAAC;;

ACnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAMN,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,C

AACO,iBAAQ,EAAEP,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,aAEgE,CAAC;AAErE,SAAS5B,OA

AK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAC9BoC,uBAAc,EAAE,IAAI,aAC

pB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;AAC9E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,k

BAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,uCAAe,CAAU;IACzB,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,0BAAQ,EAAE,sBAAM,E

AAE,oBAAK,CAAW;IAClD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;IAC9E,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;IAEjD,IAAI1C,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

EnD,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAA

E0C,uBAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEpC,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/

C;;AC/DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAQQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqC,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,C

AAC;AAED,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,IAIpB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IA

AA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;IAEvD,IAAA,uBAAO,EACP,eAAG,EACH,2

BAAS,EACT,6BAAU,EACV,uCAAe,EACf,6BAAU,EACV,qCAAc,CACN;IAEV,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGzC,qBAA
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Y,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EA

CrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1B,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACR,UAAU,mDAAgD;YAC7D,sBAAsB,CAA

C,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,I

AAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,gDAAgD;iBAChD,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;YACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,6BAA2B,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,gBAAa;iBACtD

,0CAAwC,cAAc,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SAChE;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KA

CtB;IAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAA

a,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,

MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IACrC,I

AAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;I

AEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;QACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,wDAAwD;aACrD,UAAU,0BAA

uB,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3C;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAA

Q,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;QAC3D,CAA

C;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE5

D,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,E

ACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAA

a,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;I

AC7C,UAAU,EAAEyC,oBAAW;IACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAErC,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,

EAAE,WAA+B;CAC5C;;ACzJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,wBAQQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB

;IACjC,wBAAwB;QACpB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACsC,6BAAoB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACxD,Q

AAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;Y

ACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,Q

AAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;S

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAI7B;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,E

AAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;IAEvD,IAAA,u

BAAO,EACP,eAAG,EACH,2BAAS,EACT,6BAAU,EACV,uCAAe,EACf,6BAAU,EACV,qCAAc,CACN;IAEV,I

AAM,QAAQ,GAAG1C,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB

,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CA

CR,UAAU,4DAAyD;YACtE,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,cAAc,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAA

E;QAChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,y
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DAAyD;iBACzD,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;YACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,sCAA

oC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,gBAAa;iBAC/D,0CAAwC,cAAc,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SAChE;QACD,MAAM

,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,I

AAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,

aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,SAAS,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM,OAA

O,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;QACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK

,CACX,iEAAiE;aAC9D,UAAU,0BAAuB,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3C;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,wBAAwB,GA

AG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;QAC3D,CAAC;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE5D,wBAAwB,CACpB,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,E

AAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,O

AAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,

eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,0BAA0B,GAAiB;IACtD,UAAU,EAAE0C,6BAAoB;IAChC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IA

CnB,SAAS,EAAEtC,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,oBAAwC;CACrD;;AC1JD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,YAGI,CA

AC;AAET,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuC,i

BAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;I

AE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,CAAS;IACxB,IAAA,sBAAM,EAAE,wBAAO,CAAW;IAE3B,IAAA,6DAC

6C,EAD5C,mBAAW,EAAE,iBAAS,EAAE,iBAAS,EAAE,eACS,CAAC;IAEpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,EAA

E;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM

,SAAS,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAM,YAAY,G

AAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,IAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACn

D,YAAY,CACR,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,

SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EACvE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;A

AEM,IAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAEA,iBAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE

vC,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;CACrB;;AC7ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,UAGsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAA

SA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,

WAAW;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAA

O;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CACb,IAA0E;IAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,

EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,wBAAO,CAAW;IACrB,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,

2BAAS,CAAU;;IAGhC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAe,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;4BAC3B,

CAAC;QACR,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7BA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAC
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P,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,EAClC;YACI,OAAA,+BAA6B,KAAK,wBAAkB

,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,OAAG;SAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;IAL9E,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;gBAAlC,CAAC;KAMT;IAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGE,qBAA

Y,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAChE,CAAW,EAAE,OAAiB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IA

E3D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;QACvB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC;QACX,KAAK,E

AAE;YACL,KAAK,EAAE;gBACL,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO

;gBAC3D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;aACpB;SACF;QACD,OAAO,SAAA;KACR,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,IAAM,WAAW,

GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC;QAC3B,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC;QACpB,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC;QACxE,OAAO,SAAA;KA

CR,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG;QACzB,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAA

E,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;QAC3E,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;KACpB,CAAC;IAEF,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IACD,IAA

M,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAErB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG

,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,a

AAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAChC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aA

AI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EA

AE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAC7D,SAAS,CAAC

,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;IACrC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;;IAGzC,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAClC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,cAAc,G

AAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE8C,iBAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAExC,OAAK;IAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC;;ACzHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAA

M,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAACa,gBAAO,EAAEb,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBpE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoB

A,IAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAC3B,wBAAwB,CAACc,qBAAY,EAAEd

,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBzE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAIxB,UAC0E,CAAC;AAE/E,SAASuC,WAAS,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACrCvC,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACwC,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;

QACxD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,SAAS,C

ACrB,IAC0E;IAE5D,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAW,wBAAK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IAEpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;IAG/C,IAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAIlD,aAAI,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnDU,UAAQ,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAChD;IA

ED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEwC,kBAAS;IACrB,

WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,aAAA;IACT,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC3DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,I

AAMhB,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,UAAU,GACnB,wBAAwB,CAACiB,aAAI,EAAEjB,uB

AAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBjE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,IAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAA

M,eAAe,GACxB,wBAAwB,CAACkB,kBAAS,EAAElB,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AA

mBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACmB,YAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAMnB,uBAAqB,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,gBAAgB,GACzB,wBAAwB,CAACoB,mBAAU,EAAEpB,uBAAqB,EAAE

,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiD,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,
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QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;I

AEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,6BAAsB,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IAC1

C,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IA

AI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;K

ACxB;IAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrCrD,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA

0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBA

C4C,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAIA,aAAI

,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACxD;IA

ED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;

IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK

,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEqD,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM

;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEjD,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;ACrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAM4B,uB

AAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAACsB,gBAAO,EAAEtB,uBAAqB,CAA

C;;ACrB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,WAKqE,CAAC;AAE1E,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACmD,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;K

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IACnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,E

AAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAEtC,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;;;;;;;IAU/CzD,aAA

I,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EACrB;QACI,OAAA,4DAA0D,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,MAAG;KAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,CAAU;IAC1

D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,E

AAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,I

AAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,cA

Ac,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAA

M,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;aACzC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,IA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;IAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,

MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EACnE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EA

AE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,a

AAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAEuD,gBAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEnD,OAAK;I

AChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,QAAkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAASA,OAAK

,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ;QACJ,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoD,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,C
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AAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC1E,CAAC;SAEe,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;IAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,

oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB

,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACu

C,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;I

ACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,

UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAAa,GAAGxD,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,

aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAEDA,qBAAY

,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACz

C,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACxB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KA

AK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,WAAW;YACP,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

KACxD;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,I

AAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,QA

AQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACtC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OA

AO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAA

M,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QA

C7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;

AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEwD,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IAC

nB,SAAS,EAAEpD,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;AClGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAA

C;AAET,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqD,YA

AG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AA

CL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IA

C/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EA

AE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GA

AG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;SACxB;KACF;IAED,I

AAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAErCzD,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;I

AC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAA

a,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE

,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACxD;IAED,IAAI,kB

AAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,

QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEyD,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,S

AAS,EAAErD,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC1FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC0B,gBAAO,EAAE1B,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACr

B5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA;AACA,IAAK,iBAGJ;AAHD,WAAK,iBAAiB;IACpB,+DAAW,CAAA;IACX,mEAAa,CA
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AA;AACf,CAAC,EAHI,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB,QAGrB;AAED,IAAI,aAGsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS5B,OAAK,

CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuD,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;Q

AC7D,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAIlB;IACiB,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAA

O,EAAE,eAAuB,EAAf,sBAAQ,EAAE,cAAK,CAAS;IAE7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACz

B,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,gBAAgB,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACn

D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,Q

AAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5D,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,

EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACvD,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEA,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EA

AE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;IACzC,SAAS,EAAEvD,OAAK;CACjB;;AC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IA

AM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC4B,iBAAQ,EAAE5B,uBA

AqB,CAAC;;ACvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC6B,YAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;AA0BA;;;;SAIgB,iBAAiB,CAC7B,OAAoB,EAAE,SAAiB;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,IAAM

,gBAAgB,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;IAEhC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,O

AAO,EAAC,gBAAgB,kBAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,eAAe,iBAAA,EAAE,aAAa,eAAA,EAAC,CAAC;AA

C1E;;ACxCA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAIrD,UAEuD,CAAC;AAE5D,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBsD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAA

C,IAInB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAA

E,qCAAc,CAAU;IACrD,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IAE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,SAAS

,GACXtD,UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,I

AAA,0CACmC,EADlC,sCAAgB,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;IAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,C

AAC;IAElC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,g

BAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC;AAC/B,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,U

AAU,EAAEsD,4BAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE1D,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,

UAA8B;CAC3C;;ACzED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAII,UAGsC,CAAC;AAE3C,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACj

CI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBuD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;KACP,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;

AAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA

,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAAE,qCAAc,EAAE,6CAAkB,CAC5D;IACH,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;I

AE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C
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AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGvD,UAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,E

AAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;IAElB,IAAA,0CACmC,EADlC,sCAAgB,EAAE,8BA

AY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;IAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC

;IAEpC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBA

AgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,aA

Aa,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;AACrD,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,

yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAEuD,4BAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE3D,OA

AK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;CACpD;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAII,UAGU,CAAC;AAEf,SAASJ,OA

AK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBwD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QA

AQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAA

C,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAASC,YAAU,CAAC,IAInB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAA

K,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAAE,qCAAc,EAAE,iCAAY,CAAU;IACnE,IAAA,oBAAK,EAA

E,sBAAM,CAAW;IAE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGzD,UAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QA

AQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAEZ,IAAA,0CACmC,EADlC,sCAA

gB,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;;IAI1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa

,CAAC,CAAC;IAElC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAA

O,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,IAAM,oBAAoB,GACtB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACvD,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAEwD,4BAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE5D,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE6D,YAA8B;CAC3C;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAMj

C,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAACkC,iBAAQ,EAAElC,uBAAqB,

EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAo

B;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC+D,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACvD,QAAQ

;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,

MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,wBAAO,CAA

W;IAClB,IAAA,mBAAK,EAAE,uBAAO,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IAEzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAK,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,SAAE,KAAK,IAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,WAA

W,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAM,SAA

S,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,

UAAU,EAAEA,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE/D,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MA

A0B;CACvC;;ACzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IACpD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,CA

AS;IACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,cAAc,

GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAEgE,iBAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC;;

ACjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAuBgB,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;IAE7D,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;I

AC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;IAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvB,OAAO,UAAU,C

ACb,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChE;IAED,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAE9B,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;QACdtE,aAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CACl

B,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACd,uDAAuD,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7DA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KA

AK,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACjB,cAAM,OAAA,uDAAuD,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KACpE,CAAC,CAAC;I

AEH,IAAM,uBAAuB,GAAiB,EAAE,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,C
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AAC;QAClC,IAAM,SAAS,GACX,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EA

AE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,uBAAu

B,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC;KAClB,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,IAAM,M

AAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IA

AI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,uBAAuB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAA

O,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AA

ChB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEuE,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,IAAI,SAG6C,CAAC;AAElD,SAASjE,OAAK,CAAC,

OAAoB;IACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkE,cAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACrD,Q

AAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;K

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CACR,IAAoE;IACtD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,EA

AE,eAAgC,EAAxB,sBAAQ,EAAE,gCAAc,CAAS;IAEtE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACzB,U

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,gBAAgB,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAIxE,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;;;QAGrC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;YACV,OAAO,SAAA;Y

ACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,EAAC;SAC/D,CAAC,CAAC;KACJ;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AE/B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,

QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5D,SAAS,CACL,GAA

G,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAEwE,cAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB

,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;IACnC,SAAS,EAAElE,OAAK;CACjB;;ACpFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACuC,YAAG,EAAEvC,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACr

BxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,SAAkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoE,cAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACrD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAiD;IACvD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAA

O,CAAS;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,oBAAK,CAAW;IAC1B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,G

AAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACxB,IA

AI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAA

E,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;QACtE,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACxD;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IAErC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IAC

vC,UAAU,EAAEA,cAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEpE,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,

KAAyB;CACtC;;AC9DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,IAAI,QAEqC,CAAC;AAE1C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACj
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C,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqE,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACjD,QAAQ;QACR

,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;IACQ

,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,

YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,

GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;Y

AGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAAa,GAAGzE,qBAAY,CA

AC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;

KACF;IAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG

F,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3D;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OA

AO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAA

M,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,U

AAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEyE,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAErE,OAAK;IACh

B,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBO,IAAM,KAAK,GACd,UAAC,IAA+C;IACvC,IAAA,s

BAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IACvB,IAAA,mBAAK,EAAE,iBAAI,EAAE,iBAAI,EAAE,mBAAK,CAAU;IACzC

,IAAM,MAAM,GAAGsE,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtD,IA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;IACvD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC,CAAC;AAEC,IAAM,WAAW,

GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAEC,cAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC;;A

CtCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAM3C,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC

4C,gBAAO,EAAE5C,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACvB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC6C,a

AAI,CAAC;;ACnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,cAAK,CAAC;;ACnBvE;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,kBAGsE,CAAC;AAE3E,SAAS1E,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC2E,uBAAc,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACrE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,C

AAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBA

AK,CAAS;IAE/B,IAAA,sBAAM,CAAW;IACjB,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,yCAAgB,EAAE,iBAAI,CAAU;IAC9C,IA

AA,mBAAS,EAAE,kBAAQ,CAAS;IAE7B,IAAA,iBAAwD,EAAvD,aAAK,EAAE,iBAAS,EAAE,gBAAQ,EAAE,

mBAA2B,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC

,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;IACjD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,UAAU;YAC

N,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACpE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;IACD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IAErB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACp

D,IAAIjF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QAC1C,OAAO,GAAG

,CAAC;KACZ;IACD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,kBAAkB,CACd,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,W

AAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EACjE,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,
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GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAA

M,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAEiF,uBAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE3E,OA

AK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACxFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,WAE8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAASA,O

AAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC4E,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,

EAAE;QAC9C,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,

CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;IAEnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS

;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;IAErB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGlF,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC

,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE;QACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SA

AA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,WAAW,CAC

P,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAM,QAAQ,GACV,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA

,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO

,QAAQ,CAAC;AAClB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAEkF,gBAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EA

AE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;IACvC,SAAS,EAAE5E,OAAK;CACjB;;AC1ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBA,IA

AI,UAGiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC6E,yBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,C

AAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIhC;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;I

AC/B,IAAA,oBAAK,CAAW;IAChB,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,qBAAM,CAAU;IAE3C,IAAM,GAAG

,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,I

AAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;IACvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE7C,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,kBAAU,EAAE,mBAA0B,CA

AC;IAE5D,IAAA,0EAC0D,EADzD,eAAO,EAAE,eACgD,CAAC;IAEjE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,KAAK,

QAAQ;QAC5C,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC

,GACjE,SAAS,SAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,UAAU,CACN,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EA

AE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EACtE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,sBAAsB,GAAiB;IAC

lD,UAAU,EAAEA,yBAAgB;IAC5B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;IAChD,SAAS,EAA

E7E,OAAK;CACjB;;AChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC8E,cAAK,CAAC;;ACpB

vE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,cAAK,CAAC;;ACnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAA

I,aAG0C,CAAC;AAE/C,SAAS/E,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK

,CAACgF,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC3D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAA

S,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;IAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,wBAAO,EAA

E,wBAAO,CAAW;IAC3B,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;IAEtB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAItF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE;QACnC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAEK,IAAA,mEACmD,EADlD,wBAAS,EAAE,0BAAU,EA
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AE,wBAAS,EAAE,oBAAO,EAAE,0BACO,CAAC;IAE1D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AEjC,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;I

AC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAA

I,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,aAAa,CACT,SAAS,EAAE,SA

AS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EACpE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY

,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,G

AAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEsF,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEhF,OAAK;IAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,O

AAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QAChD,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAA

S,MAAM,CAAC,IAAkD;IACzD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IACxB,IAAA,4BAAS,EAAE,YAAC,EA

AE,YAAC,CAAW;IAEjC,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAA

G,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,

CAAC;QAClD,CAAC;QACDN,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;IACjD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAEuF,

eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;IACtC,SAAS,EAAEjF,OAAK;CACjB;;AC

7DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAII,UAA8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC8E,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;AAChF,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,IAAmD;IAE3D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAW,iBAAC,CAAU;IAC

pC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;IAGnD,IAAIxF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAEDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;IACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB

,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEJ,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AChDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;AAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACmF,YAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI/E,UACI,C

AAC;AAET,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgF,

gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACtD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IAEnE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAW,2BAAM,EAAW,oBAAG,CAAU;

IACvD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;IACpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG1F,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC;;IAG1D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QAC

vC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAEDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;IACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAEgF,gBA

AO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEpF,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC1
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DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;I

AC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IAErC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGN,aAAI,CA

AC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,OAArB,gBAAgB,EAAU,QAAoC,EAAE;IAEhE,KAAK,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;KAC/B;IAED,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;QACrC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,G

AAA,EAAC;QACX,OAAO,SAAA;QACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAC;KACtD,CAAe,CAAC;IAEjB,IAAM,mBAAmB,GACrBE,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,IAAM,iCAAiC,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAA

C,WAAW,CAC9D,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D

,IAAM,YAAY,GACdA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE7E,IAAM,aAAa,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,

YAAY,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,OAAO,CAAC,EAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAM,e

AAe,GAAoB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,cAAc,GACC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iCAAiC,

EAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,QAAQ,GACV,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EA

AC,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,MAAM,G

AAG,OAAO,CAClB,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,kBAAkB,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,OAAO,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5C,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,U

AAU,EAAEyF,uBAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

SAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YA

AC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,uCAAe,EAAE,iBAAI,CAAU;IAEtC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG3F,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC

,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGE,qBAAY,

CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5E,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,IAA

M,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7B,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAA,CAAC;QACrB,IAAM,UAAU,GAAO,IAAI,QAAC,CAAC;QAC7B,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC;QACtB,IAAM,MAAM,GACR,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;QACpE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAClB,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;KACf,CAAC

,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE0F,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;ACjDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC

,aAAI,CAAC;;ACpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,eAAM,CAAC;;ACnBzE;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;AAkBA,IAAM5D,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAM,uBAAuB,GAChC,wBAAwB,CAAC6D,0

BAAiB,EAAE7D,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACpBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAA

C,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC0F,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACj

D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,C

ACT,IAAkE;IAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;IACf,I

AAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,

CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS
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,EAAE1F,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACtDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,gBAI8C,CAAC;AAEn

D,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC2F,qBAAY,

EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;Q

ACP,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,YAAY,CAA

C,IAI5B;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IAGjB,IAAA,

mBAAK,EACL,eAAG,EACH,uBAAO,EACP,2BAAS,EACT,uBAAO,EACP,iCAAY,EACZ,+BAAW,EACX,qCA

Ac,CACN;IAEJ,IAAA,+HAY8B,EAXlC,sCAAgB,EAChB,0BAAU,EACV,0BAAU,EACV,wBAAS,EACT,gCAA

a,EACb,iBAAa,EACb,aAAS,EACT,qBAIkC,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC;IAEX,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;;QAE

d,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE

,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtE;SAAM,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,aAAa

,EAAE;;QAErCjG,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,EACnB,cAA

M,OAAA,2CAAyC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAQ,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAErE,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGe,mB

AAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;;QAEhE,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3E,MAAM;YACF,OAAO,CAA

C,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;KACpC;SAAM;QACL,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC;QAE5D,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACf,aAAI,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,IAAM,UAAU,GAA

G,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,IAAM,QAAQ,

GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,IAAM,YA

AY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAErE,IAAM,

gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5

D,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAEnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EACtE,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,g

BAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvE,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,

EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACj

C;IAED,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;IAC9C,UAAU,EAAEiG,qBAA

Y;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE3F,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;CAC7C;;AC/H

D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAkBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACgE,

YAAG,EAAEhE,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACpBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CA

AC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC6F,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QA

C/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAA

G,CAAC,IAAgE;IAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAA

Q,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,C

AAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,K

AAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAA

a,GAAGjG,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAAC;IACvE,
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IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU

,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAC1D;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,

EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,

EAAE;;QAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CA

AC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CA

AC;AAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEiG,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EA

AE7F,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC5FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB

,CAAC8F,YAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;A

CnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QAE2D,CAAC;AAEhE,SAAS/F,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgG,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACnD,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAA

Q;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IA

AkE;IAC7D,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

CxC,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;IAErB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACpC;IACD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAChE,Q

AAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CA

AC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,E

AAEhG,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBA,IAAI,QAG6B,CAAC;AAElC,S

AASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiG,aAAI,EAAE,I

AAI,aAAa;QACnD,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;QACN,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,IAAI,GAEmB,UAAC,EAAwB;QAAvB,

kBAAM,EAAE,oBAAO,EAAE,gBAAK;IAC3C,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,WAAC,EAAE,qBAAM,CAA

U;IAE1B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC;IACpC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,S

AAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,W

AAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

C/D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAM,YA

AY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEj

E,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/B,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;AACjC,CAAC,CAAC;AAEH,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU

,EAAEA,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEjG,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CA

CrC;;ACnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,aAKyC,CAAC;AAE9C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkG,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC3D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QA

CR,MAAM;QACN,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OA

AO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAA
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C;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;IAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,

oBAAK,EAAE,8BAAU,CAAW;IAC5B,IAAA,mCAAa,EAAE,yBAAQ,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,+BAAW,CAAU;IA

E1D,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,kBAAU,EAAE,mBAA0B,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAA,kE

AC2D,EAD1D,iBAAS,EAAE,gBAC+C,CAAC;IAClE,IAAM,QAAQ,GACV,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,

QAAQ;QAC1B,WAAW,CAAqC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAM,OAAO,GACT,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACx

G,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAM,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE

nD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACt

D,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE

vC,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,aAAa,KAAK,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C;IACf,QAAQ,QAAQ;QACd,KAAK,UAAU;YACb,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,

SAAS;YACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,MAAM;YACT,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,SAAS;YACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR;YACE,U

AAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;KACT;IAED,aAAa,CACT,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE

,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EACvD,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,mBA

AmB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAE

M,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEwG,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAElG

,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IAEjE,I

AAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,oBAAK,CAAW;IAClB,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;I

AEnB,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;QACZ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;KAC5B;

IAED,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAChC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACjB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAC7B,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;YACd,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ

,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;KACF;IACD,IAAM,IAAI,GA

AiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC;IACjC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACpC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC;QAChB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtE;IACD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAC,EAAe;YAAd,kBAAM,EAAE,gBAA

K;QAAM,QAAC,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC;KAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;AAC3E,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAEmG,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,

MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;AC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAqD;IACtD,

IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;A

ACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEC,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;ACjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsHA;AACA,IAAM,aAAa,GAAmB;IACpC,SAAS;IACT,SA

AS;IACT,UAAU;IACV,SAAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,YAAY;IACZ,aAAa;IACb,iBAAiB;IACjB,oBAAoB;IACpB,U

AAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,iBAAiB;IACjB,YAAY;IACZ,YAAY;IACZ,yBAAyB;IACzB,SAAS;IACT,UAAU;IAC

V,mBAAmB;IACnB,YAAY;IACZ,kBAAkB;IAClB,2BAA2B;IAC3B,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,SAAS;IACT,g

BAAgB;IAChB,UAAU;IACV,mBAAmB;IACnB,WAAW;IACX,cAAc;IACd,iBAAiB;IACjB,oBAAoB;IACpB,iB

AAiB;IACjB,0BAA0B;IAC1B,cAAc;IACd,cAAc;IACd,aAAa;IACb,kBAAkB;IAClB,cAAc;IACd,eAAe;IACf,UA
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AU;IACV,eAAe;IACf,SAAS;IACT,gBAAgB;IAChB,SAAS;IACT,aAAa;IACb,aAAa;IACb,UAAU;IACV,SAAS;I

ACT,aAAa;IACb,eAAe;IACf,cAAc;IACd,SAAS;IACT,yBAAyB;IACzB,yBAAyB;IACzB,yBAAyB;IACzB,cAAc;

IACd,YAAY;IACZ,cAAc;IACd,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;

IACX,aAAa;IACb,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,aAAa;IACb,oBAAoB;IACpB,aAAa;IACb,sBAAsB;IACtB,WAA

W;IACX,WAAW;IACX,eAAe;IACf,YAAY;IACZ,aAAa;IACb,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,aAAa;IACb,oBAAoB

;IACpB,YAAY;IACZ,UAAU;IACV,YAAY;IACZ,uBAAuB;IACvB,UAAU;IACV,kBAAkB;IAClB,SAAS;IACT,S

AAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,eAAe;IACf,eAAe;IACf,YAAY;IACZ,eAAe;C

AChB,CAAC;AAEF,KAA2B,UAAa,EAAb,+BAAa,EAAb,2BAAa,EAAb,IAAa,EAAE;IAArC,IAAM,YAAY,sBA

AA;IACrBC,uBAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AC3N/B;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;AAiBA,sBA0CA;AAxCA,IAAM,GAAG,GAAGC,YAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AAElB;;;AAGA;AACA,GAAG,CAA

C,YAAY;AACZ;AACA;AACA;AACA,uBAAuB,EAAE;;QAAY,sBAAA,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC;gBACvE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;gBACrD,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;aACpD,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAA;;KAAA,CAAC,CAAC;AAET;;;AAGA;AACA,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE;;;;Q

AG/C,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE;YACtB,sBAAO,KAAK,EAAC;SACd;QAED,IAA

I;;;YAGF,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;;;YAGjE,sBAAO,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;oBACzC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,

GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;oBACpE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAA

E,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;iBACnE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC;SACL;QAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE

;YACV,sBAAO,KAAK,EAAC;SACd;;;KACF,CAAC;;;;;;;;;ACzDF,IAAI,6BAA6B,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;AACh

D,EAAE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;AACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GA

AG,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;AAC/E,EAAE;AACF,SAAS,6BAA6B,EAAE;AACxC,EAAE,6BAA6B,GAAG,6

BAA6B,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;AACtE;AACA,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,gBA

AgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iB

AAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,6BAA6B,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,

MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,O

AAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,qBA

AqB,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAA
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C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAA

C,CAAC,eAAe,CAACC,IAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACC,EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAA

C,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAACE,eAAyB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yGAAyG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAACC,cA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO

,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,OAAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,WAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM

,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAA

W,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAA

C,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACF,

EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,

CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,

cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CA
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AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,S

AAS,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,

WAAW,CAAC,CAACG,cAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAACC,UAAqB,CAAC,YAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CA

AC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAmH,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CA

AC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAgB,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QA

AQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,EA

AE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,C

AAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,S

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,O
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AAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,

IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,Y

AAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI

,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,EAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,0BAA0B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OA
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AO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,KAA

I,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,UAAU,CAA

C,MAAM,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,6NAA6N,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mHAAmH,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAmB,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAsD,G

AAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,EAAE,CAAyB,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO

,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,oBAAoB,C

AAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAA4E,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+B,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAA

M,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CA

A+F,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,

GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAc,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,sCAAsC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,S

AAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAI,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC
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,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,K

AAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,sCAAsC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAA

S,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAm

B,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAmB,E

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KA

AK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

M,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,W

AAW,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,
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EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAA

sB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAK,8CAA8C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,C

AAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,oFAA

oF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC

,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,sFAAsF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,m

DAAmD,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,uFAAuF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,oDAAoD,CAA

C,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAi

B,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC

,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CA
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AC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,EAAE,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,

EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,wBAAwB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,8BAA8B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,8B

AA8B,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAA

O,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBA

AgB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gB

AAgB,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,k

BAAkB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAq
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B,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,m

CAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,yCAAyC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,qCAAqC,EAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,4CA

A4C,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,iBA

AiB,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gB

AAgB,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,OA

AO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,C

AAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAoB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,4BAA4B,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,q

BAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kB

AAkB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAA
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S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,gB

AAgB,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,o

BAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,m

BAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,KAA

K,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,K

AAK,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gCAAgC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,6BAA6B,C

AAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cA

Ac,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iDAAiD,CAAC,

cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,4CAA4C,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,C

AAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,

6BAA6B,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAOC,EAAa,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OA

AO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WA

AW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB

,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAq

B,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,8CA
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A8C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,qCAAqC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC

,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

OAAO,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,W

AAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,OAA

O,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iB

AAiB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAmD,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,

cAAc,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CA

AC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,

EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,QA

AQ,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,eA
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Ae,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

mBAAmB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,eAAc,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,4BAA4B,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC

,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,+BAA+B,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,QAAQ,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,o

BAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAA

M,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,SAAS,CAAC,OA

AO,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,

eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI

,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,wDAAwD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,qDAAqD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,wDAAwD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAs

B,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,

CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,C
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AAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,M

AAM,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EA

AE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,s

BAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,q

CAAqC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,2BAA2B,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,qCAAqC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,S

AAS,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,sCAAsC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,yBA

AyB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,

GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,C

AAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iCAAiC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,+BAA+B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,
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EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAA

a,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,O

AAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO

,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,CAAC,cAAc,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE

,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

I,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,sCAAsC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAsB,EA

AE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,E
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AAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,gCAAgC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ

,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAm

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAA

mC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAs

B,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAA

O,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,SA

AS,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,qFAAqF,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,Y

AAY,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,MAAK,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,iCAAiC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,C
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AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC

,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,

CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,

CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,2BAA2B,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,Y

AAY,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,

OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qFAAqF,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mDAAmD,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,GAAG,YAAY

,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,qCAAqC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAuB,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,iBAAiB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,g

BAAgB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IA

AI,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC

,iBAAiB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YA

AY,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,I

AAI,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,OAA

O,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,kCAAkC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,0IAA0I,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,4BAA4B,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA
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C,kDAAkD,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,EAAE,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,EAAE,kCAAkC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sEAAsE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,+BAA+B,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,kCAAkC,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iB

AAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC
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,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CA

AC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+CAA+C,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,iDAAiD,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2BAA2B,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAo

B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC
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,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAA

c,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,u

BAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C
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AAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBA

AoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBA

AsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C
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AAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,
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OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBA

AmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0

B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,4

CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAA

C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2CAA2

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

6CAA6C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM

,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAA
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oC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,qCAAqC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8B

AA8B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAA

I,8BAA8B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAuB,GAAG,eAAe,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,K

AAK,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,G

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAO,CAAC,GA

AG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAE,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAiC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C
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AAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBA

AsB,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AAC

n5mE;AACA;AACA,EAAE,OAAO,6BAA6B,CAAC,KAAK;AAC5C,CAAC;AACD,EAAE;AACF,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC;AAEH,cAAc,GAAG,6BAA6B;;;AChBzC,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,ikGAAikG;;;ACCnmG,IAAI,iBAAiB,

GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;AACpC,EAAE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,

aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;AACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAA

K,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;AAC/E,EAAE;AACF,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE;AAC5

B,EAAE,iBAAiB,GAAG,iBAAiB,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;AAC9C;AACA,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,GA

AG,WAAW,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,W

AAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,q

BAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OA

AO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,K

AAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAACL,IAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CA

AC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACC,EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,C

AAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAA

O,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

UAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,OA
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AO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,

CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

C,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GA

AG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,eAAe,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,e

AAe,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,

OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAgB,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,+BAA+B,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,

GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OA
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AO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ

,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,

UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,CA

AC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,

MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAA

E,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE

,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,
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OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,0BAA0B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAA8B,UAAU,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAA

E,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAA

E,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,EAAE,CAAy

B,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SA

AS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+B,IAAI,qBAAqB,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBA

AwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAm

B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+F,GAAG,qB

AAqB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAc,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,W

AAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,S

AAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MA

AK,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gB

AAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAA

O,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,C

AAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,sCAAsC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,
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CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,C

AAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAmB,EAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAA

S,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAi

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAA

Q,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,G

AAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAA

E,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,EAAE,C

AAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,uBA

AuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAy

B,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAA
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C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAA

Q,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,W

AAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK

,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE

,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OA

AO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO

,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAq

B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA
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C,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAw

B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kB

AAkB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAA
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gB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iB

AAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM

,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WA
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AW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,
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MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAm

B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OA

AM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAA
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K,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAA

Y,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAu

B,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OA

AO,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AAC334B;AACA;AACA,EAAE,

OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK;AAChC,CAAC;AACD,EAAE;AACF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;AAEH,cAAc,GAAG,i

BAAiB;;;;ICuBHM,+BAAa;IAK5C,qBAAmB,IAAqD;QAAxE,YACE,iBAAO,SAIR;QALkB,UAAI,GAAJ,IAAI,

CAAiD;;QAHhE,sBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAK3B,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAA

C,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,kBAAkB,GAAG,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC;Q

ACtD,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,IAAIC,oBAAW,CAAC,KAAI,EAAEC,eAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;;KAClD;I

AED,2BAAK,GAAL,UAAM,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe;QAExE,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,

EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC;QAC7C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3C,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;KACf;IAED,gCAAU,GA

AV;QACE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;KACpC;IAEK,0BAAI,GAAV,UAAW,CAAa
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;;;;gBAChB,KAAK,GAAGrH,aAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;gBACzB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;gBACE,QAAQ,

GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;gBACpC,sBAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAC,EAA

C;;;KACnB;IAED,0BAAI,GAAJ,UACI,MAAc,EAAE,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EACnE,KAAe,EAAE,QAAgB;QAC

nC,IAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;QACnC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACt

B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,MAAsB,CAAC;YAC3C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CACd,MAAM,EACN,EAA

C,EAAE,IAAA,EAAE,WAAW,aAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,E

AAE,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACnE,OAAO;SACR;QAED,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAA

a,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACvC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAEj

D,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAAE,IAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,KA

AK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvE,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAEtD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,EA

AE;YAClB,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAChB,IAAI,UAAU,CACT,MAAkC,CAAC,MAA

M,EACzC,MAAkC,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAC7D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;SACnB;KACF;IAEK,0B

AAI,GAAV,UAAW,MAAc;;;gBACvB,sBAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC;;;KAC9B;IAE

D,8BAAQ,GAAR,UAAS,MAAc;QACf,IAAA,+BACwB,EADvB,8BAAY,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,

4BACL,CAAC;QAC/B,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACtB,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC;SACpB;QACD,IAAM

,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAChC,YAAY,EACZ,YAAY,GAAGA,aAAI,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,OA

AO,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;;;;;;;IAQD,iCAAW,GAAX,UA

AY,MAAc,EAAE,KAAa;QAAb,sBAAA,EAAA,aAAa;QACvC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,EAAE;YAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;YACxC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;YAChB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,CA

AC,EAAE;gBAC/B,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;aACd;YAED,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,CAAC;YACnC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC;YACpC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/B;QACD,OAAO,IAAI,C

AAC;KACb;;IAGD,8BAAQ,GAAR,UAAS,MAAc;QACrB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,EAAE;YAC9B,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

YAC9C,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;SAC5B;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;KACV;IAED,4BAAM,GAA

N,UAAO,MAAc;QACnB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;Q

ACxC,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAChB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;SACjB;KACF;IAED,oCAAc,GA

Ad;QACE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;KACX;;;IAID,qCAAe,GAAf,UAAgB,MAAc;QAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;KAChD;IAED,6BAAO,GAAP;QACE,IAAI,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;QACzB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE;YAC1B,IA

AI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC;SACzC;QACD,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC;KAClB;IAED,4BAAM,GAAN;QACE,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;KAC5B;;;;;;;IAQ

D,gCAAU,GAAV,UAAW,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,YAAqB;QAEhE,IAAI,MAAU,CAAC;QACf,IAAI,YAAY,

IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YACxB,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC;SACtD;aAAM;YACL,IAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;YACnC,MAAM,GAAG

,EAAC,EAAE,IAAA,EAAC,CAAC;YACd,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAA

E,IAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;YAC1E,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;YACvC,IAAI,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;SACvD;QACD,OAA

O,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAC,CAAC;KAC/B;IAED,wCAAkB,GA

AlB,UAAmB,EAAkC;YAAjC,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,kBAAM;QAEtC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;QAChC,IAAA,sDAAY,CAA+B;QAClD,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aA

AI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACvC,QAAQ,KAAK;YACX,KAAK,SAAS;gBACZ,OAAO,IAAI

,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACtD,KAAK,OAAO;gBACV,OAAO,IAAI,U
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AAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACpD,KAAK,MAAM;gBACT,OAAO,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACpD;gBACE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,m

BAAiB,KAAO,CAAC,CAAC;SAC7C;KACF;IACH,kBAAC;AAAD,CA3KA,CAAiCsH,sBAAa,GA2K7C;AAED,

SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAY;;;;IAI7C,OAAO,UAAC,OAAY,EAAE,QAAa;QACjCtH,aAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,EAAE,EAAC,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAC,QAAQ;YAC3D,IAAI,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;gBACnB,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,yCAAuC,IAAI,MA

AG,CAAC,CAAC;aAC/D;YACD,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAA,MAAM;gBAChC,W

AAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAA,MAAM;oBAClD,QAAQ

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;iBAC1C,CAAC,CAAC;aACJ,CAA

C,CAAC;SACJ,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;KACX,CAAC;AACJ,CAAC;AAED;;;;;;AAMA,SAA

S,mBAAmB,CACxB,aAAsB,EAAE,gBAAyB,EACjD,gBAAwB;IAC1B,IAAI,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;;;QAGpB

,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;KACjB;IAED,IAAI,IAAI,GAAmB,wBAAwB,CAAC;IACpD,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,gBAAgB,E

AAE;QACrC,IAAI,GAAG,sCAAsC,CAAC;KAC/C;SAAM,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;QACxB,IAAI,GAAG,6BAA6B,C

AAC;KACtC;IAED,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACvB,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAA

E;YAC7B,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;SAC1B;KACF;IAED,OAAO,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C;AACjC,CAAC;AAED;;;;;;;SAOsB,IAAI;;;;;wBACkB,qBAAM,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;wBAC1D4G,YAA

G,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC;wBACvCA,YAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAA

C;qBAC/C,CAAC,EAAA;;oBAHI,KAAoC,SAGxC,EAHK,aAAa,QAAA,EAAE,gBAAgB,QAAA;oBAKtC,sBAA

O,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,UAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM;4BACjC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAsB,EAAE,CAAC;;;;;;4BAO5C,a

AAa,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,UAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM;gCACtC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,EAAE;oCAC/B,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC;oCACpC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;oCACpE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;iCAClC;gCAED,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE;oCAC1B

,OAAO,mBAAmB,CACtB,aAAwB,EAAE,gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC;iCACvD;gCACD,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;6BACtB,CAAC;;;;4BAKF,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;

gCACf,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe;oCACzB,yBAAyB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CACzC,aAAwB,EAAE,gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,

IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;6BACxD;4BAED,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CA

AC;4BACxB,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG;gCACtB,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;;oCAEf,OAAO;iCACR;gCACD,IAAI,

WAAW,EAAE;;;oCAGf,OAAO;iCACR;gCACD,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;gCACnB,IAAM,SAAS,GACX,kE

AAkE;oCAClE,iIAAiI,CAAC;gCACtI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;6BAC9

B,CAAC;4BAEF,IAAI,IAAgC,CAAC;;4BAErC,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;gCA

CzD,aAAa,CAAC,mBAAmB,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,CACxC,CAAC,sCAAsC;wCACtCW,2BAAuB,CAAC,QAAQ,E

AAE,CAAC,EACpC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gCAC/B,IAAI,GAAGA,2BAAuB,CAAC,

aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;6BAC/C;iCAAM;;gCAEL,IAAI,GAAGC,eAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;6BACnC;;;4B

AID,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAC,MAAM;gCACf,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;gCACnB,WAAW,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC;gCAEpB,IAAM,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;;gCAEpC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG;oCACZ,IAAI,EA

AE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;oCACpC,oBAAoB,EAChB,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;oCAC7D,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;oCAChE,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CACxB,iBAAiB,EAAE,IAAI,EACvB;wCACE,QAAQ;wCACR,QAAQ;wCACR,QAAQ;qCACT,CAAC;oCA

CN,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;oCAC

rE,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;iCACrD,CAAC;gCAE

F,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;6BACzB,CAAC,CAAC;yBACJ,CAAC,EAAC

;;;;CACJ;AAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CACzB,MAAmB,EAAE,KAAe;IACtC,QAAQ,KAAK;QACX,KAAK,SAAS;YA

CZ,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClC,KAAK,OAAO;YACV,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAChC,KAAK,MAAM;YACT,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QA

ChC;YACE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAiB,KAAO,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7C;AACH,CAAC;AAED,IAAM,e

AAe,GAAG;IACtB,wBAAwB,EAAE,6BAA6B;IACvD,sCAAsC;CAC9B,CAAE;AAGZ,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAW,IA
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AI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAI,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;AAClC,IAAI,WAAW,GAAuC,EAAE,CAAC;AACzD,IAAI,

WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACxB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAExB;;;;;;;;;;;;SAYgB,WAAW,CA

AC,IAAY,EAAE,gBAAwB;IAAxB,iCAAA,EAAA,wBAAwB;IAChEC,wBAAe,CACX,8DAA8D;QAC9D,uCAA

uC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,+DAA+D;YAC/D,mEAAmE,

CAAC,CAAC;KAC1E;IACD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAChB,WAAW,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACjC,CAA

C;AAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAyBgB,YAAY,CACxB,eAA0D,EAC1D,gBAAwB;IAAxB,iCAAA,EAAA,wBAAwB;I

AC1B,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,+DAA+D;YAC/D,wDAAwD;YACxD,cAAc,CA

AC,CAAC;KACrB;IAED,IAAI,OAAO,eAAe,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;QACvC,cAAc,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;KAClC;S

AAM;QACL,WAAW,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;QAC9B,IAAM,YAAY,GACd,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAA,IA

AI,IAAI,OAAA,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9D,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MA

AM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;YAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,0DAA0D;iBACvD,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,8CAA2C,CAAA;gBACpE,oEAAoE;gBACpE,oDAAoD,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3D;KACF;IAED,WAA

W,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACjC,CAAC;AAWD,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACtB,IAAI,kBA

AkB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAE5B;;;;;;SAMgB,eAAe,CAAC,UAAkB;IAChD,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CA

AC;AAC5B,CAAC;AAED;;;;;SAKgB,eAAe;IAC7B,IAAI,kBAAkB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;QAC7B,MAA

M,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;IACD,OAAO,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC5B;;ACxfA;AAEA;I

ACM,OAAO,GAAG;;ACHhB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA,wBAcA;AALA,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACxBC,w

BAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE;;;;oBACP,qBAAM,IAAI,EAAE,EAAA;;gBAApB,IAAI,GAAI,CAAA,SAAY,MAA

hB;gBACX,sBAAO,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC;;;KAC9B,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC;;;;;;;;;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.node.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"tf-backend-

wasm.fesm.min.js","sources":["../src/kernels/types.ts","../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../src/kernels/unary_kernel.

ts","../src/kernels/Abs.ts","../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts","../src/kernels/Add.ts","../src/kernels/AddN.ts","../src/kern

els/Identity.ts","../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts","../src/kernels/All.ts","../src/kernels/Any.ts

","../src/kernels/ArgMax.ts","../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../src/kernels/Reshape.ts","../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts",".

./node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Slice.js","../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../src/kernels/Cast.ts","../src/k

ernels/Ceil.ts","../src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts","../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-

backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Concat_impl.js","../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.ts","../src/kernels/

Cos.ts","../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts","../src/kernels/Cumsum.ts","../src/kernels/DepthTo

Space.ts","../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts","../src/kernels/Elu.ts","../src/kernels/Equal.ts","../src/kernels/E

xp.ts","../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../src/kernels/Fill.ts","../src/kernels/FlipLeftRight.ts","../src/kernels/Floor.ts","

../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts","../src/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts","../src/kernels/FusedConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Fused

DepthwiseConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts","../src/kernels/Greater.ts","../src/kern

els/GreaterEqual.ts","../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../src/kernels/Less.ts","../src/kernels/LessEqual.ts","../src/kernels/

Log.ts","../src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../src/kernels/Max.ts","../src/kernels/Maximum.ts","../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts

","../src/kernels/Mean.ts","../src/kernels/Min.ts","../src/kernels/Minimum.ts","../src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../src/kern

els/Multiply.ts","../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_util.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressi

onV3.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.ts","../src/kernels/NotEqu

al.ts","../src/kernels/OneHot.ts","../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts","../src/kernels/Pack.ts","../src/kernels/PadV2.ts","../src/k

ernels/Pow.ts","../src/kernels/Prelu.ts","../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../src/kernels/Range.ts","../node_modules/@tensorflo

w/tfjs-backend-
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cpu/dist/kernels/Range_impl.js","../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../src/kernels/Relu6.ts","../src/ker

nels/ResizeBilinear.ts","../src/kernels/Reverse.ts","../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../src/kernels/Round.ts","../sr

c/kernels/Rsqrt.ts","../src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../src/kernels/Select.ts","../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts","../src/kernels/Sin

.ts","../src/kernels/Softmax.ts","../src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts",".

./src/kernels/Square.ts","../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts","../src/kernels/Step.ts","../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts","..

/src/kernels/Sub.ts","../src/kernels/Sum.ts","../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../src/kernels/Tile.ts","../sr

c/kernels/TopK.ts","../src/kernels/Transform.ts","../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts","../src/register_all_kernels.ts","../src/ke

rnels/Unpack.ts","../src/flags_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm.js","../src/backend_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.worker.js","../src/version.ts","../src/base.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport

enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for
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FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n

const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:

number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n
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function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*

void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n

  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const

aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:

TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n
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* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,

xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better

due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:
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'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n

originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:

permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:

AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights
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Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,
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CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend

only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>
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`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of

elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim

= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:
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KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, buffer, Slice, slice_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport { assertNotComplex

} from '../cpu_util';\nexport function sliceImpl(vals, begin, size, shape, dtype) {\n    const isContinous =

slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n    const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n    const xStrides =

util.computeStrides(shape);\n    if (isContinous) {\n        const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin,

xStrides);\n        if (dtype === 'string') {\n            return vals.slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n        }\n

return vals.subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n    const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals) :\n        vals;\n    const inBuf = buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n

const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n        const outLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n        const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n

outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n        return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values);\n    }\n    return outBuf.values;\n}\nexport function

slice(args) {\n    const { inputs, backend, attrs } = args;\n    const { x } = inputs;\n    const { begin, size } = attrs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n    const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n    const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n    const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\nexport const sliceConfig = {\n    kernelName: Slice,\n    backendName: 'cpu',\n    kernelFunc:

slice\n};\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiU2xpY2UuanMiLCJzb3VyY2

VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZXJuZWxzL

1NsaWNlLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7R0FlRztBQUVILE9

BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQWlCLE1BQU0sRUFBc0MsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFVBQVUsRUFBbUQsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFHeEwsT0FBTyxFQUFDLGdCQUFnQixFQUFDLE1BQU0sYU

FBYSxDQUFDO0FBRTdDLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxTQUFTLENBQ3JCLElBQW1CLEVBQUUsS0FBZSxFQUFFL

ElBQWMsRUFBRSxLQUFlLEVBQ3JFLEtBQWU7SUFDakIsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDL

GdCQUFnQixDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDcEUsTUFB

TSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQztJQUN4QyxNQUF

NLFFBQVEsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsY0FBYyxDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVDLElBQUks

V0FBVyxFQUFFO1FBQ2YsTUFBTSxVQUFVLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDLGlCQUFpQixDQUFDLEtBQUss

RUFBRSxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUVqRSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7WUFDdEIs

T0FBUSxJQUFxQixDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxD

QUFDO1NBQ3RFO1FBRUQsT0FBUSxJQUFtQixDQUFDLFFBQVEsQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSx

HQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0tBQ3ZFO0lBRUQsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxLQUFLLFFB

QVEsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO1FBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxJQUFvQixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQztRQUMzRCxJQUFrQixDQUFDO0lBRXZCLE1BQU0sS0FBSyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFdBQVcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2hELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0F

BQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDbkMsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUF

DLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDc

EMsTUFBTSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLFVBQVUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUN

wQyxNQUFNLEtBQUssR0FBRyxNQUFNLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBVyxFQUFFLENBQ
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UMsRUFBRSxFQUFFLENBQUMsR0FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUF

DO1FBQzdELE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLEtBQUs

sQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDNUM7SUFFRCxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxR

QUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEIsT0FBTyxZQUFZLENBQUMsc0JBQXNCLENBQUMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQ

WtCLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUN2RTtJQUNELE9BQU8sTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQW9CLENBQUM7QUFDckM

sQ0FBQztBQUVELE1BQU0sVUFBVSxLQUFLLENBQ2pCLElBQXVFO0lBRXpFLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxNQUF

NLEVBQUUsT0FBTyxFQUFFLEtBQUssRUFBQyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQztJQUN0QyxNQUFNLEVBQUM

sQ0FBQyxFQUFDLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDO0lBQ25CLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxDQUFDO0lBRTVCLGdCQUFnQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQ

UMsQ0FBQztJQUU3QixNQUFNLENBQUMsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxHQUFHLFVBQVUsQ0FB

QyxnQkFBZ0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ3BFLFVBQ

VUsQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRS

9DLE1BQU0sSUFBSSxHQUFHLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQ

yxNQUFNLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxNQUFNLENBQUM7SUFDL0MsTUFBTSxPQUFPLEdBQUcsU0FBUyxDQUF

DLElBQUksRUFBRSxNQUFNLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2pFLE9BQU8sT0FBTyxDQUFDLGNBQWMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQUMsQ0FBQztBQUN6RCxDQUFDO0FBRUQsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQU0sV0FBVyxHQUFpQjtJQUN2QyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNqQixXQUFXLE

VBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNsQixVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBeUI7Q0FDdEMsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50Ijp

bIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUm

VzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0a

GUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxp

YW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuIC

ogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2

Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4g

XCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZI

EtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzc

GVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bm

RlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIE

JhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIGJ1ZmZlciwgRGF0YVR5cGUsIEtlcm5lbENvbmZpZywgS2VybmVsRnVuYywgU2xp

Y2UsIHNsaWNlX3V0aWwsIFNsaWNlQXR0cnMsIFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBUZW5zb3JJbmZvLCBUeXBlZEF

ycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5pbXBvcnQge01hdGhCYWNr

ZW5kQ1BVfSBmcm9tICcuLi9iYWNrZW5kX2NwdSc7XG5pbXBvcnQge2Fzc2VydE5vdENvbXBsZXh9IGZyb2

0gJy4uL2NwdV91dGlsJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlSW1wbChcbiAgICB2YWxzOiBCYWNrZ

W5kVmFsdWVzLCBiZWdpbjogbnVtYmVyW10sIHNpemU6IG51bWJlcltdLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW10sXG

4gICAgZHR5cGU6IERhdGFUeXBlKTogQmFja2VuZFZhbHVlcyB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGlzQ29udGlub3VzID0gc2

xpY2VfdXRpbC5pc1NsaWNlQ29udGlub3VzKHNoYXBlLCBiZWdpbiwgc2l6ZSk7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGxlbmd0aC

A9IHV0aWwuc2l6ZUZyb21TaGFwZShzaXplKTtcbiAgY29uc3QgeFN0cmlkZXMgPSB1dGlsLmNvbXB1dGVTd

HJpZGVzKHNoYXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoaXNDb250aW5vdXMpIHtcbiAgICBjb25zdCBmbGF0T2Zmc2V0ID0gc

2xpY2VfdXRpbC5jb21wdXRlRmxhdE9mZnNldChiZWdpbiwgeFN0cmlkZXMpO1xuXG4gICAgaWYgKGR0eX

BlID09PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QXJyYXlbXSkuc2xpY2UoZmx

hdE9mZnNldCwgZmxhdE9mZnNldCArIGxlbmd0aCk7XG4gICAgfVxuXG4gICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIF

R5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnN1YmFycmF5KGZsYXRPZmZzZXQsIGZsYXRPZmZzZXQgKyBsZW5ndGgpO1xuICB9

XG5cbiAgY29uc3QgZGVjb2RlZERhdGEgPSBkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycgP1xuICAgICAgYmFja2VuZF91d

GlsLmZyb21VaW50OFRvU3RyaW5nQXJyYXkodmFscyBhcyBVaW50OEFycmF5W10pIDpcbiAgICAgIHZhbH

MgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBpbkJ1ZiA9IGJ1ZmZlcihzaGFwZSwgZHR5cGUsIGRlY29kZW
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REYXRhKTtcbiAgY29uc3Qgb3V0QnVmID0gYnVmZmVyKHNpemUsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA

9IDA7IGkgPCBvdXRCdWYuc2l6ZTsgKytpKSB7XG4gICAgY29uc3Qgb3V0TG9jID0gb3V0QnVmLmluZGV4V

G9Mb2MoaSk7XG4gICAgY29uc3QgaW5Mb2MgPSBvdXRMb2MubWFwKChpZHg6IG51bWJlciwgaikgPT4ga

WR4ICsgYmVnaW5bal0pO1xuICAgIG91dEJ1Zi5zZXQoaW5CdWYuZ2V0KC4uLmluTG9jKSwgLi4ub3V0TG9j

KTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGlmIChkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycpIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gYmFja2VuZF91dGlsLm

Zyb21TdHJpbmdBcnJheVRvVWludDgob3V0QnVmLnZhbHVlcyBhcyBzdHJpbmdbXSk7XG4gIH1cbiAgcmV0d

XJuIG91dEJ1Zi52YWx1ZXMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlKFxu

ICAgIGFyZ3M6IHtpbnB1dHM6IFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBiYWNrZW5kOiBNYXRoQmFja2VuZENQVSwgYX

R0cnM6IFNsaWNlQXR0cnN9KTpcbiAgICBUZW5zb3JJbmZvIHtcbiAgY29uc3Qge2lucHV0cywgYmFja2VuZC

wgYXR0cnN9ID0gYXJncztcbiAgY29uc3Qge3h9ID0gaW5wdXRzO1xuICBjb25zdCB7YmVnaW4sIHNpemV9ID

0gYXR0cnM7XG5cbiAgYXNzZXJ0Tm90Q29tcGxleCh4LCAnc2xpY2UnKTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBbJGJlZ2luLCAk

c2l6ZV0gPSBzbGljZV91dGlsLnBhcnNlU2xpY2VQYXJhbXMoeCwgYmVnaW4sIHNpemUpO1xuICBzbGljZV9

1dGlsLmFzc2VydFBhcmFtc1ZhbGlkKHgsICRiZWdpbiwgJHNpemUpO1xuXG4gIGNvbnN0IHZhbHMgPSBiYW

NrZW5kLmRhdGEuZ2V0KHguZGF0YUlkKS52YWx1ZXM7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dFZhbHMgPSBzbGljZUltcG

wodmFscywgJGJlZ2luLCAkc2l6ZSwgeC5zaGFwZSwgeC5kdHlwZSk7XG4gIHJldHVybiBiYWNrZW5kLm1ha2

VUZW5zb3JJbmZvKCRzaXplLCB4LmR0eXBlLCBvdXRWYWxzKTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGNvbnN0IHNsaWN

lQ29uZmlnOiBLZXJuZWxDb25maWcgPSB7XG4gIGtlcm5lbE5hbWU6IFNsaWNlLFxuICBiYWNrZW5kTmFtZ

TogJ2NwdScsXG4gIGtlcm5lbEZ1bmM6IHNsaWNlIGFzIHt9IGFzIEtlcm5lbEZ1bmNcbn07XG4iXX0=","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)

{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as

[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;
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i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:

number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +

beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===
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1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =

$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:

backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,

inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =

0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function concatImpl(inputs, outShape, dtype,

simplyConcat) {\n    const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n    if

(simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n        // Use built-in TypedArray.set() method for speed.\n        let offset =

0;\n        inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const size = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n

outVals.set(input.vals, offset);\n            offset += size;\n        });\n    }\n    else {\n        let colOffset = 0;\n

inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals) :\n                input.vals;\n            let tIdx = 0;\n            for (let row

= 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n                const resIdx = row * outShape[1] + colOffset;\n                for (let col

= 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n                    outVals[resIdx + col] = decodedData[tIdx++];\n                }\n

}\n            colOffset += input.shape[1];\n        });\n    }\n    return outVals;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiQ29uY2F0X2ltcGwuanMiLC

Jzb3VyY2VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZ

XJuZWxzL0NvbmNhdF9pbXBsLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Oz

s7R0FlRztBQUVILE9BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQXVDLElBQUksRUFBQyxNQUFNLHVCQUF1QixDQU

FDO0FBRTlGLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxVQUFVLENBQ3RCLE1BQXFELEVBQUUsUUFBa0IsRUFDekUsS0FBZS
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xFQUFFLFlBQXFCO0lBQ3hDLE1BQU0sT0FBTyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

EVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVFLElBQUk

sWUFBWSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEMsa0RBQWtEO1FBQ2xELElBQUksTUFB

TSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUNmLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxPQUFPLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQU

U7WUFDckIsTUFBTSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSy

xDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFFNUMsT0FBc0IsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLElBQWtCLEVB

QUUsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFDOUQsTUFBTSxJQUFJLElBQUksQ0FBQztRQUNqQixDQUFDLEN

BQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO1NBQU07UUFDTCxJQUFJLFNBQVMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7UUFFbEIsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsRUFBRTtZQUNyQixNQUFNLFdBQVcsR0FBRyxL

QUFLLEtBQUssUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

ENBQUMsSUFBb0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ2pFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxJQUFrQixDQUFDO1lBRTd

CLElBQUksSUFBSSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztZQUViLEtBQUssSUFBSSxHQUFHLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxF

QUFFLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUUsR0F

BRyxFQUFFO2dCQUM3QyxNQUFNLE1BQU0sR0FBRyxHQUFHLEdBQUcsUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQyxHQUFHLFNBQVMsQ0FBQztnQkFDN0MsS0FBSyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsR0

FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxHQUFHLEVB

QUU7b0JBQzdDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsV0FBVyxDQUFDLElBQ

UksRUFBRSxDQUFDLENBQUM7aUJBQzdDO2FBQ0Y7WUFFRCxTQUFTLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEtB

QUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUM5QixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO0lBRUQsT0F

BTyxPQUFPLENBQUM7QUFDakIsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiA

qIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbn

NlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICo

geW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5I

GFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0Z

WQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICo

gV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzI

G9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3

Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID

09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09

PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIEJhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIERhdG

FUeXBlLCBUeXBlZEFycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5leHBv

cnQgZnVuY3Rpb24gY29uY2F0SW1wbChcbiAgICBpbnB1dHM6IEFycmF5PHt2YWxzOiBCYWNrZW5kVmFsd

WVzLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW119Piwgb3V0U2hhcGU6IG51bWJlcltdLFxuICAgIGR0eXBlOiBEYXRhVHl

wZSwgc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0OiBib29sZWFuKTogVHlwZWRBcnJheXxzdHJpbmdbXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dF

ZhbHMgPSB1dGlsLmdldEFycmF5RnJvbURUeXBlKGR0eXBlLCB1dGlsLnNpemVGcm9tU2hhcGUob3V0U2hh

cGUpKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0ICYmIGR0eXBlICE9PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgIC8vIFVzZSBi

dWlsdC1pbiBUeXBlZEFycmF5LnNldCgpIG1ldGhvZCBmb3Igc3BlZWQuXG4gICAgbGV0IG9mZnNldCA9IDA

7XG4gICAgaW5wdXRzLmZvckVhY2goaW5wdXQgPT4ge1xuICAgICAgY29uc3Qgc2l6ZSA9IHV0aWwuc2l6Z

UZyb21TaGFwZShpbnB1dC5zaGFwZSk7XG5cbiAgICAgIChvdXRWYWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnNldCh

pbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXksIG9mZnNldCk7XG4gICAgICBvZmZzZXQgKz0gc2l6ZTtcbiAgICB

9KTtcbiAgfSBlbHNlIHtcbiAgICBsZXQgY29sT2Zmc2V0ID0gMDtcblxuICAgIGlucHV0cy5mb3JFYWNoKGluc

HV0ID0+IHtcbiAgICAgIGNvbnN0IGRlY29kZWREYXRhID0gZHR5cGUgPT09ICdzdHJpbmcnID9cbiAgICAgI

CAgICBiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwuZnJvbVVpbnQ4VG9TdHJpbmdBcnJheShpbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QX

JyYXlbXSkgOlxuICAgICAgICAgIGlucHV0LnZhbHMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICAgICAgbGV0IHRJZ

HggPSAwO1xuXG4gICAgICBmb3IgKGxldCByb3cgPSAwOyByb3cgPCBpbnB1dC5zaGFwZVswXTsgKytyb3cp

IHtcbiAgICAgICAgY29uc3QgcmVzSWR4ID0gcm93ICogb3V0U2hhcGVbMV0gKyBjb2xPZmZzZXQ7XG4gICA
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gICAgIGZvciAobGV0IGNvbCA9IDA7IGNvbCA8IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdOyArK2NvbCkge1xuICAgICAgIC

AgIG91dFZhbHNbcmVzSWR4ICsgY29sXSA9IGRlY29kZWREYXRhW3RJZHgrK107XG4gICAgICAgIH1cbiA

gICAgIH1cblxuICAgICAgY29sT2Zmc2V0ICs9IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdO1xuICAgIH0pO1xuICB9XG5cbiAgc

mV0dXJuIG91dFZhbHM7XG59XG4iXX0=","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',

// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,

$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,

topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //

strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,

xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from
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'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,

extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const

imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n

'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n

const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const

outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const
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xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,

padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All
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Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:

FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n
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createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',

'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,

padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n

'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})
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{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n

}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const

filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //
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padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,

preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape

(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,

isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //
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sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const

parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:

{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:
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GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either

float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from
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'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n
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const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //

padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype

=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const
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padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',

reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,

axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match

enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n
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'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:

number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const

pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,
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pValidOutputs};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,

maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,

padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n
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parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}

as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n

(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using

validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:
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Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null

/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>

p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,
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weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport
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{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function rangeImpl(start, stop, step, dtype) {\n    const

sameStartStop = start === stop;\n    const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n    const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n    if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

   decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n        return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n    }\n    const numElements

= Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n    const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n

if (stop < start && step === 1) {\n        // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n        // (or was set to 1)\n

  step = -1;\n    }\n    values[0] = start;\n    for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n        values[i] = values[i - 1] +

step;\n    }\n    return values;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC5qcyIsIn

NvdXJjZVJvb3QiOiIiLCJzb3VyY2VzIjpbIi4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uL3RmanMtYmFja2VuZC1jcHUvc3JjL2tlc

m5lbHMvUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC50cyJdLCJuYW1lcyI6W10sIm1hcHBpbmdzIjoiQUFBQTs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7O0

dBZUc7QUFFSCxPQUFPLEVBQWMsSUFBSSxFQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFFeEQsTUFB

TSxVQUFVLFNBQVMsQ0FDckIsS0FBYSxFQUFFLElBQVksRUFBRSxJQUFZLEVBQ3pDLEtBQXdCO0lBQz

FCLE1BQU0sYUFBYSxHQUFHLEtBQUssS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUM7SUFDckMsTUFBTSwyQkFBMkIsR0F

BRyxLQUFLLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDN0QsTUFBTSwyQkF

BMkIsR0FBRyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFN0QsSUFBSS

xhQUFhLElBQUksMkJBQTJCO1FBQzVDLDJCQUEyQixFQUFFO1FBQy9CLE9BQU8sSUFBSSxDQUFDLG1

CQUFtQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUMzQztJQUVELE1BQU0sV0FBVy

xHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsSUFBSSxDQUFDLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDLElBQUksR0

FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQy9ELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQ

UFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxtQkFBbUIsQ0FBQyxXQUFXLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFNUQsS

UFBSSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDOUIsb0RBQW9EO1F

BQ3BELG9CQUFvQjtRQUNwQixJQUFJLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDWDtJQUVELE1BQU0

sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUM7SUFDbEIsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyx

DQUFDLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUU7

UUFDdEMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDO0tBQ2xDO0lBQ0QsT0FBTyxNQUFNLENBQUM7QUFDaEIsQ0FBQyI

sInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMT

EMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc

2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZ

SBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSB

jb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJ

Q0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZC

B0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZ
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GlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIE

NPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIE

xpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4

gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J

0IHtEYXRhVHlwZU1hcCwgdXRpbH0gZnJvbSAnQHRlbnNvcmZsb3cvdGZqcy1jb3JlJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bm

N0aW9uIHJhbmdlSW1wbChcbiAgICBzdGFydDogbnVtYmVyLCBzdG9wOiBudW1iZXIsIHN0ZXA6IG51bWJlci

xcbiAgICBkdHlwZTogJ2Zsb2F0MzInfCdpbnQzMicpOiBEYXRhVHlwZU1hcFsnZmxvYXQzMicgfCAnaW50Mz

InXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgPSBzdGFydCA9PT0gc3RvcDtcbiAgY29uc3QgaW5jcmVhc

2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwID0gc3RhcnQgPCBzdG9wICYmIHN0ZXAgPCAwO1xuICBjb25zdCBkZ

WNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXAgPSBzdG9wIDwgc3RhcnQgJiYgc3RlcCA+IDE7XG5cbiAga

WYgKHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgfHwgaW5jcmVhc2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwIHx8XG4gICAgICBk

ZWNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXApIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gdXRpbC5tYWtlWmVyb3NUeXB

lZEFycmF5KDAsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGNvbnN0IG51bUVsZW1lbnRzID0gTWF0aC5hYnMoTWF0aC

5jZWlsKChzdG9wIC0gc3RhcnQpIC8gc3RlcCkpO1xuICBjb25zdCB2YWx1ZXMgPSB1dGlsLm1ha2VaZXJvc1R

5cGVkQXJyYXkobnVtRWxlbWVudHMsIGR0eXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc3RvcCA8IHN0YXJ0ICYmIHN0ZXAgP

T09IDEpIHtcbiAgICAvLyBBdXRvIGFkanVzdCB0aGUgc3RlcCdzIHNpZ24gaWYgaXQgaGFzbid0IGJlZW4gc2V

0XG4gICAgLy8gKG9yIHdhcyBzZXQgdG8gMSlcbiAgICBzdGVwID0gLTE7XG4gIH1cblxuICB2YWx1ZXNbM

F0gPSBzdGFydDtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA9IDE7IGkgPCB2YWx1ZXMubGVuZ3RoOyBpKyspIHtcbiAgICB2

YWx1ZXNbaV0gPSB2YWx1ZXNbaSAtIDFdICsgc3RlcDtcbiAgfVxuICByZXR1cm4gdmFsdWVzO1xufVxuIl19"

,"/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n","/**\n *
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@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //

oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //

newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'

 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,
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outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights
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Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =

args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:

0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:

TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =

s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n

inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n

        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =

new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n

}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =

attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,

attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from
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'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:

number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :

[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const

interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the
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library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport

{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from

'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport

{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport
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{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n

greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n
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*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array

passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,

11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n","\nvar WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = (function() {\n

var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src :

undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return

(\nfunction(WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd) {\n  WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd || {};\n\nfunction

GROWABLE_HEAP_I8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)}

return HEAP8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAPU8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAP32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPU32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_F64(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPF64}var Module=typeof

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD=Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]||false;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n
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odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"};var

nodeWorkerThreads;try{nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\")}catch(e){console.error('The

\"worker_threads\" module is not supported in this node.js build - perhaps a newer version is needed?');throw

e}global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(typeof

_scriptDir !== \"undefined\" &&

_scriptDir){scriptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.s

ubstr(0,scriptDirectory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){read_=fun

ction

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret}}else{read_=function(url){var xhr=new XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){global.performance=require(\"perf_hooks\").performance}}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];function

warnOnce(text){if(!warnOnce.shown)warnOnce.shown={};if(!warnOnce.shown[text]){warnOnce.shown[text]=1;er

r(text)}}var Atomics_load=Atomics.load;var Atomics_store=Atomics.store;var

Atomics_compareExchange=Atomics.compareExchange;var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var wasmModule;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function
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assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

str=\"\";while(!(idx>=endIdx)){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!u0)return

str;if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function lengthBytesUTF8(str){var

len=0;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343)u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|str.charCodeAt(++i)&1023;if(u<=127)+

+len;else if(u<=2047)len+=2;else if(u<=65535)len+=3;else len+=4}return len}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){wasmM

emory=Module[\"wasmMemory\"];buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}else{if(Module[\"wasmMemory\"]){wasmMemory=
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Module[\"wasmMemory\"]}else{wasmMemory=new

WebAssembly.Memory({\"initial\":INITIAL_MEMORY/65536,\"maximum\":2147483648/65536,\"shared\":true});

if(!(wasmMemory.buffer instanceof SharedArrayBuffer)){err(\"requested a shared WebAssembly.Memory but the

returned buffer is not a SharedArrayBuffer, indicating that while the browser has SharedArrayBuffer it does not

have WebAssembly threads support - you may need to set a

flag\");if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){console.log(\"(on node you may need: --experimental-wasm-threads --

experimental-wasm-bulk-memory and also use a recent version)\")}throw Error(\"bad

memory\")}}}if(wasmMemory){buffer=wasmMemory.buffer}INITIAL_MEMORY=buffer.byteLength;updateGlob

alBufferAndViews(buffer);var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var __ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var

__ATEXIT__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var runtimeInitialized=false;var

runtimeExited=false;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctor

s()}});function preRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT

__)}function

preMain(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function

exitRuntime(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;runtimeExited=true}function

postRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){assert(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD,\"addRunDependency cannot be used in a

pthread

worker\");runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](ru

nDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)console.err

or(\"Pthread aborting at \"+(new

Error).stack);what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTATUS=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s

ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw

e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at
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'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"I\"];wasmModule=module;if(!E

NVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){var

numWorkersToLoad=PThread.unusedWorkers.length;PThread.unusedWorkers.forEach(function(w){PThread.load

WasmModuleToWorker(w,function(){if(!--numWorkersToLoad)removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")})})}}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\")}function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"],output[\"module\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}var

ASM_CONSTS={10520:function(){throw\"Canceled!\"},10538:function($0,$1){setTimeout(function(){__emscript

en_do_dispatch_to_thread($0,$1)},0)}};function initPthreadsJS(){PThread.initRuntime()}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}var

ERRNO_CODES={EPERM:63,ENOENT:44,ESRCH:71,EINTR:27,EIO:29,ENXIO:60,E2BIG:1,ENOEXEC:45,E

BADF:8,ECHILD:12,EAGAIN:6,EWOULDBLOCK:6,ENOMEM:48,EACCES:2,EFAULT:21,ENOTBLK:105,EB

USY:10,EEXIST:20,EXDEV:75,ENODEV:43,ENOTDIR:54,EISDIR:31,EINVAL:28,ENFILE:41,EMFILE:33,EN

OTTY:59,ETXTBSY:74,EFBIG:22,ENOSPC:51,ESPIPE:70,EROFS:69,EMLINK:34,EPIPE:64,EDOM:18,ERAN

GE:68,ENOMSG:49,EIDRM:24,ECHRNG:106,EL2NSYNC:156,EL3HLT:107,EL3RST:108,ELNRNG:109,EUNA

TCH:110,ENOCSI:111,EL2HLT:112,EDEADLK:16,ENOLCK:46,EBADE:113,EBADR:114,EXFULL:115,ENOA

NO:104,EBADRQC:103,EBADSLT:102,EDEADLOCK:16,EBFONT:101,ENOSTR:100,ENODATA:116,ETIME:

117,ENOSR:118,ENONET:119,ENOPKG:120,EREMOTE:121,ENOLINK:47,EADV:122,ESRMNT:123,ECOMM

:124,EPROTO:65,EMULTIHOP:36,EDOTDOT:125,EBADMSG:9,ENOTUNIQ:126,EBADFD:127,EREMCHG:1

28,ELIBACC:129,ELIBBAD:130,ELIBSCN:131,ELIBMAX:132,ELIBEXEC:133,ENOSYS:52,ENOTEMPTY:55,

ENAMETOOLONG:37,ELOOP:32,EOPNOTSUPP:138,EPFNOSUPPORT:139,ECONNRESET:15,ENOBUFS:42,

EAFNOSUPPORT:5,EPROTOTYPE:67,ENOTSOCK:57,ENOPROTOOPT:50,ESHUTDOWN:140,ECONNREFU

SED:14,EADDRINUSE:3,ECONNABORTED:13,ENETUNREACH:40,ENETDOWN:38,ETIMEDOUT:73,EHOS

TDOWN:142,EHOSTUNREACH:23,EINPROGRESS:26,EALREADY:7,EDESTADDRREQ:17,EMSGSIZE:35,E

PROTONOSUPPORT:66,ESOCKTNOSUPPORT:137,EADDRNOTAVAIL:4,ENETRESET:39,EISCONN:30,EN

OTCONN:53,ETOOMANYREFS:141,EUSERS:136,EDQUOT:19,ESTALE:72,ENOTSUP:138,ENOMEDIUM:14

8,EILSEQ:25,EOVERFLOW:61,ECANCELED:11,ENOTRECOVERABLE:56,EOWNERDEAD:62,ESTRPIPE:13

5};function

_emscripten_futex_wake(addr,count){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0||count<0)retu
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rn-28;if(count==0)return 0;if(count>=2147483647)count=Infinity;var

mainThreadWaitAddress=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2);var

mainThreadWoken=0;if(mainThreadWaitAddress==addr){var

loadedAddr=Atomics.compareExchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,mainTh

readWaitAddress,0);if(loadedAddr==mainThreadWaitAddress){--count;mainThreadWoken=1;if(count<=0)return

1}}var ret=Atomics.notify(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,count);if(ret>=0)return

ret+mainThreadWoken;throw\"Atomics.notify returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}Module[\"_emscripten_futex_wake\"]=_emscripten_futex_wake;function

killThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! killThread() can only ever be

called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

killThread!\";GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.terminate();PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);PThread.runni

ngWorkers.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(pthread.worker),1);pthread.worker.pthread=undefined}functio

n cancelThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cancelThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cancelThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancel\"})}function

cleanupThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cleanupThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cleanupThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];if(pthread){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

worker=pthread.worker;PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}var

PThread={unusedWorkers:[],runningWorkers:[],initMainThreadBlock:function(){var pthreadPoolSize=8;for(var

i=0;i<pthreadPoolSize;++i){PThread.allocateUnusedWorker()}},initRuntime:function(){var

tb=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228/4;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tb/4+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tb+12>>2]=tb;var

headPtr=tb+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var tlsMemory=_malloc(512);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tlsMemory/4+i]=0;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+100

>>2,tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+40>>2,tb);__emscripten_thread_init(tb,!ENVIRON

MENT_IS_WORKER,1);_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id(tb)},initWorker:function(){},pthreads:{},t

hreadExitHandlers:[],setThreadStatus:function(){},runExitHandlers:function(){while(PThread.threadExitHandlers.l

ength>0){PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop()()}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self())___pthread

_tsd_run_dtors()},runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread:function(tb,exitCode){Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U

32(),tb+56>>2,1);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+60>>2,0);PThread.runExitHandlers();Atomics.stor

e(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+4>>2,exitCode);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2,1);_emscri

pten_futex_wake(tb+0,2147483647);__emscripten_thread_init(0,0,0)},threadExit:function(exitCode){var

tb=_pthread_self();if(tb){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(tb,exitCode);if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHRE

AD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exit\"})}}},threadCancel:function(){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(_pthr

ead_self(),-1);postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancelDone\"})},terminateAllThreads:function(){for(var t in

PThread.pthreads){var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[t];if(pthread&&pthread.worker){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(pthread.worker)}}PThre

ad.pthreads={};for(var i=0;i<PThread.unusedWorkers.length;++i){var

worker=PThread.unusedWorkers[i];worker.terminate()}PThread.unusedWorkers=[];for(var

i=0;i<PThread.runningWorkers.length;++i){var worker=PThread.runningWorkers[i];var

pthread=worker.pthread;PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);worker.terminate()}PThread.runningWorkers=[]},freeTh

readData:function(pthread){if(!pthread)return;if(pthread.threadInfoStruct){var

tlsMemory=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.threadInfoStruct+100>>2];GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.thr

eadInfoStruct+100>>2]=0;_free(tlsMemory);_free(pthread.threadInfoStruct)}pthread.threadInfoStruct=0;if(pthread.
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allocatedOwnStack&&pthread.stackBase)_free(pthread.stackBase);pthread.stackBase=0;if(pthread.worker)pthread.

worker.pthread=null},returnWorkerToPool:function(worker){PThread.runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls(functio

n(){delete

PThread.pthreads[worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct];PThread.unusedWorkers.push(worker);PThread.runningWorker

s.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(worker),1);PThread.freeThreadData(worker.pthread);worker.pthread=un

defined})},runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls:function(func){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_m

ain_runtime_queued_calls>>2]=0;try{func()}finally{GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_main_runti

me_queued_calls>>2]=1}},receiveObjectTransfer:function(data){},loadWasmModuleToWorker:function(worker,o

nFinishedLoading){worker.onmessage=function(e){var d=e[\"data\"];var

cmd=d[\"cmd\"];if(worker.pthread)PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct;

if(d[\"targetThread\"]&&d[\"targetThread\"]!=_pthread_self()){var

thread=PThread.pthreads[d.targetThread];if(thread){thread.worker.postMessage(e.data,d[\"transferList\"])}else{con

sole.error('Internal error! Worker sent a message \"'+cmd+'\" to target pthread '+d[\"targetThread\"]+\", but that

thread no longer

exists!\")}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined;return}if(cmd===\"processQueuedMainThread

Work\"){_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls()}else

if(cmd===\"spawnThread\"){spawnThread(e.data)}else

if(cmd===\"cleanupThread\"){cleanupThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"killThread\"){killThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"cancelThread\"){cancelThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"loaded\"){worker.loaded=true;if(onFinishedLoading)onFinishedLoading(worker);if(worker.runPthread)

{worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}else if(cmd===\"print\"){out(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\":

\"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"printErr\"){err(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else

if(cmd===\"alert\"){alert(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"exit\"){var

detached=worker.pthread&&Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct+64>>2);if

(detached){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}else

if(cmd===\"exitProcess\"){try{exit(d[\"returnCode\"])}catch(e){if(e instanceof ExitStatus)return;throw e}}else

if(cmd===\"cancelDone\"){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}else

if(cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){PThread.receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){worker.postMessage(e.data)}else{err(\"worker sent an unknown command

\"+cmd)}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined};worker.onerror=function(e){err(\"pthread sent

an error! \"+e.filename+\":\"+e.lineno+\":

\"+e.message)};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){worker.on(\"message\",function(data){worker.onmessage({data:d

ata})});worker.on(\"error\",function(data){worker.onerror(data)});worker.on(\"exit\",function(data){})}worker.post

Message({\"cmd\":\"load\",\"urlOrBlob\":Module[\"mainScriptUrlOrBlob\"]||_scriptDir,\"wasmMemory\":wasmMe

mory,\"wasmModule\":wasmModule})},allocateUnusedWorker:function(){var pthreadMainJs=locateFile(\"tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js\");PThread.unusedWorkers.push(new

Worker(pthreadMainJs))},getNewWorker:function(){if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length==0){PThread.allocateUnus

edWorker();PThread.loadWasmModuleToWorker(PThread.unusedWorkers[0])}if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length>

0)return PThread.unusedWorkers.pop();else return null},busySpinWait:function(msecs){var

t=performance.now()+msecs;while(performance.now()<t){}}};function

establishStackSpace(stackTop,stackMax){_emscripten_stack_set_limits(stackTop,stackMax);stackRestore(stackTop

)}Module[\"establishStackSpace\"]=establishStackSpace;function getNoExitRuntime(){return

noExitRuntime}Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]=getNoExitRuntime;function invokeEntryPoint(ptr,arg){return

wasmTable.get(ptr)(arg)}Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"]=invokeEntryPoint;function

___assert_fail(condition,filename,line,func){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+UTF8ToString(condition)+\", at:

\"+[filename?UTF8ToString(filename):\"unknown filename\",line,func?UTF8ToString(func):\"unknown

function\"])}function ___call_main(argc,argv){var returnCode=_main(argc,argv)}var
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_emscripten_get_now;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){_emscripten_get_now=function(){var

t=process[\"hrtime\"]();return t[0]*1e3+t[1]/1e6}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){_emscripten_get_now=function(){return performance.now()-

Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]}}else if(typeof

dateNow!==\"undefined\"){_emscripten_get_now=dateNow}else _emscripten_get_now=function(){return

performance.now()};function setErrNo(value){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return

value}function _atexit(func,arg){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(1,1,func,arg)}function

__emscripten_notify_thread_queue(targetThreadId,mainThreadId){if(targetThreadId==mainThreadId){postMessag

e({\"cmd\":\"processQueuedMainThreadWork\"})}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){postMessage({\"targetThread\":targetThreadId,\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueu

e\"})}else{var pthread=PThread.pthreads[targetThreadId];var

worker=pthread&&pthread.worker;if(!worker){return}worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueue\"})}ret

urn 1}function _abort(){abort()}function _emscripten_asm_const_int(code,sigPtr,argbuf){var

args=readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,argbuf);return ASM_CONSTS[code].apply(null,args)}function

_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status(expectedStatus,newStatus){}function

_emscripten_futex_wait(addr,val,timeout){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0)return-

28;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB){var

ret=Atomics.wait(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,val,timeout);if(ret===\"timed-out\")return-

73;if(ret===\"not-equal\")return-6;if(ret===\"ok\")return 0;throw\"Atomics.wait returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}else{if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!=val){return-6}var

tNow=performance.now();var tEnd=tNow+timeout;var

lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr);while(1){tNo

w=performance.now();if(tNow>tEnd){lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_mai

n_thread_futex>>2,0);return-

73}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,0);if(lastAddr==

0){break}_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls();if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!

=val){return-

6}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr)}return

0}}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_num_logical_cores(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return require(\"os\").cpus().length;return

navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]}function _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(index,sync){var

numCallArgs=arguments.length-2;var stack=stackSave();var serializedNumCallArgs=numCallArgs;var

args=stackAlloc(serializedNumCallArgs*8);var b=args>>3;for(var i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){var

arg=arguments[2+i];GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]=arg}var

ret=_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js(index,serializedNumCallArgs,args,sync);stackRestore(stack);retur

n ret}var _emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs=[];var readAsmConstArgsArray=[];function

readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,buf){readAsmConstArgsArray.length=0;var

ch;buf>>=2;while(ch=GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[sigPtr++]){var

double=ch<105;if(double&&buf&1)buf++;readAsmConstArgsArray.push(double?GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[buf

++>>1]:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[buf]);++buf}return readAsmConstArgsArray}function

_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js(index,numCallArgs,args){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callA

rgs.length=numCallArgs;var b=args>>3;for(var

i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs[i]=GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]}v

ar isEmAsmConst=index<0;var func=!isEmAsmConst?proxiedFunctionTable[index]:ASM_CONSTS[-index-

1];return func.apply(null,_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().length}function
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emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var

oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();if(requestedSize<=oldSize){return false}var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

JSEvents={inEventHandler:0,removeAllEventListeners:function(){for(var i=JSEvents.eventHandlers.length-

1;i>=0;--

i){JSEvents._removeHandler(i)}JSEvents.eventHandlers=[];JSEvents.deferredCalls=[]},registerRemoveEventListen

ers:function(){if(!JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered){__ATEXIT__.push(JSEvents.removeAllEventListene

rs);JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered=true}},deferredCalls:[],deferCall:function(targetFunction,precedence

,argsList){function arraysHaveEqualContent(arrA,arrB){if(arrA.length!=arrB.length)return false;for(var i in

arrA){if(arrA[i]!=arrB[i])return false}return true}for(var i in JSEvents.deferredCalls){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];if(call.targetFunction==targetFunction&&arraysHaveEqualContent(call.argsList,args

List)){return}}JSEvents.deferredCalls.push({targetFunction:targetFunction,precedence:precedence,argsList:argsList

});JSEvents.deferredCalls.sort(function(x,y){return

x.precedence<y.precedence})},removeDeferredCalls:function(targetFunction){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){if(JSEvents.deferredCalls[i].targetFunction==targetFunction){JSEvents.d

eferredCalls.splice(i,1);--i}}},canPerformEventHandlerRequests:function(){return

JSEvents.inEventHandler&&JSEvents.currentEventHandler.allowsDeferredCalls},runDeferredCalls:function(){if(!J

SEvents.canPerformEventHandlerRequests()){return}for(var i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];JSEvents.deferredCalls.splice(i,1);--

i;call.targetFunction.apply(null,call.argsList)}},eventHandlers:[],removeAllHandlersOnTarget:function(target,event

TypeString){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==target&&(!eventTypeString||event

TypeString==JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].eventTypeString)){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}},_removeHandler:function(i){var

h=JSEvents.eventHandlers[i];h.target.removeEventListener(h.eventTypeString,h.eventListenerFunc,h.useCapture);J

SEvents.eventHandlers.splice(i,1)},registerOrRemoveHandler:function(eventHandler){var jsEventHandler=function

jsEventHandler(event){++JSEvents.inEventHandler;JSEvents.currentEventHandler=eventHandler;JSEvents.runDef

erredCalls();eventHandler.handlerFunc(event);JSEvents.runDeferredCalls();--

JSEvents.inEventHandler};if(eventHandler.callbackfunc){eventHandler.eventListenerFunc=jsEventHandler;eventH

andler.target.addEventListener(eventHandler.eventTypeString,jsEventHandler,eventHandler.useCapture);JSEvents.e

ventHandlers.push(eventHandler);JSEvents.registerRemoveEventListeners()}else{for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==eventHandler.target&&JSEvents.e

ventHandlers[i].eventTypeString==eventHandler.eventTypeString){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}}},queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii:function(targetThread,eventHandlerFunc,eventTypeId,eventData,userData)

{var stackTop=stackSave();var

varargs=stackAlloc(12);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs>>2]=eventTypeId;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs

+4>>2]=eventData;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+8>>2]=userData;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThr

ead,637534208,eventHandlerFunc,eventData,varargs);stackRestore(stackTop)},getTargetThreadForEventCallback:f

unction(targetThread){switch(targetThread){case 1:return 0;case 2:return

PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread;default:return

targetThread}},getNodeNameForTarget:function(target){if(!target)return\"\";if(target==window)return\"#window\";
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if(target==screen)return\"#screen\";return

target&&target.nodeName?target.nodeName:\"\"},fullscreenEnabled:function(){return

document.fullscreenEnabled||document.webkitFullscreenEnabled}};function stringToNewUTF8(jsString){var

length=lengthBytesUTF8(jsString)+1;var cString=_malloc(length);stringToUTF8(jsString,cString,length);return

cString}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){var

stackTop=stackSave();var varargs=stackAlloc(12);var

targetCanvasPtr=0;if(targetCanvas){targetCanvasPtr=stringToNewUTF8(targetCanvas)}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(

)[varargs>>2]=targetCanvasPtr;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+4>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[var

args+8>>2]=height;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThread,657457152,0,targetCanvasPtr,varargs);stackRestor

e(stackTop)}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){targetCanvas=tar

getCanvas?UTF8ToString(targetCanvas):\"\";_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThr

ead,targetCanvas,width,height)}function maybeCStringToJsString(cString){return

cString>2?UTF8ToString(cString):cString}var specialHTMLTargets=[0,typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document:0,typeof window!==\"undefined\"?window:0];function

findEventTarget(target){target=maybeCStringToJsString(target);var

domElement=specialHTMLTargets[target]||(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document.querySelector(target):undefined);return domElement}function

findCanvasEventTarget(target){return findEventTarget(target)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas)return-

4;if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEA

P_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+4>>2]=height}if(canvas.offscreenCanvas||!canvas.controlTransferredOffscreen){if

(canvas.offscreenCanvas)canvas=canvas.offscreenCanvas;var

autoResizeViewport=false;if(canvas.GLctxObject&&canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx){var

prevViewport=canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.getParameter(2978);autoResizeViewport=prevViewport[0]===0&&prev

Viewport[1]===0&&prevViewport[2]===canvas.width&&prevViewport[3]===canvas.height}canvas.width=width;

canvas.height=height;if(autoResizeViewport){canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.viewport(0,0,width,height)}}else

if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){var

targetThread=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+8>>2];_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_o

n_target_thread(targetThread,target,width,height);return 1}else{return-4}return 0}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)retur

n _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(2,1,target,width,height);return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(canvas){return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}else{return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height)}}function

_emscripten_set_current_thread_status(newStatus){}function

_emscripten_set_thread_name(threadId,name){}function __webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"ANGLE_instanced_arrays\");if(ext){ctx[\"vertexAttribDivisor\"]=function(index,divisor){ex

t[\"vertexAttribDivisorANGLE\"](index,divisor)};ctx[\"drawArraysInstanced\"]=function(mode,first,count,primcou

nt){ext[\"drawArraysInstancedANGLE\"](mode,first,count,primcount)};ctx[\"drawElementsInstanced\"]=function(

mode,count,type,indices,primcount){ext[\"drawElementsInstancedANGLE\"](mode,count,type,indices,primcount)};

return 1}}function __webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"OES_vertex_array_object\");if(ext){ctx[\"createVertexArray\"]=function(){return

ext[\"createVertexArrayOES\"]()};ctx[\"deleteVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"deleteVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};
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ctx[\"bindVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"bindVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};ctx[\"isVertexArray\"]=function(vao)

{return ext[\"isVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};return 1}}function __webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_draw_buffers\");if(ext){ctx[\"drawBuffers\"]=function(n,bufs){ext[\"drawBuffers

WEBGL\"](n,bufs)};return 1}}function

__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(ctx){return!!(ctx.multiDrawWebgl=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_multi_dra

w\"))}var

GL={counter:1,buffers:[],programs:[],framebuffers:[],renderbuffers:[],textures:[],uniforms:[],shaders:[],vaos:[],cont

exts:{},offscreenCanvases:{},timerQueriesEXT:[],programInfos:{},stringCache:{},unpackAlignment:4,recordError:

function recordError(errorCode){if(!GL.lastError){GL.lastError=errorCode}},getNewId:function(table){var

ret=GL.counter++;for(var i=table.length;i<ret;i++){table[i]=null}return

ret},getSource:function(shader,count,string,length){var source=\"\";for(var i=0;i<count;++i){var

len=length?GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[length+i*4>>2]:-

1;source+=UTF8ToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[string+i*4>>2],len<0?undefined:len)}return

source},createContext:function(canvas,webGLContextAttributes){var

ctx=canvas.getContext(\"webgl\",webGLContextAttributes);if(!ctx)return 0;var

handle=GL.registerContext(ctx,webGLContextAttributes);return

handle},registerContext:function(ctx,webGLContextAttributes){var

handle=_malloc(8);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[handle+4>>2]=_pthread_self();var

context={handle:handle,attributes:webGLContextAttributes,version:webGLContextAttributes.majorVersion,GLctx:

ctx};if(ctx.canvas)ctx.canvas.GLctxObject=context;GL.contexts[handle]=context;if(typeof

webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensionsByDefault===\"undefined\"||webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensions

ByDefault){GL.initExtensions(context)}return

handle},makeContextCurrent:function(contextHandle){GL.currentContext=GL.contexts[contextHandle];Module.ctx

=GLctx=GL.currentContext&&GL.currentContext.GLctx;return!(contextHandle&&!GLctx)},getContext:function(c

ontextHandle){return

GL.contexts[contextHandle]},deleteContext:function(contextHandle){if(GL.currentContext===GL.contexts[context

Handle])GL.currentContext=null;if(typeof

JSEvents===\"object\")JSEvents.removeAllHandlersOnTarget(GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas);if(GL.co

ntexts[contextHandle]&&GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas)GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas.GL

ctxObject=undefined;_free(GL.contexts[contextHandle].handle);GL.contexts[contextHandle]=null},initExtensions:f

unction(context){if(!context)context=GL.currentContext;if(context.initExtensionsDone)return;context.initExtension

sDone=true;var

GLctx=context.GLctx;__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(GLctx);__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_obj

ect(GLctx);__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(GLctx);GLctx.disjointTimerQueryExt=GLctx.getExtension(\"

EXT_disjoint_timer_query\");__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(GLctx);var

exts=GLctx.getSupportedExtensions()||[];exts.forEach(function(ext){if(ext.indexOf(\"lose_context\")<0&&ext.inde

xOf(\"debug\")<0){GLctx.getExtension(ext)}})},populateUniformTable:function(program){var

p=GL.programs[program];var

ptable=GL.programInfos[program]={uniforms:{},maxUniformLength:0,maxAttributeLength:-

1,maxUniformBlockNameLength:-1};var utable=ptable.uniforms;var

numUniforms=GLctx.getProgramParameter(p,35718);for(var i=0;i<numUniforms;++i){var

u=GLctx.getActiveUniform(p,i);var

name=u.name;ptable.maxUniformLength=Math.max(ptable.maxUniformLength,name.length+1);if(name.slice(-

1)==\"]\"){name=name.slice(0,name.lastIndexOf(\"[\"))}var loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,name);if(loc){var

id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);utable[name]=[u.size,id];GL.uniforms[id]=loc;for(var j=1;j<u.size;++j){var

n=name+\"[\"+j+\"]\";loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,n);id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);GL.uniforms[id]=loc}}}

}};var __emscripten_webgl_power_preferences=[\"default\",\"low-power\",\"high-performance\"];function

_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(target,attributes){var a=attributes>>2;var
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powerPreference=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(24>>2)];var

contextAttributes={\"alpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(0>>2)],\"depth\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(4

>>2)],\"stencil\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(8>>2)],\"antialias\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(12>>2)],\"p

remultipliedAlpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(16>>2)],\"preserveDrawingBuffer\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_

I32()[a+(20>>2)],\"powerPreference\":__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences[powerPreference],\"failIfMajorPerf

ormanceCaveat\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(28>>2)],majorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(32>>2)],

minorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(36>>2)],enableExtensionsByDefault:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(

40>>2)],explicitSwapControl:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(44>>2)],proxyContextToMainThread:GROWABLE_

HEAP_I32()[a+(48>>2)],renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(52>>2)]};var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas){return 0}if(contextAttributes.explicitSwapControl){return 0}var

contextHandle=GL.createContext(canvas,contextAttributes);return contextHandle}function

_emscripten_webgl_create_context(a0,a1){return _emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(a0,a1)}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var

ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function

_fd_close(fd){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(3,1,fd);return

0}function _fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(4,1,fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset)}function

_fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(5,1,fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum);var num=0;for(var i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var

ptr=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+i*8>>2];var len=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[ptr+j])}num+=len}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32

()[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function _pthread_cleanup_pop(execute){var

routine=PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop();if(execute)routine()}function

_pthread_cleanup_push(routine,arg){PThread.threadExitHandlers.push(function(){wasmTable.get(routine)(arg)})}f

unction spawnThread(threadParams){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! spawnThread()

can only ever be called from main application thread!\";var

worker=PThread.getNewWorker();if(worker.pthread!==undefined)throw\"Internal

error!\";if(!threadParams.pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal error, no pthread

ptr!\";PThread.runningWorkers.push(worker);var tlsMemory=_malloc(128*4);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tlsMemory+i*4>>2]=0}var

stackHigh=threadParams.stackBase+threadParams.stackSize;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[threadParams.pthread_ptr]={worker:worker,stackBase:threadParams.stackBase,stackSize

:threadParams.stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:threadParams.allocatedOwnStack,threadInfoStruct:threadParams.pthrea

d_ptr};var

tis=pthread.threadInfoStruct>>2;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(64>>2),threadParams.detached);A

tomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(100>>2),tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis

+(40>>2),pthread.threadInfoStruct);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(80>>2),threadParams.stackSiz

e);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(76>>2),stackHigh);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),t

is+(104>>2),threadParams.stackSize);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+8>>2),stackHigh);Atom

ics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+12>>2),threadParams.detached);var

global_libc=_emscripten_get_global_libc();var

global_locale=global_libc+40;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(172>>2),global_locale);worker.pthr

ead=pthread;var

msg={\"cmd\":\"run\",\"start_routine\":threadParams.startRoutine,\"arg\":threadParams.arg,\"threadInfoStruct\":thre

adParams.pthread_ptr,\"stackBase\":threadParams.stackBase,\"stackSize\":threadParams.stackSize};worker.runPthre
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ad=function(){msg.time=performance.now();worker.postMessage(msg,threadParams.transferList)};if(worker.loaded

){worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}function

_pthread_create(pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg){if(typeof SharedArrayBuffer===\"undefined\"){err(\"Current

environment does not support SharedArrayBuffer, pthreads are not available!\");return

6}if(!pthread_ptr){err(\"pthread_create called with a null thread pointer!\");return 28}var transferList=[];var

error=0;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&(transferList.length===0||error)){return

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4(687865856,pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg)}if(error)return error;var

stackSize=0;var stackBase=0;var detached=0;if(attr&&attr!=-

1){stackSize=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr>>2];stackSize+=81920;stackBase=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+

8>>2];detached=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+12>>2]!==0}else{stackSize=2097152}var

allocatedOwnStack=stackBase==0;if(allocatedOwnStack){stackBase=_memalign(16,stackSize)}else{stackBase-

=stackSize;assert(stackBase>0)}var threadInfoStruct=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228>>2;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[(threadInfoStruct>>2)+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_p

tr>>2]=threadInfoStruct;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[threadInfoStruct+12>>2]=threadInfoStruct;var

headPtr=threadInfoStruct+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var

threadParams={stackBase:stackBase,stackSize:stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:allocatedOwnStack,detached:detached

,startRoutine:start_routine,pthread_ptr:threadInfoStruct,arg:arg,transferList:transferList};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){threadParams.cmd=\"spawnThread\";postMessage(threadParams,transferList)}else{spawnThread(thread

Params)}return 0}function __pthread_testcancel_js(){if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;var

tb=_pthread_self();if(!tb)return;var

cancelDisabled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+56>>2);if(cancelDisabled)return;var

canceled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2);if(canceled==2)throw\"Canceled!\"}function

_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKE

R)return;warnOnce(\"Blocking on the main thread is very dangerous, see

https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/pthreads.html#blocking-on-the-main-browser-thread\")}function

__emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,block){if(!thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on a null thread

pointer!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self()==thread){err(\"PThread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}else

if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id()==thread){err(\"Main thread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}var

self=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[thread+12>>2];if(self!==thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on thread

\"+thread+\", which does not point to a valid thread, or does not exist anymore!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}var

detached=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2);if(detached){err(\"Attempted to join thread

\"+thread+\", which was already detached!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.EINVAL}if(block){_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed()}for(;;){var

threadStatus=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+0>>2);if(threadStatus==1){var

threadExitCode=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+4>>2);if(status)GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[sta

tus>>2]=threadExitCode;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2,1);if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD)cleanupThread(thread);else postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cleanupThread\",\"thread\":thread});return

0}if(!block){return

ERRNO_CODES.EBUSY}__pthread_testcancel_js();if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)_emscripten_main_thre

ad_process_queued_calls();_emscripten_futex_wait(thread+0,threadStatus,ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD?100:1

)}}function _pthread_join(thread,status){return __emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,true)}function

_sysconf(name){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(6,1,name);switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;return maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case
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235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case 19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case

159:case 154:case 14:case 77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case

48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case 46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case

161:case 181:case 182:case 242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case

49:case 50:case 168:case 169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case

80:case 81:case 79:return-1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case

93:case 129:case 130:case 131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case

31:case 42:case 72:return 32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case

36:return 99;case 43:case 37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case

44:return 32767;case 75:return 16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return

255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return 64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case

84:{if(typeof navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-

1}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)PThread.initMainThreadBlock();var GLctx;var

proxiedFunctionTable=[null,_atexit,_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread,_fd_close,_fd_seek,_fd_wr

ite,_sysconf];var

asmLibraryArg={\"e\":___assert_fail,\"r\":___call_main,\"x\":__emscripten_notify_thread_queue,\"b\":_abort,\"y\":

_emscripten_asm_const_int,\"j\":_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status,\"d\":_emscripten_futex_wait,\

"c\":_emscripten_futex_wake,\"f\":_emscripten_get_now,\"p\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"A\":_emscripten_num_l

ogical_cores,\"u\":_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js,\"q\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"v\":_emscripten_set_ca

nvas_element_size,\"i\":_emscripten_set_current_thread_status,\"s\":_emscripten_set_thread_name,\"w\":_emscript

en_webgl_create_context,\"l\":_fd_close,\"n\":_fd_seek,\"g\":_fd_write,\"o\":initPthreadsJS,\"a\":wasmMemory||Mo

dule[\"wasmMemory\"],\"z\":_pthread_cleanup_pop,\"k\":_pthread_cleanup_push,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"m\":_pthr

ead_join,\"t\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).ap
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ply(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"ga\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(
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null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"o

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argum
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ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ja\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,a

rguments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Qa\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ra

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Xa\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Za\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"_a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$a\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ab\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"bb\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"cb\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"db\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"eb\"]).apply(null,ar
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guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"f

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"hb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ib\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"jb\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"kb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_get_global_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_get_global

_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"lb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=function(){return(_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"mb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=Module[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=function(){return(___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=M

odule[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"nb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls\"]=fu

nction(){return(_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_que

ued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ob\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls\"]

=function(){return(_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_proc

ess_queued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id\"]=functi

on(){return(_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_

id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=function(){return(_ems

cripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"rb\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=function(){return(__emsc

ripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sb\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=function(){retur

n(_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=Module[\"asm\

"][\"tb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=function(

){return(_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"ub\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_call_on_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_call_on_t

hread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"vb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscript

en_tls_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_thread_init=Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_thread_init=Mod

ule[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"yb\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var
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stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"zb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ab\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_stack_set_limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_stack_set_

limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Bb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=function(){return(_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Cb

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls=Module[\"__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls\"]=1

0512;var

__emscripten_main_thread_futex=Module[\"__emscripten_main_thread_futex\"]=12148;Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap

;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=wasmMemory;Module

[\"ExitStatus\"]=ExitStatus;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){readyPromis

eResolve(Module);initRuntime();postMessage({\"cmd\":\"loaded\"});return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){retur

n}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;function

exit(status,implicit){if(implicit&&noExitRuntime&&status===0){return}if(!implicit){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exitProcess\",\"returnCode\":status});throw new

ExitStatus(status)}else{}}if(noExitRuntime){}else{PThread.terminateAllThreads();EXITSTATUS=status;exitRunti

me();if(Module[\"onExit\"])Module[\"onExit\"](status);ABORT=true}quit_(status,new

ExitStatus(status))}if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){noExitRuntime=false;PThread.initWorker()}run

();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports === 'object' && typeof

module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd; });\nelse if

(typeof exports === 'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd\"] =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\n","\nvar WasmBackendModule = (function() {\n  var _scriptDir = typeof

document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src : undefined;\n  if (typeof

__filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return (\nfunction(WasmBackendModule) {\n

WasmBackendModule = WasmBackendModule || {};\n\nvar Module=typeof

WasmBackendModule!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModule:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof
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process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"}}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(_scriptDir){s

criptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.substr(0,script

Directory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}{read_=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var
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ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}var UTF8Decoder=typeof

TextDecoder!==\"undefined\"?new TextDecoder(\"utf8\"):undefined;function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

endPtr=idx;while(heap[endPtr]&&!(endPtr>=endIdx))++endPtr;if(endPtr-

idx>16&&heap.subarray&&UTF8Decoder){return UTF8Decoder.decode(heap.subarray(idx,endPtr))}else{var

str=\"\";while(idx<endPtr){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(HEAPU8,ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,HEAPU8,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){HEAP8.set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var

__ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var

runtimeInitialized=false;__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctors()}});function

preRun(){if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT__)}function

preMain(){callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function postRun(){if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof
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Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDep

endencies\"](runDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTAT

US=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new

WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmMemory=Module[\"asm\"][\"j\"];updateGlobalBufferAnd

Views(wasmMemory.buffer);wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"r\"];removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")}addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\");function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof
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func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}function _abort(){abort()}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){HEAPU8.copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return HEAPU8.length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=HEAP32[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return

ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function _fd_close(fd){return 0}function

_fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){}function _fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){var num=0;for(var

i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var ptr=HEAP32[iov+i*8>>2];var len=HEAP32[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,HEAPU8[ptr+j])}num+=len}HEAP32[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function

_pthread_create(){return 6}function _pthread_join(){return 28}function

setErrNo(value){HEAP32[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return value}function

_sysconf(name){switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var maxHeapSize=2147483648;return

maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case 235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case

19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case 159:case 154:case 14:case

77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case 48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case

46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case 161:case 181:case 182:case

242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case 49:case 50:case 168:case

169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case 80:case 81:case 79:return-

1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case 93:case 129:case 130:case

131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case 31:case 42:case 72:return

32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case 36:return 99;case 43:case

37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case 44:return 32767;case 75:return

16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return 255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return

64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case 84:{if(typeof

navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-1}var

asmLibraryArg={\"a\":_abort,\"d\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"e\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"f\":_fd_close,\"c\":_f

d_seek,\"b\":_fd_write,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"g\":_pthread_join,\"i\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"k\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"l\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"m\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"n\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M
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odule[\"asm\"][\"o\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"p\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"q\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"s\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"u\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"v\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"w\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"A\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"I\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul
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e[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).apply(null

,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"c

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\

"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod
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ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ma\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"oa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ta\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"])

.apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared
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Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"Ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"Xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){return}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}run();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModule.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports ===

'object' && typeof module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModule;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModule; });\nelse if (typeof exports ===

'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModule\"] = WasmBackendModule;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019
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Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from

'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface

TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:

DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:

BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n

return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false

otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n
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getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n

this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n

case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n

// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n

util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =

'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new

Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n
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factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double

error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD

binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =

null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n

  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,

['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory

where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix
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= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =

numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n","export const

wasmWorkerContents = 'var Module={};function threadPrintErr(){var

text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\" \");console.error(text)}function threadAlert(){var

text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\"

\");postMessage({cmd:\"alert\",text:text,threadId:Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()})}var

err=threadPrintErr;this.alert=threadAlert;Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]=function(info,receiveInstance){var

instance=new

WebAssembly.Instance(Module[\"wasmModule\"],info);Module[\"wasmModule\"]=null;receiveInstance(instance);r

eturn instance.exports};function

moduleLoaded(){}this.onmessage=function(e){try{if(e.data.cmd===\"load\"){Module[\"wasmModule\"]=e.data.wa

smModule;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=e.data.wasmMemory;Module[\"buffer\"]=Module[\"wasmMemory\"].buffer;

Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]=true;if(typeof

e.data.urlOrBlob===\"string\"){importScripts(e.data.urlOrBlob)}else{var

objectUrl=URL.createObjectURL(e.data.urlOrBlob);importScripts(objectUrl);URL.revokeObjectURL(objectUrl)}

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd(Module).then(function(instance){Module=instance;moduleLoaded()})}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"run\"){Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]=performance.now()-

e.data.time;Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"](e.data.threadInfoStruct,0,0);var max=e.data.stackBase;var

top=e.data.stackBase+e.data.stackSize;Module[\"establishStackSpace\"](top,max);Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"](

);Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data);Module[\"PThread\"].setThreadStatus(Module[\"_pthread_self

\"](),1);try{var

result=Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"](e.data.start_routine,e.data.arg);if(!Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]())Module[\

"PThread\"].threadExit(result)}catch(ex){if(ex===\"Canceled!\"){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}else

if(ex!=\"unwind\"){if(ex instanceof

Module[\"ExitStatus\"]){if(Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]()){}else{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(ex.status)}}el

se{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(-2);throw ex}}}}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"cancel\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"processThreadQueue\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_

process_queued_calls\"]()}}else{err(\"worker.js received unknown command

\"+e.data.cmd);err(e.data)}}catch(ex){err(\"worker.js onmessage() captured an uncaught exception:

\"+ex);if(ex&&ex.stack)err(ex.stack);throw ex}};if(typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof process.versions.node===\"string\"){self={location:{href:__filename}};var

onmessage=this.onmessage;var

nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\");global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker;var

parentPort=nodeWorkerThreads.parentPort;parentPort.on(\"message\",function(data){onmessage({data:data})});var
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nodeFS=require(\"fs\");var nodeRead=function(filename){return nodeFS.readFileSync(filename,\"utf8\")};function

globalEval(x){global.require=require;global.Module=Module;eval.call(null,x)}importScripts=function(f){globalEva

l(nodeRead(f))};postMessage=function(msg){parentPort.postMessage(msg)};if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){performance={now:function(){return Date.now()}}}}';","/** @license See the

LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.11.0';\nexport

{version};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,

setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n},

WASM_PRIORITY);\n"],"names":["CppDType","FusableActivation","wasmFusedMatMul","fusedMatMulConfig"

,"kernelName","_FusedMatMul","backendName","setupFunc","backend","wasm","cwrap","kernelFunc","args","inp

uts","attrs","a","b","bias","preluActivationWeights","dtype","Error","transposeA","transposeB","activation","leakyr

eluAlpha","aId","dataIdMap","get","dataId","id","bId","biasId","biasData","shape","length","preluActivationWeight

sId","fusedActivation","leftDim","rightDim","batchDim","out","makeOutput","outId","aShapeBytes","Uint8Array",

"Int32Array","buffer","bShapeBytes","createUnaryKernelConfig","outType","wasmFunc","x","xId","util","sizeFro

mShape","absConfig","Abs","createBinaryKernelConfig","supportsFullBroadcast","outputType","newShape","back

end_util","assertAndGetBroadcastShape","aBroadcastDims","getBroadcastDims","bBroadcastDims","loopsOverAll

OfA","every","v","i","loopsOverAllOfB","addConfig","Add","addNConfig","AddN","inputIds","map","inputIdsByt

es","identity","inVals","typedArrayFromHeap","set","identityConfig","Identity","wasmTranspose","transpose","red

ucedShape","perm","newPerm","push","minValIdx","j","removeOneSizeDims","permIsNoOp","outShape","inShap

e","Array","computeOutShape","cloned","permBytes","xShapeBytes","transposeConfig","Transpose","permuteAxe

sAndTranspose","axis","xShape","xRank","originalAxes","parseAxisParam","axes","permutedAxes","getAxesPerm

utation","xTransposed","inputWasTransposed","getInnerMostAxes","transposed","wasmAll","allConfig","All","kee

pDims","inputId","input","inputRank","assertAxesAreInnerMostDims","reduceShape","computeOutAndReduceSha

pes","reduceSize","disposeData","expandShapeToKeepDim","wasmAny","anyConfig","Any","argMaxConfig","Ar

gMax","transposedId","slice","outerSize","innerSize","wasmAvgPool","avgPoolConfig","AvgPool","filterSize","str

ides","pad","dimRoundingMode","convInfo","computePool2DInfo","filterHeight","filterWidth","padTop","padInfo

","top","padRight","right","padBottom","bottom","padLeft","left","strideHeight","strideWidth","channels","inChan

nels","dataFormat","dilationWidth","dilationHeight","reshape","xSize","$shape","inferFromImplicitShape","assert",

"incRef","reshapeConfig","Reshape","wasmBatchMatMul","batchMatMulConfig","BatchMatMul","aRank","bRank

","innerShapeA","innerShapeB","outerShapeA","outerShapeB","outerDimsA","outerDimsB","batchDimA","batchD

imB","batchDimsCompatible","concat","b3dShape","a3d","b3d","a3dId","b3dId","Math","max","sliceImpl","vals","

begin","size","isContinous","slice_util","isSliceContinous","xStrides","computeStrides","flatOffset","computeFlatO

ffset","subarray","decodedData","fromUint8ToStringArray","inBuf","outBuf","outLoc","indexToLoc","inLoc","idx

","fromStringArrayToUint8","values","begin_","size_","parseSliceParams","xVals","readSync","outData","stringBy

tes","res","sliceImplCPU","outVals","rank","xStride","outOffset","beginI","beginJ","endI","xOffset","slice2d","xStr

ide1","xStride2","beginK","endJ","slice3d","xStride3","endK","beginL","k","slice4d","sliceConfig","Slice","batchT

oSpaceNDConfig","BatchToSpaceND","blockShape","crops","prod","reduce","reshaped","getReshaped","permuted

","getPermuted","reshapedPermuted","getReshapedPermuted","sliceBeginCoords","getSliceBeginCoords","sliceSiz
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e","getSliceSize","xReshaped","result","cast","castConfig","Cast","ceilConfig","Ceil","wasmClip","clipByValueCo

nfig","ClipByValue","clipValueMin","clipValueMax","t","$inputs","filter","shapes","assertParamsConsistent","inp

uts2D","inputsValShapes","simplyConcat","getArrayFromDType","offset","forEach","colOffset","tIdx","row","resI

dx","col","concatImplCPU","finalOutShape","sumInnerDims","innerDims","innerDim","inOffset","concatConfig","

Concat","wasmConv2d","conv2DConfig","Conv2D","filterId","dilations","$dataFormat","convertConv2DDataFor

mat","computeConv2DInfo","inputChannels","outputChannels","outChannels","isSamePad","type","wasmConv2D

BackpropInput","conv2DBackpropInputConfig","Conv2DBackpropInput","dy","inputShape","batchSize","inHeight

","inWidth","outHeight","outWidth","topPad","leftPad","isChannelsLast","dxStrides","dyStrides","fltS0","fltS1","fl

tS2","xBatchStride","xRowStride","xColStride","xChannelStride","yBatchStride","yRowStride","yColStride","yCh

annelStride","dyId","cosConfig","Cos","coshConfig","Cosh","InterpolationMethod","wasmCropAndResize","cropA

ndResizeConfig","CropAndResize","method","extrapolationValue","cropSize","image","boxes","boxInd","numBox

es","cropHeight","cropWidth","castedData","imagesData","imagesId","boxesId","boxIndId","imagesShapeBytes","

wasmCumsum","cumsumConfig","Cumsum","exclusive","reverse","permutation","permutedX","permutedAxis","p

ermutedOut","finalDim","permutedXId","permutedOutId","getUndoAxesPermutation","wasmDepthToSpace","dept

hToSpaceConfig","DepthToSpace","blockSize","outputHeight","outputWidth","outputDepth","outputShape","xStri

desBytes","outputShapeBytes","outStridesBytes","wasmDepthwiseConv2d","depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig","Dep

thwiseConv2dNative","$dilations","eluConfig","Elu","equalConfig","Equal","expConfig","Exp","expandDims","di

m","$dim","splice","expandDimsConfig","ExpandDims","fill","value","fillConfig","Fill","wasmFlipLeftRight","flip

LeftRightConfig","FlipLeftRight","imageId","batch","imageHeight","imageWidth","numChannels","floorConfig","

Floor","floorDivConfig","FloorDiv","wasmBatchNorm","fusedBatchNormConfig","FusedBatchNorm","varianceEp

silon","mean","variance","scale","meanId","varianceId","offsetId","scaleId","wasmFusedConv2d","fusedConv2DC

onfig","FusedConv2D","wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d","fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig","FusedDepthwiseConv2

D","wasmGatherNd","gatherNdConfig","GatherNd","params","indices","resultShape","numSlices","gather_util","pr

epareAndValidate","indicesShape","sliceRank","indicesId","stridesBytes","wasmGather","gatherV2Config","Gather

V2","batchDims","parsedAxis","indicesVals","axisDim","index","shapeInfo","segment_util","collectGatherOpShap

eInfo","flattenX","dimSize","indicesSize","flattenIndex","flattenOutputShape","stridesSize","greaterConfig","Great

er","greaterEqualConfig","GreaterEqual","leakyReluConfig","LeakyRelu","alpha","lessConfig","Less","lessEqualC

onfig","LessEqual","logConfig","Log","logicalAndConfig","LogicalAnd","wasmMax","maxConfig","Max","reduct

ionIndices","maximumConfig","Maximum","wasmMaxPool","maxPoolConfig","MaxPool","wasmMean","meanCo

nfig","Mean","reductionAxes","castedInput","wasmMin","minConfig","Min","minimumConfig","Minimum","Mirr

orPaddingMode","wasmMirrorPad","mirrorPadConfig","MirrorPad","paddings","mode","p","prePaddingsFlat","pad

Tuple","postPaddingsFlat","prePaddingsBytes","postPaddingsBytes","multiplyConfig","Multiply","negConfig","Ne

g","parseResultStruct","resOffset","HEAPU8","pSelectedIndices","selectedSize","pSelectedScores","pValidOutputs

","_free","nonMaxSuppressionV3Config","NonMaxSuppressionV3","iouThreshold","maxOutputSize","scoreThresh

old","scores","scoresId","nonMaxSuppressionV4Config","NonMaxSuppressionV4","padToMaxOutputSize","nonM

axSuppressionV5Config","NonMaxSuppressionV5","softNmsSigma","notEqualConfig","NotEqual","wasmOneHot

","oneHotConfig","OneHot","depth","onValue","offValue","onesLikeConfig","OnesLike","packConfig","Pack","as

sertShapesMatch","intermediateTensorInfos","expandedT","wasmPadV2","padV2Config","PadV2","constantValue

","powConfig","Pow","wasmPrelu","preluConfig","Prelu","weightsId","wasmProd","prodConfig","Prod","rangeCo

nfig","Range","start","stop","step","makeZerosTypedArray","numElements","abs","ceil","rangeImplCPU","realDiv

Config","RealDiv","reluConfig","Relu","relu6Config","Relu6","wasmResizeBilinear","resizeBilinearConfig","Resi

zeBilinear","images","alignCorners","halfPixelCenters","newHeight","newWidth","oldHeight","oldWidth","xData",

"wasmReverse","reverseConfig","Reverse","dims","axesBytes","outShapeBytes","wasmRotate","rotateWithOffsetC

onfig","RotateWithOffset","radians","fillValue","center","centerX","centerY","getImageCenter","fillValues","fillBy

tes","roundConfig","Round","rsqrtConfig","Rsqrt","wasmScatterNd","scatterNdConfig","ScatterNd","updates","nu

mUpdates","outputSize","scatter_util","calculateShapes","updatesId","wasmSelect","selectConfig","Select","conditi

on","e","conditionId","tId","eId","cRank","tRank","sigmoidConfig","Sigmoid","sinConfig","Sin","softmaxConfig",

"Softmax","logits","spaceToBatchNDConfig","SpaceToBatchND","completePaddings","paddedX","reshapedPadde
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dShape","permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation","flattenShape","paddedXReshaped","paddedXT","splitVConfig","

SplitV","numOrSizeSplits","$axis","splitSizes","prepareSplitSize","s","xSliceSize","xSlice","sqrtConfig","Sqrt","sq

uareConfig","Square","squaredDifferenceConfig","SquaredDifference","wasmStep","stepConfig","Step","wasmStri

dedSlice","stridedSliceConfig","StridedSlice","end","beginMask","endMask","ellipsisMask","newAxisMask","shrin

kAxisMask","finalShapeSparse","finalShape","isIdentity","sliceDim0","isSimpleSlice","$begin","$end","$strides","

sliceInfo","sliced","beginBytes","endBytes","subConfig","Sub","wasmSum","sumConfig","Sum","tanConfig","Tan

","tanhConfig","Tanh","wasmTile","wasmTopK","wasmTransform","kernelConfigs","Tile","reps","newShapeBytes

","TopK","sorted","outValues","outValuesId","outIndices","outIndicesId","Transform","transforms","interpolation",

"fillMode","transformsId","interpolationModeId","fillModeId","Unpack","numOutputs","outIndex","outs","ZerosLi

ke","kernelConfig","registerKernel","ENV","env","registerFlag","async","WebAssembly","validate","MessageChan

nel","port1","postMessage","SharedArrayBuffer","_scriptDir","WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd","document","

currentScript","src","undefined","__filename","GROWABLE_HEAP_I8","wasmMemory","updateGlobalBufferAn

dViews","HEAP8","GROWABLE_HEAP_U8","GROWABLE_HEAP_I32","HEAP32","GROWABLE_HEAP_U3

2","HEAPU32","GROWABLE_HEAP_F64","HEAPF64","readyPromiseResolve","readyPromiseReject","Module",

"Promise","resolve","reject","key","moduleOverrides","hasOwnProperty","quit_","status","toThrow","ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_WEB","ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER","ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE","ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHEL

L","window","importScripts","process","versions","node","ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD","read_","readAsync

","readBinary","nodeFS","nodePath","scriptDirectory","locateFile","path","nodeWorkerThreads","require$$0","dirn

ame","__dirname","filename","binary","require$$1","ret","replace","ex","ExitStatus","abort","require$$2","console

","error","global","Worker","read","f","data","readbuffer","scriptArgs","quit","print","log","warn","printErr","self",

"location","href","indexOf","substr","lastIndexOf","url","xhr","XMLHttpRequest","open","send","responseText","r

esponseType","response","onload","onerror","performance","require$$3","wasmBinary","bind","err","warnOnce","t

ext","shown","wasmModule","noExitRuntime","ABORT","getCFunc","ident","func","ccall","returnType","argType

s","opts","toC","string","str","len","stringToUTF8","stackAlloc","array","arr","writeArrayToMemory","cArgs","sta

ck","converter","stackSave","apply","UTF8ToString","Boolean","convertReturnValue","stackRestore","numericArg

s","arguments","UTF8ArrayToString","heap","maxBytesToRead","endIdx","u0","u1","u2","String","fromCharCode

","ch","ptr","stringToUTF8Array","outIdx","maxBytesToWrite","startIdx","u","charCodeAt","outPtr","lengthBytes

UTF8","alignUp","multiple","buf","Int8Array","Int16Array","Uint16Array","Uint32Array","Float32Array","Float6

4Array","wasmTable","INITIAL_MEMORY","Memory","initial","maximum","shared","byteLength","__ATPRER

UN__","__ATINIT__","__ATMAIN__","__ATPOSTRUN__","preRun","addOnPreRun","shift","callRuntimeCallb

acks","initRuntime","preMain","postRun","addOnPostRun","cb","unshift","___wasm_call_ctors","runDependencies

","dependenciesFulfilled","addRunDependency","removeRunDependency","callback","what","RuntimeError","hasP

refix","prefix","prototype","startsWith","dataURIPrefix","isDataURI","fileURIPrefix","isFileURI","wasmBinaryFil

e","getBinary","file","getBinaryPromise","fetch","credentials","then","catch","createWasm","info","asmLibraryArg

","receiveInstance","instance","module","exports","numWorkersToLoad","PThread","unusedWorkers","w","loadW

asmModuleToWorker","receiveInstantiatedSource","output","instantiateArrayBuffer","receiver","instantiate","reaso

n","instantiateStreaming","ASM_CONSTS","10520","10538","$0","$1","setTimeout","__emscripten_do_dispatch_t

o_thread","initPthreadsJS","callbacks","arg","ERRNO_CODES","EPERM","ENOENT","ESRCH","EINTR","EIO"

,"ENXIO","E2BIG","ENOEXEC","EBADF","ECHILD","EAGAIN","EWOULDBLOCK","ENOMEM","EACCES

","EFAULT","ENOTBLK","EBUSY","EEXIST","EXDEV","ENODEV","ENOTDIR","EISDIR","EINVAL","ENF

ILE","EMFILE","ENOTTY","ETXTBSY","EFBIG","ENOSPC","ESPIPE","EROFS","EMLINK","EPIPE","EDO

M","ERANGE","ENOMSG","EIDRM","ECHRNG","EL2NSYNC","EL3HLT","EL3RST","ELNRNG","EUNATC

H","ENOCSI","EL2HLT","EDEADLK","ENOLCK","EBADE","EBADR","EXFULL","ENOANO","EBADRQC",

"EBADSLT","EDEADLOCK","EBFONT","ENOSTR","ENODATA","ETIME","ENOSR","ENONET","ENOPKG

","EREMOTE","ENOLINK","EADV","ESRMNT","ECOMM","EPROTO","EMULTIHOP","EDOTDOT","EBAD

MSG","ENOTUNIQ","EBADFD","EREMCHG","ELIBACC","ELIBBAD","ELIBSCN","ELIBMAX","ELIBEXE

C","ENOSYS","ENOTEMPTY","ENAMETOOLONG","ELOOP","EOPNOTSUPP","EPFNOSUPPORT","ECON

NRESET","ENOBUFS","EAFNOSUPPORT","EPROTOTYPE","ENOTSOCK","ENOPROTOOPT","ESHUTDO
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WN","ECONNREFUSED","EADDRINUSE","ECONNABORTED","ENETUNREACH","ENETDOWN","ETIME

DOUT","EHOSTDOWN","EHOSTUNREACH","EINPROGRESS","EALREADY","EDESTADDRREQ","EMSG

SIZE","EPROTONOSUPPORT","ESOCKTNOSUPPORT","EADDRNOTAVAIL","ENETRESET","EISCONN","

ENOTCONN","ETOOMANYREFS","EUSERS","EDQUOT","ESTALE","ENOTSUP","ENOMEDIUM","EILSEQ

","EOVERFLOW","ECANCELED","ENOTRECOVERABLE","EOWNERDEAD","ESTRPIPE","_emscripten_fut

ex_wake","addr","count","Infinity","mainThreadWaitAddress","Atomics","load","__emscripten_main_thread_futex

","mainThreadWoken","compareExchange","notify","killThread","pthread_ptr","pthread","pthreads","worker","ter

minate","freeThreadData","runningWorkers","cancelThread","cmd","cleanupThread","returnWorkerToPool","_ems

cripten_get_now","initMainThreadBlock","allocateUnusedWorker","tb","_malloc","headPtr","tlsMemory","store","

__emscripten_thread_init","_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id","initWorker","threadExitHandlers","set

ThreadStatus","runExitHandlers","pop","_pthread_self","___pthread_tsd_run_dtors","runExitHandlersAndDeinitTh

read","exitCode","threadExit","threadCancel","terminateAllThreads","threadInfoStruct","allocatedOwnStack","stac

kBase","runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls","__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls","receiveObjectT

ransfer","onFinishedLoading","onmessage","d","currentProxiedOperationCallerThread","thread","targetThread","_e

mscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls","spawnThread","loaded","runPthread","alert","exit","target","lineno

","message","on","urlOrBlob","pthreadMainJs","getNewWorker","busySpinWait","msecs","now","establishStackSp

ace","stackTop","stackMax","_emscripten_stack_set_limits","getNoExitRuntime","invokeEntryPoint","___assert_fa

il","line","___call_main","argc","argv","_main","setErrNo","___errno_location","_atexit","_emscripten_proxy_to_

main_thread_js","__emscripten_notify_thread_queue","targetThreadId","mainThreadId","_abort","_emscripten_as

m_const_int","code","sigPtr","argbuf","readAsmConstArgs","_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status","

expectedStatus","newStatus","_emscripten_futex_wait","val","timeout","tNow","tEnd","exchange","wait","_emscri

pten_memcpy_big","dest","num","copyWithin","_emscripten_num_logical_cores","require$$4","cpus","navigator",

"sync","numCallArgs","serializedNumCallArgs","_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js","dateNow","_ems

cripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs","readAsmConstArgsArray","double","_emscripten_receive_on_main

_thread_js","proxiedFunctionTable","_emscripten_get_heap_size","emscripten_realloc_buffer","grow","_emscripte

n_resize_heap","requestedSize","oldSize","maxHeapSize","cutDown","overGrownHeapSize","min","JSEvents","in

EventHandler","removeAllEventListeners","eventHandlers","_removeHandler","deferredCalls","registerRemoveEv

entListeners","removeEventListenersRegistered","deferCall","targetFunction","precedence","argsList","arraysHave

EqualContent","arrA","arrB","call","sort","y","removeDeferredCalls","canPerformEventHandlerRequests","current

EventHandler","allowsDeferredCalls","runDeferredCalls","removeAllHandlersOnTarget","eventTypeString","h","re

moveEventListener","eventListenerFunc","useCapture","registerOrRemoveHandler","eventHandler","jsEventHandl

er","event","handlerFunc","callbackfunc","addEventListener","queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii","eventHandlerFu

nc","eventTypeId","eventData","userData","varargs","__emscripten_call_on_thread","getTargetThreadForEventCal

lback","getNodeNameForTarget","screen","nodeName","fullscreenEnabled","webkitFullscreenEnabled","stringToN

ewUTF8","jsString","cString","_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js","targetCanvas","width"

,"height","targetCanvasPtr","_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread","maybeCStringToJsString","

specialHTMLTargets","findEventTarget","querySelector","findCanvasEventTarget","_emscripten_set_canvas_elem

ent_size_calling_thread","canvas","canvasSharedPtr","offscreenCanvas","controlTransferredOffscreen","autoResize

Viewport","GLctxObject","GLctx","prevViewport","getParameter","viewport","_emscripten_set_canvas_element_s

ize_main_thread","_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size","_emscripten_set_current_thread_status","_emscripten_s

et_thread_name","threadId","name","__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays","ctx","ext","getExtension","divis

or","first","primcount","__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object","vao","__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffe

rs","n","bufs","__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw","multiDrawWebgl","GL","counter","buffers","programs","f

ramebuffers","renderbuffers","textures","uniforms","shaders","vaos","contexts","offscreenCanvases","timerQueries

EXT","programInfos","stringCache","unpackAlignment","recordError","errorCode","lastError","getNewId","table",

"getSource","shader","source","createContext","webGLContextAttributes","getContext","registerContext","handle",

"context","attributes","version","majorVersion","enableExtensionsByDefault","initExtensions","makeContextCurre

nt","contextHandle","currentContext","deleteContext","initExtensionsDone","disjointTimerQueryExt","getSupporte
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dExtensions","populateUniformTable","program","ptable","maxUniformLength","maxAttributeLength","maxUnifo

rmBlockNameLength","utable","numUniforms","getProgramParameter","getActiveUniform","loc","getUniformLoc

ation","__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences","_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context","powerPreference","con

textAttributes","stencil","antialias","premultipliedAlpha","preserveDrawingBuffer","failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat

","minorVersion","explicitSwapControl","proxyContextToMainThread","renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer","_emscri

pten_webgl_create_context","a0","a1","SYSCALLS","mappings","printChar","stream","curr","getStr","get64","low

","high","_fd_close","fd","_fd_seek","offset_low","offset_high","whence","newOffset","_fd_write","iov","iovcnt","

pnum","_pthread_cleanup_pop","execute","routine","_pthread_cleanup_push","threadParams","stackHigh","stackSi

ze","tis","detached","global_locale","_emscripten_get_global_libc","msg","start_routine","startRoutine","time","tra

nsferList","_pthread_create","attr","_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4","_memalign","__pthread_testcancel

_js","_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed","__emscripten_do_pthread_join","block","_emscripten_main_browser

_thread_id","threadStatus","threadExitCode","_pthread_join","_sysconf","calledRun","r","c","A","q","l","g","o","z"

,"m","this","run","doRun","implicit","returnCode","runCaller","ready","WasmBackendModule","UTF8Decoder","T

extDecoder","endPtr","decode","BackendWasm","KernelBackend","[object

Object]","super","tfjs","initWithThreadsCount","threadsCount","actualThreadsCount","getThreadsCount","DataStor

age","engine","dataIdNextNumber","move","numDataIds","kernelMs","refCount","memoryOffset","numBytes","by

tesPerElement","registerTensor","byteOffset","typedArrayFromBuffer","force","has","delete","dispose","unreliable

","write","getPathToWasmBinary","simdSupported","threadsSupported","wasmModuleFolder","wasmPath","wasm

FileMap","init","all","getAsync","factoryConfig","endsWith","blob","Blob","URL","createObjectURL","wasmPath

Prefix","customFetch","instantiateWasm","imports","arrayBuffer","createInstantiateWasmFunc","initialized","onAb

ort","initAborted","mainScriptUrlOrBlob","wasmFactoryThreadedSimd","toString","wasmFactory","wasmBinaryN

ames","setWasmPath","usePlatformFetch","deprecationWarn","setWasmPaths","prefixOrFileMap","missingPaths",

"join","setThreadsCount","numThreads","registerBackend"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;0rDAkBA,IAAYA,GASAC,G

CJZ,IAAIC,IDLJ,SAAYF,GACVA,yBACAA,qBACAA,mBACAA,uBACAA,6BALF,CAAYA,KAAAA,QASZ,S

AAYC,GACVA,uBACAA,mBACAA,qBACAA,qBACAA,6BACAA,yBACAA,iBAPF,CAAYA,KAAAA,QC6EL,

MAAME,GAAkC,CAC7CC,WAAYC,EACZC,YAAa,OACbC,UA7EF,SAAeC,GACbN,GAAkBM,EAAQC,KAA

KC,MAAML,EAAc,KAAiB,CAClE,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,SACA,YAgEFM,WA5DF,SAA0BC,GAKxB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,

GAC3BG,EAACA,EAACC,EAAEA,EAACC,KAAEA,EAAIC,uBAAEA,GAA0BL,EAE7C,GAAgB,YAAZE,EA

AEI,OAAmC,YAAZH,EAAEG,MAC7B,MAAM,IAAIC,MACN,+DAGN,MAAMC,WAACA,EAAUC,WAAEA,E

AAUC,WAAEA,EAAUC,eAAEA,GAAkBV,EACvDW,EAAMjB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIZ,EAAEa,QAAQC,GA

CtCC,EAAMtB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIX,EAAEY,QAAQC,GAE5C,IAAIE,EAAS,EACb,GAAY,MAARd,EAAc

,CAChB,MAAMe,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIV,EAAKW,QAC5C,GAA8B,IAA1BI,EAASC,MAAMC,O

ACjB,MAAM,IAAId,MAEN,uDAAQY,EAASC,MAAMC,WAE7BH,EAASC,EAASH,GAEpB,MAAMM,EAAqD

,MAA1BjB,EAC7B,EACAV,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIT,EAAuBU,QAAQC,GACnDO,EACFnC,GAAkBsB,GACt

B,GAAuB,MAAnBa,EACF,MAAM,IAAIhB,MACN,GAAGG,uEAIT,MAAMc,EAAUhB,EAAaN,EAAEkB,MAA

M,GAAKlB,EAAEkB,MAAM,GAC5CK,EAAWhB,EAAaN,EAAEiB,MAAM,GAAKjB,EAAEiB,MAAM,GAC7

CM,EAAWxB,EAAEkB,MAAM,GAEnBO,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAACF,EAAUF,EAASC,GAAWvB,EA

AEI,OAC1DuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1Cc,EAAc,IAAIC,WAAW,IAAIC,WA

AW9B,EAAEkB,OAAOa,QACrDC,EAAc,IAAIH,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW7B,EAAEiB,OAAOa,QAO3D,OALA5

C,GACIuB,EAAKkB,EAAa5B,EAAEkB,MAAMC,OAAQJ,EAAKiB,EAAa/B,EAAEiB,MAAMC,OAC5Db,EAA

YC,EAAYc,EAAiBL,EAAQI,EACjDX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAElBF,aC9EOQ,GACZ5C,EAAoB6C,GACtB,IAAIC

,EA0BJ,MAAO,CAAC9C,WAAAA,EAAYE,YAAa,OAAQC,UAxBzC,SAAmBC,GACjB0C,EAAW1C,EAAQC,

KAAKC,MAAMN,EAAY,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,YAoBgDO,WAhBpD,SAAoBC,GAElB,MAAMJ,QAA

CA,EAASK,QAAQsC,EAACA,IAAMvC,EACzBwC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,G

ACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOgB,GAAWE,EAAEhC,OAC/CuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UA

AUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAGhD,OAAsC,IAAlCwB,EAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,QAI3BiB,EAASE,EAAKpD,G

AASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQuB,GAHxBF,ICxBN,MAAMe,GAA0BP,GAAwBQ,YCG/CC,GACZrD,EAAoBsD,EAC
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pBvC,GACF,IAAI+B,EA6DJ,MAAO,CAAC9C,WAAAA,EAAYE,YAAa,OAAQC,UAxDzC,SAAmBC,GACjB0C

,EAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMN,EAAY,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA

,YA+CgDO,WA3CpD,SAAoBC,GAElB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,GAAUD,GACpBG,EAACA,EAAC

C,EAAEA,GAAKH,EACTY,EAAMjB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIZ,EAAEa,QAAQC,GACtCC,EAAMtB,EAAQkB,

UAAUC,IAAIX,EAAEY,QAAQC,GAEtC8B,EAAsB,MAATxC,EAAgBA,EAAQJ,EAAEI,MACvCyC,EAAWC,E

AAaC,2BAA2B/C,EAAEkB,MAAOjB,EAAEiB,OAC9DO,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWmB,EAAUD,GAGzC,GA

AqC,IAAjCN,EAAKC,cAAcM,GACrB,OAAOpB,EAGT,MAAMG,EAAc,IAAIC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW9B,EA

AEkB,OAAOa,QACrDC,EAAc,IAAIH,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW7B,EAAEiB,OAAOa,QACrDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB

,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1ClB,EAAa,IAAMuC,EACrBzB,EAAKkB,EAAa5B,EAAEkB,MAAMC,O

AAQJ,EAAKiB,EAAa/B,EAAEiB,MAAMC,OAC5DlC,GAASe,EAAEI,OAAQuB,GAGvB,GAAIgB,GAAqC,YA

AZ3C,EAAEI,MAE7B,OADAR,IACO6B,EAGT,MAAMuB,EAAiBF,EAAaG,iBAAiBjD,EAAEkB,MAAO2B,GA

CxDK,EAAiBJ,EAAaG,iBAAiBhD,EAAEiB,MAAO2B,GACxDM,EAAkBH,EAAeI,OAAM,CAACC,EAAGC,IA

AMD,IAAMC,IACvDC,EAAkBL,EAAeE,OAAM,CAACC,EAAGC,IAAMD,IAAMC,IAC7D,GAAIH,GAAmBI,

EAErB,OADA3D,IACO6B,EAEP,MAAM,IAAIpB,MAEN,0DAAiBL,EAAEI,SAASf,QC9DtC,MAEamE,GACTd

,GAAyBe,GAHC,GCE9B,IAAItB,GA8BG,MAAMuB,GAA2B,CACtCrE,WAAYsE,EACZpE,YAAa,OACbC,UA7

BF,SAAmBC,GACjB0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMgE,EAAM,KAAiB,CACnD,QACA,SACA,SACA,Y

AyBF/D,WArBF,SAAcC,GACZ,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,GAAWI,EACpB4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,W

AAW5B,EAAO,GAAGoB,MAAOpB,EAAO,GAAGM,OAG1D,GAAsC,IAAlCkC,EAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,OACz

B,OAAOO,EAGT,MAAMmC,EAAW9D,EAAO+D,KAAIzB,GAAK3C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,Q

AAQC,KAC3DgD,EAAgB,IAAIjC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW8B,GAAU7B,QACxDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAGhD,OAFAqB,GAAS2B,EAAeF,EAASzC,OAAQlC,GAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GA

EvDF,aC5BOsC,GAASlE,GAEvB,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAE3C,QAAEA,GAAWI,EACzB4B,EAAMhC,

EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpC4D,EAASvE,EAAQwE,mBAAmB7B,GAG1C,OAFgB3

C,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IAAIF,GACLvC,EAGF,MAAM0C,GAA+B,CAC1C9E,WAAY+E,EACZ7E

,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYmE,ICXd,IAAIM,YAgBYC,GACZzE,GAGF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAO

M,MAAEA,GAASF,GAG1B0E,EAAcC,GAyCvB,SACItD,EAAiBsD,GACnB,MAAM3B,EAAqB,GACrB4B,EA

AoB,GAC1B,IAAK,IAAInB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIpC,EAAMC,SAAUmC,EACjB,IAAbpC,EAAMoC,IACRT,EA

AS6B,KAAKxD,EAAMoC,IAEC,IAAnBpC,EAAMsD,EAAKlB,KACbmB,EAAQC,KAAKF,EAAKlB,IAGtB,IA

AK,IAAIA,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAImB,EAAQtD,SAAUmC,EAAG,CACvC,IAAIqB,GAAa,EACjB,IAAK,IAAIC,E

AAI,EAAGA,EAAIH,EAAQtD,SAAUyD,EAChCH,EAAQG,IAAMtB,KACE,IAAfqB,GAAoBF,EAAQE,GAAaF,

EAAQG,MACpDD,EAAYC,GAGhBH,EAAQE,GAAarB,EAEvB,MAAO,CAACT,EAAU4B,GA/DWI,CAAkB/E,

EAAOsC,EAAElB,MAAOnB,EAAMyE,MAErE,IAAIM,GAAa,EACjB,IAAK,IAAIxB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIkB,E

AAKrD,OAAQmC,IAC3BkB,EAAKlB,KAAOA,IACdwB,GAAa,GAGjB,MAAMC,EAyBR,SAAyBC,EAAmBR,

GAC1C,MAAMO,EAAW,IAAIE,MAAMD,EAAQ7D,QACnC,IAAK,IAAImC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIyB,EAAS5D,

OAAQmC,IACnCyB,EAASzB,GAAK0B,EAAQR,EAAKlB,IAE7B,OAAOyB,EA9BUG,CAAgBpF,EAAOsC,EA

AElB,MAAOnB,EAAMyE,MACjDpC,EAAI,CACRvB,OAAQf,EAAOsC,EAAEvB,OACjBK,MAAOqD,EACPnE

,MAAON,EAAOsC,EAAEhC,OAGlB,GAAI0E,EAAY,CACd,MAAMK,EAASpB,GAAS,CAACjE,OAAAA,EAA

QL,QAAAA,IAEjC,OADA0F,EAAOjE,MAAQ6D,EACRI,EAGT,MAAM1D,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EA

AU3C,EAAEhC,OACrCiC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCa,EAAQlC,EAAQk

B,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CsE,EAAY,IAAIvD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW0C,GAAMzC,QAChDsD,E

AAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAK3D,OAHAsC,GACIhC,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAE

lB,MAAMC,OAAQlC,GAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQuB,EAAOyD,EAC5DZ,EAAKrD,QACFM,EAoCF,MAAM6D,

GAAgC,CAC3CjG,WAAYkG,EACZhG,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY0E,GACZ9E,UAzFF,SAAeC,GACb4E,GAAgB5E

,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4F,EAAW,KAAiB,CAC7D,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,sBCPYC,GAC

ZpD,EAAeqD,EAAuBhG,GAMxC,MAAMiG,EAAStD,EAAElB,MACXyE,EAAQvD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAEhB

yE,EAAetD,EAAKuD,eAAeJ,EAAMC,GAC/C,IAAII,EAAOF,EACX,MAAMG,EAAejD,EAAakD,mBAAmBF,E

AAMH,GAC3D,IAAIM,EAAc,KACdC,GAAqB,EACzB,GAAoB,MAAhBH,EAAsB,CACxB,MAAMlD,EAAqB,I

AAIoC,MAAMU,GACrC,IAAK,IAAIrC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIT,EAAS1B,OAAQmC,IACnCT,EAASS,GAAKoC,
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EAAOK,EAAazC,IAGpCwC,EAAOhD,EAAaqD,iBAAiBL,EAAK3E,OAAQwE,GAClDM,EACI3B,GAAU,CAA

CxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAIrC,MAAO,CAACyE,KAAMuB,GAAetG,QAAAA,IAEzD,MAAM4C,EAA

M5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACvBrB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqF,EAAYpF,QAAQC,K

AC1CuB,IACnB6D,GAAqB,GAIzB,MAAO,CAACE,WAAYH,EAAaL,aAAAA,EAAcE,KAAAA,EAAMI,mBAA

AA,GCtCvD,IAAIG,GAkDG,MAAMC,GAA0B,CACrCjH,WAAYkH,EACZhH,YAAa,OACbC,UAnDF,SAAeC,

GACb4G,GAAU5G,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4G,EAAK,KAAe,CAAC,4BAmDlD3G,WAhDF,SAAaC,GAEX,M

AAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GA

CnBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EAEZ,IAAI2G,EADQhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAExC4F,E

AAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,GAAwBpD,

EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG,EAAoB,CAEtBQ,EAAQN,EACRK,EAFqBhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF

,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAKhE,MAAM6F,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MAAMC,OAC9B2B,EAAa8D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EA

AMa,GACrD,MAAO5B,EAAU8B,GACb/D,EAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO4E,GAClDiB,EAAazE,EAAKC

,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAC3C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,EAAKC,cA

AcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDuF,GAAQ

I,EAASM,EAAYpF,GAQ/B,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3

D,EAAWC,EAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,IC/CT,IAAIy

F,GAkDG,MAAMC,GAA0B,CACrC9H,WAAY+H,EACZ7H,YAAa,OACbC,UAnDF,SAAeC,GACbyH,GAAUzH

,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMyH,EAAK,KAAe,CAAC,4BAmDlDxH,WAhDF,SAAaC,GAEX,MAAMJ,QAACA,EA

AOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,EAACA,GA

AKtC,EAEZ,IAAI2G,EADQhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAExC4F,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAA

MgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,GAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,

GAErC,GAAIyG,EAAoB,CAEtBQ,EAAQN,EACRK,EAFqBhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,

GAKhE,MAAM6F,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MAAMC,OAC9B2B,EAAa8D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GACrD,MAA

O5B,EAAU8B,GACb/D,EAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO4E,GAClDiB,EAAazE,EAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCp

F,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAC3C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,EAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,O

AAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDoG,GAAQT,EAASM,EAAY

pF,GAQ/B,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,EAAa

mE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,IC9CT,IAAIU,GAmDG,MAA

MkF,GAA6B,CACxChI,WAAYiI,EACZ/H,YAAa,OACbK,WAxCF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,O

AAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,GAAQ1F,GACTqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5

C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EAAUpE,EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE

,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAII,mBAAEA,GACrBV,GAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG,EAA

oB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EAAe9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGnBqE,E

AAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,GAId,MAAMxC,EAAW2B,EAAMxF,MAAMsG,MAAM,GAAI,GACjC/F,EAAMhC,EA

AQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,SACnCpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1C2G,EAAYnF,E

AAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,OACnCwG,EAAYhB,EAAMxF,MAAM4E,EAAK,IAQnC,OAPA3D,GAASsE,EAASxH,G

AASyH,EAAMtG,OAAQqH,EAAWC,EAAW/F,GAE3DuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG1BY,GA

OPjC,UAnDF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM2H,EAAQ,KAAiB,CACrD,SACA,SACA,S

ACA,SACA,aCbJ,IAAIK,GAoEG,MAAMC,GAA8B,CACzCvI,WAAYwI,EACZtI,YAAa,OACbC,UAjEF,SAAeC

,GACbkI,GAAclI,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMkI,EAAS,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,

SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAmDFjI,WA/CF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,

MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,EAE3BuC,EAAItC,EAAOsC,EACXC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB

,EAAEvB,QAAQC,IAEtCgH,WAACA,EAAUC,QAAEA,EAAOC,IAAEA,EAAGC,gBAAEA,GAAmBlI,EAC9C

mI,EAAWpF,EAAaqF,kBAC1B/F,EAAElB,MAAO4G,EAAYC,EAAS,EAAmBC,EAAKC,GAEpDG,EAAeF,EA

ASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5B

C,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BC,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EA

ASc,YACvBC,EAAWf,EAASgB,WAE1B,GAA4B,iBAAxBhB,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,6CAAG

6H,EAASiB,2CAGlB,GAA+B,IAA3BjB,EAASkB,eAAmD,IAA5BlB,EAASmB,eAC3C,MAAM,IAAIhJ,MAEN,0
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EAAQ6H,EAASmB,mBAAmBnB,EAASkB,mBAGnD,MAAM3H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SA

AU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OAJA6G,GACItF,EAAKD,EAAEl

B,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkH,EAAcC,EACvDC,EAAQG,EAAUE,E

AAWE,EAASE,EAAcC,EAAaC,EACjEtH,GACGF,aCjEO6H,GACZzJ,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAA

EA,GAASF,GAClBuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACNoB,MAACA,GAASnB,EAEVwJ,EAAQjH,EAAKC,cAAcH,EA

AElB,OAC7BsI,EAASlH,EAAKmH,uBAAuBvI,EAAOqI,GASlD,OAPAjH,EAAKoH,OACDH,IAAUjH,EAAKC,

cAAciH,IAC7B,IAAM,cAAcA,iBAAsBpH,EAAElB,0EAIhDrB,EAAKJ,QAAQkK,OAAOvH,EAAEvB,QACf,CA

ACA,OAAQuB,EAAEvB,OAAQK,MAAOsI,EAAQpJ,MAAOgC,EAAEhC,OAG7C,MAAMwJ,GAA8B,CACzCv

K,WAAYwK,EACZtK,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY0J,ICpBd,IAAIQ,GAqGG,MAAMC,GAAkC,CAC7C1K,WAAY2K

,EACZzK,YAAa,OACbC,UAnGF,SAAeC,GACbqK,GAAkBrK,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMqK,EAAa,KAAiB,CAC

jE,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA0FFpK,WAtFF,SAAqBC,GAKnB,MAAMC,OAA

CA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BG,EAACA,EAACC,EAAEA,GAAKH,GACTQ,WAAC

A,EAAUC,WAAEA,GAAcR,EAEjC,GAAgB,YAAZC,EAAEI,OAAmC,YAAZH,EAAEG,MAC7B,MAAM,IAAI

C,MACN,8DAGN,MAAM4J,EAAQjK,EAAEkB,MAAMC,OAChB+I,EAAQjK,EAAEiB,MAAMC,OAEhBgJ,EA

Ac7J,EAAaN,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAChEG,EAAc7J,EAAaN,EAA

EiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAEhEG,EAAc/J,EAAaN,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAA

Q,GAAKjK,EAAEkB,MAAM+I,EAAQ,GAChEK,EAAc/J,EAAaN,EAAEiB,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAAKjK,EAAEiB

,MAAMgJ,EAAQ,GAEhEK,EAAavK,EAAEkB,MAAMsG,MAAM,GAAI,GAC/BgD,EAAavK,EAAEiB,MAAMs

G,MAAM,GAAI,GAE/BiD,EAAYnI,EAAKC,cAAcgI,GAC/BG,EAAYpI,EAAKC,cAAciI,GAE/BG,EACFF,IAAc

C,GAA2B,IAAdD,GAAiC,IAAdC,EAElDpI,EAAKoH,OACDO,GAAS,GAAKC,GAAS,GAAKS,GAC5B,IAEI,uJ

AAwBJ,WAAoBC,QAEpD,MAEMzF,GADF0F,EAAYC,EAAY1K,EAAEkB,MAAMsG,MAAM,GAAI,GAAKv

H,EAAEiB,MAAMsG,MAAM,GAAI,IAClCoD,OAAO,CAACP,EAAaC,IAExDhI,EAAKoH,OACDS,IAAgBC,G

AChB,IAAM,kCAAkCD,WACjCC,6BAAuCpK,EAAEkB,aACzCjB,EAAEiB,wBAAwBZ,oBACVC,kBAE3B,M

AEMsK,EAAWtK,EAAa,CAACmK,EAAWJ,EAAaF,GACzB,CAACM,EAAWN,EAAaE,GAGjDQ,EAAMxB,GA

AQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGpC,GAAIP,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MANrCZ,EAAa,CAACm

K,EAAWN,EAAaE,GACzB,CAACI,EAAWJ,EAAaF,MAMjDY,EAAMzB,GAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EA

AGnC,GAAIR,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO2J,KAEvDG,EAAQvL,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkK,E

AAIjK,QAAQC,GAC1CmK,EAAQxL,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImK,EAAIlK,QAAQC,GAE1CQ,EAAUhB,EAAa

wK,EAAI5J,MAAM,GAAK4J,EAAI5J,MAAM,GAChDK,EAAWhB,EAAawK,EAAI7J,MAAM,GAAK6J,EAAI7

J,MAAM,GACjDM,EAAW0J,KAAKC,IAAIV,EAAWC,GAE/BjJ,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAACF,EAAUF,

EAASC,GAAWuJ,EAAI1K,OAC5DuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1Cc,EAAc,IAA

IC,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWgJ,EAAI5J,OAAOa,QACvDC,EAAc,IAAIH,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWiJ,EAAI7J,OAAO

a,QAU7D,OARA+H,GACIkB,EAAOpJ,EAAakJ,EAAI5J,MAAMC,OAAQ8J,EAAOjJ,EAC7C+I,EAAI7J,MAAM

C,OAAQb,EAAYC,EAAYoB,GAE9ClC,EAAQuH,YAAY8D,EAAIjK,QACxBpB,EAAQuH,YAAY+D,EAAIlK,

QAExBY,EAAIP,MAAQ6D,EACLtD,ICvGF,SAAS2J,GAAUC,EAAMC,EAAOC,EAAMrK,EAAOd,GAChD,M

AAMoL,EAAcC,EAAWC,iBAAiBxK,EAAOoK,EAAOC,GACxDpK,EAASmB,EAAKC,cAAcgJ,GAC5BI,EAA

WrJ,EAAKsJ,eAAe1K,GACrC,GAAIsK,EAAa,CACb,MAAMK,EAAaJ,EAAWK,kBAAkBR,EAAOK,GACvD,M

AAc,WAAVvL,EACOiL,EAAK7D,MAAMqE,EAAYA,EAAa1K,GAExCkK,EAAKU,SAASF,EAAYA,EAAa1K,

GAElD,MAAM6K,EAAwB,WAAV5L,EAChB0C,EAAamJ,uBAAuBZ,GACpCA,EACEa,EAAQnK,EAAOb,EAA

Od,EAAO4L,GAC7BG,EAASpK,EAAOwJ,EAAMnL,GAC5B,IAAK,IAAIkD,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI6I,EAAOZ,O

AAQjI,EAAG,CAClC,MAAM8I,EAASD,EAAOE,WAAW/I,GAC3BgJ,EAAQF,EAAOvI,KAAI,CAAC0I,EAAK3

H,IAAM2H,EAAMjB,EAAM1G,KACjDuH,EAAOjI,IAAIgI,EAAMtL,OAAO0L,MAAWF,GAEvC,MAAc,WAA

VhM,EACO0C,EAAa0J,uBAAuBL,EAAOM,QAE/CN,EAAOM,gBCpBFjF,GACZ3H,GACF,MAAOC,QAAQsC,

EAACA,GAAIrC,OAAOuL,MAACA,EAAKC,KAAEA,GAAK9L,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAE9C6M,EAAQC,GAASl

B,EAAWmB,iBAAiBxK,EAAGkJ,EAAOC,GAExDC,EAAcC,EAAWC,iBAAiBtJ,EAAElB,MAAOwL,EAAQC,G

AC3DE,EAAQpN,EAAQqN,SAAS1K,EAAEvB,QAC3BY,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWiL,EAAOvK,EAAEhC,O

AClCuL,EAAWrJ,EAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAAElB,OACjC6L,EAAUtN,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAE1C,GA

AI2K,EAAa,CACf,MAAMK,EAAaJ,EAAWK,kBAAkBY,EAAQf,GAExD,GAAgB,WAAZvJ,EAAEhC,MACJ2M
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,EAAQC,YACHH,EACIrF,MAAMqE,EAAYA,EAAavJ,EAAKC,cAAcoK,QACtD,CACWlN,EAAQwE,mBAAm

BxC,GACnCyC,IACH2I,EACId,SAASF,EAAYA,EAAavJ,EAAKC,cAAcoK,KAGhE,OAAOlL,EAGT,GAAgB,W

AAZW,EAAEhC,MAAoB,CACxB,MAAM6M,EAAMC,GAAaL,EAAOH,EAAQC,EAAOvK,EAAElB,MAAOkB,

EAAEhC,OAE1D,OADA2M,EAAQC,YAAcC,EACfxL,EAGT,MAAM0L,EAAU1N,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GA

CrC2L,EAAOhL,EAAElB,MAAMC,OACrB,GAAa,IAATiM,GAsBN,SACIP,EAAgCQ,EAChCF,EAAkC7B,EAC

lCC,GACF,IAAI+B,EAAY,EAChB,MAAMC,EAASjC,EAAM,GACfkC,EAASlC,EAAM,GACfmC,EAAOF,EAA

ShC,EAAK,GAC3B,IAAK,IAAIjI,EAAIiK,EAAQjK,EAAImK,EAAMnK,IAAK,CAClC,MAAMoK,EAAUpK,EA

AI+J,EAAUG,EAC9BL,EAAQjJ,IAAI2I,EAAMd,SAAS2B,EAASA,EAAUnC,EAAK,IAAK+B,GACxDA,GAAa/

B,EAAK,IAhClBoC,CACId,EAAqBlB,EAAS,GAAIwB,EAAST,EAC3CC,QACC,GAAa,IAATS,GAiCb,SACIP,E

AAgCe,EAAkBC,EAClDV,EAAkC7B,EAClCC,GACF,IAAI+B,EAAY,EAChB,MAAMC,EAASjC,EAAM,GACf

kC,EAASlC,EAAM,GACfwC,EAASxC,EAAM,GACfmC,EAAOF,EAAShC,EAAK,GACrBwC,EAAOP,EAASjC,

EAAK,GAC3B,IAAK,IAAIjI,EAAIiK,EAAQjK,EAAImK,EAAMnK,IAC7B,IAAK,IAAIsB,EAAI4I,EAAQ5I,EA

AImJ,EAAMnJ,IAAK,CAClC,MAAM8I,EAAUpK,EAAIsK,EAAWhJ,EAAIiJ,EAAWC,EAC9CX,EAAQjJ,IAAI2

I,EAAMd,SAAS2B,EAASA,EAAUnC,EAAK,IAAK+B,GACxDA,GAAa/B,EAAK,IA9CpByC,CACInB,EAAqBl

B,EAAS,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIwB,EAC/CT,EAAoCC,QACnC,GAAa,IAATS,GAgDb,SACIP,EAAgCe,EAAkBC,

EAClDI,EAAkBd,EAClB7B,EACAC,GACF,IAAI+B,EAAY,EAChB,MAAMC,EAASjC,EAAM,GACfkC,EAASl

C,EAAM,GACfwC,EAASxC,EAAM,GACfmC,EAAOF,EAAShC,EAAK,GACrBwC,EAAOP,EAASjC,EAAK,G

ACrB2C,EAAOJ,EAASvC,EAAK,GACrB4C,EAAS7C,EAAM,GAErB,IAAK,IAAIhI,EAAIiK,EAAQjK,EAAIm

K,EAAMnK,IAC7B,IAAK,IAAIsB,EAAI4I,EAAQ5I,EAAImJ,EAAMnJ,IAC7B,IAAK,IAAIwJ,EAAIN,EAAQM,

EAAIF,EAAME,IAAK,CAClC,MAAMV,EAAUpK,EAAIsK,EAAWhJ,EAAIiJ,EAAWO,EAAIH,EAAWE,EAC7

DhB,EAAQjJ,IAAI2I,EAAMd,SAAS2B,EAASA,EAAUnC,EAAK,IAAK+B,GACxDA,GAAa/B,EAAK,IAlEtB8C

,CACIxB,EAAqBlB,EAAS,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIA,EAAS,GAAIwB,EAC5DT,EACAC,OACC,CACL,MAAMM,E

ACFC,GAAaL,EAAOH,EAAQC,EAAOvK,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAClD+M,EAAQjJ,IAAI+I,GAGd,OA

AOxL,EA8DF,MAAM6M,GAA4B,CACvCjP,WAAYkP,EACZhP,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY4H,IChFP,MAAMgH,G

AAqC,CAChDnP,WAAYoP,EACZlP,YAAa,OACbK,WAzCF,SAAwBC,GAKtB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QA

AEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACN4O,WAACA,EAAUC,MAAEA,GAAS5O,

EAEtB6O,EAAOF,EAAWG,QAAO,CAAC7O,EAAGC,IAAMD,EAAIC,IAEvC6O,EAAWhM,EAAaiM,YAAY3

M,EAAElB,MAAOwN,EAAYE,GACzDI,EAAWlM,EAAamM,YAAYH,EAAS3N,OAAQuN,EAAWvN,QAChE+

N,EACFpM,EAAaqM,oBAAoB/M,EAAElB,MAAOwN,EAAYE,GACpDQ,EACFtM,EAAauM,oBAAoBV,EAAO

D,EAAWvN,QACjDmO,EACFxM,EAAayM,aAAaL,EAAkBP,EAAOD,EAAWvN,QAE5DqO,EAAYlG,GAAQ,C

AACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAI3C,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO4N,KAC1D7I,EACF3B,

GAAU,CAACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGoN,GAAY/P,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACyE,KAAMwK,KAGxDS,

EAASjI,GAAM,CACnB1H,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAHiBkH,GACxB,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAG6D,GAAcxG,

QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOgO,MAGrDzP,QAAAA,EACAM,MAAO,CAACuL,MAAO8D,EAA

kB7D,KAAM+D,KAOzC,OAJA7P,EAAQuH,YAAYwI,EAAU3O,QAC9BpB,EAAQuH,YAAYf,EAAYpF,QACh

CpB,EAAQuH,YAAYwI,EAAU3O,QAEvB4O,aCtCOC,GACZ7P,GAEF,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAIrC,O

AAOK,MAACA,GAAMX,QAAEA,GAAWI,EACzC4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOd,GAClC

4D,EAASvE,EAAQwE,mBAAmB7B,GAG1C,OAFgB3C,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IAAIF,GACLvC,E

AGF,MAAMkO,GAA2B,CACtCtQ,WAAYuQ,EACZrQ,YAAa,OACbK,WAAY8P,IChBDG,GAA2B5N,GAAwB

6N,GCChE,IAAIC,GA0BG,MAAMC,GAAkC,CAC7C3Q,WAAY4Q,EACZ1Q,YAAa,OACbC,UA3BF,SAAeC,G

ACbsQ,GAAWtQ,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMsQ,EAAa,KAAiB,CAC1D,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAuBFrQ,WAnBF,S

AAcC,GAKZ,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GA

CNoQ,aAACA,EAAYC,aAAEA,GAAgBpQ,EAC/BsC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,

GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAEhD,OADAiP,GAAS1N,EAAK6N,EAAcC,EAAcxO,GACnCF,aCpBOmJ,GACZ/K,GA

CF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,GAAWI,EAEpB4F,EAAOnD,EAAKuD,eAAehG,EAAKE,MAAM0F,K

AAM3F,EAAO,GAAGoB,OAAO,GAEnE,IAAI6D,EAAWjC,EAAaoC,gBAAgBpF,EAAO+D,KAAIuM,GAAKA,

EAAElP,QAAQuE,GAGtE,MAAM4K,EAAUvQ,EAAOwQ,QAAOF,GAAK9N,EAAKC,cAAc6N,EAAElP,OAAS
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,IACjE,GAAuB,IAAnBmP,EAAQlP,OACV,OAAO4C,GAAS,CAACjE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGiO,EAAQ,IAAK5

Q,QAAAA,IAG5C,MAAMgC,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAUjF,EAAO,GAAGM,OAEnD,GAAqC,IAAjC

kC,EAAKC,cAAcwC,GACrB,OAAOtD,EAGT,MAAM8O,EAASF,EAAQxM,KAAIuM,GAAKA,EAAElP,QAGl

C,GAFA4B,EAAa0N,uBAAuBD,EAAQ9K,GAEnB,WAArB4K,EAAQ,GAAGjQ,MAAoB,CAQjC,MAAMqQ,EA

AWJ,EAAQxM,KAAIuM,IAC3B,MAAM1I,EAAYpF,EAAKC,cAAc6N,EAAElP,MAAMsG,MAAM/B,IAEnD,O

AAO6D,GAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGgO,GAAI3Q,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MADnC,EA

AE,EAAGwG,SAIfgJ,EAAkBD,EAAS5M,KAAIuM,IAC5B,CAAC/E,KAAM5L,EAAQqN,SAASsD,EAAEvP,QA

ASK,MAAOkP,EAAElP,UAIrD6D,EACIjC,EAAaoC,gBAAgBuL,EAAS5M,KAAIuM,GAAKA,EAAElP,QAAQ,

GAC7D,MAAMyP,EAAwC,IAAzBF,EAAS,GAAGvP,MAAM,GACjCiM,ECpDH,SAAoBrN,EAAQiF,EAAU3E,

EAAOuQ,GAChD,MAAMxD,EAAU7K,EAAKsO,kBAAkBxQ,EAAOkC,EAAKC,cAAcwC,IACjE,GAAI4L,GA

A0B,WAAVvQ,EAAoB,CAEpC,IAAIyQ,EAAS,EACb/Q,EAAOgR,SAAQpK,IACX,MAAM6E,EAAOjJ,EAAKC

,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OACtCiM,EAAQjJ,IAAIwC,EAAM2E,KAAMwF,GACxBA,GAAUtF,SAGb,CACD,IAAIwF

,EAAY,EAChBjR,EAAOgR,SAAQpK,IACX,MAAMsF,EAAwB,WAAV5L,EAChB0C,EAAamJ,uBAAuBvF,EA

AM2E,MAC1C3E,EAAM2E,KACV,IAAI2F,EAAO,EACX,IAAK,IAAIC,EAAM,EAAGA,EAAMvK,EAAMxF,

MAAM,KAAM+P,EAAK,CAC3C,MAAMC,EAASD,EAAMlM,EAAS,GAAKgM,EACnC,IAAK,IAAII,EAAM,E

AAGA,EAAMzK,EAAMxF,MAAM,KAAMiQ,EACtChE,EAAQ+D,EAASC,GAAOnF,EAAYgF,KAG5CD,GAA

arK,EAAMxF,MAAM,MAGjC,OAAOiM,EDyBSiE,CACIV,EAAiB3L,EAAUjF,EAAO,GAAGM,MACrCuQ,GA

EdU,EACFvO,EAAaoC,gBAAgBmL,EAAQxM,KAAIuM,GAAKA,EAAElP,QAAQuE,GAE5DhE,EAAIP,MAAQ

mQ,EAMZ,OALgB5R,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAClCmM,YAAclK,EAAa0J,uBAAuBW,GAE1DsD,E

AASK,SAAQV,GAAK3Q,EAAQuH,YAAYoJ,EAAEvP,UAErCY,EAGT,MAAMD,EAAWc,EAAKC,cAAc8N,E

AAQ,GAAGnP,MAAMsG,MAAM,EAAG/B,IAC9D,IAAI6L,EAAe,EACnB,MAAMC,EAAYlB,EAAQxM,KAAI

6C,IAC5B,MAAM8K,EAAWlP,EAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,MAAMsG,MAAM/B,IAEtD,OADA6L,GAAgBE,E

ACTA,KAEHxN,EAASqM,EAAQxM,KAAI6C,GAASjH,EAAQwE,mBAAmByC,KACzDyG,EAAU1N,EAAQw

E,mBAAmBxC,GAC3C,IAAK,IAAIxB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIuB,EAAUvB,IAAK,CACjC,IAAIqN,EAAYrN,EAA

IqR,EACpB,IAAK,IAAIhO,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIU,EAAO7C,OAAQmC,IAAK,CACtC,MAAMkO,EAAWD,EAA

UjO,GACrBmO,EAAWxR,EAAIuR,EACfnG,EAAOrH,EAAOV,GAAGyI,SAAS0F,EAAUA,EAAWD,GACrDrE,

EAAQjJ,IAAImH,EAAMiC,GAClBA,GAAakE,GAGjB,OAAO/P,EAGF,MAAMiQ,GAA6B,CACxCrS,WAAYsS,

EACZpS,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYgL,IEzFd,IAAIgH,GA4EG,MAAMC,GAA6B,CACxCxS,WAAYyS,EACZvS,YA

Aa,OACbC,UAvEF,SAAeC,GACbmS,GAAanS,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMmS,EAAQ,KAAiB,CACvD,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,YAoDFlS,WAhDF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAE3Bu

C,EAACA,EAACkO,OAAEA,GAAUxQ,EACduC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GA

CtCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,IAEhDiH,QAACA,EAAOiK,UAAEA,EAAShK,I

AAEA,EAAGC,gBAAEA,EAAekB,WAAEA,GAAcpJ,EACzDkS,EAAcnP,EAAaoP,wBAAwB/I,GACnDjB,EAA

WpF,EAAaqP,kBACzB/P,EAAelB,MAAQoP,EAAoBpP,MAAO6G,EAASiK,EAC5DhK,EAAKC,GAAiB,EAAO

gK,GAE3B7J,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,E

AASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,

EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,

EAASgB,WACzBmJ,EAAiBnK,EAASoK,YAC1BC,EAAsC,SAA1BrK,EAASK,QAAQiK,KAAkB,EAAI,EAEzD,

GAA4B,iBAAxBtK,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,oDAAG6H,EAASiB,2CAGlB,MAAM1H,EAAMhC

,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD

,OALA8Q,GACIvP,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAI6Q,E

AAU3J,EACnDC,EAAaC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS0J,EACnDlJ,EAAgBD,EAAeL,EAAcC,EAAaoJ,EAC

1DC,EAAgB1Q,GACbF,ICzET,IAAIgR,GAqGG,MAAMC,GAA0C,CACrDrT,WAAYsT,EACZpT,YAAa,OACb

C,UA9FF,SAAeC,GACbgT,GAA0BhT,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMgT,EAAqB,KAAM,CACtE,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAmEF/S,WA/DF,SAA6BC,GAK3B,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAA

OK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B+S,GAACA,EAAEtC,OAAEA,GAAUxQ,GACfiI,QAACA,EAA
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OC,IAAEA,EAAGmB,WAAEA,EAAUlB,gBAAEA,EAAe4K,WAAEA,GAAc9S,EAI1DkS,EAAcnP,EAAaoP,wB

AAwB/I,GACnDjB,EAAWpF,EAAaqP,kBAC1BU,EAAYvC,EAAOpP,MAA2C6G,EAJhD,EAKHC,EAAKC,GA

AiB,EAAuBgK,IACtDa,UACJA,EAAS1K,aACTA,EAAYC,YACZA,EAAWa,WACXA,EAAU6J,SACVA,EAAQ

C,QACRA,EAAOV,YACPA,EAAWW,UACXA,EAASC,SACTA,EAAQnK,aACRA,EAAYC,YACZA,GACEd,E

AEEiL,EAAS/K,EAAe,EAAIF,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC7C4K,EAAU/K,EAAc,EAAIH,EAASK,QAAQO,KAE7CuK

,EAAyC,iBAAxBnL,EAASiB,WAC1BmK,EAAYhR,EAAKsJ,eAAe1D,EAASlD,SACzCuO,EAAYjR,EAAKsJ,e

AAegH,EAAG1R,QAClCsS,EAAOC,EAAOC,GAASpR,EAAKsJ,eAAe0E,EAAOpP,OACnDyS,EAAeL,EAAU,G

ACzBM,EAAaP,EAAiBC,EAAU,GAAKA,EAAU,GACvDO,EAAaR,EAAiBC,EAAU,GAAK,EAC7CQ,EAAiBT,

EAAiB,EAAIC,EAAU,GAChDS,EAAeR,EAAU,GACzBS,EAAaX,EAAiBE,EAAU,GAAKA,EAAU,GACvDU,E

AAaZ,EAAiBE,EAAU,GAAK,EAC7CW,EAAiBb,EAAiB,EAAIE,EAAU,GAEhD9R,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW

wG,EAASlD,QAAS,WAC3CrD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CqT,EAAO1U,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAIgS,EAAG/R,QAAQC,GACxCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,GA

QtD,OANA2R,GACI0B,EAAMpC,EAAUe,EAAW1K,EAAcC,EAAa0K,EAAUC,EAChE9J,EAAY+J,EAAWC,E

AAUZ,EAAavJ,EAAcC,EAC5DmK,EAAQC,EAASI,EAAOC,EAAOC,EAAOC,EAAcC,EACpDC,EAAYC,EAA

gBC,EAAcC,EAAYC,EACtDC,EAAgBvS,GACbF,IClGI2S,GAA0BnS,GAAwBoS,GCDlDC,GAA2BrS,GAAwBs

S,GCIhE,IAAKC,GAKL,IAAIC,IALJ,SAAKD,GACHA,2BACAA,yBAFF,CAAKA,KAAAA,QAoEE,MAAME,G

AAoC,CAC/CrV,WAAYsV,EACZpV,YAAa,OACbC,UA7DF,SAAeC,GACbgV,GAAoBhV,EAAQC,KAAKC,M

AAMgV,EAAe,KAAe,CACnE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAmDF/U,WA/C

F,SAAuBC,GAKrB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B+U,OAACA,EAAM

C,mBAAEA,EAAkBC,SAAEA,GAAY/U,GACzCgV,MAACA,EAAKC,MAAEA,EAAKC,OAAEA,GAAUnV,EA

EzBoV,EAAWF,EAAM9T,MAAM,IAEtBiU,EAAYC,GAAaN,EAC1B/P,EAAW,CAACmQ,EAAUC,EAAYC,EA

AWL,EAAM7T,MAAM,IAE/D,IACImU,EADAC,EAAa7V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImU,EAAMlU,QAEzB,YAA

hBkU,EAAM3U,QACRiV,EAAa3F,GAAK,CAACjQ,QAAAA,EAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAG2S,GAAQhV,MA

AO,CAACK,MAAO,aAC/DkV,EAAa7V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyU,EAAWxU,SAGhD,MAAM0U,EAAWD,EA

AWxU,GACtB0U,EAAU/V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIoU,EAAMnU,QAAQC,GAC9C2U,EAAWhW,EAAQkB,UA

AUC,IAAIqU,EAAOpU,QAAQC,GAEhDW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,WACnCpD,EAAQlC,EAAQ

kB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1C4U,EAAmB,IAAI7T,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWiT,EAAM7T,OAAOa,Q

AYpE,OAVA0S,GACIc,EAAUC,EAASC,EAAUP,EAAUQ,EAAkBP,EACzDC,EACAZ,GAAoBI,GACpBC,EAA

oBlT,GAEN,MAAd0T,GACF5V,EAAQuH,YAAYqO,EAAWxU,QAG1BY,IChET,IAAIkU,GAoDG,MAAMC,G

AA6B,CACxCvW,WAAYwW,EACZtW,YAAa,OACbC,UApDF,SAAeC,GACbkW,GAAalW,EAAQC,KAAKC,

MAAMkW,EAAQ,KAAiB,CACvD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA8CFjW,oBAzCAC,GAEA,MAAMC,O

AACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACN2F,KAACA,EAAIqQ,

UAAEA,EAASC,QAAEA,GAAWhW,EAC7B4F,EAAQvD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAEtBmB,EAAKoH,OAAmB,Y

AAZtH,EAAEhC,OAAmC,UAAZgC,EAAEhC,OACrC,IAAM,2BAA2BgC,EAAEhC,sCAErC,MAAM4V,EAAcl

T,EAAakD,mBAAmB,CAACP,GAAOE,GAC5D,IAAIsQ,EAAY7T,EACI,OAAhB4T,IACFC,EAAY3R,GAAU,C

AACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAIrC,MAAO,CAACyE,KAAMwR,GAAcvW,QAAAA,KAElE,MAAMyW,

EAAepT,EAAaqD,iBAAiB,EAAGR,GAAO,GAC7D7C,EAAa8D,2BAA2B,SAAU,CAACsP,GAAevQ,GAElE,M

AAMwQ,EAAc1W,EAAQiC,WAAWuU,EAAU/U,MAAO+U,EAAU7V,OAC5DgW,EAAWH,EAAU/U,MAAMg

V,GAC3BG,EAAc5W,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqV,EAAUpV,QAAQC,GACtDwV,EAAgB7W,EAAQkB,UAAUC,

IAAIuV,EAAYtV,QAAQC,GAChE6U,GAAWU,EAAaP,EAAY,EAAI,EAAGC,EAAU,EAAI,EAAGK,EACjDE,E

AAerX,GAASmD,EAAEhC,QAGrC,IAAIqB,EAAM0U,EACV,GAAoB,OAAhBH,EAAsB,CAExBvU,EAAM6C,

GACJ,CAACxE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAG+T,GAAcpW,MAAO,CAACyE,KAFb1B,EAAayT,uBAAuBP,IAECvW,

QAAAA,IAC7DA,EAAQuH,YAAYiP,EAAUpV,QAC9BpB,EAAQuH,YAAYmP,EAAYtV,QAElC,OAAOY,ICr

DT,IAAI+U,GA6DG,MAAMC,GAAmC,CAC9CpX,WAAYqX,EACZnX,YAAa,OACbC,UA3DF,SAAeC,GACb+

W,GAAmB/W,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM+W,EAAc,KAAe,CACjE,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,QACA,Q

ACA,SACA,YAkDF9W,oBA9C2BC,GAK3B,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,G

AC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACN6W,UAACA,EAASxN,WAAEA,GAAcpJ,EAE1B+S,EAAY1Q,EAAElB,MA

AM,GAKpB0V,GAJ8B,SAAfzN,EAAyB/G,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAKkB,EAAElB,MAAM,IAIhCyV,EAC7BE,GA
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J6B,SAAf1N,EAAyB/G,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAKkB,EAAElB,MAAM,IAIjCyV,EAC3BG,GAJ6B,SAAf3N,EAAy

B/G,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAKkB,EAAElB,MAAM,KAIhCyV,EAAYA,GAExCI,EAA8B,SAAf5N,EACjB,CAAC2

J,EAAW8D,EAAcC,EAAaC,GACvC,CAAChE,EAAWgE,EAAaF,EAAcC,GAErCpV,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAA

WqV,EAAa,WAGtC1U,EADQ5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QACpBC,GACZkW,EACF,IAAInV,WA

AW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,EAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAAElB,QAAQa,QAE1DkV,EAAmB,IAAIpV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWi

V,GAAahV,QAC9DmV,EACF,IAAIrV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,EAAKsJ,eAAemL,IAAchV,QAE9DJ,EAAQlC,

EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OAJA0V,GACInU,EAAKsU,EAF2B,SAAfxN,EAAwB,EAA

I,EAEf6N,EAAe5U,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAS,EAC9D8V,EAAkBC,EAAiBH,EAAY5V,OAAQQ,GAEpDF,IC1D

T,IAAI0V,GAmFG,MAAMC,GAA4C,CACvD/X,WAAYgY,EACZ9X,YAAa,OACbC,UA9EF,SAAeC,GACb0X,

GACI1X,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM0X,EAAuB,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA

,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA0DNzX,WAtDF,SAAyBC,GA

KvB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAE3BuC,EAACA,EAACkO,OAAEA,GA

AUxQ,EACduC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,IAEhDiH,QAACA,EAAOiK,UAAEA,EAAShK,IAAEA,EAAGC,gBAAEA,GAAm

BlI,EAE7CuX,EAA0B,MAAbtF,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,GAAKA,EAE1C9J,EAAWpF,EAAaqP,kBACzB/P,EAAel

B,MAAQoP,EAAoBpP,MAAO6G,EAClDuP,EAA0CtP,EAAKC,GAChD,GAEEG,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAA

cH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,

QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cAC

zBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAASgB,WACzBmJ,EAAiBnK,EAASoK,YA

C1BC,EAAsC,SAA1BrK,EAASK,QAAQiK,KAAkB,EAAI,EAEzD,GAA4B,iBAAxBtK,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM

,IAAI9I,MAEN,mEAAG6H,EAASiB,2CAGlB,MAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC

5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OALAqW,GACI9U,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAA

M,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAI6Q,EAAU3J,EACnDC,EAAaC,EAAQG,EAAUE,

EAAWE,EAAS0J,EACnDlJ,EAAgBD,EAAeL,EAAcC,EAAaoJ,EAC1DC,EAAgB1Q,GACbF,ICjFI8V,GAA0BtV

,GAAwBuV,GCClDC,GACT/U,GAAyBgV,GAFC,EAE6B,QCF9CC,GAA0B1V,GAAwB2V,EAAK,oBCEpDC,G

AAWhY,GAKzB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAC3B6G,MAACA,GAAS5

G,GACVgY,IAACA,GAAO/X,EAER4G,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MAAMC,OACxB0B,EAAW6D,EAAMxF,MAAMs

G,QAC7B,IAAIuQ,EAAOD,EAWX,OAVIA,EAAM,IAERxV,EAAKoH,SACC/C,EAAY,IAAMmR,GACpB,IAA

M,mCAAoCnR,EAAY,OAClDA,OACRoR,EAAOpR,EAAYmR,EAAM,GAE3BjV,EAASmV,OAAOD,EAAM,E

AAG,GAElBzO,GAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGsE,GAAQjH,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MA

AO2B,KAGvD,MAAMoV,GAAiC,CAC5C5Y,WAAY6Y,EACZ3Y,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYiY,aC5BEM,GAAKtY

,GACnB,MAAOE,OAAOmB,MAACA,EAAKkX,MAAEA,EAAKhY,MAAEA,GAAMX,QAAEA,GAAWI,EAC1

C4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWR,EAAOd,GAGtC,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC0W,KAAKC,GAC

N3W,EAGF,MAAM4W,GAA2B,CACtChZ,WAAYiZ,EACZ/Y,YAAa,OACbK,WAAYuY,ICZd,IAAII,GA+BG,

MAAMC,GAAoC,CAC/CnZ,WAAYoZ,EACZlZ,YAAa,OACbK,oBAlBEC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,Q

AAEA,GAAWI,GACpBkV,MAACA,GAASjV,EAEV2B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqT,EAAM7T,MAAO6T,EA

AM3U,OAC5CsY,EAAUjZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImU,EAAMlU,QAAQC,GAC9Ca,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,IAEzC6X,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,GAAe/D,EAAM7T,MAI5D,OAFAqX,GACIG,EA

ASC,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,EAAanX,GACnDF,GAOPjC,UA/BF,SAAeC,GACb8Y,GAAoB9Y,EAAQC,KAA

KC,MAAM8Y,EAAe,KAAiB,CACrE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,aCbSM,GAA4B9W,GAAwB+W,GCGp

DC,GACTvW,GAAyBwW,GAFC,GCA9B,IAAIC,GAqCG,MAAMC,GAAqC,CAChD/Z,WAAYga,EACZ9Z,YA

Aa,OACbC,UApCF,SAAeC,GACb0Z,GAAgB1Z,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACzB0Z,EAAgB,KAChB,CAAC,SAAU,S

AAU,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,SAAU,YAkCjEzZ,WA/BF,SAAwBC,GAKtB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EA

AMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3ByZ,gBAACA,GAAmBvZ,GACpBqC,EAACA,EAACmX,KAAEA,EAAIC,SAAE

A,EAAQ3I,OAAEA,EAAM4I,MAAEA,GAAS3Z,EACrCuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QA

AQC,GACtC4Y,EAASja,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI2Y,EAAK1Y,QAAQC,GAC5C6Y,EAAala,EAAQkB,UAAUC,I

AAI4Y,EAAS3Y,QAAQC,GACpD8Y,EAAqB,MAAV/I,EAAiBpR,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIiQ,EAAOhQ,QAAQ

C,GAAK,EACtE+Y,EAAmB,MAATJ,EAAgBha,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI6Y,EAAM5Y,QAAQC,GAAK,EAEnE
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W,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAE1C,GAAoC,IAAhCkC,EAAKC,cAAcH,EAA

ElB,OACvB,OAAOO,EAGT,MAAME,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAIhD,OAFAqY,G

ACI9W,EAAKqX,EAAQC,EAAYC,EAAUC,EAASP,EAAiB3X,GAC1DF,IChCT,IAAIqY,GA6HG,MAAMC,GA

AkC,CAC7C1a,WAAY2a,EACZza,YAAa,OACbC,UAtHF,SAAeC,GACbqa,GAAkBra,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM

qa,EAAa,KAAiB,CACjE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA+FFpa,WA3FF,SAAqBC,GAKnB,MAAM

C,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAC3BuC,EAACA,EAACkO,OAAEA,EAAMpQ,KAA

EA,EAAIC,uBAAEA,GAA0BL,GAC5CiI,QACJA,EAAOC,IACPA,EAAGgK,UACHA,EAAS7I,WACTA,EAAUl

B,gBACVA,EAAezH,WACfA,EAAUC,eACVA,GACEV,EAEEmI,EAAWpF,EAAaqP,kBACzB/P,EAAelB,MAA

QoP,EAAoBpP,MAAO6G,EAASiK,EAC5DhK,EAAKC,GAEH5G,EACFnC,GAAkBsB,GACtB,GAAuB,MAAnB

a,EACF,MAAM,IAAIhB,MACN,GAAGG,uEAIT,MAAM6B,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,Q

AAQC,GACtCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,GAEhDuR,EAAiBnK,EAASoK,YAEh

C,IAAItR,EAAS,EACb,GAAY,MAARd,EAAc,CAChB,MAAMe,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIV,EAAKW,

QAC5C,GAA8B,IAA1BI,EAASC,MAAMC,OACjB,MAAM,IAAId,MAEN,sDAAQY,EAASC,MAAMC,WAE7B,

GAAIF,EAASC,MAAM,KAAOmR,EACxB,MAAM,IAAIhS,MACN,2BAA2BY,EAASC,wDACImR,MAE9CrR,

EAASC,EAASH,GAGpB,MAAMsH,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAA

QC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQ

O,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAAS

c,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAASgB,WACzBqJ,EAAsC,SAA1BrK,EAASK,QAAQiK,KAAkB,EAAI,EACnDM,EAA

Y5K,EAAS4K,UACrBC,EAAW7K,EAAS6K,SACpBC,EAAU9K,EAAS8K,QAEzB,GAAmB,SAAf7J,EACF,MA

AM,IAAI9I,MAEN,yDAAG8I,0BAGT,MAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,

EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CM,EAAqD,MAA1BjB,EAC7B,EACAV,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIT,EAAuBU,QAAQC,GAQzD,OANAgZ,GACIzX,EAAKyQ,EAAWC,EAAUC,EAASjB,EAAU3J,EA

AcC,EAC3DrH,EAAQsH,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS0J,EAAWlJ,EACzDD,EAAeL,EAAcC,EAAaoJ,EAAe

C,EACzDhR,EAAiBD,EAA0BX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAE7DF,IC1HT,IAAIwY,GA8HG,MAAMC,GAA2C,CACt

D7a,WAAY8a,EACZ5a,YAAa,OACbC,UAvHF,SAAeC,GACbwa,GACIxa,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMwa,EAAsB,

KAAiB,CACxD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA+FNva,WA3FF,SAA8BC,GAK5B,MAAMC,OAA

CA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAC3BuC,EAACA,EAACkO,OAAEA,EAAMpQ,KAAEA,EA

AIC,uBAAEA,GAA0BL,GAC5CiI,QACJA,EAAOC,IACPA,EAAGgK,UACHA,EAAS7I,WACTA,EAAUlB,gBA

CVA,EAAezH,WACfA,EAAUC,eACVA,GACEV,EAEEmI,EAAWpF,EAAaqP,kBACzB/P,EAAelB,MAAQoP,E

AAoBpP,MAAO6G,EAASiK,EAC5DhK,EAAKC,GAAiB,GAEpB5G,EACFnC,GAAkBsB,GACtB,GAAuB,MAA

nBa,EACF,MAAM,IAAIhB,MACN,GAAGG,gFAIT,MAAM6B,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,

QAAQC,GACtCiR,EAAWtS,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0P,EAAOzP,QAAQC,GAEhDuR,EAAiBnK,EAASoK,YAE

hC,IAAItR,EAAS,EACb,GAAY,MAARd,EAAc,CAChB,MAAMe,EAAWxB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIV,EAAKW

,QAC5C,GAA8B,IAA1BI,EAASC,MAAMC,OACjB,MAAM,IAAId,MAEN,+DAAQY,EAASC,MAAMC,WAE7

B,GAAIF,EAASC,MAAM,KAAOmR,EACxB,MAAM,IAAIhS,MACN,oCAAoCY,EAASC,wDACLmR,MAE9Cr

R,EAASC,EAASH,GAGpB,MAAMsH,EAAeF,EAASE,aACxBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QA

AQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAA

QO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAASkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAA

Sc,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAASgB,WACzBqJ,EAAsC,SAA1BrK,EAASK,QAAQiK,KAAkB,EAAI,EACnDM,EA

AY5K,EAAS4K,UACrBC,EAAW7K,EAAS6K,SACpBC,EAAU9K,EAAS8K,QAEzB,GAAmB,SAAf7J,EACF,M

AAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,kEAAG8I,0BAGT,MAAM1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD

,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CM,EAAqD,MAA1BjB,EAC7B,EACAV,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIT,EAAuBU,QAAQC,GAQzD,OANAmZ,GACI5X,EAAKyQ,EAAWC,EAAUC,EAASjB,EAAU3J,E

AAcC,EAC3DrH,EAAQsH,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAAS0J,EAAWlJ,EACzDD,EAAeL,EAAcC,EAAaoJ,EA

AeC,EACzDhR,EAAiBD,EAA0BX,GAAkB,EAAGkB,GAE7DF,IC3HT,IAAI2Y,GAiDG,MAAMC,GAA+B,CAC

1Chb,WAAYib,EACZ/a,YAAa,OACbC,UA/CF,SAAeC,GACb2a,GAAe3a,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM2a,EAAU,K
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AAe,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,YAuCF1a,WAnCF,SAAkBC,GAEhB,MAAMJ,Q

AACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,GAAUD,GACpB0a,OAACA,EAAMC,QAAEA,GAAW1a,GAEnB2a,EAAaC,EAAWpL

,EAAWvH,GACtC4S,EAAYC,mBAAmBL,EAAQC,GAErC/Y,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW+Y,EAAaF,EAAOna,

OACnD,GAAkB,IAAdsa,EACF,OAAOjZ,EAGT,MAAMoZ,EAAeL,EAAQtZ,MACvB4Z,EAAYD,EAAaA,EAAa

1Z,OAAS,GAG/CkB,EADQ5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI2Z,EAAO1Z,QACzBC,GAEZia,EADctb,EAAQkB,UAA

UC,IAAI4Z,EAAQ3Z,QACpBC,GAExBka,EAAe,IAAInZ,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWiG,GAAShG,QAEtDJ,EAAQl

C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAKhD,OAJAsZ,GACI/X,EAAKpD,GAASsb,EAAOna,OAAQ2a,E

AAWL,EAAWI,EAAWxL,EAC9D0L,EAAcrZ,GAEXF,IC7CT,IAAIwZ,GA4FG,MAAMC,GAA+B,CAC1C7b,W

AAY8b,EACZ5b,YAAa,OACbC,UA1FF,SAAeC,GACbwb,GAAaxb,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM,SAAU,KAAe,CA

CvD,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,YAkFFC,WA9EF,SACIC,GAEF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAA

OK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,EAACoY,QAAEA,GAAW1a,GACf2F,KAACA,EA

AI2V,UAAEA,GAAarb,EAGpBsb,EAAa/Y,EAAKuD,eAAeJ,EAAMrD,EAAElB,OAAO,GAChDoa,EAAc7b,EA

AQqN,SAAS0N,EAAQ3Z,QACvC0a,EAAUnZ,EAAElB,MAAMma,GACxB,IAAK,IAAI/X,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI

gY,EAAYna,SAAUmC,EAAG,CAC3C,MAAMkY,EAAQF,EAAYhY,GAC1BhB,EAAKoH,OACD8R,GAASD,E

AAU,GAAKC,GAAS,GACjC,IACI,6BAA6BA,mBAAuBD,EAAU,OAGxE,MAAME,EAAY3Y,EAAa4Y,aAAaC,

yBACxCvZ,EAAaoY,EAAmBa,EAAYD,GAE1CQ,EAAWtS,GAAQ,CACvBxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GACT

rC,MAAO,CACLmB,MAAO,CACLua,EAAU3I,UAAW2I,EAAUhU,UAAWgU,EAAUI,QACpDJ,EAAUnM,YA

Gd7P,QAAAA,IAEIqc,EAAcxZ,EAAKC,cAAciY,EAAQtZ,OACzC6a,EAAezS,GAAQ,CAC3BxJ,OAAQ,CAACs

C,EAAGoY,GACZza,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO,CAACua,EAAU3I,UAAWgJ,EAAcL,EAAU3I,YAC7DrT,QAA

AA,IAEIuc,EAAqB,CACzBP,EAAU3I,UAAW2I,EAAUhU,UAAWqU,EAAcL,EAAU3I,UAClE2I,EAAUnM,WA

GN7N,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWsa,EAAoB5Z,EAAEhC,OACrD,GAAoC,IAAhCkC,EAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,

OACvB,OAAOO,EAET,MAAMwa,EAAcL,EAAS1a,MAAMC,OAAS,EAGtCkB,EADQ5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IA

AIgb,EAAS/a,QAC3BC,GAGZia,EADctb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImb,EAAalb,QACzBC,GAExBa,EAAQlC,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CkW,EAAgB,IAAInV,WACtB,IAAIC,WAAWQ,EAAKsJ,eAAegQ,

EAAS1a,QAAQa,QAClDmV,EAAkB,IAAIrV,WACxB,IAAIC,WAAWQ,EAAKsJ,eAAeoQ,IAAqBja,QAW5D,O

ATAkZ,GACI5Y,EAAKpD,GAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ4W,EAAeiF,EAAalB,EACpDU,EAAU3I,UAAWoE,EAA

iBvV,GAE1ClC,EAAQuH,YAAY4U,EAAS/a,QAC7BpB,EAAQuH,YAAY+U,EAAalb,QAGjCY,EAAIP,MAAQu

a,EAAU1E,YACftV,IC5FIya,GACTxZ,GAAyByZ,GAFC,EAE+B,QCDhDC,GACT1Z,GAAyB2Z,GAFC,EAEoC,

QCClE,IAAIla,GA+BG,MAAMma,GAAgC,CAC3Cjd,WAAYkd,EACZhd,YAAa,iBA9Bf,SAAmBE,GACjB0C,G

AAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4c,EAAW,KAAiB,CACxD,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA2BF3c,oBAtBEC,GAGF,

MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAIrC,OAAOyc,MAACA,GAAM/c,QAAEA,GAAWI,EAEzCwC,EAAM5C,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAGtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAO,WAExC,G

AAoC,IAAhCoB,EAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB,OAAc,CACrC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,

QAAQC,GAChDqB,GAASE,EAAKpD,GAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQoc,EAAO7a,GAG1C,OAAOF,IC/BIgb,GACT

/Z,GAAyBga,GAFC,EAE4B,QCA7CC,GACTja,GAAyBka,GAFC,EAEiC,QCHlDC,GAA0B5a,GAAwB6a,GCClD

C,GACTra,GAAyBsa,GAFC,EAEkC,QCGhE,IAAIC,GAwDG,MAAMC,GAA0B,CACrC7d,WAAY8d,EACZ5d,Y

AAa,OACbC,UAxDF,SAAeC,GACbwd,GAAUxd,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMwd,EAAK,KAAe,CAC/C,SACA,SA

CA,SACA,YAoDFvd,WAhDF,SAAaC,GAEX,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,G

AC1Bud,iBAAkB3X,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACrCqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EAEZ,IAAI2G,EADQhH,EAAQkB

,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAExC4F,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,a

AAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,GAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG,EAAoB,CAEtBQ,EAAQ

N,EACRK,EAFqBhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAKhE,MAAM6F,EAAYD,EAAMxF,MA

AMC,OAC9B2B,EAAa8D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GACrD,MAAO5B,EAAU8B,GACb/D,EAAagE,0BAA0BJ

,EAAMxF,MAAO4E,GAClDiB,EAAazE,EAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,E

AAEhC,OAC3C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,EAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,U

AAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDmc,GAAQxW,EAASxH,GAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ2G,EAAYpF,GAQlD

,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,EAAamE,qBAAq

BxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,ICzDI4b,GACT3a,GAAyB4a,GAFC,GCE9
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B,IAAIC,GAkFG,MAAMC,GAA8B,CACzCne,WAAYoe,EACZle,YAAa,OACbC,UA9EF,SAAeC,GACb8d,GAA

c9d,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM8d,EAAS,KAAiB,CACzD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,

SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA6DF7d,WAzDF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,E

AAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,EAE3BuC,EAAItC,EAAOsC,EACXC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,

IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAU5CwB,EAAKoH,OACW,YAAZtH,EAAEhC,OACF,IACI,0DAA0DgC,EAAEhC

,WAEpE,MAAM0H,WAACA,EAAUC,QAAEA,EAAOC,IAAEA,EAAGC,gBAAEA,GAAmBlI,EAC9CmI,EAA

WpF,EAAaqF,kBAC1B/F,EAAElB,MAAO4G,EAAYC,EAAS,EAAmBC,EAAKC,GAEpDG,EAAeF,EAASE,aAC

xBC,EAAcH,EAASG,YACvBC,EAASJ,EAASK,QAAQC,IAC1BC,EAAWP,EAASK,QAAQG,MAC5BC,EAAYT

,EAASK,QAAQK,OAC7BC,EAAUX,EAASK,QAAQO,KAC3BO,EAAiBnB,EAASmB,eAC1BD,EAAgBlB,EAA

SkB,cACzBL,EAAeb,EAASa,aACxBC,EAAcd,EAASc,YACvBoJ,EAAgBlK,EAASgB,WACzBmJ,EAAiBnK,EA

ASoK,YAEhC,GAA4B,iBAAxBpK,EAASiB,WACX,MAAM,IAAI9I,MAEN,6CAAG6H,EAASiB,2CAGlB,MAA

M1H,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWwG,EAASnD,SAAU,WAC5CpD,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,Q

AAQC,GAMhD,OAJAyc,GACIlb,EAAKD,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAAM,GAAIkB,EAAElB,MAA

M,GAAIkH,EAAcC,EACvDC,EAAQG,EAAUE,EAAWE,EAASQ,EAAgBD,EACtDL,EAAcC,EAAaoJ,EAAeC,E

AAgB1Q,GACvDF,IC5ET,IAAIic,GAqEG,MAAMC,GAA2B,CACtCte,WAAYue,GACZre,YAAa,OACbC,UAtE

F,SAAeC,GACbie,GACIje,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMie,GAAM,KAAe,CAAC,4BAqE7Che,oBAjEEC,GAEF,MA

AMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GAC

nBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EA

AUpE,EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GA

CnCV,GAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,IAAIoe,EAAgB/X,EACpB,GAAII,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EA

Ae9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGnBqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,E

ACVsW,EAAgB/a,EAAaqD,iBACzB0X,EAAc1c,OAAQuF,EAAMxF,MAAMC,SAI1C2B,EAAa8D,2BACT,OA

AQiX,EAAenX,EAAMxF,MAAMC,QACvC,MAAO4D,EAAU8B,GACb/D,EAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO

2c,GAClD9W,EAAazE,EAAKC,cAAcsE,GACtC,IAAIiX,EAAcpX,EACE,YAAhBA,EAAMtG,QACR0d,EACIpO

,GAAK,CAACjQ,QAAAA,EAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGsE,GAAQ3G,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aACtDqG,EA

AUhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkd,EAAYjd,QAAQC,IAGtD,MAAMW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,W

ACzC,GAAwC,IAApCzC,EAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IA

AIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChD4c,GAASjX,EAASM,EAAYpF,GAQhC,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAA

WvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,EAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,

MAAQ2B,EAOd,MAJoB,YAAhB6D,EAAMtG,OACRX,EAAQuH,YAAY8W,EAAYjd,QAG3BY,IClET,IAAIsc,

GA6DG,MAAMC,GAA0B,CACrC3e,WAAY4e,GACZ1e,YAAa,OACbC,UA7DF,SAAeC,GACbse,GAAUte,EAA

QC,KAAKC,MAAMse,GAAK,KAAe,CAC/C,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAyDFre,WArDF,SAAaC,GAEX,MAAMJ,Q

AACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,E

AACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EAAUpE,

EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,

GAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,GAAIyG,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EAAe9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI

wF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGnBqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,GAId,MAAMZ,EAAYD,EAAM

xF,MAAMC,OAE9B2B,EAAa8D,2BAA2B,MAAOd,EAAMa,GACrD,MAAO5B,EAAU8B,GACb/D,EAAagE,0B

AA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO4E,GAClDiB,EAAazE,EAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EA

AU2B,EAAMtG,OAC/C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,EAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAA

QkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDid,GAAQtX,EAASxH,GAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ2G,EAAYpF,G

AQlD,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,EAAamE,q

BAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,IC9DIyc,GACTxb,GAAyByb,IAFC,

GCK9B,IAAKC,GAKL,IAAIC,IALJ,SAAKD,GACHA,yBACAA,6BAFF,CAAKA,KAAAA,QAkDE,MAAME,G

AAgC,CAC3Cjf,WAAYkf,GACZhf,YAAa,OACbK,WA9BF,SAAmBC,GAKjB,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAA

E3C,QAAEA,EAASM,OAAOye,SAACA,EAAQC,KAAEA,IAAS5e,EAElDkF,EAAWyZ,EAAS3a,KACtB,CAAC

6a,EAAGpb,IAAMob,EAAE,GAAqBtc,EAAElB,MAAMoC,GAAKob,EAAE,KAC9Crc,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UA

AUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OACrCuB,EAA
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QlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAC1CuE,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,O

AAOa,QAErD4c,EAAkBH,EAAS3a,KAAI+a,GAAYA,EAAS,KACpDC,EAAmBL,EAAS3a,KAAI+a,GAAYA,E

AAS,KACrDE,EACF,IAAIjd,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW6c,GAAiB5c,QAC7Cgd,EACF,IAAIld,WAAW,IAAIC,WA

AW+c,GAAkB9c,QAKpD,OAHAsc,GACIhc,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQlC,GAASmD,EAAEh

C,OAAQ0e,EACrDC,EAAmBX,GAAkBK,GAAO9c,GACzCF,GAOPjC,UA5CF,SAAeC,GACb4e,GAAgB5e,EA

AQC,KAAKC,MAAM4e,GAAW,KAAiB,CAC7D,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,QACA,SACA,aCrBSS,GA

CTtc,GAAyBuc,IAFC,GCFjBC,GAA0Bjd,GAAwBkd,aCW/CC,GACZ3f,EAAsB4f,GACxB,MAAM5P,EAAS,IA

AI3N,WAAWrC,EAAQC,KAAK4f,OAAOvd,OAAQsd,EAAW,GAC/DE,EAAmB9P,EAAO,GAC1B+P,EAAe/P,

EAAO,GACtBgQ,EAAkBhQ,EAAO,GACzBiQ,EAAgBjQ,EAAO,GAG7B,OADAhQ,EAAQC,KAAKigB,MAAM

N,GACZ,CAACE,iBAAAA,EAAkBC,aAAAA,EAAcC,gBAAAA,EAAiBC,cAAAA,GChB3D,IAAIvd,GA6CG,M

AAMyd,GAA0C,CACrDvgB,WAAYwgB,GACZtgB,YAAa,OACbC,UA5CF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQ

C,KAAKC,MACpBkgB,GACA,SACA,CACE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAoCNjgB,WAhCF,SAAoBC,GAKlB,

MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BigB,aAACA,EAAYC,cAAEA,EAAaC,eA

AEA,GAAkBjgB,GAChDiV,MAACA,EAAKiL,OAAEA,GAAUngB,EAElB0V,EAAU/V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAA

IoU,EAAMnU,QAAQC,GAC9Cof,EAAWzgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqf,EAAOpf,QAAQC,GAEhDue,EACFld,

GAASqT,EAAS0K,EAAUH,EAAeD,EAAcE,IAEvDT,iBAACA,EAAgBC,aAAEA,EAAYC,gBAAEA,EAAeC,cA

AEA,GACpDN,GAAkB3f,EAAS4f,GAS/B,OANA5f,EAAQC,KAAKigB,MAAMF,GACnBhgB,EAAQC,KAAKig

B,MAAMD,GAGfjgB,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC8d,GAAe,QAASD,KCxClD,IAAIpd,GAkDG,MAAMge,GAA0C,

CACrD9gB,WAAY+gB,GACZ7gB,YAAa,OACbC,UAhDF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAC

pBygB,GACA,SACA,CACE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,UAuCNxgB,WAnCF,SAA6BC,GAK3B,MAAMJ

,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BigB,aAACA,EAAYC,cAAEA,EAAaC,eAAEA,EA

AcK,mBAAEA,GAChDtgB,GACEiV,MAACA,EAAKiL,OAAEA,GAAUngB,EAElB0V,EAAU/V,EAAQkB,UAA

UC,IAAIoU,EAAMnU,QAAQC,GAC9Cof,EAAWzgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqf,EAAOpf,QAAQC,GAEhDue,E

AAYld,GACdqT,EAAS0K,EAAUH,EAAeD,EAAcE,EAChDK,IAEEd,iBAACA,EAAgBC,aAAEA,EAAYC,gBA

AEA,EAAeC,cAAEA,GACpDN,GAAkB3f,EAAS4f,GAU/B,OAPA5f,EAAQC,KAAKigB,MAAMF,GAOZ,CAJH

hgB,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC8d,GAAe,QAASD,GAErB9f,EAAQiC,WAAW,GAAI,QAASge,MC7C7D,IAAIvd,G

AkDG,MAAMme,GAA0C,CACrDjhB,WAAYkhB,GACZhhB,YAAa,OACbC,UAhDF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1

C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MACpB4gB,GACA,SACA,CACE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAuCN3gB,WAnCF,S

AAoBC,GAKlB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BigB,aAACA,EAAYC,cA

AEA,EAAaC,eAAEA,EAAcQ,aAAEA,GAAgBzgB,GAC9DiV,MAACA,EAAKiL,OAAEA,GAAUngB,EAElB0V,

EAAU/V,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIoU,EAAMnU,QAAQC,GAC9Cof,EAAWzgB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqf,EAA

Opf,QAAQC,GAEhDue,EAAYld,GACdqT,EAAS0K,EAAUH,EAAeD,EAAcE,EAChDQ,IAEEjB,iBAACA,EAAg

BC,aAAEA,EAAYC,gBAAEA,EAAeC,cAAEA,GACpDN,GAAkB3f,EAAS4f,GAW/B,OAPA5f,EAAQC,KAAKi

gB,MAAMD,GAOZ,CAJHjgB,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC8d,GAAe,QAASD,GAE5C9f,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC8d

,GAAe,UAAWC,MChDvCgB,GACT/d,GAAyBge,IAFC,EAEgC,QCA9D,IAAIC,GA+BG,MAAMC,GAA6B,CAC

xCvhB,WAAYwhB,GACZthB,YAAa,OACbC,UA9BF,SAAeC,GACbkhB,GAAalhB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMkh

B,GAAQ,KAAiB,CACvD,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAyBFjhB,WArBF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EA

AML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B2a,QAACA,GAAW1a,GACZghB,MAACA,EAAKC,QAAEA,

EAAOC,SAAEA,GAAYjhB,EAE7B0B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW,IAAI8Y,EAAQtZ,MAAO4f,GAAQ,SACpDn

f,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAG1Cia,EADctb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4Z,EAAQ3Z,Q

ACpBC,GAI9B,OAFA6f,GAAW5F,EAAW+F,EAAOC,EAASC,EAAUrf,GAEzCF,ICpBF,MAAMwf,GAA+B,CA

C1C5hB,WAAY6hB,GACZ3hB,YAAa,OACbK,WAXF,SAAkBC,GAChB,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAE3C,

QAAEA,GAAWI,EACzB4B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAG1C,OAFgBX,EA

AQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC0W,KAAK,GACN1W,ICmCF,MAAM0f,GAA2B,CACtC9hB,WAAY+hB,GACZ7h

B,YAAa,OACbK,oBAxCEC,GAEF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,

KAACA,GAAQ1F,EAEf,GAAsB,IAAlBD,EAAOqB,OACT,OAAO0W,GACH,CAAC/X,OAAQ,CAAC4G,MAA

O5G,EAAO,IAAKL,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAAC+X,IAAKrS,KAGzD,MAAMvE,EAAQpB,EAAO,GAAGo

B,MAClBd,EAAQN,EAAO,GAAGM,MAExBN,EAAOgR,SAAQV,IACb9N,EAAK+e,kBACDngB,EAAOkP,EA
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AElP,MACT,yDACJoB,EAAKoH,OACDtJ,IAAUgQ,EAAEhQ,OACZ,IAAM,6DAGZ,MAAMkhB,EAAwC,GAQ

xC7R,EAAS7E,GAAO,CAAC9K,OAPCA,EAAO+D,KAAIuM,IACjC,MAAMmR,EACF1J,GAAW,CAAC/X,OA

AQ,CAAC4G,MAAO0J,GAAI3Q,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAAC+X,IAAKrS,KAE1D,OADA6b,EAAwB5c,KA

AK6c,GACtBA,KAGuC9hB,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAAC0F,KAAAA,KAIjE,OAFA6b,EAAwBxQ,SAAQV,

GAAK3Q,EAAQuH,YAAYoJ,EAAEvP,UAEpD4O,ICjCT,IAAI+R,GAsDG,MAAMC,GAA4B,CACvCpiB,WAA

YqiB,GACZniB,YAAa,OACbK,WAvCF,SACIC,GACF,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAE3C,QAAEA,EAASM,

OAAOye,SAACA,EAAQmD,cAAEA,IAAkB9hB,EAE3DkF,EAAWyZ,EAAS3a,KACtB,CAAC6a,EAAGpb,IAA

Mob,EAAE,GAAqBtc,EAAElB,MAAMoC,GAAKob,EAAE,KAEpD,GAAoC,IAAhCpc,EAAKC,cAAcH,EAAElB

,OAGvB,OAAOiX,GAAK,CACV1Y,QAAAA,EACAM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAO6D,EAAUqT,MAAOuJ,EAAev

hB,MAAOgC,EAAEhC,SAI5D,MAAMiC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,E

AAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU3C,EAAEhC,OAErCuB,EADgBlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QACp

BC,GAEtBuE,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAErD4c,EAAkBH,EAAS3a,KAAI+a

,GAAYA,EAAS,KACpDC,EAAmBL,EAAS3a,KAAI+a,GAAYA,EAAS,KACrDE,EACF,IAAIjd,WAAW,IAAIC,

WAAW6c,GAAiB5c,QAC7Cgd,EACF,IAAIld,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW+c,GAAkB9c,QAKpD,OAHAyf,GACInf,E

AAKgD,EAAajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQlC,GAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQ0e,EACrDC,EAAmB4C,EAAehgB,G

AC/BF,GAOPjC,UArDF,SAAeC,GACb+hB,GAAY/hB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM+hB,GAAO,KAAiB,CACrD,SA

CA,QACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,QACA,SACA,aCnBSE,GACTlf,GAAyBmf,IAFC,GCI9B,IAAIC,GAkCG,MAA

MC,GAA4B,CACvC1iB,WAAY2iB,GACZziB,YAAa,OACbC,UAnCF,SAAeC,GACbqiB,GAAYriB,EAAQC,KA

AKC,MAAMqiB,GAAO,KAAiB,CACrD,SACA,SACA,YAgCFpiB,WA5BF,SAAeC,GACb,MAAMC,OAACA,E

AAML,QAAEA,GAAWI,GACpBuC,EAACA,EAACoa,MAAEA,GAAS1c,EACbuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAU

C,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCmhB,EAAYxiB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4b,EAAM3b,QAAQC,GAEtD,IAA

I2F,EAAUpE,EACd,MAAMqE,EAAQtE,EACd,IAAI0b,EAAcpX,EACE,YAAhBA,EAAMtG,QACR0d,EAAcpO,

GAAK,CAACjQ,QAAAA,EAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAIrC,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aACzDqG,EAA

UhH,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkd,EAAYjd,QAAQC,IAGtD,MAAMW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MA

AO,WAClCS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAMhD,OALAghB,GAAUrb,EAASwb,EAA

WtgB,GAEV,YAAhB+E,EAAMtG,OACRX,EAAQuH,YAAY8W,EAAYjd,QAE3BY,IC7BT,IAAIygB,GAmEG,

MAAMC,GAA2B,CACtC9iB,WAAY+iB,GACZ7iB,YAAa,OACbC,UAlEF,SAAeC,GACbyiB,GAAWziB,EAAQ

C,KAAKC,MAAMyiB,GAAM,KAAe,CACjD,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA8DFxiB,WA1DF,SAAcC,GAKZ,MAAMJ,

QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,

EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EAAUpE

,EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,WAACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,

GAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC,IAAIoe,EAAgB/X,EACpB,GAAII,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EAAe9H,

EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,QAAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGnBqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,EACVs

W,EAAgB/a,EAAaqD,iBACzB0X,EAAc1c,OAAQuF,EAAMxF,MAAMC,SAI1C2B,EAAa8D,2BACT,OAAQiX,

EAAenX,EAAMxF,MAAMC,QACvC,MAAO4D,EAAU8B,GACb/D,EAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO2c,GA

ClD9W,EAAazE,EAAKC,cAAcsE,GAEhCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU2B,EAAMtG,OAC/C,GAAw

C,IAApCkC,EAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMxF,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,Q

AAQC,GAChDohB,GAASzb,EAASM,EAAY9H,GAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GAQrD,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQ

uH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EAAU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,EAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,G

AC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OAAOpB,ICvDI4gB,GAA4B,CACvChjB,WAAYijB,GACZ/iB,YAAa,OACbK

,WAdGC,IACC,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GACnB0iB,MAACA,EAAKC,KAAEA,EAAIC,K

AAEA,EAAIriB,MAAEA,GAASL,EAC7B0M,ECTL,SAAmB8V,EAAOC,EAAMC,EAAMriB,GAIzC,GAHsBmi

B,IAAUC,GACID,EAAQC,GAAQC,EAAO,GACvBD,EAAOD,GAASE,EAAO,EAGvD,OAAOngB,EAAKogB,o

BAAoB,EAAGtiB,GAEvC,MAAMuiB,EAAczX,KAAK0X,IAAI1X,KAAK2X,MAAML,EAAOD,GAASE,IAClD

hW,EAASnK,EAAKogB,oBAAoBC,EAAaviB,GACjDoiB,EAAOD,GAAkB,IAATE,IAGhBA,GAAQ,GAEZhW,E

AAO,GAAK8V,EACZ,IAAK,IAAIjf,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAImJ,EAAOtL,OAAQmC,IAC/BmJ,EAAOnJ,GAAKmJ,

EAAOnJ,EAAI,GAAKmf,EAEhC,OAAOhW,EDVUqW,CAAaP,EAAOC,EAAMC,EAAMriB,GAEzCqB,EAAMh

C,EAAQiC,WAAW,CAAC+K,EAAOtL,QAASf,GAGhD,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnCyC,IAAIuI,G
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ACLhL,IETAshB,GACTrgB,GAAyBsgB,IAFC,GCFjBC,GAA2BhhB,GAAwBihB,ICAnDC,GAA4BlhB,GAAwB

mhB,ICIjE,IAAIC,GA4DG,MAAMC,GAAqC,CAChDjkB,WAAYkkB,GACZhkB,YAAa,OACbC,UA1DF,SAAeC

,GACb4jB,GAAqB5jB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4jB,GAAgB,KAAe,CACrE,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,

SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YAgDF3jB,WA5CF,SAAwBC,GAKtB,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC

,MAAEA,GAASF,GAE3B2jB,OAACA,GAAU1jB,GACX2jB,aAACA,EAAYC,iBAAEA,EAAgBnY,KAAEA,GA

AQxL,GACxC4jB,EAAWC,GAAYrY,GAEvBoN,EAAOkL,EAAWC,EAAUhL,GAAe0K,EAAOtiB,MACnD6D,E

AAW,CAAC4T,EAAOgL,EAAWC,EAAU9K,GAE9C,IACIzD,EADA0O,EAAQtkB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4iB,

EAAO3iB,QAErB,YAAhBkjB,EAAM3jB,QACRiV,EACI3F,GAAK,CAACjQ,QAAAA,EAASK,OAAQ,CAACsC

,EAAGohB,GAASzjB,MAAO,CAACK,MAAO,aACvD2jB,EAAQtkB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIyU,EAAWxU,SA

E3C,MAAMwB,EAAM0hB,EAAMjjB,GAEZW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU,WACzC,GAAyC,IAArCz

C,EAAKC,cAAcihB,EAAOtiB,OAC5B,OAAOO,EAET,MAAME,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QA

AQC,GAUhD,OARAuiB,GACIhhB,EAAKsW,EAAOkL,EAAWC,EAAUhL,EAAa6K,EAAWC,EACzDH,EAAe,

EAAI,EAAGC,EAAmB,EAAI,EAAG/hB,GAElC,MAAd0T,GACF5V,EAAQuH,YAAYqO,EAAWxU,QAG1BY,I

CxDT,IAAIuiB,GA6CG,MAAMC,GAA8B,CACzC5kB,WAAY6kB,GACZ3kB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAhCEC,GAEF,

MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACNqkB,KAA

CA,GAAQpkB,EAET+F,EAAOxD,EAAKuD,eAAese,EAAM/hB,EAAElB,OAEzC,GAAuB,IAAnBkB,EAAElB,

MAAMC,OACV,OAAO4C,GAAS,CAACjE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAI3C,QAAAA,IAGhC,MAAMgC,EA

AMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCiC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAA

EvB,QAAQC,GACtCa,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CsjB,EAAY,IAAIviB,WAAW,

IAAIC,WAAWgE,GAAM/D,QAChDsiB,EAAgB,IAAIxiB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QAE7Dii

B,GACI3hB,EAAK+hB,EAAWte,EAAK3E,OAAQkjB,EAAejiB,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQQ,GAEhE,MAAMmN

,EACFxF,GAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGX,GAAM1B,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOkB,EAAElB,OAAQzB

,QAAAA,IAGxD,OADAA,EAAQuH,YAAYvF,EAAIZ,QACjBiO,GAOPtP,UA7CF,SAAeC,GACbukB,GAAcvkB

,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMukB,GAAS,KAAM,CAC9C,SACA,QACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,aCbJ,IAAII,GAqDG,

MAAMC,GAAuC,CAClDllB,WAAYmlB,GACZjlB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAnC+BC,GAK/B,MAAMC,OAACA,EAA

ML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BkV,MAACA,GAASjV,GACV2kB,QAACA,EAAOC,UAAEA,E

AASC,OAAEA,GAAU5kB,EAE/B0B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqT,EAAM7T,MAAO6T,EAAM3U,OAC5CsY,

EAAUjZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImU,EAAMlU,QAAQC,GAC9Ca,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,Q

AAQC,IAEzC6X,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,GAAe/D,EAAM7T,OAErD0jB,EAASC,GACZ/hB,EAAagiB,eAAeH,

EAAQ/L,EAAaC,GAK/CkM,EAAkC,iBAAdL,EACtB,CAACA,EAAWA,EAAWA,EAJO,IAAdA,EAIgC,EAH3B,

KAIrB,IAAIA,EAJiB,KAKnBM,EAAY,IAAInjB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWijB,GAAYhjB,QAK5D,OAHAuiB,GAC

I5L,EAASC,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,EAAa2L,EAASG,EAC/DC,EAASG,EAAWD,EAAW5jB,OAAQQ,GACpC

F,GAOPjC,UApDF,SAAeC,GACb6kB,GAAa7kB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM6kB,GAAkB,KAAiB,CACjE,SACA,

SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,aCnBSS,GAA4BhjB,GAAwBijB,ICDpDC,GAA4

BljB,GAAwBmjB,ICIjE,IAAIC,GAmDG,MAAMC,GAAgC,CAC3CjmB,WAAYkmB,GACZhmB,YAAa,OACbC,

UAjDF,SAAeC,GACb4lB,GAAgB5lB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM4lB,GAAW,KAAe,CAC3D,SACA,SACA,SACA

,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,YAwCF3lB,WApCF,SACIC,GAGF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EA

AMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3B2a,QAACA,EAAOgL,QAAEA,GAAW1lB,GACrBoB,MAACA,GAASnB,EAEV0

B,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWR,EAAOskB,EAAQplB,OAC9C,GAAkC,IAA9BkC,EAAKC,cAAcrB,GACrB,OA

AOO,EAGT,MAAMqZ,UAACA,EAAS2K,WAAEA,EAAUnW,UAAEA,EAASvH,QAAEA,EAAO2d,WAAEA,G

AC9CC,GAAaC,gBAAgBJ,EAAShL,EAAStZ,GAG7C6Z,EADctb,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4Z,EAAQ3Z,QACpB

C,GAGxB+kB,EADcpmB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI4kB,EAAQ3kB,QACpBC,GAExBka,EAAe,IAAInZ,WAAW,I

AAIC,WAAWiG,GAAShG,QAEtDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAKhD,OAJAukB,GA

CItK,EAAW8K,EAAW5mB,GAASumB,EAAQplB,OAAQ0a,EAAW2K,EAC1DnW,EAAW0L,EAAc0K,EAAY/j

B,GAElCF,IClDT,IAAIqkB,GAmCG,MAAMC,GAA6B,CACxC1mB,WAAY2mB,GACZzmB,YAAa,OACbK,W

AxBF,SAAgBC,GACd,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,GAAWI,GACpBomB,UAACA,EAAS7V,EAAEA,E

AAC8V,EAAEA,GAAKpmB,EAEpBqmB,EAAc1mB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqlB,EAAUplB,QAAQC,GACtDsl

B,EAAM3mB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwP,EAAEvP,QAAQC,GACtCulB,EAAM5mB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIsl
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B,EAAErlB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAW0O,EAAElP,MAAOkP,EAAEhQ,OACpCuB,EAAQl

C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CwlB,EAAQL,EAAU/kB,MAAMC,OACxBolB,EAAQnW,E

AAElP,MAAMC,OAEhB0P,EAAmB,IAAVyV,GAAeA,EAAQ,GAAe,IAAVC,EACvC,EACAjkB,EAAKC,cAAc6

N,EAAElP,MAAMsG,MAAM,IAGrC,OADAse,GAAWK,EAAaC,EAAKC,EAAKxV,EAAQlP,GACnCF,GAOPj

C,UAnCF,SAAeC,GACbqmB,GAAarmB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM,WAAY,KAAM,CAChD,SACA,SACA,SAC

A,SACA,aCVJ,IAAIwC,GAsBG,MAAMqkB,GAA8B,CACzCnnB,WAAY,UACZE,YAAa,OACbC,UAvBF,SAAe

C,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM8mB,GAAS,KAAiB,CAAC,SAAU,YAuBnE7mB,WApBF,SAAi

BC,GAEf,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAASK,QAAQsC,EAACA,IAAMvC,EACzBwC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI

wB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQl

C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAGhD,OAAsC,IAAlCwB,EAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,QAI3BiB,GAA

SE,EAAKV,GAHLF,ICjBEilB,GAA0BzkB,GAAwB0kB,ICE/D,IAAIxkB,GAgCG,MAAMykB,GAA8B,CACzCv

nB,WAAYwnB,GACZtnB,YAAa,OACbC,UAhCF,SAAeC,GACb0C,GAAW1C,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMknB,G

AAS,KAAiB,CACtD,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA4BFjnB,WAxBF,SACIC,GAEF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAASK,QAAQ

gnB,OAACA,GAAS/mB,OAAO+X,IAACA,IAAQjY,EAC5CwC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIkmB,EAAOj

mB,QAAQC,GAC3CW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWolB,EAAO5lB,MAAO4lB,EAAO1mB,OAC9CuB,EAAQlC,

EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAE1CmI,EAAW6d,EAAO5lB,MAAM4W,GACxBa,EAAQrW,EAA

KC,cAAcukB,EAAO5lB,OAAS+H,EAGjD,OAAsC,IAAlC3G,EAAKC,cAAcd,EAAIP,QAI3BiB,GAASE,EAAKV

,EAAOsH,EAAU0P,GAHtBlX,ICmCJ,MAAMslB,GAAqC,CAChD1nB,WAAY2nB,GACZznB,YAAa,OACbK,W

A3DF,SAAwBC,GAKtB,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,G

AAKtC,GACN4O,WAACA,EAAU8P,SAAEA,GAAYze,EAEzB6O,EAAOtM,EAAKC,cAAcmM,GAE1BuY,EAA

4C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAG,IACvDA,EAAiBviB,QAAS8Z,GAE1B,IAAK,IAAIlb,EAAI,EAAIoL,EAAWvN,OAAQ

mC,EAAIlB,EAAElB,MAAMC,SAAUmC,EACxD2jB,EAAiBviB,KAAK,CAAC,EAAG,IAG5B,MAAMwiB,EA

AUzF,GAAY7hB,WAAW,CACrCE,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAAA,GACT3C,QAAAA,EACAM,MAAO,CAACye,SA

AUyI,EAAkBtF,cAAe,KAG/CwF,EACFrkB,EAAaiM,YAAYmY,EAAQhmB,MAAOwN,EAAYE,GAAM,GAEx

DwY,EAAoCtkB,EAAamM,YACnDkY,EAAoBhmB,OAAQuN,EAAWvN,QAAQ,GAE7CkmB,EACFvkB,EAAa

qM,oBAAoB+X,EAAQhmB,MAAOwN,EAAYE,GAAM,GAIhE0Y,EACFhe,GAAQ,CAACxJ,OAHwB,CAACsC,

EAAG8kB,GAGLznB,QAAAA,EAASM,MAFV,CAACmB,MAAOimB,KAOrCI,EACFjjB,GAAU,CAACxE,OAJ

0B,CAACsC,EAAGklB,GAIL7nB,QAAAA,EAASM,MAF5B,CAACyE,KAAM4iB,KAMtB3X,EAASnG,GACX,

CAACxJ,OAHsC,CAACsC,EAAGmlB,GAGb9nB,QAAAA,EAASM,MAFF,CAACmB,MAAOmmB,KAQjD,OAJ

A5nB,EAAQuH,YAAYkgB,EAAQrmB,QAC5BpB,EAAQuH,YAAYsgB,EAAgBzmB,QACpCpB,EAAQuH,YAA

YugB,EAAS1mB,QAEtB4O,ICjCF,MAAM+X,GAA6B,CACxCnoB,WAAYooB,GACZloB,YAAa,OACbK,oBAv

BEC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAMC,MAAEA,EAAKN,QAAEA,GAAWI,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GAC

N4nB,gBAACA,EAAejiB,KAAEA,GAAQ1F,EAE1B4nB,EAAQrlB,EAAKuD,eAAeJ,EAAMrD,EAAElB,OAAO,

GAE3C0mB,EAAa9kB,EAAa+kB,iBAAiBzlB,EAAGslB,EAAiBC,GAC/Drc,EAAQ,IAAIrG,MAAM7C,EAAElB,

MAAMC,QAAQgX,KAAK,GACvC5M,EAAOnJ,EAAElB,MAAMsG,QACrB,OAAOogB,EAAW/jB,KAAIikB,I

ACpB,MAAMC,EAAa,IAAIxc,GACvBwc,EAAWJ,GAASG,EACpB,MAAME,EACFxgB,GAAM,CAAC1H,OAA

Q,CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAIrC,MAAO,CAACuL,MAAAA,EAAOC,KAAMwc,GAAatoB,QAAAA,IAE1D,OADA

6L,EAAMqc,IAAUG,EACTE,OCrBEC,GAA2BhmB,GAAwBimB,ICDnDC,GAA6BlmB,GAAwBmmB,ICArDC,

GACT3lB,GAAyB4lB,IAFC,GCK9B,IAAIC,GA0BG,MAAMC,GAA2B,CACtCnpB,WAAYopB,GACZlpB,YAA

a,OACbC,UA1BF,SAAeC,GACb8oB,GAAW9oB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM8oB,GAAM,KAAe,CACjD,SACA,S

ACA,SACA,YAsBF7oB,WAlBF,SACIC,GAEF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,

GAC3B2c,MAACA,GAASzc,GACVqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAA

EvB,QAAQC,GAEtCW,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OACpCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQ

kB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAEhD,OADAynB,GAASlmB,EAAKma,EAAOvd,GAASmD,EAAEhC,OA

AQuB,GACjCF,ICvBT,IAAIinB,GAmGG,MAAMC,GAAmC,CAC9CtpB,WAAYupB,GACZrpB,YAAa,OACbC,

UAhGF,SAAeC,GACbipB,GAAmBjpB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMipB,GAAc,KAAe,CACjE,SACA,QACA,SACA,

QACA,QACA,QACA,QACA,QACA,SACA,YAsFFhpB,oBAlF2BC,GAK3B,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,

EAAMC,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GAENwL,MACJA,EAAKud,IACLA,EAAG9gB,QACH
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A,EAAO+gB,UACPA,EAASC,QACTA,EAAOC,aACPA,EAAYC,YACZA,EAAWC,eACXA,GACEnpB,GAEEop

B,iBACJA,EAAgBC,WAChBA,EAAUC,WACVA,EAAUC,UACVA,EAASC,cACTA,EACAje,MAAOke,EACPX

,IAAKY,EACL1hB,QAAS2hB,GAEPje,EAAWke,UACPvnB,EAAElB,MAAOoK,EAAOud,EAAK9gB,EAAS+gB

,EAAWC,EAASC,EAClDC,EAAaC,GAErB,IAAIzZ,EAEJ,GAAI4Z,EAEF5Z,EAASnG,GAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,

CAACsC,EAAAA,GAAI3C,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOkoB,UAClD,GAAIE,GAAaC,EAAe,CA

ErCjnB,EAAKoH,OACDtH,EAAElB,MAAMC,QAAU,GAClB,IAAM,yCAAyCiB,EAAElB,MAAMC,WAE3D,M

AAMoK,EAAOE,EAAWvG,gBAAgBskB,EAAQC,EAAMC,GAEhDE,EAASpiB,GAAM,CAAC1H,OAAQ,CAA

CsC,EAAAA,GAAI3C,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACuL,MAAOke,EAAQje,KAAAA,KACnEkE,EACInG,GA

AQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGwnB,GAASnqB,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOkoB,KAC1D3

pB,EAAQuH,YAAY4iB,EAAO/oB,YACtB,CACL,MAAMY,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWynB,EAAkB,WAE3C9

mB,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCkW,EACF,IAAInV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW

Q,EAAKsJ,eAAexJ,EAAElB,QAAQa,QAC1D8nB,EAAa,IAAIhoB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW0nB,GAAQznB,QAC

nD+nB,EAAW,IAAIjoB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAW2nB,GAAM1nB,QAC/CiZ,EAAe,IAAInZ,WAAW,IAAIC,WAA

W4nB,GAAU3nB,QAEvDkV,EACF,IAAIpV,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWqnB,GAAkBpnB,QAC9CmV,EAAkB,IAAI

rV,WACxB,IAAIC,WAAWQ,EAAKsJ,eAAeud,IAAmBpnB,QACpDJ,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ

,QAAQC,GAEhD4nB,GACIrmB,EAAK2U,EAAe5U,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQ0oB,EAAYC,EAAU9O,EAC1D/

D,EAAkBC,EAAiBiS,EAAiBhoB,OAAQQ,GAEhE8N,EAASnG,GAAQ,CAACxJ,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGX,GA

AMhC,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAO,CAACmB,MAAOkoB,KAE5D3pB,EAAQuH,YAAYvF,EAAIZ,QAG1B,OAAO

4O,ICpGIsa,GACTrnB,GAAyBsnB,IAFC,GCM9B,IAAIC,GA+DG,MAAMC,GAA0B,CACrC7qB,WAAY8qB,G

ACZ5qB,YAAa,OACbC,UA/DF,SAAeC,GACbwqB,GAAUxqB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMwqB,GAAK,KAAe,CA

C/C,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA2DFvqB,WAvDF,SAAaC,GAEX,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MA

AEA,GAASF,GAC3B4F,KAACA,EAAIe,SAAEA,GAAYzG,GACnBqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,E

AAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GAC5C,IAAI2F,EAAUpE,EACVqE,EAAQtE,EAEZ,MAAMgE,W

AACA,EAAUN,KAAEA,EAAIF,aAAEA,EAAYM,mBAAEA,GACnCV,GAAwBpD,EAAGqD,EAAMhG,GAErC

,IAAIoe,EAAgB/X,EACpB,GAAII,EAAoB,CACtB,MAAMqB,EAAe9H,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwF,EAAWvF,Q

AAQC,GAC1DyG,IAAiBlF,IAGnBqE,EAAQN,EACRK,EAAUc,EACVsW,EAAgB/a,EAAaqD,iBACzB0X,EAAc

1c,OAAQuF,EAAMxF,MAAMC,SAI1C2B,EAAa8D,2BACT,MAAOiX,EAAenX,EAAMxF,MAAMC,QACtC,M

AAO4D,EAAU8B,GACb/D,EAAagE,0BAA0BJ,EAAMxF,MAAO2c,GAClD9W,EAAazE,EAAKC,cAAcsE,GAE

hCpF,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAU2B,EAAMtG,OAC/C,GAAwC,IAApCkC,EAAKC,cAAcmE,EAAMx

F,OAAc,CACzC,MAAMS,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAChDmpB,GAAQxjB,EAASM

,EAAY9H,GAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GAQpD,GALIuE,GAEFzG,EAAQuH,YAAYZ,EAAWvF,QAG7B2F,EA

AU,CAEZ,MAAM3D,EAAWC,EAAamE,qBAAqBxF,EAAIP,MAAO0E,GAC9DnE,EAAIP,MAAQ2B,EAGd,OA

AOpB,ICjEI2oB,GAA0BnoB,GAAwBooB,ICAlDC,GAA2BroB,GAAwBsoB,ICIhE,IAAIC,GCDJ,IAAIC,GCDJ,I

AAIC,GCQG,MC0FDC,GAAgC,CACpCnoB,GACAgB,GACAE,GACA4C,GACAa,GACAE,GACAO,GACAmC,

GACAyE,GACAmB,GACAE,GACAG,GACA0B,GACAG,GACAa,GACA0B,GACAE,GACAI,GACAkB,GACAa

,GACAW,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GACAM,GACAI,GACAG,GACAO,GACAE,GACA7Z,GACAga,GACAW,

GACAG,GACAG,GACAa,GACAgB,GACAE,GACAjY,GACAmY,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GACAE,GACAG,

GACAG,GACAG,GACAG,GACAK,GACAE,GACAI,GACAU,GACAE,GACAU,GACAO,GACAG,GACAG,GA

CAG,GACAK,GACAE,GACAM,GACAG,GACAG,GACAI,GACAE,GACAU,GACAE,GACAE,GACAvZ,GACA

0Z,GACAW,GACAM,GACAY,GACAF,GACAK,GACAS,GACAS,GACAE,GACApY,GACAsY,GACAG,GACA

S,GACAS,GACAE,GACAE,GACAG,GACAG,GACAoB,GACAG,GACAE,GACAE,GJrJsC,CACtCjrB,WAAYur

B,GACZrrB,YAAa,OACbC,UApCF,SAAeC,GACb+qB,GAAW/qB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAMirB,GAAM,KAAiB,

CACnD,SACA,QACA,SACA,QACA,SACA,YA8BFhrB,WA1BF,SACIC,GACF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QA

AEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuC,EAACA,GAAKtC,EACNuC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,

EAAEvB,QAAQC,IACtC+pB,KAACA,GAAQ9qB,EAET8C,EAAqB,IAAIoC,MAAM7C,EAAElB,MAAMC,QA

C7C,IAAK,IAAImC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIT,EAAS1B,OAAQmC,IACnCT,EAASS,GAAKlB,EAAElB,MAAMoC,

GAAKunB,EAAKvnB,GAElC,MAAM+B,EAAc,IAAIxD,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QACrD+o

B,EAAgB,IAAIjpB,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWe,GAAUd,QAExDN,EAAMhC,EAAQiC,WAAWmB,EAAUT,EAAE
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hC,OACrCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAIhD,OAHA0pB,GACInoB,EAAKgD,EAA

ajD,EAAElB,MAAMC,OAAQ2pB,EAAejoB,EAAS1B,OAC1DlC,GAASwC,EAAIrB,OAAQuB,GAClBF,ICK+B,

CACtCpC,WAAY0rB,GACZxrB,YAAa,OACbC,UAtCF,SAAeC,GACbgrB,GAAWhrB,EAAQC,KAAKC,MAAM

orB,GAAM,KAAiB,CACnD,SACA,QACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,OACA,SACA,YA8BFnrB,WAxBkC,EAAEE,O

AAAA,EAAQL,QAAAA,EAASM,MAAAA,MAC7C,MAAMqC,EAACA,GAAKtC,GACNsO,EAACA,EAAC4c,

OAAEA,GAAUjrB,EAEdsC,EAAM5C,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIwB,EAAEvB,QAAQC,GACtCuE,EAAc,IAAIxD,

WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWM,EAAElB,OAAOa,QACrDgV,EAAc3U,EAAElB,MAAMsG,QAC5BuP,EAAYA,EAAY

5V,OAAS,GAAKiN,EACtC,MAAM6c,EAAYxrB,EAAQiC,WAAWqV,EAAa3U,EAAEhC,OAC9C8qB,EAAczrB

,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIqqB,EAAUpqB,QAAQC,GACtDqqB,EAAa1rB,EAAQiC,WAAWqV,EAAa,SAC7CqU,E

AAe3rB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIuqB,EAAWtqB,QAAQC,GAM9D,OAJA2pB,GACIpoB,EAAKgD,EAAajD,EA

AElB,MAAMC,OAAQlC,GAASmD,EAAEhC,OAAQgO,EAAG4c,EACxDE,EAAaE,GAEV,CAACH,EAAWE,K

C4CgB,CAC3C9rB,WAAYgsB,GACZ9rB,YAAa,OACbC,UA9EF,SAAeC,GACbirB,GAAgBjrB,EAAQC,KAAK

C,MAAM0rB,GAAW,KAAe,CAC3D,SACA,SACA,OACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,SACA,QACA,SA

CA,SACA,SACA,SACA,YA+DFzrB,WA3DF,SACIC,GAGF,MAAMJ,QAACA,EAAOK,OAAEA,EAAMC,MAA

EA,GAASF,GAC3BkV,MAACA,EAAKuW,WAAEA,GAAcxrB,GACtByrB,cAACA,EAAaC,SAAEA,EAAQ9G,

UAAEA,EAAS3N,YAAEA,GAAehX,GAEnD4Y,EAAOC,EAAaC,EAAYC,GAAe/D,EAAM7T,OACrD+R,EAA

WC,GACC,MAAf6D,EAAsBA,EAAc,CAAC6B,EAAaC,GAChD9T,EACF,CAAC4T,EAAO1F,EAAWC,EAClB4

F,GACC/Q,EACF,IAAIlG,WAAW,IAAIC,WAAWQ,EAAKsJ,eAAemJ,EAAM7T,QAAQa,QAE9DN,EAAMhC,E

AAQiC,WAAWqD,EAAUgQ,EAAM3U,OACzCuB,EAAQlC,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAIa,EAAIZ,QAAQC,GAG1C

4X,EADYjZ,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAImU,EAAMlU,QACpBC,GAGpB2qB,EADiBhsB,EAAQkB,UAAUC,IAAI0

qB,EAAWzqB,QACpBC,GAE9B4qB,EAAwC,YAAlBH,EAA8B,EAAI,EAC9D,IAAII,EACJ,OAAQH,GACN,IA

AK,WACHG,EAAa,EACb,MACF,IAAK,UACHA,EAAa,EACb,MACF,IAAK,OACHA,EAAa,EACb,MACF,IAA

K,UACHA,EAAa,EACb,MACF,QACEA,EAAa,EAUjB,OANAjB,GACIhS,EAAS+S,EAAeH,EAAWpqB,MAAM,

GAAK,EAAIyX,EAAO1F,EACzDC,EAAU4F,EAAaD,EAAYD,EAAa7Q,EAChDgN,EAAM7T,MAAMC,OAAS,

EAAGuqB,EAAqBC,EAAYjH,EACzD/iB,GAEGF,IEiHP6D,GC/JwC,CACxCjG,WAAYusB,GACZrsB,YAAa,O

ACbK,WAlCF,SACIC,GAEF,MAAMC,OAACA,EAAML,QAAEA,EAAOM,MAAEA,GAASF,GAC3BuY,MAA

CA,GAAStY,EAChB,IAAI2F,KAACA,GAAQ1F,EAET0F,EAAO,IACTA,GAAQ2S,EAAMlX,MAAMC,QAGtB,

MAAM0qB,EAAazT,EAAMlX,MAAMuE,GACzB2H,EAAOgL,EAAMlX,MAAMC,OACnB4D,EAAqB,IAAIE,

MAAMmI,EAAO,GAC5C,IAAI0e,EAAW,EACf,IAAK,IAAIxoB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI8J,EAAM9J,IACpBA,IAA

MmC,IACRV,EAAS+mB,KAAc1T,EAAMlX,MAAMoC,IAGvC,MAAMyoB,EAAqB,IAAI9mB,MAAM4mB,GA

C/BvgB,EAAQ,IAAIrG,MAAMmI,GAAM+K,KAAK,GAC7B5M,EAAO6M,EAAMlX,MAAMsG,QACzB+D,EA

AK9F,GAAQ,EACb,IAAK,IAAInC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIyoB,EAAK5qB,OAAQmC,IAC/BgI,EAAM7F,GAAQn

C,EACdyoB,EAAKzoB,GAAKkE,GAAM,CAAC1H,OAAQ,CAACsC,EAAGgW,GAAQrY,MAAO,CAACuL,MA

AAA,EAAOC,KAAAA,GAAO9L,QAAAA,IAE7D,OAAOssB,EAAKloB,KAAI,EAAEhD,OAAAA,EAAQT,MA

AAA,OAAaS,OAAAA,EAAQT,MAAAA,EAAOc,MAAO6D,QFtBlB,CAC3C1F,WAAY2sB,GACZzsB,YAAa,O

ACbK,WAXF,SAAmBC,GACjB,MAAOC,QAAQsC,EAACA,GAAE3C,QAAEA,GAAWI,EACzB4B,EAAMhC,E

AAQiC,WAAWU,EAAElB,MAAOkB,EAAEhC,OAG1C,OAFgBX,EAAQwE,mBAAmBxC,GACnC0W,KAAK,G

ACN1W,KCgMT,IAAK,MAAMwqB,KAAgBtB,GACzBuB,GAAeD,GExMjB,MAAME,GAAMC,KAMZD,GAAI

E,aAIA,yBAAyBC,SAAYC,YAAYC,SAAS,IAAI3qB,WAAW,CACvE,EAAG,GAAI,IAAK,IAAK,EAAG,EAAG,

EAAG,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,EAAK,GAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EACpD,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,GAAK,EAAG,EAAG,EAA

G,EAAG,GAAI,EAAG,IAAK,GAAI,GAAI,QAOvDsqB,GAAIE,aAAa,gCAAgCC,UAG/C,GAAIH,GAAIvrB,IAA

I,WACV,OAAO,EAGT,IAME,OAHA,IAAI6rB,gBAAiBC,MAAMC,YAAY,IAAIC,kBAAkB,IAGtDL,YAAYC,S

AAS,IAAI3qB,WAAW,CACzC,EAAG,GAAI,IAAK,IAAK,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAI,GAA

I,EAAK,EAAI,EAAG,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,EACnE,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,EAAK,EAAG,GAAI,GAAI,EAAG,EAA

G,EAAG,GAAI,EAAI,IAAK,GAAI,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,MAElE,MAAOqkB,GACP,OAAO,mPCvDX,IACM2G,

EADFC,GACED,EAAiC,oBAAbE,UAA4BA,SAASC,cAAgBD,SAASC,cAAcC,SAAMC,EAChF,oBAAfC,aAA4

BN,EAAaA,GAAcM,qBAE3DL,GAGT,SAASM,IAA+F,OAAzEC,EAAWtrB,QAAQA,GAAQurB,EAA2BD,EAA

WtrB,QAAewrB,EAAM,SAASC,IAA+F,OAAzEH,EAAWtrB,QAAQA,GAAQurB,EAA2BD,EAAWtrB,QAAeud,
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EAAO,SAASmO,IAAgG,OAAzEJ,EAAWtrB,QAAQA,GAAQurB,EAA2BD,EAAWtrB,QAAe2rB,EAAO,SAASC

,IAAgG,OAAzEN,EAAWtrB,QAAQA,GAAQurB,EAA2BD,EAAWtrB,QAAe6rB,EAAQ,SAASC,IAAgG,OAAzE

R,EAAWtrB,QAAQA,GAAQurB,EAA2BD,EAAWtrB,QAAe+rB,EAAQ,IAAmGC,EAAoBC,EAAnHC,EAA8C,o

BAFloBnB,EAAgCA,GAAiC,IAE6kBA,EAA8B,GAA8CmB,EAAc,MAAE,IAAIC,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAA

QL,EAAoBI,EAAQH,EAAmBI,KAAS,IAA2BC,EAAvBC,EAAgB,GAAW,IAAID,KAAOJ,EAAWA,EAAOM,eA

AeF,KAAMC,EAAgBD,GAAKJ,EAAOI,IAAM,IAAuDG,EAAM,SAASC,EAAOC,GAAS,MAAMA,GAAaC,GA

AmB,EAAUC,GAAsB,EAAUC,GAAoB,EAAUC,GAAqB,EAAMH,EAAmC,iBAATI,OAAkBH,EAA6C,mBAAh

BI,cAA2BH,EAAqC,iBAAVI,SAA8C,iBAAnBA,QAAQC,UAAoD,iBAAxBD,QAAQC,SAASC,KAAgBL,GAAs

BH,IAAqBE,IAAsBD,EAAsB,IAAIQ,EAAuBnB,EAA+B,yBAAG,EAASmB,IAAwBrtB,EAAOksB,EAAe,QAAE

,IAA4JoB,EAAMC,EAAUC,EAA8BC,EAAWC,EAAjNC,EAAgB,GAAG,SAASC,EAAWC,GAAM,OAAG3B,E

AAmB,WAAUA,EAAmB,WAAE2B,EAAKF,GAAwBA,EAAgBE,EAA2E,GAAGf,EAAoB,CAAu0B,IAAIgB,E

AAhzBH,EAAvBd,EAAuCkB,GAAgBC,QAAQL,GAAiB,IAAyBM,UAAU,IAAIX,EAAM,SAAoBY,EAASC,GA

AuH,OAA3GV,IAAOA,EAAOW,IAAkBV,IAASA,EAASK,IAAgBG,EAASR,EAAoB,UAAEQ,GAAiBT,EAAqB

,aAAES,EAASC,EAAO,KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAAoBU,GAAU,IAAIG,EAAIf,EAAMY,GAAS,GAAiE,OAAv

DG,EAAIruB,SAAQquB,EAAI,IAAIvuB,WAAWuuB,IAAK1mB,EAAO0mB,EAAIruB,QAAequB,GAAQnB,QA

Ac,KAAE9tB,OAAO,GAAe8tB,QAAc,KAAE,GAAGoB,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAgBpB,QAAc,KAAEznB,MAAM,G

AAGynB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAoB,SAASqB,GAAI,KAAKA,aAAcC,IAAa,MAAMD,KAAMrB,QAAY,GAAE,qB

AAqBuB,IAAOhC,EAAM,SAASC,GAAQQ,QAAc,KAAER,IAASR,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,MAAM,8BAAoD,I

AAI4B,EAAkBY,GAA0B,MAAMvK,GAA4H,MAAzHwK,QAAQC,MAAM,2GAAiHzK,EAAE0K,GAAOC,OA

AOhB,EAAkBgB,YAAe/B,GAAsC,oBAANgC,OAAmBzB,EAAM,SAAoB0B,GAAG,OAAOD,KAAKC,KAAIxB

,EAAW,SAAoBwB,GAAG,IAAIC,EAAK,MAAuB,mBAAbC,WAAgC,IAAIpvB,WAAWovB,WAAWF,KAA0Br

nB,EAAqB,iBAA3CsnB,EAAKF,KAAKC,EAAE,YAAgDC,IAA4B,oBAAZE,YAAoCA,WAAwF,mBAAPC,OA

AmB3C,EAAM,SAASC,GAAQ0C,KAAK1C,KAA2B,oBAAR2C,QAAyC,oBAAVV,UAAsBA,QAAQ,IAAGA,Q

AAQW,IAAID,MAAMV,QAAQY,KAAKZ,QAAQC,MAAwB,oBAAXY,SAAuBA,SAASH,SAAezC,GAAoBC,K

AA0BA,EAAuBc,EAAgB8B,KAAKC,SAASC,KAA+B,oBAAX3E,UAAwBA,SAASC,gBAAe0C,EAAgB3C,SA

ASC,cAAcC,KAA6B,oBAAfJ,GAA8BA,IAAY6C,EAAgB7C,GAAoD6C,EAAH,IAAnCA,EAAgBiC,QAAQ,SAA

8BjC,EAAgBkC,OAAO,EAAElC,EAAgBmC,YAAY,KAAK,GAAwB,GAAMhD,GAAqBQ,EAAM,SAAoBY,EA

ASC,GAAuH,OAA3GV,IAAOA,EAAOW,IAAkBV,IAASA,EAASK,IAAgBG,EAASR,EAAoB,UAAEQ,GAAiB

T,EAAqB,aAAES,EAASC,EAAO,KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAAoBU,GAAU,IAAIG,EAAIf,EAAMY,GAAS,GAAi

E,OAAvDG,EAAIruB,SAAQquB,EAAI,IAAIvuB,WAAWuuB,IAAK1mB,EAAO0mB,EAAIruB,QAAequB,KAA

Uf,EAAM,SAASyC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAwD,OAAzCD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EA

AIG,KAAK,MAAaH,EAAII,cAAiBvD,IAAuBW,EAAW,SAASuC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAuF,OAAxED

,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAa,IAAIrwB,WAAWkwB,E

AAIM,YAAW/C,EAAU,SAASwC,EAAIQ,EAAOC,GAAS,IAAIR,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAeD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH

,GAAI,GAAMC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIO,OAAO,WAA0B,KAAZP,EAAItD,QAAyB,GAAZsD,EAAItD,QA

AWsD,EAAIM,SAAUC,EAAOP,EAAIM,UAAiBE,KAAWR,EAAIQ,QAAQA,EAAQR,EAAIG,KAAK,SAAqEr

D,GAA6C,oBAAd2D,cAA2B5B,GAAO4B,YAAYC,GAAsBD,aAAa,IAA4mBE,EAAxmBjxB,EAAIwsB,EAAc,O

AAGyC,QAAQW,IAAIsB,KAAKjC,SAAakC,EAAI3E,EAAiB,UAAGyC,QAAQY,KAAKqB,KAAKjC,SAAS,IA

AIrC,KAAOC,EAAoBA,EAAgBC,eAAeF,KAAMJ,EAAOI,GAAKC,EAAgBD,IAAmL,SAASwE,EAASC,GAAU

D,EAASE,QAAMF,EAASE,MAAM,IAAOF,EAASE,MAAMD,KAAOD,EAASE,MAAMD,GAAM,EAAEF,EAA

IE,IAA/RxE,EAAgB,KAAQL,EAAkB,WAAaA,EAAkB,UAAKA,EAAoB,aAAcA,EAAoB,YAAKA,EAAa,OAAE

O,EAAMP,EAAa,MAA+PA,EAAmB,aAAEyE,EAAWzE,EAAmB,YAAE,IAA+HZ,EAAe2F,EAA1IC,EAAchF,E

AAsB,gBAAG,EAA6B,iBAAd1B,aAAwBiE,GAAM,mCAAiE,IAAsqGzuB,EAAOwrB,EAAMjO,EAAsBoO,EAA

OE,EAAgBE,EAA5tGoF,GAAM,EAAqB,SAASxpB,EAAOuc,EAAU6M,GAAU7M,GAAWuK,GAAM,qBAAqBs

C,GAAO,SAASK,EAASC,GAAO,IAAIC,EAAKpF,EAAO,IAAImF,GAAuF,OAAhF1pB,EAAO2pB,EAAK,gCA

AgCD,EAAM,8BAAqCC,EAAK,SAASC,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAAS3zB,EAAK4zB,GAAM,IAAIC,EAAI

,CAACC,OAAS,SAASC,GAAK,IAAIxD,EAAI,EAAE,GAAGwD,MAAAA,GAAmC,IAANA,EAAQ,CAAC,IAAI

C,EAAoB,GAAfD,EAAIzyB,QAAQ,GAAyB2yB,EAAaF,EAAjCxD,EAAI2D,GAAWF,GAA0BA,GAAK,OAAO
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zD,GAAK4D,MAAQ,SAASC,GAAK,IAAI7D,EAAI2D,GAAWE,EAAI9yB,QAAoC,OAA5B+yB,EAAmBD,EA

AI7D,GAAYA,IAAsJiD,EAAKF,EAASC,GAAWe,EAAM,GAAOC,EAAM,EAAE,GAAGv0B,EAAM,IAAI,IAAI

yD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEzD,EAAKsB,OAAOmC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI+wB,EAAUX,EAAIF,EAASlwB,IAAO+wB,

GAAsB,IAARD,IAAUA,EAAME,MAAYH,EAAM7wB,GAAG+wB,EAAUx0B,EAAKyD,KAAS6wB,EAAM7w

B,GAAGzD,EAAKyD,GAAK,IAAI8sB,EAAIiD,EAAKkB,MAAM,KAAKJ,GAAoE,OAA7D/D,EAArY,SAA4BA

,GAAK,MAAgB,WAAbmD,EAA6BiB,EAAapE,GAAqB,YAAbmD,EAA8BkB,QAAQrE,GAAYA,EAAiQsE,CA

AmBtE,GAAgB,IAARgE,GAAUO,GAAaP,GAAchE,EAAI,SAASzwB,EAAMyzB,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASC,G

AA4B,IAAImB,GAA1BpB,EAASA,GAAU,IAA4BpwB,OAAM,SAASoP,GAAM,MAAc,WAAPA,KAAuD,MAA

T,WAAb+gB,GAAqCqB,IAAcnB,EAAaN,EAASC,GAAc,WAAW,OAAOE,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASqB

,YAAiB,SAASC,EAAkBC,EAAKxoB,EAAIyoB,GAAyD,IAAzC,IAAIC,EAAO1oB,EAAIyoB,EAAmBpB,EAAI,

KAAWrnB,GAAK0oB,IAAQ,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAGH,EAAKxoB,KAAO,IAAI2oB,EAAG,OAAOtB,EAAI,GAAQ

,IAAHsB,EAAL,CAAoD,IAAIC,EAAe,GAAZJ,EAAKxoB,KAAU,GAAa,MAAN,IAAH2oB,GAAJ,CAAmE,IAA

IE,EAAe,GAAZL,EAAKxoB,KAAmG,IAAvE2oB,EAAL,MAAN,IAAHA,IAAqB,GAAHA,IAAQ,GAAGC,GAAI

,EAAEC,GAAe,EAAHF,IAAO,GAAGC,GAAI,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAc,GAAZL,EAAKxoB,MAAgB,MAAOqnB,G

AAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,OAAQ,CAAC,IAAIK,EAAGL,EAAG,MAAMtB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAa,MAAMC,G

AAI,GAAG,MAAS,KAAHA,SAA3Q3B,GAAKyB,OAAOC,cAAiB,GAAHJ,IAAQ,EAAEC,QAAlHvB,GAAKyB,

OAAOC,aAAaJ,GAA0U,OAAOtB,EAAI,SAASY,EAAagB,EAAIR,GAAgB,OAAOQ,EAAIV,EAAkBtH,IAAmB

gI,EAAIR,GAAgB,GAAG,SAASS,EAAkB7B,EAAImB,EAAKW,EAAOC,GAAiB,KAAKA,EAAgB,GAAG,OA

AO,EAA0D,IAAxD,IAAIC,EAASF,EAAWT,EAAOS,EAAOC,EAAgB,EAAUryB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEswB,EA

AIzyB,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIuyB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAAWxyB,GAAoF,GAA9EuyB,GAAG,OAAOA,G

AAG,QAAkCA,EAAE,QAAU,KAAFA,IAAS,IAAO,KAA9CjC,EAAIkC,aAAaxyB,IAAqCuyB,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC,GAAGH,GAAQT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAUG,OAAO,GAAGA,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGH,EAA

O,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAEd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,OAAU,G

AAGA,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAG

d,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,MAAS,CAAC,GAAGH,EAA

O,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAG,GA

AGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,GAAqB,OAAfd,EAAKW,

GAAQ,EAASA,EAAOE,EAAS,SAAS9B,EAAaF,EAAImC,EAAOJ,GAAiB,OAAOF,EAAkB7B,EAAIpG,IAAmB

uI,EAAOJ,GAAiB,SAASK,EAAgBpC,GAAe,IAAV,IAAIC,EAAI,EAAUvwB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEswB,EAAIzy

B,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIuyB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAAWxyB,GAAMuyB,GAAG,OAAOA,GAAG,QAAM

A,EAAE,QAAU,KAAFA,IAAS,IAAwB,KAApBjC,EAAIkC,aAAaxyB,IAAWuyB,GAAG,MAAMhC,EAAoBA,G

AARgC,GAAG,KAAU,EAAUA,GAAG,MAAW,EAAY,EAAE,OAAOhC,EAAI,SAASK,EAAmBF,EAAMjyB,G

AAQqrB,IAAmBlpB,IAAI8vB,EAAMjyB,GAAQ,SAASk0B,EAAQ7zB,EAAE8zB,GAAkD,OAArC9zB,EAAE8z

B,EAAS,IAAG9zB,GAAG8zB,EAAS9zB,EAAE8zB,GAAgB9zB,EAAwE,SAASkrB,EAA2B6I,GAAKp0B,EAA

Oo0B,EAAIlI,EAAc,MAAEV,EAAM,IAAI6I,UAAUD,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAS,IAAIoI,WAAWF,GAAKlI,EAAe,

OAAEP,EAAO,IAAI5rB,WAAWq0B,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAE3O,EAAO,IAAIzd,WAAWs0B,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QA

AU,IAAIqI,YAAYH,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAEL,EAAQ,IAAI2I,YAAYJ,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIuI,aAAaL,

GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAEH,EAAQ,IAAI2I,aAAaN,GAAK,IAAu3BO,EAAn3BC,EAAe1I,EAAuB,gBAAG,SAAS,

GAAGmB,EAAwB/B,EAAWY,EAAmB,WAAElsB,EAAOksB,EAAe,YAAO,GAAGA,EAAmB,WAAGZ,EAAW

Y,EAAmB,gBAAoH,MAA7GZ,EAAW,IAAId,YAAYqK,OAAO,CAACC,QAAUF,EAAe,MAAMG,QAAU,MAA

iBC,QAAS,KAAuBh1B,kBAAkB6qB,mBAAgZ,MAA5XgG,EAAI,+NAAkO/D,GAAqB6B,QAAQW,IAAI,qHAA

2HhxB,MAAM,cAAmBgtB,IAAYtrB,EAAOsrB,EAAWtrB,QAAO40B,EAAe50B,EAAOi1B,WAAW1J,EAA2Bv

rB,GAAsB,IAAIk1B,GAAa,GAAOC,GAAW,GAAOC,GAAW,GAAyBC,GAAc,GAA4I,SAASC,KAAS,IAAGjI,E

AAH,CAAiC,GAAGnB,EAAe,OAA8E,IAA/C,mBAAlBA,EAAe,SAAcA,EAAe,OAAE,CAACA,EAAe,SAASA,E

AAe,OAAE9sB,QAAQm2B,GAAYrJ,EAAe,OAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBP,KAAc,SAASQ,KAAyCrI,GAA8BoI,GA

AqBN,IAAY,SAASQ,KAAatI,GAA8BoI,GAAqBL,IAAuF,SAASQ,KAAU,IAAGvI,EAAH,CAAiC,GAAGnB,EA

AgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAE9sB,Q

AAQy2B,GAAa3J,EAAgB,QAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBJ,KAAe,SAASE,GAAYO,GAAIZ,GAAaa,QAAQD,GAAI,S
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AASD,GAAaC,GAAIT,GAAcU,QAAQD,GAAp8BzI,GAAuB8H,GAAWxyB,KAAK,CAAC2uB,KAAK,WAAW0

E,QAAg5B,IAAIC,GAAgB,EAAoCC,GAAsB,KAAK,SAASC,GAAiBp3B,GAAI4I,GAAQ0lB,EAAuB,uDAAuD

4I,KAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,IAAkB,SAASG,GAAoBr3B,GAA6G,GAAzGk3B,KAAqB/J,

EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,IAAqC,GAAjBA,IAAqHC,GAAsB,CAAC,IAAIG,EAASH,GAAsBA,GAA

sB,KAAKG,KAAuE,SAAS5H,GAAM6H,GAASpK,EAAgB,SAAGA,EAAgB,QAAEoK,GAASjJ,GAAuBsB,QAA

QC,MAAM,wBAAuB,IAAKtwB,OAAO+zB,OAAgBxB,EAATyF,GAAM,IAAanF,GAAM,EAAkBmF,EAAK,SA

ASA,EAAK,+CAA+C,IAAInS,EAAE,IAAIqG,YAAY+L,aAAaD,GAA4B,MAAtBrK,EAAmB9H,GAASA,EAAE,

SAASqS,GAAU3E,EAAI4E,GAAQ,OAAOnD,OAAOoD,UAAUC,WAAW9E,EAAI8E,WAAWF,GAA8B,IAAtB

5E,EAAIjC,QAAQ6G,GAAxevK,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAAGA,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAA6b,IAAI0K,GAAc,wCAAwC,

SAASC,GAAU3I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,EAAS0I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAc,UAAU,SAASC,GAAU7I,GAAU,OAAO

sI,GAAUtI,EAAS4I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAe,uCAAgH,SAASC,GAAUC,GAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,GAAMF,IAAgBrG,E

AAY,OAAO,IAAI7wB,WAAW6wB,GAAY,GAAGnD,EAAY,OAAOA,EAAW0J,GAAW,KAAK,kDAAmD,MA

AMrG,GAAKpC,GAAMoC,IAAM,SAASsG,KAAmB,IAAIxG,IAAa/D,GAAoBC,GAAuB,CAAC,GAAkB,mBAA

RuK,QAAqBL,GAAUC,IAAiB,OAAOI,MAAMJ,GAAe,CAACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAU,IA

AIA,EAAa,GAAG,KAAK,uCAAuC0G,GAAe,IAAI,OAAO1G,EAAsB,iBAAMiH,OAAM,WAAW,OAAON,GAA

UD,OAAuB,GAAGzJ,EAAW,OAAO,IAAIpB,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQkB,EAAUyJ,IAAe,SAAS1G,GAA

UlE,EAAQ,IAAItsB,WAAWwwB,MAAYjE,MAAY,OAAOF,QAAQC,UAAUkL,MAAK,WAAW,OAAOL,GAA

UD,OAAkB,SAASQ,KAAa,IAAIC,EAAK,CAACx5B,EAAIy5B,IAAe,SAASC,EAAgBC,EAASC,GAAQ,IAAIC,

EAAQF,EAASE,QAA6E,GAArE5L,EAAY,IAAE4L,EAAQnD,EAAUzI,EAAY,IAAK,EAAE+E,EAAW4G,GAA

WxK,EAAuB,CAAC,IAAI0K,EAAiBC,GAAQC,cAAc74B,OAAO44B,GAAQC,cAAclpB,SAAQ,SAASmpB,GA

AGF,GAAQG,uBAAuBD,GAAE,aAAiBH,GAAiB3B,YAA8G,SAASgC,EAA0BC,GAAQV,EAAgBU,EAAiB,SA

AEA,EAAe,QAAG,SAASC,EAAuBC,GAAU,OAAOpB,KAAmBG,MAAK,SAASnJ,GAAQ,OAAO3D,YAAYgO,

YAAYrK,EAAOsJ,MAAQH,KAAKiB,GAAS,SAASE,GAAQ5H,EAAI,0CAA0C4H,GAAQhK,GAAMgK,MAAo

mB,GAAp+BpL,GAAwB8I,KAA+8BjK,EAAwB,gBAAG,IAAgE,OAAhDA,EAAwB,gBAAEuL,EAAKE,GAAgC

,MAAMxT,GAAgE,OAA7D0M,EAAI,sDAAsD1M,IAAU,EAAoD,OAAxyBwM,GAAsD,mBAAnCnG,YAAYkO,

sBAAoC7B,GAAUG,KAAkBD,GAAUC,KAAgC,mBAARI,MAAsYkB,EAAuBF,GAAlYhB,MAAMJ,GAAe,CA

ACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAqE,OAAhD9F,YAAYkO,qBAAqBpI,EAASmH,GAAoBH,KAAK

c,GAA0B,SAASK,GAAuG,OAA/F5H,EAAI,kCAAkC4H,GAAQ5H,EAAI,6CAAoDyH,EAAuBF,UAAkTb,MAA

MtL,GAA0B,GAA3hF4K,GAAUG,MAAiBA,GAAepJ,EAAWoJ,KAAy+E,IAAI2B,GAAW,CAACC,MAAM,WA

AW,KAAK,aAAaC,MAAM,SAASC,EAAGC,GAAIC,YAAW,WAAWC,GAAmCH,EAAGC,KAAK,KAAK,SAA

SG,KAAiBlB,GAAQtC,cAAc,SAASD,GAAqB0D,GAAW,KAAMA,EAAU/5B,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,IAAIi3B,E

AAS8C,EAAU3D,QAAQ,GAAoB,mBAAVa,EAAV,CAA0D,IAAI/E,EAAK+E,EAAS/E,KAAsB,iBAAPA,OAA

mCnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAiBzE,EAAU91B,IAAIyyB,EAAdqD,GAA2BA,EAAU91B,IAAIyyB,EAAdqD,CAA

oB0B,EAAS+C,KAAW9H,OAAoBnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAgB,KAAK/C,EAAS+C,UAAxN/C,EAASnK,IAAsN,

IAAImN,GAAY,CAACC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,IAAI,GAAGC,M

AAM,GAAGC,MAAM,EAAEC,QAAQ,GAAGC,MAAM,EAAEC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,EAAEC,YAAY,EAA

EC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,EAAEC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,IAAIC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,G

AAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OA

AO,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,GAA

GC,MAAM,GAAGC,KAAK,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,OAAO,IAAIC,SAAS,I

AAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,GAAGC,

OAAO,GAAGC,MAAM,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,UAA

U,GAAGC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,OAAO,IA

AIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,GAAGC,KAAK,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,MAAM,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,GAA

GC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,EAAEC,SAAS,IAAIC,OAAO,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,QA

AQ,IAAIC,QAAQ,IAAIC,SAAS,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,MAAM,GAAGC,WAA

W,IAAIC,aAAa,IAAIC,WAAW,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,aAAa,EAAEC,WAAW,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,YAA

Y,GAAGC,UAAU,IAAIC,aAAa,GAAGC,WAAW,EAAEC,aAAa,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,UAA
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U,GAAGC,UAAU,IAAIC,aAAa,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,SAAS,EAAEC,aAAa,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,gBAAg

B,GAAGC,gBAAgB,IAAIC,cAAc,EAAEC,UAAU,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,aAAa,IAAIC,OAA

O,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,OAAO,GAAGC,QAAQ,IAAIC,UAAU,IAAIC,OAAO,GAAGC,UAAU,GAAGC,UAA

U,GAAGC,gBAAgB,GAAGC,WAAW,GAAGC,SAAS,KAAK,SAASC,GAAuBC,EAAKC,GAAO,GAAGD,GAA

M,GAAGA,EAAK3V,IAAmBjsB,SAAa,EAAL4hC,GAAWC,EAAM,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,GAAU,GAAPA,EAA

S,OAAO,EAAKA,GAAO,aAAWA,EAAMC,EAAAA,GAAS,IAAIC,EAAsBC,QAAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoB4V,IAA

gC,GAAOC,EAAgB,EAAE,GAAGJ,GAAuBH,GAAqBI,QAAQI,gBAAgB9V,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAEH,EAAsB,

IAAkBA,IAA+BI,EAAgB,IAAtBN,GAAkC,GAAE,OAAO,EAAG,IAAI5S,EAAI+S,QAAQK,OAAO/V,IAAoBsV

,GAAM,EAAEC,GAAO,GAAG5S,GAAK,EAAE,OAAOA,EAAIkT,EAAgB,KAAK,+CAA+ClT,EAA4D,SAASq

T,GAAWC,GAAa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KAAK,qFAAqF,IAAIsU,EAAY,KAAK,kDAAkDjW,IAAoBiW,EAAY,IAA

I,GAAG,EAAE,IAAIC,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASF,GAAaC,EAAQE,OAAOC,YAAY/J,GAAQgK,eAAeJ,GAAS5J

,GAAQiK,eAAehsB,OAAO+hB,GAAQiK,eAAerS,QAAQgS,EAAQE,QAAQ,GAAGF,EAAQE,OAAOF,aAAQz

W,EAAU,SAAS+W,GAAaP,GAAa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KAAK,uFAAuF,IAAIsU,EAAY,KAAK,oDAAgE3J,GAA

Q6J,SAASF,GAAqBG,OAAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,WAAW,SAASC,GAAcT,GAAa,GAAGtU,EAAuB,KA

AK,wFAAwF,IAAIsU,EAAY,KAAK,qDAAqD,IAAIC,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASF,GAAa,GAAGC,EAAQ,CAACl

W,IAAoBiW,EAAY,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,IAAIG,EAAOF,EAAQE,OAAO9J,GAAQqK,mBAAmBP,IAArsC5V,E

AA+B,uBAAE6U,GAA6qC,IAA0xMuB,GAAtxMtK,GAAQ,CAACC,cAAc,GAAGgK,eAAe,GAAGM,oBAAoB,

WAAiC,IAAtB,IAA8BhhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAd,IAAkCA,EAAGy2B,GAAQwK,wBAAyB9M,YAAY,WAA+B,

IAApB,IAAI+M,EAAGC,GAAQ,KAAanhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,KAAQA,EAAEqqB,IAAoB6W,EAAG,EAAE

lhC,GAAG,EAAEmqB,IAAoB+W,EAAG,IAAI,GAAGA,EAAG,IAAIE,EAAQF,EAAG,IAAI/W,IAAoBiX,GAAS

,GAAGA,EAAQ,IAAIC,EAAUF,GAAQ,KAAK,IAAQnhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,MAAMA,EAAEqqB,IAAoBg

X,EAAU,EAAErhC,GAAG,EAAE6/B,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,KAAK,EAAEG,GAAWxB,QAAQ

yB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAEA,GAAIK,GAAyBL,GAAI5V,EAAsB,GAAGkW,GAA4CN,IAAKO

,WAAW,aAAanB,SAAS,GAAGoB,mBAAmB,GAAGC,gBAAgB,aAAaC,gBAAgB,WAAW,KAAMnL,GAAQiL,

mBAAmB7jC,OAAO,GAAG44B,GAAQiL,mBAAmBG,KAA3BpL,GAAsC3K,GAAwBgW,MAAgBC,MAA4BC,

+BAA+B,SAASd,EAAGe,GAAUpC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAGrB,QAAQyB,M

AAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAGzK,GAAQmL,kBAAkB/B,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,

GAAG,EAAEe,GAAUpC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB6W,EAAG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG1B,GAAuB0B,EAAG,EA

AE,YAAYK,GAAyB,EAAE,EAAE,IAAIW,WAAW,SAASD,GAAU,IAAIf,EAAGY,KAAmBZ,IAAIzK,GAAQu

L,+BAA+Bd,EAAGe,GAAanW,GAAwBzC,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,WAAYuB,aAAa,WAAW1L,GAAQuL,+BA

A+BF,MAAiB,GAAGzY,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,gBAAgBwB,oBAAoB,WAAW,IAAI,IAAIt1B,KAAK2pB,GA

AQ6J,UAAcD,EAAQ5J,GAAQ6J,SAASxzB,KAAeuzB,EAAQE,QAAQ9J,GAAQqK,mBAAmBT,EAAQE,QAAS

9J,GAAQ6J,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,IAAItgC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEy2B,GAAQC,cAAc74B,SAASmC,GAAOugC,E

AAO9J,GAAQC,cAAc12B,IAAUwgC,YAAqC,IAAzB/J,GAAQC,cAAc,GAAW12B,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEy2B,G

AAQiK,eAAe7iC,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIugC,EAAqCF,GAArCE,EAAO9J,GAAQiK,eAAe1gC,IAAsBqgC,

QAAQ5J,GAAQgK,eAAeJ,GAASE,EAAOC,YAAY/J,GAAQiK,eAAe,IAAID,eAAe,SAASJ,GAAS,GAAIA,EAA

J,CAAmB,GAAGA,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAIhB,EAAUlX,IAAoBkW,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,KAAK,GAAGlY,I

AAoBkW,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,KAAK,GAAG,EAAEhmB,GAAMglB,GAAWhlB,GAAMgkB,EAAQgC,kBAAkBh

C,EAAQgC,iBAAiB,EAAKhC,EAAQiC,mBAAmBjC,EAAQkC,WAAUlmB,GAAMgkB,EAAQkC,WAAWlC,EA

AQkC,UAAU,EAAKlC,EAAQE,SAAOF,EAAQE,OAAOF,QAAQ,QAAMS,mBAAmB,SAASP,GAAQ9J,GAAQ

+L,iCAAgC,kBAAkB/L,GAAQ6J,SAASC,EAAOF,QAAQgC,kBAAkB5L,GAAQC,cAAct1B,KAAKm/B,GAAQ9

J,GAAQiK,eAAehsB,OAAO+hB,GAAQiK,eAAerS,QAAQkS,GAAQ,GAAG9J,GAAQgK,eAAeF,EAAOF,SAAS

E,EAAOF,aAAQzW,MAAa4Y,gCAAgC,SAASzS,GAAM5F,IAAoBsY,IAA8C,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI1S,IAAO,QA

AQ5F,IAAoBsY,IAA8C,GAAG,IAAIC,sBAAsB,SAAShV,KAAQkJ,uBAAuB,SAAS2J,EAAOoC,GAAmBpC,EA

AOqC,UAAU,SAAShgB,GAAG,IAAIigB,EAAEjgB,EAAQ,KAAMge,EAAIiC,EAAO,IAAgG,GAA3FtC,EAAOF

,UAAQ5J,GAAQqM,oCAAoCvC,EAAOF,QAAQgC,kBAAoBQ,EAAgB,cAAGA,EAAgB,cAAGf,KAAgB,CAAC

,IAAIiB,EAAOtM,GAAQ6J,SAASuC,EAAEG,cAAoR,OAAnQD,EAAQA,EAAOxC,OAAOlX,YAAYzG,EAAE8

K,KAAKmV,EAAgB,cAAQzV,QAAQC,MAAM,0CAA0CuT,EAAI,uBAAuBiC,EAAgB,aAAE,4CAAuCpM,GA
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AQqM,yCAAoClZ,GAAiB,GAAS,gCAANgX,EAAqCqC,UAAoD,GAAS,gBAANrC,EAAqBsC,GAAYtgB,EAAE

8K,WAAW,GAAS,kBAANkT,EAAuBC,GAAcgC,EAAU,aAAQ,GAAS,eAANjC,EAAoBT,GAAW0C,EAAU,aA

AQ,GAAS,iBAANjC,EAAsBD,GAAakC,EAAU,aAAQ,GAAS,WAANjC,EAAgBL,EAAO4C,QAAO,EAAQR,GA

AkBA,EAAkBpC,GAAWA,EAAO6C,aAAY7C,EAAO6C,oBAAoB7C,EAAO6C,iBAAiB,GAAS,UAANxC,EAAe

ziC,EAAI,UAAU0kC,EAAY,SAAE,KAAKA,EAAQ,WAAQ,GAAS,aAANjC,EAAkBtR,EAAI,UAAUuT,EAAY,

SAAE,KAAKA,EAAQ,WAAQ,GAAS,UAANjC,EAAeyC,MAAM,UAAUR,EAAY,SAAE,KAAKA,EAAQ,WAA

Q,GAAS,SAANjC,EAA2BL,EAAOF,SAASR,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoBkW,EAAOF,QAAQgC,iBAAiB,IAAI,IA

AgB5L,GAAQqK,mBAAmBP,QAAc,GAAS,gBAANK,EAAqB,IAAI0C,GAAKT,EAAc,YAAG,MAAMjgB,GAA

G,GAAGA,aAAaqK,GAAW,OAAO,MAAMrK,MAAiB,eAANge,EAAoBnK,GAAQqK,mBAAmBP,GAAsB,mB

AANK,EAAwBnK,GAAQiM,sBAAsB9f,EAAE8K,MAA8B,iBAAhB9K,EAAE8K,KAAK6V,OAAyBhD,EAAOl

X,YAAYzG,EAAE8K,MAAW4B,EAAI,kCAAkCsR,GAAKnK,GAAQqM,yCAAoClZ,GAAW2W,EAAOtR,QAA

Q,SAASrM,GAAG0M,EAAI,0BAA0B1M,EAAE+J,SAAS,IAAI/J,EAAE4gB,OAAO,KAAK5gB,EAAE6gB,UAA

alY,IAAqBgV,EAAOmD,GAAG,WAAU,SAAShW,GAAM6S,EAAOqC,UAAU,CAAClV,KAAKA,OAAS6S,EA

AOmD,GAAG,SAAQ,SAAShW,GAAM6S,EAAOtR,QAAQvB,MAAQ6S,EAAOmD,GAAG,QAAO,SAAShW,Q

AAS6S,EAAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,OAAO+C,UAAYhZ,EAA4B,qBAAGpB,EAAWQ,WAAaA,EAAW2F,

WAAaA,KAAcuR,qBAAqB,WAAW,IAAI2C,EAAcvX,EAAW,6CAA6CoK,GAAQC,cAAct1B,KAAK,IAAImsB,

OAAOqW,KAAiBC,aAAa,WAAuI,OAA3F,GAA9BpN,GAAQC,cAAc74B,SAAW44B,GAAQwK,uBAAuBxK,G

AAQG,uBAAuBH,GAAQC,cAAc,KAAOD,GAAQC,cAAc74B,OAAO,EAAS44B,GAAQC,cAAcmL,MAAkB,M

AAMiC,aAAa,SAASC,GAAqC,IAA9B,IAAIj3B,EAAEoiB,YAAY8U,MAAMD,EAAY7U,YAAY8U,MAAMl3B,

OAAO,SAASm3B,GAAoBC,EAASC,GAAUC,GAA6BF,EAASC,GAAU9S,GAAa6S,GAA4D,SAASG,KAAmB,

OAAO1U,EAA0D,SAAS2U,GAAiBpS,EAAI2F,GAAK,OAAOzE,EAAU91B,IAAI40B,EAAdkB,CAAmByE,GA

AiD,SAAS0M,GAAe5hB,EAAUgK,EAAS6X,EAAKzU,GAAM7C,GAAM,qBAAqBgE,EAAavO,GAAW,SAAS,

CAACgK,EAASuE,EAAavE,GAAU,mBAAmB6X,EAAKzU,EAAKmB,EAAanB,GAAM,qBAAqB,SAAS0U,GA

AaC,EAAKC,GAAqBC,MAAMF,EAAKC,GAA0Y,SAASE,GAAS/vB,GAAyD,OAAlDqV,IAAoB2a,MAAqB,G

AAGhwB,EAAaA,EAAM,SAASiwB,GAAQhV,EAAK8H,GAAK,GAAG/L,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EA

AEjV,EAAK8H,GAAK,SAASoN,GAAiCC,EAAeC,GAAc,GAAGD,GAAgBC,EAAc9b,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,

qCAAqC,GAAG9U,EAAwBzC,YAAY,CAAC2Z,aAAekC,EAAetE,IAAM,2BAA2B,CAAC,IAAIP,EAAQ5J,GA

AQ6J,SAAS4E,GAAoB3E,EAAOF,GAASA,EAAQE,OAAO,IAAIA,EAAQ,OAAOA,EAAOlX,YAAY,CAACuX,

IAAM,uBAAuB,OAAO,EAAE,SAASwE,KAASlY,KAAQ,SAASmY,GAA0BC,EAAKC,EAAOC,GAAQ,IAAIjp

C,EAAKkpC,GAAiBF,EAAOC,GAAQ,OAAOpO,GAAWkO,GAAMrU,MAAM,KAAK10B,GAAM,SAASmpC,G

AAkDC,EAAeC,IAAY,SAASC,GAAuBpG,EAAKqG,EAAIC,GAAS,GAAGtG,GAAM,GAAGA,EAAK3V,IAAm

BjsB,SAAa,EAAL4hC,EAAU,OAAO,GAAG,GAAIpU,EAAgO,CAAC,GAAGwU,QAAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoBsV,

GAAM,IAAIqG,EAAK,OAAO,EAAE,IAAIE,EAAK9W,YAAY8U,MAAUiC,EAAKD,EAAKD,EAAkG,IAA7El

G,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAEN,KAAc,CAAwB,IAAvBuG,EAAK9W,YAAY8U,OAAciC,EAAy

F,OAA1EpG,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAE,IAAU,GAAsF,GAAa,GAAvFF,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAA

oB4V,IAAgC,EAAE,GAAmB,MAAqD,GAA/CkD,KAAkDpD,QAAQC,KAAK3V,IAAoBsV,GAAM,IAAIqG,EA

AK,OAAO,EAAWjG,QAAQqG,SAAS/b,IAAoB4V,IAAgC,EAAEN,GAAM,OAAO,EAAh1B,IAAI3S,EAAI+S,Q

AAQsG,KAAKhc,IAAoBsV,GAAM,EAAEqG,EAAIC,GAAS,GAAS,cAANjZ,EAAkB,OAAO,GAAG,GAAS,cA

ANA,EAAkB,OAAO,EAAE,GAAS,OAANA,EAAW,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,6CAA6CA,EAA+oB,SAASsZ,GAAu

BC,EAAK1c,EAAI2c,GAAKpc,IAAmBqc,WAAWF,EAAK1c,EAAIA,EAAI2c,GAAK,SAASE,KAAgC,OAAGjb,

EAA2Bkb,GAAcC,OAAO7oC,OAAc8oC,UAA+B,oBAAE,SAAS3B,GAAoC9sB,EAAM0uB,GAAgK,IAA1J,IAA

IC,EAAYtV,UAAU1zB,OAAO,EAAMizB,EAAME,KAAgB8V,EAAsBD,EAAgBtqC,EAAKk0B,GAAiC,EAAtB

qW,GAA6BnqC,EAAEJ,GAAM,EAAUyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE6mC,EAAY7mC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI63B,EAAIt

G,UAAU,EAAEvxB,GAAGuqB,IAAoB5tB,EAAEqD,GAAG63B,EAAI,IAAI/K,EAAIia,GAA0C7uB,EAAM4uB,

EAAsBvqC,EAAKqqC,GAA0B,OAApBvV,GAAaP,GAAchE,EAA91GnC,EAA4B,oBAAEsZ,GAAqEtZ,EAAyB,

iBAAE0Z,GAAmF1Z,EAAyB,iBAAE2Z,GAA0VvD,GAArBxV,EAAyC,WAAW,IAAIze,EAAE6e,QAAgB,SAAI

,OAAY,IAAL7e,EAAE,GAAOA,EAAE,GAAG,KAAagf,EAA4C,WAAW,OAAOoD,YAAY8U,MAAMrZ,EAAsC

,+BAA4B,oBAAVqc,QAA2CA,QAAiC,WAAW,OAAO9X,YAAY8U,OAA+8E,IAAIiD,GAA+C,GAAOC,GAAs
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B,GAAG,SAASzB,GAAiBF,EAAO1S,GAAoC,IAAIZ,EAAW,IAA9CiV,GAAsBrpC,OAAO,EAASg1B,IAAM,E

AAQZ,EAAG/H,IAAmBqb,MAAU,CAAC,IAAI4B,EAAOlV,EAAG,IAAOkV,GAAY,EAAJtU,GAAMA,IAAMq

U,GAAsB9lC,KAAK+lC,EAAO5c,IAAoBsI,KAAO,GAAG1I,IAAoB0I,MAAQA,EAAI,OAAOqU,GAAsB,SAAS

E,GAAsClvB,EAAM2uB,EAAYtqC,GAAM0qC,GAA+CppC,OAAOgpC,EAA0B,IAAd,IAAIlqC,EAAEJ,GAAM,

EAAUyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE6mC,EAAY7mC,IAAKinC,GAA+CjnC,GAAGuqB,IAAoB5tB,EAAEqD,GAAo

G,OAAhFkY,EAAM,EAAqDkf,IAAYlf,EAAM,GAA9CmvB,GAAqBnvB,IAAwC+Y,MAAM,KAAKgW,IAAgD,

SAASK,KAA4B,OAAOpd,IAAmBrsB,OAAO,SAAS0pC,GAA0Bt/B,GAAM,IAAqG,OAAjG8hB,EAAWyd,KAA

Kv/B,EAAKxJ,EAAOi1B,WAAW,QAAQ,IAAI1J,EAA2BD,EAAWtrB,QAAe,EAAE,MAAMmkB,KAAK,SAAS

6kB,GAAwBC,GAAe,IAAIC,EAAQL,KAA4B,GAAGI,GAAeC,EAAS,OAAO,EAAM,IAAIC,EAAY,WAAW,GA

AGF,EAAcE,EAAa,OAAO,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIC,EAAQ,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIC,EA

AkBH,GAAS,EAAE,GAAGE,GAA6N,GAApNC,EAAkBlgC,KAAKmgC,IAAID,EAAkBJ,EAAc,WAAsHH,GAA

/F3/B,KAAKmgC,IAAIH,EAAYjV,EAAQ/qB,KAAKC,IAAI6/B,EAAcI,GAAmB,SAA2E,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,

EAAM,IAAIE,GAAS,CAACC,eAAe,EAAEC,wBAAwB,WAAW,IAAI,IAAIloC,EAAEgoC,GAASG,cAActqC,O

AAO,EAAEmC,GAAG,IAAIA,EAAGgoC,GAASI,eAAepoC,GAAGgoC,GAASG,cAAc,GAAGH,GAASK,cAAc,I

AAIC,6BAA6B,WAAeN,GAASO,iCAAkFP,GAASO,gCAA+B,IAAOF,cAAc,GAAGG,UAAU,SAASC,EAAeC,E

AAWC,GAAU,SAASC,EAAuBC,EAAKC,GAAM,GAAGD,EAAKhrC,QAAQirC,EAAKjrC,OAAO,OAAO,EAA

M,IAAI,IAAImC,KAAK6oC,EAAM,GAAGA,EAAK7oC,IAAI8oC,EAAK9oC,GAAG,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,EA

AK,IAAI,IAAIA,KAAKgoC,GAASK,cAAc,CAAC,IAAIU,EAAKf,GAASK,cAAcroC,GAAG,GAAG+oC,EAAK

N,gBAAgBA,GAAgBG,EAAuBG,EAAKJ,SAASA,GAAW,OAAQX,GAASK,cAAcjnC,KAAK,CAACqnC,eAAe

A,EAAeC,WAAWA,EAAWC,SAASA,IAAWX,GAASK,cAAcW,MAAK,SAASlqC,EAAEmqC,GAAG,OAAOnq

C,EAAE4pC,WAAWO,EAAEP,eAAcQ,oBAAoB,SAAST,GAAgB,IAAI,IAAIzoC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEgoC,GA

ASK,cAAcxqC,SAASmC,EAAMgoC,GAASK,cAAcroC,GAAGyoC,gBAAgBA,IAAgBT,GAASK,cAAc3zB,OA

AO1U,EAAE,KAAKA,IAAKmpC,+BAA+B,WAAW,OAAOnB,GAASC,gBAAgBD,GAASoB,oBAAoBC,qBAAq

BC,iBAAiB,WAAW,GAAItB,GAASmB,iCAAyC,IAAI,IAAInpC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEgoC,GAASK,cAAcxqC,S

AASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI+oC,EAAKf,GAASK,cAAcroC,GAAGgoC,GAASK,cAAc3zB,OAAO1U,EAAE,KA

AKA,EAAE+oC,EAAKN,eAAexX,MAAM,KAAK8X,EAAKJ,YAAYR,cAAc,GAAGoB,0BAA0B,SAAShG,EAA

OiG,GAAiB,IAAI,IAAIxpC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEgoC,GAASG,cAActqC,SAASmC,EAAMgoC,GAASG,cAAcno

C,GAAGujC,QAAQA,GAAUiG,GAAiBA,GAAiBxB,GAASG,cAAcnoC,GAAGwpC,iBAAkBxB,GAASI,eAAepo

C,MAAQooC,eAAe,SAASpoC,GAAG,IAAIypC,EAAEzB,GAASG,cAAcnoC,GAAGypC,EAAElG,OAAOmG,oB

AAoBD,EAAED,gBAAgBC,EAAEE,kBAAkBF,EAAEG,YAAY5B,GAASG,cAAczzB,OAAO1U,EAAE,IAAI6p

C,wBAAwB,SAASC,GAAc,IAAIC,EAAe,SAAwBC,KAAShC,GAASC,eAAeD,GAASoB,oBAAoBU,EAAa9B,G

AASsB,mBAAmBQ,EAAaG,YAAYD,GAAOhC,GAASsB,qBAAqBtB,GAASC,gBAAgB,GAAG6B,EAAaI,aAAc

J,EAAaH,kBAAkBI,EAAeD,EAAavG,OAAO4G,iBAAiBL,EAAaN,gBAAgBO,EAAeD,EAAaF,YAAY5B,GAAS

G,cAAc/mC,KAAK0oC,GAAc9B,GAASM,oCAAoC,IAAI,IAAItoC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEgoC,GAASG,cAActqC

,SAASmC,EAAMgoC,GAASG,cAAcnoC,GAAGujC,QAAQuG,EAAavG,QAAQyE,GAASG,cAAcnoC,GAAGwp

C,iBAAiBM,EAAaN,iBAAiBxB,GAASI,eAAepoC,MAASoqC,+BAA+B,SAASpH,EAAaqH,EAAiBC,EAAYC,E

AAUC,GAAU,IAAItG,EAASlT,KAAgByZ,EAAQha,GAAW,IAAItG,IAAoBsgB,GAAS,GAAGH,EAAYngB,IAA

oBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGF,EAAUpgB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGD,EAASE,GAA4B,EAAE1H,EAAa,

UAAUqH,EAAiBE,EAAUE,GAASpZ,GAAa6S,IAAWyG,gCAAgC,SAAS3H,GAAc,OAAOA,GAAc,KAAK,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAOvM,GAAQqM,oCAAoC,QAAQ,OAAOE,IAAe4H,qBAAqB,SAASrH,GA

AQ,OAAIA,EAAmBA,GAAQ9X,OAAa,UAAa8X,GAAQsH,OAAa,UAAiBtH,GAAQA,EAAOuH,SAASvH,EAA

OuH,SAAS,GAAtH,IAA0HC,kBAAkB,WAAW,OAAOthB,SAASshB,mBAAmBthB,SAASuhB,0BAA0B,SAASC

,GAAgBC,GAAU,IAAIrtC,EAAO60B,EAAgBwY,GAAU,EAAMC,EAAQhK,GAAQtjC,GAA8C,OAAtC2yB,EA

Aa0a,EAASC,EAAQttC,GAAestC,EAAQ,SAASC,GAAyDpI,EAAaqI,EAAaC,EAAMC,GAAQ,IAAIrH,EAASlT,

KAAgByZ,EAAQha,GAAW,IAAQ+a,EAAgB,EAAKH,IAAcG,EAAgBP,GAAgBI,IAAclhB,IAAoBsgB,GAAS,G

AAGe,EAAgBrhB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGa,EAAMnhB,IAAoBsgB,EAAQ,GAAG,GAAGc,EAAOb,GA

A4B,EAAE1H,EAAa,UAAU,EAAEwI,EAAgBf,GAASpZ,GAAa6S,GAAU,SAASuH,GAAsDzI,EAAaqI,EAAaC,

EAAMC,GAAgEH,GAAyDpI,EAAjHqI,EAAaA,EAAana,EAAama,GAAc,GAAsFC,EAAMC,GAAQ,SAASG,GA
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AuBP,GAAS,OAAOA,EAAQ,EAAEja,EAAaia,GAASA,EAAQ,IAAIQ,GAAmB,CAAC,EAAoB,oBAAXliB,SAA

uBA,SAAS,EAAkB,oBAATgC,OAAqBA,OAAO,GAAG,SAASmgB,GAAgBrI,GAAkK,OAA1JA,EAAOmI,GAA

uBnI,GAAuBoI,GAAmBpI,KAA4B,oBAAX9Z,SAAuBA,SAASoiB,cAActI,QAAQ3Z,GAA6B,SAASkiB,GAAsB

vI,GAAQ,OAAOqI,GAAgBrI,GAAQ,SAASwI,GAAmDxI,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAQ,IAAIS,EAAOF,GAAsBvI,

GAAQ,IAAIyI,EAAO,OAAO,EAA0I,GAArIA,EAAOC,kBAAiB9hB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,iBAAiB,GAAGX,EAA

MnhB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAGV,IAAUS,EAAOE,iBAAkBF,EAAOG,4BAAsd,OAAGH,EA

AOC,iBAAmFR,GAAjDthB,IAAoB6hB,EAAOC,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAsE1I,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAe,IAAc,EA

AhoBS,EAAOE,kBAAgBF,EAAOA,EAAOE,iBAAgB,IAAIE,GAAmB,EAAM,GAAGJ,EAAOK,aAAaL,EAAOK

,YAAYC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAaP,EAAOK,YAAYC,MAAME,aAAa,MAAMJ,EAAqC,IAAlBG,EAAa,IAA

0B,IAAlBA,EAAa,IAAQA,EAAa,KAAKP,EAAOV,OAAOiB,EAAa,KAAKP,EAAOT,OAA4U,OAArUS,EAAO

V,MAAMA,EAAMU,EAAOT,OAAOA,EAAUa,GAAoBJ,EAAOK,YAAYC,MAAMG,SAAS,EAAE,EAAEnB,E

AAMC,GAAiO,EAAE,SAASmB,GAAgDnJ,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAQ,OAAGzf,EAA8BkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAA

EzB,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAeQ,GAAmDxI,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAQ,SAASoB,GAAoCpJ,EAAO+H,EAAMC,

GAAiD,OAA9BO,GAAsBvI,GAA0BwI,GAAmDxI,EAAO+H,EAAMC,GAAoBmB,GAAgDnJ,EAAO+H,EAAM

C,GAAS,SAASqB,GAAsChH,IAAY,SAASiH,GAA4BC,EAASC,IAAO,SAASC,GAAsCC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAID,

EAAIE,aAAa,0BAA0B,GAAGD,EAAoX,OAA/WD,EAAyB,oBAAE,SAAS/0B,EAAMk1B,GAASF,EAA8B,yBA

AEh1B,EAAMk1B,IAAUH,EAAyB,oBAAE,SAAS9xB,EAAKkyB,EAAM3N,EAAM4N,GAAWJ,EAA8B,yBAA

E/xB,EAAKkyB,EAAM3N,EAAM4N,IAAYL,EAA2B,sBAAE,SAAS9xB,EAAKukB,EAAMxwB,EAAKgI,EAA

Qo2B,GAAWJ,EAAgC,2BAAE/xB,EAAKukB,EAAMxwB,EAAKgI,EAAQo2B,IAAmB,EAAG,SAASC,GAAuC

N,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAID,EAAIE,aAAa,2BAA2B,GAAGD,EAAqS,OAAhSD,EAAuB,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAOC,E

AA0B,wBAAKD,EAAuB,kBAAE,SAASO,GAAKN,EAA0B,qBAAEM,IAAMP,EAAqB,gBAAE,SAASO,GAAK

N,EAAwB,mBAAEM,IAAMP,EAAmB,cAAE,SAASO,GAAK,OAAON,EAAsB,iBAAEM,IAAa,EAAG,SAASC,

GAAkCR,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAID,EAAIE,aAAa,sBAAsB,GAAGD,EAA0E,OAArED,EAAiB,YAAE,SAASS,EAA

EC,GAAMT,EAAsB,iBAAEQ,EAAEC,IAAc,EAAG,SAASC,GAAgCX,GAAK,SAASA,EAAIY,eAAeZ,EAAIE,a

AAa,qBAAqB,IAAIW,GAAG,CAACC,QAAQ,EAAEC,QAAQ,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,cAAc,G

AAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,QAAQ,GAAGC,KAAK,GAAGC,SAAS,GAAGC,kBAAkB,GAAGC,gBA

AgB,GAAGC,aAAa,GAAGC,YAAY,GAAGC,gBAAgB,EAAEC,YAAY,SAAqBC,GAAejB,GAAGkB,YAAWlB,

GAAGkB,UAAUD,IAAYE,SAAS,SAASC,GAA4B,IAArB,IAAIpiB,EAAIghB,GAAGC,UAAkB/tC,EAAEkvC,E

AAMrxC,OAAOmC,EAAE8sB,EAAI9sB,IAAKkvC,EAAMlvC,GAAG,KAAK,OAAO8sB,GAAKqiB,UAAU,SA

ASC,EAAO1P,EAAMrP,EAAOxyB,GAAsB,IAAd,IAAIwxC,EAAO,GAAWrvC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE0/B,IAAQ

1/B,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIuwB,EAAI1yB,EAAOssB,IAAoBtsB,EAAS,EAAFmC,GAAK,IAAI,EAAEqvC,GAAQne,

EAAa/G,IAAoBkG,EAAS,EAAFrwB,GAAK,GAAGuwB,EAAI,OAAE3G,EAAU2G,GAAK,OAAO8e,GAAQC,c

AAc,SAAStD,EAAOuD,GAAwB,IAAItC,EAAIjB,EAAOwD,WAAW,QAAQD,GAAwB,OAAItC,EAAwBa,GAA

G2B,gBAAgBxC,EAAIsC,GAApC,GAA2EE,gBAAgB,SAASxC,EAAIsC,GAAwB,IAAIG,EAAOvO,GAAQ,GA

AGhX,IAAoBulB,EAAO,GAAG,GAAG5N,KAAgB,IAAI6N,EAAQ,CAACD,OAAOA,EAAOE,WAAWL,EAAu

BM,QAAQN,EAAuBO,aAAaxD,MAAMW,GAAqO,OAA7NA,EAAIjB,SAAOiB,EAAIjB,OAAOK,YAAYsD,GA

AQ7B,GAAGU,SAASkB,GAAQC,GAAqE,oBAAnDJ,EAAuBQ,2BAAyCR,EAAuBQ,4BAA2BjC,GAAGkC,eAA

eL,GAAgBD,GAAQO,mBAAmB,SAASC,GAAwH,OAAzGpC,GAAGqC,eAAerC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAevlB,E

AAOsiB,IAAIX,GAAMwB,GAAGqC,gBAAgBrC,GAAGqC,eAAe7D,QAAc4D,IAAgB5D,KAAQkD,WAAW,SA

ASU,GAAe,OAAOpC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,IAAgBE,cAAc,SAASF,GAAkBpC,GAAGqC,iBAAiBrC,GAAGU,SAA

S0B,KAAepC,GAAGqC,eAAe,MAA0B,iBAAXnI,IAAoBA,GAASuB,0BAA0BuE,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAe5D,

MAAMN,QAAW8B,GAAGU,SAAS0B,IAAgBpC,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAe5D,MAAMN,SAAO8B,GAAGU,SA

AS0B,GAAe5D,MAAMN,OAAOK,iBAAYziB,GAAUvN,GAAMyxB,GAAGU,SAAS0B,GAAeR,QAAQ5B,GAA

GU,SAAS0B,GAAe,MAAMF,eAAe,SAASL,GAA+C,GAAlCA,IAAQA,EAAQ7B,GAAGqC,iBAAkBR,EAAQU,

mBAAX,CAAqCV,EAAQU,oBAAmB,EAAK,IAAI/D,EAAMqD,EAAQrD,MAAMU,GAAsCV,GAAOiB,GAAu

CjB,GAAOmB,GAAkCnB,GAAOA,EAAMgE,sBAAsBhE,EAAMa,aAAa,4BAA4BS,GAAgCtB,IAAgBA,EAAMi

E,0BAA0B,IAAQ/iC,SAAQ,SAAS0/B,GAAQA,EAAI7e,QAAQ,gBAAgB,GAAG6e,EAAI7e,QAAQ,SAAS,GAA

Gie,EAAMa,aAAaD,QAASsD,qBAAqB,SAASC,GAA0O,IAAjO,IAAIr1B,EAAE0yB,GAAGG,SAASwC,GAAaC
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,EAAO5C,GAAGa,aAAa8B,GAAS,CAACpC,SAAS,GAAGsC,iBAAiB,EAAEC,oBAAoB,EAAEC,2BAA2B,GA

AOC,EAAOJ,EAAOrC,SAAa0C,EAAYzE,GAAM0E,oBAAoB51B,EAAE,OAAepb,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE+wC,I

AAc/wC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIuyB,EAAE+Z,GAAM2E,iBAAiB71B,EAAEpb,GAAO+sC,EAAKxa,EAAEwa,KAA

K2D,EAAOC,iBAAiB/oC,KAAKC,IAAI6oC,EAAOC,iBAAiB5D,EAAKlvC,OAAO,GAAsB,KAAhBkvC,EAAK

7oC,OAAO,KAAS6oC,EAAKA,EAAK7oC,MAAM,EAAE6oC,EAAKxe,YAAY,OAAM,IAAI2iB,EAAI5E,GAA

M6E,mBAAmB/1B,EAAE2xB,GAAM,GAAGmE,EAAI,CAAC,IAAI1zC,EAAGswC,GAAGmB,SAASnB,GAAG

O,UAAUyC,EAAO/D,GAAM,CAACxa,EAAEtqB,KAAKzK,GAAIswC,GAAGO,SAAS7wC,GAAI0zC,EAAI,IA

AI,IAAI5vC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEixB,EAAEtqB,OAAO3G,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIosC,EAAEX,EAAK,IAAIzrC,EA

AE,IAAI4vC,EAAI5E,GAAM6E,mBAAmB/1B,EAAEsyB,GAAGlwC,EAAGswC,GAAGmB,SAASnB,GAAGO,

UAAUP,GAAGO,SAAS7wC,GAAI0zC,OAAaE,GAAqC,CAAC,UAAU,YAAY,oBAAoB,SAASC,GAAoC9N,EA

AOqM,GAAY,IAAIlzC,EAAEkzC,GAAY,EAAM0B,EAAgBnnB,IAAoBztB,KAAe60C,EAAkB,CAACr4B,QAA

UiR,IAAoBztB,KAAU8gB,QAAU2M,IAAoBztB,KAAU80C,UAAYrnB,IAAoBztB,KAAU+0C,YAActnB,IAAoB

ztB,KAAWg1C,qBAAuBvnB,IAAoBztB,KAAWi1C,wBAA0BxnB,IAAoBztB,KAAW40C,gBAAkBF,GAAqCE,G

AAiBM,+BAAiCznB,IAAoBztB,KAAWozC,aAAa3lB,IAAoBztB,KAAWm1C,aAAa1nB,IAAoBztB,KAAWqzC,0

BAA0B5lB,IAAoBztB,MAAWo1C,oBAAoB3nB,IAAoBztB,MAAWq1C,yBAAyB5nB,IAAoBztB,MAAWs1C,6B

AA6B7nB,IAAoBztB,OAAgBsvC,EAAOF,GAAsBvI,GAAQ,OAAIyI,EAAoBuF,EAAkBO,oBAA4B,EAAoBhE,

GAAGwB,cAActD,EAAOuF,GAA/F,EAAuI,SAASU,GAAiCC,EAAGC,GAAI,OAAOd,GAAoCa,EAAGC,GAAI,

IAA4sQ7F,GAAxsQ8F,GAAS,CAACC,SAAS,GAAGrE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,IAAIsE,UAAU,SAASC,E

AAOC,GAAM,IAAI/zC,EAAO2zC,GAASpE,QAAQuE,GAAkB,IAAPC,GAAiB,KAAPA,IAAqB,IAATD,EAAW

p0C,EAAImxB,GAAKkC,EAAkB/yB,EAAO,IAAIA,EAAOZ,OAAO,GAAOY,EAAO2C,KAAKoxC,IAAQ/H,aA

AQ7gB,EAAUtsB,IAAI,WAAkF,OAAvE80C,GAAS3H,SAAS,EAAUtgB,IAAoBioB,GAAS3H,QAAQ,GAAG,IA

AegI,OAAO,SAASvgB,GAA+B,OAAlBhB,EAAagB,IAAiBwgB,MAAM,SAASC,EAAIC,GAAM,OAAOD,IAA

M,SAASE,GAAUC,GAAI,OAAGhnB,EAA8BkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE8N,GAAW,EAAE,SAASC,GAASD,EAA

GE,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAOC,GAAW,GAAGrnB,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE8N,EAAGE,EAAWC,

EAAYC,EAAOC,GAAW,SAASC,GAAUN,EAAGO,EAAIC,EAAOC,GAAM,GAAGznB,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAA

oC,EAAE,EAAE8N,EAAGO,EAAIC,EAAOC,GAAgB,IAAV,IAAIjN,EAAI,EAAUtmC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEsz

C,EAAOtzC,IAAI,CAAqF,IAApF,IAAIkyB,EAAI/H,IAAoBkpB,EAAM,EAAFrzC,GAAK,GAAOuwB,EAAIpG,I

AAoBkpB,GAAO,EAAFrzC,EAAI,IAAI,GAAWsB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEivB,EAAIjvB,IAAK8wC,GAASE,UAA

UQ,EAAG5oB,IAAmBgI,EAAI5wB,IAAIglC,GAAK/V,EAAqC,OAAjCpG,IAAoBopB,GAAM,GAAGjN,EAAW,

EAAE,SAASkN,GAAqBC,GAAS,IAAIC,EAAQjd,GAAQiL,mBAAmBG,MAAS4R,GAAQC,IAAU,SAASC,GA

AsBD,EAAQ7b,GAAKpB,GAAQiL,mBAAmBtgC,MAAK,WAAWgyB,EAAU91B,IAAIo2C,EAAdtgB,CAAuBy

E,MAAO,SAASqL,GAAY0Q,GAAc,GAAG9nB,EAAuB,KAAK,sFAAsF,IAAIyU,EAAO9J,GAAQoN,eAAe,QA

AoBja,IAAjB2W,EAAOF,QAAoB,KAAK,kBAAkB,IAAIuT,EAAaxT,YAAY,KAAK,kCAAkC3J,GAAQiK,eAAe

t/B,KAAKm/B,GAAqC,IAA7B,IAAIc,EAAUF,GAAQ,KAAenhC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,MAAMA,EAAGmqB,I

AAoBkX,EAAY,EAAFrhC,GAAK,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI6zC,EAAUD,EAAarR,UAAUqR,EAAaE,UAAczT,EAAQ

5J,GAAQ6J,SAASsT,EAAaxT,aAAa,CAACG,OAAOA,EAAOgC,UAAUqR,EAAarR,UAAUuR,UAAUF,EAAaE,

UAAUxR,kBAAkBsR,EAAatR,kBAAkBD,iBAAiBuR,EAAaxT,aAAiB2T,EAAI1T,EAAQgC,kBAAkB,EAAExC,

QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAYH,EAAaI,UAAUnU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAa1S,GAAWxB

,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAY1T,EAAQgC,kBAAkBxC,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAYH,EA

AaE,WAAWjU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAYF,GAAWhU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAaH,E

AAaE,WAAWjU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAeF,GAAWhU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAgBH

,EAAaI,UAAU,IAAkDC,EAAlCC,KAA4D,GAAGrU,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0pB,KAAaE,GAAe1T,EAAOF,

QAAQA,EAAQ,IAAI8T,EAAI,CAACvT,IAAM,MAAMwT,cAAgBR,EAAaS,aAAaxc,IAAM+b,EAAa/b,IAAIwK

,iBAAmBuR,EAAaxT,YAAYmC,UAAYqR,EAAarR,UAAUuR,UAAYF,EAAaE,WAAWvT,EAAO6C,WAAW,W

AAW+Q,EAAIG,KAAKplB,YAAY8U,MAAMzD,EAAOlX,YAAY8qB,EAAIP,EAAaW,eAAkBhU,EAAO4C,SA

AQ5C,EAAO6C,oBAAoB7C,EAAO6C,YAAY,SAASoR,GAAgBpU,EAAYqU,EAAKL,EAAcvc,GAAK,GAA8B,

oBAApBvO,kBAA4H,OAA3FgG,EAAI,uFAA8F,EAAE,IAAI8Q,EAAsE,OAAzD9Q,EAAI,qDAA4D,GAAG,IAA

IilB,EAAa,GAAe,GAAGzoB,GAA+C,IAAtByoB,EAAa12C,OAAoB,OAAO62C,GAAsC,UAAUtU,EAAYqU,EA
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AKL,EAAcvc,GAA2B,IAAIic,EAAU,EAAMvR,EAAU,EAAMyR,EAAS,EAAKS,IAAa,GAAPA,GAAUX,EAAU

3pB,IAAoBsqB,GAAM,GAAGX,GAAW,MAAMvR,EAAUpY,IAAoBsqB,EAAK,GAAG,GAAGT,EAA2C,IAAl

C7pB,IAAoBsqB,EAAK,IAAI,IAAYX,EAAU,QAAQ,IAAIxR,EAA6B,GAAXC,EAAgBD,EAAmBC,EAAUoS,G

AAU,GAAGb,GAAqC1tC,GAArBm8B,GAAWuR,GAA2B,GAAqC,IAAlC,IAAIzR,EAAiBlB,GAAQ,KAAanhC,

EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE,KAASA,EAAEqqB,KAAqBgY,GAAkB,GAAGriC,GAAG,EAAEmqB,IAAoBiW,GAAa,G

AAGiC,EAAiBlY,IAAoBkY,EAAiB,IAAI,GAAGA,EAAiB,IAAIjB,EAAQiB,EAAiB,IAAIlY,IAAoBiX,GAAS,G

AAGA,EAAQ,IAAIwS,EAAa,CAACrR,UAAUA,EAAUuR,UAAUA,EAAUxR,kBAAkBA,EAAkB0R,SAASA,E

AASK,aAAaD,EAAchU,YAAYiC,EAAiBxK,IAAIA,EAAI0c,aAAaA,GAA8I,OAA7HzoB,GAAwB8nB,EAAahT,

IAAI,cAAcvX,YAAYuqB,EAAaW,IAAmBrR,GAAY0Q,GAAqB,EAAE,SAASgB,KAA0B,GAAI9oB,EAAJ,CAA

kC,IAAIoV,EAAGY,KAAgB,GAAIZ,IAA6BrB,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB6W,EAAG,IAAI,IAAgG,GAAvDrB,Q

AAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB6W,EAAG,GAAG,GAAkB,KAAK,aAAY,SAAS2T,KAAwCtpB,GAA8BD,GAA6BiE,E

AAS,4IAA4I,SAASulB,GAA6B/R,EAAO5X,EAAO4pB,GAAO,IAAIhS,EAAgE,OAAxDzT,EAAI,oDAA2DwI,G

AAYG,MAAM,GAAGnM,GAAwBgW,MAAiBiB,EAAmE,OAA3DzT,EAAI,WAAWyT,EAAO,qCAA4CjL,GAA

Y8C,QAAa,IAAI9O,GAAwBkpB,MAAsCjS,EAAuE,OAA/DzT,EAAI,eAAeyT,EAAO,qCAA4CjL,GAAY8C,QA

AmD,GAAlCzQ,IAAoB4Y,EAAO,IAAI,KAAaA,EAA+H,OAAvHzT,EAAI,oCAAoCyT,EAAO,wEAA+EjL,GAA

YG,MAAkE,GAA/C4H,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,IAAI,GAAwF,OAAxEzT,EAAI,4BAA4ByT,EAAO

,iCAAwCjL,GAAYuB,OAAsD,IAA5C0b,GAAOF,OAA4C,CAAC,IAAII,EAAapV,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB0Y,

EAAO,GAAG,GAAG,GAAiB,GAAdkS,EAAgB,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAerV,QAAQC,KAAKzV,IAAoB0Y,EAAO,G

AAG,GAAwN,OAAlN5X,IAAOhB,IAAoBgB,GAAQ,GAAG+pB,GAAerV,QAAQyB,MAAMjX,IAAoB0Y,EAA

O,IAAI,EAAE,GAAOjX,EAAkDzC,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,gBAAgBmC,OAASA,IAAvElC,GAAckC,GAAyE,E

AAE,IAAIgS,EAAO,OAAOjd,GAAYiB,MAAM6b,KAA8B9oB,GAAuBmX,KAA+C4C,GAAuB9C,EAAO,EAA

EkS,EAAanpB,EAAuB,IAAI,IAAI,SAASqpB,GAAcpS,EAAO5X,GAAQ,OAAO2pB,GAA6B/R,EAAO5X,GAAO

,GAAM,SAASiqB,GAASrI,GAAM,GAAGjhB,EAAuB,OAAOkZ,GAAoC,EAAE,EAAE+H,GAAM,OAAOA,GA

AM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAA8B,OAAOnF,OAAkB,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,

KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GA

AG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,

GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KA

AK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GA

AG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KA

AK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAA

K,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAA

I,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,

KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,

GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,I

AAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,K

AAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,

WAAW,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAA

G,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,I

AAI,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAI,MAAsB,iBAAZjB,WAA4BA,UAA+B,qBAAY,EAAgB,OAAb9B,GAAS

,KAAW,EAAM/Y,GAAuB2K,GAAQuK,sBAAgC,IAA44fqU,GAAx4fhO,GAAqB,CAAC,KAAKtC,GAAQ2H,G

AAgDmG,GAAUE,GAASK,GAAUgC,IAAcjf,GAAc,CAACvT,EAAI2hB,GAAe+Q,EAAI7Q,GAAa3lC,EAAIm

mC,GAAiCtoC,EAAIyoC,GAAO6D,EAAI5D,GAA0B/jC,EAAIokC,GAAkD7C,EAAIgD,GAAuB0P,EAAI/V,GA

AuB/R,EAAIsT,GAAoB3lB,EAAIgrB,GAAuBoP,EAAIhP,GAA8BjU,EAAI6U,GAAsCqO,EAAIhO,GAAwB1nC,

EAAI4sC,GAAoC3sC,EAAI4sC,GAAsCpoB,EAAIqoB,GAA4BlW,EAAIsb,GAAiCyD,EAAI7C,GAAUnF,EAAIq
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F,GAAS4C,EAAIvC,GAAUwC,EAAIje,GAAej7B,EAAIqtB,GAAYY,EAAmB,WAAEkrB,EAAIrC,GAAqB1oC,

EAAI6oC,GAAsBlK,EAAI+K,GAAgBsB,EAAIX,GAAcroC,EAAIsoC,IAAmC3gB,IAAjBwB,KAAoCtL,EAA2B,

mBAAE,WAAW,OAAO8J,GAAmB9J,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAA6sV4P,I

AAvrVxW,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,

EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAgCA,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA

2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAiC5G,EAAyB,

iBAAE,WAAW,OAAwBA,EAAyB,iBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAA

E,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAA

W,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAA

YA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,

KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,E

AAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAA

K,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YA

AsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EA

AqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,Q

AAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,

WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAA

W,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA

,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,

eAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA

,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,I

AAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuC5G,EAA+B,uBAAE,WAAW,OAA8BA,EAA+B,uBAAEA,EAAY,IAA

K,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YA

A+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,

EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UA

AE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,W

AAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,

OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsC5G,EAA8B,sBAAE,WAAW,OAA6

BA,EAA8B,sBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EA

AgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,U

AAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,E

AAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IA

AM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,

IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,M

AAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM

,YAA4B5G,EAAoB,YAAE,WAAW,OAAmBA,EAAoB,YAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

qB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAi

B,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,

WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,

OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,E

AAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SA

AEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA
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,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,

IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

uB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa

,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WA

AW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAa

A,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB

,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,E

AAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM

,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,M

AAM,KAAKM,YAAkC5G,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAyBA,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,

YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,

EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAA

kB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAA

E,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW

,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,

EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MA

AEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,E

AAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EA

AY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,I

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KA

AKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

qB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAA

c,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,W

AAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAA

aA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EA

AmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAm

B,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAA

EA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAOwW,GAAQxW,EAAgB

,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBlV,GAAMsO,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAOtO,GAAM

sO,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBuT,GAAkBna,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OA

AOma,GAAkBna,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgB2iB,GAA4BvpB,EAAoC,4

BAAE,WAAW,OAAOupB,GAA4BvpB,EAAoC,4BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBuQ,

GAAcnX,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAOmX,GAAcnX,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,

YAAgBwQ,GAAyBpX,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAOoX,GAAyBpX,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgB0R,GAA6CtY,EAAqD,6CAAE,WAAW,OAAOsY,GAA6CtY,EAAqD,6CAAEA,EAAY

,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsSiQ,IAAtO7W,EAAwD,gDAAE,WAAW,OAAuDA,EAAwD,gDAAEA,

EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA4D5G,EAAoD,4CAAE,WAAW,OAAO6W,GAA4C7W,EAAoD,4

CAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgByjB,GAAmCrqB,EAA2C,mCAAE,WAAW,OAAOqqB,

GAAmCrqB,EAA2C,mCAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBmG,GAAmC/M,EAA2C,mCA

AE,WAAW,OAAO+M,GAAmC/M,EAA2C,mCAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBmjB,GA
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AsC/pB,EAA8C,sCAAE,WAAW,OAAO+pB,GAAsC/pB,EAA8C,sCAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAAgBwV,GAA0Cpc,EAAkD,0CAAE,WAAW,OAAOoc,GAA0Cpc,EAAkD,0CAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAG

sG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBmZ,GAA4B/f,EAAoC,4BAAE,WAAW,OAAO+f,GAA4B/f,EAAoC,4BAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0LgQ,IAArJ5W,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,

EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAO4W,GAAyB5W,EAAiC,yB

AAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBP,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAOqG,GAAUrG

,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBF,GAAa1G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAO0

G,GAAa1G,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBd,GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAE,WA

AW,OAAO8F,GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgB6S,GAA6BzZ,EA

AqC,6BAAE,WAAW,OAAOyZ,GAA6BzZ,EAAqC,6BAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgB

ojB,GAAUhqB,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAOgqB,GAAUhqB,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAgBkR,GAA6C9X,EAAqD,6CAAE,MAAUoV,GAA+BpV,EAAuC,+BAAE,MAA8J,SAASsC,GAA

W9B,GAAQ4qB,KAAKhJ,KAAK,aAAagJ,KAAKtS,QAAQ,gCAAgCtY,EAAO,IAAI4qB,KAAK5qB,OAAOA,E

AAqH,SAAS6qB,GAAIz5C,GAA4B,KAAGm4B,GAAgB,GAAnB,CAA6B,GAAG5I,EAAgG,OAAxErB,EAAoB

E,GAAQwJ,UAAc9K,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,WAAkB7M,KAAYW,GAAgB,IAA2O/J,EAAkB,WAAGA,EAAk

B,UAAE,cAAc8M,YAAW,WAAWA,YAAW,WAAW9M,EAAkB,UAAE,MAAK,GAAGsrB,MAAS,IAAQA,KA

AjX,SAASA,IAAWZ,KAAiBA,IAAU,EAAK1qB,EAAkB,WAAE,EAAQiF,IAAauE,KAAcC,KAAU3J,EAAoBE,

GAAWA,EAA6B,sBAAEA,EAA6B,uBAAI0J,QAAwL,SAASiP,GAAKnY,EAAO+qB,GAAU,IAAGA,IAAUvmB

,GAAwB,IAATxE,EAA5B,CAA+C,IAAI+qB,GAAapqB,EAA+E,MAAvDzC,YAAY,CAACuX,IAAM,cAAcuV,

WAAahrB,IAAe,IAAI8B,GAAW9B,GAAkBwE,IAAqB8G,GAAQ2L,sBAAyDzX,EAAe,QAAEA,EAAe,OAAEQ

,GAAQyE,GAAM,GAAK1E,EAAMC,EAAO,IAAI8B,GAAW9B,KAAS,GAA32CR,EAAc,MAAEtuB,EAAMsuB

,EAAgB,QAAE8L,GAAQ9L,EAAgB,QAAE8L,GAAQ9L,EAAmB,WAAEZ,EAAWY,EAAmB,WAAEsC,GAAuJ

0H,GAAsB,SAASyhB,IAAgBf,IAAUW,KAAUX,KAAU1gB,GAAsByhB,IAA2lBzrB,EAAY,IAAEqrB,GAA4Yrr

B,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAE

9sB,OAAO,GAAG8sB,EAAgB,QAAEkX,KAAlBlX,GAG5ymE,OAH00mEmB,IAAwB6D,GAAc,EAAM8G,GA

AQgL,cAAauU,KAGp4mExsB,EAA8B6sB,QAKrC/f,UAAiB9M,8BCfnB,IACMD,EADF+sB,GACE/sB,EAAiC,o

BAAbE,UAA4BA,SAASC,cAAgBD,SAASC,cAAcC,SAAMC,EAChF,oBAAfC,aAA4BN,EAAaA,GAAcM,qBAE

3DysB,GAGT,IAA2E7rB,EAAoBC,EAA3FC,EAAkC,oBAFpC2rB,EAAoBA,GAAqB,IAEOA,EAAkB,GAA8C3r

B,EAAc,MAAE,IAAIC,SAAQ,SAASC,EAAQC,GAAQL,EAAoBI,EAAQH,EAAmBI,KAAS,IAA2BC,EAAvBC,

EAAgB,GAAW,IAAID,KAAOJ,EAAWA,EAAOM,eAAeF,KAAMC,EAAgBD,GAAKJ,EAAOI,IAAM,IAAyGM,

GAAmB,EAAUC,GAAsB,EAAUC,GAAoB,EAAUC,GAAqB,EAAMH,EAAmC,iBAATI,OAAkBH,EAA6C,mBA

AhBI,cAA2BH,EAAqC,iBAAVI,SAA8C,iBAAnBA,QAAQC,UAAoD,iBAAxBD,QAAQC,SAASC,KAAgBL,GA

AsBH,IAAqBE,IAAsBD,EAAsB,IAA4JS,EAAMC,EAAUC,EAA8BC,EAAWC,EAAjNC,EAAgB,GAAG,SAASC

,EAAWC,GAAM,OAAG3B,EAAmB,WAAUA,EAAmB,WAAE2B,EAAKF,GAAwBA,EAAgBE,EAA8Ef,GAA+

Ca,EAAvBd,EAAuCkB,GAAgBC,QAAQL,GAAiB,IAAyBM,UAAU,IAAIX,EAAM,SAAoBY,EAASC,GAAuH,

OAA3GV,IAAOA,EAAOW,IAAkBV,IAASA,EAASK,IAAgBG,EAASR,EAAoB,UAAEQ,GAAiBT,EAAqB,aAA

ES,EAASC,EAAO,KAAK,SAASX,EAAW,SAAoBU,GAAU,IAAIG,EAAIf,EAAMY,GAAS,GAAiE,OAAvDG,E

AAIruB,SAAQquB,EAAI,IAAIvuB,WAAWuuB,IAAK1mB,EAAO0mB,EAAIruB,QAAequB,GAAQnB,QAAc,K

AAE9tB,OAAO,GAAe8tB,QAAc,KAAE,GAAGoB,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAgBpB,QAAc,KAAEznB,MAAM,GAAG

ynB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAoB,SAASqB,GAAI,KAAKA,aAAcC,IAAa,MAAMD,KAAMrB,QAAY,GAAE,qBAAq

BuB,IAAuDvC,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,MAAM,+BAAsCa,GAAsC,oBAANgC,OAAmBzB,EAAM,SAAoB0B,G

AAG,OAAOD,KAAKC,KAAIxB,EAAW,SAAoBwB,GAAG,IAAIC,EAAK,MAAuB,mBAAbC,WAAgC,IAAIpv

B,WAAWovB,WAAWF,KAA0BrnB,EAAqB,iBAA3CsnB,EAAKF,KAAKC,EAAE,YAAgDC,IAA4B,oBAAZE,

YAAoCA,WAA2J,oBAARE,QAAyC,oBAAVV,UAAsBA,QAAQ,IAAGA,QAAQW,IAAID,MAAMV,QAAQY,K

AAKZ,QAAQC,MAAwB,oBAAXY,SAAuBA,SAASH,SAAezC,GAAoBC,KAA0BA,EAAuBc,EAAgB8B,KAAK

C,SAASC,KAA+B,oBAAX3E,UAAwBA,SAASC,gBAAe0C,EAAgB3C,SAASC,cAAcC,KAAOJ,IAAY6C,EAAg

B7C,GAAoD6C,EAAH,IAAnCA,EAAgBiC,QAAQ,SAA8BjC,EAAgBkC,OAAO,EAAElC,EAAgBmC,YAAY,K

AAK,GAAwB,GAAIxC,EAAM,SAASyC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAwD,OAAzCD,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAM
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H,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAaH,EAAII,cAAiBvD,IAAuBW,EAAW,SAASuC,GAAK,IAAIC,EAAI,IA

AIC,eAAuF,OAAxED,EAAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAOC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIG,KAAK,MAAa,IA

AIrwB,WAAWkwB,EAAIM,YAAW/C,EAAU,SAASwC,EAAIQ,EAAOC,GAAS,IAAIR,EAAI,IAAIC,eAAeD,E

AAIE,KAAK,MAAMH,GAAI,GAAMC,EAAIK,aAAa,cAAcL,EAAIO,OAAO,WAA0B,KAAZP,EAAItD,QAAyB

,GAAZsD,EAAItD,QAAWsD,EAAIM,SAAUC,EAAOP,EAAIM,UAAiBE,KAAWR,EAAIQ,QAAQA,EAAQR,E

AAIG,KAAK,QAAkE,IAAiYQ,EAAkMrF,EAA/jB5rB,EAAIwsB,EAAc,OAAGyC,QAAQW,IAAIsB,KAAKjC,S

AAakC,EAAI3E,EAAiB,UAAGyC,QAAQY,KAAKqB,KAAKjC,SAAS,IAAIrC,KAAOC,EAAoBA,EAAgBC,eA

AeF,KAAMJ,EAAOI,GAAKC,EAAgBD,IAAMC,EAAgB,KAAQL,EAAkB,WAAaA,EAAkB,UAAKA,EAAoB,a

AAcA,EAAoB,YAAKA,EAAa,MAAQA,EAAa,KAAoBA,EAAmB,aAAEyE,EAAWzE,EAAmB,YAAoBA,EAAs

B,cAAgC,iBAAd1B,aAAwBiE,GAAM,mCAAkD,IAAI0C,GAAM,EAAqB,SAASxpB,EAAOuc,EAAU6M,GAAU

7M,GAAWuK,GAAM,qBAAqBsC,GAAO,SAASK,EAASC,GAAO,IAAIC,EAAKpF,EAAO,IAAImF,GAAuF,OA

AhF1pB,EAAO2pB,EAAK,gCAAgCD,EAAM,8BAAqCC,EAAK,SAASC,EAAMF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAAS3zB,

EAAK4zB,GAAM,IAAIC,EAAI,CAACC,OAAS,SAASC,GAAK,IAAIxD,EAAI,EAAE,GAAGwD,MAAAA,GAA

mC,IAANA,EAAQ,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAoB,GAAfD,EAAIzyB,QAAQ,GAAyB2yB,EAAaF,EAAjCxD,EAAI2D,G

AAWF,GAA0BA,GAAK,OAAOzD,GAAK4D,MAAQ,SAASC,GAAK,IAAI7D,EAAI2D,GAAWE,EAAI9yB,QA

AoC,OAA5B+yB,EAAmBD,EAAI7D,GAAYA,IAAsJiD,EAAKF,EAASC,GAAWe,EAAM,GAAOC,EAAM,EAA

E,GAAGv0B,EAAM,IAAI,IAAIyD,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEzD,EAAKsB,OAAOmC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI+wB,EAAU

X,EAAIF,EAASlwB,IAAO+wB,GAAsB,IAARD,IAAUA,EAAME,MAAYH,EAAM7wB,GAAG+wB,EAAUx0B,

EAAKyD,KAAS6wB,EAAM7wB,GAAGzD,EAAKyD,GAAK,IAAI8sB,EAAIiD,EAAKkB,MAAM,KAAKJ,GAA

oE,OAA7D/D,EAArY,SAA4BA,GAAK,MAAgB,WAAbmD,EAA6BiB,EAAapE,GAAqB,YAAbmD,EAA8BkB,Q

AAQrE,GAAYA,EAAiQsE,CAAmBtE,GAAgB,IAARgE,GAAUO,GAAaP,GAAchE,EAAI,SAASzwB,EAAMyzB

,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASC,GAA4B,IAAImB,GAA1BpB,EAASA,GAAU,IAA4BpwB,OAAM,SAASoP,GAAM,

MAAc,WAAPA,KAAuD,MAAT,WAAb+gB,GAAqCqB,IAAcnB,EAAaN,EAASC,GAAc,WAAW,OAAOE,EAA

MF,EAAMG,EAAWC,EAASqB,YAAiB,IAAgzD9yB,EAAOwrB,EAAMjO,EAAsBoO,EAA/0DmsB,EAAiC,oBA

AdC,YAA0B,IAAIA,YAAY,aAAQ5sB,EAAU,SAAS4H,EAAkBC,EAAKxoB,EAAIyoB,GAA6D,IAA7C,IAAIC,

EAAO1oB,EAAIyoB,EAAmB+kB,EAAOxtC,EAAUwoB,EAAKglB,MAAWA,GAAQ9kB,MAAU8kB,EAAO,G

AAGA,EAAOxtC,EAAI,IAAIwoB,EAAKhpB,UAAU8tC,EAAa,OAAOA,EAAYG,OAAOjlB,EAAKhpB,SAASQ,

EAAIwtC,IAAyB,IAAX,IAAInmB,EAAI,GAASrnB,EAAIwtC,GAAO,CAAC,IAAI7kB,EAAGH,EAAKxoB,KAA

O,GAAQ,IAAH2oB,EAAL,CAAoD,IAAIC,EAAe,GAAZJ,EAAKxoB,KAAU,GAAa,MAAN,IAAH2oB,GAAJ,C

AAmE,IAAIE,EAAe,GAAZL,EAAKxoB,KAAmG,IAAvE2oB,EAAL,MAAN,IAAHA,IAAqB,GAAHA,IAAQ,GA

AGC,GAAI,EAAEC,GAAe,EAAHF,IAAO,GAAGC,GAAI,GAAGC,GAAI,EAAc,GAAZL,EAAKxoB,MAAgB,M

AAOqnB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,OAAQ,CAAC,IAAIK,EAAGL,EAAG,MAAMtB,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAa,

MAAMC,GAAI,GAAG,MAAS,KAAHA,SAA3Q3B,GAAKyB,OAAOC,cAAiB,GAAHJ,IAAQ,EAAEC,QAAlHv

B,GAAKyB,OAAOC,aAAaJ,GAA2U,OAAOtB,EAAI,SAASY,EAAagB,EAAIR,GAAgB,OAAOQ,EAAIV,EAAk

BxV,EAAOkW,EAAIR,GAAgB,GAAG,SAASS,EAAkB7B,EAAImB,EAAKW,EAAOC,GAAiB,KAAKA,EAAg

B,GAAG,OAAO,EAA0D,IAAxD,IAAIC,EAASF,EAAWT,EAAOS,EAAOC,EAAgB,EAAUryB,EAAE,EAAEA,E

AAEswB,EAAIzyB,SAASmC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIuyB,EAAEjC,EAAIkC,WAAWxyB,GAAoF,GAA9EuyB,GAA

G,OAAOA,GAAG,QAAkCA,EAAE,QAAU,KAAFA,IAAS,IAAO,KAA9CjC,EAAIkC,aAAaxyB,IAAqCuyB,GA

AG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAGH,GAAQT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAUG,OAAO,GAAGA,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,G

AAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAEd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAF

G,OAAU,GAAGA,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,G

AAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,MAAS,CAAC,G

AAGH,EAAO,GAAGT,EAAO,MAAMF,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAA

G,GAAG,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAIG,GAAG,EAAE,GAAGd,EAAKW,KAAU,IAAM,GAAFG,GAAqB,OA

Afd,EAAKW,GAAQ,EAASA,EAAOE,EAAS,SAAS9B,EAAaF,EAAImC,EAAOJ,GAAiB,OAAOF,EAAkB7B,E

AAItU,EAAOyW,EAAOJ,GAAiB,SAASzB,EAAmBF,EAAMjyB,GAAQwrB,EAAMrpB,IAAI8vB,EAAMjyB,G

AAQ,SAASk0B,EAAQ7zB,EAAE8zB,GAAkD,OAArC9zB,EAAE8zB,EAAS,IAAG9zB,GAAG8zB,EAAS9zB,E

AAE8zB,GAAgB9zB,EAAwE,SAASkrB,EAA2B6I,GAAKp0B,EAAOo0B,EAAIlI,EAAc,MAAEV,EAAM,IAAI6
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I,UAAUD,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAS,IAAIoI,WAAWF,GAAKlI,EAAe,OAAEP,EAAO,IAAI5rB,WAAWq0B,GAAKl

I,EAAe,OAAE3O,EAAO,IAAIzd,WAAWs0B,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIqI,YAAYH,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU

,IAAIsI,YAAYJ,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIuI,aAAaL,GAAKlI,EAAgB,QAAU,IAAIwI,aAAaN,GAAwBlI,EA

AuB,eAA1C,IAA0DyI,EAAcO,EAAa,GAAOC,EAAW,GAAOC,EAAW,GAAOC,EAAc,GAAyF,SAASC,IAAS,G

AAGpJ,EAAe,OAA8E,IAA/C,mBAAlBA,EAAe,SAAcA,EAAe,OAAE,CAACA,EAAe,SAASA,EAAe,OAAE9sB,

QAAQm2B,EAAYrJ,EAAe,OAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBP,GAAc,SAASQ,IAAsCD,GAAqBN,GAAY,SAASQ,IAA

UF,GAAqBL,GAAY,SAASQ,IAAU,GAAG1J,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAA

E,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAE9sB,QAAQy2B,EAAa3J,EAAgB,QAAEsJ,SAAUC,GAAqBJ,GAAe,S

AASE,EAAYO,GAAIZ,EAAaa,QAAQD,GAAI,SAASD,EAAaC,GAAIT,EAAcU,QAAQD,GAA9tBX,EAAWxyB

,KAAK,CAAC2uB,KAAK,WAAW0E,QAAisB,IAAIC,EAAgB,EAAoCC,EAAsB,KAAK,SAASC,EAAiBp3B,GA

AIk3B,IAAqB/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,GAAkB,SAASG,EAAoBr3B,GAA6G,GAAzGk3B,IAAqB

/J,EAA+B,wBAAGA,EAA+B,uBAAE+J,GAAqC,GAAjBA,GAAqHC,EAAsB,CAAC,IAAIG,EAASH,EAAsBA,E

AAsB,KAAKG,KAAuE,SAAS5H,GAAM6H,GAASpK,EAAgB,SAAGA,EAAgB,QAAEoK,GAAezF,EAATyF,G

AAM,IAAanF,GAAM,EAAkBmF,EAAK,SAASA,EAAK,+CAA+C,IAAInS,EAAE,IAAIqG,YAAY+L,aAAaD,G

AA4B,MAAtBrK,EAAmB9H,GAASA,EAAE,SAASqS,GAAU3E,EAAI4E,GAAQ,OAAOnD,OAAOoD,UAAUC,

WAAW9E,EAAI8E,WAAWF,GAA8B,IAAtB5E,EAAIjC,QAAQ6G,GAAtZvK,EAAwB,gBAAE,GAAGA,EAAw

B,gBAAE,GAA2W,IAAI0K,GAAc,wCAAwC,SAASC,GAAU3I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,EAAS0I,IAAe,IAAIE,

GAAc,UAAU,SAASC,GAAU7I,GAAU,OAAOsI,GAAUtI,EAAS4I,IAAe,IAAIE,GAAe,yBAAkG,SAASC,GAAU

C,GAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,GAAMF,IAAgBrG,EAAY,OAAO,IAAI7wB,WAAW6wB,GAAY,GAAGnD,EAAY,OA

AOA,EAAW0J,GAAW,KAAK,kDAAmD,MAAMrG,GAAKpC,GAAMoC,IAAM,SAASsG,KAAmB,IAAIxG,IA

Aa/D,GAAoBC,GAAuB,CAAC,GAAkB,mBAARuK,QAAqBL,GAAUC,IAAiB,OAAOI,MAAMJ,GAAe,CAACK

,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAU,IAAIA,EAAa,GAAG,KAAK,uCAAuC0G,GAAe,IAAI,OAAO1G,E

AAsB,iBAAMiH,OAAM,WAAW,OAAON,GAAUD,OAAuB,GAAGzJ,EAAW,OAAO,IAAIpB,SAAQ,SAASC,E

AAQC,GAAQkB,EAAUyJ,IAAe,SAAS1G,GAAUlE,EAAQ,IAAItsB,WAAWwwB,MAAYjE,MAAY,OAAOF,Q

AAQC,UAAUkL,MAAK,WAAW,OAAOL,GAAUD,OAAkB,SAASQ,KAAa,IAAIC,EAAK,CAACx5B,EAAIy5B

,IAAe,SAASC,EAAgBC,EAASC,GAAQ,IAAIC,EAAQF,EAASE,QAAQ5L,EAAY,IAAE4L,EAAsCvM,GAA9B

D,EAAWY,EAAY,IAAK,GAAwClsB,QAAQ20B,EAAUzI,EAAY,IAAK,EAAEkK,IAA6E,SAASgC,EAA0BC,G

AAQV,EAAgBU,EAAiB,UAAG,SAASC,EAAuBC,GAAU,OAAOpB,KAAmBG,MAAK,SAASnJ,GAAQ,OAAO

3D,YAAYgO,YAAYrK,EAAOsJ,MAAQH,KAAKiB,GAAS,SAASE,GAAQ5H,EAAI,0CAA0C4H,GAAQhK,GA

AMgK,MAAomB,GAA37BtC,IAA87BjK,EAAwB,gBAAG,IAAgE,OAAhDA,EAAwB,gBAAEuL,EAAKE,GAAg

C,MAAMxT,GAAgE,OAA7D0M,EAAI,sDAAsD1M,IAAU,EAAoD,OAAxyBwM,GAAsD,mBAAnCnG,YAAYk

O,sBAAoC7B,GAAUG,KAAkBD,GAAUC,KAAgC,mBAARI,MAAsYkB,EAAuBF,GAAlYhB,MAAMJ,GAAe,C

AACK,YAAY,gBAAgBC,MAAK,SAAShH,GAAqE,OAAhD9F,YAAYkO,qBAAqBpI,EAASmH,GAAoBH,KAA

Kc,GAA0B,SAASK,GAAuG,OAA/F5H,EAAI,kCAAkC4H,GAAQ5H,EAAI,6CAAoDyH,EAAuBF,UAAkTb,MA

AMtL,GAA0B,GAAG,SAASwJ,GAAqB0D,GAAW,KAAMA,EAAU/5B,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,IAAIi3B,EAAS8

C,EAAU3D,QAAQ,GAAoB,mBAAVa,EAAV,CAA0D,IAAI/E,EAAK+E,EAAS/E,KAAsB,iBAAPA,OAAmCnG,

IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAiBzE,EAAU91B,IAAIyyB,EAAdqD,GAA2BA,EAAU91B,IAAIyyB,EAAdqD,CAAoB0B,E

AAS+C,KAAW9H,OAAoBnG,IAAfkL,EAAS+C,IAAgB,KAAK/C,EAAS+C,UAAxN/C,EAASnK,IAAsN,SAASy

a,KAASlY,KAAQ,SAASkZ,GAAuBC,EAAK1c,EAAI2c,GAAKtqB,EAAOuqB,WAAWF,EAAK1c,EAAIA,EAAI

2c,GAAK,SAASgB,KAA4B,OAAOtrB,EAAOne,OAAO,SAAS0pC,GAA0Bt/B,GAAM,IAAqG,OAAjG8hB,EAA

Wyd,KAAKv/B,EAAKxJ,EAAOi1B,WAAW,QAAQ,IAAI1J,EAA2BD,EAAWtrB,QAAe,EAAE,MAAMmkB,KA

AK,SAAS6kB,GAAwBC,GAAe,IAAIC,EAAQL,KAAgCM,EAAY,WAAW,GAAGF,EAAcE,EAAa,OAAO,EAA

M,IAAI,IAAIC,EAAQ,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAEA,GAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAIC,EAAkBH,GAAS,EAAE,GAAGE,G

AA6N,GAApNC,EAAkBlgC,KAAKmgC,IAAID,EAAkBJ,EAAc,WAAsHH,GAA/F3/B,KAAKmgC,IAAIH,EAA

YjV,EAAQ/qB,KAAKC,IAAI6/B,EAAcI,GAAmB,SAA2E,OAAO,EAAM,OAAO,EAAhgHxS,GAAUG,MAAiBA

,GAAepJ,EAAWoJ,KAAi9G,IAAI2c,GAAS,CAACC,SAAS,GAAGrE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,IAAIsE,UA

AU,SAASC,EAAOC,GAAM,IAAI/zC,EAAO2zC,GAASpE,QAAQuE,GAAkB,IAAPC,GAAiB,KAAPA,IAAqB,I

AATD,EAAWp0C,EAAImxB,GAAKkC,EAAkB/yB,EAAO,IAAIA,EAAOZ,OAAO,GAAOY,EAAO2C,KAAKox
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C,IAAQ/H,aAAQ7gB,EAAUtsB,IAAI,WAAqE,OAA1D80C,GAAS3H,SAAS,EAAUrgB,EAAOgoB,GAAS3H,Q

AAQ,GAAG,IAAegI,OAAO,SAASvgB,GAA+B,OAAlBhB,EAAagB,IAAiBwgB,MAAM,SAASC,EAAIC,GAAM

,OAAOD,IAAM,SAASE,GAAUC,GAAI,OAAO,EAAE,SAASC,GAASD,EAAGE,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAOC,IA

AY,SAASC,GAAUN,EAAGO,EAAIC,EAAOC,GAAgB,IAAV,IAAIjN,EAAI,EAAUtmC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEs

zC,EAAOtzC,IAAI,CAA2D,IAA1D,IAAIkyB,EAAI9H,EAAOipB,EAAM,EAAFrzC,GAAK,GAAOuwB,EAAInG

,EAAOipB,GAAO,EAAFrzC,EAAI,IAAI,GAAWsB,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEivB,EAAIjvB,IAAK8wC,GAASE,UA

AUQ,EAAG92B,EAAOkW,EAAI5wB,IAAIglC,GAAK/V,EAAwB,OAApBnG,EAAOmpB,GAAM,GAAGjN,EA

AW,EAAE,SAASkO,KAAkB,OAAO,EAAE,SAASW,KAAgB,OAAO,GAAG,SAAStQ,GAAS/vB,GAA4C,OAAr

CsV,EAAO0a,MAAqB,GAAGhwB,EAAaA,EAAM,SAASsgC,GAASrI,GAAM,OAAOA,GAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAA8B,OAAOnF,OAAkB,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK

,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,K

AAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG

,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GA

AG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KA

AK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,

KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,K

AAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAA

K,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,

GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,K

AAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAA

K,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,K

AAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,

GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,KAAK,GAA

G,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,KAAK,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,K

AAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,

KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,

EAAE,KAAK,GAAI,MAAsB,iBAAZjB,WAA4BA,UAA+B,qBAAY,EAAgB,OAAb9B,GAAS,KAAW,EAAE,IA

A0zXwQ,GAAtzXlf,GAAc,CAACz5B,EAAI0oC,GAAOvC,EAAIuD,GAAuBxjB,EAAI6kB,GAAwBha,EAAIolB,

GAAU0C,EAAIxC,GAASp2C,EAAIy2C,GAAU3J,EAAI+K,GAAgBmB,EAAIR,GAAcn1C,EAAIo1C,IAAmC3g

B,IAAjBwB,KAAoCtL,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAAO8J,GAAmB9J,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAg6VuT,IAA14Vna,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAG

sG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyC5G,EAAiC,yBAAE,WAAW,OAAgCA,EAAiC,yBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,M

AAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBAAE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAAiC5G,EAAyB,iBAAE,WAAW,OAAwBA,EAAyB,iBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

qB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAA

a,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,W

AAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAA

YA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,

KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAE

A,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAA

K,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAA

M,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAA
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KM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,

YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,

EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,e

AAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,

WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,

OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuC5G,EAA+B,uBAAE,WAAW,OAA8

BA,EAA+B,uBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EA

Aa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA

,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IA

AK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA+B5G,EAAuB,eAAE,WAAW,OAAsBA,EAAuB,eAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GA

AGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,K

AAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAA6B5G,EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAoBA,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YA

AsC5G,EAA8B,sBAAE,WAAW,OAA6BA,EAA8B,sBAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB

5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAA

kB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SA

AE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WA

AW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,O

AAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,

EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAm

B,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA

,EAAY,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA4B5G,EAAoB,YAAE,WAAW,OAAmBA,EAAoB,YAAEA,EAA

Y,IAAK,GAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,I

AAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,Y

AAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,E

AAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,

WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAA

E,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAA

W,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA

4BA,EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,

EAA6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqC5G,EAA6B,qBAAE,WAAW,OAA4BA,EAA

6B,qBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UA

AEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,E

AAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM

,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,

MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KA

AKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA

yB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EA

Ac,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,

WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgC5G,EAAwB,gBAAE,WAAW,

OAAuBA,EAAwB,gBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAg

BA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAkC5G,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,OAAyBA,EA

A0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAA

EA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAuB5G,EAAe,OAAE,WAAW,OAAcA,EAAe,OAAEA,EAAY,I

AAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAA
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M,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA0B5G,EAAkB,UAAE,WAAW,OAAiBA,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAA

GsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MA

AM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAK

M,YAAyB5G,EAAiB,SAAE,WAAW,OAAgBA,EAAiB,SAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAs

B5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAg

B,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAmC5G,EAA2B,mBA

AE,WAAW,OAA0BA,EAA2B,mBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,W

AAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OA

AqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EA

Aa,KAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA

,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAqB5G,EAAa,KAAE,WAAW,OAAYA,EAAa,KAAEA,EAAY,IA

AM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGs

G,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,

KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,WAAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,Y

AA2B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA2

B5G,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAkBA,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAA8B5G

,EAAsB,cAAE,WAAW,OAAqBA,EAAsB,cAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAwB5G,EAAgB

,QAAE,WAAW,OAAeA,EAAgB,QAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAsB5G,EAAc,MAAE,W

AAW,OAAaA,EAAc,MAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAkC5G,EAA0B,kBAAE,WAAW,O

AAOma,GAAkBna,EAA0B,kBAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,aAAgBP,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UA

AE,WAAW,OAAOqG,GAAUrG,EAAkB,UAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBF,GAAa1G,

EAAqB,aAAE,WAAW,OAAO0G,GAAa1G,EAAqB,aAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAAKM,YAAgBd,

GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAE,WAAW,OAAO8F,GAAW9F,EAAmB,WAAEA,EAAY,IAAM,IAAGsG,MAAM,KAA

KM,YAAgD,SAAStE,GAAW9B,GAAQ4qB,KAAKhJ,KAAK,aAAagJ,KAAKtS,QAAQ,gCAAgCtY,EAAO,IAAI

4qB,KAAK5qB,OAAOA,EAAqH,SAAS6qB,GAAIz5C,GAA+F,SAAS05C,IAAWZ,KAAiBA,IAAU,EAAK1qB,E

AAkB,WAAE,EAAQiF,IAAauE,IAAcC,IAAU3J,EAAoBE,GAAWA,EAA6B,sBAAEA,EAA6B,uBAAI0J,MAAp

RK,EAAgB,IAAUX,IAAYW,EAAgB,IAA2O/J,EAAkB,WAAGA,EAAkB,UAAE,cAAc8M,YAAW,WAAWA,YA

AW,WAAW9M,EAAkB,UAAE,MAAK,GAAGsrB,MAAS,IAAQA,MAA2B,GAAxwBtrB,EAAc,MAAEtuB,EAA

kJs4B,EAAsB,SAASyhB,IAAgBf,IAAUW,KAAUX,KAAU1gB,EAAsByhB,IAAifzrB,EAAY,IAAEqrB,GAAOrr

B,EAAgB,QAAiF,IAAjD,mBAAnBA,EAAgB,UAAcA,EAAgB,QAAE,CAACA,EAAgB,UAASA,EAAgB,QAAE

9sB,OAAO,GAAG8sB,EAAgB,QAAEkX,KAAlBlX,GAGx14B,OAHm34BqrB,KAG524BM,EAAkBD,QAKzB/f,

UAAiBggB,WCuBNK,WAAoBC,GAK/BC,YAAmBz6C,GACjB06C,QADiBf,UAAA35C,EAHX25C,sBAAmB,E

AKzBA,KAAK35C,KAAK26C,KAAKC,qBAAqBC,IACpCC,GAAqBnB,KAAK35C,KAAK26C,KAAKI,kBACp

CpB,KAAK14C,UAAY,IAAI+5C,GAAYrB,KAAMsB,MAGzCR,MAAM1tC,EAAoCvL,EAAiBd,GAEzD,MAA

MS,EAAS,CAACC,GAAIu4C,KAAKuB,oBAEzB,OADAvB,KAAKwB,KAAKh6C,EAAQ4L,EAAQvL,EAAOd,

EAAO,GACjCS,EAGTs5C,aACE,OAAOd,KAAK14C,UAAUm6C,aAGxBX,WAAWppB,GACT,MAAMxO,EAA

QjgB,EAAKglC,MACnBvW,IAEA,MAAO,CAACgqB,SADSz4C,EAAKglC,MAAQ/kB,GAIhC43B,KACIt5C,EA

AgB4L,EAAoCvL,EACpDd,EAAiB46C,GACnB,MAAMl6C,EAAKu4C,KAAKuB,mBAChB,GAAc,WAAVx6C,

EAAoB,CACtB,MAAM4M,EAAcP,EAIpB,YAHA4sC,KAAK14C,UAAUuD,IACXrD,EACA,CAACC,GAAAA,E

AAIkM,YAAAA,EAAa9L,MAAAA,EAAOd,MAAAA,EAAO66C,aAAc,KAAMD,SAAAA,IAI1D,MAAMzvC,E

AAOjJ,EAAKC,cAAcrB,GAC1Bg6C,EAAW3vC,EAAOjJ,EAAK64C,gBAAgB/6C,GACvC66C,EAAe5B,KAAK

35C,KAAK+kC,QAAQyW,GAEvC7B,KAAK14C,UAAUuD,IAAIrD,EAAQ,CAACC,GAAAA,EAAIm6C,aAAA

A,EAAc/5C,MAAAA,EAAOd,MAAAA,EAAO46C,SAAAA,IAE5D3B,KAAK35C,KAAK26C,KAAKe,eAAet6C,

EAAIyK,EAAM0vC,GAE1B,MAAVxuC,GACF4sC,KAAK35C,KAAK4f,OAAOpb,IACb,IAAIrC,WACC4K,EA

AmC1K,OACnC0K,EAAmC4uC,WAAYH,GACpDD,GAIRd,WAAWt5C,GACT,OAAOw4C,KAAKvsC,SAASj

M,GAGvBs5C,SAASt5C,GACP,MAAMo6C,aAACA,EAAY76C,MAAEA,EAAKc,MAAEA,EAAK8L,YAAEA,G

AC/BqsC,KAAK14C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACvB,GAAc,WAAVT,EACF,OAAO4M,EAKT,OAiQJ,SACIjL,EAAqB3

B,GACvB,OAAQA,GACN,IAAK,UACH,OAAO,IAAIo2B,aAAaz0B,GAC1B,IAAK,QACH,OAAO,IAAID,WAA
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WC,GACxB,IAAK,OACH,OAAO,IAAIF,WAAWE,GACxB,QACE,MAAM,IAAI1B,MAAM,iBAAiBD,MA3Q5B

k7C,CAHOjC,KAAK35C,KAAK4f,OAAO9X,MAC3ByzC,EACAA,EAAe34C,EAAKC,cAAcrB,GAASoB,EAAK

64C,gBAAgB/6C,IAClC2B,OAAQ3B,GAS5C+5C,YAAYt5C,EAAgB06C,GAAQ,GAClC,GAAIlC,KAAK14C,U

AAU66C,IAAI36C,GAAS,CAC9B,MAAMmwB,EAAOqoB,KAAK14C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GAEhC,GADAmwB,EA

AKgqB,YACAO,GAASvqB,EAAKgqB,SAAW,EAC5B,OAAO,EAGT3B,KAAK35C,KAAKigB,MAAMqR,EAA

KiqB,cACrB5B,KAAK35C,KAAK26C,KAAKrzC,YAAYgqB,EAAKlwB,IAChCu4C,KAAK14C,UAAU86C,OA

AO56C,GAExB,OAAO,EAITs5C,SAASt5C,GACP,GAAIw4C,KAAK14C,UAAU66C,IAAI36C,GAAS,CAE9B,O

ADmBw4C,KAAK14C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACpBm6C,SAEpB,OAAO,EAGTb,OAAOt5C,GACL,MAAMmwB,EA

AOqoB,KAAK14C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACpB,MAARmwB,GACFA,EAAKgqB,WAITb,iBACE,OAAO,GAKTA,g

BAAgBt5C,GACd,OAAOw4C,KAAK14C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GAAQo6C,aAGpCd,UACEd,KAAK35C,KAAK26C,

KAAKqB,UACX,YAAarC,KAAK35C,MACpB25C,KAAK35C,KAAKq6B,QAAQ2L,sBAEpB2T,KAAK35C,KA

AO,KAGdy6C,SACE,MAAO,CAACwB,YAAY,GAStBxB,WAAWj5C,EAAiBd,EAAiB66C,GAE3C,IAAIp6C,E

ACJ,GAAoB,MAAhBo6C,EACFp6C,EAASw4C,KAAKuC,MAAM,KAAmB16C,EAAOd,OACzC,CACL,MAAM

U,EAAKu4C,KAAKuB,mBAChB/5C,EAAS,CAACC,GAAAA,GACVu4C,KAAK14C,UAAUuD,IAAIrD,EAAQ,

CAACC,GAAAA,EAAIm6C,aAAAA,EAAc/5C,MAAAA,EAAOd,MAAAA,EAAO46C,SAAU,IACtE,MAAMzv

C,EAAOjJ,EAAKC,cAAcrB,GAChCm4C,KAAK35C,KAAK26C,KAAKe,eAAet6C,EAAIyK,EAAM0vC,GAE1C,

MAAO,CAACp6C,OAAAA,EAAQK,MAAAA,EAAOd,MAAAA,GAGzB+5C,oBAAmBj5C,MAACA,EAAKd,M

AAEA,EAAKS,OAAEA,IAEhC,MAAMkB,EAASs3C,KAAK35C,KAAK4f,OAAOvd,QAC1Bk5C,aAACA,GAA

gB5B,KAAK14C,UAAUC,IAAIC,GACpC0K,EAAOjJ,EAAKC,cAAcrB,GAChC,OAAQd,GACN,IAAK,UACH,O

AAO,IAAIo2B,aAAaz0B,EAAQk5C,EAAc1vC,GAChD,IAAK,QACH,OAAO,IAAIzJ,WAAWC,EAAQk5C,EAA

c1vC,GAC9C,IAAK,OACH,OAAO,IAAI1J,WAAWE,EAAQk5C,EAAc1vC,GAC9C,QACE,MAAM,IAAIlL,MA

AM,iBAAiBD,OA8BzC,SAASy7C,GACLC,EAAwBC,EACxBC,GACF,GAAgB,MAAZC,GAGF,OAAOA,GAGT

,IAAIrsB,EAAuB,yBAO3B,OANIksB,GAAiBC,EACnBnsB,EAAO,uCACEksB,IACTlsB,EAAO,+BAGU,MAAfs

sB,IACuB,MAArBA,GAAYtsB,GACPssB,GAAYtsB,GAIhBosB,EAAmBpsB,EAUrBtD,eAAe6vB,KACpB,MAA

OL,EAAeC,SAA0B7tB,QAAQkuB,IAAI,CAC1DhwB,KAAMiwB,SAAS,yBACfjwB,KAAMiwB,SAAS,kCAGjB,

OAAO,IAAInuB,SAAQ,CAACC,EAASC,KAC3B,MAAMkuB,EAAmC,CAOzC3sB,WAA2B,CAACC,EAAM4I,

KAChC,GAAI5I,EAAK2sB,SAAS,cAAe,CAC/B,MACMC,EAAO,IAAIC,KAAK,CC9RI,mkGD8RQ,CAACjqC,K

AAM,2BACzC,OAAOkqC,IAAIC,gBAAgBH,GAG7B,OAAI5sB,EAAK2sB,SAAS,SACTV,GACHC,EAA0BC,E

ACR,MAAlBa,GAAyBA,GAAiBpkB,GAEzCA,EAAS5I,IAMditB,KACFP,EAAcQ,gBA1FpB,SAAmCltB,GAIjC,

MAAO,CAACmtB,EAAc3kB,KACpB91B,EAAK62B,MAAMvJ,EAAM,CAACwJ,YAAa,gBAAgBC,MAAMhH,I

AC9CA,EAAa,IAChB0qB,EAAQ3wB,IAAIpsB,EAAE,uCAAuC4vB,MAEvDyC,EAAS2qB,cAAc3jB,MAAKnJ,I

AC1B3D,YAAYgO,YAAYrK,EAAQ6sB,GAAS1jB,MAAKe,IAC5ChC,EAASgC,EAAOT,SAAUS,EAAOR,iBAI

hC,IA4EDqjB,CAA0BpB,GACtBC,EAA0BC,EACR,MAAlBa,GAAyBA,GAAiB,MAGpD,IAkBIl9C,EAlBAw9C,

GAAc,EAClBZ,EAAca,QAAU,KACtB,GAAID,EAEF,OAEF,GAAIE,GAGF,OAEFA,IAAc,EAIdhvB,EAAO,CA

AC2Y,QAFJ,qMAOFgV,GAAoBD,GAA6B,MAAZG,IACvCK,EAAce,oBAAsB,IAAIZ,KACpC,CAAC,uCACAa,

GAAwBC,YACzB,CAAC/qC,KAAM,oBACX9S,EAAO49C,GAAwBhB,IAG/B58C,EAAO89C,GAAYlB,GAKrB

58C,EAAK25B,MAAMO,IACTsjB,GAAc,EACdE,IAAc,EAIdxjB,EAAOygB,KAAO,CACZ8B,KAAMviB,EAAO

j6B,MAAM,OAAQ,KAAM,IACjC26C,qBACI1gB,EAAOj6B,MAAM,0BAA2B,KAAM,CAAC,WACnD86C,gBA

AiB7gB,EAAOj6B,MAAM,oBAAqB,SAAU,IAC7Dy7C,eAAgBxhB,EAAOj6B,MACnB,kBAAmB,KACnB,CAC

E,SACA,SACA,WAENqH,YAAa4yB,EAAOj6B,MAAM,eAdG,KAc6B,CAAC,WAC3D+7C,QAAS9hB,EAAOj6

B,MAAM,UAfO,KAeoB,KAGnDwuB,EAAQ,CAACzuB,KAAMk6B,UAmBrB,MAAM6jB,GAAkB,CACtB,yBA

A0B,8BAC1B,wCAIF,IAAIxB,GAAmB,KACnBW,GAAyB,KACzBV,GAAkD,GAClDkB,IAAc,EACdP,IAAc,W

AcFa,GAAY9tB,EAAc+tB,GAAmB,GAI3D,GAHAC,GACI,qGAEAR,GACF,MAAM,IAAI/8C,MACN,kIAGN47

C,GAAWrsB,EACXitB,GAAcc,WA4BAE,GACZC,EACAH,GAAmB,GACrB,GAAIP,GACF,MAAM,IAAI/8C,M

ACN,mIAKN,GAA+B,iBAApBy9C,EACTlB,GAAiBkB,MACZ,CACL5B,GAAc4B,EACd,MAAMC,EACFN,GA

AgBntC,QAAO+/B,GAA6B,MAArB6L,GAAY7L,KAC/C,GAAI0N,EAAa58C,OAAS,EACxB,MAAM,IAAId,MA

EN,2DAAG09C,EAAaC,KAAK,qKAM7BnB,GAAcc,EAYhB,IAAIpD,IAAgB,EAChBC,IAAsB,WAQVyD,GAA

gBC,GAC9B3D,GAAe2D,WAQDzD,KACd,IAA4B,IAAxBD,GACF,MAAM,IAAIn6C,MAAM,iCAElB,OAAOm
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6C,SEpfHrH,GAAU,SCwBhBgL,GAAgB,QAAQ7xB,UACtB,MAAM5sB,KAACA,SAAcy8C,KACrB,OAAO,IA

AIlC,GAAYv6C,KAHH"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.fesm.min.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Max.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Max.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAA4B,GAAG,EAAmC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI

zH,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAA

S,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC

,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,E

AAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,

MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAA

C,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE

,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACn

B,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;KACxB;IAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC;IACrC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,CAA

C,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACxD;I

AED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,oCAAoC;QACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;QACZ,UAAU;QACV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBA

AoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,U

AAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;C

ACpC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:
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BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Max.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"AvgPool.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"

AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAA+B,YAAY,EAAqC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI7H,I

AAI,WAI6D,CAAC;AAElE,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QA

CR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAw

E;IAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,CAAC

,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/C,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,GAAG,E

AAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAA

C;IAE3E,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,QAA

Q,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,YAA

Y,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,M

AAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC

1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;YAC5C,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5

D;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACjE,MAA

M,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,oEAAoE;YACpE,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC;KACrE;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,YA

AY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EA

AE,QAAQ,EACzE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IA
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ChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend

only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/AvgPool.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"GatherV2.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":

"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,QAAQ,EAA2F,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CA

AC;AAI5J,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;AAClC,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,S

AAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,UAGsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QAC

R,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ,CAAG,QAAQ;KACpB,CAA

C,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CACb,IAA0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE

,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;I

AC5B,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEhC,8CAA8C;IAC9C,MAAM,UAAU,
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GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD

,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAe,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QAC3C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7B,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,I

AAI,CAAC,EAClC,GAAG,EAAE,CACD,6BAA6B,KAAK,kBAAkB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

;KAC7E;IAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAChE,CAAW,EAAE,OAAiB,E

AAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;QACvB,MAAM,EAAE,

EAAC,CAAC,EAAC;QACX,KAAK,EAAE;YACL,KAAK,EAAE;gBACL,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CA

AC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO;gBAC3D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;aACpB;SACF;QACD,OAAO;KACR,CAA

C,CAAC;IACH,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,

MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;QAC3B,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC;QACpB,KAA

K,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,E

AAC;QACxE,OAAO;KACR,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG;QACzB,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,

SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;QAC3E,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;KACpB,CAAC;IA

EF,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IA

C5D,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;KACZ;IACD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9

C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACr

D,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAErB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;IAEjC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAChC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UA

AU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;IAEpE,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,WAAW,

EAAE,SAAS,EAC7D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjD,OAAO,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;IAEzC,UAAU;IACV,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAClC,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;IACpB,W

AAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC,CAAC","sourcesConte

nt":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const
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parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:

{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GatherV2.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

* @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.

* Sets the path to the `.wasm` file which will be fetched when the wasm

* backend is initialized. See

* https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers
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* for more details.

* @param path wasm file path or url

* @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch to download

*     the wasm file, default to false.

*

* @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.fesm.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"AddN.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/AddN.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAA

A;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAwC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIvF,OAAO,EA

AC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,QAEQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;IACrC

,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACnD,OAA

O;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAkD;IAC9D,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjE,oCAAoC;IACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AAC

b,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;IACnB,SAAS;IACT,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:

TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/AddN.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Maximum.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Maximum.ts"],"names":[],"mappings

":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE5D,OAAO,EAAC,

wBAAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Maximum.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"TopK.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/TopK.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAA

A;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAuC,IAAI,EAAwB,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAGxG,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ

,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,QAG6B,CAAC;AAElC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACnD,QAAQ;QAC

R,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;QACN,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAA

C,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,GAEmB,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAA

E,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE;IACvD,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAE1B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,WA

AW,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IACpC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW

,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjE,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,M

AAM,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/B,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACjC,CAAC,CAAC;AAEV,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,

EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/*

*\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may
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obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,

attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/TopK.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"OneHot.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/OneHot.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,MAAM,EAA4B,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIlG,IAAI,UAEsB,CA

AC;AAE3B,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q,CAAG,SAAS;KACrB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACxE,MAAM,EAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC;IACzB,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEzC,

MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEj

C,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvD,OAAO,

GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IACl

B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC,CAAC","sources

Content":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/OneHot.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"SpaceToBatchND.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts"],"name

s":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAyD,cAAc,EAA0F,IAAI,EAAC,MAA

M,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIxN,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AACpC,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,

EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;AAClC,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,aAAa,CAAC;AAEtC,SAAS,cAAc,C

AAC,IAIvB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAA

M,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC;IAErC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5C,MAAM,gBAAg

B,GAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI

,QAAoC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhE,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAC/B;IAED,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC;QACrC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC;QACX,OAAO;QACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,g

BAAgB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC;KACtD,CAAe,CAAC;IAEjB,MAAM,mBAAmB,GACrB,YAAY,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,MAAM,

iCAAiC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAC9D,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D,MAAM,YAAY,GACd,YAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE7E,MAAM,aAAa,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO

,EAAC,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,eA

Ae,GACjB,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC

,CAAC;IAEnE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAoB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,cAAc,GACC,E

AAC,IAAI,EAAE,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eA

Ae,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAkB,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC;

IAC/D,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAClB,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

;IACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5C,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAk

C;CAC/C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:

0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:

TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"NotEqual.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/NotEqual.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":

"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE7D,OAAO,EAAC,w

BAAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesConte

nt":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NotEqual.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"ResizeBilinear.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/ResizeBilinear.ts"],"names":[],"

mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,cAAc,EAAyD,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;

AAI5I,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,QAAQ,CAAC;AAE5B,IAAI,kBAGsE,CAAC;AAE3E,SAAS,KAAK,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACjC,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QA

AQ,EAAE;QACrE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,QAAQ;KACpB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SA

AS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;I

AEtC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,gBAAgB,EA

AE,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;I

AEnC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;I

AE3D,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IA

CjD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,UAAU;YACN,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACpE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;IACD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEr

B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IA

CD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IAEnD,kBAAkB,CACd,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,SA

AS,EAAE,QAAQ,EACjE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,I

AAI,EAAE;QACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,

GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc;IAC1

B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C,CAAC","sourcesCo

ntent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //

oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //
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newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ResizeBilinear.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"MaxPool.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"

AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAA4B,OAAO,EAAyC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CA

AC;AAInI,IAAI,WAKqE,CAAC;AAE1E,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAA

C,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AE/C,wEAAwE;IACxE,4EAA4E;IAC5E,oBAAoB;IACpB,EAAE;IACF,2EAA2E;IAC3E,SAAS;IACT,EAAE;IA

CF,qCAAqC;IACrC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EACrB,GAAG,EAAE,CAC

D,0DAA0D,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9E,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,GA

AG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,

CAAC;IAE3E,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,Q

AAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,c

AAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,MAA

M,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;I

ACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,

CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;Y

AC5C,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAA

G,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,

SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EACnE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,
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KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;I

ACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,

OAA2B;CACxC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //

padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype

=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/MaxPool.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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{"version":3,"file":"Reshape.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Reshape.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,OAAO,EAA+B,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI3G,MA

AM,UAAU,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;IAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IA

C7B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,

CAAC;IAEtB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,MA

AM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAI,CAAC,MAA

M,CACP,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EACpC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,MAAM,

gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,sBAAsB;QACnE,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC;IAExD,gEAAgE;IAChE,IAAI,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;AAC3D

,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>

`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of

elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Reshape.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"RotateWithOffset.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts"],"names

":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,gBAAgB,EAA4D,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAC

5I,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAInD,IAAI,UAGiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAAS,KAAK,CA

AC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAA

U,EAAE;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,MAA

M,UAAU,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIhC;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAA

I,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACvB,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAA

S,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAE3C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAElE,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GACpB,YAAY,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UA
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AU,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC;IAE7B,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9C,CAAC,SAAS,

EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;QACvE,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,UAAU,CACN,OAAO,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EACtE,OAAO,EAAE,S

AAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AA

ED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,sBAAsB,GAAiB;IAClD,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAgB;IAC5B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IAC

nB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;IAChD,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;CACjB,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/RotateWithOffset.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Mean.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Mean.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAA4B,IAAI,EAAqC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAG

5H,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,QAAQ,CAAC;AAE5B,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,

CAAC;AAEvD,IAAI,QAAkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ;QACJ,OAAO,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AA
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C1E,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,UAAU,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;IAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B

,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;I

AClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAk

B,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,6D

AA6D;YAC7D,oBAAoB;YACpB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,a

AAa,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAED,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAA

C,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACxB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,WAAW;YACP,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC

nE,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;KACxD;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

pD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACtC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,o

CAAoC;QACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAA

Q,EAAE;QACZ,UAAU;QACV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,IAAI,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;K

ACzC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,

EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC,

CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',
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reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Mean.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"tf-backend-

wasm.es2017.js","sources":["../src/kernels/types.ts","../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../src/kernels/unary_kernel.ts

","../src/kernels/Abs.ts","../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts","../src/kernels/Add.ts","../src/kernels/AddN.ts","../src/kernel

s/Identity.ts","../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts","../src/kernels/All.ts","../src/kernels/Any.ts",

"../src/kernels/ArgMax.ts","../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../src/kernels/Reshape.ts","../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts","../

node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu/dist/kernels/Concat_impl.js","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-

backend-cpu/dist/kernels/Range_impl.js","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Slice.js","../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../src/kernels/Cast.ts","../src/k

ernels/Ceil.ts","../src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts","../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Co

nv2DBackpropInput.ts","../src/kernels/Cos.ts","../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts","../src/kerne

ls/Cumsum.ts","../src/kernels/DepthToSpace.ts","../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts","../src/kernels/Elu.ts","..

/src/kernels/Equal.ts","../src/kernels/Exp.ts","../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../src/kernels/Fill.ts","../src/kernels/Flip

LeftRight.ts","../src/kernels/Floor.ts","../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts","../src/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts","../src/kernels/

FusedConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts

","../src/kernels/Greater.ts","../src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts","../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../src/kernels/Less.ts","../sr

c/kernels/LessEqual.ts","../src/kernels/Log.ts","../src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../src/kernels/Max.ts","../src/kernels/M

aximum.ts","../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts","../src/kernels/Mean.ts","../src/kernels/Min.ts","../src/kernels/Minimum.ts",".

./src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../src/kernels/Multiply.ts","../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_uti

l.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSu

ppressionV5.ts","../src/kernels/NotEqual.ts","../src/kernels/OneHot.ts","../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts","../src/kernels/Pa

ck.ts","../src/kernels/PadV2.ts","../src/kernels/Pow.ts","../src/kernels/Prelu.ts","../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../src/kernels/

Range.ts","../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../src/kernels/Relu6.ts","../src/kernels/ResizeBilinear.ts

","../src/kernels/Reverse.ts","../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../src/kernels/Round.ts","../src/kernels/Rsqrt.ts","../

src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../src/kernels/Select.ts","../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts","../src/kernels/Sin.ts","../src/kernels/Sof

tmax.ts","../src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts","../src/kernels/Square.ts

","../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts","../src/kernels/Step.ts","../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts","../src/kernels/Sub.ts",".

./src/kernels/Sum.ts","../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../src/kernels/Tile.ts","../src/kernels/TopK.ts","../

src/kernels/Transform.ts","../src/kernels/Unpack.ts","../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts","../src/register_all_kernels.ts","../sr

c/flags_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.worker.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-
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wasm.js","../src/backend_wasm.ts","../src/version.ts","../src/base.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport

enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for

FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n

const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *
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Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:

number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n

function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*

void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =
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new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n

  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const

aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:

TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function
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identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,

xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better

due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from
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'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n

originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:

permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:

AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport
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{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,

CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend

only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>

`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of

elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim

= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport { backend_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function concatImpl(inputs, outShape, dtype,

simplyConcat) {\n    const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n    if

(simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n        // Use built-in TypedArray.set() method for speed.\n        let offset =

0;\n        inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const size = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n

outVals.set(input.vals, offset);\n            offset += size;\n        });\n    }\n    else {\n        let colOffset = 0;\n

inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals) :\n                input.vals;\n            let tIdx = 0;\n            for (let row

= 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n                const resIdx = row * outShape[1] + colOffset;\n                for (let col

= 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n                    outVals[resIdx + col] = decodedData[tIdx++];\n                }\n

}\n            colOffset += input.shape[1];\n        });\n    }\n    return outVals;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiQ29uY2F0X2ltcGwuanMiLC

Jzb3VyY2VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZ

XJuZWxzL0NvbmNhdF9pbXBsLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Oz

s7R0FlRztBQUVILE9BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQXVDLElBQUksRUFBQyxNQUFNLHVCQUF1QixDQU

FDO0FBRTlGLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxVQUFVLENBQ3RCLE1BQXFELEVBQUUsUUFBa0IsRUFDekUsS0FBZS

xFQUFFLFlBQXFCO0lBQ3hDLE1BQU0sT0FBTyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

EVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVFLElBQUk

sWUFBWSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEMsa0RBQWtEO1FBQ2xELElBQUksTUFB

TSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUNmLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxPQUFPLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQU

U7WUFDckIsTUFBTSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSy

xDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFFNUMsT0FBc0IsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLElBQWtCLEVB

QUUsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFDOUQsTUFBTSxJQUFJLElBQUksQ0FBQztRQUNqQixDQUFDLEN

BQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO1NBQU07UUFDTCxJQUFJLFNBQVMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7UUFFbEIsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsRUFBRTtZQUNyQixNQUFNLFdBQVcsR0FBRyxL

QUFLLEtBQUssUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

ENBQUMsSUFBb0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ2pFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxJQUFrQixDQUFDO1lBRTd

CLElBQUksSUFBSSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztZQUViLEtBQUssSUFBSSxHQUFHLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxF

QUFFLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUUsR0F

BRyxFQUFFO2dCQUM3QyxNQUFNLE1BQU0sR0FBRyxHQUFHLEdBQUcsUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQyxHQUFHLFNBQVMsQ0FBQztnQkFDN0MsS0FBSyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsR0

FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxHQUFHLEVB

QUU7b0JBQzdDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsV0FBVyxDQUFDLElBQ

UksRUFBRSxDQUFDLENBQUM7aUJBQzdDO2FBQ0Y7WUFFRCxTQUFTLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEtB

QUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUM5QixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO0lBRUQsT0F

BTyxPQUFPLENBQUM7QUFDakIsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiA

qIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbn

NlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICo

geW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5I

GFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0Z

WQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICo

gV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzI

G9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3

Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID

09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09

PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIEJhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIERhdG

FUeXBlLCBUeXBlZEFycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5leHBv
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cnQgZnVuY3Rpb24gY29uY2F0SW1wbChcbiAgICBpbnB1dHM6IEFycmF5PHt2YWxzOiBCYWNrZW5kVmFsd

WVzLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW119Piwgb3V0U2hhcGU6IG51bWJlcltdLFxuICAgIGR0eXBlOiBEYXRhVHl

wZSwgc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0OiBib29sZWFuKTogVHlwZWRBcnJheXxzdHJpbmdbXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dF

ZhbHMgPSB1dGlsLmdldEFycmF5RnJvbURUeXBlKGR0eXBlLCB1dGlsLnNpemVGcm9tU2hhcGUob3V0U2hh

cGUpKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0ICYmIGR0eXBlICE9PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgIC8vIFVzZSBi

dWlsdC1pbiBUeXBlZEFycmF5LnNldCgpIG1ldGhvZCBmb3Igc3BlZWQuXG4gICAgbGV0IG9mZnNldCA9IDA

7XG4gICAgaW5wdXRzLmZvckVhY2goaW5wdXQgPT4ge1xuICAgICAgY29uc3Qgc2l6ZSA9IHV0aWwuc2l6Z

UZyb21TaGFwZShpbnB1dC5zaGFwZSk7XG5cbiAgICAgIChvdXRWYWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnNldCh

pbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXksIG9mZnNldCk7XG4gICAgICBvZmZzZXQgKz0gc2l6ZTtcbiAgICB

9KTtcbiAgfSBlbHNlIHtcbiAgICBsZXQgY29sT2Zmc2V0ID0gMDtcblxuICAgIGlucHV0cy5mb3JFYWNoKGluc

HV0ID0+IHtcbiAgICAgIGNvbnN0IGRlY29kZWREYXRhID0gZHR5cGUgPT09ICdzdHJpbmcnID9cbiAgICAgI

CAgICBiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwuZnJvbVVpbnQ4VG9TdHJpbmdBcnJheShpbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QX

JyYXlbXSkgOlxuICAgICAgICAgIGlucHV0LnZhbHMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICAgICAgbGV0IHRJZ

HggPSAwO1xuXG4gICAgICBmb3IgKGxldCByb3cgPSAwOyByb3cgPCBpbnB1dC5zaGFwZVswXTsgKytyb3cp

IHtcbiAgICAgICAgY29uc3QgcmVzSWR4ID0gcm93ICogb3V0U2hhcGVbMV0gKyBjb2xPZmZzZXQ7XG4gICA

gICAgIGZvciAobGV0IGNvbCA9IDA7IGNvbCA8IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdOyArK2NvbCkge1xuICAgICAgIC

AgIG91dFZhbHNbcmVzSWR4ICsgY29sXSA9IGRlY29kZWREYXRhW3RJZHgrK107XG4gICAgICAgIH1cbiA

gICAgIH1cblxuICAgICAgY29sT2Zmc2V0ICs9IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdO1xuICAgIH0pO1xuICB9XG5cbiAgc

mV0dXJuIG91dFZhbHM7XG59XG4iXX0=","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function rangeImpl(start, stop, step, dtype) {\n    const

sameStartStop = start === stop;\n    const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n    const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n    if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

   decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n        return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n    }\n    const numElements

= Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n    const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n

if (stop < start && step === 1) {\n        // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n        // (or was set to 1)\n

  step = -1;\n    }\n    values[0] = start;\n    for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n        values[i] = values[i - 1] +

step;\n    }\n    return values;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC5qcyIsIn

NvdXJjZVJvb3QiOiIiLCJzb3VyY2VzIjpbIi4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uL3RmanMtYmFja2VuZC1jcHUvc3JjL2tlc

m5lbHMvUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC50cyJdLCJuYW1lcyI6W10sIm1hcHBpbmdzIjoiQUFBQTs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7O0

dBZUc7QUFFSCxPQUFPLEVBQWMsSUFBSSxFQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFFeEQsTUFB

TSxVQUFVLFNBQVMsQ0FDckIsS0FBYSxFQUFFLElBQVksRUFBRSxJQUFZLEVBQ3pDLEtBQXdCO0lBQz

FCLE1BQU0sYUFBYSxHQUFHLEtBQUssS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUM7SUFDckMsTUFBTSwyQkFBMkIsR0F

BRyxLQUFLLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDN0QsTUFBTSwyQkF

BMkIsR0FBRyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFN0QsSUFBSS

xhQUFhLElBQUksMkJBQTJCO1FBQzVDLDJCQUEyQixFQUFFO1FBQy9CLE9BQU8sSUFBSSxDQUFDLG1

CQUFtQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUMzQztJQUVELE1BQU0sV0FBVy

xHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsSUFBSSxDQUFDLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDLElBQUksR0

FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQy9ELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQ

UFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxtQkFBbUIsQ0FBQyxXQUFXLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFNUQsS

UFBSSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDOUIsb0RBQW9EO1F
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BQ3BELG9CQUFvQjtRQUNwQixJQUFJLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDWDtJQUVELE1BQU0

sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUM7SUFDbEIsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyx

DQUFDLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUU7

UUFDdEMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDO0tBQ2xDO0lBQ0QsT0FBTyxNQUFNLENBQUM7QUFDaEIsQ0FBQyI

sInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMT

EMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc

2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZ

SBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSB

jb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJ

Q0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZC

B0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZ

GlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIE

NPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIE

xpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4

gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J

0IHtEYXRhVHlwZU1hcCwgdXRpbH0gZnJvbSAnQHRlbnNvcmZsb3cvdGZqcy1jb3JlJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bm

N0aW9uIHJhbmdlSW1wbChcbiAgICBzdGFydDogbnVtYmVyLCBzdG9wOiBudW1iZXIsIHN0ZXA6IG51bWJlci

xcbiAgICBkdHlwZTogJ2Zsb2F0MzInfCdpbnQzMicpOiBEYXRhVHlwZU1hcFsnZmxvYXQzMicgfCAnaW50Mz

InXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgPSBzdGFydCA9PT0gc3RvcDtcbiAgY29uc3QgaW5jcmVhc

2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwID0gc3RhcnQgPCBzdG9wICYmIHN0ZXAgPCAwO1xuICBjb25zdCBkZ

WNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXAgPSBzdG9wIDwgc3RhcnQgJiYgc3RlcCA+IDE7XG5cbiAga

WYgKHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgfHwgaW5jcmVhc2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwIHx8XG4gICAgICBk

ZWNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXApIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gdXRpbC5tYWtlWmVyb3NUeXB

lZEFycmF5KDAsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGNvbnN0IG51bUVsZW1lbnRzID0gTWF0aC5hYnMoTWF0aC

5jZWlsKChzdG9wIC0gc3RhcnQpIC8gc3RlcCkpO1xuICBjb25zdCB2YWx1ZXMgPSB1dGlsLm1ha2VaZXJvc1R

5cGVkQXJyYXkobnVtRWxlbWVudHMsIGR0eXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc3RvcCA8IHN0YXJ0ICYmIHN0ZXAgP

T09IDEpIHtcbiAgICAvLyBBdXRvIGFkanVzdCB0aGUgc3RlcCdzIHNpZ24gaWYgaXQgaGFzbid0IGJlZW4gc2V

0XG4gICAgLy8gKG9yIHdhcyBzZXQgdG8gMSlcbiAgICBzdGVwID0gLTE7XG4gIH1cblxuICB2YWx1ZXNbM

F0gPSBzdGFydDtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA9IDE7IGkgPCB2YWx1ZXMubGVuZ3RoOyBpKyspIHtcbiAgICB2

YWx1ZXNbaV0gPSB2YWx1ZXNbaSAtIDFdICsgc3RlcDtcbiAgfVxuICByZXR1cm4gdmFsdWVzO1xufVxuIl19"

,"/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, buffer, Slice, slice_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport { assertNotComplex

} from '../cpu_util';\nexport function sliceImpl(vals, begin, size, shape, dtype) {\n    const isContinous =

slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n    const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n    const xStrides =

util.computeStrides(shape);\n    if (isContinous) {\n        const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin,

xStrides);\n        if (dtype === 'string') {\n            return vals.slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n        }\n

return vals.subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n    const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals) :\n        vals;\n    const inBuf = buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n

const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n        const outLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n        const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n
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outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n        return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values);\n    }\n    return outBuf.values;\n}\nexport function

slice(args) {\n    const { inputs, backend, attrs } = args;\n    const { x } = inputs;\n    const { begin, size } = attrs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n    const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n    const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n    const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\nexport const sliceConfig = {\n    kernelName: Slice,\n    backendName: 'cpu',\n    kernelFunc:

slice\n};\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiU2xpY2UuanMiLCJzb3VyY2

VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZXJuZWxzL

1NsaWNlLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7R0FlRztBQUVILE9

BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQWlCLE1BQU0sRUFBc0MsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFVBQVUsRUFBbUQsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFHeEwsT0FBTyxFQUFDLGdCQUFnQixFQUFDLE1BQU0sYU

FBYSxDQUFDO0FBRTdDLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxTQUFTLENBQ3JCLElBQW1CLEVBQUUsS0FBZSxFQUFFL

ElBQWMsRUFBRSxLQUFlLEVBQ3JFLEtBQWU7SUFDakIsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDL

GdCQUFnQixDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDcEUsTUFB

TSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQztJQUN4QyxNQUF

NLFFBQVEsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsY0FBYyxDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVDLElBQUks

V0FBVyxFQUFFO1FBQ2YsTUFBTSxVQUFVLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDLGlCQUFpQixDQUFDLEtBQUss

RUFBRSxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUVqRSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7WUFDdEIs

T0FBUSxJQUFxQixDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxD

QUFDO1NBQ3RFO1FBRUQsT0FBUSxJQUFtQixDQUFDLFFBQVEsQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSx

HQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0tBQ3ZFO0lBRUQsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxLQUFLLFFB

QVEsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO1FBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxJQUFvQixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQztRQUMzRCxJQUFrQixDQUFDO0lBRXZCLE1BQU0sS0FBSyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFdBQVcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2hELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0F

BQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDbkMsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUF

DLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDc

EMsTUFBTSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLFVBQVUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUN

wQyxNQUFNLEtBQUssR0FBRyxNQUFNLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBVyxFQUFFLENBQ

UMsRUFBRSxFQUFFLENBQUMsR0FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUF

DO1FBQzdELE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLEtBQUs

sQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDNUM7SUFFRCxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxR

QUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEIsT0FBTyxZQUFZLENBQUMsc0JBQXNCLENBQUMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQ

WtCLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUN2RTtJQUNELE9BQU8sTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQW9CLENBQUM7QUFDckM

sQ0FBQztBQUVELE1BQU0sVUFBVSxLQUFLLENBQ2pCLElBQXVFO0lBRXpFLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxNQUF

NLEVBQUUsT0FBTyxFQUFFLEtBQUssRUFBQyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQztJQUN0QyxNQUFNLEVBQUM

sQ0FBQyxFQUFDLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDO0lBQ25CLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxDQUFDO0lBRTVCLGdCQUFnQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQ

UMsQ0FBQztJQUU3QixNQUFNLENBQUMsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxHQUFHLFVBQVUsQ0FB

QyxnQkFBZ0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ3BFLFVBQ

VUsQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRS

9DLE1BQU0sSUFBSSxHQUFHLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQ

yxNQUFNLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxNQUFNLENBQUM7SUFDL0MsTUFBTSxPQUFPLEdBQUcsU0FBUyxDQUF

DLElBQUksRUFBRSxNQUFNLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2pFLE9BQU8sT0FBTyxDQUFDLGNBQWMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQUMsQ0FBQztBQUN6RCxDQUFDO0FBRUQsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQU0sV0FBVyxHQUFpQjtJQUN2QyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNqQixXQUFXLE
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VBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNsQixVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBeUI7Q0FDdEMsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50Ijp

bIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUm

VzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0a

GUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxp

YW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuIC

ogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2

Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4g

XCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZI

EtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzc

GVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bm

RlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIE

JhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIGJ1ZmZlciwgRGF0YVR5cGUsIEtlcm5lbENvbmZpZywgS2VybmVsRnVuYywgU2xp

Y2UsIHNsaWNlX3V0aWwsIFNsaWNlQXR0cnMsIFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBUZW5zb3JJbmZvLCBUeXBlZEF

ycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5pbXBvcnQge01hdGhCYWNr

ZW5kQ1BVfSBmcm9tICcuLi9iYWNrZW5kX2NwdSc7XG5pbXBvcnQge2Fzc2VydE5vdENvbXBsZXh9IGZyb2

0gJy4uL2NwdV91dGlsJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlSW1wbChcbiAgICB2YWxzOiBCYWNrZ

W5kVmFsdWVzLCBiZWdpbjogbnVtYmVyW10sIHNpemU6IG51bWJlcltdLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW10sXG

4gICAgZHR5cGU6IERhdGFUeXBlKTogQmFja2VuZFZhbHVlcyB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGlzQ29udGlub3VzID0gc2

xpY2VfdXRpbC5pc1NsaWNlQ29udGlub3VzKHNoYXBlLCBiZWdpbiwgc2l6ZSk7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGxlbmd0aC

A9IHV0aWwuc2l6ZUZyb21TaGFwZShzaXplKTtcbiAgY29uc3QgeFN0cmlkZXMgPSB1dGlsLmNvbXB1dGVTd

HJpZGVzKHNoYXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoaXNDb250aW5vdXMpIHtcbiAgICBjb25zdCBmbGF0T2Zmc2V0ID0gc

2xpY2VfdXRpbC5jb21wdXRlRmxhdE9mZnNldChiZWdpbiwgeFN0cmlkZXMpO1xuXG4gICAgaWYgKGR0eX

BlID09PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QXJyYXlbXSkuc2xpY2UoZmx

hdE9mZnNldCwgZmxhdE9mZnNldCArIGxlbmd0aCk7XG4gICAgfVxuXG4gICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIF

R5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnN1YmFycmF5KGZsYXRPZmZzZXQsIGZsYXRPZmZzZXQgKyBsZW5ndGgpO1xuICB9

XG5cbiAgY29uc3QgZGVjb2RlZERhdGEgPSBkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycgP1xuICAgICAgYmFja2VuZF91d

GlsLmZyb21VaW50OFRvU3RyaW5nQXJyYXkodmFscyBhcyBVaW50OEFycmF5W10pIDpcbiAgICAgIHZhbH

MgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBpbkJ1ZiA9IGJ1ZmZlcihzaGFwZSwgZHR5cGUsIGRlY29kZW

REYXRhKTtcbiAgY29uc3Qgb3V0QnVmID0gYnVmZmVyKHNpemUsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA

9IDA7IGkgPCBvdXRCdWYuc2l6ZTsgKytpKSB7XG4gICAgY29uc3Qgb3V0TG9jID0gb3V0QnVmLmluZGV4V

G9Mb2MoaSk7XG4gICAgY29uc3QgaW5Mb2MgPSBvdXRMb2MubWFwKChpZHg6IG51bWJlciwgaikgPT4ga

WR4ICsgYmVnaW5bal0pO1xuICAgIG91dEJ1Zi5zZXQoaW5CdWYuZ2V0KC4uLmluTG9jKSwgLi4ub3V0TG9j

KTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGlmIChkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycpIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gYmFja2VuZF91dGlsLm

Zyb21TdHJpbmdBcnJheVRvVWludDgob3V0QnVmLnZhbHVlcyBhcyBzdHJpbmdbXSk7XG4gIH1cbiAgcmV0d

XJuIG91dEJ1Zi52YWx1ZXMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlKFxu

ICAgIGFyZ3M6IHtpbnB1dHM6IFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBiYWNrZW5kOiBNYXRoQmFja2VuZENQVSwgYX

R0cnM6IFNsaWNlQXR0cnN9KTpcbiAgICBUZW5zb3JJbmZvIHtcbiAgY29uc3Qge2lucHV0cywgYmFja2VuZC

wgYXR0cnN9ID0gYXJncztcbiAgY29uc3Qge3h9ID0gaW5wdXRzO1xuICBjb25zdCB7YmVnaW4sIHNpemV9ID

0gYXR0cnM7XG5cbiAgYXNzZXJ0Tm90Q29tcGxleCh4LCAnc2xpY2UnKTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBbJGJlZ2luLCAk

c2l6ZV0gPSBzbGljZV91dGlsLnBhcnNlU2xpY2VQYXJhbXMoeCwgYmVnaW4sIHNpemUpO1xuICBzbGljZV9

1dGlsLmFzc2VydFBhcmFtc1ZhbGlkKHgsICRiZWdpbiwgJHNpemUpO1xuXG4gIGNvbnN0IHZhbHMgPSBiYW

NrZW5kLmRhdGEuZ2V0KHguZGF0YUlkKS52YWx1ZXM7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dFZhbHMgPSBzbGljZUltcG

wodmFscywgJGJlZ2luLCAkc2l6ZSwgeC5zaGFwZSwgeC5kdHlwZSk7XG4gIHJldHVybiBiYWNrZW5kLm1ha2

VUZW5zb3JJbmZvKCRzaXplLCB4LmR0eXBlLCBvdXRWYWxzKTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGNvbnN0IHNsaWN

lQ29uZmlnOiBLZXJuZWxDb25maWcgPSB7XG4gIGtlcm5lbE5hbWU6IFNsaWNlLFxuICBiYWNrZW5kTmFtZ

TogJ2NwdScsXG4gIGtlcm5lbEZ1bmM6IHNsaWNlIGFzIHt9IGFzIEtlcm5lbEZ1bmNcbn07XG4iXX0=","/**\n *
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@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)

{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as

[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;

i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:

number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +

beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a
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copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===

1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =

$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:

backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,

inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =
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0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',

// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,

$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,

topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //

strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,

xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,

extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const

imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n

'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n

const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const
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outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const

xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,
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padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n
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backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:

FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',

'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,

padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n
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'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})

{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n

}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const

filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n
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     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,

preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape

(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,

isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet
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wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //

sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const

parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:

{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new
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Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either

float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:
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BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //

padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype
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=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',

reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under
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the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,

axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match
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enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n

'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:
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number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const

pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,

pValidOutputs};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,

maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,
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padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n

parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}

as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n

(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using

validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020
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Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const
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expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null

/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>

p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,

weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from
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'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //

oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //

newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'

 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>
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void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =

args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,
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paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:

0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:

TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =

s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n
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inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n

        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =

new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n

}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let
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inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =
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attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,

attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:

number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n
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]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :

[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const

interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const
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zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the

library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport

{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from
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'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport

{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport

{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n

greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n

*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array

passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //
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https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,

11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n","\nvar WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = (function() {\n

var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src :

undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return

(\nfunction(WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd) {\n  WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd || {};\n\nfunction

GROWABLE_HEAP_I8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)}

return HEAP8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAPU8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAP32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPU32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_F64(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPF64}var Module=typeof

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD=Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]||false;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"};var

nodeWorkerThreads;try{nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\")}catch(e){console.error('The

\"worker_threads\" module is not supported in this node.js build - perhaps a newer version is needed?');throw
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e}global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(typeof

_scriptDir !== \"undefined\" &&

_scriptDir){scriptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.s

ubstr(0,scriptDirectory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){read_=fun

ction

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret}}else{read_=function(url){var xhr=new XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){global.performance=require(\"perf_hooks\").performance}}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];function

warnOnce(text){if(!warnOnce.shown)warnOnce.shown={};if(!warnOnce.shown[text]){warnOnce.shown[text]=1;er

r(text)}}var Atomics_load=Atomics.load;var Atomics_store=Atomics.store;var

Atomics_compareExchange=Atomics.compareExchange;var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var wasmModule;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var
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converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

str=\"\";while(!(idx>=endIdx)){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!u0)return

str;if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function lengthBytesUTF8(str){var

len=0;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343)u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|str.charCodeAt(++i)&1023;if(u<=127)+

+len;else if(u<=2047)len+=2;else if(u<=65535)len+=3;else len+=4}return len}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){wasmM

emory=Module[\"wasmMemory\"];buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}else{if(Module[\"wasmMemory\"]){wasmMemory=

Module[\"wasmMemory\"]}else{wasmMemory=new

WebAssembly.Memory({\"initial\":INITIAL_MEMORY/65536,\"maximum\":2147483648/65536,\"shared\":true});

if(!(wasmMemory.buffer instanceof SharedArrayBuffer)){err(\"requested a shared WebAssembly.Memory but the

returned buffer is not a SharedArrayBuffer, indicating that while the browser has SharedArrayBuffer it does not

have WebAssembly threads support - you may need to set a

flag\");if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){console.log(\"(on node you may need: --experimental-wasm-threads --

experimental-wasm-bulk-memory and also use a recent version)\")}throw Error(\"bad

memory\")}}}if(wasmMemory){buffer=wasmMemory.buffer}INITIAL_MEMORY=buffer.byteLength;updateGlob

alBufferAndViews(buffer);var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var __ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var
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__ATEXIT__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var runtimeInitialized=false;var

runtimeExited=false;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctor

s()}});function preRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT

__)}function

preMain(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function

exitRuntime(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;runtimeExited=true}function

postRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){assert(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD,\"addRunDependency cannot be used in a

pthread

worker\");runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](ru

nDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)console.err

or(\"Pthread aborting at \"+(new

Error).stack);what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTATUS=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s

ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw

e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"I\"];wasmModule=module;if(!E

NVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){var

numWorkersToLoad=PThread.unusedWorkers.length;PThread.unusedWorkers.forEach(function(w){PThread.load
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WasmModuleToWorker(w,function(){if(!--numWorkersToLoad)removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")})})}}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\")}function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"],output[\"module\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}var

ASM_CONSTS={10520:function(){throw\"Canceled!\"},10538:function($0,$1){setTimeout(function(){__emscript

en_do_dispatch_to_thread($0,$1)},0)}};function initPthreadsJS(){PThread.initRuntime()}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}var

ERRNO_CODES={EPERM:63,ENOENT:44,ESRCH:71,EINTR:27,EIO:29,ENXIO:60,E2BIG:1,ENOEXEC:45,E

BADF:8,ECHILD:12,EAGAIN:6,EWOULDBLOCK:6,ENOMEM:48,EACCES:2,EFAULT:21,ENOTBLK:105,EB

USY:10,EEXIST:20,EXDEV:75,ENODEV:43,ENOTDIR:54,EISDIR:31,EINVAL:28,ENFILE:41,EMFILE:33,EN

OTTY:59,ETXTBSY:74,EFBIG:22,ENOSPC:51,ESPIPE:70,EROFS:69,EMLINK:34,EPIPE:64,EDOM:18,ERAN

GE:68,ENOMSG:49,EIDRM:24,ECHRNG:106,EL2NSYNC:156,EL3HLT:107,EL3RST:108,ELNRNG:109,EUNA

TCH:110,ENOCSI:111,EL2HLT:112,EDEADLK:16,ENOLCK:46,EBADE:113,EBADR:114,EXFULL:115,ENOA

NO:104,EBADRQC:103,EBADSLT:102,EDEADLOCK:16,EBFONT:101,ENOSTR:100,ENODATA:116,ETIME:

117,ENOSR:118,ENONET:119,ENOPKG:120,EREMOTE:121,ENOLINK:47,EADV:122,ESRMNT:123,ECOMM

:124,EPROTO:65,EMULTIHOP:36,EDOTDOT:125,EBADMSG:9,ENOTUNIQ:126,EBADFD:127,EREMCHG:1

28,ELIBACC:129,ELIBBAD:130,ELIBSCN:131,ELIBMAX:132,ELIBEXEC:133,ENOSYS:52,ENOTEMPTY:55,

ENAMETOOLONG:37,ELOOP:32,EOPNOTSUPP:138,EPFNOSUPPORT:139,ECONNRESET:15,ENOBUFS:42,

EAFNOSUPPORT:5,EPROTOTYPE:67,ENOTSOCK:57,ENOPROTOOPT:50,ESHUTDOWN:140,ECONNREFU

SED:14,EADDRINUSE:3,ECONNABORTED:13,ENETUNREACH:40,ENETDOWN:38,ETIMEDOUT:73,EHOS

TDOWN:142,EHOSTUNREACH:23,EINPROGRESS:26,EALREADY:7,EDESTADDRREQ:17,EMSGSIZE:35,E

PROTONOSUPPORT:66,ESOCKTNOSUPPORT:137,EADDRNOTAVAIL:4,ENETRESET:39,EISCONN:30,EN

OTCONN:53,ETOOMANYREFS:141,EUSERS:136,EDQUOT:19,ESTALE:72,ENOTSUP:138,ENOMEDIUM:14

8,EILSEQ:25,EOVERFLOW:61,ECANCELED:11,ENOTRECOVERABLE:56,EOWNERDEAD:62,ESTRPIPE:13

5};function

_emscripten_futex_wake(addr,count){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0||count<0)retu

rn-28;if(count==0)return 0;if(count>=2147483647)count=Infinity;var

mainThreadWaitAddress=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2);var

mainThreadWoken=0;if(mainThreadWaitAddress==addr){var

loadedAddr=Atomics.compareExchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,mainTh

readWaitAddress,0);if(loadedAddr==mainThreadWaitAddress){--count;mainThreadWoken=1;if(count<=0)return

1}}var ret=Atomics.notify(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,count);if(ret>=0)return

ret+mainThreadWoken;throw\"Atomics.notify returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}Module[\"_emscripten_futex_wake\"]=_emscripten_futex_wake;function

killThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! killThread() can only ever be
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called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

killThread!\";GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.terminate();PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);PThread.runni

ngWorkers.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(pthread.worker),1);pthread.worker.pthread=undefined}functio

n cancelThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cancelThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cancelThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancel\"})}function

cleanupThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cleanupThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cleanupThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];if(pthread){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

worker=pthread.worker;PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}var

PThread={unusedWorkers:[],runningWorkers:[],initMainThreadBlock:function(){var pthreadPoolSize=8;for(var

i=0;i<pthreadPoolSize;++i){PThread.allocateUnusedWorker()}},initRuntime:function(){var

tb=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228/4;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tb/4+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tb+12>>2]=tb;var

headPtr=tb+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var tlsMemory=_malloc(512);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tlsMemory/4+i]=0;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+100

>>2,tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+40>>2,tb);__emscripten_thread_init(tb,!ENVIRON

MENT_IS_WORKER,1);_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id(tb)},initWorker:function(){},pthreads:{},t

hreadExitHandlers:[],setThreadStatus:function(){},runExitHandlers:function(){while(PThread.threadExitHandlers.l

ength>0){PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop()()}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self())___pthread

_tsd_run_dtors()},runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread:function(tb,exitCode){Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U

32(),tb+56>>2,1);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+60>>2,0);PThread.runExitHandlers();Atomics.stor

e(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+4>>2,exitCode);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2,1);_emscri

pten_futex_wake(tb+0,2147483647);__emscripten_thread_init(0,0,0)},threadExit:function(exitCode){var

tb=_pthread_self();if(tb){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(tb,exitCode);if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHRE

AD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exit\"})}}},threadCancel:function(){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(_pthr

ead_self(),-1);postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancelDone\"})},terminateAllThreads:function(){for(var t in

PThread.pthreads){var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[t];if(pthread&&pthread.worker){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(pthread.worker)}}PThre

ad.pthreads={};for(var i=0;i<PThread.unusedWorkers.length;++i){var

worker=PThread.unusedWorkers[i];worker.terminate()}PThread.unusedWorkers=[];for(var

i=0;i<PThread.runningWorkers.length;++i){var worker=PThread.runningWorkers[i];var

pthread=worker.pthread;PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);worker.terminate()}PThread.runningWorkers=[]},freeTh

readData:function(pthread){if(!pthread)return;if(pthread.threadInfoStruct){var

tlsMemory=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.threadInfoStruct+100>>2];GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.thr

eadInfoStruct+100>>2]=0;_free(tlsMemory);_free(pthread.threadInfoStruct)}pthread.threadInfoStruct=0;if(pthread.

allocatedOwnStack&&pthread.stackBase)_free(pthread.stackBase);pthread.stackBase=0;if(pthread.worker)pthread.

worker.pthread=null},returnWorkerToPool:function(worker){PThread.runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls(functio

n(){delete

PThread.pthreads[worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct];PThread.unusedWorkers.push(worker);PThread.runningWorker

s.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(worker),1);PThread.freeThreadData(worker.pthread);worker.pthread=un

defined})},runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls:function(func){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_m

ain_runtime_queued_calls>>2]=0;try{func()}finally{GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_main_runti

me_queued_calls>>2]=1}},receiveObjectTransfer:function(data){},loadWasmModuleToWorker:function(worker,o

nFinishedLoading){worker.onmessage=function(e){var d=e[\"data\"];var
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cmd=d[\"cmd\"];if(worker.pthread)PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct;

if(d[\"targetThread\"]&&d[\"targetThread\"]!=_pthread_self()){var

thread=PThread.pthreads[d.targetThread];if(thread){thread.worker.postMessage(e.data,d[\"transferList\"])}else{con

sole.error('Internal error! Worker sent a message \"'+cmd+'\" to target pthread '+d[\"targetThread\"]+\", but that

thread no longer

exists!\")}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined;return}if(cmd===\"processQueuedMainThread

Work\"){_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls()}else

if(cmd===\"spawnThread\"){spawnThread(e.data)}else

if(cmd===\"cleanupThread\"){cleanupThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"killThread\"){killThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"cancelThread\"){cancelThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"loaded\"){worker.loaded=true;if(onFinishedLoading)onFinishedLoading(worker);if(worker.runPthread)

{worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}else if(cmd===\"print\"){out(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\":

\"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"printErr\"){err(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else

if(cmd===\"alert\"){alert(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"exit\"){var

detached=worker.pthread&&Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct+64>>2);if

(detached){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}else

if(cmd===\"exitProcess\"){try{exit(d[\"returnCode\"])}catch(e){if(e instanceof ExitStatus)return;throw e}}else

if(cmd===\"cancelDone\"){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}else

if(cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){PThread.receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){worker.postMessage(e.data)}else{err(\"worker sent an unknown command

\"+cmd)}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined};worker.onerror=function(e){err(\"pthread sent

an error! \"+e.filename+\":\"+e.lineno+\":

\"+e.message)};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){worker.on(\"message\",function(data){worker.onmessage({data:d

ata})});worker.on(\"error\",function(data){worker.onerror(data)});worker.on(\"exit\",function(data){})}worker.post

Message({\"cmd\":\"load\",\"urlOrBlob\":Module[\"mainScriptUrlOrBlob\"]||_scriptDir,\"wasmMemory\":wasmMe

mory,\"wasmModule\":wasmModule})},allocateUnusedWorker:function(){var pthreadMainJs=locateFile(\"tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js\");PThread.unusedWorkers.push(new

Worker(pthreadMainJs))},getNewWorker:function(){if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length==0){PThread.allocateUnus

edWorker();PThread.loadWasmModuleToWorker(PThread.unusedWorkers[0])}if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length>

0)return PThread.unusedWorkers.pop();else return null},busySpinWait:function(msecs){var

t=performance.now()+msecs;while(performance.now()<t){}}};function

establishStackSpace(stackTop,stackMax){_emscripten_stack_set_limits(stackTop,stackMax);stackRestore(stackTop

)}Module[\"establishStackSpace\"]=establishStackSpace;function getNoExitRuntime(){return

noExitRuntime}Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]=getNoExitRuntime;function invokeEntryPoint(ptr,arg){return

wasmTable.get(ptr)(arg)}Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"]=invokeEntryPoint;function

___assert_fail(condition,filename,line,func){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+UTF8ToString(condition)+\", at:

\"+[filename?UTF8ToString(filename):\"unknown filename\",line,func?UTF8ToString(func):\"unknown

function\"])}function ___call_main(argc,argv){var returnCode=_main(argc,argv)}var

_emscripten_get_now;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){_emscripten_get_now=function(){var

t=process[\"hrtime\"]();return t[0]*1e3+t[1]/1e6}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){_emscripten_get_now=function(){return performance.now()-

Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]}}else if(typeof

dateNow!==\"undefined\"){_emscripten_get_now=dateNow}else _emscripten_get_now=function(){return

performance.now()};function setErrNo(value){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return

value}function _atexit(func,arg){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(1,1,func,arg)}function

__emscripten_notify_thread_queue(targetThreadId,mainThreadId){if(targetThreadId==mainThreadId){postMessag
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e({\"cmd\":\"processQueuedMainThreadWork\"})}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){postMessage({\"targetThread\":targetThreadId,\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueu

e\"})}else{var pthread=PThread.pthreads[targetThreadId];var

worker=pthread&&pthread.worker;if(!worker){return}worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueue\"})}ret

urn 1}function _abort(){abort()}function _emscripten_asm_const_int(code,sigPtr,argbuf){var

args=readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,argbuf);return ASM_CONSTS[code].apply(null,args)}function

_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status(expectedStatus,newStatus){}function

_emscripten_futex_wait(addr,val,timeout){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0)return-

28;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB){var

ret=Atomics.wait(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,val,timeout);if(ret===\"timed-out\")return-

73;if(ret===\"not-equal\")return-6;if(ret===\"ok\")return 0;throw\"Atomics.wait returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}else{if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!=val){return-6}var

tNow=performance.now();var tEnd=tNow+timeout;var

lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr);while(1){tNo

w=performance.now();if(tNow>tEnd){lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_mai

n_thread_futex>>2,0);return-

73}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,0);if(lastAddr==

0){break}_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls();if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!

=val){return-

6}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr)}return

0}}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_num_logical_cores(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return require(\"os\").cpus().length;return

navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]}function _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(index,sync){var

numCallArgs=arguments.length-2;var stack=stackSave();var serializedNumCallArgs=numCallArgs;var

args=stackAlloc(serializedNumCallArgs*8);var b=args>>3;for(var i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){var

arg=arguments[2+i];GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]=arg}var

ret=_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js(index,serializedNumCallArgs,args,sync);stackRestore(stack);retur

n ret}var _emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs=[];var readAsmConstArgsArray=[];function

readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,buf){readAsmConstArgsArray.length=0;var

ch;buf>>=2;while(ch=GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[sigPtr++]){var

double=ch<105;if(double&&buf&1)buf++;readAsmConstArgsArray.push(double?GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[buf

++>>1]:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[buf]);++buf}return readAsmConstArgsArray}function

_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js(index,numCallArgs,args){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callA

rgs.length=numCallArgs;var b=args>>3;for(var

i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs[i]=GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]}v

ar isEmAsmConst=index<0;var func=!isEmAsmConst?proxiedFunctionTable[index]:ASM_CONSTS[-index-

1];return func.apply(null,_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var

oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();if(requestedSize<=oldSize){return false}var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var
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replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

JSEvents={inEventHandler:0,removeAllEventListeners:function(){for(var i=JSEvents.eventHandlers.length-

1;i>=0;--

i){JSEvents._removeHandler(i)}JSEvents.eventHandlers=[];JSEvents.deferredCalls=[]},registerRemoveEventListen

ers:function(){if(!JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered){__ATEXIT__.push(JSEvents.removeAllEventListene

rs);JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered=true}},deferredCalls:[],deferCall:function(targetFunction,precedence

,argsList){function arraysHaveEqualContent(arrA,arrB){if(arrA.length!=arrB.length)return false;for(var i in

arrA){if(arrA[i]!=arrB[i])return false}return true}for(var i in JSEvents.deferredCalls){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];if(call.targetFunction==targetFunction&&arraysHaveEqualContent(call.argsList,args

List)){return}}JSEvents.deferredCalls.push({targetFunction:targetFunction,precedence:precedence,argsList:argsList

});JSEvents.deferredCalls.sort(function(x,y){return

x.precedence<y.precedence})},removeDeferredCalls:function(targetFunction){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){if(JSEvents.deferredCalls[i].targetFunction==targetFunction){JSEvents.d

eferredCalls.splice(i,1);--i}}},canPerformEventHandlerRequests:function(){return

JSEvents.inEventHandler&&JSEvents.currentEventHandler.allowsDeferredCalls},runDeferredCalls:function(){if(!J

SEvents.canPerformEventHandlerRequests()){return}for(var i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];JSEvents.deferredCalls.splice(i,1);--

i;call.targetFunction.apply(null,call.argsList)}},eventHandlers:[],removeAllHandlersOnTarget:function(target,event

TypeString){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==target&&(!eventTypeString||event

TypeString==JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].eventTypeString)){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}},_removeHandler:function(i){var

h=JSEvents.eventHandlers[i];h.target.removeEventListener(h.eventTypeString,h.eventListenerFunc,h.useCapture);J

SEvents.eventHandlers.splice(i,1)},registerOrRemoveHandler:function(eventHandler){var jsEventHandler=function

jsEventHandler(event){++JSEvents.inEventHandler;JSEvents.currentEventHandler=eventHandler;JSEvents.runDef

erredCalls();eventHandler.handlerFunc(event);JSEvents.runDeferredCalls();--

JSEvents.inEventHandler};if(eventHandler.callbackfunc){eventHandler.eventListenerFunc=jsEventHandler;eventH

andler.target.addEventListener(eventHandler.eventTypeString,jsEventHandler,eventHandler.useCapture);JSEvents.e

ventHandlers.push(eventHandler);JSEvents.registerRemoveEventListeners()}else{for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==eventHandler.target&&JSEvents.e

ventHandlers[i].eventTypeString==eventHandler.eventTypeString){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}}},queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii:function(targetThread,eventHandlerFunc,eventTypeId,eventData,userData)

{var stackTop=stackSave();var

varargs=stackAlloc(12);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs>>2]=eventTypeId;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs

+4>>2]=eventData;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+8>>2]=userData;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThr

ead,637534208,eventHandlerFunc,eventData,varargs);stackRestore(stackTop)},getTargetThreadForEventCallback:f

unction(targetThread){switch(targetThread){case 1:return 0;case 2:return

PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread;default:return

targetThread}},getNodeNameForTarget:function(target){if(!target)return\"\";if(target==window)return\"#window\";

if(target==screen)return\"#screen\";return

target&&target.nodeName?target.nodeName:\"\"},fullscreenEnabled:function(){return

document.fullscreenEnabled||document.webkitFullscreenEnabled}};function stringToNewUTF8(jsString){var

length=lengthBytesUTF8(jsString)+1;var cString=_malloc(length);stringToUTF8(jsString,cString,length);return

cString}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){var

stackTop=stackSave();var varargs=stackAlloc(12);var

targetCanvasPtr=0;if(targetCanvas){targetCanvasPtr=stringToNewUTF8(targetCanvas)}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(

)[varargs>>2]=targetCanvasPtr;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+4>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[var
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args+8>>2]=height;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThread,657457152,0,targetCanvasPtr,varargs);stackRestor

e(stackTop)}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){targetCanvas=tar

getCanvas?UTF8ToString(targetCanvas):\"\";_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThr

ead,targetCanvas,width,height)}function maybeCStringToJsString(cString){return

cString>2?UTF8ToString(cString):cString}var specialHTMLTargets=[0,typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document:0,typeof window!==\"undefined\"?window:0];function

findEventTarget(target){target=maybeCStringToJsString(target);var

domElement=specialHTMLTargets[target]||(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document.querySelector(target):undefined);return domElement}function

findCanvasEventTarget(target){return findEventTarget(target)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas)return-

4;if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEA

P_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+4>>2]=height}if(canvas.offscreenCanvas||!canvas.controlTransferredOffscreen){if

(canvas.offscreenCanvas)canvas=canvas.offscreenCanvas;var

autoResizeViewport=false;if(canvas.GLctxObject&&canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx){var

prevViewport=canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.getParameter(2978);autoResizeViewport=prevViewport[0]===0&&prev

Viewport[1]===0&&prevViewport[2]===canvas.width&&prevViewport[3]===canvas.height}canvas.width=width;

canvas.height=height;if(autoResizeViewport){canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.viewport(0,0,width,height)}}else

if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){var

targetThread=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+8>>2];_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_o

n_target_thread(targetThread,target,width,height);return 1}else{return-4}return 0}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)retur

n _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(2,1,target,width,height);return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(canvas){return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}else{return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height)}}function

_emscripten_set_current_thread_status(newStatus){}function

_emscripten_set_thread_name(threadId,name){}function __webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"ANGLE_instanced_arrays\");if(ext){ctx[\"vertexAttribDivisor\"]=function(index,divisor){ex

t[\"vertexAttribDivisorANGLE\"](index,divisor)};ctx[\"drawArraysInstanced\"]=function(mode,first,count,primcou

nt){ext[\"drawArraysInstancedANGLE\"](mode,first,count,primcount)};ctx[\"drawElementsInstanced\"]=function(

mode,count,type,indices,primcount){ext[\"drawElementsInstancedANGLE\"](mode,count,type,indices,primcount)};

return 1}}function __webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"OES_vertex_array_object\");if(ext){ctx[\"createVertexArray\"]=function(){return

ext[\"createVertexArrayOES\"]()};ctx[\"deleteVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"deleteVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};

ctx[\"bindVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"bindVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};ctx[\"isVertexArray\"]=function(vao)

{return ext[\"isVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};return 1}}function __webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_draw_buffers\");if(ext){ctx[\"drawBuffers\"]=function(n,bufs){ext[\"drawBuffers

WEBGL\"](n,bufs)};return 1}}function

__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(ctx){return!!(ctx.multiDrawWebgl=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_multi_dra

w\"))}var

GL={counter:1,buffers:[],programs:[],framebuffers:[],renderbuffers:[],textures:[],uniforms:[],shaders:[],vaos:[],cont

exts:{},offscreenCanvases:{},timerQueriesEXT:[],programInfos:{},stringCache:{},unpackAlignment:4,recordError:

function recordError(errorCode){if(!GL.lastError){GL.lastError=errorCode}},getNewId:function(table){var
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ret=GL.counter++;for(var i=table.length;i<ret;i++){table[i]=null}return

ret},getSource:function(shader,count,string,length){var source=\"\";for(var i=0;i<count;++i){var

len=length?GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[length+i*4>>2]:-

1;source+=UTF8ToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[string+i*4>>2],len<0?undefined:len)}return

source},createContext:function(canvas,webGLContextAttributes){var

ctx=canvas.getContext(\"webgl\",webGLContextAttributes);if(!ctx)return 0;var

handle=GL.registerContext(ctx,webGLContextAttributes);return

handle},registerContext:function(ctx,webGLContextAttributes){var

handle=_malloc(8);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[handle+4>>2]=_pthread_self();var

context={handle:handle,attributes:webGLContextAttributes,version:webGLContextAttributes.majorVersion,GLctx:

ctx};if(ctx.canvas)ctx.canvas.GLctxObject=context;GL.contexts[handle]=context;if(typeof

webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensionsByDefault===\"undefined\"||webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensions

ByDefault){GL.initExtensions(context)}return

handle},makeContextCurrent:function(contextHandle){GL.currentContext=GL.contexts[contextHandle];Module.ctx

=GLctx=GL.currentContext&&GL.currentContext.GLctx;return!(contextHandle&&!GLctx)},getContext:function(c

ontextHandle){return

GL.contexts[contextHandle]},deleteContext:function(contextHandle){if(GL.currentContext===GL.contexts[context

Handle])GL.currentContext=null;if(typeof

JSEvents===\"object\")JSEvents.removeAllHandlersOnTarget(GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas);if(GL.co

ntexts[contextHandle]&&GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas)GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas.GL

ctxObject=undefined;_free(GL.contexts[contextHandle].handle);GL.contexts[contextHandle]=null},initExtensions:f

unction(context){if(!context)context=GL.currentContext;if(context.initExtensionsDone)return;context.initExtension

sDone=true;var

GLctx=context.GLctx;__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(GLctx);__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_obj

ect(GLctx);__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(GLctx);GLctx.disjointTimerQueryExt=GLctx.getExtension(\"

EXT_disjoint_timer_query\");__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(GLctx);var

exts=GLctx.getSupportedExtensions()||[];exts.forEach(function(ext){if(ext.indexOf(\"lose_context\")<0&&ext.inde

xOf(\"debug\")<0){GLctx.getExtension(ext)}})},populateUniformTable:function(program){var

p=GL.programs[program];var

ptable=GL.programInfos[program]={uniforms:{},maxUniformLength:0,maxAttributeLength:-

1,maxUniformBlockNameLength:-1};var utable=ptable.uniforms;var

numUniforms=GLctx.getProgramParameter(p,35718);for(var i=0;i<numUniforms;++i){var

u=GLctx.getActiveUniform(p,i);var

name=u.name;ptable.maxUniformLength=Math.max(ptable.maxUniformLength,name.length+1);if(name.slice(-

1)==\"]\"){name=name.slice(0,name.lastIndexOf(\"[\"))}var loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,name);if(loc){var

id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);utable[name]=[u.size,id];GL.uniforms[id]=loc;for(var j=1;j<u.size;++j){var

n=name+\"[\"+j+\"]\";loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,n);id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);GL.uniforms[id]=loc}}}

}};var __emscripten_webgl_power_preferences=[\"default\",\"low-power\",\"high-performance\"];function

_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(target,attributes){var a=attributes>>2;var

powerPreference=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(24>>2)];var

contextAttributes={\"alpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(0>>2)],\"depth\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(4

>>2)],\"stencil\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(8>>2)],\"antialias\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(12>>2)],\"p

remultipliedAlpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(16>>2)],\"preserveDrawingBuffer\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_

I32()[a+(20>>2)],\"powerPreference\":__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences[powerPreference],\"failIfMajorPerf

ormanceCaveat\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(28>>2)],majorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(32>>2)],

minorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(36>>2)],enableExtensionsByDefault:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(

40>>2)],explicitSwapControl:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(44>>2)],proxyContextToMainThread:GROWABLE_

HEAP_I32()[a+(48>>2)],renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(52>>2)]};var
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canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas){return 0}if(contextAttributes.explicitSwapControl){return 0}var

contextHandle=GL.createContext(canvas,contextAttributes);return contextHandle}function

_emscripten_webgl_create_context(a0,a1){return _emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(a0,a1)}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var

ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function

_fd_close(fd){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(3,1,fd);return

0}function _fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(4,1,fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset)}function

_fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(5,1,fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum);var num=0;for(var i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var

ptr=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+i*8>>2];var len=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[ptr+j])}num+=len}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32

()[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function _pthread_cleanup_pop(execute){var

routine=PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop();if(execute)routine()}function

_pthread_cleanup_push(routine,arg){PThread.threadExitHandlers.push(function(){wasmTable.get(routine)(arg)})}f

unction spawnThread(threadParams){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! spawnThread()

can only ever be called from main application thread!\";var

worker=PThread.getNewWorker();if(worker.pthread!==undefined)throw\"Internal

error!\";if(!threadParams.pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal error, no pthread

ptr!\";PThread.runningWorkers.push(worker);var tlsMemory=_malloc(128*4);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tlsMemory+i*4>>2]=0}var

stackHigh=threadParams.stackBase+threadParams.stackSize;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[threadParams.pthread_ptr]={worker:worker,stackBase:threadParams.stackBase,stackSize

:threadParams.stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:threadParams.allocatedOwnStack,threadInfoStruct:threadParams.pthrea

d_ptr};var

tis=pthread.threadInfoStruct>>2;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(64>>2),threadParams.detached);A

tomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(100>>2),tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis

+(40>>2),pthread.threadInfoStruct);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(80>>2),threadParams.stackSiz

e);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(76>>2),stackHigh);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),t

is+(104>>2),threadParams.stackSize);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+8>>2),stackHigh);Atom

ics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+12>>2),threadParams.detached);var

global_libc=_emscripten_get_global_libc();var

global_locale=global_libc+40;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(172>>2),global_locale);worker.pthr

ead=pthread;var

msg={\"cmd\":\"run\",\"start_routine\":threadParams.startRoutine,\"arg\":threadParams.arg,\"threadInfoStruct\":thre

adParams.pthread_ptr,\"stackBase\":threadParams.stackBase,\"stackSize\":threadParams.stackSize};worker.runPthre

ad=function(){msg.time=performance.now();worker.postMessage(msg,threadParams.transferList)};if(worker.loaded

){worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}function

_pthread_create(pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg){if(typeof SharedArrayBuffer===\"undefined\"){err(\"Current

environment does not support SharedArrayBuffer, pthreads are not available!\");return

6}if(!pthread_ptr){err(\"pthread_create called with a null thread pointer!\");return 28}var transferList=[];var

error=0;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&(transferList.length===0||error)){return

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4(687865856,pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg)}if(error)return error;var

stackSize=0;var stackBase=0;var detached=0;if(attr&&attr!=-

1){stackSize=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr>>2];stackSize+=81920;stackBase=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+
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8>>2];detached=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+12>>2]!==0}else{stackSize=2097152}var

allocatedOwnStack=stackBase==0;if(allocatedOwnStack){stackBase=_memalign(16,stackSize)}else{stackBase-

=stackSize;assert(stackBase>0)}var threadInfoStruct=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228>>2;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[(threadInfoStruct>>2)+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_p

tr>>2]=threadInfoStruct;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[threadInfoStruct+12>>2]=threadInfoStruct;var

headPtr=threadInfoStruct+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var

threadParams={stackBase:stackBase,stackSize:stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:allocatedOwnStack,detached:detached

,startRoutine:start_routine,pthread_ptr:threadInfoStruct,arg:arg,transferList:transferList};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){threadParams.cmd=\"spawnThread\";postMessage(threadParams,transferList)}else{spawnThread(thread

Params)}return 0}function __pthread_testcancel_js(){if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;var

tb=_pthread_self();if(!tb)return;var

cancelDisabled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+56>>2);if(cancelDisabled)return;var

canceled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2);if(canceled==2)throw\"Canceled!\"}function

_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKE

R)return;warnOnce(\"Blocking on the main thread is very dangerous, see

https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/pthreads.html#blocking-on-the-main-browser-thread\")}function

__emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,block){if(!thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on a null thread

pointer!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self()==thread){err(\"PThread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}else

if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id()==thread){err(\"Main thread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}var

self=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[thread+12>>2];if(self!==thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on thread

\"+thread+\", which does not point to a valid thread, or does not exist anymore!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}var

detached=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2);if(detached){err(\"Attempted to join thread

\"+thread+\", which was already detached!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.EINVAL}if(block){_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed()}for(;;){var

threadStatus=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+0>>2);if(threadStatus==1){var

threadExitCode=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+4>>2);if(status)GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[sta

tus>>2]=threadExitCode;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2,1);if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD)cleanupThread(thread);else postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cleanupThread\",\"thread\":thread});return

0}if(!block){return

ERRNO_CODES.EBUSY}__pthread_testcancel_js();if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)_emscripten_main_thre

ad_process_queued_calls();_emscripten_futex_wait(thread+0,threadStatus,ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD?100:1

)}}function _pthread_join(thread,status){return __emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,true)}function

_sysconf(name){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(6,1,name);switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;return maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case

235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case 19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case

159:case 154:case 14:case 77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case

48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case 46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case

161:case 181:case 182:case 242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case

49:case 50:case 168:case 169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case

80:case 81:case 79:return-1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case

93:case 129:case 130:case 131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case

31:case 42:case 72:return 32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case

36:return 99;case 43:case 37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case
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44:return 32767;case 75:return 16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return

255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return 64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case

84:{if(typeof navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-

1}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)PThread.initMainThreadBlock();var GLctx;var

proxiedFunctionTable=[null,_atexit,_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread,_fd_close,_fd_seek,_fd_wr

ite,_sysconf];var

asmLibraryArg={\"e\":___assert_fail,\"r\":___call_main,\"x\":__emscripten_notify_thread_queue,\"b\":_abort,\"y\":

_emscripten_asm_const_int,\"j\":_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status,\"d\":_emscripten_futex_wait,\

"c\":_emscripten_futex_wake,\"f\":_emscripten_get_now,\"p\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"A\":_emscripten_num_l

ogical_cores,\"u\":_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js,\"q\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"v\":_emscripten_set_ca

nvas_element_size,\"i\":_emscripten_set_current_thread_status,\"s\":_emscripten_set_thread_name,\"w\":_emscript

en_webgl_create_context,\"l\":_fd_close,\"n\":_fd_seek,\"g\":_fd_write,\"o\":initPthreadsJS,\"a\":wasmMemory||Mo

dule[\"wasmMemory\"],\"z\":_pthread_cleanup_pop,\"k\":_pthread_cleanup_push,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"m\":_pthr

ead_join,\"t\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"ga\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"o

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ja\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,a

rguments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Qa\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ra

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Xa\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Za\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"_a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$a\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ab\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"bb\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"cb\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"db\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"eb\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"f

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"hb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ib\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var
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_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"jb\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"kb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_get_global_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_get_global

_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"lb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=function(){return(_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"mb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=Module[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=function(){return(___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=M

odule[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"nb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls\"]=fu

nction(){return(_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_que

ued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ob\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls\"]

=function(){return(_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_proc

ess_queued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id\"]=functi

on(){return(_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_

id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=function(){return(_ems

cripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"rb\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=function(){return(__emsc

ripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sb\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=function(){retur

n(_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=Module[\"asm\

"][\"tb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=function(

){return(_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"ub\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_call_on_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_call_on_t

hread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"vb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscript

en_tls_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_thread_init=Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_thread_init=Mod

ule[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"yb\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"zb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ab\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_stack_set_limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_stack_set_

limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Bb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=function(){return(_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Cb

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls=Module[\"__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls\"]=1
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0512;var

__emscripten_main_thread_futex=Module[\"__emscripten_main_thread_futex\"]=12148;Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap

;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=wasmMemory;Module

[\"ExitStatus\"]=ExitStatus;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){readyPromis

eResolve(Module);initRuntime();postMessage({\"cmd\":\"loaded\"});return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){retur

n}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;function

exit(status,implicit){if(implicit&&noExitRuntime&&status===0){return}if(!implicit){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exitProcess\",\"returnCode\":status});throw new

ExitStatus(status)}else{}}if(noExitRuntime){}else{PThread.terminateAllThreads();EXITSTATUS=status;exitRunti

me();if(Module[\"onExit\"])Module[\"onExit\"](status);ABORT=true}quit_(status,new

ExitStatus(status))}if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){noExitRuntime=false;PThread.initWorker()}run

();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports === 'object' && typeof

module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd; });\nelse if

(typeof exports === 'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd\"] =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\n","export const wasmWorkerContents = 'var Module={};function

threadPrintErr(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\" \");console.error(text)}function

threadAlert(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\"

\");postMessage({cmd:\"alert\",text:text,threadId:Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()})}var

err=threadPrintErr;this.alert=threadAlert;Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]=function(info,receiveInstance){var

instance=new

WebAssembly.Instance(Module[\"wasmModule\"],info);Module[\"wasmModule\"]=null;receiveInstance(instance);r

eturn instance.exports};function

moduleLoaded(){}this.onmessage=function(e){try{if(e.data.cmd===\"load\"){Module[\"wasmModule\"]=e.data.wa

smModule;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=e.data.wasmMemory;Module[\"buffer\"]=Module[\"wasmMemory\"].buffer;

Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]=true;if(typeof

e.data.urlOrBlob===\"string\"){importScripts(e.data.urlOrBlob)}else{var

objectUrl=URL.createObjectURL(e.data.urlOrBlob);importScripts(objectUrl);URL.revokeObjectURL(objectUrl)}

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd(Module).then(function(instance){Module=instance;moduleLoaded()})}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"run\"){Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]=performance.now()-

e.data.time;Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"](e.data.threadInfoStruct,0,0);var max=e.data.stackBase;var

top=e.data.stackBase+e.data.stackSize;Module[\"establishStackSpace\"](top,max);Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"](

);Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data);Module[\"PThread\"].setThreadStatus(Module[\"_pthread_self

\"](),1);try{var

result=Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"](e.data.start_routine,e.data.arg);if(!Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]())Module[\

"PThread\"].threadExit(result)}catch(ex){if(ex===\"Canceled!\"){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}else

if(ex!=\"unwind\"){if(ex instanceof
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Module[\"ExitStatus\"]){if(Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]()){}else{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(ex.status)}}el

se{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(-2);throw ex}}}}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"cancel\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"processThreadQueue\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_

process_queued_calls\"]()}}else{err(\"worker.js received unknown command

\"+e.data.cmd);err(e.data)}}catch(ex){err(\"worker.js onmessage() captured an uncaught exception:

\"+ex);if(ex&&ex.stack)err(ex.stack);throw ex}};if(typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof process.versions.node===\"string\"){self={location:{href:__filename}};var

onmessage=this.onmessage;var

nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\");global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker;var

parentPort=nodeWorkerThreads.parentPort;parentPort.on(\"message\",function(data){onmessage({data:data})});var

nodeFS=require(\"fs\");var nodeRead=function(filename){return nodeFS.readFileSync(filename,\"utf8\")};function

globalEval(x){global.require=require;global.Module=Module;eval.call(null,x)}importScripts=function(f){globalEva

l(nodeRead(f))};postMessage=function(msg){parentPort.postMessage(msg)};if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){performance={now:function(){return Date.now()}}}}';","\nvar

WasmBackendModule = (function() {\n  var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' &&

document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src : undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined')

_scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return (\nfunction(WasmBackendModule) {\n  WasmBackendModule =

WasmBackendModule || {};\n\nvar Module=typeof

WasmBackendModule!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModule:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"}}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof
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scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(_scriptDir){s

criptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.substr(0,script

Directory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}{read_=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}var UTF8Decoder=typeof

TextDecoder!==\"undefined\"?new TextDecoder(\"utf8\"):undefined;function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

endPtr=idx;while(heap[endPtr]&&!(endPtr>=endIdx))++endPtr;if(endPtr-

idx>16&&heap.subarray&&UTF8Decoder){return UTF8Decoder.decode(heap.subarray(idx,endPtr))}else{var

str=\"\";while(idx<endPtr){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-
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65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(HEAPU8,ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,HEAPU8,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){HEAP8.set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var

__ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var

runtimeInitialized=false;__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctors()}});function

preRun(){if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT__)}function

preMain(){callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function postRun(){if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDep

endencies\"](runDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTAT

US=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new

WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-
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wasm.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmMemory=Module[\"asm\"][\"j\"];updateGlobalBufferAnd

Views(wasmMemory.buffer);wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"r\"];removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")}addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\");function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}function _abort(){abort()}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){HEAPU8.copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return HEAPU8.length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=HEAP32[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return

ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function _fd_close(fd){return 0}function
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_fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){}function _fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){var num=0;for(var

i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var ptr=HEAP32[iov+i*8>>2];var len=HEAP32[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,HEAPU8[ptr+j])}num+=len}HEAP32[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function

_pthread_create(){return 6}function _pthread_join(){return 28}function

setErrNo(value){HEAP32[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return value}function

_sysconf(name){switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var maxHeapSize=2147483648;return

maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case 235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case

19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case 159:case 154:case 14:case

77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case 48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case

46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case 161:case 181:case 182:case

242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case 49:case 50:case 168:case

169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case 80:case 81:case 79:return-

1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case 93:case 129:case 130:case

131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case 31:case 42:case 72:return

32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case 36:return 99;case 43:case

37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case 44:return 32767;case 75:return

16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return 255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return

64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case 84:{if(typeof

navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-1}var

asmLibraryArg={\"a\":_abort,\"d\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"e\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"f\":_fd_close,\"c\":_f

d_seek,\"b\":_fd_write,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"g\":_pthread_join,\"i\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"k\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"l\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"m\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"n\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"o\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"p\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"q\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"s\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"u\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"v\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"w\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"y\"]).a
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pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"A\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"I\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).apply(null

,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\
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"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"c

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\

"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ma\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"oa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).app
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ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ta\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"])

.apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"Ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"
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Qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"Xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){return}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}run();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModule.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports ===

'object' && typeof module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModule;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModule; });\nelse if (typeof exports ===

'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModule\"] = WasmBackendModule;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from

'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface

TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:

DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:
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BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n

return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false

otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n

getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n

this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n

case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n

// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n
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util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =

'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new

Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n

factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double

error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD

binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =

null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n

  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,
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['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory

where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix

= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =

numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n","/** @license See the

LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.11.0';\nexport

{version};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,

setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n},

WASM_PRIORITY);\n"],"names":["_FusedMatMul","util","Abs","backend_util","Add","AddN","Identity","setup",

"Transpose","All","Any","wasmFunc","ArgMax","AvgPool","Reshape","BatchMatMul","slice_util","buffer","sliceI

mplCPU","Slice","BatchToSpaceND","Cast","Ceil","ClipByValue","concatImplCPU","Concat","Conv2D","Conv2

DBackpropInput","Cos","Cosh","CropAndResize","Cumsum","DepthToSpace","DepthwiseConv2dNative","Elu","s

upportsFullBroadcast","Equal","Exp","ExpandDims","Fill","FlipLeftRight","Floor","FloorDiv","FusedBatchNorm",

"FusedConv2D","FusedDepthwiseConv2D","GatherNd","gather_util","GatherV2","Greater","GreaterEqual","setup

Func","LeakyRelu","Less","LessEqual","Log","LogicalAnd","Max","Maximum","MaxPool","Mean","Min","Mini

mum","MirrorPad","Multiply","Neg","NonMaxSuppressionV3","NonMaxSuppressionV4","NonMaxSuppressionV5

","kernelFunc","NotEqual","OneHot","OnesLike","Pack","PadV2","Pow","Prelu","Prod","rangeImplCPU","Range"

,"RealDiv","Relu","Relu6","ResizeBilinear","Reverse","RotateWithOffset","Round","Rsqrt","ScatterNd","scatter_u

til","Select","Sigmoid","Sin","Softmax","SpaceToBatchND","SplitV","Sqrt","Square","SquaredDifference","Step","

StridedSlice","Sub","Sum","Tan","Tanh","Tile","TopK","Transform","Unpack","ZerosLike","registerKernel","env"

,"require$$0","require$$1","require$$2","global","require$$3","require$$4","KernelBackend","DataStorage","engin

e","wasmFactoryThreadedSimd","wasmFactory","deprecationWarn","registerBackend"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;EAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAiBA;EACA,IAAY,QAMX;EAND,WAAY,QAAQ;MAClB,6CAAW,CAAA;MACX,yC

AAS,CAAA;MACT,uCAAQ,CAAA;MACR,2CAAU,CAAA;MACV,iDAAa,CAAA;EACf,CAAC,EANW,QAAQ,

KAAR,QAAQ,QAMnB;EAED;EACA,IAAY,iBAQX;EARD,WAAY,iBAAiB;MAC3B,6DAAU,CAAA;MACV,y

DAAQ,CAAA;MACR,2DAAS,CAAA;MACT,2DAAS,CAAA;MACT,mEAAa,CAAA;MACb,+DAAW,CAAA;M

ACX,uDAAO,CAAA;EACT,CAAC,EARW,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB;;EC3B7B;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,eAKQ,C

AAC;EAEb,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACA,qB

AAY,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UAClE,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAA

Q;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OAC

T,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIzB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAA

O,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,sB

AAsB,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAEpD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,6DAA6D,CAAC,CAAC;OACpE;MAED,MAAM,

EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACnE,MAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,

MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;MAE/C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAChB,MAAM,QAAQ

,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iDAAiD;kBACjD,QAAQ

,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;UACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;OACtB;MACD,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;UAC3D,CAAC;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC5D,MAAM,eAAe,GACj

B,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,C

ACX,GAAG,UAAU,gDAAgD;cAC7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;OAC7B;MAED,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MA

CrD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,K
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AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;MAE5B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACvE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACnE,MAAM,WA

AW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

;MAEnE,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,

WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAE,wBAAwB,EACzE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,

CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;MAC7C,UAAU,EAAEA,qBAAY;MACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MAC

nB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;GACjD;;EC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAuBgB,uBAAuB,CACn

C,UAAkB,EAAE,OAAkB;MACxC,IAAI,QAA6D,CAAC;MAElE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;UACrC,QAAQ,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;cACzD,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,

QAAQ;WACT,CAAC,CAAC;OACJ;MAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAiD;UAEnE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;UACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UA

C5D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;;UAGnD,IAAIC,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cAC

vC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;WACZ;UAED,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACxC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC;EAClE;;ECpDA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,MAAM,SAAS,

GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,YAAG,CAAC;;ECpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAuBgB,wBAAwB,CACpC,UAAkB,EAAE,qBA

A8B,EAClD,KAAgB;MAClB,IAAI,QAGQ,CAAC;MAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;UACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;cACzD,QAAQ;cACR,OAAO;cACP,QAAQ;c

ACR,QAAQ;cACR,OAAO;cACP,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;WACT,CAAC,CAAC;OACJ;MAED,SAA

S,UAAU,CAAC,IAAkD;UAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;UAC/B,MA

AM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;UACtB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAE/C,MAAM,U

AAU,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;UACnD,MAAM,QAAQ,GA

AGC,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UAC3E

,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;;UAGrD,IAAIF,aAAI,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;WACZ;UAED,MAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;UACnE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACnE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,QAAQ,CAC7B,GAAG,EAA

E,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;UAG9B,IAA

I,qBAAqB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;cAClD,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;cACb,OAAO,GAAG,C

AAC;WACZ;UAED,MAAM,cAAc,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC;UACxE,MAAM,cAAc,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;UACxE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAChE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAChE,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,eAAe,EAAE;cACtC,UA

AU,EAAE,CAAC;cACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;WACZ;eAAM;cACL,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,2CAA2C;kBA

C3C,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;WAChD;OACF;MAED,OAAO,EAAC,U
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AAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC;EAClE;;ECxFA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqB

A,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EAE5B,MAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACC,YAAG,EAAE,qBA

AqB,CAAC;;ECxBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,QAEQ,CAAC;EAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;MACrC,QAA

Q,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACnD,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;U

ACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAAkD;MAC9D,MA

AM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC;;MAGjE,IAAIJ,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACv

C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,MAA

M,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACtE,

MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;MACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB

;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEI,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS;MACT,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;G

ACrC;;EC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;MAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,

EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EA

Cb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;MAC1C,UAAU,EAAEC,iBAAQ;MACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MAC

nB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;GACzC;;ECpCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,aAE4D,CAAC;EAEjE,SAASC,OAAK,CAA

C,OAAoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UAC7D

,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,

CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,SAAS,CACrB,IAC0E;MAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;;;MAGtC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C;MACtB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,E

AAE;UACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cACjB,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;WAC

pB;OACF;MACD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG;UACR,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM;UACvB,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY;UACnB,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK;OACtB,CAAC

;MAEF,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;UACd,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;UAC3C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;UACxB,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;OACf;MAE

D,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC

lD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,E

ACrE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACjB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAA

C,OAAiB,EAAE,IAAc;MACxD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;MAC3C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE

,EAAE;UACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;O

AChC;MACD,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;EAClB,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,iBAAiB,CACtB,KAAe,EAAE,IAAc;MACjC,

MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;MAC9B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;MAC7B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;UACrC,IAAI,KAAK,C
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AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cAClB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;WACzB;UACD,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cACxB,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACvB;OACF;MACD,KAAK,IAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;UACvC,IAAI,SAAS,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACnB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;cACvC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;mBACd,SAAS,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;kBACzD,

SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;eACf;WACF;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;OACxB;M

ACD,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;EAC7B,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;MAC3C,

UAAU,EAAEA,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;MACzC,SAAS,EAAED

,OAAK;GACjB;;ECtHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA;;;;;;;;WAQgB,uBAAuB,CACnC,CAAa,EAAE,IAAqB,EAAE,OAAoB;

MAM5D,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACvB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAE7B,MAAM,YAAY,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;MACvD,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,kBAA

kB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClE,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACvB,IAAI,kBAAkB

,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC/B,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UACxB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;cACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;UAED,IAAI,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACzD,WAAW;cACP,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAEnE,MAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAC

/C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;UAClE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;cACxB,kBAAkB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;WAC3B;OACF;MA

ED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,CAAC;EAC3E;;EC

9DA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;EAEtE,SAASI,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACE,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC

/E,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC/B,MAA

M,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MA

ClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAk

B,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EA

AE;UACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;UACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;OACxB;MAED

,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MACrCN,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB

A,qBAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,G

AAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;OACrC;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oB

AAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,

CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;MACrC,UAAU,EAA

EM,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEF,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;GAC

pC;;EC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;EAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,OAAO,GAA
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G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACG,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;EAC/E,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MA

C/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,C

AAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAA

E,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBA

AkB,EAAE;UACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;UACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;OACxB;

MAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MACrCP,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,G

ACzBA,qBAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,MAAM,UA

AU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACrC;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAA

C,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;MACrC,UAAU,E

AAEO,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEH,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;G

ACpC;;EC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAII,UAEsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACrD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UA

CR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAs

E;MACxE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EA

AC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAA0B,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAA4B,CAAC;MACzC,

MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAEd,MAAM,E

AAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACxC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,C

AAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,

KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;WACxB;OACF;MAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,MAA

M,SAAS,GAAGX,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,MAAM,SAAS,GAA

G,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACvCU,UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAA

E,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtE,I

AAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MA

ED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEC,eAAM;MAClB,

WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;MACtC,SAAS,EAAEL,OAAK;GACjB;;EChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;EAqBA,IAAI,WAI6D,CAAC;EAElE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACM,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACzD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,Q

AAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;U

ACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAA

wE;MAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAEtC,MAAM,C

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE/C,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,
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GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC1D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGV,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CA

C3C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CA

AC;MAE3E,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM

,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,M

AAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC;MACzC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAErC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,c

AAc,EAAE;UAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;cAC5C,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAA

C,CAAC;OAC5D;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE;UACjE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,oEAAoE;cACpE,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,aA

Aa,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;OACrE;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAA

Q,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY

,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM

,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEU,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE

N,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EC9FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAqBgB,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;MAC1E,

MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAC7B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEtB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAGN,a

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,s

BAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzDA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,KAAKA,aA

AI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EACpC,MAAM,cAAc,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,sBAAsB;

UACnE,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC;;MAGxD,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC;MAC9B,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;EAC3D,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,

EAAEa,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EC5CD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;E

AuBA,IAAI,eAG2C,CAAC;EAEhD,SAASP,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,KAAK,CAACQ,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;U

ACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EA

ED,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,IAIpB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IA

AI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACtB,MAAM,EAAC,U

AAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEvC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4DAA4D,CAAC,CAAC;OACnE;MA

ED,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC7B,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAE7B,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MA

CzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,MAAM,UA

AU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxC,MA

AM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MA

ExC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAGd,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAGA,a

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MAEjD,MAAM,mBAAmB,GACrB,SAAS,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,S

AAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAElEA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,CAA
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C,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,EAC/C,MAAM,iEAAiE;UACnE,kEAAkE;UAClE,wBAAwB,UAA

U,UAAU,UAAU,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,MAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtEA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,WAAW,KAA

K,WAAW,EAC3B,MAAM,kCAAkC,WAAW,SAAS;UACxD,GAAG,WAAW,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,O

AAO;UACxD,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,mBAAmB,UAAU,EAAE;UACzC,mBAAmB,UAAU,cAAc,CAAC,C

AAC;MAErD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;UACr

C,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MACpE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,C

AAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;UACrC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC;;MAGpE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

C,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,MAA

M,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE

,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEn

D,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,M

AAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;MAEnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,eAAe,CACX,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EACxD,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAErD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;MAChC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhC,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;MACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAi

B;MAC7C,UAAU,EAAEc,oBAAW;MACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAER,OAAK;MAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,WAA+B;GAC5C;;ECjID;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;E

ACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EAEO,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YA

AY,EAAE;EAClE,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAEA,aAAI,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAChF,IAAI,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;EAC5C;E

ACA,QAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;EACvB,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI;EA

ChC,YAAY,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;EACzD,YA

AY,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;EAC5C,YAAY,MAAM,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC;EAC3B,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;EACX,KAAK;EACL,SAAS;EACT,QAAQ,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;EAC1B,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI;EAChC,YAAY,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,

KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;EAClD,gBAAgBE,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;EAC/D,gB

AAgB,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;EAC3B,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;EACzB,YAAY,KAAK,IAAI

,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,E

AAE;EAC3D,gBAAgB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAA

C;EAC7D,gBAAgB,KAAK,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;EAC/D,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;EAChE,iBAAiB;EACjB,aAAa;EACb,YAAY,SAAS,IAAI,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EACxC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;EACX,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,OAAO,OAAO

,CAAC;EACnB;;EC7CA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;
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EACA;EACA;EACA;EAEO,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;EACpD,

IAAI,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC;EACzC,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,I

AAI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;EACjE,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC;EACjE,IAAI,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,2BAA2B;EACpD,QAAQ,2BAA2B,EAAE;EACrC,QAAQ,OA

AOF,aAAI,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;EAClD,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,MAAM,W

AAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;EACnE,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;EAChE,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;EACpC;EACA;EACA,Q

AAQ,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAClB,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAA

K,CAAC;EACtB,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;EAC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EACzC,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAClB;;ECrCA;EACA;EACA;E

ACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EACA;EAGO,SAAS,SAAS

,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;EAC3D,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GA

AGe,mBAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;EACxE,IAAI,MAAM,M

AAM,GAAGf,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;EAC5C,IAAI,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAA

C,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;EAChD,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;EACrB,QAAQ,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGe

,mBAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;EACzE,QAAQ,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAA

Q,EAAE;EAChC,YAAY,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

;EAC/D,SAAS;EACT,QAAQ,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;EAC9D,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;EAC1C,QAAQb,qBAAY,CAA

C,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;EACjD,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC;EACb,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,GAAGc,eAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;EACpD,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,eAAM,CAAC,IAAI

,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;EACvC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;EAC1C,QAAQ,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC7D,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;EACnD,KAA

K;EACL,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;EAC5B,QAAQ,OAAOd,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;EAClE,KAAK;EACL,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;EACzB;;E

C3CA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,KAAK,CACjB,IAAoE;MACtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAE1D,MAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGa,mBAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAGA,mBAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACxE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGf,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;MAElD,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;UACf,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGe,mBAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;UAElE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;cACxB,OAAO,C

AAC,WAAW;kBACd,KAAsB;uBAClB,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAGf,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACpE;eAAM;cACL,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC;cAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CACN,KAAoB;mBAChB,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,

GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACxE;UAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;

OACZ;MAED,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;UACxB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAGiB,SAAY,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC

;UACjE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,GAAmB,CAAC;UAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,MAAM,O

AAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,
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KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC5B,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACd,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,MAA0B,EACrE,KAAyB,CAAC,CAAC;OAChC;WAAM,IAAI,

IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACtD,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAiC,CAAC,CAAC;OAC5E;WAAM,IAAI,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACnE,MAA0C,EAC1C,KAAyC,CAAC,CAAC;

OAChD;WAAM;UACL,MAAM,GAAG,GACLA,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAe,CAAC;UACvE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;OAClB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,OA

Ae,EAC/C,OAAgC,EAAE,KAAuB,EACzD,IAAsB;MACxB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAClB,MAAM,

MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,KAAK,IA

AI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UAClC,MAAM,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;UACrC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;UACnE,SAAS,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACtB;EACH,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAA

gB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,OAAgC,EAAE,KAA+B,EACjE,IAA8B;MAChC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;M

AClB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM

,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,EAAE;cAClC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC;cACrD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;cACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

WACtB;OACF;EACH,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,QAAg

B,EAAE,OAAgC,EAClD,KAAuC,EACvC,IAAsC;MACxC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAClB,MAAM,M

AAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MA

AM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,MA

AM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAExB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;cAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;kBAClC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;kBACpE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;kBACnE,S

AAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;eACtB;WACF;OACF;EACH,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,WAAW,GAA

iB;MACvC,UAAU,EAAEC,cAAK;MACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;GACtC;;ECh

JD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,EAAC,

UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAElC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGhB,qB

AAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,MAAM,Q

AAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC;MAC9E,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClBA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,

EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClBA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE

,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,MAAM,SAAS,GACXA,qBAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,
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EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1E,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC

,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5E,MAAM,WAAW,GACb,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,S

AAS,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1

E,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,OAAO,CAC/B,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,

OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3E,MAAM,MAA

M,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;UACnB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC;UAChC,OAAO;UACP,

KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;OAClD,CAAC,CAAC;MAEH,O

AAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACtC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACxC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;M

AEtC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAChB,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;MAChD,UAAU,EAAEiB,uBAAc;

MAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;GAC/C;;ECnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,IAAI,CAC

hB,IAAkE;MAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EA

AC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MA

ChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,

MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEC,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,I

AAwB;GACrC;;ECrCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ECpBrE;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,QAAwE,CAAC;EAE7E,SAASf,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgB,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UAC1D,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CA

AC;MACnB,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC3C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;

MACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACj

D,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;MAC7C,UAAU,EAAEA,oBAAW;MACv

B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEhB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECpDD;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;WAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;MACxE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC;MAE/B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtE,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,

CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC;;MAG5E,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAIF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACpE,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE;UACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACrD;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,MAAM,MAAM,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACzCE,qBAAY,CAAC,s

BAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAElD,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,K

AAK,QAAQ,EAAE;;;;;;;;UAQjC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cAC5B,MAAM,S

AAS,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

;cAC1D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;cAC9B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,

EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EA

AC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WAC3D,CAAC,CAAC;UAEH,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;cACpC,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAA
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K,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;WAC3D,CAAC,CAAC;;UAGH,QAAQ;cACJE,qBAAY,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;

UAC3E,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC;UAChD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAGqB,UAAa,CACT,eAAe,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,EAC1C,YAAY,CAAa,CAAC;UAE9C,MAAM,aAAa,GACfrB,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;UAElE,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC;UAC1B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAClD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;UAEnE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAErD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGF,aAA

I,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACrB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK;UACjC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC7D,YAAY,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;UACzB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;OACj

B,CAAC,CAAC;MACH,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACvE,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE;UACjC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;UACjC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;cACtC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;cAC9B,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;cAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;cA

C/D,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;cAC7B,SAAS,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;WACvB

;OACF;MACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEwB,e

AAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;EC/GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,

UAMsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAASlB,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AK,CAACmB,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACvD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,Q

AAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;U

ACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,C

AAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;MACxE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAEtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC;MAC3B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eA

Ae,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACrE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAGvB,qBAAY,CAAC,uBAAuB,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC;MACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,

aAAa,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,cAAc,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAC5C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK

,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;UAC1C,

MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,mDAAmD;cACnD,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;OAC5D;

MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;

MAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA
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C,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,

YAAY,EAC/D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,E

AAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3B,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEuB,eAAM;MAClB,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEnB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;ECtGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;E

AqBA,IAAI,uBAQ8C,CAAC;EAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,uBAAuB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoB,4BAAmB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;UACtE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;MACC,MAAM,EAAC

,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAC5B,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,

UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEtE,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpB,MAAM,WAAW,GA

AGxB,qBAAY,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,i

BAAiB,CAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAyC,EAAE,OAAO,EACrE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,

EAAE,KAAK,kBAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,MAAM,EACJ,SAAS,EACT,YAAY,EACZ,WAAW,EAC

X,UAAU,EACV,QAAQ,EACR,OAAO,EACP,WAAW,EACX,SAAS,EACT,QAAQ,EACR,YAAY,EACZ,WAAW

,EACZ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;MAEb,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MACvD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC;MAExD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,CAAC;MAC9D,MAAM,S

AAS,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MACxD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAGA,a

AAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM,Y

AAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAClC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAClC,MAAM,UAA

U,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM

,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,c

AAc,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,Q

AAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;M

AEzD,uBAAuB,CACnB,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,O

AAO,EACvE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACvE,MAAM,

EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAC9D,UAAU,EAAE,c

AAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAChE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3B,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;MACrD,UAAU,EAAE0B,4BAAmB;MAC/B,WAAW,

EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;GACpD;;EC/HD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;E

AqBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACqB,YAAG,CAAC;;ECrBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,MAAM,UAAU,GA

AiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ECpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA;EACA,IAAK,mBAGJ;EAHD,WAAK,mBAAmB

;MACtB,qEAAY,CAAA;MACZ,mEAAW,CAAA;EACb,CAAC,EAHI,mBAAmB,KAAnB,mBAAmB,QAGvB;EA

ED,IAAI,iBAGkE,CAAC;EAEvE,SAAStB,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,KAAK,CAACuB,sBAAa,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACnE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAA

Q;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAA
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C;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,IAItB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,

CAAC;MACrD,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAEtC,MA

AM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,QAA4B,CAAC;MAC7D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,

EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;UAC5E,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OA

CvD;MAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,MA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MACpD,MAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,

MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;MAE5E,iBAAiB,CACb,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAA

E,UAAU,EACnE,SAAS,EACT,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAgD,CAAC,EACrE,kBAAkB,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC

;MAE/B,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;OACxC;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAiB;MAC/C,UAAU,EA

AEA,sBAAa;MACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEvB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;G

AC9C;;ECjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAyBA,IAAI,UACsE,CAAC;EAE3E,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACwB,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACvD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;U

ACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,MAAM,C

ACpB,IAAsE;MAEtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,

MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,

EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAE

7B9B,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,OAA

O,EACtD,MAAM,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC;;MAE1E,MAAM,WAAW,GAAGE,q

BAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACnE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;UACxB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;OAC3E;MACD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChEA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACzE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/D,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnE,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzD,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;MAG7C,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC;MACtB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,I

AAI,EAAE;UACxB,MAAM,eAAe,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;UACzE,GA

AG,GAAG,SAAS,CACb,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAA

C,IAAI,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACtC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACz

C;MACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAE4B,eAAM;

MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAExB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;EClF

D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,gBAGuC,CAAC;EAE5C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,O
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AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACyB,qBAAY,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,C

AAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,YAAY,CAAC,IAI5B;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,EAAC,

SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEtC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7B,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACtE,MAAM,UAAU,GAA

G,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,MAAM,YAAY,

GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;MAC3C,M

AAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,KAAK,MAAM;UACtC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;UACnD,CAA

C,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAExD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAEvD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;MACrB,MAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC/B,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAExE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,

CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5E,MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;MAE5E,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C;MACnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAC/D,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;MAElE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;MAC9C,UAAU,EAAE+B,q

BAAY;MACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEzB,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;GAC7

C;;ECvFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,mBAMsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,mBAAmB;

UACf,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC0B,8BAAqB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;cACzD,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;c

ACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ

;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAA

Q;cACR,QAAQ;WACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,IAIxB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAEtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAC3B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,E

AAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEzD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;MAE1D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG9B,qBAAY,CAAC,i

BAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EACzD,UAAwC,EAAE,GA

AG,EAAE,eAAe,EAC/D,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC;MAE1B,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;M

AC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACx

C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,aA

Aa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,M

AAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C;MAC1C,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAC5C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KA

AK,cAAc,EAAE;UAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,kEAAkE;cAClE,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,
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CAAC,CAAC;OAC5D;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAA

E,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,mBAAmB,CACf,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EA

AE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;MAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAiB;MACvD,UAAU,EA

AE8B,8BAAqB;MACjC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE1B,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,eAAm

C;GAChD;;EC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC2B,YAAG,CAAC;;ECpBnE;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;EAoBA,MAAMC,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,WAAW,GACpB,wBAAwB,CAACC,cAA

K,EAAED,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECtBlE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACE,

YAAG,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC;;ECpB9E;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,UAAU,CAAC,IAI1B;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC;MACvB,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEpB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MACrC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC;MACrC,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;;UAEXpC,aAAI,CAA

C,MAAM,CACP,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EACvB,MAAM,iCAAiC,EAAG,SAAS,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,KACpD,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;UACtB,IAAI,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;OAC5B;MACD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5B,

OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC1E,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAiB

;MAC5C,UAAU,EAAEqC,mBAAU;MACtB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;GAC3C;;E

CnDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAsBgB,IAAI,CAAC,IAA8C;MACjE,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KA

AK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACrD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEC,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;EClCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,iBAE2C,CAAC;EAEhD,SAAShC,

OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiC,sBAAa,EAAE,IAA

I,aAAa;UACrE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,

CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,aAAa,CACzB,IAAyD;MAC3D,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAEvB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,MAAM,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

MACvD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MAElE,iBAAiB,CACb,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,

WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,mBAAmB,G

AAiB;MAC/C,UAAU,EAAEA,sBAAa;MACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;MAC7C,

SAAS,EAAEjC,OAAK;GACjB;;ECzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACkC,cAAK,

CAAC;;ECnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,MAAMN,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wB

AAwB,CAACO,iBAAQ,EAAEP,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,aAEgE,CAAC;EAErE,SAA

S5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAC9BoC,uBAAc,EAAE,

IAAI,aACpB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QA

AQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC9E,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAA

E,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;

MAChC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC;MAClD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA
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C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACrD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC7D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C;MAC9E,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;MAEjD,IAAI1C,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,MAAM,

KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

MAEnD,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;MACxE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;MAChD,UAA

U,EAAE0C,uBAAc;MAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpC,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cA

AkC;GAC/C;;EC/DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,eAQQ,CAAC;EAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,eAAe

,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqC,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;

EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,IAIpB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,

EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,sBAAsB,EAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACzD,MAAM,EACJ,OAAO,EACP,GAAG,EACH,SAAS,EACT,UAAU,EACV,eAAe,EA

Cf,UAAU,EACV,cAAc,EACf,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGzC,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,C

AC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,e

AAe,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1B,MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,I

AAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,GAAG,UAAU,gDAAgD;cAC7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;

OAC7B;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAE5C,I

AAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAChB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,gDAAgD;kBAChD,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;UACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;cACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,2BAA2B,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,aAAa;kBACtD,wCAA

wC,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;WAChE;UACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,M

AAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC;MACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,cAAc,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,Y

AAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MA

CzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC;MACrC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;MACnC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAA

Q,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;MAEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;UACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,wDA

AwD;cACxD,GAAG,UAAU,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC;OAC3C;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAA

G,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;UAC3D,CAAC;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE5D,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,
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QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,

EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,eAAe,

EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,C

AAC;EAEM,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;MAC7C,UAAU,EAAEyC,oBAAW;MACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MAC

nB,SAAS,EAAErC,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,WAA+B;GAC5C;;ECzJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,wBAQQ,C

AAC;EAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,wBAAwB;UACpB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

CsC,6BAAoB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;cACxD,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,

QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cAC

R,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;cA

CR,QAAQ;cACR,QAAQ;WACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAI7B;MACC,MA

AM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,sBAAsB,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACzD,MAAM,EACJ,OAAO,EACP,G

AAG,EACH,SAAS,EACT,UAAU,EACV,eAAe,EACf,UAAU,EACV,cAAc,EACf,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEV,

MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG1C,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC;MAEhD,MAAM,eAAe,GA

CjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK

,CACX,GAAG,UAAU,yDAAyD;cACtE,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;OAC7B;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD

,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,I

AAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UAChB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;cAC/B,MAAM

,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,yDAAyD;kBACzD,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;WA

CvC;UACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;cACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK

,CACX,oCAAoC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,aAAa;kBAC/D,wCAAwC,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;WAChE;UACD,

MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C;MAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;M

ACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAA

Q,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM

,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MAC3

C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC;MAC1C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC;MAC3D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;MACrC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;MACnC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;MAEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAA

K,MAAM,EAAE;UACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iEAAiE;cACjE,GAAG,UAAU,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC;O

AC3C;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC;MAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;UAC3D,CAAC;UACD,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE5D,wBAAwB,C

ACpB,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACtE,M

AAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,EAAE

,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,0BAA0B,GAAiB;MACtD

,UAAU,EAAE0C,6BAAoB;MAChC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEtC,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,E

AAE,oBAAwC;GACrD;;EC1JD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,YAGI,CAAC;EAET,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;M

ACjC,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuC,iBAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACzD,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;OACT,
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CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;MAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAEjC

,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAC9CC,oBAAW,CAAC,kBAAkB,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACnB,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MACnC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,Y

AAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAExD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;MACrB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,MAAM,YAAY,GAA

G,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,MAAM,KAAK

,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD

,YAAY,CACR,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,S

AAS,EAAE,SAAS,EACvE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EA

EM,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;MAC1C,UAAU,EAAED,iBAAQ;MACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EA

AEvC,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;GACrB;;EC7ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,UAGsB,CAAC;EAE3B,S

AASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,I

AAI,WAAW;UACvD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CACb,IAA0E;MAE5E,MAAM,E

AAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OA

AO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAC5B,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;;MA

GhC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAe,C

AAC;MACnE,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MACpC,KAAK,IAAI,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;UAC3C,MAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC7BA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,EAClC,MACI,6BAA6B,KAAK,kBAAkB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC;OAC7E;MAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAChE,CA

AW,EAAE,OAAiB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;U

ACvB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC;UACX,KAAK,EAAE;cACL,KAAK,EAAE;kBACL,SAAS,CAAC,SA

AS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO;kBAC3D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;eACpB;WACF;UAC

D,OAAO;OACR,CAAC,CAAC;MACH,MAAM,WAAW,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;UAC3B,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,O

AAO,EAAC;UACpB,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SA

AS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC;UACxE,OAAO;OACR,CAAC,CAAC;MACH,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG;UACzB,

SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;UAC3E,SAAS,CA

AC,SAAS;OACpB,CAAC;MAEF,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,EAAE;UACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MACD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAErB,MAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,MAA

M,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CA

ChC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,k

BAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAC7D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,EA
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AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEjD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrC,

OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;;MAGzC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,SA

AS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAClC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;MAC1C,U

AAU,EAAE+C,iBAAQ;MACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEzC,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAA

E,QAA4B;GACzC;;ECzHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBA,MAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,aAAa

,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAACc,gBAAO,EAAEd,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECtBpE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBA,MAAM

A,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAC3B,wBAAwB,CAACe,qBAAY,EAAEf,uBAAq

B,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECtBzE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAIxB,UAC0E,CAAC;EAE/E,SAASwC,WAAS,CAAC,O

AAoB;MACrCxC,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACyC,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACx

D,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,SAAS,CACrB,

IAC0E;MAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,

EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAEpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;MAG/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,IAAInD,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACrC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OAChD;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAA

C;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;MAC3C,UAAU,EAAEyC,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;iBACnBD,WAAS;MACT,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;GAC1C;;EC3DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,MAAMhB,uBAAqB,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,UAAU,GACnB,wBAAwB,CAACkB,aAAI,EAAElB,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAA

M,CAAC;;ECrBjE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBA,MAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,eAAe,GACxB,

wBAAwB,CAACmB,kBAAS,EAAEnB,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECtBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MAAM,SA

AS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACoB,YAAG,CAAC;;ECnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,MAAMpB,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,

CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,gBAAgB,GACzB,wBAAwB,CAACqB,mBAAU,EAAErB,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAA

C;;ECrBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;EAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,OAAO,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkD,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC/C,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAE3E,MAA

M,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EA

AE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CA

AC;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MA

Ed,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,KAAK,GAAG,U

AAU,CAAC;UACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;OACxB;MAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MACrCtD,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC;MAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzBA,qBAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,C

AAC,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UA

CzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACxD;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,C

AAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;MACrC,UAA

U,EAAEsD,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAElD,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAA

uB;GACpC;;ECrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,MAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,aAAa,GACt
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B,wBAAwB,CAACuB,gBAAO,EAAEvB,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECrB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,WAKqE,CAAC;EA

E1E,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoD,gBA

AO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACzD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAA

Q;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UAC

R,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,

CACZ,IAAwE;MAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAEtC

,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;;;;;;;MAU/C1D,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAC

P,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EACrB,MACI,0DAA0D,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MA

E9E,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC1D,M

AAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAA

E,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3E,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC;MAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;

MACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;MAC/C,MA

AM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;MAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;MA

C3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC;MAC1C,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;MAE5C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KA

AK,cAAc,EAAE;UAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;cAC5C,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,

CAAC,CAAC;OAC5D;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAA

E,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,a

AAa,EACnE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACrE,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEwD,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EA

AE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpD,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwB

A,IAAI,QAAkE,CAAC;EAEvE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ;UACJ,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,KAAK,CAACqD,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAC1E,CAAC;WAEe,IA

AI,CAChB,IAAkE;MAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MA

CtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;MAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACzB,IAAI,k

BAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAA

C;cACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;cACvB,aAAa,GAAGzD,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;WAC/C;OACF;MAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0B

AA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,MAA

M,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzBA,qBAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE

,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;MACvE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MACn

D,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACxB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,WAA

W;cACP,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACnE,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;OACxD;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MACpD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KA
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AK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACtC;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAA

C,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACzC;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,

UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEyD,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAErD,OAA

K;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;EClGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;EAET,SAASA,OAAK,

CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACsD,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAA

W;UAC/C,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS

,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;MAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;

MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG

,CAAC,CAAC;MAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAu

B,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,MAAM,YAA

Y,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACj

E,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAA

C;WACxB;OACF;MAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAErC1D,qBAA

Y,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAA

E,WAAW,CAAC,GACzBA,qBAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;

MAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAA

O,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OACxD;MAE

D,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;M

AED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;MACrC,UAAU,EAAE0D,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAAE,

MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEtD,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;GACpC;;EC1FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,M

AAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAC7B,MAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC2B,gBAAO,EAAE3B,u

BAAqB,CAAC;;ECrB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA;EACA,IAAK,iBAGJ;EAHD,WAAK,iBAAiB;MACpB,+DAAW,CA

AA;MACX,mEAAa,CAAA;EACf,CAAC,EAHI,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB,QAGrB;EAED,IAAI,aAGsB,CAAC;EA

E3B,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACwD,kBAA

S,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UAC7D,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;

UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAIlB;MACC,MA

AM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,

EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAE7D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACzB,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC;MACvE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,WAAW,GA

AG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEn

E,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

MAC9D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA
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C,CAAC;MAC/D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,MAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5D,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACvD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,eAAe,

GAAiB;MAC3C,UAAU,EAAEA,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;MACz

C,SAAS,EAAExD,OAAK;GACjB;;EC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,MAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EAC5B,

MAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC6B,iBAAQ,EAAE7B,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MA

AM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC8B,YAAG,CAAC;;ECnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EA0BA;;;;WAIgB,iBAAiB,CAC7B,O

AAoB,EAAE,SAAiB;MACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACxE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;MACnC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,eAAe,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAClC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

;;MAEhC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9B,OAAO,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAA

E,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC;EAC1E;;ECxCA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAItD,UAEuD,CAAC;E

AE5D,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBuD,4B

AAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;MACR;UACE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT

,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAInB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,GAA

G,KAAK,CAAC;MAC5D,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAE/B,MAAM,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

MACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,MAAM,SAAS,GACXvD,UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YA

AY,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;MAE7E,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAA

C,GAClE,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;;MAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MACpC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;MAElC,MAAM,

qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CA

AC;MAElE,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC;EAC/B,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;MACrD,UAAU,EAAEuD,

4BAAmB;MAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE3D,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;GA

C3C;;ECzED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAII,UAGsC,CAAC;EAE3C,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBwD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;MACR;UACE,QAAQ;UACR,QA

AQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,MAAM;OACP,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAA

S,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACnE,KAAK,CAAC;M

ACV,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAE/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACvD,MAAM,QA

AQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MA

EzD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAGxD,UAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EA

C9D,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;MAExB,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,

GAClE,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;;MAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpC,MAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;MAElE,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE

,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;EAC

rD,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;MACrD,UAAU,EAAEwD,4BAAmB;MAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE5D,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;GACpD;;EC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAII,

UAGU,CAAC;EAEf,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,

CACzByD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;MACR;UACE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACT,CAAC;EAED,SAASC,YAAU,CAAC,IAInB;MACC,MAAM,
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EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,a

AAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,E

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAE/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG1D,UAAQ,CACtB,

OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;MAElB,MAAM,E

AAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,GAClE,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC;;;MAI1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;MAElC,MAAM,qBAAqB,G

ACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;MAClE

,MAAM,oBAAoB,GACtB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC

,CAAC;MAEnE,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC;EACvD,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,yBAAy

B,GAAiB;MACrD,UAAU,EAAEyD,4BAAmB;MAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE7D,OAAK;

MAChB,UAAU,EAAE8D,YAA8B;GAC3C;;EC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,MAAMlC,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAA

C;EAC7B,MAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAACmC,iBAAQ,EAAEnC,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ECrBr

E;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgE,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACvD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;MACxE,

MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,

EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACzB,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAA

K,CAAC;MAEzC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MACnE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC;MAEvD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEA,eA

AM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEhE,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;

ECzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;MACpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,E

AAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,k

BAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChB,OAAO

,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;MAC1C,UAAU,EAAEiE,iBAAQ;MACpB,WAAW,E

AAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;GACzC;;ECjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAuBgB,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;MAEp

E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,

EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACvB,OAAO,UAAU

,CACb,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OAChE;MAED,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MAC9B,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;MAE9B,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;UACdvE,aAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAClB,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACd,uDAAuD,CAAC,CAAC;UAC7DA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACjB,MAAM,uDAAuD,CAAC,CAAC;OACpE,CAAC,CAAC;MAEH,MAAM,uBA

AuB,GAAiB,EAAE,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;UAClC,MAAM,

SAAS,GACX,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAClE,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC;UACxC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC;OAClB,CAAC,CAAC;MAEH,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

MAEzE,uBAAuB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAChB,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,

EAAEwE,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAy
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BA,IAAI,SAG6C,CAAC;EAElD,SAASlE,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAK,CAACmE,cAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACrD,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UA

CR,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG

,CACR,IAAoE;MACtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,

EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAEtE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,G

AAG,CACzB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC;MAEvE,IAAIzE,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;;;UAGrC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;cACV,OAAO;cACP,K

AAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAC;WAC/D,CAAC,CAAC;OACJ;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACxD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MAE/B,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,QA

AQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,MAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5D,SAAS,CACL,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACr

E,iBAAiB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAA

M,WAAW,GAAiB;MACvC,UAAU,EAAEyE,cAAK;MACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,GA

AuB;MACnC,SAAS,EAAEnE,OAAK;GACjB;;ECpFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,MAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC;EAC7B,MAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACwC,YAAG,EAAExC,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECrBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;EAuBA,IAAI,SAAkE,CAAC;EAEvE,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqE,cAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACrD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAA

C,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAiD;MAC9D,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAA

C,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAC1B,MA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MAC/C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEzD,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;M

AChB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACxB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,W

AAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACtE,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;OACxD;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MACnD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,SAAS,CAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAErC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC

7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACzC;MACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;

EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;MACvC,UAAU,EAAEA,cAAK;MACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;

MACnB,SAAS,EAAErE,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;GACtC;;EC9DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAyBA,IAAI,QAEq

C,CAAC;EAE1C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CA

ACsE,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACjD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CA

AC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC/B,MA

AM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;M

AClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAA
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kB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG

,IAAI,CAAC;MACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;UACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,

KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;cACvB,aAAa,GAAG1E,qBAAY,CAAC,gBA

AgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;WAC/C;OACF;

MAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzBA,qBAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;MACvE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE;UACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OAC3D;MAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBA

AY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC

,UAAU,EAAE0E,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEtE,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE

,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAsBO,MAAM,KAAK,GACd,CAAC,IAA+C;MAC9C,MAAM,EAAC,OAA

O,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAC9B,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KA

AK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGuE,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,I

AAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACvD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACpB,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;EACb,CAAC,CAAC;EAEC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;MACvC,UAAU,EAAEC,cAAK;MACjB,WAAW,E

AAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;GACtC;;ECtCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,MAAM5C,uBAAqB,GAAG,IA

AI,CAAC;EAC5B,MAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC6C,gBAAO,EAAE7C,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECvB5D;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC8C,aAAI,CAAC;;ECnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MAAM,WA

AW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,cAAK,CAAC;;ECnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,kBAGsE,CAAC;EAE3E,SAAS3

E,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC4E,uBAAc,EAAE,I

AAI,WAAW;UACrE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,cAAc,CA

AC,IAIvB;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAEtC,MA

AM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACxB,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,

EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACrD,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAEnC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;

MAC/D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3

D,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACj

D,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;MACf,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;UAC7B,UAAU;cACN,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACpE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OAClD;MACD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE

rB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;MACpD,IAAIlF,aA

AI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OAC

Z;MACD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,kBAAkB,CACd,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,E

AAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EACjE,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE3D,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;MAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,oB
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AAoB,GAAiB;MAChD,UAAU,EAAEkF,uBAAc;MAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE5E,OA

AK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;GAC/C;;ECxFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,WAE8C,CAAC;EAEnD,SAASA,O

AAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC6E,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI

,EAAE;UAC9C,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,

CAAC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;MAE1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,EA

AC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAErB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGnF,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;

UACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

OACzC;MAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EA

AE,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;MAEvE,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG

,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;MAElE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAChC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAA

C;EAClB,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEmF,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;MACvC,SAAS,EAAE7E,OAAK;GACjB;;EC1ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAsBA,IAAI,U

AGiE,CAAC;EAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC8E,yBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAA

Q;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAA

C;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIhC;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACvB,MAAM,EAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAE3C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACzD,MAAM,OAAO,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACvD,MA

AM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MAEnD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC;MAElE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GACpBlF,qBAAY,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MAEjE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;

MACpC,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAE7B,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,KAAK,QAAQ;

UAC5C,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;UACrE

,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;MACrC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,UAAU,CACN,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,

WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EACtE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,sBAAs

B,GAAiB;MAClD,UAAU,EAAEkF,yBAAgB;MAC5B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;

MAChD,SAAS,EAAE9E,OAAK;GACjB;;EChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC+E

,cAAK,CAAC;;ECpBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,cAAK,CAAC;;ECnBvE;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,aAG0C,CAAC;EAE/C,SAAShF,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiF,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC3D,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;U

ACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EA

CL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;MAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

C,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAClC,MA

AM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEtB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,K
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AAK,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,IAAIvF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAE;UACnC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAED,MAAM,EAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SA

AS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GACzDwF,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1D,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,MAAM,WAAW,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,

GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEjC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,aAAa,CACT,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,Q

AAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EACpE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UA

AU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEhD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;M

AC3C,UAAU,EAAED,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEjF,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU

,EAAE,SAA6B;GAC1C;;EC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;EAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;

MACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;UAChD,QAAQ;U

ACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,MA

AM,CAAC,IAAkD;MAChE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,

EAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAEjC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/D,MAAM,GAA

G,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/

C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC;MACrC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAE7B,MAAM,MAAM,GA

AG,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC;UAClD,CAAC;UACDN,aAAI

,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzC,UAAU,

CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,OAAO,GAAG

,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEyF,eAAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,

MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;MACtC,SAAS,EAAEnF,OAAK;GACjB;;EC7DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IA

AII,UAA8C,CAAC;EAEnD,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

KAAK,CAACgF,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAChF,CAAC;

EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,IAAmD;MAElE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,

EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;MAGnD,IAAI1F,aAAI,CAAC,aAA

a,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAEDU,UA

AQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,aA

Aa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEJ,OAAK;MACh

B,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EChDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACqF,YAAG,

CAAC;;ECnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAIjF,UACI,CAAC;EAET,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjCI,UAAQ,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkF,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACtD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;

UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;MAE1E,

MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAC,

EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACvD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,
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MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACnC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG5F,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;;MAG1D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;OACZ;MAEDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MA

AM,aAAa,GAAiB;MACzC,UAAU,EAAEkF,gBAAO;MACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEtF,

OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;GACxC;;EC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;MACC,

MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,

EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAE

rC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5C,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAA4B,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI,QAAoC,C

AAC,CAAC;MAEhE,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;UAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OAC/B;MAED,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;

UACrC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC;UACX,OAAO;UACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB

,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC;OACtD,CAAe,CAAC;MAEjB,MAAM,mBAAmB,GACrBE,qBAAY,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAErE,MAAM,i

CAAiC,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAC9D,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE1D,MAAM,YAAY,GACdA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAE7E,MAAM,aAAa,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

OAAO,EAAC,CAAC;MAClD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC,CAAC;MAChE,

MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAoB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC;MAC9D,MAAM,

cAAc,GACC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEzE,MAAM,mBAAmB,

GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC;MACzD,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YA

AY,EAAC,CAAC;MAC/D,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAClB,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,OAA

O,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5C,OAA

O,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAErC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;EAChB,CAAC;E

AEM,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;MAChD,UAAU,EAAE2F,uBAAc;MAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UA

AU,EAAE,cAAkC;GAC/C;;ECrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;MACxE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,EAAC,eAAe,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEtC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG7

F,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAEpD,M

AAM,UAAU,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5

E,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;MAC7B

,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;UACrB,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;

UAC7B,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;UACtB,MAAM,MAAM,GACR,KAAK,CAAC,EAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,E

AAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UACpE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;UAClB,OAAO,M

AAM,CAAC;OACf,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAE4F,eAA

M;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;ECjDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAoBO,MAAM,

UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ECpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,uBAAuB,C

AACC,eAAM,CAAC;;ECnBzE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAkBA,MAAM9D,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EAC5B,MAAM,uB

AAuB,GAChC,wBAAwB,CAAC+D,0BAAiB,EAAE/D,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECpBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,QACI,

CAAC;EAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C4F,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACjD,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAA
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C;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IAAkE;MAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MACtB,MAAM,EAAC

,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;MAChB,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE5F,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECtDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;E

AuBA,IAAI,gBAI8C,CAAC;EAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC6F,qBAAY,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UACjE,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,O

AAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CA

AC;EACL,CAAC;WAEe,YAAY,CAAC,IAI5B;MACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MAEnB,MAAM,EACJ,K

AAK,EACL,GAAG,EACH,OAAO,EACP,SAAS,EACT,OAAO,EACP,YAAY,EACZ,WAAW,EACX,cAAc,EACf,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAEV,MAAM,EACJ,gBAAgB,EAChB,UAAU,EACV,UAAU,EACV,SAAS,EACT,aAAa,

EACb,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EACb,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EACT,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAClB,GACGpF,mBAAU,

CAAC,SAAS,CAChB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OA

AO,EAAE,YAAY,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;MAErC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC;MAEX,IAAI,UAA

U,EAAE;;UAEd,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAA

E,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACtE;WAAM,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,aA

Aa,EAAE;;UAErCf,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,EACnB,MA

AM,yCAAyC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;UAErE,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGe,mBAA

U,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;;UAEhE,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC3E,MAAM;cACF,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,E

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;UACxE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACpC;WAA

M;UACL,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;UAE5D,M

AAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;UAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACf,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACxE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UACjE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,C

AAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAC7D,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAErE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5D,MAAM,eAAe,GA

AG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;UAClE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UAEnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EACtE,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UAEvE,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;UAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACjC;MAED,OAAO,MAAM,

CAAC;EAChB,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;MAC9C,UAAU,EAAEmG,qBAAY;MACxB,WAAW,E

AAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE7F,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;GAC7C;;EC/HD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAkB

A,MAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EAC5B,MAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACkE,YAAG,EAAElE,

uBAAqB,CAAC;;ECpBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;EAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACj

C,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC+F,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC/C,QAAQ;UAC
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R,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;

MAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAA

C,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAA

C;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;MAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAE

d,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;

UACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC;UACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;cAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;cACnB,OAAO

,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;cACvB,aAAa,GAAGnG,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;WAC/C;OACF;MAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,K

AAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAC9C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,E

AAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzBA,qBAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAA

C;MACvE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;MAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CA

AC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;UACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OA

AO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;OAC1D;MA

ED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;UAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OACxC;

MAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;UAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;OACtB;MAED,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;MACrC,UAAU,EAAEmG,YAAG;MACf,WAAW,EAA

E,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAE/F,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;GACpC;;EC5FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,

MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACgG,YAAG,CAAC;;ECnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBO,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,u

BAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ECnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,IAAI,QAE2D,CAAC;EAEhE,SAASjG,OAAK,CAAC,

OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkG,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACnD,

QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,C

AAC;EAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IAAkE;MACpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GA

AG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,

EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAErB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACrD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CA

AC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACpC;MACD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACnE,MAAM,aA

Aa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAEtE,MAA

M,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAClD,MA

AM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MACnD,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EA

AE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAChE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;M

AChC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;MACh

B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAElG,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECjED;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;EAsBA,IAAI,QAG6B,CAAC;EAElC,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;MACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACmG,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;UACnD,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,Q

AAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,MAAM;UACN,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAEM,M

AAM,IAAI,GAEmB,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC;MACnD,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,

EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACnB,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;MAE

1B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA
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AE,CAAC;MAC/C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MACnE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC;MACpC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACxC,MA

AM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAC3D,M

AAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;MAC/D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;MAC5

D,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;MAEjE,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CA

AC;MAE/B,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;EACjC,CAAC,CAAC;EAEH,MAAM,UAAU,GA

AiB;MACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;MAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEnG,OAAK;MAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,IAAwB;GACrC;;ECnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,IAAI,aAKyC,CAAC;EAE9C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OA

AoB;MACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoG,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;UAC3D,

QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,MAAM;UACN,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ

;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,OAAO;UACP,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;UACR,QAAQ;OACT,

CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SAAS,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;MAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC;MACnC,MAAM,EAAC,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;M

AEhE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC;MAClE,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GACvB,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,

CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MAClE,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,

QAAQ;UAC1B,WAAW,CAAqC,CAAC;MACtD,MAAM,OAAO,GACT,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC

1G,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAE5E,MAA

M,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACtD,MA

AM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;MAEnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;MACtD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MAE7B,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;MAChE,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;MAEvC,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,aAAa,KAAK,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MA

ChE,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;MACf,QAAQ,QAAQ;UACd,KAAK,UAAU;cACb,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,

MAAM;UACR,KAAK,SAAS;cACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAAM;UACR,KAAK,MAAM;cACT,U

AAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAAM;UACR,KAAK,SAAS;cACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAA

M;UACR;cACE,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;cACf,MAAM;OACT;MAED,aAAa,CACT,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,G

AAG,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,QAAQ,EA

AE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EACvD,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MAEX,OAAO,GAAG,CAA

C;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;MAC3C,UAAU,EAAE0G,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;MACnB,SAAS,EAAEpG,OAAK;MAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;GAC1C;;EC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAuBA,SAAS,

MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;MAExE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;

MACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;MACvB,IAAI,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,

CAAC;MAEnB,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;UACZ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

;OAC5B;MAED,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;MACrC,MAAM,IAAI

,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;MAChC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC/C,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACjB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UAC7B,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;cACd,Q

AAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACvC;OACF;M

ACD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MACtC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,
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KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;MACjC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MACf,KAAK,IAA

I,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;UACpC,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;UAChB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAE,O

AAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;OACtE;MACD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KA

AK,EAAC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EA

C3E,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;MACxC,UAAU,EAAEqG,eAAM;MAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;M

ACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;GACvC;;EC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAqBA,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAqD;MACtE,MAAM,

EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MACpC,MAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;MACjD,

MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;MAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;MAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;EACb,CAAC;EAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;MAC3C,UA

AU,EAAEC,kBAAS;MACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;MACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;GAC1C;;ECjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

EAsHA;EACA,MAAM,aAAa,GAAmB;MACpC,SAAS;MACT,SAAS;MACT,UAAU;MACV,SAAS;MACT,SAA

S;MACT,YAAY;MACZ,aAAa;MACb,iBAAiB;MACjB,oBAAoB;MACpB,UAAU;MACV,UAAU;MACV,iBAAi

B;MACjB,YAAY;MACZ,YAAY;MACZ,yBAAyB;MACzB,SAAS;MACT,UAAU;MACV,mBAAmB;MACnB,Y

AAY;MACZ,kBAAkB;MAClB,2BAA2B;MAC3B,SAAS;MACT,WAAW;MACX,SAAS;MACT,gBAAgB;MACh

B,UAAU;MACV,mBAAmB;MACnB,WAAW;MACX,cAAc;MACd,iBAAiB;MACjB,oBAAoB;MACpB,iBAAiB;

MACjB,0BAA0B;MAC1B,cAAc;MACd,cAAc;MACd,aAAa;MACb,kBAAkB;MAClB,cAAc;MACd,eAAe;MACf,

UAAU;MACV,eAAe;MACf,SAAS;MACT,gBAAgB;MAChB,SAAS;MACT,aAAa;MACb,aAAa;MACb,UAAU;

MACV,SAAS;MACT,aAAa;MACb,eAAe;MACf,cAAc;MACd,SAAS;MACT,yBAAyB;MACzB,yBAAyB;MACz

B,yBAAyB;MACzB,cAAc;MACd,YAAY;MACZ,cAAc;MACd,UAAU;MACV,WAAW;MACX,SAAS;MACT,W

AAW;MACX,UAAU;MACV,WAAW;MACX,aAAa;MACb,UAAU;MACV,WAAW;MACX,aAAa;MACb,oBAA

oB;MACpB,aAAa;MACb,sBAAsB;MACtB,WAAW;MACX,WAAW;MACX,eAAe;MACf,YAAY;MACZ,aAAa;

MACb,SAAS;MACT,WAAW;MACX,aAAa;MACb,oBAAoB;MACpB,YAAY;MACZ,UAAU;MACV,YAAY;MA

CZ,uBAAuB;MACvB,UAAU;MACV,kBAAkB;MAClB,SAAS;MACT,SAAS;MACT,SAAS;MACT,UAAU;MAC

V,UAAU;MACV,UAAU;MACV,eAAe;MACf,eAAe;MACf,YAAY;MACZ,eAAe;GAChB,CAAC;EAEF,KAAK,

MAAM,YAAY,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;MACxCC,uBAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;;;EC3N/B;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EAmBA,

MAAM,GAAG,GAAGC,YAAG,EAAE,CAAC;EAElB;;;EAGA;EACA,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY;EACZ;EACA;EAC

A;EACA,uBAAuB,EAAE,YAAY,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;MACvE,CAAC,EAAE,EA

AE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;MACrD,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EA

AG,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;GACpD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAET;;;EAGA;EA

CA,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE;;;MAG/C,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,E

AAE;UACtB,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;OACd;MAED,IAAI;;;UAGF,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;;UAGjE,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC;cACzC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,

CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAA

G,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;cACpE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,E

AAI,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAG,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;WACnE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;OACL;MAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE;UACV,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;OACd;EACH,CAAC,CAAC;

;;;;;;;;ECzDF,IAAI,6BAA6B,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;EAChD,EAAE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,

WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;EACtH,EA

AE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;EAC/E,EAAE;EACF,

SAAS,6BAA6B,EAAE;EACxC,EAAE,6BAA6B,GAAG,6BAA6B,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;AACtE;EACA,SAAS,gBA

AgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,
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MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iB

AAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,iB

AAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,6BAA6B,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,6BA

A6B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAg

B,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,k

BAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI

,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,

aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAA

Q,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAA

C,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBA

AwB,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAA

Y,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,e

AAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,

GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAACC,IAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UA

AU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACC,EAAa,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAACE,eAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,yGAAyG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAACC,cAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,KAAK,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OA

AO,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EAAE,WA

AW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GA
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AG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAA

W,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,q

BAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GA

AG,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,

GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GA

AE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACF,EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC

D,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAA

C,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,GAAG,mBA

AmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAACG,cAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAACC,UA

AqB,CAAC,YAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAmH,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAgB,S

AAS,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBA

AoB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4BAA4B

,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,
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MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC

,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,iBA

AiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,e

AAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA
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AM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe

,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAA

S,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,0BAA0B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE

,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,6NAA6N,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mHAAmH,EAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAmB,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAsD,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GA

AG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WA

AW,EAAE,CAAyB,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,

CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAA4E,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GA

AG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+B,IAAI,qBAAqB,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,qDAAq

D,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wB

AAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,C
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AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+F,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,qBA

AqB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC

,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAc,IAAI,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC

,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,sCAAsC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EA

AE,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,

GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAK,sCAAsC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GA

AG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAs

B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAmB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAmB,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,W

AAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SA

AS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,oBAA

oB,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,O

AAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,sBA

AsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAA
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E,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,MAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IA

AI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,qBAAqB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,
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CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,qBAAqB,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAK,8CA

A8C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,oFAAoF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAi

D,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cA

Ac,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,sF

AAsF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,mDAAmD,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,uFAAuF,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,oDAAoD,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW

,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,mB

AAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,wBAAwB,GAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,8BAA8B,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,

EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA
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C,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS

,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAi

B,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,+BAA+B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAg

B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,EAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,sBAAsB,CA

AC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EA

AC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,qCAAqC,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,4CAA4C,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,aAAa,C

AAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,

aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GA

AG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,g

BAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,
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UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAA

C,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAA

oB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAoB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,

mBAAmB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,E

AAE,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,mBA

AmB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,C

AAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,KAAK,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,gCAAgC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAA

O,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,gB

AAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iDAAiD,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EA

AE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,4CAA4C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,I
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AAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAA

C,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,

EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,6BAA6B,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO

C,EAAa,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAA

mC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,IAA

I,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,8CAA8C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,

OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,qCAAqC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,8CAA8C,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iB

AAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,E

AAE,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,EA

AE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC

,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAmD,QAAQ,CAAC,8

BAA8B,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAA
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G,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAA

C,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC

,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAA

Q,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAA

gB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,IAA

I,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MA

AM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

uBAAuB,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,

CAAC,eAAc,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,cAAc,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,4BAA4B,GA

AE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,e

AAe,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA

8B,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAA

Q,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC

,QAAQ,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EA

AE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,QAAQ,

CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,wDAAwD,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO
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,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,eAA

e,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,C

AAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,SA

AS,qDAAqD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,wDAAwD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,

GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,qBAAqB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,

kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,qCAAqC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,2BAA2B,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,

KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sCAAsC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mB

AAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAA
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G,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iCAAiC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,k

BAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,+BAA+B,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,kB

AAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YA

AY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,MAA

M,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAs

B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,GAAG,

WAAW,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,EA

AE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,yBAAyB,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,

CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,sCAAsC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAA

qB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAsB,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,
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EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBA

AmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAk

B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oCA

AoC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,oCAAoC,C

AAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,yBA

AyB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,gCAAgC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,G

AAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAA

S,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA
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M,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAi

B,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,

EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAG,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,oBAA

oB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

C,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,qFAAqF,C

AAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CA

AC,MAAK,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,iCAAiC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAA

E,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CA

AC,2BAA2B,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,qFAAqF,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,mDAAmD,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,qCAAqC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAuB,IAAI,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EA

AE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,K
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AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,C

AAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC

,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OA

AO,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,WAAW,CAAC,

SAAS,kCAAkC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,0

IAA0I,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kDAAkD,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,s

BAAsB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mCAAm

C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,EAAE,kCAAkC,EAAE,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAA

W,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sEAAsE,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2BAA2B

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,kCAAkC,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CA

AC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,

mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC

,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA
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K,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAA

E,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC

,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,SAA

S,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+CAA

+C,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sB

AAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,q

CAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE

,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,

EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA

0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,Q
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AAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OA

AO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sB

AAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC
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,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAg

B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QA

AQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,Q
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AAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,s

BAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAi

B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C
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AAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C
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AAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6

B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,a

AAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,+C

AA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2CAA2C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCA

AoC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,qCAAqC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0

B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8

CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,8BAA8B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C
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AAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAuB,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CA

AC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,

mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,MAAM,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAO,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAE,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,E

AAE,CAAiC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,M

AAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,U

AAU,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AACn5mE;AACA;EACA,EAAE,OAAO,6BAA6B,CAAC,KAAK;EAC

5C,CAAC;EACD,EAAE;EACF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;EAEH,cAAc,GAAG,6BAA6B;;;EChBzC,MAAM,kBAAkB

,GAAG,ikGAAikG;;;ECCnmG,IAAI,iBAAiB,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;EACpC,EAAE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,

QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CA

AC;EACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;EAC/

E,EAAE;EACF,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE;EAC5B,EAAE,iBAAiB,GAAG,iBAAiB,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;AAC9C;EAC

A,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,C

AAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAA

C,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,

OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CA

AC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,Q

AAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAACL,IAAe,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACC,EA

Aa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAA
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I,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,EAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,U

AAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAA

O,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EAAE,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBA

AqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG

,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,c

AAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAA

Y,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,GAAG,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAgB,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAA
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Q,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,EA

AE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,C

AAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,S

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAA

C,KAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,C
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AAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,

KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,YAA

Y,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAA

Q,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,0BAA0B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,YAA

Y,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC

,EAAE,CAA8B,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,M

AAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CA

AC,SAAS,WAAW,EAAE,CAAyB,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,oBAAoB,

CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,aAAa,E

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,SA

AS,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CA

AC,CAA+B,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAA

C,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAA

wB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAA+F,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,QAAQ,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,
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CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAc,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC

,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,wBAAwB,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,sCAAsC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAmB,EAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,S

AAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,s

BAAsB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,WAAW,CA

AC,oBAAoB,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,oBAA

oB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAA

C,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,OA

AO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gB

AAgB,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAE,CAA

C,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GA
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AG,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,yBAAyB,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,iBA

AiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,SAAS,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,Q

AAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,O

AAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAA
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G,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO

,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAo

B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,o

BAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAA
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U,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,Y

AAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAs

B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uB

AAuB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,
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IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA
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C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,i

BAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAA

O,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA
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AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,k

BAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,UAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAuB,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GA
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AG,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CA

AC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,CAAC;AAC334B;AACA;EACA,EAAE,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK;EAChC,CAAC;EACD,EAAE;E

ACF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;EAEH,cAAc,GAAG,iBAAiB;;;EChBpC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;QAuCa,WAAY,SAAQM,sBAAa;

MAK5C,YAAmB,IAAqD;UACtE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;UADS,SAAI,GAAJ,IAAI,CAAiD;;UAHhE,qBAAgB,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC;UAK3B,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UACl

D,kBAAkB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC;UACtD,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,GAA

G,IAAIC,oBAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAEC,eAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;OAClD;MAED,KAAK,CAAC,MAAkC,EA

AE,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe;UAExE,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,EA

AC,CAAC;UAC7C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;UAC3C,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;OACf;MAED,UAAU;UACR,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,U

AAU,EAAE,CAAC;OACpC;MAED,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAa;UACtB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAGvH,aAAI,CAAC,

GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;UACzB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;UACJ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;UACpC,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC;OACnB;MAED,IAAI,CACA,MAAc,EAAE,

MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EACnE,KAAe,EAAE,QAAgB;UACnC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAA

E,CAAC;UACnC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;cACtB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,MAAsB,CAAC;cAC3C,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CACd,MAAM,EACN,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK

,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;cACnE,OAAO;WACR;UAED,MAAM,IAAI,GA

AGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACvC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACpD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;UAEjD,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,YA

AY,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAEvE,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;UAEtD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;cA

ClB,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAChB,IAAI,UAAU,CACT,MAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,EAC

zC,MAAkC,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAC7D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;WACnB;OACF;MAED,MAAM,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAc;UACvB,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;OAC9B;MAED,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAc;UACrB,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,GAC3C,IAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAC/B,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;cACtB,OA

AO,WAAW,CAAC;WACpB;UACD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

ChC,YAAY,EACZ,YAAY,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;UAC5E,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;OAClD;;;;;;;MAQD,WAAW,CAAC,MAAc,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK;UACvC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;cAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;cACxC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;cAChB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;kBAC/B,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;eACd;cAED,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;cACnC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;cACpC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;WAC/B;

UACD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;OACb;;MAGD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAc;UACrB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;cAC9B,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;cAC9C,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;WAC5B;UACD,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;OACV;MA

ED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAc;UACnB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAA
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C,CAAC;UACxC,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;cAChB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;WACjB;OACF;MAE

D,cAAc;UACZ,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;OACX;;;MAID,eAAe,CAAC,MAAc;UAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;OAChD;MAED,OAAO;UACL,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;UACzB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE;cAC1B,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC;WACzC;UACD,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;OA

ClB;MAED,MAAM;UACJ,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;OAC5B;;;;;;;MAQD,UAAU,CAA

C,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,YAAqB;UAEhE,IAAI,MAAU,CAAC;UACf,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;cACx

B,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;WACtD;eAAM;c

ACL,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;cACnC,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,EAAC,C

AAC;cACd,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;cAC1E,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;cACvC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI

,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;WACvD;UACD,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC

;OAC/B;MAED,kBAAkB,CAAC,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAa;UAEnD,MAAM,MAAM,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;UACvC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,GAAG,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAClD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;UACvC,QAAQ,KAAK;cACX,KAAK,SAAS;kBACZ,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;cACtD,KAAK,OAAO;kBACV,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;cACpD,KAAK,MAAM;kBACT,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;cACpD;kBACE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC;WAC7C;OACF;GACF;EAED,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAY;;;;MAI7C,OAAO,CAAC,OAAY,

EAAE,QAAa;UACjCA,aAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAC,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ;cAC3D,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;kBACnB,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uCAAuC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;eAC/D;cACD,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM;kBAChC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,MAAM;sBAClD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;m

BAC1C,CAAC,CAAC;eACJ,CAAC,CAAC;WACJ,CAAC,CAAC;UACH,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;OACX,CAAC;E

ACJ,CAAC;EAED;;;;;;EAMA,SAAS,mBAAmB,CACxB,aAAsB,EAAE,gBAAyB,EACjD,gBAAwB;MAC1B,IAA

I,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;;;UAGpB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;OACjB;MAED,IAAI,IAAI,GAAmB,wBAAwB,CAA

C;MACpD,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,gBAAgB,EAAE;UACrC,IAAI,GAAG,sCAAsC,CAAC;OAC/C;WAAM,IAAI,aAAa,

EAAE;UACxB,IAAI,GAAG,6BAA6B,CAAC;OACtC;MAED,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;UACvB,IAAI,WA

AW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;cAC7B,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;WAC1B;OACF;

MAED,OAAO,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;EACjC,CAAC;EAED;;;;;;;EAOO,eAAe,IAAI;MACxB,MAAM,CA

AC,aAAa,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;UAC1D8G,YAAG,EAAE,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC;UACvCA,YAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC;OAC/C,CAA

C,CAAC;MAEH,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM;UACjC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAsB,EAA

E,CAAC;;;;;;UAO5C,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM;cACtC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE;kBAC/B,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC;kBACpC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;kBACpE,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;eAClC;cAED,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,EAAE;kBAC1B,OAAO,mBAAmB,CACtB,aAAwB,EAAE,gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;eACvD;cACD,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;WACtB,CAAC;;;;UAKF,IAAI,

WAAW,EAAE;cACf,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe;kBACzB,yBAAyB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CACzC,aAAwB,EAAE,gBAA2B,

EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACxD;UAED,IAAI,WAAW,GAA

G,KAAK,CAAC;UACxB,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG;cACtB,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;;kBAEf,OAAO;eACR;cACD,

IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;;;kBAGf,OAAO;eACR;cACD,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;cACnB,MAAM,SAAS,GACX,k

EAAkE;kBAClE,iIAAiI,CAAC;cACtI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WAC9B

,CAAC;UAEF,IAAI,IAAgC,CAAC;;UAErC,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;cACzD,a
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AAa,CAAC,mBAAmB,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,CACxC,CAAC,sCAAsC;sBACtCU,2BAAuB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,C

AAC,EACpC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;cAC/B,IAAI,GAAGA,2BAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,CAAC;WAC/C;eAAM;;cAEL,IAAI,GAAGC,eAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;WACnC;;;UAID,IAAI,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM;cACf,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;cACnB,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;cAEp

B,MAAM,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;;cAEpC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG;kBACZ,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;kBACpC,oBAAoB,EAChB,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,yBAAyB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;kBAC7D,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,mBAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;kBAChE,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CACxB,iBAAi

B,EAAE,IAAI,EACvB;sBACE,QAAQ;sBACR,QAAQ;sBACR,QAAQ;mBACT,CAAC;kBACN,WAAW,EAAE,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;kBACrE,OAAO,EAAE,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;eACrD,CAAC;cAEF,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC

,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;WACzB,CAAC,CAAC;OACJ,CAAC,CAAC;EACL,CAAC;EAED,SA

AS,oBAAoB,CACzB,MAAmB,EAAE,KAAe;MACtC,QAAQ,KAAK;UACX,KAAK,SAAS;cACZ,OAAO,IAAI,Y

AAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAClC,KAAK,OAAO;cACV,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;UAChC,KAAK,MAAM;cACT,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;UAChC;cACE,MAAM,I

AAI,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;OAC7C;EACH,CAAC;EAED,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG;M

ACtB,wBAAwB,EAAE,6BAA6B;MACvD,sCAAsC;GAC9B,CAAE;EAGZ,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;EA

C5B,IAAI,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;EAClC,IAAI,WAAW,GAAuC,EAAE,CAAC;EACzD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG

,KAAK,CAAC;EACxB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;EAExB;;;;;;;;;;;;WAYgB,WAAW,CAAC,IAAY,EA

AE,gBAAgB,GAAG,KAAK;MAChEC,wBAAe,CACX,8DAA8D;UAC9D,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC;MAC7C,IAAI,

WAAW,EAAE;UACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,+DAA+D;cAC/D,mEAAmE,CAAC,CAAC;OAC1E;MACD,Q

AAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;MAChB,WAAW,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;EACjC,CAAC;EAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;WAy

BgB,YAAY,CACxB,eAA0D,EAC1D,gBAAgB,GAAG,KAAK;MAC1B,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;UACf,MAAM,IAAI

,KAAK,CACX,+DAA+D;cAC/D,wDAAwD;cACxD,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;OACrB;MAED,IAAI,OAAO,eAAe,KA

AK,QAAQ,EAAE;UACvC,cAAc,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;OAClC;WAAM;UACL,WAAW,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;UA

C9B,MAAM,YAAY,GACd,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC;UAC9D,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;cAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,0DA

A0D;kBAC1D,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C;kBACpE,oEAAoE;kBACpE,oDAAo

D,CAAC,CAAC;WAC3D;OACF;MAED,WAAW,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;EACjC,CAAC;EAWD,IAAI,YAAY,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EACtB,IAAI,kBAAkB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;EAE5B;;;;;;WAMgB,eAAe,CA

AC,UAAkB;MAChD,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;EAC5B,CAAC;EAED;;;;;WAKgB,eAAe;MAC7B,IAAI,kBA

AkB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;UAC7B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;OAClD;MACD,

OAAO,kBAAkB,CAAC;EAC5B;;ECxfA;EAEA;QACM,OAAO,GAAG;;ECHhB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;EA0BA,MAAM,aAAa

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACxBC,0BAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE;MACtB,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,MA

AM,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;MAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;EAC/B,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,

CAAC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.es2017.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* ===========================================================================*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Ceil.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Elu.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Elu.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Transform.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Tan.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Cosh.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/elu_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/sin_cos_workaround.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Any.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/elu_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/All.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/MirrorPad.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/sin_cos_workaround.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Sum.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Sum.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAA4B,GAAG,EAAmC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI

zH,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAA

S,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC

,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EA

AC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IA

AI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,I

AAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,

KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,6DAA6D;YAC7D,oBAAoB;YACpB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAA

O,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAAa,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAED,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,KAAK,E

AAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,W

AAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,

MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,
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CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU

,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAC1D;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,

EAAE;QACtB,oCAAoC;QACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;I

AED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;QACZ,UAAU;QACV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,O

AAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;I

ACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC,CAAC","source

sContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Sum.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"types.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/types.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,8DAA8D;AAC9D,MAAM,CAAN,IAAY,QAMX;AAND,WAAY,QAAQ;IAClB,6CAAW,

CAAA;IACX,yCAAS,CAAA;IACT,uCAAQ,CAAA;IACR,2CAAU,CAAA;IACV,iDAAa,CAAA;AACf,CAAC,E
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ANW,QAAQ,KAAR,QAAQ,QAMnB;AAED,+CAA+C;AAC/C,MAAM,CAAN,IAAY,iBAQX;AARD,WAAY,iB

AAiB;IAC3B,6DAAU,CAAA;IACV,yDAAQ,CAAA;IACR,2DAAS,CAAA;IACT,2DAAS,CAAA;IACT,mEAAa,

CAAA;IACb,+DAAW,CAAA;IACX,uDAAO,CAAA;AACT,CAAC,EARW,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB,QAQ5B","s

ourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport

enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/types.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

// Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

// Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

// you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

// You may obtain a copy of the License at

//     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

// distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/starter/parcel/index.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/starter/webpack/src/index.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"RealDiv.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAe,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE5D,OAAO,EAAC,wBA

AwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAEzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AACnC,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/RealDiv.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"GreaterEqual.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts"],"names":[],"map

pings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEjE,OAAO,EA

AC,wBAAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAEzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAC3B,wBAAwB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC","sour

cesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GreaterEqual.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Prod.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Prod.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAA4B,IAAI,EAAqC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI5H

,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,C

AAC;AAEjC,IAAI,QAEqC,CAAC;AAE1C,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QACjD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ

;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAA

O,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OA

AO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,E

AAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;I

AE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAA

K,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,6DAA6D;YAC7D,oBAAoB;YACpB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GA

AG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAAa,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAED,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE

,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,

CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,MAA

M,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA
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AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EA

AE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3D;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EA

AE;QACtB,oCAAoC;QACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAE

D,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;QACZ,UAAU;QACV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAC

hB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC,CAAC","sources

Content":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Prod.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Sqrt.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAe,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEzD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAA

C,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC

","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Sqrt.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Identity.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Identity.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAA2C,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAKzF,MAAM,UAAU,Q

AAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IA

AI,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;I

AC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,cA

Ac,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC,

CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Identity.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"binary_kernel.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts"],"names":[],"ma

ppings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAoD,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;A

AI3G,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,MAAM,UAAU,wBAAwB,CACpC,UAAkB,E

AAE,qBAA8B,EAClD,KAAgB;IAClB,IAAI,QAGQ,CAAC;IAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;QACrC,QAAQ,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;YACzD,QAAQ;YAC

R,OAAO;YACP,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,OAAO;YACP,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ,CAAG,SAAS
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;SACrB,CAAC,CAAC;IACL,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAkD;QAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;QAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;

QACtB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAE/C,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QACnD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3E,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;QAErD,oCAAoC;QACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,MAAM,W

AAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;QACnE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAC7B,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,EAClE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAE9B,+DAA+D;QA

C/D,IAAI,qBAAqB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;YAClD,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;YACb,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAA

E,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,IAAI,eA

Ae,IAAI,eAAe,EAAE;YACtC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;YACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,I

AAI,KAAK,CACX,2CAA2C;gBAC3C,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACh

D;IACH,CAAC;IAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,

CAAC;AAClE,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n

function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*

void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n
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  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const

aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/binary_kernel.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Cast.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Cast.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAkD,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAK5F,MAAM,UAAU,IAAI,CAC

hB,IAAkE;IAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAA

C,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,O

AAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,I

AAwB;CACrC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Cast.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"DepthwiseConv2dNative.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNati

ve.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAA8F,M

AAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIvK,IAAI,mBAMsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,mBAAmB;

QACf,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;YACzD,QAAQ;Y

ACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,Q
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AAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;Y

ACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,IAIxB

;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAC3B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,

EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IAE1D,M

AAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAA

E,OAAO,EACzD,UAAwC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAC/D,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1B,MAAM,

YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC

zC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;I

AC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC5C,MAA

M,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CA

CX,kEAAkE;YAClE,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,mBA

AmB,CACf,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/D,WAAW,EAAE

,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EA

AE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAA

C;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAiB;IACvD,UAAU,EAAE,qBAAqB;IACjC,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,eAAmC;CAChD,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction
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depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,

padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Round.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Round.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAA

A;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,KAAK,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE1D,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAu

B,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Round.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Relu.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Relu.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEzD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAA

C,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC
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","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Relu.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Any.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Any.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,EAAuB,YAAY,EAAwC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIz

H,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAAS,KAAK,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAA

Q,EAAE,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MA

AM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,

QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAA

M,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UA

AU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAA

O,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OA

AO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;KACxB;IAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IA

CrC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QA

AQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC;IAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC

,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,

EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACrC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,oCAAoC;QACpC,OAA

O,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;QACZ,UAA

U;QACV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,C

AAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;A

AED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,S

AAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Any.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"kernel_utils.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts"],"names":[],"mappin

gs":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAc,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAErE,

OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,aAAa,CAAC;AAEtC;;;;;;;GAOG;AACH,MAAM,UAAU,uBAAuB,CACnC,

CAAa,EAAE,IAAqB,EAAE,OAAoB;IAM5D,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACvB,MAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc

,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACvD,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,YAAY,GA

AG,YAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;

IACvB,IAAI,kBAAkB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,MAAM,QAAQ,GA

Aa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC

,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QAED,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACzD,WAAW;YACP,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,

CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAE

nE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;QAC/C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAClE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,kBAAkB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;SA

C3B;KACF;IAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,CAA

C;AAC3E,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n

originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:

permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/kernel_utils.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"NonMaxSuppressionV5.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5

.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,mBAAmB,EAAkE,MAAM,uBAAuB

,CAAC;AAIrJ,OAAO,EAAC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,0BAA0B,CAAC;AAE3D,IAAI,QAGU,CAAC;AAEf,SAAS

,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzB,mBAAmB,EACnB,QA

AQ,EAAG,UAAU;IACrB;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAInB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAA

E,YAAY,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CA

AC;IAE/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aA

Aa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAElB,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EA

AE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,GAClE,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1C,4EAA4E;IAC5

E,QAAQ;IACR,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IAElC,MAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB

,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,MAA

M,oBAAoB,GACtB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAA

C;IAEnE,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC;AACvD,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM

,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;I

AChB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;CAC3C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n

(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using

validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Relu6.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Relu6.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAA

A;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,KAAK,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE1D,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAu

B,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Relu6.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"LessEqual.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/LessEqual.ts"],"names":[],"mappings

":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAe,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE9D,OAAO,EAAC,w

BAAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CAA
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C,MAAM,eAAe,GACxB,wBAAwB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesConte

nt":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LessEqual.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Prelu.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Prelu.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,KAAK,EAAc,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAInF,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAA

C,MAAM,QAAQ,CAAC;AAE5B,IAAI,SAAkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,SAAS,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACrD,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,SAAS;KACrB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAiD;IAC

9D,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,M

AAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACxB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAA

C,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACtE,OAAO,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACxD;IAED,

MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,

MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;IACnD,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;I

ACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAE,

KAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC,CAA

C","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,

weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //
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out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Prelu.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"index.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../src/index.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,wBAAwB,CAAC;AAChC,cAAc,QAAQ,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './register_all_kernels';\nexport * from './base';\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/index.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"SquaredDifference.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts"],"nam

es":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AACt

E,OAAO,EAAC,wBAAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AACn

C,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,GAChC,wBAAwB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sources

Content":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/SquaredDifference.js.map
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"FusedDepthwiseConv2D.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2

D.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,oBAAoB,EAA4F,MA

AM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIpK,OAAO,EAAC,iBAAiB,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAE1C,IAAI,wBAQQ,CAAC

;AAEb,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,wBAAwB;QACpB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBA

AoB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;YACxD,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QA

AQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YA

CR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QA

AQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CA

AC,IAI7B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAA

M,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,sBAAsB,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,EAC

J,OAAO,EACP,GAAG,EACH,SAAS,EACT,UAAU,EACV,eAAe,EACf,UAAU,EACV,cAAc,EACf,GAAG,KAA

K,CAAC;IAEV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;I

AEhD,MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3

B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,GAAG,UAAU,yDAAyD;YACtE,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,MAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,yDAAyD;gBACzD,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;YACxC,

MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,oCAAoC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,aAAa;gBAC/D,wCAAwC,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;SAChE;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/

C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IACr

C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC;IAEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;QACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iEAAiE;YACjE,GAAG,UA

AU,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3C;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC;QAC7D,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE5D,wBAAwB,CACpB,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EA

AE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OA

AO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,e

AAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,0BAA0B,GAAiB;IACtD,UAAU,EAAE,oBAAoB;IAChC,WAAW,EAA

E,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,oBAAwC;CACrD,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a
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copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,

preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape

(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,
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isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"MirrorPad.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts"],"names":[],"mappings

":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,SAAS,EAAkC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI3G,OAAO,EAAC

,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,kCAAkC;AAClC,IAAK,iBAGJ;AAHD,WAAK,iBAAiB;IACpB,+D

AAW,CAAA;IACX,mEAAa,CAAA;AACf,CAAC,EAHI,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB,QAGrB;AAED,IAAI,aAGsB,C

AAC;AAE3B,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SA

AS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QAC7D,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAA

O;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,I

AIlB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QA

AQ,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAE7D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACz

B,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,MA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;IAClD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,gBAAgB,G

AClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,iBA

AiB,GACnB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5D,aA

Aa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;IACvD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,E

AAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;IACzC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;CACjB,C

AAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match

enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n
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'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/MirrorPad.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"flags_wasm.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../src/flags_wasm.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AA

AA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE1C,MAAM,GAAG,GAA

G,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AAElB;;GAEG;AACH,gEAAgE;AAChE,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY;AACZ,2EAA2E;AAC3E

,8DAA8D;AAC9D,gBAAgB;AAChB,uBAAuB,EAAE,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACvE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IACrD,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;CACpD,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAET;;GAEG;AACH,gEAAgE;AAChE,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE

,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;IAC1D,gEAAgE;IAChE,iDAAiD;IACjD,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,E

AAE;QACtB,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;KACd;IAED,IAAI;QACF,wDAAwD;QACxD,sFAAsF;QACtF,IAAI,cAAc,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,gEAAgE;

QAChE,gBAAgB;QAChB,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;YACzC,CAAC,EAAE,EA

AE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

G,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;YACpE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,E

AAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE

,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;SACnE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACL;IAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,EAAE;QACV,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;KACd;AACH,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n

*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array
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passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,

11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/flags_wasm.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/*! *****************************************************************************

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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***************************************************************************** */

/**

* @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.

* Sets the path to the `.wasm` file which will be fetched when the wasm

* backend is initialized. See

* https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers

* for more details.

* @param path wasm file path or url

* @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch to download

*     the wasm file, default to false.

*

* @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.node.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/miniprogram/index.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"FloorDiv.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"

AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE7D,OAAO,EAAC,wB

AAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAEzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FloorDiv.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Sub.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Sub.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,GAAG,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AACxD,OAAO,EAAC,wBAAwB,E

AAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AACnC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,S

AAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or
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agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Sub.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/kernel_utils.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/kernel_utils.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  * You may obtain a copy of the License at

  *

  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

  *

  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  * limitations under the License.

  * =============================================================================

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  * You may obtain a copy of the License at

  *

  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

  *

  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  * limitations under the License.

  * =============================================================================

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  * You may obtain a copy of the License at

  *

  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

  *
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  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  * limitations under the License.

  * =============================================================================

  */

/*! *****************************************************************************

 Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

 Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

 purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

 REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

 AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

 LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

 OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

 PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 ***************************************************************************** */

/**

  * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.

  * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file which will be fetched when the wasm

  * backend is initialized. See

  * https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers

  * for more details.

  * @param path wasm file path or url

  * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch to download

  *     the wasm file, default to false.

  *

  * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"FlipLeftRight.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/FlipLeftRight.ts"],"names":[],"ma

ppings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,aAAa,EAA4D,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI/G,IAAI,iBA

E2C,CAAC;AAEhD,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,aAAa,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACrE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,UAAU,aAAa,CACzB,IAAyD;IAC3

D,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC;IAEvB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA
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AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,E

AAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAElE,iBAAiB,CACb,OAAO,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;A

ACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAiB;IAC/C,UAAU,EAAE,aAAa;IACzB,WAAW,EAA

E,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;IAC7C,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;CACjB,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FlipLeftRight.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Elu.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Elu.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAA

C,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Elu.js.map
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Neg.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Neg.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,GAAG,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EA

AC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Neg.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Sin.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Sin.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,GAAG,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EAA

C,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Sin.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Square.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Square.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AA

AA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE3D,OAAO,EAAC,uBAA

uB,EAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Square.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Minimum.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Minimum.ts"],"names":[],"mappings"

:"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE5D,OAAO,EAAC,w

BAAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Minimum.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Tan.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Tan.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,GAAG,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EA

AC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Tan.js.map
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"PadV2.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/PadV2.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AA

AA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,KAAK,EAA2B,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIrG,OAAO

,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,QAAQ,CAAC;AAE5B,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,

IAAI,SAG6C,CAAC;AAElD,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QACrD,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,

GAAG,CACR,IAAoE;IACtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C,GAAG,CACzB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAA

C;IAEvE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,kEAAkE;Q

AClE,oDAAoD;QACpD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;YACV,OAAO;YACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC;SAC/D,CAAC,CAAC;KACJ;IAE

D,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC;IACxD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/B,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,

CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,MAAM,eAAe,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IA

C9D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5D,SAAS,CACL,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,aAAa

,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,WAA

W,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;IACnC,S

AAS,EAAE,KAAK;CACjB,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null

/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>

p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const
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xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/PadV2.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FloorDiv.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/setup_test.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GatherNd.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/types.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ArgMax.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Cast.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Log.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-
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wasm/src/kernels/RealDiv.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Sum.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Minimum.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Multiply.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Max.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Exp.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Prelu.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedConv2D.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Rsqrt.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GreaterEqual.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Sub.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ExpandDims.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/RealDiv.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ArgMax.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/AvgPool.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Min.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Relu.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FloorDiv.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LeakyRelu.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/binary_kernel.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Greater.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Add.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Rsqrt.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Tanh.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Concat.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GatherV2.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ScatterNd.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-
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wasm/src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/GatherNd.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/BatchMatMul.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Exp.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Multiply.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Prelu.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Cos.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/AddN.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Minimum.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FlipLeftRight.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Log.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Tile.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/FusedConv2D.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/RealDiv.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/DepthToSpace.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Tanh.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/unary_kernel.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/index.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Sub.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ResizeBilinear.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Maximum.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Tanh.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/index_test.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedConv2D.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Concat.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Greater.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/BatchMatMul.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Log.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Unpack.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Transpose.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/AvgPool.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Add.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Less.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Reshape.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ResizeBilinear.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/index_test.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Pow.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Abs.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Conv2D.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/LessEqual.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/binary_kernel.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GatherNd.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/CropAndResize.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Tile.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Sum.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Relu6.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Square.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Max.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Square.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/types.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/unary_kernel.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LeakyRelu.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Relu.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-
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wasm/dist/kernels/SquaredDifference.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LessEqual.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Unpack.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/RotateWithOffset.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LogicalAnd.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Less.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Slice.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Cast.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Relu6.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ClipByValue.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Prelu.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FlipLeftRight.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/MaxPool.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Sum.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/index.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GatherV2.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/FlipLeftRight.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Minimum.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/DepthToSpace.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Conv2D.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.d.ts
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/RotateWithOffset.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/index.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/_FusedMatMul.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/DepthToSpace.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/AddN.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ClipByValue.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Sin.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Min.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Cos.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/_FusedMatMul.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/MaxPool.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Tile.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Pow.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Conv2D.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/GatherV2.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Sigmoid.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_util.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/ResizeBilinear.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Greater.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Max.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Reshape.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Cast.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Multiply.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Slice.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/PadV2.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Reshape.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/PadV2.ts
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/ArgMax.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LogicalAnd.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Unpack.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/Transpose.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/types.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Concat.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Transpose.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/AddN.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/CropAndResize.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Maximum.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/MaxPool.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Min.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Rsqrt.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ExpandDims.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Sin.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/GreaterEqual.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Add.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/unary_kernel.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Less.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Abs.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/setup_test.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Slice.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Sin.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Abs.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/kernels/AvgPool.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-
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wasm/dist/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Cos.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Relu.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Relu6.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Pow.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/SquaredDifference.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Exp.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_util.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_util.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/kernels/Square.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ScatterNd.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/PadV2.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Sigmoid.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LessEqual.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Maximum.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/kernels/Sub.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"BatchToSpaceND.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts"],"name

s":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAAsE,MAAM,uBAAuB,C

AAC;AAIxI,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;AAClC,OAAO,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,MAAM,

SAAS,CAAC;AAC9B,OAAO,EAAC,SAAS,EAAC,MAAM,aAAa,CAAC;AAEtC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IAC

C,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC

,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAElC

,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9E,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,YAAY,CAAC,mBA

AmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,Y

AAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,SAAS,GAC

X,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1E,MA

AM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5E,MAAM,WAAW,GACb,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC

,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAA

Q,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,OAAO,CAC/B,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;IAC3E,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACnB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,mBAA

mB,EAAC;QAChC,OAAO;QACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAA

C;KAClD,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,OAA

O,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,oBAA
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oB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C,C

AAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"index.js","sources":["../../src/kernels/types.ts","../../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../../src/kerne

ls/unary_kernel.ts","../../src/kernels/Abs.ts","../../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts","../../src/kernels/Add.ts","../../src/kerne

ls/AddN.ts","../../src/kernels/Identity.ts","../../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts","../../src/kern

els/All.ts","../../src/kernels/Any.ts","../../src/kernels/ArgMax.ts","../../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../../src/kernels/Resha

pe.ts","../../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts","../../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Concat_impl.js","../../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Range_impl.js","../../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Slice.js","../../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../../src/kernels/Cast.ts","..

/../src/kernels/Ceil.ts","../../src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts","../../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../..

/src/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.ts","../../src/kernels/Cos.ts","../../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../../src/kernels/CropAndR

esize.ts","../../src/kernels/Cumsum.ts","../../src/kernels/DepthToSpace.ts","../../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.t

s","../../src/kernels/Elu.ts","../../src/kernels/Equal.ts","../../src/kernels/Exp.ts","../../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../../s

rc/kernels/Fill.ts","../../src/kernels/FlipLeftRight.ts","../../src/kernels/Floor.ts","../../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts","../../src/

kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts","../../src/kernels/FusedConv2D.ts","../../src/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.ts","../../sr

c/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts","../../src/kernels/Greater.ts","../../src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts",".
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./../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../../src/kernels/Less.ts","../../src/kernels/LessEqual.ts","../../src/kernels/Log.ts","../../sr

c/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../../src/kernels/Max.ts","../../src/kernels/Maximum.ts","../../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts","../../s

rc/kernels/Mean.ts","../../src/kernels/Min.ts","../../src/kernels/Minimum.ts","../../src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../../src/ke

rnels/Multiply.ts","../../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_util.ts","../../src/kernels/NonMaxSu

ppressionV3.ts","../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5.ts","../../src/ke

rnels/NotEqual.ts","../../src/kernels/OneHot.ts","../../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts","../../src/kernels/Pack.ts","../../src/kerne

ls/PadV2.ts","../../src/kernels/Pow.ts","../../src/kernels/Prelu.ts","../../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../../src/kernels/Range.ts","

../../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../../src/kernels/Relu6.ts","../../src/kernels/ResizeBilinear.ts","..

/../src/kernels/Reverse.ts","../../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../../src/kernels/Round.ts","../../src/kernels/Rsqrt.ts"

,"../../src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../../src/kernels/Select.ts","../../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts","../../src/kernels/Sin.ts","../../sr

c/kernels/Softmax.ts","../../src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts","../..

/src/kernels/Square.ts","../../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts","../../src/kernels/Step.ts","../../src/kernels/StridedSlice.

ts","../../src/kernels/Sub.ts","../../src/kernels/Sum.ts","../../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../../src/kerne

ls/Tile.ts","../../src/kernels/TopK.ts","../../src/kernels/Transform.ts","../../src/kernels/Unpack.ts","../../src/kernels/Zero

sLike.ts","../../src/register_all_kernels.ts","../../src/flags_wasm.ts","../../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.js","../../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js","../../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm.js","../../src/backend_wasm.ts","../../src/version.ts","../../src/base.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport

enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for

FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n

const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:

number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n

function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*

void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n

  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const

aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:
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TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,

xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better

due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n
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return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n

originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:

permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:

AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =
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util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,

CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend

only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>

`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of

elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim
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= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function concatImpl(inputs, outShape, dtype,

simplyConcat) {\n    const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n    if

(simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n        // Use built-in TypedArray.set() method for speed.\n        let offset =

0;\n        inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const size = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n

outVals.set(input.vals, offset);\n            offset += size;\n        });\n    }\n    else {\n        let colOffset = 0;\n

inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals) :\n                input.vals;\n            let tIdx = 0;\n            for (let row

= 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n                const resIdx = row * outShape[1] + colOffset;\n                for (let col

= 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n                    outVals[resIdx + col] = decodedData[tIdx++];\n                }\n

}\n            colOffset += input.shape[1];\n        });\n    }\n    return outVals;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiQ29uY2F0X2ltcGwuanMiLC

Jzb3VyY2VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZ

XJuZWxzL0NvbmNhdF9pbXBsLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Oz

s7R0FlRztBQUVILE9BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQXVDLElBQUksRUFBQyxNQUFNLHVCQUF1QixDQU

FDO0FBRTlGLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxVQUFVLENBQ3RCLE1BQXFELEVBQUUsUUFBa0IsRUFDekUsS0FBZS

xFQUFFLFlBQXFCO0lBQ3hDLE1BQU0sT0FBTyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

EVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVFLElBQUk

sWUFBWSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEMsa0RBQWtEO1FBQ2xELElBQUksTUFB

TSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUNmLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxPQUFPLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQU

U7WUFDckIsTUFBTSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSy

xDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFFNUMsT0FBc0IsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLElBQWtCLEVB

QUUsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFDOUQsTUFBTSxJQUFJLElBQUksQ0FBQztRQUNqQixDQUFDLEN

BQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO1NBQU07UUFDTCxJQUFJLFNBQVMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7UUFFbEIsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsRUFBRTtZQUNyQixNQUFNLFdBQVcsR0FBRyxL

QUFLLEtBQUssUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

ENBQUMsSUFBb0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ2pFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxJQUFrQixDQUFDO1lBRTd

CLElBQUksSUFBSSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztZQUViLEtBQUssSUFBSSxHQUFHLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxF

QUFFLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUUsR0F

BRyxFQUFFO2dCQUM3QyxNQUFNLE1BQU0sR0FBRyxHQUFHLEdBQUcsUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQyxHQUFHLFNBQVMsQ0FBQztnQkFDN0MsS0FBSyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsR0

FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxHQUFHLEVB

QUU7b0JBQzdDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsV0FBVyxDQUFDLElBQ
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UksRUFBRSxDQUFDLENBQUM7aUJBQzdDO2FBQ0Y7WUFFRCxTQUFTLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEtB

QUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUM5QixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO0lBRUQsT0F

BTyxPQUFPLENBQUM7QUFDakIsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiA

qIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbn

NlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICo

geW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5I

GFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0Z

WQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICo

gV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzI

G9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3

Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID

09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09

PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIEJhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIERhdG

FUeXBlLCBUeXBlZEFycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5leHBv

cnQgZnVuY3Rpb24gY29uY2F0SW1wbChcbiAgICBpbnB1dHM6IEFycmF5PHt2YWxzOiBCYWNrZW5kVmFsd

WVzLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW119Piwgb3V0U2hhcGU6IG51bWJlcltdLFxuICAgIGR0eXBlOiBEYXRhVHl

wZSwgc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0OiBib29sZWFuKTogVHlwZWRBcnJheXxzdHJpbmdbXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dF

ZhbHMgPSB1dGlsLmdldEFycmF5RnJvbURUeXBlKGR0eXBlLCB1dGlsLnNpemVGcm9tU2hhcGUob3V0U2hh

cGUpKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0ICYmIGR0eXBlICE9PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgIC8vIFVzZSBi

dWlsdC1pbiBUeXBlZEFycmF5LnNldCgpIG1ldGhvZCBmb3Igc3BlZWQuXG4gICAgbGV0IG9mZnNldCA9IDA

7XG4gICAgaW5wdXRzLmZvckVhY2goaW5wdXQgPT4ge1xuICAgICAgY29uc3Qgc2l6ZSA9IHV0aWwuc2l6Z

UZyb21TaGFwZShpbnB1dC5zaGFwZSk7XG5cbiAgICAgIChvdXRWYWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnNldCh

pbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXksIG9mZnNldCk7XG4gICAgICBvZmZzZXQgKz0gc2l6ZTtcbiAgICB

9KTtcbiAgfSBlbHNlIHtcbiAgICBsZXQgY29sT2Zmc2V0ID0gMDtcblxuICAgIGlucHV0cy5mb3JFYWNoKGluc

HV0ID0+IHtcbiAgICAgIGNvbnN0IGRlY29kZWREYXRhID0gZHR5cGUgPT09ICdzdHJpbmcnID9cbiAgICAgI

CAgICBiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwuZnJvbVVpbnQ4VG9TdHJpbmdBcnJheShpbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QX

JyYXlbXSkgOlxuICAgICAgICAgIGlucHV0LnZhbHMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICAgICAgbGV0IHRJZ

HggPSAwO1xuXG4gICAgICBmb3IgKGxldCByb3cgPSAwOyByb3cgPCBpbnB1dC5zaGFwZVswXTsgKytyb3cp

IHtcbiAgICAgICAgY29uc3QgcmVzSWR4ID0gcm93ICogb3V0U2hhcGVbMV0gKyBjb2xPZmZzZXQ7XG4gICA

gICAgIGZvciAobGV0IGNvbCA9IDA7IGNvbCA8IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdOyArK2NvbCkge1xuICAgICAgIC

AgIG91dFZhbHNbcmVzSWR4ICsgY29sXSA9IGRlY29kZWREYXRhW3RJZHgrK107XG4gICAgICAgIH1cbiA

gICAgIH1cblxuICAgICAgY29sT2Zmc2V0ICs9IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdO1xuICAgIH0pO1xuICB9XG5cbiAgc

mV0dXJuIG91dFZhbHM7XG59XG4iXX0=","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function rangeImpl(start, stop, step, dtype) {\n    const

sameStartStop = start === stop;\n    const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n    const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n    if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

   decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n        return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n    }\n    const numElements

= Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n    const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n

if (stop < start && step === 1) {\n        // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n        // (or was set to 1)\n
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  step = -1;\n    }\n    values[0] = start;\n    for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n        values[i] = values[i - 1] +

step;\n    }\n    return values;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC5qcyIsIn

NvdXJjZVJvb3QiOiIiLCJzb3VyY2VzIjpbIi4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uL3RmanMtYmFja2VuZC1jcHUvc3JjL2tlc

m5lbHMvUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC50cyJdLCJuYW1lcyI6W10sIm1hcHBpbmdzIjoiQUFBQTs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7O0

dBZUc7QUFFSCxPQUFPLEVBQWMsSUFBSSxFQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFFeEQsTUFB

TSxVQUFVLFNBQVMsQ0FDckIsS0FBYSxFQUFFLElBQVksRUFBRSxJQUFZLEVBQ3pDLEtBQXdCO0lBQz

FCLE1BQU0sYUFBYSxHQUFHLEtBQUssS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUM7SUFDckMsTUFBTSwyQkFBMkIsR0F

BRyxLQUFLLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDN0QsTUFBTSwyQkF

BMkIsR0FBRyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFN0QsSUFBSS

xhQUFhLElBQUksMkJBQTJCO1FBQzVDLDJCQUEyQixFQUFFO1FBQy9CLE9BQU8sSUFBSSxDQUFDLG1

CQUFtQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUMzQztJQUVELE1BQU0sV0FBVy

xHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsSUFBSSxDQUFDLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDLElBQUksR0

FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQy9ELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQ

UFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxtQkFBbUIsQ0FBQyxXQUFXLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFNUQsS

UFBSSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDOUIsb0RBQW9EO1F

BQ3BELG9CQUFvQjtRQUNwQixJQUFJLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDWDtJQUVELE1BQU0

sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUM7SUFDbEIsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyx

DQUFDLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUU7

UUFDdEMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDO0tBQ2xDO0lBQ0QsT0FBTyxNQUFNLENBQUM7QUFDaEIsQ0FBQyI

sInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMT

EMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc

2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZ

SBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSB

jb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJ

Q0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZC

B0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZ

GlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIE

NPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIE

xpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4

gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J

0IHtEYXRhVHlwZU1hcCwgdXRpbH0gZnJvbSAnQHRlbnNvcmZsb3cvdGZqcy1jb3JlJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bm

N0aW9uIHJhbmdlSW1wbChcbiAgICBzdGFydDogbnVtYmVyLCBzdG9wOiBudW1iZXIsIHN0ZXA6IG51bWJlci

xcbiAgICBkdHlwZTogJ2Zsb2F0MzInfCdpbnQzMicpOiBEYXRhVHlwZU1hcFsnZmxvYXQzMicgfCAnaW50Mz

InXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgPSBzdGFydCA9PT0gc3RvcDtcbiAgY29uc3QgaW5jcmVhc

2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwID0gc3RhcnQgPCBzdG9wICYmIHN0ZXAgPCAwO1xuICBjb25zdCBkZ

WNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXAgPSBzdG9wIDwgc3RhcnQgJiYgc3RlcCA+IDE7XG5cbiAga

WYgKHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgfHwgaW5jcmVhc2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwIHx8XG4gICAgICBk

ZWNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXApIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gdXRpbC5tYWtlWmVyb3NUeXB

lZEFycmF5KDAsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGNvbnN0IG51bUVsZW1lbnRzID0gTWF0aC5hYnMoTWF0aC

5jZWlsKChzdG9wIC0gc3RhcnQpIC8gc3RlcCkpO1xuICBjb25zdCB2YWx1ZXMgPSB1dGlsLm1ha2VaZXJvc1R

5cGVkQXJyYXkobnVtRWxlbWVudHMsIGR0eXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc3RvcCA8IHN0YXJ0ICYmIHN0ZXAgP

T09IDEpIHtcbiAgICAvLyBBdXRvIGFkanVzdCB0aGUgc3RlcCdzIHNpZ24gaWYgaXQgaGFzbid0IGJlZW4gc2V

0XG4gICAgLy8gKG9yIHdhcyBzZXQgdG8gMSlcbiAgICBzdGVwID0gLTE7XG4gIH1cblxuICB2YWx1ZXNbM

F0gPSBzdGFydDtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA9IDE7IGkgPCB2YWx1ZXMubGVuZ3RoOyBpKyspIHtcbiAgICB2

YWx1ZXNbaV0gPSB2YWx1ZXNbaSAtIDFdICsgc3RlcDtcbiAgfVxuICByZXR1cm4gdmFsdWVzO1xufVxuIl19"
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,"/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, buffer, Slice, slice_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport { assertNotComplex

} from '../cpu_util';\nexport function sliceImpl(vals, begin, size, shape, dtype) {\n    const isContinous =

slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n    const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n    const xStrides =

util.computeStrides(shape);\n    if (isContinous) {\n        const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin,

xStrides);\n        if (dtype === 'string') {\n            return vals.slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n        }\n

return vals.subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n    const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals) :\n        vals;\n    const inBuf = buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n

const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n        const outLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n        const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n

outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n        return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values);\n    }\n    return outBuf.values;\n}\nexport function

slice(args) {\n    const { inputs, backend, attrs } = args;\n    const { x } = inputs;\n    const { begin, size } = attrs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n    const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n    const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n    const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\nexport const sliceConfig = {\n    kernelName: Slice,\n    backendName: 'cpu',\n    kernelFunc:

slice\n};\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiU2xpY2UuanMiLCJzb3VyY2

VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZXJuZWxzL

1NsaWNlLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7R0FlRztBQUVILE9

BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQWlCLE1BQU0sRUFBc0MsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFVBQVUsRUFBbUQsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFHeEwsT0FBTyxFQUFDLGdCQUFnQixFQUFDLE1BQU0sYU

FBYSxDQUFDO0FBRTdDLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxTQUFTLENBQ3JCLElBQW1CLEVBQUUsS0FBZSxFQUFFL

ElBQWMsRUFBRSxLQUFlLEVBQ3JFLEtBQWU7SUFDakIsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDL

GdCQUFnQixDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDcEUsTUFB

TSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQztJQUN4QyxNQUF

NLFFBQVEsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsY0FBYyxDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVDLElBQUks

V0FBVyxFQUFFO1FBQ2YsTUFBTSxVQUFVLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDLGlCQUFpQixDQUFDLEtBQUss

RUFBRSxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUVqRSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7WUFDdEIs

T0FBUSxJQUFxQixDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxD

QUFDO1NBQ3RFO1FBRUQsT0FBUSxJQUFtQixDQUFDLFFBQVEsQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSx

HQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0tBQ3ZFO0lBRUQsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxLQUFLLFFB

QVEsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO1FBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxJQUFvQixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQztRQUMzRCxJQUFrQixDQUFDO0lBRXZCLE1BQU0sS0FBSyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFdBQVcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2hELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0F

BQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDbkMsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUF

DLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDc

EMsTUFBTSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLFVBQVUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUN

wQyxNQUFNLEtBQUssR0FBRyxNQUFNLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBVyxFQUFFLENBQ

UMsRUFBRSxFQUFFLENBQUMsR0FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUF

DO1FBQzdELE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLEtBQUs
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sQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDNUM7SUFFRCxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxR

QUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEIsT0FBTyxZQUFZLENBQUMsc0JBQXNCLENBQUMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQ

WtCLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUN2RTtJQUNELE9BQU8sTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQW9CLENBQUM7QUFDckM

sQ0FBQztBQUVELE1BQU0sVUFBVSxLQUFLLENBQ2pCLElBQXVFO0lBRXpFLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxNQUF

NLEVBQUUsT0FBTyxFQUFFLEtBQUssRUFBQyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQztJQUN0QyxNQUFNLEVBQUM

sQ0FBQyxFQUFDLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDO0lBQ25CLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxDQUFDO0lBRTVCLGdCQUFnQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQ

UMsQ0FBQztJQUU3QixNQUFNLENBQUMsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxHQUFHLFVBQVUsQ0FB

QyxnQkFBZ0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ3BFLFVBQ

VUsQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRS

9DLE1BQU0sSUFBSSxHQUFHLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQ

yxNQUFNLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxNQUFNLENBQUM7SUFDL0MsTUFBTSxPQUFPLEdBQUcsU0FBUyxDQUF

DLElBQUksRUFBRSxNQUFNLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2pFLE9BQU8sT0FBTyxDQUFDLGNBQWMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQUMsQ0FBQztBQUN6RCxDQUFDO0FBRUQsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQU0sV0FBVyxHQUFpQjtJQUN2QyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNqQixXQUFXLE

VBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNsQixVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBeUI7Q0FDdEMsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50Ijp

bIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUm

VzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0a

GUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxp

YW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuIC

ogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2

Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4g

XCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZI

EtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzc

GVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bm

RlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIE

JhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIGJ1ZmZlciwgRGF0YVR5cGUsIEtlcm5lbENvbmZpZywgS2VybmVsRnVuYywgU2xp

Y2UsIHNsaWNlX3V0aWwsIFNsaWNlQXR0cnMsIFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBUZW5zb3JJbmZvLCBUeXBlZEF

ycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5pbXBvcnQge01hdGhCYWNr

ZW5kQ1BVfSBmcm9tICcuLi9iYWNrZW5kX2NwdSc7XG5pbXBvcnQge2Fzc2VydE5vdENvbXBsZXh9IGZyb2

0gJy4uL2NwdV91dGlsJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlSW1wbChcbiAgICB2YWxzOiBCYWNrZ

W5kVmFsdWVzLCBiZWdpbjogbnVtYmVyW10sIHNpemU6IG51bWJlcltdLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW10sXG

4gICAgZHR5cGU6IERhdGFUeXBlKTogQmFja2VuZFZhbHVlcyB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGlzQ29udGlub3VzID0gc2

xpY2VfdXRpbC5pc1NsaWNlQ29udGlub3VzKHNoYXBlLCBiZWdpbiwgc2l6ZSk7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGxlbmd0aC

A9IHV0aWwuc2l6ZUZyb21TaGFwZShzaXplKTtcbiAgY29uc3QgeFN0cmlkZXMgPSB1dGlsLmNvbXB1dGVTd

HJpZGVzKHNoYXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoaXNDb250aW5vdXMpIHtcbiAgICBjb25zdCBmbGF0T2Zmc2V0ID0gc

2xpY2VfdXRpbC5jb21wdXRlRmxhdE9mZnNldChiZWdpbiwgeFN0cmlkZXMpO1xuXG4gICAgaWYgKGR0eX

BlID09PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QXJyYXlbXSkuc2xpY2UoZmx

hdE9mZnNldCwgZmxhdE9mZnNldCArIGxlbmd0aCk7XG4gICAgfVxuXG4gICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIF

R5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnN1YmFycmF5KGZsYXRPZmZzZXQsIGZsYXRPZmZzZXQgKyBsZW5ndGgpO1xuICB9

XG5cbiAgY29uc3QgZGVjb2RlZERhdGEgPSBkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycgP1xuICAgICAgYmFja2VuZF91d

GlsLmZyb21VaW50OFRvU3RyaW5nQXJyYXkodmFscyBhcyBVaW50OEFycmF5W10pIDpcbiAgICAgIHZhbH

MgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBpbkJ1ZiA9IGJ1ZmZlcihzaGFwZSwgZHR5cGUsIGRlY29kZW

REYXRhKTtcbiAgY29uc3Qgb3V0QnVmID0gYnVmZmVyKHNpemUsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA

9IDA7IGkgPCBvdXRCdWYuc2l6ZTsgKytpKSB7XG4gICAgY29uc3Qgb3V0TG9jID0gb3V0QnVmLmluZGV4V
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G9Mb2MoaSk7XG4gICAgY29uc3QgaW5Mb2MgPSBvdXRMb2MubWFwKChpZHg6IG51bWJlciwgaikgPT4ga

WR4ICsgYmVnaW5bal0pO1xuICAgIG91dEJ1Zi5zZXQoaW5CdWYuZ2V0KC4uLmluTG9jKSwgLi4ub3V0TG9j

KTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGlmIChkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycpIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gYmFja2VuZF91dGlsLm

Zyb21TdHJpbmdBcnJheVRvVWludDgob3V0QnVmLnZhbHVlcyBhcyBzdHJpbmdbXSk7XG4gIH1cbiAgcmV0d

XJuIG91dEJ1Zi52YWx1ZXMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlKFxu

ICAgIGFyZ3M6IHtpbnB1dHM6IFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBiYWNrZW5kOiBNYXRoQmFja2VuZENQVSwgYX

R0cnM6IFNsaWNlQXR0cnN9KTpcbiAgICBUZW5zb3JJbmZvIHtcbiAgY29uc3Qge2lucHV0cywgYmFja2VuZC

wgYXR0cnN9ID0gYXJncztcbiAgY29uc3Qge3h9ID0gaW5wdXRzO1xuICBjb25zdCB7YmVnaW4sIHNpemV9ID

0gYXR0cnM7XG5cbiAgYXNzZXJ0Tm90Q29tcGxleCh4LCAnc2xpY2UnKTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBbJGJlZ2luLCAk

c2l6ZV0gPSBzbGljZV91dGlsLnBhcnNlU2xpY2VQYXJhbXMoeCwgYmVnaW4sIHNpemUpO1xuICBzbGljZV9

1dGlsLmFzc2VydFBhcmFtc1ZhbGlkKHgsICRiZWdpbiwgJHNpemUpO1xuXG4gIGNvbnN0IHZhbHMgPSBiYW

NrZW5kLmRhdGEuZ2V0KHguZGF0YUlkKS52YWx1ZXM7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dFZhbHMgPSBzbGljZUltcG

wodmFscywgJGJlZ2luLCAkc2l6ZSwgeC5zaGFwZSwgeC5kdHlwZSk7XG4gIHJldHVybiBiYWNrZW5kLm1ha2

VUZW5zb3JJbmZvKCRzaXplLCB4LmR0eXBlLCBvdXRWYWxzKTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGNvbnN0IHNsaWN

lQ29uZmlnOiBLZXJuZWxDb25maWcgPSB7XG4gIGtlcm5lbE5hbWU6IFNsaWNlLFxuICBiYWNrZW5kTmFtZ

TogJ2NwdScsXG4gIGtlcm5lbEZ1bmM6IHNsaWNlIGFzIHt9IGFzIEtlcm5lbEZ1bmNcbn07XG4iXX0=","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)

{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as

[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;

i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:
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number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +

beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function
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cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===

1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =
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$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:

backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,

inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =

0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',

// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,
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$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,

topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //

strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =
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isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,

xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,
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extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const

imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n

'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n

const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const

outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const

xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction
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depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,

padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n","/**\n *
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@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:

FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:
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KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',

'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,

padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n

'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})

{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n

}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const

filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:
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fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,

preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape

(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const
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preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,

isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //

sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const
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parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:

{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either

float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //

padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype

=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if
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(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',

reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,

axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match

enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n

'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:

number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const

pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,

pValidOutputs};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,

maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,

padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n

parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}

as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n

(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using
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validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed
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under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null

/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>

p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as
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KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,

weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the
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License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //

oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //

newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'
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 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n","/**\n *
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@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =

args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if
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(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:

0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:

TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =
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s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *
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@license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n

inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n

        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =

new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n

}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n
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createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from
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'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =

attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,

attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this
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file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:

number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :

[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const

interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new
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Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the

library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport

{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport
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{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from

'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport

{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport

{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n

greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version
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2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n

*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array

passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,

11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n","\nvar WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = (function() {\n

var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src :

undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return

(\nfunction(WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd) {\n  WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd || {};\n\nfunction

GROWABLE_HEAP_I8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)}

return HEAP8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAPU8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAP32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPU32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_F64(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPF64}var Module=typeof

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var
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ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD=Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]||false;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"};var

nodeWorkerThreads;try{nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\")}catch(e){console.error('The

\"worker_threads\" module is not supported in this node.js build - perhaps a newer version is needed?');throw

e}global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(typeof

_scriptDir !== \"undefined\" &&

_scriptDir){scriptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.s

ubstr(0,scriptDirectory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){read_=fun

ction

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret}}else{read_=function(url){var xhr=new XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){global.performance=require(\"perf_hooks\").performance}}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=
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Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];function

warnOnce(text){if(!warnOnce.shown)warnOnce.shown={};if(!warnOnce.shown[text]){warnOnce.shown[text]=1;er

r(text)}}var Atomics_load=Atomics.load;var Atomics_store=Atomics.store;var

Atomics_compareExchange=Atomics.compareExchange;var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var wasmModule;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

str=\"\";while(!(idx>=endIdx)){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!u0)return

str;if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function lengthBytesUTF8(str){var

len=0;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343)u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|str.charCodeAt(++i)&1023;if(u<=127)+

+len;else if(u<=2047)len+=2;else if(u<=65535)len+=3;else len+=4}return len}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new
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Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){wasmM

emory=Module[\"wasmMemory\"];buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}else{if(Module[\"wasmMemory\"]){wasmMemory=

Module[\"wasmMemory\"]}else{wasmMemory=new

WebAssembly.Memory({\"initial\":INITIAL_MEMORY/65536,\"maximum\":2147483648/65536,\"shared\":true});

if(!(wasmMemory.buffer instanceof SharedArrayBuffer)){err(\"requested a shared WebAssembly.Memory but the

returned buffer is not a SharedArrayBuffer, indicating that while the browser has SharedArrayBuffer it does not

have WebAssembly threads support - you may need to set a

flag\");if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){console.log(\"(on node you may need: --experimental-wasm-threads --

experimental-wasm-bulk-memory and also use a recent version)\")}throw Error(\"bad

memory\")}}}if(wasmMemory){buffer=wasmMemory.buffer}INITIAL_MEMORY=buffer.byteLength;updateGlob

alBufferAndViews(buffer);var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var __ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var

__ATEXIT__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var runtimeInitialized=false;var

runtimeExited=false;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctor

s()}});function preRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT

__)}function

preMain(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function

exitRuntime(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;runtimeExited=true}function

postRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){assert(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD,\"addRunDependency cannot be used in a

pthread

worker\");runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](ru

nDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)console.err

or(\"Pthread aborting at \"+(new

Error).stack);what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTATUS=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s

ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw

e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-
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simd.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"I\"];wasmModule=module;if(!E

NVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){var

numWorkersToLoad=PThread.unusedWorkers.length;PThread.unusedWorkers.forEach(function(w){PThread.load

WasmModuleToWorker(w,function(){if(!--numWorkersToLoad)removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")})})}}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\")}function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"],output[\"module\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}var

ASM_CONSTS={10520:function(){throw\"Canceled!\"},10538:function($0,$1){setTimeout(function(){__emscript

en_do_dispatch_to_thread($0,$1)},0)}};function initPthreadsJS(){PThread.initRuntime()}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}var

ERRNO_CODES={EPERM:63,ENOENT:44,ESRCH:71,EINTR:27,EIO:29,ENXIO:60,E2BIG:1,ENOEXEC:45,E

BADF:8,ECHILD:12,EAGAIN:6,EWOULDBLOCK:6,ENOMEM:48,EACCES:2,EFAULT:21,ENOTBLK:105,EB

USY:10,EEXIST:20,EXDEV:75,ENODEV:43,ENOTDIR:54,EISDIR:31,EINVAL:28,ENFILE:41,EMFILE:33,EN

OTTY:59,ETXTBSY:74,EFBIG:22,ENOSPC:51,ESPIPE:70,EROFS:69,EMLINK:34,EPIPE:64,EDOM:18,ERAN

GE:68,ENOMSG:49,EIDRM:24,ECHRNG:106,EL2NSYNC:156,EL3HLT:107,EL3RST:108,ELNRNG:109,EUNA

TCH:110,ENOCSI:111,EL2HLT:112,EDEADLK:16,ENOLCK:46,EBADE:113,EBADR:114,EXFULL:115,ENOA

NO:104,EBADRQC:103,EBADSLT:102,EDEADLOCK:16,EBFONT:101,ENOSTR:100,ENODATA:116,ETIME:

117,ENOSR:118,ENONET:119,ENOPKG:120,EREMOTE:121,ENOLINK:47,EADV:122,ESRMNT:123,ECOMM

:124,EPROTO:65,EMULTIHOP:36,EDOTDOT:125,EBADMSG:9,ENOTUNIQ:126,EBADFD:127,EREMCHG:1

28,ELIBACC:129,ELIBBAD:130,ELIBSCN:131,ELIBMAX:132,ELIBEXEC:133,ENOSYS:52,ENOTEMPTY:55,

ENAMETOOLONG:37,ELOOP:32,EOPNOTSUPP:138,EPFNOSUPPORT:139,ECONNRESET:15,ENOBUFS:42,

EAFNOSUPPORT:5,EPROTOTYPE:67,ENOTSOCK:57,ENOPROTOOPT:50,ESHUTDOWN:140,ECONNREFU
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SED:14,EADDRINUSE:3,ECONNABORTED:13,ENETUNREACH:40,ENETDOWN:38,ETIMEDOUT:73,EHOS

TDOWN:142,EHOSTUNREACH:23,EINPROGRESS:26,EALREADY:7,EDESTADDRREQ:17,EMSGSIZE:35,E

PROTONOSUPPORT:66,ESOCKTNOSUPPORT:137,EADDRNOTAVAIL:4,ENETRESET:39,EISCONN:30,EN

OTCONN:53,ETOOMANYREFS:141,EUSERS:136,EDQUOT:19,ESTALE:72,ENOTSUP:138,ENOMEDIUM:14

8,EILSEQ:25,EOVERFLOW:61,ECANCELED:11,ENOTRECOVERABLE:56,EOWNERDEAD:62,ESTRPIPE:13

5};function

_emscripten_futex_wake(addr,count){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0||count<0)retu

rn-28;if(count==0)return 0;if(count>=2147483647)count=Infinity;var

mainThreadWaitAddress=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2);var

mainThreadWoken=0;if(mainThreadWaitAddress==addr){var

loadedAddr=Atomics.compareExchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,mainTh

readWaitAddress,0);if(loadedAddr==mainThreadWaitAddress){--count;mainThreadWoken=1;if(count<=0)return

1}}var ret=Atomics.notify(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,count);if(ret>=0)return

ret+mainThreadWoken;throw\"Atomics.notify returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}Module[\"_emscripten_futex_wake\"]=_emscripten_futex_wake;function

killThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! killThread() can only ever be

called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

killThread!\";GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.terminate();PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);PThread.runni

ngWorkers.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(pthread.worker),1);pthread.worker.pthread=undefined}functio

n cancelThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cancelThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cancelThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancel\"})}function

cleanupThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cleanupThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cleanupThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];if(pthread){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

worker=pthread.worker;PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}var

PThread={unusedWorkers:[],runningWorkers:[],initMainThreadBlock:function(){var pthreadPoolSize=8;for(var

i=0;i<pthreadPoolSize;++i){PThread.allocateUnusedWorker()}},initRuntime:function(){var

tb=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228/4;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tb/4+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tb+12>>2]=tb;var

headPtr=tb+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var tlsMemory=_malloc(512);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tlsMemory/4+i]=0;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+100

>>2,tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+40>>2,tb);__emscripten_thread_init(tb,!ENVIRON

MENT_IS_WORKER,1);_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id(tb)},initWorker:function(){},pthreads:{},t

hreadExitHandlers:[],setThreadStatus:function(){},runExitHandlers:function(){while(PThread.threadExitHandlers.l

ength>0){PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop()()}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self())___pthread

_tsd_run_dtors()},runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread:function(tb,exitCode){Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U

32(),tb+56>>2,1);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+60>>2,0);PThread.runExitHandlers();Atomics.stor

e(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+4>>2,exitCode);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2,1);_emscri

pten_futex_wake(tb+0,2147483647);__emscripten_thread_init(0,0,0)},threadExit:function(exitCode){var

tb=_pthread_self();if(tb){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(tb,exitCode);if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHRE

AD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exit\"})}}},threadCancel:function(){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(_pthr

ead_self(),-1);postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancelDone\"})},terminateAllThreads:function(){for(var t in

PThread.pthreads){var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[t];if(pthread&&pthread.worker){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(pthread.worker)}}PThre
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ad.pthreads={};for(var i=0;i<PThread.unusedWorkers.length;++i){var

worker=PThread.unusedWorkers[i];worker.terminate()}PThread.unusedWorkers=[];for(var

i=0;i<PThread.runningWorkers.length;++i){var worker=PThread.runningWorkers[i];var

pthread=worker.pthread;PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);worker.terminate()}PThread.runningWorkers=[]},freeTh

readData:function(pthread){if(!pthread)return;if(pthread.threadInfoStruct){var

tlsMemory=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.threadInfoStruct+100>>2];GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.thr

eadInfoStruct+100>>2]=0;_free(tlsMemory);_free(pthread.threadInfoStruct)}pthread.threadInfoStruct=0;if(pthread.

allocatedOwnStack&&pthread.stackBase)_free(pthread.stackBase);pthread.stackBase=0;if(pthread.worker)pthread.

worker.pthread=null},returnWorkerToPool:function(worker){PThread.runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls(functio

n(){delete

PThread.pthreads[worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct];PThread.unusedWorkers.push(worker);PThread.runningWorker

s.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(worker),1);PThread.freeThreadData(worker.pthread);worker.pthread=un

defined})},runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls:function(func){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_m

ain_runtime_queued_calls>>2]=0;try{func()}finally{GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_main_runti

me_queued_calls>>2]=1}},receiveObjectTransfer:function(data){},loadWasmModuleToWorker:function(worker,o

nFinishedLoading){worker.onmessage=function(e){var d=e[\"data\"];var

cmd=d[\"cmd\"];if(worker.pthread)PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct;

if(d[\"targetThread\"]&&d[\"targetThread\"]!=_pthread_self()){var

thread=PThread.pthreads[d.targetThread];if(thread){thread.worker.postMessage(e.data,d[\"transferList\"])}else{con

sole.error('Internal error! Worker sent a message \"'+cmd+'\" to target pthread '+d[\"targetThread\"]+\", but that

thread no longer

exists!\")}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined;return}if(cmd===\"processQueuedMainThread

Work\"){_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls()}else

if(cmd===\"spawnThread\"){spawnThread(e.data)}else

if(cmd===\"cleanupThread\"){cleanupThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"killThread\"){killThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"cancelThread\"){cancelThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"loaded\"){worker.loaded=true;if(onFinishedLoading)onFinishedLoading(worker);if(worker.runPthread)

{worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}else if(cmd===\"print\"){out(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\":

\"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"printErr\"){err(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else

if(cmd===\"alert\"){alert(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"exit\"){var

detached=worker.pthread&&Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct+64>>2);if

(detached){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}else

if(cmd===\"exitProcess\"){try{exit(d[\"returnCode\"])}catch(e){if(e instanceof ExitStatus)return;throw e}}else

if(cmd===\"cancelDone\"){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}else

if(cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){PThread.receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){worker.postMessage(e.data)}else{err(\"worker sent an unknown command

\"+cmd)}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined};worker.onerror=function(e){err(\"pthread sent

an error! \"+e.filename+\":\"+e.lineno+\":

\"+e.message)};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){worker.on(\"message\",function(data){worker.onmessage({data:d

ata})});worker.on(\"error\",function(data){worker.onerror(data)});worker.on(\"exit\",function(data){})}worker.post

Message({\"cmd\":\"load\",\"urlOrBlob\":Module[\"mainScriptUrlOrBlob\"]||_scriptDir,\"wasmMemory\":wasmMe

mory,\"wasmModule\":wasmModule})},allocateUnusedWorker:function(){var pthreadMainJs=locateFile(\"tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js\");PThread.unusedWorkers.push(new

Worker(pthreadMainJs))},getNewWorker:function(){if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length==0){PThread.allocateUnus

edWorker();PThread.loadWasmModuleToWorker(PThread.unusedWorkers[0])}if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length>

0)return PThread.unusedWorkers.pop();else return null},busySpinWait:function(msecs){var

t=performance.now()+msecs;while(performance.now()<t){}}};function
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establishStackSpace(stackTop,stackMax){_emscripten_stack_set_limits(stackTop,stackMax);stackRestore(stackTop

)}Module[\"establishStackSpace\"]=establishStackSpace;function getNoExitRuntime(){return

noExitRuntime}Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]=getNoExitRuntime;function invokeEntryPoint(ptr,arg){return

wasmTable.get(ptr)(arg)}Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"]=invokeEntryPoint;function

___assert_fail(condition,filename,line,func){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+UTF8ToString(condition)+\", at:

\"+[filename?UTF8ToString(filename):\"unknown filename\",line,func?UTF8ToString(func):\"unknown

function\"])}function ___call_main(argc,argv){var returnCode=_main(argc,argv)}var

_emscripten_get_now;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){_emscripten_get_now=function(){var

t=process[\"hrtime\"]();return t[0]*1e3+t[1]/1e6}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){_emscripten_get_now=function(){return performance.now()-

Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]}}else if(typeof

dateNow!==\"undefined\"){_emscripten_get_now=dateNow}else _emscripten_get_now=function(){return

performance.now()};function setErrNo(value){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return

value}function _atexit(func,arg){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(1,1,func,arg)}function

__emscripten_notify_thread_queue(targetThreadId,mainThreadId){if(targetThreadId==mainThreadId){postMessag

e({\"cmd\":\"processQueuedMainThreadWork\"})}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){postMessage({\"targetThread\":targetThreadId,\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueu

e\"})}else{var pthread=PThread.pthreads[targetThreadId];var

worker=pthread&&pthread.worker;if(!worker){return}worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueue\"})}ret

urn 1}function _abort(){abort()}function _emscripten_asm_const_int(code,sigPtr,argbuf){var

args=readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,argbuf);return ASM_CONSTS[code].apply(null,args)}function

_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status(expectedStatus,newStatus){}function

_emscripten_futex_wait(addr,val,timeout){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0)return-

28;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB){var

ret=Atomics.wait(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,val,timeout);if(ret===\"timed-out\")return-

73;if(ret===\"not-equal\")return-6;if(ret===\"ok\")return 0;throw\"Atomics.wait returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}else{if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!=val){return-6}var

tNow=performance.now();var tEnd=tNow+timeout;var

lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr);while(1){tNo

w=performance.now();if(tNow>tEnd){lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_mai

n_thread_futex>>2,0);return-

73}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,0);if(lastAddr==

0){break}_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls();if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!

=val){return-

6}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr)}return

0}}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_num_logical_cores(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return require(\"os\").cpus().length;return

navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]}function _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(index,sync){var

numCallArgs=arguments.length-2;var stack=stackSave();var serializedNumCallArgs=numCallArgs;var

args=stackAlloc(serializedNumCallArgs*8);var b=args>>3;for(var i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){var

arg=arguments[2+i];GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]=arg}var

ret=_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js(index,serializedNumCallArgs,args,sync);stackRestore(stack);retur

n ret}var _emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs=[];var readAsmConstArgsArray=[];function

readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,buf){readAsmConstArgsArray.length=0;var

ch;buf>>=2;while(ch=GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[sigPtr++]){var

double=ch<105;if(double&&buf&1)buf++;readAsmConstArgsArray.push(double?GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[buf
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++>>1]:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[buf]);++buf}return readAsmConstArgsArray}function

_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js(index,numCallArgs,args){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callA

rgs.length=numCallArgs;var b=args>>3;for(var

i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs[i]=GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]}v

ar isEmAsmConst=index<0;var func=!isEmAsmConst?proxiedFunctionTable[index]:ASM_CONSTS[-index-

1];return func.apply(null,_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var

oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();if(requestedSize<=oldSize){return false}var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

JSEvents={inEventHandler:0,removeAllEventListeners:function(){for(var i=JSEvents.eventHandlers.length-

1;i>=0;--

i){JSEvents._removeHandler(i)}JSEvents.eventHandlers=[];JSEvents.deferredCalls=[]},registerRemoveEventListen

ers:function(){if(!JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered){__ATEXIT__.push(JSEvents.removeAllEventListene

rs);JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered=true}},deferredCalls:[],deferCall:function(targetFunction,precedence

,argsList){function arraysHaveEqualContent(arrA,arrB){if(arrA.length!=arrB.length)return false;for(var i in

arrA){if(arrA[i]!=arrB[i])return false}return true}for(var i in JSEvents.deferredCalls){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];if(call.targetFunction==targetFunction&&arraysHaveEqualContent(call.argsList,args

List)){return}}JSEvents.deferredCalls.push({targetFunction:targetFunction,precedence:precedence,argsList:argsList

});JSEvents.deferredCalls.sort(function(x,y){return

x.precedence<y.precedence})},removeDeferredCalls:function(targetFunction){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){if(JSEvents.deferredCalls[i].targetFunction==targetFunction){JSEvents.d

eferredCalls.splice(i,1);--i}}},canPerformEventHandlerRequests:function(){return

JSEvents.inEventHandler&&JSEvents.currentEventHandler.allowsDeferredCalls},runDeferredCalls:function(){if(!J

SEvents.canPerformEventHandlerRequests()){return}for(var i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];JSEvents.deferredCalls.splice(i,1);--

i;call.targetFunction.apply(null,call.argsList)}},eventHandlers:[],removeAllHandlersOnTarget:function(target,event

TypeString){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==target&&(!eventTypeString||event

TypeString==JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].eventTypeString)){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}},_removeHandler:function(i){var

h=JSEvents.eventHandlers[i];h.target.removeEventListener(h.eventTypeString,h.eventListenerFunc,h.useCapture);J

SEvents.eventHandlers.splice(i,1)},registerOrRemoveHandler:function(eventHandler){var jsEventHandler=function

jsEventHandler(event){++JSEvents.inEventHandler;JSEvents.currentEventHandler=eventHandler;JSEvents.runDef

erredCalls();eventHandler.handlerFunc(event);JSEvents.runDeferredCalls();--

JSEvents.inEventHandler};if(eventHandler.callbackfunc){eventHandler.eventListenerFunc=jsEventHandler;eventH

andler.target.addEventListener(eventHandler.eventTypeString,jsEventHandler,eventHandler.useCapture);JSEvents.e

ventHandlers.push(eventHandler);JSEvents.registerRemoveEventListeners()}else{for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==eventHandler.target&&JSEvents.e

ventHandlers[i].eventTypeString==eventHandler.eventTypeString){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}}},queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii:function(targetThread,eventHandlerFunc,eventTypeId,eventData,userData)
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{var stackTop=stackSave();var

varargs=stackAlloc(12);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs>>2]=eventTypeId;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs

+4>>2]=eventData;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+8>>2]=userData;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThr

ead,637534208,eventHandlerFunc,eventData,varargs);stackRestore(stackTop)},getTargetThreadForEventCallback:f

unction(targetThread){switch(targetThread){case 1:return 0;case 2:return

PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread;default:return

targetThread}},getNodeNameForTarget:function(target){if(!target)return\"\";if(target==window)return\"#window\";

if(target==screen)return\"#screen\";return

target&&target.nodeName?target.nodeName:\"\"},fullscreenEnabled:function(){return

document.fullscreenEnabled||document.webkitFullscreenEnabled}};function stringToNewUTF8(jsString){var

length=lengthBytesUTF8(jsString)+1;var cString=_malloc(length);stringToUTF8(jsString,cString,length);return

cString}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){var

stackTop=stackSave();var varargs=stackAlloc(12);var

targetCanvasPtr=0;if(targetCanvas){targetCanvasPtr=stringToNewUTF8(targetCanvas)}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(

)[varargs>>2]=targetCanvasPtr;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+4>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[var

args+8>>2]=height;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThread,657457152,0,targetCanvasPtr,varargs);stackRestor

e(stackTop)}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){targetCanvas=tar

getCanvas?UTF8ToString(targetCanvas):\"\";_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThr

ead,targetCanvas,width,height)}function maybeCStringToJsString(cString){return

cString>2?UTF8ToString(cString):cString}var specialHTMLTargets=[0,typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document:0,typeof window!==\"undefined\"?window:0];function

findEventTarget(target){target=maybeCStringToJsString(target);var

domElement=specialHTMLTargets[target]||(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document.querySelector(target):undefined);return domElement}function

findCanvasEventTarget(target){return findEventTarget(target)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas)return-

4;if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEA

P_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+4>>2]=height}if(canvas.offscreenCanvas||!canvas.controlTransferredOffscreen){if

(canvas.offscreenCanvas)canvas=canvas.offscreenCanvas;var

autoResizeViewport=false;if(canvas.GLctxObject&&canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx){var

prevViewport=canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.getParameter(2978);autoResizeViewport=prevViewport[0]===0&&prev

Viewport[1]===0&&prevViewport[2]===canvas.width&&prevViewport[3]===canvas.height}canvas.width=width;

canvas.height=height;if(autoResizeViewport){canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.viewport(0,0,width,height)}}else

if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){var

targetThread=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+8>>2];_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_o

n_target_thread(targetThread,target,width,height);return 1}else{return-4}return 0}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)retur

n _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(2,1,target,width,height);return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(canvas){return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}else{return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height)}}function

_emscripten_set_current_thread_status(newStatus){}function

_emscripten_set_thread_name(threadId,name){}function __webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(ctx){var
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ext=ctx.getExtension(\"ANGLE_instanced_arrays\");if(ext){ctx[\"vertexAttribDivisor\"]=function(index,divisor){ex

t[\"vertexAttribDivisorANGLE\"](index,divisor)};ctx[\"drawArraysInstanced\"]=function(mode,first,count,primcou

nt){ext[\"drawArraysInstancedANGLE\"](mode,first,count,primcount)};ctx[\"drawElementsInstanced\"]=function(

mode,count,type,indices,primcount){ext[\"drawElementsInstancedANGLE\"](mode,count,type,indices,primcount)};

return 1}}function __webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"OES_vertex_array_object\");if(ext){ctx[\"createVertexArray\"]=function(){return

ext[\"createVertexArrayOES\"]()};ctx[\"deleteVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"deleteVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};

ctx[\"bindVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"bindVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};ctx[\"isVertexArray\"]=function(vao)

{return ext[\"isVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};return 1}}function __webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_draw_buffers\");if(ext){ctx[\"drawBuffers\"]=function(n,bufs){ext[\"drawBuffers

WEBGL\"](n,bufs)};return 1}}function

__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(ctx){return!!(ctx.multiDrawWebgl=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_multi_dra

w\"))}var

GL={counter:1,buffers:[],programs:[],framebuffers:[],renderbuffers:[],textures:[],uniforms:[],shaders:[],vaos:[],cont

exts:{},offscreenCanvases:{},timerQueriesEXT:[],programInfos:{},stringCache:{},unpackAlignment:4,recordError:

function recordError(errorCode){if(!GL.lastError){GL.lastError=errorCode}},getNewId:function(table){var

ret=GL.counter++;for(var i=table.length;i<ret;i++){table[i]=null}return

ret},getSource:function(shader,count,string,length){var source=\"\";for(var i=0;i<count;++i){var

len=length?GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[length+i*4>>2]:-

1;source+=UTF8ToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[string+i*4>>2],len<0?undefined:len)}return

source},createContext:function(canvas,webGLContextAttributes){var

ctx=canvas.getContext(\"webgl\",webGLContextAttributes);if(!ctx)return 0;var

handle=GL.registerContext(ctx,webGLContextAttributes);return

handle},registerContext:function(ctx,webGLContextAttributes){var

handle=_malloc(8);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[handle+4>>2]=_pthread_self();var

context={handle:handle,attributes:webGLContextAttributes,version:webGLContextAttributes.majorVersion,GLctx:

ctx};if(ctx.canvas)ctx.canvas.GLctxObject=context;GL.contexts[handle]=context;if(typeof

webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensionsByDefault===\"undefined\"||webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensions

ByDefault){GL.initExtensions(context)}return

handle},makeContextCurrent:function(contextHandle){GL.currentContext=GL.contexts[contextHandle];Module.ctx

=GLctx=GL.currentContext&&GL.currentContext.GLctx;return!(contextHandle&&!GLctx)},getContext:function(c

ontextHandle){return

GL.contexts[contextHandle]},deleteContext:function(contextHandle){if(GL.currentContext===GL.contexts[context

Handle])GL.currentContext=null;if(typeof

JSEvents===\"object\")JSEvents.removeAllHandlersOnTarget(GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas);if(GL.co

ntexts[contextHandle]&&GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas)GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas.GL

ctxObject=undefined;_free(GL.contexts[contextHandle].handle);GL.contexts[contextHandle]=null},initExtensions:f

unction(context){if(!context)context=GL.currentContext;if(context.initExtensionsDone)return;context.initExtension

sDone=true;var

GLctx=context.GLctx;__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(GLctx);__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_obj

ect(GLctx);__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(GLctx);GLctx.disjointTimerQueryExt=GLctx.getExtension(\"

EXT_disjoint_timer_query\");__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(GLctx);var

exts=GLctx.getSupportedExtensions()||[];exts.forEach(function(ext){if(ext.indexOf(\"lose_context\")<0&&ext.inde

xOf(\"debug\")<0){GLctx.getExtension(ext)}})},populateUniformTable:function(program){var

p=GL.programs[program];var

ptable=GL.programInfos[program]={uniforms:{},maxUniformLength:0,maxAttributeLength:-

1,maxUniformBlockNameLength:-1};var utable=ptable.uniforms;var

numUniforms=GLctx.getProgramParameter(p,35718);for(var i=0;i<numUniforms;++i){var
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u=GLctx.getActiveUniform(p,i);var

name=u.name;ptable.maxUniformLength=Math.max(ptable.maxUniformLength,name.length+1);if(name.slice(-

1)==\"]\"){name=name.slice(0,name.lastIndexOf(\"[\"))}var loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,name);if(loc){var

id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);utable[name]=[u.size,id];GL.uniforms[id]=loc;for(var j=1;j<u.size;++j){var

n=name+\"[\"+j+\"]\";loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,n);id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);GL.uniforms[id]=loc}}}

}};var __emscripten_webgl_power_preferences=[\"default\",\"low-power\",\"high-performance\"];function

_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(target,attributes){var a=attributes>>2;var

powerPreference=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(24>>2)];var

contextAttributes={\"alpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(0>>2)],\"depth\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(4

>>2)],\"stencil\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(8>>2)],\"antialias\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(12>>2)],\"p

remultipliedAlpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(16>>2)],\"preserveDrawingBuffer\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_

I32()[a+(20>>2)],\"powerPreference\":__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences[powerPreference],\"failIfMajorPerf

ormanceCaveat\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(28>>2)],majorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(32>>2)],

minorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(36>>2)],enableExtensionsByDefault:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(

40>>2)],explicitSwapControl:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(44>>2)],proxyContextToMainThread:GROWABLE_

HEAP_I32()[a+(48>>2)],renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(52>>2)]};var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas){return 0}if(contextAttributes.explicitSwapControl){return 0}var

contextHandle=GL.createContext(canvas,contextAttributes);return contextHandle}function

_emscripten_webgl_create_context(a0,a1){return _emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(a0,a1)}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var

ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function

_fd_close(fd){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(3,1,fd);return

0}function _fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(4,1,fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset)}function

_fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(5,1,fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum);var num=0;for(var i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var

ptr=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+i*8>>2];var len=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[ptr+j])}num+=len}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32

()[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function _pthread_cleanup_pop(execute){var

routine=PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop();if(execute)routine()}function

_pthread_cleanup_push(routine,arg){PThread.threadExitHandlers.push(function(){wasmTable.get(routine)(arg)})}f

unction spawnThread(threadParams){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! spawnThread()

can only ever be called from main application thread!\";var

worker=PThread.getNewWorker();if(worker.pthread!==undefined)throw\"Internal

error!\";if(!threadParams.pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal error, no pthread

ptr!\";PThread.runningWorkers.push(worker);var tlsMemory=_malloc(128*4);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tlsMemory+i*4>>2]=0}var

stackHigh=threadParams.stackBase+threadParams.stackSize;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[threadParams.pthread_ptr]={worker:worker,stackBase:threadParams.stackBase,stackSize

:threadParams.stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:threadParams.allocatedOwnStack,threadInfoStruct:threadParams.pthrea

d_ptr};var

tis=pthread.threadInfoStruct>>2;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(64>>2),threadParams.detached);A

tomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(100>>2),tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis

+(40>>2),pthread.threadInfoStruct);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(80>>2),threadParams.stackSiz

e);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(76>>2),stackHigh);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),t
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is+(104>>2),threadParams.stackSize);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+8>>2),stackHigh);Atom

ics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+12>>2),threadParams.detached);var

global_libc=_emscripten_get_global_libc();var

global_locale=global_libc+40;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(172>>2),global_locale);worker.pthr

ead=pthread;var

msg={\"cmd\":\"run\",\"start_routine\":threadParams.startRoutine,\"arg\":threadParams.arg,\"threadInfoStruct\":thre

adParams.pthread_ptr,\"stackBase\":threadParams.stackBase,\"stackSize\":threadParams.stackSize};worker.runPthre

ad=function(){msg.time=performance.now();worker.postMessage(msg,threadParams.transferList)};if(worker.loaded

){worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}function

_pthread_create(pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg){if(typeof SharedArrayBuffer===\"undefined\"){err(\"Current

environment does not support SharedArrayBuffer, pthreads are not available!\");return

6}if(!pthread_ptr){err(\"pthread_create called with a null thread pointer!\");return 28}var transferList=[];var

error=0;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&(transferList.length===0||error)){return

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4(687865856,pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg)}if(error)return error;var

stackSize=0;var stackBase=0;var detached=0;if(attr&&attr!=-

1){stackSize=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr>>2];stackSize+=81920;stackBase=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+

8>>2];detached=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+12>>2]!==0}else{stackSize=2097152}var

allocatedOwnStack=stackBase==0;if(allocatedOwnStack){stackBase=_memalign(16,stackSize)}else{stackBase-

=stackSize;assert(stackBase>0)}var threadInfoStruct=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228>>2;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[(threadInfoStruct>>2)+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_p

tr>>2]=threadInfoStruct;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[threadInfoStruct+12>>2]=threadInfoStruct;var

headPtr=threadInfoStruct+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var

threadParams={stackBase:stackBase,stackSize:stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:allocatedOwnStack,detached:detached

,startRoutine:start_routine,pthread_ptr:threadInfoStruct,arg:arg,transferList:transferList};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){threadParams.cmd=\"spawnThread\";postMessage(threadParams,transferList)}else{spawnThread(thread

Params)}return 0}function __pthread_testcancel_js(){if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;var

tb=_pthread_self();if(!tb)return;var

cancelDisabled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+56>>2);if(cancelDisabled)return;var

canceled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2);if(canceled==2)throw\"Canceled!\"}function

_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKE

R)return;warnOnce(\"Blocking on the main thread is very dangerous, see

https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/pthreads.html#blocking-on-the-main-browser-thread\")}function

__emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,block){if(!thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on a null thread

pointer!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self()==thread){err(\"PThread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}else

if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id()==thread){err(\"Main thread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}var

self=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[thread+12>>2];if(self!==thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on thread

\"+thread+\", which does not point to a valid thread, or does not exist anymore!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}var

detached=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2);if(detached){err(\"Attempted to join thread

\"+thread+\", which was already detached!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.EINVAL}if(block){_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed()}for(;;){var

threadStatus=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+0>>2);if(threadStatus==1){var

threadExitCode=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+4>>2);if(status)GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[sta

tus>>2]=threadExitCode;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2,1);if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD)cleanupThread(thread);else postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cleanupThread\",\"thread\":thread});return
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0}if(!block){return

ERRNO_CODES.EBUSY}__pthread_testcancel_js();if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)_emscripten_main_thre

ad_process_queued_calls();_emscripten_futex_wait(thread+0,threadStatus,ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD?100:1

)}}function _pthread_join(thread,status){return __emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,true)}function

_sysconf(name){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(6,1,name);switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;return maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case

235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case 19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case

159:case 154:case 14:case 77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case

48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case 46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case

161:case 181:case 182:case 242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case

49:case 50:case 168:case 169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case

80:case 81:case 79:return-1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case

93:case 129:case 130:case 131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case

31:case 42:case 72:return 32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case

36:return 99;case 43:case 37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case

44:return 32767;case 75:return 16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return

255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return 64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case

84:{if(typeof navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-

1}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)PThread.initMainThreadBlock();var GLctx;var

proxiedFunctionTable=[null,_atexit,_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread,_fd_close,_fd_seek,_fd_wr

ite,_sysconf];var

asmLibraryArg={\"e\":___assert_fail,\"r\":___call_main,\"x\":__emscripten_notify_thread_queue,\"b\":_abort,\"y\":

_emscripten_asm_const_int,\"j\":_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status,\"d\":_emscripten_futex_wait,\

"c\":_emscripten_futex_wake,\"f\":_emscripten_get_now,\"p\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"A\":_emscripten_num_l

ogical_cores,\"u\":_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js,\"q\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"v\":_emscripten_set_ca

nvas_element_size,\"i\":_emscripten_set_current_thread_status,\"s\":_emscripten_set_thread_name,\"w\":_emscript

en_webgl_create_context,\"l\":_fd_close,\"n\":_fd_seek,\"g\":_fd_write,\"o\":initPthreadsJS,\"a\":wasmMemory||Mo

dule[\"wasmMemory\"],\"z\":_pthread_cleanup_pop,\"k\":_pthread_cleanup_push,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"m\":_pthr

ead_join,\"t\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var
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_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"ga\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"o

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var
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_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ja\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,a

rguments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Qa\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ra

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Xa\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Za\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"_a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$a\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ab\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var
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_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"bb\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"cb\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"db\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"eb\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"f

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"hb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ib\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"jb\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"kb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_get_global_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_get_global

_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"lb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=function(){return(_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"mb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=Module[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=function(){return(___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=M

odule[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"nb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls\"]=fu

nction(){return(_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_que

ued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ob\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls\"]

=function(){return(_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_proc

ess_queued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id\"]=functi

on(){return(_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_

id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=function(){return(_ems

cripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"rb\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=function(){return(__emsc

ripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sb\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=function(){retur

n(_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=Module[\"asm\

"][\"tb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=function(

){return(_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"ub\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_call_on_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_call_on_t
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hread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"vb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscript

en_tls_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_thread_init=Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_thread_init=Mod

ule[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"yb\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"zb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ab\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_stack_set_limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_stack_set_

limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Bb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=function(){return(_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Cb

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls=Module[\"__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls\"]=1

0512;var

__emscripten_main_thread_futex=Module[\"__emscripten_main_thread_futex\"]=12148;Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap

;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=wasmMemory;Module

[\"ExitStatus\"]=ExitStatus;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){readyPromis

eResolve(Module);initRuntime();postMessage({\"cmd\":\"loaded\"});return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){retur

n}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;function

exit(status,implicit){if(implicit&&noExitRuntime&&status===0){return}if(!implicit){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exitProcess\",\"returnCode\":status});throw new

ExitStatus(status)}else{}}if(noExitRuntime){}else{PThread.terminateAllThreads();EXITSTATUS=status;exitRunti

me();if(Module[\"onExit\"])Module[\"onExit\"](status);ABORT=true}quit_(status,new

ExitStatus(status))}if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){noExitRuntime=false;PThread.initWorker()}run

();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports === 'object' && typeof

module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd; });\nelse if

(typeof exports === 'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd\"] =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\n","export const wasmWorkerContents = 'var Module={};function

threadPrintErr(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\" \");console.error(text)}function

threadAlert(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\"

\");postMessage({cmd:\"alert\",text:text,threadId:Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()})}var

err=threadPrintErr;this.alert=threadAlert;Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]=function(info,receiveInstance){var

instance=new

WebAssembly.Instance(Module[\"wasmModule\"],info);Module[\"wasmModule\"]=null;receiveInstance(instance);r
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eturn instance.exports};function

moduleLoaded(){}this.onmessage=function(e){try{if(e.data.cmd===\"load\"){Module[\"wasmModule\"]=e.data.wa

smModule;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=e.data.wasmMemory;Module[\"buffer\"]=Module[\"wasmMemory\"].buffer;

Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]=true;if(typeof

e.data.urlOrBlob===\"string\"){importScripts(e.data.urlOrBlob)}else{var

objectUrl=URL.createObjectURL(e.data.urlOrBlob);importScripts(objectUrl);URL.revokeObjectURL(objectUrl)}

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd(Module).then(function(instance){Module=instance;moduleLoaded()})}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"run\"){Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]=performance.now()-

e.data.time;Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"](e.data.threadInfoStruct,0,0);var max=e.data.stackBase;var

top=e.data.stackBase+e.data.stackSize;Module[\"establishStackSpace\"](top,max);Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"](

);Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data);Module[\"PThread\"].setThreadStatus(Module[\"_pthread_self

\"](),1);try{var

result=Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"](e.data.start_routine,e.data.arg);if(!Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]())Module[\

"PThread\"].threadExit(result)}catch(ex){if(ex===\"Canceled!\"){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}else

if(ex!=\"unwind\"){if(ex instanceof

Module[\"ExitStatus\"]){if(Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]()){}else{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(ex.status)}}el

se{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(-2);throw ex}}}}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"cancel\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"processThreadQueue\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_

process_queued_calls\"]()}}else{err(\"worker.js received unknown command

\"+e.data.cmd);err(e.data)}}catch(ex){err(\"worker.js onmessage() captured an uncaught exception:

\"+ex);if(ex&&ex.stack)err(ex.stack);throw ex}};if(typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof process.versions.node===\"string\"){self={location:{href:__filename}};var

onmessage=this.onmessage;var

nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\");global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker;var

parentPort=nodeWorkerThreads.parentPort;parentPort.on(\"message\",function(data){onmessage({data:data})});var

nodeFS=require(\"fs\");var nodeRead=function(filename){return nodeFS.readFileSync(filename,\"utf8\")};function

globalEval(x){global.require=require;global.Module=Module;eval.call(null,x)}importScripts=function(f){globalEva

l(nodeRead(f))};postMessage=function(msg){parentPort.postMessage(msg)};if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){performance={now:function(){return Date.now()}}}}';","\nvar

WasmBackendModule = (function() {\n  var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' &&

document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src : undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined')

_scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return (\nfunction(WasmBackendModule) {\n  WasmBackendModule =

WasmBackendModule || {};\n\nvar Module=typeof

WasmBackendModule!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModule:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM
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ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"}}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(_scriptDir){s

criptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.substr(0,script

Directory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}{read_=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return
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Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}var UTF8Decoder=typeof

TextDecoder!==\"undefined\"?new TextDecoder(\"utf8\"):undefined;function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

endPtr=idx;while(heap[endPtr]&&!(endPtr>=endIdx))++endPtr;if(endPtr-

idx>16&&heap.subarray&&UTF8Decoder){return UTF8Decoder.decode(heap.subarray(idx,endPtr))}else{var

str=\"\";while(idx<endPtr){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(HEAPU8,ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,HEAPU8,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){HEAP8.set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var

__ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var

runtimeInitialized=false;__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctors()}});function

preRun(){if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT__)}function

preMain(){callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function postRun(){if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function
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addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDep

endencies\"](runDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTAT

US=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new

WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmMemory=Module[\"asm\"][\"j\"];updateGlobalBufferAnd

Views(wasmMemory.buffer);wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"r\"];removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")}addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\");function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}function _abort(){abort()}function
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_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){HEAPU8.copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return HEAPU8.length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=HEAP32[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return

ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function _fd_close(fd){return 0}function

_fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){}function _fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){var num=0;for(var

i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var ptr=HEAP32[iov+i*8>>2];var len=HEAP32[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,HEAPU8[ptr+j])}num+=len}HEAP32[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function

_pthread_create(){return 6}function _pthread_join(){return 28}function

setErrNo(value){HEAP32[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return value}function

_sysconf(name){switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var maxHeapSize=2147483648;return

maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case 235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case

19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case 159:case 154:case 14:case

77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case 48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case

46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case 161:case 181:case 182:case

242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case 49:case 50:case 168:case

169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case 80:case 81:case 79:return-

1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case 93:case 129:case 130:case

131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case 31:case 42:case 72:return

32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case 36:return 99;case 43:case

37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case 44:return 32767;case 75:return

16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return 255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return

64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case 84:{if(typeof

navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-1}var

asmLibraryArg={\"a\":_abort,\"d\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"e\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"f\":_fd_close,\"c\":_f

d_seek,\"b\":_fd_write,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"g\":_pthread_join,\"i\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"k\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"l\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"m\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"n\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"o\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"
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asm\"][\"p\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"q\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"s\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"u\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"v\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"w\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"A\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"I\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).apply(null,argu
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ments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).apply(null

,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"c

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\

"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod
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ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ma\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"oa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ta\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"])

.apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argume
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nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"Ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"Xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){return}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}run();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModule.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports ===

'object' && typeof module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModule;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModule; });\nelse if (typeof exports ===

'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModule\"] = WasmBackendModule;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from

'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface

TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:

DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:

BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n

return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false

otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n

getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n
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this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n

case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n

// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n

util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =

'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new

Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n

factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double
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error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD

binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =

null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n

  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,

['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory

where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix

= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new
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Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =

numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n","/** @license See the

LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.11.0';\nexport

{version};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,

setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n},

WASM_PRIORITY);\n"],"names":["_FusedMatMul","util","Abs","backend_util","Add","AddN","Identity","setup",

"Transpose","All","Any","wasmFunc","ArgMax","AvgPool","Reshape","BatchMatMul","slice_util","buffer","sliceI

mplCPU","Slice","BatchToSpaceND","Cast","Ceil","ClipByValue","concatImplCPU","Concat","Conv2D","Conv2

DBackpropInput","Cos","Cosh","CropAndResize","Cumsum","DepthToSpace","DepthwiseConv2dNative","Elu","s

upportsFullBroadcast","Equal","Exp","ExpandDims","Fill","FlipLeftRight","Floor","FloorDiv","FusedBatchNorm",

"FusedConv2D","FusedDepthwiseConv2D","GatherNd","GatherV2","Greater","GreaterEqual","setupFunc","Leaky

Relu","Less","LessEqual","Log","LogicalAnd","Max","Maximum","MaxPool","Mean","Min","Minimum","Mirror

Pad","Multiply","Neg","NonMaxSuppressionV3","NonMaxSuppressionV4","NonMaxSuppressionV5","kernelFunc

","NotEqual","OneHot","OnesLike","Pack","PadV2","Pow","Prelu","Prod","rangeImplCPU","Range","RealDiv","R

elu","Relu6","ResizeBilinear","Reverse","RotateWithOffset","Round","Rsqrt","ScatterNd","Select","Sigmoid","Sin

","Softmax","SpaceToBatchND","SplitV","Sqrt","Square","SquaredDifference","Step","StridedSlice","Sub","Sum",

"Tan","Tanh","Tile","TopK","Transform","Unpack","ZerosLike","registerKernel","env","tslib_1.__extends","DataS

torage","engine","KernelBackend","tslib_1.__awaiter","registerBackend"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAAA;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;AAiBA;AACA,IAAY,QAMX;AAND,WAAY,QAAQ;IAClB,6CAAW,CAAA;IACX,yCAAS,CAAA;IACT,u

CAAQ,CAAA;IACR,2CAAU,CAAA;IACV,iDAAa,CAAA;AACf,CAAC,EANW,QAAQ,KAAR,QAAQ,QAMnB;

AAED;AACA,IAAY,iBAQX;AARD,WAAY,iBAAiB;IAC3B,6DAAU,CAAA;IACV,yDAAQ,CAAA;IACR,2DA

AS,CAAA;IACT,2DAAS,CAAA;IACT,mEAAa,CAAA;IACb,+DAAW,CAAA;IACX,uDAAO,CAAA;AACT,CA

AC,EARW,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB;;AC3B7B;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAKQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,KAAK,CAA

C,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACA,qBAAY,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAClE,

QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;A

AED,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIzB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,Y

AAC,EAAE,YAAC,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;IAEpD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IA
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AI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,6DAA6D,CAAC,CAAC;KA

CpE;IAEM,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,EAAE,qCAAc,CAAU;IACnE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/

C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iDAAiD;iBACjD,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;KACtB;IACD,IAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;QAC3D,CAAC;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,C

AAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACR,UAAU,

mDAAgD;YAC7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IACtD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5B,IAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,WA

AW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,EAClE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,wBAAwB,EACzE,cAAc,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IA

C7C,UAAU,EAAEA,qBAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE

,gBAAoC;CACjD;;AC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAuBgB,uBAAuB,CACnC,UAAkB,EAAE,OAAkB;IACxC,IAAI,QAA6D,

CAAC;IAElE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;QACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,U

AAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;KACJ;IAED,SAAS,

UAAU,CAAC,IAAiD;QAE5D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAW,iBAAC,CAAU;QACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG

,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;Q

AC5D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;;QAGnD,IAAIC,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YA

CvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,YAAA,EAA

E,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,WAAA,EAAE,UAAU,YAAA,EAAC,CAAC;AAClE;;ACpDA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

AAoBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,YAAG,CAAC;;ACpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAuBgB,wBAAwB,CACpC,

UAAkB,EAAE,qBAA8B,EAClD,KAAgB;IAClB,IAAI,QAGQ,CAAC;IAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;QACrC

,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;YACR,OA

AO;YACP,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,OAAO;YACP,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAA

C;KACJ;IAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAkD;QAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,CAAS;QACxB,IAAA,YAA

C,EAAE,YAAC,CAAW;QACtB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAE/C,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QACnD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGC,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;;QAGrD,IAAIF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE;YACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UA
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AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,IAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACn

D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAM,OAAA,QAAQ,CAC7B,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC;;QAG9B,IAAI,qBAAqB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;YAClD,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;YACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,IAAM,cAAc,

GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,IAAM,cA

Ac,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,IAAM,

eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAA

A,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,O

AAA,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,eAAe,EAAE;YACtC,UAAU,EAAE,

CAAC;YACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,2CAA2C;iBAC3C,mBA

AiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,SAAI,UAAU,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SAChD;KACF;IAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAA

U,YAAA,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,WAAA,EAAE,UAAU,YAAA,EAAC,CAAC;AAClE;;ACx

FA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAE5B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACC,Y

AAG,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC;;ACxBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QAEQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAA

oB;IACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACnD,OAAO;

QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAA

kD;IACvD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;IA

GjE,IAAIJ,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GAAG

,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAA

M,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtE,IA

AM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,

UAAU,EAAEI,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,WAAA;IACT,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;

;AC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IAE3D,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IACpC,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IA

CjD,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAEC,iBAAQ;IAC

pB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC;;ACpCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,aAE4D,CA

AC;AAEjE,SAASC,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,kB

AAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAC7D,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAA

O;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,SAAS,CACrB,IAC0E;IAErE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,s

BAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;;;IAGhC,IAAA,kDAAoE,EAAnE,oBAAY,EAAE,YAAqD,CAAC;IAE3E,IAAI,UA

AU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACjB,UAAU,GAA

G,KAAK,CAAC;SACpB;KACF;IACD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG;QACR,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM;QACvB,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY;QACnB,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

;KACtB,CAAC;IAEF,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;QACd,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,E

AAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;QACxB,OAAO,

MAAM,CAAC;KACf;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAA
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G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW

,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACjB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,SA

AS,eAAe,CAAC,OAAiB,EAAE,IAAc;IACxD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;IAC3C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;KAChC;IACD,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;AAClB,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,iBAAiB,CACtB,KAAe,EAAE,IA

Ac;IACjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7B,KAAK,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,IAAI,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAClB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;SACzB;QACD,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YA

CxB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvB;KACF;IACD,KAAK,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,IAAI,SA

AS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACnB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;YACvC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;iBACd,SAAS,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC

zD,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;aACf;SACF;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KACxB;

IACD,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;AAC7B,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,U

AAU,EAAEA,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;IACzC,SAAS,EAAED,OAA

K;CACjB;;ACtHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA;;;;;;;;SAQgB,uBAAuB,CACnC,CAAa,EAAE,IAAqB,EAAE,OAAoB;IAM5

D,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACvB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;I

ACvD,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACvB,IAAI,kBAAkB,GAAG,KAAK,CAA

C;IAC/B,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;QAC5C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE;YACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

SACvC;QAED,IAAI,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;QACzD,WAAW;YACP,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAEnE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,IAAM,YA

AY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QA

ClE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,kBAAkB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;SAC3B;KACF;IAED,OAAO,EA

AC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAE,kBAAkB,oBAAA,EAAC,CAAC;AA

C3E;;AC9DA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASI,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACE,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;AAC/E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,C

AAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,

GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,c

AAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,

UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;KACxB;IAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrCN,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C;IAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,

aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,C
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AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACr

C;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KA

CxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEM,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,M

AAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEF,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,O

AAiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AACG,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG

,CAAC,IAAgE;IAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ

,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CA

AC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,Y

AAY,CAAC;KACxB;IAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrCP,qBAAY,

CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAA

Q,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAE

nD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACl

D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,

OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACrC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,

OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,I

AAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC

5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAA

M,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEO,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEH,OAAK;IA

ChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAII,UAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASJ,OAAK,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACC,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QA

CrD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AA

ED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBA

AI,CAA+B;IACnC,IAAA,YAAC,CAAiC;IACzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,0CACoB,CAAC;IAE9C,I

AAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,C

AAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;SACxB;KACF;IAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGX,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACvCU,UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAE

M,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAEC,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,M

AA0B;IACtC,SAAS,EAAEL,OAAK;CACjB;;AChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,WAI6D,CAAC;AAElE,SAASA,O

AAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACM,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,a

AAa;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q
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ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,C

AAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IACnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sB

AAO,CAAS;IAEtC,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAExC,IAAA,6BAAU,EAA

E,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,CAAU;IAC1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGV,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;I

AE3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,

CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,QAAQ,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAA

I,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;aACzC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,IAAI,QA

AQ,CAAC,aAAa,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACjE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,C

ACX,oEAAoE;aACpE,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,UAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,OAAI,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KA

CrE;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C;IAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,W

AAW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,E

ACzE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UA

AU,EAAEU,gBAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEN,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2

B;CACxC;;AC9FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAqBgB,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;IACnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IA

CtB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;IAEtB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzDA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,KAAKA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,EACpC,cAAM,OAAA,gBAAc,MAAM,qBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,yBAAsB;QACnE,8CAA8C,G

AAA,CAAC,CAAC;;IAGxD,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IA

C9B,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;AAC3D,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAEa,gBAAO;

IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC5CD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAG2C,

CAAC;AAEhD,SAASP,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACQ

,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,WAAW,C

AAC,IAIpB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,YAAC,CA

AW;IACf,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;IAEvC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4DAA4D,CAAC,CAAC;KACnE;IAED,

IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC7B,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG

d,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UA
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AU,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjD,IAAM,mBAAmB,GACrB,SAAS,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAElEA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,

mBAAmB,EAC/C,cAAM,OAAA,iEAAiE;QACnE,kEAAkE;SAClE,0BAAwB,UAAU,eAAU,UAAU,OAAI,CAA

A,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAA

W,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtEA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,WAAW,KAAK,WAAW,EAC3B,c

AAM,OAAA,oCAAkC,WAAW,YAAS;SACrD,WAAW,iCAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,UAAO,CAAA;SACrD,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,wBAAmB,UAAY,CAAA;SACzC,qBAAmB,UAAU,iBAAc,CAAA,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IA

ErD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACrC,CAAC,S

AAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACpE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACrC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;;IAGp

E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,

SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,GAAG,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,OA

AO,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,

EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,W

AAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;IACrE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,eAAe,CACX,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EACxD,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO

,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C;IACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAEc,oBAAW;IA

CvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAER,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,WAA+B;CAC5C;;ACjID;AAC

A;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAE

O,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE;AAClE,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,

GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAEA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

AAChF,IAAI,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AAC5C;AACA,QAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;AACvB,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI;AAChC,YAAY,MAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,a

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AACzD,YAAY,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAC5C,YAAY,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC;AAC3B,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC;AACX,KAAK;AACL,SAAS;AACT,QAAQ,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AAC1B,QAAQ,MAAM,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI;AAChC,YAAY,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;AAClD,gBAA

gBE,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;AAC/D,gBAAgB,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;A

AC3B,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACzB,YAAY,KAAK,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAA

G,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;AAC3D,gBAAgB,MAAM,M

AAM,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;AAC7D,gBAAgB,KAAK,IAAI,

GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,E

AAE;AAC/D,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC;AAChE,iBAAiB;AACjB,aAAa;AACb,YAAY,SAAS,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C
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AAC;AACxC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;AACX,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC;AACnB;;AC7CA;AACA;

AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAEO,

SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;AACpD,IAAI,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,

KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC;AACzC,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC;AACjE,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACjE,I

AAI,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,2BAA2B;AACpD,QAAQ,2BAA2B,EAAE;AACrC,QAAQ,OAAOF,aAAI,CAAC,mBAAm

B,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAClD,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACnE,I

AAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAChE,IA

AI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;AACpC;AACA;AACA,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;AAClB,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACtB,IAAI,

KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;A

AC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC;AACzC,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAClB;;ACrCA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;

AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAGO,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;AAC3D,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAGe,mBAAU,C

AAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;AACxE,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGf,a

AAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;AAC5C,IAAI,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAChD,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;AACrB,QAAQ,MAAM,UAAU,GAAGe,mBAAU,CAA

C,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;AACzE,QAAQ,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AACh

C,YAAY,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/D,SAAS

;AACT,QAAQ,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAC9D,

KAAK;AACL,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;AAC1C,QAAQb,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC;AACjD,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC;AACb,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,GAAGc,eAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAA

E,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;AACpD,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGA,eAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;AACvC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,

EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;AAC1C,QAAQ,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;AAC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC7D,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AACnD,KAAK;AACL,I

AAI,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AAC5B,QAAQ,OAAOd,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAClE,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;AACzB;;AC3CA;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,KAAK,CACjB,IAAoE;IACtD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,eAAoB,EAAZ,gBAAK,EAAE,cAAI,EAAG,s

BAAO,CAAS;IAEpD,IAAA,yDAA6D,EAA5D,cAAM,EAAE,aAAoD,CAAC;IAEpE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGa,mB

AAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,IAAM,

KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGf,a

AAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAElD,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,IAAM,UAAU,

GAAGe,mBAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACxB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW;gBACd,KAAsB;qBAClB,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,

UAAU,GAAGf,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACpE;aAAM;YACL,IAAM,SAAO,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YAChD,SAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CACN,KAAoB;iBACh

B,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

SACxE;QAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;QACxB,IA

AM,GAAG,GAAGiB,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,GAAmB,CAAC;QAC1C,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,IAA
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M,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC5B,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACd,OA

AO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,MAA0B,EACrE,KAAyB,CAAC,

CAAC;KAChC;SAAM,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACtD,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAiC,CAAC,CAAC;K

AC5E;SAAM,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACnE,MAA0C,EA

C1C,KAAyC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChD;SAAM;QACL,IAAM,GAAG,GACLA,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAe,CAAC;QACvE,OAAO,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAClB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CA

CZ,KAA8B,EAAE,OAAe,EAC/C,OAAgC,EAAE,KAAuB,EACzD,IAAsB;IACxB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;IAClB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,

KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,IAAM,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QACrC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE

,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtB;AACH,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EA

AE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,OAAgC,EAAE,KAA+B,EACjE,IAA8B;IAChC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC;IAClB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,IA

AI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,E

AAE;YAClC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;

YACrD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACtB;

KACF;AACH,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,QAAgB,EAA

E,OAAgC,EAClD,KAAuC,EACvC,IAAsC;IACxC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,IAAM,MAAM,GA

AG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

xB,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAE;YAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;gBA

ClC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC;gBACpE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;gBACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;aACtB;SACF;KACF;AACH,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAEC,cAAK

;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC;;AChJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,C

AAC,IAIvB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAA

A,6BAAU,EAAE,mBAAK,CAAU;IAElC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGhB,qBAAY,CA

AC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG

A,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9E,IA

AM,gBAAgB,GAClBA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClBA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,SAAS,GACXA,qBAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1E,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,C
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AAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IAC5E,IAAM,WAAW,GACb,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,

EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAA

M,mBAAmB,GAAG,OAAO,CAC/B,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,S

AAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3E,IAAM,MAAM,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACnB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC;QAChC,OAAO,SAAA;QA

CP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;KAClD,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,

OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE

tC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAEiB,uBAAc;IAC1

B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,IAAI,CAChB,IAAk

E;IAEpD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAW,wBAAK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IACpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;A

AEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEC,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,I

AAwB;CACrC;;ACrCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;ACpBrE;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,QAAwE,CAAC;AAE7E,SAASf,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgB,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAC1D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAA

O,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,iCAAY,CAAU;IAC3C,IAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IACjD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAEA,oBAAW;I

ACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEhB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACpDD;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;SAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAE/B,IAAM,IAAI,GAA

GN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;;I

AG5E,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAAF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IACpE,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAE;QACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACrD;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D,IAAIA,aAAI,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,MAA

M,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;

IACzCE,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAElD,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;;;;;;;;QAQjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UA

AA,CAAC;YAC5B,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC1D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;Y

AC9B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3D,CAAC,CAAC;QAEH,IAAM,eAAe

,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;YACpC,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;SAC3D,CAAC,C

AAC;;QAGH,QAAQ;YACJE,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,O

AAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;QAC3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,C
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AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAChD,IAAM,SAAO,GAAGqB,

UAAa,CACT,eAAe,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAC1C,YAAY,CAAa,C

AAC;QAE9C,IAAM,aAAa,GACfrB,qBAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,I

AAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,aAAa,CAAC;QAC1B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAO,CAAC,CAAC;

QAEnE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAErD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGF,aAAI,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACrB,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,UAAA,KAAK;QACjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,YAAY,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;QACzB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;KACj

B,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,KAAK,IAAI,OAAA,OAAO,

CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAA

kB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACjC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;QACjC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YACtC,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9B,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;YAC9B,IA

AM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC;YAC/D,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YAC7B,SAAS,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC;SACvB;KACF;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,E

AAEwB,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;AC/GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqB

A,IAAI,UAMsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASlB,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAK,CAACmB,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;K

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,E

AAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAE/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IAC3B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAElD,IAAA,uBA

AO,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;IACrE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGvB,qBAAY

,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,C

AAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IA

AM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QA

AQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC5C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,

KAAK,CACX,mDAAmD;aAChD,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC

nD,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/D,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,Y
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AAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAEuB,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

SAAS,EAAEnB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;ACtGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,uBAQ8C,CAA

C;AAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,uBAAuB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoB,

4BAAmB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QACtE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,

CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAA

K,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,cAAE,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IACrB,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,6BAAU,EAAE,

uCAAe,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;IAEtE,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGxB,qBA

AY,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3

C,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAyC,EAAE,OAAO,EACrE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,

kBAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAA,8BAAS,EACT,oCAAY,EACZ,kCAAW,EACX,gCAAU,EACV,4B

AAQ,EACR,0BAAO,EACP,kCAAW,EACX,8BAAS,EACT,4BAAQ,EACR,oCAAY,EACZ,kCAAW,CACA;IAEb

,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM

,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IAExD,IAAM,cAAc,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACxD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAA,+CAAyD,EAAxD,aAAK,EAAE,aAAK,EAAE,aAA0C,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,YAAY,

GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,G

AAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAA

c,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,uBAAuB,CACnB,IAAI,EA

AE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EACvE,UAAU,EAAE,SAA

S,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACvE,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAC9D,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAA

U,EAAE,UAAU,EAChE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,

IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAE0B,4BAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE

pB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;CACpD;;AC/HD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,

CAACqB,YAAG,CAAC;;ACrBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;AC

pBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA;AACA,IAAK,mBAGJ;AAHD,WAAK,mBAAmB;IACtB,qEAAY,CAAA;IACZ,mEAAW

,CAAA;AACb,CAAC,EAHI,mBAAmB,KAAnB,mBAAmB,QAGvB;AAED,IAAI,iBAGkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAASt

B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuB,sBAAa,EAAE,IA

AI,WAAW;QACnE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,aAAa,CAA

C,IAItB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,qBAAM,EAAE,6CAAkB,EA

AE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IAC9C,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IAEtC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1B,IAAA,aAAsD,EAArD,kBAAU,EAAE,iBAAyC,CAA

C;IAC7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CA
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AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;Q

AC7B,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,UAAU,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACvD;IAED,IAAM,QAAQ,GAA

G,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,iBAAiB,CACb,QAAQ,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,UAAU,EACnE,SAAS,EACT,mBAAmB,CAAC,

MAAgD,CAAC,EACrE,kBAAkB,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/B,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACtB,O

AAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,

CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAiB;IAC/C,UAAU,EAAEA,sBAAa;IACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

SAAS,EAAEvB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;CAC9C;;ACjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,IAAI,UACsE,CAAC;A

AE3E,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACwB,eAA

M,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,MAAM,CACpB,IAAsE;IAE/D,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,

kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,uBAAO,CAAU;IACzC,I

AAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B9B,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,OAAO,EACtD,cAAM,OAAA,6BAA2B,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,iCAA8B,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;IAE1E,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,WAAW

,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3E;IAC

D,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;IAChEA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IAEzE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,W

AAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

C/D,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IACnE,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzD,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;;IAG7C,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC;IACtB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,IAAM,eAAe,G

AAGA,qBAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;QACzE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CACb,EAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,EAAE,O

AAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

QACtC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE4B,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;

IACnB,SAAS,EAAExB,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;AClFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,gBAGu

C,CAAC;AAE5C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AACyB,qBAAY,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAA

Q;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,YAAY,

CAAC,IAI5B;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IA

AA,2BAAS,EAAE,6BAAU,CAAU;IAEtC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;IAC7B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAA

K,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,
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CAAC;IACrE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,S

AAS,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,I

AAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM;QACtC,C

AAC,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACnD,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,

YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAExD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE

,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrB,IAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC/B,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;IAExE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5E,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,U

AAU,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,

YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAC/D,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,E

AAE,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,I

AAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;IAC9C,UAAU,EAAE+B,qBAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEz

B,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;CAC7C;;ACvFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,mBAMsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SA

ASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,mBAAmB;QACf,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC0B,8BAAqB,EA

AE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YAC

R,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAA

Q;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC

;AAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,IAIxB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAE/B,IAAA,YA

AC,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IAC3B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAElD,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,eAAG,EAA

E,uCAAe,CAAU;IAEzD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,SAAS,CAAC;IAE1D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG9B,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,

MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EACzD,UAAwC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAC/D,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAA

C;IAE1B,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAA

a,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC5C,IAAM

,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,I

AAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,kEAAkE;aAC/D,QAAQ,C

AAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,mBAAmB,CACf,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,S

AAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE

,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,2BAA2B,GAAiB

;IACvD,UAAU,EAAE8B,8BAAqB;IACjC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE1B,OAAK;IAChB,UAA

U,EAAE,eAAmC;CAChD;;AC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC2B,YAAG,CAAC;;

ACpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,IAAMC,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,WAAW,GACpB,wBAAwB,
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CAACC,cAAK,EAAED,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBlE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBA

AuB,CAACE,YAAG,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC;;ACpB9E;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,UAAU,CAAC,IAI1B;IACQ,IAAA,oBA

AM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,oBAAK,CAAW;IAChB,IAAA,eAAG,CAAU;IAEpB,IA

AM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IACrC,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE;;QAEXpC,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EACvB,cAAM,OA

AA,mCAAiC,EAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,UACpD,SAAS,MAAG,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QACtB,IAAI,G

AAG,SAAS,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5B;IACD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

AAC1E,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAiB;IAC5C,UAAU,EAAEqC,mBAAU;IACtB,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;CAC3C;;ACnDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,IAAI,CAAC,IAA8C;IAC1D,IAAA,eAA4

B,EAApB,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IACrD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEC,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IA

CnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;AClCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,iBAE2C,CAAC;AAEhD,SAAShC,OAAK,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiC,sBAAa,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;Q

ACrE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACL,CAAC;SAEe,aAAa,CACzB,IAAyD;IACpD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IACxB,IAAA,oBAAK,C

AAW;IAEvB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE7C,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,k

BAAU,EAAE,mBAA0B,CAAC;IAElE,iBAAiB,CACb,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAA

E,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,mBAAmB,G

AAiB;IAC/C,UAAU,EAAEA,sBAAa;IACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,aAAiC;IAC7C,SAAS

,EAAEjC,OAAK;CACjB;;ACzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACkC,cAAK,CAAC;;

ACnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAMN,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,C

AACO,iBAAQ,EAAEP,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,aAEgE,CAAC;AAErE,SAAS5B,OA

AK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAC9BoC,uBAAc,EAAE,IAAI,aAC

pB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC;AAC9E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,k

BAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,uCAAe,CAAU;IACzB,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,0BAAQ,EAAE,sBAAM,E

AAE,oBAAK,CAAW;IAClD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;IAC9E,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;IAEjD,IAAI1C,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

EnD,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAA

E0C,uBAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEpC,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/

C;;AC/DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAQQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,O
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AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqC,oBAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,C

AAC;AAED,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,IAIpB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IA

AA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;IAEvD,IAAA,uBAAO,EACP,eAAG,EACH,2

BAAS,EACT,6BAAU,EACV,uCAAe,EACf,6BAAU,EACV,qCAAc,CACN;IAEV,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGzC,qBAA

Y,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EA

CrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1B,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACR,UAAU,mDAAgD;YAC7D,sBAAsB,CAA

C,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,I

AAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,gDAAgD;iBAChD,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;YACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,6BAA2B,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,gBAAa;iBACtD

,0CAAwC,cAAc,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SAChE;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KA

CtB;IAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAA

a,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,

MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IACrC,I

AAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;I

AEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;QACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,wDAAwD;aACrD,UAAU,0BAA

uB,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3C;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAA

Q,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;QAC3D,CAA

C;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE5

D,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,E

ACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAA

a,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;I

AC7C,UAAU,EAAEyC,oBAAW;IACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAErC,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,

EAAE,WAA+B;CAC5C;;ACzJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,wBAQQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB

;IACjC,wBAAwB;QACpB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACsC,6BAAoB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACxD,Q

AAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;Y

ACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,Q

AAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;S

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAI7B;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,E

AAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,sBAAM,EAAE,kBAAI,EAAE,sDAAsB,CAAW;IAEvD,IAAA,u

BAAO,EACP,eAAG,EACH,2BAAS,EACT,6BAAU,EACV,uCAAe,EACf,6BAAU,EACV,qCAAc,CACN;IAEV,I

AAM,QAAQ,GAAG1C,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB
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,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CA

CR,UAAU,4DAAyD;YACtE,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,cAAc,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAA

E;QAChB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,y

DAAyD;iBACzD,UAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;YACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,sCAA

oC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,gBAAa;iBAC/D,0CAAwC,cAAc,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SAChE;QACD,MAAM

,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,I

AAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,SAAS,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,

aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,SAAS,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM,OAA

O,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;QACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK

,CACX,iEAAiE;aAC9D,UAAU,0BAAuB,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3C;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,wBAAwB,GA

AG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;QAC3D,CAAC;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE5D,wBAAwB,CACpB,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,E

AAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,O

AAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,

eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,0BAA0B,GAAiB;IACtD,UAAU,EAAE0C,6BAAoB;IAChC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IA

CnB,SAAS,EAAEtC,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,oBAAwC;CACrD;;AC1JD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,YAGI,CA

AC;AAET,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuC,i

BAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;I

AE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,CAAS;IACxB,IAAA,sBAAM,EAAE,wBAAO,CAAW;IAE3B,IAAA,6DAC

6C,EAD5C,mBAAW,EAAE,iBAAS,EAAE,iBAAS,EAAE,eACS,CAAC;IAEpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,EAA

E;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM

,SAAS,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAM,YAAY,G

AAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,IAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACn

D,YAAY,CACR,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,

SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EACvE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;A

AEM,IAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAEA,iBAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE

vC,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;CACrB;;AC7ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,UAGsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAA

SA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,
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WAAW;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAA

O;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CACb,IAA0E;IAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,

EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,wBAAO,CAAW;IACrB,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,

2BAAS,CAAU;;IAGhC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGN,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAe,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;4BAC3B,

CAAC;QACR,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7BA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAC

P,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,EAClC;YACI,OAAA,+BAA6B,KAAK,wBAAkB

,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,OAAG;SAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;IAL9E,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;gBAAlC,CAAC;KAMT;IAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGE,qBAA

Y,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAChE,CAAW,EAAE,OAAiB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IA

E3D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;QACvB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC;QACX,KAAK,E

AAE;YACL,KAAK,EAAE;gBACL,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO

;gBAC3D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;aACpB;SACF;QACD,OAAO,SAAA;KACR,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,IAAM,WAAW,

GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC;QAC3B,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC;QACpB,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC;QACxE,OAAO,SAAA;KA

CR,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG;QACzB,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAA

E,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;QAC3E,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;KACpB,CAAC;IAEF,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IACD,IAA

M,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAErB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG

,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,a

AAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAChC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aA

AI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EA

AE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAC7D,SAAS,CAAC

,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;IACrC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;;IAGzC,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAClC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,cAAc,G

AAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE8C,iBAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAExC,OAAK;IAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC;;ACzHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAA

M,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAACa,gBAAO,EAAEb,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBpE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoB

A,IAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAC3B,wBAAwB,CAACc,qBAAY,EAAEd

,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBzE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAIxB,UAC0E,CAAC;AAE/E,SAASuC,WAAS,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACrCvC,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACwC,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;

QACxD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,SAAS,C

ACrB,IAC0E;IAE5D,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAW,wBAAK,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IAEpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;IAG/C,IAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAIlD,aAAI,C

AAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnDU,UAAQ,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAChD;IA

ED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEwC,kBAAS;IACrB,

WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,aAAA;IACT,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC3DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,I
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AAMhB,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,UAAU,GACnB,wBAAwB,CAACiB,aAAI,EAAEjB,uB

AAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBjE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,IAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAA

M,eAAe,GACxB,wBAAwB,CAACkB,kBAAS,EAAElB,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AA

mBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACmB,YAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAMnB,uBAAqB,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,gBAAgB,GACzB,wBAAwB,CAACoB,mBAAU,EAAEpB,uBAAqB,EAAE

,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiD,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;I

AEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,6BAAsB,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IAC1

C,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IA

AI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;K

ACxB;IAED,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrCrD,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA

0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBA

C4C,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAIA,aAAI

,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACxD;IA

ED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;

IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK

,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,

CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEqD,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM

;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEjD,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;ACrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAM4B,uB

AAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAACsB,gBAAO,EAAEtB,uBAAqB,CAA

C;;ACrB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,WAKqE,CAAC;AAE1E,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACmD,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;K

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IACnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,E

AAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAEtC,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;;;;;;;IAU/CzD,aAA

I,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EACrB;QACI,OAAA,4DAA0D,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,MAAG;KAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,uBAAO,EAAE,eAAG,EAAE,uCAAe,CAAU;IAC1

D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,E

AAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,I

AAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,IAAM,WAAW,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,IAAM,cA

Ac,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C,MAA

M,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;aACzC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,kCAA+B,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;IAED,IA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,IAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA
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C;IAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,

MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EACnE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EA

AE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,a

AAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAEuD,gBAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEnD,OAAK;I

AChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,QAAkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAASA,OAAK

,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ;QACJ,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoD,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,C

AAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC1E,CAAC;SAEe,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;IAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,

oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB

,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACu

C,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;I

ACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,

UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAAa,GAAGxD,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,

aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAEDA,qBAAY

,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACz

C,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACxB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KA

AK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,WAAW;YACP,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

KACxD;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,I

AAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,QA

AQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACtC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OA

AO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAA

M,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QA

C7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;

AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEwD,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IAC

nB,SAAS,EAAEpD,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;AClGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAA

C;AAET,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqD,YA

AG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AA

CL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IA

C/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,

GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EA

AE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GA

AG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;SACxB;KACF;IAED,I

AAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAErCzD,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAA,uEACuD,EADtD,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBAC4C,CAAC;I

AC9D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAA

a,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE

,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACxD;IAED,IAAI,kB
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AAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,

QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEyD,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,S

AAS,EAAErD,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC1FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC0B,gBAAO,EAAE1B,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACr

B5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA;AACA,IAAK,iBAGJ;AAHD,WAAK,iBAAiB;IACpB,+DAAW,CAAA;IACX,mEAAa,CA

AA;AACf,CAAC,EAHI,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB,QAGrB;AAED,IAAI,aAGsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS5B,OAAK,

CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACuD,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;Q

AC7D,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAIlB;IACiB,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAA

O,EAAE,eAAuB,EAAf,sBAAQ,EAAE,cAAK,CAAS;IAE7D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACz

B,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,gBAAgB,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GA

AG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACn

D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,Q

AAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5D,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,

EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACvD,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEA,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EA

AE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;IACzC,SAAS,EAAEvD,OAAK;CACjB;;AC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IA

AM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC4B,iBAAQ,EAAE5B,uBA

AqB,CAAC;;ACvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC6B,YAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;AA0BA;;;;SAIgB,iBAAiB,CAC7B,OAAoB,EAAE,SAAiB;IACzC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,IAAM

,gBAAgB,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;IAEhC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,O

AAO,EAAC,gBAAgB,kBAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,eAAe,iBAAA,EAAE,aAAa,eAAA,EAAC,CAAC;AA

C1E;;ACxCA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAIrD,UAEuD,CAAC;AAE5D,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBsD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAA

C,IAInB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAA

E,qCAAc,CAAU;IACrD,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;IAE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,SAAS

,GACXtD,UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,I

AAA,0CACmC,EADlC,sCAAgB,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;IAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,C

AAC;IAElC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,g

BAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC;AAC/B,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,U

AAU,EAAEsD,4BAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE1D,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,
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UAA8B;CAC3C;;ACzED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAII,UAGsC,CAAC;AAE3C,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACj

CI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBuD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;KACP,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;

AAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA

,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAAE,qCAAc,EAAE,6CAAkB,CAC5D;IACH,IAAA,oBAAK,EAAE,sBAAM,CAAW;I

AE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGvD,UAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,E

AAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;IAElB,IAAA,0CACmC,EADlC,sCAAgB,EAAE,8BA

AY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;IAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC

;IAEpC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBA

AgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,aA

Aa,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;AACrD,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,

yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAEuD,4BAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE3D,OA

AK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;CACpD;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAII,UAGU,CAAC;AAEf,SAASJ,OA

AK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzBwD,4BAAmB,EACnB,QA

AQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAA

C,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAASC,YAAU,CAAC,IAInB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAA

K,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,mCAAa,EAAE,qCAAc,EAAE,iCAAY,CAAU;IACnE,IAAA,oBAAK,EAA

E,sBAAM,CAAW;IAE/B,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAGzD,UAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QA

AQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAEZ,IAAA,0CACmC,EADlC,sCAA

gB,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,oCAAe,EAAE,gCACf,CAAC;;;IAI1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa

,CAAC,CAAC;IAElC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAA

O,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,IAAM,oBAAoB,GACtB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACvD,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAEwD,4BAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAA

M;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE5D,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE6D,YAA8B;CAC3C;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAMj

C,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAACkC,iBAAQ,EAAElC,uBAAqB,

EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAo

B;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC+D,eAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACvD,QAAQ

;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,

MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,wBAAO,CAA

W;IAClB,IAAA,mBAAK,EAAE,uBAAO,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IAEzC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAK,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,SAAE,KAAK,IAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,WAA

W,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAM,SAA

S,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,

UAAU,EAAEA,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE/D,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MA

A0B;CACvC;;ACzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IACpD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,CA

AS;IACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,cAAc,

GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAEgE,iBAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC;;

ACjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAuBgB,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;IAE7D,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;I

AC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;IAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvB,OAAO,UAAU,C
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ACb,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChE;IAED,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAC9B,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAE9B,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC;QACdtE,aAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CACl

B,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACd,uDAAuD,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7DA,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KA

AK,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACjB,cAAM,OAAA,uDAAuD,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;KACpE,CAAC,CAAC;I

AEH,IAAM,uBAAuB,GAAiB,EAAE,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,C

AAC;QAClC,IAAM,SAAS,GACX,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EA

AE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,uBAAu

B,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC;KAClB,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,IAAM,M

AAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IA

AI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,uBAAuB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,OAA

O,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AA

ChB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEuE,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,IAAI,SAG6C,CAAC;AAElD,SAASjE,OAAK,CAAC,

OAAoB;IACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkE,cAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACrD,Q

AAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;K

ACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CACR,IAAoE;IACtD,IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,EA

AE,eAAgC,EAAxB,sBAAQ,EAAE,gCAAc,CAAS;IAEtE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACzB,U

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,gBAAgB,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAIxE,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;;;QAGrC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;YACV,OAAO,SAAA;Y

ACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,EAAC;SAC/D,CAAC,CAAC;KACJ;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AE/B,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,

QAAQ,IAAI,OAAA,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5D,SAAS,CACL,GAA

G,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAEwE,cAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB

,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;IACnC,SAAS,EAAElE,OAAK;CACjB;;ACpFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACuC,YAAG,EAAEvC,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACr

BxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,SAAkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACoE,cAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACrD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAiD;IACvD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAA

O,CAAS;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,EAAE,oBAAK,CAAW;IAC1B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,G

AAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACxB,IA

AI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAA

E,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;QACtE,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,
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CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACxD;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IAErC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IAC

vC,UAAU,EAAEA,cAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEpE,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,

KAAyB;CACtC;;AC9DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,IAAI,QAEqC,CAAC;AAE1C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACj

C,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACqE,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACjD,QAAQ;QACR

,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;IACQ

,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,

YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,

GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;Y

AGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAAa,GAAGzE,qBAAY,CA

AC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;

KACF;IAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAAC;IACvE,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG

F,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3D;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OA

AO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,IAA

M,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,U

AAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEyE,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAErE,OAAK;IACh

B,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBO,IAAM,KAAK,GACd,UAAC,IAA+C;IACvC,IAAA,s

BAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IACvB,IAAA,mBAAK,EAAE,iBAAI,EAAE,iBAAI,EAAE,mBAAK,CAAU;IACzC

,IAAM,MAAM,GAAGsE,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtD,IA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;IACvD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC,CAAC;AAEC,IAAM,WAAW,

GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAEC,cAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC;;A

CtCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAM3C,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC

4C,gBAAO,EAAE5C,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACvB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC6C,a

AAI,CAAC;;ACnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,cAAK,CAAC;;ACnBvE;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,kBAGsE,CAAC;AAE3E,SAAS1E,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC2E,uBAAc,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACrE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,C

AAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBA

AK,CAAS;IAE/B,IAAA,sBAAM,CAAW;IACjB,IAAA,iCAAY,EAAE,yCAAgB,EAAE,iBAAI,CAAU;IAC9C,IA

AA,mBAAS,EAAE,kBAAQ,CAAS;IAE7B,IAAA,iBAAwD,EAAvD,aAAK,EAAE,iBAAS,EAAE,gBAAQ,EAAE,

mBAA2B,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC

,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;IACjD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,UAAU;YAC

N,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,E
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AAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACpE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;IACD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IAErB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACp

D,IAAIjF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QAC1C,OAAO,GAAG

,CAAC;KACZ;IACD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,kBAAkB,CACd,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,W

AAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EACjE,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAA

M,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAEiF,uBAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE3E,OA

AK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACxFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,WAE8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAASA,O

AAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC4E,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,

EAAE;QAC9C,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,

CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;IAEnE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS

;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;IAErB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGlF,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC

,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAE;QACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SA

AA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IAED,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,WAAW,CAC

P,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAM,QAAQ,GACV,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA

,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO

,QAAQ,CAAC;AAClB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAEkF,gBAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EA

AE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;IACvC,SAAS,EAAE5E,OAAK;CACjB;;AC1ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBA,IA

AI,UAGiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC6E,yBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,C

AAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIhC;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;I

AC/B,IAAA,oBAAK,CAAW;IAChB,IAAA,uBAAO,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,qBAAM,CAAU;IAE3C,IAAM,GAAG

,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,I

AAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC;IACvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE7C,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,kBAAU,EAAE,mBAA0B,CA

AC;IAE5D,IAAA,0EAC0D,EADzD,eAAO,EAAE,eACgD,CAAC;IAEjE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,KAAK,

QAAQ;QAC5C,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC

,GACjE,SAAS,SAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,UAAU,CACN,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EA

AE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EACtE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,sBAAsB,GAAiB;IAC

lD,UAAU,EAAEA,yBAAgB;IAC5B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;IAChD,SAAS,EAA

E7E,OAAK;CACjB;;AChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC8E,cAAK,CAAC;;ACpB

vE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,cAAK,CAAC;;ACnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAA
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I,aAG0C,CAAC;AAE/C,SAAS/E,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK

,CAACgF,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC3D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAA

S,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;IAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,wBAAO,EAA

E,wBAAO,CAAW;IAC3B,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;IAEtB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAItF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE;QACnC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAEK,IAAA,mEACmD,EADlD,wBAAS,EAAE,0BAAU,EA

AE,wBAAS,EAAE,oBAAO,EAAE,0BACO,CAAC;IAE1D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AEjC,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;I

AC1D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAA

I,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,aAAa,CACT,SAAS,EAAE,SA

AS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EACpE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY

,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,G

AAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEsF,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEhF,OAAK;IAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,O

AAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QAChD,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAA

S,MAAM,CAAC,IAAkD;IACzD,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IACxB,IAAA,4BAAS,EAAE,YAAC,EA

AE,YAAC,CAAW;IAEjC,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAA

G,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,

CAAC;QAClD,CAAC;QACDN,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC;IACjD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAEuF,

eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;IACtC,SAAS,EAAEjF,OAAK;CACjB;;AC

7DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAII,UAA8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC8E,gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;AAChF,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,IAAmD;IAE3D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAW,iBAAC,CAAU;IAC

pC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;IAGnD,IAAIxF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAEDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;IACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB

,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEJ,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AChDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;AAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACmF,YAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI/E,UACI,C

AAC;AAET,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCI,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgF,

gBAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACtD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IAEnE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAW,2BAAM,EAAW,oBAAG,CAAU;

IACvD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;IACpD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,
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CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC;IACnC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG1F,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,Q

AAQ,CAAC;;IAG1D,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QAC

vC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAEDU,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;IACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAEgF,gBA

AO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEpF,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC1

DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACQ,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;I

AC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,6BAAU,EAAE,yBAAQ,CAAU;IAErC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGN,aAAI,CA

AC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,OAArB,gBAAgB,EAAU,QAAoC,EAAE;IAEhE,KAAK,IAAI,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;KAC/B;IAED,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;QACrC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,G

AAA,EAAC;QACX,OAAO,SAAA;QACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAC;KACtD,CAAe,CAAC;IAEjB,IAAM,mBAAmB,GACrBE,qBAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,IAAM,iCAAiC,GAAGA,qBAAY,CAA

C,WAAW,CAC9D,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D

,IAAM,YAAY,GACdA,qBAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE7E,IAAM,aAAa,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,

YAAY,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,OAAO,CAAC,EAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IAAM,e

AAe,GAAoB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,IAAM,cAAc,GACC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iCAAiC,

EAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,QAAQ,GACV,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EA

AC,CAAC;IACzD,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,IAAM,MAAM,G

AAG,OAAO,CAClB,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,kBAAkB,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,OAAO,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5C,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,U

AAU,EAAEyF,uBAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

SAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;IACjE,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,EAAE,sBAAO,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YA

AC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,uCAAe,EAAE,iBAAI,CAAU;IAEtC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG3F,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC

,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpD,IAAM,UAAU,GAAGE,qBAAY,

CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5E,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,IAA

M,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7B,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAA,CAAC;QACrB,IAAM,UAAU,GAAO,IAAI,QAAC,CAAC;QAC7B,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC;QACtB,IAAM,MAAM,GACR,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;QACpE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAClB,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;KACf,CAAC

,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE0F,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;ACjDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC

,aAAI,CAAC;;ACpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,eAAM,CAAC;;ACnBzE;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;AAkBA,IAAM5D,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAM,uBAAuB,GAChC,wBAAwB,CAAC6D,0

BAAiB,EAAE7D,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACpBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CAA

C,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC0F,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACj

D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,C
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ACT,IAAkE;IAE7D,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,mBAAK,CAAU;IACf,I

AAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,

CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS

,EAAE1F,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACtDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,gBAI8C,CAAC;AAEn

D,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC2F,qBAAY,

EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;Q

ACP,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,YAAY,CAA

C,IAI5B;IACQ,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IAGjB,IAAA,

mBAAK,EACL,eAAG,EACH,uBAAO,EACP,2BAAS,EACT,uBAAO,EACP,iCAAY,EACZ,+BAAW,EACX,qCA

Ac,CACN;IAEJ,IAAA,+HAY8B,EAXlC,sCAAgB,EAChB,0BAAU,EACV,0BAAU,EACV,wBAAS,EACT,gCAA

a,EACb,iBAAa,EACb,aAAS,EACT,qBAIkC,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC;IAEX,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;;QAE

d,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE

,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtE;SAAM,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,aAAa

,EAAE;;QAErCjG,aAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,EACnB,cAA

M,OAAA,2CAAyC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAQ,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAErE,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGe,mB

AAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;;QAEhE,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3E,MAAM;YACF,OAAO,CAA

C,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;KACpC;SAAM;QACL,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC;QAE5D,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,IAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACf,aAAI,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,IAAM,UAAU,GAA

G,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,IAAM,QAAQ,

GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,IAAM,YA

AY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAErE,IAAM,

gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5

D,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACA,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAEnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EACtE,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,g

BAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvE,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,

EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACj

C;IAED,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;IAC9C,UAAU,EAAEiG,qBAA

Y;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE3F,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YAAgC;CAC7C;;AC/H

D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAkBA,IAAM4B,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAACgE,

YAAG,EAAEhE,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACpBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AAET,SAAS5B,OAAK,CA

AC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC6F,YAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QA

C/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAA

G,CAAC,IAAgE;IAEpE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,iBAAI,EAAE,yBAA

Q,CAAU;IACxB,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KA
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AK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAER,IAAA,8CACuC,EADtC,0BAAU,EAAE,cAAI,EAAE,8BAAY,EAAE,0CACM,C

AAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,K

AAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAA

a,GAAGjG,qBAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAEDA,qBAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,IAAA,gFACgE,EAD/D,gBAAQ,EAAE,mBACqD,CAAC;IACvE,

IAAM,UAAU,GAAGF,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAIA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU

,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAC1D;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,

EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,

EAAE;;QAEZ,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAGE,qBAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CA

AC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CA

AC;AAEM,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAEiG,YAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EA

AE7F,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC5FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB

,CAAC8F,YAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAACC,aAAI,CAAC;;A

CnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QAE2D,CAAC;AAEhE,SAAS/F,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACgG,aAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACnD,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAA

Q;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IA

AkE;IAC7D,IAAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACnB,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

CxC,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;IAErB,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACpC;IACD,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAChE,Q

AAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CA

AC;AAEM,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAEA,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,E

AAEhG,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBA,IAAI,QAG6B,CAAC;AAElC,S

AASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACiG,aAAI,EAAE,I

AAI,aAAa;QACnD,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;QACN,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,IAAI,GAEmB,UAAC,EAAwB;QAAvB,

kBAAM,EAAE,oBAAO,EAAE,gBAAK;IAC3C,IAAA,YAAC,CAAW;IACZ,IAAA,WAAC,EAAE,qBAAM,CAA

U;IAE1B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC;IACpC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,IAAM,S

AAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,IAAM,W

AAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

C/D,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAM,YA

AY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEj

E,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA
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C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/B,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;AACjC,CAAC,CAAC;AAEH,IAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU

,EAAEA,aAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEjG,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CA

CrC;;ACnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,aAKyC,CAAC;AAE9C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAACkG,kBAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC3D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QA

CR,MAAM;QACN,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OA

AO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAA

C;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;IAErE,IAAA,sBAAO,EAAE,oBAAM,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,

oBAAK,EAAE,8BAAU,CAAW;IAC5B,IAAA,mCAAa,EAAE,yBAAQ,EAAE,2BAAS,EAAE,+BAAW,CAAU;IA

E1D,IAAA,gBAA2D,EAA1D,aAAK,EAAE,mBAAW,EAAE,kBAAU,EAAE,mBAA0B,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAA,kE

AC2D,EAD1D,iBAAS,EAAE,gBAC+C,CAAC;IAClE,IAAM,QAAQ,GACV,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,

QAAQ;QAC1B,WAAW,CAAqC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAM,OAAO,GACT,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAACx

G,aAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,IAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAM,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE

nD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACt

D,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE7B,IAAM,cAAc,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE

vC,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,aAAa,KAAK,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C;IACf,QAAQ,QAAQ;QACd,KAAK,UAAU;YACb,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,

SAAS;YACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,MAAM;YACT,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,SAAS;YACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR;YACE,U

AAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;KACT;IAED,aAAa,CACT,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE

,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EACvD,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,mBA

AmB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAE

M,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEwG,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAElG

,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IAEjE,I

AAA,oBAAM,EAAE,sBAAO,EAAE,kBAAK,CAAS;IAC/B,IAAA,oBAAK,CAAW;IAClB,IAAA,iBAAI,CAAU;I

AEnB,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;QACZ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;KAC5B;

IAED,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACrC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAChC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACjB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAC7B,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;YACd,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ

,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;KACF;IACD,IAAM,IAAI,GA

AiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC;IACjC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACpC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC;QAChB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,SAAA,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtE;IACD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAC,EAAe;YAAd,kBAAM,EAAE,gBAA

K;QAAM,QAAC,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC;KAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;AAC3E,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAEmG,eAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,

MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;AC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAqD;IACtD,

IAAA,iBAAC,EAAG,sBAAO,CAAS;IACpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;A
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ACb,CAAC;AAEM,IAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAEC,kBAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;ACjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsHA;AACA,IAAM,aAAa,GAAmB;IACpC,SAAS;IACT,SA

AS;IACT,UAAU;IACV,SAAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,YAAY;IACZ,aAAa;IACb,iBAAiB;IACjB,oBAAoB;IACpB,U

AAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,iBAAiB;IACjB,YAAY;IACZ,YAAY;IACZ,yBAAyB;IACzB,SAAS;IACT,UAAU;IAC

V,mBAAmB;IACnB,YAAY;IACZ,kBAAkB;IAClB,2BAA2B;IAC3B,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,SAAS;IACT,g

BAAgB;IAChB,UAAU;IACV,mBAAmB;IACnB,WAAW;IACX,cAAc;IACd,iBAAiB;IACjB,oBAAoB;IACpB,iB

AAiB;IACjB,0BAA0B;IAC1B,cAAc;IACd,cAAc;IACd,aAAa;IACb,kBAAkB;IAClB,cAAc;IACd,eAAe;IACf,UA

AU;IACV,eAAe;IACf,SAAS;IACT,gBAAgB;IAChB,SAAS;IACT,aAAa;IACb,aAAa;IACb,UAAU;IACV,SAAS;I

ACT,aAAa;IACb,eAAe;IACf,cAAc;IACd,SAAS;IACT,yBAAyB;IACzB,yBAAyB;IACzB,yBAAyB;IACzB,cAAc;

IACd,YAAY;IACZ,cAAc;IACd,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;

IACX,aAAa;IACb,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,aAAa;IACb,oBAAoB;IACpB,aAAa;IACb,sBAAsB;IACtB,WAA

W;IACX,WAAW;IACX,eAAe;IACf,YAAY;IACZ,aAAa;IACb,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,aAAa;IACb,oBAAoB

;IACpB,YAAY;IACZ,UAAU;IACV,YAAY;IACZ,uBAAuB;IACvB,UAAU;IACV,kBAAkB;IAClB,SAAS;IACT,S

AAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,eAAe;IACf,eAAe;IACf,YAAY;IACZ,eAAe;C

AChB,CAAC;AAEF,KAA2B,UAAa,EAAb,+BAAa,EAAb,2BAAa,EAAb,IAAa,EAAE;IAArC,IAAM,YAAY,sBA

AA;IACrBC,uBAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AC3N/B;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;AAiBA,sBA0CA;AAxCA,IAAM,GAAG,GAAGC,YAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AAElB;;;AAGA;AACA,GAAG,CAA

C,YAAY;AACZ;AACA;AACA;AACA,uBAAuB,EAAE;;QAAY,sBAAA;gBACnC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,G

AAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;gBACrD,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,

EAAI,EAAE,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAA

G,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;aACpD,CAAC,CAAC,EAAA;;KAAA,CAAC,CAAC;AAET;;;AAG

A;AACA,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE;;;;QAG/C,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,EAAE;YACtB,sBAAO,KAAK,EAAC;SACd;QAED,IAAI;;;YAGF,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;;YAGjE,sBAAO;oBACL,CAAC,EAAE,EAA

E,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;oBACpE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EA

AE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;iBACnE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC;SACL;QAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,EAAE;YACV,sBAAO,KAAK,EAAC;SACd;;;KACF,CAAC;;;;;;;;;ACzDF,IAAI,6BAA6B,GAAG,CAAC,WA

AW;AAChD,EAAE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,QAA

Q,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;AACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,

UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;AAC/E,EAAE;AACF,SAAS,6BAA6B,EAAE;AACxC,EAAE,6BAA6

B,GAAG,6BAA6B,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;AACtE;AACA,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,

SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAA

C,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC

,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,6BAA6B,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,C

AAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CA
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AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAA

C,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,

OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CA

AC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,sBAA

sB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,

UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAA

qB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,

CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GA

AG,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAA

oB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,6NAAmN,oCAAoC,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,8BAA6B,

WAAW,CAAC,qBAAqB,UAAU,oCAAoC,WAAW,UAAU,eAAe,CAAC,sBAAsB,qBAAqB,sBAAsB,qCAAoC,2

BAA2B,kCAAiC,CAAC,UAAU,yBAAyB,eAAe,MAAM,WAAS,mBAAmB,aAAa,oBAAoB,WAAW,6BAA6B,C

AAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,aAAa,QAAQ,wBAAwB,aAAY,qBAAqB,uBAAuB,0BAA0B,sBAAsB,CAAC,8BAA6B,W

AAW,qBAAqB,+DAA8D,iBAAiB,mGAAkG,CAAC,gBAAgB,+DAA8D,qBAAoB,CAAC,4BAA2B,0BAA0B,oB

AAoB,CAAC,qBAAqB,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,8CAA8C,CAAC,SAAS,8BAA8B,sBAAsB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,WAAW,SAAS,WAAW,UAAU,4BAA4B,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,MAAK,mBAAmB,a

AAY,qBAAoB,KAAK,OAAO,4CAA4C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,kBAAkB,qBAAqB,sB

AAsB,YAAY,4CAA4C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,+DAA+D,0BAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,aAAa,QAAQ,uCAAuC,C

AAC,IAAI,gDAAgD,IAAI,iBAAiB,IAAI,eAAe,iBAAiB,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eA

Ac,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,KAAuD,yBAA+B,qBAAqB,GAAG,kFAAyE,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,qC

AAqC,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,iBAAiB,qCAAqC,CAAC,iCAAiC,EAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,eAAe,uBAA

uB,QAAQ,qCAAqC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,aAAa,OAAO,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,QAAQ,KAAK,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,MAAM,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,kBAAmI,uBAAuB,CAAC,kB

AAkB,mBAAmB,aAAa,OAAO,iEAAiE,qCAAoC,kCAAkC,MAAM,eAA8B,MAAM,UAAU,UAAU,CAAC,SAA

S,OAAO,8BAA6B,6BAA6B,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,cAAc,oCAAoC,oCAAoC,CAAC,2CAA2C,cAAc,KAAK,CAA

C,KAAK,0BAA0B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,kBAAkB,SAAS,KAAK,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,YAAY,KAAK,UAA

U,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,IAAI,IAAI,iBAAgB,wBAAwB,sBAAsB,SAAS,uBAAuB,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,uCAAuC,GA

AG,8CAA8C,8DAA8D,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,kBAAkB,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,UAAU,CAAC,iB

AAiB,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,CAAC,WAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,kBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,KAAK,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,aAAa,gCAAgC,aAAa,WAAW,YAAY,gCAAg

C,SAAS,oBAAoB,oCAAoC,WAAW,IAAI,UAAU,sBAAsB,gBAAgB,cAAc,6BAA6B,+BAAoC,CAAC,UAAU,0B
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AA0B,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,MAAM,OAAO,uBAAuB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,I

AAI,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,+BAA+B,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,GAAG,Q

AAQ,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,IAAG,KAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAG,KAAK,OAAO,aAAa,iBAA

gB,CAAC,MAAK,OAAO,oBAAoB,aAAa,MAAM,KAAK,YAAY,eAAc,aAAa,aAAa,GAAG,gEAAgE,uDAAuD,I

AAI,CAAC,2BAA2B,sDAAsD,+BAA+B,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,YAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,cAAc,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,iC

AAgC,MAAM,WAAW,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,mBAAkB,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,IA

AI,aAAa,aAAa,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,EAAE,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,I

AAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,SAAS,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MA

AM,IAAI,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,QAAQ,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,MA

AM,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,OAAO,kBAAkB,iBAAiB,+BAA+B,0EAA0E,yBAAyB,8BAA8B,

CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,eAAe,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,UAAU,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,SA

AS,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,WAAW,SAAS,uDAAuD,MAAM,OAAO,EAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,wBAAuB,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,6BAA6B,OAAO,oDAAoD,C

AAC,mDAAmD,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,QAAQ,QAAQ

,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,QAAQ,SAAS,cAAc,YAAY,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,YAAY,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,

YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,YAAY,YAAY,YAAY,CAAC,UAAS,cAAc,oCAAoC,yBAAyB,EAAE,8CAA8C,QAAQ,4

CAA0C,CAAC,2BAAyB,WAAW,mBAAmB,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,iCAAiC,gBAAgB,kCAAkC,w

RAAwR,CAAC,GAAG,sJAAqJ,YAAY,iBAAiB,uBAAsB,kBAAkB,kEAAkE,CAAC,mCAAmC,IAAsB,kBAAkB,

6BAAkF,iCAAiC,sBAAqB,CAAC,8EAA8E,sDAAsD,8BAA8B,CAAC,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,4DAA2D,C

AAC,gEAAuF,wCAAuC,oBAAoB,kEAAiE,8EAAyJ,OAAO,mBAAmB,6BAA6B,CAAC,mBAAmB,YAAY,CAA

C,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,+BAA8B,CAAC,4HAAyH,eAAe,CAAC,EAAgC,0BAA0

B,KAAK,0BAA0B,kCAAkC,CAAC,4GAA4G,iCAAiC,CAAC,iDAAgD,EAAE,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,yBAAyB

,iCAAiC,CAAC,oEAAiK,yGAAwG,4BAA4B,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,UAAU,oDAAmD,CAAC,oEAAoE,CAAC,

KAAK,OAAO,kBAA+B,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,mFAAmF,CAAC,KAAK,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,sEAAsE,WAAW,MAAM,aAAa,CAAC,qEAAqE,qEAAqE,mBAAmB,UAAU,gIAAgI,CAA

C,wEAAuE,CAAC,yBAAyB,YAAY,qCAAqC,8BAA8B,WAAU,CAAC,4GAA0G,CAAC,yFAAyF,EAAE,UAAU,

kBAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,cAAc,aAAa,CAAC,gBAAgB,6FAA4F,CAAC,6BAA6B,u

DAAsD,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAS,wGAAsG,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,wEAAwE,IAAI,mBAAmB,

EAAE,SAAS,6CAA6C,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,sBAAsB,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,wDAAwD,CAAC,qBAAqB,QAAQ,cAAc,OAAO,CAAC,0CAA0C,uEAAsF,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,6B

AA8C,wDAAwD,+BAA8B,CAAC,wEAAwE,yBAAyB,yCAAyC,aAAa,kHAAiH,EAAE,CAAC,mFAAmF,eAAe,

4BAA4B,4BAA4B,uDAAuD,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,sDAAsD,mSAAkS,MAAM,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,iBAAiB,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,mGAAmG,mBAAmB,0BAAyB,CAAC

,MAAM,kBAAiB,kBAAkB,CAAC,gBAAgB,sBAAsB,yEAAuE,UAAU,eAAc,UAAU,sDAAsD,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,oFAAoF,UAAU,iBAAiB,WAAW,gBAAgB,YAAY,GAAG,UAAS,gBAAe,QAA

Q,CAAC,eAAc,CAAC,WAAU,SAAS,IAAI,YAAY,eAAe,wBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,SAAS,OAA

O,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,mBAAmB,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CA

AC,8BAA8B,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,wBAAwB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,UAAU,UAAU,UAAU

,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,wBAAwB,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,oBAAoB,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,8BAA8B,IAAI,OAAO,IAAI,mBAAmB,YAAY,WAAW,UAAU,UAAU,oBAA

oB,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,SAAS,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAA

C,UAAU,oBAAoB,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,O
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AAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,OAAO,CA

AC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,aAAa,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAA

C,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,yEAAyE,CAAC,YAAY,GAAG,WAAW,2CAA2C,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,WAAW,2CAA2C,

qCAAqC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,YAAY,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,UAAU,WAAW,GA

AG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,6CAA6C,cAAc,+CAA+C,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,GAAG,wBAAwB,aAA

Y,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,wBAAwB,mEAAmE,uDAAuD,EAAE,CAAC,wBAAwB,8

BAA8B,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,4EAA4E,CAAC,CAAC,sCAAsC,wBAAwB,CAAC,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,sBAAs

B,CAAC,iBAAiB,OAAO,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,4GAA2G,wBAAwB,CAAC,iCAAiC,sOAAoO,mBAAm

B,CAAC,QAAQ,sCAAsC,0BAA0B,QAAQ,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,8BAA8B,QAAQ,eAAe,CAAC,yBAAyB,CA

AC,UAAS,kCAAkC,+NAA6N,kFAAiF,CAAC,4OAA0O,wBAAwB,CAAC,0CAA0C,mBAAmB,eAAe,iGAAgG,i

EAAiE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gCAA+B,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAwB,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB

,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,wBAAwB,SAAS,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,mBAAmB,C

AAC,wBAAwB,wBAAwB,MAAM,kBAAkB,aAAa,kBAAkB,MAAM,kCAAkC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,wEAAu

E,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,sBAAsB,sEAAsE,8DAA8D,+BAA8B,wCAAwC,uEAAsE,CAAC,iBAAiB,MAAM,uBA

AuB,iBAAiB,MAAM,gCAAgC,kCAAkC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA

6B,CAAC,yCAAyC,8BAA6B,cAAc,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,+EAA+E,4CAA2C,WAAW,CAAC,8EAA8E,

iBAAgB,oBAAoB,wBAAwB,8CAA8C,OAAO,SAAS,QAAQ,OAAO,SAAS,4CAA2C,iBAAiB,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,aAAa,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kCAAiC,GAAG,sBAAsB,eAAe

,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,qCAAqC,eAAe,QAAQ,CAAC,2CAA0C,6BAA4B,+BAA+B,w

BAAwB,4DAA4D,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAoB,yBAAyB,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAoB,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,2B

AA0B,yDAAyD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,wBAAwB,QAAQ,8BAA8B,yBAAwB,yBAAyB,mEAAmE,CAAC,

OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,wBAAwB,mCAAmC,CAAC,8BAA8B,QAAQ,iCAAiC,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,

CAAC,UAAS,+IAA6I,+FAA8F,CAAC,wCAAwC,iCAAiC,sDAAsD,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,4EAA4E,w

BAAwB,CAAC,sCAAsC,wBAAwB,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,oCAAoC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CA

AC,mFAAmF,CAAC,4HAA2H,+GAA8G,kDAAiD,0BAA0B,eAAc,2BAA2B,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,WAAW,kBA

AkB,wBAAwB,CAAC,cAAa,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,QAAQ,0CAA0C,wBAAwB,6CAA4C,OAAO,MAAM,

WAAW,CAAC,eAAe,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAwB,MAAM,UAAU,KAAK,wBAAwB,CAAC,yBAAwB,MAAM,OAA

O,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,yBAAwB,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAwB

,gCAAgC,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,2CAA0C,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,cAAc,CAAC,SAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,2B

AA2B,aAAa,WAAW,2BAA2B,6DAA4D,+BAA+B,CAAC,sBAAqB,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,kCAAgC,6HAA2H,MA

AM,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,mBAAmB,IAAI,

CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,uBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,

OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,wBAAwB,gCAAgC,wBAAwB,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,wBAAuB,CAA

C,uCAAuC,oEAAoE,SAAS,oBAAoB,KAAI,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAwB,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,+BAA+B,uBA

AuB,CAAC,2BAA0B,UAAU,cAAc,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,sBAAsB,wBAAwB,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,i

BAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,8GAA8G,UAAS,CAAC,8BAA8B,qEAAqE,6EAA6E,0BAA0B,OAAO,mE

AAmE,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,wDAAwD,CAAC,gCAAgC,UAAU,uBAAuB,CAAC,kBAAkB,KAAK,CAAC,

kBAAkB,yBAAwB,CAAC,WAAW,wDAAuD,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,4CAA4C,UAAU,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,GAAG,QAAO,GAAG,wBAAwB,uDAAuD,OAAO,0DAAyD,qEAAoE,oCAAoC,mBAAmB,MAAM,CAAC,k

BAAkB,wBAAwB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,uHAAuH,mLAAkL,yEAAwE,yBAAwB,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,6BAA6

B,MAAM,CAAC,qEAAoE,wBAAwB,QAAQ,+DAA8D,IAAI,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,iB

AAiB,mFAAmF,+DAA+D,uBAAuB,GAAG,yBAAwB,QAAQ,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAAI,oCAAoC,KAAK,iBAAiB,

GAAG,MAAM,mBAAkB,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAM,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,4EAA0

E,oBAAoB,KAAK,kBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,wBAAwB,yGAAyG,iBAAiB,CAAC,uBAAu

B,QAAQ,sFAAqF,+FAA+F,CAAC,kFAAkF,KAAK,kBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,yJAAwJ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CA

AC,sEAAqE,mDAAmD,CAAC,uBAAuB,gGAAgG,iBAAiB,CAAC,iFAAiF,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

qBAAqB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,2GAA0G,
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CAAC,KAAK,+FAA+F,kCAAkC,2BAA2B,uBAAuB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,wCAAwC,GAAG,QAAQ,aA

Aa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,qBAAqB,8BAA8B,MAAM,wBAAwB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,4GAA2G,CAAC,sEAAsE,C

AAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,uFAAuF,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,iBAAiB,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAu

B,CAAC,6CAA6C,0BAA0B,CAAC,4GAA4G,2EAA2E,mBAAmB,KAAK,OAAO,6DAA6D,CAAC,qCAAqC,kF

AAkF,aAAa,wFAAwF,UAAU,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,uBAAuB,sBAAsB,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAA

C,aAAa,4BAA4B,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,wBAAwB,kBAAkB,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,2CAA2C,0B

AA0B,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,0BAAyB,CAAC,0BAA0B,yDAAwD,CAAC,gGA

AiJ,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,2FAA2F,aAAa,KAAK,cAAc,UAAU,SAAS,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,sCAAs

C,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,EAAE,sCAAsC,wBAAwB,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,oGAAoG,CA

AC,4BAA4B,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,wBAAuB,uBAAuB,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,aAAa,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe,0CAA0C,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,4FAA2F,kFAAkF,CAAC,sDAAs

D,UAAU,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,oBAAoB,cAAc,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,w

BAAwB,iFAAgF,sBAAsB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe,QAAQ,oEAAoE,EAAE,2CAA

2C,CAAC,SAAQ,eAAe,SAAS,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC,4FAA4F,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,2BAA0B,CAAC,uB

AAuB,4BAA4B,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,wBAAwB,QAAQ,CAAC,qFAAqF,+DAA8D,iHAAiH,CAAC,mEAAmE,CA

AC,uBAAuB,CAAC,4BAA4B,6DAA2D,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe,QAAQ,cAAc,CAAC,8B

AA8B,EAAE,wEAAwE,CAAC,SAAQ,CAAC,0GAA0G,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,uBAAuB,C

AAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,2CAA2C,oDAAoD,CAAC,2DAA0D,CAAC,CAAC,uDAAuD,2CAA2C,Q

AAQ,QAAQ,uFAAuF,yCAAwC,sBAAqB,SAAS,0BAAyB,SAAS,QAAQ,wBAAwB,MAAM,SAAS,qGAAqG,CA

AC,0BAA0B,SAAS,qCAAqC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,QAAQ,sBAAsB,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,QAAQ,SAAS,uHAAuH

,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,uBAAuB,CAAC,EAAE,yKAAwK,wBAAwB,oDAAoD,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,

CAAC,wBAAuB,CAAC,0QAAyQ,8CAA8C,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,yCAAyC,eAAe,wBAAwB

,yBAAyB,SAAS,8BAA8B,uBAAuB,oEAAoE,cAAc,kGAAkG,CAAC,QAAQ,2FAA2F,uDAAsD,wBAAwB,4CA

A4C,0BAA0B,0BAA0B,CAAC,uBAAsB,iBAAiB,OAAO,+DAA+D,uBAAuB,uBAAuB,KAAK,wBAAwB,wBAA

wB,MAAM,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,kBAAkB,CAAC,mBAAmB,qCAAqC,GAAG,GAAG,eAAe,G

AAG,MAAM,gCAAgC,eAAc,CAAC,oCAAoC,oBAAoB,wBAAwB,mBAAmB,gBAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iB

AAiB,4DAA4D,CAAC,sGAAsG,eAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iFAAiF,yFAAyF,CAAC,CAAC,wFAAwF,mEAAm

E,qNAAoN,mLAAmL,yBAAyB,qCAAqC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,4EAA2E,qCAAqC,6DAA4D,CAAC,2BAA2B,

CAAC,yBAAyB,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,qDAAqD,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,wFAAwF,2DAA2D,CAAC,uBAAu

B,uBAAuB,2BAA2B,CAAC,0CAA0C,CAAC,4BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,sCAAsC,8BAA6B,wBAAwB,qBAAqB,G

AAG,CAAC,oFAAoF,kDAAkD,SAAS,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,kGAAgG,+DAA+D,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,yCAA

yC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,oBAAoB,oBAAoB,CAAC,yFAAyF,qDAAqD,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,wBAAwB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAO,CA

AC,UAAU,qBAAqB,kDAAkD,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,wBAAwB,2BAA2B,c

AAc,CAAC,yCAAyC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,GAAE,OAAO,+BAA+B,8BAA8B,CAAC,yDAAyD,CAAC,2BAA2B,

CAAC,GAAG,oBAAoB,uBAAuB,CAAC,+BAA+B,oCAAoC,CAAC,sBAAsB,oBAAoB,kEAAkE,wBAAwB,+BA

A+B,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,KAAK,MAAM,aAAa,WAAW,wBAAwB,iGAAiG,uDAAsD,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,0C

AA0C,CAAC,4CAA4C,CAAC,kCAAkC,0BAA0B,wBAAuB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,kCAAkC,CAAC,SAAS,wBA

AwB,CAAC,wBAAwB,cAAc,CAAC,uBAAuB,0BAA0B,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,yEAAyE,CAAC,6

BAA6B,cAAc,4BAA4B,CAAC,wBAAwB,eAAe,CAAC,wBAAwB,2CAA2C,CAAC,QAAQ,0BAA0B,CAAC,+B

AA8B,+BAA+B,CAAC,mFAAmF,CAAC,kBAAkB,KAAK,CAAC,6RAA6R,8DAA8D,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,yBAAwB,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,mCAAmC,oBAAoB,

CAAC,EAAE,oDAAoD,CAAC,wEAAwE,kDAAkD,cAAc,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0

B,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,uBAAuB,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC,gCAAgC,wBAAwB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,Y

AAY,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,

CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,QAAQ,CAAC,G

AAG,SAAS,GAAG,SAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,iEAAiE,wFAAwF,CAAC,mBAAmB,gBAAgB,uBAAuB,6BAA6B,CA
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AC,CAAC,+BAA+B,EAAE,CAAC,qCAAqC,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,sBAAsB,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAA

C,qBAAqB,EAAE,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,+BAA+B,CAAC,uBAAuB,EAAE,0BAA0B,4

GAA4G,EAAE,oBAAoB,CAAC,uBAAuB,oBAAoB,CAAC,uBAAuB,yDAAyD,4BAA4B,uBAAuB,gCAAgC,wB

AAwB,4DAA4D,oBAAoB,sDAAsD,yFAAyF,CAAC,iBAAiB,gJAAgJ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,SAAS,wB

AAwB,iBAAiB,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,4BAA4B,MAAM,kBAAkB,S

AAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,UAAU,SAAS,CAAC,eAAe,wBAAwB,qBAAqB,EA

AE,UAAU,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,0BAA0B,oBAAoB,aAAa,IAAI,CAAC,uBAAuB,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,+

FAA+F,mCAAmC,qHAAqH,wCAAwC,WAAW,SAAS,yFAAyF,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAG,CAAC,oCAAoC,GAAG,qBAAqB,GAAG,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,uBAAuB,CAAC,kCAAgC,IAAI,iB

AAiB,UAAU,0EAA0E,mBAAmB,IAAG,2EAA2E,CAAC,wBAAwB,UAAU,6BAA2B,CAAC,YAAY,0JAAyJ,SA

AS,6CAA4C,4BAA4B,gEAA+D,mCAAmC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAm

B,0BAAyB,SAAS,CAAC,uBAAuB,aAAa,UAAU,4BAA4B,yBAAyB,0BAA0B,CAAC,aAAa,UAAU,uBAAuB,U

AAU,0FAA0F,kCAAkC,mCAAmC,MAAM,qBAAqB,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,iBAAiB,MAAM,oBAA

oB,CAAC,QAAQ,KAAK,kBAAkB,MAAM,iCAAiC,iCAAiC,MAAM,qBAAqB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,kBA

AkB,MAAM,kBAAkB,EAAE,QAAQ,KAAK,kBAAkB,MAAM,gCAAgC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,kBAAkB,MAAM,

qBAAqB,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,kBAAkB,MAAM,0BAA0B,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,uFAAuF,uBAAuB,MAAM,wB

AAwB,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,uEAAuE,mBAAmB,wBAAwB,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,

WAAW,wBAAwB,WAAW,CAAC,qDAAqD,GAAG,MAAM,YAAY,KAAK,sCAAqC,eAAe,uCAAsC,0BAA0B,o

CAAoC,CAAC,2BAA2B,mIAAmI,6FAA6F,+JAA+J,CAAuB,4CAA4C,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,wCAAwC,wDAAwD

,wCAAwC,mBAAiB,UAAU,QAAO,CAAC,uDAAuD,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,oDAAkD,gBAAgB,

CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,

CAAC,0EAA0E,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,wBAAwB,CAAC,wBAAwB,YAAY,YAAY,mJ

AAmJ,uDAAuD,uDAAuD,8CAA4C,YAAW,8DAA8D,qCAAqC,0DAA0D,IAAI,wBAAwB,qDAAqD,IAAI,CAA

C,mBAAmB,CAAC,uFAAsF,+BAA+B,4NAA2N,OAAO,MAAM,4EAA4E,4BAA4B,wBAAwB,eAAe,QAAQ,iG

AAiG,4IAA4I,wBAAwB,sBAAsB,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,2IAA2I,8CAA8C,+BAA+B,CAAC,sKAA

qK,QAAQ,yBAAyB,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,eAAe,gCAAgC,wBAAwB,iBAAiB,oCAAoC,CAAC,uBAA

uB,8CAA8C,sCAAsC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,QAAQ,sDAAsD,wBAAwB,8BAA8B,sEAAsE,6CAA6C,+BAA8B

,CAAC,wFAAwF,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,4FAA4F,KAAK,wBAAwB,eAAe,CAAC,mCAAmC,kBAAkB,CAA

C,KAAK,0BAA0B,mBAAmB,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

QAAQ,QAAQ,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,eAAe,UAAU,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AG,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,QAAQ,UAAU,cAA

c,SAAS,UAAU,SAAS,eAAe,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,UAAU,S

AAS,eAAe,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,UAAU,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,eAAe,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,QAAQ,SAAS,MAAM,SAAS,UAAU,SAAS,eA

Ae,SAAS,UAAU,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,iBAAiB,kBA

AkB,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,QAAQ,sCAAsC,QAAQ,QAAQ,UAA

U,kCAAkC,0CAA0C,qBAAqB,qBAAqB,UAAU,MAAM,mBAAmB,mBAAmB,mBAAmB,kBAAkB,mBAAmB,k

BAAkB,CAAC,QAAQ,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,mBAAmB,kDA

AkD,qBAAqB,GAAG,CAAC,SAAQ,CAAC,2BAA2B,gEAAgE,0GAA0G,kBAAkB,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,4KA

A4K,2BAA2B,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,uGAAuG,CAAC,kLAAkL,cAAc,uBAAuB,mBAAmB,iB

AAiB,qBAAqB,IAAI,8CAA8C,CAAC,wEAAwE,8HAA6H,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBA

AuB,OAAO,gBAAgB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,6BAA6B,+EAA8E,kEAAkE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,

8HAA6H,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,sBAAsB,OAAO,uDAAsD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kDAAkD,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,yBAAyB,iBAAiB,CAAC,wDAAuD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wB

AAuB,wBAAwB,kBAAkB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,u
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BAAuB,OAAO,gBAAgB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,6CA

A4C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wBAAwB,kBAAkB,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,gBAAgB,uDAAsD,OAAO,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAy

B,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,gBAAgB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,gBAAgB,uDAAsD,OAAO,uBAAu

B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,6CAA4C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

yBAAyB,+BAA+B,CAAC,sEAAqE,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CA

AC,6CAA6C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,gBAAgB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

2CAA2C,CAAC,0DAAyD,CAAC,OAAO,wBAAwB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,6CAA4C,QA

AQ,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,iBAAiB,CAAC,wDAAuD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uB

AAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,2DAA2D,4CAA2C,+BAA+B,gCAAgC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAA

C,uBAAsB,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,yBAAwB,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,2CAA2C,

CAAC,0DAAyD,CAAC,OAAO,yBAAyB,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,yBAAwB,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAuB,CAAC,4CAA4C,WAAW,CAA

C,6CAA6C,qCAAoC,OAAO,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,gBAAgB,uDAAsD,OAAO,wBA

AwB,WAAW,CAAC,yDAAyD,CAAC,wEAAuE,CAAC,gCAAgC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,6CAA

4C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAuB,CAAC,4CAA4C,WAA

W,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wBAAwB,mBAAmB,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,iBAAiB,CAAC,wDAAuD,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,wBAAwB,0BAAyB,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,y

BAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,wBAAwB,0BAAyB,8CAA8

C,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,mGAAkG,

WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wB

AAwB,mBAAmB,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wBAAwB,mBAAmB,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,0B

AAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAA

W,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wBAAwB,mBAAmB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,wBAAwB,0BAAyB,8

CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAuB,CAAC,4CAA4C,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,C

AAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,+BAA+B,CAAC,sEAAqE,CAAC,+BAA+B,WAAW,C

AAC,yBAAyB,+BAA+B,CAAC,sEAAqE,CAAC,+BAA+B,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,+BAA+B,CAAC,sEAAqE,

CAAC,+BAA+B,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAuB,CAAC,4CAA4C,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,gBAAgB,6CAA4C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,yBAAwB,iBAAiB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,

WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,yBAAwB,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAA

C,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wBAAwB,mB

AAmB,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,yB

AAwB,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,6CAA6C,qCAAoC,OAAO,iBAAi

B,iCAAiC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wBAAwB,mBAAmB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MA

AM,0DAAyD,OAAO,qDAAqD,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,yBAAwB,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,yBAAwB,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBA

AiB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,wBAAwB,0BAAyB,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,wB

AAuB,CAAC,4CAA4C,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wBAAwB,mBAAmB,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAu

B,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,+BAA+B,wBAAuB,wBAAwB,mBAAmB,WA

AW,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,6CAA4

C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,+HAA8H,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAy

B,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,iBAAiB,CAAC,wDAAuD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,w

BAAwB,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CA

AC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAsB,CAAC,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC

,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO
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,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,w

BAAwB,0BAAyB,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,wBAAwB,0BAAyB,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,yBA

AyB,iBAAiB,CAAC,wDAAuD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,6CAA

4C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,0BAAyB,CAAC,uBAAuB,OAAO,iBAAiB,WAA

W,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,0DAAyD,OAAO,qDAAqD,WAAW,CAAC,2LAA0L,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAy

B,iBAAiB,CAAC,wDAAuD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,WAAW,CAAC,6BAA6B,+EAA8E,mEAAmE,WA

AW,CAAC,+PAA8P,WAAW,CAAC,2QAA0Q,WAAW,CAAC,2PAA0P,WAAW,CAAC,uNAAsN,WAAW,CAA

C,uNAAsN,WAAW,CAAC,mOAAkO,WAAW,CAAC,mPAAkP,WAAW,CAAC,2LAA0L,WAAW,CAAC,yBAA

yB,+BAA+B,CAAC,sEAAqE,CAAC,+BAA+B,WAAW,CAAC,6BAA6B,+EAA8E,mEAAmE,WAAW,CAAC,sB

AAsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAuB,CAAC,4CAA4C,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,gBAAgB,uDAAsD,OAAO,

wBAAwB,WAAW,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,wBAAwB,0BAAyB,8CAA8C,WAAW,CAAC,+LAA8L,WAAW,CAA

C,sBAAsB,uBAAuB,CAAC,wBAAuB,CAAC,4CAA4C,WAAW,CAAC,iNAAiN,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,wBAA

wB,yCAAyC,gCAAgC,cAAc,UAAU,wBAAwB,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,+DAA+D,QAAO,8CAA8C,oBAAoB,CA

AC,wDAAuD,CAAC,MAA4B,wDAAwD,8EAA8E,CAAC,MAAM,wBAAwB,sBAAsB,EAAE,CAAC,qDAAqD,

CAAC,KAAK,4BAA4B,aAAa,6DAA6D,CAAC,8BAA8B,wBAAuB,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,4CAA4C,YAAY,8C

AA6C,CAAC,uBAAoB,MAAM,GAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,OAAO,wBAAwB,wBAAwB,aAAa,WAA

W,GAAG,wBAAwB,4EAA4E,yBAA+B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iCAAiE,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,gBAAgB,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,OAAO,CAAC,wBAAuB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,2BAA2B,aAAa,kDAAkD,UAAU,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,yBAAyB,EAAE,QAAO,wBAAwB,sCAAsC,OAAM;AACx3mE;AACA;AACA,EAAE,OAAO,6

BAA6B,CAAC,KAAK;AAC5C,CAAC;AACD,EAAE;AACF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;AAEH,cAAc,GAAG,6BAA6

B;;;AChBzC,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,8iGAA8iG;;;ACChlG,IAAI,iBAAiB,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;AACpC,EAA

E,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;AACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,UA

AU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;AAC/E,EAAE;AACF,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE;AAC5B,EAAE,iBAAiB,GAAG,iBAAiB,IA

AI,EAAE,CAAC;AAC9C;AACA,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UA

AU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,

EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAA

E,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAgB

,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAA

e,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,e

AAe,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC

,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAA
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O,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,oBAA

oB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,EAAE,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC,MAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAA

C,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,q

BAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IA

AI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,G

AAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IA

AI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,IAA

I,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,wBAAwB,yCAAyC,gEAA8E,eAAe,iCAAiC,EAAC,yBAAyB,2BAA2B,gFAAgF,gEAAg

E,SAAS,uBAAuB,SAAS,CAAC,eAAe,iBAAiB,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,GAAG,EAAE,oBAAoB,0BAA0B,a

AAY,sBAAsB,+BAA+B,4BAA4B,YAAY,CAAC,iCAAiC,kDAAkD,8CAA8C,oCAAoC,YAAY,YAAY,CAAC,S

AAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,EAAE,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,aAAa,iBAA

iB,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CA

AC,+BAA+B,4BAA4B,aAAa,oBAAoB,0DAA0D,mBAAmB,EAAE,+CAA+C,wBAAwB,CAAC,oDAAoD,aAAa,

OAAO,uBAAuB,oEAAyE,CAAC,yEAAyE,8DAA8D,iEAAiE,EAAE,QAAQ,QAAQ,EAAE,uBAAuB,EAAE,eAA
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e,aAAa,oDAAoD,CAAC,gBAAe,mBAAmB,MAAM,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,sBAA

sB,EAAE,eAAe,WAAW,EAAE,EAAE,OAAO,YAAY,KAAK,qBAAqB,EAAE,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE,eAA

e,WAAW,EAAE,EAAE,OAAO,YAAY,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,UAAQ,

EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,EAAE,OAAM,QAAQ,KA

AK,sBAAsB,EAAE,aAAW,GAAG,YAAY,4BAA4B,EAAE,EAAE,SAAS,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,qDAAqD,wDAA

wD,EAAE,6DAA6D,KAAK,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,uDAAuD,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,kBAAkB,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,EAAE,aAAY,KAAK,WAAW,0BAA0B,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,YAAW,MAAM,WAAW,EAAE,0BAA0B,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,aA

AY,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,0BAA0B,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,cAA

c,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAiB,EAAE,0BAA0B,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,EAAE,GAAG,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,GAAE,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,yEAAyE,4DAA4D,0CAA0C,wBAAwB,mBAAkB,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAkB,+GAA+G,2BAA2B,yBAAyB,iBAAiB,2BAA2B,iBAAiB,2BAA2B,iBAAiB,2BA

A2B,kBAAkB,6BAA6B,kBAAkB,6BAA6B,kBAAkB,8BAA8B,kBAAkB,8BAA8B,8CAA6C,0CAA0C,kBAAkB,

kBAAkB,qBAAqB,kBAA+C,oCAAoC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,qBAAqB,CAAC,4BAA4B,4BAA4B,CAAC

,iBAAiB,CAAC,uBAAuB,QAAQ,6BAA6B,OAAO,EAAE,EAAC,mCAAmC,uBAAsB,kCAA0D,mBAAkB,kCAA

kC,mBAAkB,sBAAsB,CAAC,6BAA6B,6BAA6B,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,wBAAwB,QAAQ,+BAA+B,OAAO,E

AAE,EAAC,oCAAoC,wBAAuB,EAAE,uBAAuB,EAAE,yBAAwB,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,sBAAqB,CAAC,2D

AAyF,EAAE,iBAAiB,qCAAqC,CAAC,iCAAiC,iBAAiB,EAAC,+BAA+B,EAAE,iBAAiB,qCAAqC,CAAC,iCAA

iC,iBAAiB,qBAAoB,EAAE,CAAC,0BAAwH,wEAAwE,GAAE,CAAC,0BAA0B,EAAE,2BAA2B,EAAE,sBAAs

B,qBAAqB,CAAC,kBAAkB,MAAM,OAAM,EAAE,WAAW,mFAAgG,iCAAiC,wBAAwB,8BAA8B,CAAC,8CA

A8C,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,gIAAgI,kGAAkG,2CAA2C,CAAC,6FAA4F,KAAK,CAAC,

GAAG,IAAI,yCAAyC,0BAA0B,kCAAkC,MAAM,qEAAmE,UAAU,CAAC,kCAAiC,CAAC,4DAA4D,oHAAoH,

uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,kEAAiE,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,qDAAqD,IAAI,KAAI,sBAAsB,yFAAyF,uBAAuB,WAA

U,EAAC,CAAC,6BAA6B,+CAA+C,0BAA0B,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,6DAA6D,2EAA2E,CAAC,0EAA0E,CAAC,m

MAAqO,uDAAuD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,MAAM,gDAAgD,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,oCAAmC

,0IAA0I,mBAAmB,uDAAuD,iBAAiB,uDAAuD,4DAA4D,wKAAwK,CAAC,oEAAmE,CAAC,4BAA4B,gFAAgF

,oEAAoE,4DAA4D,CAAC,UAAS,8BAA8B,CAAC,iBAAiB,SAAS,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,kBAAkB,UAAU,UA

AU,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,eAAe,iBAAiB,4BAA4B,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAiB,CAAC

,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,MAAK,CAAC,UAAS,gBAAgB,cAAc,iBAAgB,gBAAgB,WAAU,gCAAgC,

KAAK,iBAAiB,UAAU,SAAS,UAAS,mCAAmC,uBAAuB,mCAAmC,CAAC,UAAU,UAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,WA

AW,uCAAuC,iBAAiB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,yGAAyG,gDAAgD,cAAc,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,iCAAiC,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,2BAA2B,yCAAyC,CAAC,sBAAsB,6BAA6B,yCAAyC,mDAAmD,8CAA8C,

UAAU,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,MAAM,UAAU,0BAA0B,GA

AG,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,2BAA2B,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAqB,CAAC,WAAU,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,UAAU,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,UAAU,SAAS,YAAY,GAAG,kBAAkB,aAAa,4B

AA4B,OAAO,UAAU,UAAU,UAAU,YAAY,UAAU,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,6BAA6B,CAAC,qBAAqB,aA

Aa,WAAW,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,IAAI,MA

AM,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU

,GAAG,EAAC,MAAM,WAAU,aAAa,SAAS,yBAAyB,EAAE,SAAS,uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,oDAAoD,uB

AAuB,oCAAoC,OAAO,wCAAwC,mCAAmC,SAAS,iBAAiB,SAAS,iBAAiB,eAAe,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,UAAU

,eAAe,UAAU,SAAS,MAAM,SAAS,OAAO,UAAU,SAAS,eAAe,QAAQ,UAAU,eAAe,QAAQ,UAAU,eAAe,QAA

Q,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,wBAAwB,SAAS,SAAS,eAAe,UAAU,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS

,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,eAAe,UAAU,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,SAAS,eAAe,QA

AQ,UAAU,eAAe,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAA

C,SAAS,SAAS,eAAe,UAAU,SAAS,SAAS,eAAe,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,iBAAiB,U
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AAU,QAAQ,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,UAAU,gBAAgB,4BAA4B,QAAQ,EAAE,CAA

C,OAAO,QAAQ,QAAQ,UAAU,oDAAoD,qBAAqB,qBAAqB,qBAAqB,GAAG,gBAAgB,GAAG,gBAAgB,GAA

G,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,UAAU,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,OA

AO,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,sCAAsC,kCAAkC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA6B,IAAI,iEAAiE,CAAC,aAAa,aAAa,CAAC,mDAAmD,CAAC,QAAQ,UAAU,iEAAi

E,0EAAyE,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,iBAAiB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,4EAA4

E,sFAAqF,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,gEAAgE,0EAAyE,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,4DAA4D,sEAAqE,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,

sDAAsD,gEAA+D,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAiB,iBAAiB,mBAAmB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,yBAAyB,8CAA6C,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,8CAA6C,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,iBAAiB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,8CAA6C,aAAa,UA

AU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,8CAA6C,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,WAAW,iCAAgC,CAAC,kB

AAkB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAiB,iBAAiB,mBAAmB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,oDAAoD,8DAA

6D,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,iBAAiB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,oDAAoD,8DA

A6D,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,WAAW,iCAAgC,CAAC,kBAAkB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,oEAAoE,8E

AA6E,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,8CAA6C,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UA

AU,+BAA8B,iBAAiB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,wDAAwD,kEAAiE,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,WAAW,iC

AAgC,CAAC,kBAAkB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,sDAAsD,gEAA+D,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,wEAAwE,kFAAiF,aAAa,U

AAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,8CAA6C,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,gCAA+B,CA

AC,iBAAiB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,8CAA6C,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,wDAAwD,kEAAiE,aA

Aa,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,gCAA+B,CAAC,iBAAiB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,8BAA

8B,kBAAiB,CAAC,qCAAqC,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,0DAA0D,oEAAmE,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,oDAAoD,8DAA6D,

aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,sEAAsE,gFAA+E,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,WAAW,iCAAgC,CAAC,kBAAkB,

aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,8BAA8B,kBAAiB,CAAC,qCAAqC,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAi

B,iBAAiB,mBAAmB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,sDAAsD,gEAA+D,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,gCAAgC,mBAAkB

,uCAAuC,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,iBAAiB,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAg

B,gCAAgC,mBAAkB,uCAAuC,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,8CAA6C,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,kD

AAkD,4DAA2D,aAAa,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,4DAA2D,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAi

B,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAiB,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gB

AAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,4DAA2D,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YA

AY,kBAAiB,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,gCAAgC,mBAAkB,qDAAqD,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,8B

AA8B,kBAAiB,CAAC,mDAAmD,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,4DAA2D,UAAU,CAAC,oEAAoE,4FA

A2F,UAAU,CAAC,oEAAoE,4FAA2F,UAAU,CAAC,oEAAoE,4FAA2F,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,8BAA8B,kBAA

iB,CAAC,mDAAmD,UAAU,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,WAAW,iCAAgC,CAAC,gCAAgC,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,i

BAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,gCAA+B,CAAC,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,4DAA2D,UAAU,CAA

C,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,gCAA+B,CAAC,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+B

AA8B,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAiB,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAA

gB,UAAU,+BAA8B,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,gCAA+B,CAAC,+BAA+B,UAAU,

CAAC,0DAA0D,kFAAiF,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAiB,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,UAAU,CAAC,8DAA8D,sF

AAqF,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,gCAA+B,CAAC,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,C

AAC,UAAU,gCAA+B,CAAC,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,gCAAgC,mBAAkB,qDAAqD,UAAU,CAAC,gB

AAgB,8BAA8B,kBAAiB,CAAC,mDAAmD,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAiB,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,UAAU,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,4DAA2D,UAAU,CAAC,gCAAgC,YAAY,kBAAiB,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,UAAU,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,WAAW,iCAAgC,CAAC,

gCAAgC,UAAU,CAAC,gEAAgE,wFAAuF,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,+BAA+B,

UAAU,CAAC,sDAAsD,8EAA6E,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,4DAA2D,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,yBAAyB,4DAA2D,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,yBAAyB,4DAA2D,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,U

AAU,+BAA8B,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,+BAA+B,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,gCAAgC,mBAAkB,qDAAqD,UAAU,
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CAAC,gBAAgB,gCAAgC,mBAAkB,qDAAqD,UAAU,CAAC,sDAAsD,8EAA6E,UAAU,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,

WAAW,iCAAgC,CAAC,gCAAgC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,UAAU,+BAA8B,+BAA+B,UAAU,C

AAC,8DAA8D,sFAAqF,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,8BAA8B,kBAAiB,CAAC,mDAAmD,UAAU,CAAC,oDAAoD,4

EAA2E,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,gCAAgC,mBAAkB,qDAAqD,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,UAAU,UAAU,SAAS

,UAAU,kBAAkB,CAAC,oEAAoE,MAAM,8CAA6C,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,+BAA+B,CA

AC,WAAU,UAAU,IAAI,KAAK,mBAAyC,CAAC,SAAS,4BAA4B,CAAC,SAAS,qBAAqB,iBAAiB,iCAAiC,MA

AM,4BAA4B,EAAE,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,gEAAgE,EAAE,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,qCAAqC,WAAW,

WAAW,WAAW,6BAA6B,MAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAO,MAAK,KAAI,MAAM,YAAW,UAAU,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM;AAC334B;AACA;AACA,EAAE,OAAO,iB

AAiB,CAAC,KAAK;AAChC,CAAC;AACD,EAAE;AACF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;AAEH,cAAc,GAAG,iBAAiB;;;;

ICuBHC,+BAAa;IAK5C,qBAAmB,IAAqD;QAAxE,YACE,iBAAO,SAIR;QALkB,UAAI,GAAJ,IAAI,CAAiD;;Q

AHhE,sBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAK3B,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,kBAAkB,GAAG,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC;QACtD,KA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,IAAIC,oBAAW,CAAC,KAAI,EAAEC,eAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;;KAClD;IAED,2BA

AK,GAAL,UAAM,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe;QAExE,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IA

AI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC;QAC7C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAA

K,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3C,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;KACf;IAED,gCAAU,GAAV;QAC

E,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;KACpC;IAEK,0BAAI,GAAV,UAAW,CAAa;;;;gBAC

hB,KAAK,GAAG/G,aAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;gBACzB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;gBACE,QAAQ,GAAGA,

aAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;gBACpC,sBAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAC,EAAC;;;KACn

B;IAED,0BAAI,GAAJ,UACI,MAAc,EAAE,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EACnE,KAAe,EAAE,QAAgB;QACnC,IAAM

,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;QACnC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACtB,IAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,MAAsB,CAAC;YAC3C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CACd,MAAM,EACN,EAAC,EAAE,I

AAA,EAAE,WAAW,aAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAA

Q,UAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACnE,OAAO;SACR;QAED,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACvC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;QACpD,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAEjD,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAAE,IAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OA

AA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvE,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAEtD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YA

ClB,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAChB,IAAI,UAAU,CACT,MAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,EAC

zC,MAAkC,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAC7D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;SACnB;KACF;IAEK,0BAAI,GA

AV,UAAW,MAAc;;;gBACvB,sBAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC;;;KAC9B;IAED,8BAA

Q,GAAR,UAAS,MAAc;QACf,IAAA,+BACwB,EADvB,8BAAY,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,4BACL,

CAAC;QAC/B,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACtB,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC;SACpB;QACD,IAAM,KAAK,

GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAChC,YAAY,EACZ,YAAY,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,OAAO,oBA

AoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;;;;;;;IAQD,iCAAW,GAAX,UAAY,MA

Ac,EAAE,KAAa;QAAb,sBAAA,EAAA,aAAa;QACvC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,EAAE;YAC9B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YAC

xC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;YAChB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE;gBAC/B,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;aACd;YAED,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC;YACnC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;

YACpC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/B;QACD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;K

ACb;;IAGD,8BAAQ,GAAR,UAAS,MAAc;QACrB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,EAAE;YAC9B,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9

C,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;SAC5B;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;KACV;IAED,4BAAM,GAAN,UA
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AO,MAAc;QACnB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACx

C,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAChB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;SACjB;KACF;IAED,oCAAc,GAAd;

QACE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;KACX;;;IAID,qCAAe,GAAf,UAAgB,MAAc;QAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;KAChD;IAED,6BAAO,GAAP;QACE,IAAI,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;QACzB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE;YAC1B,IAAI,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC;SACzC;QACD,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC;KAClB;IAED,4BAAM,GAAN;QACE,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;KAC5B;;;;;;;IAQD

,gCAAU,GAAV,UAAW,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,YAAqB;QAEhE,IAAI,MAAU,CAAC;QACf,IAAI,YAAY,I

AAI,IAAI,EAAE;YACxB,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC;SACtD;aAAM;YACL,IAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;YACnC,MAAM,GAAG

,EAAC,EAAE,IAAA,EAAC,CAAC;YACd,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAA

E,IAAA,EAAE,YAAY,cAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;YAC1E,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;YACvC,IAAI,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;SACvD;QACD,OAA

O,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAC,CAAC;KAC/B;IAED,wCAAkB,GA

AlB,UAAmB,EAAkC;YAAjC,gBAAK,EAAE,gBAAK,EAAE,kBAAM;QAEtC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;QAChC,IAAA,sDAAY,CAA+B;QAClD,IAAM,IAAI,GAAGA,aA

AI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACvC,QAAQ,KAAK;YACX,KAAK,SAAS;gBACZ,OAAO,IAAI

,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACtD,KAAK,OAAO;gBACV,OAAO,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACpD,KAAK,MAAM;gBACT,OAAO,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACpD;gBACE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,m

BAAiB,KAAO,CAAC,CAAC;SAC7C;KACF;IACH,kBAAC;AAAD,CA3KA,CAAiCgH,sBAAa,GA2K7C;AAED,

SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAY;;IAE7C;sCACkC;;aAE3B;;;;;;;;;SASJ;QACD;;AAEJ;AAEA;;;;;;AAMA,SAAS,mB

AAmB;QAGtB;;QAEF;QACA,eAAe,CAAC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAgBlB,OAAOC,gBAAwB;AACjC;AAEA;;;;;;;AAOA,oBA

A0B;;;;;;;;;;oCACjB;;;;;;;;;;;;2CAiBM;;oCAGL;;;oDAKgB;;;;;gCAMlB;;;;;;gCASF,IAAI;oCACF;;;gCAGF,IAAI;;g

DAEU;;;gCAGd;;;;;;;;gCAUA;;gCAIA;;;gCAEA;oCACI;;;;gDAKK;;;;;2CAME;;wDAEW,EAChB;;;;;;;oCASJ;;;0C

AIO;;;;;;;AAKf;;sBAGkB;;;;mBAIH;;;kBAGH;;AAEZ;AAEA;;;;AAMA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAEA;;;;;;

;;;;;;AAYA;;;;;;;;;;AAWA;AAEA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA;qCAEI;QACE;QACF,gBACI;YACA;;;;;KAML;;;IAaD;

AACF;AAEA;AACA;;;;;;AAMA;AAEA;AACA;AAEA;;;;;;AAMA;;AAEA;AAEA;;AC9eA;AAEA;IACM,OAAO

,GAAG;;ACHhB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA,wBAcA;AALA,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACxBC,wBAAe,CAAC

,MAAM,EAAE;;;;oBACP,qBAAM,IAAI,EAAE,EAAA;;gBAApB,IAAI,GAAI,CAAA,SAAY,MAAhB;gBACX,sB

AAO,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC;;;KAC9B,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC;;;;;;;;;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/miniprogram/index.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Pack.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Pack.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,IAAI,EAAqC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAG9G,OAAO,EAA

C,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,UAAU,CAAC;AAChC,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAC,MAAM,cAAc,CAAC;AAExC,M

AAM,UAAU,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;IAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAE;QACvB,OAAO,UAAU,CACb,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KA

ChE;IAED,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,KAAK,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAE9B,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE;QACjB,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAClB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACd,uDAAuD,CAAC,CAAC;
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QAC7D,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACjB,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,uDAAu

D,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,MAAM,uBAAuB,GAAiB,EAAE,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,eA

Ae,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,MAAM,SAAS,GACX,UAAU,CAAC,EA

AC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,OAAO,

SAAS,CAAC;IACnB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,uBAAuB,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;IAEpE,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,

EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/*

*\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Pack.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Log.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Log.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,GAAG,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EA

AC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Log.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Pow.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Pow.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,GAAG,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,wBAAwB,E

AAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Pow.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"SplitV.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/SplitV.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAA

A;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,MAAM,EAA6B,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AACxG,OAAO

,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAInD,OAAO,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAE

9B,MAAM,UAAU,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;IACxE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,eAAe,EA

AE,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5E,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7B,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE;QACxB,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7B,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QACtB,MAAM,MAAM,GACR,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC

,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QA

CpE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAClB,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,

EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =

s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/SplitV.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Transform.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Transform.ts"],"names":[],"mappings

":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAuC,SAAS,EAAmC,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI7H,I

AAI,aAKyC,CAAC;AAE9C,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE;QAC3D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;QACN,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,QAAQ;KACpB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAE

D,SAAS,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,EAAC,aAAa,E

AAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEhE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,W

AAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAClE,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,E

AAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GACvB,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WA

AW,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ;QAC

1B,WAAW,CAAqC,CAAC;IACtD,MAAM,OAAO,GACT,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,

SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,MAAM,

OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE7B,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEvC,M

AAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,aAAa,KAAK,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;I

AChE,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,QAAQ,QAAQ,EAAE;QAChB,KAAK,UAAU;YACb,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,SAAS;YACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,MA

AM;YACT,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,SAAS;YACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;YACf,MAAM;QACR;YACE,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;KACT;IAED,aAAa,CACT,OAAO,

EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,SAAS,EAClE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EACvD,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IAEX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE

,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C,CAA
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C","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:

number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :

[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const

interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Transform.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Multiply.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Multiply.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"

AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAe,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE7D,OAAO,EAAC,wB

AAwB,EAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AAEzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AACnC,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a
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copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Multiply.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"ClipByValue.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts"],"names":[],"map

pings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAgE,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIjH,IAAI,QA

AwE,CAAC;AAE7E,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,WAAW,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE;QAC1D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CA

AG,SAAS;KACrB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CA

AC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,G

AAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IA

CjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW;

IACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC,CAAC","sour

cesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/ClipByValue.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  * You may obtain a copy of the License at

  *

  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

  *

  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  * limitations under the License.

  * =============================================================================

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  * You may obtain a copy of the License at

  *

  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

  *

  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  * limitations under the License.

  * =============================================================================

  */

/**

  * @license

  * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

  * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  * You may obtain a copy of the License at

  *

  * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

  *

  * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  * limitations under the License.

  * =============================================================================

  */

/**

  * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.

  * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file which will be fetched when the wasm

  * backend is initialized. See

  * https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers

  * for more details.

  * @param path wasm file path or url

  * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch to download

  *     the wasm file, default to false.

  *

  * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}

  */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.es2017.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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limitations under the License.

============================================================================

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/starter/parcel/index.html

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Sigmoid.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,OAAO,EAA6B,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAIzG,IAAI

,QAA8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAChF,C

AAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,IAAmD;IAElE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,E

AAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,oCAAoC;IACpC,IAAI,IA

AI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KAC

Z;IAED,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS

,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Sigmoid.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"backend_wasm.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../src/backend_wasm.ts"],"names":[],"mappings

":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,cAAc,CAAC;AAEtB,OAAO,EAAkC,WAAW,EAAY,eAAe,EAAE,MA

AM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,aAAa,EAAc,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI5J,OAAO,uBAAuB,MAAM,g

DAAgD,CAAC;AACrF,aAAa;AACb,OAAO,EAAC,kBAAkB,EAAC,MAAM,uDAAuD,CAAC;AACzF,OAAO,W

AAW,MAAM,kCAAkC,CAAC;AAc3D,MAAM,OAAO,WAAY,SAAQ,aAAa;IAK5C,YAAmB,IAAqD;QACtE,K
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AAK,EAAE,CAAC;QADS,SAAI,GAAJ,IAAI,CAAiD;QAJxE,mCAAmC;QAC3B,qBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C;QAK3B,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,kBAAkB,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC;QACtD,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,WAAW,

CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,CAAC;IAED,KAAK,CAAC,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EA

AE,KAAe;QAExE,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC;QA

C7C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

;QAC3C,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC;IAED,UAAU;QACR,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,E

AAE,CAAC;IACrC,CAAC;IAED,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAa;QACtB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC

,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;QACzB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACJ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACpC,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC;IACpB,CAAC;IAED,IAAI,CACA,MAAc,EAA

E,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAe,EACnE,KAAe,EAAE,QAAgB;QACnC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,E

AAE,CAAC;QACnC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACtB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,MAAsB,CAAC;YAC3

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CACd,MAAM,EACN,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACnE,OAAO;SACR;QAED,MAAM,IAA

I,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACvC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAEjD,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,YA

AY,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvE,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAEtD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YA

ClB,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAChB,IAAI,UAAU,CACT,MAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,EAC

zC,MAAkC,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAC7D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;SACnB;IACH,CAAC;IAED,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAc;QACvB,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/B,CAAC

;IAED,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAc;QACrB,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,

GAC3C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC/B,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,E

AAE;YACtB,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC;SACpB;QACD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAChC,YAAY,EACZ,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC

,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,CAAC;IAED;;;;;OAKG;IACH,WAAW,CAAC,MAAc,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK;QA

CvC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;YAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YACxC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;YAChB,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC/B,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;aACd;YAED

,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;YACnC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;YACpC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/B;QACD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;IACd,CAAC;IAED,yCAAyC;IACzC,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAc;QACrB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;YAC9B,MAAM,UAAU,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9C,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CA

AC;SAC5B;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACX,CAAC;IAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAc;QACnB,MAAM,IAAI,GA

AG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAC

hB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;SACjB;IACH,CAAC;IAED,cAAc;QACZ,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;IACZ,CA

AC;IAED,uEAAuE;IACvE,WAAW;IACX,eAAe,CAAC,MAAc;QAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IACjD,CAAC;IAED,OAAO;QACL,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;QACzB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE;YAC1B,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC;SACzC;QACD,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACnB,C

AAC;IAED,MAAM;QACJ,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;IAC7B,CAAC;IAED;;;;;OAKG;I

ACH,UAAU,CAAC,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,YAAqB;QAEhE,IAAI,MAAU,CAAC;QACf,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,I

AAI,EAAE;YACxB,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC;SACtD;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;YACnC,MA

AM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC;YACd,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,
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EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC1E,M

AAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;YACvC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;SACvD;QACD,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;IAChC,CAAC;IAED,kBAAkB,CAAC,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAa;QAEnD,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;QACv

C,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD

,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACvC,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAE;YACb,KA

AK,SAAS;gBACZ,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACtD,KAAK

,OAAO;gBACV,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACpD,KAAK,

MAAM;gBACT,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YACpD;gBACE,

MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;SAC7C;IACH,CAAC;CACF;AAED,SAAS,yB

AAyB,CAAC,IAAY;IAC7C,kEAAkE;IAClE,uBAAuB;IACvB,kCAAkC;IAClC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAY,EAAE,QA

Aa,EAAE,EAAE;QACrC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAC,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE;YAC/D,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;gBACnB

,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uCAAuC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;aAC/D;YACD,QAAQ,CAAC,

WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;gBACnC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;oBACrD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EA

AE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC3C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACL,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACL,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;IACZ,CAAC,CAAC;AACJ,CAAC;AAED;;;;;GAKG;AACH,S

AAS,mBAAmB,CACxB,aAAsB,EAAE,gBAAyB,EACjD,gBAAwB;IAC1B,IAAI,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC

pB,+DAA+D;QAC/D,4BAA4B;QAC5B,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;KACjB;IAED,IAAI,IAAI,GAAmB,wBAAwB,CA

AC;IACpD,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,gBAAgB,EAAE;QACrC,IAAI,GAAG,sCAAsC,CAAC;KAC/C;SAAM,IAAI,aAAa,

EAAE;QACxB,IAAI,GAAG,6BAA6B,CAAC;KACtC;IAED,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACvB,IAAI,WA

AW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAC7B,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;SAC1B;KACF;I

AED,OAAO,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AACjC,CAAC;AAED;;;;;;GAMG;AACH,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,UA

AU,IAAI;IACxB,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;QA

C1D,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC;QACvC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8

B,CAAC;KAC/C,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE;

QACrC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAsB,EAAE,CAAC;QAE5C;;;;WAIG;QACH,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,

EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE;YAC1C,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC/B,MAAM,Q

AAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC;gBACpC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,EA

AC,IAAI,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBACpE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C;aAClC;YAED,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC1B,OAAO,mBAAmB,CACtB,aA

AwB,EAAE,gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC;aACvD;YACD,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;QACvB,CAAC,CAAC;QAEF,uEAAuE;QACvE,aA

Aa;QACb,sIAAsI;QACtI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;YACf,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe;gBACzB,yBAAyB,CAAC,mBAAmB,C

ACzC,aAAwB,EAAE,gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACxD;QAED,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACxB,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,GAA

G,GAAG,EAAE;YAC3B,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;gBACf,mEAAmE;gBACnE,OAAO;aACR;YACD,IAAI,WAAW,E

AAE;gBACf,8DAA8D;gBAC9D,YAAY;gBACZ,OAAO;aACR;YACD,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YACnB,MA

AM,SAAS,GACX,kEAAkE;gBAClE,iIAAiI,CAAC;YACtI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;QAC/B,CAAC,CAAC;QAEF,IAAI,IAAgC,CAAC;QACrC,wEAAwE;QACxE,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,a

AAa,IAAI,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YACzD,aAAa,CAAC,mBAAmB,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,CACxC,CAAC,sCAAs

C;oBACtC,uBAAuB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EACpC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YA

C/B,IAAI,GAAG,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;aAAM;YACL,4DAA4D;YAC5D,IAAI,GAAG,W

AAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;SACnC;QAED,gEAAgE;QAChE,kEAAkE;QAClE,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE;YACnB,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YACnB,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;YAE

pB,MAAM,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;YACpC,oEAAoE;YACpE,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG;gBACZ,IAAI,EA
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AE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;gBACpC,oBAAoB,EAChB,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC7D,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;gBAChE,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CACxB,iBAAiB,EAAE,IAAI,EACvB;oBACE,QAAQ;oBACR,QAAQ;oBACR,QAAQ;iBACT,CAAC;gBAC

N,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;gBACr

E,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;aACrD,CAAC;YAEF,O

AAO,CAAC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC1B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACL,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CACzB,MAAmB,EAAE,KAAe;IACtC,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAE;QA

Cb,KAAK,SAAS;YACZ,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClC,KAAK,OAAO;YACV,OAA

O,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAChC,KAAK,MAAM;YACT,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;QAChC;YACE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7C;AA

CH,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG;IACtB,wBAAwB,EAAE,6BAA6B;IACvD,sCAAsC;CAC9B,CAAE;AA

GZ,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAI,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;AAClC,IAAI,WAAW,GAAuC,E

AAE,CAAC;AACzD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACxB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAExB;;

;;;;;;;;;GAWG;AACH,MAAM,UAAU,WAAW,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,gBAAgB,GAAG,KAAK;IAChE,eAAe,CACX

,8DAA8D;QAC9D,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,+D

AA+D;YAC/D,mEAAmE,CAAC,CAAC;KAC1E;IACD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAChB,WAAW,GAAG,gBA

AgB,CAAC;AACjC,CAAC;AAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAwBG;AACH,MAAM,UAAU,YAAY,CACxB,eAA0D,EAC

1D,gBAAgB,GAAG,KAAK;IAC1B,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,+DAA+D;YAC/D,

wDAAwD;YACxD,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;KACrB;IAED,IAAI,OAAO,eAAe,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;QACvC,cAAc,

GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;KAClC;SAAM;QACL,WAAW,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;QAC9B,MAAM,YAAY,GACd,eAAe,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9

D,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;YAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,0DAA0D;gBAC1D,G

AAG,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C;gBACpE,oEAAoE;gBACpE,oDAAoD,CAAC,CAAC;S

AC3D;KACF;IAED,WAAW,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACjC,CAAC;AAED,0BAA0B;AAC1B,MAAM,UAAU,a

AAa;IAC3B,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAChB,cAAc,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtB,WAAW,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC

;IACjB,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACpB,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACtB,CAAC;AAED,IAAI,YAAY

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACtB,IAAI,kBAAkB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAE5B;;;;;GAKG;AACH,M

AAM,UAAU,eAAe,CAAC,UAAkB;IAChD,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;AAC5B,CAAC;AAED;;;;GAIG;AACH

,MAAM,UAAU,eAAe;IAC7B,IAAI,kBAAkB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;QAC7B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;IACD,OAAO,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC5B,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from

'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface

TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:
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DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:

BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n

return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false

otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n

getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n

this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n

case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n
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// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n

util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =

'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new

Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n

factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double

error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD

binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =

null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n
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  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,

['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory

where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix

= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =

numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/backend_wasm.js.map
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Rsqrt.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Rsqrt.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,KAAK,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAE1D,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,E

AAC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Rsqrt.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Less.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Less.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAe,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEzD,OAAO,EAAC,wBAAwB,EA

AC,MAAM,iBAAiB,CAAC;AACzD,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACpC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,U

AAU,GACnB,wBAAwB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Less.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"LeakyRelu.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts"],"names":[],"mapping

s":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,SAAS,EAA+C,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI7H,

OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAEjC,IAAI,QAC0E,CAAC;AAE/E,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,O

AAoB;IACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE

;QACxD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,MAA

M,UAAU,SAAS,CACrB,IAC0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,
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SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,8EAA8E;IAC9E,YAAY;

IACZ,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IA

EnD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,MAAM,KAAK,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,

QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;KAChD;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,U

AAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS;IACT,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C,CAAC","

sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either

float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/LeakyRelu.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"BatchMatMul.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts"],"names":[],"ma

ppings":"AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,WAAW,EAAiE,IAAI,EAAC,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;A

AIvH,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC;AAElC,IAAI,eAG2C,CAAC;AAEhD,SAAS,KAAK,

CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,UA

AU,EAAE;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ,CAAG,SAAS;KACrB,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,WAAW,CA

AC,IAIpB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAA

M,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACtB,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAA

C,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEvC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,S

AAS,EAAE;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4DAA4D,CAAC,CAAC;KACnE;IAED,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC7B,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC;IAE7B,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACz

E,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,MAAM,WA
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AW,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,U

AAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI

,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,CAAC;IAEjD,MAAM,mBAAmB,GACrB,SAAS,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB

,EAC/C,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,iEAAiE;QACnE,kEAAkE;QAClE,wBAAwB,UAAU,UAAU,UAAU,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC;IAEpE,MAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,WAAW,KAAK,WAAW,

EAC3B,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,kCAAkC,WAAW,SAAS;QACxD,GAAG,WAAW,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

OAAO;QACxD,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,mBAAmB,UAAU,EAAE;QACzC,mBAAmB,UAAU,cAAc,CAAC,

CAAC;IAErD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACvC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACpE,MAAM,QAA

Q,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC

vC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,0EAA0E;IAC1E,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ

,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACz

E,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,eAAe,CACX,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EACxD,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,U

AAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhC,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;IACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,iBAAi

B,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW;IACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,WAA+B;CAC5C,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim

= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/BatchMatMul.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"tf-backend-

wasm.fesm.js","sources":["../src/kernels/types.ts","../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../src/kernels/unary_kernel.ts","

../src/kernels/Abs.ts","../src/kernels/binary_kernel.ts","../src/kernels/Add.ts","../src/kernels/AddN.ts","../src/kernels/I
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dentity.ts","../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../src/kernels/kernel_utils.ts","../src/kernels/All.ts","../src/kernels/Any.ts","..

/src/kernels/ArgMax.ts","../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../src/kernels/Reshape.ts","../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts","../no

de_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu/dist/kernels/Concat_impl.js","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-

backend-cpu/dist/kernels/Range_impl.js","../node_modules/@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/kernels/Slice.js","../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../src/kernels/Cast.ts","../src/k

ernels/Ceil.ts","../src/kernels/ClipByValue.ts","../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../src/kernels/Co

nv2DBackpropInput.ts","../src/kernels/Cos.ts","../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts","../src/kerne

ls/Cumsum.ts","../src/kernels/DepthToSpace.ts","../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts","../src/kernels/Elu.ts","..

/src/kernels/Equal.ts","../src/kernels/Exp.ts","../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../src/kernels/Fill.ts","../src/kernels/Flip

LeftRight.ts","../src/kernels/Floor.ts","../src/kernels/FloorDiv.ts","../src/kernels/FusedBatchNorm.ts","../src/kernels/

FusedConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D.ts","../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../src/kernels/GatherV2.ts

","../src/kernels/Greater.ts","../src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts","../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../src/kernels/Less.ts","../sr

c/kernels/LessEqual.ts","../src/kernels/Log.ts","../src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../src/kernels/Max.ts","../src/kernels/M

aximum.ts","../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts","../src/kernels/Mean.ts","../src/kernels/Min.ts","../src/kernels/Minimum.ts",".

./src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../src/kernels/Multiply.ts","../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppression_uti

l.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../src/kernels/NonMaxSu

ppressionV5.ts","../src/kernels/NotEqual.ts","../src/kernels/OneHot.ts","../src/kernels/OnesLike.ts","../src/kernels/Pa

ck.ts","../src/kernels/PadV2.ts","../src/kernels/Pow.ts","../src/kernels/Prelu.ts","../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../src/kernels/

Range.ts","../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../src/kernels/Relu6.ts","../src/kernels/ResizeBilinear.ts

","../src/kernels/Reverse.ts","../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../src/kernels/Round.ts","../src/kernels/Rsqrt.ts","../

src/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../src/kernels/Select.ts","../src/kernels/Sigmoid.ts","../src/kernels/Sin.ts","../src/kernels/Sof

tmax.ts","../src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../src/kernels/Sqrt.ts","../src/kernels/Square.ts

","../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts","../src/kernels/Step.ts","../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts","../src/kernels/Sub.ts",".

./src/kernels/Sum.ts","../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../src/kernels/Tile.ts","../src/kernels/TopK.ts","../

src/kernels/Transform.ts","../src/kernels/Unpack.ts","../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts","../src/register_all_kernels.ts","../sr

c/flags_wasm.ts","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.worker.js","../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm.js","../src/backend_wasm.ts","../src/version.ts","../src/base.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// This enum must align with the enum defined in cc/backend.h.\nexport enum CppDType {\n  float32 = 0,\n

int32 = 1,\n  bool = 2,\n  string = 3,\n  complex64 = 4\n}\n\n// Must match enum in cc/fusable_activations.h.\nexport

enum FusableActivation {\n  linear = 0,\n  relu = 1,\n  relu6 = 2,\n  prelu = 3,\n  leakyrelu = 4,\n  sigmoid = 5,\n  elu

= 6\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFusedMatMul:\n    (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n
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bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n     transposeB: boolean, activation: number,

biasId: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(_FusedMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number',  // activation\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  //

leakyreluAlpha\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs:

_FusedMatMulInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !==

'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `_FusedMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n

const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n  const aId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n  const bId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `_FusedMatMul only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n  const preluActivationWeightsId =

preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n      backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n  const

fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if

(fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for

FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const leftDim = transposeA ? a.shape[2] : a.shape[1];\n

const rightDim = transposeB ? b.shape[1] : b.shape[2];\n  const batchDim = a.shape[0];\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim, rightDim], a.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n\n

wasmFusedMatMul(\n      aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n      transposeA,

transposeB, fusedActivation, biasId, preluActivationWeightsId,\n      leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport function

createUnaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, outType?: DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc: (xId:

number, dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\n  function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /* void */, [\n      'number',  // x_id\n      'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n  function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: UnaryInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n    const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, outType || x.dtype);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n      return out;\n    }\n\n

wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  return {kernelName, backendName: 'wasm',

setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Abs, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Abs);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelConfig, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nexport

function createBinaryKernelConfig(\n    kernelName: string, supportsFullBroadcast: boolean,\n    dtype?:

DataType): KernelConfig {\n  let wasmFunc:\n      (aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeLen: number, bId:

number,\n       bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n          void;\n\n

function setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n    wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(kernelName, null /*

void */, [\n      'number',  // a_id,\n      'array',   // a_shape\n      'number',  // a_shape.length\n      'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n      'number',  // b_shape.length\n      'number',  // dtype\n      'number'   // out_id\n    ]);\n  }\n\n

function kernelFunc(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: BinaryInputs}):\n      TensorInfo {\n    const {backend,

inputs} = args;\n    const {a, b} = inputs;\n    const aId = backend.dataIdMap.get(a.dataId).id;\n    const bId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(b.dataId).id;\n\n    const outputType = dtype != null ? dtype : a.dtype;\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(a.shape, b.shape);\n    const out = backend.makeOutput(newShape,

outputType);\n\n    // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(newShape) === 0) {\n      return

out;\n    }\n\n    const aShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a.shape).buffer);\n    const bShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(b.shape).buffer);\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const kernelFunc = () => wasmFunc(\n        aId, aShapeBytes, a.shape.length, bId, bShapeBytes, b.shape.length,\n

  CppDType[a.dtype], outId);\n\n    // Currently only some float operations support full broadcast.\n    if

(supportsFullBroadcast && a.dtype === 'float32') {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const

aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(a.shape, newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(b.shape, newShape);\n    const loopsOverAllOfA = aBroadcastDims.every((v, i) =>

v === i);\n    const loopsOverAllOfB = bBroadcastDims.every((v, i) => v === i);\n    if (loopsOverAllOfA &&

loopsOverAllOfB) {\n      kernelFunc();\n      return out;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Broadcasting

along outer dims is not yet ` +\n          `supported for ${a.dtype} ${kernelName}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

{kernelName, backendName: 'wasm', setupFunc, kernelFunc};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Add, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this
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file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n    (inputIds:

Uint8Array, inputIdsLen: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(AddN, null /* void */, [\n    'array',   // input_ids\n

'number',  // input_ids.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction addn(args: {inputs:

TensorInfo[], backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(inputs[0].shape, inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const inputIds = inputs.map(x =>

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id);\n  const inputIdsBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(inputIds).buffer);\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmFunc(inputIdsBytes, inputIds.length,

CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

AddN,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: addn as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

identity(args: {inputs: IdentityInputs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} =

args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const inVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: identity as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTranspose: (\n    xId: number, xShape: Uint8Array,

xShapeLength: number, dtype: CppDType,\n    outId: number, perm: Uint8Array, permLength: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTranspose = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transpose, null /*

void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outId\n    'array',   // perm\n    'number',  // perm.length\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function transpose(\n    args:\n

      {inputs: TransposeInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TransposeAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  // Reduce any dimensions with size one. Lower-rank transpose kernel performs\n  // better
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due to simpler memory access pattern.\n  const [reducedShape, perm] = removeOneSizeDims(inputs.x.shape,

attrs.perm);\n\n  let permIsNoOp = true;\n  for (let i = 0; i < perm.length; i++) {\n    if (perm[i] !== i) {\n

permIsNoOp = false;\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape = computeOutShape(inputs.x.shape, attrs.perm);\n  const x = {\n

dataId: inputs.x.dataId,\n    shape: reducedShape,\n    dtype: inputs.x.dtype\n  };\n\n  if (permIsNoOp) {\n    const

cloned = identity({inputs, backend});\n    cloned.shape = outShape;\n    return cloned;\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const permBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(perm).buffer);\n

const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmTranspose(\n      xId,

xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], outId, permBytes,\n      perm.length);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction computeOutShape(inShape: number[], perm: number[]): number[] {\n  const outShape = new

Array(inShape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    outShape[i] = inShape[perm[i]];\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nfunction removeOneSizeDims(\n    shape: number[], perm: number[]): [number[], number[]]

{\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const newPerm: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if

(shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n    }\n    if (shape[perm[i]] !== 1) {\n

newPerm.push(perm[i]);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < newPerm.length; ++i) {\n    let minValIdx = -1;\n    for (let j =

0; j < newPerm.length; ++j) {\n      if (newPerm[j] >= i &&\n          (minValIdx === -1 || newPerm[minValIdx] >

newPerm[j])) {\n        minValIdx = j;\n      }\n    }\n    newPerm[minValIdx] = i;\n  }\n  return [newShape,

newPerm];\n}\n\nexport const transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\n/**\n * Compute permutation axes and do a transpose

if necessary.\n *\n * Used by reduction ops.\n * @param x input TensorInfo\n * @param axis reduction axes\n *

@param backend wasm backend instance\n */\nexport function permuteAxesAndTranspose(\n    x: TensorInfo,

axis: number|number[], backend: BackendWasm): {\n  transposed: TensorInfo|null,\n  axes: number[],\n

originalAxes: number[],\n  inputWasTransposed: boolean\n} {\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const originalAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, xShape);\n  let axes = originalAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let xTransposed = null;\n  let

inputWasTransposed = false;\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n

for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n      newShape[i] = xShape[permutedAxes[i]];\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    xTransposed =\n        transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm:

permutedAxes}, backend});\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(xTransposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      inputWasTransposed = true;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return {transposed: xTransposed, originalAxes, axes, inputWasTransposed};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from
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'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAll: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAll = backend.wasm.cwrap(All, null

/*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction all(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AllInputs, attrs:

AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input =

transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAll(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmAny: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmAny = backend.wasm.cwrap(Any,

null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nfunction any(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: AnyInputs,

attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n

const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis,

backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n

input = transposed;\n    inputId = transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any', axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmAny(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n

backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {permuteAxesAndTranspose} from

'./kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, outerSize:

number, innerSize: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(ArgMax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n

'number',  // outer_size\n    'number',  // inner_size\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction argmax(\n    args:

{inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}) {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis} = attrs as {} as ArgMaxAttrs;\n  const {x} = inputs as {} as ArgMaxInputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose

was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const outShape = input.shape.slice(0, -1);\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const outerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(out.shape);\n  const innerSize = input.shape[axes[0]];\n  wasmFunc(inputId,

CppDType[input.dtype], outerSize, innerSize, outId);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: argmax as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmAvgPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, strideHeight: number,\n

strideWidth: number, channels: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmAvgPool = backend.wasm.cwrap(AvgPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n

'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n

'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // channels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

avgPool(\n    args: {inputs: AvgPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: AvgPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n

const channels = convInfo.inChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n

 `wasm backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n

}\n\n  if (convInfo.dilationWidth !== 1 || convInfo.dilationHeight !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `was backend
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only supports average pooling with dilation = [1, 1], ` +\n        `got [${convInfo.dilationHeight},

${convInfo.dilationWidth}].`);\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const

outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmAvgPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, strideHeight, strideWidth, channels,\n

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function reshape(\n    args: {inputs:

ReshapeInputs, attrs: ReshapeAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape =

util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === util.sizeFromShape($shape),\n      () =>

`new shape: ${$shape}, old shape: ${x.shape}. New shape and old ` +\n          `shape must have the same number of

elements.`);\n\n  // Backend needs to track refCount for the dataId for reshape op\n  args.backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n

return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nlet wasmBatchMatMul: (\n    aId: number, aShape: Uint8Array, aShapeSize: number, bId: number,\n

 bShape: Uint8Array, bShapeSize: number, transposeA: boolean,\n    transposeB: boolean, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmBatchMatMul = backend.wasm.cwrap(BatchMatMul,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // a_id\n    'array',   // a_shape\n    'number',  // a_shape.length\n    'number',  // b_id\n

'array',   // b_shape\n    'number',  // b_shape.length\n    'number',  // transpose_a\n    'number',  // transpose_b\n

'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b} = inputs;\n

const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  if (a.dtype !== 'float32' || b.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

      `BatchMatMul for non non-float32 tensors not yet supported.`);\n  }\n\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const

bRank = b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `
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+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes

${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape = transposeA ? [batchDimA, innerShapeA, outerShapeA] :\n

[batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape = transposeB ? [batchDimB, outerShapeB,

innerShapeB] :\n                                [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  // The rest of the

implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a}, backend, attrs:

{shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape: b3dShape}});\n\n  const a3dId

= backend.dataIdMap.get(a3d.dataId).id;\n  const b3dId = backend.dataIdMap.get(b3d.dataId).id;\n\n  const leftDim

= transposeA ? a3d.shape[2] : a3d.shape[1];\n  const rightDim = transposeB ? b3d.shape[1] : b3d.shape[2];\n  const

batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA, batchDimB);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput([batchDim, leftDim,

rightDim], a3d.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const aShapeBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(a3d.shape).buffer);\n  const bShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(b3d.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmBatchMatMul(\n      a3dId, aShapeBytes, a3d.shape.length, b3dId,

bShapeBytes,\n      b3d.shape.length, transposeA, transposeB, outId);\n\n  backend.disposeData(a3d.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(b3d.dataId);\n\n  out.shape = outShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function concatImpl(inputs, outShape, dtype,

simplyConcat) {\n    const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n    if

(simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n        // Use built-in TypedArray.set() method for speed.\n        let offset =

0;\n        inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const size = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n

outVals.set(input.vals, offset);\n            offset += size;\n        });\n    }\n    else {\n        let colOffset = 0;\n

inputs.forEach(input => {\n            const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals) :\n                input.vals;\n            let tIdx = 0;\n            for (let row

= 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n                const resIdx = row * outShape[1] + colOffset;\n                for (let col

= 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n                    outVals[resIdx + col] = decodedData[tIdx++];\n                }\n

}\n            colOffset += input.shape[1];\n        });\n    }\n    return outVals;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiQ29uY2F0X2ltcGwuanMiLC

Jzb3VyY2VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZ

XJuZWxzL0NvbmNhdF9pbXBsLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Oz

s7R0FlRztBQUVILE9BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQXVDLElBQUksRUFBQyxNQUFNLHVCQUF1QixDQU

FDO0FBRTlGLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxVQUFVLENBQ3RCLE1BQXFELEVBQUUsUUFBa0IsRUFDekUsS0FBZS

xFQUFFLFlBQXFCO0lBQ3hDLE1BQU0sT0FBTyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

EVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVFLElBQUk

sWUFBWSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEMsa0RBQWtEO1FBQ2xELElBQUksTUFB

TSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUNmLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxPQUFPLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQU

U7WUFDckIsTUFBTSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSy

xDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFFNUMsT0FBc0IsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLElBQWtCLEVB
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QUUsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7WUFDOUQsTUFBTSxJQUFJLElBQUksQ0FBQztRQUNqQixDQUFDLEN

BQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO1NBQU07UUFDTCxJQUFJLFNBQVMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7UUFFbEIsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsRUFBRTtZQUNyQixNQUFNLFdBQVcsR0FBRyxL

QUFLLEtBQUssUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxLQUFLL

ENBQUMsSUFBb0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7Z0JBQ2pFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxJQUFrQixDQUFDO1lBRTd

CLElBQUksSUFBSSxHQUFHLENBQUMsQ0FBQztZQUViLEtBQUssSUFBSSxHQUFHLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxF

QUFFLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUUsR0F

BRyxFQUFFO2dCQUM3QyxNQUFNLE1BQU0sR0FBRyxHQUFHLEdBQUcsUUFBUSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQyxHQUFHLFNBQVMsQ0FBQztnQkFDN0MsS0FBSyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsR0

FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxHQUFHLEVB

QUU7b0JBQzdDLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEdBQUcsR0FBRyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsV0FBVyxDQUFDLElBQ

UksRUFBRSxDQUFDLENBQUM7aUJBQzdDO2FBQ0Y7WUFFRCxTQUFTLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEtB

QUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUM5QixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUNKO0lBRUQsT0F

BTyxPQUFPLENBQUM7QUFDakIsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiA

qIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbn

NlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICo

geW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDov

L3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5I

GFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0Z

WQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICo

gV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzI

G9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3

Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID

09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09

PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIEJhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIERhdG

FUeXBlLCBUeXBlZEFycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5leHBv

cnQgZnVuY3Rpb24gY29uY2F0SW1wbChcbiAgICBpbnB1dHM6IEFycmF5PHt2YWxzOiBCYWNrZW5kVmFsd

WVzLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW119Piwgb3V0U2hhcGU6IG51bWJlcltdLFxuICAgIGR0eXBlOiBEYXRhVHl

wZSwgc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0OiBib29sZWFuKTogVHlwZWRBcnJheXxzdHJpbmdbXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dF

ZhbHMgPSB1dGlsLmdldEFycmF5RnJvbURUeXBlKGR0eXBlLCB1dGlsLnNpemVGcm9tU2hhcGUob3V0U2hh

cGUpKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc2ltcGx5Q29uY2F0ICYmIGR0eXBlICE9PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgIC8vIFVzZSBi

dWlsdC1pbiBUeXBlZEFycmF5LnNldCgpIG1ldGhvZCBmb3Igc3BlZWQuXG4gICAgbGV0IG9mZnNldCA9IDA

7XG4gICAgaW5wdXRzLmZvckVhY2goaW5wdXQgPT4ge1xuICAgICAgY29uc3Qgc2l6ZSA9IHV0aWwuc2l6Z

UZyb21TaGFwZShpbnB1dC5zaGFwZSk7XG5cbiAgICAgIChvdXRWYWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnNldCh

pbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFR5cGVkQXJyYXksIG9mZnNldCk7XG4gICAgICBvZmZzZXQgKz0gc2l6ZTtcbiAgICB

9KTtcbiAgfSBlbHNlIHtcbiAgICBsZXQgY29sT2Zmc2V0ID0gMDtcblxuICAgIGlucHV0cy5mb3JFYWNoKGluc

HV0ID0+IHtcbiAgICAgIGNvbnN0IGRlY29kZWREYXRhID0gZHR5cGUgPT09ICdzdHJpbmcnID9cbiAgICAgI

CAgICBiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwuZnJvbVVpbnQ4VG9TdHJpbmdBcnJheShpbnB1dC52YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QX

JyYXlbXSkgOlxuICAgICAgICAgIGlucHV0LnZhbHMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICAgICAgbGV0IHRJZ

HggPSAwO1xuXG4gICAgICBmb3IgKGxldCByb3cgPSAwOyByb3cgPCBpbnB1dC5zaGFwZVswXTsgKytyb3cp

IHtcbiAgICAgICAgY29uc3QgcmVzSWR4ID0gcm93ICogb3V0U2hhcGVbMV0gKyBjb2xPZmZzZXQ7XG4gICA

gICAgIGZvciAobGV0IGNvbCA9IDA7IGNvbCA8IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdOyArK2NvbCkge1xuICAgICAgIC

AgIG91dFZhbHNbcmVzSWR4ICsgY29sXSA9IGRlY29kZWREYXRhW3RJZHgrK107XG4gICAgICAgIH1cbiA

gICAgIH1cblxuICAgICAgY29sT2Zmc2V0ICs9IGlucHV0LnNoYXBlWzFdO1xuICAgIH0pO1xuICB9XG5cbiAgc

mV0dXJuIG91dFZhbHM7XG59XG4iXX0=","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nexport function rangeImpl(start, stop, step, dtype) {\n    const

sameStartStop = start === stop;\n    const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n    const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n    if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

   decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n        return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n    }\n    const numElements

= Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n    const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n

if (stop < start && step === 1) {\n        // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n        // (or was set to 1)\n

  step = -1;\n    }\n    values[0] = start;\n    for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n        values[i] = values[i - 1] +

step;\n    }\n    return values;\n}\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC5qcyIsIn

NvdXJjZVJvb3QiOiIiLCJzb3VyY2VzIjpbIi4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uLy4uL3RmanMtYmFja2VuZC1jcHUvc3JjL2tlc

m5lbHMvUmFuZ2VfaW1wbC50cyJdLCJuYW1lcyI6W10sIm1hcHBpbmdzIjoiQUFBQTs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7O0

dBZUc7QUFFSCxPQUFPLEVBQWMsSUFBSSxFQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFFeEQsTUFB

TSxVQUFVLFNBQVMsQ0FDckIsS0FBYSxFQUFFLElBQVksRUFBRSxJQUFZLEVBQ3pDLEtBQXdCO0lBQz

FCLE1BQU0sYUFBYSxHQUFHLEtBQUssS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUM7SUFDckMsTUFBTSwyQkFBMkIsR0F

BRyxLQUFLLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDN0QsTUFBTSwyQkF

BMkIsR0FBRyxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFN0QsSUFBSS

xhQUFhLElBQUksMkJBQTJCO1FBQzVDLDJCQUEyQixFQUFFO1FBQy9CLE9BQU8sSUFBSSxDQUFDLG1

CQUFtQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxLQUFLLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUMzQztJQUVELE1BQU0sV0FBVy

xHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsSUFBSSxDQUFDLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDLElBQUksR0

FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUMsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQy9ELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQ

UFHLElBQUksQ0FBQyxtQkFBbUIsQ0FBQyxXQUFXLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFFNUQsS

UFBSSxJQUFJLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxJQUFJLElBQUksS0FBSyxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDOUIsb0RBQW9EO1F

BQ3BELG9CQUFvQjtRQUNwQixJQUFJLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDWDtJQUVELE1BQU0

sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBRyxLQUFLLENBQUM7SUFDbEIsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyx

DQUFDLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxNQUFNLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEVBQUU7

UUFDdEMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDO0tBQ2xDO0lBQ0QsT0FBTyxNQUFNLENBQUM7QUFDaEIsQ0FBQyI

sInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50IjpbIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMT

EMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUmVzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc

2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0aGUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZ

SBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxpYW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSB

jb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJ

Q0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuICogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZC

B0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZ

GlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4gXCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIE

NPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZIEtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIE

xpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzcGVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4

gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bmRlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J

0IHtEYXRhVHlwZU1hcCwgdXRpbH0gZnJvbSAnQHRlbnNvcmZsb3cvdGZqcy1jb3JlJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bm

N0aW9uIHJhbmdlSW1wbChcbiAgICBzdGFydDogbnVtYmVyLCBzdG9wOiBudW1iZXIsIHN0ZXA6IG51bWJlci

xcbiAgICBkdHlwZTogJ2Zsb2F0MzInfCdpbnQzMicpOiBEYXRhVHlwZU1hcFsnZmxvYXQzMicgfCAnaW50Mz

InXSB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgPSBzdGFydCA9PT0gc3RvcDtcbiAgY29uc3QgaW5jcmVhc
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2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwID0gc3RhcnQgPCBzdG9wICYmIHN0ZXAgPCAwO1xuICBjb25zdCBkZ

WNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXAgPSBzdG9wIDwgc3RhcnQgJiYgc3RlcCA+IDE7XG5cbiAga

WYgKHNhbWVTdGFydFN0b3AgfHwgaW5jcmVhc2luZ1JhbmdlTmVnYXRpdmVTdGVwIHx8XG4gICAgICBk

ZWNyZWFzaW5nUmFuZ2VQb3NpdGl2ZVN0ZXApIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gdXRpbC5tYWtlWmVyb3NUeXB

lZEFycmF5KDAsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGNvbnN0IG51bUVsZW1lbnRzID0gTWF0aC5hYnMoTWF0aC

5jZWlsKChzdG9wIC0gc3RhcnQpIC8gc3RlcCkpO1xuICBjb25zdCB2YWx1ZXMgPSB1dGlsLm1ha2VaZXJvc1R

5cGVkQXJyYXkobnVtRWxlbWVudHMsIGR0eXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoc3RvcCA8IHN0YXJ0ICYmIHN0ZXAgP

T09IDEpIHtcbiAgICAvLyBBdXRvIGFkanVzdCB0aGUgc3RlcCdzIHNpZ24gaWYgaXQgaGFzbid0IGJlZW4gc2V

0XG4gICAgLy8gKG9yIHdhcyBzZXQgdG8gMSlcbiAgICBzdGVwID0gLTE7XG4gIH1cblxuICB2YWx1ZXNbM

F0gPSBzdGFydDtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA9IDE7IGkgPCB2YWx1ZXMubGVuZ3RoOyBpKyspIHtcbiAgICB2

YWx1ZXNbaV0gPSB2YWx1ZXNbaSAtIDFdICsgc3RlcDtcbiAgfVxuICByZXR1cm4gdmFsdWVzO1xufVxuIl19"

,"/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport { backend_util, buffer, Slice, slice_util, util } from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport { assertNotComplex

} from '../cpu_util';\nexport function sliceImpl(vals, begin, size, shape, dtype) {\n    const isContinous =

slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n    const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n    const xStrides =

util.computeStrides(shape);\n    if (isContinous) {\n        const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin,

xStrides);\n        if (dtype === 'string') {\n            return vals.slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n        }\n

return vals.subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n    const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals) :\n        vals;\n    const inBuf = buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n

const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n        const outLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n        const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n

outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n        return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values);\n    }\n    return outBuf.values;\n}\nexport function

slice(args) {\n    const { inputs, backend, attrs } = args;\n    const { x } = inputs;\n    const { begin, size } = attrs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n    const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n    const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n    const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\nexport const sliceConfig = {\n    kernelName: Slice,\n    backendName: 'cpu',\n    kernelFunc:

slice\n};\n//#

sourceMappingURL=data:application/json;base64,eyJ2ZXJzaW9uIjozLCJmaWxlIjoiU2xpY2UuanMiLCJzb3VyY2

VSb290IjoiIiwic291cmNlcyI6WyIuLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi8uLi90ZmpzLWJhY2tlbmQtY3B1L3NyYy9rZXJuZWxzL

1NsaWNlLnRzIl0sIm5hbWVzIjpbXSwibWFwcGluZ3MiOiJBQUFBOzs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7Ozs7R0FlRztBQUVILE9

BQU8sRUFBQyxZQUFZLEVBQWlCLE1BQU0sRUFBc0MsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFVBQVUsRUFBbUQsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLE1BQU0sdUJBQXVCLENBQUM7QUFHeEwsT0FBTyxFQUFDLGdCQUFnQixFQUFDLE1BQU0sYU

FBYSxDQUFDO0FBRTdDLE1BQU0sVUFBVSxTQUFTLENBQ3JCLElBQW1CLEVBQUUsS0FBZSxFQUFFL

ElBQWMsRUFBRSxLQUFlLEVBQ3JFLEtBQWU7SUFDakIsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDL

GdCQUFnQixDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDcEUsTUFB

TSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsSUFBSSxDQUFDLGFBQWEsQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsQ0FBQztJQUN4QyxNQUF

NLFFBQVEsR0FBRyxJQUFJLENBQUMsY0FBYyxDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRTVDLElBQUks

V0FBVyxFQUFFO1FBQ2YsTUFBTSxVQUFVLEdBQUcsVUFBVSxDQUFDLGlCQUFpQixDQUFDLEtBQUss

RUFBRSxRQUFRLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUVqRSxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxRQUFRLEVBQUU7WUFDdEIs

T0FBUSxJQUFxQixDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxD
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QUFDO1NBQ3RFO1FBRUQsT0FBUSxJQUFtQixDQUFDLFFBQVEsQ0FBQyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsVUFBVSx

HQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0tBQ3ZFO0lBRUQsTUFBTSxXQUFXLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxLQUFLLFFB

QVEsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO1FBQ3BDLFlBQVksQ0FBQyxzQkFBc0IsQ0FBQyxJQUFvQixDQUFDLENBQUMsQ

0FBQztRQUMzRCxJQUFrQixDQUFDO0lBRXZCLE1BQU0sS0FBSyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLFdBQVcsQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2hELE1BQU0sTUFBTSxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0F

BQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxDQUFDLENBQUM7SUFDbkMsS0FBSyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUF

DLEVBQUUsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLEVBQUUsRUFBRSxDQUFDLEVBQUU7UUFDc

EMsTUFBTSxNQUFNLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLFVBQVUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQztRQUN

wQyxNQUFNLEtBQUssR0FBRyxNQUFNLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsR0FBVyxFQUFFLENBQ

UMsRUFBRSxFQUFFLENBQUMsR0FBRyxHQUFHLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxDQUF

DO1FBQzdELE1BQU0sQ0FBQyxHQUFHLENBQUMsS0FBSyxDQUFDLEdBQUcsQ0FBQyxHQUFHLEtBQUs

sQ0FBQyxFQUFFLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDLENBQUM7S0FDNUM7SUFFRCxJQUFJLEtBQUssS0FBSyxR

QUFRLEVBQUU7UUFDdEIsT0FBTyxZQUFZLENBQUMsc0JBQXNCLENBQUMsTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQ

WtCLENBQUMsQ0FBQztLQUN2RTtJQUNELE9BQU8sTUFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQW9CLENBQUM7QUFDckM

sQ0FBQztBQUVELE1BQU0sVUFBVSxLQUFLLENBQ2pCLElBQXVFO0lBRXpFLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxNQUF

NLEVBQUUsT0FBTyxFQUFFLEtBQUssRUFBQyxHQUFHLElBQUksQ0FBQztJQUN0QyxNQUFNLEVBQUM

sQ0FBQyxFQUFDLEdBQUcsTUFBTSxDQUFDO0lBQ25CLE1BQU0sRUFBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsSUFBSSx

FQUFDLEdBQUcsS0FBSyxDQUFDO0lBRTVCLGdCQUFnQixDQUFDLENBQUMsRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQ

UMsQ0FBQztJQUU3QixNQUFNLENBQUMsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxHQUFHLFVBQVUsQ0FB

QyxnQkFBZ0IsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLElBQUksQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ3BFLFVBQ

VUsQ0FBQyxpQkFBaUIsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEVBQUUsTUFBTSxFQUFFLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBRS

9DLE1BQU0sSUFBSSxHQUFHLE9BQU8sQ0FBQyxJQUFJLENBQUMsR0FBRyxDQUFDLENBQUMsQ0FBQ

yxNQUFNLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxNQUFNLENBQUM7SUFDL0MsTUFBTSxPQUFPLEdBQUcsU0FBUyxDQUF

DLElBQUksRUFBRSxNQUFNLEVBQUUsS0FBSyxFQUFFLENBQUMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLEVBQUUsQ0FBQy

xDQUFDLEtBQUssQ0FBQyxDQUFDO0lBQ2pFLE9BQU8sT0FBTyxDQUFDLGNBQWMsQ0FBQyxLQUFLLE

VBQUUsQ0FBQyxDQUFDLEtBQUssRUFBRSxPQUFPLENBQUMsQ0FBQztBQUN6RCxDQUFDO0FBRUQsT

UFBTSxDQUFDLE1BQU0sV0FBVyxHQUFpQjtJQUN2QyxVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNqQixXQUFXLE

VBQUUsS0FBSztJQUNsQixVQUFVLEVBQUUsS0FBeUI7Q0FDdEMsQ0FBQyIsInNvdXJjZXNDb250ZW50Ijp

bIi8qKlxuICogQGxpY2Vuc2VcbiAqIENvcHlyaWdodCAyMDIwIEdvb2dsZSBMTEMuIEFsbCBSaWdodHMgUm

VzZXJ2ZWQuXG4gKiBMaWNlbnNlZCB1bmRlciB0aGUgQXBhY2hlIExpY2Vuc2UsIFZlcnNpb24gMi4wICh0a

GUgXCJMaWNlbnNlXCIpO1xuICogeW91IG1heSBub3QgdXNlIHRoaXMgZmlsZSBleGNlcHQgaW4gY29tcGxp

YW5jZSB3aXRoIHRoZSBMaWNlbnNlLlxuICogWW91IG1heSBvYnRhaW4gYSBjb3B5IG9mIHRoZSBMaWNlb

nNlIGF0XG4gKlxuICogaHR0cDovL3d3dy5hcGFjaGUub3JnL2xpY2Vuc2VzL0xJQ0VOU0UtMi4wXG4gKlxuIC

ogVW5sZXNzIHJlcXVpcmVkIGJ5IGFwcGxpY2FibGUgbGF3IG9yIGFncmVlZCB0byBpbiB3cml0aW5nLCBzb2

Z0d2FyZVxuICogZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgdW5kZXIgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgaXMgZGlzdHJpYnV0ZWQgb24gYW4g

XCJBUyBJU1wiIEJBU0lTLFxuICogV0lUSE9VVCBXQVJSQU5USUVTIE9SIENPTkRJVElPTlMgT0YgQU5ZI

EtJTkQsIGVpdGhlciBleHByZXNzIG9yIGltcGxpZWQuXG4gKiBTZWUgdGhlIExpY2Vuc2UgZm9yIHRoZSBzc

GVjaWZpYyBsYW5ndWFnZSBnb3Zlcm5pbmcgcGVybWlzc2lvbnMgYW5kXG4gKiBsaW1pdGF0aW9ucyB1bm

RlciB0aGUgTGljZW5zZS5cbiAqID09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09P

T09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09PT09XG4gKi9cblxuaW1wb3J0IHtiYWNrZW5kX3V0aWwsIE

JhY2tlbmRWYWx1ZXMsIGJ1ZmZlciwgRGF0YVR5cGUsIEtlcm5lbENvbmZpZywgS2VybmVsRnVuYywgU2xp

Y2UsIHNsaWNlX3V0aWwsIFNsaWNlQXR0cnMsIFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBUZW5zb3JJbmZvLCBUeXBlZEF

ycmF5LCB1dGlsfSBmcm9tICdAdGVuc29yZmxvdy90ZmpzLWNvcmUnO1xuXG5pbXBvcnQge01hdGhCYWNr

ZW5kQ1BVfSBmcm9tICcuLi9iYWNrZW5kX2NwdSc7XG5pbXBvcnQge2Fzc2VydE5vdENvbXBsZXh9IGZyb2

0gJy4uL2NwdV91dGlsJztcblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlSW1wbChcbiAgICB2YWxzOiBCYWNrZ

W5kVmFsdWVzLCBiZWdpbjogbnVtYmVyW10sIHNpemU6IG51bWJlcltdLCBzaGFwZTogbnVtYmVyW10sXG

4gICAgZHR5cGU6IERhdGFUeXBlKTogQmFja2VuZFZhbHVlcyB7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGlzQ29udGlub3VzID0gc2

xpY2VfdXRpbC5pc1NsaWNlQ29udGlub3VzKHNoYXBlLCBiZWdpbiwgc2l6ZSk7XG4gIGNvbnN0IGxlbmd0aC
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A9IHV0aWwuc2l6ZUZyb21TaGFwZShzaXplKTtcbiAgY29uc3QgeFN0cmlkZXMgPSB1dGlsLmNvbXB1dGVTd

HJpZGVzKHNoYXBlKTtcblxuICBpZiAoaXNDb250aW5vdXMpIHtcbiAgICBjb25zdCBmbGF0T2Zmc2V0ID0gc

2xpY2VfdXRpbC5jb21wdXRlRmxhdE9mZnNldChiZWdpbiwgeFN0cmlkZXMpO1xuXG4gICAgaWYgKGR0eX

BlID09PSAnc3RyaW5nJykge1xuICAgICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIFVpbnQ4QXJyYXlbXSkuc2xpY2UoZmx

hdE9mZnNldCwgZmxhdE9mZnNldCArIGxlbmd0aCk7XG4gICAgfVxuXG4gICAgcmV0dXJuICh2YWxzIGFzIF

R5cGVkQXJyYXkpLnN1YmFycmF5KGZsYXRPZmZzZXQsIGZsYXRPZmZzZXQgKyBsZW5ndGgpO1xuICB9

XG5cbiAgY29uc3QgZGVjb2RlZERhdGEgPSBkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycgP1xuICAgICAgYmFja2VuZF91d

GlsLmZyb21VaW50OFRvU3RyaW5nQXJyYXkodmFscyBhcyBVaW50OEFycmF5W10pIDpcbiAgICAgIHZhbH

MgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBpbkJ1ZiA9IGJ1ZmZlcihzaGFwZSwgZHR5cGUsIGRlY29kZW

REYXRhKTtcbiAgY29uc3Qgb3V0QnVmID0gYnVmZmVyKHNpemUsIGR0eXBlKTtcbiAgZm9yIChsZXQgaSA

9IDA7IGkgPCBvdXRCdWYuc2l6ZTsgKytpKSB7XG4gICAgY29uc3Qgb3V0TG9jID0gb3V0QnVmLmluZGV4V

G9Mb2MoaSk7XG4gICAgY29uc3QgaW5Mb2MgPSBvdXRMb2MubWFwKChpZHg6IG51bWJlciwgaikgPT4ga

WR4ICsgYmVnaW5bal0pO1xuICAgIG91dEJ1Zi5zZXQoaW5CdWYuZ2V0KC4uLmluTG9jKSwgLi4ub3V0TG9j

KTtcbiAgfVxuXG4gIGlmIChkdHlwZSA9PT0gJ3N0cmluZycpIHtcbiAgICByZXR1cm4gYmFja2VuZF91dGlsLm

Zyb21TdHJpbmdBcnJheVRvVWludDgob3V0QnVmLnZhbHVlcyBhcyBzdHJpbmdbXSk7XG4gIH1cbiAgcmV0d

XJuIG91dEJ1Zi52YWx1ZXMgYXMgVHlwZWRBcnJheTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGZ1bmN0aW9uIHNsaWNlKFxu

ICAgIGFyZ3M6IHtpbnB1dHM6IFNsaWNlSW5wdXRzLCBiYWNrZW5kOiBNYXRoQmFja2VuZENQVSwgYX

R0cnM6IFNsaWNlQXR0cnN9KTpcbiAgICBUZW5zb3JJbmZvIHtcbiAgY29uc3Qge2lucHV0cywgYmFja2VuZC

wgYXR0cnN9ID0gYXJncztcbiAgY29uc3Qge3h9ID0gaW5wdXRzO1xuICBjb25zdCB7YmVnaW4sIHNpemV9ID

0gYXR0cnM7XG5cbiAgYXNzZXJ0Tm90Q29tcGxleCh4LCAnc2xpY2UnKTtcblxuICBjb25zdCBbJGJlZ2luLCAk

c2l6ZV0gPSBzbGljZV91dGlsLnBhcnNlU2xpY2VQYXJhbXMoeCwgYmVnaW4sIHNpemUpO1xuICBzbGljZV9

1dGlsLmFzc2VydFBhcmFtc1ZhbGlkKHgsICRiZWdpbiwgJHNpemUpO1xuXG4gIGNvbnN0IHZhbHMgPSBiYW

NrZW5kLmRhdGEuZ2V0KHguZGF0YUlkKS52YWx1ZXM7XG4gIGNvbnN0IG91dFZhbHMgPSBzbGljZUltcG

wodmFscywgJGJlZ2luLCAkc2l6ZSwgeC5zaGFwZSwgeC5kdHlwZSk7XG4gIHJldHVybiBiYWNrZW5kLm1ha2

VUZW5zb3JJbmZvKCRzaXplLCB4LmR0eXBlLCBvdXRWYWxzKTtcbn1cblxuZXhwb3J0IGNvbnN0IHNsaWN

lQ29uZmlnOiBLZXJuZWxDb25maWcgPSB7XG4gIGtlcm5lbE5hbWU6IFNsaWNlLFxuICBiYWNrZW5kTmFtZ

TogJ2NwdScsXG4gIGtlcm5lbEZ1bmM6IHNsaWNlIGFzIHt9IGFzIEtlcm5lbEZ1bmNcbn07XG4iXX0=","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TypedArray, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {sliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, attrs: SliceAttrs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size}, backend} = args;\n\n  const [begin_, size_] =

slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n\n  const isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(x.shape, begin_,

size_);\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(size_, x.dtype);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(x.shape);\n  const outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n\n  if (isContinous)

{\n    const flatOffset = slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin_, xStrides);\n\n    if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n

outData.stringBytes =\n          (xVals as Uint8Array[])\n              .slice(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_));\n    } else {\n      const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n

outVals.set(\n          (xVals as TypedArray)\n              .subarray(flatOffset, flatOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(size_)));\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const res =

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    outData.stringBytes = res as Uint8Array[];\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  const rank = x.shape.length;\n  if (rank === 2)
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{\n    slice2d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], outVals, begin_ as [number, number],\n        size_ as

[number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    slice3d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1],

outVals,\n        begin_ as [number, number, number], size_ as [number, number, number]);\n  } else if (rank === 4)

{\n    slice4d(\n        xVals as TypedArray, xStrides[0], xStrides[1], xStrides[2], outVals,\n        begin_ as [number,

number, number, number],\n        size_ as [number, number, number, number]);\n  } else {\n    const res =\n

sliceImplCPU(xVals, begin_, size_, x.shape, x.dtype) as TypedArray;\n    outVals.set(res);\n  }\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nfunction slice2d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride: number,\n    outVals:

backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n

const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI;

i++) {\n    const xOffset = i * xStride + beginJ;\n    outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[1]),

outOffset);\n    outOffset += size[1];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction slice3d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1:

number, xStride2: number,\n    outVals: backend_util.TypedArray, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  for (let i = beginI; i <

endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++) {\n      const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + beginK;\n

outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[2]), outOffset);\n      outOffset += size[2];\n    }\n

}\n}\n\nfunction slice4d(\n    xVals: backend_util.TypedArray, xStride1: number, xStride2: number,\n    xStride3:

number, outVals: backend_util.TypedArray,\n    begin: [number, number, number, number],\n    size: [number,

number, number, number]): void {\n  let outOffset = 0;\n  const beginI = begin[0];\n  const beginJ = begin[1];\n

const beginK = begin[2];\n  const endI = beginI + size[0];\n  const endJ = beginJ + size[1];\n  const endK = beginK

+ size[2];\n  const beginL = begin[3];\n\n  for (let i = beginI; i < endI; i++) {\n    for (let j = beginJ; j < endJ; j++)

{\n      for (let k = beginK; k < endK; k++) {\n        const xOffset = i * xStride1 + j * xStride2 + k * xStride3 +

beginL;\n        outVals.set(xVals.subarray(xOffset, xOffset + size[3]), outOffset);\n        outOffset += size[3];\n

}\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

batchToSpaceND(args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

crops} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped =

backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const permuted =

backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const xReshaped = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const xTransposed =\n      transpose({inputs: {x: xReshaped}, backend,

attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n  const xTransposedReshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: xTransposed}, backend,

attrs: {shape: reshapedPermuted}});\n  const result = slice({\n    inputs: {x: xTransposedReshaped},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(xTransposed.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(xReshaped.dataId);\n\n  return
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result;\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, attrs: CastAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs:

{x}, attrs: {dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, dtype);\n  const inVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(x);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.set(inVals);\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const castConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: cast as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Ceil} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Ceil);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmClip: (xId: number, min:

number, max: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmClip =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ClipByValue, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // min\n    'number',  //

max\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction clip(args: {\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmClip(xId,

clipValueMin, clipValueMax, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ClipByValue,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: clip as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {concatImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

concat(\n    args: {inputs: ConcatInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: ConcatAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n\n  const axis = util.parseAxisParam(args.attrs.axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n\n  let outShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n  // Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors

with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t => util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length ===

1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

inputs[0].dtype);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const shapes =

$inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes, axis);\n\n  if ($inputs[0].dtype ===

'string') {\n    // Any concat of n-dimensional tensors across any axis can be reduced to\n    // a concatenation of two-

dimensional tensors across the axis 1 by first\n    // partitioning the axes of the original tensors into those less than

the\n    // axis to be concatenated and the rest. Then reshape the tensors\n    // into a two-dimensional tensor by

collapsing these two sets of axes and\n    // concatenate the resulting matrices across the axis 1, finally reshaping\n

// the result to have the proper shape.\n    const inputs2D = $inputs.map(t => {\n      const innerSize =

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(axis));\n      const shape = [-1, innerSize];\n      return reshape({inputs: {x: t},

backend, attrs: {shape}});\n    });\n\n    const inputsValShapes = inputs2D.map(t => {\n      return {vals:

backend.readSync(t.dataId), shape: t.shape};\n    });\n\n    // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1.\n    outShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs2D.map(t => t.shape), 1 /* axis */);\n    const simplyConcat =

inputs2D[0].shape[0] === 1;\n    const outVals = concatImplCPU(\n                        inputsValShapes, outShape,

inputs[0].dtype,\n                        simplyConcat) as string[];\n\n    const finalOutShape =\n

backend_util.computeOutShape($inputs.map(t => t.shape), axis);\n\n    out.shape = finalOutShape;\n    const

outData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n    outData.stringBytes =

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outVals);\n\n    inputs2D.forEach(t => backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n

return out;\n  }\n\n  const batchDim = util.sizeFromShape($inputs[0].shape.slice(0, axis));\n  let sumInnerDims =

0;\n  const innerDims = $inputs.map(input => {\n    const innerDim = util.sizeFromShape(input.shape.slice(axis));\n

  sumInnerDims += innerDim;\n    return innerDim;\n  });\n  const inVals = $inputs.map(input =>

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(input));\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  for (let b = 0; b <

batchDim; b++) {\n    let outOffset = b * sumInnerDims;\n    for (let i = 0; i < inVals.length; i++) {\n      const

innerDim = innerDims[i];\n      const inOffset = b * innerDim;\n      const vals = inVals[i].subarray(inOffset,

inOffset + innerDim);\n      outVals.set(vals, outOffset);\n      outOffset += innerDim;\n    }\n  }\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2d: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number,

filterWidth: number, padTop: number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad:

number,\n    dilationHeight: number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number,

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:
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BackendWasm) {\n  wasmConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',

// filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  //

padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n    'number',  //

dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  // inputChannels\n    'number',

// outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2d(\n    args: {inputs: Conv2DInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: Conv2DAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n

const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

const {strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

(x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, false,

$dataFormat);\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom =

convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type

=== 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend

Conv2D does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId,

filterHeight,\n      filterWidth, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight,

dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmConv2DBackpropInput: (\n    dyId: number, filterId: number, batchSize: number,

filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number, inHeight: number, inWidth: number, inChannels: number,\n

outHeight: number, outWidth: number, outChannels: number,\n    strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,

topPad: number, leftPad: number,\n    fltS0: number, fltS1: number, fltS2: number, xBatchStride: number,\n

xRowStride: number, xColStride: number, xChannelStride: number,\n    yBatchStride: number, yRowStride:

number, yColStride: number,\n    yChannelStride: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmConv2DBackpropInput = backend.wasm.cwrap(Conv2DBackpropInput, null, [\n

'number',  // dyId\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  //

filterWidth\n    'number',  // inHeight\n    'number',  // inWidth\n    'number',  // inChannels\n    'number',  //

outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // outChannels\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  //

strideWidth\n    'number',  // topPad\n    'number',  // leftPad\n    'number',  // fltS0\n    'number',  // fltS1\n    'number',

// fltS2\n    'number',  // xBatchStride\n    'number',  // xRowStride\n    'number',  // xColStride\n    'number',  //

xChannelStride\n    'number',  // yBatchStride\n    'number',  // yRowStride\n    'number',  // yColStride\n    'number',

// yChannelStride\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  backend:
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BackendWasm,\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat,

dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */, $dataFormat);\n  const {\n    batchSize,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    inChannels,\n

inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    strideHeight,\n    strideWidth\n  } =

convInfo;\n\n  const topPad = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const leftPad = filterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n  const dxStrides =

util.computeStrides(convInfo.inShape);\n  const dyStrides = util.computeStrides(dy.shape);\n  const [fltS0, fltS1,

fltS2] = util.computeStrides(filter.shape);\n  const xBatchStride = dxStrides[0];\n  const xRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[1] : dxStrides[2];\n  const xColStride = isChannelsLast ? dxStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

xChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dxStrides[1];\n  const yBatchStride = dyStrides[0];\n  const yRowStride =

isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[1] : dyStrides[2];\n  const yColStride = isChannelsLast ? dyStrides[2] : 1;\n  const

yChannelStride = isChannelsLast ? 1 : dyStrides[1];\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.inShape,

'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const dyId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(dy.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n

wasmConv2DBackpropInput(\n      dyId, filterId, batchSize, filterHeight, filterWidth, inHeight, inWidth,\n

inChannels, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n      topPad, leftPad, fltS0, fltS1, fltS2,

xBatchStride, xRowStride,\n      xColStride, xChannelStride, yBatchStride, yRowStride, yColStride,\n

yChannelStride, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast}

from './Cast';\n\n// Must match enum in CropAndResize.cc\nenum InterpolationMethod {\n  bilinear = 0,\n  nearest

= 1\n}\n\nlet wasmCropAndResize: (\n    imagesId: number, boxesId: number, boxIndId: number, numBoxes:

number,\n    imagesShape: Uint8Array, cropHeight: number, cropWidth: number,\n    method: number,

extrapolationValue: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmCropAndResize = backend.wasm.cwrap(CropAndResize, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imagesId\n

'number',  // boxesId\n    'number',  // boxIndId\n    'number',  // numBoxes\n    'array',   // images shape\n    'number',

// cropHeight\n    'number',  // cropWidth\n    'number',  // method\n    'number',  // extrapolation value\n    'number'

// out id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction cropAndResize(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: CropAndResizeInputs,\n

attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {method,

extrapolationValue, cropSize} = attrs;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n\n  const numBoxes =

boxes.shape[0];\n\n  const [cropHeight, cropWidth] = cropSize as [number, number];\n  const outShape =

[numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, image.shape[3]];\n\n  let imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (image.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =

cast({backend, inputs: {x: image}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    imagesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  const imagesId = imagesData.id;\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const boxIndId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxInd.dataId).id;\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const

imagesShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(image.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmCropAndResize(\n

imagesId, boxesId, boxIndId, numBoxes, imagesShapeBytes, cropHeight,\n      cropWidth,\n

InterpolationMethod[method as {} as keyof typeof InterpolationMethod],\n      extrapolationValue, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nlet wasmCumsum: (xId: number, exclusive: number, reverse:

number,\n                 finalDim: number, outId: number, dtype: CppDType) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmCumsum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Cumsum, null /* void */, [\n    'number', // x_id\n

'number', // exclusive\n    'number', // reverse\n    'number', // final_dim\n    'number', // out_id\n    'number'  //

dtype\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function cumsum(\n  args: {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

CumsumAttrs}):\nTensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis,

exclusive, reverse} = attrs;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  util.assert(x.dtype === 'float32' || x.dtype ===

'int32',\n    () => `cumsum does not support ${x.dtype} tensors in the WASM backend`);\n  // permute required axis

to inner most axis\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n

if (permutation !== null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, attrs: {perm: permutation}, backend});\n  }\n

const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('cumsum', [permutedAxis], xRank);\n\n  const permutedOut =

backend.makeOutput(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype);\n  const finalDim = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n

const permutedXId = backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedX.dataId).id;\n  const permutedOutId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(permutedOut.dataId).id;\n  wasmCumsum(permutedXId, exclusive ? 1 : 0, reverse ? 1 : 0,

finalDim,\n             permutedOutId, CppDType[x.dtype]);\n\n  // transpose data back if permuted\n  let out =

permutedOut;\n  if (permutation !== null) {\n    const undoPermutation =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    out = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: permutedOut}, attrs:

{perm: undoPermutation}, backend});\n    backend.disposeData(permutedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(permutedOut.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthToSpace:

(\n    xId: number, blockSize: number, channelsLast: number, xStrides: Uint8Array,\n    xStridesLength: number,

outputShape: Uint8Array, outputStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outSize: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmDepthToSpace = backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthToSpace, null

/*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // blockSize\n    'number',  // channelsLast\n    'array',   // xStrides\n

'number',  // xStridesLength\n    'array',   // outputShape\n    'array',   // outputStrides\n    'number',  // outSize\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight

= (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?

x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3] : x.shape[1];\n\n  const

outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n  const outputDepth =

inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n      [batchSize,

outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight, outputWidth];\n\n  const

out = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'float32');\n\n  const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId);\n  const

xId = xData.id;\n  const xStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const outputShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(outputShape).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(outputShape)).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

const channelsLast = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? 1 : 0;\n  wasmDepthToSpace(\n      xId, blockSize, channelsLast,

xStridesBytes, x.shape.length - 1,\n      outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, outputShape.length, outId);\n\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport
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{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmDepthwiseConv2d: (\n    xId: number, batchSize: number,

inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number, padTop:

number,\n    padRight: number, padBottom: number, padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,\n    dilationHeight:

number, dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number,\n    strideWidth: number, inputChannels: number,

outputChannels: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d =\n      backend.wasm.cwrap(DepthwiseConv2dNative, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  //

xId\n        'number',  // batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  //

filterId\n        'number',  // filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

depthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

{strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dilations = dilations == null ? [1, 1] : dilations;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape,

strides,\n      ($dilations as number | [number, number]), pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n\n  if

(convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend DepthwiseConv2dNative

does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2], filterId, filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,

padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,\n      dilationHeight, dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth,

inputChannels,\n      outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n

kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const eluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Elu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from
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'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Equal, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Exp, 'float32');\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: BackendWasm\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n  const {dim} =

attrs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let $dim = dim;\n  if

(dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank + 1) <= dim,\n

  () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim = inputRank + dim

+ 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nexport function fill(args: {attrs:

FillAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {attrs: {shape, value, dtype}, backend} = args;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(shape, dtype);\n  const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(value as

number);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFlipLeftRight: (\n    xId: number, batch:

number, imageHeight: number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFlipLeftRight = backend.wasm.cwrap(FlipLeftRight,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function flipLeftRight(\n

args: {inputs: FlipLeftRightInputs, backend: BackendWasm}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {image} = inputs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] = image.shape;\n\n  wasmFlipLeftRight(\n      imageId, batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: flipLeftRight as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Floor);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(FloorDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet

wasmBatchNorm: (\n    xId: number, meanId: number, varianceId: number, offsetId: number,\n    scaleId: number,

varianceEpsilon: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmBatchNorm = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      FusedBatchNorm, null /* void */,\n      ['number', 'number',

'number', 'number', 'number', 'number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction fusedBatchNorm(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  const {x, mean, variance, offset, scale} =

inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const meanId =
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backend.dataIdMap.get(mean.dataId).id;\n  const varianceId = backend.dataIdMap.get(variance.dataId).id;\n  const

offsetId = offset != null ? backend.dataIdMap.get(offset.dataId).id : 0;\n  const scaleId = scale != null ?

backend.dataIdMap.get(scale.dataId).id : 0;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmBatchNorm(\n      xId, meanId, varianceId, offsetId, scaleId,

varianceEpsilon, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedBatchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedBatchNorm as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet wasmFusedConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight:

number, inputWidth: number,\n     filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number,

padTop: number, padRight: number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number,

dilationHeight: number,\n     dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n

inputChannels: number, outputChannels: number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number,

leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n        void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmFusedConv2d = backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedConv2D, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batchSize\n    'number',  // inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterId\n    'number',  //

filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  // biasId\n    'number',  // padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n

'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  // isSamePad\n    'number',  // dilationHeight\n

'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',  //

inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // activation\n    'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n    'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs\n})

{\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n

strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as

Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n

FusableActivation[activation as {} as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `${activation} activation not yet supported for FusedConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n

}\n\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if

(bias != null) {\n    const biasData = backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `FusedConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank

${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n    if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedConv2D bias shape (${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels

(${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n    biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const

filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight =

convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =
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convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, isSamePad,

dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n      fusedActivation,

preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc:

fusedConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {FusableActivation} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d:\n    (xId: number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n

filterId: number, filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n     biasId: number, padTop: number, padRight:

number, padBottom: number,\n     padLeft: number, isSamePad: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n     inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, activation: number,\n     preluActivationWeightsId: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>\n

     void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(FusedDepthwiseConv2D, null /* void */, [\n        'number',  // xId\n        'number',  //

batchSize\n        'number',  // inputHeight\n        'number',  // inputWidth\n        'number',  // filterId\n        'number',  //

filterHeight\n        'number',  // filterWidth\n        'number',  // biasId\n        'number',  // padTop\n        'number',  //

padRight\n        'number',  // padBottom\n        'number',  // padLeft\n        'number',  // isSamePad\n        'number',  //

dilationHeight\n        'number',  // dilationWidth\n        'number',  // strideHeight\n        'number',  // strideWidth\n

'number',  // inputChannels\n        'number',  // outputChannels\n        'number',  // activation\n        'number',  //

preluActivationWeightsId\n        'number',  // leakyreluAlpha\n        'number',  // outId\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d(args: {\n  inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias,

preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dilations,\n    dataFormat,\n

dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      (x as Tensor4D).shape, (filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides, dilations,\n

pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const fusedActivation =\n      FusableActivation[activation as {}

as keyof typeof FusableActivation];\n  if (fusedActivation == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `${activation}

activation not yet supported for FusedDepthwiseConv2D ` +\n        `in the wasm backend.`);\n  }\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const filterId = backend.dataIdMap.get(filter.dataId).id;\n\n  const

outputChannels = convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  let biasId = 0;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    const biasData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(bias.dataId);\n    if (biasData.shape.length !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`FusedDepthwiseConv2D only supports rank-1 bias but got ` +\n          `rank ${biasData.shape.length}.`);\n    }\n

if (biasData.shape[0] !== outputChannels) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FusedDepthwiseConv2D bias shape
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(${biasData.shape}) does not ` +\n          `match the number of output channels (${outputChannels})`);\n    }\n

biasId = biasData.id;\n  }\n\n  const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const

padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels =

convInfo.inChannels;\n  const isSamePad = convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ? 1 : 0;\n  const batchSize =

convInfo.batchSize;\n  const inHeight = convInfo.inHeight;\n  const inWidth = convInfo.inWidth;\n\n  if

(dataFormat !== 'NHWC') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm backend FusedDepthwiseConv2D does not support

dataFormat:'` +\n        `${dataFormat}'. Please use 'NHWC'.`);\n  }\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

preluActivationWeightsId = preluActivationWeights == null ?\n      0 :\n

backend.dataIdMap.get(preluActivationWeights.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmFusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n      xId, batchSize,

inHeight, inWidth, filterId, filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      biasId, padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft,

isSamePad, dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels,\n

fusedActivation, preluActivationWeightsId, leakyreluAlpha || 0, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2d as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {gather_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet

wasmGatherNd: (\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, indicesId: number, numSlices: number,\n    sliceRank:

number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmGatherNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(GatherNd, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // numSlices\n    'number',  // sliceRank\n    'number',  //

sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherNd(args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: GatherNdInputs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs} = args;\n  const {params, indices} =

inputs;\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n      gather_util.prepareAndValidate(params,

indices);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(resultShape, params.dtype);\n  if (numSlices === 0) {\n    return

out;\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n

const xData = backend.dataIdMap.get(params.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmGatherNd(\n      xId, CppDType[params.dtype], indicesId, numSlices, sliceRank, sliceSize,\n      stridesBytes,

outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tensor,

TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmGather:

(\n    xId: number, dtype: CppDType, xStrides: Uint8Array, stridesSize: number,\n    indicesId: number, batchSize:

number, outStrides: Uint8Array,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmGather = backend.wasm.cwrap('Gather', null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'array',

// xStrides\n    'number',  // stridesSize\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'array',   //

outStrides\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction gatherV2(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

GatherV2Inputs, attrs: GatherV2Attrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  // Throw error when any index is out of bound.\n  const

parsedAxis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const indicesVals = backend.readSync(indices.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n  const axisDim = x.shape[parsedAxis];\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesVals.length; ++i) {\n    const index

= indicesVals[i];\n    util.assert(\n        index <= axisDim - 1 && index >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `GatherV2: the

index value ${index} is not in [0, ${axisDim - 1}]`);\n  }\n\n  const shapeInfo =

backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n      x as Tensor, indices as Tensor, parsedAxis,

batchDims);\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n        shapeInfo.batchSize,

shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    },\n    backend\n  });\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    attrs:

{shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize]},\n    backend\n  });\n  const flattenOutputShape =

[\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n    shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(flattenOutputShape, x.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n

return out;\n  }\n  const stridesSize = flattenX.shape.length - 1;\n\n  const xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenX.dataId);\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(flattenIndex.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const xStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenX.shape)).buffer);\n  const outStridesBytes = new Uint8Array(\n      new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(flattenOutputShape)).buffer);\n\n  wasmGather(\n      xId, CppDType[x.dtype],

xStridesBytes, stridesSize, indicesId,\n      shapeInfo.batchSize, outStridesBytes, outId);\n\n

backend.disposeData(flattenX.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(flattenIndex.dataId);\n\n  // reshape\n  out.shape =

shapeInfo.outputShape;\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

GatherV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Greater, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

 createBinaryKernelConfig(GreaterEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n    xId: number, dtype: number, leakyreluAlpha: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setupFunc(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(LeakyRelu,

null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // leakyrelu_alpha\n    'number',  //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function leakyRelu(\n    args:\n        {inputs: LeakyReluInputs, attrs: LeakyReluAttrs,

backend: BackendWasm}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs: {x}, attrs: {alpha}, backend} = args;\n\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  // According to TF API, LeakyRelu returns float32 when input is either

float32\n  // or int32.\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape)

!== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmFunc(xId, CppDType[x.dtype], alpha,

outId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc,\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Less, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LessEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Log);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(LogicalAnd, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMax: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMax = backend.wasm.cwrap(Max, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction max(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MaxInputs, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n

const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    input = transposed;\n    inputId =

transposedId;\n  }\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, axes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMax(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the

transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Maximum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, Tensor4D, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmMaxPool: (\n    xId:

number, batchSize: number, inputHeight: number, inputWidth: number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth:

number, padTop: number, padRight: number,\n    padBottom: number, padLeft: number, dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth: number,\n    inputChannels: number, outputChannels:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMaxPool =

backend.wasm.cwrap(MaxPool, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batchSize\n    'number',  //

inputHeight\n    'number',  // inputWidth\n    'number',  // filterHeight\n    'number',  // filterWidth\n    'number',  //

padTop\n    'number',  // padRight\n    'number',  // padBottom\n    'number',  // padLeft\n    'number',  //

dilationHeight\n    'number',  // dilationWidth\n    'number',  // strideHeight\n    'number',  // strideWidth\n    'number',

// inputChannels\n    'number',  // outputChannels\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction maxPool(\n    args:

{inputs: MaxPoolInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: MaxPoolAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} =

args;\n\n  const x = inputs.x as Tensor4D;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  // TF API

supports int32 input. CPU and WebGL backend also support int32\n  // input. WASM backend doesn't support it

because it uses xnnpack which only\n  // supports float32.\n  //\n  // Add the following assert only for the WASM

backend instead of at core op\n  // level.\n  //\n  // TODO: add support for int32 input.\n  util.assert(\n      x.dtype

=== 'float32',\n      () =>\n          `Error in MaxPool: only float32 input is supported. Got ${x.dtype}.`);\n\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n

x.shape, filterSize, strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n  const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n  const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n  const

padRight = convInfo.padInfo.right;\n  const padBottom = convInfo.padInfo.bottom;\n  const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n  const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n  const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n  const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n  const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n  const inputChannels = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outputChannels =

convInfo.outChannels;\n\n  if (convInfo.dataFormat !== 'channelsLast') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `wasm

backend does not support dataFormat:'` +\n        `${convInfo.dataFormat}'. Please use 'channelsLast'.`);\n  }\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput(convInfo.outShape, 'float32');\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmMaxPool(\n      xId, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2],

filterHeight, filterWidth,\n      padTop, padRight, padBottom, padLeft, dilationHeight, dilationWidth,\n

strideHeight, strideWidth, inputChannels, outputChannels, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: maxPool

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nlet wasmMean: (xId: number, reduceSize: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMean =\n

backend.wasm.cwrap(Mean, null /*void*/, ['number, number, number']);\n}\n\nexport function mean(\n    args:

{backend: BackendWasm, inputs: MeanInputs, attrs: MeanAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes,

inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId

!== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input =

transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n

reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'mean',

reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if (input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput =\n

 cast({backend, inputs: {x: input}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmMean(inputId, reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed

tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: mean as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmMin: (xId:

number, dtype: number, reduceSize: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmMin = backend.wasm.cwrap(Min, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction min(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: MinInputs, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n    }\n

}\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes,

inputRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape,
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axes);\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

input.dtype);\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n    wasmMin(inputId, CppDType[x.dtype], reduceSize, outId);\n  }\n\n  if

(inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n

}\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape,

originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Minimum, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\n// Must match

enum in MirrorPad.cc\nenum MirrorPaddingMode {\n  reflect = 0,\n  symmetric = 1\n}\n\nlet wasmMirrorPad: (\n

xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype: number,\n    prePaddingsBytes:

Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, mode: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmMirrorPad = backend.wasm.cwrap(MirrorPad, null /* void */, [\n

'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'array',   // pre-

paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // mode\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

mirrorPad(args: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: MirrorPadAttrs\n}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, mode}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) => p[0] /*

beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  const

xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat =

paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n

const prePaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const

postPaddingsBytes =\n      new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmMirrorPad(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes,

MirrorPaddingMode[mode], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: mirrorPad as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Multiply, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Neg} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Neg);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\n// Analogous to `struct Result` in

`non_max_suppression_impl.h`.\ninterface Result {\n  pSelectedIndices: number;\n  selectedSize: number;\n

pSelectedScores: number;\n  pValidOutputs: number;\n}\n/**\n * Parse the result of the c++ method, which has the

shape equivalent to\n * `Result`.\n */\nexport function parseResultStruct(\n    backend: BackendWasm, resOffset:

number): Result {\n  const result = new Int32Array(backend.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer, resOffset, 4);\n  const

pSelectedIndices = result[0];\n  const selectedSize = result[1];\n  const pSelectedScores = result[2];\n  const

pValidOutputs = result[3];\n  // Since the result was allocated on the heap, we have to delete it.\n

backend.wasm._free(resOffset);\n  return {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores,

pValidOutputs};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3, NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number)

=> number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(\n

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n        'number',  // scoresId\n

  'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  // scoreThreshold\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n  attrs:

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold,
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maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset =\n      wasmFunc(boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n  const

{pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n

// Since we are not using scores for V3, we have to delete it from the heap.\n

backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor

=\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  return

selectedIndicesTensor;\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (\n

boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n

  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean) => number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'bool',    // padToMaxOutputSize\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold,

padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const

resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize, pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n

parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using scores for V4, we have to delete it from the

heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pSelectedScores);\n\n  const selectedIndicesTensor =\n

backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n\n  const validOutputsTensor =

backend.makeOutput([], 'int32', pValidOutputs);\n\n  return [selectedIndicesTensor,

validOutputsTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {}

as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {parseResultStruct} from './NonMaxSuppression_util';\n\nlet wasmFunc:\n
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(boxesId: number, scoresId: number, maxOutputSize: number,\n     iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number) =>\n        number;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc =

backend.wasm.cwrap(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n      'number',  // Result*\n      [\n        'number',  // boxesId\n

  'number',  // scoresId\n        'number',  // maxOutputSize\n        'number',  // iouThreshold\n        'number',  //

scoreThreshold\n        'number',  // softNmsSigma\n      ]);\n}\n\nfunction kernelFunc(args: {\n  backend:

BackendWasm,\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}): TensorInfo[]

{\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {iouThreshold, maxOutputSize, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma}

= attrs;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n\n  const boxesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(boxes.dataId).id;\n  const

scoresId = backend.dataIdMap.get(scores.dataId).id;\n\n  const resOffset = wasmFunc(\n      boxesId, scoresId,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  const {pSelectedIndices, selectedSize,

pSelectedScores, pValidOutputs} =\n      parseResultStruct(backend, resOffset);\n\n  // Since we are not using

validOutputs for V5, we have to delete it from the\n  // heap.\n  backend.wasm._free(pValidOutputs);\n\n  const

selectedIndicesTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'int32', pSelectedIndices);\n  const

selectedScoresTensor =\n      backend.makeOutput([selectedSize], 'float32', pSelectedScores);\n\n  return

[selectedIndicesTensor, selectedScoresTensor];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: kernelFunc

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const notEqualConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(NotEqual, supportsFullBroadcast, 'bool');\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmOneHot: (\n    indicesId: number, depth:

number, onValue: number, offValue: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm) {\n  wasmOneHot = backend.wasm.cwrap(OneHot, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // indices_id\n

'number',  // depth,\n    'number',  // onValue\n    'number',  // offValue\n    'number'   // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

oneHot(\n    args: {inputs: OneHotInputs, attrs: OneHotAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput([...indices.shape, depth], 'int32');\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n

const indicesData = backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n

wasmOneHot(indicesId, depth, onValue, offValue, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const oneHotConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction onesLike(args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(1);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as

{} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

BackendWasm, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeData(t.dataId));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Pack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {fill} from './Fill';\n\nimport {CppDType}

from './types';\n\nlet wasmPadV2: (\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number, xDtype:

number,\n    prePaddingsBytes: Uint8Array, postPaddingsBytes: Uint8Array,\n    constantValue: number, outId:

number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPadV2 = backend.wasm.cwrap(PadV2, null

/* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',  // x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n

'array',   // pre-paddings\n    'array',   // post-paddings\n    'number',  // constantValue\n    'number',  // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction pad(\n    args: {inputs: PadV2Inputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: PadV2Attrs}) {\n  const

{inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {paddings, constantValue}} = args;\n\n  const outShape = paddings.map(\n      (p, i) =>
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p[0] /* beforePad */ + x.shape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(x.shape) === 0) {\n    // Short-

circuit the computation, since x doesn't have value, only\n    // the shape is used to compute output shape to pad.\n

return fill({\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: outShape, value: constantValue, dtype: x.dtype}\n    });\n  }\n\n  const

xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, x.dtype);\n  const

outTensorData = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId);\n  const outId = outTensorData.id;\n\n  const xShapeBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  const prePaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple =>

padTuple[0]);\n  const postPaddingsFlat = paddings.map(padTuple => padTuple[1]);\n  const prePaddingsBytes =\n

   new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(prePaddingsFlat).buffer);\n  const postPaddingsBytes =\n      new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(postPaddingsFlat).buffer);\n\n  wasmPadV2(\n      xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], prePaddingsBytes,\n      postPaddingsBytes, constantValue, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: pad as {} as

KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = false;\nexport const powConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Pow, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from './Cast';\n\nlet wasmPrelu: (xId: number,

weightsId: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmPrelu =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Prelu, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'number',  // weights_id\n    'number'   //

out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend}

= args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const weightsId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(alpha.dataId).id;\n\n  let inputId = xId;\n  const input = x;\n  let castedInput = input;\n  if

(input.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedInput = cast({backend, inputs: {x}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    inputId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedInput.dataId).id;\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, 'float32');\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmPrelu(inputId, weightsId, outId);\n\n  if (input.dtype

!== 'float32') {\n    backend.disposeData(castedInput.dataId);\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prelu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmProd: (\n

xId: number, reduceSize: number,\n    dtype: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmProd = backend.wasm.cwrap(Prod, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',\n    'number',\n

'number',\n    'number'\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction prod(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ProdInputs,\n  attrs:

ProdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x}

= inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const

{transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n      permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n

let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const transposedId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was not a no-op. We

will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId = transposedId;\n

reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length, input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'prod', reductionAxes, input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape,

reduceShape] =\n      backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmProd(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\n\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(RealDiv, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.
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All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Relu6);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./Cast';\n\nlet wasmResizeBilinear: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, oldHeight: number, oldWidth: number,\n

numChannels: number, newHeight: number, newWidth: number,\n    alignCorners: number, halfPixelCenters:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmResizeBilinear =

backend.wasm.cwrap(ResizeBilinear, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // batch\n    'number',  //

oldHeight\n    'number',  // oldWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  // newHeight\n    'number',  //

newWidth\n    'number',  // alignCorners\n    'number',  // halfPixelCenters\n    'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction

resizeBilinear(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n  const [newHeight, newWidth] = size;\n\n  const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth,

numChannels] = images.shape;\n  const outShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, numChannels];\n\n  let xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(images.dataId);\n  let castedData;\n  if (xData.dtype !== 'float32') {\n    castedData =\n

cast({backend, inputs: {x: images}, attrs: {dtype: 'float32'}});\n    xData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n  const xId = xData.id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(outShape, 'float32');\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(images.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  wasmResizeBilinear(\n      xId, batch, oldHeight,

oldWidth, numChannels, newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners ? 1 : 0, halfPixelCenters ? 1 : 0, outId);\n\n  if

(castedData != null) {\n    backend.disposeData(castedData.dataId);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nlet wasmReverse: (\n    xId: number, axes: Uint8Array,

axesLength: number, outShape: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmReverse = backend.wasm.cwrap(Reverse, null, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'array',   // axes\n    'number',  // axes_length\n    'array',   // out_shape\n    'number',  // out_shape_length\n    'number'

 // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function reverse(\n    args: {inputs: ReverseInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs:

ReverseAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n\n  if (x.shape.length === 0) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const xId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const axesBytes =

new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(axes).buffer);\n  const outShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n\n  wasmReverse(\n      xId, axesBytes, axes.length, outShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

outId);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, attrs: {shape: x.shape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc:

setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmRotate: (\n    xId: number, batch: number, imageHeight:

number, imageWidth: number,\n    numChannels: number, radians: number, centerX: number, centerY: number,\n

fillBytes: Uint8Array, fillLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmRotate = backend.wasm.cwrap(RotateWithOffset, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  //

batch\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'number',  // imageWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

radians\n    'number',  // centerX\n    'number',  // centerY\n    'array',   // fillBytes\n    'number',  // fillLength\n

'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function rotateWithOffset(args: {\n  inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs,\n

backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {image} = inputs;\n  const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(image.shape, image.dtype);\n  const imageId = backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId).id;\n

const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels] =

image.shape;\n\n  const [centerX, centerY] =\n      backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n\n  const fillIsBlack = fillValue === 0;\n  const fullOpacityValue = 255;\n\n  const fillValues =

typeof fillValue === 'number' ?\n      [fillValue, fillValue, fillValue, fillIsBlack ? 0 : fullOpacityValue] :\n

[...fillValue, fullOpacityValue];\n  const fillBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(fillValues).buffer);\n\n

wasmRotate(\n      imageId, batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, numChannels, radians, centerX,\n      centerY,

fillBytes, fillValues.length, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig: KernelConfig = {\n
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kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: rotateWithOffset as {} as KernelFunc,\n

setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const roundConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Round);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Rsqrt);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, scatter_util, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from

'./types';\n\nlet wasmScatterNd: (\n    indicesId: number, updatesId: number, dtype: CppDType, sliceRank:

number,\n    numUpdates: number, sliceSize: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n    outputSize: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmScatterNd = backend.wasm.cwrap(ScatterNd,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // indicesId\n    'number',  // updatesId\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  //

sliceRank\n    'number',  // numUpdates\n    'number',  // sliceSize\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // outputSize\n

 'number'   // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction scatterNd(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs:

ScatterNdInputs, attrs: ScatterNdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices,

updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(shape, updates.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize} =\n      scatter_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const indicesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(indices.dataId);\n  const indicesId = indicesData.id;\n\n  const updatesData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(updates.dataId);\n  const updatesId = updatesData.id;\n\n  const stridesBytes = new

Uint8Array(new Int32Array(strides).buffer);\n\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmScatterNd(\n      indicesId, updatesId, CppDType[updates.dtype], sliceRank, numUpdates,\n      sliceSize,

stridesBytes, outputSize, outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmSelect: (\n    conditionId: number, tId: number, eId: number,

offset: number,\n    outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmSelect =

backend.wasm.cwrap('SelectV2', null, [\n    'number',  // conditionId\n    'number',  // tId\n    'number',  // eId\n

'number',  // offset\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const conditionId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(condition.dataId).id;\n  const tId = backend.dataIdMap.get(t.dataId).id;\n  const eId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(e.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(t.shape, t.dtype);\n  const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const cRank = condition.shape.length;\n  const tRank =

t.shape.length;\n\n  const offset = cRank === 0 || cRank > 1 || tRank === 1 ?\n      1 :\n

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape.slice(1));\n\n  wasmSelect(conditionId, tId, eId, offset, outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: select as {}

as KernelFunc,\n  setupFunc: setup\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId: number) =>

void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sigmoid, null /*

void */, ['number', 'number']);\n}\n\nfunction sigmoid(args: {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: SigmoidInputs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {x}} = args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const out

= backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  // Short-

circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if (util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId,

outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: 'Sigmoid',\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sinConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sin);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmFunc: (xId: number, outId:

number, channels: number, batch: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n

wasmFunc = backend.wasm.cwrap(Softmax, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'number',  // outId\n

'number',  // channels\n    'number'   // batch\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction softmax(\n    args: {backend: BackendWasm,

inputs: SoftmaxInputs, attrs: SoftmaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs: {logits}, attrs: {dim}} =

args;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(logits.dataId).id;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(logits.shape,

logits.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const channels = logits.shape[dim];\n

const batch = util.sizeFromShape(logits.shape) / channels;\n\n  // Short-circuit zero-sized tensors.\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(out.shape) === 0) {\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  wasmFunc(xId, outId, channels, batch);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, SpaceToBatchND,

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs, SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {padV2Config} from

'./PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nfunction

spaceToBatchND(args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n  attrs:

SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape,

paddings} = attrs;\n\n  const prod = util.sizeFromShape(blockShape);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number,

number]> = [[0, 0]];\n  completePaddings.push(...(paddings as Array<[number, number]>));\n\n  for (let i = 1 +

blockShape.length; i < x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2Config.kernelFunc({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue:

0}\n  }) as TensorInfo;\n\n  const reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n

reshapedPaddedShape.length, blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapeInputs:

ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedX};\n  const reshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: reshapedPaddedShape};\n  const

paddedXReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: reshapeInputs, backend, attrs: reshapeAttrs});\n\n  const transposeInputs:

TransposeInputs = {x: paddedXReshaped};\n  const transposeAttrs:\n      TransposeAttrs = {perm:

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation};\n  const paddedXT =\n      transpose({inputs: transposeInputs, backend,

attrs: transposeAttrs});\n\n  const resultReshapeInputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: paddedXT};\n  const

resultReshapeAttrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape: flattenShape};\n  const result = reshape(\n      {inputs:

resultReshapeInputs, backend, attrs: resultReshapeAttrs});\n\n  backend.disposeData(paddedX.dataId);\n

backend.disposeData(paddedXReshaped.dataId);\n  backend.disposeData(paddedXT.dataId);\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or
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agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from

'../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args: {inputs: SplitVInputs, attrs:

SplitVAttrs, backend: BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n  const begin = new Array(x.shape.length).fill(0);\n

const size = x.shape.slice();\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const xSliceSize = [...size];\n    xSliceSize[$axis] =

s;\n    const xSlice =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, attrs: {begin, size: xSliceSize}, backend});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n

return xSlice;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName:

'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Sqrt);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Square);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig}

from './binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig

=\n    createBinaryKernelConfig(SquaredDifference, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmStep:

(xId: number, alpha: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStep = backend.wasm.cwrap(Step, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n

'number',  // alpha\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction step(\n    args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: StepInputs, attrs: StepAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {alpha} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmStep(xId,

alpha, CppDType[x.dtype], outId);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Step,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nlet wasmStridedSlice: (\n    xId: number, xStridesBytes: Uint8Array,

xRank: number,\n    beginBytes: Uint8Array, endBytes: Uint8Array, stridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeBytes:

Uint8Array, outStridesBytes: Uint8Array,\n    outShapeLength: number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction

setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmStridedSlice = backend.wasm.cwrap(StridedSlice, null /*void*/, [\n

 'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // xStrides\n    'number',  // xRank\n    'array',   // beginBytes\n    'array',   // endBytes\n

'array',   // stridesBytes\n    'array',   // outShapeBytes\n    'array',   // outStridesBytes\n    'number',  //

outShapeLength\n    'number',  // outId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  backend: BackendWasm,\n

inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {\n    finalShapeSparse,\n    finalShape,\n    isIdentity,\n

sliceDim0,\n    isSimpleSlice,\n    begin: $begin,\n    end: $end,\n    strides: $strides\n  } =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n

        x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n

let result;\n\n  if (isIdentity) {\n    // Optimization #1, slice is a no-op plus reshape\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n  } else if (sliceDim0 || isSimpleSlice) {\n    // Optimization #2, slice is

memory contiguous (only occurs in dim 0)\n    util.assert(\n        x.shape.length >= 1,\n        () => `Input must have

rank at least 1, got: ${x.shape.length}`);\n\n    const size = slice_util.computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n

// To tolerate begin[0] > end[0] (a 0-output slice), we min(begin, end).\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x},

backend, attrs: {begin: $begin, size}});\n    result =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

finalShape}});\n    backend.disposeData(sliced.dataId);\n  } else {\n    const out =

backend.makeOutput(finalShapeSparse, 'float32');\n\n    const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n    const

xStridesBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(x.shape)).buffer);\n    const beginBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($begin).buffer);\n    const endBytes = new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array($end).buffer);\n    const stridesBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array($strides).buffer);\n\n    const

outputShapeBytes =\n        new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(finalShapeSparse).buffer);\n    const outStridesBytes =

new Uint8Array(\n        new Int32Array(util.computeStrides(finalShapeSparse)).buffer);\n    const outId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n    wasmStridedSlice(\n        xId, xStridesBytes, x.shape.length,

beginBytes, endBytes, stridesBytes,\n        outputShapeBytes, outStridesBytes, finalShapeSparse.length, outId);\n\n

result = reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: finalShape}});\n\n    backend.disposeData(out.dataId);\n
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}\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createBinaryKernelConfig} from

'./binary_kernel';\nconst supportsFullBroadcast = true;\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig =\n

createBinaryKernelConfig(Sub, supportsFullBroadcast);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport

{permuteAxesAndTranspose} from './kernel_utils';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmSum: (xId:

number, reduceSize: number, dtype: number, outId: number) =>\n    void;\n\nfunction setup(backend:

BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmSum = backend.wasm.cwrap(Sum, null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // input_id\n

'number',  // reduce_size\n    'number',  // dtype\n    'number',  // out_id\n  ]);\n}\n\nfunction sum(args: {backend:

BackendWasm, inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n

const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  let

inputId = xId;\n  let input = x;\n\n  const {transposed, axes, originalAxes, inputWasTransposed} =\n

permuteAxesAndTranspose(x, axis, backend);\n\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    const

transposedId = backend.dataIdMap.get(transposed.dataId).id;\n    if (transposedId !== xId) {\n      // transpose was

not a no-op. We will need to dispose of this\n      // once we are done.\n      input = transposed;\n      inputId =

transposedId;\n      reductionAxes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(\n          reductionAxes.length,

input.shape.length);\n    }\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'sum', reductionAxes,

input.shape.length);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(input.shape, reductionAxes);\n  const reduceSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape, input.dtype);\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) !== 0) {\n    const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n

wasmSum(inputId, reduceSize, CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  }\n\n  if (inputWasTransposed) {\n    // dispose of

the transposed tensor.\n    backend.disposeData(transposed.dataId);\n  }\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    // reshape\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(out.shape, originalAxes);\n    out.shape = newShape;\n  }\n\n

return out;\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n

setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tan);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\nexport const tanhConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Tanh);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTile: (\n    xId:

number, xShape: Uint8Array, xShapeSize: number, newShape: Uint8Array,\n    newShapeSize: number, dtype:

number, outId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n  wasmTile =

backend.wasm.cwrap(Tile, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // x_id\n    'array',   // x_shape\n    'number',  //

x_shape.length\n    'array',   // new_shape\n    'number',  // new_shape.length\n    'number'   // out_id\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction tile(\n    args: {inputs: TileInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: TileAttrs}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n  const {reps} =

attrs;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(x.shape.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n

newShape[i] = x.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const xShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n

const newShapeBytes = new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(newShape).buffer);\n\n  const out =

backend.makeOutput(newShape, x.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n  wasmTile(\n

xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length, newShapeBytes, newShape.length,\n      CppDType[out.dtype], outId);\n  return

out;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {CppDType} from './types';\n\nlet wasmTopK:

(\n    xId: number, xShapeBytes: Uint8Array, xShapeLength: number,\n    xDtype: CppDType, k: number, sorted:

boolean, outValuesId: number,\n    outIndicesId: number) => void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm) {\n

wasmTopK = backend.wasm.cwrap(TopK, null /* void */, [\n    'number',  // xId\n    'array',   // x.shape\n    'number',

// x.shape.length\n    'number',  // x.dtype\n    'number',  // k\n    'bool',    // sorted\n    'number',  // outValuesId\n

'number',  // outIndicesId\n  ]);\n}\n\nexport const topk:\n    (args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend: BackendWasm,
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attrs: TopKAttrs}) =>\n        TensorInfo[] | TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n          const {x} = inputs;\n

        const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n          const xId = backend.dataIdMap.get(x.dataId).id;\n          const xShapeBytes

= new Uint8Array(new Int32Array(x.shape).buffer);\n          const outputShape = x.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n          const outValues = backend.makeOutput(outputShape, x.dtype);\n

      const outValuesId = backend.dataIdMap.get(outValues.dataId).id;\n          const outIndices =

backend.makeOutput(outputShape, 'int32');\n          const outIndicesId =

backend.dataIdMap.get(outIndices.dataId).id;\n\n          wasmTopK(\n              xId, xShapeBytes, x.shape.length,

CppDType[x.dtype], k, sorted,\n              outValuesId, outIndicesId);\n\n          return [outValues, outIndices];\n

};\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc:

setup,\n  kernelFunc: topk as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transform, TransformAttrs, TransformInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nlet wasmTransform: (\n    imageId:

number, transformsId: number, isBatchTransform: boolean,\n    batch: number, outHeight: number, outWidth:

number, numChannels: number,\n    imageWidth: number, imageHeight: number, strides: Uint8Array,\n

stridesLength: number, interpolationModeId: number, fillModeId: number,\n    fillValue: number, outId: number)

=> void;\n\nfunction setup(backend: BackendWasm): void {\n  wasmTransform = backend.wasm.cwrap(Transform,

null /*void*/, [\n    'number',  // imageId\n    'number',  // transformsId\n    'bool',    // isBatchTransform\n    'number',

// batch\n    'number',  // outHeight\n    'number',  // outWidth\n    'number',  // numChannels\n    'number',  //

imageWidth\n    'number',  // imageHeight\n    'array',   // strides\n    'number',  // stridesLength\n    'number',  //

interpolationModeId\n    'number',  // fillModeId\n    'number',  // fillValue\n    'number'   // outId\n

]);\n}\n\nfunction transform(\n    args:\n        {backend: BackendWasm, inputs: TransformInputs, attrs:

TransformAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, inputs, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, transforms} = inputs;\n

const {interpolation, fillMode, fillValue, outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const [batch, imageHeight, imageWidth,

numChannels] = image.shape;\n  const [outHeight, outWidth] =\n      outputShape != null ? outputShape :

[imageHeight, imageWidth];\n  const outShape =\n      [batch, outHeight, outWidth,\n       numChannels] as

[number, number, number, number];\n  const strides =\n      new Uint8Array(new

Int32Array(util.computeStrides(image.shape)).buffer);\n\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(outShape,

image.dtype);\n  const outId = backend.dataIdMap.get(out.dataId).id;\n\n  const imageData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(image.dataId);\n  const imageId = imageData.id;\n\n  const transformsData =

backend.dataIdMap.get(transforms.dataId);\n  const transformsId = transformsData.id;\n\n  const

interpolationModeId = interpolation === 'nearest' ? 1 : 2;\n  let fillModeId;\n  switch (fillMode) {\n    case

'constant':\n      fillModeId = 1;\n      break;\n    case 'reflect':\n      fillModeId = 2;\n      break;\n    case 'wrap':\n

fillModeId = 3;\n      break;\n    case 'nearest':\n      fillModeId = 4;\n      break;\n    default:\n      fillModeId = 1;\n

break;\n  }\n\n  wasmTransform(\n      imageId, transformsId, (transforms.shape[0] > 1), batch, outHeight,\n

outWidth, numChannels, imageWidth, imageHeight, strides,\n      image.shape.length - 1, interpolationModeId,

fillModeId, fillValue,\n      outId);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const transformConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Transform,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  setupFunc: setup,\n  kernelFunc: transform as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nfunction zerosLike(args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend:

BackendWasm}) {\n  const {inputs: {x}, backend} = args;\n  const out = backend.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype);\n

const outVals = backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n  outVals.fill(0);\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const

zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: zerosLike

as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

We explicitly import the modular kernels so they get registered in the\n// global registry when we compile the

library. A modular build would replace\n// the contents of this file and import only the kernels that are

needed.\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {fusedMatMulConfig}

from './kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {addConfig} from

'./kernels/Add';\nimport {addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport

{anyConfig} from './kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {avgPoolConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport

{batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport

{ceilConfig} from './kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport

{concatConfig} from './kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from
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'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig}

from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from

'./kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport {eluConfig} from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport {expandDimsConfig} from

'./kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fusedBatchNormConfig} from './kernels/FusedBatchNorm';\nimport

{fusedConv2DConfig} from './kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from './kernels/Less';\nimport

{lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport

{logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {maxConfig} from './kernels/Max';\nimport

{maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool';\nimport

{meanConfig} from './kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realDivConfig} from './kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reluConfig}

from './kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport {reverseConfig} from

'./kernels/Reverse';\nimport {rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig}

from './kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from

'./kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport

{softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from

'./kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport {sqrtConfig} from

'./kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport {squaredDifferenceConfig} from

'./kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport {stridedSliceConfig} from

'./kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig} from

'./kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport

{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transformConfig} from

'./kernels/Transform';\nimport {transposeConfig} from './kernels/Transpose';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst

kernelConfigs: KernelConfig[] = [\n  absConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n

argMaxConfig,\n  avgPoolConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  castConfig,\n

ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n

cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n  cumsumConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  equalConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fusedMatMulConfig,\n  fusedBatchNormConfig,\n

fusedConv2DConfig,\n  fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n

greaterEqualConfig,\n  identityConfig,\n  leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  logConfig,\n
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logicalAndConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maximumConfig,\n  maxPoolConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n

minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realDivConfig,\n  reluConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reshapeConfig,\n  resizeBilinearConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n

rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n

sinConfig,\n  sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n

squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n  subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n

tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transformConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n

zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * True if SIMD is supported.\n

*/\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag(\n    // This typed array

passed in to WebAssembly.validate is WebAssembly binary\n    // code. In this case it is a small program that

contains SIMD\n    // instructions.\n    'WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT', async () => WebAssembly.validate(new

Uint8Array([\n      0, 97, 115, 109, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1,  4, 1,   96, 0,  0, 3,\n      2, 1,  0,   10,  9, 1, 7, 0, 65, 0, 253, 15, 26,

11\n    ])));\n\n/**\n * True if threads are supported.\n */\n// From: https://github.com/GoogleChromeLabs/wasm-

feature-detect\nENV.registerFlag('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT', async () => {\n  //

TODO(annxingyuan): Enable node support once this is resolved:\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3830\n  if (ENV.get('IS_NODE')) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  try {\n    //

Test for transferability of SABs (needed for Firefox)\n    //

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!msg/mozilla.dev.platform/IHkBZlHETpA/dwsMNchWEQAJ\n    new

MessageChannel().port1.postMessage(new SharedArrayBuffer(1));\n    // This typed array is a WebAssembly

program containing threaded\n    // instructions.\n    return WebAssembly.validate(new Uint8Array([\n      0, 97,

115, 109, 1, 0,  0,  0, 1, 4, 1,  96, 0,   0,  3, 2, 1,  0, 5,\n      4, 1,  3,   1,   1, 10, 11, 1, 9, 0, 65, 0,  254, 16, 2, 0, 26,

11\n    ]));\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n});\n","\nvar WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = (function() {\n

var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' && document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src :

undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined') _scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return

(\nfunction(WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd) {\n  WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd || {};\n\nfunction

GROWABLE_HEAP_I8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)}

return HEAP8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAPU8}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer)

}return HEAP32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPU32}function

GROWABLE_HEAP_F64(){if(wasmMemory.buffer!=buffer){updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer

)}return HEAPF64}var Module=typeof

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd:{};var

readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new
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Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD=Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]||false;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"};var

nodeWorkerThreads;try{nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\")}catch(e){console.error('The

\"worker_threads\" module is not supported in this node.js build - perhaps a newer version is needed?');throw

e}global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(typeof

_scriptDir !== \"undefined\" &&

_scriptDir){scriptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.s

ubstr(0,scriptDirectory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){read_=fun

ction

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret}}else{read_=function(url){var xhr=new XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return
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xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){global.performance=require(\"perf_hooks\").performance}}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=

Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];function

warnOnce(text){if(!warnOnce.shown)warnOnce.shown={};if(!warnOnce.shown[text]){warnOnce.shown[text]=1;er

r(text)}}var Atomics_load=Atomics.load;var Atomics_store=Atomics.store;var

Atomics_compareExchange=Atomics.compareExchange;var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var wasmModule;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

str=\"\";while(!(idx>=endIdx)){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!u0)return

str;if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx
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++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8(),outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function lengthBytesUTF8(str){var

len=0;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343)u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|str.charCodeAt(++i)&1023;if(u<=127)+

+len;else if(u<=2047)len+=2;else if(u<=65535)len+=3;else len+=4}return len}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new

Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){wasmM

emory=Module[\"wasmMemory\"];buffer=Module[\"buffer\"]}else{if(Module[\"wasmMemory\"]){wasmMemory=

Module[\"wasmMemory\"]}else{wasmMemory=new

WebAssembly.Memory({\"initial\":INITIAL_MEMORY/65536,\"maximum\":2147483648/65536,\"shared\":true});

if(!(wasmMemory.buffer instanceof SharedArrayBuffer)){err(\"requested a shared WebAssembly.Memory but the

returned buffer is not a SharedArrayBuffer, indicating that while the browser has SharedArrayBuffer it does not

have WebAssembly threads support - you may need to set a

flag\");if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){console.log(\"(on node you may need: --experimental-wasm-threads --

experimental-wasm-bulk-memory and also use a recent version)\")}throw Error(\"bad

memory\")}}}if(wasmMemory){buffer=wasmMemory.buffer}INITIAL_MEMORY=buffer.byteLength;updateGlob

alBufferAndViews(buffer);var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var __ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var

__ATEXIT__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var runtimeInitialized=false;var

runtimeExited=false;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctor

s()}});function preRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT

__)}function

preMain(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function

exitRuntime(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;runtimeExited=true}function

postRun(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){assert(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD,\"addRunDependency cannot be used in a

pthread

worker\");runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](ru

nDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var
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callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)console.err

or(\"Pthread aborting at \"+(new

Error).stack);what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTATUS=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s

ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw

e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-

simd.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"I\"];wasmModule=module;if(!E

NVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){var

numWorkersToLoad=PThread.unusedWorkers.length;PThread.unusedWorkers.forEach(function(w){PThread.load

WasmModuleToWorker(w,function(){if(!--numWorkersToLoad)removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")})})}}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\")}function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"],output[\"module\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil

e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}var

ASM_CONSTS={10520:function(){throw\"Canceled!\"},10538:function($0,$1){setTimeout(function(){__emscript

en_do_dispatch_to_thread($0,$1)},0)}};function initPthreadsJS(){PThread.initRuntime()}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}var

ERRNO_CODES={EPERM:63,ENOENT:44,ESRCH:71,EINTR:27,EIO:29,ENXIO:60,E2BIG:1,ENOEXEC:45,E
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BADF:8,ECHILD:12,EAGAIN:6,EWOULDBLOCK:6,ENOMEM:48,EACCES:2,EFAULT:21,ENOTBLK:105,EB

USY:10,EEXIST:20,EXDEV:75,ENODEV:43,ENOTDIR:54,EISDIR:31,EINVAL:28,ENFILE:41,EMFILE:33,EN

OTTY:59,ETXTBSY:74,EFBIG:22,ENOSPC:51,ESPIPE:70,EROFS:69,EMLINK:34,EPIPE:64,EDOM:18,ERAN

GE:68,ENOMSG:49,EIDRM:24,ECHRNG:106,EL2NSYNC:156,EL3HLT:107,EL3RST:108,ELNRNG:109,EUNA

TCH:110,ENOCSI:111,EL2HLT:112,EDEADLK:16,ENOLCK:46,EBADE:113,EBADR:114,EXFULL:115,ENOA

NO:104,EBADRQC:103,EBADSLT:102,EDEADLOCK:16,EBFONT:101,ENOSTR:100,ENODATA:116,ETIME:

117,ENOSR:118,ENONET:119,ENOPKG:120,EREMOTE:121,ENOLINK:47,EADV:122,ESRMNT:123,ECOMM

:124,EPROTO:65,EMULTIHOP:36,EDOTDOT:125,EBADMSG:9,ENOTUNIQ:126,EBADFD:127,EREMCHG:1

28,ELIBACC:129,ELIBBAD:130,ELIBSCN:131,ELIBMAX:132,ELIBEXEC:133,ENOSYS:52,ENOTEMPTY:55,

ENAMETOOLONG:37,ELOOP:32,EOPNOTSUPP:138,EPFNOSUPPORT:139,ECONNRESET:15,ENOBUFS:42,

EAFNOSUPPORT:5,EPROTOTYPE:67,ENOTSOCK:57,ENOPROTOOPT:50,ESHUTDOWN:140,ECONNREFU

SED:14,EADDRINUSE:3,ECONNABORTED:13,ENETUNREACH:40,ENETDOWN:38,ETIMEDOUT:73,EHOS

TDOWN:142,EHOSTUNREACH:23,EINPROGRESS:26,EALREADY:7,EDESTADDRREQ:17,EMSGSIZE:35,E

PROTONOSUPPORT:66,ESOCKTNOSUPPORT:137,EADDRNOTAVAIL:4,ENETRESET:39,EISCONN:30,EN

OTCONN:53,ETOOMANYREFS:141,EUSERS:136,EDQUOT:19,ESTALE:72,ENOTSUP:138,ENOMEDIUM:14

8,EILSEQ:25,EOVERFLOW:61,ECANCELED:11,ENOTRECOVERABLE:56,EOWNERDEAD:62,ESTRPIPE:13

5};function

_emscripten_futex_wake(addr,count){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0||count<0)retu

rn-28;if(count==0)return 0;if(count>=2147483647)count=Infinity;var

mainThreadWaitAddress=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2);var

mainThreadWoken=0;if(mainThreadWaitAddress==addr){var

loadedAddr=Atomics.compareExchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,mainTh

readWaitAddress,0);if(loadedAddr==mainThreadWaitAddress){--count;mainThreadWoken=1;if(count<=0)return

1}}var ret=Atomics.notify(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,count);if(ret>=0)return

ret+mainThreadWoken;throw\"Atomics.notify returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}Module[\"_emscripten_futex_wake\"]=_emscripten_futex_wake;function

killThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! killThread() can only ever be

called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

killThread!\";GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.terminate();PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);PThread.runni

ngWorkers.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(pthread.worker),1);pthread.worker.pthread=undefined}functio

n cancelThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cancelThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cancelThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];pthread.worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancel\"})}function

cleanupThread(pthread_ptr){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! cleanupThread() can only

ever be called from main application thread!\";if(!pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal Error! Null pthread_ptr in

cleanupThread!\";var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[pthread_ptr];if(pthread){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_ptr+12>>2]=0;var

worker=pthread.worker;PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}var

PThread={unusedWorkers:[],runningWorkers:[],initMainThreadBlock:function(){var pthreadPoolSize=8;for(var

i=0;i<pthreadPoolSize;++i){PThread.allocateUnusedWorker()}},initRuntime:function(){var

tb=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228/4;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tb/4+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tb+12>>2]=tb;var

headPtr=tb+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var tlsMemory=_malloc(512);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[tlsMemory/4+i]=0;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+100

>>2,tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+40>>2,tb);__emscripten_thread_init(tb,!ENVIRON

MENT_IS_WORKER,1);_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id(tb)},initWorker:function(){},pthreads:{},t
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hreadExitHandlers:[],setThreadStatus:function(){},runExitHandlers:function(){while(PThread.threadExitHandlers.l

ength>0){PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop()()}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self())___pthread

_tsd_run_dtors()},runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread:function(tb,exitCode){Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U

32(),tb+56>>2,1);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+60>>2,0);PThread.runExitHandlers();Atomics.stor

e(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+4>>2,exitCode);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2,1);_emscri

pten_futex_wake(tb+0,2147483647);__emscripten_thread_init(0,0,0)},threadExit:function(exitCode){var

tb=_pthread_self();if(tb){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(tb,exitCode);if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHRE

AD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exit\"})}}},threadCancel:function(){PThread.runExitHandlersAndDeinitThread(_pthr

ead_self(),-1);postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cancelDone\"})},terminateAllThreads:function(){for(var t in

PThread.pthreads){var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[t];if(pthread&&pthread.worker){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(pthread.worker)}}PThre

ad.pthreads={};for(var i=0;i<PThread.unusedWorkers.length;++i){var

worker=PThread.unusedWorkers[i];worker.terminate()}PThread.unusedWorkers=[];for(var

i=0;i<PThread.runningWorkers.length;++i){var worker=PThread.runningWorkers[i];var

pthread=worker.pthread;PThread.freeThreadData(pthread);worker.terminate()}PThread.runningWorkers=[]},freeTh

readData:function(pthread){if(!pthread)return;if(pthread.threadInfoStruct){var

tlsMemory=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.threadInfoStruct+100>>2];GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread.thr

eadInfoStruct+100>>2]=0;_free(tlsMemory);_free(pthread.threadInfoStruct)}pthread.threadInfoStruct=0;if(pthread.

allocatedOwnStack&&pthread.stackBase)_free(pthread.stackBase);pthread.stackBase=0;if(pthread.worker)pthread.

worker.pthread=null},returnWorkerToPool:function(worker){PThread.runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls(functio

n(){delete

PThread.pthreads[worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct];PThread.unusedWorkers.push(worker);PThread.runningWorker

s.splice(PThread.runningWorkers.indexOf(worker),1);PThread.freeThreadData(worker.pthread);worker.pthread=un

defined})},runWithoutMainThreadQueuedCalls:function(func){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_m

ain_runtime_queued_calls>>2]=0;try{func()}finally{GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[__emscripten_allow_main_runti

me_queued_calls>>2]=1}},receiveObjectTransfer:function(data){},loadWasmModuleToWorker:function(worker,o

nFinishedLoading){worker.onmessage=function(e){var d=e[\"data\"];var

cmd=d[\"cmd\"];if(worker.pthread)PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct;

if(d[\"targetThread\"]&&d[\"targetThread\"]!=_pthread_self()){var

thread=PThread.pthreads[d.targetThread];if(thread){thread.worker.postMessage(e.data,d[\"transferList\"])}else{con

sole.error('Internal error! Worker sent a message \"'+cmd+'\" to target pthread '+d[\"targetThread\"]+\", but that

thread no longer

exists!\")}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined;return}if(cmd===\"processQueuedMainThread

Work\"){_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls()}else

if(cmd===\"spawnThread\"){spawnThread(e.data)}else

if(cmd===\"cleanupThread\"){cleanupThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"killThread\"){killThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"cancelThread\"){cancelThread(d[\"thread\"])}else

if(cmd===\"loaded\"){worker.loaded=true;if(onFinishedLoading)onFinishedLoading(worker);if(worker.runPthread)

{worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}else if(cmd===\"print\"){out(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\":

\"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"printErr\"){err(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else

if(cmd===\"alert\"){alert(\"Thread \"+d[\"threadId\"]+\": \"+d[\"text\"])}else if(cmd===\"exit\"){var

detached=worker.pthread&&Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),worker.pthread.threadInfoStruct+64>>2);if

(detached){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}}else

if(cmd===\"exitProcess\"){try{exit(d[\"returnCode\"])}catch(e){if(e instanceof ExitStatus)return;throw e}}else

if(cmd===\"cancelDone\"){PThread.returnWorkerToPool(worker)}else

if(cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){PThread.receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){worker.postMessage(e.data)}else{err(\"worker sent an unknown command
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\"+cmd)}PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread=undefined};worker.onerror=function(e){err(\"pthread sent

an error! \"+e.filename+\":\"+e.lineno+\":

\"+e.message)};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){worker.on(\"message\",function(data){worker.onmessage({data:d

ata})});worker.on(\"error\",function(data){worker.onerror(data)});worker.on(\"exit\",function(data){})}worker.post

Message({\"cmd\":\"load\",\"urlOrBlob\":Module[\"mainScriptUrlOrBlob\"]||_scriptDir,\"wasmMemory\":wasmMe

mory,\"wasmModule\":wasmModule})},allocateUnusedWorker:function(){var pthreadMainJs=locateFile(\"tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js\");PThread.unusedWorkers.push(new

Worker(pthreadMainJs))},getNewWorker:function(){if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length==0){PThread.allocateUnus

edWorker();PThread.loadWasmModuleToWorker(PThread.unusedWorkers[0])}if(PThread.unusedWorkers.length>

0)return PThread.unusedWorkers.pop();else return null},busySpinWait:function(msecs){var

t=performance.now()+msecs;while(performance.now()<t){}}};function

establishStackSpace(stackTop,stackMax){_emscripten_stack_set_limits(stackTop,stackMax);stackRestore(stackTop

)}Module[\"establishStackSpace\"]=establishStackSpace;function getNoExitRuntime(){return

noExitRuntime}Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]=getNoExitRuntime;function invokeEntryPoint(ptr,arg){return

wasmTable.get(ptr)(arg)}Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"]=invokeEntryPoint;function

___assert_fail(condition,filename,line,func){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+UTF8ToString(condition)+\", at:

\"+[filename?UTF8ToString(filename):\"unknown filename\",line,func?UTF8ToString(func):\"unknown

function\"])}function ___call_main(argc,argv){var returnCode=_main(argc,argv)}var

_emscripten_get_now;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){_emscripten_get_now=function(){var

t=process[\"hrtime\"]();return t[0]*1e3+t[1]/1e6}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){_emscripten_get_now=function(){return performance.now()-

Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]}}else if(typeof

dateNow!==\"undefined\"){_emscripten_get_now=dateNow}else _emscripten_get_now=function(){return

performance.now()};function setErrNo(value){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return

value}function _atexit(func,arg){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(1,1,func,arg)}function

__emscripten_notify_thread_queue(targetThreadId,mainThreadId){if(targetThreadId==mainThreadId){postMessag

e({\"cmd\":\"processQueuedMainThreadWork\"})}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){postMessage({\"targetThread\":targetThreadId,\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueu

e\"})}else{var pthread=PThread.pthreads[targetThreadId];var

worker=pthread&&pthread.worker;if(!worker){return}worker.postMessage({\"cmd\":\"processThreadQueue\"})}ret

urn 1}function _abort(){abort()}function _emscripten_asm_const_int(code,sigPtr,argbuf){var

args=readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,argbuf);return ASM_CONSTS[code].apply(null,args)}function

_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status(expectedStatus,newStatus){}function

_emscripten_futex_wait(addr,val,timeout){if(addr<=0||addr>GROWABLE_HEAP_I8().length||addr&3!=0)return-

28;if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB){var

ret=Atomics.wait(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2,val,timeout);if(ret===\"timed-out\")return-

73;if(ret===\"not-equal\")return-6;if(ret===\"ok\")return 0;throw\"Atomics.wait returned an unexpected value

\"+ret}else{if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!=val){return-6}var

tNow=performance.now();var tEnd=tNow+timeout;var

lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr);while(1){tNo

w=performance.now();if(tNow>tEnd){lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_mai

n_thread_futex>>2,0);return-

73}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,0);if(lastAddr==

0){break}_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls();if(Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),addr>>2)!

=val){return-

6}lastAddr=Atomics.exchange(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(),__emscripten_main_thread_futex>>2,addr)}return

0}}function
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_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_num_logical_cores(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return require(\"os\").cpus().length;return

navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]}function _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(index,sync){var

numCallArgs=arguments.length-2;var stack=stackSave();var serializedNumCallArgs=numCallArgs;var

args=stackAlloc(serializedNumCallArgs*8);var b=args>>3;for(var i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){var

arg=arguments[2+i];GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]=arg}var

ret=_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js(index,serializedNumCallArgs,args,sync);stackRestore(stack);retur

n ret}var _emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs=[];var readAsmConstArgsArray=[];function

readAsmConstArgs(sigPtr,buf){readAsmConstArgsArray.length=0;var

ch;buf>>=2;while(ch=GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[sigPtr++]){var

double=ch<105;if(double&&buf&1)buf++;readAsmConstArgsArray.push(double?GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[buf

++>>1]:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[buf]);++buf}return readAsmConstArgsArray}function

_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js(index,numCallArgs,args){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callA

rgs.length=numCallArgs;var b=args>>3;for(var

i=0;i<numCallArgs;i++){_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs[i]=GROWABLE_HEAP_F64()[b+i]}v

ar isEmAsmConst=index<0;var func=!isEmAsmConst?proxiedFunctionTable[index]:ASM_CONSTS[-index-

1];return func.apply(null,_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js_callArgs)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return GROWABLE_HEAP_U8().length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var

oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();if(requestedSize<=oldSize){return false}var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

JSEvents={inEventHandler:0,removeAllEventListeners:function(){for(var i=JSEvents.eventHandlers.length-

1;i>=0;--

i){JSEvents._removeHandler(i)}JSEvents.eventHandlers=[];JSEvents.deferredCalls=[]},registerRemoveEventListen

ers:function(){if(!JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered){__ATEXIT__.push(JSEvents.removeAllEventListene

rs);JSEvents.removeEventListenersRegistered=true}},deferredCalls:[],deferCall:function(targetFunction,precedence

,argsList){function arraysHaveEqualContent(arrA,arrB){if(arrA.length!=arrB.length)return false;for(var i in

arrA){if(arrA[i]!=arrB[i])return false}return true}for(var i in JSEvents.deferredCalls){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];if(call.targetFunction==targetFunction&&arraysHaveEqualContent(call.argsList,args

List)){return}}JSEvents.deferredCalls.push({targetFunction:targetFunction,precedence:precedence,argsList:argsList

});JSEvents.deferredCalls.sort(function(x,y){return

x.precedence<y.precedence})},removeDeferredCalls:function(targetFunction){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){if(JSEvents.deferredCalls[i].targetFunction==targetFunction){JSEvents.d

eferredCalls.splice(i,1);--i}}},canPerformEventHandlerRequests:function(){return

JSEvents.inEventHandler&&JSEvents.currentEventHandler.allowsDeferredCalls},runDeferredCalls:function(){if(!J

SEvents.canPerformEventHandlerRequests()){return}for(var i=0;i<JSEvents.deferredCalls.length;++i){var

call=JSEvents.deferredCalls[i];JSEvents.deferredCalls.splice(i,1);--

i;call.targetFunction.apply(null,call.argsList)}},eventHandlers:[],removeAllHandlersOnTarget:function(target,event

TypeString){for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==target&&(!eventTypeString||event

TypeString==JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].eventTypeString)){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--
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)}}},_removeHandler:function(i){var

h=JSEvents.eventHandlers[i];h.target.removeEventListener(h.eventTypeString,h.eventListenerFunc,h.useCapture);J

SEvents.eventHandlers.splice(i,1)},registerOrRemoveHandler:function(eventHandler){var jsEventHandler=function

jsEventHandler(event){++JSEvents.inEventHandler;JSEvents.currentEventHandler=eventHandler;JSEvents.runDef

erredCalls();eventHandler.handlerFunc(event);JSEvents.runDeferredCalls();--

JSEvents.inEventHandler};if(eventHandler.callbackfunc){eventHandler.eventListenerFunc=jsEventHandler;eventH

andler.target.addEventListener(eventHandler.eventTypeString,jsEventHandler,eventHandler.useCapture);JSEvents.e

ventHandlers.push(eventHandler);JSEvents.registerRemoveEventListeners()}else{for(var

i=0;i<JSEvents.eventHandlers.length;++i){if(JSEvents.eventHandlers[i].target==eventHandler.target&&JSEvents.e

ventHandlers[i].eventTypeString==eventHandler.eventTypeString){JSEvents._removeHandler(i--

)}}}},queueEventHandlerOnThread_iiii:function(targetThread,eventHandlerFunc,eventTypeId,eventData,userData)

{var stackTop=stackSave();var

varargs=stackAlloc(12);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs>>2]=eventTypeId;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs

+4>>2]=eventData;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+8>>2]=userData;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThr

ead,637534208,eventHandlerFunc,eventData,varargs);stackRestore(stackTop)},getTargetThreadForEventCallback:f

unction(targetThread){switch(targetThread){case 1:return 0;case 2:return

PThread.currentProxiedOperationCallerThread;default:return

targetThread}},getNodeNameForTarget:function(target){if(!target)return\"\";if(target==window)return\"#window\";

if(target==screen)return\"#screen\";return

target&&target.nodeName?target.nodeName:\"\"},fullscreenEnabled:function(){return

document.fullscreenEnabled||document.webkitFullscreenEnabled}};function stringToNewUTF8(jsString){var

length=lengthBytesUTF8(jsString)+1;var cString=_malloc(length);stringToUTF8(jsString,cString,length);return

cString}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){var

stackTop=stackSave();var varargs=stackAlloc(12);var

targetCanvasPtr=0;if(targetCanvas){targetCanvasPtr=stringToNewUTF8(targetCanvas)}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32(

)[varargs>>2]=targetCanvasPtr;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[varargs+4>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[var

args+8>>2]=height;__emscripten_call_on_thread(0,targetThread,657457152,0,targetCanvasPtr,varargs);stackRestor

e(stackTop)}function

_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread(targetThread,targetCanvas,width,height){targetCanvas=tar

getCanvas?UTF8ToString(targetCanvas):\"\";_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_on_target_thread_js(targetThr

ead,targetCanvas,width,height)}function maybeCStringToJsString(cString){return

cString>2?UTF8ToString(cString):cString}var specialHTMLTargets=[0,typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document:0,typeof window!==\"undefined\"?window:0];function

findEventTarget(target){target=maybeCStringToJsString(target);var

domElement=specialHTMLTargets[target]||(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"?document.querySelector(target):undefined);return domElement}function

findCanvasEventTarget(target){return findEventTarget(target)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas)return-

4;if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr>>2]=width;GROWABLE_HEA

P_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+4>>2]=height}if(canvas.offscreenCanvas||!canvas.controlTransferredOffscreen){if

(canvas.offscreenCanvas)canvas=canvas.offscreenCanvas;var

autoResizeViewport=false;if(canvas.GLctxObject&&canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx){var

prevViewport=canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.getParameter(2978);autoResizeViewport=prevViewport[0]===0&&prev

Viewport[1]===0&&prevViewport[2]===canvas.width&&prevViewport[3]===canvas.height}canvas.width=width;

canvas.height=height;if(autoResizeViewport){canvas.GLctxObject.GLctx.viewport(0,0,width,height)}}else

if(canvas.canvasSharedPtr){var
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targetThread=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[canvas.canvasSharedPtr+8>>2];_emscripten_set_offscreencanvas_size_o

n_target_thread(targetThread,target,width,height);return 1}else{return-4}return 0}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)retur

n _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(2,1,target,width,height);return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}function

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size(target,width,height){var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(canvas){return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_calling_thread(target,width,height)}else{return

_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread(target,width,height)}}function

_emscripten_set_current_thread_status(newStatus){}function

_emscripten_set_thread_name(threadId,name){}function __webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"ANGLE_instanced_arrays\");if(ext){ctx[\"vertexAttribDivisor\"]=function(index,divisor){ex

t[\"vertexAttribDivisorANGLE\"](index,divisor)};ctx[\"drawArraysInstanced\"]=function(mode,first,count,primcou

nt){ext[\"drawArraysInstancedANGLE\"](mode,first,count,primcount)};ctx[\"drawElementsInstanced\"]=function(

mode,count,type,indices,primcount){ext[\"drawElementsInstancedANGLE\"](mode,count,type,indices,primcount)};

return 1}}function __webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_object(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"OES_vertex_array_object\");if(ext){ctx[\"createVertexArray\"]=function(){return

ext[\"createVertexArrayOES\"]()};ctx[\"deleteVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"deleteVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};

ctx[\"bindVertexArray\"]=function(vao){ext[\"bindVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};ctx[\"isVertexArray\"]=function(vao)

{return ext[\"isVertexArrayOES\"](vao)};return 1}}function __webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(ctx){var

ext=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_draw_buffers\");if(ext){ctx[\"drawBuffers\"]=function(n,bufs){ext[\"drawBuffers

WEBGL\"](n,bufs)};return 1}}function

__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(ctx){return!!(ctx.multiDrawWebgl=ctx.getExtension(\"WEBGL_multi_dra

w\"))}var

GL={counter:1,buffers:[],programs:[],framebuffers:[],renderbuffers:[],textures:[],uniforms:[],shaders:[],vaos:[],cont

exts:{},offscreenCanvases:{},timerQueriesEXT:[],programInfos:{},stringCache:{},unpackAlignment:4,recordError:

function recordError(errorCode){if(!GL.lastError){GL.lastError=errorCode}},getNewId:function(table){var

ret=GL.counter++;for(var i=table.length;i<ret;i++){table[i]=null}return

ret},getSource:function(shader,count,string,length){var source=\"\";for(var i=0;i<count;++i){var

len=length?GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[length+i*4>>2]:-

1;source+=UTF8ToString(GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[string+i*4>>2],len<0?undefined:len)}return

source},createContext:function(canvas,webGLContextAttributes){var

ctx=canvas.getContext(\"webgl\",webGLContextAttributes);if(!ctx)return 0;var

handle=GL.registerContext(ctx,webGLContextAttributes);return

handle},registerContext:function(ctx,webGLContextAttributes){var

handle=_malloc(8);GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[handle+4>>2]=_pthread_self();var

context={handle:handle,attributes:webGLContextAttributes,version:webGLContextAttributes.majorVersion,GLctx:

ctx};if(ctx.canvas)ctx.canvas.GLctxObject=context;GL.contexts[handle]=context;if(typeof

webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensionsByDefault===\"undefined\"||webGLContextAttributes.enableExtensions

ByDefault){GL.initExtensions(context)}return

handle},makeContextCurrent:function(contextHandle){GL.currentContext=GL.contexts[contextHandle];Module.ctx

=GLctx=GL.currentContext&&GL.currentContext.GLctx;return!(contextHandle&&!GLctx)},getContext:function(c

ontextHandle){return

GL.contexts[contextHandle]},deleteContext:function(contextHandle){if(GL.currentContext===GL.contexts[context

Handle])GL.currentContext=null;if(typeof

JSEvents===\"object\")JSEvents.removeAllHandlersOnTarget(GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas);if(GL.co

ntexts[contextHandle]&&GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas)GL.contexts[contextHandle].GLctx.canvas.GL

ctxObject=undefined;_free(GL.contexts[contextHandle].handle);GL.contexts[contextHandle]=null},initExtensions:f
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unction(context){if(!context)context=GL.currentContext;if(context.initExtensionsDone)return;context.initExtension

sDone=true;var

GLctx=context.GLctx;__webgl_enable_ANGLE_instanced_arrays(GLctx);__webgl_enable_OES_vertex_array_obj

ect(GLctx);__webgl_enable_WEBGL_draw_buffers(GLctx);GLctx.disjointTimerQueryExt=GLctx.getExtension(\"

EXT_disjoint_timer_query\");__webgl_enable_WEBGL_multi_draw(GLctx);var

exts=GLctx.getSupportedExtensions()||[];exts.forEach(function(ext){if(ext.indexOf(\"lose_context\")<0&&ext.inde

xOf(\"debug\")<0){GLctx.getExtension(ext)}})},populateUniformTable:function(program){var

p=GL.programs[program];var

ptable=GL.programInfos[program]={uniforms:{},maxUniformLength:0,maxAttributeLength:-

1,maxUniformBlockNameLength:-1};var utable=ptable.uniforms;var

numUniforms=GLctx.getProgramParameter(p,35718);for(var i=0;i<numUniforms;++i){var

u=GLctx.getActiveUniform(p,i);var

name=u.name;ptable.maxUniformLength=Math.max(ptable.maxUniformLength,name.length+1);if(name.slice(-

1)==\"]\"){name=name.slice(0,name.lastIndexOf(\"[\"))}var loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,name);if(loc){var

id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);utable[name]=[u.size,id];GL.uniforms[id]=loc;for(var j=1;j<u.size;++j){var

n=name+\"[\"+j+\"]\";loc=GLctx.getUniformLocation(p,n);id=GL.getNewId(GL.uniforms);GL.uniforms[id]=loc}}}

}};var __emscripten_webgl_power_preferences=[\"default\",\"low-power\",\"high-performance\"];function

_emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(target,attributes){var a=attributes>>2;var

powerPreference=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(24>>2)];var

contextAttributes={\"alpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(0>>2)],\"depth\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(4

>>2)],\"stencil\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(8>>2)],\"antialias\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(12>>2)],\"p

remultipliedAlpha\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(16>>2)],\"preserveDrawingBuffer\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_

I32()[a+(20>>2)],\"powerPreference\":__emscripten_webgl_power_preferences[powerPreference],\"failIfMajorPerf

ormanceCaveat\":!!GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(28>>2)],majorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(32>>2)],

minorVersion:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(36>>2)],enableExtensionsByDefault:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(

40>>2)],explicitSwapControl:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(44>>2)],proxyContextToMainThread:GROWABLE_

HEAP_I32()[a+(48>>2)],renderViaOffscreenBackBuffer:GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[a+(52>>2)]};var

canvas=findCanvasEventTarget(target);if(!canvas){return 0}if(contextAttributes.explicitSwapControl){return 0}var

contextHandle=GL.createContext(canvas,contextAttributes);return contextHandle}function

_emscripten_webgl_create_context(a0,a1){return _emscripten_webgl_do_create_context(a0,a1)}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var

ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function

_fd_close(fd){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return _emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(3,1,fd);return

0}function _fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(4,1,fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset)}function

_fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(5,1,fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum);var num=0;for(var i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var

ptr=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+i*8>>2];var len=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,GROWABLE_HEAP_U8()[ptr+j])}num+=len}GROWABLE_HEAP_I32

()[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function _pthread_cleanup_pop(execute){var

routine=PThread.threadExitHandlers.pop();if(execute)routine()}function

_pthread_cleanup_push(routine,arg){PThread.threadExitHandlers.push(function(){wasmTable.get(routine)(arg)})}f

unction spawnThread(threadParams){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)throw\"Internal Error! spawnThread()

can only ever be called from main application thread!\";var

worker=PThread.getNewWorker();if(worker.pthread!==undefined)throw\"Internal
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error!\";if(!threadParams.pthread_ptr)throw\"Internal error, no pthread

ptr!\";PThread.runningWorkers.push(worker);var tlsMemory=_malloc(128*4);for(var

i=0;i<128;++i){GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[tlsMemory+i*4>>2]=0}var

stackHigh=threadParams.stackBase+threadParams.stackSize;var

pthread=PThread.pthreads[threadParams.pthread_ptr]={worker:worker,stackBase:threadParams.stackBase,stackSize

:threadParams.stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:threadParams.allocatedOwnStack,threadInfoStruct:threadParams.pthrea

d_ptr};var

tis=pthread.threadInfoStruct>>2;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(64>>2),threadParams.detached);A

tomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(100>>2),tlsMemory);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis

+(40>>2),pthread.threadInfoStruct);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(80>>2),threadParams.stackSiz

e);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(76>>2),stackHigh);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),t

is+(104>>2),threadParams.stackSize);Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+8>>2),stackHigh);Atom

ics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(104+12>>2),threadParams.detached);var

global_libc=_emscripten_get_global_libc();var

global_locale=global_libc+40;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tis+(172>>2),global_locale);worker.pthr

ead=pthread;var

msg={\"cmd\":\"run\",\"start_routine\":threadParams.startRoutine,\"arg\":threadParams.arg,\"threadInfoStruct\":thre

adParams.pthread_ptr,\"stackBase\":threadParams.stackBase,\"stackSize\":threadParams.stackSize};worker.runPthre

ad=function(){msg.time=performance.now();worker.postMessage(msg,threadParams.transferList)};if(worker.loaded

){worker.runPthread();delete worker.runPthread}}function

_pthread_create(pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg){if(typeof SharedArrayBuffer===\"undefined\"){err(\"Current

environment does not support SharedArrayBuffer, pthreads are not available!\");return

6}if(!pthread_ptr){err(\"pthread_create called with a null thread pointer!\");return 28}var transferList=[];var

error=0;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&(transferList.length===0||error)){return

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4(687865856,pthread_ptr,attr,start_routine,arg)}if(error)return error;var

stackSize=0;var stackBase=0;var detached=0;if(attr&&attr!=-

1){stackSize=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr>>2];stackSize+=81920;stackBase=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+

8>>2];detached=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[attr+12>>2]!==0}else{stackSize=2097152}var

allocatedOwnStack=stackBase==0;if(allocatedOwnStack){stackBase=_memalign(16,stackSize)}else{stackBase-

=stackSize;assert(stackBase>0)}var threadInfoStruct=_malloc(228);for(var

i=0;i<228>>2;++i)GROWABLE_HEAP_U32()[(threadInfoStruct>>2)+i]=0;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[pthread_p

tr>>2]=threadInfoStruct;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[threadInfoStruct+12>>2]=threadInfoStruct;var

headPtr=threadInfoStruct+152;GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[headPtr>>2]=headPtr;var

threadParams={stackBase:stackBase,stackSize:stackSize,allocatedOwnStack:allocatedOwnStack,detached:detached

,startRoutine:start_routine,pthread_ptr:threadInfoStruct,arg:arg,transferList:transferList};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_P

THREAD){threadParams.cmd=\"spawnThread\";postMessage(threadParams,transferList)}else{spawnThread(thread

Params)}return 0}function __pthread_testcancel_js(){if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return;var

tb=_pthread_self();if(!tb)return;var

cancelDisabled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+56>>2);if(cancelDisabled)return;var

canceled=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),tb+0>>2);if(canceled==2)throw\"Canceled!\"}function

_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed(){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE)return;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKE

R)return;warnOnce(\"Blocking on the main thread is very dangerous, see

https://emscripten.org/docs/porting/pthreads.html#blocking-on-the-main-browser-thread\")}function

__emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,block){if(!thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on a null thread

pointer!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_pthread_self()==thread){err(\"PThread

\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}else

if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD&&_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id()==thread){err(\"Main thread
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\"+thread+\" is attempting to join to itself!\");return ERRNO_CODES.EDEADLK}var

self=GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[thread+12>>2];if(self!==thread){err(\"pthread_join attempted on thread

\"+thread+\", which does not point to a valid thread, or does not exist anymore!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.ESRCH}var

detached=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2);if(detached){err(\"Attempted to join thread

\"+thread+\", which was already detached!\");return

ERRNO_CODES.EINVAL}if(block){_emscripten_check_blocking_allowed()}for(;;){var

threadStatus=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+0>>2);if(threadStatus==1){var

threadExitCode=Atomics.load(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+4>>2);if(status)GROWABLE_HEAP_I32()[sta

tus>>2]=threadExitCode;Atomics.store(GROWABLE_HEAP_U32(),thread+64>>2,1);if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD)cleanupThread(thread);else postMessage({\"cmd\":\"cleanupThread\",\"thread\":thread});return

0}if(!block){return

ERRNO_CODES.EBUSY}__pthread_testcancel_js();if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)_emscripten_main_thre

ad_process_queued_calls();_emscripten_futex_wait(thread+0,threadStatus,ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD?100:1

)}}function _pthread_join(thread,status){return __emscripten_do_pthread_join(thread,status,true)}function

_sysconf(name){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)return

_emscripten_proxy_to_main_thread_js(6,1,name);switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;return maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case

235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case 19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case

159:case 154:case 14:case 77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case

48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case 46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case

161:case 181:case 182:case 242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case

49:case 50:case 168:case 169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case

80:case 81:case 79:return-1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case

93:case 129:case 130:case 131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case

31:case 42:case 72:return 32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case

36:return 99;case 43:case 37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case

44:return 32767;case 75:return 16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return

255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return 64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case

84:{if(typeof navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-

1}if(!ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD)PThread.initMainThreadBlock();var GLctx;var

proxiedFunctionTable=[null,_atexit,_emscripten_set_canvas_element_size_main_thread,_fd_close,_fd_seek,_fd_wr

ite,_sysconf];var

asmLibraryArg={\"e\":___assert_fail,\"r\":___call_main,\"x\":__emscripten_notify_thread_queue,\"b\":_abort,\"y\":

_emscripten_asm_const_int,\"j\":_emscripten_conditional_set_current_thread_status,\"d\":_emscripten_futex_wait,\

"c\":_emscripten_futex_wake,\"f\":_emscripten_get_now,\"p\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"A\":_emscripten_num_l

ogical_cores,\"u\":_emscripten_receive_on_main_thread_js,\"q\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"v\":_emscripten_set_ca

nvas_element_size,\"i\":_emscripten_set_current_thread_status,\"s\":_emscripten_set_thread_name,\"w\":_emscript

en_webgl_create_context,\"l\":_fd_close,\"n\":_fd_seek,\"g\":_fd_write,\"o\":initPthreadsJS,\"a\":wasmMemory||Mo

dule[\"wasmMemory\"],\"z\":_pthread_cleanup_pop,\"k\":_pthread_cleanup_push,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"m\":_pthr

ead_join,\"t\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var

___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads
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_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).apply(null,argument
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s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"ga\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"o

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,argumen
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ts)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ja\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,a

rguments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Qa\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ra

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Xa\"]).apply(n
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ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Za\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"_a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"$a\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ab\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"bb\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"cb\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"db\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"eb\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"f

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

b\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"hb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ib\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"jb\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"kb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_get_global_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_get_global

_libc=Module[\"_emscripten_get_global_libc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"lb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=function(){return(_pthread_self=Module[\"_pthread_self\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"mb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=Module[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=function(){return(___pthread_tsd_run_dtors=M

odule[\"___pthread_tsd_run_dtors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"nb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls\"]=fu

nction(){return(_emscripten_main_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_main_thread_process_que

ued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ob\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls\"]

=function(){return(_emscripten_current_thread_process_queued_calls=Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_proc

ess_queued_calls\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id\"]=functi

on(){return(_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_register_main_browser_thread_

id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=function(){return(_ems

cripten_main_browser_thread_id=Module[\"_emscripten_main_browser_thread_id\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"rb\"]).app
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ly(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=function(){return(__emsc

ripten_do_dispatch_to_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_do_dispatch_to_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sb\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=function(){retur

n(_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4=Module[\"_emscripten_sync_run_in_main_thread_4\"]=Module[\"asm\

"][\"tb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=function(

){return(_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js=Module[\"_emscripten_run_in_main_runtime_thread_js\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"ub\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_call_on_thread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_call_on_t

hread=Module[\"__emscripten_call_on_thread\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"vb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_tls_init=Module[\"_emscript

en_tls_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_thread_init=Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=function(){return(__emscripten_thread_init=Mod

ule[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"yb\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"zb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ab\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_emscripten_stack_set_limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=function(){return(_emscripten_stack_set_

limits=Module[\"_emscripten_stack_set_limits\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Bb\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=function(){return(_memalign=Module[\"_memalign\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Cb

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls=Module[\"__emscripten_allow_main_runtime_queued_calls\"]=1

0512;var

__emscripten_main_thread_futex=Module[\"__emscripten_main_thread_futex\"]=12148;Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap

;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"PThread\"]=PThread;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=wasmMemory;Module

[\"ExitStatus\"]=ExitStatus;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){readyPromis

eResolve(Module);initRuntime();postMessage({\"cmd\":\"loaded\"});return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){retur

n}function

doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;function

exit(status,implicit){if(implicit&&noExitRuntime&&status===0){return}if(!implicit){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PT

HREAD){postMessage({\"cmd\":\"exitProcess\",\"returnCode\":status});throw new

ExitStatus(status)}else{}}if(noExitRuntime){}else{PThread.terminateAllThreads();EXITSTATUS=status;exitRunti

me();if(Module[\"onExit\"])Module[\"onExit\"](status);ABORT=true}quit_(status,new

ExitStatus(status))}if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD){noExitRuntime=false;PThread.initWorker()}run
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();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports === 'object' && typeof

module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd; });\nelse if

(typeof exports === 'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd\"] =

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd;\n","export const wasmWorkerContents = 'var Module={};function

threadPrintErr(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\" \");console.error(text)}function

threadAlert(){var text=Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments).join(\"

\");postMessage({cmd:\"alert\",text:text,threadId:Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()})}var

err=threadPrintErr;this.alert=threadAlert;Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]=function(info,receiveInstance){var

instance=new

WebAssembly.Instance(Module[\"wasmModule\"],info);Module[\"wasmModule\"]=null;receiveInstance(instance);r

eturn instance.exports};function

moduleLoaded(){}this.onmessage=function(e){try{if(e.data.cmd===\"load\"){Module[\"wasmModule\"]=e.data.wa

smModule;Module[\"wasmMemory\"]=e.data.wasmMemory;Module[\"buffer\"]=Module[\"wasmMemory\"].buffer;

Module[\"ENVIRONMENT_IS_PTHREAD\"]=true;if(typeof

e.data.urlOrBlob===\"string\"){importScripts(e.data.urlOrBlob)}else{var

objectUrl=URL.createObjectURL(e.data.urlOrBlob);importScripts(objectUrl);URL.revokeObjectURL(objectUrl)}

WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd(Module).then(function(instance){Module=instance;moduleLoaded()})}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"objectTransfer\"){Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data)}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"run\"){Module[\"__performance_now_clock_drift\"]=performance.now()-

e.data.time;Module[\"__emscripten_thread_init\"](e.data.threadInfoStruct,0,0);var max=e.data.stackBase;var

top=e.data.stackBase+e.data.stackSize;Module[\"establishStackSpace\"](top,max);Module[\"_emscripten_tls_init\"](

);Module[\"PThread\"].receiveObjectTransfer(e.data);Module[\"PThread\"].setThreadStatus(Module[\"_pthread_self

\"](),1);try{var

result=Module[\"invokeEntryPoint\"](e.data.start_routine,e.data.arg);if(!Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]())Module[\

"PThread\"].threadExit(result)}catch(ex){if(ex===\"Canceled!\"){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}else

if(ex!=\"unwind\"){if(ex instanceof

Module[\"ExitStatus\"]){if(Module[\"getNoExitRuntime\"]()){}else{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(ex.status)}}el

se{Module[\"PThread\"].threadExit(-2);throw ex}}}}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"cancel\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"PThread\"].threadCancel()}}else

if(e.data.target===\"setimmediate\"){}else

if(e.data.cmd===\"processThreadQueue\"){if(Module[\"_pthread_self\"]()){Module[\"_emscripten_current_thread_

process_queued_calls\"]()}}else{err(\"worker.js received unknown command

\"+e.data.cmd);err(e.data)}}catch(ex){err(\"worker.js onmessage() captured an uncaught exception:

\"+ex);if(ex&&ex.stack)err(ex.stack);throw ex}};if(typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof process.versions.node===\"string\"){self={location:{href:__filename}};var

onmessage=this.onmessage;var

nodeWorkerThreads=require(\"worker_threads\");global.Worker=nodeWorkerThreads.Worker;var

parentPort=nodeWorkerThreads.parentPort;parentPort.on(\"message\",function(data){onmessage({data:data})});var

nodeFS=require(\"fs\");var nodeRead=function(filename){return nodeFS.readFileSync(filename,\"utf8\")};function

globalEval(x){global.require=require;global.Module=Module;eval.call(null,x)}importScripts=function(f){globalEva

l(nodeRead(f))};postMessage=function(msg){parentPort.postMessage(msg)};if(typeof

performance===\"undefined\"){performance={now:function(){return Date.now()}}}}';","\nvar

WasmBackendModule = (function() {\n  var _scriptDir = typeof document !== 'undefined' &&

document.currentScript ? document.currentScript.src : undefined;\n  if (typeof __filename !== 'undefined')

_scriptDir = _scriptDir || __filename;\n  return (\nfunction(WasmBackendModule) {\n  WasmBackendModule =

WasmBackendModule || {};\n\nvar Module=typeof

WasmBackendModule!==\"undefined\"?WasmBackendModule:{};var
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readyPromiseResolve,readyPromiseReject;Module[\"ready\"]=new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readyPromiseResolve=resolve;readyPromiseReject=reject});var

moduleOverrides={};var key;for(key in

Module){if(Module.hasOwnProperty(key)){moduleOverrides[key]=Module[key]}}var arguments_=[];var

thisProgram=\"./this.program\";var quit_=function(status,toThrow){throw toThrow};var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=false;var

ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=false;var ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=false;ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB=typeof

window===\"object\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER=typeof

importScripts===\"function\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE=typeof process===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions===\"object\"&&typeof

process.versions.node===\"string\";ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL=!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB&&!ENVIRONM

ENT_IS_NODE&&!ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER;var scriptDirectory=\"\";function

locateFile(path){if(Module[\"locateFile\"]){return Module[\"locateFile\"](path,scriptDirectory)}return

scriptDirectory+path}var read_,readAsync,readBinary,setWindowTitle;var nodeFS;var

nodePath;if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_NODE){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDirectory=require(\"path\").

dirname(scriptDirectory)+\"/\"}else{scriptDirectory=__dirname+\"/\"}read_=function

shell_read(filename,binary){if(!nodeFS)nodeFS=require(\"fs\");if(!nodePath)nodePath=require(\"path\");filename=n

odePath[\"normalize\"](filename);return

nodeFS[\"readFileSync\"](filename,binary?null:\"utf8\")};readBinary=function readBinary(filename){var

ret=read_(filename,true);if(!ret.buffer){ret=new Uint8Array(ret)}assert(ret.buffer);return

ret};if(process[\"argv\"].length>1){thisProgram=process[\"argv\"][1].replace(/\\\\/g,\"/\")}arguments_=process[\"arg

v\"].slice(2);process[\"on\"](\"uncaughtException\",function(ex){if(!(ex instanceof ExitStatus)){throw

ex}});process[\"on\"](\"unhandledRejection\",abort);quit_=function(status){process[\"exit\"](status)};Module[\"insp

ect\"]=function(){return\"[Emscripten Module object]\"}}else if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_SHELL){if(typeof

read!=\"undefined\"){read_=function shell_read(f){return read(f)}}readBinary=function readBinary(f){var

data;if(typeof readbuffer===\"function\"){return new

Uint8Array(readbuffer(f))}data=read(f,\"binary\");assert(typeof data===\"object\");return data};if(typeof

scriptArgs!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=scriptArgs}else if(typeof

arguments!=\"undefined\"){arguments_=arguments}if(typeof

quit===\"function\"){quit_=function(status){quit(status)}}if(typeof print!==\"undefined\"){if(typeof

console===\"undefined\")console={};console.log=print;console.warn=console.error=typeof

printErr!==\"undefined\"?printErr:print}}else

if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){scriptDire

ctory=self.location.href}else if(typeof

document!==\"undefined\"&&document.currentScript){scriptDirectory=document.currentScript.src}if(_scriptDir){s

criptDirectory=_scriptDir}if(scriptDirectory.indexOf(\"blob:\")!==0){scriptDirectory=scriptDirectory.substr(0,script

Directory.lastIndexOf(\"/\")+1)}else{scriptDirectory=\"\"}{read_=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.send(null);return

xhr.responseText};if(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER){readBinary=function(url){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,false);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.send(null);return new

Uint8Array(xhr.response)}}readAsync=function(url,onload,onerror){var xhr=new

XMLHttpRequest;xhr.open(\"GET\",url,true);xhr.responseType=\"arraybuffer\";xhr.onload=function(){if(xhr.status

==200||xhr.status==0&&xhr.response){onload(xhr.response);return}onerror()};xhr.onerror=onerror;xhr.send(null)}

}setWindowTitle=function(title){document.title=title}}else{}var

out=Module[\"print\"]||console.log.bind(console);var err=Module[\"printErr\"]||console.warn.bind(console);for(key

in

moduleOverrides){if(moduleOverrides.hasOwnProperty(key)){Module[key]=moduleOverrides[key]}}moduleOverr

ides=null;if(Module[\"arguments\"])arguments_=Module[\"arguments\"];if(Module[\"thisProgram\"])thisProgram=
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Module[\"thisProgram\"];if(Module[\"quit\"])quit_=Module[\"quit\"];var

wasmBinary;if(Module[\"wasmBinary\"])wasmBinary=Module[\"wasmBinary\"];var

noExitRuntime=Module[\"noExitRuntime\"]||true;if(typeof WebAssembly!==\"object\"){abort(\"no native wasm

support detected\")}var wasmMemory;var ABORT=false;var EXITSTATUS;function

assert(condition,text){if(!condition){abort(\"Assertion failed: \"+text)}}function getCFunc(ident){var

func=Module[\"_\"+ident];assert(func,\"Cannot call unknown function \"+ident+\", make sure it is exported\");return

func}function ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,args,opts){var toC={\"string\":function(str){var

ret=0;if(str!==null&&str!==undefined&&str!==0){var

len=(str.length<<2)+1;ret=stackAlloc(len);stringToUTF8(str,ret,len)}return ret},\"array\":function(arr){var

ret=stackAlloc(arr.length);writeArrayToMemory(arr,ret);return ret}};function

convertReturnValue(ret){if(returnType===\"string\")return UTF8ToString(ret);if(returnType===\"boolean\")return

Boolean(ret);return ret}var func=getCFunc(ident);var cArgs=[];var stack=0;if(args){for(var

i=0;i<args.length;i++){var

converter=toC[argTypes[i]];if(converter){if(stack===0)stack=stackSave();cArgs[i]=converter(args[i])}else{cArgs[i

]=args[i]}}}var ret=func.apply(null,cArgs);ret=convertReturnValue(ret);if(stack!==0)stackRestore(stack);return

ret}function cwrap(ident,returnType,argTypes,opts){argTypes=argTypes||[];var

numericArgs=argTypes.every(function(type){return type===\"number\"});var

numericRet=returnType!==\"string\";if(numericRet&&numericArgs&&!opts){return getCFunc(ident)}return

function(){return ccall(ident,returnType,argTypes,arguments,opts)}}var UTF8Decoder=typeof

TextDecoder!==\"undefined\"?new TextDecoder(\"utf8\"):undefined;function

UTF8ArrayToString(heap,idx,maxBytesToRead){var endIdx=idx+maxBytesToRead;var

endPtr=idx;while(heap[endPtr]&&!(endPtr>=endIdx))++endPtr;if(endPtr-

idx>16&&heap.subarray&&UTF8Decoder){return UTF8Decoder.decode(heap.subarray(idx,endPtr))}else{var

str=\"\";while(idx<endPtr){var u0=heap[idx++];if(!(u0&128)){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0);continue}var

u1=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&224)==192){str+=String.fromCharCode((u0&31)<<6|u1);continue}var

u2=heap[idx++]&63;if((u0&240)==224){u0=(u0&15)<<12|u1<<6|u2}else{u0=(u0&7)<<18|u1<<12|u2<<6|heap[id

x++]&63}if(u0<65536){str+=String.fromCharCode(u0)}else{var ch=u0-

65536;str+=String.fromCharCode(55296|ch>>10,56320|ch&1023)}}}return str}function

UTF8ToString(ptr,maxBytesToRead){return

ptr?UTF8ArrayToString(HEAPU8,ptr,maxBytesToRead):\"\"}function

stringToUTF8Array(str,heap,outIdx,maxBytesToWrite){if(!(maxBytesToWrite>0))return 0;var startIdx=outIdx;var

endIdx=outIdx+maxBytesToWrite-1;for(var i=0;i<str.length;++i){var

u=str.charCodeAt(i);if(u>=55296&&u<=57343){var

u1=str.charCodeAt(++i);u=65536+((u&1023)<<10)|u1&1023}if(u<=127){if(outIdx>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]

=u}else if(u<=2047){if(outIdx+1>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=192|u>>6;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}else

if(u<=65535){if(outIdx+2>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=224|u>>12;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx

++]=128|u&63}else{if(outIdx+3>=endIdx)break;heap[outIdx++]=240|u>>18;heap[outIdx++]=128|u>>12&63;heap[

outIdx++]=128|u>>6&63;heap[outIdx++]=128|u&63}}heap[outIdx]=0;return outIdx-startIdx}function

stringToUTF8(str,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite){return

stringToUTF8Array(str,HEAPU8,outPtr,maxBytesToWrite)}function

writeArrayToMemory(array,buffer){HEAP8.set(array,buffer)}function

alignUp(x,multiple){if(x%multiple>0){x+=multiple-x%multiple}return x}var

buffer,HEAP8,HEAPU8,HEAP16,HEAPU16,HEAP32,HEAPU32,HEAPF32,HEAPF64;function

updateGlobalBufferAndViews(buf){buffer=buf;Module[\"HEAP8\"]=HEAP8=new

Int8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP16\"]=HEAP16=new Int16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAP32\"]=HEAP32=new

Int32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU8\"]=HEAPU8=new Uint8Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU16\"]=HEAPU16=new

Uint16Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPU32\"]=HEAPU32=new

Uint32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF32\"]=HEAPF32=new
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Float32Array(buf);Module[\"HEAPF64\"]=HEAPF64=new Float64Array(buf)}var

INITIAL_MEMORY=Module[\"INITIAL_MEMORY\"]||16777216;var wasmTable;var __ATPRERUN__=[];var

__ATINIT__=[];var __ATMAIN__=[];var __ATPOSTRUN__=[];var

runtimeInitialized=false;__ATINIT__.push({func:function(){___wasm_call_ctors()}});function

preRun(){if(Module[\"preRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preRun\"]=[Module[\"preRun\"]];while(Module[\"preRun\"].length){a

ddOnPreRun(Module[\"preRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPRERUN__)}function

initRuntime(){runtimeInitialized=true;callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATINIT__)}function

preMain(){callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATMAIN__)}function postRun(){if(Module[\"postRun\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"postRun\"]==\"function\")Module[\"postRun\"]=[Module[\"postRun\"]];while(Module[\"postRun\"].lengt

h){addOnPostRun(Module[\"postRun\"].shift())}}callRuntimeCallbacks(__ATPOSTRUN__)}function

addOnPreRun(cb){__ATPRERUN__.unshift(cb)}function addOnPostRun(cb){__ATPOSTRUN__.unshift(cb)}var

runDependencies=0;var runDependencyWatcher=null;var dependenciesFulfilled=null;function

addRunDependency(id){runDependencies++;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDep

endencies\"](runDependencies)}}function removeRunDependency(id){runDependencies--

;if(Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"]){Module[\"monitorRunDependencies\"](runDependencies)}if(runDepend

encies==0){if(runDependencyWatcher!==null){clearInterval(runDependencyWatcher);runDependencyWatcher=nul

l}if(dependenciesFulfilled){var

callback=dependenciesFulfilled;dependenciesFulfilled=null;callback()}}}Module[\"preloadedImages\"]={};Module

[\"preloadedAudios\"]={};function

abort(what){if(Module[\"onAbort\"]){Module[\"onAbort\"](what)}what+=\"\";err(what);ABORT=true;EXITSTAT

US=1;what=\"abort(\"+what+\"). Build with -s ASSERTIONS=1 for more info.\";var e=new

WebAssembly.RuntimeError(what);readyPromiseReject(e);throw e}function hasPrefix(str,prefix){return

String.prototype.startsWith?str.startsWith(prefix):str.indexOf(prefix)===0}var

dataURIPrefix=\"data:application/octet-stream;base64,\";function isDataURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,dataURIPrefix)}var fileURIPrefix=\"file://\";function isFileURI(filename){return

hasPrefix(filename,fileURIPrefix)}var wasmBinaryFile=\"tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm\";if(!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)){wasmBinaryFile=locateFile(wasmBinaryFile)}function

getBinary(file){try{if(file==wasmBinaryFile&&wasmBinary){return new

Uint8Array(wasmBinary)}if(readBinary){return readBinary(file)}else{throw\"both async and sync fetching of the

wasm failed\"}}catch(err){abort(err)}}function

getBinaryPromise(){if(!wasmBinary&&(ENVIRONMENT_IS_WEB||ENVIRONMENT_IS_WORKER)){if(typeof

fetch===\"function\"&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFile)){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){if(!response[\"ok\"]){throw\"failed to load wasm binary file at

'\"+wasmBinaryFile+\"'\"}return response[\"arrayBuffer\"]()}).catch(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}else{if(readAsync){return new

Promise(function(resolve,reject){readAsync(wasmBinaryFile,function(response){resolve(new

Uint8Array(response))},reject)})}}}return Promise.resolve().then(function(){return

getBinary(wasmBinaryFile)})}function createWasm(){var info={\"a\":asmLibraryArg};function

receiveInstance(instance,module){var

exports=instance.exports;Module[\"asm\"]=exports;wasmMemory=Module[\"asm\"][\"j\"];updateGlobalBufferAnd

Views(wasmMemory.buffer);wasmTable=Module[\"asm\"][\"r\"];removeRunDependency(\"wasm-

instantiate\")}addRunDependency(\"wasm-instantiate\");function

receiveInstantiatedSource(output){receiveInstance(output[\"instance\"])}function

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiver){return getBinaryPromise().then(function(binary){return

WebAssembly.instantiate(binary,info)}).then(receiver,function(reason){err(\"failed to asynchronously prepare

wasm: \"+reason);abort(reason)})}function instantiateAsync(){if(!wasmBinary&&typeof

WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming===\"function\"&&!isDataURI(wasmBinaryFile)&&!isFileURI(wasmBinaryFil
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e)&&typeof fetch===\"function\"){return fetch(wasmBinaryFile,{credentials:\"same-

origin\"}).then(function(response){var result=WebAssembly.instantiateStreaming(response,info);return

result.then(receiveInstantiatedSource,function(reason){err(\"wasm streaming compile failed: \"+reason);err(\"falling

back to ArrayBuffer instantiation\");return instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)})})}else{return

instantiateArrayBuffer(receiveInstantiatedSource)}}if(Module[\"instantiateWasm\"]){try{var

exports=Module[\"instantiateWasm\"](info,receiveInstance);return exports}catch(e){err(\"Module.instantiateWasm

callback failed with error: \"+e);return false}}instantiateAsync().catch(readyPromiseReject);return{}}function

callRuntimeCallbacks(callbacks){while(callbacks.length>0){var callback=callbacks.shift();if(typeof

callback==\"function\"){callback(Module);continue}var func=callback.func;if(typeof

func===\"number\"){if(callback.arg===undefined){wasmTable.get(func)()}else{wasmTable.get(func)(callback.arg)

}}else{func(callback.arg===undefined?null:callback.arg)}}}function _abort(){abort()}function

_emscripten_memcpy_big(dest,src,num){HEAPU8.copyWithin(dest,src,src+num)}function

_emscripten_get_heap_size(){return HEAPU8.length}function

emscripten_realloc_buffer(size){try{wasmMemory.grow(size-

buffer.byteLength+65535>>>16);updateGlobalBufferAndViews(wasmMemory.buffer);return

1}catch(e){}}function _emscripten_resize_heap(requestedSize){var oldSize=_emscripten_get_heap_size();var

maxHeapSize=2147483648;if(requestedSize>maxHeapSize){return false}for(var

cutDown=1;cutDown<=4;cutDown*=2){var

overGrownHeapSize=oldSize*(1+.2/cutDown);overGrownHeapSize=Math.min(overGrownHeapSize,requestedSize

+100663296);var

newSize=Math.min(maxHeapSize,alignUp(Math.max(requestedSize,overGrownHeapSize),65536));var

replacement=emscripten_realloc_buffer(newSize);if(replacement){return true}}return false}var

SYSCALLS={mappings:{},buffers:[null,[],[]],printChar:function(stream,curr){var

buffer=SYSCALLS.buffers[stream];if(curr===0||curr===10){(stream===1?out:err)(UTF8ArrayToString(buffer,0));

buffer.length=0}else{buffer.push(curr)}},varargs:undefined,get:function(){SYSCALLS.varargs+=4;var

ret=HEAP32[SYSCALLS.varargs-4>>2];return ret},getStr:function(ptr){var ret=UTF8ToString(ptr);return

ret},get64:function(low,high){return low}};function _fd_close(fd){return 0}function

_fd_seek(fd,offset_low,offset_high,whence,newOffset){}function _fd_write(fd,iov,iovcnt,pnum){var num=0;for(var

i=0;i<iovcnt;i++){var ptr=HEAP32[iov+i*8>>2];var len=HEAP32[iov+(i*8+4)>>2];for(var

j=0;j<len;j++){SYSCALLS.printChar(fd,HEAPU8[ptr+j])}num+=len}HEAP32[pnum>>2]=num;return 0}function

_pthread_create(){return 6}function _pthread_join(){return 28}function

setErrNo(value){HEAP32[___errno_location()>>2]=value;return value}function

_sysconf(name){switch(name){case 30:return 16384;case 85:var maxHeapSize=2147483648;return

maxHeapSize/16384;case 132:case 133:case 12:case 137:case 138:case 15:case 235:case 16:case 17:case 18:case

19:case 20:case 149:case 13:case 10:case 236:case 153:case 9:case 21:case 22:case 159:case 154:case 14:case

77:case 78:case 139:case 82:case 68:case 67:case 164:case 11:case 29:case 47:case 48:case 95:case 52:case 51:case

46:return 200809;case 27:case 246:case 127:case 128:case 23:case 24:case 160:case 161:case 181:case 182:case

242:case 183:case 184:case 243:case 244:case 245:case 165:case 178:case 179:case 49:case 50:case 168:case

169:case 175:case 170:case 171:case 172:case 97:case 76:case 32:case 173:case 35:case 80:case 81:case 79:return-

1;case 176:case 177:case 7:case 155:case 8:case 157:case 125:case 126:case 92:case 93:case 129:case 130:case

131:case 94:case 91:return 1;case 74:case 60:case 69:case 70:case 4:return 1024;case 31:case 42:case 72:return

32;case 87:case 26:case 33:return 2147483647;case 34:case 1:return 47839;case 38:case 36:return 99;case 43:case

37:return 2048;case 0:return 2097152;case 3:return 65536;case 28:return 32768;case 44:return 32767;case 75:return

16384;case 39:return 1e3;case 89:return 700;case 71:return 256;case 40:return 255;case 2:return 100;case 180:return

64;case 25:return 20;case 5:return 16;case 6:return 6;case 73:return 4;case 84:{if(typeof

navigator===\"object\")return navigator[\"hardwareConcurrency\"]||1;return 1}}setErrNo(28);return-1}var

asmLibraryArg={\"a\":_abort,\"d\":_emscripten_memcpy_big,\"e\":_emscripten_resize_heap,\"f\":_fd_close,\"c\":_f

d_seek,\"b\":_fd_write,\"h\":_pthread_create,\"g\":_pthread_join,\"i\":_sysconf};var asm=createWasm();var
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___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm_call_ctors\"]=function(){return(___wasm_call_ctors=Module[\"___wasm

_call_ctors\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"k\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_init=Module[\"_init\"]=function(){return(_init=Module[\"_init\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"l\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_init_with_threads_count=Module[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_init_with_threads_count=Mod

ule[\"_init_with_threads_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"m\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads_count\"]=function(){return(_get_threads_count=Module[\"_get_threads

_count\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"n\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=function(){return(_register_tensor=Module[\"_register_tensor\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"o\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=function(){return(_dispose_data=Module[\"_dispose_data\"]=Module[\"

asm\"][\"p\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=function(){return(_dispose=Module[\"_dispose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"q\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=function(){return(_Abs=Module[\"_Abs\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"s\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=function(){return(_Add=Module[\"_Add\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"t\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=function(){return(_AddN=Module[\"_AddN\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"u\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_All=Module[\"_All\"]=function(){return(_All=Module[\"_All\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"v\"]).apply(null,arguments)};

var

_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=function(){return(_Any=Module[\"_Any\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"w\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=function(){return(_ArgMax=Module[\"_ArgMax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"x\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=function(){return(_AvgPool=Module[\"_AvgPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"y\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=function(){return(_BatchMatMul=Module[\"_BatchMatMul\"]=Modu

le[\"asm\"][\"z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=function(){return(_Ceil=Module[\"_Ceil\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"A\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=function(){return(_ClipByValue=Module[\"_ClipByValue\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"B\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=function(){return(_Conv2D=Module[\"_Conv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"C\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Conv2DBackpropInput=Module[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=function(){return(_Conv2DBackpropInput=Modul

e[\"_Conv2DBackpropInput\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"D\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=function(){return(_Cos=Module[\"_Cos\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"E\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=function(){return(_Cosh=Module[\"_Cosh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"F\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]=function(){return(_CropAndResize=Module[\"_CropAndResize\"]

=Module[\"asm\"][\"G\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=function(){return(_Cumsum=Module[\"_Cumsum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"H\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=function(){return(_DepthToSpace=Module[\"_DepthToSpace\"]=M

odule[\"asm\"][\"I\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var
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_DepthwiseConv2dNative=Module[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=function(){return(_DepthwiseConv2dNative=M

odule[\"_DepthwiseConv2dNative\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"J\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=function(){return(_Elu=Module[\"_Elu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"K\"]).apply(null,arguments)}

;var

_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=function(){return(_Equal=Module[\"_Equal\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"L\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=function(){return(_Exp=Module[\"_Exp\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"M\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=function(){return(_FlipLeftRight=Module[\"_FlipLeftRight\"]=Modul

e[\"asm\"][\"N\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=function(){return(_Floor=Module[\"_Floor\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"O\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=function(){return(_FloorDiv=Module[\"_FloorDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"P\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchNorm\"]=function(){return(_FusedBatchNorm=Module[\"_FusedBatchN

orm\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Q\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedConv2D=Module[\"_FusedConv2D\"]=Mod

ule[\"asm\"][\"R\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=Module[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=function(){return(_FusedDepthwiseConv2D=M

odule[\"_FusedDepthwiseConv2D\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"S\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=function(){return(_Gather=Module[\"_Gather\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"T\"]).apply(null

,arguments)};var

_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=function(){return(_GatherNd=Module[\"_GatherNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"U\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=function(){return(_Greater=Module[\"_Greater\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"V\"]).apply(

null,arguments)};var

_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=function(){return(_GreaterEqual=Module[\"_GreaterEqual\"]=Module[\

"asm\"][\"W\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=function(){return(_LeakyRelu=Module[\"_LeakyRelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\

"X\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=function(){return(_Less=Module[\"_Less\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Y\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=function(){return(_LessEqual=Module[\"_LessEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Z\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=function(){return(_Log=Module[\"_Log\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"_\"]).apply(null,arguments

)};var

_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=function(){return(_LogicalAnd=Module[\"_LogicalAnd\"]=Module[\"asm

\"][\"$\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=function(){return(_Max=Module[\"_Max\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"aa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=function(){return(_MaxPool=Module[\"_MaxPool\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ba\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=function(){return(_Maximum=Module[\"_Maximum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"c

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=function(){return(_Mean=Module[\"_Mean\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"da\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=function(){return(_Min=Module[\"_Min\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ea\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var
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_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=function(){return(_Minimum=Module[\"_Minimum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"fa\

"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=function(){return(_MirrorPad=Module[\"_MirrorPad\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"g

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=function(){return(_Multiply=Module[\"_Multiply\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ha\"]).a

pply(null,arguments)};var

_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=function(){return(_Neg=Module[\"_Neg\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ia\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV3=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV3\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV4=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV4\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ka\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Module[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=function(){return(_NonMaxSuppressionV5=Mod

ule[\"_NonMaxSuppressionV5\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"la\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=function(){return(_NotEqual=Module[\"_NotEqual\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ma\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=function(){return(_OneHot=Module[\"_OneHot\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"na\"]).appl

y(null,arguments)};var

_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=function(){return(_PadV2=Module[\"_PadV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"oa\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=function(){return(_Pow=Module[\"_Pow\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"pa\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=function(){return(_Prelu=Module[\"_Prelu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"qa\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=function(){return(_Prod=Module[\"_Prod\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ra\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=function(){return(_RealDiv=Module[\"_RealDiv\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"sa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=function(){return(_Relu=Module[\"_Relu\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ta\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=function(){return(_Relu6=Module[\"_Relu6\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ua\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=function(){return(_ResizeBilinear=Module[\"_ResizeBilinear\"]=Mo

dule[\"asm\"][\"va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=function(){return(_Reverse=Module[\"_Reverse\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"wa\"]).app

ly(null,arguments)};var

_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWithOffset\"]=function(){return(_RotateWithOffset=Module[\"_RotateWith

Offset\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=function(){return(_Round=Module[\"_Round\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"ya\"]).apply(nul

l,arguments)};var

_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=function(){return(_Rsqrt=Module[\"_Rsqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"za\"]).apply(null,arg

uments)};var

_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=function(){return(_ScatterNd=Module[\"_ScatterNd\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Aa

\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=function(){return(_SelectV2=Module[\"_SelectV2\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ba\"])

.apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=function(){return(_Sigmoid=Module[\"_Sigmoid\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ca\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var
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_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=function(){return(_Sin=Module[\"_Sin\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Da\"]).apply(null,arguments)

};var

_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=function(){return(_Softmax=Module[\"_Softmax\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ea\"]).ap

ply(null,arguments)};var

_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=function(){return(_Sqrt=Module[\"_Sqrt\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Fa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=function(){return(_Square=Module[\"_Square\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ga\"]).apply(n

ull,arguments)};var

_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_SquaredDifference\"]=function(){return(_SquaredDifference=Module[\"_Squared

Difference\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ha\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=function(){return(_Step=Module[\"_Step\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ia\"]).apply(null,argume

nts)};var

_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=function(){return(_StridedSlice=Module[\"_StridedSlice\"]=Module[\"as

m\"][\"Ja\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=function(){return(_Sub=Module[\"_Sub\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ka\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=function(){return(_Sum=Module[\"_Sum\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"La\"]).apply(null,argum

ents)};var

_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=function(){return(_Tan=Module[\"_Tan\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ma\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=function(){return(_Tanh=Module[\"_Tanh\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Na\"]).apply(null,argu

ments)};var

_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=function(){return(_Tile=Module[\"_Tile\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Oa\"]).apply(null,argumen

ts)};var

_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=function(){return(_TopK=Module[\"_TopK\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Pa\"]).apply(null,ar

guments)};var

_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=function(){return(_Transform=Module[\"_Transform\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"

Qa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=function(){return(_Transpose=Module[\"_Transpose\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"R

a\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=function(){return(__FusedMatMul=Module[\"__FusedMatMul\"]=

Module[\"asm\"][\"Sa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=function(){return(_malloc=Module[\"_malloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ta\"]).apply(nu

ll,arguments)};var

_free=Module[\"_free\"]=function(){return(_free=Module[\"_free\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ua\"]).apply(null,argument

s)};var

___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_location\"]=function(){return(___errno_location=Module[\"___errno_locati

on\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Va\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=function(){return(stackSave=Module[\"stackSave\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Wa\"]).

apply(null,arguments)};var

stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=function(){return(stackRestore=Module[\"stackRestore\"]=Module[\"asm\"

][\"Xa\"]).apply(null,arguments)};var

stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=function(){return(stackAlloc=Module[\"stackAlloc\"]=Module[\"asm\"][\"Ya\"

]).apply(null,arguments)};Module[\"cwrap\"]=cwrap;var calledRun;function

ExitStatus(status){this.name=\"ExitStatus\";this.message=\"Program terminated with

exit(\"+status+\")\";this.status=status}dependenciesFulfilled=function

runCaller(){if(!calledRun)run();if(!calledRun)dependenciesFulfilled=runCaller};function

run(args){args=args||arguments_;if(runDependencies>0){return}preRun();if(runDependencies>0){return}function
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doRun(){if(calledRun)return;calledRun=true;Module[\"calledRun\"]=true;if(ABORT)return;initRuntime();preMain(

);readyPromiseResolve(Module);if(Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"])Module[\"onRuntimeInitialized\"]();postRun(

)}if(Module[\"setStatus\"]){Module[\"setStatus\"](\"Running...\");setTimeout(function(){setTimeout(function(){Mo

dule[\"setStatus\"](\"\")},1);doRun()},1)}else{doRun()}}Module[\"run\"]=run;if(Module[\"preInit\"]){if(typeof

Module[\"preInit\"]==\"function\")Module[\"preInit\"]=[Module[\"preInit\"]];while(Module[\"preInit\"].length>0){

Module[\"preInit\"].pop()()}}run();\n\n\n  return WasmBackendModule.ready\n}\n);\n})();\nif (typeof exports ===

'object' && typeof module === 'object')\n  module.exports = WasmBackendModule;\nelse if (typeof define ===

'function' && define['amd'])\n  define([], function() { return WasmBackendModule; });\nelse if (typeof exports ===

'object')\n  exports[\"WasmBackendModule\"] = WasmBackendModule;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendTimingInfo, DataStorage, DataType, deprecationWarn,

engine, env, KernelBackend, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasmModule,

WasmFactoryConfig} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm';\nimport {BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule} from

'../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd';\nimport wasmFactoryThreadedSimd from '../wasm-out/tfjs-

backend-wasm-threaded-simd.js';\n// @ts-ignore\nimport {wasmWorkerContents} from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-

wasm-threaded-simd.worker.js';\nimport wasmFactory from '../wasm-out/tfjs-backend-wasm.js';\n\ninterface

TensorData {\n  id: number;\n  memoryOffset: number;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype: DataType;\n  refCount:

number;\n  /** Only used for string tensors, storing encoded bytes. */\n  stringBytes?: Uint8Array[];\n}\n\nexport

type DataId = object;  // object instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\nexport class BackendWasm extends

KernelBackend {\n  // 0 is reserved for null data ids.\n  private dataIdNextNumber = 1;\n  dataIdMap:

DataStorage<TensorData>;\n\n  constructor(public wasm:

BackendWasmModule|BackendWasmThreadedSimdModule) {\n    super();\n

this.wasm.tfjs.initWithThreadsCount(threadsCount);\n    actualThreadsCount = this.wasm.tfjs.getThreadsCount();\n

 this.dataIdMap = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  write(values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType):\n      DataId {\n    const dataId = {id: this.dataIdNextNumber++};\n

this.move(dataId, values, shape, dtype, 1);\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdMap.numDataIds();\n  }\n\n  async time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    const start =

util.now();\n    f();\n    const kernelMs = util.now() - start;\n    return {kernelMs};\n  }\n\n  move(\n      dataId:

DataId, values: backend_util.BackendValues, shape: number[],\n      dtype: DataType, refCount: number): void {\n

const id = this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const stringBytes = values as Uint8Array[];\n

    this.dataIdMap.set(\n          dataId,\n          {id, stringBytes, shape, dtype, memoryOffset: null, refCount});\n

return;\n    }\n\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const numBytes = size *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n    const memoryOffset = this.wasm._malloc(numBytes);\n\n

this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype, refCount});\n\n    this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n      this.wasm.HEAPU8.set(\n          new Uint8Array(\n              (values

as backend_util.TypedArray).buffer,\n              (values as backend_util.TypedArray).byteOffset, numBytes),\n

memoryOffset);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId): Promise<backend_util.BackendValues> {\n    return

this.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): backend_util.BackendValues {\n    const {memoryOffset,

dtype, shape, stringBytes} =\n        this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return stringBytes;\n

  }\n    const bytes = this.wasm.HEAPU8.slice(\n        memoryOffset,\n        memoryOffset +

util.sizeFromShape(shape) * util.bytesPerElement(dtype));\n    return typedArrayFromBuffer(bytes.buffer, dtype);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the memory if the dataId has 0 refCount. Return true if the memory\n   * is released, false
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otherwise.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const data =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      data.refCount--;\n      if (!force && data.refCount > 0) {\n        return false;\n

}\n\n      this.wasm._free(data.memoryOffset);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.disposeData(data.id);\n

this.dataIdMap.delete(dataId);\n    }\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.dataIdMap.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  incRef(dataId: DataId) {\n

const data = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    if (data != null) {\n      data.refCount++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision():

32 {\n    return 32;\n  }\n\n  // Returns the memory offset of a tensor. Useful for debugging and unit\n  // testing.\n

getMemoryOffset(dataId: DataId): number {\n    return this.dataIdMap.get(dataId).memoryOffset;\n  }\n\n

dispose() {\n    this.wasm.tfjs.dispose();\n    if ('PThread' in this.wasm) {\n

this.wasm.PThread.terminateAllThreads();\n    }\n    this.wasm = null;\n  }\n\n  memory() {\n    return {unreliable:

false};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Make a tensor info for the output of an op. If `memoryOffset` is not\n   * present, this

method allocates memory on the WASM heap. If `memoryOffset`\n   * is present, the memory was allocated

elsewhere (in c++) and we just record\n   * the pointer where that memory lives.\n   */\n  makeOutput(shape:

number[], dtype: DataType, memoryOffset?: number):\n      TensorInfo {\n    let dataId: {};\n    if (memoryOffset

== null) {\n      dataId = this.write(null /* values */, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      const id =

this.dataIdNextNumber++;\n      dataId = {id};\n      this.dataIdMap.set(dataId, {id, memoryOffset, shape, dtype,

refCount: 1});\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      this.wasm.tfjs.registerTensor(id, size,

memoryOffset);\n    }\n    return {dataId, shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  typedArrayFromHeap({shape, dtype, dataId}:

TensorInfo):\n      backend_util.TypedArray {\n    const buffer = this.wasm.HEAPU8.buffer;\n    const

{memoryOffset} = this.dataIdMap.get(dataId);\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    switch (dtype) {\n

case 'float32':\n        return new Float32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'int32':\n        return new

Int32Array(buffer, memoryOffset, size);\n      case 'bool':\n        return new Uint8Array(buffer, memoryOffset,

size);\n      default:\n        throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

createInstantiateWasmFunc(path: string) {\n  // this will be replace by rollup plugin patchWechatWebAssembly in\n

// minprogram's output.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return (imports: any, callback: any) => {\n

util.fetch(path, {credentials: 'same-origin'}).then((response) => {\n      if (!response['ok']) {\n

imports.env.a(`failed to load wasm binary file at '${path}'`);\n      }\n      response.arrayBuffer().then(binary => {\n

   WebAssembly.instantiate(binary, imports).then(output => {\n          callback(output.instance, output.module);\n

 });\n      });\n    });\n    return {};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the path of the WASM binary.\n * @param

simdSupported whether SIMD is supported\n * @param threadsSupported whether multithreading is supported\n *

@param wasmModuleFolder the directory containing the WASM binaries.\n */\nfunction getPathToWasmBinary(\n

  simdSupported: boolean, threadsSupported: boolean,\n    wasmModuleFolder: string) {\n  if (wasmPath != null) {\n

  // If wasmPath is defined, the user has supplied a full path to\n    // the vanilla .wasm binary.\n    return

wasmPath;\n  }\n\n  let path: WasmBinaryName = 'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm';\n  if (simdSupported &&

threadsSupported) {\n    path = 'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm';\n  } else if (simdSupported) {\n    path =

'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm';\n  }\n\n  if (wasmFileMap != null) {\n    if (wasmFileMap[path] != null) {\n

return wasmFileMap[path];\n    }\n  }\n\n  return wasmModuleFolder + path;\n}\n\n/**\n * Initializes the wasm

module and creates the js <--> wasm bridge.\n *\n * NOTE: We wrap the wasm module in a object with property

'wasm' instead of\n * returning Promise<BackendWasmModule> to avoid freezing Chrome (last tested\n * in

Chrome 76).\n */\nexport async function init(): Promise<{wasm: BackendWasmModule}> {\n  const

[simdSupported, threadsSupported] = await Promise.all([\n    env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_SIMD_SUPPORT'),\n

 env().getAsync('WASM_HAS_MULTITHREAD_SUPPORT')\n  ]);\n\n  return new Promise((resolve, reject) =>

{\n    const factoryConfig: WasmFactoryConfig = {};\n\n    /**\n     * This function overrides the Emscripten

module locateFile utility.\n     * @param path The relative path to the file that needs to be loaded.\n     * @param

prefix The path to the main JavaScript file's directory.\n     */\n    factoryConfig.locateFile = (path, prefix) => {\n

if (path.endsWith('.worker.js')) {\n        const response = wasmWorkerContents;\n        const blob = new
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Blob([response], {type: 'application/javascript'});\n        return URL.createObjectURL(blob);\n      }\n\n      if

(path.endsWith('.wasm')) {\n        return getPathToWasmBinary(\n            simdSupported as boolean,

threadsSupported as boolean,\n            wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : prefix);\n      }\n      return prefix

+ path;\n    };\n\n    // Use the instantiateWasm override when system fetch is not available.\n    // Reference:\n    //

https://github.com/emscripten-

core/emscripten/blob/2bca083cbbd5a4133db61fbd74d04f7feecfa907/tests/manual_wasm_instantiate.html#L170\n

if (customFetch) {\n      factoryConfig.instantiateWasm =\n

createInstantiateWasmFunc(getPathToWasmBinary(\n              simdSupported as boolean, threadsSupported as

boolean,\n              wasmPathPrefix != null ? wasmPathPrefix : ''));\n    }\n\n    let initialized = false;\n

factoryConfig.onAbort = () => {\n      if (initialized) {\n        // Emscripten already called console.warn so no need to

double log.\n        return;\n      }\n      if (initAborted) {\n        // Emscripten calls `onAbort` twice, resulting in double

error\n        // messages.\n        return;\n      }\n      initAborted = true;\n      const rejectMsg =\n          'Make sure the

server can serve the `.wasm` file relative to the ' +\n          'bundled js file. For more details see

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers';\n

reject({message: rejectMsg});\n    };\n\n    let wasm: Promise<BackendWasmModule>;\n    // If `wasmPath` has

been defined we must initialize the vanilla module.\n    if (threadsSupported && simdSupported && wasmPath ==

null) {\n      factoryConfig.mainScriptUrlOrBlob = new Blob(\n          [`var WasmBackendModuleThreadedSimd = `

+\n           wasmFactoryThreadedSimd.toString()],\n          {type: 'text/javascript'});\n      wasm =

wasmFactoryThreadedSimd(factoryConfig);\n    } else {\n      // The wasmFactory works for both vanilla and SIMD

binaries.\n      wasm = wasmFactory(factoryConfig);\n    }\n\n    // The WASM module has been successfully

created by the factory.\n    // Any error will be caught by the onAbort callback defined above.\n

wasm.then((module) => {\n      initialized = true;\n      initAborted = false;\n\n      const voidReturnType: string =

null;\n      // Using the tfjs namespace to avoid conflict with emscripten's API.\n      module.tfjs = {\n        init:

module.cwrap('init', null, []),\n        initWithThreadsCount:\n            module.cwrap('init_with_threads_count', null,

['number']),\n        getThreadsCount: module.cwrap('get_threads_count', 'number', []),\n        registerTensor:

module.cwrap(\n            'register_tensor', null,\n            [\n              'number',  // id\n              'number',  // size\n

  'number',  // memoryOffset\n            ]),\n        disposeData: module.cwrap('dispose_data', voidReturnType,

['number']),\n        dispose: module.cwrap('dispose', voidReturnType, []),\n      };\n\n      resolve({wasm: module});\n

  });\n  });\n}\n\nfunction typedArrayFromBuffer(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, dtype: DataType):

backend_util.TypedArray {\n  switch (dtype) {\n    case 'float32':\n      return new Float32Array(buffer);\n    case

'int32':\n      return new Int32Array(buffer);\n    case 'bool':\n      return new Uint8Array(buffer);\n    default:\n

throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nconst wasmBinaryNames = [\n  'tfjs-backend-

wasm.wasm', 'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm',\n  'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm'\n] as const ;\ntype

WasmBinaryName = typeof wasmBinaryNames[number];\n\nlet wasmPath: string = null;\nlet wasmPathPrefix:

string = null;\nlet wasmFileMap: {[key in WasmBinaryName]?: string} = {};\nlet initAborted = false;\nlet

customFetch = false;\n\n/**\n * @deprecated Use `setWasmPaths` instead.\n * Sets the path to the `.wasm` file

which will be fetched when the wasm\n * backend is initialized. See\n *

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/blob/master/tfjs-backend-wasm/README.md#using-bundlers\n * for more

details.\n * @param path wasm file path or url\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional boolean to use platform fetch

to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n

*/\nexport function setWasmPath(path: string, usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  deprecationWarn(\n

'setWasmPath has been deprecated in favor of setWasmPaths and' +\n      ' will be removed in a future release.');\n  if

(initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n

  '`setWasmPath()` before you call `tf.setBackend()` or `tf.ready()`');\n  }\n  wasmPath = path;\n  customFetch =

usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**\n * Configures the locations of the WASM binaries.\n *\n * ```js\n * setWasmPaths({\n

*  'tfjs-backend-wasm.wasm': 'renamed.wasm',\n *  'tfjs-backend-wasm-simd.wasm': 'renamed-simd.wasm',\n *

'tfjs-backend-wasm-threaded-simd.wasm': 'renamed-threaded-simd.wasm'\n * });\n * tf.setBackend('wasm');\n *

```\n *\n * @param prefixOrFileMap This can be either a string or object:\n *  - (string) The path to the directory
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where the WASM binaries are located.\n *     Note that this prefix will be used to load each binary (vanilla,\n *

SIMD-enabled, threading-enabled, etc.).\n *  - (object) Mapping from names of WASM binaries to custom\n *

full paths specifying the locations of those binaries. This is useful if\n *     your WASM binaries are not all located

in the same directory, or if your\n *     WASM binaries have been renamed.\n * @param usePlatformFetch optional

boolean to use platform fetch to download\n *     the wasm file, default to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'wasm'}\n */\nexport function setWasmPaths(\n    prefixOrFileMap: string|{[key in

WasmBinaryName]?: string},\n    usePlatformFetch = false): void {\n  if (initAborted) {\n    throw new Error(\n

'The WASM backend was already initialized. Make sure you call ' +\n        '`setWasmPaths()` before you call

`tf.setBackend()` or ' +\n        '`tf.ready()`');\n  }\n\n  if (typeof prefixOrFileMap === 'string') {\n    wasmPathPrefix

= prefixOrFileMap;\n  } else {\n    wasmFileMap = prefixOrFileMap;\n    const missingPaths =\n

wasmBinaryNames.filter(name => wasmFileMap[name] == null);\n    if (missingPaths.length > 0) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `There were no entries found for the following binaries: ` +\n          `${missingPaths.join(',')}. Please

either call setWasmPaths with a ` +\n          `map providing a path for each binary, or with a string indicating ` +\n

    `the directory where all the binaries can be found.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  customFetch = usePlatformFetch;\n}\n\n/**

Used in unit tests. */\nexport function resetWasmPath(): void {\n  wasmPath = null;\n  wasmPathPrefix = null;\n

wasmFileMap = {};\n  customFetch = false;\n  initAborted = false;\n}\n\nlet threadsCount = -1;\nlet

actualThreadsCount = -1;\n\n/**\n * Sets the number of threads that will be used by XNNPACK to create\n *

threadpool (default to the number of logical CPU cores).\n *\n * This must be called before calling

`tf.setBackend('wasm')`.\n */\nexport function setThreadsCount(numThreads: number) {\n  threadsCount =

numThreads;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the actual threads count that is used by XNNPACK.\n *\n * It is set after the

backend is intialized.\n */\nexport function getThreadsCount(): number {\n  if (actualThreadsCount === -1) {\n

throw new Error(`WASM backend not initialized.`);\n  }\n  return actualThreadsCount;\n}\n","/** @license See the

LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.11.0';\nexport

{version};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport './flags_wasm';\n\nimport {registerBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm,

init} from './backend_wasm';\n\nexport {BackendWasm, getThreadsCount, setThreadsCount, setWasmPath,

setWasmPaths} from './backend_wasm';\nexport {version as version_wasm} from './version';\n\nconst

WASM_PRIORITY = 2;\nregisterBackend('wasm', async () => {\n  const {wasm} = await init();\n  return new

BackendWasm(wasm);\n},

WASM_PRIORITY);\n"],"names":["setup","wasmFunc","sliceImplCPU","concatImplCPU","supportsFullBroadcas

t","setupFunc","kernelFunc","rangeImplCPU","require$$0","require$$1","require$$2","global","require$$3","requir

e$$4","wasmFactoryThreadedSimd","wasmFactory"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA;AAC

A,IAAY,QAMX;AAND,WAAY,QAAQ;IAClB,6CAAW,CAAA;IACX,yCAAS,CAAA;IACT,uCAAQ,CAAA;IAC

R,2CAAU,CAAA;IACV,iDAAa,CAAA;AACf,CAAC,EANW,QAAQ,KAAR,QAAQ,QAMnB;AAED;AACA,IAA

Y,iBAQX;AARD,WAAY,iBAAiB;IAC3B,6DAAU,CAAA;IACV,yDAAQ,CAAA;IACR,2DAAS,CAAA;IACT,2D

AAS,CAAA;IACT,mEAAa,CAAA;IACb,+DAAW,CAAA;IACX,uDAAO,CAAA;AACT,CAAC,EARW,iBAAiB,

KAAjB,iBAAiB;;AC3B7B;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAKQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eA

Ae,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAClE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;Q

ACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,gBAAgB,C

AAC,IAIzB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAA
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M,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,sBAAsB,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAEpD,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CA

CX,6DAA6D,CAAC,CAAC;KACpE;IAED,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc,EA

AC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,I

AAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAA

M,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iDAAiD;gBACjD,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SA

CvC;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACtB;IACD,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAA

I,IAAI;QAC3D,CAAC;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;IAC5D,MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,I

AAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,GAAG,UAAU,gDAAgD;YAC7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC

7B;IAED,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAA

C,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,MAAM,KAA

K,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEn

D,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,UAAU,EAAE,U

AAU,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,wBAAwB,EACzE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE

hC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAE,YAAY;IACxB,W

AAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;CACjD;;AC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;S

AuBgB,uBAAuB,CACnC,UAAkB,EAAE,OAAkB;IACxC,IAAI,QAA6D,CAAC;IAElE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAA

oB;QACrC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;

YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;KACJ;IAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAiD;QAEnE,MAAM,E

AAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;QACpC,MAAM,GAAG,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,M

AAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;QAGnD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAE;YACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,OAAO,EAAC

,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC;AAClE;;ACpDA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;A

AoBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;;ACpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAuBgB,wBAAwB,CACpC,U

AAkB,EAAE,qBAA8B,EAClD,KAAgB;IAClB,IAAI,QAGQ,CAAC;IAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;QACrC,

QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;YACR,OA

AO;YACP,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,OAAO;YACP,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAA

C;KACJ;IAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAkD;QAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,

CAAC;QAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QACtB,MAAM,GAAG,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,MAA

M,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;QAE/C,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QACnD

,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;QAC3E,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;;QA
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GrD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;

QAED,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,QAAQ,CAC

7B,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAClE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC;;QAG9B,IAAI,qBAAqB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;YAClD,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;YA

Cb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAChE,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,eAAe,EAA

E;YACtC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;YACb,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,

2CAA2C;gBAC3C,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SAChD;KACF;IAED,OAA

O,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC;AAClE;;ACxFA;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;AAqBA,MAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAE5B,MAAM,SAAS,GAClB,wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAG,E

AAE,qBAAqB,CAAC;;ACxBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QAEQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,OAAoB;IAC

rC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACnD,OAAO;QACP,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAAkD;IAC9D

,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;;IAGjE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACv

C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,a

AAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtE,MAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,

UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS;IACT,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;AC1DD

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,O

AAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACh

D,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAA

M,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CA

CzC;;ACpCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,aAE4D,CAAC;AAEjE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAC7D,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,SAAS

,CACrB,IAC0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;;;IAGtC,

MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACpC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACjB,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;SACpB;KACF;IACD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAA

G,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG;QACR,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM;QACvB,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY;QAC

nB,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK;KACtB,CAAC;IAEF,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;QACd,MAAM

,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3C,MAAM,CAAC,KAA
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K,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;QACxB,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;KACf;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,SA

AS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;IAEnE,aAAa,CACT,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACjB,

OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,OAAiB,EAAE,IAAc;IACxD,MAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChC;IACD,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;AAClB,CAAC;A

AED,SAAS,iBAAiB,CACtB,KAAe,EAAE,IAAc;IACjC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,OA

AO,GAAa,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAClB,QAAQ,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACzB;QACD,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACxB,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;SACvB;KACF;IACD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACnB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;YACvC,IAAI,OAAO,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;iBACd,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;gBACzD,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;aACf;SACF;QACD,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KACxB;IACD,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;AAC

7B,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UA

AU,EAAE,SAA6B;IACzC,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;CACjB;;ACtHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA;;;;;;;;SAQgB,uBAAuB,CA

CnC,CAAa,EAAE,IAAqB,EAAE,OAAoB;IAM5D,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACvB,

MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,

cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACvD,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,YAA

Y,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC;IACvB,IAAI,kBAAkB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,MAAM,QAA

Q,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QAED,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACzD,WAAW;YACP,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;QAEnE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAClE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;YACxB,kBAAkB,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC;SAC3B;KACF;IAED,OAAO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,kBAAkB,EA

AC,CAAC;AAC3E;;AC9DA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IAC

jC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAA

M,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GA

AG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,E

AAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kB

AAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,
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CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;KACx

B;IAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACz

B,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;KACrC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;I

AED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WA

AW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AA

uBA,IAAI,OAAiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/E,CAAC;AAED,S

AAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAA

C,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KA

AK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;KACxB;IAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,

MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACrC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,

EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,

EAAE;;QAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAA

C,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAA

C;AAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAA

EA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAIC,UAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,S

AASD,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCC,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

IAAI,aAAa;QACrD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;A

ACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACxE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAA0B,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,EAAC,CA

AC,EAAC,GAAG,MAA4B,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACxC,uBAAuB,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,

YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;SA

CxB;KACF;IAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC;IAClD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA
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AC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;

IAChD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACvCA,

UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,

EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;IACtC,SAAS,EAAED,OAAK;CA

CjB;;AChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,WAI6D,CAAC;AAElE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,O

AAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IA

EtC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/C,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,O

AAO,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iB

AAiB,CAC3C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,C

AAC,CAAC;IAE3E,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ

,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MA

AM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,M

AAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C;IACzC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,

EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;YAC5C,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,C

AAC;KAC5D;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;

QACjE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,oEAAoE;YACpE,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,KAAK,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC;KACrE;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EA

AE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE

,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM

,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IACh

B,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC9FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAqBgB,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;IAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC7B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IA

CnB,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEtB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,EACpC,MAAM,cAAc,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,sBAAsB;QACnE,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC;

;IAGxD,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,OAAO,EAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAC,CAAC;AAC3D,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAA

E,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC5CD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAG2C,CAAC;AAEhD,SAA

SA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,IAAI,

aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,IAIpB;IACC,MA

AM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACtB,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAA

C;IAEvC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAClD,M

AAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4DAA4D,CAAC,CAAC;KACnE;IAED,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,
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CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC7B,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,MAA

M,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;IAEzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG

,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjD,MAAM,

mBAAmB,GACrB,SAAS,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,EAC/C,MAAM,iEAAi

E;QACnE,kEAAkE;QAClE,wBAAwB,UAAU,UAAU,UAAU,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,MAAM,iBAAiB,GACn

B,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,MAAM,

QAAQ,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,

CAAC,MAAM,CACP,WAAW,KAAK,WAAW,EAC3B,MAAM,kCAAkC,WAAW,SAAS;QACxD,GAAG,WAA

W,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO;QACxD,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,mBAAmB,UAAU,EAAE;QACz

C,mBAAmB,UAAU,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IAErD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WA

AW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACrC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACpE,MAAM,

QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACrC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,

WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;;IAGpE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzE,MA

AM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;IACnD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,

QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,eAAe,CACX,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EA

AE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EACxD,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhC,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;IACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,iBAAi

B,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW;IACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,

UAAU,EAAE,WAA+B;CAC5C;;ACjID;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AA

CA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAEO,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE,YAAY,EAAE;AAClE,IAAI,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,

aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAChF,IAAI,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AAC5

C;AACA,QAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACvB,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAA

I;AAChC,YAAY,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AACzD,
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YAAY,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAC5C,YAAY,MAAM,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC;AAC3B,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;AACX,KAAK;AACL,SAAS;AACT,QAAQ,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC;AAC1B,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI;AAChC,YAAY,MAAM,WAAW,GA

AG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;AAClD,gBAAgB,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;AAC/D,

gBAAgB,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;AAC3B,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACzB,YAAY,KAAK,I

AAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GA

AG,EAAE;AAC3D,gBAAgB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,

CAAC;AAC7D,gBAAgB,KAAK,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE;AAC/D,oBAAoB,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;AAChE,iBAAiB;AACjB,aAAa;AACb,YAAY,SAAS,IAAI,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACxC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;AACX,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,O

AAO,CAAC;AACnB;;AC7CA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAC

A;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AAEO,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE;AACpD,IAAI,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC;AACzC,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,KA

AK,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACjE,IAAI,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,I

AAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACjE,IAAI,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,2BAA2B;AACpD,QAAQ,2BAA2B,EAAE;AACr

C,QAAQ,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAClD,KAAK;AACL,IAA

I,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAA

I,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACnE,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAChE,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;AACpC;AAC

A;AACA,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAClB,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACtB,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;AAC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AACzC,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAClB;;ACrCA;

AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;AACA;

AAGO,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE;AAC3D,IAAI,

MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;AACx

E,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;AAC5C,IAAI,MAAM,QAAQ,GA

AG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AAChD,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;AACrB,QAAQ,MAAM,

UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;AACzE,QAAQ,IAAI,KAAK,

KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AAChC,YAAY,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC;AAC/D,SAAS;AACT,QAAQ,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAC9D,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ;AAC1C,QAAQ

,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;AACjD,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC;AACb,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;AACpD,IAAI,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM

,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;AACvC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;AAC1C,QAAQ,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC5C,QAAQ,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC7D,QAAQ,MAAM,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

AACnD,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;AAC5B,QAAQ,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;AAClE,KAAK;AACL,IAAI,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

;AACzB;;AC3CA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,KAAK,CACjB,IAAoE;IACtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,

EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAE1D

,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,
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CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC;IAC9C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC;IAElD,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACxB,OAAO,CAAC,WA

AW;gBACd,KAAsB;qBAClB,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;SACpE;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;YAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CACN,KAAoB;iBAChB,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,IAA

I,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACxE;QAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;QACxB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAGE,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,OAAO,

CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,GAAmB,CAAC;QAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC;IAC5B,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACd,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,MAA0B,EACrE,KAAyB,CAAC,CAAC;KAChC;SAAM,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE;QACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,OAAO,EACtD,MAAkC,EAAE,KAAiC,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5E;SAAM,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE

;QACrB,OAAO,CACH,KAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE

,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACnE,MAA0C,EAC1C,KAAyC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChD;SAAM;Q

ACL,MAAM,GAAG,GACLA,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAe,CAAC;QACvE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAClB;I

AED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,OAAe,EAC/C,OAAgC,E

AAE,KAAuB,EACzD,IAAsB;IACxB,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,

IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EA

AE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC;QACrC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GA

AG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;KACtB;AACH,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,O

AAgC,EAAE,KAA+B,EACjE,IAA8B;IAChC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB

,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IA

C9B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAClC,KAAK

,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YAClC,MAAM,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;YACrD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC;YACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACtB;KACF;AACH,CAAC;AAED,S

AAS,OAAO,CACZ,KAA8B,EAAE,QAAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EAClE,QAAgB,EAAE,OAAgC,EAClD,KAAuC,EA

CvC,IAAsC;IACxC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAClB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;IAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAA

G,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IAExB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;Q

AClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YAClC,KAA

K,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;gBAClC,MAAM,OAAO,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC

;gBACpE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,
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CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;gBACnE,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;aACt

B;SACF;KACF;AACH,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EA

AE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC;;AChJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACC,

MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,E

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAElC,

MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;IAEhD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,

EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,

EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9E,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,YAAY,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,YAAY,CAAC,

mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,SAAS,GACX,YAAY,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1E,MAAM,SAAS,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5E,MAAM,WAAW,GACb,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,OAAO,CAC/B,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;IAC3E,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACnB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC;

QAChC,OAAO;QACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC;KAClD,C

AAC,CAAC;IAEH,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,OAAO,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,

EAAE,cAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,I

AAI,CAChB,IAAkE;IAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,K

AAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAE

M,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAA

wB;CACrC;;ACrCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;;ACpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;AAqBA,IAAI,QAAwE,CAAC;AAE7E,SAASF,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAC1D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OA

AO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACn

B,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,OAAO,GAAG

,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW;IACvB,WAAW,EAAE,M

AAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACpDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAwBgB,MAAM

,CAClB,IAAsE;IACxE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAE/B,MAAM,IAAI,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;;IAG5E,MAAM,OAAO,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACpE,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CA

AC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAA
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C,CAAC;KACrD;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,E

AAE;QACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzC,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC;IAElD,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;;;;;;;;QAQjC,MAAM,QAAQ,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YAC5B,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC1D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3D,CAAC,CAA

C;QAEH,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACpC,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;S

AC3D,CAAC,CAAC;;QAGH,QAAQ;YACJ,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;QAC3E,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAChD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAGG,UAAa,C

ACT,eAAe,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAC1C,YAAY,CAAa,CAAC;QA

E9C,MAAM,aAAa,GACf,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC;QAC1B,MAAM,O

AAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,OAAO,C

AAC,WAAW,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;QAEnE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAErD,OAAO,GAA

G,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;

IACrB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK;QACjC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,YAAY,IAAI,QAA

Q,CAAC;QACzB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;KACjB,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,MAAM,OAAO,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACjC,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;QAC

jC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;

YACtC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9B,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC;YAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAA

E,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;YAC/D,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;

YAC7B,SAAS,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC;SACvB;KACF;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,Y

AAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CAC

vC;;AC/GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,UAMsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASH,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACxE,MAAM,

EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,M

AAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAC3B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,

EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,YAAY,

CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CA

Ac,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAA

E,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MA

AM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC
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,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAA

S,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAA

G,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,cA

Ac,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC5C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAA

K,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1C

,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,mDAAmD;YACnD,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D

;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;I

AC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,UAAU,CACN,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YA

AY,EAC/D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC5D,cAAc,EAA

E,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,

MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;ACtGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,

uBAQ8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,uBAAuB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QACtE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,M

AAM,CAAC;IAC5B,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GA

AG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEtE,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,u

BAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,UAAU,EA

AE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAyC,EAAE,OAAO,EACrE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,kBAAkB,W

AAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,EACJ,SAAS,EACT,YAAY,EACZ,WAAW,EACX,UAAU,EACV,QAAQ,EA

CR,OAAO,EACP,WAAW,EACX,SAAS,EACT,QAAQ,EACR,YAAY,EACZ,WAAW,EACZ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C;IAEb,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACv

D,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IAExD,MA

AM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACxD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC;IAClC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IA

CrD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,YAA

Y,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,uBAAuB,CACnB,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE

,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EACvE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,E

AAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACvE,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,
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KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAC9D,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,E

AChE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,yBAAyB,

GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;CACpD;;AC/HD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C;;ACrBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;;ACpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA

;AACA,IAAK,mBAGJ;AAHD,WAAK,mBAAmB;IACtB,qEAAY,CAAA;IACZ,mEAAW,CAAA;AACb,CAAC,E

AHI,mBAAmB,KAAnB,mBAAmB,QAGvB;AAED,IAAI,iBAGkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAo

B;IACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACnE,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,IAItB;IACC,MAAM,EAA

C,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,kBAA

kB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EA

AC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IA

EhC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,QAA4B,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,

QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,IA

AI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

C,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACvD;IAED,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

ACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;I

ACpD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,iBAAiB,CACb,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,E

AAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,UAAU,EACnE,SAAS,EACT,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAgD,CAAC,EACrE,kBAAkB,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/B,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAiB;IA

C/C,UAAU,EAAE,aAAa;IACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,aA

AiC;CAC9C;;ACjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,IAAI,UACsE,CAAC;AAE3E,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UA

AU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ

;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,MAAM,

CACpB,IAAsE;IAEtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,M

AAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EA

AC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7B,IA

AI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,OAAO,EACt

D,MAAM,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC;;IAE1E,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,YAAY,CAA

C,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;I

AClB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAA

C,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3E;I

ACD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;IAChE,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;

IAEzE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;IACzE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AC/D,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC;IACnE,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,GAAG,C
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AAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EACzD,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;;IAG7C,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC;IACtB,IAAI,WAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;QACxB,MAAM,eAA

e,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;QACzE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CACb,EAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,EAAE,O

AAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACvE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACtC,

OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AAC

b,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,S

AAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;AClFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,gBAGuC,CAAC;

AAE5C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAA

Y,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAA

O;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,YAAY,CAAC,IAI5B;I

ACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CA

AC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAE

tC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7B,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CA

AC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,WAAW

,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,UAAU,IAAI,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM;QACtC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAA

E,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACnD,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,C

AAC;IAExD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvD,

MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,

MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrB,MAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAExE,M

AAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;I

AC5E,MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5E,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAC/D,gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;IA

C9C,UAAU,EAAE,YAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,

YAAgC;CAC7C;;ACvFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,mBAMsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IA

CjC,mBAAmB;QACf,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACzD,QAAQ;Y

ACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,Q

AAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;Y

ACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,IAIxB

;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAC3B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,

EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,IA

AI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;IAE1D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY

,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EACzD,UAAwC,E

AAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAC/D,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC;IAE1B,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA
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C,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAC

xC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa

,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAA

M,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IA

C1C,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAC5C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAA

c,EAAE;QAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,kEAAkE;YAClE,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,C

AAC;KAC5D;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,mBAAmB,CACf,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QA

AQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAC/D,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAC

5D,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EACvE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IA

C3B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,2BAA2B,GAAiB;IACvD,UAAU,EAAE,qBAAqB;IACj

C,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,eAAmC;CAChD;;AC7GD;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;AAoBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;;ACpBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,MAAMI,uBAAq

B,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MAAM,WAAW,GACpB,wBAAwB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAEA,uBAAqB,EAAE,M

AAM,CAAC;;ACtBlE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC;;A

CpB9E;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,UAAU,CAAC,IAI1B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EA

AC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACvB,MAAM,EAAC,GA

AG,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEpB,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IA

CrC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IACrC,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,GAA

G,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;;QAEX,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,EAAE,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EACvB,MAAM,iCAAiC,EAAG,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KACpD,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;QACtB,IAAI,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5B;IACD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5B,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC1E,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAiB;IAC5C,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU;IACtB,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;CAC3C;;ACnDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAsBgB,IAAI,CAAC,IAA8C;IACj

E,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,

IAAI,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;I

AC7C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,KAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,

UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;AClCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AA

qBA,IAAI,iBAE2C,CAAC;AAEhD,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,iBAAiB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACrE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,aAAa,CACzB,IAAyD;IAC3D,MAAM,EAAC

,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;I

AEvB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,

WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAElE,iBAAiB,CACb,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW

,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,

MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAiB;IAC/C,UAAU,EAAE,aAAa;IACzB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,aA

AiC;IAC7C,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;CACjB;;ACzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC;;ACnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,MAAMI,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MAAM,cAAc,G
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ACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAEA,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,aAEgE,CAAC;AA

ErE,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAC9B,cAAc,EAA

E,IAAI,aACpB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC9E,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAA

E,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;I

AChC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC;IAClD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9

E,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;;IAEjD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,aAAa,C

ACT,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IACxE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc;IA

C1B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;AC/DD;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,eAQQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,eAAe,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,W

AAW,CAAC,IAIpB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACt

C,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,sBAAsB,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACzD,MA

AM,EACJ,OAAO,EACP,GAAG,EACH,SAAS,EACT,UAAU,EACV,eAAe,EACf,UAAU,EACV,cAAc,EACf,GA

AG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAG,M

AAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1B,MAAM,eA

Ae,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,

KAAK,CACX,GAAG,UAAU,gDAAgD;YAC7D,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,Q

AAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

EzD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI

,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MA

AM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,gDAAgD;gBAChD,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;

SACvC;QACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;YACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KA

AK,CACX,2BAA2B,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,aAAa;gBACtD,wCAAwC,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SAChE;QAC

D,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAC

xC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa

,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAA

M,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IA

C1C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;IAC3D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QA
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AQ,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EA

AE;QACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,wDAAwD;YACxD,GAAG,UAAU,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3C;IA

ED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;QAC3D,CAAC;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE5D,eAAe,CACX,GAAG,EAAE,

SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACtE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAA

W,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC;IAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,iBAAiB,GAAiB;IAC7C,UAAU,EAAE,WAA

W;IACvB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,WAA+B;CAC5C;;ACzJ

D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,wBAQQ,CAAC;AAEb,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,wBAAwB;QACpB,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;YACxD,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAA

Q;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YAC

R,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAA

Q;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;YACR,QAAQ;SACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC

;AAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAI7B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,

IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,sBAAsB,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,C

AAC;IACzD,MAAM,EACJ,OAAO,EACP,GAAG,EACH,SAAS,EACT,UAAU,EACV,eAAe,EACf,UAAU,EACV,

cAAc,EACf,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEV,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC1C,CAAc,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAG,MAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EACrE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,IAAI,iBA

AiB,CAAC;IAEhD,MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAkD,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1E,IAAI,eAAe,IAAI,IAAI,

EAAE;QAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,GAAG,UAAU,yDAAyD;YACtE,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7B;IA

ED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,MAAM,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QAChB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,yDAAyD;gBACzD,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;QACD,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EA

AE;YACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,oCAAoC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,aAAa;gBAC/D,wCAAwC,cAAc,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC;SAChE;QACD,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,MAAM,YAAY,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,

MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MA

AM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,

CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,GAAG,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,QAAQ,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC;IAEjC,IAAI,U

AAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE;QACzB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,iEAAiE;YACjE,GAAG,UAAU,uBAAuB,CAA

C,CAAC;KAC3C;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,sBAAsB,IAAI,IAAI;QAC3D,CAAC;QACD,O

AAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE5D,wBAAw

B,CACpB,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EACt

E,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,aAAa,E
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AAE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EACvE,eAAe,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAE,cAAc,IAAI,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,0BAA0B,GAAiB;IA

CtD,UAAU,EAAE,oBAAoB;IAChC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAA

E,oBAAwC;CACrD;;AC1JD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,YAGI,CAAC;AAET,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACj

C,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,

CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,

GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAEjC,MAAM,

CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAC9C,WAAW,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,IAAI,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KAC

Z;IAED,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,YAA

Y,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAExD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IA

CrB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;I

AC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,YAAY,CACR,GAAG,E

AAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EACv

E,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB

;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EA

AE,QAAQ;CACrB;;AC7ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,UAGsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IA

CjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACvD,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC

,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,QAAQ,CACb,IAA0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;I

AC5B,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;;IAGhC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,WAA

W,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAe,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG

,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;QAC3C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;QAC7B,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,KAAK,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,E

AClC,MACI,6BAA6B,KAAK,kBAAkB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7E;IAED,MAAM,SAA

S,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAChE,CAAW,EAAE,OAAiB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC;IAE3D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;QACvB,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC;QACX,

KAAK,EAAE;YACL,KAAK,EAAE;gBACL,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAA

C,OAAO;gBAC3D,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;aACpB;SACF;QACD,OAAO;KACR,CAAC,CAAC;IACH,MAAM,WAA

W,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC;QAC3B,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC;QACpB,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC;QACxE,OAAO;KACR,C

AAC,CAAC;IACH,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG;QACzB,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,W

AAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;QAC3E,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS;KACpB,CAAC;IAEF,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAA

a,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IACD,MAAM

,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KA

AK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAErB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,MAAM,KAAK,G
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AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,M

AAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAChC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,UAAU,CACN,GAAG

,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAC7D,SAAS,C

AAC,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjD,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;IACrC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;;IAGzC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAClC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,c

AAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB

,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC;;ACzHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,MAAMI,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,M

AAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAEA,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBpE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAo

BA,MAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAC3B,wBAAwB,CAAC,YAAY,EAA

EA,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBzE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAIH,UAC0E,CAAC;AAE/E,SAASI,WAAS,C

AAC,OAAoB;IACrCJ,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACx

D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,SAAS,CACrB,

IAC0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,E

AAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;IAG/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACrC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnDA,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAChD;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,C

AAC;AAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;eACnBI,WAAS

;IACT,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC3DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,MAAMD,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AA

C7B,MAAM,UAAU,GACnB,wBAAwB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAEA,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBjE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;AAoBA,MAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MAAM,eAAe,GACxB,wBAAwB,CAAC,SAAS,EA

AEA,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACtBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,MAAMA,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MAAM,gBAAgB,GA

CzB,wBAAwB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAEA,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI

,CAAC;AAET,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;

AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC;IACjD,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GA

AG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,E

AAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kB

AAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;KACx

B;IAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACz

B,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,UAAU,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACxD;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAA

O,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,MAA
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M,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,S

AAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,U

AAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;ACrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,MAAMI,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MA

AM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAEA,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACrB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,WAKq

E,CAAC;AAE1E,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACzD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;

QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,O

AAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IA

EtC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAa,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;;;;;;;;IAU/C,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EACrB,MACI,0DAA0D,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9

E,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM

,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAC3C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC

,kBAAkB,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3E,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3

C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IACxC,MAA

M,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1C,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC;IAC7C,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;IAC3C,MAAM,WAA

W,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;IAC1C,MA

AM,cAAc,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC;IAE5C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAE;QAC1

C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4CAA4C;YAC5C,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;KAC5D;

IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;I

AC7D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,WA

AW,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EACnE,YAAY,EAAE,

WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACrE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AA

EM,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,

OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,QAAkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SAAS

A,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ;QACJ,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WA

AW,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC1E,CAAC;SAEe,IAAI,CAChB,IAAkE;IAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EA

AC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IA

AI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,I

AAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,

KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aA

Aa,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAED,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,

yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IACnD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACxB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,WAAW;YACP,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAA
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C,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,

OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

KACxD;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,

IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,QA

AQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACtC;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OA

AO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,MA

AM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QA

C7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;

AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,

SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;AClGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AA

ET,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EA

AE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAA

C;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,

uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,

YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;

QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAA

Y,CAAC;SACxB;KACF;IAED,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAErC,YAA

Y,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE

,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9

D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QA

AQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KACxD;IAED,IAAI,kBAA

kB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QA

AQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,

CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,

CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,

EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC1FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,MAAMI,uBAAqB,GAAG,K

AAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAEA,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACrB5D;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;AAuBA;AACA,IAAK,iBAGJ;AAHD,WAAK,iBAAiB;IACpB,+DAAW,CAAA;IACX,mEAAa,CAAA;AACf,

CAAC,EAHI,iBAAiB,KAAjB,iBAAiB,QAGrB;AAED,IAAI,aAGsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAo

B;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QAC7D,QAAQ;QA

CR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAA

C,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAIlB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,E

AAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAE7D,

MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACzB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CA

AC;IACvE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAA
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C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,QAAQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5D,aAAa,CACT,GAA

G,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACvD,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EA

AE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;IACzC,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;CACjB;;AC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,MA

AMI,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,MAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAEA,uBAAqB,

CAAC;;ACvB7D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

AA0BA;;;;SAIgB,iBAAiB,CAC7B,OAAoB,EAAE,SAAiB;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACxE,MAAM,gB

AAgB,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;IAEhC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9B,

OAAO,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC;AAC1E;;ACxCA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAu

BA,IAAIH,UAEuD,CAAC;AAE5D,SAASD,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCC,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,KAAK,CACzB,mBAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAInB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC

,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EA

AE,cAAc,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC5D,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CA

AC;IAE/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,SAAS,GACXA,UAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,a

AAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;IAE7E,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EA

AE,aAAa,EAAC,GAClE,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;;IAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IAEl

C,MAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,

CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC;AAC/B,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,E

AAE,mBAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAED,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,UAA8B;CA

C3C;;ACzED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAIC,UAGsC,CAAC;AAE3C,SAASD,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCC,UAAQ,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzB,mBAAmB,EACnB,QAAQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;KACP,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAAS

,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAI5B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC

;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACnE,KAAK,CAAC;IACV,

MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAE/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAA

M,SAAS,GAAGA,UAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,kBAA

kB,CAAC,CAAC;IAExB,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,GAClE,iBAA

iB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;;IAG1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,C

AAC;IAEpC,MAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE

,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,OAAO,EA

AE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;AACrD,CAAC;AAEM,

MAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAmB;IAC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAE

D,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAuC;CACpD;;AC9ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAIC,UAGU,CAAC;AAEf,SAA

SD,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCC,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CACzB,mBAAmB,EACn
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B,QAAQ;IACR;QACE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT

,CAAC,CAAC;AACT,CAAC;AAED,SAASK,YAAU,CAAC,IAInB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAA

Y,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC1E,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAE

/B,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAGL,UAAQ,CACtB,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,E

AAE,YAAY,EAAE,cAAc,EAC9D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAElB,MAAM,EAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,e

AAe,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,GAClE,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;;;IAI1C,OAAO,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IAElC,MAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAA

C,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,MAAM,oBAAoB,GACtB,OAAO,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,EA

AE,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC;AACvD,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,yBAAyB,GAAiB;IACrD,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAmB;I

AC/B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAED,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAEM,YAA8B;CAC3C;;AC9ED;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,MAAMF,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MAAM,cAAc,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC,Q

AAQ,EAAEA,uBAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;;ACrBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;AAE3B,SAASJ,

OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,aA

Aa;QACvD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CA

AC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IACxE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GA

AG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACzB,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEzC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,KA

AK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE

nD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IA

C1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OA

AO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,YA

AY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,

UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;ACzDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAoD;IACpE,MAAM,EAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,O

AAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,O

AAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;IAChB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,cAAc,GAAiB;IAC1C,UAAU,EAAE,Q

AAQ;IACpB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,QAA4B;CACzC;;ACjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAuBgB,IAAI,C

AChB,IAAkE;IAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,M

AAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAErB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QAC

vB,OAAO,UAAU,CACb,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAA

E,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAChE;IAED,MAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAE9B,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;QACd,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,C

AClB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACd,uDAAuD,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,

KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EACjB,MAAM,uDAAuD,CAAC,CAAC;KACpE,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,MA

AM,uBAAuB,GAAiB,EAAE,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAClC,

MAAM,SAAS,GACX,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC;KAClB,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,MAA

M,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;IAEzE,uBAAuB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAA
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U,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,

IAAI,SAG6C,CAAC;AAElD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACrD,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAA

O;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,GAAG,CACR,I

AAoE;IACtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,Q

AAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CACz

B,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC;IAEvE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;;;QAGrC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;YACV,OAAO;YACP,KAAK,EAAE,E

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC;SAC/

D,CAAC,CAAC;KACJ;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACxD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/B,MAAM,

WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;IAEnE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5D,SAAS,CACL,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,EACrE,iBAAiB,EAAE,aAAa,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,

UAAU,EAAE,KAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;IACnC,SAAS,EAAEA,OAA

K;CACjB;;ACpFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,MAAMI,uBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAC7B,MAAM,SAAS,GAClB,

wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAEA,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACrBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,SAAkE,CAAC;AAEvE,SA

ASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,

aAAa;QACrD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAiD;IAC9D,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAC1B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEzD,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAA

G,CAAC;IAClB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACxB,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QA

CtE,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;KACxD;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC;IACnD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC;KACzC;IACD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EA

AE,KAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC;;

AC9DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,IAAI,QAEqC,CAAC;AAE1C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACjD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QA

AQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,IAIb;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,O

AAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAA

C,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,

OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAA
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I,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KA

AK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAAa,

GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAED,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CACnC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yB

AAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAC3D;IAED,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAA

W,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAA

G,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IA

CtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IA

AwB;CACrC;;ACjGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBO,MAAM,KAAK,GACd,CAAC,IAA+C;IAC9C,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAGO,SAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AA

Cb,CAAC,CAAC;AAEC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;I

ACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC;;ACtCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,MAAMH,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5

B,MAAM,aAAa,GACtB,wBAAwB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAEA,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACvB5D;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAA

M,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;;ACnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;;ACnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,kBAGsE,CAAC;AAE3E,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB

;IACjC,kBAAkB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QACrE,QAAQ;Q

ACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,Q

AAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACC,MAAM,EAA

C,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG

,MAAM,CAAC;IACxB,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACrD

,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAEnC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,E

AAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,IAAI,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE;QAC7B,UAAU;YACN,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC

;QACpE,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACl

D;IACD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAErB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;IACpD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QAC1C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IACD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,kBAAkB,CACd,GAAG,E

AAE,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EACjE,YAAY,GAAG,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE3D,IAAI,UA

AU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IAE

D,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc;IAC1B,W
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AAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACxFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;A

AwBA,IAAI,WAE8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QAC9C,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;

QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,OAAO,CACnB,IAAwE;IAE1E,MAAM,

EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,G

AAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAErB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IA

AI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACxB,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACzC;IAED,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAA

G,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,aAAa,GA

AG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,

WAAW,CACP,GAAG,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,

OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAElE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,

OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;AAClB,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAA

W,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;IACvC,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;CACjB;;AC1ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAs

BA,IAAI,UAGiE,CAAC;AAEtE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR

,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,

CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAIhC;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACvB,MAAM,EAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAE3C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,

KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;I

AEnD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC;IAElE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GACpB,YAAY,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjE,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,MAA

M,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAE7B,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,KAAK,QAAQ;QAC5C,CAAC,S

AAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;QACrE,CAAC,GAAG,S

AAS,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,UAAU,CACN,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UA

AU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EACtE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,sBAAsB,GAAiB;IAClD,U

AAU,EAAE,gBAAgB;IAC5B,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAoC;IAChD,SAAS,EAAEA,O

AAK;CACjB;;AChFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;;ACpBvE;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;;ACnBvE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,aAG0

C,CAAC;AAE/C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,WAAW;QAC3D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,

QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,CA

Cd,IAC0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAA

M,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAClC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAA

K,CAAC;IAEtB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC;IACrD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACnC,OAAO,GAAG,C
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AAC;KACZ;IAED,MAAM,EAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,GACz

D,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D,MAAM,WAAW,GAA

G,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAA

G,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1D,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjC,MAAM,Y

AAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEpE,MAA

M,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C;IACnD,aAAa,CACT,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EA

AE,UAAU,EACpE,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhD,OAAO,GAAG,CAA

C;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACn

B,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC/ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,UAEsB,CAAC;

AAE3B,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU

,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;QAChD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,C

AAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAkD;IAChE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAEj

C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAE7

B,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC;QAClD

,CAAC;QACD,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;IAEzC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

jD,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,W

AAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;IACtC,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;CACjB;;AC7DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;A

AqBA,IAAIC,UAA8C,CAAC;AAEnD,SAASD,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCC,UAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAChF,

CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,IAAmD;IAElE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,

EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;;IAGnD,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAEDA,UAA

Q,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACrB,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,aAAa,

GAAiB;IACzC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAED,OAAK;IAChB,UAA

U,EAAE,OAA2B;CACxC;;AChDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;;

ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAIC,UACI,CAAC;AAET,SAASD,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjCC,UAAQ,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACtD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,OAAO,CACZ,IAAwE;IAE1E,MAAM,EAAC

,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAC,EAAC,GAAG,I

AAI,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACpD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK

,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;;IAG1D,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CA
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AC,EAAE;QACvC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;KACZ;IAEDA,UAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,aAAa,GAAiB;IACzC,UA

AU,EAAE,OAAO;IACnB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAED,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,OAA2B;

CACxC;;AC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAyBA,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,IAIvB;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAA

M,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAErC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAE5C,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC;IAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAI,QAAoC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEhE,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAE;QAC3D,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KAC/B;I

AED,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;QACrC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC;QACX,

OAAO;QACP,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC;KACtD,CAAe,C

AAC;IAEjB,MAAM,mBAAmB,GACrB,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EA

AE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAErE,MAAM,iCAAiC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAC9D,mBAAmB

,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE1D,MAAM,YAAY,GACd,YAA

Y,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAE7

E,MAAM,aAAa,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,EAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,eAAe,GACjB,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EA

AE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnE,MAAM,eAAe,GAAoB,EAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC;IAC9D,MAAM,cAAc,GACC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,Q

AAQ,GACV,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC

,CAAC;IAEzE,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC;IACzD,MAAM,kBAAkB,

GAAiB,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAClB,EAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEvE,OAAO,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACpC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5C,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAErC,OAAO,MA

AM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAAiB;IAChD,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc;IAC1B,WAAW,EAA

E,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,cAAkC;CAC/C;;ACrFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAwBgB,MAAM,CAClB,IAAsE;IACxE,MA

AM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAA

C,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,eAAe,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEtC,MAAM,

KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

;IAEpD,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC

;IAC5E,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IAC

7B,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QACrB,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C;QAC7B,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QACtB,MAAM,MAAM,GACR,KAAK,CAAC,E

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,UAAU,EAA

C,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACpE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAClB,OAAO,

MAAM,CAAC;KACf,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAA

M;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC;;ACjDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBO,MAAM,U

AAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;;ACpBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC;;ACnBzE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAkBA,MAAMI,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,MAAM,uBAAuB,

GAChC,wBAAwB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAEA,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACpBtE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QACI,CAAC;AA

ET,SAASJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,

IAAI,WAAW;QACjD,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;

AAED,SAAS,IAAI,CACT,IAAkE;IAEpE,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IA

AI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACtB,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA
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AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE/C,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAA

E,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,

CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,

EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACtDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,gBAI8C,CAAC;AAEnD,

SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,gBAAgB,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,EAA

E,IAAI,WAAW;QACjE,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP

,OAAO;QACP,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;SAEe,YAAY,CAAC,IA

I5B;IACC,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAA

C,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IAEnB,MAAM,EACJ,KAAK,EACL,GAAG,EACH,OAAO,EACP,SAAS,

EACT,OAAO,EACP,YAAY,EACZ,WAAW,EACX,cAAc,EACf,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEV,MAAM,EACJ,gBA

AgB,EAChB,UAAU,EACV,UAAU,EACV,SAAS,EACT,aAAa,EACb,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EACb,GAAG,EAA

E,IAAI,EACT,OAAO,EAAE,QAAQ,EAClB,GACG,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAChB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,cAAc,C

AAC,CAAC;IAErC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC;IAEX,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;;QAEd,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,

EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtE;SAAM,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;;QAErC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CACP,CAAC

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,EACnB,MAAM,yCAAyC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC;QAErE,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC;;QAEhE,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,EAA

E,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3E,

MAAM;YACF,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACxE,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACpC;SAAM;QACL,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,gBAAgB,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;QAE5D,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAC/C,MAAM,aAAa,GACf,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QA

CxE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC;QACjE,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;QAC7D,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;QAErE,MAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5D,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAClC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cA

Ac,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QAEnD,gBAAgB,CACZ,GAA

G,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EACtE,

gBAAgB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvE,MAAM,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAE1E,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC;KACjC;IAED,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;AAChB,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,kBAAkB,GAAiB;IAC9

C,UAAU,EAAE,YAAY;IACxB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,YA

AgC;CAC7C;;AC/HD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAkBA,MAAMI,uBAAqB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,MAAM,SAAS,GAClB,

wBAAwB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAEA,uBAAqB,CAAC;;ACpBxD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAwBA,IAAI,OACI,CAAC;AAET,SAA

SJ,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,

WAAW;QAC/C,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,

SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAgE;IAE3E,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAC/B,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EA

AC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA
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AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAClB,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC;IAEd,MAAM,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAC,GACtD,uBAAuB,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9C,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACzB,IAAI,kB

AAkB,EAAE;QACtB,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE;;;YAGxB,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;

YACnB,OAAO,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC;YACvB,aAAa,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CACzC,aAAa,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;KACF;IAED,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,C

ACnC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9C,MAAM,CAAC,Q

AAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GACzB,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,

CAAC;IACvE,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,GAAG,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,IAAI,IAAI,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;QACzC,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACnD,OAAO,CAAC,OAA

O,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAC1D;IAED

,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;;QAEtB,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KACxC;IA

ED,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE;;QAEZ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;KACtB;IAED,OAAO,GAAG,C

AAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB;IACrC,UAAU,EAAE,GAAG;IACf,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IA

CnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,GAAuB;CACpC;;AC5FD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,SAAS,G

AAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;;ACnBnE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBO,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC;;ACnBrE;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,IAAI,QAE2D,CAAC;AAEhE,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QA

AQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;QACnD,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;Q

ACP,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,IAA

I,CACT,IAAkE;IACpE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,

MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,K

AAK,CAAC;IAErB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC;IACrD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE

,EAAE;QACxC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACpC;IACD,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,

UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtE,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAClD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IACnD,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,W

AAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,EAChE,QAAQ,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAChC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AA

EM,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,O

AAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACjED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBA,IAAI,QAG6B,CAAC;AAElC,SAASA,O

AAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,QAAQ,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,aAAa;

QACnD,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;QACN,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,IAAI,GAEmB,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAA

O,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC;IACnD,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnB,MAAM,EAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAE1B,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/C,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,UAAU,CA

AC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACnE,MAAM,WAAW,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IACpC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACxC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3D,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,S
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AAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAC/D,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,W

AAW,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5D,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEjE,QAAQ,CACJ,GAAG,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EA

C9D,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/B,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;AACjC,CA

AC,CAAC;AAEH,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB;IACtC,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;IAChB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,SA

AS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,IAAwB;CACrC;;ACnED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAI,aAKyC,CAAC;AAE

9C,SAASA,OAAK,CAAC,OAAoB;IACjC,aAAa,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE

,IAAI,WAAW;QAC3D,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,MAAM;QACN,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QAC

R,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,OAAO;QACP,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAAQ;QACR,QAA

Q;QACR,QAAQ;KACT,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,SAAS,CACd,IAC0E;IAE5E,MAAM,EAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,E

AAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACnC,MAAM,EAAC,aAAa,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEhE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;IAClE,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GACvB,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI,G

AAG,WAAW,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAClE,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ;QAC1B,WAAW,CAAqC,CAAC;IACtD,MAAM,OAAO,GACT,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,

IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C;IAE5E,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;IACtD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC;IAEnD,MAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;IACtD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAE7B,MAAM,cAAc,GAAG,OAA

O,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAChE,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,cAA

c,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;IAEvC,MAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,aAAa,KAAK,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;IAChE,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACf,QAAQ,QAAQ;QACd,KAAK,UAAU;YACb,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;

YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,SAAS;YACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,MAAM;

YACT,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;QACR,KAAK,SAAS;YACZ,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;Y

ACf,MAAM;QACR;YACE,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACf,MAAM;KACT;IAED,aAAa,CACT,OAAO,EAA

E,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE

,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,OAAO,EACvD,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAClE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEX,OAAO,GA

AG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EAAE,MA

AM;IACnB,SAAS,EAAEA,OAAK;IAChB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;AC5GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,SAAS,M

AAM,CACX,IAAsE;IAExE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IA

CtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;IACvB,IAAI,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAA

C;IAEnB,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;QACZ,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;KAC

5B;IAED,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAChC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACjB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAC7B,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;YACd,QAAQ,CAAC,

QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;KACF;IACD,MAAM,I

AAI,GAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC;IACjC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QACpC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAChB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;KACtE;IACD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,MAAM,EA
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AC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC3E,CAAC;AAEM,MA

AM,YAAY,GAAiB;IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B

;CACvC;;AC1DD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAqD;IACtE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,C

AAC,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACpC,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACjD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CA

AC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAChB,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC;AAEM,MAAM,eAAe,GAAiB;IAC3C,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS;IACrB,WAAW,EA

AE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,SAA6B;CAC1C;;ACjCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsHA;AACA,MAAM,aAAa,GAAmB;IA

CpC,SAAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,UAAU;IACV,SAAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,YAAY;IACZ,aAAa;IACb,iBAAiB;IACjB

,oBAAoB;IACpB,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,iBAAiB;IACjB,YAAY;IACZ,YAAY;IACZ,yBAAyB;IACzB,SAA

S;IACT,UAAU;IACV,mBAAmB;IACnB,YAAY;IACZ,kBAAkB;IAClB,2BAA2B;IAC3B,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;I

ACX,SAAS;IACT,gBAAgB;IAChB,UAAU;IACV,mBAAmB;IACnB,WAAW;IACX,cAAc;IACd,iBAAiB;IACjB,

oBAAoB;IACpB,iBAAiB;IACjB,0BAA0B;IAC1B,cAAc;IACd,cAAc;IACd,aAAa;IACb,kBAAkB;IAClB,cAAc;I

ACd,eAAe;IACf,UAAU;IACV,eAAe;IACf,SAAS;IACT,gBAAgB;IAChB,SAAS;IACT,aAAa;IACb,aAAa;IACb,U

AAU;IACV,SAAS;IACT,aAAa;IACb,eAAe;IACf,cAAc;IACd,SAAS;IACT,yBAAyB;IACzB,yBAAyB;IACzB,yB

AAyB;IACzB,cAAc;IACd,YAAY;IACZ,cAAc;IACd,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,U

AAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,aAAa;IACb,UAAU;IACV,WAAW;IACX,aAAa;IACb,oBAAoB;IACpB,aAAa;IACb,s

BAAsB;IACtB,WAAW;IACX,WAAW;IACX,eAAe;IACf,YAAY;IACZ,aAAa;IACb,SAAS;IACT,WAAW;IACX,

aAAa;IACb,oBAAoB;IACpB,YAAY;IACZ,UAAU;IACV,YAAY;IACZ,uBAAuB;IACvB,UAAU;IACV,kBAAkB;

IAClB,SAAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,SAAS;IACT,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,UAAU;IACV,eAAe;IACf,eAAe;IACf,

YAAY;IACZ,eAAe;CAChB,CAAC;AAEF,KAAK,MAAM,YAAY,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;IACxC,cAAc,CAAC,YAA

Y,CAAC,CAAC;;;AC3N/B;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AAElB;;;AAGA;AA

CA,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY;AACZ;AACA;AACA;AACA,uBAAuB,EAAE,YAAY,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC;IACvE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC;IACrD,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,EAAE,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;CACpD,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAET;;;AAGA;AACA,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE;;;IAG/C,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE;QACtB,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;KACd;IAED,IAAI;;;QAGF,IAAI

,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;;QAGjE,

OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;YACzC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,G

AAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

G,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;Y

ACpE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;SACnE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACL;IAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE;QACV,OAAO,K

AAK,CAAC;KACd;AACH,CAAC,CAAC;;;;;;;;;ACzDF,IAAI,6BAA6B,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;AAChD,EAAE,I

AAI,UAAU,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;AACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU

,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;AAC/E,EAAE;AACF,SAAS,6BAA6B,EAAE;AACxC,EAAE,6BAA6B,GAAG,6BAA6B,IA

AI,EAAE,CAAC;AACtE;AACA,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAA

E,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EA

AE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM

,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAA
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C,OAAO,6BAA6B,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,kBAAkB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,mBA

AmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAA

I,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,GA

AG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAA

I,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAA

C,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,

eAAe,CAACQ,IAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACC,EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAACE,eAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yGAAyG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAACC,cAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,E

AAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,O

AAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WA

AU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OA

AO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,

EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG

,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,C
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AAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,S

AAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAACF,EAAa,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO

,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,WAAW

,CAAC,CAACG,cAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAACC,UAAqB,CAAC,YAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,GAAG,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,aAA

a,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAmH,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,

OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iCAAiC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAgB,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,

GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,

GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,

OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,
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GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,S

AAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAc,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,

CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe

,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAA

M,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CA

AC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,Y

AAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,gBAAgB,

EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,E
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AAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAA

E,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAQ,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,0BAA0B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI

,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MA

AM,YAAY,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,6NAA6N,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mHAAmH,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IA

AI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAmB,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAsD,GAAG,

CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,EAAE,CAAyB,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,oBAAo

B,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAAC,UA

AU,EAAC,CAA4E,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oB

AAoB,CAAC,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+B,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,

wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mB

AAmB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+F,GAA

G,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAs

B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAA
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C,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAc,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,sCAAsC,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAA

U,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,C

AAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC

,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,sCAAsC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,

QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cA

Ac,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,O

AAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,s

BAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAmB,EAAC,

CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAmB,EAAC,CA

AC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,WAAW,GA

AE,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAA
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O,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iB

AAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAK,8CAA8C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,s

BAAsB,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,oFAAoF,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,
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CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAA

c,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAK,sFAAsF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,mDAAmD,CAAC,

IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sB

AAsB,CAAC,MAAK,uFAAuF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,oDAAoD,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAA

I,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,oBAAoB,

GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,i

BAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAwB,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,U

AAU,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,

CAAC,wBAAwB,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CA

AC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,aA

Aa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,O

AAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAA
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G,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OA

AO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,S

AAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,I

AAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAA

C,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,qCAAqC,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,4CAA4C,GAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG

,GAAG,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GA

AG,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GA

AG,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAA

G,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,iBAAiB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,O

AAO,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EA

AE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAA

C,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CA

AC,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,E

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WA

AW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAA
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C,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,oB

AAoB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,

mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,g

BAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,SAAS,cA

Ac,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,YAA

Y,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,KAAK,mBAAmB,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,OA

AO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gCAAgC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,C

AAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SA

AS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,iDAAiD,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,EAAE,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAi

B,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,

CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,4CAA4C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GA

AG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8

B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,
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IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,6BAA6B,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAOC,EAAa,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,C

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAA

I,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,8CAA8C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,I

AAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAg

B,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,

MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,OAAO,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,qCAAqC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,8CAA8C,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C,CA

AC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,yBAAyB,EA

AE,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC

,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CA

AC,CAAmD,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,C

AAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,K

AAK,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CAAC,CAA
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C,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,m

BAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAA

c,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,cAAc,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,gBAAg

B,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,eAAc,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,

cAAc,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,4BAA4B,GAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

eAAe,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,SAAS,YAAY,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,O

AAO,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,QAAQ,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ

,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,SAA

S,wDAAwD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SA

AS,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CA

AC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,qDAAqD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,wDAAwD,CAAC,YAAY,
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CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO

,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,WAA

W,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAA

sB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,G

AAG,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,C

AAC,SAAS,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kDAAkD

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAA

e,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GA

AG,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,+CAA

+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,kDAAkD,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,kDAAkD,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,+CAA+C,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,qCAAqC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAA

S,2BAA2B,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBA

AqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,sCAAsC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG

,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,iCAAiC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,oBAAo

B,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,+BAA+B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CA
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AC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,S

AAS,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,E

AAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,sBAAs

B,CAAC,yBAAyB,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,kBA

AkB,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,qCAAqC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,sCAAsC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,sBAAsB,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GA

AG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,gBAAgB,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAg

B,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI
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,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mCAA

mC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,C

AAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oB

AAoB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uB

AAuB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iB

AAiB,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC

,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,mBAAmB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,wBAAw

B,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,iBA

AiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAq

B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,CA

AC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,gCAAgC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAA

O,mCAAmC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EA

AE,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,K

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SA

AS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GA

AG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GA
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AG,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG

,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,

MAAK,qFAAqF,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,MAAK,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAK,iCAAiC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,iBAAiB,

CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,

GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,E

AAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,2BAA2B,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,CAAC,SA

AS,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAAG

,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qFAAqF,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mDAAmD,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IA

AI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,qCAAqC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAuB,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAO,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,gBAAg

B,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAA
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C,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,Y

AAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,u

BAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAK,WAAW,CAAC,SAAS,kCAAkC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,

OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,0IAA0I,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kDAAkD,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,EA

AE,kCAAkC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,sEAAsE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,G

AAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,kCAAkC,GAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,uBAAuB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CA

AC,4CAA4C,EAAE,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,4BAA4

B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,s

BAAsB,CAAC,OAAO,mCAAmC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,W

AAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC

,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK

,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAM,CA
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AC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,UAA

U,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,

CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAA

C,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC

,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,

OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBA

AsB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,+CAA+C,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa

,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,6BAA6B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mCAAmC,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qBAA

qB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,G

AAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA
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AC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE

,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA
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C,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBA

AiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,Y

AAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAA

C,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAA

Y,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SA

AS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,I
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AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KA

AK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAA

sB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QA

AQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC

,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mB

AAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,
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CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC

,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,
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OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,+CAA+C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,+CAA+C,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2CAA2C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6CAA6C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kCAAk

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oCAAoC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,qCAAqC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qCAAqC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,yCAAyC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,2CAA2

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,2

BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAA

C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAA

wB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,4BAA4B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,4BAA4B,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,4CAA4C,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,8CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,8BAA8B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gCAAgC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,GA

AG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAuB,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CA

AC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,C
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AAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CA

AC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBA

AsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,MAAM,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAA

C,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI

,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAO,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAE,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,mBAAm

B,EAAE,CAAiC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE

,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

UAAU,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;AACn5mE;AACA;AACA,EAAE,OAAO,6BAA6B,CAAC,KAAK;A

AC5C,CAAC;AACD,EAAE;AACF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;AAEH,cAAc,GAAG,6BAA6B;;;AChBzC,MAAM,kBA

AkB,GAAG,ikGAAikG;;;ACCnmG,IAAI,iBAAiB,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW;AACpC,EAAE,IAAI,UAAU,GAAG,O

AAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAA

S,CAAC;AACtH,EAAE,IAAI,OAAO,UAAU,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC;

AAC/E,EAAE;AACF,SAAS,iBAAiB,EAAE;AAC5B,EAAE,iBAAiB,GAAG,iBAAiB,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;AAC9

C;AACA,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,mBA

AmB,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,cAA

c,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MA

AM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,qBA

AqB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAk

B,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,OAAO,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,

CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,OAAO,

CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,E

AAE,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,C

AAC,CAAC,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,CAA

C,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAACL,IAAe,CA

AC,OAAO,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAG,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AACC,EAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAACD,IAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,
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UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,oB

AAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,4BAA4B,EAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,S

AAS,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,UAAU,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC

,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,OAAO,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,EA

AE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAS,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,

WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,OAAO,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,GAAG,

WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,QA

AQ,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAG,

CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAU,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,WAAW

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,C

AAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,GAA

G,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAqD,CAAO,IAAI,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MA

AM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,iCAAiC,

EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAgB,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAA

G,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,EAAE,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAA
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S,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,GAA

G,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAA

C,UAAU,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,SAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY

,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAA

Y,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE

,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,IAAI,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,E

AAE,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS

,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,M

AAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,
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EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AE,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,S

AAS,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,kBAAkB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,SAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,0BAA0B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YA

AY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,I

AAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,aA

Aa,CAAC,EAAE,CAA8B,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,GAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,W

AAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,

EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,EAAE,CAAyB,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC

,oBAAoB,CAAC,UAAU,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,

aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CA

AC,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CA

AC,CAAC,CAA+B,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAA

E,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,

EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,

wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,EAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,CAA+F,GAAG,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAc,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,8CAA8C

,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,uCAAuC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,SAA

S,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,wB
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AAwB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,EAA

C,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,MAAK,iDAAiD,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,qBAAq

B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAK,sCAAsC,CAAC,cAAc,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,I

AAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CA

AC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAmB,EAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAmB,CAAC,CAA

C,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,SAA

S,sBAAsB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAA

C,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,yCAAyC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAA

M,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO,WAAW,CA

AC,oBAAoB,GAAG,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

EAAE,OAAO,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,a

AAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,oBAA

oB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,SAAS,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,iCAAiC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C,CAAC,CAAC,O

AAO,sBAAsB,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,OAAO,sBAAsB,CAA

C,yBAAyB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,OA

AO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,qDAAqD,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gB

AAgB,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,oBAAoB,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAE,CAA

C,KAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,K

AAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,GAAG,EAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,EAAC,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,uBAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,yBAAyB,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,IAAI,CAA
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C,GAAG,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,yBAAyB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AO,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,IAAI,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,iBA

AiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,O

AAO,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,SAAS,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,EAAE,IAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CA

AC,SAAS,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,SAAS,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,Q

AAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,O

AAO,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,

KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAA

K,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK

,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CA

AC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAA

G,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,KAA
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K,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO

,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,G

AAG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAA

C,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,SAAS,GAAG,

QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAA

C,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAo

B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,0BAA0B,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,o

BAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG

,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,Y

AAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,c

AAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAA
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C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,

CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,sBAAs

B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAA

C,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KA

AK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,cAAc,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,cAAc,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC

,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uB

AAuB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC

,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,C
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AAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU

,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EA

AE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,oBAAoB,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,

CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,
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IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAA

K,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,i

BAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IA

AI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAA

M,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAA

Q,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,K

AAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI

,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,O

AAM,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,C

AAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAA

O,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,k

BAAkB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,C

AAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAA

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CA
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AC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC

,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC

,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAA

C,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,U

AAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,aA

Aa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,UAA

U,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,I

AAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,

OAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc

,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,UAAU,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY

,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,UAAU,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,OAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,SAAS,SAAS,EAAE,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,UAAS,C

AAC,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAuB,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAA

C,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,

GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GA

AG,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,sBAAsB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,GAAE,CA

AC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,

CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,

EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,KAAI,CAAC,KA

AK,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CA
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AC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MA

AM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,CAAC;AAC334B;AACA;AACA,EAAE,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK;AAChC,CAAC;AACD,EAAE;

AACF,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;AAEH,cAAc,GAAG,iBAAiB;;;AChBpC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;MAuCa,WAAY,SAAQ,aAAa;IA

K5C,YAAmB,IAAqD;QACtE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;QADS,SAAI,GAAJ,IAAI,CAAiD;;QAHhE,qBAAgB,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC;QAK3B,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,kB

AAkB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,CAAC;QACtD,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,IA

AI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;IAED,KAAK,CAAC,MAAkC,EAAE,KAA

e,EAAE,KAAe;QAExE,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,EAAC,CAA

C;QAC7C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;QAC3C,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;KACf;IAED,UAAU;QACR,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,EA

AE,CAAC;KACpC;IAED,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAa;QACtB,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE

,CAAC;QACzB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;QACJ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,KAAK,C

AAC;QACpC,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC;KACnB;IAED,IAAI,CACA,MAAc,EAAE,MAAkC,EAAE,K

AAe,EACnE,KAAe,EAAE,QAAgB;QACnC,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;QACnC

,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACtB,MAAM,WAAW,GAAG,MAAsB,CAAC;YAC3C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS

,CAAC,GAAG,CACd,MAAM,EACN,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,

EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACnE,OAAO;SACR;QAED,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACvC,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,MAAM,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC;QAEjD,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,

EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvE,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,

EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAEtD,IAAI,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAClB,IAAI,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAChB,IAAI,UAAU,CACT,MAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,EACzC,MAAkC,CAAC

,UAAU,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,EAC7D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;SACnB;KACF;IAED,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,MAAc;Q

ACvB,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;KAC9B;IAED,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAc;QACrB,M

AAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,EAAC,GAC3C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC/B,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YACtB,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC;SA

CpB;QACD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAChC,YAAY,EACZ,YA

AY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;QAC5E,OAAO,oBAAoB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;;;;;;;IAQD,WA

AW,CAAC,MAAc,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK;QACvC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,EAAE;YAC9B,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;

YACxC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;YAChB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,CAA

C,EAAE;gBAC/B,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;aACd;YAED,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,CAAC;YACnC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC;YACpC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/B;QACD,OAAO,IAAI,CA

AC;KACb;;IAGD,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAc;QACrB,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

EAAE;YAC9B,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9C,

OAAO,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;SAC5B;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;KACV;IAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAc;

QACnB,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACxC,IAAI,IA

AI,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAChB,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC;SACjB;KACF;IAED,cAAc;QACZ,OAAO,EAA

E,CAAC;KACX;;;IAID,eAAe,CAAC,MAAc;QAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;KAChD;IAED,OAAO;QACL,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE

,CAAC;QACzB,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE;YAC1B,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,m

BAAmB,EAAE,CAAC;SACzC;QACD,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;KAClB;IAED,MAAM;QACJ,OA

AO,EAAC,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;KAC5B;;;;;;;IAQD,UAAU,CAAC,KAAe,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,Y

AAqB;QAEhE,IAAI,MAAU,CAAC;QACf,IAAI,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YACxB,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,
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KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,eAAe,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;SACtD;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,EAAE,GAAG,IA

AI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC;YACnC,MAAM,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC;YACd,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC1E,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;YACvC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;

SACvD;QACD,OAAO,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;KAC/B;IAED,kBAAkB,CAA

C,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAa;QAEnD,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;QACvC,MAAM,EAAC,YAAY,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QA

CvC,QAAQ,KAAK;YACX,KAAK,SAAS;gBACZ,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAA

I,CAAC,CAAC;YACtD,KAAK,OAAO;gBACV,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC;YACpD,KAAK,MAAM;gBACT,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,IAAI,

CAAC,CAAC;YACpD;gBACE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;SAC7C;KAC

F;CACF;AAED,SAAS,yBAAyB,CAAC,IAAY;;;;IAI7C,OAAO,CAAC,OAAY,EAAE,QAAa;QACjC,IAAI,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAC,WAAW,EAAE,aAAa,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ;YAC

3D,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;gBACnB,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,uCAA

uC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;aAC/D;YACD,QAAQ,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM;gBAC

hC,WAAW,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM;oBAClD,QAAQ,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;iBAC1C,CAAC,CAAC;aACJ,CAAC,

CAAC;SACJ,CAAC,CAAC;QACH,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;KACX,CAAC;AACJ,CAAC;AAED;;;;;;AAMA,SAAS,

mBAAmB,CACxB,aAAsB,EAAE,gBAAyB,EACjD,gBAAwB;IAC1B,IAAI,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;;;QAGpB,

OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;KACjB;IAED,IAAI,IAAI,GAAmB,wBAAwB,CAAC;IACpD,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,gBAAgB,E

AAE;QACrC,IAAI,GAAG,sCAAsC,CAAC;KAC/C;SAAM,IAAI,aAAa,EAAE;QACxB,IAAI,GAAG,6BAA6B,C

AAC;KACtC;IAED,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;QACvB,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAA

E;YAC7B,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;SAC1B;KACF;IAED,OAAO,gBAAgB,GAAG,IAAI,CAA

C;AACjC,CAAC;AAED;;;;;;;AAOO,eAAe,IAAI;IACxB,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,M

AAM,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;QAC1D,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC;QACvC,GAA

G,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,8BAA8B,CAAC;KAC/C,CAAC,CAAC;IAEH,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC

,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM;QACjC,MAAM,aAAa,GAAsB,EAAE,CAAC;;;;;;QAO5C,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,C

AAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM;YACtC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC/B,MAAM,QA

AQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC;gBACpC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,EAA

C,IAAI,EAAE,wBAAwB,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBACpE,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC

;aAClC;YAED,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC1B,OAAO,mBAAmB,CACtB,aAA

wB,EAAE,gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;aACvD;YACD,OAA

O,MAAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;SACtB,CAAC;;;;QAKF,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;YACf,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe;gBACzB,

yBAAyB,CAAC,mBAAmB,CACzC,aAAwB,EAAE,gBAA2B,EACrD,cAAc,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACxD;QAED,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACxB,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,GA

AG;YACtB,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;;gBAEf,OAAO;aACR;YACD,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;;;gBAGf,OAAO;aACR;YA

CD,WAAW,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YACnB,MAAM,SAAS,GACX,kEAAkE;gBAClE,iIAAiI,CAAC;YACtI,MAAM,

CAAC,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC9B,CAAC;QAEF,IAAI,IAAgC,CAAC;;QAErC,IA

AI,gBAAgB,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YACzD,aAAa,CAAC,mBAAmB,GAAG,IAAI,IAAI,CA

CxC,CAAC,sCAAsC;oBACtCM,2BAAuB,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EACpC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,iBAAiB,EA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC/B,IAAI,GAAGA,2BAAuB,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;aAAM;;YAEL,IAAI,GA

AGC,eAAW,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;SACnC;;;QAID,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM;YACf,WAA

W,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YACnB,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;YAEpB,MAAM,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;;YA

EpC,MAAM,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG;gBACZ,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAA

E,EAAE,CAAC;gBACpC,oBAAoB,EAChB,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,yBAAyB,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,

QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC7D,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,EA
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AE,CAAC;gBAChE,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CACxB,iBAAiB,EAAE,IAAI,EACvB;oBACE,QAAQ;o

BACR,QAAQ;oBACR,QAAQ;iBACT,CAAC;gBACN,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,cAAc,EAA

E,cAAc,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;gBACrE,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE

,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;aACrD,CAAC;YAEF,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;SACzB,CAAC,CAAC;KACJ,CAAC,CAAC;AACL,CAAC;AAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CACzB,MAAmB,EAAE,K

AAe;IACtC,QAAQ,KAAK;QACX,KAAK,SAAS;YACZ,OAAO,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC

lC,KAAK,OAAO;YACV,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAChC,KAAK,MAAM;YACT,OA

AO,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAChC;YACE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,iBAAiB,KAAK,EA

AE,CAAC,CAAC;KAC7C;AACH,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,eAAe,GAAG;IACtB,wBAAwB,EAAE,6BAA6B;IACv

D,sCAAsC;CAC9B,CAAE;AAGZ,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;AAC5B,IAAI,cAAc,GAAW,IAAI,CAAC;A

AClC,IAAI,WAAW,GAAuC,EAAE,CAAC;AACzD,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AACxB,IAAI,WAAW,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;AAExB;;;;;;;;;;;;SAYgB,WAAW,CAAC,IAAY,EAAE,gBAAgB,GAAG,KAAK;IAChE,eA

Ae,CACX,8DAA8D;QAC9D,uCAAuC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,C

ACX,+DAA+D;YAC/D,mEAAmE,CAAC,CAAC;KAC1E;IACD,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAChB,WAAW,GA

AG,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACjC,CAAC;AAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;SAyBgB,YAAY,CACxB,eAA0D,EAC1D,gBAAgB,

GAAG,KAAK;IAC1B,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE;QACf,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,+DAA+D;YAC/D,wDAAwD;YA

CxD,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;KACrB;IAED,IAAI,OAAO,eAAe,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;QACvC,cAAc,GAAG,eAAe,C

AAC;KAClC;SAAM;QACL,WAAW,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;QAC9B,MAAM,YAAY,GACd,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,

CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9D,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,

GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;YAC3B,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,0DAA0D;gBAC1D,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,2CAA2C;gBACpE,oEAAoE;gBACpE,oDAAoD,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3D;KACF;IAED,WAAW,G

AAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;AACjC,CAAC;AAWD,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AACtB,IAAI,kBAAkB,

GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAE5B;;;;;;SAMgB,eAAe,CAAC,UAAkB;IAChD,YAAY,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC;A

AC5B,CAAC;AAED;;;;;SAKgB,eAAe;IAC7B,IAAI,kBAAkB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;QAC7B,MAAM,IAA

I,KAAK,CAAC,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;KAClD;IACD,OAAO,kBAAkB,CAAC;AAC5B;;ACxfA;AAEA;MACM

,OAAO,GAAG;;ACHhB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AA0BA,MAAM,aAAa,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;AACxB,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,E

AAE;IACtB,MAAM,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;IAC5B,OAAO,IAAI,WAAW,CAA

C,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;AAC/B,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC;;;;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/dist/tf-backend-

wasm.fesm.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Unpack.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Unpack.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"A

AAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAuC,MAAM,EAA4B,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAI9G,OAAO,EAAC,K

AAK,EAAC,MAAM,SAAS,CAAC;AAE9B,SAAS,MAAM,CACX,IAAsE;IAExE,MAAM,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;I

ACvB,IAAI,EAAC,IAAI,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAEnB,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;QACZ,IAAI,IA

AI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;KAC5B;IAED,MAAM,UAAU,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IACrC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;IAChC,MA

AM,QAAQ,GAAa,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,C

AAC;IACjB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;QAC7B,

IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE;YACd,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;KACF;IACD,MAAM,IAAI,GAAiB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;I

ACjD,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IACtC,

MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC;IACjC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC;IACf,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CA
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AC,EAAE,EAAE;QACpC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAChB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,

GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,EAAC,K

AAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;KACtE;IACD,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,K

AAK,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;AAC3E,CAAC;AAED,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,YAAY,GAAiB;

IACxC,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM;IAClB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,MAA0B;CACvC,CAAC","so

urcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\n\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nfunction unpack(\n    args: {inputs: UnpackInputs, backend: BackendWasm, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis <

0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const numOutputs = value.shape[axis];\n  const rank =

value.shape.length;\n  const outShape: number[] = new Array(rank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n      outShape[outIndex++] = value.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n  const outs: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(numOutputs);\n  const begin = new Array(rank).fill(0);\n  const size = value.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n

for (let i = 0; i < outs.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    outs[i] = slice({inputs: {x: value}, attrs: {begin, size},

backend});\n  }\n  return outs.map(({dataId, dtype}) => ({dataId, dtype, shape: outShape}));\n}\n\nexport const

unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Unpack.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* ===========================================================================*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-
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wasm/src/cc/kernels/Floor.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/unary.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/PadV2.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/BatchMatMul.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Equal.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/SquaredDifference.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/_FusedMatMul_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/BatchMatMul_test.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/OneHot.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/RotateWithOffset.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Round.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/SelectV2.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/DepthToSpace.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/batch_mat_mul_impl.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Softmax.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Prod.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/TopK.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Sqrt.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Step.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/BatchMatMul.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/FlipLeftRight.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/StridedSlice.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/Softmax.h

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/NotEqual.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-wasm/src/cc/kernels/Neg.cc
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/batch_mat_mul_impl.cc

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/src/cc/kernels/PadV2_test.cc

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Cos.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Cos.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAAC,GAAG,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAExD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EA

AC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,SAAS,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const cosConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cos);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Cos.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Cosh.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Cosh.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAAA;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AACH,OAAO,EAAC,IAAI,EAAe,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAEzD,OAAO,EAAC,uBAAuB,EA

AC,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC;AAEvD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,GAAiB,uBAAuB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAA

C","sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createUnaryKernelConfig} from

'./unary_kernel';\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig = createUnaryKernelConfig(Cosh);\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Cosh.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"Range.js","sourceRoot":"","sources":["../../src/kernels/Range.ts"],"names":[],"mappings":"AAA

A;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;GAeG;AAEH,OAAO,EAA2B,KAAK,EAAyB,MAAM,uBAAuB,CAAC;AAG9F,OAAO,EAAC,YAA

Y,EAAC,MAAM,wBAAwB,CAAC;AAEpD,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,GACd,CAAC,IAA+C,EAAc,EAAE;I

AC9D,MAAM,EAAC,OAAO,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;IAC9B,MAAM,EAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IA
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AI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IACzC,MAAM,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAEtD,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IACvD,MAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,

CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IACp

B,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;AACb,CAAC,CAAC;AAEN,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,WAAW,GAAiB;IACvC,UAAU,EA

AE,KAAK;IACjB,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM;IACnB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAyB;CACtC,CAAC","sourcesContent":["/**\

n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BackendWasm} from '../backend_wasm';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport const

range =\n    (args: {backend: BackendWasm, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend, attrs} =

args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step, dtype);\n\n

const out = backend.makeOutput([values.length], dtype);\n      const outVals =

backend.typedArrayFromHeap(out);\n      outVals.set(values);\n      return out;\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'wasm',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600203_1638277742.68/0/tfjs-backend-wasm-zip/tfjs-backend-

wasm/dist/kernels/Range.js.map

 

1.186 flyway-core 6.4.4 
1.186.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020 Redgate Software Ltd

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.flywaydb/flyway-core/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2010-2020 Redgate Software Ltd

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/filesystem/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/oracle/OracleDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/TimeFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/CompositeMigrationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/firebird/FirebirdDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/mysql/MySQLParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/CockroachRetryingTransactionalExecutionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlite/SQLiteParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/oracle/OracleParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/base/Database.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/h2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/FileCopyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/derby/DerbyDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/SqlScriptExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/clazz/ClassProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/license/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/command/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/ExceptionUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/cockroachdb/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/hsqldb/HSQLDBDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/schemahistory/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/filesystem/FileSystemScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/derby/DerbySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/schemahistory/SchemaHistory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/SqlStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sybasease/SybaseASEConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/android/AndroidScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/android/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/hsqldb/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/UrlResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/migration/BaseJavaMigration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/redshift/RedshiftDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/db2/DB2Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/saphana/SAPHANASchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/StopWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/InfoOutputProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/DefaultUrlResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/RowMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/license/FlywayEditionUpgradeRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/PlaceholderReplacingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/ParsingContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/LoadableResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlserver/SQLServerTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/command/DbSchemas.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/license/VersionPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/StringUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/saphana/SAPHANADatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/derby/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/ClassPathLocationScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/SqlScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sybasease/SybaseASETable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/mysql/MySQLConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/WarningImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/db2/DB2Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/FeatureDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/PostgreSQLConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/LogCreatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/h2/H2Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/Recorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/migration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/BomFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/TransactionalExecutionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/base/SchemaObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/schemahistory/JdbcTableSchemaHistory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/informix/InformixConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/jboss/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/CloseableIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/oracle/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/ExecutionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/executor/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/migration/JavaMigration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/Scanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/configuration/ConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/redshift/RedshiftConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/android/AndroidLogCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/h2/H2Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/JarFileClassPathLocationScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/PeekingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/ResourceNameCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/command/DbClean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/firebird/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/PositionTrackingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/MigrationInfoService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/snowflake/SnowflakeSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/snowflake/SnowflakeConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/FileSystemClassPathLocationScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/jboss/JBossVFSv2UrlResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/h2/H2Database.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/android/ContextHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/PostgreSQLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/cockroachdb/CockroachDBParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/base/Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/configuration/ClassicConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/ResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/ErrorCode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/oracle/OracleResults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/info/MigrationInfoContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/LocationScannerCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlserver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/schemahistory/AppliedMigration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/oracle/OracleSqlScriptExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/callback/CallbackExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/cockroachdb/CockroachDBSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/Resource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/executor/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/db2/DB2Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/SqlScriptMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/redshift/RedshiftSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/StatementType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/DefaultSqlScriptExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/ResourceNameValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlite/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/oracle/OracleTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/oracle/OracleConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/slf4j/Slf4jLogCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/hsqldb/HSQLDBConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/ParserContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/hsqldb/HSQLDBParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/saphana/SAPHANATable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/java/JavaMigrationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/license/Edition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/jboss/JBossVFSv3ClassPathLocationScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/callback/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/cockroachdb/CockroachDBDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/apachecommons/ApacheCommonsLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/PostgreSQLParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/SqlStatementIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/slf4j/Slf4jLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/cockroachdb/CockroachDBRetryingStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/callback/Error.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/RecordingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/migration/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/cockroachdb/CockroachDBConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/FlywayException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/base/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/javautil/JavaUtilLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/slf4j/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/db2/DB2Database.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-jar/org/flywaydb/core/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/command/DbRepair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/firebird/FirebirdParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/PlainExecutionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/info/MigrationInfoDumper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/ResourceName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/mysql/MySQLDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/base/Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/base/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/configuration/FluentConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/Locations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/hsqldb/HSQLDBSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/MigrationInfoHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/informix/InformixSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/logging/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/DatabaseType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/PostgreSQLType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/ParsedSqlStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/android/AndroidLog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/SqlScriptFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/license/FlywayProUpgradeRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/android/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/snowflake/SnowflakeDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/logging/LogFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/java/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/base/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/AsciiTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/mysql/MySQLNamedLockTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/callback/DefaultCallbackExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/resolver/ResolvedMigration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/exception/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/info/MigrationInfoServiceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/configuration/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/informix/InformixDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/derby/DerbyConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/command/DbMigrate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/MigrationInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/base/Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/ErrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/firebird/FirebirdConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/DateUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/callback/NoopCallbackExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/DatabaseExecutionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/sql/SqlMigrationExecutorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/informix/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlserver/SQLServerParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/output/InfoOutputFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/Results.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/db2/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/SqlScriptExecutorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/callback/SqlScriptCallbackFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlserver/SQLServerEngineEdition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/command/DbBaseline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/SqlCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/info/AppliedMigrationAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/sql/DefaultSqlMigrationExecutorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-
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jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/mysql/MySQLTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/informix/InformixTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/MigrationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/MigrationType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/snowflake/SnowflakeTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/callback/Warning.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-jar/org/flywaydb/core/Flyway.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlserver/SQLServerSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/javautil/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/ChecksumCalculator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/sql/SqlMigrationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/callback/NoopCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/BomStrippingReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/callback/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/java/ResolvedJavaMigration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/javautil/JavaUtilLogCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/output/ErrorOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/cockroachdb/CockroachDBTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/saphana/SAPHANAConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/clazz/NoopClassProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/redshift/RedshiftType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlserver/SQLServerConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/redshift/RedshiftParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/oracle/OracleSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/PostgreSQLAdvisoryLockTemplate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/configuration/ConfigurationValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/callback/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/ResolvedMigrationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/apachecommons/ApacheCommonsLogCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/db2/DB2Type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/UrlUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/logging/LogCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/db2/DB2Schema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/DriverDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlite/SQLiteSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/TableLockingExecutionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/command/DbInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/ResolvedMigrationComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/PostgreSQLDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/JdbcUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/output/MigrationOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/h2/H2Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/callback/Callback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/android/AndroidResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/MigrationVersion.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/derby/DerbyTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/JarUtils.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/java/ScanningJavaMigrationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/snowflake/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/redshift/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlite/SQLiteConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/info/MigrationInfoImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/informix/InformixParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/command/DbValidate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/mysql/MySQLSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/firebird/FirebirdSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlite/SQLiteTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/callback/BaseCallback.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlserver/SQLServerDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/mysql/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/sql/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/saphana/SAPHANAParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/output/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/derby/DerbyParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/schemahistory/SchemaHistoryFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/FlywaySqlScriptException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/saphana/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/sql/SqlMigrationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/DatabaseFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/redshift/RedshiftTable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/DefaultExecutionStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/NoopResourceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/TokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/db2/DB2Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/h2/H2Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/classpath/ClassPathResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/resolver/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/PostgreSQLCopyParsedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/clazz/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/OsgiClassPathLocationScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/firebird/FirebirdTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/ResourceAndClassScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sybasease/SybaseASEDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/Token.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/JdbcTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/postgresql/PostgreSQLTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/android/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/info/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/resolver/ChecksumMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/resolver/MigrationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/configuration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resolver/java/FixedJavaMigrationResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/ExecutionTemplateFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/executor/MigrationExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/Delimiter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/Location.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/jdbc/JdbcConnectionFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/callback/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/configuration/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sybasease/SybaseASEParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/sqlscript/ParserSqlScript.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/callback/SimpleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/resolver/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/classpath/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/AbbreviationUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/exception/FlywayDbUpgradeRequiredException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/snowflake/SnowflakeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlite/SQLiteDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/scanner/classpath/ClassPathScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/IOUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/api/callback/Event.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sybasease/SybaseASESchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/StringResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/ResourceNameParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/output/InfoOutput.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/ClassUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/hsqldb/HSQLDBTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/parser/PositionTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/logging/apachecommons/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/util/Pair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/resource/filesystem/FileSystemResource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/exception/FlywaySqlException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sqlserver/SQLServerApplicationLockTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1100808595_1602883955.19/0/flyway-core-6-4-4-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/core/internal/database/sybasease/package-info.java

 

1.187 sysv-init 2.93-8 
1.187.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
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on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
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access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
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patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
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OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Sysvinit is Copyright (C) 1991-2004 Miquel van Smoorenburg

   Updated Copyright (C) 2018 Jesse Smith

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301 USA

 

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.
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Send patches to sysvinit-devel@nongnu.org

 

1.188 expat 2.2.0 
1.188.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2016 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.189 xz 5.2.2 
1.189.1 Available under license : 

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been
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       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.

 

     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and
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authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for
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infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for
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the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to
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the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,
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in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is
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   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and
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adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
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licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims
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owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is
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in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered
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version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program
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into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.190 cryptsetup 1.7.5 
1.190.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain
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special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which
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must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the
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Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a
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license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the
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"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

-----

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give

permission to link the code of portions of this program with the

OpenSSL library under certain conditions as described in each

individual source file, and distribute linked combinations

including the two.

 

You must obey the GNU Lesser General Public License in all respects

for all of the code used other than OpenSSL.  If you modify

file(s) with this exception, you may extend this exception to your

version of the file(s), but you are not obligated to do so.  If you

do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your

version.  If you delete this exception statement from all source

files in the program, then also delete it here.
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

-----

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give

permission to link the code of portions of this program with the

OpenSSL library under certain conditions as described in each

individual source file, and distribute linked combinations

including the two.

 

You must obey the GNU General Public License in all respects

for all of the code used other than OpenSSL.  If you modify

file(s) with this exception, you may extend this exception to your

version of the file(s), but you are not obligated to do so.  If you

do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your

version.  If you delete this exception statement from all source

files in the program, then also delete it here.

 

1.191 berkeley-db 5.3.28+dfsg1 0.5
1.191.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE
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IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de> and others.

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software

unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

NOTE

 

The license is based on the zlib/libpng license. For more details see

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/zlib-license.html. The intent of the

license is to:

 

- keep the license as simple as possible

- encourage the use of CuTest in both free and commercial applications

 and libraries

- keep the source code together

- give credit to the CuTest contributors for their work

 

If you ship CuTest in source form with your source distribution, the

following license document must be included with it in unaltered form.

If you find CuTest useful we would like to hear about it.

 

LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Asim Jalis
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This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in

a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.

This package was debianized by Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> on

Tue, 25 Jul 2006 11:43:45 +0100.

 

It was downloaded from <http://www.ch-werner.de/sqliteodbc/>

 

Upstream Author: Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

 

Copyright: Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

          OS/2 Port Copyright (c) 2004 Lorne R. Sunley <lsunley@mb.sympatico.ca>

 

License:

 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY
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DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

The Debian packaging is (C) 2006, Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> and

is licensed under the GPL-3, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

/*-

* $Id$

*/

 

The following is the license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB

software.  For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions

other than those described here, or to purchase support for this software,

please contact Oracle at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on

*    how to obtain complete source code for the DB software and any

*    accompanying software that uses the DB software.  The source code

*    must either be included in the distribution or be available for no

*    more than the cost of distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be

*    freely redistributable under reasonable conditions.  For an

*    executable file, complete source code means the source code for all

*    modules it contains.  It does not include source code for modules or

*    files that typically accompany the major components of the operating

*    system on which the executable file runs.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

* NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE
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* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

* OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

* IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1995, 1996

*	The President and Fellows of Harvard University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

<!--$Id$-->

<!--Copyright (c) 1997, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.-->
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<!--See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.-->

<html>

<head>

<title>Berkeley DB: Berkeley DB Product License</title>

<meta name="description" content="Berkeley DB: An embedded database programmatic toolkit.">

<meta name="keywords"

content="embedded,database,programmatic,toolkit,btree,hash,hashing,transaction,transactions,locking,logging,acces

s method,access methods,Java,C,C++">

</head>

<body bgcolor=white>

<p align=center><b>Berkeley DB Product License</b></p>

<p>The license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB software may be found

in the "LICENSE" file included in each Berkeley DB distribution.</p>

<p>For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions other than

those described in the "LICENSE" file, or to purchase support for this

software, please send email to

<a href="mailto:berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com">berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com</a>.</p>

<p><font size=1>Copyright (c) 1996, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.</font>

</body>

</html>

 

1.192 libpciaccess 0.11.0 
1.192.1 Available under license : 

(C) Copyright IBM Corporation 2006, 2007

(C) Copyright Eric Anholt 2006

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation on

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sub license,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the next

paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

IBM AND/OR THEIR SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS

IN THE SOFTWARE.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright 2007, 2008, 2009 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons

to whom the Software is furnished to do so, provided that the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear in all copies of

the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT

OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR

HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder

shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use

or other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Juan Romero Pardines

Copyright (c) 2008 Mark Kettenis

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (C) 2000 The XFree86 Project, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

XFREE86 PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the XFree86 Project shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the

XFree86 Project.

 

1.193 gmp 6.1.2+dfsg-4+deb10u1 
1.193.1 Available under license : 

	GMP Debian Package

	------------------

 

This gmp package was built for Debian by

 

 Steve M. Robbins <smr@debian.org>

 Philipp Matthias Hahn <pmhahn@debian.org>

 

from sources obtained at http://gmplib.org/ .

 

 

	GMP Source Code

	---------------

 

Copyright 1991, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

This file is part of the GNU MP Library.

 

The GNU MP Library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of either:
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 * the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by the Free

   Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your

   option) any later version.

 

or

 

 * the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

   Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any

   later version.

 

or both in parallel, as here.

 

The GNU MP Library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General Public License

for more details.

 

You should have received copies of the GNU General Public License and the

GNU Lesser General Public License along with the GNU MP Library.  If not,

see https://www.gnu.org/licenses/.

 

 

The GNU Lesser General Public License v3 text is contained in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-3.

The GNU General Public License v2 text is contained in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

The GNU General Public License v3 text is contained in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3.

 

 

	GMP Documentation

	-----------------

 

The documentation is released under the GNU Free Documentation License

(GFDL) and it has cover texts.  As such, it has been determined not to

meet the Debian Free Software Guidelines, and is not shipped in the

debian packages.

 

The demo code in the -doc package is covered either by the LGPL, or

under the GNU General Public License /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL.

See the individual source files to determine the license under which

it falls.

 

1.194 protobuf 2.4.1 
1.194.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.195 spring-test 5.2.20.RELEASE 
1.195.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK 5.2.20.RELEASE SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 5.2.20.RELEASE includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 7.3 (org.ow2.asm:asm:7.3, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:7.3):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.1 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.1):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.1 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

 

Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================
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To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from

the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 5.2.20.RELEASE

Copyright (c) 2002-2022 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

1.196 libva 1.0.15 
1.196.1 Available under license : 

    Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

   next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

   of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR
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   ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

   TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

   SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

This package was debianized by Waldo Bastian <waldo.bastian@intel.com> on

Mon, 18 Jun 2007 21:35:31 -0700.

 

It was downloaded from <url://example.com>

 

Upstream Author(s):

 

   Waldo Bastian <waldo.bastian@intel.com>

   Jonathan Bian <jonathan.bian@intel.com>

 

Copyright:

 

   (C) Copyright IBM Corporation 2004

   Copyright 1998-1999 Precision Insight, Inc., Cedar Park, Texas.

   Copyright 2000 VA Linux Systems, Inc.

   Copyright 2007 Intel Corportation

 

License:

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

   copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

   "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

   without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

   distribute, sub license, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

   permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

   the following conditions:

  

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice (including the

   next paragraph) shall be included in all copies or substantial portions

   of the Software.

  

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL PRECISION INSIGHT AND/OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

   TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

   SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

The Debian packaging is (C) 2007, Intel Corporation and

is licensed under the GPL, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL'.

 

# Please also look if there are files or directories which have a

# different copyright/license attached and list them here.
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1.197 nginx 1.18.0 
1.197.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2002-2019 Igor Sysoev

* Copyright (C) 2011-2019 Nginx, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.198 dav1d 0.6.0 
1.198.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2018-2019, VideoLAN and dav1d authors

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.199 tzdata 2021a 0+deb10u4
1.199.1 Available under license : 

This is the Debian prepackaged version of the Time Zone and Daylight

Saving Time Data.

 

It was downloaded from http://www.iana.org/time-zones

 

Upstream Author: The Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)

Commentary should be addressed to tz@iana.org

 

Copyright: This database is in the public domain.

Unless specified below, all files in the tz code and data (including

this LICENSE file) are in the public domain.

 

If the files date.c, newstrftime.3, and strftime.c are present, they

contain material derived from BSD and use the BSD 3-clause license.

 

1.200 jackson-databind 2.11.2 
1.200.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Jackson JSON processor databind module is licensed under the

Apache (Software) License, version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the

specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.
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It is currently developed by a community of developers, as well as supported

commercially by FasterXML.com.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson core and extension components may be licensed under different licenses.

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

For more information, including possible other licensing options, contact

FasterXML.com (http://fasterxml.com).

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

1.201 zlib 1.2.11.dfsg-2ubuntu1 
1.201.1 Available under license : 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).
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*/

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.202 jansi 1.8 
1.202.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2009, Progress Software Corporation and/or its

* subsidiaries or affiliates.  All rights reserved.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860190_1643019494.64/0/jansi-1-8-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/AnsiOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860190_1643019494.64/0/jansi-1-8-sources-

jar/org/fusesource/jansi/WindowsAnsiOutputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860190_1643019494.64/0/jansi-1-8-sources-jar/org/fusesource/jansi/Ansi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860190_1643019494.64/0/jansi-1-8-sources-jar/org/fusesource/jansi/AnsiConsole.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2009 the original author(s).

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860190_1643019494.64/0/jansi-1-8-sources-jar/org/fusesource/jansi/AnsiString.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860190_1643019494.64/0/jansi-1-8-sources-jar/org/fusesource/jansi/AnsiRenderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257860190_1643019494.64/0/jansi-1-8-sources-jar/org/fusesource/jansi/AnsiRenderer.java

 

1.203 containerd 1.3.0 
1.203.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2013 Blake Mizerany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,
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EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2012 Pter Surnyi. Portions Copyright (c) 2009 The Go

Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2016 Docker, Inc.
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The following files were ported to Go from C files of libyaml, and thus

are still covered by their original copyright and license:

 

   apic.go

   emitterc.go

   parserc.go

   readerc.go

   scannerc.go

   writerc.go

   yamlh.go

   yamlprivateh.go

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Ben Johnson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-
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    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public

License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License ("Public

License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a

contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your

acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You

such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from

making the Licensed Material available under these terms and

conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.
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 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. BY-SA Compatible License means a license listed at

    creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses, approved by Creative

    Commons as essentially the equivalent of this Public License.

 

 d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 e. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 f. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

 g. License Elements means the license attributes listed in the name

    of a Creative Commons Public License. The License Elements of this

    Public License are Attribution and ShareAlike.

 

 h. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 i. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 j. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 k. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

    as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the
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    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 l. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 m. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

         necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.
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           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. Additional offer from the Licensor -- Adapted Material.

              Every recipient of Adapted Material from You

              automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to

              exercise the Licensed Rights in the Adapted Material

              under the conditions of the Adapter's License You apply.

 

           c. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

              Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.
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Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

 b. ShareAlike.
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    In addition to the conditions in Section 3(a), if You Share

    Adapted Material You produce, the following conditions also apply.

 

      1. The Adapter's License You apply must be a Creative Commons

         license with the same License Elements, this version or

         later, or a BY-SA Compatible License.

 

      2. You must include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, the

         Adapter's License You apply. You may satisfy this condition

         in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and

         context in which You Share Adapted Material.

 

      3. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms

         or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological

         Measures to, Adapted Material that restrict exercise of the

         rights granted under the Adapter's License You apply.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material,

 

    including for purposes of Section 3(b); and

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,
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    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.
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 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public

    License.

 

 

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

    without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses.

Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of its public

licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be

considered the "Licensor." Except for the limited purpose of indicating

that material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo
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of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the public

licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015, Google Inc

  Copyright 2018, GoGo Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2017 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

runc

 

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (http://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see http://www.bis.doc.gov
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See also http://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

Copyright (c) 2014-2017 The Docker & Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Docker

Copyright 2012-2017 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).

 

This product contains software (https://github.com/kr/pty) developed

by Keith Rarick, licensed under the MIT License.

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.
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Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012,2013 Ernest Micklei

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright The containerd Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Copyright (c) 2013, The GoGo Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Protocol Buffers for Go with Gadgets

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Sam Ghods

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.
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  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 TOML authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the
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     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the
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     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the
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     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2018 gotest.tools authors

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright 2012 Matt T. Proud (matt.proud@gmail.com)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2017 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
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SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2011-2016 Canonical Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright (c) 2014, OmniTI Computer Consulting, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Data model artifacts for Prometheus.

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or
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indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,
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provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your
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sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 json-iterator

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Jeremy Saenz & Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2017 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Prometheus instrumentation library for Go applications

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

 

The following components are included in this product:

 

perks - a fork of https://github.com/bmizerany/perks

https://github.com/beorn7/perks

Copyright 2013-2015 Blake Mizerany, Bjrn Rabenstein

See https://github.com/beorn7/perks/blob/master/README.md for license details.

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

http://github.com/golang/protobuf/

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors

See source code for license details.

 

Support for streaming Protocol Buffer messages for the Go language (golang).

https://github.com/matttproud/golang_protobuf_extensions

Copyright 2013 Matt T. Proud

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

Copyright (c) 2013 Dario Casta. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

procfs provides functions to retrieve system, kernel and process

metrics from the pseudo-filesystem proc.

 

Copyright 2014-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Docker

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.
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Copyright (c) 2013, Georg Reinke (<guelfey at gmail dot com>), Google

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Matthew Heon <mheon@redhat.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Paul Moore <pmoore@redhat.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.
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1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants
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    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes

    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation
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    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered
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    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.
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    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation
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  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the
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     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright 2013 Suryandaru Triandana <syndtr@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2013, Patrick Mezard

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in
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       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.
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1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or
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    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.
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3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any
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    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.
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  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or
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     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Common libraries shared by Prometheus Go components.

Copyright 2015 The Prometheus Authors
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This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Blackfriday is distributed under the Simplified BSD License:

 

> Copyright  2011 Russ Ross

> All rights reserved.

>

> Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

> modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

> are met:

>

> 1.  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

>     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

>

> 2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

>     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

>     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

>     the distribution.

>

> THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

> "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

> LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

> FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

> COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

> INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

> BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

> LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

> CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

> LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

> ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

> POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Dave Collins <dave@davec.name>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)
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Copyright (c) 2017 marvin + konsorten GmbH (open-source@konsorten.de)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2014 The AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

go-runhcs is a fork of go-runc

 

The following is runc's legal notice.

 

---

 

runc

 

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (http://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see http://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also http://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Brian Goff

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.204 selinux 3.0-1build2 
1.204.1 Available under license : 

This library (libselinux) is public domain software, i.e. not copyrighted.

 

Warranty Exclusion

------------------

You agree that this software is a

non-commercially developed program that may contain "bugs" (as that

term is used in the industry) and that it may not function as intended.

The software is licensed "as is". NSA makes no, and hereby expressly

disclaims all, warranties, express, implied, statutory, or otherwise

with respect to the software, including noninfringement and the implied

warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.

 

Limitation of Liability

-----------------------

In no event will NSA be liable for any damages, including loss of data,

lost profits, cost of cover, or other special, incidental,

consequential, direct or indirect damages arising from the software or

the use thereof, however caused and on any theory of liability. This

limitation will apply even if NSA has been advised of the possibility

of such damage. You acknowledge that this is a reasonable allocation of

risk.

 

1.205 kubernetes-client 1.8.11 
1.205.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Philip Hofer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2018 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (C) 2013 Blake Mizerany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Rackspace. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 The Gorilla Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

	 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

	 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

	 * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the
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     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside
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         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,
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     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Vishvananda Ishaya.

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2012 SocialCode

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2018 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Ben Johnson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-
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    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public

License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License ("Public

License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a

contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your

acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You

such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from

making the Licensed Material available under these terms and

conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.
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 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. BY-SA Compatible License means a license listed at

    creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses, approved by Creative

    Commons as essentially the equivalent of this Public License.

 

 d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 e. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 f. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

 g. License Elements means the license attributes listed in the name

    of a Creative Commons Public License. The License Elements of this

    Public License are Attribution and ShareAlike.

 

 h. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 i. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 j. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 k. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

    as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the
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    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 l. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 m. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

         necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.
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           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. Additional offer from the Licensor -- Adapted Material.

              Every recipient of Adapted Material from You

              automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to

              exercise the Licensed Rights in the Adapted Material

              under the conditions of the Adapter's License You apply.

 

           c. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

              Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.
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Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

 b. ShareAlike.
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    In addition to the conditions in Section 3(a), if You Share

    Adapted Material You produce, the following conditions also apply.

 

      1. The Adapter's License You apply must be a Creative Commons

         license with the same License Elements, this version or

         later, or a BY-SA Compatible License.

 

      2. You must include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, the

         Adapter's License You apply. You may satisfy this condition

         in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and

         context in which You Share Adapted Material.

 

      3. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms

         or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological

         Measures to, Adapted Material that restrict exercise of the

         rights granted under the Adapter's License You apply.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material,

 

    including for purposes of Section 3(b); and

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,
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    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.
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 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public

    License.

 

 

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

    without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses.

Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of its public

licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be

considered the "Licensor." Except for the limited purpose of indicating

that material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo
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of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the public

licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at
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      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Yasuhiro Matsumoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 fsnotify Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.
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1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct
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   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.
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This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code
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   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with
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the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *
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*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter
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shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
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Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Ugorji Nwoke.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 The Docker & Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015, Google Inc

  Copyright 2018, GoGo Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2015-Present CloudFoundry.org Foundation, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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This project contains software that is Copyright (c) 2015 Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This project may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents

is subject to the terms and conditions of each subcomponent's license,

as noted in the LICENSE file.

Docker

Copyright 2012-2017 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).

 

This product contains software (https://github.com/creack/pty) developed

by Keith Rarick, licensed under the MIT License.

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2018 Docker Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2013, Samuel Stauffer <samuel@descolada.com>

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the

 names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2017 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014 CloudFlare Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
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PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Tim Heckman

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of linode-netint nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Open Source Initiative OSI - The MIT License (MIT):Licensing

 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2013 Ralph Caraveo (deckarep@gmail.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

runc

 

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (http://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see http://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also http://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

Copyright (c) 2014 Philip Hofer

Portions Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors (license at http://golang.org) where indicated

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Gal Ben-Haim

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Honza Pokorny

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Armon Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright The containerd Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2013, The GoGo Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Protocol Buffers for Go with Gadgets

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2016, opentracing-contrib

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of go-stdlib nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Extensions of the original work are copyright (c) 2011 Miek Gieben

 

As this is fork of the official Go code the same license applies:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Ogier. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 TOML authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 James Saryerwinnie

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright  2013 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
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without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Taihei Morikuni

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2018 gotest.tools authors

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright 2012 Matt T. Proud (matt.proud@gmail.com)

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013 Ugorji Nwoke.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used

 to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright (c) 2014, OmniTI Computer Consulting, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Mitchell Hashimoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

Copyright 2017 Tnis Tiigi <tonistiigi@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,
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distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Data model artifacts for Prometheus.

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or
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translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was
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submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be
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enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2014 Alan Shreve

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Prometheus instrumentation library for Go applications

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

 

The following components are included in this product:

 

perks - a fork of https://github.com/bmizerany/perks

https://github.com/beorn7/perks

Copyright 2013-2015 Blake Mizerany, Bjrn Rabenstein

See https://github.com/beorn7/perks/blob/master/README.md for license details.

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

http://github.com/golang/protobuf/

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors

See source code for license details.

 

Support for streaming Protocol Buffer messages for the Go language (golang).

https://github.com/matttproud/golang_protobuf_extensions

Copyright 2013 Matt T. Proud

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2018 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

procfs provides functions to retrieve system, kernel and process

metrics from the pseudo-filesystem proc.

 

Copyright 2014-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Copyright (c) 2013 Dario Casta. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Docker

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

Copyright (c) 2015 Matthew Heon <mheon@redhat.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Paul Moore <pmoore@redhat.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.
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1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this
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     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes

    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the
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    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,
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       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.
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5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of
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  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such
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     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) 2013, Georg Reinke (<guelfey at gmail dot com>), Google

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
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PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2013 Suryandaru Triandana <syndtr@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the
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    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,
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     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope
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    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form
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    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,
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    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to
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    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.
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10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.
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Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) 2013, Patrick Mezard

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Common libraries shared by Prometheus Go components.

Copyright 2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Armon Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 The OpenTracing Authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 marvin + konsorten GmbH (open-source@konsorten.de)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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Copyright 2016, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Vincent Batts, Raleigh, NC, USA

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2016, gRPC Ecosystem

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of grpc-opentracing nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 The AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Mat Ryer and Tyler Bunnell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Sean Chittenden

Copyright (c) 2016 Alex Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

=====

 

Bits of Go-lang's `once.Do()` were cribbed and reused here, too.

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.
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  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2014 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.206 lua 5.1.4 
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1.206.1 Available under license : 
Lua License

-----------

 

Lua is licensed under the terms of the MIT license reproduced below.

This means that Lua is free software and can be used for both academic

and commercial purposes at absolutely no cost.

 

For details and rationale, see http://www.lua.org/license.html .

 

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2008 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

 

(end of COPYRIGHT)

 

1.207 hd-parm 9.48 
1.207.1 Available under license : 

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

This package was debianized by Christopher L Cheney <ccheney@debian.org> on

Wed, 21 Nov 2001 15:51:14 -0600.
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It was downloaded from http://www.ibiblio.org/pub/Linux/system/hardware

 

Upstream Author: Mark S. Lord <mlord@pobox.com>

 

Copyright:

 

/* hdparm.c - Command line interface to get/set hard disk parameters */

/*          - by Mark Lord  1994-2008 -- freely distributable */

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the BSD License.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the BSD License can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/BSD

BSD-Style Open Source License:

 

You may freely use, modify, and redistribute the hdparm program,

as either binary or source, or both.

 

The only condition is that my name and copyright notice

remain in the source code as-is.

 

Mark Lord (mlord@pobox.com)

 

1.208 pytz 2022.1 
1.208.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2019 Stuart Bishop <stuart@stuartbishop.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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1.209 commons-pool 1.6 
1.209.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Pool

Copyright 2001-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.210 glib 2.28.8 

 

1.211 netty-codec-http 4.1.51.Final 
1.211.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/*

* Adaptation of http://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/utf-8/decoder/dfa/

*
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* Copyright (c) 2008-2009 Bjoern Hoehrmann <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

* and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

* including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

* sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

* furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

*

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or

* substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM,

* DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM,

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the
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// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameEncoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker07.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketCloseStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CloseWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker13.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/CorruptedWebSocketFrameException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker00.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionFilterProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketDecoderConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketServerHandshaker08.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpChunkedInput.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpStatusClass.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeadersEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoderDelegate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderValues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderNames.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateClientExtensionHandshaker.j

ava

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketServerCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateServerExtensionHandshaker.

java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtension.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyProtocolException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderNames.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameServerExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketServerExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameEncoder.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/Utf8FrameValidator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerFrameDeflateEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/DeflateFrameClientExtensionHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaderValues.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/WebSocketClientCompressionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessageUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketClientExtensionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/WebSocketExtensionUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/extensions/compression/PerMessageDeflateDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrameCodec.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ReadOnlyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerExpectContinueHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

#   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/codec-http/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/CorsConfigBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-codec-http/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractMemoryHttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpResponseStreamIdHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectAggregator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InterfaceHttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/Cookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostBodyUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/Attribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketHandshakeException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshakerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DefaultHttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpDataFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractDiskHttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObject.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspVersions.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket00FrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker00.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker07.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/LastHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/DiskFileUpload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/ContinuationWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedFileUpload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUpload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseStatuses.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/BinaryWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspMethods.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/AbstractHttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/CaseIgnoringComparator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponseStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker08.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostMultipartRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspResponseEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/TextWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MemoryFileUpload.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpConstants.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PongWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpPostStandardRequestDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspRequestEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/MixedAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/InternalAttribute.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpContentCompressor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/QueryStringDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultHttpMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/PingWebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/HttpData.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientHandshaker13.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspObjectEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpHeaderDateFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerUpgradeHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpClientUpgradeHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/DefaultCookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/Cookie.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieHeaderNames.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CombinedHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpExpectationFailedEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ServerCookieDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpScheme.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/EmptyHttpHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/ClientCookieEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cookie/CookieUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/rtsp/RtspDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// (BSD License: http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license)

// All rights reserved.

// Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

// * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

// copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

// following disclaimer.

// * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

// following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other

// * Neither the name of the Webbit nor the names of

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket08FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket13FrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocket07FrameDecoder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionStatus.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyWindowUpdateFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyPingFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpMessage.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyDataFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyVersion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpResponse.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySettingsFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/cors/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockRawEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameAggregator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHttpCodec.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/DefaultFullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyPingFrame.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdySynReplyFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyRstStreamFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/ComposedLastHttpContent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketClientProtocolHandshakeHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyGoAwayFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdySessionHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeaders.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/FullHttpRequest.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketFrameDecoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyCodecUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/DefaultSpdyHeadersFrame.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeaderBlockJZlibEncoder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyStreamStatus.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketProtocolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/spdy/SpdyHeadersFrame.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/multipart/FileUploadUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/HttpServerKeepAliveHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072411888_1594999339.26/0/netty-codec-http-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/codec/http/websocketx/WebSocketChunkedInput.java

 

1.212 libpcap 1.7.4 
1.212.1 Available under license : 

License: BSD

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

License: BSD

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior

    written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

1.213 offheap-store 2.4.3 
1.213.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Terracotta, Inc., a Software AG company.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/WriteLockedOffHeapHashMapFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/AbstractOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/AbstractConcurrentOffHeapCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/storage/FileBackedStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/eviction/EvictionListeningReadWriteLockedOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/ConcurrentOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentReadWriteLockedOffHeapClockCacheFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/SplitStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/Segment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/OffHeapBufferHalfStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/paging/PowerOfTwoFileAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/ReadWriteLockedOffHeapHashMapFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/PointerSize.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/portability/SerializablePortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/allocator/LongBestFitAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/StorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/PhysicalMemory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/buffersource/TimingBufferSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/paging/MappedPageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/paging/PhantomReferenceLimitedPageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/IntegerStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/HashingMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/AATreeSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/LongStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/storage/PersistentSplitStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/ConcurrentWriteLockedOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/listener/AbstractListenableStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/WeakIdentityHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentReadWriteLockedOffHeapHashMapFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/paging/UpfrontAllocatingPageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/HalfStorageEngine.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/ConcurrentWriteLockedOffHeapHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/allocator/PowerOfTwoAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/Retryer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/ReadWriteLockedOffHeapClockCacheFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/OffHeapBufferStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/storage/PersistentIntegerStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/FindbugsSuppressWarnings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/AbstractConcurrentOffHeapMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/set/OffHeapHashSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/SerializableStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/MetadataTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/PortabilityBasedHalfStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/StringStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/storage/AATreeFileAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/OffHeapHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/PortabilityBasedStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/paging/OffHeapStorageArea.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/ByteBufferUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/ConcurrentOffHeapHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/AbstractLockedOffHeapHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/WriteLockedOffHeapClockCacheFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentConcurrentOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/BooleanHalfStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/eviction/EvictionListeningWriteLockedOffHeapClockCache.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentConcurrentOffHeapHashMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 cdennis.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/AbstractPersistentConcurrentOffHeapCache.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 Terracotta, Inc., a Software AG company.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/eviction/EvictionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/DebuggingUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/allocator/Allocator.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/BinaryStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/ReadWriteLockedOffHeapHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/portability/Portability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentPortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/pinning/PinnableSegment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/exceptions/OversizeMappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/WriteLockedOffHeapHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/pinning/PinnableCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/buffersource/HeapBufferSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/buffersource/OffHeapBufferSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/paging/Page.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/Persistent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/paging/PageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/listener/RuntimeStorageEngineListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/portability/ByteArrayPortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/portability/BooleanPortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/Metadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/WriteLockedOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/storage/portability/PersistentSerializablePortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/AbstractPersistentOffHeapCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/listener/RecoveryStorageEngineListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/storage/Region.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/ByteBufferInputStream.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentHalfStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/storage/portability/PersistentByteArrayPortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/Factory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentReadWriteLockedOffHeapHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/listener/StorageEngineListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/paging/MappedPage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/buffersource/BufferSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/NoOpLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/portability/WriteContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/portability/WriteBackPortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/portability/StringPortability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/AbstractPersistentLockedOffHeapHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/listener/ListenableStorageEngine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/MapInternals.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/PersistentReadWriteLockedOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/paging/UnlimitedPageSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/allocator/IntegerBestFitAllocator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/util/MemoryUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/ReadWriteLockedOffHeapClockCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/disk/persistent/AbstractPersistentConcurrentOffHeapMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/storage/allocator/Region.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/offheapstore/concurrent/ConcurrentMapInternals.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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Copyright 2015 Terracotta, Inc., a Software AG company.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059374_1643027386.0/0/offheap-store-2-4-3-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.terracotta/offheap-store/pom.xml

 

1.214 netty-transport 4.1.51.Final 
1.214.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/Bootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MultithreadEventLoopGroup.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioMessageChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramPacket.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/Channel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SingleThreadEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannelRegistry.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AdaptiveRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/RecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFlushPromiseNotifier.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseAggregator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/AbstractOioByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipelineException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/InternetProtocolFamily.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/VoidChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FailedChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CompleteChannelFuture.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ThreadPerChannelEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DefaultDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ServerChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelMetadata.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CombinedChannelDuplexHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioSocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPipeline.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/ProtocolFamilyConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/CombinedIterator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/AbstractNioByteChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioTask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInitializer.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedSocketAddress.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FixedRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/SocketChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/FileRegion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultFileRegion.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/NioEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SucceededChannelFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelPromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ServerSocketChannelConfig.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/local/LocalEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DatagramChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

#   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/transport/native-image.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT
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* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/oio/OioByteStreamChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingBytesTracker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DelegatingChannelPromiseNotifier.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/FailedChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySetSelector.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioDatagramChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelInputShutdownReadComplete.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/internal/ChannelUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/socket/ChannelOutputShutdownException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/CoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/EventLoopTaskQueueFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerMask.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ExtendedClosedChannelException.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelHandlerContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

* Handles an I/O event or intercepts an I/O operation, and forwards it to its next handler in

* its {@link ChannelPipeline}.

*

* <h3>Sub-types</h3>

* <p>

* {@link ChannelHandler} itself does not provide many methods, but you usually have to implement one of its

subtypes:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandler} to handle inbound I/O events, and</li>
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* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandler} to handle outbound I/O operations.</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* Alternatively, the following adapter classes are provided for your convenience:

* <ul>

* <li>{@link ChannelInboundHandlerAdapter} to handle inbound I/O events,</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelOutboundHandlerAdapter} to handle outbound I/O operations, and</li>

* <li>{@link ChannelDuplexHandler} to handle both inbound and outbound events</li>

* </ul>

* </p>

* <p>

* For more information, please refer to the documentation of each subtype.

* </p>

*

* <h3>The context object</h3>

* <p>

* A {@link ChannelHandler} is provided with a {@link ChannelHandlerContext}

* object.  A {@link ChannelHandler} is supposed to interact with the

* {@link ChannelPipeline} it belongs to via a context object.  Using the

* context object, the {@link ChannelHandler} can pass events upstream or

* downstream, modify the pipeline dynamically, or store the information

* (using {@link AttributeKey}s) which is specific to the handler.

*

* <h3>State management</h3>

*

* A {@link ChannelHandler} often needs to store some stateful information.

* The simplest and recommended approach is to use member variables:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*

*     <b>private boolean loggedIn;</b>

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead0({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) message);

*             <b>loggedIn = true;</b>

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>loggedIn</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) message));

*             } else {

*                 fail();

*             }
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*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Because the handler instance has a state variable which is dedicated to

* one connection, you have to create a new handler instance for each new

* channel to avoid a race condition where a unauthenticated client can get

* the confidential information:

* <pre>

* // Create a new handler instance per channel.

* // See {@link ChannelInitializer#initChannel(Channel)}.

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>new DataServerHandler()</b>);

*     }

* }

*

* </pre>

*

* <h4>Using {@link AttributeKey}s</h4>

*

* Although it's recommended to use member variables to store the state of a

* handler, for some reason you might not want to create many handler instances.

* In such a case, you can use {@link AttributeKey}s which is provided by

* {@link ChannelHandlerContext}:

* <pre>

* public interface Message {

*     // your methods here

* }

*

* {@code @Sharable}

* public class DataServerHandler extends {@link SimpleChannelInboundHandler}&lt;Message&gt; {

*     private final {@link AttributeKey}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; auth =

*           {@link AttributeKey#valueOf(String) AttributeKey.valueOf("auth")};

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void channelRead({@link ChannelHandlerContext} ctx, Message message) {

*         {@link Attribute}&lt;{@link Boolean}&gt; attr = ctx.attr(auth);

*         if (message instanceof LoginMessage) {

*             authenticate((LoginMessage) o);

*             <b>attr.set(true)</b>;

*         } else (message instanceof GetDataMessage) {

*             if (<b>Boolean.TRUE.equals(attr.get())</b>) {

*                 ctx.writeAndFlush(fetchSecret((GetDataMessage) o));

*             } else {

*                 fail();
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*             }

*         }

*     }

*     ...

* }

* </pre>

* Now that the state of the handler is attached to the {@link ChannelHandlerContext}, you can add the

* same handler instance to different pipelines:

* <pre>

* public class DataServerInitializer extends {@link ChannelInitializer}&lt;{@link Channel}&gt; {

*

*     private static final DataServerHandler <b>SHARED</b> = new DataServerHandler();

*

*     {@code @Override}

*     public void initChannel({@link Channel} channel) {

*         channel.pipeline().addLast("handler", <b>SHARED</b>);

*     }

* }

* </pre>

*

*

* <h4>The {@code @Sharable} annotation</h4>

* <p>

* In the example above which used an {@link AttributeKey},

* you might have noticed the {@code @Sharable} annotation.

* <p>

* If a {@link ChannelHandler} is annotated with the {@code @Sharable}

* annotation, it means you can create an instance of the handler just once and

* add it to one or more {@link ChannelPipeline}s multiple times without

* a race condition.

* <p>

* If this annotation is not specified, you have to create a new handler

* instance every time you add it to a pipeline because it has unshared state

* such as member variables.

* <p>

* This annotation is provided for documentation purpose, just like

* <a href="http://www.javaconcurrencyinpractice.com/annotations/doc/">the JCIP annotations</a>.

*

* <h3>Additional resources worth reading</h3>

* <p>

* Please refer to the {@link ChannelHandler}, and

* {@link ChannelPipeline} to find out more about inbound and outbound operations,

* what fundamental differences they have, how they flow in a  pipeline,  and how to handle

* the operation in your application.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/nio/NioChannelOption.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleUserEventChannelHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

* copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractCoalescingBufferQueue.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelHandlerAdapter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/DefaultChannelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultAddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroupException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundBuffer.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MessageSizeEstimator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelGroup.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatcher.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/ChannelMatchers.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ConnectTimeoutException.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AddressedEnvelope.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFutureListener.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/OioSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelProgressiveFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SimpleChannelInboundHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultChannelProgressivePromise.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/oio/DefaultOioServerSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/nio/SelectedSelectionKeySet.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PendingWriteQueue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/embedded/EmbeddedChannelId.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/AbstractEventLoop.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/channel/ReflectiveChannelFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/SimpleChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPoolHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/FixedChannelPool.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/AbstractChannelPoolMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/pool/ChannelHealthChecker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/MaxBytesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultMaxMessagesRecvByteBufAllocator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/PreferHeapByteBufAllocator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/socket/DuplexChannel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelOutboundInvoker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/WriteBufferWaterMark.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/group/VoidChannelGroupFuture.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategyFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/ChannelInboundInvoker.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/BootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/ServerBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/bootstrap/AbstractBootstrapConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/DefaultSelectStrategy.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948476_1595240756.51/0/netty-transport-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/channel/SelectStrategy.java

 

1.215 spring-webflux 5.2.20.RELEASE 
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1.215.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK 5.2.20.RELEASE SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 5.2.20.RELEASE includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 7.3 (org.ow2.asm:asm:7.3, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:7.3):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.1 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.1):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.1 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

 

Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from
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the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 5.2.20.RELEASE

Copyright (c) 2002-2022 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

1.216 brotli 1.0.7-6ubuntu0.1 
1.216.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009, 2010, 2013-2016 by the Brotli Authors.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.217 spring-security-config 5.4.10 
1.217.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SessionCreationPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/DebugBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/GrantedAuthorityDefaults.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainMapBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterInvocationSecurityMetadataSourceParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/InterceptMethodsBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/ProtectPointcutPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/UserDetailsServiceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/ChannelAttributeFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FilterChainBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/BeanIds.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/ContextSourceSettingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/PasswordEncoderParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/PortMappingsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/UserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpFirewallBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/messaging/MessageSecurityMetadataSourceRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/DefaultFilterChainValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationProviderBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AbstractUserDetailsServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/MatcherType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/JdbcUserServiceBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsMapFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableReactiveMethodSecurity.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecuritySelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/EnableWebFluxSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/ReactiveUserDetailsServiceResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/GlobalAuthenticationConfigurerAd

apter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/SecurityWebFiltersOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/AbstractServerWebExchangeMatcherRegistry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/saml2/Saml2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2LoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/FilterOrderRegistration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/DefaultLoginPageConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2020 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/SecurityNamespaceHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/GlobalMethodSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CorsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/X509Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/websocket/WebSocketMessageBrokerSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecuritySelector.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExceptionHandlingConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ServletApiConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/authentication/AuthenticationManagerFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/FormLoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ExpressionUrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/AutowireBeanFactoryObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientConfigurerUtils.jav

a

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/core/userdetails/UserDetailsResourceFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SecurityContextConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CorsConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/UrlAuthorizationConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/MethodSecurityMetadataSourceAdvisorR

egistrar.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractAuthenticationFilterConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/CsrfConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeAuthenticationProviderBe

anManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/AbstractRequestMatcherRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/Jsr250MetadataSourceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/HttpSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/openid/OpenIDLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HeadersConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/socket/AbstractSecurityWebSocketMessageBrokerConfigu

rer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/configuration/ObjectPostProcessorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/LogoutConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/ReactiveMethodSecurityConfiguration.ja

va

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/SessionManagementConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/OAuth2ImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/HttpBasicConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/InitializeUserDetailsBeanManager

Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HeadersBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Customizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebMvcSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ReactiveOAuth2ClientImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/WebFluxSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/crypto/RsaKeyConversionServicePostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/AuthenticationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/reactive/ServerHttpSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/LogoutBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/method/MethodConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/WebConfigUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2011 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/debug/SecurityDebugBeanFactoryPostProcessor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OrderDecorator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractConfigAttributeRequestMatcherRegist

ry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/servlet/configuration/EnableWebMvcSecurity.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsServiceConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SpringWebMvcImportSelector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/GlobalMethodSecurityAspectJAutoProxy

Registrar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractHttpConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/ChannelSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/AbstractDaoAuthenticatio

nConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/FormLoginConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractConfiguredSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AbstractInterceptUrlConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/InMemoryUserDetails

ManagerConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RequestCacheConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/ObjectPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/AnonymousConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/AutowiredWebSecurityConfigurersIgnorePar

ents.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/ProviderManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/method/configuration/EnableGlobalMethodSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/builders/AuthenticationManagerBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configuration/EnableGlobalAuthentication.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AlreadyBuiltException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/AbstractSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/UserDetailsManagerCo

nfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/DaoAuthenticationConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PermitAllSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/JeeConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/provisioning/JdbcUserDetailsManage

rConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/PortMapperConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/userdetails/UserDetailsAwareConfig

urer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/SecurityConfigurerAdapter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/RememberMeBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/RememberMeConfigurer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/SecuritySocketAcceptorInterceptorConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/RSocketSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/RSocketSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/PayloadInterceptorOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/rsocket/EnableRSocketSecurity.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HandlerMappingIntrospectorFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/GrantedAuthorityDefaultsParserUtils.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/Elements.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerContentTypeOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerFrameOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/RequiresChannelDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/CsrfDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCorsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HttpPublicKeyPinningDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityCustomizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ResourceServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/AuthorizationEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/AuthenticationConfigBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HttpSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/builders/WebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/SecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/FrameOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2LoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/OAuth2ClientConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/SessionManagementDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCsrfDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/authentication/configurers/ldap/LdapAuthenticationProviderCon

figurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/OAuth2ResourceServerSecurityMarker.

kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HeadersDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ContentTypeOptionsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AbstractRequestMatcherDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerLogoutDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/UserInfoEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2ResourceServerDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/Saml2Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/EnableWebSecurity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpsRedirectDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientWebMvcSecurityPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpBasicDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/server/resource/OAuth2ResourceServer

Configurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/SecurityReactorContextConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionFixationDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerAnonymousDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2ResourceServerDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/JwtDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/ClientRegistrationsBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/oauth2/client/CommonOAuth2Provider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HttpStrictTransportSecurityDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2ClientBeanDefinitionParserUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/OAuth2LoginBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AnonymousDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerFormLoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/FormLoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ContentSecurityPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/SecurityFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerRequestCacheDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerX509Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerExceptionHandlingDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/OAuth2LoginSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOAuth2ClientDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/ReferrerPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpSecurityBeanDefinitionParser.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/TokenEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/PortMapperDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/WebSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configurers/oauth2/client/ImplicitGrantConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerReferrerPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/HeadersSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerXssProtectionDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/client/AuthorizationCodeGrantDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/resourceserver/OpaqueTokenDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerOpaqueTokenDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/XssProtectionConfigDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/CorsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/AuthorizeRequestsDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/WebSecurityConfigurer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2LoginDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHeadersDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/headers/CacheControlDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/LogoutDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/OAuth2ClientDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/X509Dsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/login/RedirectionEndpointDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/HttpSecurityBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/HttpConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerHttpStrictTransportSecurityDsl.kt
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* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerContentSecurityPolicyDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/ExceptionHandlingDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerCacheControlDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/annotation/web/configuration/HttpSecurityConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/ServerJwtDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/RequestCacheDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/http/CsrfBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/server/AuthorizeExchangeDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/ldap/LdapServerBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/HttpBasicDsl.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/oauth2/client/OAuth2ClientSecurityMarker.kt

* /opt/cola/permits/1351887204_1656319601.8786132/0/spring-security-config-5-4-10-sources-

jar/org/springframework/security/config/web/servlet/session/SessionConcurrencyDsl.kt

 

1.218 free-type 2.5.5 
1.218.1 Available under license : 

 

The  FreeType 2  font  engine is  copyrighted  work and  cannot be  used

legally  without a  software license.   In  order to  make this  project

usable  to a vast  majority of  developers, we  distribute it  under two

mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

 

This means  that *you* must choose  *one* of the  two licenses described

below, then obey  all its terms and conditions when  using FreeType 2 in

any of your projects or products.

 

 - The FreeType License, found in  the file `FTL.TXT', which is similar

   to the original BSD license *with* an advertising clause that forces

   you  to  explicitly cite  the  FreeType  project  in your  product's

   documentation.  All  details are in the license  file.  This license

   is  suited  to products  which  don't  use  the GNU  General  Public

   License.

 

   Note that  this license  is  compatible  to the  GNU General  Public

   License version 3, but not version 2.
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 - The GNU General Public License version 2, found in  `GPLv2.TXT' (any

   later version can be used  also), for programs which already use the

   GPL.  Note  that the  FTL is  incompatible  with  GPLv2 due  to  its

   advertisement clause.

 

The contributed BDF and PCF drivers come with a license similar  to that

of the X Window System.  It is compatible to the above two licenses (see

file src/bdf/README and src/pcf/README).

 

The gzip module uses the zlib license (see src/gzip/zlib.h) which too is

compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The MD5 checksum support (only used for debugging in development builds)

is in the public domain.

 

 

--- end of LICENSE.TXT ---

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
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distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
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collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
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void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
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WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

                    The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG

 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products
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 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source

 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType
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 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.

 

 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on
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 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   http://www.freetype.org

 

 

--- end of FTL.TXT ---
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1.219 uvicorn 0.15.0 
1.219.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2017-present, [Encode OSS Ltd](http://www.encode.io/).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.220 latencyutils 2.0.3 

 

1.221 linenoise 1.0 
1.221.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010-2014, Salvatore Sanfilippo <antirez at gmail dot com>

Copyright (c) 2010-2013, Pieter Noordhuis <pcnoordhuis at gmail dot com>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.222 speex 1.2beta3 
1.222.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2002-2008 	Xiph.org Foundation

Copyright 2002-2008 	Jean-Marc Valin

Copyright 2005-2007	Analog Devices Inc.

Copyright 2005-2008	Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

                       Organisation (CSIRO)

Copyright 1993, 2002, 2006 David Rowe

Copyright 2003 		EpicGames

Copyright 1992-1994	Jutta Degener, Carsten Bormann

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

- Neither the name of the Xiph.org Foundation nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.223 xz 5.2.4 1ubuntu1.1
1.223.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: XZ Utils

Upstream-Contact:

Lasse Collin <lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

https://tukaani.org/xz/lists.html

Source:

https://tukaani.org/xz

https://git.tukaani.org/xz.git

Comment:

XZ Utils is developed and maintained upstream by Lasse Collin.  Major

portions are based on code by other authors; see AUTHORS for details.

Most of the source has been put into the public domain, but some files

have not (details below).

.

This file describes the source package.  The binary packages contain

some files derived from other works: for example, images in the API

documentation come from Doxygen.

License:

Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

.

  - liblzma is in the public domain.

.

  - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

    domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

    in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

    GNU LGPLv2.1+.

.

  - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

    adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

    under GNU GPLv2+.

.
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  - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

    XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

    are in the public domain.

.

  - Translated messages are in the public domain.

.

  - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

    are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

    in the binaries being built.

.

  - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

    utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

.

  - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

    that are under various free software licenses.

.

You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

lawyers.

.

As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

.

If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

.

    This software includes code from XZ Utils <http://tukaani.org/xz/>.

.

The following license texts are included in the following files:

  - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

  - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

  - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

.

Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

package.

.

If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

information.

 

Files: *

Copyright: 2006-2018, Lasse Collin
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          1999-2008, Igor Pavlov

          2006, Ville Koskinen

          1998, Steve Reid

          2000, Wei Dai

          2003, Kevin Springle

          2009, Jonathan Nieder

          2010, Anders F Bjrklund

License: PD

This file has been put in the public domain.

You can do whatever you want with this file.

Comment:

 From: Lasse Collin <lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

 To: Jonathan Nieder <jrnieder@gmail.com>

 Subject: Re: XZ utils for Debian

 Date: Sun, 19 Jul 2009 13:28:23 +0300

 Message-Id: <200907191328.23816.lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

.

[...]

.

 > AUTHORS, ChangeLog, COPYING, README, THANKS, TODO,

 > dos/README, windows/README

.

 COPYING says that most docs are in the public domain. Maybe that's not

 clear enough, but on the other hand it looks a bit stupid to put

 copyright information in tiny and relatively small docs like README.

.

 I don't dare to say that _all_ XZ Utils specific docs are in the public

 domain unless otherwise mentioned in the file. I'm including PDF files

 generated by groff + ps2pdf, and some day I might include Doxygen-

 generated HTML docs too. Those don't include any copyright notices, but

 it seems likely that groff + ps2pdf or at least Doxygen put some

 copyrighted content into the generated files.

 

Files: INSTALL NEWS PACKAGERS

windows/README-Windows.txt

windows/INSTALL-MinGW.txt

Copyright: 2009-2010, Lasse Collin

License: probably-PD

See the note on AUTHORS, README, and so on above.

 

Files: src/scripts/* lib/* extra/scanlzma/scanlzma.c

Copyright:  1993, Jean-loup Gailly

           1989-1994, 1996-1999, 2001-2007, Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2006 Timo Lindfors

          2005, Charles Levert

          2005, 2009, Lasse Collin

          2009, Andrew Dudman

Other-Authors: Paul Eggert, Ulrich Drepper
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License: GPL-2+

 

Files: src/scripts/Makefile.am src/scripts/xzless.1

Copyright: 2009, Andrew Dudman

          2009, Lasse Collin

License: PD

This file has been put in the public domain.

You can do whatever you want with this file.

 

Files: doc/examples/xz_pipe_comp.c doc/examples/xz_pipe_decomp.c

Copyright: 2010, Daniel Mealha Cabrita

License: PD

Not copyrighted -- provided to the public domain.

 

Files: lib/getopt.c lib/getopt1.c lib/getopt.in.h

Copyright:  1987-2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Other-Authors: Ulrich Drepper

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: m4/getopt.m4 m4/posix-shell.m4

Copyright:  2002-2006, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2007-2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Other-Authors: Bruno Haible, Paul Eggert

License: permissive-fsf

 

Files: m4/acx_pthread.m4

Copyright:  2008, Steven G. Johnson <stevenj@alum.mit.edu>

License: Autoconf

 

files: m4/ax_check_capsicum.m4

Copyright:  2014, Google Inc.

           2015, Lasse Collin <lasse.collin@tukaani.org>

License: permissive-nowarranty

 

Files: Doxyfile.in

Copyright:  1997-2007 by Dimitri van Heesch

Origin: Doxygen 1.4.7

License: GPL-2

 

Files: src/liblzma/check/crc32_table_?e.h

src/liblzma/check/crc64_table_?e.h

src/liblzma/lzma/fastpos_table.c

src/liblzma/rangecoder/price_table.c

Copyright: none, automatically generated data

Generated-With:

src/liblzma/check/crc32_tablegen.c

src/liblzma/check/crc64_tablegen.c

src/liblzma/lzma/fastpos_tablegen.c
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src/liblzma/rangecoder/price_tablegen.c

License: none

No copyright to license.

 

Files: .gitignore m4/.gitignore po/.gitignore po/LINGUAS po/POTFILES.in

Copyright: none; these are just short lists.

License: none

No copyright to license.

 

Files: tests/compress_prepared_bcj_*

Copyright: 2008-2009, Lasse Collin

Source-Code: tests/bcj_test.c

License: PD

This file has been put into the public domain.

You can do whatever you want with this file.

Comment:

changelog.gz (commit 975d8fd) explains:

.

Recreated the BCJ test files for x86 and SPARC. The old files

were linked with crt*.o, which are copyrighted, and thus the

old test files were not in the public domain as a whole. They

are freely distributable though, but it is better to be careful

and avoid including any copyrighted pieces in the test files.

The new files are just compiled and assembled object files,

and thus don't contain any copyrighted code.

 

Files: po/cs.po po/de.po po/fr.po

Copyright: 2010, Marek ernock

          2010, Andre Noll

          2011, Adrien Nader

License: PD

This file is put in the public domain.

 

Files: po/it.po po/pl.po

Copyright: 2009, 2010, Gruppo traduzione italiano di Ubuntu-it

          2010, Lorenzo De Liso

          2009, 2010, 2011, Milo Casagrande

          2011, Jakub Bogusz

License: PD

This file is in the public domain

 

Files: INSTALL.generic

Copyright:  1994, 1995, 1996, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2004, 2005,

            2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: permissive-nowarranty

 

Files: dos/config.h

Copyright:  1992, 1993, 1994, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2005
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            Free Software Foundation, Inc.

          2007-2010, Lasse Collin

Other-Authors: Roland McGrath, Akim Demaille, Paul Eggert,

              David Mackenzie, Bruno Haible, and many others.

Origin: configure.ac from XZ Utils,

       visibility.m4 serial 1 (gettext-0.15),

       Autoconf 2.52g

License: config-h

configure.ac:

.

 # Author: Lasse Collin

 #

 # This file has been put into the public domain.

 # You can do whatever you want with this file.

.

visibility.m4:

.

 dnl Copyright (C) 2005 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 dnl This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation

 dnl gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it,

 dnl with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

.

dnl From Bruno Haible.

.

comments from Autoconf 2.52g:

.

 # Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002

 # Free Software Foundation, Inc.

.

[...]

.

 # As a special exception, the Free Software Foundation gives unlimited

 # permission to copy, distribute and modify the configure scripts that

 # are the output of Autoconf.  You need not follow the terms of the GNU

 # General Public License when using or distributing such scripts, even

 # though portions of the text of Autoconf appear in them.  The GNU

 # General Public License (GPL) does govern all other use of the material

 # that constitutes the Autoconf program.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

dos/config.h was generated with autoheader, which tells Autoconf to

output a script to generate a config.h file and then runs it.

 

Files: po/Makevars

Origin: gettext-runtime/po/Makevars (gettext-0.12)

Copyright:  2003 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

Authors: Bruno Haible
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License: LGPL-2.1+

The gettext-runtime package is under the LGPL, see files intl/COPYING.LIB-2.0

and intl/COPYING.LIB-2.1.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of intl/COPYING.LIB-2.0 from

gettext-runtime 0.12 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2

and the text of intl/COPYING.LIB-2.1 can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

.

po/Makevars consists mostly of helpful comments and does not contain a

copyright and license notice.

 

Files: COPYING.GPLv2 COPYING.GPLv3 COPYING.LGPLv2.1

Copyright:  1989, 1991, 1999, 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: noderivs

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2009-2012, Jonathan Nieder

License: PD-debian

The Debian packaging files are in the public domain.

You may freely use, modify, distribute, and relicense them.

 

License: LGPL-2.1+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public

License version 2.1 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

 

License: GPL-2

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation under the terms of the GNU General Public License is

hereby granted. No representations are made about the suitability of

this software for any purpose. It is provided "as is" without express

or implied warranty. See the GNU General Public License for more
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details.

.

Documents produced by doxygen are derivative works derived from the

input used in their production; they are not affected by this license.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the version of the GNU General

Public License distributed with Doxygen can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public License

version 2 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

License: Autoconf

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

As a special exception, the respective Autoconf Macro's copyright owner

gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify the configure

scripts that are the output of Autoconf when processing the Macro. You

need not follow the terms of the GNU General Public License when using

or distributing such scripts, even though portions of the text of the

Macro appear in them. The GNU General Public License (GPL) does govern

all other use of the material that constitutes the Autoconf Macro.
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.

This special exception to the GPL applies to versions of the Autoconf

Macro released by the Autoconf Archive. When you make and distribute a

modified version of the Autoconf Macro, you may extend this special

exception to the GPL to apply to your modified version as well.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 3 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3.

 

License: permissive-fsf

This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it,

with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

License: permissive-nowarranty

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.  This file is offered as-is,

without warranty of any kind.

 

XZ Utils Licensing

==================

 

   Different licenses apply to different files in this package. Here

   is a rough summary of which licenses apply to which parts of this

   package (but check the individual files to be sure!):

 

     - liblzma is in the public domain.

 

     - xz, xzdec, and lzmadec command line tools are in the public

       domain unless GNU getopt_long had to be compiled and linked

       in from the lib directory. The getopt_long code is under

       GNU LGPLv2.1+.

 

     - The scripts to grep, diff, and view compressed files have been

       adapted from gzip. These scripts and their documentation are

       under GNU GPLv2+.

 

     - All the documentation in the doc directory and most of the

       XZ Utils specific documentation files in other directories

       are in the public domain.

 

     - Translated messages are in the public domain.

 

     - The build system contains public domain files, and files that

       are under GNU GPLv2+ or GNU GPLv3+. None of these files end up

       in the binaries being built.
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     - Test files and test code in the tests directory, and debugging

       utilities in the debug directory are in the public domain.

 

     - The extra directory may contain public domain files, and files

       that are under various free software licenses.

 

   You can do whatever you want with the files that have been put into

   the public domain. If you find public domain legally problematic,

   take the previous sentence as a license grant. If you still find

   the lack of copyright legally problematic, you have too many

   lawyers.

 

   As usual, this software is provided "as is", without any warranty.

 

   If you copy significant amounts of public domain code from XZ Utils

   into your project, acknowledging this somewhere in your software is

   polite (especially if it is proprietary, non-free software), but

   naturally it is not legally required. Here is an example of a good

   notice to put into "about box" or into documentation:

 

       This software includes code from XZ Utils <https://tukaani.org/xz/>.

 

   The following license texts are included in the following files:

     - COPYING.LGPLv2.1: GNU Lesser General Public License version 2.1

     - COPYING.GPLv2: GNU General Public License version 2

     - COPYING.GPLv3: GNU General Public License version 3

 

   Note that the toolchain (compiler, linker etc.) may add some code

   pieces that are copyrighted. Thus, it is possible that e.g. liblzma

   binary wouldn't actually be in the public domain in its entirety

   even though it contains no copyrighted code from the XZ Utils source

   package.

 

   If you have questions, don't hesitate to ask the author(s) for more

   information.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
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make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for
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software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions
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of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the
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extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.
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 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all
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recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:
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   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,
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or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.
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Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms
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of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do
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not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.
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 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.
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 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a
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later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>
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   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.224 libatomic 10.3.0-1ubuntu1~20.04 
1.224.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007
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Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer
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can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other
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parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users
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can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.
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 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.
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 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.
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 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in
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source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.
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 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.
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 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant
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patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily
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for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future
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versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.225 stunnel 5.56 
1.225.1 Available under license : 

# stunnel license (see COPYRIGHT.md for detailed GPL conditions)

 

 

_Copyright (C) 1998-2019 Michal Trojnara_

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT

ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses>.

 

Linking stunnel statically or dynamically with other modules is making

a combined work based on stunnel. Thus, the terms and conditions of the

GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holder of stunnel gives you

permission to combine stunnel with free software programs or libraries that

are released under the GNU LGPL and with code included in the standard release

of OpenSSL under the OpenSSL License (or modified versions of such code, with

unchanged license). You may copy and distribute such a system following the

terms of the GNU GPL for stunnel and the licenses of the other code concerned.

 

Note that people who make modified versions of stunnel are not obligated to

grant this special exception for their modified versions; it is their choice

whether to do so. The GNU General Public License gives permission to release

a modified version without this exception; this exception also makes it

possible to release a modified version which carries forward this exception.

Copyright (C) 1998-2019 Michal Trojnara

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
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License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later

version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses>.

 

Linking stunnel statically or dynamically with other modules is making a combined work based on stunnel. Thus,

the terms and conditions of the GNU General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holder of stunnel gives you permission to combine stunnel with

free software programs or libraries that are released under the GNU LGPL and with code included in the standard

release of OpenSSL under the OpenSSL License (or modified versions of such code, with unchanged license). You

may copy and distribute such a system following the terms of the GNU GPL for stunnel and the licenses of the other

code concerned.

 

Note that people who make modified versions of stunnel are not obligated to grant this special exception for their

modified versions; it is their choice whether to do so. The GNU General Public License gives permission to release

a modified version without this exception; this exception also makes it possible to release a modified version which

carries forward this exception.

GNU General Public License

==========================

 

_Version 2, June 1991_ 

_Copyright  1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,_ 

_51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA_

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

### Preamble

 

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

We protect your rights with two steps: **(1)** copyright the software, and

**(2)** offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

### TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

**0.** This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The Program, below,

refers to any such program or work, and a work based on the Program

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term modification.)  Each licensee is addressed as you.

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

**1.** You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

**2.** You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

* **a)** You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

* **b)** You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

parties under the terms of this License.

* **c)** If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

**3.** You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

* **a)** Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

* **b)** Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

customarily used for software interchange; or,

* **c)** Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

received the program in object code or executable form with such

an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

**4.** You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

**5.** You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

**6.** Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

**7.** If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

**8.** If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

**9.** The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and any

later version, you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

**10.** If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

### NO WARRANTY

 

**11.** BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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**12.** IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

### How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the copyright line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

  

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

  

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

  

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w` and `show c` should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w` and `show c`; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a copyright disclaimer for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

   Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

   `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

  

   <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

   Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

SimpleFC - NSIS Firewall Control Plugin - License Agreement

 

This plugin is subject to the Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (the "License");

You may not use this plugin except in compliance with the License. You may

obtain a copy of the License at http://www.mozilla.org/MPL.

 

Alternatively, you may redistribute this library, use and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published

by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License,

or (at your option) any later version. You may obtain a copy

of the LGPL at www.gnu.org/copyleft.

 

Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" basis,

WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License

for the specific language governing rights and limitations under the License.

 

Copyright

 

Portions of this software are Copyright (C) 2001 - Peter Windridge, 2003 by

Bernhard Mayer, Fixed and formatted by Brett Dever http://editor.nfscheats.com/

 

The original code is FirewallControl.pas, released April 16, 2007.

 

The initial developer of the original code is Rainer Budde (http://www.speed-soft.de).
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SimpleFC - NSIS Firewall Plugin is written, published and maintaned by

Rainer Budde (rainer@speed-soft.de).

 

1.226 xmltooling 3.0.5-1build1 
1.226.1 Available under license : 

OpenSAML XMLTooling C++ Library

 

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software

Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/).

 

This project uses libraries covered by the Lesser GNU Public License.

Source code for these libraries is available on request.

 

This product includes software developed, copyrighted, and contributed by:

 

The Ohio State University

SWITCH, Zurich, CH

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
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combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if
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written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2004 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following
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*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*
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* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2004, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN
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NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.

 

1.227 open-ldap 2.4.49+dfsg-2ubuntu1.8 
1.227.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1998-2020 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

 

See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

 

---

NeoSoft Tcl client extensions to Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.

 

Copyright (c) 1998-1999 NeoSoft, Inc. 

All Rights Reserved.

 

This software may be used, modified, copied, distributed, and sold,

in both source and binary form provided that these copyrights are

retained and their terms are followed.

 

Under no circumstances are the authors or NeoSoft Inc. responsible

for the proper functioning of this software, nor do the authors

assume any liability for damages incurred with its use.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to NeoSoft, Inc.

 

NeoSoft, Inc. may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission. This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

Requests for permission may be sent to NeoSoft Inc, 1770 St. James Place,

Suite 500, Houston, TX, 77056.

Copyright 1998-2020 The OpenLDAP Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3

distribution.  Information concerning this software is available

at <http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/ldap.html>.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1998-2012 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

Portions Copyright 1998-2006 Net Boolean Incorporated.

Portions Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Howard Y.H. Chu.

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Symas Corporation.

Portions Copyright 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Gavin Henry.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Suretec Systems Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that this notice is preserved.

The names of the copyright holders may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without their specific

prior written permission.  This software is provided ``as is''

without express or implied warranty.
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---

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  The name of the

University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.  This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

/******************************************************************************

*

* Copyright (C) 2000 Pierangelo Masarati, <ando@sys-net.it>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose

* on any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

* to the following restrictions:

*

* 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

* software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

*

* 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

* explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

* credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

* misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

* ever read sources, credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

*

******************************************************************************/

Copyright 2011-2020 Howard Chu, Symas Corp.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by
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other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

Copyright 1998-2020 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

 

See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

The OpenLDAP Public License

 Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

  and notices,

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright

  statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution, and

 

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)

OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

 

1.228 libgpg-error 1.37 1
1.228.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
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conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a
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combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may
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distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
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all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
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countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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1.229 libssh 0.9.3 2ubuntu2.2
1.229.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Jan-Lukas Wynen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: libssh

Upstream-Contact: libssh@libssh.org

                 Andreas Schneider <asn@cryptomilk.org>

Source: https://git.libssh.org/projects/libssh.git

 

Files: *

Copyright: *No copyright*

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

Comment:

Using license from COPYING file.

 

Files: include/libssh/auth.h

      include/libssh/bignum.h

      include/libssh/bind.h

      include/libssh/buffer.h

      include/libssh/channels.h

      include/libssh/crc32.h

      include/libssh/crypto.h

      include/libssh/dh.h

      include/libssh/ecdh.h

      include/libssh/ed25519.h
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      include/libssh/gssapi.h

      include/libssh/kex.h

      include/libssh/keys.h

      include/libssh/legacy.h

      include/libssh/libcrypto.h

      include/libssh/libgcrypt.h

      include/libssh/libssh.h

      include/libssh/libsshpp.hpp

      include/libssh/messages.h

      include/libssh/misc.h

      include/libssh/packet.h

      include/libssh/pcap.h

      include/libssh/pki.h

      include/libssh/pki_priv.h

      include/libssh/poll.h

      include/libssh/priv.h

      include/libssh/scp.h

      include/libssh/server.h

      include/libssh/session.h

      include/libssh/sftp.h

      include/libssh/socket.h

      include/libssh/string.h

      include/libssh/threads.h

      include/libssh/wrapper.h

      src/auth1.c

      src/base64.c

      src/bignum.c

      src/bind.c

      src/buffer.c

      src/client.c

      src/connect.c

      src/crc32.c

      src/ecdh.c

      src/error.c

      src/gcrypt_missing.c

      src/init.c

      src/kex.c

      src/kex1.c

      src/legacy.c

      src/libcrypto.c

      src/libgcrypt.c

      src/log.c

      src/messages.c

      src/packet.c

      src/packet1.c

      src/packet_cb.c

      src/packet_crypt.c

      src/pcap.c
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      src/pki_container_openssh.c

      src/pki_ed25519.c

      src/server.c

      src/session.c

      src/sftpserver.c

      src/socket.c

      src/string.c

      src/threads.c

      src/threads/pthread.c

      src/wrapper.c

      tests/benchmarks/bench_raw.c

      tests/benchmarks/bench_scp.c

      tests/benchmarks/bench_sftp.c

      tests/benchmarks/benchmarks.c

      tests/benchmarks/benchmarks.h

      tests/benchmarks/latency.c

      tests/client/torture_algorithms.c

      tests/client/torture_auth.c

      tests/client/torture_connect.c

      tests/client/torture_knownhosts.c

      tests/client/torture_session.c

      tests/test_pcap.c

      tests/test_socket.c

Copyright: 2003-2014, Aris Adamantiadis

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: examples/exec.c

      examples/senddata.c

      examples/CMakeLists.txt

      include/libssh/ssh1.h

      include/libssh/ssh2.h

      tests/authentication.c

      tests/benchmarks/bench1.sh

      tests/benchmarks/bench2.sh

      tests/chmodtest.c

      tests/client/torture_proxycommand.c

      tests/client/torture_sftp_dir.c

      tests/client/torture_sftp_read.c

      tests/cmdline.c

      tests/connection.c

      tests/generate.py

      tests/sftp_stress/main.c

      tests/test_exec.c

      tests/test_ssh_bind_accept_fd.c

      tests/test_tunnel.c

      tests/tests.h

      tests/unittests/torture_buffer.c

      tests/unittests/torture_callbacks.c
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      tests/unittests/torture_channel.c

      tests/unittests/torture_init.c

      tests/unittests/torture_isipaddr.c

      tests/unittests/torture_keyfiles.c

      tests/unittests/torture_list.c

      tests/unittests/torture_misc.c

      tests/unittests/torture_options.c

      tests/unittests/torture_pki.c

      tests/unittests/torture_rand.c

Copyright: *No copyright*

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

Comment:

Using license from COPYING file.

 

Files: examples/authentication.c

      examples/connect_ssh.c

      examples/examples_common.h

      examples/knownhosts.c

      examples/libssh_scp.c

      examples/libsshpp.cpp

      examples/libsshpp_noexcept.cpp

      examples/proxy.c

      examples/sample.c

      examples/samplesftp.c

      examples/samplesshd-cb.c

      examples/samplesshd-kbdint.c

      examples/scp_download.c

      examples/sshnetcat.c

Copyright: 2003-2013, Aris Adamantiadis

License: public-domain

You are free to copy this file, modify it in any way, consider it being public

domain. This does not apply to the rest of the library though, but it is

allowed to cut-and-paste working code from this file to any license of

program.

 

Files: src/external/curve25519_ref.c

      src/external/ed25519.c

      src/external/fe25519.c

      src/external/ge25519.c

      src/external/ge25519_base.data

      src/external/sc25519.c

Copyright: *No copyright*

License: public-domain

Copied from supercop project <https://bench.cr.yp.to/supercop.html>

 

Files: tests/pkd/pkd_client.h

      tests/pkd/pkd_daemon.c

      tests/pkd/pkd_daemon.h
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      tests/pkd/pkd_hello.c

      tests/pkd/pkd_keyutil.c

      tests/pkd/pkd_keyutil.h

      tests/pkd/pkd_util.c

      tests/pkd/pkd_util.h

Copyright: 2014, Jon Simons

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: src/channels.c

      src/channels1.c

      src/gzip.c

      src/known_hosts.c

      src/misc.c

      src/options.c

      src/pki.c

      src/pki_crypto.c

      src/pki_gcrypt.c

      src/sftp.c

Copyright: 2003-2013, Aris Adamantiadis

          2008-2013, Andreas Schneider <asn@cryptomilk.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: include/libssh/agent.h

      include/libssh/options.h

      src/agent.c

      src/callbacks.c

      src/config.c

      tests/client/torture_forward.c

      tests/client/torture_request_env.c

      tests/torture.c

      tests/torture.c

      tests/torture.h

Copyright: 2008-2013, Andreas Schneider <asn@cryptomilk.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: include/libssh/curve25519.h

      src/curve25519.c

Copyright: 2013, Aris Adamantiadis <aris@badcode.be>

License: LGPL-2.1

Comment:

Upstream has been notified about the license incongruity with

all the other files. (Is: LGPL-2.1, should be: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL).

 

Files: include/libssh/callbacks.h

      src/scp.c

Copyright: 2009, Aris Adamantiadis <aris@0xbadc0de.be>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL
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Files: src/match.c

Copyright: 1995, Tatu Ylonen <ylo@cs.hut.fi>, Espoo, Finland

          2000, Markus Friedl

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: include/libssh/knownhosts.h

Copyright: 2014, Aris Adamantiadis <aris@badcode.be>

License: LGPL-2.1

Comment:

File header gives 20014 as the copyright year. Assuming

a typo (20014 -> 2014).

.

Upstream has been notified about the license incongruity with

all the other files. (Is: LGPL-2.1, should be: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL).

 

Files: src/poll.c

Copyright: 2003-2013, Aris Adamantiadis

          2009, Aleksandar Kanchev

          2009-2013, Andreas Schneider <asn@cryptomilk.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: src/dh.c

Copyright: 2003-2013, Aris Adamantiadis

          2009-2013, Andreas Schneider <asn@cryptomilk.org>

          2012, Dmitriy Kuznetsov <dk@yandex.ru>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: src/auth.c

Copyright: 2003-2013, Aris Adamantiadis <aris@0xbadc0de.be>

          2008-2013, Andreas Schneider <asn@cryptomilk.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: src/getpass.c

Copyright: 2011-2013, Andreas Schneider <asn@cryptomilk.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: src/gssapi.c

Copyright: 2013, Aris Adamantiadis <aris@badcode.be>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

 

Files: cmake/Modules/DefineCMakeDefaults.cmake

      cmake/Modules/DefineCompilerFlags.cmake

      cmake/Modules/DefineInstallationPaths.cmake

      cmake/Modules/DefinePlatformDefaults.cmake

Copyright: *No copyright*

License: BSD-3-clause

Comment:

Using license from cmake/Modules/COPYING-CMAKE-SCRIPTS
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Files: cmake/Modules/AddCMockaTest.cmake

      cmake/Modules/CheckCCompilerFlagSSP.cmake

      cmake/Modules/FindArgp.cmake

      cmake/Modules/FindCMocka.cmake

      cmake/Modules/FindGCrypt.cmake

      cmake/Modules/FindGSSAPI.cmake

      cmake/Modules/FindNaCl.cmake

      cmake/Modules/FindNSIS.cmake

      cmake/Modules/MacroEnsureOutOfSourceBuild.cmake

      cmake/Modules/UseDoxygen.cmake

Copyright: 2007-2010 Andreas Schneider

          2013, Aris Adamantiadis

          2006, Oswald Buddenhagen

          2006, Alexander Neundorf

          2006, Laurent Montel

          2006-2007  Wengo

          2007, Daniel Gollub

          2009-2011 Tobias Rautenkranz

License: BSD-3-clause

 

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2005-2006, Jean-Philippe Garcia Ballester <giga@le-pec.org>

          2006-2016, Laurent Bigonville <bigon@debian.org>

          2014, Mike Gabriel <sunweaver@debian.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL or BSD-2-clause or BSD-3-clause

 

License: LGPL-2.1+~OpenSSL

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Library General

Public License version 2.1 can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1".

.

In addition, as a special exception, the author of this

program gives permission to link the code of its
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release with the OpenSSL project's "OpenSSL" library (or

with modified versions of it that use the same license as

the "OpenSSL" library), and distribute the linked

executables. You must obey the GNU General Public

License in all respects for all of the code used other

than "OpenSSL".  If you modify this file, you may extend

this exception to your version of the file, but you are

not obligated to do so.  If you do not wish to do so,

delete this exception statement from your version.

 

License: LGPL-2.1

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License.

.

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Library General

Public License version 2.1 can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1".

 

License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

.

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-3-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

.

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Some parts are under the BSDv2 License :

 

 

Copyright (c) 2000 Markus Friedl.  All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the
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library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.
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 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from
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such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the
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Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under
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   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on
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the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

			    Linking with OpenSSL

 

 17. In addition, as a special exception, we give permission to link the code

of its release of libssh with the OpenSSL project's "OpenSSL" library (or with

modified versions of it that use the same license as the "OpenSSL" library),

and distribute the linked executables. You must obey the GNU Lesser General

Public License in all respects for all of the code used other than "OpenSSL".

If you modify this file, you may extend this exception to your version of the

file, but you are not obligated to do so. If you do not wish to do so, delete

this exception statement from your version.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.230 xalan-c 1.11-9build1 
1.230.1 Available under license : 

The CurrentSVN sources conform to the ASF License version 2.0.

 

The ASF licensing information needs to be updated in the documentation.

 

A copy of The Apache Software Foundation License version 2.0 needs to

replace the following file in the repository.

 

  xalan/c/trunk/xdocs/sources/xalan/License

 

A NOTICE file needs to be ratified by the XALAN PMC and added to the

repository documentation.

 

  xalan/c/trunk/xdocs/sources/xalan/NOTICE

 

Here is some possible text for the NOTICE file.

 

  =======================================================================

  == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License.  ==

  == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.      ==

  =======================================================================

 

  Apache XALAN-C

  Copyright (c) 1999-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This software is based on the ASF XERCES-C project.

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation. (http://www.ibm.com).
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  Additional copyright submissions and contributions:

   =======================================================================

  == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License.  ==

  == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.      ==

  =======================================================================

 

  Apache XALAN-C

  Copyright (c) 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This software is based on the ASF XERCES-C project.

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation. (http://www.ibm.com).

 

  Additional copyright submissions and contributions:

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

  =======================================================================

 == NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License.  ==

 == Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xalan distribution.      ==

 =======================================================================

 

 Apache XALAN-C

 Copyright (c) 1999-2012 The Apache Software Foundation

 

 This product includes software developed at

 The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

 This software is based on the ASF XERCES-C project.

 

 Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

   - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation. (http://www.ibm.com).

 

 Additional copyright submissions and contributions:

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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1.231 c-ares 1.2.5 
1.231.1 Available under license : 

# c-ares license

 

Copyright (c) 2007 - 2018, Daniel Stenberg with many contributors, see AUTHORS

file.

 

Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any

purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

1.232 c-ares 1.12.1-DEV 
1.232.1 Available under license : 

# c-ares license

 

Copyright (c) 2007 - 2018, Daniel Stenberg with many contributors, see AUTHORS

file.

 

Copyright 1998 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of this software for any

purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

1.233 nettle 3.4.1-1+deb10u1 
1.233.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: Nettle

Upstream-Contact: Niels Mller <nisse@lysator.liu.se>

Source: http://www.lysator.liu.se/~nisse/nettle/
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Copyright:  2001-2011 Niels Mller

Some parts are Copyright  the Free Software Foundation and various

people. See below and source code comments for details.

License: LGPL-2.1+

Comment:

Nettle is distributed under the GNU Lesser General Public License

(LGPL). A few of the individual files are in the public domain. To

find the current status of particular files, you have to read the

copyright notices at the top of the files.

.

A list of the supported algorithms, their origins and licenses (from

the manual):

.

AES

    The implementation of the AES cipher (also known as rijndael) is

    written by Rafael Sevilla. Assembler for x86 by Rafael Sevilla and

    Niels Mller, Sparc assembler by Niels Mller. Released under the

    LGPL.

.

ARCFOUR

    The implementation of the ARCFOUR (also known as RC4) cipher is

    written by Niels Mller. Released under the LGPL.

.

ARCTWO

    The implementation of the ARCTWO (also known as RC2) cipher is

    written by Nikos Mavroyanopoulos and modified by Werner Koch and

    Simon Josefsson. Released under the LGPL.

.

BLOWFISH

    The implementation of the BLOWFISH cipher is written by Werner

    Koch, copyright owned by the Free Software Foundation. Also hacked

    by Simon Josefsson and Niels Mller. Released under the LGPL.

.

CAMELLIA

    The C implementation is by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

    Corporation (NTT), heavily modified by Niels Mller. Assembler for

    x86 and x86_64 by Niels Mller. Released under the LGPL.

.

CAST128

    The implementation of the CAST128 cipher is written by Steve Reid.

    Released into the public domain.

.

DES

    The implementation of the DES cipher is written by Dana L. How, and

    released under the LGPL.

.

MD2

    The implementation of MD2 is written by Andrew Kuchling, and hacked
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    some by Andreas Sigfridsson and Niels Mller. Python Cryptography

    Toolkit license (essentially public domain).

.

MD4

    This is almost the same code as for MD5 below, with modifications

    by Marcus Comstedt. Released into the public domain.

.

MD5

    The implementation of the MD5 message digest is written by Colin

    Plumb.  It has been hacked some more by Andrew Kuchling and Niels

    Mller.  Released into the public domain.

.

SERPENT

    The implementation of the SERPENT is based on the code in

    libgcrypt, copyright owned by the Free Software Foundation.

    Adapted to Nettle by Simon Josefsson and heavily modified by

    Niels Mller. Assembly for x86_64 by Niels Mller. Released under

    the LGPL.

.

SHA1

    The C implementation of the SHA1 message digest is written by Peter

    Gutmann, and hacked some more by Andrew Kuchling and Niels Mller.

    Released into the public domain. Assembler for x86 by Niels Mller,

    released under the LGPL.

.

SHA224, SHA256, SHA384, and SHA512

    Written by Niels Mller, using Peter Gutmann's SHA1 code as a

    model.  Released under the LGPL.

.

TWOFISH

    The implementation of the TWOFISH cipher is written by Ruud de

    Rooij.  Released under the LGPL.

.

RSA

    Written by Niels Mller, released under the LGPL. Uses the GMP

    library for bignum operations.

.

DSA

    Written by Niels Mller, released under the LGPL. Uses the GMP

    library for bignum operations.

 

Files: *

Copyright:  2001-2011 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: aes-set-*

Copyright:  2000, 2001, 2002 Rafael R. Sevilla, Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+
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Files: arctwo*

Copyright:  2003 Nikos Mavroyanopoulos

           2004 Simon Josefsson

           2004 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2002, 2004 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: base64.h base64-meta.c

Copyright:  2002 Dan Egnor

           2002 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: blowfish.c

Copyright:  1998, 2001, 2002, 2003 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2010 Simon Josefsson

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: blowfish.h

Copyright:  1998, 2001 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           1998, 2001 Ray Dassen

           1998, 2001 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: camellia-table.c camellia-crypt-internal.c

Copyright:  2006, 2007 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation)

	    2010 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: der2dsa.c

Copyright:  2005, 2009 Niels Mller

           2009 Magnus Holmgren

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: desCode.h descode.README desdata.c desinfo.c

Copyright:  2002 Dana L. How

License: LGPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Library General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public License
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along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU Library

General Public License, version 2, can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

 

Files: des.c des.h

Copyright:  1992 Dana L. How

           1997, 2001 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: gcm.c gcm.h

Copyright:  2011 Katholieke Universiteit Leuven

           2011 Niels Mller  

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: md2.c

Copyright:  ? Andrew Kuchling

           2003 Andreas Sigfridsson

           2003 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: md4.c

Copyright:  2003 Marcus Comstedt

           2003 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: md5.c md5-compress.c

Copyright:  Colin Plumb, Andrew Kuchling

           2001 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: memxor.c

Copyright:  1991,1993, 1995 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2010 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: ripemd160.c ripemd160-compress.c

Copyright:  1998, 2001, 2002, 2003 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: ripemd160-meta.c ripemd160.h

Copyright:  2011 Andres Mejia

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: serpent-encrypt.c serpent-decrypt.c serpent-set-key.c

Copyright:  1998 Ross Anderson, Eli Biham, Lars Knudsen
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           2003, 2004, 2005 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

           2010, 2011 Simon Josefsson

           2011 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: sha*

Copyright:  2001, 2004 Peter Gutmann, Andrew Kuchling, Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: twofish*

Copyright:  1999 Ruud de Rooij <ruud@debian.org>

           1999 J.H.M. Dassen (Ray) <jdassen@wi.LeidenUniv.nl>

           2001 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: dsa2sexp.c

Copyright:  2002, 2009 Niels Mller

           2009 Magnus Holmgren

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: testsuite/des-compat-test.c

Copyright:  1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

License: other

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

   must display the following acknowledgement:

   "This product includes cryptographic software written by

    Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

   The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

   being used are not cryptographic related :-).

4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

   the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

   "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Files: tools/pkcs1-conv.c

Copyright:  2005, 2009 Niels Mller

           2009 Magnus Holmgren

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: x86*/aes-*-internal.asm

Copyright:  2001, 2002, 2005, 2008 Rafael R. Sevilla

           2001, 2002, 2005, 2008 Niels Mller

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: tools/getopt*

Copyright:  1987-2001 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: config.guess config.sub

Copyright:  1992-2003 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+ with Autoconf exception

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: none

License: public-domain

I believe that most files in debian/ hardly contains any creative

expression eligible for copyright.

 

Files: debian/sexp-conv.1

Copyright:  2002 Timshel Knoll <timshel@debian.org>

           2007 Magnus Holmgren

License: GPL-2

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; version 2 dated June. 1991.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software
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Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License, version 2, can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

Comment:

This manpage was copied from the lsh-utils package. Timshel didn't

explicitly select a license for his packaging work, but I think that

it can be considered released under the same license as LSH itself.

 

Files: debian/pkcs1-conv.1 debian/nettle-lfib-stream.1

Copyright:  2007 Magnus Holmgren

License: GAP

Copying and distribution of this file, with or without modification,

are permitted in any medium without royalty provided the copyright

notice and this notice are preserved.

 

License: LGPL-2.1+

The nettle library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

.

The nettle library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY

or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the newest version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.
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You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the newest version

of the GNU General Public License can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL.

 

1.234 rrule 2.6.8 
1.234.1 Available under license : 

rrule.js: Library for working with recurrence rules for calendar dates.

=======================================================================

 

Copyright 2010, Jakub Roztocil <jakub@roztocil.name> and Lars Schning

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   3. Neither the name of The author nor the names of its contributors may

      be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

./rrule.js and ./test/tests.js is based on python-dateutil. LICENCE:

 

python-dateutil - Extensions to the standard Python datetime module.
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====================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2011 - Gustavo Niemeyer <gustavo@niemeyer.net>

Copyright (c) 2012 - Tomi Pievilinen <tomi.pievilainen@iki.fi>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.235 pluggy 0.13.1 
1.235.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 holger krekel (rather uses bitbucket/hpk42)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.236 util-linux 2.20 
1.236.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1989 The Regents of the University of California.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the University of

*	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

/*

*	Copyright (c) 2000-2001 Gunnar Ritter. All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. [deleted]

* 4. Neither the name of Gunnar Ritter nor the names of his contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY GUNNAR RITTER AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL GUNNAR RITTER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.237 spring-orm 5.2.20.RELEASE 
1.237.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================
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SPRING FRAMEWORK 5.2.20.RELEASE SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 5.2.20.RELEASE includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 7.3 (org.ow2.asm:asm:7.3, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:7.3):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):
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Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.1 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.1):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.1 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

 

Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical

medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from

the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 5.2.20.RELEASE

Copyright (c) 2002-2022 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the
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subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

1.238 e2fsprogs 1.43.7 
1.238.1 Available under license : 

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

/*

 

Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is
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hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

 

*/

Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c

@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371

Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/

 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005

+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under
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the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The

complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

 

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

 

  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board

  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE
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  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities
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were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
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#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0

# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et

# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#

 

all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)

BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)

 

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install

 

install-shlibs-strip: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM) -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)
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This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library

General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please

see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files

comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.

 

The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git

repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu) before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them
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with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve
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this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.
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 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood
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   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute
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the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
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conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.239 snake-yaml 1.26 
1.239.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the

terms //  EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General

Public License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or

later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //

BSD, BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL

/ BSD.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '// This module is multi-licensed and may be used under the terms //

EPL, Eclipse Public License, V1.0 or later, http://www.eclipse.org/legal //  LGPL, GNU Lesser General Public

License, V2.1 or later, http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html //  GPL, GNU General Public License, V2 or later,

http://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html //  AL, Apache License, V2.0 or later, http://www.apache.org/licenses //  BSD,

BSD License, http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php * Multi-licensed: EPL / LGPL / GPL / AL /

BSD.'

 

1.240 libbsd 0.4.1 
1.240.1 Available under license : 

The following 4-clause BSD licenses are only for man pages, specifically

for man/arc4random.3, man/tree.3 and man/getprogname.3.

 

 

   Copyright 1997 Niels Provos <provos@physnet.uni-hamburg.de>

   All rights reserved.
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   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

      must display the following acknowledgement:

        This product includes software developed by Niels Provos.

   4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

   OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

   INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

   NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

   THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  2001 Christopher G. Demetriou

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

      must display the following acknowledgement:

            This product includes software developed for the

            NetBSD Project.  See http://www.netbsd.org/ for

            information about NetBSD.

   4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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   OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

   INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

   NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

   THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The rest of the licenses apply to code and/or man pages.

 

 

   Copyright  2004-2006, 2008-2011 Guillem Jover <guillem@hadrons.org>

   Copyright  2005 Hector Garcia Alvarez

   Copyright  2005 Aurelien Jarno

   Copyright  2006 Robert Millan

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

   INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

   AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

   THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

   OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

   WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

   OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

   ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  1980, 1982, 1986, 1989-1994

	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

   Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

   the American National Standards Committee X3, on Information

   Processing Systems.
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   Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

   Peter McIlroy.

 

   Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

   Ronnie Kon at Mindcraft Inc., Kevin Lew and Elmer Yglesias.

 

   Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

   Dave Borman at Cray Research, Inc.

 

   Some code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

   Paul Vixie.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  1996  Peter Wemm <peter@FreeBSD.org>.

   All rights reserved.

   Copyright  2002 Networks Associates Technology, Inc.

   All rights reserved.

 

   Portions of this software were developed for the FreeBSD Project by

   ThinkSec AS and NAI Labs, the Security Research Division of Network

   Associates, Inc.  under DARPA/SPAWAR contract N66001-01-C-8035

   ("CBOSS"), as part of the DARPA CHATS research program.
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   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

      products derived from this software without specific prior written

      permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  1995 Peter Wemm <peter@FreeBSD.org>

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, is permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice immediately at the beginning of the file, without modification,

      this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   3. This work was done expressly for inclusion into FreeBSD.  Other use

      is permitted provided this notation is included.

   4. Absolutely no warranty of function or purpose is made by the author

      Peter Wemm.

   5. Modifications may be freely made to this file providing the above

      conditions are met.

 

   --
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   Copyright  1997-2000, 2002, 2005, 2006, 2008 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

   All rights reserved.

 

   Some code was contributed to The NetBSD Foundation by Allen Briggs.

 

   Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

   by Jason R. Thorpe of the Numerical Aerospace Simulation Facility,

   NASA Ames Research Center, by Luke Mewburn and by Tomas Svensson.

 

   Some code is derived from software contributed to The NetBSD Foundation

   by Julio M. Merino Vidal, developed as part of Google's Summer of Code

   2005 program.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

   ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

   BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

   SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

   INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright (c) 2009 Advanced Computing Technologies LLC

   Written by: John H. Baldwin <jhb@FreeBSD.org>

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  1998, M. Warner Losh <imp@freebsd.org>

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  2001 Dima Dorfman.

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  2002 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

   OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

   IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

   INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

   NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

   THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

   THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  2002 Thomas Moestl <tmm@FreeBSD.org>

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  2005 Pawel Jakub Dawidek <pjd@FreeBSD.org>

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --
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   Copyright  2007 Eric Anderson <anderson@FreeBSD.org>

   Copyright  2007 Pawel Jakub Dawidek <pjd@FreeBSD.org>

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  2007 Dag-Erling Codan Smrgrav

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

 

   --

 

   Copyright  2007 Dag-Erling Codan Smrgrav

   All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

      in this position and unchanged.

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

   IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

   ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

   FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

   OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

   HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

   LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

   OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  1998, 2000 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

   Copyright  2004 Ted Unangst

 

   Copyright  2004 Ted Unangst and Todd Miller

   All rights reserved.

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

   OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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   --

 

   Copyright  2000-2002, 2004-2005, 2007, 2010

       Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

   OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

   Sponsored in part by the Defense Advanced Research Projects

   Agency (DARPA) and Air Force Research Laboratory, Air Force

   Materiel Command, USAF, under agreement number F39502-99-1-0512

 

   --

 

   Copyright  1996 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

   ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

   OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

   CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

   PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

   ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE.

 

   --

 

   Copyright  1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

   Copyright  2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

   copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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   Modification and redistribution in source and binary forms is

   permitted provided that due credit is given to the author and the

   OpenBSD project (for instance by leaving this copyright notice

   intact).

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

   WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

   MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

   ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

   WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

   ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

   OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

   This code is derived from section 17.1 of Applied Cryptography,

   second edition, which describes a stream cipher allegedly

   compatible with RSA Labs "RC4" cipher (the actual description of

   which is a trade secret).  The same algorithm is used as a stream

   cipher called "arcfour" in Tatu Ylonen's ssh package.

 

   Here the stream cipher has been modified always to include the time

   when initializing the state.  That makes it impossible to

   regenerate the same random sequence twice, so this can't be used

   for encryption, but will generate good random numbers.

 

   RC4 is a registered trademark of RSA Laboratories.

 

   --

 

   This code implements the MD5 message-digest algorithm.

   The algorithm is due to Ron Rivest. This code was

   written by Colin Plumb in 1993, no copyright is claimed.

   This code is in the public domain; do with it what you wish.

 

   Equivalent code is available from RSA Data Security, Inc.

   This code has been tested against that, and is equivalent,

   except that you don't need to include two pages of legalese

   with every copy.

 

   To compute the message digest of a chunk of bytes, declare an

   MD5Context structure, pass it to MD5Init, call MD5Update as

   needed on buffers full of bytes, and then call MD5Final, which

   will fill a supplied 16-byte array with the digest.

 

   --

 

   "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):

   <phk@login.dkuug.dk> wrote this file.  As long as you retain this notice you

   can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think
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   this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return.   Poul-Henning Kamp

 

1.241 kubernetes-api 1.8.11 
1.241.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Philip Hofer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2018 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Copyright (C) 2013 Blake Mizerany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Rackspace. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (c) 2012-2018 The Gorilla Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

	 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

	 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

	 * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications
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     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without
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     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade
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     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Vishvananda Ishaya.

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2012 SocialCode

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2018 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Ben Johnson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the

fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.
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    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public

License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree

to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License ("Public

License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a

contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your

acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You

such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from

making the Licensed Material available under these terms and

conditions.
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Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. BY-SA Compatible License means a license listed at

    creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses, approved by Creative

    Commons as essentially the equivalent of this Public License.

 

 d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 e. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 f. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.

 

 g. License Elements means the license attributes listed in the name

    of a Creative Commons Public License. The License Elements of this

    Public License are Attribution and ShareAlike.

 

 h. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 i. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to
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    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 j. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 k. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

    as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 l. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 m. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.

 

      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in
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         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

         necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. Additional offer from the Licensor -- Adapted Material.

              Every recipient of Adapted Material from You

              automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to

              exercise the Licensed Rights in the Adapted Material

              under the conditions of the Adapter's License You apply.

 

           c. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

              Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).

 

 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.
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      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the

                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any
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         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

 b. ShareAlike.

 

    In addition to the conditions in Section 3(a), if You Share

    Adapted Material You produce, the following conditions also apply.

 

      1. The Adapter's License You apply must be a Creative Commons

         license with the same License Elements, this version or

         later, or a BY-SA Compatible License.

 

      2. You must include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, the

         Adapter's License You apply. You may satisfy this condition

         in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and

         context in which You Share Adapted Material.

 

      3. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms

         or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological

         Measures to, Adapted Material that restrict exercise of the

         rights granted under the Adapter's License You apply.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;

 

 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material,

 

    including for purposes of Section 3(b); and

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.
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For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with

    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or
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      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public

    License.

 

 

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

    without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.

 

 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.
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=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses.

Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of its public

licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be

considered the "Licensor." Except for the limited purpose of indicating

that material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the public

licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Yasuhiro Matsumoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 fsnotify Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)
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Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or
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   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this
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   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or
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(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.

 

3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:
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(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to

the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------
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If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *
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*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be
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unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.
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You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Ugorji Nwoke.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015, Google Inc

  Copyright 2018, GoGo Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 The Docker & Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015-Present CloudFoundry.org Foundation, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

This project contains software that is Copyright (c) 2015 Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This project may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents

is subject to the terms and conditions of each subcomponent's license,

as noted in the LICENSE file.

Docker

Copyright 2012-2017 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).

 

This product contains software (https://github.com/creack/pty) developed

by Keith Rarick, licensed under the MIT License.

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Copyright (c) 2013, Samuel Stauffer <samuel@descolada.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the

 names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity
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     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided
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         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,
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     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2018 Docker Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2017 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014 CloudFlare Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Open Source Initiative OSI - The MIT License (MIT):Licensing

 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2013 Ralph Caraveo (deckarep@gmail.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Tim Heckman

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
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 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of linode-netint nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

runc

 

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (http://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see http://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also http://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

Copyright (c) 2013 Honza Pokorny

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Gal Ben-Haim

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 Philip Hofer

Portions Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors (license at http://golang.org) where indicated

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Armon Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright The containerd Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Copyright (c) 2013, The GoGo Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Protocol Buffers for Go with Gadgets

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2016, opentracing-contrib

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of go-stdlib nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Extensions of the original work are copyright (c) 2011 Miek Gieben

 

As this is fork of the official Go code the same license applies:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Ogier. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 TOML authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 James Saryerwinnie

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright  2013 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Taihei Morikuni

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2018 gotest.tools authors

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2012 Matt T. Proud (matt.proud@gmail.com)

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013 Ugorji Nwoke.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used

 to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright (c) 2014, OmniTI Computer Consulting, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Mitchell Hashimoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

Copyright 2017 Tnis Tiigi <tonistiigi@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.
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Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.
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Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Data model artifacts for Prometheus.

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common
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     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or
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         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,
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     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
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PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2014 Alan Shreve

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Prometheus instrumentation library for Go applications

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

 

The following components are included in this product:

 

perks - a fork of https://github.com/bmizerany/perks

https://github.com/beorn7/perks

Copyright 2013-2015 Blake Mizerany, Bjrn Rabenstein

See https://github.com/beorn7/perks/blob/master/README.md for license details.

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

http://github.com/golang/protobuf/

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors

See source code for license details.

 

Support for streaming Protocol Buffer messages for the Go language (golang).

https://github.com/matttproud/golang_protobuf_extensions

Copyright 2013 Matt T. Proud

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2018 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

Copyright (c) 2013 Dario Casta. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

procfs provides functions to retrieve system, kernel and process

metrics from the pseudo-filesystem proc.

 

Copyright 2014-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Docker

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov
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See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

Copyright (c) 2013, Georg Reinke (<guelfey at gmail dot com>), Google

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and
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    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.
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1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes

    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this
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    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the
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    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any
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    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,
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  without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or
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     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) 2015 Matthew Heon <mheon@redhat.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Paul Moore <pmoore@redhat.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2013 Suryandaru Triandana <syndtr@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2013, Patrick Mezard

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in
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       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.
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1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or
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    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.
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3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any
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    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.
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  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or
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     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Common libraries shared by Prometheus Go components.

Copyright 2015 The Prometheus Authors
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This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Armon Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 The OpenTracing Authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 marvin + konsorten GmbH (open-source@konsorten.de)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated
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documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2016, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2016, gRPC Ecosystem

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of grpc-opentracing nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE
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OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Vincent Batts, Raleigh, NC, USA

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 The AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN
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CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Mat Ryer and Tyler Bunnell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Sean Chittenden

Copyright (c) 2016 Alex Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

=====

 

Bits of Go-lang's `once.Do()` were cribbed and reused here, too.
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Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2014 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.242 boost 1.67.0 
1.242.1 Available under license : 

Boost Software License - Version 1.0 - August 17th, 2003

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.243 libvpx 1.4.0 
1.243.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2008, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2005-2012 x264 project

 

Authors: Loren Merritt <lorenm@u.washington.edu>

        Anton Mitrofanov <BugMaster@narod.ru>

        Jason Garrett-Glaser <darkshikari@gmail.com>

        Henrik Gramner <hengar-6@student.ltu.se>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010, The WebM Project authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in
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   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google, nor the WebM Project, nor the names

   of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written

   permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2010, Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright 2011 The LibYuv Project Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

   the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of Google nor the names of its contributors may

   be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This file contains a list of people who've made non-trivial

# contribution to the Google C++ Testing Framework project.  People

# who commit code to the project are encouraged to add their names

# here.  Please keep the list sorted by first names.

 

Ajay Joshi <jaj@google.com>

Balzs Dn <balazs.dan@gmail.com>

Bharat Mediratta <bharat@menalto.com>

Chandler Carruth <chandlerc@google.com>

Chris Prince <cprince@google.com>

Chris Taylor <taylorc@google.com>

Dan Egnor <egnor@google.com>

Eric Roman <eroman@chromium.org>

Hady Zalek <hady.zalek@gmail.com>

Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

Ji Sigursson <joi@google.com>

Keir Mierle <mierle@gmail.com>

Keith Ray <keith.ray@gmail.com>

Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>
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Manuel Klimek <klimek@google.com>

Markus Heule <markus.heule@gmail.com>

Mika Raento <mikie@iki.fi>

Mikls Fazekas <mfazekas@szemafor.com>

Pasi Valminen <pasi.valminen@gmail.com>

Patrick Hanna <phanna@google.com>

Patrick Riley <pfr@google.com>

Peter Kaminski <piotrk@google.com>

Preston Jackson <preston.a.jackson@gmail.com>

Rainer Klaffenboeck <rainer.klaffenboeck@dynatrace.com>

Russ Cox <rsc@google.com>

Russ Rufer <russ@pentad.com>

Sean Mcafee <eefacm@gmail.com>

Sigurur sgeirsson <siggi@google.com>

Tracy Bialik <tracy@pentad.com>

Vadim Berman <vadimb@google.com>

Vlad Losev <vladl@google.com>

Zhanyong Wan <wan@google.com>

 

1.244 xmlsecurityforc++ 2.0.2-3build1 
1.244.1 Available under license : 

Apache Santuario XML-Security-C Library

Copyright 2010-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/).

 

This product also includes software developed, copyrighted, and

contributed by The Ohio State University.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Source: http://santuario.apache.org/cindex.html

Upstream-Name: Apache Santuario XML-Security-C library

 

Files: *
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Copyright: 2010-2018 The Apache Software Foundation

License: Apache-2.0

 

Files: */Makefile.in

Copyright: 2006-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 1994-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: Apache-2.0 and FSF-unlimited

 

Files: aclocal.m4 m4/libtool.m4 m4/ltoptions.m4 m4/ltsugar.m4 m4/ltversion.m4

m4/lt~obsolete.m4

Copyright: 1996-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: FSF-unlimited

 

Files: build-aux/config.guess build-aux/config.sub

Copyright: 1992-2013 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-3+ with autoconf exception

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

.

The full text of the GNU General Public License version 3 is available on

Debian systems in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3.

.

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that

program.  This Exception is an additional permission under section 7

of the GNU General Public License, version 3 ("GPLv3").

 

Files: build-aux/compile build-aux/depcomp build-aux/missing

Copyright: 1999-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+ with autoconf exception

This file is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.
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.

The full text of the GNU General Public License version 2 is available on

Debian systems in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

.

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License, if you

distribute this file as part of a program that contains a

configuration script generated by Autoconf, you may include it under

the same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

 

Files: build-aux/install-sh

Copyright: (C) 1994 X Consortium

License: Expat

 

Files: build-aux/ltmain.sh

Copyright: 1996-2015 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-2+ with libtool exception

GNU Libtool is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

As a special exception to the GNU General Public License,

if you distribute this file as part of a program or library that

is built using GNU Libtool, you may include this file under the

same distribution terms that you use for the rest of that program.

.

GNU Libtool is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

.

The full text of the GNU General Public License version 2 is available on

Debian systems in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

Files: configure

Copyright: 1992-1996, 1998-2012 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: FSF-configure-unlimited

This configure script is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify it.

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2006-2013

   The Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University

 2015-2018 Ferenc Wgner <wferi@debian.org>

License: Expat

 

Files: m4/ax_pthread.m4

Copyright: 2008 Steven G. Johnson <stevenj@alum.mit.edu>
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 2011 Daniel Richard G. <skunk@iSKUNK.ORG>

License: GPL-3+ with autoconf-macro-package exception

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General

Public License for more details.

.

The full text of the GNU General Public License version 3 is available on

Debian systems in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3.

.

As a special exception, the respective Autoconf Macro's copyright owner

gives unlimited permission to copy, distribute and modify the configure

scripts that are the output of Autoconf when processing the Macro. You

need not follow the terms of the GNU General Public License when using

or distributing such scripts, even though portions of the text of the

Macro appear in them. The GNU General Public License (GPL) does govern

all other use of the material that constitutes the Autoconf Macro.

.

This special exception to the GPL applies to versions of the Autoconf

Macro released by the Autoconf Archive. When you make and distribute a

modified version of the Autoconf Macro, you may extend this special

exception to the GPL to apply to your modified version as well.

 

License: Apache-2.0

Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

contributor license agreements. See the NOTICE file distributed with this

work for additional information regarding copyright ownership. The ASF

licenses this file to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

"License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

.

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

.

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

under the License.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the Apache 2.0 license can be

found in the file /usr/share/common-licenses/Apache-2.0.

 

License: FSF-unlimited
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This file is free software; the Free Software Foundation

gives unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it,

with or without modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without

even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

License: Expat

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT

OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

.

Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X

Consortium.

 

1.245 python-pip 22.0.4 
1.245.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2007 Ian Bicking and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2009 Ian Bicking, The Open Planning Project

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 The virtualenv developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
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the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2010 ActiveState Software Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2020 Will McGugan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of
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this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it
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does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the
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Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility
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   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.
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 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work
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under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is
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normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the
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ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
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 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2021 Taneli Hukkinen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Tzu-ping Chung <uranusjr@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Pylons Project Contributor Agreement

====================================

 

The submitter agrees by adding his or her name within the section below named

"Contributors" and submitting the resulting modified document to the

canonical shared repository location for this software project (whether

directly, as a user with "direct commit access", or via a "pull request"), he

or she is signing a contract electronically.  The submitter becomes a

Contributor after a) he or she signs this document by adding their name

beneath the "Contributors" section below, and b) the resulting document is
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accepted into the canonical version control repository.

 

Treatment of Account

---------------------

 

Contributor will not allow anyone other than the Contributor to use his or

her username or source repository login to submit code to a Pylons Project

source repository. Should Contributor become aware of any such use,

Contributor will immediately by notifying Agendaless Consulting.

Notification must be performed by sending an email to

webmaster@agendaless.com.  Until such notice is received, Contributor will be

presumed to have taken all actions made through Contributor's account. If the

Contributor has direct commit access, Agendaless Consulting will have

complete control and discretion over capabilities assigned to Contributor's

account, and may disable Contributor's account for any reason at any time.

 

Legal Effect of Contribution

----------------------------

 

Upon submitting a change or new work to a Pylons Project source Repository (a

"Contribution"), you agree to assign, and hereby do assign, a one-half

interest of all right, title and interest in and to copyright and other

intellectual property rights with respect to your new and original portions

of the Contribution to Agendaless Consulting. You and Agendaless Consulting

each agree that the other shall be free to exercise any and all exclusive

rights in and to the Contribution, without accounting to one another,

including without limitation, the right to license the Contribution to others

under the Repoze Public License. This agreement shall run with title to the

Contribution. Agendaless Consulting does not convey to you any right, title

or interest in or to the Program or such portions of the Contribution that

were taken from the Program. Your transmission of a submission to the Pylons

Project source Repository and marks of identification concerning the

Contribution itself constitute your intent to contribute and your assignment

of the work in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.

 

License Terms

-------------

 

Code committed to the Pylons Project source repository (Committed Code) must

be governed by the Repoze Public License (http://repoze.org/LICENSE.txt, aka

"the RPL") or another license acceptable to Agendaless Consulting.  Until

Agendaless Consulting declares in writing an acceptable license other than

the RPL, only the RPL shall be used.  A list of exceptions is detailed within

the "Licensing Exceptions" section of this document, if one exists.

 

Representations, Warranty, and Indemnification

----------------------------------------------
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Contributor represents and warrants that the Committed Code does not violate

the rights of any person or entity, and that the Contributor has legal

authority to enter into this Agreement and legal authority over Contributed

Code. Further, Contributor indemnifies Agendaless Consulting against

violations.

 

Cryptography

------------

 

Contributor understands that cryptographic code may be subject to government

regulations with which Agendaless Consulting and/or entities using Committed

Code must comply. Any code which contains any of the items listed below must

not be checked-in until Agendaless Consulting staff has been notified and has

approved such contribution in writing.

 

- Cryptographic capabilities or features

 

- Calls to cryptographic features

 

- User interface elements which provide context relating to cryptography

 

- Code which may, under casual inspection, appear to be cryptographic.

 

Notices

-------

 

Contributor confirms that any notices required will be included in any

Committed Code.

 

Licensing Exceptions

====================

 

None.

 

List of Contributors

====================

 

The below-signed are contributors to a code repository that is part of the

project named "Translationstring".  Each below-signed contributor has read,

understands and agrees to the terms above in the section within this document

entitled "Pylons Project Contributor Agreement" as of the date beside his or

her name.

 

Contributors

------------

 

- Chris McDonough, 2011/02/16

- Wichert Akkerman, 2012/02/02
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Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software
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Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes
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   2.7             2.6         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND
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DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.
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4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This
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Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT
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CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This package contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain
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one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes
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   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.
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(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.
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6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.
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6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.
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4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that
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both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

============

Contributors

============

 

* Alex Grnholm

* Alice Bevan-McGregor

* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis

* Christophe Combelles

* Daniel Stutzbach

* Daniel Holth

* Hanno Schlichting

* Jannis Leidel

* Jason R. Coombs

* Jim Fulton

* Jonathan Lange

* Justin Azoff

* Lennart Regebro

* Marc Abramowitz

* Martin von Lwis

* Noufal Ibrahim

* Pete Hollobon

* Philip Jenvey

* Reinout van Rees

* Robert Myers

* Stefan H. Holek

* Tarek Ziad

* Toshio Kuratomi

 

If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's
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principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.
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Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and
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Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant
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permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT
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INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.
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STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

License

 

 A copyright notice accompanies this license document that identifies

 the copyright holders.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 1.  Redistributions in source code must retain the accompanying

     copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

     disclaimer.

 

 2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the accompanying

     copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

 3.  Names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without prior

     written permission from the copyright holders.

 

 4.  If any files are modified, you must cause the modified files to

     carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and

     the date of any change.

 

 Disclaimer

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

   ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

   TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

   THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.
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BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2021, Kim Davies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Copyright (c) 2012 Georgios Verigakis <verigak@gmail.com>

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

# OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

argparse is (c) 2006-2009 Steven J. Bethard <steven.bethard@gmail.com>.

 

The argparse module was contributed to Python as of Python 2.7 and thus

was licensed under the Python license. Same license applies to all files in

the argparse package project.
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For details about the Python License, please see doc/Python-License.txt.

 

History

-------

 

Before (and including) argparse 1.1, the argparse package was licensed under

Apache License v2.0.

 

After argparse 1.1, all project files from the argparse project were deleted

due to license compatibility issues between Apache License 2.0 and GNU GPL v2.

 

The project repository then had a clean start with some files taken from

Python 2.7.1, so definitely all files are under Python License now.

Copyright (c) 2006-2021 by the respective authors (see AUTHORS file).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

============

Contributors

============

 

* Alex Grnholm

* Alice Bevan-McGregor

* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis

* Christophe Combelles

* Daniel Stutzbach

* Daniel Holth

* Dirley Rodrigues

* Donald Stufft

* Grigory Petrov

* Hanno Schlichting

* Jannis Leidel

* Jason R. Coombs

* Jim Fulton

* Jonathan Lange

* Justin Azoff

* Lennart Regebro

* Marc Abramowitz

* Martin von Lwis

* Noufal Ibrahim

* Pete Hollobon

* Phillip J. Eby

* Philip Jenvey

* Philip Thiem

* Reinout van Rees

* Robert Myers

* Stefan H. Holek

* Tarek Ziad

* Toshio Kuratomi

 

If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

Copyright (c) 2011 Agendaless Consulting and Contributors.

(http://www.agendaless.com), All Rights Reserved

MIT License
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Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2012-2021  Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at
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   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2008-present The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Copyright (c) 2008-2013 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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License for Bundle of CA Root Certificates (pip/cacert.pem)

===========================================================

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.246 libpcap 1.2.1 
1.246.1 Available under license : 

License: BSD

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

    distribution.

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote

    products derived from this software without specific prior
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    written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ''AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

/*-

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* This code is derived from the Stanford/CMU enet packet filter,

* (net/enet.c) distributed as part of 4.3BSD, and code contributed

* to Berkeley by Steven McCanne and Van Jacobson both of Lawrence

* Berkeley Laboratory.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*      This product includes software developed by the University of

*      California, Berkeley and its contributors.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1992, 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that: (1) source code distributions
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* retain the above copyright notice and this paragraph in its entirety, (2)

* distributions including binary code include the above copyright notice and

* this paragraph in its entirety in the documentation or other materials

* provided with the distribution, and (3) all advertising materials mentioning

* features or use of this software display the following acknowledgement:

* ``This product includes software developed by the University of California,

* Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and its contributors.'' Neither the name of

* the University nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

* or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

* written permission.

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*	This product includes software developed by the Computer Systems

*	Engineering Group at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

* 4. Neither the name of the University nor of the Laboratory may be used

*    to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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1.247 tdb 1.44.5 
1.247.1 Available under license : 

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the static EXT2

file system consistency checker (e2fsck.static).  The EXT2 utilities

were written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

#

# This is a Makefile stub which handles the creation of BSD shared

# libraries.

#

# In order to use this stub, the following makefile variables must be defined.

#

# BSDLIB_VERSION = 1.0

# BSDLIB_IMAGE = libce

# BSDLIB_MYDIR = et

# BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR = $(SHLIBDIR)

#

 

all:: image

 

real-subdirs:: Makefile

	@echo "	MKDIR pic"

	@mkdir -p pic

 

BSD_LIB = $(BSDLIB_IMAGE).so.$(BSDLIB_VERSION)
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BSDLIB_PIC_FLAG = -fpic

 

image:		$(BSD_LIB)

 

$(BSD_LIB): $(OBJS)

	(cd pic; ld -Bshareable -o $(BSD_LIB) $(LDFLAGS_SHLIB) $(OBJS))

	$(MV) pic/$(BSD_LIB) .

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

	(cd ..; $(LN) $(LINK_BUILD_FLAGS) \

		`echo $(my_dir) | sed -e 's;lib/;;'`/$(BSD_LIB) $(BSD_LIB))

 

install-shlibs install:: $(BSD_LIB)

	@echo "	INSTALL_PROGRAM $(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)"

	@$(INSTALL_PROGRAM) $(BSD_LIB) \

		$(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

	@-$(LDCONFIG)

 

install-strip: install

 

install-shlibs-strip:: install-shlibs

 

uninstall-shlibs uninstall::

	$(RM) -f $(DESTDIR)$(BSDLIB_INSTALL_DIR)/$(BSD_LIB)

 

clean::

	$(RM) -rf pic

	$(RM) -f $(BSD_LIB)

	$(RM) -f ../$(BSD_LIB)

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2001 by Andries Brouwer

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003 by Theodore Ts'o

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the GNU

Lesser (Library) General Public License.

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser (Library)

General Public License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.
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This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Fri Dec 14 22:24:35 EST 2007

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 by

Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the translation

files of the EXT2 file system utilities.  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card

<card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2006 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, is protected by the GNU

General Public License.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

Index: tdbsa/tdb.c

===================================================================

--- tdbsa.orig/tdb.c

+++ tdbsa/tdb.c

@@ -4,11 +4,11 @@ Rev: 23371

Last Changed Date: 2007-06-06 20:14:06 -0400 (Wed, 06 Jun 2007)

*/
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 /*

-   Unix SMB/CIFS implementation.

+   trivial database library - standalone version

 

-   trivial database library - private includes

-

-   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              2005

+   Copyright (C) Andrew Tridgell              1999-2005

+   Copyright (C) Jeremy Allison               2000-2006

+   Copyright (C) Paul `Rusty' Russell         2000

  

     ** NOTE! The following LGPL license applies to the tdb

     ** library. This does NOT imply that all of Samba is released

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the EXT2 file

system utilities (e2fsck, mke2fs, etc.).  The EXT2 utilities were

written by Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> and Remy Card <card@masi.ibp.fr>.

 

Sources were obtained from http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Packaging is Copyright (c) 2003-2007 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

            Copyright (c) 1997-2003 Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>

	     Copyright (c) 2001 Alcove <http://www.alcove.com/>

	     Copyright (c) 1997 Klee Dienes

	     Copyright (c) 1995-1996 Michael Nonweiler <mrn20@cam.ac.uk>

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright notice:

 

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU General Public License version 2, with the exception of the

lib/ext2fs and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the

GNU Library General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library

which is made available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and

lib/ss libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.

 

	Copyright (c) 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000,

	2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 by Theodore Ts'o

 

On Debian GNU systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.  The

complete text of the GNU Library General Public License can be found

in '/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2'.

 

 

The license used for lib/et and lib/ss libraries is:

 

  Copyright 1987 by the Student Information Processing Board
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  of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and

  its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted, provided that

  the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be used in

  advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software

  without specific, written prior permission.  M.I.T. and the

  M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about the suitability of

  this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without

  express or implied warranty.

 

The license used for lib/uuid is:

 

  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

  are met:

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

     including the disclaimer of warranties.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

     products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

  WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

  WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

  LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

  CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

  OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

  BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

  LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.

This package, the EXT2 filesystem utilities, are made available under

the GNU Public License version 2, with the exception of the lib/ext2fs

and lib/e2p libraries, which are made available under the GNU Library

General Public License Version 2, the lib/uuid library which is made

available under a BSD-style license and the lib/et and lib/ss

libraries which are made available under an MIT-style license.  Please

see lib/uuid/COPYING for more details for the license for the files

comprising the libuuid library, and the source file headers of the

libet and libss libraries for more information.
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The most recent officially distributed version can be found at

http://e2fsprogs.sourceforge.net.  If you need to make a distribution,

that's the one you should use.  If there is some reason why you'd like

a more recent version that is still in ALPHA testing (i.e., either

using the "WIP" test distributions or one from the hg or git

repository from the development branch, please contact me

(tytso@mit.edu) before you ship.  The release schedules for this

package are flexible, if you give me enough lead time.

 

 

					Theodore Ts'o

					23-June-2007

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
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this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a
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derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)
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 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has
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   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a
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medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by
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this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined
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library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status
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of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was added to the e2fsprogs debian source package by

Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu> on Sat Mar 15 15:33:37 EST 2003

 

It is part of the main e2fsprogs distribution, which can be found at:

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/e2fsprogs

 

Upstream Author: Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000, 2003, 2004 by Theodore Ts'o

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the ss

command-line interface parsing library. It is currently

distributed together with the EXT2 file system utilities, which are

otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:

 

Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

This is the Debian GNU/Linux prepackaged version of the Common Error

Description library. It is currently distributed together with the EXT2 file

system utilities, which are otherwise packaged as "e2fsprogs".

 

This package was put together by Yann Dirson <dirson@debian.org>,

from sources obtained from a mirror of:

tsx-11.mit.edu:/pub/linux/packages/ext2fs/

 

From the original distribution:
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Copyright 1987, 1988 by the Student Information Processing Board

	of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software

and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation,

and that the names of M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

M.I.T. and the M.I.T. S.I.P.B. make no representations about

the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is

provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.

EXT2ED is hereby placed under the terms of the GNU General Public License.

Follows the GNU license.

 

Gadi Oxman, August 1995

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.248 flyway-spring5-test 6.4.0 
1.248.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

# you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

# You may obtain a copy of the License at

#         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-jar/flyway.default.properties

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (C) 2011-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*
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*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/junit5/annotation/FlywayTestExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/junit5/FlywayTestExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/junit/FlywayTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/ExecutionListenerHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/junit/FlywayHelperFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/junit5/annotation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-jar/org/flywaydb/test/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/junit/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/FlywayTestExecutionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/org/flywaydb/test/FlywayHelperFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

2020 the original author or authors.

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

           http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/context/dataSourceSingleContext.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/context/simple_applicationContext.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/context/flywayContainerContext.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/context/flywaySingleContext.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/context/secondFlywayContainerContext.xml

* /opt/cola/permits/1129909886_1612394261.4/0/flyway-spring5-test-6-4-0-sources-

jar/context/flywayPropertiesContext.xml

 

1.249 pam 1.1.5 
1.249.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libpamc release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libpamc,

with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License (LGPL), in which case the

provisions of the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU LGPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this Linux-PAM release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of Linux-PAM, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GNU

GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU GPL and the

restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
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DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.250 dhcp 4.1-ESV-R9 
1.250.1 Available under license : 

# Copyright (c) 2004-2014 by Internet Systems Consortium, Inc. ("ISC")

# Copyright (c) 1995-2003 by Internet Software Consortium

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND ISC DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ISC BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

# OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

#

#   Internet Systems Consortium, Inc.

#   950 Charter Street

#   Redwood City, CA 94063

#   <info@isc.org>

#   https://www.isc.org/

 

See the specific source files for any additional copyright or

license statements.

 

1.251 dmidecode 2.12 
1.251.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
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software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
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   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
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associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
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all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
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make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
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   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.252 ipmi-tool 1.8.18 
1.252.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions
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are met:

 

Redistribution of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistribution in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Sun Microsystems, Inc. or the names of

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

This software is provided "AS IS," without a warranty of any kind.

ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED.

SUN MICROSYSTEMS, INC. ("SUN") AND ITS LICENSORS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DAMAGES SUFFERED BY LICENSEE AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING

OR DISTRIBUTING THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS DERIVATIVES.  IN NO EVENT WILL

SUN OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST REVENUE, PROFIT OR DATA,

OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

PUNITIVE DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF

LIABILITY, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF SUN HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

1.253 hibernate 5.4.20.Final 
1.253.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html *

version.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html public

DomainDataRegionTemplate( public DomainDataStorageAccess getCacheStorageAccess() {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html public

DomainDataRegionConfigImpl build() {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>. //

"proprietary" methods is better (this class is "proprietary" too).'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html public
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DomainDataRegion buildDomainDataRegion('

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>. "5.3

in upgrading.  It will be removed in a later version."'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '# License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. # See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>. *

Instead, for common transaction-related tasks users must utilize a proprietary API known as

ExtendedJTATransaction.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.

public DomainDataRegion buildDomainDataRegion('

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>. *

Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at * released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>. *

Expert Group and released to the public domain, as explained at'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html public

DomainDataRegionImpl('

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html public

DomainDataRegion getRegion() {'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later ~ See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. * See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>. *     *

a proprietary CDI extension SPI (that we have proposed to'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '~ License: GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL),

version 2.1 or later. ~ See the lgpl.txt file in the root directory or <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl-2.1.html>.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* indicated by the @author tags or express copyright

attribution * distributed under license by Red Hat Middleware LLC. * This copyrighted material is made available

to anyone wishing to use, modify, * copy, or redistribute it subject to the terms and conditions of the GNU * Lesser

General Public License, as published by the Free Software Foundation. * This program is distributed in the hope that

it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY * or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU Lesser General Public

License * for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License * Boston,

MA  02110-1301  USA'

 

1.254 ntp 4.2.8p15 
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1.254.1 Available under license : 
This file is automatically generated from html/copyright.html

 Copyright Notice

 

  jpg "Clone me," says Dolly sheepishly.

 

  Last update: 4-Feb-2020 23:47 UTC

    __________________________________________________________________

 

  The following copyright notice applies to all files collectively called

  the Network Time Protocol Version 4 Distribution. Unless specifically

  declared otherwise in an individual file, this entire notice applies as

  if the text was explicitly included in the file.

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

* Copyright (c) University of Delaware 1992-2015                      *

*                                                                     *

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and   *

* its documentation for any purpose with or without fee is hereby     *

* granted, provided that the above copyright notice appears in all    *

* copies and that both the copyright notice and this permission       *

* notice appear in supporting documentation, and that the name        *

* University of Delaware not be used in advertising or publicity      *

* pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,        *

* written prior permission. The University of Delaware makes no       *

* representations about the suitability this software for any         *

* purpose. It is provided "as is" without express or implied          *

* warranty.                                                           *

*                                                                     *

***********************************************************************

 

  Content starting in 2011 from Harlan Stenn, Danny Mayer, and Martin

  Burnicki is:

***********************************************************************

*                                                                     *

* Copyright (c) Network Time Foundation 2011-2020                     *

*                                                                     *

* All Rights Reserved                                                 *

*                                                                     *

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without  *

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions  *

* are met:                                                            *

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright   *

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.    *

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above          *

*    copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following      *

*    disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided  *

*    with the distribution.                                           *
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*                                                                     *

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS  *

* OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED   *

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE  *

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE    *

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR *

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT   *

* OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR  *

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF          *

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT           *

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE   *

* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH    *

* DAMAGE.                                                             *

***********************************************************************

 

  The following individuals contributed in part to the Network Time

  Protocol Distribution Version 4 and are acknowledged as authors of this

  work.

   1. [1]Takao Abe <takao_abe@xurb.jp> Clock driver for JJY receivers

   2. [2]Mark Andrews <mark_andrews@isc.org> Leitch atomic clock

      controller

   3. [3]Bernd Altmeier <altmeier@atlsoft.de> hopf Elektronik serial line

      and PCI-bus devices

   4. [4]Viraj Bais <vbais@mailman1.intel.com> and [5]Clayton Kirkwood

      <kirkwood@striderfm.intel.com> port to WindowsNT 3.5

   5. [6]Michael Barone <michael,barone@lmco.com> GPSVME fixes

   6. [7]Karl Berry <karl@owl.HQ.ileaf.com> syslog to file option

   7. [8]Greg Brackley <greg.brackley@bigfoot.com> Major rework of WINNT

      port. Clean up recvbuf and iosignal code into separate modules.

   8. [9]Marc Brett <Marc.Brett@westgeo.com> Magnavox GPS clock driver

   9. [10]Piete Brooks <Piete.Brooks@cl.cam.ac.uk> MSF clock driver,

      Trimble PARSE support

  10. [11]Nelson B Bolyard <nelson@bolyard.me> update and complete

      broadcast and crypto features in sntp

  11. [12]Jean-Francois Boudreault

      <Jean-Francois.Boudreault@viagenie.qc.ca> IPv6 support

  12. [13]Reg Clemens <reg@dwf.com> Oncore driver (Current maintainer)

  13. [14]Steve Clift <clift@ml.csiro.au> OMEGA clock driver

  14. [15]Casey Crellin <casey@csc.co.za> vxWorks (Tornado) port and help

      with target configuration

  15. [16]Sven Dietrich <sven_dietrich@trimble.com> Palisade reference

      clock driver, NT adj. residuals, integrated Greg's Winnt port.

  16. [17]John A. Dundas III <dundas@salt.jpl.nasa.gov> Apple A/UX port

  17. [18]Torsten Duwe <duwe@immd4.informatik.uni-erlangen.de> Linux port

  18. [19]Dennis Ferguson <dennis@mrbill.canet.ca> foundation code for

      NTP Version 2 as specified in RFC-1119

  19. [20]John Hay <jhay@icomtek.csir.co.za> IPv6 support and testing

  20. [21]Dave Hart <davehart@davehart.com> General maintenance, Windows
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      port interpolation rewrite

  21. [22]Claas Hilbrecht <neoclock4x@linum.com> NeoClock4X clock driver

  22. [23]Glenn Hollinger <glenn@herald.usask.ca> GOES clock driver

  23. [24]Mike Iglesias <iglesias@uci.edu> DEC Alpha port

  24. [25]Jim Jagielski <jim@jagubox.gsfc.nasa.gov> A/UX port

  25. [26]Jeff Johnson <jbj@chatham.usdesign.com> massive prototyping

      overhaul

  26. [27]Hans Lambermont <Hans.Lambermont@nl.origin-it.com> or

      [28]<H.Lambermont@chello.nl> ntpsweep

  27. [29]Poul-Henning Kamp <phk@FreeBSD.ORG> Oncore driver (Original

      author)

  28. [30]Frank Kardel [31]<kardel (at) ntp (dot) org> PARSE <GENERIC>

      (driver 14 reference clocks), STREAMS modules for PARSE, support

      scripts, syslog cleanup, dynamic interface handling

  29. [32]Johannes Maximilian Kuehn <kuehn@ntp.org> Rewrote sntp to

      comply with NTPv4 specification, ntpq saveconfig

  30. [33]William L. Jones <jones@hermes.chpc.utexas.edu> RS/6000 AIX

      modifications, HPUX modifications

  31. [34]Dave Katz <dkatz@cisco.com> RS/6000 AIX port

  32. [35]Craig Leres <leres@ee.lbl.gov> 4.4BSD port, ppsclock, Magnavox

      GPS clock driver

  33. [36]George Lindholm <lindholm@ucs.ubc.ca> SunOS 5.1 port

  34. [37]Louis A. Mamakos <louie@ni.umd.edu> MD5-based authentication

  35. [38]Lars H. Mathiesen <thorinn@diku.dk> adaptation of foundation

      code for Version 3 as specified in RFC-1305

  36. [39]Danny Mayer <mayer@ntp.org>Network I/O, Windows Port, Code

      Maintenance

  37. [40]David L. Mills <mills@udel.edu> Version 4 foundation, precision

      kernel; clock drivers: 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 18, 19, 22, 36

  38. [41]Wolfgang Moeller <moeller@gwdgv1.dnet.gwdg.de> VMS port

  39. [42]Jeffrey Mogul <mogul@pa.dec.com> ntptrace utility

  40. [43]Tom Moore <tmoore@fievel.daytonoh.ncr.com> i386 svr4 port

  41. [44]Kamal A Mostafa <kamal@whence.com> SCO OpenServer port

  42. [45]Derek Mulcahy <derek@toybox.demon.co.uk> and [46]Damon

      Hart-Davis <d@hd.org> ARCRON MSF clock driver

  43. [47]Rob Neal <neal@ntp.org> Bancomm refclock and config/parse code

      maintenance

  44. [48]Rainer Pruy <Rainer.Pruy@informatik.uni-erlangen.de>

      monitoring/trap scripts, statistics file handling

  45. [49]Dirce Richards <dirce@zk3.dec.com> Digital UNIX V4.0 port

  46. [50]Wilfredo Snchez <wsanchez@apple.com> added support for NetInfo

  47. [51]Nick Sayer <mrapple@quack.kfu.com> SunOS streams modules

  48. [52]Jack Sasportas <jack@innovativeinternet.com> Saved a Lot of

      space on the stuff in the html/pic/ subdirectory

  49. [53]Ray Schnitzler <schnitz@unipress.com> Unixware1 port

  50. [54]Michael Shields <shields@tembel.org> USNO clock driver

  51. [55]Jeff Steinman <jss@pebbles.jpl.nasa.gov> Datum PTS clock driver

  52. [56]Harlan Stenn <harlan@pfcs.com> GNU automake/autoconfigure
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      makeover, various other bits (see the ChangeLog)

  53. [57]Kenneth Stone <ken@sdd.hp.com> HP-UX port

  54. [58]Ajit Thyagarajan <ajit@ee.udel.edu>IP multicast/anycast support

  55. [59]Tomoaki TSURUOKA <tsuruoka@nc.fukuoka-u.ac.jp>TRAK clock driver

  56. [60]Brian Utterback <brian.utterback@oracle.com> General codebase,

      Solaris issues

  57. [61]Loganaden Velvindron <loganaden@gmail.com> Sandboxing

      (libseccomp) support

  58. [62]Paul A Vixie <vixie@vix.com> TrueTime GPS driver, generic

      TrueTime clock driver

  59. [63]Ulrich Windl <Ulrich.Windl@rz.uni-regensburg.de> corrected and

      validated HTML documents according to the HTML DTD

    __________________________________________________________________
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		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.
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 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from
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a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked
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      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide
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whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

      with the distribution.

 

   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

      products derived from this software without specific prior

      written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Libevent is available for use under the following license, commonly known

as the 3-clause (or "modified") BSD license:

 

==============================

Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

Copyright (c) 2007-2012 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================

 

Portions of Libevent are based on works by others, also made available by

them under the three-clause BSD license above.  The copyright notices are

available in the corresponding source files; the license is as above.  Here's

a list:

 

log.c:

  Copyright (c) 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>

  Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California.

 

strlcpy.c:

  Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

 

win32select.c:

  Copyright (c) 2003 Michael A. Davis <mike@datanerds.net>

 

evport.c:

  Copyright (c) 2007 Sun Microsystems

 

ht-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2002 Christopher Clark

 

minheap-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2006 Maxim Yegorushkin <maxim.yegorushkin@gmail.com>

 

==============================

 

The arc4module is available under the following, sometimes called the

"OpenBSD" license:

 

  Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

  Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

  purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

  WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

  OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

==============================

 

The Windows timer code is based on code from libutp, which is

distributed under this license, sometimes called the "MIT" license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2010 BitTorrent, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,
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the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of
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software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.
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 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited
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permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.
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 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium
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   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a
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typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately
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under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you
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must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.
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 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to
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sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.
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 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C)  by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Copyright (c) 2010 Serge A. Zaitsev

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.255 jansi 1.18 
1.255.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.
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"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works
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as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.256 mongodb 5.0.6 
1.256.1 Available under license : 

                     Server Side Public License

                    VERSION 1, OCTOBER 16, 2018

 

                   Copyright © 2018 MongoDB, Inc.

 

 Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

 license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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 0. Definitions.

 

 “This License” refers to Server Side Public License.

 

 “Copyright” also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

 works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 “The Program” refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

 License.  Each licensee is addressed as “you”. “Licensees” and

 “recipients” may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To “modify” a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work in

 a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

 exact copy. The resulting work is called a “modified version” of the

 earlier work or a work “based on” the earlier work.

 

 A “covered work” means either the unmodified Program or a work based on

 the Program.

 

 To “propagate” a work means to do anything with it that, without

 permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

 infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

 computer or modifying a private copy. Propagation includes copying,

 distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

 public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To “convey” a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

 parties to make or receive copies. Mere interaction with a user through a

 computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays “Appropriate Legal Notices” to the

 extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible feature that

 (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2) tells the user that

 there is no warranty for the work (except to the extent that warranties

 are provided), that licensees may convey the work under this License, and

 how to view a copy of this License. If the interface presents a list of

 user commands or options, such as a menu, a prominent item in the list

 meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The “source code” for a work means the preferred form of the work for

 making modifications to it. “Object code” means any non-source form of a

 work.

 

 A “Standard Interface” means an interface that either is an official

 standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of
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 interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that is

 widely used among developers working in that language.  The “System

 Libraries” of an executable work include anything, other than the work as

 a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of packaging a Major

 Component, but which is not part of that Major Component, and (b) serves

 only to enable use of the work with that Major Component, or to implement

 a Standard Interface for which an implementation is available to the

 public in source code form. A “Major Component”, in this context, means a

 major essential component (kernel, window system, and so on) of the

 specific operating system (if any) on which the executable work runs, or

 a compiler used to produce the work, or an object code interpreter used

 to run it.

 

 The “Corresponding Source” for a work in object code form means all the

 source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable work) run

 the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to control

 those activities. However, it does not include the work's System

 Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free programs

 which are used unmodified in performing those activities but which are

 not part of the work. For example, Corresponding Source includes

 interface definition files associated with source files for the work, and

 the source code for shared libraries and dynamically linked subprograms

 that the work is specifically designed to require, such as by intimate

 data communication or control flow between those subprograms and other

 parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can

 regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

 copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

 conditions are met. This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

 permission to run the unmodified Program, subject to section 13. The

 output from running a covered work is covered by this License only if the

 output, given its content, constitutes a covered work. This License

 acknowledges your rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by

 copyright law.  Subject to section 13, you may make, run and propagate

 covered works that you do not convey, without conditions so long as your

 license otherwise remains in force. You may convey covered works to

 others for the sole purpose of having them make modifications exclusively

 for you, or provide you with facilities for running those works, provided

 that you comply with the terms of this License in conveying all

 material for which you do not control copyright. Those thus making or

 running the covered works for you must do so exclusively on your
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 behalf, under your direction and control, on terms that prohibit them

 from making any copies of your copyrighted material outside their

 relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the

 conditions stated below. Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10 makes it

 unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

 measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article 11

 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or similar laws

 prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

 circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention is

 effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to the

 covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

 modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's users,

 your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

 technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

 receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

 appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice; keep

 intact all notices stating that this License and any non-permissive terms

 added in accord with section 7 apply to the code; keep intact all notices

 of the absence of any warranty; and give all recipients a copy of this

 License along with the Program.  You may charge any price or no price for

 each copy that you convey, and you may offer support or warranty

 protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

 produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the terms

 of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it,

   and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released

   under this License and any conditions added under section 7. This

   requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to “keep intact all

   notices”.
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to

   anyone who comes into possession of a copy. This License will therefore

   apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms, to the

   whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they are

   packaged. This License gives no permission to license the work in any

   other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have

   separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work

   need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

 works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work, and

 which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program, in or on

 a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an “aggregate” if

 the compilation and its resulting copyright are not used to limit the

 access or legal rights of the compilation's users beyond what the

 individual works permit. Inclusion of a covered work in an aggregate does

 not cause this License to apply to the other parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of

 sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable

 Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these

 ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily

   used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written

   offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you

   offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give

   anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the

   Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is

   covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used

   for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable cost

   of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access to

   copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source. This alternative is
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   allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you received

   the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place

   (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge. You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code. If the place to copy

   the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be on

   a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports

   equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions

   next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.

   Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain

   obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to

   satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you

   inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of

   the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under

   subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

 from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be included

 in conveying the object code work.

 

 A “User Product” is either (1) a “consumer product”, which means any

 tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

 or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

 into a dwelling. In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

 doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage. For a particular

 product received by a particular user, “normally used” refers to a

 typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

 of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

 actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product. A product

 is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

 commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

 the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 “Installation Information” for a User Product means any methods,

 procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

 and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

 a modified version of its Corresponding Source. The information must

 suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

 code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

 modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

 specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as part
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 of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the User

 Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a fixed term

 (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the Corresponding

 Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied by the

 Installation Information. But this requirement does not apply if neither

 you nor any third party retains the ability to install modified object

 code on the User Product (for example, the work has been installed in

 ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

 requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

 for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

 the User Product in which it has been modified or installed. Access

 to a network may be denied when the modification itself materially

 and adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the

 rules and protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided, in

 accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly documented

 (and with an implementation available to the public in source code form),

 and must require no special password or key for unpacking, reading or

 copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 “Additional permissions” are terms that supplement the terms of this

 License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

 Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall be

 treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent that

 they are valid under applicable law. If additional permissions apply only

 to part of the Program, that part may be used separately under those

 permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by this License

 without regard to the additional permissions.  When you convey a copy of

 a covered work, you may at your option remove any additional permissions

 from that copy, or from any part of it. (Additional permissions may be

 written to require their own removal in certain cases when you modify the

 work.) You may place additional permissions on material, added by you to

 a covered work, for which you have or can give appropriate copyright

 permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you add

 to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

 that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
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   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade

   names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material

   by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with

   contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any

   liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those

   licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered “further

 restrictions” within the meaning of section 10. If the Program as you

 received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

 governed by this License along with a term that is a further restriction,

 you may remove that term. If a license document contains a further

 restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this License, you

 may add to a covered work material governed by the terms of that license

 document, provided that the further restriction does not survive such

 relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you must

 place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the additional terms

 that apply to those files, or a notice indicating where to find the

 applicable terms.  Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be

 stated in the form of a separately written license, or stated as

 exceptions; the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

 provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise to propagate or modify

 it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this

 License (including any patent licenses granted under the third paragraph

 of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

 from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

 unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally terminates

 your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder fails to
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 notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to 60 days

 after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated

 permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the violation by some

 reasonable means, this is the first time you have received notice of

 violation of this License (for any work) from that copyright holder, and

 you cure the violation prior to 30 days after your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

 licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

 this License. If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

 reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

 material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run a

 copy of the Program. Ancillary propagation of a covered work occurring

 solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission to receive a

 copy likewise does not require acceptance. However, nothing other than

 this License grants you permission to propagate or modify any covered

 work. These actions infringe copyright if you do not accept this License.

 Therefore, by modifying or propagating a covered work, you indicate your

 acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically receives

 a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and propagate that

 work, subject to this License. You are not responsible for enforcing

 compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An “entity transaction” is a transaction transferring control of an

 organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

 organization, or merging organizations. If propagation of a covered work

 results from an entity transaction, each party to that transaction who

 receives a copy of the work also receives whatever licenses to the work

 the party's predecessor in interest had or could give under the previous

 paragraph, plus a right to possession of the Corresponding Source of the

 work from the predecessor in interest, if the predecessor has it or can

 get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the rights

 granted or affirmed under this License. For example, you may not impose a

 license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of rights granted

 under this License, and you may not initiate litigation (including a

 cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that any patent claim
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 is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing

 the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A “contributor” is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

 License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based. The work

 thus licensed is called the contributor's “contributor version”.

 

 A contributor's “essential patent claims” are all patent claims owned or

 controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or hereafter

 acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted by this

 License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version, but do not

 include claims that would be infringed only as a consequence of further

 modification of the contributor version. For purposes of this definition,

 “control” includes the right to grant patent sublicenses in a manner

 consistent with the requirements of this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

 patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to make,

 use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and propagate

 the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a “patent license” is any express

 agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

 (such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

 sue for patent infringement). To “grant” such a patent license to a party

 means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a patent

 against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license, and

 the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone to copy,

 free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a publicly

 available network server or other readily accessible means, then you must

 either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so available, or (2)

 arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the patent license for this

 particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner consistent with the

 requirements of this License, to extend the patent license to downstream

 recipients. “Knowingly relying” means you have actual knowledge that, but

 for the patent license, your conveying the covered work in a country, or

 your recipient's use of the covered work in a country, would infringe

 one or more identifiable patents in that country that you have reason

 to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

 arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

 covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties receiving

 the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify or convey a
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 specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license you grant is

 automatically extended to all recipients of the covered work and works

 based on it.

 

 A patent license is “discriminatory” if it does not include within the

 scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on

 the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically

 granted under this License. You may not convey a covered work if you are

 a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the business of

 distributing software, under which you make payment to the third party

 based on the extent of your activity of conveying the work, and under

 which the third party grants, to any of the parties who would receive the

 covered work from you, a discriminatory patent license (a) in connection

 with copies of the covered work conveyed by you (or copies made from

 those copies), or (b) primarily for and in connection with specific

 products or compilations that contain the covered work, unless you

 entered into that arrangement, or that patent license was granted, prior

 to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting any

 implied license or other defenses to infringement that may otherwise be

 available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

 otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

 excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot use,

 propagate or convey a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your

 obligations under this License and any other pertinent obligations, then

 as a consequence you may not use, propagate or convey it at all. For

 example, if you agree to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for

 further conveying from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way

 you could satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain

 entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Offering the Program as a Service.

 

 If you make the functionality of the Program or a modified version

 available to third parties as a service, you must make the Service Source

 Code available via network download to everyone at no charge, under the

 terms of this License. Making the functionality of the Program or

 modified version available to third parties as a service includes,

 without limitation, enabling third parties to interact with the

 functionality of the Program or modified version remotely through a

 computer network, offering a service the value of which entirely or

 primarily derives from the value of the Program or modified version, or

 offering a service that accomplishes for users the primary purpose of the
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 Program or modified version.

 

 “Service Source Code” means the Corresponding Source for the Program or

 the modified version, and the Corresponding Source for all programs that

 you use to make the Program or modified version available as a service,

 including, without limitation, management software, user interfaces,

 application program interfaces, automation software, monitoring software,

 backup software, storage software and hosting software, all such that a

 user could run an instance of the service using the Service Source Code

 you make available. 

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 MongoDB, Inc. may publish revised and/or new versions of the Server Side

 Public License from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in

 spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new

 problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

 specifies that a certain numbered version of the Server Side Public

 License “or any later version” applies to it, you have the option of

 following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or of

 any later version published by MongoDB, Inc. If the Program does not

 specify a version number of the Server Side Public License, you may

 choose any version ever published by MongoDB, Inc.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of

 the Server Side Public License can be used, that proxy's public statement

 of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to choose that

 version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different permissions.

 However, no additional obligations are imposed on any author or copyright

 holder as a result of your choosing to follow a later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

 APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

 HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY

 OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

 IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

 ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.
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 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

 WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

 THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING

 ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF

 THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO

 LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU

 OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

 PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided above

 cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms, reviewing

 courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates an absolute

 waiver of all civil liability in connection with the Program, unless a

 warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a copy of the Program in

 return for a fee.

 

                       END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.257 sqlalchemy 1.4.34 
1.257.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2005-2022 SQLAlchemy authors and contributors <see AUTHORS file>.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.258 pcre 8.39 12
1.258.1 Available under license : 

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2019 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2019 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------
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Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2019 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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End

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.259 classgraph 4.8.69 
1.259.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2019 Luke Hutchison

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.260 gnutls 3.6.7-4+deb10u7 
1.260.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for
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you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many
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libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is
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included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.
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   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany
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it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.
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 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by
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the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.
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 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer
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      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.
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 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

      copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

      disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

      with the distribution.

 

   3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

      products derived from this software without specific prior

      written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

====================================================================

Written by Andy Polyakov <appro@fy.chalmers.se> for the OpenSSL

project. The module is, however, dual licensed under OpenSSL and

CRYPTOGAMS licenses depending on where you obtain it. For further

details see https://www.openssl.org/~appro/cryptogams/.

====================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2006-2012, CRYPTOGAMS by <appro@openssl.org>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

     *	Redistributions of source code must retain copyright notices,
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	this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     *	Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

	copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

	disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

	provided with the distribution.

 

     *	Neither the name of the CRYPTOGAMS nor the names of its

	copyright holder and contributors may be used to endorse or

	promote products derived from this software without specific

	prior written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, provided that this notice is retained in full, this

product may be distributed under the terms of the GNU General Public

License (GPL), in which case the provisions of the GPL apply INSTEAD OF

those given above.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

######################################################################

## Constant-time SSSE3 AES core implementation.

## version 0.1

##

## By Mike Hamburg (Stanford University), 2009

## Public domain.

##

## For details see https://shiftleft.org/papers/vector_aes/ and

## https://crypto.stanford.edu/vpaes/.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 1992-2015 by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we
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stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)
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tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.
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 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;
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keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,
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in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any
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tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this
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License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this
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License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or
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modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and
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propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may
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otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any
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author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C)  by Bruce Korb - all rights reserved

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

LICENSING

=========

 

Since GnuTLS version 3.1.10, the core library is released under

the GNU Lesser General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or later

(see doc/COPYING.LESSER for the license terms).
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The GNU LGPL applies to the main GnuTLS library, while the

included applications as well as gnutls-openssl

library are under the GNU GPL version 3.  The gnutls library is

located in the lib/ and libdane/ directories, while the applications

in src/ and, the gnutls-openssl library is at extra/.

 

The documentation in doc/ is under the GNU FDL license 1.3.

 

 

Note, however, that the nettle and the gmp libraries which are

GnuTLS dependencies, they are distributed under a LGPLv3+ or GPLv2+ dual

license. As such binaries linking to them need to adhere to either LGPLv3+

or the GPLv2+ license.

 

For any copyright year range specified as YYYY-ZZZZ in this package

note that the range specifies every single year in that closed interval.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Wrymouth Innovation Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Statement of Purpose

 

The laws of most jurisdictions throughout the world automatically confer exclusive Copyright and Related Rights

(defined below) upon the creator and subsequent owner(s) (each and all, an "owner") of an original work of

authorship and/or a database (each, a "Work").

 

Certain owners wish to permanently relinquish those rights to a Work for the purpose of contributing to a commons

of creative, cultural and scientific works ("Commons") that the public can reliably and without fear of later claims of

infringement build upon, modify, incorporate in other works, reuse and redistribute as freely as possible in any form

whatsoever and for any purposes, including without limitation commercial purposes. These owners may contribute

to the Commons to promote the ideal of a free culture and the further production of creative, cultural and scientific
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works, or to gain reputation or greater distribution for their Work in part through the use and efforts of others.

 

For these and/or other purposes and motivations, and without any expectation of additional consideration or

compensation, the person associating CC0 with a Work (the "Affirmer"), to the extent that he or she is an owner of

Copyright and Related Rights in the Work, voluntarily elects to apply CC0 to the Work and publicly distribute the

Work under its terms, with knowledge of his or her Copyright and Related Rights in the Work and the meaning and

intended legal effect of CC0 on those rights.

 

1. Copyright and Related Rights. A Work made available under CC0 may be protected by copyright and related or

neighboring rights ("Copyright and Related Rights"). Copyright and Related Rights include, but are not limited to,

the following:

 

   the right to reproduce, adapt, distribute, perform, display, communicate, and translate a Work;

   moral rights retained by the original author(s) and/or performer(s);

   publicity and privacy rights pertaining to a person's image or likeness depicted in a Work;

   rights protecting against unfair competition in regards to a Work, subject to the limitations in paragraph 4(a),

below;

   rights protecting the extraction, dissemination, use and reuse of data in a Work;

   database rights (such as those arising under Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of

11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases, and under any national implementation thereof, including any

amended or successor version of such directive); and

   other similar, equivalent or corresponding rights throughout the world based on applicable law or treaty, and any

national implementations thereof.

 

2. Waiver. To the greatest extent permitted by, but not in contravention of, applicable law, Affirmer hereby overtly,

fully, permanently, irrevocably and unconditionally waives, abandons, and surrenders all of Affirmer's Copyright

and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action, whether now known or unknown (including existing

as well as future claims and causes of action), in the Work (i) in all territories worldwide, (ii) for the maximum

duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions), (iii) in any current or future

medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation

commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "Waiver"). Affirmer makes the Waiver for the benefit of each

member of the public at large and to the detriment of Affirmer's heirs and successors, fully intending that such

Waiver shall not be subject to revocation, rescission, cancellation, termination, or any other legal or equitable action

to disrupt the quiet enjoyment of the Work by the public as contemplated by Affirmer's express Statement of

Purpose.

 

3. Public License Fallback. Should any part of the Waiver for any reason be judged legally invalid or ineffective

under applicable law, then the Waiver shall be preserved to the maximum extent permitted taking into account

Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose. In addition, to the extent the Waiver is so judged Affirmer hereby grants to

each affected person a royalty-free, non transferable, non sublicensable, non exclusive, irrevocable and

unconditional license to exercise Affirmer's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work (i) in all territories

worldwide, (ii) for the maximum duration provided by applicable law or treaty (including future time extensions),

(iii) in any current or future medium and for any number of copies, and (iv) for any purpose whatsoever, including

without limitation commercial, advertising or promotional purposes (the "License"). The License shall be deemed

effective as of the date CC0 was applied by Affirmer to the Work. Should any part of the License for any reason be

judged legally invalid or ineffective under applicable law, such partial invalidity or ineffectiveness shall not

invalidate the remainder of the License, and in such case Affirmer hereby affirms that he or she will not (i) exercise

any of his or her remaining Copyright and Related Rights in the Work or (ii) assert any associated claims and causes
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of action with respect to the Work, in either case contrary to Affirmer's express Statement of Purpose.

 

4. Limitations and Disclaimers.

 

   No trademark or patent rights held by Affirmer are waived, abandoned, surrendered, licensed or otherwise affected

by this document.

   Affirmer offers the Work as-is and makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning the Work,

express, implied, statutory or otherwise, including without limitation warranties of title, merchantability, fitness for

a particular purpose, non infringement, or the absence of latent or other defects, accuracy, or the present or absence

of errors, whether or not discoverable, all to the greatest extent permissible under applicable law.

   Affirmer disclaims responsibility for clearing rights of other persons that may apply to the Work or any use

thereof, including without limitation any person's Copyright and Related Rights in the Work. Further, Affirmer

disclaims responsibility for obtaining any necessary consents, permissions or other rights required for any use of the

Work.

   Affirmer understands and acknowledges that Creative Commons is not a party to this document and has no duty or

obligation with respect to this CC0 or use of the Work.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this
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License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A
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"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10
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makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7
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   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord
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   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the
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User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or
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   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)
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provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may
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not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the
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combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),
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EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.261 libnetfilter-conntrack 1.0.5 
1.261.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
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in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of
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running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
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entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
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compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
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integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS
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TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.262 attr 2.4.48 4
1.262.1 Available under license : 

Most components of the "attr" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be
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introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the
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users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
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library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.
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   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
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KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Most components of the "attr" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
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is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
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implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE
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PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:
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   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.263 openssl 1.1.1n 0+deb10u2
1.263.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*
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* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License
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-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
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* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
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POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble

 

The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the
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	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them

   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together
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   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall

neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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				The End

 

1.264 jakarta-mail 1.6.5 
1.264.1 Available under license : 

# Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:

 

     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the
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   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any

   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual
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     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS

 

   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the
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     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay
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   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use
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   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

---

 

##    The GNU General Public License (GPL) Version 2, June 1991
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   Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor

   Boston, MA 02110-1335

   USA

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

   of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

   Preamble

 

   The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to

   share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public License is

   intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to

   make sure the software is free for all its users. This General Public

   License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and

   to any other program whose authors commit to using it. (Some other Free

   Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General

   Public License instead.) You can apply it to your programs, too.

 

   When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price.

   Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you have the

   freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this

   service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

   want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

   free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

   To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone

   to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. These

   restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

   distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

   For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis

   or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that you have.

   You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code.

   And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

   We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

   (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

   distribute and/or modify the software.

 

   Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

   that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

   software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

   want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

   that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

   authors' reputations.

 

   Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents.
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   We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free program will

   individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program

   proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any patent must

   be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

   The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

   modification follow.

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

   0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a

   notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed under

   the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below, refers

   to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program" means

   either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is

   to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it, either

   verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

   (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in the term

   "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

   Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

   covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of running

   the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is

   covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the Program

   (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that

   is true depends on what the Program does.

 

   1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

   code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously

   and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice

   and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to

   this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other

   recipients of the Program a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

   You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

   you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

   2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

   it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and distribute

   such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided

   that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

       a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

       b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

       whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any part

       thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties
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       under the terms of this License.

 

       c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

       when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

       interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

       announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

       that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

       warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

       conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License.

       (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not

       normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program

       is not required to print an announcement.)

 

   These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If

   identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, and

   can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

   themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

   sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you

   distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based on

   the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this

   License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the entire

   whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

   Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

   your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

   exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

   collective works based on the Program.

 

   In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

   with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of a

   storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the

   scope of this License.

 

   3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

   under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

   Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

       a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

       source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1

       and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

       b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

       years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost

       of physically performing source distribution, a complete

       machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

       distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

       customarily used for software interchange; or,
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       c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to

       distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed

       only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the

       program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in

       accord with Subsection b above.)

 

   The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

   making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source code

   means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

   associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

   compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special

   exception, the source code distributed need not include anything that is

   normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

   components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

   which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

   executable.

 

   If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access

   to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy

   the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source

   code, even though third parties are not compelled to copy the source

   along with the object code.

 

   4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

   except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt otherwise

   to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will

   automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties

   who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will

   not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in

   full compliance.

 

   5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

   signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

   distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are

   prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by

   modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and all

   its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the

   Program or works based on it.

 

   6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

   Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

   original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

   these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further restrictions

   on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not

   responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to this License.

 

   7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
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   infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

   conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

   otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

   excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute

   so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this License and

   any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not

   distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent license would

   not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who

   receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then the only way you

   could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from

   distribution of the Program.

 

   If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

   any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

   apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

   circumstances.

 

   It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

   patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

   such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

   integrity of the free software distribution system, which is implemented

   by public license practices. Many people have made generous

   contributions to the wide range of software distributed through that

   system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to

   the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing to distribute

   software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

 

   This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be

   a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

   8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

   certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

   original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may

   add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

   countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries

   not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates the

   limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

   9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

   versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new

   versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

   differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

   Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program

   specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

   later version", you have the option of following the terms and

   conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

   the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version
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   number of this License, you may choose any version ever published by the

   Free Software Foundation.

 

   10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

   programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the

   author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the

   Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we

   sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the

   two goals of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free

   software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

   NO WARRANTY

 

   11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

   WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

   EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

   OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

   EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

   WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE

   ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH

   YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

   12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

   WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

   AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR

   DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL

   DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM

   (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED

   INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF

   THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR

   OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

   If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

   possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

   free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

   To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest to

   attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

   the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

   "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

       One line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.

       Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
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       This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

       it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

       the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

       (at your option) any later version.

 

       This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

       WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

       MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU

       General Public License for more details.

 

       You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

       along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

       Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1335 USA

 

   Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

   If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

   when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

       Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

       Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type

       `show w'. This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute

       it under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

   The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

   appropriate parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands

   you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they

   could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

   You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

   school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

   necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

       Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

       program `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by

       James Hacker.

 

       signature of Ty Coon, 1 April 1989

       Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

   This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

   into proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you

   may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications

   with the library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library

   General Public License instead of this License.

 

---
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## CLASSPATH EXCEPTION

 

   Linking this library statically or dynamically with other modules is

   making a combined work based on this library.  Thus, the terms and

   conditions of the GNU General Public License version 2 cover the whole

   combination.

 

   As a special exception, the copyright holders of this library give you

   permission to link this library with independent modules to produce an

   executable, regardless of the license terms of these independent

   modules, and to copy and distribute the resulting executable under

   terms of your choice, provided that you also meet, for each linked

   independent module, the terms and conditions of the license of that

   module.  An independent module is a module which is not derived from or

   based on this library.  If you modify this library, you may extend this

   exception to your version of the library, but you are not obligated to

   do so.  If you do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement

   from your version.

 

1.265 free-type 2.10.1-2ubuntu0.1 
1.265.1 Available under license : 

                    The FreeType Project LICENSE

                   ----------------------------

 

                           2006-Jan-27

 

                   Copyright 1996-2002, 2006 by

         David Turner, Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg

 

 

 

Introduction

============

 

 The FreeType  Project is distributed in  several archive packages;

 some of them may contain, in addition to the FreeType font engine,

 various tools and  contributions which rely on, or  relate to, the

 FreeType Project.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files found  in such  packages, and

 which do not  fall under their own explicit  license.  The license

 affects  thus  the  FreeType   font  engine,  the  test  programs,

 documentation and makefiles, at the very least.

 

 This  license   was  inspired  by  the  BSD,   Artistic,  and  IJG
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 (Independent JPEG  Group) licenses, which  all encourage inclusion

 and  use of  free  software in  commercial  and freeware  products

 alike.  As a consequence, its main points are that:

 

   o We don't promise that this software works. However, we will be

     interested in any kind of bug reports. (`as is' distribution)

 

   o You can  use this software for whatever you  want, in parts or

     full form, without having to pay us. (`royalty-free' usage)

 

   o You may not pretend that  you wrote this software.  If you use

     it, or  only parts of it,  in a program,  you must acknowledge

     somewhere  in  your  documentation  that  you  have  used  the

     FreeType code. (`credits')

 

 We  specifically  permit  and  encourage  the  inclusion  of  this

 software, with  or without modifications,  in commercial products.

 We  disclaim  all warranties  covering  The  FreeType Project  and

 assume no liability related to The FreeType Project.

 

 

 Finally,  many  people  asked  us  for  a  preferred  form  for  a

 credit/disclaimer to use in compliance with this license.  We thus

 encourage you to use the following text:

 

  """

   Portions of this software are copyright  <year> The FreeType

   Project (www.freetype.org).  All rights reserved.

  """

 

 Please replace <year> with the value from the FreeType version you

 actually use.

 

 

Legal Terms

===========

 

0. Definitions

--------------

 

 Throughout this license,  the terms `package', `FreeType Project',

 and  `FreeType  archive' refer  to  the  set  of files  originally

 distributed  by the  authors  (David Turner,  Robert Wilhelm,  and

 Werner Lemberg) as the `FreeType Project', be they named as alpha,

 beta or final release.

 

 `You' refers to  the licensee, or person using  the project, where

 `using' is a generic term including compiling the project's source
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 code as  well as linking it  to form a  `program' or `executable'.

 This  program is  referred to  as  `a program  using the  FreeType

 engine'.

 

 This  license applies  to all  files distributed  in  the original

 FreeType  Project,   including  all  source   code,  binaries  and

 documentation,  unless  otherwise  stated   in  the  file  in  its

 original, unmodified form as  distributed in the original archive.

 If you are  unsure whether or not a particular  file is covered by

 this license, you must contact us to verify this.

 

 The FreeType  Project is copyright (C) 1996-2000  by David Turner,

 Robert Wilhelm, and Werner Lemberg.  All rights reserved except as

 specified below.

 

1. No Warranty

--------------

 

 THE FREETYPE PROJECT  IS PROVIDED `AS IS' WITHOUT  WARRANTY OF ANY

 KIND, EITHER  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,  INCLUDING, BUT NOT  LIMITED TO,

 WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY   AND  FITNESS  FOR  A  PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE.  IN NO EVENT WILL ANY OF THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE  FOR ANY DAMAGES CAUSED  BY THE USE OR  THE INABILITY TO

 USE, OF THE FREETYPE PROJECT.

 

2. Redistribution

-----------------

 

 This  license  grants  a  worldwide, royalty-free,  perpetual  and

 irrevocable right  and license to use,  execute, perform, compile,

 display,  copy,   create  derivative  works   of,  distribute  and

 sublicense the  FreeType Project (in  both source and  object code

 forms)  and  derivative works  thereof  for  any  purpose; and  to

 authorize others  to exercise  some or all  of the  rights granted

 herein, subject to the following conditions:

 

   o Redistribution of  source code  must retain this  license file

     (`FTL.TXT') unaltered; any  additions, deletions or changes to

     the original  files must be clearly  indicated in accompanying

     documentation.   The  copyright   notices  of  the  unaltered,

     original  files must  be  preserved in  all  copies of  source

     files.

 

   o Redistribution in binary form must provide a  disclaimer  that

     states  that  the software is based in part of the work of the

     FreeType Team,  in  the  distribution  documentation.  We also

     encourage you to put an URL to the FreeType web page  in  your

     documentation, though this isn't mandatory.
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 These conditions  apply to any  software derived from or  based on

 the FreeType Project,  not just the unmodified files.   If you use

 our work, you  must acknowledge us.  However, no  fee need be paid

 to us.

 

3. Advertising

--------------

 

 Neither the  FreeType authors and  contributors nor you  shall use

 the name of the  other for commercial, advertising, or promotional

 purposes without specific prior written permission.

 

 We suggest,  but do not require, that  you use one or  more of the

 following phrases to refer  to this software in your documentation

 or advertising  materials: `FreeType Project',  `FreeType Engine',

 `FreeType library', or `FreeType Distribution'.

 

 As  you have  not signed  this license,  you are  not  required to

 accept  it.   However,  as  the FreeType  Project  is  copyrighted

 material, only  this license, or  another one contracted  with the

 authors, grants you  the right to use, distribute,  and modify it.

 Therefore,  by  using,  distributing,  or modifying  the  FreeType

 Project, you indicate that you understand and accept all the terms

 of this license.

 

4. Contacts

-----------

 

 There are two mailing lists related to FreeType:

 

   o freetype@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses general use and applications of FreeType, as well as

     future and  wanted additions to the  library and distribution.

     If  you are looking  for support,  start in  this list  if you

     haven't found anything to help you in the documentation.

 

   o freetype-devel@nongnu.org

 

     Discusses bugs,  as well  as engine internals,  design issues,

     specific licenses, porting, etc.

 

 Our home page can be found at

 

   https://www.freetype.org
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--- end of FTL.TXT ---

# Files that don't get a copyright, or which are taken from elsewhere.

#

# All lines in this file are patterns, including the comment lines; this

# means that e.g. `FTL.TXT' matches all files that have this string in

# the file name (including the path relative to the current directory,

# always starting with `./').

#

# Don't put empty lines into this file!

#

.gitignore

#

builds/unix/pkg.m4

#

docs/FTL.TXT

docs/GPLv2.TXT

#

include/freetype/internal/fthash.h

#

src/base/fthash.c

src/base/md5.c

src/base/md5.h

#

src/bdf/bdf.c

src/bdf/bdf.h

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.c

src/bdf/bdfdrivr.h

src/bdf/bdferror.h

src/bdf/bdflib.c

src/bdf/module.mk

src/bdf/README

src/bdf/rules.mk

#

src/pcf/module.mk

src/pcf/pcf.c

src/pcf/pcf.h

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.c

src/pcf/pcfdrivr.h

src/pcf/pcferror.h

src/pcf/pcfread.c

src/pcf/pcfread.h

src/pcf/pcfutil.c

src/pcf/pcfutil.h

src/pcf/README

src/pcf/rules.mk

#

src/gzip/adler32.c

src/gzip/infblock.c
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src/gzip/infblock.h

src/gzip/infcodes.c

src/gzip/infcodes.h

src/gzip/inffixed.h

src/gzip/inflate.c

src/gzip/inftrees.c

src/gzip/inftrees.h

src/gzip/infutil.c

src/gzip/infutil.h

src/gzip/zconf.h

src/gzip/zlib.h

src/gzip/zutil.c

src/gzip/zutil.h

#

src/tools/apinames.c

src/tools/ftrandom/ftrandom.c

#

# EOF

 

The  FreeType 2  font  engine is  copyrighted  work and  cannot be  used

legally  without a  software license.   In  order to  make this  project

usable  to a vast  majority of  developers, we  distribute it  under two

mutually exclusive open-source licenses.

 

This means  that *you* must choose  *one* of the  two licenses described

below, then obey  all its terms and conditions when  using FreeType 2 in

any of your projects or products.

 

 - The FreeType License, found in  the file `FTL.TXT', which is similar

   to the original BSD license *with* an advertising clause that forces

   you  to  explicitly cite  the  FreeType  project  in your  product's

   documentation.  All  details are in the license  file.  This license

   is  suited  to products  which  don't  use  the GNU  General  Public

   License.

 

   Note that  this license  is  compatible  to the  GNU General  Public

   License version 3, but not version 2.

 

 - The GNU General Public License version 2, found in  `GPLv2.TXT' (any

   later version can be used  also), for programs which already use the

   GPL.  Note  that the  FTL is  incompatible  with  GPLv2 due  to  its

   advertisement clause.

 

The contributed BDF and PCF drivers  come with a license similar to that

of the X Window System.  It is compatible to the above two licenses (see

file src/bdf/README and  src/pcf/README).  The same holds  for the files

`fthash.c' and  `fthash.h'; their  code was  part of  the BDF  driver in

earlier FreeType versions.
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The gzip module uses the zlib license (see src/gzip/zlib.h) which too is

compatible to the above two licenses.

 

The MD5 checksum support (only used for debugging in development builds)

is in the public domain.

 

 

--- end of LICENSE.TXT ---

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
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you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
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may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.266 open-ldap 2.4.58 
1.266.1 Available under license : 

/******************************************************************************

*

* Copyright (C) 2000 Pierangelo Masarati, <ando@sys-net.it>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose

* on any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

* to the following restrictions:

*

* 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

* software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

*

* 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

* explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

* credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

* misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

* ever read sources, credits should appear in the documentation.

*

* 4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

*

******************************************************************************/

Copyright 2011-2020 Howard Chu, Symas Corp.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.
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A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

Copyright 1998-2021 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.

 

See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

 

---

NeoSoft Tcl client extensions to Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.

 

Copyright (c) 1998-1999 NeoSoft, Inc. 

All Rights Reserved.

 

This software may be used, modified, copied, distributed, and sold,

in both source and binary form provided that these copyrights are

retained and their terms are followed.

 

Under no circumstances are the authors or NeoSoft Inc. responsible

for the proper functioning of this software, nor do the authors

assume any liability for damages incurred with its use.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to NeoSoft, Inc.

 

NeoSoft, Inc. may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission. This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

 

Requests for permission may be sent to NeoSoft Inc, 1770 St. James Place,

Suite 500, Houston, TX, 77056.

Copyright 1998-2021 The OpenLDAP Foundation.  All rights reserved.

 

COPYING RESTRICTIONS APPLY.
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See COPYRIGHT and LICENSE files in the top-level directory of this

distribution (i.e., ../../COPYRIGHT and ../../LICENSE, respectively).

Copyright 1998-2021 The OpenLDAP Foundation

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

A copy of this license is available in the file LICENSE in the

top-level directory of the distribution or, alternatively, at

<http://www.OpenLDAP.org/license.html>.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Individual files and/or contributed packages may be copyright by

other parties and/or subject to additional restrictions.

 

This work is derived from the University of Michigan LDAP v3.3

distribution.  Information concerning this software is available

at <http://www.umich.edu/~dirsvcs/ldap/ldap.html>.

 

This work also contains materials derived from public sources.

 

Additional information about OpenLDAP can be obtained at

<http://www.openldap.org/>.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1998-2012 Kurt D. Zeilenga.

Portions Copyright 1998-2006 Net Boolean Incorporated.

Portions Copyright 2001-2006 IBM Corporation.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted only as authorized by the OpenLDAP

Public License.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Howard Y.H. Chu.

Portions Copyright 1999-2008 Symas Corporation.

Portions Copyright 1998-2003 Hallvard B. Furuseth.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Gavin Henry.

Portions Copyright 2007-2011 Suretec Systems Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that this notice is preserved.

The names of the copyright holders may not be used to endorse or

promote products derived from this software without their specific

prior written permission.  This software is provided ``as is''

without express or implied warranty.

 

---

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1992-1996 Regents of the University of Michigan.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms are permitted

provided that this notice is preserved and that due credit is given

to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor.  The name of the

University may not be used to endorse or promote products derived

from this software without specific prior written permission.  This

software is provided ``as is'' without express or implied warranty.

The OpenLDAP Public License

 Version 2.8, 17 August 2003

 

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation

("Software"), with or without modification, are permitted provided

that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions in source form must retain copyright statements

  and notices,

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce applicable copyright

  statements and notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution, and

 

3. Redistributions must contain a verbatim copy of this document.

 

The OpenLDAP Foundation may revise this license from time to time.

Each revision is distinguished by a version number.  You may use

this Software under terms of this license revision or under the

terms of any subsequent revision of the license.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION AND ITS

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE OPENLDAP FOUNDATION, ITS CONTRIBUTORS, OR THE AUTHOR(S)

OR OWNER(S) OF THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER
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CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The names of the authors and copyright holders must not be used in

advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealing

in this Software without specific, written prior permission.  Title

to copyright in this Software shall at all times remain with copyright

holders.

 

OpenLDAP is a registered trademark of the OpenLDAP Foundation.

 

Copyright 1999-2003 The OpenLDAP Foundation, Redwood City,

California, USA.  All Rights Reserved.  Permission to copy and

distribute verbatim copies of this document is granted.

 

1.267 libevent 2.1.12 
1.267.1 Available under license : 

CMake - Cross Platform Makefile Generator

Copyright 2000-2013 Kitware, Inc.

Copyright 2000-2011 Insight Software Consortium

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the names of Kitware, Inc., the Insight Software Consortium,

 nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or promote

 products derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The above copyright and license notice applies to distributions of

CMake in source and binary form.  Some source files contain additional

notices of original copyright by their contributors; see each source

for details.  Third-party software packages supplied with CMake under

compatible licenses provide their own copyright notices documented in

corresponding subdirectories.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

CMake was initially developed by Kitware with the following sponsorship:

 

* National Library of Medicine at the National Institutes of Health

  as part of the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK).

 

* US National Labs (Los Alamos, Livermore, Sandia) ASC Parallel

  Visualization Initiative.

 

* National Alliance for Medical Image Computing (NAMIC) is funded by the

  National Institutes of Health through the NIH Roadmap for Medical Research,

  Grant U54 EB005149.

 

* Kitware, Inc.

Libevent is available for use under the following license, commonly known

as the 3-clause (or "modified") BSD license:

 

==============================

Copyright (c) 2000-2007 Niels Provos <provos@citi.umich.edu>

Copyright (c) 2007-2012 Niels Provos and Nick Mathewson

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

==============================

 

Portions of Libevent are based on works by others, also made available by

them under the three-clause BSD license above.  The copyright notices are

available in the corresponding source files; the license is as above.  Here's

a list:

 

log.c:

  Copyright (c) 2000 Dug Song <dugsong@monkey.org>

  Copyright (c) 1993 The Regents of the University of California.

 

strlcpy.c:

  Copyright (c) 1998 Todd C. Miller <Todd.Miller@courtesan.com>

 

win32select.c:

  Copyright (c) 2003 Michael A. Davis <mike@datanerds.net>

 

evport.c:

  Copyright (c) 2007 Sun Microsystems

 

ht-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2002 Christopher Clark

 

minheap-internal.h:

  Copyright (c) 2006 Maxim Yegorushkin <maxim.yegorushkin@gmail.com>

 

==============================

 

The arc4module is available under the following, sometimes called the

"OpenBSD" license:

 

  Copyright (c) 1996, David Mazieres <dm@uun.org>

  Copyright (c) 2008, Damien Miller <djm@openbsd.org>

 

  Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

  purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

  copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.
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  THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

  WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

  ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

  WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

  ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

  OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

==============================

 

The Windows timer code is based on code from libutp, which is

distributed under this license, sometimes called the "MIT" license.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2010 BitTorrent, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.268 chardet 3.0.4 
1.268.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
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rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
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straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
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   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
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under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
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the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
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conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is
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safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.269 luxon 1.25.1 
1.269.1 Available under license : 

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is
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   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.270 nlohmann-json 3.9.1 
1.270.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <https://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if
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you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.
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 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an
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implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under
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the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This
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   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and
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   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as
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part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or
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   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your
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license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the
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rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.
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 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,
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section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD
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PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/why-not-lgpl.html>.

amalgamate.py - Amalgamate C source and header files

Copyright (c) 2012, Erik Edlund <erik.edlund@32767.se>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of Erik Edlund, nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License
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Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Niels Lohmann

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

#

# When adding J Random Contributor's name to this file,

# either J's name or J's organization's name should be

# added to the AUTHORS file, depending on whether the

# individual or corporate CLA was used.

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

#

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Albert Pretorius <pretoalb@gmail.com>

Arne Beer <arne@twobeer.de>

Billy Robert O'Neal III <billy.oneal@gmail.com> <bion@microsoft.com>

Chris Kennelly <ckennelly@google.com> <ckennelly@ckennelly.com>

Christopher Seymour <chris.j.seymour@hotmail.com>
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David Coeurjolly <david.coeurjolly@liris.cnrs.fr>

Deniz Evrenci <denizevrenci@gmail.com>

Dominic Hamon <dma@stripysock.com> <dominic@google.com>

Dominik Czarnota <dominik.b.czarnota@gmail.com>

Eric Fiselier <eric@efcs.ca>

Eugene Zhuk <eugene.zhuk@gmail.com>

Evgeny Safronov <division494@gmail.com>

Felix Homann <linuxaudio@showlabor.de>

Ismael Jimenez Martinez <ismael.jimenez.martinez@gmail.com>

Jern-Kuan Leong <jernkuan@gmail.com>

JianXiong Zhou <zhoujianxiong2@gmail.com>

Joao Paulo Magalhaes <joaoppmagalhaes@gmail.com>

John Millikin <jmillikin@stripe.com>

Jussi Knuuttila <jussi.knuuttila@gmail.com>

Kai Wolf <kai.wolf@gmail.com>

Kishan Kumar <kumar.kishan@outlook.com>

Kaito Udagawa <umireon@gmail.com>

Lei Xu <eddyxu@gmail.com>

Matt Clarkson <mattyclarkson@gmail.com>

Maxim Vafin <maxvafin@gmail.com>

Nick Hutchinson <nshutchinson@gmail.com>

Oleksandr Sochka <sasha.sochka@gmail.com>

Pascal Leroy <phl@google.com>

Paul Redmond <paul.redmond@gmail.com>

Pierre Phaneuf <pphaneuf@google.com>

Radoslav Yovchev <radoslav.tm@gmail.com>

Raul Marin <rmrodriguez@cartodb.com>

Ray Glover <ray.glover@uk.ibm.com>

Robert Guo <robert.guo@mongodb.com>

Roman Lebedev <lebedev.ri@gmail.com>

Shuo Chen <chenshuo@chenshuo.com>

Tobias Ulvgrd <tobias.ulvgard@dirac.se>

Tom Madams <tom.ej.madams@gmail.com> <tmadams@google.com>

Yixuan Qiu <yixuanq@gmail.com>

Yusuke Suzuki <utatane.tea@gmail.com>

Zbigniew Skowron <zbychs@gmail.com>

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2019 Viktor Kirilov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# License

 

<img align="right" src="http://opensource.org/trademarks/opensource/OSI-Approved-License-100x137.png">

 

The class is licensed under the [MIT License](http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT):

 

Copyright &copy; 2013-2020 [Niels Lohmann](http://nlohmann.me)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the Software), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED AS IS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

* * *

 

The class contains the UTF-8 Decoder from Bjoern Hoehrmann which is licensed under the [MIT

License](http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT) (see above). Copyright &copy; 2008-2009 [Bjrn

Hoehrmann](http://bjoern.hoehrmann.de/) <bjoern@hoehrmann.de>

 

The class contains a slightly modified version of the Grisu2 algorithm from Florian Loitsch which is licensed under

the [MIT License](http://opensource.org/licenses/MIT) (see above). Copyright &copy; 2009 [Florian

Loitsch](http://florian.loitsch.com/)

 

The class contains a copy of [Hedley](https://nemequ.github.io/hedley/) from Evan Nemerson which is licensed as

[CC0-1.0](http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/).

cpplint.py and its corresponding unit tests are Copyright (C) 2009 Google Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2020 Niels Lohmann

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.271 cglib 3.3.0 
1.271.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.272 acpid 2.0.11 
1.272.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.273 bzip2 1.0.8 2
1.273.1 Available under license : 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2019 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, jseward@acm.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.8 of 13 July 2019

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.274 libdrm 2.4.45 
1.274.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.275 openssl 1.1.1d 
1.275.1 Available under license : 

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*
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* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.
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*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA

                         02111-1307, USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

 

 

			 The "Artistic License"

 

				Preamble
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The intent of this document is to state the conditions under which a

Package may be copied, such that the Copyright Holder maintains some

semblance of artistic control over the development of the package,

while giving the users of the package the right to use and distribute

the Package in a more-or-less customary fashion, plus the right to make

reasonable modifications.

 

Definitions:

 

	"Package" refers to the collection of files distributed by the

	Copyright Holder, and derivatives of that collection of files

	created through textual modification.

 

	"Standard Version" refers to such a Package if it has not been

	modified, or has been modified in accordance with the wishes

	of the Copyright Holder as specified below.

 

	"Copyright Holder" is whoever is named in the copyright or

	copyrights for the package.

 

	"You" is you, if you're thinking about copying or distributing

	this Package.

 

	"Reasonable copying fee" is whatever you can justify on the

	basis of media cost, duplication charges, time of people involved,

	and so on.  (You will not be required to justify it to the

	Copyright Holder, but only to the computing community at large

	as a market that must bear the fee.)

 

	"Freely Available" means that no fee is charged for the item

	itself, though there may be fees involved in handling the item.

	It also means that recipients of the item may redistribute it

	under the same conditions they received it.

 

1. You may make and give away verbatim copies of the source form of the

Standard Version of this Package without restriction, provided that you

duplicate all of the original copyright notices and associated disclaimers.

 

2. You may apply bug fixes, portability fixes and other modifications

derived from the Public Domain or from the Copyright Holder.  A Package

modified in such a way shall still be considered the Standard Version.

 

3. You may otherwise modify your copy of this Package in any way, provided

that you insert a prominent notice in each changed file stating how and

when you changed that file, and provided that you do at least ONE of the

following:

 

   a) place your modifications in the Public Domain or otherwise make them
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   Freely Available, such as by posting said modifications to Usenet or

   an equivalent medium, or placing the modifications on a major archive

   site such as uunet.uu.net, or by allowing the Copyright Holder to include

   your modifications in the Standard Version of the Package.

 

   b) use the modified Package only within your corporation or organization.

 

   c) rename any non-standard executables so the names do not conflict

   with standard executables, which must also be provided, and provide

   a separate manual page for each non-standard executable that clearly

   documents how it differs from the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

4. You may distribute the programs of this Package in object code or

executable form, provided that you do at least ONE of the following:

 

   a) distribute a Standard Version of the executables and library files,

   together with instructions (in the manual page or equivalent) on where

   to get the Standard Version.

 

   b) accompany the distribution with the machine-readable source of

   the Package with your modifications.

 

   c) give non-standard executables non-standard names, and clearly

   document the differences in manual pages (or equivalent), together

   with instructions on where to get the Standard Version.

 

   d) make other distribution arrangements with the Copyright Holder.

 

5. You may charge a reasonable copying fee for any distribution of this

Package.  You may charge any fee you choose for support of this

Package.  You may not charge a fee for this Package itself.  However,

you may distribute this Package in aggregate with other (possibly

commercial) programs as part of a larger (possibly commercial) software

distribution provided that you do not advertise this Package as a

product of your own.  You may embed this Package's interpreter within

an executable of yours (by linking); this shall be construed as a mere

form of aggregation, provided that the complete Standard Version of the

interpreter is so embedded.

 

6. The scripts and library files supplied as input to or produced as

output from the programs of this Package do not automatically fall

under the copyright of this Package, but belong to whoever generated

them, and may be sold commercially, and may be aggregated with this

Package.  If such scripts or library files are aggregated with this

Package via the so-called "undump" or "unexec" methods of producing a

binary executable image, then distribution of such an image shall
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neither be construed as a distribution of this Package nor shall it

fall under the restrictions of Paragraphs 3 and 4, provided that you do

not represent such an executable image as a Standard Version of this

Package.

 

7. C subroutines (or comparably compiled subroutines in other

languages) supplied by you and linked into this Package in order to

emulate subroutines and variables of the language defined by this

Package shall not be considered part of this Package, but are the

equivalent of input as in Paragraph 6, provided these subroutines do

not change the language in any way that would cause it to fail the

regression tests for the language.

 

8. Aggregation of this Package with a commercial distribution is always

permitted provided that the use of this Package is embedded; that is,

when no overt attempt is made to make this Package's interfaces visible

to the end user of the commercial distribution.  Such use shall not be

construed as a distribution of this Package.

 

9. The name of the Copyright Holder may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

10. THIS PACKAGE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

				The End

 

1.276 cryptsetup 1.7.2 
1.276.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must
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be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
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the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The
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threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
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rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

-----

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give

permission to link the code of portions of this program with the

OpenSSL library under certain conditions as described in each

individual source file, and distribute linked combinations

including the two.

 

You must obey the GNU Lesser General Public License in all respects

for all of the code used other than OpenSSL.  If you modify

file(s) with this exception, you may extend this exception to your

version of the file(s), but you are not obligated to do so.  If you

do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your

version.  If you delete this exception statement from all source

files in the program, then also delete it here.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
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Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
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 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made
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generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
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REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
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   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

-----

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders give

permission to link the code of portions of this program with the

OpenSSL library under certain conditions as described in each

individual source file, and distribute linked combinations

including the two.

 

You must obey the GNU General Public License in all respects

for all of the code used other than OpenSSL.  If you modify

file(s) with this exception, you may extend this exception to your

version of the file(s), but you are not obligated to do so.  If you

do not wish to do so, delete this exception statement from your

version.  If you delete this exception statement from all source

files in the program, then also delete it here.

 

1.277 cyrus-sasl 2.1.27+dfsg-2ubuntu0.1 
1.277.1 Available under license : 

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski
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*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1998-2003 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

*      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890

*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an DES implementation written by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au).

The implementation was written so as to conform with MIT's libdes.

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions
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apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

as the author of that the SSL library.  This can be in the form of a textual

message at program startup or in documentation (online or textual) provided

with the package.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@mincom.oz.au)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publically available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distrubution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

/* CMU libsasl

* Tim Martin

* Rob Earhart

* Rob Siemborski

*/

/*
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* Copyright (c) 2001 Carnegie Mellon University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. The name "Carnegie Mellon University" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For permission or any other legal

*    details, please contact 

*      Office of Technology Transfer

*      Carnegie Mellon University

*      5000 Forbes Avenue

*      Pittsburgh, PA  15213-3890

*      (412) 268-4387, fax: (412) 268-7395

*      tech-transfer@andrew.cmu.edu

*

* 4. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by Computing Services

*     at Carnegie Mellon University (http://www.cmu.edu/computing/)."

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/

 

1.278 netty-handler 4.1.51.Final 
1.278.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*
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* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License, version

* 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with the

* License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/FlowControlHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2018 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslTlsv13X509ExtendedTrustManager.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ExtendedOpenSslSession.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DefaultOpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterial.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCachingX509KeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SignatureAlgorithmConverter.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2011 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/AbstractTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2019 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509KeyManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/TrustManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleKeyManagerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/DynamicAddressConnectHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/KeyManagerFactoryWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslPrivateKeyMethod.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PseudoRandomFunction.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslMasterKeyHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/ChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/TrafficCounter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/package-info.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemPrivateKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemX509Certificate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flow/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemEncoded.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemValue.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/X509TrustManagerWrapper.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java8SslUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslCertificateException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ReferenceCountedOpenSslContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/flush/FlushConsolidationHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-
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jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/DelegatingSslContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslKeyMaterialManager.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2017 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/OcspClientHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ocsp/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/AbstractSniHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslCloseCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Conscrypt.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniCompletionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OptionalSslHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslClientHelloHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ConscryptAlpnSslEngine.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

// Try the OpenJDK's proprietary implementation.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SelfSignedCertificate.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficShapingHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeCompletionEvent.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the
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* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolAccessor.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionTicketKey.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNames.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslJavaxX509Certificate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContextBuilder.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ClientAuth.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiationHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LoggingHandler.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/NotSslRecordException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedFile.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioStream.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/LogLevel.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedWriteHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedInput.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/TimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleStateEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutException.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/IdleState.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/WriteTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/timeout/ReadTimeoutHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/stream/ChunkedNioFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

# version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

# with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

#   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

# distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-jar/META-

INF/native-image/io.netty/handler/native-image.properties
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2020 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/address/ResolveAddressHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/logging/ByteBufFormat.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslHandshakeTimeoutException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/InsecureTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/PemReader.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkBaseApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SniHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslX509Certificate.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/Java7SslParametersUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionStats.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SupportedCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyNpnSslEngine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngineMap.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/SimpleTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/traffic/GlobalChannelTrafficCounter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/BouncyCastleSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslClientContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteConverter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslSessionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/CipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslEngine.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslEngine.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/RuleBasedIpFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkAlpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslServerContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkDefaultApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslProvider.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/IdentityCipherSuiteFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/OpenJdkSelfSignedCertGenerator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/ThreadLocalInsecureRandom.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolConfig.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/UniqueIpFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslServerSessionContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/ApplicationProtocolUtil.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpSubnetFilterRule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRule.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSslNpnApplicationProtocolNegotiator.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/SslUtils.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/IpFilterRuleType.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ipfilter/AbstractRemoteAddressFilter.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JdkSslClientContext.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/util/FingerprintTrustManagerFactory.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/OpenSsl.java
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* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1072948687_1595240769.66/0/netty-handler-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/ssl/JettyAlpnSslEngine.java

 

1.279 urllib3 1.26.6-1.ph1 
1.279.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.280 spring-boot 2.3.3.RELEASE 
1.280.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2012-2013 the original author or authors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Spring Boot ${version}

Copyright (c) 2012-2020 Pivotal, Inc.
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This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes
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     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You
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     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,
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     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

open_source_licenses.txt

 

Spring Boot CLI

==================================================================

 

Pivotal makes available all content in this download ("Content").

Unless otherwise indicated below, the Content is provided to you under

the terms and conditions of the Apache License 2.0 (the "License"). A

copy of the license is available in the file called LICENSE.txt or you

may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to various open

source software packages (or portions thereof) that are distributed with

this content.

 

 

=================================================================

TABLE OF CONTENTS

=================================================================

 

 

The following is a listing of the open source components detailed in this

document.  This list is provided for your convenience; please read further if

you wish to review the copyright notice(s) and the full text of the license

associated with each component.

 

 

SECTION 1: BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES

 

  >>> JLine (jline:jline)

  >>> JOpt Simple (net.sf.jopt-simple:jopt-simple)

  >>> ASM 4.0 (org.ow2.asm:asm)
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SECTION 2: Apache License, V2.0

 

  >>> JSON library from Android SDK (com.vaadin.external.google:android-json)

  >>> Apache Commons Codec (commons-codec:commons-codec)

  >>> Apache HttpClient (org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient)

  >>> Apache HttpCore (org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore)

  >>> Plexus Cipher: encryption/decryption Component (org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher)

  >>> Plexus Security Dispatcher Component (org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher)

  >>> Apache Commons Logging (commons-logging:commons-logging)

  >>> Apache Groovy (org.codehaus.groovy:groovy)

  >>> Maven Aether Provider (org.apache.maven:maven-aether-provider)

  >>> Maven Model (org.apache.maven:maven-model)

  >>> Maven Model Builder (org.apache.maven:maven-model-builder)

  >>> Maven Repository Metadata Model (org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata)

  >>> Maven Settings (org.apache.maven:maven-settings)

  >>> Maven Settings Builder (org.apache.maven:maven-settings-builder)

  >>> Plexus :: Component Annotations (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-annotations)

  >>> Plexus Common Utilities (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-utils)

  >>> Plexus Component API (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-api)

  >>> Plexus Interpolation API (org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-interpolation)

 

 

SECTION 3: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0

 

  >>> Aether API (org.eclipse.aether:aether-api)

  >>> Aether Connector Basic (org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-basic)

  >>> Aether Implementation (org.eclipse.aether:aether-impl)

  >>> Aether SPI (org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi)

  >>> Aether Transport File (org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-file)

  >>> Aether Transport HTTP (org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-http)

  >>> Aether Utilities (org.eclipse.aether:aether-util)

 

 

 

--------------- SECTION 1:  BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES ----------

 

BSD-STYLE, MIT-STYLE, OR SIMILAR STYLE LICENSES are applicable to the following component(s).

 

 

>>> JLine (jline:jline)

 

Copyright (c) 2002-2006, Marc Prud'hommeaux <mwp1@cornell.edu>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or

without modification, are permitted provided that the following
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conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

the distribution.

 

Neither the name of JLine nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

>>> net.sf.jopt-simple:jopt-simple:4.5

 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) <year> <copyright holders>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE
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AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

>>> org.ow2.asm:asm

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

--------------- SECTION 2: Apache License, V2.0 ----------

 

Apache License, V2.0 is applicable to the following component(s).

 

 

>>> org.apache.httpcomponents:httpclient

>>> org.apache.httpcomponents:httpcore

>>> org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-cipher
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>>> org.sonatype.plexus:plexus-sec-dispatcher

>>> commons-logging:commons-logging

>>> org.codehaus.groovy:groovy

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-aether-provider

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-model

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-model-builder

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-repository-metadata

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-settings

>>> org.apache.maven:maven-settings-builder

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-annotations

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-utils

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-component-api

>>> org.codehaus.plexus:plexus-interpolation

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License

 

>>> CGLIB 3.0 (cglib:cglib:3.0):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://sourceforge.net/projects/cglib/files/cglib3/3.0/cglib-3.0.jar/download,

CGLIB 3.0 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

--------------- SECTION 3: Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 ----------

 

Eclipse Public License, Version 1.0 is applicable to the following component(s).

 

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-api

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-connector-basic

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-impl

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-spi

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-file

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-transport-http

>>> org.eclipse.aether:aether-util

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in ("Content").

Unless otherwise  indicated below, the Content is provided to you under the terms
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and conditions  of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL").  A copy of the

EPL is available  at https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html.

 

For purposes of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.

 

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the

Content is  being redistributed by another party ("Redistributor") and different

terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the Content.

Check the Redistributor's license that was provided with the Content.  If no such

license exists, contact the Redistributor.  Unless otherwise indicated below, the

terms and conditions of the EPL still apply to any source code in the Content and

such source code may be obtained at https://www.eclipse.org/

 

 

 

===========================================================================

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-boot,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to:

 

   Pivotal, Inc., 875 Howard St,

   San Francisco, CA 94103

   United States of America

 

or email info@pivotal.io.  All such requests should clearly specify:

 

   OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST

   Attention General Counsel

[legal]

= Legal

 

{spring-boot-version}

 

Copyright &#169; 2012-2020

 

Copies of this document may be made for your own use and for distribution to

others, provided that you do not charge any fee for such copies and further

provided that each copy contains this Copyright Notice, whether distributed in

print or electronically.
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1.281 util-linux 2.33.1 0.1
1.281.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: util-linux

Upstream-Contact: util-linux@vger.kernel.org

Source: https://www.kernel.org/pub/linux/utils/util-linux/

 

Files: *

Copyright:      Michal Luscon <mluscon@redhat.com>

          1986 Gary S. Brown

          1990 Gordon Irlam (gordoni@cs.ua.oz.au)

          1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds

          1991-2004 Miquel van Smoorenburg

          1992  A. V. Le Blanc (LeBlanc@mcc.ac.uk)

          1992-1997 Michael K. Johnson, johnsonm@redhat.com

          1993, 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002,

                2003, 2004, 2005, 2008 Theodore Ts'o <tytso@mit.edu>

          1994 Kevin E. Martin (martin@cs.unc.edu)

          1994 Salvatore Valente <svalente@mit.edu>

          1994,1996 Alessandro Rubini (rubini@ipvvis.unipv.it)

          1994-2005 Jeff Tranter (tranter@pobox.com)

          1995, 1999, 2000 Andries E. Brouwer <aeb@cwi.nl>

          1997-2005 Frodo Looijaard <frodo@frodo.looijaard.name>

          1998 Danek Duvall <duvall@alumni.princeton.edu>

          1999 Andreas Dilger

          1999-2002 Transmeta Corporation

          1999, 2000, 2002-2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2014 Red Hat, Inc.

          2000 Werner Almesberger

          2004-2006 Michael Holzt, kju -at- fqdn.org

          2005 Adrian Bunk

          2007-2014 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

          2007, 2011 SuSE LINUX Products GmbH

          2008 Cai Qian <qcai@redhat.com>

          2008 Hayden A. James (hayden.james@gmail.com)

          2008 James Youngman <jay@gnu.org>

          2008 Roy Peled, the.roy.peled  -at-  gmail.com

          2009 Mikhail Gusarov <dottedmag@dottedmag.net>

          2010, 2011, 2012 Davidlohr Bueso <dave@gnu.org>

          2010 Jason Borden <jborden@bluehost.com>A

          2010 Hajime Taira <htaira@redhat.com>

          2010 Masatake Yamato <yamato@redhat.com>

          2011 IBM Corp.

          2012 Andy Lutomirski <luto@amacapital.net>

          2012 Lennart Poettering

          2012 Sami Kerola <kerolasa@iki.fi>

          2012 Cody Maloney <cmaloney@theoreticalchaos.com>
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          2012 Werner Fink <werner@suse.de>

          2013,2014 Ondrej Oprala <ooprala@redhat.com>

License: GPL-2+

 

Files: schedutils/ionice.c

Copyright: 2005 Jens Axboe <jens@axboe.dk>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: schedutils/chrt.c

      schedutils/taskset.c

Copyright: 2004 Robert Love <rml@tech9.net>

          2010 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: disk-utils/raw.c

Copyright: 1999, 2000, Red Hat Software

License: GPL-2

 

Files: sys-utils/nsenter.c

Copyright: 2012-2013 Eric Biederman <ebiederm@xmission.com>

License: GPL-2

 

Files: disk-utils/mkfs.minix.c

      disk-utils/mkswap.c

Copyright: 1991, 1992 Linus Torvalds

License: GPL-2

 

Files: lib/at.c

      lib/blkdev.c

      lib/loopdev.c

      lib/sysfs.c

      lib/ttyutils.c

      lib/xgetpass.c

      misc-utils/mcookie.c

      sys-utils/setsid.c

      text-utils/line.c

Copyright: n/a

License: public-domain

 

Files: login-utils/vipw.c

      misc-utils/cal.c

      misc-utils/kill.c

      misc-utils/logger.c

      misc-utils/look.c

      misc-utils/whereis.c

      sys-utils/renice.c

      term-utils/mesg.c

      term-utils/script.c
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      term-utils/ttymsg.c

      term-utils/wall.c

      term-utils/write.c

      text-utils/col.c

      text-utils/colcrt.c

      text-utils/colrm.c

      text-utils/column.c

      text-utils/hexdump.c

      text-utils/hexdump.h

      text-utils/hexdump-conv.c

      text-utils/hexdump-display.c

      text-utils/hexdump-parse.c

      text-utils/rev.c

      text-utils/ul.c

Copyright: 1980, 1983, 1987, 1988, 1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993, 1994

               The Regents of the University of California

          2014 Sami Kerola <kerolasa@iki.fi>

          2014 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: BSD-4-clause

 

Files: text-utils/tailf.c

Copyright: 1996, 2003 Rickard E. Faith (faith@acm.org)

License: MIT

 

Files: sys-utils/flock.c

Copyright: 2003-2005 H. Peter Anvin

License: MIT

 

Files: text-utils/pg.c

Copyright: 2000-2001 Gunnar Ritter

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: login-utils/last-deprecated.c

Copyright: 1987 Regents of the University of California

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: login-utils/login.c

Copyright: 1980, 1987, 1988 The Regents of the University of California.

          2011 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: BSD-2-clause

 

Files: login-utils/logindefs.c

Copyright: 2003, 2004, 2005 Thorsten Kukuk

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: libuuid/*

      libuuid/src/*

      libuuid/man/*
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Copyright: 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2007 Theodore Ts'o.

          1999 Andreas Dilger (adilger@enel.ucalgary.ca)

License: BSD-3-clause

 

Files: lib/procutils.c

      include/xalloc.h

Copyright: 2010, 2011 Davidlohr Bueso <dave@gnu.org>

License: LGPL-2+

 

Files: */colors.*

Copyright: 2012 Ondrej Oprala <ooprala@redhat.com>

          2012-2014 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: LGPL-2+

 

Files: login-utils/setpwnam.h

      login-utils/setpwnam.c

Copyright: 1994 Martin Schulze <joey@infodrom.north.de>

          1994 Salvatore Valente <svalente@mit.edu>

License: LGPL-2+

 

Files: libfdisk/*

      libfdisk/src/*

Copyright: 2007-2013 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

          2012 Davidlohr Bueso <dave@gnu.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: lib/cpuset.c

      */match.*

      lib/canonicalize.c

      include/at.h

Copyright: 2008-2009, 2010, 2011, 2012 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: */mbsalign.*

Copyright: 2009-2010 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

          2010-2013 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: */readutmp.*

Copyright: 1992-2007, 2009-2014 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

License: GPL-3+

 

Files: */timeutils.*

Copyright: 2010 Lennart Poettering

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: include/list.h

Copyright: 2008 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>
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          1999-2008 by Theodore Ts'o

License: LGPL

 

Files: libblkid/*

      libblkid/src/*

      libblkid/samples/*

      libblkid/src/partitions/*

      libblkid/src/superblocks/*

      libblkid/src/topology/*

Copyright: 1999, 2001 Andries Brouwer

          1995, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004

              Theodore Ts'o.

          2001 Andreas Dilger (adilger@turbolinux.com)

          2004-2008 Kay Sievers <kay.sievers@vrfy.org>

          2008-2013 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

          2009 Bastian Friedrich <bastian.friedrich@collax.com>

          2009 Corentin Chary <corentincj@iksaif.net>

          2009 Mike Hommey <mh@glandium.org>

          2009 Red Hat, Inc.

          2009-2010 Andreas Dilger <adilger@sun.com>

          2010 Andrew Nayenko <resver@gmail.com>

          2010 Jeroen Oortwijn <oortwijn@gmail.com>

          2010 Jiro SEKIBA <jir@unicus.jp>

          2011 Philipp Marek <philipp.marek@linbit.com>

          2012 Milan Broz <mbroz@redhat.com>

          2013 Alejandro Martinez Ruiz <alex@nowcomputing.com>

          2013 Eric Sandeen <sandeen@redhat.com>

          2013 Rolf Fokkens <rolf@fokkens.nl>

          2013 Zeeshan Ali (Khattak) <zeeshanak@gnome.org>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: include/cpuset.h

      lib/randutils.c

Copyright: *unknown*

License: LGPL

 

Files: misc-utils/blkid.c

Copyright: 2001 Andreas Dilger

License: LGPL

 

Files: libmount/*

      libmount/src/*

Copyright: 2008-2012 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

License: LGPL-2.1+

 

Files: libmount/python/*

Copyright: 2013, Red Hat, Inc.

License: LGPL-3+
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Files: libsmartcols/*

Copyright:  2009-2014 Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

           2014 Ondrej Oprala <ooprala@redhat.com>

License: LGPL

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright:      Guy Maor <maor@debian.org>

               Sean 'Shaleh' Perry <shaleh@debian.org>

               Adrian Bunk <bunk@stusta.de>

               LaMont Jones <lamont@debian.org>

          2014 Andreas Henriksson <andreas@fatal.se>

License: GPL-2+

 

 

License: public-domain

The files tagged with this license contains the following paragraphs:

.

No copyright is claimed.  This code is in the public domain; do with

it what you wish.

.

Written by Karel Zak <kzak@redhat.com>

 

License: GPL-2

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License, v2, as

published by the Free Software Foundation

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: GPL-3+

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 3 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

 

License: BSD-2-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

License: BSD-3-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

.

1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

.

2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

.
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3) Neither the name of the ORGANIZATION nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: BSD-4-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

   must display the following acknowledgement:

	This product includes software developed by the University of

	California, Berkeley and its contributors.

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

License: LGPL

This file may be redistributed under the terms of the

GNU Lesser General Public License.
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.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public

License can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL.

 

License: LGPL-2+

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License, or

(at your option) any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

The complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public License

can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2 file.

 

License: LGPL-2.1+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1, or (at your option)

any later version.

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation,

Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General Public

License version 2.1 can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-2.1.

 

License: LGPL-3+

This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

.

This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU
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Lesser General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General

Public License can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL-3".

 

License: MIT

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

(the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.282 spring-aop 5.2.20.RELEASE 
1.282.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2020 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/MethodInvocationProceedingJoinPoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJPrecedenceComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectJAdvisorsBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractMonitoringInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/autoproxy/AspectJAwareAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdviceEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAdviceParameterNameDiscoverer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/ReflectiveAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/CustomizableTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2012 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/DefaultScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/BeanFactoryRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AopInvocationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/PointcutComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PoolingConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ConcurrencyThrottleInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/MethodBeforeAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SimpleBeanTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/UnknownAdviceTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSourceStats.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/LazyInitTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ScopedProxyBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/Refreshable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopConfigException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/DebugInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/PointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/JdkRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Pointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistrationManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SpringConfiguredBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2019 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Interceptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMatchingPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RootClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AopUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/TypePatternClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/Pointcuts.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AbstractAspectJAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ComposablePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ClassFilters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectMetadata.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/JdkDynamicAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/MethodMatchers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ObjenesisCglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ControlFlowPointcut.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2015 the original author or authors.
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*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterThrowingAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJMethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetClassAware.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ProxyMethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SingletonAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/PrototypeAspectInstanceFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2021 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/CglibAopProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AbstractAspectJAdvisorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAopProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Joinpoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultIntroductionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/DynamicIntroductionAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2014 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/NameMatchMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/PrototypeTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/LazyInitTargetSourceCreator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2016 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/Invocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/Advice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/TargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/MetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAfterReturningAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/ThreadLocalTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SingletonMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/SimpleMetadataAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectJAutoProxyBeanDefinitionParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2006 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2017 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJAroundAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/PerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/MethodLocatingFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/JamonPerformanceMonitorInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DefaultPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AnnotationAwareAspectJAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatePerTargetObjectIntroductionInterceptor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AbstractInterceptorDrivenBeanDefinitionDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/ExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractBeanFactoryPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/InfrastructureAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanNameAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/Advisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/SimpleBeanFactoryAwareAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AspectComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AbstractTraceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/LazySingletonAspectInstanceFactoryDecorator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DelegatingIntroductionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractGenericPointcutAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2018 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/CommonsPool2TargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AdvisorComponentDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/SingletonTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/MethodInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPoolingTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TruePointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/AbstractRegexpMethodPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/BeanFactoryAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractLazyCreationTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/dynamic/AbstractRefreshableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/BeanFactoryAdvisorRetrievalHelper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopConfigUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/QuickTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionAwareMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/annotation/AnnotationClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPrecedenceInformation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/IntroductionInfoSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/DefaultAdvisorChainFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/TargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/RegexpMethodPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/InstantiationModelAwarePointcutAdvisorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/HotSwappableTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractAdvisingBeanPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/intercept/ConstructorInvocation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/Advised.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/DefaultAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/DefaultAdvisorAutoProxyCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/SimpleAsyncUncaughtExceptionHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJExpressionPointcut.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AbstractSingletonProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/aopalliance/aop/AspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/EmptyTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/ExposeBeanNameAdvisors.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/SimpleAspectInstanceFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AfterReturningAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/NotAnAtAspectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/annotation/AspectJProxyFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSourceCreator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyProcessorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/ProxyCreationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AutoProxyUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-
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jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/RuntimeTestWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/ThrowsAdviceInterceptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/AdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/scope/ScopedProxyFactoryBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/autoproxy/AbstractBeanFactoryAwareAdvisingPostProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/MethodBeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/ProxyCreatorSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/DynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractBeanFactoryBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/ConfigBeanDefinitionParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/config/AopNamespaceUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/support/StaticMethodMatcherPointcutAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/adapter/GlobalAdvisorAdapterRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/TrueClassFilter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/interceptor/AsyncExecutionAspectSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/target/AbstractPrototypeBasedTargetSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/DeclareParentsAdvisor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2008 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/ThrowsAdvice.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2007 the original author or authors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AopInfrastructureBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/RawTargetAccess.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/BeforeAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/AdvisedSupportListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/AfterAdvice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/SpringProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/framework/InterceptorAndDynamicMethodMatcher.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/IntroductionInterceptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2002-2013 the original author or authors.

*
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1301486327_1649248790.73/0/spring-aop-5-2-20-release-sources-

jar/org/springframework/aop/aspectj/AspectJWeaverMessageHandler.java

 

1.283 heimdal 7.7.0+dfsg-1ubuntu1 
1.283.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1995 - 2014 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT
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LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

Please see info documentation for the complete list of licenses.

Copyright (c) 1992, 1993

The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Christos Zoulas of Cornell University.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@macro copynext{}

@vskip 20pt plus 1fil

@end macro

 

@macro copyrightstart{}

@end macro

 

@macro copyrightend{}

@end macro

 

 

@node  Copyrights and Licenses, , Acknowledgments, Top
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@comment  node-name,  next,  previous,  up

@appendix Copyrights and Licenses

 

@heading Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

 

@copyrightstart

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2011 Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

(Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden).

All rights reserved.

 

Portions Copyright (c) 2009 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the Institute nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE INSTITUTE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

The parts of the libtelnet that handle Kerberos.
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@verbatim

 

Copyright (C) 1990 by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

 

Export of this software from the United States of America may

require a specific license from the United States Government.

It is the responsibility of any person or organization contemplating

export to obtain such a license before exporting.

 

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

the name of M.I.T. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.  M.I.T. makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express

or implied warranty.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading The Regents of the University of California

 

The parts of the libroken, most of libtelnet, telnet, ftp,

and popper.

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 1988, 1990, 1993

    The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading The Regents of the University of California.

 

libedit

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 1992, 1993

The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

 

This code is derived from software contributed to Berkeley by

Christos Zoulas of Cornell University.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
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OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading TomsFastMath / LibTomMath

 

Tom's fast math (bignum support) and LibTomMath

 

@verbatim

 

LibTomMath is hereby released into the Public Domain. 

 

@end verbatim

 

@copynext

 

@heading Doug Rabson

 

GSS-API mechglue layer.

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Doug Rabson

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.
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@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading PADL Software Pty Ltd

 

@table @asis

@item GSS-API CFX, SPNEGO, naming extensions, API extensions.

@item KCM credential cache.

@item HDB LDAP backend.

@end table

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2011, PADL Software Pty Ltd.

Copyright (c) 2004, Andrew Bartlett.

Copyright (c) 2003 - 2008, Kungliga Tekniska Hgskolan

Copyright (c) 2015, Timothy Pearson.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of PADL Software nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY PADL SOFTWARE AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL PADL SOFTWARE OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext
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@heading Marko Kreen

 

Fortuna in libhcrypto

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2005 Marko Kreen

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.	IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation)

 

Camellia in libhcrypto

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2006,2007

NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation) . All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as
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 the first lines of this file unmodified.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY NTT ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL NTT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

 

vis.c in libroken

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 1999, 2005 The NetBSD Foundation, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE NETBSD FOUNDATION, INC. AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FOUNDATION OR CONTRIBUTORS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading Vincent Rijmen, Antoon Bosselaers, Paulo Barreto

 

AES in libhcrypto

 

@verbatim

 

rijndael-alg-fst.c

 

@version 3.0 (December 2000)

 

Optimised ANSI C code for the Rijndael cipher (now AES)

 

@author Vincent Rijmen <vincent.rijmen@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>

@author Antoon Bosselaers <antoon.bosselaers@esat.kuleuven.ac.be>

@author Paulo Barreto <paulo.barreto@terra.com.br>

 

This code is hereby placed in the public domain.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHORS ''AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

@copynext

 

@heading Apple, Inc

 

kdc/announce.c

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2008 Apple Inc.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Export of this software from the United States of America may require

a specific license from the United States Government.  It is the

responsibility of any person or organization contemplating export to
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obtain such a license before exporting.

 

WITHIN THAT CONSTRAINT, permission to use, copy, modify, and

distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and

without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and that

the name of Apple Inc. not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining

to distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.  Apple Inc. makes no representations about the suitability of

this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express

or implied warranty.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTIBILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

@end verbatim

 

@copynext

 

@heading Richard Outerbridge

 

DES core in libhcrypto

 

@verbatim

 

D3DES (V5.09) -

 

A portable, public domain, version of the Data Encryption Standard.

 

Written with Symantec's THINK (Lightspeed) C by Richard Outerbridge.

Thanks to: Dan Hoey for his excellent Initial and Inverse permutation

code;  Jim Gillogly & Phil Karn for the DES key schedule code; Dennis

Ferguson, Eric Young and Dana How for comparing notes; and Ray Lau,

for humouring me on.

 

Copyright (c) 1988,1989,1990,1991,1992 by Richard Outerbridge.

(GEnie : OUTER; CIS : [71755,204]) Graven Imagery, 1992.

 

 

@end verbatim

 

@copynext

 

@heading Secure Endpoints Inc

 

Windows support
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@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2015, Secure Endpoints Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

 the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

 distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

@end verbatim

 

@copynext

 

@heading Novell, Inc

 

lib/hcrypto/test_dh.c

 

@verbatim

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Novell, Inc.

Author: Matthias Koenig <mkoenig@suse.de>

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
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* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Novell nor the names of its contributors may be used

 to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

 prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

@end verbatim

 

@copyrightend

 

1.284 net-snmp 5.8.1.pre2 
1.284.1 Available under license : 

Various copyrights apply to this package, listed in various separate

parts below.  Please make sure that you read all the parts.

 

---- Part 1: Sparta, Inc (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2010, Sparta, Inc

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of Sparta, Inc nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 2: ScienceLogic, LLC (BSD) ----

 

Copyright (c) 2006, ScienceLogic, LLC

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of ScienceLogic, LLC nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
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TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

Various copyrights apply to this package, listed in various separate

parts below.  Please make sure that you read all the parts.

 

---- Part 1: CMU/UCD copyright notice: (BSD like) -----

 

 

      Copyright 1989, 1991, 1992 by Carnegie Mellon University

 

		  Derivative Work - 1996, 1998-2000

Copyright 1996, 1998-2000 The Regents of the University of California

 

			 All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and

that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of CMU and The Regents of

the University of California not be used in advertising or publicity

pertaining to distribution of the software without specific written

permission.

 

CMU AND THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA DISCLAIM ALL

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL CMU OR

THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL,

INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM THE LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

 

---- Part 2: Networks Associates Technology, Inc copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2001-2003, Networks Associates Technology, Inc

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of the Networks Associates Technology, Inc nor the

  names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 3: Cambridge Broadband Ltd. copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Portions of this code are copyright (c) 2001-2003, Cambridge Broadband Ltd.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  The name of Cambridge Broadband Ltd. may not be used to endorse or

  promote products derived from this software without specific prior

  written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
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IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

---- Part 4: Sun Microsystems, Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara,

California 95054, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

 

Use is subject to license terms below.

 

This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.

 

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo and Solaris are trademarks or registered

trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the Sun Microsystems, Inc. nor the

 names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

 products derived from this software without specific prior written

 permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 5: Sparta, Inc copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2003-2013, Sparta, Inc

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of Sparta, Inc nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 6: Cisco/BUPTNIC copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2004, Cisco, Inc and Information Network

Center of Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of Cisco, Inc, Beijing University of Posts and

  Telecommunications, nor the names of their contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 7: Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG, 2003

oss@fabasoft.com

Author: Bernhard Penz <bernhard.penz@fabasoft.com>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  The name of Fabasoft R&D Software GmbH & Co KG or any of its subsidiaries,

  brand or product names may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 8: Apple Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2007 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without 

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
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are met:

 

1.  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright 

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above 

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following 

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided 

with the distribution.

3.  Neither the name of Apple Inc. ("Apple") nor the names of its 

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived 

from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY APPLE AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND 

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, 

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL APPLE OR ITS 

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, 

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF 

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND 

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, 

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT 

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF 

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 9: ScienceLogic, LLC copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2009, ScienceLogic, LLC

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of ScienceLogic, LLC nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 10: Lennart Poettering copyright notice (BSD-like) -----

 

 Copyright 2010 Lennart Poettering

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

 obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files

 (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,

 including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,

 publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

 and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

 subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

 included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

 MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

 NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

 BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

 ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

 CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

 SOFTWARE.

 

---- Part 11: IETF copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2013 IETF Trust and the persons identified as authors of

the code.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of Internet Society, IETF or IETF Trust, nor the

names of specific contributors, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 12: Arista Networks copyright notice (BSD) ----

 

Copyright (c) 2013, Arista Networks, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of Arista Networks, Inc. nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
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TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 13: VMware, Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2016, VMware, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of VMware, Inc. nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---- Part 14: USC/Information Sciences Institute copyright notice (BSD) -----

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2018, Information Sciences Institute

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

*  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

*  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

*  Neither the name of Information Sciences Institue nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS

IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2008 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project
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*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions
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* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/
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1.285 xorg-randr 1.5.0 
1.285.1 Available under license : 

Copyright  2000, Compaq Computer Corporation,

Copyright  2002, Hewlett Packard, Inc.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in supporting

documentation, and that the name of Compaq or HP not be used in advertising

or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  HP makes no representations about the

suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as is"

without express or implied warranty.

 

HP DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL HP

BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Copyright  2000 Compaq Computer Corporation, Inc.

Copyright  2002 Hewlett-Packard Company, Inc.

Copyright  2006 Intel Corporation

Copyright  2008 Red Hat, Inc.

Copyright  2011 Dave Airlie

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and

that the name of the copyright holders not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  The copyright holders make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.
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Copyright  2000 Compaq Computer Corporation, Inc.

Copyright  2002 Hewlett Packard Company, Inc.

Copyright  2006 Keith Packard

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software and its

documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without fee, provided that

the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in supporting documentation, and

that the name of the copyright holders not be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

written prior permission.  The copyright holders make no representations

about the suitability of this software for any purpose.  It is provided "as

is" without express or implied warranty.

 

THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE,

DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER

TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE

OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.286 jq 1.4 
1.286.1 Available under license : 

Oniguruma LICENSE

-----------------

 

/*-

* Copyright (c) 2002-2015  K.Kosako  <kkosako0@gmail.com>

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL
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* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

jq is copyright (C) 2012 Stephen Dolan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

jq's documentation (everything found under the docs/ subdirectory in

the source tree) is licensed under the Creative Commons CC BY 3.0

license, which can be found at:

 

        https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

 

The documentation website includes a copy of Twitter's Boostrap and

relies on Bonsai, Liquid templates and various other projects, look

them up for detailed licensing conditions.

 

 

 

jq incorporates David M. Gay's dtoa.c and g_fmt.c, which bear the

following notices:

 

dtoa.c:

The author of this software is David M. Gay.
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Copyright (c) 1991, 2000, 2001 by Lucent Technologies.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

g_fmt.c:

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991, 1996 by Lucent Technologies.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

1.287 @tensorflow/tfjs-backend-webgl 3.11.0 
1.287.1 Available under license : 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been
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received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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1.288 zstd 1.4.4 
1.288.1 Available under license : 

BSD License

 

For Zstandard software

 

Copyright (c) 2016-present, Facebook, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Facebook nor the names of its contributors may be used to

  endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific

  prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This
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General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
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a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
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   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
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control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
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the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals
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of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.289 activation 1.2.2 
1.289.1 Available under license : 

 

   Copyright (c) 2018 Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

 

   Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

   modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

   are met:
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     - Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

     - Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

       notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

       documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

     - Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

       contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

       from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

   IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

   CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

   PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

   PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

   NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

   SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# Notices for Jakarta Activation

 

This content is produced and maintained by Jakarta Activation project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/ee4j.jaf

 

## Copyright

 

All content is the property of the respective authors or their employers. For

more information regarding authorship of content, please consult the listed

source code repository logs.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the terms

of the Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0,

which is available at http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: BSD-3-Clause

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-ee4j/jaf
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## Third-party Content

 

This project leverages the following third party content.

 

JUnit (4.12)

 

* License: Eclipse Public License

 

1.290 json-c 0.12.1 
1.290.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 Eric Haszlakiewicz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005 Metaparadigm Pte Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.291 @tensorflow-models/body-pix 2.2 
1.291.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

   * @license

   * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

   * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   * You may obtain a copy of the License at

   *

   * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

   *

   * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   * limitations under the License.

   * =============================================================================

   */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-pix/dist/body-

pix.min.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-pix/dist/body-

pix.esm.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* =============================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/util_test.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/util_test.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/body_pix_test.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/single_person/argmax2d_test.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/body_pix_test.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/single_person/argmax2d_test.d.ts

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/keypoints.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_pose.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/version_test.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-pix/dist/blur.js
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/decode_part_map.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/util.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/setup_test.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/version_test.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/util.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/single_person/decode_single_pose.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/build_part_with_score_queue.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/setup_test.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/single_person/argmax2d.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/single_person/util.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/output_rendering_util.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/single_person/util.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/single_person/argmax2d.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/output_rendering_util.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/build_part_with_score_queue.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_pose.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/blur.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/keypoints.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/decode_part_map.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/run_tests.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/single_person/decode_single_pose.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/saved_models.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/saved_models.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/index.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/resnet.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/index.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/resnet.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"body-

pix.min.js","sources":["../src/decode_part_map.ts","../src/base_model.ts","../src/mobilenet.ts","../src/keypoints.ts","..

/src/multi_person/util.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_masks_cpu.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple

_masks_webgl.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_instance_masks.ts","../src/multi_person/max_heap.ts","../src/multi_p

erson/build_part_with_score_queue.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_pose.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_p

oses.ts","../src/resnet.ts","../src/saved_models.ts","../src/util.ts","../src/body_pix_model.ts","../src/output_rendering_

util.ts","../src/blur.ts","../src/part_channels.ts","../src/version.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the part heatmap output and

generates a 2d one-hot\n * tensor with ones where the part's score has the maximum value.\n *\n * @param

partHeatmapScores\n */\nfunction toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor2D {\n

const numParts = partHeatmapScores.shape[2];\n  const partMapLocations = tf.argMax(partHeatmapScores, 2);\n\n

const partMapFlattened = tf.reshape(partMapLocations, [-1]);\n\n  return tf.oneHot(partMapFlattened, numParts) as

tf.Tensor2D;\n}\n\nfunction clipByMask2d(image: tf.Tensor2D, mask: tf.Tensor2D): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return
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tf.mul(image, mask);\n}\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the segmentation output, and generates a segmentation\n *

mask with a 1 or 0 at each pixel where there is a person or not a person. The\n * segmentation threshold determines

the threshold of a score for a pixel for it\n * to be considered part of a person.\n * @param segmentScores A 3d-

tensor of the sigmoid of the segmentation output.\n * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that

segmentation values must have\n * to be considered part of the person.  Affects the generation of the\n *

segmentation mask and the clipping of the colored part image.\n *\n * @returns A segmentation mask with a 1 or 0

at each pixel where there is a\n * person or not a person.\n */\nexport function toMaskTensor(\n    segmentScores:

tf.Tensor2D, threshold: number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () =>\n          (tf.cast(tf.greater(\n

segmentScores, tf.scalar(threshold)), 'int32') as tf.Tensor2D));\n}\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the person and

part map output, and returns a 2d tensor\n * of an image with the corresponding value at each pixel corresponding to

the\n * part with the highest value. These part ids are clipped by the segmentation\n * mask. Wherever the a pixel is

clipped by the segmentation mask, its value\n * will set to -1, indicating that there is no part in that pixel.\n *

@param segmentScores A 3d-tensor of the sigmoid of the segmentation output.\n * @param partHeatmapScores A

3d-tensor of the sigmoid of the part heatmap\n * output. The third dimension corresponds to the part.\n *\n *

@returns A 2d tensor of an image with the corresponding value at each pixel\n * corresponding to the part with the

highest value. These part ids are clipped\n * by the segmentation mask.  It will have values of -1 for pixels that are\n

* outside of the body and do not have a corresponding part.\n */\nexport function decodePartSegmentation(\n

segmentationMask: tf.Tensor2D,\n    partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor2D {\n  const [partMapHeight,

partMapWidth, numParts] = partHeatmapScores.shape;\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const flattenedMap =

toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores);\n    const partNumbers = tf.expandDims(tf.range(0, numParts, 1,

'int32'), 1);\n\n    const partMapFlattened =\n        tf.cast(tf.matMul(flattenedMap, partNumbers as tf.Tensor2D),

'int32');\n\n    const partMap = tf.reshape(partMapFlattened, [partMapHeight, partMapWidth]);\n\n    const

partMapShiftedUpForClipping = tf.add(partMap, tf.scalar(1, 'int32'));\n\n    return tf.sub(clipByMask2d(\n

partMapShiftedUpForClipping as tf.Tensor2D, segmentationMask)\n        , tf.scalar(1, 'int32'));\n  });\n}\n\nexport

function decodeOnlyPartSegmentation(partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D):\n    tf.Tensor2D {\n  const

[partMapHeight, partMapWidth, numParts] = partHeatmapScores.shape;\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const

flattenedMap = toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores);\n    const partNumbers =

tf.expandDims(tf.range(0, numParts, 1, 'int32'), 1);\n\n    const partMapFlattened =\n

tf.cast(tf.matMul(flattenedMap, partNumbers as tf.Tensor2D), 'int32');\n\n    return tf.reshape(partMapFlattened,

[partMapHeight, partMapWidth]);\n  });\n}\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tfconv from '@tensorflow/tfjs-converter';\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{BodyPixOutputStride} from './types';\n\n/**\n * BodyPix supports using various convolution neural network

models\n * (e.g. ResNet and MobileNetV1) as its underlying base model.\n * The following BaseModel interface

defines a unified interface for\n * creating such BodyPix base models. Currently both MobileNet (in\n *

./mobilenet.ts) and ResNet (in ./resnet.ts) implements the BaseModel\n * interface. New base models that conform

to the BaseModel interface can be\n * added to BodyPix.\n */\nexport abstract class BaseModel {\n  constructor(\n

 protected readonly model: tfconv.GraphModel,\n      public readonly outputStride: BodyPixOutputStride) {\n

const inputShape =\n        this.model.inputs[0].shape as [number, number, number, number];\n    tf.util.assert(\n

(inputShape[1] === -1) && (inputShape[2] === -1),\n        () => `Input shape [${inputShape[1]}, ${inputShape[2]}]

` +\n            `must both be equal to or -1`);\n  }\n\n  abstract preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D;\n\n

/**\n   * Predicts intermediate Tensor representations.\n   *\n   * @param input The input RGB image of the base
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model.\n   * A Tensor of shape: [`inputResolution`, `inputResolution`, 3].\n   *\n   * @return A dictionary of base

model's intermediate predictions.\n   * The returned dictionary should contains the following elements:\n   * -

heatmapScores: A Tensor3D that represents the keypoint heatmap scores.\n   * - offsets: A Tensor3D that represents

the offsets.\n   * - displacementFwd: A Tensor3D that represents the forward displacement.\n   * -

displacementBwd: A Tensor3D that represents the backward displacement.\n   * - segmentation: A Tensor3D that

represents the segmentation of all\n   * people.\n   * - longOffsets: A Tensor3D that represents the long offsets used

for\n   * instance grouping.\n   * - partHeatmaps: A Tensor3D that represents the body part segmentation.\n   */\n

predict(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D,\n

longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partOffsets: tf.Tensor3D\n  } {\n    return tf.tidy(() => {\n      const asFloat =

this.preprocessInput(tf.cast(input, 'float32'));\n      const asBatch = tf.expandDims(asFloat, 0);\n      const results =

this.model.predict(asBatch) as tf.Tensor4D[];\n      const results3d: tf.Tensor3D[] = results.map(y => tf.squeeze(y,

[0]));\n      const namedResults = this.nameOutputResults(results3d);\n\n      return {\n        heatmapScores:

tf.sigmoid(namedResults.heatmap),\n        offsets: namedResults.offsets,\n        displacementFwd:

namedResults.displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd: namedResults.displacementBwd,\n        segmentation:

namedResults.segmentation,\n        partHeatmaps: namedResults.partHeatmaps,\n        longOffsets:

namedResults.longOffsets,\n        partOffsets: namedResults.partOffsets\n      };\n    });\n  }\n\n  // Because

MobileNet and ResNet predict() methods output a different order for\n  // these values, we have a method that needs

to be implemented to order them.\n  abstract nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]): {\n    heatmap:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n

segmentation: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D,\n    longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partOffsets:

tf.Tensor3D\n  };\n\n  /**\n   * Releases the CPU and GPU memory allocated by the model.\n   */\n  dispose() {\n

this.model.dispose();\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BaseModel} from './base_model';\n\nexport class

MobileNet extends BaseModel {\n  preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D {\n    // Normalize the pixels

[0, 255] to be between [-1, 1].\n    return tf.tidy(() => tf.sub(tf.div(input, 127.5), 1.0));\n  }\n\n

nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]) {\n    const [\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n

longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets,\n  ] = results;\n

return {\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport type Tuple<T> = [T, T];\nexport type StringTuple = Tuple<string>;\nexport type NumberTuple =

Tuple<number>;\n\nexport const PART_NAMES = [\n  'nose', 'leftEye', 'rightEye', 'leftEar', 'rightEar',

'leftShoulder',\n  'rightShoulder', 'leftElbow', 'rightElbow', 'leftWrist', 'rightWrist',\n  'leftHip', 'rightHip', 'leftKnee',

'rightKnee', 'leftAnkle', 'rightAnkle'\n];\n\nexport const NUM_KEYPOINTS = PART_NAMES.length;\n\nexport
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interface NumberDict {\n  [jointName: string]: number;\n}\n\nexport const PART_IDS =\n

PART_NAMES.reduce((result: NumberDict, jointName, i): NumberDict => {\n      result[jointName] = i;\n

return result;\n    }, {});\n\nconst CONNECTED_PART_NAMES: StringTuple[] = [\n  ['leftHip', 'leftShoulder'],

['leftElbow', 'leftShoulder'],\n  ['leftElbow', 'leftWrist'], ['leftHip', 'leftKnee'],\n  ['leftKnee', 'leftAnkle'], ['rightHip',

'rightShoulder'],\n  ['rightElbow', 'rightShoulder'], ['rightElbow', 'rightWrist'],\n  ['rightHip', 'rightKnee'],

['rightKnee', 'rightAnkle'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'rightShoulder'], ['leftHip', 'rightHip']\n];\n\n/*\n * Define the skeleton.

This defines the parent->child relationships of our\n * tree. Arbitrarily this defines the nose as the root of the tree,

however\n * since we will infer the displacement for both parent->child and\n * child->parent, we can define the

tree root as any node.\n */\nexport const POSE_CHAIN: StringTuple[] = [\n  ['nose', 'leftEye'], ['leftEye', 'leftEar'],

['nose', 'rightEye'],\n  ['rightEye', 'rightEar'], ['nose', 'leftShoulder'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'leftElbow'], ['leftElbow',

'leftWrist'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'leftHip'], ['leftHip', 'leftKnee'],\n  ['leftKnee', 'leftAnkle'], ['nose', 'rightShoulder'],\n

['rightShoulder', 'rightElbow'], ['rightElbow', 'rightWrist'],\n  ['rightShoulder', 'rightHip'], ['rightHip', 'rightKnee'],\n

['rightKnee', 'rightAnkle']\n];\n\nexport const CONNECTED_PART_INDICES =

CONNECTED_PART_NAMES.map(\n    ([jointNameA, jointNameB]) =>\n        ([PART_IDS[jointNameA],

PART_IDS[jointNameB]]));\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Part, TensorBuffer3D, Vector2D} from

'../types';\n\nexport function getScale(\n    [height, width]: [number, number],\n    [inputResolutionY,

inputResolutionX]: [number, number],\n    padding: Padding): [number, number] {\n  const {top: padT, bottom:

padB, left: padL, right: padR} = padding;\n  const scaleY = inputResolutionY / (padT + padB + height);\n  const

scaleX = inputResolutionX / (padL + padR + width);\n  return [scaleX, scaleY];\n}\n\nexport function

getOffsetPoint(\n    y: number, x: number, keypoint: number, offsets: TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  return {\n

y: offsets.get(y, x, keypoint),\n    x: offsets.get(y, x, keypoint + NUM_KEYPOINTS)\n  };\n}\n\nexport function

getImageCoords(\n    part: Part, outputStride: number, offsets: TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  const {heatmapY,

heatmapX, id: keypoint} = part;\n  const {y, x} = getOffsetPoint(heatmapY, heatmapX, keypoint, offsets);\n  return

{\n    x: part.heatmapX * outputStride + x,\n    y: part.heatmapY * outputStride + y\n  };\n}\n\nexport function

fillArray<T>(element: T, size: number): T[] {\n  const result: T[] = new Array(size);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < size; i++)

{\n    result[i] = element;\n  }\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport function clamp(a: number, min: number, max:

number): number {\n  if (a < min) {\n    return min;\n  }\n  if (a > max) {\n    return max;\n  }\n  return

a;\n}\n\nexport function squaredDistance(\n    y1: number, x1: number, y2: number, x2: number): number {\n  const

dy = y2 - y1;\n  const dx = x2 - x1;\n  return dy * dy + dx * dx;\n}\n\nexport function addVectors(a: Vector2D, b:

Vector2D): Vector2D {\n  return {x: a.x + b.x, y: a.y + b.y};\n}\n\nexport function clampVector(a: Vector2D, min:

number, max: number): Vector2D {\n  return {y: clamp(a.y, min, max), x: clamp(a.x, min, max)};\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of

the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Pose} from '../types';\n\nimport

{getScale} from './util';\n\ninterface Pair {\n  x: number;\n  y: number;\n}\n\nfunction computeDistance(embedding:
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Pair[], pose: Pose, minPartScore = 0.3) {\n  let distance = 0.0;\n  let numKpt = 0;\n  for (let p = 0; p <

embedding.length; p++) {\n    if (pose.keypoints[p].score > minPartScore) {\n      numKpt += 1;\n      distance +=

(embedding[p].x - pose.keypoints[p].position.x) ** 2 +\n          (embedding[p].y - pose.keypoints[p].position.y) **

2;\n    }\n  }\n  if (numKpt === 0) {\n    distance = Infinity;\n  } else {\n    distance = distance / numKpt;\n  }\n

return distance;\n}\n\nfunction convertToPositionInOuput(\n    position: Pair, [padT, padL]: [number, number],\n

[scaleX, scaleY]: [number, number], stride: number): Pair {\n  const y = Math.round(((padT + position.y + 1.0) *

scaleY - 1.0) / stride);\n  const x = Math.round(((padL + position.x + 1.0) * scaleX - 1.0) / stride);\n  return {x,

y};\n}\n\nfunction getEmbedding(\n    location: Pair, keypointIndex: number,\n    convertToPosition: (pair: Pair) =>

Pair, outputResolutionX: number,\n    longOffsets: Float32Array, refineSteps: number,\n    [height, width]: [number,

number]): Pair {\n  const newLocation = convertToPosition(location);\n\n  const nn = newLocation.y *

outputResolutionX + newLocation.x;\n  let dy = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn) + keypointIndex];\n  let

dx = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn + 1) + keypointIndex];\n  let y = location.y + dy;\n  let x =

location.x + dx;\n  for (let t = 0; t < refineSteps; t++) {\n    y = Math.min(y, height - 1);\n    x = Math.min(x, width -

1);\n    const newPos = convertToPosition({x, y});\n    const nn = newPos.y * outputResolutionX + newPos.x;\n

dy = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn) + keypointIndex];\n    dx = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2

* nn + 1) + keypointIndex];\n    y = y + dy;\n    x = x + dx;\n  }\n\n  return {x, y};\n}\n\nfunction

matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n    location: Pair, longOffsets: Float32Array, poses: Pose[],\n    numKptForMatching:

number, [padT, padL]: [number, number],\n    [scaleX, scaleY]: [number, number], outputResolutionX: number,\n

[height, width]: [number, number], stride: number,\n    refineSteps: number): number {\n  const embed: Pair[] = [];\n

const convertToPosition = (pair: Pair) =>\n      convertToPositionInOuput(pair, [padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY],

stride);\n\n  for (let keypointsIndex = 0; keypointsIndex < numKptForMatching;\n       keypointsIndex++) {\n

const embedding = getEmbedding(\n        location, keypointsIndex, convertToPosition, outputResolutionX,\n

longOffsets, refineSteps, [height, width]);\n\n    embed.push(embedding);\n  }\n\n  let kMin = -1;\n  let kMinDist =

Infinity;\n  for (let k = 0; k < poses.length; k++) {\n    const dist = computeDistance(embed, poses[k]);\n    if (dist <

kMinDist) {\n      kMin = k;\n      kMinDist = dist;\n    }\n  }\n  return kMin;\n}\n\nfunction getOutputResolution(\n

 [inputResolutionY, inputResolutionX]: [number, number],\n    stride: number): [number, number] {\n  const

outputResolutionX = Math.round((inputResolutionX - 1.0) / stride + 1.0);\n  const outputResolutionY =

Math.round((inputResolutionY - 1.0) / stride + 1.0);\n  return [outputResolutionX, outputResolutionY];\n}\n\nexport

function decodeMultipleMasksCPU(\n    segmentation: Uint8Array, longOffsets: Float32Array,\n

posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n    [inHeight, inWidth]: [number,

number], padding: Padding,\n    refineSteps: number, numKptForMatching = 5): Uint8Array[] {\n  const dataArrays

=\n      posesAboveScore.map(x => new Uint8Array(height * width).fill(0));\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} =

padding;\n\n  const [scaleX, scaleY] =\n      getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n  const

[outputResolutionX, ] =\n    getOutputResolution([inHeight, inWidth], stride);\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n

  for (let j = 0; j < width; j += 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      const prob = segmentation[n];\n      if (prob ===

1) {\n        const kMin = matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n            {x: j, y: i}, longOffsets, posesAboveScore,

numKptForMatching,\n            [padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY], outputResolutionX, [height, width],\n            stride,

refineSteps);\n        if (kMin >= 0) {\n          dataArrays[kMin][n] = 1;\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

dataArrays;\n}\n\nexport function decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU(\n    segmentation: Uint8Array, longOffsets:

Float32Array,\n    partSegmentaion: Uint8Array, posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number,\n    width: number,

stride: number, [inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number],\n    padding: Padding, refineSteps: number,\n

numKptForMatching = 5): Int32Array[] {\n  const dataArrays =\n      posesAboveScore.map(x => new

Int32Array(height * width).fill(-1));\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} = padding;\n\n  const [scaleX, scaleY] =\n

getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n  const [outputResolutionX, ] =\n

getOutputResolution([inHeight, inWidth], stride);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n    for (let j = 0; j < width; j

+= 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      const prob = segmentation[n];\n      if (prob === 1) {\n        const kMin =

matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n            {x: j, y: i}, longOffsets, posesAboveScore, numKptForMatching,\n

[padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY], outputResolutionX, [height, width],\n            stride, refineSteps);\n        if (kMin >=
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0) {\n          dataArrays[kMin][n] = partSegmentaion[n];\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

dataArrays;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport * as tf_webgl from '@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

webgl';\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Pose} from '../types';\nimport

{getScale} from './util';\n\nexport function decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D,

longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n

[inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding,\n    refineSteps: number, minKptScore: number,\n

maxNumPeople: number): tf.TensorInfo {\n  // The height/width of the image/canvas itself.\n  const [origHeight,

origWidth] = segmentation.shape;\n  // The height/width of the output of the model.\n  const [outHeight, outWidth]

= longOffsets.shape.slice(0, 2);\n\n  const shapedLongOffsets: tf.Tensor4D =\n      tf.reshape(longOffsets,

[outHeight, outWidth, 2, NUM_KEYPOINTS]);\n\n  // Make pose tensor of shape [MAX_NUM_PEOPLE,

NUM_KEYPOINTS, 3] where\n  // the last 3 coordinates correspond to the score, h and w coordinate of that\n  //

keypoint.\n  const poseVals = new Float32Array(maxNumPeople * NUM_KEYPOINTS * 3).fill(0.0);\n  for (let i =

0; i < posesAboveScore.length; i++) {\n    const poseOffset = i * NUM_KEYPOINTS * 3;\n    const pose =

posesAboveScore[i];\n    for (let kp = 0; kp < NUM_KEYPOINTS; kp++) {\n      const keypoint =

pose.keypoints[kp];\n      const offset = poseOffset + kp * 3;\n      poseVals[offset] = keypoint.score;\n

poseVals[offset + 1] = keypoint.position.y;\n      poseVals[offset + 2] = keypoint.position.x;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const

[scaleX, scaleY] =\n      getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n\n  const posesTensor =

tf.tensor(poseVals, [maxNumPeople, NUM_KEYPOINTS, 3]);\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} = padding;\n\n

const program: tf_webgl.GPGPUProgram = {\n    variableNames: ['segmentation', 'longOffsets', 'poses'],\n

outputShape: [origHeight, origWidth],\n    userCode: `\n    int convertToPositionInOutput(int pos, int pad, float

scale, int stride) {\n      return round(((float(pos + pad) + 1.0) * scale - 1.0) / float(stride));\n    }\n\n    float

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        int pos, int pad, float scale, int stride) {\n      return ((float(pos + pad) + 1.0)

* scale - 1.0) / float(stride);\n    }\n\n    float dist(float x1, float y1, float x2, float y2) {\n      return pow(x1 - x2, 2.0)

+ pow(y1 - y2, 2.0);\n    }\n\n    float sampleLongOffsets(float h, float w, int d, int k) {\n      float fh = fract(h);\n

float fw = fract(w);\n      int clH = int(ceil(h));\n      int clW = int(ceil(w));\n      int flH = int(floor(h));\n      int flW =

int(floor(w));\n      float o11 = getLongOffsets(flH, flW, d, k);\n      float o12 = getLongOffsets(flH, clW, d, k);\n

float o21 = getLongOffsets(clH, flW, d, k);\n      float o22 = getLongOffsets(clH, clW, d, k);\n      float o1 =

mix(o11, o12, fw);\n      float o2 = mix(o21, o22, fw);\n      return mix(o1, o2, fh);\n    }\n\n    int

findNearestPose(int h, int w) {\n      float prob = getSegmentation(h, w);\n      if (prob < 1.0) {\n        return -1;\n

}\n\n      // Done(Tyler): convert from output space h/w to strided space.\n      float stridedH =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        h, ${padT}, ${scaleY}, ${stride});\n      float stridedW =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        w, ${padL}, ${scaleX}, ${stride});\n\n      float minDist = 1000000.0;\n

int iMin = -1;\n      for (int i = 0; i < ${maxNumPeople}; i++) {\n        float curDistSum = 0.0;\n        int numKpt =

0;\n        for (int k = 0; k < ${NUM_KEYPOINTS}; k++) {\n          float dy = sampleLongOffsets(stridedH,

stridedW, 0, k);\n          float dx = sampleLongOffsets(stridedH, stridedW, 1, k);\n\n          float y = float(h) + dy;\n

     float x = float(w) + dx;\n\n          for (int s = 0; s < ${refineSteps}; s++) {\n            int yRounded = round(min(y,

float(${height - 1.0})));\n            int xRounded = round(min(x, float(${width - 1.0})));\n\n            float yStrided =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n              yRounded, ${padT}, ${scaleY}, ${stride});\n            float xStrided =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n              xRounded, ${padL}, ${scaleX}, ${stride});\n\n            float dy =

sampleLongOffsets(yStrided, xStrided, 0, k);\n            float dx = sampleLongOffsets(yStrided, xStrided, 1, k);\n\n
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      y = y + dy;\n            x = x + dx;\n          }\n\n          float poseScore = getPoses(i, k, 0);\n          float poseY =

getPoses(i, k, 1);\n          float poseX = getPoses(i, k, 2);\n          if (poseScore > ${minKptScore}) {\n

numKpt = numKpt + 1;\n            curDistSum = curDistSum + dist(x, y, poseX, poseY);\n          }\n        }\n        if

(numKpt > 0 && curDistSum / float(numKpt) < minDist) {\n          minDist = curDistSum / float(numKpt);\n

iMin = i;\n        }\n      }\n      return iMin;\n    }\n\n    void main() {\n        ivec2 coords = getOutputCoords();\n

int nearestPose = findNearestPose(coords[0], coords[1]);\n        setOutput(float(nearestPose));\n      }\n  `\n  };\n

const webglBackend = tf.backend() as tf_webgl.MathBackendWebGL;\n  return webglBackend.compileAndRun(\n

   program, [segmentation, shapedLongOffsets, posesTensor]);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {getBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{Padding, PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation, Pose} from '../types';\n\nimport {decodeMultipleMasksCPU,

decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU} from './decode_multiple_masks_cpu';\nimport {decodeMultipleMasksWebGl} from

'./decode_multiple_masks_webgl';\n\nexport function toPersonKSegmentation(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, k:

number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () => (tf.cast(tf.equal(\n          segmentation, tf.scalar(k)), 'int32') as

tf.Tensor2D));\n}\n\nexport function toPersonKPartSegmentation(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, bodyParts:

tf.Tensor2D, k: number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () => tf.sub(tf.mul(tf.cast(tf.equal(\n

segmentation, tf.scalar(k)), 'int32'), tf.add(bodyParts, 1)), 1));\n}\n\nfunction isWebGlBackend() {\n  return

getBackend() === 'webgl';\n}\n\nexport async function decodePersonInstanceMasks(\n    segmentation:

tf.Tensor2D, longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D, poses: Pose[],\n    height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n

[inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding, minPoseScore = 0.2,\n    refineSteps = 8,

minKeypointScore = 0.3,\n    maxNumPeople = 10): Promise<PersonSegmentation[]> {\n  // Filter out poses with

smaller score.\n  const posesAboveScore = poses.filter(pose => pose.score >= minPoseScore);\n\n  let

personSegmentationsData: Uint8Array[];\n\n  if (isWebGlBackend()) {\n    const personSegmentations = tf.tidy(()

=> {\n      const masksTensorInfo = decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n          segmentation, longOffsets,

posesAboveScore, height, width, stride,\n          [inHeight, inWidth], padding, refineSteps, minKeypointScore,\n

 maxNumPeople);\n      const masksTensor = tf.engine().makeTensorFromDataId(\n          masksTensorInfo.dataId,

masksTensorInfo.shape,\n          masksTensorInfo.dtype) as tf.Tensor2D;\n\n      return posesAboveScore.map(\n

  (_, k) => toPersonKSegmentation(masksTensor, k));\n    });\n\n    personSegmentationsData =\n        (await

Promise.all(personSegmentations.map(mask => mask.data())) as\n         Uint8Array[]);\n\n

personSegmentations.forEach(x => x.dispose());\n  } else {\n    const segmentationsData = await

segmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n    const longOffsetsData = await longOffsets.data() as Float32Array;\n\n

personSegmentationsData = decodeMultipleMasksCPU(\n        segmentationsData, longOffsetsData,

posesAboveScore, height, width,\n        stride, [inHeight, inWidth], padding, refineSteps);\n  }\n\n  return

personSegmentationsData.map(\n      (data, i) => ({data, pose: posesAboveScore[i], width, height}));\n}\n\nexport

async function decodePersonInstancePartMasks(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n

partSegmentation: tf.Tensor2D, poses: Pose[], height: number, width: number,\n    stride: number, [inHeight,

inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding,\n    minPoseScore = 0.2, refineSteps = 8, minKeypointScore =

0.3,\n    maxNumPeople = 10): Promise<PartSegmentation[]> {\n  const posesAboveScore = poses.filter(pose =>

pose.score >= minPoseScore);\n\n  let partSegmentationsByPersonData: Int32Array[];\n\n  if (isWebGlBackend())

{\n    const partSegmentations = tf.tidy(() => {\n      const masksTensorInfo = decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n

segmentation, longOffsets, posesAboveScore, height, width, stride,\n          [inHeight, inWidth], padding,

refineSteps, minKeypointScore,\n          maxNumPeople);\n      const masksTensor =
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tf.engine().makeTensorFromDataId(\n        masksTensorInfo.dataId, masksTensorInfo.shape,\n

masksTensorInfo.dtype) as tf.Tensor2D;\n\n      return posesAboveScore.map(\n          (_, k) =>\n

toPersonKPartSegmentation(masksTensor, partSegmentation, k));\n    });\n\n    partSegmentationsByPersonData =\n

      (await Promise.all(partSegmentations.map(x => x.data()))) as\n        Int32Array[];\n\n

partSegmentations.forEach(x => x.dispose());\n  } else {\n    const segmentationsData = await segmentation.data()

as Uint8Array;\n    const longOffsetsData = await longOffsets.data() as Float32Array;\n    const

partSegmentaionData = await partSegmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n\n    partSegmentationsByPersonData =

decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU(\n        segmentationsData, longOffsetsData, partSegmentaionData,\n

posesAboveScore, height, width, stride, [inHeight, inWidth], padding,\n        refineSteps);\n  }\n\n  return

partSegmentationsByPersonData.map(\n      (data, k) => ({pose: posesAboveScore[k], data, height,

width}));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// algorithm based on Coursera Lecture from Algorithms, Part 1:\n//

https://www.coursera.org/learn/algorithms-part1/lecture/ZjoSM/heapsort\n\nfunction half(k: number) {\n  return

Math.floor(k / 2);\n}\n\nexport class MaxHeap<T> {\n  private priorityQueue: T[];\n  private numberOfElements:

number;\n  private getElementValue: (element: T) => number;\n\n  constructor(maxSize: number, getElementValue:

(element: T) => number) {\n    this.priorityQueue = new Array(maxSize);\n    this.numberOfElements = -1;\n

this.getElementValue = getElementValue;\n  }\n\n  public enqueue(x: T): void {\n

this.priorityQueue[++this.numberOfElements] = x;\n    this.swim(this.numberOfElements);\n  }\n\n  public

dequeue(): T {\n    const max = this.priorityQueue[0];\n    this.exchange(0, this.numberOfElements--);\n

this.sink(0);\n    this.priorityQueue[this.numberOfElements + 1] = null;\n    return max;\n  }\n\n  public empty():

boolean {\n    return this.numberOfElements === -1;\n  }\n\n  public size(): number {\n    return

this.numberOfElements + 1;\n  }\n\n  public all(): T[] {\n    return this.priorityQueue.slice(0, this.numberOfElements

+ 1);\n  }\n\n  public max(): T {\n    return this.priorityQueue[0];\n  }\n\n  private swim(k: number): void {\n    while

(k > 0 && this.less(half(k), k)) {\n      this.exchange(k, half(k));\n      k = half(k);\n    }\n  }\n\n  private sink(k:

number): void {\n    while (2 * k <= this.numberOfElements) {\n      let j = 2 * k;\n      if (j < this.numberOfElements

&& this.less(j, j + 1)) {\n        j++;\n      }\n      if (!this.less(k, j)) {\n        break;\n      }\n      this.exchange(k, j);\n

k = j;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private getValueAt(i: number): number {\n    return

this.getElementValue(this.priorityQueue[i]);\n  }\n\n  private less(i: number, j: number): boolean {\n    return

this.getValueAt(i) < this.getValueAt(j);\n  }\n\n  private exchange(i: number, j: number): void {\n    const t =

this.priorityQueue[i];\n    this.priorityQueue[i] = this.priorityQueue[j];\n    this.priorityQueue[j] = t;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {PartWithScore, TensorBuffer3D} from '../types';\n\nimport {MaxHeap} from

'./max_heap';\n\nfunction scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow(\n    keypointId: number, score: number, heatmapY:

number, heatmapX: number,\n    localMaximumRadius: number, scores: TensorBuffer3D): boolean {\n  const

[height, width] = scores.shape;\n\n  let localMaximum = true;\n  const yStart = Math.max(heatmapY -
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localMaximumRadius, 0);\n  const yEnd = Math.min(heatmapY + localMaximumRadius + 1, height);\n  for (let

yCurrent = yStart; yCurrent < yEnd; ++yCurrent) {\n    const xStart = Math.max(heatmapX - localMaximumRadius,

0);\n    const xEnd = Math.min(heatmapX + localMaximumRadius + 1, width);\n    for (let xCurrent = xStart;

xCurrent < xEnd; ++xCurrent) {\n      if (scores.get(yCurrent, xCurrent, keypointId) > score) {\n        localMaximum

= false;\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n    if (!localMaximum) {\n      break;\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

localMaximum;\n}\n\n/**\n * Builds a priority queue with part candidate positions for a specific image in\n * the

batch. For this we find all local maxima in the score maps with score\n * values above a threshold. We create a

single priority queue across all parts.\n */\nexport function buildPartWithScoreQueue(\n    scoreThreshold: number,

localMaximumRadius: number,\n    scores: TensorBuffer3D): MaxHeap<PartWithScore> {\n  const [height, width,

numKeypoints] = scores.shape;\n\n  const queue = new MaxHeap<PartWithScore>(\n      height * width *

numKeypoints, ({score}) => score);\n\n  for (let heatmapY = 0; heatmapY < height; ++heatmapY) {\n    for (let

heatmapX = 0; heatmapX < width; ++heatmapX) {\n      for (let keypointId = 0; keypointId < numKeypoints;

++keypointId) {\n        const score = scores.get(heatmapY, heatmapX, keypointId);\n\n        // Only consider parts

with score greater or equal to threshold as\n        // root candidates.\n        if (score < scoreThreshold) {\n

continue;\n        }\n\n        // Only consider keypoints whose score is maximum in a local window.\n        if

(scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow(\n                keypointId, score, heatmapY, heatmapX, localMaximumRadius,\n

          scores)) {\n          queue.enqueue({score, part: {heatmapY, heatmapX, id: keypointId}});\n        }\n      }\n

}\n  }\n\n  return queue;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NumberTuple, PART_IDS, PART_NAMES, POSE_CHAIN} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Keypoint,

PartWithScore, TensorBuffer3D, Vector2D} from '../types';\n\nimport {clamp, getOffsetPoint} from './util';\nimport

{addVectors, getImageCoords} from './util';\n\nconst parentChildrenTuples: NumberTuple[] =

POSE_CHAIN.map(\n    ([parentJoinName, childJoinName]): NumberTuple =>\n

([PART_IDS[parentJoinName], PART_IDS[childJoinName]]));\n\nconst parentToChildEdges: number[] =\n

parentChildrenTuples.map(([, childJointId]) => childJointId);\n\nconst childToParentEdges: number[] =\n

parentChildrenTuples.map(([\n                               parentJointId,\n                             ]) =>

parentJointId);\n\nfunction getDisplacement(\n    edgeId: number, point: Vector2D, displacements:

TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  const numEdges = displacements.shape[2] / 2;\n  return {\n    y:

displacements.get(point.y, point.x, edgeId),\n    x: displacements.get(point.y, point.x, numEdges + edgeId)\n

};\n}\n\nfunction getStridedIndexNearPoint(\n    point: Vector2D, outputStride: number, height: number,\n    width:

number): Vector2D {\n  return {\n    y: clamp(Math.round(point.y / outputStride), 0, height - 1),\n    x:

clamp(Math.round(point.x / outputStride), 0, width - 1)\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * We get a new keypoint along the

`edgeId` for the pose instance, assuming\n * that the position of the `idSource` part is already known. For this, we\n

* follow the displacement vector from the source to target part (stored in\n * the `i`-t channel of the displacement

tensor). The displaced keypoint\n * vector is refined using the offset vector by `offsetRefineStep` times.\n

*/\nfunction traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n    edgeId: number, sourceKeypoint: Keypoint, targetKeypointId:

number,\n    scoresBuffer: TensorBuffer3D, offsets: TensorBuffer3D, outputStride: number,\n    displacements:

TensorBuffer3D, offsetRefineStep = 2): Keypoint {\n  const [height, width] = scoresBuffer.shape;\n\n  // Nearest

neighbor interpolation for the source->target displacements.\n  const sourceKeypointIndices =

getStridedIndexNearPoint(\n      sourceKeypoint.position, outputStride, height, width);\n\n  const displacement =\n

 getDisplacement(edgeId, sourceKeypointIndices, displacements);\n\n  const displacedPoint =

addVectors(sourceKeypoint.position, displacement);\n  let targetKeypoint = displacedPoint;\n  for (let i = 0; i <
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offsetRefineStep; i++) {\n    const targetKeypointIndices =\n        getStridedIndexNearPoint(targetKeypoint,

outputStride, height, width);\n\n    const offsetPoint = getOffsetPoint(\n        targetKeypointIndices.y,

targetKeypointIndices.x, targetKeypointId,\n        offsets);\n\n    targetKeypoint = addVectors(\n        {\n          x:

targetKeypointIndices.x * outputStride,\n          y: targetKeypointIndices.y * outputStride\n        },\n        {x:

offsetPoint.x, y: offsetPoint.y});\n  }\n  const targetKeyPointIndices =\n

getStridedIndexNearPoint(targetKeypoint, outputStride, height, width);\n  const score = scoresBuffer.get(\n

targetKeyPointIndices.y, targetKeyPointIndices.x, targetKeypointId);\n\n  return {position: targetKeypoint, part:

PART_NAMES[targetKeypointId], score};\n}\n\n/**\n * Follows the displacement fields to decode the full pose of

the object\n * instance given the position of a part that acts as root.\n *\n * @return An array of decoded keypoints

and their scores for a single pose\n */\nexport function decodePose(\n    root: PartWithScore, scores:

TensorBuffer3D, offsets: TensorBuffer3D,\n    outputStride: number, displacementsFwd: TensorBuffer3D,\n

displacementsBwd: TensorBuffer3D): Keypoint[] {\n  const numParts = scores.shape[2];\n  const numEdges =

parentToChildEdges.length;\n\n  const instanceKeypoints: Keypoint[] = new Array(numParts);\n  // Start a new

detection instance at the position of the root.\n  const {part: rootPart, score: rootScore} = root;\n  const rootPoint =

getImageCoords(rootPart, outputStride, offsets);\n\n  instanceKeypoints[rootPart.id] = {\n    score: rootScore,\n

part: PART_NAMES[rootPart.id],\n    position: rootPoint\n  };\n\n  // Decode the part positions upwards in the tree,

following the backward\n  // displacements.\n  for (let edge = numEdges - 1; edge >= 0; --edge) {\n    const

sourceKeypointId = parentToChildEdges[edge];\n    const targetKeypointId = childToParentEdges[edge];\n    if

(instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId] &&\n        !instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId]) {\n

instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId] = traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n          edge,

instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId], targetKeypointId, scores,\n          offsets, outputStride, displacementsBwd);\n

  }\n  }\n\n  // Decode the part positions downwards in the tree, following the forward\n  // displacements.\n  for (let

edge = 0; edge < numEdges; ++edge) {\n    const sourceKeypointId = childToParentEdges[edge];\n    const

targetKeypointId = parentToChildEdges[edge];\n    if (instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId] &&\n

!instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId]) {\n      instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId] = traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n

      edge, instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId], targetKeypointId, scores,\n          offsets, outputStride,

displacementsFwd);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return instanceKeypoints;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Keypoint, Pose, TensorBuffer3D} from '../types';\n\nimport {buildPartWithScoreQueue} from

'./build_part_with_score_queue';\nimport {decodePose} from './decode_pose';\nimport {getImageCoords,

squaredDistance} from './util';\n\nfunction withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n    poses: Pose[],

squaredNmsRadius: number, {x, y}: {x: number, y: number},\n    keypointId: number): boolean {\n  return

poses.some(({keypoints}) => {\n    const correspondingKeypoint = keypoints[keypointId].position;\n    return

squaredDistance(\n               y, x, correspondingKeypoint.y, correspondingKeypoint.x) <=\n

squaredNmsRadius;\n  });\n}\n\n/* Score the newly proposed object instance without taking into account\n * the

scores of the parts that overlap with any previously detected\n * instance.\n */\nfunction getInstanceScore(\n

existingPoses: Pose[], squaredNmsRadius: number,\n    instanceKeypoints: Keypoint[]): number {\n  let

notOverlappedKeypointScores = instanceKeypoints.reduce(\n      (result, {position, score}, keypointId): number =>

{\n        if (!withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n                existingPoses, squaredNmsRadius, position,

keypointId)) {\n          result += score;\n        }\n        return result;\n      }, 0.0);\n\n  return

notOverlappedKeypointScores /= instanceKeypoints.length;\n}\n\n// A point (y, x) is considered as root part

candidate if its score is a\n// maximum in a window |y - y'| <= kLocalMaximumRadius, |x - x'| <=\n//
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kLocalMaximumRadius.\nconst kLocalMaximumRadius = 1;\n\n/**\n * Detects multiple poses and finds their parts

from part scores and\n * displacement vectors. It returns up to `maxDetections` object instance\n * detections in

decreasing root score order. It works as follows: We first\n * create a priority queue with local part score maxima

above\n * `scoreThreshold`, considering all parts at the same time. Then we\n * iteratively pull the top  element of

the queue (in decreasing score order)\n * and treat it as a root candidate for a new object instance. To avoid\n *

duplicate detections, we reject the root candidate if it is within a disk\n * of `nmsRadius` pixels from the

corresponding part of a previously detected\n * instance, which is a form of part-based non-maximum suppression

(NMS). If\n * the root candidate passes the NMS check, we start a new object instance\n * detection, treating the

corresponding part as root and finding the\n * positions of the remaining parts by following the displacement

vectors\n * along the tree-structured part graph. We assign to the newly detected\n * instance a score equal to the

sum of scores of its parts which have not\n * been claimed by a previous instance (i.e., those at least `nmsRadius`\n

* pixels away from the corresponding part of all previously detected\n * instances), divided by the total number of

parts `numParts`.\n *\n * @param heatmapScores 3-D tensor with shape `[height, width, numParts]`.\n * The value

of heatmapScores[y, x, k]` is the score of placing the `k`-th\n * object part at position `(y, x)`.\n *\n * @param

offsets 3-D tensor with shape `[height, width, numParts * 2]`.\n * The value of [offsets[y, x, k], offsets[y, x, k +

numParts]]` is the\n * short range offset vector of the `k`-th  object part at heatmap\n * position `(y, x)`.\n *\n *

@param displacementsFwd 3-D tensor of shape\n * `[height, width, 2 * num_edges]`, where `num_edges =

num_parts - 1` is the\n * number of edges (parent-child pairs) in the tree. It contains the forward\n * displacements

between consecutive part from the root towards the leaves.\n *\n * @param displacementsBwd 3-D tensor of

shape\n * `[height, width, 2 * num_edges]`, where `num_edges = num_parts - 1` is the\n * number of edges (parent-

child pairs) in the tree. It contains the backward\n * displacements between consecutive part from the root towards

the leaves.\n *\n * @param outputStride The output stride that was used when feed-forwarding\n * through the

PoseNet model.  Must be 32, 16, or 8.\n *\n * @param maxPoseDetections Maximum number of returned instance

detections per\n * image.\n *\n * @param scoreThreshold Only return instance detections that have root part\n *

score greater or equal to this value. Defaults to 0.5.\n *\n * @param nmsRadius Non-maximum suppression part

distance. It needs to be\n * strictly positive. Two parts suppress each other if they are less than\n * `nmsRadius`

pixels away. Defaults to 20.\n *\n * @return An array of poses and their scores, each containing keypoints and\n *

the corresponding keypoint scores.\n */\nexport function decodeMultiplePoses(\n    scoresBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,

offsetsBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,\n    displacementsFwdBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,\n    displacementsBwdBuffer:

TensorBuffer3D, outputStride: number,\n    maxPoseDetections: number, scoreThreshold = 0.5, nmsRadius = 20):

Pose[] {\n  const poses: Pose[] = [];\n\n  const queue = buildPartWithScoreQueue(\n      scoreThreshold,

kLocalMaximumRadius, scoresBuffer);\n\n  const squaredNmsRadius = nmsRadius * nmsRadius;\n\n  // Generate

at most maxDetections object instances per image in\n  // decreasing root part score order.\n  while (poses.length <

maxPoseDetections && !queue.empty()) {\n    // The top element in the queue is the next root candidate.\n    const

root = queue.dequeue();\n\n    // Part-based non-maximum suppression: We reject a root candidate if it\n    // is

within a disk of `nmsRadius` pixels from the corresponding part of\n    // a previously detected instance.\n    const

rootImageCoords =\n        getImageCoords(root.part, outputStride, offsetsBuffer);\n    if

(withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n            poses, squaredNmsRadius, rootImageCoords, root.part.id)) {\n

 continue;\n    }\n\n    // Start a new detection instance at the position of the root.\n    const keypoints =

decodePose(\n        root, scoresBuffer, offsetsBuffer, outputStride, displacementsFwdBuffer,\n

displacementsBwdBuffer);\n\n    const score = getInstanceScore(poses, squaredNmsRadius, keypoints);\n\n

poses.push({keypoints, score});\n  }\n\n  return poses;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BaseModel} from './base_model';\n\nconst

imageNetMean = [-123.15, -115.90, -103.06];\n\nexport class ResNet extends BaseModel {\n

preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D {\n    return tf.add(input, imageNetMean);\n  }\n\n

nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]) {\n    const [\n      displacementBwd,\n      displacementFwd,\n

heatmap,\n      longOffsets,\n      offsets,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      segmentation,\n      partOffsets,\n  ] = results;\n

return {\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nconst RESNET50_BASE_URL =\n    'https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-

models/savedmodel/bodypix/resnet50/';\nconst MOBILENET_BASE_URL =\n

'https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-models/savedmodel/bodypix/mobilenet/';\n\n// The BodyPix 2.0 ResNet50

models use the latest TensorFlow.js 1.0 model\n// format.\nexport function resNet50SavedModel(stride: number,

quantBytes: number): string {\n  const graphJson = `model-stride${stride}.json`;\n  // quantBytes=4 corresponding

to the non-quantized full-precision SavedModel.\n  if (quantBytes === 4) {\n    return RESNET50_BASE_URL +

`float/` + graphJson;\n  } else {\n    return RESNET50_BASE_URL + `quant${quantBytes}/` + graphJson;\n

}\n}\n\n// The BodyPix 2.0 MobileNetV1 models use the latest TensorFlow.js 1.0 model\n// format.\nexport

function mobileNetSavedModel(\n    stride: number, multiplier: number, quantBytes: number): string {\n  const

toStr: {[key: number]: string} = {1.0: '100', 0.75: '075', 0.50: '050'};\n  const graphJson = `model-

stride${stride}.json`;\n  // quantBytes=4 corresponding to the non-quantized full-precision SavedModel.\n  if

(quantBytes === 4) {\n    return MOBILENET_BASE_URL + `float/${toStr[multiplier]}/` + graphJson;\n  } else

{\n    return MOBILENET_BASE_URL + `quant${quantBytes}/${toStr[multiplier]}/` +\n        graphJson;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BodyPixInput, BodyPixOutputStride, Padding} from

'./types';\nimport {Pose, TensorBuffer3D} from './types';\nimport {BodyPixInternalResolution} from

'./types';\n\nfunction getSizeFromImageLikeElement(input: HTMLImageElement|\n

HTMLCanvasElement|\n                                     OffscreenCanvas): [number, number] {\n  if ('offsetHeight' in input

&& input.offsetHeight !== 0\n      && 'offsetWidth' in input && input.offsetWidth !== 0) {\n    return

[input.offsetHeight, input.offsetWidth];\n  } else if (input.height != null && input.width != null) {\n    return

[input.height, input.width];\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(\n        `HTMLImageElement must have height and

width attributes set.`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getSizeFromVideoElement(input: HTMLVideoElement): [number,

number] {\n  if (input.hasAttribute('height') && input.hasAttribute('width')) {\n    // Prioritizes user specified height

and width.\n    // We can't test the .height and .width properties directly,\n    // because they evaluate to 0 if unset.\n

return [input.height, input.width];\n  } else {\n    return [input.videoHeight, input.videoWidth];\n  }\n}\n\nexport

function getInputSize(input: BodyPixInput): [number, number] {\n  if ((typeof (HTMLCanvasElement) !==

'undefined' &&\n       input instanceof HTMLCanvasElement) ||\n      (typeof (OffscreenCanvas) !== 'undefined'
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&&\n          input instanceof OffscreenCanvas) ||\n      (typeof (HTMLImageElement) !== 'undefined' &&\n

input instanceof HTMLImageElement)) {\n    return getSizeFromImageLikeElement(input);\n  } else if (typeof

(ImageData) !== 'undefined' && input instanceof ImageData) {\n    return [input.height, input.width];\n  } else if (\n

    typeof (HTMLVideoElement) !== 'undefined' &&\n      input instanceof HTMLVideoElement) {\n    return

getSizeFromVideoElement(input);\n  } else if (input instanceof tf.Tensor) {\n    return [input.shape[0],

input.shape[1]];\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`error: Unknown input type: ${input}.`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

isValidInputResolution(\n    resolution: number, outputStride: number): boolean {\n  return (resolution - 1) %

outputStride === 0;\n}\n\nexport function toValidInputResolution(\n    inputResolution: number, outputStride:

BodyPixOutputStride): number {\n  if (isValidInputResolution(inputResolution, outputStride)) {\n    return

inputResolution;\n  }\n\n  return Math.floor(inputResolution / outputStride) * outputStride + 1;\n}\n\nconst

INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS = {\n  low: 'low',\n  medium: 'medium',\n  high: 'high',\n  full:

'full'\n};\n\nconst INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_PERCENTAGES = {\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.low]: 0.25,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.medium]: 0.5,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.high]: 0.75,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.full]: 1.0\n};\n\nconst MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION =

0.1;\nconst MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION = 2.0;\n\nfunction toInternalResolutionPercentage(\n

internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution): number {\n  if (typeof internalResolution === 'string') {\n    const

result = INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_PERCENTAGES[internalResolution];\n\n    tf.util.assert(\n        typeof result

=== 'number',\n        () => `string value of inputResolution must be one of ${\n

Object.values(INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS)\n                .join(',')} but was

${internalResolution}.`);\n    return result;\n  } else {\n    tf.util.assert(\n        typeof internalResolution === 'number'

&&\n            internalResolution <= MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION &&\n            internalResolution >=

MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION,\n        () =>\n            `inputResolution must be a string or number between ${\n

             MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION} and ${MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION}, but ` +\n            `was

${internalResolution}`);\n\n    return internalResolution;\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n    internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution,\n    outputStride:

BodyPixOutputStride,\n    [inputHeight, inputWidth]: [number, number]): [number, number] {\n  const

internalResolutionPercentage =\n      toInternalResolutionPercentage(internalResolution);\n\n  return [\n

toValidInputResolution(\n        inputHeight * internalResolutionPercentage, outputStride),\n

toValidInputResolution(\n        inputWidth * internalResolutionPercentage, outputStride)\n  ];\n}\n\nexport function

toInputTensor(input: BodyPixInput) {\n  // TODO: tf.browser.fromPixels types to support OffscreenCanvas\n  //

@ts-ignore\n  return input instanceof tf.Tensor ? input : tf.browser.fromPixels(input);\n}\n\nexport function

resizeAndPadTo(\n    imageTensor: tf.Tensor3D, [targetH, targetW]: [number, number],\n    flipHorizontal = false):

{\n  resizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D,\n  paddedBy: [[number, number], [number, number]]\n} {\n  const [height,

width] = imageTensor.shape;\n\n  const targetAspect = targetW / targetH;\n  const aspect = width / height;\n\n  let

resizeW: number;\n  let resizeH: number;\n  let padL: number;\n  let padR: number;\n  let padT: number;\n  let

padB: number;\n\n  if (aspect > targetAspect) {\n    // resize to have the larger dimension match the shape.\n

resizeW = targetW;\n    resizeH = Math.ceil(resizeW / aspect);\n\n    const padHeight = targetH - resizeH;\n    padL

= 0;\n    padR = 0;\n    padT = Math.floor(padHeight / 2);\n    padB = targetH - (resizeH + padT);\n  } else {\n

resizeH = targetH;\n    resizeW = Math.ceil(targetH * aspect);\n\n    const padWidth = targetW - resizeW;\n    padL

= Math.floor(padWidth / 2);\n    padR = targetW - (resizeW + padL);\n    padT = 0;\n    padB = 0;\n  }\n\n  const

resizedAndPadded = tf.tidy(() => {\n    // resize to have largest dimension match image\n    let resized:

tf.Tensor3D;\n    if (flipHorizontal) {\n      resized = tf.image.resizeBilinear(\n          tf.reverse(imageTensor, 1),

[resizeH, resizeW]);\n    } else {\n      resized = tf.image.resizeBilinear(imageTensor, [resizeH, resizeW]);\n    }\n\n

const padded = tf.pad3d(resized, [[padT, padB], [padL, padR], [0, 0]]);\n\n    return padded;\n  });\n\n  return

{resizedAndPadded, paddedBy: [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]};\n}\n\nexport function

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n    tensor: tf.Tensor3D,\n    [inputTensorHeight, inputTensorWidth]: [number,
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number],\n    [resizedAndPaddedHeight, resizedAndPaddedWidth]: [number, number],\n    [[padT, padB], [padL,

padR]]: [[number, number], [number, number]],\n    applySigmoidActivation = false): tf.Tensor3D {\n  return

tf.tidy(() => {\n    let inResizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D = tf.image.resizeBilinear(tensor,\n

[resizedAndPaddedHeight, resizedAndPaddedWidth], true);\n\n    if (applySigmoidActivation) {\n

inResizedAndPadded = tf.sigmoid(inResizedAndPadded);\n    }\n\n    return removePaddingAndResizeBack(\n

inResizedAndPadded, [inputTensorHeight, inputTensorWidth],\n        [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]);\n

});\n}\n\nexport function removePaddingAndResizeBack(\n    resizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D,\n    [originalHeight,

originalWidth]: [number, number],\n    [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]: [[number, number], [number, number]]):\n

tf.Tensor3D {\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const batchedImage: tf.Tensor4D = tf.expandDims(resizedAndPadded);\n

 return tf.squeeze(tf.image\n        .cropAndResize(\n            batchedImage, [[\n              padT / (originalHeight +

padT + padB - 1.0),\n              padL / (originalWidth + padL + padR - 1.0),\n              (padT + originalHeight - 1.0)

/\n                  (originalHeight + padT + padB - 1.0),\n              (padL + originalWidth - 1.0) / (originalWidth + padL

+ padR - 1.0)\n            ]],\n            [0], [originalHeight, originalWidth]), [0]);\n  });\n}\n\nexport function resize2d(\n

  tensor: tf.Tensor2D, resolution: [number, number],\n    nearestNeighbor?: boolean): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return

tf.tidy(() => {\n    const batchedImage: tf.Tensor4D = tf.expandDims(tensor, 2);\n    return tf.squeeze(\n

tf.image.resizeBilinear(batchedImage, resolution, nearestNeighbor));\n  });\n}\n\nexport function

padAndResizeTo(\n    input: BodyPixInput, [targetH, targetW]: [number, number]):\n    {resized: tf.Tensor3D,

padding: Padding} {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n  const targetAspect = targetW / targetH;\n

const aspect = width / height;\n  let [padT, padB, padL, padR] = [0, 0, 0, 0];\n  if (aspect < targetAspect) {\n    //

pads the width\n    padT = 0;\n    padB = 0;\n    padL = Math.round(0.5 * (targetAspect * height - width));\n    padR

= Math.round(0.5 * (targetAspect * height - width));\n  } else {\n    // pads the height\n    padT = Math.round(0.5 *

((1.0 / targetAspect) * width - height));\n    padB = Math.round(0.5 * ((1.0 / targetAspect) * width - height));\n

padL = 0;\n    padR = 0;\n  }\n\n  const resized: tf.Tensor3D = tf.tidy(() => {\n    let imageTensor =

toInputTensor(input);\n    imageTensor = tf.pad3d(imageTensor, [[padT, padB], [padL, padR], [0, 0]]);\n\n    return

tf.image.resizeBilinear(imageTensor, [targetH, targetW]);\n  });\n\n  return {resized, padding: {top: padT, left: padL,

right: padR, bottom: padB}};\n}\n\nexport async function toTensorBuffers3D(tensors: tf.Tensor3D[]):\n

Promise<TensorBuffer3D[]> {\n  return Promise.all(tensors.map(tensor => tensor.buffer()));\n}\n\nexport function

scalePose(\n    pose: Pose, scaleY: number, scaleX: number, offsetY = 0,\n    offsetX = 0): Pose {\n  return {\n

score: pose.score,\n    keypoints: pose.keypoints.map(({score, part, position}) => ({\n                                    score,\n

                                 part,\n                                    position: {\n                                      x: position.x * scaleX +

offsetX,\n                                      y: position.y * scaleY + offsetY\n                                    }\n

}))\n  };\n}\n\nexport function scalePoses(\n    poses: Pose[], scaleY: number, scaleX: number, offsetY = 0, offsetX

= 0) {\n  if (scaleX === 1 && scaleY === 1 && offsetY === 0 && offsetX === 0) {\n    return poses;\n  }\n  return

poses.map(pose => scalePose(pose, scaleY, scaleX, offsetY, offsetX));\n}\n\nexport function

flipPoseHorizontal(pose: Pose, imageWidth: number): Pose {\n  return {\n    score: pose.score,\n    keypoints:

pose.keypoints.map(\n        ({score, part, position}) => ({\n          score,\n          part,\n          position: {x:

imageWidth - 1 - position.x, y: position.y}\n        }))\n  };\n}\n\nexport function flipPosesHorizontal(poses: Pose[],

imageWidth: number) {\n  if (imageWidth <= 0) {\n    return poses;\n  }\n  return poses.map(pose =>

flipPoseHorizontal(pose, imageWidth));\n}\n\nexport function scaleAndFlipPoses(\n    poses: Pose[], [height,

width]: [number, number],\n    [inputResolutionHeight, inputResolutionWidth]: [number, number],\n    padding:

Padding, flipHorizontal: boolean): Pose[] {\n  const scaleY =\n      (height + padding.top + padding.bottom) /

(inputResolutionHeight);\n  const scaleX =\n      (width + padding.left + padding.right) /

(inputResolutionWidth);\n\n  const scaledPoses =\n      scalePoses(poses, scaleY, scaleX, -padding.top, -

padding.left);\n\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n    return flipPosesHorizontal(scaledPoses, width);\n  } else {\n    return

scaledPoses;\n  }\n}\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tfconv from '@tensorflow/tfjs-converter';\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BaseModel} from './base_model';\nimport {decodeOnlyPartSegmentation, decodePartSegmentation,

toMaskTensor} from './decode_part_map';\nimport {MobileNet} from './mobilenet';\nimport

{decodePersonInstanceMasks, decodePersonInstancePartMasks} from

'./multi_person/decode_instance_masks';\nimport {decodeMultiplePoses} from

'./multi_person/decode_multiple_poses';\nimport {ResNet} from './resnet';\nimport {mobileNetSavedModel,

resNet50SavedModel} from './saved_models';\nimport {BodyPixArchitecture, BodyPixInput,

BodyPixInternalResolution, BodyPixMultiplier, BodyPixOutputStride, BodyPixQuantBytes, Padding} from

'./types';\nimport {PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation, SemanticPartSegmentation,

SemanticPersonSegmentation} from './types';\nimport {getInputSize, padAndResizeTo,

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape, scaleAndFlipPoses, toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth, toTensorBuffers3D}

from './util';\n\nconst APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION = true;\nconst FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING =

false;\n\n/**\n * BodyPix model loading is configurable using the following config dictionary.\n *\n *

`architecture`: BodyPixArchitecture. It determines which BodyPix architecture\n * to load. The supported

architectures are: MobileNetV1 and ResNet50.\n *\n * `outputStride`: Specifies the output stride of the BodyPix

model.\n * The smaller the value, the larger the output resolution, and more accurate\n * the model at the cost of

speed. Set this to a larger value to increase speed\n * at the cost of accuracy. Stride 32 is supported for ResNet and\n

* stride 8,16,32 are supported for various MobileNetV1 models.\n *\n * `multiplier`: An optional number with

values: 1.01, 1.0, 0.75, or\n * 0.50. The value is used only by MobileNet architecture. It is the float\n * multiplier for

the depth (number of channels) for all convolution ops.\n * The larger the value, the larger the size of the layers, and

more accurate\n * the model at the cost of speed. Set this to a smaller value to increase speed\n * at the cost of

accuracy.\n *\n * `modelUrl`: An optional string that specifies custom url of the model. This\n * is useful for

area/countries that don't have access to the model hosted on\n * GCP.\n *\n * `quantBytes`: An optional number

with values: 1, 2, or 4.  This parameter\n * affects weight quantization in the models. The available options are\n * 1

byte, 2 bytes, and 4 bytes. The higher the value, the larger the model size\n * and thus the longer the loading time,

the lower the value, the shorter the\n * loading time but lower the accuracy.\n */\nexport interface ModelConfig {\n

architecture: BodyPixArchitecture;\n  outputStride: BodyPixOutputStride;\n  multiplier?: BodyPixMultiplier;\n

modelUrl?: string;\n  quantBytes?: BodyPixQuantBytes;\n}\n\n// The default configuration for loading

MobileNetV1 based BodyPix.\n//\n// (And for references, the default configuration for loading ResNet\n// based

PoseNet is also included).\n//\n// ```\n// const RESNET_CONFIG = {\n//   architecture: 'ResNet50',\n//

outputStride: 32,\n//   quantBytes: 4,\n// } as ModelConfig;\n// ```\n\nconst MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG = {\n

architecture: 'MobileNetV1',\n  outputStride: 16,\n  quantBytes: 4,\n  multiplier: 0.75,\n} as ModelConfig;\n\nconst

VALID_ARCHITECTURE: BodyPixArchitecture[] = ['MobileNetV1', 'ResNet50'];\nconst VALID_STRIDE: {[id:

string]: BodyPixOutputStride[]} = {\n  'MobileNetV1': [8, 16, 32],\n  'ResNet50': [32, 16]\n};\nconst

VALID_MULTIPLIER: {[id: string]: BodyPixMultiplier[]} = {\n  'MobileNetV1': [0.50, 0.75, 1.0],\n  'ResNet50':

[1.0]\n};\nconst VALID_QUANT_BYTES: BodyPixQuantBytes[] = [1, 2, 4];\n\nfunction

validateModelConfig(config: ModelConfig): ModelConfig {\n  config = config || MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG;\n\n

if (config.architecture == null) {\n    config.architecture = 'MobileNetV1';\n  }\n  if

(VALID_ARCHITECTURE.indexOf(config.architecture) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid architecture

${config.architecture}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_ARCHITECTURE}`);\n  }\n  if (config.outputStride

== null) {\n    config.outputStride = 16;\n  }\n  if

(VALID_STRIDE[config.architecture].indexOf(config.outputStride) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid

outputStride ${config.outputStride}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_STRIDE[config.architecture]} ` +\n

`for architecture ${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  if (config.multiplier == null) {\n    config.multiplier = 1.0;\n  }\n
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if (VALID_MULTIPLIER[config.architecture].indexOf(config.multiplier) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Invalid multiplier ${config.multiplier}. ` +\n        `Should be one of

${VALID_MULTIPLIER[config.architecture]} ` +\n        `for architecture ${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  if

(config.quantBytes == null) {\n    config.quantBytes = 4;\n  }\n  if

(VALID_QUANT_BYTES.indexOf(config.quantBytes) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid quantBytes

${config.quantBytes}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_QUANT_BYTES} ` +\n        `for architecture

${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  return config;\n}\n\n/**\n * BodyPix inference is configurable using the

following config dictionary.\n *\n * `flipHorizontal`: If the left-right keypoint of poses/part segmentation\n * should

be flipped/mirrored horizontally. This should be set to true for\n * videos where the video is by default flipped

horizontally (i.e. a webcam),\n * and you want the person & body part segmentation to be returned in the proper\n *

orientation.\n *\n * `internalResolution`: Defaults to 'medium'. The internal resolution\n * percentage that the input

is resized to before inference. The larger the\n * internalResolution the more accurate the model at the cost of

slower\n * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high', 'full', or a\n * percentage value between 0

and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n *\n *

`segmentationThreshold`: The minimum that segmentation values must\n * have to be considered part of the person.

Affects the generation of the\n * segmentation mask. More specifically, it is the threshold used to binarize\n * the

intermediate person segmentation probability. The probability of each\n * pixel belongs to a person is in range [0,

1]. If the probability is greater\n * than the `segmentationThreshold`, it will be set to 1 otherwise 0.\n *\n */\nexport

interface InferenceConfig {\n  flipHorizontal?: boolean;\n  internalResolution?: BodyPixInternalResolution;\n

segmentationThreshold?: number;\n}\n\n/**\n * Person Inference Config\n *\n * `maxDetections`: Defaults to 10.

Maximum number of person pose detections per\n * image.\n *\n * `scoreThreshold`: Defaults to 0.4. Only return

person pose that have root\n * part score greater or equal to this value.\n *\n * `nmsRadius`: Defaults to 20. Non-

maximum suppression part distance in pixels.\n * It needs to be strictly positive. Two pose keypoints suppress each

other if\n * they are less than `nmsRadius` pixels away.\n */\nexport interface PersonInferenceConfig extends

InferenceConfig {\n  maxDetections?: number;\n  scoreThreshold?: number;\n  nmsRadius?: number;\n}\n\n/**\n *

Multiple Person Instance Inference Config\n *\n * `maxDetections`: Defaults to 10. Maximum number of returned

instance\n * segmentation and pose detections per image.\n *\n * `scoreThreshold`: Defaults to 0.4. Only returns and

uses person\n * poses for instance segmentation assignment when the pose has root part score\n * greater or equal to

this value.\n *\n * `nmsRadius`: Defaults to 20. Non-maximum suppression part distance in pixels.\n * It needs to be

strictly positive. Two parts suppress each other if they are\n * less than `nmsRadius` pixels away.\n *\n *

`minKeypointScore`: Default to 0.3. Keypoints above the score are used\n * for matching and assigning

segmentation mask to each person.\n *\n * `refineSteps`: Default to 10. The number of refinement steps used when\n

* assigning the instance segmentation. It needs to be strictly positive. The\n * larger the higher the accuracy and

slower the inference.\n *\n */\nexport interface MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig extends InferenceConfig {\n

maxDetections?: number;\n  scoreThreshold?: number;\n  nmsRadius?: number;\n  minKeypointScore?: number;\n

refineSteps?: number;\n}\n\nexport const PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG: PersonInferenceConfig = {\n

flipHorizontal: false,\n  internalResolution: 'medium',\n  segmentationThreshold: 0.7,\n  maxDetections: 10,\n

scoreThreshold: 0.4,\n  nmsRadius: 20,\n};\n\nexport const

MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG:\n    MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig = {\n

flipHorizontal: false,\n      internalResolution: 'medium',\n      segmentationThreshold: 0.7,\n      maxDetections:

10,\n      scoreThreshold: 0.4,\n      nmsRadius: 20,\n      minKeypointScore: 0.3,\n      refineSteps: 10\n

};\n\nfunction validatePersonInferenceConfig(config: PersonInferenceConfig) {\n  const {segmentationThreshold,

maxDetections, scoreThreshold, nmsRadius} =\n      config;\n\n  if (segmentationThreshold < 0.0 ||

segmentationThreshold > 1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `segmentationThreshold ${segmentationThreshold}. `

+\n        `Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (maxDetections <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid

maxDetections ${maxDetections}. ` +\n        `Should be > 0`);\n  }\n\n  if (scoreThreshold < 0.0 || scoreThreshold >

1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid scoreThreshold ${scoreThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in range [0.0,

1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (nmsRadius <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid nmsRadius ${nmsRadius}.`);\n
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}\n}\n\nfunction validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(\n    config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig) {\n

const {\n    segmentationThreshold,\n    maxDetections,\n    scoreThreshold,\n    nmsRadius,\n

minKeypointScore,\n    refineSteps\n  } = config;\n\n  if (segmentationThreshold < 0.0 || segmentationThreshold >

1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `segmentationThreshold ${segmentationThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in

range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (maxDetections <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid maxDetections

${maxDetections}. ` +\n        `Should be > 0`);\n  }\n\n  if (scoreThreshold < 0.0 || scoreThreshold > 1.0) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `Invalid scoreThreshold ${scoreThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if

(nmsRadius <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid nmsRadius ${nmsRadius}.`);\n  }\n\n  if (minKeypointScore < 0 ||

minKeypointScore > 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid minKeypointScore ${minKeypointScore}.` +\n

`Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (refineSteps <= 0 || refineSteps > 20) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Invalid refineSteps ${refineSteps}.` +\n        `Should be in range [1, 20]`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport class BodyPix {\n

baseModel: BaseModel;\n\n  constructor(net: BaseModel) {\n    this.baseModel = net;\n  }\n\n  private

predictForPersonSegmentation(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    segmentLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n    heatmapScores:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n  }

{\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n

  } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n    return {\n      segmentLogits: segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n

offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n    };\n  }\n\n  private

predictForPersonSegmentationAndPart(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    segmentLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n

partHeatmapLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n  } {\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n

heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n

  return {\n      segmentLogits: segmentation,\n      partHeatmapLogits: partHeatmaps,\n      heatmapScores,\n

offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n    };\n  }\n\n  private

predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(input: tf.Tensor3D):\n      {\n        segmentLogits:

tf.Tensor3D,\n        longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n        heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n        offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n

displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n        displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n        partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D\n      } {\n

const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n

displacementBwd,\n      partHeatmaps,\n    } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n    return {\n      segmentLogits:

segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n

    partHeatmaps\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with people, returns a dictionary of all intermediate\n   *

tensors including: 1) a binary array with 1 for the pixels that are part of\n   * the person, and 0 otherwise, 2)

heatmapScores, 3) offsets, and 4) paddings.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param internalResolution Defaults to 'medium'. The internal resolution\n   * that

the input is resized to before inference. The larger the\n   * internalResolution the more accurate the model at the

cost of slower\n   * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high', 'full', or\n   * a percentage value

between 0 and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n   * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n

*\n   * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that segmentation values must have\n   * to be considered

part of the person. Affects the generation of the\n   * segmentation mask.\n   *\n   * @return A dictionary containing

`segmentation`, `heatmapScores`, `offsets`,\n   * and `padding`:\n   * - `segmentation`: A 2d Tensor with 1 for the

pixels that are part of the\n   * person, and 0 otherwise. The width and height correspond to the same\n   *

dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `heatmapScores`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint heatmaps used by\n   * pose

estimation decoding.\n   * - `offsets`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint offsets used by pose\n   * estimation decoding.\n

* - `displacementFwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint forward displacement used\n   * by pose estimation decoding.\n

 * - `displacementBwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint backward displacement used\n   * by pose estimation

decoding.\n   * - `padding`: The padding (unit pixels) being applied to the input image\n   * before it is fed into the

model.\n   */\n  segmentPersonActivation(\n      input: BodyPixInput, internalResolution:

BodyPixInternalResolution,\n      segmentationThreshold = 0.5): {\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D,\n
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heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    padding: Padding,\n    internalResolutionHeightAndWidth: [number, number]\n  } {\n    const

[height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth =

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride, [height, width]);\n

const {resized, padding} =\n        padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n\n    const {\n

segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n        displacementFwd,\n

displacementBwd\n      } = this.predictForPersonSegmentation(resized);\n\n      const [resizedHeight, resizedWidth]

= resized.shape;\n\n      const scaledSegmentScores = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits,

[height, width], [resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left,

padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n      return {\n        segmentation: toMaskTensor(\n

         tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), segmentationThreshold),\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n    resized.dispose();\n    return {\n      segmentation,\n

heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with many people, returns a

PersonSegmentation dictionary\n   * that contains the segmentation mask for all people and a single pose.\n   *\n   *

Note: The segmentation mask returned by this method covers all people but\n   * the pose works well for one

person. If you want to estimate instance-level\n   * multiple person segmentation & pose for each person, use\n   *

`segmentMultiPerson` instead.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config PersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for the

BodyPix inference using person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return A SemanticPersonSegmentation dictionary that

contains height,\n   * width, the flattened binary segmentation mask and the poses for all people.\n   * The width and

height correspond to the same dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `height`: The height of the segmentation data in

pixel unit.\n   * - `width`: The width of the segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * - `data`: The flattened Uint8Array

of segmentation data. 1 means the pixel\n   * belongs to a person and 0 means the pixel doesn't belong to a person.

The\n   * size of the array is equal to `height` x `width` in row-major order.\n   * - `allPoses`: The 2d poses of all

people.\n   */\n  async segmentPerson(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n      config: PersonInferenceConfig =

PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n      Promise<SemanticPersonSegmentation> {\n    config =

{...PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n    validatePersonInferenceConfig(config);\n\n    const {\n

segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    } =\n        this.segmentPersonActivation(\n            input,

config.internalResolution, config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n    const [height, width] = segmentation.shape;\n\n

const result = await segmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n    segmentation.dispose();\n\n    const tensorBuffers =

await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScores, offsets, displacementFwd, displacementBwd]);\n    const

[scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses =

decodeMultiplePoses(\n        scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n

this.baseModel.outputStride, config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses =

scaleAndFlipPoses(\n        poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n

FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n    heatmapScores.dispose();\n    offsets.dispose();\n

displacementFwd.dispose();\n    displacementBwd.dispose();\n\n    return {height, width, data: result, allPoses:

poses};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with multiple people, returns an *array* of\n   * PersonSegmentation

object. Each element in the array corresponding to one\n   * of the people in the input image. In other words, it

predicts\n   * instance-level multiple person segmentation & pose for each person.\n   *\n   * The model does

standard ImageNet pre-processing before inferring through\n   * the model. The image pixels should have values [0-

255].\n   *\n   * @param input\n   * ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)

The input\n   * image to feed through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config MultiPersonInferenceConfig object

that contains\n   * parameters for the BodyPix inference using multi-person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return An array of
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PersonSegmentation object, each containing a width,\n   * height, a binary array (1 for the pixels that are part of

the\n   * person, and 0 otherwise) and 2D pose. The array size corresponds to the\n   * number of pixels in the

image. The width and height correspond to the\n   * dimensions of the image the binary array is shaped to, which are

the same\n   * dimensions of the input image.\n   */\n  async segmentMultiPerson(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n

config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig =\n          MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n

    Promise<PersonSegmentation[]> {\n    config = {...MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG,

...config};\n    validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(config);\n    const [height, width] =

getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth = toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n

config.internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride,\n        [height, width]);\n\n    const {resized, padding} =\n

  padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n

heatmapScoresRaw,\n      offsetsRaw,\n      displacementFwdRaw,\n      displacementBwdRaw,\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        longOffsets,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      } =

this.predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n      const scaledSegmentScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n

     [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n

const longOffsetsResized = false;\n      let scaledLongOffsets;\n      if (longOffsetsResized) {\n

scaledLongOffsets = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n            longOffsets, [height, width],

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n            [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n      } else {\n        scaledLongOffsets = longOffsets;\n      }\n\n      const

segmentation = toMaskTensor(\n          tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n

return {\n        segmentation,\n        longOffsets: scaledLongOffsets,\n        heatmapScoresRaw: heatmapScores,\n

 offsetsRaw: offsets,\n        displacementFwdRaw: displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwdRaw:

displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScoresRaw,

offsetsRaw, displacementFwdRaw, displacementBwdRaw]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n

scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride,

config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n

poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

 const instanceMasks = await decodePersonInstanceMasks(\n        segmentation, longOffsets, poses, height, width,\n

      this.baseModel.outputStride, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        config.scoreThreshold,

config.refineSteps, config.minKeypointScore,\n        config.maxDetections);\n\n    resized.dispose();\n

segmentation.dispose();\n    longOffsets.dispose();\n    heatmapScoresRaw.dispose();\n    offsetsRaw.dispose();\n

displacementFwdRaw.dispose();\n    displacementBwdRaw.dispose();\n\n    return instanceMasks;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Given an image with many people, returns a dictionary containing: height,\n   * width, a tensor with a part id from 0-

24 for the pixels that are\n   * part of a corresponding body part, and -1 otherwise. This does standard\n   * ImageNet

pre-processing before inferring through the model.  The image\n   * should pixels should have values [0-255].\n   *\n

 * @param input ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input

image to feed through the network.\n   *\n   * @param internalResolution Defaults to 'medium'. The internal

resolution\n   * percentage that the input is resized to before inference. The larger the\n   * internalResolution the

more accurate the model at the cost of slower\n   * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high',

'full', or\n   * a percentage value between 0 and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n   * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5,

0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n   *\n   * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that segmentation values

must have\n   * to be considered part of the person.  Affects the clipping of the colored\n   * part image.\n   *\n   *

@return  A dictionary containing `partSegmentation`, `heatmapScores`,\n   * `offsets`, and `padding`:\n   * -

`partSegmentation`: A 2d Tensor with a part id from 0-24 for\n   * the pixels that are part of a corresponding body

part, and -1 otherwise.\n   * - `heatmapScores`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint heatmaps used by\n   * single-person

pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `offsets`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint offsets used by single-person pose\n   *
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estimation decoding.\n   * - `displacementFwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint forward displacement\n   * used by

pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `displacementBwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint backward displacement used\n   *

by pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `padding`: The padding (unit pixels) being applied to the input image\n   *

before it is fed into the model.\n   */\n  segmentPersonPartsActivation(\n      input: BodyPixInput,

internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution,\n      segmentationThreshold = 0.5): {\n    partSegmentation:

tf.Tensor2D,\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n

displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    padding: Padding,\n    internalResolutionHeightAndWidth: [number, number]\n

} {\n    const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth =

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride, [height, width]);\n

const {\n      resized,\n      padding,\n    } = padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n\n    const

{\n      partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } =

tf.tidy(() => {\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        partHeatmapLogits,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

   displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd\n      } = this.predictForPersonSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n\n

const [resizedHeight, resizedWidth] = resized.shape;\n\n      const scaledSegmentScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width], [resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n

[[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n

const scaledPartHeatmapScore = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          partHeatmapLogits, [height, width],

[resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n      const segmentation =\n

toMaskTensor(tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), segmentationThreshold);\n      return {\n        partSegmentation:\n

        decodePartSegmentation(segmentation, scaledPartHeatmapScore),\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n    resized.dispose();\n    return {\n

partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n

padding,\n      internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with many people,

returns a PartSegmentation dictionary that\n   * contains the body part segmentation mask for all people and a single

pose.\n   *\n   * Note: The body part segmentation mask returned by this method covers all\n   * people but the pose

works well when there is one person. If you want to\n   * estimate instance-level multiple person body part

segmentation & pose for\n   * each person, use `segmentMultiPersonParts` instead.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config PersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for the

BodyPix inference using single person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return A SemanticPartSegmentation dictionary that

contains height, width,\n   * the flattened binary segmentation mask and the pose for the person. The\n   * width and

height correspond to the same dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `height`: The height of the person part

segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * - `width`: The width of the person part segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * -

`data`: The flattened Int32Array of person part segmentation data with a\n   * part id from 0-24 for the pixels that are

part of a corresponding body\n   * part, and -1 otherwise. The size of the array is equal to `height` x\n   * `width` in

row-major order.\n   * - `allPoses`: The 2d poses of all people.\n   */\n  async segmentPersonParts(\n      input:

BodyPixInput,\n      config: PersonInferenceConfig = PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n

Promise<SemanticPartSegmentation> {\n    config = {...PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n

validatePersonInferenceConfig(config);\n    const {\n      partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n      internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    } =\n

this.segmentPersonPartsActivation(\n            input, config.internalResolution, config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n

const [height, width] = partSegmentation.shape;\n    const data = await partSegmentation.data() as Int32Array;\n

partSegmentation.dispose();\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScores, offsets,

displacementFwd, displacementBwd]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf,

displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n        scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride, config.maxDetections,\n

config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n        poses, [height, width],
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internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

heatmapScores.dispose();\n    offsets.dispose();\n    displacementFwd.dispose();\n    displacementBwd.dispose();\n\n

  return {height, width, data, allPoses: poses};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with multiple people, returns an

*array* of PartSegmentation\n   * object. Each element in the array corresponding to one\n   * of the people in the

input image. In other words, it predicts\n   * instance-level multiple person body part segmentation & pose for

each\n   * person.\n   *\n   * This does standard ImageNet pre-processing before inferring through\n   * the model.

The image pixels should have values [0-255].\n   *\n   * @param input\n   *

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement) The input\n   * image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config MultiPersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for

the BodyPix inference using multi-person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return An array of PartSegmentation object, each

containing a width,\n   * height, a flattened array (with part id from 0-24 for the pixels that are\n   * part of a

corresponding body part, and -1 otherwise) and 2D pose. The width\n   * and height correspond to the dimensions of

the image. Each flattened part\n   * segmentation array size is equal to `height` x `width`.\n   */\n  async

segmentMultiPersonParts(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n      config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig =\n

MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG): Promise<PartSegmentation[]> {\n    config =

{...MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n

validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(config);\n    const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth = toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        config.internalResolution,

this.baseModel.outputStride,\n        [height, width]);\n    const {resized, padding} =\n        padAndResizeTo(input,

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScoresRaw,\n

 offsetsRaw,\n      displacementFwdRaw,\n      displacementBwdRaw,\n      partSegmentation,\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        longOffsets,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n        partHeatmaps\n      } =

this.predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n\n      // decoding with scaling.\n      const

scaledSegmentScores = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width],

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n      // decoding with scaling.\n      const scaledPartSegmentationScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          partHeatmaps, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n

    [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n

 const scaledLongOffsets = longOffsets;\n      const segmentation = toMaskTensor(\n

tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), config.segmentationThreshold);\n      const partSegmentation =\n

decodeOnlyPartSegmentation(scaledPartSegmentationScores);\n      return {\n        segmentation,\n        longOffsets:

scaledLongOffsets,\n        heatmapScoresRaw: heatmapScores,\n        offsetsRaw: offsets,\n

displacementFwdRaw: displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwdRaw: displacementBwd,\n

partSegmentation\n      };\n    });\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScoresRaw,

offsetsRaw, displacementFwdRaw, displacementBwdRaw]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n

scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride,

config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n

poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

 const instanceMasks = await decodePersonInstancePartMasks(\n        segmentation, longOffsets, partSegmentation,

poses, height, width,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n

config.scoreThreshold, config.refineSteps, config.minKeypointScore,\n        config.maxDetections);\n\n

resized.dispose();\n    segmentation.dispose();\n    longOffsets.dispose();\n    heatmapScoresRaw.dispose();\n

offsetsRaw.dispose();\n    displacementFwdRaw.dispose();\n    displacementBwdRaw.dispose();\n

partSegmentation.dispose();\n\n    return instanceMasks;\n  }\n\n  public dispose() {\n    this.baseModel.dispose();\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the MobileNet BodyPix model.\n */\nasync function loadMobileNet(config: ModelConfig):

Promise<BodyPix> {\n  const outputStride = config.outputStride;\n  const quantBytes = config.quantBytes;\n  const
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multiplier = config.multiplier;\n  if (tf == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Cannot find TensorFlow.js. If you are

using a <script> tag, please ` +\n        `also include @tensorflow/tfjs on the page before using this\n        model.`);\n

}\n\n  const url = mobileNetSavedModel(outputStride, multiplier, quantBytes);\n  const graphModel = await

tfconv.loadGraphModel(config.modelUrl || url);\n  const mobilenet = new MobileNet(graphModel, outputStride);\n

return new BodyPix(mobilenet);\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the ResNet BodyPix model.\n */\nasync function

loadResNet(config: ModelConfig): Promise<BodyPix> {\n  const outputStride = config.outputStride;\n  const

quantBytes = config.quantBytes;\n  if (tf == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Cannot find TensorFlow.js. If you

are using a <script> tag, please ` +\n        `also include @tensorflow/tfjs on the page before using this\n

model.`);\n  }\n\n  const url = resNet50SavedModel(outputStride, quantBytes);\n  const graphModel = await

tfconv.loadGraphModel(config.modelUrl || url);\n  const resnet = new ResNet(graphModel, outputStride);\n  return

new BodyPix(resnet);\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the BodyPix model instance from a checkpoint, with the ResNet\n * or

MobileNet architecture. The model to be loaded is configurable using the\n * config dictionary ModelConfig. Please

find more details in the\n * documentation of the ModelConfig.\n *\n * @param config ModelConfig dictionary that

contains parameters for\n * the BodyPix loading process. Please find more details of each parameters\n * in the

documentation of the ModelConfig interface. The predefined\n * `MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG` and

`RESNET_CONFIG` can also be used as references\n * for defining your customized config.\n */\nexport async

function load(config: ModelConfig = MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG):\n    Promise<BodyPix> {\n  config =

validateModelConfig(config);\n  if (config.architecture === 'ResNet50') {\n    return loadResNet(config);\n  } else if

(config.architecture === 'MobileNetV1') {\n    return loadMobileNet(config);\n  } else {\n    return null;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {cpuBlur} from './blur';\nimport {Color, PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation} from

'./types';\nimport {SemanticPartSegmentation, SemanticPersonSegmentation} from './types';\nimport {getInputSize}

from './util';\n\nexport type Canvas = HTMLCanvasElement | OffscreenCanvas;\n\nconst offScreenCanvases:

{[name: string]: Canvas} = {};\n\ntype ImageType = HTMLImageElement|HTMLVideoElement|Canvas;\ntype

HasDimensions = {\n  width: number,\n  height: number\n};\n\nfunction isSafari() {\n  return

(/^((?!chrome|android).)*safari/i.test(navigator.userAgent));\n}\n\nfunction assertSameDimensions(\n    {width:

widthA, height: heightA}: HasDimensions,\n    {width: widthB, height: heightB}: HasDimensions, nameA: string,\n

  nameB: string) {\n  if (widthA !== widthB || heightA !== heightB) {\n    throw new Error(`error: dimensions must

match. ${nameA} has dimensions ${\n        widthA}x${heightA}, ${nameB} has dimensions

${widthB}x${heightB}`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas: Canvas) {\n  const ctx =

canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.scale(-1, 1);\n  ctx.translate(-canvas.width, 0);\n}\n\nfunction

drawWithCompositing(\n    ctx: CanvasRenderingContext2D|OffscreenCanvasRenderingContext2D,\n    image:

Canvas|ImageType,\n    compositeOperation: string) {\n  ctx.globalCompositeOperation = compositeOperation;\n

ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0);\n}\n\nfunction createOffScreenCanvas(): Canvas {\n  if (typeof document !==

'undefined' ) {\n    return document.createElement('canvas');\n  } else if (typeof OffscreenCanvas !== 'undefined')

{\n    return new OffscreenCanvas(0, 0);\n  } else {\n    throw new Error('Cannot create a canvas in this context');\n

}\n}\n\nfunction ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(id: string): Canvas {\n  if (!offScreenCanvases[id]) {\n

offScreenCanvases[id] = createOffScreenCanvas();\n  }\n  return offScreenCanvases[id];\n}\n\nfunction

drawAndBlurImageOnCanvas(\n    image: ImageType, blurAmount: number, canvas: Canvas) {\n  const {height,

width} = image;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  canvas.width = width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n

ctx.clearRect(0, 0, width, height);\n  ctx.save();\n  if (isSafari()) {\n    cpuBlur(canvas, image, blurAmount);\n  } else

{\n    // tslint:disable:no-any\n    (ctx as any).filter = `blur(${blurAmount}px)`;\n    ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0,
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width, height);\n  }\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n    image: ImageType,

blurAmount: number,\n    offscreenCanvasName: string): Canvas {\n  const canvas =

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(offscreenCanvasName);\n  if (blurAmount === 0) {\n

renderImageToCanvas(image, canvas);\n  } else {\n    drawAndBlurImageOnCanvas(image, blurAmount, canvas);\n

}\n  return canvas;\n}\n\nfunction renderImageToCanvas(image: ImageType, canvas: Canvas) {\n  const {width,

height} = image;\n  canvas.width = width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n

ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n}\n/**\n * Draw an image on a canvas\n */\nfunction

renderImageDataToCanvas(image: ImageData, canvas: Canvas) {\n  canvas.width = image.width;\n  canvas.height

= image.height;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  ctx.putImageData(image, 0, 0);\n}\n\nfunction

renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(\n    image: ImageData, canvasName: string): Canvas {\n  const canvas =

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(canvasName);\n  renderImageDataToCanvas(image, canvas);\n\n  return

canvas;\n}\n\n/**\n * Given the output from estimating multi-person segmentation, generates an\n * image with

foreground and background color at each pixel determined by the\n * corresponding binary segmentation value at

the pixel from the output.  In\n * other words, pixels where there is a person will be colored with foreground\n *

color and where there is not a person will be colored with background color.\n *\n * @param

personOrPartSegmentation The output from\n * `segmentPerson`, `segmentMultiPerson`,\n * `segmentPersonParts`

or `segmentMultiPersonParts`. They can\n * be SemanticPersonSegmentation object, an array of

PersonSegmentation object,\n * SemanticPartSegmentation object, or an array of PartSegmentation object.\n *\n *

@param foreground Default to {r:0, g:0, b:0, a: 0}. The foreground color\n * (r,g,b,a) for visualizing pixels that

belong to people.\n *\n * @param background Default to {r:0, g:0, b:0, a: 255}. The background color\n * (r,g,b,a)

for visualizing pixels that don't belong to people.\n *\n * @param drawContour Default to false. Whether to draw

the contour around each\n * person's segmentation mask or body part mask.\n *\n * @param foregroundIds Default

to [1]. The integer values that represent\n * foreground. For person segmentation, 1 is the foreground. For body

part\n * segmentation, it can be a subset of all body parts ids.\n *\n * @returns An ImageData with the same width

and height of\n * all the PersonSegmentation in multiPersonSegmentation, with opacity and\n * transparency at each

pixel determined by the corresponding binary\n * segmentation value at the pixel from the output.\n */\nexport

function toMask(\n    personOrPartSegmentation: SemanticPersonSegmentation|\n

SemanticPartSegmentation|PersonSegmentation[]|PartSegmentation[],\n    foreground: Color = {\n      r: 0,\n      g:

0,\n      b: 0,\n      a: 0\n    },\n    background: Color = {\n      r: 0,\n      g: 0,\n      b: 0,\n      a: 255\n    },\n

drawContour = false, foregroundIds: number[] = [1]): ImageData {\n  if (Array.isArray(personOrPartSegmentation)

&&\n      personOrPartSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    return null;\n  }\n\n  let multiPersonOrPartSegmentation:\n

   Array<SemanticPersonSegmentation|SemanticPartSegmentation|\n

PersonSegmentation|PartSegmentation>;\n\n  if (!Array.isArray(personOrPartSegmentation)) {\n

multiPersonOrPartSegmentation = [personOrPartSegmentation];\n  } else {\n    multiPersonOrPartSegmentation =

personOrPartSegmentation;\n  }\n\n  const {width, height} = multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[0];\n  const bytes =

new Uint8ClampedArray(width * height * 4);\n\n  function drawStroke(\n      bytes: Uint8ClampedArray, row:

number, column: number, width: number,\n      radius: number, color: Color = {r: 0, g: 255, b: 255, a: 255}) {\n

for (let i = -radius; i <= radius; i++) {\n      for (let j = -radius; j <= radius; j++) {\n        if (i !== 0 && j !== 0) {\n

    const n = (row + i) * width + (column + j);\n          bytes[4 * n + 0] = color.r;\n          bytes[4 * n + 1] = color.g;\n

      bytes[4 * n + 2] = color.b;\n          bytes[4 * n + 3] = color.a;\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  function

isSegmentationBoundary(\n      segmentationData: Uint8Array|Int32Array,\n      row: number,\n      column:

number,\n      width: number,\n      foregroundIds: number[] = [1],\n      radius = 1,\n      ): boolean {\n    let

numberBackgroundPixels = 0;\n    for (let i = -radius; i <= radius; i++) {\n      for (let j = -radius; j <= radius; j++)

{\n        if (i !== 0 && j !== 0) {\n          const n = (row + i) * width + (column + j);\n          if

(!foregroundIds.some(id => id === segmentationData[n])) {\n            numberBackgroundPixels += 1;\n          }\n

}\n      }\n    }\n    return numberBackgroundPixels > 0;\n  }\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n    for (let j = 0; j

< width; j += 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      bytes[4 * n + 0] = background.r;\n      bytes[4 * n + 1] =

background.g;\n      bytes[4 * n + 2] = background.b;\n      bytes[4 * n + 3] = background.a;\n      for (let k = 0; k <
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multiPersonOrPartSegmentation.length; k++) {\n        if (foregroundIds.some(\n                id => id ===

multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[k].data[n])) {\n          bytes[4 * n] = foreground.r;\n          bytes[4 * n + 1] =

foreground.g;\n          bytes[4 * n + 2] = foreground.b;\n          bytes[4 * n + 3] = foreground.a;\n          const

isBoundary = isSegmentationBoundary(\n              multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[k].data, i, j, width,\n

foregroundIds);\n          if (drawContour && i - 1 >= 0 && i + 1 < height && j - 1 >= 0 &&\n              j + 1 < width

&& isBoundary) {\n            drawStroke(bytes, i, j, width, 1);\n          }\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return new

ImageData(bytes, width, height);\n}\n\nconst RAINBOW_PART_COLORS: Array<[number, number, number]> =

[\n  [110, 64, 170], [143, 61, 178], [178, 60, 178], [210, 62, 167],\n  [238, 67, 149], [255, 78, 125], [255, 94, 99],

[255, 115, 75],\n  [255, 140, 56], [239, 167, 47], [217, 194, 49], [194, 219, 64],\n  [175, 240, 91], [135, 245, 87],

[96, 247, 96],  [64, 243, 115],\n  [40, 234, 141], [28, 219, 169], [26, 199, 194], [33, 176, 213],\n  [47, 150, 224], [65,

125, 224], [84, 101, 214], [99, 81, 195]\n];\n\n/**\n * Given the output from person body part segmentation (or

multi-person\n * instance body part segmentation) and an array of colors indexed by part id,\n * generates an image

with the corresponding color for each part at each pixel,\n * and white pixels where there is no part.\n *\n * @param

partSegmentation The output from segmentPersonParts\n * or segmentMultiPersonParts. The former is a

SemanticPartSegmentation\n * object and later is an array of PartSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param partColors A

multi-dimensional array of rgb colors indexed by\n * part id.  Must have 24 colors, one for every part.\n *\n *

@returns An ImageData with the same width and height of all the element in\n * multiPersonPartSegmentation,

with the corresponding color for each part at\n * each pixel, and black pixels where there is no part.\n */\nexport

function toColoredPartMask(\n    partSegmentation: SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n    partColors:

Array<[number, number, number]> =\n        RAINBOW_PART_COLORS): ImageData {\n  if

(Array.isArray(partSegmentation) && partSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    return null;\n  }\n\n  let

multiPersonPartSegmentation;\n  if (!Array.isArray(partSegmentation)) {\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation =

[partSegmentation];\n  } else {\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation = partSegmentation;\n  }\n  const {width, height}

= multiPersonPartSegmentation[0];\n  const bytes = new Uint8ClampedArray(width * height * 4);\n\n  for (let i = 0;

i < height * width; ++i) {\n    // invert mask.  Invert the segmentation mask.\n    const j = i * 4;\n    bytes[j + 0] =

255;\n    bytes[j + 1] = 255;\n    bytes[j + 2] = 255;\n    bytes[j + 3] = 255;\n    for (let k = 0; k <

multiPersonPartSegmentation.length; k++) {\n      const partId = multiPersonPartSegmentation[k].data[i];\n      if

(partId !== -1) {\n        const color = partColors[partId];\n        if (!color) {\n          throw new Error(`No color could

be found for part id ${partId}`);\n        }\n        bytes[j + 0] = color[0];\n        bytes[j + 1] = color[1];\n        bytes[j +

2] = color[2];\n        bytes[j + 3] = 255;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  return new ImageData(bytes, width, height);\n}\n\nconst

CANVAS_NAMES = {\n  blurred: 'blurred',\n  blurredMask: 'blurred-mask',\n  mask: 'mask',\n  lowresPartMask:

'lowres-part-mask',\n};\n\n/**\n * Given an image and a maskImage of type ImageData, draws the image with the\n

* mask on top of it onto a canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to be drawn onto.\n *\n * @param image The

original image to apply the mask to.\n *\n * @param maskImage An ImageData containing the mask.  Ideally this

should be\n * generated by toMask or toColoredPartMask.\n *\n * @param maskOpacity The opacity of the mask

when drawing it on top of the\n * image. Defaults to 0.7. Should be a float between 0 and 1.\n *\n * @param

maskBlurAmount How many pixels to blur the mask by. Defaults to 0.\n * Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n

*\n * @param flipHorizontal If the result should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n */\nexport function

drawMask(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType, maskImage: ImageData|null,\n    maskOpacity = 0.7,

maskBlurAmount = 0, flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  canvas.width =

width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n

flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0);\n\n  ctx.globalAlpha = maskOpacity;\n  if

(maskImage) {\n    assertSameDimensions({width, height}, maskImage, 'image', 'mask');\n\n    const mask =

renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(maskImage, CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n\n    const blurredMask =

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        mask, maskBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n

ctx.drawImage(blurredMask, 0, 0, width, height);\n  }\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\n/**\n * Given an image and a

maskImage of type ImageData, draws the image with the\n * pixelated mask on top of it onto a canvas.\n *\n *

@param canvas The canvas to be drawn onto.\n *\n * @param image The original image to apply the mask to.\n *\n
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* @param maskImage An ImageData containing the mask.  Ideally this should be\n * generated by

toColoredPartMask.\n *\n * @param maskOpacity The opacity of the mask when drawing it on top of the\n *

image. Defaults to 0.7. Should be a float between 0 and 1.\n *\n * @param maskBlurAmount How many pixels to

blur the mask by. Defaults to 0.\n * Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param flipHorizontal If the

result should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n *\n * @param pixelCellWidth The width of each pixel

cell. Default to 10 px.\n */\nexport function drawPixelatedMask(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,

maskImage: ImageData,\n    maskOpacity = 0.7, maskBlurAmount = 0, flipHorizontal = false,\n    pixelCellWidth =

10.0) {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  assertSameDimensions({width, height}, maskImage,

'image', 'mask');\n\n  const mask = renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(maskImage, CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n

const blurredMask = drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      mask, maskBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n\n  canvas.width = blurredMask.width;\n  canvas.height =

blurredMask.height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n

flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n\n  const offscreenCanvas =\n

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(CANVAS_NAMES.lowresPartMask);\n  const offscreenCanvasCtx =

offscreenCanvas.getContext('2d');\n  offscreenCanvas.width = blurredMask.width * (1.0 / pixelCellWidth);\n

offscreenCanvas.height = blurredMask.height * (1.0 / pixelCellWidth);\n  offscreenCanvasCtx.drawImage(\n

blurredMask, 0, 0, blurredMask.width, blurredMask.height, 0, 0,\n      offscreenCanvas.width,

offscreenCanvas.height);\n  ctx.imageSmoothingEnabled = false;\n  ctx.drawImage(\n      offscreenCanvas, 0, 0,

offscreenCanvas.width, offscreenCanvas.height, 0,\n      0, canvas.width, canvas.height);\n\n  // Draws vertical grid

lines that are `pixelCellWidth` apart from each other.\n  for (let i = 0; i < offscreenCanvas.width; i++) {\n

ctx.beginPath();\n    ctx.strokeStyle = '#ffffff';\n    ctx.moveTo(pixelCellWidth * i, 0);\n    ctx.lineTo(pixelCellWidth

* i, canvas.height);\n    ctx.stroke();\n  }\n\n  // Draws horizontal grid lines that are `pixelCellWidth` apart from

each\n  // other.\n  for (let i = 0; i < offscreenCanvas.height; i++) {\n    ctx.beginPath();\n    ctx.strokeStyle =

'#ffffff';\n    ctx.moveTo(0, pixelCellWidth * i);\n    ctx.lineTo(canvas.width, pixelCellWidth * i);\n    ctx.stroke();\n

}\n\n  ctx.globalAlpha = 1.0 - maskOpacity;\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, blurredMask.width,

blurredMask.height);\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction createPersonMask(\n    multiPersonSegmentation:

PersonSegmentation[]|SemanticPersonSegmentation,\n    edgeBlurAmount: number): Canvas {\n  const

backgroundMaskImage = toMask(\n      multiPersonSegmentation, {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 255},\n      {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a:

0});\n\n  const backgroundMask =\n      renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(backgroundMaskImage,

CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n  if (edgeBlurAmount === 0) {\n    return backgroundMask;\n  } else {\n    return

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        backgroundMask, edgeBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Given a personSegmentation and an image, draws the image

with its background\n * blurred onto the canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to draw the background-blurred

image onto.\n *\n * @param image The image to blur the background of and draw.\n *\n * @param

personSegmentation A SemanticPersonSegmentation or an array of\n * PersonSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param

backgroundBlurAmount How many pixels in the background blend into each\n * other.  Defaults to 3. Should be an

integer between 1 and 20.\n *\n * @param edgeBlurAmount How many pixels to blur on the edge between the

person\n * and the background by.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param

flipHorizontal If the output should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n */\nexport function

drawBokehEffect(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,\n    multiPersonSegmentation:

SemanticPersonSegmentation|PersonSegmentation[],\n    backgroundBlurAmount = 3, edgeBlurAmount = 3,

flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const blurredImage = drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      image,

backgroundBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurred);\n  canvas.width = blurredImage.width;\n  canvas.height =

blurredImage.height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  if (Array.isArray(multiPersonSegmentation)

&&\n      multiPersonSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    ctx.drawImage(blurredImage, 0, 0);\n    return;\n  }\n\n

const personMask = createPersonMask(multiPersonSegmentation, edgeBlurAmount);\n\n  ctx.save();\n  if

(flipHorizontal) {\n    flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n  // draw the original image on the final canvas\n  const

[height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n\n  // \"destination-in\" - \"The
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existing canvas content is kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else

is made\n  // transparent.\"\n  // crop what's not the person using the mask from the original image\n

drawWithCompositing(ctx, personMask, 'destination-in');\n  // \"destination-over\" - \"The existing canvas content is

kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  //

transparent.\"\n  // draw the blurred background on top of the original image where it doesn't\n  // overlap.\n

drawWithCompositing(ctx, blurredImage, 'destination-over');\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction

createBodyPartMask(\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation: SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n

bodyPartIdsToMask: number[], edgeBlurAmount: number): Canvas {\n  const backgroundMaskImage = toMask(\n

  multiPersonPartSegmentation, {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 0},\n      {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 255}, true, bodyPartIdsToMask);\n\n

const backgroundMask =\n      renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(backgroundMaskImage,

CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n  if (edgeBlurAmount === 0) {\n    return backgroundMask;\n  } else {\n    return

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        backgroundMask, edgeBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Given a personSegmentation and an image, draws the image

with its background\n * blurred onto the canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to draw the background-blurred

image onto.\n *\n * @param image The image to blur the background of and draw.\n *\n * @param

partSegmentation A SemanticPartSegmentation or an array of\n * PartSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param

bodyPartIdsToBlur Default to [0, 1] (left-face and right-face). An\n * array of body part ids to blur. Each must be

one of the 24 body part ids.\n *\n * @param backgroundBlurAmount How many pixels in the background blend into

each\n * other.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer between 1 and 20.\n *\n * @param edgeBlurAmount How many

pixels to blur on the edge between the person\n * and the background by.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer

between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param flipHorizontal If the output should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to

false.\n */\nexport function blurBodyPart(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,\n    partSegmentation:

SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n    bodyPartIdsToBlur = [0, 1], backgroundBlurAmount = 3,

edgeBlurAmount = 3,\n    flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const blurredImage =

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      image, backgroundBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurred);\n

canvas.width = blurredImage.width;\n  canvas.height = blurredImage.height;\n\n  const ctx =

canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  if (Array.isArray(partSegmentation) && partSegmentation.length === 0) {\n

ctx.drawImage(blurredImage, 0, 0);\n    return;\n  }\n  const bodyPartMask =\n

createBodyPartMask(partSegmentation, bodyPartIdsToBlur, edgeBlurAmount);\n\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal)

{\n    flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n  // draw the original image on the final canvas\n  const [height, width] =

getInputSize(image);\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n\n  // \"destination-in\" - \"The existing canvas

content is kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  //

transparent.\"\n  // crop what's not the person using the mask from the original image\n  drawWithCompositing(ctx,

bodyPartMask, 'destination-in');\n  // \"destination-over\" - \"The existing canvas content is kept where both the\n  //

new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  // transparent.\"\n  // draw the blurred

background on top of the original image where it doesn't\n  // overlap.\n  drawWithCompositing(ctx, blurredImage,

'destination-over');\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// method copied from bGlur in https://codepen.io/zhaojun/pen/zZmRQe\nexport function cpuBlur(\n

canvas: HTMLCanvasElement|OffscreenCanvas,\n    image:

HTMLImageElement|HTMLVideoElement|HTMLCanvasElement|OffscreenCanvas,\n    blur: number) {\n  const

ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  let sum = 0;\n  const delta = 5;\n  const alphaLeft = 1 / (2 * Math.PI * delta *
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delta);\n  const step = blur < 3 ? 1 : 2;\n  for (let y = -blur; y <= blur; y += step) {\n    for (let x = -blur; x <= blur; x

+= step) {\n      const weight =\n          alphaLeft * Math.exp(-(x * x + y * y) / (2 * delta * delta));\n      sum +=

weight;\n    }\n  }\n  for (let y = -blur; y <= blur; y += step) {\n    for (let x = -blur; x <= blur; x += step) {\n

ctx.globalAlpha = alphaLeft *\n          Math.exp(-(x * x + y * y) / (2 * delta * delta)) / sum * blur;\n

ctx.drawImage(image, x, y);\n    }\n  }\n  ctx.globalAlpha = 1;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const PART_CHANNELS: string[] = [\n  'left_face',\n  'right_face',\n  'left_upper_arm_front',\n

'left_upper_arm_back',\n  'right_upper_arm_front',\n  'right_upper_arm_back',\n  'left_lower_arm_front',\n

'left_lower_arm_back',\n  'right_lower_arm_front',\n  'right_lower_arm_back',\n  'left_hand',\n  'right_hand',\n

'torso_front',\n  'torso_back',\n  'left_upper_leg_front',\n  'left_upper_leg_back',\n  'right_upper_leg_front',\n

'right_upper_leg_back',\n  'left_lower_leg_front',\n  'left_lower_leg_back',\n  'right_lower_leg_front',\n

'right_lower_leg_back',\n  'left_feet',\n  'right_feet'\n];\n","/** @license See the LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is

auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '2.2.0';\nexport

{version};\n"],"names":["toFlattenedOneHotPartMap","partHeatmapScores","numParts","shape","partMapLocation

s","tf.argMax","partMapFlattened","tf.reshape","tf.oneHot","toMaskTensor","segmentScores","threshold","tf.tidy","

tf.cast","tf.greater","tf.scalar","decodePartSegmentation","segmentationMask","_a","partMapHeight","partMapWidt

h","image","mask","flattenedMap","partNumbers","tf.expandDims","tf.range","tf.matMul","partMap","partMapShif

tedUpForClipping","tf.add","tf.sub","tf.mul","model","outputStride","this","inputShape","inputs","tf.util","assert","

BaseModel","input","asFloat","_this","preprocessInput","asBatch","results3d","predict","map","y","tf.squeeze","na

medResults","nameOutputResults","heatmapScores","tf.sigmoid","heatmap","offsets","displacementFwd","displace

mentBwd","segmentation","partHeatmaps","longOffsets","partOffsets","dispose","__extends","MobileNet","tf.div",

"results","PART_NAMES","NUM_KEYPOINTS","length","PART_IDS","reduce","result","jointName","i","jointN

ameA","jointNameB","getScale","_b","padding","height","width","inputResolutionY","inputResolutionX","padT","

padB","getOffsetPoint","x","keypoint","get","getImageCoords","part","heatmapX","heatmapY","clamp","a","min","

max","addVectors","b","computeDistance","embedding","pose","minPartScore","distance","numKpt","p","keypoint

s","score","Math","position","Infinity","getEmbedding","location","keypointIndex","convertToPosition","outputRes

olutionX","refineSteps","newLocation","nn","dy","dx","t","newPos","nn_1","matchEmbeddingToInstance","poses",

"numKptForMatching","_c","stride","padL","scaleX","scaleY","embed","pair","round","convertToPositionInOuput

","keypointsIndex","push","kMin","kMinDist","k","dist","getOutputResolution","decodeMultipleMasksWebGl","po

sesAboveScore","minKptScore","maxNumPeople","inHeight","inWidth","origHeight","origWidth","slice","outHeig

ht","outWidth","shapedLongOffsets","poseVals","Float32Array","fill","poseOffset","kp","offset","_d","posesTenso

r","tf.tensor","program","variableNames","outputShape","userCode","tf.backend","compileAndRun","isWebGlBack

end","getBackend","decodePersonInstanceMasks","minPoseScore","minKeypointScore","filter","personSegmentati

ons","masksTensorInfo","masksTensor","tf.engine","makeTensorFromDataId","dataId","dtype","_","tf.equal","toPe

rsonKSegmentation","Promise","all","data","personSegmentationsData","forEach","segmentationsData","longOffse

tsData","dataArrays","Uint8Array","j","n","decodeMultipleMasksCPU","decodePersonInstancePartMasks","partSeg

mentation","partSegmentations","bodyParts","toPersonKPartSegmentation","partSegmentationsByPersonData","par

tSegmentaionData","partSegmentaion","Int32Array","decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU","half","floor","maxSize","get

ElementValue","priorityQueue","Array","numberOfElements","MaxHeap","swim","exchange","sink","less","getVa

lueAt","scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow","keypointId","localMaximumRadius","scores","localMaximum","yStart"

,"yEnd","yCurrent","xStart","xEnd","xCurrent","parentChildrenTuples","parentJoinName","childJoinName","parent

ToChildEdges","childToParentEdges","getStridedIndexNearPoint","point","traverseToTargetKeypoint","edgeId","s
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ourceKeypoint","targetKeypointId","scoresBuffer","displacements","offsetRefineStep","displacement","numEdges"

,"getDisplacement","targetKeypoint","targetKeypointIndices","offsetPoint","targetKeyPointIndices","decodePose","

root","displacementsFwd","displacementsBwd","instanceKeypoints","rootPart","rootScore","rootPoint","id","edge",

"sourceKeypointId","withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint","squaredNmsRadius","some","y1","x1","y2","x2","c

orrespondingKeypoint","getInstanceScore","existingPoses","kLocalMaximumRadius","decodeMultiplePoses","offs

etsBuffer","displacementsFwdBuffer","displacementsBwdBuffer","maxPoseDetections","scoreThreshold","nmsRad

ius","queue","numKeypoints","enqueue","buildPartWithScoreQueue","empty","dequeue","imageNetMean","ResNet

","RESNET50_BASE_URL","MOBILENET_BASE_URL","getInputSize","HTMLCanvasElement","OffscreenCan

vas","HTMLImageElement","offsetHeight","offsetWidth","Error","getSizeFromImageLikeElement","ImageData","

HTMLVideoElement","hasAttribute","videoHeight","videoWidth","getSizeFromVideoElement","tf.Tensor","toVali

dInputResolution","inputResolution","resolution","isValidInputResolution","INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRIN

G_OPTIONS","low","medium","high","full","INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_PERCENTAGES","MIN_INTERNAL

_RESOLUTION","MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION","toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth","internalResolution",

"inputHeight","inputWidth","internalResolutionPercentage","Object","values","join","toInternalResolutionPercenta

ge","scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape","tensor","applySigmoidActivation","inputTensorHeight","inputTensorWi

dth","resizedAndPaddedHeight","resizedAndPaddedWidth","_e","padR","inResizedAndPadded","tf.image","resize

Bilinear","resizedAndPadded","originalHeight","originalWidth","batchedImage","cropAndResize","removePadding

AndResizeBack","padAndResizeTo","targetH","targetW","targetAspect","resized","imageTensor","tf.browser","fro

mPixels","toInputTensor","tf.pad3d","top","left","right","bottom","toTensorBuffers3D","tensors","buffer","flipPose

Horizontal","imageWidth","scaleAndFlipPoses","flipHorizontal","inputResolutionHeight","inputResolutionWidth",

"scaledPoses","offsetY","offsetX","scalePose","scalePoses","flipPosesHorizontal","MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG","

architecture","quantBytes","multiplier","VALID_ARCHITECTURE","VALID_STRIDE","MobileNetV1","ResNet

50","VALID_MULTIPLIER","VALID_QUANT_BYTES","PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG","segmentationThr

eshold","maxDetections","MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG","validatePersonInferenceConf

ig","config","validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig","net","baseModel","BodyPix","segmentLogits","partHe

atmapLogits","internalResolutionHeightAndWidth","predictForPersonSegmentation","resizedHeight","resizedWidt

h","scaledSegmentScores","segmentPersonActivation","tensorBuffers","scoresBuf","offsetsBuf","displacementsFw

dBuf","displacementsBwdBuf","allPoses","scaledLongOffsets","predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPa

rt","heatmapScoresRaw","offsetsRaw","displacementFwdRaw","displacementBwdRaw","instanceMasks","predictF

orPersonSegmentationAndPart","scaledPartHeatmapScore","segmentPersonPartsActivation","scaledPartSegmentati

onScores","decodeOnlyPartSegmentation","loadMobileNet","tf","url","toStr","1","0.75","0.5","graphJson","mobile

NetSavedModel","tfconv.loadGraphModel","modelUrl","graphModel","mobilenet","loadResNet","resNet50Saved

Model","resnet","offScreenCanvases","assertSameDimensions","nameA","nameB","widthA","heightA","widthB","

heightB","flipCanvasHorizontal","canvas","ctx","getContext","scale","translate","drawWithCompositing","composi

teOperation","globalCompositeOperation","drawImage","ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated","document","createElem

ent","createOffScreenCanvas","drawAndBlurImageOnCanvas","blurAmount","clearRect","save","test","navigator",

"userAgent","blur","sum","alphaLeft","PI","step","exp","globalAlpha","cpuBlur","restore","drawAndBlurImageOn

OffScreenCanvas","offscreenCanvasName","renderImageToCanvas","renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas","canv

asName","putImageData","renderImageDataToCanvas","toMask","personOrPartSegmentation","foreground","back

ground","drawContour","foregroundIds","r","g","isArray","multiPersonOrPartSegmentation","bytes","Uint8Clampe

dArray","drawStroke","row","column","radius","color","isSegmentationBoundary","segmentationData","numberBa

ckgroundPixels","n_1","isBoundary","RAINBOW_PART_COLORS","CANVAS_NAMES","blurred","blurredMas

k","lowresPartMask","indexOf","validateModelConfig","bodyPartIdsToBlur","backgroundBlurAmount","edgeBlur

Amount","blurredImage","bodyPartMask","multiPersonPartSegmentation","bodyPartIdsToMask","backgroundMas

k","createBodyPartMask","multiPersonSegmentation","personMask","createPersonMask","maskImage","maskOpac

ity","maskBlurAmount","pixelCellWidth","offscreenCanvas","offscreenCanvasCtx","imageSmoothingEnabled","be

ginPath","strokeStyle","moveTo","lineTo","stroke","partColors","partId","resizeW","resizeH","aspect","padHeight"

,"ceil","padWidth","tf.reverse","paddedBy"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;mpEAyBA,SAASA,EAAyBC,GAChC,IAAM
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C,EAAWD,EAAkBE,MAAM,GACnCC,EAAmBC,SAAUJ,EAAmB,GAEhDK,EAAmBC,UAAWH,IAAoB,IAEx

D,OAAOI,SAAUF,EAAkBJ,YAoBrBO,EACZC,EAA4BC,GAC9B,OAAOC,OACH,WACI,OAACC,OAAQC,UA

CLJ,EAAeK,SAAUJ,IAAa,oBAkBpCK,EACZC,EACAhB,GACI,IAAAiB,EAA0CjB,EAAkBE,MAA3DgB,OAAe

C,OAAclB,OACpC,OAAOU,OAAQ,WACb,IA7CkBS,EAAoBC,EA6ChCC,EAAevB,EAAyBC,GACxCuB,EAAc

C,aAAcC,QAAS,EAAGxB,EAAU,EAAG,SAAU,GAE/DI,EACFO,OAAQc,SAAUJ,EAAcC,GAA6B,SAE3DI,EA

AUrB,UAAWD,GAAmBa,EAAeC,IAEvDS,EAA8BC,MAAOF,EAASb,SAAU,EAAG,UAEjE,OAAOgB,OAvDW

V,EAwDPQ,EAxD2BP,EAwDiBL,EAvDlDe,MAAOX,EAAOC,IAwDbP,SAAU,EAAG,YC5DvB,iBACE,WACu

BkB,EACHC,GADGC,WAAAF,EACHE,kBAAAD,EAClB,IAAME,EACFD,KAAKF,MAAMI,OAAO,GAAGlC,

MACzBmC,OAAQC,QACgB,IAAnBH,EAAW,KAAkC,IAAnBA,EAAW,GACtC,WAAM,MAAA,gBAAgBA,EA

AW,QAAOA,EAAW,qCAyE3D,OAjDEI,oBAAA,SAAQC,GAAR,WAUE,OAAO7B,OAAQ,WACb,IAAM8B,EA

AUC,EAAKC,gBAAgB/B,OAAQ4B,EAAO,YAC9CI,EAAUpB,aAAciB,EAAS,GAEjCI,EADUH,EAAKV,MAA

Mc,QAAQF,GACMG,IAAI,SAAAC,GAAK,OAAAC,UAAWD,GAAI,MAC3DE,EAAeR,EAAKS,kBAAkBN,GA

E5C,OACEO,cAAeC,UAAWH,EAAaI,SACvCC,QAASL,EAAaK,QACtBC,gBAAiBN,EAAaM,gBAC9BC,gBAA

iBP,EAAaO,gBAC9BC,aAAcR,EAAaQ,aAC3BC,aAAcT,EAAaS,aAC3BC,YAAaV,EAAaU,YAC1BC,YAAaX,E

AAaW,gBAqBhCtB,oBAAA,WACEL,KAAKF,MAAM8B,8BCzFf,4DA4BA,OA5B+BC,OAC7BC,4BAAA,SAAg

BxB,GAEd,OAAO7B,OAAQ,WAAM,OAAAmB,MAAOmC,MAAOzB,EAAO,OAAQ,MAGpDwB,8BAAA,SAA

kBE,GAWhB,OACEX,QAFAW,KAGAR,aAHAQ,KAIAP,aAJAO,KAKAN,YALAM,KAMAZ,QANAY,KAOAV,

gBAPAU,KAQAT,gBARAS,KASAL,YATAK,UAhByB3B,GCAlB4B,GACX,OAAQ,UAAW,WAAY,UAAW,W

AAY,eACtD,gBAAiB,YAAa,aAAc,YAAa,aACzD,UAAW,WAAY,WAAY,YAAa,YAAa,cAGlDC,EAAgBD,EAA

WE,OAM3BC,EACTH,EAAWI,OAAO,SAACC,EAAoBC,EAAWC,GAEhD,OADAF,EAAOC,GAAaC,EACbF,S

AIV,UAAW,iBAAkB,YAAa,iBAC1C,YAAa,cAAe,UAAW,aACvC,WAAY,cAAe,WAAY,kBACvC,aAAc,kBAA

mB,aAAc,eAC/C,WAAY,cAAe,YAAa,eACxC,eAAgB,kBAAmB,UAAW,aAoBUzB,IACvD,SAAC9B,OAAC0D,

OAAYC,OACV,OAAEN,EAASK,GAAaL,EAASM,eC/CzBC,EACZ5D,EACA6D,EACAC,OAFCC,OAAQC,OA

CRC,OAAkBC,OAETC,EAA+CL,MAAjCM,EAAiCN,SAG3D,OADeI,GAF4CJ,OAAAA,QAEVE,GADlCC,GAA

oBE,EAAOC,EAAOL,aAKnCM,EACZtC,EAAWuC,EAAWC,EAAkBjC,GAC1C,OACEP,EAAGO,EAAQkC,IA

AIzC,EAAGuC,EAAGC,GACrBD,EAAGhC,EAAQkC,IAAIzC,EAAGuC,EAAGC,EAAWpB,aAIpBsB,EACZC,E

AAY1D,EAAsBsB,GAC7B,IACDtC,EAASqE,EAD4BK,WAAAA,WAAAA,KACiBpC,GAArDP,MAAGuC,MA

CV,OACEA,EAAGI,EAAKC,SAAW3D,EAAesD,EAClCvC,EAAG2C,EAAKE,SAAW5D,EAAee,YActB8C,EAA

MC,EAAWC,EAAaC,GAC5C,OAAIF,EAAIC,EACCA,EAELD,EAAIE,EACCA,EAEFF,WAUOG,EAAWH,EAA

aI,GACtC,OAAQZ,EAAGQ,EAAER,EAAIY,EAAEZ,EAAGvC,EAAG+C,EAAE/C,EAAImD,EAAEnD,GCjDnC,

SAASoD,EAAgBC,EAAmBC,EAAYC,gBAAAA,MAGtD,IAFA,IAAIC,EAAW,EACXC,EAAS,EACJC,EAAI,E

AAGA,EAAIL,EAAUhC,OAAQqC,IAChCJ,EAAKK,UAAUD,GAAGE,MAAQL,IAC5BE,GAAU,EACVD,GAA

YK,SAACR,EAAUK,GAAGnB,EAAIe,EAAKK,UAAUD,GAAGI,SAASvB,EAAM,GAC3DsB,SAACR,EAAUK,

GAAG1D,EAAIsD,EAAKK,UAAUD,GAAGI,SAAS9D,EAAM,IAQ3D,OALe,IAAXyD,EACFD,EAAWO,EAAA

A,EAEXP,GAAsBC,EAEjBD,EAWT,SAASQ,EACLC,EAAgBC,EAChBC,EAAyCC,EACzCxD,EAA2ByD,EAC3

BpG,GAQF,QARG+D,OAAQC,OACLqC,EAAcH,EAAkBF,GAEhCM,EAAKD,EAAYtE,EAAIoE,EAAoBE,EA

AY/B,EACvDiC,EAAK5D,EAAYQ,GAAiB,EAAImD,GAAML,GAC5CO,EAAK7D,EAAYQ,GAAiB,EAAImD,

EAAK,GAAKL,GAChDlE,EAAIiE,EAASjE,EAAIwE,EACjBjC,EAAI0B,EAAS1B,EAAIkC,EACZC,EAAI,EAA

GA,EAAIL,EAAaK,IAAK,CACpC1E,EAAI6D,KAAKb,IAAIhD,EAAGgC,EAAS,GAEzB,IAAM2C,EAASR,GA

AmB5B,EADlCA,EAAIsB,KAAKb,IAAIT,EAAGN,EAAQ,GACajC,MAC/B4E,EAAKD,EAAO3E,EAAIoE,EAA

oBO,EAAOpC,EAGjDvC,GAFAwE,EAAK5D,EAAYQ,GAAiB,EAAIwD,GAAMV,GAG5C3B,GAFAkC,EAAK7

D,EAAYQ,GAAiB,EAAIwD,EAAK,GAAKV,GAKlD,OAAQ3B,IAAGvC,KAGb,SAAS6E,EACLZ,EAAgBrD,E

AA2BkE,EAC3CC,EAA2B9G,EAC3B6D,EAAoCsC,EACpCY,EAAmCC,EACnCZ,GAKF,QAR8BjC,OAAM8C,

OACjCC,OAAQC,OACRpD,OAAQC,OAELoD,KACAlB,EAAoB,SAACmB,GACvB,OA1CN,SACIxB,EAAgB7

F,EAChB6D,EAAoCmD,OADnB7C,OAAM8C,OACtBC,OAAQC,OACLpF,EAAI6D,KAAK0B,QAAQnD,EAAO

0B,EAAS9D,EAAI,GAAOoF,EAAS,GAAOH,GAElE,OAAQ1C,EADEsB,KAAK0B,QAAQL,EAAOpB,EAASvB

,EAAI,GAAO4C,EAAS,GAAOF,GACvDjF,KAqCPwF,CAAyBF,GAAOlD,EAAM8C,IAAQC,EAAQC,GAASH,I

AE1DQ,EAAiB,EAAGA,EAAiBV,EACzCU,IAAkB,CACrB,IAAMpC,EAAYW,EACdC,EAAUwB,EAAgBtB,EA
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AmBC,EAC7CxD,EAAayD,GAAcrC,EAAQC,IAEvCoD,EAAMK,KAAKrC,GAKb,IAFA,IAAIsC,GAAQ,EACR

C,EAAW7B,EAAAA,EACN8B,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIf,EAAMzD,OAAQwE,IAAK,CACrC,IAAMC,EAAO1C,EA

AgBiC,EAAOP,EAAMe,IACtCC,EAAOF,IACTD,EAAOE,EACPD,EAAWE,GAGf,OAAOH,EAGT,SAASI,EAC

L9H,EACAgH,OADC/C,OAAkBC,OAIrB,OAF0B0B,KAAK0B,OAAOpD,EAAmB,GAAO8C,EAAS,GAC/CpB,

KAAK0B,OAAOrD,EAAmB,GAAO+C,EAAS,aC1F3De,EACZtF,EAA2BE,EAC3BqF,EAAyBjE,EAAgBC,EAA

egD,EACxDhH,EAAuC8D,EACvCsC,EAAqB6B,EACrBC,GAaF,QAfGC,OAAUC,OAIPvE,EAA0BpB,EAAaxD,

MAAtCoJ,OAAYC,OAEbvB,EAAwBpE,EAAY1D,MAAMsJ,MAAM,EAAG,GAAlDC,OAAWC,OAEZC,EACFr

J,UAAWsD,GAAc6F,EAAWC,EAAU,EAAGtF,IAK/CwF,EAAW,IAAIC,aAAaV,EAAe/E,EAAgB,GAAG0F,KA

AK,GAChEpF,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIuE,EAAgB5E,OAAQK,IAG1C,IAFA,IAAMqF,EAAarF,EAAIN,EAAgB,EA

CjCkC,EAAO2C,EAAgBvE,GACpBsF,EAAK,EAAGA,EAAK5F,EAAe4F,IAAM,CACzC,IAAMxE,EAAWc,EA

AKK,UAAUqD,GAC1BC,EAASF,EAAkB,EAALC,EAC5BJ,EAASK,GAAUzE,EAASoB,MAC5BgD,EAASK,E

AAS,GAAKzE,EAASsB,SAAS9D,EACzC4G,EAASK,EAAS,GAAKzE,EAASsB,SAASvB,EAIvC,IAAA2E,EAC

FrF,GAAUG,EAAQC,IAASmE,EAAUC,GAAUtE,GAD5CoD,OAAQC,OAGT+B,EAAcC,SAAUR,GAAWT,EA

Ac/E,EAAe,IAE1DgB,EAAoBL,MAARmD,EAAQnD,OAE1BsF,GACJC,eAAgB,eAAgB,cAAe,SAC/CC,aAAcjB

,EAAYC,GAC1BiB,SAAU,gyCAsCDpF,OAASgD,OAAWH,4EAEpBC,OAASC,OAAWF,6FAILkB,qGAGE/E,+

PAOEiD,8DACgBrC,EAAS,2DACTC,EAAQ,oGAG9BG,OAASgD,OAAWH,+FAEpBC,OAASC,OAAWF,0XAY

lBiB,mfAqB1B,OADqBuB,YACDC,cAChBL,GAAU3G,EAAciG,EAAmBQ,ICxHjD,SAASQ,IACP,MAAwB,UA

AjBC,wBAGaC,EAClBnH,EAA2BE,EAA0BkE,EACrD9C,EAAgBC,EAAegD,EAC/BhH,EAAuC8D,EAAkB+F,E

ACzDzD,EAAiB0D,EACjB5B,OAFCC,OAAUC,2BAA8CyB,mBACzDzD,kBAAiB0D,mBACjB5B,4GAEIF,EAA

kBnB,EAAMkD,OAAO,SAAA1E,GAAQ,OAAAA,EAAKM,OAASkE,IAIvDH,KACIM,EAAsBtK,OAAQ,WACl

C,IAAMuK,EAAkBlC,EACpBtF,EAAcE,EAAaqF,EAAiBjE,EAAQC,EAAOgD,GAC1DmB,EAAUC,GAAUtE,E

AASsC,EAAa0D,EAC3C5B,GACEgC,EAAcC,WAAYC,qBAC5BH,EAAgBI,OAAQJ,EAAgBhL,MACxCgL,EA

AgBK,OAEpB,OAAOtC,EAAgBlG,IACnB,SAACyI,EAAG3C,GAAM,gBAvChBnF,EAA2BmF,GAC7B,OAAOlI

,OACH,WAAM,OAACC,OAAQ6K,QACX/H,EAAc5C,SAAU+H,IAAK,WAoCnB6C,CAAsBP,EAAatC,UAIxC8

C,QAAQC,IAAIX,EAAoBlI,IAAI,SAAA1B,GAAQ,OAAAA,EAAKwK,gCAD5DC,EACKhH,SAGLmG,EAAoB

c,QAAQ,SAAAxG,GAAK,OAAAA,EAAEzB,yBAET,SAAMJ,EAAamI,eACrB,OADlBG,EAAoBlH,YACIlB,EA

AYiI,eAApCI,EAAkBnH,SAExBgH,WF0CApI,EAA0BE,EAC1BqF,EAAyBjE,EAAgBC,EAAegD,EACxDhH,EA

AuC8D,EACvCsC,EAAqBU,OADpBqB,OAAUC,oBACUtB,KAUvB,IATA,IAAMmE,EACFjD,EAAgBlG,IAAI,S

AAAwC,GAAK,OAAA,IAAI4G,WAAWnH,EAASC,GAAO6E,KAAK,KAErD1E,EAAoBL,MAARmD,EAAQnD

,OAE1BD,EACFD,GAAUG,EAAQC,IAASmE,EAAUC,GAAUtE,GAD5CoD,OAAQC,OAERhB,EACL2B,GAAq

BK,EAAUC,GAAUpB,MAClCvD,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIM,EAAQN,GAAK,EAC/B,IAAK,IAAI0H,EAAI,EAAGA

,EAAInH,EAAOmH,GAAK,EAAG,CACjC,IAAMC,EAAI3H,EAAIO,EAAQmH,EAEtB,GAAa,IADA1I,EAAa2I,

GACV,CACd,IAAM1D,EAAOd,GACRtC,EAAG6G,EAAGpJ,EAAG0B,GAAId,EAAaqF,EAAiBlB,GAC3C3C,E

AAM8C,IAAQC,EAAQC,GAAShB,GAAoBpC,EAAQC,GAC5DgD,EAAQZ,GACRsB,GAAQ,IACVuD,EAAWv

D,GAAM0D,GAAK,IAM9B,OAAOH,EEvEqBI,CACtBN,EAAmBC,EAAiBhD,EAAiBjE,EAAQC,EAC7DgD,GA

ASmB,EAAUC,GAAUtE,EAASsC,oBAG5C,SAAOyE,EAAwB/I,IAC3B,SAAC8I,EAAMnH,GAAM,OAAEmH,

OAAMvF,KAAM2C,EAAgBvE,GAAIO,QAAOD,2BAGtCuH,EAClB7I,EAA2BE,EAC3B4I,EAA+B1E,EAAe9C,

EAAgBC,EAC9DgD,EAAgBhH,EAAuC8D,EACvD+F,EAAoBzD,EAAiB0D,EACrC5B,OAFiBC,OAAUC,2BAC

3ByB,mBAAoBzD,kBAAiB0D,mBACrC5B,8GACIF,EAAkBnB,EAAMkD,OAAO,SAAA1E,GAAQ,OAAAA,EA

AKM,OAASkE,IAIvDH,KACI8B,EAAoB9L,OAAQ,WAChC,IAAMuK,EAAkBlC,EACpBtF,EAAcE,EAAaqF,E

AAiBjE,EAAQC,EAAOgD,GAC1DmB,EAAUC,GAAUtE,EAASsC,EAAa0D,EAC3C5B,GACEgC,EAAcC,WAA

YC,qBAC9BH,EAAgBI,OAAQJ,EAAgBhL,MACxCgL,EAAgBK,OAElB,OAAOtC,EAAgBlG,IACnB,SAACyI,E

AAG3C,GACA,gBA3EVnF,EAA2BgJ,EAAwB7D,GACrD,OAAOlI,OACH,WAAM,OAAAmB,MAAOC,MAAO

nB,OAAQ6K,QACxB/H,EAAc5C,SAAU+H,IAAK,SAAUhH,MAAO6K,EAAW,IAAK,KAwE1DC,CAA0BxB,E

AAaqB,EAAkB3D,UAIxD8C,QAAQC,IAAIa,EAAkB1J,IAAI,SAAAwC,GAAK,OAAAA,EAAEsG,gCADpDe,E

ACK9H,SAGL2H,EAAkBV,QAAQ,SAAAxG,GAAK,OAAAA,EAAEzB,yBAEP,SAAMJ,EAAamI,eACrB,OADl

BG,EAAoBlH,YACIlB,EAAYiI,eACd,OADtBI,EAAkBnH,YACU0H,EAAiBX,eAA7CgB,EAAsB/H,SAE5B8H,

WF+BAlJ,EAA0BE,EAC1BkJ,EAA6B7D,EAAyBjE,EACtDC,EAAegD,EAAgBhH,EAC/B8D,EAAkBsC,EAClB
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U,OAFgCqB,OAAUC,oBAE1CtB,KAWF,IAVA,IAAMmE,EACFjD,EAAgBlG,IAAI,SAAAwC,GAAK,OAAA,I

AAIwH,WAAW/H,EAASC,GAAO6E,MAAM,KAEtD1E,EAAoBL,MAARmD,EAAQnD,OAE1BD,EACFD,GAA

UG,EAAQC,IAASmE,EAAUC,GAAUtE,GAD5CoD,OAAQC,OAERhB,EACL2B,GAAqBK,EAAUC,GAAUpB,

MAElCvD,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIM,EAAQN,GAAK,EAC/B,IAAK,IAAI0H,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAInH,EAAOmH,G

AAK,EAAG,CACjC,IAAMC,EAAI3H,EAAIO,EAAQmH,EAEtB,GAAa,IADA1I,EAAa2I,GACV,CACd,IAAM1

D,EAAOd,GACRtC,EAAG6G,EAAGpJ,EAAG0B,GAAId,EAAaqF,EAAiBlB,GAC3C3C,EAAM8C,IAAQC,EAA

QC,GAAShB,GAAoBpC,EAAQC,GAC5DgD,EAAQZ,GACRsB,GAAQ,IACVuD,EAAWvD,GAAM0D,GAAKS,

EAAgBT,KAM9C,OAAOH,EE9D2Bc,CAC5BhB,EAAmBC,EAAiBY,EACpC5D,EAAiBjE,EAAQC,EAAOgD,G

AASmB,EAAUC,GAAUtE,EAC7DsC,oBAGN,SAAOuF,EAA8B7J,IACjC,SAAC8I,EAAMhD,GAAM,OAAEvC,

KAAM2C,EAAgBJ,GAAIgD,OAAM7G,SAAQC,iBC5G7D,SAASgI,EAAKpE,GACZ,OAAOhC,KAAKqG,MAA

MrE,EAAI,GAGxB,iBAKE,WAAYsE,EAAiBC,GAC3BlL,KAAKmL,cAAgB,IAAIC,MAAMH,GAC/BjL,KAAK

qL,kBAAoB,EACzBrL,KAAKkL,gBAAkBA,EAkE3B,OA/DSI,oBAAP,SAAejI,GACbrD,KAAKmL,gBAAgBnL,

KAAKqL,kBAAoBhI,EAC9CrD,KAAKuL,KAAKvL,KAAKqL,mBAGVC,oBAAP,WACE,IAAMvH,EAAM/D,K

AAKmL,cAAc,GAI/B,OAHAnL,KAAKwL,SAAS,EAAGxL,KAAKqL,oBACtBrL,KAAKyL,KAAK,GACVzL,K

AAKmL,cAAcnL,KAAKqL,iBAAmB,GAAK,KACzCtH,GAGFuH,kBAAP,WACE,OAAkC,IAA3BtL,KAAKqL,k

BAGPC,iBAAP,WACE,OAAOtL,KAAKqL,iBAAmB,GAG1BC,gBAAP,WACE,OAAOtL,KAAKmL,cAAc7D,M

AAM,EAAGtH,KAAKqL,iBAAmB,IAGtDC,gBAAP,WACE,OAAOtL,KAAKmL,cAAc,IAGpBG,iBAAR,SAAa3

E,GACX,KAAOA,EAAI,GAAK3G,KAAK0L,KAAKX,EAAKpE,GAAIA,IACjC3G,KAAKwL,SAAS7E,EAAGo

E,EAAKpE,IACtBA,EAAIoE,EAAKpE,IAIL2E,iBAAR,SAAa3E,GACX,KAAO,EAAIA,GAAK3G,KAAKqL,kB

AAkB,CACrC,IAAInB,EAAI,EAAIvD,EAIZ,GAHIuD,EAAIlK,KAAKqL,kBAAoBrL,KAAK0L,KAAKxB,EAA

GA,EAAI,IAChDA,KAEGlK,KAAK0L,KAAK/E,EAAGuD,GAChB,MAEFlK,KAAKwL,SAAS7E,EAAGuD,GA

CjBvD,EAAIuD,IAIAoB,uBAAR,SAAmB9I,GACjB,OAAOxC,KAAKkL,gBAAgBlL,KAAKmL,cAAc3I,KAGzC

8I,iBAAR,SAAa9I,EAAW0H,GACtB,OAAOlK,KAAK2L,WAAWnJ,GAAKxC,KAAK2L,WAAWzB,IAGtCoB,q

BAAR,SAAiB9I,EAAW0H,GAC1B,IAAM1E,EAAIxF,KAAKmL,cAAc3I,GAC7BxC,KAAKmL,cAAc3I,GAAKx

C,KAAKmL,cAAcjB,GAC3ClK,KAAKmL,cAAcjB,GAAK1E,QC3E5B,SAASoG,EACLC,EAAoBnH,EAAef,EA

AkBD,EACrDoI,EAA4BC,GAM9B,IALM,IAAAhN,EAAkBgN,EAAO/N,MAAxB8E,OAAQC,OAEXiJ,GAAe,E

ACbC,EAAStH,KAAKZ,IAAIJ,EAAWmI,EAAoB,GACjDI,EAAOvH,KAAKb,IAAIH,EAAWmI,EAAqB,EAAGh

J,GAChDqJ,EAAWF,EAAQE,EAAWD,IAAQC,EAAU,CAGvD,IAFA,IAAMC,EAASzH,KAAKZ,IAAIL,EAAW

oI,EAAoB,GACjDO,EAAO1H,KAAKb,IAAIJ,EAAWoI,EAAqB,EAAG/I,GAChDuJ,EAAWF,EAAQE,EAAWD,I

AAQC,EAC7C,GAAIP,EAAOxI,IAAI4I,EAAUG,EAAUT,GAAcnH,EAAO,CACtDsH,GAAe,EACf,MAGJ,IAAK

A,EACH,MAIJ,OAAOA,ECpBT,IAAMO,IPgCH,OAAQ,YAAa,UAAW,YAAa,OAAQ,aACrD,WAAY,aAAc,OA

AQ,iBAClC,eAAgB,cAAe,YAAa,cAC5C,eAAgB,YAAa,UAAW,aACxC,WAAY,cAAe,OAAQ,kBACnC,gBAAiB

,eAAgB,aAAc,eAC/C,gBAAiB,aAAc,WAAY,cAC3C,YAAa,eOvCuC1L,IACnD,SAAC9B,OAACyN,OAAgBC,O

ACd,OAAErK,EAASoK,GAAiBpK,EAASqK,MAEvCC,EACFH,EAAqB1L,IAAI,SAAC9B,GAAqB,cAE7C4N,E

ACFJ,EAAqB1L,IAAI,SAAC9B,GAEK,cAWnC,SAAS6N,EACLC,EAAiB9M,EAAsB+C,EACvCC,GACF,OACE

jC,EAAG8C,EAAMe,KAAK0B,MAAMwG,EAAM/L,EAAIf,GAAe,EAAG+C,EAAS,GACzDO,EAAGO,EAAMe

,KAAK0B,MAAMwG,EAAMxJ,EAAItD,GAAe,EAAGgD,EAAQ,IAW5D,SAAS+J,EACLC,EAAgBC,EAA0BC,

EAC1CC,EAA8B7L,EAAyBtB,EACvDoN,EAA+BC,gBAAAA,KAYjC,IAXM,IAAArO,EAAkBmO,EAAalP,MA

A9B8E,OAAQC,OAMTsK,EAnCR,SACIN,EAAgBF,EAAiBM,GACnC,IAAMG,EAAWH,EAAcnP,MAAM,GAA

K,EAC1C,OACE8C,EAAGqM,EAAc5J,IAAIsJ,EAAM/L,EAAG+L,EAAMxJ,EAAG0J,GACvC1J,EAAG8J,EAA

c5J,IAAIsJ,EAAM/L,EAAG+L,EAAMxJ,EAAGiK,EAAWP,IA+BhDQ,CAAgBR,EAJUH,EAC1BI,EAAepI,SAA

U7E,EAAc+C,EAAQC,GAGAoK,GAG/CK,EADmBxJ,EAAWgJ,EAAepI,SAAUyI,GAElD7K,EAAI,EAAGA,EA

AI4K,EAAkB5K,IAAK,CACzC,IAAMiL,EACFb,EAAyBY,EAAgBzN,EAAc+C,EAAQC,GAE7D2K,EAActK,E

AChBqK,EAAsB3M,EAAG2M,EAAsBpK,EAAG4J,EAClD5L,GAEJmM,EAAiBxJ,GAEXX,EAAGoK,EAAsBp

K,EAAItD,EAC7Be,EAAG2M,EAAsB3M,EAAIf,IAE9BsD,EAAGqK,EAAYrK,EAAGvC,EAAG4M,EAAY5M,I

AExC,IAAM6M,EACFf,EAAyBY,EAAgBzN,EAAc+C,EAAQC,GAC7D2B,EAAQwI,EAAa3J,IACvBoK,EAAsB

7M,EAAG6M,EAAsBtK,EAAG4J,GAEtD,OAAQrI,SAAU4I,EAAgB/J,KAAMxB,EAAWgL,GAAmBvI,kBASxD

kJ,EACZC,EAAqB9B,EAAwB1K,EAC7CtB,EAAsB+N,EACtBC,GACF,IAAMhQ,EAAWgO,EAAO/N,MAAM,
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GACxBsP,EAAWZ,EAAmBvK,OAE9B6L,EAAgC,IAAI5C,MAAMrN,GAEnCkQ,EAA8BJ,OAAbK,EAAaL,QA

CrCM,EAAY3K,EAAeyK,EAAUlO,EAAcsB,GAEzD2M,EAAkBC,EAASG,KACzB1J,MAAOwJ,EACPzK,KAA

MxB,EAAWgM,EAASG,IAC1BxJ,SAAUuJ,GAKZ,IAAK,IAAIE,EAAOf,EAAW,EAAGe,GAAQ,IAAKA,EAAM

,CAC/C,IAAMC,EAAmB5B,EAAmB2B,GACtCpB,EAAmBN,EAAmB0B,GACxCL,EAAkBM,KACjBN,EAAkB

f,KACrBe,EAAkBf,GAAoBH,EAClCuB,EAAML,EAAkBM,GAAmBrB,EAAkBlB,EAC7D1K,EAAStB,EAAcgO,

IAM/B,IAASM,EAAO,EAAGA,EAAOf,IAAYe,EAAM,CACpCC,EAAmB3B,EAAmB0B,GACtCpB,EAAmBP,E

AAmB2B,GACxCL,EAAkBM,KACjBN,EAAkBf,KACrBe,EAAkBf,GAAoBH,EAClCuB,EAAML,EAAkBM,GA

AmBrB,EAAkBlB,EAC7D1K,EAAStB,EAAc+N,IAI/B,OAAOE,EC7HT,SAASO,EACL3I,EAAe4I,EAA0BzP,EA

CzC8M,OAD0CxI,MAAGvC,MAE/C,OAAO8E,EAAM6I,KAAK,SAAC1P,OP2CjB2P,EAAYC,EAAYC,EAAYC

,EAChCvJ,EACAC,EO5CEuJ,cAAkCjD,GAAYjH,SACpD,OPyCA8J,EOxCW5N,EPwCC6N,EOxCEtL,EPwCUu

L,EOxCPE,EAAsBhO,EPwCH+N,EOxCMC,EAAsBzL,GPyC5DiC,EAAKsJ,EAAKF,GAEJpJ,GADNC,EAAKsJ,

EAAKF,GACMpJ,GO1ChBiJ,IAQR,SAASO,EACLC,EAAuBR,EACvBR,GAUF,OATkCA,EAAkB3L,OAChD,S

AACC,EAAQvD,EAAmB8M,OAAlBjH,aAAUF,UAKlB,OAJK6J,EACGS,EAAeR,EAAkB5J,EAAUiH,KACjDvJ

,GAAUoC,GAELpC,GACN,GAE+B0L,EAAkB7L,OAM1D,IAAM8M,EAAsB,WAyDZC,EACZhC,EAA8BiC,EA

C9BC,EACAC,EAAwCtP,EACxCuP,EAA2BC,EAAsBC,gBAAtBD,mBAAsBC,MAUnD,IATA,IAAM5J,KAEA6

J,WFpEJF,EAAwBzD,EACxBC,GAMF,IALM,IAAAhN,EAAgCgN,EAAO/N,MAAtC8E,OAAQC,OAAO2M,OA

EhBD,EAAQ,IAAInE,EACdxI,EAASC,EAAQ2M,EAAc,SAAC3Q,GAAY,iBAEvC4E,EAAW,EAAGA,EAAWb,I

AAUa,EAC1C,IAAK,IAAID,EAAW,EAAGA,EAAWX,IAASW,EACzC,IAAK,IAAImI,EAAa,EAAGA,EAAa6D,

IAAgB7D,EAAY,CAChE,IAAMnH,EAAQqH,EAAOxI,IAAII,EAAUD,EAAUmI,GAIzCnH,EAAQ6K,GAKR3D,

EACIC,EAAYnH,EAAOf,EAAUD,EAAUoI,EACvCC,IACN0D,EAAME,SAASjL,QAAOjB,MAAOE,WAAUD,

WAAU0K,GAAIvC,KAM7D,OAAO4D,EEwCOG,CACVL,EAAgBN,EAAqB/B,GAEnCsB,EAAmBgB,EAAYA,

EAI9B5J,EAAMzD,OAASmN,IAAsBG,EAAMI,SAAS,CAEzD,IAAMhC,EAAO4B,EAAMK,UAOnB,IAAIvB,E

ACI3I,EAAO4I,EAFXhL,EAAeqK,EAAKpK,KAAM1D,EAAcoP,GAEMtB,EAAKpK,KAAK2K,IAD5D,CAMA,I

AAM3J,EAAYmJ,EACdC,EAAMX,EAAciC,EAAepP,EAAcqP,EACjDC,GAEE3K,EAAQqK,EAAiBnJ,EAAO4I,

EAAkB/J,GAExDmB,EAAMY,MAAM/B,YAAWC,WAGzB,OAAOkB,EClIT,MAAMmK,IAAiB,QAAS,OAAS,s

BAEzC,4DA2BA,OA3B4BlO,OAC1BmO,4BAAA,SAAgB1P,GACd,OAAOX,MAAOW,EAAOyP,IAGvBC,8BA

AA,SAAkBhO,GAEd,IAAAT,EAQAS,KAPAV,EAOAU,KANAZ,EAMAY,KALAN,EAKAM,KAJAX,EAIAW,K

AHAP,EAGAO,KACF,OACEX,UACAG,aAHAQ,KAIAP,eACAC,cACAN,UACAE,kBACAC,kBACAI,YATAK,

UAfsB3B,GCNtB4P,EACF,0EACEC,EACF,oFC6BYC,EAAa7P,GAC3B,GAAoC,uCAC/BA,aAAiB8P,mBACY,q

CAC1B9P,aAAiB+P,iBACU,sCAC9B/P,aAAiBgQ,iBACpB,OAhCJ,SAAqChQ,GAGnC,GAAI,iBAAkBA,GAAg

C,IAAvBA,EAAMiQ,cAC9B,gBAAiBjQ,GAA+B,IAAtBA,EAAMkQ,YACrC,OAAQlQ,EAAMiQ,aAAcjQ,EAA

MkQ,aAC7B,GAAoB,MAAhBlQ,EAAMwC,QAAiC,MAAfxC,EAAMyC,MACvC,OAAQzC,EAAMwC,OAAQx

C,EAAMyC,OAE5B,MAAM,IAAI0N,MACN,+DAsBGC,CAA4BpQ,GAC9B,GAA2B,+BAAeA,aAAiBqQ,UACh

E,OAAQrQ,EAAMwC,OAAQxC,EAAMyC,OACvB,GAC2B,sCAC9BzC,aAAiBsQ,iBACnB,OAxBJ,SAAiCtQ,G

AC/B,OAAIA,EAAMuQ,aAAa,WAAavQ,EAAMuQ,aAAa,UAI7CvQ,EAAMwC,OAAQxC,EAAMyC,QAEpBzC,

EAAMwQ,YAAaxQ,EAAMyQ,YAiB1BC,CAAwB1Q,GAC1B,GAAIA,aAAiB2Q,SAC1B,OAAQ3Q,EAAMtC,M

AAM,GAAIsC,EAAMtC,MAAM,IAEpC,MAAM,IAAIyS,MAAM,8BAA8BnQ,gBASlC4Q,EACZC,EAAyBpR,G

AC3B,OAPF,SACIqR,EAAoBrR,GACtB,OAAQqR,EAAa,GAAKrR,GAAiB,EAKvCsR,CAAuBF,EAAiBpR,GAC

nCoR,EAGFxM,KAAKqG,MAAMmG,EAAkBpR,GAAgBA,EAAe,EAGrE,IAAMuR,GACJC,IAAK,MACLC,OA

AQ,SACRC,KAAM,OACNC,KAAM,QAGFC,UACHL,EAAmCC,KAAM,IAC1CxS,EAACuS,EAAmCE,QAAS,

GAC7CzS,EAACuS,EAAmCG,MAAO,IAC3C1S,EAACuS,EAAmCI,MAAO,KAGvCE,EAA0B,GAC1BC,EAA0

B,WA2BhBC,EACZC,EACAhS,EACAhB,OAACiT,OAAaC,OACVC,EA7BR,SACIH,GACF,GAAkC,iBAAvBA,

EAAiC,CAC1C,IAAMzP,EAASqP,EAAgCI,GAO/C,OALA5R,OAAQC,OACc,iBAAXkC,EACP,WAAM,MAAA,

kDACF6P,OAAOC,OAAOd,GACTe,KAAK,iBAAgBN,QAC3BzP,EAWP,OATAnC,OAAQC,OAC0B,iBAAvB2

R,GACHA,GAAsBF,GACtBE,GAAsBH,EAC1B,WACI,MAAA,sDACIA,UAA+BC,eAC5BE,IAERA,EASLO,CA

A+BP,GAEnC,OACEb,EACIc,EAAcE,EAA8BnS,GAChDmR,EACIe,EAAaC,EAA8BnS,aAmEnCwS,GACZC,E

ACAzT,EACA6D,EACAkD,EACA2M,OAHCC,OAAmBC,OACnBC,OAAwBC,OACxB7K,OAAC9E,OAAMC,O

AAO2P,OAAC9M,OAAM+M,OAExB,oBADEN,MACKhU,OAAQ,WACb,IAAIuU,EAAkCC,QAASC,eAAeV,G
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ACzDI,EAAwBC,IAAwB,GAMrD,OAJIJ,IACFO,EAAqB7R,UAAW6R,aAUlCG,EACApU,EACA6D,OADCwQ,

OAAgBC,OAChBvN,OAAC5C,OAAMC,OAAO6E,OAAChC,OAAM+M,OAExB,OAAOtU,OAAQ,WACb,IAA

M6U,EAA4BhU,aAAc6T,GAChD,OAAOpS,UAAWkS,QACbM,cACGD,IACEpQ,GAAQkQ,EAAiBlQ,EAAOC,

EAAO,GACvC6C,GAAQqN,EAAgBrN,EAAO+M,EAAO,IACrC7P,EAAOkQ,EAAiB,IACpBA,EAAiBlQ,EAAO

C,EAAO,IACnC6C,EAAOqN,EAAgB,IAAQA,EAAgBrN,EAAO+M,EAAO,MAE/D,IAAKK,EAAgBC,KAAkB,

MAtBzCG,CACHR,GAAqBN,EAAmBC,KACtCzP,EAAMC,IAAQ6C,EAAM+M,gBAkCdU,GACZnT,EAAqBvB

,OAAC2U,OAASC,OAE3B/Q,EAAkBuN,EAAa7P,GAA9BwC,OAAQC,OACT6Q,EAAeD,EAAUD,EAE3B5N,G

AA4B,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAApC5C,OAAMC,OAAM6C,OAAM+M,OAsBvB,OAvBehQ,EAAQD,EAEV8Q,

GAEX1Q,EAAO,EACPC,EAAO,EACP6C,EAAOrB,KAAK0B,MAAM,IAAOuN,EAAe9Q,EAASC,IACjDgQ,EA

AOpO,KAAK0B,MAAM,IAAOuN,EAAe9Q,EAASC,MAGjDG,EAAOyB,KAAK0B,MAAM,IAAQ,EAAMuN,E

AAgB7Q,EAAQD,IACxDK,EAAOwB,KAAK0B,MAAM,IAAQ,EAAMuN,EAAgB7Q,EAAQD,IACxDkD,EAAO

,EACP+M,EAAO,IAUDc,QAPqBpV,OAAQ,WACnC,IAAIqV,WAvIsBxT,GAG5B,OAAOA,aAAiB2Q,SAAY3Q,

EAAQyT,UAAWC,WAAW1T,GAoI9C2T,CAAc3T,GAGhC,OAFAwT,EAAcI,QAASJ,IAAe5Q,EAAMC,IAAQ6

C,EAAM+M,IAAQ,EAAG,KAE9DE,QAASC,eAAeY,GAAcJ,EAASC,MAGvC9Q,SAAUsR,IAAKjR,EAAMkR,

KAAMpO,EAAMqO,MAAOtB,EAAMuB,OAAQnR,aAGnDoR,GAAkBC,oEAEtC,SAAO/K,QAAQC,IAAI8K,E

AAQ3T,IAAI,SAAA2R,GAAU,OAAAA,EAAOiC,0BA2BlCC,GAAmBtQ,EAAYuQ,GAC7C,OACEjQ,MAAON,

EAAKM,MACZD,UAAWL,EAAKK,UAAU5D,IACtB,SAAC9B,OAAC2F,UAAOjB,SAAMmB,aAAc,OAC3BF,

QACAjB,OACAmB,UAAWvB,EAAGsR,EAAa,EAAI/P,EAASvB,EAAGvC,EAAG8D,EAAS9D,gBAYjD8T,GA

CZhP,EAAe7G,EACf6D,EACAC,EAAkBgS,OAFF/R,OAAQC,OACvB+R,OAAuBC,OAOpBC,WAnCJpP,EAAe

M,EAAgBD,EAAgBgP,EAAaC,GAC9D,oBADiDD,kBAAaC,KAC/C,IAAXjP,GAA2B,IAAXC,GAA4B,IAAZ+O

,GAA6B,IAAZC,EAC5CtP,EAEFA,EAAM/E,IAAI,SAAAuD,GAAQ,gBApBvBA,EAAY8B,EAAgBD,EAAgBgP,

EAC5CC,GACF,oBAF8CD,kBAC5CC,MAEAxQ,MAAON,EAAKM,MACZD,UAAWL,EAAKK,UAAU5D,IAAI

,SAAC9B,OAAC2F,UAAOjB,SAAMmB,aAAc,OAC3BF,QACAjB,OACAmB,UACEvB,EAAGuB,EAASvB,EAA

I4C,EAASiP,EACzBpU,EAAG8D,EAAS9D,EAAIoF,EAAS+O,OAWpCE,CAAU/Q,EAAM8B,EAAQD,EAAQgP

,EAASC,KAgC9DE,CAAWxP,GALV9C,EAASD,EAAQsR,IAAMtR,EAAQyR,WAE/BvR,EAAQF,EAAQuR,KA

AOvR,EAAQwR,UAGGxR,EAAQsR,KAAMtR,EAAQuR,MAE7D,OAAIS,WAnB8BjP,EAAe+O,GACjD,OAAI

A,GAAc,EACT/O,EAEFA,EAAM/E,IAAI,SAAAuD,GAAQ,OAAAsQ,GAAmBtQ,EAAMuQ,KAgBzCU,CAAoB

L,EAAajS,GAEjCiS,EC5TX,IAqDMM,IACJC,aAAc,cACdxV,aAAc,GACdyV,WAAY,EACZC,WAAY,KAGRC,I

AA6C,cAAe,YAC5DC,IACJC,aAAgB,EAAG,GAAI,IACvBC,UAAa,GAAI,KAEbC,IACJF,aAAgB,GAAM,IAA

M,GAC5BC,UAAa,IAETE,IAA0C,EAAG,EAAG,GA6H/C,IAAMC,IACXnB,gBAAgB,EAChB9C,mBAAoB,SAC

pBkE,sBAAuB,GACvBC,cAAe,GACf3G,eAAgB,GAChBC,UAAW,IAGA2G,IAEPtB,gBAAgB,EAChB9C,mBA

AoB,SACpBkE,sBAAuB,GACvBC,cAAe,GACf3G,eAAgB,GAChBC,UAAW,GACX3G,iBAAkB,GAClB1D,YA

Aa,IAGnB,SAASiR,GAA8BC,GAC9B,IAAAJ,EACHI,wBAD0BH,EAC1BG,gBADyC9G,EACzC8G,iBADyD7G,

EACzD6G,YAEJ,GAAIJ,EAAwB,GAAOA,EAAwB,EACzD,MAAM,IAAIxF,MACN,yBAAyBwF,qCAI/B,GAAI

C,GAAiB,EACnB,MAAM,IAAIzF,MACN,yBAAyByF,qBAI/B,GAAI3G,EAAiB,GAAOA,EAAiB,EAC3C,MAA

M,IAAIkB,MACN,0BAA0BlB,qCAIhC,GAAIC,GAAa,EACf,MAAM,IAAIiB,MAAM,qBAAqBjB,OAIzC,SAAS

8G,GACLD,GAEA,IAAAJ,EAMEI,wBALFH,EAKEG,gBAJF9G,EAIE8G,iBAHF7G,EAGE6G,YAFFxN,EAEEw

N,mBADFlR,EACEkR,cAEJ,GAAIJ,EAAwB,GAAOA,EAAwB,EACzD,MAAM,IAAIxF,MACN,yBAAyBwF,qC

AI/B,GAAIC,GAAiB,EACnB,MAAM,IAAIzF,MACN,yBAAyByF,qBAI/B,GAAI3G,EAAiB,GAAOA,EAAiB,EA

C3C,MAAM,IAAIkB,MACN,0BAA0BlB,qCAIhC,GAAIC,GAAa,EACf,MAAM,IAAIiB,MAAM,qBAAqBjB,OA

GvC,GAAI3G,EAAmB,GAAKA,EAAmB,EAC7C,MAAM,IAAI4H,MACN,4BAA4B5H,oCAIlC,GAAI1D,GAAe,

GAAKA,EAAc,GACpC,MAAM,IAAIsL,MACN,uBAAuBtL,mDAQ7B,WAAYoR,GACVvW,KAAKwW,UAAY

D,EA+oBrB,OA5oBUE,yCAAR,SAAqCnW,GAO7B,IAAAvB,EAMFiB,KAAKwW,UAAU5V,QAAQN,GAC3B,

OACEoW,6BACAxV,8BACAG,kBACAC,kCACAC,oCAIIkV,gDAAR,SAA4CnW,GAQpC,IAAAvB,EAOFiB,K

AAKwW,UAAU5V,QAAQN,GAC3B,OACEoW,6BACAC,iCACAzV,8BACAG,kBACAC,kCACAC,oCAIIkV,6

DAAR,SAAyDnW,GAUjD,IAAAvB,EAQFiB,KAAKwW,UAAU5V,QAAQN,GAC3B,OACEoW,6BACAhV,0BA

CAR,8BACAG,kBACAC,kCACAC,kCACAE,8BAuCJgV,oCAAA,SACInW,EAAqByR,EACrBkE,GAFJ,wBAEI

A,MASI,IAAAlX,EAAkBoR,EAAa7P,GAA9BwC,OAAQC,OACT6T,EAAmC9E,EACrCC,EAAoB/R,KAAKwW,
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UAAUzW,cAAe+C,EAAQC,IACxDH,EACF6Q,GAAenT,EAAOsW,GADnB/C,YAAShR,YAGViD,EAMFrH,OA

AQ,WACJ,IAAAM,EAMFyB,EAAKqW,6BAA6BhD,GALpC6C,kBACAxV,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBAGI

qB,EAAgCiR,EAAQ7V,MAAvC8Y,OAAeC,OAEhBC,EAAsBzE,GACxBmE,GAAgB5T,EAAQC,IAAS+T,EAAe

C,KAC9ClU,EAAQsR,IAAKtR,EAAQyR,SAAUzR,EAAQuR,KAAMvR,EAAQwR,SA7bhC,GAgc3B,OACE7S,a

AAclD,EACVyC,UAAWiW,GAAsBf,GACrC/U,gBACAG,UACAC,kBACAC,qBA3BFC,iBACAN,kBACAG,YA

CAC,oBACAC,oBA2BF,OADAsS,EAAQjS,WAENJ,eACAN,gBACAG,UACAC,kBACAC,kBACAsB,UACA+T,

qCA6BEH,0BAAN,SACInW,EACA+V,uBAAAA,+HAoBa,OAhBfD,GAFAC,SAAaL,IAA4BK,IAInCtX,EASFiB

,KAAKiX,wBACD3W,EAAO+V,EAAOtE,mBAAoBsE,EAAOJ,uBAT/CzU,iBACAN,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACA

C,oBACAsB,YACA+T,qCAKIhU,EAAkBpB,EAAaxD,MAA9B8E,OAAQC,UAEMvB,EAAamI,eAGZ,OAHhBr

H,EAASwD,SACftE,EAAaI,aAEe2S,IACvBrT,EAAeG,EAASC,EAAiBC,YAkB9C,OAnBM2V,EAAgBpR,SAEfq

R,EACHD,KADcE,EACdF,KAD0BG,EAC1BH,KAD+CI,EAC/CJ,KAOJtR,EAAQgP,GALJhP,EAAQsJ,EACRiI,

EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAqBC,EAC5CtX,KAAKwW,UAAUzW,aAAcsW,EAAOH,cACpCG,EAAO9G,eAAgB8G,E

AAO7G,YAGtB1M,EAAQC,GAAQ6T,EAAkC/T,GAjhBjC,GAohB7B3B,EAAcU,UACdP,EAAQO,UACRN,EA

AgBM,UAChBL,EAAgBK,cAERkB,SAAQC,QAAO4G,KAAMrH,EAAQiV,SAAU3R,UA0B3C6Q,+BAAN,SAC

InW,EACA+V,uBAAAA,4IAwDoB,OApDtBC,GADAD,SAAaF,IAA2CE,IAElDtX,EAAkBoR,EAAa7P,GAA9B

wC,OAAQC,OACT6T,EAAmC9E,EACrCuE,EAAOtE,mBAAoB/R,KAAKwW,UAAUzW,cACzC+C,EAAQC,IA

EPH,EACF6Q,GAAenT,EAAOsW,GADnB/C,YAAShR,YAEViD,EAOFrH,OAAQ,WACJ,IAaF+Y,EAbEzY,EAO

FyB,EAAKiX,iDAAiD5D,GANxD6C,kBACAhV,gBACAR,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBAEIyV,EAAsBzE,G

ACxBmE,GAAgB5T,EAAQC,GAAQ6T,IAC9B/T,EAAQsR,IAAKtR,EAAQyR,SAAUzR,EAAQuR,KAAMvR,E

AAQwR,SAplBhC,GAomB3B,OANEmD,EAAoB9V,GAOpBF,aAJmBlD,EACjByC,UAAWiW,GAAsBX,EAAOJ

,uBAI1CvU,YAAa8V,EACbE,iBAAkBxW,EAClByW,WAAYtW,EACZuW,mBAAoBtW,EACpBuW,mBAAoBt

W,KAvCtBC,iBACAE,gBACAgW,qBACAC,eACAC,uBACAC,0BAsC0BtD,IACvBmD,EAAkBC,EAAYC,EAA

oBC,YAajC,OAdhBX,EAAgBlP,SAEfmP,EACHD,KADcE,EACdF,KAD0BG,EAC1BH,KAD+CI,EAC/CJ,KAOJt

R,EAAQgP,GALJhP,EAAQsJ,EACRiI,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAqBC,EAC5CtX,KAAKwW,UAAUzW,aAAcsW,E

AAOH,cACpCG,EAAO9G,eAAgB8G,EAAO7G,YAGtB1M,EAAQC,GAAQ6T,EAAkC/T,GAxnBjC,MA2nBD8F

,EACxBnH,EAAcE,EAAakE,EAAO9C,EAAQC,EAC1C/C,KAAKwW,UAAUzW,aAAc6W,EAAkC/T,EAC/DwT,

EAAO9G,eAAgB8G,EAAOlR,YAAakR,EAAOxN,iBAClDwN,EAAOH,uBAUX,OAdM4B,EAAgB9P,SAMtB6L,

EAAQjS,UACRJ,EAAaI,UACbF,EAAYE,UACZ8V,EAAiB9V,UACjB+V,EAAW/V,UACXgW,EAAmBhW,UAC

nBiW,EAAmBjW,aAEZkW,SAuCTrB,yCAAA,SACInW,EAAqByR,EACrBkE,GAFJ,wBAEIA,MASI,IAAAlX,E

AAkBoR,EAAa7P,GAA9BwC,OAAQC,OACT6T,EAAmC9E,EACrCC,EAAoB/R,KAAKwW,UAAUzW,cAAe+C

,EAAQC,IACxDH,EAGF6Q,GAAenT,EAAOsW,GAFxB/C,YACAhR,YAGIiD,EAMFrH,OAAQ,WACJ,IAAAM,

EAOFyB,EAAKuX,oCAAoClE,GAN3C6C,kBACAC,sBACAzV,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBAGIqB,EAAgCi

R,EAAQ7V,MAAvC8Y,OAAeC,OAEhBC,EAAsBzE,GACxBmE,GAAgB5T,EAAQC,IAAS+T,EAAeC,KAC9Cl

U,EAAQsR,IAAKtR,EAAQyR,SAAUzR,EAAQuR,KAAMvR,EAAQwR,SAxtBhC,GA2tBrB2D,EAAyBzF,GAC3

BoE,GAAoB7T,EAAQC,IAAS+T,EAAeC,KAClDlU,EAAQsR,IAAKtR,EAAQyR,SAAUzR,EAAQuR,KAAMvR,

EAAQwR,SA7tBhC,GAiuB3B,OACE/J,iBACIzL,EAHFP,EAAayC,UAAWiW,GAAsBf,GAGP+B,GACzC9W,gB

ACAG,UACAC,kBACAC,qBAlCF+I,qBACApJ,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBAkCF,OADAsS,EAAQjS,WAE

N0I,mBACApJ,gBACAG,UACAC,kBACAC,kBACAsB,UACA+T,qCA8BEH,+BAAN,SACInW,EACA+V,uBAA

AA,+HAkBW,OAdbD,GAFAC,SAAaL,IAA4BK,IAGnCtX,EASFiB,KAAKiY,6BACD3X,EAAO+V,EAAOtE,mB

AAoBsE,EAAOJ,uBAT/C3L,qBACApJ,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBACAsB,YACA+T,qCAKIhU,EAAkB0H,

EAAiBtM,MAAlC8E,OAAQC,UACIuH,EAAiBX,eAGd,OAHhBA,EAAO7D,SACbwE,EAAiB1I,aAEW2S,IACv

BrT,EAAeG,EAASC,EAAiBC,YAkB9C,OAnBM2V,EAAgBpR,SAEfqR,EACHD,KADcE,EACdF,KAD0BG,EA

C1BH,KAD+CI,EAC/CJ,KAOJtR,EAAQgP,GALJhP,EAAQsJ,EACRiI,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAqBC,EAC5CtX,K

AAKwW,UAAUzW,aAAcsW,EAAOH,cACpCG,EAAO9G,eAAgB8G,EAAO7G,YAGtB1M,EAAQC,GAAQ6T,E

AAkC/T,GAjzBjC,GAozB7B3B,EAAcU,UACdP,EAAQO,UACRN,EAAgBM,UAChBL,EAAgBK,cAERkB,SAA

QC,QAAO4G,OAAM4N,SAAU3R,UA0BnC6Q,oCAAN,SACInW,EACA+V,uBAAAA,8IA0DoB,OAtDtBC,GAF

AD,SAAaF,IAA2CE,IAGlDtX,EAAkBoR,EAAa7P,GAA9BwC,OAAQC,OACT6T,EAAmC9E,EACrCuE,EAAOt

E,mBAAoB/R,KAAKwW,UAAUzW,cACzC+C,EAAQC,IACPH,EACF6Q,GAAenT,EAAOsW,GADnB/C,YAAS
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hR,YAEViD,EAQFrH,OAAQ,WACJ,IAAAM,EAQFyB,EAAKiX,iDAAiD5D,GAPxD6C,kBACAhV,gBACAR,k

BACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBACAE,iBAIIuV,EAAsBzE,GACxBmE,GAAgB5T,EAAQC,GAAQ6T,IAC9B/T,E

AAQsR,IAAKtR,EAAQyR,SAAUzR,EAAQuR,KAAMvR,EAAQwR,SAv3BhC,GA23BrB6D,EAA+B3F,GACjC9

Q,GAAeqB,EAAQC,GAAQ6T,IAC7B/T,EAAQsR,IAAKtR,EAAQyR,SAAUzR,EAAQuR,KAAMvR,EAAQwR,S

A73BhC,GAg4BrBmD,EAAoB9V,EAK1B,OACEF,aALmBlD,EACnByC,UAAWiW,GAAsBX,EAAOJ,uBAKxC

vU,YAAa8V,EACbE,iBAAkBxW,EAClByW,WAAYtW,EACZuW,mBAAoBtW,EACpBuW,mBAAoBtW,EACpB

+I,0Bf70BmCxM,GAEnC,IAAAiB,EAA0CjB,EAAkBE,MAA3DgB,OAAeC,OAAclB,OACpC,OAAOU,OAAQ,

WACb,IAAMW,EAAevB,EAAyBC,GACxCuB,EAAcC,aAAcC,QAAS,EAAGxB,EAAU,EAAG,SAAU,GAE/DI,E

ACFO,OAAQc,SAAUJ,EAAcC,GAA6B,SAEjE,OAAOjB,UAAWD,GAAmBa,EAAeC,Me2zB9CkZ,CAA2BD,M

AlC/B1W,iBACAE,gBACAgW,qBACAC,eACAC,uBACAC,uBACAvN,wBAwC0BiK,IACvBmD,EAAkBC,EAA

YC,EAAoBC,YAajC,OAdhBX,EAAgBlP,SAEfmP,EACHD,KADcE,EACdF,KAD0BG,EAC1BH,KAD+CI,EAC/

CJ,KAOJtR,EAAQgP,GALJhP,EAAQsJ,EACRiI,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAqBC,EAC5CtX,KAAKwW,UAAUzW,a

AAcsW,EAAOH,cACpCG,EAAO9G,eAAgB8G,EAAO7G,YAGtB1M,EAAQC,GAAQ6T,EAAkC/T,GA15BjC,M

A65BDwH,EACxB7I,EAAcE,EAAa4I,EAAkB1E,EAAO9C,EAAQC,EAC5D/C,KAAKwW,UAAUzW,aAAc6W,

EAAkC/T,EAC/DwT,EAAO9G,eAAgB8G,EAAOlR,YAAakR,EAAOxN,iBAClDwN,EAAOH,uBAWX,OAfM4B,

EAAgB9P,SAMtB6L,EAAQjS,UACRJ,EAAaI,UACbF,EAAYE,UACZ8V,EAAiB9V,UACjB+V,EAAW/V,UACX

gW,EAAmBhW,UACnBiW,EAAmBjW,UACnB0I,EAAiB1I,aAEVkW,SAGFrB,oBAAP,WACEzW,KAAKwW,U

AAU5U,gBAOnB,SAAewW,GAAc/B,2GAI3B,GAHMtW,EAAesW,EAAOtW,aACtByV,EAAaa,EAAOb,WACp

BC,EAAaY,EAAOZ,WAChB,MAAN4C,EACF,MAAM,IAAI5H,MACN,kJAMa,OADb6H,WF97BJvS,EAAgB0P,

EAAoBD,GACtC,IAAM+C,GAAkCC,EAAK,MAAOC,IAAM,MAAOC,GAAM,OACjEC,EAAY,eAAe5S,UAEjC

,OAAmB,IAAfyP,EACKtF,EAAqB,SAASqI,EAAM9C,OAAiBkD,EAErDzI,EAAqB,QAAQsF,MAAc+C,EAAM9

C,OACpDkD,EEs7BMC,CAAoB7Y,EAAc0V,EAAYD,MACjCqD,iBAAsBxC,EAAOyC,UAAYR,WAElE,OAFM

S,EAAaha,SACbia,EAAY,IAAIlX,EAAUiX,EAAYhZ,MACrC,IAAI0W,GAAQuC,SAMrB,SAAeC,GAAW5C,yG

AGxB,GAFMtW,EAAesW,EAAOtW,aACtByV,EAAaa,EAAOb,WAChB,MAAN6C,EACF,MAAM,IAAI5H,MA

CN,kJAMa,OADb6H,WF99B2BvS,EAAgByP,GACjD,IAAMmD,EAAY,eAAe5S,UAEjC,OAAmB,IAAfyP,EAC

KvF,EAAoB,SAAW0I,EAE/B1I,EAAoB,QAAQuF,MAAgBmD,EEw9BzCO,CAAmBnZ,EAAcyV,MACpBqD,iB

AAsBxC,EAAOyC,UAAYR,WAElE,OAFMS,EAAaha,SACboa,EAAS,IAAInJ,EAAO+I,EAAYhZ,MAC/B,IAAI0

W,GAAQ0C,SCj+BrB,IAAMC,MAYN,SAASC,GACLta,EACA6D,EAAiD0W,EACjDC,OAFQC,UAAgBC,WAC

hBC,UAAgBC,WAE1B,GAAIH,IAAWE,GAAUD,IAAYE,EACnC,MAAM,IAAIlJ,MAAM,iCAAiC6I,qBAC7CE,

MAAUC,OAAYF,qBAAwBG,MAAUC,GAIhE,SAASC,GAAqBC,GAC5B,IAAMC,EAAMD,EAAOE,WAAW,M

AC9BD,EAAIE,OAAO,EAAG,GACdF,EAAIG,WAAWJ,EAAO9W,MAAO,GAG/B,SAASmX,GACLJ,EACA5a,

EACAib,GACFL,EAAIM,yBAA2BD,EAC/BL,EAAIO,UAAUnb,EAAO,EAAG,GAa1B,SAASob,GAA6BlM,GAI

pC,OAHKgL,GAAkBhL,KACrBgL,GAAkBhL,GAZtB,WACE,GAAwB,oBAAbmM,SACT,OAAOA,SAASC,cA

Ac,UACzB,GAA+B,oBAApBnK,gBAChB,OAAO,IAAIA,gBAAgB,EAAG,GAE9B,MAAM,IAAII,MAAM,0CA

MQgK,IAEnBrB,GAAkBhL,GAG3B,SAASsM,GACLxb,EAAkByb,EAAoBd,GACjC,IAAA/W,EAAiB5D,SAAT

6D,EAAS7D,QAClB4a,EAAMD,EAAOE,WAAW,MAC9BF,EAAO9W,MAAQA,EACf8W,EAAO/W,OAASA,E

AChBgX,EAAIc,UAAU,EAAG,EAAG7X,EAAOD,GAC3BgX,EAAIe,OAnDI,iCAAiCC,KAAKC,UAAUC,oBCd

tDnB,EACA3a,EACA+b,GAOF,IANA,IAAMnB,EAAMD,EAAOE,WAAW,MAE1BmB,EAAM,EAEJC,EAAY,G

AAK,EAAIxW,KAAKyW,GADlB,EAAA,GAERC,EAAOJ,EAAO,EAAI,EAAI,EACnBna,GAAKma,EAAMna,G

AAKma,EAAMna,GAAKua,EAClC,IAAK,IAAIhY,GAAK4X,EAAM5X,GAAK4X,EAAM5X,GAAKgY,EAGlC

H,GADIC,EAAYxW,KAAK2W,MAAMjY,EAAIA,EAAIvC,EAAIA,OAI3C,IAASA,GAAKma,EAAMna,GAAK

ma,EAAMna,GAAKua,EAClC,IAAShY,GAAK4X,EAAM5X,GAAK4X,EAAM5X,GAAKgY,EAClCvB,EAAIyB,

YAAcJ,EACdxW,KAAK2W,MAAMjY,EAAIA,EAAIvC,EAAIA,OAA4Boa,EAAMD,EAC7DnB,EAAIO,UAAU

nb,EAAOmE,EAAGvC,GAG5BgZ,EAAIyB,YAAc,ED4ChBC,CAAQ3B,EAAQ3a,EAAOyb,IAGtBb,EAAYhR,O

AAS,QAAQ6R,QAC9Bb,EAAIO,UAAUnb,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG6D,EAAOD,IAEpCgX,EAAI2B,UAGN,SAASC

,GACLxc,EAAkByb,EAClBgB,GACF,IAAM9B,EAASS,GAA6BqB,GAM5C,OALmB,IAAfhB,EAQN,SAA6Bzb,

EAAkB2a,GACtC,IAAA9W,EAAiB7D,QAAV4D,EAAU5D,SACxB2a,EAAO9W,MAAQA,EACf8W,EAAO/W,O

AASA,EACJ+W,EAAOE,WAAW,MAE1BM,UAAUnb,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG6D,EAAOD,GAbhC8Y,CAAoB1c,E
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AAO2a,GAE3Ba,GAAyBxb,EAAOyb,EAAYd,GAEvCA,EAsBT,SAASgC,GACL3c,EAAkB4c,GACpB,IAAMjC,

EAASS,GAA6BwB,GAG5C,OAbF,SAAiC5c,EAAkB2a,GACjDA,EAAO9W,MAAQ7D,EAAM6D,MACrB8W,E

AAO/W,OAAS5D,EAAM4D,OACV+W,EAAOE,WAAW,MAE1BgC,aAAa7c,EAAO,EAAG,GAM3B8c,CAAwB

9c,EAAO2a,GAExBA,WAkCOoC,GACZC,EAEAC,EAMAC,EAMAC,EAAqBC,GACvB,gBAbEH,GACEI,EAA

G,EACHC,EAAG,EACHvY,EAAG,EACHJ,EAAG,iBAELuY,GACEG,EAAG,EACHC,EAAG,EACHvY,EAAG,

EACHJ,EAAG,mBAELwY,mBAAqBC,GAA2B,IAC9ClR,MAAMqR,QAAQP,IACsB,IAApCA,EAAyB/Z,OAC3

B,OAAO,KAGT,IAAIua,EAUE3d,GAHJ2d,EAHGtR,MAAMqR,QAAQP,GAGeA,GAFCA,IAKmB,GAA/CnZ,U

AAOD,WACR6Z,EAAQ,IAAIC,kBAAkB7Z,EAAQD,EAAS,GAErD,SAAS+Z,EACLF,EAA0BG,EAAaC,EAAg

Bha,EACvDia,EAAgBC,gBAAAA,GAAgBV,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,IAAKvY,EAAG,IAAKJ,EAAG,MAC3D,IA

AK,IAAIrB,GAAKwa,EAAQxa,GAAKwa,EAAQxa,IACjC,IAAK,IAAI0H,GAAK8S,EAAQ9S,GAAK8S,EAAQ9

S,IACjC,GAAU,IAAN1H,GAAiB,IAAN0H,EAAS,CACtB,IAAMC,GAAK2S,EAAMta,GAAKO,GAASga,EAAS

7S,GACxCyS,EAAM,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAK8S,EAAMV,EACzBI,EAAM,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAK8S,EAAMT,EAC

zBG,EAAM,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAK8S,EAAMhZ,EACzB0Y,EAAM,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAK8S,EAAMpZ,GAMjC,S

AASqZ,EACLC,EACAL,EACAC,EACAha,EACAuZ,EACAU,gBADAV,GAA2B,iBAC3BU,KAGF,IADA,IAAII,

EAAyB,EACpB5a,GAAKwa,EAAQxa,GAAKwa,EAAQxa,IACjC,mBAAS0H,GACP,GAAU,IAAN1H,GAAiB,IA

AN0H,EAAS,CACtB,IAAMmT,GAAKP,EAAMta,GAAKO,GAASga,EAAS7S,GACnCoS,EAAc7N,KAAK,SAA

AL,GAAM,OAAAA,IAAO+O,EAAiBE,OACpDD,GAA0B,KAJvBlT,GAAK8S,EAAQ9S,GAAK8S,EAAQ9S,M

AA1BA,GASX,OAAOkT,EAAyB,EAGlC,IAAK,IAAI5a,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIM,EAAQN,GAAK,EAC/B,mBAA

S0H,GACP,IAAMC,EAAI3H,EAAIO,EAAQmH,EACtByS,EAAM,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAKiS,EAAWG,EAC9BI,E

AAM,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAKiS,EAAWI,EAC9BG,EAAM,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAKiS,EAAWnY,EAC9B0Y,EAAM,

EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAKiS,EAAWvY,EAC9B,mBAAS8C,GACP,GAAI2V,EAAc7N,KACV,SAAAL,GAAM,OAAA

A,IAAOsO,EAA8B/V,GAAGgD,KAAKQ,KAAK,CAC9DwS,EAAM,EAAIxS,GAAKgS,EAAWI,EAC1BI,EAA

M,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAKgS,EAAWK,EAC9BG,EAAM,EAAIxS,EAAI,GAAKgS,EAAWlY,EAC9B0Y,EAAM,E

AAIxS,EAAI,GAAKgS,EAAWtY,EAC9B,IAAMyZ,EAAaJ,EACfR,EAA8B/V,GAAGgD,KAAMnH,EAAG0H,E

AAGnH,EAC7CuZ,GACAD,GAAe7Z,EAAI,GAAK,GAAKA,EAAI,EAAIM,GAAUoH,EAAI,GAAK,GACxDA,E

AAI,EAAInH,GAASua,GACnBT,EAAWF,EAAOna,EAAG0H,EAAGnH,EAAO,KAZ5B4D,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI

+V,EAA8Bva,OAAQwE,MAAjDA,IANFuD,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAInH,EAAOmH,GAAK,IAAvBA,GAyBX,OAA

O,IAAIyG,UAAUgM,EAAO5Z,EAAOD,GAGrC,IAAMya,KACH,IAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAA

K,GAAI,MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,MACzD,IAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,KAAO,IAAK,IA

AK,KAC1D,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,IAAK,IAAK,KAC1D,IAAK,IAAK,

KAAM,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,GAAI,IAAK,KAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MACzD,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MAA

O,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MACzD,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,G

AAI,GAAI,MA6D3D,IAAMC,IACJC,QAAS,UACTC,YAAa,eACbve,KAAM,OACNwe,eAAgB,iDDurBStH,uBA

AAA,gEAGzB,MAA4B,cAD5BA,EAn6BF,SAA6BA,GAM3B,GAH2B,OAF3BA,EAASA,GAAUf,IAERC,eACTc

,EAAOd,aAAe,eAEpBG,GAAmBkI,QAAQvH,EAAOd,cAAgB,EACpD,MAAM,IAAI9E,MACN,wBAAwB4F,EA

AOd,mCACXG,IAK1B,GAH2B,MAAvBW,EAAOtW,eACTsW,EAAOtW,aAAe,IAEpB4V,GAAaU,EAAOd,cAA

cqI,QAAQvH,EAAOtW,cAAgB,EACnE,MAAM,IAAI0Q,MACN,wBAAwB4F,EAAOtW,mCACX4V,GAAaU,E

AAOd,mCACpBc,EAAOd,kBAMjC,GAHyB,MAArBc,EAAOZ,aACTY,EAAOZ,WAAa,GAElBK,GAAiBO,EAA

Od,cAAcqI,QAAQvH,EAAOZ,YAAc,EACrE,MAAM,IAAIhF,MACN,sBAAsB4F,EAAOZ,iCACTK,GAAiBO,E

AAOd,mCACxBc,EAAOd,kBAMjC,GAHyB,MAArBc,EAAOb,aACTa,EAAOb,WAAa,GAElBO,GAAkB6H,QA

AQvH,EAAOb,YAAc,EACjD,MAAM,IAAI/E,MACN,sBAAsB4F,EAAOb,iCACTO,wBACAM,EAAOd,kBAGjC

,OAAOc,EA03BEwH,CAAoBxH,IAClBd,gBACF0D,GAAW5C,IACe,gBAAxBA,EAAOd,gBACT6C,GAAc/B,O

AEd,mCCtcPwD,EAAgB3a,EAChBoL,EACAwT,EAA4BC,EAA0BC,EACtDnJ,gBADAiJ,GAAqB,EAAG,iBAAI

C,kBAA0BC,kBACtDnJ,MACF,IAAMoJ,EAAevC,GACjBxc,EAAO6e,EAAsBP,GAAaC,SAC9C5D,EAAO9W,M

AAQkb,EAAalb,MAC5B8W,EAAO/W,OAASmb,EAAanb,OAE7B,IAAMgX,EAAMD,EAAOE,WAAW,MAE9B,

GAAI3O,MAAMqR,QAAQnS,IAAiD,IAA5BA,EAAiBnI,OACtD2X,EAAIO,UAAU4D,EAAc,EAAG,OADjC,CA

IA,IAAMC,EAxDR,SACIC,EACAC,EAA6BJ,GAC/B,IAIMK,EACFxC,GALwBI,GACxBkC,GAA8B5B,EAAG,E

AAGC,EAAG,EAAGvY,EAAG,EAAGJ,EAAG,IAClD0Y,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,EAAGvY,EAAG,EAAGJ,EAA
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G,MAAM,EAAMua,GAGoBZ,GAAare,MACvE,OAAuB,IAAnB6e,EACKK,EAEA3C,GACH2C,EAAgBL,EAAg

BR,GAAaE,aA4C/CY,CAAmBhU,EAAkBwT,EAAmBE,GAE5DlE,EAAIe,OACAhG,GACF+E,GAAqBC,GAGjB

,IAAA9a,EAAkBoR,EAAajR,GAA9B4D,OAAQC,OACf+W,EAAIO,UAAUnb,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG6D,EAAOD,

GAMlCoX,GAAoBJ,EAAKoE,EAAc,kBAMvChE,GAAoBJ,EAAKmE,EAAc,oBACvCnE,EAAI2B,uCAtHF5B,E

AAgB3a,EAChBqf,EACAR,EAA0BC,EAAoBnJ,gBAA9CkJ,kBAA0BC,kBAAoBnJ,MAChD,IAAMoJ,EAAevC,

GACjBxc,EAAO6e,EAAsBP,GAAaC,SAC9C5D,EAAO9W,MAAQkb,EAAalb,MAC5B8W,EAAO/W,OAASmb,

EAAanb,OAE7B,IAAMgX,EAAMD,EAAOE,WAAW,MAE9B,GAAI3O,MAAMqR,QAAQ8B,IACqB,IAAnCA,E

AAwBpc,OAC1B2X,EAAIO,UAAU4D,EAAc,EAAG,OAFjC,CAMA,IAAMO,EAtDR,SACID,EACAP,GACF,IAI

MK,EACFxC,GALwBI,GACxBsC,GAA0BhC,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,EAAGvY,EAAG,EAAGJ,EAAG,MAC9C0

Y,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,EAAGvY,EAAG,EAAGJ,EAAG,IAGgC2Z,GAAare,MACvE,OAAuB,IAAnB6e,EACK

K,EAEA3C,GACH2C,EAAgBL,EAAgBR,GAAaE,aAyChCe,CAAiBF,EAAyBP,GAE7DlE,EAAIe,OACAhG,GA

CF+E,GAAqBC,GAGjB,IAAA9a,EAAkBoR,EAAajR,GAA9B4D,OAAQC,OACf+W,EAAIO,UAAUnb,EAAO,E

AAG,EAAG6D,EAAOD,GAMlCoX,GAAoBJ,EAAK0E,EAAY,kBAMrCtE,GAAoBJ,EAAKmE,EAAc,oBACvCn

E,EAAI2B,gCArLF5B,EAAgB3a,EAAkBwf,EAClCC,EAAmBC,EAAoB/J,gBAAvC8J,mBAAmBC,kBAAoB/J,M

ACnC,IAAA9V,EAAkBoR,EAAajR,GAA9B4D,OAAQC,OACf8W,EAAO9W,MAAQA,EACf8W,EAAO/W,OAA

SA,EAEhB,IAAMgX,EAAMD,EAAOE,WAAW,MAS9B,GARAD,EAAIe,OACAhG,GACF+E,GAAqBC,GAGvB

C,EAAIO,UAAUnb,EAAO,EAAG,GAExB4a,EAAIyB,YAAcoD,EACdD,EAAW,CACbrF,IAAsBtW,QAAOD,UA

AS4b,EAAW,QAAS,QAE1D,IAEMhB,EAAchC,GAFPG,GAAiC6C,EAAWlB,GAAare,MAG5Dyf,EAAgBpB,GA

AaE,aACvC5D,EAAIO,UAAUqD,EAAa,EAAG,EAAG3a,EAAOD,GAE1CgX,EAAI2B,wCA0BF5B,EAAgB3a,E

AAkBwf,EAClCC,EAAmBC,EAAoB/J,EACvCgK,gBADAF,mBAAmBC,kBAAoB/J,mBACvCgK,MACI,IAAA9f

,EAAkBoR,EAAajR,GAA9B4D,OACPuW,IAAsBtW,WAAOD,UAAS4b,EAAW,QAAS,QAE1D,IACMhB,EAAc

hC,GADPG,GAAiC6C,EAAWlB,GAAare,MAE5Dyf,EAAgBpB,GAAaE,aAEvC7D,EAAO9W,MAAQ2a,EAAY3

a,MAC3B8W,EAAO/W,OAAS4a,EAAY5a,OAE5B,IAAMgX,EAAMD,EAAOE,WAAW,MAC9BD,EAAIe,OAC

AhG,GACF+E,GAAqBC,GAGvB,IAAMiF,EACFxE,GAA6BkD,GAAaG,gBACxCoB,EAAqBD,EAAgB/E,WAA

W,MACtD+E,EAAgB/b,MAAQ2a,EAAY3a,OAAS,EAAM8b,GACnDC,EAAgBhc,OAAS4a,EAAY5a,QAAU,EA

AM+b,GACrDE,EAAmB1E,UACfqD,EAAa,EAAG,EAAGA,EAAY3a,MAAO2a,EAAY5a,OAAQ,EAAG,EAC7

Dgc,EAAgB/b,MAAO+b,EAAgBhc,QAC3CgX,EAAIkF,uBAAwB,EAC5BlF,EAAIO,UACAyE,EAAiB,EAAG,E

AAGA,EAAgB/b,MAAO+b,EAAgBhc,OAAQ,EACtE,EAAG+W,EAAO9W,MAAO8W,EAAO/W,QAG5B,IAAK,

IAAIN,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIsc,EAAgB/b,MAAOP,IACzCsX,EAAImF,YACJnF,EAAIoF,YAAc,UAClBpF,EAAI

qF,OAAON,EAAiBrc,EAAG,GAC/BsX,EAAIsF,OAAOP,EAAiBrc,EAAGqX,EAAO/W,QACtCgX,EAAIuF,SAK

N,IAAS7c,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIsc,EAAgBhc,OAAQN,IAC1CsX,EAAImF,YACJnF,EAAIoF,YAAc,UAClBpF,E

AAIqF,OAAO,EAAGN,EAAiBrc,GAC/BsX,EAAIsF,OAAOvF,EAAO9W,MAAO8b,EAAiBrc,GAC1CsX,EAAIu

F,SAGNvF,EAAIyB,YAAc,EAAMoD,EACxB7E,EAAIO,UAAUnb,EAAO,EAAG,EAAGwe,EAAY3a,MAAO2a,

EAAY5a,QAC1DgX,EAAI2B,wCA3KFnR,EACAgV,GAEF,gBAFEA,MAEElU,MAAMqR,QAAQnS,IAAiD,IAA

5BA,EAAiBnI,OACtD,OAAO,KAYT,IATA,IAAIgc,EAMEpf,GAFJof,EAHG/S,MAAMqR,QAAQnS,GAGaA,GA

FCA,IAImB,GAA7CvH,UAAOD,WACR6Z,EAAQ,IAAIC,kBAAkB7Z,EAAQD,EAAS,GAE5CN,EAAI,EAAGA,

EAAIM,EAASC,IAASP,EAAG,CAEvC,IAAM0H,EAAQ,EAAJ1H,EACVma,EAAMzS,EAAI,GAAK,IACfyS,EA

AMzS,EAAI,GAAK,IACfyS,EAAMzS,EAAI,GAAK,IACfyS,EAAMzS,EAAI,GAAK,IACf,IAAK,IAAIvD,EAAI,

EAAGA,EAAIwX,EAA4Bhc,OAAQwE,IAAK,CAC3D,IAAM4Y,EAASpB,EAA4BxX,GAAGgD,KAAKnH,GAC

nD,IAAgB,IAAZ+c,EAAe,CACjB,IAAMtC,EAAQqC,EAAWC,GACzB,IAAKtC,EACH,MAAM,IAAIxM,MAA

M,uCAAuC8O,GAEzD5C,EAAMzS,EAAI,GAAK+S,EAAM,GACrBN,EAAMzS,EAAI,GAAK+S,EAAM,GACrB

N,EAAMzS,EAAI,GAAK+S,EAAM,GACrBN,EAAMzS,EAAI,GAAK,MAIrB,OAAO,IAAIyG,UAAUgM,EAAO

5Z,EAAOD,iCEvTnC,YACA,aACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,YACA,

aACA,cACA,aACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,YACA,gEJ0GEgR,EAA

0B/U,EAC1B8V,OAD2BnB,OAASC,oBACpCkB,MAII,IAKF2K,EACAC,EACAzZ,EACA+M,EACA7P,EACAC,

EAVEP,EAAkBkR,EAAY9V,MAA7B8E,OAGD4c,OAAiB5c,EASvB,GAAI4c,EAViB/L,EAAUD,EAUJ,CAEzB8

L,EAAU7L,EAGV,IAAMgM,EAAYjM,GAFlB+L,EAAU9a,KAAKib,KAAKJ,EAAUE,IAG9B1Z,EAAO,EACP+

M,EAAO,EACP7P,EAAOyB,KAAKqG,MAAM2U,EAAY,GAC9Bxc,EAAOuQ,GAAW+L,EAAUvc,OACvB,CA
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CLuc,EAAU/L,EAGV,IAAMmM,EAAWlM,GAFjB6L,EAAU7a,KAAKib,KAAKlM,EAAUgM,IAG9B1Z,EAAOr

B,KAAKqG,MAAM6U,EAAW,GAC7B9M,EAAOY,GAAW6L,EAAUxZ,GAC5B9C,EAAO,EACPC,EAAO,EAk

BT,OAAQgQ,iBAfiB1U,OAAQ,WAE/B,IAAIoV,EAUJ,OAREA,EADEgB,EACQ5B,QAASC,eACf4M,UAAWh

M,EAAa,IAAK2L,EAASD,IAEhCvM,QAASC,eAAeY,GAAc2L,EAASD,IAG5CtL,QAASL,IAAW3Q,EAAMC,I

AAQ6C,EAAM+M,IAAQ,EAAG,OAK1CgN,WAAY7c,EAAMC,IAAQ6C,EAAM+M,oDKtM5C"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-pix/dist/body-

pix.min.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"body-

pix.esm.js","sources":["../src/decode_part_map.ts","../src/base_model.ts","../src/mobilenet.ts","../src/keypoints.ts","..

/src/multi_person/util.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_masks_cpu.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple

_masks_webgl.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_instance_masks.ts","../src/multi_person/max_heap.ts","../src/multi_p

erson/build_part_with_score_queue.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_pose.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_p

oses.ts","../src/resnet.ts","../src/saved_models.ts","../src/util.ts","../src/body_pix_model.ts","../src/blur.ts","../src/outp

ut_rendering_util.ts","../src/part_channels.ts","../src/version.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the part heatmap output and

generates a 2d one-hot\n * tensor with ones where the part's score has the maximum value.\n *\n * @param

partHeatmapScores\n */\nfunction toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor2D {\n

const numParts = partHeatmapScores.shape[2];\n  const partMapLocations = tf.argMax(partHeatmapScores, 2);\n\n

const partMapFlattened = tf.reshape(partMapLocations, [-1]);\n\n  return tf.oneHot(partMapFlattened, numParts) as

tf.Tensor2D;\n}\n\nfunction clipByMask2d(image: tf.Tensor2D, mask: tf.Tensor2D): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return

tf.mul(image, mask);\n}\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the segmentation output, and generates a segmentation\n *

mask with a 1 or 0 at each pixel where there is a person or not a person. The\n * segmentation threshold determines

the threshold of a score for a pixel for it\n * to be considered part of a person.\n * @param segmentScores A 3d-

tensor of the sigmoid of the segmentation output.\n * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that

segmentation values must have\n * to be considered part of the person.  Affects the generation of the\n *

segmentation mask and the clipping of the colored part image.\n *\n * @returns A segmentation mask with a 1 or 0

at each pixel where there is a\n * person or not a person.\n */\nexport function toMaskTensor(\n    segmentScores:

tf.Tensor2D, threshold: number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () =>\n          (tf.cast(tf.greater(\n

segmentScores, tf.scalar(threshold)), 'int32') as tf.Tensor2D));\n}\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the person and

part map output, and returns a 2d tensor\n * of an image with the corresponding value at each pixel corresponding to

the\n * part with the highest value. These part ids are clipped by the segmentation\n * mask. Wherever the a pixel is

clipped by the segmentation mask, its value\n * will set to -1, indicating that there is no part in that pixel.\n *

@param segmentScores A 3d-tensor of the sigmoid of the segmentation output.\n * @param partHeatmapScores A

3d-tensor of the sigmoid of the part heatmap\n * output. The third dimension corresponds to the part.\n *\n *

@returns A 2d tensor of an image with the corresponding value at each pixel\n * corresponding to the part with the

highest value. These part ids are clipped\n * by the segmentation mask.  It will have values of -1 for pixels that are\n

* outside of the body and do not have a corresponding part.\n */\nexport function decodePartSegmentation(\n
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segmentationMask: tf.Tensor2D,\n    partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor2D {\n  const [partMapHeight,

partMapWidth, numParts] = partHeatmapScores.shape;\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const flattenedMap =

toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores);\n    const partNumbers = tf.expandDims(tf.range(0, numParts, 1,

'int32'), 1);\n\n    const partMapFlattened =\n        tf.cast(tf.matMul(flattenedMap, partNumbers as tf.Tensor2D),

'int32');\n\n    const partMap = tf.reshape(partMapFlattened, [partMapHeight, partMapWidth]);\n\n    const

partMapShiftedUpForClipping = tf.add(partMap, tf.scalar(1, 'int32'));\n\n    return tf.sub(clipByMask2d(\n

partMapShiftedUpForClipping as tf.Tensor2D, segmentationMask)\n        , tf.scalar(1, 'int32'));\n  });\n}\n\nexport

function decodeOnlyPartSegmentation(partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D):\n    tf.Tensor2D {\n  const

[partMapHeight, partMapWidth, numParts] = partHeatmapScores.shape;\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const

flattenedMap = toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores);\n    const partNumbers =

tf.expandDims(tf.range(0, numParts, 1, 'int32'), 1);\n\n    const partMapFlattened =\n

tf.cast(tf.matMul(flattenedMap, partNumbers as tf.Tensor2D), 'int32');\n\n    return tf.reshape(partMapFlattened,

[partMapHeight, partMapWidth]);\n  });\n}\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tfconv from '@tensorflow/tfjs-converter';\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{BodyPixOutputStride} from './types';\n\n/**\n * BodyPix supports using various convolution neural network

models\n * (e.g. ResNet and MobileNetV1) as its underlying base model.\n * The following BaseModel interface

defines a unified interface for\n * creating such BodyPix base models. Currently both MobileNet (in\n *

./mobilenet.ts) and ResNet (in ./resnet.ts) implements the BaseModel\n * interface. New base models that conform

to the BaseModel interface can be\n * added to BodyPix.\n */\nexport abstract class BaseModel {\n  constructor(\n

 protected readonly model: tfconv.GraphModel,\n      public readonly outputStride: BodyPixOutputStride) {\n

const inputShape =\n        this.model.inputs[0].shape as [number, number, number, number];\n    tf.util.assert(\n

(inputShape[1] === -1) && (inputShape[2] === -1),\n        () => `Input shape [${inputShape[1]}, ${inputShape[2]}]

` +\n            `must both be equal to or -1`);\n  }\n\n  abstract preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D;\n\n

/**\n   * Predicts intermediate Tensor representations.\n   *\n   * @param input The input RGB image of the base

model.\n   * A Tensor of shape: [`inputResolution`, `inputResolution`, 3].\n   *\n   * @return A dictionary of base

model's intermediate predictions.\n   * The returned dictionary should contains the following elements:\n   * -

heatmapScores: A Tensor3D that represents the keypoint heatmap scores.\n   * - offsets: A Tensor3D that represents

the offsets.\n   * - displacementFwd: A Tensor3D that represents the forward displacement.\n   * -

displacementBwd: A Tensor3D that represents the backward displacement.\n   * - segmentation: A Tensor3D that

represents the segmentation of all\n   * people.\n   * - longOffsets: A Tensor3D that represents the long offsets used

for\n   * instance grouping.\n   * - partHeatmaps: A Tensor3D that represents the body part segmentation.\n   */\n

predict(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D,\n

longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partOffsets: tf.Tensor3D\n  } {\n    return tf.tidy(() => {\n      const asFloat =

this.preprocessInput(tf.cast(input, 'float32'));\n      const asBatch = tf.expandDims(asFloat, 0);\n      const results =

this.model.predict(asBatch) as tf.Tensor4D[];\n      const results3d: tf.Tensor3D[] = results.map(y => tf.squeeze(y,

[0]));\n      const namedResults = this.nameOutputResults(results3d);\n\n      return {\n        heatmapScores:

tf.sigmoid(namedResults.heatmap),\n        offsets: namedResults.offsets,\n        displacementFwd:

namedResults.displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd: namedResults.displacementBwd,\n        segmentation:

namedResults.segmentation,\n        partHeatmaps: namedResults.partHeatmaps,\n        longOffsets:

namedResults.longOffsets,\n        partOffsets: namedResults.partOffsets\n      };\n    });\n  }\n\n  // Because
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MobileNet and ResNet predict() methods output a different order for\n  // these values, we have a method that needs

to be implemented to order them.\n  abstract nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]): {\n    heatmap:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n

segmentation: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D,\n    longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partOffsets:

tf.Tensor3D\n  };\n\n  /**\n   * Releases the CPU and GPU memory allocated by the model.\n   */\n  dispose() {\n

this.model.dispose();\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BaseModel} from './base_model';\n\nexport class

MobileNet extends BaseModel {\n  preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D {\n    // Normalize the pixels

[0, 255] to be between [-1, 1].\n    return tf.tidy(() => tf.sub(tf.div(input, 127.5), 1.0));\n  }\n\n

nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]) {\n    const [\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n

longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets,\n  ] = results;\n

return {\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport type Tuple<T> = [T, T];\nexport type StringTuple = Tuple<string>;\nexport type NumberTuple =

Tuple<number>;\n\nexport const PART_NAMES = [\n  'nose', 'leftEye', 'rightEye', 'leftEar', 'rightEar',

'leftShoulder',\n  'rightShoulder', 'leftElbow', 'rightElbow', 'leftWrist', 'rightWrist',\n  'leftHip', 'rightHip', 'leftKnee',

'rightKnee', 'leftAnkle', 'rightAnkle'\n];\n\nexport const NUM_KEYPOINTS = PART_NAMES.length;\n\nexport

interface NumberDict {\n  [jointName: string]: number;\n}\n\nexport const PART_IDS =\n

PART_NAMES.reduce((result: NumberDict, jointName, i): NumberDict => {\n      result[jointName] = i;\n

return result;\n    }, {});\n\nconst CONNECTED_PART_NAMES: StringTuple[] = [\n  ['leftHip', 'leftShoulder'],

['leftElbow', 'leftShoulder'],\n  ['leftElbow', 'leftWrist'], ['leftHip', 'leftKnee'],\n  ['leftKnee', 'leftAnkle'], ['rightHip',

'rightShoulder'],\n  ['rightElbow', 'rightShoulder'], ['rightElbow', 'rightWrist'],\n  ['rightHip', 'rightKnee'],

['rightKnee', 'rightAnkle'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'rightShoulder'], ['leftHip', 'rightHip']\n];\n\n/*\n * Define the skeleton.

This defines the parent->child relationships of our\n * tree. Arbitrarily this defines the nose as the root of the tree,

however\n * since we will infer the displacement for both parent->child and\n * child->parent, we can define the

tree root as any node.\n */\nexport const POSE_CHAIN: StringTuple[] = [\n  ['nose', 'leftEye'], ['leftEye', 'leftEar'],

['nose', 'rightEye'],\n  ['rightEye', 'rightEar'], ['nose', 'leftShoulder'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'leftElbow'], ['leftElbow',

'leftWrist'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'leftHip'], ['leftHip', 'leftKnee'],\n  ['leftKnee', 'leftAnkle'], ['nose', 'rightShoulder'],\n

['rightShoulder', 'rightElbow'], ['rightElbow', 'rightWrist'],\n  ['rightShoulder', 'rightHip'], ['rightHip', 'rightKnee'],\n

['rightKnee', 'rightAnkle']\n];\n\nexport const CONNECTED_PART_INDICES =

CONNECTED_PART_NAMES.map(\n    ([jointNameA, jointNameB]) =>\n        ([PART_IDS[jointNameA],

PART_IDS[jointNameB]]));\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Part, TensorBuffer3D, Vector2D} from

'../types';\n\nexport function getScale(\n    [height, width]: [number, number],\n    [inputResolutionY,

inputResolutionX]: [number, number],\n    padding: Padding): [number, number] {\n  const {top: padT, bottom:

padB, left: padL, right: padR} = padding;\n  const scaleY = inputResolutionY / (padT + padB + height);\n  const

scaleX = inputResolutionX / (padL + padR + width);\n  return [scaleX, scaleY];\n}\n\nexport function

getOffsetPoint(\n    y: number, x: number, keypoint: number, offsets: TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  return {\n

y: offsets.get(y, x, keypoint),\n    x: offsets.get(y, x, keypoint + NUM_KEYPOINTS)\n  };\n}\n\nexport function

getImageCoords(\n    part: Part, outputStride: number, offsets: TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  const {heatmapY,

heatmapX, id: keypoint} = part;\n  const {y, x} = getOffsetPoint(heatmapY, heatmapX, keypoint, offsets);\n  return

{\n    x: part.heatmapX * outputStride + x,\n    y: part.heatmapY * outputStride + y\n  };\n}\n\nexport function

fillArray<T>(element: T, size: number): T[] {\n  const result: T[] = new Array(size);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < size; i++)

{\n    result[i] = element;\n  }\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport function clamp(a: number, min: number, max:

number): number {\n  if (a < min) {\n    return min;\n  }\n  if (a > max) {\n    return max;\n  }\n  return

a;\n}\n\nexport function squaredDistance(\n    y1: number, x1: number, y2: number, x2: number): number {\n  const

dy = y2 - y1;\n  const dx = x2 - x1;\n  return dy * dy + dx * dx;\n}\n\nexport function addVectors(a: Vector2D, b:

Vector2D): Vector2D {\n  return {x: a.x + b.x, y: a.y + b.y};\n}\n\nexport function clampVector(a: Vector2D, min:

number, max: number): Vector2D {\n  return {y: clamp(a.y, min, max), x: clamp(a.x, min, max)};\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of

the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Pose} from '../types';\n\nimport

{getScale} from './util';\n\ninterface Pair {\n  x: number;\n  y: number;\n}\n\nfunction computeDistance(embedding:

Pair[], pose: Pose, minPartScore = 0.3) {\n  let distance = 0.0;\n  let numKpt = 0;\n  for (let p = 0; p <

embedding.length; p++) {\n    if (pose.keypoints[p].score > minPartScore) {\n      numKpt += 1;\n      distance +=

(embedding[p].x - pose.keypoints[p].position.x) ** 2 +\n          (embedding[p].y - pose.keypoints[p].position.y) **

2;\n    }\n  }\n  if (numKpt === 0) {\n    distance = Infinity;\n  } else {\n    distance = distance / numKpt;\n  }\n

return distance;\n}\n\nfunction convertToPositionInOuput(\n    position: Pair, [padT, padL]: [number, number],\n

[scaleX, scaleY]: [number, number], stride: number): Pair {\n  const y = Math.round(((padT + position.y + 1.0) *

scaleY - 1.0) / stride);\n  const x = Math.round(((padL + position.x + 1.0) * scaleX - 1.0) / stride);\n  return {x,

y};\n}\n\nfunction getEmbedding(\n    location: Pair, keypointIndex: number,\n    convertToPosition: (pair: Pair) =>

Pair, outputResolutionX: number,\n    longOffsets: Float32Array, refineSteps: number,\n    [height, width]: [number,

number]): Pair {\n  const newLocation = convertToPosition(location);\n\n  const nn = newLocation.y *

outputResolutionX + newLocation.x;\n  let dy = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn) + keypointIndex];\n  let

dx = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn + 1) + keypointIndex];\n  let y = location.y + dy;\n  let x =

location.x + dx;\n  for (let t = 0; t < refineSteps; t++) {\n    y = Math.min(y, height - 1);\n    x = Math.min(x, width -

1);\n    const newPos = convertToPosition({x, y});\n    const nn = newPos.y * outputResolutionX + newPos.x;\n

dy = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn) + keypointIndex];\n    dx = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2

* nn + 1) + keypointIndex];\n    y = y + dy;\n    x = x + dx;\n  }\n\n  return {x, y};\n}\n\nfunction

matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n    location: Pair, longOffsets: Float32Array, poses: Pose[],\n    numKptForMatching:
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number, [padT, padL]: [number, number],\n    [scaleX, scaleY]: [number, number], outputResolutionX: number,\n

[height, width]: [number, number], stride: number,\n    refineSteps: number): number {\n  const embed: Pair[] = [];\n

const convertToPosition = (pair: Pair) =>\n      convertToPositionInOuput(pair, [padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY],

stride);\n\n  for (let keypointsIndex = 0; keypointsIndex < numKptForMatching;\n       keypointsIndex++) {\n

const embedding = getEmbedding(\n        location, keypointsIndex, convertToPosition, outputResolutionX,\n

longOffsets, refineSteps, [height, width]);\n\n    embed.push(embedding);\n  }\n\n  let kMin = -1;\n  let kMinDist =

Infinity;\n  for (let k = 0; k < poses.length; k++) {\n    const dist = computeDistance(embed, poses[k]);\n    if (dist <

kMinDist) {\n      kMin = k;\n      kMinDist = dist;\n    }\n  }\n  return kMin;\n}\n\nfunction getOutputResolution(\n

 [inputResolutionY, inputResolutionX]: [number, number],\n    stride: number): [number, number] {\n  const

outputResolutionX = Math.round((inputResolutionX - 1.0) / stride + 1.0);\n  const outputResolutionY =

Math.round((inputResolutionY - 1.0) / stride + 1.0);\n  return [outputResolutionX, outputResolutionY];\n}\n\nexport

function decodeMultipleMasksCPU(\n    segmentation: Uint8Array, longOffsets: Float32Array,\n

posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n    [inHeight, inWidth]: [number,

number], padding: Padding,\n    refineSteps: number, numKptForMatching = 5): Uint8Array[] {\n  const dataArrays

=\n      posesAboveScore.map(x => new Uint8Array(height * width).fill(0));\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} =

padding;\n\n  const [scaleX, scaleY] =\n      getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n  const

[outputResolutionX, ] =\n    getOutputResolution([inHeight, inWidth], stride);\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n

  for (let j = 0; j < width; j += 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      const prob = segmentation[n];\n      if (prob ===

1) {\n        const kMin = matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n            {x: j, y: i}, longOffsets, posesAboveScore,

numKptForMatching,\n            [padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY], outputResolutionX, [height, width],\n            stride,

refineSteps);\n        if (kMin >= 0) {\n          dataArrays[kMin][n] = 1;\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

dataArrays;\n}\n\nexport function decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU(\n    segmentation: Uint8Array, longOffsets:

Float32Array,\n    partSegmentaion: Uint8Array, posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number,\n    width: number,

stride: number, [inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number],\n    padding: Padding, refineSteps: number,\n

numKptForMatching = 5): Int32Array[] {\n  const dataArrays =\n      posesAboveScore.map(x => new

Int32Array(height * width).fill(-1));\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} = padding;\n\n  const [scaleX, scaleY] =\n

getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n  const [outputResolutionX, ] =\n

getOutputResolution([inHeight, inWidth], stride);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n    for (let j = 0; j < width; j

+= 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      const prob = segmentation[n];\n      if (prob === 1) {\n        const kMin =

matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n            {x: j, y: i}, longOffsets, posesAboveScore, numKptForMatching,\n

[padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY], outputResolutionX, [height, width],\n            stride, refineSteps);\n        if (kMin >=

0) {\n          dataArrays[kMin][n] = partSegmentaion[n];\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

dataArrays;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport * as tf_webgl from '@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

webgl';\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Pose} from '../types';\nimport

{getScale} from './util';\n\nexport function decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D,

longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n

[inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding,\n    refineSteps: number, minKptScore: number,\n

maxNumPeople: number): tf.TensorInfo {\n  // The height/width of the image/canvas itself.\n  const [origHeight,

origWidth] = segmentation.shape;\n  // The height/width of the output of the model.\n  const [outHeight, outWidth]

= longOffsets.shape.slice(0, 2);\n\n  const shapedLongOffsets: tf.Tensor4D =\n      tf.reshape(longOffsets,
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[outHeight, outWidth, 2, NUM_KEYPOINTS]);\n\n  // Make pose tensor of shape [MAX_NUM_PEOPLE,

NUM_KEYPOINTS, 3] where\n  // the last 3 coordinates correspond to the score, h and w coordinate of that\n  //

keypoint.\n  const poseVals = new Float32Array(maxNumPeople * NUM_KEYPOINTS * 3).fill(0.0);\n  for (let i =

0; i < posesAboveScore.length; i++) {\n    const poseOffset = i * NUM_KEYPOINTS * 3;\n    const pose =

posesAboveScore[i];\n    for (let kp = 0; kp < NUM_KEYPOINTS; kp++) {\n      const keypoint =

pose.keypoints[kp];\n      const offset = poseOffset + kp * 3;\n      poseVals[offset] = keypoint.score;\n

poseVals[offset + 1] = keypoint.position.y;\n      poseVals[offset + 2] = keypoint.position.x;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const

[scaleX, scaleY] =\n      getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n\n  const posesTensor =

tf.tensor(poseVals, [maxNumPeople, NUM_KEYPOINTS, 3]);\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} = padding;\n\n

const program: tf_webgl.GPGPUProgram = {\n    variableNames: ['segmentation', 'longOffsets', 'poses'],\n

outputShape: [origHeight, origWidth],\n    userCode: `\n    int convertToPositionInOutput(int pos, int pad, float

scale, int stride) {\n      return round(((float(pos + pad) + 1.0) * scale - 1.0) / float(stride));\n    }\n\n    float

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        int pos, int pad, float scale, int stride) {\n      return ((float(pos + pad) + 1.0)

* scale - 1.0) / float(stride);\n    }\n\n    float dist(float x1, float y1, float x2, float y2) {\n      return pow(x1 - x2, 2.0)

+ pow(y1 - y2, 2.0);\n    }\n\n    float sampleLongOffsets(float h, float w, int d, int k) {\n      float fh = fract(h);\n

float fw = fract(w);\n      int clH = int(ceil(h));\n      int clW = int(ceil(w));\n      int flH = int(floor(h));\n      int flW =

int(floor(w));\n      float o11 = getLongOffsets(flH, flW, d, k);\n      float o12 = getLongOffsets(flH, clW, d, k);\n

float o21 = getLongOffsets(clH, flW, d, k);\n      float o22 = getLongOffsets(clH, clW, d, k);\n      float o1 =

mix(o11, o12, fw);\n      float o2 = mix(o21, o22, fw);\n      return mix(o1, o2, fh);\n    }\n\n    int

findNearestPose(int h, int w) {\n      float prob = getSegmentation(h, w);\n      if (prob < 1.0) {\n        return -1;\n

}\n\n      // Done(Tyler): convert from output space h/w to strided space.\n      float stridedH =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        h, ${padT}, ${scaleY}, ${stride});\n      float stridedW =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        w, ${padL}, ${scaleX}, ${stride});\n\n      float minDist = 1000000.0;\n

int iMin = -1;\n      for (int i = 0; i < ${maxNumPeople}; i++) {\n        float curDistSum = 0.0;\n        int numKpt =

0;\n        for (int k = 0; k < ${NUM_KEYPOINTS}; k++) {\n          float dy = sampleLongOffsets(stridedH,

stridedW, 0, k);\n          float dx = sampleLongOffsets(stridedH, stridedW, 1, k);\n\n          float y = float(h) + dy;\n

     float x = float(w) + dx;\n\n          for (int s = 0; s < ${refineSteps}; s++) {\n            int yRounded = round(min(y,

float(${height - 1.0})));\n            int xRounded = round(min(x, float(${width - 1.0})));\n\n            float yStrided =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n              yRounded, ${padT}, ${scaleY}, ${stride});\n            float xStrided =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n              xRounded, ${padL}, ${scaleX}, ${stride});\n\n            float dy =

sampleLongOffsets(yStrided, xStrided, 0, k);\n            float dx = sampleLongOffsets(yStrided, xStrided, 1, k);\n\n

      y = y + dy;\n            x = x + dx;\n          }\n\n          float poseScore = getPoses(i, k, 0);\n          float poseY =

getPoses(i, k, 1);\n          float poseX = getPoses(i, k, 2);\n          if (poseScore > ${minKptScore}) {\n

numKpt = numKpt + 1;\n            curDistSum = curDistSum + dist(x, y, poseX, poseY);\n          }\n        }\n        if

(numKpt > 0 && curDistSum / float(numKpt) < minDist) {\n          minDist = curDistSum / float(numKpt);\n

iMin = i;\n        }\n      }\n      return iMin;\n    }\n\n    void main() {\n        ivec2 coords = getOutputCoords();\n

int nearestPose = findNearestPose(coords[0], coords[1]);\n        setOutput(float(nearestPose));\n      }\n  `\n  };\n

const webglBackend = tf.backend() as tf_webgl.MathBackendWebGL;\n  return webglBackend.compileAndRun(\n

   program, [segmentation, shapedLongOffsets, posesTensor]);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {getBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{Padding, PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation, Pose} from '../types';\n\nimport {decodeMultipleMasksCPU,
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decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU} from './decode_multiple_masks_cpu';\nimport {decodeMultipleMasksWebGl} from

'./decode_multiple_masks_webgl';\n\nexport function toPersonKSegmentation(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, k:

number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () => (tf.cast(tf.equal(\n          segmentation, tf.scalar(k)), 'int32') as

tf.Tensor2D));\n}\n\nexport function toPersonKPartSegmentation(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, bodyParts:

tf.Tensor2D, k: number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () => tf.sub(tf.mul(tf.cast(tf.equal(\n

segmentation, tf.scalar(k)), 'int32'), tf.add(bodyParts, 1)), 1));\n}\n\nfunction isWebGlBackend() {\n  return

getBackend() === 'webgl';\n}\n\nexport async function decodePersonInstanceMasks(\n    segmentation:

tf.Tensor2D, longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D, poses: Pose[],\n    height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n

[inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding, minPoseScore = 0.2,\n    refineSteps = 8,

minKeypointScore = 0.3,\n    maxNumPeople = 10): Promise<PersonSegmentation[]> {\n  // Filter out poses with

smaller score.\n  const posesAboveScore = poses.filter(pose => pose.score >= minPoseScore);\n\n  let

personSegmentationsData: Uint8Array[];\n\n  if (isWebGlBackend()) {\n    const personSegmentations = tf.tidy(()

=> {\n      const masksTensorInfo = decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n          segmentation, longOffsets,

posesAboveScore, height, width, stride,\n          [inHeight, inWidth], padding, refineSteps, minKeypointScore,\n

 maxNumPeople);\n      const masksTensor = tf.engine().makeTensorFromDataId(\n          masksTensorInfo.dataId,

masksTensorInfo.shape,\n          masksTensorInfo.dtype) as tf.Tensor2D;\n\n      return posesAboveScore.map(\n

  (_, k) => toPersonKSegmentation(masksTensor, k));\n    });\n\n    personSegmentationsData =\n        (await

Promise.all(personSegmentations.map(mask => mask.data())) as\n         Uint8Array[]);\n\n

personSegmentations.forEach(x => x.dispose());\n  } else {\n    const segmentationsData = await

segmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n    const longOffsetsData = await longOffsets.data() as Float32Array;\n\n

personSegmentationsData = decodeMultipleMasksCPU(\n        segmentationsData, longOffsetsData,

posesAboveScore, height, width,\n        stride, [inHeight, inWidth], padding, refineSteps);\n  }\n\n  return

personSegmentationsData.map(\n      (data, i) => ({data, pose: posesAboveScore[i], width, height}));\n}\n\nexport

async function decodePersonInstancePartMasks(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n

partSegmentation: tf.Tensor2D, poses: Pose[], height: number, width: number,\n    stride: number, [inHeight,

inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding,\n    minPoseScore = 0.2, refineSteps = 8, minKeypointScore =

0.3,\n    maxNumPeople = 10): Promise<PartSegmentation[]> {\n  const posesAboveScore = poses.filter(pose =>

pose.score >= minPoseScore);\n\n  let partSegmentationsByPersonData: Int32Array[];\n\n  if (isWebGlBackend())

{\n    const partSegmentations = tf.tidy(() => {\n      const masksTensorInfo = decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n

segmentation, longOffsets, posesAboveScore, height, width, stride,\n          [inHeight, inWidth], padding,

refineSteps, minKeypointScore,\n          maxNumPeople);\n      const masksTensor =

tf.engine().makeTensorFromDataId(\n        masksTensorInfo.dataId, masksTensorInfo.shape,\n

masksTensorInfo.dtype) as tf.Tensor2D;\n\n      return posesAboveScore.map(\n          (_, k) =>\n

toPersonKPartSegmentation(masksTensor, partSegmentation, k));\n    });\n\n    partSegmentationsByPersonData =\n

      (await Promise.all(partSegmentations.map(x => x.data()))) as\n        Int32Array[];\n\n

partSegmentations.forEach(x => x.dispose());\n  } else {\n    const segmentationsData = await segmentation.data()

as Uint8Array;\n    const longOffsetsData = await longOffsets.data() as Float32Array;\n    const

partSegmentaionData = await partSegmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n\n    partSegmentationsByPersonData =

decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU(\n        segmentationsData, longOffsetsData, partSegmentaionData,\n

posesAboveScore, height, width, stride, [inHeight, inWidth], padding,\n        refineSteps);\n  }\n\n  return

partSegmentationsByPersonData.map(\n      (data, k) => ({pose: posesAboveScore[k], data, height,

width}));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// algorithm based on Coursera Lecture from Algorithms, Part 1:\n//

https://www.coursera.org/learn/algorithms-part1/lecture/ZjoSM/heapsort\n\nfunction half(k: number) {\n  return

Math.floor(k / 2);\n}\n\nexport class MaxHeap<T> {\n  private priorityQueue: T[];\n  private numberOfElements:

number;\n  private getElementValue: (element: T) => number;\n\n  constructor(maxSize: number, getElementValue:

(element: T) => number) {\n    this.priorityQueue = new Array(maxSize);\n    this.numberOfElements = -1;\n

this.getElementValue = getElementValue;\n  }\n\n  public enqueue(x: T): void {\n

this.priorityQueue[++this.numberOfElements] = x;\n    this.swim(this.numberOfElements);\n  }\n\n  public

dequeue(): T {\n    const max = this.priorityQueue[0];\n    this.exchange(0, this.numberOfElements--);\n

this.sink(0);\n    this.priorityQueue[this.numberOfElements + 1] = null;\n    return max;\n  }\n\n  public empty():

boolean {\n    return this.numberOfElements === -1;\n  }\n\n  public size(): number {\n    return

this.numberOfElements + 1;\n  }\n\n  public all(): T[] {\n    return this.priorityQueue.slice(0, this.numberOfElements

+ 1);\n  }\n\n  public max(): T {\n    return this.priorityQueue[0];\n  }\n\n  private swim(k: number): void {\n    while

(k > 0 && this.less(half(k), k)) {\n      this.exchange(k, half(k));\n      k = half(k);\n    }\n  }\n\n  private sink(k:

number): void {\n    while (2 * k <= this.numberOfElements) {\n      let j = 2 * k;\n      if (j < this.numberOfElements

&& this.less(j, j + 1)) {\n        j++;\n      }\n      if (!this.less(k, j)) {\n        break;\n      }\n      this.exchange(k, j);\n

k = j;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private getValueAt(i: number): number {\n    return

this.getElementValue(this.priorityQueue[i]);\n  }\n\n  private less(i: number, j: number): boolean {\n    return

this.getValueAt(i) < this.getValueAt(j);\n  }\n\n  private exchange(i: number, j: number): void {\n    const t =

this.priorityQueue[i];\n    this.priorityQueue[i] = this.priorityQueue[j];\n    this.priorityQueue[j] = t;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {PartWithScore, TensorBuffer3D} from '../types';\n\nimport {MaxHeap} from

'./max_heap';\n\nfunction scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow(\n    keypointId: number, score: number, heatmapY:

number, heatmapX: number,\n    localMaximumRadius: number, scores: TensorBuffer3D): boolean {\n  const

[height, width] = scores.shape;\n\n  let localMaximum = true;\n  const yStart = Math.max(heatmapY -

localMaximumRadius, 0);\n  const yEnd = Math.min(heatmapY + localMaximumRadius + 1, height);\n  for (let

yCurrent = yStart; yCurrent < yEnd; ++yCurrent) {\n    const xStart = Math.max(heatmapX - localMaximumRadius,

0);\n    const xEnd = Math.min(heatmapX + localMaximumRadius + 1, width);\n    for (let xCurrent = xStart;

xCurrent < xEnd; ++xCurrent) {\n      if (scores.get(yCurrent, xCurrent, keypointId) > score) {\n        localMaximum

= false;\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n    if (!localMaximum) {\n      break;\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

localMaximum;\n}\n\n/**\n * Builds a priority queue with part candidate positions for a specific image in\n * the

batch. For this we find all local maxima in the score maps with score\n * values above a threshold. We create a

single priority queue across all parts.\n */\nexport function buildPartWithScoreQueue(\n    scoreThreshold: number,

localMaximumRadius: number,\n    scores: TensorBuffer3D): MaxHeap<PartWithScore> {\n  const [height, width,

numKeypoints] = scores.shape;\n\n  const queue = new MaxHeap<PartWithScore>(\n      height * width *

numKeypoints, ({score}) => score);\n\n  for (let heatmapY = 0; heatmapY < height; ++heatmapY) {\n    for (let

heatmapX = 0; heatmapX < width; ++heatmapX) {\n      for (let keypointId = 0; keypointId < numKeypoints;

++keypointId) {\n        const score = scores.get(heatmapY, heatmapX, keypointId);\n\n        // Only consider parts

with score greater or equal to threshold as\n        // root candidates.\n        if (score < scoreThreshold) {\n

continue;\n        }\n\n        // Only consider keypoints whose score is maximum in a local window.\n        if

(scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow(\n                keypointId, score, heatmapY, heatmapX, localMaximumRadius,\n

          scores)) {\n          queue.enqueue({score, part: {heatmapY, heatmapX, id: keypointId}});\n        }\n      }\n
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}\n  }\n\n  return queue;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NumberTuple, PART_IDS, PART_NAMES, POSE_CHAIN} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Keypoint,

PartWithScore, TensorBuffer3D, Vector2D} from '../types';\n\nimport {clamp, getOffsetPoint} from './util';\nimport

{addVectors, getImageCoords} from './util';\n\nconst parentChildrenTuples: NumberTuple[] =

POSE_CHAIN.map(\n    ([parentJoinName, childJoinName]): NumberTuple =>\n

([PART_IDS[parentJoinName], PART_IDS[childJoinName]]));\n\nconst parentToChildEdges: number[] =\n

parentChildrenTuples.map(([, childJointId]) => childJointId);\n\nconst childToParentEdges: number[] =\n

parentChildrenTuples.map(([\n                               parentJointId,\n                             ]) =>

parentJointId);\n\nfunction getDisplacement(\n    edgeId: number, point: Vector2D, displacements:

TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  const numEdges = displacements.shape[2] / 2;\n  return {\n    y:

displacements.get(point.y, point.x, edgeId),\n    x: displacements.get(point.y, point.x, numEdges + edgeId)\n

};\n}\n\nfunction getStridedIndexNearPoint(\n    point: Vector2D, outputStride: number, height: number,\n    width:

number): Vector2D {\n  return {\n    y: clamp(Math.round(point.y / outputStride), 0, height - 1),\n    x:

clamp(Math.round(point.x / outputStride), 0, width - 1)\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * We get a new keypoint along the

`edgeId` for the pose instance, assuming\n * that the position of the `idSource` part is already known. For this, we\n

* follow the displacement vector from the source to target part (stored in\n * the `i`-t channel of the displacement

tensor). The displaced keypoint\n * vector is refined using the offset vector by `offsetRefineStep` times.\n

*/\nfunction traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n    edgeId: number, sourceKeypoint: Keypoint, targetKeypointId:

number,\n    scoresBuffer: TensorBuffer3D, offsets: TensorBuffer3D, outputStride: number,\n    displacements:

TensorBuffer3D, offsetRefineStep = 2): Keypoint {\n  const [height, width] = scoresBuffer.shape;\n\n  // Nearest

neighbor interpolation for the source->target displacements.\n  const sourceKeypointIndices =

getStridedIndexNearPoint(\n      sourceKeypoint.position, outputStride, height, width);\n\n  const displacement =\n

 getDisplacement(edgeId, sourceKeypointIndices, displacements);\n\n  const displacedPoint =

addVectors(sourceKeypoint.position, displacement);\n  let targetKeypoint = displacedPoint;\n  for (let i = 0; i <

offsetRefineStep; i++) {\n    const targetKeypointIndices =\n        getStridedIndexNearPoint(targetKeypoint,

outputStride, height, width);\n\n    const offsetPoint = getOffsetPoint(\n        targetKeypointIndices.y,

targetKeypointIndices.x, targetKeypointId,\n        offsets);\n\n    targetKeypoint = addVectors(\n        {\n          x:

targetKeypointIndices.x * outputStride,\n          y: targetKeypointIndices.y * outputStride\n        },\n        {x:

offsetPoint.x, y: offsetPoint.y});\n  }\n  const targetKeyPointIndices =\n

getStridedIndexNearPoint(targetKeypoint, outputStride, height, width);\n  const score = scoresBuffer.get(\n

targetKeyPointIndices.y, targetKeyPointIndices.x, targetKeypointId);\n\n  return {position: targetKeypoint, part:

PART_NAMES[targetKeypointId], score};\n}\n\n/**\n * Follows the displacement fields to decode the full pose of

the object\n * instance given the position of a part that acts as root.\n *\n * @return An array of decoded keypoints

and their scores for a single pose\n */\nexport function decodePose(\n    root: PartWithScore, scores:

TensorBuffer3D, offsets: TensorBuffer3D,\n    outputStride: number, displacementsFwd: TensorBuffer3D,\n

displacementsBwd: TensorBuffer3D): Keypoint[] {\n  const numParts = scores.shape[2];\n  const numEdges =

parentToChildEdges.length;\n\n  const instanceKeypoints: Keypoint[] = new Array(numParts);\n  // Start a new

detection instance at the position of the root.\n  const {part: rootPart, score: rootScore} = root;\n  const rootPoint =

getImageCoords(rootPart, outputStride, offsets);\n\n  instanceKeypoints[rootPart.id] = {\n    score: rootScore,\n

part: PART_NAMES[rootPart.id],\n    position: rootPoint\n  };\n\n  // Decode the part positions upwards in the tree,

following the backward\n  // displacements.\n  for (let edge = numEdges - 1; edge >= 0; --edge) {\n    const
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sourceKeypointId = parentToChildEdges[edge];\n    const targetKeypointId = childToParentEdges[edge];\n    if

(instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId] &&\n        !instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId]) {\n

instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId] = traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n          edge,

instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId], targetKeypointId, scores,\n          offsets, outputStride, displacementsBwd);\n

  }\n  }\n\n  // Decode the part positions downwards in the tree, following the forward\n  // displacements.\n  for (let

edge = 0; edge < numEdges; ++edge) {\n    const sourceKeypointId = childToParentEdges[edge];\n    const

targetKeypointId = parentToChildEdges[edge];\n    if (instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId] &&\n

!instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId]) {\n      instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId] = traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n

      edge, instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId], targetKeypointId, scores,\n          offsets, outputStride,

displacementsFwd);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return instanceKeypoints;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Keypoint, Pose, TensorBuffer3D} from '../types';\n\nimport {buildPartWithScoreQueue} from

'./build_part_with_score_queue';\nimport {decodePose} from './decode_pose';\nimport {getImageCoords,

squaredDistance} from './util';\n\nfunction withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n    poses: Pose[],

squaredNmsRadius: number, {x, y}: {x: number, y: number},\n    keypointId: number): boolean {\n  return

poses.some(({keypoints}) => {\n    const correspondingKeypoint = keypoints[keypointId].position;\n    return

squaredDistance(\n               y, x, correspondingKeypoint.y, correspondingKeypoint.x) <=\n

squaredNmsRadius;\n  });\n}\n\n/* Score the newly proposed object instance without taking into account\n * the

scores of the parts that overlap with any previously detected\n * instance.\n */\nfunction getInstanceScore(\n

existingPoses: Pose[], squaredNmsRadius: number,\n    instanceKeypoints: Keypoint[]): number {\n  let

notOverlappedKeypointScores = instanceKeypoints.reduce(\n      (result, {position, score}, keypointId): number =>

{\n        if (!withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n                existingPoses, squaredNmsRadius, position,

keypointId)) {\n          result += score;\n        }\n        return result;\n      }, 0.0);\n\n  return

notOverlappedKeypointScores /= instanceKeypoints.length;\n}\n\n// A point (y, x) is considered as root part

candidate if its score is a\n// maximum in a window |y - y'| <= kLocalMaximumRadius, |x - x'| <=\n//

kLocalMaximumRadius.\nconst kLocalMaximumRadius = 1;\n\n/**\n * Detects multiple poses and finds their parts

from part scores and\n * displacement vectors. It returns up to `maxDetections` object instance\n * detections in

decreasing root score order. It works as follows: We first\n * create a priority queue with local part score maxima

above\n * `scoreThreshold`, considering all parts at the same time. Then we\n * iteratively pull the top  element of

the queue (in decreasing score order)\n * and treat it as a root candidate for a new object instance. To avoid\n *

duplicate detections, we reject the root candidate if it is within a disk\n * of `nmsRadius` pixels from the

corresponding part of a previously detected\n * instance, which is a form of part-based non-maximum suppression

(NMS). If\n * the root candidate passes the NMS check, we start a new object instance\n * detection, treating the

corresponding part as root and finding the\n * positions of the remaining parts by following the displacement

vectors\n * along the tree-structured part graph. We assign to the newly detected\n * instance a score equal to the

sum of scores of its parts which have not\n * been claimed by a previous instance (i.e., those at least `nmsRadius`\n

* pixels away from the corresponding part of all previously detected\n * instances), divided by the total number of

parts `numParts`.\n *\n * @param heatmapScores 3-D tensor with shape `[height, width, numParts]`.\n * The value

of heatmapScores[y, x, k]` is the score of placing the `k`-th\n * object part at position `(y, x)`.\n *\n * @param

offsets 3-D tensor with shape `[height, width, numParts * 2]`.\n * The value of [offsets[y, x, k], offsets[y, x, k +

numParts]]` is the\n * short range offset vector of the `k`-th  object part at heatmap\n * position `(y, x)`.\n *\n *

@param displacementsFwd 3-D tensor of shape\n * `[height, width, 2 * num_edges]`, where `num_edges =
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num_parts - 1` is the\n * number of edges (parent-child pairs) in the tree. It contains the forward\n * displacements

between consecutive part from the root towards the leaves.\n *\n * @param displacementsBwd 3-D tensor of

shape\n * `[height, width, 2 * num_edges]`, where `num_edges = num_parts - 1` is the\n * number of edges (parent-

child pairs) in the tree. It contains the backward\n * displacements between consecutive part from the root towards

the leaves.\n *\n * @param outputStride The output stride that was used when feed-forwarding\n * through the

PoseNet model.  Must be 32, 16, or 8.\n *\n * @param maxPoseDetections Maximum number of returned instance

detections per\n * image.\n *\n * @param scoreThreshold Only return instance detections that have root part\n *

score greater or equal to this value. Defaults to 0.5.\n *\n * @param nmsRadius Non-maximum suppression part

distance. It needs to be\n * strictly positive. Two parts suppress each other if they are less than\n * `nmsRadius`

pixels away. Defaults to 20.\n *\n * @return An array of poses and their scores, each containing keypoints and\n *

the corresponding keypoint scores.\n */\nexport function decodeMultiplePoses(\n    scoresBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,

offsetsBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,\n    displacementsFwdBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,\n    displacementsBwdBuffer:

TensorBuffer3D, outputStride: number,\n    maxPoseDetections: number, scoreThreshold = 0.5, nmsRadius = 20):

Pose[] {\n  const poses: Pose[] = [];\n\n  const queue = buildPartWithScoreQueue(\n      scoreThreshold,

kLocalMaximumRadius, scoresBuffer);\n\n  const squaredNmsRadius = nmsRadius * nmsRadius;\n\n  // Generate

at most maxDetections object instances per image in\n  // decreasing root part score order.\n  while (poses.length <

maxPoseDetections && !queue.empty()) {\n    // The top element in the queue is the next root candidate.\n    const

root = queue.dequeue();\n\n    // Part-based non-maximum suppression: We reject a root candidate if it\n    // is

within a disk of `nmsRadius` pixels from the corresponding part of\n    // a previously detected instance.\n    const

rootImageCoords =\n        getImageCoords(root.part, outputStride, offsetsBuffer);\n    if

(withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n            poses, squaredNmsRadius, rootImageCoords, root.part.id)) {\n

 continue;\n    }\n\n    // Start a new detection instance at the position of the root.\n    const keypoints =

decodePose(\n        root, scoresBuffer, offsetsBuffer, outputStride, displacementsFwdBuffer,\n

displacementsBwdBuffer);\n\n    const score = getInstanceScore(poses, squaredNmsRadius, keypoints);\n\n

poses.push({keypoints, score});\n  }\n\n  return poses;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BaseModel} from './base_model';\n\nconst

imageNetMean = [-123.15, -115.90, -103.06];\n\nexport class ResNet extends BaseModel {\n

preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D {\n    return tf.add(input, imageNetMean);\n  }\n\n

nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]) {\n    const [\n      displacementBwd,\n      displacementFwd,\n

heatmap,\n      longOffsets,\n      offsets,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      segmentation,\n      partOffsets,\n  ] = results;\n

return {\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nconst RESNET50_BASE_URL =\n    'https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-

models/savedmodel/bodypix/resnet50/';\nconst MOBILENET_BASE_URL =\n
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'https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-models/savedmodel/bodypix/mobilenet/';\n\n// The BodyPix 2.0 ResNet50

models use the latest TensorFlow.js 1.0 model\n// format.\nexport function resNet50SavedModel(stride: number,

quantBytes: number): string {\n  const graphJson = `model-stride${stride}.json`;\n  // quantBytes=4 corresponding

to the non-quantized full-precision SavedModel.\n  if (quantBytes === 4) {\n    return RESNET50_BASE_URL +

`float/` + graphJson;\n  } else {\n    return RESNET50_BASE_URL + `quant${quantBytes}/` + graphJson;\n

}\n}\n\n// The BodyPix 2.0 MobileNetV1 models use the latest TensorFlow.js 1.0 model\n// format.\nexport

function mobileNetSavedModel(\n    stride: number, multiplier: number, quantBytes: number): string {\n  const

toStr: {[key: number]: string} = {1.0: '100', 0.75: '075', 0.50: '050'};\n  const graphJson = `model-

stride${stride}.json`;\n  // quantBytes=4 corresponding to the non-quantized full-precision SavedModel.\n  if

(quantBytes === 4) {\n    return MOBILENET_BASE_URL + `float/${toStr[multiplier]}/` + graphJson;\n  } else

{\n    return MOBILENET_BASE_URL + `quant${quantBytes}/${toStr[multiplier]}/` +\n        graphJson;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BodyPixInput, BodyPixOutputStride, Padding} from

'./types';\nimport {Pose, TensorBuffer3D} from './types';\nimport {BodyPixInternalResolution} from

'./types';\n\nfunction getSizeFromImageLikeElement(input: HTMLImageElement|\n

HTMLCanvasElement|\n                                     OffscreenCanvas): [number, number] {\n  if ('offsetHeight' in input

&& input.offsetHeight !== 0\n      && 'offsetWidth' in input && input.offsetWidth !== 0) {\n    return

[input.offsetHeight, input.offsetWidth];\n  } else if (input.height != null && input.width != null) {\n    return

[input.height, input.width];\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(\n        `HTMLImageElement must have height and

width attributes set.`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getSizeFromVideoElement(input: HTMLVideoElement): [number,

number] {\n  if (input.hasAttribute('height') && input.hasAttribute('width')) {\n    // Prioritizes user specified height

and width.\n    // We can't test the .height and .width properties directly,\n    // because they evaluate to 0 if unset.\n

return [input.height, input.width];\n  } else {\n    return [input.videoHeight, input.videoWidth];\n  }\n}\n\nexport

function getInputSize(input: BodyPixInput): [number, number] {\n  if ((typeof (HTMLCanvasElement) !==

'undefined' &&\n       input instanceof HTMLCanvasElement) ||\n      (typeof (OffscreenCanvas) !== 'undefined'

&&\n          input instanceof OffscreenCanvas) ||\n      (typeof (HTMLImageElement) !== 'undefined' &&\n

input instanceof HTMLImageElement)) {\n    return getSizeFromImageLikeElement(input);\n  } else if (typeof

(ImageData) !== 'undefined' && input instanceof ImageData) {\n    return [input.height, input.width];\n  } else if (\n

    typeof (HTMLVideoElement) !== 'undefined' &&\n      input instanceof HTMLVideoElement) {\n    return

getSizeFromVideoElement(input);\n  } else if (input instanceof tf.Tensor) {\n    return [input.shape[0],

input.shape[1]];\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`error: Unknown input type: ${input}.`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

isValidInputResolution(\n    resolution: number, outputStride: number): boolean {\n  return (resolution - 1) %

outputStride === 0;\n}\n\nexport function toValidInputResolution(\n    inputResolution: number, outputStride:

BodyPixOutputStride): number {\n  if (isValidInputResolution(inputResolution, outputStride)) {\n    return

inputResolution;\n  }\n\n  return Math.floor(inputResolution / outputStride) * outputStride + 1;\n}\n\nconst

INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS = {\n  low: 'low',\n  medium: 'medium',\n  high: 'high',\n  full:

'full'\n};\n\nconst INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_PERCENTAGES = {\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.low]: 0.25,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.medium]: 0.5,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.high]: 0.75,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.full]: 1.0\n};\n\nconst MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION =

0.1;\nconst MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION = 2.0;\n\nfunction toInternalResolutionPercentage(\n
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internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution): number {\n  if (typeof internalResolution === 'string') {\n    const

result = INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_PERCENTAGES[internalResolution];\n\n    tf.util.assert(\n        typeof result

=== 'number',\n        () => `string value of inputResolution must be one of ${\n

Object.values(INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS)\n                .join(',')} but was

${internalResolution}.`);\n    return result;\n  } else {\n    tf.util.assert(\n        typeof internalResolution === 'number'

&&\n            internalResolution <= MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION &&\n            internalResolution >=

MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION,\n        () =>\n            `inputResolution must be a string or number between ${\n

             MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION} and ${MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION}, but ` +\n            `was

${internalResolution}`);\n\n    return internalResolution;\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n    internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution,\n    outputStride:

BodyPixOutputStride,\n    [inputHeight, inputWidth]: [number, number]): [number, number] {\n  const

internalResolutionPercentage =\n      toInternalResolutionPercentage(internalResolution);\n\n  return [\n

toValidInputResolution(\n        inputHeight * internalResolutionPercentage, outputStride),\n

toValidInputResolution(\n        inputWidth * internalResolutionPercentage, outputStride)\n  ];\n}\n\nexport function

toInputTensor(input: BodyPixInput) {\n  // TODO: tf.browser.fromPixels types to support OffscreenCanvas\n  //

@ts-ignore\n  return input instanceof tf.Tensor ? input : tf.browser.fromPixels(input);\n}\n\nexport function

resizeAndPadTo(\n    imageTensor: tf.Tensor3D, [targetH, targetW]: [number, number],\n    flipHorizontal = false):

{\n  resizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D,\n  paddedBy: [[number, number], [number, number]]\n} {\n  const [height,

width] = imageTensor.shape;\n\n  const targetAspect = targetW / targetH;\n  const aspect = width / height;\n\n  let

resizeW: number;\n  let resizeH: number;\n  let padL: number;\n  let padR: number;\n  let padT: number;\n  let

padB: number;\n\n  if (aspect > targetAspect) {\n    // resize to have the larger dimension match the shape.\n

resizeW = targetW;\n    resizeH = Math.ceil(resizeW / aspect);\n\n    const padHeight = targetH - resizeH;\n    padL

= 0;\n    padR = 0;\n    padT = Math.floor(padHeight / 2);\n    padB = targetH - (resizeH + padT);\n  } else {\n

resizeH = targetH;\n    resizeW = Math.ceil(targetH * aspect);\n\n    const padWidth = targetW - resizeW;\n    padL

= Math.floor(padWidth / 2);\n    padR = targetW - (resizeW + padL);\n    padT = 0;\n    padB = 0;\n  }\n\n  const

resizedAndPadded = tf.tidy(() => {\n    // resize to have largest dimension match image\n    let resized:

tf.Tensor3D;\n    if (flipHorizontal) {\n      resized = tf.image.resizeBilinear(\n          tf.reverse(imageTensor, 1),

[resizeH, resizeW]);\n    } else {\n      resized = tf.image.resizeBilinear(imageTensor, [resizeH, resizeW]);\n    }\n\n

const padded = tf.pad3d(resized, [[padT, padB], [padL, padR], [0, 0]]);\n\n    return padded;\n  });\n\n  return

{resizedAndPadded, paddedBy: [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]};\n}\n\nexport function

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n    tensor: tf.Tensor3D,\n    [inputTensorHeight, inputTensorWidth]: [number,

number],\n    [resizedAndPaddedHeight, resizedAndPaddedWidth]: [number, number],\n    [[padT, padB], [padL,

padR]]: [[number, number], [number, number]],\n    applySigmoidActivation = false): tf.Tensor3D {\n  return

tf.tidy(() => {\n    let inResizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D = tf.image.resizeBilinear(tensor,\n

[resizedAndPaddedHeight, resizedAndPaddedWidth], true);\n\n    if (applySigmoidActivation) {\n

inResizedAndPadded = tf.sigmoid(inResizedAndPadded);\n    }\n\n    return removePaddingAndResizeBack(\n

inResizedAndPadded, [inputTensorHeight, inputTensorWidth],\n        [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]);\n

});\n}\n\nexport function removePaddingAndResizeBack(\n    resizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D,\n    [originalHeight,

originalWidth]: [number, number],\n    [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]: [[number, number], [number, number]]):\n

tf.Tensor3D {\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const batchedImage: tf.Tensor4D = tf.expandDims(resizedAndPadded);\n

 return tf.squeeze(tf.image\n        .cropAndResize(\n            batchedImage, [[\n              padT / (originalHeight +

padT + padB - 1.0),\n              padL / (originalWidth + padL + padR - 1.0),\n              (padT + originalHeight - 1.0)

/\n                  (originalHeight + padT + padB - 1.0),\n              (padL + originalWidth - 1.0) / (originalWidth + padL

+ padR - 1.0)\n            ]],\n            [0], [originalHeight, originalWidth]), [0]);\n  });\n}\n\nexport function resize2d(\n

  tensor: tf.Tensor2D, resolution: [number, number],\n    nearestNeighbor?: boolean): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return

tf.tidy(() => {\n    const batchedImage: tf.Tensor4D = tf.expandDims(tensor, 2);\n    return tf.squeeze(\n

tf.image.resizeBilinear(batchedImage, resolution, nearestNeighbor));\n  });\n}\n\nexport function

padAndResizeTo(\n    input: BodyPixInput, [targetH, targetW]: [number, number]):\n    {resized: tf.Tensor3D,
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padding: Padding} {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n  const targetAspect = targetW / targetH;\n

const aspect = width / height;\n  let [padT, padB, padL, padR] = [0, 0, 0, 0];\n  if (aspect < targetAspect) {\n    //

pads the width\n    padT = 0;\n    padB = 0;\n    padL = Math.round(0.5 * (targetAspect * height - width));\n    padR

= Math.round(0.5 * (targetAspect * height - width));\n  } else {\n    // pads the height\n    padT = Math.round(0.5 *

((1.0 / targetAspect) * width - height));\n    padB = Math.round(0.5 * ((1.0 / targetAspect) * width - height));\n

padL = 0;\n    padR = 0;\n  }\n\n  const resized: tf.Tensor3D = tf.tidy(() => {\n    let imageTensor =

toInputTensor(input);\n    imageTensor = tf.pad3d(imageTensor, [[padT, padB], [padL, padR], [0, 0]]);\n\n    return

tf.image.resizeBilinear(imageTensor, [targetH, targetW]);\n  });\n\n  return {resized, padding: {top: padT, left: padL,

right: padR, bottom: padB}};\n}\n\nexport async function toTensorBuffers3D(tensors: tf.Tensor3D[]):\n

Promise<TensorBuffer3D[]> {\n  return Promise.all(tensors.map(tensor => tensor.buffer()));\n}\n\nexport function

scalePose(\n    pose: Pose, scaleY: number, scaleX: number, offsetY = 0,\n    offsetX = 0): Pose {\n  return {\n

score: pose.score,\n    keypoints: pose.keypoints.map(({score, part, position}) => ({\n                                    score,\n

                                 part,\n                                    position: {\n                                      x: position.x * scaleX +

offsetX,\n                                      y: position.y * scaleY + offsetY\n                                    }\n

}))\n  };\n}\n\nexport function scalePoses(\n    poses: Pose[], scaleY: number, scaleX: number, offsetY = 0, offsetX

= 0) {\n  if (scaleX === 1 && scaleY === 1 && offsetY === 0 && offsetX === 0) {\n    return poses;\n  }\n  return

poses.map(pose => scalePose(pose, scaleY, scaleX, offsetY, offsetX));\n}\n\nexport function

flipPoseHorizontal(pose: Pose, imageWidth: number): Pose {\n  return {\n    score: pose.score,\n    keypoints:

pose.keypoints.map(\n        ({score, part, position}) => ({\n          score,\n          part,\n          position: {x:

imageWidth - 1 - position.x, y: position.y}\n        }))\n  };\n}\n\nexport function flipPosesHorizontal(poses: Pose[],

imageWidth: number) {\n  if (imageWidth <= 0) {\n    return poses;\n  }\n  return poses.map(pose =>

flipPoseHorizontal(pose, imageWidth));\n}\n\nexport function scaleAndFlipPoses(\n    poses: Pose[], [height,

width]: [number, number],\n    [inputResolutionHeight, inputResolutionWidth]: [number, number],\n    padding:

Padding, flipHorizontal: boolean): Pose[] {\n  const scaleY =\n      (height + padding.top + padding.bottom) /

(inputResolutionHeight);\n  const scaleX =\n      (width + padding.left + padding.right) /

(inputResolutionWidth);\n\n  const scaledPoses =\n      scalePoses(poses, scaleY, scaleX, -padding.top, -

padding.left);\n\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n    return flipPosesHorizontal(scaledPoses, width);\n  } else {\n    return

scaledPoses;\n  }\n}\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tfconv from '@tensorflow/tfjs-converter';\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BaseModel} from './base_model';\nimport {decodeOnlyPartSegmentation, decodePartSegmentation,

toMaskTensor} from './decode_part_map';\nimport {MobileNet} from './mobilenet';\nimport

{decodePersonInstanceMasks, decodePersonInstancePartMasks} from

'./multi_person/decode_instance_masks';\nimport {decodeMultiplePoses} from

'./multi_person/decode_multiple_poses';\nimport {ResNet} from './resnet';\nimport {mobileNetSavedModel,

resNet50SavedModel} from './saved_models';\nimport {BodyPixArchitecture, BodyPixInput,

BodyPixInternalResolution, BodyPixMultiplier, BodyPixOutputStride, BodyPixQuantBytes, Padding} from

'./types';\nimport {PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation, SemanticPartSegmentation,

SemanticPersonSegmentation} from './types';\nimport {getInputSize, padAndResizeTo,

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape, scaleAndFlipPoses, toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth, toTensorBuffers3D}

from './util';\n\nconst APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION = true;\nconst FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING =

false;\n\n/**\n * BodyPix model loading is configurable using the following config dictionary.\n *\n *
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`architecture`: BodyPixArchitecture. It determines which BodyPix architecture\n * to load. The supported

architectures are: MobileNetV1 and ResNet50.\n *\n * `outputStride`: Specifies the output stride of the BodyPix

model.\n * The smaller the value, the larger the output resolution, and more accurate\n * the model at the cost of

speed. Set this to a larger value to increase speed\n * at the cost of accuracy. Stride 32 is supported for ResNet and\n

* stride 8,16,32 are supported for various MobileNetV1 models.\n *\n * `multiplier`: An optional number with

values: 1.01, 1.0, 0.75, or\n * 0.50. The value is used only by MobileNet architecture. It is the float\n * multiplier for

the depth (number of channels) for all convolution ops.\n * The larger the value, the larger the size of the layers, and

more accurate\n * the model at the cost of speed. Set this to a smaller value to increase speed\n * at the cost of

accuracy.\n *\n * `modelUrl`: An optional string that specifies custom url of the model. This\n * is useful for

area/countries that don't have access to the model hosted on\n * GCP.\n *\n * `quantBytes`: An optional number

with values: 1, 2, or 4.  This parameter\n * affects weight quantization in the models. The available options are\n * 1

byte, 2 bytes, and 4 bytes. The higher the value, the larger the model size\n * and thus the longer the loading time,

the lower the value, the shorter the\n * loading time but lower the accuracy.\n */\nexport interface ModelConfig {\n

architecture: BodyPixArchitecture;\n  outputStride: BodyPixOutputStride;\n  multiplier?: BodyPixMultiplier;\n

modelUrl?: string;\n  quantBytes?: BodyPixQuantBytes;\n}\n\n// The default configuration for loading

MobileNetV1 based BodyPix.\n//\n// (And for references, the default configuration for loading ResNet\n// based

PoseNet is also included).\n//\n// ```\n// const RESNET_CONFIG = {\n//   architecture: 'ResNet50',\n//

outputStride: 32,\n//   quantBytes: 4,\n// } as ModelConfig;\n// ```\n\nconst MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG = {\n

architecture: 'MobileNetV1',\n  outputStride: 16,\n  quantBytes: 4,\n  multiplier: 0.75,\n} as ModelConfig;\n\nconst

VALID_ARCHITECTURE: BodyPixArchitecture[] = ['MobileNetV1', 'ResNet50'];\nconst VALID_STRIDE: {[id:

string]: BodyPixOutputStride[]} = {\n  'MobileNetV1': [8, 16, 32],\n  'ResNet50': [32, 16]\n};\nconst

VALID_MULTIPLIER: {[id: string]: BodyPixMultiplier[]} = {\n  'MobileNetV1': [0.50, 0.75, 1.0],\n  'ResNet50':

[1.0]\n};\nconst VALID_QUANT_BYTES: BodyPixQuantBytes[] = [1, 2, 4];\n\nfunction

validateModelConfig(config: ModelConfig): ModelConfig {\n  config = config || MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG;\n\n

if (config.architecture == null) {\n    config.architecture = 'MobileNetV1';\n  }\n  if

(VALID_ARCHITECTURE.indexOf(config.architecture) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid architecture

${config.architecture}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_ARCHITECTURE}`);\n  }\n  if (config.outputStride

== null) {\n    config.outputStride = 16;\n  }\n  if

(VALID_STRIDE[config.architecture].indexOf(config.outputStride) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid

outputStride ${config.outputStride}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_STRIDE[config.architecture]} ` +\n

`for architecture ${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  if (config.multiplier == null) {\n    config.multiplier = 1.0;\n  }\n

if (VALID_MULTIPLIER[config.architecture].indexOf(config.multiplier) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Invalid multiplier ${config.multiplier}. ` +\n        `Should be one of

${VALID_MULTIPLIER[config.architecture]} ` +\n        `for architecture ${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  if

(config.quantBytes == null) {\n    config.quantBytes = 4;\n  }\n  if

(VALID_QUANT_BYTES.indexOf(config.quantBytes) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid quantBytes

${config.quantBytes}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_QUANT_BYTES} ` +\n        `for architecture

${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  return config;\n}\n\n/**\n * BodyPix inference is configurable using the

following config dictionary.\n *\n * `flipHorizontal`: If the left-right keypoint of poses/part segmentation\n * should

be flipped/mirrored horizontally. This should be set to true for\n * videos where the video is by default flipped

horizontally (i.e. a webcam),\n * and you want the person & body part segmentation to be returned in the proper\n *

orientation.\n *\n * `internalResolution`: Defaults to 'medium'. The internal resolution\n * percentage that the input

is resized to before inference. The larger the\n * internalResolution the more accurate the model at the cost of

slower\n * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high', 'full', or a\n * percentage value between 0

and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n *\n *

`segmentationThreshold`: The minimum that segmentation values must\n * have to be considered part of the person.

Affects the generation of the\n * segmentation mask. More specifically, it is the threshold used to binarize\n * the

intermediate person segmentation probability. The probability of each\n * pixel belongs to a person is in range [0,
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1]. If the probability is greater\n * than the `segmentationThreshold`, it will be set to 1 otherwise 0.\n *\n */\nexport

interface InferenceConfig {\n  flipHorizontal?: boolean;\n  internalResolution?: BodyPixInternalResolution;\n

segmentationThreshold?: number;\n}\n\n/**\n * Person Inference Config\n *\n * `maxDetections`: Defaults to 10.

Maximum number of person pose detections per\n * image.\n *\n * `scoreThreshold`: Defaults to 0.4. Only return

person pose that have root\n * part score greater or equal to this value.\n *\n * `nmsRadius`: Defaults to 20. Non-

maximum suppression part distance in pixels.\n * It needs to be strictly positive. Two pose keypoints suppress each

other if\n * they are less than `nmsRadius` pixels away.\n */\nexport interface PersonInferenceConfig extends

InferenceConfig {\n  maxDetections?: number;\n  scoreThreshold?: number;\n  nmsRadius?: number;\n}\n\n/**\n *

Multiple Person Instance Inference Config\n *\n * `maxDetections`: Defaults to 10. Maximum number of returned

instance\n * segmentation and pose detections per image.\n *\n * `scoreThreshold`: Defaults to 0.4. Only returns and

uses person\n * poses for instance segmentation assignment when the pose has root part score\n * greater or equal to

this value.\n *\n * `nmsRadius`: Defaults to 20. Non-maximum suppression part distance in pixels.\n * It needs to be

strictly positive. Two parts suppress each other if they are\n * less than `nmsRadius` pixels away.\n *\n *

`minKeypointScore`: Default to 0.3. Keypoints above the score are used\n * for matching and assigning

segmentation mask to each person.\n *\n * `refineSteps`: Default to 10. The number of refinement steps used when\n

* assigning the instance segmentation. It needs to be strictly positive. The\n * larger the higher the accuracy and

slower the inference.\n *\n */\nexport interface MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig extends InferenceConfig {\n

maxDetections?: number;\n  scoreThreshold?: number;\n  nmsRadius?: number;\n  minKeypointScore?: number;\n

refineSteps?: number;\n}\n\nexport const PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG: PersonInferenceConfig = {\n

flipHorizontal: false,\n  internalResolution: 'medium',\n  segmentationThreshold: 0.7,\n  maxDetections: 10,\n

scoreThreshold: 0.4,\n  nmsRadius: 20,\n};\n\nexport const

MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG:\n    MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig = {\n

flipHorizontal: false,\n      internalResolution: 'medium',\n      segmentationThreshold: 0.7,\n      maxDetections:

10,\n      scoreThreshold: 0.4,\n      nmsRadius: 20,\n      minKeypointScore: 0.3,\n      refineSteps: 10\n

};\n\nfunction validatePersonInferenceConfig(config: PersonInferenceConfig) {\n  const {segmentationThreshold,

maxDetections, scoreThreshold, nmsRadius} =\n      config;\n\n  if (segmentationThreshold < 0.0 ||

segmentationThreshold > 1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `segmentationThreshold ${segmentationThreshold}. `

+\n        `Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (maxDetections <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid

maxDetections ${maxDetections}. ` +\n        `Should be > 0`);\n  }\n\n  if (scoreThreshold < 0.0 || scoreThreshold >

1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid scoreThreshold ${scoreThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in range [0.0,

1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (nmsRadius <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid nmsRadius ${nmsRadius}.`);\n

}\n}\n\nfunction validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(\n    config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig) {\n

const {\n    segmentationThreshold,\n    maxDetections,\n    scoreThreshold,\n    nmsRadius,\n

minKeypointScore,\n    refineSteps\n  } = config;\n\n  if (segmentationThreshold < 0.0 || segmentationThreshold >

1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `segmentationThreshold ${segmentationThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in

range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (maxDetections <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid maxDetections

${maxDetections}. ` +\n        `Should be > 0`);\n  }\n\n  if (scoreThreshold < 0.0 || scoreThreshold > 1.0) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `Invalid scoreThreshold ${scoreThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if

(nmsRadius <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid nmsRadius ${nmsRadius}.`);\n  }\n\n  if (minKeypointScore < 0 ||

minKeypointScore > 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid minKeypointScore ${minKeypointScore}.` +\n

`Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (refineSteps <= 0 || refineSteps > 20) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Invalid refineSteps ${refineSteps}.` +\n        `Should be in range [1, 20]`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport class BodyPix {\n

baseModel: BaseModel;\n\n  constructor(net: BaseModel) {\n    this.baseModel = net;\n  }\n\n  private

predictForPersonSegmentation(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    segmentLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n    heatmapScores:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n  }

{\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n

  } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n    return {\n      segmentLogits: segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n

offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n    };\n  }\n\n  private
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predictForPersonSegmentationAndPart(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    segmentLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n

partHeatmapLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n  } {\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n

heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n

  return {\n      segmentLogits: segmentation,\n      partHeatmapLogits: partHeatmaps,\n      heatmapScores,\n

offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n    };\n  }\n\n  private

predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(input: tf.Tensor3D):\n      {\n        segmentLogits:

tf.Tensor3D,\n        longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n        heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n        offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n

displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n        displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n        partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D\n      } {\n

const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n

displacementBwd,\n      partHeatmaps,\n    } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n    return {\n      segmentLogits:

segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n

    partHeatmaps\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with people, returns a dictionary of all intermediate\n   *

tensors including: 1) a binary array with 1 for the pixels that are part of\n   * the person, and 0 otherwise, 2)

heatmapScores, 3) offsets, and 4) paddings.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param internalResolution Defaults to 'medium'. The internal resolution\n   * that

the input is resized to before inference. The larger the\n   * internalResolution the more accurate the model at the

cost of slower\n   * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high', 'full', or\n   * a percentage value

between 0 and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n   * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n

*\n   * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that segmentation values must have\n   * to be considered

part of the person. Affects the generation of the\n   * segmentation mask.\n   *\n   * @return A dictionary containing

`segmentation`, `heatmapScores`, `offsets`,\n   * and `padding`:\n   * - `segmentation`: A 2d Tensor with 1 for the

pixels that are part of the\n   * person, and 0 otherwise. The width and height correspond to the same\n   *

dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `heatmapScores`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint heatmaps used by\n   * pose

estimation decoding.\n   * - `offsets`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint offsets used by pose\n   * estimation decoding.\n

* - `displacementFwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint forward displacement used\n   * by pose estimation decoding.\n

 * - `displacementBwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint backward displacement used\n   * by pose estimation

decoding.\n   * - `padding`: The padding (unit pixels) being applied to the input image\n   * before it is fed into the

model.\n   */\n  segmentPersonActivation(\n      input: BodyPixInput, internalResolution:

BodyPixInternalResolution,\n      segmentationThreshold = 0.5): {\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D,\n

heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    padding: Padding,\n    internalResolutionHeightAndWidth: [number, number]\n  } {\n    const

[height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth =

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride, [height, width]);\n

const {resized, padding} =\n        padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n\n    const {\n

segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n        displacementFwd,\n

displacementBwd\n      } = this.predictForPersonSegmentation(resized);\n\n      const [resizedHeight, resizedWidth]

= resized.shape;\n\n      const scaledSegmentScores = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits,

[height, width], [resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left,

padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n      return {\n        segmentation: toMaskTensor(\n

         tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), segmentationThreshold),\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n    resized.dispose();\n    return {\n      segmentation,\n

heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with many people, returns a

PersonSegmentation dictionary\n   * that contains the segmentation mask for all people and a single pose.\n   *\n   *

Note: The segmentation mask returned by this method covers all people but\n   * the pose works well for one
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person. If you want to estimate instance-level\n   * multiple person segmentation & pose for each person, use\n   *

`segmentMultiPerson` instead.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config PersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for the

BodyPix inference using person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return A SemanticPersonSegmentation dictionary that

contains height,\n   * width, the flattened binary segmentation mask and the poses for all people.\n   * The width and

height correspond to the same dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `height`: The height of the segmentation data in

pixel unit.\n   * - `width`: The width of the segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * - `data`: The flattened Uint8Array

of segmentation data. 1 means the pixel\n   * belongs to a person and 0 means the pixel doesn't belong to a person.

The\n   * size of the array is equal to `height` x `width` in row-major order.\n   * - `allPoses`: The 2d poses of all

people.\n   */\n  async segmentPerson(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n      config: PersonInferenceConfig =

PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n      Promise<SemanticPersonSegmentation> {\n    config =

{...PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n    validatePersonInferenceConfig(config);\n\n    const {\n

segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    } =\n        this.segmentPersonActivation(\n            input,

config.internalResolution, config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n    const [height, width] = segmentation.shape;\n\n

const result = await segmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n    segmentation.dispose();\n\n    const tensorBuffers =

await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScores, offsets, displacementFwd, displacementBwd]);\n    const

[scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses =

decodeMultiplePoses(\n        scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n

this.baseModel.outputStride, config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses =

scaleAndFlipPoses(\n        poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n

FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n    heatmapScores.dispose();\n    offsets.dispose();\n

displacementFwd.dispose();\n    displacementBwd.dispose();\n\n    return {height, width, data: result, allPoses:

poses};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with multiple people, returns an *array* of\n   * PersonSegmentation

object. Each element in the array corresponding to one\n   * of the people in the input image. In other words, it

predicts\n   * instance-level multiple person segmentation & pose for each person.\n   *\n   * The model does

standard ImageNet pre-processing before inferring through\n   * the model. The image pixels should have values [0-

255].\n   *\n   * @param input\n   * ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)

The input\n   * image to feed through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config MultiPersonInferenceConfig object

that contains\n   * parameters for the BodyPix inference using multi-person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return An array of

PersonSegmentation object, each containing a width,\n   * height, a binary array (1 for the pixels that are part of

the\n   * person, and 0 otherwise) and 2D pose. The array size corresponds to the\n   * number of pixels in the

image. The width and height correspond to the\n   * dimensions of the image the binary array is shaped to, which are

the same\n   * dimensions of the input image.\n   */\n  async segmentMultiPerson(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n

config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig =\n          MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n

    Promise<PersonSegmentation[]> {\n    config = {...MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG,

...config};\n    validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(config);\n    const [height, width] =

getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth = toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n

config.internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride,\n        [height, width]);\n\n    const {resized, padding} =\n

  padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n

heatmapScoresRaw,\n      offsetsRaw,\n      displacementFwdRaw,\n      displacementBwdRaw,\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        longOffsets,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      } =

this.predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n      const scaledSegmentScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n

     [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n

const longOffsetsResized = false;\n      let scaledLongOffsets;\n      if (longOffsetsResized) {\n
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scaledLongOffsets = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n            longOffsets, [height, width],

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n            [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n      } else {\n        scaledLongOffsets = longOffsets;\n      }\n\n      const

segmentation = toMaskTensor(\n          tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n

return {\n        segmentation,\n        longOffsets: scaledLongOffsets,\n        heatmapScoresRaw: heatmapScores,\n

 offsetsRaw: offsets,\n        displacementFwdRaw: displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwdRaw:

displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScoresRaw,

offsetsRaw, displacementFwdRaw, displacementBwdRaw]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n

scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride,

config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n

poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

 const instanceMasks = await decodePersonInstanceMasks(\n        segmentation, longOffsets, poses, height, width,\n

      this.baseModel.outputStride, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        config.scoreThreshold,

config.refineSteps, config.minKeypointScore,\n        config.maxDetections);\n\n    resized.dispose();\n

segmentation.dispose();\n    longOffsets.dispose();\n    heatmapScoresRaw.dispose();\n    offsetsRaw.dispose();\n

displacementFwdRaw.dispose();\n    displacementBwdRaw.dispose();\n\n    return instanceMasks;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Given an image with many people, returns a dictionary containing: height,\n   * width, a tensor with a part id from 0-

24 for the pixels that are\n   * part of a corresponding body part, and -1 otherwise. This does standard\n   * ImageNet

pre-processing before inferring through the model.  The image\n   * should pixels should have values [0-255].\n   *\n

 * @param input ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input

image to feed through the network.\n   *\n   * @param internalResolution Defaults to 'medium'. The internal

resolution\n   * percentage that the input is resized to before inference. The larger the\n   * internalResolution the

more accurate the model at the cost of slower\n   * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high',

'full', or\n   * a percentage value between 0 and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n   * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5,

0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n   *\n   * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that segmentation values

must have\n   * to be considered part of the person.  Affects the clipping of the colored\n   * part image.\n   *\n   *

@return  A dictionary containing `partSegmentation`, `heatmapScores`,\n   * `offsets`, and `padding`:\n   * -

`partSegmentation`: A 2d Tensor with a part id from 0-24 for\n   * the pixels that are part of a corresponding body

part, and -1 otherwise.\n   * - `heatmapScores`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint heatmaps used by\n   * single-person

pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `offsets`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint offsets used by single-person pose\n   *

estimation decoding.\n   * - `displacementFwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint forward displacement\n   * used by

pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `displacementBwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint backward displacement used\n   *

by pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `padding`: The padding (unit pixels) being applied to the input image\n   *

before it is fed into the model.\n   */\n  segmentPersonPartsActivation(\n      input: BodyPixInput,

internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution,\n      segmentationThreshold = 0.5): {\n    partSegmentation:

tf.Tensor2D,\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n

displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    padding: Padding,\n    internalResolutionHeightAndWidth: [number, number]\n

} {\n    const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth =

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride, [height, width]);\n

const {\n      resized,\n      padding,\n    } = padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n\n    const

{\n      partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } =

tf.tidy(() => {\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        partHeatmapLogits,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

   displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd\n      } = this.predictForPersonSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n\n

const [resizedHeight, resizedWidth] = resized.shape;\n\n      const scaledSegmentScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width], [resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n

[[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n

const scaledPartHeatmapScore = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          partHeatmapLogits, [height, width],
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[resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n      const segmentation =\n

toMaskTensor(tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), segmentationThreshold);\n      return {\n        partSegmentation:\n

        decodePartSegmentation(segmentation, scaledPartHeatmapScore),\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n    resized.dispose();\n    return {\n

partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n

padding,\n      internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with many people,

returns a PartSegmentation dictionary that\n   * contains the body part segmentation mask for all people and a single

pose.\n   *\n   * Note: The body part segmentation mask returned by this method covers all\n   * people but the pose

works well when there is one person. If you want to\n   * estimate instance-level multiple person body part

segmentation & pose for\n   * each person, use `segmentMultiPersonParts` instead.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config PersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for the

BodyPix inference using single person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return A SemanticPartSegmentation dictionary that

contains height, width,\n   * the flattened binary segmentation mask and the pose for the person. The\n   * width and

height correspond to the same dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `height`: The height of the person part

segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * - `width`: The width of the person part segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * -

`data`: The flattened Int32Array of person part segmentation data with a\n   * part id from 0-24 for the pixels that are

part of a corresponding body\n   * part, and -1 otherwise. The size of the array is equal to `height` x\n   * `width` in

row-major order.\n   * - `allPoses`: The 2d poses of all people.\n   */\n  async segmentPersonParts(\n      input:

BodyPixInput,\n      config: PersonInferenceConfig = PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n

Promise<SemanticPartSegmentation> {\n    config = {...PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n

validatePersonInferenceConfig(config);\n    const {\n      partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n      internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    } =\n

this.segmentPersonPartsActivation(\n            input, config.internalResolution, config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n

const [height, width] = partSegmentation.shape;\n    const data = await partSegmentation.data() as Int32Array;\n

partSegmentation.dispose();\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScores, offsets,

displacementFwd, displacementBwd]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf,

displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n        scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride, config.maxDetections,\n

config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n        poses, [height, width],

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

heatmapScores.dispose();\n    offsets.dispose();\n    displacementFwd.dispose();\n    displacementBwd.dispose();\n\n

  return {height, width, data, allPoses: poses};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with multiple people, returns an

*array* of PartSegmentation\n   * object. Each element in the array corresponding to one\n   * of the people in the

input image. In other words, it predicts\n   * instance-level multiple person body part segmentation & pose for

each\n   * person.\n   *\n   * This does standard ImageNet pre-processing before inferring through\n   * the model.

The image pixels should have values [0-255].\n   *\n   * @param input\n   *

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement) The input\n   * image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config MultiPersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for

the BodyPix inference using multi-person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return An array of PartSegmentation object, each

containing a width,\n   * height, a flattened array (with part id from 0-24 for the pixels that are\n   * part of a

corresponding body part, and -1 otherwise) and 2D pose. The width\n   * and height correspond to the dimensions of

the image. Each flattened part\n   * segmentation array size is equal to `height` x `width`.\n   */\n  async

segmentMultiPersonParts(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n      config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig =\n

MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG): Promise<PartSegmentation[]> {\n    config =

{...MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n

validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(config);\n    const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const
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internalResolutionHeightAndWidth = toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        config.internalResolution,

this.baseModel.outputStride,\n        [height, width]);\n    const {resized, padding} =\n        padAndResizeTo(input,

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScoresRaw,\n

 offsetsRaw,\n      displacementFwdRaw,\n      displacementBwdRaw,\n      partSegmentation,\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        longOffsets,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n        partHeatmaps\n      } =

this.predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n\n      // decoding with scaling.\n      const

scaledSegmentScores = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width],

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n      // decoding with scaling.\n      const scaledPartSegmentationScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          partHeatmaps, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n

    [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n

 const scaledLongOffsets = longOffsets;\n      const segmentation = toMaskTensor(\n

tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), config.segmentationThreshold);\n      const partSegmentation =\n

decodeOnlyPartSegmentation(scaledPartSegmentationScores);\n      return {\n        segmentation,\n        longOffsets:

scaledLongOffsets,\n        heatmapScoresRaw: heatmapScores,\n        offsetsRaw: offsets,\n

displacementFwdRaw: displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwdRaw: displacementBwd,\n

partSegmentation\n      };\n    });\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScoresRaw,

offsetsRaw, displacementFwdRaw, displacementBwdRaw]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n

scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride,

config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n

poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

 const instanceMasks = await decodePersonInstancePartMasks(\n        segmentation, longOffsets, partSegmentation,

poses, height, width,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n

config.scoreThreshold, config.refineSteps, config.minKeypointScore,\n        config.maxDetections);\n\n

resized.dispose();\n    segmentation.dispose();\n    longOffsets.dispose();\n    heatmapScoresRaw.dispose();\n

offsetsRaw.dispose();\n    displacementFwdRaw.dispose();\n    displacementBwdRaw.dispose();\n

partSegmentation.dispose();\n\n    return instanceMasks;\n  }\n\n  public dispose() {\n    this.baseModel.dispose();\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the MobileNet BodyPix model.\n */\nasync function loadMobileNet(config: ModelConfig):

Promise<BodyPix> {\n  const outputStride = config.outputStride;\n  const quantBytes = config.quantBytes;\n  const

multiplier = config.multiplier;\n  if (tf == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Cannot find TensorFlow.js. If you are

using a <script> tag, please ` +\n        `also include @tensorflow/tfjs on the page before using this\n        model.`);\n

}\n\n  const url = mobileNetSavedModel(outputStride, multiplier, quantBytes);\n  const graphModel = await

tfconv.loadGraphModel(config.modelUrl || url);\n  const mobilenet = new MobileNet(graphModel, outputStride);\n

return new BodyPix(mobilenet);\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the ResNet BodyPix model.\n */\nasync function

loadResNet(config: ModelConfig): Promise<BodyPix> {\n  const outputStride = config.outputStride;\n  const

quantBytes = config.quantBytes;\n  if (tf == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Cannot find TensorFlow.js. If you

are using a <script> tag, please ` +\n        `also include @tensorflow/tfjs on the page before using this\n

model.`);\n  }\n\n  const url = resNet50SavedModel(outputStride, quantBytes);\n  const graphModel = await

tfconv.loadGraphModel(config.modelUrl || url);\n  const resnet = new ResNet(graphModel, outputStride);\n  return

new BodyPix(resnet);\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the BodyPix model instance from a checkpoint, with the ResNet\n * or

MobileNet architecture. The model to be loaded is configurable using the\n * config dictionary ModelConfig. Please

find more details in the\n * documentation of the ModelConfig.\n *\n * @param config ModelConfig dictionary that

contains parameters for\n * the BodyPix loading process. Please find more details of each parameters\n * in the

documentation of the ModelConfig interface. The predefined\n * `MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG` and

`RESNET_CONFIG` can also be used as references\n * for defining your customized config.\n */\nexport async

function load(config: ModelConfig = MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG):\n    Promise<BodyPix> {\n  config =
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validateModelConfig(config);\n  if (config.architecture === 'ResNet50') {\n    return loadResNet(config);\n  } else if

(config.architecture === 'MobileNetV1') {\n    return loadMobileNet(config);\n  } else {\n    return null;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// method copied from bGlur in https://codepen.io/zhaojun/pen/zZmRQe\nexport function cpuBlur(\n

canvas: HTMLCanvasElement|OffscreenCanvas,\n    image:

HTMLImageElement|HTMLVideoElement|HTMLCanvasElement|OffscreenCanvas,\n    blur: number) {\n  const

ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  let sum = 0;\n  const delta = 5;\n  const alphaLeft = 1 / (2 * Math.PI * delta *

delta);\n  const step = blur < 3 ? 1 : 2;\n  for (let y = -blur; y <= blur; y += step) {\n    for (let x = -blur; x <= blur; x

+= step) {\n      const weight =\n          alphaLeft * Math.exp(-(x * x + y * y) / (2 * delta * delta));\n      sum +=

weight;\n    }\n  }\n  for (let y = -blur; y <= blur; y += step) {\n    for (let x = -blur; x <= blur; x += step) {\n

ctx.globalAlpha = alphaLeft *\n          Math.exp(-(x * x + y * y) / (2 * delta * delta)) / sum * blur;\n

ctx.drawImage(image, x, y);\n    }\n  }\n  ctx.globalAlpha = 1;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {cpuBlur} from './blur';\nimport {Color, PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation} from

'./types';\nimport {SemanticPartSegmentation, SemanticPersonSegmentation} from './types';\nimport {getInputSize}

from './util';\n\nexport type Canvas = HTMLCanvasElement | OffscreenCanvas;\n\nconst offScreenCanvases:

{[name: string]: Canvas} = {};\n\ntype ImageType = HTMLImageElement|HTMLVideoElement|Canvas;\ntype

HasDimensions = {\n  width: number,\n  height: number\n};\n\nfunction isSafari() {\n  return

(/^((?!chrome|android).)*safari/i.test(navigator.userAgent));\n}\n\nfunction assertSameDimensions(\n    {width:

widthA, height: heightA}: HasDimensions,\n    {width: widthB, height: heightB}: HasDimensions, nameA: string,\n

  nameB: string) {\n  if (widthA !== widthB || heightA !== heightB) {\n    throw new Error(`error: dimensions must

match. ${nameA} has dimensions ${\n        widthA}x${heightA}, ${nameB} has dimensions

${widthB}x${heightB}`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas: Canvas) {\n  const ctx =

canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.scale(-1, 1);\n  ctx.translate(-canvas.width, 0);\n}\n\nfunction

drawWithCompositing(\n    ctx: CanvasRenderingContext2D|OffscreenCanvasRenderingContext2D,\n    image:

Canvas|ImageType,\n    compositeOperation: string) {\n  ctx.globalCompositeOperation = compositeOperation;\n

ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0);\n}\n\nfunction createOffScreenCanvas(): Canvas {\n  if (typeof document !==

'undefined' ) {\n    return document.createElement('canvas');\n  } else if (typeof OffscreenCanvas !== 'undefined')

{\n    return new OffscreenCanvas(0, 0);\n  } else {\n    throw new Error('Cannot create a canvas in this context');\n

}\n}\n\nfunction ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(id: string): Canvas {\n  if (!offScreenCanvases[id]) {\n

offScreenCanvases[id] = createOffScreenCanvas();\n  }\n  return offScreenCanvases[id];\n}\n\nfunction

drawAndBlurImageOnCanvas(\n    image: ImageType, blurAmount: number, canvas: Canvas) {\n  const {height,

width} = image;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  canvas.width = width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n

ctx.clearRect(0, 0, width, height);\n  ctx.save();\n  if (isSafari()) {\n    cpuBlur(canvas, image, blurAmount);\n  } else

{\n    // tslint:disable:no-any\n    (ctx as any).filter = `blur(${blurAmount}px)`;\n    ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0,

width, height);\n  }\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n    image: ImageType,
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blurAmount: number,\n    offscreenCanvasName: string): Canvas {\n  const canvas =

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(offscreenCanvasName);\n  if (blurAmount === 0) {\n

renderImageToCanvas(image, canvas);\n  } else {\n    drawAndBlurImageOnCanvas(image, blurAmount, canvas);\n

}\n  return canvas;\n}\n\nfunction renderImageToCanvas(image: ImageType, canvas: Canvas) {\n  const {width,

height} = image;\n  canvas.width = width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n

ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n}\n/**\n * Draw an image on a canvas\n */\nfunction

renderImageDataToCanvas(image: ImageData, canvas: Canvas) {\n  canvas.width = image.width;\n  canvas.height

= image.height;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  ctx.putImageData(image, 0, 0);\n}\n\nfunction

renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(\n    image: ImageData, canvasName: string): Canvas {\n  const canvas =

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(canvasName);\n  renderImageDataToCanvas(image, canvas);\n\n  return

canvas;\n}\n\n/**\n * Given the output from estimating multi-person segmentation, generates an\n * image with

foreground and background color at each pixel determined by the\n * corresponding binary segmentation value at

the pixel from the output.  In\n * other words, pixels where there is a person will be colored with foreground\n *

color and where there is not a person will be colored with background color.\n *\n * @param

personOrPartSegmentation The output from\n * `segmentPerson`, `segmentMultiPerson`,\n * `segmentPersonParts`

or `segmentMultiPersonParts`. They can\n * be SemanticPersonSegmentation object, an array of

PersonSegmentation object,\n * SemanticPartSegmentation object, or an array of PartSegmentation object.\n *\n *

@param foreground Default to {r:0, g:0, b:0, a: 0}. The foreground color\n * (r,g,b,a) for visualizing pixels that

belong to people.\n *\n * @param background Default to {r:0, g:0, b:0, a: 255}. The background color\n * (r,g,b,a)

for visualizing pixels that don't belong to people.\n *\n * @param drawContour Default to false. Whether to draw

the contour around each\n * person's segmentation mask or body part mask.\n *\n * @param foregroundIds Default

to [1]. The integer values that represent\n * foreground. For person segmentation, 1 is the foreground. For body

part\n * segmentation, it can be a subset of all body parts ids.\n *\n * @returns An ImageData with the same width

and height of\n * all the PersonSegmentation in multiPersonSegmentation, with opacity and\n * transparency at each

pixel determined by the corresponding binary\n * segmentation value at the pixel from the output.\n */\nexport

function toMask(\n    personOrPartSegmentation: SemanticPersonSegmentation|\n

SemanticPartSegmentation|PersonSegmentation[]|PartSegmentation[],\n    foreground: Color = {\n      r: 0,\n      g:

0,\n      b: 0,\n      a: 0\n    },\n    background: Color = {\n      r: 0,\n      g: 0,\n      b: 0,\n      a: 255\n    },\n

drawContour = false, foregroundIds: number[] = [1]): ImageData {\n  if (Array.isArray(personOrPartSegmentation)

&&\n      personOrPartSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    return null;\n  }\n\n  let multiPersonOrPartSegmentation:\n

   Array<SemanticPersonSegmentation|SemanticPartSegmentation|\n

PersonSegmentation|PartSegmentation>;\n\n  if (!Array.isArray(personOrPartSegmentation)) {\n

multiPersonOrPartSegmentation = [personOrPartSegmentation];\n  } else {\n    multiPersonOrPartSegmentation =

personOrPartSegmentation;\n  }\n\n  const {width, height} = multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[0];\n  const bytes =

new Uint8ClampedArray(width * height * 4);\n\n  function drawStroke(\n      bytes: Uint8ClampedArray, row:

number, column: number, width: number,\n      radius: number, color: Color = {r: 0, g: 255, b: 255, a: 255}) {\n

for (let i = -radius; i <= radius; i++) {\n      for (let j = -radius; j <= radius; j++) {\n        if (i !== 0 && j !== 0) {\n

    const n = (row + i) * width + (column + j);\n          bytes[4 * n + 0] = color.r;\n          bytes[4 * n + 1] = color.g;\n

      bytes[4 * n + 2] = color.b;\n          bytes[4 * n + 3] = color.a;\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  function

isSegmentationBoundary(\n      segmentationData: Uint8Array|Int32Array,\n      row: number,\n      column:

number,\n      width: number,\n      foregroundIds: number[] = [1],\n      radius = 1,\n      ): boolean {\n    let

numberBackgroundPixels = 0;\n    for (let i = -radius; i <= radius; i++) {\n      for (let j = -radius; j <= radius; j++)

{\n        if (i !== 0 && j !== 0) {\n          const n = (row + i) * width + (column + j);\n          if

(!foregroundIds.some(id => id === segmentationData[n])) {\n            numberBackgroundPixels += 1;\n          }\n

}\n      }\n    }\n    return numberBackgroundPixels > 0;\n  }\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n    for (let j = 0; j

< width; j += 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      bytes[4 * n + 0] = background.r;\n      bytes[4 * n + 1] =

background.g;\n      bytes[4 * n + 2] = background.b;\n      bytes[4 * n + 3] = background.a;\n      for (let k = 0; k <

multiPersonOrPartSegmentation.length; k++) {\n        if (foregroundIds.some(\n                id => id ===
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multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[k].data[n])) {\n          bytes[4 * n] = foreground.r;\n          bytes[4 * n + 1] =

foreground.g;\n          bytes[4 * n + 2] = foreground.b;\n          bytes[4 * n + 3] = foreground.a;\n          const

isBoundary = isSegmentationBoundary(\n              multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[k].data, i, j, width,\n

foregroundIds);\n          if (drawContour && i - 1 >= 0 && i + 1 < height && j - 1 >= 0 &&\n              j + 1 < width

&& isBoundary) {\n            drawStroke(bytes, i, j, width, 1);\n          }\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return new

ImageData(bytes, width, height);\n}\n\nconst RAINBOW_PART_COLORS: Array<[number, number, number]> =

[\n  [110, 64, 170], [143, 61, 178], [178, 60, 178], [210, 62, 167],\n  [238, 67, 149], [255, 78, 125], [255, 94, 99],

[255, 115, 75],\n  [255, 140, 56], [239, 167, 47], [217, 194, 49], [194, 219, 64],\n  [175, 240, 91], [135, 245, 87],

[96, 247, 96],  [64, 243, 115],\n  [40, 234, 141], [28, 219, 169], [26, 199, 194], [33, 176, 213],\n  [47, 150, 224], [65,

125, 224], [84, 101, 214], [99, 81, 195]\n];\n\n/**\n * Given the output from person body part segmentation (or

multi-person\n * instance body part segmentation) and an array of colors indexed by part id,\n * generates an image

with the corresponding color for each part at each pixel,\n * and white pixels where there is no part.\n *\n * @param

partSegmentation The output from segmentPersonParts\n * or segmentMultiPersonParts. The former is a

SemanticPartSegmentation\n * object and later is an array of PartSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param partColors A

multi-dimensional array of rgb colors indexed by\n * part id.  Must have 24 colors, one for every part.\n *\n *

@returns An ImageData with the same width and height of all the element in\n * multiPersonPartSegmentation,

with the corresponding color for each part at\n * each pixel, and black pixels where there is no part.\n */\nexport

function toColoredPartMask(\n    partSegmentation: SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n    partColors:

Array<[number, number, number]> =\n        RAINBOW_PART_COLORS): ImageData {\n  if

(Array.isArray(partSegmentation) && partSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    return null;\n  }\n\n  let

multiPersonPartSegmentation;\n  if (!Array.isArray(partSegmentation)) {\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation =

[partSegmentation];\n  } else {\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation = partSegmentation;\n  }\n  const {width, height}

= multiPersonPartSegmentation[0];\n  const bytes = new Uint8ClampedArray(width * height * 4);\n\n  for (let i = 0;

i < height * width; ++i) {\n    // invert mask.  Invert the segmentation mask.\n    const j = i * 4;\n    bytes[j + 0] =

255;\n    bytes[j + 1] = 255;\n    bytes[j + 2] = 255;\n    bytes[j + 3] = 255;\n    for (let k = 0; k <

multiPersonPartSegmentation.length; k++) {\n      const partId = multiPersonPartSegmentation[k].data[i];\n      if

(partId !== -1) {\n        const color = partColors[partId];\n        if (!color) {\n          throw new Error(`No color could

be found for part id ${partId}`);\n        }\n        bytes[j + 0] = color[0];\n        bytes[j + 1] = color[1];\n        bytes[j +

2] = color[2];\n        bytes[j + 3] = 255;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  return new ImageData(bytes, width, height);\n}\n\nconst

CANVAS_NAMES = {\n  blurred: 'blurred',\n  blurredMask: 'blurred-mask',\n  mask: 'mask',\n  lowresPartMask:

'lowres-part-mask',\n};\n\n/**\n * Given an image and a maskImage of type ImageData, draws the image with the\n

* mask on top of it onto a canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to be drawn onto.\n *\n * @param image The

original image to apply the mask to.\n *\n * @param maskImage An ImageData containing the mask.  Ideally this

should be\n * generated by toMask or toColoredPartMask.\n *\n * @param maskOpacity The opacity of the mask

when drawing it on top of the\n * image. Defaults to 0.7. Should be a float between 0 and 1.\n *\n * @param

maskBlurAmount How many pixels to blur the mask by. Defaults to 0.\n * Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n

*\n * @param flipHorizontal If the result should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n */\nexport function

drawMask(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType, maskImage: ImageData|null,\n    maskOpacity = 0.7,

maskBlurAmount = 0, flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  canvas.width =

width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n

flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0);\n\n  ctx.globalAlpha = maskOpacity;\n  if

(maskImage) {\n    assertSameDimensions({width, height}, maskImage, 'image', 'mask');\n\n    const mask =

renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(maskImage, CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n\n    const blurredMask =

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        mask, maskBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n

ctx.drawImage(blurredMask, 0, 0, width, height);\n  }\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\n/**\n * Given an image and a

maskImage of type ImageData, draws the image with the\n * pixelated mask on top of it onto a canvas.\n *\n *

@param canvas The canvas to be drawn onto.\n *\n * @param image The original image to apply the mask to.\n *\n

* @param maskImage An ImageData containing the mask.  Ideally this should be\n * generated by
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toColoredPartMask.\n *\n * @param maskOpacity The opacity of the mask when drawing it on top of the\n *

image. Defaults to 0.7. Should be a float between 0 and 1.\n *\n * @param maskBlurAmount How many pixels to

blur the mask by. Defaults to 0.\n * Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param flipHorizontal If the

result should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n *\n * @param pixelCellWidth The width of each pixel

cell. Default to 10 px.\n */\nexport function drawPixelatedMask(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,

maskImage: ImageData,\n    maskOpacity = 0.7, maskBlurAmount = 0, flipHorizontal = false,\n    pixelCellWidth =

10.0) {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  assertSameDimensions({width, height}, maskImage,

'image', 'mask');\n\n  const mask = renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(maskImage, CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n

const blurredMask = drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      mask, maskBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n\n  canvas.width = blurredMask.width;\n  canvas.height =

blurredMask.height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n

flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n\n  const offscreenCanvas =\n

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(CANVAS_NAMES.lowresPartMask);\n  const offscreenCanvasCtx =

offscreenCanvas.getContext('2d');\n  offscreenCanvas.width = blurredMask.width * (1.0 / pixelCellWidth);\n

offscreenCanvas.height = blurredMask.height * (1.0 / pixelCellWidth);\n  offscreenCanvasCtx.drawImage(\n

blurredMask, 0, 0, blurredMask.width, blurredMask.height, 0, 0,\n      offscreenCanvas.width,

offscreenCanvas.height);\n  ctx.imageSmoothingEnabled = false;\n  ctx.drawImage(\n      offscreenCanvas, 0, 0,

offscreenCanvas.width, offscreenCanvas.height, 0,\n      0, canvas.width, canvas.height);\n\n  // Draws vertical grid

lines that are `pixelCellWidth` apart from each other.\n  for (let i = 0; i < offscreenCanvas.width; i++) {\n

ctx.beginPath();\n    ctx.strokeStyle = '#ffffff';\n    ctx.moveTo(pixelCellWidth * i, 0);\n    ctx.lineTo(pixelCellWidth

* i, canvas.height);\n    ctx.stroke();\n  }\n\n  // Draws horizontal grid lines that are `pixelCellWidth` apart from

each\n  // other.\n  for (let i = 0; i < offscreenCanvas.height; i++) {\n    ctx.beginPath();\n    ctx.strokeStyle =

'#ffffff';\n    ctx.moveTo(0, pixelCellWidth * i);\n    ctx.lineTo(canvas.width, pixelCellWidth * i);\n    ctx.stroke();\n

}\n\n  ctx.globalAlpha = 1.0 - maskOpacity;\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, blurredMask.width,

blurredMask.height);\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction createPersonMask(\n    multiPersonSegmentation:

PersonSegmentation[]|SemanticPersonSegmentation,\n    edgeBlurAmount: number): Canvas {\n  const

backgroundMaskImage = toMask(\n      multiPersonSegmentation, {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 255},\n      {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a:

0});\n\n  const backgroundMask =\n      renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(backgroundMaskImage,

CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n  if (edgeBlurAmount === 0) {\n    return backgroundMask;\n  } else {\n    return

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        backgroundMask, edgeBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Given a personSegmentation and an image, draws the image

with its background\n * blurred onto the canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to draw the background-blurred

image onto.\n *\n * @param image The image to blur the background of and draw.\n *\n * @param

personSegmentation A SemanticPersonSegmentation or an array of\n * PersonSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param

backgroundBlurAmount How many pixels in the background blend into each\n * other.  Defaults to 3. Should be an

integer between 1 and 20.\n *\n * @param edgeBlurAmount How many pixels to blur on the edge between the

person\n * and the background by.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param

flipHorizontal If the output should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n */\nexport function

drawBokehEffect(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,\n    multiPersonSegmentation:

SemanticPersonSegmentation|PersonSegmentation[],\n    backgroundBlurAmount = 3, edgeBlurAmount = 3,

flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const blurredImage = drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      image,

backgroundBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurred);\n  canvas.width = blurredImage.width;\n  canvas.height =

blurredImage.height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  if (Array.isArray(multiPersonSegmentation)

&&\n      multiPersonSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    ctx.drawImage(blurredImage, 0, 0);\n    return;\n  }\n\n

const personMask = createPersonMask(multiPersonSegmentation, edgeBlurAmount);\n\n  ctx.save();\n  if

(flipHorizontal) {\n    flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n  // draw the original image on the final canvas\n  const

[height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n\n  // \"destination-in\" - \"The

existing canvas content is kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else
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is made\n  // transparent.\"\n  // crop what's not the person using the mask from the original image\n

drawWithCompositing(ctx, personMask, 'destination-in');\n  // \"destination-over\" - \"The existing canvas content is

kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  //

transparent.\"\n  // draw the blurred background on top of the original image where it doesn't\n  // overlap.\n

drawWithCompositing(ctx, blurredImage, 'destination-over');\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction

createBodyPartMask(\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation: SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n

bodyPartIdsToMask: number[], edgeBlurAmount: number): Canvas {\n  const backgroundMaskImage = toMask(\n

  multiPersonPartSegmentation, {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 0},\n      {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 255}, true, bodyPartIdsToMask);\n\n

const backgroundMask =\n      renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(backgroundMaskImage,

CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n  if (edgeBlurAmount === 0) {\n    return backgroundMask;\n  } else {\n    return

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        backgroundMask, edgeBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Given a personSegmentation and an image, draws the image

with its background\n * blurred onto the canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to draw the background-blurred

image onto.\n *\n * @param image The image to blur the background of and draw.\n *\n * @param

partSegmentation A SemanticPartSegmentation or an array of\n * PartSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param

bodyPartIdsToBlur Default to [0, 1] (left-face and right-face). An\n * array of body part ids to blur. Each must be

one of the 24 body part ids.\n *\n * @param backgroundBlurAmount How many pixels in the background blend into

each\n * other.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer between 1 and 20.\n *\n * @param edgeBlurAmount How many

pixels to blur on the edge between the person\n * and the background by.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer

between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param flipHorizontal If the output should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to

false.\n */\nexport function blurBodyPart(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,\n    partSegmentation:

SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n    bodyPartIdsToBlur = [0, 1], backgroundBlurAmount = 3,

edgeBlurAmount = 3,\n    flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const blurredImage =

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      image, backgroundBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurred);\n

canvas.width = blurredImage.width;\n  canvas.height = blurredImage.height;\n\n  const ctx =

canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  if (Array.isArray(partSegmentation) && partSegmentation.length === 0) {\n

ctx.drawImage(blurredImage, 0, 0);\n    return;\n  }\n  const bodyPartMask =\n

createBodyPartMask(partSegmentation, bodyPartIdsToBlur, edgeBlurAmount);\n\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal)

{\n    flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n  // draw the original image on the final canvas\n  const [height, width] =

getInputSize(image);\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n\n  // \"destination-in\" - \"The existing canvas

content is kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  //

transparent.\"\n  // crop what's not the person using the mask from the original image\n  drawWithCompositing(ctx,

bodyPartMask, 'destination-in');\n  // \"destination-over\" - \"The existing canvas content is kept where both the\n  //

new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  // transparent.\"\n  // draw the blurred

background on top of the original image where it doesn't\n  // overlap.\n  drawWithCompositing(ctx, blurredImage,

'destination-over');\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const PART_CHANNELS: string[] = [\n  'left_face',\n  'right_face',\n  'left_upper_arm_front',\n

'left_upper_arm_back',\n  'right_upper_arm_front',\n  'right_upper_arm_back',\n  'left_lower_arm_front',\n

'left_lower_arm_back',\n  'right_lower_arm_front',\n  'right_lower_arm_back',\n  'left_hand',\n  'right_hand',\n

'torso_front',\n  'torso_back',\n  'left_upper_leg_front',\n  'left_upper_leg_back',\n  'right_upper_leg_front',\n

'right_upper_leg_back',\n  'left_lower_leg_front',\n  'left_lower_leg_back',\n  'right_lower_leg_front',\n
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'right_lower_leg_back',\n  'left_feet',\n  'right_feet'\n];\n","/** @license See the LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is

auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '2.2.0';\nexport

{version};\n"],"names":["toFlattenedOneHotPartMap","partHeatmapScores","numParts","shape","partMapLocation

s","tf.argMax","partMapFlattened","tf.reshape","tf.oneHot","clipByMask2d","image","mask","tf.mul","toMaskTens

or","segmentScores","threshold","tf.tidy","tf.cast","tf.greater","tf.scalar","decodePartSegmentation","segmentation

Mask","_a","partMapHeight","partMapWidth","flattenedMap","partNumbers","tf.expandDims","tf.range","tf.matM

ul","partMap","partMapShiftedUpForClipping","tf.add","tf.sub","decodeOnlyPartSegmentation","model","outputStr

ide","this","inputShape","inputs","tf.util","assert","BaseModel","input","asFloat","_this","preprocessInput","asBatc

h","results3d","predict","map","y","tf.squeeze","namedResults","nameOutputResults","heatmapScores","tf.sigmoid"

,"heatmap","offsets","displacementFwd","displacementBwd","segmentation","partHeatmaps","longOffsets","partOf

fsets","dispose","__extends","MobileNet","tf.div","results","PART_NAMES","NUM_KEYPOINTS","length","PA

RT_IDS","reduce","result","jointName","i","CONNECTED_PART_NAMES","POSE_CHAIN","CONNECTED_P

ART_INDICES","jointNameA","jointNameB","getScale","_b","padding","height","width","inputResolutionY","inp

utResolutionX","padT","padB","getOffsetPoint","x","keypoint","get","getImageCoords","part","heatmapX","heatm

apY","clamp","a","min","max","squaredDistance","y1","x1","y2","x2","dy","dx","addVectors","b","computeDistan

ce","embedding","pose","minPartScore","distance","numKpt","p","keypoints","score","Math","position","Infinity","

convertToPositionInOuput","stride","padL","scaleX","scaleY","round","getEmbedding","location","keypointIndex",

"convertToPosition","outputResolutionX","refineSteps","newLocation","nn","t","newPos","nn_1","matchEmbeddin

gToInstance","poses","numKptForMatching","_c","embed","pair","keypointsIndex","push","kMin","kMinDist","k",

"dist","getOutputResolution","decodeMultipleMasksCPU","posesAboveScore","inHeight","inWidth","dataArrays",

"Uint8Array","fill","j","n","decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU","partSegmentaion","Int32Array","decodeMultipleMask

sWebGl","minKptScore","maxNumPeople","origHeight","origWidth","slice","outHeight","outWidth","shapedLong

Offsets","poseVals","Float32Array","poseOffset","kp","offset","_d","posesTensor","tf.tensor","program","variable

Names","outputShape","userCode","tf.backend","compileAndRun","toPersonKSegmentation","tf.equal","toPersonK

PartSegmentation","bodyParts","isWebGlBackend","getBackend","decodePersonInstanceMasks","minPoseScore","

minKeypointScore","filter","personSegmentations","masksTensorInfo","masksTensor","tf.engine","makeTensorFro

mDataId","dataId","dtype","_","Promise","all","data","personSegmentationsData","forEach","segmentationsData","

longOffsetsData","decodePersonInstancePartMasks","partSegmentation","partSegmentations","partSegmentationsB

yPersonData","partSegmentaionData","half","floor","maxSize","getElementValue","priorityQueue","Array","numb

erOfElements","MaxHeap","swim","exchange","sink","less","getValueAt","scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow","key

pointId","localMaximumRadius","scores","localMaximum","yStart","yEnd","yCurrent","xStart","xEnd","xCurrent",

"buildPartWithScoreQueue","scoreThreshold","numKeypoints","queue","enqueue","id","parentChildrenTuples","pa

rentJoinName","childJoinName","parentToChildEdges","childToParentEdges","getDisplacement","edgeId","point",

"displacements","numEdges","getStridedIndexNearPoint","traverseToTargetKeypoint","sourceKeypoint","targetKe

ypointId","scoresBuffer","offsetRefineStep","displacement","targetKeypoint","targetKeypointIndices","offsetPoint"

,"targetKeyPointIndices","decodePose","root","displacementsFwd","displacementsBwd","instanceKeypoints","root

Part","rootScore","rootPoint","edge","sourceKeypointId","withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint","squaredNmsR

adius","some","correspondingKeypoint","getInstanceScore","existingPoses","kLocalMaximumRadius","decodeMul

tiplePoses","offsetsBuffer","displacementsFwdBuffer","displacementsBwdBuffer","maxPoseDetections","nmsRadi

us","empty","dequeue","imageNetMean","ResNet","RESNET50_BASE_URL","MOBILENET_BASE_URL","res

Net50SavedModel","quantBytes","graphJson","mobileNetSavedModel","multiplier","toStr","1","0.75","0.5","getSi

zeFromImageLikeElement","offsetHeight","offsetWidth","Error","getSizeFromVideoElement","hasAttribute","vide

oHeight","videoWidth","getInputSize","HTMLCanvasElement","OffscreenCanvas","HTMLImageElement","Image

Data","HTMLVideoElement","tf.Tensor","isValidInputResolution","resolution","toValidInputResolution","inputRe

solution","INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS","low","medium","high","full","INTERNAL_RESO

LUTION_PERCENTAGES","MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION","MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION","toIntern

alResolutionPercentage","internalResolution","Object","values","join","toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth","input

Height","inputWidth","internalResolutionPercentage","toInputTensor","tf.browser","fromPixels","resizeAndPadTo"
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,"imageTensor","flipHorizontal","targetH","targetW","resizeW","resizeH","padR","aspect","padHeight","ceil","pad

Width","resizedAndPadded","resized","tf.image","resizeBilinear","tf.reverse","tf.pad3d","paddedBy","scaleAndCro

pToInputTensorShape","tensor","applySigmoidActivation","inputTensorHeight","inputTensorWidth","resizedAndP

addedHeight","resizedAndPaddedWidth","_e","inResizedAndPadded","removePaddingAndResizeBack","originalH

eight","originalWidth","batchedImage","cropAndResize","padAndResizeTo","targetAspect","top","left","right","bot

tom","toTensorBuffers3D","tensors","buffer","scalePose","offsetY","offsetX","scalePoses","flipPoseHorizontal","i

mageWidth","flipPosesHorizontal","scaleAndFlipPoses","inputResolutionHeight","inputResolutionWidth","scaledP

oses","APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION","FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING","MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG","

architecture","VALID_ARCHITECTURE","VALID_STRIDE","MobileNetV1","ResNet50","VALID_MULTIPLIE

R","VALID_QUANT_BYTES","validateModelConfig","config","indexOf","PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG","s

egmentationThreshold","maxDetections","MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG","validatePerso

nInferenceConfig","validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig","net","baseModel","BodyPix","segmentLogits","

partHeatmapLogits","internalResolutionHeightAndWidth","predictForPersonSegmentation","resizedHeight","resize

dWidth","scaledSegmentScores","segmentPersonActivation","tensorBuffers","scoresBuf","offsetsBuf","displaceme

ntsFwdBuf","displacementsBwdBuf","allPoses","scaledLongOffsets","predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentation

AndPart","heatmapScoresRaw","offsetsRaw","displacementFwdRaw","displacementBwdRaw","instanceMasks","pr

edictForPersonSegmentationAndPart","scaledPartHeatmapScore","segmentPersonPartsActivation","scaledPartSegm

entationScores","loadMobileNet","tf","url","tfconv.loadGraphModel","modelUrl","graphModel","mobilenet","load

ResNet","resnet","load","cpuBlur","canvas","blur","ctx","getContext","sum","alphaLeft","PI","step","exp","globalA

lpha","drawImage","offScreenCanvases","isSafari","test","navigator","userAgent","assertSameDimensions","name

A","nameB","widthA","heightA","widthB","heightB","flipCanvasHorizontal","scale","translate","drawWithCompo

siting","compositeOperation","globalCompositeOperation","createOffScreenCanvas","document","createElement","

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated","drawAndBlurImageOnCanvas","blurAmount","clearRect","save","restore","draw

AndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas","offscreenCanvasName","renderImageToCanvas","renderImageDataToCanvas

","putImageData","renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas","canvasName","toMask","personOrPartSegmentation","f

oreground","background","drawContour","foregroundIds","r","g","isArray","multiPersonOrPartSegmentation","byt

es","Uint8ClampedArray","drawStroke","row","column","radius","color","isSegmentationBoundary","segmentation

Data","numberBackgroundPixels","n_1","isBoundary","RAINBOW_PART_COLORS","toColoredPartMask","part

Colors","multiPersonPartSegmentation","partId","CANVAS_NAMES","blurred","blurredMask","lowresPartMask",

"drawMask","maskImage","maskOpacity","maskBlurAmount","drawPixelatedMask","pixelCellWidth","offscreenC

anvas","offscreenCanvasCtx","imageSmoothingEnabled","beginPath","strokeStyle","moveTo","lineTo","stroke","cr

eatePersonMask","multiPersonSegmentation","edgeBlurAmount","backgroundMask","drawBokehEffect","backgro

undBlurAmount","blurredImage","personMask","createBodyPartMask","bodyPartIdsToMask","blurBodyPart","bod

yPartIdsToBlur","bodyPartMask","PART_CHANNELS","version"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;otEAyBA,SAASA,yB

AAyBC,GAChC,IAAMC,EAAWD,EAAkBE,MAAM,GACnCC,EAAmBC,OAAUJ,EAAmB,GAEhDK,EAAmBC,

QAAWH,IAAoB,IAExD,OAAOI,OAAUF,EAAkBJ,GAGrC,SAASO,aAAaC,EAAoBC,GACxC,OAAOC,IAAOF,

EAAOC,GAgBvB,SAAgBE,aACZC,EAA4BC,GAC9B,OAAOC,KACH,WACI,OAACC,KAAQC,QACLJ,EAAeK

,OAAUJ,IAAa,WAkBpD,SAAgBK,uBACZC,EACApB,GACI,IAAAqB,EAA0CrB,EAAkBE,MAA3DoB,OAAeC,

OAActB,OACpC,OAAOc,KAAQ,WACb,IAAMS,EAAezB,yBAAyBC,GACxCyB,EAAcC,WAAcC,MAAS,EAA

G1B,EAAU,EAAG,SAAU,GAE/DI,EACFW,KAAQY,OAAUJ,EAAcC,GAA6B,SAE3DI,EAAUvB,QAAWD,GA

AmBiB,EAAeC,IAEvDO,EAA8BC,IAAOF,EAASX,OAAU,EAAG,UAEjE,OAAOc,IAAOxB,aACHsB,EAA4CV,

GACjDF,OAAU,EAAG,YAIvB,SAAgBe,2BAA2BjC,GAEnC,IAAAqB,EAA0CrB,EAAkBE,MAA3DoB,OAAeC,

OAActB,OACpC,OAAOc,KAAQ,WACb,IAAMS,EAAezB,yBAAyBC,GACxCyB,EAAcC,WAAcC,MAAS,EAA

G1B,EAAU,EAAG,SAAU,GAE/DI,EACFW,KAAQY,OAAUJ,EAAcC,GAA6B,SAEjE,OAAOnB,QAAWD,GAA

mBiB,EAAeC,MC1ExD,yBACE,WACuBW,EACHC,GADGC,WAAAF,EACHE,kBAAAD,EAClB,IAAME,EAC

FD,KAAKF,MAAMI,OAAO,GAAGpC,MACzBqC,KAAQC,QACgB,IAAnBH,EAAW,KAAkC,IAAnBA,EAAW,

GACtC,WAAM,MAAA,gBAAgBA,EAAW,QAAOA,EAAW,qCAyE3D,OAjDEI,oBAAA,SAAQC,GAAR,WAUE

,OAAO3B,KAAQ,WACb,IAAM4B,EAAUC,EAAKC,gBAAgB7B,KAAQ0B,EAAO,YAC9CI,EAAUpB,WAAciB
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,EAAS,GAEjCI,EADUH,EAAKV,MAAMc,QAAQF,GACMG,IAAI,SAAAC,GAAK,OAAAC,QAAWD,GAAI,M

AC3DE,EAAeR,EAAKS,kBAAkBN,GAE5C,OACEO,cAAeC,QAAWH,EAAaI,SACvCC,QAASL,EAAaK,QACt

BC,gBAAiBN,EAAaM,gBAC9BC,gBAAiBP,EAAaO,gBAC9BC,aAAcR,EAAaQ,aAC3BC,aAAcT,EAAaS,aAC3

BC,YAAaV,EAAaU,YAC1BC,YAAaX,EAAaW,gBAqBhCtB,oBAAA,WACEL,KAAKF,MAAM8B,sCCzFf,4DA

4BA,OA5B+BC,eAC7BC,4BAAA,SAAgBxB,GAEd,OAAO3B,KAAQ,WAAM,OAAAiB,IAAOmC,IAAOzB,EA

AO,OAAQ,MAGpDwB,8BAAA,SAAkBE,GAWhB,OACEX,QAFAW,KAGAR,aAHAQ,KAIAP,aAJAO,KAKAN

,YALAM,KAMAZ,QANAY,KAOAV,gBAPAU,KAQAT,gBARAS,KASAL,YATAK,UAhByB3B,WCAlB4B,YA

CX,OAAQ,UAAW,WAAY,UAAW,WAAY,eACtD,gBAAiB,YAAa,aAAc,YAAa,aACzD,UAAW,WAAY,WAAY,

YAAa,YAAa,cAGlDC,cAAgBD,WAAWE,OAM3BC,SACTH,WAAWI,OAAO,SAACC,EAAoBC,EAAWC,GAE

hD,OADAF,EAAOC,GAAaC,EACbF,OAGPG,uBACH,UAAW,iBAAkB,YAAa,iBAC1C,YAAa,cAAe,UAAW,aA

CvC,WAAY,cAAe,WAAY,kBACvC,aAAc,kBAAmB,aAAc,eAC/C,WAAY,cAAe,YAAa,eACxC,eAAgB,kBAAm

B,UAAW,aASpCC,aACV,OAAQ,YAAa,UAAW,YAAa,OAAQ,aACrD,WAAY,aAAc,OAAQ,iBAClC,eAAgB,cA

Ae,YAAa,cAC5C,eAAgB,YAAa,UAAW,aACxC,WAAY,cAAe,OAAQ,kBACnC,gBAAiB,eAAgB,aAAc,eAC/C,g

BAAiB,aAAc,WAAY,cAC3C,YAAa,eAGHC,uBAAyBF,qBAAqB5B,IACvD,SAAC5B,OAAC2D,OAAYC,OAC

V,OAAET,SAASQ,GAAaR,SAASS,MClDzC,SAGgBC,SACZ7D,EACA8D,EACAC,OAFCC,OAAQC,OACRC,O

AAkBC,OAETC,EAA+CL,MAAjCM,EAAiCN,SAG3D,OADeI,GAF4CJ,OAAAA,QAEVE,GADlCC,GAAoBE,E

AAOC,EAAOL,IAKnD,SAAgBM,eACZzC,EAAW0C,EAAWC,EAAkBpC,GAC1C,OACEP,EAAGO,EAAQqC,I

AAI5C,EAAG0C,EAAGC,GACrBD,EAAGnC,EAAQqC,IAAI5C,EAAG0C,EAAGC,EAAWvB,gBAIpC,SAAgBy

B,eACZC,EAAY7D,EAAsBsB,GAC7B,IACDpC,EAASsE,eAD4BK,WAAAA,WAAAA,KACiBvC,GAArDP,MA

AG0C,MACV,OACEA,EAAGI,EAAKC,SAAW9D,EAAeyD,EAClC1C,EAAG8C,EAAKE,SAAW/D,EAAee,GAI

tC,SAUgBiD,MAAMC,EAAWC,EAAaC,GAC5C,OAAIF,EAAIC,EACCA,EAELD,EAAIE,EACCA,EAEFF,EAG

T,SAAgBG,gBACZC,EAAYC,EAAYC,EAAYC,GACtC,IAAMC,EAAKF,EAAKF,EACVK,EAAKF,EAAKF,EA

ChB,OAAOG,EAAKA,EAAKC,EAAKA,EAGxB,SAAgBC,WAAWV,EAAaW,GACtC,OAAQnB,EAAGQ,EAAE

R,EAAImB,EAAEnB,EAAG1C,EAAGkD,EAAElD,EAAI6D,EAAE7D,GC3DnC,SAUS8D,gBAAgBC,EAAmBC,

EAAYC,gBAAAA,MAGtD,IAFA,IAAIC,EAAW,EACXC,EAAS,EACJC,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIL,EAAU1C,OAA

Q+C,IAChCJ,EAAKK,UAAUD,GAAGE,MAAQL,IAC5BE,GAAU,EACVD,GAAYK,SAACR,EAAUK,GAAG1

B,EAAIsB,EAAKK,UAAUD,GAAGI,SAAS9B,EAAM,GAC3D6B,SAACR,EAAUK,GAAGpE,EAAIgE,EAAKK,

UAAUD,GAAGI,SAASxE,EAAM,IAQ3D,OALe,IAAXmE,EACFD,EAAWO,EAAAA,EAEXP,GAAsBC,EAEjB

D,EAGT,SAASQ,yBACLF,EAAgBrG,EAChB8D,EAAoC0C,OADnBpC,OAAMqC,OACtBC,OAAQC,OACL9E,

EAAIuE,KAAKQ,QAAQxC,EAAOiC,EAASxE,EAAI,GAAO8E,EAAS,GAAOH,GAElE,OAAQjC,EADE6B,KA

AKQ,QAAQH,EAAOJ,EAAS9B,EAAI,GAAOmC,EAAS,GAAOF,GACvD3E,KAGb,SAASgF,aACLC,EAAgBC,

EAChBC,EAAyCC,EACzCxE,EAA2ByE,EAC3BlH,GAQF,QARGgE,OAAQC,OACLkD,EAAcH,EAAkBF,GAE

hCM,EAAKD,EAAYtF,EAAIoF,EAAoBE,EAAY5C,EACvDgB,EAAK9C,EAAYQ,eAAiB,EAAImE,GAAML,G

AC5CvB,EAAK/C,EAAYQ,eAAiB,EAAImE,EAAK,GAAKL,GAChDlF,EAAIiF,EAASjF,EAAI0D,EACjBhB,EA

AIuC,EAASvC,EAAIiB,EACZ6B,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIH,EAAaG,IAAK,CACpCxF,EAAIuE,KAAKpB,IAAInD,

EAAGmC,EAAS,GAEzB,IAAMsD,EAASN,GAAmBzC,EADlCA,EAAI6B,KAAKpB,IAAIT,EAAGN,EAAQ,GA

CapC,MAC/B0F,EAAKD,EAAOzF,EAAIoF,EAAoBK,EAAO/C,EAGjD1C,GAFA0D,EAAK9C,EAAYQ,eAAiB,

EAAIsE,GAAMR,GAG5CxC,GAFAiB,EAAK/C,EAAYQ,eAAiB,EAAIsE,EAAK,GAAKR,GAKlD,OAAQxC,IA

AG1C,KAGb,SAAS2F,yBACLV,EAAgBrE,EAA2BgF,EAC3CC,EAA2B1H,EAC3B8D,EAAoCmD,EACpCU,EA

AmCnB,EACnCU,GAKF,QAR8B9C,OAAMqC,OACjCC,OAAQC,OACR3C,OAAQC,OAEL2D,KACAZ,EAAoB

,SAACa,GACvB,OAAAtB,yBAAyBsB,GAAOzD,EAAMqC,IAAQC,EAAQC,GAASH,IAE1DsB,EAAiB,EAAGA

,EAAiBJ,EACzCI,IAAkB,CACrB,IAAMlC,EAAYiB,aACdC,EAAUgB,EAAgBd,EAAmBC,EAC7CxE,EAAayE,

GAAclD,EAAQC,IAEvC2D,EAAMG,KAAKnC,GAKb,IAFA,IAAIoC,GAAQ,EACRC,EAAW3B,EAAAA,EACN

4B,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIT,EAAMvE,OAAQgF,IAAK,CACrC,IAAMC,EAAOxC,gBAAgBiC,EAAOH,EAAMS,I

ACtCC,EAAOF,IACTD,EAAOE,EACPD,EAAWE,GAGf,OAAOH,EAGT,SAASI,oBACLpI,EACAwG,OADCtC,

OAAkBC,OAIrB,OAF0BiC,KAAKQ,OAAOzC,EAAmB,GAAOqC,EAAS,GAC/CJ,KAAKQ,OAAO1C,EAAmB,

GAAOsC,EAAS,IAI3E,SAAgB6B,uBACZ9F,EAA0BE,EAC1B6F,EAAyBtE,EAAgBC,EAAeuC,EACxDxG,EAA

uC+D,EACvCmD,EAAqBQ,OADpBa,OAAUC,oBACUd,KAUvB,IATA,IAAMe,EACFH,EAAgB1G,IAAI,SAAA
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2C,GAAK,OAAA,IAAImE,WAAW1E,EAASC,GAAO0E,KAAK,KAErDvE,EAAoBL,MAAR0C,EAAQ1C,OAE1

BD,EACFD,UAAUG,EAAQC,IAASsE,EAAUC,GAAUzE,GAD5C2C,OAAQC,OAERM,EACLmB,qBAAqBG,E

AAUC,GAAUhC,MAClCjD,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIS,EAAQT,GAAK,EAC/B,IAAK,IAAIqF,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI

3E,EAAO2E,GAAK,EAAG,CACjC,IAAMC,EAAItF,EAAIU,EAAQ2E,EAEtB,GAAa,IADArG,EAAasG,GACV,

CACd,IAAMb,EAAOR,0BACRjD,EAAGqE,EAAG/G,EAAG0B,GAAId,EAAa6F,EAAiBZ,GAC3CtD,EAAMqC,

IAAQC,EAAQC,GAASM,GAAoBjD,EAAQC,GAC5DuC,EAAQU,GACRc,GAAQ,IACVS,EAAWT,GAAMa,GA

AK,IAM9B,OAAOJ,EAGT,SAAgBK,2BACZvG,EAA0BE,EAC1BsG,EAA6BT,EAAyBtE,EACtDC,EAAeuC,EA

AgBxG,EAC/B+D,EAAkBmD,EAClBQ,OAFgCa,OAAUC,oBAE1Cd,KAWF,IAVA,IAAMe,EACFH,EAAgB1G,I

AAI,SAAA2C,GAAK,OAAA,IAAIyE,WAAWhF,EAASC,GAAO0E,MAAM,KAEtDvE,EAAoBL,MAAR0C,EAA

Q1C,OAE1BD,EACFD,UAAUG,EAAQC,IAASsE,EAAUC,GAAUzE,GAD5C2C,OAAQC,OAERM,EACLmB,qB

AAqBG,EAAUC,GAAUhC,MAElCjD,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIS,EAAQT,GAAK,EAC/B,IAAK,IAAIqF,EAAI,EAA

GA,EAAI3E,EAAO2E,GAAK,EAAG,CACjC,IAAMC,EAAItF,EAAIU,EAAQ2E,EAEtB,GAAa,IADArG,EAAas

G,GACV,CACd,IAAMb,EAAOR,0BACRjD,EAAGqE,EAAG/G,EAAG0B,GAAId,EAAa6F,EAAiBZ,GAC3CtD,

EAAMqC,IAAQC,EAAQC,GAASM,GAAoBjD,EAAQC,GAC5DuC,EAAQU,GACRc,GAAQ,IACVS,EAAWT,G

AAMa,GAAKE,EAAgBF,KAM9C,OAAOJ,ECtKT,SAOgBQ,yBACZ1G,EAA2BE,EAC3B6F,EAAyBtE,EAAgB

C,EAAeuC,EACxDxG,EAAuC+D,EACvCmD,EAAqBgC,EACrBC,GAaF,QAfGZ,OAAUC,OAIP1E,EAA0BvB,E

AAa1D,MAAtCuK,OAAYC,OAEb1B,EAAwBlF,EAAY5D,MAAMyK,MAAM,EAAG,GAAlDC,OAAWC,OAEZ

C,EACFxK,QAAWwD,GAAc8G,EAAWC,EAAU,EAAGvG,gBAK/CyG,EAAW,IAAIC,aAAaR,EAAelG,cAAgB,

GAAG0F,KAAK,GAChEpF,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI+E,EAAgBpF,OAAQK,IAG1C,IAFA,IAAMqG,EAAarG,EAAI

N,cAAgB,EACjC4C,EAAOyC,EAAgB/E,GACpBsG,EAAK,EAAGA,EAAK5G,cAAe4G,IAAM,CACzC,IAAMrF

,EAAWqB,EAAKK,UAAU2D,GAC1BC,EAASF,EAAkB,EAALC,EAC5BH,EAASI,GAAUtF,EAAS2B,MAC5Bu

D,EAASI,EAAS,GAAKtF,EAAS6B,SAASxE,EACzC6H,EAASI,EAAS,GAAKtF,EAAS6B,SAAS9B,EAIvC,IAA

AwF,EACFlG,UAAUG,EAAQC,IAASsE,EAAUC,GAAUzE,GAD5C2C,OAAQC,OAGTqD,EAAcC,OAAUP,GA

AWP,EAAclG,cAAe,IAE1DmB,EAAoBL,MAAR0C,EAAQ1C,OAE1BmG,GACJC,eAAgB,eAAgB,cAAe,SAC/C

C,aAAchB,EAAYC,GAC1BgB,SAAU,gyCAsCDjG,OAASuC,OAAWH,4EAEpBC,OAASC,OAAWF,6FAIL2C,q

GAGElG,2QAOEiE,8DACgBlD,EAAS,2DACTC,EAAQ,oGAG9BG,OAASuC,OAAWH,+FAEpBC,OAASC,OA

AWF,0XAYlB0C,mfAqB1B,OADqBoB,UACDC,cAChBL,GAAU3H,EAAckH,EAAmBO,aCtIjCQ,sBACZjI,EAA

2B2F,GAC7B,OAAOxI,KACH,WAAM,OAACC,KAAQ8K,MACXlI,EAAc1C,OAAUqI,IAAK,WAGvC,SAAgB

wC,0BACZnI,EAA2BoI,EAAwBzC,GACrD,OAAOxI,KACH,WAAM,OAAAiB,IAAOrB,IAAOK,KAAQ8K,MA

CxBlI,EAAc1C,OAAUqI,IAAK,SAAUxH,IAAOiK,EAAW,IAAK,KAGxE,SAASC,iBACP,MAAwB,UAAjBC,aA

GT,SAAsBC,0BAClBvI,EAA2BE,EAA0BgF,EACrDzD,EAAgBC,EAAeuC,EAC/BxG,EAAuC+D,EAAkBgH,EA

CzD7D,EAAiB8D,EACjB7B,OAFCZ,OAAUC,2BAA8CuC,mBACzD7D,kBAAiB8D,mBACjB7B,8HAEIb,EAAk

Bb,EAAMwD,OAAO,SAAApF,GAAQ,OAAAA,EAAKM,OAAS4E,IAIvDH,kBACIM,EAAsBxL,KAAQ,WAClC

,IAAMyL,EAAkBlC,yBACpB1G,EAAcE,EAAa6F,EAAiBtE,EAAQC,EAAOuC,GAC1D+B,EAAUC,GAAUzE,E

AASmD,EAAa8D,EAC3C7B,GACEiC,EAAcC,SAAYC,qBAC5BH,EAAgBI,OAAQJ,EAAgBtM,MACxCsM,EA

AgBK,OAEpB,OAAOlD,EAAgB1G,IACnB,SAAC6J,EAAGvD,GAAM,OAAAsC,sBAAsBY,EAAalD,UAIxCwD,

QAAQC,IAAIT,EAAoBtJ,IAAI,SAAAvC,GAAQ,OAAAA,EAAKuM,gCAD5DC,EACK/H,SAGLoH,EAAoBY,Q

AAQ,SAAAvH,GAAK,OAAAA,EAAE5B,yBAET,SAAMJ,EAAaqJ,eACrB,OADlBG,EAAoBjI,YACIrB,EAAYm

J,eAApCI,EAAkBlI,SAExB+H,EAA0BxD,uBACtB0D,EAAmBC,EAAiB1D,EAAiBtE,EAAQC,EAC7DuC,GAAS

+B,EAAUC,GAAUzE,EAASmD,oBAG5C,SAAO2E,EAAwBjK,IAC3B,SAACgK,EAAMrI,GAAM,OAAEqI,OA

AM/F,KAAMyC,EAAgB/E,GAAIU,QAAOD,kBAG5D,SAAsBiI,8BAClB1J,EAA2BE,EAC3ByJ,EAA+BzE,EAA

ezD,EAAgBC,EAC9DuC,EAAgBxG,EAAuC+D,EACvDgH,EAAoB7D,EAAiB8D,EACrC7B,OAFiBZ,OAAUC,2

BAC3BuC,mBAAoB7D,kBAAiB8D,mBACrC7B,gIACIb,EAAkBb,EAAMwD,OAAO,SAAApF,GAAQ,OAAAA,

EAAKM,OAAS4E,IAIvDH,kBACIuB,EAAoBzM,KAAQ,WAChC,IAAMyL,EAAkBlC,yBACpB1G,EAAcE,EAA

a6F,EAAiBtE,EAAQC,EAAOuC,GAC1D+B,EAAUC,GAAUzE,EAASmD,EAAa8D,EAC3C7B,GACEiC,EAAcC,

SAAYC,qBAC9BH,EAAgBI,OAAQJ,EAAgBtM,MACxCsM,EAAgBK,OAElB,OAAOlD,EAAgB1G,IACnB,SAA

C6J,EAAGvD,GACA,OAAAwC,0BAA0BU,EAAac,EAAkBhE,UAIxDwD,QAAQC,IAAIQ,EAAkBvK,IAAI,SA

AA2C,GAAK,OAAAA,EAAEqH,gCADpDQ,EACKtI,SAGLqI,EAAkBL,QAAQ,SAAAvH,GAAK,OAAAA,EAA
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E5B,yBAEP,SAAMJ,EAAaqJ,eACrB,OADlBG,EAAoBjI,YACIrB,EAAYmJ,eACd,OADtBI,EAAkBlI,YACUoI,E

AAiBN,eAA7CS,EAAsBvI,SAE5BsI,EAAgCtD,2BAC5BiD,EAAmBC,EAAiBK,EACpC/D,EAAiBtE,EAAQC,E

AAOuC,GAAS+B,EAAUC,GAAUzE,EAC7DmD,oBAGN,SAAOkF,EAA8BxK,IACjC,SAACgK,EAAM1D,GAA

M,OAAErC,KAAMyC,EAAgBJ,GAAI0D,OAAM5H,SAAQC,iBC5G7D,SAASqI,KAAKpE,GACZ,OAAO9B,KA

AKmG,MAAMrE,EAAI,GAGxB,uBAKE,WAAYsE,EAAiBC,GAC3B1L,KAAK2L,cAAgB,IAAIC,MAAMH,GA

C/BzL,KAAK6L,kBAAoB,EACzB7L,KAAK0L,gBAAkBA,EAkE3B,OA/DSI,oBAAP,SAAetI,GACbxD,KAAK2

L,gBAAgB3L,KAAK6L,kBAAoBrI,EAC9CxD,KAAK+L,KAAK/L,KAAK6L,mBAGVC,oBAAP,WACE,IAAM5

H,EAAMlE,KAAK2L,cAAc,GAI/B,OAHA3L,KAAKgM,SAAS,EAAGhM,KAAK6L,oBACtB7L,KAAKiM,KAA

K,GACVjM,KAAK2L,cAAc3L,KAAK6L,iBAAmB,GAAK,KACzC3H,GAGF4H,kBAAP,WACE,OAAkC,IAA3B

9L,KAAK6L,kBAGPC,iBAAP,WACE,OAAO9L,KAAK6L,iBAAmB,GAG1BC,gBAAP,WACE,OAAO9L,KAAK

2L,cAAcpD,MAAM,EAAGvI,KAAK6L,iBAAmB,IAGtDC,gBAAP,WACE,OAAO9L,KAAK2L,cAAc,IAGpBG,i

BAAR,SAAa3E,GACX,KAAOA,EAAI,GAAKnH,KAAKkM,KAAKX,KAAKpE,GAAIA,IACjCnH,KAAKgM,S

AAS7E,EAAGoE,KAAKpE,IACtBA,EAAIoE,KAAKpE,IAIL2E,iBAAR,SAAa3E,GACX,KAAO,EAAIA,GAAK

nH,KAAK6L,kBAAkB,CACrC,IAAIhE,EAAI,EAAIV,EAIZ,GAHIU,EAAI7H,KAAK6L,kBAAoB7L,KAAKkM,

KAAKrE,EAAGA,EAAI,IAChDA,KAEG7H,KAAKkM,KAAK/E,EAAGU,GAChB,MAEF7H,KAAKgM,SAAS7

E,EAAGU,GACjBV,EAAIU,IAIAiE,uBAAR,SAAmBtJ,GACjB,OAAOxC,KAAK0L,gBAAgB1L,KAAK2L,cAAc

nJ,KAGzCsJ,iBAAR,SAAatJ,EAAWqF,GACtB,OAAO7H,KAAKmM,WAAW3J,GAAKxC,KAAKmM,WAAWtE

,IAGtCiE,qBAAR,SAAiBtJ,EAAWqF,GAC1B,IAAMvB,EAAItG,KAAK2L,cAAcnJ,GAC7BxC,KAAK2L,cAAcn

J,GAAKxC,KAAK2L,cAAc9D,GAC3C7H,KAAK2L,cAAc9D,GAAKvB,QC7E5B,SAES8F,4BACLC,EAAoBjH,

EAAetB,EAAkBD,EACrDyI,EAA4BC,GAM9B,IALM,IAAAtN,EAAkBsN,EAAOzO,MAAxBmF,OAAQC,OAE

XsJ,GAAe,EACbC,EAASpH,KAAKnB,IAAIJ,EAAWwI,EAAoB,GACjDI,EAAOrH,KAAKpB,IAAIH,EAAWwI,

EAAqB,EAAGrJ,GAChD0J,EAAWF,EAAQE,EAAWD,IAAQC,EAAU,CAGvD,IAFA,IAAMC,EAASvH,KAAKn

B,IAAIL,EAAWyI,EAAoB,GACjDO,EAAOxH,KAAKpB,IAAIJ,EAAWyI,EAAqB,EAAGpJ,GAChD4J,EAAWF,

EAAQE,EAAWD,IAAQC,EAC7C,GAAIP,EAAO7I,IAAIiJ,EAAUG,EAAUT,GAAcjH,EAAO,CACtDoH,GAAe,

EACf,MAGJ,IAAKA,EACH,MAIJ,OAAOA,EAQT,SAAgBO,wBACZC,EAAwBV,EACxBC,GAMF,IALM,IAAA

tN,EAAgCsN,EAAOzO,MAAtCmF,OAAQC,OAAO+J,OAEhBC,EAAQ,IAAIpB,QACd7I,EAASC,EAAQ+J,EAA

c,SAAChO,GAAY,iBAEvC6E,EAAW,EAAGA,EAAWb,IAAUa,EAC1C,IAAK,IAAID,EAAW,EAAGA,EAAWX

,IAASW,EACzC,IAAK,IAAIwI,EAAa,EAAGA,EAAaY,IAAgBZ,EAAY,CAChE,IAAMjH,EAAQmH,EAAO7I,I

AAII,EAAUD,EAAUwI,GAIzCjH,EAAQ4H,GAKRZ,4BACIC,EAAYjH,EAAOtB,EAAUD,EAAUyI,EACvCC,I

ACNW,EAAMC,SAAS/H,QAAOxB,MAAOE,WAAUD,WAAUuJ,GAAIf,KAM7D,OAAOa,EC/DT,IAMMG,qB

AAsC3K,WAAW7B,IACnD,SAAC5B,OAACqO,OAAgBC,OACd,OAAEnL,SAASkL,GAAiBlL,SAASmL,MAEv

CC,mBACFH,qBAAqBxM,IAAI,SAAC5B,GAAqB,cAE7CwO,mBACFJ,qBAAqBxM,IAAI,SAAC5B,GAEK,cAE

nC,SAASyO,gBACLC,EAAgBC,EAAiBC,GACnC,IAAMC,EAAWD,EAAc/P,MAAM,GAAK,EAC1C,OACEgD,

EAAG+M,EAAcnK,IAAIkK,EAAM9M,EAAG8M,EAAMpK,EAAGmK,GACvCnK,EAAGqK,EAAcnK,IAAIkK,

EAAM9M,EAAG8M,EAAMpK,EAAGsK,EAAWH,IAItD,SAASI,yBACLH,EAAiB7N,EAAsBkD,EACvCC,GAC

F,OACEpC,EAAGiD,MAAMsB,KAAKQ,MAAM+H,EAAM9M,EAAIf,GAAe,EAAGkD,EAAS,GACzDO,EAAG

O,MAAMsB,KAAKQ,MAAM+H,EAAMpK,EAAIzD,GAAe,EAAGmD,EAAQ,IAW5D,SAAS8K,yBACLL,EAA

gBM,EAA0BC,EAC1CC,EAA8B9M,EAAyBtB,EACvD8N,EAA+BO,gBAAAA,KAYjC,IAXM,IAAAnP,EAAkB

kP,EAAarQ,MAA9BmF,OAAQC,OAMTmL,EACFX,gBAAgBC,EAJUI,yBAC1BE,EAAe3I,SAAUvF,EAAckD,E

AAQC,GAGA2K,GAG/CS,EADmB5J,WAAWuJ,EAAe3I,SAAU+I,GAElD7L,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI4L,EAAkB5

L,IAAK,CACzC,IAAM+L,EACFR,yBAAyBO,EAAgBvO,EAAckD,EAAQC,GAE7DsL,EAAcjL,eAChBgL,EAAs

BzN,EAAGyN,EAAsB/K,EAAG0K,EAClD7M,GAEJiN,EAAiB5J,YAEXlB,EAAG+K,EAAsB/K,EAAIzD,EAC7

Be,EAAGyN,EAAsBzN,EAAIf,IAE9ByD,EAAGgL,EAAYhL,EAAG1C,EAAG0N,EAAY1N,IAExC,IAAM2N,E

ACFV,yBAAyBO,EAAgBvO,EAAckD,EAAQC,GAC7DkC,EAAQ+I,EAAazK,IACvB+K,EAAsB3N,EAAG2N,E

AAsBjL,EAAG0K,GAEtD,OAAQ5I,SAAUgJ,EAAgB1K,KAAM3B,WAAWiM,GAAmB9I,SASxE,SAAgBsJ,WA

CZC,EAAqBpC,EAAwBlL,EAC7CtB,EAAsB6O,EACtBC,GACF,IAAMhR,EAAW0O,EAAOzO,MAAM,GACxB

gQ,EAAWN,mBAAmBrL,OAE9B2M,EAAgC,IAAIlD,MAAM/N,GAEnCkR,EAA8BJ,OAAbK,EAAaL,QACrCM

,EAAYtL,eAAeoL,EAAUhP,EAAcsB,GAEzDyN,EAAkBC,EAAS3B,KACzBhI,MAAO4J,EACPpL,KAAM3B,W
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AAW8M,EAAS3B,IAC1B9H,SAAU2J,GAKZ,IAAK,IAAIC,EAAOpB,EAAW,EAAGoB,GAAQ,IAAKA,EAAM,

CAC/C,IAAMC,EAAmB3B,mBAAmB0B,GACtChB,EAAmBT,mBAAmByB,GACxCJ,EAAkBK,KACjBL,EAAk

BZ,KACrBY,EAAkBZ,GAAoBF,yBAClCkB,EAAMJ,EAAkBK,GAAmBjB,EAAkB3B,EAC7DlL,EAAStB,EAAc

8O,IAM/B,IAASK,EAAO,EAAGA,EAAOpB,IAAYoB,EAAM,CACpCC,EAAmB1B,mBAAmByB,GACtChB,EA

AmBV,mBAAmB0B,GACxCJ,EAAkBK,KACjBL,EAAkBZ,KACrBY,EAAkBZ,GAAoBF,yBAClCkB,EAAMJ,E

AAkBK,GAAmBjB,EAAkB3B,EAC7DlL,EAAStB,EAAc6O,IAI/B,OAAOE,ECjIT,SAISM,oCACL1I,EAAe2I,EA

A0BpQ,EACzCoN,OAD0C7I,MAAG1C,MAE/C,OAAO4F,EAAM4I,KAAK,SAACrQ,OACXsQ,cAAkClD,GAA

Y/G,SACpD,OAAOnB,gBACIrD,EAAG0C,EAAG+L,EAAsBzO,EAAGyO,EAAsB/L,IAC5D6L,IAQR,SAASG,iB

ACLC,EAAuBJ,EACvBP,GAUF,OATkCA,EAAkBzM,OAChD,SAACC,EAAQrD,EAAmBoN,OAAlB/G,aAAUF,

UAKlB,OAJKgK,oCACGK,EAAeJ,EAAkB/J,EAAU+G,KACjD/J,GAAU8C,GAEL9C,GACN,GAE+BwM,EAAk

B3M,OAM1D,IAAMuN,oBAAsB,EAyD5B,SAAgBC,oBACZxB,EAA8ByB,EAC9BC,EACAC,EAAwC/P,EACx

CgQ,EAA2B/C,EAAsBgD,gBAAtBhD,mBAAsBgD,MAUnD,IATA,IAAMtJ,KAEAwG,EAAQH,wBACVC,EAA

gB0C,oBAAqBvB,GAEnCkB,EAAmBW,EAAYA,EAI9BtJ,EAAMvE,OAAS4N,IAAsB7C,EAAM+C,SAAS,CAE

zD,IAAMtB,EAAOzB,EAAMgD,UAOnB,IAAId,oCACI1I,EAAO2I,EAFX1L,eAAegL,EAAK/K,KAAM7D,EAA

c6P,GAEMjB,EAAK/K,KAAKwJ,IAD5D,CAMA,IAAMjI,EAAYuJ,WACdC,EAAMR,EAAcyB,EAAe7P,EAAc8

P,EACjDC,GAEE1K,EAAQoK,iBAAiB9I,EAAO2I,EAAkBlK,GAExDuB,EAAMM,MAAM7B,YAAWC,WAGz

B,OAAOsB,SClIHyJ,eAAiB,QAAS,OAAS,2BAEzC,4DA2BA,OA3B4BtO,eAC1BuO,4BAAA,SAAgB9P,GACd,

OAAOX,IAAOW,EAAO6P,eAGvBC,8BAAA,SAAkBpO,GAEd,IAAAT,EAQAS,KAPAV,EAOAU,KANAZ,EA

MAY,KALAN,EAKAM,KAJAX,EAIAW,KAHAP,EAGAO,KACF,OACEX,UACAG,aAHAQ,KAIAP,eACAC,cA

CAN,UACAE,kBACAC,kBACAI,YATAK,UAfsB3B,WCNtBgQ,kBACF,0EACEC,mBACF,2EAIJ,SAAgBC,mB

AAmB9K,EAAgB+K,GACjD,IAAMC,EAAY,eAAehL,UAEjC,OAAmB,IAAf+K,EACKH,kBAAoB,SAAWI,EAE

/BJ,kBAAoB,QAAQG,MAAgBC,EAMvD,SAAgBC,oBACZjL,EAAgBkL,EAAoBH,GACtC,IAAMI,GAAkCC,E

AAK,MAAOC,IAAM,MAAOC,GAAM,OACjEN,EAAY,eAAehL,UAEjC,OAAmB,IAAf+K,EACKF,mBAAqB,S

AASM,EAAMD,OAAiBF,EAErDH,mBAAqB,QAAQE,MAAcI,EAAMD,OACpDF,WCrBCO,4BAA4B1Q,GAGn

C,GAAI,iBAAkBA,GAAgC,IAAvBA,EAAM2Q,cAC9B,gBAAiB3Q,GAA+B,IAAtBA,EAAM4Q,YACrC,OAAQ

5Q,EAAM2Q,aAAc3Q,EAAM4Q,aAC7B,GAAoB,MAAhB5Q,EAAM2C,QAAiC,MAAf3C,EAAM4C,MACvC,O

AAQ5C,EAAM2C,OAAQ3C,EAAM4C,OAE5B,MAAM,IAAIiO,MACN,+DAIR,SAASC,wBAAwB9Q,GAC/B,O

AAIA,EAAM+Q,aAAa,WAAa/Q,EAAM+Q,aAAa,UAI7C/Q,EAAM2C,OAAQ3C,EAAM4C,QAEpB5C,EAAMg

R,YAAahR,EAAMiR,YAIrC,SAAgBC,aAAalR,GAC3B,GAAoC,uCAC/BA,aAAiBmR,mBACY,qCAC1BnR,aAA

iBoR,iBACU,sCAC9BpR,aAAiBqR,iBACpB,OAAOX,4BAA4B1Q,GAC9B,GAA2B,+BAAeA,aAAiBsR,UAChE,

OAAQtR,EAAM2C,OAAQ3C,EAAM4C,OACvB,GAC2B,sCAC9B5C,aAAiBuR,iBACnB,OAAOT,wBAAwB9Q,

GAC1B,GAAIA,aAAiBwR,OAC1B,OAAQxR,EAAMxC,MAAM,GAAIwC,EAAMxC,MAAM,IAEpC,MAAM,IA

AIqT,MAAM,8BAA8B7Q,OAIlD,SAASyR,uBACLC,EAAoBjS,GACtB,OAAQiS,EAAa,GAAKjS,GAAiB,EAG7

C,SAAgBkS,uBACZC,EAAyBnS,GAC3B,OAAIgS,uBAAuBG,EAAiBnS,GACnCmS,EAGF7M,KAAKmG,MAA

M0G,EAAkBnS,GAAgBA,EAAe,EAGrE,IAAMoS,oCACJC,IAAK,MACLC,OAAQ,SACRC,KAAM,OACNC,KA

AM,QAGFC,yCACHL,mCAAmCC,KAAM,IAC1CnT,GAACkT,mCAAmCE,QAAS,GAC7CpT,GAACkT,mCAA

mCG,MAAO,IAC3CrT,GAACkT,mCAAmCI,MAAO,MAGvCE,wBAA0B,GAC1BC,wBAA0B,EAEhC,SAASC,+

BACLC,GACF,GAAkC,iBAAvBA,EAAiC,CAC1C,IAAMtQ,EAASkQ,gCAAgCI,GAO/C,OALAzS,KAAQC,OA

Cc,iBAAXkC,EACP,WAAM,MAAA,kDACFuQ,OAAOC,OAAOX,oCACTY,KAAK,iBAAgBH,QAC3BtQ,EAW

P,OATAnC,KAAQC,OAC0B,iBAAvBwS,GACHA,GAAsBF,yBACtBE,GAAsBH,wBAC1B,WACI,MAAA,sDAC

IA,gCAA+BC,qCAC5BE,IAERA,EAIX,SAAgBI,gCACZJ,EACA7S,EACAd,OAACgU,OAAaC,OACVC,EACFR,

+BAA+BC,GAEnC,OACEX,uBACIgB,EAAcE,EAA8BpT,GAChDkS,uBACIiB,EAAaC,EAA8BpT,IAInD,SAAg

BqT,cAAc9S,GAG5B,OAAOA,aAAiBwR,OAAYxR,EAAQ+S,QAAWC,WAAWhT,GAGpE,SAAgBiT,eACZC,E

AA0BvU,EAC1BwU,OAD2BC,OAASC,oBACpCF,MAII,IAKFG,EACAC,EACAnO,EACAoO,EACAzQ,EACAC

,EAVEP,EAAkByQ,EAAY1V,MAA7BmF,OAGD8Q,OAAiB9Q,EASvB,GAAI8Q,EAViBJ,EAAUD,EAUJ,CAEz

BE,EAAUD,EAGV,IAAMK,EAAYN,GAFlBG,EAAUxO,KAAK4O,KAAKL,EAAUG,IAG9BrO,EAAO,EACPoO

,EAAO,EACPzQ,EAAOgC,KAAKmG,MAAMwI,EAAY,GAC9B1Q,EAAOoQ,GAAWG,EAAUxQ,OACvB,CAC

LwQ,EAAUH,EAGV,IAAMQ,EAAWP,GAFjBC,EAAUvO,KAAK4O,KAAKP,EAAUK,IAG9BrO,EAAOL,KAA
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KmG,MAAM0I,EAAW,GAC7BJ,EAAOH,GAAWC,EAAUlO,GAC5BrC,EAAO,EACPC,EAAO,EAkBT,OAAQ6

Q,iBAfiBxV,KAAQ,WAE/B,IAAIyV,EAUJ,OAREA,EADEX,EACQY,MAASC,eACfC,QAAWf,EAAa,IAAKK,E

AASD,IAEhCS,MAASC,eAAed,GAAcK,EAASD,IAG5CY,MAASJ,IAAW/Q,EAAMC,IAAQoC,EAAMoO,IAAQ

,EAAG,OAK1CW,WAAYpR,EAAMC,IAAQoC,EAAMoO,KAG5D,SAAgBY,+BACZC,EACA1V,EACA8D,EA

CA6D,EACAgO,OAHCC,OAAmBC,OACnBC,OAAwBC,OACxBhM,OAAC3F,OAAMC,OAAO2R,OAACvP,O

AAMoO,OAExB,oBADEc,MACKjW,KAAQ,WACb,IAAIuW,EAAkCb,MAASC,eAAeK,GACzDI,EAAwBC,IAA

wB,GAMrD,OAJIJ,IACFM,EAAqB/T,QAAW+T,IAG3BC,2BACHD,GAAqBL,EAAmBC,KACtCzR,EAAMC,IA

AQoC,EAAMoO,OAI9B,SAAgBqB,2BACZhB,EACAlV,EACA8D,OADCqS,OAAgBC,OAChBzO,OAACvD,OA

AMC,OAAO0F,OAACtD,OAAMoO,OAExB,OAAOnV,KAAQ,WACb,IAAM2W,EAA4BhW,WAAc6U,GAChD,

OAAOpT,QAAWsT,MACbkB,cACGD,IACEjS,GAAQ+R,EAAiB/R,EAAOC,EAAO,GACvCoC,GAAQ2P,EAAg

B3P,EAAOoO,EAAO,IACrCzQ,EAAO+R,EAAiB,IACpBA,EAAiB/R,EAAOC,EAAO,IACnCoC,EAAO2P,EAAg

B,IAAQA,EAAgB3P,EAAOoO,EAAO,MAE/D,IAAKsB,EAAgBC,KAAkB,MAIpD,SAUgBG,eACZlV,EAAqBrB

,OAACyU,OAASC,OAE3B5Q,EAAkByO,aAAalR,GAA9B2C,OAAQC,OACTuS,EAAe9B,EAAUD,EAE3B9M,

GAA4B,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAApCvD,OAAMC,OAAMoC,OAAMoO,OAsBvB,OAvBe5Q,EAAQD,EAEVwS

,GAEXpS,EAAO,EACPC,EAAO,EACPoC,EAAOL,KAAKQ,MAAM,IAAO4P,EAAexS,EAASC,IACjD4Q,EAA

OzO,KAAKQ,MAAM,IAAO4P,EAAexS,EAASC,MAGjDG,EAAOgC,KAAKQ,MAAM,IAAQ,EAAM4P,EAAgB

vS,EAAQD,IACxDK,EAAO+B,KAAKQ,MAAM,IAAQ,EAAM4P,EAAgBvS,EAAQD,IACxDyC,EAAO,EACPo

O,EAAO,IAUDM,QAPqBzV,KAAQ,WACnC,IAAI6U,EAAcJ,cAAc9S,GAGhC,OAFAkT,EAAcgB,MAAShB,IA

AenQ,EAAMC,IAAQoC,EAAMoO,IAAQ,EAAG,KAE9DO,MAASC,eAAed,GAAcE,EAASC,MAGvC3Q,SAAU

0S,IAAKrS,EAAMsS,KAAMjQ,EAAMkQ,MAAO9B,EAAM+B,OAAQvS,IAGzE,SAAsBwS,kBAAkBC,sFAEtC,

SAAOpL,QAAQC,IAAImL,EAAQlV,IAAI,SAAA8T,GAAU,OAAAA,EAAOqB,iBAGlD,SAAgBC,UACZnR,EA

AYc,EAAgBD,EAAgBuQ,EAC5CC,GACF,oBAF8CD,kBAC5CC,MAEA/Q,MAAON,EAAKM,MACZD,UAAW

L,EAAKK,UAAUtE,IAAI,SAAC5B,OAACmG,UAAOxB,SAAM0B,aAAc,OAC3BF,QACAxB,OACA0B,UACE9

B,EAAG8B,EAAS9B,EAAImC,EAASwQ,EACzBrV,EAAGwE,EAASxE,EAAI8E,EAASsQ,OAM/D,SAAgBE,W

ACZ1P,EAAed,EAAgBD,EAAgBuQ,EAAaC,GAC9D,oBADiDD,kBAAaC,KAC/C,IAAXxQ,GAA2B,IAAXC,GA

A4B,IAAZsQ,GAA6B,IAAZC,EAC5CzP,EAEFA,EAAM7F,IAAI,SAAAiE,GAAQ,OAAAmR,UAAUnR,EAAMc

,EAAQD,EAAQuQ,EAASC,KAGpE,SAAgBE,mBAAmBvR,EAAYwR,GAC7C,OACElR,MAAON,EAAKM,MA

CZD,UAAWL,EAAKK,UAAUtE,IACtB,SAAC5B,OAACmG,UAAOxB,SAAM0B,aAAc,OAC3BF,QACAxB,OA

CA0B,UAAW9B,EAAG8S,EAAa,EAAIhR,EAAS9B,EAAG1C,EAAGwE,EAASxE,OAKjE,SAAgByV,oBAAoB7

P,EAAe4P,GACjD,OAAIA,GAAc,EACT5P,EAEFA,EAAM7F,IAAI,SAAAiE,GAAQ,OAAAuR,mBAAmBvR,EA

AMwR,KAGpD,SAAgBE,kBACZ9P,EAAezH,EACf8D,EACAC,EAAkByQ,OAFFxQ,OAAQC,OACvBuT,OAAu

BC,OAOpBC,EACFP,WAAW1P,GALVzD,EAASD,EAAQ0S,IAAM1S,EAAQ6S,WAE/B3S,EAAQF,EAAQ2S,K

AAO3S,EAAQ4S,UAGG5S,EAAQ0S,KAAM1S,EAAQ2S,MAE7D,OAAIlC,EACK8C,oBAAoBI,EAAazT,GAEj

CyT,MC5TLC,0BAA2B,EAC3BC,0BAA2B,EAoD3BC,qBACJC,aAAc,cACdhX,aAAc,GACdyQ,WAAY,EACZG

,WAAY,KAGRqG,oBAA6C,cAAe,YAC5DC,cACJC,aAAgB,EAAG,GAAI,IACvBC,UAAa,GAAI,KAEbC,kBAC

JF,aAAgB,GAAM,IAAM,GAC5BC,UAAa,IAETE,mBAA0C,EAAG,EAAG,GAEtD,SAASC,oBAAoBC,GAM3B,

GAH2B,OAF3BA,EAASA,GAAUT,qBAERC,eACTQ,EAAOR,aAAe,eAEpBC,mBAAmBQ,QAAQD,EAAOR,cA

AgB,EACpD,MAAM,IAAI5F,MACN,wBAAwBoG,EAAOR,mCACXC,oBAK1B,GAH2B,MAAvBO,EAAOxX,e

ACTwX,EAAOxX,aAAe,IAEpBkX,aAAaM,EAAOR,cAAcS,QAAQD,EAAOxX,cAAgB,EACnE,MAAM,IAAIoR

,MACN,wBAAwBoG,EAAOxX,mCACXkX,aAAaM,EAAOR,mCACpBQ,EAAOR,kBAMjC,GAHyB,MAArBQ,E

AAO5G,aACT4G,EAAO5G,WAAa,GAElByG,iBAAiBG,EAAOR,cAAcS,QAAQD,EAAO5G,YAAc,EACrE,MA

AM,IAAIQ,MACN,sBAAsBoG,EAAO5G,iCACTyG,iBAAiBG,EAAOR,mCACxBQ,EAAOR,kBAMjC,GAHyB,

MAArBQ,EAAO/G,aACT+G,EAAO/G,WAAa,GAElB6G,kBAAkBG,QAAQD,EAAO/G,YAAc,EACjD,MAAM,I

AAIW,MACN,sBAAsBoG,EAAO/G,iCACT6G,uCACAE,EAAOR,kBAGjC,OAAOQ,EAkFT,IAAaE,yBACXhE,g

BAAgB,EAChBb,mBAAoB,SACpB8E,sBAAuB,GACvBC,cAAe,GACf3K,eAAgB,GAChBgD,UAAW,IAGA4H,

wCAEPnE,gBAAgB,EAChBb,mBAAoB,SACpB8E,sBAAuB,GACvBC,cAAe,GACf3K,eAAgB,GAChBgD,UAA

W,GACX/F,iBAAkB,GAClB9D,YAAa,IAGnB,SAAS0R,8BAA8BN,GAC9B,IAAAG,EACHH,wBAD0BI,EAC1B

J,gBADyCvK,EACzCuK,iBADyDvH,EACzDuH,YAEJ,GAAIG,EAAwB,GAAOA,EAAwB,EACzD,MAAM,IAAI
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vG,MACN,yBAAyBuG,qCAI/B,GAAIC,GAAiB,EACnB,MAAM,IAAIxG,MACN,yBAAyBwG,qBAI/B,GAAI3K,

EAAiB,GAAOA,EAAiB,EAC3C,MAAM,IAAImE,MACN,0BAA0BnE,qCAIhC,GAAIgD,GAAa,EACf,MAAM,I

AAImB,MAAM,qBAAqBnB,OAIzC,SAAS8H,2CACLP,GAEA,IAAAG,EAMEH,wBALFI,EAKEJ,gBAJFvK,EAI

EuK,iBAHFvH,EAGEuH,YAFFtN,EAEEsN,mBADFpR,EACEoR,cAEJ,GAAIG,EAAwB,GAAOA,EAAwB,EAC

zD,MAAM,IAAIvG,MACN,yBAAyBuG,qCAI/B,GAAIC,GAAiB,EACnB,MAAM,IAAIxG,MACN,yBAAyBwG,

qBAI/B,GAAI3K,EAAiB,GAAOA,EAAiB,EAC3C,MAAM,IAAImE,MACN,0BAA0BnE,qCAIhC,GAAIgD,GAA

a,EACf,MAAM,IAAImB,MAAM,qBAAqBnB,OAGvC,GAAI/F,EAAmB,GAAKA,EAAmB,EAC7C,MAAM,IAAI

kH,MACN,4BAA4BlH,oCAIlC,GAAI9D,GAAe,GAAKA,EAAc,GACpC,MAAM,IAAIgL,MACN,uBAAuBhL,iC

AK/B,uBAGE,WAAY4R,GACV/X,KAAKgY,UAAYD,EA+oBrB,OA5oBUE,yCAAR,SAAqC3X,GAO7B,IAAAr

B,EAMFe,KAAKgY,UAAUpX,QAAQN,GAC3B,OACE4X,6BACAhX,8BACAG,kBACAC,kCACAC,oCAII0W,

gDAAR,SAA4C3X,GAQpC,IAAArB,EAOFe,KAAKgY,UAAUpX,QAAQN,GAC3B,OACE4X,6BACAC,iCACAj

X,8BACAG,kBACAC,kCACAC,oCAII0W,6DAAR,SAAyD3X,GAUjD,IAAArB,EAQFe,KAAKgY,UAAUpX,QA

AQN,GAC3B,OACE4X,6BACAxW,0BACAR,8BACAG,kBACAC,kCACAC,kCACAE,8BAuCJwW,oCAAA,SA

CI3X,EAAqBsS,EACrB8E,GAFJ,wBAEIA,MASI,IAAAzY,EAAkBuS,aAAalR,GAA9B2C,OAAQC,OACTkV,EA

AmCpF,gCACrCJ,EAAoB5S,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,cAAekD,EAAQC,IACxDH,EACFyS,eAAelV,EAAO8X,GADn

BhE,YAASpR,YAGV4D,EAMFjI,KAAQ,WACJ,IAAAM,EAMFuB,EAAK6X,6BAA6BjE,GALpC8D,kBACAhX,

kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBAGIwB,EAAgCqR,EAAQtW,MAAvCwa,OAAeC,OAEhBC,EAAsB9D,+BACxB

wD,GAAgBjV,EAAQC,IAASoV,EAAeC,KAC9CvV,EAAQ0S,IAAK1S,EAAQ6S,SAAU7S,EAAQ2S,KAAM3S,

EAAQ4S,QACvDgB,0BAEJ,OACEpV,aAAchD,aACVuC,QAAWyX,GAAsBd,GACrCxW,gBACAG,UACAC,kB

ACAC,qBA3BFC,iBACAN,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBA2BF,OADA6S,EAAQxS,WAENJ,eACAN,gBACA

G,UACAC,kBACAC,kBACAyB,UACAoV,qCA6BEH,0BAAN,SACI3X,EACAiX,uBAAAA,sKAoBa,OAhBfM,8

BAFAN,uBAAaE,yBAA4BF,IAInCtY,EASFe,KAAKyY,wBACDnY,EAAOiX,EAAO3E,mBAAoB2E,EAAOG,u

BAT/ClW,iBACAN,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBACAyB,YACAoV,qCAKIrV,EAAkBvB,EAAa1D,MAA9Bm

F,OAAQC,UAEM1B,EAAaqJ,eAGZ,OAHhBvI,EAASsE,SACfpF,EAAaI,aAEekU,mBACvB5U,EAAeG,EAASC,

EAAiBC,YAkB9C,OAnBMmX,EAAgB9R,SAEf+R,EACHD,KADcE,EACdF,KAD0BG,EAC1BH,KAD+CI,EAC/

CJ,KAOJhS,EAAQ8P,kBALJ9P,EAAQiJ,oBACRgJ,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAqBC,EAC5C9Y,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,

aAAcwX,EAAOI,cACpCJ,EAAOvK,eAAgBuK,EAAOvH,YAGtB/M,EAAQC,GAAQkV,EAAkCpV,EAC1D6T,0

BAEJ3V,EAAcU,UACdP,EAAQO,UACRN,EAAgBM,UAChBL,EAAgBK,cAERqB,SAAQC,QAAO2H,KAAMvI

,EAAQyW,SAAUrS,UA0B3CuR,+BAAN,SACI3X,EACAiX,uBAAAA,kMAwDoB,OApDtBO,2CADAP,uBAAa

K,wCAA2CL,IAElDtY,EAAkBuS,aAAalR,GAA9B2C,OAAQC,OACTkV,EAAmCpF,gCACrCuE,EAAO3E,mBA

AoB5S,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,cACzCkD,EAAQC,IAEPH,EACFyS,eAAelV,EAAO8X,GADnBhE,YAASpR,YAEV

4D,EAOFjI,KAAQ,WACJ,IAaFqa,EAbE/Z,EAOFuB,EAAKyY,iDAAiD7E,GANxD8D,kBACAxW,gBACAR,kB

ACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBAEIiX,EAAsB9D,+BACxBwD,GAAgBjV,EAAQC,GAAQkV,IAC9BpV,EAAQ0S,I

AAK1S,EAAQ6S,SAAU7S,EAAQ2S,KAAM3S,EAAQ4S,QACvDgB,0BAeJ,OANEoC,EAAoBtX,GAOpBF,aAJ

mBhD,aACjBuC,QAAWyX,GAAsBjB,EAAOG,uBAI1ChW,YAAasX,EACbE,iBAAkBhY,EAClBiY,WAAY9X,E

ACZ+X,mBAAoB9X,EACpB+X,mBAAoB9X,KAvCtBC,iBACAE,gBACAwX,qBACAC,eACAC,uBACAC,0BAs

C0BvD,mBACvBoD,EAAkBC,EAAYC,EAAoBC,YAajC,OAdhBX,EAAgB1P,SAEf2P,EACHD,KADcE,EACdF,

KAD0BG,EAC1BH,KAD+CI,EAC/CJ,KAOJhS,EAAQ8P,kBALJ9P,EAAQiJ,oBACRgJ,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAq

BC,EAC5C9Y,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,aAAcwX,EAAOI,cACpCJ,EAAOvK,eAAgBuK,EAAOvH,YAGtB/M,EAAQC

,GAAQkV,EAAkCpV,EAC1D6T,6BAEwB9M,0BACxBvI,EAAcE,EAAagF,EAAOzD,EAAQC,EAC1ClD,KAAK

gY,UAAUjY,aAAcqY,EAAkCpV,EAC/DuU,EAAOvK,eAAgBuK,EAAOpR,YAAaoR,EAAOtN,iBAClDsN,EAA

OI,uBAUX,OAdM2B,EAAgBtQ,SAMtBoL,EAAQxS,UACRJ,EAAaI,UACbF,EAAYE,UACZsX,EAAiBtX,UACj

BuX,EAAWvX,UACXwX,EAAmBxX,UACnByX,EAAmBzX,aAEZ0X,SAuCTrB,yCAAA,SACI3X,EAAqBsS,E

ACrB8E,GAFJ,wBAEIA,MASI,IAAAzY,EAAkBuS,aAAalR,GAA9B2C,OAAQC,OACTkV,EAAmCpF,gCACrCJ

,EAAoB5S,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,cAAekD,EAAQC,IACxDH,EAGFyS,eAAelV,EAAO8X,GAFxBhE,YACApR,YA

GI4D,EAMFjI,KAAQ,WACJ,IAAAM,EAOFuB,EAAK+Y,oCAAoCnF,GAN3C8D,kBACAC,sBACAjX,kBACAG

,YACAC,oBACAC,oBAGIwB,EAAgCqR,EAAQtW,MAAvCwa,OAAeC,OAEhBC,EAAsB9D,+BACxBwD,GAA

gBjV,EAAQC,IAASoV,EAAeC,KAC9CvV,EAAQ0S,IAAK1S,EAAQ6S,SAAU7S,EAAQ2S,KAAM3S,EAAQ4S,
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QACvDgB,0BAEE4C,EAAyB9E,+BAC3ByD,GAAoBlV,EAAQC,IAASoV,EAAeC,KAClDvV,EAAQ0S,IAAK1

S,EAAQ6S,SAAU7S,EAAQ2S,KAAM3S,EAAQ4S,QACvDgB,0BAGJ,OACEzL,iBACIpM,uBAHFP,aAAauC,Q

AAWyX,GAAsBd,GAGP8B,GACzCtY,gBACAG,UACAC,kBACAC,qBAlCF4J,qBACAjK,kBACAG,YACAC,o

BACAC,oBAkCF,OADA6S,EAAQxS,WAENuJ,mBACAjK,gBACAG,UACAC,kBACAC,kBACAyB,UACAoV,q

CA8BEH,+BAAN,SACI3X,EACAiX,uBAAAA,sKAkBW,OAdbM,8BAFAN,uBAAaE,yBAA4BF,IAGnCtY,EAS

Fe,KAAKyZ,6BACDnZ,EAAOiX,EAAO3E,mBAAoB2E,EAAOG,uBAT/CvM,qBACAjK,kBACAG,YACAC,oB

ACAC,oBACAyB,YACAoV,qCAKIrV,EAAkBoI,EAAiBrN,MAAlCmF,OAAQC,UACIiI,EAAiBN,eAGd,OAHh

BA,EAAOjE,SACbuE,EAAiBvJ,aAEWkU,mBACvB5U,EAAeG,EAASC,EAAiBC,YAkB9C,OAnBMmX,EAAgB

9R,SAEf+R,EACHD,KADcE,EACdF,KAD0BG,EAC1BH,KAD+CI,EAC/CJ,KAOJhS,EAAQ8P,kBALJ9P,EAAQi

J,oBACRgJ,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAqBC,EAC5C9Y,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,aAAcwX,EAAOI,cACpCJ,EAAOvK,eA

AgBuK,EAAOvH,YAGtB/M,EAAQC,GAAQkV,EAAkCpV,EAC1D6T,0BAEJ3V,EAAcU,UACdP,EAAQO,UAC

RN,EAAgBM,UAChBL,EAAgBK,cAERqB,SAAQC,QAAO2H,OAAMkO,SAAUrS,UA0BnCuR,oCAAN,SACI3

X,EACAiX,uBAAAA,oMA0DoB,OAtDtBO,2CAFAP,uBAAaK,wCAA2CL,IAGlDtY,EAAkBuS,aAAalR,GAA9B

2C,OAAQC,OACTkV,EAAmCpF,gCACrCuE,EAAO3E,mBAAoB5S,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,cACzCkD,EAAQC,IA

CPH,EACFyS,eAAelV,EAAO8X,GADnBhE,YAASpR,YAEV4D,EAQFjI,KAAQ,WACJ,IAAAM,EAQFuB,EAA

KyY,iDAAiD7E,GAPxD8D,kBACAxW,gBACAR,kBACAG,YACAC,oBACAC,oBACAE,iBAII+W,EAAsB9D,+

BACxBwD,GAAgBjV,EAAQC,GAAQkV,IAC9BpV,EAAQ0S,IAAK1S,EAAQ6S,SAAU7S,EAAQ2S,KAAM3S,

EAAQ4S,QACvDgB,0BAGE8C,EAA+BhF,+BACjCjT,GAAewB,EAAQC,GAAQkV,IAC7BpV,EAAQ0S,IAAK1

S,EAAQ6S,SAAU7S,EAAQ2S,KAAM3S,EAAQ4S,QACvDgB,0BAEEoC,EAAoBtX,EAK1B,OACEF,aALmBhD

,aACnBuC,QAAWyX,GAAsBjB,EAAOG,uBAKxChW,YAAasX,EACbE,iBAAkBhY,EAClBiY,WAAY9X,EACZ

+X,mBAAoB9X,EACpB+X,mBAAoB9X,EACpB4J,iBAREtL,2BAA2B6Z,MAlC/BlY,iBACAE,gBACAwX,qBA

CAC,eACAC,uBACAC,uBACAlO,wBAwC0B2K,mBACvBoD,EAAkBC,EAAYC,EAAoBC,YAajC,OAdhBX,EA

AgB1P,SAEf2P,EACHD,KADcE,EACdF,KAD0BG,EAC1BH,KAD+CI,EAC/CJ,KAOJhS,EAAQ8P,kBALJ9P,EA

AQiJ,oBACRgJ,EAAWC,EAAYC,EAAqBC,EAC5C9Y,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,aAAcwX,EAAOI,cACpCJ,EAAOvK

,eAAgBuK,EAAOvH,YAGtB/M,EAAQC,GAAQkV,EAAkCpV,EAC1D6T,6BAEwB3L,8BACxB1J,EAAcE,EAA

ayJ,EAAkBzE,EAAOzD,EAAQC,EAC5DlD,KAAKgY,UAAUjY,aAAcqY,EAAkCpV,EAC/DuU,EAAOvK,eAAg

BuK,EAAOpR,YAAaoR,EAAOtN,iBAClDsN,EAAOI,uBAWX,OAfM2B,EAAgBtQ,SAMtBoL,EAAQxS,UACRJ,

EAAaI,UACbF,EAAYE,UACZsX,EAAiBtX,UACjBuX,EAAWvX,UACXwX,EAAmBxX,UACnByX,EAAmBzX,

UACnBuJ,EAAiBvJ,aAEV0X,SAGFrB,oBAAP,WACEjY,KAAKgY,UAAUpW,gBAOnB,SAAe+X,cAAcpC,6HA

I3B,GAHMxX,EAAewX,EAAOxX,aACtByQ,EAAa+G,EAAO/G,WACpBG,EAAa4G,EAAO5G,WAChB,MAAN

iJ,GACF,MAAM,IAAIzI,MACN,kJAMa,OADb0I,EAAMnJ,oBAAoB3Q,EAAc4Q,EAAYH,MACjCsJ,eAAsBvC,

EAAOwC,UAAYF,WAElE,OAFMG,EAAa/a,SACbgb,EAAY,IAAInY,UAAUkY,EAAYja,MACrC,IAAIkY,QAA

QgC,SAMrB,SAAeC,WAAW3C,2HAGxB,GAFMxX,EAAewX,EAAOxX,aACtByQ,EAAa+G,EAAO/G,WAChB,

MAANoJ,GACF,MAAM,IAAIzI,MACN,kJAMa,OADb0I,EAAMtJ,mBAAmBxQ,EAAcyQ,MACpBsJ,eAAsBvC,

EAAOwC,UAAYF,WAElE,OAFMG,EAAa/a,SACbkb,EAAS,IAAI/J,OAAO4J,EAAYja,MAC/B,IAAIkY,QAAQk

C,SAerB,SAAsBC,KAAK7C,uBAAAA,mGAGzB,MAA4B,cAD5BA,EAASD,oBAAoBC,IAClBR,gBACFmD,W

AAW3C,IACe,gBAAxBA,EAAOR,gBACT4C,cAAcpC,OAEd,UC9/BX,SAAgB8C,QACZC,EACAjc,EACAkc,G

AOF,IANA,IAAMC,EAAMF,EAAOG,WAAW,MAE1BC,EAAM,EAEJC,EAAY,GAAK,EAAItV,KAAKuV,GAD

lB,EAAA,GAERC,EAAON,EAAO,EAAI,EAAI,EACnBzZ,GAAKyZ,EAAMzZ,GAAKyZ,EAAMzZ,GAAK+Z,E

AClC,IAAK,IAAIrX,GAAK+W,EAAM/W,GAAK+W,EAAM/W,GAAKqX,EAAM,CAGxCH,GADIC,EAAYtV,

KAAKyV,MAAMtX,EAAIA,EAAI1C,EAAIA,OAI3C,IAASA,GAAKyZ,EAAMzZ,GAAKyZ,EAAMzZ,GAAK+

Z,EAClC,IAASrX,GAAK+W,EAAM/W,GAAK+W,EAAM/W,GAAKqX,EAClCL,EAAIO,YAAcJ,EACdtV,KAA

KyV,MAAMtX,EAAIA,EAAI1C,EAAIA,OAA4B4Z,EAAMH,EAC7DC,EAAIQ,UAAU3c,EAAOmF,EAAG1C,G

AG5B0Z,EAAIO,YAAc,ECzBpB,IAOME,qBAQN,SAASC,WACP,MAAQ,iCAAiCC,KAAKC,UAAUC,WAG1D,

SAASC,qBACLrc,EACA8D,EAAiDwY,EACjDC,OAFQC,UAAgBC,WAChBC,UAAgBC,WAE1B,GAAIH,IAA

WE,GAAUD,IAAYE,EACnC,MAAM,IAAIzK,MAAM,iCAAiCoK,qBAC7CE,MAAUC,OAAYF,qBAAwBG,MA

AUC,GAIhE,SAASC,qBAAqBvB,GAC5B,IAAME,EAAMF,EAAOG,WAAW,MAC9BD,EAAIsB,OAAO,EAAG,

GACdtB,EAAIuB,WAAWzB,EAAOpX,MAAO,GAG/B,SAAS8Y,oBACLxB,EACAnc,EACA4d,GACFzB,EAAI0
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B,yBAA2BD,EAC/BzB,EAAIQ,UAAU3c,EAAO,EAAG,GAG1B,SAAS8d,wBACP,GAAwB,oBAAbC,SACT,OA

AOA,SAASC,cAAc,UACzB,GAA+B,oBAApB3K,gBAChB,OAAO,IAAIA,gBAAgB,EAAG,GAE9B,MAAM,IA

AIP,MAAM,0CAIpB,SAASmL,6BAA6BlP,GAIpC,OAHK6N,kBAAkB7N,KACrB6N,kBAAkB7N,GAAM+O,yB

AEnBlB,kBAAkB7N,GAG3B,SAASmP,yBACLle,EAAkBme,EAAoBlC,GACjC,IAAArX,EAAiB5E,SAAT6E,EA

AS7E,QAClBmc,EAAMF,EAAOG,WAAW,MAC9BH,EAAOpX,MAAQA,EACfoX,EAAOrX,OAASA,EAChBu

X,EAAIiC,UAAU,EAAG,EAAGvZ,EAAOD,GAC3BuX,EAAIkC,OACAxB,WACFb,QAAQC,EAAQjc,EAAOme

,IAGtBhC,EAAYtQ,OAAS,QAAQsS,QAC9BhC,EAAIQ,UAAU3c,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG6E,EAAOD,IAEpCuX,E

AAImC,UAGN,SAASC,kCACLve,EAAkBme,EAClBK,GACF,IAAMvC,EAASgC,6BAA6BO,GAM5C,OALmB,I

AAfL,EACFM,oBAAoBze,EAAOic,GAE3BiC,yBAAyBle,EAAOme,EAAYlC,GAEvCA,EAGT,SAASwC,oBAA

oBze,EAAkBic,GACtC,IAAApX,EAAiB7E,QAAV4E,EAAU5E,SACxBic,EAAOpX,MAAQA,EACfoX,EAAOrX,

OAASA,EACJqX,EAAOG,WAAW,MAE1BO,UAAU3c,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG6E,EAAOD,GAKpC,SAAS8Z,wB

AAwB1e,EAAkBic,GACjDA,EAAOpX,MAAQ7E,EAAM6E,MACrBoX,EAAOrX,OAAS5E,EAAM4E,OACVqX,

EAAOG,WAAW,MAE1BuC,aAAa3e,EAAO,EAAG,GAG7B,SAAS4e,iCACL5e,EAAkB6e,GACpB,IAAM5C,EA

ASgC,6BAA6BY,GAG5C,OAFAH,wBAAwB1e,EAAOic,GAExBA,EAkCT,SAAgB6C,OACZC,EAEAC,EAMA

C,EAMAC,EAAqBC,GACvB,gBAbEH,GACEI,EAAG,EACHC,EAAG,EACH/Y,EAAG,EACHX,EAAG,iBAELs

Z,GACEG,EAAG,EACHC,EAAG,EACH/Y,EAAG,EACHX,EAAG,mBAELuZ,mBAAqBC,GAA2B,IAC9C5R,M

AAM+R,QAAQP,IACsB,IAApCA,EAAyBjb,OAC3B,OAAO,KAGT,IAAIyb,EAUE3e,GAHJ2e,EAHGhS,MAAM

+R,QAAQP,GAGeA,GAFCA,IAKmB,GAA/Cla,UAAOD,WACR4a,EAAQ,IAAIC,kBAAkB5a,EAAQD,EAAS,G

AErD,SAAS8a,EACLF,EAA0BG,EAAaC,EAAgB/a,EACvDgb,EAAgBC,gBAAAA,GAAgBV,EAAG,EAAGC,E

AAG,IAAK/Y,EAAG,IAAKX,EAAG,MAC3D,IAAK,IAAIxB,GAAK0b,EAAQ1b,GAAK0b,EAAQ1b,IACjC,IAA

K,IAAIqF,GAAKqW,EAAQrW,GAAKqW,EAAQrW,IACjC,GAAU,IAANrF,GAAiB,IAANqF,EAAS,CACtB,IA

AMC,GAAKkW,EAAMxb,GAAKU,GAAS+a,EAASpW,GACxCgW,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKqW,EAAMV,

EACzBI,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKqW,EAAMT,EACzBG,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKqW,EAAMxZ,EACz

BkZ,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKqW,EAAMna,GAMjC,SAASoa,EACLC,EACAL,EACAC,EACA/a,EACAsa,E

ACAU,gBADAV,GAA2B,iBAC3BU,KAGF,IADA,IAAII,EAAyB,EACpB9b,GAAK0b,EAAQ1b,GAAK0b,EAA

Q1b,IACjC,mBAASqF,GACP,GAAU,IAANrF,GAAiB,IAANqF,EAAS,CACtB,IAAM0W,GAAKP,EAAMxb,GA

AKU,GAAS+a,EAASpW,GACnC2V,EAAclO,KAAK,SAAAlC,GAAM,OAAAA,IAAOiR,EAAiBE,OACpDD,GA

A0B,KAJvBzW,GAAKqW,EAAQrW,GAAKqW,EAAQrW,MAA1BA,GASX,OAAOyW,EAAyB,EAGlC,IAAK,I

AAI9b,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIS,EAAQT,GAAK,EAC/B,mBAASqF,GACP,IAAMC,EAAItF,EAAIU,EAAQ2E,EAC

tBgW,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKwV,EAAWG,EAC9BI,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKwV,EAAWI,EAC9BG,E

AAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKwV,EAAW3Y,EAC9BkZ,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKwV,EAAWtZ,EAC9B,mBA

ASmD,GACP,GAAIqW,EAAclO,KACV,SAAAlC,GAAM,OAAAA,IAAOwQ,EAA8BzW,GAAG0D,KAAK/C,K

AAK,CAC9D+V,EAAM,EAAI/V,GAAKuV,EAAWI,EAC1BI,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKuV,EAAWK,EAC9B

G,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKuV,EAAW1Y,EAC9BkZ,EAAM,EAAI/V,EAAI,GAAKuV,EAAWrZ,EAC9B,IA

AMwa,EAAaJ,EACfR,EAA8BzW,GAAG0D,KAAMrI,EAAGqF,EAAG3E,EAC7Csa,GACAD,GAAe/a,EAAI,GA

AK,GAAKA,EAAI,EAAIS,GAAU4E,EAAI,GAAK,GACxDA,EAAI,EAAI3E,GAASsb,GACnBT,EAAWF,EAAO

rb,EAAGqF,EAAG3E,EAAO,KAZ5BiE,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIyW,EAA8Bzb,OAAQgF,MAAjDA,IANFU,EAAI,E

AAGA,EAAI3E,EAAO2E,GAAK,IAAvBA,GAyBX,OAAO,IAAI+J,UAAUiM,EAAO3a,EAAOD,GAGrC,IAAM

wb,sBACH,IAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,MACzD,IAAK,GAAI,

MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAAK,GAAI,KAAO,IAAK,IAAK,KAC1D,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,IAAK,IAAK,KAA

M,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,IAAK,IAAK,KAC1D,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,GAAI,IAAK,KAAO,GA

AI,IAAK,MACzD,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MACzD,GAAI,I

AAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,IAAK,MAAO,GAAI,GAAI,MAoB3D,SAAgBC,kBACZvT,EACAwT,G

AEF,gBAFEA,uBAEE/S,MAAM+R,QAAQxS,IAAiD,IAA5BA,EAAiBhJ,OACtD,OAAO,KAYT,IATA,IAAIyc,E

AME3f,GAFJ2f,EAHGhT,MAAM+R,QAAQxS,GAGaA,GAFCA,IAImB,GAA7CjI,UAAOD,WACR4a,EAAQ,IA

AIC,kBAAkB5a,EAAQD,EAAS,GAE5CT,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIS,EAASC,IAASV,EAAG,CAEvC,IAAMqF,EAA

Q,EAAJrF,EACVqb,EAAMhW,EAAI,GAAK,IACfgW,EAAMhW,EAAI,GAAK,IACfgW,EAAMhW,EAAI,GAA

K,IACfgW,EAAMhW,EAAI,GAAK,IACf,IAAK,IAAIV,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIyX,EAA4Bzc,OAAQgF,IAAK,CA
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C3D,IAAM0X,EAASD,EAA4BzX,GAAG0D,KAAKrI,GACnD,IAAgB,IAAZqc,EAAe,CACjB,IAAMV,EAAQQ,

EAAWE,GACzB,IAAKV,EACH,MAAM,IAAIhN,MAAM,uCAAuC0N,GAEzDhB,EAAMhW,EAAI,GAAKsW,E

AAM,GACrBN,EAAMhW,EAAI,GAAKsW,EAAM,GACrBN,EAAMhW,EAAI,GAAKsW,EAAM,GACrBN,EAA

MhW,EAAI,GAAK,MAIrB,OAAO,IAAI+J,UAAUiM,EAAO3a,EAAOD,GAGrC,IAAM6b,cACJC,QAAS,UACT

C,YAAa,eACb1gB,KAAM,OACN2gB,eAAgB,oBAuBlB,SAAgBC,SACZ5E,EAAgBjc,EAAkB8gB,EAClCC,EA

AmBC,EAAoB5L,gBAAvC2L,mBAAmBC,kBAAoB5L,MACnC,IAAAxU,EAAkBuS,aAAanT,GAA9B4E,OAAQ

C,OACfoX,EAAOpX,MAAQA,EACfoX,EAAOrX,OAASA,EAEhB,IAAMuX,EAAMF,EAAOG,WAAW,MAS9B

,GARAD,EAAIkC,OACAjJ,GACFoI,qBAAqBvB,GAGvBE,EAAIQ,UAAU3c,EAAO,EAAG,GAExBmc,EAAIO,

YAAcqE,EACdD,EAAW,CACb7D,sBAAsBpY,QAAOD,UAASkc,EAAW,QAAS,QAE1D,IAEMH,EAAcpC,kCA

FPK,iCAAiCkC,EAAWL,aAAaxgB,MAG5D+gB,EAAgBP,aAAaE,aACvCxE,EAAIQ,UAAUgE,EAAa,EAAG,EA

AG9b,EAAOD,GAE1CuX,EAAImC,UAyBN,SAAgB2C,kBACZhF,EAAgBjc,EAAkB8gB,EAClCC,EAAmBC,E

AAoB5L,EACvC8L,gBADAH,mBAAmBC,kBAAoB5L,mBACvC8L,MACI,IAAAtgB,EAAkBuS,aAAanT,GAA9

B4E,OACPqY,sBAAsBpY,WAAOD,UAASkc,EAAW,QAAS,QAE1D,IACMH,EAAcpC,kCADPK,iCAAiCkC,EA

AWL,aAAaxgB,MAE5D+gB,EAAgBP,aAAaE,aAEvC1E,EAAOpX,MAAQ8b,EAAY9b,MAC3BoX,EAAOrX,OA

AS+b,EAAY/b,OAE5B,IAAMuX,EAAMF,EAAOG,WAAW,MAC9BD,EAAIkC,OACAjJ,GACFoI,qBAAqBvB,G

AGvB,IAAMkF,EACFlD,6BAA6BwC,aAAaG,gBACxCQ,EAAqBD,EAAgB/E,WAAW,MACtD+E,EAAgBtc,MA

AQ8b,EAAY9b,OAAS,EAAMqc,GACnDC,EAAgBvc,OAAS+b,EAAY/b,QAAU,EAAMsc,GACrDE,EAAmBzE,

UACfgE,EAAa,EAAG,EAAGA,EAAY9b,MAAO8b,EAAY/b,OAAQ,EAAG,EAC7Duc,EAAgBtc,MAAOsc,EAA

gBvc,QAC3CuX,EAAIkF,uBAAwB,EAC5BlF,EAAIQ,UACAwE,EAAiB,EAAG,EAAGA,EAAgBtc,MAAOsc,EA

AgBvc,OAAQ,EACtE,EAAGqX,EAAOpX,MAAOoX,EAAOrX,QAG5B,IAAK,IAAIT,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIgd,E

AAgBtc,MAAOV,IACzCgY,EAAImF,YACJnF,EAAIoF,YAAc,UAClBpF,EAAIqF,OAAON,EAAiB/c,EAAG,GA

C/BgY,EAAIsF,OAAOP,EAAiB/c,EAAG8X,EAAOrX,QACtCuX,EAAIuF,SAKN,IAASvd,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIg

d,EAAgBvc,OAAQT,IAC1CgY,EAAImF,YACJnF,EAAIoF,YAAc,UAClBpF,EAAIqF,OAAO,EAAGN,EAAiB/c,

GAC/BgY,EAAIsF,OAAOxF,EAAOpX,MAAOqc,EAAiB/c,GAC1CgY,EAAIuF,SAGNvF,EAAIO,YAAc,EAAM

qE,EACxB5E,EAAIQ,UAAU3c,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG2gB,EAAY9b,MAAO8b,EAAY/b,QAC1DuX,EAAImC,UA

GN,SAASqD,iBACLC,EACAC,GACF,IAIMC,EACFlD,iCALwBE,OACxB8C,GAA0BxC,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG

,EAAG/Y,EAAG,EAAGX,EAAG,MAC9CyZ,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,EAAG/Y,EAAG,EAAGX,EAAG,IAGgC8a,

aAAaxgB,MACvE,OAAuB,IAAnB4hB,EACKC,EAEAvD,kCACHuD,EAAgBD,EAAgBpB,aAAaE,aAwBrD,SAA

gBoB,gBACZ9F,EAAgBjc,EAChB4hB,EACAI,EAA0BH,EAAoBzM,gBAA9C4M,kBAA0BH,kBAAoBzM,MAC

hD,IAAM6M,EAAe1D,kCACjBve,EAAOgiB,EAAsBvB,aAAaC,SAC9CzE,EAAOpX,MAAQod,EAAapd,MAC5

BoX,EAAOrX,OAASqd,EAAard,OAE7B,IAAMuX,EAAMF,EAAOG,WAAW,MAE9B,GAAI7O,MAAM+R,QA

AQsC,IACqB,IAAnCA,EAAwB9d,OAC1BqY,EAAIQ,UAAUsF,EAAc,EAAG,OAFjC,CAMA,IAAMC,EAAaP,iB

AAiBC,EAAyBC,GAE7D1F,EAAIkC,OACAjJ,GACFoI,qBAAqBvB,GAGjB,IAAArb,EAAkBuS,aAAanT,GAA9

B4E,OAAQC,OACfsX,EAAIQ,UAAU3c,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG6E,EAAOD,GAMlC+Y,oBAAoBxB,EAAK+F,EA

AY,kBAMrCvE,oBAAoBxB,EAAK8F,EAAc,oBACvC9F,EAAImC,WAGN,SAAS6D,mBACL5B,EACA6B,EAA

6BP,GAC/B,IAIMC,EACFlD,iCALwBE,OACxByB,GAA8BnB,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,EAAG/Y,EAAG,EAAGX

,EAAG,IAClDyZ,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,EAAG/Y,EAAG,EAAGX,EAAG,MAAM,EAAMyc,GAGoB3B,aAAaxg

B,MACvE,OAAuB,IAAnB4hB,EACKC,EAEAvD,kCACHuD,EAAgBD,EAAgBpB,aAAaE,aA2BrD,SAAgB0B,a

ACZpG,EAAgBjc,EAChB8M,EACAwV,EAA4BN,EAA0BH,EACtDzM,gBADAkN,GAAqB,EAAG,iBAAIN,kB

AA0BH,kBACtDzM,MACF,IAAM6M,EAAe1D,kCACjBve,EAAOgiB,EAAsBvB,aAAaC,SAC9CzE,EAAOpX,M

AAQod,EAAapd,MAC5BoX,EAAOrX,OAASqd,EAAard,OAE7B,IAAMuX,EAAMF,EAAOG,WAAW,MAE9B,G

AAI7O,MAAM+R,QAAQxS,IAAiD,IAA5BA,EAAiBhJ,OACtDqY,EAAIQ,UAAUsF,EAAc,EAAG,OADjC,CAI

A,IAAMM,EACFJ,mBAAmBrV,EAAkBwV,EAAmBT,GAE5D1F,EAAIkC,OACAjJ,GACFoI,qBAAqBvB,GAGj

B,IAAArb,EAAkBuS,aAAanT,GAA9B4E,OAAQC,OACfsX,EAAIQ,UAAU3c,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG6E,EAAOD,

GAMlC+Y,oBAAoBxB,EAAKoG,EAAc,kBAMvC5E,oBAAoBxB,EAAK8F,EAAc,oBACvC9F,EAAImC,WC7lB

N,IAAakE,eACX,YACA,aACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,YACA,aAC

A,cACA,aACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,YACA,cCvCIC,QAAU"}
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-pix/dist/body-

pix.esm.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"file":"body-

pix.js","sources":["../src/decode_part_map.ts","../src/base_model.ts","../src/mobilenet.ts","../src/keypoints.ts","../src/

multi_person/util.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_masks_cpu.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_mas

ks_webgl.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_instance_masks.ts","../src/multi_person/max_heap.ts","../src/multi_person

/build_part_with_score_queue.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_pose.ts","../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_poses.t

s","../src/resnet.ts","../src/saved_models.ts","../src/util.ts","../src/body_pix_model.ts","../src/blur.ts","../src/output_re

ndering_util.ts","../src/part_channels.ts","../src/version.ts","../src/index.ts"],"sourcesContent":["/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the part heatmap output and

generates a 2d one-hot\n * tensor with ones where the part's score has the maximum value.\n *\n * @param

partHeatmapScores\n */\nfunction toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor2D {\n

const numParts = partHeatmapScores.shape[2];\n  const partMapLocations = tf.argMax(partHeatmapScores, 2);\n\n

const partMapFlattened = tf.reshape(partMapLocations, [-1]);\n\n  return tf.oneHot(partMapFlattened, numParts) as

tf.Tensor2D;\n}\n\nfunction clipByMask2d(image: tf.Tensor2D, mask: tf.Tensor2D): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return

tf.mul(image, mask);\n}\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the segmentation output, and generates a segmentation\n *

mask with a 1 or 0 at each pixel where there is a person or not a person. The\n * segmentation threshold determines

the threshold of a score for a pixel for it\n * to be considered part of a person.\n * @param segmentScores A 3d-

tensor of the sigmoid of the segmentation output.\n * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that

segmentation values must have\n * to be considered part of the person.  Affects the generation of the\n *

segmentation mask and the clipping of the colored part image.\n *\n * @returns A segmentation mask with a 1 or 0

at each pixel where there is a\n * person or not a person.\n */\nexport function toMaskTensor(\n    segmentScores:

tf.Tensor2D, threshold: number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () =>\n          (tf.cast(tf.greater(\n

segmentScores, tf.scalar(threshold)), 'int32') as tf.Tensor2D));\n}\n\n/**\n * Takes the sigmoid of the person and

part map output, and returns a 2d tensor\n * of an image with the corresponding value at each pixel corresponding to

the\n * part with the highest value. These part ids are clipped by the segmentation\n * mask. Wherever the a pixel is

clipped by the segmentation mask, its value\n * will set to -1, indicating that there is no part in that pixel.\n *

@param segmentScores A 3d-tensor of the sigmoid of the segmentation output.\n * @param partHeatmapScores A

3d-tensor of the sigmoid of the part heatmap\n * output. The third dimension corresponds to the part.\n *\n *

@returns A 2d tensor of an image with the corresponding value at each pixel\n * corresponding to the part with the

highest value. These part ids are clipped\n * by the segmentation mask.  It will have values of -1 for pixels that are\n

* outside of the body and do not have a corresponding part.\n */\nexport function decodePartSegmentation(\n

segmentationMask: tf.Tensor2D,\n    partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor2D {\n  const [partMapHeight,

partMapWidth, numParts] = partHeatmapScores.shape;\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const flattenedMap =

toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores);\n    const partNumbers = tf.expandDims(tf.range(0, numParts, 1,

'int32'), 1);\n\n    const partMapFlattened =\n        tf.cast(tf.matMul(flattenedMap, partNumbers as tf.Tensor2D),

'int32');\n\n    const partMap = tf.reshape(partMapFlattened, [partMapHeight, partMapWidth]);\n\n    const

partMapShiftedUpForClipping = tf.add(partMap, tf.scalar(1, 'int32'));\n\n    return tf.sub(clipByMask2d(\n
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partMapShiftedUpForClipping as tf.Tensor2D, segmentationMask)\n        , tf.scalar(1, 'int32'));\n  });\n}\n\nexport

function decodeOnlyPartSegmentation(partHeatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D):\n    tf.Tensor2D {\n  const

[partMapHeight, partMapWidth, numParts] = partHeatmapScores.shape;\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const

flattenedMap = toFlattenedOneHotPartMap(partHeatmapScores);\n    const partNumbers =

tf.expandDims(tf.range(0, numParts, 1, 'int32'), 1);\n\n    const partMapFlattened =\n

tf.cast(tf.matMul(flattenedMap, partNumbers as tf.Tensor2D), 'int32');\n\n    return tf.reshape(partMapFlattened,

[partMapHeight, partMapWidth]);\n  });\n}\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tfconv from '@tensorflow/tfjs-converter';\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{BodyPixOutputStride} from './types';\n\n/**\n * BodyPix supports using various convolution neural network

models\n * (e.g. ResNet and MobileNetV1) as its underlying base model.\n * The following BaseModel interface

defines a unified interface for\n * creating such BodyPix base models. Currently both MobileNet (in\n *

./mobilenet.ts) and ResNet (in ./resnet.ts) implements the BaseModel\n * interface. New base models that conform

to the BaseModel interface can be\n * added to BodyPix.\n */\nexport abstract class BaseModel {\n  constructor(\n

 protected readonly model: tfconv.GraphModel,\n      public readonly outputStride: BodyPixOutputStride) {\n

const inputShape =\n        this.model.inputs[0].shape as [number, number, number, number];\n    tf.util.assert(\n

(inputShape[1] === -1) && (inputShape[2] === -1),\n        () => `Input shape [${inputShape[1]}, ${inputShape[2]}]

` +\n            `must both be equal to or -1`);\n  }\n\n  abstract preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D;\n\n

/**\n   * Predicts intermediate Tensor representations.\n   *\n   * @param input The input RGB image of the base

model.\n   * A Tensor of shape: [`inputResolution`, `inputResolution`, 3].\n   *\n   * @return A dictionary of base

model's intermediate predictions.\n   * The returned dictionary should contains the following elements:\n   * -

heatmapScores: A Tensor3D that represents the keypoint heatmap scores.\n   * - offsets: A Tensor3D that represents

the offsets.\n   * - displacementFwd: A Tensor3D that represents the forward displacement.\n   * -

displacementBwd: A Tensor3D that represents the backward displacement.\n   * - segmentation: A Tensor3D that

represents the segmentation of all\n   * people.\n   * - longOffsets: A Tensor3D that represents the long offsets used

for\n   * instance grouping.\n   * - partHeatmaps: A Tensor3D that represents the body part segmentation.\n   */\n

predict(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D,\n

longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partOffsets: tf.Tensor3D\n  } {\n    return tf.tidy(() => {\n      const asFloat =

this.preprocessInput(tf.cast(input, 'float32'));\n      const asBatch = tf.expandDims(asFloat, 0);\n      const results =

this.model.predict(asBatch) as tf.Tensor4D[];\n      const results3d: tf.Tensor3D[] = results.map(y => tf.squeeze(y,

[0]));\n      const namedResults = this.nameOutputResults(results3d);\n\n      return {\n        heatmapScores:

tf.sigmoid(namedResults.heatmap),\n        offsets: namedResults.offsets,\n        displacementFwd:

namedResults.displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd: namedResults.displacementBwd,\n        segmentation:

namedResults.segmentation,\n        partHeatmaps: namedResults.partHeatmaps,\n        longOffsets:

namedResults.longOffsets,\n        partOffsets: namedResults.partOffsets\n      };\n    });\n  }\n\n  // Because

MobileNet and ResNet predict() methods output a different order for\n  // these values, we have a method that needs

to be implemented to order them.\n  abstract nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]): {\n    heatmap:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n

segmentation: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D,\n    longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    partOffsets:

tf.Tensor3D\n  };\n\n  /**\n   * Releases the CPU and GPU memory allocated by the model.\n   */\n  dispose() {\n

this.model.dispose();\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n *
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BaseModel} from './base_model';\n\nexport class

MobileNet extends BaseModel {\n  preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D {\n    // Normalize the pixels

[0, 255] to be between [-1, 1].\n    return tf.tidy(() => tf.sub(tf.div(input, 127.5), 1.0));\n  }\n\n

nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]) {\n    const [\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n

longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets,\n  ] = results;\n

return {\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport type Tuple<T> = [T, T];\nexport type StringTuple = Tuple<string>;\nexport type NumberTuple =

Tuple<number>;\n\nexport const PART_NAMES = [\n  'nose', 'leftEye', 'rightEye', 'leftEar', 'rightEar',

'leftShoulder',\n  'rightShoulder', 'leftElbow', 'rightElbow', 'leftWrist', 'rightWrist',\n  'leftHip', 'rightHip', 'leftKnee',

'rightKnee', 'leftAnkle', 'rightAnkle'\n];\n\nexport const NUM_KEYPOINTS = PART_NAMES.length;\n\nexport

interface NumberDict {\n  [jointName: string]: number;\n}\n\nexport const PART_IDS =\n

PART_NAMES.reduce((result: NumberDict, jointName, i): NumberDict => {\n      result[jointName] = i;\n

return result;\n    }, {});\n\nconst CONNECTED_PART_NAMES: StringTuple[] = [\n  ['leftHip', 'leftShoulder'],

['leftElbow', 'leftShoulder'],\n  ['leftElbow', 'leftWrist'], ['leftHip', 'leftKnee'],\n  ['leftKnee', 'leftAnkle'], ['rightHip',

'rightShoulder'],\n  ['rightElbow', 'rightShoulder'], ['rightElbow', 'rightWrist'],\n  ['rightHip', 'rightKnee'],

['rightKnee', 'rightAnkle'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'rightShoulder'], ['leftHip', 'rightHip']\n];\n\n/*\n * Define the skeleton.

This defines the parent->child relationships of our\n * tree. Arbitrarily this defines the nose as the root of the tree,

however\n * since we will infer the displacement for both parent->child and\n * child->parent, we can define the

tree root as any node.\n */\nexport const POSE_CHAIN: StringTuple[] = [\n  ['nose', 'leftEye'], ['leftEye', 'leftEar'],

['nose', 'rightEye'],\n  ['rightEye', 'rightEar'], ['nose', 'leftShoulder'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'leftElbow'], ['leftElbow',

'leftWrist'],\n  ['leftShoulder', 'leftHip'], ['leftHip', 'leftKnee'],\n  ['leftKnee', 'leftAnkle'], ['nose', 'rightShoulder'],\n

['rightShoulder', 'rightElbow'], ['rightElbow', 'rightWrist'],\n  ['rightShoulder', 'rightHip'], ['rightHip', 'rightKnee'],\n

['rightKnee', 'rightAnkle']\n];\n\nexport const CONNECTED_PART_INDICES =

CONNECTED_PART_NAMES.map(\n    ([jointNameA, jointNameB]) =>\n        ([PART_IDS[jointNameA],

PART_IDS[jointNameB]]));\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Part, TensorBuffer3D, Vector2D} from
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'../types';\n\nexport function getScale(\n    [height, width]: [number, number],\n    [inputResolutionY,

inputResolutionX]: [number, number],\n    padding: Padding): [number, number] {\n  const {top: padT, bottom:

padB, left: padL, right: padR} = padding;\n  const scaleY = inputResolutionY / (padT + padB + height);\n  const

scaleX = inputResolutionX / (padL + padR + width);\n  return [scaleX, scaleY];\n}\n\nexport function

getOffsetPoint(\n    y: number, x: number, keypoint: number, offsets: TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  return {\n

y: offsets.get(y, x, keypoint),\n    x: offsets.get(y, x, keypoint + NUM_KEYPOINTS)\n  };\n}\n\nexport function

getImageCoords(\n    part: Part, outputStride: number, offsets: TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  const {heatmapY,

heatmapX, id: keypoint} = part;\n  const {y, x} = getOffsetPoint(heatmapY, heatmapX, keypoint, offsets);\n  return

{\n    x: part.heatmapX * outputStride + x,\n    y: part.heatmapY * outputStride + y\n  };\n}\n\nexport function

fillArray<T>(element: T, size: number): T[] {\n  const result: T[] = new Array(size);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < size; i++)

{\n    result[i] = element;\n  }\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport function clamp(a: number, min: number, max:

number): number {\n  if (a < min) {\n    return min;\n  }\n  if (a > max) {\n    return max;\n  }\n  return

a;\n}\n\nexport function squaredDistance(\n    y1: number, x1: number, y2: number, x2: number): number {\n  const

dy = y2 - y1;\n  const dx = x2 - x1;\n  return dy * dy + dx * dx;\n}\n\nexport function addVectors(a: Vector2D, b:

Vector2D): Vector2D {\n  return {x: a.x + b.x, y: a.y + b.y};\n}\n\nexport function clampVector(a: Vector2D, min:

number, max: number): Vector2D {\n  return {y: clamp(a.y, min, max), x: clamp(a.x, min, max)};\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of

the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Pose} from '../types';\n\nimport

{getScale} from './util';\n\ninterface Pair {\n  x: number;\n  y: number;\n}\n\nfunction computeDistance(embedding:

Pair[], pose: Pose, minPartScore = 0.3) {\n  let distance = 0.0;\n  let numKpt = 0;\n  for (let p = 0; p <

embedding.length; p++) {\n    if (pose.keypoints[p].score > minPartScore) {\n      numKpt += 1;\n      distance +=

(embedding[p].x - pose.keypoints[p].position.x) ** 2 +\n          (embedding[p].y - pose.keypoints[p].position.y) **

2;\n    }\n  }\n  if (numKpt === 0) {\n    distance = Infinity;\n  } else {\n    distance = distance / numKpt;\n  }\n

return distance;\n}\n\nfunction convertToPositionInOuput(\n    position: Pair, [padT, padL]: [number, number],\n

[scaleX, scaleY]: [number, number], stride: number): Pair {\n  const y = Math.round(((padT + position.y + 1.0) *

scaleY - 1.0) / stride);\n  const x = Math.round(((padL + position.x + 1.0) * scaleX - 1.0) / stride);\n  return {x,

y};\n}\n\nfunction getEmbedding(\n    location: Pair, keypointIndex: number,\n    convertToPosition: (pair: Pair) =>

Pair, outputResolutionX: number,\n    longOffsets: Float32Array, refineSteps: number,\n    [height, width]: [number,

number]): Pair {\n  const newLocation = convertToPosition(location);\n\n  const nn = newLocation.y *

outputResolutionX + newLocation.x;\n  let dy = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn) + keypointIndex];\n  let

dx = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn + 1) + keypointIndex];\n  let y = location.y + dy;\n  let x =

location.x + dx;\n  for (let t = 0; t < refineSteps; t++) {\n    y = Math.min(y, height - 1);\n    x = Math.min(x, width -

1);\n    const newPos = convertToPosition({x, y});\n    const nn = newPos.y * outputResolutionX + newPos.x;\n

dy = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2 * nn) + keypointIndex];\n    dx = longOffsets[NUM_KEYPOINTS * (2

* nn + 1) + keypointIndex];\n    y = y + dy;\n    x = x + dx;\n  }\n\n  return {x, y};\n}\n\nfunction

matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n    location: Pair, longOffsets: Float32Array, poses: Pose[],\n    numKptForMatching:

number, [padT, padL]: [number, number],\n    [scaleX, scaleY]: [number, number], outputResolutionX: number,\n

[height, width]: [number, number], stride: number,\n    refineSteps: number): number {\n  const embed: Pair[] = [];\n

const convertToPosition = (pair: Pair) =>\n      convertToPositionInOuput(pair, [padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY],

stride);\n\n  for (let keypointsIndex = 0; keypointsIndex < numKptForMatching;\n       keypointsIndex++) {\n

const embedding = getEmbedding(\n        location, keypointsIndex, convertToPosition, outputResolutionX,\n

longOffsets, refineSteps, [height, width]);\n\n    embed.push(embedding);\n  }\n\n  let kMin = -1;\n  let kMinDist =
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Infinity;\n  for (let k = 0; k < poses.length; k++) {\n    const dist = computeDistance(embed, poses[k]);\n    if (dist <

kMinDist) {\n      kMin = k;\n      kMinDist = dist;\n    }\n  }\n  return kMin;\n}\n\nfunction getOutputResolution(\n

 [inputResolutionY, inputResolutionX]: [number, number],\n    stride: number): [number, number] {\n  const

outputResolutionX = Math.round((inputResolutionX - 1.0) / stride + 1.0);\n  const outputResolutionY =

Math.round((inputResolutionY - 1.0) / stride + 1.0);\n  return [outputResolutionX, outputResolutionY];\n}\n\nexport

function decodeMultipleMasksCPU(\n    segmentation: Uint8Array, longOffsets: Float32Array,\n

posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n    [inHeight, inWidth]: [number,

number], padding: Padding,\n    refineSteps: number, numKptForMatching = 5): Uint8Array[] {\n  const dataArrays

=\n      posesAboveScore.map(x => new Uint8Array(height * width).fill(0));\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} =

padding;\n\n  const [scaleX, scaleY] =\n      getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n  const

[outputResolutionX, ] =\n    getOutputResolution([inHeight, inWidth], stride);\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n

  for (let j = 0; j < width; j += 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      const prob = segmentation[n];\n      if (prob ===

1) {\n        const kMin = matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n            {x: j, y: i}, longOffsets, posesAboveScore,

numKptForMatching,\n            [padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY], outputResolutionX, [height, width],\n            stride,

refineSteps);\n        if (kMin >= 0) {\n          dataArrays[kMin][n] = 1;\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

dataArrays;\n}\n\nexport function decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU(\n    segmentation: Uint8Array, longOffsets:

Float32Array,\n    partSegmentaion: Uint8Array, posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number,\n    width: number,

stride: number, [inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number],\n    padding: Padding, refineSteps: number,\n

numKptForMatching = 5): Int32Array[] {\n  const dataArrays =\n      posesAboveScore.map(x => new

Int32Array(height * width).fill(-1));\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} = padding;\n\n  const [scaleX, scaleY] =\n

getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n  const [outputResolutionX, ] =\n

getOutputResolution([inHeight, inWidth], stride);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n    for (let j = 0; j < width; j

+= 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      const prob = segmentation[n];\n      if (prob === 1) {\n        const kMin =

matchEmbeddingToInstance(\n            {x: j, y: i}, longOffsets, posesAboveScore, numKptForMatching,\n

[padT, padL], [scaleX, scaleY], outputResolutionX, [height, width],\n            stride, refineSteps);\n        if (kMin >=

0) {\n          dataArrays[kMin][n] = partSegmentaion[n];\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

dataArrays;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport * as tf_webgl from '@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

webgl';\n\nimport {NUM_KEYPOINTS} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Padding, Pose} from '../types';\nimport

{getScale} from './util';\n\nexport function decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D,

longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    posesAboveScore: Pose[], height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n

[inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding,\n    refineSteps: number, minKptScore: number,\n

maxNumPeople: number): tf.TensorInfo {\n  // The height/width of the image/canvas itself.\n  const [origHeight,

origWidth] = segmentation.shape;\n  // The height/width of the output of the model.\n  const [outHeight, outWidth]

= longOffsets.shape.slice(0, 2);\n\n  const shapedLongOffsets: tf.Tensor4D =\n      tf.reshape(longOffsets,

[outHeight, outWidth, 2, NUM_KEYPOINTS]);\n\n  // Make pose tensor of shape [MAX_NUM_PEOPLE,

NUM_KEYPOINTS, 3] where\n  // the last 3 coordinates correspond to the score, h and w coordinate of that\n  //

keypoint.\n  const poseVals = new Float32Array(maxNumPeople * NUM_KEYPOINTS * 3).fill(0.0);\n  for (let i =

0; i < posesAboveScore.length; i++) {\n    const poseOffset = i * NUM_KEYPOINTS * 3;\n    const pose =

posesAboveScore[i];\n    for (let kp = 0; kp < NUM_KEYPOINTS; kp++) {\n      const keypoint =

pose.keypoints[kp];\n      const offset = poseOffset + kp * 3;\n      poseVals[offset] = keypoint.score;\n
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poseVals[offset + 1] = keypoint.position.y;\n      poseVals[offset + 2] = keypoint.position.x;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const

[scaleX, scaleY] =\n      getScale([height, width], [inHeight, inWidth], padding);\n\n  const posesTensor =

tf.tensor(poseVals, [maxNumPeople, NUM_KEYPOINTS, 3]);\n\n  const {top: padT, left: padL} = padding;\n\n

const program: tf_webgl.GPGPUProgram = {\n    variableNames: ['segmentation', 'longOffsets', 'poses'],\n

outputShape: [origHeight, origWidth],\n    userCode: `\n    int convertToPositionInOutput(int pos, int pad, float

scale, int stride) {\n      return round(((float(pos + pad) + 1.0) * scale - 1.0) / float(stride));\n    }\n\n    float

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        int pos, int pad, float scale, int stride) {\n      return ((float(pos + pad) + 1.0)

* scale - 1.0) / float(stride);\n    }\n\n    float dist(float x1, float y1, float x2, float y2) {\n      return pow(x1 - x2, 2.0)

+ pow(y1 - y2, 2.0);\n    }\n\n    float sampleLongOffsets(float h, float w, int d, int k) {\n      float fh = fract(h);\n

float fw = fract(w);\n      int clH = int(ceil(h));\n      int clW = int(ceil(w));\n      int flH = int(floor(h));\n      int flW =

int(floor(w));\n      float o11 = getLongOffsets(flH, flW, d, k);\n      float o12 = getLongOffsets(flH, clW, d, k);\n

float o21 = getLongOffsets(clH, flW, d, k);\n      float o22 = getLongOffsets(clH, clW, d, k);\n      float o1 =

mix(o11, o12, fw);\n      float o2 = mix(o21, o22, fw);\n      return mix(o1, o2, fh);\n    }\n\n    int

findNearestPose(int h, int w) {\n      float prob = getSegmentation(h, w);\n      if (prob < 1.0) {\n        return -1;\n

}\n\n      // Done(Tyler): convert from output space h/w to strided space.\n      float stridedH =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        h, ${padT}, ${scaleY}, ${stride});\n      float stridedW =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n        w, ${padL}, ${scaleX}, ${stride});\n\n      float minDist = 1000000.0;\n

int iMin = -1;\n      for (int i = 0; i < ${maxNumPeople}; i++) {\n        float curDistSum = 0.0;\n        int numKpt =

0;\n        for (int k = 0; k < ${NUM_KEYPOINTS}; k++) {\n          float dy = sampleLongOffsets(stridedH,

stridedW, 0, k);\n          float dx = sampleLongOffsets(stridedH, stridedW, 1, k);\n\n          float y = float(h) + dy;\n

     float x = float(w) + dx;\n\n          for (int s = 0; s < ${refineSteps}; s++) {\n            int yRounded = round(min(y,

float(${height - 1.0})));\n            int xRounded = round(min(x, float(${width - 1.0})));\n\n            float yStrided =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n              yRounded, ${padT}, ${scaleY}, ${stride});\n            float xStrided =

convertToPositionInOutputFloat(\n              xRounded, ${padL}, ${scaleX}, ${stride});\n\n            float dy =

sampleLongOffsets(yStrided, xStrided, 0, k);\n            float dx = sampleLongOffsets(yStrided, xStrided, 1, k);\n\n

      y = y + dy;\n            x = x + dx;\n          }\n\n          float poseScore = getPoses(i, k, 0);\n          float poseY =

getPoses(i, k, 1);\n          float poseX = getPoses(i, k, 2);\n          if (poseScore > ${minKptScore}) {\n

numKpt = numKpt + 1;\n            curDistSum = curDistSum + dist(x, y, poseX, poseY);\n          }\n        }\n        if

(numKpt > 0 && curDistSum / float(numKpt) < minDist) {\n          minDist = curDistSum / float(numKpt);\n

iMin = i;\n        }\n      }\n      return iMin;\n    }\n\n    void main() {\n        ivec2 coords = getOutputCoords();\n

int nearestPose = findNearestPose(coords[0], coords[1]);\n        setOutput(float(nearestPose));\n      }\n  `\n  };\n

const webglBackend = tf.backend() as tf_webgl.MathBackendWebGL;\n  return webglBackend.compileAndRun(\n

   program, [segmentation, shapedLongOffsets, posesTensor]);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {getBackend} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{Padding, PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation, Pose} from '../types';\n\nimport {decodeMultipleMasksCPU,

decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU} from './decode_multiple_masks_cpu';\nimport {decodeMultipleMasksWebGl} from

'./decode_multiple_masks_webgl';\n\nexport function toPersonKSegmentation(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, k:

number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () => (tf.cast(tf.equal(\n          segmentation, tf.scalar(k)), 'int32') as

tf.Tensor2D));\n}\n\nexport function toPersonKPartSegmentation(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, bodyParts:

tf.Tensor2D, k: number): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return tf.tidy(\n      () => tf.sub(tf.mul(tf.cast(tf.equal(\n

segmentation, tf.scalar(k)), 'int32'), tf.add(bodyParts, 1)), 1));\n}\n\nfunction isWebGlBackend() {\n  return
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getBackend() === 'webgl';\n}\n\nexport async function decodePersonInstanceMasks(\n    segmentation:

tf.Tensor2D, longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D, poses: Pose[],\n    height: number, width: number, stride: number,\n

[inHeight, inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding, minPoseScore = 0.2,\n    refineSteps = 8,

minKeypointScore = 0.3,\n    maxNumPeople = 10): Promise<PersonSegmentation[]> {\n  // Filter out poses with

smaller score.\n  const posesAboveScore = poses.filter(pose => pose.score >= minPoseScore);\n\n  let

personSegmentationsData: Uint8Array[];\n\n  if (isWebGlBackend()) {\n    const personSegmentations = tf.tidy(()

=> {\n      const masksTensorInfo = decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n          segmentation, longOffsets,

posesAboveScore, height, width, stride,\n          [inHeight, inWidth], padding, refineSteps, minKeypointScore,\n

 maxNumPeople);\n      const masksTensor = tf.engine().makeTensorFromDataId(\n          masksTensorInfo.dataId,

masksTensorInfo.shape,\n          masksTensorInfo.dtype) as tf.Tensor2D;\n\n      return posesAboveScore.map(\n

  (_, k) => toPersonKSegmentation(masksTensor, k));\n    });\n\n    personSegmentationsData =\n        (await

Promise.all(personSegmentations.map(mask => mask.data())) as\n         Uint8Array[]);\n\n

personSegmentations.forEach(x => x.dispose());\n  } else {\n    const segmentationsData = await

segmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n    const longOffsetsData = await longOffsets.data() as Float32Array;\n\n

personSegmentationsData = decodeMultipleMasksCPU(\n        segmentationsData, longOffsetsData,

posesAboveScore, height, width,\n        stride, [inHeight, inWidth], padding, refineSteps);\n  }\n\n  return

personSegmentationsData.map(\n      (data, i) => ({data, pose: posesAboveScore[i], width, height}));\n}\n\nexport

async function decodePersonInstancePartMasks(\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D, longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n

partSegmentation: tf.Tensor2D, poses: Pose[], height: number, width: number,\n    stride: number, [inHeight,

inWidth]: [number, number], padding: Padding,\n    minPoseScore = 0.2, refineSteps = 8, minKeypointScore =

0.3,\n    maxNumPeople = 10): Promise<PartSegmentation[]> {\n  const posesAboveScore = poses.filter(pose =>

pose.score >= minPoseScore);\n\n  let partSegmentationsByPersonData: Int32Array[];\n\n  if (isWebGlBackend())

{\n    const partSegmentations = tf.tidy(() => {\n      const masksTensorInfo = decodeMultipleMasksWebGl(\n

segmentation, longOffsets, posesAboveScore, height, width, stride,\n          [inHeight, inWidth], padding,

refineSteps, minKeypointScore,\n          maxNumPeople);\n      const masksTensor =

tf.engine().makeTensorFromDataId(\n        masksTensorInfo.dataId, masksTensorInfo.shape,\n

masksTensorInfo.dtype) as tf.Tensor2D;\n\n      return posesAboveScore.map(\n          (_, k) =>\n

toPersonKPartSegmentation(masksTensor, partSegmentation, k));\n    });\n\n    partSegmentationsByPersonData =\n

      (await Promise.all(partSegmentations.map(x => x.data()))) as\n        Int32Array[];\n\n

partSegmentations.forEach(x => x.dispose());\n  } else {\n    const segmentationsData = await segmentation.data()

as Uint8Array;\n    const longOffsetsData = await longOffsets.data() as Float32Array;\n    const

partSegmentaionData = await partSegmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n\n    partSegmentationsByPersonData =

decodeMultiplePartMasksCPU(\n        segmentationsData, longOffsetsData, partSegmentaionData,\n

posesAboveScore, height, width, stride, [inHeight, inWidth], padding,\n        refineSteps);\n  }\n\n  return

partSegmentationsByPersonData.map(\n      (data, k) => ({pose: posesAboveScore[k], data, height,

width}));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// algorithm based on Coursera Lecture from Algorithms, Part 1:\n//

https://www.coursera.org/learn/algorithms-part1/lecture/ZjoSM/heapsort\n\nfunction half(k: number) {\n  return

Math.floor(k / 2);\n}\n\nexport class MaxHeap<T> {\n  private priorityQueue: T[];\n  private numberOfElements:

number;\n  private getElementValue: (element: T) => number;\n\n  constructor(maxSize: number, getElementValue:

(element: T) => number) {\n    this.priorityQueue = new Array(maxSize);\n    this.numberOfElements = -1;\n
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this.getElementValue = getElementValue;\n  }\n\n  public enqueue(x: T): void {\n

this.priorityQueue[++this.numberOfElements] = x;\n    this.swim(this.numberOfElements);\n  }\n\n  public

dequeue(): T {\n    const max = this.priorityQueue[0];\n    this.exchange(0, this.numberOfElements--);\n

this.sink(0);\n    this.priorityQueue[this.numberOfElements + 1] = null;\n    return max;\n  }\n\n  public empty():

boolean {\n    return this.numberOfElements === -1;\n  }\n\n  public size(): number {\n    return

this.numberOfElements + 1;\n  }\n\n  public all(): T[] {\n    return this.priorityQueue.slice(0, this.numberOfElements

+ 1);\n  }\n\n  public max(): T {\n    return this.priorityQueue[0];\n  }\n\n  private swim(k: number): void {\n    while

(k > 0 && this.less(half(k), k)) {\n      this.exchange(k, half(k));\n      k = half(k);\n    }\n  }\n\n  private sink(k:

number): void {\n    while (2 * k <= this.numberOfElements) {\n      let j = 2 * k;\n      if (j < this.numberOfElements

&& this.less(j, j + 1)) {\n        j++;\n      }\n      if (!this.less(k, j)) {\n        break;\n      }\n      this.exchange(k, j);\n

k = j;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private getValueAt(i: number): number {\n    return

this.getElementValue(this.priorityQueue[i]);\n  }\n\n  private less(i: number, j: number): boolean {\n    return

this.getValueAt(i) < this.getValueAt(j);\n  }\n\n  private exchange(i: number, j: number): void {\n    const t =

this.priorityQueue[i];\n    this.priorityQueue[i] = this.priorityQueue[j];\n    this.priorityQueue[j] = t;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {PartWithScore, TensorBuffer3D} from '../types';\n\nimport {MaxHeap} from

'./max_heap';\n\nfunction scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow(\n    keypointId: number, score: number, heatmapY:

number, heatmapX: number,\n    localMaximumRadius: number, scores: TensorBuffer3D): boolean {\n  const

[height, width] = scores.shape;\n\n  let localMaximum = true;\n  const yStart = Math.max(heatmapY -

localMaximumRadius, 0);\n  const yEnd = Math.min(heatmapY + localMaximumRadius + 1, height);\n  for (let

yCurrent = yStart; yCurrent < yEnd; ++yCurrent) {\n    const xStart = Math.max(heatmapX - localMaximumRadius,

0);\n    const xEnd = Math.min(heatmapX + localMaximumRadius + 1, width);\n    for (let xCurrent = xStart;

xCurrent < xEnd; ++xCurrent) {\n      if (scores.get(yCurrent, xCurrent, keypointId) > score) {\n        localMaximum

= false;\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n    if (!localMaximum) {\n      break;\n    }\n  }\n\n  return

localMaximum;\n}\n\n/**\n * Builds a priority queue with part candidate positions for a specific image in\n * the

batch. For this we find all local maxima in the score maps with score\n * values above a threshold. We create a

single priority queue across all parts.\n */\nexport function buildPartWithScoreQueue(\n    scoreThreshold: number,

localMaximumRadius: number,\n    scores: TensorBuffer3D): MaxHeap<PartWithScore> {\n  const [height, width,

numKeypoints] = scores.shape;\n\n  const queue = new MaxHeap<PartWithScore>(\n      height * width *

numKeypoints, ({score}) => score);\n\n  for (let heatmapY = 0; heatmapY < height; ++heatmapY) {\n    for (let

heatmapX = 0; heatmapX < width; ++heatmapX) {\n      for (let keypointId = 0; keypointId < numKeypoints;

++keypointId) {\n        const score = scores.get(heatmapY, heatmapX, keypointId);\n\n        // Only consider parts

with score greater or equal to threshold as\n        // root candidates.\n        if (score < scoreThreshold) {\n

continue;\n        }\n\n        // Only consider keypoints whose score is maximum in a local window.\n        if

(scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow(\n                keypointId, score, heatmapY, heatmapX, localMaximumRadius,\n

          scores)) {\n          queue.enqueue({score, part: {heatmapY, heatmapX, id: keypointId}});\n        }\n      }\n

}\n  }\n\n  return queue;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NumberTuple, PART_IDS, PART_NAMES, POSE_CHAIN} from '../keypoints';\nimport {Keypoint,

PartWithScore, TensorBuffer3D, Vector2D} from '../types';\n\nimport {clamp, getOffsetPoint} from './util';\nimport

{addVectors, getImageCoords} from './util';\n\nconst parentChildrenTuples: NumberTuple[] =

POSE_CHAIN.map(\n    ([parentJoinName, childJoinName]): NumberTuple =>\n

([PART_IDS[parentJoinName], PART_IDS[childJoinName]]));\n\nconst parentToChildEdges: number[] =\n

parentChildrenTuples.map(([, childJointId]) => childJointId);\n\nconst childToParentEdges: number[] =\n

parentChildrenTuples.map(([\n                               parentJointId,\n                             ]) =>

parentJointId);\n\nfunction getDisplacement(\n    edgeId: number, point: Vector2D, displacements:

TensorBuffer3D): Vector2D {\n  const numEdges = displacements.shape[2] / 2;\n  return {\n    y:

displacements.get(point.y, point.x, edgeId),\n    x: displacements.get(point.y, point.x, numEdges + edgeId)\n

};\n}\n\nfunction getStridedIndexNearPoint(\n    point: Vector2D, outputStride: number, height: number,\n    width:

number): Vector2D {\n  return {\n    y: clamp(Math.round(point.y / outputStride), 0, height - 1),\n    x:

clamp(Math.round(point.x / outputStride), 0, width - 1)\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * We get a new keypoint along the

`edgeId` for the pose instance, assuming\n * that the position of the `idSource` part is already known. For this, we\n

* follow the displacement vector from the source to target part (stored in\n * the `i`-t channel of the displacement

tensor). The displaced keypoint\n * vector is refined using the offset vector by `offsetRefineStep` times.\n

*/\nfunction traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n    edgeId: number, sourceKeypoint: Keypoint, targetKeypointId:

number,\n    scoresBuffer: TensorBuffer3D, offsets: TensorBuffer3D, outputStride: number,\n    displacements:

TensorBuffer3D, offsetRefineStep = 2): Keypoint {\n  const [height, width] = scoresBuffer.shape;\n\n  // Nearest

neighbor interpolation for the source->target displacements.\n  const sourceKeypointIndices =

getStridedIndexNearPoint(\n      sourceKeypoint.position, outputStride, height, width);\n\n  const displacement =\n

 getDisplacement(edgeId, sourceKeypointIndices, displacements);\n\n  const displacedPoint =

addVectors(sourceKeypoint.position, displacement);\n  let targetKeypoint = displacedPoint;\n  for (let i = 0; i <

offsetRefineStep; i++) {\n    const targetKeypointIndices =\n        getStridedIndexNearPoint(targetKeypoint,

outputStride, height, width);\n\n    const offsetPoint = getOffsetPoint(\n        targetKeypointIndices.y,

targetKeypointIndices.x, targetKeypointId,\n        offsets);\n\n    targetKeypoint = addVectors(\n        {\n          x:

targetKeypointIndices.x * outputStride,\n          y: targetKeypointIndices.y * outputStride\n        },\n        {x:

offsetPoint.x, y: offsetPoint.y});\n  }\n  const targetKeyPointIndices =\n

getStridedIndexNearPoint(targetKeypoint, outputStride, height, width);\n  const score = scoresBuffer.get(\n

targetKeyPointIndices.y, targetKeyPointIndices.x, targetKeypointId);\n\n  return {position: targetKeypoint, part:

PART_NAMES[targetKeypointId], score};\n}\n\n/**\n * Follows the displacement fields to decode the full pose of

the object\n * instance given the position of a part that acts as root.\n *\n * @return An array of decoded keypoints

and their scores for a single pose\n */\nexport function decodePose(\n    root: PartWithScore, scores:

TensorBuffer3D, offsets: TensorBuffer3D,\n    outputStride: number, displacementsFwd: TensorBuffer3D,\n

displacementsBwd: TensorBuffer3D): Keypoint[] {\n  const numParts = scores.shape[2];\n  const numEdges =

parentToChildEdges.length;\n\n  const instanceKeypoints: Keypoint[] = new Array(numParts);\n  // Start a new

detection instance at the position of the root.\n  const {part: rootPart, score: rootScore} = root;\n  const rootPoint =

getImageCoords(rootPart, outputStride, offsets);\n\n  instanceKeypoints[rootPart.id] = {\n    score: rootScore,\n

part: PART_NAMES[rootPart.id],\n    position: rootPoint\n  };\n\n  // Decode the part positions upwards in the tree,

following the backward\n  // displacements.\n  for (let edge = numEdges - 1; edge >= 0; --edge) {\n    const

sourceKeypointId = parentToChildEdges[edge];\n    const targetKeypointId = childToParentEdges[edge];\n    if

(instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId] &&\n        !instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId]) {\n

instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId] = traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n          edge,

instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId], targetKeypointId, scores,\n          offsets, outputStride, displacementsBwd);\n

  }\n  }\n\n  // Decode the part positions downwards in the tree, following the forward\n  // displacements.\n  for (let

edge = 0; edge < numEdges; ++edge) {\n    const sourceKeypointId = childToParentEdges[edge];\n    const
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targetKeypointId = parentToChildEdges[edge];\n    if (instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId] &&\n

!instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId]) {\n      instanceKeypoints[targetKeypointId] = traverseToTargetKeypoint(\n

      edge, instanceKeypoints[sourceKeypointId], targetKeypointId, scores,\n          offsets, outputStride,

displacementsFwd);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return instanceKeypoints;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Keypoint, Pose, TensorBuffer3D} from '../types';\n\nimport {buildPartWithScoreQueue} from

'./build_part_with_score_queue';\nimport {decodePose} from './decode_pose';\nimport {getImageCoords,

squaredDistance} from './util';\n\nfunction withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n    poses: Pose[],

squaredNmsRadius: number, {x, y}: {x: number, y: number},\n    keypointId: number): boolean {\n  return

poses.some(({keypoints}) => {\n    const correspondingKeypoint = keypoints[keypointId].position;\n    return

squaredDistance(\n               y, x, correspondingKeypoint.y, correspondingKeypoint.x) <=\n

squaredNmsRadius;\n  });\n}\n\n/* Score the newly proposed object instance without taking into account\n * the

scores of the parts that overlap with any previously detected\n * instance.\n */\nfunction getInstanceScore(\n

existingPoses: Pose[], squaredNmsRadius: number,\n    instanceKeypoints: Keypoint[]): number {\n  let

notOverlappedKeypointScores = instanceKeypoints.reduce(\n      (result, {position, score}, keypointId): number =>

{\n        if (!withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n                existingPoses, squaredNmsRadius, position,

keypointId)) {\n          result += score;\n        }\n        return result;\n      }, 0.0);\n\n  return

notOverlappedKeypointScores /= instanceKeypoints.length;\n}\n\n// A point (y, x) is considered as root part

candidate if its score is a\n// maximum in a window |y - y'| <= kLocalMaximumRadius, |x - x'| <=\n//

kLocalMaximumRadius.\nconst kLocalMaximumRadius = 1;\n\n/**\n * Detects multiple poses and finds their parts

from part scores and\n * displacement vectors. It returns up to `maxDetections` object instance\n * detections in

decreasing root score order. It works as follows: We first\n * create a priority queue with local part score maxima

above\n * `scoreThreshold`, considering all parts at the same time. Then we\n * iteratively pull the top  element of

the queue (in decreasing score order)\n * and treat it as a root candidate for a new object instance. To avoid\n *

duplicate detections, we reject the root candidate if it is within a disk\n * of `nmsRadius` pixels from the

corresponding part of a previously detected\n * instance, which is a form of part-based non-maximum suppression

(NMS). If\n * the root candidate passes the NMS check, we start a new object instance\n * detection, treating the

corresponding part as root and finding the\n * positions of the remaining parts by following the displacement

vectors\n * along the tree-structured part graph. We assign to the newly detected\n * instance a score equal to the

sum of scores of its parts which have not\n * been claimed by a previous instance (i.e., those at least `nmsRadius`\n

* pixels away from the corresponding part of all previously detected\n * instances), divided by the total number of

parts `numParts`.\n *\n * @param heatmapScores 3-D tensor with shape `[height, width, numParts]`.\n * The value

of heatmapScores[y, x, k]` is the score of placing the `k`-th\n * object part at position `(y, x)`.\n *\n * @param

offsets 3-D tensor with shape `[height, width, numParts * 2]`.\n * The value of [offsets[y, x, k], offsets[y, x, k +

numParts]]` is the\n * short range offset vector of the `k`-th  object part at heatmap\n * position `(y, x)`.\n *\n *

@param displacementsFwd 3-D tensor of shape\n * `[height, width, 2 * num_edges]`, where `num_edges =

num_parts - 1` is the\n * number of edges (parent-child pairs) in the tree. It contains the forward\n * displacements

between consecutive part from the root towards the leaves.\n *\n * @param displacementsBwd 3-D tensor of

shape\n * `[height, width, 2 * num_edges]`, where `num_edges = num_parts - 1` is the\n * number of edges (parent-

child pairs) in the tree. It contains the backward\n * displacements between consecutive part from the root towards

the leaves.\n *\n * @param outputStride The output stride that was used when feed-forwarding\n * through the

PoseNet model.  Must be 32, 16, or 8.\n *\n * @param maxPoseDetections Maximum number of returned instance
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detections per\n * image.\n *\n * @param scoreThreshold Only return instance detections that have root part\n *

score greater or equal to this value. Defaults to 0.5.\n *\n * @param nmsRadius Non-maximum suppression part

distance. It needs to be\n * strictly positive. Two parts suppress each other if they are less than\n * `nmsRadius`

pixels away. Defaults to 20.\n *\n * @return An array of poses and their scores, each containing keypoints and\n *

the corresponding keypoint scores.\n */\nexport function decodeMultiplePoses(\n    scoresBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,

offsetsBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,\n    displacementsFwdBuffer: TensorBuffer3D,\n    displacementsBwdBuffer:

TensorBuffer3D, outputStride: number,\n    maxPoseDetections: number, scoreThreshold = 0.5, nmsRadius = 20):

Pose[] {\n  const poses: Pose[] = [];\n\n  const queue = buildPartWithScoreQueue(\n      scoreThreshold,

kLocalMaximumRadius, scoresBuffer);\n\n  const squaredNmsRadius = nmsRadius * nmsRadius;\n\n  // Generate

at most maxDetections object instances per image in\n  // decreasing root part score order.\n  while (poses.length <

maxPoseDetections && !queue.empty()) {\n    // The top element in the queue is the next root candidate.\n    const

root = queue.dequeue();\n\n    // Part-based non-maximum suppression: We reject a root candidate if it\n    // is

within a disk of `nmsRadius` pixels from the corresponding part of\n    // a previously detected instance.\n    const

rootImageCoords =\n        getImageCoords(root.part, outputStride, offsetsBuffer);\n    if

(withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(\n            poses, squaredNmsRadius, rootImageCoords, root.part.id)) {\n

 continue;\n    }\n\n    // Start a new detection instance at the position of the root.\n    const keypoints =

decodePose(\n        root, scoresBuffer, offsetsBuffer, outputStride, displacementsFwdBuffer,\n

displacementsBwdBuffer);\n\n    const score = getInstanceScore(poses, squaredNmsRadius, keypoints);\n\n

poses.push({keypoints, score});\n  }\n\n  return poses;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BaseModel} from './base_model';\n\nconst

imageNetMean = [-123.15, -115.90, -103.06];\n\nexport class ResNet extends BaseModel {\n

preprocessInput(input: tf.Tensor3D): tf.Tensor3D {\n    return tf.add(input, imageNetMean);\n  }\n\n

nameOutputResults(results: tf.Tensor3D[]) {\n    const [\n      displacementBwd,\n      displacementFwd,\n

heatmap,\n      longOffsets,\n      offsets,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      segmentation,\n      partOffsets,\n  ] = results;\n

return {\n      offsets,\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmap,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      partOffsets\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nconst RESNET50_BASE_URL =\n    'https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-

models/savedmodel/bodypix/resnet50/';\nconst MOBILENET_BASE_URL =\n

'https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-models/savedmodel/bodypix/mobilenet/';\n\n// The BodyPix 2.0 ResNet50

models use the latest TensorFlow.js 1.0 model\n// format.\nexport function resNet50SavedModel(stride: number,

quantBytes: number): string {\n  const graphJson = `model-stride${stride}.json`;\n  // quantBytes=4 corresponding

to the non-quantized full-precision SavedModel.\n  if (quantBytes === 4) {\n    return RESNET50_BASE_URL +

`float/` + graphJson;\n  } else {\n    return RESNET50_BASE_URL + `quant${quantBytes}/` + graphJson;\n

}\n}\n\n// The BodyPix 2.0 MobileNetV1 models use the latest TensorFlow.js 1.0 model\n// format.\nexport
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function mobileNetSavedModel(\n    stride: number, multiplier: number, quantBytes: number): string {\n  const

toStr: {[key: number]: string} = {1.0: '100', 0.75: '075', 0.50: '050'};\n  const graphJson = `model-

stride${stride}.json`;\n  // quantBytes=4 corresponding to the non-quantized full-precision SavedModel.\n  if

(quantBytes === 4) {\n    return MOBILENET_BASE_URL + `float/${toStr[multiplier]}/` + graphJson;\n  } else

{\n    return MOBILENET_BASE_URL + `quant${quantBytes}/${toStr[multiplier]}/` +\n        graphJson;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {BodyPixInput, BodyPixOutputStride, Padding} from

'./types';\nimport {Pose, TensorBuffer3D} from './types';\nimport {BodyPixInternalResolution} from

'./types';\n\nfunction getSizeFromImageLikeElement(input: HTMLImageElement|\n

HTMLCanvasElement|\n                                     OffscreenCanvas): [number, number] {\n  if ('offsetHeight' in input

&& input.offsetHeight !== 0\n      && 'offsetWidth' in input && input.offsetWidth !== 0) {\n    return

[input.offsetHeight, input.offsetWidth];\n  } else if (input.height != null && input.width != null) {\n    return

[input.height, input.width];\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(\n        `HTMLImageElement must have height and

width attributes set.`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getSizeFromVideoElement(input: HTMLVideoElement): [number,

number] {\n  if (input.hasAttribute('height') && input.hasAttribute('width')) {\n    // Prioritizes user specified height

and width.\n    // We can't test the .height and .width properties directly,\n    // because they evaluate to 0 if unset.\n

return [input.height, input.width];\n  } else {\n    return [input.videoHeight, input.videoWidth];\n  }\n}\n\nexport

function getInputSize(input: BodyPixInput): [number, number] {\n  if ((typeof (HTMLCanvasElement) !==

'undefined' &&\n       input instanceof HTMLCanvasElement) ||\n      (typeof (OffscreenCanvas) !== 'undefined'

&&\n          input instanceof OffscreenCanvas) ||\n      (typeof (HTMLImageElement) !== 'undefined' &&\n

input instanceof HTMLImageElement)) {\n    return getSizeFromImageLikeElement(input);\n  } else if (typeof

(ImageData) !== 'undefined' && input instanceof ImageData) {\n    return [input.height, input.width];\n  } else if (\n

    typeof (HTMLVideoElement) !== 'undefined' &&\n      input instanceof HTMLVideoElement) {\n    return

getSizeFromVideoElement(input);\n  } else if (input instanceof tf.Tensor) {\n    return [input.shape[0],

input.shape[1]];\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`error: Unknown input type: ${input}.`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

isValidInputResolution(\n    resolution: number, outputStride: number): boolean {\n  return (resolution - 1) %

outputStride === 0;\n}\n\nexport function toValidInputResolution(\n    inputResolution: number, outputStride:

BodyPixOutputStride): number {\n  if (isValidInputResolution(inputResolution, outputStride)) {\n    return

inputResolution;\n  }\n\n  return Math.floor(inputResolution / outputStride) * outputStride + 1;\n}\n\nconst

INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS = {\n  low: 'low',\n  medium: 'medium',\n  high: 'high',\n  full:

'full'\n};\n\nconst INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_PERCENTAGES = {\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.low]: 0.25,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.medium]: 0.5,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.high]: 0.75,\n

[INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS.full]: 1.0\n};\n\nconst MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION =

0.1;\nconst MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION = 2.0;\n\nfunction toInternalResolutionPercentage(\n

internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution): number {\n  if (typeof internalResolution === 'string') {\n    const

result = INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_PERCENTAGES[internalResolution];\n\n    tf.util.assert(\n        typeof result

=== 'number',\n        () => `string value of inputResolution must be one of ${\n

Object.values(INTERNAL_RESOLUTION_STRING_OPTIONS)\n                .join(',')} but was

${internalResolution}.`);\n    return result;\n  } else {\n    tf.util.assert(\n        typeof internalResolution === 'number'

&&\n            internalResolution <= MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION &&\n            internalResolution >=
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MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION,\n        () =>\n            `inputResolution must be a string or number between ${\n

             MIN_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION} and ${MAX_INTERNAL_RESOLUTION}, but ` +\n            `was

${internalResolution}`);\n\n    return internalResolution;\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n    internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution,\n    outputStride:

BodyPixOutputStride,\n    [inputHeight, inputWidth]: [number, number]): [number, number] {\n  const

internalResolutionPercentage =\n      toInternalResolutionPercentage(internalResolution);\n\n  return [\n

toValidInputResolution(\n        inputHeight * internalResolutionPercentage, outputStride),\n

toValidInputResolution(\n        inputWidth * internalResolutionPercentage, outputStride)\n  ];\n}\n\nexport function

toInputTensor(input: BodyPixInput) {\n  // TODO: tf.browser.fromPixels types to support OffscreenCanvas\n  //

@ts-ignore\n  return input instanceof tf.Tensor ? input : tf.browser.fromPixels(input);\n}\n\nexport function

resizeAndPadTo(\n    imageTensor: tf.Tensor3D, [targetH, targetW]: [number, number],\n    flipHorizontal = false):

{\n  resizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D,\n  paddedBy: [[number, number], [number, number]]\n} {\n  const [height,

width] = imageTensor.shape;\n\n  const targetAspect = targetW / targetH;\n  const aspect = width / height;\n\n  let

resizeW: number;\n  let resizeH: number;\n  let padL: number;\n  let padR: number;\n  let padT: number;\n  let

padB: number;\n\n  if (aspect > targetAspect) {\n    // resize to have the larger dimension match the shape.\n

resizeW = targetW;\n    resizeH = Math.ceil(resizeW / aspect);\n\n    const padHeight = targetH - resizeH;\n    padL

= 0;\n    padR = 0;\n    padT = Math.floor(padHeight / 2);\n    padB = targetH - (resizeH + padT);\n  } else {\n

resizeH = targetH;\n    resizeW = Math.ceil(targetH * aspect);\n\n    const padWidth = targetW - resizeW;\n    padL

= Math.floor(padWidth / 2);\n    padR = targetW - (resizeW + padL);\n    padT = 0;\n    padB = 0;\n  }\n\n  const

resizedAndPadded = tf.tidy(() => {\n    // resize to have largest dimension match image\n    let resized:

tf.Tensor3D;\n    if (flipHorizontal) {\n      resized = tf.image.resizeBilinear(\n          tf.reverse(imageTensor, 1),

[resizeH, resizeW]);\n    } else {\n      resized = tf.image.resizeBilinear(imageTensor, [resizeH, resizeW]);\n    }\n\n

const padded = tf.pad3d(resized, [[padT, padB], [padL, padR], [0, 0]]);\n\n    return padded;\n  });\n\n  return

{resizedAndPadded, paddedBy: [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]};\n}\n\nexport function

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n    tensor: tf.Tensor3D,\n    [inputTensorHeight, inputTensorWidth]: [number,

number],\n    [resizedAndPaddedHeight, resizedAndPaddedWidth]: [number, number],\n    [[padT, padB], [padL,

padR]]: [[number, number], [number, number]],\n    applySigmoidActivation = false): tf.Tensor3D {\n  return

tf.tidy(() => {\n    let inResizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D = tf.image.resizeBilinear(tensor,\n

[resizedAndPaddedHeight, resizedAndPaddedWidth], true);\n\n    if (applySigmoidActivation) {\n

inResizedAndPadded = tf.sigmoid(inResizedAndPadded);\n    }\n\n    return removePaddingAndResizeBack(\n

inResizedAndPadded, [inputTensorHeight, inputTensorWidth],\n        [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]);\n

});\n}\n\nexport function removePaddingAndResizeBack(\n    resizedAndPadded: tf.Tensor3D,\n    [originalHeight,

originalWidth]: [number, number],\n    [[padT, padB], [padL, padR]]: [[number, number], [number, number]]):\n

tf.Tensor3D {\n  return tf.tidy(() => {\n    const batchedImage: tf.Tensor4D = tf.expandDims(resizedAndPadded);\n

 return tf.squeeze(tf.image\n        .cropAndResize(\n            batchedImage, [[\n              padT / (originalHeight +

padT + padB - 1.0),\n              padL / (originalWidth + padL + padR - 1.0),\n              (padT + originalHeight - 1.0)

/\n                  (originalHeight + padT + padB - 1.0),\n              (padL + originalWidth - 1.0) / (originalWidth + padL

+ padR - 1.0)\n            ]],\n            [0], [originalHeight, originalWidth]), [0]);\n  });\n}\n\nexport function resize2d(\n

  tensor: tf.Tensor2D, resolution: [number, number],\n    nearestNeighbor?: boolean): tf.Tensor2D {\n  return

tf.tidy(() => {\n    const batchedImage: tf.Tensor4D = tf.expandDims(tensor, 2);\n    return tf.squeeze(\n

tf.image.resizeBilinear(batchedImage, resolution, nearestNeighbor));\n  });\n}\n\nexport function

padAndResizeTo(\n    input: BodyPixInput, [targetH, targetW]: [number, number]):\n    {resized: tf.Tensor3D,

padding: Padding} {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n  const targetAspect = targetW / targetH;\n

const aspect = width / height;\n  let [padT, padB, padL, padR] = [0, 0, 0, 0];\n  if (aspect < targetAspect) {\n    //

pads the width\n    padT = 0;\n    padB = 0;\n    padL = Math.round(0.5 * (targetAspect * height - width));\n    padR

= Math.round(0.5 * (targetAspect * height - width));\n  } else {\n    // pads the height\n    padT = Math.round(0.5 *

((1.0 / targetAspect) * width - height));\n    padB = Math.round(0.5 * ((1.0 / targetAspect) * width - height));\n

padL = 0;\n    padR = 0;\n  }\n\n  const resized: tf.Tensor3D = tf.tidy(() => {\n    let imageTensor =
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toInputTensor(input);\n    imageTensor = tf.pad3d(imageTensor, [[padT, padB], [padL, padR], [0, 0]]);\n\n    return

tf.image.resizeBilinear(imageTensor, [targetH, targetW]);\n  });\n\n  return {resized, padding: {top: padT, left: padL,

right: padR, bottom: padB}};\n}\n\nexport async function toTensorBuffers3D(tensors: tf.Tensor3D[]):\n

Promise<TensorBuffer3D[]> {\n  return Promise.all(tensors.map(tensor => tensor.buffer()));\n}\n\nexport function

scalePose(\n    pose: Pose, scaleY: number, scaleX: number, offsetY = 0,\n    offsetX = 0): Pose {\n  return {\n

score: pose.score,\n    keypoints: pose.keypoints.map(({score, part, position}) => ({\n                                    score,\n

                                 part,\n                                    position: {\n                                      x: position.x * scaleX +

offsetX,\n                                      y: position.y * scaleY + offsetY\n                                    }\n

}))\n  };\n}\n\nexport function scalePoses(\n    poses: Pose[], scaleY: number, scaleX: number, offsetY = 0, offsetX

= 0) {\n  if (scaleX === 1 && scaleY === 1 && offsetY === 0 && offsetX === 0) {\n    return poses;\n  }\n  return

poses.map(pose => scalePose(pose, scaleY, scaleX, offsetY, offsetX));\n}\n\nexport function

flipPoseHorizontal(pose: Pose, imageWidth: number): Pose {\n  return {\n    score: pose.score,\n    keypoints:

pose.keypoints.map(\n        ({score, part, position}) => ({\n          score,\n          part,\n          position: {x:

imageWidth - 1 - position.x, y: position.y}\n        }))\n  };\n}\n\nexport function flipPosesHorizontal(poses: Pose[],

imageWidth: number) {\n  if (imageWidth <= 0) {\n    return poses;\n  }\n  return poses.map(pose =>

flipPoseHorizontal(pose, imageWidth));\n}\n\nexport function scaleAndFlipPoses(\n    poses: Pose[], [height,

width]: [number, number],\n    [inputResolutionHeight, inputResolutionWidth]: [number, number],\n    padding:

Padding, flipHorizontal: boolean): Pose[] {\n  const scaleY =\n      (height + padding.top + padding.bottom) /

(inputResolutionHeight);\n  const scaleX =\n      (width + padding.left + padding.right) /

(inputResolutionWidth);\n\n  const scaledPoses =\n      scalePoses(poses, scaleY, scaleX, -padding.top, -

padding.left);\n\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n    return flipPosesHorizontal(scaledPoses, width);\n  } else {\n    return

scaledPoses;\n  }\n}\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tfconv from '@tensorflow/tfjs-converter';\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{BaseModel} from './base_model';\nimport {decodeOnlyPartSegmentation, decodePartSegmentation,

toMaskTensor} from './decode_part_map';\nimport {MobileNet} from './mobilenet';\nimport

{decodePersonInstanceMasks, decodePersonInstancePartMasks} from

'./multi_person/decode_instance_masks';\nimport {decodeMultiplePoses} from

'./multi_person/decode_multiple_poses';\nimport {ResNet} from './resnet';\nimport {mobileNetSavedModel,

resNet50SavedModel} from './saved_models';\nimport {BodyPixArchitecture, BodyPixInput,

BodyPixInternalResolution, BodyPixMultiplier, BodyPixOutputStride, BodyPixQuantBytes, Padding} from

'./types';\nimport {PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation, SemanticPartSegmentation,

SemanticPersonSegmentation} from './types';\nimport {getInputSize, padAndResizeTo,

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape, scaleAndFlipPoses, toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth, toTensorBuffers3D}

from './util';\n\nconst APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION = true;\nconst FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING =

false;\n\n/**\n * BodyPix model loading is configurable using the following config dictionary.\n *\n *

`architecture`: BodyPixArchitecture. It determines which BodyPix architecture\n * to load. The supported

architectures are: MobileNetV1 and ResNet50.\n *\n * `outputStride`: Specifies the output stride of the BodyPix

model.\n * The smaller the value, the larger the output resolution, and more accurate\n * the model at the cost of

speed. Set this to a larger value to increase speed\n * at the cost of accuracy. Stride 32 is supported for ResNet and\n

* stride 8,16,32 are supported for various MobileNetV1 models.\n *\n * `multiplier`: An optional number with

values: 1.01, 1.0, 0.75, or\n * 0.50. The value is used only by MobileNet architecture. It is the float\n * multiplier for
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the depth (number of channels) for all convolution ops.\n * The larger the value, the larger the size of the layers, and

more accurate\n * the model at the cost of speed. Set this to a smaller value to increase speed\n * at the cost of

accuracy.\n *\n * `modelUrl`: An optional string that specifies custom url of the model. This\n * is useful for

area/countries that don't have access to the model hosted on\n * GCP.\n *\n * `quantBytes`: An optional number

with values: 1, 2, or 4.  This parameter\n * affects weight quantization in the models. The available options are\n * 1

byte, 2 bytes, and 4 bytes. The higher the value, the larger the model size\n * and thus the longer the loading time,

the lower the value, the shorter the\n * loading time but lower the accuracy.\n */\nexport interface ModelConfig {\n

architecture: BodyPixArchitecture;\n  outputStride: BodyPixOutputStride;\n  multiplier?: BodyPixMultiplier;\n

modelUrl?: string;\n  quantBytes?: BodyPixQuantBytes;\n}\n\n// The default configuration for loading

MobileNetV1 based BodyPix.\n//\n// (And for references, the default configuration for loading ResNet\n// based

PoseNet is also included).\n//\n// ```\n// const RESNET_CONFIG = {\n//   architecture: 'ResNet50',\n//

outputStride: 32,\n//   quantBytes: 4,\n// } as ModelConfig;\n// ```\n\nconst MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG = {\n

architecture: 'MobileNetV1',\n  outputStride: 16,\n  quantBytes: 4,\n  multiplier: 0.75,\n} as ModelConfig;\n\nconst

VALID_ARCHITECTURE: BodyPixArchitecture[] = ['MobileNetV1', 'ResNet50'];\nconst VALID_STRIDE: {[id:

string]: BodyPixOutputStride[]} = {\n  'MobileNetV1': [8, 16, 32],\n  'ResNet50': [32, 16]\n};\nconst

VALID_MULTIPLIER: {[id: string]: BodyPixMultiplier[]} = {\n  'MobileNetV1': [0.50, 0.75, 1.0],\n  'ResNet50':

[1.0]\n};\nconst VALID_QUANT_BYTES: BodyPixQuantBytes[] = [1, 2, 4];\n\nfunction

validateModelConfig(config: ModelConfig): ModelConfig {\n  config = config || MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG;\n\n

if (config.architecture == null) {\n    config.architecture = 'MobileNetV1';\n  }\n  if

(VALID_ARCHITECTURE.indexOf(config.architecture) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid architecture

${config.architecture}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_ARCHITECTURE}`);\n  }\n  if (config.outputStride

== null) {\n    config.outputStride = 16;\n  }\n  if

(VALID_STRIDE[config.architecture].indexOf(config.outputStride) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid

outputStride ${config.outputStride}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_STRIDE[config.architecture]} ` +\n

`for architecture ${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  if (config.multiplier == null) {\n    config.multiplier = 1.0;\n  }\n

if (VALID_MULTIPLIER[config.architecture].indexOf(config.multiplier) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Invalid multiplier ${config.multiplier}. ` +\n        `Should be one of

${VALID_MULTIPLIER[config.architecture]} ` +\n        `for architecture ${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  if

(config.quantBytes == null) {\n    config.quantBytes = 4;\n  }\n  if

(VALID_QUANT_BYTES.indexOf(config.quantBytes) < 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid quantBytes

${config.quantBytes}. ` +\n        `Should be one of ${VALID_QUANT_BYTES} ` +\n        `for architecture

${config.architecture}.`);\n  }\n\n  return config;\n}\n\n/**\n * BodyPix inference is configurable using the

following config dictionary.\n *\n * `flipHorizontal`: If the left-right keypoint of poses/part segmentation\n * should

be flipped/mirrored horizontally. This should be set to true for\n * videos where the video is by default flipped

horizontally (i.e. a webcam),\n * and you want the person & body part segmentation to be returned in the proper\n *

orientation.\n *\n * `internalResolution`: Defaults to 'medium'. The internal resolution\n * percentage that the input

is resized to before inference. The larger the\n * internalResolution the more accurate the model at the cost of

slower\n * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high', 'full', or a\n * percentage value between 0

and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n *\n *

`segmentationThreshold`: The minimum that segmentation values must\n * have to be considered part of the person.

Affects the generation of the\n * segmentation mask. More specifically, it is the threshold used to binarize\n * the

intermediate person segmentation probability. The probability of each\n * pixel belongs to a person is in range [0,

1]. If the probability is greater\n * than the `segmentationThreshold`, it will be set to 1 otherwise 0.\n *\n */\nexport

interface InferenceConfig {\n  flipHorizontal?: boolean;\n  internalResolution?: BodyPixInternalResolution;\n

segmentationThreshold?: number;\n}\n\n/**\n * Person Inference Config\n *\n * `maxDetections`: Defaults to 10.

Maximum number of person pose detections per\n * image.\n *\n * `scoreThreshold`: Defaults to 0.4. Only return

person pose that have root\n * part score greater or equal to this value.\n *\n * `nmsRadius`: Defaults to 20. Non-

maximum suppression part distance in pixels.\n * It needs to be strictly positive. Two pose keypoints suppress each
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other if\n * they are less than `nmsRadius` pixels away.\n */\nexport interface PersonInferenceConfig extends

InferenceConfig {\n  maxDetections?: number;\n  scoreThreshold?: number;\n  nmsRadius?: number;\n}\n\n/**\n *

Multiple Person Instance Inference Config\n *\n * `maxDetections`: Defaults to 10. Maximum number of returned

instance\n * segmentation and pose detections per image.\n *\n * `scoreThreshold`: Defaults to 0.4. Only returns and

uses person\n * poses for instance segmentation assignment when the pose has root part score\n * greater or equal to

this value.\n *\n * `nmsRadius`: Defaults to 20. Non-maximum suppression part distance in pixels.\n * It needs to be

strictly positive. Two parts suppress each other if they are\n * less than `nmsRadius` pixels away.\n *\n *

`minKeypointScore`: Default to 0.3. Keypoints above the score are used\n * for matching and assigning

segmentation mask to each person.\n *\n * `refineSteps`: Default to 10. The number of refinement steps used when\n

* assigning the instance segmentation. It needs to be strictly positive. The\n * larger the higher the accuracy and

slower the inference.\n *\n */\nexport interface MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig extends InferenceConfig {\n

maxDetections?: number;\n  scoreThreshold?: number;\n  nmsRadius?: number;\n  minKeypointScore?: number;\n

refineSteps?: number;\n}\n\nexport const PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG: PersonInferenceConfig = {\n

flipHorizontal: false,\n  internalResolution: 'medium',\n  segmentationThreshold: 0.7,\n  maxDetections: 10,\n

scoreThreshold: 0.4,\n  nmsRadius: 20,\n};\n\nexport const

MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG:\n    MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig = {\n

flipHorizontal: false,\n      internalResolution: 'medium',\n      segmentationThreshold: 0.7,\n      maxDetections:

10,\n      scoreThreshold: 0.4,\n      nmsRadius: 20,\n      minKeypointScore: 0.3,\n      refineSteps: 10\n

};\n\nfunction validatePersonInferenceConfig(config: PersonInferenceConfig) {\n  const {segmentationThreshold,

maxDetections, scoreThreshold, nmsRadius} =\n      config;\n\n  if (segmentationThreshold < 0.0 ||

segmentationThreshold > 1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `segmentationThreshold ${segmentationThreshold}. `

+\n        `Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (maxDetections <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid

maxDetections ${maxDetections}. ` +\n        `Should be > 0`);\n  }\n\n  if (scoreThreshold < 0.0 || scoreThreshold >

1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid scoreThreshold ${scoreThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in range [0.0,

1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (nmsRadius <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid nmsRadius ${nmsRadius}.`);\n

}\n}\n\nfunction validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(\n    config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig) {\n

const {\n    segmentationThreshold,\n    maxDetections,\n    scoreThreshold,\n    nmsRadius,\n

minKeypointScore,\n    refineSteps\n  } = config;\n\n  if (segmentationThreshold < 0.0 || segmentationThreshold >

1.0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `segmentationThreshold ${segmentationThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in

range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (maxDetections <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid maxDetections

${maxDetections}. ` +\n        `Should be > 0`);\n  }\n\n  if (scoreThreshold < 0.0 || scoreThreshold > 1.0) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `Invalid scoreThreshold ${scoreThreshold}. ` +\n        `Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if

(nmsRadius <= 0) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid nmsRadius ${nmsRadius}.`);\n  }\n\n  if (minKeypointScore < 0 ||

minKeypointScore > 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Invalid minKeypointScore ${minKeypointScore}.` +\n

`Should be in range [0.0, 1.0]`);\n  }\n\n  if (refineSteps <= 0 || refineSteps > 20) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Invalid refineSteps ${refineSteps}.` +\n        `Should be in range [1, 20]`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport class BodyPix {\n

baseModel: BaseModel;\n\n  constructor(net: BaseModel) {\n    this.baseModel = net;\n  }\n\n  private

predictForPersonSegmentation(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    segmentLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n    heatmapScores:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n  }

{\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n

  } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n    return {\n      segmentLogits: segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n

offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n    };\n  }\n\n  private

predictForPersonSegmentationAndPart(input: tf.Tensor3D): {\n    segmentLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n

partHeatmapLogits: tf.Tensor3D,\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n  } {\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      partHeatmaps,\n

heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n

  return {\n      segmentLogits: segmentation,\n      partHeatmapLogits: partHeatmaps,\n      heatmapScores,\n

offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n    };\n  }\n\n  private
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predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(input: tf.Tensor3D):\n      {\n        segmentLogits:

tf.Tensor3D,\n        longOffsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n        heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n        offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n

displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n        displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n        partHeatmaps: tf.Tensor3D\n      } {\n

const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n

displacementBwd,\n      partHeatmaps,\n    } = this.baseModel.predict(input);\n    return {\n      segmentLogits:

segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n

    partHeatmaps\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with people, returns a dictionary of all intermediate\n   *

tensors including: 1) a binary array with 1 for the pixels that are part of\n   * the person, and 0 otherwise, 2)

heatmapScores, 3) offsets, and 4) paddings.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param internalResolution Defaults to 'medium'. The internal resolution\n   * that

the input is resized to before inference. The larger the\n   * internalResolution the more accurate the model at the

cost of slower\n   * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high', 'full', or\n   * a percentage value

between 0 and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n   * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n

*\n   * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that segmentation values must have\n   * to be considered

part of the person. Affects the generation of the\n   * segmentation mask.\n   *\n   * @return A dictionary containing

`segmentation`, `heatmapScores`, `offsets`,\n   * and `padding`:\n   * - `segmentation`: A 2d Tensor with 1 for the

pixels that are part of the\n   * person, and 0 otherwise. The width and height correspond to the same\n   *

dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `heatmapScores`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint heatmaps used by\n   * pose

estimation decoding.\n   * - `offsets`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint offsets used by pose\n   * estimation decoding.\n

* - `displacementFwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint forward displacement used\n   * by pose estimation decoding.\n

 * - `displacementBwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint backward displacement used\n   * by pose estimation

decoding.\n   * - `padding`: The padding (unit pixels) being applied to the input image\n   * before it is fed into the

model.\n   */\n  segmentPersonActivation(\n      input: BodyPixInput, internalResolution:

BodyPixInternalResolution,\n      segmentationThreshold = 0.5): {\n    segmentation: tf.Tensor2D,\n

heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementBwd:

tf.Tensor3D,\n    padding: Padding,\n    internalResolutionHeightAndWidth: [number, number]\n  } {\n    const

[height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth =

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride, [height, width]);\n

const {resized, padding} =\n        padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n\n    const {\n

segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n        displacementFwd,\n

displacementBwd\n      } = this.predictForPersonSegmentation(resized);\n\n      const [resizedHeight, resizedWidth]

= resized.shape;\n\n      const scaledSegmentScores = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits,

[height, width], [resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left,

padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n      return {\n        segmentation: toMaskTensor(\n

         tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), segmentationThreshold),\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n    resized.dispose();\n    return {\n      segmentation,\n

heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with many people, returns a

PersonSegmentation dictionary\n   * that contains the segmentation mask for all people and a single pose.\n   *\n   *

Note: The segmentation mask returned by this method covers all people but\n   * the pose works well for one

person. If you want to estimate instance-level\n   * multiple person segmentation & pose for each person, use\n   *

`segmentMultiPerson` instead.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config PersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for the

BodyPix inference using person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return A SemanticPersonSegmentation dictionary that

contains height,\n   * width, the flattened binary segmentation mask and the poses for all people.\n   * The width and
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height correspond to the same dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `height`: The height of the segmentation data in

pixel unit.\n   * - `width`: The width of the segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * - `data`: The flattened Uint8Array

of segmentation data. 1 means the pixel\n   * belongs to a person and 0 means the pixel doesn't belong to a person.

The\n   * size of the array is equal to `height` x `width` in row-major order.\n   * - `allPoses`: The 2d poses of all

people.\n   */\n  async segmentPerson(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n      config: PersonInferenceConfig =

PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n      Promise<SemanticPersonSegmentation> {\n    config =

{...PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n    validatePersonInferenceConfig(config);\n\n    const {\n

segmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    } =\n        this.segmentPersonActivation(\n            input,

config.internalResolution, config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n    const [height, width] = segmentation.shape;\n\n

const result = await segmentation.data() as Uint8Array;\n    segmentation.dispose();\n\n    const tensorBuffers =

await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScores, offsets, displacementFwd, displacementBwd]);\n    const

[scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses =

decodeMultiplePoses(\n        scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n

this.baseModel.outputStride, config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses =

scaleAndFlipPoses(\n        poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n

FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n    heatmapScores.dispose();\n    offsets.dispose();\n

displacementFwd.dispose();\n    displacementBwd.dispose();\n\n    return {height, width, data: result, allPoses:

poses};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with multiple people, returns an *array* of\n   * PersonSegmentation

object. Each element in the array corresponding to one\n   * of the people in the input image. In other words, it

predicts\n   * instance-level multiple person segmentation & pose for each person.\n   *\n   * The model does

standard ImageNet pre-processing before inferring through\n   * the model. The image pixels should have values [0-

255].\n   *\n   * @param input\n   * ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)

The input\n   * image to feed through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config MultiPersonInferenceConfig object

that contains\n   * parameters for the BodyPix inference using multi-person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return An array of

PersonSegmentation object, each containing a width,\n   * height, a binary array (1 for the pixels that are part of

the\n   * person, and 0 otherwise) and 2D pose. The array size corresponds to the\n   * number of pixels in the

image. The width and height correspond to the\n   * dimensions of the image the binary array is shaped to, which are

the same\n   * dimensions of the input image.\n   */\n  async segmentMultiPerson(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n

config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig =\n          MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n

    Promise<PersonSegmentation[]> {\n    config = {...MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG,

...config};\n    validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(config);\n    const [height, width] =

getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth = toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n

config.internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride,\n        [height, width]);\n\n    const {resized, padding} =\n

  padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n

heatmapScoresRaw,\n      offsetsRaw,\n      displacementFwdRaw,\n      displacementBwdRaw,\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        longOffsets,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      } =

this.predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n      const scaledSegmentScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n

     [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n

const longOffsetsResized = false;\n      let scaledLongOffsets;\n      if (longOffsetsResized) {\n

scaledLongOffsets = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n            longOffsets, [height, width],

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n            [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n      } else {\n        scaledLongOffsets = longOffsets;\n      }\n\n      const

segmentation = toMaskTensor(\n          tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n

return {\n        segmentation,\n        longOffsets: scaledLongOffsets,\n        heatmapScoresRaw: heatmapScores,\n

 offsetsRaw: offsets,\n        displacementFwdRaw: displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwdRaw:
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displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScoresRaw,

offsetsRaw, displacementFwdRaw, displacementBwdRaw]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n

scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride,

config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n

poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

 const instanceMasks = await decodePersonInstanceMasks(\n        segmentation, longOffsets, poses, height, width,\n

      this.baseModel.outputStride, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        config.scoreThreshold,

config.refineSteps, config.minKeypointScore,\n        config.maxDetections);\n\n    resized.dispose();\n

segmentation.dispose();\n    longOffsets.dispose();\n    heatmapScoresRaw.dispose();\n    offsetsRaw.dispose();\n

displacementFwdRaw.dispose();\n    displacementBwdRaw.dispose();\n\n    return instanceMasks;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Given an image with many people, returns a dictionary containing: height,\n   * width, a tensor with a part id from 0-

24 for the pixels that are\n   * part of a corresponding body part, and -1 otherwise. This does standard\n   * ImageNet

pre-processing before inferring through the model.  The image\n   * should pixels should have values [0-255].\n   *\n

 * @param input ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input

image to feed through the network.\n   *\n   * @param internalResolution Defaults to 'medium'. The internal

resolution\n   * percentage that the input is resized to before inference. The larger the\n   * internalResolution the

more accurate the model at the cost of slower\n   * prediction times. Available values are 'low', 'medium', 'high',

'full', or\n   * a percentage value between 0 and 1. The values 'low', 'medium', 'high', and\n   * 'full' map to 0.25, 0.5,

0.75, and 1.0 correspondingly.\n   *\n   * @param segmentationThreshold The minimum that segmentation values

must have\n   * to be considered part of the person.  Affects the clipping of the colored\n   * part image.\n   *\n   *

@return  A dictionary containing `partSegmentation`, `heatmapScores`,\n   * `offsets`, and `padding`:\n   * -

`partSegmentation`: A 2d Tensor with a part id from 0-24 for\n   * the pixels that are part of a corresponding body

part, and -1 otherwise.\n   * - `heatmapScores`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint heatmaps used by\n   * single-person

pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `offsets`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint offsets used by single-person pose\n   *

estimation decoding.\n   * - `displacementFwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint forward displacement\n   * used by

pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `displacementBwd`: A 3d Tensor of the keypoint backward displacement used\n   *

by pose estimation decoding.\n   * - `padding`: The padding (unit pixels) being applied to the input image\n   *

before it is fed into the model.\n   */\n  segmentPersonPartsActivation(\n      input: BodyPixInput,

internalResolution: BodyPixInternalResolution,\n      segmentationThreshold = 0.5): {\n    partSegmentation:

tf.Tensor2D,\n    heatmapScores: tf.Tensor3D,\n    offsets: tf.Tensor3D,\n    displacementFwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n

displacementBwd: tf.Tensor3D,\n    padding: Padding,\n    internalResolutionHeightAndWidth: [number, number]\n

} {\n    const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const internalResolutionHeightAndWidth =

toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        internalResolution, this.baseModel.outputStride, [height, width]);\n

const {\n      resized,\n      padding,\n    } = padAndResizeTo(input, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n\n    const

{\n      partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd\n    } =

tf.tidy(() => {\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        partHeatmapLogits,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

   displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd\n      } = this.predictForPersonSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n\n

const [resizedHeight, resizedWidth] = resized.shape;\n\n      const scaledSegmentScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width], [resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n

[[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n

const scaledPartHeatmapScore = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          partHeatmapLogits, [height, width],

[resizedHeight, resizedWidth],\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n      const segmentation =\n

toMaskTensor(tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), segmentationThreshold);\n      return {\n        partSegmentation:\n

        decodePartSegmentation(segmentation, scaledPartHeatmapScore),\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n      };\n    });\n    resized.dispose();\n    return {\n

partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n      displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n
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padding,\n      internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with many people,

returns a PartSegmentation dictionary that\n   * contains the body part segmentation mask for all people and a single

pose.\n   *\n   * Note: The body part segmentation mask returned by this method covers all\n   * people but the pose

works well when there is one person. If you want to\n   * estimate instance-level multiple person body part

segmentation & pose for\n   * each person, use `segmentMultiPersonParts` instead.\n   *\n   * @param input

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement)\n   * The input image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config PersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for the

BodyPix inference using single person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return A SemanticPartSegmentation dictionary that

contains height, width,\n   * the flattened binary segmentation mask and the pose for the person. The\n   * width and

height correspond to the same dimensions of the input image.\n   * - `height`: The height of the person part

segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * - `width`: The width of the person part segmentation data in pixel unit.\n   * -

`data`: The flattened Int32Array of person part segmentation data with a\n   * part id from 0-24 for the pixels that are

part of a corresponding body\n   * part, and -1 otherwise. The size of the array is equal to `height` x\n   * `width` in

row-major order.\n   * - `allPoses`: The 2d poses of all people.\n   */\n  async segmentPersonParts(\n      input:

BodyPixInput,\n      config: PersonInferenceConfig = PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG):\n

Promise<SemanticPartSegmentation> {\n    config = {...PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n

validatePersonInferenceConfig(config);\n    const {\n      partSegmentation,\n      heatmapScores,\n      offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n      displacementBwd,\n      padding,\n      internalResolutionHeightAndWidth\n    } =\n

this.segmentPersonPartsActivation(\n            input, config.internalResolution, config.segmentationThreshold);\n\n

const [height, width] = partSegmentation.shape;\n    const data = await partSegmentation.data() as Int32Array;\n

partSegmentation.dispose();\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScores, offsets,

displacementFwd, displacementBwd]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf,

displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n        scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride, config.maxDetections,\n

config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n        poses, [height, width],

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

heatmapScores.dispose();\n    offsets.dispose();\n    displacementFwd.dispose();\n    displacementBwd.dispose();\n\n

  return {height, width, data, allPoses: poses};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Given an image with multiple people, returns an

*array* of PartSegmentation\n   * object. Each element in the array corresponding to one\n   * of the people in the

input image. In other words, it predicts\n   * instance-level multiple person body part segmentation & pose for

each\n   * person.\n   *\n   * This does standard ImageNet pre-processing before inferring through\n   * the model.

The image pixels should have values [0-255].\n   *\n   * @param input\n   *

ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|HTMLVideoElement) The input\n   * image to feed

through the network.\n   *\n   * @param config MultiPersonInferenceConfig object that contains\n   * parameters for

the BodyPix inference using multi-person decoding.\n   *\n   * @return An array of PartSegmentation object, each

containing a width,\n   * height, a flattened array (with part id from 0-24 for the pixels that are\n   * part of a

corresponding body part, and -1 otherwise) and 2D pose. The width\n   * and height correspond to the dimensions of

the image. Each flattened part\n   * segmentation array size is equal to `height` x `width`.\n   */\n  async

segmentMultiPersonParts(\n      input: BodyPixInput,\n      config: MultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig =\n

MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG): Promise<PartSegmentation[]> {\n    config =

{...MULTI_PERSON_INSTANCE_INFERENCE_CONFIG, ...config};\n\n

validateMultiPersonInstanceInferenceConfig(config);\n    const [height, width] = getInputSize(input);\n    const

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth = toInputResolutionHeightAndWidth(\n        config.internalResolution,

this.baseModel.outputStride,\n        [height, width]);\n    const {resized, padding} =\n        padAndResizeTo(input,

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth);\n    const {\n      segmentation,\n      longOffsets,\n      heatmapScoresRaw,\n

 offsetsRaw,\n      displacementFwdRaw,\n      displacementBwdRaw,\n      partSegmentation,\n    } = tf.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {\n        segmentLogits,\n        longOffsets,\n        heatmapScores,\n        offsets,\n

displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwd,\n        partHeatmaps\n      } =
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this.predictForMultiPersonInstanceSegmentationAndPart(resized);\n\n      // decoding with scaling.\n      const

scaledSegmentScores = scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          segmentLogits, [height, width],

internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n          [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n

APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n      // decoding with scaling.\n      const scaledPartSegmentationScores =

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape(\n          partHeatmaps, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth,\n

    [[padding.top, padding.bottom], [padding.left, padding.right]],\n          APPLY_SIGMOID_ACTIVATION);\n\n

 const scaledLongOffsets = longOffsets;\n      const segmentation = toMaskTensor(\n

tf.squeeze(scaledSegmentScores), config.segmentationThreshold);\n      const partSegmentation =\n

decodeOnlyPartSegmentation(scaledPartSegmentationScores);\n      return {\n        segmentation,\n        longOffsets:

scaledLongOffsets,\n        heatmapScoresRaw: heatmapScores,\n        offsetsRaw: offsets,\n

displacementFwdRaw: displacementFwd,\n        displacementBwdRaw: displacementBwd,\n

partSegmentation\n      };\n    });\n\n    const tensorBuffers = await toTensorBuffers3D(\n        [heatmapScoresRaw,

offsetsRaw, displacementFwdRaw, displacementBwdRaw]);\n    const [scoresBuf, offsetsBuf,

displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf] =\n        tensorBuffers;\n\n    let poses = decodeMultiplePoses(\n

scoresBuf, offsetsBuf, displacementsFwdBuf, displacementsBwdBuf,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride,

config.maxDetections,\n        config.scoreThreshold, config.nmsRadius);\n\n    poses = scaleAndFlipPoses(\n

poses, [height, width], internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n        FLIP_POSES_AFTER_SCALING);\n\n

 const instanceMasks = await decodePersonInstancePartMasks(\n        segmentation, longOffsets, partSegmentation,

poses, height, width,\n        this.baseModel.outputStride, internalResolutionHeightAndWidth, padding,\n

config.scoreThreshold, config.refineSteps, config.minKeypointScore,\n        config.maxDetections);\n\n

resized.dispose();\n    segmentation.dispose();\n    longOffsets.dispose();\n    heatmapScoresRaw.dispose();\n

offsetsRaw.dispose();\n    displacementFwdRaw.dispose();\n    displacementBwdRaw.dispose();\n

partSegmentation.dispose();\n\n    return instanceMasks;\n  }\n\n  public dispose() {\n    this.baseModel.dispose();\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the MobileNet BodyPix model.\n */\nasync function loadMobileNet(config: ModelConfig):

Promise<BodyPix> {\n  const outputStride = config.outputStride;\n  const quantBytes = config.quantBytes;\n  const

multiplier = config.multiplier;\n  if (tf == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Cannot find TensorFlow.js. If you are

using a <script> tag, please ` +\n        `also include @tensorflow/tfjs on the page before using this\n        model.`);\n

}\n\n  const url = mobileNetSavedModel(outputStride, multiplier, quantBytes);\n  const graphModel = await

tfconv.loadGraphModel(config.modelUrl || url);\n  const mobilenet = new MobileNet(graphModel, outputStride);\n

return new BodyPix(mobilenet);\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the ResNet BodyPix model.\n */\nasync function

loadResNet(config: ModelConfig): Promise<BodyPix> {\n  const outputStride = config.outputStride;\n  const

quantBytes = config.quantBytes;\n  if (tf == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Cannot find TensorFlow.js. If you

are using a <script> tag, please ` +\n        `also include @tensorflow/tfjs on the page before using this\n

model.`);\n  }\n\n  const url = resNet50SavedModel(outputStride, quantBytes);\n  const graphModel = await

tfconv.loadGraphModel(config.modelUrl || url);\n  const resnet = new ResNet(graphModel, outputStride);\n  return

new BodyPix(resnet);\n}\n\n/**\n * Loads the BodyPix model instance from a checkpoint, with the ResNet\n * or

MobileNet architecture. The model to be loaded is configurable using the\n * config dictionary ModelConfig. Please

find more details in the\n * documentation of the ModelConfig.\n *\n * @param config ModelConfig dictionary that

contains parameters for\n * the BodyPix loading process. Please find more details of each parameters\n * in the

documentation of the ModelConfig interface. The predefined\n * `MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG` and

`RESNET_CONFIG` can also be used as references\n * for defining your customized config.\n */\nexport async

function load(config: ModelConfig = MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG):\n    Promise<BodyPix> {\n  config =

validateModelConfig(config);\n  if (config.architecture === 'ResNet50') {\n    return loadResNet(config);\n  } else if

(config.architecture === 'MobileNetV1') {\n    return loadMobileNet(config);\n  } else {\n    return null;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"
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BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// method copied from bGlur in https://codepen.io/zhaojun/pen/zZmRQe\nexport function cpuBlur(\n

canvas: HTMLCanvasElement|OffscreenCanvas,\n    image:

HTMLImageElement|HTMLVideoElement|HTMLCanvasElement|OffscreenCanvas,\n    blur: number) {\n  const

ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  let sum = 0;\n  const delta = 5;\n  const alphaLeft = 1 / (2 * Math.PI * delta *

delta);\n  const step = blur < 3 ? 1 : 2;\n  for (let y = -blur; y <= blur; y += step) {\n    for (let x = -blur; x <= blur; x

+= step) {\n      const weight =\n          alphaLeft * Math.exp(-(x * x + y * y) / (2 * delta * delta));\n      sum +=

weight;\n    }\n  }\n  for (let y = -blur; y <= blur; y += step) {\n    for (let x = -blur; x <= blur; x += step) {\n

ctx.globalAlpha = alphaLeft *\n          Math.exp(-(x * x + y * y) / (2 * delta * delta)) / sum * blur;\n

ctx.drawImage(image, x, y);\n    }\n  }\n  ctx.globalAlpha = 1;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {cpuBlur} from './blur';\nimport {Color, PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation} from

'./types';\nimport {SemanticPartSegmentation, SemanticPersonSegmentation} from './types';\nimport {getInputSize}

from './util';\n\nexport type Canvas = HTMLCanvasElement | OffscreenCanvas;\n\nconst offScreenCanvases:

{[name: string]: Canvas} = {};\n\ntype ImageType = HTMLImageElement|HTMLVideoElement|Canvas;\ntype

HasDimensions = {\n  width: number,\n  height: number\n};\n\nfunction isSafari() {\n  return

(/^((?!chrome|android).)*safari/i.test(navigator.userAgent));\n}\n\nfunction assertSameDimensions(\n    {width:

widthA, height: heightA}: HasDimensions,\n    {width: widthB, height: heightB}: HasDimensions, nameA: string,\n

  nameB: string) {\n  if (widthA !== widthB || heightA !== heightB) {\n    throw new Error(`error: dimensions must

match. ${nameA} has dimensions ${\n        widthA}x${heightA}, ${nameB} has dimensions

${widthB}x${heightB}`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas: Canvas) {\n  const ctx =

canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.scale(-1, 1);\n  ctx.translate(-canvas.width, 0);\n}\n\nfunction

drawWithCompositing(\n    ctx: CanvasRenderingContext2D|OffscreenCanvasRenderingContext2D,\n    image:

Canvas|ImageType,\n    compositeOperation: string) {\n  ctx.globalCompositeOperation = compositeOperation;\n

ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0);\n}\n\nfunction createOffScreenCanvas(): Canvas {\n  if (typeof document !==

'undefined' ) {\n    return document.createElement('canvas');\n  } else if (typeof OffscreenCanvas !== 'undefined')

{\n    return new OffscreenCanvas(0, 0);\n  } else {\n    throw new Error('Cannot create a canvas in this context');\n

}\n}\n\nfunction ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(id: string): Canvas {\n  if (!offScreenCanvases[id]) {\n

offScreenCanvases[id] = createOffScreenCanvas();\n  }\n  return offScreenCanvases[id];\n}\n\nfunction

drawAndBlurImageOnCanvas(\n    image: ImageType, blurAmount: number, canvas: Canvas) {\n  const {height,

width} = image;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  canvas.width = width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n

ctx.clearRect(0, 0, width, height);\n  ctx.save();\n  if (isSafari()) {\n    cpuBlur(canvas, image, blurAmount);\n  } else

{\n    // tslint:disable:no-any\n    (ctx as any).filter = `blur(${blurAmount}px)`;\n    ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0,

width, height);\n  }\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n    image: ImageType,

blurAmount: number,\n    offscreenCanvasName: string): Canvas {\n  const canvas =

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(offscreenCanvasName);\n  if (blurAmount === 0) {\n

renderImageToCanvas(image, canvas);\n  } else {\n    drawAndBlurImageOnCanvas(image, blurAmount, canvas);\n

}\n  return canvas;\n}\n\nfunction renderImageToCanvas(image: ImageType, canvas: Canvas) {\n  const {width,

height} = image;\n  canvas.width = width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n

ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n}\n/**\n * Draw an image on a canvas\n */\nfunction
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renderImageDataToCanvas(image: ImageData, canvas: Canvas) {\n  canvas.width = image.width;\n  canvas.height

= image.height;\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  ctx.putImageData(image, 0, 0);\n}\n\nfunction

renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(\n    image: ImageData, canvasName: string): Canvas {\n  const canvas =

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(canvasName);\n  renderImageDataToCanvas(image, canvas);\n\n  return

canvas;\n}\n\n/**\n * Given the output from estimating multi-person segmentation, generates an\n * image with

foreground and background color at each pixel determined by the\n * corresponding binary segmentation value at

the pixel from the output.  In\n * other words, pixels where there is a person will be colored with foreground\n *

color and where there is not a person will be colored with background color.\n *\n * @param

personOrPartSegmentation The output from\n * `segmentPerson`, `segmentMultiPerson`,\n * `segmentPersonParts`

or `segmentMultiPersonParts`. They can\n * be SemanticPersonSegmentation object, an array of

PersonSegmentation object,\n * SemanticPartSegmentation object, or an array of PartSegmentation object.\n *\n *

@param foreground Default to {r:0, g:0, b:0, a: 0}. The foreground color\n * (r,g,b,a) for visualizing pixels that

belong to people.\n *\n * @param background Default to {r:0, g:0, b:0, a: 255}. The background color\n * (r,g,b,a)

for visualizing pixels that don't belong to people.\n *\n * @param drawContour Default to false. Whether to draw

the contour around each\n * person's segmentation mask or body part mask.\n *\n * @param foregroundIds Default

to [1]. The integer values that represent\n * foreground. For person segmentation, 1 is the foreground. For body

part\n * segmentation, it can be a subset of all body parts ids.\n *\n * @returns An ImageData with the same width

and height of\n * all the PersonSegmentation in multiPersonSegmentation, with opacity and\n * transparency at each

pixel determined by the corresponding binary\n * segmentation value at the pixel from the output.\n */\nexport

function toMask(\n    personOrPartSegmentation: SemanticPersonSegmentation|\n

SemanticPartSegmentation|PersonSegmentation[]|PartSegmentation[],\n    foreground: Color = {\n      r: 0,\n      g:

0,\n      b: 0,\n      a: 0\n    },\n    background: Color = {\n      r: 0,\n      g: 0,\n      b: 0,\n      a: 255\n    },\n

drawContour = false, foregroundIds: number[] = [1]): ImageData {\n  if (Array.isArray(personOrPartSegmentation)

&&\n      personOrPartSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    return null;\n  }\n\n  let multiPersonOrPartSegmentation:\n

   Array<SemanticPersonSegmentation|SemanticPartSegmentation|\n

PersonSegmentation|PartSegmentation>;\n\n  if (!Array.isArray(personOrPartSegmentation)) {\n

multiPersonOrPartSegmentation = [personOrPartSegmentation];\n  } else {\n    multiPersonOrPartSegmentation =

personOrPartSegmentation;\n  }\n\n  const {width, height} = multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[0];\n  const bytes =

new Uint8ClampedArray(width * height * 4);\n\n  function drawStroke(\n      bytes: Uint8ClampedArray, row:

number, column: number, width: number,\n      radius: number, color: Color = {r: 0, g: 255, b: 255, a: 255}) {\n

for (let i = -radius; i <= radius; i++) {\n      for (let j = -radius; j <= radius; j++) {\n        if (i !== 0 && j !== 0) {\n

    const n = (row + i) * width + (column + j);\n          bytes[4 * n + 0] = color.r;\n          bytes[4 * n + 1] = color.g;\n

      bytes[4 * n + 2] = color.b;\n          bytes[4 * n + 3] = color.a;\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  function

isSegmentationBoundary(\n      segmentationData: Uint8Array|Int32Array,\n      row: number,\n      column:

number,\n      width: number,\n      foregroundIds: number[] = [1],\n      radius = 1,\n      ): boolean {\n    let

numberBackgroundPixels = 0;\n    for (let i = -radius; i <= radius; i++) {\n      for (let j = -radius; j <= radius; j++)

{\n        if (i !== 0 && j !== 0) {\n          const n = (row + i) * width + (column + j);\n          if

(!foregroundIds.some(id => id === segmentationData[n])) {\n            numberBackgroundPixels += 1;\n          }\n

}\n      }\n    }\n    return numberBackgroundPixels > 0;\n  }\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < height; i += 1) {\n    for (let j = 0; j

< width; j += 1) {\n      const n = i * width + j;\n      bytes[4 * n + 0] = background.r;\n      bytes[4 * n + 1] =

background.g;\n      bytes[4 * n + 2] = background.b;\n      bytes[4 * n + 3] = background.a;\n      for (let k = 0; k <

multiPersonOrPartSegmentation.length; k++) {\n        if (foregroundIds.some(\n                id => id ===

multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[k].data[n])) {\n          bytes[4 * n] = foreground.r;\n          bytes[4 * n + 1] =

foreground.g;\n          bytes[4 * n + 2] = foreground.b;\n          bytes[4 * n + 3] = foreground.a;\n          const

isBoundary = isSegmentationBoundary(\n              multiPersonOrPartSegmentation[k].data, i, j, width,\n

foregroundIds);\n          if (drawContour && i - 1 >= 0 && i + 1 < height && j - 1 >= 0 &&\n              j + 1 < width

&& isBoundary) {\n            drawStroke(bytes, i, j, width, 1);\n          }\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return new

ImageData(bytes, width, height);\n}\n\nconst RAINBOW_PART_COLORS: Array<[number, number, number]> =
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[\n  [110, 64, 170], [143, 61, 178], [178, 60, 178], [210, 62, 167],\n  [238, 67, 149], [255, 78, 125], [255, 94, 99],

[255, 115, 75],\n  [255, 140, 56], [239, 167, 47], [217, 194, 49], [194, 219, 64],\n  [175, 240, 91], [135, 245, 87],

[96, 247, 96],  [64, 243, 115],\n  [40, 234, 141], [28, 219, 169], [26, 199, 194], [33, 176, 213],\n  [47, 150, 224], [65,

125, 224], [84, 101, 214], [99, 81, 195]\n];\n\n/**\n * Given the output from person body part segmentation (or

multi-person\n * instance body part segmentation) and an array of colors indexed by part id,\n * generates an image

with the corresponding color for each part at each pixel,\n * and white pixels where there is no part.\n *\n * @param

partSegmentation The output from segmentPersonParts\n * or segmentMultiPersonParts. The former is a

SemanticPartSegmentation\n * object and later is an array of PartSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param partColors A

multi-dimensional array of rgb colors indexed by\n * part id.  Must have 24 colors, one for every part.\n *\n *

@returns An ImageData with the same width and height of all the element in\n * multiPersonPartSegmentation,

with the corresponding color for each part at\n * each pixel, and black pixels where there is no part.\n */\nexport

function toColoredPartMask(\n    partSegmentation: SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n    partColors:

Array<[number, number, number]> =\n        RAINBOW_PART_COLORS): ImageData {\n  if

(Array.isArray(partSegmentation) && partSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    return null;\n  }\n\n  let

multiPersonPartSegmentation;\n  if (!Array.isArray(partSegmentation)) {\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation =

[partSegmentation];\n  } else {\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation = partSegmentation;\n  }\n  const {width, height}

= multiPersonPartSegmentation[0];\n  const bytes = new Uint8ClampedArray(width * height * 4);\n\n  for (let i = 0;

i < height * width; ++i) {\n    // invert mask.  Invert the segmentation mask.\n    const j = i * 4;\n    bytes[j + 0] =

255;\n    bytes[j + 1] = 255;\n    bytes[j + 2] = 255;\n    bytes[j + 3] = 255;\n    for (let k = 0; k <

multiPersonPartSegmentation.length; k++) {\n      const partId = multiPersonPartSegmentation[k].data[i];\n      if

(partId !== -1) {\n        const color = partColors[partId];\n        if (!color) {\n          throw new Error(`No color could

be found for part id ${partId}`);\n        }\n        bytes[j + 0] = color[0];\n        bytes[j + 1] = color[1];\n        bytes[j +

2] = color[2];\n        bytes[j + 3] = 255;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  return new ImageData(bytes, width, height);\n}\n\nconst

CANVAS_NAMES = {\n  blurred: 'blurred',\n  blurredMask: 'blurred-mask',\n  mask: 'mask',\n  lowresPartMask:

'lowres-part-mask',\n};\n\n/**\n * Given an image and a maskImage of type ImageData, draws the image with the\n

* mask on top of it onto a canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to be drawn onto.\n *\n * @param image The

original image to apply the mask to.\n *\n * @param maskImage An ImageData containing the mask.  Ideally this

should be\n * generated by toMask or toColoredPartMask.\n *\n * @param maskOpacity The opacity of the mask

when drawing it on top of the\n * image. Defaults to 0.7. Should be a float between 0 and 1.\n *\n * @param

maskBlurAmount How many pixels to blur the mask by. Defaults to 0.\n * Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n

*\n * @param flipHorizontal If the result should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n */\nexport function

drawMask(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType, maskImage: ImageData|null,\n    maskOpacity = 0.7,

maskBlurAmount = 0, flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  canvas.width =

width;\n  canvas.height = height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n

flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0);\n\n  ctx.globalAlpha = maskOpacity;\n  if

(maskImage) {\n    assertSameDimensions({width, height}, maskImage, 'image', 'mask');\n\n    const mask =

renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(maskImage, CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n\n    const blurredMask =

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        mask, maskBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n

ctx.drawImage(blurredMask, 0, 0, width, height);\n  }\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\n/**\n * Given an image and a

maskImage of type ImageData, draws the image with the\n * pixelated mask on top of it onto a canvas.\n *\n *

@param canvas The canvas to be drawn onto.\n *\n * @param image The original image to apply the mask to.\n *\n

* @param maskImage An ImageData containing the mask.  Ideally this should be\n * generated by

toColoredPartMask.\n *\n * @param maskOpacity The opacity of the mask when drawing it on top of the\n *

image. Defaults to 0.7. Should be a float between 0 and 1.\n *\n * @param maskBlurAmount How many pixels to

blur the mask by. Defaults to 0.\n * Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param flipHorizontal If the

result should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n *\n * @param pixelCellWidth The width of each pixel

cell. Default to 10 px.\n */\nexport function drawPixelatedMask(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,

maskImage: ImageData,\n    maskOpacity = 0.7, maskBlurAmount = 0, flipHorizontal = false,\n    pixelCellWidth =
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10.0) {\n  const [height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  assertSameDimensions({width, height}, maskImage,

'image', 'mask');\n\n  const mask = renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(maskImage, CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n

const blurredMask = drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      mask, maskBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n\n  canvas.width = blurredMask.width;\n  canvas.height =

blurredMask.height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal) {\n

flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n\n  const offscreenCanvas =\n

ensureOffscreenCanvasCreated(CANVAS_NAMES.lowresPartMask);\n  const offscreenCanvasCtx =

offscreenCanvas.getContext('2d');\n  offscreenCanvas.width = blurredMask.width * (1.0 / pixelCellWidth);\n

offscreenCanvas.height = blurredMask.height * (1.0 / pixelCellWidth);\n  offscreenCanvasCtx.drawImage(\n

blurredMask, 0, 0, blurredMask.width, blurredMask.height, 0, 0,\n      offscreenCanvas.width,

offscreenCanvas.height);\n  ctx.imageSmoothingEnabled = false;\n  ctx.drawImage(\n      offscreenCanvas, 0, 0,

offscreenCanvas.width, offscreenCanvas.height, 0,\n      0, canvas.width, canvas.height);\n\n  // Draws vertical grid

lines that are `pixelCellWidth` apart from each other.\n  for (let i = 0; i < offscreenCanvas.width; i++) {\n

ctx.beginPath();\n    ctx.strokeStyle = '#ffffff';\n    ctx.moveTo(pixelCellWidth * i, 0);\n    ctx.lineTo(pixelCellWidth

* i, canvas.height);\n    ctx.stroke();\n  }\n\n  // Draws horizontal grid lines that are `pixelCellWidth` apart from

each\n  // other.\n  for (let i = 0; i < offscreenCanvas.height; i++) {\n    ctx.beginPath();\n    ctx.strokeStyle =

'#ffffff';\n    ctx.moveTo(0, pixelCellWidth * i);\n    ctx.lineTo(canvas.width, pixelCellWidth * i);\n    ctx.stroke();\n

}\n\n  ctx.globalAlpha = 1.0 - maskOpacity;\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, blurredMask.width,

blurredMask.height);\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction createPersonMask(\n    multiPersonSegmentation:

PersonSegmentation[]|SemanticPersonSegmentation,\n    edgeBlurAmount: number): Canvas {\n  const

backgroundMaskImage = toMask(\n      multiPersonSegmentation, {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 255},\n      {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a:

0});\n\n  const backgroundMask =\n      renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(backgroundMaskImage,

CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n  if (edgeBlurAmount === 0) {\n    return backgroundMask;\n  } else {\n    return

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        backgroundMask, edgeBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Given a personSegmentation and an image, draws the image

with its background\n * blurred onto the canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to draw the background-blurred

image onto.\n *\n * @param image The image to blur the background of and draw.\n *\n * @param

personSegmentation A SemanticPersonSegmentation or an array of\n * PersonSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param

backgroundBlurAmount How many pixels in the background blend into each\n * other.  Defaults to 3. Should be an

integer between 1 and 20.\n *\n * @param edgeBlurAmount How many pixels to blur on the edge between the

person\n * and the background by.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param

flipHorizontal If the output should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to false.\n */\nexport function

drawBokehEffect(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,\n    multiPersonSegmentation:

SemanticPersonSegmentation|PersonSegmentation[],\n    backgroundBlurAmount = 3, edgeBlurAmount = 3,

flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const blurredImage = drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      image,

backgroundBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurred);\n  canvas.width = blurredImage.width;\n  canvas.height =

blurredImage.height;\n\n  const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  if (Array.isArray(multiPersonSegmentation)

&&\n      multiPersonSegmentation.length === 0) {\n    ctx.drawImage(blurredImage, 0, 0);\n    return;\n  }\n\n

const personMask = createPersonMask(multiPersonSegmentation, edgeBlurAmount);\n\n  ctx.save();\n  if

(flipHorizontal) {\n    flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n  // draw the original image on the final canvas\n  const

[height, width] = getInputSize(image);\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n\n  // \"destination-in\" - \"The

existing canvas content is kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else

is made\n  // transparent.\"\n  // crop what's not the person using the mask from the original image\n

drawWithCompositing(ctx, personMask, 'destination-in');\n  // \"destination-over\" - \"The existing canvas content is

kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  //

transparent.\"\n  // draw the blurred background on top of the original image where it doesn't\n  // overlap.\n

drawWithCompositing(ctx, blurredImage, 'destination-over');\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n\nfunction

createBodyPartMask(\n    multiPersonPartSegmentation: SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n
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bodyPartIdsToMask: number[], edgeBlurAmount: number): Canvas {\n  const backgroundMaskImage = toMask(\n

  multiPersonPartSegmentation, {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 0},\n      {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 255}, true, bodyPartIdsToMask);\n\n

const backgroundMask =\n      renderImageDataToOffScreenCanvas(backgroundMaskImage,

CANVAS_NAMES.mask);\n  if (edgeBlurAmount === 0) {\n    return backgroundMask;\n  } else {\n    return

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n        backgroundMask, edgeBlurAmount,

CANVAS_NAMES.blurredMask);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Given a personSegmentation and an image, draws the image

with its background\n * blurred onto the canvas.\n *\n * @param canvas The canvas to draw the background-blurred

image onto.\n *\n * @param image The image to blur the background of and draw.\n *\n * @param

partSegmentation A SemanticPartSegmentation or an array of\n * PartSegmentation object.\n *\n * @param

bodyPartIdsToBlur Default to [0, 1] (left-face and right-face). An\n * array of body part ids to blur. Each must be

one of the 24 body part ids.\n *\n * @param backgroundBlurAmount How many pixels in the background blend into

each\n * other.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer between 1 and 20.\n *\n * @param edgeBlurAmount How many

pixels to blur on the edge between the person\n * and the background by.  Defaults to 3. Should be an integer

between 0 and 20.\n *\n * @param flipHorizontal If the output should be flipped horizontally.  Defaults\n * to

false.\n */\nexport function blurBodyPart(\n    canvas: Canvas, image: ImageType,\n    partSegmentation:

SemanticPartSegmentation|PartSegmentation[],\n    bodyPartIdsToBlur = [0, 1], backgroundBlurAmount = 3,

edgeBlurAmount = 3,\n    flipHorizontal = false) {\n  const blurredImage =

drawAndBlurImageOnOffScreenCanvas(\n      image, backgroundBlurAmount, CANVAS_NAMES.blurred);\n

canvas.width = blurredImage.width;\n  canvas.height = blurredImage.height;\n\n  const ctx =

canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  if (Array.isArray(partSegmentation) && partSegmentation.length === 0) {\n

ctx.drawImage(blurredImage, 0, 0);\n    return;\n  }\n  const bodyPartMask =\n

createBodyPartMask(partSegmentation, bodyPartIdsToBlur, edgeBlurAmount);\n\n  ctx.save();\n  if (flipHorizontal)

{\n    flipCanvasHorizontal(canvas);\n  }\n  // draw the original image on the final canvas\n  const [height, width] =

getInputSize(image);\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0, width, height);\n\n  // \"destination-in\" - \"The existing canvas

content is kept where both the\n  // new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  //

transparent.\"\n  // crop what's not the person using the mask from the original image\n  drawWithCompositing(ctx,

bodyPartMask, 'destination-in');\n  // \"destination-over\" - \"The existing canvas content is kept where both the\n  //

new shape and existing canvas content overlap. Everything else is made\n  // transparent.\"\n  // draw the blurred

background on top of the original image where it doesn't\n  // overlap.\n  drawWithCompositing(ctx, blurredImage,

'destination-over');\n  ctx.restore();\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const PART_CHANNELS: string[] = [\n  'left_face',\n  'right_face',\n  'left_upper_arm_front',\n

'left_upper_arm_back',\n  'right_upper_arm_front',\n  'right_upper_arm_back',\n  'left_lower_arm_front',\n

'left_lower_arm_back',\n  'right_lower_arm_front',\n  'right_lower_arm_back',\n  'left_hand',\n  'right_hand',\n

'torso_front',\n  'torso_back',\n  'left_upper_leg_front',\n  'left_upper_leg_back',\n  'right_upper_leg_front',\n

'right_upper_leg_back',\n  'left_lower_leg_front',\n  'left_lower_leg_back',\n  'right_lower_leg_front',\n

'right_lower_leg_back',\n  'left_feet',\n  'right_feet'\n];\n","/** @license See the LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is

auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '2.2.0';\nexport {version};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport {BodyPix, load} from './body_pix_model';\nexport {blurBodyPart, drawBokehEffect, drawMask,

drawPixelatedMask, toColoredPartMask, toMask} from './output_rendering_util';\nexport {PART_CHANNELS}

from './part_channels';\nexport {PartSegmentation, PersonSegmentation, SemanticPartSegmentation,

SemanticPersonSegmentation} from './types';\nexport {flipPoseHorizontal, resizeAndPadTo,

scaleAndCropToInputTensorShape} from './util';\nexport {version} from

'./version';\n"],"names":["tf.argMax","tf.reshape","tf.oneHot","tf.mul","tf.tidy","tf.cast","tf.greater","tf.scalar","tf.ex

pandDims","tf.range","tf.matMul","tf.add","tf.sub","tf.util","tf.squeeze","tf.sigmoid","tf.div","tf.tensor","tf.backend"

,"tf.equal","getBackend","tf.engine","tf.Tensor","tf.browser","tf.image","tf.reverse","tf.pad3d","tfconv.loadGraphM

odel"],"mappings":";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAAA;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA,I

AEA;;;;;;IAMA,SAAS,wBAAwB,CAAC,iBAA8B;QAC9D,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5C,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAGA,SAAS,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QA

EzD,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAGC,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAE5

D,OAAOC,SAAS,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAgB,CAAC;IAC9D,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,YAAY,CAAC,KA

AkB,EAAE,IAAiB;QACzD,OAAOC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7B,CAAC;IAED;;;;;;

;;;;;;;AAaA,aAAgB,YAAY,CACxB,aAA0B,EAAE,SAAiB;QAC/C,OAAOC,OAAO,CACV;YACI,OAACC,OAA

O,CAACC,UAAU,CACf,aAAa,EAAEC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAiB;SAAA,CAAC,

CAAC;IAC9E,CAAC;IAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAeA,aAAgB,sBAAsB,CAClC,gBAA6B,EAC7B,iBAA8B;QAC1B,IAAA,

KAA0C,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAhE,aAAa,QAAA,EAAE,YAAY,QAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,QAA2B,CAAC;QAC

xE,OAAOH,OAAO,CAAC;YACb,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,wBAAwB,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC;YACjE,IAAM

,WAAW,GAAGI,aAAa,CAACC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAExE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClBJ,OAAO,CAACK,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,WAA0B,C

AAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;YAE1E,IAAM,OAAO,GAAGT,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,

EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAE5E,IAAM,2BAA2B,GAAGU,MAAM,CAAC,OAAO,EAAEJ,SAAS,CA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAE3E,OAAOK,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CACf,2BAA0C,EAAE,

gBAAgB,CAAC,EAClEL,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC9B,CAAC,CAAC;IACL

,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,0BAA0B,CAAC,iBAA8B;QAEjE,IAAA,KAA0C,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAhE,aAAa,Q

AAA,EAAE,YAAY,QAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,QAA2B,CAAC;QACxE,OAAOH,OAAO,CAAC;YACb,IAAM,YAAY,

GAAG,wBAAwB,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC;YACjE,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGI,aAAa,CAACC,QAAQ,CAAC,C

AAC,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAExE,IAAM,gBAAgB,G

AClBJ,OAAO,CAACK,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,WAA0B,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;YAE1E,OAA

OT,UAAU,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACpE,CAAC,CAAC;IAC

L,CAAC;;IC1GD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAkBA,IAGA;;;;;;;;;IASA;QACE,mBACuB,KAAwB,EAC3B,YAAiC;YAD9B,UAA

K,GAAL,KAAK,CAAmB;YAC3B,iBAAY,GAAZ,YAAY,CAAqB;YACnD,IAAM,UAAU,GACZ,IAAI,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAyC,CAAC;YACnEY,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CACV,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,EAChD,cAAM,OAAA,kBAAgB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,UAAK,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,OA

AI;gBACrD,6BAA6B,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACxC;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;QAsBD,2BAAO,GAAP,UAAQ,KAAkB;YAA1

B,iBA4BC;YAlBC,OAAOT,OAAO,CAAC;gBACb,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,KAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAACC,OAAO,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAChE,IAAM,OAAO,GAAGG,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC1C,IAAM,OAAO,GAAG,KAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,CAAkB,

CAAC;gBAC7D,IAAM,SAAS,GAAkB,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAAM,UAAU,CAA

C,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;gBACtE,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,KAAI,CAAC

,iBAAiB,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;gBAEvD,OAAO;oBACL,aAAa,EAAEC,UAAU,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OA

AO,CAAC;oBAC/C,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO;oBAC7B,eAAe,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe;oBAC7C,e

AAe,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,eAAe;oBAC7C,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY;oBACvC,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,
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CAAC,YAAY;oBACvC,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW;oBACrC,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW;i

BACtC,CAAC;aACH,CAAC,CAAC;SACJ;;;;QAkBD,2BAAO,GAAP;YACE,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,

EAAE,CAAC;SACtB;QACH,gBAAC;IAAD,CAAC,IAAA;;IChHD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAqBA;QAA+B,6BAAS;QAAxC;;S

A4BC;QA3BC,mCAAe,GAAf,UAAgB,KAAkB;;YAEhC,OAAOX,OAAO,CAAC,cAAM,OAAAQ,MAAM,CAA

CI,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACzD;QAED,qCA

AiB,GAAjB,UAAkB,OAAsB;YAEpC,IAAA,OAAO,GAQP,OAAO,GARA,EACP,YAAY,GAOZ,OAAO,GAPK,E

ACZ,YAAY,GAMZ,OAAO,GANK,EACZ,WAAW,GAKX,OAAO,GALI,EACX,OAAO,GAIP,OAAO,GAJA,EA

CP,eAAe,GAGf,OAAO,GAHQ,EACf,eAAe,GAEf,OAAO,GAFQ,EACf,WAAW,GACX,OAAO,GADI,CACH;YA

CV,OAAO;gBACL,OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,YAAY,cAAA;gBACZ,YAAY,cAAA;gBACZ,WAAW,aAAA;gBACX,

OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,WAAW,aAAA;aACZ,CAAC;SACH;QACH,g

BAAC;IAAD,CAAC,CA5B8B,SAAS,GA4BvC;;ICjDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAqBA,IAAO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG;QACxB,

MAAM,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,cAAc;QACpE,eAAe,EAAE,WAAW,EA

AE,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY;QACrE,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,WA

AW,EAAE,YAAY;KAC1E,CAAC;AAEF,IAAO,IAAM,aAAa,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;AAM/C,IAA

O,IAAM,QAAQ,GACjB,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAC,MAAkB,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC;QACjD,MA

AM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QACtB,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC;IAEX,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAkB;QAC1C,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,EA

AE,cAAc,CAAC;QAC1D,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC;QA

CnD,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC;QACxD,CAAC,YAAY,EA

AE,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC;QAC7D,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC;QACtD,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,U

AAU,CAAC;KAC3D,CAAC;IAEF;;;;;;AAMA,IAAO,IAAM,UAAU,GAAkB;QACvC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,SAA

S,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC;QACjE,CAAC,

UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC;QAClD,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,WAAW,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACzD,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,SA

AS,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC;QACpD,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,CA

AC;QACpD,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC;QAC7D,CAAC,eAA

e,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC;QACxD,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,YAAY,CAA

C;KAC5B,CAAC;AAEF,IAAO,IAAM,sBAAsB,GAAG,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAC1D,UAAC,EAAwB;YAAv

B,UAAU,QAAA,EAAE,UAAU,QAAA;QACpB,QAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAA7C,CAA8C,CAAC,CAAC;;ICnExD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA,aAGgB,QAAQ,CACpB,EAAi

C,EACjC,EAAsD,EACtD,OAAgB;YAFf,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAA;YACb,gBAAgB,QAAA,EAAE,g

BAAgB,QAAA;QAE9B,IAAK,IAAI,GAA2C,OAAO,IAAlD,EAAU,IAAI,GAA6B,OAAO,OAApC,EAAQ,IAAI,

GAAiB,OAAO,KAAxB,EAAS,IAAI,GAAI,OAAO,MAAX,CAAY;QACnE,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,gBAAgB,IAAI

,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACzD,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,gBAAgB,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,IA

AI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACxD,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC1B,CAAC;A

AED,aAAgB,cAAc,CAC1B,CAAS,EAAE,CAAS,EAAE,QAAgB,EAAE,OAAuB;QACjE,OAAO;YACL,CAAC,E

AAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC;YAC9B,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CA

AC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC;SAC/C,CAAC;IACJ,CAAC;AAED,a

AAgB,cAAc,CAC1B,IAAU,EAAE,YAAoB,EAAE,OAAuB;QACpD,IAAA,QAAQ,GAA4B,IAAI,SAAhC,EAAE,

QAAQ,GAAkB,IAAI,SAAtB,EAAM,QAAQ,GAAI,IAAI,GAAR,CAAS;QAC1C,IAAA,KAAS,cAAc,CAAC,QAA

Q,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAA7D,CAAC,OAAA,EAAE,CAAC,OAAyD,CAAC;QAC

rE,OAAO;YACL,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC;YACnC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,C

AAC,QAAQ,GAAG,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC;SACpC,CAAC;IACJ,CAAC;AAED,aAUgB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAS,EA

AE,GAAW,EAAE,GAAW;QACvD,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE;YACX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAC

D,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE;YACX,OAAO,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QACD,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;IACX,C

AAC;AAED,aAAgB,eAAe,CAC3B,EAAU,EAAE,EAAU,EAAE,EAAU,EAAE,EAAU;QAChD,IAAM,EAAE,GA

AG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;QACnB,IAAM,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;QACnB,OAAO,EA
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AE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;IAC3B,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,UAAU,CAAC,CAAW,EA

AE,CAAW;QACjD,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC;IACtC,CAAC;;IC7ED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAi

BA,IAUA,SAAS,eAAe,CAAC,SAAiB,EAAE,IAAU,EAAE,YAAkB;QAAlB,6BAAA,EAAA,kBAAkB;QACxE,IA

AI,QAAQ,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;QACnB,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QACf,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,

CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YACzC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,SAA

S,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE;gBAC1C,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;gBACZ,QAA

Q,IAAI,UAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAK,CAAC,CAAA;oBAC5D,UAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAK,CAAC,CAAA,CAAC;aAC1D

;SACF;QACD,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YAChB,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;SACrB;aAAM;YACL,

QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;SAC9B;QACD,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC;IAClB,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,

wBAAwB,CAC7B,QAAc,EAAE,EAA8B,EAC9C,EAAkC,EAAE,MAAc;YADjC,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAA

A;YAC1B,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,MAAM,QAAA;QACjB,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,C

AAC;QAC1E,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAC1E,OAAO,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA

,EAAE,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,YAAY,CACjB,QAAc,EAAE,aAAqB,EACrC,iB

AAuC,EAAE,iBAAyB,EAClE,WAAyB,EAAE,WAAmB,EAC9C,EAAiC;YAAhC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,

QAAA;QAChB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;QAEhD,IAAM,EAAE,GAAG,WA

AW,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7D,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,WAAW,C

AAC,aAAa,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;QAC/D,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,WAAW,

CAAC,aAAa,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;QACnE,IAAI,CAAC

,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;QACxB,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,E

AAE,CAAC;QACxB,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EA

AE;YACpC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC

5B,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC3B,IAAM

,MAAM,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAE,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACzC,IAA

M,IAAE,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,iBAAiB,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACnD,EAAE,G

AAG,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,IAAE,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;YAC3D,EAAE,GAA

G,WAAW,CAAC,aAAa,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,IAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;YAC/D,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;YACX,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;SACZ;QAED,OA

AO,EAAC,CAAC,GAAA,EAAE,CAAC,GAAA,EAAC,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,wBAAwB,CAC7B,Q

AAc,EAAE,WAAyB,EAAE,KAAa,EACxD,iBAAyB,EAAE,EAA8B,EACzD,EAAkC,EAAE,iBAAyB,EAC7D,EA

AiC,EAAE,MAAc,EACjD,WAAmB;YAHS,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAAA;YACrC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,MA

AM,QAAA;YACd,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAA;QAEhB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAW,EAAE,CAAC;QACzB,I

AAM,iBAAiB,GAAG,UAAC,IAAU;YACjC,OAAA,wBAAwB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CA

AC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;SAAA,CAAC;QAE3E,KAAK,IAAI,cAA

c,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,cAAc,GAAG,iBAAiB,EAC1D,cAAc,EAAE,EAAE;YACrB,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,YAAY,

CAC1B,QAAQ,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAC9D,WAAW,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAE/C,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;SACvB;QAE

D,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACd,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC;QACxB,KAAK,IAAI,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YACrC,IAAM,IAAI,

GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9C,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,QAA

Q,EAAE;gBACnB,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;gBACT,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;aACjB;SACF;QACD,OAAO,

IAAI,CAAC;IACd,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CACxB,EAAsD,EACtD,MAAc;YADb,gBAAgB,QAAA,EAA

E,gBAAgB,QAAA;QAErC,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gBAAgB,GAAG,GAAG,I

AAI,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9E,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,gB
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AAgB,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9E,OAAO,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,iBAAi

B,CAAC,CAAC;IAChD,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,sBAAsB,CAClC,YAAwB,EAAE,WAAyB,EACnD,eAAuB,EAAE

,MAAc,EAAE,KAAa,EAAE,MAAc,EACtE,EAAqC,EAAE,OAAgB,EACvD,WAAmB,EAAE,iBAAqB;YADzC,Q

AAQ,QAAA,EAAE,OAAO,QAAA;QACG,kCAAA,EAAA,qBAAqB;QAC5C,IAAM,UAAU,GACZ,eAAe,CAAC,

GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAE9D,IAAK,IAAI,GAAgB,OAAO,IAAvB,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAI,OAAO,K

AAX,CAAY;QAElC,IAAA,KACF,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,EA

AE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EADpD,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,MAAM,QACsC,CAAC;QACrD,IAAA,i

BAAiB,GACtB,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,GAD1B,CAC2B;Q

ACnD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;YACl

C,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;gBACjC,I

AAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;gBACxB,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC7B,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;oBACd,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,wBAAwB,CACjC,E

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAC

7D,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;oBACzB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAE;wBACb,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;qBACzB;iBACF;aACF;SA

CF;QAED,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC;IACpB,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,0BAA0B,CACtC,YAAwB,EAAE,WAAyB,EACn

D,eAA2B,EAAE,eAAuB,EAAE,MAAc,EACpE,KAAa,EAAE,MAAc,EAAE,EAAqC,EACpE,OAAgB,EAAE,WA

AmB,EACrC,iBAAqB;YAFW,QAAQ,QAAA,EAAE,OAAO,QAAA;QAEjD,kCAAA,EAAA,qBAAqB;QACvB,IA

AM,UAAU,GACZ,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,IAAI,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QAE/D,IAAK,IAAI,GAAgB,OA

AO,IAAvB,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAI,OAAO,KAAX,CAAY;QAElC,IAAA,KACF,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE

,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EADpD,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,

MAAM,QACsC,CAAC;QACrD,IAAA,iBAAiB,GACtB,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,GAD1B,CAC2B;QAEnD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,

EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;YAClC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;gBACjC,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;gBACx

B,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC7B,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;oBACd,IA

AM,IAAI,GAAG,wBAAwB,CACjC,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,WA

AW,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAC7D,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM

,CAAC,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAA

C;oBACzB,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;wBACb,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,eA

Ae,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;qBAC1C;iBACF;aACF;SACF;QAED,OAAO,UAAU,CAAC;IACpB,CAAC;;ICx

LD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA,aAOgB,wBAAwB,CACpC,YAAyB,EAAE,WAAwB,EACnD,eAAuB,EAAE,MAAc,EAAE,

KAAa,EAAE,MAAc,EACtE,EAAqC,EAAE,OAAgB,EACvD,WAAmB,EAAE,WAAmB,EACxC,YAAoB;YAFnB

,QAAQ,QAAA,EAAE,OAAO,QAAA;;QAId,IAAA,KAA0B,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAA3C,UAAU,QAAA,EAAE

,SAAS,QAAsB,CAAC;;QAE7C,IAAA,KAAwB,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,EAApD,SAAS,QAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,QAAiC,CAAC;QAE5D,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnBf,UAAU,CAAC,

WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;;;;QAKrE,IAAM,Q

AAQ,GAAG,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,YAAY,GAAG,aAAa,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;QAC9E,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EA

AE,EAAE;YAC/C,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,aAAa,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACzC,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG

,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAChC,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,aAAa,EAA

E,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE;gBACzC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;gBACpC

,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,UAAU,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;gBACnC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,GA

AG,QAAQ,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;gBAClC,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,Q

AAQ,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC3C,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,QAAQ,
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CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;aAC5C;SACF;QAEK,IAAA,KACF,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EADpD,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,MAAM,QACsC,

CAAC;QAE5D,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGgB,SAAS,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC

,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAEnE,IAAK,IAAI,GAAgB,OAAO,IAAvB,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAI,OAAO,KAAX,CAAY;QA

ExC,IAAM,OAAO,GAA0B;YACrC,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC;YACvD,WAA

W,EAAE,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC;YACpC,QAAQ,EAAE,kyCAsCD,IAAI,UAAK,MAAM,UAAK,MA

AM,+EAE1B,IAAI,UAAK,MAAM,UAAK,MAAM,gGAIX,YAAY,wGAGV,aAAa,kQAOX,WAAW,iEACK,MA

AM,GAAG,GAAG,8DACZ,KAAK,GAAG,GAAG,uGAGjC,IAAI,UAAK,MAAM,UAAK,MAAM,kGAE1B,IAAI,

UAAK,MAAM,UAAK,MAAM,6XAYxB,WAAW,kfAkBpC;SACA,CAAC;QACF,IAAM,YAAY,GAAGC,UAAU

,EAA+B,CAAC;QAC/D,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC,aAAa,CAC7B,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAA

E,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/D,CAAC;;IChKD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;aAyBgB,qBAAqB,CACjC,YAAyB,EAAE,CA

AS;QACtC,OAAOd,OAAO,CACV,cAAM,OAACC,OAAO,CAACc,QAAQ,CACnB,YAAY,EAAEZ,SAAS,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,CAAiB,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IACjE,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,yBAAyB,CA

CrC,YAAyB,EAAE,SAAsB,EAAE,CAAS;QAC9D,OAAOH,OAAO,CACV,cAAM,OAAAQ,MAAM,CAACT,M

AAM,CAACE,OAAO,CAACc,QAAQ,CAChC,YAAY,EAAEZ,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,OAA

O,CAAC,EAAEI,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;

IAC5E,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,cAAc;QACrB,OAAOS,aAAU,EAAE,KAAK,OAAO,CAAC;IAClC,CAAC;AAED,aA

AsB,yBAAyB,CAC3C,YAAyB,EAAE,WAAwB,EAAE,KAAa,EAClE,MAAc,EAAE,KAAa,EAAE,MAAc,EAC7

C,EAAqC,EAAE,OAAgB,EAAE,YAAkB,EAC3E,WAAe,EAAE,gBAAsB,EACvC,YAAiB;YAFhB,QAAQ,QAA

A,EAAE,OAAO,QAAA;QAAuC,6BAAA,EAAA,kBAAkB;QAC3E,4BAAA,EAAA,eAAe;QAAE,iCAAA,EAAA,

sBAAsB;QACvC,6BAAA,EAAA,iBAAiB;;;;;;wBAEb,eAAe,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAA,IAAI,I

AAI,OAAA,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,YAAY,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;6BAIrE,cAAc,EAAE,EAAhB,wBAAgB;wB

ACZ,mBAAmB,GAAGhB,OAAO,CAAC;4BAClC,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,wBAAwB,CAC5C,YAAY,EAAE,WAA

W,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EACjE,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE

,OAAO,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAC3D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;4BAClB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGiB,SAAS,

EAAE,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAChD,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,EAC7C,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAgB,CAAC;4BAE1C,OAAO,eAAe,CAAC,GAAG,CACtB,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,OAAA,qBAAq

B,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;yBACtD,CAAC,CAAC;wBAGE,qBAAM,OAAO,

CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,IAAI,IAAI,OAAA,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,GAA

A,CAAC,CAAC,EAAA;;wBADpE,uBAAuB;6BAClB,SACa,CAAA,CAAC;wBAEnB,mBAAmB,CAAC,OAAO,C

AAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;4BAEpB,qBAAM,YAAY,

CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAA;;wBAA7C,iBAAiB,GAAG,SAAuC;wBACzC,qBAAM,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,E

AAA;;wBAA1C,eAAe,GAAG,SAAwC;wBAEhE,uBAAuB,GAAG,sBAAsB,CAC5C,iBAAiB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE

,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAClE,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,E

AAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;;4BAGzD,sBAAO,uBAAuB,CAAC,GAAG,CAC9B,UAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAA

K,QAAC,EAAC,IAAI,MAAA,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,MA

AM,QAAA,EAAC,IAAC,CAAC,EAAC;;;;KACrE;AAED,aAAsB,6BAA6B,CAC/C,YAAyB,EAAE,WAAwB,EA

CnD,gBAA6B,EAAE,KAAa,EAAE,MAAc,EAAE,KAAa,EAC3E,MAAc,EAAE,EAAqC,EAAE,OAAgB,EACvE,

YAAkB,EAAE,WAAe,EAAE,gBAAsB,EAC3D,YAAiB;YAFA,QAAQ,QAAA,EAAE,OAAO,QAAA;QAClC,6B

AAA,EAAA,kBAAkB;QAAE,4BAAA,EAAA,eAAe;QAAE,iCAAA,EAAA,sBAAsB;QAC3D,6BAAA,EAAA,iB

AAiB;;;;;;wBACb,eAAe,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAA,IAAI,IAAI,OAAA,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,IA

AI,YAAY,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;6BAIrE,cAAc,EAAE,EAAhB,wBAAgB;wBACZ,iBAAiB,GAAGjB,OAAO,CA

AC;4BAChC,IAAM,eAAe,GAAG,wBAAwB,CAC5C,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,

KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EACjE,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,gBAAg

B,EAC3D,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;4BAClB,IAAM,WAAW,GAAGiB,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC,oBAAoB,CAClD,eAAe,

CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,EAC7C,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,CAAgB,CAAC;4BAExC,OAAO,eAAe,

CAAC,GAAG,CACtB,UAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;gCACD,OAAA,yBAAyB,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,gBAAgB,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC;6BAAA,CAAC,CAAC;yBACtE,CAAC,CAAC;wBAGE,qBAAM,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAA
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C,iBAAiB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,CAAC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC,E

AAA;;wBAD5D,6BAA6B;6BACxB,SAAuD,CAC5C,CAAC;wBAEjB,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,UAAA,CA

AC,IAAI,OAAA,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;;4BAElB,qBAAM,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,EAA

E,EAAA;;wBAA7C,iBAAiB,GAAG,SAAuC;wBACzC,qBAAM,WAAW,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAA;;wBAA1C,e

AAe,GAAG,SAAwC;wBACpC,qBAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAA;;wBAAnD,mBAAmB,GAAG,SAA

2C;wBAEvE,6BAA6B,GAAG,0BAA0B,CACtD,iBAAiB,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,mBAAmB,EACvD,eAAe,EAAE,M

AAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE,OAAO,EACpE,WAAW,

CAAC,CAAC;;4BAGnB,sBAAO,6BAA6B,CAAC,GAAG,CACpC,UAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAK,QAAC,EA

AC,IAAI,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAE,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,E

AAC,IAAC,CAAC,EAAC;;;;KACrE;;ICjID;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAiBA;IACA;IAEA,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,CAAS;QACrB,OA

AO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3B,CAAC;IAED;QAKE,iBAAY,OAAe,

EAAE,eAAuC;YAClE,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;YACxC,IAAI,CAA

C,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC3B,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC;SACxC;QAEM,yBAA

O,GAAd,UAAe,CAAI;YACjB,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CA

AC;YAChD,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;SAClC;QAEM,yBAAO,GAAd;YAC

E,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAClC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;YAC1C,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;

YACb,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;YACrD,OAA

O,GAAG,CAAC;SACZ;QAEM,uBAAK,GAAZ;YACE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;SACrC;QAEM,sBAAI,GAAX;YACE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SAClC;QAEM,qBA

AG,GAAV;YACE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,GAAG,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/D;QAEM,qBAAG,GAAV;YACE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,C

AAC;SAC9B;QAEO,sBAAI,GAAZ,UAAa,CAAS;YACpB,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,

CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;gBACrC,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC1B,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;aACb;

SACF;QAEO,sBAAI,GAAZ,UAAa,CAAS;YACpB,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAgB,EA

AE;gBACrC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;gBACd,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,gBAAg

B,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;oBACpD,CAAC,EAAE,CA

AC;iBACL;gBACD,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;oBACpB,MAAM

;iBACP;gBACD,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBACpB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC;aACP;SACF;QAEO,4BAAU,GAAlB,UAAmB,CAAS;YAC1B,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,eAAe,CAAC,IAAI,CA

AC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACpD;QAEO,sBAAI,GAAZ,UAAa,CAAS,EAAE,CAAS;YAC/B

,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC

hD;QAEO,0BAAQ,GAAhB,UAAiB,CAAS,EAAE,CAAS;YACnC,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAChC,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9C,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3B;QACH,cAAC

;IAAD,CAAC,IAAA;;IClGD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAmBA,IAEA,SAAS,2BAA2B,CAChC,UAAkB,EAAE,KAAa,EAAE,Q

AAgB,EAAE,QAAgB,EACrE,kBAA0B,EAAE,MAAsB;QAC9C,IAAA,KAAkB,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAA7B,

MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAgB,CAAC;QAErC,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;QACxB,IAAM,MAAM,

GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAC1D,IAAM,IAAI,G

AAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,

KAAK,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE;YACvD,IAAM,M

AAM,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC1D,IAAM,I

AAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;YA

ChE,KAAK,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,IAAI,EAAE,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE;gBACvD,IAA

I,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE;oBACtD,YAA

Y,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;oBACrB,MAAM;iBACP;aACF;YACD,IAAI,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE;gBACjB,MAAM;aA

CP;SACF;QAED,OAAO,YAAY,CAAC;IACtB,CAAC;IAED;;;;;AAKA,aAAgB,uBAAuB,CACnC,cAAsB,EAAE,
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kBAA0B,EAClD,MAAsB;QAClB,IAAA,KAAgC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAA3C,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,

QAAA,EAAE,YAAY,QAAgB,CAAC;QAEnD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,OAAO,CACrB,MAAM,GAAG,KAA

K,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE,UAAC,EAAO;gBAAN,KAAK,WAAA;YAAM,OAAA,KAAK;SAAA,CAAC,CAAC;QA

EvD,KAAK,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE;YACpD,KA

AK,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE;gBACnD,KAAK,IAA

I,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE;oBAChE,IAAM,KAAK,GAA

G,MAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;;;oBAIzD,IAAI,KAAK,GA

AG,cAAc,EAAE;wBAC1B,SAAS;qBACV;;oBAGD,IAAI,2BAA2B,CACvB,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,QAAQ,

EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,kBAAkB,EACzD,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE;wBACf,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAC,KAA

K,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,EAAC,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,UAAA,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,UAAU,EAAC,E

AAC,CAAC,CAAC;qBACpE;iBACF;aACF;SACF;QAED,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;IACf,CAAC;;ICjFD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;A

AiBA,IAMA,IAAM,oBAAoB,GAAkB,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CACtD,UAAC,EAA+B;YAA9B,cAAc,QAAA,EAA

E,aAAa,QAAA;QAC3B,QAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;I

AApD,CAAqD,CAAC,CAAC;IAE/D,IAAM,kBAAkB,GACpB,oBAAoB,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAC,EAAgB;Y

AAb,YAAY,QAAA;QAAM,OAAA,YAAY;IAAZ,CAAY,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjE,IAAM,kBAAkB,GACpB,oBAAo

B,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAC,EAEA;YADC,aAAa,QAAA;QACT,OAAA,aAAa;IAAb,CAAa,CAAC,CAAC;IAE

lD,SAAS,eAAe,CACpB,MAAc,EAAE,KAAe,EAAE,aAA6B;QAChE,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5C,OAAO;YACL,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,K

AAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC;YAC9C,CAAC,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;SAC1D,CA

AC;IACJ,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,wBAAwB,CAC7B,KAAe,EAAE,YAAoB,EAAE,MAAc,EACrD,KAAa;QACf,OA

AO;YACL,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YAC3D,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3D,C

AAC;IACJ,CAAC;IAED;;;;;;;IAOA,SAAS,wBAAwB,CAC7B,MAAc,EAAE,cAAwB,EAAE,gBAAwB,EAClE,Y

AA4B,EAAE,OAAuB,EAAE,YAAoB,EAC3E,aAA6B,EAAE,gBAAoB;QAApB,iCAAA,EAAA,oBAAoB;QAC/C

,IAAA,KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAnC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAsB,CAAC;;QAG3C,IAAM,qB

AAqB,GAAG,wBAAwB,CAClD,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C;QAE1D,IAAM,YAAY,GACd,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,qBAAqB,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,IAA

M,cAAc,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QACzE,IAAI,cAAc,GAAG,cA

Ac,CAAC;QACpC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,gBAAgB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAA

E;YACzC,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC;YAE1E,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,cAAc,CAC9B,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,EA

AE,gBAAgB,EAClE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;YAEb,cAAc,GAAG,UAAU,CACvB;gBACE,CAAC,EAAE,qBAAqB,

CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY;gBACzC,CAAC,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY;aAC1C,EACD,EA

AC,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC

3C;QACD,IAAM,qBAAqB,GACvB,wBAAwB,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC;QAC1E,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAC1B,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,qBAAqB,C

AAC,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;QAExE,OAAO,EAAC,QAAQ,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,UA

AU,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAC,CAAC;IAC/E,CAAC;IAED;;;;;;AAMA,aAAgB,UAAU,

CACtB,IAAmB,EAAE,MAAsB,EAAE,OAAuB,EACpE,YAAoB,EAAE,gBAAgC,EACtD,gBAAgC;QAClC,IAA

M,QAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACjC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAAG,kBAAkB,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC;QAE3C,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAe,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;;QAEnD,IAAM,

QAAQ,GAAsB,IAAI,KAA1B,EAAS,SAAS,GAAI,IAAI,MAAR,CAAS;QAChD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,cAAc,CAA

C,QAAQ,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,iBAAiB,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAA

G;YAC/B,KAAK,EAAE,SAAS;YAChB,IAAI,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;YAC7B,QAAQ

,EAAE,SAAS;SACpB,CAAC;;;QAIF,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,IAAI,CAAC,

EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;YAC/C,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YAClD,IAAM,
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gBAAgB,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YAClD,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC;gBACnC,C

AAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE;gBACxC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,wBAAwB,CAC1

D,IAAI,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,MAAM,EACnE,OAAO,EAAE,YAAY,E

AAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;aAC9C;SACF;;;QAID,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,GAAG,QAA

Q,EAAE,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE;YAC1C,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YAClD,IAA

M,gBAAgB,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YAClD,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC;gBACn

C,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE;gBACxC,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,GAAG,wBAAwB,C

AC1D,IAAI,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,MAAM,EACnE,OAAO,EAAE,YAA

Y,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;aAC9C;SACF;QAED,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC;IAC3B,CAAC;;ICrJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

AAmBA,IAIA,SAAS,mCAAmC,CACxC,KAAa,EAAE,gBAAwB,EAAE,EAA8B,EACvE,UAAkB;YADwB,CAA

C,OAAA,EAAE,CAAC,OAAA;QAEhD,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAC,EAAW;gBAAV,SAAS,eAAA

;YAC3B,IAAM,qBAAqB,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC;YAC7D,OAAO,eAAe,CAC

X,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC9D,gBAAg

B,CAAC;SACtB,CAAC,CAAC;IACL,CAAC;IAED;;;;IAIA,SAAS,gBAAgB,CACrB,aAAqB,EAAE,gBAAwB,EA

C/C,iBAA6B;QAC/B,IAAI,2BAA2B,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CACtD,UAAC,MAAM,EAAE,EAAiB,EAA

E,UAAU;gBAA5B,QAAQ,cAAA,EAAE,KAAK,WAAA;YACvB,IAAI,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAChC,aAAa,EAAE,g

BAAgB,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC9D,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC;aACjB;YACD,OAAO

,MAAM,CAAC;SACf,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAEZ,OAAO,2BAA2B,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC

;IACjE,CAAC;IAED;IACA;IACA;IACA,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IAE9B;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuDA,aAAgB,mBAAmB,CAC/B,YAA4B,EAAE,aAA6B,EAC3D,sBAAsC,EACtC,sBAAsC,EAA

E,YAAoB,EAC5D,iBAAyB,EAAE,cAAoB,EAAE,SAAc;QAApC,+BAAA,EAAA,oBAAoB;QAAE,0BAAA,EAA

A,cAAc;QACjE,IAAM,KAAK,GAAW,EAAE,CAAC;QAEzB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,uBAAuB,CACjC,cAAc,EAA

E,mBAAmB,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvD,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAG,SAAS,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;;;QAI/C,

OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,iBAAiB,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE;;YAEzD,IAAM,

IAAI,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;;;;YAK7B,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,cAAc,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAA

I,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC;YAC3D,IAAI,mCAAmC,CAC/B,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,eA

Ae,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;gBAC/D,SAAS;aACV;;YAGD,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,U

AAU,CACxB,IAAI,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,sBAAsB,EACvE,sBAAsB,CAAC,CAAC;Y

AE5B,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;YAEnE,KAA

K,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAC,SAAS,WAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAChC;QAED,OAAO,

KAAK,CAAC;IACf,CAAC;;ICxJD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAqBA,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAEjD;QAA4B,0BAAS;QAArC;;SA2BC;QA1BC,gCAAe,GAAf,U

AAgB,KAAkB;YAChC,OAAOV,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;SACpC;QAED,kCAAiB,G

AAjB,UAAkB,OAAsB;YAEpC,IAAA,eAAe,GAQf,OAAO,GARQ,EACf,eAAe,GAOf,OAAO,GAPQ,EACf,OAA

O,GAMP,OAAO,GANA,EACP,WAAW,GAKX,OAAO,GALI,EACX,OAAO,GAIP,OAAO,GAJA,EACP,YAAY,

GAGZ,OAAO,GAHK,EACZ,YAAY,GAEZ,OAAO,GAFK,EACZ,WAAW,GACX,OAAO,GADI,CACH;YACV,O

AAO;gBACL,OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,YAAY,cAAA;gBACZ,YAAY,cAAA;gBACZ,WAAW,aAAA;gBACX,OAA

O,SAAA;gBACP,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,WAAW,aAAA;aACZ,CAAC;SACH;QACH,aAAC;

IAAD,CAAC,CA3B2B,SAAS,GA2BpC;;IClDD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAiBA,IAAM,iBAAiB,GACnB,yEAAyE,CAAC;IAC9

E,IAAM,kBAAkB,GACpB,0EAA0E,CAAC;IAE/E;IACA;AACA,aAAgB,kBAAkB,CAAC,MAAc,EAAE,UAAkB

;QACnE,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,iBAAe,MAAM,UAAO,CAAC;;QAE/C,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACpB

,OAAO,iBAAiB,GAAG,QAAQ,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;SACjD;aAAM;YACL,OAAO,iBAAiB,IAAG,UAAQ,UAA

U,MAAG,CAAA,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;SAC9D;IACH,CAAC;IAED;IACA;AACA,aAAgB,mBAAmB,CAC/B,MA

Ac,EAAE,UAAkB,EAAE,UAAkB;QACxD,IAAM,KAAK,GAA4B,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EA

AE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,CAAC;QAC9E,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,iBAAe,MAAM,UAAO,CAA

C;;QAE/C,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACpB,OAAO,kBAAkB,IAAG,WAAS,KAAK,CAAC,UAAU,CA

AC,MAAG,CAAA,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;SACvE;aAAM;YACL,OAAO,kBAAkB,IAAG,UAAQ,UAAU,SAAI,KA

AK,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,MAAG,CAAA;gBAClE,SAAS,CAAC;SACf;IACH,CAAC;;IC/CD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAwBA,
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SAAS,2BAA2B,CAAC,KAEe;QAClD,IAAI,cAAc,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,KAAK,CAAC;eACh

D,aAAa,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACxD,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

YAAY,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;SAChD;aAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,IAAI,IA

AI,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YACtD,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;SACpC;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,6DAA6D,CAAC,CAAC;SACpE;IACH

,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAuB;QACtD,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,IAAI,K

AAK,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAE;;;;YAI/D,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;SACpC;aAAM;YACL,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,

UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;SAC9C;IACH,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAmB;QAC9C,IAAI,CAAC,QAAQ

,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,WAAW;YAC1C,KAAK,YAAY,iBAAiB;aAClC,QAAQ,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,WAAW;gB

ACrC,KAAK,YAAY,eAAe,CAAC;aACpC,QAAQ,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,WAAW;gBACzC,KAAK,YAAY,gB

AAgB,CAAC,EAAE;YACvC,OAAO,2BAA2B,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3C;aAAM,IAAI,QAAQ,SAAS,

CAAC,KAAK,WAAW,IAAI,KAAK,YAAY,SAAS,EAAE;YAC3E,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;SACpC;aAAM,IACH,QAAQ,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,WAAW;YACzC,KA

AK,YAAY,gBAAgB,EAAE;YACrC,OAAO,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;SACvC;aAAM,IAAI,KAAK,

YAAYW,SAAS,EAAE;YACrC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACzC;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,gCAA8B,KAA

K,MAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACzD;IACH,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAC3B,UAAkB,EAAE,YAAoB;QAC1C,O

AAO,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,YAAY,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC/C,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,sBAAsB,C

AClC,eAAuB,EAAE,YAAiC;QAC5D,IAAI,sBAAsB,CAAC,eAAe,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE;YACzD,OAAO,e

AAe,CAAC;SACxB;QAED,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,eAAe,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,YAAY,GAA

G,CAAC,CAAC;IACvE,CAAC;IAED,IAAM,kCAAkC,GAAG;QACzC,GAAG,EAAE,KAAK;QACV,MAAM,EA

AE,QAAQ;QAChB,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM;QACZ,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM;KACb,CAAC;IAEF,IAAM,+BAA+B;QAC

nC,GAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,GAAG,IAAG,IAAI;QAC9C,GAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,MAAM,IAAG,GAAG;QAChD,

GAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAG,IAAI;QAC/C,GAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC,IAAI,IAAG,GAAG;WAC/C,CAAC;I

AEF,IAAM,uBAAuB,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IACpC,IAAM,uBAAuB,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;IAEpC,SAAS,8BAA

8B,CACnC,kBAA6C;QAC/C,IAAI,OAAO,kBAAkB,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAE;YAC1C,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,+BAA

+B,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;YAEnET,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CACV,OAAO,MAAM,KAAK,QAAQ,EAC1

B,cAAM,OAAA,oDACF,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,kCAAkC,CAAC;iBAC5C,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,i

BAAY,kBAAkB,MAAG,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;YACzD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;SACf;aAAM;YACLA,OAAO,CA

AC,MAAM,CACV,OAAO,kBAAkB,KAAK,QAAQ;gBAClC,kBAAkB,IAAI,uBAAuB;gBAC7C,kBAAkB,IAAI,u

BAAuB,EACjD;gBACI,OAAA,wDACI,uBAAuB,aAAQ,uBAAuB,WAAQ;qBAClE,SAAO,kBAAoB,CAAA;aAA

A,CAAC,CAAC;YAErC,OAAO,kBAAkB,CAAC;SAC3B;IACH,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,+BAA+B,CAC3C,kBAA6

C,EAC7C,YAAiC,EACjC,EAA2C;YAA1C,WAAW,QAAA,EAAE,UAAU,QAAA;QAC1B,IAAM,4BAA4B,GAC

9B,8BAA8B,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvD,OAAO;YACL,sBAAsB,CAClB,WAAW,GAAG,4BAA4B,E

AAE,YAAY,CAAC;YAC7D,sBAAsB,CAClB,UAAU,GAAG,4BAA4B,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC;SAC7D,CAAC;IAC

J,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,aAAa,CAAC,KAAmB;;;QAG/C,OAAO,KAAK,YAAYS,SAAS,GAAG,KAAK,GAAGC,

UAAU,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;IAC3E,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,cAAc,CAC1B,WAAwB,EAAE

,EAAoC,EAC9D,cAAsB;YADK,OAAO,QAAA,EAAE,OAAO,QAAA;QAC3C,+BAAA,EAAA,sBAAsB;QAIlB,I

AAA,KAAkB,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,EAAlC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAqB,CAAC;QAE1C,IAAM,YA

AY,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;QACvC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QAE9B,

IAAI,OAAe,CAAC;QACpB,IAAI,OAAe,CAAC;QACpB,IAAI,IAAY,CAAC;QACjB,IAAI,IAAY,CAAC;QACjB,

IAAI,IAAY,CAAC;QACjB,IAAI,IAAY,CAAC;QAEjB,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE;;YAEzB,OAAO,GA

AG,OAAO,CAAC;YAClB,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YAEt

C,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;YACpC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACT,IAAI,GAAG,C

AAC,CAAC;YACT,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACjC,IAAI,

GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;SACnC;aAAM;YACL,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;YA

ClB,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,OAAO,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YAEtC,IAAM,QAAQ,GAA
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G,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;YACnC,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,QAAQ,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC;YAChC,IAAI,GAAG,OAAO,IAAI,OAAO,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YAClC,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAA

C;YACT,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACV;QAED,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAGnB,OAAO,CAAC;;YAE/B,IAAI,OA

AoB,CAAC;YACzB,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE;gBAClB,OAAO,GAAGoB,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAC7BC,UAAU,CAAC

,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;aACrD;iBAAM;gBAC

L,OAAO,GAAGD,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAA

C;aACpE;YAED,IAAM,MAAM,GAAGE,QAAQ,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,

EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAEv

E,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;SACf,CAAC,CAAC;QAEH,OAAO,EAAC,gBAAgB,kBAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,CA

AC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC;IACpE,CAA

C;AAED,aAAgB,8BAA8B,CAC1C,MAAmB,EACnB,EAAuD,EACvD,EAAiE,EACjE,EAAkE,EAClE,sBAA8B;Y

AH7B,iBAAiB,QAAA,EAAE,gBAAgB,QAAA;YACnC,sBAAsB,QAAA,EAAE,qBAAqB,QAAA;YAC7C,UAAY

,EAAX,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAAA,EAAG,UAAY,EAAX,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAAA;QAC1B,uCAA

A,EAAA,8BAA8B;QAChC,OAAOtB,OAAO,CAAC;YACb,IAAI,kBAAkB,GAAgBoB,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAA

C,MAAM,EAChE,CAAC,sBAAsB,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YAE3D,IAAI,sBAAsB,E

AAE;gBAC1B,kBAAkB,GAAGT,UAAU,CAAC,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;aACrD;YAED,OAAO,0BAA0B,CAC7

B,kBAAkB,EAAE,CAAC,iBAAiB,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,EACzD,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACnC,CAAC,CAAC;IACL,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,0B

AA0B,CACtC,gBAA6B,EAC7B,EAAiD,EACjD,EAAkE;YADjE,cAAc,QAAA,EAAE,aAAa,QAAA;YAC7B,UA

AY,EAAX,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAAA,EAAG,UAAY,EAAX,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAAA;QAE5B,OA

AOX,OAAO,CAAC;YACb,IAAM,YAAY,GAAgBI,aAAa,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;YAClE,OAAOM,UAA

U,CAACU,QAAQ;iBACrB,aAAa,CACV,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC;oBACb,IAAI,IAAI,cAAc,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,IA

AI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;oBAC3C,IAAI,IAAI,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;oBAC1C,

CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,cAAc,GAAG,GAAG;yBACvB,cAAc,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;oBA

CxC,CAAC,IAAI,GAAG,aAAa,GAAG,GAAG,KAAK,aAAa,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;iB

ACnE,CAAC,EACF,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,aAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACrD,CAAC,CAAC;IACL,CAAC;AAED,aAUgB,cAAc,CAC1B,KAAmB,EAAE,EAAoC;

YAAnC,OAAO,QAAA,EAAE,OAAO,QAAA;QAElC,IAAA,KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAApC,MAA

M,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAuB,CAAC;QAC5C,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC;QACvC,IA

AM,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QAC1B,IAAA,KAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,EAAtC,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAAA,EAAE,IAAI,QAAgB,C

AAC;QAC5C,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,EAAE;;YAEzB,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACT,IAAI,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC;YACT,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,

CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACzD,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,GA

AG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC1D;aAAM;;YAEL,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,

CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YACjE,IAAI,GAAG,IAAI,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,YAAY,IAAI,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC

;YACjE,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YACT,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACV;QAED,IAAM,OAAO,GAAgBpB,

OAAO,CAAC;YACnC,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,aAAa,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;YACvC,WAAW,GAAGsB,QA

AQ,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAE1E,OAAOF,QAAQ,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,WAA

W,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;SACjE,CAAC,CAAC;QAEH,OAAO,EAAC,OAAO

,SAAA,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,EAAC,GAAG,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,EA

AE,MAAM,EAAE,IAAI,EAAC,EAAC,CAAC;IAChF,CAAC;AAED,aAAsB,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAsB;;;gBAE5D,s

BAAO,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,MAAM,IAAI,OAAA,MAAM,CAAC,

MAAM,EAAE,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC;;;KAC5D;AAED,aAAgB,SAAS,CACrB,IAAU,EAAE,MAAc,EAAE

,MAAc,EAAE,OAAW,EACvD,OAAW;QADiC,wBAAA,EAAA,WAAW;QACvD,wBAAA,EAAA,WAAW;QAC

b,OAAO;YACL,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK;YACjB,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CA
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AC,UAAC,EAAuB;oBAAtB,KAAK,WAAA,EAAE,IAAI,UAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,cAAA;gBAAM,QAAC;oBAC5B,

KAAK,OAAA;oBACL,IAAI,MAAA;oBACJ,QAAQ,EAAE;wBACR,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,

MAAM,GAAG,OAAO;wBAChC,CAAC,EAAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO;qBACjC;iB

ACF;aAAC,CAAC;SAClC,CAAC;IACJ,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,UAAU,CACtB,KAAa,EAAE,MAAc,EAAE,MAA

c,EAAE,OAAW,EAAE,OAAW;QAAxB,wBAAA,EAAA,WAAW;QAAE,wBAAA,EAAA,WAAW;QACzE,IAAI,

MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,EA

AE;YAClE,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;SACd;QACD,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,IAAI,IAAI,OAAA,

SAAS,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IA

C9E,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAU,EAAE,UAAkB;QAC/D,OAAO;YACL,KAAK,EAAE,IAAI,C

AAC,KAAK;YACjB,SAAS,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,CACzB,UAAC,EAAuB;oBAAtB,KAAK,

WAAA,EAAE,IAAI,UAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,cAAA;gBAAM,QAAC;oBAC5B,KAAK,OAAA;oBACL,IAAI,MAAA

;oBACJ,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC,EAAC;iBAC1D;aAAC,CAAC;SACR,CAAC;IACJ,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,mBAAmB,

CAAC,KAAa,EAAE,UAAkB;QACnE,IAAI,UAAU,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;YACnB,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC;SACd;QA

CD,OAAO,KAAK,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,UAAA,IAAI,IAAI,OAAA,kBAAkB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,

GAAA,CAAC,CAAC;IACjE,CAAC;AAED,aAAgB,iBAAiB,CAC7B,KAAa,EAAE,EAAiC,EAChD,EAA+D,EAC

/D,OAAgB,EAAE,cAAuB;YAFzB,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAA;YAC5B,qBAAqB,QAAA,EAAE,oBAA

oB,QAAA;QAE9C,IAAM,MAAM,GACR,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,KAAK,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC;QACtE,IAAM,MAAM,GACR,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,

GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,oBAAoB,CAAC,CAAC;QAEpE,IAAM,WAAW,GACb,UAAU,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,

CAAC;QAEnE,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE;YAClB,OAAO,mBAAmB,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;SACh

D;aAAM;YACL,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC;SACpB;IACH,CAAC;;IC7VD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IA+BA,IAAM,wBAAwB,GAA

G,IAAI,CAAC;IACtC,IAAM,wBAAwB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;IAuCvC;IACA;IACA;IACA;IACA;IACA;IACA;I

ACA;IACA;IACA;IACA;IACA;IAEA,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG;QAC1B,YAAY,EAAE,aAAa;QAC3B,YAAY,EA

AE,EAAE;QAChB,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC;QACb,UAAU,EAAE,IAAI;KACF,CAAC;IAEjB,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAA

0B,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;IAC9E,IAAM,YAAY,GAA0C;QAC1D,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,CAA

C,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;QAC1B,UAAU,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;KACrB,CAAC;

IACF,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAAwC;QAC5D,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC;QAChC,U

AAU,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC;KAClB,CAAC;IACF,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAwB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAEzD,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAmB;QAC9C,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,IAAI,mB

AAmB,CAAC;QAEvC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,GAAG,aA

Aa,CAAC;SACrC;QACD,IAAI,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE;YACvD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,0BAAwB,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,OAAI;iBAC/C,sBAAoB,kBAAoB,CA

AA,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/C;QACD,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAC/B,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,

GAAG,EAAE,CAAC;SAC1B;QACD,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,

MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;YACtE,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,0BAAwB,MAAM,CA

AC,YAAY,OAAI;iBAC/C,sBAAoB,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,MAAG,CAAA;iBACxD,sBAA

oB,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACjD;QAED,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,

EAAE;YAC7B,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;SACzB;QACD,IAAI,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CA

AC,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;YACxE,MAAM,IA

AI,KAAK,CACX,wBAAsB,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,OAAI;iBAC3C,sBAAoB,gBAAgB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,YA

AY,CAAC,MAAG,CAAA;iBAC5D,sBAAoB,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACjD;QAE

D,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YAC7B,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACvB;

QACD,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;YACpD,MAA

M,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,wBAAsB,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,OAAI;iBAC3C,sBAAoB,iBAAiB,MAAG,CAAA;iBACx

C,sBAAoB,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,MAAG,CAAA,CAAC,CAAC;SACjD;QAED,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;IAChB,C

AAC;AAiFD,IAAO,IAAM,uBAAuB,GAA0B;QAC5D,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK;QACrB,kBAAkB,EAAE,QAAQ;QAC
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5B,qBAAqB,EAAE,GAAG;QAC1B,aAAa,EAAE,EAAE;QACjB,cAAc,EAAE,GAAG;QACnB,SAAS,EAAE,EAA

E;KACd,CAAC;AAEF,IAAO,IAAM,sCAAsC,GACV;QACnC,cAAc,EAAE,KAAK;QACrB,kBAAkB,EAAE,QA

AQ;QAC5B,qBAAqB,EAAE,GAAG;QAC1B,aAAa,EAAE,EAAE;QACjB,cAAc,EAAE,GAAG;QACnB,SAAS,E

AAE,EAAE;QACb,gBAAgB,EAAE,GAAG;QACrB,WAAW,EAAE,EAAE;KAChB,CAAC;IAEN,SAAS,6BAA6

B,CAAC,MAA6B;QAC3D,IAAA,qBAAqB,GACxB,MAAM,sBADkB,EAAE,aAAa,GACvC,MAAM,cADiC,EAA

E,cAAc,GACvD,MAAM,eADiD,EAAE,SAAS,GAClE,MAAM,UAD4D,CAC3D;QAEX,IAAI,qBAAqB,GAAG,G

AAG,IAAI,qBAAqB,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE;YAC9D,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,2BAAyB,qBAAqB,OAAI;gBA

ClD,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;SACtC;QAED,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;YACtB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX

,2BAAyB,aAAa,OAAI;gBAC1C,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;SACtB;QAED,IAAI,cAAc,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,cAAc,GAA

G,GAAG,EAAE;YAChD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4BAA0B,cAAc,OAAI;gBAC5C,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;S

ACtC;QAED,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;YAClB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,uBAAqB,SAAS,MAAG,CAA

C,CAAC;SACpD;IACH,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,0CAA0C,CAC/C,MAA0C;QAE1C,IAAA,qBAAqB,GAMnB,MAA

M,sBANa,EACrB,aAAa,GAKX,MAAM,cALK,EACb,cAAc,GAIZ,MAAM,eAJM,EACd,SAAS,GAGP,MAAM,U

AHC,EACT,gBAAgB,GAEd,MAAM,iBAFQ,EAChB,WAAW,GACT,MAAM,YADG,CACF;QAEX,IAAI,qBAAq

B,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,qBAAqB,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE;YAC9D,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,2BAAyB,qBAAqB,

OAAI;gBAClD,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;SACtC;QAED,IAAI,aAAa,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;YACtB,MAAM,IAAI,K

AAK,CACX,2BAAyB,aAAa,OAAI;gBAC1C,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC;SACtB;QAED,IAAI,cAAc,GAAG,GAAG,IAA

I,cAAc,GAAG,GAAG,EAAE;YAChD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,4BAA0B,cAAc,OAAI;gBAC5C,+BAA+B,C

AAC,CAAC;SACtC;QAED,IAAI,SAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;YAClB,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,uBAAqB,SAA

S,MAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACpD;QAED,IAAI,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE;YA

ChD,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,8BAA4B,gBAAgB,MAAG;gBAC/C,+BAA+B,CAAC,CAAC;SACtC;QAED,IA

AI,WAAW,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,WAAW,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE;YACxC,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,yBAAuB,WA

AW,MAAG;gBACrC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC;SACnC;IACH,CAAC;AAED;QAGE,iBAAY,GAAc;YACxB,IAAI,

CAAC,SAAS,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;SACtB;QAEO,8CAA4B,GAApC,UAAqC,KAAkB;YAO/C,IAAA,KAMF,IA

AI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAL/B,YAAY,kBAAA,EACZ,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,OAA

O,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,eAAe,qBACgB,CAAC;YAClC,OAAO;gBACL,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY;gBAC3

B,aAAa,eAAA;gBACb,OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;aAChB,CAAC;SACH;QAEO,

qDAAmC,GAA3C,UAA4C,KAAkB;YAQtD,IAAA,KAOF,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CA

AC,EAN/B,YAAY,kBAAA,EACZ,YAAY,kBAAA,EACZ,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBA

AA,EACf,eAAe,qBACgB,CAAC;YAClC,OAAO;gBACL,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY;gBAC3B,iBAAiB,EAAE,YAAY;g

BAC/B,aAAa,eAAA;gBACb,OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;aAChB,CAAC;SACH;Q

AEO,kEAAgD,GAAxD,UAAyD,KAAkB;YAUnE,IAAA,KAQF,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK

,CAAC,EAP/B,YAAY,kBAAA,EACZ,WAAW,iBAAA,EACX,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,

qBAAA,EACf,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,YAAY,kBACmB,CAAC;YAClC,OAAO;gBACL,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY;gBAC

3B,WAAW,aAAA;gBACX,aAAa,eAAA;gBACb,OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;gBA

Cf,YAAY,cAAA;aACb,CAAC;SACH;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;QAqCD,yCAAuB,GAAvB,UACI,KAAmB,EAAE,k

BAA6C,EAClE,qBAA2B;YAF/B,iBA0DC;YAxDG,sCAAA,EAAA,2BAA2B;YASvB,IAAA,KAAkB,YAAY,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,EAApC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAuB,CAAC;YAC5C,IAAM,gCAAgC,GAAG,+BA

A+B,CACpE,kBAAkB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;YAChE,IAAA,KACF,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gCAAgC,CAAC,EADpD,OAAO,aAAA,EAAE,O

AAO,aACoC,CAAC;YAEtD,IAAA,KAMFpB,OAAO,CAAC;gBACJ,IAAA,KAMF,KAAI,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAA

C,OAAO,CAAC,EAL5C,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,

eAAe,qBAC6B,CAAC;gBAEzC,IAAA,KAAgC,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,EAA5C,aAAa,QAAA,EAAE,YAAY,QAAi

B,CAAC;gBAEpD,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,8BAA8B,CACtD,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC

,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,EAC7D,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAC9D,wBAAwB,

CAAC,CAAC;gBAE9B,OAAO;oBACL,YAAY,EAAE,YAAY,CACtBU,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,

qBAAqB,CAAC;oBAC3D,aAAa,eAAA;oBACb,OAAO,SAAA;oBACP,eAAe,iBAAA;oBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;iBA
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ChB,CAAC;aACH,CAAC,EA7BA,YAAY,kBAAA,EACZ,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBA

AA,EACf,eAAe,qBAyBf,CAAC;YACH,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;YAClB,OAAO;gBACL,YAAY,cA

AA;gBACZ,aAAa,eAAA;gBACb,OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,OAAO,SAA

A;gBACP,gCAAgC,kCAAA;aACjC,CAAC;SACH;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;QA2BK,+BAAa,GAAnB,UACI,KAAmB,EA

CnB,MAAuD;YAAvD,uBAAA,EAAA,gCAAuD;;;;;;4BAEzD,MAAM,yBAAO,uBAAuB,GAAK,MAAM,CAAC,

CAAC;4BAEjD,6BAA6B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;4BAEhC,KASF,IAAI,CAAC,uBAAuB,CACxB,KAAK,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,EATrE,YAAY,kBAAA,EACZ,aAAa,mBA

AA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,gCAAgC,sCAAA

,CAGsC;4BAElE,KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAnC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAA,CAAuB;4BAE5B

,qBAAM,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAA;;4BAAlC,MAAM,GAAG,SAAuC;4BACtD,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,E

AAE,CAAC;4BAED,qBAAM,iBAAiB,CACzC,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CA

AC,EAAA;;4BADzD,aAAa,GAAG,SACyC;4BACxD,SAAS,GACZ,aAAa,GADD,EAAE,UAAU,GACxB,aAAa,G

ADW,EAAE,mBAAmB,GAC7C,aAAa,GADgC,EAAE,mBAAmB,GAClE,aAAa,GADqD,CACpD;4BAEd,KAAK,

GAAG,mBAAmB,CAC3B,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAC/D,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,

CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,EACjD,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,C

AAC;4BAE7C,KAAK,GAAG,iBAAiB,CACrB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gCAA

gC,EAAE,OAAO,EACjE,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;4BAE9B,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BACxB,OAAO

,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAClB,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAC1B,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,

CAAC;4BAE1B,sBAAO,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,QAAQ

,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAC;;;;SACvD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;QAyBK,oCAAkB,GAAxB,UACI,KAAmB,EACnB,MAC

0C;YAD1C,uBAAA,EAAA,+CAC0C;;;;;;;4BAE5C,MAAM,yBAAO,sCAAsC,GAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;4BA

ChE,0CAA0C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;4BAC7C,KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAApC,MAAM,Q

AAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAA,CAAwB;4BACtC,gCAAgC,GAAG,+BAA+B,CACpE,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAA

E,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EACtD,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;4BAEf,KACF,c

AAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gCAAgC,CAAC,EADpD,OAAO,aAAA,EAAE,OAAO,aAAA,CACqC;4BACtD,KAOF

V,OAAO,CAAC;gCACJ,IAAA,KAOF,KAAI,CAAC,gDAAgD,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EANhE,aAAa,mBAAA,EA

Cb,WAAW,iBAAA,EACX,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,eAAe,qBACiD,CAA

C;gCACnE,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,8BAA8B,CACtD,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE

,gCAAgC,EAChE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAA

O,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAC9D,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;gCAC9B,IAAM,kB

AAkB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;gCACjC,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC;gCACtB,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAE;oCACtB,iBAAiB,G

AAG,8BAA8B,CAC9C,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gCAAgC,EAC9D,CAAC,C

AAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAA

O,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAC9D,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;iCAC/B;qCAAM;oCACL,iBAAiB,GAAG,WA

AW,CAAC;iCACjC;gCAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,YAAY,CAC7BU,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,M

AAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC;gCAEnE,OAAO;oCACL,YAAY,cAAA;oCACZ,WAAW,EAAE,iBAAiB;o

CAC9B,gBAAgB,EAAE,aAAa;oCAC/B,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;oCACnB,kBAAkB,EAAE,eAAe;oCACnC,kBAAk

B,EAAE,eAAe;iCACpC,CAAC;6BACH,CAAC,EAzCA,YAAY,kBAAA,EACZ,WAAW,iBAAA,EACX,gBAAgB,

sBAAA,EAChB,UAAU,gBAAA,EACV,kBAAkB,wBAAA,EAClB,kBAAkB,wBAAA,CAoCjB;4BAEmB,qBAA

M,iBAAiB,CACzC,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAA;;4BA

DrE,aAAa,GAAG,SACqD;4BACpE,SAAS,GACZ,aAAa,GADD,EAAE,UAAU,GACxB,aAAa,GADW,EAAE,mB

AAmB,GAC7C,aAAa,GADgC,EAAE,mBAAmB,GAClE,aAAa,GADqD,CACpD;4BAEd,KAAK,GAAG,mBAAm

B,CAC3B,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAC/D,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,EACjD,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;4BAE7C,K

AAK,GAAG,iBAAiB,CACrB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gCAAgC,EAAE,OAA

O,EACjE,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;4BAER,qBAAM,yBAAyB,CACjD,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAC/C,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,gCAAgC,EAAE,OAAO,EACtE,MA

AM,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAClE,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,
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CAAC,EAAA;;4BAJnB,aAAa,GAAG,SAIG;4BAEzB,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAClB,YAAY,CAA

C,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BACvB,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BACtB,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,

CAAC;4BAC3B,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BACrB,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAC7B,k

BAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAE7B,sBAAO,aAAa,EAAC;;;;SACtB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;QAsCD,8

CAA4B,GAA5B,UACI,KAAmB,EAAE,kBAA6C,EAClE,qBAA2B;YAF/B,iBAmEC;YAjEG,sCAAA,EAAA,2BA

A2B;YASvB,IAAA,KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAApC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAuB,CAAC

;YAC5C,IAAM,gCAAgC,GAAG,+BAA+B,CACpE,kBAAkB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,C

AAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAChE,IAAA,KAGF,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gCAAgC,C

AAC,EAFzD,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,OAAO,aACkD,CAAC;YAEtD,IAAA,KAMFV,OAAO,CAAC;gBACJ,IAAA,K

AOF,KAAI,CAAC,mCAAmC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EANnD,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,iBAAiB,uBAAA,EACjB,aAA

a,mBAAA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,eAAe,qBACoC,CAAC;gBAEhD,IAAA,KAAgC,OA

AO,CAAC,KAAK,EAA5C,aAAa,QAAA,EAAE,YAAY,QAAiB,CAAC;gBAEpD,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,8BAA

8B,CACtD,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,EAC7D

,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,E

AAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAC9D,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;gBAE9B,IAAM,sBAAsB,GAAG,8B

AA8B,CACzD,iBAAiB,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,aAAa,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,E

ACjE,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IA

AI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAC9D,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;gBAC9B,IAAM,YAAY,GACd,

YAAY,CAACU,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC;gBACzE,OAAO;oBACL,gBAA

gB,EACZ,sBAAsB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,sBAAsB,CAAC;oBAChE,aAAa,eAAA;oBACb,OAAO,SAAA;oBACP,e

AAe,iBAAA;oBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;iBAChB,CAAC;aACH,CAAC,EApCA,gBAAgB,sBAAA,EAChB,aAAa,mBA

AA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,eAAe,qBAgCf,CAAC;YACH,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,

CAAC;YAClB,OAAO;gBACL,gBAAgB,kBAAA;gBAChB,aAAa,eAAA;gBACb,OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,eAAe,iB

AAA;gBACf,eAAe,iBAAA;gBACf,OAAO,SAAA;gBACP,gCAAgC,kCAAA;aACjC,CAAC;SACH;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;QA4BK,oCAAkB,GAAxB,UACI,KAAmB,EACnB,MAAuD;YAAvD,uBAAA,EAAA,gCAAuD;;;;;;4BAEzD,

MAAM,yBAAO,uBAAuB,GAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;4BAEjD,6BAA6B,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;4BAC

hC,KASF,IAAI,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAC7B,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAq

B,CAAC,EATrE,gBAAgB,sBAAA,EAChB,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,eAA

e,qBAAA,EACf,OAAO,aAAA,EACP,gCAAgC,sCAAA,CAGsC;4BAElE,KAAkB,gBAAgB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAv

C,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAA,CAA2B;4BAClC,qBAAM,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,EAAA;;4BAAp

C,IAAI,GAAG,SAA2C;4BACxD,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAEL,qBAAM,iBAAiB,CACzC,CAA

C,aAAa,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,eAAe,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,EAAA;;4BADzD,aAAa,GAAG,SACyC;4BACx

D,SAAS,GACZ,aAAa,GADD,EAAE,UAAU,GACxB,aAAa,GADW,EAAE,mBAAmB,GAC7C,aAAa,GADgC,EA

AE,mBAAmB,GAClE,aAAa,GADqD,CACpD;4BAEd,KAAK,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAC3B,SAAS,EAAE,UAAU,E

AAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAC/D,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,EACj

D,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;4BAE7C,KAAK,GAAG,iBAAiB,CACrB,K

AAK,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gCAAgC,EAAE,OAAO,EACjE,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAA

C;4BAE9B,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BACxB,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAClB,eAAe,CA

AC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAC1B,eAAe,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAE1B,sBAAO,EAAC,MAAM,QAAA,

EAAE,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,IAAI,MAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,EAAC,EAAC;;;;SAC/C;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

QAyBK,yCAAuB,GAA7B,UACI,KAAmB,EACnB,MAC0C;YAD1C,uBAAA,EAAA,+CAC0C;;;;;;;4BAC5C,MA

AM,yBAAO,sCAAsC,GAAK,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;4BAEhE,0CAA0C,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;4BAC7C,

KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAApC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAA,CAAwB;4BACtC,gCAAgC,

GAAG,+BAA+B,CACpE,MAAM,CAAC,kBAAkB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EACtD,CAAC,MA

AM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;4BACf,KACF,cAAc,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,gCAAgC,CAAC,EADpD,OA

AO,aAAA,EAAE,OAAO,aAAA,CACqC;4BACtD,KAQFV,OAAO,CAAC;gCACJ,IAAA,KAQF,KAAI,CAAC,gD

AAgD,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,EAPhE,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,WAAW,iBAAA,EACX,aAAa,mBAAA,EACb,OAAO,

aAAA,EACP,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,eAAe,qBAAA,EACf,YAAY,kBACoD,CAAC;;gCAGnE,IAAM,mBAAmB,GA
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AG,8BAA8B,CACtD,aAAa,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gCAAgC,EAChE,CAAC,CAAC,

OAAO,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CA

AC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAC9D,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;;gCAG9B,IAAM,4BAA4B,GAAG,8BAA8B,CAC/D,

YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gCAAgC,EAC/D,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,GAA

G,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,OAAO,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,

CAAC,EAC9D,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;gCAE9B,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC;gCACtC,IAAM,YAA

Y,GAAG,YAAY,CAC/BU,UAAU,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,qBAAqB,CAAC,CAAC;gCA

CjE,IAAM,gBAAgB,GAClB,0BAA0B,CAAC,4BAA4B,CAAC,CAAC;gCAC7D,OAAO;oCACL,YAAY,cAAA;o

CACZ,WAAW,EAAE,iBAAiB;oCAC9B,gBAAgB,EAAE,aAAa;oCAC/B,UAAU,EAAE,OAAO;oCACnB,kBAAk

B,EAAE,eAAe;oCACnC,kBAAkB,EAAE,eAAe;oCACnC,gBAAgB,kBAAA;iCACjB,CAAC;6BACH,CAAC,EA5

CA,YAAY,kBAAA,EACZ,WAAW,iBAAA,EACX,gBAAgB,sBAAA,EAChB,UAAU,gBAAA,EACV,kBAAkB,w

BAAA,EAClB,kBAAkB,wBAAA,EAClB,gBAAgB,sBAAA,CAsCf;4BAEmB,qBAAM,iBAAiB,CACzC,CAAC,g

BAAgB,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,kBAAkB,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC,EAAA;;4BADrE,aAAa,GAAG,SACqD;4

BACpE,SAAS,GACZ,aAAa,GADD,EAAE,UAAU,GACxB,aAAa,GADW,EAAE,mBAAmB,GAC7C,aAAa,GADg

C,EAAE,mBAAmB,GAClE,aAAa,GADqD,CACpD;4BAEd,KAAK,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAC3B,SAAS,EAAE,UA

AU,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAAE,mBAAmB,EAC/D,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,

EACjD,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC;4BAE7C,KAAK,GAAG,iBAAiB,CAC

rB,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE,gCAAgC,EAAE,OAAO,EACjE,wBAAwB,CAAC,

CAAC;4BAER,qBAAM,6BAA6B,CACrD,YAAY,EAAE,WAAW,EAAE,gBAAgB,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,

EAAE,KAAK,EACjE,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,gCAAgC,EAAE,OAAO,EACtE,MAAM,CAAC,c

AAc,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAClE,MAAM,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,EAAA

;;4BAJnB,aAAa,GAAG,SAIG;4BAEzB,OAAO,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAClB,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,EA

AE,CAAC;4BACvB,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BACtB,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BA

C3B,UAAU,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BACrB,kBAAkB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAC7B,kBAAkB,CA

AC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAC7B,gBAAgB,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;4BAE3B,sBAAO,aAAa,EAAC;;;;SAC

tB;QAEM,yBAAO,GAAd;YACE,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;SAC1B;QACH,cAAC;IAAD,

CAAC,IAAA;IAED;;;IAGA,SAAe,aAAa,CAAC,MAAmB;;;;;;wBACxC,YAAY,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,C

AAC;wBACnC,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;wBAC/B,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,C

AAC;wBACrC,IAAI,EAAE,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;4BACd,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,qEAAqE;gCACrE,6EACO,C

AAC,CAAC;yBACd;wBAEK,GAAG,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAA

C;wBACnD,qBAAMa,qBAAqB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAA;;wBAAhE,UAAU,GA

AG,SAAmD;wBAChE,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;wBAC1D,sBAAO,

IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAC;;;;KAC/B;IAED;;;IAGA,SAAe,UAAU,CAAC,MAAmB;;;;;;wBACrC,Y

AAY,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC;wBACnC,UAAU,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC;wBACrC,IA

AI,EAAE,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;4BACd,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CACX,qEAAqE;gCACrE,6EACO,CAAC,CAAC;yBA

Cd;wBAEK,GAAG,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;wBACtC,qBAAMA,qBAAqB,

CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,EAAA;;wBAAhE,UAAU,GAAG,SAAmD;wBAChE,MAAM,

GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,CAAC;wBACpD,sBAAO,IAAI,OAAO,CAAC,MAAM

,CAAC,EAAC;;;;KAC5B;IAED;;;;;;;;;;;;AAYA,aAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,MAAyC;QAAzC,uBAAA,EAAA,4BAAyC;;;

gBAElE,MAAM,GAAG,mBAAmB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;gBACrC,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,YAAY,KAAK,

UAAU,EAAE;oBACtC,sBAAO,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC;iBAC3B;qBAAM,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC,Y

AAY,KAAK,aAAa,EAAE;oBAChD,sBAAO,aAAa,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,EAAC;iBAC9B;qBAAM;oBACL,sBA

AO,IAAI,EAAC;iBACb;;;;KACF;;IClhCD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;IAiBA;AACA,aAAgB,OAAO,CACnB,MAAyC,EACzC,KA

A0E,EAC1E,IAAY;QACd,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAEpC,IAA

I,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QACZ,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAChB,IAAM,SAAS,GAAG,CAAC,

IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAM,IAAI,GAA

G,IAAI,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EA

AE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YACxC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,
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CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;gBACxC,IAAM,MAAM,GACR,SAAS,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAA

G,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBACjE,GAAG,IAAI,MAAM,CAAC;aACf;SACF;QACD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;YACxC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAA

G,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,EAAE;gBACxC,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,GAA

G,SAAS;oBACvB,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,IAAI,CAAC;gBAClE,GAAG,C

AAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;aAC5B;SACF;QACD,GAAG,CAAC,WA

AW,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;IACtB,CAAC;;IC3CD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA,IAOA,IAAM,iBAAiB,GAA6B,EAAE,CAAC

;IAQvD,SAAS,QAAQ;QACf,QAAQ,gCAAgC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,EAAE;IACtE,CA

AC;IAED,SAAS,oBAAoB,CACzB,EAA+C,EAC/C,EAA+C,EAAE,KAAa,EAC9D,KAAa;YAFL,MAAM,WAAA,

EAAU,OAAO,YAAA;YACvB,MAAM,WAAA,EAAU,OAAO,YAAA;QAEjC,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAM,IAA

I,OAAO,KAAK,OAAO,EAAE;YAC5C,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,mCAAiC,KAAK,wBAClD,MAAM,SAAI,O

AAO,UAAK,KAAK,wBAAmB,MAAM,SAAI,OAAS,CAAC,CAAC;SACxE;IACH,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,oBAAoB

,CAAC,MAAc;QAC1C,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACpC,GAAG

,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QACjB,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAClC,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CACxB,GAA+D,EAC/

D,KAAuB,EACvB,kBAA0B;QAC5B,GAAG,CAAC,wBAAwB,GAAG,kBAAkB,CAAC;QAClD,GAAG,CAAC,S

AAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7B,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,qBAAqB;QAC5B,IA

AI,OAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,EAAG;YACpC,OAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,QAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;SA

CzC;aAAM,IAAI,OAAO,eAAe,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE;YACjD,OAAO,IAAI,eAAe,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;SAClC;aAAM;YACL,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,wCAAwC,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3D;IACH,CAAC

;IAED,SAAS,4BAA4B,CAAC,EAAU;QAC9C,IAAI,CAAC,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;YAC1B,iBAAi

B,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,qBAAqB,EAAE,CAAC;SACjD;QACD,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC;IAC/B,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,wBAAwB,CAC7B,KAAgB,EAAE,UAAkB,EAAE,MAAc;QAC/C,IAAA,MAAM,

GAAW,KAAK,OAAhB,EAAE,KAAK,GAAI,KAAK,MAAT,CAAU;QAC9B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAA

C,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACpC,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACrB,MAAM,CA

AC,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QACvB,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EA

AE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QACnC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;QACX,IAAI,QAAQ,EAAE,EAAE;YACd,

OAAO,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;SACpC;aAAM;;YAEJ,GAAW,CAAC,MAA

M,GAAG,UAAQ,UAAU,QAAK,CAAC;YAC9C,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC3C;QACD,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;IAChB,CAA

C;IAED,SAAS,iCAAiC,CACtC,KAAgB,EAAE,UAAkB,EACpC,mBAA2B;QAC7B,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,4BAA

4B,CAAC,mBAAmB,CAAC,CAAC;QACjE,IAAI,UAAU,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACpB,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAA

K,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SACpC;aAAM;YACL,wBAAwB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,MAAM,C

AAC,CAAC;SACrD;QACD,OAAO,MAAM,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAgB,EAA

E,MAAc;QACpD,IAAA,KAAK,GAAY,KAAK,MAAjB,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,KAAK,OAAT,CAAU;QAC9B,MA

AM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACrB,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QACvB,IAAM

,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAEpC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,

EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC5C,CAAC;IACD;;;IAGA,SAAS,uB

AAuB,CAAC,KAAgB,EAAE,MAAc;QAC/D,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QAC3

B,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;QAC7B,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAEpC,GAAG,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CA

AC,CAAC;IAChC,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,gCAAgC,CACrC,KAAgB,EAAE,UAAkB;QACtC,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,

4BAA4B,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC;QACxD,uBAAuB,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAEvC,O

AAO,MAAM,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC;IAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AA+BA,aAAgB,MAAM,CAClB,wBACgE,EACh

E,UAKC,EACD,UAKC,EACD,WAAmB,EAAE,aAA6B;QAZlD,2BAAA,EAAA;YACE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;YA

CJ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;YACJ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;YACJ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;SACL;QACD,2BAAA,EAAA;
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YACE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;YACJ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;YACJ,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC;YACJ,CAAC,EAAE,GAA

G;SACP;QACD,4BAAA,EAAA,mBAAmB;QAAE,8BAAA,EAAA,iBAA2B,CAAC,CAAC;QACpD,IAAI,KAAK,

CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC;YACvC,wBAAwB,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACzC,OAAO

,IAAI,CAAC;SACb;QAED,IAAI,6BAE0C,CAAC;QAE/C,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,wBAAwB,

CAAC,EAAE;YAC5C,6BAA6B,GAAG,CAAC,wBAAwB,CAAC,CAAC;SAC5D;aAAM;YACL,6BAA6B,GAAG

,wBAAwB,CAAC;SAC1D;QAEK,IAAA,KAAkB,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAjD,KAAK,WAAA,EAAE,

MAAM,YAAoC,CAAC;QACzD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,iBAAiB,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC;QAExD,SAAS,UAAU,CACf,KAAwB,EAAE,GAAW,EAAE,MAAc,EAAE,KAAa,EACpE,MAA

c,EAAE,KAA6C;YAA7C,sBAAA,EAAA,UAAgB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CA

AC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC;YAC/D,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;gBACtC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,

CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;oBACtC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAA

C,EAAE;wBACtB,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,CAAC;wBAC3C,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,CAAC;wBAC3B,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CA

AC;wBAC3B,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;w

BAC3B,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;qBAC5

B;iBACF;aACF;SACF;QAED,SAAS,sBAAsB,CAC3B,gBAAuC,EACvC,GAAW,EACX,MAAc,EACd,KAAa,EA

Cb,aAA6B,EAC7B,MAAU;YADV,8BAAA,EAAA,iBAA2B,CAAC,CAAC;YAC7B,uBAAA,EAAA,UAAU;YAE

Z,IAAI,sBAAsB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;YAC/B,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,

MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;wCAC7B,CAAC;oBACR,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,EAAE;wBACtB,IAAM,GAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,KAAK,IAAI,MAAM,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,CAAC;wBAC3C,IAAI,CAAC,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,UAAA,EAAE,IAAI,OAAA,EAAE,KAAK,g

BAAgB,CAAC,GAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE;4BACzD,sBAAsB,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;yBAC7B;qBACF;;g

BANH,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;4BAA7B,C

AAC;iBAOT;aACF;YACD,OAAO,sBAAsB,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;SACnC;QAED,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE;oCACzB,CAAC;gBACR,IAAM,CAAC,G

AAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC;gBACxB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,

CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAChC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC

,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAChC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAA

G,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBAChC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UA

AU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;wCACvB,CAAC;oBACR,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,IAAI,CACd,UAAA,EAAE,IAAI,OAAA,

EAAE,KAAK,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,GAAA,CAAC,EAAE;wBAC9D

,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;wBAC5B,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;wBAChC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;wBAChC,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,C

AAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;wBAChC,IAAM,UAAU,GAAG,sBAAsB,CACr

C,6BAA6B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAClD,aAAa,CAAC,

CAAC;wBACnB,IAAI,WAAW,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,MA

AM,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;4BACzD,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,IAAI,UAAU,EAAE;

4BAC/B,UAAU,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;yBACnC

;qBACF;;gBAdH,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,6BAA6B,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE;4BAApD,CAAC;iBAeT;;YArBH,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,EAA

E,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC;wBAAxB,CAAC;aAsBT;SACF;QAED,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,CAAC;IAED,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAoC;QAC3D,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAA

E,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,E

AAE,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC;QAC9D,CAAC,GAAG,EA

AE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,
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EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;QAC9D,CAAC,G

AAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC;QAC9D,

CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAG,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC;

QAC9D,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,C

AAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAA

G,CAAC;QAC9D,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,

GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,EA

AE,GAAG,CAAC;KAC9D,CAAC;IAEF;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAiBA,aAAgB,iBAAiB,CAC7B,gBAA6D,EAC7D,UACuB;

QADvB,2BAAA,EAAA,gCACuB;QACzB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,C

AAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACpE,OAAO,IAAI,CAAC;SACb;QAED,IAAI,2BAA2B,CAAC;QAChC,IA

AI,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAE;YACpC,2BAA2B,GAAG,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAA

C,CAAC;SAClD;aAAM;YACL,2BAA2B,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC;SAChD;QACK,IAAA,KAAkB,2BAA2B,CAA

C,CAAC,CAAC,EAA/C,KAAK,WAAA,EAAE,MAAM,YAAkC,CAAC;QACvD,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,iBA

AiB,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAExD,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,GAAG,MAAM,GAAG,KAAK,EAAE,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE;;YAEvC,IAAM,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,GA

AG,CAAC,CAAC;YAChB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;YACnB,KAAK,C

AAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;YACnB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,G

AAG,GAAG,CAAC;YACnB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;YACnB,KAAK,

IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,2BAA2B,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;gBAC3D

,IAAM,MAAM,GAAG,2BAA2B,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;gBACtD,IAAI,

MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE;oBACjB,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,UAAU,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;oBA

CjC,IAAI,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE;wBACV,MAAM,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,yCAAuC,MAAQ,CAAC,CAAC;qBAClE;o

BACD,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;oBACxB,KAAK

,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;oBACxB,KAAK,CAAC,CAA

C,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;oBACxB,KAAK,CAAC,CAAC,GAAG,CA

AC,CAAC,GAAG,GAAG,CAAC;iBACpB;aACF;SACF;QACD,OAAO,IAAI,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,KAAK

,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;IAC7C,CAAC;IAED,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG;QACnB,OAAO,EAAE,SAAS;QAClB,

WAAW,EAAE,cAAc;QAC3B,IAAI,EAAE,MAAM;QACZ,cAAc,EAAE,kBAAkB;KACnC,CAAC;IAEF;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

;;;;;;AAoBA,aAAgB,QAAQ,CACpB,MAAc,EAAE,KAAgB,EAAE,SAAyB,EAC3D,WAAiB,EAAE,cAAkB,EAA

E,cAAsB;QAA7D,4BAAA,EAAA,iBAAiB;QAAE,+BAAA,EAAA,kBAAkB;QAAE,+BAAA,EAAA,sBAAsB;QA

CzD,IAAA,KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAApC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAuB,CAAC;QAC5

C,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QACrB,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC;QAEvB,I

AAM,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACpC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CA

AC;QACX,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE;YAClB,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC9B;QAED,GAAG,CAAC,SA

AS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAE3B,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,WAAW,C

AAC;QAC9B,IAAI,SAAS,EAAE;YACb,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EAAE,MAAM,QAAA,EAAC,E

AAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YAElE,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG,gCAAgC,CAAC,SAAS,EA

AE,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;YAE5E,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,iCAAiC,CACjD,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE

,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;YACpD,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAA

C,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SACjD;QACD,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;IAChB,CAA

C;IAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAsBA,aAAgB,iBAAiB,CAC7B,MAAc,EAAE,KAAgB,EAAE,SAAoB,EACtD,WAAiB,E

AAE,cAAkB,EAAE,cAAsB,EAC7D,cAAqB;QADrB,4BAAA,EAAA,iBAAiB;QAAE,+BAAA,EAAA,kBAAkB;Q

AAE,+BAAA,EAAA,sBAAsB;QAC7D,+BAAA,EAAA,qBAAqB;QACjB,IAAA,KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,C

AAC,EAApC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAuB,CAAC;QAC5C,oBAAoB,CAAC,EAAC,KAAK,OAAA,EA

AE,MAAM,QAAA,EAAC,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAElE,IAAM,IAAI,GAAG

,gCAAgC,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5E,IAAM,WAAW,GAAG,iCAAiC,CACj
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D,IAAI,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;QAEpD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,WAA

W,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QACjC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;QAEnC,IAAM,

GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QACpC,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;Q

ACX,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE;YAClB,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC9B;QAED,IAAM,eAAe,GACjB,4B

AA4B,CAAC,YAAY,CAAC,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;QAC9D,IAAM,kBAAkB,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,I

AAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC5D,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,cAAc,CAA

C,CAAC;QACnE,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,IAAI,GAAG,GAAG,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC

;QACrE,kBAAkB,CAAC,SAAS,CACxB,WAAW,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,EA

AE,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAC9D,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC,CAAC;QACnD,GAAG,CAAC,qBAAqB,GAAG,KAAK,CAAC;QAClC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CACT,eA

Ae,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EACvE,

CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;;QAGpC,KAAK,IAAI,CAAC

,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YAC9C,GAAG,CAAC,S

AAS,EAAE,CAAC;YAChB,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;YAC5B,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,

cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAClC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,E

AAE,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;YAC9C,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC;SACd;;;QAID,KAAK,

IAAI,CAAC,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,eAAe,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE;YAC/C,GA

AG,CAAC,SAAS,EAAE,CAAC;YAChB,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,SAAS,CAAC;YAC5B,GAAG,CAAC,M

AAM,CAAC,CAAC,EAAE,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAClC,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,C

AAC,KAAK,EAAE,cAAc,GAAG,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAC7C,GAAG,CAAC,MAAM,EAAE,CAAC;SACd;QA

ED,GAAG,CAAC,WAAW,GAAG,GAAG,GAAG,WAAW,CAAC;QACpC,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,WAAW,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;QAClE,

GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,gBAAgB,CACrB,uBAAwE,EACxE,cAAsB;QA

CxB,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,MAAM,CAC9B,uBAAuB,EAAE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EACnD,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,E

AAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAC,CAAC,CAAC;QAE9

B,IAAM,cAAc,GAChB,gCAAgC,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7E,IAAI,cA

Ac,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACxB,OAAO,cAAc,CAAC;SACvB;aAAM;YACL,OAAO,iCAAiC,CACpC,cAAc,EA

AE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/D;IACH,CAAC;IAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAoBA,aAAgB,

eAAe,CAC3B,MAAc,EAAE,KAAgB,EAChC,uBAAwE,EACxE,oBAAwB,EAAE,cAAkB,EAAE,cAAsB;QAApE,

qCAAA,EAAA,wBAAwB;QAAE,+BAAA,EAAA,kBAAkB;QAAE,+BAAA,EAAA,sBAAsB;QACtE,IAAM,YAA

Y,GAAG,iCAAiC,CAClD,KAAK,EAAE,oBAAoB,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;QACvD,MAAM,

CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QAClC,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,MAA

M,CAAC;QAEpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,UAAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAEpC,IAAI,KAAK

,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,uBAAuB,CAAC;YACtC,uBAAuB,CAAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACxC,GAAG,

CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC,CAAC;YAClC,OAAO;SACR;QAED,IAAM,UA

AU,GAAG,gBAAgB,CAAC,uBAAuB,EAAE,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;QAE7E,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;Q

ACX,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE;YAClB,oBAAoB,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC9B;;QAEK,IAAA,KAAkB,YAAY,

CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAApC,MAAM,QAAA,EAAE,KAAK,QAAuB,CAAC;QAC5C,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAA

C,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;;;;;QAM1C,mBAAmB,CAAC

,GAAG,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,gBAAgB,CAAC,CAAC;;;;;;QAMvD,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAA

E,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3D,GAAG,CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC;IAED,SAAS,kBAAkB,C

ACvB,2BAAwE,EACxE,iBAA2B,EAAE,cAAsB;QACrD,IAAM,mBAAmB,GAAG,MAAM,CAC9B,2BAA2B,EA

AE,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,

CAAC,EAAC,EACrD,EAAC,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EA

AE,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,EAAC,EAAE,IAAI,EAAE,iBAAiB,CAAC,CAAC;QAEzD,IAAM,cAAc,GAChB,gCAA

gC,CAAC,mBAAmB,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAC7E,IAAI,cAAc,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACx

B,OAAO,cAAc,CAAC;SACvB;aAAM;YACL,OAAO,iCAAiC,CACpC,cAAc,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,YAAY,CAAC,
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WAAW,CAAC,CAAC;SAC/D;IACH,CAAC;IAED;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAuBA,aAAgB,YAAY,CACxB,MAAc,EAAE

,KAAgB,EAChC,gBAA6D,EAC7D,iBAA0B,EAAE,oBAAwB,EAAE,cAAkB,EACxE,cAAsB;QADtB,kCAAA,E

AAA,qBAAqB,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,CAAC;QAAE,qCAAA,EAAA,wBAAwB;QAAE,+BAAA,EAAA,kBAAkB;

QACxE,+BAAA,EAAA,sBAAsB;QACxB,IAAM,YAAY,GAAG,iCAAiC,CAClD,KAAK,EAAE,oBAAoB,EAAE,

YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,CAAC;QACvD,MAAM,CAAC,KAAK,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC;QACl

C,MAAM,CAAC,MAAM,GAAG,YAAY,CAAC,MAAM,CAAC;QAEpC,IAAM,GAAG,GAAG,MAAM,CAAC,U

AAU,CAAC,IAAI,CAAC,CAAC;QAEpC,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,OAAO,CAAC,gBAAgB,CAAC,IAAI,gBAAgB,C

AAC,MAAM,KAAK,CAAC,EAAE;YACpE,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,YAAY,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,C

AAC,CAAC;YAClC,OAAO;SACR;QACD,IAAM,YAAY,GACd,kBAAkB,CAAC,gBAAgB,EAAE,iBAAiB,EAA

E,cAAc,CAAC,CAAC;QAE5E,GAAG,CAAC,IAAI,EAAE,CAAC;QACX,IAAI,cAAc,EAAE;YAClB,oBAAoB,C

AAC,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;SAC9B;;QAEK,IAAA,KAAkB,YAAY,CAAC,KAAK,CAAC,EAApC,MAAM,QAA

A,EAAE,KAAK,QAAuB,CAAC;QAC5C,GAAG,CAAC,SAAS,CAAC,KAAK,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,CAAC,EAA

E,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,CAAC,CAAC;;;;;QAM1C,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,gBAAgB,CA

AC,CAAC;;;;;;QAMzD,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAG,EAAE,YAAY,EAAE,kBAAkB,CAAC,CAAC;QAC3D,GAAG,

CAAC,OAAO,EAAE,CAAC;IAChB,CAAC;;IChnBD;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;AAkBA,QAAa,aAAa,GAAa;QACrC,WAAW;Q

ACX,YAAY;QACZ,sBAAsB;QACtB,qBAAqB;QACrB,uBAAuB;QACvB,sBAAsB;QACtB,sBAAsB;QACtB,qB

AAqB;QACrB,uBAAuB;QACvB,sBAAsB;QACtB,WAAW;QACX,YAAY;QACZ,aAAa;QACb,YAAY;QACZ,sB

AAsB;QACtB,qBAAqB;QACrB,uBAAuB;QACvB,sBAAsB;QACtB,sBAAsB;QACtB,qBAAqB;QACrB,uBAAuB

;QACvB,sBAAsB;QACtB,WAAW;QACX,YAAY;KACb;;IC3CD;IAEA;AACA,QAAM,OAAO,GAAG,OAAO;;I

CHvB;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;OAeG;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;"}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-pix/dist/body-

pix.js.map

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

* =============================================================================

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_instance_masks.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/mobilenet.d.ts
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* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_multiple_masks_webgl.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_multiple_poses.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/max_heap.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/base_model.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_multiple_masks_cpu.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_multiple_masks_cpu.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/body_pix_model.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/max_heap.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/base_model.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_instance_masks.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/body_pix_model.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_multiple_poses.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/mobilenet.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/multi_person/decode_multiple_masks_webgl.d.ts

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* @license

* Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* =============================================================================

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-pix/dist/util.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/part_channels.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/types.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/types.js

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/part_channels.d.ts

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/dist/util.d.ts

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

   * @license

   * Copyright 2021 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

   * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   * You may obtain a copy of the License at

   *

   * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

   *

   * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   * limitations under the License.

   * =============================================================================

   */

/*! *****************************************************************************

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

   purpose with or without fee is hereby granted.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH

   REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

   AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

   INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM

   LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

   OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

   PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

   ***************************************************************************** */

/**

    * @license

    * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.

    * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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    * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

    * You may obtain a copy of the License at

    *

    * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

    *

    * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

    * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

    * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

    * limitations under the License.

    * =============================================================================

    */

/**

    * @license

    * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

    * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

    * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

    * You may obtain a copy of the License at

    *

    * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

    *

    * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

    * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

    * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

    * limitations under the License.

    * =============================================================================

    */

/**

    * @license

    * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.

    * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

    * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

    * You may obtain a copy of the License at

    *

    * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

    *

    * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

    * distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

    * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

    * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

    * limitations under the License.

    *

    * =============================================================================

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-pix/dist/body-
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pix.js

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

{"version":3,"sources":["../../src/backends/backend.ts","../src/util_base.ts","../src/environment.ts","node_modules/pr

ocess/browser.js","../src/global_util.ts","../src/kernel_names.ts","../src/kernel_registry.ts","../src/util.ts","../src/profile

r.ts","../src/tape.ts","../src/tensor_format.ts","../src/tensor.ts","../src/types.ts","../src/tensor_util.ts","../src/engine.ts",".

./src/device_util.ts","../src/flags.ts","../src/tensor_util_env.ts","../../src/ops/operation.ts","../../src/ops/complex.ts","../..

/src/ops/tensor_ops_util.ts","../../src/ops/tensor.ts","../../src/io/types.ts","node_modules/base64-

js/index.js","node_modules/ieee754/index.js","node_modules/isarray/index.js","node_modules/buffer/index.js","../../

src/io/io_utils.ts","../../src/io/router_registry.ts","../../src/io/indexed_db.ts","../../src/io/local_storage.ts","../../src/io/m

odel_management.ts","../../src/platforms/platform_browser.ts","../../src/platforms/platform_node.ts","../../src/ops/buf

fer.ts","../../src/ops/cast.ts","../../src/ops/clone.ts","../../src/ops/print.ts","../src/base_side_effects.ts","../../src/io/brows

er_files.ts","../../src/io/progress.ts","../../src/io/weights_loader.ts","../../src/io/http.ts","../../src/io/passthrough.ts","../../

src/io/io.ts","../../src/ops/mat_mul.ts","../../src/ops/one_hot.ts","../../src/ops/transpose.ts","../../src/ops/confusion_matr

ix.ts","../src/math.ts","../../src/ops/tensor3d.ts","../../src/ops/browser.ts","../../src/ops/gather_nd_util.ts","../../src/ops/s

catter_nd_util.ts","../../src/ops/slice_util.ts","../src/serialization.ts","../src/test_util.ts","../src/version.ts","../src/globals

.ts","../../src/ops/add.ts","../../src/ops/floorDiv.ts","../../src/ops/div.ts","../../src/ops/mul.ts","../../src/ops/abs.ts","../../sr

c/ops/acos.ts","../../src/ops/acosh.ts","../../src/ops/add_n.ts","../../src/ops/all.ts","../../src/ops/any.ts","../../src/ops/arg_

max.ts","../../src/ops/arg_min.ts","../../src/ops/asin.ts","../../src/ops/asinh.ts","../../src/ops/atan.ts","../../src/ops/atan2.ts

","../../src/ops/atanh.ts","../../src/ops/conv_util.ts","../../src/ops/reshape.ts","../../src/ops/avg_pool.ts","../../src/ops/avg

_pool_3d.ts","../../src/ops/concat.ts","../../src/ops/sigmoid.ts","../../src/ops/slice.ts","../../src/ops/tanh.ts","../../src/ops/

basic_lstm_cell.ts","../../src/ops/batch_to_space_nd.ts","../../src/ops/batchnorm_util.ts","../../src/ops/batchnorm.ts","..

/../src/ops/batchnorm2d.ts","../../src/ops/batchnorm3d.ts","../../src/ops/batchnorm4d.ts","../../src/ops/bincount.ts","../..

/src/ops/broadcast_to.ts","../../src/ops/ceil.ts","../../src/ops/clip_by_value.ts","../../src/ops/concat_1d.ts","../../src/ops/c

oncat_2d.ts","../../src/ops/concat_3d.ts","../../src/ops/concat_4d.ts","../../src/ops/conv2d.ts","../../src/ops/conv1d.ts",".

./../src/ops/conv2d_backprop_input.ts","../../src/ops/conv2d_transpose.ts","../../src/ops/conv3d.ts","../../src/ops/conv3

d_backprop_input.ts","../../src/ops/conv3d_transpose.ts","../../src/ops/cos.ts","../../src/ops/cosh.ts","../../src/ops/cums

um.ts","../../src/ops/dense_bincount.ts","../../src/ops/depth_to_space.ts","../../src/ops/depthwise_conv2d.ts","../../src/o

ps/diag.ts","../../src/ops/dilation2d.ts","../../src/ops/broadcast_util.ts","../../src/ops/equal.ts","../../src/ops/where.ts","../

../src/ops/zeros_like.ts","../../src/ops/div_no_nan.ts","../../src/ops/dot.ts","../../src/ops/elu.ts","../../src/ops/erf.ts","../../

src/ops/exp.ts","../../src/ops/expand_dims.ts","../../src/ops/expm1.ts","../../src/ops/tile.ts","../../src/ops/eye.ts","../../src

/ops/fill.ts","../../src/ops/floor.ts","../../src/ops/gather.ts","../../src/ops/greater.ts","../../src/ops/greater_equal.ts","../../sr

c/ops/imag.ts","../../src/ops/is_finite.ts","../../src/ops/is_inf.ts","../../src/ops/is_nan.ts","../../src/ops/leaky_relu.ts","../..

/src/ops/less.ts","../../src/ops/less_equal.ts","../../src/ops/linspace.ts","../../src/ops/local_response_normalization.ts","..

/../src/ops/log.ts","../../src/ops/log1p.ts","../src/gradients.ts","../../src/ops/neg.ts","../../src/ops/softplus.ts","../../src/ops

/log_sigmoid.ts","../../src/ops/max.ts","../../src/ops/sub.ts","../../src/ops/sum.ts","../../src/ops/log_softmax.ts","../../src/

ops/axis_util.ts","../../src/ops/log_sum_exp.ts","../../src/ops/logical_and.ts","../../src/ops/logical_not.ts","../../src/ops/l

ogical_or.ts","../../src/ops/logical_xor.ts","../../src/ops/max_pool.ts","../../src/ops/max_pool_3d.ts","../../src/ops/max_

pool_with_argmax.ts","../../src/ops/maximum.ts","../../src/ops/mean.ts","../../src/ops/min.ts","../../src/ops/minimum.ts

","../../src/ops/mirror_pad.ts","../../src/ops/mod.ts","../../src/ops/square.ts","../../src/ops/moments.ts","../../src/ops/mult

i_rnn_cell.ts","../../src/ops/multinomial.ts","../../src/ops/not_equal.ts","../../src/ops/zeros.ts","../../src/ops/ones.ts","../..

/src/ops/ones_like.ts","../../src/ops/outer_product.ts","../../src/ops/pad.ts","../../src/ops/pad1d.ts","../../src/ops/pad2d.ts

","../../src/ops/pad3d.ts","../../src/ops/pad4d.ts","../../src/ops/space_to_batch_nd.ts","../../src/ops/pool.ts","../../src/ops/

pow.ts","../../src/ops/prelu.ts","../../src/ops/prod.ts","../../src/ops/rand.ts","node_modules/seedrandom/lib/alea.js","no

de_modules/seedrandom/lib/xor128.js","node_modules/seedrandom/lib/xorwow.js","node_modules/seedrandom/lib/

xorshift7.js","node_modules/seedrandom/lib/xor4096.js","node_modules/seedrandom/lib/tychei.js","node_modules/

seedrandom/seedrandom.js","node_modules/seedrandom/index.js","../../src/ops/rand_util.ts","../../src/ops/random_ga

mma.ts","../../src/ops/random_normal.ts","../../src/ops/random_uniform.ts","../../src/ops/range.ts","../../src/ops/real.ts
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","../../src/ops/reciprocal.ts","../../src/ops/relu.ts","../../src/ops/relu6.ts","../../src/ops/reverse.ts","../../src/ops/reverse_1

d.ts","../../src/ops/reverse_2d.ts","../../src/ops/reverse_3d.ts","../../src/ops/reverse_4d.ts","../../src/ops/round.ts","../../s

rc/ops/rsqrt.ts","../../src/ops/scalar.ts","../../src/ops/selu.ts","../../src/ops/separable_conv2d.ts","../../src/ops/setdiff1d_

async.ts","../../src/ops/sign.ts","../../src/ops/sin.ts","../../src/ops/sinh.ts","../../src/ops/slice1d.ts","../../src/ops/slice2d.ts

","../../src/ops/slice3d.ts","../../src/ops/slice4d.ts","../../src/ops/softmax.ts","../../../src/ops/spectral/fft.ts","../../../src/op

s/spectral/ifft.ts","../../../src/ops/spectral/irfft.ts","../../src/ops/split.ts","../../../src/ops/spectral/rfft.ts","../../src/ops/sqrt.t

s","../../src/ops/squared_difference.ts","../../src/ops/squeeze.ts","../../src/ops/stack.ts","../../src/ops/step.ts","../../src/op

s/strided_slice.ts","../../src/ops/tan.ts","../../src/ops/tensor1d.ts","../../src/ops/tensor2d.ts","../../src/ops/tensor4d.ts","../

../src/ops/tensor5d.ts","../../src/ops/tensor6d.ts","../../src/ops/topk.ts","../../src/ops/truncated_normal.ts","../../src/ops/u

nique.ts","../../src/ops/unsorted_segment_sum.ts","../../src/ops/unstack.ts","../../src/ops/variable.ts","../../src/backends

/where_impl.ts","../../src/ops/where_async.ts","../../src/ops/boolean_mask.ts","../../src/ops/norm.ts","../../src/ops/mov

ing_average.ts","../../src/ops/scatter_nd.ts","../../src/ops/sparse_to_dense_util.ts","../../src/ops/sparse_to_dense.ts","../

../src/ops/gather_nd.ts","../../src/ops/dropout_util.ts","../../src/ops/dropout.ts","../../src/ops/signal_ops_util.ts","../../src

/ops/in_top_k.ts","../../src/ops/conv2d_backprop_filter.ts","../../src/ops/fused_util.ts","../../../src/ops/fused/conv2d.ts"

,"../../src/ops/depthwise_conv2d_native_backprop_filter.ts","../../src/ops/depthwise_conv2d_native_backprop_input.

ts","../../../src/ops/fused/depthwise_conv2d.ts","../../../src/ops/fused/mat_mul.ts","../../src/ops/fused_ops.ts","../../../src

/ops/signal/hamming_window.ts","../../../src/ops/signal/hann_window.ts","../../../src/ops/signal/frame.ts","../../../src/o

ps/signal/stft.ts","../../../src/ops/image/crop_and_resize.ts","../../../src/ops/image/flip_left_right.ts","../../../src/ops/ima

ge/rotate_with_offset.ts","../../src/ops/nonmax_util.ts","../../../src/ops/image/non_max_suppression.ts","../../src/backe

nds/non_max_suppression_util.ts","../../src/backends/non_max_suppression_impl.ts","../../../src/ops/image/non_max

_suppression_async.ts","../../../src/ops/image/non_max_suppression_with_score.ts","../../../src/ops/image/non_max_s

uppression_with_score_async.ts","../../../src/ops/image/non_max_suppression_padded.ts","../../../src/ops/image/non_

max_suppression_padded_async.ts","../../../src/ops/image/resize_bilinear.ts","../../../src/ops/image/resize_nearest_nei

ghbor.ts","../../../src/ops/linalg/band_part.ts","../../../src/ops/linalg/gram_schmidt.ts","../../../src/ops/linalg/qr.ts","../../s

rc/ops/loss_ops_utils.ts","../../../src/ops/losses/compute_weighted_loss.ts","../../../src/ops/losses/absolute_difference.t

s","../../../src/ops/losses/cosine_distance.ts","../../../src/ops/losses/hinge_loss.ts","../../../src/ops/losses/huber_loss.ts","

../../../src/ops/losses/log_loss.ts","../../../src/ops/losses/mean_squared_error.ts","../../../src/ops/losses/sigmoid_cross_e

ntropy.ts","../../../src/ops/losses/softmax_cross_entropy.ts","../../src/ops/ops.ts","../../src/optimizers/optimizer.ts","../..

/src/optimizers/adadelta_optimizer.ts","../../src/optimizers/adagrad_optimizer.ts","../../src/optimizers/adam_optimize

r.ts","../../src/optimizers/adamax_optimizer.ts","../../src/optimizers/sgd_optimizer.ts","../../src/optimizers/momentum

_optimizer.ts","../../src/optimizers/rmsprop_optimizer.ts","../../src/optimizers/optimizer_constructors.ts","../src/train.t

s","../src/browser_util.ts","../../src/ops/concat_util.ts","../../src/ops/reduce_util.ts","../../src/ops/rotate_util.ts","../../src/

ops/array_ops_util.ts","../../src/ops/selu_util.ts","../../src/ops/erf_util.ts","../src/log.ts","../../src/backends/complex_uti

l.ts","../../src/ops/split_util.ts","../../src/ops/segment_util.ts","../../src/backends/backend_util.ts","../../src/backends/ker

nel_impls.ts","../src/base.ts","../src/index.ts","../src/canvas_util.ts","../src/tex_util.ts","../src/webgl_util.ts","../src/flag

s_webgl.ts","../src/glsl_version.ts","../src/shader_compiler_util.ts","../src/decode_matrix_gpu.ts","../src/decode_matr

ix_packed_gpu.ts","../src/encode_float_gpu.ts","../src/encode_float_packed_gpu.ts","../src/encode_matrix_gpu.ts",".

./src/encode_matrix_packed_gpu.ts","../src/gpgpu_util.ts","../src/gpgpu_context.ts","../src/shader_compiler.ts","../src

/gpgpu_math.ts","../src/cpu_util.ts","../../src/kernels/Abs.ts","../../src/utils/binary_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Complex.t

s","../../src/utils/zeros_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Identity.ts","../../src/kernels/Real.ts","../../src/kernels/Cast.ts","../../src

/utils/binary_utils.ts","../../src/kernels/Add.ts","../../src/kernels/Bincount_impl.ts","../../src/utils/unary_impl.ts","../../s

rc/utils/unary_utils.ts","../../src/kernels/Ceil.ts","../../src/kernels/Concat_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Exp.ts","../../src/ker

nels/Expm1.ts","../../src/kernels/Floor.ts","../../src/kernels/GatherV2_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Greater.ts","../../src/ke

rnels/Less.ts","../../src/kernels/LinSpace_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Log.ts","../../src/kernels/Max_impl.ts","../../src/ker

nels/Maximum.ts","../../src/kernels/Minimum.ts","../../src/kernels/Multiply.ts","../../src/kernels/Neg.ts","../../src/kern

els/NotEqual.ts","../../src/kernels/Transpose_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Transpose.ts","../../src/kernels/Prod.ts","../../sr

c/kernels/Range_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Rsqrt.ts","../../src/kernels/Slice.ts","../../src/kernels/SquaredDifference.ts",

"../../src/kernels/StridedSlice_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Sub.ts","../../src/kernels/Tile_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/TopK_
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impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Unique_impl.ts","../src/shared.ts","../../src/kernel_utils/shared.ts","../src/packing_util.ts","../

src/pack_gpu.ts","../src/reshape_packed_gpu.ts","../src/texture_manager.ts","../src/unaryop_gpu.ts","../src/unaryop_

packed_gpu.ts","../src/unpack_gpu.ts","../src/backend_webgl.ts","../src/webgl.ts","../src/binaryop_gpu.ts","../src/bina

ryop_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/LeakyRelu.ts","../../src/kernels/Prelu.ts","../../src/kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_uti

ls.ts","../src/mulmat_packed_gpu.ts","../src/binaryop_complex_gpu.ts","../../src/kernel_utils/reshape.ts","../../src/kern

els/Reshape.ts","../src/mean_gpu.ts","../src/reduce_gpu.ts","../../src/kernel_utils/reduce.ts","../src/transpose_gpu.ts","

../src/transpose_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Sum_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Sum.ts","../../src/kernels/BatchMatM

ul_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/_FusedMatMul.ts","../../src/kernels/Acos.ts","../../src/kernels/Acosh.ts","../src/addn_gpu.

ts","../src/addn_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/AddN.ts","../../src/kernels/All.ts","../../src/kernels/Any.ts","../src/arg

minmax_gpu.ts","../src/argminmax_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernel_utils/arg_min_max.ts","../../src/kernels/ArgMax.

ts","../../src/kernels/ArgMin.ts","../../src/kernels/Asin.ts","../../src/kernels/Asinh.ts","../../src/kernels/Atan.ts","../../src/

kernels/Atan2.ts","../../src/kernels/Atanh.ts","../src/pool_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/AvgPool.ts","../../src/kernels/AvgP

ool3D.ts","../src/avg_pool_backprop_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/AvgPool3DGrad.ts","../../src/kernels/AvgPoolGrad.ts"

,"../../src/kernels/BatchMatMul.ts","../src/batchnorm_gpu.ts","../src/batchnorm_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Batc

hNorm.ts","../src/slice_gpu.ts","../src/slice_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/BatchToSpaceND.ts","../../src/kernels/Bi

ncount.ts","../../src/kernel_utils/int.ts","../src/clip_gpu.ts","../src/clip_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/ClipByValue.t

s","../src/complex_abs_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/ComplexAbs.ts","../src/concat_gpu.ts","../src/concat_packed_gpu.ts"

,"../../src/kernels/Imag.ts","../../src/kernels/Concat.ts","../src/conv_gpu.ts","../src/im2col_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/ker

nels/Conv2D_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Conv2D.ts","../src/conv_backprop_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Conv2DBackpro

pFilter.ts","../../src/kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput.ts","../../src/kernels/Conv3D.ts","../../src/kernels/Conv3DBackpro

pFilterV2.ts","../../src/kernels/Conv3DBackpropInputV2.ts","../../src/kernels/Cos.ts","../../src/kernels/Cosh.ts","../src/

crop_and_resize_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/CropAndResize.ts","../src/cumsum_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Cumsum.ts",".

./../src/kernels/DenseBincount.ts","../src/depth_to_space_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/DepthToSpace.ts","../src/conv_gpu

_depthwise.ts","../src/conv_packed_gpu_depthwise.ts","../../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative.ts","../src/conv_ba

ckprop_gpu_depthwise.ts","../../src/kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter.ts","../../src/kernels/DepthwiseC

onv2dNativeBackpropInput.ts","../src/diag_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Diag.ts","../src/dilation_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/

Dilation2D.ts","../../src/kernels/Elu.ts","../../src/kernels/EluGrad.ts","../../src/kernels/Equal.ts","../../src/kernels/Erf.ts

","../../src/kernels/ExpandDims.ts","../src/fft_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/FFT_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/FFT.ts","../src/fil

l_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Fill.ts","../src/flip_left_right_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/FlipLeftRight.ts","../../src/kernels/Flo

orDiv.ts","../../../src/kernels/FromPixels_utils/from_pixels_gpu.ts","../../../src/kernels/FromPixels_utils/from_pixels_

packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/FromPixels.ts","../../src/kernels/FusedConv2D.ts","../../src/kernels/FusedDepthwise

Conv2D.ts","../src/gather_nd_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/GatherNd.ts","../src/gather_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/GatherV2.

ts","../../src/kernels/GreaterEqual.ts","../../src/kernels/IFFT.ts","../../src/kernels/IsFinite.ts","../../src/kernels/IsInf.ts","

../../src/kernels/IsNaN.ts","../../src/kernels/LessEqual.ts","../../src/kernels/LinSpace.ts","../../src/kernels/Log1p.ts","../.

./src/kernels/LogicalAnd.ts","../../src/kernels/LogicalNot.ts","../../src/kernels/LogicalOr.ts","../src/lrn_gpu.ts","../src/l

rn_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/LRN.ts","../src/lrn_grad_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/LRNGrad.ts","../../src/kernels/

Max.ts","../../src/kernels/MaxPool.ts","../../src/kernels/MaxPool3D.ts","../src/max_pool_backprop_gpu.ts","../../src/k

ernels/MaxPool3DGrad.ts","../../src/kernels/MaxPoolGrad.ts","../../src/kernels/MaxPoolWithArgmax_impl.ts","../../s

rc/kernels/MaxPoolWithArgmax.ts","../../src/kernels/Mean_impl.ts","../../src/kernels/Mean.ts","../../src/kernels/Min.t

s","../src/mirror_pad_gpu.ts","../src/mirror_pad_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/MirrorPad.ts","../../src/kernels/Mod

.ts","../src/multinomial_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/RealDiv.ts","../../src/kernels/Softmax.ts","../../src/kernels/Multinomi

al.ts","../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3.ts","../../src/kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4.ts","../../src/kernels/Non

MaxSuppressionV5.ts","../src/onehot_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/OneHot.ts","../../src/kernels/ZerosLike.ts","../../src/ker

nels/OnesLike.ts","../../src/kernels/Pack.ts","../src/pad_gpu.ts","../src/pad_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/PadV2.ts"

,"../../src/kernels/Pow.ts","../../src/kernels/Range.ts","../../src/kernels/Reciprocal.ts","../../src/kernels/Relu.ts","../../src

/kernels/Relu6.ts","../src/resize_bilinear_gpu.ts","../src/resize_bilinear_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/ResizeBiline

ar.ts","../src/resize_bilinear_backprop_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/ResizeBilinearGrad.ts","../src/resize_nearest_neighbo

r_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/ResizeNearestNeighbor.ts","../src/resize_nearest_neighbor_backprop_gpu.ts","../../src/ker
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nels/ResizeNearestNeighborGrad.ts","../src/reverse_gpu.ts","../src/reverse_packed_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Reverse.t

s","../src/rotate_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/RotateWithOffset.ts","../../src/kernels/Round.ts","../src/scatter_gpu.ts","../../s

rc/kernels/ScatterNd.ts","../src/select_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Select.ts","../../src/kernels/Selu.ts","../../src/kernels/Sig

moid.ts","../../src/kernels/Sign.ts","../../src/kernels/Sin.ts","../../src/kernels/Sinh.ts","../../src/kernels/Softplus.ts","../../

src/kernels/SpaceToBatchND.ts","../../src/kernels/SparseToDense.ts","../../src/kernels/SplitV.ts","../../src/kernels/Sqr

t.ts","../../src/kernels/Square.ts","../../src/kernels/Step.ts","../src/strided_slice_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/StridedSlice.ts"

,"../../src/kernels/Tan.ts","../../src/kernels/Tanh.ts","../src/tile_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/Tile.ts","../../src/kernels/TopK.

ts","../../src/kernels/Unique.ts","../../src/kernels/Unpack.ts","../src/segment_gpu.ts","../../src/kernels/UnsortedSegmen

tSum.ts","../src/register_all_kernels.ts","../../src/data/compiled_api.ts","../../../src/operations/custom_op/register.ts",".

./../../src/operations/executors/utils.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/arithmetic.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/basic

_math.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/control.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/convolution.ts","../../../src/operations/

op_list/creation.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/dynamic.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/evaluation.ts","../../../src/o

perations/op_list/graph.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/hash_table.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/image.ts","../../../

src/operations/op_list/logical.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/matrices.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/normalizatio

n.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/reduction.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/slice_join.ts","../../../src/operations/op_l

ist/spectral.ts","../../../src/operations/op_list/transformation.ts","../../src/operations/operation_mapper.ts","../../../src/o

perations/custom_op/node_value_impl.ts","../../src/ops/ops_for_converter.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/arithm

etic_executor.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/basic_math_executor.ts","../../src/executor/tensor_utils.ts","../../src/

executor/tensor_array.ts","../../src/executor/tensor_list.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/control_executor.ts","../../..

/src/operations/executors/convolution_executor.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/creation_executor.ts","../../../src/o

perations/executors/dynamic_executor.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/evaluation_executor.ts","../../../src/operati

ons/executors/graph_executor.ts","../../src/executor/hash_table.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/hash_table_execut

or.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/image_executor.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/logical_executor.ts","../../..

/src/operations/executors/matrices_executor.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/normalization_executor.ts","../../../sr

c/operations/executors/reduction_executor.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/slice_join_executor.ts","../../../src/oper

ations/executors/spectral_executor.ts","../../../src/operations/executors/transformation_executor.ts","../../src/operation

s/operation_executor.ts","../../src/executor/execution_context.ts","../../src/executor/model_analysis.ts","../../src/execu

tor/graph_executor.ts","../../src/executor/resource_manager.ts","../../src/executor/graph_model.ts","../src/decode_part

_map.ts","../src/base_model.ts","../src/mobilenet.ts","../src/keypoints.ts","../../src/multi_person/util.ts","../../src/multi

_person/decode_multiple_masks_cpu.ts","../../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_masks_webgl.ts","../../src/multi_pe

rson/decode_instance_masks.ts","../../src/multi_person/max_heap.ts","../../src/multi_person/build_part_with_score_q

ueue.ts","../../src/multi_person/decode_pose.ts","../../src/multi_person/decode_multiple_poses.ts","../src/resnet.ts","..

/src/saved_models.ts","../src/body_pix_model.ts","../src/blur.ts","../src/output_rendering_util.ts","../src/part_channel

s.ts","../src/dat/index.js","../src/dat/color/toString.js","../src/dat/utils/common.js","../src/dat/color/interpret.js","../src/

dat/color/math.js","../src/dat/color/Color.js","../src/dat/controllers/Controller.js","../src/dat/dom/dom.js","../src/dat/co

ntrollers/BooleanController.js","../src/dat/controllers/OptionController.js","../src/dat/controllers/StringController.js",

"../src/dat/controllers/NumberController.js","../src/dat/controllers/NumberControllerBox.js","../src/dat/controllers/N

umberControllerSlider.js","../src/dat/controllers/FunctionController.js","../src/dat/controllers/ColorController.js","../s

rc/dat/utils/css.js","../src/dat/gui/saveDialogue.html.js","../src/dat/controllers/ControllerFactory.js","../src/dat/utils/re

questAnimationFrame.js","../src/dat/dom/CenteredDiv.js","../src/dat/gui/GUI.js","node_modules/stats.js/build/stats.

min.js","node_modules/@tensorflow-

models/posenet/dist/posenet.esm.js","demo_util.js","part_color_scales.js","index.js"],"names":["cachedSetTimeout",

"cachedClearTimeout","process","module","exports","defaultSetTimout","Error","defaultClearTimeout","runTimeo

ut","fun","setTimeout","e","call","runClearTimeout","marker","clearTimeout","currentQueue","queue","draining","

queueIndex","cleanUpNextTick","length","concat","drainQueue","timeout","len","run","Item","array","noop","next

Tick","args","Array","arguments","i","push","prototype","apply","title","env","argv","version","versions","on","add

Listener","once","off","removeListener","removeAllListeners","emit","prependListener","prependOnceListener","li

steners","name","binding","cwd","chdir","dir","umask","color","forceCSSHex","colorFormat","__state","conversio
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nName","toString","r","Math","round","g","b","a","h","s","toFixed","v","str","hex","ARR_EACH","forEach","ARR

_SLICE","slice","Common","target","each","obj","isObject","Object","keys","key","isUndefined","bind","toCall","i

tr","scope","l","BREAK","fnc","func","threshold","callImmediately","callNow","delayed","toArray","undefined","i

sNaN","isArray","constructor","INTERPRETATIONS","common","isString","original","test","match","parseInt","p

arseFloat","isNumber","result","toReturn","interpret","family","litmus","conversions","conversion","read","tmpCo

mponent","ColorMath","hi","floor","f","p","q","t","c","min","max","delta","NaN","hex_with_component","compon

entIndex","value","Color","colorToString","write","defineRGBComponent","component","componentHexIndex","d

efineProperty","space","recalculateRGB","defineHSVComponent","recalculateHSV","math","component_from_hex

","extend","hsv_to_rgb","rgb_to_hsv","COMPONENTS","rgb_to_hex","Controller","object","property","initialVal

ue","domElement","document","createElement","__onChange","__onFinishChange","newValue","updateDisplay","

getValue","EVENT_MAP","EVENT_MAP_INV","k","CSS_VALUE_PIXELS","cssValueToPixels","val","isNull",

"dom","elem","selectable","style","onselectstart","MozUserSelect","KhtmlUserSelect","unselectable","hor","vert","

vertical","horizontal","position","left","right","top","bottom","eventType","pars","aux","params","className","evt"

,"createEvent","clientX","x","clientY","y","initMouseEvent","bubbles","cancelable","window","clickCount","init","

initKeyboardEvent","initKeyEvent","defaults","ctrlKey","altKey","shiftKey","metaKey","keyCode","charCode","in

itEvent","dispatchEvent","event","newBool","bool","addEventListener","attachEvent","removeEventListener","deta

chEvent","classes","split","indexOf","join","replace","removeAttribute","index","splice","RegExp","getComputedSt

yle","width","height","el","offset","offsetParent","offsetLeft","offsetTop","activeElement","type","href","BooleanC

ontroller","_this","__prev","__checkbox","setAttribute","onChange","setValue","appendChild","checked","OptionC

ontroller","opts","options","__select","map","element","opt","innerHTML","desiredValue","selectedIndex","isActiv

e","StringController","__input","onBlur","blur","numDecimals","_x","NumberController","_params","__min","__m

ax","__step","step","__impliedStep","pow","log","abs","LN10","__precision","_v","minValue","maxValue","stepV

alue","roundToDecimal","decimals","tenTo","NumberControllerBox","__truncationSuspended","prevY","onFinish"

,"onMouseDrag","diff","onMouseUp","unbind","attempted","onMouseDown","i1","i2","o1","o2","NumberControll

erSlider","preventDefault","bgRect","__background","getBoundingClientRect","onTouchMove","touches","onTouc

hEnd","__foreground","onTouchStart","addClass","pct","FunctionController","text","__button","fire","ColorContro

ller","__color","__temp","makeSelectable","__selector","__saturation_field","__field_knob","__field_knob_border"

,"__hue_knob","__hue_field","__input_textShadow","removeClass","valueField","fieldDown","setSV","fieldUpSV

","fieldDownH","setH","fieldUpH","toOriginal","fieldRect","mismatch","flip","_flip","toHexString","marginTop","

vendors","linearGradient","background","vendor","cssText","hueGradient","css","url","indoc","doc","link","rel","ge

tElementsByTagName","cssContent","injected","head","saveDialogContents","ControllerFactory","isFunction","isB

oolean","requestAnimationFrame","callback","webkitRequestAnimationFrame","mozRequestAnimationFrame","oR

equestAnimationFrame","msRequestAnimationFrame","CenteredDiv","backgroundElement","makeFullscreen","bo

dy","hide","display","opacity","webkitTransform","layout","defer","innerWidth","getWidth","innerHeight","getHei

ght","inject","styleSheet","CSS_NAMESPACE","HIDE_KEY_CODE","CLOSE_BUTTON_HEIGHT","DEFAUL

T_DEFAULT_PRESET_NAME","SUPPORTS_LOCAL_STORAGE","localStorage","SAVE_DIALOGUE","auto

PlaceVirgin","autoPlaceContainer","hideableGuis","GUI","__ul","__folders","__controllers","__rememberedObject

s","__rememberedObjectIndecesToControllers","__listening","DEFAULT_WIDTH","autoPlace","load","preset","p

arent","hideable","resizable","scrollable","useLocalStorage","root","getItem","getLocalStorageHash","saveToLocal

Storage","titleRow","defineProperties","closeOnTop","getRoot","revert","closed","CLASS_CLOSED","onResize","

__closeButton","TEXT_OPEN","TEXT_CLOSED","setItem","CLASS_MAIN","savedGui","JSON","parse","CLA

SS_CLOSE_BUTTON","CLASS_CLOSE_TOP","insertBefore","childNodes","CLASS_CLOSE_BOTTOM","title

RowName","createTextNode","addRow","CLASS_AUTO_PLACE_CONTAINER","CLASS_AUTO_PLACE","__

resizeHandler","onResizeDebounced","stringify","getSaveObject","saveToLocalStorageIfPossible","gui","newDom

","liBefore","li","removeListeners","markPresetModified","modified","__preset_select","augmentController","contr

oller","__li","__gui","nextSibling","nextElementSibling","add","remove","firstElementChild","listen","box","metho

d","pc","pb","returned","oldName","wasListening","newController","compose","fakeEvent","stopPropagation","bor

derLeftColor","isModified","recallSavedValue","matchedIndex","controllerMap","remembered","presetMap","facto
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ryArgs","before","container","CLASS_CONTROLLER_ROW","location","addPresetOption","setSelected","showH

ideExplain","explain","addSaveMenu","div","__save_row","firstChild","gears","button","button2","button3","select

","getElementById","localStorageCheckBox","newConstructorTextArea","which","show","focus","save","presetNa

me","prompt","saveAs","addResizeHandle","pmouseX","drag","dragStop","CLASS_DRAG","dragStart","__resize_

handle","setWidth","w","getCurrentPreset","useInitialValues","savedValues","setPresetSelectIndex","updateDisplay

s","controllerArray","toggleHide","CLASS_TOO_TALL","_keydownHandler","removeChild","subfolder","remove

Folder","newGuiParams","folders","folder","parentElement","getOffset","node","offsetHeight","debounce","saveDi

alogueContents","controllers","domImport","GUIImport","VALID_OUTPUT_STRIDES","assertValidOutputStride

","assert","util","assertValidResolution","toFloatIfInt","dtype","toFloat","MobileNet","model","inputs","shape","out

putStride","predict","expandDims","n","o","heatmapScores","squeeze","sigmoid","offsets","displacementFwd","dis

placementBwd","dispose","half","MaxHeap","priorityQueue","numberOfElements","getElementValue","enqueue","

swim","dequeue","exchange","sink","empty","size","all","less","getValueAt","scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow","

u","d","m","get","buildPartWithScoreQueue","score","part","heatmapY","heatmapX","id","partNames","NUM_KE

YPOINTS","partIds","reduce","connectedPartNames","poseChain","connectedPartIndices","partChannels","getOffs

etPoint","getImageCoords","clamp","squaredDistance","addVectors","parentChildrenTuples","parentToChildEdges

","childToParentEdges","getDisplacement","getStridedIndexNearPoint","traverseToTargetKeypoint","_","decodePo

se","withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint","some","keypoints","getInstanceScore","kLocalMaximumRadius","d

ecodeMultiplePoses","__assign","assign","hasOwnProperty","__awaiter","Promise","next","throw","done","then","

__generator","label","sent","trys","ops","return","Symbol","iterator","TypeError","pop","eitherPointDoesntMeetCo

nfidence","getAdjacentKeyPoints","NEGATIVE_INFINITY","Number","POSITIVE_INFINITY","getBoundingBo

x","maxX","maxY","minX","minY","getBoundingBoxPoints","toTensorBuffer","data","toTensorBuffers3D","scale

Pose","scalePoses","flipPoseHorizontal","flipPosesHorizontal","getInputTensorDimensions","Tensor","toInputTens

or","browser","fromPixels","padAndResizeTo","resized","resizeBilinear","padding","scaleAndFlipPoses","mod","s

ub","mul","argmax2d","reshape","argMax","getPointsConfidence","Float32Array","getOffsetPoint$1","getOffsetVe

ctors","valueOf","getOffsetPoints","toTensor","decodeSinglePose","from","MOBILENET_BASE_URL","RESNET

50_BASE_URL","resNet50Checkpoint","mobileNetCheckpoint","toFloatIfInt$1","ResNet","MOBILENET_V1_C

ONFIG","architecture","multiplier","inputResolution","VALID_ARCHITECTURE","VALID_STRIDE","MobileN

etV1","ResNet50","VALID_INPUT_RESOLUTION","VALID_MULTIPLIER","VALID_QUANT_BYTES","vali

dateModelConfig","quantBytes","SINGLE_PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG","flipHorizontal","MULTI_PERSO

N_INFERENCE_CONFIG","maxDetections","scoreThreshold","nmsRadius","validateMultiPersonInputConfig","P

oseNet","baseModel","estimateMultiplePoses","I","E","N","T","estimateSinglePose","estimatePoses","decodingMet

hod","loadMobileNet","tf","modelUrl","loadResNet","COLOR","BOUNDING_BOX_COLOR","LINE_WIDTH","

TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_NAME","TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_TEXT","TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_TEXT_CSS

","TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_BACKGROUND_CSS","isAndroid","navigator","userAgent","isiOS","isMobile","se

tDatGuiPropertyCss","propertyText","liCssString","spanCssString","spans","getElementsByClassName","textConte

nt","innerText","parentNode","updateTryResNetButtonDatGuiCss","toggleLoadingUI","showLoadingUI","loading

DivId","mainDivId","drawPoint","ctx","beginPath","arc","PI","fillStyle","fill","drawSegment","ay","ax","by","bx",

"scale","moveTo","lineTo","lineWidth","strokeStyle","stroke","drawSkeleton","minConfidence","toTuple","posenet

","drawKeypoints","keypoint","drawBoundingBox","boundingBox","rect","boundingBoxColor","renderToCanvas",

"imageData","ImageData","j","putImageData","renderImageToCanvas","image","canvas","getContext","drawImage

","drawHeatMapValues","heatMapValues","drawPoints","scalar","points","radius","buffer","values","pointY","poin

tX","drawOffsetVectors","offsetPoints","singlePose","heatmapData","offsetPointsData","rainbow","warm","spectral

","stats","Stats","state","video","stream","net","videoConstraints","changingArchitecture","changingMultiplier","ch

angingStride","changingResolution","changingQuantBytes","getVideoInputs","mediaDevices","enumerateDevices",

"console","videoDevices","filter","device","kind","stopExistingVideoCapture","srcObject","getTracks","track","sto

p","getDeviceIdForLabel","cameraLabel","videoInputs","videoInput","deviceId","getFacingMode","toLowerCase",

"includes","getConstraints","facingMode","setupCamera","getUserMedia","videoElement","resolve","onloadedmeta

data","videoWidth","videoHeight","loadVideo","info","play","defaultQuantBytes","defaultMobileNetMultiplier","d
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efaultMobileNetStride","defaultMobileNetInternalResolution","defaultResNetMultiplier","defaultResNetStride","de

faultResNetInternalResolution","guiState","algorithm","estimate","camera","input","internalResolution","multiPers

onDecoding","numKeypointForMatching","refineSteps","segmentation","segmentationThreshold","effect","maskBa

ckground","backgroundBlurAmount","maskBlurAmount","edgeBlurAmount","partMap","colorScale","blurBodyPar

tAmount","bodyPartEdgeBlurAmount","showFps","toCameraOptions","cameras","default","setupGui","dat","archit

ectureController","changingCamera","algorithmController","addFolder","outputStrideController","updateGuiOutput

Stride","outputStrideArray","internalResolutionController","updateGuiInternalResolution","internalResolutionArray

","multiplierController","updateGuiMultiplier","multiplierArray","quantBytesController","updateGuiInputSection",

"updateGuiQuantBytes","quantBytesArray","open","estimateController","segmentationEffectController","darkness

Level","bokehBlurAmount","close","singlePersonDecoding","effectType","partColorScales","setShownPartColorSc

ales","estimationType","colors","partColors","bodyPix","PART_CHANNELS","partColor","child","setupFPS","sho

wPanel","estimateSegmentation","segmentMultiPerson","segmentPerson","multiPersonSegmentation","estimatePart

Segmentation","segmentMultiPersonParts","segmentPersonParts","multiPersonPartSegmentation","drawPoses","per

sonOrPersonPartSegmentation","flipHorizontally","personSegmentation","pose","allPoses","loadBodyPix","segmen

tBodyInRealTime","bodySegmentationFrame","begin","foregroundColor","backgroundColor","mask","toMask","dr

awMask","drawBokehEffect","coloredPartImageData","toColoredPartMask","pixelCellWidth","drawPixelatedMask

","blurBodyPartIds","blurBodyPart","end","bindPage","webkitGetUserMedia","mozGetUserMedia"],"mappings":"

AyDGA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAU,QAAhB,

QAAA,QAAgB;AzDoJf,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,YAAA,

QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAnIM,MAAM,EAAkB,KAmI9B,QAAA,gBAAA,EAlIM,MAAM,EAAkB,KAkI

9B,QAAA,gBAAA,EA1GK,MAAO,EAIX,YAAoB,EAAgC,GAAhC,KAAA,QAAA,EAAgC,KAAA,UAAA,EAH

5C,KAAA,KAAO,IAAI,QACX,KAAA,aAAe,EAIvB,IAAI,GAIK,OAHF,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,IACZ,KAAA,UAA

U,SAAS,KAAK,QAAS,GAEjC,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,GAGvB,IAAI,EAAgB,GACb,KAAA,eACA,KAAA,KAAK,I

AAI,EAAQ,GAGxB,IAAI,GACK,OAAA,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,GAGvB,OAAO,GAEE,OADF,KAAA,eACE,KAA

K,KAAK,OAAO,GAG1B,aACS,OAAA,KAAK,cA8Ef,QAAA,YAAA,EArDK,MAAO,EACX,SAAS,GACA,OAA

A,EAAkB,YAE3B,OAAO,GACE,OAAA,EAAkB,UAE3B,iBACS,OAAA,EAET,KAAK,GACI,OAAA,EAAkB,Q

AE3B,KAAK,GACI,OAAA,EAAkB,QAE3B,SAAS,GACA,OAAA,EAAkB,YAE3B,aACS,OAAA,EAAkB,cAE3

B,YAAY,EAAgB,GACnB,OAAA,EAAkB,eAE3B,MAAM,EAAuB,EAAiB,GACrC,OAAA,EAAkB,SAE3B,KACI

,EAAgB,EAAuB,EAAiB,EACxD,GACK,OAAA,EAAkB,QAE3B,SACS,OAAA,EAAkB,UAG3B,iBACS,OAAA,

EAAkB,kBAG3B,UACS,OAA0B,KAA1B,KAAK,iBAA0B,EAAkB,EAE1D,UACS,OAAA,EAAkB,YAI7B,SAAS

,EAAkB,GACnB,MAAA,IAAI,UACF,wDACJ,wEACL,QAAA,cAAA;;ACklBA,aAxsBK,SAAU,EAAQ,GAElB,I

AAA,EAAU,EAAM,OAChB,EAAO,EACP,EAAQ,EAEL,KAAA,EAAU,GAEf,EAAS,KAAK,SAAW,EAAW,EAI

pC,EAAO,IAFP,GAGA,EAAM,GAAW,EAAM,GACvB,EAAM,GAAS,EAqBb,SAAU,EAAa,EAEP,GAEhB,GAA

A,EAAM,SAAW,EAAO,OACpB,MAAA,MACJ,4EAC0B,EAAM,oCACL,EAAO,UAElC,IACA,EAAM,EADN,E

AAU,EAAM,OAEhB,EAAQ,EAEL,KAAA,EAAU,GAEf,EAAS,KAAK,SAAW,EAAW,EAIpC,EAAO,IAFP,GA

GA,EAAQ,EAAO,GACf,EAAM,GAAW,EAAM,GACvB,EAAO,GAAW,EAAO,GACzB,EAAM,GAAS,EACf,EA

AO,GAAS,EAKd,SAAU,EAAM,EAAa,EAAW,GACrC,OAAA,KAAK,IAAI,EAAK,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,IAG7B,

SAAU,EAAkB,GACzB,OAAA,EAAM,GAAM,EAAI,EAAM,EAAM,EAG/B,SAAU,EAAI,GACd,IAAA,EAAM,

EACL,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,OAAQ,IAC9B,GAAO,EAAI,GAEN,OAAA,EAUH,SAAU,EAAY,E

AAW,GAC/B,MAAA,EAAI,KAAK,SACP,OAAA,EAAI,GAAM,EAAI,GAAK,EAIvB,SAAU,EAAY,EAAe,GAC

rC,IAAA,EAAS,EACR,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAE,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC3B,MAAA,EAAO,OAAO,EA

AE,IAAM,OAAO,EAAE,IACrC,GAAU,EAAO,EAEZ,OAAA,EAkBH,SAAU,EAAO,EAAe,GAChC,IAAC,EACG

,MAAA,IAAI,MAAqB,iBAAR,EAAmB,EAAM,KAI9C,SAAU,EACZ,EAAkB,EAAkB,EAAqB,IAC3D,EACI,EA

AY,EAAQ,GACpB,IAAM,aAAgC,SAAc,gBAGpD,SAAU,EAAc,GAC5B,EACS,MAAL,EACA,IAAM,iEAsBN,S

ACN,EACI,EAA0B,EAAc,GAAI,GAAiB,GAI3D,GAHU,MAAV,IACF,EAAS,IAEP,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAQ,EAAa

,KAAS,EACzC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,SAAU,EAChC,EAAQ,EAAI,GAAI,EAAQ,QAG1B,EAA

O,KAAK,GAEP,OAAA,EAcH,SAAU,EAAc,GACxB,GAAiB,IAAjB,EAAM,OAED,OAAA,EAEL,IAAA,EAAO,

EAAM,GACZ,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAQ,IAChC,GAAQ,EAAM,GAET,OAAA,EAGH,SAA
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U,EAAc,GACrB,OAAiB,IAAjB,EAAM,OAGT,SAAU,EAAY,EAAgB,GACtC,GAAA,IAAO,EACF,OAAA,EAEL

,GAAM,MAAN,GAAoB,MAAN,EACT,OAAA,EAGL,GAAA,EAAG,SAAW,EAAG,OACZ,OAAA,EAEJ,IAAA,

IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,OAAQ,IACzB,GAAA,EAAG,KAAO,EAAG,GACR,OAAA,EAGJ,OAAA,EAG

H,SAAU,EAAM,GACb,OAAA,EAAI,GAAM,EAGb,SAAU,EAAK,GAEd,GAAqB,MAArB,KAAa,KAER,OAAA

,KAAa,KAAK,GAExB,GAAA,IAAM,EAAA,EACD,OAAA,EACF,GAAI,KAAO,EAAA,EACT,OAAC,EACH,C

ACC,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,IAAI,EAAI,GAClB,OAAC,EAAM,IAAM,EAAM,IAIxB,SAAU,EAAoB,GAC5B,M

AAA,EAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,IAC3B,MAAA,CAAC,EAAO,KAAK,KAAK,EAAO,IAe5B,SAAU,E

AAsB,GAC9B,MAAA,EAAkB,IAAI,YAAY,GACnC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAK,EACvB,EAAgB,GA

AK,EAGhB,OADP,EAAQ,GACD,EAGH,SAAU,EAAS,EAAW,GAC9B,OAAA,GAAQ,EAAE,OACL,EAEF,EA

AI,IAAI,OAAO,EAAO,EAAE,QAG3B,SAAU,EACZ,EAAwB,EAAW,CAAA,GAAoB,GACvD,GACK,OAAA,IA

AI,QAAc,CAAC,EAAS,KAC7B,IAAA,EAAW,EAET,MAAA,EAAQ,KACR,GAAA,IAEF,YADA,IAMI,MAAA,

EAAc,IAFpB,GAIkB,MAAd,GAAsB,GAAY,EACpC,IAGF,WAAW,EAAO,IAGpB,MAaE,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,

GACf,IAAA,EAAY,EACZ,GAAe,EAEd,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,SAAU,EAC9B,GAAA,EAAM,I

AAM,EACd,GAAa,EAAM,QACd,IAAkB,IAAd,EAAM,GAAW,CACtB,IAAiB,IAAjB,EACI,MAAA,MACF,4DA

CmB,aAAuB,KAEhD,EAAc,OACT,GAAI,EAAM,GAAK,EACd,MAAA,sCAAsC,EAAM,aAAa,KAI/D,IAAiB,IA

AjB,EAAoB,CAClB,GAAA,EAAO,GAAK,IAAS,EACjB,MAAA,cAAc,sCAAyC,KAExD,OAAA,EAGL,GAAc,I

AAd,EACI,MAAA,2CACmC,WACrC,wBAEF,GAAA,EAAO,GAAc,EACjB,MAAA,MACF,2DACO,OAAU,KA

GjB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAM,QAEhB,OADP,EAAS,GAAe,EAAO,EACxB,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAuB,GACnB,

MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,OAmBZ,OAbP,GAHA,EAAe,MAAR,EAAe,EAAM,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,GAAK,G

AAG,OAAO,IAIhD,MAAM,GAAM,IAAO,GAAQ,EAAK,GACrC,mDACmD,MAAS,sBAC5C,KAGpB,EACI,EA

AK,MAAM,GAAM,EAAM,IACvB,IAAM,6DACU,KAGb,EAAK,IAAI,GAAK,EAAI,EAAI,EAAO,EAAI,GAIpC

,SAAU,EAAa,EAAiB,GAEtC,MAAA,EAAqB,GACrB,EAAqB,GACrB,EAAuB,MAAR,GAAgB,MAAM,QAAQ,I

AAyB,IAAhB,EAAK,OAC3D,EAAgB,MAAR,GAAgB,EAC1B,KACA,EAAe,EAAM,GAAO,OAC5B,IAAA,EA

AI,EACH,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,SAAU,EAAG,CACjC,GAAQ,MAAR,EAAc,CACZ,GAAA,EA

AK,KAAO,GAAkB,IAAb,EAAM,GACnB,MAAA,IAAI,4BACgB,oBAAoB,EAAM,iBAEtC,MAAX,EAAK,IAAc

,EAAK,GAAK,IAAmB,IAAb,EAAM,KAC5C,EAAS,KAAK,EAAM,IACpB,EAAS,KAAK,IAEZ,EAAK,IAAM,G

ACb,IAGa,IAAb,EAAM,KACR,EAAS,KAAK,EAAM,IACpB,EAAS,KAAK,IAGX,MAAA,CAAC,SAAA,EAAU,

SAAA,GAGd,SAAU,EACZ,EAAU,GACR,IAAA,EAAS,KACT,GAAS,MAAT,GAA2B,YAAV,EACnB,EAAS,IA

AI,aAAa,QACrB,GAAc,UAAV,EACT,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,OACnB,CAAA,GAAc,SAAV,EAGH,MAAA,IAAI,2

BAA2B,KAFrC,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,GAInB,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAU,GACR,IAAA,EAAS,KACT,G

AAS,MAAT,GAA2B,YAAV,EACnB,EAAS,IAAI,aAAa,QACrB,GAAc,UAAV,EACT,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,QAC

nB,GAAc,SAAV,EACT,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,OACnB,CAAA,GAAc,WAAV,EAGH,MAAA,IAAI,2BAA2B,KAFr

C,EAAS,IAAI,MAAgB,GAIxB,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+B,GAC5B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,E

AAK,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAM,EAAK,GACb,GAAA,MAAM,KAAS,SAAS,GACpB,MAAA,0BAA0

B,6BAAiC,OAMjE,SAAU,EAAa,GACpB,MAAU,SAAV,GAA8B,cAAV,GAAmC,YAAV,GACtC,UAAV,GAA+

B,WAAV,EAOrB,SAAU,EAAgB,EAAmB,GAC7C,MAAY,cAAZ,KAGY,YAAZ,GAAqC,cAAZ,MAGb,UAAZ,G

AAmC,YAAZ,GAAqC,cAAZ,KAGpC,SAAZ,GAAkC,SAAZ,KAMtB,SAAU,EAAa,GACpB,OAAA,aAAa,cAAg

B,aAAa,YAC7C,aAAa,WAGb,SAAU,EAAgB,GAC1B,GAAU,YAAV,GAAiC,UAAV,EAClB,OAAA,EACF,GAA

c,cAAV,EACF,OAAA,EACF,GAAc,SAAV,EACF,OAAA,EAED,MAAA,IAAI,uBAAuB,KAU/B,SAAU,EAAqB,

GAC/B,GAAO,MAAP,EACK,OAAA,EAEL,IAAA,EAAQ,EAEL,OADP,EAAI,QAAQ,GAAK,GAAS,EAAE,QA

CrB,EAIH,SAAU,EAAS,GAChB,MAAiB,iBAAV,GAAsB,aAAiB,OAGjD,SAAU,EAAU,GACjB,MAAiB,kBAA

V,EAGV,SAAU,EAAS,GAChB,MAAiB,iBAAV,EAGV,SAAU,EAAW,GACrB,OAAA,MAAM,QAAQ,GACT,E

AAW,EAAO,IAEvB,aAAkB,aACb,UACE,aAAkB,YAAc,aAAkB,WACpD,QACE,EAAS,GACX,UACE,EAAS,G

ACX,SACE,EAAU,GACZ,OAEF,UAGH,SAAU,EAAW,GAClB,SAAG,GAAK,EAAE,aAAe,EAAE,MAAQ,EAA

E,OAGxC,SAAU,EAAe,EAAc,GACtC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAO,EAAI,IAAQ,EAC1B,GAAA,EAAO,GAAM,EA

CR,OAAA,EAGJ,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EAAe,GACvB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,OACf,GAAA,EAAO,EACF,MAA

A,GAKH,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,MAAM,EAAO,GACjC,EAAQ,EAAO,GAAK,EAAM,EAAO,GAC5B,IAAA,IAAI,

EAAI,EAAO,EAAG,GAAK,IAAK,EAC/B,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,EAAI,GAAK,EAAM,EAAI,GAEnC,OAAA,EA
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GT,SAAS,EAAkB,EAAgB,EAAiB,GACpD,MAAA,EAAM,IAAI,MACZ,GAAiB,IAAjB,EAAM,OAAc,CAChB,

MAAA,EAAI,EAAM,GACX,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IACrB,EAAI,GAAK,EAAE,EAAS,OAEjB,

CACC,MAAA,EAAI,EAAM,GACV,EAAO,EAAM,MAAM,GACnB,EAAM,EAAK,OAAO,CAAC,EAAK,IAAM,

EAAM,GACrC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IACrB,EAAI,GAAK,EAAkB,EAAS,EAAI,EAAK,EAAM

,GAGhD,OAAA,EAIH,SAAU,EAAc,EAAiB,GACzC,GAAiB,IAAjB,EAAM,OAED,OAAA,EAAE,GAEL,MAAA

,EAAO,EAAM,OAAO,CAAC,EAAK,IAAM,EAAM,GACxC,GAAS,IAAT,EAEK,MAAA,GAEL,GAAA,IAAS,E

AAE,OACP,MAAA,IAAI,UAAU,oCAAwC,EAAE,WAGzD,OAAA,EAAkB,EAAG,EAAO,GAG/B,SAAU,EACZ

,EAAc,GACV,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAoB,EAAM,GACnC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAQ,IAChC,E

AAM,GAAK,EAEN,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,GACZ,GAAS,MAAT,GAA2B,YAAV,GAAiC,cAAV,EA

CnC,OAAA,IAAI,aAAa,GACnB,GAAc,UAAV,EACF,OAAA,IAAI,WAAW,GACjB,GAAc,SAAV,EACF,OAAA,

IAAI,WAAW,GAEhB,MAAA,IAAI,2BAA2B,KASnC,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,GACb,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,OAA

O,CAAC,EAAM,IAAS,EAAO,EAAM,GACnD,GAAS,MAAT,GAA2B,YAAV,EACZ,OAAA,EAAc,EAAO,IAAI,

aAAa,IACxC,GAAc,UAAV,EACF,OAAA,EAAc,EAAO,IAAI,WAAW,IACtC,GAAc,SAAV,EACF,OAAA,EAAc

,EAAO,IAAI,WAAW,IAErC,MAAA,IAAI,2BAA2B,KAInC,SAAU,EAAmC,GACjD,EAAM,QAAQ,IACZ,EACI,

OAAO,UAAU,IAAY,GAAW,EACxC,IACI,6EACU,SAYhB,SAAU,EACZ,EAAgB,EAAc,GAC5B,GAAS,IAAT,E

ACK,OAAA,EACF,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,OAAA,EAAK,GAEV,IAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,EAAK,OAAS,GAC1B,IAAA

,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAS,IAAK,EACrC,GAAS,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAK,GAEtB,OAAA,EAWH,SAA

U,EACZ,EAAe,EAAc,GAC3B,GAAS,IAAT,EACK,MAAA,GACF,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,MAAA,CAAC,GAEJ,MA

AA,EAAiB,IAAI,MAAM,GAC5B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAS,IAAK,EACrC,EAAK,GAAK,K

AAK,MAAM,EAAQ,EAAQ,IACrC,GAAS,EAAK,GAAK,EAAQ,GAGtB,OADP,EAAK,EAAK,OAAS,GAAK,E

ACjB,EAQH,SAAU,EAAU,GAOjB,OAAA,GAAU,EAAO,MAA+B,mBAAhB,EAAO,KAC/C,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,SA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uB

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA

,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mCAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA;;;ACzhBA,IAAA,EAAA,UAAA,GAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EA9LD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAGA,MAAM,EAA4B,YAmB5B,MAAO,EAUX,YAAmB

,GAAA,KAAA,OAAA,EATX,KAAA,MAAe,GACf,KAAA,aAAwD,GAExD,KAAA,SAAkB,GAOnB,KAAA,mB

AGP,YAAY,EAAsB,GACX,MAAjB,KAAK,UACP,QAAQ,iBACQ,KAAK,uEACgB,MAElC,KAAA,aAAe,EACf,

KAAA,SAAW,EAGlB,aACI,EAAkB,EAClB,GAKE,GAJC,KAAA,aAAa,GAAY,CAAC,aAAA,EAAc,QAAA,GA

Id,MAA3B,KAAK,SAAS,GAAmB,CAC7B,MAAA,EAAY,KAAK,SAAS,GAChC,QAAQ,0CACiC,MAAa,MACj

D,KAAA,IAAI,EAAU,IAIjB,eAAS,GACT,OAAA,KAAY,KAAK,MACZ,KAAK,MAAM,IAGf,KAAA,MAAM,S

AAkB,KAAK,aAAa,GACxC,KAAK,MAAM,IAGpB,IAAI,GACE,GAAA,KAAY,KAAK,MACZ,OAAA,KAAK,

MAAM,GAGd,MAAA,EAAY,KAAK,aAAa,GAChC,IAAA,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GACN,MAAA,IAAI,cACE,w

CACR,kCAKC,OAFF,KAAA,MAAM,GAAY,EAEhB,KAAK,MAAM,GAGpB,UAAU,GACD,OAAA,KAAK,IA

AI,GAGlB,QAAQ,GACC,OAAA,KAAK,IAAI,GAGlB,WACS,OAAA,KAAK,MAGV,eACK,OAAA,KAAK,MA

Gd,IAAI,EAAkB,GAChB,GAA+B,MAA/B,KAAK,aAAa,GACd,MAAA,IAAI,yBACa,oCAEpB,KAAA,MAAM,G

AAY,EACoB,MAAvC,KAAK,aAAa,GAAU,SACzB,KAAA,aAAa,GAAU,QAAQ,GAIhC,aAAa,GACf,GAA+B,M

AA/B,KAAK,aAAa,GACd,MAAA,IAAI,+BACmB,qCAExB,OAAA,KAAK,aAAa,GAAU,eAGrC,SAAS,GACF,K

AAA,MAAQ,OAAO,OAAO,GAAI,GAGjC,QACO,KAAA,MAAQ,GACR,KAAA,SAAW,GACX,KAAA,mBAGC

,mBACF,QAAuB,IAAhB,KAAK,aACoB,IAAzB,KAAK,OAAO,eACoB,IAAhC,KAAK,OAAO,SAAS,OAC9B,O

AGI,MAAA,EAAY,EAAe,KAAK,OAAO,SAAS,QAClD,GAAA,KAA6B,EAAW,CACxB,EAAU,GAA2B,MAA
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M,KACnD,QAAQ,IACV,MAAC,EAAK,GAAS,EAAS,MAAM,KAC/B,KAAA,SAAS,GAAO,EAAW,EAAK,OA

MvC,SAAU,EAAe,GACvB,MAAA,EAAS,GAKR,OAJP,EAAY,QAAQ,8BAA+B,CAAC,KAAM,KACxD,EAAY,

EAAQ,EAAE,GAAI,EAAE,IACrB,EAAE,KAAK,OAET,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAAiC,EAAc,GACjD,EAAO,mBA

AmB,IAAS,mBAAmB,GAAS,IAGjE,SAAS,EAAW,EAAkB,GAEhC,GAAU,UADd,EAAQ,EAAM,gBACoB,UA

AV,EACf,MAAU,SAAV,EACF,OAAS,MAAY,EACnB,OAAC,EAEJ,MAAA,IAAI,0CAC8B,cAAkB,MAWtD,SA

AU,IACP,OAAA,EAMR,QAAA,YAAA,EAHM,IAAI,EAAmB,KACxB,SAAU,EAAqB,GACnC,QAAA,IAAA,EA

AM,EACP,QAAA,IAAA;;;AC/MD,IAOIA,EACAC,EARAC,EAAUC,OAAOC,QAAU,GAU/B,SAASC,IACC,MA

AA,IAAIC,MAAM,mCAEpB,SAASC,IACC,MAAA,IAAID,MAAM,qCAsBpB,SAASE,EAAWC,GACZT,GAAA

A,IAAqBU,WAEdA,OAAAA,WAAWD,EAAK,GAGvB,IAACT,IAAqBK,IAAqBL,IAAqBU,WAEzDA,OADPV,

EAAmBU,WACZA,WAAWD,EAAK,GAEvB,IAEOT,OAAAA,EAAiBS,EAAK,GAC/B,MAAME,GACA,IAEOX

,OAAAA,EAAiBY,KAAK,KAAMH,EAAK,GAC1C,MAAME,GAEGX,OAAAA,EAAiBY,KAAK,KAAMH,EAA

K,KAMpD,SAASI,EAAgBC,GACjBb,GAAAA,IAAuBc,aAEhBA,OAAAA,aAAaD,GAGpB,IAACb,IAAuBM,IA

AwBN,IAAuBc,aAEhEA,OADPd,EAAqBc,aACdA,aAAaD,GAEpB,IAEOb,OAAAA,EAAmBa,GAC5B,MAAOH,

GACD,IAEOV,OAAAA,EAAmBW,KAAK,KAAME,GACvC,MAAOH,GAGEV,OAAAA,EAAmBW,KAAK,KA

AME,MAjEhD,WACO,IAEId,EADsB,mBAAfU,WACYA,WAEAL,EAEzB,MAAOM,GACLX,EAAmBK,EAEnB

,IAEIJ,EADwB,mBAAjBc,aACcA,aAEAR,EAE3B,MAAOI,GACLV,EAAqBM,GAjB5B,GAwED,IAEIS,EAFAC,

EAAQ,GACRC,GAAW,EAEXC,GAAc,EAElB,SAASC,IACAF,GAAaF,IAGlBE,GAAW,EACPF,EAAaK,OACbJ

,EAAQD,EAAaM,OAAOL,GAE5BE,GAAc,EAEdF,EAAMI,QACNE,KAIR,SAASA,IACDL,IAAAA,EAAAA,C

AGAM,IAAAA,EAAUhB,EAAWY,GACzBF,GAAW,EAGLO,IADFA,IAAAA,EAAMR,EAAMI,OACVI,GAAK,

CAGA,IAFPT,EAAeC,EACfA,EAAQ,KACCE,EAAaM,GACdT,GACAA,EAAaG,GAAYO,MAGjCP,GAAc,EAC

dM,EAAMR,EAAMI,OAEhBL,EAAe,KACfE,GAAW,EACXL,EAAgBW,IAiBpB,SAASG,EAAKlB,EAAKmB,G

ACVnB,KAAAA,IAAMA,EACNmB,KAAAA,MAAQA,EAYjB,SAASC,KA5BT3B,EAAQ4B,SAAW,SAAUrB,G

ACrBsB,IAAAA,EAAO,IAAIC,MAAMC,UAAUZ,OAAS,GACpCY,GAAAA,UAAUZ,OAAS,EACd,IAAA,IAAI

a,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAID,UAAUZ,OAAQa,IAClCH,EAAKG,EAAI,GAAKD,UAAUC,GAGhCjB,EAAMkB,KAA

K,IAAIR,EAAKlB,EAAKsB,IACJ,IAAjBd,EAAMI,QAAiBH,GACvBV,EAAWe,IASnBI,EAAKS,UAAUV,IAA

M,WACZjB,KAAAA,IAAI4B,MAAM,KAAM,KAAKT,QAE9B1B,EAAQoC,MAAQ,UAEhBpC,EAAQqC,IAA

M,GACdrC,EAAQsC,KAAO,GACftC,EAAQuC,QAAU,GAClBvC,EAAQwC,SAAW,GAInBxC,EAAQyC,GAAK

d,EACb3B,EAAQ0C,YAAcf,EACtB3B,EAAQ2C,KAAOhB,EACf3B,EAAQ4C,IAAMjB,EACd3B,EAAQ6C,eAA

iBlB,EACzB3B,EAAQ8C,mBAAqBnB,EAC7B3B,EAAQ+C,KAAOpB,EACf3B,EAAQgD,gBAAkBrB,EAC1B3

B,EAAQiD,oBAAsBtB,EAE9B3B,EAAQkD,UAAY,SAAUC,GAAe,MAAA,IAE7CnD,EAAQoD,QAAU,SAAUD

,GAClB,MAAA,IAAI/C,MAAM,qCAGpBJ,EAAQqD,IAAM,WAAqB,MAAA,KACnCrD,EAAQsD,MAAQ,SAA

UC,GAChB,MAAA,IAAInD,MAAM,mCAEpBJ,EAAQwD,MAAQ,WAAoB,OAAA;;;;ACnHnC,IAAA,EAAA,U

AAA,GAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WA/CD,IAAI,EAEE,SAAU,IACV,GAAmB,MAAnB,EAAyB,CAEvB,IAAA,EACA,

GAAoB,oBAAZ,OACV,EAAK,YACA,QAAwB,IAAZ,EACjB,EAAK,OACA,QAAyB,IAAb,EACjB,EAAK,MAC

A,CAAA,GAAsB,oBAAV,KAGX,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,kCAFhB,EAAK,KAIP,EAAkB,EAEb,OAAA,EAIT,SAA

S,IACD,MAAA,EAAK,IAIJ,OAHc,MAAjB,EAAG,aACL,EAAG,WAAa,IAAI,KAEf,EAAG,WAUN,SAAU,EAA

a,EAAa,GAClC,MAAA,EAAY,IACd,GAAA,EAAU,IAAI,GACT,OAAA,EAAU,IAAI,GAChB,CACC,MAAA,EA

AY,IAEX,OADP,EAAU,IAAI,EAAK,GACZ,EAAU,IAAI,IAExB,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA;;AC+zBM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,oBAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,

QAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,QAAA

,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA

,WAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,MAA

A,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAA

A,SAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

QAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,mCAAA,QAAA,oCAAA,QAAA,

sBAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,
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QAAA,uBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,WAAA,Q

AAA,QAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,Y

AAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,KAAA,

QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,i

BAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,UA

AA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,OAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,SAA

A,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QA

AA,UAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

0BAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,KA

AA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,SAAA,Q

AAA,oBAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EA12BA,MAAM,EAAM,MA02BZ,QAAA,IAAA,EAv2BA,MAAM,EAAO,OAu2

Bb,QAAA,KAAA,EAp2BA,MAAM,EAAQ,QAo2Bd,QAAA,MAAA,EAj2BA,MAAM,EAAM,MAi2BZ,QAAA,I

AAA,EA91BA,MAAM,EAAO,OA81Bb,QAAA,KAAA,EA31BA,MAAM,EAAM,MA21BZ,QAAA,IAAA,EAp1B

A,MAAM,EAAM,MAo1BZ,QAAA,IAAA,EA70BA,MAAM,EAAS,SA60Bf,QAAA,OAAA,EAv0BA,MAAM,EA

AS,SAu0Bf,QAAA,OAAA,EAj0BA,MAAM,EAAO,OAi0Bb,QAAA,KAAA,EA9zBA,MAAM,EAAQ,QA8zBd,Q

AAA,MAAA,EA3zBA,MAAM,EAAO,OA2zBb,QAAA,KAAA,EAxzBA,MAAM,EAAQ,QAwzBd,QAAA,MAA

A,EArzBA,MAAM,EAAQ,QAqzBd,QAAA,MAAA,EAlzBA,MAAM,EAAU,UAkzBhB,QAAA,QAAA,EAzyBA,

MAAM,EAAc,cAyyBpB,QAAA,YAAA,EAjyBA,MAAM,EAAY,YAiyBlB,QAAA,UAAA,EAvxBA,MAAM,EA

AgB,gBAuxBtB,QAAA,cAAA,EA9wBA,MAAM,EAAc,cA8wBpB,QAAA,YAAA,EAvwBA,MAAM,EAAiB,iBA

uwBvB,QAAA,eAAA,EA9vBA,MAAM,EAAW,WA8vBjB,QAAA,SAAA,EAxvBA,MAAM,EAAc,cAwvBpB,QA

AA,YAAA,EAjvBA,MAAM,EAAO,OAivBb,QAAA,KAAA,EA3uBA,MAAM,EAAO,OA2uBb,QAAA,KAAA,E

AxuBA,MAAM,EAAc,cAwuBpB,QAAA,YAAA,EAjuBA,MAAM,EAAU,UAiuBhB,QAAA,QAAA,EA9tBA,MA

AM,EAAa,aA8tBnB,QAAA,WAAA,EA3tBA,MAAM,EAAS,SA2tBf,QAAA,OAAA,EArtBA,MAAM,EAAS,SAqt

Bf,QAAA,OAAA,EA3sBA,MAAM,EAAuB,uBA2sB7B,QAAA,qBAAA,EAjsBA,MAAM,EAAsB,sBAisB5B,QA

AA,oBAAA,EAvrBA,MAAM,EAAS,SAurBf,QAAA,OAAA,EA9qBA,MAAM,EAAyB,yBA8qB/B,QAAA,uBAA

A,EArqBA,MAAM,EAAwB,wBAqqB9B,QAAA,sBAAA,EA5pBA,MAAM,EAAM,MA4pBZ,QAAA,IAAA,EAzp

BA,MAAM,EAAO,OAypBb,QAAA,KAAA,EAtpBA,MAAM,EAAS,SAspBf,QAAA,OAAA,EA9oBA,MAAM,E

AAgB,gBA8oBtB,QAAA,cAAA,EAroBA,MAAM,EAAgB,gBAqoBtB,QAAA,cAAA,EA9nBA,MAAM,EAAe,eA

8nBrB,QAAA,aAAA,EAvnBA,MAAM,EAAwB,wBAunB9B,QAAA,sBAAA,EA5mBA,MAAM,EACT,sCA2mB

G,QAAA,oCAAA,EAhmBA,MAAM,EACT,qCA+lBG,QAAA,mCAAA,EAplBA,MAAM,EAAO,OAolBb,QAAA,

KAAA,EAjlBA,MAAM,EAAa,aAilBnB,QAAA,WAAA,EAzkBA,MAAM,EAA0B,0BAykBhC,QAAA,wBAAA,E

ArkBA,MAAM,EAA2B,2BAqkBjC,QAAA,yBAAA,EAjkBA,MAAM,EAAU,UAikBhB,QAAA,QAAA,EA9jBA,

MAAM,EAAM,MA8jBZ,QAAA,IAAA,EA3jBA,MAAM,EAAU,UA2jBhB,QAAA,QAAA,EAxjBA,MAAM,EAA

M,MAwjBZ,QAAA,IAAA,EArjBA,MAAM,EAAQ,QAqjBd,QAAA,MAAA,EAljBA,MAAM,EAAM,MAkjBZ,Q

AAA,IAAA,EA/iBA,MAAM,EAAa,aA+iBnB,QAAA,WAAA,EAziBA,MAAM,GAAQ,QAyiBd,QAAA,MAAA,G

AtiBA,MAAM,GAAM,MAsiBZ,QAAA,IAAA,GAniBA,MAAM,GAAO,OAmiBb,QAAA,KAAA,GA5hBA,MAA

M,GAAgB,gBA4hBtB,QAAA,cAAA,GAzhBA,MAAM,GAAQ,QAyhBd,QAAA,MAAA,GAthBA,MAAM,GAA

W,WAshBjB,QAAA,SAAA,GAnhBA,MAAM,GAAiB,iBAmhBvB,QAAA,eAAA,GA5gBA,MAAM,GAAW,WA4

gBjB,QAAA,SAAA,GArgBA,MAAM,GAAW,WAqgBjB,QAAA,SAAA,GAlgBA,MAAM,GAAU,UAkgBhB,QA

AA,QAAA,GA/fA,MAAM,GAAe,eA+frB,QAAA,aAAA,GA5fA,MAAM,GAAW,WA4fjB,QAAA,SAAA,GAzfA,

MAAM,GAAO,OAyfb,QAAA,KAAA,GAtfA,MAAM,GAAO,OAsfb,QAAA,KAAA,GAnfA,MAAM,GAAW,WA

mfjB,QAAA,SAAA,GAhfA,MAAM,GAAQ,QAgfd,QAAA,MAAA,GA7eA,MAAM,GAAQ,QA6ed,QAAA,MAA

A,GA1eA,MAAM,GAAY,YA0elB,QAAA,UAAA,GApeA,MAAM,GAAO,OAoeb,QAAA,KAAA,GAjeA,MAAM,

GAAY,YAielB,QAAA,UAAA,GA9dA,MAAM,GAAW,WA8djB,QAAA,SAAA,GAxdA,MAAM,GAAM,MAwdZ

,QAAA,IAAA,GArdA,MAAM,GAAQ,QAqdd,QAAA,MAAA,GAldA,MAAM,GAAa,aAkdnB,QAAA,WAAA,GA

/cA,MAAM,GAAa,aA+cnB,QAAA,WAAA,GA5cA,MAAM,GAAY,YA4clB,QAAA,UAAA,GAzcA,MAAM,GA
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Aa,aAycnB,QAAA,WAAA,GAncA,MAAM,GAAM,MAmcZ,QAAA,IAAA,GA1bA,MAAM,GAAU,UA0bhB,QA

AA,QAAA,GAjbA,MAAM,GAAM,MAibZ,QAAA,IAAA,GA1aA,MAAM,GAAU,UA0ahB,QAAA,QAAA,GAva

A,MAAM,GAAU,UAuahB,QAAA,QAAA,GA9ZA,MAAM,GAAc,cA8ZpB,QAAA,YAAA,GArZA,MAAM,GAA

Y,YAqZlB,QAAA,UAAA,GA3YA,MAAM,GAAgB,gBA2YtB,QAAA,cAAA,GAjYA,MAAM,GAAoB,oBAiY1B,

QAAA,kBAAA,GAxXA,MAAM,GAAO,OAwXb,QAAA,KAAA,GAjXA,MAAM,GAAM,MAiXZ,QAAA,IAAA,

GA1WA,MAAM,GAAU,UA0WhB,QAAA,QAAA,GAvWA,MAAM,GAAY,YAuWlB,QAAA,UAAA,GAhWA,M

AAM,GAAM,MAgWZ,QAAA,IAAA,GA7VA,MAAM,GAAc,cA6VpB,QAAA,YAAA,GArVA,MAAM,GAAW,

WAqVjB,QAAA,SAAA,GAlVA,MAAM,GAAM,MAkVZ,QAAA,IAAA,GA/UA,MAAM,GAAW,WA+UjB,QAA

A,SAAA,GA5UA,MAAM,GAAsB,sBA4U5B,QAAA,oBAAA,GAnUA,MAAM,GAAsB,sBAmU5B,QAAA,oBAA

A,GAzTA,MAAM,GAAsB,sBAyT5B,QAAA,oBAAA,GA/SA,MAAM,GAAW,WA+SjB,QAAA,SAAA,GA5SA,

MAAM,GAAS,SA4Sf,QAAA,OAAA,GApSA,MAAM,GAAO,OAoSb,QAAA,KAAA,GA9RA,MAAM,GAAQ,Q

A8Rd,QAAA,MAAA,GAvRA,MAAM,GAAO,OAuRb,QAAA,KAAA,GApRA,MAAM,GAAM,MAoRZ,QAAA,I

AAA,GAjRA,MAAM,GAAQ,QAiRd,QAAA,MAAA,GA9QA,MAAM,GAAO,OA8Qb,QAAA,KAAA,GAvQA,M

AAM,GAAQ,QAuQd,QAAA,MAAA,GA/PA,MAAM,GAAO,OA+Pb,QAAA,KAAA,GA5PA,MAAM,GAAa,aA4

PnB,QAAA,WAAA,GAzPA,MAAM,GAAO,OAyPb,QAAA,KAAA,GAtPA,MAAM,GAAU,UAsPhB,QAAA,QA

AA,GAhPA,MAAM,GAAwB,wBAgP9B,QAAA,sBAAA,GAxOA,MAAM,GAA4B,4BAwOlC,QAAA,0BAAA,G

AnOA,MAAM,GAAiB,iBAmOvB,QAAA,eAAA,GA3NA,MAAM,GAAqB,qBA2N3B,QAAA,mBAAA,GAvNA,

MAAM,GAAQ,QAuNd,QAAA,MAAA,GApNA,MAAM,GAAU,UAoNhB,QAAA,QAAA,GA9MA,MAAM,GAA

Q,QA8Md,QAAA,MAAA,GA3MA,MAAM,GAAQ,QA2Md,QAAA,MAAA,GAxMA,MAAM,GAAY,YAwMlB,

QAAA,UAAA,GAlMA,MAAM,GAAS,SAkMf,QAAA,OAAA,GA/LA,MAAM,GAAO,OA+Lb,QAAA,KAAA,G

A5LA,MAAM,GAAQ,QA4Ld,QAAA,MAAA,GAtLA,MAAM,GAAM,MAsLZ,QAAA,IAAA,GAnLA,MAAM,G

AAO,OAmLb,QAAA,KAAA,GAhLA,MAAM,GAAO,OAgLb,QAAA,KAAA,GA7KA,MAAM,GAAU,UA6KhB,

QAAA,QAAA,GA1KA,MAAM,GAAW,WA0KjB,QAAA,SAAA,GAvKA,MAAM,GAAO,OAuKb,QAAA,KAAA

,GApKA,MAAM,GAAM,MAoKZ,QAAA,IAAA,GA7JA,MAAM,GAAiB,iBA6JvB,QAAA,eAAA,GAtJA,MAAM

,GAAS,SAsJf,QAAA,OAAA,GA/IA,MAAM,GAAU,UA+IhB,QAAA,QAAA,GAzIA,MAAM,GAAoB,oBAyI1B,

QAAA,kBAAA,GAtIA,MAAM,GAAS,SAsIf,QAAA,OAAA,GAnIA,MAAM,GAAM,MAmIZ,QAAA,IAAA,GAh

IA,MAAM,GAAgB,gBAgItB,QAAA,cAAA,GAzHA,MAAM,GAAe,eAyHrB,QAAA,aAAA,GA5GA,MAAM,GA

AM,MA4GZ,QAAA,IAAA,GAzGA,MAAM,GAAO,OAyGb,QAAA,KAAA,GAtGA,MAAM,GAAO,OAsGb,QA

AA,KAAA,GAhGA,MAAM,GAAO,OAgGb,QAAA,KAAA,GAzFA,MAAM,GAAY,YAyFlB,QAAA,UAAA,GAn

FA,MAAM,GAAS,SAmFf,QAAA,OAAA,GA3EA,MAAM,GAAS,SA2Ef,QAAA,OAAA,GArEA,MAAM,GAAq

B,qBAqE3B,QAAA,mBAAA,GA9DA,MAAM,GAAY,YA8DlB,QAAA,UAAA,GAxDA,MAAM,GAAO,OAwDb,

QAAA,KAAA,GAlDA,MAAM,GAAa,aAkDnB,QAAA,WAAA,GAzCA,MAAM,GAAmB,mBAyCzB,QAAA,iBA

AA,GAjCA,MAAM,GAAe,eAiCrB,QAAA,aAAA,GAjBA,MAAM,GAAc,cAiBpB,QAAA,YAAA,GAAA,MAAM

,GAAuB,uBAA7B,QAAA,qBAAA;;AC7qBN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,U

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,i

BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAtMD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBA

KA,MAAM,GACF,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,iBAAkB,IAAM,IAAI,KACpC,GACF,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,eAAgB,IA

AM,IAAI,KAoElC,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,GAChB,MAAA,EAAM,EAAQ,EAAY,GACzB,OAAA,EAAe,IAAI,GA

OtB,SAAU,EAAY,GACnB,OAAA,EAAa,IAAI,GAGpB,SAAU,EAAqB,GAC7B,MAAA,EAAK,EAAe,UACpB,E

AAyB,GAExB,OAAM,CACL,MAAA,KAAC,EAAD,MAAO,GAAS,EAAG,OACrB,GAAA,EACF,MAEI,MAAC,

EAAK,GAAU,GACf,GAAa,EAAI,MAAM,KAC1B,IAAY,GACd,EAAO,KAAK,GAGT,OAAA,EAcH,SAAU,EA

Ae,GACvB,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,YAAa,GAAe,EAC5B,EAAM,EAAQ,EAAY,GAC5B,EAAe,IAAI,IACrB,QAA

Q,oBACW,sBACX,4BAEV,EAAe,IAAI,EAAK,GAWpB,SAAU,EAAiB,GACzB,MAAA,WAAC,GAAc,EAEjB,E

AAa,IAAI,KAGf,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,UAChB,QAAQ,qCAAqC,MAGjD,EAAa,IAAI,EAAY,GAUzB,S

AAU,EACZ,EAAoB,GAChB,MAAA,EAAM,EAAQ,EAAY,GAC5B,IAAC,EAAe,IAAI,GAChB,MAAA,IAAI,qB

ACS,sBACX,wBAEV,EAAe,OAAO,GAIlB,SAAU,EAAmB,GAC7B,IAAC,EAAa,IAAI,GACd,MAAA,IAAI,uBA

CW,oCAEvB,EAAa,OAAO,GAShB,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+B,GACjB,EAAqB,GAC7B,QAAQ,IAGd,EADI,OAAO,

OAAO,GAAI,EAAc,CAAC,YAAa,OAKtD,SAAS,EAAQ,EAAoB,GAC5B,SAAG,KAAe;;AClF1B,aAAA,OAAA,
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eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,cAAA,GAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAlHD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,gBAgHC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,

CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,

KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,E

AAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA1GK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,GACf,MAAU,WAAV,EACK,EAAa,GAGf,EAAa

,CAAC,GAAQ,GAG/B,SAAS,EAAmB,EAAe,GACjC,OAAA,aAAa,cAA0B,YAAV,GAChC,aAAa,YAAwB,UAA

V,GAC3B,aAAa,YAAwB,SAAV,EAG5B,SAAU,EAAa,EAAe,GACtC,GAAU,WAAV,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MAA

M,6CASd,GAPA,MAAM,QAAQ,KAChB,EAAI,EAAK,QAAQ,KAGf,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,UAChB,EA

AK,yBAAyB,EAAe,GAE3C,EAAmB,EAAG,GACjB,OAAA,EAEL,GAAS,MAAT,GAA2B,YAAV,GAAiC,cAA

V,EACnC,OAAA,IAAI,aAAa,GACnB,GAAc,UAAV,EACF,OAAA,IAAI,WAAW,GACjB,GAAc,SAAV,EAAkB,

CACrB,MAAA,EAAO,IAAI,WAAY,EAAe,QACvC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,SAAU,EACM,IAAn

C,KAAK,MAAO,EAAe,MAC7B,EAAK,GAAK,GAGP,OAAA,EAED,MAAA,IAAI,2BAA2B,KAenC,SAAU,IAC

P,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,SAAS,MAmBlB,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,GACT,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,SAA

S,MAAM,EAAM,GAW9B,SAAU,EAAa,EAAW,EAAW,SAE1C,OADP,EAAW,GAAY,SAChB,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,SAAS,OAAO,EAAG,GAW5B,SAAU,EAAa,EAAmB,EAAW,SAElD,OADP,EAAW,GAAY,SAChB,EAAM

,EAAA,OAAA,SAAS,OAAO,EAAO,GA9GtC,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA

,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,EAAA;;ACwFmB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA

,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EA1FnB,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAIA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAsFmB,SAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EA5Eb,MAAO,EACX,YAAoB,EAAoC,GAApC,KAAA,aAAA,EAAoC,KAAA,OAAA,EACxC,MAA

V,IACG,KAAA,OAAS,IAAI,GAItB,cAAc,EAAoB,EAAwB,GAEpD,IAAA,EACE,MAAA,EAAsB,KAC1B,EAA

U,KAER,IAAA,EACE,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,MAQf,GAPA,KAAK,aAAa,iBACpB,EAAQ,KAAK,aAAa,KAAK,I

AE/B,IACA,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAU,EAAO,YAC7B,EAAQ,QAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,SAAU,EAAK,MAAQ,MAE9C,E

AAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gCACX,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,IAAK,CACjC,MAAA,EAA

S,EAAQ,GAGvB,EAAO,OAAO,KAAK,IACjB,EAA0B,EAAY,EAAO,MAAO,KAenD,MAVe,CACpB,WAAA,E

ACA,QAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,OAAQ,EAAM,KAAK,GAAU,EAAO,UACpC,UAAW,EAAM,KACb,GAAwC

,MAA9B,EAAO,oBACb,EAAO,sBACP,KAKZ,iBAAiB,GACT,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EAAb,OAAsB,EA

AtB,OAA8B,EAA9B,UAAsC,GAAa,EAEzD,EAAQ,QAAQ,IACd,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,EAAO,OAAQ,EAAQ,IAA

Y,KAAK,IAC9C,KAAA,OAAO,iBACR,EAAY,EAAQ,EAAe,GAAI,EAAe,GAAI,EAC1D,EAAe,SAMrB,SAAU,

EACZ,EAAsB,EAAU,GAC9B,GAAU,YAAV,EAEK,OAAA,EAEJ,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAA

Q,IAAK,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAM,EAAK,GACb,GAAA,MAAM,KAAS,SAAS,GAGnB,OADP,QAAQ,cAAc,uBA

AyB,OACxC,EAGJ,OAAA,EAGU,QAAA,SAAA,EAAb,MAAO,EACX,iBACI,EAAc,EAAgB,EAC9B,EAAgC,E

AChC,GACI,MAAA,EAAyB,iBAAX,EAAsB,EAAK,YAAY,MAAY,GAC7B,EAAM,MAC1C,EAAa,EAAK,SAA

S,EAAM,IACjC,EAAO,EAAO,KACd,EAAO,EAAO,KACd,EAAQ,EAAK,SAAS,EAAO,MAAM,WAAY,IACjD,I

AAA,EAAyB,GAExB,IAAA,MAAM,KAAQ,EAAQ,CACnB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,GACjB,GAAS,MAAT,EAAe,

CAGX,MAAA,EAAa,EAAM,OAAS,EAAO,MACnC,EAAY,EAAW,OAC7B,MACO,MAAS,MAAc,EAAY,EAAI

,EAAa,OAI/D,QAAQ,SACC,QAAiB,QAAW,MAAS,QAAY,QAClD,QAA6B,IACjC,mBAAoB,YAAa,aAAc,gBA
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C/C,eAAgB,qBA7BL,QAAA,OAAA;;ACoFlB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,q

BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EA7KD,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WA6KC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QA

AA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,y

BAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EArJK,SAAU

,EACZ,EAAkB,EAAc,GAG5B,MAAA,EAA8C,GAC9C,EAA0C,GAC3C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,

OAAQ,IAC7B,EAAa,EAAG,GAAG,KAAM,EAGtB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC9

B,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,GACZ,EAAa,EAAK,OACnB,IAAA,MAAM,KAAa,EAAY,CAC5B,MAAA,EAAQ,EAA

W,GAErB,IAAA,GAAgB,EACf,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,OAAQ,IACzB,GAAA,EAAa,EAAM,IA

AK,CAC1B,EAAK,QAAQ,QAAQ,GAAU,EAAa,EAAO,KAAM,GACzD,GAAgB,EAChB,EAAW,EAAK,KAAM,

EACtB,MAIA,GAAA,EACF,OAMA,MAAA,EAAgD,GACtD,EAAe,EAAE,KAAM,EACjB,MAAA,EAAwC,GAE

zC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAK,OAAS,EAAG,GAAK,EAAG,IAAK,CACnC,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,GACZ,EAAa,E

AAK,OAGnB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,QAAQ,OAAQ,IACnC,GAAA,EAAe,EAAK,QAAQ,GAAG

,IAAK,CACjC,IAAA,MAAM,KAAa,EACtB,EAAe,EAAW,GAAW,KAAM,EAC3C,EAAS,EAAK,KAAM,EAEtB

,OAMA,MAAA,EAA2B,GAC5B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAO,E

AAK,GAEd,GAAA,EAAW,EAAK,KAAO,EAAS,EAAK,IAAK,CAEtC,MAAA,EAA8C,GAC/C,IAAA,MAAM,K

AAa,EAAK,OAAQ,CAC7B,MAAA,EAAY,EAAK,OAAO,GAC1B,EAAa,EAAU,MACzB,EAAa,GAAa,GAKxB,

MAAA,EAAa,OAAO,OAAO,GAAI,GACrC,EAAW,OAAS,EACpB,EAAW,QAAU,EAAK,QAE1B,EAAa,KAAK

,IAIf,OAAA,EAUH,SAAU,EACZ,EACA,EAA0B,EAC1B,GAEG,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAa,OAAS,EAAG,GAAK,

EAAG,IAAK,CAC3C,MAAA,EAAO,EAAa,GAEpB,EAAgB,GAYlB,GAXJ,EAAK,QAAQ,QAAQ,IACb,MAAA,

EAAa,EAA6B,EAAE,IAChC,MAAd,EACF,EAAI,KAAK,GAIT,EAAI,KAAK,QAIQ,MAAjB,EAAK,SACD,MA

AA,IAAI,MACN,+DACO,EAAK,eAIZ,MAAA,EAAiB,EAAK,SAAS,GAEhC,IAAA,MAAM,KAAa,EAAK,OAA

Q,CAC/B,KAAE,KAAa,GACX,MAAA,IAAI,uCAC2B,oCACH,OAAO,KAAK,OAI1C,MAAA,EAAK,EAAK,IA

AM,EAAe,MACjC,GAAa,YAAb,EAAG,MACC,MAAA,IAAI,kCAEF,EAAK,wCACN,yCAAiD,EAAG,UAEvD,

MAAA,EAAI,EAAK,OAAO,GAClB,IAAC,EAAK,YAAY,EAAG,MAAO,EAAE,OAC1B,MAAA,IAAI,kCAEF,E

AAK,yCACL,iBAAyB,EAAG,2DACL,EAAE,UAG/B,GAAsC,MAAtC,EAA6B,EAAE,IACjC,EAA6B,EAAE,IA

AM,MAChC,CACC,MAAA,EAAc,EAA6B,EAAE,IACnD,EAA6B,EAAE,IAAM,EAAI,EAAa,GACtD,EAAY;;A

CQnB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAlLD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UA

GA,MAAM,EAAwB,GAExB,EAA6B,EAE7B,EAAwB,EAExB,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAiB,EAC5C,GACI,MA

AA,GAAU,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,GACzB,EAAY,EAAwB,EAAM,EAAO,EAAO,GACxD,EAAO,EAAM,OACb,

EAAY,EAAkB,EAAM,EAAO,EAAO,EAAS,GAC3D,EAAQ,CAAC,UAQR,OAPH,IACF,EAAM,iBAAiB,KACv

B,EAAM,gBAAgB,KACtB,EAAM,kBAAkB,MACxB,EAAM,KAAK,cAEb,EAAM,KAAK,EAAU,IAAI,GAAK,O

AAS,GAAG,KAAK,OACxC,EAAM,KAAK,MAGpB,SAAS,EACL,EAA2B,EAAiB,EAC5C,GACI,MAAA,GAAI,

EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAClB,EAAU,EAAQ,EAAQ,OAAS,GACnC,EAAY,IAAI,MAAM,GAAS,KAAK,GACpC,E

AAO,EAAM,OACb,EACQ,cAAV,EAAwB,EAAoB,GAAQ,EAEpD,GAAA,EAAO,EACJ,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EA

AG,EAAM,EAAI,EAAS,IAAO,CACpC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAM,EAChB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,IA

C3B,EAAU,GAAK,KAAK,IAChB,EAAU,GACV,EAAY,EAAe,EAAS,GAAI,EAAG,GAAO,QAIrD,OAAA,EAG

T,SAAS,EACL,EAAqC,EAAa,GAChD,IAAA,EAYG,OAVL,EADE,MAAM,QAAQ,MACJ,WAAW,EAAI,GAAG

,QAAQ,YAC/B,WAAW,EAAI,GAAG,QAAQ,QACxB,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,OACL,KACM,SAAV,EACA,EAAg

B,GAEhB,WAAW,EAAI,QAAQ,IAAwB,YAGnD,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,EAAQ,GAG1B,SAAS,EAAgB,GAChB,

OAAM,IAAN,EAAU,QAAU,OAG7B,SAAS,EACL,EAA2B,EAAiB,EAC5C,EAAmB,EAAqB,GAAS,GAC7C,M

AAA,EAA8B,cAAV,EAAwB,EAAI,EAEhD,EAAO,EAAM,GACb,EAAO,EAAM,OACf,GAAS,IAAT,EAAY,CA

CV,GAAU,cAAV,EAAuB,CAElB,MAAA,CAAC,EADa,EAAoB,GACR,GAAI,EAAG,IAEtC,MAAU,SAAV,EA

CK,CAAC,EAAgB,EAAK,KAExB,CAAC,EAAK,GAAG,YAGd,GAAS,IAAT,EAAY,CACV,GAAA,EAAO,EAA

uB,CAC1B,MAAA,EAAgB,EAA6B,EAE/C,IAAA,EAAY,MAAM,KAClB,EAAK,MAAM,EAAG,IACd,EAAW,
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MAAM,KAAqC,EAAK,OAC1D,EAAO,GAA8B,EACtC,EAAO,IAKJ,MAJO,cAAV,IACF,EAAY,EAAoB,GACh

C,EAAW,EAAoB,IAE1B,CACL,IACA,EAAU,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAY,EAAG,EAAU,GAAI,IAChD,K

AAK,MACV,UACA,EACK,IACG,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EACN,EAAG,EAAU,EAAO,EAA6B,GAAI,IAC5D,KA

AK,MACV,KAOG,MAAA,CACL,KAJY,cAAV,EAAwB,EAAoB,GACpB,MAAM,KAAoB,IAIxC,IAAI,CAAC,E

AAG,IAAM,EAAY,EAAG,EAAU,GAAI,IAClD,KAAK,MACV,KAKE,MAAA,EAAW,EAAM,MAAM,GACvB,

EAAa,EAAQ,MAAM,GAC3B,EAAS,EAAQ,GAAK,EACtB,EAAkB,GACpB,GAAA,EAAO,EAAuB,CAC3B,IA

AA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAA4B,IAAK,CAC7C,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAI,EACZ,EAAM,EAAQ,EACpB,EAAM,

QAAQ,EACV,EAAK,MAAM,EAAO,GAAM,EAAU,EAAO,EAAY,GACrD,IAEN,EAAM,KAAK,OACN,IAAA,I

AAI,EAAI,EAAO,EAA4B,EAAI,EAAM,IAAK,CACvD,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAI,EACZ,EAAM,EAAQ,EACpB,EAA

M,QAAQ,EACV,EAAK,MAAM,EAAO,GAAM,EAAU,EAAO,EAAY,EACrD,IAAM,EAAO,UAGd,IAAA,IAAI,

EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,IAAK,CACvB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAI,EACZ,EAAM,EAAQ,EACpB,EAAM,QAAQ,E

ACV,EAAK,MAAM,EAAO,GAAM,EAAU,EAAO,EAAY,EACrD,IAAM,EAAO,IAGf,MAAA,EAAe,IAAT,EAA

a,IAAM,GAC/B,EAAM,GAAK,IAAM,EAAM,GAAK,EACvB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAS,E

AAG,IACpC,EAAM,GAAK,IAAM,EAAM,GAAK,EAE1B,IAAA,EAAa,MACZ,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,

EAAM,IACxB,GAAc,KAIT,OAFP,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GACjB,IAAM,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GAAK,KAAO,E

AAS,GAAK,GAClD,EAGT,SAAS,EAAoB,GAErB,MAAA,EAAyC,GAC1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EA

AK,OAAQ,GAAK,EACpC,EAAc,KAAK,CAAC,EAAK,GAAI,EAAK,EAAI,KAEjC,OAAA;;AC0VT,aAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EA5gBA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,

EAAA,QAAA,mBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAygBA,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA

,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,

KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EArfM,MAAO,EAMX,YAAY,EA

A2B,EAAU,GAI3C,GAJiC,KAAA,MAAA,EAChC,KAAA,MAAQ,EAAM,QACd,KAAA,KAAO,EAAK,cAAc,G

AEjB,MAAV,EAAgB,CACZ,MAAA,EAAI,EAAO,OACjB,EAAK,OACD,IAAM,KAAK,KACX,yBAA2B,wDAC

G,KAAK,UAErC,GAAU,cAAV,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,8JAID,KAAA,OAAS,GAAU,EAAK,kBAAkB,EAA

O,KAAK,MACtD,KAAA,SAAU,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,GAWhC,IAAI,KAA6B,GACX,IAAhB,EAAK,SACP,EA

AO,CAAC,IAEV,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,SAAW,KAAK,KACrB,2CAA6C,EAAK,mCAC3B,KAAK,SAE1B,MAA

A,EAAQ,KAAK,WAAW,GACzB,KAAA,OAAO,GAAS,EAUvB,OAAO,GACe,IAAhB,EAAK,SACP,EAAO,CA

AC,IAEN,IAAA,EAAI,EACH,IAAA,MAAM,KAAO,EAAM,CAClB,GAAA,EAAM,GAAK,GAAO,KAAK,MAA

M,GAAI,CAC7B,MAAA,uCAA2C,wBAC3B,KAAK,QACrB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,GAElB,IAEE,IAAA,EAAQ,E

AAK,EAAK,OAAS,GAC1B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAS,IAAK,EACrC,GAAS,KAAK,QAAQ,

GAAK,EAAK,GAE3B,OAAA,KAAK,OAAO,GAGrB,WAAW,GACL,GAAc,IAAd,KAAK,KACA,OAAA,EACF,

GAAkB,IAAd,KAAK,KACP,OAAA,EAAK,GAEV,IAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,EAAK,OAAS,GAC1B,IAAA,IAAI,EA

AI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAS,IAAK,EACrC,GAAS,KAAK,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAK,GAE3B,OAAA,EAGT,WAA

W,GACL,GAAc,IAAd,KAAK,KACA,MAAA,GACF,GAAkB,IAAd,KAAK,KACP,MAAA,CAAC,GAEJ,MAAA,

EAAiB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAAM,QACvC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAS,IAAK,EACrC,EAA

K,GAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAQ,KAAK,QAAQ,IAC1C,GAAS,EAAK,GAAK,KAAK,QAAQ,GAG3B,OADP,EA

AK,EAAK,OAAS,GAAK,EACjB,EAGL,WACK,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,OAQpB,WACS,OAAA,IAAY,WAAW,

KAAK,OAAQ,KAAK,MAAO,KAAK,QAoYhE,QAAA,aAAA,EAnWA,IAAI,EAAiC,KAEjC,EAAuB,KAEvB,EA

A8C,KAW5C,SAAU,EAAiB,GAC/B,EAAY,EAQR,SAAU,EAAa,GAC3B,EAAY,EAOR,SAAU,EAAwB,GACtC,

EAAuB,EAuBnB,MAAO,EA6BX,YAAY,EAAoB,EAAiB,EAAgB,GAXjE,KAAA,MAAO,EAoIG,KAAA,oBAAq

B,EAxHxB,KAAA,MAAQ,EAAM,QACd,KAAA,MAAQ,GAAS,UACjB,KAAA,KAAO,EAAK,cAAc,GAC1B,K

AAA,SAAU,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,GACzB,KAAA,OAAS,EACT,KAAA,GAAK,EACL,KAAA,SAAY,KAAK,K

AAO,EAAI,KAAK,KAAK,WAAa,SAGtD,WACK,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,OAQd,eACE,MAAA,QAAa,KAAK,O
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ACjB,OAAA,EAAU,OAAO,KAAK,MAAO,KAAK,MAAY,GAOvD,aACS,OAAA,EAAU,OAAO,KAAK,MAAO,

KAAK,MAAY,KAAK,YAStD,cACE,MAAA,QAAa,KAAK,OACjB,OAAA,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,KAAK,MAAO,

GASnC,YACS,OAAA,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,KAAK,MAAO,KAAK,YASlC,aACC,KAAA,kBACC,MAAA,EAAO,

IAAY,KAAK,KAAK,QAC/B,GAAe,WAAf,KAAK,MAAoB,CACrB,MAAA,QAAc,EAChB,IACK,OAAA,EAAM

,IAAI,GAAK,EAAK,aAAa,IACxC,MAAA,GACM,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kGAID,OAAA,EAST,WACO,KAAA,kB

ACC,MAAA,EAAO,IAAY,SAAS,KAAK,QACnC,GAAe,WAAf,KAAK,MACH,IACM,OAAA,EAAsB,IAAI,GA

AK,EAAK,aAAa,IAEzD,MAAA,GACM,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,iGAID,OAAA,EAIH,cACC,KAAA,kBACC,MAA

A,QAAa,IAAY,KAAK,KAAK,QACrC,MAAe,WAAf,KAAK,MACA,EAEA,IAAI,WAAY,EAAoB,QAS/C,UAC

M,KAAK,aAGT,IAAY,cAAc,MACrB,KAAA,oBAAqB,GAIxB,iBACK,OAAA,KAAK,mBAGd,kBACM,GAAA,

KAAK,WACD,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,uBAYpB,MAAM,GAAU,GACP,OAAA,EAAU,MAAM,KAAM,GAO/B,Q

AES,OADF,KAAA,kBACE,EAAU,MAAM,MAQzB,SAAS,GAAU,GACX,MAAA,EAAO,KAAK,WACX,OAAA,

EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAM,KAAK,MAAO,KAAK,MAAO,GAGtD,KAAqB,GAEZ,OADF,KAAA,kBACE,EA

AU,KAAK,KAAW,GAEnC,SAAS,GAAY,EAAM,EAAe,GAEjC,OADF,KAAA,kBACE,IAAY,aAAa,KAAM,EA

AW,EAAM,IAgBrD,SAAU,IAIP,OAAA,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,SAAU,IAClB,GAgFX,QAAA,OAAA,EAjGA,OA

AO,eAAe,EAAQ,OAAO,YAAa,CAChD,MAAQ,KAMG,GAA6B,MAAjB,EAAS,MAAqC,MAArB,EAAS,UACv

B,MAA5B,EAAS,kBAcjB,IAkCM,MAAO,UAAwC,EAGnD,YACI,EAAgC,EAAoB,EACpD,GAEE,MAAA,EAA

a,MAAO,EAAa,MAAO,EAAa,OAAQ,GAH/B,KAAA,UAAA,EAI7B,KAAA,KAAO,EAWd,OAAO,GACD,GAA

A,EAAS,QAAU,KAAK,MACpB,MAAA,IAAI,iCACqB,EAAS,iCACjB,KAAK,qBAE1B,IAAC,EAAK,YAAY,E

AAS,MAAO,KAAK,OACnC,MAAA,IAAI,iCACqB,EAAS,iCACjB,KAAK,qBAE9B,IAAY,cAAc,MACrB,KAA

A,OAAS,EAAS,OACvB,IAAY,OAAO,KAAM,MAG3B,UACE,IAAY,gBAAgB,MACvB,KAAA,oBAAqB,GAI9

B,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,OAAO,eAAe,EAAU,OAAO,YAAa,CAClD,MAAQ,GACC,aAAoB,GAA6B,MAAnB,EA

AS,QAC1C,EAAS,kBAAkB;;AC3ZlC,aArED,IAAY,EAqBP,EAOA,EAOA,EAOA,EA2BJ,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,

EArED,SAAY,GACV,EAAA,GAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,KACA,

EAAA,GAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,KAPF,CAAY,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAI,KAqBhB,S

AAK,GACH,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,MAAA,QACA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,EAAA,UAAA,YAJF,CAAK,IA

AA,EAAiB,KAOtB,SAAK,GACH,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,MAAA,QACA,EAAA,KAAA,OACA,EAAA,UA

AA,YAJF,CAAK,IAAA,EAAgB,KAOrB,SAAK,GACH,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,MAAA,UACA,EAAA,KA

AA,UACA,EAAA,UAAA,YAJF,CAAK,IAAA,EAAmB,KAOxB,SAAK,GACH,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,MA

AA,YACA,EAAA,KAAA,YACA,EAAA,UAAA,YAJF,CAAK,IAAA,EAAqB,KAO1B,MAAM,EAAgB,CACT,Q

AAA,EACF,MAAA,EACD,KAAA,EACK,UAAA,GAGT,SAAU,EAAW,EAAiB,GACtC,GAAU,WAAV,GAAgC,

WAAV,EAAoB,CACxC,GAAU,WAAV,GAAgC,WAAV,EACjB,MAAA,SAEH,MAAA,IAAI,wBAAwB,UAAc,

KAE3C,OAAA,EAAc,GAAO,GAIxB,SAAU,EAAW,GAClB,OAAA,EAAW,EAAM;;AC9CzB,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,sBAAA,EArED,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEM,SAAU,EAAiC,EAA

M,GACjD,GAAA,EAAE,QAAU,EAAE,MACT,MAAA,CAAC,EAAG,GAEP,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAW,EAAA,YA

AA,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OAC7B,MAAA,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK,GAAQ,EAAE,KAAK,IAG1B,SAAU,EAAiB,EA

AW,IAEtC,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAE,QAAU,EAAE,MACd,+BAAiC,EAAE,wBACpB,EAAE,2BAGjB,SAAU,

EAAe,EAAgB,GACtC,OAAA,EAAW,KAAK,GAAK,EAAE,KAAO,EAAO,IAexC,SAAU,EAAsB,GAC9B,MAA

A,EAAiB,GAGhB,OADP,EAAoB,EAAQ,EADf,IAAI,KAEV,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAA4B,EAAgB,GAC1C,GAA

a,MAAb,EACF,OAEE,GAAA,aAAqB,EAAzB,OAEE,YADA,EAAK,KAAK,GAGR,IAAC,EAAW,GACd,OAGI,

MAAA,EAAW,EACZ,IAAA,MAAM,KAAK,EAAU,CAClB,MAAA,EAAM,EAAS,GAChB,EAAK,IAAI,KACZ,

EAAK,IAAI,GACT,EAAoB,EAAK,EAAM,KAMrC,SAAS,EAAW,GACX,OAAA,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAuB,iBAAR

;;ACgrCrC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EApvCD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iB

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,

YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAyuCC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAA
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A,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,

IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yB

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAjqCD,SAAS,EAEL,GAG

M,OAAiE,MAAjE,EAAmD,WAG7D,MAAM,EAAN,cAEE,KAAA,oBAAwC,GAExC,KAAA,eAAiB,EACjB,KA

AA,SAAW,EACX,KAAA,WAAa,EACb,KAAA,iBAAmB,EACnB,KAAA,eAAiB,EAMjB,KAAA,cAAgB,EAGhB

,KAAA,YAAc,EAId,KAAA,WAA2B,GAK3B,KAAA,kBAA8B,GAC9B,KAAA,YAAc,EAEd,KAAA,WAAa,IAA

I,QAOjB,KAAA,WAAY,EACZ,KAAA,cAA6B,CAC3B,SAAU,EACV,WAAY,EACZ,UAAW,EACX,QAAS,GAC

T,OAAQ,KACJ,kBAES,OAAA,MAAM,KAAK,IAAI,IAAI,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,UAI1D,UACO,IA

AA,MAAM,KAAgB,KAAK,oBACzB,KAAA,oBAAoB,GAAc,WAKvC,MAAO,EAgBX,YAAmB,GAAA,KAAA,

IAAA,EAbnB,KAAA,SAA0C,GAC1C,KAAA,gBAKI,GAKI,KAAA,qBAAuB,EAGxB,KAAA,MAAQ,IAAI,EAG

b,cACA,GAA2B,MAA3B,KAAK,mBACA,OAAA,KAAK,mBAAmB,KAAK,QAElC,GAAwB,MAAxB,KAAK,g

BACP,OAEI,MAAA,EAAiB,KAAK,oBAEvB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAe,OAAQ,IAAK,CACxC,MA

AA,EAAc,EAAe,GAE/B,SADkB,KAAK,kBAAkB,GAAa,QAGxD,kBADM,KAAK,WAAW,IAKpB,MAAA,IAAI

,MACN,0EAIF,cACE,GAA2B,MAA3B,KAAK,mBACD,MAAA,IAAI,kBACM,KAAK,mDACjB,kFAGF,GAAw

B,MAAxB,KAAK,gBAAyB,CAC1B,MAAA,KAAC,EAAD,UAAO,GAAa,KAAK,kCAC3B,GAAA,EACI,MAAA

,IAAI,uCAC2B,uBACjC,oGAGD,KAAA,WAAW,GAEX,OAAA,KAAK,gBAGd,eACS,OAAA,OAAO,KAAK,K

AAK,iBAG1B,YAAY,GACN,KAAE,KAAe,KAAK,UAAW,CAG/B,KAAA,KAAe,KAAK,iBAOf,OAAA,KAPgC,

CACjC,MAAA,UAAC,GAAa,KAAK,kBAAkB,GACvC,GAAA,EAEK,OAAA,MAMN,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,GA

GvB,mBAAmB,GAEb,OAAE,KAAe,KAAK,gBAGnB,KAAK,gBAAgB,GAAa,QAFhC,KAKX,gBACI,EACA,EA

CA,EAAW,GACT,OAAA,KAAe,KAAK,iBACtB,QAAQ,QACD,qCACH,sCACG,IAEJ,KAAA,gBAAgB,GAAe,C

AAC,QAAA,EAAS,SAAA,IACvC,GAGH,iBAAW,GACX,GAAqC,MAArC,KAAK,gBAAgB,GACjB,MAAA,IA

AI,uBAAuB,4BAG/B,GADC,KAAA,YAAc,EACe,MAA9B,KAAK,SAAS,GAAsB,CACjC,KAAA,gBAAkB,KAC

jB,MAAA,QAAC,EAAD,UAAU,GAAa,KAAK,kBAAkB,GAEhD,KADW,QAAkB,EAAU,GAElC,OAAA,EAQJ,

OALF,KAAA,gBAAkB,KAAK,SAAS,GAChC,KAAA,yBAEA,KAAA,SAAW,IAAI,EAAJ,SAAa,KAAK,kBAE3

B,EAGD,0BACU,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,KAAK,aAClC,QAAQ,IACU,MAApB,EAAO,WACT,EAAO,UAAU,K

AAK,mBAKpB,yBAAyB,IACf,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,GAC7B,QAAQ,IACY,MAAtB,EAAO,aACT,EAAO,YA

AY,KAAK,SAAS,MAW/B,kBAAkB,GAElB,MAAA,EAAuB,KAAK,gBAAgB,GAC9C,GAAwB,MAAxB,EACI,

MAAA,IAAI,mCACuB,6BAG/B,IACI,MAAA,EAAU,EAAqB,UAMjC,IAAA,GAAa,aAAmB,EAArB,eACa,mBA

AjB,EAAQ,KA4BV,OADF,KAAA,SAAS,GAAe,EACtB,CAAC,SAAS,EAAM,WAAW,GA5BI,CAChC,MAAA,I

AAc,KAAK,qBACnB,EACF,EACK,KAAK,KAEA,EAAY,KAAK,wBAGhB,KAAA,SAAS,GAAe,EACxB,KAAA

,mBAAqB,MACnB,IAER,MAAM,KAED,EAAY,KAAK,wBAGhB,KAAA,mBAAqB,KAC1B,QAAQ,kCACyB,Y

ACjC,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAI,OAAS,EAAI,UACvB,IAGV,OADF,KAAA,mBAAqB,EACnB,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,

WAAW,IAK9B,MAAO,GAGA,OAFP,QAAQ,kCAAkC,YAC1C,QAAQ,KAAK,EAAI,OAAS,EAAI,SACvB,CAA

C,SAAS,EAAO,WAAW,IAIvC,cAAc,GACR,KAAE,KAAe,KAAK,iBAClB,MAAA,IAAI,SAAS,mCAEjB,KAAK

,cAAgB,GAA0C,MAA3B,KAAK,oBAGtC,KAAA,uBAGH,KAAe,KAAK,WACjB,KAAA,yBAAyB,GACzB,KA

AA,SAAS,GAAa,iBACpB,KAAK,SAAS,WAGhB,KAAK,gBAAgB,GAGxB,KAAK,cAAgB,IAClB,KAAA,mBA

AqB,KACrB,KAAA,YAAc,KACd,KAAA,gBAAkB,MAInB,oBACF,GAA6C,IAA7C,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,iBA

AiB,OAC9B,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,iCAEX,OAAA,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,iBAAiB,KAAK,CAAC,EAAW,IAEjD,

KAAK,gBAAgB,GAAG,SAC3B,KAAK,gBAAgB,GAAG,UAIxB,kCAEA,MAAA,EAAiB,KAAK,oBAEvB,IAAA

,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAe,OAAQ,IAAK,CACxC,MAAA,EAAc,EAAe,IAC7B,QAAC,EAAD,UAAU,GAA

a,KAAK,kBAAkB,GAChD,GAAA,GAAa,EACR,MAAA,CAAC,KAAM,EAAa,UAAA,GAGzB,MAAA,IAAI,MA

CN,0EAIN,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MAAA,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,GACjC,EAAa,EAAK,QAClB,E

AAS,KAAK,SAAS,GACvB,EAAW,EAAW,SAAS,GAGrC,EAAW,YAAY,GAAQ,GAC/B,EAAK,QAAU,EACf,E

AAQ,KAAK,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAAK,MAAO,EAAK,MAAO,GACjD,KAAK,0BAGF,KAAA,MAAM,kBAAkB,KA

AK,MAAM,kBAAkB,OAAS,KAIvE,KAAgC,EAA6B,GAEvD,IAuBA,EAvBA,EAAe,KACf,GAAM,MAAN,EAA

Y,CAEV,GAAoB,mBAAb,EACH,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,uCAElB,EAAK,MACA,CAED,GAAoB,iBAAb,KAA2B,
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aAAoB,QAClD,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kFAGF,GAAc,mBAAP,EACH,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kFAGN,EAAO,EAKF,

OAAA,KAAK,UACR,IAAM,KAAK,WAAW,GAAO,IAAM,KAAK,SAAS,GAAS,MACxD,EAAS,eACa,SACpB,

QAAQ,MAAM,2CAET,IAIP,UAAa,EAAmB,EAAiB,GACvD,IACI,IACI,MAAA,EAAM,IAEL,OADP,IACO,EA

CP,MAAO,GAED,MADN,IACM,GAKF,eACC,OAAA,EAAO,eAIR,iBACC,OAAA,EAAO,iBASR,MAAM,GAC

N,MAAA,EAAY,EAAO,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,CAAC,EAAA,IACxC,EAAS,CAAC,EAAA,GAeT,OADF,KAA

A,YAAY,KAAK,MAAM,YAAY,KAAM,EAAQ,CAAC,GAbzC,IAAgB,CAC5B,EAAG,KACK,MACA,EAAa,CA

AC,EAAG,GACjB,EAAQ,CAAC,MAFD,WAIP,OAAA,EAAO,UACH,EADJ,KACU,EAEN,MAGS,GACgD,IACj

E,EAgBT,UACI,EAAoB,EAAwB,GAE1C,KADyD,OAA3C,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAY,KAAK,cAErC,MAAA,

IAAI,iBAAiB,kCACvB,KAAK,gBAEJ,OAAA,KAAK,cAAc,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,IAGz

C,yBACC,OAAA,KAAK,IAAI,QAAQ,WAGlB,sBACJ,EAAoB,EACpB,GACI,MAAA,EAAkB,KAAK,QAAQ,aA

GjC,IAAA,EAAmB,EACvB,EAAS,QAAQ,IAGf,GAAoC,cAAf,EAAK,MAAwB,EAAI,IAQlD,MAAA,EACF,KA

AK,MAAM,kBAAkB,KAAK,MAAM,kBAAkB,OAAS,GACjE,EACF,EAAkB,EAAmB,EAAmB,EACxD,GAAA,

EAAgB,EACZ,MAAA,IAAI,kBACM,KAAK,gDACb,8BAA0C,MAS9C,cACJ,GAEE,IAAA,EACA,EAAkB,GAC

hB,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,WAEhB,EAAoB,KAAK,MAAM,SAC/B,EAAqB,KAAK,MAAM,WAMlC,IAAA,EAU

A,EAdA,KAAK,0BACF,KAAA,MAAM,kBAAkB,KAAK,GAIZ,MAApB,KAAK,aAMF,KAAA,QAKD,MAAA,E

AAoB,EAA6B,GACnD,EAAa,WACa,MAA1B,KAAK,MAAM,YAAsB,KAAK,MAAM,YAAY,KAAO,GAM/D,G

AAA,EAA6B,GAAe,CACxC,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,OAAa,EAAb,MAAqB,GAAS,EACZ,MAApB,KAAK,aAMF

,KAAA,QAED,MAAA,GAAS,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAY,KAAK,aAC1C,EAAK,OACS,MAAV,EACA,sCAA

wC,mBACpC,KAAK,gBAEb,EAAa,MACL,MAAA,EAAmB,KAAK,QAAQ,aACtC,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,CAA

C,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,EAAO,QAAS,KAAK,UAChD,MAAA,EAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAO,EAAM,CAAC,G

ACzC,KAAK,0BACF,KAAA,sBAAsB,EAAY,EAAkB,GAGrD,MAAA,EAAa,EAAS,IAAK,IAI1B,GAA2B,MAA

3B,EAAmB,KACf,OAAA,EAEH,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,MAAS,EAAT,MAAgB,GAAS,EACxB,OAAA,KAAK,q

BAAqB,EAAQ,EAAO,KAQ9C,GAAA,EAAU,CACN,MAAA,EACF,KAAK,sBAAsB,EAAY,EAAQ,GACnD,EA

AQ,KAAK,2BAA2B,GAEnC,OAAA,QAEJ,CACC,MAAA,YAAC,GAAe,EAEhB,EAA0B,IAIzB,IAGL,EAAQ,E

AAQ,IAAI,GAAU,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,MAAM,OAGrD,EAAa,MACL,MAAA,EAAmB,KAAK,QAAQ,aACtC,

EAAM,KAAK,KAAK,IAAM,EAAY,KAAK,QAAS,IAC1C,MAAA,EAAQ,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAO,EAAM,CAAC

,GAKnC,OAJH,KAAK,0BAEF,KAAA,sBAAsB,EAAmB,EAAkB,GAE3D,IAOL,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,MAAS,G

AAS,EAClB,EAAgB,EAA6B,GAC/C,KACA,EAAa,cAEb,IAAA,EAmCI,OAlCH,KAAA,UAEK,IAAA,KAAK,M

AAM,cAAe,IAAM,KAAK,MAAM,cAAe,KACzD,KAAK,IAAI,QAAQ,UAAa,KAAK,MAAM,WAG5C,EAAgB,

KAAK,SAAS,cAC1B,EAAmB,EAAQ,IAAM,KACjC,KAAK,IAAI,QAAQ,UACd,KAAA,SAAS,iBAAiB,GAEjC,

EAAU,EAAc,SAPxB,EAAU,MAWd,GACG,KAAA,YACD,EAAmB,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAe,EAAO,GAG5D,KAAK

,MAAM,WACR,KAAA,MAAM,cAAc,QAAQ,KAAK,CACpC,KAAM,EACN,WAAY,KAAK,MAAM,SAAW,EA

ClC,mBAAoB,KAAK,MAAM,SAC/B,aAAc,KAAK,MAAM,WAAa,EACtC,qBAAsB,KAAK,MAAM,WACjC,Y

AAa,OAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,IAC7B,GAAsB,MAAf,EAAO,GAAe,EAAO,GAAK,MAAQ,MACrD,aAAc,EAAQ,IA

AI,GAAQ,EAAK,OACvC,aAAc,EAAc,OAC5B,UAAW,EAAc,YAGrB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAO,EAAU,EAAQ,GA

QzC,2BAA2B,GAE1B,OADO,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAU,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,MAAM,KAWnD,sBACJ,EAAoB,EAC

pB,GACI,MAAA,GAAa,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,GAC3B,GAAc,MAAd,EAAoB,CAChB,MAAA,EAAyB,EAAW,cA

AgB,GACpD,EAA2B,EAAW,eAAiB,GAIzD,IAAA,EACA,EAAW,eACb,EAAK,OACD,MAAM,QAAQ,GACd,I

AAM,0DAEV,EAAqB,OAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,IAAK,GAAQ,EAAO,KAE7D,EAAqB,EAAa,IAAK,GAAc,EAAO,I

AGxD,MAAA,EACF,EAAQ,OAAO,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAc,IAEpC,OAAA,EAAmB,OAAO,GAQ5B,MAAA

,GAQT,WACI,EAAoB,EAAiB,EACrC,GACE,GAAU,MAAV,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,iDAElB,EAAQ,GAAS

,UACjB,EAAU,GAAW,KAAK,QACtB,IAAA,EAAc,EACJ,WAAV,GAAsB,EAAK,SAAS,EAAO,MAC7C,EAAe,

EAAoB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAK,aAAa,KAE1D,MAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,MAAM,EAAa,EAAO,GAC3C,EAAI,IAAI,EA

AJ,OAAW,EAAO,EAAO,EAAQ,KAAK,gBAI5C,GAHC,KAAA,YAAY,EAAG,GAGN,WAAV,EAAoB,CAChB,

MAAA,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,GACjC,GAAW,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,GACjC,KAAA,MAAM,U

AAY,EAAW,EAAK,MACvC,EAAK,MAAQ,EAER,OAAA,EAQT,qBACI,EAAgB,EAAiB,EACjC,GACF,EAAQ,

GAAS,UACX,MAAA,EAAI,IAAI,EAAJ,OAAW,EAAO,EAAO,EAAQ,KAAK,gBAEzC,OADF,KAAA,YAAY,E

AAG,GACb,EAGT,aACI,EAAsB,GAAY,EAAM,EACxC,GACF,EAAO,GAAQ,KAAK,iBAAiB,WACxB,MAAT,
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GAAiB,IAAU,EAAa,QAC1C,EAAe,EAAa,KAAK,IAE7B,MAAA,EAAI,IAAI,EAAJ,SAAa,EAAc,EAAW,EAAM

,KAAK,gBACvD,GAA0C,MAA1C,KAAK,MAAM,oBAAoB,EAAE,MAC7B,MAAA,IAAI,4BAA4B,EAAE,+BA

InC,OAFF,KAAA,MAAM,oBAAoB,EAAE,MAAQ,EACpC,KAAA,OAAO,EAAG,KAAK,SACb,EAGT,YAAY,E

AAW,GAChB,KAAA,MAAM,aACK,WAAZ,EAAE,OACC,KAAA,MAAM,mBAIT,IAAA,EAAQ,EACI,cAAZ,E

AAE,OAAqC,WAAZ,EAAE,QAC/B,EAAQ,EAAE,KAAO,EAAK,gBAAgB,EAAE,QAErC,KAAA,MAAM,UAA

Y,EAElB,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,EAAE,UAC1B,KAAA,MAAM,iBACN,KAAA,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,E

AAE,OAAQ,CAClC,QAAS,GAAW,KAAK,QACzB,MAAO,EAAE,MACT,MAAO,EAAE,MACT,MAAA,KAIE,a

AAa,EAAf,UACG,KAAA,MAAM,GASf,OAAO,EAAW,GACX,KAAA,YAAY,EAAG,GACf,KAAA,QAAQ,OA

AO,EAAE,QAGxB,aAAa,EAAgB,GACvB,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,IAC1B,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,G

AAQ,UAAY,IAC3C,KAAA,MAAM,WAAW,OAAO,GACxB,KAAA,MAAM,kBAGf,cAAc,GACR,IAAC,KAAK,

MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,EAAE,QAC/B,OAEI,MAAA,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,EAAE,QASrC,GAPC,

KAAA,MAAM,aACK,WAAZ,EAAE,QACC,KAAA,MAAM,mBACN,KAAA,MAAM,UAAY,EAAK,OAId,cAA

Z,EAAE,OAAqC,WAAZ,EAAE,MAAoB,CAC7C,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAE,KAAO,EAAK,gBAAgB,EAAE,OACzC,

KAAA,MAAM,UAAY,EAIrB,EAAK,QAAQ,YAAY,EAAE,SACxB,KAAA,aAAa,EAAE,OAAQ,EAAK,SAQrC,

mBACO,IAAA,MAAM,KAAW,KAAK,MAAM,oBAAqB,CAC9C,MAAA,EAAI,KAAK,MAAM,oBAAoB,GACp

C,KAAA,gBAAgB,IAIzB,gBAAgB,GACT,KAAA,cAAc,GAC2B,MAA1C,KAAK,MAAM,oBAAoB,EAAE,cAC5

B,KAAK,MAAM,oBAAoB,EAAE,MAI5C,SACQ,MAAA,EAAO,KAAK,QAAQ,SAanB,OAZP,EAAK,WAAa,K

AAK,MAAM,WAC7B,EAAK,eAAiB,KAAK,MAAM,eACjC,EAAK,SAAW,KAAK,MAAM,SACvB,KAAK,MA

AM,iBAAmB,IAChC,EAAK,YAAa,EACE,MAAhB,EAAK,UACP,EAAK,QAAU,IAEjB,EAAK,QAAQ,KACT,0E

AGC,EAGH,cAAQ,GAEP,KAAA,MAAM,WAAY,EAEjB,MAAA,EAAa,KAAK,MAAM,SACxB,EAAkB,KAAK

,MAAM,WAE9B,KAAA,MAAM,cAAc,QAAU,GAC9B,KAAA,MAAM,cAAc,aAAe,IAEnC,KAAA,MAAM,WA

AY,EAElB,KAAA,MAAM,cAAc,UAAY,KAAK,OACnC,KAAK,MAAM,cAAc,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,qBA

C9C,KAAA,MAAM,cAAc,SAAW,KAAK,MAAM,SAAW,EACrD,KAAA,MAAM,cAAc,WACrB,KAAK,MAAM

,WAAa,EACvB,IAAA,MAAM,KAAU,KAAK,MAAM,cAAc,QAC5C,EAAO,mBAAqB,EAAO,aACnC,EAAO,gB

AAkB,EAAO,UAE3B,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,cAGpB,WACS,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,cAAgB,GAAgC,IAA3B,K

AAK,MAAM,YAG5C,YACJ,EAAoB,EAAwB,EAC5C,EAAyB,EAAiB,GACtC,MAAA,EACF,CAAC,GAAI,KA

AK,MAAM,iBAAkB,WAAA,EAAY,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,EAAS,MAAA,GAE7D,GAAa,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,

GACb,MAAd,IACF,EAAgB,EAAW,UAER,MAAjB,IACF,EAAS,SAAY,CAAA,IAGnB,EAAM,EAAI,IAAI,CAA

C,EAAI,KACb,GAAM,MAAN,EAAY,CACR,MAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,GACjB,EAAO,EAAK,oBAAoB,EAAO,KA

AM,EAAO,OACnD,OAAA,KAAK,WAAW,EAAM,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,OAE7C,OAAA,IAIF,EAAc,EAAI,OA

AS,EAAI,EAAM,EAAI,GAAI,EAAO,MAG1D,KAAA,MAAM,WAAW,KAAK,GAG7B,KAAuB,GAEd,OADP,E

AAO,MAAO,EACP,EAGD,YAC2B,IAA7B,KAAK,MAAM,gBACR,KAAA,MAAM,WAAa,IAErB,KAAA,MAA

M,gBAGL,UACD,KAAA,MAAM,gBAOb,WAAW,GACH,MAAA,EAAwB,CAC5B,MAAO,GACP,KAAM,gBA

CN,GAAI,KAAK,MAAM,eAEb,IACF,EAAU,KAAO,GAEd,KAAA,MAAM,WAAW,KAAK,GACtB,KAAA,MA

AM,YAAc,EAO3B,SAAS,GACD,MAAA,GAAyB,EAAsB,EAAA,uBAAA,GAC/C,EACF,IAAI,IAAI,EAAuB,IA

AI,GAAK,EAAE,KAGzC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,KAAK,MAAM,YAAY,MAAM,OAAQ,IAAK,CACtD,

MAAA,EAAS,KAAK,MAAM,YAAY,MAAM,GACvC,EAAO,MAAS,EAA0B,IAAI,EAAO,KACxD,EAAO,UAI

L,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,MAClC,KAAA,MAAM,YAA+C,IAAjC,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,OAC

3C,KACA,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,OAAS,GAGzD,EAAuB,QAAQ,IAGxB,EAAO,MAA

Q,EAAO,UAAY,EAAS,IACzC,KAAA,MAAM,KAWjB,UACI,EAAY,EAAc,EAC1B,GAAmB,GAGjB,GAFJ,EA

AK,OACD,EAAG,OAAS,EAAG,IAAM,6CACf,MAAN,GAA2B,YAAb,EAAG,MACb,MAAA,IAAI,gDAAgD,E

AAG,UAGzD,MAAA,EAAI,KAAK,UACX,IAAM,KAAK,YAAa,IAAM,KAAK,UACnC,IAAM,KAAK,KAAK,U

AAW,IAE/B,EAAK,OACD,aAAa,EADjB,OAEI,IAAM,kDAEJ,MAAA,GAAe,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,KAAK,M

AAM,WAAY,EAAI,GACjE,IAAC,GAA4C,IAAxB,EAAa,QAAgB,EAAG,OAAS,EAC1D,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,u

IAKC,OAAA,KAAK,KAAK,WAAY,KACrB,MAAA,EAAuD,GAC7D,EAAuB,EAAE,IAAa,MAAN,EAAc,EAA

K,EAAE,OAAS,GAI1D,EAAA,EAAA,wBAAA,EAAwB,EAExB,GAAK,KAAK,KAAK,GAEf,GACE,MAAA,EA

AQ,EAAG,IAAI,GAAK,EAAuB,EAAE,KAY5C,OAV0B,IAA7B,KAAK,MAAM,gBAGR,KAAA,MAAM,WAA

W,QAAQ,IACvB,IAAA,MAAM,KAAU,EAAK,MACxB,EAAO,YAGN,KAAA,MAAM,WAAa,MAEnB,CAAC,
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MAAO,EAAG,MAAA,KAItB,WAA6B,GAKpB,OAHP,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,WAAW,GAChB,IAAM,qDACH,IA

AI,KAML,IAAA,EALJ,EAAK,OACD,EAAO,MAAM,GAAK,aAAa,EAA/B,QACA,IAAM,oEAOJ,MAAA,EAA2

B,GACjC,EAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAO,KACrB,EAAS,GAAK,IAoCT,OAAA,KAAK,cAAc,CACxB,YAlCkC,CA

AC,EAAG,KACtC,EAAM,KAAS,EAAQ,GACvB,EAAK,OACD,EAAI,iBAAiB,EADzB,OAEI,IAAM,8FAEV,EA

AK,OACD,EAAK,WAAW,EAAI,UACpB,IAAM,oGAEH,EAAI,OAyBX,cAtBoB,CAAC,EAAO,KACtB,MAAA,

EAAU,EAAI,SAAS,EAAI,GAC3B,EAAkB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAW,EAAU,CAAC,GAC5D,EAAK,OACD,EAAM

,SAAW,EAAO,OACxB,IAAM,uKAGV,EAAK,OACD,EAAM,MAAM,GAAK,aAAa,EAA9B,QACA,IAAM,wIA

GJ,MAAA,EAAyC,GAIxC,OAHP,EAAM,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAM,KACnB,EAAQ,GAAK,KAAM,KAEd,GAMP,O

AAQ,KAKd,SAAS,GAGA,OADM,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,GAC3B,QAAQ,SAAS,GAE/B,KAAK,GAGI,O

ADM,KAAK,MAAM,WAAW,IAAI,GAC3B,QAAQ,KAAK,GAGrB,WAAK,GACH,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAd,EAA

A,OACM,QAAmB,KAAK,QAAQ,KAAK,GAEpC,OADP,EAAW,QAAS,EAAQ,EAAA,OAAA,EACrB,EASD,M

AAwB,GAMvB,OALuB,MAA1B,KAAK,MAAM,cACb,EAAO,QAAU,KAAK,MAAM,YAAY,GACnC,KAAA,M

AAM,YAAY,MAAM,KAAK,IAG7B,EAGL,0BACK,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,oBAOpB,QAEO,KAAA,uBAEA,K

AAA,MAAM,UACN,KAAA,IAAI,QACJ,KAAA,MAAQ,IAAI,EAEZ,IAAA,MAAM,KAAe,KAAK,SACxB,KAA

A,yBAAyB,GACzB,KAAA,SAAS,GAAa,iBACpB,KAAK,SAAS,GAElB,KAAA,YAAc,KACd,KAAA,gBAAkB,

KAClB,KAAA,mBAAqB,MAI9B,SAAS,EAAK,GACN,MAAA,GAAS,EAAmB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,GAAQ,WACjD,OAAA,EAAO,WAAW,EAAQ,EAAO,WAGpC,SAAU,IACR,MAAA,GAAK,EAAX,EAAA,s

BACI,GAAgB,MAAhB,EAAG,UAAmB,CAClB,MAAA,EAAc,IAAI,EAAJ,YAAgB,GACpC,EAAG,UAAY,IAAI

,EAAO,GAOrB,OALc,EAAA,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAG,UAAU,MAIjB,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,IAAM,EAAG,WACn

B,EAAG,UAeX,QAAA,OAAA,EA/xBgB,EAAA,aAAe,EAKf,EAAA,eAAiB,EA8wB3B,MAAM,EAAS,IAQhB,S

AAU,EAAI,EAAW,GAEvB,MAAA,EAAS,CAAC,EAAA,EAAG,EAAA,GACZ,OAAA,EAAO,UAAU,EAAjB,IA

AsB,GAC9B,QAAA,OAAA;;AC7tCA,aAtBD,SAAS,IACA,MAAqB,oBAAd,WAA0C,MAAb,UAGvC,SAAU,IA

CV,GAAA,IAAuB,CAEnB,MAAA,EAAI,UAAU,WAAa,UAAU,QAAW,OAAe,MAE9D,MAAA,2TACK,KAAK,

IAGR,0kDAAA,KAAK,EAAE,OAAO,EAAG,IAErB,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,IACN,MAAkB,oBAAX,QAA6C,MA

AnB,OAAO,UAEd,oBAAtB,kBACb,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,UAAA;;;ACkCD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WA1DA,QAAA,YAEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,

QAAA,iBAuDA,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA

,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EA

AA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eA

AA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KA

AA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EArDA,MAAM,GAAM,EAAZ,EAAA,OAOA,EAAI,aAAa,QAAS,KAAM,

EAAO,IACjC,GACF,QAAQ,KACJ,iJAOR,EAAI,aAAa,aAAc,IAAM,EAAY,aAGjD,EAAI,aACA,UACA,SAA0B,

IAAZ,QACmB,IAArB,EAAQ,eACkB,IAA1B,EAAQ,SAAS,MAGjC,EAAI,aACA,YACA,IAA2B,oBAAd,WAA0

C,MAAb,WACf,MAAvB,UAAU,WAAqB,SAAS,KAAK,UAAU,YACvD,aAAa,KAAK,UAAU,SAMpC,EAAI,aA

Aa,OAAQ,KAAM,GAM/B,EAAI,aACA,qCAAsC,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,UAG5D,EAAI,aAAa,+BAAgC,KAAM,G

AGvD,EAAI,aAAa,UAAW,KAAM,GAGlC,EAAI,aAAa,+BAAgC,KAAM;;AC6DtD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA

,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAtHD,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEM,SAAU,EAAW,EAAiB,GAC

tC,IAAA,EAAwB,EAExB,IAAA,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,GACR,MAAU,WAAV,EAAqB,GAAK,CAAC,EAAI,QAE

pC,IAAC,MAAM,QAAQ,GACV,MAAA,GAEH,MAAA,EAAkB,GAEjB,KAAA,MAAM,QAAQ,KACd,EAAa,E

AAA,cAAA,IAAwB,WAAV,GAChC,EAAM,KAAK,EAAU,QACrB,EAAY,EAAU,GAOjB,OALH,MAAM,QAA

Q,KACd,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,uCAChB,EAA2B,EAAK,EAAO,IAGlC,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAA

iB,GAEhC,GADJ,EAAU,GAAW,IACf,MAAM,QAAQ,MAAU,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,GAKzC,YAHI,EAAA,EAAA

,QAAiB,IAAjB,EAAM,OACN,mBAAqB,EAAQ,KAAK,kEACU,EAAM,gBAIpD,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAM,O

AAS,EACf,mBAAqB,EAAQ,KAAK,uDACR,EAAI,oBAE9B,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAI,SAAW,EAAM,GACrB

,mBAAqB,EAAQ,KAAK,sBAAsB,EAAM,2BACrC,EAAI,mBAC3B,MAAA,EAAW,EAAM,MAAM,GACxB,IA
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AA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,SAAU,EAChC,EAA2B,EAAI,GAAI,EAAU,EAAQ,OAAO,IAIhE,SAAS,EA

CL,EACA,EAAuB,EAAiB,GACtC,GAAkB,sBAAlB,EAAA,CAGA,GAAiB,MAAjB,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,

kCAEd,GAAkB,YAAlB,GAA+B,IAAkB,GAC/B,YAAlB,GAA+C,WAAhB,EAC3B,MAAA,IAAI,mBACO,iBAA

uB,iBAC9B,qBAAiC,aAIzC,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,EAAiB,EAClC,EAAuD,WACrD,GAAA,aAAa,EAAjB,OAES,

OADP,EAAY,EAAc,EAAE,MAAO,EAAS,GACrC,EAEL,IAAA,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,GAS1B,GANiB,

WAAlB,GACA,CAAC,OAAQ,QAAS,WAAW,QAAQ,IAAiB,IACxD,EAAgB,GAElB,EAAY,EAAc,EAAe,EAAS,

GAExC,MAAL,KACC,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,KAAO,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAmB,iBAAN,GACnC,kBAAN,GAAgC,iB

AAN,EAAiB,CAC/C,MAAA,EAAY,MAAL,EAAY,OAAU,EAAS,YAAY,KAClD,MAAA,IAAI,mBACO,iBAAu

B,kDACF,MAElC,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAW,EAAG,IAC/B,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,IAAO,MAAM,QAAQ,KACrC,EA

AI,CAAC,IAED,MACA,EAA2B,WAAlB,GACX,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,EAAG,IAChB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAe

,IAHJ,GAIhB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,WAAW,EAAQ,EAAe,GAG5C,SAAU,EACZ,EAA0B,EAAiB,EAC3C,EAAu

D,WACrD,IAAC,MAAM,QAAQ,GACX,MAAA,IAAI,kBACM,eAAqB,eACjC,gCAGC,OADS,EACD,IACX,CA

AC,EAAG,IACA,EAAgB,KAAM,KAAW,KAAM,EAAc;;ACrE9D,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,GAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAjDD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEO,M

AAM,EAAkB,OAOzB,SAAU,EAAuB,GAC/B,MAAA,EAAO,OAAO,KAAK,GACrB,GAAgB,IAAhB,EAAK,OA

CD,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,4GAEG,EAAK,gBAGV,IAAA,EAAS,EAAK,GACZ,MAAA,EAAK,EAAE,GAGT,EAA

O,SAAS,OAClB,EAAS,EAAO,UAAU,EAAG,EAAO,OAAS,IAI/C,GAAkB,EAGZ,MAAA,EAAK,IAAI,KACN,E

AAA,OAAA,WAAW,GACd,IACI,MAAA,EAAS,KAAM,GAKd,OAJH,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,IACZ,QAAQ,MA

AM,2CAET,EAAA,OAAA,SAAS,GACT,EACP,MAAO,GAED,MADC,EAAA,OAAA,SAAS,MACV,IAMH,OA

HP,OAAO,eAAe,EAAI,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,EAAQ,cAAc,IAGzD,EACR,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACPM,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EA1CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,m

BAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAkCO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA

,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OA

AA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAZP,S

AAS,EAA2B,EAAoB,GAChD,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,WACtC,GAAQ,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,WAC5C,EAAK,kBACD,EAAM,MAAO,EAAM,+BACM,EAAM,aAAa,EAAM,UA

C9C,uCAEF,MAAA,EAAwB,CAAC,KAAM,EAAO,KAAM,GAC3C,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,QAA

0B,GAG5B,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACiBN,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA1DD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAIA,EAAA,QAAA,WAG

M,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,EAAiB,EACrC,GAIE,GAHS,MAAT,IACF,GAAQ,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,IAEP,cAAV,E

ACI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oFAGF,KAAC,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,KAAY,MAAM,QAAQ,IACtB,iBAAX,GAAyC,kB

AAX,GACnB,iBAAX,EACH,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,4HAGF,GAAS,MAAT,EAAe,EACkB,EAAA,EAAA,oCAAA,

GAE7B,MAAA,GAAe,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAC7B,GAAe,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAE/B,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,IA

AiB,EACjB,qCACqC,iCAC9B,oBAA+B,KAErC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAc,SAAU,EAAG,CACvC,M

AAA,EAAW,EAAc,GACzB,EAAoB,IAAM,EAAc,OAAS,GACnD,KAAa,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAM,MAAM,K

AGvC,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAc,KAAO,EAAM,KAAO,EAClC,IAAM,mDACE,4CACM,SAYf,OARF,EAAa,E

AAA,cAAA,IAAY,MAAM,QAAQ,KAC1C,EAAS,CAAC,IAGZ,EAAQ,GAAS,EACjB,EAAmB,WAAV,GACL,E

AAa,EAAA,cAAA,EAAQ,IACrB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAoB,IAAI,GAC7B,EAAO,OAAA,WAAW,EAAsB,E

AAO;;AClBvD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAtCD,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,sBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,qBA8BM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,EAAqB,GACrC,MAAA,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAA,YA

AA,EAAQ,GAClC,OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAe;;ACjC3C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aA

AA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAkD,CAClD,QAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACF,MAAA,E

ACC,OAAA,EACD,MAAA,EACD,KAAA,EACK,UAAA,GAPR,QAAA,qBAAA;;ACtBP,aAEA,QAAA,WAAA,

EACA,QAAA,YAAA,EACA,QAAA,cAAA,EAOA,IALA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,oBAAA,W
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AAA,WAAA,MAEA,EAAA,mEACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,IAAA,EAQA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAEA,GAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,MAAA,kDAKA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAOA,OANA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

GAMA,CAAA,EAJA,IAAA,EACA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAMA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GA

CA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAcA,EAbA,EAAA,E

AAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,EAA

A,EAGA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EACA,EAGA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EACA,E

AAA,EAAA,WAAA,KAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,KAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,

KAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,KAAA,GAAA,GAAA,IACA,EAAA,KAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,IACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAmBA,OAhBA,IAAA,IACA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,KAAA,EACA,EA

AA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAGA,IAAA,IACA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAA

A,KAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EACA,EAA

A,KAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAGA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

GAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,GAGA,IAFA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,GACA,EAAA,

IAAA,GAAA,WACA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAE

A,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GAQA,IAPA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,OACA,EAAA,EAAA,E

ACA,EAAA,GAIA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAHA,MAIA,EAAA,KAAA,EACA,EAA

A,EAAA,EALA,MAKA,EAAA,EAAA,EALA,QA2BA,OAjBA,IAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAA

A,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IACA,OAEA,IAAA,IACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAA

A,IACA,MAIA,EAAA,KAAA,IApIA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,IAAA,GACA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,IAAA;;ACnBA,

QAAA,KAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

CA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAOA,IALA,GAAA,EAEA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EACA,K

AAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GA

KA,IAHA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAEA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,MACA,CAAA,GAAA,I

AAA,EACA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAEA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,GA

AA,EAEA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAGA,QAAA,MAAA,SAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,GAAA,

GAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GA

AA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAmCA,IAjCA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAEA,MAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,G

ACA,EAAA,MAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,IAEA,EAAA,KAAA,MAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAAA,KAAA,KA

CA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IACA,IACA,GAAA,IAGA,GADA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,E

AEA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,GAAA,IACA,IACA,GAAA,GAGA,EAAA,GAAA,GACA,EAAA

,EACA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,I

AEA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,IAIA,GAAA,EAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAIA,IAFA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EA

CA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAEA

,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA;;AClFA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,SAEA,OAAA,QAAA,MAAA,SAAA,SAAA,G

ACA,MAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,KAAA;;;;AC0vDA,IAAA,EAAA,UAAA,GAnvDA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAuCA,SAAA,IACA,IACA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,GAEA,OADA,EAAA,UA

AA,CAAA,UAAA,WAAA,UAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,KACA,KAAA,EAAA,OACA,mBAAA,EAAA,UACA,I

AAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,WACA,MAAA,GACA,OAAA,GAIA,SAAA,IACA,OAAA,EAAA,oBACA,W

ACA,WAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,8BAcA,OAZA,EAAA,qB
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AEA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,IACA,UAAA,EAAA,WAGA,OAAA,IACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAEA,EAAA,OAA

A,GAGA,EAaA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,qBAAA,gBAAA,GACA,OAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,GAIA,GAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,CACA,GAAA,iBAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,MACA,qEAGA,OAA

A,EAAA,KAAA,GAEA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAWA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA

,GAAA,iBAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,yCAGA,MAAA,oBAAA,aAAA,aAAA,YACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,GAGA,iBAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,EAAA,GA4BA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAA

A,iBAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,oCACA,GAAA,EAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,wCAIA,SAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OADA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAEA,IAAA,EAIA,iBAAA

,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,GAEA,EAAA,EAAA,GAWA,

SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,GAFA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,K

ACA,EAAA,oBACA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAGA,OAAA,EAgBA,SA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAKA,GAJA,iBAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IACA,EAAA,SAGA,EAAA,WAAA,GACA,MA

AA,IAAA,UAAA,8CAGA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,GAFA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,MAA

A,EAAA,GASA,OAPA,IAAA,IAIA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,IAGA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,GAFA,EAAA,WAEA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,6B

AGA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,6BAmBA,OAfA,OADA,IAAA,QAAA,

IAAA,EACA,IAAA,WAAA,QACA,IAAA,EACA,IAAA,WAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,WAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GA

GA,EAAA,qBAEA,EAAA,GACA,UAAA,EAAA,UAGA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,CACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAGA,OAAA,KAFA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,OACA,GAGA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAGA,GAAA,EAAA,CACA,G

AAA,oBAAA,aACA,EAAA,kBAAA,aAAA,WAAA,EACA,MAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,

EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,GAAA,WAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MACA,OAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,MAIA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,sFAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GAGA,GAAA,GAAA,IACA,MAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,0DACA,IAAA,SAAA,IAAA,UAEA,OAAA,EAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GAIA,OAHA,GAAA,IACA,EAA

A,GAEA,EAAA,OAAA,GA+EA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,OAE

A,GAAA,oBAAA,aAAA,mBAAA,YAAA,SACA,YAAA,OAAA,IAAA,aAAA,aACA,OAAA,EAAA,WAEA,iBA

AA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,GAGA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OACA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAIA,IADA,IAAA,G

AAA,IAEA,OAAA,GACA,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,SACA,IAAA,SACA,OAAA,EACA,IAAA,OACA,IAAA,QACA,

UAAA,EACA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OACA,IAAA,OACA,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,UACA,IAAA,WACA,OAAA,EA

AA,EACA,IAAA,MACA,OAAA,IAAA,EACA,IAAA,SACA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OACA,QACA,GAAA,EAAA

,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OACA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,cACA,GAAA,GAMA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,I

AAA,GAAA,EAcA,SALA,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAIA,EAAA,KAAA,OACA,MAAA,GAOA,SAJ

A,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,UACA,EAAA,KAAA,QAGA,GAAA,EACA,MAAA,GAOA,IAHA,KAAA,KACA

,KAAA,GAGA,MAAA,GAKA,IAFA,IAAA,EAAA,UAGA,OAAA,GACA,IAAA,MACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,E

AAA,GAEA,IAAA,OACA,IAAA,QACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,QACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAA

A,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,SACA,IAAA,SACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,SACA,OAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,OACA,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,UACA,IAAA,WACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAE

A,QACA,GAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,qBAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,cACA,GAAA,GASA,SAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAmIA,S

AAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAAA,EAmBA,GAhBA,iBAAA,

GACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,WACA,EAAA,WACA,GAAA,aACA,GAAA,YAEA,GAAA,EACA,

MAAA,KAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAIA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GACA,GAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,CACA,GAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,CACA,IA

AA,EACA,OAAA,EADA,EAAA,EAUA,GALA,iBAAA,IACA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAIA,EAAA,SAAA,

GAEA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,iBAAA,EAEA,O

ADA,GAAA,IACA,EAAA,qBACA,mBAAA,WAAA,UAAA,QACA,EACA,WAAA,UAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA
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,EAAA,GAEA,WAAA,UAAA,YAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

GAGA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,wCAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IA0BA,EA1BA,EAAA

,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,OACA,EAAA,EAAA,OAEA,QAAA,IAAA,IAEA,UADA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,gBACA,U

AAA,GACA,YAAA,GAAA,aAAA,GAAA,CACA,GAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EACA,OAAA,E

AEA,EAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAIA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,IAAA,EAC

A,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,GAKA,GAAA,EAAA,CACA,IAAA,GAAA,EACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,IACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,IADA,IAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAEA,IAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAA

A,OAKA,IADA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,CAEA,IADA,IA

AA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,CACA,GAAA,EACA,MAGA,GAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAIA,OAAA,EAeA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

GACA,EAAA,OAAA,IAAA,EACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EACA,GAGA,EAAA,OAAA,IACA,IACA,EAA

A,GAJA,EAAA,EASA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,sBAEA,

EAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CACA,IAAA,EAAA

,SAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IACA,GAAA,MAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,E

AEA,OAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAkFA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,GACA,OAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OACA,EAAA,cAAA,GAEA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAA

A,IAIA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAIA,IAHA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

EA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,CACA,IAQA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EARA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,KACA

,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAEA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAGA,OA

AA,GACA,KAAA,EACA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,GAEA,MACA,KAAA,EAEA,MAAA,KADA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,OAEA,GAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GACA,MACA,EAAA,GAGA,MACA,KAAA,EACA,EAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,IAAA,MAAA,IAAA,KACA,GAAA,GAAA,IAAA

,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,EAAA,GAGA,MACA,KAAA,E

ACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,IAA

A,MAAA,IAAA,IAAA,MAAA,IAAA,KACA,GAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,UACA,EAAA,GAMA,OAAA,GAGA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,QA

EA,GAAA,MACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAAA,KAAA,OACA,EAAA,MAAA,KAAA,GAGA,EAAA,KAAA,GA

CA,GAAA,EAGA,OAAA,EAAA,GA98BA,QAAA,OAAA,EACA,QAAA,WAAA,EACA,QAAA,kBAAA,GA0B

A,EAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,EAAA,oBACA,EAAA,oBACA,IAKA,QAAA,WAAA,IAkEA,EAAA,SAAA,KAGA,EA

AA,SAAA,SAAA,GAEA,OADA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,UACA,GA2BA,EAAA,KAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GA

CA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAGA,EAAA,sBACA,EAAA,UAAA,UAAA,WAAA,UACA,EAAA,UA

AA,WACA,oBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,SACA,EAAA,OAAA,WAAA,GAEA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,OAAA,QAAA,C

ACA,MAAA,KACA,cAAA,KAiCA,EAAA,MAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,IAiBA,EAAA,YAAA,SAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAKA,EAAA,gBAAA,SAAA,GACA,OAAA,EA

AA,KAAA,IAiHA,EAAA,SAAA,SAAA,GACA,QAAA,MAAA,IAAA,EAAA,YAGA,EAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAA

A,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,6BAGA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

OAAA,EAKA,IAHA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OACA,EAAA,EAAA,OAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAA

A,GACA,MAIA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,GAGA,EAAA,WAAA,SAAA,GACA,OAAA

,OAAA,GAAA,eACA,IAAA,MACA,IAAA,OACA,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,SACA,IAAA,SACA,IAAA

,SACA,IAAA,OACA,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,UACA,IAAA,WACA,OAAA,EACA,QACA,OAAA,IAIA,EAAA,OAA

A,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,+CAGA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OACA,OAAA

,EAAA,MAAA,GAGA,IAAA,EACA,QAAA,IAAA,EAEA,IADA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SA
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AA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAIA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,YAAA,GACA,EAAA,EACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,CACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,UA

AA,+CAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,OAEA,OAAA,GA8CA,EAAA,WAAA,EA0EA,EAAA,

UAAA,WAAA,EAQA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,WACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,

MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,6CAEA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,GAEA,OAAA,MAGA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,WACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,E

ACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,6CAEA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OAAA,MAGA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,WACA,IA

AA,EAAA,KAAA,OACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,6CAEA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,

EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OAAA,MAGA,EAAA,U

AAA,SAAA,WACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OACA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,UAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,MAAA,KAAA,YAGA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,SAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA

,GAAA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,6BACA,OAAA,OAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,

QAAA,WACA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAKA,OAJA,KAAA,OAAA,IACA,EAAA,KAAA,SAAA,

MAAA,EAAA,GAAA,MAAA,SAAA,KAAA,KACA,KAAA,OAAA,IAAA,GAAA,UAEA,WAAA,EAAA,KAGA,

EAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,UA

AA,6BAgBA,QAbA,IAAA,IACA,EAAA,QAEA,IAAA,IACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,QAEA,IAAA,IACA,

EAAA,QAEA,IAAA,IACA,EAAA,KAAA,QAGA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KA

AA,OACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,sBAGA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EACA,OAAA,EAEA,GAAA,GAAA,E

ACA,OAAA,EAEA,GAAA,GAAA,EACA,OAAA,EAQA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EASA,IAPA,IAAA,GAJ

A,KAAA,IADA,KAAA,GAMA,GAPA,KAAA,IADA,KAAA,GASA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,

KAAA,MAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,E

AAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,MAIA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

CA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,GA6HA,EAAA,UAAA,SAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,IAAA,KAAA,QAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,I

AkDA,EAAA,UAAA,MAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,QAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,OACA,EAAA,K

AAA,OACA,EAAA,OAEA,QAAA,IAAA,GAAA,iBAAA,EACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,OACA,EAAA,MA

EA,CAAA,IAAA,SAAA,GAWA,MAAA,IAAA,MACA,2EAXA,GAAA,EACA,SAAA,IACA,GAAA,OACA,IAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,UAEA,EAAA,EACA,OAAA,GASA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,EAGA,SAFA,IAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OACA,MAAA,IAA

A,WAAA,0CAGA,IAAA,EAAA,QAGA,IADA,IAAA,GAAA,IAEA,OAAA,GACA,IAAA,MACA,OAAA,EAAA,

KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,OACA,IAAA,QACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,QA

CA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,SACA,IAAA,SACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

GAEA,IAAA,SAEA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,OACA,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,UACA,IAA

A,WACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,QACA,GAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,qBAAA,GAC

A,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,cACA,GAAA,IAKA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,WACA,MAAA,CACA,KAAA,SACA,KAA

A,MAAA,UAAA,MAAA,KAAA,KAAA,MAAA,KAAA,KAwFA,IAAA,EAAA,KAEA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,OACA,GAAA,GAAA,EACA,OAAA,OAAA,aAAA,MAAA,OAAA,GAMA,IAFA,IAAA,EAAA,

GACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,OAAA,aAAA,MACA,OACA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAGA,O

AAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAE

A,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,OAAA,aAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAEA,OAAA,EAGA,SA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAEA,IAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,OAAA,aAAA,EAAA,IAEA,OAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAEA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KAA

A,EAAA,GAGA,IADA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,O

AAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,IAFA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAC
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A,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,OAAA,aAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,I

AEA,OAAA,EA0CA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,I

AAA,WAAA,sBACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,yCA+JA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,+CACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,qCACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,sBAkD

A,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GA8BA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,GACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAm

JA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,MAAA,IAAA

,WAAA,sBACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,sBAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,GAKA,OAJA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,uBAAA,uBAEA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAWA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAKA,OAJA,GACA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,wBAAA,wBAEA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GACA,EAA

A,EA/cA,EAAA,UAAA,MAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAoBA,EApBA,EAAA,KAAA,OAqBA,IApBA,IAAA,GA

GA,GACA,GAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,IANA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GASA,G

ACA,GAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,qBA

CA,EAAA,KAAA,SAAA,EAAA,IACA,UAAA,EAAA,cACA,CACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,IAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,GACA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAIA,OAA

A,GAWA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,KAAA,QAKA,IAHA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,GACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,M

ACA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAGA,OAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,G

AAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QAKA,IAFA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAC

A,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,MACA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EAGA,OAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,

UAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OADA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,a

AAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OADA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OADA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,KAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAGA,OAFA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,KAAA,SAEA,KAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IACA,SAAA,KAAA,EAA

A,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAGA,OAFA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QAEA,SAAA,

KAAA,IACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,KAGA,EAAA,UAAA,UA

AA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QAKA,IAH

A,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,GACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,MACA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,EAMA,OAFA,IAFA,GAAA,OAEA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,UA

AA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QAKA,IAH

A,IAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,GACA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,MACA,GAAA,KAAA,I

AAA,GAAA,EAMA,OAFA,IAFA,GAAA,OAEA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,GAGA,EAAA,UAA

A,SAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OADA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,IAAA,KAAA,IACA,GAAA,I

AAA,KAAA,GAAA,GADA,KAAA,IAIA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,KAAA,QACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,OAAA,MAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAA

A,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,IAAA,EAAA,

KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EACA,OAAA,MAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA,

SAAA,EAAA,GAGA,OAFA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QAEA,KAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,E

ACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAGA,OAF

A,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QAEA,KAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OADA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,KAAA,QACA,EAAA,KAAA,KAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAE
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A,OADA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,EAAA,KAAA,KAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAGA,EAAA

,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OADA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,EAAA,KAAA,KAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAEA,OADA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,QACA,EAAA,KAAA,KAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IASA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,IACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,IAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EADA,KAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,GAGA,IAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAEA,IADA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IACA,EAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,MACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAGA,OAAA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,YAAA

,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,IAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,EADA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,GAGA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAEA,IADA,

KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IACA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,MACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAGA,OA

AA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAMA,OALA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GA

AA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GACA,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,KAAA,MAAA,IACA,KAAA,GAA

A,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAWA,EAAA,UAAA,cAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAUA,OATA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,

EACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,GACA,EAAA,qBACA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,

KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAEA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,cAAA,S

AAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAUA,OATA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,M

AAA,GACA,EAAA,qBACA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,GAEA,EAAA,GAUA,EAAA,UAAA,cAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAYA,OAXA,GAAA,EACA,GAA

A,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GACA,EAAA,qBACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAA

A,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAEA,

EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAEA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,cAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAYA,OAXA,G

AAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GACA,EAAA,qBACA,KAAA,G

AAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,IAAA,GAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAEA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA

,EAAA,GAGA,GAFA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,GACA,EAAA,CACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,GAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAGA,IAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EACA,EAA

A,EAEA,IADA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IACA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,MACA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,KA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAEA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAGA,OAAA,EAAA

,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,GAFA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,GACA,EAAA,

CACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,GAGA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAEA,IADA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IACA,G

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,MACA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAEA,KA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAGA,OAAA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,UAAA,SAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,GAOA,OANA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,KAC

A,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,KAAA,MAAA,IACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,

EACA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAUA,OATA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,G

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OACA,EAAA,qBACA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAEA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,GAUA,OATA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAC

A,EAAA,qBACA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA

,GAEA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAYA,OAXA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,G

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,YAAA,YACA,EAAA,qBACA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IAEA,EAAA,KAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,GAEA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAaA,OAZA,GAAA,EACA,

GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,YAAA,YACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,G

ACA,EAAA,qBACA,KAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IA

AA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAEA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAEA,EAAA,GAgBA,EAAA,UA

AA,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAA
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,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAWA,EAAA,UAAA,cAAA,SAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAGA,EAAA,UAAA,cAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAIA,EAAA,UAAA,KAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA

,GAQA,GAPA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,QACA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAGA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EACA,GAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,IAAA,KAAA,OAAA,OAAA,EAGA,GAAA,EAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,6BAEA,

GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,KAAA,OAAA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,6BACA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA

,WAAA,2BAGA,EAAA,KAAA,SAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,EAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,GAGA,IACA,EADA,EAAA,EAAA,EAGA,GAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAEA,IA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAEA,GAAA,EAAA,MAA

A,EAAA,oBAEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAGA,WAAA

,UAAA,IAAA,KACA,EACA,KAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAIA,OAAA,GAOA,EAAA,UAAA,KAAA,S

AAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,GAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,CASA,GARA,iBAAA,GACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,E

ACA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,iBAAA,IACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,QAEA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,CACA,IAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GACA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,GAGA,QAAA,IAAA,GAAA,iBAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAA

A,UAAA,6BAEA,GAAA,iBAAA,IAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,qBAAA,OAEA,iBAAA,IA

CA,GAAA,KAIA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,OAAA,GAAA,KAAA,OAAA,EACA,MAAA,IAAA,WAAA,sBA

GA,GAAA,GAAA,EACA,OAAA,KAQA,IAAA,EACA,GANA,KAAA,EACA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,EAEA,IAAA,EAAA,GAGA,iBAAA,EACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,GAAA,M

AEA,CACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GACA,EACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,YACA,EAAA,EAA

A,OACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAIA,OAAA,M

AMA,IAAA,EAAA,qBAEA,SAAA,EAAA,GAIA,IAFA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,QAAA,EAAA,KAEA,OAAA,EAA

A,MAAA,GAEA,KAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,GACA,GAAA,IAEA,OAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA

,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,OACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,IAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,SAAA,IACA,EAAA,SAAA,IAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IAAA,EADA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAMA,I

AJA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OACA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAIA,IAHA,

EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,IAGA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,CAEA,IAAA,EAAA,CAEA,GAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAEA,G

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KACA,SACA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAEA,GAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KACA,SAIA,EAAA,EAEA,SAIA,GAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EACA,GAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KACA,EAAA,EACA,SAIA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,Y

ACA,IAEA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAMA,GAHA,EAAA,KAGA,EAAA,IAAA,CAC

A,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,KAAA,QACA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,CACA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA

,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,KACA,GAAA,EAAA,IACA,GAAA,EAAA,UAEA,GAAA,EAAA,MAAA,CACA,IAAA,G

AAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,KACA,GAAA,GAAA,IACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IACA,GAAA,EAAA,SA

EA,CAAA,KAAA,EAAA,SASA,MAAA,IAAA,MAAA,sBARA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,KA

CA,GAAA,GAAA,IACA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,IACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IACA,GAAA,EAAA,MAOA,OAA

A,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IADA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAEA,EAAA,K

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,WAAA,IAEA,OAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,IAFA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA

,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,WACA,GAAA,GAAA,KADA,EAIA,GADA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,

KACA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,KAAA,GACA,EAAA,KAAA,GAGA,OAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,G

ACA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,QAAA,GAAA,EAAA,UADA,EAEA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAEA

,OAAA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,GAAA;;;ACvwCC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,QAAA

,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,6BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAneD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,

WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WAGA,MAAM,EAA0B,EAmBzB,eAAe,EAClB,EAAuC,GAGnC,MAAA,EAAgC,GAChC

,EAA2C,GAE3C,EAAkB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAClC,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAU,EAAO,MAC7B,OAAO,KAAK,GAEX,IA
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AA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,SAAU,EAAG,CAC/B,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,GACb,EAAI,MAAM,QAAQ,

GAAW,EAAQ,GAAG,OAAS,EAAQ,GAC3D,GAAY,YAAZ,EAAE,OAAmC,UAAZ,EAAE,OAAiC,SAAZ,EAA

E,OACtC,WAAZ,EAAE,OAAkC,cAAZ,EAAE,MACtB,MAAA,IAAI,sCAAsC,OAAU,EAAE,SAExD,MAAA,EA

A6B,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,MAAO,EAAE,OAC/D,GAAY,WAAZ,EAAE,MAAoB,CAClB

,MAAA,EAAY,IAAI,QAAoB,MAAA,IAClC,MAAA,QAAa,EAAE,QACf,EAAgB,EAAK,OAAO,CAAC,EAAG,I

AAM,EAAI,EAAE,OAAQ,GACtD,EAA0B,EAAK,OAC7B,EAAQ,IAAI,WAAW,GACzB,IAAA,EAAS,EACR,IA

AA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAM,EAAK,GACX,EACF,IAAI,WAAW,I

AAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAI,SAAS,QACjD,EAAM,IAAI,EAAe,GACzB,GAAU,EACV,EAAM,IAAI,EAAK,GACf,

GAAU,EAAI,OAEhB,EAAQ,KAEV,EAAa,KAAK,QAElB,EAAa,KAAK,EAAE,QAET,MAAT,IACF,EAAK,MA

AQ,GAEf,EAAM,KAAK,GAIN,MAAA,CAAC,KAAM,QADa,QAAQ,IAAI,IACa,MAAA,GAkBhD,SAAU,EACZ

,EAAqB,GAEjB,MAAA,EAAsB,GACxB,IAAA,EACA,EAAS,EACR,IAAA,MAAM,KAAQ,EAAO,CAClB,MAA

A,EAAO,EAAK,KACZ,EAAQ,EAAK,MACb,EAAQ,EAAK,MACb,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GACvB,IAAA,

EAEA,GAAA,iBAAkB,EAAM,CACpB,MAAA,EAAe,EAAK,aACtB,GAAuB,UAAvB,EAAa,OAA4C,WAAvB,E

AAa,OAC7C,KAAE,QAAS,GAAgB,UAAW,GAClC,MAAA,IAAI,gBACI,EAAK,0BAA0B,EAAa,SACtD,0DAE

D,CAAA,GAA2B,YAAvB,EAAa,MAOhB,MAAA,IAAI,gBACI,EAAK,0CACO,EAAa,UACnC,wEATA,GAAU,

YAAV,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,gBACI,EAAK,0BAA0B,EAAa,4DACH,MASrD,MAAA,EAAyB,EAAqB,qBAAA,EA

Aa,OAC3D,EACF,EAAO,MAAM,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAO,GACnC,EAAyC,UAAvB,EAAa,MACjC,IAAI,WAAW,G

ACf,IAAI,YAAY,GAChB,GAAU,YAAV,EACE,GAAuB,UAAvB,EAAa,OAA4C,WAAvB,EAAa,MAAoB,CACr

E,EAAS,IAAI,aAAa,EAAe,QACpC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAe,OAAQ,IAAK,CACxC,MAAA,EAAI,

EAAe,GACzB,EAAO,GAAK,EAAI,EAAa,MAAQ,EAAa,SAE/C,CAAA,GAA2B,YAAvB,EAAa,MAMhB,MAA

A,IAAI,uCAC2B,EAAa,SAC9C,iCAPkB,IAAlB,IACF,EAAgB,KAElB,EAAS,EAAc,OAMpB,CAAA,GAAc,UAA

V,EAYH,MAAA,IAAI,sCAAsC,OAAU,KAXtD,GAAuB,UAAvB,EAAa,OAA4C,WAAvB,EAAa,MAC3C,MAA

A,IAAI,uCAC2B,EAAa,SAC9C,0BAEN,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,EAAe,QAClC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EA

Ae,OAAQ,IAAK,CACxC,MAAA,EAAI,EAAe,GACzB,EAAO,GAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,EAAa,MAAQ,EAA

a,MAKjE,GAAU,EAAO,OACZ,GAAc,WAAV,EAAoB,CACvB,MAAA,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAK,OAC

hC,EAAS,GACJ,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,IAAK,CACvB,MAAA,EAAa,IAAI,YACnB,EAAO,MA

AM,EAAQ,EAAS,IAA0B,GAC5D,GAAU,EACJ,MAAA,EAAQ,IAAI,WAAW,EAAO,MAAM,EAAQ,EAAS,IAC

1D,EAAwB,KAAK,GAC9B,GAAU,OAEP,CACC,MAAA,EAAc,EAAqB,qBAAA,GACnC,EAAa,EAAO,MAAM,

EAAQ,EAAS,EAAO,GAEpD,GAAU,YAAV,EACF,EAAS,IAAI,aAAa,QACrB,GAAc,UAAV,EACT,EAAS,IAAI,

WAAW,QACnB,GAAc,SAAV,EACT,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,OACnB,CAAA,GAAc,cAAV,EAcH,MAAA,IAAI,sC

AAsC,OAAU,KAd1B,CAChC,EAAS,IAAI,aAAa,GACpB,MAAA,EAAO,IAAI,aAAa,EAAO,OAAS,GACxC,EA

AQ,IAAI,aAAa,EAAO,OAAS,GAC1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAC/B,EAAK,GAAK,EA

AW,EAAJ,GACjB,EAAM,GAAK,EAAW,EAAJ,EAAQ,GAEtB,MAAA,GAAa,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAM,EA

AO,WACjC,GAAc,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAO,EAAO,WACzC,EAAI,IAAQ,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAY,GAC

hC,EAAW,UACX,EAAY,WAId,GAAU,EAAO,EAEL,cAAV,IACF,EAAI,IAAQ,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAQ,E

AAO,IAG/B,OAAA,EAMH,SAAU,EAAuB,GAEjC,GAAO,OAAP,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,8BAA8B,KAAK,UAAU,

MAGrD,IAAA,EAAkB,EAShB,MAAA,EAA6B,GACnC,EAAG,QAAS,IAMN,GALJ,GAAmB,EAAE,WAErB,EA

Aa,KACT,EAAE,aAAe,EAAE,OAAO,WAAa,EACA,IAAK,EAAE,YAAoB,MAChE,aAAoB,cAAgB,aAAoB,YA

CxD,aAAoB,YAClB,MAAA,IAAI,yCAAyC,EAAE,YAAY,UAK/D,MAAA,EAAI,IAAI,WAAW,GACrB,IAAA,E

AAS,EAMN,OALP,EAAa,QAAS,IACpB,EAAE,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE,QAAS,GAChC,GAAU,EAAE,aAGP,

EAAE,OAIX,MAAM,OAAkC,IAAX,IACR,oBAAT,MAAwC,oBAAT,MACtB,oBAAT,MAWN,SAAU,EAAiB,G

AC3B,OAAA,EACK,EAAO,WAAW,GAEpB,IAAI,KAAK,CAAC,IAAM,KASnB,SAAU,EAA0B,GACpC,GAAA

,EACK,OAAA,EAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,SAAS,UAEhC,MAAA,EAAM,IAAI,WAAW,GACvB,IAAA,EAAI,GACH,I

AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,OAAQ,EAAI,EAAG,IACrC,GAAK,OAAO,aAAa,EAAI,IAExB,OAAA,KA

AK,GASR,SAAU,EAA0B,GACpC,GAAA,EAAe,CACX,MAAA,EAAM,EAAO,KAAK,EAAK,UACtB,OAAA,E

AAI,OAAO,MAAM,EAAI,WAAY,EAAI,WAAa,EAAI,YAEzD,MAAA,EAAI,KAAK,GACT,EAAS,IAAI,WAA

W,EAAE,QAC3B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAE,SAAU,EAC9B,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,WAAW,IA

AK,GAEzB,OAAA,EAAO,OASV,SAAU,EAAwB,GAClC,GAAmB,IAAnB,EAAQ,OACH,OAAA,EAAQ,GAGb,I
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AAA,EAAkB,EACtB,EAAQ,QAAS,IACf,GAAmB,EAAO,aAGtB,MAAA,EAAO,IAAI,WAAW,GACxB,IAAA,E

AAS,EAKN,OAJP,EAAQ,QAAS,IACf,EAAK,IAAI,IAAI,WAAW,GAAS,GACjC,GAAU,EAAO,aAEZ,EAAK,O

AUR,SAAU,EAAS,GAGhB,IADP,EAAO,EAAK,OACL,EAAK,SAFM,MAGhB,EAAO,EAAK,MAAM,EAAG,E

AAK,OAAS,GAE/B,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,MALD,KAMX,OAAA,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GAQxB,SAAU,EAA6B

,GAEvC,GAAA,EAAe,yBAAyB,YACpC,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,uDAGX,MAAA,CACL,UAAW,IAAI,KACf,kBA

AmB,OACnB,mBAAoD,MAAhC,EAAe,cAC/B,EACA,EAAiB,KAAK,UAAU,EAAe,gBACnD,iBAAgD,MAA9B,

EAAe,YAC7B,EACA,EAAiB,KAAK,UAAU,EAAe,cACnD,gBAA8C,MAA7B,EAAe,WAC5B,EACA,EAAe,WA

AW,YAUlC,SAAS,IACD,MAAA,EAAmB,IACnB,IAAA,EAAI,GAAK,GACT,EAAI,EAED,KAAqB,IAAhB,QA

AJ,IACN,GAAK,QACL,IAAM,EAKD,OAHP,IAAK,UACL,GAAK,YAKD,EAAe,IAAI,YAAY,MAErC,EAAa,G

AAK,EACb,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,KAAM,IACxB,EAAa,GAAK,EAAgB,GAE/B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,K

AAM,EAAI,KAAM,IAC3B,EAAa,GAAK,WAAe,EAAI,MAAS,IAGzC,OAAA,EAST,SAAS,IACD,MAAA,EAAg

B,IAAI,YAAY,IAEtC,EAAc,GAAK,EACnB,EAAc,IAAM,WACpB,EAAc,IAAM,WACpB,EAAc,IAAM,WACf,I

AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,GAAI,IACtB,EAAc,GAAK,GAAK,GAErB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,GAAI,EAAI,GAAI

,IACvB,EAAc,GAAK,YAAe,EAAI,IAAO,IAGxC,OAAA,EAST,SAAS,IACD,MAAA,EAAc,IAAI,YAAY,IAE/B,

IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,GAAI,IACtB,EAAY,GAAK,KAIZ,OAFP,EAAY,GAAK,EAAY,IAAM,EAE5B,E

AUH,SAAU,IAKR,MAAA,EAAe,IACf,EAAgB,IAChB,EAAc,IAEZ,OAAA,IACA,MAAA,EAAS,IAAI,YAAY,E

AAI,EAAe,QAC5C,EAAmB,IAAI,YAAY,GACpC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAQ,EAAG,EAAQ,EAAe,OAAQ,IAAS,CACp

D,MAAA,EAAc,EAAe,GAC7B,EACF,EAAa,EAAY,GAAe,KAAqB,KAAd,IAC/C,EAAc,GAAe,IACjC,EAAiB,G

AAS,EAErB,OAAA,IAAI,aAAa;;ACrYrB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBA

AA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAvFD,MAAO,EAOX,cACO,KAAA,YA

Ac,GACd,KAAA,YAAc,GAGN,qBAIN,OAH0B,MAA7B,EAAiB,WACnB,EAAiB,SAAW,IAAI,GAE3B,EAAiB,

SASnB,0BAAmB,GACxB,EAAiB,cAAc,YAAY,KAAK,GAS3C,0BAAmB,GACxB,EAAiB,cAAc,YAAY,KAAK,

GAW3C,uBAAgB,GACd,OAAA,EAAiB,YAAY,EAAK,QAWpC,uBAAgB,EAAsB,GAEpC,OAAA,EAAiB,YAA

Y,EAAK,OAAQ,GAGpC,mBACX,EAAsB,EACtB,GACI,MAAA,EAA6B,GAU5B,OATyB,SAAhB,EACZ,EAAi

B,cAAc,YAC/B,EAAiB,cAAc,aAC3B,QAAQ,IACR,MAAA,EAAU,EAAO,EAAK,GACZ,OAAZ,GACF,EAAc,K

AAK,KAGhB,GAUJ,QAAA,iBAAA,EANA,MAAM,EAAsB,GAC/B,EAAiB,mBAAmB,GAKjC,QAAA,mBAAA,

EAJA,MAAM,EAAsB,GAC/B,EAAiB,mBAAmB,GAGjC,QAAA,mBAAA,EAFA,MAAM,EAAmB,GAC5B,EAA

iB,gBAAgB,GAC9B,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAsB,IACnB,EAAiB,gBAAgB,EAAK,GAF

vC,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC8I6B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EA1OpC,QAAA,YAEA,IAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,kBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAGA,MAAM,EAAgB,eAChB,EAAmB,EAKnB,EAAmB,eAIn

B,EAAkB,mBAKjB,eAAe,IACd,MAAA,EAAa,IAEZ,OAAA,IAAI,QAAc,CAAC,EAAS,KAC3B,MAAA,EAAgB,

EAAW,eAAe,GAChD,EAAc,UAAY,KAAM,KAChC,EAAc,QAAU,CAAA,GAAS,EAAO,MAI5C,SAAS,IACH,K

AAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,cAIX,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2FAIA,MAAA,EAAmC,oBAAX,OAAyB,KAAO,

OACxD,EAAU,EAAU,WAAa,EAAU,cAC7C,EAAU,iBAAmB,EAAU,aACvC,EAAU,cACV,GAAW,MAAX,EA

CI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,6DAEC,OAAA,EAGT,SAAS,EAAc,GACf,MAAA,EAAK,EAAY,OACvB,EAAG,kBAA

kB,EAAkB,CAAC,QAAS,cACjD,EAAG,kBAAkB,EAAiB,CAAC,QAAS,cAQ5C,MAAO,EAMX,YAAY,GAGN,

GAFC,KAAA,UAAY,IAEA,MAAb,IAAsB,EAClB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kEAED,KAAA,UAAY,EAGb,WAAK,G

AEL,GAAA,EAAe,yBAAyB,YACpC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,4FAIC,OAAA,KAAK,eAAe,KAAK,UAAW,GAIvC,a

ACG,OAAA,KAAK,eAAe,KAAK,WAiB1B,eAAe,EAAmB,GAEjC,OAAA,IAAI,QAAmC,CAAC,EAAS,KAChD,

MAAA,EAAc,KAAK,UAAU,KAAK,EAAe,GACvD,EAAY,gBAAkB,KAAM,EAAc,IAElD,EAAY,UAAY,MACh

B,MAAA,EAAK,EAAY,OAEnB,GAAkB,MAAlB,EAAwB,CAEpB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAG,YAAY,EAAkB,YAE3

C,EADa,EAAQ,YAAY,GACT,IAAI,KAAK,WACvC,EAAW,UAAY,MACjB,GAAqB,MAArB,EAAW,OAEN,OA

DP,EAAG,QACI,EAAO,IAAI,sCACkB,KAAK,cACrC,kBAEJ,EAAQ,EAAW,OAAO,kBAG9B,EAAW,QAAU,C

AAA,IACnB,EAAG,QACI,EAAO,EAAW,SAE3B,EAAQ,WAAa,KAAM,EAAG,aACzB,CAEC,MAAA,GACF,E

AA6B,EAAA,8BAAA,GAE3B,EAAS,EAAG,YAAY,EAAiB,aAC3C,IAAA,EAAY,EAAO,YAAY,GAC7B,MAA

A,EACF,EAAU,IAAI,CAAC,UAAW,KAAK,UAAW,mBAAA,IAC1C,IAAA,EACJ,EAAe,UAAY,MAGnB,MAC

A,GAFN,EAAU,EAAG,YAAY,EAAkB,cAChB,YAAY,GACJ,IAAI,CACrC,UAAW,KAAK,UAChB,eAAA,EAC
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A,mBAAA,IAEF,EAAgB,UAAY,KAAM,EAAQ,CAAC,mBAAA,KAC3C,EAAgB,QAAU,CAAA,IAIlB,MAAA,

GADN,EAAY,EAAO,YAAY,IACK,OAAO,KAAK,WAChD,EAAkB,UAAY,MAC5B,EAAG,QACI,EAAO,EAAg

B,SAEhC,EAAkB,QAAU,CAAA,IAC1B,EAAG,QACI,EAAO,EAAgB,aAIpC,EAAe,QAAU,CAAA,IACvB,EAA

G,QACI,EAAO,EAAe,SAE/B,EAAO,WAAa,MACH,MAAX,EACF,EAAG,QAEH,EAAQ,WAAa,KAAM,EAAG,

cAKtC,EAAY,QAAU,CAAA,GAAS,EAAO,EAAY,WA8CpB,QAAA,iBAAA,EArKlB,EAAA,WAAa,eA4HxB,M

AAM,EAA6B,IACnC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gBAGZ,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAQ,EAAI,WAAW,EAAiB,YACl

D,EAAiB,EAAI,MAAM,EAAiB,WAAW,SAHzD,KA6BL,SAAU,EAAiB,GACxB,OAAA,IAAI,EAAiB,GAG9B,S

AAS,EAAiB,GACjB,OAAA,EAAI,WAAW,EAAiB,YACnC,EAAI,MAAM,EAAiB,WAAW,QACtC,EAG8B,QA

AA,gBAAA,EA9BpC,EAAiB,iBAAA,mBAAmB,GACpC,EAAiB,iBAAA,mBAAmB,GA6B9B,MAAO,EAGX,cA

CO,KAAA,UAAY,IAGb,mBACG,OAAA,IAAI,QACP,CAAC,EAAS,KACF,MAAA,EACF,KAAK,UAAU,KAAK

,EAAe,GACvC,EAAY,gBAAkB,KAAM,EAAc,IAElD,EAAY,UAAY,MAChB,MAAA,EAAK,EAAY,OACjB,EA

AK,EAAG,YAAY,EAAiB,YAUrC,EATQ,EAAG,YAAY,GASY,SACzC,EAAkB,UAAY,MACtB,MAAA,EAA4C,

GAC7C,IAAA,MAAM,KAAQ,EAAkB,OACnC,EAAI,EAAK,WAAa,EAAK,mBAE7B,EAAQ,KAEV,EAAkB,Q

AAU,CAAA,IAC1B,EAAG,QACI,EAAO,EAAkB,SAElC,EAAG,WAAa,KAAM,EAAG,WAE3B,EAAY,QAAU,

CAAA,GAAS,EAAO,EAAY,UAIpD,kBAAY,GAET,OADP,EAAO,EAAiB,GACjB,IAAI,QAA4B,CAAC,EAAS,

KACzC,MAAA,EAAc,KAAK,UAAU,KAAK,EAAe,GACvD,EAAY,gBAAkB,KAAM,EAAc,IAElD,EAAY,UAA

Y,MAChB,MAAA,EAAK,EAAY,OACjB,EAAS,EAAG,YAAY,EAAiB,aACzC,EAAY,EAAO,YAAY,GAE/B,EA

AiB,EAAU,IAAI,GACjC,IAAA,EACJ,EAAe,UAAY,MACrB,GAAyB,MAAzB,EAAe,OAEV,OADP,EAAG,QAC

I,EAAO,IAAI,sCACkB,MAChC,kBACC,CAEC,MAAA,EAAoB,EAAU,OAAO,GACrC,EAAkB,KAGhB,MACA,

GAFN,EAAU,EAAG,YAAY,EAAkB,cAChB,YAAY,GACD,OAAO,GAC7C,EAAmB,UAAY,KAC3B,EAAQ,EA

Ae,OAAO,qBAClC,EAAmB,QAAU,CAAA,GACzB,EAAO,EAAe,SAI5B,EAAkB,UAAY,EAC9B,EAAkB,QAA

U,CAAA,IAC1B,IACA,EAAG,QACI,EAAO,EAAe,YAInC,EAAe,QAAU,CAAA,IACvB,EAAG,QACI,EAAO,EA

Ae,SAG/B,EAAO,WAAa,MACH,MAAX,EACF,EAAG,QAEH,EAAQ,WAAa,KAAM,EAAG,aAIpC,EAAY,QAA

U,CAAA,GAAS,EAAO,EAAY,WAnGpB,QAAA,wBAAA;;ACmEG,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,E

A7SvC,QAAA,YACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,

qBAGA,MAAM,EAAiB,IACjB,EAAc,sBACd,EAAc,OACd,EAAwB,iBACxB,EAAsB,eACtB,EAAqB,cACrB,EA

AwB,iBAOxB,SAAU,IACV,KAAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,eAAmC,oBAAX,aACR,IAAxB,OAAO,aACV,

MAAA,IAAI,MACN,6GAGA,MAAA,EAAK,OAAO,aACZ,EAA6B,GAC9B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EA

AG,SAAU,EAAG,CAC5B,MAAA,EAAM,EAAG,IAAI,GACb,EAAS,EAAc,EACzB,GAAA,EAAI,WAAW,IAA

W,EAAI,OAAS,EAAO,OAAQ,CACxD,EAAG,WAAW,GACR,MAAA,EAAY,EAAoB,IACO,IAAzC,EAAiB,QA

AQ,IAC3B,EAAiB,KAAK,IAIrB,OAAA,EAGT,SAAS,EAAa,GAOb,MAAA,CACL,KAAM,CAAC,EAAa,EAAM

,GAAa,KAAK,GAC5C,SAAU,CAAC,EAAa,EAAM,GAAuB,KAAK,GAC1D,YAAa,CAAC,EAAa,EAAM,GAAq

B,KAAK,GAC3D,WAAY,CAAC,EAAa,EAAM,GAAoB,KAAK,GACzD,cACI,CAAC,EAAa,EAAM,GAAuB,KA

AK,IAWxD,SAAS,EAAoB,GACrB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAI,MAAM,GACpB,GAAA,EAAM,OAAS,EACX,MAAA,I

AAI,6BAA6B,KAElC,OAAA,EAAM,MAAM,EAAG,EAAM,OAAS,GAAG,KAAK,GAG/C,SAAS,EAAiB,GACj

B,OAAA,EAAI,WAAW,EAAoB,YACtC,EAAI,MAAM,EAAoB,WAAW,QACzC,EAgBA,MAAO,EAOX,YAAY,

GACN,KAAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,eAAmC,oBAAX,aACR,IAAxB,OAAO,aAKV,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,

2DAIF,GAFC,KAAA,GAAK,OAAO,aAEA,MAAb,IAAsB,EAClB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sEAED,KAAA,UAAY,E

ACZ,KAAA,KAAO,EAAa,KAAK,WAY1B,WAAK,GACL,GAAA,EAAe,yBAAyB,YACpC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN

,4FAEC,CACC,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,UAAU,EAAe,eACzC,EAAc,KAAK,UAAU,EAAe,aAE5C,GACF,EAA6B,

EAAA,8BAAA,GAE7B,IACG,KAAA,GAAG,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,KAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAC1C,KAAA,GAA

G,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,GAC/B,KAAA,GAAG,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,YAAa,GAClC,KAAA,GAAG,QA

CJ,KAAK,KAAK,YACV,EAA0B,EAAA,2BAAA,EAAe,aACvC,MAAA,EAAyB,CAC7B,OAAQ,EAAe,OACvB,

YAAa,EAAe,YAC5B,YAAa,EAAe,aAavB,OAXyB,MAA5B,EAAe,YACjB,EAAO,UAAY,EAAe,WAEM,MAAtC

,EAAe,sBACjB,EAAO,oBAAsB,EAAe,qBAEP,MAAnC,EAAe,mBACjB,EAAO,iBAAmB,EAAe,kBAEtC,KAAA

,GAAG,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,cAAe,KAAK,UAAU,IAEjD,CAAC,mBAAA,GACR,MAAO,GAQD,MAND,KAA

A,GAAG,WAAW,KAAK,KAAK,MACxB,KAAA,GAAG,WAAW,KAAK,KAAK,UACxB,KAAA,GAAG,WAA
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W,KAAK,KAAK,aACxB,KAAA,GAAG,WAAW,KAAK,KAAK,YACxB,KAAA,GAAG,WAAW,KAAK,KAAK,

eAEvB,IAAI,+BACmB,KAAK,gCAC9B,wFACsB,EAAmB,2CACrB,EAAmB,wCACpB,EAAmB,sBAa1C,aACE,

MAAA,EACF,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,OACrC,GAAQ,MAAR,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,

wDAC4C,KAAK,cAGzD,GAA2B,SAA3B,EAAK,kBACD,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,6EAIA,MAAA,EAAsB,GAGtB,

EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,WAClD,GAAY,MAAZ,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,kDACs

C,KAAK,cACjD,eAEN,EAAI,cAAgB,EAGd,MAAA,EAAc,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK

,cACrD,GAAe,MAAf,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,sDAC0C,KAAK,cACrD,gBAEN,EAAI,YAAc,EAGZ,MAAA,EAAiB,K

AAK,GAAG,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,eAC7C,GAAkB,MAAlB,EAAwB,CACpB,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,G

AC5B,EAAI,OAAS,EAAQ,OACrB,EAAI,YAAc,EAAQ,YAC1B,EAAI,YAAc,EAAQ,YACG,MAAzB,EAAQ,YA

CV,EAAI,UAAY,EAAQ,WAEa,MAAnC,EAAQ,sBACV,EAAI,oBAAsB,EAAQ,qBAEA,MAAhC,EAAQ,mBAC

V,EAAI,iBAAmB,EAAQ,kBAK7B,MAAA,EAAmB,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,YAC/C,GAAoB,MAA

pB,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2DACI,KAAK,2BAIR,OAFP,EAAI,YAAa,EAA0B,EAAA,2BAAA,GAEpC,GA+

C4B,QAAA,oBAAA,EAzMrB,EAAA,WAAa,kBA8JxB,MAAM,EAAgC,IACtC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gB

AGZ,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAQ,EAAI,WAAW,EAAoB,YACrD,EACH,EAAI,MAAM,EAAoB,WAAW,SAJxC,KAqC

L,SAAU,EAAoB,GAC3B,OAAA,IAAI,EAAoB,GAGM,QAAA,mBAAA,EA/BvC,EAAiB,iBAAA,mBAAmB,GA

CpC,EAAiB,iBAAA,mBAAmB,GA8B9B,MAAO,EAGX,eAEM,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QA

AQ,cACd,IAAM,6CAEN,EAAA,EAAA,QAAkB,oBAAX,aAC4B,IAAxB,OAAO,aAClB,IAAM,2DACL,KAAA,G

AAK,OAAO,aAGb,mBACE,MAAA,EAA4C,GAC5C,EAAS,EAAc,EACvB,EAAS,EAAiB,EAC3B,IAAA,IAAI,E

AAI,EAAG,EAAI,KAAK,GAAG,SAAU,EAAG,CACjC,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,GAAG,IAAI,GACpB,GAAA,EA

AI,WAAW,IAAW,EAAI,SAAS,GAAS,CAElD,EADkB,EAAoB,IACrB,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,K

AGzC,OAAA,EAGH,kBAAY,GAEV,MAAA,EAAO,EADb,EAAO,EAAiB,IAEpB,GAA8B,MAA9B,KAAK,GAA

G,QAAQ,EAAK,MACjB,MAAA,IAAI,oCAAoC,MAE1C,MAAA,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,

EAAK,OAMtC,OAJF,KAAA,GAAG,WAAW,EAAK,MACnB,KAAA,GAAG,WAAW,EAAK,UACnB,KAAA,GA

AG,WAAW,EAAK,aACnB,KAAA,GAAG,WAAW,EAAK,YACjB,GAxC4B,QAAA,2BAAA;;ACmCtC,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EArUD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAGA,MAAM,

EAAoB,MAEpB,MAAO,EAMX,cACO,KAAA,SAAW,GAGH,qBAIN,OAHmC,MAAtC,EAA0B,WAC5B,EAA0

B,SAAW,IAAI,GAEpC,EAA0B,SAS5B,uBAAgB,EAAgB,IAC9B,EAAA,EAAA,QAAU,MAAV,EAAgB,IAAM,y

CACzB,EAAO,SAAS,KAClB,EAAS,EAAO,MAAM,EAAG,EAAO,QAAQ,MAEnC,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAO

,OAAS,EAAG,IAAM,uCAC1B,MAAA,EAAW,EAA0B,eAEvC,EAAA,EAAA,QAA6B,MAA7B,EAAS,SAAS,G

AClB,+DACI,OACR,EAAS,SAAS,GAAU,EAGvB,kBAAW,GACV,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,cAAc,SAAS,GACxC,

GAAW,MAAX,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,+CAA+C,MAEpD,OAAA,EAGF,oBACE,OAAA,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,cAA

c,WAY1C,SAAS,EAAS,GACZ,IAAoC,IAApC,EAAI,QAAQ,GACR,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,gFAEG,EAA0B,aAAa,

KAAK,QAE9C,MAAA,CACL,OAAQ,EAAI,MAAM,GAAmB,GACrC,KAAM,EAAI,MAAM,GAAmB,IAIvC,eA

Ae,EACX,EAAmB,EACnB,GAAe,IAEb,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,IAAc,EACd,4CAA8C,MAE5C,MAAA,EAAe,EA

AiB,iBAAA,gBAAgB,IAElD,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAa,OAAS,EACtB,sEACI,OAEJ,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EA

Aa,OAAS,EACtB,6CAA+C,EAAa,2CACxB,MAClC,MAAA,EAAc,EAAa,GAE3B,EAAe,EAAiB,iBAAA,gBAAg

B,IAElD,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAa,OAAS,EACtB,IAAM,0EACK,OAEX,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAa,OAAS,

EACtB,6CAA+C,EAAa,gDACnB,MACvC,MAAA,EAAc,EAAa,GAE3B,EAAe,EAAS,GAAW,OACnC,EAAa,EA

AS,GAAW,KACjC,EAAa,IAAiB,EAAS,GAAW,OAElD,QAAuB,EAAY,OAKrC,GAAgB,SACZ,EAA0B,WAAW

,GACtC,YAAY,GAGb,MAAA,QAAmB,EAAY,KAAK,GAUnC,OALH,IAAiB,SACb,EAA0B,WAAW,GACtC,Y

AAY,GAGZ,EAAW,mBAsCpB,eAAe,IACP,MAAA,EAAU,EAA0B,aACpC,EAA2C,GAC5C,IAAA,MAAM,KA

AU,EAAS,CACtB,MAAA,QACI,EAA0B,WAAW,GAAQ,aAClD,IAAA,MAAM,KAAQ,EAAW,CAE5B,EADY,E

AAS,EAAoB,GAC9B,EAAU,IAGlB,OAAA,EAoCT,eAAe,EAAY,GACnB,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAS,GAExB,OADS

,EAA0B,WAAW,EAAc,QACpD,YAAY,EAAc,MAkD3C,eAAe,EACX,EAAmB,GAEd,OAAA,EAAmB,EAAW,G

ADhB,GAkDvB,eAAe,EACX,EAAmB,GAEd,OAAA,EAAmB,EAAW,GADhB,GAEtB,QAAA,0BAAA;;AC3RA,

aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EArDD,QAAA,YAEA,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAIM,MAAO,EAKX,MAAM,EAA
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c,GACX,OAAA,MAAM,EAAM,GAGrB,MACS,OAAA,YAAY,MAGrB,OAAO,EAAc,GACf,GAAa,UAAb,GAA

qC,SAAb,EACpB,MAAA,IAAI,wDAC4C,KAKjD,OAHiB,MAApB,KAAK,cACF,KAAA,YAAc,IAAI,aAElB,KA

AK,YAAY,OAAO,GAEjC,OAAO,EAAmB,GACjB,OAAA,IAAI,YAAY,GAAU,OAAO,IAI5C,GAgBC,QAAA,g

BAAA,GAhBG,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,IAAI,cAAe,EACrB,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,YAAY,UAAW,IAAI,GAG7B,I

ACwB,EAAA,0BAAA,gBACtB,EAAoB,oBAAA,WAAY,IAAI,EAAJ,4BACpC,MAAO,IAIL,IACwB,EAAA,0BA

AA,gBACtB,EAAiB,iBAAA,WAAY,IAAI,EAAJ,yBACjC,MAAO;;;;;ACkBV,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAtED,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAKO,MAAM,EAAe,CAE1B,YAAa,IAAM,QAAQ

,eAI7B,IAAI,EAGE,SAAU,IACd,EAAc,KAEV,SAAU,EAAe,GAC7B,EAAc,EAEV,SAAU,IACP,OAAA,EAiDR,

QAAA,aAAA,EA9CK,MAAO,EAKX,cAEO,KAAA,KAAO,QAAQ,QAGf,KAAA,YAAc,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,YA

GnC,MAAM,EAAc,GACd,OAAsB,OAAtB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,OAAO,OACR,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,OAAO,

MAAM,EAAM,IAGf,MAAf,IACF,EAAc,EAAa,eAEtB,EAAY,EAAM,IAG3B,MACQ,MAAA,EAAO,EAAQ,SA

Cd,OAAU,IAAV,EAAK,GAAY,EAAK,GAAK,IAGpC,OAAO,EAAc,GACf,GAAa,UAAb,GAAqC,SAAb,EACpB

,MAAA,IAAI,4DACgD,KAErD,OAAA,KAAK,YAAY,OAAO,GAEjC,OAAO,EAAmB,GACpB,OAAiB,IAAjB,E

AAM,OACD,GAEF,IAAI,KAAK,KAAK,YAAY,GAAU,OAAO,IAMrD,QAAA,aAAA,GAFG,EAAM,EAAA,OA

AA,IAAI,aACN,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,YAAY,OAAQ,IAAI;;AChC/B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EApCD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAkCC,SAAA,IAAA,G

AAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,S

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAA

A,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EANK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,EAAW,UAC/B,GAGK,OAFP,EAAQ,GAAS,UACjB,EAAK,mCAAmC,GACj

C,IAAI,EAAJ,aAAuB,EAAO,EAAO;;ACMvC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

UAAA,EA1CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiCO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,I

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAA

A,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAA

A,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA

,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAnBP,SAAS,EAAwB,EAAiB,GAC1C,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB

,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAG/B,IAAC,EAAK,aAAa,GACf,MAAA,IAAI,yCAAyC,KAEjD,GAAU,WAAV,

GAAmC,WAAb,EAAG,OACf,WAAV,GAAmC,WAAb,EAAG,MACrB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,yCAGZ,MAAA,E

AAqB,CAAC,EAAG,GACzB,EAAmB,CAAC,MAAA,GAEnB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,KACG,EAA

gC,GAGrC,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACTA,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAhCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBA

GA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAgBA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MACA,EAAyB,CAAC,GADrB,EAAg

B,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAAS,sBAKrC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,GAG7B,MAAM,G

AAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACfN,aAFK,SAAU,EAAwB,EAAM,GAAU,G

ACtD,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,SAAS,IACxB,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,MAAA;;AC

OD,aArBA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAIA,QAAA,WAEA,QAAA,gCACA,QAAA,6BAGA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gB

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAbA,EAEA,EAAA,mBA

YA,MAAM,EAAuB,CAC3B,OAAA,EAD2B,OAE3B,KAAA,EAF2B,KAG3B,MAAA,EAH2B,MAI3B,MAAA,E

AAA,QAEF,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA;;ACwUZ,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EA3VD,QAAA,YACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,k

BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAGA,MAAM,EAA2B,QAC3B,EAA8B,QAC9B,EAAqC,eAE3C,S
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AAS,EAAS,GACT,OAAA,IAAI,QAAQ,GAAW,WAAW,IAAU,KAAK,GAGpD,MAAO,EAQX,YAAY,GACN,K

AAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,cAGX,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,uFAIF,EAAe,WAAW,EAAiB,cAC7C,EAAiB,E

AAe,MAAM,EAAiB,WAAW,SAE9C,MAAlB,GAAoD,IAA1B,EAAe,SAC3C,EAAiB,GAGd,KAAA,sBAAwB,E

AAiB,EACzC,KAAA,mBACD,EAAiB,EAGjB,WAAK,GACL,GAAsB,oBAAd,SACJ,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2FAG

A,MAAA,EAAa,OAAO,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,KAC9C,CAAC,EAAe,YAAa,CAAC,KAAM,8BAEpC,GAAA,EAA

e,yBAAyB,YACpC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,yFAEC,CACC,MAAA,EAAyC,CAAC,CAC9C,MAAO,CAAC,KAAO,

KAAK,oBACpB,QAAS,EAAe,cAEpB,EAA4C,CAChD,cAAe,EAAe,cAC9B,OAAQ,EAAe,OACvB,YAAa,EAAe,

YAC5B,YAAa,EAAe,YAC5B,gBAAA,GAE8B,MAA5B,EAAe,YACjB,EAA+B,UAAY,EAAe,WAElB,MAAtC,E

AAe,sBACjB,EAA+B,oBAC3B,EAAe,qBAEkB,MAAnC,EAAe,mBACjB,EAA+B,iBAC3B,EAAe,kBAEf,MAAA

,EACF,OAAO,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAAI,KAC3B,CAAC,KAAK,UAAU,IAChB,CAAC,KAAM,sBAIT,EAAgC,MAAn

B,KAAK,WAAqB,SAAS,cAAc,KACvB,KAAK,WAQ9C,GAPJ,EAAW,SAAW,KAAK,sBAC3B,EAAW,KAAO,

QAIZ,EAAM,IAAM,EAAW,cAAc,IAAI,WAAW,WAEzB,MAA7B,EAAe,WAAoB,CAC/B,MAAA,EAA4C,MA

AzB,KAAK,iBAC1B,SAAS,cAAc,KACvB,KAAK,iBACT,EAAiB,SAAW,KAAK,mBACjC,EAAiB,KAAO,QACl

B,EACF,IAAM,EAAiB,cAAc,IAAI,WAAW,WAGnD,MAAA,CAAC,oBAAoB,EAA6B,EAAA,8BAAA,MAiP9D,

QAAA,iBAAA,EAtUiB,EAAA,WAAa,eA0F/B,MAAM,EAGJ,YAAY,GACN,GAAS,MAAT,GAAiB,EAAM,OA

AS,EAC5B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2EACgB,KAEjB,KAAA,MAAQ,EAGT,aACE,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,

GACtB,EAAc,KAAK,MAAM,MAAM,GAE9B,OAAA,IAAI,QAAwB,CAAC,EAAS,KACrC,MAAA,EAAa,IAAI,

WACvB,EAAW,OAAU,CAAA,IAEb,MAAA,EAAY,KAAK,MAAO,EAAM,OAAe,QAC7C,EAAgB,EAAU,cAC

5B,GAAiB,MAAjB,EAGF,YAFA,EAAO,IAAI,kDACqC,EAAS,SAIhC,IAAvB,EAAY,QACd,EAAQ,CAAC,cAA

A,IAGL,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAU,gBAC9B,GAAmB,MAAnB,EAGF,YAFA,EAAO,IAAI,mDACsC,EAAS,SAIxD,I

AAA,EACA,IACF,EACI,KAAK,4BAA4B,EAAiB,GACtD,MAAO,GAEP,YADA,EAAO,GAIH,MAAA,EAAsC,G

ACtC,EAAkB,GAClB,EAAgC,GACtC,EAAgB,QAAQ,IACtB,EAAa,MAAM,QAAQ,IACzB,EAAM,KAAK,GAC

X,EAAe,KAAK,QAEtB,EAAY,QAAQ,EAAa,WAGnC,EAAgB,QAAQ,IACtB,EAAa,MAAM,QAAQ,IACnB,MA

AA,EAAmB,IAAI,WAC7B,EAAiB,OAAU,CAAA,IAEnB,MAAA,EAAc,EAAM,OAAe,OACnC,EAAQ,EAAM,Q

AAQ,GAExB,GADJ,EAAe,GAAS,GACc,IAAlC,EAAe,QAAQ,MAAc,CACjC,MAAA,EAAyB,CAC7B,cAAA,EA

CA,YAAA,EACA,YAAY,EAAwB,EAAA,yBAAA,GACpC,OAAQ,EAAU,OAClB,YAAa,EAAU,YACvB,YAAa,

EAAU,aAEE,MAAvB,EAAU,YACZ,EAAO,UAAY,EAAU,WAEM,MAAjC,EAAU,sBACZ,EAAO,oBAAsB,EA

AU,qBAEP,MAA9B,EAAU,mBACZ,EAAO,iBAAmB,EAAU,kBAEtC,EAAQ,MAGZ,EAAiB,QAAU,CAAA,GA

CvB,+CAAoD,QACxD,EAAiB,kBAAkB,EAAW,UAIpD,EAAW,QAAU,CAAA,GAAS,EAC1B,yEACc,EAAS,w

CACvB,yCACJ,EAAW,WAAW,KAOlB,4BACJ,EAAiC,GAC7B,MAAA,EAAsB,GACtB,EAAY,EAAM,IAAI,IA

AQ,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,EAAK,OAC5C,EAAqC,GACtC,IAAA,MAAM,KAAS,EAClB,EAAM,MAAM,QAAQ,I

ACZ,MAAA,GAAe,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,GAC1B,IAAqC,IAArC,EAAU,QAAQ,GACd,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,0D

ACI,MAGN,GADJ,EAAU,KAAK,IAC0B,IAArC,EAAU,QAAQ,GACd,MAAA,IAAI,oCACwB,uBAElC,EAAW,

GAAQ,EAAM,EAAU,QAAQ,MAK7C,GAAA,EAAU,SAAW,EAAM,OACvB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2DACI,EAA

U,uDACV,EAAM,YAET,OAAA,GAIJ,MAAM,EAAoC,IAC1C,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gBAGZ,MAAM,Q

AAQ,IAAQ,EAAI,WAAW,EAAiB,YAClD,EAAiB,EAAI,MAAM,EAAiB,WAAW,SAHzD,KAkDL,SAAU,EAAi

B,EAAiB,SACzC,OAAA,IAAI,EAAiB,GA2CxB,SAAU,EAAa,GACpB,OAAA,IAAI,EAAa,GACzB,QAAA,uBA

AA,EAvFD,EAAiB,iBAAA,mBAAmB;;AClNnC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,wBAAA,EAvDD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAYM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmC,EACnC,EAAwB,IAkBjB,SAAc,IAEjB,

EAAA,EAAA,QAAY,MAAZ,GAAoB,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAa,EAAS,OAAS,EACjE,IAAM,uCApBZ,CAAc,GAuB

L,SAAc,EAAuB,IAExC,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,GAAiB,GAAK,GAAiB,EACvC,IAAM,uEACmB,MAEzB,EAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,GAAe,GAAK,GAAe,EACnC,IAAM,qEACiB,MAEvB,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,GAAe,EACf,IAAM,4

EACmB,wBAClB,KAjCb,CAFA,EAAiC,MAAjB,EAAwB,EAAI,EAC5C,EAA6B,MAAf,EAAsB,EAAI,GAEpC,I

AAA,EAAkB,EAmCf,OAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAS,IAjCH,IACvB,EAAQ,KAAK,IACL,MAAA,EAAW,KACX,EA

AkB,EAAS,QAAU,EAAc,GAGlD,OADP,EAAW,GACJ,IAEF;;ACwMV,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EArOD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kB

AGA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,WA+NC,SAAA,IA

AA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,E
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AAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA

,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA

,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAlNM,eAAe,EAClB,EAAqB,GACJ,MAAf,IACF,EAAc,IAGV,MAAA,EAAqC,MAAzB,EAAY,WA

AoB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,SAAS,MACf,EAAY,UAGxD,EAAW,EAAU,IACvB,GACI,EAAU,EAAU,EAAY,YA

Aa,CAAC,UAAU,KAW1D,GANsC,MAA1B,EAAY,iBACpB,QAAQ,IAAI,SACZ,EACF,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAU,E

AAY,WANH,EACF,KAQQ,IAAI,GAAY,EAAS,eAUnD,OALmC,MAA1B,EAAY,iBAClB,QAAQ,IAAI,SACZ,E

ACF,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAgB,EAAY,WANR,GACF,GAmBrB,eAAe,EAClB,EAAiC,EAAiB,GAClD,EACA,GAW

K,OAFa,EAFE,GAClB,EAAyB,EAAW,CAAC,YAAA,IAGlC,CAAY,EAAU,EAAgB,GA2BzC,SAAU,EACZ,GA

GK,OAAA,MACI,EAAiC,EAAiB,GAClD,KAGH,MAAA,EAAyB,EAAS,IAAI,KAAM,GAC5C,EAKF,GACE,EA

Ca,MAAf,EAAsB,EAAY,IAAI,KAAM,GAAS,GACnD,EAAmC,GAwCrC,GAvCJ,EAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAqB,

KACjC,IAAA,EAAc,EAClB,EAAoB,QAAQ,QAAQ,IAC5B,MAAA,EAAY,iBAAkB,EAChC,EAAa,aAAa,MAC1

B,EAAa,MAEX,EAAe,EAAqB,qBAAA,GACtC,EAAK,cAAc,EAAa,OAE9B,EAA8B,KAClC,EAAuB,IAAc,EAC

E,MAAnC,EAAoB,KACtB,EAAoB,GAAc,IAGpC,EAAoB,GAAY,KAAK,CACnC,cAAe,EACf,YAAA,EACA,U

AAW,KAII,MAAf,EACF,EAAY,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAY,KAC3B,IAAe,EAAa,OAC9B,IACA,EAAa,IAAe,KAIhC,I

AGF,EAAuB,KAAK,EAAa,MACzC,GAAe,OAId,EAAa,MAAM,GAAS,GAAQ,CACjC,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAY,O

AAO,CAAC,EAAG,KAAO,EAAa,IAC7D,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,qDACG,EAAgB,KAAK,YACxB,4CACG,EAAu

B,KAAK,UAK/B,MAAA,EACF,EAAuB,OAAO,CAAC,EAAa,EAAa,KACnD,GACF,EAAY,KAAK,GAEZ,GAC

N,IAED,EAAsB,GAC5B,EAAoB,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAS,GAAG,MAAM,QAAQ,IAClB,MAAA,EAAW,GACX,EA

Ae,SAAS,KAAa,GAAN,KAAY,EACjD,EAAU,KAAK,OAGb,MAAA,QAAgB,EAAqB,GAErC,EAAmC,GACrC,I

AAA,EAAoB,EAkCjB,OAjCP,EAAoB,QAAQ,IACpB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAS,GAAG,MAAM,OAEjC,IAAA,EAAa,

EACZ,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAY,IAC9B,GAAc,EAAQ,EAAoB,GAAG,WAIzC,MAAA,EAAc,IAAI,

YAAY,GAC9B,EAAkB,IAAI,WAAW,GACnC,IAAA,EAAoB,EACnB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAY,IA

AK,CAC7B,MAAA,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,EAAQ,EAAoB,IAC1D,EAAgB,IAAI,EAAQ,GAC5B,GAAqB,EAAO,

WAGP,EAAoB,GAC5B,QAAQ,IACf,MAAA,EAAa,EAAY,MAC3B,EAAa,YACb,EAAa,YAAc,EAAa,WACtC,G

ACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAY,CAAC,EAAa,gBACvC,IAAA,MAAM,KAAQ,EACjB,EAAiB,GAAQ,EAAgB,K

AI7C,GAAqB,IAGhB;;ACyJV,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAtXD,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAE

A,MAAM,EAAyB,2BACzB,EAAY,mBACZ,MAAO,EAcX,YAAY,EAAc,GAgCpB,GAvCG,KAAA,eAAiB,OAQ

L,MAAf,IACF,EAAc,IAEX,KAAA,iBAAmB,EAAY,iBAC/B,KAAA,WAAa,EAAY,WACzB,KAAA,mBAAqB,E

AAY,mBAET,MAAzB,EAAY,YAEV,EAAA,EAAA,QAAiC,mBAA1B,EAAY,UACnB,IAAM,+HAGL,KAAA,M

AAQ,EAAY,WAEpB,KAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,SAAS,OAI1B,EAAA,EAAA,QAAQ,MAAR,GAAgB,

EAAK,OAAS,EAC9B,IAAM,2DAGN,MAAM,QAAQ,KAEZ,EAAA,EAAA,QAAgB,IAAhB,EAAK,OACL,IAA

M,oEACmB,EAAK,YAE/B,KAAA,KAAO,EAEmB,MAA3B,EAAY,aACoB,MAAhC,EAAY,YAAY,KACpB,MA

AA,IAAI,MACN,sEAED,KAAA,YAAc,EAAY,aAAe,GAG1C,WAAK,GACL,GAAA,EAAe,yBAAyB,YACpC,M

AAA,IAAI,MACN,2FAIA,MAAA,EAAO,OAAO,OAAO,CAAC,OAAQ,KAAK,gBAAiB,KAAK,aAC/D,EAAK,K

AAO,IAAI,SAEV,MAAA,EAAyC,CAAC,CAC9C,MAAO,CAAC,uBACR,QAAS,EAAe,cAEpB,EAA4C,CAChD,

cAAe,EAAe,cAC9B,OAAQ,EAAe,OACvB,YAAa,EAAe,YAC5B,YAAa,EAAe,YAC5B,gBAAA,GAE8B,MAA5

B,EAAe,YACjB,EAA+B,UAAY,EAAe,WAElB,MAAtC,EAAe,sBACjB,EAA+B,oBAC3B,EAAe,qBAEkB,MAAn

C,EAAe,mBACjB,EAA+B,iBAC3B,EAAe,kBAGrB,EAAK,KAAK,OACN,aACA,IAAI,KACA,CAAC,KAAK,UA

AU,IAChB,CAAC,KAAM,IACX,cAE6B,MAA7B,EAAe,YACjB,EAAK,KAAK,OACN,oBACA,IAAI,KAAK,CA

AC,EAAe,YAAa,CAAC,KAAM,IAC7C,qBAGA,MAAA,QAAiB,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,GAEzC,GAAA,

EAAS,GACJ,MAAA,CACL,oBAAoB,EAA6B,EAAA,8BAAA,GACjD,UAAW,CAAC,IAGR,MAAA,IAAI,MAC

N,mEACG,EAAS,WAYd,aACE,MAAA,QAA2B,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,KAAM,KAAK,aAExD,IAAC,EAAmB,

GAChB,MAAA,IAAI,oBACQ,KAAK,mCAChB,EAAmB,4CACtB,wCAEF,IAAA,EACA,IACF,QAAoB,EAAmB,
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OACvC,MAAO,GACH,IAAA,iDAAyD,KAAK,QAc5D,MAXF,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,OACrB,GAAW,+UAOX,G

AAW,uEAGP,IAAI,MAAM,GAEZ,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAY,cAC5B,EAAkB,EAAY,gBAC9B,EAAc,EAAY,YAC1

B,EAAc,EAAY,YAC1B,EAAS,EAAY,OACrB,EAAY,EAAY,UACxB,EAAsB,EAAY,oBAGpC,GAAiB,MAAjB,

GAA4C,MAAnB,EACrB,MAAA,IAAI,iCACqB,KAAK,+BAChC,qCAGF,IAAA,EACA,EACA,GAAmB,MAAnB

,EAAyB,CACrB,MAAA,QAAgB,KAAK,YAAY,IACtC,EAAa,GAAc,EAGxB,MAAA,EAA4B,CAChC,cAAA,EA

CA,YAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,OAAA,GAGe,MAAb,IACF,EAAU,UAAY,GAE

G,MAAvB,IACF,EAAU,oBAAsB,GAG5B,MAAA,EAAc,EAAY,iBAKzB,OAJH,IACF,EAAU,iBAAmB,GAGxB,

EAGK,kBAAY,GAElB,MAAA,EAAa,MAAM,QAAQ,KAAK,MAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,GAAK,KAAK,MAC3D,EA

AQ,GAAU,EAAS,GAC5B,EAAa,KAAK,kBAAoB,EAEtC,EAAc,GACf,IAAA,MAAM,KAAS,EAClB,EAAY,QA

AQ,EAAM,SAGtB,MAAA,EAAsB,GACtB,EAAsC,GACvC,IAAA,MAAM,KAAgB,EACpB,IAAA,MAAM,KAA

Q,EAAa,MACC,MAA3B,KAAK,mBACP,EAAY,KAAK,KAAK,mBAAmB,IAEzC,EAAU,KAAK,EAAa,EAAO,

GAKrC,KAAK,oBACP,EAAU,cAAc,QAAQ,IAAI,IAGhC,MAAA,QAAgB,EAAyB,EAAA,0BAAA,EAAW,CAC

xD,YAAa,KAAK,YAClB,UAAW,KAAK,MAChB,WAAY,KAAK,aAEZ,MAAA,CAAC,GAAa,EAAwB,EAAA,y

BAAA,KAe3C,SAAU,EAAS,GACjB,MAAA,EAAY,EAAI,YAAY,KAC5B,EAAkB,EAAI,YAAY,KAIjC,MAAA,

CAHQ,EAAI,UAAU,EAAG,GAGf,IADb,EAAkB,EAAY,EAAI,UAAU,GAAmB,IAI/D,SAAU,EAAa,GACpB,OA

A2C,MAA3C,EAAI,MAAM,EAAY,kBA6G9B,QAAA,YAAA,EAnWiB,EAAA,iBAAmB,eAyP9B,MAAM,EACT

,CAAC,EAAa,KACR,GAAiB,oBAAV,QACS,MAAf,GAAgD,MAAzB,EAAY,WAI/B,OAAA,KACF,CACD,IAA

A,GAAS,EAMT,GAJF,EADE,MAAM,QAAQ,GACP,EAAI,MAAM,GAAW,EAAa,IAElC,EAAa,GAGf,OAAA,E

AAK,EAAK,GAGd,OAAA,MA2EP,SAAU,EAAK,EAAc,GAC1B,OAAA,IAAI,EAAY,EAAM,GAQzB,SAAU,E

ACZ,EAAc,GACT,OAAA,EAAK,EAAM,GACnB,QAAA,WAAA,EArFD,EAAiB,iBAAA,mBAAmB,GACpC,EA

AiB,iBAAA,mBAAmB;;ACpMnC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,gBAAA,EA9FD,MAAM,EACJ,YAA6B,GAAA,KAAA,eAAA,EAEvB,aACG,OAAA,KAAK,gBAIhB,

MAAM,EACJ,YACqB,GAAA,KAAA,YAAA,EAGf,WAAK,GACF,OAAA,KAAK,YAAY,IAyBtB,SAAU,EACZ,

EAAmC,EACnC,EAA0B,GACxB,GAAqB,IAArB,UAAU,OAAc,CAItB,OAFoD,MAAnD,EAAkC,eACe,MAAjD,

EAAkC,YAE9B,IAAI,EAAkB,IAI7B,QAAQ,KACJ,yNAIG,IAAI,EAAkB,CAAC,cAAe,KAUxC,OALP,QAAQ,K

ACJ,yNAIG,IAAI,EAAkB,CAC3B,cAAe,EACf,YAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,eAAA,IAoBA,SAAU,EACZ,GAE

K,OAAA,IAAI,EAAiB;;ACtF9B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,YAAA

,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,sBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,2BAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA

,gBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,gCAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAA

A,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,sBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,sBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,uBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,wBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,C

AAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAXA,QAAA,gBACA

,QAAA,mBAEA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAEA,EAAA,QAAA;;AC2BO,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAzCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,kBA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAkBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAsB,GAAa,EACzD,GAAa,GACX,IA

AA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAChC,
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EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAExB,MAAA,EAA4B,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GACvC,EAA0B,

CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,WAAA,GAEtC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,YACU,EAAgC,GAG5C,MAAM,GA

AS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACKA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAA

A,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA7CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAG

A,EAAA,QAAA,eAqBA,SAAS,EACL,EAA4B,EAAe,EAAU,EACrD,EAAW,GACT,GAAA,EAAQ,EACJ,MAAA

,IAAI,uDAAuD,KAE7D,MAEA,EAAuB,CAAC,SAFb,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,SAAU,UAGzD,EA

AqB,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,QAAA,EAAS,SAAA,GAErC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,OACK,EACR,GA

GC,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACaA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA1DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,

QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiDO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA

,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IA

AA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAA

A,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5BP,SAAS,EAA6B

,EAAiB,GAC/C,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAgB/B,GAdQ,MAAR,IACF,EAAO,EAA

G,MAAM,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,GAAG,WAEnC,EAAK,OACD,EAAG,OAAS,EAAK,OACjB,yCAA2C,EA

AG,qCACb,MACrC,EAAK,QAAQ,IACX,EAAK,OACD,GAAQ,GAAK,EAAO,EAAG,KACvB,mDAAqD,EAAG,

KAAO,gBAC/C,OAGlB,EAAG,MAAQ,EACN,OAAA,EAAG,QAGN,MAAA,EAA0B,CAAC,EAAG,GAC9B,EA

AwB,CAAC,KAAA,GAExB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,UACQ,EAAgC,GAG1C,MAAM,GAAY,EAA

G,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACoBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EA7EP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAqEO,

SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtCD,SAAU,EACZ,EAA6B,EAC7B,GACI,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ

,SAAU,mBAC5C,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAa,cAAe,mBAEhD,EAAK,OACa,MAAd,GAAsB,EAAa,GA

AK,OAAO,UAAU,GACzD,IAAM,kEACS,KACnB,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACR,oDAAsD,EAAQ,QACl

E,EAAK,OACqB,IAAtB,EAAa,KACb,IAAM,wDACS,EAAa,QAChC,EAAK,OACD,EAAQ,MAAM,KAAO,EAA

a,MAAM,GACxC,IAAM,0CACC,EAAQ,MAAM,UAAU,EAAa,MAAM,OAC9C,mEACR,EAAK,OACD,EAAa,G

AAK,OAAO,UAAU,GACnC,IAAM,+DACC,KAIL,MAAA,GAAe,EAAO,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,E

AAS,SAAU,GAC9C,GACF,EAAO,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAc,SAAU,GAClC,GAA0B,EAAU,E

AAA,WAAA,GACpC,GAAoB,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAe,GACzC,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAS,SAGh

B,MAAM,GAAkB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,iBAAA,IAA5B,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC1EP,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,mBAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA;;AC4CC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SA

AA,EA/CD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAyBM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,

EACtB,GAEE,IADU,EAAA,EAAA,eAAA,GACD,MAAT,GAAkC,IAAjB,EAAM,OACnB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,

mDAEZ,MAAA,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,GACrC,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyC,IAAzB,EAAc,OA

CxC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oEAEF,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyB,MAAT,EAC1B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2EAGC,

OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAe;;ACsM3C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA

,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EArPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,

QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,
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QAAA,cAEA,IAAI,EAyBJ,SAAS,EACL,EAEA,EAAc,GAEZ,GAAA,EAAc,EACV,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kEAEF,

GAAU,MAAV,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,4DAEd,IAAA,GAAc,EACd,GAAc,EACd,GAAU,EACV,GAAU,EAC

V,GAAe,EACf,GAAgB,EACf,GAAA,EAAqB,gBAAgB,WACxC,GAAc,OACT,GACoB,oBAAf,WAA8B,aAAkB,

UAC1D,GAAc,OACT,GAC2B,oBAAtB,kBACR,aAAkB,iBACpB,GAAU,OACL,GAC2B,oBAAtB,kBACR,aAAk

B,iBACpB,GAAU,OAEL,GAAkC,MAA7B,EAAe,WACzB,GAAe,MACV,CAAA,KACsB,oBAAjB,aACR,aAAkB

,aAGd,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,wPAIY,EAAc,YAAY,QAP1C,GAAgB,EASd,GAAA,EAAS,CACL,MAAA,EAAgC,

EAClC,GAAA,GACC,EAA4B,WACzB,EACA,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,yGAOJ,GAAU,OADC,EAAU,EAAA,WAA

A,EAAV,WAAsB,EAAO,OAAA,aACxB,CACZ,MAAA,EAA2B,CAAC,OAAA,GAC5B,EAAyB,CAAC,YAAA,

GACzB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,WACS,EACZ,GAGA,MAAC,EAAO,GAAU,EACpB,CACG,EAA4

B,WAC5B,EAA4B,aAE/B,CAAC,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,QACtB,IAAA,EAkBA,EACA,GAjBA,EACF,EAEK,EA

Ae,WAAW,MAAM,aAAa,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,GAAQ,KAC9D,GAAe,EACxB,EAAQ,EAAiC,MAChC,GAAW,

GAAW,KACJ,MAAvB,IACF,EAAsB,SAAS,cAAc,UAAU,WAAW,OAEpE,EAAoB,OAAO,MAAQ,EACnC,EAA

oB,OAAO,OAAS,EACpC,EAAoB,UAChB,EAA4B,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,GAC7C,EAAO,EAAoB,aAAa,EAAG,E

AAG,EAAO,GAAQ,MAG3C,IAAhB,EACF,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,OACnB,CACC,MAAA,EAAY,EAAQ,EAC1B,

EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,EAAY,GAC/B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAW,IACxB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAU,EAAG,E

AAU,IAAe,EAC7C,EAAO,EAAI,EAAc,GAAW,EAAS,EAAJ,EAAQ,GAIjD,MAAA,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAQ,EAA

O,GACpD,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,SAsB7B,eAAe,EAClB,EACA,GACE,IAAA,GAAO,EAAg

B,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAK,MAAO,YACnC,KAAE,aAAe,EAAjB,QAA0B,CAEtB,MAAA,EAAoB,EAC1B,GAAO,E

AAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAmB,SAC/B,EAAkB,UAEhB,GAAc,IAAd,EAAK,MAA4B,IAAd,EAAK,KACpB,MAA

A,IAAI,8DACkD,EAAK,SAE7D,MAAC,EAAQ,GAAS,EAAK,MAAM,MAAM,EAAG,GACtC,EAAsB,IAAd,EA

AK,KAAa,EAAI,EAAK,MAAM,GAE3C,GAAA,EAAQ,GAAe,IAAV,EACT,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,6DACqB,KA

GvB,GAAe,YAAf,EAAK,OAAsC,UAAf,EAAK,MAC7B,MAAA,IAAI,wCAC4B,EAAK,SACvC,yCAGA,MAAA

,QAAa,EAAK,OAClB,EAA4B,YAAf,EAAK,MAAsB,IAAM,EAC9C,EAAQ,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAQ,EAAS,GAEh

D,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,IAAS,EAAG,CACjC,MAAA,EAAO,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,KAE

lB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,IAAK,CACxB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,EAAI,EAAQ,GAE3B,GAAe,YA

Af,EAAK,OACH,GAAA,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,EACjB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sFACiC,WAElC,GAAmB,UAAf,EA

AK,QACV,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,KACjB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sFACmC,MAI7B,IAAV,GACF,EAAK,GAAK,EA

AQ,EAClB,EAAK,GAAK,EAAQ,EAClB,EAAK,GAAK,EAAQ,GAElB,EAAK,GAAK,EAAQ,EAIhB,MAAA,EA

AQ,EAAJ,EACV,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAK,IAC/B,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAA

K,IAC/B,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAK,IAC/B,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAK,IAG7

B,GAAU,MAAV,EAAgB,CAClB,EAAO,MAAQ,EACf,EAAO,OAAS,EACV,MAAA,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,MA

CxB,EAAY,IAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EAAO,GAC9C,EAAI,aAAa,EAAW,EAAG,GAK1B,OAHH,IAAS,GACX,EAA

K,UAEA,EAGF,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,YAAA,IAAvB,QAAA,WAAA;;AClLN,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAnED,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAUM,SAAU,EAA

mB,EAAoB,GAE/C,MAAA,EAAa,EAAO,MAAM,OAC1B,EAAc,EAAQ,MAAM,OAC9B,GAAA,EAAa,EACT,

MAAA,IAAI,MACN,+EACqB,MAEvB,GAAA,EAAc,EACV,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,iFACqB,MAEvB,GAAkB,UA

AlB,EAAQ,MACJ,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,4EACsB,EAAQ,UAEhC,GAAA,EAAQ,MAAM,EAAc,GAAK,EAC7B,

MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oEACG,EAAQ,MAAM,EAAc,UAAU,KAG3C,GAAgC,KAAhC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAA

O,OACjB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sEACiB,EAAO,UAGxB,MAAA,EAAe,EAAQ,MACvB,EAAY,EAAa,EAAa,OA

AS,GAIjD,IAAA,EAAU,EACT,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAa,OAAS,IAAK,EAC7C,GAAW,EAAa,GAG

pB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAO,MAEpB,EAAc,EAAa,QACjC,EAAY,MAER,IAAA,EAAY,EACX,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,E

AAW,EAAI,IAAc,EACxC,GAAa,EAAW,GACxB,EAAY,KAAK,EAAW,IAGxB,MAAA,EACF,KAAI,EAAe,EA

AA,gBAAA,EAAO,OAAO,IAAI,GAAU,EAAS,GACvD,GAAG,MAAM,EAAG,GAEV,MAAA,CAAC,EAAa,EA

AS,EAAW;;ACiE1C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAlID,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAQM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,EAAiB,GAC9B,MAAA,E

AAY,EAAQ,KAAO,EAAK,EAAQ,MAAM,EAAQ,KAAO,GAAK,EAClE,EAAY,EAAQ,KAAO,EAAK,EAAQ,K

AAO,EAAI,EAEnD,EAAa,gGACyB,EAAQ,4BAC5B,EAAQ,iBAAiB,mBAC9B,oBAA2B,KAE1C,GAAA,EAAQ,

KAAO,EACX,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,oBAA+B,OAE7C,GAAA,EAAM,OAAS,GAAY,EAAQ,KAAO,GACtC,MA
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AA,IAAI,MACN,4BAC0B,GAAY,EAAQ,KAAO,MAEvD,GAAA,EAAQ,OAAS,EAAW,EAAM,OAAS,EACvC,

MAAA,IAAI,MACN,qBAAgC,EAAW,EAAM,OAAS,KAE3D,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAY,EAC1B,G

AAA,EAAQ,MAAM,KAAO,EAAQ,MAAM,GAC/B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oBACkB,OAAO,EAAQ,MAAM,wBA

AwB,OAC3D,EAAQ,MAAM,QAGrB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,KAAO,IAAY,EACzC,GAAA,EAA

Q,MAAM,EAAI,KAAc,EAAM,EAAI,GACtC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oBACkB,EAAI,OAClB,EAAQ,MAAM,EAAI

,gBAAuB,EAAI,OAC7C,EAAM,EAAI,OAmBlB,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,EAAiB,GAChC,GAAA,EAAQ,KAAO,E

ACX,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kFACqB,EAAQ,SAE/B,GAAA,EAAQ,KAAO,EACX,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kFACqB,

EAAQ,SAE/B,GAAkB,UAAlB,EAAQ,MACJ,MAAA,IAAI,gEACN,EAAQ,SAEV,GAAA,EAAM,OAAS,EACX,

MAAA,IAAI,mEACuD,KAG/D,GAAiB,IAAjB,EAAM,OAAc,CAClB,GAAiB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACJ,MAAA,IAAI,

4DACN,EAAQ,SAEV,GAAiB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACJ,MAAA,IAAI,4DACN,EAAQ,SAIhB,EAAoB,EAAO,EAAS,

GAYhC,SAAU,EACZ,EAAqB,EACrB,GAEI,MAAA,EAAc,EAAQ,MAAM,OAC5B,EAAa,EAAc,EAAK,EAAQ,

MAAM,EAAc,GAAK,EAKjE,EAAU,EAAM,OAElB,IAAA,EAAY,EACX,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAW,EAAI,IAA

W,EACrC,GAAa,EAAM,GAGf,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAY,EAAK,EAAI,EAKpC,MAAA,CAAC,UAAA,EAAW,YAJ

A,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAQ,OAAS,EAInB,UAAA,EAAW,QAF1B,KAAI,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAM,MAA

M,EAAG,IAAa,GAEZ,YADhC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA;;AC8RlC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA

,IAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,Y

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA9ZD,IAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YA8ZC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GA

AA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OA

AA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAlZK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAiB,GAChC,MAAA,EAA

Y,EAAM,MAAM,OAC9B,EAAK,OACD,IAAc,EAAM,OACpB,qBAAuB,uBAA+B,0CAClB,OACxC,EAAK,OA

CD,IAAc,EAAK,OACnB,qBAAuB,sBAA8B,0CACjB,OAEnC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAa,EAC/B,EA

AK,OACD,EAAM,GAAK,EAAK,IAAM,EAAM,MAAM,GAClC,qBAAuB,aAAqB,aAAa,UACjD,EAAM,GAAK,

EAAK,kCAAkC,OAChD,EAAM,MAAM,OAKxB,SAAU,EAAW,GACnB,MAAA,EAAO,GACT,IAAA,EAAO,E

ACJ,KAAA,EAAO,GACD,EAAP,GACF,EAAK,KAAK,GAEZ,GAAQ,EACR,IAEK,OAAA,EAIH,SAAU,EACZ,

EAAiB,EAAe,GAC5B,MAAA,EAAO,GACR,IAAA,IAAI,EAAO,EAAG,EAAO,EAAM,OAAQ,IACtC,EAAK,GA

AQ,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,GAAQ,EAAM,IAAS,EAAQ,IAEtD,OAAA,EAKH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAgC,EA

CnD,GACI,MAAA,EAAa,IAAI,GAClB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAW,OAAQ,EAAI,EAAW,OAAQ,IACrD,EAAW,K

AAK,GAEb,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAe,IACvB,IAAN,EACF,EAAW,GAA0B,GAErC,EAAW,OACP,

EAAwB,EACxB,GACJ,EAAW,OAGR,OAAA,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAAgC,EAChC,GACE,OAAA,GAAkB,EAC

b,EAGF,GAAkB,EAAgB,GAG3C,SAAS,EAAc,EAAuB,GACtC,MAAA,EAAa,GACd,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,

EAAI,EAAe,IACjC,EAAW,KAAK,EAAyB,GAEpC,OAAA,EAIH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EAAwB,EAC9C,EAAiB

,EAAe,EAAmB,EACnD,EACA,GACI,MAAA,EAAY,EAAW,OACzB,IAAA,EAAkB,IAAI,MAAM,GAC5B,EAA

gB,IAAI,MAAM,GAC1B,EAAoB,IAAI,MAAM,GAC9B,GAAA,EAAa,QAAU,EAAsB,EAAG,CAC5C,MAAA,E

AAY,EAAa,GAIzB,EAAgB,EAAsB,EAC5C,EAAkB,EACd,EAAW,EAAW,EAAe,EAAO,GAChD,EAAgB,EACZ

,EAAS,EAAW,EAAe,EAAK,GAC5C,EACI,EAAsB,EAAS,EAAW,EAAe,QAExD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAO,EAAG,EA

AO,EAAW,IACnC,EAAgB,GAAQ,EACpB,EAAW,EAAO,EAAS,EAAY,EAAM,GACjD,EAAc,GACV,EAAY,E

AAS,EAAK,EAAS,EAAY,EAAM,GACzD,EAAkB,GAAQ,EAAe,EAAS,EAAM,GAIrD,MAAA,CACL,MAAO,E

ACP,IAAK,EACL,QAAS,GAMP,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAgC,EACnD,EAAyB,GACrB,MAAA,EAAa,IAAI,G

ACjB,EAAa,EAAc,EAAe,GAE3C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAO,EAAG,EAAO,EAAW,OAAQ,IACvC,GAAA,EAAW,QAA

Q,IAAS,EAC9B,EAAW,GAAQ,MACd,CACC,MAAA,EACF,EAAgB,EAAwB,EAAe,GACvD,IAAA,EAAgB,EA

Ac,GAC9B,EAAY,GAAK,IACnB,EAAgB,GAGlB,EAAW,GAAQ,EAGhB,OAAA,EAKH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,E

AAgC,EACjD,EAAuB,GACnB,MAAA,EAAa,IAAI,GACjB,EAAa,EAAc,EAAe,GAE3C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAO,EAA
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G,EAAO,EAAW,OAAQ,IACvC,GAAA,EAAW,QAAQ,IAAS,EAC9B,EAAW,GAAQ,OAAO,qBACrB,CACC,M

AAA,EACF,EAAgB,EAAwB,EAAe,GACvD,IAAA,EAAgB,EAAY,GAC5B,EAAU,GAAK,IACjB,EAAgB,OAA

O,kBAEzB,EAAW,GAAQ,EAIlB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAW,OAAQ,IAAK,CAEpC,MAAA,EAAW,

EAAW,GACxB,EAAW,GAAK,IAClB,EAAW,IAAM,GAEnB,EAAW,GAAK,EAAK,MAAM,EAAG,EAAW,GA

AI,EAAW,IAEnD,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAc,GAC/B,IAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,GAKd,OAJH,EAAg

B,GAAK,GAAmB,MAAV,KAChC,EAAS,GAGJ,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAwB,EAC3C,EAAsB,EAAc,

GAElC,IAAA,EAAQ,EAAa,GACnB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,IAAS,GAI5B,EAAY,GAAK,GAAQ,EAAe,GAAK,G

AAiB,MAAT,KAKrD,EAJE,EAAS,EAIH,OAAO,iBAGP,OAAO,kBAKb,MAAA,EAAW,EAAW,GAQrB,OAPH,

EAAQ,IACV,GAAS,GAIX,EAAQ,EAAK,MAAM,EAAG,EAAO,EAAW,GAKpC,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,EAAuB,

EACxC,EAAsB,EAAc,GAElC,IAAA,EAAO,EAAY,GACjB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,IAAS,GAI5B,EAAW,GAAK,

GAAS,EAAgB,GAAK,GAAiB,MAAR,KAIvD,EAHE,EAAS,EAGJ,OAAO,iBAGP,OAAO,kBAKZ,MAAA,EAA

W,EAAW,GAgBrB,OAfH,EAAO,IACT,GAAQ,GAQR,EAFE,EAAS,EAEJ,EAAK,MAAM,EAAG,EAAM,GAGp

B,EAAK,OAAO,EAAG,EAAM,EAAW,GAUrC,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,EAAiB,GAEhC,IAAA,EAAkB,EAAK,OA

CtB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAC3B,GAAA,EAAK,GAAK,EAAG,CACf,EAAkB,EAClB,

MAIC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAkB,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAC7C,GAAA,EAAM,GAAK,GAAK,EAAK,KA

AO,EAAM,GAC7B,OAAA,EAGJ,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EAAkB,EAAiB,GAC7C,IAAA,EAAa,EAAM,OAAS,EA

AI,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GAAK,EACzD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAS,EAAG,IACpC,GAAc,E

AAM,GAAK,EAAQ,GAE5B,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAAwB,GAErC,IAAA,EACE,MAAA,EAAQ,E

AAE,MAAM,OAYlB,IAAA,EAqBG,OA/BL,EADmB,iBAAV,EACA,CAAC,KAAU,IAAI,MAAM,EAAQ,GAAG

,KAAK,IACrC,EAAM,OAAS,EACf,EAAM,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,EAAQ,EAAM,QAAQ,KAAK,IAElD,EAAM,S

AEV,QAAQ,IACb,EAAK,QACM,IAAP,EAAU,IAAM,uDAYtB,GARE,EADU,MAAR,EACM,IAAI,MAAM,GA

AO,MAAM,GACN,iBAAT,EACR,CAAC,KAAS,IAAI,MAAM,EAAQ,GAAG,MAAM,IACpC,EAAK,OAAS,EA

Cf,EAAK,OAAO,IAAI,MAAM,EAAQ,EAAK,QAAQ,MAAM,IAEjD,GAEI,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAChB,GAAK,E

ACA,GAEP,EAAK,QACM,IAAP,EACA,IAAM,wDACC,mCAAmC,MACvC,EAAE,MAAM,GAAK,EAAO,KAG

xB,CAAC,EAAQ,GAGZ,SAAU,EACZ,EAAkB,EAAiB,EAAe,EAClD,EAAmB,EAAiB,EACpC,EAAqB,GAEnB,I

AAA,EAAS,EAAM,QACf,EAAO,EAAI,QACX,EAAW,EAEA,MAAX,IACF,EAAW,IAAI,MAAM,EAAO,SAGx

B,MAAA,EAAe,EAAW,GAC5B,GAAA,EAAa,OAAS,EAClB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,8CAGd,GAAiB,IAAjB,GAA

sC,IAAhB,EAClB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,iEAGF,GAAiB,IAAjB,GAAyC,IAAnB,EAClB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oE

AGA,MAAA,EAAsB,EAAO,OAAS,EAAO,OAG7C,EAAa,EAAW,GACxB,EAAW,EAAO,QACxB,EAAW,QAA

Q,IACjB,EAAO,GAAQ,EACf,EAAK,GAAQ,EACb,EAAS,OAAO,EAAM,EAAG,KAGrB,MACJ,MAAO,EACP,I

AAK,EACL,QAAS,GAEP,EACI,EAAU,EAAc,EAAqB,EAAQ,EAAM,EAC3D,EAAW,EAAS,GAC5B,EAAS,EA

CT,EAAO,EACP,EAAW,EAEL,MAAA,EAAa,EAAW,GAE9B,EAAW,QAAQ,IACjB,EAAK,GAAQ,EAAO,GA

AQ,EAC5B,EAAS,GAAQ,IAIb,MAAA,EAAO,EAAgB,EAAQ,EAAM,GAErC,EAAW,EAAK,OAAO,CAAC,EA

AG,KAAuC,IAA9B,EAAW,QAAQ,IAItD,MAAA,CAAC,WAFW,EAAS,MAAM,GAAW,IAAN,GAEnB,OAAA,

EAAQ,KAAA,EAAM,SAAA,EAAU,KAAA,EAAM,SAAA,EAAU,SAAA;;AC/P7D,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EA/JD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,U

A6CM,MAAgB,EAYpB,eACU,OAAA,KAAK,YACR,UAiBA,kBACH,EAAiC,GAC5B,OAAA,IAAI,EAAI,IAiFl

B,QAAA,aAAA,EAtEK,MAAO,EAOX,cACO,KAAA,aAAe,GAMf,gBAIE,OAH0B,MAA7B,EAAiB,WACnB,EA

AiB,SAAW,IAAI,GAE3B,EAAiB,SAMnB,gBAAiC,GACtC,EAAiB,SAAS,aAAa,EAAI,WACvC,CAAC,EAAK,E

AAI,aA4BZ,SAAU,EACZ,IAEE,EAAA,EAAA,QAAiB,MAAjB,EAAI,UACJ,IAAM,gFAGN,EAAA,EAAA,QAA

yB,iBAAlB,EAAI,UACX,IAAM,6DACK,EAAI,YAEf,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAI,UAAU,OAAS,EACvB,IAAM,

qFAGV,EAAiB,SAAS,GAC3B,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACRA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAvJD,IAAA,EAAA

,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEA,MAAM,EAAuB,KAChB,EAAuB,GAE9B,SAAU,E

ACZ,EACA,EAAoD,GAI/C,OAHQ,MAAX,IACF,EAAU,KAEL,EACH,EAAQ,EAAU,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAA

S,EAAa,EAAa,IAG/D,SAAU,IACP,OAAoC,KAApC,EAAO,OAAA,QAAQ,iBAA0B,EACA,EAGlD,SAAS,EAC

L,EAAoB,EACpB,GACE,IAAA,GAAiB,EAOjB,KANA,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,KAAW,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,MACv
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C,GAAiB,IAEf,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,KAAW,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,KACvC,GAAiB,GAEf,EAAgB,CACZ,MAAA,

EAAQ,EAAO,YAAY,KAC3B,EAAQ,EAAS,YAAY,KAE/B,GAAA,IAAU,EACN,MAAA,IAAI,+CACmC,mBAC

5B,KAIjB,GAAA,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAW,CAC9C,MAAA,GAAc,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,

GACzB,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,GAC7B,KAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,EAAa,GACtB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN

,6CACY,kBAA4B,MAI1C,MAAA,GACF,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,GAAU,GAAS,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,GACtC,GAA

e,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,GAC9B,GACA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,GAER,GAAA,EAAW,SAAW,EAAa,OAC/B,MAAA

,IAAI,+CACmC,EAAW,0BACvC,EAAa,yBACb,oBACA,MAEd,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAa,SAAU,E

AAG,CACtC,MAAA,EAAI,EAAW,GACf,EAAI,EAAa,GAEnB,IAAC,EAAU,EAAG,GACV,MAAA,IAAI,+BAC

mB,QAAQ,eAAe,QAAQ,oBAC3C,oBACA,OAUjB,SAAU,EAAoB,EAAuB,GACzD,IAAK,KAAK,IAAM,EAAK,

OAAQ,IAAM,KAG/B,SAAU,EAAkB,EAAoB,GAC9C,MAAA,EAA0B,iBAAb,GAA6C,iBAAb,GACvB,kBAAb,

EACX,CAAC,GACD,EACA,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,KAAW,EAAU,EAAA,UAAA,EAAoB,MAClD,EAAS,

EAAA,UAAA,KAAa,EAAU,EAAA,UAAA,EAAsB,IAEjD,EAAsB,EAAQ,EAAK,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,GAAK,G

AEpD,EACH,EAAQ,EAAU,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAS,EAAa,EAAa,IAG/D,SAAU,EAAmB,EAAW,EAAW,G

AInD,GAHW,MAAX,IACF,EAAU,MAEP,EAAS,EAAG,EAAG,GACZ,MAAA,IAAI,oCAAoC,mBAAmB,KAIrE

,SAAS,EAAS,EAAW,EAAW,GAClC,OAAC,SAAS,KAAO,SAAS,MAG1B,MAAM,IAAM,MAAM,IAAM,KAA

K,IAAI,EAAI,GAAK,GAM1C,SAAU,EACZ,EAA6B,EAAa,GACvC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OA

AQ,IAC7B,GAAA,EAAO,GAAK,GAAO,EAAO,GAAK,EAC3B,MAAA,IAAI,4BACgB,EAAO,WAAW,YAAc,K

AK1D,SAAU,EACZ,EAAqB,GAGvB,OAAO,IAAI,aAAa,IAAS,QAAQ,IAAI,aAAa,IAItD,SAAU,EAAc,GAEvB,I

AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAK,EAAgB,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC1C,MAAA,EAAM,EAAE,GACV,MAAM,QAAQ,G

AChB,EAAc,GAEd,EAAE,IAAK,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,GAGjB,OAAA,EACR,QAAA,qBAAA;;ACrKD,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAU,QAAhB,QAAA,QAAgB;;

AC4Xf,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,2BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA

,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA

,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA7WD,IAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAQM,SAAU,KACR,EAAA,EAAA,OA

AA,IAAI,QAAQ,GAiBd,SAAU,KACR,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,IAAI,SAAS,GAIf,SAAU,KACR,EAAA,EAAA,OA

AA,IAAI,gCAAgC,GAC1C,QAAQ,KAAK,0DAIT,SAAU,EAAgB,IAC1B,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,iCAChB

,QAAQ,KACJ,EAAM,+EAWR,SAAU,IACP,EAAA,OAAA,mBAQH,SAAU,IACP,OAAA,EAAP,OAwBI,SAAU,

IACP,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,SAkCV,SAAU,EAAQ,GAEf,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,QAAQ,GA2ClB,SAAU,EACZ,E

AA6B,GACxB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,KAAK,EAAU,GAczB,SAAU,EAAQ,IACN,EAAsB,EAAA,uBAAA,GAC9

B,QAAQ,GAAU,EAAO,WAmC7B,SAAU,EAAuB,GAC9B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,KAAK,GA4Bf,SAAU,EAAK,

GACZ,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,KAAK,GAkBf,SAAU,EAAW,GAClB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,WAAW,GAUrB,SAA

U,IACP,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,QASV,SAAU,IACP,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,YAQV,SAAU,EAAc,GACrB,EAAA,O

AAA,cAAc,GAOjB,SAAU,EAAY,GACnB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,YAAY,GAQtB,SAAU,EAAmB,GAE1B,OAAA

,EAAO,OAAA,mBAAmB,GAkB7B,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,EACd,EAAW,GACN,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,gBAAgB,E

AAM,EAAS,GAWzC,SAAU,IACP,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,QASV,SAAU,EAAY,EAAsB,IAC1C,EAAA,EAAA,O

AAA,YAAY,EAAc,IA1TlC,EAAwB,EAAA,yBAAA;;ACTjB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,

IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA3CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,

QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAyBA,SAAS,EAAuB,EAAsB,GAChD,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EA

AG,IAAK,OAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EA

AI,GAExB,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAE9B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,G

AGxB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACKA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EA/CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EA

AA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA4BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,IAAA,GAAK,E

AAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAChC,EAAI,IAAM,E

AAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAExB,MAAA,EAAyB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAEnC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,
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UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,GAG7B,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACI

A,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAnDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,E

AAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA0B

A,SAAS,EAAuB,EAAsB,GAChD,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OAG7B,IAFH,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAEb,UAAb,EAAG,OAAk

C,UAAb,EAAG,MACtB,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,EAAI,GAGhB,MAAA,EAAwB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAA

G,GAIlC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,QAA0B,EAHnB,IAMT,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CA

AC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACPA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA

,EA5CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,eA2BA,SAAS,EAAuB,EAAsB,GAChD,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OAC7B,G

AAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAExB,MAAA,E

AAyB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAEnC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,GAE7B,MAAM,GAA

M,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACXA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAjCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,

EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OAE/B,GAAa,

cAAb,EAAG,MAAuB,CACtB,MAAA,EAA2B,CAAC,EAAG,GAC9B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,WA

A6B,GAC/B,CACC,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,GACvB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,IAI1B,

MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACRA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,a

AAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA1BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,Q

AAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAaA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MACA,EAAqB,CAAC,GADjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAA

A,EAAG,IAAK,SAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IA

AA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACGA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,WAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAe

A,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MACA,EAAsB,CAAC,GADlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAG5B,OAAA,E

AAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAE1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAA

A,MAAA;;AC0BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAvDP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eA+

CO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAhCP,SAAS,EAAwB,GAC/B,EAAK,OACD,MAAM,QAAQ,GACd,IAAM,8DACV,E

AAK,OACD,EAAQ,QAAU,EAClB,IAAM,0DACC,EAAQ,UAEb,MAAA,EACF,EAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,KA

AM,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,YAAa,IAAK,SAEtD,EAAc,EAAS,GAC7B,EAAS,QAAQ,IACX,GAAA,EAAE,QAA

U,EAAY,MACpB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,8DAIR,EAAS,QAAQ,IACX,IAAC,EAAK,YAAY,EAAE,MAAO,EAAY,

OACnC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,8DAIF,MAAA,EAAqB,EAEpB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GA

GzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACJA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAlDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAA

A,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA+BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,KAAM,GAAW,GAC3D,MAEA,EAAoB,

CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,MAAO,SAGpC,EAAkB,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,SAAA,GAE

xB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,IACE,EAAgC,GAGpC,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KA

AA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAnD

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA+BA,SAAS,EACL

,EAAsB,EAAwB,KAAM,GAAW,GAC3D,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,

MAAO,SAGpC,EAAkB,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,SAAA,GAExB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,IACE,EAAg

C,GAIpC,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACPA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA
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,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA5CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,E

AAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA0BA,SAAS,EAA0B,EAAsB,EAAO,GACxD,MAEA,EAAuB,CAAC,GAF

nB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAG7B,EAAqB,CAAC,KAAA,GAErB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,E

ADG,OACK,EAAgC,GAGvC,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACAA

,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA5CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EA

AA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA0BA,SAAS,EAA0B,EAAsB,EAAO,GACxD,MAEA

,EAAuB,CAAC,GAFnB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAG7B,EAAqB,CAAC,KAAA,GAErB,OAAA,E

AAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,OACK,EAAgC,GAGvC,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,

QAAA,OAAA;;AClBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA1BP,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAaA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,

MACA,EAAqB,CAAC,GADjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAA

jB,KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACGA,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA7BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QA

AA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MAEA,EAAsB,CAAC,GAFlB,

EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAE1B,MAAM,G

AAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG

,IAAK,SAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAA

C,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACSA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA

,EArCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,eAkBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAC7B,GA

AK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAExB,MAAA,EA

AsB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAEhC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAG1B,MAAM,GAA

Q,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACRA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA7BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAG

A,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MAEA,EAAsB,CAAC,GAFlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IA

AK,UAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAE1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,

OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACuiBN,aApfK,SAAU,EACZ,EACA,EAAuC,EACvC,EAA4B,EAAqB,OACjD,G

AUK,OAAA,EACH,EAJA,IAAI,EAFc,EAAW,IAMH,EAAS,EAAW,EAC9C,KAAyB,KAJT,EAAwB,IAOxC,SA

AU,EACZ,EACA,EAAqC,EACrC,EAAoC,EACpC,EACA,EAA6C,gBACzC,MAAC,EAAc,GAAe,EAAgB,GAEh

D,IAAA,EACA,GAAe,iBAAf,EACF,EAAc,CAAC,EAAc,EAAa,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,QACzD,CAAA,GAAmB,k

BAAf,EAGH,MAAA,IAAI,4BAA4B,KAFtC,EAAc,CAAC,EAAc,EAAa,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,IAKzD,OAAA,EA

CH,EAAS,EAAa,EAAS,EAAW,EAAK,GAAc,EAC7D,GAMA,SAAU,EACZ,EACA,EACA,EACA,EAA4C,EAC5

C,EACA,EAA8B,SAC1B,MAAC,EAAa,EAAc,GAAe,EAAiB,GAE9D,IAAA,EACA,EACA,GAAe,UAAf,EACF,

EAAc,eACd,EACI,CAAC,EAAa,EAAc,EAAa,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,QAC5D,CAAA,GAAmB,UAAf,EAKH,MAA

A,IAAI,4BAA4B,KAJtC,EAAc,gBACd,EACI,CAAC,EAAa,EAAc,EAAa,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,IAK5D,OAAA,E

ACH,EAAS,EAAa,EAAS,EAAW,GAAK,EAAO,EACtD,GAOA,SAAU,EACZ,EACA,EACA,EAAkC,EAClC,EA

CA,EAAuC,GAAY,EACnD,EAA6C,gBAC3C,IAAC,EAAW,EAAU,EAAS,GAAc,EAAE,GAAI,GAAI,GAAI,GA

C3D,GAAe,iBAAf,GACD,EAAW,EAAU,EAAS,GAAc,MACxC,CAAA,GAAmB,kBAAf,EAGH,MAAA,IAAI,4B

AA4B,MAFrC,EAAW,EAAY,EAAU,GAAW,EAKzC,MAAC,EAAc,EAAe,CAAA,GAAkB,GAC/C,EAAc,GAAe,

EAAgB,IAC7C,EAAgB,GAAiB,EAAgB,GAElD,EACF,EAAuB,EAAc,GACnC,EACF,EAAuB,EAAa,IAClC,QA

AC,EAAD,UAAU,EAAV,SAAqB,GAAY,EACnC,EAAK,EAAU,EAAS,EAAc,EAAa,EACnD,EAAsB,EAAc,GA

ElC,EAAc,EAAY,EAAiB,EAAa,EAE1D,IAAA,EAOG,MANY,kBAAf,EACF,EAAW,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,EAA

W,GACvB,iBAAf,IACT,EAAW,CAAC,EAAW,EAAW,EAAU,IAGvC,CACL,UAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,SAA

A,EACA,QAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,UAAA,EACA,SAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,aAAA,EACA,

YAAA,EACA,aAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,sBAAA,EACA,qBAAA,EACA,eAAA,EACA,cAAA,EACA,QAAA,E

ACA,SAAA,EACA,YAAA,GA0CE,SAAU,EACZ,EACA,EACA,EACA,EAA4C,EAC5C,GAAY,EACZ,EAA6C,e
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AC7C,GACE,IAAC,EAAW,EAAS,EAAU,EAAS,GACxC,EAAE,GAAI,GAAI,GAAI,GAAI,GAClB,GAAe,iBAAf

,GACD,EAAW,EAAS,EAAU,EAAS,GAAc,MACjD,CAAA,GAAmB,kBAAf,EAGH,MAAA,IAAI,4BAA4B,MAF

rC,EAAW,EAAY,EAAS,EAAU,GAAW,EAKlD,MAAC,EAAa,EAAc,EAAe,CAAA,GAC7C,GACG,EAAa,EAAc,

GAAe,EAAiB,IAC3D,EAAe,EAAgB,GAClC,EAAiB,GAEf,EACF,EAAuB,EAAa,GAClC,EACF,EAAuB,EAAc,

GACnC,EACF,EAAuB,EAAa,IAClC,QAAC,EAAD,SAAU,EAAV,UAAoB,EAApB,SAA+B,GAAY,EAC7C,EAA

K,EAAS,EAAU,EAAS,EAAa,EAAc,EAC5D,EAAsB,EAAuB,EAC7C,GAEE,EAAc,EAAY,EAAiB,EAAa,EAE1D

,IAAA,EAOG,MANY,kBAAf,EACF,EAAW,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,EAAU,EAAW,GACjC,iBAAf,IACT,EAAW,C

AAC,EAAW,EAAU,EAAW,EAAU,IAGjD,CACL,UAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,SAAA,EACA,QA

AA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,SAAA,EACA,UAAA,EACA,SAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,YAAA,EAC

A,aAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,aAAA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,qBAAA,EACA,sBAAA,EACA,qBAA

A,EACA,cAAA,EACA,eAAA,EACA,cAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,SAAA,EACA,YAAA,GAIJ,SAAS,EACL,EAA

2B,EAAmB,EAC9C,EAAkB,GACL,MAAX,IACF,EAAU,EAAkB,EAAS,EAAW,IAE5C,MAAA,EAAY,EAAQ,G

ACpB,EAAY,EAAQ,GAOnB,MAAA,CAJH,GAAO,EAAY,EAAY,EAAI,GAAW,EAAS,EAAG,GAE1D,GAAO,

EAAY,EAAY,EAAI,GAAW,EAAS,EAAG,IAKhE,SAAS,EACL,EAA2C,EAC3C,EAAqB,EAAgB,EACrC,GACa,

MAAX,IACF,EAAU,EAAkB,EAAS,EAAW,IAE5C,MAAA,EAAa,EAAQ,GACrB,EAAY,EAAQ,GACpB,EAAY,

EAAQ,GASnB,MAAA,CANH,GAAO,EAAa,EAAY,EAAI,GAAW,EAAS,EAAG,GAE3D,GAAO,EAAY,EAAY,

EAAI,GAAW,EAAS,EAAG,GAE1D,GAAO,EAAY,EAAY,EAAI,GAAW,EAAS,EAAG,GAEhB,GAG1C,SAAU,

EACZ,EACA,EAAmB,EAAgB,EAAW,GAC1C,MAAA,EAAqB,EAAuB,EAAW,GACtD,OAAA,KAAK,OACP,E

AAW,IAAM,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,GAAsB,GAGrE,SAAS,EAAgB,GACnB,MAAiB,iBAAV,EACF,CAAC,EAAO

,EAAO,GAEH,IAAjB,EAAM,OACD,CAAC,EAAM,GAAI,EAAM,GAAI,GAEvB,EAGT,SAAS,EAAiB,GAEjB,

MAAiB,iBAAV,EAAqB,CAAC,EAAO,EAAO,GAAS,EAc7D,SAAS,EAAuB,EAAoB,GAC9C,OAAA,GAAY,EA

CP,EAGF,GAAc,EAAa,IAAM,EAAW,GAGrD,SAAS,EACL,EAA4C,EAC5C,EAAiB,EAAsB,EACvC,EAAsB,E

ACtB,EACA,GAEE,IAAA,EACA,EACA,EAEA,GAAe,iBAAR,EAAkB,CAE3B,EAAU,CAAC,IAAK,EAAK,OA

AQ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAK,MAAO,EAAK,KADhC,IAAR,EAAa,QAAU,UAElC,MAAA,EAAW,EACb,CAAC,EA

AU,GAAU,EAAc,EAAc,EAAK,GAC1D,EAAY,EAAS,GACrB,EAAW,EAAS,QACf,GAAY,SAAR,EAAgB,CAC

zB,EAAY,KAAK,KAAK,EAAW,GACjC,EAAW,KAAK,KAAK,EAAU,GACzB,MAAA,EACF,KAAK,IAAI,GA

AI,EAAY,GAAK,EAAe,EAAe,GAC1D,EACF,KAAK,IAAI,GAAI,EAAW,GAAK,EAAc,EAAc,GACvD,EAAM,

KAAK,MAAM,EAAiB,GAClC,EAAS,EAAiB,EAC1B,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAgB,GAExC,EAAU,CAAC,IA

AA,EAAK,OAAA,EAAQ,KAAA,EAAM,MADhB,EAAgB,EACO,KAAM,aACtC,GAAY,UAAR,EACT,EAAU,C

AAC,IAAK,EAAG,OAAQ,EAAG,KAAM,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,KAAM,SACvD,EAAY,KAAK,MAAM,EAAW,

EAAe,GAAK,GACtD,EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,EAAU,EAAc,GAAK,OAC9C,CAAA,GAAmB,iBAAR,EAeV,MA

AA,oCAAoC,KAfR,CAC5B,MAAA,EAAqB,iBAAf,EAAgC,EAAI,GAAG,GAAK,EAAI,GAAG,GACzD,EAAwB

,iBAAf,EAAgC,EAAI,GAAG,GAAK,EAAI,GAAG,GAC5D,EAAsB,iBAAf,EAAgC,EAAI,GAAG,GAAK,EAAI,

GAAG,GAC1D,EAAuB,iBAAf,EAAgC,EAAI,GAAG,GAAK,EAAI,GAAG,GAIjE,EAAU,CAAC,IAAA,EAAK,O

AAA,EAAQ,KAAA,EAAM,MAAA,EAAO,KAHZ,IAAR,GAAwB,IAAX,GAAyB,IAAT,GAAwB,IAAV,EACxD,

QACA,YAEJ,EAAY,GACP,EAAW,EAAe,EAAM,GAAU,EAAe,EAC1D,GACJ,EAAW,GACN,EAAU,EAAc,EA

AO,GAAS,EAAc,EAAG,IAIzD,MAAA,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,UAAA,EAAW,SAAA,GAG9B,SAAS,EACL,EAA4

B,EAAiB,EAC7C,EAAiB,EAAqB,EACtC,EAAqB,EAAqB,EAC1C,EAAqB,GAMnB,IAAA,EACA,EACA,EACA,

EAEA,GAAe,iBAAR,EAAkB,CAE3B,EAAU,CACR,IAAK,EACL,OAAQ,EACR,KAAM,EACN,MAAO,EACP,

MAAO,EACP,KAAM,EACN,KARuB,IAAR,EAAa,QAAU,UAUlC,MAAA,EAAW,EACb,CAAC,EAAS,EAAU,E

AAS,GAAI,EAAa,EAAG,EAAa,EAC9D,GACJ,EAAW,EAAS,GACpB,EAAY,EAAS,GACrB,EAAW,EAAS,QA

Cf,GAAY,SAAR,EAAgB,CAInB,MAAA,IAHN,EAAW,KAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAGG,GAAK,EAAc,EAAc,EAC7

D,IAHN,EAAY,KAAK,KAAK,EAAW,IAIhB,GAAK,EAAe,EAAe,EAC9C,IAJN,EAAW,KAAK,KAAK,EAAU,I

AIG,GAAK,EAAc,EAAc,EAC7D,EAAQ,KAAK,MAAM,EAAgB,GACnC,EAAO,EAAgB,EACvB,EAAM,KAAK

,MAAM,EAAiB,GAClC,EAAS,EAAiB,EAC1B,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAgB,GAGxC,EAAU,CAAC,IAAA,EA

AK,OAAA,EAAQ,KAAA,EAAM,MAFhB,EAAgB,EAEO,MAAA,EAAO,KAAA,EAAM,KAAM,YACnD,CAAA,

GAAY,UAAR,EAcH,MAAA,oCAAoC,KAb1C,EAAU,CACR,IAAK,EACL,OAAQ,EACR,KAAM,EACN,MAAO

,EACP,MAAO,EACP,KAAM,EACN,KAAM,SAER,EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,EAAU,EAAc,GAAK,GACnD,EAAY
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,KAAK,MAAM,EAAW,EAAe,GAAK,GACtD,EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,EAAU,EAAc,GAAK,GAI9C,MAAA,CAA

C,QAAA,EAAS,SAAA,EAAU,UAAA,EAAW,SAAA,GASxC,SAAS,EAAM,EAAe,GACxB,IAAC,EACI,OAAA,

KAAK,MAAM,GAEZ,OAAA,GACD,IAAA,QAEI,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,GACf,IAAA,OAEI,OAAA,KAAK,KA

AK,GACd,IAAA,QACI,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,GACpB,QACQ,MAAA,IAAI,8BAA8B,MAIxC,SAAU,EAAkB,G

AC1B,MAAC,EAAM,EAAM,GAAQ,EAAgB,GACpC,OAAS,IAAT,GAAuB,IAAT,GAAuB,IAAT,EAG/B,SAAU

,EACZ,EAA0B,GACrB,OAAA,EAAkB,IAAY,EAAkB,GAUnD,SAAU,EAAwB,GAElC,GAAe,SAAf,EACK,MA

AA,eACF,GAAmB,SAAf,EACF,MAAA,gBAED,MAAA,IAAI,4BAA4B,KAEzC,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA

;;ACvhBM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EA7CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA4BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GAClB,MAE

A,EAAwB,CAAC,GAFpB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAAW,sBAGxC,EAAsB,CAAC,MAAA,GACtB

,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,QACM,EAAgC,GAExC,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAA

A,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACqCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAlF

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA

,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAsEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,

mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,G

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBA

AA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAhDP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAAkC,EAClC,GACI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK

,UAAW,WAG9C,EAAK,OACD,EAAU,+BAA+B,EAH3B,GAId,IAAM,2EACa,uBAEnB,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,G

AAe,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,

GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAG3D,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,uDAAyD,EAAI,SAE1C,

MAAnB,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IAAM,2EACiB,iBAA+B,MAGtD,MAAA,EAAwB,CAAC,

EAAG,GAE5B,EAAsB,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,gBAAA,GAGnD,IAAA,EAAM,EAA

O,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,QACa,EACT,GAIV,OAFJ,GAAM,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAK,EAAG,OAEf,GACK,EA

AQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAGtD,EAGF,MAA

M,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACiBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA

,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAnGP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,s

BAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAwFO,SAAA,I

AAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAlDP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAA0C,EAC1C,EACA,EAA8B,SAC1B,MAAA,GAAK,EAA

gB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAAa,WAE5C,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,

EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MA

AM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAGxE,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,yDAA2D,EAAI,SACnE,EAAK,OACc,UA

Af,EACA,IAAM,mFACuB,KAEV,MAAnB,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IAAM,6EACiB,iBAA+

B,MAGtD,MAAA,EAA0B,CAAC,EAAG,GAE9B,EACe,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,gBA

AA,EAAiB,WAAA,GAG7D,IAAA,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,UACe,EACX,GAIV,OAFJ,GAAM,EAA

K,EAAA,MAAA,EAAK,EAAI,OAEhB,GACK,EACI,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,M

AAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAIhE,EAGF,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WA
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AA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACtBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA9

EP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QA

AA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA0CA,SAAS,EAA0B,EAA8B,EAAO,IAC/D,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAQ,QAAU,E

AAG,IAAM,sCAE5B,MAAA,GACF,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,SAAU,qBAWnD,GATsB,cAAtB,EA

AS,GAAG,OACd,EAAS,QAAQ,IACX,GAAiB,cAAjB,EAAO,MACH,MAAA,IAAI,kFACK,EAAO,aAKJ,IAApB,

EAAS,OACJ,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAS,IAGlB,MAAA,EAAuB,EACvB,EAAoB,CAAC,KAAA,GAEp

B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,OACK,EAAgC,GAGvC,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QA

AA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACjDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EA5

BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAA

2B,GAC5B,MAEA,EAAwB,CAAC,GAFpB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,

UAAU,EAAjB,QAA0B,GAE5B,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;AC+

BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA3DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA

,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAoCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAwB,GACrC,MA

AA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAAS,qBAExC,GAAY,IAAZ,EAAG,KACC,MAAA,IAAI,MA

AM,kCAGZ,MAAA,EAAsB,CAAC,EAAG,GAC1B,EAAoB,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,KAAA,GAE3B,OAAA,EAA

O,OAAA,UACV,EADG,MACI,EAAgC,GAGtC,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAA

A,MAAA;;AC/BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,M

AEA,EAAqB,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,

KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACkCA,aAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EA7DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QA

AA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA

,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAkBA,SAAS,EACL,EAA+B,EAC/B,EAA+B,EAC/B,EAAwB,GA

CpB,MAAA,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAY,aAAc,iBACxC,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAY,aAAc,i

BACxC,GAAY,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAU,WAAY,iBAClD,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,iB

ACtC,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,iBAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,iBAE7

B,GAAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,CAAC,EAAO,GAAK,GAC/B,GAAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAU,GAC5B,GA

AgB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAU,GAG9B,EAAY,EAAI,MAAM,GACtB,EAAY,EAAI,MAAM,GAAK,EAC3B,E

AA8B,CAAC,EAAW,GAC1C,GAAI,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,GACvB,GAAI,EAAM,E

AAA,OAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAG,GAAY,GAC/B,GAAI,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAe,EAAZ,GA

AgB,GACnC,GAAI,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAe,EAAZ,GAAgB,GAEnC,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MA

AA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,IAAI,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACrB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,

EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAa,MAElC,MAAA,CAAC,GADe,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAK,EA

AA,MAAA,IAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,KAI1C,MAAM,GAAgB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,eAAA,IAA1B,QA

AA,cAAA;;AC2BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAzFP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eA

gFO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA9BP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAsB,GACnC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,E

AAG,IAAK,kBAC7B,EAAO,EAAW,OAAO,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAI,GAE7C,EAAK,OACD,EAAG,MAAQ,E

AAI,EAAW,OAC1B,qBAAuB,EAAG,+CACtB,EAAW,UAEnB,EAAK,OACD,EAAM,SAAW,EAAW,OAC5B,u

BACI,EAAM,oDACN,EAAW,UAEnB,EAAK,OACD,EAAG,MAAM,GAAK,GAAS,EACvB,6BACU,EAAG,MA

AM,2EACe,EAAW,KAAK,cAAc,KAE9D,MAAA,EAA+B,CAAC,EAAG,GACnC,EAA6B,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY

,MAAA,GAEzC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,eACa,EAChB,GAGC,MAAM,GAAiB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA
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,CAAC,gBAAA,IAA3B,QAAA,eAAA;;ACzEN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

MAAA,EAfD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EAAsB,GAChC,IAAA,EAWG,OATL,EADa,IAAX,EAAE,MA

AyB,IAAX,EAAE,MACd,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAE,OACT,IAAX,EAAE,

MACL,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,EAAE,MAAM,KACxB,IAAX,E

AAE,MACL,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,EAAE,MA

AM,KAE/C;;ACiFH,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA7FP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAkFO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtDP,SAAS,EACL,EAAyB,EACzB,EAC

A,EACA,EACA,GACqB,MAAnB,IACF,EAAkB,MAEd,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aA

C7B,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,aACtC,GAAY,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAU,WAAY,aACp

D,IAAA,EAIA,EAHS,MAAT,IACF,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,cAG7B,MAAV,IACF,GAAU,E

AAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,cAG9C,EAAK,OACD,EAAM,OAAS,EAAU,KACzB,IAAM,gFAEV,EAAK,

OACU,MAAX,GAAmB,EAAM,OAAS,EAAQ,KAC1C,IAAM,8EAEV,EAAK,OACS,MAAV,GAAkB,EAAM,OA

AS,EAAO,KACxC,IAAM,6EAGJ,MAEA,EAA+B,CACnC,GAHoB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,GAI1B,MAAO,EACP,

OAAQ,EACR,KAAM,EACN,SAAU,GAGN,EAA6B,CAAC,gBAAA,GAG9B,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EAD

J,eACoB,EAChB,GAET,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,EAAG,OAGlB,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAA

A,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;AC/BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,iBAAA,EA9DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAA

A,eAyDO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,C

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EA

AA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5CP,SAAS,EACL,EAAwB,EACxB,EACA,EAAuC,EACvC,GACI,MAAA,GA

AK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAC7B,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,aACtC,GAAY,E

AAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAU,WAAY,aACpD,IAAA,EAIA,EA6BG,OAhCM,MAAT,IACF,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,

iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,cAG7B,MAAV,IACF,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,cAE9C,EAAK,OACW

,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,IAAM,0DACC,EAAG,SACd,EAAK,OACc,IAAf,EAAM,MAA6B,IAAf,EAAM,KAC1B,IA

AM,uEACU,EAAM,SAC1B,EAAK,OACkB,IAAnB,EAAU,MAAiC,IAAnB,EAAU,KAClC,IAAM,2EACc,EAAU

,SACpB,MAAV,GACF,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAO,MAA8B,IAAhB,EAAO,KAC5B,IAAM,wEACc,EAAO,SAE

lB,MAAX,GACF,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,MAA+B,IAAjB,EAAQ,KAC9B,IAAM,yEACc,EAAQ,UAG3B,E

AAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAI,EAAO,EAAW,EAAS,EAAQ,GAGnD,MAAM,GAAc,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aA

AA,IAAxB,QAAA,YAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EA9

DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAyDO,SAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA

,EAAA,GAAA,EA5CP,SAAS,EACL,EAAwB,EACxB,EACA,EAAuC,EACvC,GACI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EA
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AA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAC7B,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,aACtC,GAAY,EAAgB,EAAA,i

BAAA,EAAU,WAAY,aACpD,IAAA,EAIA,EA6BG,OAhCM,MAAT,IACF,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO

,QAAS,cAG7B,MAAV,IACF,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,cAE9C,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,

KACH,IAAM,0DACC,EAAG,SACd,EAAK,OACc,IAAf,EAAM,MAA6B,IAAf,EAAM,KAC1B,IAAM,uEACU,E

AAM,SAC1B,EAAK,OACkB,IAAnB,EAAU,MAAiC,IAAnB,EAAU,KAClC,IAAM,2EACc,EAAU,SACpB,MAA

V,GACF,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAO,MAA8B,IAAhB,EAAO,KAC5B,IAAM,wEACc,EAAO,SAElB,MAAX,GA

CF,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,MAA+B,IAAjB,EAAQ,KAC9B,IAAM,yEACc,EAAQ,UAG3B,EAAU,EAAA,

WAAA,EAAI,EAAO,EAAW,EAAS,EAAQ,GAGnD,MAAM,GAAc,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAxB,Q

AAA,YAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EA7DP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAwDO,SAAA,IAAA,GA

AA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,

gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EA3CP,SAAS,EACL,EAAwB,EACxB,EACA,EAAuC,EACvC,GACI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,

EAAG,IAAK,aAC7B,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,aACtC,GAAY,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAA

U,WAAY,aACpD,IAAA,EAIA,EA4BG,OA/BM,MAAT,IACF,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,cAG

7B,MAAV,IACF,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,cAE9C,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,IAA

M,0DACC,EAAG,SACd,EAAK,OACc,IAAf,EAAM,MAA6B,IAAf,EAAM,KAC1B,IAAM,uEACU,EAAM,SAC1

B,EAAK,OACkB,IAAnB,EAAU,MAAiC,IAAnB,EAAU,KAClC,IAAM,2EACc,EAAU,SACpB,MAAV,GACF,E

AAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAO,MAA8B,IAAhB,EAAO,KAC5B,IAAM,wEACc,EAAO,SAElB,MAAX,GACF,EAAK,

OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,MAA+B,IAAjB,EAAQ,KAC9B,IAAM,yEACc,EAAQ,UAE3B,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EA

AI,EAAO,EAAW,EAAS,EAAQ,GAGnD,MAAM,GAAc,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAxB,QAAA,YAA

A;;ACVA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAnDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eA0CO,SAAA,

IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAvBP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAuB,GACpC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAA

K,YAC7B,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,YAErD,EAAK,OACY,UAAb,EAAG,MACH,IAAM,4D

AC8B,EAAG,SAC3C,EAAK,OAAO,GAAQ,EAAG,0CAA4C,MACnE,EAAK,OACD,EAAS,OAAS,EAAG,MAA

0B,IAAlB,EAAS,KACtC,IAAM,mGACgC,EAAG,4BAClC,EAAS,UAEd,MAAA,EAAyB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,Q

AAS,GAC1C,EAAuB,CAAC,KAAA,GAEvB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,SACO,EAAgC,GAGzC,MAA

M,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACoBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAvEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAA

A,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAgBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,IAA

A,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,cAAe,KACxC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAM,MAEjB,GAAA,EAAM,KAAK,KA

AO,EAAI,IAAM,EAAI,GAAM,GAClC,MAAA,IAAI,iDAAiD,OAGzD,GAAA,EAAM,OAAS,EAAM,KACjB,M

AAA,IAAI,qCAAqC,EAAM,uBACjD,EAAM,SAGR,GAAA,EAAM,OAAS,EAAM,KAAM,CACvB,MAAA,EAA

W,EAAM,MAAM,QACtB,KAAA,EAAS,OAAS,EAAM,QAC7B,EAAS,QAAQ,GAEnB,GAAQ,EAAQ,EAAA,SA

AA,EAAO,GAGnB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAM,MACnB,EAAiB,MAAM,KAAK,GAC7B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAM,O

AAS,EAAG,GAAK,EAAG,IACjC,GAAA,EAAW,KAAO,EAAM,GAC1B,EAAK,GAAK,OACL,GAAuB,IAAnB,

EAAM,MAAM,GACf,MAAA,IAAI,yBACa,8BAAmC,OAK1D,GAAgB,IAFP,EAAK,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,
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EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,GAAG,OAAO,GAAK,GAAK,GAExD,OACA,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,GAIT,MAAA,E

AAqB,CAAC,EAAG,GACzB,EAAmB,CAAC,KAAA,GACnB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,KACG,EAA

gC,GAGrC,MAAM,GAAc,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAxB,QAAA,YAAA;;AC5CA,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBA

GA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAgB,

EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GAAO,EA

AG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACYA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAxCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eA+BO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAfP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAsB,GACnC,

MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,eACnC,EAAK,OACA,GAAgB,EACjB,2BAA6B,4CACK,O

AEhC,MAAA,EAA4B,CAAC,EAAG,GAChC,EAA0B,CAAC,aAAA,EAAc,aAAA,GAExC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA

,UACV,EADG,YACU,EAAgC,GAG5C,MAAM,GAAc,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAxB,QAAA,YAAA

;;ACnBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAlBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,Y

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAaA,SAAS,EAAU,GACV,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAS,GAGlB,MAAM,GAAW,EA

AG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACiBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAnCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA6BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAqC,GACh

C,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAS,GAGlB,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAA

A,SAAA;;ACIA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAvCP,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAqC,GAChC,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAS,GAGlB,

MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACvBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAhBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAUA,SAAS,EA

CL,EAAqC,GAChC,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAS,GAGlB,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,U

AAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACmFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,E

AtGP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,E

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aA2FO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,

OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,G

AAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBA

AA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA

,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAzDP,SAAS,EA

CL,EAAiB,EACjB,EACA,EACA,EAA4B,OAC5B,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAG,GACzC,GACI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,

EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAC7B,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,UAE9C,IAAA,EAAM,EAC

N,GAAe,EAEH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MA

AM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAG3D,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,2DAA6D,EAAI,SA

CrE,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACR,IAAM,2DACC,EAAQ,SACI,MAAnB,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,M

AAM,GACX,IAAM,0EACiB,iBAA+B,MAGtD,MAAA,EAAyB,SAAf,EAAwB,EAAI,MAAM,GAAK,EAAI,MA

AM,GACjE,EAAK,OACD,IAAY,EAAQ,MAAM,GAC1B,wCAA0C,2CACZ,EAAQ,MAAM,OAChD,EAAK,OA

CD,EAAU,+BAA+B,EAAS,GAClD,IAAM,0EACa,oBAA0B,MAE3C,MAAA,EAAuB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAK,OA

AQ,GACxC,EACY,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,WAAA,EAAY,UAAA,EAAW,gBAAA,GAGlD,EAAM,E

AAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,OACY,EACR,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAA

M,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,I
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AAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACHA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAlGP,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aA2FO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA7DP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAA6B,EAC9C,EA

CA,EAA0B,MAAO,EAAW,EAC5C,GACI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAC7B,GAAU,

EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,UAE9C,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,E

ACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAG9C,EAAK,O

ACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,2DAA6D,EAAI,SACrE,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACR,IAAM,2DACC,EAAQ,SA

CI,MAAnB,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IAAM,0EACiB,iBAA+B,MAG5D,EAAK,OACD,EAAI,

MAAM,KAAO,EAAQ,MAAM,GAC/B,wCAA0C,EAAI,MAAM,4CACtB,EAAQ,MAAM,OAChD,EAAK,OACD,

EAAU,+BAA+B,EAAQ,GACjD,IAAM,uEACY,mBAAwB,MAC9C,EAAK,OACc,QAAf,EACA,0CACI,0CAEF,

MAAA,GAAW,EACb,EAAA,SAAA,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,EAAQ,MAAM,GAAI,EAAQ,MAAM,GAAI,EAAQ,M

AAM,KAC7D,GAAU,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EA

AI,MAAM,KACjE,EAA4B,CAAC,EAAG,GAChC,EAA8B,CAAC,EAAG,GAIlC,GAAM,EACP,EAAA,QAAA,E

AAuB,EAAuB,EAAS,EAHnC,OAIH,EAAW,GAE7B,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,

MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,MAGxC,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,

GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAGtD,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACEA,

aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EArGP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EA

AA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aA4FO,SAAA,IAAA,GA

AA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,

gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAlEP,SAAS,EACL,EAAmE,EACnE,EAAkB,EAClB,EACA,EAA4B,OAC5B,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAO,S

AAW,EAAG,KACrB,IAAM,yBACE,EAAO,2BAA2B,EAAG,oBAE7C,IAAA,EAAW,EACX,EAAO,EACP,GAAe

,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GA

AI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,KAC1D,EAAW,CAAC,EAAG,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,KAG

9C,EAAK,OACmB,IAApB,EAAS,OACT,IACI,wEACG,EAAS,WACpB,EAAK,OACa,IAAd,EAAK,KACL,IAA

M,+DACM,EAAK,QACrB,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAO,KACP,IAAM,mEACM,EAAO,QACjB,MAAA,EAAyB,

SAAf,EAAwB,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,GACzD,EAA0B,SAAf,EAAwB,EAAK,MAAM,GAAK,EAAK,MAAM,GAC

pE,EAAK,OACD,IAAY,EAAO,MAAM,GACzB,gDAAkD,2CACd,EAAO,MAAM,OACrD,EAAK,OACD,IAAa,E

AAO,MAAM,GAC1B,iDAAmD,4CACd,EAAO,MAAM,OAC/B,MAAnB,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,G

ACX,IAAM,kFACiB,iBAA+B,MAGtD,MAAA,EAAoC,CAAC,GAAI,EAAM,OAAA,GAE/C,EACF,CAAC,QAA

A,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,WAAA,EAAY,gBAAA,EAAiB,WAAY,GAGtD,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,oBA

CyB,EACrB,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAA

I,EAAI,MAAM,KAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,GAAsB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,qBAAA,IAAhC,QAAA,oBAAA;;A

C9DA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAtCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAsBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EACA,EAAkC,EAClC,GACI,

MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,mBAC7B,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,mB

AE3C,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAa,EAAI,EAAS,EAAS,EAAK,OAAQ,GAG/C,MAAM,GAAkB,EAAG,E

AAA,IAAA,CAAC,iBAAA,IAA5B,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC0DA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I
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AAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAjGP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAsFO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBA

AA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,O

AAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EApD

P,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAA0C,EAC1C,EAA8B,QAC9B,EAA6C,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,IAChD,MAAA,G

AAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAC7B,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,UAE9C,IAAA,

EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EAEH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG

,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAExE,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,

EAAI,KACJ,2DAA6D,EAAI,SACrE,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACR,IAAM,2DACC,EAAQ,SACnB,EAAK,

OACD,EAAI,MAAM,KAAO,EAAQ,MAAM,GAC/B,wCAA0C,EAAI,MAAM,4CACtB,EAAQ,MAAM,OAChD,

EAAK,QACD,EAA+B,EAAA,gCAAA,EAAS,GACxC,IAAM,0EACa,oBAA0B,MACjD,EAAK,OACc,UAAf,EA

CA,0CACI,4CAEF,MAAA,EAAuB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAK,OAAQ,GAExC,EAAqB,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,E

AAK,WAAA,EAAY,UAAA,GAGhD,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,OACY,EACR,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,E

ACI,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,

KAGhE,EAGF,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACPA,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EA1FP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,m

BAIA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAkFO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA

,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA9DP,SA

AS,EACL,EAGA,EAAO,EAAkB,EACzB,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAO,SAAW,EAAG,KACrB,IAAM,yBACE,EA

AO,2BAA2B,EAAG,oBAE7C,IAAA,EAAW,EACX,EAAO,EACP,GAAe,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EAC

f,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,

GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,KACvE,EAAW,CAAC,EAAG,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,KAGnD,

MAAA,EAAU,EAAS,GACnB,EAAW,EAAK,MAAM,GAC5B,EAAK,OACmB,IAApB,EAAS,OACT,IACI,wEA

CG,EAAS,WACpB,EAAK,OACa,IAAd,EAAK,KACL,IAAM,+DACM,EAAK,QACrB,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EA

AO,KACP,IAAM,mEACM,EAAO,QACvB,EAAK,OACD,IAAY,EAAO,MAAM,GACzB,gDAAkD,2CACd,EAA

O,MAAM,OACrD,EAAK,OACD,IAAa,EAAO,MAAM,GAC1B,iDAAmD,4CACd,EAAO,MAAM,OAEhD,MAA

A,EAAsC,CAAC,GAAI,EAAM,OAAA,GAEjD,EAC2B,CAAC,IAAA,EAAK,QAAA,EAAS,WAAY,GAGtD,EAA

M,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,sBAC2B,EACvB,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EACI,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,

MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAGhE,EAGF,MAAM,GAAsB,EAAG,

EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,qBAAA,IAAhC,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACpDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EArCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAqBA,SA

AS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAGA,EAA0C,GACtC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,mBAC7B

,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,mBAE3C,OAAA,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAa,EAAI,EAAS,EA

AS,GAGzD,MAAM,GAAkB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,iBAAA,IAA5B,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACTA,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAg

B,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAExB,MAAM,GAAM,EA

AG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAA
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A,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MACA,EAAqB,CAAC,GADjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SA

G5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,

IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACiBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA5CP,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAyBA,SAAS,EACL,E

AAsB,EAAO,EAAG,GAAY,EAAO,GAAU,GACzD,MAEA,EAAuB,CAAC,GAFnB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAA

G,IAAK,WAG7B,EAAqB,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,UAAA,EAAW,QAAA,GAEtC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,E

ADG,OACK,EAAgC,GAGvC,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACgB

A,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EA5DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA

,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAmDO,SAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EA9BP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAuB,EACxC,GAAe,GACX,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,

EAAG,IAAK,iBAC7B,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,iBAErD,EAAK,OACY,UAAb,EAAG,MA

CH,IAAM,iEAC8B,EAAG,SAC3C,EAAK,OACD,EAAG,MAAQ,EACX,IAAM,yEACM,EAAG,SACnB,EAAK,O

AAO,GAAQ,EAAG,0CAA4C,MACnE,EAAK,OACD,EAAS,OAAS,EAAG,MAA0B,IAAlB,EAAS,KACtC,IACI,

kGAC8B,EAAG,4BAC9B,EAAS,UAEd,MAAA,EAA8B,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,QAAS,GAC/C,EAA4B,CAAC,KA

AA,EAAM,aAAA,GAElC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,cACY,EACf,GAGC,MAAM,GAAgB,EAAG,EA

AA,IAAA,CAAC,eAAA,IAA1B,QAAA,cAAA;;ACuBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,kBAAA,EAnFP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eA0EO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAnCP,SAAS,EACL,EAA0B,EAC1B,EAA4B,QA

CxB,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,gBAE7B,EAA8B,SAAf,EAAyB,EAAG,MAAM,GAA

K,EAAG,MAAM,GAC/D,EAA6B,SAAf,EAAyB,EAAG,MAAM,GAAK,EAAG,MAAM,GAC9D,EAA6B,SAAf,E

AAyB,EAAG,MAAM,GAAK,EAAG,MAAM,GAEpE,EAAK,OACD,EAAc,GAAa,EAC3B,wEACA,SAAmB,6C

ACnB,EAAG,SAEP,EAAK,OACD,EAAa,GAAa,EAC1B,wEACA,SAAkB,gDACd,EAAG,SAEX,EAAK,OACA,

GAAc,EAAY,IAAe,EAC1C,kDACI,EAAY,YACZ,uCAAgD,EAAG,SAErD,MAAA,EAA6B,CAAC,EAAG,GACj

C,EAA2B,CAAC,UAAA,EAAW,WAAA,GAEtC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,aACW,EACd,GAGC,MA

AM,GAAe,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,cAAA,IAAzB,QAAA,aAAA;;ACwBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EA5GP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAA

A,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAkGO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAA

A,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OA

AA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAnDP

,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAAkC,EAClC,EAA4B,OAC5B,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAG,GACzC,GACI,MAAA,GA

AK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,mBAC7B,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,mBAE9C,IAA

A,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EA
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AG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAE3D,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,IAA

M,mEACM,EAAI,SACpB,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACR,IAAM,oEACC,EAAQ,SACnB,EAAK,OACD,E

AAI,MAAM,KAAO,EAAQ,MAAM,GAC/B,IAAM,0DACE,EAAI,MAAM,wDACJ,EAAQ,MAAM,OAET,MAAn

B,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IAAM,mFACiB,iBAA+B,MAGtD,MAAA,EAAsC,CAAC,EAAG,

EAAK,OAAQ,GACvD,EACF,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,WAAA,EAAY,UAAA,EAAW,gBAAA,GAGp

C,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,sBAC2B,EACvB,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAA

C,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,GAAkB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,

CAAC,iBAAA,IAA5B,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACtEA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA

,UAAA,EArCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAuB

A,SAAS,EAAM,GACP,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAI5B,OAAA,EAA

O,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAGzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,K

AAA;;ACkDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAvFP,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,E

AAA,QAAA,aA6EO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAA

A,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAA

A,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA

,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5CP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAAkC,EAClC,EAAqC,CAAC,E

AAG,GACzC,EAAqB,QACjB,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,cAC7B,GAAU,EAAgB,EAA

A,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,cAElD,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,MAA0B,IAAZ,EAAG,KACpB,IAAM,mEACC,EA

AG,SACd,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACR,IAAM,+DACC,EAAQ,SACnB,EAAK,OACc,SAAf,EACA,IAA

M,mFACuB,KAE7B,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EAEH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI

,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,KACzD,GAAe,GAGX,MAAA,EAA2

B,CAAC,EAAG,EAAK,OAAQ,GAC5C,EAAyB,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,UAAA,GAGxC,EAAM,EA

AO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,WACgB,EACZ,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAA

M,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAGtD,EAGF,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,YAAA,I

AAvB,QAAA,WAAA;;AClBN,aA5DK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,GACf,MAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,OACjB,EAAiB,GACl

B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,IAAK,CACzB,MAAA,EAAM,EAAS,EAAI,EACnB,EAAI,EAAQ,IAA

Q,GAChB,EAAS,EAAS,OAAS,EAAI,IAAM,GACvC,GAAW,IAAN,GACX,EAAK,QAAQ,GAGV,OAAA,EAOH

,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,GACf,MAAA,EAAmB,GACpB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,OAAQ,IAAK,CA

ClC,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAAQ,OAAS,EAAI,GACrC,EAAU,EAAS,OAAS,EAAI,EAChC,EAAS,EAAS,IACX,

MAAT,GAA4B,IAAV,GAAe,EAAS,IAC5C,EAAO,QAAQ,GAGZ,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAkB,GACd,M

AAA,EAAmB,GACnB,EAAI,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,EAAO,QAEpC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG

,IAAK,CACtB,IAAA,EAAI,EAAO,EAAO,OAAS,EAAI,GAC1B,MAAL,IACF,EAAI,GAEF,IAAA,EAAI,EAAO,

EAAO,OAAS,EAAI,GAI/B,GAHK,MAAL,IACF,EAAI,GAEI,IAAN,EACF,EAAO,QAAQ,QACV,GAAU,IAAN,

EACT,EAAO,QAAQ,OACV,CAAA,GAAI,IAAM,EAAG,CAGZ,MAAA,MAFS,2DACR,SAAc,MAGrB,EAAO,Q

AAQ,IAGZ,OAAA,EACR,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAA;;AC/BM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,E

AvCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,

QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAA

G,IAAK,SAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI

,IAEH,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAAA,EAAsB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAEhC

,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAG1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IA

AlB,QAAA,MAAA;;AC8BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EApEP,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,

kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAyBA,SAAS,EACL,EAA8B,EAAiB,GAC3C,MAAA,GAAK,EA
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AgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAC7B,GAAa,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAW,YAAa,QAAS,QAI9D,GAAiB,EAA2B,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OACzD,GAA

gB,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,EAAI,GAChC,GAAgB,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,EAAI,GACd,IAApB,EAAW,OAIT,EAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,EAAW,MAAM,KAAO,EAAG,MAAM,GACjC,IAAM,kEAGY,IAApB,EAAW,OAGT,EAAA,EA

AA,mBAAA,EAAW,MAAO,EAAc,MAAO,oBAGvC,MAAA,EAAuB,CAC3B,UAAW,EACX,EAAG,EACH,EA

AG,GAEE,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,OAAyB,GAG3B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,O

AAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACzCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA

3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EA

A6B,GAC9B,MACA,EAA0B,CAAC,GADtB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,cAE5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA

,UAAU,EAAjB,UAA4B,GAE9B,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;AC

2BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EArDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,gBAgCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GAEpB,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OA

C7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAExB,M

AAA,GAAY,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAI,GACpB,GAAQ,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAClB,GAAc,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,EAAI,GACvB,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAa,EAAO,GAG5B,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,C

AAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACUA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SA

AA,EA/DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,aAyDO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAA

A,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,

MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,

UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,E

AAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtCP,SAAS,EAAK,EAAuB,GAC7B,MAAA,GAAM,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAI,KAAM,OAChC,GAAM,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAI,KAAM,OAEtC,EAAK,SACa,IAAb,E

AAI,MAA2B,IAAb,EAAI,MAA6B,IAAb,EAAI,MAA2B,IAAb,EAAI,MAC7D,IAAM,kEACC,EAAI,YAAY,EAA

I,SAEzB,MAAA,EAAwB,IAAb,EAAI,KAAa,EAAI,KAAO,EAAI,MAAM,GACjD,EAAwB,IAAb,EAAI,KAAa,E

AAI,KAAO,EAAI,MAAM,GAOnD,GALJ,EAAK,OACD,IAAY,EACZ,IAAM,mEACC,SAAe,MAET,IAAb,EAAI

,MAA2B,IAAb,EAAI,KAAY,CAC9B,MAAA,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,GAAI,IACzB,GAAO,

EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,EAAE,EAAG,IACzB,GAAO,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAM,GACnB,OAAA,EAAQ,

EAAA,SAAA,EAAM,IAChB,GAAiB,IAAb,EAAI,MAA2B,IAAb,EAAI,KAAY,CACrC,MAAA,GAAO,EAAQ,E

AAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,GAAI,IACzB,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI

,MAAM,KAC7C,GAAO,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAM,GACnB,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAM,CAAC,EAA

K,OACtB,GAAiB,IAAb,EAAI,MAA2B,IAAb,EAAI,KAAY,CACrC,MAAA,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,

EAAE,EAAG,IACzB,GAAO,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,GAClB,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAM,CAAC,E

AAK,OACtB,CACC,MAAA,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KA

E5C,OADM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,IAKtB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,Q

AAA,IAAA;;ACnCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA7BP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,M

AEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,

IAAsB,GAGxB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACQA,aAAA,OAAA

,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EArCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA4BO,SAAA,I

AAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAA
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A,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAbP,SAAS,EAAuB,GAC1B,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OACjC,EAAK,

OACY,UAAb,EAAG,OAAkC,YAAb,EAAG,MAC3B,IAAM,6CAEO,UAAb,EAAG,QACL,GAAK,EAAK,EAAA,

MAAA,EAAI,YAGV,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,GACvB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAEx

B,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACVA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA

,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBA

AA,EAAG,IAAK,QAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAExB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,I

AAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACYA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,gBAAA,EAvCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eA8BO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAZP,SAAS,EAA8B,EAAsB,EAAO,GAC5D,MAAA,

GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAAc,qBAEjD,EAAK,OAAO,GAAQ,EAAG,KAAM,IAAM,sCAE7

B,MAAA,EAA2B,CAAC,MAAO,GACnC,EAAyB,CAAC,IAAK,GAE9B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,W

ACS,EAAgC,GAG3C,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,YAAA,IAAvB,QAAA,WAAA;;ACXA,aAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MAEA,EAAsB,CAAC,GAFl

B,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAE1B,MAAM,

GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACuBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAnDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,s

BAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eA0CO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAfP,SAAS,EAAwB,EAAiB,G

AC1C,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OAAQ,qBAC3C,EAAK,OACD,EAAG,OAAS,EAA

K,OACjB,yCAA2C,EAAG,qCACb,MAE/B,MAAA,EAAqB,CAAC,EAAG,GACzB,EAAmB,CAAC,KAAA,GAE

nB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,KACG,EACN,GAGC,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAA

A,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACaA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA7DP,

IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,U

AgBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAKA,EAAkB,WACF,MAAd,IACF,EAAa,GAET,MAAA,GAAO,EAAO,EA

AA,QAAA,CAAC,EAAS,GAAa,GACrC,EAAI,GAAW,EAAa,EAAU,EACvC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IA

AK,EACvB,EAAK,IAAI,EAAG,EAAG,GAEX,MAAA,GAAgB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,WAAY,CAAC,EA

AS,IACrD,GAAc,MAAd,EACK,OAAA,EAEH,GAAsB,IAAtB,EAAW,OACN,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAA

W,EAAA,YAAA,EAAK,GAAI,CAAC,EAAW,GAAI,EAAG,IAC9C,GAA0B,IAAtB,EAAW,OAEb,OAAA,EACI,

EAAA,OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,aAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAK,GAAI,GAC/B,CAAC,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,G

AAI,EAAG,IACxC,GAA0B,IAAtB,EAAW,OAEb,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,aAAA,EAAW,E

AAA,aAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAK,GAAI,GAAI,GAAI,CACrD,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,GAA

I,EAAG,IAGnD,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,wEAE8B,EAAmB,YAKpD,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,K

AAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACvCN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EA
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zBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAmBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB,EAAsB,GACtC,MAAA,EAAm

B,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,MAAA,EAAO,MAAA,GAEjC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAAI;;A

CE7B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MAEA,EAAsB,

CAAC,GAFlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GA

E1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACsBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAhDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EA

AA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA4BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAA4B,EAAO,EAAG,EAAY,GAC/D,MAGA,E

AAyB,CAAC,GAHrB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAGI,SAFtB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,

SAAU,UAGzD,EAAuB,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,UAAA,GAE7B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,SACO,EAA

gC,GAGzC,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACVA,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAvCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAG

A,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EA

AsB,GACpB,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG

,IAAK,YAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,IAEH,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,O

AElC,MAAA,EAAwB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAElC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,QAA0B,GAG5

B,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAvCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GA

CpB,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,gBAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,i

BAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,IAEH,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,M

AAA,EAA6B,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAEvC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,aAA+B,GAGjC,MAAM

,GAAe,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,cAAA,IAAzB,QAAA,aAAA;;ACVA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

AEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,OAFb,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,

QAAS,SAGxC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAGzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAA

C,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,

EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,

EAA4B,GAC7B,MAEA,EAAyB,CAAC,GAFrB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OA

AA,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,GAE7B,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;

ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MAEA,EAAsB,

CAAC,GAFlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAE

1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EA

AA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MACA,EAAsB,CAAC,GADlB,EAAgB,EAAA,i

BAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAE1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EA

AA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACUA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,eAAA,EArCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAA

A,eAmBA,SAAS,EAA6B,EAAiB,EAAQ,IACvD,MAEA,EAA0B,CAAC,GAFtB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,I

AAK,cAG7B,EAAwB,CAAC,MAAA,GAExB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,UACQ,EAAgC,GAG1C,MA

AM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAtCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAA

A,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAgBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,I

AAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAChC

,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,IAEH,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAAA,E

AAqB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAE/B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAGzB,MAAM,GAA

O,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,
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OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAvCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,

EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,IAAA,GAAK

,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,cAChC,EAAI,IAAM,

EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,IAEH,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAAA,EAA0B,CAAC,

EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAEpC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,UAA4B,GAG9B,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAA

A,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACdN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,SAAA,EAxBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAgBM,SAAU,EAAS,EAAe,EAAc,GAChD

,GAAA,GAAO,EACH,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,4CAGZ,MAAA,EAAuB,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,KAAA,EAAM,IAA

A,GACpC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,GAAI;;ACuCjC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gCAAA,EA9DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

AEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAoDO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA

,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAnCP,SA

AS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAc,EAAG,EAAO,EAAG,EAAQ,EAAG,EAAO,IAC1D,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBA

AA,EAAG,IAAK,8BACnC,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,MAA0B,IAAZ,EAAG,KACpB,+FACgB,EAAG,SACvB,

EAAK,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IAAM,8FAC6B,MAEnC,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,

OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GA

AI,EAAG,MAAM,MAGrD,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,GAExB,EAAkB,CAAC,YAAA,EAAa,KAAA,EAAM,

MAAA,EAAO,KAAA,GAG7C,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,IACS,EACL,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,E

AAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAEpD,EAIJ,MAAM,GAA

6B,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,4BAAA,IAAvC,QAAA,2BAAA;;ACnCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG

,IAAK,QAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAExB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAA

C,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,

EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,

EAAyB,GAC1B,MAEA,EAAsB,CAAC,GAFlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OA

AA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAE1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;

;ACoVN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAhXD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

YACA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WA2WC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBA

AA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,O

AAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAvU

D,SAAS,EAAK,GAIL,OAFP,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,WAAW,GAAI,IAAM,8CACvB,CAAC,EAAsB,KAEtB,MAA

A,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAAW,qBACxC,EACK,MAAN,GAAc,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,E

AAI,KAAM,WAAa,KACnD,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,KAAK,KACX,MAAA,MAAC,EAAD,MAAQ,GAAS,EAAO,

OAAA,UAAU,IAAM,EAAE,GAAK,CAAC,GAAK,GAQpD,OAPI,MAAP,GACF,EAAK,kBACD,EAAM,MAAO,

EAAI,MACjB,kFAGN,EAAW,GACJ,EAAM,MAkCnB,SAAS,EAAM,GAIN,OAFP,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,WAA

W,GAAI,IAAM,+CACvB,CAAC,EAAgC,KACtC,EAAK,OACD,MAAM,QAAQ,GACd,IAAM,oFAGJ,MAAA,G

ACF,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,WAAY,qBAC7C,EACK,MAAN,GAAc,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EA
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AI,KAAM,YAAc,KACpD,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,KAAK,KACX,MAAA,MAAC,EAAD,MAAQ,GAAS,EAAO,O

AAA,UAAU,IAAM,KAAK,GAAQ,EAAO,GAQ3D,OAPI,MAAP,GACF,EAAK,kBACD,EAAM,MAAO,EAAI,M

ACjB,iGAGN,EAAW,GACJ,KA8Bb,SAAS,EAAiD,GAQjD,OAHP,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,WAAW,GAChB,IAAM

,sDACH,CAAC,EAAM,KACZ,EAAK,OACD,aAAa,EADjB,OAEI,IAAM,uDACV,EAAK,OACK,MAAN,GAAc,a

AAc,EADhC,OAEI,IAAM,4DACJ,MAAA,MAAC,EAAD,MAAQ,GAAS,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,IAAM,EAAE,G

AAI,CAAC,GAAI,GAElD,OADP,EAAW,GACJ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAM,GAAS,MAAA,IAmCjC,SAAS,EAAgC,G

AQhC,OAHP,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,WAAW,GAChB,IAAM,uDACH,CAAC,EAAgB,KACtB,EAAK,OACD,MA

AM,QAAQ,IAAS,EAAK,MAAM,GAAO,aAAe,EAAjC,QACvB,IAAM,sEAEV,EAAK,OACK,MAAN,GAAc,aA

Ac,EADhC,OAEI,IAAM,gEACJ,MAAA,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,IAAM,KAAK,GAAO,EAAM,GAQ9C,OA

PG,MAAN,GACF,EAAK,kBACD,EAAI,MAAM,MAAO,EAAG,MACpB,yGAGN,EAAW,EAAI,OACR,GAkCX,

SAAS,EAAc,EAAiB,GAEtC,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,WAAW,GAChB,IAAM,uDACV,EAAK,OACU,MAAX,GACI

,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAY,EAAQ,MAAM,GAAK,aAAa,EAAhC,UAC9B,IACI,iFAGF,MAAA,EAA8B,MAAX,EACr

B,IAAC,EAAkB,CAErB,EAAU,GACL,IAAA,MAAM,KAAW,EAAO,OAAA,oBAC3B,EAAQ,KAAK,EAAO,OA

AA,oBAAoB,IAItC,MAAA,EACF,EAAmB,EAAQ,OAAO,IAAa,EAAS,WAAa,KAGnE,EAAmB,EAAQ,OACjC,

EAAU,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAY,EAAS,WAC9C,EAAK,OACD,EAAQ,OAAS,EACjB,IAAM,mGAC+B,kBACjC,cA

EF,MACA,MAAC,EAAD,MAAQ,GAAS,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAG,EAAS,MAD3B,GAGzB,EAAK,OACD,E

AAM,KAAK,GAAU,MAAL,GAChB,IAAM,gMAGV,EAAK,OACc,IAAf,EAAM,KACN,IAAM,oFACiB,EAAM,

eAE3B,MAAA,EAA6B,GAW5B,OAVP,EAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,KACF,MAAZ,EAAM,KACR,EAAW,EAA

E,MAAQ,EAAM,MAGF,MAAzB,GAGF,EAAsB,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAW,EAAE,MAAQ,MAEnD,CAAC,MAAA,

EAAO,MAAO,GA2CxB,SAAS,EAA6B,GAE7B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,WAAW,GAG3B,SAAS,EAAW,GAEd,G

ADqB,EAAM,OAAO,GAAU,MAAL,GAAW,OAC/B,EACf,MAAA,IAAI,MACN;;ACjVD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,E

AAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAA

A,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAExB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,E

AAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,cAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QA

AA,eAcA,SAAS,EAA4B,GAC7B,MAEA,EAAyB,CAAC,GAFrB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAG5B,O

AAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,GAE7B,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,

QAAA,SAAA;;ACkBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EA7CP,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,gBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,

EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAeA,SAAS,EAA8B,GAC/B,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,

IAAK,cAkB5B,OAbU,EAAY,EAAA,YAAA,IAUpB,MAAA,CAAC,OANM,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAS,EAAA,

WAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAMhB,SAJG,IAET,OADM,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EA

AI,EAAA,KAAA,QAM9B,CAAS,GAEX,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,YAAA,IAAvB,QAAA,WA

AA;;ACKA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAlDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA+BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,KA

AM,GAAW,GAC3D,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAG7B,EAAkB,CAA

C,iBAAkB,EAAM,SAAA,GAE1C,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,IACE,EAAgC,GAGpC,MAAM,GAAM,

EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACRA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA3CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EA

AA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAyBA,SAAS,EAAuB,EAAsB,GAChD,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,

EAAG,IAAK,OAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,

EAAI,GAExB,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAE9B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB

,GAGxB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACYA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAvDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,E

AAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAgCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,KAAM,GAA

W,GAC7D,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OAChB,SAAb,EAAG,QACL,GAAK,EAAK,EAA

A,MAAA,EAAI,UAGV,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,GACxB,EAAkB,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,SAAA,GAExB,O
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AAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,IACE,EAAgC,GAGpC,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,I

AAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACkCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAxFP,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,S

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SAu

BA,SAAS,EAA8B,EAAsB,GAAO,GAC5D,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,cAK9C,IAHU,I

AAV,IACF,EAAO,EAAQ,KAAO,GAEpB,IAAS,EAAQ,KAAO,EACpB,MAAA,MACF,mFACmB,EAAQ,qBAAq

B,KAgC/C,OAjBU,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,EAAgB,KACrC,MACA,GAAO,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAQ,G

AAM,GACzB,GAAU,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAQ,GACtB,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,E

AAS,YAAY,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAU,GAJvC,KAKjB,EAAK,CA

AC,IAQC,MAAA,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,SANE,CAAC,EAAY,KACtB,MAAC,GAAS,EAEV,GAAU,EAAI,EAA

A,KAAA,GACb,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAI,GAFV,GA

E2B,OAKzC,CAAS,GAUX,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,YAAA,IAAvB,QAAA,WAAA;;ACGN,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0

BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,iBAAA,EA3FD,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YA2FC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EArFK,SAAU,EAAqB,EAAgB,

GAC9C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,SAAU,EAC7B,GAAA,EAAK,EAAK,OAAS,EAAI,KAAO,EAA

O,EAAI,EACpC,OAAA,EAGJ,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAqB,EAAqB,GACtC,MAAA,EAAO,EAAU,OAA

S,EAAU,OACpC,EAAM,GACR,IAAA,EAAS,EACT,EAAY,EACT,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,EAAM,EAAM,K

ACH,IAAvB,EAAK,QAAQ,GACf,EAAI,KAAK,EAAU,MAEnB,EAAI,KAAK,EAAU,MAGhB,OAAA,EAGH,S

AAU,EACZ,EAAkB,GACd,MAAA,EAAW,GACX,EAAO,EAAO,OACf,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,EAAM,EAA

M,KACD,IAAvB,EAAK,QAAQ,IACf,EAAS,KAAK,EAAO,IAIlB,MAAA,CAAC,EADY,EAAK,IAAI,GAAO,EA

AO,KAIvC,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiB,GAEZ,OAAA,EAAiB,EADD,EAAK,IAAI,GAAK,GACU,GAG3C,SAAU,EAC

Z,EAAa,EAAgB,GAC/B,EAAK,OACD,EAAqB,EAAM,GAC3B,OAAS,wDACO,cAAiB,YAQjC,SAAU,EAAmB,

EAAgB,GAE7C,GAAA,EAAqB,EAAM,GACtB,OAAA,KAEH,MAAA,EAAmB,GACpB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAA

G,EAAI,IAAQ,GACD,IAArB,EAAK,QAAQ,IACf,EAAO,KAAK,GAIT,OADP,EAAK,QAAQ,GAAQ,EAAO,KA

AK,IAC1B,EAIH,SAAU,EAAuB,GAC9B,OAAA,EAAK,IAAI,CAAC,EAAM,IAAM,CAAC,EAAG,IAC5B,KAA

K,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,GAAK,EAAE,IACxB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,IAGZ,SAAU,EAAiB,EAAiB,GAC1C,

MAAA,EAAgB,GACjB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAO,EAAS,EAAI,IAAQ,EACvC,EAAI,KAAK,GAEJ,OAAA;;AC3

BF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA9DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA

,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,E

AAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SA+BA,SA

AS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,KAAM,GAAW,GAC3D,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAE7B

,GAAO,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAM,EAAG,OAC/B,GAAO,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAI,GAAM,GACrB,GAAI,

EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAI,GACZ,GAAI,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GACR,GAAI,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,GACX,

GAAI,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GACR,GAAM,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAM,EAAE,OAAQ,GA

EpC,GAAA,EAAU,CACN,MAAA,GAAW,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAI,MAAO,GAC1C,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,

SAAA,EAAK,GAEf,OAAA,EAGF,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;A

C5BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EApCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiBA,SAAS,EACL,E

AAsB,GAClB,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAAc,QAC3C,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAA

A,EAAG,IAAK,aAAc,SACtB,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAAA,EAA2B,CAAC,EAA

G,EAAI,EAAG,GAErC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,WAA6B,GAG/B,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IA
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AA,CAAC,YAAA,IAAvB,QAAA,WAAA;;ACRA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,gBAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,e

AeA,SAAS,EAA8B,GAC/B,MACA,EAA2B,CAAC,GADvB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAAc,SAE1C,

OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,WAA6B,GAG/B,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,YAAA,IAAv

B,QAAA,WAAA;;ACKA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAhCP,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAgB

A,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GAClB,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAAa,QAC1C,GAAK,EA

AgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAAa,SACrB,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAAA,E

AA0B,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GACpC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,UAA4B,GAE9B,MAAM,GAA

Y,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACGA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAlCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GAClB,MAAA,GA

AK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAAc,QAC3C,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAAc,QAI

1C,OAHoB,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,QAGjC,EAAW,EAAA,aAAA,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,E

AAG,IAAI,EAAW,EAAA,aAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAG,KAGvD,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CA

AC,YAAA,IAAvB,QAAA,WAAA;;AC8CA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aA

AA,EAjFP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAE

A,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAsEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QA

AA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,y

BAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA3CP,SAA

S,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAAkC,EAClC,GACI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAG/B,IA

AA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,E

AAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAG3D,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,2D

AA6D,EAAI,SACrE,EAAK,OACD,EAAU,+BAA+B,EAb3B,GAcd,IAAM,2EACa,uBACA,MAAnB,GACF,EAA

K,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IAAM,2EACiB,iBAA+B,MAGtD,MAAA,EAAwB,CAAC,EAAG,GAE5B,EAAs

B,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,gBAAA,GAGjD,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,QACa

,EACT,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EA

AI,MAAM,KAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACaA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA9FP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,

QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAoFO,

SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA/CP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAA8C,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GACtE,EAA0C,EAC1C,EACA,

EAA8B,SAC1B,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAE/B,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EACH,

IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAA

G,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAGxE,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,yDAA2D,EA

AI,SACnE,EAAK,OACc,UAAf,EACA,IAAM,mFACuB,KACV,MAAnB,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,G

ACX,IAAM,6EACiB,iBAA+B,MAGtD,MAAA,EAA0B,CAAC,EAAG,GAE9B,EACe,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,QA

AA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,gBAAA,EAAiB,WAAA,GAG3D,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,UACe,EACX,GA

EZ,OAAA,GACK,EACI,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,
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GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAIhE,EAGF,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;

ACjCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EA7DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,a

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAmCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAAkC

,EAClC,GAAsB,GAClB,MAEA,EAAkC,CAAC,GAF9B,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,sBAG7B,EACuB,

CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,oBAAA,GAGlD,EAAS,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,kBACuB

,EACnB,GAEZ,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAO,GAAI,QAAS,EAAO,IAGtC,MAAM,GAAoB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,

CAAC,mBAAA,IAA9B,QAAA,kBAAA;;ACLA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA

,aAAA,EAxDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAG

A,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA6BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,IAAA,GA

AK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAChC,EAAI,I

AAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAEb,SAAb,EAAG,QACL,GAAK,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,SACd,GAA

K,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,WAEW,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAAA,EAAwB,C

AAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAElC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,QAA0B,GAG5B,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,

EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACNA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,UAAA,EAlDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QA

AA,eA+BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,KAAM,GAAW,GAC3D,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAgB,EAA

A,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAG7B,EAAmB,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,SAAA,GAEzB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EA

DG,KACG,EAAgC,GAGrC,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACCA,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EApDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAA

A,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA+BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,KAAM,GAAW,

GAC3D,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAG7B,EAAkB,CAAC,KAAA,E

AAM,SAAA,GAGxB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,IACS,EACL,GAGN,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IA

AA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACMA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,EAzDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBA

GA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA6BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,IAAA,G

AAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAChC,EAAI,

IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAEb,SAAb,EAAG,QACL,GAAK,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,SACd,GAA

K,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,WAGW,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAAA,EAAwB,C

AAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAElC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,QAA0B,GAG5B,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,

EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACgBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAzEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAgEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EArCP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,GACF,E

AAK,OACQ,YAAT,GAA+B,cAAT,EACtB,IAAM,kEACK,MAET,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG

,IAAK,aAC/B,GAAY,IAAZ,EAAG,KACC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kEAGN,EAAK,OACD,EAAS,SAAW,EAAG,K

ACvB,4CAA8C,EAAG,gBACtC,EAAS,WAClB,MAAA,EAAuB,YAAT,EAAqB,EAAI,EACxC,IAAA,IAAI,EAA

I,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,KAAM,IAC3B,EAAK,OACsB,IAAvB,EAAS,GAAG,OACZ,IAAM,yDACV,EAAK,OACD

,EAAS,GAAG,IAAM,GAAK,EAAS,GAAG,IAAM,EAAG,MAAM,GAAK,GACnD,EAAS,GAAG,IAAM,GAAK,

EAAS,GAAG,IAAM,EAAG,MAAM,GAAK,EAC3D,4BAA8B,2CACpB,EAAG,MAAM,GAAK,0CACX,EAAG,S

AGhB,MAAA,EAAwB,CAAC,SAAA,EAAU,KAAA,GACnC,EAA0B,CAAC,EAAG,GAC7B,OAAA,EAAO,OA

AA,UACV,EADG,UACQ,EAAgC,GAG1C,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,U

AAA;;ACzBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAhDP,IAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eA8BA,SAAS,E
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AAuB,EAAsB,GAChD,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,OAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBA

AA,EAAG,IAAK,QAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAExB,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAG,EA

AI,EAAG,GAE9B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAGxB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,C

AAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACxBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,Y

AAA,EAxBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAA0B,GAC3B,M

AAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAE5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,SAAU,CAAC,EAAG,

GADxB,IAIT,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;ACmBA,aAAA,OAAA

,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EA1CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,W

AEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,SAgBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,KAC9C,GAAW,GACb,GAAI,EA

AgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WACtB,MAAA,GAAO,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAM,EAAE,OAC9B,GAAQ,

EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAG,EAAM,GACxB,IAAA,EAAgB,EAAM,MACrB,IACH,GAAgB,EAAqB,EAAA,sBA

AA,EAAM,MAAO,IAE9C,MAAA,GACF,EAAO,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EA

AG,YAAY,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAO,KAE3C,MAAA,CAAC,KAAM,EAAO,UADJ,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EA

AY,EAAM,IAInC,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACQA,aAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAnDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QA

AA,eAyBA,SAAS,EACL,EAA2B,EAC3B,EACA,GACI,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,g

BACtC,GAAK,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,gBAClC,GAAK,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,gBA

EpC,IAAA,EAAQ,EACN,MAAA,EAAY,GACb,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAU,OAAQ,IAAK,CACnC,M

AAA,EAAS,EAAU,GAAG,EAAO,EAAG,GAAI,EAAG,IAC7C,EAAU,KAAK,EAAO,IACtB,EAAU,KAAK,EAA

O,IACtB,EAAQ,EAAO,GAEX,MAAA,EAAmB,GACnB,EAAmB,GACpB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAA

U,OAAQ,GAAK,EACzC,EAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IACpB,EAAK,KAAK,EAAU,EAAI,IAEnB,MAAA,CAAC,EAA

M,GAET,MAAM,GAAe,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,cAAA,IAAzB,QAAA,aAAA;;ACcA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAjEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,E

AAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAsBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsC,EAAoB,EAC1D,GAAa,

GACT,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,eAC5C,EAAc,EAAQ,KACtB,EAAW,EAAQ,KACr

B,GAAA,EAAc,EACV,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kEACG,MAEL,GAAA,EAAW,EACP,MAAA,IAAI,sDAAsD,KAIlE

,EAAO,GAAQ,KAAK,SAGd,MAGA,EAA4B,CAAC,OAFlB,IAAb,GAAiB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAS,CAAC,

GAAI,IAAM,GAG3C,EAA0B,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,KAAA,EAAM,WAAA,GAG7C,EAAM,EAAO,OAAA,UA

CH,EADJ,YACiB,EACb,GAGT,OAAa,IAAb,GAAiB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,OAAqB,EAG1D

,MAAM,GAAc,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAxB,QAAA,YAAA;;AC5BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAtCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,Q

AAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAgBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACp

B,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAC

hC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,IAEH,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAA

A,EAAyB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAEnC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,GAG7B,MAAM,G

AAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACRN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EA7BD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aAe

M,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,EAAkB,WACpC,GAAU,cAAV,EAAuB,CACnB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,EAAO,WACpB

,EAAO,EAAM,EAAO,WACnB,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAM,GAEjB,MAAA,GAAS,EAAoB,EAAA,sBA

AA,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAAQ,GAClD,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,WAAW,EAAQ,EAAO;;ACEzC,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EA9BD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAeM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,EAAkB,WACpC,GAAU,cAAV,EAAuB,CA

CnB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,EAAO,WACnB,GAAO,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAO,WACnB,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,

SAAA,EAAM,GAEjB,MAAA,GAAS,EAAmB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAAQ,GACjD,OAAA,EAA

O,OAAA,WAAW,EAAQ,EAAO;;ACDnC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAA

A,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAA

S,EAA4B,GAC7B,MAEA,EAAyB,CAAC,GAFrB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,O
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AAA,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,GAG7B,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;

;ACSA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EArCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,s

BAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aA+BO,SAAA,IA

AA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA

,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA

,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAfP,SAAS,EACL,EAAyB,GACrB,MAAA,GAAM,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAI,KAAM,gBAChC,

GAAM,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAI,KAAM,gBAEtC,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,MAA2B,IAAb,EAAI,KACtB,I

AAM,kEACC,EAAI,YAAY,EAAI,SAEzB,MAAA,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,EAAE,EAAG,IACzB,GA

AO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,GAAI,IACxB,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAM,GAGf,MAAM,GAA

e,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,cAAA,IAAzB,QAAA,aAAA;;ACYA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAjDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EA

AA,QAAA,eA2BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAmC,EAAgB,GAChE,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAA

G,IAAK,OAC/B,GAAY,IAAZ,EAAG,KACC,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,sDAGZ,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,SAAA,EAA

U,cAAA,GAC/B,EAAsB,CAAC,EAAG,GACzB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,MACI,EACP,GAGC,MAA

M,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;AChCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAhBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAA

A,SAKA,SAAS,EACL,EAAwB,EACxB,EAAgB,GAIX,OAFH,EAAA,EAAA,QAAoB,IAApB,EAAS,OACT,IAA

M,qDACH,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,CAAC,GAAW,GAGrB,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OA

AA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAj

BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,SAKA,SAAS,EACL,EAAwB,EACxB,EAA

gB,GAKX,OAHH,EAAA,EAAA,QAAoB,IAApB,EAAS,QAAuC,IAAvB,EAAS,GAAG,QACV,IAAvB,EAAS,GA

AG,OAChB,IAAM,0DACH,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,EAAU,GAGnB,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,C

AAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,W

AAA,EAlBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,SAKA,SAAS,EACL,EACA,EAC

A,EAAgB,GAKX,OAHH,EAAA,EAAA,QAAoB,IAApB,EAAS,QAAuC,IAAvB,EAAS,GAAG,QACV,IAAvB,EA

AS,GAAG,QAAuC,IAAvB,EAAS,GAAG,OAC5C,IAAM,0DACH,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,EAAU,GAGnB,M

AAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACIA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aA

AA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAtBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAA

A,SAKA,SAAS,EACL,EACA,EAIA,EAAgB,GAMX,OAJH,EAAA,EAAA,QAAoB,IAApB,EAAS,QAAuC,IAAv

B,EAAS,GAAG,QACV,IAAvB,EAAS,GAAG,QAAuC,IAAvB,EAAS,GAAG,QACjB,IAAvB,EAAS,GAAG,OAC

hB,IAAM,0DACH,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,EAAU,GAGnB,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OA

AA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;AC0EA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EA

jGP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EA

AA,QAAA,eAwFO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA

,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,

eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtCP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAsB,GACnC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,kBAEnC,EAAK,OACD,EAAG,MAAQ,EAAI,EAAW,OAC1B,kBAAoB,EAAG,sCA

CnB,EAAW,UAEnB,EAAK,OACD,EAAS,SAAW,EAAW,OAC/B,yBACI,EAAS,wCAAwC,EAAW,UAEpE,EAA

K,OACD,EAAG,MAAM,OACL,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,IACD,EAAI,GAAK,GAAK,EAAW,OACpB,IACD,EAAI,

EAAS,EAAI,GAAG,GAAK,EAAS,EAAI,GAAG,IACtC,EAAW,EAAI,IACnB,EAEA,GAET,GACJ,gCAAkC,EA
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AG,MAAM,MAAM,oBAC7C,EAAS,+CACT,EAAW,cAEb,MAAA,EAA+B,CAAC,EAAG,GACnC,EAA6B,CAA

C,WAAA,EAAY,SAAA,GAEzC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,eACa,EAChB,GAGC,MAAM,GAAiB,EA

AG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,gBAAA,IAA3B,QAAA,eAAA;;AC8CA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA9IP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAA

A,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAoIO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,G

AAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,O

AAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IA

AA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAxGP,SAAS,EACL,EAAqB,EACrB,EAA0B,EAC1B,EA

AqC,GACtB,MAAb,IACF,EAAY,CAAC,EAAG,IAEH,MAAX,IACF,EAAU,GAEA,IAAR,IACF,EAAM,SAGF,M

AAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,IAAK,WACnC,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EAEH,IAAZ,EAAG,OA

CL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,

EAAG,MAAM,MAG3D,EAAK,OACD,EAAU,+BAA+B,EAAS,GAClD,IAAM,wEACa,oBAA0B,MAE3C,MAA

A,EAAW,EAAU,kBACvB,EAAI,MAAO,EAAa,EAAS,EAAW,GAC1C,EACF,CAAC,EAAS,eAAgB,EAAS,eAO

nC,IAAA,EAEF,EADU,SAAR,EACY,EACV,CAAC,EAAS,aAAc,EAAS,aAAc,GAErC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAG,GA

AI,CAAC,EAAG,IAGvB,MAAA,EAAgC,IAAhB,EAAS,IAA4B,IAAhB,EAAS,IAC7C,EAAiB,GAAiB,EACrC,C

AAC,EAAS,SAAU,EAAS,SAAU,EAAU,GAC/C,EAAe,EAAgB,EAAM,QACrC,EACF,EAAgB,GAAM,EAAe,E

AAA,gBAAA,EAAK,EAAU,GAKlD,GAH4B,QAAhB,EACd,KAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAY,EAAa,EAAS,

GAChD,KAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAY,EAAa,EAAS,MAG9C,EAAM,EAAgB,GAAI,EAAe,EAAA,gBAA

A,EAAG,EAAU,GAExD,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM

,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAGtD,EAMT,SAAS,EACL,EAA8B,EAC9B,GACI,MAAA,EAAW,EAAY,IAAI,GAAK,E

AAE,IAClC,EAAa,EAAY,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,IACpC,EAAiB,EAAW,OAAO,EAAU,GAC7C,EAAc,EAAW,IAA

I,CAAC,EAAG,KAAO,EAAI,EAAe,GAAK,GAAK,GACrE,EAAS,EAAW,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAI,EA

AY,IAGjD,MAAA,CAFU,EAAW,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,CAAC,EAAS,GAAI,EAAO,KACjD,EAAW,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,CAAC,EAAG,EAAY,MAOzD,SAAS,EACL,EAA+B,GAG3B,MAGA,EAHqB,EAAY,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAG,IACtC,GAAK,EAAI,IAAM,EAAS,GAAK,IAEG,IAAI,GAAK,EAAI,GAIhD,EAAgB,EAAc,IAAI,

GAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,IACtD,EAAc,EAAc,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAI,EAAc,IAC3D,OAAA,EAAc,

IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IACpB,CAAC,EAAc,GAAI,EAAY,KAInC,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MA

AA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;AC/FA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAjD

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QA

AA,eA8BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAyB,GACvB,IAAA,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,OACtC,GAAO,

EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAK,MAAO,QACtC,EAAO,IAAQ,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAO,GAEhC,MAAA,EAA

oB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAO,EAAG,GAEjC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAGxB,MAAM,GAAM,E

AAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACfA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAjCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,eAkBA,SAAS,EAAyB,EAAiB,GAC3C,MAGA,EAAsB,CAAC,GAHlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,I

AAK,SAGC,OAFrB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,UAGxC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAw

B,GAG1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACwBA,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAzDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAI

A,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAgCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,KAAM,GA

AW,GAC7D,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAEhB,SAAb,EAAG,QAEL,GAAK,EAAK,EA

AA,MAAA,EAAI,UAGV,MAAA,EAAqB,CAAC,EAAG,GACzB,EAAmB,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,SAAA,GAEzB,

OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,KACG,EAAgC,GAGrC,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAA

A,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACrBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EApC

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAWA,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB,EACpB,GACI,
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MAAA,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GACvB,IAAA,EAAS,KACT,GAAS,MAAT,GAA2B,YAAV,EACnB,EAAS,I

AAI,aAAa,QACrB,GAAc,UAAV,EACT,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,OACnB,CAAA,GAAc,SAAV,EAGH,MAAA,IAAI,

2BAA2B,KAFrC,EAAS,IAAI,WAAW,GAIrB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,IACxB,EAAO,GAAK,IAE

P,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,WAAW,EAAQ,EAAO,GAGnC,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IA

AjB,QAAA,KAAA;;;AC6DP,IAAA,GAvFA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAgDA,EAhDA,

EAAA,KAAA,GAgDA,EAAA,WAEA,SAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,WACA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,CAEA,IAAA,EAAA,oBADA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,IAGA,GADA,EAAA,IAAA,EAGA,GA

DA,GAAA,KACA,EAEA,GAAA,YADA,GAAA,GAGA,OAAA,wBAAA,IAAA,KA5DA,EAAA,KAAA,WACA,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,EAGA,OAFA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAIA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KAC

A,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,GACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GACA,EAAA,KAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAKA,OAJA,EAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GACA,EA

GA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,EAAA

,KAUA,OATA,EAAA,MAAA,WAAA,OAAA,WAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GACA,EAAA,OAAA,WACA,OAAA,IAA

A,wBAAA,QAAA,IAAA,IAEA,EAAA,MAAA,EACA,IACA,iBAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,MAA

A,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAEA,EAyBA,GAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,QAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,IAC

A,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,IAEA,KAAA,KAAA,EA7EA,CAiFA,EACA,iBAAA,QAAA,OACA,mBAAA,GAAA;;;

AC7BA,IAAA,GA9EA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAEA,E

AAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAGA,EAAA,KAAA,WACA,IAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAIA,OAHA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,

EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAGA,KAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EA

AA,EAAA,EAGA,GAAA,EAIA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GACA,EAAA,OAIA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAKA,OAJA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA

,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,G

AAA,YAeA,OAdA,EAAA,OAAA,WACA,GACA,IAEA,IAFA,EAAA,SAAA,KACA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,aACA

,GAAA,UACA,IAAA,GACA,OAAA,GAEA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,MAAA,EACA,IACA,iBAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,MAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAEA,EAGA,GAAA,EAAA,QACA,

EAAA,QAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,IAEA,KAAA,OAAA,EApEA,CAwEA,EACA,i

BAAA,QAAA,OACA,mBAAA,GAAA;;;ACSA,IAAA,GAnFA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,SAAA,EAAA,GAC

A,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,KAAA,WACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAEA,O

ADA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,IACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,GAAA,GAGA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,E

AAA,EAAA,EAEA,KAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EAGA,GAAA,EAIA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA

,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GACA,GAAA,EAAA,SACA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAEA,EAAA,OAIA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAOA,OANA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAC

A,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAeA,OAdA,EAAA,OAAA,WAC

A,GACA,IAEA,IAFA,EAAA,SAAA,KACA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,aACA,GAAA,UACA,IAAA,GACA,OAAA,G

AEA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,MAAA,EACA,IACA,iBAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,M

AAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAEA,EAGA,GAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,QAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

CA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,IAEA,KAAA,OAAA,EAzEA,CA6EA,EACA,iBAAA,QAAA,OACA,mBAAA,GAAA;;

;ACeA,IAAA,GA5FA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAGA,EAAA,KAAA,W

AEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAQA,OAPA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAA
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A,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAC

A,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,GAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,GAAA,OAIA,I

ADA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,GACA,EAAA,WAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAIA,KAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,

GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,GAOA,IANA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAGA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,OAIA,

CAAA,EAAA,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,OAFA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,EACA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,MAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,MACA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAeA,OAdA,EAAA,OAA

A,WACA,GACA,IAEA,IAFA,EAAA,SAAA,KACA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,aACA,GAAA,UACA,IAAA,GACA,O

AAA,GAEA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,MAAA,EACA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EA

AA,MAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAEA,EAGA,GAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,QAAA,EACA,GAAA,EA

AA,IACA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,IAEA,KAAA,UAAA,EAnFA,CAuFA,EACA,iBAAA,QAAA,OACA,mBAAA,G

AAA;;;ACoDA,IAAA,GAzHA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAGA,EAAA,K

AAA,WACA,IACA,EAAA,EADA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAcA,OAZA,EAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

KACA,GAAA,GAAA,GACA,GAAA,GAAA,GACA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,GAAA,IAAA,GAEA,EAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAEA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAYA,IAXA,KAAA,EAAA,IAEA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,OA

GA,GAAA,KACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAGA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,EAEA,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAEA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,GA

AA,GACA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,GAAA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,GAAA,IACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAA

A,EAEA,EAAA,IADA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GAWA,IAPA,GAAA,MACA,E

AAA,KAAA,GAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,GAKA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,KACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KACA,GAAA,GAAA,GACA,GAAA,GAAA,GAC

A,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,GAAA,IAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAGA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,

EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAGA,CAAA,EAAA,GAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAIA,OAHA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

CA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,MAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,MACA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAeA,OAdA,EAAA,OAAA,WACA,GACA,IAEA,IAFA,EAAA,SAAA,KACA,EA

AA,SAAA,GAAA,aACA,GAAA,UACA,IAAA,GACA,OAAA,GAEA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,MAA

A,EACA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,MAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAEA,EAGA

,GAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,QAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,IAEA,KAAA,QAAA,E

AjHA,CAqHA,EACA,iBAAA,QAAA,OACA,mBAAA,GAAA;;;ACzCA,IAAA,GAnGA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GA

EA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAGA,EAAA,KAAA,WACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAQA,OAPA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,E

ACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAmBA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,E

ACA,EAAA,GAAA,WACA,EAAA,EAAA,WAEA,IAAA,KAAA,MAAA,IAEA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EA

CA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAGA,GAAA,EAIA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,IACA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GACA,EAAA,OAIA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAKA,OAJA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAGA,SAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAeA,OAdA,EAAA,OAAA,WACA,GACA,IAEA,IAFA,EAAA,SAAA,KACA,EAAA,SAA

A,GAAA,aACA,GAAA,UACA,IAAA,GACA,OAAA,GAEA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,MAAA,EACA
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,IACA,iBAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,MAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAEA,EAGA,GAAA

,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,QAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,IAEA,KAAA,OAAA,EAzFA,C

A6FA,EACA,iBAAA,QAAA,OACA,mBAAA,GAAA;;;;ACoJA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,IA/NA,SAAA,EAA

A,GAIA,IASA,EATA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,EAEA,EAAA,SACA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

CA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAHA,IAIA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAOA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,G

ACA,IAAA,EAAA,GAIA,EAAA,EAoHA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,SAAA,EAC

A,GAAA,GAAA,UAAA,EACA,IAAA,KAAA,EACA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

MAAA,IAGA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KA3HA,EAHA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,

CAAA,SAAA,GAAA,GAAA,IAIA,QAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IACA,MAAA,EA+IA,WACA,IACA,IAAA,EA

QA,OAPA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,aAEA,EAAA,EAAA,IAEA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,IACA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,U

AAA,gBAAA,IAEA,EAAA,GACA,MAAA,GACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,UACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,QACA,M

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,KA7JA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAGA,EAAA,IA

AA,EAAA,GAIA,EAAA,WAIA,IAHA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,

GACA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EACA,GAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,KAAA,GAAA,GACA,GAAA,E

ACA,GAAA,EACA,KAAA,EAEA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAWA,OARA,EAAA,MAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,MAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,YACA,EAAA,OAAA,EAGA,EAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,IAGA,EAAA,MAAA,GACA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAUA,OATA,IAEA,EAAA,GAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,EAAA,MAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAKA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAIA,

IAEA,EACA,EACA,WAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,MAAA,EACA,EAAA,OAcA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,IAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,OACA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,GAMA,IAHA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAA,MAGA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,GAAA,IAEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,IACA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAA

A,GAAA,GAIA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAIA,IAFA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,KACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAGA,OADA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,EACA,IAIA,GAOA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAIA,OAHA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAsBA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAEA,IADA,IAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,WAAA,KAEA,OAAA,EAAA,GA8BA,SAAA,EAAA,GACA,OAAA,OAAA,aAAA,MAAA,EA

AA,GAgBA,GAhIA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EA0HA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAMA,iBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,

CACA,OAAA,QAAA,EAEA,IACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,MAAA,SACA,mBAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KACA,EAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,IAvNA,CA4NA,GACA;;ACzOA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAKA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAKA,EAAA,QA

AA,gBAQA,EAAA,QAAA,mBASA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAOA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAEA,EAAA,

KAAA,EACA,EAAA,OAAA,EACA,EAAA,OAAA,EACA,EAAA,UAAA,EACA,EAAA,QAAA,EACA,EAAA,O

AAA,EAEA,OAAA,QAAA;;ACoOC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EA9QD,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA

,eAEA,EAAA,QAAA,gBA4QC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA

,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA

,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GA

AA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OA

AA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtPK,MAAO,EAUX,YACI,EAAc,EAAsB,EACpC,EAAqB,

GAClB,KAAA,KAAO,EACP,KAAA,OAAS,EACT,KAAA,MAAQ,EACR,KAAA,QAAU,IACV,KAAA,UAAY,E

ACb,KAAK,YACF,KAAA,MAAQ,KAAK,KAAqB,EAAd,KAAK,OACzB,KAAA,MAAQ,KAAK,KAAqB,EAAd,

KAAK,QAE1B,MAAA,EAAY,GAAc,KAAK,SAChC,KAAA,OAAS,EAAW,KAAK,EAAU,YAInC,YACD,IAAC,

MAAM,KAAK,SAAU,CAClB,MAAA,EAAQ,KAAK,QAEZ,OADF,KAAA,QAAU,IACR,EAGL,IAAA,EAAiB,E

ACjB,GAAU,EACP,MAAC,GAAS,CACX,IAAA,EAAY,EAAY,EACzB,GAGD,GAFA,EAAK,EAAI,KAAK,SA
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AW,GAEhB,GADT,EAAK,EAAI,KAAK,SAAW,GACN,QACZ,GAAK,GAAW,IAAN,GAEb,MAAA,EAAM,KA

AK,MAAM,EAAM,KAAK,IAAI,GAAK,GAC3C,EAAU,KAAK,KAAO,KAAK,OAAS,EAAK,EACzC,EAAU,KA

AK,KAAO,KAAK,OAAS,EAAK,EAEpC,KAAK,YAAa,KAAK,iBAAiB,KAC3C,GAAU,GAOP,OAHF,KAAK,Y

AAa,KAAK,iBAAiB,KACtC,KAAA,QAAU,KAAK,aAAa,IAE5B,KAAK,aAAa,GAInB,aAAa,GACf,OAAc,MAA

d,KAAK,OAAgC,YAAf,KAAK,MACtB,EAEF,KAAK,MAAM,GAIZ,iBAAiB,GAChB,OAAA,GAAS,KAAK,OA

AS,GAAS,KAAK,OAiL/C,QAAA,YAAA,EA3KK,MAAO,EASX,YACI,EAAe,EAAc,EAC7B,GACG,KAAA,MA

AQ,EACR,KAAA,KAAO,EAAI,EACX,KAAA,MAAQ,EAEP,MAAA,EAAY,GAAc,KAAK,SAChC,KAAA,MA

AQ,EAAW,KAAK,EAAU,YAClC,KAAA,MAAQ,IAAI,EAAY,EAAG,EAAG,GAAO,EAAO,KAAK,SAG/C,KA

AA,EADH,EAAQ,EACD,EAAS,EAAI,EAEb,EAAS,EAAI,EAEnB,KAAA,EAAI,EAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAAI,KA

AK,GAI3B,YACD,IAAA,EAAY,EAAY,EAAY,EAAW,EAAW,EACvD,OAAM,CACR,GACD,EAAI,KAAK,MA

AM,YACf,EAAI,EAAK,KAAK,EAAI,QACX,GAAK,GAMV,GALJ,GAAK,EAAI,EAET,EAAK,EAAK,MADV,E

AAK,EAAI,GACc,EACvB,EAAM,GAAM,EAAO,KAAK,GAAK,EAAI,EAAI,KAAK,IAAI,KAC9C,EAAI,KAA

K,SACD,GAAM,KAAK,IAAI,GAAK,EAC1B,MAOG,OAJP,EAAK,EAAI,KAAK,KAAQ,KAAK,EAAI,EAC3B,

KAAK,MAAQ,IACf,GAAK,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,QAAS,EAAI,KAAK,QAEhC,KAAK,aAAa,GAGnB,aAAa,GAC

f,MAAe,YAAf,KAAK,MACA,EAEF,KAAK,MAAM,IAmHrB,QAAA,UAAA,EA/GK,MAAO,EAMX,YACI,EAA

M,EAAG,EAAM,EAAG,EAClB,GAWE,GAQE,KAAA,eAAiB,KACN,MAAd,KAAK,OAAgC,YAAf,KAAK,OAn

BzB,KAAA,IAAM,EACN,KAAA,MAAQ,EAAM,EACd,KAAA,MAAQ,EACD,MAAR,IACF,EAAO,KAAK,UA

EM,iBAAT,IACT,EAAO,EAAK,aAGT,KAAK,kBAAoB,KAAK,OAAS,EACpC,MAAA,IAAI,gCACoB,OAAS,iC

AEpC,KAAA,OAAS,EAAW,KAAK,GAOxB,aAAa,GACf,OAAA,KAAK,iBACA,EAEF,KAAK,MAAM,GAGpB,

YACS,OAAA,KAAK,aAAa,KAAK,IAAM,KAAK,MAAQ,KAAK,WAIpD,SAAU,EAAwB,GAEhC,MAAA,EAAI

,EAAO,OACX,EAAI,EAAS,GACb,EAAI,EAAS,GACb,EAAK,EAAI,GAAK,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAAK,IAAO,

KAAK,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,IAIxD,GAAA,EADoB,MAEhB,MAAA,IAAI,iCAAiC,KAIzC,SAAU,EACZ,EAA6B,E

AAsB,EACnD,GACa,MAAX,IACF,GAAU,EAAV,EAAA,gBAEI,MAAA,EAAa,EAAK,IACL,EAAA,EAAA,oBA

AA,EAAY,EAAc,IAEzC,EAAA,EAAA,oBAAA,EAAkB,EAAQ,GAAa,EAAgB,GAG7D,SAAS,EAAK,GACR,IA

AA,EAAM,EACL,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,GAAO,EAAO,GAET,OAAA,EAAM,E

AAO,OAGtB,SAAS,EAAkB,EAA6B,GAClD,IAAA,EAAgB,EACf,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAA

Q,IAAK,CAChC,MAAA,EAAO,EAAO,GAAK,EACzB,GAAiB,EAAO,EAEnB,OAAA,KAAK,KAAK,EAAgB,E

AAO,QAG1C,SAAS,EAAS,GAEV,MAAA,EAAa,EAAK,GAClB,EAAI,EAAO,OACb,IAAA,EAAO,EACP,EAA

O,EACN,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IAAK,CACpB,MAAA,EAAI,EAAO,GAAK,EACtB,GAAQ,KA

AK,IAAI,EAAG,GACpB,GAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAEd,OAAA,EAAI,EAAK,EAAO,KAAK,IAAK,EAAI,EA

AK,EAAM,GAGnD,SAAS,EAAS,GAEV,MAAA,EAAa,EAAK,GAClB,EAAI,EAAO,OACb,IAAA,EAAO,EACP,

EAAO,EACN,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IAAK,CACpB,MAAA,EAAI,EAAO,GAAK,EACtB,GAA

Q,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GACpB,GAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,GAEd,OAAA,EAAI,EAAK,EAAO,KAAK,IAAK,GA

AK,EAAI,GAAM,EAAM,KACxD,QAAA,cAAA;;ACnOM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAxCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAkBA,SAAS,EAC

L,EAAoB,EAAe,EAAO,EAC1C,EAA2B,UAAW,GAOpC,GANQ,MAAR,IACF,EAAO,GAEI,MAAT,IACF,EAA

Q,WAEI,YAAV,GAAiC,UAAV,EACnB,MAAA,IAAI,+BAA+B,KAErC,MAAA,EAAS,IAAI,EAAJ,UAAc,EAA

O,EAAM,EAAO,GAC3C,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAO,GACrB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,O

AAO,OAAQ,IACrC,EAAI,OAAO,GAAK,EAAO,YAElB,OAAA,EAAI,WAGN,MAAM,GAAc,EAAG,EAAA,IA

AA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAxB,QAAA,YAAA;;ACNA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,kBAAA,EAlCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB

,EAAO,EAAG,EAAS,EAAG,EAC1C,GACE,GAAS,MAAT,GAAyC,SAAvB,EACd,MAAA,IAAI,+BAA+B,KAEr

C,MAAA,EACF,IAAI,EAAJ,YAAgB,EAAM,EAAQ,GAAO,EAAuB,GAC1D,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAA

O,GACrB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,OAAO,OAAQ,IACrC,EAAI,OAAO,GAAK,EAAU,YAErB,OA

AA,EAAI,WAGN,MAAM,GAAe,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,cAAA,IAAzB,QAAA,aAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAnCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAA

A,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAsBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB,EAAS,EAAG,EAAS,EAAG,EAAkB,UAC9D,GACI,MAA

A,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAO,GACpB,EAAS,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAQ,EAAQ,KAAM,GAClD,IAAA,
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IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,OAAO,OAAQ,IACrC,EAAI,OAAO,GAAK,EAAO,YAElB,OAAA,EAAI,WAGN

,MAAM,GAAgB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,eAAA,IAA1B,QAAA,cAAA;;ACJN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,a

AAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAlCD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAuBM,SAAU,

EACZ,EAAe,EAAc,EAAO,EACpC,EAA2B,WACzB,GAAS,IAAT,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,8BAGZ,MAAA,E

AAoB,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,KAAA,EAAM,KAAA,EAAM,MAAA,GAEvC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAj

B,MAAwB,GAAiB;;ACH3C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA9BP,IA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiBA,SAAS,EAAwB,G

ACzB,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,OAFb,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,SAGxC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU

,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAGzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACHA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAA

A,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAA8B,GAC/B,MAEA,EAA2B,CAAC,G

AFvB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,eAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,WAA6B,GAE/B,MAA

M,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,YAAA,IAAvB,QAAA,WAAA;;ACGA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA

,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA9BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,

sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EA

AG,IAAK,SAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAGzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,C

AAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,W

AAA,EA9BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,S

AAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MAEA,EAAsB,CAAC,GAFlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAI5B,OAAA,EAAO

,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAG1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MA

AA;;ACsBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EApDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAiCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,GACb,MAE

A,EAAwB,CAAC,GAFpB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAG7B,EAAsB,CAAC,KAAM,GAE5B,OAAA,

EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,QACM,EAAgC,GAGxC,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAAp

B,QAAA,QAAA;;AChCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAnBP,IAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAeO,SAAA,IAAA,G

AAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,S

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAA

A,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EARP,SAAS,EAAW,GACZ,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAI5B,OAHP,EAAK,O

ACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,yDAA2D,EAAG,UAC3D,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,GAGd,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,

EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACEA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,eAAA,EArBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EA

AA,QAAA,aAiBO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA

,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,

eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EARP,SAAS,EAAW,EAAwB,GACpC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iB

AAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAI5B,OAHP,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,yDAA2D,EAAG,UAC3D,EAAQ,EAAA,

SAAA,EAAI,GAGd,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EArBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAiBO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA
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,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,G

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,I

AAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yB

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EARP,SAAS,EAAW,EAAw

B,GACpC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAI5B,OAHP,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KA

CH,yDAA2D,EAAG,UAC3D,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,GAGd,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,W

AAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAr

BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAiBO,SAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA

,EAAA,GAAA,EARP,SAAS,EAAW,EAAwB,GACpC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAI

5B,OAHP,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,yDAA2D,EAAG,UAC3D,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,GAGd,MA

AM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACOA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA7BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAA

A,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MACA,EAAsB,CAAC,GADlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,E

AAG,IAAK,UAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAG1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAA

A,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA

,WAAA,EA7BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA

,SAAS,EAAyB,GAC1B,MAEA,EAAsB,CAAC,GAFlB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAI5B,OAAA,EA

AO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,MAAwB,GAE1B,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,

MAAA;;ACQN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAnCD,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAiBM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAyC,GACvC,KAAE,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,IAAoB,WAAV

,GAAuB,MAAM,QAAQ,KACpD,cAAV,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kFAGF,GAAU,WAAV,IAAsB,EAAa,EAAA

,cAAA,MACjC,aAAiB,YACf,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,6EAKC,OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAFM,GACQ,GACe;;

ACL1C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA/BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAgBA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MAEA,EAAq

B,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GA

GzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;AC0FA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAzHP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,Y

AEA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAkHO,SAAA,IAAA,GA

AA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,

gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAnEP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EACjB,EAAsC,EACtC,EAAqB,EAAoC,CAAC,EAAG,GAC7D,EAA4B,QACx

B,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,mBAC7B,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAiB,kBAAm

B,mBAClD,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAiB,kBAAmB,mBAEpD,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EAMf,GAL

Y,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EA

AG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAGxC,SAAf,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sFAIN,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,

KACJ,IAAM,mEACM,EAAI,SACpB,EAAK,OACyB,IAA1B,EAAiB,KACjB,IAAM,8EACU,EAAiB,SACrC,EAA

K,OACyB,IAA1B,EAAiB,KACjB,IAAM,8EACU,EAAiB,SACrC,EAAK,OAC6B,IAA9B,EAAiB,MAAM,GACv
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B,IACI,4FACuB,EAAiB,MAAM,OACtD,EAAK,OAC6B,IAA9B,EAAiB,MAAM,GACvB,IAAM,4FAC2B,EAAi

B,MAAM,OAEtD,MAAA,EAAa,EAAiB,MAAM,GACpC,EAAoB,EAAiB,MAAM,GACjD,EAAK,OACD,EAAiB

,MAAM,KAAO,EAAa,EAC3C,IACI,gFACW,EAAa,iBACb,EAAiB,MAAM,OAEpC,MAAA,GAAY,EACd,EAA

A,iBAAA,EAAK,EAAkB,EAAS,EAAK,EAAY,GAE/C,GACF,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAW,EAFE,EAEiC,QAA

S,GAE9D,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,

MAAM,KAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,GAAkB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,iBAAA,IAA5B,QAAA,gBAAA;;AClDA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAxEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAA

A,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAqEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtCP,eAAe,EACX,EAAsB,GAClB,MAA

A,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAEnC,EA

AK,OACD,EAAG,QAAU,EAAG,MAChB,sDACI,EAAG,iBAAiB,EAAG,WAE/B,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,K

AAY,yCAA2C,EAAG,WAEjE,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KAAY,yCAA2C,EAAG,WAE3D,MAAA,QAAc,EA

AG,OACjB,QAAc,EAAG,OACjB,EAAO,IAAI,IAAI,GAEjB,IAAA,EAAa,EACZ,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI

,EAAM,OAAQ,IAC3B,EAAK,IAAI,EAAM,KAClB,IAIE,MAAA,EAAS,IAAI,EAAJ,aAAiB,CAAC,GAAa,EAA

G,OAC3C,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,aAAiB,CAAC,GAAa,SAC1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAA

M,OAAQ,IAClC,EAAK,IAAI,EAAM,MAClB,EAAO,OAAO,GAAK,EAAM,GACzB,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAK,EAC

pB,KAGG,MAAA,CAAC,EAAO,WAAY,EAAQ,YAE9B,MAAM,EAAiB,EAAvB,QAAA,eAAA;;AC7CA,aAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA1BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QA

AA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MACA,EAAqB,CAAC,GADjB

,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAE5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GA

AO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACEA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAA

A,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAG

A,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IA

AK,QAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAExB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,K

AAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA

3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EA

AwB,GACzB,MACA,EAAqB,CAAC,GADjB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAG5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAA

A,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;A

CNA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EApBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAE

A,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAeO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAA

A,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA

,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yB

AAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EATP,SAAS,E

ACL,EAAwB,EAAe,GACnC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAK5B,OAJP,EAAK,OAC

W,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,uDACuD,EAAG,gBACvD,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,CAAC,GAAQ,CAAC,IAEtB,MA

AM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EArBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,

QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAgBO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA

,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA
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AA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAVP,SAAS,EACL,EAAwB,EACxB,GACI,MAAA,

GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAK5B,OAJP,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,uDACuD,EAA

G,gBACvD,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAO,GAEnB,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAA

pB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EArBP,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAgBO,SAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA

,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,I

AAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OA

AA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,EAVP,SAAS,EACL,EAAwB,EACxB,GACI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAK5

B,OAJP,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,uDACuD,EAAG,gBACvD,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAO,GA

EnB,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EArBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAgBO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAVP,SAAS,EACL,EAAwB,EACxB,GA

CI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAK5B,OAJP,EAAK,OACW,IAAZ,EAAG,KACH,uDA

CuD,EAAG,gBACvD,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAO,GAEnB,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,S

AAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;AC4BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,E

AlDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAuBA,SAAS,E

AA2B,EAAsB,GAAM,GACxD,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,UAAW,WAKzD,IAHS,IA

AT,IACF,EAAM,EAAQ,KAAO,GAEnB,IAAQ,EAAQ,KAAO,EACnB,MAAA,MACF,+EACmB,EAAQ,oBAAoB

,KAG/C,MAAA,EAAwB,CAAC,OAAQ,GACjC,EAAsB,CAAC,IAAA,GAEtB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EA

DG,QACM,EAAgC,GAGxC,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACfA,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAnCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EA

AA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAmBA,SAAS,EAAK,IAER,EAAA,EAAA,QAAgB,c

AAhB,EAAM,MACN,IAAM,gEACS,EAAM,UAEnB,MAAA,EAAoB,CAAC,MAAA,GAEpB,OAAA,EAAO,OA

AA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAGxB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAAA,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;A

CAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAnCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAmBA,SAAS,EAAM,IAET,EAAA,EAAA,QA

AgB,cAAhB,EAAM,MACN,IAAM,iEACS,EAAM,UAEnB,MAAA,EAAqB,CAAC,MAAA,GAErB,OAAA,EAA

O,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAGzB,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,K

AAA;;ACiCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAnEP,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QA

AA,UAmBA,SAAS,EAAO,GACR,MAAA,EAAqB,EAAM,MAAM,EAAM,MAAM,OAAS,GACtD,EAAQ,EAA

M,KAAO,EACvB,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,GAAsB,EAAG,CACrB,MAAA,GAAe,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAO,CAA

C,EAAO,IAC5C,GAAM,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,OACN,CAGC,MAAA,EAAc,CAAC,EAAO,GAAK,EAAqB,IACh

D,GAAY,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,GAAQ,CAAC,EAAO,IACzC,GAAY,EAAQ,EAAA,UAA
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A,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,GAAQ,CAAC,EAAO,IAEzC,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAA

W,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAO,EAAqB,IAAK,GACjE,GAA0B,EAC5B,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,UA

AA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAW,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAO,EAAqB,IAAK,IACnE,EAAO,EAAA,SAA

C,IAEN,GAAI,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,CAAC,EAAW,GAAgB,GACvC,GAAI,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,CAAC,EAA

W,GAAgB,GACvC,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAY,GAAI,EAAY

,KACxD,GAAM,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,GAIT,GAFJ,GAAM,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,GAEQ,IAAf,EAAM,MAAiC,

IAAnB,EAAM,MAAM,GAAU,CACtC,MAAA,EAAO,EACP,EAAQ,EAAM,MAAM,GAC1B,GAAM,EAAQ,EA

AA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAO,EAAI,MAAM,GAAK,EAAO,EAAI,MAAM,KAC3D,EAAK,UAEA,OAAA,EA

GF,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACZA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAzDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAA

A,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAqCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAkC,EAAO,GAC3D,MAEA,EAAuB,CAAC,G

AFnB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAG7B,EAAoB,CAAC,gBAAA,EAAiB,KAAA,GAErC,OAAA,EA

AO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,OACY,EACR,GAGN,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAA

A,MAAA;;ACyBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAhFP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA

,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,

QAAA,iBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,SAiBA,SAAS,EAAM,EAAe,IAExB,EAAA,EAAA,QAAgB,YAAhB,EAAM,MAC

N,uDAAyD,EAAM,SAE/D,IAAA,EAAqB,EAAM,MAAM,EAAM,MAAM,OAAS,GACpD,MAAA,EAAQ,EAA

M,KAAO,EAEvB,IAAA,EACA,GAAa,MAAb,GAAqB,EAAY,EAAoB,CAEjD,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,MAAM,IA

AI,GAAK,GAC7B,EAAO,EAAM,MAAM,IAAI,GAAK,GAClC,EAAK,EAAM,MAAM,OAAS,GAAK,EAC/B,G

AAgB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAO,EAAO,GACpC,EAAqB,OAChB,GAAiB,MAAb,GAAqB,EAAY,EAAoB,CA

ExD,MAAA,EAAa,EAAM,MAAM,IAAI,GAAK,GACxC,EAAW,EAAM,MAAM,OAAS,GAAK,EAAY,EACjD,

GAAgB,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,CAAC,GAAO,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,IAAc,EAAM,MAAM,OAAS,GACxE,EAAq

B,OAErB,EAAgB,EAIZ,MAAA,GAAa,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GACvB,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAQ,EAA

A,SAAA,EAAe,GAAa,CAAC,EAAO,IAElD,GAAM,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAGV,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAqB

,GAAK,EAC5C,GAAa,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,GAClB,GAAa,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,GAClB,GAAuB,EACzB,EA

AA,OAAA,EAAY,CAAC,EAAM,EAAqB,GACxC,EAAW,MAAM,OAAS,GACxB,GAAuB,EACzB,EAAA,OAA

A,EAAY,CAAC,EAAM,EAAqB,GACxC,EAAW,MAAM,OAAS,GAExB,EAAc,EAAc,MAAM,QAGjC,OAFP,E

AAY,EAAc,MAAM,OAAS,GAAK,GAEvC,EACH,EAAA,UAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAqB,GAAI,EAAqB,I

AAK,GAG1D,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACrDA,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAwB,GACzB,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAg

B,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,KAAuB,GAEzB,MAAM,GAAO,EA

AG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACsBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAlDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA0BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GACpB,IAAA,GAAK,

EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,qBAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,sBAChC,EAAI,IAA

M,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,IAEH,EAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAElC,MAAA,EAAkC,CA

AC,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,GAG5C,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,kBACgB,EAHT,IAMT,MAAM,GAAoB,E

AAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,mBAAA,IAA9B,QAAA,kBAAA;;ACtBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,E

AAA,QAAA,aAiBA,SAAS,EAA2B,EAAsB,GAClD,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,WAC5

B,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,GAAI,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,EAAG,MAAO,GAAM,UAG3C,MAAM,GAAU,EAA

G,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACkBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA9CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAqCO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,E
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AAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EApBP,SAAS,EACL,EAA8B,EAAO,GACj

C,MAAA,GACF,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,QAAS,qBAEtD,EAAK,OACD,EAAS,QAAU,EAAG,IA

AM,wCAE5B,EAAS,OAAS,GACpB,EAAK,OACD,GAAQ,EAAS,GAAG,KAAM,IAAM,sCAGhC,MAAA,EAAq

B,EACrB,EAAmB,CAAC,KAAA,GAEnB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,KACG,EAAgC,GAGrC,MAAM,

GAAQ,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACdA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAhCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAeA,SAAS,EAAwB,EAAiB,EAAQ,GAClD,MAEA,EAAqB,CAAC,GAFjB,EAAgB,EAAA,

iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAG7B,EAAmB,CAAC,MAAA,GAEnB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,KACG,EAA

gC,GAErC,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACkCA,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAlEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAI

A,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAmCA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAiB,EAAe,EACtD,EAAY,EAAG,EAA

U,EAAG,EAAe,EAAG,EAAc,EAC5D,EAAiB,GACb,MAEA,EAA6B,CAAC,GAFzB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EA

AG,IAAK,iBAG7B,EAA2B,CAC/B,MAAA,EACA,IAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,UAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,aA

AA,EACA,YAAA,EACA,eAAA,GAGK,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,aACW,EACd,GAGC,MAAM,GAA

e,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,cAAA,IAAzB,QAAA,aAAA;;ACtCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,E

AAA,QAAA,eAcA,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,MAEA,EAAoB,CAAC,GAFhB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,

QAI5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,IAAsB,GAExB,MAAM,GAAM,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,KAA

A,IAAhB,QAAA,IAAA;;ACGN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA9BD

,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAkBM,SAAU,EAAS,EAAsB,IAC/B,EAA

A,EAAA,eAAA,GACR,MAAA,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,GACrC,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,OACV,MA

AA,IAAI,MAAM,sDAGX,OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EADM,KACS,EAAe;;ACkBjD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA/CD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EA

AA,QAAA,qBAyBM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EACtB,GAEE,IADU,EAAA,EAAA,eAAA,GACD,MAAT,GAAkC,I

AAjB,EAAM,OACnB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,iDAEZ,MAAA,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,GACrC,GAA

yB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyC,IAAzB,EAAc,OACxC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,kEAEF,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyB,M

AAT,EAC1B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,gFAGC,OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAe;;ACCjD,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA/CD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QA

AA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAyBM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EACtB,GAEE,IADU,EAAA,EAAA,eAAA,GACD,M

AAT,GAAkC,IAAjB,EAAM,OACnB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,kDAEZ,MAAA,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAA

Q,GACrC,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyC,IAAzB,EAAc,OACxC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sEAEF,GAAyB,IAAzB,E

AAc,QAAyB,MAAT,EAC1B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2EAGC,OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAe;;

ACEjD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAhDD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAyBM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EACtB,GAEE,IADU,EAAA,EAAA,e

AAA,GACD,MAAT,GAAkC,IAAjB,EAAM,OACnB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,kDAEZ,MAAA,GAAgB,EAAW,EAA

A,YAAA,EAAQ,GACrC,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyC,IAAzB,EAAc,OACxC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,wEAGF,G

AAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyB,MAAT,EAC1B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2EAGC,OAAA,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ

,EAAO,EAAe;;ACIjD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAnDD,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAyBM,SAAU,EACZ,EACA,EACA,GAEE,IADU,

EAAA,EAAA,eAAA,GACD,MAAT,GAAkC,IAAjB,EAAM,OACnB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,iDAEZ,MAAA,GAAg

B,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,GACrC,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyC,IAAzB,EAAc,OACxC,MAAA,IAAI,MA

CN,0EAGF,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAc,QAAyB,MAAT,EAC1B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2EAKC,OAFP,EAAQ,GACJ,G

ACG,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAe;;ACK3C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,UAAA,EAxDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QA

AA,eA0BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAI,EAAG,GAAS,GAC7B,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IA
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AK,QAC/B,GAAY,IAAZ,EAAG,KACC,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,sDAEZ,MAAA,EAAU,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,MA

AM,OAAS,GACvC,GAAA,EAAI,EACA,MAAA,IAAI,6DACiD,iBAC5C,KAGX,MAAA,EAAqB,CAAC,EAAG,

GACzB,EAAmB,CAAC,EAAA,EAAG,OAAA,IAEtB,EAAQ,GAAW,EAAO,OAAA,UAC7B,EADsB,KAChB,EA

AgC,GAEnC,MAAA,CAAC,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,GAGX,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,I

AAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACdA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAvCP,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAsBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB,EAAO,EAAG,EA

AS,EAAG,EAC1C,GACE,GAAS,MAAT,GAAyC,SAAvB,EACd,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,qCAEZ,MAAA,EACF,IA

AI,EAAJ,YAAgB,EAAM,EAAQ,GAAO,EAAsB,GACzD,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAO,GACrB,IAAA,IA

AI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,OAAO,OAAQ,IACrC,EAAI,OAAO,GAAK,EAAU,YAErB,OAAA,EAAI,WAGN,M

AAM,GAAkB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,iBAAA,IAA5B,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC+BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAzEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,

QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAmDA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAO,GACpB,MAAA,GAA

K,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,SAAU,sBACtC,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAG,KAAO,EAAG,IAAM,wCA

EpB,MAAA,EAAuB,CAAC,EAAG,GAC3B,EAAqB,CAAC,KAAA,IACrB,EAAQ,GAAW,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,

EADJ,OACY,EACR,GACvB,MAAA,CAAC,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,GAGX,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,

CAAC,QAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;AC7BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

wBAAA,EA5CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,eAoBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAiC,GAC9C,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IA

AK,sBAC7B,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAY,aAAc,qBAAsB,UAC7D,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAM,EAAA,

OAAA,GAAc,IAAM,oCAE3B,MAAA,EAAmC,CAAC,EAAG,EAAI,WAAY,GACvD,EAAiC,CAAC,YAAA,GA

EjC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,mBACiB,EACpB,GAGC,MAAM,GAAqB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,

oBAAA,IAA/B,QAAA,mBAAA;;ACLA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

EAvCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,

EAAA,QAAA,eA8BO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,

EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MA

AA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UA

AA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAdP,SAAS,EAAS,EAAsB,EAAO,GACvC,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,

EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,UAAW,qBAC9C,EAAK,OACD,IAAS,EAAG,MAAM,QAAU,EAAO,EAAG,MAA

M,OAC5C,cACc,iBAAoB,EAAG,MAAM,WAAW,EAAG,MAAM,WAE7D,MAAA,EAAuB,CAAC,MAAO,GAC

/B,EAAqB,CAAC,KAAA,GAErB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,OACK,EAAgC,GAGvC,MAAM,GAAU,

EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACdN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAzBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAoBM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAyB,GAAY,EAAM,EAC3C,

GACK,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,aAAa,EAAc,EAAW,EAAM;;ACA3D,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EArBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAIM,SAAU,EAAU,EAAqB,GACvC,MAAA,EAAU,

GACX,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,OAAQ,IAC/B,EAAS,IACX,EAAQ,KAAK,GAIX,MAAA,GAAW,

EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAW,SAE7B,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,CAAC,EAAQ,OAAQ,EAAU,QAAS,SAClD,

IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,IAAK,CACjC,MAAA,EAAM,EAAS,WAAW,EAAQ,IAClC,EAA

S,EAAI,EAAU,OAC7B,EAAI,OAAO,IAAI,EAAK,GAEf,OAAA,EAAI;;ACaN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EApCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAuBA,eAAe,EA

AY,GACnB,MAAA,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAW,YAAa,aAAc,QACpD,QAAa,EAAW,OACxB,GAAM,

EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAW,MAAO,GAIjC,OAHH,IAAc,GAChB,EAAW,UAEN,EAGF,MAAM,EAAa,EAAnB

,QAAA,WAAA;;ACqCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAvEP,IAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,

aACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAgEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,
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IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GA

AA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OA

AA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5CP,eAAe,EACX,EAA2B,EAC3B,GACI,MAAA,GAAU,E

AAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,YAC5C,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,WAAY,QAElD,EA

AmB,MAAR,EAAe,EAAI,EAC9B,EAAU,EAAM,KAChB,EAAc,EAAQ,MAE5B,EAAK,OAAO,EAAU,EAAG,I

AAM,yBAC/B,EAAK,kBACD,EAAY,MAAM,EAAU,EAAW,GAAU,EAAM,MACvD,qEAEA,IAAA,EAAc,EAC

b,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAU,EAAI,EAAW,EAAS,IAC7C,GAAe,EAAY,GAEvB,MAAA,EACF,EAAY,MAAM,EA

AG,GAChB,OAAO,CAAC,GAAc,EAAY,MAAM,EAAW,IACtD,GAAiB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAS,GAClC,G

AAe,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAO,EAAE,IAChC,QAA0B,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,GACrC,GAAU,EAAQ,EAAA,S

AAA,EAAmB,CAAC,IAEtC,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAgB,EAAS,GAcrC,OAXH,IAAW,GACb,EAAQ,U

AEN,IAAS,GACX,EAAM,UAER,EAAQ,UACR,EAAe,UACf,EAAa,UACb,EAAkB,UAEX,EAGF,MAAM,EAA

mB,EAAzB,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACkDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,E

AzHP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAA

A,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,SA2GO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBA

AA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,O

AAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAnE

P,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAgC,YACtD,EAAwB,KAAM,GAAW,GAGrC,MAAA,EAAO,EAFb,GAAI,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,QAEH,EAAK,GAC1B,IAAA,EAAgB,EAAK,MACrB,GAAA,EAAU,CACN,MAAA,

GAAO,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAM,EAAE,OACpC,EAAgB,EAAU,qBAAqB,EAAK,MAAO,GAEtD,OAAA,EA

AQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAM,GAGvB,SAAS,EACL,EAAW,EAAkB,EAAwB,MACnD,GAAW,IAAX,EAAE,KACG,

OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAIT,GAAW,IAAX,EAAE,MAAuB,OAAT,EACX,OAAA,GAAS,EAAQ,EAAA,SA

AA,EAAG,EAAE,IAAK,EAAG,GAInC,GAAW,IAAX,EAAE,MAA8B,iBAAT,GACvB,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAyB,I

AAhB,EAAK,OAAc,CACxC,GAAM,IAAN,EACK,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,GA

EjB,GAAA,IAAM,EAAA,EACD,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,GAEjB,GAAA,KAAO

,EAAA,EACF,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,GAEjB,GAAM,cAAN,GAA2B,IAAN,E

AEhB,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,IAAI,EAA

O,EAAA,QAAA,EAAG,UAAW,IAG7C,MAAA,IAAI,2CAA2C,KAInD,GAAA,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAyB,IAAhB,E

AAK,OAAc,CACxC,GAAM,IAAN,EACK,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAA

A,GAAI,EAAK,IAAK,EAAK,GAAK,GAEzC,GAAA,IAAM,EAAA,EACD,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,E

AAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,EAAK,IAAK,EAAK,IAEpC,GAAA,KAAO,EAAA,EACF,OAAA,EAAI

,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,EAAK,IAAK,EAAK,IAEpC,GAAM,QAAN,G

AAqB,cAAN,EAEV,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAI,IAGvB,MA

AA,IAAI,2CAA2C,KAGjD,MAAA,IAAI,sCAAsC,KAG3C,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,I

AAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACxDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAjEP,

IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,

QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,SAsDO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAA

A,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAA
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A,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAxBP,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAiB,EAClC,EAAsB,GAAa,GAC/B,MAAA,

GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,iBAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,iBAC7B,GA

AS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,kBAE9B,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAI,GACrB,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,Y

AAY,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,OAAQ,IAAM,6BAE1C,MAAA,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GACb,GAAgB,EAAI,

EAAA,KAAA,EAAK,GAE3B,IAAA,GAAS,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAI,GAAK,GAC1B,G

AAA,EAAY,CACd,EAAK,OACO,MAAR,EAAc,IAAM,kDAClB,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,

OAAQ,iBAC5C,GAAS,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAQ,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAK,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAQ,K

AErC,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAI,GAGV,MAAM,GAAgB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,eAAA,IAA1B,QA

AA,cAAA;;ACpBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA9CP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAq

CO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAhBP,SAAS,EACL,EAA4B,EAC5B,GACI,MAAA,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,E

AAS,UAAW,YAAa,SAC5D,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,aACrD,EAAgB,cAAc,EAAU,EAAU,

GAE5C,MAAA,EAA0B,CAAC,QAAS,EAAU,QAAS,GACvD,EAAwB,CAAC,MAAA,GAGxB,OAAA,EAAO,O

AAA,UACH,EADJ,UACe,EACX,GAGN,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UA

AA;;ACEN,aAlCK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAuB,EAAsB,EAC7C,GACE,GAAwB,UAAxB,EAAc,MACV,MAAA,IAAI,

MACN,iFACsB,EAAc,UAEtC,GAAA,EAAc,KAAO,EACjB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,yEACkB,EAAc,UAGhC,MAA

A,EAAW,EAAc,KAAO,EAAI,EAAc,MAAM,GAAK,EAC7D,EAAU,EAAc,KAAO,EAAI,EAAc,MAAM,GAAK,

EAE9D,GAAA,EAAY,SAAW,EACnB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,qDACI,EAAY,sBAAsB,MAGtC,MAAA,EAAY,EA

Aa,KAC3B,GAAwB,IAAtB,EAAa,OACS,IAAtB,EAAa,MAAc,IAAc,GACvC,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,uCACG,EAA

a,2BAA2B,MAG7C,GAAA,EAAa,QAAU,EAAc,MACjC,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,qDAEnB,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,a

AAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA;;AC2BM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,mBAAA,EA3EP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gCAGA,EAAA,

QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAkEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA

,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA1BP,SAAS,EACL,EAAkC,EAClC,EAA0B,EAAk

C,GACxD,MAAA,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAe,gBAAiB,gBAAiB,SAC/D,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA

,EAAc,eAAgB,iBAC5C,GAAgB,EAClB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAc,eAAgB,gBAAiB,EAAc,OAEjE,EAAgB,cACZ,EA

AgB,EAAe,EAAa,GAE1C,MAAA,EAA8B,CAClC,cAAe,EACf,aAAc,EACd,aAAc,GAGV,EAA4B,CAAC,YAAA

,GAE5B,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,cACY,EACf,GAGC,MAAM,GAAgB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,

eAAA,IAA1B,QAAA,cAAA;;ACrBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,E

AvDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAwCA,SAAS,

EAAU,EAAsB,GACjC,MAAA,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,WAAY,SAG3D,EAAyB,CAAC,Q

AFrB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,YAES,QAAS,GAE9C,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,SAA2B,

GAG7B,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,UAAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACvBN,aAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EA9BD,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YA8BC,SAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA

,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,I
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AAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OA

AA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,EApBK,SAAU,EAAc,EAAW,GACnC,GAAc,MAAd,EACK,OAAA,EAAE,MAAM,QAEb,GAAA,EAAK,

YAAY,EAAE,MAAO,GACrB,OAAA,EAEL,GAAA,EAAE,MAAM,SAAW,EAAW,OAAQ,CAClC,MAAA,EAA

yB,GAC1B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAE,MAAM,OAAQ,IACb,MAAjB,EAAW,IAA4B,MAAd,EAAE,

MAAM,GACnC,EAAa,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,IAE1B,EAAa,KAAK,EAAW,IAG1B,OAAA,EAGF,OAAA;;AC+B

F,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EA7DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,E

AAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,kB

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAkDO,SAAA,IAAA,G

AAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,S

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAA

A,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EA1BP,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAc,EACpC,GACI,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,W

AU/B,GARJ,EAAK,OACY,YAAb,EAAG,MACH,IAAM,mFACmB,EAAG,yBAChC,EAAK,OACD,GAAQ,GAA

K,EAAO,EACpB,yDAA2D,MAElD,IAAT,EACK,OAAA,aAAa,EAAb,OAAsB,EAAG,QAAU,EAGtC,MAAA,GA

Ac,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAI,GAChC,EAAW,EAAI,EACf,GAAa,EACf,EAAA,MAAA,EAAM,EAAA,QAAA,E

AAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAa,EAAG,EAAG,UAAW,GAAO,IAC7D,GAEG,OAAA,EAAI,EAA

A,KAAA,EAAI,GAGV,MAAM,GAAU,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;AC5CN,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAhBD,IAAA,EAAA

,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAoB,GAE3B,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,

GAAS,KAAK,IAAI,MAG/D,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EAAW,GAC7B,MAAA,EAAO,EAAI,EAAe,EAC1B,EAAY,I

AAI,aAAa,GAC9B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAgB,EAAG,CAC/B,MAAA,EAAU,EAAM,KAAK,GAAK

,GAAM,EAAe,EAAO,GAC5D,EAAU,GAAK,EAAI,EAAI,KAAK,IAAI,GAE3B,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,E

AAW;;ACqEtB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EApFP,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,YAmBA,eAAe,EACX,EAA2B,EAAuB,EAAI,GAClD,MAA

A,GAAe,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAa,cAAe,UAC3D,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,WAGjD,E

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAa,KAAO,EACpB,IAAM,0EACS,EAAa,SAE5B,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAa,KAAO,IA

AM,EAAS,KACnC,IAAM,sFAEC,EAAa,yBAAyB,EAAS,SAEtD,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAa,MAAM,MAAM,

EAAG,EAAa,MAAM,OAAS,GACxD,EAAS,MACT,2FAEE,MAAA,EAAU,EAAa,MAAM,EAAa,MAAM,OAAS,

IAE3D,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAI,GAAK,GAAK,EACd,IAAM,+EACY,eAAqB,KAErC,MAAA,QAAwB,EAAa

,OACrC,QAAoB,EAAS,QAI5B,EAAO,GAAQ,CAAC,EAAgB,OAAS,EAAS,GACnD,GAAY,EAAuB,EAAA,wB

AAA,OAAQ,GAE5C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,IAAK,CACxB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAI,EACb,EAAO,

EAAgB,SAAS,EAAQ,EAAS,GACjD,EAAmD,GACpD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAC/B,EA

AU,KAAK,CAAC,MAAO,EAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAEzC,EAAU,KAAK,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,MAAQ,EAA

E,OAErC,EAAU,GAAK,EACV,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IACjB,GAAA,EAAU,GAAG,QAAU,EA

AY,GAAI,CACzC,EAAU,GAAK,EACf,OAaC,OARH,IAAgB,GAClB,EAAa,UAEX,IAAY,GACd,EAAS,WAIJ,E

AAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAW,EAAS,MAAO,QAGpC,MAAM,EAAc,EAApB,QAAA,YAAA;;ACFA,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EApFP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,m

BAIA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aA2EO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,

QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAA

A,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,
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EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EArDP,S

AAS,EACL,EAAM,EAAO,EACb,EACA,EACA,EAA4B,OAC5B,GACE,IAAA,EAAM,EACK,IAAX,EAAE,OAC

J,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,EAAE,MAAM,

MAEnD,IAAA,EAAO,EACO,IAAd,EAAK,OACP,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MA

AM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAE5D,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,IAAM,oEACC,EAAI

,UACf,EAAK,OACa,IAAd,EAAK,KACL,IAAM,iEACC,EAAK,UAChB,EAAK,OACsB,IAAvB,EAAY,OACZ,IA

AM,sEACC,MACL,MAAA,EAAyB,SAAf,EAAwB,EAAI,MAAM,GAAK,EAAI,MAAM,GAC3D,EAA0B,SAAf,

EAAwB,EAAK,MAAM,GAAK,EAAK,MAAM,GACpE,EAAK,OACD,IAAY,EAAY,GACxB,gDAAkD,2CACd,E

AAY,OACpD,EAAK,OACD,IAAa,EAAY,GACzB,8CAAgD,6CACV,EAAY,QAC/B,MAAnB,GACF,EAAK,OA

CD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IAAM,mFACiB,iBAA+B,MAGtD,MAAA,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAG,EAAK,GAAI,GACl

D,EACF,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,WAAA,EAAY,gBAAA,EAAiB,YAAA,GAGzC,OAAA,EAAO,OAA

A,UACH,EADJ,qBAC0B,EACtB,GAGN,MAAM,GAAuB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,sBAAA,IAAjC,QAAA,qB

AAA;;ACxBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAzDP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,SAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,WA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,SA+CO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,O

AAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAA

A,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5CD,SAAU,E

ACZ,EAAY,EAAW,GACrB,GAAc,MAAd,GAAqC,WAAf,EACjB,OAAA,EAEL,GAAe,SAAf,EACK,OAAA,EA

AI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAI,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,IAEhB,MAAA,IAAI,sDAC0C,MAIhD,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,GAC

Z,IAAA,EAAM,EACJ,MAAA,EACF,EAAe,iBAAiB,EAAK,MAAO,EAAa,OAItD,OAHH,EAAW,OAAS,IACtB,

GAAM,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAK,KAEV,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,EAAK,OAGrB,SAAU,EACZ,EAAW,E

AAwB,EACnC,GACE,GAAe,WAAf,EACK,OAAA,EACF,GAAmB,SAAf,EACF,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,G

ACP,GAAmB,QAAf,EACF,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GACN,GAAmB,UAAf,EACF,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,GACR,GAAmB,UAAf,EACF,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,GACX,GAAmB,cAAf,EACF,OAAA,E

AAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAG,GAEhB,MAAA,IAAI,kCAAkC,MAIvC,MAAM,EAAa,CAAC,EAAuB,KAEzC,QAD

c,EAAgB,IACE,WAAf,GAFnB,QAAA,WAAA;;ACqMA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,YAAA,EAhQP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAIA,EAAA,QA

AA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,6BACA,EAAA,QAAA,4BACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEA,EAAA,

QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cA6OO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,

IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yB

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAlLP,SAAS,GAA0C,EACj

D,EADiD,OAEjD,EAFiD,QAGjD,EAHiD,IAIjD,EAJiD,WAKjD,EAAa,OALoC,UAMjD,EAAY,CAAC,EAAG,G

ANiC,gBAOjD,EAPiD,KAQjD,EARiD,WASjD,EAAa,SAToC,uBAUjD,EAViD,eAWjD,IAgBI,GAFJ,EAAa,GAA

c,UAEgC,KAAvD,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAO,OAAA,MAAM,cAAe,GAAuB,CAC5D,IAAA,GAAS,EACT,EA

AA,QAAA,EAAG,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAK,EAAY,EAAW,GAK7C,OAJK,MAAR,IACF,GAAS,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA

,EAAQ,KAGhB,EACI,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,EAAY,EAAwB,GAGnD,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,E

AAG,IAAK,UAC7B,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,UAE9C,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAAe,EAEH,I
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AAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG

,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAE3D,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,IAAM,gEACC,EAAI,SACf,EAAK,OA

CgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACR,IAAM,iEACC,EAAQ,SACI,MAAnB,GACF,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IA

AM,gFACiB,iBAA+B,MAG5D,EAAK,OACD,EAAI,MAAM,KAAO,EAAQ,MAAM,GAC/B,wCAA0C,EAAI,M

AAM,4CACtB,EAAQ,MAAM,OAChD,EAAK,OACD,EAAU,+BAA+B,EAAS,GAClD,IAAM,0EACa,oBAA0B,

MACjD,EAAK,OACc,SAAf,EACA,0CACI,2CAEF,MAAA,EAAW,EAAU,kBACvB,EAAI,MAAO,EAAQ,MAA

O,EAAS,EAAW,EAAK,GAEnD,IAAA,EAQA,EAPQ,MAAR,IACF,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,OAA

Q,iBACrC,IAAS,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAO,GAEhC,EAAe,2BAA2B,EAAS,SAAU,EAAM,QAIvC,MAA1B,I

ACF,GAA0B,EACtB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAwB,gBAAiB,iBAGzC,MAAA,EAAO,CAAC,EAAc,KACpB,MAAC,E

AAS,EAAK,EAAG,GACpB,EAEE,GAAe,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAI,EAAG,GAEjD,EAAK,OACD,EAAU,kB

AAkB,GAC5B,IAAM,0HAEoD,MAExD,MAIA,EAAgB,EAHlB,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAI,MAAO,EAAc,EA

AS,EAAS,IAE/D,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAK,EAAc,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAS,IAGhE,GAAS,MAAT,EAAe,CAC

X,MAAA,GAAU,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAO,GAC5C,EAAI,KAAK,GAEJ,OAAA,GAGH,EAA4B,CAChC,E

AAG,EACH,OAAQ,EACR,KAAM,EACN,uBAAwB,GAGpB,EAA0B,CAC9B,QAAA,EACA,IAAA,EACA,WAA

A,EACA,UAAA,EACA,gBAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,eAAA,GAKE,GAAQ,MAAR,EAAc,CAmBT,OAjBH,EA

AW,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,EAAe,EAAkB,KACvC,IAAA,EAEO,EAAA,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,YACiB,EACb,GAU

D,OARP,EAAK,CAAC,EAAQ,EAAK,IAEf,IAEF,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GA

AI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,MAIrD,CAAC,MAAO,EAAK,SAAU,IAE7B,CAAS,EAAK,GAmBd,OAj

BkB,EACrB,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,EAAe,EAAkB,EAAc,KAC1C,IAAA,EAAyB,EAAO,OAAA,UAChC,EADyB,

YACZ,EACb,GAUG,OARP,EAAK,CAAC,EAAQ,EAAK,EAAK,IAEpB,IAEF,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EA

AK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,MAIrD,CAAC,MAAO,EAAK,SAAU,IAG7

B,CAAiB,EAAK,EAAS,GAGnC,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAnB,QAAA,OAAA;;AC/

NA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yCAAA,EAlCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA

,EAAA,QAAA,mBAKA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEA,SAAS,EACL,EAAM,EAAO,EACb,EAAkC,

EAClC,EAAqC,CAAC,EAAG,GACzC,GACE,IAAA,EAAM,EACK,IAAX,EAAE,OACJ,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,S

AAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,EAAE,MAAM,MAEnD,IAAA,EAAO,E

ACO,IAAd,EAAK,OACP,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAA

M,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAGtD,MAAA,EAAoD,CAAC,EAAG,EAAK,GAAI,GACjE,EACF,CAAC,QAAA,EA

AS,IAAA,EAAK,gBAAA,EAAiB,UAAA,EAAW,YAAA,GAGxC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,oCAEI,EA

AgC,GAItC,MAAM,GACT,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,qCAAA,IADD,QAAA,oCAAA;;ACGA,aAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,wCAAA,EArCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,mB

AKA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEA,SAAS,EACL,EAA0C,EAAO,EACjD,EAAkC,EAClC,EAAqC,C

AAC,EAAG,GACzC,GACE,IAAA,EAAO,EACP,GAAe,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAO,EAAQ,

EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAGtD,MAAA,

EAAmD,CAAC,GAAI,EAAM,OAAA,GAC9D,EACF,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,IAAA,EAAK,gBAAA,EAAiB,UAA

A,EAAW,WAAY,GAErD,EAEK,EAAA,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,mCACwC,EACpC,GAEJ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,E

AAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,GA

CT,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,oCAAA,IADD,QAAA,mCAAA;;ACoNA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAxPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,

sBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,8CACA,EAAA,QAA

A,6CAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAoOO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA

,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA/KP,SA
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AS,GAAmD,EAC1D,EAD0D,OAE1D,EAF0D,QAG1D,EAH0D,IAI1D,EAJ0D,WAK1D,EAAa,OAL6C,UAM1D,

EAAY,CAAC,EAAG,GAN0C,gBAO1D,EAP0D,KAQ1D,EAR0D,WAS1D,EAAa,SAT6C,uBAU1D,EAV0D,eAW

1D,IAcI,IAAuD,KAAvD,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAO,OAAA,MAAM,cAAe,GAAuB,CAC5D,IAAA,GAAS,EA

CT,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAK,EAAY,EAAW,GAK7C,OAJK,MAAR,IACF,GAAS,EAAI,EAAA

,KAAA,EAAQ,KAGhB,EACI,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,EAAY,EAAwB,GAGnD,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iB

AAA,EAAG,IAAK,mBAC7B,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,mBAE9C,IAAA,EAAM,EACN,GAA

e,EACH,IAAZ,EAAG,OACL,GAAe,EACf,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,GA

AI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,EAAG,MAAM,MAE3D,EAAK,OACY,IAAb,EAAI,KACJ,IAAM,yEACM,EAAI,SACp

B,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,KACR,IAAM,0EACc,EAAQ,SAChC,EAAK,OACD,EAAI,MAAM,KAAO,EAA

Q,MAAM,GAC/B,IAAM,gEACE,EAAI,MAAM,wDACJ,EAAQ,MAAM,OACf,MAAb,IACF,EAAY,CAAC,EAA

G,IAElB,EAAK,OACD,EAAU,+BAA+B,EAAS,GAClD,IACI,yFACqB,oBAA0B,MAEhC,MAAnB,GACF,EAAK

,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,GACX,IAAM,wFACuB,iBAA+B,MAG5D,MAAA,EAAW,EAAU,kBACvB,EAAI,MAA

O,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAS,EAAW,EAAK,GACnD,GAEA,IAAA,EAQA,EAPQ,MAAR,IACF,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAA

A,iBAAA,EAAM,OAAQ,iBACrC,IAAS,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAO,GAEhC,EAAe,2BAA2B,EAAS,SAAU,EA

AM,QAIvC,MAA1B,IACF,GAA0B,EACtB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAwB,gBAAiB,0BAGzC,MAAA,EAAO,CAAC,EA

Ac,KAC1B,EAAK,OACD,EAAU,kBAAkB,GAC5B,IAAM,sHAEE,MACN,MAAC,EAAS,EAAK,EAAG,GAAQ,

EAE1B,GAAe,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAI,EAAG,GAE3C,GAAO,EACR,EAAA,oCAAA,EAAiB,MAAO,EAA

c,EAAqB,EAC5D,EAAK,EAAW,GACd,GAAY,EACd,EAAA,qCAAA,EAAiB,EAAe,EAAqB,MAAO,EAC5D,E

AAK,EAAW,GAEhB,GAAQ,MAAR,EAAc,CAET,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,GADE,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAO,

IAGvC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,IAGV,EAAqC,CACzC,EAAG,EACH,OAAQ,EACR,KAAM,EACN,uBAAwB,GA

EpB,EAAmC,CACvC,QAAA,EACA,IAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,UAAA,EACA,gBAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,

eAAA,GAKE,GAAQ,MAAR,EAAc,CAkBT,OAhBH,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,EAAe,EAAkB,KAEvC,IAAA

,EAAyB,EAAO,OAAA,UAChC,EADyB,qBACH,EACtB,GAUG,OARP,EAAK,CAAC,EAAQ,EAAK,IAEf,IAEF,

GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,MAIrD,C

AAC,MAAO,EAAK,SAAU,IAE7B,CAAS,EAAK,GAoBd,OAlBkB,EACrB,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,EAAe,EAAkB,

EAAc,KAE1C,IAAA,EAAyB,EAAO,OAAA,UAChC,EADyB,qBACH,EACtB,GAUG,OARP,EAAK,CAAC,EAA

Q,EAAK,EAAK,IAEpB,IAEF,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,G

AAI,EAAI,MAAM,MAIrD,CAAC,MAAO,EAAK,SAAU,IAG7B,CAAiB,EAAK,EAAS,GAGnC,MAAM,GAAkB,

EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,sBAAA,IAA5B,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC3CE,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA

,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA7MT,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAI

A,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cA4LS,SA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,EArKT,SAAS,GAA+B,EACtC,EADsC,EAEtC,EAFsC,WAGtC,GAAa,EAHyB,WAItC,GAAa,E

AJyB,KAKtC,EALsC,WAMtC,EAAa,SANyB,uBAOtC,EAPsC,eAQtC,IAWM,IAAuD,KAAvD,EAAW,EAAA,Y

AAA,EAAO,OAAA,MAAM,cAAe,GAAuB,CAC5D,IAAA,GAAS,EAAc,EAAA,QAAA,EAAG,EAAG,EAAY,G

AKtC,OAJK,MAAR,IACF,GAAS,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAQ,KAGhB,EACI,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,EAAY,EAA

wB,GAIrD,IAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,gBAC7B,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,I

AAK,iBAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAI,GAExB,MAAA,EACF,EAAa,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,K

AAO,GAAK,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,KAAO,GACtD,EACF,EAAa,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,KAAO,GAAK,EAAG,

MAAM,EAAG,KAAO,GAEtD,EACF,EAAa,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,KAAO,GAAK,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,KAAO

,GACtD,EACF,EAAa,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,KAAO,GAAK,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,KAAO,GAEtD,EAAa,EAAG,

MAAM,MAAM,GAAI,GAChC,EAAa,EAAG,MAAM,MAAM,GAAI,GAChC,EAAY,EAAK,cAAc,GAC/B,EAA
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Y,EAAK,cAAc,GAErC,EAAK,OACD,EAAG,MAAQ,GAAK,EAAG,MAAQ,GAAK,EAAG,OAAS,EAAG,KAC/

C,IAAM,qFACoB,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,SAEhD,EAAK,OACD,EAAK,YAAY,EAAY,GAC7B,gDAAkD,cAC3C,

6BAAsC,EAAG,gBACzC,EAAG,qBAEd,EAAK,OACD,IAAgB,EAChB,4CAA8C,cACvC,6BAAuC,EAAG,gBAC

1C,EAAG,wBAAwB,uBACX,iBAErB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAG,MAAM,MAAM,GAAI,GAAG,OAAO,CAAC,EAA

a,IAEtD,EAAgB,GAClB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,KACrC,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,C

AAC,EAAW,EAAa,IACnC,EAAgB,GAClB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,KACrC,EAAQ,EA

AA,SAAA,EAAI,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,IAErC,IAAA,EAQA,EAPQ,MAAR,IACF,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,

EAAM,OAAQ,iBACrC,IAAS,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAO,GAEhC,EAAe,2BAA2B,EAAU,EAAM,QAI9B,MA

A1B,IACF,GAA0B,EACtB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAwB,gBAAiB,iBAGzC,MAAA,EAAO,CAAC,EAAc,KACpB,MA

AC,EAAK,EAAK,EAAG,GAAS,EAIvB,GACF,EAAqB,EAAA,uBAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,EAAE,OAA

Q,EAAG,GAC9C,IAAA,EACA,EAgBA,GAdC,GAAe,GAGR,GAAc,GACxB,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,QAAA,EAAc,

GAAK,GAAO,GAC/C,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,QAAA,EAAc,GAAK,GAAM,IACrC,IAAe,GACxB,GAAO,EAAc,E

AAA,QAAA,EAAK,GAAc,GAAO,GAC/C,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,GAAc,GAAO,KAE/C,GAAO,EA

Ac,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,GAAc,GAAM,GAC9C,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,QAAA,EAAc,GAAK,GAAM,KAV9C,GA

AO,EAAc,EAAA,QAAA,EAAc,GAAK,GAAO,GAC/C,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,GAAc,GAAM,IAYp

C,MAAR,EAAc,CAET,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,GADE,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAO,IAGrC,MAAA,CAAC,EAA

M,IAIZ,EAA6B,CACjC,EAAG,EACH,EAAG,EACH,KAAM,EACN,uBAAwB,GAEpB,EACF,CAAC,WAAA,EA

AY,WAAA,EAAY,WAAA,EAAY,eAAA,GAIrC,GAAQ,MAAR,EAAc,CAaT,OAXH,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,CA

AC,EAAe,EAAe,KAClC,MAAA,EAEK,EAAA,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,aACkB,EACd,GAID,OAFP,EAAK,CAAC,

EAAK,EAAK,IAET,CAAC,OAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,GAAW,SAAU,IAEhD,CAAS,EAAK,GAed,OAb

kB,EACrB,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,EAAe,EAAe,EAAe,KACtC,MAAA,EAEK,EAAA,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,aACkB

,EACd,GAID,OAFP,EAAK,CAAC,EAAK,EAAK,EAAK,IAEd,CAAC,OAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,GAA

W,SAAU,IAGhD,CAAiB,EAAK,EAAK,GAI/B,MAAM,GAAS,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAnB,QAA

A,OAAA;;AC3MT,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAA

A,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,UAFA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,4BACA,EAAA,QAAA;;ACiBO,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAlBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAcA,S

AAS,EAAe,GACf,OAAA,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,EAAc,IAAM,KAEnC,MAAM,GAAgB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAA

C,eAAA,IAA1B,QAAA,cAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA

,EAnBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAcA,SAAS,EAAY,GACZ,OAAA,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,E

AAc,GAAK,IAGlC,MAAM,GAAa,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,YAAA,IAAvB,QAAA,WAAA;;AC+BA,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAlDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAA

A,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAkBA,SAAS,EAC

L,EAAkB,EAAqB,EAAmB,GAAS,EACnE,EAAW,GACT,IAAA,EAAQ,EACN,MAAA,EAAmB,GAClB,KAAA,

EAAQ,GAAe,EAAO,MACnC,EAAO,MAAK,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,IACjC,GAAS,EAGP,GAAA,

EACK,KAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,MAAM,CACpB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAQ,EAAe,EAAO,KACxC,GAAM,EAAO,EAA

A,QAAA,EACjB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAc,IAAS,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,CAAC,GAAS,KAE7D

,EAAO,KAAK,GACZ,GAAS,EAIT,OAAkB,IAAlB,EAAO,QACF,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,KA

GnB,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAS,CAAC,EAAO,OAAQ,IAE1C,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAG,EA

AA,IAAA,CAAC,OAAA,IAAlB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACRA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,UAAA,EA1CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAA

A,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAkBA,SAAS,E

ACL,EAAkB,EAAqB,EACvC,EACA,EAAyC,EAH7C,YAImB,MAAb,IACF,GAAY,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,IAE

5B,MAAA,GAAe,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAa,GAC1C,GAAiB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAc,EAAS,IAC5

C,EAAmB,GACpB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAa,MAAM,GAAI,IACzC,EAAO,MACH,EAAK,EAAA,O

AAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAgB,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAe,IAErD,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QA

AA,GAET,MAAM,GAAO,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,MAAA,IAAjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACqCA,aAAA,OAAA,eA
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AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAhFP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sB

AIA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAuEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,

QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAA

A,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA9CP,S

AAS,EACL,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EAA+B,WAC/B,EAAqB,GAEjB,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA

,EAAO,QAAS,iBACzC,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,gBAAiB,WAC1D,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,i

BAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,gBAAiB,SAE7D,EAAW,EAAO,MAAM,GAE9B,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAO,KACP,IAA

M,gEACc,EAAO,SAC/B,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAO,MAAkC,IAApB,EAAO,MAAM,GAClC,wDAA0D,yBACr

C,EAAO,UAChC,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,MAAc,EAAQ,MAAM,KAAO,EAC3C,yDAA2D,uBACtC,EAAO

,UAChC,EAAK,OACmB,IAApB,EAAS,OACT,IAAM,2EACQ,EAAS,WAC3B,EAAK,OACD,EAAS,IAAM,GAA

K,EAAS,IAAM,EACnC,+CAAiD,KACrD,EAAK,OACU,aAAX,GAAoC,YAAX,EACzB,mDAAqD,KAEnD,MA

AA,EACoB,CAAC,MAAO,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAQ,OAAQ,GAC3D,EAA4B,CAAC,OAAA,EAAQ,mBAAA,EAAo

B,SAAA,GAIxD,OAHK,EAAO,OAAA,UACf,EADQ,cACO,EACf,GAIC,MAAM,GAAgB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,C

AAC,eAAA,IAA1B,QAAA,cAAA;;AClDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mB

AAA,EA9BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

eACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAuBO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GA

AA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OA

AA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAdP,SAAS,EAAe,GAChB,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iB

AAA,EAAO,QAAS,gBAAiB,WAEhE,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAO,KACP,IAAM,gEACc,EAAO,SAEzB,MAAA,

EAA8B,CAAC,MAAO,GAGrC,OADH,EAAO,OAAA,UAAU,EAAjB,cAAgC,EAAgC,IAI/D,MAAM,GAAgB,EA

AG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,eAAA,IAA1B,QAAA,cAAA;;ACgBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EA9CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAqCO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAnBP,SAAS,EACL,EAA4B,EAC5B,E

AA6C,EAC7C,EAAkC,IAC9B,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,mBAAoB,WAEnE,EAAK,O

ACe,IAAhB,EAAO,KACP,IAAM,mEACc,EAAO,SAEzB,MAAA,EAAiC,CAAC,MAAO,GACzC,EAA+B,CAAC

,QAAA,EAAS,UAAA,EAAW,OAAA,GAInD,OAHK,EAAO,OAAA,UACf,EADQ,iBACU,EAClB,GAIC,MAAM,

GAAmB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,kBAAA,IAA7B,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACHN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EA1CD,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YA0CC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBA

AA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,O

AAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAxC
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D,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,EAAkB,EACnC,EAAsB,EAAwB,GAM5B,MAAhB,IACF,EAAe,IAEK,MAAlB,IACF,EA

AiB,OAAO,mBAEN,MAAhB,IACF,EAAe,GAGX,MAAA,EAAW,EAAM,MAAM,GAqBtB,OApBP,EAAgB,KA

AK,IAAI,EAAe,GAExC,EAAK,OACD,GAAK,GAAgB,GAAgB,EACrC,gDAAkD,MACtD,EAAK,OACc,IAAf,E

AAM,KACN,mDAAqD,EAAM,SAC/D,EAAK,OACkB,IAAnB,EAAM,MAAM,GACZ,wDACwD,EAAM,MAA

M,MACxE,EAAK,OAAuB,IAAhB,EAAO,KAAY,IAAM,8BACrC,EAAK,OACD,EAAO,MAAM,KAAO,EACpB,

0DAA4D,iBAC7C,EAAO,MAAM,MAChC,EAAK,OACD,GAAK,GAAgB,GAAgB,EACrC,gDAAkD,MAC/C,CA

AC,cAAA,EAAe,aAAA,EAAc,eAAA,EAAgB,aAAA;;ACGhD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA

,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EA7CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAoBA,SAAS,EACL,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAAuB,EAAe,GACtC,EAAiB,OAAO,

mBACpB,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,qBACzC,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,

SAAU,qBAE5C,GAAS,EACX,EAAA,uBAAA,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAe,EAAc,GAK5C,EAAQ,CAAC,cAJf,EAAgB,E

AAO,cAIO,aAH9B,EAAe,EAAO,aAGsB,eAF5C,EAAiB,EAAO,gBAGjB,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,UACV,EADG,o

BACkB,CAAC,MAAO,EAAQ,OAAQ,GAAU,GAGtD,MAAM,GAAoB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,mBAAA,IA

A9B,QAAA,kBAAA;;AC0BN,aA1DK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAU,EAAY,GAClB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAa,EAAK,EAAS,

GACnC,EAAiB,EAAQ,IAAM,EAAQ,GAAK,EAClD,EAAI,OAAO,EAAgB,EAAG,GAkB1B,SAAU,EACZ,EAA

U,EAAW,GAChB,OAAA,EAAc,EAAK,EAAQ,GAAc,GAUlD,SAAS,EAAqB,EAAM,GAC3B,OAAA,EAAI,EAA

I,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAI,EAGlC,SAAS,EACL,EAAU,EAAW,GACnB,IAAA,EAAO,EACP,EAAQ,EAAI,OAC

Z,EAAS,EACT,GAAQ,EACL,KAAA,EAAO,GAAO,CAEb,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAW,EAAQ,EADzC,EAAS,GAAS

,EAAQ,IAAU,KAEhC,EAAgB,EAClB,EAAO,EAAS,GAEhB,EAAQ,EAGR,GAAS,GAIN,OAAA,EAAQ,GAAQ,

EAAO,EAC/B,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA;;ACoHA,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

wBAAA,EA1LD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAiBM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAoB,EACvC,EAAsB,GACjB,OAAA,

EACH,EAAO,EAAQ,EAAe,EAAc,EAC5C,GAGA,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAoB,EACvC,EAAsB,EACtB,GAC

K,OAAA,EACH,EAAO,EAAQ,EAAe,EAAc,EAC5C,GAAsB,EACtB,GAA6C,GAI7C,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EA

AoB,EACvC,EAAsB,EACtB,GACK,OAAA,EACH,EAAO,EAAQ,EAAe,EAAc,EAAgB,GAC5D,GAGN,SAAS,E

ACL,EAAmB,EAAoB,EACvC,EAAsB,EAAwB,EAC9C,GAAqB,EAAO,GAAqB,EACjD,GAAqB,GAGjB,MAA

A,EAAa,GAEd,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IAC7B,EAAO,GAAK,GACd,EAAW,KAAK,CAA

C,MAAO,EAAO,GAAI,SAAU,EAAG,mBAAoB,IAIxE,EAAW,KAAK,GAIV,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAe,GAAM,GAA

M,EAAgB,EAEnD,EAA4B,GAC5B,EAA2B,GAE1B,KAAA,EAAgB,OAAS,GAAiB,EAAW,OAAS,GAAG,CAC

hE,MAAA,EAAY,EAAW,OACtB,MAAO,EAAR,SAAuB,EAAvB,mBAAiC,GAAsB,EAEzD,GAAA,EAAgB,EA

ClB,MASE,IAAA,GAAkB,EACjB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAgB,OAAS,EAAG,GAAK,IAAsB,EAAG,CAC/D,MAA

A,EAAM,EAAsB,EAAO,EAAU,EAAgB,IAE/D,GAAA,GAAO,EAAc,CACvB,GAAkB,EAClB,MAME,GAHJ,EA

AU,MACN,EAAU,MAAQ,EAAe,EAAc,EAAO,GAEtD,EAAU,OAAS,EACrB,MAWJ,EAAU,mBAAqB,EAAgB,

OAE1C,IAGC,EAAU,QAAU,GACtB,EAAgB,KAAK,GACrB,EAAe,KAAK,EAAU,QACrB,EAAU,MAAQ,IAGd,

EAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAY,EAAW,IAMpC,MAAA,EAAe,EAAgB,OAC/B,EAAa,EAAgB,EAE/B,GAAsB,EAAa

,IACrC,EAAgB,QAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAY,KAAK,IACnD,EAAe,QAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAY,KAAK,KAG9C,

MAAA,EAAkC,CAAC,gBAAA,GAUlC,OARH,IACF,EAAM,eAAqB,GAGzB,IACF,EAAM,aAAmB,GAGpB,EA

GT,SAAS,EAAsB,EAAmB,EAAW,GACrD,MAAA,EAAS,EAAM,SAAa,EAAJ,EAAW,EAAJ,EAAQ,GACvC,EA

AS,EAAM,SAAa,EAAJ,EAAW,EAAJ,EAAQ,GACvC,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACnC,EAAQ,

KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACnC,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACnC,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,

EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACnC,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACnC,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GAAI,

EAAO,IACnC,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACnC,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACn

C,GAAS,EAAQ,IAAU,EAAQ,GACnC,GAAS,EAAQ,IAAU,EAAQ,GACrC,GAAA,GAAS,GAAK,GAAS,EAClB,

OAAA,EAEH,MAAA,EAAmB,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GACnC,EAAmB,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GACnC,EAAmB,KA

AK,IAAI,EAAO,GACnC,EAAmB,KAAK,IAAI,EAAO,GACnC,EAAmB,KAAK,IAAI,EAAmB,EAAkB,GACnE,

KAAK,IAAI,EAAmB,EAAkB,GAC3C,OAAA,GAAoB,EAAQ,EAAQ,GAO7C,SAAS,EAAe,EAAsB,EAAe,GACr

D,MAAA,EAAS,KAAK,IAAI,EAAQ,EAAM,GAC/B,OAAA,GAAO,EAAe,EAAS,EAGxC,SAAS,EAAoB,EAAe,

GAKlC,OAAA,EAAG,MAAQ,EAAG,OAChB,EAAG,QAAU,EAAG,OAAW,EAAG,SAAW,EAAG;;AC/H7C,aA
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AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,4BAAA,EA3DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2CAEA,EA

AA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAsBA,eAAe,EACX,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAAuB,EAAe,G

ACtC,EAAiB,OAAO,mBACpB,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,0BACzC,GAAU,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,0BAE5C,GAAS,EACX,EAAA,uBAAA,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAe,EAAc,GAClD,EAAgB,

EAAO,cACvB,EAAe,EAAO,aACtB,EAAiB,EAAO,eAElB,MAAA,QAAuB,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,EAAO,OAAQ,E

AAQ,SAC3D,EAAY,EAAe,GAC3B,EAAa,EAAe,IAK5B,gBAAC,IAAmB,EACtB,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAW,EAAY

,EAAe,EAAc,GAQjD,OAPH,IAAW,GACb,EAAO,UAEL,IAAY,GACd,EAAQ,WAGH,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,EA

AiB,SAG5B,MAAM,EAAyB,EAA/B,QAAA,uBAAA;;ACSA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,

IAAA,QAAA,gCAAA,EApEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBA+BA,SAAS,EACL,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAAuB,EAAe,GACtC,EAAiB,OAAO,

kBACxB,EAAe,GACX,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,qBACzC,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iB

AAA,EAAQ,SAAU,qBAE5C,GAAS,EACX,EAAA,uBAAA,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAe,EAAc,EAC9C,GAME,EAAoC,

CAAC,MAAO,EAAQ,OAAQ,GAC5D,EACF,CAAC,cAPL,EAAgB,EAAO,cAOH,aANpB,EAAe,EAAO,aAMY,e

ALlC,EAAiB,EAAO,eAK0B,aAJlD,EAAe,EAAO,cAOhB,EAAS,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,oBACyB,EACrB,G

AEZ,MAAA,CAAC,gBAAiB,EAAO,GAAI,eAAgB,EAAO,IAGtD,MAAM,GAA6B,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,

4BAAA,IAAvC,QAAA,2BAAA;;ACQA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qCAA

A,EA7EP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2CAGA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA+BA,eA

Ae,EACX,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAAuB,EAAe,GACtC,EAAiB,OAAO,kBACxB,EAAe,GACX,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,

EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,0BACzC,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,0BAE5C,GAAS,EACX,EA

AA,uBAAA,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAe,EAAc,EAC9C,GACJ,EAAgB,EAAO,cACvB,EAAe,EAAO,aACtB,EAAiB,EAA

O,eACxB,EAAe,EAAO,aAEhB,MAAA,QAAuB,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,EAAO,OAAQ,EAAQ,SAC3D,EAAY,EAAe

,GAC3B,EAAa,EAAe,IAK5B,gBAAC,EAAD,eAAkB,IAAkB,EACtC,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAW,EAAY,EAAe,EAA

c,EACpD,GASG,OAPH,IAAW,GACb,EAAO,UAEL,IAAY,GACd,EAAQ,UAGH,CACL,iBAAiB,EAAS,EAAA,U

AAA,EAAiB,SAC3C,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,IAItB,MAAM,EAAkC,EAAxC,QAAA,gCAAA;;ACXA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,6BAAA,EAjEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EA

AA,QAAA,sBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAyBA,SAAS,EACL,EAA4B,

EAC5B,EAAuB,EAAe,GACtC,EAAiB,OAAO,kBACxB,GAAqB,GACjB,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,

EAAO,QAAS,qBACzC,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,qBAE5C,GAAS,EACX,EAAA,uBAAA,EA

AQ,EAAS,EAAe,EAAc,EAC9C,MAKE,EAAoC,CAAC,MAAO,EAAQ,OAAQ,GAC5D,EAAkC,CACtC,cANqB,

EAAO,cAO5B,aANoB,EAAO,aAO3B,eANsB,EAAO,eAO7B,mBAAA,GAII,EAAS,EAAO,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,

oBACyB,EACrB,GAEZ,MAAA,CAAC,gBAAiB,EAAO,GAAI,aAAc,EAAO,IAGpD,MAAM,GAA0B,EAAG,EA

AA,IAAA,CAAC,yBAAA,IAApC,QAAA,wBAAA;;ACIA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,kCAAA,EAtEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2CAGA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,

QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAyBA,eAAe,EACX,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAAuB,EAAe,GACtC,EAAiB,OAAO,kBAC

xB,GAAqB,GACjB,MAAA,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,QAAS,0BACzC,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAA

A,EAAQ,SAAU,0BAE5C,GAAS,EACX,EAAA,uBAAA,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAe,EAAc,EAC9C,MACE,EAAiB,EAA

O,cACxB,EAAgB,EAAO,aACvB,EAAkB,EAAO,gBAExB,EAAW,SACR,QAAQ,IAAI,CAAC,EAAO,OAAQ,EA

AQ,UAKxC,gBAAC,EAAD,aAAkB,IAAgB,EACpC,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAW,EAAY,EAAgB,EAAe,EACtD,GAS

G,OAPH,IAAW,GACb,EAAO,UAEL,IAAY,GACd,EAAQ,UAGH,CACL,iBAAiB,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,EAAiB,

SAC3C,cAAc,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAc,UAIhC,MAAM,EAA+B,EAArC,QAAA,6BAAA;;ACEA,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAvEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAA

A,sBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cA6DO,SA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAA
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A,EAAA,GAAA,EA1CP,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,GAAe,EAC7D,GAAmB,GACf,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,kBAElD,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,MAA+B,IAAjB,EAAQ,KAC9B,IAAM,mEA

CM,EAAQ,SACxB,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAK,OACL,IAAM,gEACC,MACX,EAAK,QACoB,IAArB,IAA+C,IA

AjB,EAC9B,IAAM,qFAGN,IAAA,EAAc,EACd,GAAe,EACE,IAAjB,EAAQ,OACV,GAAe,EACf,GAAc,EACV,E

AAA,SAAA,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,EAAQ,MAAM,GAAI,EAAQ,MAAM,GAAI,EAAQ,MAAM,MAG/D,QAAK,E

AEL,EAA+B,CAAC,OAAQ,GACxC,EAA6B,CAAC,aAAA,EAAc,iBAAA,EAAkB,KAAA,GAG9D,EAAM,EAA

O,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,eACoB,EAChB,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAAM

,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,GAAiB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,gBAAA,I

AA3B,QAAA,eAAA;;ACIA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EA3EP,IA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QA

AA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAiEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,I

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA7CP,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAwB,GAAe,EAC7D,GA

AmB,GACf,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,yBAElD,EAAK,OACgB,IAAjB,EAAQ,MAA+

B,IAAjB,EAAQ,KAC9B,IAAM,0EACM,EAAQ,SACxB,EAAK,OACe,IAAhB,EAAK,OACL,IACI,uEACG,MAC

X,EAAK,OACiB,YAAlB,EAAQ,OAAyC,UAAlB,EAAQ,MACvC,IAAM,oDACV,EAAK,QACoB,IAArB,IAA+C,

IAAjB,EAC9B,IAAM,4FAEN,IAAA,EAAc,EACd,GAAe,EACE,IAAjB,EAAQ,OACV,GAAe,EACf,GAAc,EACV

,EAAA,SAAA,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,EAAQ,MAAM,GAAI,EAAQ,MAAM,GAAI,EAAQ,MAAM,MAE/D,QAAK,

EAEL,EAAsC,CAAC,OAAQ,GAC/C,EAC2B,CAAC,aAAA,EAAc,iBAAA,EAAkB,KAAA,GAG5D,EAAM,EAA

O,OAAA,UACH,EADJ,sBAC2B,EACvB,GAEZ,OAAA,GACK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,CAAC,EAAI,MAA

M,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,GAAI,EAAI,MAAM,KAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,GAAwB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,uBAA

A,IAAlC,QAAA,sBAAA;;ACiCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EA3G

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAA

A,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAA

A,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,YAwCA,SAAS,EAC

L,EAAiB,EAAkB,IAEjC,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAW,GAAM,EACjB,oDAAsD,OAEtD,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,E

AAW,GAAM,EACjB,oDAAsD,MAEpD,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAG,IAAK,aAG/B,EAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,EAAG,MAAQ,EACX,gDAAkD,EAAG,SAEnD,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAG,OACV,EAAG,GAAK,EAAG,

MAAM,OAAO,GAE3B,KAAE,GAAY,GACV,MAAA,IAAI,+BACmB,sDACwB,OAEnD,KAAE,GAAY,GACV,

MAAA,IAAI,+BACmB,yDAC2B,OAGtD,EAAW,IACb,EAAW,GAET,EAAW,IACb,EAAW,GAGP,MAAA,GAA

I,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,SAAU,EAAE,EAAG,IAC1C,GAAI,EAAM,

EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,SACnB,GAAK,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,GAEZ,GAAS,EACX,EAAA,aA

AA,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAI,EAAO,EAAA,SAAC,EAAU,WAChC,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,GAAI,EAAO,EAAA

,SAAC,EAAU,WAEjC,GAAO,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,EAAG,OAEvB,OAAA,EACI,EAAA,

UAAA,EAAM,EAAA,QAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,EAAE,EAAG,EAAG,KACvB,I

AAI,IAAO,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,KACzC,GAGN,MAAM,GAAW,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,U

AAA,IAArB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACjBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,E

A3FP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UA8BA,SAAS,EAAa,GAChB,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAK,CACrB,

GAAkB,GAEd,EAAA,EAAA,QAAM,MAAN,GAAc,EAAG,OAAS,EAC1B,IAAM,qEAEJ,MAAA,EAAM,EAAG

,GAAG,MAAM,GACnB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,SAAU,GAE3B,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAG,G

AAG,MAAM,KAAO,EACnB,IACI,oEACK,EAAkB,GAAG,MAAM,UAAU,WAGpD,GAAkB,EAClB,GAAK,EA

AM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAG,MAAM,GAAI,GAAG,IAAI,IAAK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAG,CAAC,MAIlD,
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EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAG,QAAU,EAAG,GAAG,MAAM,GACzB,wCACW,EAAkB,4CACC,EAAkB,GAAG,

MAAM,QAEvD,MAAA,EAAiB,GACjB,EAAO,EACR,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,SAAU,EAC/B,EA

AG,KAAK,EAAO,OAAA,KAAK,KACd,IAAA,EAAI,EAAK,GACT,GAAA,EAAI,EACD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EA

AG,EAAI,IAAK,EAAG,CACpB,MAAA,GAAO,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,

EAAG,GAAI,IAAK,EAAG,IACxC,GAAI,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,GAGR,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAA

G,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAG,iBAItB,OAAA,GACK,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,GAEV,EAIJ,MAAM,GAAc,

EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,aAAA,IAAxB,QAAA,YAAA;;AC4FA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAxLP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEA,EA

AA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAA

A,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAA

A,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,

QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,YA6CA,SAAS,EAAI,EAAW,GAAe,GAMjC,IAJA,EAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,EAAE,MAAQ,EACV,oEACI,EAAE,QAEK,IAAX,EAAE,KACG,OAAA,EAAK,EAAe,GACtB,CA

KC,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAE,MAAM,MAAM,EAAG,EAAE,MAAM,OAAS,GAC7B,OAAO,CAAC,EAAO,IAAS,E

AAQ,GACrD,GAAO,EACT,EAAA,UAAA,EACI,EAAA,SAAA,EACA,CACE,EAAe,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,MA

AM,OAAS,GACxC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,OAAS,KAE/B,GACE,EAAmB,GACnB,EAAmB,GAQlB,OAP

P,EAAK,QAAQ,IACL,MAAC,EAAK,GAAO,EAAK,EAAiB,GACzC,EAAK,KAAK,GACV,EAAK,KAAK,KAIL,

EAFG,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAM,GAAI,EAAE,QAC1B,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAM,E

AAA,OAAA,EAAM,GAAI,EAAE,SAKxC,SAAS,EAAK,EAAa,GAAe,GACjC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAA,KAAK,MA

Eb,EAAA,EAAA,QAAmB,IAAnB,EAAE,MAAM,OACR,8CACI,EAAE,MAAM,mBAEV,MAAA,EAAI,EAAE,

MAAM,GACZ,EAAI,EAAE,MAAM,GAEd,IAAA,GAAI,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GACR,GAAI,EAAM,EAAA,OAA

A,GAER,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,CAAC,IAAK,CAAC,EAAG,IAC9B,IAAA,GAAc,EAAM,

EAAA,OAAA,GAElB,MAAA,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAI,EAAI,EACtB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAS,EAAG,

CAGxB,MAAA,EAAQ,EACR,EAAQ,EACR,EAAQ,GACb,EAAG,EAAG,GAAK,EAAO,OAAA,KAAK,KAEhB,

MAAA,GAAS,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAI,EAAG,IAClC,GAAQ,EAAK,EA

AA,MAAA,GACb,GAAM,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAG3B,GAAI,EAA

M,EAAA,QAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,IAAI,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,EAAE,MAAM,EAAS,EAAA,U

AAA,CAAC,CAAC,MAExD,GAAK,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAK,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,IACrB,GAAO,EA

AI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAQ,GAEvB,EADoB,IAAlB,EAAK,MAAM,IACT,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,IAEN,EACA,EAA

A,QAAA,CACE,GACA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAM,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAK,MAAM,GAAK,EAA

G,EAAK,MAAM,MAGrD,GAEA,MAAA,GAAM,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QA

AA,EAAG,GAAK,IAG7B,GAAW,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAI,EAAG,IACp

C,GAAsB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAK,GAC/B,GAAe,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAC3B,GAAM,IAAN,EACF,GAAI

,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAU,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAI,SAC1C,CACC,MAAA,

GACF,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAU,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAI,KAC/C,GAAI,EA

AO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAK,GAAY,GAE9

C,MAAA,GAAuB,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GACjC,GAAW,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CA

AC,EAAG,EAAE,MAAM,GAAK,IAC/C,GAAM,IAAN,EACF,GAAI,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAU,EAAO,EAAA,

SAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAU,GAAI,QACzC,CACC,MAAA,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAU,EAAO,E

AAA,SAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAU,GAAI,IAC9C,GAAI,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAA

A,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAK,GAAY,GAE7C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAER,EAAA,

EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,EAAO,EAAO,IAQlB,OALF,GAAgB,EAAI,IACvB,GAAI,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,CA

AC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IACzB,GAAI,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAG,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,

KAGpB,CAAC,EAAG,KAIR,MAAM,GAAK,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,IAAA,IAAf,QAAA,GAAA;;ACvLP,a

AAA,IAAY,EAAZ,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAA

A,SAAY,GACV,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,GAAA,OACA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,GAAA,OACA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,MACA,EAAA,EAAA,uBAAA,GAAA,yBAJF,CAAY,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAS;;ACkEd,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAlEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,
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WACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAA

A,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAaA,SAAS,EAC

L,EAAsB,EACtB,EAAY,EAAU,UAAA,wBAClB,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,uBAC9C

,IAAA,EAAmB,KACR,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,wBAG3C,MAAA,EAA4B,

MAAZ,EAAoB,GAAU,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAS,GAE7D,GAAA,IAAc,EAAU,UAAA,KACnB,OAAA,EAEL,

GAAA,IAAc,EAAU,UAAA,IACnB,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAET,GAAA,IAAc,EAAU,UAAA,KAAM,CA

C5B,GAAY,MAAZ,EACK,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,GACP,CACC,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAQ,KAAO,EAAS,K

AC1C,GAAS,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,IAAe,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,IACnC,OAAA,EAAkB,GAA

I,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAQ,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,IACnB,GAG7B,GAAA,IAAc,EAAU,UAAA,uBAAwB,CAC

9C,GAAY,MAAZ,EACK,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,IAAe,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAQ,

OACxC,CACC,MAAA,GAAqB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAU,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,QAEhD,GACF,EAA

K,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,GAAoB,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,KAAM,WAChD,OA

AA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAe,IAI5B,MAAA,4BAA4B,KAE7B,MAAM,GAAsB,EAAG,E

AAA,IAAA,CAAC,qBAAA,IAAhC,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACtBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EA3CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,

QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAC

tB,EACA,EAAY,EAAU,UAAA,wBAClB,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,sBAC5C,GACF,

EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAa,cAAe,sBAC5C,IAAA,EAAmB,KACR,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAA

A,EAAS,UAAW,wBAG7C,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAa,MAAO,iCAEjC,MAAA,GAAS,EAAI,E

AAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAS,IACzB,OAAA,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,GAGxC,MAAM,

GAAqB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,oBAAA,IAA/B,QAAA,mBAAA;;ACEA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EA9CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAA

A,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QA

AA,UAEA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAkBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAA2B,EACjD,EACA,EAAY,EAAU,UAAA,wBAClB

,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,kBAC5C,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAa,cAAe,kBA

C5C,IAAA,EAAmB,KACR,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,oBAG7C,EAAA,EAAA

,mBAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAa,MAAO,6BAEjC,MAAA,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GACb,GAAS,EAAI,EAA

A,KAAA,GAAK,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAS,GAAe,GAAM,IACvD,OAAA,EAAoB,EAAA

,qBAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,GAExC,MAAM,GAAiB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,gBAAA,IAA3B,QAAA,eAAA;;AC

DA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA7CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,WA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EACtB,EACA,EA

AY,EAAU,UAAA,wBACpB,IAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,aAC1C,MAAA,GAAe,EAAgB,

EAAA,iBAAA,EAAa,cAAe,aAC7D,IAAA,EAAmB,KACR,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,

UAAW,eAE/B,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAa,MAAO,wBAE/C,MAAA,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QA

AA,GAEnB,GAAU,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAI,GAAU,GACjC,MA

AA,GAAS,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAK,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAS,KACnC,OAAA,EAAo

B,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,GAExC,MAAM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UA

AA;;ACQA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EApDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAA

A,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA

,UAEA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAkBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EACtB,EAA6B,EAAQ,EACrC,EAAY,EAAU,UAAA,wBA

ClB,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,aAC5C,GAAe,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAa,cAAe,aA

C7D,IAAA,EAAmB,KACR,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,eAE/B,EAAA,EAAA,m

BAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAa,MAAO,wBAE/C,MAAA,GAAc,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GACrB,GAAQ,EAAI,EAAA

,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAc,IAC9B,GAAY,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAO,GAC3B,GAAS,EAAI,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAO,GAEpB,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,KAAM,EAAO,EA

AA,QAAA,KAAa,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAa,IACvD,OAAA,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,GAExC,MA
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AM,GAAY,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,WAAA,IAAtB,QAAA,UAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAnDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA

,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA

,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAkBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EACtB,EAA

6B,EAAU,KACvC,EAAY,EAAU,UAAA,wBAClB,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,WAC5

C,GAAe,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAa,cAAe,WAC7D,IAAA,EAAmB,KACR,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EA

AA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,aAE/B,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAa,MAAO,sBAE/C,MAAA,GAAM,

EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GACb,GAAgB,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAEvB,GAAK,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,K

AAA,GAAS,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAc,MAC5C,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAA

A,KAAA,EAAK,IAAU,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAK,GAAe,KACrD,G

AAS,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAI,GAChB,OAAA,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,GAExC,MAAM,GAAU,

EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,SAAA,IAApB,QAAA,QAAA;;ACVA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAzCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAiBA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EACtB,EACA,EAAY

,EAAU,UAAA,wBAClB,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,oBAC5C,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,i

BAAA,EAAa,cAAe,oBAC5C,IAAA,EAAmB,KACR,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAA

W,sBAG7C,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAa,MAAO,+BAEjC,MAAA,GAAS,EAAkB,EAAA,mBA

AA,EAAS,GACnC,OAAA,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,GAExC,MAAM,GAAmB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA

,CAAC,kBAAA,IAA7B,QAAA,iBAAA;;AC6DA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,yBAAA,EAtGP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEA,EAAA,QAAA,2BA

EA,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GAClB,MAAA,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,iCAChC,GACF,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,kCAElC,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAQ,MAAO,4CAsB5B,MAAA,G

AAY,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,GACjB,GAAgB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAS,GAC7B,GAAgB,EAAM,EAAA,QAAA,

EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,MAEjC,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EA

AA,KAAA,EAAW,GAAgB,GAwB5C,SAAS,EACL,EAAgC,EAChC,EAA6B,EAAiB,EAC9C,EAAY,EAAU,UA

AA,wBACpB,IAAA,GAAoB,EACpB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAkB,mBAAoB,uBACpC,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,

iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU,uBAC9C,IAAA,EAAmB,KAOnB,GANW,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,E

AAS,UAAW,yBAG7C,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAkB,MAAO,EAAQ,MAAO,kCAExC,EAAiB,EAAG,CAChB,

MAAA,GAAuB,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAC9B,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GACb,GAAO,EAAO,EAAA,QAA

A,IAEpB,GACI,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAmB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAK,KAChC,EAAI,

EAAA,KAAA,EAAM,IAEd,MAAA,EAAS,EAA+B,EAAmB,GAE1D,OAAA,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAQ,EA

AU,GAGxC,MAAM,GAAsB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,qBAAA,IAAhC,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACmCA,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EA3IP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAGA,EAAA,QAA

A,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QA

AA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,UAEA,EAAA,QAAA,2BA0BA,SAAS,EACL,EAAW,EAAW,GAAM,GAK1B,IAJS,IAAT,IACF,EAAM,EA

AO,KAAO,GAGlB,IAAQ,EAAO,KAAO,EAClB,MAAA,MACF,sGACuC,EAAO,uBAC/B,KA6Bd,OAzBH,EAA

W,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,EAAgB,EAAgB,KAIpC,MACA,GAAM,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAQ,CAAC,IADd,GA

EX,GAAY,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,WAAY,GAC/C,EAAK,CAAC,EAAQ,IAER,MAA

A,GAAa,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAW,IAa/B,MAAA,CAAC,OAZS,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,E

AAY,CAAC,IAYnB,SAVE,CAAC,EAAO,KACjB,MAAC,EAAQ,GAAa,EACtB,GAAU,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,

EAAG,MAAO,CAAC,IACzC,MAAA,EACL,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAI,IACZ,EAAI,EAA

A,MAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,YAAY,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,MACrC,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,EAA

A,SAAA,EAAI,IACZ,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,IAAY,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAQ,iBAMxC,C

AAS,EAAQ,GAsB1B,SAAS,EACL,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAA6B,EAAiB,EAC9C,EAAY,EAAU,UAAA,wBACpB,IA
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AA,GACA,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAc,eAAgB,uBAC5C,MAAA,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAQ,SAAU

,uBAC9C,IAAA,EAAmB,KASnB,GAPW,MAAX,IACF,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,UAAW,yBAI7C,

EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAc,MAAO,EAAQ,MAAO,kCAEpC,EAAiB,EAAG,CAChB,MAAA,GAAuB,EAAO,E

AAA,QAAA,GAC9B,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GACb,GAAa,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAc,MAAM,IAE9C,G

ACI,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAe,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAK,KAC5B,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,

EAAsB,IAG9B,MAAA,EAAS,EAA+B,EAAe,GAEtD,OAAA,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,GAGxC,MA

AM,GAAsB,EAAG,EAAA,IAAA,CAAC,qBAAA,IAAhC,QAAA,oBAAA;;AC2IP,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,a

AAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SA

AA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,eAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAA

A,UAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,i

BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,eAAA,EAAA,cAAA,E

AAA,iBAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,4BAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,YAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MA

AA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,eAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAA

A,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,WA

AA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,SAAA,E

AAA,MAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,SA

AA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,c

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,UAAA,E

AAA,UAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,EAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,Y

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,O

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA

,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,Y

AAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EA
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AA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAA

A,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,C

AAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,

YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,U

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,Y

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,O

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,YA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,mB

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,cAAA

,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,U

AAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,O

AAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QA

AA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAA

A,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,6BA

AA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,8BAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,O

AAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,cAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAA

A,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,G
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AAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAA

A,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAA

A,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,oBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,qBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CA

AA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,G

AAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,C

AAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,G

AAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CA

AA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GA

AA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CA

AA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GA

AA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAA

A,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA

,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,

YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,

eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,gBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,

YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,cA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA

,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,O

AAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,GAAA,kBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAA
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A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,kBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,Y

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,GAAA,qBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,Y

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,

YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,sBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA

,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,KAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,MAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,

SAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EApRA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,

EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,E

AAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EA

AA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,

EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,

EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,

EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EA

AA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EA

AA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,E

AAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,E

AAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,

GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,YACA,

GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,eACA,GAAA,QAAA,YACA
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,GAAA,QAAA,YACA,GAAA,QAAA,gBACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,gBACA,GAAA,QAAA,cAC

A,GAAA,QAAA,kCACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iB

ACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,gBACA,GAAA,QAA

A,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAA

A,0BACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAA

A,gBACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,oBACA,GAAA,QA

AA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,eACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QA

AA,eACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,Q

AAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,

QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GA

AA,QAAA,oBACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,gBACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,

GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,gBACA,GAAA,QAAA,gBAC

A,GAAA,QAAA,gBACA,GAAA,QAAA,gBACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,Y

ACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,

UACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,

aACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,QAAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,uB

ACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,oBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QA

AA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,YACA,GAAA,QAAA,wBACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,Q

AAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,SACA,GAAA,

QAAA,SACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,YACA,GAAA,QAAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,cACA,GAAA,Q

AAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,UACA,GAAA,QA

AA,UACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,YACA,GAAA,QAAA,0BACA,GAAA,QAAA,aACA,GAAA,Q

AAA,cACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,WACA,GAAA,QAAA,gBAEA,GAAA

,QAAA,kBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,

KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,IA

AA,GAAA,QAAA,eAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAA

A,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,

SACA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,UAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OA

AA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAA

A,GAAA,SACA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA

,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,G

AAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAA

A,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,

YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,eAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SA

AA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA

,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,aAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,OAAA,KAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,cAAA,OA

AA,KAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAEA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,e

AaA,GAAA,GAAA,QAAA,gBAuEA,QAAA,MAAA,GArEA,IAAA,GAAA,QAAA,2BACA,GAAA,QAAA,wBA

CA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBASA,GAAA,QAAA,2BACA,GAAA,QAAA,2BACA,GAAA,QAAA,

8BACA,GAAA,QAAA,+BACA,GAAA,QAAA,qCACA,GAAA,QAAA,0CACA,GAAA,QAAA,gDACA,GAAA,Q

AAA,sCACA,GAAA,QAAA,4CACA,GAAA,QAAA,2BACA,GAAA,QAAA,mCAgBA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,G
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AAA,QAAA,yBACA,GAAA,QAAA,eAQA,GAAA,QAAA,gCACA,GAAA,QAAA,kCACA,GAAA,QAAA,4BAC

A,GAAA,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,+BACA,GAAA,QAAA,

kCACA,GAAA,QAAA,kCAaA,SAAA,KAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,OAAA,GAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,I

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA9EA,MAAM,GAAW,CACf,IAAA,GADe,IAEf,KAAA

,GAFe,KAGf,KAAA,GAHe,KAIf,MAAA,GAAA,OA0EF,QAAA,SAAA,GAjEA,MAAM,GAAS,CACb,cAAA,G

ADa,cAEb,WAAA,GAFa,WAGb,MAAA,GAHa,MAIb,KAAA,GAAA,MA6DF,QAAA,OAAA,GA9CA,MAAM,G

AAQ,CACZ,cAAA,GADY,cAEZ,sBAAA,GAFY,sBAGZ,eAAA,GAHY,eAIZ,iBAAA,GAJY,iBAKZ,cAAA,GAL

Y,cAMZ,kBAAA,GANY,kBAOZ,uBAAA,GAPY,uBAQZ,2BAAA,GARY,2BASZ,gCAAA,GATY,gCAUZ,wBA

AA,GAVY,wBAWZ,6BAAA,GAAA,8BAmCF,QAAA,MAAA,GA5BA,MAAM,GAAS,CACb,SAAA,GADa,SAE

b,YAAA,GAFa,YAGb,GAAA,GAAA,IAyBF,QAAA,OAAA,GAZA,MAAM,GAAS,CACb,mBAAA,GADa,mBA

Eb,oBAAA,GAFa,oBAGb,eAAA,GAHa,eAIb,UAAA,GAJa,UAKb,UAAA,GALa,UAMb,QAAA,GANa,QAOb,iB

AAA,GAPa,iBAQb,oBAAA,GARa,oBASb,oBAAA,GAAA,qBAGF,QAAA,OAAA;;AC/HA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAtJA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EA

AA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAqBM,MAAgB,UAAkB,EAAlC,aAiBJ,SAAS,EAAiB,GAAa,EAAO,GAEtC,

MAAA,MAAC,EAAD,MAAQ,GAAS,KAAK,iBAAiB,EAAG,GAE5C,GAAW,MAAX,EAAiB,CACb,MAAA,EA

CF,EAAQ,IAAI,IAAM,CAAC,KAAM,EAAE,KAAM,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAE,SAChD,KAAA,eAAe,QAEf,KAAA,

eAAe,GAMlB,OAFI,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAEJ,EACK,GAEP,EAAM,UACC,MAOP,iBAIK,OAHiB,MAApB,K

AAK,cACF,KAAA,YAAc,GAEd,KAAK,YAGJ,sBACH,KAAA,YAAc,KAAK,WAAa,EAgBvC,iBAAiB,EAAiB,

GAEzB,OAAA,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAG,GAgB1B,UAC0B,MAApB,KAAK,cACC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAA

K,aAIX,uBAIG,OAHiB,MAApB,KAAK,cACF,KAAA,YAAc,GAEd,CACL,KAAM,OAEN,QAAQ,EAAO,EAAA,

QAAA,KAAK,YAAa,UAI/B,mBACE,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,2DAGZ,iBAAW,GACT,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,+DAC

G,KAAK,kBAUE,wBAAkB,GAGzB,OADF,KAAA,mBAAqB,EAAa,GAAG,OAAO,QAAQ,GAClD,EAAa,MAA

M,IAI9B,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,OAAO,eAAe,EAAW,OAAO,YAAa,CACnD,MAAQ,GACsB,MAArB,EAAS,UA

AiD,MAA7B,EAAS,kBACd,MAA3B,EAAS;;ACrBjB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,uBAAA,EApIA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,c

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oB

AGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAGM,MAAO,UAA0B,EAAjC,UAMJ,YACc,EAAgC,EAChC,EAAkB,MAC9B,QAFY,KAA

A,aAAA,EAAgC,KAAA,IAAA,EAChC,KAAA,QAAA,EALN,KAAA,iBAAwC,GACxC,KAAA,mBAA0C,GAOj

C,MAAX,IACG,KAAA,QAAU,EAAO,OAAA,QAAQ,WAIlC,eAAe,IACS,MAAM,QAAQ,GAChC,EAAkB,IAAI,

GAAQ,EAAK,MACnC,OAAO,KAAK,IAEF,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAM,KACrB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,OAAA,oBAA

oB,GAET,MAA5B,KAAK,iBAAiB,KACnB,KAAA,iBAAiB,GAAK,CACzB,gBAAiB,eACjB,UAAU,EAAK,EAA

A,MAAA,KAAM,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UAJxB,MAOgB,MAA9B,KAAK,mBAAmB,KACrB,KAAA,mB

AAmB,GAAK,CAC3B,gBAAiB,cACjB,UAAU,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KAAM,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UA

VxB,MAcZ,MAAA,EAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC3B,EAAkB,GAAG,OACrB,EAAkB,GAClB,GAAY,MAAZ,EA

CF,OAGI,MAAA,EAAkB,KAAK,iBAAiB,GAAG,SAC3C,EAAoB,KAAK,mBAAmB,GAAG,UAEhD,EAAA,EA

AA,MAAA,KACG,MAAA,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAiB,KAAK,MAC1B,EAAI,EA

AA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAW,EAAI,KAAK,MAEjC,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAA

A,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAmB,KAAK,WACjC,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAA

A,EAAiB,KAAK,WACnC,GAEF,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAmB,KAAK,MAC5B,EA

AI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAU,EAAI,KAAK,MAEtC,EAAgB,OAAO,GACvB,EAAkB,OAAO,G

AEnB,MAAA,GAAW,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAU,KAAK,cAAe,GACvD,EAAM,OAAO,O

AGZ,KAAA,sBAGP,UACiC,MAA3B,KAAK,sBACC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,iBAAiB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,

YACjC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,mBAAmB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,YAIzC,mBAEE,MAAA,EACF,IAAI,KAAK
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,oBAAqB,KAAK,oBAChC,MAAA,OAAO,KAAK,kBAAkB,OACjC,EAAU,IAAI,IAAM,CAAC,KAAM,EAAE,a

AAc,OAAQ,EAAE,aAGrD,iBAAW,GAET,MAAA,GADN,QAAqB,KAAK,kBAAkB,IACT,OAAS,EAEvC,KAA

A,iBACD,EAAa,MAAM,EAAG,GAAe,IAAI,IAAM,CACJ,aAAc,EAAE,KAChB,SAAU,EAAE,OAAO,UAJhD,M

AOb,KAAA,mBACD,EAAa,MAAM,EAA+B,EAAhB,GAC7B,IAAI,IAAM,CACJ,aAAc,EAAE,KAChB,SAAU,E

AAE,OAAO,UAXhB,MAepB,YACS,MAAA,CACW,aAAA,KAAK,aACd,IAAA,KAAK,IACD,QAAA,KAAK,SA

Kb,kBACH,EAAiC,GAC5B,OAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAM,aAAkB,EAAM,IAAS,EAAM,UAGhE,QAAA,kBAAA,E

ApHS,EAAA,UAAY,YAoHrB,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA;;AClCd,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAlGA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QA

AA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA

,oBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAGM,MAAO,UAAyB,EAAhC,UAMJ,YACc,EAA8B,EAA0B,IACpE,QADY,KAAA,aA

AA,EAA8B,KAAA,wBAAA,EAHpC,KAAA,iBAAwC,GAOhD,eAAe,IACS,MAAM,QAAQ,GAChC,EAAkB,IA

AI,GAAQ,EAAK,MACnC,OAAO,KAAK,IAEF,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAM,KACrB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,OAAA,oB

AAoB,GACrC,GAA4B,MAA5B,KAAK,iBAAiB,GAAY,CAC9B,MAAA,GAAY,EACb,KAAA,iBAAiB,GAAK,C

ACzB,gBAAiB,gBACjB,UAAU,EACN,EAAA,MAAA,KAAM,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,EAAM,MAAO,KAAK,yB

AClB,SAAS,KAItB,MAAA,EAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC3B,EAAkB,GAAG,OACrB,EAAkB,GAClB,GAAY,MA

AZ,EACF,OAGI,MAAA,EAAkB,KAAK,iBAAiB,GAAG,UAE5C,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KACG,MAAA,GAAqB,

EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAiB,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,IACvD,EAAgB,OAAO,GAEjB,MAAA,GAAW,EACb,EAAA

,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GACA,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAoB,E

AAO,OAAA,QAAQ,cAC/C,KAAK,cACV,GACJ,EAAM,OAAO,OAGZ,KAAA,sBAGP,UAC+B,MAAzB,KAAK,

mBACC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,iBAAiB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,WAIvC,mBAEG,MAAA,OAAO,KAAK,kBA

AkB,OAAO,KAAK,iBAAiB,IAC9D,IAAM,CAAC,KAAM,EAAE,aAAc,OAAQ,EAAE,aAGvC,iBAAW,GACf,Q

AAqB,KAAK,kBAAkB,GAEvC,KAAA,iBAAmB,EAAa,IACjC,IAAM,CAAC,aAAc,EAAE,KAAM,SAAU,EAAE

,OAAO,UAFlC,MAKpB,YACS,MAAA,CACW,aAAA,KAAK,aACM,wBAAA,KAAK,yBAK7B,kBACH,EAAiC,

GAC5B,OAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAM,aAAkB,EAAM,0BAGjD,QAAA,iBAAA,EAlFS,EAAA,UAAY,WAkFrB,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA;;ACgEd,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAlKA,IAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,E

AAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EA

AA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,MAAO,UAAsB,EAA7B,UASJ,YACc,EAAgC,E

AChC,EAAyB,EAAkB,MACvD,QAFY,KAAA,aAAA,EAAgC,KAAA,MAAA,EAChC,KAAA,MAAA,EAAyB,K

AAA,QAAA,EAL/B,KAAA,uBAA8C,GAC9C,KAAA,wBAA+C,IAMhD,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KAEE,KAAA,U

AAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAO,WACzB,KAAA,UAAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAO,aAGjB,MAAX,IACG,

KAAA,QAAU,EAAO,OAAA,QAAQ,WAIlC,eAAe,GACP,MAAA,EAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC3B,EAAkB,IAAI,

GAAK,EAAE,MAC7B,OAAO,KAAK,IACX,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KACG,MAAA,GAAmB,EAAI,EAAA,KAA

A,EAAG,KAAK,UAC/B,GAAmB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,KAAK,UAErC,EAAS,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAM,KA

ChB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,OAAA,oBAAoB,GAEH,MAAlC,KAAK,uBAAuB,KACzB,KAAA,uBAAuB,GAAK,C

AC/B,gBAAiB,MACjB,UAAU,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KAAM,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UAJxB,MAOqB,M

AAnC,KAAK,wBAAwB,KAC1B,KAAA,wBAAwB,GAAK,CAChC,gBAAiB,MACjB,UAAU,EAAK,EAAA,MA

AA,KAAM,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UAVxB,MAcZ,MAAA,EAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC3B,EAAkB,GAA

G,OACrB,EAAkB,GAClB,GAAY,MAAZ,EACF,OAGI,MAAA,EAAc,KAAK,uBAAuB,GAAG,SAC7C,EAAe,K

AAK,wBAAwB,GAAG,SAE/C,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAa,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAI,EA

AA,KAAA,EAAU,EAAI,KAAK,QACvD,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAc,KAAK,QACv

B,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAW,EAAI,KAAK,QAEjC,GAA2B,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAg

B,GAC/C,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAiB,GAEzB,EAAY,OAAO,GACnB,EAAa,OAAO,GAEd,MAAA,GAC

F,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GACA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAK,EAAA,M

AAA,GAA4B,KAAK,WAC7C,KAAK,cACV,GACR,EAAM,OAAO,KAGV,KAAA,SAAS,QAAO,EAAI,EAAA,K

AAA,KAAK,SAAU,KAAK,QACxC,KAAA,SAAS,QAAO,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,SAAU,KAAK,UAE1C,K

AAA,sBAGP,UACO,KAAA,SAAS,UACT,KAAA,SAAS,UAEqB,MAA/B,KAAK,yBACC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,

KAAK,uBAAuB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,WAEb,MAAhC,KAAK,0BACC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,wBAAwB,IA
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AI,GAAK,EAAE,WAI9C,mBAEE,MAAA,EACF,IAAI,KAAK,0BAA2B,KAAK,yBACtC,MAAA,OAAO,KAAK,

kBAAkB,OACjC,EAAU,IAAI,IAAM,CAAC,KAAM,EAAE,aAAc,OAAQ,EAAE,aAGrD,iBAAW,GACf,QAAqB,

KAAK,kBAAkB,IACvC,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KACE,KAAA,SAAS,QAAO,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,MAAO

,KAAK,YAAc,IACnD,KAAA,SAAS,QAAO,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,MAAO,KAAK,YAAc,MAGpD,MAAA

,EAAgB,EAAa,OAAS,EAEvC,KAAA,uBACD,EAAa,MAAM,EAAG,GAAe,IAAI,IAAM,CACJ,aAAc,EAAE,KA

ChB,SAAU,EAAE,OAAO,UAJhD,MAOb,KAAA,wBACD,EAAa,MAAM,EAA+B,EAAhB,GAC7B,IAAI,IAAM,

CACJ,aAAc,EAAE,KAChB,SAAU,EAAE,OAAO,UAXhB,MAepB,YACS,MAAA,CACW,aAAA,KAAK,aACZ,

MAAA,KAAK,MACL,MAAA,KAAK,MACH,QAAA,KAAK,SAKb,kBACH,EAAiC,GAC5B,OAAA,IAAI,EACP

,EAAM,aAAkB,EAAM,MAAW,EAAM,MAC/C,EAAM,UAGd,QAAA,cAAA,EA/IS,EAAA,UAAY,QA+IrB,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA;;ACtBd,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EA5IA,IAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,E

AAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,oBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,MAAO,UAAwB,EAA/B,UASJ,YACc,EAAgC,EAChC,EAAyB,EAAk

B,KAC3C,EAAQ,GACpB,QAHY,KAAA,aAAA,EAAgC,KAAA,MAAA,EAChC,KAAA,MAAA,EAAyB,KAAA,

QAAA,EACzB,KAAA,MAAA,EANN,KAAA,uBAA8C,GAC9C,KAAA,2BAAkD,IAQnD,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,

KACE,KAAA,WAAY,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAG,WACtB,KAAA,UAAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAO,aAGj

B,MAAX,IACG,KAAA,QAAU,EAAO,OAAA,QAAQ,WAIlC,eAAe,GACP,MAAA,EAAgB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC

hC,EAAkB,IAAI,GAAQ,EAAK,MACnC,OAAO,KAAK,IAEX,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KACG,MAAA,GAAmB,E

AAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,KAAK,UAC/B,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAC,KAAK,cAAc,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI

,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,UAAW,KAAK,OAAQ,IAEjE,EAAc,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAM,KACrB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO

,OAAA,oBAAoB,GAEH,MAAlC,KAAK,uBAAuB,KACzB,KAAA,uBAAuB,GAAK,CAC/B,gBAAiB,MACjB,U

AAU,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UAJb,KAOwB,MAAtC,KAAK,2BAA2B,KAC7B,KAAA,2BAA2B,GAAK,C

ACnC,gBAAiB,MACjB,UAAU,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UAVb,KAcZ,MAAA,EAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC

3B,EAAkB,GAAG,OACrB,EAAkB,GAClB,GAAY,MAAZ,EACF,OAGI,MAAA,EAAc,KAAK,uBAAuB,GAAG,

SAC7C,EAAkB,KAAK,2BAA2B,GAAG,SAErD,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAa,KAAK

,QAAQ,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAU,EAAI,KAAK,QAEvD,GAAM,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAiB,KAAK,OAChC,

GAAM,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAEV,GAAqB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAK,GAExC,EAAY,OAAO,GACnB,EAAg

B,OAAO,GAEjB,MAAA,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAI,IACR,E

AAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAgB,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAoB,KAAK,WACrD,GAER,EAAM,OAAO,KAGV,KAAA,

UAAU,QAAO,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,UAAW,IACrC,KAAA,SAAS,QAAO,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,S

AAU,KAAK,UAE1C,KAAA,sBAGP,UACO,KAAA,SAAS,UACT,KAAA,UAAU,UAEoB,MAA/B,KAAK,yBAC

C,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,uBAAuB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,WAEV,MAAnC,KAAK,6BACC,EAAA,EAAA,SA

AA,KAAK,2BAA2B,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,WAIjD,mBACE,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,mDAGZ,iBAAW,GACT,MAAA

,IAAI,MAAM,mDAGlB,YACS,MAAA,CACW,aAAA,KAAK,aACZ,MAAA,KAAK,MACL,MAAA,KAAK,MAC

H,QAAA,KAAK,QACP,MAAA,KAAK,OAKX,kBACH,EAAiC,GAC5B,OAAA,IAAI,EACP,EAAM,aAAkB,EA

AM,MAAW,EAAM,MAC/C,EAAM,QAAa,EAAM,QAGjC,QAAA,gBAAA,EA1HS,EAAA,UAAY,UA0HrB,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA;;AC9Dd,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EA9EA,IAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,

EAAA,QAAA,oBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,eAGM,MAAO,UAAqB,EAA5B,UAKJ,YAAsB,GACpB,QADoB,KAAA,aA

AA,EAEf,KAAA,gBAAgB,GAGvB,eAAe,IACI,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC3B,EAAkB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,MAC7B,O

AAO,KAAK,IACP,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAM,KAChB,MAAA,EAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC3B,EAAkB,GAAG,OACr

B,EAAkB,GAClB,GAAY,MAAZ,EACF,OAEI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,OAAA,oBAAoB,IACpC,EAAA,EAAA,M

AAA,KACG,MAAA,GAAW,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,EAAG,GAAW,GAC5C,EAAM,

OAAO,OAGZ,KAAA,sBAMP,gBAAgB,GACT,KAAA,aAAe,EACN,MAAV,KAAK,GACF,KAAA,EAAE,UAEJ,

KAAA,GAAI,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,SAAC,IAGxB,UACO,KAAA,EAAE,UAGH,mBACG,MAAA,

OAAO,KAAK,kBAGf,iBAAW,GAEX,GAAwB,KAD5B,QAAqB,KAAK,kBAAkB,IAC3B,OACT,MAAA,IAAI,

MAAM,iDAIpB,YACS,MAAA,CAAiB,aAAA,KAAK,cAIxB,kBACH,EAAiC,GAC5B,OAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAM

,eAGzB,QAAA,aAAA,EAhES,EAAA,UAAY,OAgErB,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA;;ACgCd,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA
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,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EA9GA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAKA,EAAA,

QAAA,mBAGM,MAAO,UAA0B,EAAjC,aAMJ,YACc,EAA8B,EAChC,GAAc,GAClB,MAAA,GAFM,KAAA,aA

AA,EAA8B,KAAA,SAAA,EAChC,KAAA,YAAA,EAJJ,KAAA,cAAqC,GAMtC,KAAA,GAAI,EAAO,EAAA,QA

AA,KAAK,UAGvB,eAAe,IACS,MAAM,QAAQ,GAChC,EAAkB,IAAI,GAAQ,EAAK,MACnC,OAAO,KAAK,IA

EF,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAM,KACrB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,OAAA,oBAAoB,GACrC,GAAyB,MAAzB,KAAK,cAAc

,GAAY,CAC3B,MAAA,GAAY,EACb,KAAA,cAAc,GAAK,CACtB,gBAAiB,aACjB,UAAU,EAAK,EAAA,MAA

A,KAAM,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,SAAS,KAI7C,MAAA,EAAe,KAAK,cAAc,GAAG,SACrC,EAAW,MAA

M,QAAQ,GAC3B,EAAkB,GAAG,OACrB,EAAkB,GACN,MAAZ,IAIC,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KACC,IAAA,EA

CE,MAAA,GAAkB,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,EAAG,GAAe,GAErD,EADE,KAAK,aACI

,EACP,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,GAAG,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAAU,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EA

AiB,KAAK,KAAM,IAEnD,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,KAAK,EAAG,GAAkB,GAE/C,EAAa,OA

AO,GACpB,EAAM,OAAO,OAGZ,KAAA,sBAGP,UACO,KAAA,EAAE,UACmB,MAAtB,KAAK,gBACC,EAA

A,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,cAAc,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,WAS1C,YAAY,GACL,KAAA,SAAW,EAGZ,mBAEG,MAA

A,OAAO,KAAK,kBAAkB,OAAO,KAAK,cAAc,IAC3D,IAAM,CAAC,KAAM,EAAE,aAAc,OAAQ,EAAE,aAGv

C,iBAAW,GACf,QAAqB,KAAK,kBAAkB,GAEvC,KAAA,cAAgB,EAAa,IAC9B,IAAM,CAAC,aAAc,EAAE,KA

AM,SAAU,EAAE,OAAO,UAFlC,MAKpB,YACS,MAAA,CACW,aAAA,KAAK,aACT,SAAA,KAAK,SACF,YA

AA,KAAK,aAKjB,kBACH,EAAiC,GAC5B,OAAA,IAAI,EACP,EAAM,aAAkB,EAAM,SAAc,EAAM,cAG1D,Q

AAA,kBAAA,EA9FS,EAAA,UAAY,YA8FrB,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA;;ACkFd,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAhMA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA

,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAGM,MAAO,UAAyB,EAAhC,UASJ,YACc,EAA

gC,EAAQ,GACxC,EAAW,EAAe,EAAkB,KACtD,GAAW,GAQT,GAPJ,QAHY,KAAA,aAAA,EAAgC,KAAA,M

AAA,EAChC,KAAA,SAAA,EAA0B,KAAA,QAAA,EANhC,KAAA,uBAA8C,GAC9C,KAAA,mBAA0C,GAC1C

,KAAA,qBAA4C,GAQ7C,KAAA,SAAW,EAED,MAAX,IACG,KAAA,QAAU,EAAO,OAAA,QAAQ,WAEZ,MA

AhB,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,sDAIpB,eAAe,IACS,MAAM,QAAQ,GAChC,EAAkB,IAAI,GAAQ,EAAK,MA

CnC,OAAO,KAAK,IAEF,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAM,KACrB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,OAAA,oBAAoB,GAEH,MAAlC,

KAAK,uBAAuB,KACzB,KAAA,uBAAuB,GAAK,CAC/B,gBAAiB,QACjB,UAAU,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KAA

M,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UAJxB,MAOgB,MAA9B,KAAK,mBAAmB,KACrB,KAAA,mBAAmB,GAAK,

CAC3B,gBAAiB,aACjB,UAAU,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KAAM,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UAVxB,MAakB,M

AAhC,KAAK,qBAAqB,IAAc,KAAK,WAC1C,KAAA,qBAAqB,GAAK,CAC7B,gBAAiB,OACjB,UAAU,EAAK,

EAAA,MAAA,KAAM,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,GAAO,UAhBxB,MAoBZ,MAAA,EAAW,MAAM,QAAQ,GAC3B,

EAAkB,GAAG,OACrB,EAAkB,GAClB,GAAY,MAAZ,EACF,OAGI,MAAA,EAAwB,KAAK,uBAAuB,GAAG,S

ACvD,EAAqB,KAAK,mBAAmB,GAAG,UACjD,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KACG,MAAA,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MA

AA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAuB,KAAK,QAChC,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAW,EAAI,KA

AK,QAEnC,GAAA,KAAK,SAAU,CACX,MAAA,EAAsB,KAAK,qBAAqB,GAAG,SAEnD,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,

MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAqB,KAAK,QAC9B,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAU,EAAI,KAAK,QAEzB,GACF,E

AAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAU,KAAK,eACnB,EACI,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,GAC

A,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAyB,KAAK,YACnD,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA

,KAAA,EAAoB,KAAK,UAAW,GAEhD,EAAsB,OAAO,GAC7B,EAAoB,OAAO,GAC3B,EAAmB,OAAO,GAEp

B,MAAA,GAAW,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAO,GAC5B,EAAM,OAAO,OACR,CAEC,MAAA,GACF,EAAI,EAA

A,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAuB,KAAK,QAChC,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAW,EAA

I,KAAK,QAEjC,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAoB,KAAK,WAC7B,EAAI,EAAA,MAAA

,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAU,KAAK,eACnB,EAAK,EAAA,OAAA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAA0B,KAAK,YAEpD,

EAAsB,OAAO,GAC7B,EAAmB,OAAO,GAEpB,MAAA,GAAW,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAO,GAC5B,EAAM,O

AAO,QAId,KAAA,sBAGP,UACqC,MAA/B,KAAK,yBACC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,uBAAuB,IAAI,GAAK,

EAAE,WAEhB,MAA7B,KAAK,sBAAgC,KAAK,WACpC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,qBAAqB,IAAI,GAAK,E

AAE,WAEhB,MAA3B,KAAK,qBACC,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,mBAAmB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,WAIzC,mB
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AEE,MAAA,EACF,IAAI,KAAK,0BAA2B,KAAK,oBAItC,OAHH,KAAK,UACP,EAAU,QAAQ,KAAK,sBAElB,

OAAO,KAAK,kBAAkB,OACjC,EAAU,IAAI,IAAM,CAAC,KAAM,EAAE,aAAc,OAAQ,EAAE,aAGrD,iBAAW,

GACf,QAAqB,KAAK,kBAAkB,GACtC,MAAA,EACF,KAAK,SAAW,EAAa,OAAS,EAAI,EAAa,OAAS,EAE/D,

KAAA,uBACD,EAAa,MAAM,EAAG,GAAe,IAAI,IAAM,CACJ,aAAc,EAAE,KAChB,SAAU,EAAE,OAAO,UAJ

hD,MAOb,KAAA,mBACD,EAAa,MAAM,EAA+B,EAAhB,GAC7B,IAAI,IAAM,CACJ,aAAc,EAAE,KAChB,SA

AU,EAAE,OAAO,UAXhB,MAad,KAAK,WACF,KAAA,qBACD,EAAa,MAAsB,EAAhB,EAAmC,EAAhB,GACj

C,IAAI,IAAM,CACJ,aAAc,EAAE,KAChB,SAAU,EAAE,OAAO,UAlBlB,OAuBpB,YACS,MAAA,CACW,aAAA

,KAAK,aACZ,MAAA,KAAK,MACF,SAAA,KAAK,SACN,QAAA,KAAK,QACJ,SAAA,KAAK,UAKd,kBACH,

EAAiC,GAC5B,OAAA,IAAI,EACP,EAAM,aAAkB,EAAM,MAAW,EAAM,SAC/C,EAAM,QAAa,EAAM,WAGj

C,QAAA,iBAAA,EA/KS,EAAA,UAAY,WA+KrB,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA;;ACxLoB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,a

AAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EARlC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,

QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAEM,

MAAO,EAsCJ,WAAI,GACF,OAAA,IAAI,EAAJ,aAAiB,GAkBnB,gBAAS,EAAsB,EAAkB,GAAc,GAE7D,OAA

A,IAAI,EAAJ,kBAAsB,EAAc,EAAU,GAuBhD,eACH,EAAsB,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAW,EAAK,EAAkB,KACpE,GA

AW,GACN,OAAA,IAAI,EAAJ,iBACH,EAAc,EAAO,EAAU,EAAS,GAevC,YACH,EAAe,KAAO,EAAQ,GAAK,

EAAQ,KAC3C,EAAkB,MACb,OAAA,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAc,EAAO,EAAO,GAehD,gBAAS,EAAe,KAAM,E

AAM,IAAK,EAAkB,MAEzD,OAAA,IAAI,EAAJ,kBAAsB,EAAc,EAAK,GAgB3C,cACH,EAAe,KAAO,EAAQ,G

AAK,EAAQ,KAAO,EAAkB,KACpE,EAAQ,GACH,OAAA,IAAI,EAAJ,gBAAoB,EAAc,EAAO,EAAO,EAAS,G

AmB3D,eAAQ,EAAsB,EAA0B,IAEtD,OAAA,IAAI,EAAJ,iBAAqB,EAAc,IAjKZ,QAAA,sBAAA;;ACM3B,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAbP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mCACA,EAAA

,QAAA,kCACA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,QAAA,iCACA,EAAA,QAAA,mCACA,EAAA,QAAA,uCACA,E

AAA,QAAA,kCACA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAGC,EAAD,kBAAoB,EAApB,aAAkC,EAAlC,kBAAqD,EAArD,iBACC,

EADD,iBACmB,EADnB,gBACoC,EADpC,cAGO,MAAM,EAAQ,CACnB,IAAK,EAAsB,sBAAA,IAC3B,SAAU,

EAAsB,sBAAA,SAChC,SAAU,EAAsB,sBAAA,SAChC,QAAS,EAAsB,sBAAA,QAC/B,QAAS,EAAsB,sBAAA,

QAC/B,OAAQ,EAAsB,sBAAA,OAC9B,KAAM,EAAsB,sBAAA,MAPvB,QAAA,MAAA;;ACON,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EArBD,MAAM,EAA0B,KACO,oBAA1B,sBACF,sBA

C0B,oBAAjB,aACT,aAED,GAAgB,IANM,GAmBhC,SAAS,IACA,OAAA,IAAI,QAAc,GAAW,EAAc,IAAM;;AC

czD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAlCD,IA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAkCC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,I

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAhCK,SAAU,EAAuB,EAAoB,GACnD,MAAA,EAAO,

EAAO,GAAG,OACvB,EAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAO,KACrB,EAAK,OACD,EAAM,SAAW,EACjB,sBACsB,uBA

A0B,mDAChB,QAGtC,EAAK,OACD,GAAQ,GAAK,EAAO,EACpB,sBAAwB,kCAAqC,EAAO,MAElE,MAAA,

EAAa,EAAO,GAC1B,EAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAO,KAChB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,IACxB,EA

AK,OACA,IAAM,GAAU,EAAM,KAAO,EAAW,GACzC,sBAAwB,wBAA2B,OAAO,+CACb,yCACN,QAK3C,S

AAU,EAAgB,EAAoB,GAC5C,MAAA,EAAc,EAAO,GAAG,QACzB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OA

AQ,IACjC,EAAY,IAAS,EAAO,GAAG,GAE1B,OAAA;;ACbR,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAhBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEO,MAAM,EAAwB,GAS/B,S

AAU,EAAyB,GACnC,OAAA,GAAU,EACL,GAEF,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAQ,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,KAAK,

KACpD,QAAA,sBAAA;;ACXA,aARK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiC,EACjC,GAKK,MAAA,CAHH,GAAgC,iBAAX,EA

AsB,EAAS,EAAO,IAE3D,GAAiC,iBAAX,EAAsB,EAAS,EAAO,KAEjE,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA;;AC8HA,aA/HK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EAAsB,EAC5C,GAAe,GACb,IAAA,EAAqB,G

ACrB,GAAA,GACF,EAAW,EAAS,OAAO,EAAW,MAAM,KACnC,KAAK,EAAW,GAAK,GAC9B,EAAW,EAA

S,OAAO,EAAW,MAAM,QACvC,CACL,EAAW,EAAS,OAAO,EAAW,IAChC,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAW,OAC5B,I
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AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAiB,EACnC,EACI,EAAS,OAAO,CAAC,EAAW,EAAI,GAAK,EAAW,GAAI,E

AAW,KAErE,EAAW,EAAS,OAAO,EAAW,MAAM,EAAgB,IAEvD,OAAA,EAYH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EACtB

,GAAe,GACX,MAAA,EAAW,GACb,GAAA,EAAc,CAChB,EAAS,KAAK,GACT,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAiB,EA

AG,EAAI,IAAgB,EAC/C,GAAK,EAAI,GACX,EAAS,KAAK,GACd,EAAS,KAAK,GAAK,EAAiB,KAEpC,EAA

S,KAAK,OAGb,CACC,MAAA,EAAsB,GACtB,EAAqB,GACtB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAgB,EAC9B,

GAAsB,EAAjB,EAAqB,GAAK,EAAI,GAAM,EAC3C,EAAmB,KAAK,GAExB,EAAoB,KAAK,GAG7B,EAAS,

QAAQ,GACjB,EAAS,KAAK,GACd,EAAS,QAAQ,GAEZ,OAAA,EAYH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EAAsB,EAC5C,

GAAe,GACX,MAAA,EAAmB,GAErB,EACF,EAAiB,KAAK,EAAW,GAAK,GAEtC,EAAiB,KAAK,EAAW,GA

AK,GAGnC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAW,SAAU,EACnC,GAAK,EAAW,OACd,EACF,EAAiB,KAAK,

EAAW,EAAI,GAAK,EAAW,IAErD,EAAiB,KAAK,EAAW,GAAK,EAAW,EAAI,IAGvD,EAAiB,KAAK,EAAW,

IAI9B,OAAA,EAOH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,GACf,MAAA,EAAmB,CAAC,GACrB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EA

AI,IAAc,EAChC,EAAiB,KAAK,EAAM,GAAG,IAE1B,OAAA,EAcH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA0B,EAAmB,GACzC,M

AAA,EAAY,EAAe,MAAM,EAAG,GACrC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAc,EAChC,EAAU,KAAK,EAAe,

EAAI,GAAK,EAAM,GAAG,GAAK,EAAM,GAAG,IAGzD,OAAA,EACR,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

aAAA;;ACtIM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EADA,

MAAM,EAAkB,mBACxB,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAa,mBAAnB,QAAA,WAAA;;ACIA,aAAA,OAAA

,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,OAAA,QAAA,

OAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EALA,MAAM,EAAQ,SAKd,QAAA,MAAA,EAJA,MAAM,EAAS,WAIf,QAAA,OAAA,E

AHA,MAAM,GAAU,WAGhB,QAAA,OAAA,EAFA,MAAM,EAAS,YAEf,QAAA,OAAA,EADA,MAAM,GAAU

,YAChB,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAS,YAAf,QAAA,OAAA;;ACON,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAZD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEM,SAAU,KAAQ,IA

CjB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,YACjB,QAAQ,QAAQ,GAId,SAAU,KAAO,IAChB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QA

AQ,YACjB,QAAQ,OAAO;;AC6HlB,aAxHK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,GAClB,GAAA,EAAK,SAAW,EAAK,OACj

B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,mEACG,EAAK,iBAAiB,EAAK,WAE9B,MAAA,EAAS,IAAI,aAA2B,EAAd,EAAK,QAC

hC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,GAAK,EACtC,EAAO,GAAK,EAAK,EAAI,GACrB,EAAO,E

AAI,GAAK,EAAK,EAAI,GAEpB,OAAA,EAiBH,SAAU,EAAuB,GAE/B,MAAA,EAAO,IAAI,aAAa,EAAQ,OA

AS,GACzC,EAAO,IAAI,aAAa,EAAQ,OAAS,GAC1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,GAAK,EA

CvC,EAAK,EAAI,GAAK,EAAQ,GACtB,EAAK,EAAI,GAAK,EAAQ,EAAI,GAErB,MAAA,CAAC,KAAA,EAA

M,KAAA,GAOV,SAAU,EAAqB,GAE7B,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,KAAK,EAAQ,OAAS,GACjC,EAAO,IAAI,aAA

a,GACxB,EAAO,IAAI,aAAa,GACzB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,GAAK,EACvC,EAAK,KA

AK,MAAM,EAAI,IAAM,EAAQ,GAClC,EAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,IAAM,EAAQ,EAAI,GAEjC,MAAA,CAA

C,KAAA,EAAM,KAAA,GAOV,SAAU,EAAoB,GAE5B,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,MAAM,EAAQ,OAAS,GAClC,E

AAO,IAAI,aAAa,GACxB,EAAO,IAAI,aAAa,GACzB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,GAAK,EA

CvC,EAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,IAAM,EAAQ,GAClC,EAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,IAAM,EAAQ,EAAI,GAEj

C,MAAA,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,KAAA,GAQV,SAAU,EACZ,EAAuB,GAGlB,MAAA,CAAC,KAFK,EAAgB,EA

AR,GAEP,KADD,EAAgB,EAAR,EAAY,IAU7B,SAAU,EACZ,EAAkB,EAAc,EAAc,GAChD,EAAa,EAAR,GAA

a,EAClB,EAAa,EAAR,EAAY,GAAK,EAMlB,SAAU,EACZ,EAAW,GACP,MAAA,EAAO,IAAI,aAAa,EAAI,GA

C5B,EAAO,IAAI,aAAa,EAAI,GAC7B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAAI,GAAI,IAAK,CACn

C,MAAA,GAAK,EAAU,GAAK,GAAK,KAAK,IAAM,EAAI,GAC9C,EAAK,GAAK,KAAK,IAAI,GACnB,EAA

K,GAAK,KAAK,IAAI,GAEd,MAAA,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,KAAA,GAMV,SAAU,EACZ,EAAW,EAAW,GACl

B,MAAA,GAAK,EAAU,GAAK,GAAK,KAAK,IAAM,EAAI,GAGvC,MAAA,CAAC,KAFK,KAAK,IAAI,GAER,

KADD,KAAK,IAAI,IAEvB,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uB

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,SAAA;;AC7FA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBA

AA,EAzCD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAOM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EACtB,EAAO,GACL,IAAA,EAAa,GACb,GAA

6B,iBAArB,GAEN,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAE,MAAM,GAAQ,GAAoB,EACpC,IAAM,iDACV,EACI,IAAI,MA

AM,GAAiB,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,GAAQ,OAC/C,CACC,MAAA,EAAY,EAAgB,OAAO,CAAC,EAAO,MAChC
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,IAAX,IACF,GAAS,GAEJ,GACN,IAEC,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,GAAa,EACb,IAAM,2DACJ,MAAA,EAAW,EAA

gB,SAAS,GAGtC,IAAc,IAAd,EAAiB,CACb,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAgB,OAAO,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAI,EAAI,E

AAI,EAAI,GAC/D,EAAgB,GAAY,EAAE,MAAM,GAAQ,GAG1C,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAE,MAAM,KAAU,

EAAgB,OAAO,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAI,GACvD,IAAM,+DACV,EAAa,EAGR,OAAA;;AC4ER,aAAA,OAAA

,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAp

HD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBASM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAgB,GACd,IACA,EADA,GAAO,EAU

J,IAPH,GAAU,EAAd,uBACE,EAAM,EACN,GAAO,GAEP,GAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAQ,KAAK,MAAM

,KAAK,KAAK,MAG5C,GACF,EAAM,GAAe,IAAQ,EAC/B,GAAO,EAEP,GAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,EAAQ,

EAAM,GAGhC,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAkB,EAAc,GAC5B,MAAA,EAAW,GACX,EAAO,EAAO,OACf

,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,EAAM,EAAM,IACxB,IAAQ,EACV,EAAS,KAAK,EAAO,IAErB,EAAS,KAAK,GA

GX,OAAA,EAWH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAAqB,EACpC,GACI,MAAA,EAAc,EAAQ,MAAM,OAC5B,EAAQ,EA

AE,MAAM,OAElB,GAAc,IAAd,IACE,GAAa,GAAe,EAAY,GACpC,MAAA,IAAI,4CAA4C,MAClD,eAAyB,KA

Q7B,GAJA,EAAY,IACd,GAAa,GAGX,EAAY,EACR,MAAA,IAAI,oBAAoB,uCAC5B,OAGA,GAAA,EAAO,EA

CH,MAAA,IAAI,oBACN,0CAAkD,OAGnD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAa,EAC3B,GAAA,EAAE,MAA

M,KAAO,EAAQ,MAAM,GACzB,MAAA,IAAI,iBACK,OAAO,EAAE,MAAM,uCACtB,OAAO,EAAQ,MAAM,

OAG3B,MAAA,EAAU,EAAE,MAAM,GAElB,EAAwB,GAC1B,IAAA,EAAY,EACZ,EAAY,EACZ,EAAY,EAE

X,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAa,EAC/B,EAAY,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,IACzB,GAAa,EAAE,MAAM,GA

GlB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAW,EAAI,EAAM,IAChC,EAAY,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,IACzB,GAAa,EAAE,MAAM,

GAGlB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAW,EAAI,EAAa,IACvC,EAAY,KAAK,EAAQ,MAAM,IAG5B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,

EAAO,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,IAChC,EAAY,KAAK,EAAE,MAAM,IACzB,GAAa,EAAE,MAAM,GAGhB,MAAA,

CAAC,UAAA,EAAW,UAAA,EAAW,UAAA,EAAW,QAAA,EAAS,YAAA;;AC1EnD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAA,wBAAA,EAAA,wBAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAA

A,cAAA,GAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EA1CD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,

IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,

UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IA

AA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAA

A,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,I

AAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAcA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,Y

AAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAZA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA

,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,C

AAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBA+BC,QAAA,WAAA,E

A5BD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,

GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GA

AA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA

,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,

SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EA

AA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GA

AA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,

KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAEA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mB
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AAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA

,QAAA,UAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,

KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,4BAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UA

AA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA

,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,SAEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAeC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,I

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAZK,SAAU,EAAuB,GACjC,I

AEK,OAAA,EAAK,IAAI,IAAO,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,IACpC,MAAO,GACD,MAAA,IAAI,kEACsD,MAI9D,SAA

U,EAAuB,GAC9B,OAAA,EAAQ,IAAI,IAAK,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,IACtC,QAAA,aAAA;;ACzCD,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,2BAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,2BAAA

,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,2BAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aADA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BACA,EAAA,QAA

A;;ACgFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAA,

EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,eAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,MA

AA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,eAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,WAAA,

EAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,

YAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,eAAA,EAAA,eAAA,E

AAA,aAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,aAAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,eAA

A,EAAA,aAAA,GAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA

,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,qBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,mBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,Y

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

qBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,mBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAA

A,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA

,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,W

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,OAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,QAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA

,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,MAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,O
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AAA,eAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,c

AAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QA

AA,KAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,QA

AA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAnEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAmEA,QAAA,GAAA,EAlEA,IAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAkEA,QAAA,KAAA,EAjEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAiEA,QAAA,QAAA,EAhE

A,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAgEA,QAAA,YAAA,EA/DA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BA+DA,QAAA,a

AAA,EA9DA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBA8DA,QAAA,WAAA,EA7DA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBA6

DA,QAAA,cAAA,EA5DA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBA4DA,QAAA,YAAA,EA3DA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,gBA2DA,QAAA,UAAA,EA1DA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WA0DA,QAAA,KAAA,EAzDA,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,aAIA,EAAA,QAAA,mCACA,EAAA,QAAA,kCACA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,QAAA,iCACA,E

AAA,QAAA,mCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,kCACA,EAAA,QAAA,8BACA,EAAA,QAAA,YAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,WAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAA

A,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAA

A,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,E

AAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GA

AA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,OAAA,

KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SACA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAG

A,EAAA,QAAA,iBAMA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAGA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,4BAuBA,QAAA,aAAA,EAtBA,IAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAsBA,QAAA,YAAA,EANA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,4BAMA,QAAA,aAAA,EAHA,

IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA

,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,

SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EA

AA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA;;AC9EA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OA

AA,IAFA,QAAA,uBAEA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GA

AA,eAAA,GAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA;;ACyEC,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gB

AAA,EA5ED,MAAM,EAAmD,GAEnD,EAA2C,CAC/C,OAAO,EACP,WAAW,EACX,oBAAoB,EACpB,uBAAu

B,EACvB,OAAO,EACP,SAAS,EACT,8BAA8B,GAG1B,SAAU,EAAkB,UACzB,EAAS,GAGZ,SAAU,EACZ,EA

AsB,GACxB,EAAS,GAAgB,EAGrB,SAAU,EAAgB,GAC1B,KAAE,KAAgB,GAAW,CACzB,MAAA,EAAS,EA

AyB,GACpC,GAAW,OAAX,EAIK,OADP,QAAQ,IAAI,0CAA2C,GAChD,KAHP,EAAS,GAAgB,EAMvB,MAA

A,EAAK,EAAS,GAChB,OAAA,EAAG,wBACE,EAAS,GACT,EAAgB,KAGzB,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,YACd,EA

AG,QAAQ,EAAG,cACd,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,OACd,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,QACd,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,qBACd

,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,iBACd,EAAG,OAAO,EAAG,cACb,EAAG,OAAO,EAAG,WACb,EAAG,SAAS,EAAG,M

AER,EAAS,IAGlB,SAAS,EAAa,GAChB,GAA2B,oBAApB,iBAAoD,IAAjB,EACrC,OAAA,IAAI,gBAAgB,IAA

K,KAC3B,GAAwB,oBAAb,SACT,OAAA,SAAS,cAAc,UAExB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,0CAIpB,SAAS,EAAyB,G

AC5B,GAAiB,IAAjB,GAAuC,IAAjB,EAClB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,0DAEZ,MAAA,EAAS,EAAa,GAMxB,OAJJ,

EAAO,iBAAiB,mBAAqB,IAC3C,EAAG,wBACI,EAAS,KACf,GACkB,IAAjB,EACM,EAAO,WAAW,QAAS,IA

C3B,EAAO,WAAW,qBAAsB,GAG3C,EAAO,WAAW,SAAU;;AC8IpC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAA

A,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,mCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EA
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AA,QAAA,oBAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAzND,IAEY,EAqCA,EAOA,EA9CZ,EAAA,QAAA,yBAkF

M,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,GACT,MAAA,CAAC,EAAS,GAGb,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,GACf,OAAA,EAAa,EAGhB,S

AAU,EACZ,EAAc,GACT,MAAA,CAAW,EAAV,EAAa,GAMjB,SAAU,EAAiB,GACzB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,K

AAA,cAAc,GAC1B,EAAe,KAAK,KAAK,EAAO,GAC/B,OAAA,EAAK,KAAA,oBAAoB,GAG5B,SAAU,EACZ,

EAAsB,GACpB,GAAA,EAAe,GAAuB,EAClC,MAAA,IAAI,uBACW,+BACd,KAEF,OAAA,EAAe,EAGlB,SAA

U,EACZ,EAA6B,EAAsB,GAC/C,MAAA,EAAe,EAAc,OAAS,EAAW,EACnD,GAAA,EAAO,OAAS,EACZ,MAA

A,IAAI,wBACY,EAAO,sBAAsB,KAEjD,IAAA,EAAM,EACL,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,EAAM,EAAc,OAAQ,

GAAO,EAC9C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAU,IAC5B,EAAO,KAAS,EAAc,EAAM,GAKpC,SAAU,EAC

Z,EAAc,GACT,MAAA,CACL,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,KAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAAK,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,KAAK,KA

AK,EAAO,KAIhE,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,GACV,MAAC,EAAG,GAAK,EAAuC,EAAM,GACrD,OAAA,EAAI,EA

AI,EAoBX,SAAU,EAEZ,EAA2B,GAEvB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAEV,IAAA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EAEA,EAC

A,EAEA,EACA,EACA,EA2BG,OAzBkC,KAArC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,kBAClB,EAAsB,EAAM,KAC5B

,EAA0B,EAAM,KAChC,EAAgC,EAAM,QACtC,EAA4B,EAAM,QAClC,EAAqB,EAAM,IAC3B,EAA4B,EAC5

B,EAAqB,EACrB,EAAuB,EAAM,WAC7B,EAAmB,EAAM,QAEzB,EAAsB,EAAG,KACzB,EAA0B,EAAG,KA

C7B,EAAgC,EAAG,KACnC,EAA4B,EAAM,KAClC,EAAqB,EAAG,KACxB,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAAqB,EACrB,E

AAoD,MAA7B,EACnB,EAA0B,eAC1B,KACJ,EAAmB,EAAG,OAIjB,CACL,oBAAA,EACA,wBAAA,EACA,8B

AAA,EACA,0BAAA,EACA,mBAAA,EACA,sBARF,EAAwB,EAAG,KASzB,0BAAA,EACA,mBAAA,EACA,qB

AAA,EACA,iBAAA,GAEH,QAAA,cAAA,EAvND,SAAY,GAgBV,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,GAAA,QAkBA,EAAA

,EAAA,aAAA,GAAA,eAlCF,CAAY,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAa,KAuNxB,QAAA,aAAA,EAlLD,SAAY,GACV,E

AAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SACA,EA

AA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,WAJF,CAAY,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAY,KAkLvB,QAAA,oBAAA,EA3KD,SAAY,G

ACV,EAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,GAAA,mBACA,EAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,GAAA,mBACA,EAAA,EAAA,yBAAA,GA

AA,2BACA,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,GAAA,qBACA,EAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,GAAA,qBALF,CAAY,IAAA,QAA

A,oBAAA,EAAmB;;ACknB9B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mCAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,m

CAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,2BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gCAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,kCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,oBAAA,GAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,GAhqBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAA

A,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAgB,EAA2B,GACnD,MAAA,EAAc,IAIb,OAHH,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,UAC

hB,EAAgB,GAEX,EAGT,SAAS,EAAgB,GACjB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAG,WACb,GAAA,IAAU,EAAG,SACT,MA

AA,IAAI,MAAM,gBAAkB,EAAqB,EAAI,IAK/D,MAAM,EAAc,QACd,EAAc,MAEd,SAAU,EAAiB,GAC3B,UA

AA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,iCAA2C,IAAR,GAChD,EAAc,KAAK,IAAI,IAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,GAAO,GAMh

D,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,GACrB,OAAA,GACD,KAAA,EAAG,SACC,MAAA,WACJ,KAAA,EAAG,aACC,MAA

A,eACJ,KAAA,EAAG,cACC,MAAA,gBACJ,KAAA,EAAG,kBACC,MAAA,oBACJ,KAAA,EAAG,8BACC,MA

AA,gCACJ,KAAA,EAAG,cACC,MAAA,gBACJ,KAAA,EAAG,mBACC,MAAA,qBACT,QACS,4BAAsB,KAI7B

,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,GACtB,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,aAAa,GAC1B,cAAgB,EAAgB,oCAGhC,SAA

U,EACZ,EAA2B,GACvB,MAAA,EAA4B,EAC9B,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,aAAa,EAAG,eAC7B,wCAGA,GAFJ,EA

Aa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,aAAa,EAAc,IACrD,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,cAAc,KACuB,IAA3D,EAAG,mBAAmB,

EAAc,EAAG,gBAEnC,MADN,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAG,iBAAiB,IAC1B,IAAI,MAAM,oCAEX,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,

EACZ,EAA2B,GACvB,MAAA,EAA8B,EAChC,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,aAAa,EAAG,iBAC7B,0CAGA,GAFJ,EAAa

,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,aAAa,EAAgB,IACvD,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,cAAc,KACyB,IAA7D,EAAG,mBAAmB,

EAAgB,EAAG,gBAGrC,MAFN,EACI,EAAsB,EAAG,iBAAiB,IACxC,IAAI,MAAM,sCAEX,OAAA,EAGT,MAA

M,EAAkB,2BACxB,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GAClB,MAAA,EAAwB,EAAgB,KAAK,GAC/C,GAAyB,MAAzB,EA
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GF,OAFA,QAAQ,4CAA4C,UACpD,QAAQ,IAAI,GAIR,MAAA,GAAc,EAAsB,GAEpC,EAAc,EAAa,MAAM,M

ACjC,EAAM,EAAY,OAAO,WAAW,OAAS,EAC7C,EAAuB,EAAY,IACrC,CAAC,EAAM,IACH,EAAK,KAAA,

UAAU,EAAa,GAAG,WAAY,GAAO,GACtD,IAAA,EAAgB,EACf,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAqB,OAA

Q,IAC/C,EAAgB,KAAK,IAAI,EAAqB,GAAG,OAAQ,GAGrD,MAAA,EAAmB,EAAqB,MAAM,EAAG,EAAa,G

AC9D,EAAY,EAAqB,MAAM,EAAa,EAAG,GACvD,EAAkB,EAAqB,MAAM,GAEnD,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAiB,KA

AK,OAClC,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAc,MAAM,MAAM,IACtC,QAAQ,UACE,EAAK,KAAA,SAAS,EAAU,GAAI,KACl

C,iEACJ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAgB,KAAK,OAG7B,SAAU,EAAc,GACrB,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,gBAAi

B,kCAG9B,SAAU,EAAY,EAA2B,GAEjD,GADJ,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,YAAY,KACkB,IAApD,EAAG,oBA

AoB,EAAS,EAAG,aAE/B,MADN,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAG,kBAAkB,IAC3B,IAAI,MAAM,+CAId,SAAU,EACZ,EAA

2B,GAEzB,GADJ,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,gBAAgB,KACkB,IAAxD,EAAG,oBAAoB,EAAS,EAAG,iBAE/B,

MADN,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAG,kBAAkB,IAC3B,IAAI,MAAM,qCAId,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,GACvB,MAAA,EAAs

B,EACxB,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,eAAgB,gCAG1B,OAFP,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,aAAc,IACtD,

EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,aAAc,EAAM,EAAG,cACxD,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,GACvB,M

AAA,EAAsB,EACxB,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,eAAgB,gCAI1B,OAHP,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,qB

AAsB,IAC9D,EACI,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,qBAAsB,EAAM,EAAG,cACvD,EAGH,SAAU,IACV,O

AAqC,KAArC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,iBACX,EAEF,EAGH,SAAU,EAAc,GACrB,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,IA

AM,EAAG,gBAAiB,kCAG9B,SAAU,EAAoB,EAAe,GAC3C,MAAA,GAAiB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,0BA

ClC,GAAA,GAAS,GAAO,GAAU,EAAI,CAE3B,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,8BADM,KAAS,KACyB,gBAErD,GAAA,

EAAQ,GAAoB,EAAS,EAAiB,CAGnD,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,8BAHkB,KAAS,KAI3B,yDAHY,KAAkB,KAG+B,

MAI/D,SAAU,EAAkB,GACzB,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,oBAAqB,sCAGlC,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EA

AuB,EAClD,EAAqB,EAA6B,EAClD,GACI,MAAA,EAAM,EAAG,kBAAkB,EAAS,GACtC,OAAS,IAAT,IAKJ,E

AAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,aAAc,IACtD,EACI,EACA,IAAM,EAAG,oBACL,EAAK,EAAqB,EAA

G,OAAO,EAAO,EAC3C,IACR,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,wBAAwB,KAC3C,GAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EA

AuB,GACpD,EAAoB,EAAI,GACxB,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,cAAc,EAAG,SAAW,IACtD,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,

EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,IAGjD,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,GAC7B,EAAoB,EAAI,GACxB,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,

EAAG,cAAc,EAAG,SAAW,IACtD,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,OAGjD,SAAU,EACZ,EA

A2B,EAC3B,GACK,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,mBAAmB,EAAS,GACzC,YAAc,EAAc,6BAG5B,SAAU

,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,GACK,OAAA,EAAG,mBAAmB,EAAS,GAGlC,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,EAA8C,

GAChD,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAgB,EAAI,EAAS,IACpD,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,UAAU,EAAwB,IAGxD,SA

AU,EAAwB,GACtC,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,gBAAgB,EAAG,YAAa,OAC1D,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,SA

AS,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,OAAO,MAAO,EAAG,OAAO,SACpE,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,EAAG

,EAAG,OAAO,MAAO,EAAG,OAAO,SAG/D,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,GACF,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,g

BAAgB,EAAG,YAAa,IAC1D,EACI,EACA,IAAM,EAAG,qBACL,EAAG,YAAa,EAAG,kBAAmB,EAAG,WAA

Y,EAAS,IAGlE,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,GAC7B,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,gBAAgB,EAAG,YAAa,IAC1D,EACI,

EACA,IAAM,EAAG,qBACL,EAAG,YAAa,EAAG,kBAAmB,EAAG,WAAY,KAAM,IAG/D,SAAU,EAAoB,GA

C5B,MAAA,EAAS,EAAG,uBAAuB,EAAG,aACxC,GAAA,IAAW,EAAG,qBACV,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,8BAAg

C,EAA2B,EAAI,IAIjE,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,GACrB,OAAA,GACD,KAAA,EAAG,kCACC,MAAA,oCACJ,KAA

A,EAAG,0CACC,MAAA,4CACJ,KAAA,EAAG,kCACC,MAAA,oCACJ,KAAA,EAAG,wBACC,MAAA,0BACT,

QACS,uBAAiB,KAI9B,SAAS,EACL,EAA2B,EAC3B,GACI,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAa,EAAI,IAAM,KAC3C,GAA

W,MAAX,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,GAEX,OAAA,EAGT,SAAS,EAAoB,EAA2B,GAChD,MAAA,EAAiB,EA

AG,iCAAmC,EACvD,EAAgB,EAAc,EAAG,SACnC,GAAA,EAAgB,EAAG,UAAY,EAAgB,EAAgB,CAE3D,MA

AA,IAAI,2DAD0C,UAKlD,SAAU,EAAY,EAAiB,EAAa,GACjD,OAAA,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAM,MAAM,EA

AG,EAAM,OAAS,IAGpD,SAAU,EAAY,GACtB,GAAiB,IAAjB,EAAM,OACF,MAAA,MAAM,wDAGP,MAAA,

CACL,EAAM,OAAS,EAAI,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GAAK,EAAG,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,IAInE,SAAU,EAAa,GA

CvB,IAAA,EAAsC,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GAM1C,OAL2B,IAAjB,EAAM,QAAkC,IAAjB,EAAM,QAA6B,IAAb,

EAAM,KAElE,EACI,CAAC,EAAY,MAAW,EAAY,KAEnC,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAoB,GAAW,GAC7B,IAAA

,GAAa,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,0BAsB7B,GArBA,IACF,GAA0B,EAcF,KAPxB,EAAW,EAAS,IAChB,CA

AC,EAAG,IAAM,GAAK,EAAS,OAAS,EAC7B,EAAK,KAAA,kBAAkB,EAAS,IAChC,EAAS,KAIJ,SACX,EAA
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W,CAAC,EAAG,EAAS,MAKJ,IAApB,EAAS,OAAc,CACnB,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,GACxC,EAA

W,EAAc,SAGvB,IAAA,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAC1B,GAAA,EAAS,QAAU,GAAK,GAAQ,EAC3B,MAA

A,CAAC,EAAG,GACN,GACiB,IAApB,EAAS,QAAgB,EAAS,IAAM,GACxC,EAAS,IAAM,EACV,OAAA,EAC

F,GACiB,IAApB,EAAS,QAAgB,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,IAAM,GACtD,EAAS,IAAM,EACV,MAAA,CAAC,EAAS

,GAAK,EAAS,GAAI,EAAS,IACvC,GACiB,IAApB,EAAS,QAAgB,EAAS,IAAM,GACxC,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,I

AAM,EACxB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAS,GAAI,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,IACvC,GACiB,IAApB,EAAS,QACT,EAAS,GA

AK,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,IAAM,GAC3C,EAAS,IAAM,EACV,MAAA,CAAC,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS

,GAAI,EAAS,IACrD,GACiB,IAApB,EAAS,QAAgB,EAAS,IAAM,GACxC,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,I

AAM,EACtC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAS,GAAI,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,IAEtD,GAAA,EAAU,CAON,MA

AA,EAAW,EAAY,GACzB,IAAA,EAAO,EAAG,EAAO,EAKd,OAJH,EAAS,UACV,EAAM,GAAQ,EAAY,IAE7

B,EAAO,GAAY,EAAO,IAAM,EAAO,GAChC,EAAK,KAAA,oBAAoB,GAAM,IAAI,GAAS,EAAJ,GAE1C,OAA

A,EAAK,KAAA,oBAAoB,GAIpC,SAAS,EAAO,GACP,OAAA,EAAI,GAAM,EAOb,SAAU,EAAc,EAAkB,GAI1

C,GAHJ,EAAS,EAAO,OAAO,GACvB,EAAS,EAAO,OAAO,GAEnB,EAAK,KAAA,YAAY,EAAQ,GACpB,OAA

A,EAGL,IAAC,EAAO,SAAW,EAAO,OACrB,OAAA,EAGL,GAAc,IAAd,EAAO,IAA0B,IAAd,EAAO,IAA0B,IA

Ad,EAAO,IAC/B,IAAd,EAAO,GACF,OAAA,EAGL,GAAA,EAAO,SAAW,EAAO,OAAQ,CAC7B,MAAA,EAAa

,EAAO,OAAO,GAAG,GAC9B,EAAa,EAAO,OAAO,GAAG,GAChC,GAAA,IAAe,EACV,OAAA,EAGL,GAAA,

EAAO,IAAe,EAAO,KACd,IAAd,EAAO,IAA0B,IAAd,EAAO,IACtB,OAAA,EAGJ,OAAA,EAAO,KAAO,EAAO,

IAAM,EAAO,EAAO,KAAO,EAAO,EAAO,IAMvE,IAAI,EACA,EAEE,SAAU,EAAuB,GACjC,GAAoB,MAApB,

EAA0B,CACtB,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,GAC3B,EAAmB,EAAG,aAAa,EAAG,kBAEjC,OAAA,E

AGH,SAAU,IACd,EAAmB,KAEf,SAAU,IACd,EAAyB,KAGrB,SAAU,EAAuB,GACjC,GAA0B,MAA1B,EAAg

C,CAC5B,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,GAC3B,EAAyB,EAAG,aAAa,EAAG,yBAGvC,OAAA,KAAK,

IAAI,GAAI,GAGhB,SAAU,EAAkC,GAE5C,GAAiB,IAAjB,EACK,OAAA,EAGL,IAAA,EACE,MAAA,GAAK,E

AAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,GAUpB,OANL,EAFE,EAAa,EAAI,oCACA,IAAjB,EACkB,EACX,EAAa,EAAI,4BACN,E

AEA,EAKlB,SAAU,EAAa,EAA2B,GAE/C,OAAO,MADF,EAAG,aAAa,GAIxB,SAAU,EAAsB,GAChC,IAEE,G

AAM,OADC,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,GAElB,OAAA,EAET,MAAO,GAEA,OADP,QAAQ,IAAI,qCAAsC,IAC3C,

EAEF,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EAAmC,GAE7C,GAAiB,IAAjB,EACK,OAAA,EAGH,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAA

A,iBAAA,GAEvB,GAAiB,IAAjB,GACE,IAAC,EAAa,EAAI,qBACb,OAAA,OAGL,IAAC,EAAa,EAAI,0BACb,O

AAA,EAKJ,OADuB,EAAuC,GAajE,SAAU,EAA8B,GACxC,GAAiB,IAAjB,EACK,OAAA,EAGH,MAAA,GAA

K,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,GAEvB,GAAiB,IAAjB,EAOG,CACD,GAAA,EAAa,EAAI,0BACZ,OAAA,EAAuC,GA

G1C,MAAA,EAA0B,8BAC5B,GAAA,EAAa,EAAI,GAA0B,CACvC,MAAA,EACF,EAAG,aAAa,GACb,OAAA,

GACH,EAAI,GAGH,OAAA,EAnBH,QAAC,EAAa,EAAI,yBAGjB,EAAa,EAAI,6BAmBM,EAAuC,IAIvE,SAAS,

EAAuC,GAExC,MAAA,GAAY,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,GAE7B,EAAU,EAAG,gBACnB,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,

WAAY,GAI9B,EAAG,WACC,EAAG,WAAY,EAAG,EAAU,oBAHlB,EACC,EAEqD,EAChE,EAAU,mBAAoB,E

AAU,iBAAkB,MAExD,MAAA,EAAc,EAAG,oBACvB,EAAG,gBAAgB,EAAG,YAAa,GACnC,EAAG,qBACC,E

AAG,YAAa,EAAG,kBAAmB,EAAG,WAAY,EAAS,GAE5D,MAAA,EACF,EAAG,uBAAuB,EAAG,eAAiB,EAA

G,qBAO9C,OALP,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,MAC9B,EAAG,gBAAgB,EAAG,YAAa,MACnC,EAAG,cAAc,

GACjB,EAAG,kBAAkB,GAEd,EAGT,SAAS,GAEL,EAA2B,GACvB,MAAA,GAAY,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EA

AI,GACjC,EAAU,EAAG,gBACnB,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,GAI9B,EAAG,WACC,EAAG,WAAY,EAAG,E

AAU,wBAHlB,EACC,EAEyD,EACpE,EAAU,mBAAoB,EAAU,qBAAsB,MAE5D,MAAA,EAAc,EAAG,oBACv

B,EAAG,gBAAgB,EAAG,YAAa,GACnC,EAAG,qBACC,EAAG,YAAa,EAAG,kBAAmB,EAAG,WAAY,EAAS,

GAE5D,MAAA,EACF,EAAG,uBAAuB,EAAG,eAAiB,EAAG,qBAO9C,OALP,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,M

AC9B,EAAG,gBAAgB,EAAG,YAAa,MACnC,EAAG,cAAc,GACjB,EAAG,kBAAkB,GAEd,EAGH,SAAU,GAA

oB,GAC9B,GAAiB,IAAjB,EACK,OAAA,EAMF,OADoC,OAHhC,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,GAGG,UAI1B,SAAU,

GACZ,EAAiC,GAC9B,MAAM,QAAQ,KACjB,EAAS,CAAC,IAEZ,EAAO,QAAQ,IACJ,MAAL,GACG,EAAA,K

AAA,OACW,cAAZ,EAAE,MACF,OAAS,wCACL;;AC7fd,aAhKA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,g

BAEA,MAAM,GAAM,EAAZ,EAAA,OASA,EAAI,aAAa,YAAa,IAAM,EAAI,UAAU,iBAAmB,GAGrE,EAAI,aA

Aa,gBAAiB,KAC5B,EAAsB,EAAA,uBAAA,GACjB,GACE,EAAsB,EAAA,uBAAA,GACxB,EAEF,GAIT,EAAI,

aAAa,iCAAkC,KAAM,GAEzD,EAAI,aACA,yBAA0B,IAAmC,IAA7B,EAAI,IAAI,kBAG5C,EAAI,aAAa,oBAAq
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B,KAAM,GAG5C,EAAI,aAAa,2BAA4B,KAAM,GAGnD,EAAI,aAAa,aAAc,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,cAGjD,EAAI,a

AAa,2BAA4B,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,eAG/D,EAAI,aAAa,kBAAmB,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,eAItD,EAAI,aAAa,2BAA

4B,KAAM,GAGnD,EAAI,aACA,+BAAgC,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,eAGtD,EAAI,aACA,8BAA+B,IAAM,EAAI,QA

AQ,eAGrD,EAAI,aACA,8BAA+B,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,eAGrD,EAAI,aACA,8BAA+B,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,eAGr

D,EAAI,aAAa,oBAAqB,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,eAGxD,EAAI,aAAa,sBAAuB,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,eAG1D,EAAI,a

AAa,oBAAqB,IAAM,EAAI,QAAQ,eAGxD,EAAI,aACA,yBACA,KAAM,EAAuB,EAAA,wBAAA,EAAI,UAAU,

mBAG/C,EAAI,aACA,+BACA,KAAM,EAAuB,EAAA,wBAAA,EAAI,UAAU,mBAU/C,EAAI,aAAa,+CAAgD,K

ACzD,MAAA,EAAe,EAAI,UAAU,iBAE/B,OAAiB,IAAjB,EACK,GAEF,EAAkC,EAAA,mCAAA,KAO3C,EAAI

,aACA,gDACA,IAAM,EAAI,UAAU,gDAAkD,IACjE,EAAY,YAAA,YAKrB,EAAI,aACA,+BACA,KAAM,EAA

mC,EAAA,oCAAA,EAAI,UAAU,mBAM3D,EAAI,aAAa,+BAAgC,KACxC,EAAI,QAAQ,6BAEf,EAAI,QAAQ,i

CAOlB,EAAI,aACA,+BACA,KAAM,EAA8B,EAAA,+BAAA,EAAI,UAAU,mBAGtD,EAAI,aACA,0BACA,KA

AM,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAI,UAAU,mBAK5C,EAAI,aAAa,4BAA6B,KAMrC,OADa,EAAI,QAAQ,gCACX

,EAAI,IAU3B,EAAI,aACA,iCACA,KACU,EAEV,IACM,GAAA,EAAY,IAAoB,IAAf,EACb,MAAA,IAAI,MAC

N,iGACkC;;ACtD7C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EApHD,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,yBAeM,SAAU,IACV,IAAA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EA+E

G,OA7EkC,KAArC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,kBAClB,EAAU,kBACV,EAAY,KACZ,EAAY,MACZ,EAAY,

KACZ,EAAY,UACZ,EAAS,cACT,EAAe,wBAMf,EAAmB,gVAcnB,EAAmB,GACnB,EAAc,4OAWd,EAAU,GA

CV,EAAY,YACZ,EAAY,UACZ,EAAY,UACZ,EAAY,YACZ,EAAS,eACT,EAAe,GAEf,EAAmB,0SASnB,EAA

mB,iNAUnB,EAAc,yLAWT,CACL,QAAA,EACA,UAAA,EACA,UAAA,EACA,UAAA,EACA,UAAA,EACA,O

AAA,EACA,aAAA,EACA,iBAAA,EACA,iBAAA,EACA,YAAA;;ACtCG,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EA3

EP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAOM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAkB,EAAiB,EAAQ,SACvC,MAAA,EAAU,EAAK,KAAA,eA

Ae,GAC7B,OAAA,EACF,IAAI,CAAC,EAAQ,KAKL,gBAJc,EAAO,QAAQ,OAAW,QACjC,IAAM,EAAQ,OAAS

,SAC1B,EAAO,EAAI,QAAQ,OAAW,EAAO,QAAQ,gBACxC,EAAO,QAAQ,SAGhC,KAAK,IAGZ,SAAS,EAAS

,GACZ,OAAa,IAAb,EAAE,UACM,EAAE,WAED,EAAE,UAAU,EAAE,KAAK,QAO5B,SAAU,EAAO,EAAa,G

AC9B,GAAA,EAAE,SAAW,EAAE,OACX,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,2DACO,EAAE,cAAc,EAAE,UAGzB,MAAA,E

AAmB,GACnB,EAAc,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE,OAAS,GACpC,EAAuB,EAAE,OAAS,EAEnC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,E

AAG,EAAI,EAAa,IAAK,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAS,EAAE,MAAU,EAAJ,EAAW,EAAJ,EAAQ,GAChC,EAAS,EAA

E,MAAU,EAAJ,EAAW,EAAJ,EAAQ,GACtC,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAS,OAAY,EAAS,MAG3C,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAA

4B,CAC1B,IAAA,EAAS,EAAE,MAAoB,EAAd,GACjB,EAAS,EAAE,MAAoB,EAAd,GACC,IAAlB,EAAO,SAC

T,EAAS,EAAO,IAAI,YAAc,MAClC,EAAS,EAAO,IAAI,YAAc,OAEpC,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAS,OAAY,EAAS,MA

GxC,OAAA,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,WAAa,MAAM,KAAK,KAM1C,SAAU,EAAmB,GAC3B,MAAA,EAAU,

EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GAAO,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,YAE/C,qEAEe,EAAQ,mBAAmB,EAAQ,wBAKpD,MAAM,EA

AuB,07BAA7B,QAAA,qBAAA;;ACtEyB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBA

AA,EALhC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEgC,SAAA,IAAA,GA

AA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,

gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAA1B,MAAO,EAQX,YAAY,GAPZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EACf

,KAAA,iBAAmB,EAAc,cAAA,MAGzB,MAAA,GAAW,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,GAC5B,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,s

BACK,KAAA,YAAc,EAEd,KAAA,uEAGD,EAAY,mCACR,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,oIAMZ,EAAS,OAAO,

EAAS,gDACF,EAAS,iQAUvC,EAAK,mCAlCiB,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACAM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EALtC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,

QAAA,cAEsC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,I
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AAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EA

AA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eA

AA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KA

AA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAhC,MAAO,EAQX,YAAY,GAPZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAEjB,KAA

A,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAEf,KAAA,iBAAmB,EAAc,cAAA,MAGzB,MAAA,GAAW,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAA

A,GAC5B,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,sBACK,KAAA,YAAc,EAEd,KAAA,uEAGD,EAAY,mCACR,CAAC,IAAK,IAA

K,KAAM,oIAMZ,EAAS,OAAO,EAAS,gDACF,EAAS,+RAUvC,EAAK,mCAlCuB,QAAA,0BAAA;;ACAP,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAL/B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAA

A,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,MAAO,EAMX,YAAY,GALZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,YA

Ac,EAAa,aAAA,SAGnB,MAAA,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,sBACK,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,oBACD,EAAoB,8FA

IlB,EAAK,4CAdgB,QAAA,mBAAA;;ACAM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,8

BAAA,EALrC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,MAAO,EAQX,YAAY

,GAPZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,YAAc,EAAa,aAAA,SAGn

B,MAAA,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,sBACK,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,oBACD,EAAoB,+KAKlB,EAAK,4CAjBsB,

QAAA,yBAAA;;ACDL,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAJhC,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAEgC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAA

A,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,I

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAA1B,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAA

uC,EACvC,GAAsB,GAN1B,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAOT,MAAA,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,uBACO,EAAQ,GAAS,E

ACnB,KAAA,YAAc,EAEf,IAAA,EAAS,SACT,IACF,EAAS,8BAGN,KAAA,oBACD,EAAY,mBAAmB,iPAUT,u

CACI,uDACe,QAAY,gCACrC,EAAK,mTAcnB,EAAK,iBAAiB,kCA7CA,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACgBM,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EApBtC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,2BAkBsC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA

,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,

eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAhC,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,EAAuC,EACvC,GAAsB,GAR1B,KAAA,c

AAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAKP,MAAA,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,uBACO,EAAQ,GA

AS,EACnB,KAAA,YAAc,EAEf,IAAA,EAAW,GACX,EAAS,SACT,IACF,EAAS,8BAGN,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,E

AAG,GAAO,EAAG,IACrB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,GAAO,EAAG,IAAO,CAC3B,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAN,EA

AU,EAE1B,uEAEwB,OAAS,EAAY,wCACrB,uCACE,OAAS,EAAY,0CACrB,gMAOF,yCACI,wDACc,QAAY,iC

ACrC,EAAK,gFAGL,mFAEA,mFAEA,mEAEA,yEAQhB,KAAA,oBACD,EAAY,mBAAmB,gOAW7B,gBAEA,E

AAK,YAAY,qBAtEW,QAAA,0BAAA;;ACoRrC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,yCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+CAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wCAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+CAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2B

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gDAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,+BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAAA,EAtSD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,iBAmSC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAA
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A,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAA

A,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA

,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAjSK,SAAU,EAAmB,GAC3B,MAAA,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,sBACM,

KAAwB,EAAK,4CAE/B,EAAK,qCACL,EAAK,2BACL,EAAK,yHAMF,OAAA,EAAW,mBAAmB,EAAI,GAGr

C,SAAU,EAAmB,GAE3B,MAAA,EAAc,IAAI,aACpB,EAAE,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,GAAI,EAAG,

EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,IAC3D,OAAA,EAAW,yB

AAyB,EAAI,GAG3C,SAAU,EAAkB,GAE1B,MAAA,EAAwB,IAAI,YAAY,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,

EAAG,IACvD,OAAA,EAAW,wBAAwB,EAAI,GAGhD,SAAS,EACL,EAA2B,EAAe,EAC1C,EAAwB,EACxB,G

ACF,EAAW,oBAAoB,EAAO,GAChC,MAAA,EAAU,EAAW,cAAc,GAEnC,EAAQ,EAAG,WAgBV,OAfP,EAA

W,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,YAAY,EAAO,IACxD,EAAW,aACP,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,cAAc,EAAO,EAAG,eAA

gB,EAAG,gBAC5D,EAAW,aACP,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,cAAc,EAAO,EAAG,eAAgB,EAAG,gBAC5D,EAAW,aA

CP,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,cAAc,EAAO,EAAG,mBAAoB,EAAG,UAChE,EAAW,aACP,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,cAAc,

EAAO,EAAG,mBAAoB,EAAG,UAChE,EAAW,aACP,EACA,IAAM,EAAG,WACL,EAAO,EAAG,EAAgB,EAA

O,EAAQ,EAAG,EAC5C,EAAa,OACrB,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,OACzD,EAGH

,SAAU,EACZ,GACK,OAAA,EAAc,oBAGjB,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAc,EACzC,GACI,MAAC,EAAO,GACV,

EAAS,yCAAyC,EAAM,GACrD,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,EAAO,EACX,EAAyC,GACzC,EAAc,mBAAoB,EAAG,OA

GrC,SAAU,EACZ,GACK,OAAA,EAAc,wBAGjB,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAc,EACzC,GACI,MAAC,EAAO,GA

CV,EAAS,yCAAyC,EAAM,GACrD,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,EAAO,EACX,EAAyC,GACzC,EAAc,mBAAoB,EAAc,

sBAGhD,SAAU,EACZ,GACK,OAAA,EAAc,sBAGjB,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAc,EACzC,GACI,MAAC,EAAO

,GACV,EAAS,yCAAyC,EAAM,GACrD,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,EAAO,EACX,EAA+C,GAAgB,EAAG,KAClE,EA

AG,eAGH,SAAU,EACZ,GACK,OAAA,EAAc,0BAGjB,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAc,EACzC,GACI,MAAC,EAA

O,GACV,EAAS,uCAAuC,EAAM,GACnD,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,EAAO,EAAQ,EAAwC,GAC3D,EAAG,KAAM,E

AAG,OAGZ,SAAU,EACZ,GACK,OAAA,EAAc,8BAGjB,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAc,EACzC,GACI,MAAC,EA

AO,GACV,EAAS,uCAAuC,EAAM,GACnD,OAAA,EACH,EAAI,EAAO,EACX,EAA+C,GAAgB,EAAG,KAClE,

EAAc,sBAGd,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,GAQK,OAJP,EAAW,aACP,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,aA

Ac,IAC7B,EAAW,mCACvB,EAAI,EAAS,eAAgB,EAAc,EAJ/B,GAFE,IAQd,EAAW,mCACP,EAAI,EAAS,KAA

M,EAAc,EAPzB,GADC,IAWb,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAuB,EAClD,EAAgB,EAAkB,GAGhC,IAAA,EAA2B,E

AAuB,EAFtD,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,IAG5D,aAAgB,YAClB,EAAgB,IAAI,W

AAW,EAAQ,EAAS,GAChD,EAAgB,EAAG,cACnB,EAAiB,EAAG,OAEpB,EAAgB,IAAI,aAAa,EAAQ,EAAS,G

AClD,EAAgB,EAAG,MACnB,EAAiB,EAAc,2BAGjC,EAAc,IAAI,GAElB,EAAW,aACP,EACA,IAAM,EAAG,W

ACL,EAAG,WAAY,EAAG,EAAgB,EAAO,EAAQ,EAAG,EAAG,KACvD,EAAe,IAEvB,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IA

AM,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,OAG5D,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,GAEF,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EA

AG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,IAC3D,EAAqB,gBAAgB,WACxC,EAAW,aACP,EACA,IAAM,EAAG,WACL,EAAG,

WAAY,EAAG,EAAG,KAAM,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,OAAQ,EAAG,EAAG,KAC9D,EAAG,cAAgB,EAAqB,OAE

hD,EAAW,aACP,EACA,IAAM,EAAG,WACL,EAAG,WAAY,EAAG,EAAG,KAAM,EAAG,KAAM,EAAG,cAC

vC,IAIV,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,YAAY,EAAG,WAAY,OAG5D,SAAU,EACZ,EAA6B,EAAc,EAC3C

,GAEI,MAAA,EAAS,EAAI,eACnB,EAAW,aACP,EAAK,IAAM,EAAI,WAAW,EAAI,kBAAmB,IAG/C,MAEA,E

AAkB,GAAiC,EAAO,EAezD,OAbP,EAAW,aACP,EACA,IAAM,EAAI,WACN,EAAI,kBAAmB,EAAiB,EAAI,c

AIpD,EAAW,aACP,EAAK,IAAM,EAAI,WAAW,EAAG,EAAG,EAAS,EAAM,EAAI,KAAM,EAAI,MAAO,IAEx

E,EAAW,aACP,EAAK,IAAM,EAAI,WAAW,EAAI,kBAAmB,OAE9C,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,GA

CI,MAAA,EAAM,EAEN,EAAiB,IAAI,aAAa,GAMjC,OAJP,EAAI,WAAW,EAAI,kBAAmB,GACtC,EAAI,iBAAi

B,EAAI,kBAAmB,EAAG,GAC/C,EAAI,WAAW,EAAI,kBAAmB,MAE/B,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAc,E

ACzC,GACI,MAAC,EAAG,GACN,EAAS,yCAAyC,EAAM,GAGtD,EAAiB,IAAI,WACvB,EAAS,mCAAmC,EA

AO,EAFnC,IAYb,OARP,EAAW,aACP,EACA,IAAM,EAAG,WACL,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAc,sBAAu

B,EAAG,cACpD,IAID,IAAI,aAAa,EAAe,QAGnC,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAqB,EAAe,EAC/D,EAAc,EAAsB,E

ACpC,GACI,MAAA,EAAM,EAEN,EACF,IAAI,aAAa,EAAS,sCACtB,EAAc,IAMf,OAJP,EAAI,WAAW,EAAI,k

BAAmB,GACtC,EAAI,iBAAiB,EAAI,kBAAmB,EAAG,GAC/C,EAAI,WAAW,EAAI,kBAAmB,MAE/B,EAGH,S
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AAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,GACI,MAAA,EAAa,IAAI,aAAa,EAAe,EAAe,GAM3D,OALP,EAAW,aACP,EACA

,IAAM,EAAG,WACL,EAAG,EAAG,EAAc,EAAc,EAAG,KAAM,EAAG,MAAO,IAEtD;;AC+TR,aAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAtmBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAGA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

iBA+lBC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,C

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EA

AA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAxlBK,MAAO,EAiBX,YAAY,GANZ,KAAA,cAAmC,KACnC,KAAA,QAA6B,

KACrB,KAAA,UAAW,EAqOX,KAAA,qBAAsB,EAsPtB,KAAA,YAA0B,GAtd1B,MAAA,GAAY,EAAM,EAAA

,OAAA,UAAU,iBACxB,MAAN,GACG,KAAA,GAAK,GACM,EAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAW,IAEtB,KAAA,IAA

K,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,GAGxB,IAAA,EAAqB,2BAErB,GAAqC,KAArC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,iBAA

wB,CACpC,MAAA,EAAgB,oBAChB,EAAqB,yBAIvB,GAFC,KAAA,sBACD,EAAW,oBAAoB,KAAK,GAAI,G

ACxC,EAAW,aAAa,KAAK,GAAI,GAC9B,KAAA,0BACD,EAAW,oBAAoB,KAAK,GAAI,QACvC,IAAI,EAAM

,EAAA,OAAA,IAAI,4BACb,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sHAKF,GADC,KAAA,0BAA4B,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,GAClD

,EAAW,aAAa,KAAK,GAjBH,+BAkBvB,KAAA,8BACD,EAAW,oBAAoB,KAAK,GAnBZ,oCAoBvB,IAAI,EAA

M,EAAA,OAAA,IAAI,4BACb,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oIAKF,GADJ,EAAqB,yBACjB,EAAW,aAAa,KAAK,GAAI,

GAC9B,KAAA,0BACD,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,OACpB,CAAA,IAAI,EAAW,aAAa,KAAK,GA9BV,+BAkCtB,MA

AA,IAAI,MAAM,uDAHX,KAAA,8BACD,KAAK,GAAG,aAhCgB,+BAsC3B,KAAA,aAAe,EAAW,mBAAmB,K

AAK,IAClD,KAAA,YAAc,EAAW,kBAAkB,KAAK,IAChD,KAAA,YAAc,EAAW,kBAAkB,KAAK,IAEhD,KAA

A,cACD,EAAS,iBAAiB,KAAK,GAAI,KAAK,2BAGlC,YACH,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,SAGhB,UA

CD,GAAA,KAAK,SACP,OAEkB,MAAhB,KAAK,SACP,QAAQ,KACJ,wKAIoB,MAAtB,KAAK,eACP,QAAQ,K

ACJ,sMAKA,MAAA,EAAK,KAAK,GAChB,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,UACrC,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAA

M,EAAG,gBAAgB,EAAG,YAAa,OACrE,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,kBAAkB,KAAK,cAC5D,EAAW,aA

Aa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,aAAc,OACjE,EAAW,aACP,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,qBAAs

B,OACrD,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,aAAa,KAAK,cAClD,KAAA,UAAW,EAGX,2BAA2B,EAAc,GAGv

C,OADF,KAAA,kBACE,EAAW,2BACd,KAAK,GAAI,EAAM,EAAS,KAAK,eAG5B,2BAA2B,EAAc,GAGvC,O

ADF,KAAA,kBACE,EAAW,2BACd,KAAK,GAAI,EAAM,EAAS,KAAK,eAG5B,iCAAiC,EAAc,GAG7C,OADF,

KAAA,kBACE,EAAW,iCACd,KAAK,GAAI,EAAM,EAAS,KAAK,eAG5B,yBACH,EACA,GACG,KAAA,kBAC

L,EAAW,yBAAyB,KAAK,GAAI,EAAS,GAGjD,2BACH,EAAuB,EAAe,EAAgB,GACnD,KAAA,kBACL,EAAW

,2BACP,KAAK,GAAI,EAAS,EAAO,EAAQ,EAAM,KAAK,eAG3C,iCAAiC,EAAc,GAG7C,OADF,KAAA,kBAC

E,EAAW,iCACd,KAAK,GAAI,EAAM,EAAS,KAAK,eAG5B,0BAA0B,EAAc,GAGtC,OADF,KAAA,kBACE,EA

AW,0BACd,KAAK,GAAI,EAAM,EAAS,KAAK,eAG5B,oBAAoB,GACpB,KAAA,kBACD,KAAK,gBAAkB,IAC

zB,EAAW,kCAAkC,KAAK,GAAI,KAAK,aACtD,KAAA,cAAgB,MAEvB,EAAW,aAAa,KAAK,GAAI,IAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,cAAc,IAGxD,gDACH,EAAuB,EAAc,GAChC,OAAA,KAAK,qBACR,EACA,IAAM,EAAW,gDACb

,KAAK,GAAI,EAAM,EAAS,KAAK,gBAGhC,+BACH,EAAqB,EAAe,EAAc,EAClD,EAAsB,GACjB,OAAA,EA

AW,+BACd,KAAK,GAAI,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAM,EAAS,EAAc,EACrD,KAAK,eAGJ,gCAAgC,EAAqB,GAEnD,O

AAA,EAAW,gCAAgC,KAAK,GAAI,EAAQ,GAG9D,wBACH,EAAuB,EAAc,GAClC,KAAA,yBAAyB,GACxB,

MAAA,EAAS,EAAW,8BACtB,KAAK,GAA8B,EAAM,EAAS,KAAK,eAEpD,OADF,KAAA,6BACE,EAGF,wB

ACC,MAAA,EAAe,KAAK,YAAY,KAAK,IACpC,OAAA,KAAK,UAAU,GAGhB,YAAY,GACd,IAAA,EACA,E

AEA,IAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,2BAA4B,CACtC,MAAA,EAAM,EAEN,EAAO,EAAI,UAAU,EAAI,2

BAA4B,GAC3D,EAAG,QAEH,EAAgB,MACR,MAAA,EAAS,EAAI,eAAe,EAAM,EAAG,GACpC,OAAA,IAA

W,EAAI,kBAClB,IAAW,EAAI,sBAGrB,EAAQ,OAEN,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,gDAAkD,GACpE,EAAQ,

KAAK,aACR,KAAA,WACL,EAAgB,KAAM,KAAK,iBACvB,GACA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,mDAMpB,E

AAgB,MAAM,GAGjB,MAAA,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,cAAA,GAGV,gCACH,EAAuB,EACvB,GACK,OAAA,KA

AK,qBACR,EACA,IAAM,EAAW,sCACb,KAAK,GAAI,EAAc,IAK1B,cAAc,GACd,KAAA,kBACC,MAAA,EAA
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K,KAAK,GACV,EACF,EAAW,qBAAqB,EAAI,GAClC,EAA4B,EAAW,mBAAmB,GAC1D,EAAwB,EAAW,cA

Ac,GAYhD,OAXP,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,aAAa,EAAS,IAC3D,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,aA

Aa,EAAS,IAC3D,EAAW,YAAY,EAAI,GACvB,KAAK,OACP,EAAW,gBAAgB,EAAI,GAE5B,KAAK,sBACH,K

AAA,WAAW,GACX,KAAA,oBAAsB,EAAW,kCAClC,EAAI,KAAK,QAAS,KAAK,eAEtB,EAGF,cAAc,GACd,

KAAA,kBACD,IAAY,KAAK,UACd,KAAA,QAAU,MAEF,MAAX,GACF,EAAW,aAAa,KAAK,GAAI,IAAM,K

AAK,GAAG,cAAc,IAI1D,WAAW,GACX,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,QAAU,EACM,MAAhB,KAAK,SAAoB,KAA

K,OACjC,EAAW,gBAAgB,KAAK,GAAI,KAAK,SAE3C,EAAW,aAAa,KAAK,GAAI,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,WA

AW,IAGrD,mBACH,EAAuB,EACvB,GAAc,GAEZ,OADC,KAAA,kBACD,EACK,EAAW,iCACd,KAAK,GAAI,

EAAS,GAEf,EAAW,0BACd,KAAK,GAAI,EAAS,GAInB,qBAAqB,EAAuB,GAG1C,OADF,KAAA,kBACE,EAA

W,aACd,KAAK,GAAI,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,kBAAkB,EAAS,IAGjD,0BAA0B,EAAuB,GAG/C,OADF,KAAA,k

BACE,KAAK,GAAG,mBAAmB,EAAS,GAGtC,sBACH,EAAkC,EAClC,GACG,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,mBACL,

EAAW,mCACP,KAAK,GAAI,EAAoB,EAAiB,GAG7C,uBACH,EAAmC,EAAc,GAC9C,KAAA,6BAA6B,EAAq

B,EAAS,GAG3D,6BACH,EAAyC,EAAc,GACpD,KAAA,kBACC,MAAC,EAAO,GACV,EAAS,uCAAuC,EAAM

,GACrD,KAAA,6BAA6B,EAA2B,EAAO,GAG/D,2BACH,EAAkB,EAAiB,EACnC,GACG,KAAA,iCACD,EAAa,

EAAU,EAAY,GAGlC,iCACH,EAAkB,EAAiB,EACnC,GACI,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,qDAGX,gBACe,MAAhB,KA

AK,SACP,EAAW,gBAAgB,KAAK,GAAI,KAAK,SAE3C,EAAW,oBAAoB,KAAK,IAG/B,iBACA,KAAA,kBAC

A,KAAA,mBACC,MAAA,EAAK,KAAK,GACZ,KAAK,OACF,KAAA,gBAEP,EAAW,aACP,EAAI,IAAM,EAA

G,aAAa,EAAG,UAAW,EAAG,EAAG,eAAgB,IAG7D,iCACA,KAAA,kBACL,EAAW,aAAa,KAAK,GAAI,IAAM

,KAAK,GAAG,UAGzC,yBAaC,OAXiC,MAApC,KAAK,8BACF,KAAA,4BACD,EAAW,oBACP,KAAK,GAEm

D,KADxD,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UACF,gDACA,kCACA,6BAIP,KAAK,4BAGN,+BACC,OAAA,KAAK,yBAG

N,+BACC,OAAA,KAAK,yBAGd,aACM,GAAoE,KAApE,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,gDAAuD,CACnE,MAA

A,EAAM,KAAK,GACX,EAAM,KAAK,+BAEX,EAAQ,EAAI,cAEX,OADP,EAAI,WAAW,EAAI,iBAAkB,GAC

9B,EAEH,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,+BACX,EAAQ,EAAI,iBAEX,OADP,EAAI,cAAc,EAAI,iBAAkB,GACjC,EAG

T,WACM,GAAoE,KAApE,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,gDAAuD,CACnE,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,GACX,EAA

M,KAAK,+BAEjB,YADA,EAAI,SAAS,EAAI,kBAGb,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,+BACjB,EAAI,YAAY,EAAI,kBA

GT,6BAAuB,GAS3B,aARD,EAAK,KAAA,YACP,IAAM,KAAK,UAGF,KAAA,iBACD,GACA,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,UACF,kDACT,KAAK,aACR,GAAO,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,iDAGrB,aAAa,EAAmB,GAClC,GAAs

B,IAAtB,EACK,OAAA,KAGL,GAAsB,IAAtB,EAAyB,CACrB,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,GAIV,OAFkB,EAAI,kBA

AkB,EAAO,EAAI,cAEhC,IACrB,CACC,MAAA,EAAM,KAAK,+BAKV,OAFH,EAAI,kBAAkB,EAAO,EAAI,kB

AEX,KAItB,iBAAiB,EAAmB,GAEtC,GAAsB,IAAtB,EACK,OAAA,EAGL,GAAsB,IAAtB,EAAyB,CACrB,MA

AA,EAAM,KAAK,GACX,EAAM,KAAK,+BAEX,EACF,EAAI,kBAAkB,EAAO,EAAI,wBAK9B,OAJc,MAAjB,

KAAK,WACF,KAAA,SAAW,KAAK,GAAG,aAAa,EAAI,mBAGpC,IAAc,KAAK,SACrB,CACC,MAAA,EAAM,

KAAK,+BAEX,EACF,EAAI,kBAAkB,EAAO,EAAI,4BAK9B,OAJc,MAAjB,KAAK,WACF,KAAA,SAAW,KAA

K,GAAG,aAAa,EAAI,mBAGpC,IAAc,KAAK,UAI9B,UAAU,GACD,OAAA,IAAI,QAAc,IAClB,KAAA,cAAc,IA

AM,EAAa,gBAAiB,IAAM,OAMjE,YAEQ,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAqB,KAAK,YAAY,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,WAC1D,I

AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,GAAK,IAAS,EAAG,CACzB,MAAA,UAAC,GAAa,KAAK,YAAY,GACrC,IAEG,KAA

A,YAAc,KAAK,YAAY,MAAM,EAAQ,GAG5C,cAAc,EAAyB,GACxC,KAAA,YAAY,KAAK,CAAC,SAAA,EA

AU,UAAA,IAC7B,KAAK,YAAY,OAAS,GAKzB,EAAA,KAAA,YAAY,KACV,KAAA,YAE8B,IAA5B,KAAK,Y

AAY,SAIpB,yBAAyB,GAC1B,KAAA,kBACL,EAAW,8BACP,KAAK,GAAI,EAAS,KAAK,aACvB,KAAK,OAC

P,EAAW,oBAAoB,KAAK,IAIhC,6BACoB,MAAtB,KAAK,eACP,EAAW,8BACP,KAAK,GAAI,KAAK,cAAe,K

AAK,aAClC,KAAK,OACP,EAAW,oBAAoB,KAAK,KAGtC,EAAW,kCAAkC,KAAK,GAAI,KAAK,aAIvD,qBA

CJ,EACA,GACG,KAAA,yBAAyB,GACxB,MAAA,EAAS,IAGR,OAFF,KAAA,6BAEE,EAGD,6BACJ,EAA8C,E

AC9C,GACG,KAAA,kBACC,MAAA,EAAK,KAAK,GAChB,EAAW,8BACP,EAAI,EAAgC,KAAK,aACzC,KAA

K,OACP,EAAW,oBAAoB,GAE5B,KAAA,cAAgB,EACrB,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,SAAS,EAAG,EAA

G,EAAO,IAC3D,EAAW,aAAa,EAAI,IAAM,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,IAGpD,iCACJ,EAAW,EAAW,

EAAe,GAClC,KAAA,kBACL,EAAW,aACP,KAAK,GAAI,IAAM,KAAK,GAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,I

AG1C,kBACF,GAAA,KAAK,SACD,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,2CAIZ,mBACF,GAAgB,MAAhB,KAAK,QACD,MA

AA,IAAI,MAAM,qCAgBhB,SAAU,EAAqB,GAC/B,IAAA,EAAI,EACD,KAAA,EAAI,EAAI,SAAU,EAAG,CAEt
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B,IADW,EAAI,KAEjB,MAGG,OAAA,EAAI,EACZ,QAAA,aAAA;;ACgvBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA

,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAt1CD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAA

A,kBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAm1CC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAr1CD,MAAM,iBAAC,GAAoB,EAA3B,aAi

BM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAyB,EAAwB,EACjD,GACI,MAAA,EAA2B,GACjC,EAAW,QAAQ,IACX,MAAA,EAAO,

EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,UAAU,cAGxC,EAAE,UAAU,UACd,EAAe,sBACM,EAAE,OAAO,EAAO,MAAQ,K

AAU,QAEvD,EAAe,0BAA0B,EAAE,SAC3C,EAAe,0BAA0B,EAAE,YAGzC,MAAA,EAAqB,EAAe,KAAK,MA

EzC,EACF,EACK,IAAI,GAAK,EAAwB,EAAG,EAAa,IACjD,KAAK,MACR,EAAc,EAAY,SAC1B,GAAO,EAA

b,EAAA,sBACM,EAA4B,EAA6B,GAC3D,IAAA,EACA,EACA,EAAe,EAAgB,GAoB5B,OAlBH,EAAY,UACd,E

ACI,EAA+B,EAAY,aAAc,GAC7D,EAA+B,EAA8B,KAE7D,EACI,EAAyB,EAAY,aAAc,GACvD,EAA+B,EAA2

B,IAGxD,IACF,GAAgB,GAGH,CACb,EAAc,EAA2B,EACzC,EAAoB,EAAuB,EAAsB,GACjE,KAAK,MAIT,SA

AS,EAAqB,GACtB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,UAAU,aACvB,OAAA,EAAM,QACP,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAiB,G

ACrB,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAa,GACjB,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAa,GACjB,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAa,GACj

B,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAa,GACjB,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAa,GACjB,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAa,GACtB,Q

ACQ,MAAA,IAAI,SACH,EAAM,0BACT,0BAIV,SAAS,EAA2B,GAE1B,OADM,EAAO,UAAU,aACjB,QACP,K

AAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAuB,GAC3B,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAmB,GACvB,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAmB,GACv

B,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAmB,GAC5B,QACS,OAAA,EAAmB,IAIhC,SAAS,EACL,EAAmB,EACnB,GAAqB,

GACnB,IAAA,EAAM,GAER,GADE,EACK,EAA2B,GAE3B,EAAqB,GAGxB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAO,UAAU,aAC

3B,EAAW,EAAa,aAQvB,OAPH,EAAQ,QAAU,EAAS,SAE3B,GADE,EACK,EAA+B,EAAQ,GAEvC,EAAyB,E

AAQ,IAGrC,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB,GACd,OAAA,EAAS,QACV,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,IACJ,KAAA,EACI,

OAAA,EAAwB,EAAsB,GAClD,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAwB,EAA8B,GAC1D,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EACH,EA

AsC,GAC5C,QACS,OAAA,EAAwB,EAAU,IAI/C,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB,GACd,OAAA,EAAS,QACV,KAAA,EA

CI,OAAA,IACJ,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAkB,EAAsB,GAC5C,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAAkB,EAA8B,GACpD,KA

AA,EACI,OAAA,EACH,EAAsC,GACvC,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EACH,EAA8C,GAC/C,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EAC

H,EAAsD,GACvD,KAAA,EACI,OAAA,EACH,EACA,GACN,QACQ,MAAA,IAAI,SACH,EAAS,kDAItB,SAAS,

EAA6B,GAC7B,sFAEM,EAAK,8CAKpB,SAAS,EAA2B,GAC3B,kDAED,EAAK,0CAKb,SAAS,EAA8B,GAC9B

,iDAED,EAAK,2BAKb,SAAS,EAAgB,GA6DhB,SA5DkB,EAAK,sGAI1B,EAAK,iCACL,EAAK,wTAuBL,EAA

K,yBACL,EAAK,yBACL,EAAK,2lBAyBL,UACA,UACA,QAMN,MAAM,EAAoB,kbAcpB,EAAoB,qTAUpB,E

AAoB,2VAWpB,EAAuB,sWAa7B,SAAS,IACA,MAAA,4DAOT,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,GACb,MAAA,EACF,CA

AC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,GAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,IACrD,OAAsB,IAAtB,EAAe,2EAGiB,EA

Ae,wBAKzB,IAAtB,EAAe,2EAGiB,EAAe,wIAQjB,EAAe,OAAO,EAAe,yCACxC,EAAe,+BAKhD,SAAS,EACL,

EAAiB,GACf,OAAgB,IAAhB,EAAS,uEAGmB,EAAS,wBAIrB,IAAhB,EAAS,uEAGmB,EAAS,wIAOP,EAAS,O

AAO,EAAS,oCACjC,EAAS,8BAKrC,SAAS,EACL,EAAiC,GAC7B,MAAA,EACF,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,

GAAK,GAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,IACnD,EAAqB,KAAK,KAAK,EAAM,GAAK,GAC1C,EAAgB,EAA

qB,KAAK,KAAK,EAAM,GAAK,GAEzD,wHAG2B,EAAe,OAAO,EAAe,yCACxC,EAAe,6CAExB,0BACH,oCA

EQ,kCACD,qDAO5B,SAAS,EACL,EAAiC,GAC7B,MAAA,EACF,EAAY,mCAAmC,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAA

M,GAE7D,wHAG2B,EAAS,OAAO,EAAS,yCAC5B,EAAS,2BAClC,6CAMR,SAAS,EACL,EAAiB,GACb,MAA

A,EACF,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,GAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,IAEnD,EAAqB,KAAK,KAAK

,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GAAK,GACzD,EACF,EAAqB,KAAK,KAAK,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GAAK,GACzD,IAA

A,EAAiB,EACjB,EAAU,GACV,EAAS,UAER,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAS,EAAG,IAEpC,kB

ACS,eAFT,GAAkB,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,EAAI,wBAG7B,OAAO,WACjB,EACJ,MAAa,MAAQ,EAGhB,mBAC

C,EAAM,6GAEoB,EAAe,OAAO,EAAe,yCACxC,EAAe,6BAExC,8BAEgB,0BACH,oCAEQ,kCACD,+BAET,EA

AM,UAAU,iBAKnC,SAAS,EACL,EACA,GACI,MAAA,EAAyB,EAAY,mCACvC,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,M
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AAO,GAEpB,mGAGM,EAAS,OAAO,EAAS,yCACP,EAAS,2BAClC,iDAMR,SAAS,EACL,EACA,GACI,MAAA

,EAAyB,EAAY,mCACvC,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,MAAO,GAE1B,0FAEyC,EAAS,qCAC5B,EAAS,2

CAEP,EAAS,6BAElC,yFAQR,SAAS,EACL,EACA,GACI,MAAA,EAAyB,EAAY,mCACvC,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,

IAAK,KAAM,KAAM,MAAO,GAEhC,mGAGM,EAAS,OAAO,EAAS,yCACP,EAAS,6BAElC,yFAQR,SAAS,EA

CL,EAAyB,GACrB,MAAA,EACF,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,GAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,IAC

rD,GAAA,EAAK,KAAA,YAAY,EAAO,GACnB,wFAEmC,EAAe,OACrD,EAAe,uBAMf,MAAA,EAAqB,KAAK,

KAAK,EAAM,GAAK,GAWzC,wHAG2B,EAAe,OAAO,EAAe,2CAExC,EAAe,gDACnB,kCACD,kDAO5B,SAA

S,EACL,EAAyB,GACvB,OAAA,EAAK,KAAA,YAAY,EAAO,iFAGY,EAAS,OAAO,EAAS,uBAIhD,IAAb,EAA

M,2HAI0B,EAAS,OAAO,EAAS,2CAC5B,EAAS,mEAKzB,IAAb,EAAM,2HAI0B,EAAS,OAAO,EAAS,2CAC5B

,EAAS,qLAQR,EAAS,OAAO,EAAS,yCAC5B,EAAS,2CAClB,EAAM,kCACF,EAAM,4CAMlC,SAAS,EAAyB,G

ACzB,eAAS,IAGlB,SAAS,EAAuB,GACxB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAU,KAGnB,oBAFU,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAA

G,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,yBAC5D,EAAb,EAAA,sBAGkB,aAAa,yBAKjC,SAAS,EAAiB,GAClB,MAAA,EAAU,

EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GACrE,GAAA,EAAU,UAAU,UA

Cf,eAAS,eAAsB,MAElC,MAAC,EAAS,GAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAC3C,GAAY,IAAZ,GAA6B,IAAZ,EACZ,uBA

CG,uCACiB,6BAKvB,MAAC,EAAO,GAAS,EAAU,UAAU,SAEpC,qBACG,qCACiB,MAAU,MAHtB,EAAyB,o

CAIb,qBAK7B,SAAS,EAAmB,GACpB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cA

AgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GACnE,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAC/B,EACF,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,GAAI,K

AAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,IACnD,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,sBAEO,oBACE,4DAED,EAAe,OAAO,EAAe,6BAChC,

EAAK,aAAa,qBAKjC,SAAS,EAAa,GACd,MAAA,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,

cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GAErE,GAAA,EAAU,UAAU,UAEf,uBACG,2BACJ,EAAkB,oBAKpB,MAAA,EAAW,E

AAU,UAAU,SAC/B,EAAQ,EAAS,GACjB,EAAQ,EAAS,GAEnB,GAAU,IAAV,GAAyB,IAAV,EACV,uBACG,g

DACiB,6BAIvB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAyB,GACpC,OAAU,IAAV,mBAEQ,8DAC+B,eAAoB,uCAClC,yBAIf,IAAV,

mBAEQ,yDAC0B,eAAoB,4CAC7B,wCAKnB,8CACiB,MAAU,cAAkB,mCAC5B,qBAK7B,SAAS,EAAmB,GAC

pB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,UAAU,aAC5B,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,E

AAQ,MAAM,GACnE,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAE/B,EAAU,EAAS,GACnB,EAAU,EAAS,GACnB,GAAO,EAAb,

EAAA,sBACI,GAAY,MAAZ,GAAoB,EAAK,KAAA,YAAY,EAAO,GACvC,sBACE,6EACwC,QAAc,2BAElD,E

AAK,aAAa,yBAK3B,MAAA,EACF,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,GAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,IA

GlD,oBACE,yDAHY,KAAK,KAAK,EAAM,GAAK,OAIM,EAAe,OAC3D,EAAe,gCACN,EAAK,aAAa,qBAKjC,

SAAS,EAAa,GACd,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,UAAU,aAC5B,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,

GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GACnE,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAEjC,GAAY,MAAZ,GAAoB,EAAK,KAAA,YA

AY,EAAO,GAAW,CACnD,MAAA,EAAU,EAAS,GAElB,qBACC,2EAFQ,EAAS,SAGoC,qCACpC,qBAKrB,MA

AA,SAAC,EAAD,SAAW,GAAY,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,GACzC,EAAgB,EAClB,GAAA,EAAc,OAAS,EAAM,OA

AQ,CACjC,MACA,EAAS,CAAC,MAAO,OAChB,iBACH,EAHiB,EAAiB,EAAW,oBAIvC,yCACG,KAAY,EAA

kB,EAAQ,sBAKjD,GAAA,EAAU,UAAU,UAEf,uBACG,6EACuC,EAAM,sBACjD,EAAkB,oBAKpB,MAAA,EA

AU,EAAS,GACnB,EAAU,EAAS,GACnB,EAAS,EAAyB,GACpC,OAAY,IAAZ,iBAGM,iEAC6B,YAAiB,EAAM

,0DACpB,qCACf,qBAIX,IAAZ,iBAGM,iEAC6B,YAAiB,EAAM,qDACzB,0CACV,kCAMnB,yHAEc,EAAM,cA

Ac,gCACjB,MAAY,wCACZ,iBAK3B,SAAS,EAAmB,GACpB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,UAAU,aAC5B,EAAU,EA

AU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GACnE,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAC/B

,EACF,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,GAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,IAErD,GAAa,IAAb,EAAM,GA

AU,CACZ,MACA,EAAW,CAAC,EAAG,GAEf,EAAS,CAAC,IAAK,MAAO,OACrB,mBACD,EAHe,EAAiB,EA

FhB,EAAM,MAAM,sBAMvB,kDACI,KAAY,EAAkB,EAAQ,0BAKjD,MAAA,EAAU,EAAe,GACzB,EAAU,EA

Ae,GAEzB,EAAe,KAAK,KAAK,EAAM,GAAK,GAInC,oBACE,0EAED,MAAY,MANE,EAAe,KAAK,KAAK,E

AAM,GAAK,OAMR,mCALrC,EAAb,EAAA,sBAMkB,aAAa,qBAKjC,SAAS,EAAa,GACd,MAAA,EAAQ,EAA

U,UAAU,aAC5B,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GACnE,E

AAU,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAC3B,EAAU,EAAM,IAEhB,SAAC,EAAD,SAAW,GAAY,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,G

ACzC,EAAgB,EAClB,GAAA,EAAc,OAAS,EAAM,OAAQ,CACjC,MACA,EAAS,CAAC,MAAO,MAAO,SACvB

,mBACD,EAHe,EAAiB,EAAW,sBAIrC,sDACG,KAAY,EAAkB,EAAQ,0BAKnD,GAAA,EAAU,UAAU,UAEf,u

BACG,0HAEmB,MAAY,qBACnC,EAAkB,oBAKpB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAC/B,EAAU,EAAS,GACn
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B,EAAU,EAAS,GACnB,EAAa,EAAU,UAAU,WACnC,OAAA,IAAY,GAAyB,MAAd,qBAGb,2HAEoC,yFAExB,

QAAc,yCACT,6BAK3B,IAAY,GAAyB,MAAd,iBAGjB,iFACkC,EAAM,kGAEC,QAAc,qCACtC,sCAOf,4IAEc,a

AAmB,eAJ9B,EAAyB,qCAKX,MAAY,4CACZ,uBAK/B,SAAS,EAAmB,GACpB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,UAAU,a

AC5B,EAAO,EAAM,OACb,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAA

M,GACnE,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAC/B,EACF,CAAC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAAK,GAAI,KAAK,KAAK,EAA

S,GAAK,IACnD,EAAU,EAAe,GACzB,EAAU,EAAe,GAEzB,EAAe,KAAK,KAAK,EAAM,EAAO,GAAK,GAC7

C,IAAA,EAAgB,EAAe,KAAK,KAAK,EAAM,EAAO,GAAK,GAC3D,EAAS,0BACT,SAAe,mBAA+B,gBAC7C,I

AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,EAAG,IAC5B,UAAiB,MAAQ,EAEzB,MAAY,OADZ,GAAiB,EAAM,EA

AO,EAAI,QACM,EAGnC,oBACE,KAAY,2BACH,gCACO,uCACO,0DACmB,MAAY,sBANlD,EAAb,EAAA,sB

AOkB,aAAa,qBAKjC,SAAS,EAAa,GACd,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,UAAU,aAC5B,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,

MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GACnE,EAAU,EAAM,GAChB,EAAU,EAAM,GAAK,EA

CrB,EAAU,EAAM,GAAK,GAErB,SAAC,EAAD,SAAW,GAAY,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,GAC3C,GAAA,EAAS,OA

AS,EAAM,OAAQ,CAC5B,MACA,EAAS,CAAC,MAAO,MAAO,QAAS,UAChC,iBACH,EAHiB,EAAiB,EAAW,

oBAIvC,gEACG,KAAY,EAAkB,EAAQ,sBAKjD,GAAA,EAAU,UAAU,UAEf,uBACG,8IAEmB,MAAY,MAAY,

qBAC/C,EAAkB,oBAKpB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAU,UAAU,WACjC,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAC/B,EAAU,EAAS,G

ACnB,EAAU,EAAS,GAErB,OAAA,IAAY,GAAyB,MAAd,mBAGf,yKAIS,MAAY,qFAET,QAAc,uCACT,yBAIz

B,IAAY,GAAyB,MAAd,mBAGf,gIAEkB,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,OAAO,EAAM,0HAGrC,QAAc,uCACR,wCAO

nB,oJAEc,aAAmB,0BACzB,2CACS,MAAY,cANxB,EAAyB,oCAOb,qBAK7B,SAAS,EAAa,GACd,MAAA,EAA

Q,EAAU,UAAU,aAC5B,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,G

ACnE,EAAU,EAAM,GAChB,EAAU,EAAM,GAAK,EACrB,EAAU,EAAM,GAAK,EACrB,EAAU,EAAM,GAA

K,GAErB,SAAC,EAAD,SAAW,GAAY,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,GAC3C,GAAA,EAAS,OAAS,EAAM,OAAQ,CAC5

B,MACA,EAAS,CAAC,MAAO,MAAO,QAAS,SAAU,UAC1C,iBACH,EAHiB,EAAiB,EAAW,oBAIvC,4EACG,

KAAY,EAAkB,EAAQ,sBAKjD,GAAA,EAAU,UAAU,UAEf,uBACG,kJAGG,MAAY,MAAY,MAAY,qCAE3C,E

AAkB,oBAKpB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAU,UAAU,WACjC,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAC/B,EAAU,EAAS,GACnB,EAA

U,EAAS,GAErB,OAAA,IAAY,GAAyB,MAAd,mBAGf,gLAGkB,MAAY,MAAY,qFAE9B,QAAc,uCACT,yBAK

zB,IAAY,GAAyB,MAAd,mBAGf,iJAGG,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,uBAC5B,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,

OAAO,EAAM,iHAGtB,QAAc,uCACR,wCAOnB,gKAEc,aAAmB,eAAqB,2BAC7C,gBALJ,EAAyB,mCAMb,MA

AY,0CACZ,qBAK7B,SAAS,EAAa,GACd,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAU,UAAU,aAC5B,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAW,

MAAQ,EAAQ,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,IAEnE,SAAC,EAAD,SAAW,GAAY,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,

GAC3C,GAAA,EAAS,OAAS,EAAM,OAAQ,CAC5B,MACA,EAAS,CAAC,MAAO,MAAO,QAAS,SAAU,SAAU

,UACpD,iBACH,EAHiB,EAAiB,EAAW,oBAIvC,6GAEG,KAAY,EAAkB,EAAQ,sBAK/C,MAAA,EAAU,EAAM

,GAChB,EAAU,EAAM,GAAK,EACrB,EAAU,EAAM,GAAK,EACrB,EAAU,EAAM,GAAK,EACrB,EAAU,EAA

M,GAAK,EAEvB,GAAA,EAAU,UAAU,UAEf,uBACG,qLAIG,MAAY,MAAY,MAAY,8EAGlC,qBACT,EAAkB,

oBAKpB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAU,UAAU,WACjC,EAAW,EAAU,UAAU,SAC/B,EAAU,EAAS,GACnB,EAAU,EA

AS,GACrB,OAAA,IAAY,GAAyB,MAAd,mBAGf,kMAIG,MAAY,MAAY,MAAY,kHAG3B,QAAc,uCACT,yBA

IzB,IAAY,GAAyB,MAAd,mBAGf,sKAGG,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,uBACvC,EAA

M,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,uBAC5B,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,uBACjB,EAAM,8HAGE,QAAc,uCACR,wCA

MnB,+LAGc,aAAmB,eAAqB,2BAC7C,gBAAsB,gBAN1B,EAAyB,mCAOb,MAAY,0CACZ,qBAK7B,SAAS,EA

AkB,GACnB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAU,UAAU,cAElD,OAAA,EAAS,YA

CM,kCAGK,sDAET,4BAMjB,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GAClB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAiB,EAAQ,OAA

O,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GACjE,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAiB,cACpC,EAAS,EAAU,UAAU,aAAa,OAC1C,EA

AU,EAAa,aAAa,OAEpC,EAAgB,EAClB,EAAU,UAAU,aAAc,EAAa,cAE7C,EAAO,EAAkB,GACzB,EAAW,EA

AU,EACvB,IAAA,EACE,MAAA,EAAS,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,KAGvC,EADa,IAAX,EACc,G

ACP,EAAU,GAAK,EAAc,QAAU,EAChC,cAGZ,EAAc,IAAI,aAAe,EAAO,EAAI,WACvC,KAAK,MAEZ,IAAA,

EAAwB,GAE1B,EADE,EAAU,GAAK,EAAS,EACF,SAEA,EAAU,UAAU,aACf,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,cAAgB,EA

AO,EAAI,MACnC,KAAK,MAGhC,IAAA,EAAS,sBACP,MACA,EAA2B,IADlB,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAU,UA

AU,cAGhD,EAA6B,IADnB,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAa,cAG5C,GAAW,IAAX,GAAiB,GAAkB,GAIhC,GAAI,IA

AkB,EAEzB,EADc,IAAZ,EACO,uEAIA,qDAIN,GAAI,EAAc,OAAQ,CACzB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAS,EAChB,EA
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AO,EAAS,EAElB,EAAc,QAAQ,IAAS,GAAK,EAAc,QAAQ,IAAS,EACrE,EAAS,8BACA,EAAc,QAAQ,IAAS,E

ACxC,EAAS,2EAEA,EAAc,QAAQ,IAAS,IACxC,EAAS,sDAvBX,EAAS,6DA2BJ,oBACE,gBACH,wCACA,kCA

CsB,KAAkB,cACxC,eAKR,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,GAClB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAU,KACpB,EAAiB,EAAQ,OAAO,

GAAG,cAAgB,EAAQ,MAAM,GACjE,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAiB,cACpC,EAAc,EAAa,SAC3B,EAAa,EAAU,UAAU

,SACjC,EAAS,EAAU,UAAU,aAAa,OAC1C,EAAU,EAAa,aAAa,OAEtC,IAAC,EAAU,UAAU,WAAa,IAAW,GA

CX,MAAlC,EAAU,UAAU,YACpB,EAAK,KAAA,YAAY,EAAY,GACxB,uBACG,uCACiB,+BAKvB,MAAA,EA

AO,EAAkB,GACzB,EAAgB,EAClB,EAAU,UAAU,aAAc,EAAa,cAC7C,EAAW,EAAU,EACvB,IAAA,EACE,M

AAA,EAAS,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,KAWrC,IAAA,EAAwB,GASrB,qBACG,gBACJ,wCAnBJ,E

ADa,IAAX,EACc,GACP,EAAU,GAAK,EAAc,QAAU,EAChC,cAGZ,EAAc,IAAI,aAAe,EAAO,EAAI,WACvC,K

AAK,0BAeA,KAXd,EADE,EAAU,GAAK,EAAS,EACF,SAEA,EAAU,UAAU,aACf,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,cAAgB,

EAAO,EAAI,MACnC,KAAK,qBAYhC,SAAU,EAAkB,GAC5B,GAAA,GAAQ,EACH,MAAA,MACF,GAAa,IAA

T,EACF,MAAA,QACF,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,MAAA,QACF,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,MAAA,QACF,GAAa,IAAT,EAC

F,MAAA,QACF,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,MAAA,QAED,MAAA,sBAAsB,0BAKhC,SAAS,EACL,EAAmB,GAEf,MA

AA,EAA0B,KAAK,MAAM,KAAK,UAAU,IAEnD,OADP,EAAa,UAAU,aAAe,EAC/B,EAGT,SAAS,EAAkB,EA

AkB,GACpC,OAAA,EAAS,IAAI,GAAK,EAAO,IAAI,KAAK;;ACznC1C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EA5ND,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBA

GA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAyNC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA9KK,SAAU,EACZ,EAAqB,EAAuB,EAC5C,GACI,

MAAA,EAAW,EAAQ,SACnB,EAA0B,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAO,KAC3C,MAAA,EAAuB,CAC3B,aAAc,EAA

M,MACpB,SAAU,EAAM,UAAY,KAAO,EAAM,QAAQ,SACjD,UAAW,EAAM,UACjB,UAAU,EAAM,WAAoB

,EAAM,QAAQ,SAClD,WAAY,MAMP,OAJc,MAAjB,EAAM,SAA0C,MAAvB,EAAM,QAAQ,OACvC,EAAM,Q

AAQ,MAAM,WAAa,IACnC,EAAU,WAAa,EAAM,QAAQ,MAAM,YAEtC,CAAC,KAAM,EAAQ,cAAc,GAAI,U

AAA,KAEpC,EAAe,EAAW,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,WACrC,EAA0B,CAC9B,aAAc,EAAO,MACrB,SAAU,EAAO,Q

AAQ,SACzB,WAAW,EACX,SAAU,EAAO,QAAQ,SACzB,WAAY,MAER,EAAS,EAAgB,WAC3B,EAAY,EAA

c,EAAU,EAAQ,cAE1C,EAAe,EAAM,cAAc,GAGrC,IAAA,EAA+B,KAC7B,MAAA,EAAS,EAAM,mBAAmB,E

AAc,OAAO,GACpB,KAArC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,mBAClB,EAAS,EAAM,mBAAmB,EAAc,YAAY,IAI

xD,MAAA,EAA2D,GAC5D,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,cAAc,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC/C,MAAA,EAAU,

EAAQ,cAAc,GAChC,GAAc,EACpB,EAAiB,GACb,EAAM,mBAAmB,EAAc,EAAS,GACpD,WAA0B,KACtB,E

AAM,mBAAmB,WAAuB,IAAW,GAG1D,MAAA,CACL,QAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,aAAA,EACA,iBAAA,EA

CA,aAAA,EACA,aAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,OAAA,GAIJ,SAAS,EACL,EAAyB,GACvB,GAAA,EAAW,SAA

W,EAAO,OACzB,MAAA,kCAC0B,EAAW,2CAClB,EAAO,iBAGlC,EAAW,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,KACf,MAAA

,EAAS,EAAE,aACX,EAAQ,EAAO,GACf,EAAS,EAAM,MAEjB,IAAC,EAAK,KAAA,YAAY,EAAQ,GACtB,M

AAA,MACF,8EAC4B,SAAc,gBAG5C,GAAA,EAAE,WAAa,EAAM,UACvB,OAGI,MAAA,EAAY,EAAE,SACd,

EAAY,EAAM,UAAY,KAAO,EAAM,QAAQ,SACrD,IAAC,EAAK,KAAA,YAAY,EAAW,GACzB,MAAA,MAC

F,qFACwB,SAAiB,kBAK7C,SAAU,EACZ,EAAqB,EAAqB,EAC1C,EACA,GAEF,EAAyB,EAAO,aAAc,GAC9C,

EAAyB,CAAC,EAAO,cAAe,CAAC,IAE3C,MAAA,EAAS,EAAO,QAAQ,QACxB,EAAc,EAAO,QAAQ,SAC/B,E

AAO,QAAQ,SACjB,EAAM,6BAA6B,EAAQ,EAAY,GAAI,EAAY,IAEvE,EAAM,uBAAuB,EAAQ,EAAY,GAAI,

EAAY,IAEnE,EAAM,WAAW,EAAO,cAGiB,KAArC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,kBACI,OAAlB,EAAO,QAC

T,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,EAAO,OAAQ,EAAA,GAGhB,OAAlB,EAAO,QACT,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,EAAO,OA

AQ,KAIpC,EAAO,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAO,KACf,MAAA,EAAU,EAAO,QAAQ,cAAc,GACvC,EAAS,EAAO,iBAA

iB,GACjC,EAAe,EAAO,0BAA0B,KAElD,GAAU,MAAV,EAKA,GAAA,EAAM,UAEJ,GAAA,EAAK,KAAA,cA

Ac,EAAM,OAAS,EACpC,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,EAAQ,EAAM,cAAc,QAC1C,CACD,IAAA,EAAO,EAAM,cAC

X,aAAgB,eACpB,EAAO,IAAI,aAAa,IAE1B,EAAM,GAAG,WAAW,EAAQ,QAML,MAAvB,EAAM,QAAQ,OA
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AiC,MAAhB,GACjC,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,EAAc,EAAM,QAAQ,MAAM,YAGvD,EAAM,sBAAsB,EAAM,QA

AQ,QAAS,EAAQ,KAG1C,MAAf,GACF,EAAY,EAAO,EAAO,cAE5B,EAAM,iBAGF,SAAU,EACZ,EAAuB,EA

AsB,GAC3C,IAAA,EAAY,GAChB,EAAO,OAAO,GAAQ,QAAQ,IACtB,MAAA,EAAyB,MAAb,EAAE,SAAsC,

MAAnB,EAAE,QAAQ,OAC7C,EAAE,QAAQ,MAAM,WAAa,EAC3B,EAAW,EAAE,UAAY,UAAY,EAAE,QA

AQ,SACrD,MAAgB,EAAE,SAAS,KAAY,MAEnC,MAAA,EAAc,EAAQ,SACxB,IAAA,EAAM,EAAQ,YAAY,K

AGvB,OADP,GAAO,IAAM,EAAY,IAAM;;AC3MhC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,iBAAA,EAfD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAiC,GAC9B,MAAM,QAAQ,KACjB,EAA

S,CAAC,IAEZ,EAAO,QAAQ,IACJ,MAAL,GACG,EAAA,KAAA,OACW,cAAZ,EAAE,MACF,OACI;;ACcP,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA1B

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EAAc,GACtB,MAAA,EAAe,IAAI,aAAa,EAAK,Q

ACtC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,SAAU,EACjC,EAAa,GAAK,KAAK,IAAI,EAAK,IAE3B,OAAA,E

AGF,MAAM,EAAO,IACZ,MAAA,EAAC,GAAK,EAAK,OACX,EAAa,EAAK,SAEP,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EA

AG,OAEhB,IAAA,EAAe,IAAI,aAAa,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,QAIlD,OAFP,EAAe,EADA,EAAW,KAAK,IA

AI,EAAE,QAAQ,QAGtC,EAAW,WAAW,EAAc,EAAE,MAAO,YAG/C,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,C

ACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACyBN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,6BAAA,EAnDD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAOM,SAAU,EAA6B,GAEpC,MA

AA,CAAC,EAAkB,EAAkB,EACpC,EAAmB,KACnB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAE3D,EA

Aa,EAAS,OACtB,EAAgB,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GACpC,EAAa,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAEhC,EACF,EAAK,KAA

A,uBAAuB,EAA0B,GAEpD,EAAQ,EAAO,OACf,EAAQ,EAAO,OAEf,EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GAC/B,EAA

W,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GAE/B,EAAiB,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAQ,GACvD,EAAiB,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAA

Q,GAEzD,GAAA,EAAe,OAAS,EAAe,SAAW,EAC/C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,SAAU,EACnC,EA

AO,GAAK,EAAG,EAAM,EAAI,EAAM,QAAS,EAAM,EAAI,EAAM,cAGrD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,E

AAO,SAAU,EAAG,CAChC,MAAA,EAAM,EAAK,KAAA,WAAW,EAAG,EAAY,GAErC,EAAO,EAAI,OAAO,

GACxB,EAAe,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAK,GAAK,GAChC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,WAAW,EAAM,EAAO,GAEt

C,EAAO,EAAI,OAAO,GACxB,EAAe,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAK,GAAK,GAChC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,WAA

W,EAAM,EAAO,GAE5C,EAAO,GAAK,EAAG,EAAM,GAAS,EAAM,IAIjC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAQ;;ACtBb,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,yBAIM,SAAU,EAAQ,GAEhB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,KAAC,EAAD,KAAO,G

AAQ,EAEf,EAAW,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAK,QAAQ,OACzC,EAAW,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAK,QAAQ,OAEz

C,EAAc,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAK,MAAO,aAYhD,OAVS,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAY,QAKrC,mBAAqB,CAC3B,KA

AM,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAK,MAAO,UAAW,GACpD,KAAM,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAK,MAAO,UAAW,IAG/C,EAGF,MA

AM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;ACJN,aAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAvBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,s

BAQM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAyB,EACzB,EAAkB,WAChB,GAAU,cAAV,EAAuB,CACnB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,E

AAS,EAAO,WAC7B,EAAO,EAAM,EAAS,EAAO,WAE5B,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,

KAAA,EAAM,KAAA,GAAO,QAAA,IAGlC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,oBAAoB,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAAQ

,GAE5D,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAO,EAAO;;ACRvC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIM,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAAA,OAAC,E

AAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,EAIL,OAFP,EAAQ,OAAO,EAAE,QAEV,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAE,OA

AQ,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,MAAO,EAAE,OAG9C,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,MAC

b,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;ACIA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAlBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIM,SAAU,EAAK,GAEb,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,G

AAW,GACpB,MAAC,GAAS,EAEV,EAAO,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAM,QAAQ,mBAAmB,KACzD,EAAU,EAA

Q,KAAK,IAAI,EAAK,QAAQ,OAKvC,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAK,MAAO,EAAK,MAAO,GAGjD,MAAM,EAA

2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACuDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EA1EP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,

EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEM

,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,MAAC,
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GAAS,EAGZ,GAAU,cAAV,EAAuB,CACrB,GAAY,cAAZ,EAAE,MACG,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,O

AAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,IAG1B,MAAA,GAAkB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAS,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,O

AC5C,EAAS,EAAK,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,aAEpD,GACF,E

AAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAQ,KAAM,GAAkB,QAAA,IAKrD,OAHP,EAAQ,8BAA8

B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAIL,GAAY,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CACrB,MAAA,GAAW,EAAK,EAAA,M

AAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,IACrC,EAAS,EAAK,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAW,QA

AA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAA,KAItD,OAFP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGL,IAAC,EAAK,KAAA,gBAAgB,E

AAE,MAAO,GAAQ,CAGnC,MAAA,GAAS,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,IA

C/B,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAO,OAAQ,MAAO,EAAO,MAAO,MAAA,GAGlD,GAAU,UAAV,EAAmB,CACf,

MAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,OACpC,EAAe,WAAW,KAAK,GAC9B,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,E

AAE,MAAO,QAAS,GAG9C,GAAU,SAAV,EAAkB,CAId,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,OA

CnC,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,QAE/B,EAAY,IAAe,EAC9B,EAAA,8BAAA,CAAC,EAA

G,IAAO,IAAM,EAAK,EAAI,EADI,CACD,EAAE,MAAO,GAAI,EAAO,EAAM,QAEpD,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EA

Aa,OAAQ,GAG/C,MAAA,IAAI,uCAAuC,EAAE,YAAY,KAG1D,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEt

C,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;AC+FN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,EAxKD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QA

AA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAeM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,EACd,EAAuC,GACrC,OAAe,MAAf,EACK,EAAE,OA

AA,EAAQ,QAAA,MACT,MAAA,EAAC,EAAD,EAAI,GAAK,EACT,EAAa,GAEF,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,CAA

C,EAAG,GAAI,GAEnB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,OACtC,EAAQ,EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,

EAAE,QAAQ,OAEtC,EAAS,GAAS,EAAE,OAEnB,EAAY,GACf,EAAW,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAO,E

AAO,GAExC,OAAA,EAAW,eAAe,EAAa,EAAQ,IAInD,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,MACT,MAAA,EAAC,EA

AD,EAAI,GAAK,EACT,EAAa,EAEf,GAAY,cAAZ,EAAE,OAAqC,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CAChD,MAAA,GAA

Y,EACd,EAAA,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,QAAS,EAAY,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,eAEnD,EAAg

B,EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAU,QAE9C,EAAQ,EAAc,mBAAmB,KACzC,EAAQ,EAAc,mBAAmB,KAEzC,EACF,

EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAM,QAAQ,OAChC,EACF,EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAM,QAAQ,OAEhC,GAAY,EACd,E

AAA,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,QAAS,EAAY,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,eAEnD,EAAgB,EAAW,

KAAK,IAAI,EAAU,QAE9C,EAAQ,EAAc,mBAAmB,KACzC,EAAQ,EAAc,mBAAmB,KAEzC,EACF,EAAW,K

AAK,IAAI,EAAM,QAAQ,OAChC,EACF,EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAM,QAAQ,QAE/B,EAAgB,EAAgB,GAAe,E

AClD,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAW,EAAW,EAAW,GAEjD,EACF,EAAW,eAAe,EAAa,UAAW,GAEhD,

EACF,EAAW,eAAe,EAAa,UAAW,GAEhD,GAAS,EACX,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAY,K

AAM,GAAa,QAAS,IAOrD,OALP,EAAW,8BAA8B,GACzC,EAAW,8BAA8B,GACzC,EAAW,8BAA8B,GACzC,

EAAW,8BAA8B,GAElC,EACF,CACC,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,OACtC,EAAQ,EAAW

,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,OAEtC,EAAS,GAAS,EAAE,OAEnB,EAAY,GACf,EAAW,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,M

AAO,EAAO,EAAO,GAExC,OAAA,EAAW,eAAe,EAAa,EAAQ,KAStD,SAAU,EAA8B,GAErC,MAAA,CAAC,E

AAkB,EAAkB,EACpC,EAAyB,EACzB,KACA,MAAA,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAC9D,EAAa,EAA

K,KAAA,cAAc,GAChC,EAAa,EAAY,OACzB,EAAgB,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GAEpC,EAAiB,EAAK,KAAA,uBA

AuB,UAAW,GACxD,EAAiB,EAAK,KAAA,uBAAuB,UAAW,GAExD,EAAiB,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAQ,GA

CvD,EAAiB,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAQ,GAEvD,EAAQ,EAAa,aAAA,uBAAuB,EAAW,GACvD,EAAQ,EAAa,

aAAA,uBAAuB,EAAW,GAEvD,EAAQ,EAAO,OACf,EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GAE/B,EAAQ,EAAO,OACf,

EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GAEjC,GAAA,EAAe,OAAS,EAAe,SAAW,EAC/C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,

EAAe,OAAQ,IAAK,CACxC,MAAA,EAAO,EAAI,EAAM,OACjB,EAAO,EAAI,EAAM,OAEjB,EACF,EAAG,E

AAa,EAAP,GAAW,EAAa,EAAP,EAAW,GAAI,EAAa,EAAP,GAC5C,EAAa,EAAP,EAAW,IAExB,EAAe,GAAK

,EAAO,KAC3B,EAAe,GAAK,EAAO,UAGxB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAe,OAAQ,IAAK,CACxC,MA

AA,EAAM,EAAK,KAAA,WAAW,EAAG,EAAY,GAErC,EAAO,EAAI,OAAO,GACxB,EAAe,QAAQ,GAAK,EA

AK,GAAK,GAChC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,WAAW,EAAM,EAAO,GAEtC,EAAO,EAAI,OAAO,GACxB,E

AAe,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAK,GAAK,GAChC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,WAAW,EAAM,EAAO,GAEtC,EACF,

EAAG,EAAe,EAAT,GAAa,EAAe,EAAT,EAAa,GAAI,EAAe,EAAT,GAChD,EAAe,EAAT,EAAa,IAE1B,EAAe,

GAAK,EAAS,KAC7B,EAAe,GAAK,EAAS,KAG1B,MAAA,CAAC,EAAgB,EAAgB;;ACzJrC,aAAA,OAAA,eAA
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A,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAbP,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEO,MAAM,GAAU,EAA8B,EAAA,8BAAA,CA

AC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAI,GAQ5D,QAAA,QAAA,EAPA,MAAM,GACT,EAA+B,EAAA,+BAAA,CAAC,EAAO,E

AAO,EAAO,KAC5C,CAAC,KAAM,EAAQ,EAAO,KAAM,EAAQ,KAK1C,QAAA,eAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAM

,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAjB,IAAsB,EAAS,GAE3C,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EA

DyB,IAErC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;AC+CN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EA5DD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB

,EAAyB,EAC5C,EAAwB,GACpB,MAAA,EAAc,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GACjC,EAAU,EAAK,KAAA,oBAAoB,E

AAM,GAE1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC/B,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,GA

AA,EAAQ,EACJ,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,iCAGd,GAAS,IAKX,EAAQ,IADN,EAAc,EACE,EAAY,GAEZ,GAIf,OA

AA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAuB,EAA6B,EACpD,GAAe,GACX,MAAA,EAAU,EAAK,MAAM,GACrB,EAAU,E

AAK,MAAM,GAErB,GAAS,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,CAAC,EAAS,GAAO,EAAW,OAE7C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EA

AG,EAAI,EAAS,IACtB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,IAAK,CAC1B,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,IAAI,EAA

G,GACtB,GAAA,EAAQ,EACJ,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,iCAGd,GAAS,IAIT,EACF,EAAO,IAAI,EAAG,EAAG,GA

Eb,EAAW,KAAO,EACpB,EAAO,IAAI,EAAO,IAAI,EAAG,GAAS,EAAW,IAAI,EAAG,GAAI,EAAG,GAE3D,E

AAO,IAAI,EAAO,IAAI,EAAG,GAAS,EAAG,EAAG,IAMzC,OAAA;;AC1CR,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAjBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAOM,SAAU,EAAsB,GAE7B,MAAA,C

AAC,EAAQ,EAAO,KACf,MAAA,EACF,EAAK,KAAA,uBAAuB,EAA0B,EAAO,QAC5D,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EA

AG,EAAI,EAAO,SAAU,EACnC,EAAU,GAAK,EAAG,EAAO,GAAI,GAExB,OAAA;;AC6CV,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EA5DD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,y

BAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAYM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,EAA0B,GACnC,MAAA,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,EAAO,

QAAA,MAChB,MAAA,EAAC,GAAK,EAER,IADa,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAG,GACJ,WAAZ,EAAE,OAAgC,

WAAV,EACpB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,wDAGZ,MAAA,EAAa,EACb,EAAS,EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,

OACvC,EAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,OAC7B,EAAS,GAAS,EAAE,MACpB,EAAY,EAAK,KAAA,kBAAk

B,EAAQ,GAC5C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAS,EAC3B,EAAU,GAAK,EAAG,EAAO,GAAI,GAExB,OA

AA,EAAW,eAAe,EAAE,MAAO,EAAQ,IAahD,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,EAA4B,GACrC,MAAA,EAAE,OAAA,EAA

Q,MAAA,EAAO,QAAA,MAChB,MAAA,EAAC,GAAK,EAER,IADa,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAG,GACJ,WAA

Z,EAAE,OAAgC,WAAV,EACpB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,wDAGZ,MAAA,EAAa,EACb,EAAS,EAAW,KAAK,IA

AI,EAAE,QAAQ,OACvC,EAAS,GAAS,EAAE,MACpB,EAAY,EAAU,EAAQ,EAAQ,GACrC,OAAA,EAAW,eA

Ae,EAAE,MAAO,EAAQ;;AClD/C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QA

AA,KAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EARP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEO,M

AAM,GAAW,EAAuB,EAAA,uBAAA,GAAO,KAAK,KAAK,IAGzD,QAAA,SAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAO,EAA

wB,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAxB,KAA8B,GAE3C,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KA

EtC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;AC8BN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,WAAA,EAtCD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAuD,EACvD,EAAiB,GACb,MAAA,

EAAU,EAAK,KAAA,kBAAkB,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,IAE7D,GAAA,GAA0B,WAAV,EAAoB,CAElC,IAA

A,EAAS,EACb,EAAO,QAAQ,IACP,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAM,OAErC,EAAuB,IAAI,EAAM,K

AAoB,GACtD,GAAU,QAEP,CACD,IAAA,EAAY,EAEhB,EAAO,QAAQ,IACP,MAAA,EAAwB,WAAV,EAChB

,EAAa,aAAA,uBAAuB,EAAM,MAC1C,EAAM,KAEN,IAAA,EAAO,EAEN,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,EAAM,

EAAM,MAAM,KAAM,EAAK,CACvC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAM,EAAS,GAAK,EAC9B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,

EAAM,EAAM,MAAM,KAAM,EACxC,EAAQ,EAAS,GAAO,EAAY,KAIxC,GAAa,EAAM,MAAM,KAItB,OAA

A;;AC7BF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

EARP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEO,MAAM,GAAU,EAAuB,EA

AA,uBAAA,GAAO,KAAK,IAAI,IAGvD,QAAA,QAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAM,EAAwB,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAxB

,IAA6B,GAEzC,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GA

HP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,MAA

A,QAAA,eAAA,EARP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEO,MAAM,GA

AY,EAAuB,EAAA,uBAAA,GAAO,KAAK,MAAM,IAG3D,QAAA,UAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAwB,EAA
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A,yBAAA,EAAxB,MAA+B,GAE7C,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,Y

AAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,YAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EARP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QA

AA,wBAEO,MAAM,GAAY,EAAuB,EAAA,uBAAA,GAAO,KAAK,MAAM,IAG3D,QAAA,UAAA,EAFA,MAA

M,GAAQ,EAAwB,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAxB,MAA+B,GAE7C,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,W

AAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACYN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EApBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAA0B,EAC1B,GACI,

MAAA,GAAS,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAoB,EAAK,OAC1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,EA

AG,CAC9B,MAEA,EAFS,EAAO,WAAW,GAEI,QAC/B,EAAW,EAAY,GACvB,EAAa,EAAY,GACzB,EAAe,EA

AW,WAAW,CAAC,EAAU,IACtD,EAAY,GAAK,EAAW,OAAO,GAE7B,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAK,WAAW,GACt

C,EAAO,OAAO,GAAK,EAAK,OAAO,GAG1B,OAAA;;ACTF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAVP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEO,MAAM,GACT,EAA6B,EAAA,8BAAA,CAAC,EAAW,IAAe,EAAI,EAAK,EAAI,GAIl

E,QAAA,YAAA,EAHA,MAAM,GACT,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAjB,QAA0B,EAAa,KAAwB,QAE5D,QAAA,

QAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;AC

AA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAV

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEO,MAAM,GACT,EAA6B,EAAA,8

BAAA,CAAC,EAAW,IAAe,EAAI,EAAK,EAAI,GAIlE,QAAA,SAAA,EAHA,MAAM,GACT,EAAiB,EAAA,kBA

AA,EAAjB,KAAuB,EAAU,KAAwB,QAEtD,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KA

EtC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACGN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,aAAA,EAbD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAAc,GACzB,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAO,

IAAU,EAAM,GAE/B,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,oBAAoB,EAAK,WAC7C,EAAO,GAAK,EACP,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,E

AAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,EAAI,GAAK,EAGvB,OAAA;;ACJF,aAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EARP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,y

BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEO,MAAM,GAAU,EAAuB,EAAA,uBAAA,GAAO,KAAK,IA

AI,IAGvD,QAAA,QAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAM,EAAwB,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAxB,IAA6B,GAEzC,QAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACYN,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EApBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAA

U,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAoB,EACvC,GACI,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,uBACd,EAA0B,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,IA

E5C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,SAAU,EAAG,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAS,EAAI,EACf,IAAA,EAAM,EA

AM,GACX,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAc,EAAG,CAC7B,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,EAAS,GACzB,EAAQ,I

ACV,EAAM,GAGV,EAAK,GAAK,EAEL,OAAA;;ACVF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EATP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,yBAEO,MAAM,GAAc,EACtB,EAAA,8BAAA,CAAC,EAAQ,IAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAQ,IAGnC,Q

AAA,YAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAU,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAjB,QAA0B,GAE1C,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MA

AM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EATP,IAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEO,MAAM,GAAc,EACtB,EAAA,8BAAA,CAAC,EAAQ

,IAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAQ,IAGnC,QAAA,YAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAU,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAjB,QAA0

B,GAE1C,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,

QAAA,cAAA;;ACQA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QA

AA,oBAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAjBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAE

O,MAAM,GACT,EAA8B,EAAA,8BAAA,CAAC,EAAQ,IAAW,EAAS,GAYxD,QAAA,aAAA,EAXA,MAAM,G

ACT,EAA+B,EAAA,+BAAA,CAAC,EAAO,EAAO,EAAO,KAC5C,CACL,KAAM,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAC9B

,KAAM,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAAQ,KAO/B,QAAA,oBAAA,EAHA,MAAM,GACT,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAjB,SA

A2B,EAAc,GAEtC,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,MACb,WAA

Y,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;ACSA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA1BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,c
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AEM,SAAU,EAAQ,EAAmB,EAAkB,GAErD,MAAA,EACF,EAAK,KAAA,mBAAmB,EAAsB,GAC3C,OAAA,E

AAa,EAAA,cAAA,GAAI,EAAQ,EAAU,EAAO,GAG7C,SAAU,EAAI,GAEZ,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAA

W,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,GAEK,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAG,OAEd,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAA

E,QAAQ,QAClC,EAAK,GAAY,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OAE3C,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,EAAE

,MAAO,GAG5C,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;A

ChBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EA

VP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEO,MAAM,GACT,EAA8B,EAAA,

8BAAA,CAAC,EAAG,IAAO,IAAM,EAAK,EAAI,GAIrD,QAAA,aAAA,EAHA,MAAM,GACT,EAAiB,EAAA,k

BAAA,EAAjB,SAA2B,EAAc,KAAsB,QAE5D,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,S

AE1C,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;ACiBN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,cAAA,EA1BD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAkB,EAAiB,EACtD,GACI,

MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,OACf,EAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAC3B,EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GAC/B,EAAa,EA

AK,KAAA,eAAe,GAEjC,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,uBAChB,EAA0B,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,IAE5C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,

EAAG,EAAI,IAAS,EAAG,CACxB,MAAA,EAAM,EAAK,KAAA,WAAW,EAAG,EAAO,GAGhC,EAAmB,IAAI,

MAAM,EAAI,QAClC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,EAAO,GAAK,EAAI,EAAK,IAIvB,

EADiB,EAAK,KAAA,WAAW,EAAQ,EAAO,IAC7B,EAAM,GAEpB,OAAA;;ACMF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAhCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAEM,SAAU,EAAU,GAKlB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,MAAS,EAAT,QAAgB,GA

AW,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,GAAQ,GAEE,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAG,aAEd,MAAA,EAAQ,EA

AE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAqB,IAAI,MAAM,GAChC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,OAAQ,IACnC,EAAS,

GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAK,IAGvB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,OACpC,GAAS,EAAc,E

AAA,eAAA,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAM,GAGtD,MAAA,CAAC,OADO,EAAQ,MAAM,EAAQ,

EAAU,EAAE,OACjC,MAAO,EAAU,MAAO,EAAE,OAGrC,MAAM,EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EAD+B,UAE3C,Y

AAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACkCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAlEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,e

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAkB,EAAkB,EACpC,GAEI,MAAC,EAAU,GACb,EAAa,aAAA,0B

AA0B,EAAQ,GAC7C,GAAW,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,SAC9B,EAAU,EAAK,KAAA,oBACD,EAAK,KAA

A,cAAc,GAAW,GAC5C,EAAa,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAEjC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,SAAU,EAA

G,CACjC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAI,EACf,IAAA,EAAO,EACN,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,IAAc,EAChC,GAAQ,

EAAM,EAAS,GAEzB,EAAQ,GAAK,EAGR,MAAA,CAAC,QAAA,EAAS,SAAA,EAAU,SAAA,GAGvB,SAAU,

EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,EAAD,

SAAO,GAAY,GAER,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAG,QAEd,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAChB,EAAO,EAAK

,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAE,OAEnC,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,GACtD,IAAA,EAAgB,EAChB,EAA

Y,EACV,MAAA,EAA0B,GACb,MAAf,IACF,GAAY,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,

QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KAC3D,EAAwB,KAAK,GAC7B,EAAgB,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAc,OA

AQ,IAGhE,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAU,QAAQ,QAC3C,QAAC,EAAD,SAAU,EAAV,SAAoB,GA

CtB,EAAS,EAAU,MAAO,EAAU,MAAO,EAAO,GAElD,IAAA,EAAc,EAQX,OAPH,IACF,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,q

BAAqB,EAAU,IAG5D,EAAwB,QACpB,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAExC,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAa,EAAU,GAGhD,M

AAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACtCN,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA5BD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ

,EAAe,EAAc,EAC7B,GAKE,GAJkB,IAAU,GACI,EAAQ,GAAQ,EAAO,GACvB,EAAO,GAAS,EAAO,EAIlD,O

AAA,EAAK,KAAA,oBAAoB,EAAG,GAG/B,MAAA,EAAc,KAAK,IAAI,KAAK,MAAM,EAAO,GAAS,IAClD,E

AAS,EAAK,KAAA,oBAAoB,EAAa,GAEjD,EAAO,GAAkB,IAAT,IAGlB,GAAQ,GAGV,EAAO,GAAK,EACP,I

AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,EAAI,GAAK,EAEvB,OAAA;;ACnB

F,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EARP,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEO,MAAM,GAAY,EAAuB,EAAA,uBA

AA,GAAO,EAAI,KAAK,KAAK,IAG9D,QAAA,UAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAQ,EAAwB,EAAA,yBAAA,EAAxB,

MAA+B,GAE7C,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY
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,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACiDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAzDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,

EAAqB,EAAiB,EAAgB,EACtD,GACI,MAAA,EAAc,EAAW,WAAA,iBAAiB,EAAO,EAAO,GACxD,EAAS,EA

AK,KAAA,cAAc,GAC5B,EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,GAEjC,GAAA,EAAa,CACT,MAAA,EAAa,EAAW,WAA

A,kBAAkB,EAAO,GAEnD,MAAU,WAAV,EACM,EAAsB,MAAM,EAAY,EAAa,GAGvD,EAAoB,SAAS,EAAY

,EAAa,GAG1D,MAAA,EAAwB,WAAV,EAChB,EAAa,aAAA,uBAAuB,GACpC,EAEE,GAAQ,EAAO,EAAA,Q

AAA,EAAO,EAAO,GAC7B,GAAS,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAM,GACvB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAA

O,OAAQ,EAAG,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAS,EAAO,WAAW,GAC3B,EAAQ,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAa,IAAM,EAA

M,EAAM,IACzD,EAAO,IAAI,EAAM,OAAO,MAAW,GAGjC,MAAU,WAAV,EACK,EAAa,aAAA,uBAAuB,EA

AO,QAE7C,EAAO,OAGV,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EA

AC,GAAK,GACN,MAAC,EAAD,KAAQ,GAAQ,GAEL,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAG,SAEd,MAAC,EAAQ,GA

AS,EAAW,WAAA,iBAAiB,EAAG,EAAO,GACnD,EAAA,WAAA,kBAAkB,EAAG,EAAQ,GAElC,MACA,EAA

U,EADH,EAAQ,KAAK,IAAI,EAAE,QAAQ,OACR,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OACnD,OAAA,EAAQ,

eAAe,EAAO,EAAE,MAAO,GAGzC,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,G

AHP,QAAA,YAAA;;AC7CA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,QAAA,k

BAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAZP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEO,MA

AM,GAAwB,EAA8B,EAAA,8BAAA,CAAC,EAAG,KAC/D,MAAA,EAAO,EAAI,EACV,OAAA,EAAO,IAKT,Q

AAA,sBAAA,EAHA,MAAM,GACT,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAjB,kBAAoC,GAEjC,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,M

AAM,EAAwC,CACnD,WAAY,EADuC,kBAEnD,YAAa,MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,wBAAA;;ACMN,aAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAlBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,

EACZ,EAAoB,EAAuB,EAC3C,GACI,MAAA,GAAS,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAU,EAAK,OAEhC,IAAA,IAAI,E

AAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,KAAM,IAAK,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,GAExB,EAAmB,IAAI,MAAM,

EAAI,QAClC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,EAAO,GAAK,EAAI,GAAK,EAAQ,GAAK,

EAAM,GAE1C,EAAO,IAAI,EAAK,OAAO,MAAY,GAG9B,OAAA;;ACJF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAbP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEO,MAAM,GACT,EAA8B,EAAA,8BAAA,CAAC,EAAQ,IAAW,E

AAS,GAOxD,QAAA,QAAA,EANA,MAAM,GACT,EAA+B,EAAA,+BAAA,CAAC,EAAO,EAAO,EAAO,KAC5

C,CAAC,KAAM,EAAQ,EAAO,KAAM,EAAQ,KAI1C,QAAA,eAAA,EAFA,MAAM,GAAM,EAAiB,EAAA,kBA

AA,EAAjB,IAAsB,EAAS,GAE3C,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,

MACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACeN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,S

AAA,EA5BD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAOM,SAAU,EACZ,EACA,GACI,MAAA,EAAqB,IAAI,MAAM,EAAK,M

ACrC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,OAAQ,IACnC,EAAS,GAAK,EAAK,MAAM,GAAK,EAAK,GAE/

B,MAAA,GAAS,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAU,EAAK,OAChC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAO,S

AAU,EAAG,CACvC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAO,WAAW,GAE3B,EAAwB,IAAI,MAAM,EAAK,MACxC,IAAA,IAAI,

EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAY,OAAQ,IACtC,EAAY,GAAK,EAAO,GAAK,EAAK,MAAM,GAGpC,MAAA,EAAgB,

EAAK,WAAW,GAEtC,EAAO,OAAO,GAAK,EAAK,OAAO,GAE1B,OAAA;;ACaR,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA

,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAtCD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAAkB,E

AAyB,EAC1D,GAGI,MAAA,EAAU,EAAO,EAAO,OAAS,IAChC,EAAO,GAAQ,CAAC,EAAE,OAAS,EAAS,G

ACrC,EAAc,EAAK,KAAA,uBAAuB,EAAQ,EAAQ,GAC1D,EAAiB,EAAK,KAAA,uBAAuB,QAAS,EAAQ,GAE

/D,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,IAAK,CACxB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAI,EACb,EAAO,EAAE,SAAS,EAA

Q,EAAS,GACnC,EAAmD,GACpD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAC/B,EAAU,KAAK,CAAC,

MAAO,EAAK,GAAI,MAAO,IAEzC,EAAU,KAAK,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,MAAQ,EAAE,OAE/B,MAAA,

EAAY,EAAI,EAChB,EAAW,EAAY,SAAS,EAAW,EAAY,GACvD,EAAc,EAAe,SAAS,EAAW,EAAY,GAC9D,I

AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IACrB,EAAS,GAAK,EAAU,GAAG,MAC3B,EAAY,GAAK,EAAU,GAA

G,MAK5B,MAAA,EAAc,EAAO,QAGpB,OAFP,EAAY,EAAY,OAAS,GAAK,EAE/B,EACL,EAAO,EAAA,QAA

A,EAA4B,EAAQ,IAC3C,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAA4B,QAAS;;ACoG/C,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA1ID,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAuB,EAAc,EAAiB,GA

MlD,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,GAAO,GAyDzC,EAAW,CAAC,EAAG,EAAM,GAAI,GAC1B,I
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AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,IACzB,EAAS,IAAM,EAAM,GAEvB,EAAS,GAAK,EAAM,GACf,IAAA,I

AAI,EAAI,EAAQ,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAQ,IACxC,EAAS,IAAM,EAAM,GAKjB,MAAA,EAA0C,GAG1C,E

AAU,IAAI,WAAW,EAAM,IAE/B,EAAc,IAAI,EAAJ,aAAiB,EAAU,EAAO,GAGhD,EAA0B,GAC1B,EAA6B,IA

AhB,EAAS,IAA4B,IAAhB,EAAS,GAC5C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,GAAQ,IAAK,CAEjC,IAAA,

EACA,GAAA,EAEF,EAAU,EAAO,GAAG,eACf,CACC,MAAA,EAAa,GACd,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,E

AAS,GAAI,IAC1B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,GAAI,IAC/B,EAAW,KAAK,EAAY,IAAI,EAAG,EA

AG,IAG1C,EAAU,EAAW,KAAK,KAIxB,QAA4B,IAA5B,EAAe,GACjB,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAe,OACvB,CACC,M

AAA,EAAc,OAAO,KAAK,GAAgB,OAChD,EAAe,GAAW,EAC1B,EAAQ,GAAK,EACb,EAAc,KAAK,IAOjB,M

AAA,EAAiB,EAAS,QAChC,EAAe,GAAK,OAAO,KAAK,GAAgB,OAC1C,MAAA,EAAe,IAAI,EAAJ,aAAiB,E

AAgB,GACtD,EAAc,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAoB,KACpC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,GAAI,IAC1B,IAAA

,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,GAAI,IAC/B,EAAa,IAAI,EAAY,IAAI,EAAG,EAAoB,GAAI,EAAG,EAAG,KA

OlE,MAAA,EAAc,EAAM,QAGnB,OAFP,EAAY,GAAS,EAAe,GAE7B,CACL,aAAc,EAAa,OAC3B,YAAA,EAC

A,QAAA;;AC1GJ,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAA

A,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA

,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,sBAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAA

A,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,Y

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gBA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gBAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA

,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,YAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,wB

AAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,yBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,g

BAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cA7BA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,2

BACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QA

AA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAA

A,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,

uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,4BACA,EAAA,QAAA;;AClBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,aAAA

,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,Q

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

gBAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,QAAA,gBAA
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A,QAAA,gBAAA,EARA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,6CAQA,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,

IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yB

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MACE,QAAS,EACT

,aAAc,EACd,mBAAoB,EACpB,SAAU,EACV,WAAY,EACZ,QAAS,EACT,UAAW,EACX,UAAW,EACX,aAAc,

EACd,YAAa,EACb,SAAU,EACV,aAAc,EACd,QAAS,EACT,QAAS,EACT,YAAa,EACb,YAAa,EACb,aAAc,EA

Cd,QAAS,EACT,SAAU,EACV,UAAW,EACX,UAAW,EACX,cAAe,EACf,UAAW,EACX,iBAAkB,EAClB,QAA

S,EACT,SAAU,EACV,SAAU,EACV,cAAe,EACf,WAAY,GACV,EA9BJ,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA;;ACYC,aAxBK,SAAU,EAAe,EAAc,GACpC,MAAA,CAAC,IA

AK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAG,GAAM,IAAI,MAAQ,KAAQ,KAGrE,SAAU,EAAY,EAAc,

GACpC,OAAS,IAAT,EACK,CAAC,GAEH,EAAe,EAAM,GAGxB,SAAU,EAAgB,EAAc,GACxC,GAAS,IAAT,E

ACK,MAAA,KAGL,IAAA,EAAS,GACR,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,IACxB,GAAU,EAAK,GACX,

EAAI,EAAO,IACb,GAAU,KAGP,OAAA,EACR,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC6FA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,iBAAA,EApHD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,GAPJ,KA

AA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAMR,KAAA,YAAc,EACb,MAAA,EAAO,EAAY,

OAErB,GAAS,IAAT,EACG,KAAA,SAAW,iGAKX,CACC,MAAA,GAAW,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,KAAM,GAC7B

,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAC1B,EACF,EAAwB,EAAM,EAAa,GACzC,EAAQ,EACV,EAAM,EAAY,EA

AY,OAAS,GACvC,EAAY,EAAY,OAAS,GAAI,GACnC,EAAS,EAAU,EAAa,GAEjC,KAAA,+CAEC,6CAEG,0E

AGD,mCAEe,yCAQ7B,SAAS,EAAmB,EAAc,GAClC,MAAA,EAAS,GAEV,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,GAAO,E

AAG,IACrB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,GAAO,EAAG,IAAO,CAC7B,IAAA,KAAmB,IAAR,EAAY,IAAM,UAA

kB,IAAR,EAAY,IAAM,QAExD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,IACxB,KAAW,EAAK,EAAK,OAAS,E

AAI,MAAQ,EAG5C,EAAO,KAAK,GAGT,OAAA,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAAc,EAAiB,GAC7B,GAAS,IAAT,EA

CK,cAAQ,EAAM,KAGnB,IAAA,EAAO,GACN,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAO,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,IAC/B,MAAW,

EAAK,SAAS,EAAM,KAC3B,EAAI,EAAO,IACb,GAAQ,MAIL,OAAA,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAAc,EAAc,EAAc,

GACxC,GAAS,IAAT,EACK,MAAA,GAGH,MAAA,EAAY,EAAK,OAAO,GAEvB,uBACK,EAAU,oBACV,EAA

U,8EAIE,+BACA,SAI1B,SAAS,EAAU,EAAiB,GAC5B,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,OACb,EAAe,EAAmB,EAAM,GA

C1C,OAAS,IAAT,sCAEkB,EAAM,oDAIb,EAAa,qCACA,EAAa,qCACb,EAAa,8CACJ,EAAa,MACnD,QAAA,Y

AAA;;AC/CA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EArED,IAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,2BAqEC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,

EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MA

AA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UA

AA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAnEK,MAAO,EAOX,YAAY,EAAuC,GANnD,KAAA,cAAgB,CAA

C,KACjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAOR,KAAA,YAAc,EAEf,IAAA,EAAW,GACV,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,

EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IAAK,CACtB,IAAA,EAAS,eACT,EAAI,GAAM,IACZ,GAAU,kBAER,EAAI,IACN,GAAU,

kBAGZ,gBACI,cACA,EAAI,EAAI,0CAA4C,iOAM3C,mGAET,EAAI,EAAI,IAAM,aAIf,KAAA,oBACD,EAAuB

,aACvB,EAAY,mBAAmB,oJAQlB,EAAY,2BACZ,EAAY,kBAEvB,kDAQV,SAAS,EAAuB,GAIvB,0EAFH,EAA
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Y,mCAAmC,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,8CAQrE,QAAA,qBAAA;;ACkMA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA

,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAxQD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAA

A,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,MAAO,EAUX,YAAoB,GAAA,KAAA,MAAA,EATZ,KAAA,gBAAkB,EAClB,

KAAA,gBAAkB,EAClB,KAAA,mBAAqB,EACrB,KAAA,cAAgB,EAEhB,KAAA,aAAkD,GAClD,KAAA,YAAa,

EACb,KAAA,aAAkD,GAI1D,eACI,EAA2B,EAC3B,GACI,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAkC,EAAO,GAE3D,EAAW,EAA

uB,EAAS,EAAiB,GAC5D,KAAY,KAAK,eAChB,KAAA,aAAa,GAAY,IAE1B,KAAY,KAAK,eAChB,KAAA,aA

Aa,GAAY,IAG1B,MAAA,EAAW,EACb,EAAS,EAAiB,KAAK,MAAM,GAAI,KAAK,MAAM,cACpD,GAEA,G

AAA,KAAK,aAAa,GAAU,OAAS,EAAG,CACrC,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,eAAiB,EACjB,KAAA,

MACC,MAAA,EAAa,KAAK,aAAa,GAAU,QAExC,OADF,KAAA,aAAa,GAAU,KAAK,GAC1B,EAGL,IAAA,E

AuBG,OAtBH,IAAoB,EAAoB,oBAAA,mBAC1C,EAAa,KAAK,MAAM,0BAA0B,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,IAC7D,I

AAoB,EAAoB,oBAAA,mBACjD,EACI,KAAK,MAAM,iCAAiC,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,IAC3D,IAAoB,EAAoB,oB

AAA,iBACjD,EACI,KAAK,MAAM,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,IACrD,IAAoB,EAAoB,oBAAA,iBACjD,EA

CI,KAAK,MAAM,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,IAE5D,IAAoB,EAAoB,oBAAA,2BAC1C,EACI,KAAK,MAA

M,iCAAiC,EAAQ,GAAI,EAAQ,KAEjE,KAAA,aAAa,GAAU,KAAK,GAE5B,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,oBAAsB,E

ACtB,KAAA,MAEE,EAGT,eACI,EAAuB,EACvB,EAA8B,GAC5B,GAAqB,MAArB,KAAK,aAEP,OAEI,MAAA

,EACF,EAAkC,EAAgB,GAChD,EAAW,EAAuB,EAAO,EAAiB,GAC1D,KAAY,KAAK,eAChB,KAAA,aAAa,G

AAY,IAG1B,MAAA,EAAW,EACb,EAAO,EAAiB,KAAK,MAAM,GAAI,KAAK,MAAM,cAClD,GACE,GAAqB,

EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,IAAI,mCACT,IAAxB,GACA,KAAK,mBAAqB,GACvB,KAAA,MAAM,oBAAoB,GAC1B

,KAAA,oBAAsB,IAEtB,KAAA,aAAa,GAAU,KAAK,GAC5B,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,eAAiB,GAGnB,KAAA,kB

AEC,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,aAAa,GAC5B,EAAW,EAAQ,QAAQ,GAC7B,GAAA,EAAW,EACP,MAAA,IAAI,M

ACN,4EAGN,EAAQ,OAAO,EAAU,GACpB,KAAA,MAGC,MACF,IAAC,KAAK,WACR,OAEI,MAAA,EAAQ,

KAAK,gBAAkB,KAAK,gBAC1C,QAAQ,IACJ,eAAgB,KAAK,qBAAqB,KAAK,sBAC3C,MACF,MAAA,EAAY,

KAAK,cAAgB,KAAK,mBAC5C,QAAQ,wBAAwB,KAAK,sBACrC,QAAQ,qBAAqB,KAAK,kBAC9B,KAAK,M

AAM,IAAM,QAGnB,wBACK,OAAA,KAAK,mBAGV,mBACK,OAAA,KAAK,cAGd,qBACS,OAAA,KAAK,gB

AGd,qBACS,OAAA,KAAK,gBAGd,UACM,GAAqB,MAArB,KAAK,aAAL,CAIC,IAAA,MAAM,KAAY,KAAK,

aACrB,KAAA,aAAa,GAAU,QAAQ,IAC7B,KAAA,MAAM,oBAAoB,KAG9B,IAAA,MAAM,KAAY,KAAK,aAC

rB,KAAA,aAAa,GAAU,QAAQ,IAC7B,KAAA,MAAM,oBAAoB,KAG9B,KAAA,aAAe,KACf,KAAA,aAAe,KA

Cf,KAAA,gBAAkB,EAClB,KAAA,gBAAkB,EAClB,KAAA,mBAAqB,EACrB,KAAA,cAAgB,IAIzB,SAAS,EAC

L,EAA2B,GAEvB,MAAA,EAAQ,EACV,GAAA,IAAmB,EAAM,KACpB,OAAA,EACF,GAAI,IAAmB,EAAM,K

AC3B,OAAA,EACF,GAAI,IAAmB,EAAM,QAC3B,OAAA,GACF,GAAI,IAAmB,EAAG,KACxB,OAAA,GACF,

GAAI,IAAmB,EAAM,QAC3B,OAAA,EAEH,MAAA,IAAI,iCAAiC,KAGvC,SAAU,EACZ,EAAyB,EACzB,EAA

2B,EAC3B,GAMI,MAAA,EACF,EAAiC,EAAiB,GAElD,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAU,CACN,MAAC,EAAa,IAC

hB,EAAuC,EAAA,wCAAA,EAAM,GAAI,EAAM,IAC3D,EAAc,EAAc,MAEvB,CACC,MAAC,EAAO,IACV,EA

AyC,EAAA,0CAAA,EAAM,GAAI,EAAM,IAC7D,EAAc,EAAQ,EAIjB,OAAA,EADiB,EAA0B,EAAI,GAIxD,SA

AS,EACL,EACA,GACM,OAAA,GACD,KAAA,EAAoB,oBAAA,mBAChB,OAAA,EAAwC,EAAA,yCAAA,GA

C5C,KAAA,EAAoB,oBAAA,mBAChB,OAAA,EAA+C,EAAA,gDAAA,GACnD,KAAA,EAAoB,oBAAA,iBACh

B,OAAA,EAAyC,EAAA,0CAAA,GAC7C,KAAA,EAAoB,oBAAA,iBAChB,OAAA,EAAyC,EAAA,0CAAA,GA

C7C,KAAA,EAAoB,oBAAA,yBAChB,OAAA,EAA+C,EAAA,gDAAA,GACxD,QACQ,MAAA,IAAI,uCAAuC,

MAIvD,SAAS,EAA+B,GAElC,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gCACZ,EACK,EAAoB,oBAAA,mBAEtB,E

AAoB,oBAAA,iBAGzB,EACK,EAAoB,oBAAA,mBAEtB,EAAoB,oBAAA,iBAG7B,SAAS,EACL,EAA8B,GAC

5B,GAAA,IAAmB,EAAa,aAAA,OAC3B,OAAA,EAAoB,oBAAA,mBACtB,GAAI,IAAmB,EAAa,aAAA,QAA4B,

MAAlB,EAC5C,OAAA,EAA+B,GACjC,GACH,IAAmB,EAAa,aAAA,UAChC,IAAmB,EAAa,aAAA,OAC3B,OA

AA,EAAoB,oBAAA,yBAEvB,MAAA,IAAI,sCAAsC,KAGlD,SAAS,EACL,EAAgC,EAChC,GACK,SAAG,EAAa

,MAAM,EAAa,MAAM,KAAmB,IACpE,QAAA,eAAA;;AC1NM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,MAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,OAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EA5CD,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,EAAkB,GAJ9B,KAAA,cAAgB,CAA

C,KAKV,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,6DAEC,yJAmCH,QAAA,eAAA,EAtBA,MAAM,EAAoB,0BAsB1B,QAA

A,kBAAA,EApBA,MAAM,EAAS,YAoBf,QAAA,OAAA,EAlBA,MAAM,EAAM,iBAEb,SAAU,EAAK,EAAQ,G
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ACpB,OAAA,wCAC0B,UAc5B,QAAA,IAAA,EAVA,MAAM,EAAM,0CAUZ,QAAA,IAAA,EARA,MAAM,EA

AO,EAAoB,oCAQjC,QAAA,KAAA,EAJA,MAAM,EAAQ,EAAoB,8CAIlC,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA

Q,YAAd,QAAA,MAAA;;ACP0B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,QAA

A,MAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EArC1B,MAAM,EAAS,YAqCW,QAAA,OAAA,EAnC1B,

MAAM,EAAM,+PAmCc,QAAA,IAAA,EAxB1B,MAAM,EAAO,iRAwBa,QAAA,KAAA,EAZ1B,MAAM,EAAQ

,gSAYY,QAAA,MAAA,EAA3B,MAAO,EAOX,YAAY,EAAkB,GAN9B,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,c

AAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAGR,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,2DAEC,uJAXuB,QAAA,qBAAA;;ACnCP,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAH1B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,

QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAOX,YAAY,GANZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,E

AKR,KAAA,YAAc,EACb,MAAA,EAAO,EAAY,OAEnB,GAAW,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,KAAM,GAC7B,GAAQ,E

AAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAC1B,GAAe,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,GACrC,EAAY,EAAS,OAAO,GAC5B,EA

AS,GAAQ,EAAI,aAAe,EAAU,KAAK,QAEpD,KAAA,2CAEC,8DACwB,oDAEU,uBAtBlB,QAAA,cAAA;;AC8j

CzB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,QAAA,gBA

AA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAjkCD,QAAA,iBAGA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,

uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,8BACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,6BACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QA

AA,8BACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,

EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAA

A,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAwiCC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA

,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yB

AAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtiCD,MAA

M,EAAY,EAAa,aAAA,UAElB,EAAkB,KAoiC9B,QAAA,gBAAA,EAniCM,MAAM,EAAkB,KAmiC9B,QAAA,g

BAAA,EAvgCD,MAAM,EAAuE,GAEvE,SAAU,EAAe,GACzB,OAAA,KAAgB,EACX,EAAa,IAEtB,EAAa,GAA

gB,GACtB,EAAa,IAKtB,MAAM,EAA6B,IAK7B,EAAyB,IAC/B,SAAS,IACH,OAAuB,OAAvB,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,OAAO,OACR,MAED,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,OAAO,OAAO,QAAS,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,OAAO,OAAO,

MACjD,OAAO,iBACX,EAAyB,KAAO,KAGhC,MAAO,UAAyB,EAAhC,cAuCJ,YAAY,GAEN,GAF0B,QA9Bx

B,KAAA,YAAc,IAAI,QAGlB,KAAA,gBAAkB,IAAI,QAI9B,KAAA,aAAe,IAAI,QACX,KAAA,cAAgB,EAOhB,

KAAA,aAAe,EAEf,KAAA,eAAiB,EAUjB,KAAA,mBAAoB,EACpB,KAAA,uBAAwB,EAyYxB,KAAA,eAAiB,E

A2YjB,KAAA,UAAW,IAhxBZ,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,aACX,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,yCAGd,GAAS,MAA

T,EAAe,CACX,MAAA,GAAK,EAAgB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,kBACtC,KAAA,YAAc,G

AAe,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,kBAC7C,KAAA,MAAQ,IAAI,EAAJ,aAAiB,GACzB,KAAA,OAAS,EAAG,O

ACZ,KAAA,qBAAsB,OAEtB,KAAA,MAAQ,EACR,KAAA,YAAc,GACd,KAAA,qBAAsB,EACtB,KAAA,OAA

S,EAAM,GAAG,OAEpB,KAAA,eAAiB,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,KAAK,OACzC,KAAA,mBAAqB,IAErB,KAAA,Q

AAU,IAAI,EAAJ,YAAgB,MAAM,EAAtB,EAAA,WAvDT,aACC,OAAA,EAAiB,aAyD1B,aACS,OAAA,KAAK,

QAAQ,cACf,KAAK,WAAa,KAAK,WAAW,aAAe,GAClD,KAAK,eAGX,MAAM,EAAuB,EAAiB,GAKxC,KAJA

,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,oCACd,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,WACX,KAAA,uBAAuB,GAEhB,cAAV,GA

AmC,MAAV,EACrB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,yEAGA,MAAA,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,KAAK,cAIlB,OAHF,KAAA,QA

AQ,IACT,EACA,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,MAAA,EAAO,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAa,aAAA,OAAQ,SAAU,IAC1

D,EAIT,SAAS,GACH,GAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAS,CAErB,OADY,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAClB,SAEb,OA

AA,EAIT,OAAO,GACW,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GACzB,WAIV,OAAO,GACD,GAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAS,

CACZ,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GACzB,YAIZ,KACI,EAAgB,EAAuB,EAAiB,EACxD,GAIE,IAHA,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,QAAQ,UACX,KAAA,uBAAuB,GAEhB,cAAV,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,yEAGD,KAAA,QAAQ,IACT,E

AAQ,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,MAAA,EAAO,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAa,aAAA,OAAQ,SAAA,IAGjE,8BAA8B,

GACvB,KAAA,YAAY,EAAW,QAG9B,SAAS,GACD,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,IAC3B,OAAC,EAAD,

MAAS,EAAT,mBAAgB,EAAhB,MAAoC,EAApC,MAA2C,EAA3C,SAAkD,GAAY,EAKhE,GAAS,MAAT,EAA
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e,CACb,IAAA,EAEF,EADE,EACQ,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAO,EAAS,OAEzC,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,EAAO,EA

AS,OAEzC,MAAA,EACF,KAAK,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,EAAO,MAAA,IAAS,G

ACtD,EAAO,KAAK,SAAS,EAAI,QAExB,OADF,KAAA,8BAA8B,GAC5B,EAEL,GAAU,MAAV,EACK,OAAA,

KAAK,qBAAqB,GAE/B,GAAU,WAAV,EACK,OAAA,EAEH,MAAA,EAAyC,MAArB,KAAK,aAC3B,IAAA,EA

KA,EACA,GALA,IACF,EAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,OAID,cAAV,EAAuB,CACnB,MAAA,EACF,KAAK,SAAS,EAA

mB,KAAK,QACpC,EACF,KAAK,SAAS,EAAmB,KAAK,QAC1C,EAAS,EAAa,aAAA,uBAAuB,EAAY,QAEzD,

EAAS,KAAK,qBAAqB,GAM9B,OAHH,IACG,KAAA,gBAAkB,EAAK,KAAA,MAAQ,GAE/B,KAAK,qBAAqB,

EAAQ,GAGrC,WAAK,GACL,GAAA,KAAK,YAAY,IAAI,GAAS,CAC1B,MAAA,EAAc,KAAK,YAAY,IAAI,G

AClC,OAAA,IAAI,QAAoB,GAAW,EAAY,KAAK,IAEvD,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,IAC3B,OAAC,E

AAD,MAAS,EAAT,MAAgB,EAAhB,MAAuB,EAAvB,mBAA8B,EAA9B,SAAkD,GAAY,EAKhE,GAAS,MAAT

,EAAe,CACb,IAAA,EAEF,EADE,EACQ,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAO,EAAS,OAEzC,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,EAA

O,EAAS,OAEzC,MAAA,EACF,KAAK,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,CAAC,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,EAAO,MAAA,IA

AS,GACtD,EAAO,KAAK,KAAK,EAAI,QAEpB,OADF,KAAA,8BAA8B,GAC5B,EAGL,GAAU,MAAV,EACK,

OAAA,KAAK,qBAAqB,GAG/B,KAAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,iCACsB,KAArC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,U

AAU,iBACZ,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,gGAIF,IACA,EAmBA,EApBA,EAAS,KAGT,GAAU,cAAV,IAAyB,EAAM,E

AAA,OAAA,IAAI,0BAA2B,CAEhE,EAAoB,KAAK,OAAO,GAC1B,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAkB

,QAEnD,EAAS,KAAK,MAAM,wBAChB,EAAQ,WAAY,EAAS,iBAAiB,IAYhD,GATC,KAAA,YAAY,IAAI,EA

AQ,IAEf,cAAV,SAEI,KAAK,MAAM,wBAKL,cAAV,EAAuB,CACnB,MAAA,QAAW,QAAQ,IAAI,CAC3B,KA

AK,KAAK,EAAmB,KAAK,QAClC,KAAK,KAAK,EAAmB,KAAK,UAG9B,EAAa,EAAG,GAChB,EAAa,EAAG

,GACtB,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,uBAChB,EAA4B,QAC3B,GAAc,MAAV,EACT,EAAO,KAAK,qBAAqB,OAC5B,C

ACC,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAChC,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,gCAAgC,EAAQ,GAEnC,MAArB,GAC

G,KAAA,8BAA8B,GAE/B,MAAA,EAAY,KAAK,qBAAqB,EAAQ,GAE9C,EAAc,KAAK,YAAY,IAAI,GAYlC,

OAXF,KAAA,YAAY,OAAO,GAGxB,EAAY,QAAQ,GAAW,EAAQ,IACnC,KAAK,gBAAgB,IAAI,KACtB,KAA

A,gBAAgB,OAAO,GACxB,KAAK,YAAY,KACV,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,aAAa,EAAQ,MAE3B,KAAA,kBAEA,E

AGT,WAA2B,GACnB,MAAA,EAAO,KAAK,SAAS,EAAE,QACzB,IAAA,EAAc,EACd,GAAY,WAAZ,EAAE,M

ACA,IAEF,EAAe,EAAsB,IAAI,GAAK,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,IAChE,MAAA,GACM,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,oDAG

b,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAE,MAAsB,EAAE,MAAO,GAIzC,uBAAuB,GACzB,GAAU,MAAV,EAGC,I

AAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IAAK,CAChC,MAAA,EAAM,EAAO,GACf,IAAC,EAAW,iBAAi

B,GAAM,CACjC,IAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gCACV,MAAA,mBACW,qCACb,gHAGA,MAAA,mBAA

mB,6CAKvB,qBAAqB,GACrB,MAAA,MAAC,EAAD,MAAQ,EAAR,SAAe,GAAY,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAC5C

,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAC5B,IAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gCAAiC,CAC3C,MAAA,EAAY,KAA

K,OAAO,GACxB,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAU,QACrC,EAAO,KAAK,MACA,gCACG,EAAQ,WAAY,EA

AS,iBAAiB,IACjD,SAAS,EAAG,GAIvB,OAFF,KAAA,8BAA8B,GAE5B,EAGH,MAAA,GACF,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,QAAQ,gBAA8B,IAAb,EAC7B,EACF,EAAyB,EAAW,aAAa,GAAS,EACxD,EAAU,EACZ,IAAI,EAAJ,yB

AA6B,GAC7B,IAAI,EAAJ,mBAAuB,GACrB,EAAS,KAAK,gBAChB,EAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAO,EAAa,MAA

A,EAAO,OAAA,IAAU,WAC9C,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAO,QAClC,EACF,KAAK,MACA,gDACG,EAA

Q,QAAS,EAAQ,SAAS,GAAI,EAAQ,SAAS,IAC1D,SAAS,EAAG,GAGd,OAFF,KAAA,8BAA8B,GAE5B,EAGT,

iBACS,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,iDAAmD,EAGtE,WAAK,GACH,MAAA,EAAkB,KAAK,aACvB,E

AA+B,GAEjC,IAAA,GAAgB,EACW,MAA3B,KAAK,oBACF,KAAA,mBAAqB,EAC1B,GAAgB,GAEX,KAAA,

aAAa,KAAK,GAEpB,KAAA,aAAe,EAEpB,IAGM,MAAA,EACF,EAAK,KAAA,QAAQ,KAAK,aAAa,IAAK,GA

AkB,EAAE,QACnD,OAAO,GAAU,MAAL,GACf,EACF,EAAK,KAAA,QAAQ,KAAK,aAAa,IAAK,GAAkB,EA

AE,OACnD,OAAO,GAAU,MAAL,GAEhB,KAAA,aAAe,EAEhB,IACG,KAAA,mBAAqB,MAGtB,MAAA,EAAu

B,CAC3B,aAAc,KAAK,aACnB,eAAgB,KAAK,eACrB,SAAU,KACV,OAAQ,MAGN,IAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAA

A,UAAU,iDAAmD,EAAG,CAClE,MAAA,QAAiB,QAAQ,IAAI,GAEnC,EAAG,SAAe,EAAK,KAAA,IAAI,GAC

3B,EAAG,oBAA0B,KACzB,EAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,KAAO,CAAC,KAAM,EAA0B,GAAI,GAAI,KAC5D,IA

AI,MAAQ,EAAE,SAAS,EAAE,MACzB,KAAK,YAEd,EAAG,SAAe,CAChB,MAAO,6DAMJ,OAFF,KAAA,aAA

e,EACf,KAAA,eAAiB,EACf,EAET,SACS,MAAA,CACL,YAAY,EACZ,cAAe,KAAK,cACpB,uBAAwB,KAAK,e

AAe,kBAC5C,kBAAmB,KAAK,eAAe,cAInC,aACF,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,iDAAmD,EAC9D,KA
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AK,MAAM,aAEb,CAAC,QAAS,EAAK,KAAA,MAAO,MAAO,MAG9B,SAAS,GACX,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,UAAU,iDAAmD,GAChE,KAAA,MAAM,WACJ,IAER,EAAwB,MAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,MAC/B,GAGK,mB

AAa,GACrB,IAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,iDAAmD,EAC9D,OAAA,KAAK,MAAM,uBAAuB,GAErC,M

AAA,EAAa,EACZ,OAAA,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAW,QAevC,YAAY,EAAgB,GAAQ,GAC9B,GAAA,KAAK,gBAA

gB,IAAI,GACpB,OAAA,EAIL,IAAC,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GACb,OAAA,EAYL,GANA,EACG,KAAA,QAAQ,IA

AI,GAAQ,SAAW,EAE/B,KAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAQ,YAGtB,GAAS,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAQ,SAAW,EACz

C,OAAA,EAGL,GAAA,KAAK,YAAY,IAAI,GAGhB,OAFF,KAAA,gBAAgB,IAAI,GACpB,KAAA,kBACE,EAG

J,KAAA,eAAe,GACd,MAAA,mBAAC,GAAsB,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAQvC,OAPmB,MAAtB,IACG,KAAA,YA

AY,EAAmB,KAAK,OAAQ,GAC5C,KAAA,YAAY,EAAmB,KAAK,OAAQ,IAG9C,KAAA,QAAQ,OAAO,IAEb,

EAGD,eAAe,GACf,MAAA,QAAC,EAAD,MAAU,EAAV,SAAiB,EAAjB,MAA2B,EAA3B,SAAkC,EAAlC,MAA

4C,GAC9C,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GACf,EAAM,GAAS,EAAM,YAAc,EACnC,EAAW,KAAK,aAAa,IAAI,GAEnC,

EAAW,EACR,KAAA,aAAa,IAAI,EAAK,EAAW,IAEjC,KAAA,aAAa,OAAO,GACV,MAAX,IACG,KAAA,eAAi

B,KAAK,aAAa,EAAU,GAC7C,KAAA,eAAe,eAAe,EAAS,EAAU,EAAO,KAI3D,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,I

AAI,GACjC,EAAQ,QAAU,KAClB,EAAQ,SAAW,KACnB,EAAQ,UAAW,EACnB,EAAQ,MAAQ,KAGlB,WAA

W,GAEF,OADF,KAAA,YAAY,GACV,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAQ,QAOlC,YAAY,GACH,OAAA,KAAK,QAA

Q,IAAI,GAGlB,gBACF,OAAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,sBAII,MAAnB,KAAK,aACF,KAAA,YAAa,EAAS,

EAAA,UAAA,YAAY,QAGlC,KAAK,YAPH,KAiBX,mBACI,EACA,EAAgB,GACZ,MAAA,EAAa,KAAK,gBAY

jB,OAXF,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,YAAe,KAAK,uBACrB,MAAd,IACF,QAAQ,KACJ,6NAKC,KAAA,uBA

AwB,GAGV,MAAd,GACH,EAAO,MACH,GAAmD,MAA1C,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAM,QAAQ,SACpC,EAAK

,KAAA,cAAc,EAAM,OAAS,GAGhD,kBACS,OAAA,KAAK,MAGd,MAAM,GACS,EAAA,aAAA,KACT,yEAEE

,MAAA,EAAW,EAAU,WACpB,OAAA,EAAU,EAAU,MAAO,GAG5B,cAAc,EAAe,EAAY,GACzC,MAAA,EA

AU,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAE,MAAO,GAC5C,EAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,GAC1C,OAAA,EAA

S,EAAA,UAAA,qBACZ,EAAQ,OAAQ,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAQ,OAM7C,IAAsB,GAEhB,GAAA,KAAK,mBAAm

B,CAAC,KAAmB,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CACrD,MAAA,GACF,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EA

AE,QAAQ,QACzC,OAAA,KAAK,WAAW,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,GAGvC,IAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,

QAAQ,+BACT,OAAA,KAAK,cAAc,EAAG,EAAS,IAAK,EAAE,OAGzC,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,E

AAE,MAAO,EAAS,KAC/C,EAAU,KAAK,cAAc,EAAS,CAAC,IACtC,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,qBACL,EA

AQ,OAAQ,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAQ,OAGpD,eACI,EAAiB,EACjB,GACE,IAAA,EACA,GAAU,WAAV,GAAgC,M

AAV,GAAkB,EAAO,OAAS,GACxD,EAAK,KAAA,SAAS,EAAO,IAAK,CACtB,MAAA,EACD,EAA0B,IAAI,G

AAK,EAAK,KAAA,aAAa,IAE1D,EAAS,KAAK,MAAM,EAAe,EAAO,QAE1C,EAAS,KAAK,MAAM,EAAsB,E

AAO,GAI5C,OADF,KAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAQ,MAAQ,KAC1B,CAAC,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,EAAO,MAAA,G

AGjB,WACJ,EAAiB,EAAiB,GAC9B,MAAA,OAAC,GAAU,KAAK,eAAe,EAAO,EAAO,GAC5C,OAAA,EAAS,

EAAA,UAAA,qBAAqB,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAO,MAGrD,aAAa,GACb,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAM,

OACjC,OAAA,KAAK,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAQ,EAAM,OAG9C,WAAW,GACX,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EA

AJ,YAAgB,EAAM,OAE/B,OAAA,KAAK,gBACR,EAAS,CAAC,GAAQ,EAAM,MAAO,MAFC,GAM9B,cAAc,E

AAmB,GACjC,MAAA,EAAe,CACnB,EAAW,YAAY,EAAM,UAC1B,EAAW,YAAY,EAAM,QAE5B,EAAsB,C

AC1B,MAAO,EAAM,MACb,MAAO,EACP,OAAQ,EAAM,QAEV,EAAiB,CACrB,EAAW,YAAY,MAAgB,EAA

W,YAAY,IAG1D,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAgB,GAEnD,EAAS,KAAK,gBAChB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAU,E

AAM,MAAO,MAFC,GAI/B,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAO,OAAQ,MAAO,EAAY,MAAO,EAAO,OAG1D,OAAO

,GACP,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,IAC3B,SAAC,EAAD,MAAW,EAAX,MAAkB,GAAS,EAC3B,EACF,

EAAW,aAAa,GACxB,IAAA,EAEF,EADE,EACQ,IAAI,EAAJ,0BAA8B,GAE9B,IAAI,EAAJ,oBAAwB,GAM7B,

MAAA,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,MAAA,EAAO,OAHV,KAAK,gBACb,EAAS,CAAC,CAAC,MAAO,EAAW,MAA

A,EAAO,OAAA,IAAU,EAC9C,MAHkC,GAIJ,QAGpC,gBACI,EAAuB,EAAsB,EAC7C,EACA,GAAgC,GAC5B,

MAAA,EAAS,KAAK,eAAe,EAAQ,YAAa,GAClD,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAO,QAIpC,GAHA,EAAQ,eA

CV,EAAQ,UAAW,GAEjB,EAAQ,mBAAqB,EAAS,cAAc,MAAO,CACvD,MAAA,EAAa,EAAS,iBAAiB,EAAQ,

aAKrD,EAAQ,SAAW,EAAW,IAAI,GAAS,EAAJ,GAKrC,GAHuB,MAAvB,EAAQ,cACV,EAAQ,MAAQ,EAAQ,

aAEe,IAArC,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAO,OAKrB,OAFP,EAAQ,OACJ,EAAK,KAAA,uBAAuB,EAAO,MAAoB,

GACpD,EAGH,MAAA,EAA8B,GAC9B,EAA2B,EAAO,IAAI,IACtC,GAAgB,cAAhB,EAAM,MACF,MAAA,IA
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AI,MACN,mIAKF,IAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAM,QAEjC,GAAmB,MAAnB,EAAQ,QAAiB,CACvB,I

AAC,EAAQ,cACT,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAM,SACrB,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,UAAU,6BAMf,MAAA,CACL,M

AAO,EAAM,MACb,QAAS,KACT,WAAW,EACX,cAAe,EAAQ,QAMvB,EAAQ,eACV,EAAQ,UAAW,EACnB,E

AAQ,MAAQ,EAAM,YAEnB,KAAM,EAAQ,YAAe,EAAQ,aAC1C,EAAQ,EAAQ,SAAW,KAAK,aAAa,GAClB,

KAAK,WAAW,GAC3C,EAAc,KAAK,GACnB,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAM,aAC5B,GACH,EAAQ,WACP

,EAAW,cAAc,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAM,OAAQ,CAQnD,MAAA,EAAa,EACb,EAAc,EAAM,MAE1B,EAAM,MAA

Q,EAAQ,MACtB,EAAQ,KAAK,cAAc,EAAiB,GAC5C,EAAc,KAAK,GACnB,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAA

M,QAEjC,EAAW,MAAQ,EAId,OADF,KAAA,YAAY,EAAM,QAChB,CAAC,MAAO,EAAM,MAAO,QAAA,EA

AS,WAAW,KAG7C,KAAA,YAAY,EAAO,QAClB,MAAA,EACW,CAAC,MAAO,EAAO,MAAO,QAAS,EAAS,

WAAW,GAC9D,EAAM,EAAW,cAAc,EAAS,EAAY,GACpD,EAAS,KAAK,iBAAiB,EAAK,IACjC,EAAW,eACd

,KAAK,MAAO,EAAS,EAAY,IAEjC,EAAyC,MAArB,KAAK,aAC3B,IAAA,EAgBA,GAfA,IACF,EAAQ,KAAK,

cAGf,EAAW,WACP,KAAK,MAAO,EAAQ,EAAY,EAAY,GAEhD,EAAc,QAAQ,GAAQ,KAAK,8BAA8B,IAE7

D,IACF,EAAQ,KAAK,SAAS,GACjB,KAAA,aAAa,KACd,CAAC,KAAM,EAAQ,YAAY,KAAM,MAAO,KAAK,

aAAa,QAG3D,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,wBAA0B,EAAQ,WACf,IAAlC,EAAyC,CACrC,MAAA,EAAW,KA

AK,aAAa,GAE5B,OADF,KAAA,8BAA8B,GAC5B,EAEF,OAAA,EAGT,cACI,EAAuB,EAAsB,EAC7C,EACA,G

AAgC,GAK3B,OAJP,EAAc,GAAe,EAAO,GAAG,MACvB,KAAK,gBACjB,EAAS,EAAQ,EAAa,EAC9B,GAIE,i

BAAiB,EAAa,GAK7B,OAHD,KAAO,KAAK,cACX,KAAA,YAAY,GAAO,KAEnB,KAAK,YAAY,GAG1B,oBA

CS,OAAA,KAAK,eAKd,UACM,IAAA,KAAK,SAAL,CAKA,KAAC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,WAAY,CAC

b,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,aACzB,QAAQ,IACT,KAAA,MAAM,cAAc,KAAK,YAAY,GAAK,qBACxC,KAAK,YA

AY,KAGvB,KAAA,eAAe,UACD,MAAf,KAAK,QAC2B,oBAAvB,mBACR,KAAK,kBAAkB,kBACrB,KAAA,O

AAO,SAEP,KAAA,OAAS,KAEZ,KAAK,sBACF,KAAA,MAAM,QAAU,KAChB,KAAA,MAAM,WAER,KAAA,

UAAW,GAGlB,iBAkBS,OAjByB,MAA5B,KAAK,sBACF,KAAA,qBAAsB,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KAC1B,KAA

C,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,IAAI,gCAAiC,CAGxC,MAAA,GAAY,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,UAC1B,EAAA,EA

AA,OAAA,IAAI,SAAS,GACb,MAAA,EAAsB,KAAK,KAAI,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,OAAO,WAAW,GAG1D,IAF

E,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,IAAI,QAAS,GAEf,EAAsB,EACjB,OAAA,GAGJ,OAAA,MAGJ,KAAK,oBAId,UACS,O

AA0B,KAA1B,KAAK,iBAA0B,EAAkB,EAG1D,YAAY,GACJ,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,IAC3B,MAA

C,EAAD,MAAQ,EAAR,OAAe,EAAf,QAAuB,EAAvB,MAAgC,EAAhC,SAAuC,GAAY,EAErD,GAAW,MAAX,

EAEF,OAEI,MAAA,EAAyC,MAArB,KAAK,aAC3B,IAAA,EACA,IACF,EAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,OAGX,IAAA,EA

AW,EAAQ,SAMnB,GALY,MAAZ,IACF,EAAW,EAAW,gCAAgC,EAAO,GAC7D,EAAQ,SAAW,GAGP,MAAV

,EAAgB,CACZ,MAAA,EAAY,EAAW,aAAa,GAEtC,IAAA,EACA,EAAQ,EAAS,GAAI,EAAS,EAAS,GACrC,M

AAA,EAAc,aAAkB,WAElC,IACD,EAAO,GAAU,EAAS,uCACvB,EAAS,GAAI,EAAS,IAC1B,EAAU,IAAI,EAA

J,0BACN,EAAW,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,IAEhC,EACI,IAAI,EAAJ,oBAAwB,EAAW,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,GAGp

D,MAAA,EAAuB,KAAK,eAAe,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,GAE3D,KAAA,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAqB,QAAQ,MAD5C,EA

EE,EAAa,aAAA,OAGb,EAAa,aAAA,OAEd,KAAA,MAAM,2BACP,KAAK,WAAW,EAAqB,QAAS,EAAO,EAC

rD,GAIE,MAAA,GAAwB,EACxB,EAAsB,KAAK,gBAC7B,EAAS,CAAC,GAAuB,EAAO,KAAM,GAG5C,EAA

gB,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAoB,QAC3D,EAAQ,QAAU,EAAc,QAChC,EAAQ,SAAW,EAAc,SACjC,EAAQ,SAA

W,EAAc,SACjC,EAAQ,MAAQ,EAAc,MAEzB,KAAA,8BAA8B,GAC9B,KAAA,QAAQ,OAAO,EAAoB,QAGxC

,EAAQ,OAAS,KACb,IACG,KAAA,cAAgB,EAAK,KAAA,MAAQ,OAE/B,CACC,MAAA,EAAa,KAAK,eAAe,E

AAU,EAAO,EAAO,GAC/D,EAAQ,QAAU,GAId,qBAAqB,EAAgB,GAErC,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,I

AC3B,MAAC,GAAS,EAOT,OALF,KAAA,eAAe,GAEC,MAAjB,IACF,EAAQ,OAAS,EAAoB,EAAe,IAE/C,EAA

Q,OAGT,eACJ,EAA4B,EAAuB,EACnD,GAEE,GADC,KAAA,eAAiB,KAAK,aAAa,EAAU,IAC7C,KAAK,mBA

CN,KAAK,cAA0C,KAA1B,KAAK,mBAA4B,KAAM,CACxD,MAAA,GAAM,KAAK,cAAgB,KAAO,MAAM,Q

AAQ,GACjD,KAAA,mBAAoB,EACzB,QAAQ,kCACyB,SAC7B,oCAEC,OAAA,KAAK,eAAe,eAAe,EAAU,EA

AS,GAGvD,aAAa,EAAyB,GACrC,OAAA,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAK,KAAA,gBAAgB,IAItD,SAAS,E

ACL,EAAiB,GACf,GAAU,YAAV,GAAiC,cAAV,EAClB,OAAA,EACF,GAAc,UAAV,GAA+B,SAAV,EAAkB,C

AC1C,MAAA,EAAoB,UAAV,EAAqB,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE,QACjB,IAAI,WAAW,EAAE,QACjD,IAAA,IAAI,E

AAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,SAAU,EACnC,EAAO,GAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAE,IAEpB,OAAA,EAED,MAAA,IA

AI,uBAAuB,KAEpC,QAAA,iBAAA,EAx+BgB,EAAA,WAAa;;ACvE7B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA
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AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,mBAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,

gBAAA,EAnBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAiBC,QAAA,WAAA,EAhBD,IAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAgBC,QAAA,WAAA,EAdD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,

QAAA,mBAYC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA

,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EA

AA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eA

AA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KA

AA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAFK,SAAU,KACR,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,IAAI,4BAA4B;;ArEHjC,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eAAA,GAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,gBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAbP,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAOA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA

,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SALI,EAAY,YAAA,cACE,EAAA,EAAA,iBAA

A,QAAS,IAAM,IAAI,EAAJ,iBAAwB,GAQlD,MAAM,EAAQ,CAAC,eAAA,EAAA,gBAAf,QAAA,MAAA;;AsE

LqB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,

EAV5B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIO,MAAM,EAAoB,2DAML,QAAA,kBAAA,EADrB,MAAM,EAAqB,4BACN,

QAAA,mBAAA,EAAtB,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,EAAY,EAAkB,GAJ1C,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,KAKf,KAA

A,YAAc,EAAa,aAAA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAC9D,KAAA,uEAEC,2KATkB,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACYM,aAAA,OAAA

,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAtBl

C,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEO,MAAM,EAAoB,yLAgBC,QAAA,

kBAAA,EAT3B,MAAM,EAAU,0IASW,QAAA,QAAA,EAJ3B,MAAM,EAAY,qCAIS,QAAA,UAAA,EAA5B,M

AAO,EAQX,YACI,EAAY,EAAkB,EAC9B,GAAmB,GATvB,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,KAGtB,KAAA,sBAA

uB,EACvB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAKR,KAAA,YAAc,EAAa,aAAA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAC7D,MAA

A,EAAO,KAAK,YAAY,OAC1B,IAAA,EAAyB,GACzB,GAAA,EACE,GAAS,IAAT,GAAuD,IAAzC,EAAK,KA

AA,cAAc,KAAK,aACxC,EAAyB,+FAKpB,CAKD,GAHJ,kBADc,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,2CAInB,IAAT,EACF,

+CAC+B,KAAK,YAAY,8FAI3C,CACC,MAAA,GAAW,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,SAAU,GACvC,8DAEO,EAAS,EA

AO,cAAc,KAAK,YAAY,EAAO,8DAEtD,EAAS,EAAO,cAAc,KAAK,YAAY,EAAO,6NAS9D,KAAA,oEAEC,w

KAQA,kDAzDwB,QAAA,sBAAA;;AhDR3B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,S

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIM,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QA

AS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,EAIL,OAFP,EAAQ,OAAO,EAAE,QAEV,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAE,OAAQ,MAA

O,EAAE,MAAO,MAAO,EAAE,OAG9C,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,

GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;AFiBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,mBAAA,EA/BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,cAWM,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAAA,OAAC,E

AAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,KAAC,EAAD,KAAO,GAAQ,EAEf,EAAc,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAK,MAAO,aACjD,EA

AU,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAY,QAE1C,GAAiB,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAO,QAA

A,IAE9C,GAAiB,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAO,QAAA,IAI7C,OAFP,EAAQ,mBAA

qB,CAAC,KAAM,EAAgB,KAAM,GAEnD,EAGF,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QAC

b,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;AmDGA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAlCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,mB

ACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEO,MAAM,EAAY,+BA6BlB,QAAA,UAAA,EA5BA,MAAM,EAAmB,mIAK1B,SAAU,

EAAU,GAKlB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,MAAC,GAA

S,EAEV,EAAS,EAAQ,eACnB,GAAI,UACJ,EAAK,KAAA,kBAAkB,EAA0B,YAE/C,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAA

A,QAAQ,gCAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,sBAA0B,EAAkB,EAAE,MAAO,EAAO,OAC5D,IAAI,EAAJ,gBAAoB,EAAW,E

AAE,MAAO,EAAO,OAC7C,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,EAAE,OAIxD,OAFP,EAAQ,8
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BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGF,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EAD+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,W

AAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACXA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,MAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA

,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEO,MAAM,EAAQ,+BAiBd,QAAA,MAAA,EAhBA,MAAM,EAAe,mIAKtB,SAAU,EAAM,

GAEd,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,EAAD,MAAI,GAAS,EAEb,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,QAAQ,gCAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,sBAA0B,EAAc,EAAE,MAAO,EAAM,OACvD,IAAI,EAAJ,gBAAoB,EAAO,

EAAE,MAAO,EAAM,OACvC,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,GAAQ,EAAE,OAGjD,QAAA,aAA

A,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACoLN

,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

6BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gCAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,QAAA,6BAAA,EA3MD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,Q

AAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAiMC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA

,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAA

A,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5LM,MAAM,EAA0B,0BA4L

tC,QAAA,wBAAA,EA1LM,MAAM,EAA2B,2DA0LvC,QAAA,yBAAA,EArLM,MAAM,EAAkC,yLAsBzC,SAA

U,GACZ,UAAC,EAAD,gBAAY,EAAZ,cAA6B,EAA7B,MAA4C,IAEvC,MAAA,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,M

ACT,MAAA,EAAC,GAAK,EACN,EAAe,EAEf,EAAS,GAAS,EAAE,MACtB,GAAA,EAAa,mBAAmB,CAAC,K

AAwB,MAAjB,EAAuB,CAC3D,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QACnC,EAAY,EAAc,EAAM,OAAs

B,GACrD,OAAA,EAAa,eAAe,EAAE,MAAO,EAAQ,GAKlD,IAAA,EAOG,OALL,GAHE,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,

QAAQ,gCAAqD,MAAnB,EAGxC,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAE,MAAO,GAElC,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,EAAE,MA

AO,GAGjC,EAAa,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,IAuBhD,SAAU,GAAiB,UAC/B,EAD+B,gBAE/B,EAF+B,iBAG

/B,GAAmB,EAHY,gBAI/B,GAAkB,EAJa,cAK/B,EAL+B,MAM/B,IAEO,MAAA,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,M

ACT,MAAA,EAAC,EAAD,EAAI,GAAK,EACT,EAAe,EAEjB,GAAA,GAA+B,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CACxC,M

AAA,EAAQ,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QACnC,EAAQ,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,SAElC,EAAM,GAAQ,CACn

B,CAAC,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAM,EAAM,mBAAmB,MACzD,CAAC,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAM,EAAM,mBAA

mB,OACzD,IAAI,IACE,MAAC,EAAO,GAAS,EAEjB,EAAU,CACd,OAAQ,EAAM,OACd,MAAO,EAAM,MAC

b,MAAO,EAAE,OAEL,EAAU,CACd,OAAQ,EAAM,OACd,MAAO,EAAM,MACb,MAAO,EAAE,OAGL,EAAU,

IAAI,EAAJ,gBAAoB,EAAW,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OACnD,OAAA,EAAa,gBAChB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAS,IAAU,

EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAM,MAAO,EAAM,UAG3D,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAA

,EAAM,KAAA,GAAO,QAAS,IAOrC,OALP,EAAa,8BAA8B,GAC3C,EAAa,8BAA8B,GAIpC,EAGH,MAAA,EA

AS,IAAS,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OAC1C,GAAA,EAAa,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAG,KAAwB,

MAAjB,EAAuB,CAC9D,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QACnC,EAAQ,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,S

AClC,EAAW,GAAY,EAC1B,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAM,OACxB,EAAM,OAAsB,GAE1B,EAAM,EA

Aa,eAAe,EAAU,GAG3C,OAFS,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAI,QACrC,OAAS,EACV,EAML,IAAA,EAQG,OANL,G

AJE,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,iCACK,MAAnB,EAGQ,IAAI,EAAJ,sBACN,EAAiB,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,M

AAO,GAE7B,IAAI,EAAJ,gBAAoB,EAAW,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OAG/C,EAAa,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,

GAAI,IAInD,SAAU,EACZ,EAAqC,GAAS,GAC5C,GAAe,WAAf,EACE,OAAA,EACK,EAAgB,OAElB,EAAS,O

ACX,GAAmB,SAAf,EACL,OAAA,EACK,EAAgB,KAElB,EAAS,KACX,GAAmB,QAAf,EACL,OAAA,EACK,E

AAgB,IAElB,EAAS,IACX,GAAmB,UAAf,EACL,OAAA,EACK,EAAgB,MAElB,EAAS,MACX,GAAmB,UAAf,

EACL,OAAA,EACK,EAAP,aAEK,EAAP,MACK,GAAmB,cAAf,EACL,OAAA,EACK,EAAP,iBAEK,EAAP,UA

EI,MAAA,IAAI,oBACN,qDACL,QAAA,gCAAA;;ACzM+B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAA1B,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,EAAkC,EAClC,EAAuC,GAAa,EACpD,GAAa,EAAO,GAA

U,EAAO,EAAqB,KAC1D,GAAqB,EAAO,GAAyB,GAVzD,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,UAAW,WAC5B,KAAA,cAA

e,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EASR,KAAA,YAAc,EAEb,MAAA,EAAY,EAAa,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,GAC5C,EAAwB,K
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AAK,KAAK,EAAY,GAE9C,EAAU,EAAa,cAAgB,cACvC,EAAU,EAAa,cAAgB,cACvC,EAAW,EAAa,CAAC,S

AAU,UAAY,CAAC,SAAU,UAC1D,EAAW,EAAa,CAAC,SAAU,UAAY,CAAC,SAAU,UAE5D,IAAA,EAAoB,G

AAI,EAAyB,GACjD,IAEA,EADE,sGAGE,eAEK,8FAGL,uDAIA,eAIN,EAAyB,gCAGrB,MAAA,EAAiB,EAAU,

kCAAoC,GACjE,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,QAGtB,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,0BAGtB,GACG,KAAA,cAA

c,KAAK,kBAGtB,IAAA,EAAgB,OAChB,EAAgB,OAChB,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,GACrB,0BAAwC,EAAO,GAA

K,OAC3C,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,KAC5B,0BAAwC,EAAO,GAAK,QAGjD,KAAA,oBACD,4CAE8B,8GAIR,qCA

CL,8BACA,6CACe,8CACA,oKAIjB,EAAS,QAAQ,EAAS,8BAC1B,EAAS,QAAQ,EAAS,wKASvC,gBAEA,kDA

3FsB,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACUG,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,QAAA,s

BAAA,EAZnC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAOO,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,KAAM,wCACN,KAAM,yCAG2B,QAA

A,iBAAA,EAA7B,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,EAAY,EAAkB,GAJ1C,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,QAAS,QAAS,QAAS,SA

KrC,KAAA,YAAc,EAAa,aAAA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAE9D,KAAA,qHAGC,6SAXyB,QAAA,uBAAA;;AhC2E5B,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAvFP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,4BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA

,0BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aA8EO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA

,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA

,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GA

AA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OA

AA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5EP,MAAM,EAAM,gBAEN,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAAA,

OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,EAAD,EAAI,GAAK,EACT,EAAQ,EAAa,aAAA,WAAW,EAAE,M

AAO,EAAE,OAE7C,GAAY,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CACrB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QAC9B,E

AAQ,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QAE9B,EAAc,IAAI,EAAJ,uBAChB,EAAqB,iBAAiB,KAAM,EAAE,MAAO,E

AAE,OACrD,EAAc,IAAI,EAAJ,uBAChB,EAAqB,iBAAiB,KAAM,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OAErD,EAAS,CACb,C

ACE,OAAQ,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,OACtC,MAAO,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,MACrC,MAAO,EAAE,OAEX,

CACE,OAAQ,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,OACtC,MAAO,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,MACrC,MAAO,EAAE,OAE

X,CACE,OAAQ,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,OACtC,MAAO,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,MACrC,MAAO,EAAE,OA

EX,CACE,OAAQ,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,OACtC,MAAO,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,MACrC,MAAO,EAAE,Q

AIP,EAAW,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAa,EAAQ,WACxD,EAAW,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAa,EAAQ,WAExD,GACF,EAA

Q,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAU,KAAM,GAAW,QAAA,IAMhD,OAJP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,G

ACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAG/B,EAGL,GAAA,EAAQ,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAG,IAAK,CAChC,MAAA,EAAQ,EA

AQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QAC9B,EAAQ,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,SAC7B,EAAW,IAAY,EAC1B,EAAA,iBAA

A,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAM,OACxB,EAAM,OAAsB,GAE1B,EAAM,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,GAGtC,O

AFS,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAI,QAChC,OAAS,EACV,EAGL,IAAA,EAOG,OALL,GADE,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,

QAAQ,gCACN,IAAI,EAAJ,sBAA0B,EAAK,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OAE1C,IAAI,EAAJ,gBAAoB,EAAK,EAAE,

MAAO,EAAE,OAGzC,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,GAG3C,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,E

AD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;AiC5DN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAxBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB

,EACnB,GACI,MAAA,EACF,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,EAAM,WACf,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,EAAM,QACpB,E

AAsB,CAC1B,MAAO,EAAM,MACb,MAAO,EACP,OAAQ,EAAM,QAEV,EACF,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,O

ACT,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,IAEd,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAgB,GAEnD,EAAS,EAAQ,gBACnB,EAAS,CA

AC,GAAU,EAAM,MAAO,MAFC,GAI/B,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAO,OAAQ,MAAO,EAAY,MAAO,EAAO;;A

CW3D,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EArCP,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEM,SAAU,EAAQ,GAKhB,MAAA,OAA

C,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,MAAC,GAAS,EACV,EAAe,EAEf,EAAQ,

EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,OAC7B,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,uBAAuB,EAAO,GAC5C,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,

GAE7B,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,IAAU,EACV,sBAAwB,UAAe,oCACzB,EAAE,cAAc,qCAC1B,gDAEF,MAAA,E

AAW,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QACxC,OAAA,EAAS,WAAa,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAE,MAAO,IACtB,OAAr
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B,EAAS,UAAoB,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAS,MAAO,IAIjE,EAAa,OAAO,EAAE,QAEf,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAE,OA

AQ,MAAO,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAE,SALzC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAG,EAAQ,GAQ7B,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,

WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;AClCiB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA

,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAHxB,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGM,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,EAAqC,GAJ

jD,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAKT,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,UAAa,EAAb,OAAwB,EAAxB,QAAgC,GAAW,EAC5C,

KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAAW,GAEzB,MAAA,EAAqD,EAA7B,KAAK,MAAM,EAAa,GAChD,EAA0B,EAAa,EA

EzC,IAAA,EAAgB,iCAChB,GAAW,MAAX,EAAiB,CACb,MAAA,EAAc,EAAI,EACxB,8BACI,EAAK,KAAA,

MAAM,GAAe,EAAY,YAAY,GACxB,YAG5B,IAAA,EAAmB,GACnB,EAAS,EAAa,IACxB,yCAC8B,kDAM3B,

KAAA,yHAIC,sNAQwB,sEAIJ,8QASlB,kDAGqB,mBACS,IAA5B,2FAGF,yBACqC,IAA5B,6IAKT,yBACqC,IA

A5B,iLAMT,6DA1EY,QAAA,YAAA;;ACAE,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

mBAAA,EAApB,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EACA,GANJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAOT,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,UAA

a,EAAb,OAAwB,EAAxB,QAAgC,GAAW,EAC5C,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAAW,GAE3B,IAAA,EAAsB,MACtB,

EAAY,GAEG,SAAf,EACF,EAAsB,MACE,QAAf,GAET,EAAsB,cACtB,EAAY,OACY,QAAf,IAET,EAAsB,eAC

tB,EAAY,OAGV,IAAA,KAAiB,KAAc,KAAc,KAC7C,oEAEe,QAAf,EACF,EAAc,WACU,SAAf,EACT,EAAc,Y

ACU,QAAf,EACT,EAAc,WACU,QAAf,IACT,EAAc,YAGV,MAAA,EAAqD,EAA7B,KAAK,MAAM,EAAa,GA

ChD,EAA0B,EAAa,EAEzC,IAAA,iBACmB,QAAf,kEAEsB,SAAf,mKAIK,yCAIhB,EAAU,OAEK,QAAf,GACF,

EAAsB,MACtB,EAAgB,qMAKhB,EAAU,SACc,QAAf,IACT,EAAsB,MACtB,EAAgB,qMAKhB,EAAU,SAGR,I

AAA,EAAmB,GACnB,EAAS,EAAa,IACxB,yCAC8B,kEAK3B,KAAA,sDACiC,kHAIhC,sNAQwB,yCAEA,mK

AMJ,gEAElB,cAAoB,gMAOpB,kDAGqB,mBACS,IAA5B,mBACF,cAAoB,2KAOpB,yBACqC,IAA5B,mBACT,c

AAoB,kLAOpB,yBACqC,IAA5B,mBACT,cAAoB,yLAOpB,mCAEQ,sBA/IM,QAAA,cAAA;;ACuDzB,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EA1DD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,Q

AAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAMA,SAAS,EAAmB,GAEpB,MAAA,EAAS,GAER,KAAkB,IAAlB,EAAO,QAAs

D,IAAtC,EAAO,EAAO,OAAS,GAAG,SAAe,CAC/D,MAAA,EACF,EAAO,OAAS,EAAO,EAAO,OAAS,GAAG,

QAAU,EAAQ,GAC1D,EAAa,EAAa,aAAA,yBAAyB,GACzD,EAAO,KAAK,CACV,OAAQ,EACR,WAAA,EAC

A,QAAS,KAAK,KAAK,EAAU,KAI1B,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAAiB,EAChC,GACI,MAAA,EAAk

B,EAAmB,EAAE,OAEzC,IAAA,EAAS,EACR,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAgB,OAAQ,IAAK,CACzC,M

AAA,OAAC,EAAD,WAAS,EAAT,QAAqB,GAAW,EAAgB,GAElD,IAAA,EACA,EAEF,EADoB,SAAlB,EACc,I

AAN,EACN,IAAI,EAAJ,YACI,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,OAAA,EAAQ,UAAW,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,QAAA,GAA

U,GAC1D,IAAI,EAAJ,YAAgB,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,OAAA,EAAQ,UAAW,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,QAAA,IAEt

D,IAAI,EAAJ,cACN,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,OAAA,EAAQ,UAAW,EAAE,MAAM,GAAI,QAAA,GAAU,GAG5D

,EAAiB,EACjB,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAS,GAEhD,EAAe,SAAW,EAAE,QAC9B,EAAQ,8BA

A8B,GAInC,OAAA;;ACjBR,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAvCD,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAMX,YAAY,EAAkB,GAL9B,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAMT,MAAA,EA

AwB,IAAI,MAAM,EAAO,QAC1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAY,OAAQ,IACtC,EAAY,GAAK,EAAO,

EAAO,IAE5B,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,KAAO,EAAY,OAClB,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAA

K,MAC/B,EAAW,EAAkB,GAE9B,KAAA,uCAED,sDACe,qBAMvB,SAAS,EAAkB,GACnB,MAAA,EAAO,EA

AO,OAChB,GAAA,EAAO,EACH,MAAA,4BAA4B,0BAE9B,MAAA,EACF,CAAC,UAAW,UAAW,UAAW,UA

AW,UAAW,WACtD,EAAiB,IAAI,MAAM,GAC5B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,EAAe,

EAAO,IAAM,EAAc,GAErC,OAAA,EAAe,OACvB,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACpCkC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA

,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,4BAAA,EAHnC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EA

QX,YAAY,EAAkB,GAP9B,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAIjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAGP,MAAA,EAA

wB,IAAI,MAAM,EAAO,QAC1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAY,OAAQ,IACtC,EAAY,GAAK,EAAO,E

AAO,IAI7B,GAFC,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,KAAO,EAAY,OACpB,KAAK,KAAO,EACR,MAAA,mCAC2B,

KAAK,8BAElC,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,MAE/B,GAAc,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,KAAM,K

AAK,MACxC,EAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,KAAK,MAChC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,EAA

c,EAAO,IAAM,EAAY,GAEnC,MAAA,UAAoB,EAAc,OAAO,GAAG,UAC5C,OACG,EAAY,KAAK,KAAO,QA

AQ,EAAY,KAAK,KAAO,KAC3D,qBAA0B,EAAc,YAAY,KAErD,KAAA,uCAED,+EAEY,gBACT,6BACW,wB

AEZ,EAAY,KAAK,KAAO,mBACrB,EAAY,KAAK,KAAO,QAAQ,EAAY,KAAK,KAAO,8BAC/C,kBACT,+BA
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CW,iEA3CW,QAAA,uBAAA;;ApCSlC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,

EAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,oBAbD,IAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAA

gB,GAC3B,MAAA,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,+BAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,uBAA2B,EAAE,MAAO,GACpC,

IAAI,EAAJ,iBAAqB,EAAE,MAAO,GAC3B,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE;;AqC4ChD,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAxDD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EA

AA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAAuB,EACtC,GACI,MA

AA,EAAmB,EAEnB,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAkB,EAAE,OACrD,IAAA,

EAAO,EACL,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,GACrD,EAAuC,MAAhB,EAEzB,IAAA,EAAW,EA

CX,IACF,GAAW,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAG,EAAc,GAE1C,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OAAQ,IAGvC

,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,MAAO,EAAM,GAC/C,MAAC,EAAa,GAChB,EAAa,aAAA,0BAA0B,EAAS,MAAO,GA

EvD,IAAA,EAAW,EACX,IAEF,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,qBAAqB,EAAa,IAGtD,MAAA,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,cAA

c,GAE5B,EADQ,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,OACT,EACpB,GAAgB,EAClB,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAA

C,EAAG,GAAW,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAW,IAAU,QAAA,IAE3D,GAAU,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EA

AE,OAEvB,GAAU,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAe,EAAS,MAAO,GAChD,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OA

AQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,GAAW,QAAA,IAQtD,OANP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,

8BAA8B,GAClC,GACF,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAGjC;;ACvCF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAhBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EACZ

,GACI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAE3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,EAAD,SAAO,

GAAY,EAElB,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAG,EAAM,EAAU,GAG7B,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EA

DyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ArCuBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAvCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAGM,

SAAU,EAAU,GAKlB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAA

C,GAAQ,EACT,EAAe,EAEf,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAqB,IAAI,MAAM,GAChC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,E

AAG,EAAI,EAAS,OAAQ,IACnC,EAAS,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAK,IAGzB,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAa,mBA

AmB,CAAC,IAAK,CAClC,MACA,EADW,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QACpB,OAClB,GAAY,EAAa,EAAA,kBA

AA,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAM,GAE/D,EAAM,EAAa,eAAe,EAAU,EAAE,OAC9B,EAAa,QAA

Q,IAAI,EAAI,QACrC,OAAS,OAEjB,GAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAG,EAAM,GAExB,OAAA,EAGF,MAAM,

EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EAD+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;AsC2IN,aAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCAAA,EAlLD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,y

BAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,

SACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAKO,MAAM,EAA8B,IAcrC,SAAU,GAAgB,EAC9B,EAD8B,EAE9B,EAF8B,WAG9B,E

AH8B,WAI9B,EAJ8B,QAK9B,EAL8B,KAM9B,EAAO,KANuB,uBAO9B,EAAyB,KAPK,eAQ9B,EAAiB,EARa,

WAS9B,EAAa,OAEP,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAChB,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAc,EAAa,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAQ,GAChE,EAAc,EAAa,EAAE,MAAM,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM

,EAAQ,GAEhE,EAAc,EAAa,EAAE,MAAM,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAQ,GAChE,EAAc,EAAa,EAAE,

MAAM,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAQ,GAEhE,EAAa,EAAE,MAAM,MAAM,GAAI,GAC/B,EAAa,EAAE,

MAAM,MAAM,GAAI,GAE/B,EAAY,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAC/B,EAAY,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAE/B,EACF,I

AAc,GAA2B,IAAd,GAAiC,IAAd,EAE7C,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,GAAS,GAAK,GAAS,GAAK,EAC5B,IAAM,0J

AEsB,WAAoB,OAE9C,MAEA,GADF,EAAY,EAAY,EAAE,MAAM,MAAM,GAAI,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,MAA

M,GAAI,IAClC,OAAO,CAAC,EAAa,IAEnD,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,IAAgB,EAChB,sCAAwC,cACjC,6BAAuC,E

AAE,gBACzC,EAAE,wBAAwB,uBACV,iBAErB,MAAA,EAAqC,EACvC,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,GACzB,CAAC,

EAAW,EAAa,GACvB,EAAqC,EACvC,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,GACzB,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,GAGvB,GAAM,EA

AQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KACvD,GAAM,EA

AQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAEvD,EAA8B,CA

AC,EAAK,GAEpC,EAAW,KAAK,IAAI,EAAW,GAC/B,EAAY,EAAa,EAAI,MAAM,GAAK,EAAI,MAAM,GAE

lD,EAAkB,MAAR,EACV,EAAsD,MAA1B,EAC5B,EAAmC,cAAf,EACpB,EAAgC,MAAd,GACpB,EAA6B,EAA

A,8BAAA,GAAY,GACzC,KAGA,IAAA,EAIA,IAAiB,IAAhB,GAAqC,IAAhB,IACtB,EAAY,IAAoD,KAP3C,GA
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AW,GAChC,GAAwC,MAAnB,GAMkD,CACrE,IAAA,EAAO,EACP,EAAO,EACP,IACF,GAAO,EAAU,EAAA,

WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAClE

,EAAc,KAAK,IAEjB,IACF,GAAO,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,EAAS,M

AAO,CAAC,KAAM,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,MAClE,EAAc,KAAK,IAGf,MACA,EAAiC,IAAhB,EAEnB,IAAA,EA

AS,EAH0B,IAAhB,IAKrB,GAAS,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CACf,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MAA

O,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAU,EAAW,MAGvC,EAAc,KAAK,IAGf,MAAA,EAAuB,IAAhB,EAAoB,EAAI,EAE

jC,IAAA,EAAS,EACT,IACF,GAAS,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CACf,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MA

AO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAU,EAAG,MAG/B,EAAc,KAAK,IAGf,MAAA,GAAU,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAA

C,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAQ,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,IAC1D,GAAM,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,

EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,UAAU,KAClE,EAAc,KAAK,OACd,CACC,MAAA,

GAAQ,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OAE9B,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,oBACZ,EAAU,EAAU,CAAC,E

AAU,EAAa,GAAc,EAC1D,EAAY,EAAS,EAAiB,EACtC,GAEE,EAAuB,CAAC,EAAK,GAO/B,GANQ,MAAR,G

ACF,EAAO,KAAK,GAEV,GACF,EAAO,KAAK,GAEV,EAAmB,CACf,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAQ,eAC5B,GAAI,U

ACJ,EAAK,KAAA,kBAAkB,EAAmC,YAC9D,EAAO,KAAK,GACZ,EAAc,KAAK,GAGrB,EAAM,EAAQ,gBA

AgB,EAAS,EAAQ,GAG3C,MAAA,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,E

AAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KACvD,EAAc,KAAK,GACd,IAAA,MAAM,KAAK,EACd,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAEjC,

OAAA,EACR,QAAA,4BAAA;;ACvJM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEM,SAAU,EAAa,GAKrB,MA

AA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,EAAI,EAAJ,KAAO,EAAP,uBAAa,GAA

0B,GACvC,WAAC,EAAD,WAAa,EAAb,WAAyB,EAAzB,eAAqC,GAAkB,EAEtD,OAAA,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAA

A,CACrB,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,uBAAA,EAC

A,eAAA,EACA,WAAA,IAIG,MAAM,EAAmC,CAC9C,WAAY,EADkC,aAE9C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QA

AA,mBAAA;;ApEIA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAA

A,EA/BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,M

AAM,EAAM,iBAEN,SAAU,EAAI,GAEZ,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,EAIR,G

AAA,EAAQ,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAmB,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CACxD,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAA

E,QAC9B,GAAY,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAM,QAClC,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,GA

G9C,IAAA,EAMG,OAJL,GADE,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,+BACN,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAE,MAAO,GA

ElC,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,EAAE,MAAO,GAEjC,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OAG1C,MAAM,E

AA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;AqEjBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,

QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,MAAM,EAAO,EAAoB,kBAAA,oEAOpB,GAAO,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,

CAAC,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WA

AY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAA

A,WAAA,EAXP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,MAAM,EAAQ,EA

AoB,kBAAA,mEAIrB,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAE1C,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EA

A4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;A9DEA,aAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAA

A,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAM,gBAEC,GAAgB,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAC5C,UAA

W,EACX,gBAAiB,EACjB,iBAAiB,EACjB,cAAe,EAAA,aAGV,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,W

AAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;A+DZiB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAlB,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,EAAuB,GAHnC,KAAA,YAAwB,GAIjB,KAA

A,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,cAAgB,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,QAAU,KAExC,MAAA,EAAqB,GAEtB,KAAA,cAAc

,QAAQ,IACzB,EAAS,eAAe,UAAiB,qBAIrC,MAAA,EAAY,KAAK,cACA,IAAI,OACQ,KAEZ,KAAK,OAEvB,K

AAA,2CAEC,EAAS,KAAK,2CAEC,iDA1BD,QAAA,YAAA;;ACAM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA

,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAxB,MAAO,EAOX,YAAY,EAAuB,GALnC,KAAA,YAAwB,GAExB,KAAA,c

AAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAGR,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,cAAgB,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,QAAU,KAExC,

MAAA,EAAqB,GAEtB,KAAA,cAAc,QAAQ,IACzB,EAAS,cAAc,UAAiB,qBAIpC,MAAA,EAAY,KAAK,cACA,
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IAAI,OACQ,KAEZ,KAAK,OAEvB,KAAA,2CAEC,EAAS,KAAK,0CAEA,iDA5BM,QAAA,kBAAA;;ACiCvB,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAnCP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAK,GAEb,MA

AA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,EAEpB,EAAU,EACZ,GAAmB,IAAnB,EAAQ,OACH,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,U

AAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAQ,IAAK,QAAA,IAIxC,GAAA,EAAQ,QAAS,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,IAA

I,gCAAiC,CACxD,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,EAAQ,OAAS,GACvC,EAAW,EAAK,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAQ,

MAAM,EAAG,GAAW,QAAA,IACrD,EAAY,EAAK,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAQ,MAAM,GAAW,QAAA,IAClD,OAA

A,EAAK,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAU,GAAY,QAAA,IAGxC,MAAA,EACF,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,OAAO,

OAAO,CAAC,EAAI,KAAO,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAI,IAC1D,EAAS,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,OAG5B,GA

Dc,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,cAE9B,IAAI,EAAJ,kBAAsB,EAAQ,GAAG,MAAO,GACxC,IAAI,EAAJ,YAAg

B,EAAQ,GAAG,MAAO,GAC/B,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAS,GAG5C,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,

EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACkBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA

,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EArDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,

EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,G

AAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,EAAD,SAAO,GAAY,EAEnB,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAW,

EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAE,OACzC,IAAA,EAAO,EACL,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,

GACvD,IAAA,EAAY,EACI,MAAhB,IACF,GAAY,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,Q

AAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KAC3D,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OAAQ,IAGvC,EAAA,aAAA,2

BAA2B,MAAO,EAAM,GAC/C,MAAC,EAAU,GACb,EAAa,aAAA,0BAA0B,EAAU,MAAO,GACtD,EAAS,EAA

K,KAAA,cAAc,GAE5B,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAY,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,

CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,EAAG,MAC5D,GAAU,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,EAAI,MAAO,MAAO,GAE1C,IAAA

,EACA,GAAA,EAAU,CACN,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,qBAAqB,EAAU,GAC7D,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAA

A,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,UAE7D,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SA

AA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAUxD,OAPP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,

GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAElB,MAAhB,GACF,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAGjC,EAGF,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAA

Y,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA

,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EApDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,

EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,G

AAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,EAAD,SAAO,GAAY,EAEnB,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAW,

EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAE,OACzC,IAAA,EAAO,EACL,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,

GACvD,IAAA,EAAY,EACI,MAAhB,IACF,GAAY,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,Q

AAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KAC3D,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OAAQ,IAGvC,EAAA,aAAA,2

BAA2B,MAAO,EAAM,GAC/C,MAAC,EAAU,GACb,EAAa,aAAA,0BAA0B,EAAU,MAAO,GACtD,EAAS,EAA

K,KAAA,cAAc,GAE5B,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAY,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,

CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,EAAG,MAC5D,GAAU,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,EAAI,MAAO,MAAO,GAE1C,IAAA

,EACA,GAAA,EAAU,CACN,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,qBAAqB,EAAU,GAC7D,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAA

A,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,UAE7D,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SA

AA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAUxD,OAPP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,

GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAElB,MAAhB,GACF,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAGjC,EAGF,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAA

Y,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACjDsB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAA

A,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAvB,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAAqC,EACrC,GANJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KA

OT,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,UAAa,EAAb,QAAwB,GAAW,EACpC,GACE,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,gBAErB,KAAA,

YAAc,CAAC,EAAW,GACzB,MAAA,EAAiB,QAAP,EAAgB,IAAM,IAChC,EAAe,EACjB,gBACA,+CAEC,KAA

A,+KAKyB,6HAKJ,oCACN,gFAEE,mKA/BG,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACGM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAA

A,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,4BAAA,EANnC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qB

AEM,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,EAAiB,EAAoB,EACrC,GARJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KA

AA,cAAe,EAKR,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAM,OAAS,EACf,iBACI,EAAG,OAAO,GAAG,cACb,EAAG,MAAM,

8CACX,MAAA,EAAS,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GAC9B,EAAU,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAC9B,KAAA,YAAc,EAA
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M,MAAM,GAAI,GAC/B,EAAU,GACP,KAAA,YAAY,KAAK,GAEnB,GACE,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,gBAEpB,M

AAA,EAAW,KAAK,YAChB,EAAO,EAAS,OAChB,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAC1B,GAAS,EAAY,EA

AA,aAAA,SAAU,GAEjC,IAAA,EACA,EACA,GAAY,IAAZ,EAAe,CACjB,EAAa,EAAO,EACd,MAAA,GAAiB,

EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GACzC,eACI,kBAA+B,KAAkB,EAAO,0BACtD,EAAO,EAAO,gBAChB,kBAA+B,KA

AkB,EAAO,0BACtD,EAAO,EAAO,gBAChB,kBAA+B,KAAkB,EAAO,0BACtD,EAAO,EAAO,gBAChB,kBAA+

B,KAAkB,EAAO,0BACtD,EAAO,EAAO,WAEpB,EAAa,EACb,eACI,qCACE,EAAO,EAAO,gBAChB,qCACE,E

AAO,EAAO,gBAChB,qCACE,EAAO,EAAO,gBAChB,qCACE,EAAO,EAAO,MAEhB,MAAA,EAAW,CAAC,IA

AK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,KAAK,MAAM,EAAG,GACnD,EAAY,IAAM,EAAS,EAAa,GACxC,EAAc,EAAS,

IAAI,GAAK,OAAS,GACzC,GACF,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,aAAc,EAAa,GAAG,OAAO,WAC/C,GACF,EAAY,EA

AA,aAAA,aAAc,EAAa,GAAG,OAAO,WAC/C,GACF,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,aAAc,EAAa,GAAG,OAAO,WAC/C,

GACF,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,aAAc,EAAa,GAAG,OAAO,WAE/C,EAAiB,QAAP,EAAgB,cAAgB,WAC1C,EAAo

B,EAAY,4DACY,EAAW,iEACX,EAAW,iEACX,EAAW,iEACX,EAAW,aAEvD,oCACgB,EAAW,kDACE,EAA

W,uDACX,EAAW,qEACG,EAAW,gBAEtD,EAAgC,EAAY,2CACjB,EAAY,wDACL,EAAS,4DACJ,EAAS,OAA

O,GAAG,qBAG3D,KAAA,sCACiB,EAAY,6CACL,EAAS,iDACJ,EAAS,OAAO,GAAG,6BAEjD,mCAEE,4DAC

kB,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,iCAC3C,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,eAC7D,6CA

C+B,gBAAwB,2BAC3C,gBAAwB,QAAgB,sGAGnC,qCAEG,mDAElB,iCACiB,mGAGV,4dA7GgB,QAAA,uBA

AA;;ACwElC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EA9ED,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,SAAS,EACL,EAA2B,EAAe,

EAC1C,EAA2B,MACzB,IAAA,EAAY,EAAE,MAAM,GACpB,EAAS,EAAE,MAAM,GACD,MAAhB,IACF,EA

AY,EAAa,MAAM,GAC/B,EAAS,EAAa,MAAM,IAExB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAa,aAAA,yBAAyB,GACnD,EACF,C

AAC,WAAA,EAAY,OAAA,EAAQ,UAAA,EAAW,QAAS,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,IAC1D,EACF,IAAI,EAAJ,iBA

AqB,EAAY,EAA4B,MAAhB,GAC3C,EAAS,CAAC,GACI,MAAhB,GACF,EAAO,KAAK,GAER,MAAA,EAAS,

EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAQ,SAEpD,GAAoB,IAApB,EAAO,MAAM,GACR,OAAA,EAEH,MAAA,EAAS,EA

AU,EAAS,EAAG,EAAY,GAE1C,OADP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAC/B,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAA2B,EAAe,EAC1C,E

AA2B,MACvB,MAAA,EAA0B,MAAhB,EAAuB,EAAa,MAAQ,EAAE,MACxD,EAAS,EAAQ,EAAQ,OAAS,GA

ClC,EAAa,EAAa,aAAA,yBAAyB,GACnD,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,uBACZ,EAAS,EAAY,EAA4B,MAAhB,GAC/B,E

AAyB,MAAhB,EAAuB,CAAC,GAAK,CAAC,EAAG,GAC1C,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAQ,SACpD,GA

AA,EAAO,MAAM,SAAW,EAAE,MAAM,OAAQ,CACpC,MAAA,EAAS,EAAgB,EAAS,EAAG,EAAY,GAEhD,

OADP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAC/B,EAEF,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAe,EAC1C,GACI,MAAA,EAAO,

CAAC,GAIV,GAHS,EAAA,aAAA,2BACT,MAAQ,EAAW,OAAO,GAAG,cAAgB,EAAW,MAAM,GAAI,EAClE,

EAAE,MAAM,UACP,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,sBAAwB,EAAE,MAAM,QAAU,EAAG,CACxD,MAAA,EA

A0B,IACzB,EAAU,GACb,EAAa,aAAA,0BAA0B,EAAE,MAAO,GAC9C,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAC5B,G

AAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,EA

AG,MAC/D,EAAwB,KAAK,GAEvB,MAAA,EAAU,EAAU,EAAS,EAAK,GACxC,EAAwB,KAAK,GACvB,MA

AA,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAI

pD,OAFP,EAAwB,QACpB,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IACxC,EAEF,OAAA,EAAgB,EAAS,EAAG;;AC5C9B,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAjCP,IAAA,EAAA

,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAGI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,

EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,GAAQ,EAEX,IAAA,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,E

AAM,EAAE,OACjC,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,EAAE,MAAM,QAC/D,IAAA,EAAK,EACH,

MAAA,EAA0B,GACZ,MAAhB,IACF,GAAK,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,

EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KACpD,EAAwB,KAAK,GAC7B,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OAAQ,EA

AG,MAAM,SAGhD,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,SAAU,CAAC,EAAK,IAAK,EAAG,MAAM,QAChE,MAAA,GAAM

,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,EAAI,EAAK,GAAI,OAI3C,OAFP,EAAwB,QACpB,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAC

xC,EAGF,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;ACAA,

aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAjCP,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAGI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,Q

AAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,GAAQ,EAEX,IAAA,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,e
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AAe,EAAM,EAAE,OACjC,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,EAAE,MAAM,QAC/D,IAAA,EAAK,

EACH,MAAA,EAA0B,GACZ,MAAhB,IACF,GAAK,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,

QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KACpD,EAAwB,KAAK,GAC7B,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OA

AQ,EAAG,MAAM,SAGhD,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,SAAU,CAAC,EAAK,IAAK,EAAG,MAAM,QAEhE,MAAA,

GAAM,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAS,EAAI,EAAK,GAAI,OAI3C,OAFP,EAAwB,QACpB,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA

8B,IACxC,EAGF,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;

ACnBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAdP,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,MAAM,EAAO,EAAoB,kBAAA,oEAOpB,G

AAO,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD

0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACLA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EATP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAA

A,kBAEA,MAAM,EAAQ,EAAoB,kBAAA,qCAErB,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAE1C,QAA

A,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;

;ACEA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAXP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,MAAM,EAAO,EAAoB,kBAAA,wBAIpB,GA

AO,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0

B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACSA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA

,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EApBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAA

Q,EAA2B,yBAAA,2BAInC,EAAe,qGAIjB,EAJiB,gCAIiB,uBAIzB,GACT,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,UAAW

,EAAO,gBAAiB,IAElD,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,

WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACTA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,Q

AAA,WAAA,EAXP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,MAAM,EAAQ,

EAAoB,kBAAA,4FAIrB,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAE1C,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,E

AA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACqMmB,aAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EA7MpB,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAAm

C,EACnC,EAA2B,GAAmB,EAC9C,GAAsB,GACpB,GARN,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAQE,QAAb,GAAsB,EACl

B,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,8CAGZ,MAAA,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAi

B,EAAS,eAC1B,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAwB,EAAS,sBACjC,EAAuB,EAAS,qBAEhC,EAAS,EAAS,QAAQ,I

AC1B,EAAU,EAAS,QAAQ,KAC5B,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,SAEtB,MAAA,EAAyB,QAAb,EACZ,gBAAwC,EAAS

,oBACnD,EAAS,mBAAmB,EAAS,iBACnC,WACO,EAAS,mBAAmB,EAAS,iBAE9C,IAAA,EAAsB,MAMtB,G

ALC,IAEH,EAAsB,gBAGpB,EAAkB,CACd,MAAA,EAAY,KAyDlB,YAvDK,KAAA,kDAC2B,MAAiB,yCACp

B,MAAW,qiBAkBZ,2BACZ,gFAGY,EAAS,4FAIP,6BACZ,oFAGY,EAAS,0WAUnB,yIAIhB,EAAoB,EAAsB,E

ACA,UACf,0HAY7B,IAAA,KAAiB,KAAY,KAAY,KACzC,oEACa,QAAb,IACF,EAAc,oBAGV,MAAA,EAAuD,

EAA9B,KAAK,MAAM,EAAc,GAClD,EAA2B,EAAc,EAEzC,iBACE,+HAOH,KAAA,gDAC2B,MAAiB,uCACp

B,MAAW,gDACF,8KAMZ,EAAS,igBAkBL,6FAIF,yBACZ,4EAGY,EAAS,sFAIP,uDACK,4HAIE,sDACI,sDAC

A,wCAG/B,mDAGkB,qBACa,IAA7B,8NAQF,2BACsC,IAA7B,4HAGkB,gHAK3B,2BACsC,IAA7B,4HAGkB,sD

ACI,4EAI/B,gDAGM,sBAMM,QAAA,cAAA,EAApB,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAAmC,EACnC,EAA2B,GAAmB,E

AC9C,GAAsB,GACpB,GARN,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAQE,QAAb,GAAsB,EAClB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,8CAG

Z,MAAA,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAgB,EAAS,

cACzB,EAAiB,EAAS,eAC1B,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAuB,EAAS,qBAChC,EAAwB,EAAS,sBACjC,EAAuB,E

AAS,qBAEhC,EAAW,EAAS,QAAQ,MAC5B,EAAS,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAU,EAAS,QAAQ,KAC5B,KAAA

,YAAc,EAAS,SAEtB,MAAA,EAAyB,QAAb,EAEd,IAAA,EAAsB,MAMtB,GALC,IAEH,EAAsB,gBAGpB,EAA

kB,CACd,MAAA,EAAY,KAyElB,YAvEK,KAAA,+DAES,MAAgB,MAAiB,yCAClB,MAAa,MAAW,qkBAkBzB

,2BACZ,gFAGY,EAAS,2FAIP,6BACZ,oFAGY,EAAS,kGAIP,+BACZ,wFAGY,EAAS,+XAUnB,+IAIlB,EACK,g

BACkB,EAAS,mBACnB,EAAS,oBAAoB,EAAS,mBACtC,EAAS,4BACH,EAAS,oBACf,EAAS,mBAAmB,EAA

S,0BACtC,OAA2B,mCACpB,6IAarB,IAAA,KAAiB,KAAY,KAAY,KACzC,oEACa,QAAb,IACF,EAAc,oBAGV,

MAAA,EAAuD,EAA9B,KAAK,MAAM,EAAc,GAClD,EAA2B,EAAc,EAEzC,iBACE,+HAOH,KAAA,yDAEO,

MAAgB,MAAiB,uCAChB,MAAa,MAAW,gDACf,uLAMZ,EAAS,okBAmBL,6FAIF,yBACZ,4EAGY,EAAS,qFA
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IP,yBACd,gFAGc,EAAS,4FAIP,yDACK,2IAIM,6DACI,6DACA,6CAGnC,uDAGkB,uBACa,IAA7B,iPAQF,6BA

CsC,IAA7B,2IAGsB,yHAK/B,6BACsC,IAA7B,2IAGsB,6DACI,mFAInC,sDAGM,iCAjOI,QAAA,cAAA;;AC/Kn

B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAlCP,IAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAQ,GAKh

B,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACK,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EA

AG,WACd,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EAAb,IAAsB,EAAtB,gBAA2B,GAAmB,EAG/C,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,

EAAa,aAAA,+BAA+B,EAH9B,GAId,IAAM,2EACa,uBAEjB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MA

A2C,EAAY,EAR3C,EASH,EAAK,GAChB,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAS,aAA+C,IAA1B,EAAS,cACvC,EAAK,KAAA,

YAAY,EAAS,QAAS,EAAS,UACvC,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,IA

E1B,MAAA,EAAiB,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAU,OAAO,GACnD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAgB,CAAC,GAAI,

WAG/C,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;ACZA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAtBP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EAAU,GAKlB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GA

AS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EAAb,IAAsB,EAAtB,gBAA2B,EAA3B,WAA4C,GAAc,

EAG1D,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MAAmD,EAAY,EAHzB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GAIpC,EAAK,EA

AiB,GAC/B,EAAiB,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAU,OAAO,GACnD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAgB,CAAC,GAAI,

WAG/C,MAAM,EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EAD+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACiD8

B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,EAnE/B,MAAO,EA

KX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,MAKV,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,QACtB,MAAA,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAA

c,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAiB,EAAS,eAC1B,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAw

B,EAAS,sBACjC,EAAuB,EAAS,qBAEhC,EAAS,EAAwB,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,IACtD,EAAU,EAAuB,EAAI,EA

AS,QAAQ,KAEtD,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAe,GAErC,KAAA,6CACwB,MAAW,gDACF,kdAcV,yBACZ,uDAC4B,6C

AEZ,EAAS,6IAKX,wBACf,yDAC+B,+CAEZ,EAAS,+SAiBV,QAAA,yBAAA,EAA/B,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GA

JZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,MAKV,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,QACtB,MAAA,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACx

B,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,

EAAiB,EAAS,eAC1B,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAuB,EAAS,qBAChC,EAAwB,EAAS,sBACjC,EAAuB,EAAS,q

BAEhC,EAAW,EAAuB,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,MACvD,EAAS,EAAwB,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,IACtD,EAAU,EAAu

B,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,KAEtD,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAc,EAAe,GAEnD,KAAA,6CACwB,MAAa,MAAW,gDACf,wi

BAiBV,yBACZ,uDAC4B,6CAEZ,EAAS,4IAKX,2BACZ,yDAC4B,+CAEZ,EAAS,sKAMX,6BACZ,2DAC4B,iD

AEZ,EAAS,qVApEZ,QAAA,yBAAA;;AChD9B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA

,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,4BAGM,SAAU,EAAc,GAKt

B,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,GAAC,EAAD,MAAK,GAAS,EACd,EAAI,GACJ

,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EAAb,IAAsB,EAAtB,gBAA2B,GAAmB,EAG9C,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,M

AAmD,EAAY,EAHzB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GAIpC,EAAK,GACd,EAAyB,IAAI,EAAJ,yBAA6B,GACrD,OAAA

,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAwB,CAAC,GAAK,EAAE,OAG1D,MAAM,EAAoC,CAC/C,WAAY,EADmC,cAE/C,YAAa

,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAxBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,4BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAE

M,SAAU,EAAY,GAKpB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,GAAC,EAAD,MAAK,G

AAS,EACd,EAAI,GACO,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,EAAI,GAAQ,eACxB,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EA

Ab,IAAsB,GAAO,EAE7B,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MAA2C,EAAY,EACzD,EAAmB,GACjB,EAAy

B,IAAI,EAAJ,yBAA6B,GACrD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAwB,CAAC,GAAK,EAAE,OAG1D,MAAM,EAAkC

,CAC7C,WAAY,EADiC,YAE7C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,kBAAA;;ACNA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAjBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EA

AA,QAAA,sBAEM,SAAU,EAAY,GAKpB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,

EAAD,EAAI,GAAK,GACT,WAAC,EAAD,WAAa,GAAc,EAE1B,OAAA,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,EAAA,

EAAG,EAAA,EAAG,WAAA,EAAY,WAAA,EAAY,QAAA,IAGjD,MAAM,EAAkC,CAC7C,WAAY,EADiC,YA

E7C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,kBAAA;;ACdsB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAH7B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGM,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAAkB,EAAqB,EACvC,EAA4
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B,EAC5B,GANJ,KAAA,YAAwB,GAOjB,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,OAAQ,YACtB,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,E

AAQ,GACnC,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAE5C,IAAA,EAAgB,MACD,MAAf,IACW,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2

B,EAAQ,GAC3C,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,UACxB,EAAgB,0BAGd,IAAA,EAAe,MACD,MAAd,IACW,EAAA,aAA

A,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAC3C,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,SACxB,EAAe,yBAGZ,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,gMAKgB,6

BACD,gEACmC,2FAnC9B,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACAM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,4BAAA,EAHnC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGM,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,EAAkB,EAAqB,EACvC,EAA4B,EA

C5B,GANJ,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAMR,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,OAAQ,YACtB,EAAA,aAAA,

2BAA2B,EAAQ,GACnC,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAE5C,IAAA,EAAgB,YACD,MAAf,IACW,EAAA,aA

AA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAC3C,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,UACxB,EAAgB,0BAGd,IAAA,EAAe,YACD,MAAd,IACW,E

AAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,EAAQ,GAC3C,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,SACxB,EAAe,yBAGZ,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,y

DAEe,4BACD,qMAMkC,wEAvCtB,QAAA,uBAAA;;ACwD5B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA1DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QA

AA,2BAEO,MAAM,EAIM,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,EAAS,MAAA,MAC9B,MAAA,EAAC,EAAD,KAAI,E

AAJ,SAAU,EAAV,OAAoB,EAApB,MAA4B,GAAS,EAEtC,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAK,MAAM,SAAW,EAAS

,MAAM,OACrC,IAAM,gFAEL,EAAA,KAAA,OACS,MAAV,GAAkB,EAAK,MAAM,SAAW,EAAO,MAAM,O

ACrD,IAAM,8EAEL,EAAA,KAAA,OACQ,MAAT,GAAiB,EAAK,MAAM,SAAW,EAAM,MAAM,OACnD,IAA

M,6EAGN,IAAA,gBAAC,GAAmB,EACD,MAAnB,IACF,EAAkB,MAGd,MAAA,EAAc,CAAC,EAAG,EAAM,G

AE1B,IAAA,EAAc,KACJ,MAAV,IACF,EAAc,EAAO,MACrB,EAAY,KAAK,IAGf,IAAA,EAAa,KACJ,MAAT,I

ACF,EAAa,EAAM,MACnB,EAAY,KAAK,IAGb,MAAA,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,4BAC1B,IAAI,E

AAJ,uBACI,EAAE,MAAO,EAAK,MAAO,EAAS,MAAO,EAAa,EAClD,GACJ,IAAI,EAAJ,iBACI,EAAE,MAAO

,EAAK,MAAO,EAAS,MAAO,EAAa,EAClD,GAID,OAFH,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAa,EAAY,GAAG,QAK5D

,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EAD+B,eAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gB

AAA;;ACUN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAnED,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EASX,YAAY,GARZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,UASV,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,KAAO,E

AAS,OAEf,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,MAC/B,uBAAmC,KAAK,SACxC,EAAe,EAAU,KA

AK,MAEhC,IAAA,EAIJ,eACM,yBACA,0CALW,EAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,iBACZ,EAAO,cAAc,eAAe,EAAO,

OAKlD,KAAK,gBAEf,KAAA,oBACD,mCAEE,kCACoB,sBAK5B,mBAAmB,GACb,GAAA,EAAM,SAAW,KA

AK,KAClB,MAAA,mBACW,KAAK,2DACE,EAAM,WAEzB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAqB,KACN,MAAjB,KAAK,W

ACF,KAAA,SAAW,EAAM,0BAA0B,EAAc,SACzC,MAAjB,KAAK,WAMX,EAAM,GAAG,WAAW,KAAK,SA

AU,KAexC,QAAA,aAAA,EAVD,MAAM,EAAS,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,KAEzC,SAAS,EAAU,

GACb,GAAS,IAAT,EACK,MAAA,YACF,GAAI,GAAQ,EACV,OAAA,EAAO,MAAM,EAAG,GAAM,IAAI,GA

AK,aAAe,GAAG,KAAK,KAEvD,MAAA,0BAA0B;;AC9DL,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAH/B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAWX,YAAY,GAV

Z,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,UACjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EASR,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,KAAO,E

AAS,OAEf,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,MAC/B,GAAS,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,SAAU,KAAK,

MACpC,GAAY,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,YAAa,KAAK,MAE1C,EACY,IAAd,KAAK,KAAa,oBAAsB,EAAU,OAAO

,GAAG,UAC1D,0BACsB,EAAU,YAAY,KAC5C,wBACS,mBACL,EAAO,KAAK,KAAO,QAAQ,EAAS,KAAK,

KAAO,oBAClD,EAAU,KAAK,KAAO,2BACb,iBACT,EAAU,KAAK,KAAO,qBAGxB,EAAyB,IAAd,KAAK,KA

Aa,gBAC7B,EAAO,KAAK,KAAO,oBACf,EAAO,KAAK,KAAO,QAAQ,EAAS,KAAK,KAAO,oBAClD,EAAU,

KAAK,KAAO,2BACb,qBACL,EAAO,KAAK,KAAO,QAAQ,EAAS,KAAK,KAAO,sBAClD,EAAU,KAAK,KAA

O,6BACb,+BAKb,EAAiB,KAAK,MAAQ,uCAE1B,KAAS,EAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,aAAe,MAAM,WACrD,EA

AS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,OAAS,EAAU,QAAQ,EAAO,cAAc,OAC5D,KAAK,MACT,KAAA,sCACiB,KAAK,wCA

ErB,0CACA,yBACA,+CAEA,cACA,+CAMR,mBAAmB,GACb,GAAA,EAAM,SAAW,KAAK,KAClB,MAAA,m

BACW,KAAK,2DACE,EAAM,WAEzB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAqB,KACN,MAAjB,KAAK,WACF,KAAA,SAAW,E

AAM,0BAA0B,EAAc,SACzC,MAAjB,KAAK,WAMX,EAAM,GAAG,WAAW,KAAK,SAAU,KA7EV,QAAA,m

BAAA;;AhEuExB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAA

A,EA5EP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAEA,S

AAS,EACL,EAAe,EAAiB,EAAgB,GAC5C,MAAA,EAAW,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QACjC,EAAI,EAAQ,eA
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Ae,EAAM,EAAE,OACnC,EAAa,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QAEzC,OAAO,OAAO,EAAY,GAC1B,EAAW,SAA

W,EACtB,EAAW,MAAQ,EACnB,EAAW,MAAQ,EAAE,MACjB,IAAA,EACA,EAAW,WAAA,kBAAkB,EAAO,

EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAE,QAC1D,EAAS,QAGX,GAAc,EAAS,MAAM,YAE/B,EAAW,MAAQ,CACjB,WAAA

,EAEA,WAAY,EAAS,OAAS,EAAS,MAAM,YAAc,EAAE,QAIzD,MAAA,EAAW,EAAQ,aAAa,IAAI,EAAW,M

AAM,aAAe,EAEnE,OADP,EAAQ,aAAa,IAAI,EAAW,MAAM,WAAY,EAAW,GAC1D,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,GA

EI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,MAAC,EAAD,KAAQ,GA

AQ,GAEf,EAAQ,GAAS,EAAW,WAAA,iBAAiB,EAAG,EAAO,GAG1D,GAFO,EAAA,WAAA,kBAAkB,EAAG,

EAAQ,GAEN,IAA9B,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GACd,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAO,EAAE,MAAO,IAS5C,GAAA,EA

AQ,mBAAmB,CAAC,KAAmB,WAAZ,EAAE,MAAoB,CACrD,MAAA,EAAW,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QAC

jC,GAAY,EACd,EAAA,cAAA,EAAS,OAAsB,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OACtD,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,

EAAO,EAAE,MAAO,GAG1C,MAAA,SAAC,GAAY,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QACnC,EAAc,EAAW,WAAA,i

BAAiB,EAAE,MAAO,EAAQ,GAC7D,GAAA,IAAa,EAAa,CACtB,MAAA,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,

+BAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,mBAAuB,GACvB,IAAI,EAAJ,aAAiB,GACf,EAAc,EAAQ,mBAAmB,GACxC,OAAA,EA

AQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,MAAO,GAGjD,OADP,EAAQ,YAAY,EAAE,QACf,EAAa,EAAG,EAA

Q,EAAO,GAGjC,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;

;AiElBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EA1DP,IAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEO,MAAM,EAAkB,IAK

vB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,WAAC,EAAD,MAAa,G

AAS,EAEvB,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAE,MAAM,QAAU,EAClB,IAAM,wEAEJ,MAAA,EAAO,EAAW,OAAO,

CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAI,GAEvC,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,YAAY,EAAE,MAAO,EAAY,GACzD,EAAW,EAAa,a

AAA,YAAY,EAAS,OAAQ,EAAW,QAChE,EACF,EAAa,aAAA,oBAAoB,EAAE,MAAO,EAAY,GACpD,EACF,

EAAa,aAAA,oBAAoB,EAAO,EAAW,QACjD,EACF,EAAa,aAAA,aAAa,EAAkB,EAAO,EAAW,QAE5D,EAAY,

GAEZ,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,K

AC5C,GAAyB,EAC3B,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAuB,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAA

M,KACzD,GAAwB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CACpC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,M

AAO,KAEX,GAAS,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,CACnB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,M

AAO,EAAkB,KAAM,KASlC,OANP,EAAU,KAAK,GACf,EAAU,KAAK,GACf,EAAU,KAAK,GAEf,EAAU,QA

AQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAEtD,GAGF,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAqC,CAChD,WAAY,EADoC,eAEh

D,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,qBAAA;;ACnCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEM,SAAU,EA

AS,GAKjB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,QAAI,GAAW,GACf,KA

AC,GAAQ,EAET,EAAQ,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAE,QAC3B,EAAc,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAQ,QAEvC,GACF,EAAgB,EAA

A,iBAAA,EAAO,EAAa,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAQ,MAAO,GAE/D,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,CAAC,GAAO,EAAQ,MAA

O,GAGhD,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;AxEfA,

aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EARP,IAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAY,wBAEL,GAAW,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAW

,MAAO,SAEhE,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,G

AHP,QAAA,eAAA;;AtBMA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,gBAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAK,GAEb,MAAA,OAAC,EAA

D,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,MAAC,GAAS,EACV,EAAY,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAM,QAErC,OAAA,EAAS,EAA

A,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAU,mBAAmB,MAAO,QAAA,IAG5D,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAA

Y,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;A+FHN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EARD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,MAAM,EAAS,wBAET,SAAU,EAAI,EAA

mB,GAC/B,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,EAAM,MAAO,GAC1C,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,G

AAQ,SAClD,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAO,OAAQ,MAAO,EAAO,MAAO,MAAO,EAAO;;A9F4D7D,aAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAvEP,IAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,0BAKA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEA,EAAA

,QAAA,uBA6DO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAA
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A,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,

EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,

eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA3DD,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAA

kB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,MAAC,GAAS,EAGZ,GAAU,cAAV,EAAuB,CACrB,GAAY,cAAZ,EA

AE,MACG,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,IAI1B,MAAA,EAAc,EAAG

,MAAM,EAAE,OACzB,EAAS,EAAK,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,

aAEpD,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAQ,KAAM,GAAc,QAAA,IAKjD,OAHP,E

AAY,UACZ,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAIL,GAAY,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CACrB,MAAA,GAAW,EAAK,EAAA,

MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,IACrC,EAAS,EAAK,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAW,

QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAA,KAEtD,OADP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAC/B,EAGL,IAAC,EAAK,KAAA,gBAA

gB,EAAE,MAAO,GAAQ,CAGnC,MAAA,GAAS,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAA

A,IAC/B,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAO,OAAQ,MAAO,EAAO,MAAO,MAAA,GAGlD,GAAU,UAAV,EACK,OA

AA,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,EAAG,GAGZ,GAAU,SAAV,EAAkB,CACd,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAQ,eAC5B,GAAI,OA

AQ,EAAK,KAAA,uBAAuB,OAAQ,IAE9C,EAA6B,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAEvC,GAAS,EAAS,EAAA,U

AAA,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAc,QAAA,IAExC,OADP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAC/B,EAGH,MAAA,IAAI,uCAAuC,EAAE,

YAAY,KAG1D,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;A

M7DA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EATP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAO,kBAEA,GAAO,EAChB,EAA

A,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAM,gBAAiB,EAAM,cAAe,EAAA,cAErD,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,C

ACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;AyFNiB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAlB,MAAO,EASX,YAAY,GARZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAS

V,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,SAAW,yRAgBlB,mBAAmB,EAAa,GACvB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAqB,KACR,MAAf

,KAAK,SACF,KAAA,OAAS,EAAM,0BAA0B,EAAc,UACvD,KAAA,OAAS,EAAM,0BAA0B,EAAc,WAE9D,E

AAM,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,OAAQ,GAChC,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,OAAQ,KAlCd,QAAA,YAAA;;ACA

M,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAxB,MAAO,EAWX,YAAY,GA

VZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EASR,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,SAAW,2

SAiBlB,mBAAmB,EAAa,GACvB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAqB,KACR,MAAf,KAAK,SACF,KAAA,OAAS,EAAM,0B

AA0B,EAAc,UACvD,KAAA,OAAS,EAAM,0BAA0B,EAAc,WAE9D,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,OAAQ,GA

ChC,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,OAAQ,KArCR,QAAA,kBAAA;;ACsBvB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA

,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAzBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAA

A,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEM,SAAU,EAAY,GAKpB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GA

C3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,aAAC,EAAD,aAAe,GAAgB,EAEjC,IAAA,EAME,MAAA,GAJJ,GADE,EAAM,EAA

A,OAAA,QAAQ,mBACN,IAAI,EAAJ,kBAAsB,EAAE,OAExB,IAAI,EAAJ,YAAgB,EAAE,QAEF,mBAAmB,EA

Ac,GACtD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,MAAO,GAGjD,MAAM,EAAkC,CAC7C,WAAY

,EADiC,YAE7C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,kBAAA;;ACvBuB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAxB,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,OAAQ,QAKlB,K

AAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,SAAW,scAPU,QAAA,kBAAA;;ACgCvB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAlCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAK

A,SAAS,EACL,EAA2B,GACtB,MAAA,CACL,OAAQ,EAAY,OACpB,MAAO,EAAY,MACnB,MAAO,EAAc,O

AInB,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,EAEN,EAAQ,EAAQ,QA

AQ,IAAI,EAAE,QAE9B,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,kBAAsB,EAAE,OAClC,EAAgB,CACpB,EAA+B,EAAG,EAAM,m

BAAmB,MAC3D,EAA+B,EAAG,EAAM,mBAAmB,OAGtD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBACX,EAAS,EAAe,EAAc,GAAG,

OAGxC,MAAM,EAAiC,CAC5C,WAAY,EADgC,WAE5C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,iBAAA;;AC/Bm

B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAH1B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAG

M,MAAO,EAMX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,YAAwB,GAKjB,KAAA,YAAc,EAAa,aAAA,gBAAgB,EAAQ,GACnD,K
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AAA,cAAgB,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,QAAU,KAExC,MAAA,EAAoB,IAAI,MAAM,EAAO,OAAS,GACpD,E

AAQ,GAAK,EAAO,GAAG,GAClB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,IAClC,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,

EAAI,GAAK,EAAO,GAAG,GAGpC,MAAA,EAAW,aAAa,EAAQ,iCACjC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAA

Q,OAAQ,IAAK,CACjC,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAAI,GAC1B,EAAS,sBACY,EAAQ,wBACR,YAAY,QAE7B,M

AAA,EAAY,EAAQ,OACpB,EAAY,EAAQ,EAAQ,OAAS,GAC3C,EAAS,2BAA2B,YAAoB,QAEnD,KAAA,gJA

MC,EAAS,KAAK,gCAjCE,QAAA,cAAA;;ACwGzB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,yBAAA,EA3GD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EA

OX,YAAY,EAAoB,GALhC,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,YAAwB,GAIjB,KAAA,YAAc,EAAa

,aAAA,gBAAgB,EAAQ,GAClD,MAAA,EAAQ,KAAK,YACb,EAAO,EAAM,OACb,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBA

AA,GAC1B,GAAS,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,SAAU,GAC/B,EAAW,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,KAAK,

MAAM,EAAG,GACpD,KAAA,cAAgB,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,QAAU,KAExC,MAAA,EAAoB,IAAI,MAA

M,EAAO,OAAS,GACpD,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAO,GAAG,GAClB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,I

AClC,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,EAAI,GAAK,EAAO,GAAG,GAGpC,MAAA,EAAU,EAAS,GACnB,EAAe,EAAS,O

AAO,GAC/B,EAAc,EAAS,OAEzB,IAAA,SAAyB,OAAa,EAAQ,wDAElC,YAAsB,EAAa,uBAE9C,IAAA,IAAI,E

AAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,IAAK,CACjC,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAAI,GAK1B,oBACQ,OAAa,EAAQ,UA

AU,QAAc,EAAQ,EAAI,wDAErD,KAAK,EAAgB,EAAU,EAAS,0BACvC,EAAgB,EAAc,EAAS,mBAGhD,MAA

A,EAAY,EAAQ,OACpB,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAAQ,OAAS,GACvC,kDAEY,KAAa,EAAgB,EAAU,EAAS,wBAC/C,E

AAgB,EAAc,EAAS,QAE/C,KAAA,mCACc,EAAS,IAAI,GAAK,OAAS,kBACxC,8CAIA,sEAC4B,+BAE5B,EAA

O,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAO,EAAO,wBAChC,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAM,EAAO,wCACjB,6BAGtB,EAAO,EAAO,

QAAQ,EAAO,EAAO,wBAChC,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAM,EAAO,wCACjB,6BAGtB,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,E

AAO,EAAO,wBAChC,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAM,EAAO,sBACnC,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAM,EAAO,wCA

CjB,6DAmBhC,SAAS,EAAgB,EAAoB,EAAiB,GACtD,MAAA,EAAa,EAAS,QAAQ,GAQ7B,OAPK,EAAS,IAAI

,CAAC,EAAG,IACvB,IAAQ,KACA,OAAO,IAEV,GAGA,OACZ,QAAA,oBAAA;;AC7FM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,E

AAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAK,GAEb,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,MAAC,GAAS,EACV,E

AAY,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAM,QAErC,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAU,mB

AAmB,MAAO,QAAA,IAG5D,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QA

AA,WAAA;;A/F8FN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA5GD,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAsB,EAAc,GAChC,MAA

A,EAAQ,EAAO,GAAG,MACpB,GAAU,cAAV,EAAuB,CACnB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,IAAK,IAAM,EAAK,EA

AA,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,KACpD,EAAQ,EAAO,IAAK,IAAM,EAAK,EAAA,MA

AA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,KAEpD,EAAe,EAAW,EAAO,EAAM,GACvC,EAAe,EAAW,EA

AO,EAAM,GAEvC,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAc,KAAM,GAAe,QAAA,IAO

xD,OALP,EAAM,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IACzD,EAAM,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IACzD,EAAQ,

8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EASL,GAAU,WAAV,EAAoB,CAChB,MAAA,UAAC,EAAD,SAAY,

GAAY,EAAiB,EAAQ,EAAM,GACvD,EAAkB,EAAU,IAAI,IAC7B,CAAC,KAAM,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAE,QAAS,

MAAO,EAAE,SAE/C,EAAyC,IAA1B,EAAU,GAAG,MAAM,GAClC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAiB,EAAU,

EAAO,GAE9C,EACF,EAAa,aAAA,gBAAgB,EAAO,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,OAAQ,GAErD,EAAU,EAAQ,eAAe,E

AAe,EAAO,GAItD,OAFP,EAAU,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAEtD,EAGL,GAAA,EAAO,QAAS,EAAM,E

AAA,OAAA,UAAU,gCAAiC,CAC7D,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,MAAM,EAAO,OAAS,GACtC,EAAW,EAAW,EA

AO,MAAM,EAAG,GAAW,EAAM,GACvD,EAAY,EAAW,EAAO,MAAM,GAAW,EAAM,GAErD,EAAS,EAA

W,CAAC,EAAU,GAAY,EAAM,GAKhD,OAHP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGL,IAAA,

EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gCACd,EAAO,GAAG,MAAM,OAAS,EAAG,CACxB,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,o

BAAwB,EAAO,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,OAAQ,GAC3D,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAQ,GAG5C,MAAA,UA

AC,EAAD,SAAY,GAAY,EAAiB,EAAQ,EAAM,GACvD,EACF,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAU,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,

QACrC,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAW,GAE3D,EAAU,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IACvD,MAAA,G

ACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,GAAW,QAAA,IAGrD,O
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AFP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAAsB,EAAc,GAQhC,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,gBAAgB

,EAAO,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,OAAQ,GAQjE,MAAA,CAAC,UAPU,EAAO,IACrB,IAAK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CA

CX,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GACT,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,EAAG,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,MA

AM,MACrD,QAAA,KAGa,SAAA;;AgG1Ed,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAjCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,

SAAU,EACZ,GAGI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,KAAC,GAAQ,EAET,EAAQ,E

AAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAO,GAAG,OAAO,GACnD,EACF,EAAa,aAAA,gBAAgB,EAAO,IAAI,GAAK,EA

AE,OAAQ,GAEvD,GAAiC,IAAjC,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GACd,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,EAAO,GAAG,MAA

O,IAIrD,MAAA,EAAU,EAAO,OAAO,GAAK,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,OAAS,GAC7D,GAAmB,IAAnB,EAA

Q,OACH,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAQ,IAAK,QAAA,IAGtC,MAAA,EAAS,

EAAQ,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,OAG3B,OAFM,EAAA,aAAA,uBAAuB,EAAQ,IAErC,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAS,

EAAO,GAG7B,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;A

CiKmB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EA/LpB,MAA

O,EAKX,YACI,EAAmC,GAAU,EAC7C,EAAqB,KAAM,GAA4B,EACvD,GAAoB,GAPxB,KAAA,cAAgB,CAA

C,IAAK,KAQf,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,SACtB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAU,EAAS,QAAQ,KAC3B,

EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAiB,EAAS,eAC1B,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,E

AAc,EAAS,YAEvB,EAA8D,EAAtC,KAAK,MAAM,EAAS,WAAa,GACzD,EAA0B,EAAS,WAAa,EAChD,EAAy

C,iBAAxB,EAAS,WAE1B,EAAS,EAAiB,EAAI,EAC9B,EAAS,EAAiB,EAAI,EAC9B,EAAa,EAAiB,EAAI,EAEp

C,IAAA,EAAoB,GAAI,EAAyB,GACjD,IAEA,EADE,yGAGE,eAEK,iGAGL,uEAKE,2BAKR,EAAyB,gCAGrB,

MAAA,EAAiB,EAAU,kCAAoC,GACjE,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,QAGtB,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,0BAG

tB,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,kBAGrB,KAAA,oBACD,0CAE4B,MAAiB,uCACpB,MAAW,kIAKlB,8DAGC,c

AAmB,oTAOd,kDACK,uCAEL,EAAS,sFAIP,oDACK,yCAEL,EAAS,2FAIP,mQAQhB,mqBAmB0B,IAA5B,6BA

EE,6EAEsB,0CACP,gGAGD,kDACC,sDAGkB,IAA5B,0EAEM,yCACA,qDAGX,qFAEoB,8CACA,8KAKR,8CA

CA,oIAKqB,IAA5B,0EAEM,yCACA,6CACA,qDAGX,qFAEoB,8CACA,kDACA,8KAKR,8CACA,kDACA,+LA

UtB,cACA,gDAOgB,QAAA,cAAA,EAApB,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,KAKf,K

AAA,YAAc,EAAS,SACtB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAS,QAAQ,MAC5B,EAAS,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAU,EAAS,Q

AAQ,KAC3B,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAiB,E

AAS,eAC1B,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YAEvB,EAA8D,E

AAtC,KAAK,MAAM,EAAS,WAAa,GACzD,EAA0B,EAAS,WAAa,EAEjD,KAAA,gDAC2B,MAAgB,MAC5C,u

CACyB,MAAa,MAAW,ijBAgBzB,kDACK,uCAEL,EAAS,qFAIP,oDACK,yCAEL,EAAS,4FAIP,sDACK,2CAEL,

EAAS,iGAIP,0mBAiBU,IAA5B,+EAEwB,4CACP,qCACkB,IAA5B,yFAEiB,kDACA,wGAGP,+CACA,+GAGkB,

IAA5B,yFAEiB,kDACA,sDACA,wGAGP,+CACA,mDACA,yLAvGX,QAAA,cAAA;;AC9LM,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAHhC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAGM,MAAO,EAOX,Y

ACI,EAAuB,EACvB,GARJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAOR,KAAA,YAA

c,EAEb,MAAA,YACJ,EADI,WAEJ,EAFI,YAGJ,EAHI,aAIJ,EAJI,QAKJ,EALI,SAMJ,EANI,cAOJ,EAPI,eAQJ,E

ARI,WASJ,GACE,GACE,KAAC,EAAD,IAAO,GAAO,EACd,EAAmB,EAAa,EAChC,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,sBA

CM,EAAgC,iBAAf,EACjB,EAAS,EAAiB,EAAI,EAC9B,EAAS,EAAiB,EAAI,EAEhC,IAAA,EAAW,GAEV,IAA

A,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,GAAO,EAAG,IACrB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,GAAO,EAAG,IAC1B,sCACwB,8BACP,

mCAEG,EAAY,eAAe,EAAY,kDACzB,SAAgB,OAC9C,kCACiB,cAA2B,8BAElC,EAAW,0EAEoB,SACzC,QAA

kB,sCACC,4BACnB,SAAwB,kCAEZ,EAAW,gEAEQ,gCAErB,+EAEW,EAAN,EAAU,yNAKJ,EAAN,EAAU,iM

AW5B,KAAA,6MASC,gBAEA,EAAK,mCAnFiB,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACiQ/B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EArQD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,

wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,aA2PC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,
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KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA3OK,SAAU,GAAe,EAC7B,EAD6B,OAE7B,E

AF6B,SAG7B,EAH6B,QAI7B,EAJ6B,KAK7B,EAAO,KALsB,uBAM7B,EAAyB,KANI,eAO7B,EAAiB,EAPY,W

AQ7B,EAAa,OAIP,MAAA,EAAS,EAAE,MACX,EAAW,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QACjC,EAAkB,EAAS,WA

C3B,EAAc,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,GAC7C,EAAmB,EAAS,YAC5B,EAAyC,iBAAxB,EAAS,WAI5

B,IAAA,EACE,MAAA,EAA8B,GAI9B,GACe,IAAhB,GAA0C,IAArB,IACtB,EAAkB,EAFtB,4BAGM,EAAyB,E

AAO,GAAK,GAAM,KAAO,EAAS,SAE7D,IAAA,IAA8B,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,yBAC3C,EAAM,EAAA

,OAAA,QAAQ,iCACd,EA+BE,CASC,MAAA,EAAc,EAChB,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,IAAM,EAAO,GAAK,GACrC

,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,IAAM,EAAO,GAAK,GACnC,EAAwB,CAC5B,OAAQ,EAAE,OACV,MAAO,CAAC,EAA

G,EAAa,EAAS,YACjC,MAAO,EAAE,OAUL,EAAwB,EAAS,MACvC,EAAS,MAAQ,EAAS,MAAM,QAChC,EA

AS,MAAM,EAAS,MAAM,OAAS,KAClC,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAW,cAAc,EAAS,MAAO,EAAU,OACnD,sB

AAwB,EAAS,YAC7B,EAAU,oBACZ,MAAA,GAAiB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAC7B,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAC

Z,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAG,EAAS,WAAY,EAAS,gBAEnD,EAAc,KAAK,GACb,MAA

A,GAAgB,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CACpC,EAAG,EACH,EAAG,EACH,QAAA,EACA,YAxFe,EAyFf,YAxFe,EA

yFf,KAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,uBAAA,EACA,eAAA,IAGI,EAAuB,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAc,QAC1D,EAA

A,KAAA,OACD,EAAqB,SACrB,IAAM,+CAEV,EAAS,MAAQ,EAGjB,EAAqB,MAAQ,EAAS,UAEtC,GAAM,E

AAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAgB,QAAA,KACxC,MAAQ,EAAS,SAErB,EAAc,KAAK,O

A9FQ,CACrB,MAAA,EAAc,EAAiB,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,GAC/B,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,GAAK,

EAAO,GAC9D,GAAY,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CACxB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GACT,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC

,MAAO,CAAC,EAAG,EAAa,EAAS,eAErC,GAAiB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAC7B,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,

QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAG,EAAS,WAAY,EAAS,gBAE7C,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAA

A,CAC7B,EAAG,EACH,EAAG,EACH,YA/Be,EAgCf,YA/Be,EAgCf,QAAA,EACA,KAAA,EACA,WAAA,EAC

A,uBAAA,EACA,eAAA,IAGF,GAAM,EACF,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,EAAS,

MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAS,YAE3D,EAAc,KAAK,GACnB,EAAc,KAAK,GACnB,EAAc,KAAK,GAmEhB,IAA

A,MAAM,KAAK,EACd,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAGjC,OAAA,EAKH,SAAU,GAAiB,EAC/B,EAD+B,OAE/B,EAF+B,

SAG/B,EAH+B,QAI/B,EAJ+B,KAK/B,EAAO,KALwB,uBAM/B,EAAyB,KANM,eAO/B,EAAiB,EAPc,WAQ/B,

EAAa,OAQP,MAAA,YACJ,EADI,aAEJ,EAFI,WAGJ,EAHI,SAIJ,EAJI,UAKJ,EALI,WAMJ,GACE,EAEE,EAAg

C,iBAAf,EAEjB,EAAY,EAAc,EAAe,EACzC,EAAU,EAAY,EACtB,EAAa,CAAC,EAAW,GAIzB,EAA8B,GAE9

B,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,

MAAM,MAAM,MAC1D,GAAQ,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CACpB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MA

AO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAG,EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAO,OAAS,MAGnE,EAAc,KAAK,GACnB,EA

Ac,KAAK,GAEb,MAAA,EACF,IAAI,EAAJ,oBAAwB,EAAY,EAAU,MAAO,GACnD,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,E

AAe,CAAC,GAAY,WAC7D,GAAiB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAC7B,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,

MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAG,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,OAG/C,EAAc,KAAK,GACnB,EAAc,KAAK,GAEb,

MAAA,EAAkB,MAAR,EACV,EAAsD,MAA1B,EAC5B,EAAmC,cAAf,EACpB,EACF,GAAa,EAA6B,EAAA,8B

AAA,GAAY,GAAQ,KAC5D,EAAgB,IAAI,EAAJ,oBAClB,EAAe,MACf,EAAM,MACN,CAAC,EAAG,EAAS,E

AAS,cApCP,GACA,EAmC6C,EAC5D,EAAiB,EAA2B,GAC1C,EAAuB,CAAC,EAAgB,GAO1C,GANA,GACF,E

AAO,KAAK,GAEV,GACF,EAAO,KAAK,GAEV,EAAmB,CACf,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAQ,eAC5B,GAAI,UACJ,E

AAK,KAAA,kBAAkB,EAAmC,YAC9D,EAAO,KAAK,GACZ,EAAc,KAAK,GAEf,MAAA,EAAU,EAAQ,gBAA

gB,EAAe,EAAQ,WAEzD,EAAW,EACb,CAAC,EAAG,EAAW,EAAU,EAAS,aAClC,CAAC,EAAG,EAAS,YAAa

,EAAW,GACnC,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,

MAAO,KAE3D,EAAc,KAAK,GACd,IAAA,MAAM,KAAK,EACd,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAGjC,OAAA;;AC5NF,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAxCP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA

,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,OAAI,GAAU,GACd,QAAC,EAAD,IAAU,E

AAV,WAAe,EAAf,UAA2B,EAA3B,gBAAsC,GAAmB,EAEzD,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,wBAAwB,GACnD,EAAW,E

AAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MACF,EAAO,MAA2C,EAAS,EAAW,EACtE,GAAiB,EAAuB,GACxC,IAAA,EAEA

,GAA0B,IAA1B,EAAS,cAA+C,IAAzB,EAAS,aACZ,IAA5B,EAAS,gBAAmD,IAA3B,EAAS,eAChB,IAA1B,EA
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AS,cAA+C,IAAzB,EAAS,aACb,SAA1B,EAAS,QAAQ,MAA6C,UAA1B,EAAS,QAAQ,KAEnD,IAAI,EAAM,EA

AA,OAAA,QAAQ,sBAAuC,IAAf,EAAE,MAAM,GACvD,GAAM,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,EAAA,EAAG,

OAAA,EAAQ,SAAA,EAAU,QAAA,QACxC,CACC,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,GAClC,EAAM,EAAQ,g

BAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,gBALpD,GAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,CAAC,EAAA,EAAG,OAAA,EAA

Q,SAAA,EAAU,QAAA,IAQvC,MAAA,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAA

A,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAS,YAGzD,OAFP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGF,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,

WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;ACkK2B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,QAAA,4BAAA,EAvM5B,MAAO,EAK

X,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,MAKf,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,YAEtB,MAAA,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,

EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAS,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAU,EAAS,QAAQ,KAC3B,EAAyC,iBAAxB,EAAS,WAE3

B,KAAA,gZAYqB,EAAS,sDACL,EAAS,sDACV,OAAkB,yCAEjB,EAAS,4FAIP,EAAS,uDACV,OAAiB,2CAEh

B,EAAS,+EAIzB,8bA8Jc,QAAA,uBAAA,EA3I5B,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAAM,K

AKhB,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,QAEtB,MAAA,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EA

Ac,EAAS,YACvB,EAAyC,iBAAxB,EAAS,WAE1B,EAAS,EAAe,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC7C,EAAU,EAAc,EA

AI,EAAS,QAAQ,KAE7C,EAAS,EAAiB,EAAI,EAC9B,EAAS,EAAiB,EAAI,EAC9B,EAAa,EAAiB,EAAI,EAEn

C,KAAA,6CACwB,MAAW,kIAKlB,gDAEc,cAAmB,gTAO3B,6DACgB,6CAEZ,EAAS,oIAKpB,kDAES,+DACg

B,+CAEZ,EAAS,4JAMpB,oDAES,EAAS,6CAEzB,wdAgFc,QAAA,sBAAA,EA7D5B,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJ

Z,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,MAKf,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,YAEtB,MAAA,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,a

ACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAW,EAAS,QAAQ,MAC5B,EAAS,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAU,EAAS,QAAQ,K

AE5B,KAAA,wRAWqB,EAAS,sDACL,EAAS,qDACV,OAAiB,yCAEhB,EAAS,2FAIP,EAAS,wDACV,OAAkB,

2CAEjB,EAAS,kGAIP,EAAS,yDACV,OAAiB,6CAEhB,EAAS,wUAiBb,QAAA,uBAAA,EAA5B,MAAO,EAKX,

YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAAM,KAKhB,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,QAEtB,MAAA,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,

EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YAEvB,EA

AW,EAAc,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,MAC9C,EAAS,EAAe,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC7C,EAAU,EAAc,EAAI,EAAS,Q

AAQ,KAE9C,KAAA,6CACwB,MAAa,MAAW,4XAczB,6DACgB,6CAEZ,EAAS,mIAKpB,kDAES,+DACgB,+C

AEZ,EAAS,2JAMpB,oDAES,iEACgB,iDAEZ,EAAS,sKAMpB,sDAES,EAAS,mTAlEb,QAAA,sBAAA;;AClL3B,

aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gCAAA,EAxBP,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEM,SAAU,EAAqB,GAK7B,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MA

AkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,GAAI,GAAM,GACV,QAAC,EAAD,IAAU,EAAV,WAAe,EAAf,gBAA2B,EA

A3B,YAA4C,GAAe,EAE3D,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,wBAAwB,GACnD,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MAA

2C,EAAa,EAC1D,EAAmB,EAAK,GAAiB,EACzC,GAEE,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,uBAA2B,GACpC,OAAA,EAAQ,g

BAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,GAAK,WAG5C,MAAM,EAA2C,CACtD,WAAY,EAD0C,qBAEtD,YAAa,QACb,

WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,2BAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEM,SAAU,EAAoB,GAK5B,

MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,GAAC,EAAD,OAAK,GAAU,GACf,WAAC,EAAD

,QAAa,EAAb,IAAsB,EAAtB,WAA2B,EAA3B,gBAAuC,GAAmB,EAE1D,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,wBAAwB,GACn

D,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAY,EAAO,MAA2C,EAC9D,EAAmB,EAAK,GAAiB,EAAO,GAE9C,EAAU,

IAAI,EAAJ,sBAA0B,GACnC,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAI,GAAS,WAGjD,MAAM,EAA0C,CA

CrD,WAAY,EADyC,oBAErD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,0BAAA;;ACFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EArBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,

QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,O

AAI,GAAU,GACd,QAAC,EAAD,IAAU,EAAV,UAAe,GAAa,EAE5B,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MA

CF,EAAO,MAAmD,EAC1D,EAAW,GAET,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,GAC3B,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,

CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,WAGhD,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,Q

AAA,aAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kC

AAA,EAtBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEM,SAAU,EAAuB,GAK/B,MAAA,OAAC,EAA

D,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,GAAI,GAAM,GACV,QAAC,EAAD,IAAU,EAAV,YAAe

,GAAe,EAE9B,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MAAmD,EAAa,EAClE,EAAmB,GAEjB,EAAU,IAAI,EAA
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J,uBAA2B,GACpC,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,GAAK,WAG5C,MAAM,EAA6C,CACxD,WA

AY,EAD4C,uBAExD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,6BAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EAtBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAA

A,wBAEM,SAAU,EAAoB,GAK5B,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,GAAC,EAAD,

OAAK,GAAU,GACf,IAAC,EAAD,QAAM,EAAN,WAAe,GAAc,EAE7B,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAY,E

AAO,MACnB,EAAS,EAAmB,GAE1B,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,sBAA0B,GACnC,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CA

AC,EAAI,GAAS,WAGjD,MAAM,EAA0C,CACrD,WAAY,EADyC,sBAErD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA

,0BAAA;;ACZA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAVP,I

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAM,EAA0B,wBAAA,uBAIzB,GAAM,EAAgB,E

AAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAExC,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa

,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAVP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAO,gEAKA,GAA

O,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,

KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACR0B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,

IAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAA3B,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAA8C,EAC9C,EAA4B,EAC5B,GAPJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CA

AC,QAAS,QAAS,UACnC,KAAA,YAAwB,GAOhB,MAAC,EAAO,EAAa,EAAY,GAAS,GACzC,GAAc,GACd,E

AAY,GAAa,EAC3B,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAAU,EAAY,EAAW,GAC/C,MAAA,EAAsB,aAAX,EAAwB,EAAI,

GAEtC,EAAkB,GACrB,IAAI,EAAc,SAAU,EAAa,QAEtC,EAAa,EAAa,GAAO,EAAa,EACjD,KACM,EAAc,IAA

M,EAAa,KACrC,+BACM,+BAER,CACE,MACA,yBACmB,MAElB,EAAY,EAAY,GAAO,EAAY,EAC9C,KAC

M,EAAa,IAAM,EAAY,KACnC,8BACM,8BAER,CACE,MACA,yBACmB,KAMpB,KAAA,qDACgC,8CACD,8c

AgBP,sEAIF,mCACD,8BAEP,wCACY,oCACP,4DAGL,wCACY,oCACP,uGAKf,umCAjFoB,QAAA,qBAAA;;A

CkB1B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EApBP,IAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEO,MAAM,EAAiB,IAKtB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MA

AkB,GAAS,GAC3B,MAAC,EAAD,MAAQ,EAAR,OAAe,GAAU,GACzB,SAAC,EAAD,OAAW,EAAX,mBAAm

B,GAAsB,EAEzC,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,qBACZ,EAAM,MACN,EAAM,MAA2B,EAAU,EAAQ,GAChD,OAAA,EA

AQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAO,EAAO,GAAS,YAG3D,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAoC,CAC/C,WAAY

,EADmC,cAE/C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,oBAAA;;AC8DN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAA

A,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAjFD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAQX,YAAY,EAAiB,EAAoB,G

APjD,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAQV,KAAA,YAAc,EACb,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,OACb,EAAM,EAAY,cAAgB,E

AAU,EAAM,aAClD,EAAS,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,GAChC,IAAA,EAAY,GACZ,EAAY,GAIZ,GACF,EAAY,YA

AoB,EAAS,IAAM,WAC/C,EAAY,EAAU,UAAY,YAElC,EAAY,kBAA0B,IAAW,cACjD,EAAa,EAAU,aAAe,cA

GnC,KAAA,wEAGC,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,qDACR,EAAc,EAAM,mCAClB,6DAER,6BACQ,iBACV,EAAc,E

AAM,2CACR,EAAU,EAAM,iEAOtC,mBAAmB,GACV,MAAA,CAAC,EAAqB,KACT,MAAd,KAAK,QACF,K

AAA,MAAQ,EAAM,mBAAmB,EAAc,UAEtD,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,MAAO,KAKrC,SAAS,EAAU,EAA

c,GAC3B,GAAS,IAAT,EACK,SAAG,IACL,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,SAAG,QAAW,MAChB,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,SA

AG,QAAW,QAAW,MAC3B,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,SAAG,QAAW,QAAW,QAAW,MAErC,MAAA,iCAAiC,0BAI3

C,SAAS,EAAc,EAAc,GAC/B,GAAS,IAAT,EACK,SAAG,IACL,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,SAAG,MACL,GAAa,IAAT,

EACF,SAAG,MACL,GAAa,IAAT,EACF,SAAG,MAEJ,MAAA,iCAAiC,0BAE1C,QAAA,cAAA;;AChBM,aAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAlEP,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAGI,MAAA,OA

AC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,EAAD,UAAO,EAAP,QAAkB,G

AAW,EAE7B,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAChB,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAAO,GACxD,IAAA,EAA

Y,EACG,MAAf,IACF,GAAY,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,

CAAC,KAAM,MAEvD,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAG,GAAO,GAEzD,GAAA,IAAiB,EAAQ,EACr

B,MAAA,IAAI,wDAEF,EAAE,MAAM,OAAS,qBACL,KAEhB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAU,MAAM,GACzB,IAAA,G

AAS,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAY,QAAA,IAI1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,GAAK,

KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,IAAS,EAAG,IAAK,CAClD,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAU,OAAO,EA

AO,GACpD,EAAc,EAAQ,mBAAmB,GACzC,EAAa,EACnB,EACI,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAS,EAAO
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,MAAO,GAC7D,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAIpC,GAAA,EAAW,CACP,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAU,MAA

O,EAAW,GACxD,EAAa,EACnB,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAS,EAAO,OAC3D,EAAQ,8BAA8B,

GAGpC,GAAe,MAAf,EAAqB,CACjB,MAAA,EAAqB,EAAa,aAAA,uBAAuB,GACzD,GAA0B,EAC5B,EAAA,

WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KAK1C,OAHP,EAAQ,8BAA

8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGF,OAAA,EAGF,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAA

a,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;AC9BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EApCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEM,SAAU,EAAc,GAKt

B,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,QAAI,GAAW,GACf,KAAC,EAA

D,aAAO,GAAgB,EAEzB,GAAmB,IAAnB,EAAE,MAAM,OAAc,CAClB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAE,QA

C3B,EAAc,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAQ,QAEvC,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,EAAa,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAQ,MA

AO,GAE/D,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,CAAC,GAAO,EAAQ,MAAO,GAChD,GAAuB,IAAnB,EAAE,MAAM,OAAc,C

ACzB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAQ,WAAW,GAC1B,EAAa,EAAQ,WAAW,GAEhC,GAAS,EAAsB,EAAA,uBAAA,EA

AM,EAAY,EAAM,GAEtD,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAO,MAAO,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAO,QAG9D,MAAA,IAAI,MA

CN,wEACG,EAAE,MAAM,WAGV,MAAM,EAAoC,CAC/C,WAAY,EADmC,cAE/C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAH

P,QAAA,oBAAA;;AClCyB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAA1B,M

AAO,EAOX,YACI,EAAuB,EAAmB,GAP9C,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,GAOjB,KAAA,YA

Ac,EACd,KAAA,UAAY,EACZ,KAAA,WAAa,EACb,KAAA,kHAIO,KAAK,0CACL,KAAK,yCACL,KAAK,kD

AEE,oCACQ,6BACR,oCACQ,yCACI,4BACzB,KAAK,iFAGQ,KAAK,iEAMlB,uBACF,MAAoB,SAApB,KAAK,

WACA,YAEA,YAIH,sBACF,MAAoB,SAApB,KAAK,WACA,YAEA,YAIH,sBACF,MAAoB,SAApB,KAAK,W

ACA,YAEA,YAIH,qBACF,MAAoB,SAApB,KAAK,WACA,KAAK,YAAY,GAEjB,KAAK,YAAY,GAIpB,yBAC

F,MAAoB,SAApB,KAAK,WACA,4BAEA,6BAtEmB,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACiCzB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aA

AA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAnCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,Q

AAA,yBAEM,SAAU,EAAa,GAKrB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK

,GACN,UAAC,EAAD,WAAY,GAAc,EAE3B,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAY,EACZ,0DAA4D,KAE1D,MAAA,EA

AY,EAAE,MAAM,GACpB,EAA8B,SAAf,EAAyB,EAAE,MAAM,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,GAC7D,EAA6B,SAAf,

EAAyB,EAAE,MAAM,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,GAC5D,EAA6B,SAAf,EAAyB,EAAE,MAAM,GAAK,EAAE,MA

AM,GAE5D,EAAe,EAAc,EAC7B,EAAc,EAAa,EAC3B,EAAc,GAAc,EAAY,GAExC,EAA8B,SAAf,EACjB,CAA

C,EAAW,EAAc,EAAa,GACvC,CAAC,EAAW,EAAa,EAAc,GAErC,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,oBAAwB,EAAa,EAAW,

GACzD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OAG1C,MAAM,EAAmC,CAC9C,WAAY,EADkC,

aAE9C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,mBAAA;;AChC4B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,4BAAA,EAA7B,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAAmC,GAAU,EAC7C,EAAqB,KAAM,GAAqB,EACh

D,GAAoB,GAPxB,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,KAQf,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,SAEtB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAS,SACp

B,EAAW,EAAS,QACpB,EAAS,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAU,EAAS,QAAQ,KAC3B,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,

EAAS,YACvB,EAAiB,EAAS,eAC1B,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAa,E

AAS,YAAc,EAAS,WAE/C,IAAA,EAAoB,GAAI,EAAyB,GACjD,IAEA,EADE,yGAGE,eAEK,iGAGL,uEAKE,2

BAKR,EAAyB,gCAGrB,MAAA,EAAiB,EAAU,kCAAoC,GACjE,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,QAGtB,GACG,K

AAA,cAAc,KAAK,0BAEtB,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,kBAGrB,KAAA,oBACD,0CAE4B,MAAiB,uCACpB,M

AAW,kNAOpB,iCACI,kXASI,kDACK,uCAEL,+EAIE,oDACK,yCAEL,6PAWxB,cACA,gDArGyB,QAAA,uBA

AA;;ACCM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,kCAAA,EAJzC,IAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,yBAIM,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,EAAmC,GAAU,EAC7C,EAAqB,KAAM,GAAqB,EAChD,GAAoB,GATxB,KAA

A,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,KACtB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAQR,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,SAEtB,MAAA,E

AAW,EAAS,SACpB,EAAW,EAAS,QACpB,EAAS,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAU,EAAS,QAAQ,KAC3B,EAAe,E

AAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAiB,EAAS,eAC1B,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EA

AS,YACvB,EAAe,EAEjB,IAAA,EAAW,gCAEV,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAc,IAC3B,IAAA,IAAI,EA

AI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAa,IAC/B,8BACgB,KAAS,EAAJ,mCACV,KAAK,mCACL,KAAK,gBAYf,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI

,EAAG,EAAI,EAAc,IAC3B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAS,EAAG,EAAS,EAAc,IAAU,CAC9C,MAAA,EAAa,EAAT,EAON,

GALJ,kCACoB,EAAI,iCACJ,EAAI,eAGJ,IAAhB,GACE,GAAA,EAAI,IAYJ,GAVE,EAAU,GAAM,8EAYK,oCA

CnB,kCACS,KAAK,8MAIO,oCACV,KAAK,6FAGP,KAAK,kHAIK,oCACnB,kPAKqB,iGAIjB,KAAK,gCAAgC,
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KAAK,yDAE1C,KAAK,yBAAyB,KAAK,oFAMpB,wBAA+B,kCACzC,KAAK,oFAEL,KAAK,yDAGZ,KAAK,c

AAc,KAAK,qBAI5B,EAAI,EAAI,GAAa,CAOjB,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAU,GAAM,EACpC,EAAK,KAAA,kBAAk

B,GACvB,EAEC,EAAgB,GAAM,GAAK,EAAU,GAAM,GAC3C,EAAgB,GAAM,GAAK,EAAU,GAAM,GAC9C

,0CACoB,EAAU,OAAO,8CAEd,yDACW,oCACrB,KAAK,EAAI,4EAMlB,EAAgB,IAClB,mFAEuB,2DACW,sC

ACrB,KAAK,kGAEL,KAAK,4DAKpB,4BACM,KAAK,EAAI,yCACF,KAAK,gBAAgB,KAAK,EAAI,4BAG3C,0

CACoB,8CAEG,yDACW,oCACrB,KAAK,EAAI,kFAGhB,KAAK,EAAI,cAAc,KAAK,EAAI,6BAMxC,EAAI,IA

CN,yCACuB,qBASnB,EAAU,GAAM,GAClB,4CACwB,sDACW,kCACtB,KAAK,0FAEL,KAAK,kFAGa,kCACl

B,KAAK,EAAI,wFAET,KAAK,EAAI,yDAGhB,KAAK,uCACE,KAAK,gBAAgB,KAAK,EAAI,yBAGvC,EAAI,E

AAI,IACV,wFAEwB,wDACW,8GAG7B,KAAK,EAAI,mBAAmB,KAAK,EAAI,wCAI7C,2CACuB,kCACV,KAA

K,oFAEL,KAAK,uEAGE,sDACe,kCACtB,KAAK,EAAI,0FAET,KAAK,EAAI,yDAGhB,KAAK,uCACE,KAAK,g

BAAgB,KAAK,EAAI,yBAGvC,EAAI,EAAI,IACV,4BACM,KAAK,EAAI,yCACF,KAAK,gBAAgB,KAAK,EAA

I,6BAK/C,GAAY,KAIZ,EAAI,IACN,gCACgB,KAAK,YAAY,MAAM,6BACjC,KAAK,mBAAmB,KAAK,gBAA

gB,KAAK,qBAGpD,EAAI,EAAI,IACV,kCACgB,KAAK,EAAI,YAAY,MAAM,EAAI,+BACzC,KAAK,EAAI,oC

ACG,KAAK,EAAI,gBAAgB,KAAK,EAAI,WAMvD,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAc,IAC3B,IAAA,IAAI,

EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAa,IAC/B,mBAA4B,KAAK,SAAS,KAAK,KAI/C,IAAA,EAAoB,GAAI,EAAyB,GACjD,I

AEA,EADE,sGAGE,eAEK,8FAGL,uDAIA,eAIN,EAAyB,gCAGrB,MAAA,EAAiB,EAAU,kCAAoC,GACjE,GAC

G,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,QAGtB,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,0BAEtB,GACG,KAAA,cAAc,KAAK,kBAGrB,KAA

A,oBACD,0CAE4B,MAAiB,uCACpB,MAAW,gWAelC,gDAGA,cACA,gDA1T+B,QAAA,6BAAA;;ACqClC,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCAAA,EAzCP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gCAEM,SAAU,EAAsB,GAK9B,MAAA,OAAC,EAA

D,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,OAAI,GAAU,GACd,QAAC,EAAD,IAAU,EAAV,UAAe,

EAAf,gBAA0B,GAAmB,EAE/C,IAAA,EAAa,EACC,MAAd,IACF,EAAa,CAAC,EAAG,IAGd,EAAA,KAAA,OA

CD,EAAa,aAAA,+BAA+B,EAAS,GACrD,IAAM,mFACgB,oBAA0B,MAE9C,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBA

C1B,EAAE,MACF,EAAO,MAA2C,EAAS,EAC3D,EAAK,GAAiB,GAEtB,IAAA,EAQG,OALL,GAFE,EAAM,E

AAA,OAAA,QAAQ,6BAA+B,EAAS,aAAe,GACrE,EAAS,YAAc,EAAS,YAAe,EACvC,IAAI,EAAJ,6BAAiC,GA

EjC,IAAI,EAAJ,uBAA2B,GAGhC,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,WAGhD,MAAM,EAA4C,CACv

D,WAAY,EAD2C,sBAEvD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,4BAAA;;ACeoC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,a

AAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,QAAA,qCAAA,EArDrC,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAg

B,CAAC,IAAK,MAKf,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,YAEtB,MAAA,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAS,E

AAS,QAAQ,IAC1B,EAAU,EAAS,QAAQ,KAC3B,EAAa,EAAS,YAAc,EAAS,WAE9C,KAAA,oNAOe,sHAKM,

EAAS,sDACL,EAAS,sDACV,OAAkB,yCAEjB,EAAS,4FAIP,EAAS,uDACV,OAAiB,2CAEhB,EAAS,qSAgBF,Q

AAA,gCAAA,EAArC,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAAM,KAKhB,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,

QAEtB,MAAA,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YAEvB,EAAS,EA

Ae,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC7C,EAAU,EAAc,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,KAC7C,EAAa,EAAS,YAAc,EAAS,WAE9C,

KAAA,6CACwB,MAAW,6TAYZ,6DACgB,6CAEZ,EAAS,oIAKpB,kDAES,+DACgB,+CAEZ,EAAS,4JAMpB,o

GAGS,2CACN,iQArDa,QAAA,+BAAA;;AClCpC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,oCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+CAAA,EAtBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kCAEM,SAAU,EAAoC

,GAK5C,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,GAAI,GAAM,GACV,QAA

C,EAAD,UAAU,EAAV,IAAqB,EAArB,gBAA0B,EAA1B,YAA2C,GAAe,EAE1D,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,

EAAE,MAA2C,EAAa,EAC1D,EAAW,EAAK,GAAiB,GAE/B,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,gCAAoC,GAC7C,OAAA,EAA

Q,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,GAAK,WAG5C,MAAM,EAA0D,CACrE,WAAY,EADyD,oCAErE,YAAa,QAC

b,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,0CAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mCA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,8CAAA,EAtBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kCAEM,SAAU,EAAmC,GAK3

C,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,GAAC,EAAD,OAAK,GAAU,GACf,QAAC,EAA

D,UAAU,EAAV,IAAqB,EAArB,gBAA0B,EAA1B,WAA2C,GAAc,EAEzD,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAY

,EAAO,MAA2C,EAC9D,EAAW,EAAK,GAAiB,GAE/B,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,+BAAmC,GAC5C,OAAA,EAAQ,gB

AAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAI,GAAS,WAGjD,MAAM,EAAyD,CACpE,WAAY,EADwD,mCAEpE,YAAa,QACb,W

AAY,GAHP,QAAA,yCAAA;;ACpBiB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,
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EAAlB,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAKV,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAAM,GACrB,KAAA,

SAAW,uLAPI,QAAA,YAAA;;ACyBjB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,

EAAK,GAEb,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,EAEN,EAAW,IAAI,EAAE,SAAU,E

AAE,OAC7B,EAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,OAE7B,GAAO,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EA

AA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,MAEtD,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,YAAgB,GAC1B,EAAM,EA

AQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAO,EAAK,OAEpD,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,G

AAM,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAKxD,OAHP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,E

AGF,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACxBuB,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAAxB,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KA

AA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,KAKf,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,SAEtB,MAAA,SACJ,EADI,QAEJ,EAFI,QAGJ,EAHI,aAIJ,

EAJI,YAKJ,EALI,aAMJ,EANI,YAOJ,EAPI,eAQJ,EARI,cASJ,GACE,GAEG,IAAK,EAAQ,KAAM,GAAW,EAEh

C,KAAA,gDAC2B,MAAiB,uCACpB,MAAW,+YAad,6CACG,yCAEC,yCACA,iDACG,6CAEC,yXA5CR,QAAA,

kBAAA;;AC4BvB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBA

AA,EA/BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EAAW,GAKnB,

MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,OAAI,GAAU,GACd,QAAC,EAAD,I

AAU,EAAV,UAAe,GAAa,EAE5B,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,sBAC1B,EAAE,MACF,EAAO,MAAmC,EAAS,EACnD,

OAAyB,GACzB,IAAA,EAEE,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,kBAAsB,GACtC,EAAM,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAA

C,EAAG,GAAS,WAE9C,MAAA,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,EAA

S,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAS,YAGzD,OAFP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGF,MAAM,EAAiC,CAC5C,WAAY,

EADgC,WAE5C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACbA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA

,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAlBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAM,0CAE

N,EAAa,+PAWb,GAAM,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAK,gBAAiB,IAEjD,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,

EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACKA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAU,yCACV,EAAiB,0IAKV,EACR,IACO,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACp

B,GAAC,EAAD,EAAK,GAAK,EAEV,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,gCAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,sBAA0B,EAA

gB,EAAG,MAAO,EAAE,OACtD,IAAI,EAAJ,gBAAoB,EAAS,EAAG,MAAO,EAAE,OACtC,OAAA,EAAQ,gBA

AgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAI,GAAI,EAAG,QAGnD,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,

QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;ACXA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAZP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAe,k

CAIf,EAAQ,wBAED,GAAQ,EACjB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAO,gBAAiB,EAAc,MAAO,SAEtD,QAA

A,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;

;ACWA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,0NAIQ,EAAa,aAAA,wBACZ,EAAa,aAAA,yBACb,EAAa,a

AAA,yBACb,EAAa,aAAA,yBACb,EAAa,aAAA,yBACb,EAAa,aAAA,uKAQf,GAAM,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,C

AAC,UAAW,IAExC,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,

GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;AhIdA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,SAAA,EATP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEO,MAAM,

EAAM,iBAIZ,QAAA,IAAA,EAHA,MAAM,GAAM,EACf,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAK,gBAAiB,EAAK

,cAAe,EAAA,aAEnD,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAA

Y,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;AiIqBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,sBAAA,EA9BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EAAW,GAKnB,MAAA,O

AAC,EAAD,MAAS,EAAT,QAAgB,GAAW,GAC3B,IAAC,GAAO,GACR,MAAC,GAAS,EAEV,EAAY,EAAM,

MAAM,OACxB,EAAW,EAAM,MAAM,QACzB,IAAA,EAAO,EAWJ,OAVH,EAAM,IAEH,EAAA,KAAA,SAC

C,EAAY,IAAM,EACpB,uCAA0C,EAAY,OAClD,MACR,EAAO,EAAY,EAAM,GAE3B,EAAS,OAAO,EAAM,E

AAG,IAElB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAQ,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KA

GvD,MAAM,EAAiC,CAC5C,WAAY,EADgC,WAE5C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,iBAAA;;AhIrBA,aA
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AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EATP,IAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAQ,uBAED,GAAQ,EACjB,EAAA,iBAAA,

CAAC,UAAW,EAAO,gBAAiB,EAAO,cAAe,EAAA,eAEvD,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WA

AY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;AiIPgB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAjB,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAA0B,EAC1B,GANJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,

OAAQ,QAOjB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAW,GACvB,KAAA,YAAc,EAEb,MAAA,EACF,WAAmB,KAAK,eAAiB,KA

AK,KAC5C,EAAoB,KAAa,MAAe,MAElD,IAAA,EACA,GAAc,SAAd,EACF,EAAW,wCACN,CAAA,GAAkB,S

AAd,EAGH,MAAA,IAAI,4DACgD,MAH1D,EAAW,oCAMR,KAAA,qDACgC,+FAG/B,gHAIwC,sKAMpB,oW

AS2B,0LAhDlC,QAAA,WAAA;;ACkDtB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAA

A,EApDD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU

,EACZ,EAAe,EAAkB,GAC7B,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,QAE9B,EAAY,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,E

AAE,OAEjC,EAAqB,EAAE,MAAM,EAAE,MAAM,OAAS,GAC9C,EAAQ,EAAY,EAEpB,GAAU,EACZ,EAAA,

SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAO,MAE5C,EAAS,E

AAQ,MACjB,EAAc,IAAI,EAAJ,WAAe,OAAQ,EAAQ,GAC7C,EAAc,IAAI,EAAJ,WAAe,OAAQ,EAAQ,GAE7C

,EAAS,CACb,CACE,OAAQ,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,OACtC,MAAO,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,MACrC,MAA

O,GAET,CACE,OAAQ,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,OACtC,MAAO,EAAM,mBAAmB,KAAK,MACrC,MAAO,IAI

L,EAAW,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAa,EAAQ,WACxD,EAAW,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAa,EAAQ,WAExD,GACF,EAAQ,

EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAU,KAAM,GAAW,QAAA,IAEvD,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EA

AQ,8BAA8B,GAEhC,MAAA,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAgB,QAAA,EAAS,

MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,SAI5D,OAFP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAC/B;;ACrCF,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAI,GAEZ,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,MAAC,GAAS,

EAET,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,GAAO,EAAqB,GAGtC,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YA

Aa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACXiB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,iBAAA,EAAlB,MAAO,EAOX,YAAY,EAAiB,GAL7B,KAAA,YAAwB,GAMjB,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB

,KAAA,YAAc,EAEd,KAAA,SAAW,oJASlB,mBAAmB,GACV,MAAA,CAAC,EAAqB,KACN,MAAjB,KAAK,

WACF,KAAA,SAAW,EAAM,0BAA0B,EAAc,UAEhE,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,SAAU,KAzBhB,QAAA,Y

AAA;;ACsBjB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,

EAzBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EAAK,GAEb,MAAA,QAAC,EAAD,MAAU,

GAAS,GACnB,MAAC,EAAD,MAAQ,GAAS,EACnB,IAAA,MAAC,GAAS,EAIV,GAAU,YAFd,EAAQ,GAAS,E

AAK,KAAA,WAAW,IAET,CAEhB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,kBAAkB,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,IAEzD,

OADP,EAAO,KAAK,GACL,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAO,EAAO,GACvC,CACC,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,YAAgB,EA

AO,GACjC,EAAc,EAAQ,mBAAmB,GACxC,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,GAAI,EAAO,IAIhD,MAAM,EAA2

B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACvB0B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAA3B,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,S

ACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,GAIhB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAW,GACzB,KAAA,YAAc,EAEd,KAAA,yIAKgB,8EAEc,4PAh

BN,QAAA,qBAAA;;ACI1B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EALP,IA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEO,MAAM,EAAoC,CAC/C,WAAY,EADmC,cAE/C,YAAa,QAC

b,WAAY,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,MACd,MAAA,MAAC,GAAS,EACV,EAAe,EAEf,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,qB

AA0B,EAAmB,OAEtD,OADQ,EAAa,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAQ,EAAM,SARjE,QAAA,oBAAA;;AtIIA,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EATP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAQ,mBAED,GAAQ,EACjB,EAAA,iBAAA,C

AAC,UAAW,EAAO,gBAAiB,EAAO,cAAe,EAAA,eAEvD,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAA

Y,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;AuIoCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EA9CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAMA,MA

AM,EAAU,uPAYV,EAAiB,sgBAuBV,GAAW,EACpB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAS,gBAAiB,EAAgB,

MAAO,UAE1D,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,G

AHP,QAAA,eAAA;;AC3CuB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAH9B,
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IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGM,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAKT,MAAA,GAAO,EAAb,

EAAA,uBACO,EAAQ,GAAW,EACrB,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,iOAM8C,QAAY,kCAE3C,EAAK,4WAjBC,

QAAA,kBAAA;;ACAM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,6BAAA,EAHpC,IAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,sBAGM,MAAO,EAOX,YAAY,GANZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA

,cAAe,EAGP,MAAA,GAAO,EAAb,EAAA,uBACO,EAAQ,GAAW,EACrB,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,mcAeqB

,QAAY,oCACd,EAAK,ybAgBvB,EAAK,mCA3CqB,QAAA,wBAAA;;AC+DnC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aA

AA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAlED,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEA,EAAA,QAA

A,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,6CAEO,MAAM,EAAiC,CAC5C,WAAY,EADgC,WAE5C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAGd,

IAAI,EAEJ,SAAS,EAAW,GAKZ,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,EAC7B,IAAA,OAAC,GA

AU,EACT,MAAA,YAAC,GAAe,EAEhB,EAAwC,oBAAtB,kBACpB,aAAkB,iBAChB,EAAwC,oBAAtB,kBACp

B,aAAkB,iBAChB,EAAwC,oBAAjB,aACzB,aAAkB,aACf,EAAO,GAAU,EACpB,CACG,EAA4B,WAC5B,EAA4

B,aAE/B,CAAC,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,QAEpB,EAA6B,CAAC,EAAQ,GACtC,EAAW,CAAC,EAAQ,EAAO,IAE

7B,GAAW,GAAW,KACG,MAAvB,IACF,EAAsB,SAAS,cAAc,UAAU,WAAW,OAGpE,EAAoB,OAAO,MAAQ,

EACnC,EAAoB,OAAO,OAAS,EACpC,EAAoB,UAChB,EACA,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,GACjB,EAAS,EAAoB,QA

GzB,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,SAEzD,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAgB,QAAQ,MAAQ,EAAa,aAAA,OA

CjE,EAAQ,MAAM,yBACV,EAAQ,WAAW,EAAgB,QAAS,GAC1C,MAAA,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAA

Q,cAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,wBAA4B,GAC5B,IAAI,EAAJ,kBAAsB,GACpB,EAAM,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,G

AAkB,SAEzD,OADP,EAAQ,YAAY,EAAgB,QAC7B,EACR,QAAA,iBAAA;;AC4BM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EA9FP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EAAY,GAKpB,MA

AA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,OAAI,EAAJ,KAAY,EAAZ,uBAAkB,G

AA0B,GAC5C,QACJ,EADI,IAEJ,EAFI,WAGJ,EAHI,UAIJ,EAJI,gBAKJ,EALI,WAMJ,EANI,eAOJ,GACE,EAEE

,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,wBAAwB,GACnD,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MACF,EAAO,MAA2C,EAAS,EA

AW,EACtE,GAAiB,EAAuB,GACxC,IAAA,EACE,MAAA,EAA8B,GAEhC,GAA0B,IAA1B,EAAS,cAA+C,IAAz

B,EAAS,aACZ,IAA5B,EAAS,gBAAmD,IAA3B,EAAS,eAChB,IAA1B,EAAS,cAA+C,IAAzB,EAAS,aACb,SAA1

B,EAAS,QAAQ,MAA6C,UAA1B,EAAS,QAAQ,KAWnD,IAAI,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,sBAAuC,IAAf,EA

AE,MAAM,GACvD,GAAM,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CACrB,EAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,SAAA,EACA,QAAA,

EACA,KAAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,uBAAA,EACA,eAAA,QAEG,CACC,MAAA,EAAkB,MAAR,EACV,EAAs

D,MAA1B,EAC5B,EAAmC,cAAf,EACpB,EACF,GAAa,EAA6B,EAAA,8BAAA,GAAY,GAAS,KAC7D,EAAU,I

AAI,EAAJ,cACZ,EAAU,EAAS,EAAiB,EACpC,GACE,EAAuB,CAAC,EAAG,GAO7B,GANA,GACF,EAAO,KA

AK,GAEV,GACF,EAAO,KAAK,GAEV,EAAmB,CACf,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAQ,eAC5B,GAAI,UACJ,EAAK,KA

AA,kBAAkB,EAAmC,YAC9D,EAAO,KAAK,GACZ,EAAc,KAAK,GAErB,EAAM,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAA

Q,gBA5C/C,GAAM,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,CACnB,EAAA,EACA,OAAA,EACA,SAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,K

AAA,EACA,WAAA,EACA,uBAAA,EACA,eAAA,IAuCE,MAAA,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,C

AAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAS,YAKzD,OAHP,EAAc,KAAK,GACnB,EAAc,Q

AAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAE1D,EAGF,MAAM,EAAkC,CAC7C,WAAY,EADiC,YAE7C,YAAa,QACb,WA

AY,GAHP,QAAA,kBAAA;;AChBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,gCAAA,EA9EP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,gCACA,EAA

A,QAAA,sCAEM,SAAU,EAAqB,GAK7B,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,

EAAD,OAAI,EAAJ,KAAY,EAAZ,uBAAkB,GAA0B,GAC5C,QAAC,EAAD,IAAU,EAAV,UAAe,EAAf,gBAA0

B,EAA1B,WAA2C,EAA3C,eAAuD,GACzD,EAEE,EAA8B,GAEhC,IAAA,EAAa,EACC,MAAd,IACF,EAAa,CA

AC,EAAG,IAGd,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAa,aAAA,+BAA+B,EAAS,GACrD,IAAM,mFACgB,oBAA0B,MAE9

C,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MACF,EAAO,MAA2C,EAAS,EAC3D,EAAK,GAAiB,GAEpB,G

AA0B,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,6BAC1C,EAAS,aAAe,GACxB,EAAS,YAAc,EAAS,YAAe,EAC7C,EAAkB,

GACpB,EAA6B,EAAA,8BAAA,EAAY,GACzC,KACE,EAA8B,CAAC,EAAG,GAElC,EAAkB,MAAR,EACV,E

AAsD,MAA1B,EAC5B,EAAmC,cAAf,EAQtB,GANA,GACF,EAAc,KAAK,GAEjB,GACF,EAAc,KAAK,GAEjB,

EAAmB,CACf,MAAA,EAAkB,EAAQ,eAC5B,GAAI,UACJ,EAAK,KAAA,kBAAkB,EAAmC,YAC9D,EAAc,KA

AK,GACnB,EAAc,KAAK,GAGjB,IAAA,EAEF,EADE,EACQ,IAAI,EAAJ,6BACN,EAAU,EAAS,EAAiB,EACpC
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,GAEM,IAAI,EAAJ,uBACN,EAAU,EAAS,EAAiB,EACpC,GAGA,MAAA,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAe,

WAIxD,OAFP,EAAc,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAE1D,EAGF,MAAM,EAA2C,CACtD,WAAY,EAD0C,qB

AEtD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,2BAAA;;AC5EqB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,

IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAF5B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAIX,YACY,EAA0B,EAAmB,GAA7C,KA

AA,SAAA,EAA0B,KAAA,QAAA,EAJtC,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,WAKf,KAAA,YAAc,EACb,MAAA,GAA

c,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAQ,QACxC,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAM,QAChC,EAAe,KAAK,SAAW

,EAAI,aAAe,UACnD,KAAA,sBACC,eAAyB,KAAe,KAAK,gDAE3C,iGAEoB,KAAK,mHAEC,2FAjBV,QAAA,g

BAAA;;ACsCrB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,

EAxCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAAA,

OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,EAEpB,EAAe,EAAQ,MACvB,EAAY,EAAa

,EAAa,OAAS,IAE9C,EAAa,EAAW,EAAW,GACtC,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAQ,GAEtC,GAAiB,EACnB,EA

AA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAW,MACzD,G

AAW,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CACvB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAE,E

AAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAO,OAAS,EAAY,MAG5D,EACF,IAAI,EAAJ,gBAAoB,EAAW,EAAS,CAAC,EAAW,IA

ClD,EAAM,EAAQ,gBAChB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAU,GAAiB,EAAS,OAE5C,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,O

AAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAMhD,OAJP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAA

Q,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGF,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QA

Cb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;ACHN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBA

AA,EApCD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAMX,YAAY,EAAkB,GAL9B,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,

WAMf,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,KAAO,EAAY,OAClB,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,MAC

/B,EAAe,EAAgB,EAAQ,GAExC,KAAA,2CAEC,wDACe,uBAOzB,SAAS,EAAgB,EAAkB,GACnC,MAAA,EAA

gB,CAAC,UAAW,UAAW,UAAW,WAElD,EAAe,GAChB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACvB

,IAAN,EACF,EAAa,KAAK,qCAElB,EAAa,QAAQ,EAAc,MAGhC,OAAA,EAAa,OACrB,QAAA,cAAA;;ACmC

M,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAxEP,IAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EAAS,GAKj

B,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,QAAI,GAAW,GACf,KAAC,EAA

D,UAAO,GAAa,EAEpB,EAAa,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAE,OAAO,GAChD,EAAY,EAAa,aAAA,aAAa,y

BACxC,EAAG,EAAS,EAAY,GAEtB,EAAc,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAQ,OAEzC,EAAY,GAEZ,GAAW,EAAQ,E

AAA,SAAA,CACvB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GACT,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CACL,MAAO,CACL,EAAU,UAAW,E

AAU,UAAW,EAAU,QACpD,EAAU,cAKV,GAAe,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAC3B,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,Q

AAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAU,UAAW,EAAc,EAAU,cAG/D,EAAU,KAAK,GACf,EAAU,KA

AK,GAET,MAAA,EAAqB,CACzB,EAAU,UAAW,EAAU,UAAW,EAAc,EAAU,UAClE,EAAU,WAGR,GAAA,E

AAQ,mBAAmB,CAAC,EAAG,KAAyB,WAAZ,EAAE,MAAoB,CAC9D,MAAA,EAAa,EAAQ,WAAW,GAChC,

EAAO,EAAQ,WAAW,GAC1B,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAM,EAAY,GAI1C,OAFP,EAAU,QAAQ,GAA

K,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAEtD,EAAQ,eACX,EAAU,YAAa,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,QAG5C,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ

,cAAkB,EAAS,MAAO,GAC5C,EAAM,EAAQ,gBAChB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAU,GAAe,EAAS,OAChD,EAAU,KA

AK,GAET,MAAA,GAAW,EACb,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CA

AC,MAAO,EAAU,eAElD,OADP,EAAU,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IACtD,EAGF,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,

WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;A9IvDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAjBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA

,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAU,uBACV,EAAiB,wCAIV,GAAU,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CACtC,UAAW,

EACX,gBAAiB,EACjB,cAAe,EAHuB,eAItC,MAAO,SAGF,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WA

AY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;A+IHA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,M

AAM,EAAgB,wBAChB,EAAuB,6CAIhB,GAAe,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAC3C,UAAW,EACX,gBAAiB,EACjB

,MAAO,SAGF,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmC,CAC9C,WAAY,EADkC,aAE9C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GA

HP,QAAA,mBAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,gBAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAK,GAEb,MAAA,OAAC,EAA
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D,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,MAAC,GAAS,EAET,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,GAAO,EAAoB,GAGrC,MAAM,E

AA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACPA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAY,wCAEL,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAW,MAAO,SAE/D,QA

AA,SAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;

ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAS,0BAEF,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW

,EAAQ,MAAO,SAEzD,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,

WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,

QAAA,WAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAS,0BAEF,GAAQ,EAAg

B,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAQ,MAAO,SAEzD,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,

EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;AlJUA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAjBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,

QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAO,uBACP,EAAc,qCAIP,GAAO,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CACnC,UAAW,EACX,gB

AAiB,EACjB,cAAe,EAHoB,YAInC,MAAO,SAGF,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0

B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;AmJLA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAZP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EA

AA,QAAA,sCAEO,MAAM,EAAa,wBAQnB,QAAA,WAAA,EAPA,MAAM,EAAoB,0CAO1B,QAAA,kBAAA,E

AHA,MAAM,GAAY,EACrB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAY,gBAAiB,EAAmB,MAAO,SAEhE,QAAA,U

AAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EAD+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC

GA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAfP,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAAA,QAAC,EAAD,MAAU,GAAS,GACn

B,MAAC,EAAD,KAAQ,EAAR,IAAc,GAAO,EAGrB,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAO,EAAM,GACtC,OA

AA,EAAQ,eAAe,CAAC,EAAQ,QAAS,UAAW,GAGtD,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,

QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;AlJMA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,U

AAA,QAAA,SAAA,EArBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,

EAAM,6CAGN,EAAa,4RAWN,GAAM,EACf,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAK,gBAAiB,EAAY,cAAe,EAA

A,aAE1D,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QA

AA,UAAA;;AmJdA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EA

PP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAQ,uBAED,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,

CAAC,UAAW,IAE1C,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,W

AAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACUA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,Q

AAA,gBAAA,EAjBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAc,sCACd,EAAqB,6GAM

d,GAAa,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CACzC,UAAW,EACX,gBAAiB,EACjB,MAAO,SAGF,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,M

AAM,EAAiC,CAC5C,WAAY,EADgC,WAE5C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACVA,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAc,6BAEP,GAAa,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAE/C,QAAA,WA

AA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAiC,CAC5C,WAAY,EADgC,WAE5C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACQ

A,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAfP,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAa,sCACb,EAAoB,4HAOb,GAAY,EACrB,EAAA,kBAAA,CA

AC,UAAW,EAAY,gBAAiB,EAAmB,MAAO,SAEhE,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EA

D+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACbgB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAAjB,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAAkB,EAAgB,EAAc,EAChD,GANJ,KAAA,cAAgB,

CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,GAMhB,MAAA,EAAM,EACN,EAAO,EAAO,GAAK,EAOrB,IAAA,EANC,KA

AA,YAAc,EAOb,MAAA,WAAiB,cAAiB,WAEtC,EADW,KAAT,iBAC2B,KACX,IAAT,UACa,gBAEG,eAAmB,

OAGzC,KAAA,mRASe,WAAa,4EAED,+HAKV,8CA1CH,QAAA,WAAA;;ACAM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,

aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAvB,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,EAAkB,EAAgB,EAAc,EAChD,GARJ

,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,GAExB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAKP,MAAA,EAAM
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,EACN,EAAO,EAAO,GAAK,EAOrB,IAAA,EANC,KAAA,YAAc,EAOb,MAAA,WAAiB,cAAiB,WAEtC,EADW

,KAAT,iBAC2B,KACX,IAAT,UACa,gBAEG,eAAmB,OAGzC,KAAA,0NAQuB,KAAK,YAAY,sCACjB,KAAK,

YAAY,mhBAehB,2ZAWR,WAAa,+KAGuB,wyBAqBnB,iDAvFb,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACkBtB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EApBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,

QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEO,MAAM,EACR,IAEW,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS

,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,YAAC,EAAD,KAAc,EAAd,MAAoB,EAApB,KAA2B,GAAQ,EAEnC,GAAU,EA

AM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,4BAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,iBAAqB,EAAE,MAAO,EAAa,EAAM,EAAO,GACxD,IAAI,EA

AJ,WAAe,EAAE,MAAO,EAAa,EAAM,EAAO,GAC/C,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,QAIl

D,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UA

AA;;AClBoB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAArB,MAAO,EAUX,Y

ACI,EAAsB,EAAqB,EAAc,EACzD,GAXJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,aAAc,cAAe,MAC9C,KAAA,YAAwB,GAWjB,

KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,MAAQ,EAAW,GACnB,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,KAAO,EACP,KAAA,MAAQ,

EACR,KAAA,KAAO,EACP,KAAA,6NAQqB,KAAK,oEACiB,iDACX,KAAK,oCACpB,8FAGY,KAAK,4aAelB,

qBAAyB,oPAOT,+BACf,+KAIgB,gSA5Df,QAAA,eAAA;;ACiBpB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAnBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAEO,MAAM,

EAAW,IAKhB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,EAAI,EAAJ,GAAO,

GAAM,GACb,YAAC,EAAD,KAAc,EAAd,MAAoB,EAApB,KAA2B,GAAQ,EAEnC,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB

,EAAE,MAAO,EAAa,EAAM,EAAO,GAC/D,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GAAK,EAAE

,QAIjD,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QA

AA,cAAA;;A1JIN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAvBD,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAAuB,EACtC,GACI,MA

AA,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAE5B,EADQ,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,OACT,EACpB,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA

,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAW,IAAU,QAAA,IAEzD,GAAU,

EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAe,EAAE,MAAO,MAAO,GAChD,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,E

AAG,GAAU,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,GAAW,QAAA,IAKtD,OAHP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GA

E/B;;A2JyDF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA/E

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,EAAA,QAAA,cACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAEM,SAAU,EAC

Z,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,iBAAC,EAAD,SAA

mB,GAAY,EAE/B,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAkB,EAAE,OACrD,IAAA,EA

AO,EACL,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,GACrD,EAAuC,MAAhB,EACvB,EAAqB,EAAQ,mBA

AmB,CAAC,IAEnD,IAAA,EAAW,EACX,GAAA,EAAsB,CACpB,GAAA,EAAoB,CAChB,MACA,EADW,EAA

Q,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAS,QACtB,OAElB,EAAqB,IAAI,MAAM,GAChC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,OA

AQ,IACnC,EAAS,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAa,IAE/B,MAAA,GACF,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAQ,EAAE,MA

AO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAc,GAE7D,EAAW,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,EAAE,OACzB,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAS,QACr

C,OAAS,OAEtB,GAAW,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAG,EAAc,GAG5C,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OAAQ

,GAGvC,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,MAAO,EAAM,GAC/C,MAAC,EAAa,GAChB,EAAa,aAAA,0BAA0B,EAAS,M

AAO,GAEvD,IAMA,EANA,EAAW,EAOX,GANA,IAEF,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,qBAAqB,EAAa,IAIxD,EAAoB,C

AChB,MACA,EADW,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAS,QACtB,OAElB,GACF,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,K

AAA,cAAc,GAAc,EAAU,EAAE,OAEpE,EAAM,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,EAAE,OACzB,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAI,

QAChC,OAAS,OAEjB,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAU,EAAa,EAAU,GAO1C,OAJH,GACF,EAAQ,8BAA8

B,GAGjC,EAGF,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;A

1JtDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAzBP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,

MAAM,EAAU,EAAoB,kBAAA,0BAI9B,EAAiB,0GAInB,EAJmB,kBAIQ,uBAIlB,GAAU,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAA

A,CACtC,UAAW,EACX,gBAAiB,EACjB,cAAe,EAAA,iBAGV,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,

WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;A2JQA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAlCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA

,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAQ,GAKhB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,
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MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACK,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAG,WACd,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,QA

Aa,EAAb,IAAsB,EAAtB,gBAA2B,GAAmB,EAG/C,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAa,aAAA,+BAA+B,EAH9B,GAId,

IAAM,2EACa,uBAEjB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MAA2C,EAAY,EAR3C,EASH,EAAK,GA

ChB,GAAyB,IAAzB,EAAS,aAA+C,IAA1B,EAAS,cACvC,EAAK,KAAA,YAAY,EAAS,QAAS,EAAS,UACvC,O

AAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,IAE1B,MAAA,EAAiB,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAk

B,EAAU,OAAO,GACnD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAgB,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OAGjD,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC

,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;ACZA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAtBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,

eAEM,SAAU,EAAU,GAKlB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN

,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EAAb,IAAsB,EAAtB,WAA2B,EAA3B,gBAAuC,GAAmB,EAG1D,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,k

BAC1B,EAAE,MAAmD,EAAY,EAHzB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GAIpC,EAAK,EAAiB,GAC/B,EAAiB,IAAI,EAA

J,cAAkB,EAAU,OAAO,GACnD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAgB,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OAGjD,MAAM,EAAgC,

CAC3C,WAAY,EAD+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACiD8B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,EAnE/B,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,

cAAgB,CAAC,KAAM,UAKhB,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,QACtB,MAAA,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,

EAAiB,EAAS,eAC1B,EAAwB,EAAS,sBACjC,EAAuB,EAAS,qBAEhC,EAAS,EAAwB,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,IAC

tD,EAAU,EAAuB,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,KAEtD,EAAY,EAAwB,EAAuB,EAC5D,KAAA,6CACwB,MAAW,kdAc

Z,uBACd,uDAC8B,6CAEZ,EAAS,6IAKX,+DACgB,+CAEZ,EAAS,uNAOf,2LAIK,kMAYA,QAAA,yBAAA,EA

A/B,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,GAJZ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAAM,UAKhB,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,QACtB,MAAA,E

AAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAe,EAAS,aACxB,EAAc,EAAS,YACvB,EAAgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAiB,EAAS,eAC1B,EA

AgB,EAAS,cACzB,EAAuB,EAAS,qBAChC,EAAwB,EAAS,sBACjC,EAAuB,EAAS,qBAEhC,EAAW,EAAuB,E

AAI,EAAS,QAAQ,MACvD,EAAS,EAAwB,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,IACtD,EAAU,EAAuB,EAAI,EAAS,QAAQ,KA

EtD,EACF,EAAuB,EAAwB,EAAuB,EACrE,KAAA,6CACwB,MAAa,MAAW,wiBAiBzB,wBACb,uDAC6B,6CA

EZ,EAAS,4IAKX,2BACZ,yDAC4B,+CAEZ,EAAS,sKAMX,6BACZ,2DAC4B,iDAEZ,EAAS,8OAOf,kPAMT,OA

A2B,+BAC3B,qNA9EY,QAAA,yBAAA;;ACvC9B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAhCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,4BACA,EAAA,QAAA,e

AEM,SAAU,EAAc,GAKtB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,GAAC,EAAD,MAAK,

GAAS,EACd,EAAI,GACJ,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EAAb,IAAsB,EAAtB,gBAA2B,GAAmB,EAG9C,EAAW,EAAa,

aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MAAmD,EAAY,EAHzB,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GAIpC,EAAK,GAEd,EACF,IAAI,EAAJ,c

AAkB,EAAU,OAAO,GACjC,EACF,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAA2B,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OACxD,EAAyB,IAAI,EAAJ,

yBAA6B,GACtD,EAAS,EAAQ,gBACnB,EAAwB,CAAC,EAAI,GAAqB,EAAE,OAEjD,OADP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,

GAC/B,EAGF,MAAM,EAAoC,CAC/C,WAAY,EADmC,cAE/C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,oBAAA;;A

CEA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAlCP,IA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,4BACA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEM,SAAU,EAAY,G

AKpB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,GAAC,EAAD,MAAK,EAAL,OAAY,GAAU

,EACtB,EAAI,GACO,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,EAAO,GAAS,eAC5B,MAAA,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EAAb,I

AAsB,EAAtB,gBAA2B,GAAmB,EAE9C,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MAA2C,EAAY,EACzD,EAAmB

,EAAK,GAEtB,EACF,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAU,OAFX,GAGf,EACF,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAyB,CAAC,GAAI,E

AAE,OAEtD,EAAyB,IAAI,EAAJ,yBAA6B,GACtD,EAAS,EAAQ,gBACnB,EAAwB,CAAC,EAAI,GAAmB,EAA

E,OAE/C,OADP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAC/B,EAGF,MAAM,EAAkC,CAC7C,WAAY,EADiC,YAE7C,YAAa,QACb,

WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,kBAAA;;AClBN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAA

A,EAZD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EACf,EACA,GACE,IAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB

,EAAU,OAAO,GAC3C,MAAA,EAAa,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,WAIlD,OAFP,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,c

AAkB,EAAU,OAAO,GAAM,EAAM,GAElD,CAAC,EADY,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI;;ACNrD,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,6BAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAKA,EAAA

,QAAA,4BAEO,MAAM,EAAwC,CACnD,WAAY,EADuC,kBAEnD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,

MAAA,EAAO,QAAA,MACrB,MAAA,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,WAAC,EAAD,QAAa,EAAb,IAAsB,EAAtB,oBAA

2B,GAC7B,EACE,EAAe,EAEhB,EAAA,KAAA,OACkB,IAAnB,EAAE,MAAM,OACR,2DACI,EAAE,MAAM,W
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ACV,MAAA,EAA8B,CAAC,EAAG,GACnC,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAa,aAAA,+BAA+B,EAAS,GACrD,IAAM

,2EACa,oBAA0B,MAE3C,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,kBAC1B,EAAE,MAA2C,EAAY,EACzD,EAAW,IAER,E

AAQ,IACX,EAAsB,EAAA,uBAAA,EAAG,EAAqB,EAAU,GACrD,MAAA,CAAC,EAAQ,KAzBb,QAAA,wBAA

A;;ACgBN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAvBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAA

A,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAe,EAAuB,EACtC,GACI,MAAA,EA

AS,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAE5B,EADQ,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAE,OACT,EACpB,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,

CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAW,IAAU,QAAA,IAEzD,GAAU,EAAO,E

AAA,QAAA,EAAe,UAAW,OAAQ,GACnD,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,M

AAO,CAAC,MAAO,GAAW,QAAA,IAKtD,OAHP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B;;ACfF,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,

QAAA,eACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAEO,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,EA

AE,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,EAAO,QAAA,MACrB,MAAA,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,SAAC,EAAD,KAAW,GAAQ,E

ACnB,EAAe,EAEf,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAChB,EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAE,OAEzC,IAAA,EA

AO,EACL,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,GACrD,EAAwC,MAAhB,EACxB,EAAqB,EAAa,mBA

AmB,CAAC,IAEtD,EAA8B,GAEhC,IAAA,EAAY,EACZ,GAAA,EAAuB,CACrB,GAAA,EAAoB,CAChB,MAC

A,EADW,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAU,QAC5B,OAElB,EAAqB,IAAI,MAAM,GAChC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,E

AAI,EAAS,OAAQ,IACnC,EAAS,GAAK,EAAE,MAAM,EAAa,IAE/B,MAAA,GACF,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,EA

AQ,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAc,GAE7D,EAAY,EAAa,eAAe,EAAU,EAAE,OAC9B,EAAa,QAAQ,IAAI,

EAAU,QAC3C,OAAS,OAEvB,GAAY,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAG,EAAc,GAG7C,EAAc,KAAK,GACnB,EAAO,

EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OAAQ,GAGvC,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,MAAO,EAAM,GAC/C,MAAC,EAAc,GAC

jB,EAAa,aAAA,0BAA0B,EAAU,MAAO,GAExD,IAAA,EAAW,EACX,IAEF,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,qBAAqB,EA

Ac,IAGvD,MAAA,GAAM,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,EAAW,EAAa,EAAU,GAClD,IAAA,MAAM,KAAK,EACd,EA

Aa,8BAA8B,GAGtC,OAAA,IAzDJ,QAAA,WAAA;;AC6CA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EApDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,EAAA,Q

AAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GA

C3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,EAAD,SAAO,GAAY,EAEnB,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAW,EAAK,K

AAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAE,OACzC,IAAA,EAAO,EACL,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,EAAM,GACvD,I

AAA,EAAY,EACI,MAAhB,IACF,GAAY,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EA

AS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KAC3D,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,SAG/C,EAAA,a

AAA,2BAA2B,MAAO,EAAM,GAC/C,MAAC,EAAU,GACb,EAAa,aAAA,0BAA0B,EAAU,MAAO,GACtD,EAA

S,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAC5B,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAY,QAAA,EAAS,

MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,EAAG,MAC5D,GAAU,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,EAAI,MAAO,MAAO,GAE1

C,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAU,CACN,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,qBAAqB,EAAU,GAC7D,GAAM,EAAQ,EA

AA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,UAE7D,GAAM,EAAQ,E

AAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAUxD,OAPP,EAAQ,8

BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAElB,MAAhB,GACF,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAGjC,EAGF,MAAM,EAA0B,CACr

C,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;AnK3BA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aA

AA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAzBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,mBA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAU,EAAoB,kBAAA,0BAI

9B,EAAiB,0GAInB,EAJmB,kBAIQ,uBAIlB,GAAU,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CACtC,UAAW,EACX,gBAAiB,EAC

jB,cAAe,EAAA,iBAGV,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,W

AAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;AoKtBsB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,

EAF7B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAAkB,EAClB,GANJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAOV

,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,IACxB,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,GAAqB,EAAO,GAAK,EAAE,IAC7C,MAAA,EAAO,

EAAO,OACd,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAE1B,EAAQ,EAAS,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,IAAI,KAAK,KACrC,E

AAM,EAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,GAAK,EAAO,IAAI,KAAK,KACpD,EACF,CAAC,YAAa,YAAa,

YAAa,aAAa,MAAM,EAAG,GAC5D,EAAkB,YAAT,EAAqB,EAAI,EAmBnC,KAAA,SAjBQ,IAAT,aAkBA,aAAi

B,KAAS,cAC1B,WAAe,KAAS,uCAGtB,4DACoB,kGAEmB,oGAEI,uCAG3C,oDACe,+CA7BH,yBACF,8IAKoB
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,qFAEI,gFA7Bf,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACwCM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,4BA

AA,EA1CnC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAyCM,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,EAAkB,EAClB,GARJ

,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAOR,KAAA,YAAc,EAAS,IACxB,CAAC,EA

AG,IAAM,EAAE,GAAqB,EAAO,GAAK,EAAE,IAC7C,MAAA,EAAO,EAAO,OACd,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mB

AAA,GAE1B,EAAQ,EAAS,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,IAAI,KAAK,KACrC,EAAM,EAAS,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,

EAAE,GAAK,EAAO,IAAI,KAAK,KACpD,GAAS,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,KAAM,GAC3B,GAAS,EAAY,EAAA,a

AAA,SAAU,GAC/B,KAAY,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,YAAY,EAAO,KAC1D,EACO,IAAT,EAAa,iBAAmB,

EAAO,OAAO,GAAG,UAC/C,EAAkB,YAAT,EAAqB,EAAI,EAEpC,IAAA,EAAW,GACX,GAAS,IAAT,EAAY,

CACR,MAAA,eACF,0FAEgC,wFAEI,kDAIxC,eACI,8BACA,0CAC4B,EAAO,YAAY,gBAC/C,EAAO,EAAO,w

BACX,mBACD,4CAC4B,EAAO,YAAY,6BAGhD,CACC,MAAA,eACF,2BACA,UAAc,wCACd,WAAe,8CACf,0

GAEmC,yDACK,wCAI5C,eACI,8BACA,0CAC4B,EAAO,YAAY,gBAC/C,EAAO,EAAO,wBACX,mBACD,4CA

C4B,EAAO,YAAY,oDAGjD,EAAO,EAAO,wBACX,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,YAAY,EAAO,oBAC/C,4CAC

4B,EAAO,YAAY,kBAC/C,EAAO,EAAO,0BACX,qBACD,8CAC4B,EAAO,YAAY,sCAMpD,KAAA,0BACK,aA

AiB,KAAS,oBAC1B,WAAe,KAAS,uCAG5B,8EAEA,gDAvFyB,QAAA,uBAAA;;ACpB5B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,4BAEO,MAAM,EAIM,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,EAAS,MAAA,MAC9B,M

AAA,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,SAAC,EAAD,KAAW,GAAQ,EAEnB,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,+BAC1

B,IAAI,EAAJ,uBAA2B,EAAE,MAAO,EAAU,GAC9C,IAAI,EAAJ,iBAAqB,EAAE,MAAO,EAAU,GAIrC,OAFQ

,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,QAKlD,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,E

AD+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EArBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,

QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAM,iDAGN,EAAa,8EAIf,EAJe,kBAIK,uBAIX,GAAM,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CACl

C,UAAW,EACX,gBAAiB,IAGZ,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,Q

ACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;AClBwB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,w

BAAA,EAAzB,MAAO,EAQX,YAAY,EAAmB,EAAqB,GAPpD,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,SAQV,KAAA,YAAc,CA

AC,EAAW,GAE1B,KAAA,sOAUqB,EAAc,sPAUlB,EAAc,sBAKtC,mBAAmB,GACV,MAAA,CAAC,EAAqB,K

ACP,MAAhB,KAAK,UACF,KAAA,QAAU,EAAM,mBAAmB,EAAc,SAExD,EAAM,GAAG,UAAU,KAAK,QA

AS,KAzCR,QAAA,mBAAA;;ACkCxB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,EArCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAIA,MAAM,EAAM,oDAQN,EAAa,uTAo

BN,GAAU,EACnB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAK,gBAAiB,EAAY,kBAAkB,IAE7D,QAAA,QAAA,EAA

A,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;A7JvBA,aAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBA

EA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAM,gBAEC,GAAM,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CACl

C,UAAW,EACX,gBAAiB,EACjB,iBAAiB,EACjB,cAAe,EAAA,aAGV,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CA

CrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;A8JuCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,a

AAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EArDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,Q

AAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,SACA,EAAA,QAA

A,SAEM,SAAU,EAAQ,GAKhB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,OAAC,GAAU,G

ACX,IAAC,GAAO,EAER,EAAO,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,CAAC,GAAM,EAAO,OAEzC,GAAW,EAAI,EAAA,KAA

A,CACnB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,iBAAkB,EAAM,UAAU,KAGtC,EAAgB,E

AAa,aAAA,qBAAqB,EAAS,MAAO,GAElE,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAW,Q

AAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KACtD,GACF,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAQ,EA

AG,GAAoB,QAAA,IAC9C,GAAI,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,QAAA,IACzB,GAC

F,EAAI,EAAA,KAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,EAAM,UAAU,

KAC1D,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,

KAEpD,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAiB,QAAA,IASzC,OAPP,E

AAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA

8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGF,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAA
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Y,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;ACrBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,uBAAA,EAhCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EAA

Y,GAKpB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,OAAC,GAAU,GACX,WAAC,EAAD,K

AAa,EAAb,WAAmB,GAAc,EAEjC,EAAQ,EACV,GACA,EACI,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,OAAA,GA

AS,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,IAAK,EAAO,MAAM,OAAS,KACjE,EAAY,EAAM,MAAM,GACxB,EAAc,EA

AM,MAAM,GAC1B,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,mBAAuB,EAAW,EAAa,GACzD,EAAc,EAAQ,mBAAmB,GAEzC,EAA

M,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAQ,QAAS,GAIxD,OAHF,GACH,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAEjC,EAGF,MAAM,E

AAkC,CAC7C,WAAY,EADiC,YAE7C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,kBAAA;;AzKAA,aAAA,OAAA,eA

AA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAhCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,MAAM,EAAM,aAIN,SAAU,EAAI,GAE

Z,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,EAER,GAAA,EAAQ,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAAK,C

AC7B,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAE,SAC7B,EAAW,IACd,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAM,OAAsB,E

AAE,MAAO,EAAE,OAC/C,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,EAAE,MAAO,GAG/C,IAAA,EAOG,OALL,GADE,EA

AM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,+BACN,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAE,MAAO,GAElC,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,EAAE,MA

AO,GAGjC,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OAG1C,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAEr

C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;A0KJA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,MAAM,EAA0B,EAAa,aAAA,wB

AGvC,SAAU,EAAoB,GAKrB,EAAA,aAAA,KACT,iGAGE,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS

,GAC3B,MAAC,EAAD,OAAQ,GAAU,GAClB,cAAC,EAAD,aAAgB,EAAhB,eAA8B,GAAkB,EAEhD,EAAY,E

AAQ,SAAS,EAAM,QACnC,EAAa,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAO,SAErC,gBAAC,GAAmB,EACtB,EAAW,EAAY,EAAe,

EAAc,GAEjD,OAAA,EAAQ,eACX,CAAC,EAAgB,QAAS,QAAS,IAAI,WAAW,IAGjD,MAAM,EAA0C,CACrD,

WAAY,EADyC,oBAErD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,0BAAA;;ACKA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EAjCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,MAAM,E

AA0B,EAAa,aAAA,wBAIvC,SAAU,EAAoB,GAKrB,EAAA,aAAA,KACT,iGAGE,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,

EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,MAAC,EAAD,OAAQ,GAAU,GAClB,cAAC,EAAD,aAAgB,EAAhB,eAA8B,EA

A9B,mBAA8C,GAChD,EAEE,EAAY,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAM,QACnC,EAAa,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAO,SAErC,gBAAC,

EAAD,aAAkB,GAAgB,EACpC,EAAW,EAAY,EAAe,EAAc,EACpD,GAEG,MAAA,CACL,EAAQ,eACJ,CAAC,

EAAgB,QAAS,QAAS,IAAI,WAAW,IACtD,EAAQ,eAAe,GAAI,QAAS,IAAI,WAAW,CAAC,MAIjD,MAAM,EA

A0C,CACrD,WAAY,EADyC,oBAErD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,0BAAA;;ACKA,aAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EAtCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBA

EA,MAAM,EAA0B,EAAa,aAAA,wBAGvC,SAAU,EAAoB,GAKrB,EAAA,aAAA,KACT,iGAGE,MAAA,OAAC,

EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,MAAC,EAAD,OAAQ,GAAU,GAClB,cAAC,EAAD,aAAgB,EAAh

B,eAA8B,EAA9B,aAA8C,GAAgB,EAE9D,EAAY,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAM,QACnC,EAAa,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAO,QA

ErC,EAAmB,EACnB,EAAkB,EAClB,EAAoB,EACpB,EAAkB,GAElB,gBAAC,EAAD,eAAkB,GAAkB,EACtC,E

AAW,EAAY,EAAkB,EACzC,EAAmB,GAEhB,MAAA,CACL,EAAQ,eACJ,CAAC,EAAgB,QAAS,QAAS,IAAI,

WAAW,IACtD,EAAQ,eACJ,CAAC,EAAe,QAAS,UAAW,IAAI,aAAa,KAItD,MAAM,EAA0C,CACrD,WAAY,E

ADyC,oBAErD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,0BAAA;;ACpCmB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAApB,MAAO,EAQX,YACI,EAAoB,EAAe,EAAiB,GARxD,KAAA,cAAgB,

CAAC,WASV,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAAY,GAE3B,KAAA,4JAIqB,aAAoB,yEAhBxB,QAAA,cAAA;;AC0BnB,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEO,MAAM,EAAU,IAKf,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EA

AT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,QAAC,GAAW,GACZ,MAAC,EAAD,QAAQ,EAAR,SAAiB,GAAY,EAE7B,EAAc,E

AAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAQ,OACzC,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAa,EAAO,EAAS,GACzD,GACF,EAAQ,EAA

A,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,MACtD,EAAS,EAA

Q,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAW,EAAQ,OACpE,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAEhC,MAAA,EAAW,IAAI,EAAQ,MAAO,

GAC9B,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,

KAE3D,OADP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAC/B,GAGF,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,

OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;ACYA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I
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AAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAxCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GA

AW,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,EAER,GAAY,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CACrB,MAAA,GAAW,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,

CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,IACrC,EAAI,EAAU,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAW,QAAA,IA

CtC,GAAW,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,IACrC,EAAI,EAAU,CAAC,OAA

Q,CAAC,EAAG,GAAW,QAAA,IAEtC,GAAS,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAG,KAA

M,GAAI,QAAA,IAO7C,OALP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAA

Q,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAEA,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,CACV,MAAO,CACL,MAAO,EAAE,MACT,MAAO,E

AAE,MACT,MAAmB,WAAZ,EAAE,MAAqB,GAAK,GAErC,QAAA,IAKC,MAAM,EAAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EA

D+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAtCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EA

AA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GACI,MAA

A,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,EAAC,GAAK,EAER,GAAY,WAAZ,EAAE,MACE,MAAA,IAAI,MAA

M,gDACX,GAAgB,cAAZ,EAAE,MAAuB,CAC5B,MAAA,GAAW,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,

MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,IACrC,EAAI,EAAS,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAW,QAAA,IACrC,GAAW,EAAK,E

AAA,MAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,IACrC,GAAI,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CA

AC,EAAG,GAAW,QAAA,IAEtC,GAAS,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,KAAM,EAAG,KAAM,GA

AI,QAAA,IAO7C,OALP,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BA

A8B,GAE/B,EAIA,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,MAAO,EAAE,M

AAO,MAAO,GAAI,QAAA,IAI7D,MAAM,EAA+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAH

P,QAAA,eAAA;;ACOA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

gBAAA,EA7CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI

,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,KAAC,GAAQ,EAEX,GAAkB,IAAlB,EAAO,OAC

F,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,EAAO,IAAK,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,IAAK,

KAGnD,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,GAAG,MAClB,EAAQ,EAAO,GAAG,MAExB,EAAO,QAAQ,IACR,EAAA,KAA

A,kBACD,EAAO,EAAE,MACT,yDACC,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,IAAU,EAAE,MACZ,IAAM,2DAGN,MAAA,EA

AwC,GACxC,EAAkB,EAAO,IAAI,IAC3B,MAAA,GACF,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,MAAO,G

AAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,IAAK,KAEnD,OADP,EAAwB,KAAK,GACtB,IAGH,GAAS,EAAO,EAAA,Q

AAA,CAAC,OAAQ,EAAiB,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAA,KAK1D,OAHP,EAAwB,QACpB,GAAK,EAA

Q,8BAA8B,IAExC,EAGF,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,

WAAA;;AC1CgB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAFvB,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAAkB,EAClB,GANJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAOV,KAAA,YAAc,EA

AS,IACxB,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,GAAqB,EAAO,GAAK,EAAE,IAC7C,MAAA,EAAO,EAAO,OACd,GAA

O,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAEzB,EAAQ,EAAS,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,IAAI,KAAK,KACrC,EAAM,EAAS,IAAI,

CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,GAAK,EAAO,IAAI,KAAK,KACpD,EACF,CAAC,YAAa,YAAa,YAAa,aAAa,MAA

M,EAAG,GAkB7D,KAAA,SAhBQ,IAAT,aAiBA,aAAgB,KAAQ,cACxB,WAAc,KAAQ,uCAGpB,yIAEkB,qCAE

hB,sDACe,0DAxBL,yBACF,mJAKU,wGA1BP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACCM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAA

A,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAH7B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAOX,Y

ACI,EAAkB,EAClB,GARJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EAOR,KAAA,YAA

c,EAAS,IACxB,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,GAAqB,EAAO,GAAK,EAAE,IAC7C,MAAA,EAAO,EAAO,OACd,

GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAE1B,EAAQ,EAAS,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,IAAI,KAAK,KACrC,EAAM,EAAS,I

AAI,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAE,GAAK,EAAO,IAAI,KAAK,KACpD,GAAS,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,KAAM,GAC

3B,GAAS,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,SAAU,GAC/B,KAAY,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,YAAY,EAAO,KAC1D,EAC

O,IAAT,EAAa,iBAAmB,EAAO,OAAO,GAAG,UAE/C,EAAiB,IAClB,uBAA4B,EAAO,EAAO,uBACvC,eAEG,I

AAT,EAAa,wCAEV,EAAO,EAAO,uBACX,EAAO,EAAO,QAAQ,KAAK,YAAY,EAAO,QAC3C,IAAT,EAAa,Q

AAU,EAAO,EAAO,yBAC7B,QAGJ,EAAuB,IAAT,EAChB,0BACA,6DACA,IAAA,EAAW,GACV,IAAA,IAAI,E

AAI,EAAG,EAAa,IAAT,EAAa,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IAC7C,gBACI,EAAe,mBACX,0BACK,cAAc,oCAEr

B,4CACO,wBAAwB,EAAO,YAAY,yBAI1D,GAAsB,IAAT,EAAa,KAAO,KAE5B,KAAA,0BACK,aAAiB,KAAS
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,oBAC1B,WAAe,KAAS,uCAG5B,8EAEA,gDA3DmB,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACetB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAnBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,cAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEO,MAAM,EACR,IAEW,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EA

AC,GAAK,GACN,SAAC,EAAD,cAAW,GAAiB,EAE5B,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,+BAC1B,IAAI,E

AAJ,iBAAqB,EAAE,MAAO,EAAU,GACxC,IAAI,EAAJ,WAAe,EAAE,MAAO,EAAU,GAC/B,OAAA,EAAQ,gB

AAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,QAGlD,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAE

vC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACmBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAtCP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCA

EA,MAAM,EAAM,4LAWN,EAAa,uoBAef,EAfe,kBAeK,uBAIX,GACT,EAAiB,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,

EAAK,gBAAiB,IAEhD,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IAErC,YAAa,QACb,WA

AY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;AjLwBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,gBAAA,EA9DP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,EAAA,

QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,G

AC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,EAAD,SAAO,GAAY,EAEnB,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAChB,EAAY,GAEZ,

EAAW,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAE,OACzC,IAAA,EAAO,EACL,MAAA,EAAe,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,

EAAM,GACvD,IASA,EATA,EAAY,EAUZ,GATgB,MAAhB,IACF,GAAY,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,

CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KAC3D,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAK,OAAQ,

GAClD,EAAU,KAAK,IAGJ,EAAA,aAAA,2BAA2B,OAAQ,EAAM,GAGlD,EAAQ,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAAa,CAC

rC,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAU,QAAQ,QAC9C,QAAC,EAAD,SAAU,EAAV,SAAoB,IACtB,EAA

Y,EAAA,aAAA,EAAU,MAAO,EAAU,MAAO,EAAO,GACzD,EAAM,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,EAAU,OAC5C,CAC

C,MAAC,EAAU,GACb,EAAa,aAAA,0BAA0B,EAAU,MAAO,GACtD,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,GAC5B,GAA

M,EACR,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAY,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,EAAG

,MACpD,GAAc,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAE,OAC3B,GAAU,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAK,EAAa,OAAQ,GACj

D,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAE

7D,EAAU,KAAK,GACf,EAAU,KAAK,GAGb,GAAA,EAAU,CACZ,EAAU,KAAK,GACT,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa

,aAAA,qBAAqB,EAAI,MAAO,GAC9D,GAAM,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAA

A,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAKpD,OAFP,EAAU,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAEtD,EAGF,MAAM,E

AA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;AkLjDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAbP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA

,QAAA,0BAEO,MAAM,EACR,IACO,MAAA,QAAC,EAAD,MAAU,GAAS,GACnB,MAAC,EAAD,KAAQ,EAA

R,KAAc,EAAd,MAAoB,GAAS,EAC7B,GAAS,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,EAAO,EAAM,EAAM,GACxC,OAAA,EAA

Q,eAAe,CAAC,EAAO,QAAS,EAAO,IAGrD,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,M

AEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACNA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,iBAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAa,k

BAEN,GAAa,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAE/C,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAiC,CAC5C,WA

AY,EADgC,WAE5C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACgBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,

EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,MAAM,EAAO,EAAoB,kBAAA,oCAI3B,EAAc,iRAYP,GACT,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,C

AAC,UAAW,EAAM,gBAAiB,IAEhD,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,Y

AAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAvBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,

MAAM,EAAQ,EAAoB,kBAAA,8CAI5B,EAAe,gSAYR,GACT,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAO,gB

AAiB,IAEjD,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GA

HP,QAAA,YAAA;;ACrB2B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAA5B,

MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAA8C,EAC9C,EAAkB,EAAuB,GAN7C,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,

GAMhB,MAAC,EAAO,EAAW,EAAU,GAAS,EACvC,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAAO,EAAW,EAAU,GAE1C,MA

AA,EAAoC,CACvC,GAAgB,EAAY,EAAK,EAAY,EAAI,EACjD,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAK,EAAW,EAAI,GAG5C,

EAAqC,CACxC,GAAgB,EAAY,EAAK,EAAY,EAAI,EACjD,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAK,EAAW,EAAI,GAG9C,IAA
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A,EAEF,EADE,EAEE,wEAGgB,8CAGjB,KAAA,kFAEG,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAiB,kBACtC,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAi

B,8CACX,QAAgB,4OASpB,8zBA3CD,QAAA,sBAAA;;ACAM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAA

A,IAAA,QAAA,iCAAA,EAAlC,MAAO,EAOX,YACI,EAA8C,EAC9C,EAAkB,EAAuB,GAR7C,KAAA,cAAgB,

CAAC,KACjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,YAAwB,GAMhB,MAAC,EAAO,EAAW,EAAU,

GAAS,EACvC,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAAO,EAAW,EAAU,GAE1C,MAAA,EAAoC,CACvC,GAAgB,EAAY,EA

AK,EAAY,EAAI,EACjD,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAK,EAAW,EAAI,GAG5C,EAAqC,CACxC,GAAgB,EAAY,EAAK,

EAAY,EAAI,EACjD,GAAgB,EAAW,EAAK,EAAW,EAAI,GAG9C,IAAA,EAEF,EADE,EACkB,wEAGA,8CAGj

B,KAAA,kFAEG,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAiB,kBACtC,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAiB,kBACtC,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAiB,8CA

CX,QAAgB,8CAChB,+aAcJ,oVAQH,EAAQ,4CACD,EAAW,qhEA5DV,QAAA,4BAAA;;ACyBjC,aAAA,OAAA,

eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,y

BAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,iCAEM,SAAU,EAAe,GAKvB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT

,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,OAAC,GAAU,GACX,aAAC,EAAD,iBAAe,EAAf,KAAiC,GAAQ,GAExC,EAAW,GAA

Y,EAExB,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,+BAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,4BACI,EAAO,MAA2C,EAAW,EAC7D,E

AAc,GAClB,IAAI,EAAJ,sBACI,EAAO,MAA2C,EAAW,EAC7D,EAAc,GACf,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,C

AAC,GAAS,WAG7C,MAAM,EAAqC,CAChD,WAAY,EADoC,eAEhD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,qBA

AA;;ACzBmC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mCAAA,EAApC,MAAO,EAKX

,YACI,EACA,EAA8C,GANlD,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,MACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,GAMjB,KAAA,YAAc,EACb,MA

AG,CAAA,EAAS,GAAY,GACrB,CAAA,EAAS,GAAU,EAMtB,EAAmC,CACtC,GAAgB,EAAU,EAAK,EAAU,

EAAI,EAC7C,GAAgB,EAAS,EAAK,EAAS,EAAI,GAGxC,EAAmC,CACtC,GAAgB,EAAU,EAAK,EAAU,EAAI

,EAC7C,GAAgB,EAAS,EAAK,EAAS,EAAI,GAGxC,EAAc,EAAe,GAAK,EAAe,GACjD,EAAa,EAAe,GAAK,E

AAe,GAEhD,EAAiB,EAAI,EACrB,EAAgB,EAAI,EAIpB,EAAyC,EAA5B,KAAK,KAAK,GAAuB,EAC9C,EAAu

C,EAA3B,KAAK,KAAK,GAAsB,EAE7C,KAAA,4QAUiC,+CACD,qDAEI,kDACD,4CAER,yCACD,+iBAcD,4Q

AQE,0MAMkB,EAAU,6QAMX,EAAS,i9BAxFpB,QAAA,8BAAA;;ACmBnC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,EArBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QA

AA,mCAEM,SAAU,EAAmB,GAK3B,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,OAAC,EAA

D,GAAS,GAAM,GACf,aAAC,GAAgB,EAEjB,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,8BACZ,EAAG,MACH,EAAO,MAA2C,GAE/

C,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAK,EAAG,OAG5C,MAAM,EAAyC,CACpD,WAAY,EADwC,mBA

EpD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,yBAAA;;ACnBkC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,kCAAA,EAAnC,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAA8C,EAC9C,EAAkB,EAAuB,GAN7C,KAAA,cAAgB,C

AAC,KACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,GAMhB,MAAC,EAAO,EAAW,EAAU,GAAS,EACvC,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAA

O,EAAW,EAAU,GAE1C,MAAA,EAAoC,CACvC,GAAgB,EAAY,EAAK,EAAY,EAAI,EACjD,GAAgB,EAAW,

EAAK,EAAW,EAAI,GAG5C,EAAqC,CACxC,GAAgB,EAAY,EAAK,EAAY,EAAI,EACjD,GAAgB,EAAW,EA

AK,EAAW,EAAI,GAI5C,EAAY,EAAe,MAAQ,MAErC,IAAA,EAEF,EADE,EAEE,4EAGgB,8CAEjB,KAAA,kF

AEG,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAiB,kBACtC,EAAgB,GAAK,EAAiB,8CACX,QAAgB,4OASpB,6KAI2B,oIAjDrB,QAA

A,6BAAA;;ACoBlC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iC

AAA,EAtBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kCAEM,SAAU,EAAsB,GAK9B,MAAA,OAAC,EAA

D,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,OAAC,GAAU,GACX,aAAC,EAAD,iBAAe,EAAf,KAAiC,GAAQ,GAE

xC,EAAW,GAAY,EAExB,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,6BACZ,EAAO,MAA2C,EAAW,EAC7D,EAAc,GACX,OAAA,EA

AQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAS,EAAO,OAGpD,MAAM,EAA4C,CACvD,WAAY,EAD2C,sBAEvD,YAAa,QA

Cb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,4BAAA;;ACpByC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,y

CAAA,EAA1C,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EACA,EAA8C,GANlD,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,MACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,GA

MjB,KAAA,YAAc,EACb,MAAG,CAAA,EAAS,GAAY,GACrB,CAAA,EAAS,GAAU,EAMtB,EAAmC,CACtC,

GAAgB,EAAU,EAAK,EAAU,EAAI,EAC7C,GAAgB,EAAS,EAAK,EAAS,EAAI,GAGxC,EAAmC,CACtC,GAA

gB,EAAU,EAAK,EAAU,EAAI,EAC7C,GAAgB,EAAS,EAAK,EAAS,EAAI,GAGxC,EAAc,EAAe,GAAK,EAAe,

GACjD,EAAa,EAAe,GAAK,EAAe,GAEhD,EAAiB,EAAI,EACrB,EAAgB,EAAI,EAIpB,EAAyC,EAA5B,KAAK,

KAAK,GAAuB,EAC9C,EAAuC,EAA3B,KAAK,KAAK,GAAsB,EAE7C,KAAA,4QAUiC,+CACD,qDAEI,kDAC

D,4CAER,yCACD,6jBAcD,4QAQE,0GAKd,EAAe,8CACC,EAAe,qEAG7B,EAAe,gDACC,EAAe,mFAG3B,6BA

CV,iLAIU,6BACV,uVA/F8B,QAAA,oCAAA;;ACkBzC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA
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,QAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qCAAA,EApBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,2CAEM,SAAU,EA

A0B,GAKlC,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,OAAC,EAAD,GAAS,GAAM,GACf,a

AAC,GAAgB,EAEjB,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,oCACZ,EAAG,MACH,EAAO,MAA2C,GAC/C,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAg

B,EAAS,CAAC,GAAK,EAAG,OAG5C,MAAM,EAAgD,CAC3D,WAAY,EAD+C,0BAE3D,YAAa,QACb,WAAY

,GAHP,QAAA,gCAAA;;ACjBoB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAF

3B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAKX,YAAY,EAAkB,GAJ9B,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAKT,MAAA,E

AAO,EAAO,OAChB,GAAA,EAAO,EACH,MAAA,IAAI,wCAC4B,iCAIpC,GAFC,KAAA,YAAc,EAEN,IAAT,E

AOF,YANK,KAAA,wGAGgB,EAAO,wCAKxB,MAMA,EAAW,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,IANZ,CAAA,IACO,

IAArB,EAAK,QAAQ,IAA2B,IAAd,EAAO,MACzB,EAAO,eAAe,mBAEjB,KAEmB,CAAW,IAAI,KAAK,KACp

D,GAAO,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAE1B,KAAA,2CAEC,yDACe,uBAlCE,QAAA,eAAA;;ACCM,aAAA,OAAA

,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAHjC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,

qBAEM,MAAO,EAOX,YAAY,EAAkB,GAN9B,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAGjB,KAAA,cAAe,EACf,KAAA,cAAe

,EAGP,MAAA,EAAO,EAAO,OAChB,GAAA,EAAO,EACH,MAAA,IAAI,wCAC4B,iCAEnC,KAAA,YAAc,EAC

b,MAAA,GAAW,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,KAAM,GAC7B,KACC,EAAS,EAAO,YAAY,KAAK,YAAY,EAAO,KAC

rD,KAAa,EAAS,EAAO,YAAY,KAAK,YAAY,EAAO,KACjE,GAAO,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAuDtB,SAAA,E

AAW,GACZ,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAO,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,KAM9B,SAAW,EAAW,GACzB,OAAqB,IAArB,EAA

K,QAAQ,IAA2B,IAAd,EAAO,MACzB,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAU,YAEzB,EAAU,MAVqB,CAAW,EAAG,IAGlD,yB

AFU,EAAc,KAAK,eAClB,EAAc,OAAO,GAAG,KAAK,SAxD1C,KAAA,SADM,IAAT,4IAK+B,EAAO,8BAChC

,EAAO,+BACN,iDAC4B,EAAO,yCAChC,EAAO,2HAQb,sFAiBC,SAAK,GACL,OAAA,EAAW,GAhBD,CAAK,

EAAS,2BACtB,+BAkBF,SAAK,GAEL,OADP,EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,IAAM,EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,QACzC,EAA

W,GAnBC,CAAK,EAAS,wCAExB,gCAoBF,SAAK,GAEL,OADP,EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,IAAM,EAAS,EAAO,G

AAK,QACzC,EAAW,GArBC,CAAK,EAAS,6BACtB,kCAuBJ,SAAK,GAGL,OAFP,EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,IAAM,

EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,QAChD,EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,IAAM,EAAS,EAAO,GAAK,QACzC,EAAW,GAzBG,CAAK

,EAAS,wFA7CR,QAAA,qBAAA;;AC2B1B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,QA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EA/BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,

EAAA,QAAA,cAEM,SAAU,EAAQ,GAKhB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAA

C,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,GAAQ,EAET,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,eAAe,EAAM,EAAE

,OACtC,GAAU,IAAV,EACK,OAAA,EAAS,EAAA,UAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,IAG1B,M

AAA,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,QAAQ,+BAC1B,IAAI,EAAJ,qBAAyB,EAAE,MAAO,GAClC,IAAI,EAAJ,e

AAmB,EAAE,MAAO,GAEzB,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OAG1C,MAAM,EAA8B,CA

CzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,cAAA;;AC3BmB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA

,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAJ1B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIM,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EAA8C

,EAC9C,EACA,GAPJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,SACjB,KAAA,YAAwB,GAOhB,MAAA,EAAc,EAAW,GACzB,EA

Aa,EAAW,GACxB,EAAY,KAAK,IAAI,GAAS,QAAQ,GACtC,EAAY,KAAK,IAAI,GAAS,QAAQ,GACvC,KAA

A,YAAc,EAEb,MAAC,EAAS,GACZ,EAAa,aAAA,eAAe,EAAQ,EAAa,GAC/C,EAAgB,EAAQ,QAAQ,GAChC,E

AAgB,EAAQ,QAAQ,GAElC,IAAA,EAAc,GAEhB,EADuB,iBAAd,yBAC4B,EAAU,QAAQ,oCAGlC,EAAU,KA

AK,uDAIjC,KAAA,wLAKmC,QACpC,mBAA2B,QAAoB,iDACX,QACpC,mBAA2B,QAAoB,sDACN,wDACA,

mBACrC,2CAC2B,gCAC/B,oJA1CkB,QAAA,cAAA;;ACEnB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA

,IAAA,QAAA,4BAAA,EALP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEO,MAAM,EAAuC,CAClD,WA

AY,EADsC,iBAElD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,EAAE,OAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,EAAO,QAAA,MACrB,MAAA,MAAC,

GAAS,GACV,QAAC,EAAD,UAAU,EAAV,OAAqB,GAAU,EAC/B,EAAe,EAEf,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,cACX,EAA

mB,MAAO,EAAS,EAAW,GAE5C,OADQ,EAAa,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAQ,EAAM,SAVjE,QAAA,uBAAA;

;ACgBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAtBP,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAQ,iWAiBD,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,U

AAW,IAE1C,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GA

HP,QAAA,YAAA;;AlMbA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WA

AA,EATP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAEA,MAAM,EAAQ,yBAED,G

ACT,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,EAAO,cAAe,EAAA,eAE/C,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA4B,
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CACvC,WAAY,EAD2B,MAEvC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,YAAA;;AmMNoB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAF3B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,E

AAoB,EAAkB,EACtC,EAAqB,EAAmB,EACxC,GAAmB,GAPvB,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,UAAW,UAAW,gBAQh

C,KAAA,YAAc,EACb,MAAA,GAAc,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAQ,QACxC,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,

EAAM,QAClC,IAAA,EAAgB,GACA,IAAhB,EACF,EAAgB,IACS,IAAhB,IACT,EAAgB,QAEZ,MAAA,gBAA+

B,KAEjC,IAAA,EAAgB,GACA,IAAhB,EACF,EAAgB,IACS,IAAhB,IACT,EAAgB,gBAEZ,MAAA,gBAA+B,K

AE/B,EAAe,EAAW,EAAI,aAAe,UAC9C,KAAA,sBACC,eAAyB,KAAe,2CAGtC,2HAGoB,mFAEE,8CACA,gD

ACQ,2FAGnB,mJA3CI,QAAA,eAAA;;AC4CpB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EA/CP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aA

EM,SAAU,EAAU,GAKlB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,QAAC,EAAD,QAAU,G

AAW,GACrB,MAAC,GAAS,GAEV,UAAC,EAAD,WAAY,EAAZ,UAAwB,EAAxB,QAAmC,EAAnC,WAA4C,G

AC9C,EAAa,aAAA,gBAAgB,EAAS,EAAS,GAE7C,EAAe,CAAC,EAAa,EAAW,GAE1C,GAAe,IAAf,EACK,OA

AA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAO,EAAQ,OAGzC,MAAA,GAAiB,EACnB,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GA

AU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAY,MAC1D,GAAW,EACb,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,C

AAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAY,MAE1D,EAAe,EAAQ,eACzB,GAAI,U

AAW,IAAI,aAAa,CAAC,KAC/B,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,eACZ,EAAY,EAAW,EAAe,MAAM,OAAQ,EAAS,MAAM,

OACnE,EAAS,GACP,EAAM,EAAQ,gBAChB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAU,EAAgB,GAAe,EAAS,OAE1D,GAAW,EAA

Q,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAA,KAOtD,OALP,EAA

Q,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGF,MAAM,E

AAgC,CAC3C,WAAY,EAD+B,UAE3C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC5CmB,aAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAF1B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAKX,

YAAY,EAAe,EAAiB,GAGtC,IAAA,EACA,EACA,GATN,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAKpB,KAAA,Y

AAc,EAIf,EAAO,EACH,MAAA,wBAAwB,0BAG5B,GAAS,IAAT,EACF,EAAW,QACX,EAAU,YACL,CACC,

MAAA,EAAgB,CAAC,UAAW,UAAW,UAAW,WAClD,EAAa,GACb,EAAc,GACf,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EA

AI,EAAM,OAAQ,IAChC,EAAY,QAAQ,EAAc,MAC9B,EAAI,GACN,EAAW,QAAQ,EAAc,MAGrC,EAAU,EA

AW,OACrB,EAAW,EAAY,OAGnB,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,GAE3B,KAAA,2CAEC,2DACkB,6

DAED,oDAEA,kCAxCD,QAAA,cAAA;;ACanB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAhBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEM,SAAU,EAAO,GA

Ef,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,GAAW,GACpB,UAAC,EAAD,EAAY,EAAZ,EAAe,GAAK,EAEpB,EACF,IAAI

,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAU,MAAM,OAAQ,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAM,QACxD,OAAA,EAAQ,gBACX,EAAS,CAA

C,EAAW,EAAG,IAAI,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,QAGjD,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EA

D4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;ACFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OA

AA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAdP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,+I

AGiB,EAAa,aAAA,qCAClB,EAAa,aAAA,gFAIlB,GAAO,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,

KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;AC

PA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAU,sCAEH,GAAU,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAE

5C,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA8B,CACzC,WAAY,EAD6B,QAEzC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,

cAAA;;ACKA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAZP,IA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAGA,MAAM,EAAO,yDAKA,GAAO,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAA

C,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,G

AHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SA

AA,EAVP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAM,EAA0B,wBAAA,uBAIzB,GAA

M,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAExC,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,I

AErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAVP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAO,+

DAKA,GAAO,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WA

AY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACiBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C
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AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EA3BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,M

AAM,EAAW,0WAsBJ,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAE7C,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EA

A+B,CAC1C,WAAY,EAD8B,SAE1C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,eAAA;;ACyCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EApEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,

QAAA,WACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEO,MAAM,EAAkB,IAKvB,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS

,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,WAAC,EAAD,SAAa,GAAY,EAE1B,EAAA,KAAA,OAC

D,EAAE,MAAM,QAAU,EAClB,IAAM,wEAGJ,MAAA,EAAO,EAAW,OAAO,CAAC,EAAG,IAAM,EAAI,GAE

vC,EAA4C,CAAC,CAAC,EAAG,IACvD,EAAiB,QAAQ,GACpB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAI,EAAW,OAAQ,EAAI,

EAAE,MAAM,SAAU,EACxD,EAAiB,KAAK,CAAC,EAAG,IAGtB,MAAA,EAAY,GAEZ,GAAU,EAAM,EAAA

,OAAA,CACpB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GACT,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,SAAU,EAAkB,cAAe,KAG/C,EACF,

EAAa,aAAA,YAAY,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAY,GAAM,GAExD,EAAoC,EAAa,aAAA,YACnD,EAAoB,OAAQ,EAA

W,QAAQ,GAE7C,EACF,EAAa,aAAA,oBAAoB,EAAQ,MAAO,EAAY,GAAM,GAEhE,GAAkB,EACpB,EAAA,

SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAU,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAE7C,GAAW,EAAU,EAAA

,WAAA,CACzB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KAGV,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA

,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAW,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAQrD,OANP,EAAU,KAAK

,GACf,EAAU,KAAK,GACf,EAAU,KAAK,GAEf,EAAU,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IAEtD,GAGF,QAAA,e

AAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAqC,CAChD,WAAY,EADoC,eAEhD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,qBAAA;;AC

nCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAjCP,IAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,aAEM,SAAU,EAAc,GAKtB,MAAA,OAAC,EA

AD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,cAAC,EAAD,aAAgB,EAAhB,aAA8B,GAAgB,GAC9C,YAAC,GAAe

,GAEhB,UAAC,EAAD,WAAY,EAAZ,QAAwB,EAAxB,WAAiC,GACnC,EAAa,aAAA,gBAAgB,EAAc,EAAe,G

AGxD,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,eACZ,EAAY,EAAW,EAAc,MAAM,OAC3C,EAAa,MAAM,OAAQ,EAAS,CAAC,EA

AY,IAH9B,GAKjB,EAAM,EAAQ,gBAChB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAc,EAAe,GAAe,EAAa,OAEjE,GACF,EAAQ,EAA

A,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAM,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAGhD,OADP,EAAQ,8BA

A8B,GAC/B,EAGF,MAAM,EAAoC,CAC/C,WAAY,EADmC,cAE/C,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,oBAA

A;;ACHA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EA9B

P,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAGI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,

MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,gBAAC,EAAD,KAAkB,GAAQ,EAE1B,EAAQ,EAAK,KAAA,eA

Ae,EAAM,EAAE,OAAO,GAC3C,EAAa,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAG,EAAiB,GAE/D,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OA

ChB,EAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAO,KAAK,GAC9B,EAAO,EAAE,MAAM,QAEd,OAAA,EAAW,IAAI,IACd,MAA

A,EAAY,IAAI,GACtB,EAAU,GAAS,EACb,MAAA,GACF,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,

GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,KAAM,KAE/C,OADP,EAAM,IAAU,EACT,IAIJ,MAAM,EA

A6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;ACvBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,

QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAPP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAO,kBAEA,GAAO,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,KAAA,EAA

A,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,O

AAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EARP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAE

A,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAS,gBAEF,GAAS,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAE3C,QAAA,O

AAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;A/M

CA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,QAAA,uBAAA,EATP,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAqB,4BAEd,GAAoB,EAC7B,EAAA,kBAAA,CAAC,UAA

W,EAAoB,gBAAiB,IAE9C,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAwC,CACnD,WAAY,EADuC,kBAEnD,YAAa,Q

ACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,wBAAA;;AgNUA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAnBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEM,SAAU,GACZ,OAA

C,EAAD,MAAS,EAAT,QAAgB,IAGZ,MAAA,EAAC,GAAK,EACN,EAAY,EAAoB,wDACL,EAAM,cAGjC,EA

AU,IAAI,EAAJ,eAAmB,EAAE,MAAO,GAErC,OAAA,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OAG1C,MA

AM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;AChByB,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAFhC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAK
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X,YAAY,EAAiB,EAAmB,GAJhD,KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAKV,KAAA,YAAc,EACb,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,OA

CZ,GAAa,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAK,QACpC,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAK,QAEjC,IAAA,EAAY

,GACZ,GAAS,IAAT,EACF,EAAY,+BACP,CACD,IAAA,EAAa,EACjB,EACI,EAAK,IAAI,CAAC,EAAG,KACP,

IACuB,IAAhB,EAAK,2BACY,cAAc,eACxB,EAAa,gBAAgB,cAAc,OAE1D,KAAK,KAGX,KAAA,oBACD,aAA

sB,KAAc,cACpC,eAAwB,KAAc,uCAGpC,yDACe,uBAhCO,QAAA,oBAAA;;ACgEzB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAAA,EAnEP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EA

AA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEM,SAAU,EAAa,GAKrB,M

AAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,MACJ,EADI,IAEJ,EAFI,QAGJ

,EAHI,UAIJ,EAJI,QAKJ,EALI,aAMJ,EANI,YAOJ,EAPI,eAQJ,GACE,GAEE,WAAC,EAAD,OAAa,EAAb,SAAq

B,EAArB,KAA+B,EAA/B,SAAqC,EAArC,SAA+C,GACjD,EAAW,WAAA,UACP,EAAE,MAAO,EAAO,EAAK,

EAAS,EAAW,EAAS,EAClD,EAAa,GAEf,GAAK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QA

AA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAErD,IAAA,EACA,GAAA,EAAY,CACR,MAAA,GACF,EAAM,EAAA,OA

AA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAK,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAQ,KAAA,KAC5D,GAAS,EA

AQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAE/D,EAAQ,8BA

A8B,QACjC,GAAI,EAAS,KAAK,GAAiB,IAAT,GAC/B,EAAS,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,EAAE,MAAO,QAC9C,CAE

D,GADuB,EAAQ,mBAAmB,CAAC,IAC/B,CAChB,MACA,EADW,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAG,QAChB,OAClB,

GAAO,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAG,MAAO,EAAG,MAAO,GAClC,GACF,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAU,EAA

M,EAAU,GAClD,EAAS,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,EAAG,MAAO,EAAa,YAC5D,CACC,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,o

BAAwB,EAAQ,EAAU,GAC1D,EAAS,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAK,EAAG,QAIjD,MAAA,GACF,EAA

Q,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAKnD,OAHP,EAA

Q,8BAA8B,GACtC,EAAQ,8BAA8B,GAE/B,EAGF,MAAM,EAAmC,CAC9C,WAAY,EADkC,aAE9C,YAAa,QA

Cb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,mBAAA;;AC3DA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,U

AAA,QAAA,SAAA,EARP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAM,iBAEC,GAAM,

EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAExC,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA0B,CACrC,WAAY,EADyB,IA

ErC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,UAAA;;ACEA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAVP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sCAEA,MAAM,EAAO,uF

AKA,GAAO,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,CAAC,UAAW,IAEzC,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAA

Y,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACkCN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CA

AA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EA3CD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAEM,MAAO,EAMX,YAAY,EAAkB,GAL9B,

KAAA,cAAgB,CAAC,KAMT,MAAA,EAAwB,IAAI,MAAM,EAAO,QAC1C,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EA

AY,OAAQ,IACtC,EAAY,GAAK,EAAO,GAAK,EAAK,GAE/B,KAAA,YAAc,EACd,KAAA,KAAO,EAAY,OACl

B,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,MAC/B,EAAe,EAAgB,GAEhC,KAAA,2CAEC,wDACe,uBA

MzB,SAAS,EAAgB,GACjB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAO,OAChB,GAAA,EAAO,EACH,MAAA,uBAAuB,0BAE3B,GA

AS,IAAT,EACK,qBAAe,EAAO,MAGzB,MAAA,EAAgB,CAAC,UAAW,UAAW,UAAW,UAAW,WAE7D,EAAe

,GAChB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,EAAa,aAAa,EAAc,OAAO,EAAO,OAEjD,OAAA

,EAAa,OACrB,QAAA,YAAA;;ACfM,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EA7BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,

EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GAAK,GACN,KAAC,GAAQ,

EAEX,GAAY,WAAZ,EAAE,MAAoB,CAGlB,MACA,EADO,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAE,QACP,IAAI,GAAK,EAAK,K

AAA,aAAa,IAC9C,GAAM,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAAO,GAC/B,GAAS,EAAY,EAAA,aA

AA,EAAK,GACzB,OAAA,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,QAG7D,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EA

AJ,YAAgB,EAAE,MAAO,GAGlC,OAFQ,EAAQ,gBAAgB,EAAS,CAAC,GAAI,EAAE,OAKlD,MAAM,EAA2B,

CACtC,WAAY,EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACLA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAxBP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAA

A,QAAA,0BAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAEI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,GA

AK,GACN,EAAC,EAAD,OAAI,GAAU,EAEd,EAAQ,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAE,SAC1B,EAAa,IAChB,EAAY,EAAA,

aAAA,EAAO,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,MAA0B,EAAG,GAExD,MAAA,CACL,EAAQ,eACJ,EAAY,MAAO,EAAY,

MAAO,EAAY,QACtD,EAAQ,eACJ,EAAe,MAAO,EAAe,MAAO,EAAe,SAI5D,MAAM,EAA2B,CACtC,WAAY,
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EAD0B,KAEtC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,WAAA;;ACIA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EA5BP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,iBAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAGI,MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,MAAS,EAAT,QAAgB,GAAW,GAC3B,KA

AC,GAAQ,GACT,EAAC,GAAK,GACK,EAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,EAAG,UAGpB,QAAQ,KACJ,YACA,8DACE,M

AAA,EAAS,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAE,SAC5B,aAAC,EAAD,YAAe,EAAf,QAA4B,IAC9B,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAA

Q,EAAM,EAAE,MAAO,EAAE,OACpC,MAAA,CACL,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAa,EAAE,MAAO,GAC7C,EAAQ,eAAe,

CAAC,EAAQ,QAAS,QAAS,IAI/C,MAAM,EAA6B,CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAH

P,QAAA,aAAA;;ACuBA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA

,kBAAA,EAnDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEM,SAAU,EACZ,GAGI,

MAAA,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,MAAC,GAAS,EACZ,IAAA,KAAC,GAAQ,EAET,

EAAO,IACT,GAAQ,EAAM,MAAM,QAGhB,MAAA,EAAI,EACJ,EAAQ,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAM,EAAM

,MAAM,GAClB,EAAqB,IAAI,MAAM,EAAQ,GACzC,IAAA,EAAW,EACV,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EA

AO,IACrB,IAAM,IACR,EAAS,KAAc,EAAE,MAAM,IAI7B,MAAA,EAAY,GAEZ,EAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,GAAO,

KAAK,GAC9B,EAAO,EAAE,MAAM,QACrB,EAAK,GAAQ,EACP,MAAA,EAAoB,IAAI,MAAM,GAC/B,IAA

A,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,OAAQ,IAAK,CACnC,EAAM,GAAQ,EACR,MAAA,GAAS,EAAM,EAAA,O

AAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,KAAA,KACrD,GACF,E

AAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAC1D,EAAI,G

AAK,EAET,EAAU,KAAK,GAIV,OADP,EAAU,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,IACtD,EAGF,MAAM,EAA6B,

CACxC,WAAY,EAD4B,OAExC,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,aAAA;;AChDsB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAvB,MAAO,EAKX,YACI,EACA,GANJ,KAAA,cAAgB,CA

AC,IAAK,cAOd,MAAA,EAAa,EAAU,WACvB,EAAY,EAAU,UACtB,EAAS,EAAU,OACnB,EAAc,EAAU,YAC

xB,EAAU,EAAc,KAAK,KAAK,EAAS,GAC5C,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,EAAW,GAEzB,MAGA,EAAqD,EAA7B,K

AAK,MAAM,EAAa,GAChD,EAA0B,EAAa,EAEvC,EAAgB,sDAIlB,IAAA,EAAwB,GACxB,EAAS,EAAa,IACx

B,yCAC8B,kEAM5B,IAAA,EAA4B,GAC5B,EAAS,EAAa,IACxB,yCAC8B,mDAM3B,KAAA,oHAIC,2GAKA,2

PASE,eAAyB,+DACmB,yEAI1B,2lBAgBlB,kDAGqB,mBACS,IAA5B,8aAiBF,yBACqC,IAA5B,obAeT,yBACqC

,IAA5B,+eAeT,6DAvIiB,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACyFtB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QA

AA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAAA,EA5FP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,

WACA,EAAA,QAAA,aACA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,eAEM,SAAU,EAAmB,GAK3B,MAAA,OAA

C,EAAD,QAAS,EAAT,MAAkB,GAAS,GAC3B,EAAC,EAAD,WAAI,GAAc,GAClB,YAAC,GAAe,EAEhB,EAA

Q,EAAE,MAAM,OAEhB,EAAY,GAEd,IAAA,EAAO,EACL,MAAA,EAAc,EAAa,aAAA,mBAAmB,CAAC,GAA

O,GACxD,IAAA,EAAY,EACG,MAAf,IACF,GAAY,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAA,GAAI,

QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,KAC3D,EAAU,KAAK,GACf,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,iBAAiB,EAAG,GAAO,I

AG3C,MAAA,EAAW,EAAa,aAAA,aAAa,gBACvC,EAAU,MAAO,EAAM,GACrB,EAAS,EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,C

AAC,EAAU,MAAM,KAC7C,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GAAY,QAAA,EAAS,M

AAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAE,EAAG,MAClE,EAAU,KAAK,GAET,MAAA,GAAc,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAE,O

AE3B,EACF,CAAC,EAAe,EAAiC,EAChD,EAAiB,KACV,MAAA,EAAY,EAAE,MAAM,GACpB,EAAS,EAAE,

MAAM,GACjB,EACF,EAAa,aAAA,aAAa,8BACtB,EAAQ,GACV,EAAY,CAAC,WAAA,EAAY,OAAA,EAAQ,

UAAA,EAAW,YAAA,GAC5C,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,iBAAqB,EAAW,GAC1C,EAAS,EAAQ,cAAc,EAAS,CAAC,E

AAG,GAAa,GAG3D,GAFJ,EAAU,KAAK,GAEX,EAAO,MAAM,KAAO,EACf,OAAA,EAEH,MAAA,GAAY,EA

AM,EAAA,OAAA,CACtB,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAG,KAAM,EAAa,KAAM,EAAG,MAAO,a

AEjD,GAAW,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,CACpB,OAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,GACZ,QAAA,EACA,MAAO,CAAC,KAAM,

CAAC,EAAS,MAQnB,OALP,EAAU,KAAK,GACf,EAAU,KAAK,GAGX,EAAa,EAAQ,EAAW,EAAU,EAAO,IA

IrD,EAAc,EAChB,EAAK,qBAAsB,EAAY,EAAa,GAElD,GACF,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,CAAC,EA

AG,GAAc,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,KAE3D,IAAA,EAAS,EACT,GAAe,MAAf,EAAqB,CACvB,EA

AU,KAAK,GACT,MAAA,EAAO,EAAa,aAAA,uBAAuB,GACjD,GAAS,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,CAAC,OAAQ,C

AAC,EAAG,GAAS,QAAA,EAAS,MAAO,CAAC,KAAA,KAIrD,OADP,EAAU,QAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,8BAA8B,I

ACtD,EAGF,MAAM,EAAyC,CACpD,WAAY,EADwC,mBAEpD,YAAa,QACb,WAAY,GAHP,QAAA,yBAAA;;

AC4NN,aAzTD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBA
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CA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,i

BACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QA

AA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAA

A,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,QAAA,4BACA,

EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,kCACA,EAAA,QAAA,

iCACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,oCACA,EAAA,QAAA,mCACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QA

AA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,2BACA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA

,QAAA,mCACA,EAAA,QAAA,iDACA,EAAA,QAAA,gDACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,E

AAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,

2BACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,wBACA,GAAA,QAAA,yBACA,GAAA,

QAAA,kCACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,0BACA,G

AAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBA

CA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAA

A,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,wBACA,GAAA,QAAA,wBACA,GAA

A,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,

GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAAA,2BACA,GAAA,QAAA,yBACA,GAAA,QAAA,+B

ACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAA

A,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,yBACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iCACA,GAAA,Q

AAA,iCACA,GAAA,QAAA,iCACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,oBACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAA

A,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBAC

A,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,wBACA,GAAA,QAAA

,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,4BACA,GAAA,QAAA,gCACA,GAAA,

QAAA,mCACA,GAAA,QAAA,uCACA,GAAA,QAAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,8BACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,

GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAAA,oBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,q

BACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,mBACA,GAAA,Q

AAA,qBACA,GAAA,QAAA,sBACA,GAAA,QAAA,4BACA,GAAA,QAAA,2BACA,GAAA,QAAA,oBACA,GA

AA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,oBACA,GAAA,QAAA,+BACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,0BAC

A,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,iBACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,k

BACA,GAAA,QAAA,kBACA,GAAA,QAAA,uBACA,GAAA,QAAA,oBACA,GAAA,QAAA,oBACA,GAAA,Q

AAA,gCACA,GAAA,QAAA,uBAGA,MAAM,GAAgC,CACpC,GADoC,UAEpC,GAFoC,cAGpC,EAHoC,mBAIp

C,EAJoC,UAKpC,EALoC,WAMpC,EANoC,YAOpC,EAPoC,UAQpC,EARoC,WASpC,EAToC,UAUpC,EAVoC,

UAWpC,EAXoC,aAYpC,EAZoC,aAapC,EAboC,WAcpC,EAdoC,YAepC,EAfoC,YAgBpC,EAhBoC,WAiBpC,EA

jBoC,YAkBpC,EAlBoC,gBAmBpC,EAnBoC,cAoBpC,EApBoC,oBAqBpC,EArBoC,kBAsBpC,EAtBoC,kBAuBp

C,EAvBoC,gBAwBpC,EAxBoC,qBAyBpC,EAzBoC,eA0BpC,EA1BoC,WA2BpC,EA3BoC,WA4BpC,EA5BoC,k

BA6BpC,EA7BoC,iBA8BpC,EA9BoC,cA+BpC,EA/BoC,aAgCpC,EAhCoC,2BAiCpC,EAjCoC,0BAkCpC,EAlCo

C,aAmCpC,EAnCoC,6BAoCpC,EApCoC,0BAqCpC,EArCoC,aAsCpC,EAtCoC,UAuCpC,EAvCoC,WAwCpC,EA

xCoC,oBAyCpC,EAzCoC,aA0CpC,EA1CoC,oBA2CpC,EA3CoC,mBA4CpC,EA5CoC,0CA6CpC,EA7CoC,yCA8

CpC,EA9CoC,4BA+CpC,EA/CoC,WAgDpC,EAhDoC,iBAiDpC,EAjDoC,UAkDpC,EAlDoC,cAmDpC,EAnDoC,

YAoDpC,EApDoC,UAqDpC,EArDoC,UAsDpC,EAtDoC,iBAuDpC,EAvDoC,YAwDpC,GAxDoC,UAyDpC,GAz

DoC,WA0DpC,GA1DoC,oBA2DpC,GA3DoC,YA4DpC,GA5DoC,eA6DpC,GA7DoC,iBA8DpC,GA9DoC,kBA+D

pC,GA/DoC,2BAgEpC,GAhEoC,eAiEpC,GAjEoC,eAkEpC,GAlEoC,cAmEpC,GAnEoC,mBAoEpC,GApEoC,eAq

EpC,GArEoC,WAsEpC,GAtEoC,WAuEpC,GAvEoC,eAwEpC,GAxEoC,YAyEpC,GAzEoC,YA0EpC,GA1EoC,gB

A2EpC,GA3EoC,WA4EpC,GA5EoC,gBA6EpC,GA7EoC,eA8EpC,GA9EoC,YA+EpC,GA/EoC,UAgFpC,GAhFo

C,iBAiFpC,GAjFoC,iBAkFpC,GAlFoC,gBAmFpC,GAnFoC,UAoFpC,GApFoC,gBAqFpC,GArFoC,cAsFpC,GAtF

oC,oBAuFpC,GAvFoC,kBAwFpC,GAxFoC,wBAyFpC,GAzFoC,cA0FpC,GA1FoC,WA2FpC,GA3FoC,UA4FpC,

GA5FoC,cA6FpC,GA7FoC,gBA8FpC,GA9FoC,UA+FpC,GA/FoC,kBAgGpC,GAhGoC,eAiGpC,GAjGoC,UAkGp
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C,GAlGoC,0BAmGpC,GAnGoC,0BAoGpC,GApGoC,0BAqGpC,GArGoC,eAsGpC,GAtGoC,aAuGpC,GAvGoC,e

AwGpC,GAxGoC,WAyGpC,GAzGoC,YA0GpC,GA1GoC,UA2GpC,GA3GoC,YA4GpC,GA5GoC,WA6GpC,GA7

GoC,YA8GpC,GA9GoC,WA+GpC,GA/GoC,cAgHpC,GAhHoC,iBAiHpC,GAjHoC,YAkHpC,GAlHoC,WAmHpC

,GAnHoC,cAoHpC,GApHoC,qBAqHpC,GArHoC,yBAsHpC,GAtHoC,4BAuHpC,GAvHoC,gCAwHpC,GAxHoC,

cAyHpC,GAzHoC,uBA0HpC,GA1HoC,YA2HpC,GA3HoC,YA4HpC,GA5HoC,gBA6HpC,GA7HoC,aA8HpC,GA

9HoC,WA+HpC,GA/HoC,cAgIpC,GAhIoC,WAiIpC,GAjIoC,UAkIpC,GAlIoC,WAmIpC,GAnIoC,YAoIpC,GApIo

C,cAqIpC,GArIoC,eAsIpC,GAtIoC,qBAuIpC,GAvIoC,oBAwIpC,GAxIoC,aAyIpC,GAzIoC,WA0IpC,GA1IoC,aA

2IpC,GA3IoC,wBA4IpC,GA5IoC,WA6IpC,GA7IoC,mBA8IpC,GA9IoC,UA+IpC,GA/IoC,UAgJpC,GAhJoC,UAiJ

pC,GAjJoC,WAkJpC,GAlJoC,WAmJpC,GAnJoC,WAoJpC,GApJoC,gBAqJpC,GArJoC,aAsJpC,GAtJoC,aAuJpC,

GAvJoC,yBAwJpC,GAxJoC,iBA2JtC,IAAK,MAAM,MAAgB,IACV,EAAA,EAAA,gBAAA;;AhRrTjB,aAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IADA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAA

A,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,GAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,EAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA

,EAAA,QACA,QAAA;;AiRoSA,aAzRA,IAAY,EAyRK,EAAjB,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAzRA,SAAY,GACV,EAAA,EAAA,WAAA,GAAA,aACA

,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,WACA,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,GAAA,YACA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,WACA,

EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,WACA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,WACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,GAAA,UACA,

EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,GAAA,YACA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,GAAA,eACA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,WACA,E

AAA,EAAA,QAAA,IAAA,UACA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,IAAA,WACA,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,IAAA,YACA,EAA

A,EAAA,UAAA,IAAA,YACA,EAAA,EAAA,YAAA,IAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,KAAA,eACA,EAAA,E

AAA,cAAA,KAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,KAAA,eACA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,KAAA,eACA,EAAA,EAA

A,aAAA,KAAA,eACA,EAAA,EAAA,YAAA,KAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA,cAAA,KAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,

iBAAA,KAAA,mBACA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,KAAA,eACA,EAAA,EAAA,YAAA,KAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA,a

AAA,KAAA,eACA,EAAA,EAAA,cAAA,KAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,cAAA,KAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,gB

AAA,KAAA,kBA7BF,CAAY,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAQ,KAyRpB,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,SAAiB,GAEH,IAAA,

GAAZ,SAAY,GAAyB,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,GAAA,SAAc,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,KAAU,EAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,GAAA,KAA7D,CAAY,EAAA,EAAA,0BAAA,EAAA,wBAAuB,KAFrC,CAAiB,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EA

AQ;;ACxOxB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,E

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,EA3DD,MAAM,EAAwC,GA2BxC,SAAU,EAAW,EAAc,GACjC,MAAA,EAAqB,CACzB,S

AAU,EACV,SAAU,SACV,OAAQ,GACR,MAAO,GACP,eAAgB,GAGlB,EAAW,GAAQ,EAUf,SAAU,EAAgB,G

ACvB,OAAA,EAAW,GAUd,SAAU,EAAa,UACpB,EAAW;;ACoFnB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,

OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,6BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA

,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAjJD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAOM

,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,EAAY,EAC/B,EAA2B,GACvB,MAAA,EAAa,EAAK,YAAY,GAChC,GAAA,QAA6C,IA

A/B,EAAW,gBAA+B,CACpD,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAW,gBACnB,EAAmC,IAA7B,EAAW,mBACnB,OAC8B,IAA7

B,EAAW,cAA8B,EAAQ,EACR,EAAW,cACrD,GAAoB,WAApB,EAAW,KACN,OAAA,EACH,EAAK,WAAW,

EAAW,iBAAkB,EAAW,EACxD,GAEF,GAAoB,YAApB,EAAW,KAAoB,CAG1B,OAFQ,EAAK,WAAW,MAA

M,EAAO,GAE9B,IACV,GAAQ,EAAU,EAAM,EAAW,EAAS,IAE5C,MAAA,EAAS,EACX,EAAK,WAAW,MA

AM,GAAO,GAAI,EAAW,EAAS,GACnD,EAAO,EAAO,WACb,MAAoB,WAApB,EAAW,KACd,EAAK,GACL,

EAAK,KAAA,cAAc,EAAO,MAAO,GAEjC,MAAA,EAAY,EAAK,WAAW,GAC3B,OAAA,GAAa,EAAU,MAU1

B,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,EAA6B,EAC3C,GACI,MAAC,EAAU,GAAS,EAAc,GAEpC,GAAmB,MAAnB,EAAyB,C

ACrB,MAAA,EAAS,EAAgB,yBAAyB,GACpD,GAAU,MAAV,EACK,OAAA,EAIL,MAAA,EAAY,EAAQ,kBA

AkB,KAAK,KACtC,EAAW,EAAyB,EAAU,KAGlD,YAAc,IAAd,EACH,EAAW,EAAyB,EAAU,IAAY,QAC1D,E

AQA,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,EACd,GACK,OAAA,EAAW,EAAyB,EAAM,EAAQ,mBASrD,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmB,

GACf,MAAC,EAAU,GAAS,EAAc,GAEjC,MAAA,CACL,EAAyB,EAAU,GAAW,EAAQ,kBACtD,GAIJ,SAAS,E

AAyB,EAAc,GACvC,OAAE,KAAe,KAAQ,IAAc,EAG1C,SAAU,EAAc,GACtB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,MAAM,K

ACrB,OAAiB,IAAjB,EAAM,OACD,CAAC,EAAM,GAIT,CADU,EAAM,GACL,OAAO,EAAM,EAAM,OAAS,K

AG1C,SAAU,EAAM,EAAe,GAC7B,MAAA,EAAM,GACP,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAI,OAAQ,GAAK

,EACnC,EAAI,KAAK,EAAI,MAAM,EAAG,EAAI,IAErB,OAAA,EAEH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAY,EACZ,GACE,IAA
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A,EAAM,EAAc,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GAAQ,aAAR,EAAoB,CAEtB,EAAM,EAAc,mBAAoB,EAAM,

EAAW,GACnD,MAAA,EAEF,CAAC,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,CAAC,EA

AG,IAC5B,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAG,IACrB,EAAgB,GAAG,GAAM,EAAqB,EAAJ,GAC1C,EAAg

B,GAAG,GAAM,EAAqB,EAAJ,EAAQ,GAE7C,OAAA,EAEF,OAAA,EAYH,SAAU,EAAY,GACnB,OAAA,EAA

O,KAAO,GAAS,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA;;AC9I/B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EA

AW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,O

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,C

ACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OA

AA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,aAE/D,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,aA

CF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAA

A,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,CAC7D,OAAA,cA

CF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,

EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW

,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,C

AAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,

CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,O

AAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,W

AE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,WACA,S

AAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IA

Aa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SA

AA,WACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EA

AW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,K

AGtE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,Q

AAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KA

AA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QA

AiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KA

AA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IA

Aa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MA

AA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CA

AW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,oBACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CA

CR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,M

AAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aA

CF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAA

A,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,WA

CA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KA

AA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,IACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,MAhLf,QAA

A,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAA

mB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE

3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAA

A,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa

,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,

EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA

,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,

MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,a

ACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KA
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AA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,O

ACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,O

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,cACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,M

AAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEtC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAy

B,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAA

A,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,WAE9B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,Q

AAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,aACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,K

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,

CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,C

ACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OA

AA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QA

AiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KA

AA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,C

ACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CA

CP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAA

A,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAi

B,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAA

A,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CAC

c,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,

CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,CAC7D,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,

QACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KA

AA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,O

ACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,O

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,CAC7D,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,QACQ,c

AAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UACl

C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAE/B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KA

AA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAA

a,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAA

A,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAA

W,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,

CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,

QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,K

AAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,

MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,

OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,C

AAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,

QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,K

AAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,

QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,

OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,Q

AAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KA

AA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,O

ACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,O

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,Q

AAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KA
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AA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,Q

ACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,O

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,Q

AAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,aACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAA

A,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,WA

CA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OA

AA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QA

AyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAA

A,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,QA

CA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OA

AA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QA

AyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAA

A,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,YACF,KAAA,W

ACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,S

AAA,YACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,C

ACY,OAAA,QACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,IAElB,CACY,OAAA,IACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,QAC

Q,cAAA,MAlcjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAA

A,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,kBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,K

AAA,eAAwB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,iBAA0B,KAAA,WAG7C,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,O

AAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAA

A,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAElD,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAA

W,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAGzC,CACc,SAAA,QACA,S

AAA,UACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,aAE/D,CACc,SAAA,Q

ACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW

,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAClE,CAAW,OAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,UAC

tD,CAAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,UAG5D,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,

QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,gBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAk

B,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SA

AA,gBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,WAE9B,MAAA,CACP,

CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,SAC5D,

CAAW,OAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,QAC1D,CAAW,OAAA,mBAA4B,KAAA,iBAA0B,KAAA,QACj

E,CACY,OAAA,2BACF,KAAA,yBACA,KAAA,QAEV,CAAW,OAAA,oBAA6B,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAG5

D,CACc,SAAA,qBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,C

AAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,

QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,oBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAA

yB,KAAA,UAC9C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB

,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,QACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,KAGpB,CACc,SAAA

,sBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,CAAU,MAAA,E

AAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACxC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,C

AAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAGhE,

CACc,SAAA,uBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACxC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,
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WAErD,CACc,SAAA,sBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC

9C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB

,KAAA,SAAU,CAC3C,OAAA,wBACF,KAAA,sBACA,KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,qBACA,SAA

A,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,

SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACxC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,S

AAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAErD,CACc,SAAA,oBAC

A,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,

KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,YAG3C,CACc,SAAA,qBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAA

A,gBAAyB,KAAA,YAE3D,CACc,SAAA,cACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OA

AgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAExC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW

,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,QACxD,CAAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,UAG5D,CACc,SA

AA,KACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,E

AAU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAExC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAA

A,QACxD,CAAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,UAG5D,CACc,SAAA,iBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,C

ACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAExC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,OAAg

B,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,QAC3C,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UAG/C,CACc,SAAA,QACA,

SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAExC,MAAA,CACP

,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,QAC3C,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UAG/C

,CACc,SAAA,oBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACxC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAG3C,MAA

A,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,sBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,C

ACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YA

CxC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,WAG

1C,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,mBACA,SAAA,UAC

F,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,

KAAA,YACxC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAG3C,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,

KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,oBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAA

A,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,

eAAwB,KAAA,UAG3C,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,o

BACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAA

W,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAGrC,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,

OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,oBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MA

AA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,WAG1C,MAAA,CAA

C,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,uBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,C

AAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAG3C,M

AAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,kBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAA

A,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,

UAEtC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,SAC5D,CAAW,OAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,c

AAuB,KAAA,WAG9D,CACc,SAAA,kBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAk

B,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB

,KAAA,aAGtC,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE,CACc,SAAA,mBACA,

SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEtC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAA

A,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,SAC5D,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAGhE,CACc,SA

AA,oBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,

EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAG3C,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEnE

,CACc,SAAA,qBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAA

A,YA1V3D,QAAA,KAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EA
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AA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IA

Aa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UA

AmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,O

AAA,QAAiB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,YAClD,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE

,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,

CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,

UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,aAAsB

,KAAA,YAAa,CACnD,OAAA,oBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,GACA,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OA

AA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,oBACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,

YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,Y

AAa,CACnD,OAAA,yBACF,KAAA,sBACA,KAAA,QAEV,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB

,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,YACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,W

AE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,

MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,

KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,YAClD,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA

,YACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,

OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C

,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,YAClD,

CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,C

ACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC

,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UAC/C,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,K

AAA,UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,OAElB,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QA

AiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,CAC7D,OAAA,WACF,KAAA,WACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,KAItB,CACc,SA

AA,SACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAA

W,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,G

AClE,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,U

AC7C,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,QAAS,CAC1D,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SA

CQ,aAAA,QAElB,CACY,OAAA,oBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,IAElB,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB,

KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,cAGzD,CACc,SAAA,eACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,I

AAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAG,IAAK,EAAW

,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAEtC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAClD,CAAW,

OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAClE,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,Y

ACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,oBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAAA,W

ACQ,aAAA,IAElB,CACY,OAAA,mBACF,KAAA,gBACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,cACF,K

AAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,QAElB,CACY,OAAA,YACF,KAAA,YACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,CAAC,EA

AG,EAAG,EAAG,IAE5B,CACY,OAAA,YACF,KAAA,WACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,IAElB,CACY,OAAA,UAC

F,KAAA,UACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,MAElB,CACY,OAAA,kBACF,KAAA,iBACA,KAAA,YAId,CACc,SAAA,

sBACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,

KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAErC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OA

AA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C,O

AAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,oBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAAA,WACQ,a

AAA,IAElB,CACY,OAAA,YACF,KAAA,YACA,KAAA,WACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,kBACA,SAAA,cA

CF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,

KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAm

B,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,QAElB,CACY,OAA

A,oBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,IAElB,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,cAGzD,

CACc,SAAA,wBACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU
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,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,

YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SAC

Q,aAAA,QAElB,CACY,OAAA,oBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,IAElB,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB,K

AAA,YAAqB,KAAA,cAGzD,CACc,SAAA,6BACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,I

AAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAG,IAAK,EAAW

,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAEtC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAClD,CAAW,

OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAClE,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,Y

ACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ

,aAAA,QAElB,CACY,OAAA,YACF,KAAA,YACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,IAE5B,

CACY,OAAA,YACF,KAAA,WACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,IAElB,CACY,OAAA,oBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAA

A,WACQ,aAAA,MAItB,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,K

AAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KA

AA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UAAW,CAC5C,OAAA,cACF,KAA

A,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,QAElB,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,cAGzD,CACc,SAAA,aAC

A,SAAA,cACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAA

A,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAA

A,QAAiB,KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,YACjD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,aAxV5C,QAAA,KAA

A;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC

9B,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,YACtC,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAE/B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,

WAErD,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACt

C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,WAE7B,

MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,

WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UACxC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QA

AiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,GAClE,CAAU,MAAA,EAA

W,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,IAE5D,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,OACA,KAAA,SA

CQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SA

AA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,aAE/B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,I

AAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAErD,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,

KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAEzD,CACc,SAA

A,gBACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,aAE/B,MAAA,CACP,CA

CY,OAAA,SACF,KAAA,SACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,SACF,KAAA,SACA,KAAA,SACQ,

aAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,K

AAA,SAA0B,aAAA,GAAI,CAC7D,OAAA,QACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,EACA,cAAA,GAElB,CA

AW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,SAA0B,cAAA,KAGnE,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CAC

R,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,

CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,IAExD,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KA

AA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAExD,CACc,SAAA,kBACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,

QAAiB,KAAA,aAE/B,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,QACF,KAAA,OACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,GAElB,CACY,

OAAA,SACF,KAAA,SACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UAA

W,CAC1C,OAAA,QACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,EACA,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KA

AA,QAAiB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,SAA0B,cAAA,KAGnE,CACc,SAAA,QA

CA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,aAE/B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,O

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAErD,CACc,SAAA,YACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,E

AAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAErD,CACc,

SAAA,cACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAA

A,EAAW,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,WAEpC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UAC3C

,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,SACzC,CA
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AW,OAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,YA1J1D,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,

CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,sBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAA

A,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,U

ACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,Y

AGjD,CACc,SAAA,sBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,

CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,

CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,iBAA0B,KAAA,YAGnD,

CACc,SAAA,sBACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU

,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,CAAU,

MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,iBAA0B,KAAA,WAExC,MAAA,

CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,CAC7D,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,YACA,

KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,yBACF,KAAA,qBACA,KAAA,UAId,CACc,SAAA,sBACA,SAAA,

UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAA

kB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAA

wB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,iBAA0B,KAAA,UAC/C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAw

B,KAAA,YAGjD,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,YAAqB,KA

AA,WAEnC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,W

ACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,K

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,IACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,MA/Ef,QA

AA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EA

AmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAC

lC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,SAAkB,K

AAA,UAE3D,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,YA

GtC,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAtBpC,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,C

AAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,yBACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,

CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,WAEjC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QA

AiB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAGjD,CACc,SAAA,cACA,SAAA,QACH,

MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,SAC7C,CAAW,OAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAiB,KA

AA,WAGjD,CAAa,SAAA,QAAqB,SAAA,SAAU,CAC9B,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,M

AAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,YACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EA

AU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,aAEzD,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAA

A,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,

KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IA

Aa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA

,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KA

AA,aAEzD,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UACl

C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAE9B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAm

B,KAAA,UAAW,CAChD,OAAA,UACF,KAAA,SACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,YACF,KAA

A,YACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,KAItB,CAAa,SAAA,OAAoB,SAAA,QAAmB,OAAA,IAAK,CAC3C,SAAA,eAC

A,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,0BACA,SAAA

,QACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,MAAe

,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,UACzC,CAAW,OAAA,MAAe,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,aA1FxC,QAAA,KAAA;;ACDA,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SA

AA,YACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,GACD,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,UACxD,C

ACY,OAAA,wBACF,KAAA,qBACA,KAAA,QAEV,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,SACpD,C

AAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,WAG5D,CACc,SAAA,cACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,GACD,MAAA,C

ACP,CAAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,UACxD,CACY,OAAA,wBACF,KAAA,qBACA,KAAA,QAE
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V,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,SACpD,CAAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,WAG5

D,CACc,SAAA,oBACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,UAC5C,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MA

AA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,MAAe,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,CAC7D,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,O

ACA,KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,sBACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KA

AA,cAAuB,KAAA,UAC5C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAA

A,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,MAAe,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,C

AC7D,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,OACA,KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,kBACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CA

CR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,UAC5C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACr

C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEtC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,MAAe,KAAA,MAAe,K

AAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,CAC7D,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,OACA,KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,oB

ACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,UAC5C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,

KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEtC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,O

AAA,MAAe,KAAA,MAAe,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,GAAO,CAC7D,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,OACA,KAAA,QACQ,c

AAA,MA/FjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,E

AAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,iBACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA

,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,g

BAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,QAAS,CACzD,OAAA,qBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAAA,QAEV,CAAW,OAAA,I

AAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,wBACA,SAAA,QACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,

MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,C

ACP,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,QAAS,CACzD,OAAA,qBACF,KAAA,mBACA,KAAA,Q

AEV,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,gBACA,SAAA,QACF,O

AAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAA

A,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA

,aAElC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UAAW,CAC9C,OAAA,sBACF,KAAA,qB

ACA,KAAA,aA9CT,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UA

AA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,K

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,I

AAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,M

AAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,C

AAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,C

ACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,

MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,eACA,SAAA,U

ACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KA

AA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,O

ACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,K

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,

CACc,SAAA,YACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,M

AAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,

cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,aACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UA

ClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,K

AAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,aACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IA

Aa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SA

AA,YACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EA

AW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,K

AGtE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,UACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,UAC1C,

CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAA

A,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,UACF
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,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,UAC1C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAA

A,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,IACF,KAAA,QAC

A,KAAA,QACQ,cAAA,MA3Hf,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA

,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,eACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAA

A,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAA

G,IAAK,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAEtC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,

UAAW,CACjD,OAAA,YACF,KAAA,WACA,KAAA,WACQ,aAAA,IAElB,CACY,OAAA,UACF,KAAA,UACA,

KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,MAElB,CACY,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,cA

CF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KA

GtE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,OAC

Q,cAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,

QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,cACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,

KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,

QACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,QACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GA

ElB,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,CACc,SAAA,gBACA,SAAA,WACF,O

AAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,W

AE3B,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,QACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,QACF,K

AAA,aACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,QAAyB,cAAA,KAGtE,C

ACc,SAAA,YACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MA

AA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,IACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,QACQ,cA

AA,MArHf,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAA

A,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,iBACA,SAAA,gBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,I

AAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAk

B,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,WAAoB

,KAAA,WAElC,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,UACF,KAAA,UACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,MAElB,CACY,OAAA

,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,mBACA,SAAA,gBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,M

AAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,

EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,CAAU,MAAA,E

AAW,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,WAElC,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,UACF,KAAA,UACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,

MAElB,CACY,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,mBACA,SAAA,gBACF,O

AAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,

UACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,U

ACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,WAElC,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,UACF,KAAA,UAC

A,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,MAElB,CACY,OAAA,cACF,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,M

ACA,SAAA,gBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CACY,

OAAA,eACF,KAAA,SACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,SAA0

B,aAAA,GACrE,CACY,OAAA,QACF,KAAA,QACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,

OACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,MAItB,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,gBACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,

KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,aACA,SAAA,gBACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,I

AAa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,gBACA,SAAA,gBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB

,KAAA,UAC9C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,YAC5C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,K

AAA,UAC7C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEtC,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,mBACF,KA

AA,kBACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,EACA,cAAA,MAhIf,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,YACF,OA

AA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,U

ACrC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YAG5C,CACc,SAAA,gBACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CAC

R,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,UACrC,C
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AAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,WAGtC,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,eAAwB,

KAAA,UAEnE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,U

AClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,WA

AoB,KAAA,UAEhE,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KA

AA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB,KAA

A,WAAoB,KAAA,UAEhE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IA

Aa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB

,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,UAEhE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAA

A,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,YA

AqB,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,UAEhE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,

KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAA

A,YAAqB,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,UAEhE,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EA

AW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,

OAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,UAEhE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAA

A,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAGzC,CACc,SAAA,SA

CA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KA

AA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAGzC,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IA

Aa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,aAE9B,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,YAAqB

,KAAA,WAAoB,KAAA,UAEhE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,YACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAA

A,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,WAE9B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,Y

AAqB,KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,QACrD,CAAW,OAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,WA7GhD,QAAA,KAA

A;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC

9B,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,KAAC,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KA

AA,WACnD,CAAU,OAAC,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,WAGpC,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA

,IAAa,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,KAEtE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,IA

AA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,WAClD,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,WAE9B,MAAA,CA

AC,CAAW,OAAA,IAAa,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,KAG3E,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA

,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UAC

xC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,IAExD,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,aACF,KA

AA,YACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,KAGpB,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAA

W,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,WAEjC,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,O

AAA,mBACF,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,OACQ,cAAA,KAGpB,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,C

AAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YAGzC,CACc,

SAAA,YACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,E

AAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,cAGzC,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,K

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,YACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,

OAAgB,KAAA,cAGzC,CACc,SAAA,eACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,K

AAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,YACtC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,MAAe,KAA

A,YACpC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,aAEjC,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,aACF,KAAA,Y

ACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,WACF,KAAA,UACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,GAElB,CACY,OA

AA,gBACF,KAAA,cACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,gBACF,KAAA,eACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAA

A,GAElB,CACY,OAAA,mBACF,KAAA,iBACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,

OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAU,IAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YAE3C,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAA

A,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,KAGzE,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAAA,WAEhC,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA

,SAA0B,aAAA,GAAI,CAC7D,OAAA,MACF,KAAA,MACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,EACA,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,S

AAA,OACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EA

AW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,cAGzC,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KA
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AA,OAAgB,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,GAC/D,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CAAC,

CACE,OAAA,YACF,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,KAGpB,CACc,SAAA,SACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,C

ACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,kBAA2B,KAAA,YACh

D,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,SAA0B,aAAA,KAGnE,CACc,SAAA,YACA,SAAA,aACF,OA

AA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,UACxC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,SAAkB,KAA

A,UACvC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,cAG1C,CACc,SAAA,WACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CA

CR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YAG5C,

CACc,SAAA,gBACA,SAAA,aACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,gBAAyB,KAAA,UAC9C,CAA

U,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,YAC5C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,UAC7C,CAAU,

MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,eAAwB,KAAA,WAEtC,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,mBACF,KAAA,kBACA,KAAA,O

ACQ,cAAA,EACA,cAAA,MA7Mf,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IA

AA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,

MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CAAC,CAAU,MAAA,E

AAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,YAE/C,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KA

AA,IAAa,KAAA,UAAW,CAClC,MAAA,EACD,KAAA,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,QACA

,SAAA,WACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAAW,CAClC,MAAA,EACD,KAAA

,aACA,KAAA,SACQ,cAAA,MA/BjB,QAAA,KAAA;;ACAA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,I

AAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAmB,CAC9B,CACc,SAAA,OACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,

MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CACP,CACY,OAAA,OACF,KAAA,SACA,KAAA,QACQ,

cAAA,GAElB,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,WAGhD,CACc,SAAA,aACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAA

A,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,YA

GzC,CACc,SAAA,YACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CA

AU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,aAEjC,MAAA,CAAC,CAAW,OAAA,OAAgB,KAAA,OAAgB,KAA

A,YAEvD,CACc,SAAA,MACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,UACl

C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,aAEjC,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,iBACF,KAAA,gBACA,K

AAA,SACQ,aAAA,KAGpB,CACc,SAAA,QACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IA

Aa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,UAAmB,KAAA,YAAa,CAC1C,MAAA,EACD,KAAA,gBACA

,KAAA,SACQ,aAAA,KAItB,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,I

AAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,cAG1C,CACc,SAAA,UACA,SAAA,iBACF,

OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE3B,MAAA,CAAC,CACE,OAAA,OACU,iBAAA

,eACZ,KAAA,OACA,KAAA,cAGZ,CACc,SAAA,iBACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,K

AAA,IAAa,KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,YAC3C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,

WAAoB,KAAA,cAG7C,CACc,SAAA,iBACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,

KAAA,UAClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,YAC3C,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KA

AA,cAG1C,CACc,SAAA,eACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,WAE

3B,MAAA,CACP,CAAW,OAAA,aAAsB,KAAA,YAAqB,KAAA,UACtD,CAAW,OAAA,cAAuB,KAAA,aAAsB,

KAAA,YAG5D,CACc,SAAA,cACA,SAAA,iBACF,OAAA,CACR,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,IAAa,KAAA,U

AClC,CAAU,MAAA,EAAW,KAAA,QAAiB,KAAA,aAE/B,MAAA,KAtHN,QAAA,KAAA;;;;ACqjBN,IAAA,EA

AA,UAAA,GAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,OAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,aAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA

,qBAAA,EAvjBD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,qBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBA

CA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,sBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,4BACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,6BAiiBC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,m
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BAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAA

A,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA9

hBK,MAAO,EAMO,sBACT,OAAA,KAAK,YAAc,KAAK,UAAY,IAAI,MAIjD,cACQ,MAKA,EAA0B,GAAG,U

ALvB,CACV,EAAY,EAAW,EAAS,EAAa,EAAU,EACvD,EAAY,EAAS,EAAO,EAAO,EAAU,EAAe,EAC5D,EA

AW,EAAU,EAAgB,GAEU,IAAI,GAAM,EAAG,OAEzD,KAAA,UAAY,EAAY,OACzB,CAAC,EAAK,KACJ,EA

AI,EAAO,UAAY,EAChB,GAET,IAKN,eACI,EACA,EAAsC,IAClC,MAAA,EAAU,EAAM,KAChB,EAAuB,GA

CvB,EAAkB,GAClB,EAAoB,GACpB,EAAQ,EAAQ,OAA8B,CAAC,EAAK,KACxD,EAAI,EAAK,MAAQ,KAA

K,QAAQ,GAC1B,EAAK,GAAG,WAAW,eACrB,EAAa,KAAK,EAAI,EAAK,OACN,UAAZ,EAAK,GACd,EAAQ

,KAAK,EAAI,EAAK,OACC,MAAd,EAAK,OAAuC,IAAtB,EAAK,MAAM,QAC1C,EAAU,KAAK,EAAI,EAAK,

OAEnB,GACN,IAEC,IAAA,EAAiB,GACf,MAAA,EAAkB,GACpB,IAAA,EAA8C,GAC9C,EAA+C,GAClC,MA

Ab,IACF,EAAqB,KAAK,oBAAoB,EAAU,QACxD,EAAsB,KAAK,oBAAoB,EAAU,UAErD,MAAA,EAAW,OA

AO,KAAK,GAC7B,EAAS,QAAQ,IACT,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,GACnB,EAAK,WAAW,QAAQ,IAChB,MAAC,I

AAc,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,GACzC,EAAK,OAAO,KAAK,EAAM,IACvB,EAAM,GAAU,SAAS,KAAK,OAMc,

IAA5C,OAAO,KAAK,GAAqB,OACnC,EAAS,QAAQ,IACT,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,GACU,IAAzB,EAAK,SAAS,

QAChB,EAAQ,KAAK,KAIjB,OAAO,KAAK,GAAqB,QAAQ,IACjC,MAAC,IAAc,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,GAC

nC,EAAO,EAAM,GACP,MAAR,IACF,EAAK,aAAe,EAAoB,GACxC,EAAQ,KAAK,MAKf,OAAO,KAAK,GAA

oB,OAAS,EAC3C,OAAO,KAAK,GAAoB,QAAQ,IAChC,MAAC,IAAc,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,GACnC,EAAO,

EAAM,GACf,IACF,EAAK,aAAe,EAAmB,GACvC,EAAO,KAAK,MAIhB,EAAS,EAGP,IAAA,EAAY,GACK,M

AAjB,EAAM,SAA6C,MAA1B,EAAM,QAAQ,WACzC,EAAY,EAAM,QAAQ,SAAS,OAAO,CAAC,EAAW,KAC

pD,EAAU,EAAK,UAAU,MAAQ,KAAK,YAAY,GAC3C,GACN,KAGC,MAAA,EACF,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,O

AAA,EAAQ,QAAA,EAAS,QAAA,EAAS,aAAA,EAAc,UAAA,EAAW,UAAA,GAMxD,OAJH,EAAU,OAAS,IA

CrB,EAAO,UAAY,GAGd,EAGD,oBAAoB,GACnB,OAAA,OAAO,KAAK,GAAW,IACzB,OAAgC,CAAC,EAA

M,KACtC,EAAK,EAAQ,GAAM,MAAQ,EACpB,GACN,IAGD,QAAQ,GAGR,MAAA,GACF,EAAgB,EAAA,iB

AAA,EAAK,KAAO,KAAK,UAAU,EAAK,KAAO,GAC1C,MAAb,EAAK,OACP,EAAK,KAAO,IAGR,MAAA,E

AAgB,CACpB,KAAM,EAAK,KACX,GAAI,EAAK,GACT,SAAU,EAAO,SACjB,YACK,EAAK,OACL,IAAI,IA

AI,GAAS,EAAM,WAAW,KAAO,EAAM,OAAO,GAAK,GAChE,OAAQ,GACR,SAAU,GACV,YAAa,GACb,WA

AY,GACZ,SAAU,EAAK,MAuIV,OApIc,MAAjB,EAAO,SACT,EAAQ,YACJ,EAAO,OAAO,OACV,CAAC,EAA

K,KACJ,EAAI,EAAM,MAAQ,CAChB,KAAM,EAAM,KACZ,gBAAiB,EAAM,MACvB,cAAe,EAAM,KAEhB,G

AET,KAEU,MAAhB,EAAO,QACT,EAAQ,WACJ,EAAO,MAAM,OAAoC,CAAC,EAAK,KAC/C,MAAA,EAAO,

EAAM,KACf,IAAA,OAAQ,EACJ,OAAA,EAAM,MACP,IAAA,cAIW,KAHd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAA

M,OAAQ,EAAM,gBAEN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,I

AAA,gBAIW,KAHd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,OAAQ,EAAM,gBAEN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,

EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,IAAA,cAIW,KAHd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,O

AChB,EAAM,cAAgB,KACE,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MAC

G,IAAA,gBAGW,KAFd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,OAAQ,EAAM,gBACN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,E

ACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,IAAA,YAGW,KAFd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EA

AM,OAAQ,EAAM,gBACN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,

IAAA,cAGW,KAFd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,OAAQ,EAAM,gBACN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,

EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,IAAA,aAGW,KAFd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,O

AAQ,EAAM,gBACN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,IAAA

,eAGW,KAFd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,OAAQ,EAAM,gBACN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,EAA

K,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,IAAA,aAGW,KAFd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,OAAQ

,EAAM,gBACN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,IAAA,eAG

W,KAFd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,OAAQ,EAAM,gBACN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KA
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AM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,IAAA,YAGW,KAFd,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,OAAQ,EA

AM,gBACN,EAAM,mBACjC,EAAQ,EACJ,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,iBACjB,EAAM,eAEZ,MACG,IAAA,SACA,I

AAA,UACH,MACF,QACQ,MAAA,IAAI,iCACqB,EAAM,gBAAgB,EAAK,MAGvD,OADP,EAAI,EAAM,MAA

Q,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,KAAA,GACnB,GACN,KAEF,EAID,YAAY,GACZ,MAAA,EAAU,EAAY,QAEtB,EAA

kB,GACpB,IAAA,EAA+B,GACpB,MAAX,IACF,EAAQ,EAAQ,OAA8B,CAAC,EAAK,KAClD,EAAI,EAAK,M

AAQ,KAAK,QAAQ,GACd,UAAZ,EAAK,IACP,EAAQ,KAAK,EAAI,EAAK,OAEjB,GACN,KAEC,MAAA,EAA

iB,GACjB,EAAkB,GAExB,EAAY,UAAU,SAAS,QAAQ,IAC/B,MAAC,IAAc,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAI,MA

CvC,EAAa,CACjB,KAAM,EACN,GAAI,cACJ,OAAQ,GACR,WAAY,GACZ,SAAU,QACV,YAAa,GACb,WAA

Y,CAAC,MAAO,CAAC,MAAO,EAAgB,EAAI,MAAO,KAAM,UAC7D,SAAU,IAEZ,EAAK,aAAe,EAAI,KACx

B,EAAO,KAAK,GACZ,EAAM,GAAY,IAGH,OAAO,KAAK,GACpB,QAAQ,IACT,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,GACn

B,EAAK,WAAW,QAAQ,IAChB,MAAC,IAAc,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,GACzC,EAAK,OAAO,KAAK,EAAM,IA

CvB,EAAM,GAAU,SAAS,KAAK,OAI5B,MAAA,EAAgB,EAAY,IAElC,EAAY,UAAU,UAAU,QAAQ,IAChC,M

AAC,EAAU,IAAS,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAc,EAAO,OAC7D,EAAO,EAAM,GACP,MAAR,IACF,EAAK,cA

AgB,EACrB,EAAQ,KAAK,MAIX,MAAA,EAAY,KAAK,mBAAmB,GACnC,MAAA,CAAC,MAAA,EAAO,OA

AA,EAAQ,QAAA,EAAS,QAAA,EAAS,aAtDZ,GAsD0B,UAAA,GAGjD,mBAAmB,GAElB,MAAA,CACL,WAA

Y,EAAY,UAAU,KAClC,OAAQ,EAAY,UAAU,SAAS,OACnC,CAAC,EAAK,KACJ,EAAI,EAAI,MAAQ,KAAK,

mBAAmB,GACjC,GAET,IACJ,QAAS,EAAY,UAAU,UAAU,OACrC,CAAC,EAAK,KACJ,EAAI,EAAI,MAAQ,

KAAK,mBAAmB,EAAK,EAAY,KAClD,GAET,KAIA,mBACJ,EACA,GACE,IAAA,EAAO,EAAI,KAIR,OAHQ,

MAAX,IACF,EAAO,EAAQ,IAEV,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,MAAO,EAAI,OAIvB,SAAU,EAAa,GACrB,MAAA,G

AAS,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,OACjB,QAAuB,IAAhB,EAAO,KACT,OAAA,EAAO,KAAK,GACd,QAAsB,IAAX,E

ACT,OAAA,IAAI,EAAO,EAAM,UAAU,WAE5B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oFAKF,SAAU,EAAiB,EAAc,GACvC,M

AAA,EACF,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAK,OAAO,aAAa,MAAM,KAAM,GAAK,EAAa,GAClE,OAAA,EAAW,EAAQ,E

AAM,cAG5B,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAAc,EAC7D,GAAW,GACP,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,OAAS,MAAT

,EACK,EAAiB,EAAM,EAAG,GAE5B,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/C,GACI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GACb

,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,EAAI,EAGrB,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/C,GACI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,IAAS,GACvB,

EACY,MAAd,EAAK,EAAgB,EAAK,EAAuB,MAAd,EAAK,EAAgB,EAAK,EAAQ,EACjE,MAAiB,iBAAV,EAA

sB,EAAQ,SAAS,EAAO,IAGzD,SAAU,EAAgB,GAKtB,OAJe,iBAAX,IAEV,EAAQ,EAAW,SAAS,IAEtB,GACD,

KAAA,EAAW,SAAS,SAChB,MAAA,UACJ,KAAA,EAAW,SAAS,SACpB,KAAA,EAAW,SAAS,SACpB,KAAA

,EAAW,SAAS,QACpB,KAAA,EAAW,SAAS,SAChB,MAAA,QACJ,KAAA,EAAW,SAAS,QAChB,MAAA,OAC

J,KAAA,EAAW,SAAS,UAChB,MAAA,UACJ,KAAA,EAAW,SAAS,UAChB,MAAA,SACT,QAGS,OAAA,MAI

P,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/C,GACI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,OAAA,GAAS,EAAM,KACV,EAAM,KA

AK,KAEb,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/C,GACI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,OAAA,GAAS,EAAM,KA

CV,EAAgB,EAAM,MAExB,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/C,GACI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,OAAA,

GAAS,EAAM,MAAQ,EAAM,KAAK,KAC7B,EAAM,KAAK,KAAK,IAAI,GAAK,EAAgB,IAE3C,EAGH,SAAU

,EAAsB,GAEhC,IAAA,EAAM,YAGN,OAAa,MAAb,EAAM,IACD,EAAM,IAAI,IACb,GACyB,iBAAb,EAAI,KA

AqB,EAAI,KAAO,SAAS,EAAI,KAAM,KAElE,GAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/C,GACI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAA

M,GAChB,OAAA,GAAS,EAAM,MACV,EAAsB,EAAM,OAE9B,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/C,GACI,M

AAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,OAAA,IACO,EAAM,KAAK,GAAK,EAAM,KAAK,EAAE,OAAS,EAAM,KAAK,E

ACX,EAAM,KAAK,IAClD,IACH,IAAI,GAAmB,iBAAN,EAAkB,EAAI,SAAS,EAAG,KAEnD,EAGH,SAAU,EA

CZ,EAA+C,EAAc,EAC7D,GAAW,GACP,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,OAAA,GAAS,EAAM,MAAQ,EAAM,

KAAK,EAC7B,EAAM,KAAK,EAAE,IAAK,GAChB,EAAiB,EAAG,IAGxB,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/

C,GACI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,OAAA,GAAS,EAAM,MAAQ,EAAM,KAAK,MAC7B,EAAM,KAAK,M

AAM,IAAK,GACpB,EAAsB,IAG1B,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAA+C,EAC/C,GACI,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAM,GAChB,

OAAA,GAAS,EAAM,MAAQ,EAAM,KAAK,EAC7B,EAAM,KAAK,EAEb,EACR,QAAA,gBAAA;;AC5iByB,aA

AA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAP1B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,sBACA,EA

AA,QAAA,uBAMM,MAAO,EAGX,YACY,EAAoB,EACpB,GADA,KAAA,KAAA,EAAoB,KAAA,UAAA,EACp

B,KAAA,QAAA,EAJI,KAAA,OAAmB,GACnB,KAAA,MAAoC,GAI7C,KAAA,OAAS,EAAK,WAAW,IAAI,GA

AQ,KAAK,SAAS,IACnC,MAAjB,EAAK,WACF,KAAA,MAAQ,OAAO,KAAK,EAAK,UACZ,OAAO,CAAC,EA
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AmC,KAC1C,EAAM,GAAO,KAAK,QAAQ,GACnB,GACN,KAQhB,SAAS,GACR,OAAA,EAAU,EAAA,WAA

A,EAAM,KAAK,UAAW,KAAK,SAOtC,QAAQ,EAAc,GACtB,MAAA,EAAQ,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,GAC7B,GA

AgB,MAAhB,EAAM,OACD,OAAA,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAM,KAAK,UAAW,KAAK,SAE1C,GAAW,MAA

X,EAAM,GAAwB,MAAX,EAAM,EACpB,OAAA,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,GAE9C,

GAAW,MAAX,EAAM,EACD,OAAA,EAAe,EAAA,gBAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,GAE9C,GAAW,MA

AX,EAAM,EACD,OAAA,EAAa,EAAA,cAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,GAE5C,GAAe,MAAf,EAAM,MAC

D,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,qBAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,GAE5B,GAAc,MAAd,EAAM,KACD,OAAA,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,GAE7C,GAAc,MAAd,EAAM,KAAc,CAClB,GAAgB,MAAhB,E

AAM,KAAK,GAA6B,MAAhB,EAAM,KAAK,EAC9B,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,sBAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAA

M,GAE5B,GAAgB,MAAhB,EAAM,KAAK,EACN,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,qBAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,

GAE5B,GAAoB,MAApB,EAAM,KAAK,MACN,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,0BAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,G

AE5B,GAAgB,MAAhB,EAAM,KAAK,EACN,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,GA

E5B,GAAmB,MAAnB,EAAM,KAAK,KACN,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,oBAAA,KAAK,KAAK,SAAU,EAAM,GAI3

B,OAAA,GAxEe,QAAA,cAAA;;ACN1B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,SAAA,OAAA,KAAA,GAAA,QAAA,SAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,eAAA,GAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,E

AAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA;;AC2EO,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA9EP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAwEO,

SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAA

A,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtEA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,UACA,IAA

A,QACA,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACT,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACrC,EAAc,E

AAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAA

W,EAAM,EAAW,KAE3C,IAAA,WACA,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,

EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,K

ACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAA

A,UACA,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,E

AAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,WACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,UACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAA

K,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,WACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM

,UACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IA

AA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,

IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,UACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,SACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EA

AW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,UACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,SACV,EAAc

,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,MACI,M

AAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAA

M,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,oBACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,mBACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IAC

pC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAE1C,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,E

AAA,MAAM,EAAW,aAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACkFA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAhKP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WA0JO,SAAA,IAAA,G

AAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,S

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAA

A,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,G
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AAA,EAxJA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,MACA,IAAA,aACI,MAA

A,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,

MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,

EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,K

ACrC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,QA

CI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,

EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,K

ACrC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,UA

CI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,SACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,IACvC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ

,EAAM,EAAW,KACxC,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,

KACrC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,M

ACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAA

C,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,

EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM

,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,I

AAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OACI,MAA

A,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,

KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,aACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,YACV,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,

EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,K

ACrC,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OAC

I,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,UACI,MAAA,CAAC,

EAAM,SACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,E

AAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAA

A,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,

EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,WACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,UACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,I

AAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,SACI,MAA

A,CAAC,EAAM,QACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,

MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAAA,cACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,aACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,E

AAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,IAC/C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EA

AW,KAEhD,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KACrC,IAA

A,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAK,WAAW,GAAI,EAAW,KAC1C,IAAA,OAC

I,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,E

AAM,EAAW,KACxC,IAAA,YACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IA

CpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,KACzC,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,KAC9C,QACQ,MAAA,uBAA

uB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,aAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACnEN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,Q

AAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oCAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

kBAAA,EAzFD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBASM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAyB,EACzB,EAAqB,IAEnB,GAAkB,iBAAX,G

AAyC,iBAAX,EAArC,CAGC,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAO,SAAW,EAAO,OACzB,IAAM,aAAgC,SAAc,gBACn

D,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IAAK,CAChC,MAAA,EAAO,EAAO,GACd,EAAO,EAAO,GA

Cf,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EAAO,GAAK,EAAO,GAAK,IAAS,EACjC,IACI,aAAgC,SAAc,kBAIpD,SAAU,EAAiB

,GAC3B,MAAwB,iBAAjB,IAA6B,EAAa,KAAK,GAAO,EAAM,GAYnE,SAAU,EACZ,EAAmC,EACnC,GACE,I

AAA,EAAe,EAAkB,EAAkB,GACjD,MAAA,GAAuB,EAAiB,GAC1C,GAAA,GAA0C,IAAnB,EAAQ,OAC3B,M

AAA,IAAI,MACN,wFACyC,KAO3C,GALA,GACF,EAAQ,QAAQ,IACd,EAAe,EAAkB,EAAO,MAAO,MAG9C,
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EAAiB,GACd,MAAA,IAAI,yCAAyC,KAE9C,OAAA,EAGH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAgC,GAE9B,GAAyB,iBAAlB,EA

CF,OAAA,EAEL,GAAyB,iBAAlB,EACF,OAAA,EAGL,GAAA,EAAc,SAAW,EAAc,OACnC,MAAA,IAAI,0CA

A0C,SAChD,KAGA,MAAA,EAAmB,GACpB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAc,SAAU,EAAG,CACvC,MA

AA,EAAO,EAAc,GACrB,EAAO,EAAc,GACvB,GAAA,GAAQ,GAAK,GAAQ,GAAK,IAAS,EAC/B,MAAA,IAA

I,0CAA0C,SAChD,KAEN,EAAO,GAAK,GAAQ,EAAI,EAAO,EAE1B,OAAA;;AChFe,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,EAdxB,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAYM,M

AAO,EAIX,YACa,EAAuB,EAAyB,EACjD,EAAiC,EAChC,EAA+B,GAF/B,KAAA,KAAA,EAAuB,KAAA,MAA

A,EAAyB,KAAA,QAAA,EACjD,KAAA,aAAA,EAAiC,KAAA,uBAAA,EAChC,KAAA,YAAA,EAA+B,KAAA,e

AAA,EANpC,KAAA,QAA6B,GAC7B,KAAA,SAAU,EAMX,KAAA,UAAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,IAClB,EAA

A,EAAA,MAAA,KAAK,UAGR,SACK,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,GAGnB,aACK,OAAA,KAAK,QAMd,cAAc,GACP,

KAAA,QAAQ,QAAQ,IACJ,MAAX,GAAoB,EAAQ,IAAI,EAAO,OAAO,KAChD,EAAO,OAAO,YAGb,KAAA,Q

AAU,GACV,KAAA,SAAU,EACV,KAAA,SAAS,UAGhB,OACS,OAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,OAOtB,KAAK,GACC,G

AAA,KAAK,QACD,MAAA,IAAI,qBAAqB,KAAK,iCAGlC,GAAA,EAAQ,GAAK,GAAS,KAAK,OACvB,MAA

A,IAAI,kCAAkC,yBACxC,KAAK,UAGL,MAAA,EAAkB,KAAK,QAAQ,GACjC,GAAA,EAAgB,QACZ,MAAA,

IAAI,qBACS,KAAK,8BAChB,wDACJ,oDAQC,OALH,KAAK,iBACP,EAAgB,SAAU,GAG5B,EAAgB,MAAO,E

AChB,EAAgB,OAMzB,SAAS,GACA,OAAA,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAS,KAAK,KAAK,IAQxC,MAAM,EAAe,GACf,G

AAA,KAAK,QACD,MAAA,IAAI,qBAAqB,KAAK,iCAGlC,GAAA,EAAQ,IAAM,KAAK,aAAe,GAAS,KAAK,Q

AC5C,MAAA,IAAI,iCACN,+CAAmD,KAAK,WAGxD,MAAA,EAAI,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAU,GAE7B,GAAA,EA

AO,QAAU,KAAK,MAClB,MAAA,IAAI,qBACN,KAAK,8CAA8C,4CAEnD,EAAO,mCAAmC,KAAK,UAcjD,G

AVgB,IAAhB,KAAK,QACiB,MAArB,KAAK,cAAqD,IAA7B,KAAK,aAAa,SAC7C,KAAA,aAAe,EAAO,QAIzB,

EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,KAAK,aAAc,EAAO,qBACX,KAAK,8CAChB,MAEJ,EAAE,KACE,MAAA,IAAI,qBACS,

KAAK,8CAChB,wCAGN,GAAA,EAAE,QACE,MAAA,IAAI,qBACS,KAAK,8CAChB,2CAGV,EAAE,OAAS,G

ACN,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,GACL,EAAE,SAAU,EAEP,KAAA,QAAQ,GAAS,EAMxB,UAAU,EAAmB,GACvB,

GAAA,EAAQ,SAAW,EAAQ,OACvB,MAAA,IAAI,qBACS,KAAK,qEAEhB,EAAQ,2CACR,EAAQ,WAGlB,EA

AQ,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,IAAU,KAAK,MAAM,EAAG,EAAQ,KAWtD,OAAO,EAAoB,GACrB,GAAE,GAAS,I

AAU,KAAK,MACtB,MAAA,IAAI,8BACN,KAAK,oCAAoC,KAG3C,GAAC,EAMH,EAAU,EAAQ,MAAM,EA

AG,KAAK,YANpB,CACZ,EAAU,GACL,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,KAAK,OAAQ,IAC/B,EAAQ,KAAK,

GAMb,GAAmB,IAAnB,EAAQ,OACH,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAAK,eAK9

B,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,SAAS,GAKvB,OAFH,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,KAAK,aAAc,EAAQ,GAAG,MAAO,iCA

ElC,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAS,GAMxB,OAAO,GACD,GAAE,GAAS,IAAU,KAAK,MACtB,MAAA,IAAI,8B

ACN,KAAK,oCAAoC,KAG3C,GAAgB,IAAhB,KAAK,OACA,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAI,CAAC,GAA

G,OAAO,KAAK,eAG9B,MAAA,EAAU,GACX,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,KAAK,OAAQ,IAC/B,EAAQ,K

AAK,GAGT,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,SAAS,GAOvB,OAJH,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,KAAK,aAAc,EAAQ,GAAG,y

DAE1B,KAAK,wCAAwC,EAAQ,GAAG,WAEzD,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAS,GASzB,QAAQ,EAAmB,GACrB,

GAAA,EAAO,QAAU,KAAK,MAClB,MAAA,IAAI,8BACN,KAAK,8BAA8B,EAAO,SAG5C,GAAA,EAAQ,SA

AW,EAAO,MAAM,GAC5B,MAAA,IAAI,4DACN,EAAQ,cAAc,EAAO,MAAM,MAGnC,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,

OAAO,GAEzB,IAAC,KAAK,aAAe,GAAY,KAAK,QAClC,MAAA,IAAI,yCAC6B,UAAiB,KAAK,YAG1D,KAA

A,UAAU,GAAS,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAQ,IAS1C,MAAM,EAAkB,GAClB,GAAA,EAAO,QAAU,KAAK,MA

ClB,MAAA,IAAI,8BACN,KAAK,8BAA8B,EAAO,SAE5C,IAAA,EAAc,EACZ,MAAA,EAAoB,EAAO,IAAI,GA

CnC,GAAe,GAIb,GAAA,IAAgB,EAAO,MAAM,GACzB,MAAA,IAAI,2GAEN,6BAAuC,EAAO,SAGhD,IAAC,

KAAK,aAAe,EAAO,SAAW,KAAK,QACxC,MAAA,IAAI,iEAEF,KAAK,eAAe,EAAO,YAC/B,+DAGA,MAAA,

EAAgC,IAAhB,EAAoB,EAAI,EAAO,KAAO,EACtD,EAAoB,IACrB,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KACH,GAAS,EAA

Q,EAAA,SAAA,EAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAa,IACrC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,SAAU,EAAG,CACh

C,MACA,EAAU,CAAC,EADa,IAAN,EAAW,EAAI,EAAkB,EAAI,GACzB,GAC9B,EAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAO

,GAAI,GAC7B,EAAQ,IAAK,EAAQ,EAAA,UAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAS,GAAQ,KAAK,cAEpD,

OAAA,IAEH,MAAA,EAAU,GACX,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,IACjC,EAAQ,GAAK,EAEV,

KAAA,UAAU,EAAS,IA1RJ,QAAA,YAAA;;AC0XvB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,MAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAx
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YD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAiBM,MAAO,EAgBX,YACa,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAAwB,GAA

iB,GADzC,KAAA,QAAA,EAA4B,KAAA,aAAA,EAC5B,KAAA,aAAA,EACI,MAAX,GACF,EAAQ,QAAQ,IAC

V,GAAA,IAAiB,EAAO,MACpB,MAAA,IAAI,yCACN,wBAAmC,EAAO,UAG5C,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,EAAc,

EAAO,MAAO,gCAE3B,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KAGJ,KAAA,UAAW,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAClB,KAAA,eAAi

B,GACjB,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KAAK,UA7BR,SACK,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,GAkCvB,OACS,OAAA,IAAI,EAC

P,IAAI,KAAK,SAAU,KAAK,aAAc,KAAK,cAMjD,cAAc,GACP,KAAA,QAAQ,QAAQ,IACJ,MAAX,GAAoB,E

AAQ,IAAI,EAAO,KACzC,EAAO,YAGN,KAAA,QAAQ,OAAS,EACjB,KAAA,SAAS,UAKhB,OACS,OAAA,K

AAK,QAAQ,OAUtB,MAAM,EAAwB,EAAwB,GAAc,GAE9D,GAAA,IAAiB,KAAK,aAClB,MAAA,IAAI,yCAC

N,wBAAmC,KAAK,gBAE1C,IAAiB,IAAjB,GAAsB,KAAK,QAAQ,SAAW,EAC1C,MAAA,IAAI,wCACN,kCA

CA,KAAK,QAAQ,qBAGf,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,EAAc,KAAK,aAAc,+BAC/B,MAAA,GACF,EAAkB,EAAA,m

BAAA,KAAK,aAAc,KAAK,QAAS,GAChD,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACJ,MAAA,EACF,KAAK,QAAQ,I

AAI,IAAU,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAQ,IACxC,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAiB,KASlC,QAAQ,EAAwB,G

AC1B,GAAA,IAAiB,KAAK,aAClB,MAAA,IAAI,yCACN,wBAAmC,KAAK,gBAG1C,GAAgB,IAAhB,KAAK,O

ACD,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,qCAEZ,MAAA,GACF,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,aAAc,KAAK,QAAS,GACjD,

EAAS,KAAK,QAAQ,MAKrB,OAFH,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,EAAO,MAAO,EAAc,gCAEzB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAA

A,EAAQ,GAOzB,SAAS,GACH,GAAA,EAAO,QAAU,KAAK,aAClB,MAAA,IAAI,yCACN,EAAO,4BAA4B,KA

AK,gBAM1C,IAFA,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,EAAO,MAAO,KAAK,aAAc,+BAEjC,KAAK,iBAAmB,KAAK,OAC

zB,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,6CAEb,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,GACA,KAAA,QAAQ,KAAK,GAOpB,OAAO,GACD,G

AAA,EAAO,EACH,MAAA,IAAI,gEACoD,KAG5D,IAAyB,IAAzB,KAAK,gBAAyB,EAAO,KAAK,eACtC,MAA

A,IAAI,qCACN,8BAAiC,KAAK,mBAEvC,KAAA,QAAQ,OAAS,EASxB,QAAQ,EAAsB,EAAwB,GAEhD,GAA

A,IAAiB,KAAK,aAClB,MAAA,IAAI,yCACN,wBAAmC,KAAK,gBAE1C,GAAA,EAAe,GAAK,EAAe,KAAK,Q

AAQ,OAC5C,MAAA,IAAI,kCACN,oBAA+B,KAAK,QAAQ,oBAG9C,GAA8B,MAA9B,KAAK,QAAQ,GACT,

MAAA,IAAI,0BAA0B,eAIlC,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,GAAc,MAAO,EAClC,+BACE,MAAA,GAC

F,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,aAAc,KAAK,QAAS,GAChD,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,GA

Ae,GAQ7C,QAAQ,EAAsB,GACxB,GAAA,EAAO,QAAU,KAAK,aAClB,MAAA,IAAI,yCACN,EAAO,4BAA4B,

KAAK,gBAG1C,GAAA,EAAe,IACU,IAAzB,KAAK,gBAAyB,GAAgB,KAAK,eAC/C,MAAA,IAAI,+BACN,wB

AAmC,KAAK,6BAI1C,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,KAAK,aAAc,EAAO,MAAO,gCAChC,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,GA

CA,KAAA,QAAQ,GAAgB,EAU/B,OAAO,EAAmB,EAAwB,GAE5C,GAAA,IAAiB,KAAK,aAClB,MAAA,IAAI,

yCACN,wBAAmC,KAAK,iBAI1C,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,KAAK,aAAc,EAAc,+BAIrC,EAAU,EAAQ,MAAM,E

AAG,KAAK,QAC1B,MAAA,GACF,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK,aAAc,KAAK,QAAS,GACnD,OAAmB,IAA

nB,EAAQ,QACH,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,KAGxB,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACJ,MAA

A,EACF,EAAQ,IAAI,IAAK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,GAAI,IACvC,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,E

AAS,KAS1B,OAAO,EAAwB,GACzB,GAAE,GAAgB,IAAiB,KAAK,aACpC,MAAA,IAAI,6BACN,KAAK,2CA

A2C,MAIlD,EAAA,EAAA,qCAAA,KAAK,aAAc,EAAc,+BAC/B,MAAA,GACF,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,KAAK

,aAAc,KAAK,QAAS,GAEnD,OAAgB,IAAhB,KAAK,QACA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAAI,CAAC,GAAG,OAAO,

KAExB,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACJ,MAAA,EAAU,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,IAAK,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAG,IA

C1C,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAS,MAUvB,SAAU,EACZ,EAAgB,EAAwB,GACpC,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO

,MACjB,GAAA,EAAO,MAAM,OAAS,EAClB,MAAA,IAAI,0DAC8C,EAAO,SAE7D,GAAA,EAAO,QAAU,EA

Cb,MAAA,IAAI,yCACN,EAAO,4BAA4B,KAEnC,MAAA,EAAqB,EAAO,MAAM,MAAM,IAE1C,EAAA,EAAA

,qCAAA,EAAoB,EAAc,+BAChC,MAAA,GAAuB,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,GAC9B,OAAA,IAAI,EAAW,EAAY,EA

Ac,GAS5C,SAAU,EACZ,EAAwB,EAAwB,GAC3C,OAAA,IAAI,EAAW,GAAI,EAAc,EAAc,GAUlD,SAAU,EA

CZ,EAAgB,EAAmB,EACnC,GACE,GAAA,EAAQ,SAAW,EAAO,MAAM,GAC5B,MAAA,IAAI,4DACN,EAAQ

,cAAc,EAAO,MAAM,MAGnC,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,OAAO,GAEzB,GAAe,MAAf,IAAwC,IAAjB,GAAsB,GA

AY,EACrD,MAAA,IAAI,yCAC6B,UAAiB,MAGpD,MAAA,EAAO,IAAI,EAAW,GAAI,EAAc,EAAO,MAAO,G

ACtD,GAAU,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAQ,GAIzB,OAHP,EAAQ,QAAQ,CAAC,EAAO,KACtB,EAAK,QAAQ,E

AAO,EAAQ,MAEvB,EAUH,SAAU,EACZ,EAAgB,EAAkB,GAChC,IAAA,EAAc,EACZ,MAAA,EAAoB,EAAO,

IAAI,GACnC,GAAe,GAIb,GAAA,IAAgB,EAAO,MAAM,GACzB,MAAA,IAAI,2GAEJ,6BAAuC,EAAO,SAGhD

,MAAA,EAAuB,EAAO,MAAM,MAAM,GAC1C,GACF,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAAA,EAAsB,GACtC,EAAgC,IAAh
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B,EAAoB,EAAI,EAAO,KAAO,EACtD,GAAoB,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACvB,MAAA,EAAU,GAChB,GAAS,E

AAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,EAAa,IACrC,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,SAAU,EAAG,C

AChC,MACA,EAAU,CAAC,EADa,IAAN,EAAW,EAAI,EAAkB,EAAI,GACzB,GAC9B,EAAQ,CAAC,EAAG,E

AAO,GAAI,GAC7B,EAAQ,IAAK,EACT,EAAA,UAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAQ,EAAS,GAAQ,GAG9B,O

ADP,EAAO,UACA,IAGH,EAAO,IAAI,EAAW,GAAI,EAAc,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,QAE9D,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,E

AAG,EAAI,EAAQ,OAAQ,IAClC,EAAK,QAAQ,EAAG,EAAQ,IAEnB,OAAA,EACR,QAAA,WAAA;;ACpCM,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EApWP,IAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,QAAA,8BAGA,EAAA,QAAA,WAEO,MAAM,EAAqC,MAC9C,EAA

Y,EACZ,KACM,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,KACA,IAAA,cAAe,CACZ,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAA

c,EAAM,EAAW,GAC3C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAC3C,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,

OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAEhD,aADoB,EAAK,QACf

,GACL,EAAQ,YAAY,GAAU,qBACjC,EAAM,EAAQ,eAAgB,EAAQ,eAEnC,EAAQ,YAAY,GAAU,qBACjC,EA

AM,EAAQ,eAAgB,EAAQ,eAGzC,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,iBAAkB,CACf,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAA

Q,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA

,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAG9C,QACK,EAAQ,YAAY,GAAU,qBACjC,EAAM,EAAQ,eAAgB,EAAQ,eACxC,EA

AS,EAAK,IAAI,GAAU,EAAO,IACrC,IAAA,QAAkB,EAAW,GAAG,OAEpC,EAAW,QAAQ,IACZ,EAAO,OAA

uC,IAA/B,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAO,KACxC,EAAO,YAIP,IAAA,EAAmB,EAEhB,KAAA,EAAU,IAAI,CAEb,MAA

A,EAAa,EAIb,GAFN,QAAe,EAAQ,YAAY,GAAU,qBACzC,EAAQ,EAAQ,eAAgB,EAAQ,gBACnB,IAAI,GAAU

,EAAO,IAI9C,EAAW,QAAQ,IACZ,EAAO,OAAuC,IAA/B,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAO,MACJ,IAAlC,EAAU,QAAQ,E

AAO,KAC3B,EAAO,YAKL,MAAA,QACK,EAAQ,YAAY,GAAU,qBACjC,EAAQ,EAAQ,eAAgB,EAAQ,eACh

D,QAAkB,EAAW,GAAG,OAEhC,EAAW,QAAQ,IACZ,EAAO,OAAuC,IAA/B,EAAO,QAAQ,EAAO,MACJ,IA

AlC,EAAU,QAAQ,EAAO,KAC3B,EAAO,YAIN,OAAA,EAEJ,IAAA,WAAY,CACT,MAAA,GAAO,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,MAAA,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,IAEjB,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA

,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAChD,IAAA,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,E

AAW,GAK3C,OAJF,EAAK,OACR,GAAO,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,WAGP,EAAK,QAAQ,GAAK,MAAC,EAAW,G

AAQ,CAAC,OAAM,GAExD,IAAA,QAAS,CACN,MAAA,EAAY,EAAK,WAAW,KAC9B,QAAgD,KAAxC,EAA

U,EAAA,WAAA,EAAM,EAAW,IACnC,GAAA,EAAW,CACP,MAAA,GAAO,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAW,EA

AW,GACtC,MAAA,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,IAEf,OAEJ,IAAA,QAAS,CACN,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAC1C,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GAE/C,OADP,EAAQ,W

AAW,GACZ,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,IAEjB,IAAA,OAAQ,CACL,MAAA,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAA

U,EAAM,EAAW,GAE/C,OADP,EAAQ,YACD,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,IAEjB,IAAA,gBAAiB,CACd,MAA

A,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GAE/C,OADP,EAAQ,gBACD,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA

,IAEjB,IAAA,gBAAiB,CACd,MAAA,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,GACF,EAAc,

EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,

EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,cAAe,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,iBAAkB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC/C,

GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,yBAA0B,EAAM,EAAW,GAEvD,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW

,GAC9C,EAAc,IAAI,EAAJ,YAChB,EAAM,EAAO,EAAM,EAAc,EAAwB,EACzD,GAEG,OADP,EAAQ,eAAe,G

AChB,CAAC,EAAY,UAAU,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,IAElC,IAAA,qBAAsB,CACnB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,GAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GAChD,GACF,EAAc,

EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,EAAmB,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAG,IAE5C,OADP,EAAiB,MAAM,EAAO

,GACvB,CAAC,EAAiB,UAEtB,IAAA,oBAAqB,CAClB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EA

AW,GAC9C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GAErC,MAAA,CADiB,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAO,IAC

9B,KAAK,IAE1B,IAAA,sBAAuB,CACpB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,

GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,G

AErC,MAAA,CADmB,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAS,IAChC,OAAO,EAAe,IAE7C,IAAA,uBAAwB,CACrB,MAAA,GACF

,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACx

C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,EAAqB,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAU,IAErD,OADP,EAAm

B,QAAQ,EAAgB,GACpC,CAAC,EAAmB,UAExB,IAAA,sBAAuB,CACpB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,
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gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,EAAoB,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAS,IACpD,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,

EAAW,GACrC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAkB,OAAO,IAE9B,IAAA,qBAAsB,CACnB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAA

A,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,EAAmB,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAQ,IAEjD,OADP,EAAiB,MAAM,EAAS,G

ACzB,CAAC,EAAiB,UAEtB,IAAA,oBAAqB,CAClB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAA

W,GAC9C,EAAkB,EAAQ,eAAe,EAAO,IAC/C,MAAA,EAAC,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAgB,OAAQ,UAEpC,IA

AA,qBAAsB,CACnB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,EAAmB,EAAQ,eAA

e,EAAQ,IAEjD,OADP,EAAiB,gBACV,CAAC,EAAiB,UAEtB,IAAA,oBAAqB,CAClB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GAChD,GACF,E

AAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,EAAa,EAAQ,cAAc,EAAS,IAE3C,OADP,EAAW,QAAQ,EAA

O,GACnB,CAAC,EAAW,UAEhB,IAAA,oBAAqB,CAClB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,E

AAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EA

AM,EAAW,GAE7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAE5C,MAAA,CADY,EAAQ,cAAc,EA

AS,IAC/B,QAAQ,EAAW,EAAc,IAEjD,IAAA,sBACA,IAAA,oBAAqB,CAClB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAA

A,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,cAAe,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAA

Q,EAAA,SAAA,EAAe,EAAgB,EAAc,GAElD,OADP,EAAQ,cAAc,GACf,CAAC,EAAW,UAEhB,IAAA,oBACA,

IAAA,kBAAmB,CAChB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC/C,IAAA,EAGF,EADc,sBAAZ,EAAK,GACY,cAEA,iBAGf,MAAA,GACF,

EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,EAAkB,EAAM,EAAW,GAE/C,GAAa,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,EAAc,EAAc,GAEhD,OADP,E

AAQ,cAAc,GACf,CAAC,EAAW,UAEhB,IAAA,mBAAoB,CACjB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,E

AAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,e

AAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAE5C,MAAA,CADY,EAAQ

,cAAc,EAAS,IAC/B,OAAO,EAAe,EAAc,IAEpD,IAAA,kBAAmB,CAChB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,e

AAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,cAAe,EAAM,EAAW,GAE3C,MAAA,CADY,E

AAQ,cAAc,EAAS,IAC/B,MAAM,EAAc,EAAc,IAElD,IAAA,uBAAwB,CACrB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GAAa,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAQ,EAAc,GAE7C,OADP,EAAQ,cA

Ac,GACf,CAAC,EAAW,UAEhB,IAAA,mBAAoB,CACjB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,E

AAW,GAC7C,EAAa,EAAQ,cAAc,EAAS,IAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GA

CF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAW,OAAO,EAAa,IAEpC,IAAA,qBA

AsB,CACnB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SA

AU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,EAAa,EAAQ,cAAc,EAAS,IAE3C,OADP,EAAW,SAAS,GACb,CAAC,EAAW,UAEh

B,IAAA,oBAAqB,CAClB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAE5C,MAAA,C

ADY,EAAQ,cAAc,EAAS,IAC/B,QAAQ,EAAc,IAEtC,IAAA,kBAAmB,CAChB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GAExC,GAAa,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,EAAa,EAAS,GAExC,OADP,EAAQ,cA

Ac,GACf,CAAC,EAAW,UAErB,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIjC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,

UAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;AC3DA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,

eAAA,EAvSP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAiSO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAA

A,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA

,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yB

AAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA/RP,SAAS,
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EACL,EAAY,EAA4B,GACpC,MAAC,EAAS,IACX,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GAE1C,EAAw

B,YAAZ,EACZ,EAA6B,UAAnB,EACV,EAA0B,mBAAZ,EAEd,GACD,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EA

AW,GAC3C,GAAA,EAAW,CACT,GAAA,GAAuB,IAAZ,EACP,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,yGAGF,IAAC,GAAuB,IA

AZ,EACR,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,oFAIJ,GAAA,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,yEAEA,MAAA,GAAS,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACnD,GAAM,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAM,EAAW,GAClC,GACD,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,cACH,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,IACzC,EAAS,I

ACZ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAIpC,MAAA,CACL,OAAA,EACA,IAAA,EACA,WAAA,EA

CA,UAAA,EACA,QAAA,EACA,SAAA,EACA,eAAA,EACA,gBAVE,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,iBAAkB,EAAM,EAA

W,IAchD,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GACF,E

AAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,

GACD,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,cACH,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EA

AW,GACxC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,QACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAA

A,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,EAAQ,EAAyB,EACjC,IAED,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,

eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAM,EAAW,GAClC,GACD,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,cACH,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,MAAA,

CAAC,EAAM,QACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IAEpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EA

AW,GACzC,CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IAAK,EACxB,EAA+B,CAAC,EAAU,GAAI,EAAU,MAEzD,IAAA,eA

AgB,CACb,MAAA,OACJ,EADI,IAEJ,EAFI,WAGJ,EAHI,UAIJ,EAJI,QAKJ,EALI,SAMJ,EANI,eAOJ,EAPI,eAQ

J,GACE,EAA4B,EAAM,EAAW,GAE1C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MAAM,OAAO,CACzB,GAAG,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAEvC,QAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GAEjD,QAAS,CAAC,EA

AO,GAAI,EAAO,IAC5B,IAAK,EACL,WAAY,EACZ,UAAW,CAAC,EAAU,GAAI,EAAU,IACpC,KAAM,EACN

,WAAY,EACZ,uBAAwB,EACxB,eAAA,KAIC,IAAA,6BAA8B,CAC3B,MAAA,OACJ,EADI,IAEJ,EAFI,WAGJ,

EAHI,UAIJ,EAJI,QAKJ,EALI,SAMJ,EANI,eAOJ,EAPI,eAQJ,GACE,EAA4B,EAAM,EAAW,GAE1C,MAAA,CA

AC,EAAM,MAAM,gBAAgB,CAClC,GAAG,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAEvC,QAAQ,EAAc,E

AAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GAEjD,QAAS,CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IAC5B,IAAK,EACL,WAAY,EA

CZ,UAAW,CAAC,EAAU,GAAI,EAAU,IACpC,KAAM,EACN,WAAY,EACZ,uBAAwB,EACxB,eAAA,KAGC,I

AAA,sBACA,IAAA,kBAAmB,CAChB,MAAA,GAAQ,EACI,EAAA,eAAA,cAAe,EAAM,EACrB,GAEZ,GACF,E

AAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAM,EAAW,GACjC,MAA

A,CAAC,EAAM,iBACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IAEpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,

EAAW,GACzC,EAAO,CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IAAK,IAEhC,IAAA,wBACA,IAAA,kBAAmB,CAChB,MAA

A,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,EAAW,EAAA,YAAA,EAAM,EAAW,GA

ClC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAC1C,GACD,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW

,GACzC,cAEF,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,iBACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,IAExC,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IAAK,EACxB,EAA+B,CAAC,EAAU,GAAI,E

AAU,MAEzD,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,E

AAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACD,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,cA

CH,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,QACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAA

A,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IAEpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GAEzC,CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,

GAAI,EAAO,IAAK,EACnC,EACA,CAAC,EAAU,GAAI,EAAU,GAAI,EAAU,MAExC,IAAA,UAAW,CACR,M

AAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,E

AAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAE1C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,SACV,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAEpC,CAAC,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,IAAK,CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACn

D,IAED,IAAA,UAAW,CACR,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,EAAc

,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAE1C,MAAA,

CAAC,EAAM,SACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAEpC,CAAC,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,IAAK,C

AAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACnD,IAED,IAAA,oBAAqB,CAClB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EA

AM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aA

Ac,EAAM,EAAW,GAC3C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,sBAAuB,EAAM,EAAW,IAEpD,OAAC,EAAD,QAAS,G
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AAW,EAAM,mBAC5B,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,CAAC,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,IAAK,

CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IACnD,EAAyB,GACtB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAQ,GAEb,IAAA,YAAa,CACV,MAAA,G

ACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,G

AC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAE1C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,CAAC,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,IAC1C,CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAA

O,GAAI,EAAO,IAAK,IAGpC,IAAA,YAAa,CACV,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,G

ACxC,GAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EA

AW,GAE1C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,CAAC,EAAW,G

AAI,EAAW,GAAI,EAAW,IAC1C,CAAC,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,GAAI,EAAO,IAAK,IAGpC,IAAA,aAAc,CACX,

MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,

EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAG1C,EAAe,EAAQ,GACvB,EAAc,EAAQ,

GAGtB,EAAiB,EAAU,GAC3B,EAAgB,EAAU,GAEzB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,YACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAA

K,EAAM,EAAW,IAEpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,CAAC,EAAc,GAAc,EAC7B,CAA

C,EAAgB,GAAgB,SAGvC,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,cAAj

B,QAAA,SAAA;;AC5LA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,

EA3GP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAqGO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OA

AA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,

IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OA

AA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAnGA,MAAM,EA

CT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,OAAQ,CACL,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,Q

AAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KAAK,EAAO,EAAO,IAE9B,IAAA,WAAY,CACT,M

AAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAA

W,GACrC,GAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,GAC3C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,SAAS,EAAO,EA

AM,IAEjC,IAAA,cAAe,CACZ,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,

EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAC3C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,

CAAC,EAAM,YAAY,EAAQ,EAAY,IAE3C,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EA

AM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAA

W,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,O

AAO,EAAS,EAAO,EAAS,IAE3C,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAA

M,EAAW,IACxC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,KAEzC,IAAA,WACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,UAC

V,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,gBACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,eAEI,EAAA,EAAA,e

AAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,IACxC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IACzC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAA

U,EAAM,EAAW,IACzC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,KAEzC,IAAA,QAAS,CACN,MAAA,GACF

,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,

GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAO,EAAM,GACb,

EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,KAGzC,IAAA,kBAAmB,CAChB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA

,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,CAAC,

EAAM,gBACV,EAAO,EAAM,GACb,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GAExC,IAED,IAAA,QACI,M

AAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,IACxC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAA

M,EAAW,KAEzC,IAAA,YACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAE1

C,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,WAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACfA,

aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA5FP,IAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAsFO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,I
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AAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAA

A,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EApFP,SAAS,EACL,EAAY,EAA4B,GAYnC,

MAAA,CACL,OAZY,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GAapD,QAZa,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EA

AM,EAAW,GAatD,eAXE,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,GAYlD,cAVE,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAA

gB,EAAM,EAAW,GAWjD,gBATE,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,iBAAkB,EAAM,EAAW,GAUnD,cARE,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,IAY9C,MAAM,EAAqC,MAC9C,EAAY,EACZ,KACM,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,

sBAAuB,CACpB,MAAA,MACJ,EADI,OAEJ,EAFI,cAGJ,EAHI,aAIJ,EAJI,eAKJ,EALI,aAMJ,GACE,EAAU,EA

AM,EAAW,GAEzB,QAAe,EAAM,MAAM,gCAC7B,EAAmB,EAAoB,EAAe,EACtD,EAAgB,GAEb,MAAA,CA

AC,EAAO,gBAAiB,EAAO,gBAEpC,IAAA,sBAAuB,CACpB,MAAA,MAAC,EAAD,OAAQ,EAAR,cAAgB,EAA

hB,aAA+B,EAA/B,eAA6C,GAC/C,EAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GAEzB,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,qBAAsB,EAAM,

EAAW,GAGnD,QAAe,EAAM,MAAM,6BAC7B,EAAmB,EAAoB,EAAe,EACtD,EAAgB,GAEb,MAAA,CAAC,

EAAO,gBAAiB,EAAO,cAEpC,IAAA,sBACA,IAAA,sBAAuB,CACpB,MAAA,MAAC,EAAD,OAAQ,EAAR,cA

AgB,EAAhB,aAA+B,EAA/B,eAA6C,GAC/C,EAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GAExB,MAAA,OAAO,EAAM,MAAM,uBA

CtB,EAAmB,EAAoB,EAAe,EACtD,IAED,IAAA,QAAS,CACN,MAAA,EAAY,EAAM,MACnB,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,QACE,EAAS,OAAO,EAAM,WAAW,IAEhC,OADP,EAAU,UACH,EAEJ,IAA

A,WACI,OAAA,EAAM,gBACT,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,E

AAM,EAAW,IAE1C,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIjC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,UAAjB,QA

AA,SAAA;;ACvDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAr

CP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WA+BO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,

KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAA

A,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,

yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA7BA,MAAM,EACT,C

AAC,EAAY,EAA4B,KAE3B,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GAAI,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAA

K,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GAAI,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,

SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,EAAS,EAAM,KAAK,EAAG,EAAG,GACzB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAO,OAAQ,EAA

O,SAE3B,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GAAI,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,EAAS,EAAM,

OAAO,GACrB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAO,OAAQ,EAAO,SAE3B,IAAA,WAAY,CACT,MAAA,GAAI,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,EAAS,EAAM,O

AAO,EAAG,GACxB,MAAA,CAAC,EAAO,OAAQ,EAAO,SAEhC,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIzC,QA

AA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,aAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACqCA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA1EP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAoEO,S

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA

,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA

,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,EAlEA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,QACI,OAAA,

EAAU,EAAK,MAEnB,IAAA,yBACG,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,MAA

A,EAAC,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAK,KAAM,EAAW,IAAY,GACjD,IAAA,cACI,MAAA,EAAC,EAAU,EAAA,

WAAA,EAAK,KAAM,EAAW,IACrC,IAAA,WACA,IAAA,eACA,IAAA,0BAA2B,CACxB,MAAA,GAAO,EAAc
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,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAC1C,MAAA,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,IAEjB,IAAA,YACK,OAAA,E

AAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,IAAK,IAAc,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,IACjC,IAAA,WACG,MAA

A,GACD,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAClC,MAAA,EAAC,EAAY,EAAA,aAAA,IACjB,IAAA,Q

ACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,UACT,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,MACzD,UACD,IAAA,SA

CK,OAAA,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,IAAK,GAAc,EAAM,SAAS,EAAE,QACtC,IAAA,

OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,QACT,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,KACzD,UACD,IAAA,O

ACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,QACT,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,KACzD,UACD,IAAA,OA

CI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OAAO,IAClB,IAAA,QACG,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW

,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,

EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAChD,QAAQ,KACJ,kGAEJ,QAAQ,IAAI,G

ACP,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAK,OAAQ,IAC/B,QAAQ,IAAI,MAAM,UAAU,MAAM,KAAK,EAAK,

GAAG,YAC9B,MAAM,EAAG,IAErB,MAAA,CAAC,GAEV,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,U

AAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,QAAjB,QAAA,SAAiB;;ACxEF,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,

IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EALtB,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAKM,MAAO,EAgBX,YAAqB,EAA6B,GAA7B,KAAA,SA

AA,EAA6B,KAAA,WAAA,EAC3C,KAAA,QAAS,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,GAEhB,KAAA,UAAY,IAAI,KAEhB,E

AAA,EAAA,MAAA,KAAK,QAfR,SACK,OAAA,KAAK,OAAO,GAoBrB,gBACO,KAAA,UAAU,QAAQ,GAAS,

EAAM,WACjC,KAAA,UAAU,QACV,KAAA,OAAO,UAMd,OACS,OAAA,KAAK,UAAU,KAQlB,aAAO,EAAc,

GACpB,KAAA,uBAAuB,EAAM,GAI5B,MAAA,QAAc,EAAK,OAMlB,OAHF,KAAA,UAAU,QAAQ,GAAS,EA

AM,WACjC,KAAA,UAAU,SAER,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACJ,MAAA,GAAU,EAAQ,EAAA,SAAA,GAElB,EA

Aa,EAAM,OACnB,EAAe,EAAQ,OAExB,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,IAAe,EACf,IAAM,qDACC,8BAAuC,KAC1C,a

AEH,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAY,IAAK,CAC7B,MAAA,EAAM,EAAM,GACZ,EAAQ,EAAQ,IAEjB,

EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,GACA,KAAA,UAAU,IAAI,EAAK,GAGnB,OAAA,KAAK,SAmBV,WAAK,EAAc,GACl

B,KAAA,uBAAuB,EAAM,GAE5B,MAAA,QAAc,EAAK,OAElB,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACJ,MAAA,E

AAmB,GAEpB,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC/B,MAAA,EAAM,EAAM,GAEZ,EA

AQ,KAAK,gBAAgB,EAAK,GACxC,EAAO,KAAK,GAGP,OAAA,EAAM,EAAA,OAAA,KAKT,gBAAgB,EAA

U,GAC1B,MAAA,EAAS,KAAK,UAAU,IAAI,GAE3B,OAAU,MAAV,EAAiB,EAAS,EAG3B,uBAAuB,EAAa,G

ACtC,GAAA,EAAI,QAAU,KAAK,SACf,MAAA,IAAI,0BACc,KAAK,wBACtB,EAAI,SAGT,GAAA,EAAM,QA

AU,KAAK,WACjB,MAAA,IAAI,4BACgB,KAAK,0BACxB,EAAM,UAnIG,QAAA,UAAA;;ACmDf,aAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAnDP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,6BAIA,

EAAA,QAAA,WAEO,MAAM,EAAqC,MAC9C,EAAY,EAA4B,EACxC,KACM,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,YA

CA,IAAA,cAAe,CACZ,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,

eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAE3C,EAAY,IAAI,EAAJ,UAAc,EAAU,GAEnC,OADP,EAAgB,aAAa,EAAK,KA

AM,GACjC,CAAC,EAAU,QAEf,IAAA,oBACA,IAAA,sBAAuB,CACpB,MAAA,GAAS,EACI,EAAA,eAAA,cA

Ae,EAAM,EAAW,EAChC,GACb,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,GACF,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GAEvC,EAAY,EAAgB,iBAAiB,EAAO,IAEnD,MAAA,OAAO,EAAU,OAAO,E

AAM,IAElC,IAAA,kBACA,IAAA,oBAAqB,CAClB,MAAA,GAAS,EACI,EAAA,eAAA,cAAe,EAAM,EAAW,E

AChC,GACb,GAAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAC9C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EA

AM,EAAW,GAE7C,EAAY,EAAgB,iBAAiB,EAAO,IACnD,MAAA,OAAO,EAAU,KAAK,EAAM,IAErC,QACQ,

MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIjC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,aAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACaA,aAAA,OA

AA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAlEP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WA4DO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,G

AAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,O

AAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IA

AA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA1DA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA

,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,iBAAkB,CACf,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,E
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AAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAE7C,G

ACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,mBAAoB,EAAM,EAAW,GAEhD,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MAAM,eAChB,EAA+B,CA

AC,EAAK,GAAI,EAAK,IAAK,EACnD,IAED,IAAA,wBAAyB,CACtB,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAA

U,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA

,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAE7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,mBAAoB,EAAM,EAAW,GAEhD,MAAA,CAAC,E

AAM,MAAM,sBAChB,EAA+B,CAAC,EAAK,GAAI,EAAK,IAAK,EACnD,IAED,IAAA,gBAAiB,CACd,MAAA

,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,G

ACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EA

AW,GACzC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,qBAAsB,EA

AM,EAAW,GAElD,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MAAM,cAChB,EAAmB,EAAmB,EACtC,EAA8B,EAC9B,IAEN,QA

CQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,QAAjB,QAAA,SAAiB;;ACEjB,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EApEP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WA8DO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAA

A,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OA

AA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5DA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KA

CS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,I

ACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,WACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,UACV,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,UACI,MAAA,

CAAC,EAAM,SACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAA

W,KAErC,IAAA,eACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,cACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,E

AAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAA

K,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,YACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,

WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IA

AA,aACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,YACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,I

AAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,aACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,YACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAA

W,KAErC,IAAA,YACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,

EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,SACA,IAAA,WACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,IAC5C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,

IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAE1C,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,U

AAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACGA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eA

AA,EAvEP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAiEO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,

OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,G

AAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBA

AA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA

,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA/DA,MAAM,E

ACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,cACA,IAAA,gBACA,IAAA,SACI,MAAA,CAAC,

EAAM,QACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IAC

pC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,IAC7C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,KAG9C,IAAA,

YACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OA

AQ,EAAM,EAAW,KAExC,IAAA,eACG,MAAC,EAAS,IACX,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GAE

1C,EAAwB,YAAZ,EACZ,EAA6B,UAAnB,EAEV,GACD,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACzC,G

ACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,iBAAkB,EAAM,EAAW,GAGjD,GAAA,EAAW,CACT,GAAA,GAAuB,IAAZ,EACP,
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MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sFAGF,IAAC,GAAuB,IAAZ,EACR,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,iEAGF,MAAC,EAAS,IACZ,EAA

c,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MAAM,OAAO,CACzB,GAAG,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,GAAG,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,YAAY,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAEzD,YAAY,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAEzD,KAA

M,EACN,WAAY,EACZ,uBAAwB,EACxB,eAAA,KAGJ,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA

,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,WAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACRA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA

,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA/DP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAyDO,SAAA,IAAA

,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAA

A,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,

IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OA

AA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,EAvDA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,iBACA,IAAA,mBASA,I

AAA,mBACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,IACvC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,IAC3C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAA

U,EAAM,EAAW,IACzC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,IACxC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM

,EAAW,KAE3C,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,4BACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IAEpC,

EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IACzC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,IACvC,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,IACxC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,KAExC,IAAA,UACI,MAA

A,CAAC,EAAM,SACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,aACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,Y

ACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,gBACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,eACV,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,IAEhD,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,cAAe,EAAM,EAAW,IAC9C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,

eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,IAE/C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,KAGrD,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EA

AK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,gBAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;AC+DA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAA

A,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA9HP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA

,QAAA,WAwHO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAA

A,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,

EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,

eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtHA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IAC

N,IAAA,MAAO,CACJ,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,

GAAoB,EACxD,IAED,IAAA,OAAQ,CACL,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,

GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,I

AAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,EACxD,IAED,IAAA,MAAO,CACJ,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EA

AM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,E

AAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,EACxD,IAED,IAAA,MAAO,CACJ,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,MAAA,CA

AC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,EACxD,IAED,IAAA,MAAO,CACJ,MAA

A,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW

,GACxC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,EACxD,IAED,IAAA,

MAAO,CACJ,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,W

AAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,

EACxD,IAED,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,C

AAC,EAAM,QACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,IAEzD,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GA
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CF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,QACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAA

K,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,IAEzD,IAAA,OAAQ,CACL,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAA

W,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,EACxD,IAED,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA

,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAC1C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,e

AAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,QACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,

GAAoB,EACxD,EAAW,IAEZ,IAAA,WACG,MAAA,GAAI,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,

GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,G

AEpC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,SAAS,EAAG,EAAS,IAChC,IAAA,gBAAiB,CACd,MAAA,GAAI,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAExC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GAExC,GACF,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAErC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAG5C,MAAA,C

AAC,EAAM,cAAc,EAAG,EAAS,EAAM,IAEhD,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,

MAAM,EAAW,YAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACgDA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA

,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAhLP,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAw

KO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,

IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,K

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAtKA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,WACA

,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GAAI,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,IAAA,GACA,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GAEvC,OADP,E

AAS,EAAO,MAAM,EAAG,GAClB,CAAC,EAAM,OAAO,EAAQ,IAE1B,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GAAQ,E

AAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,M

AAA,CAAC,EAAM,OAAO,EAAO,EAAM,KAAK,EAAS,SAAU,IAEvD,IAAA,WAAY,CACT,MAAA,GACF,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAC1C,GAA

Q,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACv

C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAO,EAAM,KAAK,EAAS,SAAU,EAAM,IAE5C,IAAA,UAAW,CACR,MAA

A,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,EAAO,GACR,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EA

AK,OAAQ,IAC3B,EAAK,IACP,EAAK,KAAK,GAGR,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW

,GAC3C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,QAAQ,EAAO,IAE1B,IAAA,YAAa,CACV,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,O

AAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAC3C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,

QAAQ,EAAO,IAE1B,IAAA,QAAS,CAEN,MAAA,GAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GAEhD,G

AAO,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IA

AK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,EACxD,IAED,IAAA,eAAgB,CACb,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAA

M,EAAW,GACtC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAAO,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAA

W,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAC1C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAA

A,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EA

AA,eAAA,cAAe,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,iBAAkB,EAAM,EAAW,GAE/C,GAAS,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAE5C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,aACV,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAK,EAAS,EAA

W,EAAS,EACjD,EAAa,IAEd,IAAA,OACI,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACJ,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GAGxC,EAAQ,EAAQ,G

AAG,MACnB,EAAgB,EAAM,QAAQ,EAAQ,IAAI,MAC1C,EAAS,EAAQ,IAAI,IACnB,MAAA,EAAY,EAAK,K

AAA,YAAY,EAAO,MAAO,GAC7C,IAAC,IACA,EAAK,KAAA,YACF,EAAM,QAAQ,GAAQ,MAAO,GAC7B,

MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,0CAEX,OAAA,EAAY,EAAS,EAAM,QAAQ,EAAQ,KAE7C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MAA

M,EAAQ,MAG3B,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GAC

F,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACtC,OAAA,EAAM,QAAQ,EAAQ,GAE1B,IAAA,OAAQ,CACL
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,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,

eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,IAEzD,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,SAAU,CACP,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eA

AA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,kBAAmB,EAAM,EAAW,GAGhD,GAAS,EAAc,

EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAE5C,OAAA,EAAM,MAAM,EAAQ,EAAiB,GAEzC,IAAA,YAAa,CACV,

MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,SAAU,EAAM,E

AAW,GACvC,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,UAAU,EAAS,E

AAQ,IAEtC,IAAA,WAAY,CACT,MAAA,GAAI,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,GACF,EAA

c,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,SAAS,EAAG,IAEvB,IAAA,gBAAiB,CA

Cd,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,GAE9C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,cAAe,EAA

M,EAAW,GAE5C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,GAC7C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,eAAg

B,EAAM,EAAW,GAC5C,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,cACV,EAAS,EAAc,EACvB,EAAa,QAAU,EAAa,MAChC,EAC

A,EAAM,KAAK,EAAc,EAAa,SAEhD,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,E

AAW,aAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;AC7IA,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QA

AA,eAAA,EAjCP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WA2BO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAA

A,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA

,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAzBA,MA

AM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EAA4B,KAE3B,OAAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,MACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,

IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAErC,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EA

AW,KAErC,IAAA,QACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,OACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,KAE1C,QAC

Q,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIzC,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAM,EAAW,WAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;AC2DA,aAA

A,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EA5FP,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,Q

AAA,qDAMA,EAAA,QAAA,WAsFO,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA

,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA

,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EApFA,MAAM,EACT,CAAC,EAAY,EACZ,KACS,O

AAA,EAAK,IACN,IAAA,OACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,MACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACp

C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,KAGzC,IAAA,aAAc,CACX,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,O

AAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,YACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,I

AEzD,IAAA,UAAW,CACR,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,MAAA,CAAC,E

AAM,SACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GAAoB,IAGzD,IAAA,UACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,SA

CV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,KAEzC,IAAA

,YACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,WACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,U

AAW,EAAM,EAAW,IAE1C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,OAAQ,EAAM,EAAW,KAGxC,IAAA,QACA,IAAA,MACI,M

AAA,CAAC,EAAM,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IACpC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,UAAW,EAA

M,EAAW,IAE1C,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,gBAAiB,EAAM,EAAW,KAGjD,IAAA,iBAAkB,CACf,MAAA,GACF,EA

Ac,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAC3C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,WAAY,EAAM,EAAW,GACxC,MA

AA,CAAC,EAAM,gBACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,EAAY,IAEb,IAAA,iBAAkB,CA

Cf,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GAC3C,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,

EAAW,GACrC,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,gBACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,GACpC,EAAY,IAEb,I

AAA,eAAgB,CACb,MAAA,GACF,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,YAAa,EAAM,EAAW,GAC1C,GACD,EAAc,EAAA,eA
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AA,aAAc,EAAM,EAAW,GACrC,cAEN,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,cACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW

,GACpC,EAAW,IAEZ,IAAA,cACI,MAAA,CAAC,EAAM,aACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,IAAK,EAAM,EAAW,IAC

pC,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,QAAS,EAAM,EAAW,KAE9C,QACQ,MAAA,uBAAuB,EAAK,2BAIrC,QAAA,UAAA,E

AAA,MAAM,EAAW,iBAAjB,QAAA,SAAA;;ACQN,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,UAAA,EAtGD,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAMA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,QAAA,wBACA,EAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,oCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qC

ACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oCACA,EAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCACA,EAA

A,EAAA,QAAA,kCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,uCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oC

ACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wCA8EC,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAA

A,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA

,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,I

AAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,I

AAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OA

AA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EApEK,SAAU,EAC

Z,EAAY,EAA4B,EACxC,GACI,MAAA,EACF,EAAE,EAAY,EAA4B,KAChC,OAAA,EAAK,UACN,IAAA,aACI

,OAAA,EAAI,KACP,IAAM,EAAW,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IAC7C,IAAA,aACI,OAAA,EAAI,KACP,IAAM,EAA

U,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IAC5C,IAAA,UACI,OAAA,EAAQ,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,IAAA,cACI,OAAA,

EAAI,KACP,IAAM,EAAY,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IAC9C,IAAA,WACI,OAAA,EAAI,KAAK,IAAM,EAAS,UAA

U,EAAM,EAAW,IACvD,IAAA,UACI,OAAA,EAAQ,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,GACvC,IAAA,aACI,OAAA,EAAI,

KACP,IAAM,EAAW,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IAC7C,IAAA,QACI,OAAA,EAAI,KAAK,IAAM,EAAM,UAAU,EA

AM,EAAW,IACpD,IAAA,QACI,OAAA,EAAI,KAAK,IAAM,EAAM,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IACpD,IAAA,UACI

,OAAA,EAAI,KAAK,IAAM,EAAQ,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IACtD,IAAA,WACI,OAAA,EAAI,KAAK,IAAM,EA

AS,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IACvD,IAAA,gBACI,OAAA,EAAI,KACP,IAAM,EAAc,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IACh

D,IAAA,YACI,OAAA,EAAI,KACP,IAAM,EAAU,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IAC5C,IAAA,aACI,OAAA,EAAI,KA

CP,IAAM,EAAU,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IAC5C,IAAA,WACI,OAAA,EAAI,KAAK,IAAM,EAAS,UAAU,EAAM

,EAAW,IACvD,IAAA,iBACI,OAAA,EAAI,KACP,IAAM,EAAe,UAAU,EAAM,EAAW,IACjD,IAAA,aACI,OAA

A,EAAU,UACb,EAAM,EAAW,EAAS,GAC3B,IAAA,SACG,MAAA,GAAW,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAAA,EAAK,IAC

lC,GAAA,GAAY,EAAS,eAChB,OAAA,EAAS,eACZ,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,EAAM,EAAW,IAEjC,MAAA,uBAAu

B,EAAK,yBAEtC,QACQ,MAAA,yBACa,EAAK,yBACpB,qHAxDV,CA2DG,EAAM,EAAW,GACpB,OAAA,EA

AI,KAAK,UAAU,GACb,EAA8B,KAAM,GAAS,GAAG,OAAO,IAE1D,GAAG,OAAO;;AC9EU,aAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,sBAAA,EAAvB,MAAO,EAMX,YACa,EAA6B,GAC7B,EAAiC

,GACjC,EAA+B,GAC/B,EAAiD,IAHjD,KAAA,UAAA,EACA,KAAA,eAAA,EACA,KAAA,cAAA,EACA,KAA

A,YAAA,EATL,KAAA,YAAc,CAAC,GAAI,EAAG,UAAW,GAAI,YAAa,GAClD,KAAA,SAAmC,CAAC,KAAK

,aACzC,KAAA,OAAS,EAQV,KAAA,4BAGC,SAAS,EAAY,GACpB,MAAA,CAAC,GAAA,EAAI,UAAA,EAA

W,YAAa,GAQlC,mBAAe,GACb,KAAK,WAAa,IACf,KAAA,SAAW,EACX,KAAA,6BAIL,qBACK,OAAA,KAA

K,SAMV,uBACK,OAAA,KAAK,mBAAmB,GAO7B,wBACK,OAAA,KAAK,mBAGN,4BACA,MAAA,EAAQ,G

ACT,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,KAAK,SAAS,OAAS,EAAG,IAAK,CAC3C,MAAA,EAAW,KAAK,SAAS,

MAAM,EAAG,KAAK,SAAS,OAAS,GAC/D,EAAM,KAAK,KAAK,qBAAqB,IAEvC,EAAM,KAAK,IACN,KAA

A,mBAAqB,EAGpB,qBAAqB,GACpB,OAAA,EACH,EACK,IACG,GAA2B,IAAf,EAAQ,IAAoC,IAAxB,EAAQ,

YACpC,MACG,EAAQ,aAAa,EAAQ,eACvC,KAAK,KACV,GAON,WAAW,GACL,KAAK,WACF,KAAA,SACA

,KAAA,SAAW,KAAK,SAAS,QACzB,KAAA,SAAS,KAAK,KAAK,SAAS,KAAK,OAAQ,IACzC,KAAA,mBAA

mB,QAAQ,KAAK,qBAAqB,KAAK,YAQnE,YACM,KAAA,KAAK,UAAY,KAAK,SAAS,OAAS,GAKpC,MAA

A,IAAI,MAAM,2CAJX,KAAA,SAAW,KAAK,SAAS,QACzB,KAAA,SAAS,QAAQ,GACjB,KAAA,kBAAkB,Q

AU3B,gBACM,KAAA,KAAK,UAAY,KAAK,SAAS,OAAS,GAWpC,MAAA,IAAI,MAAM,yDAX6B,CACxC,K

AAA,SAAW,KAAK,SAAS,QACzB,KAAA,SACC,MAAA,EACF,OAAO,OAAO,GAAI,KAAK,SAAS,KAAK,SA

AS,OAAS,IAC3D,EAAQ,aAAe,EACvB,EAAQ,GAAK,KAAK,OACb,KAAA,SAAS,QAAQ,EAAG,EAAG,GACv
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B,KAAA,mBAAmB,OACpB,EAAG,EAAG,KAAK,qBAAqB,KAAK,YAM7C,UAAU,GACD,OAAA,KAAK,UA

AU,GAGxB,eAAe,GACR,KAAA,eAAe,EAAY,IAAM,EAGxC,eAAe,GACN,OAAA,KAAK,eAAe,GAG7B,cAAc,

GACP,KAAA,cAAc,EAAW,IAAM,EAGtC,cAAc,GACL,OAAA,KAAK,cAAc,GAG5B,QAAQ,GACD,IAAA,MA

AM,KAAO,KAAK,eAChB,KAAA,eAAe,GAAK,cAAc,GAGpC,IAAA,MAAM,KAAO,KAAK,cAChB,KAAA,cA

Ac,GAAK,cAAc,IA/If,QAAA,iBAAA;;ACkI5B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,

qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAtJD,IAAA,

EAAA,QAAA,iCAoBM,SAAU,EACZ,EAAwB,EAAiB,EACzC,GACI,MAAA,EAAY,IAAI,IAChB,EAA0B,GAC

5B,IAAA,EAAoB,KACpB,EAAuB,KAIrB,MAAA,EAAO,IAAI,IACX,EACF,OAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,IAAI,IAAQ,

EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAAM,IAEpD,IAAA,EAA0B,GACb,MAAb,IACF,EAAgB,EAAU,IAAI,IAAQ,EAAc,EAA

A,eAAA,EAAK,MAAM,KAG3D,MAAA,EAAW,IAAI,GACd,KAAA,EAAS,OAAS,GAAG,CACpB,MAAA,EAA

O,EAAS,OAClB,EAAc,IAAS,EAAe,IAAS,EAAY,KAC1C,MAAf,IAEF,GADA,EAAc,GACW,SAAS,IAAI,GAA

S,EAAM,MACnC,OAAO,GAAQ,EAAU,IAAI,KAGnD,EAAU,IAAI,EAAK,MAGS,MAAxB,EAAU,EAAK,SAIw

B,IAAvC,EAAe,QAAQ,EAAK,QAIU,IAAtC,EAAc,QAAQ,EAAK,QAGJ,IAAvB,EAAK,OAAO,OAIhB,EAAK,O

AAO,QAAQ,IAEd,EAAK,IAAI,EAAM,QAGnB,EAAK,IAAI,EAAM,MACf,EAAS,KAAK,MATd,EAAc,KAAK,

EAAK,QAYrB,MAAA,CAAC,OAAA,EAAQ,QAAA,EAAS,UAAA,EAAW,cAAA,EAAe,YAAA,EAAa,WAAA,

GAO5D,SAAU,EACZ,EAAc,EACd,GACI,MAAA,UAAC,EAAD,OAAY,GAAU,EACtB,EAAmB,GACnB,EAAa,

OAAO,KAAK,GACP,IAAI,IAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAAM,IAChC,IAAI,GAAQ,EAAM,MAAM,IAC1C,EAA

Y,EAAM,UAExB,EAAW,QAAQ,IACb,EAAU,IAAI,EAAM,OACtB,EAAS,KAAK,KAGlB,EAAM,QAAQ,QAA

Q,IAChB,EAAU,IAAI,EAAO,OACvB,EAAS,KAAK,KAGD,MAAb,GACF,EAAU,QAAQ,IACZ,EAAU,IAAI,EA

AK,OACrB,EAAS,KAAK,KAId,MAAA,EAAO,IAAI,IACX,EAAuB,GACtB,KAAA,EAAS,OAAS,GAAG,CACp

B,MAAA,EAAO,EAAS,MACtB,EAAK,IAAI,EAAK,MACT,EAAU,EAAK,OAClB,EAAa,KAAK,GAEpB,EAAK

,SAAS,QAAQ,KACf,EAAK,IAAI,EAAM,OAAS,EAAU,IAAI,EAAM,OAC7C,EAAM,OAAO,MAAM,GAAS,EA

AK,IAAI,EAAM,QAC7C,EAAS,KAAK,KAIb,OAAA,EAGT,MAAM,EAAmB,CACvB,SAAU,QAAS,QAAS,OA

AQ,gBAAiB,cACrD,iBAAkB,KAAM,SAEpB,EAAoB,CACxB,sBAAuB,sBAAuB,sBAAuB,SAEjE,EAAiB,CACr

B,YAAa,cAAe,oBAAqB,sBACjD,kBAAmB,qBAGf,SAAU,EAAc,GACrB,OAAA,EAAiB,QAAQ,EAAK,KAAO,

EAGxC,SAAU,EAAe,GACtB,OAAA,EAAkB,QAAQ,EAAK,KAAO,EAGzC,SAAU,EAAY,GACnB,OAAA,EAA

e,QAAQ,EAAK,KAAO;;ACtIlB,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAlB

1B,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,iCACA,EAAA,QAAA,oCAGA,EAAA,QAAA,uBACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,oBASM,MAAO,EA+FX,YAAoB,EAAsB,GAAtB,KAAA,MAAA,EAAsB,KAAA,OAAA,EA9FlC,KAAA,Y

AAmC,IAAI,IACvC,KAAA,WAA8B,GAM9B,KAAA,UAAY,IACZ,KAAA,WAAqC,GACrC,KAAA,qBAA0D,G

AsF3D,KAAA,SAAW,EAAM,QACjB,KAAA,QAAU,EAAM,OAChB,KAAA,WAAa,EAAM,UACnB,KAAA,WA

Aa,EAAM,UACnB,KAAA,WAAa,EAAM,UAED,MAAnB,EAAM,WACR,OAAO,KAAK,EAAM,WAAW,QAAQ

,IAC9B,KAAA,qBAAqB,GACtB,IAAI,EAAc,EAAM,UAAU,GAAO,QA5F/C,gBACK,OAAA,KAAK,OAAS,KA

AK,OAAO,UAAY,KAAK,WAGhD,0BACK,OAAA,KAAK,OAAS,KAAK,OAAO,oBACZ,KAAK,qBAGxB,gBA

CK,OAAA,KAAK,OAAS,KAAK,OAAO,UAAY,KAAK,WAGhD,cAAU,GACN,MAAA,EAAY,OAAO,KAAK,G

AAW,IACrC,GAAO,EAAU,GAAK,IAAI,GAAU,EAAO,KAC1C,KAAA,WAAa,GAAG,UAAU,GAC1B,KAAA,

WAAa,EAOhB,oBAAgB,GACb,KAAA,iBAAmB,EAGtB,aACK,OAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,IACf,CACL,KAAM

,EAAK,KACX,MAAO,EAAK,WAAL,MACH,EAAK,WAAL,MAAyB,WACzB,EACJ,MAAO,EAAK,WAAL,MA

CH,EAAK,WAAL,MAAyB,WACzB,KAKN,cACK,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,IAAI,IAChB,CACL,KAAM,EAAK,KA

CX,MAAO,EAAK,WAAL,MACH,EAAK,WAAL,MAAyB,WACzB,EACJ,MAAO,EAAK,WAAL,MACH,EAAK,

WAAL,MAAyB,WACzB,KAKN,iBACK,OAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,IAAI,GAAQ,EAAK,cAAgB,EAAK,MAGxD,kB

ACK,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,IAAK,IAClB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAK,cAAgB,EAAK,KAChC,OAAA,EAAK,iBAAoB,

KAAQ,EAAK,gBAAmB,IAIhE,gBACK,OAAA,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,YAAY,OAAO,CAAC,EAAK,KAC/C,EA

AI,GAAO,KAAK,WAAW,GAAK,UACzB,GACN,IA0BG,kBAAkB,EAAgB,GAClC,MAAA,EAAe,EAAO,IAAI,

GAAQ,EAAK,MAAM,OAC7C,EAAgB,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAQ,EAAK,MAAM,OAC9C,OAAA,EAAa,KAAK,KAA

K,WAAa,KACvC,EAAc,KAAK,KAAK,WAOtB,QAAQ,EAAwB,GAChC,MAAA,GACF,EAAqB,EAAA,sBAAA,

EAAQ,EAAS,KAAK,UAAW,KAAK,aACzD,cAAC,EAAD,YAAgB,EAAhB,WAA6B,GAAc,EAC7C,GAAe,MA

Af,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,2CAC+B,EAAY,uCAC9B,EAAY,mBAC/B,iGACoC,MAGtC,GAAA,EAAc,OAAS,EAAG
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,CACtB,MAAA,EAAW,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,MAC9B,EAAU,OAAO,KAAK,GACtB,MAAA,IAAI,qCACy

B,mCAC3B,sCAA4C,MAG/C,OAAA,EACH,EAAA,4BAAA,KAAK,MAAO,KAAK,UAAW,GAYlC,QAAQ,EA

AwB,GAC9B,EAAS,KAAK,UAAU,GAClB,MAAA,EAAQ,OAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,OAC7B,KAAA,YAAY,GACZ

,KAAA,uBAAuB,GAC5B,EAAU,KAAK,WAAW,GACrB,KAAA,aAAa,GACZ,MAAA,EACF,EAAM,IAAI,GAA

Q,KAAK,MAAM,OAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAAM,KACrD,EAAkB,EAAQ,IAAI,IAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,

GAAM,IAC5D,IAAA,EAAc,EAAgB,IAAI,GAAQ,KAAK,MAAM,MAAM,IAGpC,IAAvB,EAAY,SACd,EAAc,K

AAK,UAGf,MAAA,EAAiB,KAAK,kBAAkB,EAAY,GAGtD,IAAA,EAAe,KAAK,YAAY,IAAI,GACpB,MAAhB,

IACF,EAAe,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAQ,GAC/B,KAAA,YAAY,IAAI,EAAgB,IAGjC,MAAA,EAAiC,GACjC,EAA+B,

GAE9B,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,KACJ,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,iBACZ,KAAK,UAAW,EAAgB,EAChC,

KAAK,qBACH,EAAU,OAAA,OAAA,GAAwB,KAAK,WAE7C,OAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,QAAQ,IACpB,MAAC,E

AAU,IAAS,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAClC,EAAoB,GAC1B,EAAQ,GAAS,EAAO,GACxB,EAAW,GAAY,IAGnB,

MAAA,EAAgB,KAAK,mBAAmB,GACxC,EAA2D,GAC5D,IAAA,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAa,OAAQ,IAA

K,CACtC,MAAA,EAAO,EAAa,GACtB,IAAC,EAAW,EAAK,MAAO,CACpB,MAAA,GACF,EAAU,EAAA,WA

AA,EAAM,EAAY,EAAS,KAAK,kBAE1C,GAAA,EAAK,KAAA,UAAU,GACX,MAAA,IAAI,kCACsB,EAAK,2

BACjC,4CAEN,EAAW,EAAK,MAAQ,EACnB,KAAA,uBACD,EAAK,KAAM,EAAM,EAAY,EAAS,EACtC,EA

AiB,IAOlB,OAHY,MAAf,KAAK,QACP,EAAQ,QAAQ,GAEX,EAAQ,IAAI,IAAQ,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAM

,EAAY,MAInD,mBAAmB,GACnB,MAAA,EAAM,GAAG,OAAO,MAClB,GACA,OAAO,KAAK,GACP,IAAI,G

AAO,EAAU,IACrB,IAAI,GAAW,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAU,EAAO,MAC9C,OAAA,IAAI,IAAI,GAET,uBACJ,EAAkB

,EAAY,EAC9B,EAA2B,EAC3B,EACA,GAGoB,YAAlB,EAAK,WAA6D,IAAnC,EAAY,QAAQ,KAIvD,EAAU,G

AAU,QAAQ,IACZ,MAAV,IACF,EAAgC,EAAO,KAClC,EAAgC,EAAO,KAAO,GAC/C,EAAK,SAAS,UAGtB,E

AAK,OAAO,QAAQ,IAGd,GAAmB,YAAnB,EAAM,SAAwB,CAC1B,MAAA,GACF,EAA6B,EAAA,8BAAA,EA

AM,KAAM,EAAW,GACzC,MAAX,GACF,EAAQ,QAAQ,IACV,GAAA,IAAW,EAAc,IAAI,EAAO,IAAK,CACr

C,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAgC,EAAO,IACvC,IAAV,GACF,EAAO,iBACA,EAAgC,EAAO,KAC5B,MAAT,GAGT,EA

AgC,EAAO,aAkB/C,mBAAa,EAAwB,GAElC,OAAA,KAAK,cAAc,EAAQ,GAiBtB,oBACV,EAAwB,EAAoB,G

AAsB,EAClE,EAAiC,GACjC,EAA+B,IAC5B,IACH,EAAS,KAAK,UAAU,GACnB,KAAA,YAAY,GACZ,KAAA

,uBAAuB,GAC5B,EAAU,KAAK,WAAW,GACrB,KAAA,aAAa,IAGd,MAAA,EAAU,IAAI,EAAJ,iBACZ,KAAK

,UAAW,EAAgB,EAChC,KAAK,qBAKH,QAAkB,KAAK,uBACzB,EAAQ,EAAS,EAAS,GACxB,EAAU,EAAQ,I

AAI,IAAQ,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAM,EAAW,IAGzD,EAAY,EAAQ,IAAI,GAAK,EAAE,IAC/B,EAAW,OAA

O,KAAK,GAAQ,IAAI,GAAQ,EAAO,GAAM,IACxD,EACF,IAAI,IAAY,IAAI,KAAc,KAAa,KAAK,YAcjD,OAb

P,OAAO,KAAK,GAAW,QAAQ,IACT,EAAU,GAClB,QAAQ,KACd,GAAW,EAAO,YAAe,EAAQ,IAAI,EAAO,

KACtD,EAAO,cAKM,MAAf,KAAK,QACP,EAAQ,QAAQ,GAGX,EAGH,2BACF,EAAkB,EAClB,GACI,MAAA,

EAAe,EAAO,OAAO,CAAC,EAAK,EAAQ,KAC/C,EAAI,KAAK,OAAO,GAAO,MAAQ,EACxB,GACN,IAEI,O

AAA,KAAK,cACR,EAAc,KAAK,aAAa,EAAM,EAAgB,GAa9C,6BACV,EAAwB,EAA2B,EACnD,GACI,MAAA

,EAAQ,OAAO,KAAK,GACpB,EACF,EAAM,IAAI,GAAQ,KAAK,MAAM,OAAM,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAAM,

KACrD,EAAkB,EAAY,IAAI,IAAQ,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAAM,IAChE,IAAA,EAAc,EAAgB,IAAI,GAAQ,KAA

K,MAAM,MAAM,IAGpC,IAAvB,EAAY,SACd,EAAc,KAAK,UAGf,MAAA,UAAC,EAAD,cAAY,EAAZ,YAA2

B,EAA3B,WAAwC,IAC1C,EACI,EAAA,sBAAA,EAAQ,EAAa,KAAK,UAAW,KAAK,YAG5C,EAA4B,IAC7B,

KAAe,KAAK,MAAM,WAAa,KAAK,YAAc,IAC7D,IAAI,IACG,CAAC,KAAA,EAAM,SAAU,EAAQ,kBAE5B,E

AAU,OAAA,OAAA,GAAwB,KAAK,WAC7C,OAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,QAAQ,IACpB,MAAC,EAAU,IAAS,EAAc,

EAAA,eAAA,GAClC,EAAoB,GAC1B,EAAQ,GAAS,EAAO,GACxB,EAAW,GAAY,IAEnB,MAAA,EAA2D,GA

C3D,EAAgB,KAAK,mBAAmB,GACxC,EAAkC,GACjC,KAAA,EAAM,OAAS,GAAG,CACjB,MAAA,EAAW,K

AAK,aAClB,EAAY,EAAO,EAAS,EAAY,EAAO,EAC/C,EAAiB,EAAiC,SAChD,QAAQ,IAAI,GAED,MAAf,GA

AwB,GAC1B,QAAQ,KACJ,mIAGA,MAAA,EACF,EACK,OACG,KAAS,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,MAClB,EAAU,E

AAA,WAAA,EAAK,KAAM,EAAY,IACzC,IAAI,GAAQ,EAAK,MACtB,GAAA,EAAe,OAAS,EAAG,CACzB,IA

AA,EAAiB,GAMf,MALa,MAAf,IACF,EACI,2FAC2B,MAE3B,IAAI,qCACyB,mCACpB,oDACP,OAAmB,KAEt

B,OAAA,EAGD,aACJ,EAAoB,EAA2B,EAC/C,EAA4B,EAC5B,EAA4B,EAC5B,EACA,GACI,MAAA,EAAqC,G

ACpC,KAAA,EAAM,OAAS,GAAG,CACjB,MAAA,EAAO,EAAM,MACnB,EAAQ,eAAiB,EAAK,SAC1B,IAAA

,EAAW,GAWX,GAPiB,UAAjB,EAAK,KAAK,KACV,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,aAAc,EAAK,KAAM,EAAW,MACn
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D,IAAY,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAK,KAAK,KAAM,IAKlB,MAA7B,EAAU,EAAK,KAAK,MAAe,CAC/B,M

AAA,GACF,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAK,KAAM,EAAW,EAAS,KAAK,kBAC7C,KACF,IAAY,EAAoB,EAAA,

qBAAA,EAAK,KAAK,KAAM,IAE7C,MAAA,EAAiB,EAAQ,eAC3B,EAAK,KAAA,UAAU,GACjB,EAAS,KAA

M,EAA8B,KAAK,IAChD,EAAU,GAAY,EACtB,EAAQ,eAAiB,EACpB,KAAA,uBACD,EAAU,EAAK,KAAM,E

AAW,EAAS,EACzC,EAAa,GACZ,KAAA,kBACD,EAAK,KAAM,EAAO,EAAS,EAAW,EAAO,GAC1C,MAGT,

EAAU,GAAY,EACjB,KAAA,uBACD,EAAU,EAAK,KAAM,EAAW,EAAS,EACzC,EAAa,GACZ,KAAA,kBAC

D,EAAK,KAAM,EAAO,EAAS,EAAW,EAAO,SAG9C,KAAA,kBACD,EAAK,KAAM,EAAO,EAAS,EAAW,EA

AO,GAG9C,OAAA,EAGD,kBACJ,EAAY,EAA2B,EACvC,EAA4B,EAC5B,GACF,EAAK,SAAS,QAAS,IACf,M

AAC,IAAc,EAAoB,EAAA,qBAAA,EAAU,KAAM,IACrD,EAAM,IAAc,EAAU,IAAI,EAAU,QAI3B,UAAjB,EA

AU,GACR,EAAU,WAAW,KAAK,MACf,EAAU,EAAA,WAAA,EAAM,EAAW,MAExC,EAAM,IAAY,EAClB,E

AAM,KAAK,CAAC,SAAU,EAAQ,eAAgB,KAAM,KAGhD,EAAU,WAAW,MAAM,MAChB,EAAU,EAAA,WA

AA,EAAM,EAAW,MAE5C,EAAM,IAAY,EAClB,EAAM,KAAK,CAAC,SAAU,EAAQ,eAAgB,KAAM,QAQ1D,

UACE,OAAO,KAAK,KAAK,WACZ,QACG,GAAO,KAAK,UAAU,GAAK,QAAQ,GAAU,EAAO,YAGtD,uBAA

uB,GAC7B,OAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,QAAQ,IACpB,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAO,IACd,IAAc,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAC7

B,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,MAAM,GAC1B,GAAA,EAAK,WAAL,OAA4B,EAAK,WAAL,MAAyB,MAAO,CACx

D,MAAA,EAAQ,EAAK,WAAL,MAAyB,MACjC,EAAQ,EAAM,SAAW,EAAM,MAAM,QACvC,EAAM,MAA

M,MACR,CAAC,EAAK,KAA4B,IAAlB,EAAM,IAAiB,EAAM,KAAW,GAC3D,EAAA,KAAA,OACD,EACA,0B

AA4B,EAAK,sDACG,mBAC5B,EAAM,UAEhB,EAAK,WAAL,OAA4B,EAAK,WAAL,MAAyB,OAClD,EAAA,

KAAA,OACD,EAAM,QAAU,EAAK,WAAL,MAAyB,MACzC,0BAA4B,EAAK,sBAC7B,kCACG,EAAK,WAAL

,MAAyB,kBAAkB,EAAM,WAK1D,UAAU,GACV,MAAA,EAAyB,GAC1B,IAAA,MAAM,KAAa,EAClB,GAA

mB,MAAnB,KAAK,YAAgD,MAA1B,KAAK,WAAW,QACN,MAArC,KAAK,WAAW,OAAO,GAAoB,CAE7C,

EADe,KAAK,WAAW,OAAO,GACxB,MAAQ,EAAO,QAE7B,EAAO,GAAa,EAAO,GAGxB,OAAA,EAGD,YAA

Y,GACZ,MAAA,EAAa,OAAO,KAAK,GAAQ,OAAO,IACtC,MAAC,IAAY,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GAC1B,OAA8

B,MAA9B,KAAK,MAAM,MAAM,KAEtB,GAAA,EAAW,OAAS,EAChB,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,0DACU,iCAIV,

WAAW,GACV,OAAA,EAAQ,IAAI,IACb,GAAmB,MAAnB,KAAK,YAAiD,MAA3B,KAAK,WAAW,SACV,M

AAjC,KAAK,WAAW,QAAQ,GAAe,CAElC,OADQ,KAAK,WAAW,QAAQ,GACzB,KAET,OAAA,GACN,IAGG

,aAAa,GACnB,EAAQ,QAAQ,IACR,MAAC,IAAkB,EAAc,EAAA,eAAA,GACnC,IAAC,KAAK,MAAM,MAAM,

GACd,MAAA,IAAI,qBAAqB,mCAhlBb,QAAA,cAAA;;ACbE,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA

,IAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAtB,MAAO,EACX,YACa,EAAwC,GACxC,EAA6B,IAD7B,KAAA,sBAAA,EACA,K

AAA,aAAA,EAWb,aAAa,EAAc,GACpB,KAAA,sBAAsB,GAAQ,EAAU,OACxC,KAAA,aAAa,EAAU,IAAM,EA

QpC,yBAAyB,GAChB,OAAA,KAAK,sBAAsB,GAOpC,iBAAiB,GACR,OAAA,KAAK,aAAa,GAM3B,UACO,IA

AA,MAAM,KAAO,KAAK,aAChB,KAAA,aAAa,GAAK,uBAChB,KAAK,aAAa,GAGtB,IAAA,MAAM,KAAQ,K

AAK,sBACjB,KAAA,sBAAsB,GAAM,iBAC1B,KAAK,sBAAsB,IA/CZ,QAAA,gBAAA;;ACma3B,aAAA,OAAA

,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,WAAA,QAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,wBAA

A,EAxaD,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,kCAEA,EAAA,QAAA,oBACA,EAAA,QAAA,sBAEO,MA

AM,EAAqB,oBA+ZjC,QAAA,mBAAA,EA9ZM,MAAM,EAAqB,aA8ZjC,QAAA,mBAAA,EAnZK,MAAO,EAm

DX,YACY,EACA,EAA8B,IAD9B,KAAA,SAAA,EACA,KAAA,YAAA,EAnDJ,KAAA,QAAU,MAoDG,MAAf,I

ACG,KAAA,YAAc,IAEhB,KAAA,gBAAkB,IAAI,EAAJ,gBA/CrB,mBACK,OAAA,KAAK,QAGV,iBACK,OAA

A,KAAK,SAAS,WAGnB,kBACK,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,YAGnB,aACK,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,OAGnB,cACK,OA

AA,KAAK,SAAS,QAGnB,cACK,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,UAGnB,eACK,OAAA,KAAK,UAAU,oBAGpB,qBACK,

OAAA,KAAK,UAqBN,gBACA,MAAA,EAAO,KAAK,SACb,GAA8B,MAA9B,EAAsB,KAEpB,KAAA,QAAU,O

ACV,GAAoC,MAAhC,KAAK,YAAY,YACrB,KAAA,QAAU,EAAG,GAAA,mBAAmB,EAAgB,KAAK,iBACrD,

CACC,MAAA,EAAW,EAAG,GAAA,gBAAgB,EAAgB,KAAK,aACrD,GAAoB,IAApB,EAAS,OAGX,EAAS,KA

AK,EAAG,GAAA,mBAAmB,EAAgB,KAAK,mBACpD,GAAI,EAAS,OAAS,EACrB,MAAA,IAAI,8BACkB,EA

AS,qCACzB,CAAC,OAEV,KAAA,QAAU,EAAS,IAQtB,aAEA,GADC,KAAA,gBACoB,MAArB,KAAK,QAAQ,

KACT,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,iHAGA,MAAA,QAAkB,KAAK,QAAQ,OAE9B,OAAA,KAAK,SAAS,GASvB,SAA

S,GACF,KAAA,UAAY,EACX,MAAA,EAAQ,KAAK,UAAU,cAEzB,IAAA,EAGF,EAFwC,MAAtC,KAAK,UAA

U,qBACiC,MAAhD,KAAK,UAAU,oBAAoB,UAE3B,KAAA,UAAU,oBAA4B,UAGpC,KAAK,UAAU,UAExB,K
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AAA,UAAY,EAEZ,KAAA,WAAa,EAAM,SAAS,YAAY,EAAM,SAAS,cACtD,MAAA,EACF,EAAG,GAAA,cA

Ac,KAAK,UAAU,WAAY,KAAK,UAAU,aAQ3D,GAPC,KAAA,SAAW,IAAI,EAAJ,cACZ,EAAgB,gBAAA,SAA

S,eAAe,EAAO,KAAK,YACnD,KAAA,SAAS,UAAY,KAAK,6BAA6B,GAGvD,KAAA,SAAS,gBAAkB,KAAK,g

BAEH,MAA9B,EAAU,kBACmD,MAA5D,EAAU,iBAA0C,KAAc,CAC/D,MAAA,EACF,EAAgB,gBAAA,SAAS

,eAAe,EAAU,kBACjD,KAAA,YAAc,IAAI,EAAJ,cAAkB,GAChC,KAAA,YAAY,UAAY,KAAK,SAAS,UAItC,K

AAA,YAAY,gBAAkB,KAAK,gBACnC,KAAA,YAAY,aAAa,GAAI,IAG7B,OAAA,EA+CH,WAAK,EAAmC,GA

ExC,GAAwB,iBAAjB,EAA2B,CAC9B,MAAA,EAAW,EAAG,GAAA,gBAAgB,GAChC,GAAoB,IAApB,EAAS,

OACL,MAAA,IAAI,gDACoC,MACzC,GAAI,EAAS,OAAS,EACrB,MAAA,IAAI,8BACkB,EAAS,qCACzB,MAE

d,EAAe,EAAS,GAEtB,GAAqB,MAArB,EAAa,KACT,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,+GAIC,OAAA,EAAa,KAAK,KAAK

,WAyChC,QAAQ,EAAwC,GAEvC,OAAA,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAQ,KAAK,aAG3B,gBAAgB,GAElB,KAAE,aAAk

B,EAApB,QAAgC,MAAM,QAAQ,IAEzC,OAAA,EAGL,IADJ,EAAS,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAU,EAAS,CAAC,IACh

C,SAAW,KAAK,WAAW,OAC9B,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,sDACuB,KAAK,WAAW,2CACpB,EAAO,yBAEzB,OA

AA,KAAK,WAAW,OAAO,CAAC,EAAK,EAAW,KAC7C,EAAI,GAAc,EAAoB,GAC/B,GACN,IAGG,iBAAiB,G

AEhB,OADP,EAAU,GAAW,KAAK,YAClB,MAAM,QAAQ,GAAuB,EAAZ,CAAC,GAmBpC,QAAQ,EAAwC,G

AE9C,EAAS,KAAK,gBAAgB,GAC9B,EAAU,KAAK,iBAAiB,GAC1B,MAAA,EAAS,KAAK,SAAS,QAAQ,EA

AQ,GACtC,OAAA,EAAO,OAAS,EAAI,EAAS,EAAO,GAkBvC,mBACF,EACA,GACF,EAAS,KAAK,gBAAgB,

GAC9B,EAAU,KAAK,iBAAiB,GAC1B,MAAA,QAAe,KAAK,SAAS,aAAa,EAAQ,GACjD,OAAA,EAAO,OAAS

,EAAI,EAAS,EAAO,GAGrC,6BAA6B,GAC5B,OAAA,OAAO,KAAK,GAAK,OAAO,CAAC,EAAyB,KACvD,E

AAO,GAAO,CAAC,EAAI,IACZ,GACN,IAQL,UACO,KAAA,SAAS,UAEV,KAAK,aACF,KAAA,YAAY,UAGd,

KAAA,gBAAgB,WAkClB,eAAe,EAClB,EACA,EAA0B,IACxB,GAAY,MAAZ,EACI,MAAA,IAAI,MACN,0GA

GS,MAAX,IACF,EAAU,IAGR,EAAQ,WAC6B,MAAlC,EAA0B,OACvB,EAAoB,SAAS,OACjC,GAAkC,KAEpC

,KAAc,IAAW,IAAqB,KAG5C,MAAA,EAAQ,IAAI,EAAW,EAAU,GAEhC,aADD,EAAM,OACL,EACR,QAAA,

WAAA;;AlUtaD,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,Y

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WA

AA,OAAA,EAAA,kBAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,eAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,gB

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,cAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QA

AA,oBAAA,CAAA,YAAA,EAAA,IAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAHA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BACA,EAAA,Q

AAA,mCAEA,EAAA,QAAA;;oEmUFA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAQA,SAAS,EAAyB,GAChC,IAAM,EAAW,EA

AkB,MAAM,GACnC,EAAmB,EAAG,OAAO,EAAmB,GAEhD,EAAmB,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAkB,EAAE,IAExD,O

AAO,EAAG,OAAO,EAAkB,GAGrC,SAAS,EAAa,EAAoB,GACxC,OAAO,EAAG,IAAI,EAAO,GAgBvB,SAAgB

,EACZ,EAA4B,GAC9B,OAAO,EAAG,KACN,WACI,OAAC,EAAG,KAAK,EAAG,QACR,EAAe,EAAG,OAAO,

IAAa,WAkBpD,SAAgB,EACZ,EACA,GACI,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAe,EAAA,EAAA,G

AAc,EAAA,EAAA,GACpC,OAAO,EAAG,KAAK,WACb,IAAM,EAAe,EAAyB,GACxC,EAAc,EAAG,WAAW,E

AAG,MAAM,EAAG,EAAU,EAAG,SAAU,GAE/D,EACF,EAAG,KAAK,EAAG,OAAO,EAAc,GAA6B,SAE3D,E

AAU,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAkB,CAAC,EAAe,IAEvD,EAA8B,EAAG,IAAI,EAAS,EAAG,OAAO,EAAG,UAEjE,OA

AO,EAAG,IAAI,EACH,EAA4C,GACjD,EAAG,OAAO,EAAG,YAIvB,SAAgB,EAA2B,GAEnC,IAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,MAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAe,EAAA,EAAA,GAAc,EAAA,EAAA,GACpC,OAAO,EAAG,KAAK,WACb,IAA

M,EAAe,EAAyB,GACxC,EAAc,EAAG,WAAW,EAAG,MAAM,EAAG,EAAU,EAAG,SAAU,GAE/D,EACF,EA

AG,KAAK,EAAG,OAAO,EAAc,GAA6B,SAEjE,OAAO,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAkB,CAAC,EAAe,MAtDxD,QAAA,a

AAA,EAuBA,QAAA,uBAAA,EAqBA,QAAA,2BAAA;;oEC5EA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAYA,EAAA,WACE,S

AAA,EACuB,EACH,GADG,KAAA,MAAA,EACH,KAAA,aAAA,EAClB,IAAM,EACF,KAAK,MAAM,OAAO,G

AAG,MACzB,EAAG,KAAK,QACgB,IAAnB,EAAW,KAAkC,IAAnB,EAAW,GACtC,WAAM,MAAA,gBAAgB,

EAAW,GAAE,KAAK,EAAW,GAAE,kCAyE7D,OAjDE,EAAA,UAAA,QAAA,SAAQ,GAAR,IAAA,EAAA,KAU

E,OAAO,EAAG,KAAK,WACb,IAAM,EAAU,EAAK,gBAAgB,EAAG,KAAK,EAAO,YAC9C,EAAU,EAAG,WA

AW,EAAS,GAEjC,EADU,EAAK,MAAM,QAAQ,GACM,IAAI,SAAA,GAAK,OAAA,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,CA

AC,MAC3D,EAAe,EAAK,kBAAkB,GAE5C,MAAO,CACL,cAAe,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAa,SACvC,QAAS,EAAa,Q

ACtB,gBAAiB,EAAa,gBAC9B,gBAAiB,EAAa,gBAC9B,aAAc,EAAa,aAC3B,aAAc,EAAa,aAC3B,YAAa,EAAa,

YAC1B,YAAa,EAAa,gBAqBhC,EAAA,UAAA,QAAA,WACE,KAAK,MAAM,WAEf,EAjFA,GAAsB,QAAA,UA
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AA;;yaCdtB,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAEA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,SAAA,mDA4BA,OA5B

+B,EAAA,EAAA,GAC7B,EAAA,UAAA,gBAAA,SAAgB,GAEd,OAAO,EAAG,KAAK,WAAM,OAAA,EAAG,I

AAI,EAAG,IAAI,EAAO,OAAQ,MAGpD,EAAA,UAAA,kBAAA,SAAkB,GAWhB,MAAO,CACL,QAVA,EAAA,

GAWA,aAVA,EAAA,GAWA,aAVA,EAAA,GAWA,YAVA,EAAA,GAWA,QAVA,EAAA,GAWA,gBAVA,EAA

A,GAWA,gBAVA,EAAA,GAWA,YAVA,EAAA,KAaN,EA5BA,CAA+B,EAAA,WAAlB,QAAA,UAAA;;oECA

A,QAAA,WAAa,CACxB,OAAQ,UAAW,WAAY,UAAW,WAAY,eACtD,gBAAiB,YAAa,aAAc,YAAa,aACzD,U

AAW,WAAY,WAAY,YAAa,YAAa,cAGlD,QAAA,cAAgB,QAAA,WAAW,OAM3B,QAAA,SACT,QAAA,WAA

W,OAAO,SAAC,EAAoB,EAAW,GAEhD,OADA,EAAO,GAAa,EACb,GACN,IAEP,IAAM,EAAsC,CAC1C,CAA

C,UAAW,gBAAiB,CAAC,YAAa,gBAC3C,CAAC,YAAa,aAAc,CAAC,UAAW,YACxC,CAAC,WAAY,aAAc,CA

AC,WAAY,iBACxC,CAAC,aAAc,iBAAkB,CAAC,aAAc,cAChD,CAAC,WAAY,aAAc,CAAC,YAAa,cACzC,CA

AC,eAAgB,iBAAkB,CAAC,UAAW,aASpC,QAAA,WAA4B,CACvC,CAAC,OAAQ,WAAY,CAAC,UAAW,WA

AY,CAAC,OAAQ,YACtD,CAAC,WAAY,YAAa,CAAC,OAAQ,gBACnC,CAAC,eAAgB,aAAc,CAAC,YAAa,aA

C7C,CAAC,eAAgB,WAAY,CAAC,UAAW,YACzC,CAAC,WAAY,aAAc,CAAC,OAAQ,iBACpC,CAAC,gBAAi

B,cAAe,CAAC,aAAc,cAChD,CAAC,gBAAiB,YAAa,CAAC,WAAY,aAC5C,CAAC,YAAa,eAGH,QAAA,uBAAy

B,EAAqB,IACvD,SAAC,OAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAY,EAAA,EAAA,GACV,MAAA,CAAE,QAAA,SAAS,GAAa

,QAAA,SAAS;;oEClDzC,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAGA,SAAgB,EACZ,EACA,EACA,OAFC,EAAA,EAAA,GAA

Q,EAAA,EAAA,GACR,EAAA,EAAA,GAAkB,EAAA,EAAA,GAEd,EAAA,EAAA,IAAW,EAAA,EAAA,OAGlB

,MAAO,CADQ,GAFiB,EAAA,KAAY,EAAA,MAEK,GADlC,GAAoB,EAAO,EAAO,IAKnD,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA

W,EAAW,EAAkB,GAC1C,MAAO,CACL,EAAG,EAAQ,IAAI,EAAG,EAAG,GACrB,EAAG,EAAQ,IAAI,EAAG

,EAAG,EAAW,EAAA,gBAIpC,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAY,EAAsB,GAC7B,IACD,EAAA,EADC,EAAA,SAAU,EAA

A,SAAU,EAAA,GACrB,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,EAAG,EAAA,EAAA,EACV,MAAO,CACL,EAAG,EAAK,SAAW

,EAAe,EAClC,EAAG,EAAK,SAAW,EAAe,GAItC,SAAgB,EAAa,EAAY,GAGvC,IAFA,IAAM,EAAc,IAAI,MA

AM,GAErB,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,IACxB,EAAO,GAAK,EAGd,OAAO,EAGT,SAAgB,EAAM,EAAW,EAA

a,GAC5C,OAAI,EAAI,EACC,EAEL,EAAI,EACC,EAEF,EAGT,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAY,EAAY,EAAY,GACtC,IA

AM,EAAK,EAAK,EACV,EAAK,EAAK,EAChB,OAAO,EAAK,EAAK,EAAK,EAGxB,SAAgB,EAAW,EAAa,G

ACtC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAG,EAAE,EAAI,EAAE,EAAG,EAAG,EAAE,EAAI,EAAE,GAGnC,SAAgB,EAAY,EA

Aa,EAAa,GACpD,MAAO,CAAC,EAAG,EAAM,EAAE,EAAG,EAAK,GAAM,EAAG,EAAM,EAAE,EAAG,EAA

K,IA5DtD,QAAA,SAAA,EAUA,QAAA,eAAA,EAQA,QAAA,eAAA,EAUA,QAAA,UAAA,EAUA,QAAA,MAA

A,EAUA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAOA,QAAA,WAAA,EAIA,QAAA,YAAA;;oEC9DA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAGA,E

AAA,QAAA,UAOA,SAAS,EAAgB,EAAmB,EAAY,QAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAGtD,IAFA,IAAI,EAAW,EAC

X,EAAS,EACJ,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAU,OAAQ,IAChC,EAAK,UAAU,GAAG,MAAQ,IAC5B,GAAU,EACV,G

AAY,KAAA,IAAC,EAAU,GAAG,EAAI,EAAK,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,EAAM,GAC3D,KAAA,IAAC,EAAU,GA

AG,EAAI,EAAK,UAAU,GAAG,SAAS,EAAM,IAQ3D,OALe,IAAX,EACF,EAAW,EAAA,EAEX,GAAsB,EAEjB

,EAGT,SAAS,EACL,EAAgB,EAChB,EAAoC,OADnB,EAAA,EAAA,GAAM,EAAA,EAAA,GACtB,EAAA,EAA

A,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GACL,EAAI,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAO,EAAS,EAAI,GAAO,EAAS,GAAO,GAElE,MAAO,

CAAC,EADE,KAAK,QAAQ,EAAO,EAAS,EAAI,GAAO,EAAS,GAAO,GACvD,EAAC,GAGd,SAAS,EACL,EA

AgB,EAChB,EAAyC,EACzC,EAA2B,EAC3B,GAQF,QARG,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GACL,EAAc,

EAAkB,GAEhC,EAAK,EAAY,EAAI,EAAoB,EAAY,EACvD,EAAK,EAAY,EAAA,eAAiB,EAAI,GAAM,GAC5

C,EAAK,EAAY,EAAA,eAAiB,EAAI,EAAK,GAAK,GAChD,EAAI,EAAS,EAAI,EACjB,EAAI,EAAS,EAAI,EA

CZ,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAa,IAAK,CACpC,EAAI,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,EAAS,GAEzB,IAAM,EAAS,EAAkB,C

AAC,EADlC,EAAI,KAAK,IAAI,EAAG,EAAQ,GACa,EAAC,IAChC,EAAK,EAAO,EAAI,EAAoB,EAAO,EAGj

D,GAFA,EAAK,EAAY,EAAA,eAAiB,EAAI,GAAM,GAG5C,GAFA,EAAK,EAAY,EAAA,eAAiB,EAAI,EAAK,

GAAK,GAKlD,MAAO,CAAC,EAAC,EAAE,EAAC,GAGd,SAAS,EACL,EAAgB,EAA2B,EAC3C,EAA2B,EAC3

B,EAAoC,EACpC,EAAmC,EACnC,GAKF,QAR8B,EAAA,EAAA,GAAM,EAAA,EAAA,GACjC,EAAA,EAAA,

GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GACR,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GAEL,EAAgB,GAChB,EAAoB,SAAC,GACv

B,OAAA,EAAyB,EAAM,CAAC,EAAM,GAAO,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAS,IAE1D,EAAiB,EAAG,EAAiB,EACzC,IA

AkB,CACrB,IAAM,EAAY,EACd,EAAU,EAAgB,EAAmB,EAC7C,EAAa,EAAa,CAAC,EAAQ,IAEvC,EAAM,K

AAK,GAKb,IAFA,IAAI,GAAQ,EACR,EAAW,EAAA,EACN,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAM,OAAQ,IAAK,CACrC,I
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AAM,EAAO,EAAgB,EAAO,EAAM,IACtC,EAAO,IACT,EAAO,EACP,EAAW,GAGf,OAAO,EAGT,SAAS,EAC

L,EACA,OADC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAkB,EAAA,EAAA,GAIrB,MAAO,CAFmB,KAAK,OAAO,EAAmB,GAAO,E

AAS,GAC/C,KAAK,OAAO,EAAmB,GAAO,EAAS,IAI3E,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA0B,EAC1B,EAAyB,EAAgB,EAA

e,EACxD,EAAuC,EACvC,EAAqB,OADpB,EAAA,EAAA,GAAU,EAAA,EAAA,QACU,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GA

UvB,IATA,IAAM,EACF,EAAgB,IAAI,SAAA,GAAK,OAAA,IAAI,WAAW,EAAS,GAAO,KAAK,KAE1D,EAA

A,EAAA,IAAW,EAAA,EAAA,KAEZ,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,CAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAC,

EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GAER,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAEE,EAAI,EAAG,EA

AI,EAAQ,GAAK,EAC/B,IAAK,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,GAAK,EAAG,CACjC,IAAM,EAAI,EAAI,EAA

Q,EAEtB,GAAa,IADA,EAAa,GACV,CACd,IAAM,EAAO,EACT,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,EAAa,EA

AiB,EAC5C,CAAC,EAAM,GAAO,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAS,EAAmB,CAAC,EAAQ,GAC5D,EAAQ,GACR,GAAQ,I

ACV,EAAW,GAAM,GAAK,IAM9B,OAAO,EAGT,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA0B,EAC1B,EAA6B,EAAyB,EACtD,EA

Ae,EAAgB,EAC/B,EAAkB,EAClB,OAFgC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAU,EAAA,EAAA,QAE1C,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,G

AWF,IAVA,IAAM,EACF,EAAgB,IAAI,SAAA,GAAK,OAAA,IAAI,WAAW,EAAS,GAAO,MAAM,KAE3D,EA

AA,EAAA,IAAW,EAAA,EAAA,KAEZ,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,CAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAA

C,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GAER,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAGE,EAAI,EAAG,

EAAI,EAAQ,GAAK,EAC/B,IAAK,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,GAAK,EAAG,CACjC,IAAM,EAAI,EAAI,E

AAQ,EAEtB,GAAa,IADA,EAAa,GACV,CACd,IAAM,EAAO,EACT,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,GAAI,EAAa,

EAAiB,EAC5C,CAAC,EAAM,GAAO,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAS,EAAmB,CAAC,EAAQ,GAC5D,EAAQ,GACR,GAA

Q,IACV,EAAW,GAAM,GAAK,EAAgB,KAM9C,OAAO,EAjET,QAAA,uBAAA,EAiCA,QAAA,2BAAA;;oECtI

A,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEA,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,EA

AyB,EAAgB,EAAe,EACxD,EAAuC,EACvC,EAAqB,EACrB,GAaF,QAfG,EAAA,EAAA,GAAU,EAAA,EAAA,

GAIP,EAAA,EAAA,MAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAY,EAAA,EAAA,GAEb,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,MAAA,EAAA,G

AAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAW,EAAA,EAAA,GAEZ,EACF,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAa,CAAC,EAAW,EAAU,EAAG,EA

AA,gBAK/C,EAAW,IAAI,aAAa,EAAe,EAAA,cAAgB,GAAG,KAAK,GAChE,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAgB,OAA

Q,IAG1C,IAFA,IAAM,EAAa,EAAI,EAAA,cAAgB,EACjC,EAAO,EAAgB,GACpB,EAAK,EAAG,EAAK,EAAA,

cAAe,IAAM,CACzC,IAAM,EAAW,EAAK,UAAU,GAC1B,EAAS,EAAkB,EAAL,EAC5B,EAAS,GAAU,EAAS,

MAC5B,EAAS,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,SAAS,EACzC,EAAS,EAAS,GAAK,EAAS,SAAS,EAIvC,IAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,SAAA,CAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GAGT,EAA

c,EAAG,OAAO,EAAU,CAAC,EAAc,EAAA,cAAe,IAE/D,EAAA,EAAA,IAAW,EAAA,EAAA,KAEZ,EAAiC,C

ACrC,cAAe,CAAC,eAAgB,cAAe,SAC/C,YAAa,CAAC,EAAY,GAC1B,SAAU,gyCAsCD,EAAI,KAAK,EAAM,

KAAK,EAAM,0EAE1B,EAAI,KAAK,EAAM,KAAK,EAAM,2FAIX,EAAY,mGAGV,EAAA,cAAa,6PAOX,EAA

W,4DACK,EAAS,GAAG,wDACZ,EAAQ,GAAG,iGAGjC,EAAI,KAAK,EAAM,KAAK,EAAM,6FAE1B,EAAI,K

AAK,EAAM,KAAK,EAAM,wXAYxB,EAAW,ifAqBrC,OADqB,EAAG,UACJ,cAChB,EAAS,CAAC,EAAc,EAA

mB,IAvIjD,QAAA,yBAAA;;k6CCPA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAIA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAC

A,EAAA,QAAA,iCAEA,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA2B,GAC7B,OAAO,EAAG,KACN,WAAM,OAAC,EAAG,KAAK,E

AAG,MACd,EAAc,EAAG,OAAO,IAAK,WAGvC,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAwB,GACrD,OAAO,EAAG,KACN

,WAAM,OAAA,EAAG,IAAI,EAAG,IAAI,EAAG,KAAK,EAAG,MAC3B,EAAc,EAAG,OAAO,IAAK,SAAU,EA

AG,IAAI,EAAW,IAAK,KAGxE,SAAS,IACP,MAAwB,UAAjB,EAAA,aAGT,SAAsB,EAClB,EAA2B,EAA0B,E

ACrD,EAAgB,EAAe,EAC/B,EAAuC,EAAkB,EACzD,EAAiB,EACjB,OAFC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAU,EAAA,EAA

A,eAA8C,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SACzD,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAiB,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SACjB,IAAA,IAAA,EA

AA,0GAEI,EAAkB,EAAM,OAAO,SAAA,GAAQ,OAAA,EAAK,OAAS,IAIvD,KACI,EAAsB,EAAG,KAAK,WA

ClC,IAAM,EAAkB,EAAA,yBACpB,EAAc,EAAa,EAAiB,EAAQ,EAAO,EAC3D,CAAC,EAAU,GAAU,EAAS,E

AAa,EAC3C,GACE,EAAc,EAAG,SAAS,qBAC5B,EAAgB,OAAQ,EAAgB,MACxC,EAAgB,OAEpB,OAAO,EA

AgB,IACnB,SAAC,EAAG,GAAM,OAAA,EAAsB,EAAa,OAI9C,CAAA,EAAM,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAoB,IAAI,SAA

A,GAAQ,OAAA,EAAK,YAf1D,CAAA,EAAA,iBAcF,EACK,EAAA,OAGL,EAAoB,QAAQ,SAAA,GAAK,OAA

A,EAAE,yBAET,MAAA,CAAA,EAAM,EAAa,eACrB,OADlB,EAAoB,EAAA,OACF,CAAA,EAAM,EAAY,eAA

pC,EAAkB,EAAA,OAExB,EAA0B,EAAA,uBACtB,EAAmB,EAAiB,EAAiB,EAAQ,EAC7D,EAAQ,CAAC,EAA

U,GAAU,EAAS,oBAG5C,MAAA,CAAA,EAAO,EAAwB,IAC3B,SAAC,EAAM,GAAM,MAAA,CAAE,KAAI,E
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AAE,KAAM,EAAgB,GAAI,MAAK,EAAE,OAAM,WAGlE,SAAsB,EAClB,EAA2B,EAC3B,EAA+B,EAAe,EAA

gB,EAC9D,EAAgB,EAAuC,EACvD,EAAoB,EAAiB,EACrC,OAFiB,EAAA,EAAA,GAAU,EAAA,EAAA,eAC3B

,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAoB,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAiB,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SACrC,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,4GA

CI,EAAkB,EAAM,OAAO,SAAA,GAAQ,OAAA,EAAK,OAAS,IAIvD,KACI,EAAoB,EAAG,KAAK,WAChC,IA

AM,EAAkB,EAAA,yBACpB,EAAc,EAAa,EAAiB,EAAQ,EAAO,EAC3D,CAAC,EAAU,GAAU,EAAS,EAAa,EA

C3C,GACE,EAAc,EAAG,SAAS,qBAC9B,EAAgB,OAAQ,EAAgB,MACxC,EAAgB,OAElB,OAAO,EAAgB,IAC

nB,SAAC,EAAG,GACA,OAAA,EAA0B,EAAa,EAAkB,OAI9D,CAAA,EAAM,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAkB,IAAI,SAA

A,GAAK,OAAA,EAAE,YAhBlD,CAAA,EAAA,iBAeF,EACK,EAAA,OAGL,EAAkB,QAAQ,SAAA,GAAK,OA

AA,EAAE,yBAEP,MAAA,CAAA,EAAM,EAAa,eACrB,OADlB,EAAoB,EAAA,OACF,CAAA,EAAM,EAAY,eA

Cd,OADtB,EAAkB,EAAA,OACI,CAAA,EAAM,EAAiB,eAA7C,EAAsB,EAAA,OAE5B,EAAgC,EAAA,2BAC5

B,EAAmB,EAAiB,EACpC,EAAiB,EAAQ,EAAO,EAAQ,CAAC,EAAU,GAAU,EAC7D,oBAGN,MAAA,CAAA,

EAAO,EAA8B,IACjC,SAAC,EAAM,GAAM,MAAA,CAAE,KAAM,EAAgB,GAAI,KAAI,EAAE,OAAM,EAAE,

MAAK,WAvGlE,QAAA,sBAAA,EAOA,QAAA,0BAAA,EAWA,QAAA,0BAAA,EA2CA,QAAA,8BAAA;;aClE

A,SAAS,EAAK,GACZ,OAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,0DAGxB,IAAA,EAAA,WAKE,SAAA,EAAY,EAAiB,GAC

3B,KAAK,cAAgB,IAAI,MAAM,GAC/B,KAAK,kBAAoB,EACzB,KAAK,gBAAkB,EAkE3B,OA/DS,EAAA,UA

AA,QAAP,SAAe,GACb,KAAK,gBAAgB,KAAK,kBAAoB,EAC9C,KAAK,KAAK,KAAK,mBAGV,EAAA,UAA

A,QAAP,WACE,IAAM,EAAM,KAAK,cAAc,GAI/B,OAHA,KAAK,SAAS,EAAG,KAAK,oBACtB,KAAK,KAA

K,GACV,KAAK,cAAc,KAAK,iBAAmB,GAAK,KACzC,GAGF,EAAA,UAAA,MAAP,WACE,OAAkC,IAA3B,K

AAK,kBAGP,EAAA,UAAA,KAAP,WACE,OAAO,KAAK,iBAAmB,GAG1B,EAAA,UAAA,IAAP,WACE,OAA

O,KAAK,cAAc,MAAM,EAAG,KAAK,iBAAmB,IAGtD,EAAA,UAAA,IAAP,WACE,OAAO,KAAK,cAAc,IAGp

B,EAAA,UAAA,KAAR,SAAa,GACX,KAAO,EAAI,GAAK,KAAK,KAAK,EAAK,GAAI,IACjC,KAAK,SAAS,E

AAG,EAAK,IACtB,EAAI,EAAK,IAIL,EAAA,UAAA,KAAR,SAAa,GACX,KAAO,EAAI,GAAK,KAAK,kBAAk

B,CACrC,IAAI,EAAI,EAAI,EAIZ,GAHI,EAAI,KAAK,kBAAoB,KAAK,KAAK,EAAG,EAAI,IAChD,KAEG,KA

AK,KAAK,EAAG,GAChB,MAEF,KAAK,SAAS,EAAG,GACjB,EAAI,IAIA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAR,SAAmB,GA

CjB,OAAO,KAAK,gBAAgB,KAAK,cAAc,KAGzC,EAAA,UAAA,KAAR,SAAa,EAAW,GACtB,OAAO,KAAK,

WAAW,GAAK,KAAK,WAAW,IAGtC,EAAA,UAAA,SAAR,SAAiB,EAAW,GAC1B,IAAM,EAAI,KAAK,cAAc,

GAC7B,KAAK,cAAc,GAAK,KAAK,cAAc,GAC3C,KAAK,cAAc,GAAK,GAE5B,EA1EA,GAAa,QAAA,QAAA;

;oECLb,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAEA,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB,EAAe,EAAkB,EACrD,EAA4B,GAM9B,IALM,IAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,MAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GAEX,GAAe,EACb,EAAS,KAAK,IAAI,EAAW,EA

AoB,GACjD,EAAO,KAAK,IAAI,EAAW,EAAqB,EAAG,GAChD,EAAW,EAAQ,EAAW,IAAQ,EAAU,CAGvD,I

AFA,IAAM,EAAS,KAAK,IAAI,EAAW,EAAoB,GACjD,EAAO,KAAK,IAAI,EAAW,EAAqB,EAAG,GAChD,EA

AW,EAAQ,EAAW,IAAQ,EAC7C,GAAI,EAAO,IAAI,EAAU,EAAU,GAAc,EAAO,CACtD,GAAe,EACf,MAGJ,I

AAK,EACH,MAIJ,OAAO,EAQT,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAwB,EACxB,GAMF,IALM,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAC,EA

AA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GAAO,EAAA,EAAA,GAEhB,EAAQ,IAAI,EAAA,QACd,EAAS,EAAQ,EAAc,

SAAC,GAAY,OAAX,EAAA,QAE5B,EAAW,EAAG,EAAW,IAAU,EAC1C,IAAK,IAAI,EAAW,EAAG,EAAW,I

AAS,EACzC,IAAK,IAAI,EAAa,EAAG,EAAa,IAAgB,EAAY,CAChE,IAAM,EAAQ,EAAO,IAAI,EAAU,EAAU,

GAIzC,EAAQ,GAKR,EACI,EAAY,EAAO,EAAU,EAAU,EACvC,IACN,EAAM,QAAQ,CAAC,MAAK,EAAE,K

AAM,CAAC,SAAQ,EAAE,SAAQ,EAAE,GAAI,KAM7D,OAAO,EA7BT,QAAA,wBAAA;;oEClCA,IAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,gBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,UACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEM,EAAsC,EAAA,WAAW,IACnD,SAAC,OAAC,EA

AA,EAAA,GAAgB,EAAA,EAAA,GACd,MAAA,CAAE,EAAA,SAAS,GAAiB,EAAA,SAAS,MAEvC,EACF,EA

AqB,IAAI,SAAC,GAAqB,OAAlB,EAAA,KAE3B,EACF,EAAqB,IAAI,SAAC,GAEK,OADJ,EAAA,KAG/B,SAA

S,EACL,EAAgB,EAAiB,GACnC,IAAM,EAAW,EAAc,MAAM,GAAK,EAC1C,MAAO,CACL,EAAG,EAAc,IAA

I,EAAM,EAAG,EAAM,EAAG,GACvC,EAAG,EAAc,IAAI,EAAM,EAAG,EAAM,EAAG,EAAW,IAItD,SAAS,E

ACL,EAAiB,EAAsB,EACvC,GACF,MAAO,CACL,EAAG,EAAA,MAAM,KAAK,MAAM,EAAM,EAAI,GAAe,

EAAG,EAAS,GACzD,EAAG,EAAA,MAAM,KAAK,MAAM,EAAM,EAAI,GAAe,EAAG,EAAQ,IAW5D,SAAS,

EACL,EAAgB,EAA0B,EAC1C,EAA8B,EAAyB,EACvD,EAA+B,QAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAYjC,IAXM,IA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GAMT,EACF,EAAgB,EAJU,EAC1B,EAAe,SAA

U,EAAc,EAAQ,GAGA,GAG/C,EADmB,EAAA,WAAW,EAAe,SAAU,GAElD,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAkB,IAA
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K,CACzC,IAAM,EACF,EAAyB,EAAgB,EAAc,EAAQ,GAE7D,EAAc,EAAA,eAChB,EAAsB,EAAG,EAAsB,EA

AG,EAClD,GAEJ,EAAiB,EAAA,WACb,CACE,EAAG,EAAsB,EAAI,EAC7B,EAAG,EAAsB,EAAI,GAE/B,CAA

C,EAAG,EAAY,EAAG,EAAG,EAAY,IAExC,IAAM,EACF,EAAyB,EAAgB,EAAc,EAAQ,GAC7D,EAAQ,EAAa

,IACvB,EAAsB,EAAG,EAAsB,EAAG,GAEtD,MAAO,CAAC,SAAU,EAAgB,KAAM,EAAA,WAAW,GAAmB,

MAAK,GAS7E,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAqB,EAAwB,EAC7C,EAAsB,EACtB,GACF,IAAM,EAAW,EAAO,MAAM,G

ACxB,EAAW,EAAmB,OAE9B,EAAgC,IAAI,MAAM,GAEzC,EAAA,EAAA,KAAgB,EAAA,EAAA,MACjB,EA

AY,EAAA,eAAe,EAAU,EAAc,GAEzD,EAAkB,EAAS,IAAM,CAC/B,MAAO,EACP,KAAM,EAAA,WAAW,EA

AS,IAC1B,SAAU,GAKZ,IAAK,IAAI,EAAO,EAAW,EAAG,GAAQ,IAAK,EAAM,CAC/C,IAAM,EAAmB,EAA

mB,GACtC,EAAmB,EAAmB,GACxC,EAAkB,KACjB,EAAkB,KACrB,EAAkB,GAAoB,EAClC,EAAM,EAAkB,

GAAmB,EAAkB,EAC7D,EAAS,EAAc,IAM/B,IAAS,EAAO,EAAG,EAAO,IAAY,EAAM,CACpC,EAAmB,EAA

mB,GACtC,EAAmB,EAAmB,GACxC,EAAkB,KACjB,EAAkB,KACrB,EAAkB,GAAoB,EAClC,EAAM,EAAkB,

GAAmB,EAAkB,EAC7D,EAAS,EAAc,IAI/B,OAAO,EA5CT,QAAA,WAAA;;oECrFA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iCA

CA,EAAA,QAAA,iBACA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEA,SAAS,EACL,EAAe,EAA0B,EACzC,OAD0C,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AG,EAAA,EAAA,EAE/C,OAAO,EAAM,KAAK,SAAC,OACX,EADY,EAAA,UACsB,GAAY,SACpD,OAAO,E

AAA,gBACI,EAAG,EAAG,EAAsB,EAAG,EAAsB,IAC5D,IAQR,SAAS,EACL,EAAuB,EACvB,GAUF,OATkC,

EAAkB,OAChD,SAAC,EAAQ,EAAmB,OAAlB,EAAA,EAAA,SAAU,EAAA,EAAA,MAKlB,OAJK,EACG,EAA

e,EAAkB,EAAU,KACjD,GAAU,GAEL,GACN,GAE+B,EAAkB,OAM1D,IAAM,EAAsB,EAyD5B,SAAgB,EACZ

,EAA8B,EAC9B,EACA,EAAwC,EACxC,EAA2B,EAAsB,QAAtB,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAsB,IAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,IAUnD,IATA,IAAM,EAAgB,GAEhB,EAAQ,EAAA,wBACV,EAAgB,EAAqB,GAEnC,EAAmB,EAAY,EAI9B,

EAAM,OAAS,IAAsB,EAAM,SAAS,CAEzD,IAAM,EAAO,EAAM,UAOnB,IAAI,EACI,EAAO,EAFX,EAAA,eA

Ae,EAAK,KAAM,EAAc,GAEM,EAAK,KAAK,IAD5D,CAMA,IAAM,EAAY,EAAA,WACd,EAAM,EAAc,EAA

e,EAAc,EACjD,GAEE,EAAQ,EAAiB,EAAO,EAAkB,GAExD,EAAM,KAAK,CAAC,UAAS,EAAE,MAAK,KAG

9B,OAAO,EAtCT,QAAA,oBAAA;;yaChGA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAEA,EAAA,QAAA,gBAEM,EAAe,EAAE,

QAAS,OAAS,QAEzC,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,SAAA,mDA2BA,OA3B4B,EAAA,EAAA,GAC1B,EAAA,UAAA,gB

AAA,SAAgB,GACd,OAAO,EAAG,IAAI,EAAO,IAGvB,EAAA,UAAA,kBAAA,SAAkB,GAEd,IAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,EAAA,EAA

A,GAIF,MAAO,CACL,QAAO,EACP,aALA,EAAA,GAMA,aAAY,EACZ,YAAW,EACX,QAAO,EACP,gBAAe,E

ACf,gBAAe,EACf,YAVA,EAAA,KAaN,EA3BA,CAA4B,EAAA,WAAf,QAAA,OAAA;;oECNb,IAAM,EACF,0E

ACE,EACF,2EAIJ,SAAgB,EAAmB,EAAgB,GACjD,IAAM,EAAY,eAAe,EAAM,QAEvC,OAAmB,IAAf,EACK,

EAAoB,SAAW,EAE/B,EAAoB,QAAQ,EAAU,IAAM,EAMvD,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAgB,EAAoB,GACtC,IAAM,E

AAiC,CAAC,EAAK,MAAO,IAAM,MAAO,GAAM,OACjE,EAAY,eAAe,EAAM,QAEvC,OAAmB,IAAf,EACK,

EAAqB,SAAS,EAAM,GAAW,IAAM,EAErD,EAAqB,QAAQ,EAAU,IAAI,EAAM,GAAW,IAC/D,EArBR,QAAA

,mBAAA,EAYA,QAAA,oBAAA;;o6C3oBlBA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAMA,SAAS,EAA4B,GAEnC,GAA2B,IA

AvB,EAAM,cAA4C,IAAtB,EAAM,YACpC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAM,aAAc,EAAM,aAC7B,GAAoB,MAAhB,EAA

M,QAAiC,MAAf,EAAM,MACvC,MAAO,CAAC,EAAM,OAAQ,EAAM,OAE5B,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,+DAIR,S

AAS,EAAwB,GAC/B,OAAI,EAAM,aAAa,WAAa,EAAM,aAAa,SAI9C,CAAC,EAAM,OAAQ,EAAM,OAErB,C

AAC,EAAM,YAAa,EAAM,YAIrC,SAAgB,EAAa,GAC3B,GAAoC,oBAAxB,mBACP,aAAiB,mBACa,oBAAvB,k

BACP,aAAiB,iBACpB,OAAO,EAA4B,GAC9B,GAA2B,oBAAhB,WAA+B,aAAiB,UAChE,MAAO,CAAC,EAA

M,OAAQ,EAAM,OACvB,GAC2B,oBAAvB,kBACP,aAAiB,iBACnB,OAAO,EAAwB,GAC1B,GAAI,aAAiB,EA

AG,OAC7B,MAAO,CAAC,EAAM,MAAM,GAAI,EAAM,MAAM,IAEpC,MAAM,IAAI,MAAM,8BAA8B,EAA

K,KAIvD,SAAS,EACL,EAAoB,GACtB,OAAQ,EAAa,GAAK,GAAiB,EAG7C,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAyB,GAC3B,O

AAI,EAAuB,EAAiB,GACnC,EAGF,KAAK,MAAM,EAAkB,GAAgB,EAAe,EA9BrE,QAAA,aAAA,EAwBA,QA

AA,uBAAA,EASA,IAAM,EAAqC,CACzC,IAAK,MACL,OAAQ,SACR,KAAM,OACN,KAAM,QAGF,IAA+B,E

AAA,IAClC,EAAmC,KAAM,IAC1C,EAAC,EAAmC,QAAS,GAC7C,EAAC,EAAmC,MAAO,IAC3C,EAAC,EA

AmC,MAAO,KAGvC,EAA0B,GAC1B,EAA0B,EAEhC,SAAS,EACL,GACF,GAAkC,iBAAvB,EAAiC,CAC1C,I

AAM,EAAS,EAAgC,GAO/C,OALA,EAAG,KAAK,OACc,iBAAX,EACP,WAAM,MAAA,kDACF,OAAO,OAAO

,GACT,KAAK,KAAI,YAAY,EAAkB,MAC7C,EAWP,OATA,EAAG,KAAK,OAC0B,iBAAvB,GACH,GAAsB,G

ACtB,GAAsB,EAC1B,WACI,MAAA,sDACI,EAAuB,QAAQ,EAAuB,aACnD,IAER,EAIX,SAAgB,EACZ,EACA,
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EACA,OAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAa,EAAA,EAAA,GACV,EACF,EAA+B,GAEnC,MAAO,CACL,EACI,EAAc,E

AA8B,GAChD,EACI,EAAa,EAA8B,IAInD,SAAgB,EAAc,GAC5B,OAAO,aAAiB,EAAG,OAAS,EAAQ,EAAG,Q

AAQ,WAAW,GAGpE,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA0B,EAC1B,OAD2B,EAAA,EAAA,GAAS,EAAA,EAAA,QACpC,IAA

A,IAAA,GAAA,GAII,IAKF,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EAVE,EAAA,EAAA,MAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GA

GD,EAHS,EAAA,GAGQ,EASvB,GAAI,EAViB,EAAU,EAUJ,CAEzB,EAAU,EAGV,IAAM,EAAY,GAFlB,EAA

U,KAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAG9B,EAAO,EACP,EAAO,EACP,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,EAAY,GAC9B,EAAO,GAA

W,EAAU,OACvB,CACL,EAAU,EAGV,IAAM,EAAW,GAFjB,EAAU,KAAK,KAAK,EAAU,IAG9B,EAAO,KAA

K,MAAM,EAAW,GAC7B,EAAO,GAAW,EAAU,GAC5B,EAAO,EACP,EAAO,EAkBT,MAAO,CAAC,iBAfiB,E

AAG,KAAK,WAE/B,IAAI,EAUJ,OARE,EADE,EACQ,EAAG,MAAM,eACf,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAa,GAAI,CAAC,

EAAS,IAEhC,EAAG,MAAM,eAAe,EAAa,CAAC,EAAS,IAG5C,EAAG,MAAM,EAAS,CAAC,CAAC,EAAM,G

AAO,CAAC,EAAM,GAAO,CAAC,EAAG,OAK1C,SAAU,CAAC,CAAC,EAAM,GAAO,CAAC,EAAM,KAG5D,

SAAgB,EACZ,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,OAHC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAmB,EAAA,EAAA,GACnB,EAAA,EAAA,

GAAwB,EAAA,EAAA,GACxB,EAAA,EAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAM,EAAA,EAAA,GAAO,EAAA,EAA

A,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAM,EAAA,EAAA,GAExB,YADE,IAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GACK,EAAG,KAAK,WACb

,IAAI,EAAkC,EAAG,MAAM,eAAe,EAC1D,CAAC,EAAwB,IAAwB,GAMrD,OAJI,IACF,EAAqB,EAAG,QAAQ

,IAG3B,EACH,EAAoB,CAAC,EAAmB,GACxC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAM,GAAO,CAAC,EAAM,OAI9B,SAAgB,EA

CZ,EACA,EACA,OADC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAgB,EAAA,EAAA,GAChB,EAAA,EAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GA

AM,EAAA,EAAA,GAAO,EAAA,EAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAM,EAAA,EAAA,GAExB,OAAO,EAAG,KA

AK,WACb,IAAM,EAA4B,EAAG,WAAW,GAChD,OAAO,EAAG,QAAQ,EAAG,MAChB,cACG,EAAc,CAAC,C

ACb,GAAQ,EAAiB,EAAO,EAAO,GACvC,GAAQ,EAAgB,EAAO,EAAO,IACrC,EAAO,EAAiB,IACpB,EAAiB,

EAAO,EAAO,IACnC,EAAO,EAAgB,IAAQ,EAAgB,EAAO,EAAO,KAEhE,CAAC,GAAI,CAAC,EAAgB,IAAiB,

CAAC,MAIpD,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAqB,EACrB,GACF,OAAO,EAAG,KAAK,WACb,IAAM,EAA4B,EAAG,WAA

W,EAAQ,GACxD,OAAO,EAAG,QACN,EAAG,MAAM,eAAe,EAAc,EAAY,MAI1D,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAqB,OA

AC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAS,EAAA,EAAA,GAE3B,EAAA,EAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GAC

T,EAAe,EAAU,EAE3B,EAAA,CAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAM,EAAA,EAAA,GAAM

,EAAA,EAAA,GAAM,EAAA,EAAA,GAsBvB,OAvBe,EAAQ,EAEV,GAEX,EAAO,EACP,EAAO,EACP,EAAO,

KAAK,MAAM,IAAO,EAAe,EAAS,IACjD,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,IAAO,EAAe,EAAS,MAGjD,EAAO,KAAK,M

AAM,IAAQ,EAAM,EAAgB,EAAQ,IACxD,EAAO,KAAK,MAAM,IAAQ,EAAM,EAAgB,EAAQ,IACxD,EAAO,

EACP,EAAO,GAUF,CAAC,QAPqB,EAAG,KAAK,WACnC,IAAI,EAAc,EAAc,GAGhC,OAFA,EAAc,EAAG,M

AAM,EAAa,CAAC,CAAC,EAAM,GAAO,CAAC,EAAM,GAAO,CAAC,EAAG,KAE9D,EAAG,MAAM,eAAe,E

AAa,CAAC,EAAS,MAGvC,QAAS,CAAC,IAAK,EAAM,KAAM,EAAM,MAAO,EAAM,OAAQ,IAGzE,SAAsB,

EAAkB,oEAEtC,MAAA,CAAA,EAAO,QAAQ,IAAI,EAAQ,IAAI,SAAA,GAAU,OAAA,EAAO,iBAGlD,SAAgB,

EACZ,EAAY,EAAgB,EAAgB,EAC5C,GACF,YAF8C,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAC5C,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GACK,

CACL,MAAO,EAAK,MACZ,UAAW,EAAK,UAAU,IAAI,SAAC,OAAC,EAAA,EAAA,MAAO,EAAA,EAAA,K

AAM,EAAA,EAAA,SAAc,MAAA,CAC3B,MAAK,EACL,KAAI,EACJ,SAAU,CACR,EAAG,EAAS,EAAI,EAAS

,EACzB,EAAG,EAAS,EAAI,EAAS,OAM/D,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAe,EAAgB,EAAgB,EAAa,GAC9D,YADiD,IAAA

,IAAA,EAAA,QAAa,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAC/C,IAAX,GAA2B,IAAX,GAA4B,IAAZ,GAA6B,IAAZ,EAC5C,E

AEF,EAAM,IAAI,SAAA,GAAQ,OAAA,EAAU,EAAM,EAAQ,EAAQ,EAAS,KAGpE,SAAgB,EAAmB,EAAY,G

AC7C,MAAO,CACL,MAAO,EAAK,MACZ,UAAW,EAAK,UAAU,IACtB,SAAC,OAAC,EAAA,EAAA,MAAO,

EAAA,EAAA,KAAM,EAAA,EAAA,SAAc,MAAA,CAC3B,MAAK,EACL,KAAI,EACJ,SAAU,CAAC,EAAG,EA

Aa,EAAI,EAAS,EAAG,EAAG,EAAS,OAKjE,SAAgB,EAAoB,EAAe,GACjD,OAAI,GAAc,EACT,EAEF,EAAM,

IAAI,SAAA,GAAQ,OAAA,EAAmB,EAAM,KAGpD,SAAgB,EACZ,EAAe,EACf,EACA,EAAkB,OAFF,EAAA,E

AAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GACvB,EAAA,EAAA,GAAuB,EAAA,EAAA,GAOpB,EACF,EAAW,GALV,EAAS,

EAAQ,IAAM,EAAQ,QAAU,GAEzC,EAAQ,EAAQ,KAAO,EAAQ,OAAS,GAGN,EAAQ,KAAM,EAAQ,MAE7D

,OAAI,EACK,EAAoB,EAAa,GAEjC,EA5NX,QAAA,gCAAA,EAeA,QAAA,cAAA,EAIA,QAAA,eAAA,EAyDA,

QAAA,+BAAA,EAoBA,QAAA,2BAAA,EAoBA,QAAA,SAAA,EAUA,QAAA,eAAA,EA+BA,QAAA,kBAAA,E

AKA,QAAA,UAAA,EAgBA,QAAA,WAAA,EAQA,QAAA,mBAAA,EAYA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAOA,QAAA,kBA

AA;;soD4oBrTA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,8BACA,EAAA,QAAA,yBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,qBACA,EAAA,QAAA,eA
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CA,EAAA,QAAA,wCACA,EAAA,QAAA,wCACA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAGA,EAAA,QAAA,

UAEM,GAA2B,EAC3B,GAA2B,EAoD3B,EAAsB,CAC1B,aAAc,cACd,aAAc,GACd,WAAY,EACZ,WAAY,KA

GR,EAA4C,CAAC,cAAe,YAC5D,EAAsD,CAC1D,YAAe,CAAC,EAAG,GAAI,IACvB,SAAY,CAAC,GAAI,KA

Eb,EAAwD,CAC5D,YAAe,CAAC,GAAM,IAAM,GAC5B,SAAY,CAAC,IAET,EAAyC,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GA

EtD,SAAS,EAAoB,GAM3B,GAH2B,OAF3B,EAAS,GAAU,GAER,eACT,EAAO,aAAe,eAEpB,EAAmB,QAAQ,

EAAO,cAAgB,EACpD,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,wBAAwB,EAAO,aAAY,sBACvB,GAK1B,GAH2B,MAAvB,EAA

O,eACT,EAAO,aAAe,IAEpB,EAAa,EAAO,cAAc,QAAQ,EAAO,cAAgB,EACnE,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,wBAAw

B,EAAO,aAAY,sBACvB,EAAa,EAAO,cAAa,qBACjC,EAAO,aAAY,KAM7C,GAHyB,MAArB,EAAO,aACT,EA

AO,WAAa,GAElB,EAAiB,EAAO,cAAc,QAAQ,EAAO,YAAc,EACrE,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,sBAAsB,EAAO,WA

AU,sBACnB,EAAiB,EAAO,cAAa,qBACrC,EAAO,aAAY,KAM7C,GAHyB,MAArB,EAAO,aACT,EAAO,WAAa

,GAElB,EAAkB,QAAQ,EAAO,YAAc,EACjD,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,sBAAsB,EAAO,WAAU,sBACnB,EAAiB,q

BACjB,EAAO,aAAY,KAG7C,OAAO,EAuGT,SAAS,EAA8B,GAC9B,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,sBAAuB,EAAA,EA

AA,cAAe,EAAA,EAAA,eAAgB,EAAA,EAAA,UAG7D,GAAI,EAAwB,GAAO,EAAwB,EACzD,MAAM,IAAI,M

ACN,yBAAyB,EAAqB,mCAIpD,GAAI,GAAiB,EACnB,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,yBAAyB,EAAa,mBAI5C,GAAI,E

AAiB,GAAO,EAAiB,EAC3C,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,0BAA0B,EAAc,mCAI9C,GAAI,GAAa,EACf,MAAM,IAAI,

MAAM,qBAAqB,EAAS,KAIlD,SAAS,EACL,GAEA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,sBACA,EAAA,EAAA,cACA,EAAA,E

AAA,eACA,EAAA,EAAA,UACA,EAAA,EAAA,iBACA,EAAA,EAAA,YAGF,GAAI,EAAwB,GAAO,EAAwB,E

ACzD,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,yBAAyB,EAAqB,mCAIpD,GAAI,GAAiB,EACnB,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,yBAAyB,E

AAa,mBAI5C,GAAI,EAAiB,GAAO,EAAiB,EAC3C,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,0BAA0B,EAAc,mCAI9C,GAAI,GAA

a,EACf,MAAM,IAAI,MAAM,qBAAqB,EAAS,KAGhD,GAAI,EAAmB,GAAK,EAAmB,EAC7C,MAAM,IAAI,M

ACN,4BAA4B,EAAgB,kCAIlD,GAAI,GAAe,GAAK,EAAc,GACpC,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,uBAAuB,EAAW,+BA

zF7B,QAAA,wBAAiD,CAC5D,gBAAgB,EAChB,mBAAoB,SACpB,sBAAuB,GACvB,cAAe,GACf,eAAgB,GAC

hB,UAAW,IAGA,QAAA,uCAC4B,CACnC,gBAAgB,EAChB,mBAAoB,SACpB,sBAAuB,GACvB,cAAe,GACf,e

AAgB,GAChB,UAAW,GACX,iBAAkB,GAClB,YAAa,IA4EnB,IAAA,EAAA,WAGE,SAAA,EAAY,GACV,KAA

K,UAAY,EA+oBrB,OA5oBU,EAAA,UAAA,6BAAR,SAAqC,GAO7B,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,UAAA,QAAA,GAO

N,MAAO,CACL,cAPA,EAAA,aAQA,cAPA,EAAA,cAQA,QAPA,EAAA,QAQA,gBAPA,EAAA,gBAQA,gBAPA

,EAAA,kBAWI,EAAA,UAAA,oCAAR,SAA4C,GAQpC,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,UAAA,QAAA,GAQN,MAAO,CA

CL,cARA,EAAA,aASA,kBARA,EAAA,aASA,cARA,EAAA,cASA,QARA,EAAA,QASA,gBARA,EAAA,gBASA

,gBARA,EAAA,kBAYI,EAAA,UAAA,iDAAR,SAAyD,GAUjD,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,UAAA,QAAA,GASN,MA

AO,CACL,cATA,EAAA,aAUA,YATA,EAAA,YAUA,cATA,EAAA,cAUA,QATA,EAAA,QAUA,gBATA,EAAA,

gBAUA,gBATA,EAAA,gBAUA,aATA,EAAA,eAgDJ,EAAA,UAAA,wBAAA,SACI,EAAqB,EACrB,GAFJ,IAA

A,EAAA,UAEI,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IASI,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAA

A,GACT,EAAmC,EAAA,gCACrC,EAAoB,KAAK,UAAU,aAAc,CAAC,EAAQ,IACxD,EAAA,EAAA,eAAA,EA

AA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,QAAS,EAAA,EAAA,QAGV,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,+WACJ,EAAA,EAAA,aACA,EAA

A,EAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,EAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,gBA2BF,OADA,EAAQ,UACD,CAC

L,aAAY,EACZ,cAAa,EACb,QAAO,EACP,gBAAe,EACf,gBAAe,EACf,QAAO,EACP,iCAAgC,IA6B9B,EAAA,U

AAA,cAAN,SACI,EACA,eAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAgC,QAAA,kJAoBnB,OAhBf,EAFA,EAAM,EAAA,GAAO,QA

AA,wBAA4B,IAInC,EASF,KAAK,wBACD,EAAO,EAAO,mBAAoB,EAAO,uBAT/C,EAAY,EAAA,aACZ,EAAa

,EAAA,cACb,EAAO,EAAA,QACP,EAAe,EAAA,gBACf,EAAe,EAAA,gBACf,EAAO,EAAA,QACP,EAAgC,EA

AA,iCAK5B,EAAkB,EAAa,MAA9B,EAAM,EAAA,GAAE,EAAK,EAAA,GAEL,CAAA,EAAM,EAAa,eAGZ,O

AHhB,EAAS,EAAA,OACf,EAAa,UAES,CAAA,EAAM,EAAA,kBACxB,CAAC,EAAe,EAAS,EAAiB,YAkB9C,

OAnBM,EAAgB,EAAA,OAEf,EACH,EAAa,GADC,EACd,EAAa,GADa,EAC1B,EAAa,GADkC,EAC/C,EAAa,G

AEb,EAAQ,EAAA,oBACR,EAAW,EAAY,EAAqB,EAC5C,KAAK,UAAU,aAAc,EAAO,cACpC,EAAO,eAAgB,

EAAO,WAElC,EAAQ,EAAA,kBACJ,EAAO,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,EAAkC,EAC1D,GAEJ,EAAc,UACd,EAAQ,

UACR,EAAgB,UAChB,EAAgB,UAEhB,CAAA,EAAO,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,MAAK,EAAE,KAAM,EAAQ,SA

AU,UA0B3C,EAAA,UAAA,mBAAN,SACI,EACA,eAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EACI,QAAA,8KAuDgB,OApDtB,EADA,

EAAM,EAAA,GAAO,QAAA,uCAA2C,IAElD,EAAkB,EAAA,aAAa,GAA9B,EAAM,EAAA,GAAE,EAAK,EAA

A,GACd,EAAmC,EAAA,gCACrC,EAAO,mBAAoB,KAAK,UAAU,aAC1C,CAAC,EAAQ,IAEP,EACF,EAAA,e
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AAe,EAAO,GADnB,EAAO,EAAA,QAAE,EAAO,EAAA,QAEjB,EAOF,EAAG,KAAK,WACJ,IAaF,EAbE,EAA

A,EAAA,iDAAA,GACJ,EAAA,EAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA,YACA,EAAA,EAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,E

AAA,EAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,gBAEI,EAAsB,EAAA,+BACxB,EAAe,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,EAChC,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAQ,IAAK,EAAQ,QAAS,CAAC,EAAQ,KAAM,EAAQ,QACvD,GAeJ,OANE,EAAoB,EAMf,CACL,a

AJmB,EAAA,aACjB,EAAG,QAAQ,GAAsB,EAAO,uBAI1C,YAAa,EACb,iBAAkB,EAClB,WAAY,EACZ,mBA

AoB,EACpB,mBAAoB,KAvCtB,EAAY,EAAA,aACZ,EAAW,EAAA,YACX,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAChB,EAAU,EA

AA,WACV,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAClB,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAsCE,CAAA,EAAM,EAAA,kBACxB,CAAC,EAAkB,E

AAY,EAAoB,YAajC,OAdhB,EAAgB,EAAA,OAEf,EACH,EAAa,GADC,EACd,EAAa,GADa,EAC1B,EAAa,GA

DkC,EAC/C,EAAa,GAEb,EAAQ,EAAA,oBACR,EAAW,EAAY,EAAqB,EAC5C,KAAK,UAAU,aAAc,EAAO,cA

CpC,EAAO,eAAgB,EAAO,WAElC,EAAQ,EAAA,kBACJ,EAAO,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,EAAkC,EAC1D,GAEkB

,CAAA,EAAM,EAAA,0BACxB,EAAc,EAAa,EAAO,EAAQ,EAC1C,KAAK,UAAU,aAAc,EAAkC,EAC/D,EAA

O,eAAgB,EAAO,YAAa,EAAO,iBAClD,EAAO,uBAUX,OAdM,EAAgB,EAAA,OAMtB,EAAQ,UACR,EAAa,UA

Cb,EAAY,UACZ,EAAiB,UACjB,EAAW,UACX,EAAmB,UACnB,EAAmB,UAEnB,CAAA,EAAO,SAuCT,EAA

A,UAAA,6BAAA,SACI,EAAqB,EACrB,GAFJ,IAAA,EAAA,UAEI,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IASI,IAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,aAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GACT,EAAmC,EAAA,gCACrC,EAAoB,KAAK,UAAU,aA

Ac,CAAC,EAAQ,IACxD,EAAA,EAAA,eAAA,EAAA,GACJ,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAGI,EAAA,

EAAA,KAAA,wgBACJ,EAAA,EAAA,iBACA,EAAA,EAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,EAAA,gBACA

,EAAA,EAAA,gBAkCF,OADA,EAAQ,UACD,CACL,iBAAgB,EAChB,cAAa,EACb,QAAO,EACP,gBAAe,EACf,

gBAAe,EACf,QAAO,EACP,iCAAgC,IA8B9B,EAAA,UAAA,mBAAN,SACI,EACA,eAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAgC,

QAAA,kJAkBrB,OAdb,EAFA,EAAM,EAAA,GAAO,QAAA,wBAA4B,IAGnC,EASF,KAAK,6BACD,EAAO,EA

AO,mBAAoB,EAAO,uBAT/C,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAChB,EAAa,EAAA,cACb,EAAO,EAAA,QACP,EAAe,EAAA,g

BACf,EAAe,EAAA,gBACf,EAAO,EAAA,QACP,EAAgC,EAAA,iCAK5B,EAAkB,EAAiB,MAAlC,EAAM,EAA

A,GAAE,EAAK,EAAA,GACP,CAAA,EAAM,EAAiB,eAGd,OAHhB,EAAO,EAAA,OACb,EAAiB,UAEK,CAAA

,EAAM,EAAA,kBACxB,CAAC,EAAe,EAAS,EAAiB,YAkB9C,OAnBM,EAAgB,EAAA,OAEf,EACH,EAAa,GA

DC,EACd,EAAa,GADa,EAC1B,EAAa,GADkC,EAC/C,EAAa,GAEb,EAAQ,EAAA,oBACR,EAAW,EAAY,EAA

qB,EAC5C,KAAK,UAAU,aAAc,EAAO,cACpC,EAAO,eAAgB,EAAO,WAElC,EAAQ,EAAA,kBACJ,EAAO,CA

AC,EAAQ,GAAQ,EAAkC,EAC1D,GAEJ,EAAc,UACd,EAAQ,UACR,EAAgB,UAChB,EAAgB,UAEhB,CAAA,E

AAO,CAAC,OAAM,EAAE,MAAK,EAAE,KAAI,EAAE,SAAU,UA0BnC,EAAA,UAAA,wBAAN,SACI,EACA,e

AAA,IAAA,IAAA,EACI,QAAA,gLAyDgB,OAtDtB,EAFA,EAAM,EAAA,GAAO,QAAA,uCAA2C,IAGlD,EAAk

B,EAAA,aAAa,GAA9B,EAAM,EAAA,GAAE,EAAK,EAAA,GACd,EAAmC,EAAA,gCACrC,EAAO,mBAAoB,

KAAK,UAAU,aAC1C,CAAC,EAAQ,IACP,EACF,EAAA,eAAe,EAAO,GADnB,EAAO,EAAA,QAAE,EAAO,EA

AA,QAEjB,EAQF,EAAG,KAAK,WACJ,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,iDAAA,GACJ,EAAA,EAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA

,YACA,EAAA,EAAA,cACA,EAAA,EAAA,QACA,EAAA,EAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,gBACA,EAAA,EAAA,

aAII,EAAsB,EAAA,+BACxB,EAAe,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,EAChC,CAAC,CAAC,EAAQ,IAAK,EAAQ,QAAS,C

AAC,EAAQ,KAAM,EAAQ,QACvD,GAGE,EAA+B,EAAA,+BACjC,EAAc,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,EAC/B,CAAC

,CAAC,EAAQ,IAAK,EAAQ,QAAS,CAAC,EAAQ,KAAM,EAAQ,QACvD,GAEE,EAAoB,EAK1B,MAAO,CAC

L,aALmB,EAAA,aACnB,EAAG,QAAQ,GAAsB,EAAO,uBAKxC,YAAa,EACb,iBAAkB,EAClB,WAAY,EACZ,

mBAAoB,EACpB,mBAAoB,EACpB,iBARE,EAAA,2BAA2B,MAlC/B,EAAY,EAAA,aACZ,EAAW,EAAA,YAC

X,EAAgB,EAAA,iBAChB,EAAU,EAAA,WACV,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAClB,EAAkB,EAAA,mBAClB,EAAgB,EA

AA,iBAwCI,CAAA,EAAM,EAAA,kBACxB,CAAC,EAAkB,EAAY,EAAoB,YAajC,OAdhB,EAAgB,EAAA,OAE

f,EACH,EAAa,GADC,EACd,EAAa,GADa,EAC1B,EAAa,GADkC,EAC/C,EAAa,GAEb,EAAQ,EAAA,oBACR,E

AAW,EAAY,EAAqB,EAC5C,KAAK,UAAU,aAAc,EAAO,cACpC,EAAO,eAAgB,EAAO,WAElC,EAAQ,EAAA,

kBACJ,EAAO,CAAC,EAAQ,GAAQ,EAAkC,EAC1D,GAEkB,CAAA,EAAM,EAAA,8BACxB,EAAc,EAAa,EAA

kB,EAAO,EAAQ,EAC5D,KAAK,UAAU,aAAc,EAAkC,EAC/D,EAAO,eAAgB,EAAO,YAAa,EAAO,iBAClD,EA

AO,uBAWX,OAfM,EAAgB,EAAA,OAMtB,EAAQ,UACR,EAAa,UACb,EAAY,UACZ,EAAiB,UACjB,EAAW,U

ACX,EAAmB,UACnB,EAAmB,UACnB,EAAiB,UAEjB,CAAA,EAAO,SAGF,EAAA,UAAA,QAAP,WACE,KA

AK,UAAU,WAEnB,EAnpBA,GAwpBA,SAAe,EAAc,2GAI3B,GAHM,EAAe,EAAO,aACtB,EAAa,EAAO,WACp

B,EAAa,EAAO,WAChB,MAAN,EACF,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,kJAMa,OADb,EAAM,EAAA,oBAAoB,EAAc,EAA
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Y,GACvC,CAAA,EAAM,EAAO,eAAe,EAAO,UAAY,WAElE,OAFM,EAAa,EAAA,OACb,EAAY,IAAI,EAAA,

UAAU,EAAY,GAC5C,CAAA,EAAO,IAAI,EAAQ,SAMrB,SAAe,EAAW,yGAGxB,GAFM,EAAe,EAAO,aACtB,

EAAa,EAAO,WAChB,MAAN,EACF,MAAM,IAAI,MACN,kJAMa,OADb,EAAM,EAAA,mBAAmB,EAAc,GAC

1B,CAAA,EAAM,EAAO,eAAe,EAAO,UAAY,WAElE,OAFM,EAAa,EAAA,OACb,EAAS,IAAI,EAAA,OAAO,E

AAY,GACtC,CAAA,EAAO,IAAI,EAAQ,SAerB,SAAsB,EAAK,eAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,6DAGzB,MAA4B,c

AD5B,EAAS,EAAoB,IAClB,aACT,CAAA,EAAO,EAAW,IACe,gBAAxB,EAAO,aAChB,CAAA,EAAO,EAAc,IA

ErB,CAAA,EAAO,UAhtBE,QAAA,QAAA,EAwsBb,QAAA,KAAA;;aCt/BA,SAAgB,EACZ,EACA,EAA4D,GAO

9D,IANA,IAAM,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,MAE1B,EAAM,EAEJ,EAAY,GAAK,EAAI,KAAK,GADlB,EAAA,GAE

R,EAAO,EAAO,EAAI,EAAI,EACnB,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAClC,IAAK,IAAI,GAAK,EAAM,

GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,CAGxC,GADI,EAAY,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,IAIhD,IAAS,GA

AK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAClC,IAAS,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,EAClC,EAAI,YAAc,EAC

d,KAAK,MAAM,EAAI,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,IAAuB,EAAM,EAC7D,EAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EAAG,GAG5B,EAAI,

YAAc,yDAvBpB,QAAA,QAAA;;oECDA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAGA,EAAA,QAAA,UAEM,EAAyD,GAQ/D,S

AAS,IACP,MAAQ,iCAAiC,KAAK,UAAU,WAG1D,SAAS,EACL,EACA,EAAiD,EACjD,OAFC,EAAA,EAAA,

MAAe,EAAA,EAAA,OACf,EAAA,EAAA,MAAe,EAAA,EAAA,OAElB,GAAI,IAAW,GAAU,IAAY,EACnC,MA

AM,IAAI,MAAM,iCAAiC,EAAK,mBAClD,EAAM,IAAI,EAAO,KAAK,EAAK,mBAAmB,EAAM,IAAI,GAIhE,

SAAS,EAAqB,GAC5B,IAAM,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,MAC9B,EAAI,OAAO,EAAG,GACd,EAAI,WAAW,EAA

O,MAAO,GAG/B,SAAS,EACL,EAA+B,EAC/B,GACF,EAAI,yBAA2B,EAC/B,EAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EAAG,GA

G1B,SAAS,IAEP,OADwB,SAAS,cAAc,UAIjD,SAAS,EAA6B,GAIpC,OAHK,EAAkB,KACrB,EAAkB,GAAM,K

AEnB,EAAkB,GAG3B,SAAS,EACL,EAAkB,EAAoB,GACjC,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,MACT

,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,MAC9B,EAAO,MAAQ,EACf,EAAO,OAAS,EAChB,EAAI,UAAU,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO

,GAC3B,EAAI,OACA,IACF,EAAA,QAAQ,EAAQ,EAAO,IAGtB,EAAY,OAAS,QAAQ,EAAU,MACxC,EAAI,U

AAU,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,IAEpC,EAAI,UAGN,SAAS,EACL,EAAkB,EAClB,GACF,IAAM,EAAS,EAA

6B,GAM5C,OALmB,IAAf,EACF,EAAoB,EAAO,GAE3B,EAAyB,EAAO,EAAY,GAEvC,EAGT,SAAS,EAAoB,

EAAkB,GACtC,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAO,EAAA,EAAA,OACd,EAAO,MAAQ,EACf,EAAO,OAAS,EACJ,EA

AO,WAAW,MAE1B,UAAU,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,GAKpC,SAAS,EAAwB,EAAkB,GACjD,EAAO,MAA

Q,EAAM,MACrB,EAAO,OAAS,EAAM,OACV,EAAO,WAAW,MAE1B,aAAa,EAAO,EAAG,GAG7B,SAAS,EA

CL,EAAkB,GACpB,IAAM,EAAS,EAA6B,GAG5C,OAFA,EAAwB,EAAO,GAExB,EAkCT,SAAgB,EACZ,EAE

A,EAMA,EAMA,EAAqB,GACvB,QAbE,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CACE,EAAG,EACH,EAAG,EACH,EAAG,EACH,

EAAG,SAEL,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CACE,EAAG,EACH,EAAG,EACH,EAAG,EACH,EAAG,WAEL,IAAA,IAAA

,GAAA,QAAqB,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAA2B,IAC9C,MAAM,QAAQ,IACsB,IAApC,EAAyB,OAC3B,OAAO,KA

GT,IAAI,EAUE,GAHJ,EAHG,MAAM,QAAQ,GAGe,EAFA,CAAC,IAK7B,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,MAAO,EAAA,

EAAA,OACR,EAAQ,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAQ,EAAS,GAErD,SAAS,EACL,EAA0B,EAAa,EAAgB,EACvD,EAAgB

,QAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAgB,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,IAAK,EAAG,IAAK,EAAG,MAC3D,IAAK,IAAI,GA

AK,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,IACjC,IAAK,IAAI,GAAK,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,IACjC,GAAU,IAAN,GAAiB,IAAN,E

AAS,CACtB,IAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,GAAS,EAAS,GACxC,EAAM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAM,EACzB,EA

AM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAM,EACzB,EAAM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAM,EACzB,EAAM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,

EAAM,GAMjC,SAAS,EACL,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,EACA,QADA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAA2B,SAC3B,I

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAGF,IADA,IAAI,EAAyB,EACpB,GAAK,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,IACjC,mBAAS,GACP,GA

AU,IAAN,GAAiB,IAAN,EAAS,CACtB,IAAM,GAAK,EAAM,GAAK,GAAS,EAAS,GACnC,EAAc,KAAK,SAA

A,GAAM,OAAA,IAAO,EAAiB,OACpD,GAA0B,KAJvB,GAAK,EAAQ,GAAK,EAAQ,MAA1B,GASX,OAAO,E

AAyB,EAGlC,IAAK,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAQ,GAAK,EAC/B,mBAAS,GACP,IAAM,EAAI,EAAI,EAAQ,

EACtB,EAAM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAW,EAC9B,EAAM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAW,EAC9B,EAAM,EAAI,E

AAI,GAAK,EAAW,EAC9B,EAAM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAW,EAC9B,mBAAS,GACP,GAAI,EAAc,KACV,SA

AA,GAAM,OAAA,IAAO,EAA8B,GAAG,KAAK,KAAK,CAC9D,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,EAAW,EAC1B,EAAM,E

AAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAW,EAC9B,EAAM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAAW,EAC9B,EAAM,EAAI,EAAI,GAAK,EAA

W,EAC9B,IAAM,EAAa,EACf,EAA8B,GAAG,KAAM,EAAG,EAAG,EAC7C,GACA,GAAe,EAAI,GAAK,GAA

K,EAAI,EAAI,GAAU,EAAI,GAAK,GACxD,EAAI,EAAI,GAAS,GACnB,EAAW,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,K
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AZ5B,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAA8B,OAAQ,MAAjD,IANF,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAO,GAAK,IAAvB,GAyBX,OA

AO,IAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EAAO,GAlGrC,QAAA,OAAA,EAqGA,IAAM,EAAuD,CAC3D,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KA

AM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAC1D,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,

KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,IAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAC3D,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK

,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAC3D,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,I

AAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,IAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAC1D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,K

AAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAC1D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK

,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,GAAI,MAoB3D,SAAgB,EACZ,

EACA,GAEF,QAFE,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAEE,MAAM,QAAQ,IAAiD,IAA5B,EAAiB,OACtD,OAAO,KAYT,IA

TA,IAAI,EAME,GAFJ,EAHG,MAAM,QAAQ,GAGa,EAFA,CAAC,IAI3B,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,MAAO,EAAA,

EAAA,OACR,EAAQ,IAAI,kBAAkB,EAAQ,EAAS,GAE5C,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAS,IAAS,EAAG,CAEvC,IAA

M,EAAQ,EAAJ,EACV,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,IACf,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,IACf,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,IACf,EAAM

,EAAI,GAAK,IACf,IAAK,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAA4B,OAAQ,IAAK,CAC3D,IAAM,EAAS,EAA4B,GAAG

,KAAK,GACnD,IAAgB,IAAZ,EAAe,CACjB,IAAM,EAAQ,EAAW,GACzB,IAAK,EACH,MAAM,IAAI,MAAM,

uCAAuC,GAEzD,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,EAAM,GACrB,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,EAAM,GACrB,EAAM,EAAI,GAA

K,EAAM,GACrB,EAAM,EAAI,GAAK,MAIrB,OAAO,IAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EAAO,GAtCrC,QAAA,kBAAA,EAy

CA,IAAM,EAAe,CACnB,QAAS,UACT,YAAa,eACb,KAAM,OACN,eAAgB,oBAuBlB,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA2B,E

AAkB,EAC7C,EAAmB,EAAoB,QAAvC,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAmB,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAoB,IAAA,IAAA

,GAAA,GACnC,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GACf,EAAO,MAAQ,E

ACf,EAAO,OAAS,EAEhB,IAAM,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,MAS9B,GARA,EAAI,OACA,GACF,EAAqB,GAGvB,

EAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EAAG,GAExB,EAAI,YAAc,EACd,EAAW,CACb,EAAqB,CAAC,MAAK,EAAE,OAAM,G

AAG,EAAW,QAAS,QAE1D,IAEM,EAAc,EAFP,EAAiC,EAAW,EAAa,MAG5D,EAAgB,EAAa,aACvC,EAAI,U

AAU,EAAa,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,GAE1C,EAAI,UAyBN,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA2B,EAAkB,EAC7C,EAAmB,EAA

oB,EACvC,QADA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAmB,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAoB,IAAA,IAAA,GAAA,QACvC,IAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,IACI,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GACP,EAAqB,CAAC,MADP,EAAA,G

ACc,OAAM,GAAG,EAAW,QAAS,QAE1D,IACM,EAAc,EADP,EAAiC,EAAW,EAAa,MAE5D,EAAgB,EAAa,a

AEvC,EAAO,MAAQ,EAAY,MAC3B,EAAO,OAAS,EAAY,OAE5B,IAAM,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,MAC9B,EAA

I,OACA,GACF,EAAqB,GAGvB,IAAM,EACF,EAA6B,EAAa,gBACxC,EAAqB,EAAgB,WAAW,MACtD,EAAg

B,MAAQ,EAAY,OAAS,EAAM,GACnD,EAAgB,OAAS,EAAY,QAAU,EAAM,GACrD,EAAmB,UACf,EAAa,EA

AG,EAAG,EAAY,MAAO,EAAY,OAAQ,EAAG,EAC7D,EAAgB,MAAO,EAAgB,QAC3C,EAAI,uBAAwB,EAC

5B,EAAI,UACA,EAAiB,EAAG,EAAG,EAAgB,MAAO,EAAgB,OAAQ,EACtE,EAAG,EAAO,MAAO,EAAO,QA

G5B,IAAK,IAAI,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAgB,MAAO,IACzC,EAAI,YACJ,EAAI,YAAc,UAClB,EAAI,OAAO,EA

AiB,EAAG,GAC/B,EAAI,OAAO,EAAiB,EAAG,EAAO,QACtC,EAAI,SAKN,IAAS,EAAI,EAAG,EAAI,EAAgB,

OAAQ,IAC1C,EAAI,YACJ,EAAI,YAAc,UAClB,EAAI,OAAO,EAAG,EAAiB,GAC/B,EAAI,OAAO,EAAO,MA

AO,EAAiB,GAC1C,EAAI,SAGN,EAAI,YAAc,EAAM,EACxB,EAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG,EAAY,MAA

O,EAAY,QAC1D,EAAI,UAGN,SAAS,EACL,EACA,GACF,IAIM,EACF,EALwB,EACxB,EAAyB,CAAC,EAAG,

EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,KAC/C,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,IA

GgC,EAAa,MACvE,OAAuB,IAAnB,EACK,EAEA,EACH,EAAgB,EAAgB,EAAa,aAwBrD,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA2

B,EAC3B,EACA,EAA0B,EAAoB,QAA9C,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAA0B,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAoB,IAAA,IAA

A,GAAA,GAChD,IAAM,EAAe,EACjB,EAAO,EAAsB,EAAa,SAC9C,EAAO,MAAQ,EAAa,MAC5B,EAAO,OA

AS,EAAa,OAE7B,IAAM,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,MAE9B,GAAI,MAAM,QAAQ,IACqB,IAAnC,EAAwB,OAC1B

,EAAI,UAAU,EAAc,EAAG,OAFjC,CAMA,IAAM,EAAa,EAAiB,EAAyB,GAE7D,EAAI,OACA,GACF,EAAqB,

GAGjB,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,EAAA,EAAA,GACf,EAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EA

AG,EAAG,EAAO,GAMlC,EAAoB,EAAK,EAAY,kBAMrC,EAAoB,EAAK,EAAc,oBACvC,EAAI,WAGN,SAAS

,EACL,EACA,EAA6B,GAC/B,IAIM,EACF,EALwB,EACxB,EAA6B,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG

,EAAG,EAAG,GACnD,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,EAAG,MAAM,EAAM,GAGoB,EAA

a,MACvE,OAAuB,IAAnB,EACK,EAEA,EACH,EAAgB,EAAgB,EAAa,aA2BrD,SAAgB,EACZ,EAA2B,EAC3B,

EACA,EAA4B,EAA0B,EACtD,QADA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAqB,EAAG,SAAI,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAA0B,I
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AAA,IAAA,EAAA,QACtD,IAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GACF,IAAM,EAAe,EACjB,EAAO,EAAsB,EAAa,SAC9C,EAA

O,MAAQ,EAAa,MAC5B,EAAO,OAAS,EAAa,OAE7B,IAAM,EAAM,EAAO,WAAW,MAE9B,GAAI,MAAM,Q

AAQ,IAAiD,IAA5B,EAAiB,OACtD,EAAI,UAAU,EAAc,EAAG,OADjC,CAIA,IAAM,EACF,EAAmB,EAAkB,E

AAmB,GAE5D,EAAI,OACA,GACF,EAAqB,GAGjB,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,aAAA,GAAC,EAAA,EAAA,GAAQ,E

AAA,EAAA,GACf,EAAI,UAAU,EAAO,EAAG,EAAG,EAAO,GAMlC,EAAoB,EAAK,EAAc,kBAMvC,EAAoB,

EAAK,EAAc,oBACvC,EAAI,WAvQN,QAAA,SAAA,EAkDA,QAAA,kBAAA,EA8FA,QAAA,gBAAA,EAiFA,Q

AAA,aAAA;;oEC/iBa,QAAA,cAA0B,CACrC,YACA,aACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,uBACA,sBACA,

wBACA,uBACA,YACA,aACA,cACA,aACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBACA,uBACA,sBACA,wBACA,uBAC

A,YACA;;oE7lBvCF,IAAM,EAAU,QACR,QAAA,QAAA;;oEyQaR,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAQ,QAAA,QAAA

,EAAA,QAAS,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KACjB,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,2BAAQ,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,aAAc,QAAA,g

BAAA,EAAA,gBAAiB,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,SAAU,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,kBAAmB,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,k

BAAmB,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OACvF,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,mBAAQ,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,cAER,IAAA,EAAA,

QAAA,UAAQ,QAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,mBAAoB,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,eAAgB,QAAA,+BAAA,EAAA,+BAC5C,

IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAQ,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA;;AqVgCR,aAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,oBAA

A,OAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,cAAA,SAAA,OAAA,EAAA,aAAA,OAAA,YAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,

SAAA,KAAA,YAAA,GAAA,GCzCe,SAAA,EAASC,EAAOC,GACvBC,IAAAA,EAAcF,EAAMG,QAAQC,eAAe

C,WAE3CC,EAAIC,KAAKC,MAAMR,EAAMM,GACrBG,EAAIF,KAAKC,MAAMR,EAAMS,GACrBC,EAAIH

,KAAKC,MAAMR,EAAMU,GACrBC,EAAIX,EAAMW,EACVC,EAAIL,KAAKC,MAAMR,EAAMY,GACrBC,

EAAIb,EAAMa,EAAEC,QAAQ,GACpBC,EAAIf,EAAMe,EAAED,QAAQ,GAEtBb,GAAAA,GAAgC,mBAAhB

C,GAAsD,iBAAhBA,EAAiC,CAElFc,IADHA,IAAAA,EAAMhB,EAAMiB,IAAIZ,SAAS,IACtBW,EAAItD,OAA

S,GACZ,EAAA,IAAMsD,EAEP,MAAA,IAAMA,EACR,MAAoB,YAAhBd,EACF,OAASI,EAAI,IAAMG,EAAI,I

AAMC,EAAI,IACf,aAAhBR,EACF,QAAUI,EAAI,IAAMG,EAAI,IAAMC,EAAI,IAAMC,EAAI,IAC1B,QAAhB

T,EACF,KAAOF,EAAMiB,IAAIZ,SAAS,IACR,cAAhBH,EACF,IAAMI,EAAI,IAAMG,EAAI,IAAMC,EAAI,IA

CZ,eAAhBR,EACF,IAAMI,EAAI,IAAMG,EAAI,IAAMC,EAAI,IAAMC,EAAI,IACtB,YAAhBT,EACF,MAAQI,

EAAI,MAAQG,EAAI,MAAQC,EAAI,IAClB,aAAhBR,EACF,MAAQI,EAAI,MAAQG,EAAI,MAAQC,EAAI,MA

AQC,EAAI,IAC9B,YAAhBT,EACF,MAAQU,EAAI,MAAQC,EAAI,MAAQE,EAAI,IAClB,aAAhBb,EACF,MA

AQU,EAAI,MAAQC,EAAI,MAAQE,EAAI,MAAQJ,EAAI,IAGlD,iBDIT,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,O

AAA,IAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,IAAA,QAAA,YAAA,QAAA,WAAA,EEzCA,IA

AMO,EAAW7C,MAAMI,UAAU0C,QAC3BC,EAAY/C,MAAMI,UAAU4C,MAQ5BC,EAAS,CACN,MAAA,GA

EC,OAAA,SAASC,GAURA,OATFC,KAAAA,KAAKJ,EAAUnE,KAAKqB,UAAW,GAAI,SAASmD,IAClC,KA

AKC,SAASD,GAAOE,OAAOC,KAAKH,GAAO,IAChDN,QAAQ,SAASU,GACf,KAAKC,YAAYL,EAAII,MACj

BA,EAAAA,GAAOJ,EAAII,KAEpBE,KAAK,QACN,MAEIR,GAGC,SAAA,SAASA,GAUVA,OATFC,KAAAA,

KAAKJ,EAAUnE,KAAKqB,UAAW,GAAI,SAASmD,IAClC,KAAKC,SAASD,GAAOE,OAAOC,KAAKH,GAA

O,IAChDN,QAAQ,SAASU,GAChB,KAAKC,YAAYP,EAAOM,MACnBA,EAAAA,GAAOJ,EAAII,KAEpBE,KA

AK,QACN,MAEIR,GAGA,QAAA,WACDS,IAAAA,EAASZ,EAAUnE,KAAKqB,WACvB,OAAA,WAEA,IADD

F,IAAAA,EAAOgD,EAAUnE,KAAKqB,WACjBC,EAAIyD,EAAOtE,OAAS,EAAGa,GAAK,EAAGA,IAC/B,EA

AA,CAACyD,EAAOzD,GAAGG,MAAM,KAAMN,IAEzBA,OAAAA,EAAK,KAIV,KAAA,SAASqD,EAAKQ,E

AAKC,GACnB,GAACT,EAIDP,GAAAA,GAAYO,EAAIN,SAAWM,EAAIN,UAAYD,EACzCC,EAAAA,QAAQ

c,EAAKC,QACZ,GAAIT,EAAI/D,SAAW+D,EAAI/D,OAAS,EAAG,CACpCmE,IACAM,EADAN,OAAAA,EAE

CA,IAAAA,EAAM,EAAGM,EAAIV,EAAI/D,OAAQmE,EAAMM,EAAGN,IACjCA,GAAAA,KAAOJ,GAAOQ,

EAAIhF,KAAKiF,EAAOT,EAAII,GAAMA,KAAS,KAAKO,MFnBlE,YEwBW,IAAA,IAAMP,KAAOJ,EACZQ,

GAAAA,EAAIhF,KAAKiF,EAAOT,EAAII,GAAMA,KAAS,KAAKO,MFzBpD,QEgCS,MAAA,SAASC,GACHA

,WAAAA,EAAK,IAIR,SAAA,SAASC,EAAMC,EAAWC,GAC9B3E,IAAAA,OAAAA,EAEG,OAAA,WACC4D,I

AAAA,EAAM,KACNrD,EAAOE,UAMPmE,IAAAA,EAAUD,IAAoB3E,EAEvBA,aAAAA,GACHd,EAAAA,W

ARD2F,WACG,EAAA,KACLF,GAAiBF,EAAK5D,MAAM+C,EAAKrD,IAMVmE,GAE1BE,GACG/D,EAAAA,

MAAM+C,EAAKrD,KAKb,QAAA,SAASqD,GACZA,OAAAA,EAAIkB,QAAgBlB,EAAIkB,UACrBvB,EAAUn

E,KAAKwE,IAGX,YAAA,SAASA,GACbA,YAAQmB,IAARnB,GAGD,OAAA,SAASA,GACRA,OAAQ,OAAR

A,GFrEX,MAAA,SAAA,GAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,KAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,SA
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AA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,CEwES,SAASA,GACPoB,OAAAA,MAAMpB,KAGNpD,QAAAA,MA

AMyE,SAAW,SAASrB,GAC1BA,OAAAA,EAAIsB,cAAgB1E,OAGnB,SAAA,SAASoD,GACVA,OAAAA,IAA

QE,OAAOF,IAGd,SAAA,SAASA,GACVA,OAAAA,IAAQA,EAAM,GAGb,SAAA,SAASA,GACVA,OAAAA,IA

AQA,EAAM,IAGZ,UAAA,SAASA,GACXA,OAAQ,IAARA,IAAyB,IAARA,GAGd,WAAA,SAASA,GACZE,M

AAwC,sBAAxCA,OAAOlD,UAAU4B,SAASpD,KAAKwE,KCvIpCuB,EAAkB,CAEtB,CACUC,OAAAA,EAAO

C,SACF,YAAA,CACK,eAAA,CACR,KAAA,SAASC,GACPC,IAAAA,EAAOD,EAASE,MAAM,sCACxBD,OAA

S,OAATA,GAIG,CACE,MAAA,MACFE,IAAAA,SACH,KACAF,EAAK,GAAG/C,WAAa+C,EAAK,GAAG/C,W

AC7B+C,EAAK,GAAG/C,WAAa+C,EAAK,GAAG/C,WAC7B+C,EAAK,GAAG/C,WAAa+C,EAAK,GAAG/C,

WAAY,KAIxCA,MAAAA,GAGK,aAAA,CACN,KAAA,SAAS8C,GACPC,IAAAA,EAAOD,EAASE,MAAM,qB

ACxBD,OAAS,OAATA,GAIG,CACE,MAAA,MACFE,IAAAA,SAAS,KAAOF,EAAK,GAAG/C,WAAY,KAItC

A,MAAAA,GAGA,QAAA,CACD,KAAA,SAAS8C,GACPC,IAAAA,EAAOD,EAASE,MAAM,4CACxBD,OAAS

,OAATA,GAIG,CACE,MAAA,MACJG,EAAAA,WAAWH,EAAK,IAChBG,EAAAA,WAAWH,EAAK,IAChBG,

EAAAA,WAAWH,EAAK,MAIhB/C,MAAAA,GAGC,SAAA,CACF,KAAA,SAAS8C,GACPC,IAAAA,EAAOD,

EAASE,MAAM,wDACxBD,OAAS,OAATA,GAIG,CACE,MAAA,MACJG,EAAAA,WAAWH,EAAK,IAChBG,E

AAAA,WAAWH,EAAK,IAChBG,EAAAA,WAAWH,EAAK,IAChBG,EAAAA,WAAWH,EAAK,MAIhB/C,MA

AAA,KAMb,CACU4C,OAAAA,EAAOO,SAEF,YAAA,CAEN,IAAA,CACG,KAAA,SAASL,GACN,MAAA,CA

CE,MAAA,MACFA,IAAAA,EACW,eAAA,QAIb,MAAA,SAASnD,GACPA,OAAAA,EAAMiB,QASrB,CACUg

C,OAAAA,EAAOH,QACF,YAAA,CACA,UAAA,CACH,KAAA,SAASK,GACTA,OAAoB,IAApBA,EAASzF,Q

AIN,CACE,MAAA,MACJyF,EAAAA,EAAS,GACTA,EAAAA,EAAS,GACTA,EAAAA,EAAS,KAIT,MAAA,SA

ASnD,GACP,MAAA,CAACA,EAAMM,EAAGN,EAAMS,EAAGT,EAAMU,KAIxB,WAAA,CACJ,KAAA,SAA

SyC,GACTA,OAAoB,IAApBA,EAASzF,QACN,CACE,MAAA,MACJyF,EAAAA,EAAS,GACTA,EAAAA,EAA

S,GACTA,EAAAA,EAAS,GACTA,EAAAA,EAAS,KAIT,MAAA,SAASnD,GACP,MAAA,CAACA,EAAMM,EA

AGN,EAAMS,EAAGT,EAAMU,EAAGV,EAAMW,OAOjD,CACUsC,OAAAA,EAAOvB,SACF,YAAA,CAED,S

AAA,CACF,KAAA,SAASyB,GACTF,SAAAA,EAAOO,SAASL,EAAS7C,IAC3B2C,EAAOO,SAASL,EAAS1C,I

ACzBwC,EAAOO,SAASL,EAASzC,IACzBuC,EAAOO,SAASL,EAASxC,KAClB,CACE,MAAA,MACJwC,EAA

AA,EAAS7C,EACT6C,EAAAA,EAAS1C,EACT0C,EAAAA,EAASzC,EACTyC,EAAAA,EAASxC,IAMX,MAA

A,SAASX,GACP,MAAA,CACFA,EAAAA,EAAMM,EACNN,EAAAA,EAAMS,EACNT,EAAAA,EAAMU,EAC

NV,EAAAA,EAAMW,KAKN,QAAA,CACD,KAAA,SAASwC,GACTF,SAAAA,EAAOO,SAASL,EAAS7C,IAC

3B2C,EAAOO,SAASL,EAAS1C,IACzBwC,EAAOO,SAASL,EAASzC,KAClB,CACE,MAAA,MACJyC,EAAAA,

EAAS7C,EACT6C,EAAAA,EAAS1C,EACT0C,EAAAA,EAASzC,IAMX,MAAA,SAASV,GACP,MAAA,CACF

A,EAAAA,EAAMM,EACNN,EAAAA,EAAMS,EACNT,EAAAA,EAAMU,KAKL,SAAA,CACF,KAAA,SAASy

C,GACTF,SAAAA,EAAOO,SAASL,EAASvC,IAC3BqC,EAAOO,SAASL,EAAStC,IACzBoC,EAAOO,SAASL,E

AASpC,IACzBkC,EAAOO,SAASL,EAASxC,KAClB,CACE,MAAA,MACJwC,EAAAA,EAASvC,EACTuC,EAA

AA,EAAStC,EACTsC,EAAAA,EAASpC,EACToC,EAAAA,EAASxC,IAMX,MAAA,SAASX,GACP,MAAA,CA

CFA,EAAAA,EAAMY,EACNZ,EAAAA,EAAMa,EACNb,EAAAA,EAAMe,EACNf,EAAAA,EAAMW,KAKN,Q

AAA,CACD,KAAA,SAASwC,GACTF,SAAAA,EAAOO,SAASL,EAASvC,IAC3BqC,EAAOO,SAASL,EAAStC,

IACzBoC,EAAOO,SAASL,EAASpC,KAClB,CACE,MAAA,MACJoC,EAAAA,EAASvC,EACTuC,EAAAA,EAA

StC,EACTsC,EAAAA,EAASpC,IAMX,MAAA,SAASf,GACP,MAAA,CACFA,EAAAA,EAAMY,EACNZ,EAAA

A,EAAMa,EACNb,EAAAA,EAAMe,QAQjB0C,OAAAA,EACAC,OAAAA,EAEEC,EAAY,WACL,GAAA,EAEL

R,IAAAA,EAAW7E,UAAUZ,OAAS,EAAIuF,EAAON,QAAQrE,WAAaA,UAAU,GAkBvEoF,OAjBAlC,EAAAA

,KAAKwB,EAAiB,SAASY,GAChCA,GAAAA,EAAOC,OAAOV,GAYTF,OAXAzB,EAAAA,KAAKoC,EAAOE,

YAAa,SAASC,EAAY3D,GAG/CsD,GAFKK,EAAAA,EAAWC,KAAKb,IAER,IAAbO,IAAiC,IAAXD,EAIjBR,O

AHIQ,EAAAA,EACJrD,EAAAA,eAAiBA,EACjB2D,EAAAA,WAAaA,EACbd,EAAOb,QAIXa,EAAOb,QAIXsB

,GC3RLO,OAAAA,EAEEC,EAAY,CACJ,WAAA,SAAStD,EAAGC,EAAGE,GACnBoD,IAAAA,EAAK5D,KAA

K6D,MAAMxD,EAAI,IAAM,EAE1ByD,EAAIzD,EAAI,GAAKL,KAAK6D,MAAMxD,EAAI,IAC5B0D,EAAIv

D,GAAK,EAAMF,GACf0D,EAAIxD,GAAK,EAAOsD,EAAIxD,GACpB2D,EAAIzD,GAAK,GAAQ,EAAMsD,G

AAKxD,GAE5B4D,EAAI,CACR,CAAC1D,EAAGyD,EAAGF,GACP,CAACC,EAAGxD,EAAGuD,GACP,CAA

CA,EAAGvD,EAAGyD,GACP,CAACF,EAAGC,EAAGxD,GACP,CAACyD,EAAGF,EAAGvD,GACP,CAACA,
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EAAGuD,EAAGC,IACPJ,GAEK,MAAA,CACFM,EAAO,IAAPA,EAAE,GACFA,EAAO,IAAPA,EAAE,GACFA,

EAAO,IAAPA,EAAE,KAIG,WAAA,SAASnE,EAAGG,EAAGC,GACnBgE,IAAAA,EAAMnE,KAAKmE,IAAIp

E,EAAGG,EAAGC,GACrBiE,EAAMpE,KAAKoE,IAAIrE,EAAGG,EAAGC,GACrBkE,EAAQD,EAAMD,EACh

B9D,OAAAA,EAGA+D,OAAQ,IAARA,EAGK,CACFE,EAAAA,IACA,EAAA,EACA,EAAA,IAKD,EADFvE,IA

AMqE,GACHlE,EAAIC,GAAKkE,EACLnE,IAAMkE,EACX,GAAKjE,EAAIJ,GAAKsE,EAEd,GAAKtE,EAAIG,

GAAKmE,GAEf,GAAA,GACG,IACD,GAAA,GAGA,CACFhE,EAAI,IAAJA,EACAC,EAvBC+D,EAAQD,EAw

BTA,EAAAA,EAAM,OAID,WAAA,SAASrE,EAAGG,EAAGC,GACrBO,IAAAA,EAAM,KAAK6D,mBAAmB,E

AAG,EAAGxE,GAGjCW,OAFD,EAAA,KAAK6D,mBAAmB7D,EAAK,EAAGR,GAChC,EAAA,KAAKqE,mBA

AmB7D,EAAK,EAAGP,IAIpB,mBAAA,SAASO,EAAK8D,GACxB9D,OAAAA,GAAyB,EAAjB8D,EAAuB,KA

GrB,mBAAA,SAAS9D,EAAK8D,EAAgBC,GACzCA,OAAAA,IAAUf,EAAgC,EAAjBc,GAAuB9D,IAAQ,KAA

QgD,KJlC3E,EAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,OAAA,SAAA,SAAA,GAAA,cAAA,GAAA,SAAA,GAAA,OAAA,

GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,EAAA,cAAA,QAAA,IAAA,OAAA,UAAA,gBAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,KAAA,aAAA,GAAA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,sCAAA,EAAA,WAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IAAA

,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,IAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,EAAA,aAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,cAAA,EAAA,UAAA,IAAA,EAAA,UAAA,GAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,IAAA,OAA

A,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,WAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,

yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,eAAA,GAAA,OAAA,OAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,UAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,YA

AA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,QAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EA

AA,MAAA,IAAA,UAAA,kEAAA,GAAA,EAAA,UAAA,OAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,UAAA,CAAA,YAAA,C

AAA,MAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,cAAA,KAAA,IAAA,OAAA,eAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,UAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,eAAA,6DAAA,OAAA,GAA

A,iBAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GKpCMgB,EAAAA,WACU,SAAA,IAGR,GLgCR,EAAA,KAAA,GKl

CS9E,KAAAA,QAAUwD,EAAUjF,MAAM,KAAMJ,YAEhB,IAAjB,KAAK6B,QACD,MAAA,IAAIxD,MAAM,u

CAGbwD,KAAAA,QAAQQ,EAAI,KAAKR,QAAQQ,GAAK,EL4BvC,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,CAAA,IAA

A,WKzBa,MAAA,WACFuE,OAAAA,EAAc,QLwBzB,CAAA,IAAA,cKrBgB,MAAA,WACLA,OAAAA,EAAc,

MAAM,KLoB/B,CAAA,IAAA,aKjBe,MAAA,WACJ,OAAA,KAAK/E,QAAQ4D,WAAWoB,MAAM,ULgBzC,E

KpCMF,GAwBN,SAASG,EAAmB7D,EAAQ8D,EAAWC,GACtCC,OAAAA,eAAehE,EAAQ8D,EAAW,CAClC,I

AAA,WACC,MAAuB,QAAvB,KAAKlF,QAAQqF,MACR,KAAKrF,QAAQkF,IAGhBI,EAAAA,eAAe,KAAMJ,E

AAWC,GAE/B,KAAKnF,QAAQkF,KAGjB,IAAA,SAAStE,GACe,QAAvB,KAAKZ,QAAQqF,QACTC,EAAAA,

eAAe,KAAMJ,EAAWC,GACjCnF,KAAAA,QAAQqF,MAAQ,OAGlBrF,KAAAA,QAAQkF,GAAatE,KAKhC,S

AAS2E,EAAmBnE,EAAQ8D,GAC3BE,OAAAA,eAAehE,EAAQ8D,EAAW,CAClC,IAAA,WACC,MAAuB,QA

AvB,KAAKlF,QAAQqF,MACR,KAAKrF,QAAQkF,IAGhBM,EAAAA,eAAe,MAEd,KAAKxF,QAAQkF,KAGjB

,IAAA,SAAStE,GACe,QAAvB,KAAKZ,QAAQqF,QACTG,EAAAA,eAAe,MAChBxF,KAAAA,QAAQqF,MAA

Q,OAGlBrF,KAAAA,QAAQkF,GAAatE,KAMhCkE,EAAMQ,eAAiB,SAASzF,EAAOqF,EAAWC,GAC5CtF,GA

AwB,QAAxBA,EAAMG,QAAQqF,MACVrF,EAAAA,QAAQkF,GAAaO,EAAKC,mBAAmB7F,EAAMG,QAAQ

c,IAAKqE,OACjE,CAAA,GAA4B,QAAxBtF,EAAMG,QAAQqF,MAGjB,MAAA,IAAI7I,MAAM,yBAFTmJ,EA

AAA,OAAO9F,EAAMG,QAASyF,EAAKG,WAAW/F,EAAMG,QAAQS,EAAGZ,EAAMG,QAAQU,EAAGb,EA

AMG,QAAQY,MAMjGkE,EAAMU,eAAiB,SAAS3F,GACxByD,IAAAA,EAASmC,EAAKI,WAAWhG,EAAMM

,EAAGN,EAAMS,EAAGT,EAAMU,GAEhDoF,EAAAA,OAAO9F,EAAMG,QAClB,CACKsD,EAAAA,EAAO5

C,EACP4C,EAAAA,EAAO1C,IAITkC,EAAOJ,MAAMY,EAAO7C,GAEdqC,EAAOnB,YAAY9B,EAAMG,QAA

QS,KACpCT,EAAAA,QAAQS,EAAI,GAFZT,EAAAA,QAAQS,EAAI6C,EAAO7C,GAM7BqE,EAAMgB,WAAa

,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,MAAO,KAEzDb,EAAmBH,EAAMxG,UAAW,IAAK,GACzC2G,

EAAmBH,EAAMxG,UAAW,IAAK,GACzC2G,EAAmBH,EAAMxG,UAAW,IAAK,GAEzCiH,EAAmBT,EAAM

xG,UAAW,KACpCiH,EAAmBT,EAAMxG,UAAW,KACpCiH,EAAmBT,EAAMxG,UAAW,KAEpCkD,OAAO4

D,eAAeN,EAAMxG,UAAW,IAAK,CACrC,IAAA,WACI,OAAA,KAAK0B,QAAQQ,GAGjB,IAAA,SAASI,GAC

PZ,KAAAA,QAAQQ,EAAII,KAIrBY,OAAO4D,eAAeN,EAAMxG,UAAW,MAAO,CACvC,IAAA,WAKI,MAJq
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B,SAAvB,KAAK0B,QAAQqF,QACXrF,KAAAA,QAAQc,IAAM2E,EAAKM,WAAW,KAAK5F,EAAG,KAAKG

,EAAG,KAAKC,IAGnD,KAAKP,QAAQc,KAGjB,IAAA,SAASF,GACPZ,KAAAA,QAAQqF,MAAQ,MAChBrF,

KAAAA,QAAQc,IAAMF,KChIjBoF,IAAAA,EAAAA,WACQC,SAAAA,EAAAA,EAAQC,GNkCtB,EAAA,KAA

A,GMjCSC,KAAAA,aAAeF,EAAOC,GAMtBE,KAAAA,WAAaC,SAASC,cAAc,OAMpCL,KAAAA,OAASA,EA

MTC,KAAAA,SAAWA,EAOXK,KAAAA,gBAAa9D,EAOb+D,KAAAA,sBAAmB/D,ENC5B,OAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,WMUWP,MAAAA,SAAAA,GAEA,OADFqE,KAAAA,WAAarE,EACX,ONZX,CAAA,

IAAA,iBMwBiBA,MAAAA,SAAAA,GAEN,OADFsE,KAAAA,iBAAmBtE,EACjB,ON1BX,CAAA,IAAA,WMk

CWuE,MAAAA,SAAAA,GAOA,OANFR,KAAAA,OAAO,KAAKC,UAAYO,EACzB,KAAKF,YACFA,KAAAA,

WAAWzJ,KAAK,KAAM2J,GAGxBC,KAAAA,gBACE,ONzCX,CAAA,IAAA,WMiDa,MAAA,WACF,OAAA,K

AAKT,OAAO,KAAKC,YNlD5B,CAAA,IAAA,gBM0DkB,MAAA,WACP,OAAA,ON3DX,CAAA,IAAA,aMiEe,

MAAA,WACJ,OAAA,KAAKC,eAAiB,KAAKQ,eNlEtC,EMnCMX,GCJAY,EAAY,CACJ,WAAA,CAAC,UACA,

YAAA,CAAC,QAAS,YAAa,YAAa,UAAW,aAC5C,eAAA,CAAC,YAGbC,EAAgB,GACtB/D,EAAOzB,KAAKuF

,EAAW,SAAShG,EAAGkG,GAC1BzF,EAAAA,KAAKT,EAAG,SAAS/D,GACRA,EAAAA,GAAKiK,MAIvB,IA

AMC,EAAmB,kBAEzB,SAASC,EAAiBC,GACpBA,GAAQ,MAARA,GAAenE,EAAOnB,YAAYsF,GAC7B,OA

AA,EAGH/D,IAAAA,EAAQ+D,EAAI/D,MAAM6D,GAEpB,OAACjE,EAAOoE,OAAOhE,GAMZ,EALEE,WAA

WF,EAAM,IAY5B,IAAMiE,EAAM,CAOM,eAAA,SAASC,EAAMC,QAChB5E,IAAT2E,QAAqC3E,IAAf2E,EA

AKE,QAE1BC,EAAAA,cAAgBF,EAAa,WACzB,OAAA,GACL,aAGCC,EAAAA,MAAME,cAAgBH,EAAa,OA

AS,OAC5CC,EAAAA,MAAMG,gBAAkBJ,EAAa,OAAS,OAC9CK,EAAAA,aAAeL,EAAa,KAAO,QAS1B,eAA

A,SAASD,EAAMO,EAAKC,GAC9BC,IAAAA,EAAWD,EACXE,EAAaH,EAEb7E,EAAOnB,YAAYmG,KACR,

GAAA,GAGXhF,EAAOnB,YAAYkG,KACV,GAAA,GAGRP,EAAAA,MAAMS,SAAW,WAElBD,IACGR,EAA

AA,MAAMU,KAAO,EACbV,EAAAA,MAAMW,MAAQ,GAEjBJ,IACGP,EAAAA,MAAMY,IAAM,EACZZ,EA

AAA,MAAMa,OAAS,IAUb,UAAA,SAASf,EAAMgB,EAAWC,EAAMC,GACnCC,IAAAA,EAASF,GAAQ,GAC

jBG,EAAY3B,EAAcuB,GAC5B,IAACI,EACG,MAAA,IAAIhM,MAAM,cAAgB4L,EAAY,mBAExCK,IAAAA,E

AAMpC,SAASqC,YAAYF,GACzBA,OAAAA,GACD,IAAA,cAEKG,IAAAA,EAAUJ,EAAOK,GAAKL,EAAOI,

SAAW,EACxCE,EAAUN,EAAOO,GAAKP,EAAOM,SAAW,EAC1CE,EAAAA,eAAeX,EAAWG,EAAOS,UAA

W,EAC9CT,EAAOU,aAAc,EAAMC,OAAQX,EAAOY,YAAc,EACxD,EAIO,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAA

O,GAAO,EAAO,EAAG,MPtE3C,MOyEW,IAAA,iBAEKC,IAAAA,EAAOX,EAAIY,mBAAqBZ,EAAIa,aACnCC

,EAAAA,SAAShB,EAAQ,CACV,YAAA,EACH,SAAA,EACD,QAAA,EACE,UAAA,EACD,SAAA,EACA9F,aA

AAA,EACCA,cAAAA,IAEP2F,EAAAA,EAAWG,EAAOS,UAAW,EAChCT,EAAOU,WAAYC,OACnBX,EAAO

iB,QAASjB,EAAOkB,OACvBlB,EAAOmB,SAAUnB,EAAOoB,QACxBpB,EAAOqB,QAASrB,EAAOsB,UPzFn

C,MAAA,QO8FcC,EAAAA,UAAU1B,EAAWG,EAAOS,UAAW,EAAOT,EAAOU,aAAc,GAItEM,EAAAA,SAA

Sd,EAAKH,GAChByB,EAAAA,cAActB,IAUf,KAAA,SAASrB,EAAM4C,EAAO7H,EAAM8H,GAC1BC,IAAAA

,EAAOD,IAAW,EAMjB9C,OALHC,EAAK+C,iBACFA,EAAAA,iBAAiBH,EAAO7H,EAAM+H,GAC1B9C,EA

AKgD,aACTA,EAAAA,YAAY,KAAOJ,EAAO7H,GAE1BgF,GAUD,OAAA,SAASC,EAAM4C,EAAO7H,EAA

M8H,GAC5BC,IAAAA,EAAOD,IAAW,EAMjB9C,OALHC,EAAKiD,oBACFA,EAAAA,oBAAoBL,EAAO7H,E

AAM+H,GAC7B9C,EAAKkD,aACTA,EAAAA,YAAY,KAAON,EAAO7H,GAE1BgF,GAQC,SAAA,SAASC,EA

AMoB,GACnBpB,QAAmB3E,IAAnB2E,EAAKoB,UACFA,EAAAA,UAAYA,OACZ,GAAIpB,EAAKoB,YAAc

A,EAAW,CACjC+B,IAAAA,EAAUnD,EAAKoB,UAAUgC,MAAM,OACD,IAAhCD,EAAQE,QAAQjC,KACVn

K,EAAAA,KAAKmK,GACRA,EAAAA,UAAY+B,EAAQG,KAAK,KAAKC,QAAQ,OAAQ,IAAIA,QAAQ,OAA

Q,KAGpExD,OAAAA,GAQI,YAAA,SAASC,EAAMoB,GACtBA,GAAAA,EACEpB,GAAAA,EAAKoB,YAAcA

,EAChBoC,EAAAA,gBAAgB,aAChB,CACCL,IAAAA,EAAUnD,EAAKoB,UAAUgC,MAAM,MAC/BK,EAAQ

N,EAAQE,QAAQjC,IACf,IAAXqC,IACMC,EAAAA,OAAOD,EAAO,GACjBrC,EAAAA,UAAY+B,EAAQG,KA

AK,WAI7BlC,EAAAA,eAAY/F,EAEZ0E,OAAAA,GAGC,SAAA,SAASC,EAAMoB,GAChB,OAAA,IAAIuC,O

AAO,aAAevC,EAAY,cAAcvF,KAAKmE,EAAKoB,aAAc,GAO3E,SAAA,SAASpB,GACXE,IAAAA,EAAQ0D,i

BAAiB5D,GAExBJ,OAAAA,EAAiBM,EAAM,sBAC5BN,EAAiBM,EAAM,uBACvBN,EAAiBM,EAAM,iBACv

BN,EAAiBM,EAAM,kBACvBN,EAAiBM,EAAM2D,QAOhB,UAAA,SAAS7D,GACZE,IAAAA,EAAQ0D,iBAA

iB5D,GAExBJ,OAAAA,EAAiBM,EAAM,qBAC5BN,EAAiBM,EAAM,wBACvBN,EAAiBM,EAAM,gBACvBN,

EAAiBM,EAAM,mBACvBN,EAAiBM,EAAM4D,SAOhB,UAAA,SAASC,GACd/D,IAAAA,EAAO+D,EACLC,E
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AAS,CAAEpD,KAAM,EAAGE,IAAK,GAC3Bd,GAAAA,EAAKiE,aACJ,GACMrD,EAAAA,MAAQZ,EAAKkE,

WACbpD,EAAAA,KAAOd,EAAKmE,UACZnE,EAAAA,EAAKiE,mBACLjE,GAEJgE,OAAAA,GAQC,SAAA,S

AAShE,GACVA,OAAAA,IAASf,SAASmF,gBAAkBpE,EAAKqE,MAAQrE,EAAKsE,QCtQ3DC,EAAAA,SAAA

A,GACQ1F,SAAAA,EAAAA,EAAQC,GR6BtB,EAAA,KAAA,GQ5BUD,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,MAAAA,EA

AAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,IAAAA,KAAAA,KAAAA,EAAQC,IAER0F,EAAAA,ER0BV,OQzBSC,EAAA

A,OAAS,EAAKlF,WAEdmF,EAAAA,WAAazF,SAASC,cAAc,SACpCwF,EAAAA,WAAWC,aAAa,OAAQ,YAM

jCnK,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKkK,WAAY,SAJjBE,WACDC,EAAAA,UAAUL,EAAMC,UAGsB,GAEzCzF,EAAA

A,WAAW8F,YAAY,EAAKJ,YAG5BpF,EAAAA,gBRWT,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EQ9BgCV,GR8BhC,EAAA,EA

AA,CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,WQRWpF,MAAAA,SAAAA,GACD2C,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,UAAAA,W

AAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,WAAAA,MAAAA,KAAAA,KAA0B3C,GAKzB2C,OAJH,KAAKiD,

kBACFA,KAAAA,iBAAiB1J,KAAK,KAAM,KAAK6J,YAEnCkF,KAAAA,OAAS,KAAKlF,WACZpD,IREX,CA

AA,IAAA,gBQCkB,MAAA,WRDlB,OQE4B,IAApB,KAAKoD,YACFmF,KAAAA,WAAWC,aAAa,UAAW,WA

CnCD,KAAAA,WAAWK,SAAU,EACrBN,KAAAA,QAAS,IAETC,KAAAA,WAAWK,SAAU,EACrBN,KAAAA

,QAAS,GRRpB,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,WAAA,gBAAA,MAAA,KAAA,UAAA,EQ9

BMF,GCIAS,EAAAA,SAAAA,GACQnG,SAAAA,EAAAA,EAAQC,EAAUmG,GTyBhC,EAAA,KAAA,GSxBUp

G,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,MAAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,IAAAA,KAAAA,KAAAA,EAAQC,I

AEVoG,EAAUD,EAERT,EAAAA,EAQF9I,GAFCyJ,EAAAA,SAAWlG,SAASC,cAAc,UAEnCxD,EAAOH,QAA

Q2J,GAAU,CACrBE,IAAAA,EAAM,GACLnL,EAAAA,KAAKiL,EAAS,SAASG,GACxBA,EAAAA,GAAWA,I

AEPD,EAAAA,ETOhB,OSJWnL,EAAAA,KAAKiL,EAAS,SAASzH,EAAOnD,GAC7BgL,IAAAA,EAAMrG,SA

ASC,cAAc,UAC/BqG,EAAAA,UAAYjL,EACZqK,EAAAA,aAAa,QAASlH,GACpB0H,EAAAA,SAASL,YAAY

Q,KAIxBhG,EAAAA,gBAED9E,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAK2K,SAAU,SAAU,WAC1BK,IAAAA,EAAe,KAAKN,QA

AQ,KAAKO,eAAehI,MAChDoH,EAAAA,SAASW,KAGZxG,EAAAA,WAAW8F,YAAY,EAAKK,UTXrC,EAA

A,OAAA,EAAA,ES1B+BvG,GT0B/B,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,WScWpF,MAAAA,SAAAA,GACD2C

,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,UAAAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,WAAAA,MAAAA,

KAAAA,KAA0B3C,GAKzB2C,OAHH,KAAKiD,kBACFA,KAAAA,iBAAiB1J,KAAK,KAAM,KAAK6J,YAEjC

pD,ITpBX,CAAA,IAAA,gBSuBkB,MAAA,WACV4D,OAAAA,EAAI2F,SAAS,KAAKP,UAAkB,MACnCA,KAA

AA,SAAS1H,MAAQ,KAAK8B,WTzB/B,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,WAAA,gBAAA,M

AAA,KAAA,WAAA,ES1BMyF,GCJAW,EAAAA,SAAAA,GACQ9G,SAAAA,EAAAA,EAAQC,GV6BtB,EAAA

,KAAA,GU5BUD,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,MAAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,IAAAA,KAAAA,KA

AAA,EAAQC,IAER0F,EAAAA,EAEGI,SAAAA,IACDC,EAAAA,SAASL,EAAMoB,QAAQnI,OVuBnC,OUdSm

I,EAAAA,QAAU3G,SAASC,cAAc,SACjC0G,EAAAA,QAAQjB,aAAa,OAAQ,QAE9BnK,EAAAA,KAAK,EAA

KoL,QAAS,QAAShB,GAC5BpK,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKoL,QAAS,SAAUhB,GAC7BpK,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAK

oL,QAAS,OAXdC,WACHrB,EAAMpF,kBACFA,EAAAA,iBAAiB1J,KAAK8O,EAAOA,EAAMjF,cAUzC/E,EA

AAA,KAAK,EAAKoL,QAAS,UAAW,SAASnQ,GACvB,KAAdA,EAAE+M,SACCsD,KAAAA,SAIJxG,EAAAA,

gBAEAN,EAAAA,WAAW8F,YAAY,EAAKc,SVArC,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EU9B+BhH,GV8B/B,EAAA,EAAA,

CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,gBUGkB,MAAA,WVHlB,OUMSmB,EAAI2F,SAAS,KAAKE,WAChBA,KAAAA,QAAQnI

,MAAQ,KAAK8B,YVPhC,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,WAAA,gBAAA,MAAA,KAAA,

UAAA,EU9BMoG,GCRN,SAASI,EAAYvE,GACbwE,IAAAA,EAAKxE,EAAE1I,WACTkN,OAAAA,EAAG3C,

QAAQ,MAAQ,EACd2C,EAAG7P,OAAS6P,EAAG3C,QAAQ,KAAO,EAGhC,EAeH4C,IAAAA,EAAAA,SAAA

A,GACQpH,SAAAA,EAAAA,EAAQC,EAAUqC,GXgBhC,EAAA,KAAA,GWfUtC,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,M

AAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,IAAAA,KAAAA,KAAAA,EAAQC,IAERoH,EAAU/E,GAAU,GXa9

B,OWXSgF,EAAAA,MAAQD,EAAQ/I,IAChBiJ,EAAAA,MAAQF,EAAQ9I,IAChBiJ,EAAAA,OAASH,EAAQI,

KAElB5K,EAAOnB,YAAY,EAAK8L,QACA,IAAtB,EAAKtH,aACFwH,EAAAA,cAAgB,EAGhBA,EAAAA,cA

AgBvN,KAAKwN,IAAI,GAAIxN,KAAK6D,MAAM7D,KAAKyN,IAAIzN,KAAK0N,IAAI,EAAK3H,eAAiB/F,

KAAK2N,OAAS,GAGhGJ,EAAAA,cAAgB,EAAKF,OAGvBO,EAAAA,YAAcb,EAAY,EAAKQ,eXJxC,EAAA,

OAAA,EAAA,EWjB+B3H,GXiB/B,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,WWOWpF,MAAAA,SAAAA,GACHqN

,IAAAA,EAAKrN,EAYaqN,YAVHxL,IAAf,KAAK8K,OAAuBU,EAAK,KAAKV,MACnC,EAAA,KAAKA,WA

Cc9K,IAAf,KAAK+K,OAAuBS,EAAK,KAAKT,QAC1C,EAAA,KAAKA,YAGQ/K,IAAhB,KAAKgL,QAAwBQ
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,EAAK,KAAKR,QAAW,IAC/CrN,EAAAA,KAAKC,MAAM4N,EAAK,KAAKR,QAAU,KAAKA,QAGrBQ,EAA

AA,EAAAA,UAAAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,WAAAA,MAAAA,KAAAA,KAAAA,KXp

B1B,CAAA,IAAA,MW8BMC,MAAAA,SAAAA,GAEK,OADFX,KAAAA,MAAQW,EACN,OXhCX,CAAA,IAA

A,MW0CMC,MAAAA,SAAAA,GAEK,OADFX,KAAAA,MAAQW,EACN,OX5CX,CAAA,IAAA,OWyDOC,M

AAAA,SAAAA,GAII,OAHFX,KAAAA,OAASW,EACTT,KAAAA,cAAgBS,EAChBJ,KAAAA,YAAcb,EAAYiB

,GACxB,SX7DX,EWjBMf,GCpBN,SAASgB,EAAexJ,EAAOyJ,GACvBC,IAAAA,EAAQnO,KAAKwN,IAAI,GA

AIU,GACpBlO,OAAAA,KAAKC,MAAMwE,EAAQ0J,GAASA,EAiB/BC,IAAAA,EAAAA,SAAAA,GACQvI,S

AAAA,EAAAA,EAAQC,EAAUqC,GZiBhC,EAAA,KAAA,GYhBUtC,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,MAAAA,EAA

AA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,IAAAA,KAAAA,KAAAA,EAAQC,EAAUqC,IAEnBkG,EAAAA,uBAAwB,EAE

vB7C,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAMF8C,OAAAA,EASKC,SAAAA,IACH/C,EAAMpF,kBACFA,EAAAA,iBAAiB1J,KA

AK8O,EAAOA,EAAMjF,YAQpCiI,SAAAA,EAAY/R,GACbgS,IAAAA,EAAOH,EAAQ7R,EAAEgM,QACjBoD,

EAAAA,SAASL,EAAMjF,WAAakI,EAAOjD,EAAM+B,eAEvC9Q,EAAAA,EAAEgM,QAGHiG,SAAAA,IACH

C,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,YAAa0F,GAC5BG,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,UAAW4F,GZtBpC,IAAA,OYgCS9B,

EAAAA,QAAU3G,SAASC,cAAc,SACjC0G,EAAAA,QAAQjB,aAAa,OAAQ,QAI9BnK,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKo

L,QAAS,SAzCdhB,WACDgD,IAAAA,EAAY5L,WAAWwI,EAAMoB,QAAQnI,OACtC/B,EAAOJ,MAAMsM,IA

CV/C,EAAAA,SAAS+C,KAuCfpN,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKoL,QAAS,OA7BdC,WZTb,MYuCQrL,EAAAA,KAA

K,EAAKoL,QAAS,YAbdiC,SAAYpS,GACf+E,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,YAAa0F,GAC1BhN,EAAAA,KAAKs

H,OAAQ,UAAW4F,GACpBjS,EAAAA,EAAEgM,UAWRjH,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKoL,QAAS,UAAW,SAASnQ,

GAEvB,KAAdA,EAAE+M,UACE6E,EAAAA,uBAAwB,EACzBvB,KAAAA,OACCuB,EAAAA,uBAAwB,EZ7C

tC,OYkDS/H,EAAAA,gBAEAN,EAAAA,WAAW8F,YAAY,EAAKc,SZpDrC,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EYlBkCK,G

ZkBlC,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,gBYuDkB,MAAA,WZvDlB,OYwDSL,KAAAA,QAAQnI,MAAQ,KA

AK4J,sBAAwB,KAAK9H,WAAa0H,EAAe,KAAK1H,WAAY,KAAKqH,aZxD7G,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,

OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,WAAA,gBAAA,MAAA,KAAA,UAAA,EYlBMQ,GCpBN,SAAShC,EAAI5L,EAAGsO,EA

AIC,EAAIC,EAAIC,GACnBD,OAAAA,GAAmBxO,EAAIsO,IAAOC,EAAKD,IAA7BG,EAAKD,GAmBdE,IAA

AA,EAAAA,SAAAA,GACQrJ,SAAAA,EAAAA,EAAQC,EAAU3B,EAAKC,EAAKkJ,GbiB1C,EAAA,KAAA,Ga

hBUzH,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,MAAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,IAAAA,KAAAA,KAAAA,EA

AQC,EAAU,CAAE3B,IAAKA,EAAKC,IAAKA,EAAKkJ,KAAMA,KAE9C9B,EAAAA,EAoBGgD,SAAAA,EA

AY/R,GACjB0S,EAAAA,iBAEIC,IAAAA,EAAS5D,EAAM6D,aAAaC,wBAM3B,OAJDzD,EAAAA,SACJO,EA

AI3P,EAAE8L,QAAS6G,EAAOxH,KAAMwH,EAAOvH,MAAO2D,EAAM2B,MAAO3B,EAAM4B,SAGxD,EA

GAsB,SAAAA,IACHC,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,YAAa0F,GAC5BG,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,UAAW4F,GAC

1BlD,EAAMpF,kBACFA,EAAAA,iBAAiB1J,KAAK8O,EAAOA,EAAMjF,YAWpCgJ,SAAAA,EAAY9S,GACb8

L,IAAAA,EAAU9L,EAAE+S,QAAQ,GAAGjH,QACvB6G,EAAS5D,EAAM6D,aAAaC,wBAE5BzD,EAAAA,SA

CJO,EAAI7D,EAAS6G,EAAOxH,KAAMwH,EAAOvH,MAAO2D,EAAM2B,MAAO3B,EAAM4B,QAItDqC,SA

AAA,IACHd,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,YAAayG,GAC5BZ,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,WAAY2G,GAC3BjE,EA

AMpF,kBACFA,EAAAA,iBAAiB1J,KAAK8O,EAAOA,EAAMjF,Yb9CjD,OaZS8I,EAAAA,aAAepJ,SAASC,cA

Ac,OACtCwJ,EAAAA,aAAezJ,SAASC,cAAc,OAEvC1E,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAK6N,aAAc,YAMnBR,SAAYpS,G

ACV2O,SAAAA,cAAc0B,OAEnBtL,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,YAAa0F,GAC1BhN,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,

UAAW4F,GAEhBjS,EAAAA,KAXV+E,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAK6N,aAAc,aAkCnBM,SAAalT,GAChBA,GAAqB,

IAArBA,EAAE+S,QAAQrS,Ob3BpB,Oa4BUqE,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,YAAayG,GAC1B/N,EAAAA,KAAK

sH,OAAQ,WAAY2G,GACjBhT,EAAAA,KApCVmT,EAAAA,SAAS,EAAKP,aAAc,UAC5BO,EAAAA,SAAS,E

AAKF,aAAc,aAuD3BpJ,EAAAA,gBAEA+I,EAAAA,aAAavD,YAAY,EAAK4D,cAC9B1J,EAAAA,WAAW8F,Y

AAY,EAAKuD,cbrDrC,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EalBqCpC,GbkBrC,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,gBawDkB,

MAAA,WACR4C,IAAAA,GAAO,KAAKtJ,WAAa,KAAK4G,QAAU,KAAKC,MAAQ,KAAKD,ObzDpE,Oa0DS

uC,KAAAA,aAAaxI,MAAM2D,MAAc,IAANgF,EAAY,Ib1DhD,EAAA,EAAA,UAAA,WAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EA

AA,WAAA,gBAAA,MAAA,KAAA,UAAA,EalBMX,GCZAY,EAAAA,SAAAA,GACQjK,SAAAA,EAAAA,EAA

QC,EAAUiK,Gd6BhC,EAAA,KAAA,Gc5BUlK,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAAAA,MAAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,

eAAAA,IAAAA,KAAAA,KAAAA,EAAQC,IAER0F,EAAAA,Ed0BV,OcxBSwE,EAAAA,SAAW/J,SAASC,cAA

c,OAClC8J,EAAAA,SAASzD,eAAqBlK,IAAT0N,EAAqB,OAASA,EAEpDvO,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKwO,SAAU
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,QAAS,SAASvT,GAGjC,OAFL0S,EAAAA,iBACIc,EAAAA,QACC,IAGLL,EAAAA,SAAS,EAAKI,SAAU,UAE

vBhK,EAAAA,WAAW8F,YAAY,EAAKkE,UdarC,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,Ec9BiCpK,Gd8BjC,EAAA,EAAA,CAA

A,CAAA,IAAA,OcVS,MAAA,WACD,KAAKO,YACFA,KAAAA,WAAWzJ,KAAK,MAElB6J,KAAAA,WAAW

7J,KAAK,KAAKmJ,QACtB,KAAKO,kBACFA,KAAAA,iBAAiB1J,KAAK,KAAM,KAAK6J,gBdI5C,Ec9BMuJ,

GCAAI,EAAAA,SAAAA,GACQrK,SAAAA,EAAAA,EAAQC,Gf6BtB,EAAA,KAAA,Ge5BUD,IAAAA,EAAAA

,EAAAA,MAAAA,EAAAA,WAAAA,OAAAA,eAAAA,IAAAA,KAAAA,KAAAA,EAAQC,IAETqK,EAAAA,Q

AAU,IAAIzL,EAAM,EAAK6B,YACzB6J,EAAAA,OAAS,IAAI1L,EAAM,GAElB8G,IAAAA,EAAAA,EAEDxF,

EAAAA,WAAaC,SAASC,cAAc,OAErCmK,EAAAA,eAAe,EAAKrK,YAAY,GAE/BsK,EAAAA,WAAarK,SAAS

C,cAAc,OACpCoK,EAAAA,WAAWlI,UAAY,WAEvBmI,EAAAA,mBAAqBtK,SAASC,cAAc,OAC5CqK,EAAA

A,mBAAmBnI,UAAY,mBAE/BoI,EAAAA,aAAevK,SAASC,cAAc,OACtCsK,EAAAA,aAAapI,UAAY,aACzBqI,

EAAAA,oBAAsB,aAEtBC,EAAAA,WAAazK,SAASC,cAAc,OACpCwK,EAAAA,WAAWtI,UAAY,WAEvBuI,E

AAAA,YAAc1K,SAASC,cAAc,OACrCyK,EAAAA,YAAYvI,UAAY,YAExBwE,EAAAA,QAAU3G,SAASC,cA

Ac,SACjC0G,EAAAA,QAAQvB,KAAO,OACfuF,EAAAA,mBAAqB,aAEtBpP,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKoL,QAAS

,UAAW,SAASnQ,GACvB,KAAdA,EAAE+M,SACG9M,EAAAA,KAAK,QAIZ8E,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKoL,QA

AS,OAAQC,GAE3BrL,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAK8O,WAAY,YAAa,WAElCV,EAAAA,SAAS,KAAM,QACfpO,KA

AKsH,OAAQ,UAAW,WACnB+H,EAAAA,YAAYrF,EAAM8E,WAAY,YAIpC9O,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAK8O,W

AAY,aAAc,WAEnCV,EAAAA,SAAS,KAAM,QACfpO,KAAKsH,OAAQ,WAAY,WACpB+H,EAAAA,YAAYrF,

EAAM8E,WAAY,YAIlCQ,IAAAA,EAAa7K,SAASC,cAAc,OA8EjC6K,SAAAA,EAAUtU,GACXA,EAAAA,GA

CF+E,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,YAAakI,GAC1BxP,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,YAAakI,GAC1BxP,EAAAA,KA

AKsH,OAAQ,UAAWmI,GACxBzP,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,WAAYmI,GAGtBC,SAAAA,EAAWzU,GACbA,

EAAAA,GACD+E,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,YAAaqI,GAC1B3P,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,YAAaqI,GAC1B3P

,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,UAAWsI,GACxB5P,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,WAAYsI,GAGtBH,SAAAA,IACHtC,

EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,YAAakI,GAC5BrC,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,YAAakI,GAC5BrC,EAAAA,OAAO7F,

OAAQ,UAAWmI,GAC1BtC,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,WAAYmI,Gf7HrC,IeiIaG,SAAAA,IACHzC,EAAAA,OA

AO7F,OAAQ,YAAaqI,GAC5BxC,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,YAAaqI,GAC5BxC,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,UA

AWsI,GAC1BzC,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,WAAYsI,GfrIrC,IeyIavE,SAAAA,IACD7O,IAAAA,EAAIoF,EAAU,

KAAKqB,QACf,IAANzG,GACImS,EAAAA,QAAQvQ,QAAU5B,EAClB6N,EAAAA,SAASL,EAAM2E,QAAQk

B,eAExB5M,KAAAA,MAAQ+G,EAAM2E,QAAQrQ,WAItByO,SAAAA,IACH/C,EAAMpF,kBACFA,EAAAA,i

BAAiB1J,KAAK8O,EAAOA,EAAM2E,QAAQkB,cAe5CL,SAAAA,EAAMvU,IACoB,IAA7BA,EAAE4O,KAAK

hB,QAAQ,UAAqB8E,EAAAA,iBAElCmC,IAAAA,EAAY9F,EAAM+E,mBAAmBjB,wBACb7S,EAAAA,EAAE

+S,SAAW/S,EAAE+S,QAAQ,IAAO/S,EAApD8L,EAJQ,EAIRA,QAASE,EAJD,EAICA,QACbnI,GAAKiI,EAAU

+I,EAAU1J,OAAS0J,EAAUzJ,MAAQyJ,EAAU1J,MAC9DpH,EAAI,GAAKiI,EAAU6I,EAAUxJ,MAAQwJ,EAA

UvJ,OAASuJ,EAAUxJ,KAoB/D,OAlBHtH,EAAI,EACF,EAAA,EACKA,EAAI,IACT,EAAA,GAGFF,EAAI,EAC

F,EAAA,EACKA,EAAI,IACT,EAAA,GAGA6P,EAAAA,QAAQ3P,EAAIA,EACZ2P,EAAAA,QAAQ7P,EAAIA,

EAEZuL,EAAAA,SAASL,EAAM2E,QAAQkB,eAGtB,EAGAF,SAAAA,EAAK1U,IACqB,IAA7BA,EAAE4O,K

AAKhB,QAAQ,UAAqB8E,EAAAA,iBAElCmC,IAAAA,EAAY9F,EAAMmF,YAAYrB,wBAEhCjP,EAAI,IADa5

D,EAAE+S,SAAW/S,EAAE+S,QAAQ,IAAO/S,GAA3CgM,QACe6I,EAAUxJ,MAAQwJ,EAAUvJ,OAASuJ,EAA

UxJ,KAY/D,OAVHzH,EAAI,EACF,EAAA,EACKA,EAAI,IACT,EAAA,GAGA8P,EAAAA,QAAQ9P,EAAQ,IA

AJA,EAEZwL,EAAAA,SAASL,EAAM2E,QAAQkB,eAEtB,EflNb,Oe6BW9L,EAAAA,OAAO,EAAK+K,WAA

WpJ,MAAO,CAC5B,MAAA,QACC,OAAA,QACC,QAAA,MACQ,gBAAA,OACN,UAAA,gCAGN3B,EAAAA,O

AAO,EAAKiL,aAAatJ,MAAO,CAC3B,SAAA,WACH,MAAA,OACC,OAAA,OACA,OAAA,EAAKuJ,qBAAuB,

EAAKN,QAAQ3P,EAAI,GAAM,OAAS,QACzD,UAAA,8BACG,aAAA,OACN,OAAA,IAGH+E,EAAAA,OAAO

,EAAKmL,WAAWxJ,MAAO,CACzB,SAAA,WACH,MAAA,OACC,OAAA,MACK,YAAA,iBACL,OAAA,IAG

H3B,EAAAA,OAAO,EAAKgL,mBAAmBrJ,MAAO,CACpC,MAAA,QACC,OAAA,QACA,OAAA,iBACK,YAA

A,MACJ,QAAA,eACD,OAAA,YAGH3B,EAAAA,OAAOuL,EAAW5J,MAAO,CACvB,MAAA,OACC,OAAA,O

ACI,WAAA,SAGC4J,EAAAA,EAAY,MAAO,gBAAiB,QAE5CvL,EAAAA,OAAO,EAAKoL,YAAYzJ,MAAO,C

AC7B,MAAA,OACC,OAAA,QACA,OAAA,iBACA,OAAA,YACE,SAAA,WACL,IAAA,MACE,MAAA,QAGG,

EAAA,EAAKyJ,aAEVpL,EAAAA,OAAO,EAAKqH,QAAQ1F,MAAO,CACvB,QAAA,OAEE,UAAA,SAGJ,MA
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AA,OACC,OAAA,EACI,WAAA,OACA,WAAA,EAAK0J,mBAAqB,oBAGpCpP,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAK+O,mB

AAoB,YAAaQ,GAC3CvP,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAK+O,mBAAoB,aAAcQ,GAE5CvP,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKgP,aA

Ac,YAAaO,GACrCvP,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKgP,aAAc,aAAcO,GAEtCvP,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKmP,YAAa,YA

AaO,GACpC1P,EAAAA,KAAK,EAAKmP,YAAa,aAAcO,GAkDpCX,EAAAA,mBAAmBzE,YAAYgF,GAC/BR,

EAAAA,WAAWxE,YAAY,EAAK0E,cAC5BF,EAAAA,WAAWxE,YAAY,EAAKyE,oBAC5BD,EAAAA,WAA

WxE,YAAY,EAAK6E,aAC5BA,EAAAA,YAAY7E,YAAY,EAAK4E,YAE7B1K,EAAAA,WAAW8F,YAAY,EA

AKc,SAC5B5G,EAAAA,WAAW8F,YAAY,EAAKwE,YAE5BhK,EAAAA,gBflKT,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,Ee9B8

BV,Gf8B9B,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,gBesNkB,MAAA,WACR5H,IAAAA,EAAIoF,EAAU,KAAKmD

,YAErBvI,IAAM,IAANA,EAAa,CACXuT,IAAAA,GAAW,EAIRtQ,EAAAA,KAAKyD,EAAMgB,WAAY,SAAS

Z,GACjC,IAACpC,EAAOnB,YAAYvD,EAAE8G,MAAgBpC,EAAOnB,YAAY,KAAK4O,QAAQvQ,QAAQkF,K

AChF9G,EAAE8G,KAAe,KAAKqL,QAAQvQ,QAAQkF,GAE/B,OADI,GAAA,EACJ,IAER,MAICyM,GACKhM,

EAAAA,OAAO,KAAK4K,QAAQvQ,QAAS5B,GAIjCuH,EAAAA,OAAO,KAAK6K,OAAOxQ,QAAS,KAAKuQ

,QAAQvQ,SAE3CwQ,KAAAA,OAAOhQ,EAAI,EAEVoR,IAAAA,EAAQ,KAAKrB,QAAQ3P,EAAI,IAAO,KAA

K2P,QAAQ7P,EAAI,GAAO,IAAM,EAC9DmR,EAAQ,IAAMD,EAEbjM,EAAAA,OAAO,KAAKiL,aAAatJ,MA

AO,CACzB,WAAA,IAAM,KAAKiJ,QAAQ7P,EAAI,EAAI,KAC5B,UAAA,KAAO,EAAI,KAAK6P,QAAQ3P,G

AAK,EAAI,KAC3B,gBAAA,KAAK4P,OAAOsB,cACrB,OAAA,KAAKjB,oBAAsB,OAASe,EAAO,IAAMA,EA

AO,IAAMA,EAAO,MAG1Ed,KAAAA,WAAWxJ,MAAMyK,UAAyC,KAA5B,EAAI,KAAKxB,QAAQ9P,EAAI,

KAAa,KAEhE+P,KAAAA,OAAO9P,EAAI,EACX8P,KAAAA,OAAO5P,EAAI,EAED,EAAA,KAAK+P,mBAAo

B,OAAQ,OAAQ,KAAKH,OAAOsB,eAE/D9E,KAAAA,QAAQnI,MAAQ,KAAK0L,QAAQrQ,WAE3ByF,EAAA

A,OAAO,KAAKqH,QAAQ1F,MAAO,CACf,gBAAA,KAAKiJ,QAAQuB,cACvB,MAAA,OAASF,EAAO,IAAMA

,EAAO,IAAMA,EAAO,IACrC,WAAA,KAAKZ,mBAAqB,QAAUa,EAAQ,IAAMA,EAAQ,IAAMA,EAAQ,afvQ1

F,Ee9BMvB,GA0SA0B,EAAU,CAAC,QAAS,MAAO,WAAY,OAAQ,IAErD,SAASC,EAAe7K,EAAMwB,EAAG

pI,EAAGD,GAC7B+G,EAAAA,MAAM4K,WAAa,GACjB7Q,EAAAA,KAAK2Q,EAAS,SAASG,GACvB7K,EA

AAA,MAAM8K,SAAW,eAAiBD,EAAS,mBAAqBvJ,EAAI,KAAOpI,EAAI,QAAUD,EAAI,aAItG,SAAS8R,EAA

YjL,GACdE,EAAAA,MAAM4K,WAAa,GACnB5K,EAAAA,MAAM8K,SAAW,qIACjB9K,EAAAA,MAAM8K,

SAAW,kIACjB9K,EAAAA,MAAM8K,SAAW,6HACjB9K,EAAAA,MAAM8K,SAAW,8HACjB9K,EAAAA,MA

AM8K,SAAW,0HCpUxB,IAAME,EAAM,CACJ,KAAA,SAASC,EAAKC,GACZC,IAAAA,EAAMD,GAASnM,S

ACfqM,EAAOD,EAAInM,cAAc,QAC1BmF,EAAAA,KAAO,WACPkH,EAAAA,IAAM,aACNjH,EAAAA,KAA

O6G,EACRK,EAAAA,qBAAqB,QAAQ,GAAG1G,YAAYwG,IAG1C,OAAA,SAASG,EAAYL,GACrBC,IAAAA,

EAAMD,GAASnM,SACfyM,EAAWzM,SAASC,cAAc,SAC/BmF,EAAAA,KAAO,WACPkB,EAAAA,UAAYkG,

EACfE,IAAAA,EAAON,EAAIG,qBAAqB,QAAQ,GAC1C,IACG1G,EAAAA,YAAY4G,GACjB,MAAOjW,OC/B

PmW,EAAAA,4pBCqBAC,EAAoB,SAAShN,EAAQC,GACnCC,IAAAA,EAAeF,EAAOC,GAGxBpD,OAAAA,E

AAOH,QAAQxE,UAAU,KAAO2E,EAAOvB,SAASpD,UAAU,IACrD,IAAIiO,EAAiBnG,EAAQC,EAAU/H,UA

AU,IAItD2E,EAAOO,SAAS8C,GAEdrD,EAAOO,SAASlF,UAAU,KAAO2E,EAAOO,SAASlF,UAAU,IAEzD2E,

EAAOO,SAASlF,UAAU,IACrB,IAAImR,EAAuBrJ,EAAQC,EAC1B/H,UAAU,GAAIA,UAAU,GAAIA,UAAU,I

AGjD,IAAImR,EAAuBrJ,EAAQC,EAAU/H,UAAU,GAAIA,UAAU,IAI1E2E,EAAOO,SAASlF,UAAU,IACrB,IA

AIqQ,EAAoBvI,EAAQC,EACrB,CAAE3B,IAAKpG,UAAU,GAAIqG,IAAKrG,UAAU,GAAIuP,KAAMvP,UAA

U,KAErE,IAAIqQ,EAAoBvI,EAAQC,EAAU,CAAE3B,IAAKpG,UAAU,GAAIqG,IAAKrG,UAAU,KAGnF2E,E

AAOC,SAASoD,GACX,IAAI4G,EAAiB9G,EAAQC,GAGlCpD,EAAOoQ,WAAW/M,GACb,IAAI+J,EAAmBjK,

EAAQC,EAAU,IAG9CpD,EAAOqQ,UAAUhN,GACZ,IAAIwF,EAAkB1F,EAAQC,GAGhC,MCjDT,SAASkN,E

AAsBC,GAClBA,WAAAA,EAAU,IAAO,IAG9B,IAAA,EAAenK,OAAOkK,uBAClBlK,OAAOoK,6BACPpK,OA

AOqK,0BACPrK,OAAOsK,wBACPtK,OAAOuK,yBACPL,ECNEM,EAAAA,WACU,SAAA,IpBqChB,EAAA,K

AAA,GoBpCSC,KAAAA,kBAAoBtN,SAASC,cAAc,OACzCX,EAAAA,OAAO,KAAKgO,kBAAkBrM,MAAO,C

ACzB,gBAAA,kBACZ,IAAA,EACC,KAAA,EACG,QAAA,OACD,OAAA,OACC,QAAA,EACS,iBAAA,sBACN,

WAAA,wBAGVsM,EAAAA,eAAe,KAAKD,mBACnBA,KAAAA,kBAAkBrM,MAAMS,SAAW,QAEnC3B,KAA

AA,WAAaC,SAASC,cAAc,OAClCX,EAAAA,OAAO,KAAKS,WAAWkB,MAAO,CACzB,SAAA,QACD,QAAA,

OACD,OAAA,OACC,QAAA,EACS,iBAAA,uDACN,WAAA,iDAILuM,SAAAA,KAAK3H,YAAY,KAAKyH,mB

ACtBE,SAAAA,KAAK3H,YAAY,KAAK9F,YAEzBwF,IAAAA,EAAQ,KACVhK,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAK+R,kB
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AAmB,QAAS,WAClCG,EAAAA,SpBKZ,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,CAAA,CAAA,IAAA,OoBDS,MAAA,WACClI,I

AAAA,EAAQ,KAET+H,KAAAA,kBAAkBrM,MAAMyM,QAAU,QAElC3N,KAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAMyM,Q

AAU,QAC3B3N,KAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAM0M,QAAU,EAE3B5N,KAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAM2M,gBAAkB,a

AEnCC,KAAAA,SAEEC,EAAAA,MAAM,WACLR,EAAAA,kBAAkBrM,MAAM0M,QAAU,EAClC5N,EAAAA

,WAAWkB,MAAM0M,QAAU,EAC3B5N,EAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAM2M,gBAAkB,epBd/C,CAAA,IAAA,OoBq

BS,MAAA,WACCrI,IAAAA,EAAQ,KAERkI,EAAO,SAAPA,IACE1N,EAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAMyM,QAAU,O

AC3BJ,EAAAA,kBAAkBrM,MAAMyM,QAAU,OAEpChF,EAAAA,OAAOnD,EAAMxF,WAAY,sBAAuB0N,G

AChD/E,EAAAA,OAAOnD,EAAMxF,WAAY,gBAAiB0N,GAC1C/E,EAAAA,OAAOnD,EAAMxF,WAAY,iBA

AkB0N,IAG7ClS,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKwE,WAAY,sBAAuB0N,GAC7ClS,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKwE,WAAY,

gBAAiB0N,GACvClS,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKwE,WAAY,iBAAkB0N,GAEvCH,KAAAA,kBAAkBrM,MAAM0

M,QAAU,EAElC5N,KAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAM0M,QAAU,EAC3B5N,KAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAM2M,gBAAk

B,epBxC5C,CAAA,IAAA,SoB2CW,MAAA,WACF7N,KAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAMU,KAAOkB,OAAOkL,WAA

a,EAAIjN,EAAIkN,SAAS,KAAKjO,YAAc,EAAI,KACpFA,KAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAMY,IAAMgB,OAAOoL,Y

AAc,EAAInN,EAAIoN,UAAU,KAAKnO,YAAc,EAAI,SpB7C9F,EoBtCMsN,GpBsCN,EAAA,EAAA,srLqBzBA

pB,EAAIkC,OAAOC,GAGX,IAAMC,EAAgB,KAEhBC,EAAgB,GAGhBC,EAAsB,GAEtBC,EAA8B,UAE9BC,E

AA0B,WAC1B,IACK,QAAE5L,OAAO6L,aAChB,MAAOlY,GACA,OAAA,GAJqB,GAQ5BmY,OAAAA,EAGA

C,GAAkB,EAGlBC,QAAAA,EAGApB,IAAO,EAGLqB,GAAe,GA2BfC,GAAM,SAANA,EAAe/M,GACbuD,IAA

AA,EAAQ,KAEVrD,EAASF,GAAQ,GAMhBjC,KAAAA,WAAaC,SAASC,cAAc,OACpC+O,KAAAA,KAAOhP,

SAASC,cAAc,MAC9BF,KAAAA,WAAW8F,YAAY,KAAKmJ,MAE7BrF,EAAAA,SAAS,KAAK5J,WAAYsO,G

AMzBY,KAAAA,UAAY,GAEZC,KAAAA,cAAgB,GAMhBC,KAAAA,oBAAsB,GAoBtBC,KAAAA,uCAAyC,G

AEzCC,KAAAA,YAAc,GAGV5S,EAAAA,EAAOyG,SAAShB,EAAQ,CACnB,YAAA,EACD,WAAA,EACJ6M,

MAAAA,EAAIO,gBAGJ7S,EAAAA,EAAOyG,SAAShB,EAAQ,CACpBA,UAAAA,EAAOqN,UACRrN,SAAAA,

EAAOqN,YAGd9S,EAAOnB,YAAY4G,EAAOsN,MAMtBA,EAAAA,KAAO,CAAEC,OAAQjB,GAJpBtM,EAA

OuN,SACFD,EAAAA,KAAKC,OAASvN,EAAOuN,QAM5BhT,EAAOnB,YAAY4G,EAAOwN,SAAWxN,EAAO

yN,UACjC3X,GAAAA,KAAK,MAIb4X,EAAAA,UAAYnT,EAAOnB,YAAY4G,EAAOwN,SAAWxN,EAAO0N,

UAE3D1N,EAAOqN,WAAa9S,EAAOnB,YAAY4G,EAAO2N,cACzCA,EAAAA,YAAa,GAMlBC,IA+QIC,EA/Q

JD,EACFrB,GAC+D,SAA/DC,aAAasB,QAAQC,GAAoB,KAAM,YAE7CC,OAAAA,EACAC,OAAAA,EA8JA1T

,GA5JG2T,OAAAA,iBAAiB,KAAA,CAOZ,OAAA,CACD,IAAA,WACIlO,OAAAA,EAAOwN,SAIN,WAAA,CA

CL,IAAA,WACIxN,OAAAA,EAAO2N,aAQP,UAAA,CACJ,IAAA,WACI3N,OAAAA,EAAOqN,YAQN,WAAA,

CACL,IAAA,WACIrN,OAAAA,EAAOmO,aAQV,OAAA,CACD,IAAA,WACC9K,OAAAA,EAAMmK,OACDn

K,EAAM+K,UAAUb,OAGlBvN,EAAOsN,KAAKC,QAGhB,IAAA,SAASlV,GACRgL,EAAMmK,OACFY,EAA

AA,UAAUb,OAASlV,EAElBiV,EAAAA,KAAKC,OAASlV,EAEF,GAAA,MACfgW,EAAAA,WAQH,MAAA,C

ACA,IAAA,WACIrO,OAAAA,EAAO0C,OAEX,IAAA,SAASrK,GACLqK,EAAAA,MAAQrK,EACNgL,GAAAA

,EAAOhL,KASd,KAAA,CACC,IAAA,WACI2H,OAAAA,EAAOhJ,MAEX,IAAA,SAASqB,GAELrB,EAAAA,K

AAOqB,EACV4V,IACO7J,EAAAA,UAAYpE,EAAOhJ,QAS1B,OAAA,CACD,IAAA,WACIgJ,OAAAA,EAAOs

O,QAEX,IAAA,SAASjW,GACLiW,EAAAA,OAASjW,EACZ2H,EAAOsO,OACL7G,EAAAA,SAASpE,EAAMy

J,KAAMD,EAAI0B,cAEzB7F,EAAAA,YAAYrF,EAAMyJ,KAAMD,EAAI0B,cAK7BC,KAAAA,WAEDnL,EAA

MoL,gBACFA,EAAAA,cAAcrK,UAAY/L,EAAIwU,EAAI6B,UAAY7B,EAAI8B,eASxD,KAAA,CACC,IAAA,W

ACI3O,OAAAA,EAAOsN,OASD,gBAAA,CAEV,IAAA,WACIM,OAAAA,GAEJ,IAAA,SAASjM,GACR4K,IAC

gB5K,EAAAA,EACdA,EACEtI,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,SAAUqN,GAEvBxH,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,SAA

UqN,GAElBY,aAAAA,QAAQb,GAAoB1K,EAAO,WAAY1B,QAOlEpH,EAAOnB,YAAY4G,EAAOwN,QAAS,

CAOjCjB,GANC+B,KAAAA,OAAStO,EAAOsO,SAAU,EAE3B7G,EAAAA,SAAS,KAAK5J,WAAYgP,EAAIgC

,YAC9B3G,EAAAA,eAAe,KAAKrK,YAAY,GAGhC0O,GACEqB,EAAiB,CACbA,EAAAA,iBAAkB,EAElBkB,I

AAAA,EAAWtC,aAAasB,QAAQC,GAAoB,KAAM,QAE5De,IACKxB,EAAAA,KAAOyB,KAAKC,MAAMF,IA

K1BL,KAAAA,cAAgB3Q,SAASC,cAAc,OACvC0Q,KAAAA,cAAcrK,UAAYyI,EAAI8B,YAC/BlH,EAAAA,SA

AS,KAAKgH,cAAe5B,EAAIoC,oBACjCjP,EAAOmO,YACL1G,EAAAA,SAAS,KAAKgH,cAAe5B,EAAIqC,iB

AChCrR,KAAAA,WAAWsR,aAAa,KAAKV,cAAe,KAAK5Q,WAAWuR,WAAW,MAExE3H,EAAAA,SAAS,K

AAKgH,cAAe5B,EAAIwC,oBAChCxR,KAAAA,WAAW8F,YAAY,KAAK8K,gBAG/BpV,EAAAA,KAAK,KAA
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KoV,cAAe,QAAS,WAC9BH,EAAAA,QAAUjL,EAAMiL,aAGnB,MACiBpU,IAAlB8F,EAAOsO,SACFA,EAAA

A,QAAS,GAGZgB,IAAAA,EAAexR,SAASyR,eAAevP,EAAOhJ,MAChDyQ,EAAAA,SAAS6H,EAAc,mBAEhB

E,EAAAA,GAAOnM,EAAOiM,GAQrB7H,EAAAA,SAAS,KAAKqF,KAAMD,EAAI0B,cAExB9G,EAAAA,SAA

SwG,EAAU,SACnB5U,EAAAA,KAAK4U,EAAU,QATE,SAAS3Z,GAGrB,OAFL0S,EAAAA,iBACIsH,EAAAA,

QAAUjL,EAAMiL,QACf,IAQJtO,EAAOsO,SACLA,KAAAA,QAAS,GAIdtO,EAAOqN,YACL9S,EAAOnB,YA

AY4G,EAAOwN,UACxBd,IACmB5O,GAAAA,SAASC,cAAc,OACxC0J,EAAAA,SAASkF,GAAoBR,GAC7B1E

,EAAAA,SAASkF,GAAoBE,EAAI4C,4BAC5BnE,SAAAA,KAAK3H,YAAYgJ,IACR,GAAA,GAIDhJ,GAAAA,

YAAY,KAAK9F,YAGhC4J,EAAAA,SAAS,KAAK5J,WAAYgP,EAAI6C,mBAK/B,KAAKlC,QACCnK,GAAAA

,EAAOrD,EAAO0C,QAItBiN,KAAAA,gBAAkB,WACfC,EAAAA,qBAGJvW,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,SAAU,

KAAKgP,iBAC5BtW,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKyT,KAAM,sBAAuB,KAAK6C,iBAC5CtW,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAK

yT,KAAM,gBAAiB,KAAK6C,iBACtCtW,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKyT,KAAM,iBAAkB,KAAK6C,iBACtCnB,KA

AAA,WAEDxO,EAAO0N,WACO,GAAA,MAGG,EAAA,WACfnB,GAA0F,SAAhEC,aAAasB,QAAQC,GAAoB1

K,EAAO,aAC/DuL,aAAAA,QAAQb,GAAoB1K,EAAO,OAAQ0L,KAAKc,UAAUxM,EAAMyM,mBAK5EC,KA

AAA,6BAA+B/B,EAU/BhO,EAAOwN,UAPJK,EAAOxK,EAAM+K,WACd1L,OAAS,EACPkJ,EAAAA,MAAM,

WACNlJ,EAAAA,OAAS,MAwbpB,SAAS8M,GAAOQ,EAAKC,EAAQC,GACrBC,IAAAA,EAAKrS,SAASC,cA

Ac,MAW3BoS,OAVHF,GACCtM,EAAAA,YAAYsM,GAGbC,EACEpD,EAAAA,KAAKqC,aAAagB,EAAID,GA

EtBpD,EAAAA,KAAKnJ,YAAYwM,GAEnB3B,EAAAA,WACG2B,EAGT,SAASC,GAAgBJ,GACnBxJ,EAAAA

,OAAO7F,OAAQ,SAAUqP,EAAIL,iBAE7BK,EAAID,8BACFvJ,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,SAAUqP,EAAID,8B

AIrC,SAASM,GAAmBL,EAAKM,GACzBnM,IAAAA,EAAM6L,EAAIO,gBAAgBP,EAAIO,gBAAgBjM,eAG9C

F,EAAAA,UADFkM,EACcnM,EAAI7H,MAAQ,IAEZ6H,EAAI7H,MAIxB,SAASkU,GAAkBR,EAAKG,EAAIM,

GAuE9BA,GAtEOC,EAAAA,KAAOP,EACPQ,EAAAA,MAAQX,EAEZ5S,EAAAA,OAAOqT,EAA+C,CAKlD,

QAAA,SAAS1M,GACZnO,GAAAA,UAAUZ,OAAS,EAAG,CAClB4b,IAAAA,EAAcH,EAAWC,KAAKG,mBA

G7BC,OAFIC,EAAAA,SAEJD,GACLd,EACAS,EAAW/S,OACX+S,EAAW9S,SACX,CACUiT,OAAAA,EACK,

YAAA,CAACrW,EAAON,QAAQrE,cAK/B2E,GAAAA,EAAOH,QAAQ2J,IAAYxJ,EAAOvB,SAAS+K,GAAU,

CACjD6M,IAAAA,EAAcH,EAAWC,KAAKG,mBAG7BC,OAFIC,EAAAA,SAEJD,GACLd,EACAS,EAAW/S,O

ACX+S,EAAW9S,SACX,CACUiT,OAAAA,EACK,YAAA,CAAC7M,OAWhB,KAAA,SAAS/M,GAENyZ,OADI

C,EAAAA,KAAKM,kBAAkBA,kBAAkB5M,UAAYpN,EACzDyZ,GAOD,OAAA,WAECA,OADIE,EAAAA,MA

AMM,OAAOR,GACjBA,GAOD,OAAA,WAECA,OADIE,EAAAA,MAAMI,OAAON,GACjBA,KAKPA,aAAsB1

J,EAAwB,CAC1CmK,IAAAA,EAAM,IAAIjL,EAAoBwK,EAAW/S,OAAQ+S,EAAW9S,SAChE,CAAE3B,IAAK

yU,EAAWzL,MAAO/I,IAAKwU,EAAWxL,MAAOE,KAAMsL,EAAWvL,SAE5DpM,EAAAA,KAAK,CAAC,gB

AAiB,WAAY,iBAAkB,OAAQ,MAAO,OAAQ,SAASqY,GACpFC,IAAAA,EAAKX,EAAWU,GAChBE,EAAKH,

EAAIC,GACJA,EAAAA,GAAUD,EAAIC,GAAU,WAC3Bzb,IAAAA,EAAOC,MAAMI,UAAU4C,MAAMpE,K

AAKqB,WAEjCwb,OADJpb,EAAAA,MAAMkb,EAAKxb,GACP0b,EAAGpb,MAAMya,EAAY/a,MAI5B+R,EA

AAA,SAAS0I,EAAI,cACNtS,EAAAA,WAAWsR,aAAa+B,EAAIrT,WAAY4S,EAAW5S,WAAWmT,wBACpE,G

AAIP,aAAsBxK,EAAqB,CAC9CrO,IAAAA,EAAI,SAAS0Z,GAEb/W,GAAAA,EAAOO,SAAS2V,EAAWzL,QA

AUzK,EAAOO,SAAS2V,EAAWxL,OAAQ,CAIpEsM,IAAAA,EAAUd,EAAWC,KAAKM,kBAAkBA,kBAAkB5

M,UAC9DoN,EAAef,EAAWE,MAAMxD,YAAYjL,QAAQuO,IAAe,EAE9DM,EAAAA,SACLU,IAAAA,EAAgB

X,GACpBd,EACAS,EAAW/S,OACX+S,EAAW9S,SACX,CACU8S,OAAAA,EAAWC,KAAKG,mBACX,YAAA,

CAACJ,EAAWzL,MAAOyL,EAAWxL,MAAOwL,EAAWvL,UAM1DuM,OAHOza,EAAAA,KAAKua,GACfC,G

AAcC,EAAcR,SAEzBQ,EAGFH,OAAAA,GAGEtV,EAAAA,IAAMzB,EAAOmX,QAAQ9Z,EAAG6Y,EAAWzU

,KACnCC,EAAAA,IAAM1B,EAAOmX,QAAQ9Z,EAAG6Y,EAAWxU,UACrCwU,aAAsBrN,GAC3B/J,EAAAA,

KAAK8W,EAAI,QAAS,WAChBwB,EAAAA,UAAUlB,EAAWlN,WAAY,WAGnClK,EAAAA,KAAKoX,EAAW

lN,WAAY,QAAS,SAASjP,GAC9Csd,EAAAA,qBAEKnB,aAAsB9I,GAC3BtO,EAAAA,KAAK8W,EAAI,QAAS,

WAChBwB,EAAAA,UAAUlB,EAAW5I,SAAU,WAGjCxO,EAAAA,KAAK8W,EAAI,YAAa,WACpB1I,EAAAA

,SAASgJ,EAAW5I,SAAU,WAGhCxO,EAAAA,KAAK8W,EAAI,WAAY,WACnBzH,EAAAA,YAAY+H,EAAW

5I,SAAU,YAE9B4I,aAAsB1I,IAC3BN,EAAAA,SAAS0I,EAAI,SACNhS,EAAAA,cAAgB5D,EAAOmX,QAAQ,S

AAShT,GAE1CA,OADJK,EAAAA,MAAM8S,gBAAkBpB,EAAWzI,QAAQrQ,WACvC+G,GACN+R,EAAWtS,e

AEHA,EAAAA,iBAGFuF,EAAAA,SAAWnJ,EAAOmX,QAAQ,SAAShT,GAKrCA,OAJHsR,EAAI5B,UAAUmC
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,iBAAmBE,EAAWqB,cAC3B9B,GAAAA,EAAI5B,WAAW,GAG7B1P,GACN+R,EAAW/M,UAGhB,SAASqO,G

AAiB/B,EAAKS,GAEvB5C,IAAAA,EAAOmC,EAAI5B,UAIX4D,EAAenE,EAAKZ,oBAAoB/K,QAAQuO,EAA

W/S,QAG7DsU,IAAkB,IAAlBA,EAAqB,CAEnBC,IAAAA,EAAgBpE,EAAKX,uCAAuC8E,GAc5DnE,QAVkB3

T,IAAlB+X,IACc,EAAA,GACX/E,EAAAA,uCAAuC8E,GAC1CC,GAIUxB,EAAAA,EAAW9S,UAAY8S,EAGjC

5C,EAAKP,MAAQO,EAAKP,KAAK4E,WAAY,CAC/BC,IAAAA,EAAYtE,EAAKP,KAAK4E,WAGxB3E,OAA

AA,EAEA4E,GAAAA,EAAUnC,EAAIzC,QACP4E,EAAAA,EAAUnC,EAAIzC,YAClB,CAAA,IAAI4E,EAAU7

F,GrBjiC3B,OqBmiCiB6F,EAAAA,EAAU7F,GAOjBiB,GAAAA,EAAOyE,SAA+D9X,IAA9CqT,EAAOyE,GAA

cvB,EAAW9S,UAAyB,CAE7ErB,IAAAA,EAAQiR,EAAOyE,GAAcvB,EAAW9S,UAGnCC,EAAAA,aAAetB,E

ACfoH,EAAAA,SAASpH,MAM5B,SAASwU,GAAId,EAAKtS,EAAQC,EAAUqC,GAC9BtC,QAAqBxD,IAArB

wD,EAAOC,GACH,MAAA,IAAI1J,MAAJ,WAAqByJ,EAArB,sBAAiDC,EAAjD,KAGJ8S,IAAAA,OAAAA,EA

EAzQ,GAAAA,EAAO1I,MACI,EAAA,IAAIyQ,EAAgBrK,EAAQC,OACpC,CACCyU,IAAAA,EAAc,CAAC1U,

EAAQC,GAAU1I,OAAO+K,EAAOoS,aACxC1H,EAAAA,EAAkB1U,MAAMga,EAAKoC,GAGxCpS,EAAOqS,

kBAAkB5U,IACpB4U,EAAAA,OAASrS,EAAOqS,OAAO3B,MAGfV,GAAAA,EAAKS,GAElBhJ,EAAAA,SAA

SgJ,EAAW5S,WAAY,KAE9B7G,IAAAA,EAAO8G,SAASC,cAAc,QAChC0J,EAAAA,SAASzQ,EAAM,iBACdo

N,EAAAA,UAAYqM,EAAW9S,SAEtB2U,IAAAA,EAAYxU,SAASC,cAAc,OAC/B4F,EAAAA,YAAY3M,GAC

Z2M,EAAAA,YAAY8M,EAAW5S,YAE3BsS,IAAAA,EAAKX,GAAOQ,EAAKsC,EAAWtS,EAAOqS,QAalC5B

,OAXHhJ,EAAAA,SAAS0I,EAAItD,GAAI0F,sBACjB9B,aAAsB1I,EACpBN,EAAAA,SAAS0I,EAAI,SAEb1I,E

AAAA,SAAS0I,EAAb,EAAwBM,EAAWrS,aAGnB4R,GAAAA,EAAKG,EAAIM,GAEvBzD,EAAAA,cAAclX,K

AAK2a,GAEhBA,EAGT,SAAS1C,GAAoBiC,EAAK7W,GAEzB2E,OAAAA,SAAS0U,SAASrP,KAAO,IAAMhK

,EAGxC,SAASsZ,GAAgBzC,EAAKhZ,EAAM0b,GAC5BvO,IAAAA,EAAMrG,SAASC,cAAc,UAC/BqG,EAAA

A,UAAYpN,EACZsF,EAAAA,MAAQtF,EACRuZ,EAAAA,gBAAgB5M,YAAYQ,GAC5BuO,IACEnC,EAAAA,

gBAAgBjM,cAAgB0L,EAAIO,gBAAgBvb,OAAS,GAIrE,SAAS2d,GAAgB3C,EAAK4C,GACpB7T,EAAAA,MA

AMyM,QAAUwE,EAAIpC,gBAAkB,QAAU,OAG1D,SAASiF,GAAY7C,GACb8C,IAAAA,EAAM9C,EAAI+C,

WAAajV,SAASC,cAAc,MAEhD0J,EAAAA,SAASuI,EAAInS,WAAY,YAEzBiP,EAAAA,KAAKqC,aAAa2D,EA

AK9C,EAAIlD,KAAKkG,YAEhCvL,EAAAA,SAASqL,EAAK,YAEZG,IAAAA,EAAQnV,SAASC,cAAc,QAC/B

qG,EAAAA,UAAY,SACdqD,EAAAA,SAASwL,EAAO,gBAGdC,IAAAA,EAASpV,SAASC,cAAc,QAC/BqG,EA

AAA,UAAY,OACfqD,EAAAA,SAASyL,EAAQ,UACjBzL,EAAAA,SAASyL,EAAQ,QAEfC,IAAAA,EAAUrV,S

AASC,cAAc,QAC/BqG,EAAAA,UAAY,MAChBqD,EAAAA,SAAS0L,EAAS,UAClB1L,EAAAA,SAAS0L,EAA

S,WAEhBC,IAAAA,EAAUtV,SAASC,cAAc,QAC/BqG,EAAAA,UAAY,SAChBqD,EAAAA,SAAS2L,EAAS,UA

ClB3L,EAAAA,SAAS2L,EAAS,UAEhBC,IAAAA,EAASrD,EAAIO,gBAAkBzS,SAASC,cAAc,UAwBxDwO,GA

tBAyD,EAAI1C,MAAQ0C,EAAI1C,KAAK4E,WAChBpZ,EAAAA,KAAKkX,EAAI1C,KAAK4E,WAAY,SAAS

5V,EAAOnD,GAC/B6W,GAAAA,EAAK7W,EAAKA,IAAQ6W,EAAIzC,UAGxByC,GAAAA,EAAK1D,GAA6B

,GAGhDjT,EAAAA,KAAKga,EAAQ,SAAU,WACpB,IAAA,IAAI/Q,EAAQ,EAAGA,EAAQ0N,EAAIO,gBAAgB

vb,OAAQsN,IAClDiO,EAAAA,gBAAgBjO,GAAO8B,UAAY4L,EAAIO,gBAAgBjO,GAAOhG,MAGhEiR,EAA

AA,OAAS,KAAKjR,QAGhBqH,EAAAA,YAAY0P,GACZ1P,EAAAA,YAAYsP,GACZtP,EAAAA,YAAYuP,GA

CZvP,EAAAA,YAAYwP,GACZxP,EAAAA,YAAYyP,GAEZ7G,EAAwB,CACpBqG,IAAAA,EAAU9U,SAASw

V,eAAe,oBAClCC,EAAuBzV,SAASwV,eAAe,oBACjCxV,SAASwV,eAAe,mBAEhCvU,MAAMyM,QAAU,QAE

sC,SAA9DgB,aAAasB,QAAQC,GAAoBiC,EAAK,aAC3BxM,EAAAA,aAAa,UAAW,WAG/BwM,GAAAA,EAA

K4C,GAGjBvZ,EAAAA,KAAKka,EAAsB,SAAU,WACnC3F,EAAAA,iBAAmBoC,EAAIpC,gBACXoC,GAAAA

,EAAK4C,KAInBY,IAAAA,EAAyB1V,SAASwV,eAAe,sBAEnDja,EAAAA,KAAKma,EAAwB,UAAW,SAASlf,

IAC/CA,EAAE8M,SAAwB,KAAZ9M,EAAEmf,OAA8B,KAAdnf,EAAE+M,SACtBkK,EAAAA,SAIdlS,EAAAA,

KAAK4Z,EAAO,QAAS,WACA7O,EAAAA,UAAY2K,KAAKc,UAAUG,EAAIF,qBAAiB5V,EAAW,GACpEwZ,

EAAAA,OACSC,EAAAA,QACAN,EAAAA,WAGrBha,EAAAA,KAAK6Z,EAAQ,QAAS,WACpBU,EAAAA,SA

GFva,EAAAA,KAAK8Z,EAAS,QAAS,WACnBU,IAAAA,EAAaC,OAAO,4BACtBD,GACEE,EAAAA,OAAOF,

KAIXxa,EAAAA,KAAK+Z,EAAS,QAAS,WACrB/E,EAAAA,WAMR,SAAS2F,GAAgBhE,GACnBiE,IAAAA,O

AAAA,EAeKC,SAAAA,EAAK5f,GAOL,OANL0S,EAAAA,iBAEEtE,EAAAA,OAASuR,EAAU3f,EAAE8L,QA

CrBoO,EAAAA,WACMla,EAAAA,EAAE8L,SAEL,EAGA+T,SAAAA,IACHzL,EAAAA,YAAYsH,EAAIvB,cA

Ae5B,GAAIuH,YACnC5N,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,YAAauT,GAC5B1N,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,UAAWwT
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,GAGvBE,SAAAA,EAAU/f,GASV,OARL0S,EAAAA,iBAEQ1S,EAAAA,EAAE8L,QAERqH,EAAAA,SAASuI,E

AAIvB,cAAe5B,GAAIuH,YAChC/a,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,YAAauT,GAC1B7a,EAAAA,KAAKsH,OAAQ,U

AAWwT,IAErB,EAtCLG,EAAAA,gBAAkBxW,SAASC,cAAc,OAEtCX,EAAAA,OAAO4S,EAAIsE,gBAAgBvV

,MAAO,CAEhC,MAAA,MACK,WAAA,OACJ,OAAA,QACA,OAAA,YACE,SAAA,aAiCR1F,EAAAA,KAAK2

W,EAAIsE,gBAAiB,YAAaD,GACvChb,EAAAA,KAAK2W,EAAIvB,cAAe,YAAa4F,GAErCxW,EAAAA,WAA

WsR,aAAaa,EAAIsE,gBAAiBtE,EAAInS,WAAWmT,mBAGlE,SAASuD,GAASvE,EAAKwE,GACjB3W,EAAA

A,WAAWkB,MAAM2D,MAAQ8R,EAAI,KAG7BxE,EAAI+C,YAAc/C,EAAI3C,YACpB0F,EAAAA,WAAWhU

,MAAM2D,MAAQ8R,EAAI,MAE/BxE,EAAIvB,gBACFA,EAAAA,cAAc1P,MAAM2D,MAAQ8R,EAAI,MAIxC

,SAASC,GAAiBzE,EAAK0E,GACvB1Z,IAAAA,EAAW,GAmBVA,OAhBAlC,EAAAA,KAAKkX,EAAI/C,oBA

AqB,SAASvO,EAAK4D,GAC3CqS,IAAAA,EAAc,GAGd1C,EACJjC,EAAI9C,uCAAuC5K,GAGtCxJ,EAAAA,K

AAKmZ,EAAe,SAASxB,EAAY9S,GAClCA,EAAAA,GAAY+W,EAAmBjE,EAAW7S,aAAe6S,EAAWrS,aAIzE

kE,EAAAA,GAASqS,IAGb3Z,EAGT,SAAS4Z,GAAqB5E,GACvB,IAAA,IAAI1N,EAAQ,EAAGA,EAAQ0N,EA

AIO,gBAAgBvb,OAAQsN,IAClD0N,EAAIO,gBAAgBjO,GAAOhG,QAAU0T,EAAIzC,SACvCgD,EAAAA,gBA

AgBjM,cAAgBhC,GAK1C,SAASuS,GAAeC,GACS,IAA3BA,EAAgB9f,QACIT,EAAAA,KAAKoM,OAAQ,WA

ClBmU,GAAAA,KAIZhc,EAAAA,KAAKgc,EAAiB,SAAS/Y,GAClCoC,EAAAA,kBAn7BN0O,GAAIkI,WAAa,

WACR,IAACxJ,GACDzS,EAAAA,KAAK8T,GAAc,SAASoD,GAC7BnS,EAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAMyM,QAAU

D,GAAO,OAAS,MAInDsB,GAAI6C,iBAAmB,IACvB7C,GAAI4C,2BAA6B,KACjC5C,GAAIgC,WAAa,OACjB

hC,GAAI0F,qBAAuB,KAC3B1F,GAAImI,eAAiB,qBACrBnI,GAAI0B,aAAe,SACnB1B,GAAIoC,mBAAqB,eAC

zBpC,GAAIqC,gBAAkB,YACtBrC,GAAIwC,mBAAqB,eACzBxC,GAAIuH,WAAa,OAEjBvH,GAAIO,cAAgB,I

ACpBP,GAAI8B,YAAc,iBAClB9B,GAAI6B,UAAY,gBAEhB7B,GAAIoI,gBAAkB,SAAS3gB,GACO,SAAhCwJ,

SAASmF,cAAcC,MACxB5O,EAAEmf,QAAUrH,GAAiB9X,EAAE+M,UAAY+K,GACxC2I,GAAAA,cAGRnW,

EAAIvF,KAAKsH,OAAQ,UAAWkM,GAAIoI,iBAAiB,GAEjD1a,EAAO6C,OACLyP,GAAI9W,UAGJ,CAyBO,I

AAA,SAAS2H,EAAQC,GACbmT,OAAAA,GACL,KACApT,EACAC,EACA,CACehI,YAAAA,MAAMI,UAAU4

C,MAAMpE,KAAKqB,UAAW,MAyB/C,SAAA,SAAS8H,EAAQC,GAClBmT,OAAAA,GACL,KACApT,EACA

C,EACA,CACS,OAAA,KAUL,OAAA,SAAS8S,GAEV3D,KAAAA,KAAKoI,YAAYzE,EAAWC,MAC5B1D,KA

AAA,cAAczK,OAAO,KAAKyK,cAAc9K,QAAQuO,GAAa,GAC5DpN,IAAAA,EAAQ,KACPuI,EAAAA,MAAM

,WACL4C,EAAAA,cASD,QAAA,WACH,GAAA,KAAKhB,OACD,MAAA,IAAIvZ,MACR,8GAKA,KAAKoZ,

WACY6H,GAAAA,YAAY,KAAKrX,YAGhCwF,IAAAA,EAAQ,KACPvK,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKiU,UAAW,S

AASoI,GAC7BC,EAAAA,aAAaD,KAGjB3O,EAAAA,OAAO7F,OAAQ,UAAWkM,GAAIoI,iBAAiB,GAEnC,G

AAA,OAWP,UAAA,SAASje,GAGd,QAAyBkD,IAAzB,KAAK6S,UAAU/V,GACX,MAAA,IAAI/C,MAAM,sDA

CF+C,EAAO,KAGjBqe,IAAAA,EAAe,CAAEre,KAAMA,EAAMwW,OAAQ,MAK9BH,EAAAA,UAAY,KAAK

A,UAG1B,KAAKC,MACFA,KAAAA,KAAKgI,SACLhI,KAAAA,KAAKgI,QAAQte,KAELsX,EAAAA,OAAS,K

AAKhB,KAAKgI,QAAQte,GAAMsX,OAGjChB,EAAAA,KAAO,KAAKA,KAAKgI,QAAQte,IAGlCgZ,IAAAA,

EAAM,IAAInD,GAAIwI,GACftI,KAAAA,UAAU/V,GAAQgZ,EAEjBG,IAAAA,EAAKX,GAAO,KAAMQ,EAAI

nS,YAErBmS,OADHvI,EAAAA,SAAS0I,EAAI,UACVH,GAQK,aAAA,SAASuF,GAChBzI,KAAAA,KAAKoI,Y

AAYK,EAAO1X,WAAW2X,sBAEjC,KAAKzI,UAAUwI,EAAOve,MAGzB,KAAKsW,MACFA,KAAAA,KAAK

gI,SACLhI,KAAAA,KAAKgI,QAAQC,EAAOve,cAClB,KAAKsW,KAAKgI,QAAQC,EAAOve,MAGlBue,GAA

AA,GAEVlS,IAAAA,EAAQ,KAEPvK,EAAAA,KAAKyc,EAAOxI,UAAW,SAASoI,GAC9BC,EAAAA,aAAaD,K

AGfvJ,EAAAA,MAAM,WACL4C,EAAAA,cAOJ,KAAA,WACCF,KAAAA,QAAS,GAMT,MAAA,WACAA,KA

AAA,QAAS,GAMV,KAAA,WACCzQ,KAAAA,WAAWkB,MAAMyM,QAAU,QAM5B,KAAA,WACC3N,KAA

AA,WAAWkB,MAAMyM,QAAU,IAIxB,SAAA,WAEFqC,IAAAA,EAAO,KAAKO,UACdP,GAAAA,EAAKF,W

AAY,CACbhO,IAAAA,EAAMf,EAAI6W,UAAU5H,EAAKf,MAAMnN,IACjCzH,EAAI,EAEDY,EAAAA,KAA

K+U,EAAKf,KAAKsC,WAAY,SAASsG,GACnC7H,EAAKR,WAAaqI,IAAS7H,EAAKkF,aAC/BnU,GAAAA,EA

AIoN,UAAU0J,MAInB/U,OAAOoL,YAAcpM,EAAM0M,EAAsBnU,GAC/CuP,EAAAA,SAASoG,EAAKhQ,WA

AYgP,GAAImI,gBAC7BlI,EAAAA,KAAK/N,MAAM4D,OAAShC,OAAOoL,YAAcpM,EAAM0M,EAAsB,OAEt

E3D,EAAAA,YAAYmF,EAAKhQ,WAAYgP,GAAImI,gBAChClI,EAAAA,KAAK/N,MAAM4D,OAAS,QAIzBk

L,EAAKyG,iBACA1I,EAAAA,MAAM,WACN0I,EAAAA,gBAAgBvV,MAAM4D,OAASkL,EAAKf,KAAK6I,a

AAe,OAI7D9H,EAAKY,gBACFA,EAAAA,cAAc1P,MAAM2D,MAAQmL,EAAKnL,MAAQ,OAI/BnI,kBAAAA,
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EAAOqb,SAAS,WAAkBpH,KAAAA,YAAe,IAY1D,SAAA,WAMJ,GALAjU,EAAOnB,YAAYqT,MACL,EAAA,

IAAItB,GACNtN,WAAWuG,UAAYyR,GAGnC,KAAKrI,OACD,MAAA,IAAIvZ,MAAM,kDAGZoP,IAAAA,EA

AQ,KAEPvK,EAAAA,KAAKnD,MAAMI,UAAU4C,MAAMpE,KAAKqB,WAAY,SAAS8H,GACjB,IAArC2F,E

AAM4J,oBAAoBjY,QAChBqO,GAAAA,IAEqC,IAA/CA,EAAM4J,oBAAoB/K,QAAQxE,IAC9BuP,EAAAA,oB

AAoBnX,KAAK4H,KAI/B,KAAK2P,WAEE,GAAA,KAAM,KAAK3K,QAQf,QAAA,WAEAsN,IADHA,IAAAA,

EAAM,KACHA,EAAIxC,QACHwC,EAAAA,EAAIxC,OAELwC,OAAAA,GAQM,cAAA,WACPhV,IAAAA,EA

AW,KAAKsS,KAmBftS,OAlBEsT,EAAAA,OAAS,KAAKA,OAGnB,KAAKrB,oBAAoBjY,OAAS,IAC3BuY,EA

AAA,OAAS,KAAKA,OAElBvS,EAASkX,aACHA,EAAAA,WAAa,IAGfA,EAAAA,WAAW,KAAK3E,QAAUkH

,GAAiB,OAG7Ca,EAAAA,QAAU,GACZxc,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKiU,UAAW,SAAS7I,EAAS/K,GACnCmc,EA

AAA,QAAQnc,GAAO+K,EAAQ4L,kBAG3B9U,GAGH,KAAA,WACC,KAAKsS,KAAK4E,aACR5E,KAAAA,K

AAK4E,WAAa,IAGpB5E,KAAAA,KAAK4E,WAAW,KAAK3E,QAAUkH,GAAiB,MAClC,GAAA,MAAM,GAC

pB1E,KAAAA,gCAGC,OAAA,SAAS8D,GACV,KAAKvG,KAAK4E,aAER5E,KAAAA,KAAK4E,WAAa,GACl

B5E,KAAAA,KAAK4E,WAAW5F,GAA+BmI,GAAiB,MAAM,IAGxEnH,KAAAA,KAAK4E,WAAW2B,GAAc

Y,GAAiB,MAC/ClH,KAAAA,OAASsG,EACE,GAAA,KAAMA,GAAY,GAC7B9D,KAAAA,gCAGC,OAAA,SA

ASC,GACRlX,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKkU,cAAe,SAASyD,GAElC,KAAKrC,UAAUd,KAAK4E,WAGNlC,GAAA

A,GAAO,KAAK5B,UAAWqC,GAF7B/M,EAAAA,SAAS+M,EAAW7S,cAM7B6S,EAAWxS,kBACFA,EAAAA,i

BAAiB1J,KAAKkc,EAAYA,EAAWrS,aAEzD,MAEItF,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKiU,UAAW,SAASwI,GAC5BlH,E

AAAA,OAAOkH,KAGXvF,GACgB,GAAA,KAAK5B,WAAW,IAI/B,OAAA,SAASqC,GACT5P,IAAAA,EAAm

C,IAA5B,KAAKsM,YAAYnY,OACzBmY,KAAAA,YAAYrX,KAAK2a,GAClB5P,GACa,GAAA,KAAKsM,cAI

T,cAAA,WACNrU,EAAAA,KAAK,KAAKkU,cAAe,SAASyD,GAC5BtS,EAAAA,kBAENrF,EAAAA,KAAK,KA

AKiU,UAAW,SAASwI,GAC5BpX,EAAAA,qBrB30BR,IAAM7G,GAAQ,CACZiF,MAAAA,EACDW,KAAAA,E

ACKjC,UAAAA,GAqBb,QAAA,MAAA,GAlBA,IAAa6a,GAAc,CACbrY,WAAAA,EACO2F,kBAAAA,EACDS,i

BAAAA,EACAW,iBAAAA,EACAM,iBAAAA,EACGmB,oBAAAA,EACGc,uBAAAA,EACJY,mBAAAA,EAC

HI,gBAAAA,GASnB,QAAA,YAAA,GANA,IAAanJ,GAAM,CAAEA,IAAKmX,GAM1B,QAAA,IAAA,GAJA,IA

Aa/F,GAAM,CAAEnD,IAAKmJ,IAI1B,QAAA,IAAA,GAFA,IAAanJ,GAAMmJ,GAEnB,QAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IA

AA,GAAe,CAAA,MAAA,GAAA,YAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAf,IAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,QAAA,

QAAA;;;AsBjDA,IAAA,GAJA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,iBAAA,SAAA,oBAAA,OAAA,OAAA,QAAA,IAAA,mBA

AA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,MAAA,IAAA,CAAA,KAAA,WAAA,IAAA,EAAA,WAAA,SAA

A,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,GAAA,MAAA,QAAA,IAAA,EAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,cAAA,OAAA,EAAA,MAAA,QAAA,uEAAA,EAAA,iBAAA,QAAA,S

AAA,GAAA,EAAA,iBACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,UAAA,GAAA,IAAA,GAAA,aAAA,MAAA,MAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,MAAA,MAAA,OAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,MAAA,KAAA,OAAA,SAAA,GAAA,KAAA,aAAA,KAAA,YAAA,OAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

MAAA,KAAA,OAAA,SAAA,OAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,SAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,UAAA,E

AAA,MAAA,WAAA,GAAA,aAAA,MAAA,OAAA,IAAA,WAAA,IAAA,IAAA,GAAA,aAAA,MAAA,MAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,OAAA,IAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,YAAA,OAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,eACA,QAA

A,EAAA,gBAAA,SAAA,OAAA,GAAA,OAAA,WAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,WAAA,EAAA,QAAA,IACA,OA

DA,EAAA,MAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,KAAA,MAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,kBAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,

SAAA,cAAA,UAAA,EAAA,MAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,EAAA,EAAA,MAAA,QAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

EAAA,WAAA,MACA,OADA,EAAA,KAAA,QAAA,EAAA,EAAA,gCAAA,EAAA,aAAA,MAAA,EAAA,UAA

A,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GACA,

EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,EAAA,YAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,E

AAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA

AA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,EAAA,YAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAA
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A,GAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,

GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EA

AA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,UAAA,EAAA,EAAA,YAA

A,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA;;ACY20mB,a

AAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,iBAAA,GAAA,QAAA,K

AAA,GAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,qBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

uBAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,UAAA,QAAA,QAAA,QAAA,aAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAA30mB,IA

AA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAAwJ,EAAA,QAAA,8BAAmrmB,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,K

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GA

AA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA

,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA

,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,y

BAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,G

AAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAA5nmB,IAAIC,EAAqB

,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,IAAI,SAASC,EAAwB5hB,GAAQ6hB,EAAAA,KAAAA,OAAO,iBAAiB7hB,EAAE,WAA

iB,MAAA,iCAAiC8hB,EAAKD,KAAAA,OAAOF,EAAqB/T,QAAQ5N,IAAI,EAAE,WAAiB,MAAA,mBAAmB

A,EAAE,gDAAgD,SAAS+hB,EAAsB/hB,EAAEwH,GAAQqa,EAAAA,KAAAA,OAAO,iBAAiB7hB,EAAE,WA

AiB,MAAA,+BAA+B8hB,EAAKD,KAAAA,QAAQ7hB,EAAE,GAAGwH,GAAG,EAAE,WAAiB,MAAA,iBAAi

BxH,EAAE,iCAAiCwH,EAAE,MAAM,SAASwa,EAAahiB,GAAU,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,WAAiB,MAA

A,UAAUA,EAAEiiB,QAAQjiB,EAAEA,EAAEkiB,WAAWliB,GAAE,EAAIA,EAAAA,KAAAA,EAAE,QAAO,E

AAIA,EAAAA,KAAAA,EAAE,KAAK,IAAImiB,EAAU,WAAoBniB,SAAAA,EAAEA,EAAEwH,GAAQ4a,KAA

AA,MAAMpiB,EAAMsD,IAAAA,EAAE,KAAK8e,MAAMC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAWT,EAAAA,KAAAA,QAA

Q,IAAIve,EAAE,KAAK,IAAIA,EAAE,GAAG,WAAiB,MAAA,gBAAgBA,EAAE,GAAG,KAAKA,EAAE,GAA

G,sBAAsB,KAAKif,aAAa/a,EAASxH,OAAAA,EAAEyB,UAAU+gB,QAAQ,SAASxiB,GAAOwH,IAAAA,EAA

E,KAAY,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,WAAelE,IAAAA,EAAE0e,EAAahiB,GAAGyiB,WAAW,GAAGC,EAAE

lb,EAAE4a,MAAMI,QAAQlf,GAAGqf,EAAED,EAAE,GAAGnhB,EAAEmhB,EAAE,GAAG7e,EAAE6e,EAAE,

GAAG/e,EAAE+e,EAAE,GAAS,MAAA,CAACE,cAAcrhB,EAAEshB,UAAUC,UAAUC,QAAQJ,EAAEE,UAAU

G,gBAAgBnf,EAAEgf,UAAUI,gBAAgBtf,EAAEkf,cAAc7iB,EAAEyB,UAAUyhB,QAAQ,WAAgBd,KAAAA,M

AAMc,WAAWljB,EAAlhB,GAAuhB,SAASmjB,EAAKnjB,GAAUuD,OAAAA,KAAK6D,MAAMpH,EAAE,GA

A28jB,QAAA,UAAA,EAAx8jB,IAAIojB,EAAQ,WAAoBpjB,SAAAA,EAAEA,EAAEwH,GAAQ6b,KAAAA,cA

Ac,IAAIhiB,MAAMrB,GAAG,KAAKsjB,kBAAkB,EAAE,KAAKC,gBAAgB/b,EAASxH,OAAAA,EAAEyB,UA

AU+hB,QAAQ,SAASxjB,GAAQqjB,KAAAA,gBAAgB,KAAKC,kBAAkBtjB,EAAE,KAAKyjB,KAAK,KAAKH

,mBAAmBtjB,EAAEyB,UAAUiiB,QAAQ,WAAe1jB,IAAAA,EAAE,KAAKqjB,cAAc,GAAU,OAAA,KAAKM,S

AAS,EAAE,KAAKL,oBAAoB,KAAKM,KAAK,GAAG,KAAKP,cAAc,KAAKC,iBAAiB,GAAG,KAAKtjB,GAA

GA,EAAEyB,UAAUoiB,MAAM,WAAiB,OAAC,IAAI,KAAKP,kBAAkBtjB,EAAEyB,UAAUqiB,KAAK,WAAk

B,OAAA,KAAKR,iBAAiB,GAAGtjB,EAAEyB,UAAUsiB,IAAI,WAAkB,OAAA,KAAKV,cAAchf,MAAM,EAA

E,KAAKif,iBAAiB,IAAItjB,EAAEyB,UAAUkG,IAAI,WAAkB,OAAA,KAAK0b,cAAc,IAAIrjB,EAAEyB,UAA

UgiB,KAAK,SAASzjB,GAAQA,KAAAA,EAAE,GAAG,KAAKgkB,KAAKb,EAAKnjB,GAAGA,IAAI,KAAK2j

B,SAAS3jB,EAAEmjB,EAAKnjB,IAAIA,EAAEmjB,EAAKnjB,IAAIA,EAAEyB,UAAUmiB,KAAK,SAAS5jB,G

AAQ,KAAA,EAAEA,GAAG,KAAKsjB,kBAAkB,CAAK9b,IAAAA,EAAE,EAAExH,EAAKwH,GAAAA,EAAE,

KAAK8b,kBAAkB,KAAKU,KAAKxc,EAAEA,EAAE,IAAIA,KAAK,KAAKwc,KAAKhkB,EAAEwH,GAAG,M

AAWmc,KAAAA,SAAS3jB,EAAEwH,GAAGxH,EAAEwH,IAAIxH,EAAEyB,UAAUwiB,WAAW,SAASjkB,GA

AU,OAAA,KAAKujB,gBAAgB,KAAKF,cAAcrjB,KAAKA,EAAEyB,UAAUuiB,KAAK,SAAShkB,EAAEwH,G

AAU,OAAA,KAAKyc,WAAWjkB,GAAG,KAAKikB,WAAWzc,IAAIxH,EAAEyB,UAAUkiB,SAAS,SAAS3jB,E

AAEwH,GAAOlE,IAAAA,EAAE,KAAK+f,cAAcrjB,GAAQqjB,KAAAA,cAAcrjB,GAAG,KAAKqjB,cAAc7b,G

AAG,KAAK6b,cAAc7b,GAAGlE,GAAGtD,EAA5sC,GAAitC,SAASkkB,EAA4BlkB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEo

f,EAAEC,EAAEphB,GAAO,IAAA,IAAIsC,EAAEtC,EAAE+gB,MAAM3e,EAAEE,EAAE,GAAGsgB,EAAEtgB,

EAAE,GAAGsB,GAAE,EAAGkC,EAAE9D,KAAKoE,IAAIrE,EAAEqf,EAAE,GAAGlb,EAAElE,KAAKmE,IAA
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IpE,EAAEqf,EAAE,EAAEhf,GAAGygB,EAAE/c,EAAE+c,EAAE3c,IAAI2c,EAAE,CAAK,IAAA,IAAI9c,EAAE/

D,KAAKoE,IAAI+a,EAAEC,EAAE,GAAG/e,EAAEL,KAAKmE,IAAIgb,EAAEC,EAAE,EAAEwB,GAAGE,EA

AE/c,EAAE+c,EAAEzgB,IAAIygB,EAAE,GAAG9iB,EAAE+iB,IAAIF,EAAEC,EAAErkB,GAAGwH,EAAE,CA

ACrC,GAAE,EAAG,MAAS,IAACA,EAAE,MAAaA,OAAAA,EAAE,SAASof,EAAwBvkB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,G

AAO,IAAA,IAAIof,EAAEpf,EAAEgf,MAAMK,EAAED,EAAE,GAAGnhB,EAAEmhB,EAAE,GAAG7e,EAAE6

e,EAAE,GAAG/e,EAAE,IAAIyf,EAAQT,EAAEphB,EAAEsC,EAAE,SAAS7D,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAEwkB,QA

AQL,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAExB,IAAIwB,EAAE,IAAI,IAAIhf,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE5D,IAAI4D,EAAE,IAAI,IAA

IkC,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAExD,IAAIwD,EAAE,CAAKI,IAAAA,EAAEnE,EAAEghB,IAAIH,EAAEhf,EAAEkC,G

AAGI,EAAEzH,GAAGkkB,EAA4B7c,EAAEI,EAAE0c,EAAEhf,EAAEqC,EAAElE,IAAIK,EAAE6f,QAAQ,CA

ACgB,MAAM/c,EAAEgd,KAAK,CAACC,SAASP,EAAEQ,SAASxf,EAAEyf,GAAGvd,KAAY1D,OAAAA,EAA

E,IAAIkhB,EAAU,CAAC,OAAO,UAAU,WAAW,UAAU,WAAW,eAAe,gBAAgB,YAAY,aAAa,YAAY,aAAa,U

AAU,WAAW,WAAW,YAAY,YAAY,cAAcC,EAAcD,EAAUnkB,OAAOqkB,EAAQF,EAAUG,OAAO,SAAShlB,

EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAUtD,OAAAA,EAAEwH,GAAGlE,EAAEtD,GAAG,IAAIilB,EAAmB,CAAC,CAAC,UA

AU,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,gBAAgB,CAAC,YAAY,aAAa,CAAC,UAAU,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,aAAa,CAAC,

WAAW,iBAAiB,CAAC,aAAa,iBAAiB,CAAC,aAAa,cAAc,CAAC,WAAW,aAAa,CAAC,YAAY,cAAc,CAAC,eA

Ae,iBAAiB,CAAC,UAAU,aAAaC,EAAU,CAAC,CAAC,OAAO,WAAW,CAAC,UAAU,WAAW,CAAC,OAAO,

YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,YAAY,CAAC,OAAO,gBAAgB,CAAC,eAAe,aAAa,CAAC,YAAY,aAAa,CAAC,eAAe,W

AAW,CAAC,UAAU,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,aAAa,CAAC,OAAO,iBAAiB,CAAC,gBAAgB,cAAc,CAAC,aAAa,c

AAc,CAAC,gBAAgB,YAAY,CAAC,WAAW,aAAa,CAAC,YAAY,eAAeC,EAAqBF,EAAmBtV,IAAI,SAAS3P,G

AAOwH,IAAAA,EAAExH,EAAE,GAAGsD,EAAEtD,EAAE,GAAS,MAAA,CAAC+kB,EAAQvd,GAAGud,EAA

QzhB,MAAM8hB,EAAa,CAAC,YAAY,aAAa,wBAAwB,uBAAuB,uBAAuB,uBAAuB,uBAAuB,sBAAsB,sBAAs

B,aAAa,wBAAwB,YAAY,cAAc,aAAa,wBAAwB,uBAAuB,uBAAuB,uBAAuB,uBAAuB,sBAAsB,sBAAsB,aAA

a,wBAAwB,aAAa,SAASC,EAAerlB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,GAAS,MAAA,CAACzW,EAAEyW,EAAE4B,I

AAItkB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAGyI,EAAE2W,EAAE4B,IAAItkB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEwhB,IAAgB,SAAS

Q,EAAetlB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAOof,IAAAA,EAAE2C,EAAerlB,EAAE0kB,SAAS1kB,EAAE2kB,SAAS3kB,

EAAE4kB,GAAGthB,GAAGqf,EAAED,EAAEzW,EAAE1K,EAAEmhB,EAAE3W,EAAQ,MAAA,CAACA,EAA

E/L,EAAE2kB,SAASnd,EAAEjG,EAAE0K,EAAEjM,EAAE0kB,SAASld,EAAEmb,GAAG,SAAS4C,EAAMvlB,

EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAUtD,OAAAA,EAAEwH,EAAEA,EAAExH,EAAEsD,EAAEA,EAAEtD,EAAE,SAASwl

B,EAAgBxlB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,GAAOC,IAAAA,EAAErf,EAAEtD,EAAEuB,EAAEmhB,EAAElb,EA

ASmb,OAAAA,EAAEA,EAAEphB,EAAEA,EAAE,SAASkkB,EAAWzlB,EAAEwH,GAAS,MAAA,CAACuE,EA

AE/L,EAAE+L,EAAEvE,EAAEuE,EAAEE,EAAEjM,EAAEiM,EAAEzE,EAAEyE,GAAosc,QAAA,aAAA,EAA

A,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,QAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAjsc,IAAIyZ,EAAqBR,EAAUvV,IAAI,SAAS3

P,GAAOwH,IAAAA,EAAExH,EAAE,GAAGsD,EAAEtD,EAAE,GAAS,MAAA,CAAC+kB,EAAQvd,GAAGud,

EAAQzhB,MAAMqiB,EAAmBD,EAAqB/V,IAAI,SAAS3P,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAE,KAAK4lB,EAAmBF,EAA

qB/V,IAAI,SAAS3P,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAE,KAAK,SAAS6lB,EAAgB7lB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAOof,IAAA

A,EAAEpf,EAAEgf,MAAM,GAAG,EAAQ,MAAA,CAACrW,EAAE3I,EAAEghB,IAAI9c,EAAEyE,EAAEzE,EA

AEuE,EAAE/L,GAAG+L,EAAEzI,EAAEghB,IAAI9c,EAAEyE,EAAEzE,EAAEuE,EAAE2W,EAAE1iB,IAAI,SA

AS8lB,EAAyB9lB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,GAAS,MAAA,CAACzW,EAAEsZ,EAAMhiB,KAAKC,MAAMx

D,EAAEiM,EAAEzE,GAAG,EAAElE,EAAE,GAAGyI,EAAEwZ,EAAMhiB,KAAKC,MAAMxD,EAAE+L,EAA

EvE,GAAG,EAAEkb,EAAE,IAAI,SAASqD,EAAyB/lB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,EAAEC,EAAEphB,EAAEs

C,EAAEF,QAAQ,IAAIA,IAAIA,EAAE,GAAO,IAAA,IAAIwgB,EAAEzB,EAAEJ,MAAMnd,EAAEgf,EAAE,GA

AG9c,EAAE8c,EAAE,GAAG1c,EAAEoe,EAAgB7lB,EAAE8lB,EAAyBte,EAAE0D,SAAS3J,EAAE4D,EAAEkC

,GAAGxD,GAAGugB,EAAEqB,EAAWje,EAAE0D,SAASzD,GAAGH,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAE3D,EAAE2D,IAAI,

CAAK1D,IAAAA,EAAEkiB,EAAyB1B,EAAE7iB,EAAE4D,EAAEkC,GAAGgd,EAAEgB,EAAezhB,EAAEqI,E

AAErI,EAAEmI,EAAEzI,EAAEqf,GAAGyB,EAAEqB,EAAW,CAAC1Z,EAAEnI,EAAEmI,EAAExK,EAAE0K,

EAAErI,EAAEqI,EAAE1K,GAAG,CAACwK,EAAEsY,EAAEtY,EAAEE,EAAEoY,EAAEpY,IAAQxI,IAAAA,E

AAEqiB,EAAyB1B,EAAE7iB,EAAE4D,EAAEkC,GAAG2e,EAAEtD,EAAE4B,IAAI7gB,EAAEwI,EAAExI,EA

AEsI,EAAEzI,GAAS,MAAA,CAAC4H,SAASkZ,EAAEK,KAAKI,EAAUvhB,GAAGkhB,MAAMwB,GAAG,SA
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ASC,EAAWjmB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,EAAEC,EAAEphB,GAAOsC,IAAAA,EAAE2D,EAAE8a,MAAM,

GAAG3e,EAAEgiB,EAAmBjlB,OAAOyjB,EAAE,IAAI9iB,MAAMwC,GAAGsB,EAAEnF,EAAEykB,KAAKpd,

EAAErH,EAAEwkB,MAAM/c,EAAE6d,EAAengB,EAAEud,EAAEpf,GAAG6gB,EAAEhf,EAAEyf,IAAI,CAACJ

,MAAMnd,EAAEod,KAAKI,EAAU1f,EAAEyf,IAAI1Z,SAASzD,GAAO,IAAA,IAAI2c,EAAEzgB,EAAE,EAAE

ygB,GAAG,IAAIA,EAAE,CAAK9c,IAAAA,EAAEqe,EAAmBvB,GAAGxgB,EAAEgiB,EAAmBxB,GAAGD,EA

AE7c,KAAK6c,EAAEvgB,KAAKugB,EAAEvgB,GAAGmiB,EAAyB3B,EAAED,EAAE7c,GAAG1D,EAAE4D,E

AAElE,EAAEof,EAAEnhB,IAAQ6iB,IAAAA,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEzgB,IAAIygB,EAAG9c,EAAEse,EAAmBxB

,GAAGxgB,EAAE+hB,EAAmBvB,GAAGD,EAAE7c,KAAK6c,EAAEvgB,KAAKugB,EAAEvgB,GAAGmiB,EA

AyB3B,EAAED,EAAE7c,GAAG1D,EAAE4D,EAAElE,EAAEof,EAAEC,IAAWwB,OAAAA,EAAE,SAAS+B,E

AAoClmB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,GAAOC,IAAAA,EAAErf,EAAEyI,EAAExK,EAAE+B,EAAE2I,EAASj

M,OAAAA,EAAEmmB,KAAK,SAASnmB,GAAOsD,IAAAA,EAAEtD,EAAEomB,UAAU1D,GAAGxX,SAAgB

sa,OAAAA,EAAgBjkB,EAAEohB,EAAErf,EAAE2I,EAAE3I,EAAEyI,IAAIvE,IAAI,SAAS6e,EAAiBrmB,EAAE

wH,EAAElE,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAE0hB,OAAO,SAAS1hB,EAAEof,EAAEC,GAAOphB,IAAAA,EAAEmhB,E

AAExX,SAASrH,EAAE6e,EAAE8B,MAAa0B,OAAAA,EAAoClmB,EAAEwH,EAAEjG,EAAEohB,KAAKrf,GA

AGO,GAAGP,GAAG,GAAGA,EAAE5C,OAAO,IAAI4lB,EAAoB,EAAE,SAASC,EAAoBvmB,EAAEwH,EAAEl

E,EAAEof,EAAEC,EAAEphB,EAAEsC,EAAEF,QAAQ,IAAIE,IAAIA,EAAE,SAAI,IAASF,IAAIA,EAAE,IAAQ,

IAAA,IAAIwgB,EAAE,GAAGhf,EAAEof,EAAwB1gB,EAAEyiB,EAAoBtmB,GAAGqH,EAAE1D,EAAEA,EAA

EwgB,EAAEzjB,OAAOa,IAAI4D,EAAE0e,SAAS,CAAKpc,IAAAA,EAAEtC,EAAEue,UAAa,IAACwC,EAAoC/

B,EAAE9c,EAAEie,EAAe7d,EAAEgd,KAAK9B,EAAEnb,GAAGC,EAAEgd,KAAKG,IAAI,CAAKR,IAAAA,EA

AE6B,EAAWxe,EAAEzH,EAAEwH,EAAEmb,EAAErf,EAAEof,GAAGpb,EAAE+e,EAAiBlC,EAAE9c,EAAE+c

,GAAGD,EAAE3iB,KAAK,CAAC4kB,UAAUhC,EAAEI,MAAMld,KAAY6c,OAAAA,EAAE,IAAIqC,EAAS,W

AAiB,OAACA,EAAS7hB,OAAO8hB,QAAQ,SAASzmB,GAAO,IAAA,IAAIwH,EAAElE,EAAE,EAAEof,EAAE

phB,UAAUZ,OAAO4C,EAAEof,EAAEpf,IAAI,IAAI,IAAIqf,KAAKnb,EAAElG,UAAUgC,GAAGqB,OAAOlD,

UAAUilB,eAAezmB,KAAKuH,EAAEmb,KAAK3iB,EAAE2iB,GAAGnb,EAAEmb,IAAW3iB,OAAAA,IAAI0B,

MAAM,KAAKJ,YAAY,SAASqlB,EAAU3mB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,GAAU,OAAA,IAAIpf,IAAIA,EAAE

sjB,UAAU,SAASjE,EAAEphB,GAAYsC,SAAAA,EAAE7D,GAAM,IAACmkB,EAAEzB,EAAEmE,KAAK7mB,I

AAI,MAAMA,GAAGuB,EAAEvB,IAAa2D,SAAAA,EAAE3D,GAAM,IAACmkB,EAAEzB,EAAEoE,MAAM9m

B,IAAI,MAAMA,GAAGuB,EAAEvB,IAAamkB,SAAAA,EAAEnkB,GAAGA,EAAE+mB,KAAKpE,EAAE3iB,E

AAEgI,OAAO,IAAI1E,EAAE,SAASkE,GAAGA,EAAExH,EAAEgI,SAASgf,KAAKnjB,EAAEF,GAAGwgB,GA

AGzB,EAAEA,EAAEhhB,MAAM1B,EAAEwH,GAAG,KAAKqf,UAAU,SAASI,EAAYjnB,EAAEwH,GAAOlE,I

AAAA,EAAEof,EAAEC,EAAEphB,EAAEsC,EAAE,CAACqjB,MAAM,EAAEC,KAAK,WAAc,GAAA,EAAExE

,EAAE,GAAG,MAAMA,EAAE,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAE,IAAIyE,KAAK,GAAGC,IAAI,IAAW9lB,OAAAA,EA

AE,CAACslB,KAAKljB,EAAE,GAAGmjB,MAAMnjB,EAAE,GAAG2jB,OAAO3jB,EAAE,IAAI,mBAAmB4jB,

SAAShmB,EAAEgmB,OAAOC,UAAU,WAAkB,OAAA,OAAOjmB,EAAWoC,SAAAA,EAAEpC,GAAU,OAAA

,SAASoC,GAAU,OAAA,SAASpC,GAAM+B,GAAAA,EAAE,MAAM,IAAImkB,UAAU,mCAAwC5jB,KAAAA,

GAAG,IAAOP,GAAAA,EAAE,EAAEof,IAAIC,EAAE,EAAEphB,EAAE,GAAGmhB,EAAE4E,OAAO/lB,EAAE,

GAAGmhB,EAAEoE,SAASnE,EAAED,EAAE4E,SAAS3E,EAAE1iB,KAAKyiB,GAAG,GAAGA,EAAEmE,SA

ASlE,EAAEA,EAAE1iB,KAAKyiB,EAAEnhB,EAAE,KAAKwlB,KAAK,OAAOpE,EAASD,OAAAA,EAAE,EA

AEC,IAAIphB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAEA,EAAE,GAAGohB,EAAE3a,QAAQzG,EAAE,IAAS,KAAA,EAAO,KAAA,

EAAEohB,EAAEphB,EAAE,MAAW,KAAA,EAASsC,OAAAA,EAAEqjB,QAAQ,CAAClf,MAAMzG,EAAE,GA

AGwlB,MAAK,GAAS,KAAA,EAAEljB,EAAEqjB,QAAQxE,EAAEnhB,EAAE,GAAGA,EAAE,CAAC,GAAG,S

AAc,KAAA,EAAEA,EAAEsC,EAAEwjB,IAAIK,MAAM7jB,EAAEujB,KAAKM,MAAM,SAAS,QAAW,KAAE/

E,GAAGA,EAAE9e,EAAEujB,MAAM1mB,OAAO,GAAGiiB,EAAEA,EAAEjiB,OAAO,MAAM,IAAIa,EAAE,I

AAI,IAAIA,EAAE,IAAI,CAACsC,EAAE,EAAE,SAAY,GAAA,IAAItC,EAAE,MAAMohB,GAAGphB,EAAE,G

AAGohB,EAAE,IAAIphB,EAAE,GAAGohB,EAAE,IAAI,CAAC9e,EAAEqjB,MAAM3lB,EAAE,GAAG,MAAS,

GAAA,IAAIA,EAAE,IAAIsC,EAAEqjB,MAAMvE,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC9e,EAAEqjB,MAAMvE,EAAE,GAAG

A,EAAEphB,EAAE,MAASohB,GAAAA,GAAG9e,EAAEqjB,MAAMvE,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC9e,EAAEqjB,MA

AMvE,EAAE,GAAG9e,EAAEwjB,IAAI7lB,KAAKD,GAAG,MAAMohB,EAAE,IAAI9e,EAAEwjB,IAAIK,MAA
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M7jB,EAAEujB,KAAKM,MAAM,SAASnmB,EAAEiG,EAAEvH,KAAKD,EAAE6D,GAAG,MAAM7D,GAAGu

B,EAAE,CAAC,EAAEvB,GAAG0iB,EAAE,EAAS,QAACpf,EAAEqf,EAAE,EAAK,GAAA,EAAEphB,EAAE,G

AAG,MAAMA,EAAE,GAAS,MAAA,CAACyG,MAAMzG,EAAE,GAAGA,EAAE,QAAG,EAAOwlB,MAAK,G

AAjxB,CAAsxB,CAACxlB,EAAEoC,MAAM,SAASgkB,EAAgC3nB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAUtD,OAAAA,EA

AEsD,GAAGkE,EAAElE,EAAE,SAASskB,EAAqB5nB,EAAEwH,GAAU2d,OAAAA,EAAqBH,OAAO,SAAS1h

B,EAAEof,GAAOC,IAAAA,EAAED,EAAE,GAAGnhB,EAAEmhB,EAAE,GAAUiF,OAAAA,EAAgC3nB,EAAE

2iB,GAAG6B,MAAMxkB,EAAEuB,GAAGijB,MAAMhd,GAAGlE,GAAGA,EAAE9B,KAAK,CAACxB,EAAE2

iB,GAAG3iB,EAAEuB,KAAK+B,IAAI,IAAI,IAAIukB,EAAkBC,OAAOD,kBAAkBE,EAAkBD,OAAOC,kBAAk

B,SAASC,EAAehoB,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAEglB,OAAO,SAAShlB,EAAEwH,GAAOlE,IAAAA,EAAEtD,EAAE

ioB,KAAKvF,EAAE1iB,EAAEkoB,KAAKvF,EAAE3iB,EAAEmoB,KAAK5mB,EAAEvB,EAAEooB,KAAKvkB

,EAAE2D,EAAE0D,SAASvH,EAAEE,EAAEkI,EAAEoY,EAAEtgB,EAAEoI,EAAQ,MAAA,CAACgc,KAAK1k

B,KAAKoE,IAAIrE,EAAEK,GAAGukB,KAAK3kB,KAAKoE,IAAI+a,EAAEyB,GAAGgE,KAAK5kB,KAAKmE

,IAAIib,EAAEhf,GAAGykB,KAAK7kB,KAAKmE,IAAInG,EAAE4iB,KAAK,CAAC8D,KAAKJ,EAAkBK,KAA

KL,EAAkBM,KAAKJ,EAAkBK,KAAKL,IAAoB,SAASM,EAAqBroB,GAAOwH,IAAAA,EAAEwgB,EAAehoB,

GAAGsD,EAAEkE,EAAE2gB,KAAKzF,EAAElb,EAAE4gB,KAAKzF,EAAEnb,EAAEygB,KAAK1mB,EAAEiG

,EAAE0gB,KAAW,MAAA,CAAC,CAACnc,EAAEzI,EAAE2I,EAAEyW,GAAG,CAAC3W,EAAE4W,EAAE1W,

EAAEyW,GAAG,CAAC3W,EAAE4W,EAAE1W,EAAE1K,GAAG,CAACwK,EAAEzI,EAAE2I,EAAE1K,IAAI,

SAAS+mB,EAAetoB,EAAEwH,GAAU,YAAA,IAASA,IAAIA,EAAE,WAAWmf,EAAU,UAAK,OAAO,EAAO,

WAAerjB,IAAAA,EAAS2jB,OAAAA,EAAY,KAAK,SAASvE,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAEwE,OAAY,KAAA,EAA

Q,MAAA,CAAC,EAAElnB,EAAEuoB,QAAa,KAAA,EAASjlB,OAAAA,EAAEof,EAAEyE,OAAO,CAAC,GAA

E,EAAOnnB,EAAAA,QAAAA,EAAEsiB,MAAM9a,EAAElE,SAAS,SAASklB,EAAkBxoB,GAAU2mB,OAAAA,

EAAU,UAAK,OAAO,EAAO,WAAkBM,OAAAA,EAAY,KAAK,SAASzf,GAAS,MAAA,CAAC,EAAEof,QAAQ

7C,IAAI/jB,EAAE2P,IAAI,SAAS3P,GAAUsoB,OAAAA,EAAetoB,EAAE,mBAAmB,SAASyoB,EAAUzoB,EAA

EwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,EAAEC,GAAU,YAAA,IAASD,IAAIA,EAAE,QAAG,IAASC,IAAIA,EAAE,GAAG,CAA

C6B,MAAMxkB,EAAEwkB,MAAM4B,UAAUpmB,EAAEomB,UAAUzW,IAAI,SAAS3P,GAAOuB,IAAAA,EA

AEvB,EAAEwkB,MAAM3gB,EAAE7D,EAAEykB,KAAK9gB,EAAE3D,EAAEkL,SAAe,MAAA,CAACsZ,MAA

MjjB,EAAEkjB,KAAK5gB,EAAEqH,SAAS,CAACa,EAAEpI,EAAEoI,EAAEzI,EAAEqf,EAAE1W,EAAEtI,EA

AEsI,EAAEzE,EAAEkb,OAAO,SAASgG,EAAW1oB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,EAAEC,GAAU,YAAA,IAAS

D,IAAIA,EAAE,QAAG,IAASC,IAAIA,EAAE,GAAG,IAAIrf,GAAG,IAAIkE,GAAG,IAAIkb,GAAG,IAAIC,EA

AE3iB,EAAEA,EAAE2P,IAAI,SAAS3P,GAAUyoB,OAAAA,EAAUzoB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,EAAEC,K

AAK,SAASgG,EAAmB3oB,EAAEwH,GAAS,MAAA,CAACgd,MAAMxkB,EAAEwkB,MAAM4B,UAAUpmB,

EAAEomB,UAAUzW,IAAI,SAAS3P,GAAOsD,IAAAA,EAAEtD,EAAEwkB,MAAM9B,EAAE1iB,EAAEykB,K

AAK9B,EAAE3iB,EAAEkL,SAAe,MAAA,CAACsZ,MAAMlhB,EAAEmhB,KAAK/B,EAAExX,SAAS,CAACa,

EAAEvE,EAAE,EAAEmb,EAAE5W,EAAEE,EAAE0W,EAAE1W,OAAO,SAAS2c,EAAoB5oB,EAAEwH,GAA

UA,OAAAA,GAAG,EAAExH,EAAEA,EAAE2P,IAAI,SAAS3P,GAAU2oB,OAAAA,EAAmB3oB,EAAEwH,KA

AK,SAASqhB,EAAyB7oB,GAAUA,OAAAA,aAAa8oB,EAAb,OAAoB,CAAC9oB,EAAEsiB,MAAM,GAAGtiB,

EAAEsiB,MAAM,IAAI,CAACtiB,EAAEqO,OAAOrO,EAAEoO,OAAO,SAAS2a,EAAc/oB,GAAUA,OAAAA,aA

Aa8oB,EAAb,OAAoB9oB,EAAEgpB,EAAQC,QAAAA,WAAWjpB,GAAG,SAASkpB,EAAelpB,EAAEwH,GAA

OlE,IAAAA,EAAEkE,EAAE,GAAGkb,EAAElb,EAAE,GAAGmb,EAAEkG,EAAyB7oB,GAAGuB,EAAEohB,E

AAE,GAAG9e,EAAE8e,EAAE,GAAGhf,EAAE+e,EAAEpf,EAAE6gB,EAAE,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,EAAE,GAA

Ghf,EAAEgf,EAAE,GAAG9c,EAAE8c,EAAE,GAAG1c,EAAE0c,EAAE,GAAGC,EAAED,EAAE,GAAUtgB,OA

AAA,EAAEtC,EAAEoC,GAAGwB,EAAE,EAAEkC,EAAE,EAAEI,EAAElE,KAAKC,MAAM,IAAIG,EAAEpC,

EAAEsC,IAAIugB,EAAE7gB,KAAKC,MAAM,IAAIG,EAAEpC,EAAEsC,MAAMsB,EAAE5B,KAAKC,MAAM

,IAAI,EAAEG,EAAEE,EAAEtC,IAAI8F,EAAE9D,KAAKC,MAAM,IAAI,EAAEG,EAAEE,EAAEtC,IAAIkG,EA

AE,EAAE2c,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC+E,SAAQ,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,WAAe3hB,IAAAA,EAAEuhB,EAAc/oB,GA

AS,OAACwH,GAAE,EAAMA,EAAAA,OAAAA,EAAE,CAAC,CAACrC,EAAEkC,GAAG,CAACI,EAAE2c,GA

AG,CAAC,EAAE,MAAMgF,eAAe,CAAC9lB,EAAEof,MAAM2G,QAAQ,CAAChe,IAAIlG,EAAEgG,KAAK1D,

EAAE2D,MAAMgZ,EAAE9Y,OAAOjE,IAAI,SAASiiB,GAAkBtpB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,EAAEC,GAAO
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phB,IAAAA,EAAEiG,EAAE,GAAG3D,EAAE2D,EAAE,GAAG7D,EAAEL,EAAE,GAAG6gB,EAAE7gB,EAAE,

GAAG6B,EAAEujB,EAAW1oB,GAAGuB,EAAEmhB,EAAErX,IAAIqX,EAAEpX,QAAQ3H,GAAGE,EAAE6e,

EAAEvX,KAAKuX,EAAEtX,OAAO+Y,GAAGzB,EAAErX,KAAKqX,EAAEvX,MAAawX,OAAAA,EAAEiG,E

AAoBzjB,EAAEtB,GAAGsB,EAAE,SAASokB,GAAIvpB,EAAEwH,GAAU,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,WAA

elE,IAAAA,EAAEtD,EAAEwe,KAAI,EAAOhX,EAAAA,QAAAA,EAAE,UAAiBxH,OAAAA,EAAEwpB,IAAIl

mB,EAAEmmB,KAAI,EAAOjiB,EAAAA,QAAAA,EAAE,aAAa,SAASkiB,GAAS1pB,GAAOwH,IAAAA,EAAE

xH,EAAEsiB,MAAMhf,EAAEkE,EAAE,GAAGkb,EAAElb,EAAE,GAAGmb,EAAEnb,EAAE,GAAU,OAAA,EA

AK,EAAA,MAAA,WAAeA,IAAAA,EAAExH,EAAE2pB,QAAQ,CAACrmB,EAAEof,EAAEC,IAAIiH,OAAO,G

AAGroB,EAAEiG,EAAEgX,KAAI,EAAOkE,EAAAA,QAAAA,EAAE,UAAUD,WAAW,GAAG5e,EAAE0lB,GA

AI/hB,EAAEkb,GAAGD,WAAW,GAAU,OAAA,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,CAAClhB,EAAEsC,GAAG,KAAK,SAA

SgmB,GAAoB7pB,EAAEwH,GAAO,IAAA,IAAIlE,EAAEkE,EAAE8a,MAAM,GAAGI,EAAE,IAAIoH,aAAaxm

B,GAAGqf,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAErf,EAAEqf,IAAI,CAAKphB,IAAAA,EAAEiG,EAAE8c,IAAI3B,EAAE,GAAG

9e,EAAE2D,EAAE8c,IAAI3B,EAAE,GAAGD,EAAEC,GAAG3iB,EAAEskB,IAAI/iB,EAAEsC,EAAE8e,GAAU

D,OAAAA,EAAE,SAASqH,GAAiB/pB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEof,GAAS,MAAA,CAACzW,EAAEyW,EAAE4

B,IAAItkB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAGyI,EAAE2W,EAAE4B,IAAItkB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,EAAEwhB,IAAgB,SA

ASkF,GAAiBhqB,EAAEwH,GAAO,IAAA,IAAIlE,EAAE,GAAGof,EAAE,EAAEA,EAAEoC,EAAcpC,IAAI,CA

AKC,IAAAA,EAAEoH,GAAiB/pB,EAAEskB,IAAI5B,EAAE,GAAGuH,UAAUjqB,EAAEskB,IAAI5B,EAAE,G

AAGuH,UAAUvH,EAAElb,GAAGjG,EAAEohB,EAAE5W,EAAElI,EAAE8e,EAAE1W,EAAE3I,EAAE9B,KAA

KqC,GAAGP,EAAE9B,KAAKD,GAAU,OAAA,EAAS+B,EAAAA,UAAAA,EAAE,CAACwhB,EAAc,IAAI,SAA

SoF,GAAgBlqB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAU,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,WAAeof,IAAAA,EAAEsH,GAAiBhq

B,EAAEsD,GAAUtD,OAAAA,EAAEmqB,WAAWV,KAAI,EAAOjiB,EAAAA,QAAAA,EAAE,UAAU0a,UAAU

1F,IAAIkG,KAAK,SAAS0H,GAAiBpqB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAUqjB,OAAAA,EAAU,UAAK,OAAO,EAAO,

WAAejE,IAAAA,EAAEC,EAAEphB,EAAEsC,EAAEF,EAAEwgB,EAAEhf,EAAEkC,EAAEI,EAAE2c,EAAS6C

,OAAAA,EAAY,KAAK,SAAS3f,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAE4f,OAAY,KAAA,EAASxE,OAAAA,EAAE,EAAEC,E

AAE+G,GAAS1pB,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE4mB,QAAQ7C,IAAI,CAACuE,EAAetoB,GAAGsoB,EAAe9gB,GAAG8

gB,EAAe3F,EAAE,YAAiB,KAAA,EAASphB,OAAAA,EAAE+F,EAAE6f,OAAOtjB,EAAEtC,EAAE,GAAGoC,

EAAEpC,EAAE,GAAG4iB,EAAE5iB,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE+mB,EAAenjB,EAAE+kB,GAAgB/F,EAAE7

gB,EAAEK,KAAU,KAAA,EAAS0D,OAAAA,EAAEC,EAAE6f,OAAO1f,EAAEpG,MAAMgpB,KAAKR,GAAo

BhmB,EAAEsgB,IAAIC,EAAE3c,EAAEkI,IAAI,SAAS3P,EAAEwH,GAAUkb,OAAAA,GAAG1iB,EAAE,CAA

CkL,SAAS,CAACe,EAAE5E,EAAEid,IAAI9c,EAAE,GAAGuE,EAAE1E,EAAEid,IAAI9c,EAAE,IAAIid,KAAKI

,EAAUrd,GAAGgd,MAAMxkB,KAAK2iB,EAAEO,UAAU/d,EAAE+d,UAAU,CAAC,EAAE,CAACkD,UAAUh

C,EAAEI,MAAM9B,EAAE0B,EAAE1jB,cAAc,IAAI4pB,GAAmB,2EAA2EC,GAAkB,0EAA0E,SAASC,GAAm

BxqB,EAAEwH,GAAOlE,IAAAA,EAAE,eAAetD,EAAE,QAAe,OAAA,GAAGwH,EAAE+iB,GAAkB,SAASjnB,

EAAEinB,GAAkB,QAAQ/iB,EAAE,IAAIlE,EAAE,SAASmnB,GAAoBzqB,EAAEwH,EAAElE,GAAOof,IAAAA

,EAAE,CAAG,EAAA,MAAU,IAAA,MAAS,GAAA,OAAOC,EAAE,eAAe3iB,EAAE,QAAe,OAAA,GAAGsD,E

AAEgnB,GAAmB,SAAS5H,EAAElb,GAAG,IAAImb,EAAE2H,GAAmB,QAAQhnB,EAAE,IAAIof,EAAElb,GA

AG,IAAImb,EAAE,SAAS+H,GAAe1qB,GAAU,OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,WAAqBA,UAAAA,EAAEiiB,QA

AQjiB,EAAEA,EAAEkiB,WAAe1a,IAAAA,GAAE,EAAO,EAAA,QAAA,EAAE,QAAQ,OAAO,SAAgBxH,OAA

AA,EAAEwc,IAAIhV,KAAK,IAAImjB,GAAO,WAAoB3qB,SAAAA,EAAEA,EAAEwH,GAAQ4a,KAAAA,MA

AMpiB,EAAMsD,IAAAA,EAAE,KAAK8e,MAAMC,OAAO,GAAGC,MAAWT,EAAAA,KAAAA,QAAQ,IAAIv

e,EAAE,KAAK,IAAIA,EAAE,GAAG,WAAiB,MAAA,gBAAgBA,EAAE,GAAG,KAAKA,EAAE,GAAG,kCAAk

C,KAAKif,aAAa/a,EAASxH,OAAAA,EAAEyB,UAAU+gB,QAAQ,SAASxiB,GAAOwH,IAAAA,EAAE,KAAY,

OAAA,EAAK,EAAA,MAAA,WAAelE,IAAAA,EAAEonB,GAAe1qB,GAAGyiB,WAAW,GAAGC,EAAElb,EAA

E4a,MAAMI,QAAQlf,GAAGqf,EAAED,EAAE,GAAGnhB,EAAEmhB,EAAE,GAAG7e,EAAE6e,EAAE,GAAS,

MAAA,CAACE,cAAcF,EAAE,GAAGG,UAAUC,UAAUC,QAAQlf,EAAEgf,UAAUG,gBAAgBL,EAAEE,UAA

UI,gBAAgB1hB,EAAEshB,cAAc7iB,EAAEyB,UAAUyhB,QAAQ,WAAgBd,KAAAA,MAAMc,WAAWljB,EAA

5hB,GAAiiB4qB,GAAoB,CAACC,aAAa,cAActI,aAAa,GAAGuI,WAAW,IAAIC,gBAAgB,KAAKC,GAAmB,CA

AC,cAAc,YAAYC,GAAa,CAACC,YAAY,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,IAAIC,SAAS,CAAC,GAAG,KAAKC,GAAuB,
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CAAC,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,IAAI,KAAKC,GAAiB,CAACH,YAAY,CAAC,G

AAG,IAAI,GAAGC,SAAS,CAAC,IAAIG,GAAkB,CAAC,EAAE,EAAE,GAAG,SAASC,GAAoBvrB,GAAM,GA

AA,OAAOA,EAAEA,GAAG4qB,IAAqBC,eAAe7qB,EAAE6qB,aAAa,eAAeG,GAAmBpd,QAAQ5N,EAAE6qB,

cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,IAAIlrB,MAAM,wBAAwBK,EAAE6qB,aAAa,sBAAsBG,IAAuB,GAAA,MAAMhrB,EAA

E+qB,kBAAkB/qB,EAAE+qB,gBAAgB,KAAKK,GAAuBxd,QAAQ5N,EAAE+qB,iBAAiB,EAAE,MAAM,IAAIp

rB,MAAM,2BAA2BK,EAAE+qB,gBAAgB,sBAAsBK,IAA2B,GAAA,MAAMprB,EAAEuiB,eAAeviB,EAAEuiB,

aAAa,IAAI0I,GAAajrB,EAAE6qB,cAAcjd,QAAQ5N,EAAEuiB,cAAc,EAAE,MAAM,IAAI5iB,MAAM,wBAAw

BK,EAAEuiB,aAAa,sBAAsB0I,GAAajrB,EAAE6qB,cAAc,qBAAqB7qB,EAAE6qB,aAAa,KAAQ,GAAA,MAA

M7qB,EAAE8qB,aAAa9qB,EAAE8qB,WAAW,GAAGO,GAAiBrrB,EAAE6qB,cAAcjd,QAAQ5N,EAAE8qB,YA

AY,EAAE,MAAM,IAAInrB,MAAM,sBAAsBK,EAAE8qB,WAAW,sBAAsBO,GAAiBrrB,EAAE6qB,cAAc,qBA

AqB7qB,EAAE6qB,aAAa,KAAQ,GAAA,MAAM7qB,EAAEwrB,aAAaxrB,EAAEwrB,WAAW,GAAGF,GAAkB

1d,QAAQ5N,EAAEwrB,YAAY,EAAE,MAAM,IAAI7rB,MAAM,sBAAsBK,EAAEwrB,WAAW,sBAAsBF,GAA

kB,qBAAqBtrB,EAAE6qB,aAAa,KAAY7qB,OAAAA,EAAg4H,QAAA,uBAAA,GAA93H,IAAIyrB,GAA+B,CA

ACC,gBAAe,GAAIC,GAA8B,CAACD,gBAAe,EAAGE,cAAc,EAAEC,eAAe,GAAGC,UAAU,IAAI,SAASC,GA

A+B/rB,GAAOwH,IAAAA,EAAExH,EAAE4rB,cAActoB,EAAEtD,EAAE6rB,eAAenJ,EAAE1iB,EAAE8rB,UA

AatkB,GAAAA,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,IAAI7H,MAAM,yBAAyB6H,EAAE,mBAAsBlE,GAAAA,EAAE,GAAG

A,EAAE,EAAE,MAAM,IAAI3D,MAAM,0BAA0B2D,EAAE,mCAAsCof,GAAAA,GAAG,EAAE,MAAM,IAAI/i

B,MAAM,qBAAqB+iB,EAAE,KAAK,IAAIsJ,GAAQ,WAAoBhsB,SAAAA,EAAEA,EAAEwH,GAAQykB,KAA

AA,UAAUjsB,EAAE,KAAK+qB,gBAAgBvjB,EAASxH,OAAAA,EAAEyB,UAAUyqB,sBAAsB,SAASlsB,EAA

EwH,GAAU,YAAA,IAASA,IAAIA,EAAEmkB,IAA+BhF,EAAU,UAAK,OAAO,EAAO,WAAerjB,IAAAA,EAA

Eof,EAAEC,EAAEphB,EAAEsC,EAAEF,EAAEwgB,EAAEhf,EAAEkC,EAAEI,EAAE2c,EAAE9c,EAAE1D,EA

AEygB,EAAE5gB,EAAEuiB,EAAEmG,EAAEC,EAAEroB,EAAEsoB,EAAEpgB,EAASgb,OAAAA,EAAY,KAA

K,SAASqF,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAEpF,OAAY,KAAA,EAAS5jB,OAAAA,EAAEkjB,EAAS,GAAGmF,GAA8Bn

kB,GAAGukB,GAA+BvkB,GAAGkb,EAAE,KAAKuJ,UAAU1J,aAAaI,EAAE,KAAKoI,gBAAgBnJ,EAAwBc,G

AAGX,EAAsB,KAAKgJ,gBAAgBrI,GAAGnhB,EAAEsnB,EAAyB7oB,GAAG6D,EAAEtC,EAAE,GAAGoC,EA

AEpC,EAAE,GAAG4iB,EAAE+E,EAAelpB,EAAE,CAAC2iB,EAAEA,IAAIxd,EAAEgf,EAAEgF,QAAQ9hB,EA

AE8c,EAAEkF,QAAQ5hB,EAAE,KAAKwkB,UAAUzJ,QAAQrd,GAAGif,EAAE3c,EAAEmb,cAActb,EAAEG,E

AAEsb,QAAQnf,EAAE6D,EAAEub,gBAAgBqB,EAAE5c,EAAEwb,gBAAgB,CAAC,EAAEuF,EAAkB,CAACp

E,EAAE9c,EAAE1D,EAAEygB,KAAU,KAAA,EAAS5gB,OAAAA,EAAE6oB,EAAEnF,OAAOnB,EAAEviB,EA

AE,GAAG0oB,EAAE1oB,EAAE,GAAG2oB,EAAE3oB,EAAE,GAAGM,EAAEN,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE8i

B,EAAoBP,EAAEmG,EAAEC,EAAEroB,EAAE2e,EAAEpf,EAAEsoB,cAActoB,EAAEuoB,eAAevoB,EAAEwo

B,YAAiB,KAAA,EAASO,OAAAA,EAAEC,EAAEnF,OAAOlb,EAAEqd,GAAkB+C,EAAE,CAACxoB,EAAEF,

GAAG,CAACgf,EAAEA,GAAGtb,EAAE/D,EAAEooB,gBAAgBtH,EAAElB,UAAU5b,EAAE4b,UAAUtf,EAAEs

f,UAAUmB,EAAEnB,UAAU/d,EAAE+d,UAAU,CAAC,EAAEjX,SAASjM,EAAEyB,UAAU8qB,mBAAmB,SAA

SvsB,EAAEwH,GAAU,YAAA,IAASA,IAAIA,EAAEikB,IAAgC9E,EAAU,UAAK,OAAO,EAAO,WAAerjB,IAA

AA,EAAEof,EAAEC,EAAEphB,EAAEsC,EAAEF,EAAEwgB,EAAEhf,EAAEkC,EAAEI,EAAE2c,EAAE9c,EAA

E1D,EAAEygB,EAAE5gB,EAAEuiB,EAASiB,OAAAA,EAAY,KAAK,SAASkF,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAEjF,OA

AY,KAAA,EAAS5jB,OAAAA,EAAEkjB,EAAS,GAAGiF,GAA+BjkB,GAAGkb,EAAE,KAAKuJ,UAAU1J,aAAa

I,EAAE,KAAKoI,gBAAgBnJ,EAAwBc,GAAGX,EAAsBY,EAAED,GAAGnhB,EAAEsnB,EAAyB7oB,GAAG6D

,EAAEtC,EAAE,GAAGoC,EAAEpC,EAAE,GAAG4iB,EAAE+E,EAAelpB,EAAE,CAAC2iB,EAAEA,IAAIxd,E

AAEgf,EAAEgF,QAAQ9hB,EAAE8c,EAAEkF,QAAQ5hB,EAAE,KAAKwkB,UAAUzJ,QAAQrd,GAAGif,EAA

E3c,EAAEmb,cAActb,EAAEG,EAAEsb,QAAQnf,EAAE6D,EAAEub,gBAAgBqB,EAAE5c,EAAEwb,gBAAgB,C

AAC,EAAEmH,GAAiBhG,EAAE9c,EAAEob,IAAS,KAAA,EAASjf,OAAAA,EAAE0oB,EAAEhF,OAAOnB,EA

AEsD,GAAkB,CAAC7lB,GAAG,CAACI,EAAEF,GAAG,CAACgf,EAAEA,GAAGtb,EAAE/D,EAAEooB,gBAA

gBtH,EAAElB,UAAU5b,EAAE4b,UAAUtf,EAAEsf,UAAUmB,EAAEnB,UAAU/d,EAAE+d,UAAU,CAAC,EAA

E8C,EAAE,UAAUhmB,EAAEyB,UAAU+qB,cAAc,SAASxsB,EAAEwH,GAAUmf,OAAAA,EAAU,UAAK,OAA

O,EAAO,WAAkBM,OAAAA,EAAY,KAAK,SAAS3jB,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAE4jB,OAAY,KAAA,EAAQ,MAA

A,iBAAiB1f,EAAEilB,eAAe,CAAC,EAAE,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,KAAKF,mBAAmBvsB,EAAEwH,IAAS,KAA
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A,EAAQ,MAAA,CAAC,EAAE,CAAClE,EAAE6jB,SAAc,KAAA,EAAQ,MAAA,CAAC,EAAE,KAAK+E,sBAA

sBlsB,EAAEwH,UAAUxH,EAAEyB,UAAUyhB,QAAQ,WAAgB+I,KAAAA,UAAU/I,WAAWljB,EAApoE,GAA

yoE,SAAS0sB,GAAc1sB,GAAU2mB,OAAAA,EAAU,UAAK,OAAO,EAAO,WAAenf,IAAAA,EAAElE,EAAEof

,EAAEC,EAAEphB,EAAEsC,EAASojB,OAAAA,EAAY,KAAK,SAAStjB,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAEujB,OAAY,K

AAA,EAAK1f,GAAAA,EAAExH,EAAEuiB,aAAajf,EAAEtD,EAAEwrB,WAAW9I,EAAE1iB,EAAE8qB,WAA

W,MAAM6B,EAAG,MAAM,IAAIhtB,MAAM,kJAAyJgjB,OAAAA,EAAE8H,GAAoBjjB,EAAEkb,EAAEpf,GA

AG,CAAC,GAAE,EAAetD,EAAAA,gBAAAA,EAAE4sB,UAAUjK,IAAS,KAAA,EAASphB,OAAAA,EAAEoC,

EAAEwjB,OAAOtjB,EAAE,IAAIse,EAAU5gB,EAAEiG,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAIwkB,GAAQnoB,EAAE7D,E

AAE+qB,uBAAuB,SAAS8B,GAAW7sB,GAAU2mB,OAAAA,EAAU,UAAK,OAAO,EAAO,WAAenf,IAAAA,E

AAElE,EAAEof,EAAEC,EAAEphB,EAAS0lB,OAAAA,EAAY,KAAK,SAASpjB,GAAUA,OAAAA,EAAEqjB,O

AAY,KAAA,EAAK1f,GAAAA,EAAExH,EAAEuiB,aAAajf,EAAEtD,EAAEwrB,WAAW,MAAMmB,EAAG,MA

AM,IAAIhtB,MAAM,kJAAyJ+iB,OAAAA,EAAE8H,GAAmBhjB,EAAElE,GAAG,CAAC,GAAE,EAAetD,EAA

AA,gBAAAA,EAAE4sB,UAAUlK,IAAS,KAAA,EAASC,OAAAA,EAAE9e,EAAEsjB,OAAO5lB,EAAE,IAAIop

B,GAAOhI,EAAEnb,GAAG,CAAC,EAAE,IAAIwkB,GAAQzqB,EAAEvB,EAAE+qB,uBAAuB,SAAS/R,GAAKh

Z,GAAU,YAAA,IAASA,IAAIA,EAAE4qB,IAAqBjE,EAAU,UAAK,OAAO,EAAO,WAAkBM,OAAAA,EAAY,

KAAK,SAASzf,GAAS,MAAA,cAAcxH,EAAEurB,GAAoBvrB,IAAI6qB,aAAa,CAAC,EAAEgC,GAAW7sB,IAA

I,gBAAgBA,EAAE6qB,aAAa,CAAC,EAAE6B,GAAc1sB,IAAI,CAAC,EAAE,UAAU,QAAA,QAAA;;ACsN10m

B,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BAAA,EAAA,QAAA

,gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,UAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YAAA,EAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAAA,QAAA,cAAA,EAAA,QAAA,

gBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,eAAA,EAAA,QAAA,oBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QAAA,kBAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,uBAAA,QAAA,4BAAA,EAtND,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,+BACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,0BAqNC,SAAA

,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,QAAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA

,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAA

A,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAA

A,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,

EAAA,GAAA,EAnND,MAAM8sB,EAAQ,OACRC,EAAqB,MACrBC,EAAa,EAENC,EAAyB,kBA+MrC,QAAA,

uBA/MqC,kBAC/B,MAAMC,EAAyB,qBA8MrC,QAAA,uBAAA,EA7MD,MAAMC,EAA6B,wCAC7BC,EAAmC

,sBAEzC,SAASC,IACA,MAAA,WAAWjnB,KAAKknB,UAAUC,WAGnC,SAASC,IACA,MAAA,oBAAoBpnB,

KAAKknB,UAAUC,WAGrC,SAASE,IACPJ,OAAAA,KAAeG,IAGxB,SAASE,EAAqBC,EAAcC,EAAaC,EAAg

B,IAElE,IADDC,IAAAA,EAAQtkB,SAASukB,uBAAuB,iBACnCxsB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIusB,EAAMptB,OAA

Qa,IAAK,EAC1BusB,EAAMvsB,GAAGysB,aAAeF,EAAMvsB,GAAG0sB,YAChCN,IACVG,EAAMvsB,GAAG

2sB,WAAWA,WAAWzjB,MAAQmjB,EACjB,KAAlBC,IACFC,EAAMvsB,GAAGkJ,MAAQojB,KAMlB,SAAS

M,IACdT,EACIR,EAAwBE,EACxBD,GAMC,SAASiB,EACZC,EAAeC,EAAe,UAAWC,EAAY,QACnDF,GACF

7kB,SAASwV,eAAesP,GAAc7jB,MAAMyM,QAAU,QACtD1N,SAASwV,eAAeuP,GAAW9jB,MAAMyM,QAA

U,SAEnD1N,SAASwV,eAAesP,GAAc7jB,MAAMyM,QAAU,OACtD1N,SAASwV,eAAeuP,GAAW9jB,MAAMy

M,QAAU,SAIhD,SAASsX,EAAUC,EAAKxiB,EAAGF,EAAGzI,EAAGN,GACtCyrB,EAAIC,YACJD,EAAIE,IA

AI5iB,EAAGE,EAAG3I,EAAG,EAAG,EAAIC,KAAKqrB,IAC7BH,EAAII,UAAY7rB,EAChByrB,EAAIK,OAM

C,SAASC,GAAaC,EAAIC,IAAMC,EAAIC,GAAKnsB,EAAOosB,EAAOX,GAC5DA,EAAIC,YACJD,EAAIY,O

AAOJ,EAAKG,EAAOJ,EAAKI,GAC5BX,EAAIa,OAAOH,EAAKC,EAAOF,EAAKE,GAC5BX,EAAIc,UAAYv

C,EAChByB,EAAIe,YAAcxsB,EAClByrB,EAAIgB,SAMC,SAASC,EAAatJ,EAAWuJ,EAAelB,EAAKW,EAAQ,

GAIzDQ,SAAAA,GAAQ,EAAC3jB,EAAD,EAAIF,IACZ,MAAA,CAACE,EAAGF,GAHT8jB,EAAQjI,qBAAqB

xB,EAAWuJ,GAM1BxrB,QAASiiB,IACzB2I,EACIa,EAAQxJ,EAAU,GAAGlb,UAAW0kB,EAAQxJ,EAAU,GA

AGlb,UAAW4hB,EAChEsC,EAAOX,KAOR,SAASqB,EAAc1J,EAAWuJ,EAAelB,EAAKW,EAAQ,GAC9D,IAA

A,IAAI7tB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI6kB,EAAU1lB,OAAQa,IAAK,CACnCwuB,MAAAA,EAAW3J,EAAU7kB,GAE

vBwuB,GAAAA,EAASvL,MAAQmL,EACnB,SAGI,MAAA,EAAC1jB,EAAD,EAAIF,GAAKgkB,EAAS7kB,SA

CxBsjB,EAAUC,EAAKxiB,EAAImjB,EAAOrjB,EAAIqjB,EAAO,EAAGtC,IASrC,SAASkD,EAAgB5J,EAAWqI,
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GACnCwB,MAAAA,EAAcJ,EAAQ7H,eAAe5B,GAE3CqI,EAAIyB,KACAD,EAAY9H,KAAM8H,EAAY7H,KA

AM6H,EAAYhI,KAAOgI,EAAY9H,KACnE8H,EAAY/H,KAAO+H,EAAY7H,MAEnCqG,EAAIe,YAAcW,iBAC

lB1B,EAAIgB,SAMC,eAAeW,EAAezsB,EAAG8qB,GAChC,MAACpgB,EAAQD,GAASzK,EAAE2e,MACpB+N

,EAAY,IAAIC,UAAUliB,EAAOC,GAEjCka,QAAa5kB,EAAE4kB,OAEhB,IAAA,IAAIhnB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAI

8M,EAASD,IAAS7M,EAAG,CACjCgvB,MAAAA,EAAQ,EAAJhvB,EACJ0I,EAAQ,EAAJ1I,EAEV8uB,EAAU9

H,KAAKgI,EAAI,GAAKhI,EAAKte,EAAI,GACjComB,EAAU9H,KAAKgI,EAAI,GAAKhI,EAAKte,EAAI,GACj

ComB,EAAU9H,KAAKgI,EAAI,GAAKhI,EAAKte,EAAI,GACjComB,EAAU9H,KAAKgI,EAAI,GAAK,IAG1B9

B,EAAI+B,aAAaH,EAAW,EAAG,GAM1B,SAASI,EAAoBC,EAAO5M,EAAM6M,GAC/CA,EAAOviB,MAAQ0

V,EAAK,GACpB6M,EAAOtiB,OAASyV,EAAK,GACT6M,EAAOC,WAAW,MAE1BC,UAAUH,EAAO,EAAG,

GAQnB,SAASI,EAAkBC,EAAexO,EAAcoO,GAK7DK,EAJYL,EAAOC,WAAW,MAETG,EAActH,IAAIkD,EA

AGsE,OAAO1O,EAAc,UADhD,EAGuBuK,GAOxC,SAASkE,EAAWvC,EAAKyC,EAAQC,EAAQnuB,GACjCul

B,MAAAA,EAAO2I,EAAOE,SAASC,OAExB,IAAA,IAAI9vB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIgnB,EAAK7nB,OAAQa,GA

AK,EAAG,CACjC+vB,MAAAA,EAAS/I,EAAKhnB,GACdgwB,EAAShJ,EAAKhnB,EAAI,GAET,IAAXgwB,GA

A2B,IAAXD,IAClB7C,EAAIC,YACJD,EAAIE,IAAI4C,EAAQD,EAAQH,EAAQ,EAAG,EAAI5tB,KAAKqrB,IA

C5CH,EAAII,UAAY7rB,EAChByrB,EAAIK,SAUH,SAAS0C,EACZT,EAAehO,EAASR,EAAc6M,EAAQ,EAAG

X,GAC7CgD,MAAAA,EACF5B,EAAQ6B,WAAWxH,gBAAgB6G,EAAexO,EAAcQ,GAE9D4O,EAAcZ,EAAcK

,SAASC,OACrCO,EAAmBH,EAAaL,SAASC,OAE1C,IAAA,IAAI9vB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIowB,EAAYjxB,OA

AQa,GAAK,EAAG,CAM9CwtB,EACI,CANa4C,EAAYpwB,GAAKghB,EACjBoP,EAAYpwB,EAAI,GAAKghB,

GAKZ,CAJLqP,EAAiBrwB,GACjBqwB,EAAiBrwB,EAAI,IAGcurB,EAAOsC,EAAOX;;AC/LnE,aAAA,OAAA,e

AAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAAA,QAAA,KAAA,QAAA,aAAA,EAlBA,MAAMoD,EAAU,

CACrB,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAA

I,KAC1D,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,IAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IA

AK,IAC3D,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAA

K,IAC3D,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,IAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,

KAC1D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAA

K,KAC1D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,G

AAI,MAYpD,QAAA,QAAA,EATA,MAAMC,EAAO,CAClB,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,K

AAM,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,GAAI,KACzD,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK

,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAC1D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IA

AK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAC1D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,

IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAC1D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GA

AI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAC1D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,IAAM,CAAC,I

AAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAK,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAGtD,QAAA,KAAA,EAAA,MAAMC,EAA

W,CACtB,CAAC,IAAK,EAAG,IAAQ,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,IAAO,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,IAAO,CAAC,IAAK,GAA

I,IAC7D,CAAC,IAAK,GAAI,IAAO,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,IAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,I

AC9D,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK

,KAC9D,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IA

AK,KAC9D,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,IAAK,KAAM,CAAC,IAAK,

IAAK,KAC9D,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAO,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAO,CAAC,GAAI,IAAK,KAAO,CAAC,GAA

I,IAAK,MANxD,QAAA,SAAA;;ACgrBC,aAAA,OAAA,eAAA,QAAA,aAAA,CAAA,OAAA,IAAA,QAAA,SAA

A,EArsBR,QAAA,kCACA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,gCACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,YACA,EAAA,EAAA,QA

AA,aAEA,EAAA,QAAA,eACA,EAAA,EAAA,QAAA,wBA+rBQ,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,W

AAA,EAAA,CAAA,QAAA,GAAA,SAAA,IAAA,GAAA,mBAAA,QAAA,OAAA,KAAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,Q

AAA,OAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,GAAA,EAAA,SAAA,EAAA,GAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,WAAA,OAAA,E

AAA,IAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,OAAA,EAAA,IAAA,GAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,GAAA,MAAA,EAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,OAAA,gBAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,IAAA,IAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAA

A,OAAA,UAAA,eAAA,KAAA,EAAA,GAAA,CAAA,IAAA,EAAA,EAAA,OAAA,yBAAA,EAAA,GAAA,KAA

A,IAAA,EAAA,KAAA,EAAA,KAAA,OAAA,eAAA,EAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,OAAA,
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EAAA,QAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EAAA,IAAA,EAAA,GAAA,EA5rBR,MAAMC,EAAQ,IAAIC,EAAJ,QAERC,EAA

Q,CACZC,MAAO,KACPC,OAAQ,KACRC,IAAK,KACLC,iBAAkB,GAElBC,sBAAsB,EACtBC,oBAAoB,EACp

BC,gBAAgB,EAChBC,oBAAoB,EACpBC,oBAAoB,GAGtB,SAAStF,IACA,MAAA,WAAWjnB,KAAKknB,UA

AUC,WAGnC,SAASC,IACA,MAAA,oBAAoBpnB,KAAKknB,UAAUC,WAG5C,SAASE,IACAJ,OAAAA,KAAe

G,IAGxB,eAAeoF,IACT,IAACtF,UAAUuF,eAAiBvF,UAAUuF,aAAaC,iBAE9C,OADPC,QAAQ/hB,IAAI,qCAC

L,GAOFgiB,aAJe1F,UAAUuF,aAAaC,oBAEhBG,OAAOC,GAA0B,eAAhBA,EAAOC,MAKvD,SAASC,IACHlB,

EAAMC,OAASD,EAAMC,MAAMkB,YAC7BnB,EAAMC,MAAMkB,UAAUC,YAAYnvB,QAAQovB,IACxCA,

EAAMC,SAERtB,EAAMC,MAAMkB,UAAY,MAI5B,eAAeI,EAAoBC,GAC3BC,MAAAA,QAAoBf,IAErB,IAA

A,IAAIrxB,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIoyB,EAAYjzB,OAAQa,IAAK,CACrCqyB,MAAAA,EAAaD,EAAYpyB,GAC3B

qyB,GAAAA,EAAW1M,QAAUwM,EAChBE,OAAAA,EAAWC,SAIf,OAAA,KAMT,SAASC,EAAcJ,GACjB,O

AACA,GAGDA,EAAYK,cAAcC,SAAS,QAC9B,cAHA,OASX,eAAeC,EAAeP,GACxBG,IAAAA,EACAK,EAO

G,OALHR,IACFG,QAAiBJ,EAAoBC,GAErCQ,EAAazG,IAAaqG,EAAcJ,GAAe,MAElD,CAACG,SAAAA,EAA

UK,WAAAA,GAOpB,eAAeC,EAAYT,GACrB,IAACpG,UAAUuF,eAAiBvF,UAAUuF,aAAauB,aAC/C,MAAA,I

AAIz0B,MACN,iEAGA00B,MAAAA,EAAe7qB,SAASwV,eAAe,SAE7CoU,IAEMd,MAAAA,QAAyB2B,EAAe

P,GAExCtB,QAAe9E,UAAUuF,aAAauB,aACxC,CAAU,OAAA,EAAgB9B,MAAAA,IAGvB,OAFP+B,EAAahB,

UAAYjB,EAElB,IAAIxL,QAAS0N,IAClBD,EAAaE,iBAAmB,MAC9BF,EAAajmB,MAAQimB,EAAaG,WAClC

H,EAAahmB,OAASgmB,EAAaI,YACnCH,EAAQD,OAKd,eAAeK,EAAUhB,GACnB,IACFxB,EAAMC,YAAcg

C,EAAYT,GAChC,MAAO1zB,GACH20B,IAAAA,EAAOnrB,SAASwV,eAAe,QAI7Bhf,MAHN20B,EAAK3G,Y

AAc,oFAEnB2G,EAAKlqB,MAAMyM,QAAU,QACflX,EAGRkyB,EAAMC,MAAMyC,OAGd,MAAMC,EAAoB

,EAEpBC,EAA6BrH,IAAa,GAAO,IACjDsH,EAAyB,GACzBC,EAAqC,SAErCC,EAA0B,EAC1BC,EAAsB,GACt

BC,EAAkC,MAElCC,EAAW,CACfC,UAAW,wBACXC,SAAU,UACVC,OAAQ,KACR7J,gBAAgB,EAChB8J,M

AAO,CACL3K,aAAc,cACdtI,aAAc,GACdkT,mBAAoB,MACpB3K,WAAY,GACZU,WAAY,GAEdkK,oBAAqB,

CACnB9J,cAAe,EACfC,eAAgB,GAChBC,UAAW,GACX6J,uBAAwB,GACxBC,YAAa,IAEfC,aAAc,CACZC,sB

AAuB,GACvBC,OAAQ,OACRC,gBAAgB,EAChB7e,QAAS,GACT8e,qBAAsB,EACtBC,eAAgB,EAChBC,eAAg

B,GAElBC,QAAS,CACPC,WAAY,UACZN,OAAQ,UACRD,sBAAuB,GACvB3e,QAAS,GACTmf,mBAAoB,EA

CpBC,uBAAwB,GAE1BC,SAAU/I,KAGZ,SAASgJ,EAAgBC,GACjBjwB,MAAAA,EAAS,CAACkwB,QAAS,M

AMlBlwB,OAJPiwB,EAAQvyB,QAAQoxB,IACd9uB,EAAO8uB,EAAOrO,OAASqO,EAAOrO,QAGzBzgB,EA

MT,SAASmwB,EAASF,GACVhb,MAAAA,EAAM,IAAImb,EAAIte,QAAAA,IAAI,CAACnK,MAAO,MAE5B0o

B,IAAAA,EAAyB,KAC7B1B,EAASnI,EAAD,wBAA2B,WACjC6J,EAAuB1nB,SAAS,aAElCsM,EAAIc,IAAI4Y

,EAAUnI,EAAlB,wBAA0CvqB,KAAKwqB,EAA/C,yBACA,EAAA,EAAA,kCAEAxR,EAAIc,IAAI4Y,EAAU,SA

AUqB,EAAgBC,IACvCvnB,SAAS,eAAeukB,GACvBxB,EAAM6E,gBAAiB,QAEjBrC,EAAUhB,GAEhBxB,EA

AM6E,gBAAiB,IAG7Brb,EAAIc,IAAI4Y,EAAU,kBASZ4B,MAAAA,EACFtb,EAAIc,IAAI4Y,EAAU,YAAa,CA

AC,SAAU,0BAM1CI,IAAAA,EAAQ9Z,EAAIub,UAAU,SAOtBC,EAAyB,KACpBC,SAAAA,EAAsB5U,EAAc6

U,GACvCF,GACFA,EAAuBza,SAEzB2Y,EAASI,MAAMjT,aAAeA,GAC9B2U,EACI1B,EAAMhZ,IAAI4Y,EA

ASI,MAAO,eAAgB4B,IACvBjoB,SAAS,SAASoT,GACvC2P,EAAMO,gBAAiB,EACvB2C,EAASI,MAAMjT,cA

AgBA,IAQ/B8U,IAAAA,EAA+B,KAC1BC,SAAAA,EACL7B,EACA8B,GAEEF,GACFA,EAA6B5a,SAE/B2Y,E

AASI,MAAMC,mBAAqBA,GACpC4B,EAA+B7B,EAAMhZ,IACjC4Y,EAASI,MAAO,qBAAsB+B,IACbpoB,SA

AS,SAASsmB,GAC7CL,EAASI,MAAMC,mBAAqBA,IASpC+B,IAAAA,EAAuB,KAClBC,SAAAA,EAAoB3M,

EAAY4M,GACnCF,GACFA,EAAqB/a,SAEvB2Y,EAASI,MAAM1K,WAAaA,GAC5B0M,EACIhC,EAAMhZ,IA

AI4Y,EAASI,MAAO,aAAckC,IACvBvoB,SAAS,SAAS2b,GACrCoH,EAAMM,oBAAqB,EAC3B4C,EAASI,MA

AM1K,YAAcA,IAU7B6M,IAAAA,EAAuB,KAelBC,SAAAA,IAdAC,IAAoBrM,EAAYsM,EAeH,gBAAhC1C,E

AASI,MAAM3K,cACjByM,EACItC,EACA,CAAC,MAAO,SAAU,OAAQ,SAC9BmC,EAAsBpC,EAAwB,CAAC,

EAAG,KAClD0C,EAAoB3C,EAA4B,CAAC,GAAM,IAAM,MAE7DwC,EACInC,EAAiC,CAAC,MAAO,SAAU,

OAAQ,SAC/DgC,EAAsBjC,EAAqB,CAAC,GAAI,KAChDuC,EAAoBxC,EAAyB,CAAC,KAzBrBzJ,EA2BPqJ,E

A3BmBiD,EA2BA,CAAC,EAAG,EAAG,GA1B1CH,GACFA,EAAqBlb,SAEvB2Y,EAAS5J,YAAcA,EACvB4J,E

AASI,MAAMhK,YAAcA,GAC7BmM,EACInC,EAAMhZ,IAAI4Y,EAASI,MAAO,aAAcsC,IACvB3oB,SAAS,SA

ASqc,GACrC0G,EAAMS,oBAAqB,EAC3ByC,EAASI,MAAMhK,YAAcA,IAuBjCsL,EACItB,EAAMhZ,IAAI4Y,

EAASI,MAAO,eAAgB,CAAC,WAAY,gBAC3DJ,EAASvK,aAAeuK,EAASI,MAAM3K,aACvCiM,EAAuB3nB,S
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AAS,SAAS0b,GAEvCqH,EAAMK,sBAAuB,EAC7B6C,EAASI,MAAM3K,aAAeA,EAC9B+M,MAGFA,IACApC

,EAAMuC,OAEAC,MAAAA,EACFtc,EAAIc,IAAI4Y,EAAU,WAAY,CAAC,eAAgB,YAE/CS,IAAAA,EAAena,

EAAIub,UAAU,gBACjCpB,EAAarZ,IAAI4Y,EAASS,aAAc,wBAAyB,EAAK,GAChEoC,MAAAA,EACFpC,EA

AarZ,IAAI4Y,EAASS,aAAc,SAAU,CAAC,OAAQ,UAE3DH,IAyBAwC,EACAC,EACAhC,EACAD,EACAF,EA7

BAN,EAAsBha,EAAIub,UAAU,uBACxCvB,EAAoBlZ,IAChB4Y,EAASM,oBAAqB,gBAAiB,EAAG,GAAI,GAC

1DA,EAAoBlZ,IAChB4Y,EAASM,oBAAqB,iBAAkB,EAAK,GACzDA,EAAoBlZ,IAAI4Y,EAASM,oBAAqB,Y

AAa,EAAG,GAAI,GAC1EA,EAAoBlZ,IAChB4Y,EAASM,oBAAqB,yBAA0B,EAAG,GAAI,GACnEA,EAAoBlZ

,IAChB4Y,EAASM,oBAAqB,cAAe,EAAG,GAAI,GACxDA,EAAoBqC,OAEpBf,EAAoB7nB,SAAS,SAASnH,G

AC5BotB,OAAAA,EAASC,WACV,IAAA,gBACHK,EAAoB0C,QACpBC,qBAAqBN,OACrB,MACG,IAAA,eAC

HM,qBAAqBD,QACrB1C,EAAoBqC,UAW1BE,EAA6B9oB,SAAS,SAASmpB,GAC1B,SAAfA,GACEH,GACF

A,EAAgB1b,SAEd0Z,GACFA,EAAe1Z,SAEjByb,EACIrC,EAAarZ,IAAI4Y,EAASS,aAAc,UAAW,EAAK,GAC5

DK,EAAiBL,EAAarZ,IAAI4Y,EAASS,aAAc,kBACnCnuB,IAAI,GACJC,IAAI,IACJkJ,KAAK,GAC3BmlB,EACI

H,EAAarZ,IAAI4Y,EAASS,aAAc,mBACpB,UAAfyC,IACLJ,GACFA,EAAczb,SAEZyZ,GACFA,EAAezZ,SAEb

uZ,GACFA,EAAevZ,SAEjB0b,EAAkBtC,EACKrZ,IACG4Y,EAASS,aACT,wBAEHnuB,IAAI,GACJC,IAAI,IAC

JkJ,KAAK,GAC5BslB,EAAiBN,EAAarZ,IAAI4Y,EAASS,aAAc,kBACnCnuB,IAAI,GACJC,IAAI,IACJkJ,KAAK

,MAK/BonB,EAA6B7oB,SAASgmB,EAASS,aAAaE,QAExDK,IAAAA,EAAU1a,EAAIub,UAAU,YAC5Bb,EAA

Q5Z,IAAI4Y,EAASgB,QAAS,wBAAyB,EAAK,GAC5DA,EAAQ5Z,IACJ4Y,EAASgB,QAAS,SAAU,CAAC,UA

AW,aAAc,iBAC1DA,EAAQ5Z,IAAI4Y,EAASgB,QAAS,UAAW,EAAK,GAC9CA,EAAQ5Z,IAAI4Y,EAASgB,

QAAS,aAAczxB,OAAOC,KAAK2zB,IACnDppB,SAASknB,IACRmC,EAAwBnC,KAE9BmC,EAAwBpD,EAAS

gB,QAAQC,YACzCD,EAAQ5Z,IAAI4Y,EAASgB,QAAS,sBAAsB1uB,IAAI,GAAGC,IAAI,IAAIkJ,KAAK,GAC

xEulB,EAAQ5Z,IAAI4Y,EAASgB,QAAS,0BACzB1uB,IAAI,GACJC,IAAI,IACJkJ,KAAK,GACVulB,EAAQ2B,

OAERC,EAAmB7oB,SAAS,SAASspB,GACZ,iBAAnBA,GACF5C,EAAakC,OACb3B,EAAQgC,QACR5uB,SAA

SwV,eAAe,UAAUvU,MAAMyM,QAAU,SAElD2e,EAAauC,QACbhC,EAAQ2B,OACRvuB,SAASwV,eAAe,UA

AUvU,MAAMyM,QAAU,kBAItDwE,EAAIc,IAAI4Y,EAAU,WAAWjmB,SAASqnB,IAChCA,EACFhtB,SAASw

N,KAAK3H,YAAY2iB,EAAM1nB,KAEhCd,SAASwN,KAAK4J,YAAYoR,EAAM1nB,OAKtC,SAASkuB,EAA

wBnC,GACzBqC,MAAAA,EAASlvB,SAASwV,eAAe,UACvC0Z,EAAO5oB,UAAY,GAEb6oB,MAAAA,EAAaJ,

EAAgBlC,GAC7BxR,EAAY+T,EAAQC,cAErB,IAAA,IAAIt3B,EAAI,EAAGA,EAAIo3B,EAAWj4B,OAAQa,IA

AK,CACpCu3B,MAAAA,EAAYH,EAAWp3B,GACvBw3B,EAAQvvB,SAASC,cAAc,MAErCsvB,EAAMjpB,U

AC+CgpB,4DAAAA,OAAAA,EAAU,GAC3DA,KAAAA,OAAAA,EAAU,GAAMA,KAAAA,OAAAA,EAAU,G

ACxBjU,wBAAAA,OAAAA,EAAUtjB,IAEhBm3B,EAAOrpB,YAAY0pB,IAOvB,SAASC,IACPhH,EAAMiH,U

AAU,GACZ7D,EAASoB,SACXhtB,SAASwN,KAAK3H,YAAY2iB,EAAM1nB,KAIpC,eAAe4uB,IAEL9D,OAA

AA,EAASC,WACV,IAAA,wBACI,aAAMnD,EAAMG,IAAI8G,mBAAmBjH,EAAMC,MAAO,CACrDsD,mBAA

oBL,EAASI,MAAMC,mBACnCK,sBAAuBV,EAASS,aAAaC,sBAC7ClK,cAAewJ,EAASM,oBAAoB9J,cAC5CC,

eAAgBuJ,EAASM,oBAAoB7J,eAC7CC,UAAWsJ,EAASM,oBAAoB5J,UACxC6J,uBACIP,EAASM,oBAAoBC,u

BACjCC,YAAaR,EAASM,oBAAoBE,cAEzC,IAAA,SACI,aAAM1D,EAAMG,IAAI+G,cAAclH,EAAMC,MAAO

,CAChDsD,mBAAoBL,EAASI,MAAMC,mBACnCK,sBAAuBV,EAASS,aAAaC,sBAC7ClK,cAAewJ,EAASM,o

BAAoB9J,cAC5CC,eAAgBuJ,EAASM,oBAAoB7J,eAC7CC,UAAWsJ,EAASM,oBAAoB5J,YAKvCuN,OAxBuB,

KA2BhC,eAAeC,IACLlE,OAAAA,EAASC,WACV,IAAA,wBACI,aAAMnD,EAAMG,IAAIkH,wBAAwBrH,EA

AMC,MAAO,CAC1DsD,mBAAoBL,EAASI,MAAMC,mBACnCK,sBAAuBV,EAASS,aAAaC,sBAC7ClK,cAAe

wJ,EAASM,oBAAoB9J,cAC5CC,eAAgBuJ,EAASM,oBAAoB7J,eAC7CC,UAAWsJ,EAASM,oBAAoB5J,UACx

C6J,uBACIP,EAASM,oBAAoBC,uBACjCC,YAAaR,EAASM,oBAAoBE,cAEzC,IAAA,SACI,aAAM1D,EAAMG

,IAAImH,mBAAmBtH,EAAMC,MAAO,CACrDsD,mBAAoBL,EAASI,MAAMC,mBACnCK,sBAAuBV,EAASS,

aAAaC,sBAC7ClK,cAAewJ,EAASM,oBAAoB9J,cAC5CC,eAAgBuJ,EAASM,oBAAoB7J,eAC7CC,UAAWsJ,EA

ASM,oBAAoB5J,YAKvC2N,OAAAA,4BAGT,SAASC,EAAUC,EAAgCC,EAAkBnL,GAC/DptB,MAAMyE,QA

AQ6zB,GAChBA,EAA+Bx1B,QAAQ01B,IACjCC,IAAAA,EAAOD,EAAmBC,KAC1BF,IACFE,EAAOlB,EAAQ

jQ,mBAAmBmR,EAAMD,EAAmBzrB,SAE/C0rB,EAAAA,EAAAA,eAAAA,EAAK1T,UAAW,GAAKqI,IACtBq

L,EAAAA,EAAAA,cAAAA,EAAK1T,UAAW,GAAKqI,KAGpCkL,EAA+BI,SAAS51B,QAAQ21B,IAC1CF,IAC

FE,EAAOlB,EAAQjQ,mBACXmR,EAAMH,EAA+BvrB,SAE7B0rB,EAAAA,EAAAA,eAAAA,EAAK1T,UAAW
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,GAAKqI,IACtBqL,EAAAA,EAAAA,cAAAA,EAAK1T,UAAW,GAAKqI,KAKxC,eAAeuL,KACG,EAAA,EAA

A,kBAAA,GAChB9H,EAAMG,UAAYuG,EAAQ5f,KAAK,CAC7B6R,aAAcuK,EAASI,MAAM3K,aAC7BtI,aAA

c6S,EAASI,MAAMjT,aAC7BuI,WAAYsK,EAASI,MAAM1K,WAC3BU,WAAY4J,EAASI,MAAMhK,cAEb,EA

AA,EAAA,kBAAA,GAOlB,SAASyO,IACDtJ,MAAAA,EAASnnB,SAASwV,eAAe,WAGxBkb,eAAAA,KAGThI,

EAAMK,sBAAwBL,EAAMM,oBACpCN,EAAM6E,gBAAkB7E,EAAMO,gBAC9BP,EAAMS,sBACRI,QAAQ/h

B,IAAI,iBACZgpB,IACA9H,EAAMK,sBAAuB,EAC7BL,EAAMM,oBAAqB,EAC3BN,EAAMO,gBAAiB,EACv

BP,EAAMS,oBAAqB,GAI7BX,EAAMmI,QAEAP,MAAAA,EAAmBxE,EAAS1J,eAE1B0J,OAAAA,EAASE,UA

CV,IAAA,eACG+D,MAAAA,QAAgCH,IAC9B9D,OAAAA,EAASS,aAAaE,QACvB,IAAA,OACGtH,MAAAA,E

AAMkC,EAAOC,WAAW,MACxBwJ,EAAkB,CAAC92B,EAAG,IAAKG,EAAG,IAAKC,EAAG,IAAKC,EAAG,

KAC9C02B,EAAkB,CAAC/2B,EAAG,EAAGG,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,EAAGC,EAAG,KACxC22B,EAAO1B,E

AAQ2B,OACjBlB,EAAyBe,EAAiBC,GAC1C,GAEJzB,EAAQ4B,SACJ7J,EAAQuB,EAAMC,MAAOmI,EAAMl

F,EAASS,aAAa1e,QACjDie,EAASS,aAAaK,eAAgB0D,GAC1CF,EAAUL,EAAyBO,EAAkBnL,GACrD,MACG,I

AAA,QACHmK,EAAQ6B,gBACJ9J,EAAQuB,EAAMC,MAAOkH,GACpBjE,EAASS,aAAaI,qBACvBb,EAASS,

aAAaM,eAAgByD,GAI9C,MACG,IAAA,UACGnL,MAAAA,EAAMkC,EAAOC,WAAW,MACxB6I,QAAoCH,I

ACpCoB,EAAuB9B,EAAQ+B,kBACjClB,EACAlB,EAAgBnD,EAASgB,QAAQC,aAE/BH,EAAiB,EACfd,OAA

AA,EAASgB,QAAQL,QAClB,IAAA,aACG6E,MAAAA,EAAiB,GAEvBhC,EAAQiC,kBACJlK,EAAQuB,EAAM

C,MAAOuI,EACrBtF,EAASgB,QAAQjf,QAAS+e,EAAgB0D,EAC1CgB,GACJ,MACG,IAAA,UACHhC,EAAQ4

B,SACJ7J,EAAQuB,EAAMC,MAAOuI,EAAsBtF,EAASje,QACpD+e,EAAgB0D,GACpB,MACG,IAAA,eACGk

B,MAAAA,EAAkB,CAAC,EAAG,GAC5BlC,EAAQmC,aACJpK,EAAQuB,EAAMC,MAAOsH,EACrBqB,EAAi

B1F,EAASgB,QAAQE,mBAClClB,EAASgB,QAAQD,eAAgByD,GAEzCF,EAAUD,EAA6BG,EAAkBnL,GAO7

DuD,EAAMgJ,MAENzkB,sBAAsB2jB,GAGxBA,GAMK,eAAee,UAEdjB,IACNxwB,SAASwV,eAAe,WAAWvU

,MAAMyM,QAAU,OACnD1N,SAASwV,eAAe,QAAQvU,MAAMyM,QAAU,qBAE1Cwd,EAAUU,EAASG,QAE

rBmB,IAAAA,QAAgB9D,IAEpBoG,IACApC,EAASF,GAETuD,IAIF3M,UAAU8G,aAAe9G,UAAU8G,cAC/B9G

,UAAU4N,oBAAsB5N,UAAU6N,gBAE9CF","file":"demos.ab0c720b.js","sourceRoot":"..","sourcesContent":["/**

\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by

applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Backend, DataId} from '../tensor';\nimport {BackendValues, DataType} from '../types';\n\nexport

const EPSILON_FLOAT32 = 1e-7;\nexport const EPSILON_FLOAT16 = 1e-4;\n\n// Required information for all

backends.\nexport interface BackendTimingInfo {\n  kernelMs: number|{error: string};\n  getExtraProfileInfo?():

string;  // a field for additional timing information\n                                   // e.g. packing / unpacking for WebGL

backend\n}\n\nexport interface TensorStorage {\n  read(dataId: DataId): Promise<BackendValues>;\n

readSync(dataId: DataId): BackendValues;\n  disposeData(dataId: DataId, force?: boolean): boolean;\n

write(values: BackendValues, shape: number[], dtype: DataType): DataId;\n  move(\n      dataId: DataId, values:

BackendValues, shape: number[], dtype: DataType,\n      refCount: number): void;\n  memory(): {unreliable:

boolean;};  // Backend-specific information.\n  /** Returns number of data ids currently in the storage. */\n

numDataIds(): number;\n  refCount(dataId: DataId): number;\n}\n\n/** Convenient class for storing tensor-related

data. */\nexport class DataStorage<T> {\n  private data = new WeakMap<DataId, T>();\n  private dataIdsCount =

0;\n\n  constructor(private backend: KernelBackend, private dataMover: DataMover) {}\n\n  get(dataId: DataId) {\n

 if (!this.data.has(dataId)) {\n      this.dataMover.moveData(this.backend, dataId);\n    }\n    return

this.data.get(dataId);\n  }\n\n  set(dataId: DataId, value: T): void {\n    this.dataIdsCount++;\n    this.data.set(dataId,

value);\n  }\n\n  has(dataId: DataId): boolean {\n    return this.data.has(dataId);\n  }\n\n  delete(dataId: DataId):

boolean {\n    this.dataIdsCount--;\n    return this.data.delete(dataId);\n  }\n\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

this.dataIdsCount;\n  }\n}\n\nexport interface DataMover {\n  /**\n   * To be called by backends whenever they see
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a dataId that they don't own.\n   * Upon calling this method, the mover will fetch the tensor from another\n   *

backend and register it with the current active backend.\n   */\n  moveData(backend: KernelBackend, dataId:

DataId): void;\n}\n\nexport interface BackendTimer {\n  // check if backend timer is available\n  timerAvailable():

boolean;\n  time(f: () => void): Promise<BackendTimingInfo>;\n}\n\n/**\n * The interface that defines the kernels

that should be implemented when\n * adding a new backend. New backends don't need to implement every one of

the\n * methods, this can be done gradually (throw an error for unimplemented\n * methods).\n */\nexport class

KernelBackend implements TensorStorage, Backend, BackendTimer {\n  refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n

return notYetImplemented('refCount');\n  }\n  incRef(dataId: DataId): void {\n    return

notYetImplemented('incRef');\n  }\n  timerAvailable(): boolean {\n    return true;\n  }\n  time(f: () => void):

Promise<BackendTimingInfo> {\n    return notYetImplemented('time');\n  }\n  read(dataId: object):

Promise<BackendValues> {\n    return notYetImplemented('read');\n  }\n  readSync(dataId: object): BackendValues

{\n    return notYetImplemented('readSync');\n  }\n  numDataIds(): number {\n    return

notYetImplemented('numDataIds');\n  }\n  disposeData(dataId: object, force?: boolean): boolean {\n    return

notYetImplemented('disposeData');\n  }\n  write(values: BackendValues, shape: number[], dtype: DataType): DataId

{\n    return notYetImplemented('write');\n  }\n  move(\n      dataId: DataId, values: BackendValues, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType,\n      refCount: number): void {\n    return notYetImplemented('move');\n  }\n

memory(): {unreliable: boolean; reasons?: string[]} {\n    return notYetImplemented('memory');\n  }\n  /** Returns

the highest precision for floats in bits (e.g. 16 or 32) */\n  floatPrecision(): 16|32 {\n    return

notYetImplemented('floatPrecision');\n  }\n  /** Returns the smallest representable number.  */\n  epsilon(): number

{\n    return this.floatPrecision() === 32 ? EPSILON_FLOAT32 : EPSILON_FLOAT16;\n  }\n  dispose(): void {\n

return notYetImplemented('dispose');\n  }\n}\n\nfunction notYetImplemented(kernelName: string): never {\n  throw

new Error(\n      `'${kernelName}' not yet implemented or not found in the registry. ` +\n      `This kernel may not be

supported by the tfjs backend you have chosen`);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, DataTypeMap, FlatVector, NumericDataType, RecursiveArray, TensorLike, TypedArray}

from './types';\n\n/**\n * Shuffles the array in-place using Fisher-Yates algorithm.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = [1, 2, 3,

4, 5];\n * tf.util.shuffle(a);\n * console.log(a);\n * ```\n *\n * @param array The array to shuffle in-place.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Util', namespace: 'util'}\n */\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\nexport function shuffle(array:

any[]|Uint32Array|Int32Array|\n                        Float32Array): void {\n  let counter = array.length;\n  let temp = 0;\n

let index = 0;\n  // While there are elements in the array\n  while (counter > 0) {\n    // Pick a random index\n    index

= (Math.random() * counter) | 0;\n    // Decrease counter by 1\n    counter--;\n    // And swap the last element with

it\n    temp = array[counter];\n    array[counter] = array[index];\n    array[index] = temp;\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Shuffles

two arrays in-place the same way using Fisher-Yates algorithm.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = [1,2,3,4,5];\n * const b =

[11,22,33,44,55];\n * tf.util.shuffleCombo(a, b);\n * console.log(a, b);\n * ```\n *\n * @param array The first array

to shuffle in-place.\n * @param array2 The second array to shuffle in-place with the same permutation\n *     as the

first array.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util', namespace: 'util'}\n */\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\nexport function

shuffleCombo(array: any[]|Uint32Array|Int32Array|Float32Array,\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n

array2: any[]|Uint32Array|Int32Array|Float32Array): void {\n\n  if (array.length !== array2.length) {\n    throw

Error(\n      `Array sizes must match to be shuffled together ` +\n      `First array length was ${array.length}` +\n

`Second array length was ${array2.length}`);\n  }\n  let counter = array.length;\n  let temp, temp2;\n  let index = 0;\n

// While there are elements in the array\n  while (counter > 0) {\n    // Pick a random index\n    index =

(Math.random() * counter) | 0;\n    // Decrease counter by 1\n    counter--;\n    // And swap the last element of each
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array with it\n    temp = array[counter];\n    temp2 = array2[counter];\n    array[counter] = array[index];\n

array2[counter] = array2[index];\n    array[index] = temp;\n    array2[index] = temp2;\n  }\n}\n\n/** Clamps a value

to a specified range. */\nexport function clamp(min: number, x: number, max: number): number {\n  return

Math.max(min, Math.min(x, max));\n}\n\nexport function nearestLargerEven(val: number): number {\n  return val

% 2 === 0 ? val : val + 1;\n}\n\nexport function sum(arr: number[]): number {\n  let sum = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i <

arr.length; i++) {\n    sum += arr[i];\n  }\n  return sum;\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a sample from a uniform [a, b)

distribution.\n *\n * @param a The minimum support (inclusive).\n * @param b The maximum support

(exclusive).\n * @return A pseudorandom number on the half-open interval [a,b).\n */\nexport function

randUniform(a: number, b: number) {\n  const r = Math.random();\n  return (b * r) + (1 - r) * a;\n}\n\n/** Returns

the squared Euclidean distance between two vectors. */\nexport function distSquared(a: FlatVector, b: FlatVector):

number {\n  let result = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < a.length; i++) {\n    const diff = Number(a[i]) - Number(b[i]);\n

result += diff * diff;\n  }\n  return result;\n}\n\n/**\n * Asserts that the expression is true. Otherwise throws an error

with the\n * provided message.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = 2;\n * tf.util.assert(x === 2, 'x is not 2');\n * ```\n *\n *

@param expr The expression to assert (as a boolean).\n * @param msg A function that returns the message to report

when throwing an\n *     error. We use a function for performance reasons.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util',

namespace: 'util'}\n */\nexport function assert(expr: boolean, msg: () => string) {\n  if (!expr) {\n    throw new

Error(typeof msg === 'string' ? msg : msg());\n  }\n}\n\nexport function assertShapesMatch(\n    shapeA: number[],

shapeB: number[], errorMessagePrefix = ''): void {\n  assert(\n      arraysEqual(shapeA, shapeB),\n      () =>

errorMessagePrefix + ` Shapes ${shapeA} and ${shapeB} must match`);\n}\n\nexport function assertNonNull(a:

TensorLike): void {\n  assert(\n      a != null,\n      () => `The input to the tensor constructor must be a non-null

value.`);\n}\n\n// NOTE: We explicitly type out what T extends instead of any so that\n// util.flatten on a nested

array of number doesn't try to infer T as a\n// number[][], causing us to explicitly type util.flatten<number>().\n/**\n

*  Flattens an arbitrarily nested array.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = [[1, 2], [3, 4], [5, [6, [7]]]];\n * const flat =

tf.util.flatten(a);\n * console.log(flat);\n * ```\n *\n *  @param arr The nested array to flatten.\n *  @param result

The destination array which holds the elements.\n *  @param skipTypedArray If true, avoids flattening the typed

arrays. Defaults\n *      to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util', namespace: 'util'}\n */\nexport function\nflatten<T

extends number|boolean|string|Promise<number>|TypedArray>(\n    arr: T|RecursiveArray<T>, result: T[] = [],

skipTypedArray = false): T[] {\n  if (result == null) {\n    result = [];\n  }\n  if (Array.isArray(arr) ||

isTypedArray(arr) && !skipTypedArray) {\n    for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; ++i) {\n      flatten(arr[i], result,

skipTypedArray);\n    }\n  } else {\n    result.push(arr as T);\n  }\n  return result;\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the size

(number of elements) of the tensor given its shape.\n *\n * ```js\n * const shape = [3, 4, 2];\n * const size =

tf.util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n * console.log(size);\n * ```\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util', namespace: 'util'}\n

*/\nexport function sizeFromShape(shape: number[]): number {\n  if (shape.length === 0) {\n    // Scalar.\n    return

1;\n  }\n  let size = shape[0];\n  for (let i = 1; i < shape.length; i++) {\n    size *= shape[i];\n  }\n  return

size;\n}\n\nexport function isScalarShape(shape: number[]): boolean {\n  return shape.length === 0;\n}\n\nexport

function arraysEqual(n1: FlatVector, n2: FlatVector) {\n  if (n1 === n2) {\n    return true;\n  }\n  if (n1 == null || n2

== null) {\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  if (n1.length !== n2.length) {\n    return false;\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < n1.length;

i++) {\n    if (n1[i] !== n2[i]) {\n      return false;\n    }\n  }\n  return true;\n}\n\nexport function isInt(a: number):

boolean {\n  return a % 1 === 0;\n}\n\nexport function tanh(x: number): number {\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-

any\n  if ((Math as any).tanh != null) {\n    // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n    return (Math as any).tanh(x);\n  }\n

if (x === Infinity) {\n    return 1;\n  } else if (x === -Infinity) {\n    return -1;\n  } else {\n    const e2x = Math.exp(2

* x);\n    return (e2x - 1) / (e2x + 1);\n  }\n}\n\nexport function sizeToSquarishShape(size: number): [number,

number] {\n  const width = Math.ceil(Math.sqrt(size));\n  return [width, Math.ceil(size / width)];\n}\n\n/**\n *

Creates a new array with randomized indicies to a given quantity.\n *\n * ```js\n * const randomTen =

tf.util.createShuffledIndices(10);\n * console.log(randomTen);\n * ```\n *\n * @param number Quantity of how

many shuffled indicies to create.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util', namespace: 'util'}\n */\nexport function

createShuffledIndices(n: number): Uint32Array {\n  const shuffledIndices = new Uint32Array(n);\n  for (let i = 0; i

< n; ++i) {\n    shuffledIndices[i] = i;\n  }\n  shuffle(shuffledIndices);\n  return shuffledIndices;\n}\n\nexport
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function rightPad(a: string, size: number): string {\n  if (size <= a.length) {\n    return a;\n  }\n  return a + '

'.repeat(size - a.length);\n}\n\nexport function repeatedTry(\n    checkFn: () => boolean, delayFn = (counter:

number) => 0,\n    maxCounter?: number): Promise<void> {\n  return new Promise<void>((resolve, reject) => {\n

let tryCount = 0;\n\n    const tryFn = () => {\n      if (checkFn()) {\n        resolve();\n        return;\n      }\n\n

tryCount++;\n\n      const nextBackoff = delayFn(tryCount);\n\n      if (maxCounter != null && tryCount >=

maxCounter) {\n        reject();\n        return;\n      }\n      setTimeout(tryFn, nextBackoff);\n    };\n\n    tryFn();\n

});\n}\n\n/**\n * Given the full size of the array and a shape that may contain -1 as the\n * implicit dimension,

returns the inferred shape where -1 is replaced.\n * E.g. For shape=[2, -1, 3] and size=24, it will return [2, 4, 3].\n

*\n * @param shape The shape, which may contain -1 in some dimension.\n * @param size The full size (number of

elements) of the array.\n * @return The inferred shape where -1 is replaced with the inferred size.\n */\nexport

function inferFromImplicitShape(\n    shape: number[], size: number): number[] {\n  let shapeProd = 1;\n  let

implicitIdx = -1;\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; ++i) {\n    if (shape[i] >= 0) {\n      shapeProd *= shape[i];\n    }

else if (shape[i] === -1) {\n      if (implicitIdx !== -1) {\n        throw Error(\n            `Shapes can only have 1 implicit

size. ` +\n            `Found -1 at dim ${implicitIdx} and dim ${i}`);\n      }\n      implicitIdx = i;\n    } else if (shape[i]

< 0) {\n      throw Error(`Shapes can not be < 0. Found ${shape[i]} at dim ${i}`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  if (implicitIdx === -

1) {\n    if (size > 0 && size !== shapeProd) {\n      throw Error(`Size(${size}) must match the product of shape

${shape}`);\n    }\n    return shape;\n  }\n\n  if (shapeProd === 0) {\n    throw Error(\n        `Cannot infer the missing

size in [${shape}] when ` +\n        `there are 0 elements`);\n  }\n  if (size % shapeProd !== 0) {\n    throw Error(\n

 `The implicit shape can't be a fractional number. ` +\n        `Got ${size} / ${shapeProd}`);\n  }\n\n  const newShape

= shape.slice();\n  newShape[implicitIdx] = size / shapeProd;\n  return newShape;\n}\n\nexport function

parseAxisParam(\n    axis: number|number[], shape: number[]): number[] {\n  const rank = shape.length;\n\n  //

Normalize input\n  axis = axis == null ? shape.map((s, i) => i) : [].concat(axis);\n\n  // Check for valid range\n

assert(\n      axis.every(ax => ax >= -rank && ax < rank),\n      () =>\n          `All values in axis param must be in

range [-${rank}, ${rank}) but ` +\n          `got axis ${axis}`);\n\n  // Check for only integers\n  assert(\n

axis.every(ax => isInt(ax)),\n      () => `All values in axis param must be integers but ` +\n          `got axis

${axis}`);\n\n  // Handle negative axis.\n  return axis.map(a => a < 0 ? rank + a : a);\n}\n\n/** Reduces the shape by

removing all dimensions of shape 1. */\nexport function squeezeShape(shape: number[], axis?: number[]):\n

{newShape: number[], keptDims: number[]} {\n  const newShape: number[] = [];\n  const keptDims: number[] =

[];\n  const isEmptyArray = axis != null && Array.isArray(axis) && axis.length === 0;\n  const axes = (axis == null

|| isEmptyArray) ?\n      null :\n      parseAxisParam(axis, shape).sort();\n  let j = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape.length;

++i) {\n    if (axes != null) {\n      if (axes[j] === i && shape[i] !== 1) {\n        throw new Error(\n            `Can't

squeeze axis ${i} since its dim '${shape[i]}' is not 1`);\n      }\n      if ((axes[j] == null || axes[j] > i) && shape[i] ===

1) {\n        newShape.push(shape[i]);\n        keptDims.push(i);\n      }\n      if (axes[j] <= i) {\n        j++;\n      }\n

}\n    if (shape[i] !== 1) {\n      newShape.push(shape[i]);\n      keptDims.push(i);\n    }\n  }\n  return {newShape,

keptDims};\n}\n\nexport function getTypedArrayFromDType<D extends NumericDataType>(\n    dtype: D, size:

number): DataTypeMap[D] {\n  let values = null;\n  if (dtype == null || dtype === 'float32') {\n    values = new

Float32Array(size);\n  } else if (dtype === 'int32') {\n    values = new Int32Array(size);\n  } else if (dtype ===

'bool') {\n    values = new Uint8Array(size);\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown data type ${dtype}`);\n  }\n

return values as DataTypeMap[D];\n}\n\nexport function getArrayFromDType<D extends DataType>(\n    dtype:

D, size: number): DataTypeMap[D] {\n  let values = null;\n  if (dtype == null || dtype === 'float32') {\n    values =

new Float32Array(size);\n  } else if (dtype === 'int32') {\n    values = new Int32Array(size);\n  } else if (dtype ===

'bool') {\n    values = new Uint8Array(size);\n  } else if (dtype === 'string') {\n    values = new

Array<'string'>(size);\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown data type ${dtype}`);\n  }\n  return values as

DataTypeMap[D];\n}\n\nexport function checkConversionForErrors<D extends DataType>(\n    vals:

DataTypeMap[D]|number[], dtype: D): void {\n  for (let i = 0; i < vals.length; i++) {\n    const num = vals[i] as

number;\n    if (isNaN(num) || !isFinite(num)) {\n      throw Error(`A tensor of type ${dtype} being uploaded

contains ${num}.`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n/** Returns true if the dtype is valid. */\nexport function isValidDtype(dtype:

DataType): boolean {\n  return dtype === 'bool' || dtype === 'complex64' || dtype === 'float32' ||\n      dtype ===
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'int32' || dtype === 'string';\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns true if the new type can't encode the old type without loss of\n *

precision.\n */\nexport function hasEncodingLoss(oldType: DataType, newType: DataType): boolean {\n  if

(newType === 'complex64') {\n    return false;\n  }\n  if (newType === 'float32' && oldType !== 'complex64') {\n

return false;\n  }\n  if (newType === 'int32' && oldType !== 'float32' && oldType !== 'complex64') {\n    return

false;\n  }\n  if (newType === 'bool' && oldType === 'bool') {\n    return false;\n  }\n  return true;\n}\n\nexport

function isTypedArray(a: {}): a is Float32Array|Int32Array|Uint8Array {\n  return a instanceof Float32Array || a

instanceof Int32Array ||\n      a instanceof Uint8Array;\n}\n\nexport function bytesPerElement(dtype: DataType):

number {\n  if (dtype === 'float32' || dtype === 'int32') {\n    return 4;\n  } else if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n

return 8;\n  } else if (dtype === 'bool') {\n    return 1;\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the approximate number of bytes allocated in the string array - 2\n * bytes per character.

Computing the exact bytes for a native string in JS is\n * not possible since it depends on the encoding of the html

page that serves\n * the website.\n */\nexport function bytesFromStringArray(arr: Uint8Array[]): number {\n  if (arr

== null) {\n    return 0;\n  }\n  let bytes = 0;\n  arr.forEach(x => bytes += x.length);\n  return bytes;\n}\n\n/**

Returns true if the value is a string. */\nexport function isString(value: {}): value is string {\n  return typeof value

=== 'string' || value instanceof String;\n}\n\nexport function isBoolean(value: {}): boolean {\n  return typeof value

=== 'boolean';\n}\n\nexport function isNumber(value: {}): boolean {\n  return typeof value ===

'number';\n}\n\nexport function inferDtype(values: TensorLike): DataType {\n  if (Array.isArray(values)) {\n

return inferDtype(values[0]);\n  }\n  if (values instanceof Float32Array) {\n    return 'float32';\n  } else if (values

instanceof Int32Array || values instanceof Uint8Array) {\n    return 'int32';\n  } else if (isNumber(values)) {\n

return 'float32';\n  } else if (isString(values)) {\n    return 'string';\n  } else if (isBoolean(values)) {\n    return 'bool';\n

}\n  return 'float32';\n}\n\nexport function isFunction(f: Function) {\n  return !!(f && f.constructor && f.call &&

f.apply);\n}\n\nexport function nearestDivisor(size: number, start: number): number {\n  for (let i = start; i < size;

++i) {\n    if (size % i === 0) {\n      return i;\n    }\n  }\n  return size;\n}\n\nexport function computeStrides(shape:

number[]): number[] {\n  const rank = shape.length;\n  if (rank < 2) {\n    return [];\n  }\n\n  // Last dimension has

implicit stride of 1, thus having D-1 (instead of D)\n  // strides.\n  const strides = new Array(rank - 1);\n  strides[rank

- 2] = shape[rank - 1];\n  for (let i = rank - 3; i >= 0; --i) {\n    strides[i] = strides[i + 1] * shape[i + 1];\n  }\n  return

strides;\n}\n\nfunction createNestedArray(offset: number, shape: number[], a: TypedArray) {\n  const ret = new

Array();\n  if (shape.length === 1) {\n    const d = shape[0];\n    for (let i = 0; i < d; i++) {\n      ret[i] = a[offset +

i];\n    }\n  } else {\n    const d = shape[0];\n    const rest = shape.slice(1);\n    const len = rest.reduce((acc, c) => acc

* c);\n    for (let i = 0; i < d; i++) {\n      ret[i] = createNestedArray(offset + i * len, rest, a);\n    }\n  }\n  return

ret;\n}\n\n// Provide a nested array of TypedArray in given shape.\nexport function toNestedArray(shape: number[],

a: TypedArray) {\n  if (shape.length === 0) {\n    // Scalar type should return a single number.\n    return a[0];\n  }\n

const size = shape.reduce((acc, c) => acc * c);\n  if (size === 0) {\n    // A tensor with shape zero should be turned

into empty list.\n    return [];\n  }\n  if (size !== a.length) {\n    throw new Error(`[${shape}] does not match the

input size ${a.length}.`);\n  }\n\n  return createNestedArray(0, shape, a);\n}\n\nexport function

makeOnesTypedArray<D extends DataType>(\n    size: number, dtype: D): DataTypeMap[D] {\n  const array =

makeZerosTypedArray(size, dtype);\n  for (let i = 0; i < array.length; i++) {\n    array[i] = 1;\n  }\n  return

array;\n}\n\nexport function makeZerosTypedArray<D extends DataType>(\n    size: number, dtype: D):

DataTypeMap[D] {\n  if (dtype == null || dtype === 'float32' || dtype === 'complex64') {\n    return new

Float32Array(size) as DataTypeMap[D];\n  } else if (dtype === 'int32') {\n    return new Int32Array(size) as

DataTypeMap[D];\n  } else if (dtype === 'bool') {\n    return new Uint8Array(size) as DataTypeMap[D];\n  } else

{\n    throw new Error(`Unknown data type ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Make nested `TypedArray` filled with

zeros.\n * @param shape The shape information for the nested array.\n * @param dtype dtype of the array

element.\n */\nexport function makeZerosNestedTypedArray<D extends DataType>(\n    shape: number[], dtype: D)

{\n  const size = shape.reduce((prev, curr) => prev * curr, 1);\n  if (dtype == null || dtype === 'float32') {\n    return

toNestedArray(shape, new Float32Array(size));\n  } else if (dtype === 'int32') {\n    return toNestedArray(shape,

new Int32Array(size));\n  } else if (dtype === 'bool') {\n    return toNestedArray(shape, new Uint8Array(size));\n  }

else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown data type ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport function
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assertNonNegativeIntegerDimensions(shape: number[]) {\n  shape.forEach(dimSize => {\n    assert(\n

Number.isInteger(dimSize) && dimSize >= 0,\n        () =>\n            `Tensor must have a shape comprised of

positive integers but got ` +\n            `shape [${shape}].`);\n  });\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes flat index for a given

location (multidimentionsal index) in a\n * Tensor/multidimensional array.\n *\n * @param locs Location in the

tensor.\n * @param rank Rank of the tensor.\n * @param strides Tensor strides.\n */\nexport function locToIndex(\n

  locs: number[], rank: number, strides: number[]): number {\n  if (rank === 0) {\n    return 0;\n  } else if (rank ===

1) {\n    return locs[0];\n  }\n  let index = locs[locs.length - 1];\n  for (let i = 0; i < locs.length - 1; ++i) {\n    index

+= strides[i] * locs[i];\n  }\n  return index;\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes the location (multidimensional index) in a

tensor/multidimentional\n * array for a given flat index.\n *\n * @param index Index in flat array.\n * @param rank

Rank of tensor.\n * @param strides Strides of tensor.\n */\nexport function indexToLoc(\n    index: number, rank:

number, strides: number[]): number[] {\n  if (rank === 0) {\n    return [];\n  } else if (rank === 1) {\n    return

[index];\n  }\n  const locs: number[] = new Array(rank);\n  for (let i = 0; i < locs.length - 1; ++i) {\n    locs[i] =

Math.floor(index / strides[i]);\n    index -= locs[i] * strides[i];\n  }\n  locs[locs.length - 1] = index;\n  return

locs;\n}\n\n/**\n * This method asserts whether an object is a Promise instance.\n * @param object\n */\n//

tslint:disable-next-line: no-any\nexport function isPromise(object: any) {\n  //  We chose to not use 'obj instanceOf

Promise' for two reasons:\n  //  1. It only reliably works for es6 Promise, not other Promise\n  //  implementations.\n

//  2. It doesn't work with framework that uses zone.js. zone.js monkey patch\n  //  the async calls, so it is possible

the obj (patched) is comparing to a\n  //  pre-patched Promise.\n  return object && object.then && typeof

object.then === 'function';\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Platform} from './platforms/platform';\nimport {isPromise} from './util_base';\n\n// Expects flags from

URL in the format ?tfjsflags=FLAG1:1,FLAG2:true.\nconst TENSORFLOWJS_FLAGS_PREFIX =

'tfjsflags';\n\ntype FlagValue = number|boolean;\ntype FlagEvaluationFn = (() => FlagValue)|(() =>

Promise<FlagValue>);\nexport type Flags = {\n  [featureName: string]: FlagValue\n};\nexport type

FlagRegistryEntry = {\n  evaluationFn: FlagEvaluationFn;\n  setHook?: (value: FlagValue) => void;\n};\n\n/**\n *

The environment contains evaluated flags as well as the registered platform.\n * This is always used as a global

singleton and can be retrieved with\n * `tf.env()`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment'}\n */\nexport class

Environment {\n  private flags: Flags = {};\n  private flagRegistry: {[flagName: string]: FlagRegistryEntry} =

{};\n\n  private urlFlags: Flags = {};\n\n  platformName: string;\n  platform: Platform;\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:

no-any\n  constructor(public global: any) {\n    this.populateURLFlags();\n  }\n\n  setPlatform(platformName:

string, platform: Platform) {\n    if (this.platform != null) {\n      console.warn(\n          `Platform

${this.platformName} has already been set. ` +\n          `Overwriting the platform with ${platform}.`);\n    }\n

this.platformName = platformName;\n    this.platform = platform;\n  }\n\n  registerFlag(\n      flagName: string,

evaluationFn: FlagEvaluationFn,\n      setHook?: (value: FlagValue) => void) {\n    this.flagRegistry[flagName] =

{evaluationFn, setHook};\n\n    // Override the flag value from the URL. This has to happen here because the\n    //

environment is initialized before flags get registered.\n    if (this.urlFlags[flagName] != null) {\n      const flagValue

= this.urlFlags[flagName];\n      console.warn(\n          `Setting feature override from URL ${flagName}:

${flagValue}.`);\n      this.set(flagName, flagValue);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async getAsync(flagName: string):

Promise<FlagValue> {\n    if (flagName in this.flags) {\n      return this.flags[flagName];\n    }\n\n

this.flags[flagName] = await this.evaluateFlag(flagName);\n    return this.flags[flagName];\n  }\n\n  get(flagName:

string): FlagValue {\n    if (flagName in this.flags) {\n      return this.flags[flagName];\n    }\n\n    const flagValue =

this.evaluateFlag(flagName);\n    if (isPromise(flagValue)) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Flag ${flagName}
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cannot be synchronously evaluated. ` +\n          `Please use getAsync() instead.`);\n    }\n\n    this.flags[flagName] =

flagValue as number | boolean;\n\n    return this.flags[flagName];\n  }\n\n  getNumber(flagName: string): number

{\n    return this.get(flagName) as number;\n  }\n\n  getBool(flagName: string): boolean {\n    return

this.get(flagName) as boolean;\n  }\n\n  getFlags(): Flags {\n    return this.flags;\n  }\n  // For backwards

compatibility.\n  get features(): Flags {\n    return this.flags;\n  }\n\n  set(flagName: string, value: FlagValue): void

{\n    if (this.flagRegistry[flagName] == null) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Cannot set flag ${flagName} as it

has not been registered.`);\n    }\n    this.flags[flagName] = value;\n    if (this.flagRegistry[flagName].setHook !=

null) {\n      this.flagRegistry[flagName].setHook(value);\n    }\n  }\n\n  private evaluateFlag(flagName: string):

FlagValue|Promise<FlagValue> {\n    if (this.flagRegistry[flagName] == null) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`Cannot evaluate flag '${flagName}': no evaluation function found.`);\n    }\n    return

this.flagRegistry[flagName].evaluationFn();\n  }\n\n  setFlags(flags: Flags) {\n    this.flags = Object.assign({},

flags);\n  }\n\n  reset() {\n    this.flags = {};\n    this.urlFlags = {};\n    this.populateURLFlags();\n  }\n\n  private

populateURLFlags(): void {\n    if (typeof this.global === 'undefined' ||\n        typeof this.global.location ===

'undefined' ||\n        typeof this.global.location.search === 'undefined') {\n      return;\n    }\n\n    const urlParams =

getQueryParams(this.global.location.search);\n    if (TENSORFLOWJS_FLAGS_PREFIX in urlParams) {\n

const keyValues = urlParams[TENSORFLOWJS_FLAGS_PREFIX].split(',');\n      keyValues.forEach(keyValue =>

{\n        const [key, value] = keyValue.split(':') as [string, string];\n        this.urlFlags[key] = parseValue(key,

value);\n      });\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport function getQueryParams(queryString: string): {[key: string]: string} {\n

const params = {};\n  queryString.replace(/[?&]([^=?&]+)(?:=([^&]*))?/g, (s, ...t) => {\n    decodeParam(params,

t[0], t[1]);\n    return t.join('=');\n  });\n  return params;\n}\n\nfunction decodeParam(\n    params: {[key: string]:

string}, name: string, value?: string) {\n  params[decodeURIComponent(name)] = decodeURIComponent(value ||

'');\n}\n\nfunction parseValue(flagName: string, value: string): FlagValue {\n  value = value.toLowerCase();\n  if

(value === 'true' || value === 'false') {\n    return value === 'true';\n  } else if (`${+ value}` === value) {\n    return

+value;\n  }\n  throw new Error(\n      `Could not parse value flag value ${value} for flag

${flagName}.`);\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the current environment (a global singleton).\n *\n * The environment object

contains the evaluated feature values as well as the\n * active platform.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment'}\n

*/\nexport function env() {\n  return ENV;\n}\n\nexport let ENV: Environment = null;\nexport function

setEnvironmentGlobal(environment: Environment) {\n  ENV = environment;\n}\n","// shim for using process in

browser\nvar process = module.exports = {};\n\n// cached from whatever global is present so that test runners that

stub it\n// don't break things.  But we need to wrap it in a try catch in case it is\n// wrapped in strict mode code which

doesn't define any globals.  It's inside a\n// function because try/catches deoptimize in certain engines.\n\nvar

cachedSetTimeout;\nvar cachedClearTimeout;\n\nfunction defaultSetTimout() {\n    throw new Error('setTimeout

has not been defined');\n}\nfunction defaultClearTimeout () {\n    throw new Error('clearTimeout has not been

defined');\n}\n(function () {\n    try {\n        if (typeof setTimeout === 'function') {\n            cachedSetTimeout =

setTimeout;\n        } else {\n            cachedSetTimeout = defaultSetTimout;\n        }\n    } catch (e) {\n

cachedSetTimeout = defaultSetTimout;\n    }\n    try {\n        if (typeof clearTimeout === 'function') {\n

cachedClearTimeout = clearTimeout;\n        } else {\n            cachedClearTimeout = defaultClearTimeout;\n        }\n

  } catch (e) {\n        cachedClearTimeout = defaultClearTimeout;\n    }\n} ())\nfunction runTimeout(fun) {\n    if

(cachedSetTimeout === setTimeout) {\n        //normal enviroments in sane situations\n        return setTimeout(fun,

0);\n    }\n    // if setTimeout wasn't available but was latter defined\n    if ((cachedSetTimeout === defaultSetTimout

|| !cachedSetTimeout) && setTimeout) {\n        cachedSetTimeout = setTimeout;\n        return setTimeout(fun, 0);\n

 }\n    try {\n        // when when somebody has screwed with setTimeout but no I.E. maddness\n        return

cachedSetTimeout(fun, 0);\n    } catch(e){\n        try {\n            // When we are in I.E. but the script has been evaled

so I.E. doesn't trust the global object when called normally\n            return cachedSetTimeout.call(null, fun, 0);\n

} catch(e){\n            // same as above but when it's a version of I.E. that must have the global object for 'this',

hopfully our context correct otherwise it will throw a global error\n            return cachedSetTimeout.call(this, fun,

0);\n        }\n    }\n\n\n}\nfunction runClearTimeout(marker) {\n    if (cachedClearTimeout === clearTimeout) {\n

  //normal enviroments in sane situations\n        return clearTimeout(marker);\n    }\n    // if clearTimeout wasn't
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available but was latter defined\n    if ((cachedClearTimeout === defaultClearTimeout || !cachedClearTimeout) &&

clearTimeout) {\n        cachedClearTimeout = clearTimeout;\n        return clearTimeout(marker);\n    }\n    try {\n

 // when when somebody has screwed with setTimeout but no I.E. maddness\n        return

cachedClearTimeout(marker);\n    } catch (e){\n        try {\n            // When we are in I.E. but the script has been

evaled so I.E. doesn't  trust the global object when called normally\n            return cachedClearTimeout.call(null,

marker);\n        } catch (e){\n            // same as above but when it's a version of I.E. that must have the global object

for 'this', hopfully our context correct otherwise it will throw a global error.\n            // Some versions of I.E. have

different rules for clearTimeout vs setTimeout\n            return cachedClearTimeout.call(this, marker);\n        }\n

}\n\n\n\n}\nvar queue = [];\nvar draining = false;\nvar currentQueue;\nvar queueIndex = -1;\n\nfunction

cleanUpNextTick() {\n    if (!draining || !currentQueue) {\n        return;\n    }\n    draining = false;\n    if

(currentQueue.length) {\n        queue = currentQueue.concat(queue);\n    } else {\n        queueIndex = -1;\n    }\n    if

(queue.length) {\n        drainQueue();\n    }\n}\n\nfunction drainQueue() {\n    if (draining) {\n        return;\n    }\n

var timeout = runTimeout(cleanUpNextTick);\n    draining = true;\n\n    var len = queue.length;\n    while(len) {\n

  currentQueue = queue;\n        queue = [];\n        while (++queueIndex < len) {\n            if (currentQueue) {\n

   currentQueue[queueIndex].run();\n            }\n        }\n        queueIndex = -1;\n        len = queue.length;\n    }\n

currentQueue = null;\n    draining = false;\n    runClearTimeout(timeout);\n}\n\nprocess.nextTick = function (fun)

{\n    var args = new Array(arguments.length - 1);\n    if (arguments.length > 1) {\n        for (var i = 1; i <

arguments.length; i++) {\n            args[i - 1] = arguments[i];\n        }\n    }\n    queue.push(new Item(fun, args));\n

if (queue.length === 1 && !draining) {\n        runTimeout(drainQueue);\n    }\n};\n\n// v8 likes predictible

objects\nfunction Item(fun, array) {\n    this.fun = fun;\n    this.array = array;\n}\nItem.prototype.run = function ()

{\n    this.fun.apply(null, this.array);\n};\nprocess.title = 'browser';\nprocess.browser = true;\nprocess.env =

{};\nprocess.argv = [];\nprocess.version = ''; // empty string to avoid regexp issues\nprocess.versions =

{};\n\nfunction noop() {}\n\nprocess.on = noop;\nprocess.addListener = noop;\nprocess.once = noop;\nprocess.off =

noop;\nprocess.removeListener = noop;\nprocess.removeAllListeners = noop;\nprocess.emit =

noop;\nprocess.prependListener = noop;\nprocess.prependOnceListener = noop;\n\nprocess.listeners = function

(name) { return [] }\n\nprocess.binding = function (name) {\n    throw new Error('process.binding is not

supported');\n};\n\nprocess.cwd = function () { return '/' };\nprocess.chdir = function (dir) {\n    throw new

Error('process.chdir is not supported');\n};\nprocess.umask = function() { return 0; };\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Note that the identifier globalNameSpace is scoped to this module, but will\n// always resolve to the same

global object regardless of how the module is\n// resolved.\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\nlet globalNameSpace:

{_tfGlobals: Map<string, any>};\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\nexport function getGlobalNamespace():

{_tfGlobals: Map<string, any>} {\n  if (globalNameSpace == null) {\n    // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n    let ns:

any;\n    if (typeof (window) !== 'undefined') {\n      ns = window;\n    } else if (typeof (global) !== 'undefined') {\n

  ns = global;\n    } else if (typeof (process) !== 'undefined') {\n      ns = process;\n    } else if (typeof (self) !==

'undefined') {\n      ns = self;\n    } else {\n      throw new Error('Could not find a global object');\n    }\n

globalNameSpace = ns;\n  }\n  return globalNameSpace;\n}\n\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\nfunction

getGlobalMap(): Map<string, any> {\n  const ns = getGlobalNamespace();\n  if (ns._tfGlobals == null) {\n

ns._tfGlobals = new Map();\n  }\n  return ns._tfGlobals;\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a globally accessible 'singleton'

object.\n *\n * @param key the name of the object\n * @param init a function to initialize to initialize this object\n *

           the first time it is fetched.\n */\nexport function getGlobal<T>(key: string, init: () => T): T {\n  const

globalMap = getGlobalMap();\n  if (globalMap.has(key)) {\n    return globalMap.get(key);\n  } else {\n    const
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singleton = init();\n    globalMap.set(key, singleton);\n    return globalMap.get(key);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

Allow UpperCamelCase variable names\n// tslint:disable: variable-name\n// Unfortunately just enabling PascalCase

per file (tslint:enable:\n// allow-pascal-case) doesn't work.\nimport {NamedTensorInfoMap, TensorInfo} from

'./kernel_registry';\nimport {ExplicitPadding} from './ops/conv_util';\nimport {Activation} from

'./ops/fused_types';\nimport {DataType, PixelData} from './types';\n\nexport const Abs = 'Abs';\nexport type

AbsInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Acos = 'Acos';\nexport type AcosInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const

Acosh = 'Acosh';\nexport type AcoshInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Add = 'Add';\nexport type AddInputs =

BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const AddN = 'AddN';\nexport type AddNInputs = TensorInfo[];\n\nexport const All =

'All';\nexport type AllInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface AllAttrs {\n  axis:

number|number[];\n  keepDims: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const Any = 'Any';\nexport type AnyInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface AnyAttrs {\n  axis: number|number[];\n  keepDims:

boolean;\n}\n\nexport const ArgMax = 'ArgMax';\nexport type ArgMaxInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'x'>;\nexport interface ArgMaxAttrs {\n  axis: number;\n}\n\nexport const ArgMin = 'ArgMin';\nexport type

ArgMinInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface ArgMinAttrs {\n  axis: number;\n}\n\nexport

const Asin = 'Asin';\nexport type AsinInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Asinh = 'Asinh';\nexport type

AsinhInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Atan = 'Atan';\nexport type AtanInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const

Atanh = 'Atanh';\nexport type AtanhInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Atan2 = 'Atan2';\nexport type

Atan2Inputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const AvgPool = 'AvgPool';\nexport type AvgPoolInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface AvgPoolAttrs {\n  filterSize: [number, number]|number;\n

strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?:

'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n}\n\nexport const AvgPoolGrad = 'AvgPoolGrad';\nexport type AvgPoolGradInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'dy'|'input'>;\nexport interface AvgPoolGradAttrs {\n  filterSize: [number,

number]|number;\n  strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n}\n\nexport const AvgPool3D

= 'AvgPool3D';\nexport type AvgPool3DInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface

AvgPool3DAttrs {\n  filterSize: [number, number, number]|number;\n  strides: [number, number,

number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n  dataFormat:

'NDHWC'|'NCDHW';\n}\n\nexport const AvgPool3DGrad = 'AvgPool3DGrad';\nexport type

AvgPool3DGradInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'dy'|'input'>;\nexport interface AvgPool3DGradAttrs {\n

filterSize: [number, number, number]|number;\n  strides: [number, number, number]|number;\n  pad:

'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n}\n\nexport const BatchMatMul =

'BatchMatMul';\nexport type BatchMatMulInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'a'|'b'>;\nexport interface

BatchMatMulAttrs {\n  transposeA: boolean;\n  transposeB: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const BatchToSpaceND =

'BatchToSpaceND';\nexport type BatchToSpaceNDInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface

BatchToSpaceNDAttrs {\n  blockShape: number[];\n  crops: number[][];\n}\n\nexport type BinaryInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'a'|'b'>;\n\nexport const Bincount = 'Bincount';\nexport type BincountInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'weights'>;\nexport interface BincountAttrs {\n  size: number;\n}\n\nexport const

BroadcastTo = 'BroadcastTo';\nexport type BroadcastToInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport

interface BroadCastToAttrs {\n  shape: number[];\n  inputShape: number[];  // for gradient\n}\n\nexport const Cast =

'Cast';\nexport type CastInputs = UnaryInputs;\nexport interface CastAttrs {\n  dtype: DataType;\n}\n\nexport const

Ceil = 'Ceil';\nexport type CeilInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const ClipByValue = 'ClipByValue';\nexport type

ClipByValueInputs = UnaryInputs;\nexport interface ClipByValueAttrs {\n  clipValueMin: number;\n
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clipValueMax: number;\n}\n\nexport const Complex = 'Complex';\nexport type ComplexInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'real'|'imag'>;\n\nexport const ComplexAbs = 'ComplexAbs';\nexport type

ComplexAbsInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Concat = 'Concat';\nexport type ConcatInputs =

TensorInfo[];\nexport interface ConcatAttrs {\n  axis: number;\n}\n\nexport const Conv2D = 'Conv2D';\nexport type

Conv2DInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'filter'>;\nexport interface Conv2DAttrs {\n  strides: [number,

number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number|ExplicitPadding;\n  dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW';\n  dilations:

[number, number]|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n}\n\nexport const Conv2DBackpropFilter =

'Conv2DBackpropFilter';\nexport type Conv2DBackpropFilterInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'x'|'dy'>;\nexport interface Conv2DBackpropFilterAttrs {\n  strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad:

'valid'|'same'|number|ExplicitPadding;\n  dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW';\n  dimRoundingMode?:

'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n  filterShape: [number, number, number, number];\n}\n\nexport const Conv2DBackpropInput =

'Conv2DBackpropInput';\nexport type Conv2DBackpropInputInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'dy'|'filter'>;\nexport interface Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs {\n  strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad:

'valid'|'same'|number|ExplicitPadding;\n  dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW';\n  dimRoundingMode?:

'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n  inputShape: [number, number, number, number];\n}\n\nexport const Conv3D =

'Conv3D';\nexport type Conv3DInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'filter'>;\nexport interface Conv3DAttrs

{\n  strides: [number, number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same';\n  dataFormat: 'NDHWC'|'NCDHW';\n

dilations: [number, number, number]|number;\n}\n\nexport const Conv3DBackpropFilterV2 =

'Conv3DBackpropFilterV2';\nexport type Conv3DBackpropFilterV2Inputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'x'|'dy'>;\n\nexport interface Conv3DBackpropFilterV2Attrs {\n  strides: [number, number, number]|number;\n  pad:

'valid'|'same';\n  filterShape: [number, number, number, number, number];\n}\n\nexport const

Conv3DBackpropInputV2 = 'Conv3DBackpropInputV2';\nexport type Conv3DBackpropInputV2Inputs =\n

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'dy'|'filter'>;\nexport interface Conv3DBackpropInputV2Attrs {\n  strides: [number,

number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same';\n  inputShape: [number, number, number, number,

number];\n}\n\nexport const Cos = 'Cos';\nexport type CosInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Cosh =

'Cosh';\nexport type CoshInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Cumsum = 'Cumsum';\nexport type CumsumInputs

= Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface CumsumAttrs {\n  axis: number;\n  exclusive: boolean;\n

reverse: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const CropAndResize = 'CropAndResize';\nexport type CropAndResizeInputs =\n

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'image'|'boxes'|'boxInd'>;\nexport interface CropAndResizeAttrs {\n  cropSize:

[number, number];\n  method: 'bilinear'|'nearest';\n  extrapolationValue: number;\n}\n\nexport const DenseBincount

= 'DenseBincount';\nexport type DenseBincountInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'weights'>;\nexport

interface DenseBincountAttrs {\n  size: number;\n  binaryOutput?: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const DepthToSpace =

'DepthToSpace';\nexport type DepthToSpaceInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface

DepthToSpaceAttrs {\n  blockSize: number;\n  dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW';\n}\n\nexport const

DepthwiseConv2dNative = 'DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nexport type DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs =\n

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'filter'>;\nexport interface DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs {\n  strides: [number,

number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW';\n  dilations: [number,

number]|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n}\n\nexport const

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter =\n    'DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter';\nexport type

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterInputs =\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'dy'>;\nexport interface

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterAttrs {\n  strides: [number, number]|number;\n  dilations: [number,

number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n  filterShape: [number,

number, number, number];\n}\n\nexport const DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput =\n

'DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput';\nexport type DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputInputs =\n

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'dy'|'filter'>;\nexport interface DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputAttrs {\n

strides: [number, number]|number;\n  dilations: [number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n

dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n  inputShape: [number, number, number, number];\n}\n\nexport const

Diag = 'Diag';\nexport type DiagInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\n\nexport const Dilation2D =
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'Dilation2D';\nexport type Dilation2DInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'filter'>;\nexport interface

Dilation2DAttrs {\n  strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dilations: [number,

number]|number;\n}\n\nexport const Dilation2DBackpropInput = 'Dilation2DBackpropInput';\nexport type

Dilation2DBackpropInputInputs =\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'filter'|'dy'>;\n\nexport const

Dilation2DBackpropFilter = 'Dilation2DBackpropFilter';\nexport type Dilation2DBackpropFilterInputs =\n

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'filter'|'dy'>;\n\nexport const RealDiv = 'RealDiv';\nexport type RealDivInputs =

BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const Elu = 'Elu';\nexport type EluInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\n\nexport

const EluGrad = 'EluGrad';\nexport type EluGradInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'dy'|'y'>;\n\nexport const Erf

= 'Erf';\nexport type ErfInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Equal = 'Equal';\nexport type EqualInputs =

BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const Exp = 'Exp';\nexport type ExpInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const ExpandDims =

'ExpandDims';\nexport type ExpandDimsInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'input'>;\nexport interface

ExpandDimsAttrs {\n  dim: number;\n}\n\nexport const Expm1 = 'Expm1';\nexport type Expm1Inputs =

UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const FFT = 'FFT';\nexport type FFTInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'input'>;\n\nexport const Fill = 'Fill';\nexport interface FillAttrs {\n  shape: number[];\n  value: number|string;\n

dtype: DataType;\n}\n\nexport const FlipLeftRight = 'FlipLeftRight';\nexport type FlipLeftRightInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'image'>;\n\nexport const Floor = 'Floor';\nexport type FloorInputs =

UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const FloorDiv = 'FloorDiv';\nexport type FloorDivInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const

FusedBatchNorm = 'FusedBatchNorm';\nexport type FusedBatchNormInputs =\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'x'|'scale'|'offset'|'mean'|'variance'>;\nexport interface FusedBatchNormAttrs {\n  varianceEpsilon:

number;\n}\n\nexport const GatherV2 = 'GatherV2';\nexport type GatherV2Inputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'x'|'indices'>;\nexport interface GatherV2Attrs {\n  axis: number;\n  batchDims: number;\n}\n\nexport const

GatherNd = 'GatherNd';\nexport type GatherNdInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'params'|'indices'>;\n\nexport

const Greater = 'Greater';\nexport type GreaterInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const GreaterEqual =

'GreaterEqual';\nexport type GreaterEqualInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const Identity = 'Identity';\nexport type

IdentityInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\n\nexport const IFFT = 'IFFT';\nexport type IFFTInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'input'>;\n\nexport const Imag = 'Imag';\nexport type ImagInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'input'>;\n\nexport const IsFinite = 'IsFinite';\nexport type IsFiniteInputs =

UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const IsInf = 'IsInf';\nexport type IsInfInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const IsNan =

'IsNan';\nexport type IsNanInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const LeakyRelu = 'LeakyRelu';\nexport type

LeakyReluInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface LeakyReluAttrs {\n  alpha:

number;\n}\n\nexport const Less = 'Less';\nexport type LessInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const LessEqual =

'LessEqual';\nexport type LessEqualInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const LinSpace = 'LinSpace';\nexport interface

LinSpaceAttrs {\n  start: number;\n  stop: number;\n  num: number;\n}\nexport const Log = 'Log';\nexport type

LogInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Log1p = 'Log1p';\nexport type Log1pInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport

const LogicalAnd = 'LogicalAnd';\nexport type LogicalAndInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const LogicalNot =

'LogicalNot';\nexport type LogicalNotInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\n\nexport const LogicalOr =

'LogicalOr';\nexport type LogicalOrInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const LogSoftmax = 'LogSoftmax';\nexport

type LogSoftmaxInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'logits'>;\nexport interface LogSoftmaxAttrs {\n  axis:

number;\n}\n\nexport const LRN = 'LRN';\nexport type LRNInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport

interface LRNAttrs {\n  depthRadius: number;\n  bias: number;\n  alpha: number;\n  beta: number;\n}\n\nexport

const LRNGrad = 'LRNGrad';\nexport type LRNGradInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'y'|'dy'>;\nexport

interface LRNGradAttrs {\n  depthRadius: number;\n  bias: number;\n  alpha: number;\n  beta:

number;\n}\n\nexport const Max = 'Max';\nexport type MaxInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport

interface MaxAttrs {\n  reductionIndices: number|number[];\n  keepDims: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const Maximum =

'Maximum';\nexport type MaximumInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const MaxPool = 'MaxPool';\nexport type

MaxPoolInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface MaxPoolAttrs {\n  filterSize: [number,

number]|number;\n  strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?:

'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n}\n\nexport const MaxPoolGrad = 'MaxPoolGrad';\nexport type MaxPoolGradInputs =
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Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'dy'|'input'|'output'>;\nexport interface MaxPoolGradAttrs {\n  filterSize: [number,

number]|number;\n  strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?:

'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n}\n\nexport const MaxPool3D = 'MaxPool3D';\nexport type MaxPool3DInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface MaxPool3DAttrs {\n  filterSize: [number, number,

number]|number;\n  strides: [number, number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dataFormat:

'NDHWC'|'NCDHW';\n  dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n}\n\nexport const MaxPool3DGrad =

'MaxPool3DGrad';\nexport type MaxPool3DGradInputs =\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'dy'|'input'|'output'>;\nexport interface MaxPool3DGradAttrs {\n  filterSize: [number, number, number]|number;\n

strides: [number, number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dimRoundingMode?:

'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n}\n\nexport const MaxPoolWithArgmax = 'MaxPoolWithArgmax';\nexport type

MaxPoolWithArgmaxInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface MaxPoolWithArgmaxAttrs {\n

filterSize: [number, number]|number;\n  strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n

includeBatchInIndex: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const Mean = 'Mean';\nexport type MeanInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface MeanAttrs {\n  axis: number|number[];\n  keepDims:

boolean;\n}\n\nexport const Min = 'Min';\nexport type MinInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport

interface MinAttrs {\n  axis: number|number[];\n  keepDims: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const Minimum =

'Minimum';\nexport type MinimumInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const MirrorPad = 'MirrorPad';\nexport type

MirrorPadInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface MirrorPadAttrs {\n  paddings:

Array<[number, number]>;\n  mode: 'reflect'|'symmetric';\n}\n\nexport const Mod = 'Mod';\nexport type ModInputs

= BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const Multinomial = 'Multinomial';\nexport type MultinomialInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'logits'>;\nexport interface MultinomialAttrs {\n  numSamples: number;\n  seed:

number;\n  normalized: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const Multiply = 'Multiply';\nexport type MultiplyInputs =

BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const Neg = 'Neg';\nexport type NegInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const NotEqual =

'NotEqual';\nexport type NotEqualInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const NonMaxSuppressionV3 =

'NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nexport type NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs =\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'boxes'|'scores'>;\nexport interface NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs {\n  maxOutputSize: number;\n  iouThreshold:

number;\n  scoreThreshold: number;\n}\n\nexport const NonMaxSuppressionV4 =

'NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nexport type NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs =\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'boxes'|'scores'>;\nexport interface NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs {\n  maxOutputSize: number;\n  iouThreshold:

number;\n  scoreThreshold: number;\n  padToMaxOutputSize: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const NonMaxSuppressionV5

= 'NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nexport type NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs =\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'boxes'|'scores'>;\nexport interface NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs {\n  maxOutputSize: number;\n  iouThreshold:

number;\n  scoreThreshold: number;\n  softNmsSigma: number;\n}\n\nexport const OnesLike = 'OnesLike';\nexport

type OnesLikeInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const OneHot = 'OneHot';\nexport type OneHotInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'indices'>;\nexport interface OneHotAttrs {\n  depth: number;\n  onValue: number;\n

offValue: number;\n}\n\nexport const Pack = 'Pack';\nexport type PackInputs = TensorInfo[];\nexport interface

PackAttrs {\n  axis: number;\n}\n\nexport const PadV2 = 'PadV2';\nexport type PadV2Inputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface PadV2Attrs {\n  paddings: Array<[number, number]>;\n

constantValue: number;\n}\n\nexport const Pool = 'Pool';\nexport type PoolInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'input'>;\n\nexport const Pow = 'Pow';\nexport type PowInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const Prelu =

'Prelu';\nexport type PreluInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'alpha'>;\n\nexport const Prod = 'Prod';\nexport

type ProdInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface ProdAttrs {\n  axis: number|number[];\n

keepDims: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const Range = 'Range';\nexport interface RangeAttrs {\n  start: number;\n  stop:

number;\n  step: number;\n  dtype: 'float32'|'int32';\n}\n\nexport const Real = 'Real';\nexport type RealInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'input'>;\n\nexport const Reciprocal = 'Reciprocal';\nexport type ReciprocalInputs =

UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Relu = 'Relu';\nexport type ReluInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\n\nexport

const Reshape = 'Reshape';\nexport type ReshapeInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface

ReshapeAttrs {\n  shape: number[];\n}\n\nexport const ResizeNearestNeighbor = 'ResizeNearestNeighbor';\nexport
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type ResizeNearestNeighborInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'images'>;\nexport interface

ResizeNearestNeighborAttrs {\n  alignCorners: boolean;\n  halfPixelCenters: boolean;\n  size: [number,

number];\n}\n\nexport const ResizeNearestNeighborGrad = 'ResizeNearestNeighborGrad';\nexport type

ResizeNearestNeighborGradInputs =\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'images'|'dy'>;\nexport type

ResizeNearestNeighborGradAttrs = ResizeNearestNeighborAttrs;\n\nexport const ResizeBilinear =

'ResizeBilinear';\nexport type ResizeBilinearInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'images'>;\nexport interface

ResizeBilinearAttrs {\n  alignCorners: boolean;\n  halfPixelCenters: boolean;\n  size: [number,

number];\n}\n\nexport const ResizeBilinearGrad = 'ResizeBilinearGrad';\nexport type ResizeBilinearGradInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'images'|'dy'>;\nexport type ResizeBilinearGradAttrs = ResizeBilinearAttrs;\n\nexport

const Relu6 = 'Relu6';\nexport type Relu6Inputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\n\nexport const Reverse =

'Reverse';\nexport type ReverseInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface ReverseAttrs {\n  dims:

number|number[];\n}\n\nexport const Round = 'Round';\nexport type RoundInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const

Rsqrt = 'Rsqrt';\nexport type RsqrtInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const ScatterNd = 'ScatterNd';\nexport type

ScatterNdInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'indices'|'updates'>;\nexport interface ScatterNdAttrs {\n  shape:

number[];\n}\n\nexport const Select = 'Select';\nexport type SelectInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'condition'|'t'|'e'>;\n\nexport const Selu = 'Selu';\nexport type SeluInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'x'>;\n\nexport const Slice = 'Slice';\nexport type SliceInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface

SliceAttrs {\n  begin: number|number[];\n  size: number|number[];\n}\nexport const Sin = 'Sin';\nexport type

SinInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Sinh = 'Sinh';\nexport type SinhInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const

Sign = 'Sign';\nexport type SignInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Sigmoid = 'Sigmoid';\nexport type

SigmoidInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Softplus = 'Softplus';\nexport type SoftplusInputs =

UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Sqrt = 'Sqrt';\nexport type SqrtInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Sum =

'Sum';\nexport type SumInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface SumAttrs {\n  axis:

number|number[];\n  keepDims: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const SpaceToBatchND = 'SpaceToBatchND';\nexport type

SpaceToBatchNDInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface SpaceToBatchNDAttrs {\n

blockShape: number[];\n  paddings: number[][];\n}\n\nexport const SplitV = 'SplitV';\nexport type SplitVInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface SplitVAttrs {\n  numOrSizeSplits: number[]|number;\n  axis:

number;\n}\n\nexport const Softmax = 'Softmax';\nexport type SoftmaxInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'logits'>;\nexport interface SoftmaxAttrs {\n  dim: number;\n}\n\nexport const SquaredDifference =

'SquaredDifference';\nexport type SquaredDifferenceInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const Square =

'Square';\nexport type SquareInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\n\nexport const Sub = 'Sub';\nexport type

SubInputs = BinaryInputs;\n\nexport const SparseToDense = 'SparseToDense';\nexport type SparseToDenseInputs

=\n    Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'sparseIndices'|'sparseValues'|'defaultValue'>;\nexport interface

SparseToDenseAttrs {\n  outputShape: number[];\n}\n\nexport const StridedSlice = 'StridedSlice';\nexport type

StridedSliceInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface StridedSliceAttrs {\n  begin: number[];\n

end: number[];\n  strides: number[];\n  beginMask: number;\n  endMask: number;\n  ellipsisMask: number;\n

newAxisMask: number;\n  shrinkAxisMask: number;\n}\n\nexport const Tan = 'Tan';\nexport type TanInputs =

UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Tanh = 'Tanh';\nexport type TanhInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\nexport const Tile =

'Tile';\nexport type TileInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface TileAttrs {\n  reps:

number[];\n}\n\nexport const TopK = 'TopK';\nexport type TopKInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'x'>;\nexport interface TopKAttrs {\n  k: number;\n  sorted: boolean;\n}\n\nexport const Transpose =

'Transpose';\nexport type TransposeInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\nexport interface TransposeAttrs {\n

perm: number[];\n}\n\nexport const Unique = 'Unique';\nexport type UniqueInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'x'>;\nexport interface UniqueAttrs {\n  axis: number;\n}\n\nexport type UnaryInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'>;\n\nexport const Unpack = 'Unpack';\nexport type UnpackInputs =

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'value'>;\nexport interface UnpackAttrs {\n  axis: number;\n}\n\nexport const

UnsortedSegmentSum = 'UnsortedSegmentSum';\nexport type UnsortedSegmentSumInputs =\n

Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap, 'x'|'segmentIds'>;\nexport interface UnsortedSegmentSumAttrs {\n  numSegments:
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number;\n}\n\nexport const ZerosLike = 'ZerosLike';\nexport type ZerosLikeInputs = UnaryInputs;\n\n/**\n *

TensorFlow.js-only kernels\n */\nexport const Step = 'Step';\nexport type StepInputs = UnaryInputs;\nexport

interface StepAttrs {\n  alpha: number;\n}\n\nexport const FromPixels = 'FromPixels';\nexport interface

FromPixelsInputs {\n  pixels: PixelData|ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|\n

HTMLVideoElement|ImageBitmap;\n}\nexport interface FromPixelsAttrs {\n  numChannels: number;\n}\n\nexport

const RotateWithOffset = 'RotateWithOffset';\nexport type RotateWithOffsetInputs = Pick<NamedTensorInfoMap,

'image'>;\nexport interface RotateWithOffsetAttrs {\n  radians: number;\n  fillValue: number|[number, number,

number];\n  center: number|[number, number];\n}\n\nexport const _FusedMatMul = '_FusedMatMul';\n//

tslint:disable-next-line: class-name\nexport interface _FusedMatMulInputs extends NamedTensorInfoMap {\n  a:

TensorInfo;\n  b: TensorInfo;\n  bias?: TensorInfo;\n  preluActivationWeights?: TensorInfo;\n}\n// tslint:disable-

next-line: class-name\nexport interface _FusedMatMulAttrs {\n  transposeA: boolean;\n  transposeB: boolean;\n

activation: Activation;\n  leakyreluAlpha?: number;\n}\n\nexport const FusedConv2D = 'FusedConv2D';\nexport

interface FusedConv2DInputs extends NamedTensorInfoMap {\n  x: TensorInfo;\n  filter: TensorInfo;\n  bias?:

TensorInfo;\n  preluActivationWeights?: TensorInfo;\n}\nexport interface FusedConv2DAttrs {\n  strides: [number,

number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number|ExplicitPadding;\n  dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW';\n  dilations:

[number, number]|number;\n  dimRoundingMode: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n  activation: Activation;\n  leakyreluAlpha?:

number;\n}\n\nexport const FusedDepthwiseConv2D = 'FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nexport interface

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs extends NamedTensorInfoMap {\n  x: TensorInfo;\n  filter: TensorInfo;\n  bias?:

TensorInfo;\n  preluActivationWeights?: TensorInfo;\n}\nexport interface FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs {\n

strides: [number, number]|number;\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number;\n  dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW';\n  dilations:

[number, number]|number;\n  dimRoundingMode: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil';\n  activation: Activation;\n  leakyreluAlpha?:

number;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {env} from './environment';\n\nimport {getGlobal} from './global_util';\nimport {NamedGradientMap}

from './tape';\nimport {Tensor} from './tensor';\nimport {DataType, RecursiveArray} from './types';\n\nconst

kernelRegistry =\n    getGlobal('kernelRegistry', () => new Map<string, KernelConfig>());\nconst gradRegistry =\n

getGlobal('gradRegistry', () => new Map<string, GradConfig>());\n\nexport type DataId = object;\n\ntype

AttributeValue =\n    number|number[]|boolean|boolean[]|string|string[]|NamedAttrMap;\n\n/** These are extra non-

tensor/primitive params passed to kernel functions. */\nexport type Attribute =

AttributeValue|RecursiveArray<AttributeValue>;\n\n/** Specifies the code to run when executing a kernel.

*/\nexport type KernelFunc = (params: {\n  inputs: NamedTensorInfoMap,\n  backend: {},\n  attrs?:

NamedAttrMap,\n}) => TensorInfo|TensorInfo[];\n\n/** The function to run when computing a gradient during

backprop. */\nexport type GradFunc =\n    (dy: Tensor|Tensor[], saved: Tensor[], attrs: NamedAttrMap) =>\n

NamedGradientMap;\n\n/** Function that gets called after the backend initializes. */\nexport type KernelSetupFunc

= (backend: {}) => void;\n/** Function that gets called right before the backend is disposed. */\nexport type

KernelDisposeFunc = KernelSetupFunc;\n\n/** Config object for registering a kernel in the global registry.

*/\nexport interface KernelConfig {\n  kernelName: string;\n  backendName: string;\n  kernelFunc: KernelFunc;\n

setupFunc?: KernelSetupFunc;\n  disposeFunc?: KernelDisposeFunc;\n}\n\n/** Config object for registering a

gradient in the global registry. */\nexport interface GradConfig {\n  kernelName: string;\n  inputsToSave?:

string[];\n  // When saveAllInputs is true, all inputs will be saved. Only use this flag\n  // if inputs is an array of

Tensors.\n  saveAllInputs?: boolean;\n  outputsToSave?: boolean[];\n  gradFunc: GradFunc;\n}\n\n/** Holds

metadata for a given tensor. */\nexport interface TensorInfo {\n  dataId: DataId;\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype:
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DataType;\n}\n\nexport interface NamedTensorInfoMap {\n  [name: string]: TensorInfo;\n}\n\nexport interface

NamedAttrMap {\n  [name: string]: Attribute;\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the kernel function (code) associated with the

provided names.\n *\n * @param kernelName The official name of the kernel.\n * @param backendName The

official name of the backend.\n */\nexport function getKernel(\n    kernelName: string, backendName: string):

KernelConfig {\n  const key = makeKey(kernelName, backendName);\n  return kernelRegistry.get(key);\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns the registered gradient info associated with the provided kernel.\n * @param kernelName The official TF

kernel name.\n */\nexport function getGradient(kernelName: string): GradConfig {\n  return

gradRegistry.get(kernelName);\n}\n\nexport function getKernelsForBackend(backendName: string): KernelConfig[]

{\n  const it = kernelRegistry.entries();\n  const result: KernelConfig[] = [];\n\n  while (true) {\n    const {done,

value} = it.next();\n    if (done) {\n      break;\n    }\n    const [key, config] = value;\n    const [backend, ] =

key.split('_');\n    if (backend === backendName) {\n      result.push(config);\n    }\n  }\n  return result;\n}\n\n/**\n *

Registers the function (forward pass) for the kernel in a global registry.\n *\n * @param config A config object with

the following properties:\n * - `kernelName` The official name of the kernel.\n * - `backendName` The official

name of the backend.\n * - `kernelFunc` The function to run during the forward pass of the kernel.\n * - `setupFunc`

Optional. Gets called once, after the backend initializes.\n * - `disposeFunc` Optional. Gets called once, right before

the backend is\n * disposed.\n */\nexport function registerKernel(config: KernelConfig) {\n  const {kernelName,

backendName} = config;\n  const key = makeKey(kernelName, backendName);\n  if (kernelRegistry.has(key)) {\n

console.warn(\n        `The kernel '${kernelName}' for backend ` +\n        `'${backendName}' is already

registered`);\n  }\n  kernelRegistry.set(key, config);\n}\n\n/**\n * Registers a gradient function for a given kernel in

the global registry,\n * to be used during the back-propagation of that kernel.\n *\n * @param config An object with

the following properties:\n * - `kernelName` The name of the kernel that the gradient function is for.\n * -

`gradFunc` The function to run during back-propagation.\n */\nexport function registerGradient(config: GradConfig)

{\n  const {kernelName} = config;\n\n  if (gradRegistry.has(kernelName)) {\n    // TODO (yassogba) after 3.0 assess

whether we need to keep this gated\n    // to debug mode.\n    if (env().getBool('DEBUG')) {\n

console.warn(`Overriding the gradient for '${kernelName}'`);\n    }\n  }\n  gradRegistry.set(kernelName,

config);\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes the kernel function from the registry.\n *\n * @param kernelName The official

name of the kernel.\n * @param backendName The official name of the backend.\n *\n */\nexport function

unregisterKernel(\n    kernelName: string, backendName: string): void {\n  const key = makeKey(kernelName,

backendName);\n  if (!kernelRegistry.has(key)) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `The kernel '${kernelName}' for

backend ` +\n        `'${backendName}' is not registered`);\n  }\n  kernelRegistry.delete(key);\n}\n\n/** Removes the

registered gradient from the global registry. */\nexport function unregisterGradient(kernelName: string): void {\n  if

(!gradRegistry.has(kernelName)) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `The gradient '${kernelName}' for backend is not

registered`);\n  }\n  gradRegistry.delete(kernelName);\n}\n\n/**\n * Finds kernels that have already been registered

to a backend and re-registers\n * them for a new backend. Useful for registering custom backends.\n * @param

registeredBackendName Already registered backend.\n * @param newBackendName New backend.\n */\nexport

function copyRegisteredKernels(\n    registeredBackendName: string, newBackendName: string): void {\n  const

kernels = getKernelsForBackend(registeredBackendName);\n  kernels.forEach(kernelConfig => {\n    const

newKernelConfig =\n        Object.assign({}, kernelConfig, {backendName: newBackendName});\n

registerKernel(newKernelConfig);\n  });\n}\n\nfunction makeKey(kernelName: string, backendName: string) {\n

return `${backendName}_${kernelName}`;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from './environment';\nimport {BackendValues, DataType, TensorLike, TypedArray} from
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'./types';\nimport * as base from './util_base';\nexport * from './util_base';\n\n/**\n * Create typed array for scalar

value. Used for storing in `DataStorage`.\n */\nexport function createScalarValue(\n    value: DataType, dtype:

DataType): BackendValues {\n  if (dtype === 'string') {\n    return encodeString(value);\n  }\n\n  return

toTypedArray([value], dtype);\n}\n\nfunction noConversionNeeded(a: TensorLike, dtype: DataType): boolean {\n

return (a instanceof Float32Array && dtype === 'float32') ||\n      (a instanceof Int32Array && dtype === 'int32')

||\n      (a instanceof Uint8Array && dtype === 'bool');\n}\n\nexport function toTypedArray(a: TensorLike, dtype:

DataType): TypedArray {\n  if (dtype === 'string') {\n    throw new Error('Cannot convert a string[] to a

TypedArray');\n  }\n  if (Array.isArray(a)) {\n    a = base.flatten(a);\n  }\n\n  if (env().getBool('DEBUG')) {\n

base.checkConversionForErrors(a as number[], dtype);\n  }\n  if (noConversionNeeded(a, dtype)) {\n    return a as

TypedArray;\n  }\n  if (dtype == null || dtype === 'float32' || dtype === 'complex64') {\n    return new

Float32Array(a as number[]);\n  } else if (dtype === 'int32') {\n    return new Int32Array(a as number[]);\n  } else if

(dtype === 'bool') {\n    const bool = new Uint8Array((a as number[]).length);\n    for (let i = 0; i < bool.length; ++i)

{\n      if (Math.round((a as number[])[i]) !== 0) {\n        bool[i] = 1;\n      }\n    }\n    return bool;\n  } else {\n

throw new Error(`Unknown data type ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the current high-resolution time in

milliseconds relative to an\n * arbitrary time in the past. It works across different platforms (node.js,\n *

browsers).\n *\n * ```js\n * console.log(tf.util.now());\n * ```\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util', namespace: 'util'}\n

*/\nexport function now(): number {\n  return env().platform.now();\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns a platform-specific

implementation of\n * [`fetch`](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Fetch_API).\n *\n * If `fetch` is

defined on the global object (`window`, `process`, etc.),\n * `tf.util.fetch` returns that function.\n *\n * If not,

`tf.util.fetch` returns a platform-specific solution.\n *\n * ```js\n * const resource = await

tf.util.fetch('https://unpkg.com/@tensorflow/tfjs');\n * // handle response\n * ```\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util'}\n

*/\nexport function fetch(\n    path: string, requestInits?: RequestInit): Promise<Response> {\n  return

env().platform.fetch(path, requestInits);\n}\n\n/**\n * Encodes the provided string into bytes using the provided

encoding scheme.\n *\n * @param s The string to encode.\n * @param encoding The encoding scheme. Defaults to

utf-8.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util'}\n */\nexport function encodeString(s: string, encoding = 'utf-8'): Uint8Array

{\n  encoding = encoding || 'utf-8';\n  return env().platform.encode(s, encoding);\n}\n\n/**\n * Decodes the provided

bytes into a string using the provided encoding scheme.\n * @param bytes The bytes to decode.\n *\n * @param

encoding The encoding scheme. Defaults to utf-8.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Util'}\n */\nexport function

decodeString(bytes: Uint8Array, encoding = 'utf-8'): string {\n  encoding = encoding || 'utf-8';\n  return

env().platform.decode(bytes, encoding);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendTimer, BackendTimingInfo} from './backends/backend';\nimport {env} from

'./environment';\nimport {Tensor} from './tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from './tensor_types';\nimport

{DataType, DataTypeMap, TypedArray} from './types';\nimport * as util from './util';\n\nexport type KernelProfile =

{\n  kernelName: string,\n  outputs: Tensor[],\n  inputs: NamedTensorMap,\n  timeMs: Promise<number|{error:

string}>,\n  extraInfo: Promise<string>\n};\n\nexport class Profiler {\n  constructor(private backendTimer:

BackendTimer, private logger?: Logger) {\n    if (logger == null) {\n      this.logger = new Logger();\n    }\n  }\n\n

profileKernel(kernelName: string, inputs: NamedTensorMap, f: () => Tensor[]):\n      KernelProfile {\n    let outputs:

Tensor[];\n    const holdResultWrapperFn = () => {\n      outputs = f();\n    };\n    let timer:

Promise<BackendTimingInfo>;\n    const start = util.now();\n    if (this.backendTimer.timerAvailable()) {\n      timer

= this.backendTimer.time(holdResultWrapperFn);\n    } else {\n      holdResultWrapperFn();\n

outputs.map(output => output.dataSync());\n      timer = Promise.resolve({kernelMs: util.now() - start});\n    }\n    if
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(env().getBool('CHECK_COMPUTATION_FOR_ERRORS')) {\n      for (let i = 0; i < outputs.length; i++) {\n

const output = outputs[i];\n        // Dangling promise here because we don't want to propagate up\n        //

asynchronicity.\n        output.data().then(tensorVals => {\n          checkComputationForErrors(tensorVals,

output.dtype, kernelName);\n        });\n      }\n    }\n\n    const kernelProfile = {\n      kernelName,\n      outputs,\n

inputs,\n      timeMs: timer.then(timing => timing.kernelMs),\n      extraInfo: timer.then(\n          timing =>

timing.getExtraProfileInfo != null ?\n              timing.getExtraProfileInfo() :\n              '')\n    };\n    return

kernelProfile;\n  }\n\n  logKernelProfile(kernelProfile: KernelProfile): void {\n    const {kernelName, outputs,

timeMs, inputs, extraInfo} = kernelProfile;\n\n    outputs.forEach(result => {\n      Promise.all([result.data(),

timeMs, extraInfo]).then(valueContainer => {\n        this.logger.logKernelProfile(\n            kernelName, result,

valueContainer[0], valueContainer[1], inputs,\n            valueContainer[2]);\n      });\n    });\n  }\n}\n\nexport

function checkComputationForErrors<D extends DataType>(\n    vals: DataTypeMap[D], dtype: D, kernelName:

string): boolean {\n  if (dtype !== 'float32') {\n    // Only floating point computations will generate NaN values\n

return false;\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < vals.length; i++) {\n    const num = vals[i] as number;\n    if (isNaN(num) ||

!isFinite(num)) {\n      // Throwing custom exception so behavior is testable.\n      console.warn(`Found ${num} in

the result of '${kernelName}'`);\n      return true;\n    }\n  }\n  return false;\n}\n\nexport class Logger {\n

logKernelProfile(\n      name: string, result: Tensor, vals: TypedArray,\n      timeMs: number|{error: string}, inputs:

NamedTensorMap,\n      extraInfo?: string) {\n    const time = typeof timeMs === 'number' ?

util.rightPad(`${timeMs}ms`, 9) :\n                                              timeMs['error'];\n    const paddedName =

util.rightPad(name, 25);\n    const rank = result.rank;\n    const size = result.size;\n    const shape =

util.rightPad(result.shape.toString(), 14);\n    let inputShapesDescription = '';\n\n    for (const name in inputs) {\n

const input = inputs[name];\n      if (input != null) {\n        // The input might be a non-tensor (e.g

HTMLImageElement), in which case\n        // we claim the output shape as input shape.\n        const inputShape =

input.shape || result.shape;\n        const inputRank = inputShape.length;\n        inputShapesDescription +=\n

`${name}: ${inputRank}D ${inputRank > 0 ? inputShape : ''} `;\n      }\n    }\n\n    console.log(\n

`%c${paddedName}\\t%c${time}\\t%c${rank}D ${shape}\\t%c${size}\\t%c${\n

inputShapesDescription}\\t%c${extraInfo}`,\n        'font-weight:bold', 'color:red', 'color:blue', 'color: orange',\n

'color: green', 'color: steelblue');\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from './tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from './tensor_types';\nimport * as util from

'./util';\n\nexport interface TapeNode {\n  id: number;\n  kernelName: string;\n  outputs: Tensor[];\n  inputs:

NamedTensorMap;\n  // Optional params, defined only for ops with gradient impl.\n  gradient?: (dys: Tensor[]) =>

NamedGradientMap;\n  saved?: Tensor[];\n}\n\nexport type NamedGradientMap = {\n  [inputName: string]: () =>

Tensor;\n};\n\n/**\n * Computes a list of TapeNodes that connect x to y, filtering everything else\n * out and

preserving the order of the original tape elements.\n *\n * @param tape The tape elements to filter.\n * @param xs

The input Tensors.\n * @param y The output Tensor.\n */\nexport function getFilteredNodesXToY(\n    tape:

TapeNode[], xs: Tensor[], y: Tensor): TapeNode[] {\n  // Forward pass to compute all the nodes and Tensors that are

transitively a\n  // function of x.\n  const tensorsFromX: {[tensorId: number]: boolean} = {};\n  const nodesFromX:

{[nodeId: number]: boolean} = {};\n  for (let i = 0; i < xs.length; i++) {\n    tensorsFromX[xs[i].id] = true;\n  }\n\n

for (let i = 0; i < tape.length; i++) {\n    const node = tape[i];\n    const nodeInputs = node.inputs;\n    for (const

inputName in nodeInputs) {\n      const input = nodeInputs[inputName];\n\n      let anyInputFromX = false;\n      for

(let j = 0; j < xs.length; j++) {\n        if (tensorsFromX[input.id]) {\n          node.outputs.forEach(output =>

tensorsFromX[output.id] = true);\n          anyInputFromX = true;\n          nodesFromX[node.id] = true;\n
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break;\n        }\n      }\n\n      if (anyInputFromX) {\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Backward pass to find all of

the nodes and Tensors that lead to y.\n  const tensorsLeadToY: {[tensorId: number]: boolean} = {};\n

tensorsLeadToY[y.id] = true;\n  const nodesToY: {[nodeId: number]: boolean} = {};\n\n  for (let i = tape.length - 1;

i >= 0; i--) {\n    const node = tape[i];\n    const nodeInputs = node.inputs;\n\n    // If any of the outputs lead to y,

mark all of the inputs as leading to y.\n    for (let j = 0; j < node.outputs.length; j++) {\n      if

(tensorsLeadToY[node.outputs[j].id]) {\n        for (const inputName in nodeInputs) {\n

tensorsLeadToY[nodeInputs[inputName].id] = true;\n          nodesToY[node.id] = true;\n        }\n        break;\n

}\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Return the paths that come from x and lead to y.\n  const filteredTape: TapeNode[] = [];\n  for (let

i = 0; i < tape.length; i++) {\n    const node = tape[i];\n\n    if (nodesFromX[node.id] && nodesToY[node.id]) {\n

// Prune the inputs from the node that aren't a function of x.\n      const prunedInputs: {[inputName: string]: Tensor}

= {};\n      for (const inputName in node.inputs) {\n        const nodeInput = node.inputs[inputName];\n        if

(tensorsFromX[nodeInput.id]) {\n          prunedInputs[inputName] = nodeInput;\n        }\n      }\n\n      // Copy the

node and overwrite inputsAndArgs to the pruned version.\n      const prunedNode = Object.assign({}, node);\n

prunedNode.inputs = prunedInputs;\n      prunedNode.outputs = node.outputs;\n\n

filteredTape.push(prunedNode);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return filteredTape;\n}\n\n/**\n * Backpropagate gradients through

the filtered TapeNodes.\n *\n * @param tensorAccumulatedGradientMap A map of Tensor to its gradient. This

map\n * is mutated by this method.\n * @param filteredTape The filtered TapeNodes to backprop through.\n

*/\nexport function backpropagateGradients(\n    tensorAccumulatedGradientMap: {[tensorId: number]: Tensor},\n

filteredTape: TapeNode[], tidy: (f: Function) => Tensor,\n    add: (a: Tensor, b: Tensor) => Tensor) {\n  // Walk the

tape backward and keep a map of Tensor to its gradient.\n  for (let i = filteredTape.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {\n    const

node = filteredTape[i];\n\n    const dys: Tensor[] = [];\n    node.outputs.forEach(o => {\n      const gradTensor =

tensorAccumulatedGradientMap[o.id];\n      if (gradTensor != null) {\n        dys.push(gradTensor);\n      } else {\n

 // This particular output is not in the back-propagation subgraph, so it\n        // does not affect the final output, thus

we put null for its dy.\n        dys.push(null);\n      }\n    });\n\n    if (node.gradient == null) {\n      throw new Error(\n

       `Cannot compute gradient: gradient function not found ` +\n          `for ${node.kernelName}.`);\n    }\n\n    //

Backprop dy through this node and accumulate gradients over the inputs.\n    const inputGradients =

node.gradient(dys);\n\n    for (const inputName in node.inputs) {\n      if (!(inputName in inputGradients)) {\n

throw new Error(\n            `Cannot backprop through input ${inputName}. ` +\n            `Available gradients found:

${Object.keys(inputGradients)}.`);\n      }\n\n      // Call the gradient function.\n      const dx = tidy(() =>

inputGradients[inputName]());\n      if (dx.dtype !== 'float32') {\n        throw new Error(\n            `Error in gradient

for op ${\n                node.kernelName}. The gradient of input ` +\n            `${inputName} must have 'float32'

dtype, but has '${dx.dtype}'`);\n      }\n      const x = node.inputs[inputName];\n      if (!util.arraysEqual(dx.shape,

x.shape)) {\n        throw new Error(\n            `Error in gradient for op ${\n                node.kernelName}. The gradient

of input ` +\n            `'${inputName}' has shape '${dx.shape}', which does not match ` +\n            `the shape of the

input '${x.shape}'`);\n      }\n\n      if (tensorAccumulatedGradientMap[x.id] == null) {\n

tensorAccumulatedGradientMap[x.id] = dx;\n      } else {\n        const curGradient =

tensorAccumulatedGradientMap[x.id];\n        tensorAccumulatedGradientMap[x.id] = add(curGradient, dx);\n

curGradient.dispose();\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, TypedArray} from './types';\nimport {computeStrides, isString, rightPad, sizeFromShape}

from './util';\n\n// Maximum number of values before we decide to show ellipsis.\nconst

FORMAT_LIMIT_NUM_VALS = 20;\n// Number of first and last values to show when displaying a, b,...,y,
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z.\nconst FORMAT_NUM_FIRST_LAST_VALS = 3;\n// Number of significant digits to show.\nconst

FORMAT_NUM_SIG_DIGITS = 7;\n\nexport function tensorToString(\n    vals: TypedArray|string[], shape:

number[], dtype: DataType,\n    verbose: boolean) {\n  const strides = computeStrides(shape);\n  const padPerCol =

computeMaxSizePerColumn(vals, shape, dtype, strides);\n  const rank = shape.length;\n  const valsLines =

subTensorToString(vals, shape, dtype, strides, padPerCol);\n  const lines = ['Tensor'];\n  if (verbose) {\n

lines.push(`  dtype: ${dtype}`);\n    lines.push(`  rank: ${rank}`);\n    lines.push(`  shape: [${shape}]`);\n

lines.push(`  values:`);\n  }\n  lines.push(valsLines.map(l => '    ' + l).join('\\n'));\n  return

lines.join('\\n');\n}\n\nfunction computeMaxSizePerColumn(\n    vals: TypedArray|string[], shape: number[], dtype:

DataType,\n    strides: number[]): number[] {\n  const n = sizeFromShape(shape);\n  const numCols =

strides[strides.length - 1];\n  const padPerCol = new Array(numCols).fill(0);\n  const rank = shape.length;\n  const

valuesOrTuples =\n      dtype === 'complex64' ? createComplexTuples(vals) : vals;\n\n  if (rank > 1) {\n    for (let

row = 0; row < n / numCols; row++) {\n      const offset = row * numCols;\n      for (let j = 0; j < numCols; j++) {\n

    padPerCol[j] = Math.max(\n            padPerCol[j],\n            valToString(valuesOrTuples[offset + j], 0,

dtype).length);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  return padPerCol;\n}\n\nfunction valToString(\n    val: number|string|[number,

number], pad: number, dtype: DataType) {\n  let valStr: string;\n  if (Array.isArray(val)) {\n    valStr =

`${parseFloat(val[0].toFixed(FORMAT_NUM_SIG_DIGITS))} + ` +\n

`${parseFloat(val[1].toFixed(FORMAT_NUM_SIG_DIGITS))}j`;\n  } else if (isString(val)) {\n    valStr =

`'${val}'`;\n  } else if (dtype === 'bool') {\n    valStr = boolNumToString(val);\n  } else {\n    valStr =

parseFloat(val.toFixed(FORMAT_NUM_SIG_DIGITS)).toString();\n  }\n\n  return rightPad(valStr,

pad);\n}\n\nfunction boolNumToString(v: number): string {\n  return v === 0 ? 'false' : 'true';\n}\n\nfunction

subTensorToString(\n    vals: TypedArray|string[], shape: number[], dtype: DataType,\n    strides: number[],

padPerCol: number[], isLast = true): string[] {\n  const storagePerElement = dtype === 'complex64' ? 2 : 1;\n\n

const size = shape[0];\n  const rank = shape.length;\n  if (rank === 0) {\n    if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n      const

complexTuple = createComplexTuples(vals);\n      return [valToString(complexTuple[0], 0, dtype)];\n    }\n    if

(dtype === 'bool') {\n      return [boolNumToString(vals[0] as number)];\n    }\n    return [vals[0].toString()];\n

}\n\n  if (rank === 1) {\n    if (size > FORMAT_LIMIT_NUM_VALS) {\n      const firstValsSize =

FORMAT_NUM_FIRST_LAST_VALS * storagePerElement;\n\n      let firstVals =

Array.from<number|string|[number, number]>(\n          vals.slice(0, firstValsSize));\n      let lastVals =

Array.from<number|string|[number, number]>(vals.slice(\n          (size - FORMAT_NUM_FIRST_LAST_VALS) *

storagePerElement,\n          size * storagePerElement));\n      if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n        firstVals =

createComplexTuples(firstVals);\n        lastVals = createComplexTuples(lastVals);\n      }\n      return [\n        '[' +\n

    firstVals.map((x, i) => valToString(x, padPerCol[i], dtype))\n            .join(', ') +\n        ', ..., ' +\n        lastVals\n

     .map(\n                (x, i) => valToString(\n                    x, padPerCol[size -

FORMAT_NUM_FIRST_LAST_VALS + i], dtype))\n            .join(', ') +\n        ']'\n      ];\n    }\n    const

displayVals: Array<number|string|[number, number]> =\n        dtype === 'complex64' ? createComplexTuples(vals)

:\n                                Array.from<number|string>(vals);\n\n    return [\n      '[' +\n      displayVals.map((x, i) =>

valToString(x, padPerCol[i], dtype))\n          .join(', ') +\n      ']'\n    ];\n  }\n\n  // The array is rank 2 or more.\n  const

subshape = shape.slice(1);\n  const substrides = strides.slice(1);\n  const stride = strides[0] * storagePerElement;\n

const lines: string[] = [];\n  if (size > FORMAT_LIMIT_NUM_VALS) {\n    for (let i = 0; i <

FORMAT_NUM_FIRST_LAST_VALS; i++) {\n      const start = i * stride;\n      const end = start + stride;\n

lines.push(...subTensorToString(\n          vals.slice(start, end), subshape, dtype, substrides, padPerCol,\n          false

/* isLast */));\n    }\n    lines.push('...');\n    for (let i = size - FORMAT_NUM_FIRST_LAST_VALS; i < size; i++)

{\n      const start = i * stride;\n      const end = start + stride;\n      lines.push(...subTensorToString(\n

vals.slice(start, end), subshape, dtype, substrides, padPerCol,\n          i === size - 1 /* isLast */));\n    }\n  } else {\n

for (let i = 0; i < size; i++) {\n      const start = i * stride;\n      const end = start + stride;\n

lines.push(...subTensorToString(\n          vals.slice(start, end), subshape, dtype, substrides, padPerCol,\n          i ===

size - 1 /* isLast */));\n    }\n  }\n  const sep = rank === 2 ? ',' : '';\n  lines[0] = '[' + lines[0] + sep;\n  for (let i = 1; i <

lines.length - 1; i++) {\n    lines[i] = ' ' + lines[i] + sep;\n  }\n  let newLineSep = ',\\n';\n  for (let i = 2; i < rank; i++)
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{\n    newLineSep += '\\n';\n  }\n  lines[lines.length - 1] =\n      ' ' + lines[lines.length - 1] + ']' + (isLast ? '' :

newLineSep);\n  return lines;\n}\n\nfunction createComplexTuples(vals: Array<{}>|\n

TypedArray): Array<[number, number]> {\n  const complexTuples: Array<[number, number]> = [];\n  for (let i = 0;

i < vals.length; i += 2) {\n    complexTuples.push([vals[i], vals[i + 1]] as [number, number]);\n  }\n  return

complexTuples;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlobal} from './global_util';\nimport {tensorToString} from './tensor_format';\nimport {ArrayMap,

BackendValues, DataType, DataTypeMap, DataValues, NumericDataType, Rank, ShapeMap, SingleValueMap,

TypedArray} from './types';\nimport * as util from './util';\nimport {computeStrides, toNestedArray} from

'./util';\n\nexport interface TensorData<D extends DataType> {\n  dataId?: DataId;\n  values?:

DataTypeMap[D];\n}\n\n// This interface mimics KernelBackend (in backend.ts), which would create a\n// circular

dependency if imported.\nexport interface Backend {}\n\n/**\n * A mutable object, similar to `tf.Tensor`, that

allows users to set values\n * at locations before converting to an immutable `tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * See `tf.buffer` for

creating a tensor buffer.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n */\nexport class TensorBuffer<R

extends Rank, D extends DataType = 'float32'> {\n  size: number;\n  shape: ShapeMap[R];\n  strides: number[];\n

values: DataTypeMap[D];\n\n  constructor(shape: ShapeMap[R], public dtype: D, values?: DataTypeMap[D]) {\n

this.shape = shape.slice() as ShapeMap[R];\n    this.size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n\n    if (values != null) {\n

const n = values.length;\n      util.assert(\n          n === this.size,\n          () => `Length of values '${n}' does not

match the size ` +\n              `inferred by the shape '${this.size}'.`);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n      throw

new Error(\n          `complex64 dtype TensorBuffers are not supported. Please create ` +\n          `a TensorBuffer for

the real and imaginary parts separately and ` +\n          `call tf.complex(real, imag).`);\n    }\n    this.values = values ||

util.getArrayFromDType(dtype, this.size);\n    this.strides = computeStrides(shape);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Sets a value in

the buffer at a given location.\n   *\n   * @param value The value to set.\n   * @param locs  The location indices.\n

*\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n   */\n  set(value: SingleValueMap[D], ...locs: number[]):

void {\n    if (locs.length === 0) {\n      locs = [0];\n    }\n    util.assert(\n        locs.length === this.rank,\n        () =>

`The number of provided coordinates (${locs.length}) must ` +\n            `match the rank (${this.rank})`);\n\n    const

index = this.locToIndex(locs);\n    this.values[index] = value as number;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns the value in the

buffer at the provided location.\n   *\n   * @param locs The location indices.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors',

subheading: 'Creation'}\n   */\n  get(...locs: number[]): SingleValueMap[D] {\n    if (locs.length === 0) {\n      locs =

[0];\n    }\n    let i = 0;\n    for (const loc of locs) {\n      if (loc < 0 || loc >= this.shape[i]) {\n        const msg =

`Requested out of range element at ${locs}. ` +\n            `  Buffer shape=${this.shape}`;\n        throw new

Error(msg);\n      }\n      i++;\n    }\n    let index = locs[locs.length - 1];\n    for (let i = 0; i < locs.length - 1; ++i) {\n

  index += this.strides[i] * locs[i];\n    }\n    return this.values[index] as SingleValueMap[D];\n  }\n\n

locToIndex(locs: number[]): number {\n    if (this.rank === 0) {\n      return 0;\n    } else if (this.rank === 1) {\n

return locs[0];\n    }\n    let index = locs[locs.length - 1];\n    for (let i = 0; i < locs.length - 1; ++i) {\n      index +=

this.strides[i] * locs[i];\n    }\n    return index;\n  }\n\n  indexToLoc(index: number): number[] {\n    if (this.rank ===

0) {\n      return [];\n    } else if (this.rank === 1) {\n      return [index];\n    }\n    const locs: number[] = new

Array(this.shape.length);\n    for (let i = 0; i < locs.length - 1; ++i) {\n      locs[i] = Math.floor(index /

this.strides[i]);\n      index -= locs[i] * this.strides[i];\n    }\n    locs[locs.length - 1] = index;\n    return locs;\n  }\n\n

get rank() {\n    return this.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Creates an immutable `tf.Tensor` object from the buffer.\n

 *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n   */\n  toTensor(): Tensor<R> {\n    return

trackerFn().makeTensor(this.values, this.shape, this.dtype) as\n        Tensor<R>;\n  }\n}\n\nexport interface
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TensorTracker {\n  makeTensor(\n      values: DataValues, shape: number[], dtype: DataType,\n      backend?:

Backend): Tensor;\n  makeVariable(\n      initialValue: Tensor, trainable?: boolean, name?: string,\n      dtype?:

DataType): Variable;\n  incRef(a: Tensor, backend: Backend): void;\n  disposeTensor(t: Tensor): void;\n

disposeVariable(v: Variable): void;\n  read(dataId: DataId): Promise<BackendValues>;\n  readSync(dataId: DataId):

BackendValues;\n}\n\n/**\n * The Tensor class calls into this handler to delegate chaining operations.\n */\nexport

interface OpHandler {\n  cast<T extends Tensor>(x: T, dtype: DataType): T;\n  buffer<R extends Rank, D extends

DataType>(\n      shape: ShapeMap[R], dtype: D,\n      values?: DataTypeMap[D]): TensorBuffer<R, D>;\n  print<T

extends Tensor>(x: T, verbose: boolean): void;\n  clone<T extends Tensor>(x: T): T;\n  // TODO(yassogba) bring

reshape back?\n}\n\n// For tracking tensor creation and disposal.\nlet trackerFn: () => TensorTracker = null;\n//

Used by chaining methods to call into ops.\nlet opHandler: OpHandler = null;\n// Used to warn about deprecated

methods.\nlet deprecationWarningFn: (msg: string) => void = null;\n// This here so that we can use this method on

dev branches and keep the\n// functionality at master.\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-unused-

expression\n[deprecationWarningFn];\n\n/**\n * An external consumer can register itself as the tensor tracker. This

way\n * the Tensor class can notify the tracker for every tensor created and\n * disposed.\n */\nexport function

setTensorTracker(fn: () => TensorTracker) {\n  trackerFn = fn;\n}\n\n/**\n * An external consumer can register

itself as the op handler. This way the\n * Tensor class can have chaining methods that call into ops via the op\n *

handler.\n */\nexport function setOpHandler(handler: OpHandler) {\n  opHandler = handler;\n}\n\n/**\n * Sets the

deprecation warning function to be used by this file. This way the\n * Tensor class can be a leaf but still use the

environment.\n */\nexport function setDeprecationWarningFn(fn: (msg: string) => void) {\n  deprecationWarningFn

= fn;\n}\n\n/**\n * We wrap data id since we use weak map to avoid memory leaks.\n * Since we have our own

memory management, we have a reference counter\n * mapping a tensor to its data, so there is always a pointer

(even if that\n * data is otherwise garbage collectable).\n * See https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/JavaScript/Reference/\n * Global_Objects/WeakMap\n */\nexport type DataId = object;  // object

instead of {} to force non-primitive.\n\n// Declare this namespace to make Tensor class augmentation work in

google3.\nexport declare namespace Tensor {}\n/**\n * A `tf.Tensor` object represents an immutable,

multidimensional array of\n * numbers that has a shape and a data type.\n *\n * See `tf.tensor` for details on how to

create a `tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n */\nexport class Tensor<R extends

Rank = Rank> {\n  /** Unique id of this tensor. */\n  readonly id: number;\n  /**\n   * Id of the bucket holding the

data for this tensor. Multiple arrays can\n   * point to the same bucket (e.g. when calling array.reshape()).\n   */\n

dataId: DataId;\n  /** The shape of the tensor. */\n  readonly shape: ShapeMap[R];\n  /** Number of elements in the

tensor. */\n  readonly size: number;\n  /** The data type for the array. */\n  readonly dtype: DataType;\n  /** The

rank type for the array (see `Rank` enum). */\n  readonly rankType: R;\n\n  /** Whether this tensor has been

globally kept. */\n  kept = false;\n  /** The id of the scope this tensor is being tracked in. */\n  scopeId: number;\n\n

/**\n   * Number of elements to skip in each dimension when indexing. See\n   *

https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/generated/\\\n   * numpy.ndarray.strides.html\n   */\n  readonly strides:

number[];\n\n  constructor(shape: ShapeMap[R], dtype: DataType, dataId: DataId, id: number) {\n    this.shape =

shape.slice() as ShapeMap[R];\n    this.dtype = dtype || 'float32';\n    this.size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n

this.strides = computeStrides(shape);\n    this.dataId = dataId;\n    this.id = id;\n    this.rankType = (this.rank < 5 ?

this.rank.toString() : 'higher') as R;\n  }\n\n  get rank(): number {\n    return this.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Returns a promise of `tf.TensorBuffer` that holds the underlying data.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors',

subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  async buffer<D extends DataType = 'float32'>(): Promise<TensorBuffer<R, D>> {\n

  const vals = await this.data<D>();\n    return opHandler.buffer(this.shape, this.dtype as D, vals);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Returns a `tf.TensorBuffer` that holds the underlying data.\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n

*/\n  bufferSync<D extends DataType = 'float32'>(): TensorBuffer<R, D> {\n    return opHandler.buffer(this.shape,

this.dtype as D, this.dataSync());\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns the tensor data as a nested array. The transfer of data is

done\n   * asynchronously.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  async array():

Promise<ArrayMap[R]> {\n    const vals = await this.data();\n    return toNestedArray(this.shape, vals) as

ArrayMap[R];\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns the tensor data as a nested array. The transfer of data is done\n   *
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synchronously.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  arraySync(): ArrayMap[R] {\n

return toNestedArray(this.shape, this.dataSync()) as ArrayMap[R];\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Asynchronously downloads the

values from the `tf.Tensor`. Returns a\n   * promise of `TypedArray` that resolves when the computation has

finished.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  async data<D extends DataType =

NumericDataType>(): Promise<DataTypeMap[D]> {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    const data =

trackerFn().read(this.dataId);\n    if (this.dtype === 'string') {\n      const bytes = await data as Uint8Array[];\n      try

{\n        return bytes.map(b => util.decodeString(b)) as DataTypeMap[D];\n      } catch {\n        throw new Error(\n

       'Failed to decode the string bytes into utf-8. ' +\n            'To get the original bytes, call tensor.bytes().');\n      }\n

 }\n    return data as Promise<DataTypeMap[D]>;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Synchronously downloads the values from the

`tf.Tensor`. This blocks the\n   * UI thread until the values are ready, which can cause performance issues.\n   *\n   *

@doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  dataSync<D extends DataType = NumericDataType>():

DataTypeMap[D] {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    const data = trackerFn().readSync(this.dataId);\n    if (this.dtype

=== 'string') {\n      try {\n        return (data as Uint8Array[]).map(b => util.decodeString(b)) as\n

DataTypeMap[D];\n      } catch {\n        throw new Error(\n            'Failed to decode the string bytes into utf-8. ' +\n

        'To get the original bytes, call tensor.bytes().');\n      }\n    }\n    return data as DataTypeMap[D];\n  }\n\n  /**

Returns the underlying bytes of the tensor's data. */\n  async bytes(): Promise<Uint8Array[]|Uint8Array> {\n

this.throwIfDisposed();\n    const data = await trackerFn().read(this.dataId);\n    if (this.dtype === 'string') {\n

return data as Uint8Array[];\n    } else {\n      return new Uint8Array((data as TypedArray).buffer);\n    }\n  }\n\n

/**\n   * Disposes `tf.Tensor` from memory.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n

dispose(): void {\n    if (this.isDisposed) {\n      return;\n    }\n    trackerFn().disposeTensor(this);\n

this.isDisposedInternal = true;\n  }\n\n  protected isDisposedInternal = false;\n  get isDisposed(): boolean {\n

return this.isDisposedInternal;\n  }\n\n  throwIfDisposed() {\n    if (this.isDisposed) {\n      throw new Error(`Tensor

is disposed.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Prints the `tf.Tensor`. See `tf.print` for details.\n   *\n   * @param verbose

Whether to print verbose information about the tensor,\n   *    including dtype and size.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading:

'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  print(verbose = false): void {\n    return opHandler.print(this, verbose);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Returns a copy of the tensor. See `tf.clone` for details.\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading:

'Classes'}\n   */\n  clone<T extends Tensor>(this: T): T {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return

opHandler.clone(this);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns a human-readable description of the tensor. Useful for logging.\n

*\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  toString(verbose = false): string {\n    const vals =

this.dataSync();\n    return tensorToString(vals, this.shape, this.dtype, verbose);\n  }\n\n  cast<T extends this>(dtype:

DataType): T {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return opHandler.cast(this as T, dtype);\n  }\n  variable(trainable =

true, name?: string, dtype?: DataType): Variable<R> {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return

trackerFn().makeVariable(this, trainable, name, dtype) as\n        Variable<R>;\n

}\n}\nObject.defineProperty(Tensor, Symbol.hasInstance, {\n  value: (instance: Tensor) => {\n    // Implementation

note: we should use properties of the object that will be\n    // defined before the constructor body has finished

executing (methods).\n    // This is because when this code is transpiled by babel, babel will call\n    //

classCallCheck before the constructor body is run.\n    // See https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/3384 for

backstory.\n    return !!instance && instance.data != null && instance.dataSync != null &&\n

instance.throwIfDisposed != null;\n  }\n});\n\nexport function getGlobalTensorClass() {\n  // Use getGlobal so that

we can augment the Tensor class across package\n  // boundaries becase the node resolution alg may result in

different modules\n  // being returned for this file depending on the path they are loaded from.\n  return

getGlobal('Tensor', () => {\n    return Tensor;\n  });\n}\n\n// Global side effect. Cache global reference to Tensor

class\ngetGlobalTensorClass();\n\nexport interface NumericTensor<R extends Rank = Rank> extends Tensor<R>

{\n  dtype: NumericDataType;\n  dataSync<D extends DataType = NumericDataType>(): DataTypeMap[D];\n

data<D extends DataType = NumericDataType>(): Promise<DataTypeMap[D]>;\n}\n\nexport interface

StringTensor<R extends Rank = Rank> extends Tensor<R> {\n  dtype: 'string';\n  dataSync<D extends DataType =

'string'>(): DataTypeMap[D];\n  data<D extends DataType = 'string'>(): Promise<DataTypeMap[D]>;\n}\n\n/**

@doclink Tensor */\nexport type Scalar = Tensor<Rank.R0>;\n/** @doclink Tensor */\nexport type Tensor1D =
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Tensor<Rank.R1>;\n/** @doclink Tensor */\nexport type Tensor2D = Tensor<Rank.R2>;\n/** @doclink Tensor

*/\nexport type Tensor3D = Tensor<Rank.R3>;\n/** @doclink Tensor */\nexport type Tensor4D =

Tensor<Rank.R4>;\n/** @doclink Tensor */\nexport type Tensor5D = Tensor<Rank.R5>;\n/** @doclink Tensor

*/\nexport type Tensor6D = Tensor<Rank.R6>;\n\n/**\n * A mutable `tf.Tensor`, useful for persisting state, e.g. for

training.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n */\nexport class Variable<R extends Rank =

Rank> extends Tensor<R> {\n  name: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      initialValue: Tensor<R>, public trainable:

boolean, name: string,\n      tensorId: number) {\n    super(\n        initialValue.shape, initialValue.dtype,

initialValue.dataId, tensorId);\n    this.name = name;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Assign a new `tf.Tensor` to this variable. The

new `tf.Tensor` must have\n   * the same shape and dtype as the old `tf.Tensor`.\n   *\n   * @param newValue New

tensor to be assigned to this variable.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n

assign(newValue: Tensor<R>): void {\n    if (newValue.dtype !== this.dtype) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`dtype of the new value (${newValue.dtype}) and ` +\n          `previous value (${this.dtype}) must match`);\n    }\n

if (!util.arraysEqual(newValue.shape, this.shape)) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `shape of the new value

(${newValue.shape}) and ` +\n          `previous value (${this.shape}) must match`);\n    }\n

trackerFn().disposeTensor(this);\n    this.dataId = newValue.dataId;\n    trackerFn().incRef(this, null /* backend

*/);\n  }\n\n  dispose(): void {\n    trackerFn().disposeVariable(this);\n    this.isDisposedInternal = true;\n

}\n}\n\nObject.defineProperty(Variable, Symbol.hasInstance, {\n  value: (instance: Variable) => {\n    return

instance instanceof Tensor && instance.assign != null &&\n        instance.assign instanceof Function;\n

}\n});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/** @docalias number[] */\nexport interface ShapeMap {\n  R0: number[];\n  R1: [number];\n  R2: [number,

number];\n  R3: [number, number, number];\n  R4: [number, number, number, number];\n  R5: [number, number,

number, number, number];\n  R6: [number, number, number, number, number, number];\n}\n\n/** @docalias

number[] */\nexport interface ArrayMap {\n  R0: number;\n  R1: number[];\n  R2: number[][];\n  R3:

number[][][];\n  R4: number[][][][];\n  R5: number[][][][][];\n  R6: number[][][][][][];\n}\n\nexport interface

DataTypeMap {\n  float32: Float32Array;\n  int32: Int32Array;\n  bool: Uint8Array;\n  complex64: Float32Array;\n

string: string[];\n}\n\nexport interface SingleValueMap {\n  bool: boolean;\n  int32: number;\n  float32: number;\n

complex64: number;\n  string: string;\n}\n\n/** @docalias 'float32'|'int32'|'bool'|'complex64'|'string' */\nexport type

DataType = keyof DataTypeMap;\nexport type NumericDataType = 'float32'|'int32'|'bool'|'complex64';\nexport type

TypedArray = Float32Array|Int32Array|Uint8Array;\n/** Tensor data used in tensor creation and user-facing API.

*/\nexport type DataValues = DataTypeMap[DataType];\n/** The underlying tensor data that gets stored in a

backend. */\nexport type BackendValues = Float32Array|Int32Array|Uint8Array|Uint8Array[];\n\nexport enum

Rank {\n  R0 = 'R0',\n  R1 = 'R1',\n  R2 = 'R2',\n  R3 = 'R3',\n  R4 = 'R4',\n  R5 = 'R5',\n  R6 = 'R6'\n}\n\nexport

type FlatVector = boolean[]|number[]|TypedArray;\nexport type RegularArray<T> =\n

T[]|T[][]|T[][][]|T[][][][]|T[][][][][]|T[][][][][][];\n\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\nexport interface

RecursiveArray<T extends any> {\n  [index: number]: T|RecursiveArray<T>;\n}\n\n// Looks for upcasting types.

Used, for example, in operations with mixed dtype\n// inputs.\nenum UpcastInt32AndMap {\n  'float32' = 'float32',\n

'int32' = 'int32',\n  'bool' = 'int32',\n  'complex64' = 'complex64'\n}\n\nenum UpcastBoolAndMap {\n  'float32' =

'float32',\n  'int32' = 'int32',\n  'bool' = 'bool',\n  'complex64' = 'complex64'\n}\n\nenum UpcastFloat32AndMap {\n

'float32' = 'float32',\n  'int32' = 'float32',\n  'bool' = 'float32',\n  'complex64' = 'complex64'\n}\n\nenum

UpcastComplex64AndMap {\n  'float32' = 'complex64',\n  'int32' = 'complex64',\n  'bool' = 'complex64',\n

'complex64' = 'complex64'\n}\n\nconst upcastTypeMap = {\n  'float32': UpcastFloat32AndMap,\n  'int32':

UpcastInt32AndMap,\n  'bool': UpcastBoolAndMap,\n  'complex64': UpcastComplex64AndMap\n};\n\nexport
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function upcastType(typeA: DataType, typeB: DataType): DataType {\n  if (typeA === 'string' || typeB === 'string')

{\n    if (typeA === 'string' && typeB === 'string') {\n      return 'string';\n    }\n    throw new Error(`Can not upcast

${typeA} with ${typeB}`);\n  }\n  return upcastTypeMap[typeA][typeB];\n}\n\n/** Returns the output type after

summation. */\nexport function sumOutType(type: DataType): DataType {\n  return upcastType(type,

'int32');\n}\n\n/** @docalias TypedArray|Array */\nexport type TensorLike =\n

TypedArray|number|boolean|string|RecursiveArray<number|number[]|TypedArray>|\n

RecursiveArray<boolean>|RecursiveArray<string>|Uint8Array[];\nexport type ScalarLike =

number|boolean|string|Uint8Array;\n/** @docalias TypedArray|Array */\nexport type TensorLike1D =

TypedArray|number[]|boolean[]|string[]|Uint8Array[];\n/** @docalias TypedArray|Array */\nexport type

TensorLike2D = TypedArray|number[]|number[][]|boolean[]|boolean[][]|\n

string[]|string[][]|Uint8Array[]|Uint8Array[][];\n/** @docalias TypedArray|Array */\nexport type TensorLike3D =

TypedArray|number[]|number[][][]|boolean[]|\n

boolean[][][]|string[]|string[][][]|Uint8Array[]|Uint8Array[][][];\n/** @docalias TypedArray|Array */\nexport type

TensorLike4D = TypedArray|number[]|number[][][][]|boolean[]|\n

boolean[][][][]|string[]|string[][][][]|Uint8Array[]|Uint8Array[][][][];\n/** @docalias TypedArray|Array */\nexport

type TensorLike5D =\n    TypedArray|number[]|number[][][][][]|boolean[]|boolean[][][][][]|string[]|\n

string[][][][][]|Uint8Array[]|Uint8Array[][][][][];\n/** @docalias TypedArray|Array */\nexport type TensorLike6D

=\n    TypedArray|number[]|number[][][][][][]|boolean[]|boolean[][][][][][]|\n

string[]|string[][][][][][]|Uint8Array[]|Uint8Array[][][][][];\n\n/** Type for representing image data in Uint8Array

type. */\nexport interface PixelData {\n  width: number;\n  height: number;\n  data: Uint8Array;\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from './tensor';\nimport {TensorContainer, TensorContainerArray} from

'./tensor_types';\nimport {upcastType} from './types';\nimport {assert} from './util';\n\nexport function

makeTypesMatch<T extends Tensor>(a: T, b: T): [T, T] {\n  if (a.dtype === b.dtype) {\n    return [a, b];\n  }\n

const dtype = upcastType(a.dtype, b.dtype);\n  return [a.cast(dtype), b.cast(dtype)];\n}\n\nexport function

assertTypesMatch(a: Tensor, b: Tensor): void {\n  assert(\n      a.dtype === b.dtype,\n      () => `The dtypes of the

first(${a.dtype}) and` +\n          ` second(${b.dtype}) input must match`);\n}\n\nexport function

isTensorInList(tensor: Tensor, tensorList: Tensor[]): boolean {\n  return tensorList.some(x => x.id ===

tensor.id);\n}\n\n/**\n * Extracts any `Tensor`s found within the provided object.\n *\n * @param container an

object that may be a `Tensor` or may directly contain\n *   `Tensor`s, such as a `Tensor[]` or `{key: Tensor, ...}`. In

general it\n *   is safe to pass any object here, except that `Promise`s are not\n *   supported.\n * @returns An array

of `Tensors` found within the passed object. If the\n *   argument is simply a `Tensor', a list containing that `Tensor`

is\n *   returned. If the object is not a `Tensor` or does not\n *   contain `Tensors`, an empty list is returned.\n

*/\nexport function getTensorsInContainer(result: TensorContainer): Tensor[] {\n  const list: Tensor[] = [];\n  const

seen = new Set<{}|void>();\n  walkTensorContainer(result, list, seen);\n  return list;\n}\n\nfunction

walkTensorContainer(\n    container: TensorContainer, list: Tensor[], seen: Set<{}|void>): void {\n  if (container ==

null) {\n    return;\n  }\n  if (container instanceof Tensor) {\n    list.push(container);\n    return;\n  }\n  if

(!isIterable(container)) {\n    return;\n  }\n  // Iteration over keys works also for arrays.\n  const iterable = container

as TensorContainerArray;\n  for (const k in iterable) {\n    const val = iterable[k];\n    if (!seen.has(val)) {\n

seen.add(val);\n      walkTensorContainer(val, list, seen);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\nfunction

isIterable(obj: any): boolean {\n  return Array.isArray(obj) || typeof obj === 'object';\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
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\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendTimingInfo, DataMover, KernelBackend} from './backends/backend';\nimport {Environment,

setEnvironmentGlobal} from './environment';\nimport {getGlobalNamespace} from './global_util';\nimport {Add,

Cast, Identity} from './kernel_names';\nimport {getGradient, getKernel, getKernelsForBackend, GradFunc,

NamedAttrMap, TensorInfo} from './kernel_registry';\nimport {KernelProfile, Profiler} from './profiler';\nimport

{backpropagateGradients, getFilteredNodesXToY, TapeNode} from './tape';\nimport {DataId, setTensorTracker,

Tensor, TensorTracker, Variable} from './tensor';\nimport {GradSaveFunc, NamedTensorMap, NamedVariableMap,

TensorContainer} from './tensor_types';\nimport {getTensorsInContainer} from './tensor_util';\nimport

{BackendValues, DataType, DataValues} from './types';\nimport * as util from './util';\nimport

{bytesFromStringArray, makeOnesTypedArray, now, sizeFromShape} from './util';\n\n/**\n * A function that

computes an output. The save function is for saving tensors\n * computed in the forward pass, that we need in the

backward pass.\n */\nexport type ForwardFunc<T> = (backend: KernelBackend, save?: GradSaveFunc) =>

T;\n\n/**\n * @docalias (a: Tensor, b: Tensor,..., save?: Function) => {\n *   value: Tensor,\n *   gradFunc: (dy:

Tensor, saved?: NamedTensorMap) => Tensor | Tensor[]\n * }\n */\nexport type CustomGradientFunc<T extends

Tensor> =\n    (...inputs: Array<Tensor|GradSaveFunc>) => {\n      value: T;\n      gradFunc: (dy: T, saved:

Tensor[]) => Tensor | Tensor[];\n    };\n\nexport type MemoryInfo = {\n  numTensors: number; numDataBuffers:

number; numBytes: number;\n  unreliable?: boolean; reasons: string[];\n};\n\ntype KernelInfo = {\n  name: string;

bytesAdded: number; totalBytesSnapshot: number;\n  tensorsAdded: number;\n  totalTensorsSnapshot: number;\n

inputShapes: number[][];\n  outputShapes: number[][];\n  kernelTimeMs: number | {error: string} |

Promise<number|{error: string}>;\n  extraInfo: string | Promise<string>;\n};\n\nexport type ProfileInfo = {\n

newBytes: number; newTensors: number; peakBytes: number;\n  kernels: KernelInfo[];\n  result:

TensorContainer;\n  kernelNames: string[];\n};\n\nexport interface TimingInfo extends BackendTimingInfo {\n

wallMs: number;\n}\n\n/** @docalias Function */\nexport type ScopeFn<T extends TensorContainer> = () =>

T;\n\ninterface ScopeState {\n  track: Tensor[];\n  name: string;\n  id: number;\n}\n\ninterface

RegisteredKernelInvocation<I extends NamedTensorMap> {\n  kernelName: string;\n  inputs: I;\n  attrs?:

NamedAttrMap;\n}\n\ninterface CustomGradKernelInvocation<T extends Tensor|Tensor[],\n

        I extends NamedTensorMap> {\n  forwardFunc: ForwardFunc<T>;\n  backwardsFunc: (dy: T, saved: Tensor[])

=> {\n    [P in keyof I]: () => I[P]\n  };\n  inputs: I;\n  attrs?: NamedAttrMap;\n}\n\nfunction

isRegisteredKernelInvocation<T extends Tensor|Tensor[],\n                                                I extends

NamedTensorMap>(\n    kernelInvocation: RegisteredKernelInvocation<I>|\n    CustomGradKernelInvocation<T,

I>):\n    kernelInvocation is RegisteredKernelInvocation<I> {\n  return (kernelInvocation as

RegisteredKernelInvocation<I>).kernelName != null;\n}\n\nclass EngineState {\n  // Public since optimizers will

use it.\n  registeredVariables: NamedVariableMap = {};\n\n  nextTapeNodeId = 0;\n  numBytes = 0;\n  numTensors

= 0;\n  numStringTensors = 0;\n  numDataBuffers = 0;\n\n  activeTape: TapeNode[];\n  // Number of nested tf.grad()

statements when computing higher-order\n  // gradients. E.g. `1` for first-order gradients and `2` for second-order\n

// gradients. Used to track if the tape should be removed after a backprop.\n  gradientDepth = 0;\n  // Number of

nested kernel calls. When kernel depth is greater than 1, we turn\n  // off the tape.\n  kernelDepth = 0;\n\n  // Keep

Tensors that parallel the tapes.\n  activeScope: ScopeState;\n  scopeStack: ScopeState[] = [];\n  /**\n   * Keeps track

of the number of data moves during a kernel execution. We\n   * maintain a stack since kernels can call other

kernels, recursively.\n   */\n  numDataMovesStack: number[] = [];\n  nextScopeId = 0;\n\n  tensorInfo = new

WeakMap<DataId, {\n    backend: KernelBackend,\n    bytes: number,\n    dtype: DataType,\n    shape: number[]\n

}>();\n\n  profiling = false;\n  activeProfile: ProfileInfo = {\n    newBytes: 0,\n    newTensors: 0,\n    peakBytes: 0,\n

 kernels: [],\n    result: null,\n    get kernelNames():\n        string[] {\n          return Array.from(new
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Set(this.kernels.map(k => k.name)));\n        }\n  };\n\n  dispose() {\n    for (const variableName in

this.registeredVariables) {\n      this.registeredVariables[variableName].dispose();\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport class

Engine implements TensorTracker, DataMover {\n  state: EngineState;\n  backendName: string;\n  registry: {[id:

string]: KernelBackend} = {};\n  registryFactory: {\n    [id: string]: {\n      factory: () => KernelBackend |

Promise<KernelBackend>,\n      priority: number\n    }\n  } = {};\n\n  private profiler: Profiler;\n  private

backendInstance: KernelBackend;\n  private pendingBackendInit: Promise<boolean>;\n  private

pendingBackendInitId = 0;\n\n  constructor(public ENV: Environment) {\n    this.state = new EngineState();\n  }\n\n

async ready(): Promise<void> {\n    if (this.pendingBackendInit != null) {\n      return

this.pendingBackendInit.then(() => {});\n    }\n    if (this.backendInstance != null) {\n      return;\n    }\n    const

sortedBackends = this.getSortedBackends();\n\n    for (let i = 0; i < sortedBackends.length; i++) {\n      const

backendName = sortedBackends[i];\n      const success = await this.initializeBackend(backendName).success;\n

if (success) {\n        await this.setBackend(backendName);\n        return;\n      }\n    }\n\n    throw new Error(\n

`Could not initialize any backends, all backend initializations ` +\n        `failed.`);\n  }\n\n  get backend():

KernelBackend {\n    if (this.pendingBackendInit != null) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Backend

'${this.backendName}' has not yet been initialized. Make ` +\n          `sure to await tf.ready() or await

tf.setBackend() before calling ` +\n          `other methods`);\n    }\n    if (this.backendInstance == null) {\n      const

{name, asyncInit} = this.initializeBackendsAndReturnBest();\n      if (asyncInit) {\n        throw new Error(\n

`The highest priority backend '${name}' has not yet been ` +\n            `initialized. Make sure to await tf.ready() or `

+\n            `await tf.setBackend() before calling other methods`);\n      }\n      this.setBackend(name);\n    }\n    return

this.backendInstance;\n  }\n\n  backendNames(): string[] {\n    return Object.keys(this.registryFactory);\n  }\n\n

findBackend(backendName: string): KernelBackend {\n    if (!(backendName in this.registry)) {\n      // If the

backend hasn't been initialized but we have a registry entry for\n      // it, initialize it and return it.\n      if

(backendName in this.registryFactory) {\n        const {asyncInit} = this.initializeBackend(backendName);\n        if

(asyncInit) {\n          // Backend is not ready yet.\n          return null;\n        }\n      } else {\n        return null;\n      }\n

 }\n    return this.registry[backendName];\n  }\n\n  findBackendFactory(backendName: string):\n      () =>

KernelBackend | Promise<KernelBackend> {\n    if (!(backendName in this.registryFactory)) {\n      return null;\n

}\n    return this.registryFactory[backendName].factory;\n  }\n\n  registerBackend(\n      backendName: string,\n

factory: () => KernelBackend | Promise<KernelBackend>,\n      priority = 1): boolean {\n    if (backendName in

this.registryFactory) {\n      console.warn(\n          `${backendName} backend was already registered. ` +\n

`Reusing existing backend factory.`);\n      return false;\n    }\n    this.registryFactory[backendName] = {factory,

priority};\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  async setBackend(backendName: string): Promise<boolean> {\n    if

(this.registryFactory[backendName] == null) {\n      throw new Error(`Backend name '${backendName}' not found

in registry`);\n    }\n    this.backendName = backendName;\n    if (this.registry[backendName] == null) {\n

this.backendInstance = null;\n      const {success, asyncInit} = this.initializeBackend(backendName);\n      const

result = asyncInit ? await success : success;\n      if (!result) {\n        return false;\n      }\n    }\n

this.backendInstance = this.registry[backendName];\n    this.setupRegisteredKernels();\n    // Reset the profiler.\n

this.profiler = new Profiler(this.backendInstance);\n\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  private setupRegisteredKernels(): void

{\n    const kernels = getKernelsForBackend(this.backendName);\n    kernels.forEach(kernel => {\n      if

(kernel.setupFunc != null) {\n        kernel.setupFunc(this.backendInstance);\n      }\n    });\n  }\n\n  private

disposeRegisteredKernels(backendName: string): void {\n    const kernels =

getKernelsForBackend(backendName);\n    kernels.forEach(kernel => {\n      if (kernel.disposeFunc != null) {\n

kernel.disposeFunc(this.registry[backendName]);\n      }\n    });\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Initializes a backend by looking

up the backend name in the factory\n   * registry and calling the factory method. Returns a boolean representing\n   *

whether the initialization of the backend suceeded. Throws an error if\n   * there is no backend in the factory

registry.\n   */\n  private initializeBackend(backendName: string):\n      {success: boolean|Promise<boolean>,

asyncInit: boolean} {\n    const registryFactoryEntry = this.registryFactory[backendName];\n    if

(registryFactoryEntry == null) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Cannot initialize backend ${backendName}, no

registration found.`);\n    }\n\n    try {\n      const backend = registryFactoryEntry.factory();\n      /* Test if the
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factory returns a promise.\n      Done in a more liberal way than\n      previous

'Promise.resolve(backend)===backend'\n      as we needed to account for custom Promise\n      implementations

(e.g. Angular) */\n      if (backend && !(backend instanceof KernelBackend) &&\n          typeof backend.then ===

'function') {\n        const promiseId = ++this.pendingBackendInitId;\n        const success =\n            backend\n

   .then(backendInstance => {\n                  // Outdated promise. Another backend was set in the meantime.\n

  if (promiseId < this.pendingBackendInitId) {\n                    return false;\n                  }\n

this.registry[backendName] = backendInstance;\n                  this.pendingBackendInit = null;\n                  return

true;\n                })\n                .catch(err => {\n                  // Outdated promise. Another backend was set in the

meantime.\n                  if (promiseId < this.pendingBackendInitId) {\n                    return false;\n                  }\n

        this.pendingBackendInit = null;\n                  console.warn(\n                      `Initialization of backend

${backendName} failed`);\n                  console.warn(err.stack || err.message);\n                  return false;\n

});\n        this.pendingBackendInit = success;\n        return {success, asyncInit: true};\n      } else {\n

this.registry[backendName] = backend as KernelBackend;\n        return {success: true, asyncInit: false};\n      }\n    }

catch (err) {\n      console.warn(`Initialization of backend ${backendName} failed`);\n      console.warn(err.stack ||

err.message);\n      return {success: false, asyncInit: false};\n    }\n  }\n\n  removeBackend(backendName: string):

void {\n    if (!(backendName in this.registryFactory)) {\n      throw new Error(`${backendName} backend not found

in registry`);\n    }\n    if (this.backendName === backendName && this.pendingBackendInit != null) {\n      //

There is a pending promise of the backend we want to remove. Make it\n      // obsolete.\n

this.pendingBackendInitId++;\n    }\n\n    if (backendName in this.registry) {\n

this.disposeRegisteredKernels(backendName);\n      this.registry[backendName].dispose();\n      delete

this.registry[backendName];\n    }\n\n    delete this.registryFactory[backendName];\n\n    // Unset the backend if it is

active.\n    if (this.backendName === backendName) {\n      this.pendingBackendInit = null;\n      this.backendName

= null;\n      this.backendInstance = null;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private getSortedBackends(): string[] {\n    if

(Object.keys(this.registryFactory).length === 0) {\n      throw new Error('No backend found in registry.');\n    }\n

return Object.keys(this.registryFactory).sort((a: string, b: string) => {\n      // Highest priority comes first.\n      return

this.registryFactory[b].priority -\n          this.registryFactory[a].priority;\n    });\n  }\n\n  private

initializeBackendsAndReturnBest():\n      {name: string, asyncInit: boolean} {\n    const sortedBackends =

this.getSortedBackends();\n\n    for (let i = 0; i < sortedBackends.length; i++) {\n      const backendName =

sortedBackends[i];\n      const {success, asyncInit} = this.initializeBackend(backendName);\n      if (asyncInit ||

success) {\n        return {name: backendName, asyncInit};\n      }\n    }\n    throw new Error(\n        `Could not

initialize any backends, all backend initializations ` +\n        `failed.`);\n  }\n\n  moveData(backend: KernelBackend,

dataId: DataId) {\n    const info = this.state.tensorInfo.get(dataId);\n    const srcBackend = info.backend;\n    const

values = this.readSync(dataId);\n    const refCount = srcBackend.refCount(dataId);\n    // Delete the tensor from the

old backend and move it to the new\n    // backend.\n    srcBackend.disposeData(dataId, true);\n    info.backend =

backend;\n    backend.move(dataId, values, info.shape, info.dtype, refCount);\n    if

(this.shouldCheckForMemLeaks()) {\n      // Track the number of moves during a kernel execution to correctly\n

// detect memory leaks.\n      this.state.numDataMovesStack[this.state.numDataMovesStack.length - 1]++;\n    }\n

}\n\n  tidy<T extends TensorContainer>(nameOrFn: string|ScopeFn<T>, fn?: ScopeFn<T>):\n      T {\n    let name:

string = null;\n    if (fn == null) {\n      // Called with only 1 argument.\n      if (typeof nameOrFn !== 'function') {\n

    throw new Error('Please provide a function to tidy()');\n      }\n      fn = nameOrFn;\n    } else {\n      // Called with

2 arguments.\n      if (typeof nameOrFn !== 'string' && !(nameOrFn instanceof String)) {\n        throw new Error(\n

        'When calling with two arguments, the first argument ' +\n            'to tidy() must be a string');\n      }\n      if

(typeof fn !== 'function') {\n        throw new Error(\n            'When calling with two arguments, the 2nd argument '

+\n            'to tidy() must be a function');\n      }\n      name = nameOrFn as string;\n      // TODO(nsthorat,smilkov):

Do operation logging and performance\n      // profiling.\n    }\n    let result: T;\n    return this.scopedRun(\n        ()

=> this.startScope(name), () => this.endScope(result), () => {\n          result = fn();\n          if (result instanceof

Promise) {\n            console.error('Cannot return a Promise inside of tidy.');\n          }\n          return result;\n

});\n  }\n\n  private scopedRun<T>(start: () => void, end: () => void, f: () => T): T {\n    start();\n    try {\n      const
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res = f();\n      end();\n      return res;\n    } catch (ex) {\n      end();\n      throw ex;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private static

nextTensorId = 0;\n  private nextTensorId(): number {\n    return Engine.nextTensorId++;\n  }\n\n  private static

nextVariableId = 0;\n  private nextVariableId(): number {\n    return Engine.nextVariableId++;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

This method is called instead of the public-facing tensor.clone() when\n   * saving a tensor for backwards pass. It

makes sure to add the clone\n   * operation to the tape regardless of being called inside a kernel\n   * execution.\n

*/\n  private clone(x: Tensor): Tensor {\n    const y: Tensor = ENGINE.runKernel(Identity, {x} as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n    const inputs = {x};\n    const grad = (dy: Tensor) => ({\n      x: () => {\n        const dtype =

'float32';\n        const gradInputs = {x: dy};\n        const attrs = {dtype};\n\n        return ENGINE.runKernel(\n

      Cast, gradInputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                   // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-

assertion\n                   attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as Tensor;\n      }\n    });\n    const saved: Tensor[] = [];\n

this.addTapeNode(this.state.activeScope.name, inputs, [y], grad, saved, {});\n    return y;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Execute

a kernel with the given name and return the output tensor.\n   *\n   * @param kernelName The name of the kernel to

execute.\n   * @param inputs A map of input names to tensors.\n   * @param attrs A map of attribute names to their

values. An attribute is a\n   *     primitive (non-tensor) input to the kernel.\n   * @param inputsToSave A list of

tensors, inputs to save for the backprop\n   *     computation.\n   * @param outputsToSave A list of booleans,

specifying which output to save\n   *     for the backprop computation. These are booleans since the output\n   *

tensors are not visible to the user.\n   */\n  runKernel<T extends Tensor|Tensor[]>(\n      kernelName: string, inputs:

NamedTensorMap, attrs?: NamedAttrMap): T {\n    const hasKernel = getKernel(kernelName, this.backendName)

!= null;\n    if (!hasKernel) {\n      throw new Error(`Kernel '${kernelName}' not registered for backend '${\n

this.backendName}'`);\n    }\n    return this.runKernelFunc({kernelName, inputs, attrs});\n  }\n\n  private

shouldCheckForMemLeaks(): boolean {\n    return this.ENV.getBool('IS_TEST');\n  }\n\n  private

checkKernelForMemLeak(\n      kernelName: string, numDataIdsBefore: number,\n      outInfos: TensorInfo[]): void

{\n    const numDataIdsAfter = this.backend.numDataIds();\n\n    // Count the number of data ids associated with the

result of the kernel.\n    let numOutputDataIds = 0;\n    outInfos.forEach(info => {\n      // Complex numbers allocate

3 data ids, one for 'real', one for\n      // 'imaginary', and one for the container that holds the former two.\n

numOutputDataIds += (info.dtype === 'complex64' ? 3 : 1);\n    });\n\n    // Account for the number of moves during

kernel execution. A \"data move\"\n    // can happen in the middle of a kernel execution, placing a new (key,value)\n

 // pair in the data storage. Since data moves have net zero effect (we\n    // always remove the data from the old

backend), we have to cancel them out\n    // when detecting memory leaks.\n    const numMoves =\n

this.state.numDataMovesStack[this.state.numDataMovesStack.length - 1];\n    const dataIdsLeaked =\n

numDataIdsAfter - numDataIdsBefore - numOutputDataIds - numMoves;\n    if (dataIdsLeaked > 0) {\n      throw

new Error(\n          `Backend '${this.backendName}' has an internal memory leak ` +\n          `(${dataIdsLeaked}

data ids) after running '${kernelName}'`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Internal helper method to execute a kernel Func\n

*\n   * Use `runKernel` to execute kernels from outside of engine.\n   */\n  private runKernelFunc<T extends

Tensor|Tensor[], I extends NamedTensorMap>(\n      kernelParams: RegisteredKernelInvocation<I>|\n

CustomGradKernelInvocation<T, I>): T {\n    let outputs: Tensor[];\n    let saved: Tensor[] = [];\n    const isTapeOn

= this.isTapeOn();\n\n    const startingBytecount = this.state.numBytes;\n    const startingNumTensors =

this.state.numTensors;\n\n    if (this.shouldCheckForMemLeaks()) {\n      this.state.numDataMovesStack.push(0);\n

 }\n\n    let kernelFunc: () => Tensor[];\n    if (this.backendName == null) {\n      // backend has not been initialized

yet (backend initialization is lazy\n      // can be deferred until an op/ kernel is run).\n      // The below getter has side

effects that will try to initialize the\n      // backend and set properties like this.backendName\n      // tslint:disable-

next-line: no-unused-expression\n      this.backend;\n    }\n\n    let out: TensorInfo|TensorInfo[];\n\n    const

kernelOrScopeName = isRegisteredKernelInvocation(kernelParams) ?\n        kernelParams.kernelName :\n

this.state.activeScope != null ? this.state.activeScope.name : '';\n\n    // Create the kernelFunc from either a registered

kernel OR passed in\n    // forward/backward functions (used by custom grad). In this context a\n    // kernelFunc

wraps a kernel implementation with some bookkeeping.\n\n    if (isRegisteredKernelInvocation(kernelParams)) {\n

  const {kernelName, inputs, attrs} = kernelParams;\n      if (this.backendName == null) {\n        // backend has not

been initialized yet (backend initialization is lazy\n        // can be deferred until an op/ kernel is run).\n        // The
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below getter has side effects that will try to initialize the\n        // backend and set properties like

this.backendName\n        // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unused-expression\n        this.backend;\n      }\n      const

kernel = getKernel(kernelName, this.backendName);\n      util.assert(\n          kernel != null,\n          () => `Cannot

find registered kernel '${kernelName}' for backend '${\n              this.backendName}'`);\n\n      kernelFunc = () =>

{\n        const numDataIdsBefore = this.backend.numDataIds();\n        out = kernel.kernelFunc({inputs, attrs,

backend: this.backend});\n        const outInfos = Array.isArray(out) ? out : [out];\n        if

(this.shouldCheckForMemLeaks()) {\n          this.checkKernelForMemLeak(kernelName, numDataIdsBefore,

outInfos);\n        }\n\n        const outTensors = outInfos.map((outInfo: TensorInfo|Tensor) => {\n          // todo

(yassogba) remove this option (Tensor) when node backend\n          // methods have been modularized and they all

return tensorInfo.\n          // TensorInfos do not have a rank attribute.\n          if ((outInfo as Tensor).rank != null) {\n

         return outInfo as Tensor;\n          }\n          const {dataId, shape, dtype} = outInfo as TensorInfo;\n          return

this.makeTensorFromDataId(dataId, shape, dtype);\n        });\n\n        // Save any required inputs and outputs.\n\n

 // Do not save unless we are recording to the tape. Otherwise it would\n        // cause a mem leak since there would

be no backprop for these tensors\n        // (which would otherwise dispose them).\n        if (isTapeOn) {\n          const

tensorsToSave =\n              this.getTensorsForGradient(kernelName, inputs, outTensors);\n          saved =

this.saveTensorsForBackwardMode(tensorsToSave);\n        }\n        return outTensors;\n      };\n    } else {\n

const {forwardFunc} = kernelParams;\n      // Running a customGrad op.\n      const saveFunc: GradSaveFunc =

(tensors) => {\n        // Do not save unless we are recording to the tape. Otherwise it would\n        // cause a mem

leak since we would never run backprop, which disposes\n        // the kept tensors.\n        if (!isTapeOn) {\n

return;\n        }\n        saved = tensors.map(tensor => this.keep(this.clone(tensor)));\n      };\n\n      kernelFunc = () =>

{\n        const numDataIdsBefore = this.backend.numDataIds();\n        out = this.tidy(() =>

forwardFunc(this.backend, saveFunc));\n        const outs = (Array.isArray(out) ? out : [out]) as Tensor[];\n        if

(this.shouldCheckForMemLeaks()) {\n          // Scope name is used to print a more helpful error message if

needed.\n          this.checkKernelForMemLeak(kernelOrScopeName, numDataIdsBefore, outs);\n        }\n        return

outs;\n      };\n    }\n\n    //\n    // Run the kernelFunc. Optionally profiling it.\n    //\n    const {inputs, attrs} =

kernelParams;\n    const backwardsFunc = isRegisteredKernelInvocation(kernelParams) ?\n        null :\n

kernelParams.backwardsFunc;\n\n    let kernelProfile: KernelProfile;\n    this.scopedRun(\n        // Stop recording to

a tape when running a kernel.\n        () => this.state.kernelDepth++, () => this.state.kernelDepth--, () => {\n          if

(!this.ENV.getBool('DEBUG') && !this.state.profiling) {\n            outputs = kernelFunc();\n          } else {\n

kernelProfile = this.profiler.profileKernel(\n                kernelOrScopeName, inputs, () => kernelFunc());\n            if

(this.ENV.getBool('DEBUG')) {\n              this.profiler.logKernelProfile(kernelProfile);\n            }\n            outputs

= kernelProfile.outputs;\n          }\n        });\n\n    if (isTapeOn) {\n      this.addTapeNode(\n

kernelOrScopeName, inputs, outputs, backwardsFunc, saved, attrs);\n    }\n\n    if (this.state.profiling) {\n

this.state.activeProfile.kernels.push({\n        name: kernelOrScopeName,\n        bytesAdded: this.state.numBytes -

startingBytecount,\n        totalBytesSnapshot: this.state.numBytes,\n        tensorsAdded: this.state.numTensors -

startingNumTensors,\n        totalTensorsSnapshot: this.state.numTensors,\n        inputShapes:

Object.keys(inputs).map(\n            key => inputs[key] != null ? inputs[key].shape : null),\n        outputShapes:

outputs.map(item => item.shape),\n        kernelTimeMs: kernelProfile.timeMs,\n        extraInfo:

kernelProfile.extraInfo\n      });\n    }\n    return (Array.isArray(out) ? outputs : outputs[0]) as T;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Saves tensors used in forward mode for use in backward mode.\n   *\n   * @param tensors the list of tensors to

save.\n   */\n  private saveTensorsForBackwardMode(tensors: Tensor[]): Tensor[] {\n    const saved =

tensors.map(tensor => this.keep(this.clone(tensor)));\n    return saved;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns a list of tensors to

save for a given gradient calculation.\n   *\n   * @param kernelName name of kernel to look up gradient for.\n   *

@param inputs a map of input tensors.\n   * @param outputs an array of output tensors from forward mode of

kernel.\n   */\n  private getTensorsForGradient(\n      kernelName: string, inputs: NamedTensorMap,\n      outputs:

Tensor[]): Tensor[]|null {\n    const gradConfig = getGradient(kernelName);\n    if (gradConfig != null) {\n      const

inputsToSave: string[] = gradConfig.inputsToSave || [];\n      const outputsToSave: boolean[] =

gradConfig.outputsToSave || [];\n\n      // If saveAllInputs is true, all inputs will be saved. Otherwise, inputs\n      //
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specified in inputsToSave will be saved.\n      let inputTensorsToSave: Tensor[];\n      if (gradConfig.saveAllInputs)

{\n        util.assert(\n            Array.isArray(inputs),\n            () => 'saveAllInputs is true, expected inputs to be an

array.');\n\n        inputTensorsToSave = Object.keys(inputs).map((key) => inputs[key]);\n      } else {\n

inputTensorsToSave = inputsToSave.map((inputName) => inputs[inputName]);\n      }\n\n      const

outputTensorsToSave: Tensor[] =\n          outputs.filter((_, i) => outputsToSave[i]);\n\n      return

inputTensorsToSave.concat(outputTensorsToSave);\n    }\n    // We return an empty list rather than throw an error

because the kernel we\n    // are looking up may not actually be relevant to backproping through the\n    // overall

function\n    //\n    // See 'does not error if irrelevant (pruned) ops are missing grads' test\n    // in gradients_test.ts for

an example.\n    return [];\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Internal method used by public APIs for tensor creation. Makes a new\n

* tensor with the provided shape, dtype and values. It always\n   * creates a new data id and writes the values to the

underlying backend.\n   */\n  makeTensor(\n      values: DataValues, shape: number[], dtype: DataType,\n

backend?: KernelBackend): Tensor {\n    if (values == null) {\n      throw new Error('Values passed to

engine.makeTensor() are null');\n    }\n    dtype = dtype || 'float32';\n    backend = backend || this.backend;\n    let

backendVals = values as BackendValues;\n    if (dtype === 'string' && util.isString(values[0])) {\n      backendVals

= (values as string[]).map(d => util.encodeString(d));\n    }\n    const dataId = backend.write(backendVals, shape,

dtype);\n    const t = new Tensor(shape, dtype, dataId, this.nextTensorId());\n    this.trackTensor(t, backend);\n\n    //

Count bytes for string tensors.\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      const info = this.state.tensorInfo.get(dataId);\n

const newBytes = bytesFromStringArray(backendVals as Uint8Array[]);\n      this.state.numBytes += newBytes -

info.bytes;\n      info.bytes = newBytes;\n    }\n    return t;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Internal method used by backends.

Makes a new tensor\n   * that is a wrapper around an existing data id. It doesn't create\n   * a new data id, only

increments the ref count used in memory tracking.\n   */\n  makeTensorFromDataId(\n      dataId: DataId, shape:

number[], dtype: DataType,\n      backend?: KernelBackend): Tensor {\n    dtype = dtype || 'float32';\n    const t =

new Tensor(shape, dtype, dataId, this.nextTensorId());\n    this.trackTensor(t, backend);\n    return t;\n  }\n\n

makeVariable(\n      initialValue: Tensor, trainable = true, name?: string,\n      dtype?: DataType): Variable {\n

name = name || this.nextVariableId().toString();\n    if (dtype != null && dtype !== initialValue.dtype) {\n

initialValue = initialValue.cast(dtype);\n    }\n    const v = new Variable(initialValue, trainable, name,

this.nextTensorId());\n    if (this.state.registeredVariables[v.name] != null) {\n      throw new Error(`Variable with

name ${v.name} was already registered`);\n    }\n    this.state.registeredVariables[v.name] = v;\n    this.incRef(v,

this.backend);\n    return v;\n  }\n\n  trackTensor(a: Tensor, backend: KernelBackend): void {\n

this.state.numTensors++;\n    if (a.dtype === 'string') {\n      this.state.numStringTensors++;\n    }\n    // Bytes for

complex numbers are counted by their components. Bytes for\n    // string tensors are counted when writing

values.\n    let bytes = 0;\n    if (a.dtype !== 'complex64' && a.dtype !== 'string') {\n      bytes = a.size *

util.bytesPerElement(a.dtype);\n    }\n    this.state.numBytes += bytes;\n\n    if (!this.state.tensorInfo.has(a.dataId))

{\n      this.state.numDataBuffers++;\n      this.state.tensorInfo.set(a.dataId, {\n        backend: backend ||

this.backend,\n        dtype: a.dtype,\n        shape: a.shape,\n        bytes\n      });\n    }\n\n    if (!(a instanceof

Variable)) {\n      this.track(a);\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Track the tensor by dataId and increase the refCount for the dataId in

the\n  // backend.\n  // TODO(pyu10055): This is currently used by makeVariable method, to increase\n  // refCount

on the backend for the dataId. It can potentially be replaced with\n  // Identity op indead of calling backend

directly.\n  incRef(a: Tensor, backend: KernelBackend): void {\n    this.trackTensor(a, backend);\n

this.backend.incRef(a.dataId);\n  }\n\n  removeDataId(dataId: DataId, backend: KernelBackend) {\n    if

(this.state.tensorInfo.has(dataId) &&\n        this.state.tensorInfo.get(dataId).backend === backend) {\n

this.state.tensorInfo.delete(dataId);\n      this.state.numDataBuffers--;\n    }\n  }\n  disposeTensor(a: Tensor): void

{\n    if (!this.state.tensorInfo.has(a.dataId)) {\n      return;\n    }\n    const info =

this.state.tensorInfo.get(a.dataId);\n\n    this.state.numTensors--;\n    if (a.dtype === 'string') {\n

this.state.numStringTensors--;\n      this.state.numBytes -= info.bytes;\n    }\n    // Don't count bytes for complex

numbers as they are counted by their\n    // components.\n    if (a.dtype !== 'complex64' && a.dtype !== 'string') {\n

   const bytes = a.size * util.bytesPerElement(a.dtype);\n      this.state.numBytes -= bytes;\n    }\n\n    // Remove the

reference to dataId if backend dispose the data successfully\n    if (info.backend.disposeData(a.dataId)) {\n
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this.removeDataId(a.dataId, info.backend);\n    }\n\n    // TODO(nsthorat): Construct an error and save the stack

trace for\n    // debugging when in debug mode. Creating a stack trace is too expensive\n    // to do unconditionally.\n

}\n\n  disposeVariables(): void {\n    for (const varName in this.state.registeredVariables) {\n      const v =

this.state.registeredVariables[varName];\n      this.disposeVariable(v);\n    }\n  }\n\n  disposeVariable(v: Variable):

void {\n    this.disposeTensor(v);\n    if (this.state.registeredVariables[v.name] != null) {\n      delete

this.state.registeredVariables[v.name];\n    }\n  }\n\n  memory(): MemoryInfo {\n    const info =

this.backend.memory() as MemoryInfo;\n    info.numTensors = this.state.numTensors;\n    info.numDataBuffers =

this.state.numDataBuffers;\n    info.numBytes = this.state.numBytes;\n    if (this.state.numStringTensors > 0) {\n

info.unreliable = true;\n      if (info.reasons == null) {\n        info.reasons = [];\n      }\n      info.reasons.push(\n

'Memory usage by string tensors is approximate ' +\n          '(2 bytes per character)');\n    }\n    return info;\n  }\n\n

async profile(query: () => (TensorContainer | Promise<TensorContainer>)):\n      Promise<ProfileInfo> {\n

this.state.profiling = true;\n\n    const startBytes = this.state.numBytes;\n    const startNumTensors =

this.state.numTensors;\n\n    this.state.activeProfile.kernels = [];\n    this.state.activeProfile.result = await

query();\n\n    this.state.profiling = false;\n\n    this.state.activeProfile.peakBytes = Math.max(\n

...this.state.activeProfile.kernels.map(d => d.totalBytesSnapshot));\n    this.state.activeProfile.newBytes =

this.state.numBytes - startBytes;\n    this.state.activeProfile.newTensors =\n        this.state.numTensors -

startNumTensors;\n    for (const kernel of this.state.activeProfile.kernels) {\n      kernel.kernelTimeMs = await

kernel.kernelTimeMs;\n      kernel.extraInfo = await kernel.extraInfo;\n    }\n    return this.state.activeProfile;\n

}\n\n  isTapeOn(): boolean {\n    return this.state.gradientDepth > 0 && this.state.kernelDepth === 0;\n  }\n\n

private addTapeNode(\n      kernelName: string, inputs: NamedTensorMap, outputs: Tensor[],\n      gradientsFunc:

GradFunc, saved: Tensor[], attrs: NamedAttrMap): void {\n    const tapeNode: TapeNode =\n        {id:

this.state.nextTapeNodeId++, kernelName, inputs, outputs, saved};\n\n    const gradConfig =

getGradient(kernelName);\n    if (gradConfig != null) {\n      gradientsFunc = gradConfig.gradFunc;\n    }\n    if

(gradientsFunc != null) {\n      tapeNode.gradient = (dys: Tensor[]) => {\n        // TODO(smilkov): To optimize

back-prop, pass dys that are not used in\n        // the backprop graph to the user as null instead of zeros\n        dys =

dys.map((dy, i) => {\n          if (dy == null) {\n            const output = outputs[i];\n            const vals =

util.makeZerosTypedArray(output.size, output.dtype);\n            return this.makeTensor(vals, output.shape,

output.dtype);\n          }\n          return dy;\n        });\n        // Grad functions of ops with single outputs expect a dy,

while ops\n        // with multiple outputs expect dys (array of dy).\n        return gradientsFunc(dys.length > 1 ? dys :

dys[0], saved, attrs);\n      };\n    }\n    this.state.activeTape.push(tapeNode);\n  }\n\n  keep<T extends

Tensor>(result: T): T {\n    result.kept = true;\n    return result;\n  }\n\n  private startTape() {\n    if

(this.state.gradientDepth === 0) {\n      this.state.activeTape = [];\n    }\n    this.state.gradientDepth++;\n  }\n\n

private endTape() {\n    this.state.gradientDepth--;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Start a scope. Use this with endScope() to

achieve the same functionality\n   * as scope() without the need for a function closure.\n   */\n  startScope(name?:

string) {\n    const scopeInfo: ScopeState = {\n      track: [],\n      name: 'unnamed scope',\n      id:

this.state.nextScopeId++\n    };\n    if (name) {\n      scopeInfo.name = name;\n    }\n

this.state.scopeStack.push(scopeInfo);\n    this.state.activeScope = scopeInfo;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * End a scope. Use

this with startScope() to achieve the same functionality\n   * as scope() without the need for a function closure.\n

*/\n  endScope(result?: TensorContainer) {\n    const tensorsToTrackInParent = getTensorsInContainer(result);\n

const tensorsToTrackInParentSet =\n        new Set(tensorsToTrackInParent.map(t => t.id));\n\n    // Dispose the

arrays tracked in this scope.\n    for (let i = 0; i < this.state.activeScope.track.length; i++) {\n      const tensor =

this.state.activeScope.track[i];\n      if (!tensor.kept && !tensorsToTrackInParentSet.has(tensor.id)) {\n

tensor.dispose();\n      }\n    }\n\n    const oldScope = this.state.scopeStack.pop();\n    this.state.activeScope =

this.state.scopeStack.length === 0 ?\n        null :\n        this.state.scopeStack[this.state.scopeStack.length - 1];\n\n    //

Track the current result in the parent scope.\n    tensorsToTrackInParent.forEach(tensor => {\n      // Only track the

tensor if was allocated in the inner scope and is not\n      // globally kept.\n      if (!tensor.kept && tensor.scopeId

=== oldScope.id) {\n        this.track(tensor);\n      }\n    });\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns gradients of `f` with respect to

each of the `xs`. The gradients\n   * returned are of the same length as `xs`, but some might be null if `f`\n   * was
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not a function of that `x`. It also takes optional dy to multiply the\n   * gradient, which defaults to `1`.\n   */\n

gradients<T extends Tensor>(\n      f: () => T, xs: Tensor[], dy?: T,\n      allowNoGradients = false): {value: T,

grads: Tensor[]} {\n    util.assert(\n        xs.length > 0, () => 'gradients() received an empty list of xs.');\n    if (dy !=

null && dy.dtype !== 'float32') {\n      throw new Error(`dy must have 'float32' dtype, but has '${dy.dtype}'`);\n

}\n\n    const y = this.scopedRun(\n        () => this.startTape(), () => this.endTape(),\n        () => this.tidy('forward',

f));\n\n    util.assert(\n        y instanceof Tensor,\n        () => 'The result y returned by f() must be a tensor.');\n    //

Filter out the nodes that don't connect x => y.\n    const filteredTape = getFilteredNodesXToY(this.state.activeTape,

xs, y);\n    if (!allowNoGradients && filteredTape.length === 0 && xs.length > 0) {\n      throw new Error(\n

'Cannot compute gradient of y=f(x) with respect to x. Make sure ' +\n          'that the f you passed encloses all

operations that lead from x ' +\n          'to y.');\n    }\n\n    return this.tidy('backward', () => {\n      const

accumulatedGradientMap: {[tensorId: number]: Tensor} = {};\n      accumulatedGradientMap[y.id] = (dy == null) ?

ones(y.shape) : dy;\n\n      // Backprop gradients through the filtered nodes.\n      backpropagateGradients(\n

accumulatedGradientMap, filteredTape,\n          // Pass the tidy function to avoid circular dep with `tape.ts`.\n          f

=> this.tidy(f as ScopeFn<Tensor>),\n          // Pass an add function to avoide a circular dep with `tape.ts`.\n

add);\n      const grads = xs.map(x => accumulatedGradientMap[x.id]);\n\n      if (this.state.gradientDepth === 0) {\n

      // This means that we are not computing higher-order gradients\n        // and can clean up the tape.\n

this.state.activeTape.forEach(node => {\n          for (const tensor of node.saved) {\n            tensor.dispose();\n

}\n        });\n        this.state.activeTape = null;\n      }\n      return {value: y, grads};\n    });\n  }\n\n  customGrad<T

extends Tensor>(f: CustomGradientFunc<T>):\n      (...args: Array<Tensor|GradSaveFunc>) => T {\n    util.assert(\n

      util.isFunction(f),\n        () => 'The f passed in customGrad(f) must be a function.');\n    return (...inputs:

Tensor[]): T => {\n      util.assert(\n          inputs.every(t => t instanceof Tensor),\n          () => 'The args passed in

customGrad(f)(x1, x2,...) must all be ' +\n              'tensors');\n\n      let res: {\n        value: T,\n        gradFunc: (dy: T,

saved: Tensor[]) => Tensor | Tensor[],\n      };\n      const inputMap: NamedTensorMap = {};\n

inputs.forEach((input, i) => {\n        inputMap[i] = input;\n      });\n\n      const forwardFunc: ForwardFunc<T> = (_,

save) => {\n        res = f(...[...inputs, save]);\n        util.assert(\n            res.value instanceof Tensor,\n            () =>

'The function f passed in customGrad(f) must return an ' +\n                'object where `obj.value` is a tensor');\n

util.assert(\n            util.isFunction(res.gradFunc),\n            () => 'The function f passed in customGrad(f) must return

an ' +\n                'object where `obj.gradFunc` is a function.');\n        return res.value;\n      };\n\n      const

backwardsFunc = (dy: T, saved: Tensor[]) => {\n        const gradRes = res.gradFunc(dy, saved);\n        const grads:

Tensor[] = Array.isArray(gradRes) ? gradRes : [gradRes];\n        util.assert(\n            grads.length ===

inputs.length,\n            () => 'The function f passed in customGrad(f) must return an ' +\n                'object where

`obj.gradFunc` is a function that returns ' +\n                'the same number of tensors as inputs passed to f(...).');\n

util.assert(\n            grads.every(t => t instanceof Tensor),\n            () => 'The function f passed in customGrad(f)

must return an ' +\n                'object where `obj.gradFunc` is a function that returns ' +\n                'a list of only

tensors.');\n        const gradMap: {[key: string]: () => Tensor} = {};\n        grads.forEach((grad, i) => {\n

gradMap[i] = () => grad;\n        });\n        return gradMap;\n      };\n\n      return this.runKernelFunc({\n

forwardFunc,\n        backwardsFunc,\n        inputs: inputMap,\n      });\n    };\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId):

BackendValues {\n    // Route the read to the correct backend.\n    const info = this.state.tensorInfo.get(dataId);\n

return info.backend.readSync(dataId);\n  }\n  read(dataId: DataId): Promise<BackendValues> {\n    // Route the read

to the correct backend.\n    const info = this.state.tensorInfo.get(dataId);\n    return info.backend.read(dataId);\n

}\n\n  async time(query: () => void): Promise<TimingInfo> {\n    const start = now();\n    const timingInfo = await

this.backend.time(query) as TimingInfo;\n    timingInfo.wallMs = now() - start;\n    return timingInfo;\n  }\n\n  /**\n

 * Tracks a Tensor in the current scope to be automatically cleaned up\n   * when the current scope ends, and returns

the value.\n   *\n   * @param result The Tensor to track in the current scope.\n   */\n  private track<T extends

Tensor>(result: T): T {\n    if (this.state.activeScope != null) {\n      result.scopeId = this.state.activeScope.id;\n

this.state.activeScope.track.push(result);\n    }\n\n    return result;\n  }\n\n  get registeredVariables():

NamedVariableMap {\n    return this.state.registeredVariables;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Resets the engine state. Removes

all backends but does not remove\n   * registered backend factories.\n   */\n  reset(): void {\n    // Make any pending
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promise obsolete.\n    this.pendingBackendInitId++;\n\n    this.state.dispose();\n    this.ENV.reset();\n    this.state =

new EngineState();\n\n    for (const backendName in this.registry) {\n

this.disposeRegisteredKernels(backendName);\n      this.registry[backendName].dispose();\n      delete

this.registry[backendName];\n    }\n    this.backendName = null;\n    this.backendInstance = null;\n

this.pendingBackendInit = null;\n  }\n}\n\nfunction ones(shape: number[]): Tensor {\n  const values =

makeOnesTypedArray(sizeFromShape(shape), 'float32');\n  return ENGINE.makeTensor(values, shape,

'float32');\n}\n\nexport function getOrMakeEngine(): Engine {\n  const ns = getGlobalNamespace() as {} as

{_tfengine: Engine};\n  if (ns._tfengine == null) {\n    const environment = new Environment(ns);\n    ns._tfengine =

new Engine(environment);\n  }\n  setEnvironmentGlobal(ns._tfengine.ENV);\n\n  // Tell the current tensor interface

that the global engine is responsible\n  // for tracking.\n  setTensorTracker(() => ns._tfengine);\n  return

ns._tfengine;\n}\n\nexport const ENGINE = getOrMakeEngine();\n\n/**\n * A implementation of the add op for use

within engine and tape.\n *\n * This allows us to avoid a circular dependency between add.ts and engine.\n * It is

exported to be available in tape tests.\n */\nexport function add(a: Tensor, b: Tensor): Tensor {\n  // We duplicate

Add here to avoid a circular dependency with add.ts.\n  const inputs = {a, b};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Add,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\nfunction _isNavigatorDefined(): boolean {\n  return typeof navigator !==

'undefined' && navigator != null;\n}\n\nexport function isMobile(): boolean {\n  if (_isNavigatorDefined()) {\n    //

tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n    const a = navigator.userAgent || navigator.vendor || (window as any).opera;\n    //

tslint:disable-next-line:max-line-length\n    return

/(android|bb\\d+|meego).+mobile|avantgo|bada\\/|blackberry|blazer|compal|elaine|fennec|hiptop|iemobile|ip(hone|od)|

iris|kindle|lge |maemo|midp|mmp|mobile.+firefox|netfront|opera m(ob|in)i|palm(

os)?|phone|p(ixi|re)\\/|plucker|pocket|psp|series(4|6)0|symbian|treo|up\\.(browser|link)|vodafone|wap|windows

ce|xda|xiino/i\n               .test(a) ||\n        // tslint:disable-next-line:max-line-length\n

/1207|6310|6590|3gso|4thp|50[1-6]i|770s|802s|a wa|abac|ac(er|oo|s\\-

)|ai(ko|rn)|al(av|ca|co)|amoi|an(ex|ny|yw)|aptu|ar(ch|go)|as(te|us)|attw|au(di|\\-m|r |s

)|avan|be(ck|ll|nq)|bi(lb|rd)|bl(ac|az)|br(e|v)w|bumb|bw\\-(n|u)|c55\\/|capi|ccwa|cdm\\-|cell|chtm|cldc|cmd\\-

|co(mp|nd)|craw|da(it|ll|ng)|dbte|dc\\-s|devi|dica|dmob|do(c|p)o|ds(12|\\-d)|el(49|ai)|em(l2|ul)|er(ic|k0)|esl8|ez([4-

7]0|os|wa|ze)|fetc|fly(\\-|_)|g1 u|g560|gene|gf\\-5|g\\-mo|go(\\.w|od)|gr(ad|un)|haie|hcit|hd\\-(m|p|t)|hei\\-|hi(pt|ta)|hp(

i|ip)|hs\\-c|ht(c(\\-| |_|a|g|p|s|t)|tp)|hu(aw|tc)|i\\-(20|go|ma)|i230|iac( |\\-

|\\/)|ibro|idea|ig01|ikom|im1k|inno|ipaq|iris|ja(t|v)a|jbro|jemu|jigs|kddi|keji|kgt( |\\/)|klon|kpt |kwc\\-

|kyo(c|k)|le(no|xi)|lg( g|\\/(k|l|u)|50|54|\\-[a-w])|libw|lynx|m1\\-w|m3ga|m50\\/|ma(te|ui|xo)|mc(01|21|ca)|m\\-

cr|me(rc|ri)|mi(o8|oa|ts)|mmef|mo(01|02|bi|de|do|t(\\-| |o|v)|zz)|mt(50|p1|v )|mwbp|mywa|n10[0-2]|n20[2-

3]|n30(0|2)|n50(0|2|5)|n7(0(0|1)|10)|ne((c|m)\\-

|on|tf|wf|wg|wt)|nok(6|i)|nzph|o2im|op(ti|wv)|oran|owg1|p800|pan(a|d|t)|pdxg|pg(13|\\-([1-

8]|c))|phil|pire|pl(ay|uc)|pn\\-2|po(ck|rt|se)|prox|psio|pt\\-g|qa\\-a|qc(07|12|21|32|60|\\-[2-7]|i\\-

)|qtek|r380|r600|raks|rim9|ro(ve|zo)|s55\\/|sa(ge|ma|mm|ms|ny|va)|sc(01|h\\-|oo|p\\-)|sdk\\/|se(c(\\-

|0|1)|47|mc|nd|ri)|sgh\\-|shar|sie(\\-|m)|sk\\-0|sl(45|id)|sm(al|ar|b3|it|t5)|so(ft|ny)|sp(01|h\\-|v\\-|v

)|sy(01|mb)|t2(18|50)|t6(00|10|18)|ta(gt|lk)|tcl\\-|tdg\\-|tel(i|m)|tim\\-|t\\-mo|to(pl|sh)|ts(70|m\\-|m3|m5)|tx\\-

9|up(\\.b|g1|si)|utst|v400|v750|veri|vi(rg|te)|vk(40|5[0-3]|\\-

v)|vm40|voda|vulc|vx(52|53|60|61|70|80|81|83|85|98)|w3c(\\-| )|webc|whit|wi(g |nc|nw)|wmlb|wonu|x700|yas\\-

|your|zeto|zte\\-/i\n            .test(a.substr(0, 4));\n  }\n  return false;\n}\n\nexport function isBrowser(): boolean {\n
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return (typeof window !== 'undefined' && window.document != null) ||\n      //@ts-ignore\n      (typeof

WorkerGlobalScope !== 'undefined');\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport './engine';\n\nimport * as device_util from './device_util';\nimport {env} from './environment';\n\nconst

ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * This file contains environment-related flag registrations.\n */\n\n/** Whether to enable

debug mode. */\nENV.registerFlag('DEBUG', () => false, debugValue => {\n  if (debugValue) {\n

console.warn(\n        'Debugging mode is ON. The output of every math call will ' +\n        'be downloaded to CPU

and checked for NaNs. ' +\n        'This significantly impacts performance.');\n  }\n});\n\n/** Whether we are in a

browser (as versus, say, node.js) environment. */\nENV.registerFlag('IS_BROWSER', () =>

device_util.isBrowser());\n\n/** Whether we are in a browser (as versus, say, node.js) environment.

*/\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'IS_NODE',\n    () => (typeof process !== 'undefined') &&\n        (typeof process.versions

!== 'undefined') &&\n        (typeof process.versions.node !== 'undefined'));\n\n/** Whether this browser is Chrome.

*/\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'IS_CHROME',\n    () => typeof navigator !== 'undefined' && navigator != null &&\n

 navigator.userAgent != null && /Chrome/.test(navigator.userAgent) &&\n        /Google

Inc/.test(navigator.vendor));\n\n/**\n * True when the environment is \"production\" where we disable safety

checks\n * to gain performance.\n */\nENV.registerFlag('PROD', () => false);\n\n/**\n * Whether to do sanity

checks when inferring a shape from user-provided\n * values, used when creating a new tensor.\n

*/\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'TENSORLIKE_CHECK_SHAPE_CONSISTENCY', () =>

ENV.getBool('DEBUG'));\n\n/** Whether deprecation warnings are enabled.

*/\nENV.registerFlag('DEPRECATION_WARNINGS_ENABLED', () => true);\n\n/** True if running unit tests.

*/\nENV.registerFlag('IS_TEST', () => false);\n\n/** Whether to check computation result for errors.

*/\nENV.registerFlag('CHECK_COMPUTATION_FOR_ERRORS', () => true);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from './engine';\nimport {env} from './environment';\nimport {Tensor} from

'./tensor';\nimport {DataType, TensorLike} from './types';\nimport {assert, flatten, inferDtype, isTypedArray,

toTypedArray} from './util';\n\nexport function inferShape(val: TensorLike, dtype?: DataType): number[] {\n  let

firstElem: typeof val = val;\n\n  if (isTypedArray(val)) {\n    return dtype === 'string' ? [] : [val.length];\n  }\n  if

(!Array.isArray(val)) {\n    return [];  // Scalar.\n  }\n  const shape: number[] = [];\n\n  while

(Array.isArray(firstElem) ||\n         isTypedArray(firstElem) && dtype !== 'string') {\n

shape.push(firstElem.length);\n    firstElem = firstElem[0];\n  }\n  if (Array.isArray(val) &&\n

env().getBool('TENSORLIKE_CHECK_SHAPE_CONSISTENCY')) {\n    deepAssertShapeConsistency(val,

shape, []);\n  }\n\n  return shape;\n}\n\nfunction deepAssertShapeConsistency(\n    val: TensorLike, shape:

number[], indices: number[]) {\n  indices = indices || [];\n  if (!(Array.isArray(val)) && !isTypedArray(val)) {\n

assert(\n        shape.length === 0,\n        () => `Element arr[${indices.join('][')}] is a primitive, ` +\n            `but

should be an array/TypedArray of ${shape[0]} elements`);\n    return;\n  }\n  assert(\n      shape.length > 0,\n      ()

=> `Element arr[${indices.join('][')}] should be a primitive, ` +\n          `but is an array of ${val.length}
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elements`);\n  assert(\n      val.length === shape[0],\n      () => `Element arr[${indices.join('][')}] should have

${shape[0]} ` +\n          `elements, but has ${val.length} elements`);\n  const subShape = shape.slice(1);\n  for (let i

= 0; i < val.length; ++i) {\n    deepAssertShapeConsistency(val[i], subShape, indices.concat(i));\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

assertDtype(\n    expectedDtype: DataType|'numeric'|'string_or_numeric',\n    actualDType: DataType, argName:

string, functionName: string) {\n  if (expectedDtype === 'string_or_numeric') {\n    return;\n  }\n  if (expectedDtype

== null) {\n    throw new Error(`Expected dtype cannot be null.`);\n  }\n  if (expectedDtype !== 'numeric' &&

expectedDtype !== actualDType ||\n      expectedDtype === 'numeric' && actualDType === 'string') {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `Argument '${argName}' passed to '${functionName}' must ` +\n        `be ${expectedDtype}

tensor, but got ${actualDType} tensor`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport function convertToTensor<T extends Tensor>(\n    x:

T|TensorLike, argName: string, functionName: string,\n    parseAsDtype: DataType|'numeric'|'string_or_numeric' =

'numeric'): T {\n  if (x instanceof Tensor) {\n    assertDtype(parseAsDtype, x.dtype, argName, functionName);\n

return x;\n  }\n  let inferredDtype = inferDtype(x);\n  // If the user expects a bool/int/float, use that info to update

the\n  // inferredDtype when it is not a string.\n  if (inferredDtype !== 'string' &&\n      ['bool', 'int32',

'float32'].indexOf(parseAsDtype) >= 0) {\n    inferredDtype = parseAsDtype as DataType;\n  }\n

assertDtype(parseAsDtype, inferredDtype, argName, functionName);\n\n  if ((x == null) ||\n      (!isTypedArray(x)

&& !Array.isArray(x) && typeof x !== 'number' &&\n       typeof x !== 'boolean' && typeof x !== 'string')) {\n

const type = x == null ? 'null' : (x as {}).constructor.name;\n    throw new Error(\n        `Argument '${argName}'

passed to '${functionName}' must be a ` +\n        `Tensor or TensorLike, but got '${type}'`);\n  }\n  const

inferredShape = inferShape(x, inferredDtype);\n  if (!isTypedArray(x) && !Array.isArray(x)) {\n    x = [x] as

number[];\n  }\n  const skipTypedArray = true;\n  const values = inferredDtype !== 'string' ?\n      toTypedArray(x,

inferredDtype as DataType) :\n      flatten(x as string[], [], skipTypedArray) as string[];\n  return

ENGINE.makeTensor(values, inferredShape, inferredDtype) as T;\n}\n\nexport function convertToTensorArray<T

extends Tensor>(\n    arg: Array<T|TensorLike>, argName: string, functionName: string,\n    parseAsDtype:

DataType|'numeric'|'string_or_numeric' = 'numeric'): T[] {\n  if (!Array.isArray(arg)) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Argument ${argName} passed to ${functionName} must be a ` +\n        '`Tensor[]` or `TensorLike[]`');\n  }\n

const tensors = arg as T[];\n  return tensors.map(\n      (t, i) =>\n          convertToTensor(t, `${argName}[${i}]`,

functionName, parseAsDtype));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {isPromise} from '../util';\n\nexport const OP_SCOPE_SUFFIX =

'__op';\n\n/**\n * Used for wrapping functions that perform math operations on\n * Tensors. The function will be

wrapped in a named scope that cleans all\n * memory usage after the function is done.\n */\nexport function op<T

extends Function>(f: {[name: string]: T}): T {\n  const keys = Object.keys(f);\n  if (keys.length !== 1) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `Please provide an object with a single key ` +\n        `(operation name) mapping to a function. Got

an object with ` +\n        `${keys.length} keys.`);\n  }\n\n  let opName = keys[0];\n  const fn = f[opName];\n\n  //

Strip the underscore from the end of the function name.\n  if (opName.endsWith('_')) {\n    opName =

opName.substring(0, opName.length - 1);\n  }\n\n  // add an __op suffix to distinguish ops from kernels in

tf.profile\n  opName = opName + OP_SCOPE_SUFFIX;\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  const f2 = (...args:

any[]) => {\n    ENGINE.startScope(opName);\n    try {\n      const result = fn(...args);\n      if (isPromise(result)) {\n

      console.error('Cannot return a Promise inside of tidy.');\n      }\n      ENGINE.endScope(result);\n      return

result;\n    } catch (ex) {\n      ENGINE.endScope(null);\n      throw ex;\n    }\n  };\n  Object.defineProperty(f2,

'name', {value: opName, configurable: true});\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  return f2 as any as

T;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache
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License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Complex, ComplexInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Converts two real numbers to a complex number.\n *\n * Given a tensor `real` representing

the real part of a complex number, and a\n * tensor `imag` representing the imaginary part of a complex number,

this\n * operation returns complex numbers elementwise of the form [r0, i0, r1, i1],\n * where r represents the real

part and i represents the imag part.\n *\n * The input tensors real and imag must have the same shape.\n *\n * ```js\n

* const real = tf.tensor1d([2.25, 3.25]);\n * const imag = tf.tensor1d([4.75, 5.75]);\n * const complex =

tf.complex(real, imag);\n *\n * complex.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n

*/\nfunction complex_<T extends Tensor>(real: T|TensorLike, imag: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $real =

convertToTensor(real, 'real', 'complex');\n  const $imag = convertToTensor(imag, 'imag', 'complex');\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n      $real.shape, $imag.shape,\n      `real and imag shapes, ${$real.shape} and

${$imag.shape}, ` +\n          `must match in call to tf.complex().`);\n\n  const inputs: ComplexInputs = {real: $real,

imag: $imag};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Complex, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const

complex = op({complex_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike, TypedArray}

from '../types';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\nimport {assert, assertNonNegativeIntegerDimensions, flatten,

inferDtype, isTypedArray, sizeFromShape, toTypedArray} from '../util';\n\n/** This is shared code across all tensor

creation methods. */\nexport function makeTensor(\n    values: TensorLike, shape: number[], inferredShape:

number[],\n    dtype?: DataType): Tensor {\n  if (dtype == null) {\n    dtype = inferDtype(values);\n  }\n  if (dtype

=== 'complex64') {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Cannot construct a complex64 tensor directly. ` +\n        `Please use

tf.complex(real, imag).`);\n  }\n  if (!isTypedArray(values) && !Array.isArray(values) &&\n      typeof values !==

'number' && typeof values !== 'boolean' &&\n      typeof values !== 'string') {\n    throw new Error(\n        'values

passed to tensor(values) must be a number/boolean/string or ' +\n        'an array of numbers/booleans/strings, or a

TypedArray');\n  }\n  if (shape != null) {\n    assertNonNegativeIntegerDimensions(shape);\n\n    const providedSize

= sizeFromShape(shape);\n    const inferredSize = sizeFromShape(inferredShape);\n    assert(\n        providedSize

=== inferredSize,\n        () =>\n            `Based on the provided shape, [${shape}], the tensor should have ` +\n

`${providedSize} values but has ${inferredSize}`);\n\n    for (let i = 0; i < inferredShape.length; ++i) {\n      const

inferred = inferredShape[i];\n      const flatDimsDontMatch = i === inferredShape.length - 1 ?\n          inferred !==

sizeFromShape(shape.slice(i)) :\n          true;\n      assert(\n          inferredShape[i] === shape[i] ||

!flatDimsDontMatch,\n          () => `Error creating a new Tensor. Inferred shape ` +\n              `(${inferredShape})

does not match the provided ` +\n              `shape (${shape}). `);\n    }\n  }\n\n  if (!isTypedArray(values) &&

!Array.isArray(values)) {\n    values = [values] as number[];\n  }\n\n  shape = shape || inferredShape;\n  values =

dtype !== 'string' ?\n      toTypedArray(values, dtype) :\n      flatten(values as string[], [], true) as string[];\n  return

ENGINE.makeTensor(values as TypedArray, shape, dtype);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google
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LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {inferShape} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\nimport {DataType, Rank, ShapeMap} from '../types';\n\nimport {makeTensor} from

'./tensor_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates a `tf.Tensor` with the provided values, shape and dtype.\n *\n * ```js\n * //

Pass an array of values to create a vector.\n * tf.tensor([1, 2, 3, 4]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Pass a nested

array of values to make a matrix or a higher\n * // dimensional tensor.\n * tf.tensor([[1, 2], [3, 4]]).print();\n * ```\n

*\n * ```js\n * // Pass a flat array and specify a shape yourself.\n * tf.tensor([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]).print();\n * ```\n *\n *

@param values The values of the tensor. Can be nested array of numbers,\n *     or a flat array, or a `TypedArray`. If

the values are strings,\n *     they will be encoded as utf-8 and kept as `Uint8Array[]`.\n * @param shape The shape

of the tensor. Optional. If not provided,\n *   it is inferred from `values`.\n * @param dtype The data type.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function tensor<R extends Rank>(\n    values:

TensorLike, shape?: ShapeMap[R], dtype?: DataType): Tensor<R> {\n  const inferredShape = inferShape(values,

dtype);\n  return makeTensor(values, shape, inferredShape, dtype) as Tensor<R>;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/* Type definitions for exporting and importing of models. */\n\n/**\n * A map from Tensor dtype to number

of bytes per element of the Tensor.\n */\nexport const DTYPE_VALUE_SIZE_MAP: {[dtype: string]: number} =

{\n  'float32': 4,\n  'float16': 2,\n  'int32': 4,\n  'uint16': 2,\n  'uint8': 1,\n  'bool': 1,\n  'complex64': 8\n};\n\n/**\n * A

weight manifest.\n *\n * The weight manifest consists of an ordered list of weight-manifest groups.\n * Each weight-

manifest group (\"group\" for short hereafter) consists of a\n * number of weight values stored in a number of

paths.\n * See the documentation of `WeightManifestGroupConfig` below for more details.\n */\nexport declare

type WeightsManifestConfig = WeightsManifestGroupConfig[];\n\n/**\n * A weight-manifest group.\n *\n *

Consists of an ordered list of weight values encoded in binary format,\n * stored in an ordered list of paths.\n

*/\nexport declare interface WeightsManifestGroupConfig {\n  /**\n   * An ordered list of paths.\n   *\n   * Paths are

intentionally abstract in order to be general. For example, they\n   * can be relative URL paths or relative paths on

the file system.\n   */\n  paths: string[];\n\n  /**\n   * Specifications of the weights stored in the paths.\n   */\n

weights: WeightsManifestEntry[];\n}\n\n/**\n * Group to which the weight belongs.\n *\n * - 'optimizer': Weight

from a stateful optimizer.\n */\nexport type WeightGroup = 'model'|'optimizer';\n\n/**\n * An entry in the weight

manifest.\n *\n * The entry contains specification of a weight.\n */\nexport declare interface WeightsManifestEntry

{\n  /**\n   * Name of the weight, e.g., 'Dense_1/bias'\n   */\n  name: string;\n\n  /**\n   * Shape of the weight.\n

*/\n  shape: number[];\n\n  /**\n   * Data type of the weight.\n   */\n  dtype:

'float32'|'int32'|'bool'|'string'|'complex64';\n\n  /**\n   * Type of the weight.\n   *\n   * Optional.\n   *\n   * The value

'optimizer' indicates the weight belongs to an optimizer\n   * (i.e., used only during model training and not during

inference).\n   */\n  group?: WeightGroup;\n\n  /**\n   * Information for dequantization of the weight.\n   */\n

quantization?: {\n    scale?: number,  // The scaling constant to multiply by.\n    min?: number,    // The (possibly

nudged) minimum weight to add.\n       dtype: 'uint16'|'uint8'|'float16'  // The dtype of the quantized weights.\n

};\n}\n\n/**\n * Options for saving a model.\n * @innamespace io\n */\nexport interface SaveConfig {\n  /**\n   *
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Whether to save only the trainable weights of the model, ignoring the\n   * non-trainable ones.\n   */\n

trainableOnly?: boolean;\n\n  /**\n   * Whether the optimizer will be saved (if exists).\n   *\n   * Default: `false`.\n

*/\n  includeOptimizer?: boolean;\n}\n\n/**\n * Result of a saving operation.\n */\nexport interface SaveResult {\n

/**\n   * Information about the model artifacts saved.\n   */\n  modelArtifactsInfo: ModelArtifactsInfo;\n\n  /**\n   *

HTTP responses from the server that handled the model-saving request (if\n   * any). This is applicable only to

server-based saving routes.\n   */\n  responses?: Response[];\n\n  /**\n   * Error messages and related data (if any).\n

 */\n  errors?: Array<{}|string>;\n}\n\nexport declare interface ModelArtifactsInfo {\n  /**\n   * Timestamp for

when the model is saved.\n   */\n  dateSaved: Date;\n\n  /**\n   * TODO (cais,yassogba) consider removing

GraphDef as GraphDefs now\n   * come in a JSON format and none of our IOHandlers support a non json\n   *

format. We could conder replacing this with 'Binary' if we want to\n   * allow future handlers to save to non json

formats (though they will\n   * probably want more information than 'Binary').\n   * Type of the model topology\n

*\n   * Type of the model topology\n   *\n   * Possible values:\n   *   - JSON: JSON config (human-readable, e.g.,

Keras JSON).\n   *   - GraphDef: TensorFlow\n   *

[GraphDef](https://www.tensorflow.org/extend/tool_developers/#graphdef)\n   *     protocol buffer (binary).\n   */\n

modelTopologyType: 'JSON'|'GraphDef';\n\n  /**\n   * Size of model topology (Keras JSON or GraphDef), in

bytes.\n   */\n  modelTopologyBytes?: number;\n\n  /**\n   * Size of weight specification or manifest, in bytes.\n

*/\n  weightSpecsBytes?: number;\n\n  /**\n   * Size of weight value data, in bytes.\n   */\n  weightDataBytes?:

number;\n}\n\n/** Model training configuration. */\nexport declare interface TrainingConfig {\n  // TODO(cais):

Tighten the typing once keras spec is available to tfjs-core.\n  // See\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:max-line-length\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs-layers/blob/master/src/keras_format/training_config.ts\n  /** Optimizer used for

the model training. */\n  optimizer_config: {};\n\n  // TODO(cais): Tighten the typing once keras spec is available to

tfjs-core.\n  /** Loss function(s) for the model's output(s). */\n  loss: string|string[]|{[key: string]: string};\n\n  //

TODO(cais): Tighten the typing once keras spec is available to tfjs-core.\n  /** Metric function(s) for the model's

output(s). */\n  metrics?: string[]|{[key: string]: string};\n\n  // TODO(cais): Tighten the typing once keras spec is

available to tfjs-core.\n  weighted_metrics?: string[];\n\n  // TODO(cais): Tighten the typing once keras spec is

available to tfjs-core.\n  sample_weight_mode?: string;\n\n  loss_weights?: number[]|{[key: string]:

number};\n}\n\n/**\n * The serialized artifacts of a model, including topology and weights.\n *\n * The

`modelTopology`, `trainingConfig`, `weightSpecs` and `weightData` fields\n * of this interface are optional, in order

to support topology- or weights-only\n * saving and loading.\n *\n * Note this interface is used internally in

IOHandlers.  For the file format\n * written to disk as `model.json`, see `ModelJSON`.\n */\nexport declare interface

ModelArtifacts {\n  /**\n   * Model topology.\n   *\n   * For Keras-style `tf.Model`s, this is a JSON object.\n   * For

TensorFlow-style models (e.g., `SavedModel`), this is the JSON\n   * encoding of the `GraphDef` protocol buffer.\n

*/\n  modelTopology?: {}|ArrayBuffer;\n\n  /**\n   * Serialized configuration for the model's training.\n   */\n

trainingConfig?: TrainingConfig;\n\n  /**\n   * Weight specifications.\n   *\n   * This corresponds to the

weightsData below.\n   */\n  weightSpecs?: WeightsManifestEntry[];\n\n  /**\n   * Binary buffer for all weight

values concatenated in the order specified\n   * by `weightSpecs`.\n   */\n  weightData?: ArrayBuffer;\n\n  /**\n   *

Hard-coded format name for models saved from TensorFlow.js or converted\n   * by TensorFlow.js Converter.\n

*/\n  format?: string;\n\n  /**\n   * What library is responsible for originally generating this artifact.\n   *\n   * Used

for debugging purposes. E.g., 'TensorFlow.js v1.0.0'.\n   */\n  generatedBy?: string;\n\n  /**\n   * What library or

tool is responsible for converting the original model\n   * to this format, applicable only if the model is output by a

converter.\n   *\n   * Used for debugging purposes.  E.g., 'TensorFlow.js Converter v1.0.0'.\n   *\n   * A value of

`null` means the model artifacts are generated without any\n   * conversion process (e.g., saved directly from a

TensorFlow.js\n   * `tf.LayersModel` instance.)\n   */\n  convertedBy?: string|null;\n\n  /**\n   * Inputs and outputs

signature for saved model.\n   */\n  signature?: {};\n\n  /**\n   * User-defined metadata about the model.\n   */\n

userDefinedMetadata?: {[key: string]: {}};\n\n  /**\n   * Initializer for the model.\n   */\n  modelInitializer?:

{};\n}\n\n/**\n * The on-disk format of the `model.json` file.\n *\n * TF.js 1.0 always populates the optional fields

when writing model.json.\n * Prior versions did not provide those fields.\n */\nexport declare interface ModelJSON

{\n  /**\n   * Model topology.\n   *\n   * For Keras-style `tf.Model`s, this is a JSON object.\n   * For TensorFlow-
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style models (e.g., `SavedModel`), this is the JSON\n   * encoding of the `GraphDef` protocol buffer.\n   */\n

modelTopology: {};\n\n  /** Model training configuration. */\n  trainingConfig?: TrainingConfig;\n\n  /**\n   *

Weights manifest.\n   *\n   * The weights manifest consists of an ordered list of weight-manifest\n   * groups. Each

weight-manifest group consists of a number of weight values\n   * stored in a number of paths. See the

documentation of\n   * `WeightsManifestConfig` for more details.\n   */\n  weightsManifest:

WeightsManifestConfig;\n\n  /**\n   * Hard-coded format name for models saved from TensorFlow.js or

converted\n   * by TensorFlow.js Converter.\n   */\n  format?: string;\n\n  /**\n   * What library is responsible for

originally generating this artifact.\n   *\n   * Used for debugging purposes. E.g., 'TensorFlow.js v1.0.0'.\n   */\n

generatedBy?: string;\n\n  /**\n   * What library or tool is responsible for converting the original model\n   * to this

format, applicable only if the model is output by a converter.\n   *\n   * Used for debugging purposes.  E.g.,

'TensorFlow.js Converter v1.0.0'.\n   *\n   * A value of `null` means the model artifacts are generated without any\n

* conversion process (e.g., saved directly from a TensorFlow.js\n   * `tf.LayersModel` instance.)\n   */\n

convertedBy?: string|null;\n\n  /**\n   * Inputs and outputs signature for saved model.\n   */\n  signature?: {};\n\n

/**\n   * User-defined metadata about the model.\n   */\n  userDefinedMetadata?: {[key: string]: {}};\n\n  /**\n   *

Initializer for the model.\n   */\n  modelInitializer?: {};\n}\n\n/**\n * Type definition for handlers of loading

operations.\n */\nexport type LoadHandler = () => Promise<ModelArtifacts>;\n\n/**\n * Type definition for

handlers of saving operations.\n */\nexport type SaveHandler = (modelArtifact: ModelArtifacts) =>\n

Promise<SaveResult>;\n\n/**\n * Interface for a model import/export handler.\n *\n * The `save` and `load`

handlers are both optional, in order to allow handlers\n * that support only saving or loading.\n */\n// tslint:disable-

next-line:interface-name\nexport interface IOHandler {\n  save?: SaveHandler;\n  load?: LoadHandler;\n}\n\n/**\n *

An interface for the manager of a model store.\n *\n * A model store is defined as a storage medium on which

multiple models can\n * be stored. Each stored model has a unique `path` as its identifier.\n * A

`ModelStoreManager` for the store allows actions including\n *\n * - Listing the models stored in the store.\n * -

Deleting a model from the store.\n */\nexport interface ModelStoreManager {\n  /**\n   * List all models in the

model store.\n   *\n   * @returns A dictionary mapping paths of existing models to their\n   *   model artifacts info.

Model artifacts info include type of the model's\n   *   topology, byte sizes of the topology, weights, etc.\n   */\n

listModels(): Promise<{[path: string]: ModelArtifactsInfo}>;\n\n  /**\n   * Remove a model specified by `path`.\n

*\n   * @param path\n   * @returns ModelArtifactsInfo of the deleted model (if and only if deletion\n   *   is

successful).\n   * @throws Error if deletion fails, e.g., if no model exists at `path`.\n   */\n  removeModel(path:

string): Promise<ModelArtifactsInfo>;\n}\n\n/**\n * Callback for the progress of a long-running action such as an

HTTP\n * request for a large binary object.\n *\n * `fraction` should be a number in the [0, 1] interval, indicating

how\n * much of the action has completed.\n */\nexport type OnProgressCallback = (fraction: number) =>

void;\n\n/** @innamespace io */\nexport interface LoadOptions {\n  /**\n   * RequestInit (options) for HTTP

requests.\n   *\n   * For detailed information on the supported fields, see\n   * [https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/API/Request/Request](\n   *     https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/API/Request/Request)\n   */\n  requestInit?: RequestInit;\n\n  /**\n   * Progress callback.\n   */\n

onProgress?: OnProgressCallback;\n\n  /**\n   * A function used to override the `window.fetch` function.\n   */\n

fetchFunc?: Function;\n\n  /**\n   * Strict loading model: whether extraneous weights or missing\n   * weights

should trigger an `Error`.\n   *\n   * If `true`, require that the provided weights exactly match those\n   * required by

the layers. `false` means that both extra weights\n   * and missing weights will be silently ignored.\n   *\n   *

Default: `true`.\n   */\n  strict?: boolean;\n\n  /**\n   * Path prefix for weight files, by default this is calculated from

the\n   * path of the model JSON file.\n   *\n   * For instance, if the path to the model JSON file is\n   *

`http://localhost/foo/model.json`, then the default path prefix will be\n   * `http://localhost/foo/`. If a weight file has

the path value\n   * `group1-shard1of2` in the weight manifest, then the weight file will be\n   * loaded from

`http://localhost/foo/group1-shard1of2` by default. However,\n   * if you provide a `weightPathPrefix` value of\n   *

`http://localhost/foo/alt-weights`, then the weight file will be loaded\n   * from the path `http://localhost/foo/alt-

weights/group1-shard1of2` instead.\n   */\n  weightPathPrefix?: string;\n\n  /**\n   * Whether the module or model

is to be loaded from TF Hub.\n   *\n   * Setting this to `true` allows passing a TF-Hub module URL, omitting the\n
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* standard model file name and the query parameters.\n   *\n   * Default: `false`.\n   */\n  fromTFHub?: boolean;\n\n

/**\n   * An async function to convert weight file name to URL. The weight file\n   * names are stored in

model.json's weightsManifest.paths field. By default we\n   * consider weight files are colocated with the model.json

file. For example:\n   *     model.json URL: https://www.google.com/models/1/model.json\n   *     group1-

shard1of1.bin url:\n   *        https://www.google.com/models/1/group1-shard1of1.bin\n   *\n   * With this func you

can convert the weight file name to any URL.\n   */\n  weightUrlConverter?: (weightFileName: string) =>

Promise<string>;\n}\n\n/**\n * Additional options for Platform.fetch\n */\nexport interface RequestDetails {\n

/**\n   * Is this request for a binary file (as opposed to a json file)\n   */\n  isBinary?: boolean;\n}\n","'use

strict'\n\nexports.byteLength = byteLength\nexports.toByteArray = toByteArray\nexports.fromByteArray =

fromByteArray\n\nvar lookup = []\nvar revLookup = []\nvar Arr = typeof Uint8Array !== 'undefined' ? Uint8Array :

Array\n\nvar code = 'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789+/'\nfor

(var i = 0, len = code.length; i < len; ++i) {\n  lookup[i] = code[i]\n  revLookup[code.charCodeAt(i)] = i\n}\n\n//

Support decoding URL-safe base64 strings, as Node.js does.\n// See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Base64#URL_applications\nrevLookup['-'.charCodeAt(0)] =

62\nrevLookup['_'.charCodeAt(0)] = 63\n\nfunction getLens (b64) {\n  var len = b64.length\n\n  if (len % 4 > 0) {\n

 throw new Error('Invalid string. Length must be a multiple of 4')\n  }\n\n  // Trim off extra bytes after placeholder

bytes are found\n  // See: https://github.com/beatgammit/base64-js/issues/42\n  var validLen = b64.indexOf('=')\n  if

(validLen === -1) validLen = len\n\n  var placeHoldersLen = validLen === len\n    ? 0\n    : 4 - (validLen % 4)\n\n

return [validLen, placeHoldersLen]\n}\n\n// base64 is 4/3 + up to two characters of the original data\nfunction

byteLength (b64) {\n  var lens = getLens(b64)\n  var validLen = lens[0]\n  var placeHoldersLen = lens[1]\n  return

((validLen + placeHoldersLen) * 3 / 4) - placeHoldersLen\n}\n\nfunction _byteLength (b64, validLen,

placeHoldersLen) {\n  return ((validLen + placeHoldersLen) * 3 / 4) - placeHoldersLen\n}\n\nfunction toByteArray

(b64) {\n  var tmp\n  var lens = getLens(b64)\n  var validLen = lens[0]\n  var placeHoldersLen = lens[1]\n\n  var arr

= new Arr(_byteLength(b64, validLen, placeHoldersLen))\n\n  var curByte = 0\n\n  // if there are placeholders, only

get up to the last complete 4 chars\n  var len = placeHoldersLen > 0\n    ? validLen - 4\n    : validLen\n\n  var i\n  for

(i = 0; i < len; i += 4) {\n    tmp =\n      (revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i)] << 18) |\n      (revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i

+ 1)] << 12) |\n      (revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i + 2)] << 6) |\n      revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i + 3)]\n

arr[curByte++] = (tmp >> 16) & 0xFF\n    arr[curByte++] = (tmp >> 8) & 0xFF\n    arr[curByte++] = tmp & 0xFF\n

}\n\n  if (placeHoldersLen === 2) {\n    tmp =\n      (revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i)] << 2) |\n

(revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i + 1)] >> 4)\n    arr[curByte++] = tmp & 0xFF\n  }\n\n  if (placeHoldersLen === 1)

{\n    tmp =\n      (revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i)] << 10) |\n      (revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i + 1)] << 4) |\n

(revLookup[b64.charCodeAt(i + 2)] >> 2)\n    arr[curByte++] = (tmp >> 8) & 0xFF\n    arr[curByte++] = tmp &

0xFF\n  }\n\n  return arr\n}\n\nfunction tripletToBase64 (num) {\n  return lookup[num >> 18 & 0x3F] +\n

lookup[num >> 12 & 0x3F] +\n    lookup[num >> 6 & 0x3F] +\n    lookup[num & 0x3F]\n}\n\nfunction

encodeChunk (uint8, start, end) {\n  var tmp\n  var output = []\n  for (var i = start; i < end; i += 3) {\n    tmp =\n

((uint8[i] << 16) & 0xFF0000) +\n      ((uint8[i + 1] << 8) & 0xFF00) +\n      (uint8[i + 2] & 0xFF)\n

output.push(tripletToBase64(tmp))\n  }\n  return output.join('')\n}\n\nfunction fromByteArray (uint8) {\n  var tmp\n

var len = uint8.length\n  var extraBytes = len % 3 // if we have 1 byte left, pad 2 bytes\n  var parts = []\n  var

maxChunkLength = 16383 // must be multiple of 3\n\n  // go through the array every three bytes, we'll deal with

trailing stuff later\n  for (var i = 0, len2 = len - extraBytes; i < len2; i += maxChunkLength) {\n

parts.push(encodeChunk(\n      uint8, i, (i + maxChunkLength) > len2 ? len2 : (i + maxChunkLength)\n    ))\n  }\n\n

// pad the end with zeros, but make sure to not forget the extra bytes\n  if (extraBytes === 1) {\n    tmp = uint8[len -

1]\n    parts.push(\n      lookup[tmp >> 2] +\n      lookup[(tmp << 4) & 0x3F] +\n      '=='\n    )\n  } else if (extraBytes

=== 2) {\n    tmp = (uint8[len - 2] << 8) + uint8[len - 1]\n    parts.push(\n      lookup[tmp >> 10] +\n      lookup[(tmp

>> 4) & 0x3F] +\n      lookup[(tmp << 2) & 0x3F] +\n      '='\n    )\n  }\n\n  return parts.join('')\n}\n","exports.read =

function (buffer, offset, isLE, mLen, nBytes) {\n  var e, m\n  var eLen = (nBytes * 8) - mLen - 1\n  var eMax = (1

<< eLen) - 1\n  var eBias = eMax >> 1\n  var nBits = -7\n  var i = isLE ? (nBytes - 1) : 0\n  var d = isLE ? -1 : 1\n

var s = buffer[offset + i]\n\n  i += d\n\n  e = s & ((1 << (-nBits)) - 1)\n  s >>= (-nBits)\n  nBits += eLen\n  for (;
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nBits > 0; e = (e * 256) + buffer[offset + i], i += d, nBits -= 8) {}\n\n  m = e & ((1 << (-nBits)) - 1)\n  e >>= (-

nBits)\n  nBits += mLen\n  for (; nBits > 0; m = (m * 256) + buffer[offset + i], i += d, nBits -= 8) {}\n\n  if (e ===

0) {\n    e = 1 - eBias\n  } else if (e === eMax) {\n    return m ? NaN : ((s ? -1 : 1) * Infinity)\n  } else {\n    m = m +

Math.pow(2, mLen)\n    e = e - eBias\n  }\n  return (s ? -1 : 1) * m * Math.pow(2, e - mLen)\n}\n\nexports.write =

function (buffer, value, offset, isLE, mLen, nBytes) {\n  var e, m, c\n  var eLen = (nBytes * 8) - mLen - 1\n  var

eMax = (1 << eLen) - 1\n  var eBias = eMax >> 1\n  var rt = (mLen === 23 ? Math.pow(2, -24) - Math.pow(2, -77) :

0)\n  var i = isLE ? 0 : (nBytes - 1)\n  var d = isLE ? 1 : -1\n  var s = value < 0 || (value === 0 && 1 / value < 0) ? 1 :

0\n\n  value = Math.abs(value)\n\n  if (isNaN(value) || value === Infinity) {\n    m = isNaN(value) ? 1 : 0\n    e =

eMax\n  } else {\n    e = Math.floor(Math.log(value) / Math.LN2)\n    if (value * (c = Math.pow(2, -e)) < 1) {\n      e-

-\n      c *= 2\n    }\n    if (e + eBias >= 1) {\n      value += rt / c\n    } else {\n      value += rt * Math.pow(2, 1 -

eBias)\n    }\n    if (value * c >= 2) {\n      e++\n      c /= 2\n    }\n\n    if (e + eBias >= eMax) {\n      m = 0\n      e =

eMax\n    } else if (e + eBias >= 1) {\n      m = ((value * c) - 1) * Math.pow(2, mLen)\n      e = e + eBias\n    } else

{\n      m = value * Math.pow(2, eBias - 1) * Math.pow(2, mLen)\n      e = 0\n    }\n  }\n\n  for (; mLen >= 8;

buffer[offset + i] = m & 0xff, i += d, m /= 256, mLen -= 8) {}\n\n  e = (e << mLen) | m\n  eLen += mLen\n  for (;

eLen > 0; buffer[offset + i] = e & 0xff, i += d, e /= 256, eLen -= 8) {}\n\n  buffer[offset + i - d] |= s * 128\n}\n","var

toString = {}.toString;\n\nmodule.exports = Array.isArray || function (arr) {\n  return toString.call(arr) == '[object

Array]';\n};\n","/*!\n * The buffer module from node.js, for the browser.\n *\n * @author   Feross Aboukhadijeh

<feross@feross.org> <http://feross.org>\n * @license  MIT\n */\n/* eslint-disable no-proto */\n\n'use strict'\n\nvar

base64 = require('base64-js')\nvar ieee754 = require('ieee754')\nvar isArray = require('isarray')\n\nexports.Buffer =

Buffer\nexports.SlowBuffer = SlowBuffer\nexports.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES = 50\n\n/**\n * If

`Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT`:\n *   === true    Use Uint8Array implementation (fastest)\n *   === false

Use Object implementation (most compatible, even IE6)\n *\n * Browsers that support typed arrays are IE 10+,

Firefox 4+, Chrome 7+, Safari 5.1+,\n * Opera 11.6+, iOS 4.2+.\n *\n * Due to various browser bugs, sometimes the

Object implementation will be used even\n * when the browser supports typed arrays.\n *\n * Note:\n *\n *   -

Firefox 4-29 lacks support for adding new properties to `Uint8Array` instances,\n *     See:

https://bugzilla.mozilla.org/show_bug.cgi?id=695438.\n *\n *   - Chrome 9-10 is missing the

`TypedArray.prototype.subarray` function.\n *\n *   - IE10 has a broken `TypedArray.prototype.subarray` function

which returns arrays of\n *     incorrect length in some situations.\n\n * We detect these buggy browsers and set

`Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT` to `false` so they\n * get the Object implementation, which is slower but

behaves correctly.\n */\nBuffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT = global.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT !==

undefined\n  ? global.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT\n  : typedArraySupport()\n\n/*\n * Export kMaxLength after

typed array support is determined.\n */\nexports.kMaxLength = kMaxLength()\n\nfunction typedArraySupport ()

{\n  try {\n    var arr = new Uint8Array(1)\n    arr.__proto__ = {__proto__: Uint8Array.prototype, foo: function () {

return 42 }}\n    return arr.foo() === 42 && // typed array instances can be augmented\n        typeof arr.subarray

=== 'function' && // chrome 9-10 lack `subarray`\n        arr.subarray(1, 1).byteLength === 0 // ie10 has broken

`subarray`\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false\n  }\n}\n\nfunction kMaxLength () {\n  return

Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT\n    ? 0x7fffffff\n    : 0x3fffffff\n}\n\nfunction createBuffer (that, length) {\n

if (kMaxLength() < length) {\n    throw new RangeError('Invalid typed array length')\n  }\n  if

(Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    // Return an augmented `Uint8Array` instance, for best performance\n

that = new Uint8Array(length)\n    that.__proto__ = Buffer.prototype\n  } else {\n    // Fallback: Return an object

instance of the Buffer class\n    if (that === null) {\n      that = new Buffer(length)\n    }\n    that.length = length\n

}\n\n  return that\n}\n\n/**\n * The Buffer constructor returns instances of `Uint8Array` that have their\n *

prototype changed to `Buffer.prototype`. Furthermore, `Buffer` is a subclass of\n * `Uint8Array`, so the returned

instances will have all the node `Buffer` methods\n * and the `Uint8Array` methods. Square bracket notation works

as expected -- it\n * returns a single octet.\n *\n * The `Uint8Array` prototype remains unmodified.\n */\n\nfunction

Buffer (arg, encodingOrOffset, length) {\n  if (!Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT && !(this instanceof Buffer))

{\n    return new Buffer(arg, encodingOrOffset, length)\n  }\n\n  // Common case.\n  if (typeof arg === 'number') {\n

  if (typeof encodingOrOffset === 'string') {\n      throw new Error(\n        'If encoding is specified then the first
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argument must be a string'\n      )\n    }\n    return allocUnsafe(this, arg)\n  }\n  return from(this, arg,

encodingOrOffset, length)\n}\n\nBuffer.poolSize = 8192 // not used by this implementation\n\n// TODO: Legacy,

not needed anymore. Remove in next major version.\nBuffer._augment = function (arr) {\n  arr.__proto__ =

Buffer.prototype\n  return arr\n}\n\nfunction from (that, value, encodingOrOffset, length) {\n  if (typeof value ===

'number') {\n    throw new TypeError('\"value\" argument must not be a number')\n  }\n\n  if (typeof ArrayBuffer

!== 'undefined' && value instanceof ArrayBuffer) {\n    return fromArrayBuffer(that, value, encodingOrOffset,

length)\n  }\n\n  if (typeof value === 'string') {\n    return fromString(that, value, encodingOrOffset)\n  }\n\n  return

fromObject(that, value)\n}\n\n/**\n * Functionally equivalent to Buffer(arg, encoding) but throws a TypeError\n * if

value is a number.\n * Buffer.from(str[, encoding])\n * Buffer.from(array)\n * Buffer.from(buffer)\n *

Buffer.from(arrayBuffer[, byteOffset[, length]])\n **/\nBuffer.from = function (value, encodingOrOffset, length) {\n

return from(null, value, encodingOrOffset, length)\n}\n\nif (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n

Buffer.prototype.__proto__ = Uint8Array.prototype\n  Buffer.__proto__ = Uint8Array\n  if (typeof Symbol !==

'undefined' && Symbol.species &&\n      Buffer[Symbol.species] === Buffer) {\n    // Fix subarray() in ES2016.

See: https://github.com/feross/buffer/pull/97\n    Object.defineProperty(Buffer, Symbol.species, {\n      value: null,\n

    configurable: true\n    })\n  }\n}\n\nfunction assertSize (size) {\n  if (typeof size !== 'number') {\n    throw new

TypeError('\"size\" argument must be a number')\n  } else if (size < 0) {\n    throw new RangeError('\"size\"

argument must not be negative')\n  }\n}\n\nfunction alloc (that, size, fill, encoding) {\n  assertSize(size)\n  if (size

<= 0) {\n    return createBuffer(that, size)\n  }\n  if (fill !== undefined) {\n    // Only pay attention to encoding if it's

a string. This\n    // prevents accidentally sending in a number that would\n    // be interpretted as a start offset.\n

return typeof encoding === 'string'\n      ? createBuffer(that, size).fill(fill, encoding)\n      : createBuffer(that,

size).fill(fill)\n  }\n  return createBuffer(that, size)\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a new filled Buffer instance.\n * alloc(size[,

fill[, encoding]])\n **/\nBuffer.alloc = function (size, fill, encoding) {\n  return alloc(null, size, fill,

encoding)\n}\n\nfunction allocUnsafe (that, size) {\n  assertSize(size)\n  that = createBuffer(that, size < 0 ? 0 :

checked(size) | 0)\n  if (!Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    for (var i = 0; i < size; ++i) {\n      that[i] = 0\n

}\n  }\n  return that\n}\n\n/**\n * Equivalent to Buffer(num), by default creates a non-zero-filled Buffer instance.\n

* */\nBuffer.allocUnsafe = function (size) {\n  return allocUnsafe(null, size)\n}\n/**\n * Equivalent to

SlowBuffer(num), by default creates a non-zero-filled Buffer instance.\n */\nBuffer.allocUnsafeSlow = function

(size) {\n  return allocUnsafe(null, size)\n}\n\nfunction fromString (that, string, encoding) {\n  if (typeof encoding

!== 'string' || encoding === '') {\n    encoding = 'utf8'\n  }\n\n  if (!Buffer.isEncoding(encoding)) {\n    throw new

TypeError('\"encoding\" must be a valid string encoding')\n  }\n\n  var length = byteLength(string, encoding) | 0\n

that = createBuffer(that, length)\n\n  var actual = that.write(string, encoding)\n\n  if (actual !== length) {\n    //

Writing a hex string, for example, that contains invalid characters will\n    // cause everything after the first invalid

character to be ignored. (e.g.\n    // 'abxxcd' will be treated as 'ab')\n    that = that.slice(0, actual)\n  }\n\n  return

that\n}\n\nfunction fromArrayLike (that, array) {\n  var length = array.length < 0 ? 0 : checked(array.length) | 0\n

that = createBuffer(that, length)\n  for (var i = 0; i < length; i += 1) {\n    that[i] = array[i] & 255\n  }\n  return

that\n}\n\nfunction fromArrayBuffer (that, array, byteOffset, length) {\n  array.byteLength // this throws if `array` is

not a valid ArrayBuffer\n\n  if (byteOffset < 0 || array.byteLength < byteOffset) {\n    throw new

RangeError('\\'offset\\' is out of bounds')\n  }\n\n  if (array.byteLength < byteOffset + (length || 0)) {\n    throw new

RangeError('\\'length\\' is out of bounds')\n  }\n\n  if (byteOffset === undefined && length === undefined) {\n

array = new Uint8Array(array)\n  } else if (length === undefined) {\n    array = new Uint8Array(array, byteOffset)\n

} else {\n    array = new Uint8Array(array, byteOffset, length)\n  }\n\n  if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n

  // Return an augmented `Uint8Array` instance, for best performance\n    that = array\n    that.__proto__ =

Buffer.prototype\n  } else {\n    // Fallback: Return an object instance of the Buffer class\n    that =

fromArrayLike(that, array)\n  }\n  return that\n}\n\nfunction fromObject (that, obj) {\n  if (Buffer.isBuffer(obj)) {\n

 var len = checked(obj.length) | 0\n    that = createBuffer(that, len)\n\n    if (that.length === 0) {\n      return that\n

}\n\n    obj.copy(that, 0, 0, len)\n    return that\n  }\n\n  if (obj) {\n    if ((typeof ArrayBuffer !== 'undefined' &&\n

  obj.buffer instanceof ArrayBuffer) || 'length' in obj) {\n      if (typeof obj.length !== 'number' || isnan(obj.length))

{\n        return createBuffer(that, 0)\n      }\n      return fromArrayLike(that, obj)\n    }\n\n    if (obj.type === 'Buffer'
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&& isArray(obj.data)) {\n      return fromArrayLike(that, obj.data)\n    }\n  }\n\n  throw new TypeError('First

argument must be a string, Buffer, ArrayBuffer, Array, or array-like object.')\n}\n\nfunction checked (length) {\n  //

Note: cannot use `length < kMaxLength()` here because that fails when\n  // length is NaN (which is otherwise

coerced to zero.)\n  if (length >= kMaxLength()) {\n    throw new RangeError('Attempt to allocate Buffer larger than

maximum ' +\n                         'size: 0x' + kMaxLength().toString(16) + ' bytes')\n  }\n  return length |

0\n}\n\nfunction SlowBuffer (length) {\n  if (+length != length) { // eslint-disable-line eqeqeq\n    length = 0\n  }\n

return Buffer.alloc(+length)\n}\n\nBuffer.isBuffer = function isBuffer (b) {\n  return !!(b != null &&

b._isBuffer)\n}\n\nBuffer.compare = function compare (a, b) {\n  if (!Buffer.isBuffer(a) || !Buffer.isBuffer(b)) {\n

throw new TypeError('Arguments must be Buffers')\n  }\n\n  if (a === b) return 0\n\n  var x = a.length\n  var y =

b.length\n\n  for (var i = 0, len = Math.min(x, y); i < len; ++i) {\n    if (a[i] !== b[i]) {\n      x = a[i]\n      y = b[i]\n

break\n    }\n  }\n\n  if (x < y) return -1\n  if (y < x) return 1\n  return 0\n}\n\nBuffer.isEncoding = function

isEncoding (encoding) {\n  switch (String(encoding).toLowerCase()) {\n    case 'hex':\n    case 'utf8':\n    case 'utf-

8':\n    case 'ascii':\n    case 'latin1':\n    case 'binary':\n    case 'base64':\n    case 'ucs2':\n    case 'ucs-2':\n    case

'utf16le':\n    case 'utf-16le':\n      return true\n    default:\n      return false\n  }\n}\n\nBuffer.concat = function concat

(list, length) {\n  if (!isArray(list)) {\n    throw new TypeError('\"list\" argument must be an Array of Buffers')\n

}\n\n  if (list.length === 0) {\n    return Buffer.alloc(0)\n  }\n\n  var i\n  if (length === undefined) {\n    length = 0\n

 for (i = 0; i < list.length; ++i) {\n      length += list[i].length\n    }\n  }\n\n  var buffer = Buffer.allocUnsafe(length)\n

var pos = 0\n  for (i = 0; i < list.length; ++i) {\n    var buf = list[i]\n    if (!Buffer.isBuffer(buf)) {\n      throw new

TypeError('\"list\" argument must be an Array of Buffers')\n    }\n    buf.copy(buffer, pos)\n    pos += buf.length\n

}\n  return buffer\n}\n\nfunction byteLength (string, encoding) {\n  if (Buffer.isBuffer(string)) {\n    return

string.length\n  }\n  if (typeof ArrayBuffer !== 'undefined' && typeof ArrayBuffer.isView === 'function' &&\n

(ArrayBuffer.isView(string) || string instanceof ArrayBuffer)) {\n    return string.byteLength\n  }\n  if (typeof string

!== 'string') {\n    string = '' + string\n  }\n\n  var len = string.length\n  if (len === 0) return 0\n\n  // Use a for loop to

avoid recursion\n  var loweredCase = false\n  for (;;) {\n    switch (encoding) {\n      case 'ascii':\n      case 'latin1':\n

  case 'binary':\n        return len\n      case 'utf8':\n      case 'utf-8':\n      case undefined:\n        return

utf8ToBytes(string).length\n      case 'ucs2':\n      case 'ucs-2':\n      case 'utf16le':\n      case 'utf-16le':\n        return

len * 2\n      case 'hex':\n        return len >>> 1\n      case 'base64':\n        return base64ToBytes(string).length\n

default:\n        if (loweredCase) return utf8ToBytes(string).length // assume utf8\n        encoding = ('' +

encoding).toLowerCase()\n        loweredCase = true\n    }\n  }\n}\nBuffer.byteLength = byteLength\n\nfunction

slowToString (encoding, start, end) {\n  var loweredCase = false\n\n  // No need to verify that \"this.length <=

MAX_UINT32\" since it's a read-only\n  // property of a typed array.\n\n  // This behaves neither like String nor

Uint8Array in that we set start/end\n  // to their upper/lower bounds if the value passed is out of range.\n  //

undefined is handled specially as per ECMA-262 6th Edition,\n  // Section 13.3.3.7 Runtime Semantics:

KeyedBindingInitialization.\n  if (start === undefined || start < 0) {\n    start = 0\n  }\n  // Return early if start >

this.length. Done here to prevent potential uint32\n  // coercion fail below.\n  if (start > this.length) {\n    return ''\n

}\n\n  if (end === undefined || end > this.length) {\n    end = this.length\n  }\n\n  if (end <= 0) {\n    return ''\n  }\n\n

// Force coersion to uint32. This will also coerce falsey/NaN values to 0.\n  end >>>= 0\n  start >>>= 0\n\n  if (end

<= start) {\n    return ''\n  }\n\n  if (!encoding) encoding = 'utf8'\n\n  while (true) {\n    switch (encoding) {\n      case

'hex':\n        return hexSlice(this, start, end)\n\n      case 'utf8':\n      case 'utf-8':\n        return utf8Slice(this, start,

end)\n\n      case 'ascii':\n        return asciiSlice(this, start, end)\n\n      case 'latin1':\n      case 'binary':\n        return

latin1Slice(this, start, end)\n\n      case 'base64':\n        return base64Slice(this, start, end)\n\n      case 'ucs2':\n

case 'ucs-2':\n      case 'utf16le':\n      case 'utf-16le':\n        return utf16leSlice(this, start, end)\n\n      default:\n        if

(loweredCase) throw new TypeError('Unknown encoding: ' + encoding)\n        encoding = (encoding +

'').toLowerCase()\n        loweredCase = true\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n// The property is used by `Buffer.isBuffer` and `is-

buffer` (in Safari 5-7) to detect\n// Buffer instances.\nBuffer.prototype._isBuffer = true\n\nfunction swap (b, n, m)

{\n  var i = b[n]\n  b[n] = b[m]\n  b[m] = i\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.swap16 = function swap16 () {\n  var len =

this.length\n  if (len % 2 !== 0) {\n    throw new RangeError('Buffer size must be a multiple of 16-bits')\n  }\n  for

(var i = 0; i < len; i += 2) {\n    swap(this, i, i + 1)\n  }\n  return this\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.swap32 = function
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swap32 () {\n  var len = this.length\n  if (len % 4 !== 0) {\n    throw new RangeError('Buffer size must be a multiple

of 32-bits')\n  }\n  for (var i = 0; i < len; i += 4) {\n    swap(this, i, i + 3)\n    swap(this, i + 1, i + 2)\n  }\n  return

this\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.swap64 = function swap64 () {\n  var len = this.length\n  if (len % 8 !== 0) {\n    throw

new RangeError('Buffer size must be a multiple of 64-bits')\n  }\n  for (var i = 0; i < len; i += 8) {\n    swap(this, i, i

+ 7)\n    swap(this, i + 1, i + 6)\n    swap(this, i + 2, i + 5)\n    swap(this, i + 3, i + 4)\n  }\n  return

this\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.toString = function toString () {\n  var length = this.length | 0\n  if (length === 0) return

''\n  if (arguments.length === 0) return utf8Slice(this, 0, length)\n  return slowToString.apply(this,

arguments)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.equals = function equals (b) {\n  if (!Buffer.isBuffer(b)) throw new

TypeError('Argument must be a Buffer')\n  if (this === b) return true\n  return Buffer.compare(this, b) ===

0\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.inspect = function inspect () {\n  var str = ''\n  var max =

exports.INSPECT_MAX_BYTES\n  if (this.length > 0) {\n    str = this.toString('hex', 0, max).match(/.{2}/g).join('

')\n    if (this.length > max) str += ' ... '\n  }\n  return '<Buffer ' + str + '>'\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.compare = function

compare (target, start, end, thisStart, thisEnd) {\n  if (!Buffer.isBuffer(target)) {\n    throw new

TypeError('Argument must be a Buffer')\n  }\n\n  if (start === undefined) {\n    start = 0\n  }\n  if (end ===

undefined) {\n    end = target ? target.length : 0\n  }\n  if (thisStart === undefined) {\n    thisStart = 0\n  }\n  if

(thisEnd === undefined) {\n    thisEnd = this.length\n  }\n\n  if (start < 0 || end > target.length || thisStart < 0 ||

thisEnd > this.length) {\n    throw new RangeError('out of range index')\n  }\n\n  if (thisStart >= thisEnd && start

>= end) {\n    return 0\n  }\n  if (thisStart >= thisEnd) {\n    return -1\n  }\n  if (start >= end) {\n    return 1\n  }\n\n

start >>>= 0\n  end >>>= 0\n  thisStart >>>= 0\n  thisEnd >>>= 0\n\n  if (this === target) return 0\n\n  var x =

thisEnd - thisStart\n  var y = end - start\n  var len = Math.min(x, y)\n\n  var thisCopy = this.slice(thisStart,

thisEnd)\n  var targetCopy = target.slice(start, end)\n\n  for (var i = 0; i < len; ++i) {\n    if (thisCopy[i] !==

targetCopy[i]) {\n      x = thisCopy[i]\n      y = targetCopy[i]\n      break\n    }\n  }\n\n  if (x < y) return -1\n  if (y <

x) return 1\n  return 0\n}\n\n// Finds either the first index of `val` in `buffer` at offset >= `byteOffset`,\n// OR the last

index of `val` in `buffer` at offset <= `byteOffset`.\n//\n// Arguments:\n// - buffer - a Buffer to search\n// - val - a

string, Buffer, or number\n// - byteOffset - an index into `buffer`; will be clamped to an int32\n// - encoding - an

optional encoding, relevant is val is a string\n// - dir - true for indexOf, false for lastIndexOf\nfunction

bidirectionalIndexOf (buffer, val, byteOffset, encoding, dir) {\n  // Empty buffer means no match\n  if (buffer.length

=== 0) return -1\n\n  // Normalize byteOffset\n  if (typeof byteOffset === 'string') {\n    encoding = byteOffset\n

byteOffset = 0\n  } else if (byteOffset > 0x7fffffff) {\n    byteOffset = 0x7fffffff\n  } else if (byteOffset < -

0x80000000) {\n    byteOffset = -0x80000000\n  }\n  byteOffset = +byteOffset  // Coerce to Number.\n  if

(isNaN(byteOffset)) {\n    // byteOffset: it it's undefined, null, NaN, \"foo\", etc, search whole buffer\n    byteOffset

= dir ? 0 : (buffer.length - 1)\n  }\n\n  // Normalize byteOffset: negative offsets start from the end of the buffer\n  if

(byteOffset < 0) byteOffset = buffer.length + byteOffset\n  if (byteOffset >= buffer.length) {\n    if (dir) return -1\n

else byteOffset = buffer.length - 1\n  } else if (byteOffset < 0) {\n    if (dir) byteOffset = 0\n    else return -1\n  }\n\n

// Normalize val\n  if (typeof val === 'string') {\n    val = Buffer.from(val, encoding)\n  }\n\n  // Finally, search

either indexOf (if dir is true) or lastIndexOf\n  if (Buffer.isBuffer(val)) {\n    // Special case: looking for empty

string/buffer always fails\n    if (val.length === 0) {\n      return -1\n    }\n    return arrayIndexOf(buffer, val,

byteOffset, encoding, dir)\n  } else if (typeof val === 'number') {\n    val = val & 0xFF // Search for a byte value [0-

255]\n    if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT &&\n        typeof Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf === 'function')

{\n      if (dir) {\n        return Uint8Array.prototype.indexOf.call(buffer, val, byteOffset)\n      } else {\n        return

Uint8Array.prototype.lastIndexOf.call(buffer, val, byteOffset)\n      }\n    }\n    return arrayIndexOf(buffer, [ val ],

byteOffset, encoding, dir)\n  }\n\n  throw new TypeError('val must be string, number or Buffer')\n}\n\nfunction

arrayIndexOf (arr, val, byteOffset, encoding, dir) {\n  var indexSize = 1\n  var arrLength = arr.length\n  var

valLength = val.length\n\n  if (encoding !== undefined) {\n    encoding = String(encoding).toLowerCase()\n    if

(encoding === 'ucs2' || encoding === 'ucs-2' ||\n        encoding === 'utf16le' || encoding === 'utf-16le') {\n      if

(arr.length < 2 || val.length < 2) {\n        return -1\n      }\n      indexSize = 2\n      arrLength /= 2\n      valLength /=

2\n      byteOffset /= 2\n    }\n  }\n\n  function read (buf, i) {\n    if (indexSize === 1) {\n      return buf[i]\n    } else

{\n      return buf.readUInt16BE(i * indexSize)\n    }\n  }\n\n  var i\n  if (dir) {\n    var foundIndex = -1\n    for (i =
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byteOffset; i < arrLength; i++) {\n      if (read(arr, i) === read(val, foundIndex === -1 ? 0 : i - foundIndex)) {\n

if (foundIndex === -1) foundIndex = i\n        if (i - foundIndex + 1 === valLength) return foundIndex * indexSize\n

   } else {\n        if (foundIndex !== -1) i -= i - foundIndex\n        foundIndex = -1\n      }\n    }\n  } else {\n    if

(byteOffset + valLength > arrLength) byteOffset = arrLength - valLength\n    for (i = byteOffset; i >= 0; i--) {\n

var found = true\n      for (var j = 0; j < valLength; j++) {\n        if (read(arr, i + j) !== read(val, j)) {\n          found =

false\n          break\n        }\n      }\n      if (found) return i\n    }\n  }\n\n  return -1\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.includes =

function includes (val, byteOffset, encoding) {\n  return this.indexOf(val, byteOffset, encoding) !== -

1\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.indexOf = function indexOf (val, byteOffset, encoding) {\n  return

bidirectionalIndexOf(this, val, byteOffset, encoding, true)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.lastIndexOf = function

lastIndexOf (val, byteOffset, encoding) {\n  return bidirectionalIndexOf(this, val, byteOffset, encoding,

false)\n}\n\nfunction hexWrite (buf, string, offset, length) {\n  offset = Number(offset) || 0\n  var remaining =

buf.length - offset\n  if (!length) {\n    length = remaining\n  } else {\n    length = Number(length)\n    if (length >

remaining) {\n      length = remaining\n    }\n  }\n\n  // must be an even number of digits\n  var strLen =

string.length\n  if (strLen % 2 !== 0) throw new TypeError('Invalid hex string')\n\n  if (length > strLen / 2) {\n

length = strLen / 2\n  }\n  for (var i = 0; i < length; ++i) {\n    var parsed = parseInt(string.substr(i * 2, 2), 16)\n    if

(isNaN(parsed)) return i\n    buf[offset + i] = parsed\n  }\n  return i\n}\n\nfunction utf8Write (buf, string, offset,

length) {\n  return blitBuffer(utf8ToBytes(string, buf.length - offset), buf, offset, length)\n}\n\nfunction asciiWrite

(buf, string, offset, length) {\n  return blitBuffer(asciiToBytes(string), buf, offset, length)\n}\n\nfunction latin1Write

(buf, string, offset, length) {\n  return asciiWrite(buf, string, offset, length)\n}\n\nfunction base64Write (buf, string,

offset, length) {\n  return blitBuffer(base64ToBytes(string), buf, offset, length)\n}\n\nfunction ucs2Write (buf,

string, offset, length) {\n  return blitBuffer(utf16leToBytes(string, buf.length - offset), buf, offset,

length)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.write = function write (string, offset, length, encoding) {\n  // Buffer#write(string)\n

if (offset === undefined) {\n    encoding = 'utf8'\n    length = this.length\n    offset = 0\n  // Buffer#write(string,

encoding)\n  } else if (length === undefined && typeof offset === 'string') {\n    encoding = offset\n    length =

this.length\n    offset = 0\n  // Buffer#write(string, offset[, length][, encoding])\n  } else if (isFinite(offset)) {\n

offset = offset | 0\n    if (isFinite(length)) {\n      length = length | 0\n      if (encoding === undefined) encoding =

'utf8'\n    } else {\n      encoding = length\n      length = undefined\n    }\n  // legacy write(string, encoding, offset,

length) - remove in v0.13\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(\n      'Buffer.write(string, encoding, offset[, length]) is no

longer supported'\n    )\n  }\n\n  var remaining = this.length - offset\n  if (length === undefined || length >

remaining) length = remaining\n\n  if ((string.length > 0 && (length < 0 || offset < 0)) || offset > this.length) {\n

throw new RangeError('Attempt to write outside buffer bounds')\n  }\n\n  if (!encoding) encoding = 'utf8'\n\n  var

loweredCase = false\n  for (;;) {\n    switch (encoding) {\n      case 'hex':\n        return hexWrite(this, string, offset,

length)\n\n      case 'utf8':\n      case 'utf-8':\n        return utf8Write(this, string, offset, length)\n\n      case 'ascii':\n

return asciiWrite(this, string, offset, length)\n\n      case 'latin1':\n      case 'binary':\n        return latin1Write(this,

string, offset, length)\n\n      case 'base64':\n        // Warning: maxLength not taken into account in base64Write\n

return base64Write(this, string, offset, length)\n\n      case 'ucs2':\n      case 'ucs-2':\n      case 'utf16le':\n      case 'utf-

16le':\n        return ucs2Write(this, string, offset, length)\n\n      default:\n        if (loweredCase) throw new

TypeError('Unknown encoding: ' + encoding)\n        encoding = ('' + encoding).toLowerCase()\n        loweredCase =

true\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.toJSON = function toJSON () {\n  return {\n    type: 'Buffer',\n    data:

Array.prototype.slice.call(this._arr || this, 0)\n  }\n}\n\nfunction base64Slice (buf, start, end) {\n  if (start === 0 &&

end === buf.length) {\n    return base64.fromByteArray(buf)\n  } else {\n    return

base64.fromByteArray(buf.slice(start, end))\n  }\n}\n\nfunction utf8Slice (buf, start, end) {\n  end =

Math.min(buf.length, end)\n  var res = []\n\n  var i = start\n  while (i < end) {\n    var firstByte = buf[i]\n    var

codePoint = null\n    var bytesPerSequence = (firstByte > 0xEF) ? 4\n      : (firstByte > 0xDF) ? 3\n      : (firstByte >

0xBF) ? 2\n      : 1\n\n    if (i + bytesPerSequence <= end) {\n      var secondByte, thirdByte, fourthByte,

tempCodePoint\n\n      switch (bytesPerSequence) {\n        case 1:\n          if (firstByte < 0x80) {\n            codePoint

= firstByte\n          }\n          break\n        case 2:\n          secondByte = buf[i + 1]\n          if ((secondByte & 0xC0)

=== 0x80) {\n            tempCodePoint = (firstByte & 0x1F) << 0x6 | (secondByte & 0x3F)\n            if
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(tempCodePoint > 0x7F) {\n              codePoint = tempCodePoint\n            }\n          }\n          break\n        case 3:\n

      secondByte = buf[i + 1]\n          thirdByte = buf[i + 2]\n          if ((secondByte & 0xC0) === 0x80 && (thirdByte

& 0xC0) === 0x80) {\n            tempCodePoint = (firstByte & 0xF) << 0xC | (secondByte & 0x3F) << 0x6 |

(thirdByte & 0x3F)\n            if (tempCodePoint > 0x7FF && (tempCodePoint < 0xD800 || tempCodePoint >

0xDFFF)) {\n              codePoint = tempCodePoint\n            }\n          }\n          break\n        case 4:\n

secondByte = buf[i + 1]\n          thirdByte = buf[i + 2]\n          fourthByte = buf[i + 3]\n          if ((secondByte &

0xC0) === 0x80 && (thirdByte & 0xC0) === 0x80 && (fourthByte & 0xC0) === 0x80) {\n            tempCodePoint

= (firstByte & 0xF) << 0x12 | (secondByte & 0x3F) << 0xC | (thirdByte & 0x3F) << 0x6 | (fourthByte & 0x3F)\n

     if (tempCodePoint > 0xFFFF && tempCodePoint < 0x110000) {\n              codePoint = tempCodePoint\n

}\n          }\n      }\n    }\n\n    if (codePoint === null) {\n      // we did not generate a valid codePoint so insert a\n

// replacement char (U+FFFD) and advance only 1 byte\n      codePoint = 0xFFFD\n      bytesPerSequence = 1\n    }

else if (codePoint > 0xFFFF) {\n      // encode to utf16 (surrogate pair dance)\n      codePoint -= 0x10000\n

res.push(codePoint >>> 10 & 0x3FF | 0xD800)\n      codePoint = 0xDC00 | codePoint & 0x3FF\n    }\n\n

res.push(codePoint)\n    i += bytesPerSequence\n  }\n\n  return decodeCodePointsArray(res)\n}\n\n// Based on

http://stackoverflow.com/a/22747272/680742, the browser with\n// the lowest limit is Chrome, with 0x10000

args.\n// We go 1 magnitude less, for safety\nvar MAX_ARGUMENTS_LENGTH = 0x1000\n\nfunction

decodeCodePointsArray (codePoints) {\n  var len = codePoints.length\n  if (len <=

MAX_ARGUMENTS_LENGTH) {\n    return String.fromCharCode.apply(String, codePoints) // avoid extra

slice()\n  }\n\n  // Decode in chunks to avoid \"call stack size exceeded\".\n  var res = ''\n  var i = 0\n  while (i < len)

{\n    res += String.fromCharCode.apply(\n      String,\n      codePoints.slice(i, i +=

MAX_ARGUMENTS_LENGTH)\n    )\n  }\n  return res\n}\n\nfunction asciiSlice (buf, start, end) {\n  var ret = ''\n

end = Math.min(buf.length, end)\n\n  for (var i = start; i < end; ++i) {\n    ret += String.fromCharCode(buf[i] &

0x7F)\n  }\n  return ret\n}\n\nfunction latin1Slice (buf, start, end) {\n  var ret = ''\n  end = Math.min(buf.length,

end)\n\n  for (var i = start; i < end; ++i) {\n    ret += String.fromCharCode(buf[i])\n  }\n  return ret\n}\n\nfunction

hexSlice (buf, start, end) {\n  var len = buf.length\n\n  if (!start || start < 0) start = 0\n  if (!end || end < 0 || end > len)

end = len\n\n  var out = ''\n  for (var i = start; i < end; ++i) {\n    out += toHex(buf[i])\n  }\n  return

out\n}\n\nfunction utf16leSlice (buf, start, end) {\n  var bytes = buf.slice(start, end)\n  var res = ''\n  for (var i = 0; i <

bytes.length; i += 2) {\n    res += String.fromCharCode(bytes[i] + bytes[i + 1] * 256)\n  }\n  return

res\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.slice = function slice (start, end) {\n  var len = this.length\n  start = ~~start\n  end = end

=== undefined ? len : ~~end\n\n  if (start < 0) {\n    start += len\n    if (start < 0) start = 0\n  } else if (start > len) {\n

 start = len\n  }\n\n  if (end < 0) {\n    end += len\n    if (end < 0) end = 0\n  } else if (end > len) {\n    end = len\n

}\n\n  if (end < start) end = start\n\n  var newBuf\n  if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    newBuf =

this.subarray(start, end)\n    newBuf.__proto__ = Buffer.prototype\n  } else {\n    var sliceLen = end - start\n

newBuf = new Buffer(sliceLen, undefined)\n    for (var i = 0; i < sliceLen; ++i) {\n      newBuf[i] = this[i + start]\n

}\n  }\n\n  return newBuf\n}\n\n/*\n * Need to make sure that buffer isn't trying to write out of bounds.\n

*/\nfunction checkOffset (offset, ext, length) {\n  if ((offset % 1) !== 0 || offset < 0) throw new RangeError('offset is

not uint')\n  if (offset + ext > length) throw new RangeError('Trying to access beyond buffer

length')\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readUIntLE = function readUIntLE (offset, byteLength, noAssert) {\n  offset =

offset | 0\n  byteLength = byteLength | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkOffset(offset, byteLength, this.length)\n\n  var val =

this[offset]\n  var mul = 1\n  var i = 0\n  while (++i < byteLength && (mul *= 0x100)) {\n    val += this[offset + i] *

mul\n  }\n\n  return val\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readUIntBE = function readUIntBE (offset, byteLength, noAssert)

{\n  offset = offset | 0\n  byteLength = byteLength | 0\n  if (!noAssert) {\n    checkOffset(offset, byteLength,

this.length)\n  }\n\n  var val = this[offset + --byteLength]\n  var mul = 1\n  while (byteLength > 0 && (mul *=

0x100)) {\n    val += this[offset + --byteLength] * mul\n  }\n\n  return val\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readUInt8 =

function readUInt8 (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert) checkOffset(offset, 1, this.length)\n  return

this[offset]\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readUInt16LE = function readUInt16LE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 2, this.length)\n  return this[offset] | (this[offset + 1] <<

8)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readUInt16BE = function readUInt16BE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)
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checkOffset(offset, 2, this.length)\n  return (this[offset] << 8) | this[offset + 1]\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readUInt32LE

= function readUInt32LE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert) checkOffset(offset, 4, this.length)\n\n  return

((this[offset]) |\n      (this[offset + 1] << 8) |\n      (this[offset + 2] << 16)) +\n      (this[offset + 3] *

0x1000000)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readUInt32BE = function readUInt32BE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 4, this.length)\n\n  return (this[offset] * 0x1000000) +\n    ((this[offset + 1] << 16) |\n

(this[offset + 2] << 8) |\n    this[offset + 3])\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readIntLE = function readIntLE (offset,

byteLength, noAssert) {\n  offset = offset | 0\n  byteLength = byteLength | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkOffset(offset,

byteLength, this.length)\n\n  var val = this[offset]\n  var mul = 1\n  var i = 0\n  while (++i < byteLength && (mul *=

0x100)) {\n    val += this[offset + i] * mul\n  }\n  mul *= 0x80\n\n  if (val >= mul) val -= Math.pow(2, 8 *

byteLength)\n\n  return val\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readIntBE = function readIntBE (offset, byteLength, noAssert)

{\n  offset = offset | 0\n  byteLength = byteLength | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkOffset(offset, byteLength,

this.length)\n\n  var i = byteLength\n  var mul = 1\n  var val = this[offset + --i]\n  while (i > 0 && (mul *= 0x100))

{\n    val += this[offset + --i] * mul\n  }\n  mul *= 0x80\n\n  if (val >= mul) val -= Math.pow(2, 8 * byteLength)\n\n

return val\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readInt8 = function readInt8 (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 1, this.length)\n  if (!(this[offset] & 0x80)) return (this[offset])\n  return ((0xff - this[offset] + 1)

* -1)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readInt16LE = function readInt16LE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 2, this.length)\n  var val = this[offset] | (this[offset + 1] << 8)\n  return (val & 0x8000) ? val |

0xFFFF0000 : val\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readInt16BE = function readInt16BE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 2, this.length)\n  var val = this[offset + 1] | (this[offset] << 8)\n  return (val & 0x8000) ? val |

0xFFFF0000 : val\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readInt32LE = function readInt32LE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 4, this.length)\n\n  return (this[offset]) |\n    (this[offset + 1] << 8) |\n    (this[offset + 2] << 16)

|\n    (this[offset + 3] << 24)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readInt32BE = function readInt32BE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if

(!noAssert) checkOffset(offset, 4, this.length)\n\n  return (this[offset] << 24) |\n    (this[offset + 1] << 16) |\n

(this[offset + 2] << 8) |\n    (this[offset + 3])\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readFloatLE = function readFloatLE (offset,

noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert) checkOffset(offset, 4, this.length)\n  return ieee754.read(this, offset, true, 23,

4)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readFloatBE = function readFloatBE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 4, this.length)\n  return ieee754.read(this, offset, false, 23,

4)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readDoubleLE = function readDoubleLE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 8, this.length)\n  return ieee754.read(this, offset, true, 52,

8)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.readDoubleBE = function readDoubleBE (offset, noAssert) {\n  if (!noAssert)

checkOffset(offset, 8, this.length)\n  return ieee754.read(this, offset, false, 52, 8)\n}\n\nfunction checkInt (buf,

value, offset, ext, max, min) {\n  if (!Buffer.isBuffer(buf)) throw new TypeError('\"buffer\" argument must be a

Buffer instance')\n  if (value > max || value < min) throw new RangeError('\"value\" argument is out of bounds')\n  if

(offset + ext > buf.length) throw new RangeError('Index out of range')\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeUIntLE =

function writeUIntLE (value, offset, byteLength, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  byteLength =

byteLength | 0\n  if (!noAssert) {\n    var maxBytes = Math.pow(2, 8 * byteLength) - 1\n    checkInt(this, value,

offset, byteLength, maxBytes, 0)\n  }\n\n  var mul = 1\n  var i = 0\n  this[offset] = value & 0xFF\n  while (++i <

byteLength && (mul *= 0x100)) {\n    this[offset + i] = (value / mul) & 0xFF\n  }\n\n  return offset +

byteLength\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeUIntBE = function writeUIntBE (value, offset, byteLength, noAssert) {\n

value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  byteLength = byteLength | 0\n  if (!noAssert) {\n    var maxBytes =

Math.pow(2, 8 * byteLength) - 1\n    checkInt(this, value, offset, byteLength, maxBytes, 0)\n  }\n\n  var i =

byteLength - 1\n  var mul = 1\n  this[offset + i] = value & 0xFF\n  while (--i >= 0 && (mul *= 0x100)) {\n

this[offset + i] = (value / mul) & 0xFF\n  }\n\n  return offset + byteLength\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeUInt8 =

function writeUInt8 (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkInt(this,

value, offset, 1, 0xff, 0)\n  if (!Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) value = Math.floor(value)\n  this[offset] =

(value & 0xff)\n  return offset + 1\n}\n\nfunction objectWriteUInt16 (buf, value, offset, littleEndian) {\n  if (value <

0) value = 0xffff + value + 1\n  for (var i = 0, j = Math.min(buf.length - offset, 2); i < j; ++i) {\n    buf[offset + i] =

(value & (0xff << (8 * (littleEndian ? i : 1 - i)))) >>>\n      (littleEndian ? i : 1 - i) * 8\n
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}\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeUInt16LE = function writeUInt16LE (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n

offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkInt(this, value, offset, 2, 0xffff, 0)\n  if

(Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    this[offset] = (value & 0xff)\n    this[offset + 1] = (value >>> 8)\n  }

else {\n    objectWriteUInt16(this, value, offset, true)\n  }\n  return offset + 2\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeUInt16BE

= function writeUInt16BE (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert)

checkInt(this, value, offset, 2, 0xffff, 0)\n  if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    this[offset] = (value >>>

8)\n    this[offset + 1] = (value & 0xff)\n  } else {\n    objectWriteUInt16(this, value, offset, false)\n  }\n  return

offset + 2\n}\n\nfunction objectWriteUInt32 (buf, value, offset, littleEndian) {\n  if (value < 0) value = 0xffffffff +

value + 1\n  for (var i = 0, j = Math.min(buf.length - offset, 4); i < j; ++i) {\n    buf[offset + i] = (value >>>

(littleEndian ? i : 3 - i) * 8) & 0xff\n  }\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeUInt32LE = function writeUInt32LE (value,

offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkInt(this, value, offset, 4, 0xffffffff,

0)\n  if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    this[offset + 3] = (value >>> 24)\n    this[offset + 2] = (value

>>> 16)\n    this[offset + 1] = (value >>> 8)\n    this[offset] = (value & 0xff)\n  } else {\n    objectWriteUInt32(this,

value, offset, true)\n  }\n  return offset + 4\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeUInt32BE = function writeUInt32BE (value,

offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkInt(this, value, offset, 4, 0xffffffff,

0)\n  if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    this[offset] = (value >>> 24)\n    this[offset + 1] = (value >>>

16)\n    this[offset + 2] = (value >>> 8)\n    this[offset + 3] = (value & 0xff)\n  } else {\n    objectWriteUInt32(this,

value, offset, false)\n  }\n  return offset + 4\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeIntLE = function writeIntLE (value, offset,

byteLength, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) {\n    var limit = Math.pow(2, 8 *

byteLength - 1)\n\n    checkInt(this, value, offset, byteLength, limit - 1, -limit)\n  }\n\n  var i = 0\n  var mul = 1\n

var sub = 0\n  this[offset] = value & 0xFF\n  while (++i < byteLength && (mul *= 0x100)) {\n    if (value < 0 &&

sub === 0 && this[offset + i - 1] !== 0) {\n      sub = 1\n    }\n    this[offset + i] = ((value / mul) >> 0) - sub &

0xFF\n  }\n\n  return offset + byteLength\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeIntBE = function writeIntBE (value, offset,

byteLength, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) {\n    var limit = Math.pow(2, 8 *

byteLength - 1)\n\n    checkInt(this, value, offset, byteLength, limit - 1, -limit)\n  }\n\n  var i = byteLength - 1\n  var

mul = 1\n  var sub = 0\n  this[offset + i] = value & 0xFF\n  while (--i >= 0 && (mul *= 0x100)) {\n    if (value < 0

&& sub === 0 && this[offset + i + 1] !== 0) {\n      sub = 1\n    }\n    this[offset + i] = ((value / mul) >> 0) - sub &

0xFF\n  }\n\n  return offset + byteLength\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeInt8 = function writeInt8 (value, offset,

noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkInt(this, value, offset, 1, 0x7f, -0x80)\n  if

(!Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) value = Math.floor(value)\n  if (value < 0) value = 0xff + value + 1\n

this[offset] = (value & 0xff)\n  return offset + 1\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeInt16LE = function writeInt16LE

(value, offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkInt(this, value, offset, 2,

0x7fff, -0x8000)\n  if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    this[offset] = (value & 0xff)\n    this[offset + 1] =

(value >>> 8)\n  } else {\n    objectWriteUInt16(this, value, offset, true)\n  }\n  return offset +

2\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeInt16BE = function writeInt16BE (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n

offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkInt(this, value, offset, 2, 0x7fff, -0x8000)\n  if

(Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    this[offset] = (value >>> 8)\n    this[offset + 1] = (value & 0xff)\n  }

else {\n    objectWriteUInt16(this, value, offset, false)\n  }\n  return offset + 2\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeInt32LE

= function writeInt32LE (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n  offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert)

checkInt(this, value, offset, 4, 0x7fffffff, -0x80000000)\n  if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n

this[offset] = (value & 0xff)\n    this[offset + 1] = (value >>> 8)\n    this[offset + 2] = (value >>> 16)\n    this[offset

+ 3] = (value >>> 24)\n  } else {\n    objectWriteUInt32(this, value, offset, true)\n  }\n  return offset +

4\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeInt32BE = function writeInt32BE (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  value = +value\n

offset = offset | 0\n  if (!noAssert) checkInt(this, value, offset, 4, 0x7fffffff, -0x80000000)\n  if (value < 0) value =

0xffffffff + value + 1\n  if (Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    this[offset] = (value >>> 24)\n    this[offset

+ 1] = (value >>> 16)\n    this[offset + 2] = (value >>> 8)\n    this[offset + 3] = (value & 0xff)\n  } else {\n

objectWriteUInt32(this, value, offset, false)\n  }\n  return offset + 4\n}\n\nfunction checkIEEE754 (buf, value,

offset, ext, max, min) {\n  if (offset + ext > buf.length) throw new RangeError('Index out of range')\n  if (offset < 0)
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throw new RangeError('Index out of range')\n}\n\nfunction writeFloat (buf, value, offset, littleEndian, noAssert) {\n

if (!noAssert) {\n    checkIEEE754(buf, value, offset, 4, 3.4028234663852886e+38, -3.4028234663852886e+38)\n

}\n  ieee754.write(buf, value, offset, littleEndian, 23, 4)\n  return offset + 4\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeFloatLE =

function writeFloatLE (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  return writeFloat(this, value, offset, true,

noAssert)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeFloatBE = function writeFloatBE (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  return

writeFloat(this, value, offset, false, noAssert)\n}\n\nfunction writeDouble (buf, value, offset, littleEndian, noAssert)

{\n  if (!noAssert) {\n    checkIEEE754(buf, value, offset, 8, 1.7976931348623157E+308, -

1.7976931348623157E+308)\n  }\n  ieee754.write(buf, value, offset, littleEndian, 52, 8)\n  return offset +

8\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeDoubleLE = function writeDoubleLE (value, offset, noAssert) {\n  return

writeDouble(this, value, offset, true, noAssert)\n}\n\nBuffer.prototype.writeDoubleBE = function writeDoubleBE

(value, offset, noAssert) {\n  return writeDouble(this, value, offset, false, noAssert)\n}\n\n// copy(targetBuffer,

targetStart=0, sourceStart=0, sourceEnd=buffer.length)\nBuffer.prototype.copy = function copy (target, targetStart,

start, end) {\n  if (!start) start = 0\n  if (!end && end !== 0) end = this.length\n  if (targetStart >= target.length)

targetStart = target.length\n  if (!targetStart) targetStart = 0\n  if (end > 0 && end < start) end = start\n\n  // Copy 0

bytes; we're done\n  if (end === start) return 0\n  if (target.length === 0 || this.length === 0) return 0\n\n  // Fatal

error conditions\n  if (targetStart < 0) {\n    throw new RangeError('targetStart out of bounds')\n  }\n  if (start < 0 ||

start >= this.length) throw new RangeError('sourceStart out of bounds')\n  if (end < 0) throw new

RangeError('sourceEnd out of bounds')\n\n  // Are we oob?\n  if (end > this.length) end = this.length\n  if

(target.length - targetStart < end - start) {\n    end = target.length - targetStart + start\n  }\n\n  var len = end - start\n

var i\n\n  if (this === target && start < targetStart && targetStart < end) {\n    // descending copy from end\n    for (i

= len - 1; i >= 0; --i) {\n      target[i + targetStart] = this[i + start]\n    }\n  } else if (len < 1000 ||

!Buffer.TYPED_ARRAY_SUPPORT) {\n    // ascending copy from start\n    for (i = 0; i < len; ++i) {\n      target[i +

targetStart] = this[i + start]\n    }\n  } else {\n    Uint8Array.prototype.set.call(\n      target,\n      this.subarray(start,

start + len),\n      targetStart\n    )\n  }\n\n  return len\n}\n\n// Usage:\n//    buffer.fill(number[, offset[, end]])\n//

buffer.fill(buffer[, offset[, end]])\n//    buffer.fill(string[, offset[, end]][, encoding])\nBuffer.prototype.fill = function

fill (val, start, end, encoding) {\n  // Handle string cases:\n  if (typeof val === 'string') {\n    if (typeof start ===

'string') {\n      encoding = start\n      start = 0\n      end = this.length\n    } else if (typeof end === 'string') {\n

encoding = end\n      end = this.length\n    }\n    if (val.length === 1) {\n      var code = val.charCodeAt(0)\n      if

(code < 256) {\n        val = code\n      }\n    }\n    if (encoding !== undefined && typeof encoding !== 'string') {\n

throw new TypeError('encoding must be a string')\n    }\n    if (typeof encoding === 'string' &&

!Buffer.isEncoding(encoding)) {\n      throw new TypeError('Unknown encoding: ' + encoding)\n    }\n  } else if

(typeof val === 'number') {\n    val = val & 255\n  }\n\n  // Invalid ranges are not set to a default, so can range check

early.\n  if (start < 0 || this.length < start || this.length < end) {\n    throw new RangeError('Out of range index')\n

}\n\n  if (end <= start) {\n    return this\n  }\n\n  start = start >>> 0\n  end = end === undefined ? this.length : end

>>> 0\n\n  if (!val) val = 0\n\n  var i\n  if (typeof val === 'number') {\n    for (i = start; i < end; ++i) {\n      this[i] =

val\n    }\n  } else {\n    var bytes = Buffer.isBuffer(val)\n      ? val\n      : utf8ToBytes(new Buffer(val,

encoding).toString())\n    var len = bytes.length\n    for (i = 0; i < end - start; ++i) {\n      this[i + start] = bytes[i %

len]\n    }\n  }\n\n  return this\n}\n\n// HELPER FUNCTIONS\n// ================\n\nvar

INVALID_BASE64_RE = /[^+\\/0-9A-Za-z-_]/g\n\nfunction base64clean (str) {\n  // Node strips out invalid

characters like \\n and \\t from the string, base64-js does not\n  str = stringtrim(str).replace(INVALID_BASE64_RE,

'')\n  // Node converts strings with length < 2 to ''\n  if (str.length < 2) return ''\n  // Node allows for non-padded

base64 strings (missing trailing ===), base64-js does not\n  while (str.length % 4 !== 0) {\n    str = str + '='\n  }\n

return str\n}\n\nfunction stringtrim (str) {\n  if (str.trim) return str.trim()\n  return str.replace(/^\\s+|\\s+$/g,

'')\n}\n\nfunction toHex (n) {\n  if (n < 16) return '0' + n.toString(16)\n  return n.toString(16)\n}\n\nfunction

utf8ToBytes (string, units) {\n  units = units || Infinity\n  var codePoint\n  var length = string.length\n  var

leadSurrogate = null\n  var bytes = []\n\n  for (var i = 0; i < length; ++i) {\n    codePoint = string.charCodeAt(i)\n\n

// is surrogate component\n    if (codePoint > 0xD7FF && codePoint < 0xE000) {\n      // last char was a lead\n      if

(!leadSurrogate) {\n        // no lead yet\n        if (codePoint > 0xDBFF) {\n          // unexpected trail\n          if ((units -
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= 3) > -1) bytes.push(0xEF, 0xBF, 0xBD)\n          continue\n        } else if (i + 1 === length) {\n          // unpaired

lead\n          if ((units -= 3) > -1) bytes.push(0xEF, 0xBF, 0xBD)\n          continue\n        }\n\n        // valid lead\n

leadSurrogate = codePoint\n\n        continue\n      }\n\n      // 2 leads in a row\n      if (codePoint < 0xDC00) {\n

if ((units -= 3) > -1) bytes.push(0xEF, 0xBF, 0xBD)\n        leadSurrogate = codePoint\n        continue\n      }\n\n

// valid surrogate pair\n      codePoint = (leadSurrogate - 0xD800 << 10 | codePoint - 0xDC00) + 0x10000\n    } else

if (leadSurrogate) {\n      // valid bmp char, but last char was a lead\n      if ((units -= 3) > -1) bytes.push(0xEF,

0xBF, 0xBD)\n    }\n\n    leadSurrogate = null\n\n    // encode utf8\n    if (codePoint < 0x80) {\n      if ((units -= 1) <

0) break\n      bytes.push(codePoint)\n    } else if (codePoint < 0x800) {\n      if ((units -= 2) < 0) break\n

bytes.push(\n        codePoint >> 0x6 | 0xC0,\n        codePoint & 0x3F | 0x80\n      )\n    } else if (codePoint <

0x10000) {\n      if ((units -= 3) < 0) break\n      bytes.push(\n        codePoint >> 0xC | 0xE0,\n        codePoint >>

0x6 & 0x3F | 0x80,\n        codePoint & 0x3F | 0x80\n      )\n    } else if (codePoint < 0x110000) {\n      if ((units -=

4) < 0) break\n      bytes.push(\n        codePoint >> 0x12 | 0xF0,\n        codePoint >> 0xC & 0x3F | 0x80,\n

codePoint >> 0x6 & 0x3F | 0x80,\n        codePoint & 0x3F | 0x80\n      )\n    } else {\n      throw new Error('Invalid

code point')\n    }\n  }\n\n  return bytes\n}\n\nfunction asciiToBytes (str) {\n  var byteArray = []\n  for (var i = 0; i <

str.length; ++i) {\n    // Node's code seems to be doing this and not & 0x7F..\n    byteArray.push(str.charCodeAt(i) &

0xFF)\n  }\n  return byteArray\n}\n\nfunction utf16leToBytes (str, units) {\n  var c, hi, lo\n  var byteArray = []\n  for

(var i = 0; i < str.length; ++i) {\n    if ((units -= 2) < 0) break\n\n    c = str.charCodeAt(i)\n    hi = c >> 8\n    lo = c %

256\n    byteArray.push(lo)\n    byteArray.push(hi)\n  }\n\n  return byteArray\n}\n\nfunction base64ToBytes (str)

{\n  return base64.toByteArray(base64clean(str))\n}\n\nfunction blitBuffer (src, dst, offset, length) {\n  for (var i =

0; i < length; ++i) {\n    if ((i + offset >= dst.length) || (i >= src.length)) break\n    dst[i + offset] = src[i]\n  }\n  return

i\n}\n\nfunction isnan (val) {\n  return val !== val // eslint-disable-line no-self-compare\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {complex} from '../ops/complex';\n\nimport {tensor} from '../ops/tensor';\nimport {NamedTensor,

NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {TypedArray} from '../types';\nimport {sizeFromShape} from

'../util';\n\nimport {DTYPE_VALUE_SIZE_MAP, ModelArtifacts, ModelArtifactsInfo, WeightGroup,

WeightsManifestEntry} from './types';\n\n/** Number of bytes reserved for the length of the string. (32bit integer).

*/\nconst NUM_BYTES_STRING_LENGTH = 4;\n\n/**\n * Encode a map from names to weight values as an

ArrayBuffer, along with an\n * `Array` of `WeightsManifestEntry` as specification of the encoded weights.\n *\n *

This function does not perform sharding.\n *\n * This function is the reverse of `decodeWeights`.\n *\n * @param

tensors A map (\"dict\") from names to tensors.\n * @param group Group to which the weights belong (optional).\n

* @returns A `Promise` of\n *   - A flat `ArrayBuffer` with all the binary values of the `Tensor`s\n *

concatenated.\n *   - An `Array` of `WeightManifestEntry`s, carrying information including\n *     tensor names,

`dtype`s and shapes.\n * @throws Error: on unsupported tensor `dtype`.\n */\nexport async function

encodeWeights(\n    tensors: NamedTensorMap|NamedTensor[], group?: WeightGroup):\n    Promise<{data:

ArrayBuffer, specs: WeightsManifestEntry[]}> {\n  // TODO(adarob, cais): Support quantization.\n  const specs:

WeightsManifestEntry[] = [];\n  const dataPromises: Array<Promise<TypedArray>> = [];\n\n  const names: string[]

= Array.isArray(tensors) ?\n      tensors.map(tensor => tensor.name) :\n      Object.keys(tensors);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i

< names.length; ++i) {\n    const name = names[i];\n    const t = Array.isArray(tensors) ? tensors[i].tensor :

tensors[name];\n    if (t.dtype !== 'float32' && t.dtype !== 'int32' && t.dtype !== 'bool' &&\n        t.dtype !==

'string' && t.dtype !== 'complex64') {\n      throw new Error(`Unsupported dtype in weight '${name}':

${t.dtype}`);\n    }\n    const spec: WeightsManifestEntry = {name, shape: t.shape, dtype: t.dtype};\n    if (t.dtype

=== 'string') {\n      const utf8bytes = new Promise<TypedArray>(async resolve => {\n        const vals = await
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t.bytes() as Uint8Array[];\n        const totalNumBytes = vals.reduce((p, c) => p + c.length, 0) +\n

NUM_BYTES_STRING_LENGTH * vals.length;\n        const bytes = new Uint8Array(totalNumBytes);\n        let

offset = 0;\n        for (let i = 0; i < vals.length; i++) {\n          const val = vals[i];\n          const bytesOfLength =\n

     new Uint8Array(new Uint32Array([val.length]).buffer);\n          bytes.set(bytesOfLength, offset);\n          offset

+= NUM_BYTES_STRING_LENGTH;\n          bytes.set(val, offset);\n          offset += val.length;\n        }\n

resolve(bytes);\n      });\n      dataPromises.push(utf8bytes);\n    } else {\n      dataPromises.push(t.data());\n    }\n    if

(group != null) {\n      spec.group = group;\n    }\n    specs.push(spec);\n  }\n\n  const tensorValues = await

Promise.all(dataPromises);\n  return {data: concatenateTypedArrays(tensorValues), specs};\n}\n\n/**\n * Decode

flat ArrayBuffer as weights.\n *\n * This function does not handle sharding.\n *\n * This function is the reverse of

`encodeWeights`.\n *\n * @param buffer A flat ArrayBuffer carrying the binary values of the tensors\n *

concatenated in the order specified in `specs`.\n * @param specs Specifications of the names, dtypes and shapes of

the tensors\n *   whose value are encoded by `buffer`.\n * @return A map from tensor name to tensor value, with the

names corresponding\n *   to names in `specs`.\n * @throws Error, if any of the tensors has unsupported dtype.\n

*/\nexport function decodeWeights(\n    buffer: ArrayBuffer, specs: WeightsManifestEntry[]): NamedTensorMap

{\n  // TODO(adarob, cais): Support quantization.\n  const out: NamedTensorMap = {};\n  let float16Decode:

(buffer: Uint16Array) => Float32Array | undefined;\n  let offset = 0;\n  for (const spec of specs) {\n    const name =

spec.name;\n    const dtype = spec.dtype;\n    const shape = spec.shape;\n    const size = sizeFromShape(shape);\n

let values: TypedArray|string[]|Uint8Array[];\n\n    if ('quantization' in spec) {\n      const quantization =

spec.quantization;\n      if (quantization.dtype === 'uint8' || quantization.dtype === 'uint16') {\n        if (!('min' in

quantization && 'scale' in quantization)) {\n          throw new Error(\n              `Weight ${spec.name} with

quantization ${quantization.dtype} ` +\n              `doesn't have corresponding metadata min and scale.`);\n        }\n

 } else if (quantization.dtype === 'float16') {\n        if (dtype !== 'float32') {\n          throw new Error(\n

`Weight ${spec.name} is quantized with ${quantization.dtype} ` +\n              `which only supports weights of type

float32 not ${dtype}.`);\n        }\n      } else {\n        throw new Error(\n            `Weight ${spec.name} has unknown

` +\n            `quantization dtype ${quantization.dtype}. ` +\n            `Supported quantization dtypes are: ` +\n

`'uint8', 'uint16', and 'float16'.`);\n      }\n      const quantizationSizeFactor =

DTYPE_VALUE_SIZE_MAP[quantization.dtype];\n      const byteBuffer =\n          buffer.slice(offset, offset + size

* quantizationSizeFactor);\n      const quantizedArray = (quantization.dtype === 'uint8') ?\n          new

Uint8Array(byteBuffer) :\n          new Uint16Array(byteBuffer);\n      if (dtype === 'float32') {\n        if

(quantization.dtype === 'uint8' || quantization.dtype === 'uint16') {\n          values = new

Float32Array(quantizedArray.length);\n          for (let i = 0; i < quantizedArray.length; i++) {\n            const v =

quantizedArray[i];\n            values[i] = v * quantization.scale + quantization.min;\n          }\n        } else if

(quantization.dtype === 'float16') {\n          if (float16Decode === undefined) {\n            float16Decode =

getFloat16Decoder();\n          }\n          values = float16Decode(quantizedArray as Uint16Array);\n        } else {\n

   throw new Error(\n              `Unsupported quantization type ${quantization.dtype} ` +\n              `for weight type

float32.`);\n        }\n      } else if (dtype === 'int32') {\n        if (quantization.dtype !== 'uint8' && quantization.dtype

!== 'uint16') {\n          throw new Error(\n              `Unsupported quantization type ${quantization.dtype} ` +\n

  `for weight type int32.`);\n        }\n        values = new Int32Array(quantizedArray.length);\n        for (let i = 0; i <

quantizedArray.length; i++) {\n          const v = quantizedArray[i];\n          values[i] = Math.round(v *

quantization.scale + quantization.min);\n        }\n      } else {\n        throw new Error(`Unsupported dtype in weight

'${name}': ${dtype}`);\n      }\n      offset += size * quantizationSizeFactor;\n    } else if (dtype === 'string') {\n

const size = sizeFromShape(spec.shape);\n      values = [];\n      for (let i = 0; i < size; i++) {\n        const byteLength

= new Uint32Array(\n            buffer.slice(offset, offset + NUM_BYTES_STRING_LENGTH))[0];\n        offset +=

NUM_BYTES_STRING_LENGTH;\n        const bytes = new Uint8Array(buffer.slice(offset, offset +

byteLength));\n        (values as Uint8Array[]).push(bytes);\n        offset += byteLength;\n      }\n    } else {\n      const

dtypeFactor = DTYPE_VALUE_SIZE_MAP[dtype];\n      const byteBuffer = buffer.slice(offset, offset + size *

dtypeFactor);\n\n      if (dtype === 'float32') {\n        values = new Float32Array(byteBuffer);\n      } else if (dtype

=== 'int32') {\n        values = new Int32Array(byteBuffer);\n      } else if (dtype === 'bool') {\n        values = new
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Uint8Array(byteBuffer);\n      } else if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n        values = new Float32Array(byteBuffer);\n

   const real = new Float32Array(values.length / 2);\n        const image = new Float32Array(values.length / 2);\n

for (let i = 0; i < real.length; i++) {\n          real[i] = values[i * 2];\n          image[i] = values[i * 2 + 1];\n        }\n

const realTensor = tensor(real, shape, 'float32');\n        const imageTensor = tensor(image, shape, 'float32');\n

out[name] = complex(realTensor, imageTensor);\n        realTensor.dispose();\n        imageTensor.dispose();\n      }

else {\n        throw new Error(`Unsupported dtype in weight '${name}': ${dtype}`);\n      }\n      offset += size *

dtypeFactor;\n    }\n    if (dtype !== 'complex64') {\n      out[name] = tensor(values, shape, dtype);\n    }\n  }\n

return out;\n}\n\n/**\n * Concatenate TypedArrays into an ArrayBuffer.\n */\nexport function

concatenateTypedArrays(xs: TypedArray[]): ArrayBuffer {\n  // TODO(adarob, cais): Support quantization.\n  if (xs

=== null) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid input value: ${JSON.stringify(xs)}`);\n  }\n\n  let totalByteLength = 0;\n\n

// `normalizedXs` is here for this reason: a `TypedArray`'s `buffer'\n  // can have a different byte length from that of

the `TypedArray` itself,\n  // for example, when the `TypedArray` is created from an offset in an\n  // `ArrayBuffer`.

`normliazedXs` holds `TypedArray`s whose `buffer`s match\n  // the `TypedArray` in byte length. If an element of

`xs` does not show\n  // this property, a new `TypedArray` that satisfy this property will be\n  // constructed and

pushed into `normalizedXs`.\n  const normalizedXs: TypedArray[] = [];\n  xs.forEach((x: TypedArray) => {\n

totalByteLength += x.byteLength;\n    // tslint:disable:no-any\n    normalizedXs.push(\n        x.byteLength ===

x.buffer.byteLength ? x :\n                                               new (x.constructor as any)(x));\n    if (!(x as any instanceof

Float32Array || x as any instanceof Int32Array ||\n          x as any instanceof Uint8Array)) {\n      throw new

Error(`Unsupported TypedArray subtype: ${x.constructor.name}`);\n    }\n    // tslint:enable:no-any\n  });\n\n  const

y = new Uint8Array(totalByteLength);\n  let offset = 0;\n  normalizedXs.forEach((x: TypedArray) => {\n

y.set(new Uint8Array(x.buffer), offset);\n    offset += x.byteLength;\n  });\n\n  return y.buffer;\n}\n\n// Use Buffer

on Node.js instead of Blob/atob/btoa\nconst useNodeBuffer = typeof Buffer !== 'undefined' &&\n    (typeof Blob

=== 'undefined' || typeof atob === 'undefined' ||\n     typeof btoa === 'undefined');\n\n/**\n * Calculate the byte

length of a JavaScript string.\n *\n * Note that a JavaScript string can contain wide characters, therefore the\n *

length of the string is not necessarily equal to the byte length.\n *\n * @param str Input string.\n * @returns Byte

length.\n */\nexport function stringByteLength(str: string): number {\n  if (useNodeBuffer) {\n    return

Buffer.byteLength(str);\n  }\n  return new Blob([str]).size;\n}\n\n/**\n * Encode an ArrayBuffer as a base64

encoded string.\n *\n * @param buffer `ArrayBuffer` to be converted.\n * @returns A string that base64-encodes

`buffer`.\n */\nexport function arrayBufferToBase64String(buffer: ArrayBuffer): string {\n  if (useNodeBuffer) {\n

return Buffer.from(buffer).toString('base64');\n  }\n  const buf = new Uint8Array(buffer);\n  let s = '';\n  for (let i = 0,

l = buf.length; i < l; i++) {\n    s += String.fromCharCode(buf[i]);\n  }\n  return btoa(s);\n}\n\n/**\n * Decode a

base64 string as an ArrayBuffer.\n *\n * @param str Base64 string.\n * @returns Decoded `ArrayBuffer`.\n

*/\nexport function base64StringToArrayBuffer(str: string): ArrayBuffer {\n  if (useNodeBuffer) {\n    const buf =

Buffer.from(str, 'base64');\n    return buf.buffer.slice(buf.byteOffset, buf.byteOffset + buf.byteLength);\n  }\n  const

s = atob(str);\n  const buffer = new Uint8Array(s.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < s.length; ++i) {\n

buffer.set([s.charCodeAt(i)], i);\n  }\n  return buffer.buffer;\n}\n\n/**\n * Concatenate a number of ArrayBuffers

into one.\n *\n * @param buffers A number of array buffers to concatenate.\n * @returns Result of concatenating

`buffers` in order.\n */\nexport function concatenateArrayBuffers(buffers: ArrayBuffer[]): ArrayBuffer {\n  if

(buffers.length === 1) {\n    return buffers[0];\n  }\n\n  let totalByteLength = 0;\n  buffers.forEach((buffer:

ArrayBuffer) => {\n    totalByteLength += buffer.byteLength;\n  });\n\n  const temp = new

Uint8Array(totalByteLength);\n  let offset = 0;\n  buffers.forEach((buffer: ArrayBuffer) => {\n    temp.set(new

Uint8Array(buffer), offset);\n    offset += buffer.byteLength;\n  });\n  return temp.buffer;\n}\n\n/**\n * Get the

basename of a path.\n *\n * Behaves in a way analogous to Linux's basename command.\n *\n * @param path\n

*/\nexport function basename(path: string): string {\n  const SEPARATOR = '/';\n  path = path.trim();\n  while

(path.endsWith(SEPARATOR)) {\n    path = path.slice(0, path.length - 1);\n  }\n  const items =

path.split(SEPARATOR);\n  return items[items.length - 1];\n}\n\n/**\n * Populate ModelArtifactsInfo fields for a

model with JSON topology.\n * @param modelArtifacts\n * @returns A ModelArtifactsInfo object.\n */\nexport

function getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON(modelArtifacts: ModelArtifacts):\n    ModelArtifactsInfo {\n  if
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(modelArtifacts.modelTopology instanceof ArrayBuffer) {\n    throw new Error('Expected JSON model topology,

received ArrayBuffer.');\n  }\n\n  return {\n    dateSaved: new Date(),\n    modelTopologyType: 'JSON',\n

modelTopologyBytes: modelArtifacts.modelTopology == null ?\n        0 :\n

stringByteLength(JSON.stringify(modelArtifacts.modelTopology)),\n    weightSpecsBytes:

modelArtifacts.weightSpecs == null ?\n        0 :\n

stringByteLength(JSON.stringify(modelArtifacts.weightSpecs)),\n    weightDataBytes: modelArtifacts.weightData

== null ?\n        0 :\n        modelArtifacts.weightData.byteLength,\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes mantisa table for

casting Float16 to Float32\n * See http://www.fox-toolkit.org/ftp/fasthalffloatconversion.pdf\n *\n * @returns

Uint32Array, 2048 mantissa lookup values.\n */\nfunction computeFloat16MantisaTable(): Uint32Array {\n  const

convertMantissa = (i: number): number => {\n    let m = i << 13;\n    let e = 0;\n\n    while ((m & 0x00800000) ===

0) {\n      e -= 0x00800000;\n      m <<= 1;\n    }\n    m &= ~0x00800000;\n    e += 0x38800000;\n\n    return m | e;\n

};\n\n  const mantisaTable = new Uint32Array(2048);\n\n  mantisaTable[0] = 0;\n  for (let i = 1; i < 1024; i++) {\n

mantisaTable[i] = convertMantissa(i);\n  }\n  for (let i = 1024; i < 2048; i++) {\n    mantisaTable[i] = 0x38000000 +

((i - 1024) << 13);\n  }\n\n  return mantisaTable;\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes exponent table for casting Float16 to

Float32\n * See http://www.fox-toolkit.org/ftp/fasthalffloatconversion.pdf\n *\n * @returns Uint32Array, 64

exponent lookup values.\n */\nfunction computeFloat16ExponentTable(): Uint32Array {\n  const exponentTable =

new Uint32Array(64);\n\n  exponentTable[0] = 0;\n  exponentTable[31] = 0x47800000;\n  exponentTable[32] =

0x80000000;\n  exponentTable[63] = 0xc7800000;\n  for (let i = 1; i < 31; i++) {\n    exponentTable[i] = i << 23;\n

}\n  for (let i = 33; i < 63; i++) {\n    exponentTable[i] = 0x80000000 + ((i - 32) << 23);\n  }\n\n  return

exponentTable;\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes offset table for casting Float16 to Float32\n * See http://www.fox-

toolkit.org/ftp/fasthalffloatconversion.pdf\n *\n * @returns Uint32Array, 6d offset values.\n */\nfunction

computeFloat16OffsetTable(): Uint32Array {\n  const offsetTable = new Uint32Array(64);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < 64;

i++) {\n    offsetTable[i] = 1024;\n  }\n  offsetTable[0] = offsetTable[32] = 0;\n\n  return offsetTable;\n}\n\n/**\n *

Retrieve a Float16 decoder which will decode a ByteArray of Float16 values\n * to a Float32Array.\n *\n *

@returns Function (buffer: Uint16Array) => Float32Array which decodes\n *          the Uint16Array of Float16

bytes to a Float32Array.\n */\nexport function getFloat16Decoder(): (buffer: Uint16Array) => Float32Array {\n  //

Algorithm is based off of\n  // http://www.fox-toolkit.org/ftp/fasthalffloatconversion.pdf\n\n  // Cache lookup

tables\n  const mantisaTable = computeFloat16MantisaTable();\n  const exponentTable =

computeFloat16ExponentTable();\n  const offsetTable = computeFloat16OffsetTable();\n\n  return (quantizedArray:

Uint16Array) => {\n    const buffer = new ArrayBuffer(4 * quantizedArray.length);\n    const bufferUint32View =

new Uint32Array(buffer);\n    for (let index = 0; index < quantizedArray.length; index++) {\n      const float16Bits =

quantizedArray[index];\n      const float32Bits =\n          mantisaTable[offsetTable[float16Bits >> 10] + (float16Bits

& 0x3ff)] +\n          exponentTable[float16Bits >> 10];\n      bufferUint32View[index] = float32Bits;\n    }\n    return

new Float32Array(buffer);\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {IOHandler, LoadOptions} from './types';\n\nexport type IORouter = (url: string|string[], loadOptions?:

LoadOptions) =>\n    IOHandler;\n\nexport class IORouterRegistry {\n  // Singleton instance.\n  private static

instance: IORouterRegistry;\n\n  private saveRouters: IORouter[];\n  private loadRouters: IORouter[];\n\n  private

constructor() {\n    this.saveRouters = [];\n    this.loadRouters = [];\n  }\n\n  private static getInstance():

IORouterRegistry {\n    if (IORouterRegistry.instance == null) {\n      IORouterRegistry.instance = new

IORouterRegistry();\n    }\n    return IORouterRegistry.instance;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Register a save-handler router.\n

*\n   * @param saveRouter A function that maps a URL-like string onto an instance\n   * of `IOHandler` with the
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`save` method defined or `null`.\n   */\n  static registerSaveRouter(saveRouter: IORouter) {\n

IORouterRegistry.getInstance().saveRouters.push(saveRouter);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Register a load-handler router.\n

*\n   * @param loadRouter A function that maps a URL-like string onto an instance\n   * of `IOHandler` with the

`load` method defined or `null`.\n   */\n  static registerLoadRouter(loadRouter: IORouter) {\n

IORouterRegistry.getInstance().loadRouters.push(loadRouter);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Look up IOHandler for saving,

given a URL-like string.\n   *\n   * @param url\n   * @returns If only one match is found, an instance of IOHandler

with the\n   * `save` method defined. If no match is found, `null`.\n   * @throws Error, if more than one match is

found.\n   */\n  static getSaveHandlers(url: string|string[]): IOHandler[] {\n    return

IORouterRegistry.getHandlers(url, 'save');\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Look up IOHandler for loading, given a URL-like

string.\n   *\n   * @param url\n   * @param loadOptions Optional, custom load options.\n   * @returns All valid

handlers for `url`, given the currently registered\n   *   handler routers.\n   */\n  static getLoadHandlers(url:

string|string[], loadOptions?: LoadOptions):\n      IOHandler[] {\n    return IORouterRegistry.getHandlers(url, 'load',

loadOptions);\n  }\n\n  private static getHandlers(\n      url: string|string[], handlerType: 'save'|'load',\n

loadOptions?: LoadOptions): IOHandler[] {\n    const validHandlers: IOHandler[] = [];\n    const routers =

handlerType === 'load' ?\n        IORouterRegistry.getInstance().loadRouters :\n

IORouterRegistry.getInstance().saveRouters;\n    routers.forEach(router => {\n      const handler = router(url,

loadOptions);\n      if (handler !== null) {\n        validHandlers.push(handler);\n      }\n    });\n    return

validHandlers;\n  }\n}\n\nexport const registerSaveRouter = (loudRouter: IORouter) =>\n

IORouterRegistry.registerSaveRouter(loudRouter);\nexport const registerLoadRouter = (loudRouter: IORouter)

=>\n    IORouterRegistry.registerLoadRouter(loudRouter);\nexport const getSaveHandlers = (url: string|string[])

=>\n    IORouterRegistry.getSaveHandlers(url);\nexport const getLoadHandlers =\n    (url: string|string[],

loadOptions?: LoadOptions) =>\n        IORouterRegistry.getLoadHandlers(url, loadOptions);\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport '../flags';\n\nimport {env} from '../environment';\n\nimport {getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON} from

'./io_utils';\nimport {IORouter, IORouterRegistry} from './router_registry';\nimport {IOHandler, ModelArtifacts,

ModelArtifactsInfo, ModelStoreManager, SaveResult} from './types';\n\nconst DATABASE_NAME =

'tensorflowjs';\nconst DATABASE_VERSION = 1;\n\n// Model data and ModelArtifactsInfo (metadata) are stored

in two separate\n// stores for efficient access of the list of stored models and their metadata.\n// 1. The object store

for model data: topology, weights and weight manifests.\nconst MODEL_STORE_NAME = 'models_store';\n// 2.

The object store for ModelArtifactsInfo, including meta-information such\n//    as the type of topology (JSON vs

binary), byte size of the topology, byte\n//    size of the weights, etc.\nconst INFO_STORE_NAME =

'model_info_store';\n\n/**\n * Delete the entire database for tensorflow.js, including the models store.\n */\nexport

async function deleteDatabase(): Promise<void> {\n  const idbFactory = getIndexedDBFactory();\n\n  return new

Promise<void>((resolve, reject) => {\n    const deleteRequest =

idbFactory.deleteDatabase(DATABASE_NAME);\n    deleteRequest.onsuccess = () => resolve();\n

deleteRequest.onerror = error => reject(error);\n  });\n}\n\nfunction getIndexedDBFactory(): IDBFactory {\n  if

(!env().getBool('IS_BROWSER')) {\n    // TODO(cais): Add more info about what IOHandler subtypes are

available.\n    //   Maybe point to a doc page on the web and/or automatically determine\n    //   the available

IOHandlers and print them in the error message.\n    throw new Error(\n        'Failed to obtain IndexedDB factory

because the current environment' +\n        'is not a web browser.');\n  }\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  const

theWindow: any = typeof window === 'undefined' ? self : window;\n  const factory = theWindow.indexedDB ||

theWindow.mozIndexedDB ||\n      theWindow.webkitIndexedDB || theWindow.msIndexedDB ||\n
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theWindow.shimIndexedDB;\n  if (factory == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'The current browser does not

appear to support IndexedDB.');\n  }\n  return factory;\n}\n\nfunction setUpDatabase(openRequest: IDBRequest)

{\n  const db = openRequest.result as IDBDatabase;\n  db.createObjectStore(MODEL_STORE_NAME, {keyPath:

'modelPath'});\n  db.createObjectStore(INFO_STORE_NAME, {keyPath: 'modelPath'});\n}\n\n/**\n * IOHandler

subclass: Browser IndexedDB.\n *\n * See the doc string of `browserIndexedDB` for more details.\n */\nexport class

BrowserIndexedDB implements IOHandler {\n  protected readonly indexedDB: IDBFactory;\n  protected readonly

modelPath: string;\n\n  static readonly URL_SCHEME = 'indexeddb://';\n\n  constructor(modelPath: string) {\n

this.indexedDB = getIndexedDBFactory();\n\n    if (modelPath == null || !modelPath) {\n      throw new Error(\n

 'For IndexedDB, modelPath must not be null, undefined or empty.');\n    }\n    this.modelPath = modelPath;\n  }\n\n

async save(modelArtifacts: ModelArtifacts): Promise<SaveResult> {\n    // TODO(cais): Support saving GraphDef

models.\n    if (modelArtifacts.modelTopology instanceof ArrayBuffer) {\n      throw new Error(\n

'BrowserLocalStorage.save() does not support saving model topology ' +\n          'in binary formats yet.');\n    }\n\n

return this.databaseAction(this.modelPath, modelArtifacts) as\n        Promise<SaveResult>;\n  }\n\n  async load():

Promise<ModelArtifacts> {\n    return this.databaseAction(this.modelPath) as Promise<ModelArtifacts>;\n  }\n\n

/**\n   * Perform database action to put model artifacts into or read model artifacts\n   * from IndexedDB object

store.\n   *\n   * Whether the action is put or get depends on whether `modelArtifacts` is\n   * specified. If it is

specified, the action will be put; otherwise the action\n   * will be get.\n   *\n   * @param modelPath A unique string

path for the model.\n   * @param modelArtifacts If specified, it will be the model artifacts to be\n   *   stored in

IndexedDB.\n   * @returns A `Promise` of `SaveResult`, if the action is put, or a `Promise`\n   *   of

`ModelArtifacts`, if the action is get.\n   */\n  private databaseAction(modelPath: string, modelArtifacts?:

ModelArtifacts):\n      Promise<ModelArtifacts|SaveResult> {\n    return new

Promise<ModelArtifacts|SaveResult>((resolve, reject) => {\n      const openRequest =

this.indexedDB.open(DATABASE_NAME, DATABASE_VERSION);\n      openRequest.onupgradeneeded = () =>

setUpDatabase(openRequest);\n\n      openRequest.onsuccess = () => {\n        const db = openRequest.result;\n\n

if (modelArtifacts == null) {\n          // Read model out from object store.\n          const modelTx =

db.transaction(MODEL_STORE_NAME, 'readonly');\n          const modelStore =

modelTx.objectStore(MODEL_STORE_NAME);\n          const getRequest = modelStore.get(this.modelPath);\n

 getRequest.onsuccess = () => {\n            if (getRequest.result == null) {\n              db.close();\n              return

reject(new Error(\n                  `Cannot find model with path '${this.modelPath}' ` +\n                  `in

IndexedDB.`));\n            } else {\n              resolve(getRequest.result.modelArtifacts);\n            }\n          };\n

getRequest.onerror = error => {\n            db.close();\n            return reject(getRequest.error);\n          };\n

modelTx.oncomplete = () => db.close();\n        } else {\n          // Put model into object store.\n          const

modelArtifactsInfo: ModelArtifactsInfo =\n              getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON(modelArtifacts);\n          //

First, put ModelArtifactsInfo into info store.\n          const infoTx = db.transaction(INFO_STORE_NAME,

'readwrite');\n          let infoStore = infoTx.objectStore(INFO_STORE_NAME);\n          const putInfoRequest =\n

       infoStore.put({modelPath: this.modelPath, modelArtifactsInfo});\n          let modelTx: IDBTransaction;\n

putInfoRequest.onsuccess = () => {\n            // Second, put model data into model store.\n            modelTx =

db.transaction(MODEL_STORE_NAME, 'readwrite');\n            const modelStore =

modelTx.objectStore(MODEL_STORE_NAME);\n            const putModelRequest = modelStore.put({\n

modelPath: this.modelPath,\n              modelArtifacts,\n              modelArtifactsInfo\n            });\n

putModelRequest.onsuccess = () => resolve({modelArtifactsInfo});\n            putModelRequest.onerror = error =>

{\n              // If the put-model request fails, roll back the info entry as\n              // well.\n              infoStore =

infoTx.objectStore(INFO_STORE_NAME);\n              const deleteInfoRequest =

infoStore.delete(this.modelPath);\n              deleteInfoRequest.onsuccess = () => {\n                db.close();\n

return reject(putModelRequest.error);\n              };\n              deleteInfoRequest.onerror = error => {\n

db.close();\n                return reject(putModelRequest.error);\n              };\n            };\n          };\n

putInfoRequest.onerror = error => {\n            db.close();\n            return reject(putInfoRequest.error);\n          };\n

  infoTx.oncomplete = () => {\n            if (modelTx == null) {\n              db.close();\n            } else {\n
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modelTx.oncomplete = () => db.close();\n            }\n          };\n        }\n      };\n      openRequest.onerror = error =>

reject(openRequest.error);\n    });\n  }\n}\n\nexport const indexedDBRouter: IORouter = (url: string|string[]) => {\n

if (!env().getBool('IS_BROWSER')) {\n    return null;\n  } else {\n    if (!Array.isArray(url) &&

url.startsWith(BrowserIndexedDB.URL_SCHEME)) {\n      return

browserIndexedDB(url.slice(BrowserIndexedDB.URL_SCHEME.length));\n    } else {\n      return null;\n    }\n

}\n};\nIORouterRegistry.registerSaveRouter(indexedDBRouter);\nIORouterRegistry.registerLoadRouter(indexedD

BRouter);\n\n/**\n * Creates a browser IndexedDB IOHandler for saving and loading models.\n *\n * ```js\n * const

model = tf.sequential();\n * model.add(\n *     tf.layers.dense({units: 1, inputShape: [100], activation: 'sigmoid'}));\n

*\n * const saveResult = await model.save('indexeddb://MyModel'));\n * console.log(saveResult);\n * ```\n *\n *

@param modelPath A unique identifier for the model to be saved. Must be a\n *   non-empty string.\n * @returns

An instance of `BrowserIndexedDB` (sublcass of `IOHandler`),\n *   which can be used with, e.g.,

`tf.Model.save`.\n */\nexport function browserIndexedDB(modelPath: string): IOHandler {\n  return new

BrowserIndexedDB(modelPath);\n}\n\nfunction maybeStripScheme(key: string) {\n  return

key.startsWith(BrowserIndexedDB.URL_SCHEME) ?\n      key.slice(BrowserIndexedDB.URL_SCHEME.length)

:\n      key;\n}\n\nexport class BrowserIndexedDBManager implements ModelStoreManager {\n  private

indexedDB: IDBFactory;\n\n  constructor() {\n    this.indexedDB = getIndexedDBFactory();\n  }\n\n  async

listModels(): Promise<{[path: string]: ModelArtifactsInfo}> {\n    return new Promise<{[path: string]:

ModelArtifactsInfo}>(\n        (resolve, reject) => {\n          const openRequest =\n

this.indexedDB.open(DATABASE_NAME, DATABASE_VERSION);\n          openRequest.onupgradeneeded = ()

=> setUpDatabase(openRequest);\n\n          openRequest.onsuccess = () => {\n            const db =

openRequest.result;\n            const tx = db.transaction(INFO_STORE_NAME, 'readonly');\n            const store =

tx.objectStore(INFO_STORE_NAME);\n            // tslint:disable:max-line-length\n            // Need to cast `store` as

`any` here because TypeScript's DOM\n            // library does not have the `getAll()` method even though the\n

  // method is supported in the latest version of most mainstream\n            // browsers:\n            //

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/IDBObjectStore/getAll\n            // tslint:enable:max-line-

length\n            // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n            const getAllInfoRequest = (store as any).getAll() as

IDBRequest;\n            getAllInfoRequest.onsuccess = () => {\n              const out: {[path: string]:

ModelArtifactsInfo} = {};\n              for (const item of getAllInfoRequest.result) {\n                out[item.modelPath]

= item.modelArtifactsInfo;\n              }\n              resolve(out);\n            };\n            getAllInfoRequest.onerror =

error => {\n              db.close();\n              return reject(getAllInfoRequest.error);\n            };\n            tx.oncomplete

= () => db.close();\n          };\n          openRequest.onerror = error => reject(openRequest.error);\n        });\n  }\n\n

async removeModel(path: string): Promise<ModelArtifactsInfo> {\n    path = maybeStripScheme(path);\n    return

new Promise<ModelArtifactsInfo>((resolve, reject) => {\n      const openRequest =

this.indexedDB.open(DATABASE_NAME, DATABASE_VERSION);\n      openRequest.onupgradeneeded = () =>

setUpDatabase(openRequest);\n\n      openRequest.onsuccess = () => {\n        const db = openRequest.result;\n

const infoTx = db.transaction(INFO_STORE_NAME, 'readwrite');\n        const infoStore =

infoTx.objectStore(INFO_STORE_NAME);\n\n        const getInfoRequest = infoStore.get(path);\n        let modelTx:

IDBTransaction;\n        getInfoRequest.onsuccess = () => {\n          if (getInfoRequest.result == null) {\n

db.close();\n            return reject(new Error(\n                `Cannot find model with path '${path}' ` +\n                `in

IndexedDB.`));\n          } else {\n            // First, delete the entry in the info store.\n            const deleteInfoRequest =

infoStore.delete(path);\n            const deleteModelData = () => {\n              // Second, delete the entry in the model

store.\n              modelTx = db.transaction(MODEL_STORE_NAME, 'readwrite');\n              const modelStore =

modelTx.objectStore(MODEL_STORE_NAME);\n              const deleteModelRequest = modelStore.delete(path);\n

            deleteModelRequest.onsuccess = () =>\n                  resolve(getInfoRequest.result.modelArtifactsInfo);\n

     deleteModelRequest.onerror = error =>\n                  reject(getInfoRequest.error);\n            };\n            // Proceed

with deleting model data regardless of whether deletion\n            // of info data succeeds or not.\n

deleteInfoRequest.onsuccess = deleteModelData;\n            deleteInfoRequest.onerror = error => {\n

deleteModelData();\n              db.close();\n              return reject(getInfoRequest.error);\n            };\n          }\n
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};\n        getInfoRequest.onerror = error => {\n          db.close();\n          return reject(getInfoRequest.error);\n

};\n\n        infoTx.oncomplete = () => {\n          if (modelTx == null) {\n            db.close();\n          } else {\n

modelTx.oncomplete = () => db.close();\n          }\n        };\n      };\n      openRequest.onerror = error =>

reject(openRequest.error);\n    });\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport '../flags';\nimport {env} from '../environment';\n\nimport {assert} from '../util';\nimport

{arrayBufferToBase64String, base64StringToArrayBuffer, getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON} from

'./io_utils';\nimport {IORouter, IORouterRegistry} from './router_registry';\nimport {IOHandler, ModelArtifacts,

ModelArtifactsInfo, ModelStoreManager, SaveResult} from './types';\n\nconst PATH_SEPARATOR = '/';\nconst

PATH_PREFIX = 'tensorflowjs_models';\nconst INFO_SUFFIX = 'info';\nconst MODEL_TOPOLOGY_SUFFIX =

'model_topology';\nconst WEIGHT_SPECS_SUFFIX = 'weight_specs';\nconst WEIGHT_DATA_SUFFIX =

'weight_data';\nconst MODEL_METADATA_SUFFIX = 'model_metadata';\n\n/**\n * Purge all tensorflow.js-

saved model artifacts from local storage.\n *\n * @returns Paths of the models purged.\n */\nexport function

purgeLocalStorageArtifacts(): string[] {\n  if (!env().getBool('IS_BROWSER') || typeof window === 'undefined' ||\n

   typeof window.localStorage === 'undefined') {\n    throw new Error(\n        'purgeLocalStorageModels() cannot

proceed because local storage is ' +\n        'unavailable in the current environment.');\n  }\n  const LS =

window.localStorage;\n  const purgedModelPaths: string[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < LS.length; ++i) {\n    const key =

LS.key(i);\n    const prefix = PATH_PREFIX + PATH_SEPARATOR;\n    if (key.startsWith(prefix) && key.length

> prefix.length) {\n      LS.removeItem(key);\n      const modelName = getModelPathFromKey(key);\n      if

(purgedModelPaths.indexOf(modelName) === -1) {\n        purgedModelPaths.push(modelName);\n      }\n    }\n

}\n  return purgedModelPaths;\n}\n\nfunction getModelKeys(path: string): {\n  info: string,\n  topology: string,\n

weightSpecs: string,\n  weightData: string,\n  modelMetadata: string\n} {\n  return {\n    info: [PATH_PREFIX,

path, INFO_SUFFIX].join(PATH_SEPARATOR),\n    topology: [PATH_PREFIX, path,

MODEL_TOPOLOGY_SUFFIX].join(PATH_SEPARATOR),\n    weightSpecs: [PATH_PREFIX, path,

WEIGHT_SPECS_SUFFIX].join(PATH_SEPARATOR),\n    weightData: [PATH_PREFIX, path,

WEIGHT_DATA_SUFFIX].join(PATH_SEPARATOR),\n    modelMetadata:\n        [PATH_PREFIX, path,

MODEL_METADATA_SUFFIX].join(PATH_SEPARATOR)\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Get model path from a local-

storage key.\n *\n * E.g., 'tensorflowjs_models/my/model/1/info' --> 'my/model/1'\n *\n * @param key\n

*/\nfunction getModelPathFromKey(key: string) {\n  const items = key.split(PATH_SEPARATOR);\n  if

(items.length < 3) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid key format: ${key}`);\n  }\n  return items.slice(1, items.length -

1).join(PATH_SEPARATOR);\n}\n\nfunction maybeStripScheme(key: string) {\n  return

key.startsWith(BrowserLocalStorage.URL_SCHEME) ?\n

key.slice(BrowserLocalStorage.URL_SCHEME.length) :\n      key;\n}\n\ndeclare type LocalStorageKeys = {\n

info: string,\n  topology: string,\n  weightSpecs: string,\n  weightData: string,\n  modelMetadata: string\n};\n\n/**\n

* IOHandler subclass: Browser Local Storage.\n *\n * See the doc string to `browserLocalStorage` for more

details.\n */\nexport class BrowserLocalStorage implements IOHandler {\n  protected readonly LS: Storage;\n

protected readonly modelPath: string;\n  protected readonly keys: LocalStorageKeys;\n\n  static readonly

URL_SCHEME = 'localstorage://';\n\n  constructor(modelPath: string) {\n    if (!env().getBool('IS_BROWSER') ||

typeof window === 'undefined' ||\n        typeof window.localStorage === 'undefined') {\n      // TODO(cais): Add

more info about what IOHandler subtypes are\n      // available.\n      //   Maybe point to a doc page on the web

and/or automatically determine\n      //   the available IOHandlers and print them in the error message.\n      throw

new Error(\n          'The current environment does not support local storage.');\n    }\n    this.LS =
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window.localStorage;\n\n    if (modelPath == null || !modelPath) {\n      throw new Error(\n          'For local storage,

modelPath must not be null, undefined or empty.');\n    }\n    this.modelPath = modelPath;\n    this.keys =

getModelKeys(this.modelPath);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Save model artifacts to browser local storage.\n   *\n   * See the

documentation to `browserLocalStorage` for details on the saved\n   * artifacts.\n   *\n   * @param modelArtifacts

The model artifacts to be stored.\n   * @returns An instance of SaveResult.\n   */\n  async save(modelArtifacts:

ModelArtifacts): Promise<SaveResult> {\n    if (modelArtifacts.modelTopology instanceof ArrayBuffer) {\n

throw new Error(\n          'BrowserLocalStorage.save() does not support saving model topology ' +\n          'in binary

formats yet.');\n    } else {\n      const topology = JSON.stringify(modelArtifacts.modelTopology);\n      const

weightSpecs = JSON.stringify(modelArtifacts.weightSpecs);\n\n      const modelArtifactsInfo: ModelArtifactsInfo

=\n          getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON(modelArtifacts);\n\n      try {\n        this.LS.setItem(this.keys.info,

JSON.stringify(modelArtifactsInfo));\n        this.LS.setItem(this.keys.topology, topology);\n

this.LS.setItem(this.keys.weightSpecs, weightSpecs);\n        this.LS.setItem(\n            this.keys.weightData,\n

arrayBufferToBase64String(modelArtifacts.weightData));\n        const result: ModelArtifacts = {\n          format:

modelArtifacts.format,\n          generatedBy: modelArtifacts.generatedBy,\n          convertedBy:

modelArtifacts.convertedBy\n        };\n        if (modelArtifacts.signature != null) {\n          result.signature =

modelArtifacts.signature;\n        }\n        if (modelArtifacts.userDefinedMetadata != null) {\n

result.userDefinedMetadata = modelArtifacts.userDefinedMetadata;\n        }\n        if

(modelArtifacts.modelInitializer != null) {\n          result.modelInitializer = modelArtifacts.modelInitializer;\n

}\n        this.LS.setItem(this.keys.modelMetadata, JSON.stringify(result));\n\n        return {modelArtifactsInfo};\n

} catch (err) {\n        // If saving failed, clean up all items saved so far.\n        this.LS.removeItem(this.keys.info);\n

   this.LS.removeItem(this.keys.topology);\n        this.LS.removeItem(this.keys.weightSpecs);\n

this.LS.removeItem(this.keys.weightData);\n        this.LS.removeItem(this.keys.modelMetadata);\n\n        throw new

Error(\n            `Failed to save model '${this.modelPath}' to local storage: ` +\n            `size quota being exceeded is

a possible cause of this failure: ` +\n            `modelTopologyBytes=${modelArtifactsInfo.modelTopologyBytes}, `

+\n            `weightSpecsBytes=${modelArtifactsInfo.weightSpecsBytes}, ` +\n

`weightDataBytes=${modelArtifactsInfo.weightDataBytes}.`);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Load a model from

local storage.\n   *\n   * See the documentation to `browserLocalStorage` for details on the saved\n   * artifacts.\n

*\n   * @returns The loaded model (if loading succeeds).\n   */\n  async load(): Promise<ModelArtifacts> {\n

const info =\n        JSON.parse(this.LS.getItem(this.keys.info)) as ModelArtifactsInfo;\n    if (info == null) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `In local storage, there is no model with name '${this.modelPath}'`);\n    }\n\n    if

(info.modelTopologyType !== 'JSON') {\n      throw new Error(\n          'BrowserLocalStorage does not support

loading non-JSON model ' +\n          'topology yet.');\n    }\n\n    const out: ModelArtifacts = {};\n\n    // Load

topology.\n    const topology = JSON.parse(this.LS.getItem(this.keys.topology));\n    if (topology == null) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `In local storage, the topology of model '${this.modelPath}' ` +\n          `is missing.`);\n

}\n    out.modelTopology = topology;\n\n    // Load weight specs.\n    const weightSpecs =

JSON.parse(this.LS.getItem(this.keys.weightSpecs));\n    if (weightSpecs == null) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`In local storage, the weight specs of model '${this.modelPath}' ` +\n          `are missing.`);\n    }\n

out.weightSpecs = weightSpecs;\n\n    // Load meta-data fields.\n    const metadataString =

this.LS.getItem(this.keys.modelMetadata);\n    if (metadataString != null) {\n      const metadata =

JSON.parse(metadataString) as ModelArtifacts;\n      out.format = metadata['format'];\n      out.generatedBy =

metadata['generatedBy'];\n      out.convertedBy = metadata['convertedBy'];\n      if (metadata['signature'] != null) {\n

     out.signature = metadata['signature'];\n      }\n      if (metadata['userDefinedMetadata'] != null) {\n

out.userDefinedMetadata = metadata['userDefinedMetadata'];\n      }\n      if (metadata['modelInitializer'] != null) {\n

      out.modelInitializer = metadata['modelInitializer'];\n      }\n    }\n\n    // Load weight data.\n    const

weightDataBase64 = this.LS.getItem(this.keys.weightData);\n    if (weightDataBase64 == null) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `In local storage, the binary weight values of model ` +\n          `'${this.modelPath}' are missing.`);\n

}\n    out.weightData = base64StringToArrayBuffer(weightDataBase64);\n\n    return out;\n  }\n}\n\nexport const

localStorageRouter: IORouter = (url: string|string[]) => {\n  if (!env().getBool('IS_BROWSER')) {\n    return null;\n
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} else {\n    if (!Array.isArray(url) && url.startsWith(BrowserLocalStorage.URL_SCHEME)) {\n      return

browserLocalStorage(\n          url.slice(BrowserLocalStorage.URL_SCHEME.length));\n    } else {\n      return

null;\n    }\n

}\n};\nIORouterRegistry.registerSaveRouter(localStorageRouter);\nIORouterRegistry.registerLoadRouter(localStor

ageRouter);\n\n/**\n * Factory function for local storage IOHandler.\n *\n * This `IOHandler` supports both `save`

and `load`.\n *\n * For each model's saved artifacts, four items are saved to local storage.\n *   -

`${PATH_SEPARATOR}/${modelPath}/info`: Contains meta-info about the\n *     model, such as date saved, type

of the topology, size in bytes, etc.\n *   - `${PATH_SEPARATOR}/${modelPath}/topology`: Model topology. For

Keras-\n *     style models, this is a stringized JSON.\n *   -

`${PATH_SEPARATOR}/${modelPath}/weight_specs`: Weight specs of the\n *     model, can be used to decode

the saved binary weight values (see\n *     item below).\n *   -

`${PATH_SEPARATOR}/${modelPath}/weight_data`: Concatenated binary\n *     weight values, stored as a

base64-encoded string.\n *\n * Saving may throw an `Error` if the total size of the artifacts exceed the\n * browser-

specific quota.\n *\n * @param modelPath A unique identifier for the model to be saved. Must be a\n *   non-empty

string.\n * @returns An instance of `IOHandler`, which can be used with, e.g.,\n *   `tf.Model.save`.\n */\nexport

function browserLocalStorage(modelPath: string): IOHandler {\n  return new

BrowserLocalStorage(modelPath);\n}\n\nexport class BrowserLocalStorageManager implements

ModelStoreManager {\n  private readonly LS: Storage;\n\n  constructor() {\n    assert(\n

env().getBool('IS_BROWSER'),\n        () => 'Current environment is not a web browser');\n    assert(\n        typeof

window === 'undefined' ||\n            typeof window.localStorage !== 'undefined',\n        () => 'Current browser does

not appear to support localStorage');\n    this.LS = window.localStorage;\n  }\n\n  async listModels():

Promise<{[path: string]: ModelArtifactsInfo}> {\n    const out: {[path: string]: ModelArtifactsInfo} = {};\n    const

prefix = PATH_PREFIX + PATH_SEPARATOR;\n    const suffix = PATH_SEPARATOR + INFO_SUFFIX;\n

for (let i = 0; i < this.LS.length; ++i) {\n      const key = this.LS.key(i);\n      if (key.startsWith(prefix) &&

key.endsWith(suffix)) {\n        const modelPath = getModelPathFromKey(key);\n        out[modelPath] =

JSON.parse(this.LS.getItem(key)) as ModelArtifactsInfo;\n      }\n    }\n    return out;\n  }\n\n  async

removeModel(path: string): Promise<ModelArtifactsInfo> {\n    path = maybeStripScheme(path);\n    const keys =

getModelKeys(path);\n    if (this.LS.getItem(keys.info) == null) {\n      throw new Error(`Cannot find model at path

'${path}'`);\n    }\n    const info = JSON.parse(this.LS.getItem(keys.info)) as ModelArtifactsInfo;\n\n

this.LS.removeItem(keys.info);\n    this.LS.removeItem(keys.topology);\n

this.LS.removeItem(keys.weightSpecs);\n    this.LS.removeItem(keys.weightData);\n    return info;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * Classes and functions for model management across multiple storage mediums.\n *\n * Supported

client actions:\n * - Listing models on all registered storage mediums.\n * - Remove model by URL from any

registered storage mediums, by using URL\n *   string.\n * - Moving or copying model from one path to another in

the same medium or from\n *   one medium to another, by using URL strings.\n */\n\nimport {assert} from

'../util';\n\nimport {IORouterRegistry} from './router_registry';\nimport {ModelArtifactsInfo, ModelStoreManager}

from './types';\n\nconst URL_SCHEME_SUFFIX = '://';\n\nexport class ModelStoreManagerRegistry {\n  //

Singleton instance.\n  private static instance: ModelStoreManagerRegistry;\n\n  private managers: {[scheme: string]:

ModelStoreManager};\n\n  private constructor() {\n    this.managers = {};\n  }\n\n  private static getInstance():

ModelStoreManagerRegistry {\n    if (ModelStoreManagerRegistry.instance == null) {\n

ModelStoreManagerRegistry.instance = new ModelStoreManagerRegistry();\n    }\n    return
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ModelStoreManagerRegistry.instance;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Register a save-handler router.\n   *\n   * @param

saveRouter A function that maps a URL-like string onto an instance\n   * of `IOHandler` with the `save` method

defined or `null`.\n   */\n  static registerManager(scheme: string, manager: ModelStoreManager) {\n    assert(scheme

!= null, () => 'scheme must not be undefined or null.');\n    if (scheme.endsWith(URL_SCHEME_SUFFIX)) {\n

scheme = scheme.slice(0, scheme.indexOf(URL_SCHEME_SUFFIX));\n    }\n    assert(scheme.length > 0, () =>

'scheme must not be an empty string.');\n    const registry = ModelStoreManagerRegistry.getInstance();\n    assert(\n

     registry.managers[scheme] == null,\n        () => `A model store manager is already registered for scheme '${\n

     scheme}'.`);\n    registry.managers[scheme] = manager;\n  }\n\n  static getManager(scheme: string):

ModelStoreManager {\n    const manager = this.getInstance().managers[scheme];\n    if (manager == null) {\n

throw new Error(`Cannot find model manager for scheme '${scheme}'`);\n    }\n    return manager;\n  }\n\n  static

getSchemes(): string[] {\n    return Object.keys(this.getInstance().managers);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Helper method for

parsing a URL string into a scheme and a path.\n *\n * @param url E.g., 'localstorage://my-model'\n * @returns A

dictionary with two fields: scheme and path.\n *   Scheme: e.g., 'localstorage' in the example above.\n *   Path: e.g.,

'my-model' in the example above.\n */\nfunction parseURL(url: string): {scheme: string, path: string} {\n  if

(url.indexOf(URL_SCHEME_SUFFIX) === -1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `The url string provided does not

contain a scheme. ` +\n        `Supported schemes are: ` +\n

`${ModelStoreManagerRegistry.getSchemes().join(',')}`);\n  }\n  return {\n    scheme:

url.split(URL_SCHEME_SUFFIX)[0],\n    path: url.split(URL_SCHEME_SUFFIX)[1],\n  };\n}\n\nasync function

cloneModelInternal(\n    sourceURL: string, destURL: string,\n    deleteSource = false):

Promise<ModelArtifactsInfo> {\n  assert(\n      sourceURL !== destURL,\n      () => `Old path and new path are the

same: '${sourceURL}'`);\n\n  const loadHandlers = IORouterRegistry.getLoadHandlers(sourceURL);\n  assert(\n

loadHandlers.length > 0,\n      () => `Copying failed because no load handler is found for source URL ${\n

sourceURL}.`);\n  assert(\n      loadHandlers.length < 2,\n      () => `Copying failed because more than one

(${loadHandlers.length}) ` +\n          `load handlers for source URL ${sourceURL}.`);\n  const loadHandler =

loadHandlers[0];\n\n  const saveHandlers = IORouterRegistry.getSaveHandlers(destURL);\n  assert(\n

saveHandlers.length > 0,\n      () => `Copying failed because no save handler is found for destination ` +\n

`URL ${destURL}.`);\n  assert(\n      saveHandlers.length < 2,\n      () => `Copying failed because more than one

(${loadHandlers.length}) ` +\n          `save handlers for destination URL ${destURL}.`);\n  const saveHandler =

saveHandlers[0];\n\n  const sourceScheme = parseURL(sourceURL).scheme;\n  const sourcePath =

parseURL(sourceURL).path;\n  const sameMedium = sourceScheme === parseURL(sourceURL).scheme;\n\n

const modelArtifacts = await loadHandler.load();\n\n  // If moving within the same storage medium, remove the old

model as soon as\n  // the loading is done. Without doing this, it is possible that the combined\n  // size of the two

models will cause the cloning to fail.\n  if (deleteSource && sameMedium) {\n    await

ModelStoreManagerRegistry.getManager(sourceScheme)\n        .removeModel(sourcePath);\n  }\n\n  const

saveResult = await saveHandler.save(modelArtifacts);\n\n  // If moving between mediums, the deletion is done after

the save succeeds.\n  // This guards against the case in which saving to the destination medium\n  // fails.\n  if

(deleteSource && !sameMedium) {\n    await ModelStoreManagerRegistry.getManager(sourceScheme)\n

.removeModel(sourcePath);\n  }\n\n  return saveResult.modelArtifactsInfo;\n}\n\n/**\n * List all models stored in

registered storage mediums.\n *\n * For a web browser environment, the registered mediums are Local Storage

and\n * IndexedDB.\n *\n * ```js\n * // First create and save a model.\n * const model = tf.sequential();\n *

model.add(tf.layers.dense(\n *     {units: 1, inputShape: [10], activation: 'sigmoid'}));\n * await

model.save('localstorage://demo/management/model1');\n *\n * // Then list existing models.\n *

console.log(JSON.stringify(await tf.io.listModels()));\n *\n * // Delete the model.\n * await

tf.io.removeModel('localstorage://demo/management/model1');\n *\n * // List models again.\n *

console.log(JSON.stringify(await tf.io.listModels()));\n * ```\n *\n * @returns A `Promise` of a dictionary mapping

URLs of existing models to\n * their model artifacts info. URLs include medium-specific schemes, e.g.,\n *

'indexeddb://my/model/1'. Model artifacts info include type of the\n * model's topology, byte sizes of the topology,

weights, etc.\n *\n * @doc {\n *   heading: 'Models',\n *   subheading: 'Management',\n *   namespace: 'io',\n *
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ignoreCI: true\n * }\n */\nasync function listModels(): Promise<{[url: string]: ModelArtifactsInfo}> {\n  const

schemes = ModelStoreManagerRegistry.getSchemes();\n  const out: {[url: string]: ModelArtifactsInfo} = {};\n  for

(const scheme of schemes) {\n    const schemeOut =\n        await

ModelStoreManagerRegistry.getManager(scheme).listModels();\n    for (const path in schemeOut) {\n      const url =

scheme + URL_SCHEME_SUFFIX + path;\n      out[url] = schemeOut[path];\n    }\n  }\n  return out;\n}\n\n/**\n *

Remove a model specified by URL from a reigstered storage medium.\n *\n * ```js\n * // First create and save a

model.\n * const model = tf.sequential();\n * model.add(tf.layers.dense(\n *     {units: 1, inputShape: [10],

activation: 'sigmoid'}));\n * await model.save('localstorage://demo/management/model1');\n *\n * // Then list

existing models.\n * console.log(JSON.stringify(await tf.io.listModels()));\n *\n * // Delete the model.\n * await

tf.io.removeModel('localstorage://demo/management/model1');\n *\n * // List models again.\n *

console.log(JSON.stringify(await tf.io.listModels()));\n * ```\n *\n * @param url A URL to a stored model, with a

scheme prefix, e.g.,\n *   'localstorage://my-model-1', 'indexeddb://my/model/2'.\n * @returns ModelArtifactsInfo of

the deleted model (if and only if deletion\n *   is successful).\n * @throws Error if deletion fails, e.g., if no model

exists at `path`.\n *\n * @doc {\n *   heading: 'Models',\n *   subheading: 'Management',\n *   namespace: 'io',\n *

ignoreCI: true\n * }\n */\nasync function removeModel(url: string): Promise<ModelArtifactsInfo> {\n  const

schemeAndPath = parseURL(url);\n  const manager =

ModelStoreManagerRegistry.getManager(schemeAndPath.scheme);\n  return

manager.removeModel(schemeAndPath.path);\n}\n\n/**\n * Copy a model from one URL to another.\n *\n * This

function supports:\n *\n * 1. Copying within a storage medium, e.g.,\n *    `tf.io.copyModel('localstorage://model-1',

'localstorage://model-2')`\n * 2. Copying between two storage mediums, e.g.,\n *

`tf.io.copyModel('localstorage://model-1', 'indexeddb://model-1')`\n *\n * ```js\n * // First create and save a model.\n

* const model = tf.sequential();\n * model.add(tf.layers.dense(\n *     {units: 1, inputShape: [10], activation:

'sigmoid'}));\n * await model.save('localstorage://demo/management/model1');\n *\n * // Then list existing

models.\n * console.log(JSON.stringify(await tf.io.listModels()));\n *\n * // Copy the model, from Local Storage to

IndexedDB.\n * await tf.io.copyModel(\n *     'localstorage://demo/management/model1',\n *

'indexeddb://demo/management/model1');\n *\n * // List models again.\n * console.log(JSON.stringify(await

tf.io.listModels()));\n *\n * // Remove both models.\n * await

tf.io.removeModel('localstorage://demo/management/model1');\n * await

tf.io.removeModel('indexeddb://demo/management/model1');\n * ```\n *\n * @param sourceURL Source URL of

copying.\n * @param destURL Destination URL of copying.\n * @returns ModelArtifactsInfo of the copied model

(if and only if copying\n *   is successful).\n * @throws Error if copying fails, e.g., if no model exists at

`sourceURL`, or\n *   if `oldPath` and `newPath` are identical.\n *\n * @doc {\n *   heading: 'Models',\n *

subheading: 'Management',\n *   namespace: 'io',\n *   ignoreCI: true\n * }\n */\nasync function copyModel(\n

sourceURL: string, destURL: string): Promise<ModelArtifactsInfo> {\n  const deleteSource = false;\n  return

cloneModelInternal(sourceURL, destURL, deleteSource);\n}\n\n/**\n * Move a model from one URL to another.\n

*\n * This function supports:\n *\n * 1. Moving within a storage medium, e.g.,\n *

`tf.io.moveModel('localstorage://model-1', 'localstorage://model-2')`\n * 2. Moving between two storage mediums,

e.g.,\n *    `tf.io.moveModel('localstorage://model-1', 'indexeddb://model-1')`\n *\n * ```js\n * // First create and save

a model.\n * const model = tf.sequential();\n * model.add(tf.layers.dense(\n *     {units: 1, inputShape: [10],

activation: 'sigmoid'}));\n * await model.save('localstorage://demo/management/model1');\n *\n * // Then list

existing models.\n * console.log(JSON.stringify(await tf.io.listModels()));\n *\n * // Move the model, from Local

Storage to IndexedDB.\n * await tf.io.moveModel(\n *     'localstorage://demo/management/model1',\n *

'indexeddb://demo/management/model1');\n *\n * // List models again.\n * console.log(JSON.stringify(await

tf.io.listModels()));\n *\n * // Remove the moved model.\n * await

tf.io.removeModel('indexeddb://demo/management/model1');\n * ```\n *\n * @param sourceURL Source URL of

moving.\n * @param destURL Destination URL of moving.\n * @returns ModelArtifactsInfo of the copied model

(if and only if copying\n *   is successful).\n * @throws Error if moving fails, e.g., if no model exists at

`sourceURL`, or\n *   if `oldPath` and `newPath` are identical.\n *\n * @doc {\n *   heading: 'Models',\n *
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subheading: 'Management',\n *   namespace: 'io',\n *   ignoreCI: true\n * }\n */\nasync function moveModel(\n

sourceURL: string, destURL: string): Promise<ModelArtifactsInfo> {\n  const deleteSource = true;\n  return

cloneModelInternal(sourceURL, destURL, deleteSource);\n}\n\nexport {moveModel, copyModel, removeModel,

listModels};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport '../flags';\n\nimport {env} from '../environment';\nimport {BrowserIndexedDB,

BrowserIndexedDBManager} from '../io/indexed_db';\nimport {BrowserLocalStorage,

BrowserLocalStorageManager} from '../io/local_storage';\nimport {ModelStoreManagerRegistry} from

'../io/model_management';\n\nimport {Platform} from './platform';\n\nexport class PlatformBrowser implements

Platform {\n  // According to the spec, the built-in encoder can do only UTF-8 encoding.\n  //

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/TextEncoder/TextEncoder\n  private textEncoder:

TextEncoder;\n\n  fetch(path: string, init?: RequestInit): Promise<Response> {\n    return fetch(path, init);\n  }\n\n

now(): number {\n    return performance.now();\n  }\n\n  encode(text: string, encoding: string): Uint8Array {\n    if

(encoding !== 'utf-8' && encoding !== 'utf8') {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Browser's encoder only supports utf-

8, but got ${encoding}`);\n    }\n    if (this.textEncoder == null) {\n      this.textEncoder = new TextEncoder();\n

}\n    return this.textEncoder.encode(text);\n  }\n  decode(bytes: Uint8Array, encoding: string): string {\n    return

new TextDecoder(encoding).decode(bytes);\n  }\n}\n\nif (env().get('IS_BROWSER')) {\n

env().setPlatform('browser', new PlatformBrowser());\n\n  // Register LocalStorage IOHandler\n  try {\n

ModelStoreManagerRegistry.registerManager(\n        BrowserLocalStorage.URL_SCHEME, new

BrowserLocalStorageManager());\n  } catch (err) {\n  }\n\n  // Register IndexedDB IOHandler\n  try {\n

ModelStoreManagerRegistry.registerManager(\n        BrowserIndexedDB.URL_SCHEME, new

BrowserIndexedDBManager());\n  } catch (err) {\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {env} from '../environment';\n\nimport {Platform} from './platform';\n\n// We are wrapping this within an

object so it can be stubbed by Jasmine.\nexport const getNodeFetch = {\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-require-

imports\n  importFetch: () => require('node-fetch')\n};\n\ntype FetchFn = (url: string, init?: RequestInit) =>

Promise<Response>;\nlet systemFetch: FetchFn;\n// These getters and setters are for testing so we don't export a

mutable\n// variable.\nexport function resetSystemFetch() {\n  systemFetch = null;\n}\nexport function

setSystemFetch(fetchFn: FetchFn) {\n  systemFetch = fetchFn;\n}\nexport function getSystemFetch(): FetchFn {\n

return systemFetch;\n}\n\nexport class PlatformNode implements Platform {\n  private textEncoder: TextEncoder;\n

// tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  util: any;\n\n  constructor() {\n    // tslint:disable-next-line:no-require-imports\n

this.util = require('util');\n    // According to the spec, the built-in encoder can do only UTF-8 encoding.\n    //

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/TextEncoder/TextEncoder\n    this.textEncoder = new

this.util.TextEncoder();\n  }\n\n  fetch(path: string, requestInits?: RequestInit): Promise<Response> {\n    if

(env().global.fetch != null) {\n      return env().global.fetch(path, requestInits);\n    }\n\n    if (systemFetch == null)

{\n      systemFetch = getNodeFetch.importFetch();\n    }\n    return systemFetch(path, requestInits);\n  }\n\n  now():
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number {\n    const time = process.hrtime();\n    return time[0] * 1000 + time[1] / 1000000;\n  }\n\n  encode(text:

string, encoding: string): Uint8Array {\n    if (encoding !== 'utf-8' && encoding !== 'utf8') {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `Node built-in encoder only supports utf-8, but got ${encoding}`);\n    }\n    return

this.textEncoder.encode(text);\n  }\n  decode(bytes: Uint8Array, encoding: string): string {\n    if (bytes.length ===

0) {\n      return '';\n    }\n    return new this.util.TextDecoder(encoding).decode(bytes);\n  }\n}\n\nif

(env().get('IS_NODE')) {\n  env().setPlatform('node', new PlatformNode());\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TensorBuffer} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, DataTypeMap, Rank, ShapeMap} from

'../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\n/**\n * Creates an empty `tf.TensorBuffer` with the specified `shape` and

`dtype`.\n *\n * The values are stored in CPU as `TypedArray`. Fill the buffer using\n * `buffer.set()`, or by

modifying directly `buffer.values`.\n *\n * When done, call `buffer.toTensor()` to get an immutable `tf.Tensor`

with\n * those values.\n *\n * ```js\n * // Create a buffer and set values at particular indices.\n * const buffer =

tf.buffer([2, 2]);\n * buffer.set(3, 0, 0);\n * buffer.set(5, 1, 0);\n *\n * // Convert the buffer back to a tensor.\n *

buffer.toTensor().print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param shape An array of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n *

@param dtype The dtype of the buffer. Defaults to 'float32'.\n * @param values The values of the buffer as

`TypedArray`. Defaults to\n * zeros.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport

function buffer<R extends Rank, D extends DataType = 'float32'>(\n    shape: ShapeMap[R], dtype: D = 'float32' as

D,\n    values?: DataTypeMap[D]): TensorBuffer<R, D> {\n  dtype = dtype || 'float32' as D;\n

util.assertNonNegativeIntegerDimensions(shape);\n  return new TensorBuffer<R, D>(shape, dtype,

values);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {DataType, TensorLike} from

'../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Casts a `tf.Tensor` to a new

dtype.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1.5, 2.5, 3]);\n * tf.cast(x, 'int32').print();\n * ```\n * @param x The

input tensor to be casted.\n * @param dtype The dtype to cast the input tensor to.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors',

subheading: 'Transformations'}\n */\nfunction cast_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike, dtype: DataType): T {\n

const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'cast');\n\n  // Sanity checks.\n  if (!util.isValidDtype(dtype)) {\n    throw new

Error(`Failed to cast to unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n  if (dtype === 'string' && $x.dtype !== 'string' ||\n

dtype !== 'string' && $x.dtype === 'string') {\n    throw new Error('Only strings can be casted to strings');\n  }\n\n

const inputs: CastInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: CastAttrs = {dtype};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Cast,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const cast = op({cast_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable
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law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Creates a

new tensor with the same values and shape as the specified\n * tensor.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor([1, 2]);\n

*\n * x.clone().print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The tensor to clone.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading:

'Creation'}\n */\nfunction clone_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'clone', 'string_or_numeric');\n  const inputs: IdentityInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  // Note this op is called tf.identity in

python. Hence the kernel name used\n  // here.\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Identity, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const clone = op({clone_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\n\n/**\n * Prints information about the `tf.Tensor` including its data.\n *\n *

```js\n * const verbose = true;\n * tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]).print(verbose);\n * ```\n * @param x The tensor to

be printed.\n * @param verbose Whether to print verbose information about the ` Tensor`,\n * including dtype and

size.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function print<T extends Tensor>(x: T,

verbose = false): void {\n  console.log(x.toString(verbose));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Required side effectful code for tfjs-core\n\n// Set up Engine and ENV\nimport {getOrMakeEngine} from

'./engine';\ngetOrMakeEngine();\n\n// Register backend-agnostic flags.\nimport './flags';\n// Register

platforms\nimport './platforms/platform_browser';\nimport './platforms/platform_node';\n\n// Set up

OpHandler\nimport {buffer} from './ops/buffer';\nimport {cast} from './ops/cast';\nimport {clone} from

'./ops/clone';\nimport {print} from './ops/print';\nimport {OpHandler, setOpHandler} from './tensor';\nconst

opHandler: OpHandler = {\n  buffer,\n  cast,\n  clone,\n  print\n};\nsetOpHandler(opHandler);\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * IOHandlers related to files, such as browser-triggered file downloads,\n * user-selected files in

browser.\n */\n\nimport '../flags';\nimport {env} from '../environment';\n\nimport {basename,

concatenateArrayBuffers, getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON} from './io_utils';\nimport {IORouter, IORouterRegistry}
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from './router_registry';\nimport {IOHandler, ModelArtifacts, ModelJSON, SaveResult, WeightsManifestConfig,

WeightsManifestEntry} from './types';\n\nconst DEFAULT_FILE_NAME_PREFIX = 'model';\nconst

DEFAULT_JSON_EXTENSION_NAME = '.json';\nconst DEFAULT_WEIGHT_DATA_EXTENSION_NAME =

'.weights.bin';\n\nfunction defer<T>(f: () => T): Promise<T> {\n  return new Promise(resolve =>

setTimeout(resolve)).then(f);\n}\n\nexport class BrowserDownloads implements IOHandler {\n  private readonly

modelTopologyFileName: string;\n  private readonly weightDataFileName: string;\n  private readonly jsonAnchor:

HTMLAnchorElement;\n  private readonly weightDataAnchor: HTMLAnchorElement;\n\n  static readonly

URL_SCHEME = 'downloads://';\n\n  constructor(fileNamePrefix?: string) {\n    if

(!env().getBool('IS_BROWSER')) {\n      // TODO(cais): Provide info on what IOHandlers are available under the\n

    //   current environment.\n      throw new Error(\n          'browserDownloads() cannot proceed because the current

environment ' +\n          'is not a browser.');\n    }\n\n    if

(fileNamePrefix.startsWith(BrowserDownloads.URL_SCHEME)) {\n      fileNamePrefix =

fileNamePrefix.slice(BrowserDownloads.URL_SCHEME.length);\n    }\n    if (fileNamePrefix == null ||

fileNamePrefix.length === 0) {\n      fileNamePrefix = DEFAULT_FILE_NAME_PREFIX;\n    }\n\n

this.modelTopologyFileName = fileNamePrefix + DEFAULT_JSON_EXTENSION_NAME;\n

this.weightDataFileName =\n        fileNamePrefix + DEFAULT_WEIGHT_DATA_EXTENSION_NAME;\n  }\n\n

async save(modelArtifacts: ModelArtifacts): Promise<SaveResult> {\n    if (typeof (document) === 'undefined') {\n

   throw new Error(\n          'Browser downloads are not supported in ' +\n          'this environment since `document`

is not present');\n    }\n    const weightsURL = window.URL.createObjectURL(new Blob(\n

[modelArtifacts.weightData], {type: 'application/octet-stream'}));\n\n    if (modelArtifacts.modelTopology

instanceof ArrayBuffer) {\n      throw new Error(\n          'BrowserDownloads.save() does not support saving model

topology ' +\n          'in binary formats yet.');\n    } else {\n      const weightsManifest: WeightsManifestConfig = [{\n

      paths: ['./' + this.weightDataFileName],\n        weights: modelArtifacts.weightSpecs\n      }];\n      const

modelTopologyAndWeightManifest: ModelJSON = {\n        modelTopology: modelArtifacts.modelTopology,\n

format: modelArtifacts.format,\n        generatedBy: modelArtifacts.generatedBy,\n        convertedBy:

modelArtifacts.convertedBy,\n        weightsManifest\n      };\n      if (modelArtifacts.signature != null) {\n

modelTopologyAndWeightManifest.signature = modelArtifacts.signature;\n      }\n      if

(modelArtifacts.userDefinedMetadata != null) {\n        modelTopologyAndWeightManifest.userDefinedMetadata

=\n            modelArtifacts.userDefinedMetadata;\n      }\n      if (modelArtifacts.modelInitializer != null) {\n

modelTopologyAndWeightManifest.modelInitializer =\n            modelArtifacts.modelInitializer;\n      }\n      const

modelTopologyAndWeightManifestURL =\n          window.URL.createObjectURL(new Blob(\n

[JSON.stringify(modelTopologyAndWeightManifest)],\n              {type: 'application/json'}));\n\n      // If anchor

elements are not provided, create them without attaching them\n      // to parents, so that the downloaded file names

can be controlled.\n      const jsonAnchor = this.jsonAnchor == null ? document.createElement('a') :\n

                         this.jsonAnchor;\n      jsonAnchor.download = this.modelTopologyFileName;\n      jsonAnchor.href

= modelTopologyAndWeightManifestURL;\n      // Trigger downloads by evoking a click event on the download

anchors.\n      // When multiple downloads are started synchronously, Firefox will only\n      // save the last one.\n

await defer(() => jsonAnchor.dispatchEvent(new MouseEvent('click')));\n\n      if (modelArtifacts.weightData !=

null) {\n        const weightDataAnchor = this.weightDataAnchor == null ?\n            document.createElement('a') :\n

        this.weightDataAnchor;\n        weightDataAnchor.download = this.weightDataFileName;\n

weightDataAnchor.href = weightsURL;\n        await defer(\n            () => weightDataAnchor.dispatchEvent(new

MouseEvent('click')));\n      }\n\n      return {modelArtifactsInfo:

getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON(modelArtifacts)};\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nclass BrowserFiles implements IOHandler {\n

private readonly files: File[];\n\n  constructor(files: File[]) {\n    if (files == null || files.length < 1) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `When calling browserFiles, at least 1 file is required, ` +\n          `but received ${files}`);\n    }\n

this.files = files;\n  }\n\n  async load(): Promise<ModelArtifacts> {\n    const jsonFile = this.files[0];\n    const

weightFiles = this.files.slice(1);\n\n    return new Promise<ModelArtifacts>((resolve, reject) => {\n      const

jsonReader = new FileReader();\n      jsonReader.onload = (event: Event) => {\n        // tslint:disable-next-line:no-
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any\n        const modelJSON = JSON.parse((event.target as any).result) as ModelJSON;\n        const modelTopology

= modelJSON.modelTopology;\n        if (modelTopology == null) {\n          reject(new Error(\n

`modelTopology field is missing from file ${jsonFile.name}`));\n          return;\n        }\n\n        if

(weightFiles.length === 0) {\n          resolve({modelTopology});\n        }\n\n        const weightsManifest =

modelJSON.weightsManifest;\n        if (weightsManifest == null) {\n          reject(new Error(\n

`weightManifest field is missing from file ${jsonFile.name}`));\n          return;\n        }\n\n        let pathToFile:

{[path: string]: File};\n        try {\n          pathToFile =\n

this.checkManifestAndWeightFiles(weightsManifest, weightFiles);\n        } catch (err) {\n          reject(err);\n

return;\n        }\n\n        const weightSpecs: WeightsManifestEntry[] = [];\n        const paths: string[] = [];\n

const perFileBuffers: ArrayBuffer[] = [];\n        weightsManifest.forEach(weightsGroup => {\n

weightsGroup.paths.forEach(path => {\n            paths.push(path);\n            perFileBuffers.push(null);\n          });\n

    weightSpecs.push(...weightsGroup.weights);\n        });\n\n        weightsManifest.forEach(weightsGroup => {\n

   weightsGroup.paths.forEach(path => {\n            const weightFileReader = new FileReader();\n

weightFileReader.onload = (event: Event) => {\n              // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n              const

weightData = (event.target as any).result as ArrayBuffer;\n              const index = paths.indexOf(path);\n

perFileBuffers[index] = weightData;\n              if (perFileBuffers.indexOf(null) === -1) {\n                const result:

ModelArtifacts = {\n                  modelTopology,\n                  weightSpecs,\n                  weightData:

concatenateArrayBuffers(perFileBuffers),\n                  format: modelJSON.format,\n                  generatedBy:

modelJSON.generatedBy,\n                  convertedBy: modelJSON.convertedBy\n                };\n                if

(modelJSON.signature != null) {\n                  result.signature = modelJSON.signature;\n                }\n                if

(modelJSON.userDefinedMetadata != null) {\n                  result.userDefinedMetadata =

modelJSON.userDefinedMetadata;\n                }\n                if (modelJSON.modelInitializer != null) {\n

result.modelInitializer = modelJSON.modelInitializer;\n                }\n                resolve(result);\n              }\n

};\n            weightFileReader.onerror = error =>\n                reject(`Failed to weights data from file of path

'${path}'.`);\n            weightFileReader.readAsArrayBuffer(pathToFile[path]);\n          });\n        });\n      };\n

jsonReader.onerror = error => reject(\n          `Failed to read model topology and weights manifest JSON ` +\n

`from file '${jsonFile.name}'. BrowserFiles supports loading ` +\n          `Keras-style tf.Model artifacts only.`);\n

jsonReader.readAsText(jsonFile);\n    });\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Check the compatibility between weights manifest and

weight files.\n   */\n  private checkManifestAndWeightFiles(\n      manifest: WeightsManifestConfig, files: File[]):

{[path: string]: File} {\n    const basenames: string[] = [];\n    const fileNames = files.map(file =>

basename(file.name));\n    const pathToFile: {[path: string]: File} = {};\n    for (const group of manifest) {\n

group.paths.forEach(path => {\n        const pathBasename = basename(path);\n        if

(basenames.indexOf(pathBasename) !== -1) {\n          throw new Error(\n              `Duplicate file basename found in

weights manifest: ` +\n              `'${pathBasename}'`);\n        }\n        basenames.push(pathBasename);\n        if

(fileNames.indexOf(pathBasename) === -1) {\n          throw new Error(\n              `Weight file with basename

'${pathBasename}' is not provided.`);\n        } else {\n          pathToFile[path] =

files[fileNames.indexOf(pathBasename)];\n        }\n      });\n    }\n\n    if (basenames.length !== files.length) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `Mismatch in the number of files in weights manifest ` +\n          `(${basenames.length})

and the number of weight files provided ` +\n          `(${files.length}).`);\n    }\n    return pathToFile;\n

}\n}\n\nexport const browserDownloadsRouter: IORouter = (url: string|string[]) => {\n  if

(!env().getBool('IS_BROWSER')) {\n    return null;\n  } else {\n    if (!Array.isArray(url) &&

url.startsWith(BrowserDownloads.URL_SCHEME)) {\n      return

browserDownloads(url.slice(BrowserDownloads.URL_SCHEME.length));\n    } else {\n      return null;\n    }\n

}\n};\nIORouterRegistry.registerSaveRouter(browserDownloadsRouter);\n\n/**\n * Creates an IOHandler that

triggers file downloads from the browser.\n *\n * The returned `IOHandler` instance can be used as model exporting

methods such\n * as `tf.Model.save` and supports only saving.\n *\n * ```js\n * const model = tf.sequential();\n *

model.add(tf.layers.dense(\n *     {units: 1, inputShape: [10], activation: 'sigmoid'}));\n * const saveResult = await

model.save('downloads://mymodel');\n * // This will trigger downloading of two files:\n * //   'mymodel.json' and
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'mymodel.weights.bin'.\n * console.log(saveResult);\n * ```\n *\n * @param fileNamePrefix Prefix name of the files

to be downloaded. For use with\n *   `tf.Model`, `fileNamePrefix` should follow either of the following two\n *

formats:\n *   1. `null` or `undefined`, in which case the default file\n *      names will be used:\n *      - 'model.json'

for the JSON file containing the model topology and\n *        weights manifest.\n *      - 'model.weights.bin' for the

binary file containing the binary weight\n *        values.\n *   2. A single string or an Array of a single string, as the

file name prefix.\n *      For example, if `'foo'` is provided, the downloaded JSON\n *      file and binary weights file

will be named 'foo.json' and\n *      'foo.weights.bin', respectively.\n * @param config Additional configuration for

triggering downloads.\n * @returns An instance of `BrowserDownloads` `IOHandler`.\n *\n * @doc {\n *   heading:

'Models',\n *   subheading: 'Loading',\n *   namespace: 'io',\n *   ignoreCI: true\n * }\n */\nexport function

browserDownloads(fileNamePrefix = 'model'): IOHandler {\n  return new

BrowserDownloads(fileNamePrefix);\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an IOHandler that loads model artifacts from user-

selected files.\n *\n * This method can be used for loading from files such as user-selected files\n * in the browser.\n

* When used in conjunction with `tf.loadLayersModel`, an instance of\n * `tf.LayersModel` (Keras-style) can be

constructed from the loaded artifacts.\n *\n * ```js\n * // Note: This code snippet won't run properly without the

actual file input\n * //   elements in the HTML DOM.\n *\n * // Suppose there are two HTML file input (`<input

type=\"file\" ...>`)\n * // elements.\n * const uploadJSONInput = document.getElementById('upload-json');\n * const

uploadWeightsInput = document.getElementById('upload-weights');\n * const model = await

tf.loadLayersModel(tf.io.browserFiles(\n *     [uploadJSONInput.files[0], uploadWeightsInput.files[0]]));\n * ```\n

*\n * @param files `File`s to load from. Currently, this function supports only\n *   loading from files that contain

Keras-style models (i.e., `tf.Model`s), for\n *   which an `Array` of `File`s is expected (in that order):\n *   - A JSON

file containing the model topology and weight manifest.\n *   - Optionally, One or more binary files containing the

binary weights.\n *     These files must have names that match the paths in the `weightsManifest`\n *     contained by

the aforementioned JSON file, or errors will be thrown\n *     during loading. These weights files have the same

format as the ones\n *     generated by `tensorflowjs_converter` that comes with the `tensorflowjs`\n *     Python PIP

package. If no weights files are provided, only the model\n *     topology will be loaded from the JSON file above.\n

* @returns An instance of `Files` `IOHandler`.\n *\n * @doc {\n *   heading: 'Models',\n *   subheading:

'Loading',\n *   namespace: 'io',\n *   ignoreCI: true\n * }\n */\nexport function browserFiles(files: File[]): IOHandler

{\n  return new BrowserFiles(files);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {assert} from '../util';\n\nimport {OnProgressCallback} from './types';\n\n/**\n * Monitor Promise.all

progress, fire onProgress callback function.\n *\n * @param promises Promise list going to be monitored\n *

@param onProgress Callback function. Fired when a promise resolved.\n * @param startFraction Optional fraction

start. Default to 0.\n * @param endFraction Optional fraction end. Default to 1.\n */\nexport function

monitorPromisesProgress(\n    promises: Array<Promise<{}|void>>, onProgress: OnProgressCallback,\n

startFraction?: number, endFraction?: number) {\n  checkPromises(promises);\n  startFraction = startFraction ==

null ? 0 : startFraction;\n  endFraction = endFraction == null ? 1 : endFraction;\n  checkFraction(startFraction,

endFraction);\n  let resolvedPromise = 0;\n\n  const registerMonitor = (promise: Promise<{}>) => {\n

promise.then(value => {\n      const fraction = startFraction +\n          ++resolvedPromise / promises.length *

(endFraction - startFraction);\n      // pass fraction as parameter to callback function.\n      onProgress(fraction);\n

return value;\n    });\n    return promise;\n  };\n\n  function checkPromises(promises: Array<Promise<{}|void>>):

void {\n    assert(\n        promises != null && Array.isArray(promises) && promises.length > 0,\n        () =>

'promises must be a none empty array');\n  }\n\n  function checkFraction(startFraction: number, endFraction:
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number): void {\n    assert(\n        startFraction >= 0 && startFraction <= 1,\n        () => `Progress fraction must be

in range [0, 1], but ` +\n            `got startFraction ${startFraction}`);\n    assert(\n        endFraction >= 0 &&

endFraction <= 1,\n        () => `Progress fraction must be in range [0, 1], but ` +\n            `got endFraction

${endFraction}`);\n    assert(\n        endFraction >= startFraction,\n        () => `startFraction must be no more than

endFraction, but ` +\n            `got startFraction ${startFraction} and endFraction ` +\n            `${endFraction}`);\n

}\n\n  return Promise.all(promises.map(registerMonitor));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '../environment';\n\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport * as util

from '../util';\nimport {decodeWeights} from './io_utils';\nimport {monitorPromisesProgress} from

'./progress';\nimport {DTYPE_VALUE_SIZE_MAP, LoadOptions, WeightsManifestConfig,

WeightsManifestEntry} from './types';\n\n/**\n * Reads binary weights data from a number of URLs.\n *\n *

@param fetchURLs URLs to send the HTTP requests at, using `fetch` calls.\n * @param requestOptions

RequestInit (options) for the HTTP requests.\n * @param fetchFunc Optional overriding value for the

`window.fetch` function.\n * @param onProgress Optional, progress callback function, fired periodically\n *

before the load is completed.\n * @returns A `Promise` of an Array of `ArrayBuffer`. The Array has the same\n *

length as `fetchURLs`.\n */\nexport async function loadWeightsAsArrayBuffer(\n    fetchURLs: string[],

loadOptions?: LoadOptions): Promise<ArrayBuffer[]> {\n  if (loadOptions == null) {\n    loadOptions = {};\n  }\n\n

const fetchFunc = loadOptions.fetchFunc == null ? env().platform.fetch :\n

loadOptions.fetchFunc;\n\n  // Create the requests for all of the weights in parallel.\n  const requests =

fetchURLs.map(\n      fetchURL =>\n          fetchFunc(fetchURL, loadOptions.requestInit, {isBinary: true}));\n\n

const fetchStartFraction = 0;\n  const fetchEndFraction = 0.5;\n\n  const responses = loadOptions.onProgress == null

?\n      await Promise.all(requests) :\n      await monitorPromisesProgress(\n          requests, loadOptions.onProgress,

fetchStartFraction,\n          fetchEndFraction);\n\n  const bufferPromises = responses.map(response =>

response.arrayBuffer());\n\n  const bufferStartFraction = 0.5;\n  const bufferEndFraction = 1;\n\n  const buffers =

loadOptions.onProgress == null ?\n      await Promise.all(bufferPromises) :\n      await monitorPromisesProgress(\n

      bufferPromises, loadOptions.onProgress, bufferStartFraction,\n          bufferEndFraction);\n  return

buffers;\n}\n\n/**\n * Reads a weights manifest JSON configuration, fetches the weights and\n * returns them as

`Tensor`s.\n *\n * @param manifest The weights manifest JSON.\n * @param filePathPrefix The path prefix for

filenames given in the manifest.\n *     Defaults to the empty string.\n * @param weightNames The names of the

weights to be fetched.\n */\nexport async function loadWeights(\n    manifest: WeightsManifestConfig,

filePathPrefix = '',\n    weightNames?: string[],\n    requestInit?: RequestInit): Promise<NamedTensorMap> {\n  //

TODO(nsthorat): Groups are currently fetched atomically. If you need a\n  // single weight from a group, the whole

group will be fetched. At a future\n  // date, we should support fetching only the individual shards within a\n  //

group that are needed to reconstruct the requested weight.\n  // TODO(cais): Use `decodeWeights` for

implementation.\n\n  const fetchWeights = (fetchUrls: string[]) =>\n      loadWeightsAsArrayBuffer(fetchUrls,

{requestInit});\n  const loadWeights = weightsLoaderFactory(fetchWeights);\n\n  return loadWeights(manifest,

filePathPrefix, weightNames);\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a function, which reads a weights manifest JSON

configuration,\n * fetches the weight files using the specified function and returns them as\n * `Tensor`s.\n *\n *

```js\n * // example for creating a nodejs weight loader, which reads the weight files\n * // from disk using

fs.readFileSync\n *\n * import * as fs from 'fs'\n *\n * const fetchWeightsFromDisk = (filePaths: string[]) =>\n *

filePaths.map(filePath => fs.readFileSync(filePath).buffer)\n *\n * const loadWeights =

tf.io.weightsLoaderFactory(fetchWeightsFromDisk)\n *\n * const manifest = JSON.parse(\n *
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fs.readFileSync('./my_model-weights_manifest').toString()\n * )\n * const weightMap = await

loadWeights(manifest, './')\n * ```\n * @param fetchWeightsFunction The function used for fetching the weight

files.\n * @returns Weight loading function.\n */\nexport function weightsLoaderFactory(\n

fetchWeightsFunction: (fetchUrls: string[]) => Promise<ArrayBuffer[]>):\n    (manifest: WeightsManifestConfig,

filePathPrefix?: string,\n     weightNames?: string[]) => Promise<NamedTensorMap> {\n  return async(\n

manifest: WeightsManifestConfig, filePathPrefix = '',\n             weightNames?: string[]):

Promise<NamedTensorMap> => {\n    // Collect all the groups, weights, and their relative offsets to be\n    //

fetched.\n    const groupIndicesToFetchMap = manifest.map(() => false);\n    const groupWeightsToFetch: {\n

[group: number]: Array<{\n        manifestEntry: WeightsManifestEntry; groupOffset: number;\n        sizeBytes:

number;\n      }>\n    } = {};\n    const weightsFound =\n        weightNames != null ? weightNames.map(() => false)

: [];\n    const allManifestWeightNames: string[] = [];\n    manifest.forEach((manifestGroupConfig, groupIndex) =>

{\n      let groupOffset = 0;\n      manifestGroupConfig.weights.forEach(weightsEntry => {\n        const rawDtype =

('quantization' in weightsEntry) ?\n            weightsEntry.quantization.dtype :\n            weightsEntry.dtype;\n\n

const weightsBytes = DTYPE_VALUE_SIZE_MAP[rawDtype] *\n

util.sizeFromShape(weightsEntry.shape);\n\n        const enqueueWeightsForFetchingFn = () => {\n

groupIndicesToFetchMap[groupIndex] = true;\n          if (groupWeightsToFetch[groupIndex] == null) {\n

groupWeightsToFetch[groupIndex] = [];\n          }\n\n          groupWeightsToFetch[groupIndex].push({\n

manifestEntry: weightsEntry,\n            groupOffset,\n            sizeBytes: weightsBytes\n          });\n        };\n\n        if

(weightNames != null) {\n          weightNames.forEach((weightName, weightIndex) => {\n            if (weightName

=== weightsEntry.name) {\n              enqueueWeightsForFetchingFn();\n              weightsFound[weightIndex] =

true;\n            }\n          });\n        } else {\n          enqueueWeightsForFetchingFn();\n        }\n\n

allManifestWeightNames.push(weightsEntry.name);\n        groupOffset += weightsBytes;\n      });\n    });\n\n    if

(!weightsFound.every(found => found)) {\n      const weightsNotFound = weightNames.filter((_, i) =>

!weightsFound[i]);\n      throw new Error(\n          `Could not find weights in manifest with names: ` +\n

`${weightsNotFound.join(', ')}. \\n` +\n          `Manifest JSON has weights with names: ` +\n

`${allManifestWeightNames.join(', ')}.`);\n    }\n\n    // Convert the one-hot boolean groupId => shouldFetch map to

a list of group\n    // IDs.\n    const groupIndicesToFetch =\n        groupIndicesToFetchMap.reduce((accumulator,

shouldFetch, i) => {\n          if (shouldFetch) {\n            accumulator.push(i);\n          }\n          return accumulator;\n

    }, []);\n\n    const fetchUrls: string[] = [];\n    groupIndicesToFetch.forEach(i => {\n

manifest[i].paths.forEach(filepath => {\n        const fetchUrl = filePathPrefix +\n

(!filePathPrefix.endsWith('/') ? '/' : '') + filepath;\n        fetchUrls.push(fetchUrl);\n      });\n    });\n    const buffers =

await fetchWeightsFunction(fetchUrls);\n\n    const weightsTensorMap: NamedTensorMap = {};\n    let

bufferIndexOffset = 0;\n    groupIndicesToFetch.forEach(i => {\n      const numBuffers =

manifest[i].paths.length;\n\n      let groupBytes = 0;\n      for (let i = 0; i < numBuffers; i++) {\n        groupBytes +=

buffers[bufferIndexOffset + i].byteLength;\n      }\n\n      // Create a buffer for the whole group.\n      const

groupBuffer = new ArrayBuffer(groupBytes);\n      const groupByteBuffer = new Uint8Array(groupBuffer);\n      let

groupBufferOffset = 0;\n      for (let i = 0; i < numBuffers; i++) {\n        const buffer = new

Uint8Array(buffers[bufferIndexOffset + i]);\n        groupByteBuffer.set(buffer, groupBufferOffset);\n

groupBufferOffset += buffer.byteLength;\n      }\n\n      const weightsEntries = groupWeightsToFetch[i];\n

weightsEntries.forEach(weightsEntry => {\n        const byteBuffer = groupBuffer.slice(\n

weightsEntry.groupOffset,\n            weightsEntry.groupOffset + weightsEntry.sizeBytes);\n        const

nameToTensorMap =\n            decodeWeights(byteBuffer, [weightsEntry.manifestEntry]);\n        for (const name in

nameToTensorMap) {\n          weightsTensorMap[name] = nameToTensorMap[name];\n        }\n      });\n\n

bufferIndexOffset += numBuffers;\n    });\n\n    return weightsTensorMap;\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * IOHandler implementations based on HTTP requests in the web browser.\n *\n * Uses

[`fetch`](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Fetch_API).\n */\n\nimport {env} from

'../environment';\n\nimport {assert} from '../util';\nimport {concatenateArrayBuffers,

getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON} from './io_utils';\nimport {IORouter, IORouterRegistry} from

'./router_registry';\nimport {IOHandler, LoadOptions, ModelArtifacts, ModelJSON, OnProgressCallback,

SaveResult, WeightsManifestConfig, WeightsManifestEntry} from './types';\nimport {loadWeightsAsArrayBuffer}

from './weights_loader';\n\nconst OCTET_STREAM_MIME_TYPE = 'application/octet-stream';\nconst

JSON_TYPE = 'application/json';\nexport class HTTPRequest implements IOHandler {\n  protected readonly path:

string;\n  protected readonly requestInit: RequestInit;\n\n  private readonly fetch: Function;\n  private readonly

weightUrlConverter: (weightName: string) => Promise<string>;\n\n  readonly DEFAULT_METHOD = 'POST';\n\n

static readonly URL_SCHEME_REGEX = /^https?:\\/\\//;\n\n  private readonly weightPathPrefix: string;\n  private

readonly onProgress: OnProgressCallback;\n\n  constructor(path: string, loadOptions?: LoadOptions) {\n    if

(loadOptions == null) {\n      loadOptions = {};\n    }\n    this.weightPathPrefix = loadOptions.weightPathPrefix;\n

this.onProgress = loadOptions.onProgress;\n    this.weightUrlConverter = loadOptions.weightUrlConverter;\n\n    if

(loadOptions.fetchFunc != null) {\n      assert(\n          typeof loadOptions.fetchFunc === 'function',\n          () =>

'Must pass a function that matches the signature of ' +\n              '`fetch` (see ' +\n

'https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Fetch_API)');\n      this.fetch = loadOptions.fetchFunc;\n    }

else {\n      this.fetch = env().platform.fetch;\n    }\n\n    assert(\n        path != null && path.length > 0,\n        () =>

'URL path for http must not be null, undefined or ' +\n            'empty.');\n\n    if (Array.isArray(path)) {\n

assert(\n          path.length === 2,\n          () => 'URL paths for http must have a length of 2, ' +\n              `(actual

length is ${path.length}).`);\n    }\n    this.path = path;\n\n    if (loadOptions.requestInit != null &&\n

loadOptions.requestInit.body != null) {\n      throw new Error(\n          'requestInit is expected to have no pre-

existing body, but has one.');\n    }\n    this.requestInit = loadOptions.requestInit || {};\n  }\n\n  async

save(modelArtifacts: ModelArtifacts): Promise<SaveResult> {\n    if (modelArtifacts.modelTopology instanceof

ArrayBuffer) {\n      throw new Error(\n          'BrowserHTTPRequest.save() does not support saving model topology

' +\n          'in binary formats yet.');\n    }\n\n    const init = Object.assign({method: this.DEFAULT_METHOD},

this.requestInit);\n    init.body = new FormData();\n\n    const weightsManifest: WeightsManifestConfig = [{\n

paths: ['./model.weights.bin'],\n      weights: modelArtifacts.weightSpecs,\n    }];\n    const

modelTopologyAndWeightManifest: ModelJSON = {\n      modelTopology: modelArtifacts.modelTopology,\n

format: modelArtifacts.format,\n      generatedBy: modelArtifacts.generatedBy,\n      convertedBy:

modelArtifacts.convertedBy,\n      weightsManifest\n    };\n    if (modelArtifacts.signature != null) {\n

modelTopologyAndWeightManifest.signature = modelArtifacts.signature;\n    }\n    if

(modelArtifacts.userDefinedMetadata != null) {\n      modelTopologyAndWeightManifest.userDefinedMetadata =\n

       modelArtifacts.userDefinedMetadata;\n    }\n    if (modelArtifacts.modelInitializer != null) {\n

modelTopologyAndWeightManifest.modelInitializer =\n          modelArtifacts.modelInitializer;\n    }\n\n

init.body.append(\n        'model.json',\n        new Blob(\n

[JSON.stringify(modelTopologyAndWeightManifest)],\n            {type: JSON_TYPE}),\n        'model.json');\n\n    if

(modelArtifacts.weightData != null) {\n      init.body.append(\n          'model.weights.bin',\n          new

Blob([modelArtifacts.weightData], {type: OCTET_STREAM_MIME_TYPE}),\n          'model.weights.bin');\n

}\n\n    const response = await this.fetch(this.path, init);\n\n    if (response.ok) {\n      return {\n

modelArtifactsInfo: getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON(modelArtifacts),\n        responses: [response],\n      };\n    } else

{\n      throw new Error(\n          `BrowserHTTPRequest.save() failed due to HTTP response status ` +\n

`${response.status}.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Load model artifacts via HTTP request(s).\n   *\n   * See the

documentation to `tf.io.http` for details on the saved\n   * artifacts.\n   *\n   * @returns The loaded model artifacts (if

loading succeeds).\n   */\n  async load(): Promise<ModelArtifacts> {\n    const modelConfigRequest = await
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this.fetch(this.path, this.requestInit);\n\n    if (!modelConfigRequest.ok) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Request to

${this.path} failed with status code ` +\n          `${modelConfigRequest.status}. Please verify this URL points to `

+\n          `the model JSON of the model to load.`);\n    }\n    let modelConfig: ModelJSON;\n    try {\n

modelConfig = await modelConfigRequest.json();\n    } catch (e) {\n      let message = `Failed to parse model JSON

of response from ${this.path}.`;\n      // TODO(nsthorat): Remove this after some time when we're comfortable

that\n      // .pb files are mostly gone.\n      if (this.path.endsWith('.pb')) {\n        message += ' Your path contains a

.pb file extension. ' +\n            'Support for .pb models have been removed in TensorFlow.js 1.0 ' +\n            'in favor

of .json models. You can re-convert your Python ' +\n            'TensorFlow model using the TensorFlow.js 1.0

conversion scripts ' +\n            'or you can convert your.pb models with the \\'pb2json\\'' +\n            'NPM script in

the tensorflow/tfjs-converter repository.';\n      } else {\n        message += ' Please make sure the server is serving

valid ' +\n            'JSON for this request.';\n      }\n      throw new Error(message);\n    }\n    const modelTopology =

modelConfig.modelTopology;\n    const weightsManifest = modelConfig.weightsManifest;\n    const generatedBy =

modelConfig.generatedBy;\n    const convertedBy = modelConfig.convertedBy;\n    const format =

modelConfig.format;\n    const signature = modelConfig.signature;\n    const userDefinedMetadata =

modelConfig.userDefinedMetadata;\n\n    // We do not allow both modelTopology and weightsManifest to be

missing.\n    if (modelTopology == null && weightsManifest == null) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `The JSON

from HTTP path ${this.path} contains neither model ` +\n          `topology or manifest for weights.`);\n    }\n\n    let

weightSpecs: WeightsManifestEntry[];\n    let weightData: ArrayBuffer;\n    if (weightsManifest != null) {\n

const results = await this.loadWeights(weightsManifest);\n      [weightSpecs, weightData] = results;\n    }\n\n    const

artifacts: ModelArtifacts = {\n      modelTopology,\n      weightSpecs,\n      weightData,\n      generatedBy,\n

convertedBy,\n      format\n    };\n\n    if (signature != null) {\n      artifacts.signature = signature;\n    }\n    if

(userDefinedMetadata != null) {\n      artifacts.userDefinedMetadata = userDefinedMetadata;\n    }\n\n    const

initializer = modelConfig.modelInitializer;\n    if (initializer) {\n      artifacts.modelInitializer = initializer;\n    }\n\n

return artifacts;\n  }\n\n  private async loadWeights(weightsManifest: WeightsManifestConfig):\n

Promise<[WeightsManifestEntry[], ArrayBuffer]> {\n    const weightPath = Array.isArray(this.path) ? this.path[1] :

this.path;\n    const [prefix, suffix] = parseUrl(weightPath);\n    const pathPrefix = this.weightPathPrefix ||

prefix;\n\n    const weightSpecs = [];\n    for (const entry of weightsManifest) {\n

weightSpecs.push(...entry.weights);\n    }\n\n    const fetchURLs: string[] = [];\n    const urlPromises:

Array<Promise<string>> = [];\n    for (const weightsGroup of weightsManifest) {\n      for (const path of

weightsGroup.paths) {\n        if (this.weightUrlConverter != null) {\n

urlPromises.push(this.weightUrlConverter(path));\n        } else {\n          fetchURLs.push(pathPrefix + path +

suffix);\n        }\n      }\n    }\n\n    if (this.weightUrlConverter) {\n      fetchURLs.push(...await

Promise.all(urlPromises));\n    }\n\n    const buffers = await loadWeightsAsArrayBuffer(fetchURLs, {\n

requestInit: this.requestInit,\n      fetchFunc: this.fetch,\n      onProgress: this.onProgress\n    });\n    return

[weightSpecs, concatenateArrayBuffers(buffers)];\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Extract the prefix and suffix of the url, where

the prefix is the path before\n * the last file, and suffix is the search params after the last file.\n * ```\n * const url =

'http://tfhub.dev/model/1/tensorflowjs_model.pb?tfjs-format=file'\n * [prefix, suffix] = parseUrl(url)\n * // prefix =

'http://tfhub.dev/model/1/'\n * // suffix = '?tfjs-format=file'\n * ```\n * @param url the model url to be parsed.\n

*/\nexport function parseUrl(url: string): [string, string] {\n  const lastSlash = url.lastIndexOf('/');\n  const

lastSearchParam = url.lastIndexOf('?');\n  const prefix = url.substring(0, lastSlash);\n  const suffix =\n

lastSearchParam > lastSlash ? url.substring(lastSearchParam) : '';\n  return [prefix + '/', suffix];\n}\n\nexport function

isHTTPScheme(url: string): boolean {\n  return url.match(HTTPRequest.URL_SCHEME_REGEX) !=

null;\n}\n\nexport const httpRouter: IORouter =\n    (url: string, loadOptions?: LoadOptions) => {\n      if (typeof

fetch === 'undefined' &&\n          (loadOptions == null || loadOptions.fetchFunc == null)) {\n        // `http` uses

`fetch` or `node-fetch`, if one wants to use it in\n        // an environment that is not the browser or node they have to

setup a\n        // global fetch polyfill.\n        return null;\n      } else {\n        let isHTTP = true;\n        if

(Array.isArray(url)) {\n          isHTTP = url.every(urlItem => isHTTPScheme(urlItem));\n        } else {\n

isHTTP = isHTTPScheme(url);\n        }\n        if (isHTTP) {\n          return http(url, loadOptions);\n        }\n      }\n
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return null;\n

};\nIORouterRegistry.registerSaveRouter(httpRouter);\nIORouterRegistry.registerLoadRouter(httpRouter);\n\n/**\n

* Creates an IOHandler subtype that sends model artifacts to HTTP server.\n *\n * An HTTP request of the

`multipart/form-data` mime type will be sent to the\n * `path` URL. The form data includes artifacts that represent

the topology\n * and/or weights of the model. In the case of Keras-style `tf.Model`, two\n * blobs (files) exist in

form-data:\n *   - A JSON file consisting of `modelTopology` and `weightsManifest`.\n *   - A binary weights file

consisting of the concatenated weight values.\n * These files are in the same format as the one generated by\n *

[tfjs_converter](https://js.tensorflow.org/tutorials/import-keras.html).\n *\n * The following code snippet

exemplifies the client-side code that uses this\n * function:\n *\n * ```js\n * const model = tf.sequential();\n *

model.add(\n *     tf.layers.dense({units: 1, inputShape: [100], activation: 'sigmoid'}));\n *\n * const saveResult =

await model.save(tf.io.http(\n *     'http://model-server:5000/upload', {requestInit: {method: 'PUT'}}));\n *

console.log(saveResult);\n * ```\n *\n * If the default `POST` method is to be used, without any custom parameters\n

* such as headers, you can simply pass an HTTP or HTTPS URL to `model.save`:\n *\n * ```js\n * const saveResult

= await model.save('http://model-server:5000/upload');\n * ```\n *\n * The following GitHub Gist\n *

https://gist.github.com/dsmilkov/1b6046fd6132d7408d5257b0976f7864\n * implements a server based on

[flask](https://github.com/pallets/flask) that\n * can receive the request. Upon receiving the model artifacts via the

requst,\n * this particular server reconsistutes instances of [Keras\n * Models](https://keras.io/models/model/) in

memory.\n *\n *\n * @param path A URL path to the model.\n *   Can be an absolute HTTP path (e.g.,\n *

'http://localhost:8000/model-upload)') or a relative path (e.g.,\n *   './model-upload').\n * @param requestInit

Request configurations to be used when sending\n *    HTTP request to server using `fetch`. It can contain fields

such as\n *    `method`, `credentials`, `headers`, `mode`, etc. See\n *    https://developer.mozilla.org/en-

US/docs/Web/API/Request/Request\n *    for more information. `requestInit` must not have a body, because the\n *

body will be set by TensorFlow.js. File blobs representing the model\n * topology (filename: 'model.json') and the

weights of the model (filename:\n * 'model.weights.bin') will be appended to the body. If `requestInit` has a\n *

`body`, an Error will be thrown.\n * @param loadOptions Optional configuration for the loading. It includes the\n *

following fields:\n *   - weightPathPrefix Optional, this specifies the path prefix for weight\n *     files, by default

this is calculated from the path param.\n *   - fetchFunc Optional, custom `fetch` function. E.g., in Node.js,\n *     the

`fetch` from node-fetch can be used here.\n *   - onProgress Optional, progress callback function, fired

periodically\n *     before the load is completed.\n * @returns An instance of `IOHandler`.\n *\n * @doc {\n *

heading: 'Models',\n *   subheading: 'Loading',\n *   namespace: 'io',\n *   ignoreCI: true\n * }\n */\nexport function

http(path: string, loadOptions?: LoadOptions): IOHandler {\n  return new HTTPRequest(path,

loadOptions);\n}\n\n/**\n * Deprecated. Use `tf.io.http`.\n * @param path\n * @param loadOptions\n */\nexport

function browserHTTPRequest(\n    path: string, loadOptions?: LoadOptions): IOHandler {\n  return http(path,

loadOptions);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * IOHandlers that pass through the in-memory ModelArtifacts format.\n */\n\nimport {IOHandler,

ModelArtifacts, SaveResult, TrainingConfig, WeightsManifestEntry} from './types';\n\nclass PassthroughLoader

implements IOHandler {\n  constructor(private readonly modelArtifacts?: ModelArtifacts) {}\n\n  async load():

Promise<ModelArtifacts> {\n    return this.modelArtifacts;\n  }\n}\n\nclass PassthroughSaver implements

IOHandler {\n  constructor(\n      private readonly saveHandler:\n          (artifacts: ModelArtifacts) =>

Promise<SaveResult>) {}\n\n  async save(modelArtifacts: ModelArtifacts) {\n    return

this.saveHandler(modelArtifacts);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an IOHandler that loads model artifacts from
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memory.\n *\n * When used in conjunction with `tf.loadLayersModel`, an instance of\n * `tf.LayersModel` (Keras-

style) can be constructed from the loaded artifacts.\n *\n * ```js\n * const model = await

tf.loadLayersModel(tf.io.fromMemory(\n *     modelTopology, weightSpecs, weightData));\n * ```\n *\n * @param

modelArtifacts a object containing model topology (i.e., parsed from\n *   the JSON format).\n * @param

weightSpecs An array of `WeightsManifestEntry` objects describing the\n *   names, shapes, types, and quantization

of the weight data.\n * @param weightData A single `ArrayBuffer` containing the weight data,\n *   concatenated in

the order described by the weightSpecs.\n * @param trainingConfig Model training configuration. Optional.\n *\n *

@returns A passthrough `IOHandler` that simply loads the provided data.\n */\nexport function fromMemory(\n

modelArtifacts: {}|ModelArtifacts, weightSpecs?: WeightsManifestEntry[],\n    weightData?: ArrayBuffer,

trainingConfig?: TrainingConfig): IOHandler {\n  if (arguments.length === 1) {\n    const isModelArtifacts =\n

(modelArtifacts as ModelArtifacts).modelTopology != null ||\n        (modelArtifacts as ModelArtifacts).weightSpecs

!= null;\n    if (isModelArtifacts) {\n      return new PassthroughLoader(modelArtifacts as ModelArtifacts);\n    } else

{\n      // Legacy support: with only modelTopology.\n      // TODO(cais): Remove this deprecated API.\n

console.warn(\n          'Please call tf.io.fromMemory() with only one argument. ' +\n          'The argument should be

of type ModelArtifacts. ' +\n          'The multi-argument signature of tf.io.fromMemory() has been ' +\n

'deprecated and will be removed in a future release.');\n      return new PassthroughLoader({modelTopology:

modelArtifacts as {}});\n    }\n  } else {\n    // Legacy support.\n    // TODO(cais): Remove this deprecated API.\n

console.warn(\n        'Please call tf.io.fromMemory() with only one argument. ' +\n        'The argument should be of

type ModelArtifacts. ' +\n        'The multi-argument signature of tf.io.fromMemory() has been ' +\n        'deprecated

and will be removed in a future release.');\n    return new PassthroughLoader({\n      modelTopology: modelArtifacts

as {},\n      weightSpecs,\n      weightData,\n      trainingConfig\n    });\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates an IOHandler that

passes saved model artifacts to a callback.\n *\n * ```js\n * function handleSave(artifacts) {\n *   // ... do something

with the artifacts ...\n *   return {modelArtifactsInfo: {...}, ...};\n * }\n *\n * const saveResult =

model.save(tf.io.withSaveHandler(handleSave));\n * ```\n *\n * @param saveHandler A function that accepts a

`ModelArtifacts` and returns a\n *     `SaveResult`.\n */\nexport function withSaveHandler(\n    saveHandler:

(artifacts: ModelArtifacts) =>\n        Promise<SaveResult>): IOHandler {\n  return new

PassthroughSaver(saveHandler);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Importing local_storage and indexed_db is necessary for the routers to be\n// registered.\nimport

'./indexed_db';\nimport './local_storage';\n\nimport {browserFiles} from './browser_files';\nimport

{browserHTTPRequest, http, isHTTPScheme} from './http';\nimport {concatenateArrayBuffers, decodeWeights,

encodeWeights, getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON} from './io_utils';\nimport {fromMemory, withSaveHandler} from

'./passthrough';\nimport {getLoadHandlers, getSaveHandlers, registerLoadRouter, registerSaveRouter} from

'./router_registry';\nimport {IOHandler, LoadHandler, LoadOptions, ModelArtifacts, ModelArtifactsInfo,

ModelJSON, ModelStoreManager, OnProgressCallback, RequestDetails, SaveConfig, SaveHandler, SaveResult,

WeightGroup, WeightsManifestConfig, WeightsManifestEntry} from './types';\nimport {loadWeights,

weightsLoaderFactory} from './weights_loader';\n\nexport {copyModel, listModels, moveModel, removeModel}

from './model_management';\nexport {\n  browserFiles,\n  browserHTTPRequest,\n  concatenateArrayBuffers,\n

decodeWeights,\n  encodeWeights,\n  fromMemory,\n  getLoadHandlers,\n  getModelArtifactsInfoForJSON,\n

getSaveHandlers,\n  http,\n  IOHandler,\n  isHTTPScheme,\n  LoadHandler,\n  LoadOptions,\n  loadWeights,\n

ModelArtifacts,\n  ModelArtifactsInfo,\n  ModelJSON,\n  ModelStoreManager,\n  OnProgressCallback,\n

registerLoadRouter,\n  registerSaveRouter,\n  RequestDetails,\n  SaveConfig,\n  SaveHandler,\n  SaveResult,\n
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WeightGroup,\n  weightsLoaderFactory,\n  WeightsManifestConfig,\n  WeightsManifestEntry,\n

withSaveHandler\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from '../tensor_util';\nimport

{convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the dot product of two matrices, A * B. These must be matrices.\n *\n * ```js\n *

const a = tf.tensor2d([1, 2], [1, 2]);\n * const b = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * a.matMul(b).print();  // or

tf.matMul(a, b)\n * ```\n * @param a First matrix in dot product operation.\n * @param b Second matrix in dot

product operation.\n * @param transposeA If true, `a` is transposed before multiplication.\n * @param transposeB If

true, `b` is transposed before multiplication.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Matrices'}\n

*/\nfunction matMul_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike, transposeA = false,\n

transposeB = false): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'matMul');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b',

'matMul');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  const inputs: BatchMatMulInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n  const

attrs: BatchMatMulAttrs = {transposeA, transposeB};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      BatchMatMul, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const matMul = op({matMul_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Creates a one-hot `tf.Tensor`. The

locations represented by `indices` take\n * value `onValue` (defaults to 1), while all other locations take value\n *

`offValue` (defaults to 0). If `indices` is rank `R`, the output has rank\n * `R+1` with the last axis of size `depth`.\n

*\n * ```js\n * tf.oneHot(tf.tensor1d([0, 1], 'int32'), 3).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param indices `tf.Tensor` of indices

with dtype `int32`.\n * @param depth The depth of the one hot dimension.\n * @param onValue A number used to

fill in the output when the index matches\n * the location.\n * @param offValue A number used to fill in the output

when the index does\n *     not match the location.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n

*/\nfunction oneHot_(\n    indices: Tensor|TensorLike, depth: number, onValue = 1,\n    offValue = 0): Tensor {\n

if (depth < 2) {\n    throw new Error(`Error in oneHot: depth must be >=2, but it is ${depth}`);\n  }\n  const $indices

= convertToTensor(indices, 'indices', 'oneHot', 'int32');\n\n  const inputs: OneHotInputs = {indices: $indices};\n

const attrs: OneHotAttrs = {depth, onValue, offValue};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      OneHot, inputs as

unknown as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as unknown as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const oneHot =

op({oneHot_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Transposes

the `tf.Tensor`. Permutes the dimensions according to `perm`.\n *\n * The returned `tf.Tensor`'s dimension `i` will

correspond to the input\n * dimension `perm[i]`. If `perm` is not given, it is set to `[n-1...0]`,\n * where `n` is the

rank of the input `tf.Tensor`. Hence by default, this\n * operation performs a regular matrix transpose on 2-D input

`tf.Tensor`s.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], [2, 3]);\n *\n * a.transpose().print();  // or

tf.transpose(a)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The tensor to transpose.\n * @param perm The permutation of the

dimensions of a.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Matrices'}\n */\nfunction transpose_<T extends

Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike, perm?: number[]): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'transpose');\n\n  if (perm ==

null) {\n    perm = $x.shape.map((s, i) => i).reverse();\n  }\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === perm.length,\n      () =>

`Error in transpose: rank of input ${$x.rank} ` +\n          `must match length of perm ${perm}.`);\n

perm.forEach(axis => {\n    util.assert(\n        axis >= 0 && axis < $x.rank,\n        () => `All entries in 'perm' must be

between 0 and ${$x.rank - 1}` +\n            ` but got ${perm}`);\n  });\n\n  if ($x.rank <= 1) {\n    return $x.clone();\n

}\n\n  const inputs: TransposeInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: TransposeAttrs = {perm};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Transpose, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const transpose = op({transpose_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {cast} from './cast';\nimport {matMul} from

'./mat_mul';\nimport {oneHot} from './one_hot';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {transpose} from

'./transpose';\n\n/**\n * Computes the confusion matrix from true labels and predicted labels.\n *\n * ```js\n * const

labels = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, 2, 1, 0], 'int32');\n * const predictions = tf.tensor1d([0, 2, 2, 1, 0], 'int32');\n * const

numClasses = 3;\n * const out = tf.math.confusionMatrix(labels, predictions, numClasses);\n * out.print();\n * //

Expected output matrix:\n * // [[2, 0, 0],\n * //  [0, 1, 1],\n * //  [0, 0, 1]]\n * ```\n *\n * @param labels The target

labels, assumed to be 0-based integers\n *   for the classes. The shape is `[numExamples]`, where\n *

`numExamples` is the number of examples included.\n * @param predictions The predicted classes, assumed to be\n

*   0-based integers for the classes. Must have the same shape as `labels`.\n * @param numClasses Number of all

classes, as an integer.\n *   Its value must be larger than the largest element in `labels` and\n *   `predictions`.\n *

@returns The confusion matrix as a int32-type 2D tensor. The value at\n *   row `r` and column `c` is the number of

times examples of actual class\n *   `r` were predicted as class `c`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Evaluation'}\n */\nexport function confusionMatrix_(\n    labels: Tensor1D|TensorLike, predictions:

Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    numClasses: number): Tensor2D {\n  const $labels = convertToTensor(labels, 'labels',

'confusionMatrix');\n  const $predictions =\n      convertToTensor(predictions, 'predictions', 'confusionMatrix');\n\n

util.assert(\n      numClasses == null || numClasses > 0 && Number.isInteger(numClasses),\n      () => `If provided,

numClasses must be a positive integer, ` +\n          `but got ${numClasses}`);\n  util.assert(\n      $labels.rank ===
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1,\n      () => `Expected the rank of labels to be 1, but got ${$labels.rank}`);\n  util.assert(\n      $predictions.rank

=== 1,\n      () => `Expected the rank of predictions to be 1, ` +\n          `but got ${$predictions.rank}`);\n

util.assert(\n      $labels.shape[0] === $predictions.shape[0],\n      () => `Mismatch in the number of examples: ` +\n

       `${$labels.shape[0]} vs. ${$predictions.shape[0]}. ` +\n          `Labels and predictions should have the same

number of elements.`);\n  util.assert(\n      numClasses > 0 && Number.isInteger(numClasses),\n      () =>

`numClasses is required to be a positive integer, but got ` +\n          `${numClasses}`);\n  // TODO(cais): In the

future, if oneHot supports tensors inputs for\n  //   `numClasses`, `confusionMatrix` can make `numClasses`

optional.\n\n  const oneHotLabels = oneHot(cast($labels, 'int32'), numClasses) as Tensor2D;\n  const

oneHotPredictions =\n      oneHot(cast($predictions, 'int32'), numClasses) as Tensor2D;\n  const oneHotLabelsT:

Tensor2D = transpose(oneHotLabels);\n  const product: Tensor2D = matMul(oneHotLabelsT, oneHotPredictions);\n

return cast(product, 'int32');\n}\n\nexport const confusionMatrix = op({confusionMatrix_});\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * Exports under the tf.math.* namespace.\n */\n\nimport {confusionMatrix} from

'./ops/confusion_matrix';\n\nexport {confusionMatrix};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor3D} from '../tensor';\nimport {inferShape} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike3D}

from '../types';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\nimport {assertNonNull} from '../util';\nimport {makeTensor}

from './tensor_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates rank-3 `tf.Tensor` with the provided values, shape and dtype.\n *\n * The

same functionality can be achieved with `tf.tensor`, but in general\n * we recommend using `tf.tensor3d` as it makes

the code more readable.\n *\n *  ```js\n * // Pass a nested array.\n * tf.tensor3d([[[1], [2]], [[3], [4]]]).print();\n * ```\n

* ```js\n * // Pass a flat array and specify a shape.\n * tf.tensor3d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2, 1]).print();\n * ```\n *\n *

@param values The values of the tensor. Can be nested array of numbers,\n *     or a flat array, or a `TypedArray`.\n

* @param shape The shape of the tensor. If not provided,  it is inferred from\n *     `values`.\n * @param dtype The

data type.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function tensor3d(\n    values:

TensorLike3D, shape?: [number, number, number],\n    dtype?: DataType): Tensor3D {\n  assertNonNull(values);\n

if (shape != null && shape.length !== 3) {\n    throw new Error('tensor3d() requires shape to have three numbers');\n

}\n  const inferredShape = inferShape(values, dtype);\n  if (inferredShape.length !== 3 && inferredShape.length !==

1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tensor3d() requires values to be number[][][] or flat/TypedArray');\n  }\n  if

(inferredShape.length === 1 && shape == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tensor3d() requires shape to be

provided when `values` ' +\n        'are a flat array');\n  }\n  return makeTensor(values, shape, inferredShape, dtype) as

Tensor3D;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {FromPixels, FromPixelsAttrs, FromPixelsInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {getKernel, NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor2D,

Tensor3D} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {PixelData, TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {cast} from './cast';\nimport {op}

from './operation';\nimport {tensor3d} from './tensor3d';\n\nlet fromPixels2DContext:

CanvasRenderingContext2D;\n\n/**\n * Creates a `tf.Tensor` from an image.\n *\n * ```js\n * const image = new

ImageData(1, 1);\n * image.data[0] = 100;\n * image.data[1] = 150;\n * image.data[2] = 200;\n * image.data[3] =

255;\n *\n * tf.browser.fromPixels(image).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param pixels The input image to construct the

tensor from. The\n * supported image types are all 4-channel. You can also pass in an image\n * object with

following attributes:\n * `{data: Uint8Array; width: number; height: number}`\n * @param numChannels The

number of channels of the output tensor. A\n * numChannels value less than 4 allows you to ignore channels.

Defaults to\n * 3 (ignores alpha channel of input image).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Browser', namespace: 'browser',

ignoreCI: true}\n */\nfunction fromPixels_(\n    pixels:

PixelData|ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|\n    HTMLVideoElement|ImageBitmap,\n

numChannels = 3): Tensor3D {\n  // Sanity checks.\n  if (numChannels > 4) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'Cannot

construct Tensor with more than 4 channels from pixels.');\n  }\n  if (pixels == null) {\n    throw new Error('pixels

passed to tf.browser.fromPixels() can not be null');\n  }\n  let isPixelData = false;\n  let isImageData = false;\n  let

isVideo = false;\n  let isImage = false;\n  let isCanvasLike = false;\n  let isImageBitmap = false;\n  if ((pixels as

PixelData).data instanceof Uint8Array) {\n    isPixelData = true;\n  } else if (\n      typeof (ImageData) !==

'undefined' && pixels instanceof ImageData) {\n    isImageData = true;\n  } else if (\n      typeof

(HTMLVideoElement) !== 'undefined' &&\n      pixels instanceof HTMLVideoElement) {\n    isVideo = true;\n  }

else if (\n      typeof (HTMLImageElement) !== 'undefined' &&\n      pixels instanceof HTMLImageElement) {\n

isImage = true;\n    // tslint:disable-next-line: no-any\n  } else if ((pixels as any).getContext != null) {\n

isCanvasLike = true;\n  } else if (\n      typeof (ImageBitmap) !== 'undefined' &&\n      pixels instanceof

ImageBitmap) {\n    isImageBitmap = true;\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(\n        'pixels passed to

tf.browser.fromPixels() must be either an ' +\n        `HTMLVideoElement, HTMLImageElement,

HTMLCanvasElement, ImageData ` +\n        `in browser, or OffscreenCanvas, ImageData in webworker` +\n        `

or {data: Uint32Array, width: number, height: number}, ` +\n        `but was ${(pixels as {}).constructor.name}`);\n

}\n  if (isVideo) {\n    const HAVE_CURRENT_DATA_READY_STATE = 2;\n    if (isVideo &&\n        (pixels as

HTMLVideoElement).readyState <\n            HAVE_CURRENT_DATA_READY_STATE) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          'The video element has not loaded data yet. Please wait for ' +\n          '`loadeddata` event on the

<video> element.');\n    }\n  }\n  // If the current backend has 'FromPixels' registered, it has a more\n  // efficient way

of handling pixel uploads, so we call that.\n  const kernel = getKernel(FromPixels, ENGINE.backendName);\n  if

(kernel != null) {\n    const inputs: FromPixelsInputs = {pixels};\n    const attrs: FromPixelsAttrs =

{numChannels};\n    return ENGINE.runKernel(\n        FromPixels, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n        attrs

as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n  }\n\n  const [width, height] = isVideo ?\n      [\n        (pixels as

HTMLVideoElement).videoWidth,\n        (pixels as HTMLVideoElement).videoHeight\n      ] :\n      [pixels.width,

pixels.height];\n  let vals: Uint8ClampedArray|Uint8Array;\n\n  if (isCanvasLike) {\n    vals =\n        // tslint:disable-

next-line:no-any\n        (pixels as any).getContext('2d').getImageData(0, 0, width, height).data;\n  } else if

(isImageData || isPixelData) {\n    vals = (pixels as PixelData | ImageData).data;\n  } else if (isImage || isVideo ||

isImageBitmap) {\n    if (fromPixels2DContext == null) {\n      fromPixels2DContext =

document.createElement('canvas').getContext('2d');\n    }\n    fromPixels2DContext.canvas.width = width;\n

fromPixels2DContext.canvas.height = height;\n    fromPixels2DContext.drawImage(\n        pixels as

HTMLVideoElement, 0, 0, width, height);\n    vals = fromPixels2DContext.getImageData(0, 0, width,

height).data;\n  }\n  let values: Int32Array;\n  if (numChannels === 4) {\n    values = new Int32Array(vals);\n  } else

{\n    const numPixels = width * height;\n    values = new Int32Array(numPixels * numChannels);\n    for (let i = 0;
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i < numPixels; i++) {\n      for (let channel = 0; channel < numChannels; ++channel) {\n        values[i *

numChannels + channel] = vals[i * 4 + channel];\n      }\n    }\n  }\n  const outShape: [number, number, number] =

[height, width, numChannels];\n  return tensor3d(values, outShape, 'int32');\n}\n\n/**\n * Draws a `tf.Tensor` of

pixel values to a byte array or optionally a\n * canvas.\n *\n * When the dtype of the input is 'float32', we assume

values in the range\n * [0-1]. Otherwise, when input is 'int32', we assume values in the range\n * [0-255].\n *\n *

Returns a promise that resolves when the canvas has been drawn to.\n *\n * @param img A rank-2 or rank-3 tensor.

If rank-2, draws grayscale. If\n *     rank-3, must have depth of 1, 3 or 4. When depth of 1, draws\n * grayscale.

When depth of 3, we draw with the first three components of\n * the depth dimension corresponding to r, g, b and

alpha = 1. When depth of\n * 4, all four components of the depth dimension correspond to r, g, b, a.\n * @param

canvas The canvas to draw to.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Browser', namespace: 'browser'}\n */\nexport async function

toPixels(\n    img: Tensor2D|Tensor3D|TensorLike,\n    canvas?: HTMLCanvasElement):

Promise<Uint8ClampedArray> {\n  let $img = convertToTensor(img, 'img', 'toPixels');\n  if (!(img instanceof

Tensor)) {\n    // Assume int32 if user passed a native array.\n    const originalImgTensor = $img;\n    $img =

cast(originalImgTensor, 'int32');\n    originalImgTensor.dispose();\n  }\n  if ($img.rank !== 2 && $img.rank !== 3)

{\n    throw new Error(\n        `toPixels only supports rank 2 or 3 tensors, got rank ${$img.rank}.`);\n  }\n  const

[height, width] = $img.shape.slice(0, 2);\n  const depth = $img.rank === 2 ? 1 : $img.shape[2];\n\n  if (depth > 4 ||

depth === 2) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `toPixels only supports depth of size ` +\n        `1, 3 or 4 but got

${depth}`);\n  }\n\n  if ($img.dtype !== 'float32' && $img.dtype !== 'int32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Unsupported type for toPixels: ${$img.dtype}.` +\n        ` Please use float32 or int32 tensors.`);\n  }\n\n  const data

= await $img.data();\n  const multiplier = $img.dtype === 'float32' ? 255 : 1;\n  const bytes = new

Uint8ClampedArray(width * height * 4);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < height * width; ++i) {\n    const rgba = [0, 0, 0,

255];\n\n    for (let d = 0; d < depth; d++) {\n      const value = data[i * depth + d];\n\n      if ($img.dtype ===

'float32') {\n        if (value < 0 || value > 1) {\n          throw new Error(\n              `Tensor values for a float32 Tensor

must be in the ` +\n              `range [0 - 1] but encountered ${value}.`);\n        }\n      } else if ($img.dtype ===

'int32') {\n        if (value < 0 || value > 255) {\n          throw new Error(\n              `Tensor values for a int32 Tensor

must be in the ` +\n              `range [0 - 255] but encountered ${value}.`);\n        }\n      }\n\n      if (depth === 1) {\n

     rgba[0] = value * multiplier;\n        rgba[1] = value * multiplier;\n        rgba[2] = value * multiplier;\n      } else

{\n        rgba[d] = value * multiplier;\n      }\n    }\n\n    const j = i * 4;\n    bytes[j + 0] = Math.round(rgba[0]);\n

bytes[j + 1] = Math.round(rgba[1]);\n    bytes[j + 2] = Math.round(rgba[2]);\n    bytes[j + 3] =

Math.round(rgba[3]);\n  }\n\n  if (canvas != null) {\n    canvas.width = width;\n    canvas.height = height;\n    const

ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n    const imageData = new ImageData(bytes, width, height);\n

ctx.putImageData(imageData, 0, 0);\n  }\n  if ($img !== img) {\n    $img.dispose();\n  }\n  return bytes;\n}\n\nexport

const fromPixels = op({fromPixels_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {TensorInfo} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {computeStrides, sizeFromShape} from '../util';\n\n/**\n

* Validate gather nd inputs.\n *\n * @param tensor The tensor contains the source values.\n * @param indices The

tensor contains the indices to slice the source.\n *\n * @returns [resultShape, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides]\n

*/\nexport function prepareAndValidate(tensor: TensorInfo, indices: TensorInfo):\n    [number[], number, number,

number[]] {\n  const tensorRank = tensor.shape.length;\n  const indicesRank = indices.shape.length;\n  if

(tensorRank < 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tf.gatherND() expects the input to be rank 1 or higher,' +\n        ` but

the rank was ${tensorRank}.`);\n  }\n  if (indicesRank < 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tf.gatherND() expects the

indices to be rank 1 or higher,' +\n        ` but the rank was ${indicesRank}.`);\n  }\n  if (indices.dtype !== 'int32') {\n
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 throw new Error(\n        'tf.gatherND() expects the indices to be int32 type,' +\n        ` but the dtype was

${indices.dtype}.`);\n  }\n  if (indices.shape[indicesRank - 1] > tensorRank) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'index

innermost dimension length must be <= tensor rank; saw: ' +\n        `${indices.shape[indicesRank - 1]} vs.

${tensorRank}`);\n  }\n\n  if (sizeFromShape(tensor.shape) === 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'Requested more

than 0 entries, but input is empty.' +\n        ` Input shape: ${tensor.shape}.`);\n  }\n\n  const indicesShape =

indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank = indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n  // The result shape is\n  //

indices.shape[:-1] + params.shape[indices.shape[-1]:]\n  let nResult = 1;\n  for (let i = 0; i < indicesShape.length - 1;

++i) {\n    nResult *= indicesShape[i];\n  }\n\n  const inputShape = tensor.shape;\n\n  const resultShape =

indicesShape.slice();\n  resultShape.pop();\n\n  let sliceSize = 1;\n  for (let i = sliceRank; i < tensorRank; ++i) {\n

sliceSize *= inputShape[i];\n    resultShape.push(inputShape[i]);\n  }\n\n  const strides =\n

[...computeStrides(tensor.shape).map(stride => stride / sliceSize),\n       1].slice(0, sliceRank);\n\n  return

[resultShape, nResult, sliceSize, strides];\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {TensorInfo} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {computeStrides,

sizeFromShape} from '../util';\n\n/**\n * Check whether updates.shape = indices.shape[:batchDim] +\n *

shape[sliceDim:]\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n */\nexport function validateUpdateShape(\n    shape:

number[], indices: Tensor, updates: Tensor) {\n  const sliceDim = (indices.rank > 1) ? indices.shape[indices.rank -

1] : 1;\n  const batchDim = (indices.rank > 1) ? indices.rank - 1 : 1;\n\n  const shapeError = 'Must have

updates.shape = indices.shape[:batchDim] + ' +\n      `shape[sliceDim:], got updates.shape: ${updates.shape}` +\n

`, indices.shape: ${indices.shape}, shape: ${shape}` +\n      `, sliceDim: ${sliceDim}, and batchDim:

${batchDim}.`;\n\n  if (updates.rank < batchDim) {\n    throw new Error(shapeError + ` update.rank <

${batchDim}. `);\n  }\n  if (shape.length < sliceDim + (updates.rank - batchDim)) {\n    throw new Error(\n

shapeError +\n        ` Output shape length < ${sliceDim + (updates.rank - batchDim)}`);\n  }\n  if (updates.rank !==

batchDim + shape.length - sliceDim) {\n    throw new Error(\n        shapeError + ` update.rank != ${batchDim +

shape.length - sliceDim}`);\n  }\n  for (let d = 0; d < batchDim; ++d) {\n    if (updates.shape[d] !== indices.shape[d])

{\n      throw new Error(\n          shapeError +\n          ` updates.shape[${d}] (${updates.shape[d]}) !=

indices.shape[${d}] (${\n              indices.shape[d]}).`);\n    }\n  }\n  for (let d = 0; d < updates.rank - batchDim;

++d) {\n    if (updates.shape[d + batchDim] !== shape[d + sliceDim]) {\n      throw new Error(\n          shapeError

+\n          ` updates.shape[${d + batchDim}] (${\n              updates.shape[d + batchDim]}) != shape[${d +

batchDim}] (${\n              shape[d + batchDim]})`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport interface ScatterShapeInfo {\n

sliceRank: number;\n  numUpdates: number;\n  sliceSize: number;\n  strides: number[];\n  outputSize:

number;\n}\n/**\n * Validate scatter nd inputs.\n *\n * @param update The tensor contains the update values.\n *

@param indices The tensor contains the indices for the update values.\n * @param shape The shape of the output

tensor.\n */\nexport function validateInput(\n    updates: Tensor, indices: Tensor, shape: number[]) {\n  if

(indices.rank < 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tf.scatterND() expects the indices to be rank 1 or higher,' +\n        `

but the rank was ${indices.rank}.`);\n  }\n  if (updates.rank < 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tf.scatterND() expects

the updates to be rank 1 or higher,' +\n        ` but the rank was ${updates.rank}.`);\n  }\n  if (indices.dtype !==

'int32') {\n    throw new Error(`The dtype of 'indices' should be int32, but got dtype: ${\n        indices.dtype}`);\n

}\n  if (shape.length < 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Output rank must be greater or equal to 1, but got shape:

${shape}`);\n  }\n\n  if (shape.length === 0) {\n    if (indices.size === 0) {\n      throw new Error(`Indices specified

for empty output. indices shape: ${\n          indices.shape}`);\n    }\n    if (updates.size === 0) {\n      throw new

Error(`Updates specified for empty output. updates shape: ${\n          updates.shape}`);\n    }\n  }\n\n
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validateUpdateShape(shape, indices, updates);\n}\n\n/**\n * Calculate the shape information for the output.\n *\n *

@param update The tensor contains the update values.\n * @param indices The tensor contains the indices for the

update values.\n * @param shape The shape of the output tensor.\n *\n * @returns ScatterShapeInfo\n */\nexport

function calculateShapes(\n    updates: TensorInfo, indices: TensorInfo,\n    shape: number[]): ScatterShapeInfo {\n

// Calculate the number of dimensions in indices\n  const indicesRank = indices.shape.length;\n  const sliceRank =

(indicesRank > 1) ? indices.shape[indicesRank - 1] : 1;\n\n  // Calculate the number of elements that make up each

slice of our updated\n  // tensor. This allows us to work with flattened tensors and copy over whole\n  // slices at a

time.\n  const totalNd = shape.length;\n\n  let sliceSize = 1;\n  for (let i = sliceRank; i < totalNd; ++i) {\n    sliceSize

*= shape[i];\n  }\n\n  const safeSliceDim = (sliceRank < 1) ? 1 : sliceRank;\n  const numUpdates =

sizeFromShape(indices.shape) / safeSliceDim;\n\n  const strides = [...computeStrides(shape.slice(0, sliceRank)),

1];\n  const outputSize = sizeFromShape(shape);\n  return {sliceRank, numUpdates, sliceSize, strides,

outputSize};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TensorInfo} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nexport type SliceInfo = {\n

nonStrided: boolean,\n  $begin: number[],\n  $end: number[],\n  $strides: number[],\n  size: number[],\n  newShape:

number[],\n  outShape: number[]\n};\n\nexport function assertParamsValid(\n    input: TensorInfo, begin: number[],

size: number[]): void {\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  util.assert(\n      inputRank === begin.length,\n

() => `Error in slice${inputRank}D: Length of begin ${begin} must ` +\n          `match the rank of the array

(${inputRank}).`);\n  util.assert(\n      inputRank === size.length,\n      () => `Error in slice${inputRank}D: Length

of size ${size} must ` +\n          `match the rank of the array (${inputRank}).`);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < inputRank;

++i) {\n    util.assert(\n        begin[i] + size[i] <= input.shape[i],\n        () => `Error in slice${inputRank}D:

begin[${i}] + size[${i}] ` +\n            `(${begin[i] + size[i]}) would overflow input.shape[${i}] (${\n

input.shape[i]})`);\n  }\n}\n\n/** Converts a binary mask to an array of axes. Used in stridedSlice(). */\nexport

function maskToAxes(mask: number): number[] {\n  const axes = [];\n  let axis = 0;\n  while (mask > 0) {\n    if

(mask & 1) {\n      axes.push(axis);\n    }\n    mask /= 2;\n    axis++;\n  }\n  return axes;\n}\n\n/** Computes the

output shape given the strided slice params. */\nexport function computeOutShape(\n    begin: number[], end:

number[], strides: number[]): number[] {\n  const size = [];\n  for (let axis = 0; axis < begin.length; axis++) {\n

size[axis] = Math.ceil((end[axis] - begin[axis]) / strides[axis]);\n  }\n  return size;\n}\n\n// Creates full selection at

the elided dimensions. If the dimension matches\n// the ellipsis mask, override the current stride value. Otherwise,

insert.\nexport function stridesWithElidedDims(\n    strides: number[], ellipsisInsertionIndex: number,

numElidedAxes: number,\n    inputShape: number[]): number[] {\n  const newStrides = [...strides];\n  for (let i =

newStrides.length; i < inputShape.length; i++) {\n    newStrides.push(1);\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < numElidedAxes;

i++) {\n    if (i === 0) {\n      newStrides[ellipsisInsertionIndex] = 1;\n    } else {\n      newStrides.splice(\n

ellipsisInsertionIndex, 0 /* num elements to delete */,\n          1 /* element to add */);\n      newStrides.pop();\n    }\n

}\n  return newStrides;\n}\n\nfunction unnormalizeAxis(\n    ellipsisInsertionIndex: number, numElidedAxes:

number,\n    normalizedAxis: number): number {\n  if (normalizedAxis <= ellipsisInsertionIndex) {\n    return

normalizedAxis;\n  }\n\n  return normalizedAxis - (numElidedAxes - 1);\n}\n\nfunction

getElidedAxes(numElidedAxes: number, ellipsisInsertionIndex: number) {\n  const elidedAxes = [];\n  for (let i = 0;

i < numElidedAxes; i++) {\n    elidedAxes.push(ellipsisInsertionIndex + i);\n  }\n  return elidedAxes;\n}\n\n//

Normalize the start, end and strides.\nexport function getNormalizedAxes(\n    inputShape: number[], ellipsisAxes:

number[], numInterpolatedAxes: number,\n    begin: number[], end: number[], strides: number[], beginMask:

number,\n    endMask: number,\n    ellipsisMask: number): {begin: number[], end: number[], strides: number[]} {\n
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const inputRank = inputShape.length;\n  let normalizedBegin = new Array(inputRank),\n      normalizedEnd = new

Array(inputRank),\n      normalizedStrides = new Array(inputRank);\n  if (ellipsisAxes.length &&

numInterpolatedAxes > 0) {\n    const fullIndex = ellipsisAxes[0];\n\n    // The ellipsis applies to the masked index

as well as any dimensions\n    // that are interpolated.\n    const numElidedAxes = numInterpolatedAxes + 1;\n

normalizedBegin = startIndicesWithElidedDims(\n        beginMask, fullIndex, numElidedAxes, begin,

inputShape);\n    normalizedEnd = stopIndicesWithElidedDims(\n        endMask, fullIndex, numElidedAxes, end,

inputShape);\n    normalizedStrides =\n        stridesWithElidedDims(strides, fullIndex, numElidedAxes,

inputShape);\n  } else {\n    for (let axis = 0; axis < inputRank; axis++) {\n      normalizedBegin[axis] =

startForAxis(\n          beginMask, begin, strides, inputShape, axis, ellipsisMask);\n      normalizedEnd[axis] =\n

stopForAxis(endMask, end, strides, inputShape, axis, ellipsisMask);\n      normalizedStrides[axis] =

stridesForAxis(strides, axis, ellipsisMask);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return {\n    begin: normalizedBegin,\n    end:

normalizedEnd,\n    strides: normalizedStrides\n  };\n}\n\n// Creates full selection at the elided dimensions. If the

dimension matches\n// the ellipsis mask, override the current start value. Otherwise, insert.\nexport function

startIndicesWithElidedDims(\n    beginMask: number, ellipsisInsertionIndex: number, numElidedAxes: number,\n

originalBegin: number[], inputShape: number[]): number[] {\n  const newIndices = [...inputShape];\n  const

elidedAxes = getElidedAxes(numElidedAxes, ellipsisInsertionIndex);\n\n  for (let axis = 0; axis <

newIndices.length; axis++) {\n    if (elidedAxes.indexOf(axis) > -1) {\n      newIndices[axis] = 0;\n    } else {\n

const originalAxis =\n          unnormalizeAxis(ellipsisInsertionIndex, numElidedAxes, axis);\n      let originalValue

= originalBegin[originalAxis];\n      if (beginMask & 1 << originalAxis) {\n        originalValue = 0;\n      }\n\n

newIndices[axis] = originalValue;\n    }\n  }\n  return newIndices;\n}\n\n// Creates full selection at the elided

dimensions. If the dimension matches\n// the ellipsis mask, override the current stop value. Otherwise,

insert.\nexport function stopIndicesWithElidedDims(\n    endMask: number, ellipsisInsertionIndex: number,

numElidedAxes: number,\n    originalEnd: number[], inputShape: number[]): number[] {\n  const newIndices =

[...inputShape];\n  const elidedAxes = getElidedAxes(numElidedAxes, ellipsisInsertionIndex);\n\n  for (let axis = 0;

axis < newIndices.length; axis++) {\n    if (elidedAxes.indexOf(axis) > -1) {\n      newIndices[axis] =

Number.MAX_SAFE_INTEGER;\n    } else {\n      const originalAxis =\n

unnormalizeAxis(ellipsisInsertionIndex, numElidedAxes, axis);\n      let originalValue =

originalEnd[originalAxis];\n      if (endMask & 1 << originalAxis) {\n        originalValue =

Number.MAX_SAFE_INTEGER;\n      }\n      newIndices[axis] = originalValue;\n    }\n  }\n\n  for (let i = 0; i <

newIndices.length; i++) {\n    // Handle negative indices\n    const axisSize = inputShape[i];\n    if (newIndices[i] <

0) {\n      newIndices[i] += axisSize;\n    }\n    newIndices[i] = util.clamp(0, newIndices[i], inputShape[i]);\n  }\n

return newIndices;\n}\n\nexport function stridesForAxis(\n    strides: number[], axis: number, ellipsisMask:

number): number {\n  let stride = strides[axis];\n  if (ellipsisMask & (1 << axis) || stride == null) {\n    stride = 1;\n

}\n\n  return stride;\n}\n\nexport function startForAxis(\n    beginMask: number, startIndices: number[], strides:

number[],\n    inputShape: number[], axis: number, ellipsisMask: number): number {\n  // Begin with the specified

index\n  let start = startIndices[axis];\n  const stride = strides[axis] || 1;\n\n  // Check the axis bit from right of

masked axes, or the begin index is not set\n  // for the axis.\n  if (beginMask & 1 << axis || ellipsisMask & 1 << axis

|| start == null) {\n    if (stride > 0) {\n      // Forward iteration - use the first element. These values will get\n      //

clamped below (Note: We could have set them to 0 and axis_size-1, but\n      // use lowest() and max() to maintain

symmetry with StopForAxis())\n      start = Number.MIN_SAFE_INTEGER;\n    } else {\n      // Backward iteration

- use the last element.\n      start = Number.MAX_SAFE_INTEGER;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Handle negative indices\n

const axisSize = inputShape[axis];\n  if (start < 0) {\n    start += axisSize;\n  }\n\n  // Clamping\n  start =

util.clamp(0, start, axisSize - 1);\n\n  return start;\n}\n\nexport function stopForAxis(\n    endMask: number,

stopIndices: number[], strides: number[],\n    inputShape: number[], axis: number, ellipsisMask: number): number

{\n  // Begin with the specified index\n  let stop = stopIndices[axis];\n  const stride = strides[axis] || 1;\n\n  // Check

the axis bit from right of masked axes, or if the stop index is not\n  // set for this axis.\n  if (endMask & (1 << axis) ||

ellipsisMask & (1 << axis) || stop == null) {\n    if (stride > 0) {\n      // Forward iteration - use the last element.

These values will get\n      // clamped below\n      stop = Number.MAX_SAFE_INTEGER;\n    } else {\n      //
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Backward iteration - use the first element.\n      stop = Number.MIN_SAFE_INTEGER;\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Handle

negative indices\n  const axisSize = inputShape[axis];\n  if (stop < 0) {\n    stop += axisSize;\n  }\n\n  // Clamping\n

// Because the end index points one past the last element, we need slightly\n  // different clamping ranges depending

on the direction.\n  if (stride > 0) {\n    // Forward iteration\n    stop = util.clamp(0, stop, axisSize);\n  } else {\n    //

Backward iteration\n    stop = util.clamp(-1, stop, axisSize - 1);\n  }\n\n  return stop;\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns true if the

slice occupies a continous set of elements in the\n * 'flat' space.\n */\nexport function isSliceContinous(\n    shape:

number[], begin: number[], size: number[]) {\n  // Index of the first axis that has size > 1.\n  let firstNonOneAxis =

size.length;\n  for (let i = 0; i < size.length; i++) {\n    if (size[i] > 1) {\n      firstNonOneAxis = i;\n      break;\n    }\n

}\n\n  for (let i = firstNonOneAxis + 1; i < size.length; i++) {\n    if (begin[i] > 0 || size[i] !== shape[i]) {\n      return

false;\n    }\n  }\n  return true;\n}\n\nexport function computeFlatOffset(begin: number[], strides: number[]): number

{\n  let flatOffset = begin.length > 0 ? begin[begin.length - 1] : 1;\n  for (let i = 0; i < begin.length - 1; i++) {\n

flatOffset += begin[i] * strides[i];\n  }\n  return flatOffset;\n}\n\nexport function parseSliceParams(\n    x:

TensorInfo, begin: number|number[], size?: number|number[]) {\n  // The following logic allows for more

ergonomic calls.\n  let begin_: number[];\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n  if (typeof begin === 'number') {\n

begin_ = [begin, ...new Array(xRank - 1).fill(0)];\n  } else if (begin.length < xRank) {\n    begin_ =

begin.concat(new Array(xRank - begin.length).fill(0));\n  } else {\n    begin_ = begin.slice();\n  }\n

begin_.forEach(d => {\n    util.assert(\n        d !== -1, () => 'slice() does not support negative begin indexing.');\n

});\n  let size_: number[];\n  if (size == null) {\n    size_ = new Array(xRank).fill(-1);\n  } else if (typeof size ===

'number') {\n    size_ = [size, ...new Array(xRank - 1).fill(-1)];\n  } else if (size.length < xRank) {\n    size_ =

size.concat(new Array(xRank - size.length).fill(-1));\n  } else {\n    size_ = size;\n  }\n  size_ = size_.map((d, i) =>

{\n    if (d >= 0) {\n      return d;\n    } else {\n      util.assert(\n          d === -1,\n          () => `Negative size values

should be exactly -1 but got ` +\n              `${d} for the slice() size at index ${i}.`);\n      return x.shape[i] -

begin_[i];\n    }\n  });\n  return [begin_, size_];\n}\n\nexport function sliceInfo(\n    xShape: number[], begin:

number[], end: number[], strides: number[],\n    beginMask: number, endMask: number, ellipsisMask: number,\n

newAxisMask: number, shrinkAxisMask: number): SliceInfo {\n  // make a copy because it may be modified further

down.\n  let $begin = begin.slice();\n  let $end = end.slice();\n  let $strides = strides;\n\n  if (strides == null) {\n

$strides = new Array($begin.length);\n  }\n\n  const ellipsisAxes = maskToAxes(ellipsisMask);\n  if

(ellipsisAxes.length > 1) {\n    throw new Error('Multiple ellipses in slice is not allowed.');\n  }\n\n  if (ellipsisMask

!== 0 && newAxisMask !== 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'Using both ellipsisMask and newAxisMask is not yet

supported.');\n  }\n\n  if (ellipsisMask !== 0 && shrinkAxisMask !== 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'Using both

ellipsisMask and shrinkAxisMask is not yet supported.');\n  }\n\n  const numInterpolatedAxes = xShape.length -

$begin.length;\n\n  // Expand the dims of x based on the newAxisMask.\n  const expandAxes =

maskToAxes(newAxisMask);\n  const newShape = xShape.slice();\n  expandAxes.forEach(axis => {\n

$begin[axis] = 0;\n    $end[axis] = 1;\n    newShape.splice(axis, 0, 1);\n  });\n\n  const {\n    begin:

normalizedBegin,\n    end: normalizedEnd,\n    strides: normalizedStrides\n  } =\n      getNormalizedAxes(\n

newShape, ellipsisAxes, numInterpolatedAxes, $begin, $end, $strides,\n          beginMask, endMask,

ellipsisMask);\n  $begin = normalizedBegin;\n  $end = normalizedEnd;\n  $strides = normalizedStrides;\n\n  const

shrinkAxes = maskToAxes(shrinkAxisMask);\n  // Adjust the ends based on the shrink mask.\n

shrinkAxes.forEach(axis => {\n    $end[axis] = $begin[axis] + 1;\n    $strides[axis] = 1;\n  });\n\n  // Figure out the

output shape.\n  const size = computeOutShape($begin, $end, $strides);\n  // Remove the axes based on

shrinkMask.\n  const outShape = size.filter((_, axis) => shrinkAxes.indexOf(axis) === -1);\n\n  const nonStrided =

$strides.every(v => v === 1);\n\n  return {nonStrided, $begin, $end, $strides, size, newShape,

outShape};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {assert} from './util';\n\n/**\n * Types to support JSON-esque data structures internally.\n *\n *

Internally ConfigDict's use camelCase keys and values where the\n * values are class names to be instantiated.  On

the python side, these\n * will be snake_case.  Internally we allow Enums into the values for better\n * type safety,

but these need to be converted to raw primitives (usually\n * strings) for round-tripping with python.\n *\n *

toConfig returns the TS-friendly representation. model.toJSON() returns\n * the pythonic version as that's the

portable format.  If you need to\n * python-ify a non-model level toConfig output, you'll need to use a\n *

convertTsToPythonic from serialization_utils in -Layers.\n *\n */\nexport declare type ConfigDictValue =\n

boolean | number | string | null | ConfigDictArray | ConfigDict;\nexport declare interface ConfigDict {\n  [key:

string]: ConfigDictValue;\n}\nexport declare interface ConfigDictArray extends Array<ConfigDictValue>

{}\n\n/**\n * Type to represent the class-type of Serializable objects.\n *\n * Ie the class prototype with access to

the constructor and any\n * static members/methods. Instance methods are not listed here.\n *\n * Source for this

idea: https://stackoverflow.com/a/43607255\n */\nexport declare type SerializableConstructor<T extends

Serializable> = {\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  new (...args: any[]): T; className: string; fromConfig:

FromConfigMethod<T>;\n};\nexport declare type FromConfigMethod<T extends Serializable> =\n    (cls:

SerializableConstructor<T>, config: ConfigDict) => T;\n\n/**\n * Serializable defines the serialization contract.\n

*\n * TFJS requires serializable classes to return their className when asked\n * to avoid issues with

minification.\n */\nexport abstract class Serializable {\n  /**\n   * Return the class name for this class to use in

serialization contexts.\n   *\n   * Generally speaking this will be the same thing that constructor.name\n   * would

have returned.  However, the class name needs to be robust\n   * against minification for serialization/deserialization

to work properly.\n   *\n   * There's also places such as initializers.VarianceScaling, where\n   * implementation

details between different languages led to different\n   * class hierarchies and a non-leaf node is used for

serialization purposes.\n   */\n  getClassName(): string {\n    return (this.constructor as

SerializableConstructor<Serializable>)\n        .className;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Return all the non-weight state needed

to serialize this object.\n   */\n  abstract getConfig(): ConfigDict;\n\n  /**\n   * Creates an instance of T from a

ConfigDict.\n   *\n   * This works for most descendants of serializable.  A few need to\n   * provide special

handling.\n   * @param cls A Constructor for the class to instantiate.\n   * @param config The Configuration for the

object.\n   */\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static fromConfig<T extends Serializable>(\n      cls:

SerializableConstructor<T>, config: ConfigDict): T {\n    return new cls(config);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Maps string

keys to class constructors.\n *\n * Used during (de)serialization from the cross-language JSON format, which\n *

requires the class name in the serialization format matches the class\n * names as used in Python, should it exist.\n

*/\nexport class SerializationMap {\n  private static instance: SerializationMap;\n  classNameMap: {\n

[className: string]:\n        [SerializableConstructor<Serializable>, FromConfigMethod<Serializable>]\n  };\n\n

private constructor() {\n    this.classNameMap = {};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns the singleton instance of the map.\n

*/\n  static getMap(): SerializationMap {\n    if (SerializationMap.instance == null) {\n      SerializationMap.instance

= new SerializationMap();\n    }\n    return SerializationMap.instance;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Registers the class as

serializable.\n   */\n  static register<T extends Serializable>(cls: SerializableConstructor<T>) {\n

SerializationMap.getMap().classNameMap[cls.className] =\n        [cls, cls.fromConfig];\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n *

Register a class with the serialization map of TensorFlow.js.\n *\n * This is often used for registering custom

Layers, so they can be\n * serialized and deserialized.\n *\n * Example:\n *\n * ```js\n * class MyCustomLayer

extends tf.layers.Layer {\n *   static className = 'MyCustomLayer';\n *\n *   constructor(config) {\n *

super(config);\n *   }\n * }\n * tf.serialization.registerClass(MyCustomLayer);\n * ```\n *\n * @param cls The class

to be registered. It must have a public static member\n *   called `className` defined and the value must be a non-

empty string.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Serialization', ignoreCI: true}\n */\nexport function

registerClass<T extends Serializable>(\n    cls: SerializableConstructor<T>) {\n  assert(\n      cls.className !=

null,\n      () => `Class being registered does not have the static className ` +\n          `property defined.`);\n

assert(\n      typeof cls.className === 'string',\n      () => `className is required to be a string, but got type ` +\n
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  typeof cls.className);\n  assert(\n      cls.className.length > 0,\n      () => `Class being registered has an empty-

string as its className, ` +\n          `which is disallowed.`);\n\n  SerializationMap.register(cls);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from './engine';\nimport {inferShape} from './tensor_util_env';\nimport {RecursiveArray,

TensorLike, TypedArray} from './types';\nimport {arraysEqual, encodeString, flatten, isString, isTypedArray} from

'./util';\n\nconst TEST_EPSILON_FLOAT32 = 1e-3;\nexport const TEST_EPSILON_FLOAT16 = 1e-1;\n\nexport

function expectArraysClose(\n    actual: TypedArray|number|RecursiveArray<number>,\n    expected:

TypedArray|number|RecursiveArray<number>, epsilon?: number) {\n  if (epsilon == null) {\n    epsilon =

testEpsilon();\n  }\n  return expectArraysPredicate(\n      actual, expected, (a, b) => areClose(a as number, b as

number, epsilon));\n}\n\nexport function testEpsilon() {\n  return ENGINE.backend.floatPrecision() === 32 ?

TEST_EPSILON_FLOAT32 :\n                                                  TEST_EPSILON_FLOAT16;\n}\n\nfunction

expectArraysPredicate(\n    actual: TensorLike, expected: TensorLike,\n    predicate: (a: {}, b: {}) => boolean) {\n

let checkClassType = true;\n  if (isTypedArray(actual) || isTypedArray(expected)) {\n    checkClassType = false;\n

}\n  if (isTypedArray(actual) && isTypedArray(expected)) {\n    checkClassType = true;\n  }\n  if (checkClassType)

{\n    const aType = actual.constructor.name;\n    const bType = expected.constructor.name;\n\n    if (aType !==

bType) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Arrays are of different type. Actual: ${aType}. ` +\n          `Expected:

${bType}`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  if (Array.isArray(actual) && Array.isArray(expected)) {\n    const actualShape =

inferShape(actual);\n    const expectedShape = inferShape(expected);\n    if (!arraysEqual(actualShape,

expectedShape)) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Arrays have different shapes. ` +\n          `Actual:

[${actualShape}]. Expected: [${expectedShape}]`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  const actualFlat =\n      isTypedArray(actual) ?

actual : flatten(actual as RecursiveArray<number>);\n  const expectedFlat = isTypedArray(expected) ?\n

expected :\n      flatten(expected as RecursiveArray<number>);\n\n  if (actualFlat.length !== expectedFlat.length)

{\n    throw new Error(\n        `Arrays have different lengths actual: ${actualFlat.length} vs ` +\n        `expected:

${expectedFlat.length}.\\n` +\n        `Actual:   ${actualFlat}.\\n` +\n        `Expected: ${expectedFlat}.`);\n  }\n  for

(let i = 0; i < expectedFlat.length; ++i) {\n    const a = actualFlat[i];\n    const e = expectedFlat[i];\n\n    if

(!predicate(a, e)) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Arrays differ: actual[${i}] = ${a}, expected[${i}] = ${e}.\\n` +\n

       `Actual:   ${actualFlat}.\\n` +\n          `Expected: ${expectedFlat}.`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport interface DoneFn

{\n  (): void;\n  fail: (message?: Error|string) => void;\n}\n\nexport function expectPromiseToFail(fn: () =>

Promise<{}>, done: DoneFn): void {\n  fn().then(() => done.fail(), () => done());\n}\n\nexport function

expectArraysEqual(actual: TensorLike, expected: TensorLike) {\n  const exp = typeof expected === 'string' || typeof

expected === 'number' ||\n          typeof expected === 'boolean' ?\n      [expected] as number[] :\n      expected as

number[];\n  if (isString(actual) || isString((actual as string[])[0]) ||\n      isString(expected) || isString((expected as

string[])[0])) {\n    // tslint:disable-next-line: triple-equals\n    return expectArraysPredicate(actual, exp, (a, b) => a

== b);\n  }\n  return expectArraysPredicate(\n      actual, expected, (a, b) => areClose(a as number, b as number,

0));\n}\n\nexport function expectNumbersClose(a: number, e: number, epsilon?: number) {\n  if (epsilon == null)

{\n    epsilon = testEpsilon();\n  }\n  if (!areClose(a, e, epsilon)) {\n    throw new Error(`Numbers differ: actual ===

${a}, expected === ${e}`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction areClose(a: number, e: number, epsilon: number): boolean {\n  if

(!isFinite(a) && !isFinite(e)) {\n    return true;\n  }\n  if (isNaN(a) || isNaN(e) || Math.abs(a - e) > epsilon) {\n

return false;\n  }\n  return true;\n}\n\nexport function expectValuesInRange(\n    actual: TypedArray|number[], low:

number, high: number) {\n  for (let i = 0; i < actual.length; i++) {\n    if (actual[i] < low || actual[i] > high) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `Value out of range:${actual[i]} low: ${low}, high: ${high}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport

function expectArrayBuffersEqual(\n    actual: ArrayBuffer, expected: ArrayBuffer) {\n  // Safari & Jasmine don't
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like comparing ArrayBuffers directly. Wrapping in\n  // a Float32Array solves this issue.\n  expect(new

Float32Array(actual)).toEqual(new Float32Array(expected));\n}\n\n/** Encodes strings into utf-8 bytes. */\nexport

function encodeStrings(a: RecursiveArray<{}>):\n    RecursiveArray<Uint8Array> {\n  for (let i = 0; i < (a as

Array<{}>).length; i++) {\n    const val = a[i];\n    if (Array.isArray(val)) {\n      encodeStrings(val);\n    } else {\n

a[i] = encodeString(val as string);\n    }\n  }\n  return a as RecursiveArray<Uint8Array>;\n}\n","/** @license See

the LICENSE file. */\n\n// This code is auto-generated, do not modify this file!\nconst version = '3.1.0';\nexport

{version};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelBackend} from './backends/backend';\nimport {ENGINE, Engine, MemoryInfo, ProfileInfo,

ScopeFn, TimingInfo} from './engine';\nimport {env} from './environment';\n\nimport {Platform} from

'./platforms/platform';\nimport {setDeprecationWarningFn, Tensor} from './tensor';\nimport {TensorContainer}

from './tensor_types';\nimport {getTensorsInContainer} from './tensor_util';\n\n/**\n * Enables production mode

which disables correctness checks in favor of\n * performance.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment'}\n */\nexport

function enableProdMode(): void {\n  env().set('PROD', true);\n}\n\n/**\n * Enables debug mode which will log

information about all executed kernels:\n * the elapsed time of the kernel execution, as well as the rank, shape, and\n

* size of the output tensor.\n *\n * Debug mode will significantly slow down your application as it will\n *

download the result of every operation to the CPU. This should not be used in\n * production. Debug mode does not

affect the timing information of the kernel\n * execution as we do not measure download time in the kernel

execution time.\n *\n * See also: `tf.profile`, `tf.memory`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment'}\n */\nexport

function enableDebugMode(): void {\n  env().set('DEBUG', true);\n}\n\n/** Globally disables deprecation warnings

*/\nexport function disableDeprecationWarnings(): void {\n

env().set('DEPRECATION_WARNINGS_ENABLED', false);\n  console.warn(`TensorFlow.js deprecation

warnings have been disabled.`);\n}\n\n/** Warn users about deprecated functionality. */\nexport function

deprecationWarn(msg: string) {\n  if (env().getBool('DEPRECATION_WARNINGS_ENABLED')) {\n

console.warn(\n        msg + ' You can disable deprecation warnings with ' +\n

'tf.disableDeprecationWarnings().');\n  }\n}\nsetDeprecationWarningFn(deprecationWarn);\n\n/**\n * Dispose all

variables kept in backend engine.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment'}\n */\nexport function disposeVariables():

void {\n  ENGINE.disposeVariables();\n}\n\n/**\n * It returns the global engine that keeps track of all tensors and

backends.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Environment'}\n */\nexport function engine(): Engine {\n  return

ENGINE;\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns memory info at the current time in the program. The result is an\n * object with the

following properties:\n *\n * - `numBytes`: Number of bytes allocated (undisposed) at this time.\n * - `numTensors`:

Number of unique tensors allocated.\n * - `numDataBuffers`: Number of unique data buffers allocated\n *

(undisposed) at this time, which is  the number of tensors\n *   (e.g. `a.reshape(newShape)` makes a new Tensor that

shares the same\n *   data buffer with `a`).\n * - `unreliable`: True if the memory usage is unreliable. See `reasons`

when\n *    `unreliable` is true.\n * - `reasons`: `string[]`, reasons why the memory is unreliable, present if\n *

`unreliable` is true.\n *\n * WebGL Properties:\n * - `numBytesInGPU`: Number of bytes allocated (undisposed) in

the GPU only at\n *     this time.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Performance', subheading: 'Memory'}\n */\nexport

function memory(): MemoryInfo {\n  return ENGINE.memory();\n}\n\n/**\n * Executes the provided function `f()`

and returns a promise that resolves\n * with information about the function's memory use:\n * - `newBytes`: the

number of new bytes allocated\n * - `newTensors`: the number of new tensors created\n * - `peakBytes`: the peak

number of bytes allocated\n * - `kernels`: an array of objects for each kernel involved that reports\n * their input and

output shapes, number of bytes used, and number of new\n * tensors created.\n * - `kernelNames`: an array of
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unique strings with just the names of the\n * kernels in the `kernels` array.\n *\n * ```js\n * const profile = await

tf.profile(() => {\n *   const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *   let x2 = x.square();\n *   x2.dispose();\n *   x2 =

x.square();\n *   x2.dispose();\n *   return x;\n * });\n *\n * console.log(`newBytes: ${profile.newBytes}`);\n *

console.log(`newTensors: ${profile.newTensors}`);\n * console.log(`byte usage over all kernels:

${profile.kernels.map(k =>\n * k.totalBytesSnapshot)}`);\n * ```\n *\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Performance',

subheading: 'Profile'}\n */\nexport function profile(f: () => (TensorContainer | Promise<TensorContainer>)):\n

Promise<ProfileInfo> {\n  return ENGINE.profile(f);\n}\n\n/**\n * Executes the provided function `fn` and after it

is executed, cleans up all\n * intermediate tensors allocated by `fn` except those returned by `fn`.\n * `fn` must not

return a Promise (async functions not allowed). The returned\n * result can be a complex object.\n *\n * Using this

method helps avoid memory leaks. In general, wrap calls to\n * operations in `tf.tidy` for automatic memory

cleanup.\n *\n * NOTE: Variables do *not* get cleaned up when inside a tidy(). If you want to\n * dispose variables,

please use `tf.disposeVariables` or call dispose()\n * directly on variables.\n *\n * ```js\n * // y = 2 ^ 2 + 1\n * const

y = tf.tidy(() => {\n *   // a, b, and one will be cleaned up when the tidy ends.\n *   const one = tf.scalar(1);\n *

const a = tf.scalar(2);\n *   const b = a.square();\n *\n *   console.log('numTensors (in tidy): ' +

tf.memory().numTensors);\n *\n *   // The value returned inside the tidy function will return\n *   // through the tidy,

in this case to the variable y.\n *   return b.add(one);\n * });\n *\n * console.log('numTensors (outside tidy): ' +

tf.memory().numTensors);\n * y.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param nameOrFn The name of the closure, or the function

to execute.\n *     If a name is provided, the 2nd argument should be the function.\n *     If debug mode is on, the

timing and the memory usage of the function\n *     will be tracked and displayed on the console using the provided

name.\n * @param fn The function to execute.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Performance', subheading: 'Memory'}\n

*/\nexport function tidy<T extends TensorContainer>(\n    nameOrFn: string|ScopeFn<T>, fn?: ScopeFn<T>): T {\n

return ENGINE.tidy(nameOrFn, fn);\n}\n\n/**\n * Disposes any `tf.Tensor`s found within the provided object.\n *\n

* @param container an object that may be a `tf.Tensor` or may directly\n *     contain `tf.Tensor`s, such as a

`Tensor[]` or `{key: Tensor, ...}`. If\n *     the object is not a `tf.Tensor` or does not contain `Tensors`, nothing\n *

happens. In general it is safe to pass any object here, except that\n *     `Promise`s are not supported.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Performance', subheading: 'Memory'}\n */\nexport function dispose(container: TensorContainer) {\n

const tensors = getTensorsInContainer(container);\n  tensors.forEach(tensor => tensor.dispose());\n}\n\n/**\n *

Keeps a `tf.Tensor` generated inside a `tf.tidy` from being disposed\n * automatically.\n *\n * ```js\n * let b;\n *

const y = tf.tidy(() => {\n *   const one = tf.scalar(1);\n *   const a = tf.scalar(2);\n *\n *   // b will not be cleaned up

by the tidy. a and one will be cleaned up\n *   // when the tidy ends.\n *   b = tf.keep(a.square());\n *\n *

console.log('numTensors (in tidy): ' + tf.memory().numTensors);\n *\n *   // The value returned inside the tidy

function will return\n *   // through the tidy, in this case to the variable y.\n *   return b.add(one);\n * });\n *\n *

console.log('numTensors (outside tidy): ' + tf.memory().numTensors);\n * console.log('y:');\n * y.print();\n *

console.log('b:');\n * b.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param result The tensor to keep from being disposed.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Performance', subheading: 'Memory'}\n */\nexport function keep<T extends Tensor>(result: T): T {\n

return ENGINE.keep(result);\n}\n\n/**\n * Executes `f()` and returns a promise that resolves with timing\n *

information.\n *\n * The result is an object with the following properties:\n *\n * - `wallMs`: Wall execution time.\n

* - `kernelMs`: Kernel execution time, ignoring data transfer. If using the\n * WebGL backend and the query timer

extension is not available, this will\n * return an error object.\n * - On `WebGL` The following additional properties

exist:\n *   - `uploadWaitMs`: CPU blocking time on texture uploads.\n *   - `downloadWaitMs`: CPU blocking time

on texture downloads (readPixels).\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.randomNormal([20, 20]);\n * const time = await

tf.time(() => x.matMul(x));\n *\n * console.log(`kernelMs: ${time.kernelMs}, wallTimeMs: ${time.wallMs}`);\n *

```\n *\n * @param f The function to execute and time.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Performance', subheading:

'Timing'}\n */\nexport function time(f: () => void): Promise<TimingInfo> {\n  return ENGINE.time(f);\n}\n\n/**\n

* Sets the backend (cpu, webgl, wasm, etc) responsible for creating tensors and\n * executing operations on those

tensors. Returns a promise that resolves\n * to a boolean if the backend initialization was successful.\n *\n * Note

this disposes the current backend, if any, as well as any tensors\n * associated with it. A new backend is initialized,

even if it is of the\n * same type as the previous one.\n *\n * @param backendName The name of the backend.
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Currently supports\n *     `'webgl'|'cpu'` in the browser, `'tensorflow'` under node.js\n *     (requires tfjs-node), and

`'wasm'` (requires tfjs-backend-wasm).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Backends'}\n */\nexport function

setBackend(backendName: string): Promise<boolean> {\n  return ENGINE.setBackend(backendName);\n}\n\n/**\n

* Returns a promise that resolves when the currently selected backend (or the\n * highest priority one) has

initialized. Await this promise when you are using\n * a backend that has async initialization.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Backends'}\n */\nexport function ready(): Promise<void> {\n  return ENGINE.ready();\n}\n\n/**\n *

Returns the current backend name (cpu, webgl, etc). The backend is\n * responsible for creating tensors and

executing operations on those tensors.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Backends'}\n */\nexport function getBackend():

string {\n  return ENGINE.backendName;\n}\n\n/**\n * Removes a backend and the registered factory.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Backends'}\n */\nexport function removeBackend(name: string): void {\n

ENGINE.removeBackend(name);\n}\n\n/**\n * Finds the backend registered under the provided name. Returns null

if the\n * name is not in the registry, or the registration hasn't finished yet.\n */\nexport function findBackend(name:

string): KernelBackend {\n  return ENGINE.findBackend(name);\n}\n\n/**\n * Finds the backend factory registered

under the provided name. Returns a\n * function that produces a new backend when called. Returns null if the

name\n * is not in the registry.\n */\nexport function findBackendFactory(name: string): () =>\n    KernelBackend |

Promise<KernelBackend> {\n  return ENGINE.findBackendFactory(name);\n}\n\n/**\n * Registers a global

backend. The registration should happen when importing\n * a module file (e.g. when importing

`backend_webgl.ts`), and is used for\n * modular builds (e.g. custom tfjs bundle with only webgl support).\n *\n *

@param factory The backend factory function. When called, it should\n * return a backend instance, or a promise of

an instance.\n * @param priority The priority of the backend (higher = more important).\n *     In case multiple

backends are registered, the priority is used to find\n *     the best backend. Defaults to 1.\n * @return False if there

is already a registered backend under this name, true\n *     if not.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Backends'}\n */\nexport

function registerBackend(\n    name: string, factory: () => KernelBackend | Promise<KernelBackend>,\n    priority =

1): boolean {\n  return ENGINE.registerBackend(name, factory, priority);\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the current backend. If

no backends have been initialized, this will\n * attempt to initialize the best backend. Will throw an error if the

highest\n * priority backend has async initialization, in which case, you should call\n * 'await tf.ready()' before

running other code.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Backends'}\n */\nexport function backend(): KernelBackend {\n  return

ENGINE.backend;\n}\n\n/**\n * Sets the global platform.\n *\n * @param platformName The name of this

platform.\n * @param platform A platform implementation.\n */\nexport function setPlatform(platformName:

string, platform: Platform) {\n  env().setPlatform(platformName, platform);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Add, AddInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Adds two `tf.Tensor`s element-wise, A + B. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n *\n *

```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([10, 20, 30, 40]);\n *\n * a.add(b).print();  // or

tf.add(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast add a with b.\n * const a = tf.scalar(5);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([10,

20, 30, 40]);\n *\n * a.add(b).print();  // or tf.add(a, b)\n * ```\n * @param a The first `tf.Tensor` to add.\n * @param

b The second `tf.Tensor` to add. Must have the same type as `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction add_<T extends Tensor>(a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a =

convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'add');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'add');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n

const inputs: AddInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Add, inputs as {} as
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NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const add = op({add_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {FloorDiv, FloorDivInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Divides two `tf.Tensor`s element-wise, A / B. Supports broadcasting.\n * The

result is rounded with floor function.\n *\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 4, 9, 16]);\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n *\n * a.floorDiv(b).print();  // or tf.div(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast div a with

b.\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([2, 4, 6, 8]);\n * const b = tf.scalar(2);\n *\n * a.floorDiv(b).print();  // or tf.floorDiv(a,

b)\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first tensor as the numerator.\n * @param b The second tensor as the denominator.

Must have the same dtype as\n * `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction

floorDiv_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a,

'a', 'floorDiv');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'floorDiv');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  const

inputs: FloorDivInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(FloorDiv, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const floorDiv = op({floorDiv_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {RealDiv, RealDivInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{floorDiv} from './floorDiv';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Divides two `tf.Tensor`s element-wise, A /

B. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 4, 9, 16]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n

*\n * a.div(b).print();  // or tf.div(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast div a with b.\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([2,

4, 6, 8]);\n * const b = tf.scalar(2);\n *\n * a.div(b).print();  // or tf.div(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first tensor

as the numerator.\n * @param b The second tensor as the denominator. Must have the same dtype as\n * `a`.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction div_<T extends Tensor>(a:

Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'div');\n  let $b =

convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'div');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  if ($a.dtype === 'int32' && $b.dtype ===

'int32') {\n    return floorDiv($a, $b);\n  }\n\n  const inputs: RealDivInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n  const attrs = {};\n\n  //

tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(RealDiv, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap, attrs) as T;\n}\n\nexport const div = op({div_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Multiply, MultiplyInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Multiplies two `tf.Tensor`s element-wise, A * B. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n *

We also expose `tf.mulStrict` which has the same signature as this op and\n * asserts that `a` and `b` are the same

shape (does not broadcast).\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([2, 3, 4,

5]);\n *\n * a.mul(b).print();  // or tf.mul(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast mul a with b.\n * const a =

tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * const b = tf.scalar(5);\n *\n * a.mul(b).print();  // or tf.mul(a, b)\n * ```\n * @param a

The first tensor to multiply.\n * @param b The second tensor to multiply. Must have the same dtype as `a`.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction mul_<T extends Tensor>(a:

Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'mul');\n  let $b =

convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'mul');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  const inputs: MultiplyInputs = {a: $a, b:

$b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Multiply, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const mul =

op({mul_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Abs, AbsInputs, ComplexAbs, ComplexAbsInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport

{convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes absolute value element-wise: `abs(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([-1, 2,

-3, 4]);\n *\n * x.abs().print();  // or tf.abs(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input `tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction abs_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'abs');\n\n  if ($x.dtype === 'complex64') {\n    const inputs: ComplexAbsInputs = {x: $x};\n

  return ENGINE.runKernel(ComplexAbs, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n  } else {\n    const inputs:

AbsInputs = {x: $x};\n    return ENGINE.runKernel(Abs, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n  }\n}\n\nexport

const abs = op({abs_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Acos, AcosInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

acos of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `acos(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, -1, .7]);\n *\n *

x.acos().print();  // or tf.acos(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction acos_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'acos');\n  const inputs: AcosInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Acos, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const acos = op({acos_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not
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use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Acosh, AcoshInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

the inverse hyperbolic cos of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise:\n * `acosh(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor1d([10, 1, 3, 5.7]);\n *\n * x.acosh().print();  // or tf.acosh(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction acosh_<T extends Tensor>(x:

T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'acosh');\n  const inputs: AcoshInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Acosh, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const acosh = op({acosh_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {AddN, AddNInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Adds a list of `tf.Tensor`s element-wise, each with the same shape and dtype.\n *\n * ```js\n

* const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([3, 4]);\n * const c = tf.tensor1d([5, 6]);\n *\n * tf.addN([a,

b, c]).print();\n * ```\n * @param tensors A list of tensors with the same shape and dtype.\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction addN_<T extends Tensor>(tensors: Array<T|TensorLike>): T

{\n  util.assert(\n      Array.isArray(tensors),\n      () => 'The argument passed to tf.addN() must be a list of

tensors');\n  util.assert(\n      tensors.length >= 1,\n      () => `Must pass at least one tensor to tf.addN(), but got ` +\n

      `${tensors.length}`);\n\n  const $tensors =\n      tensors.map((t, i) => convertToTensor(t, `tensors${i}`,

'addN'));\n\n  const firstTensor = $tensors[0];\n  $tensors.forEach(t => {\n    if (t.dtype !== firstTensor.dtype) {\n

throw new Error(\n          'All tensors passed to tf.addN() must have the same dtype');\n    }\n  });\n\n

$tensors.forEach(t => {\n    if (!util.arraysEqual(t.shape, firstTensor.shape)) {\n      throw new Error(\n          'All

tensors passed to tf.addN() must have the same shape');\n    }\n  });\n\n  const inputs: AddNInputs = $tensors;\n\n

return ENGINE.runKernel(AddN, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const addN =

op({addN_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the logical and of elements across dimensions of a
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`tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * Reduces the input along the dimensions given in `axes`. Unless `keepDims`\n * is true, the rank

of the `tf.Tensor` is reduced by 1 for each entry in\n * `axes`. If `keepDims` is true, the reduced dimensions are

retained with\n * length 1. If `axes` has no entries, all dimensions are reduced, and an\n * `tf.Tensor` with a single

element is returned.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 1, 1], 'bool');\n *\n * x.all().print();  // or tf.all(x)\n *

```\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 1, 0, 0], [2, 2], 'bool');\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.all(axis).print();  // or

tf.all(x, axis)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor. Must be of dtype bool.\n * @param axis The dimension(s)

to reduce. By default it reduces\n *     all dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, retains reduced dimensions

with size 1.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction all_<T extends

Tensor>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis: number|number[] = null, keepDims = false): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'all', 'bool');\n\n  const inputs: AllInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: AllAttrs = {axis,

keepDims};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      All, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const all = op({all_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the logical or of elements across dimensions of a

`tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * Reduces the input along the dimensions given in `axes`. Unless `keepDims`\n * is true, the rank

of the `tf.Tensor` is reduced by 1 for each entry in\n * `axes`. If `keepDims` is true, the reduced dimensions are

retained with\n * length 1. If `axes` has no entries, all dimensions are reduced, and an\n * `tf.Tensor` with a single

element is returned.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 1, 1], 'bool');\n *\n * x.any().print();  // or tf.any(x)\n *

```\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 1, 0, 0], [2, 2], 'bool');\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.any(axis).print();  //

or tf.any(x, axis)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor. Must be of dtype bool.\n * @param axis The

dimension(s) to reduce. By default it reduces\n *     all dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, retains reduced

dimensions with size 1.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction any_<T

extends Tensor>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis: number|number[] = null, keepDims = false): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'any', 'bool');\n\n  const inputs: AnyInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: AnyAttrs = {axis,

keepDims};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Any, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\n// tslint:disable-next-line:variable-name\nexport const any = op({any_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of

the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the indices of the maximum

values along an `axis`.\n *\n * The result has the same shape as `input` with the dimension along `axis`\n *

removed.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * x.argMax().print();  // or tf.argMax(x)\n * ```\n *\n
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* ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 4, 3], [2, 2]);\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.argMax(axis).print();  // or

tf.argMax(x, axis)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @param axis The dimension to reduce. Defaults to

0 (outer-most dimension).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction argMax_<T

extends Tensor>(x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis = 0): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'argMax');\n\n  const

inputs: ArgMaxInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: ArgMaxAttrs = {axis};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n

ArgMax, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const argMax =

op({argMax_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {ArgMin, ArgMinAttrs, ArgMinInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the indices of the minimum

values along an `axis`.\n *\n * The result has the same shape as `input` with the dimension along `axis`\n *

removed.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * x.argMin().print();  // or tf.argMin(x)\n * ```\n *\n *

```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 4, 3], [2, 2]);\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.argMin(axis).print();  // or tf.argMin(x,

axis)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @param axis The dimension to reduce. Defaults to 0 (outer-

most dimension).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction argMin_<T extends

Tensor>(x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis = 0): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'argMin');\n\n  const inputs:

ArgMinInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: ArgMinAttrs = {axis};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      ArgMin, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const argMin = op({argMin_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Asin, AsinInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

asin of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `asin(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, -1, .7]);\n *\n *

x.asin().print();  // or tf.asin(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction asin_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'asin');\n  const inputs: AsinInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Asin, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const asin = op({asin_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Asinh, AsinhInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

inverse hyperbolic sin of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise:\n * `asinh(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0,

1, -1, .7]);\n *\n * x.asinh().print();  // or tf.asinh(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction asinh_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x

= convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'asinh');\n\n  const inputs: AsinhInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Asinh,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const asinh = op({asinh_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Atan, AtanInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

atan of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `atan(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, -1, .7]);\n *\n *

x.atan().print();  // or tf.atan(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction atan_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'atan');\n\n  const inputs: AtanInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Atan, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const atan = op({atan_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Atan2, Atan2Inputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes arctangent of `tf.Tensor`s a / b element-wise: `atan2(a, b)`.\n *

Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1.0, 1.0, -1.0, .7]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([2.0, 13.0,

3.5, .21]);\n *\n * tf.atan2(a, b).print()\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first tensor.\n * @param b The second tensor.

Must have the same dtype as `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction

atan2_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a',

'atan2');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'atan2');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  const inputs:

Atan2Inputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Atan2, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const atan2 = op({atan2_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Atanh, AtanhInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

inverse hyperbolic tan of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise:\n * `atanh(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0,

.1, -.1, .7]);\n *\n * x.atanh().print();  // or tf.atanh(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction atanh_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x

= convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'atanh');\n\n  const inputs: AtanhInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Atanh,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const atanh = op({atanh_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\ntype PadType = 'SAME'|'VALID'|'NUMBER'|'EXPLICIT';\n\n// For NHWC should be in the following

form:\n//  [[0, 0], [pad_top,pad_bottom], [pad_left, pad_right], [0, 0]]\n// For NCHW should be in the following

form:\n//  [[0, 0], [0, 0], [pad_top,pad_bottom], [pad_left, pad_right]]\n// Reference:

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/conv2d\nexport type ExplicitPadding =\n    [[number, number],

[number, number], [number, number], [number, number]];\n\nexport type PadInfo = {\n  top: number,\n  left:

number,\n  right: number,\n  bottom: number,\n  type: PadType\n};\n\nexport type PadInfo3D = {\n  top: number,\n

left: number,\n  right: number,\n  bottom: number,\n  front: number,\n  back: number,\n  type: PadType\n};\n\n/**\n

* Information about the forward pass of a convolution/pooling operation.\n * It includes input and output shape,

strides, filter size and padding\n * information.\n */\nexport type Conv2DInfo = {\n  batchSize: number,\n  inHeight:

number,\n  inWidth: number,\n  inChannels: number,\n  outHeight: number,\n  outWidth: number,\n  outChannels:

number,\n  dataFormat: 'channelsFirst'|'channelsLast',\n  strideHeight: number,\n  strideWidth: number,\n

dilationHeight: number,\n  dilationWidth: number,\n  filterHeight: number,\n  filterWidth: number,\n

effectiveFilterHeight: number,\n  effectiveFilterWidth: number,\n  padInfo: PadInfo,\n  inShape: [number, number,

number, number],\n  outShape: [number, number, number, number],\n  filterShape: [number, number, number,

number]\n};\n\n/**\n *\n * @param inputShape Input tensor shape is of the following dimensions:\n *     `[batch,

height, width, inChannels]`.\n * @param filterShape The filter shape is of the following dimensions:\n *

`[filterHeight, filterWidth, depth]`.\n * @param strides The strides of the sliding window for each dimension of

the\n *     input tensor: `[strideHeight, strideWidth]`.\n *     If `strides` is a single number,\n *     then `strideHeight

== strideWidth`.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm.\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same

size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *

than 1*1x1.\n *    - For more info, see this guide:\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dataFormat The data format of the

input and output data.\n *     Defaults to 'NHWC'.\n * @param dilations The dilation rates: `[dilationHeight,

dilationWidth]`.\n *     Defaults to `[1, 1]`. If `dilations` is a single number, then\n *     `dilationHeight ==

dilationWidth`.\n */\nexport function computeDilation2DInfo(\n    inputShape: [number, number, number,

number],\n    filterShape: [number, number, number], strides: number|[number, number],\n    pad:

'same'|'valid'|number, dataFormat: 'NHWC' = 'NHWC',\n    dilations: number|[number, number]) {\n  //

`computerConv2DInfo` require filterShape to be in the dimension of:\n  // `[filterHeight, filterWidth, depth,

outDepth]`, dilation2d doesn't have\n  // outDepth, it should have the same depth as the input.\n  // Input shape:

[batch, height, width, inChannels]\n  const inputChannels = inputShape[3];\n  const $filterShape =\n

[...filterShape, inputChannels] as [number, number, number, number];\n  const $dataFormat =

convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n\n  return computeConv2DInfo(\n      inputShape, $filterShape, strides,
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dilations, pad,\n      null /* roundingMode */, null /* depthWise */, $dataFormat);\n}\n\nexport function

computePool2DInfo(\n    inShape: [number, number, number, number],\n    filterSize: [number, number]|number,

strides: number|[number, number],\n    dilations: number|[number, number], pad: 'same'|'valid'|number,\n

roundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil',\n    dataFormat: 'channelsFirst'|'channelsLast' = 'channelsLast'): Conv2DInfo {\n

const [filterHeight, filterWidth] = parseTupleParam(filterSize);\n\n  let filterShape: [number, number, number,

number];\n  if (dataFormat === 'channelsLast') {\n    filterShape = [filterHeight, filterWidth, inShape[3],

inShape[3]];\n  } else if (dataFormat === 'channelsFirst') {\n    filterShape = [filterHeight, filterWidth, inShape[1],

inShape[1]];\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown dataFormat ${dataFormat}`);\n  }\n\n  return

computeConv2DInfo(\n      inShape, filterShape, strides, dilations, pad, roundingMode, false,\n

dataFormat);\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes the information for a forward pass of a pooling3D operation.\n */\nexport

function computePool3DInfo(\n    inShape: [number, number, number, number, number],\n    filterSize:

number|[number, number, number],\n    strides: number|[number, number, number],\n    dilations: number|[number,

number, number], pad: 'same'|'valid'|number,\n    roundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil',\n    dataFormat:

'NDHWC'|'NCDHW' = 'NDHWC'): Conv3DInfo {\n  const [filterDepth, filterHeight, filterWidth] =

parse3TupleParam(filterSize);\n\n  let filterShape: [number, number, number, number, number];\n  let $dataFormat:

'channelsFirst'|'channelsLast';\n  if (dataFormat === 'NDHWC') {\n    $dataFormat = 'channelsLast';\n    filterShape

=\n        [filterDepth, filterHeight, filterWidth, inShape[4], inShape[4]];\n  } else if (dataFormat === 'NCDHW') {\n

$dataFormat = 'channelsFirst';\n    filterShape =\n        [filterDepth, filterHeight, filterWidth, inShape[1],

inShape[1]];\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown dataFormat ${dataFormat}`);\n  }\n\n  return

computeConv3DInfo(\n      inShape, filterShape, strides, dilations, pad, false, $dataFormat,\n

roundingMode);\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes the information for a forward pass of a convolution/pooling\n *

operation.\n */\nexport function computeConv2DInfo(\n    inShape: [number, number, number, number],\n

filterShape: [number, number, number, number],\n    strides: number|[number, number], dilations: number|[number,

number],\n    pad: 'same'|'valid'|number|ExplicitPadding,\n    roundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil', depthwise =

false,\n    dataFormat: 'channelsFirst'|'channelsLast' = 'channelsLast'): Conv2DInfo {\n  let [batchSize, inHeight,

inWidth, inChannels] = [-1, -1, -1, -1];\n  if (dataFormat === 'channelsLast') {\n    [batchSize, inHeight, inWidth,

inChannels] = inShape;\n  } else if (dataFormat === 'channelsFirst') {\n    [batchSize, inChannels, inHeight,

inWidth] = inShape;\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown dataFormat ${dataFormat}`);\n  }\n\n  const

[filterHeight, filterWidth, , filterChannels] = filterShape;\n  const [strideHeight, strideWidth] =

parseTupleParam(strides);\n  const [dilationHeight, dilationWidth] = parseTupleParam(dilations);\n\n  const

effectiveFilterHeight =\n      getEffectiveFilterSize(filterHeight, dilationHeight);\n  const effectiveFilterWidth =\n

getEffectiveFilterSize(filterWidth, dilationWidth);\n  const {padInfo, outHeight, outWidth} = getPadAndOutInfo(\n

   pad, inHeight, inWidth, strideHeight, strideWidth, effectiveFilterHeight,\n      effectiveFilterWidth,

roundingMode, dataFormat);\n\n  const outChannels = depthwise ? filterChannels * inChannels : filterChannels;\n\n

let outShape: [number, number, number, number];\n  if (dataFormat === 'channelsFirst') {\n    outShape =

[batchSize, outChannels, outHeight, outWidth];\n  } else if (dataFormat === 'channelsLast') {\n    outShape =

[batchSize, outHeight, outWidth, outChannels];\n  }\n\n  return {\n    batchSize,\n    dataFormat,\n    inHeight,\n

inWidth,\n    inChannels,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    padInfo,\n    strideHeight,\n

strideWidth,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    effectiveFilterHeight,\n    effectiveFilterWidth,\n

dilationHeight,\n    dilationWidth,\n    inShape,\n    outShape,\n    filterShape\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Information about

the forward pass of a 3D convolution/pooling operation.\n * It includes input and output shape, strides, filter size

and padding\n * information.\n */\nexport type Conv3DInfo = {\n  batchSize: number,\n  inDepth: number,\n

inHeight: number,\n  inWidth: number,\n  inChannels: number,\n  outDepth: number,\n  outHeight: number,\n

outWidth: number,\n  outChannels: number,\n  dataFormat: 'channelsFirst'|'channelsLast',\n  strideDepth: number,\n

strideHeight: number,\n  strideWidth: number,\n  dilationDepth: number,\n  dilationHeight: number,\n

dilationWidth: number,\n  filterDepth: number,\n  filterHeight: number,\n  filterWidth: number,\n

effectiveFilterDepth: number,\n  effectiveFilterHeight: number,\n  effectiveFilterWidth: number,\n  padInfo:

PadInfo3D,\n  inShape: [number, number, number, number, number],\n  outShape: [number, number, number,
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number, number],\n  filterShape: [number, number, number, number, number]\n};\n\n/**\n * Computes the

information for a forward pass of a 3D convolution/pooling\n * operation.\n */\nexport function

computeConv3DInfo(\n    inShape: [number, number, number, number, number],\n    filterShape: [number, number,

number, number, number],\n    strides: number|[number, number, number],\n    dilations: number|[number, number,

number], pad: 'same'|'valid'|number,\n    depthwise = false,\n    dataFormat: 'channelsFirst'|'channelsLast' =

'channelsLast',\n    roundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): Conv3DInfo {\n  let [batchSize, inDepth, inHeight,

inWidth, inChannels] =\n      [-1, -1, -1, -1, -1];\n  if (dataFormat === 'channelsLast') {\n    [batchSize, inDepth,

inHeight, inWidth, inChannels] = inShape;\n  } else if (dataFormat === 'channelsFirst') {\n    [batchSize,

inChannels, inDepth, inHeight, inWidth] = inShape;\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown dataFormat

${dataFormat}`);\n  }\n\n  const [filterDepth, filterHeight, filterWidth, , filterChannels] =\n      filterShape;\n  const

[strideDepth, strideHeight, strideWidth] = parse3TupleParam(strides);\n  const [dilationDepth, dilationHeight,

dilationWidth] =\n      parse3TupleParam(dilations);\n\n  const effectiveFilterDepth =\n

getEffectiveFilterSize(filterDepth, dilationDepth);\n  const effectiveFilterHeight =\n

getEffectiveFilterSize(filterHeight, dilationHeight);\n  const effectiveFilterWidth =\n

getEffectiveFilterSize(filterWidth, dilationWidth);\n  const {padInfo, outDepth, outHeight, outWidth} =

get3DPadAndOutInfo(\n      pad, inDepth, inHeight, inWidth, strideDepth, strideHeight, strideWidth,\n

effectiveFilterDepth, effectiveFilterHeight, effectiveFilterWidth,\n      roundingMode);\n\n  const outChannels =

depthwise ? filterChannels * inChannels : filterChannels;\n\n  let outShape: [number, number, number, number,

number];\n  if (dataFormat === 'channelsFirst') {\n    outShape = [batchSize, outChannels, outDepth, outHeight,

outWidth];\n  } else if (dataFormat === 'channelsLast') {\n    outShape = [batchSize, outDepth, outHeight,

outWidth, outChannels];\n  }\n\n  return {\n    batchSize,\n    dataFormat,\n    inDepth,\n    inHeight,\n    inWidth,\n

inChannels,\n    outDepth,\n    outHeight,\n    outWidth,\n    outChannels,\n    padInfo,\n    strideDepth,\n

strideHeight,\n    strideWidth,\n    filterDepth,\n    filterHeight,\n    filterWidth,\n    effectiveFilterDepth,\n

effectiveFilterHeight,\n    effectiveFilterWidth,\n    dilationDepth,\n    dilationHeight,\n    dilationWidth,\n

inShape,\n    outShape,\n    filterShape\n  };\n}\n\nfunction computeOutputShape2D(\n    inShape: [number,

number], fieldSize: number, stride: number,\n    zeroPad?: number, roundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): [number,

number] {\n  if (zeroPad == null) {\n    zeroPad = computeDefaultPad(inShape, fieldSize, stride);\n  }\n  const

inputRows = inShape[0];\n  const inputCols = inShape[1];\n\n  const outputRows =\n      round((inputRows -

fieldSize + 2 * zeroPad) / stride + 1, roundingMode);\n  const outputCols =\n      round((inputCols - fieldSize + 2 *

zeroPad) / stride + 1, roundingMode);\n\n  return [outputRows, outputCols];\n}\n\nfunction

computeOutputShape4D(\n    inShape: [number, number, number, number], fieldSize: number,\n    outChannels:

number, stride: number, zeroPad?: number,\n    roundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): [number, number, number,

number] {\n  if (zeroPad == null) {\n    zeroPad = computeDefaultPad(inShape, fieldSize, stride);\n  }\n  const

inputDepth = inShape[0];\n  const inputRows = inShape[1];\n  const inputCols = inShape[2];\n\n  const

outputDepths =\n      round((inputDepth - fieldSize + 2 * zeroPad) / stride + 1, roundingMode);\n  const outputRows

=\n      round((inputRows - fieldSize + 2 * zeroPad) / stride + 1, roundingMode);\n  const outputCols =\n

round((inputCols - fieldSize + 2 * zeroPad) / stride + 1, roundingMode);\n\n  return [outputDepths, outputRows,

outputCols, outChannels];\n}\n\nexport function computeDefaultPad(\n    inputShape: [number, number]|[number,

number, number, number],\n    fieldSize: number, stride: number, dilation = 1): number {\n  const effectiveFieldSize

= getEffectiveFilterSize(fieldSize, dilation);\n  return Math.floor(\n      (inputShape[0] * (stride - 1) - stride +

effectiveFieldSize) / 2);\n}\n\nfunction parseTupleParam(param: number|number[]): [number, number, number] {\n

if (typeof param === 'number') {\n    return [param, param, param];\n  }\n  if (param.length === 2) {\n    return

[param[0], param[1], 1];\n  }\n  return param as [number, number, number];\n}\n\nfunction

parse3TupleParam(param: number|[number, number, number]):\n    [number, number, number] {\n  return typeof

param === 'number' ? [param, param, param] : param;\n}\n\n/* See

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/atrous_conv2d\n * Atrous convolution is equivalent to standard

convolution with upsampled\n * filters with effective_filter_height =\n * filter_height + (filter_height - 1) * (dilation

- 1)\n * and effective_filter_width =\n * filter_width + (filter_width - 1) * (dilation - 1),\n * produced by inserting
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dilation - 1 zeros along consecutive elements across\n * the filters' spatial dimensions.\n * When there is a dilation,

this converts a filter dimension to the\n * effective filter dimension, so it can be used in a standard convolution.\n

*/\nfunction getEffectiveFilterSize(filterSize: number, dilation: number) {\n  if (dilation <= 1) {\n    return

filterSize;\n  }\n\n  return filterSize + (filterSize - 1) * (dilation - 1);\n}\n\nfunction getPadAndOutInfo(\n    pad:

'same'|'valid'|number|ExplicitPadding, inHeight: number,\n    inWidth: number, strideHeight: number, strideWidth:

number,\n    filterHeight: number, filterWidth: number,\n    roundingMode: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil',\n    dataFormat:

'channelsFirst'|\n    'channelsLast'): {padInfo: PadInfo, outHeight: number, outWidth: number} {\n  let padInfo:

PadInfo;\n  let outHeight: number;\n  let outWidth: number;\n\n  if (typeof pad === 'number') {\n    const padType =

(pad === 0) ? 'VALID' : 'NUMBER';\n    padInfo = {top: pad, bottom: pad, left: pad, right: pad, type: padType};\n

const outShape = computeOutputShape2D(\n        [inHeight, inWidth], filterHeight, strideHeight, pad,

roundingMode);\n    outHeight = outShape[0];\n    outWidth = outShape[1];\n  } else if (pad === 'same') {\n

outHeight = Math.ceil(inHeight / strideHeight);\n    outWidth = Math.ceil(inWidth / strideWidth);\n    const

padAlongHeight =\n        Math.max(0, (outHeight - 1) * strideHeight + filterHeight - inHeight);\n    const

padAlongWidth =\n        Math.max(0, (outWidth - 1) * strideWidth + filterWidth - inWidth);\n    const top =

Math.floor(padAlongHeight / 2);\n    const bottom = padAlongHeight - top;\n    const left =

Math.floor(padAlongWidth / 2);\n    const right = padAlongWidth - left;\n    padInfo = {top, bottom, left, right, type:

'SAME'};\n  } else if (pad === 'valid') {\n    padInfo = {top: 0, bottom: 0, left: 0, right: 0, type: 'VALID'};\n

outHeight = Math.ceil((inHeight - filterHeight + 1) / strideHeight);\n    outWidth = Math.ceil((inWidth - filterWidth

+ 1) / strideWidth);\n  } else if (typeof pad === 'object') {\n    const top = dataFormat === 'channelsLast' ? pad[1][0]

: pad[2][0];\n    const bottom = dataFormat === 'channelsLast' ? pad[1][1] : pad[2][1];\n    const left = dataFormat

=== 'channelsLast' ? pad[2][0] : pad[3][0];\n    const right = dataFormat === 'channelsLast' ? pad[2][1] :

pad[3][1];\n    const padType = (top === 0 && bottom === 0 && left === 0 && right === 0) ?\n        'VALID' :\n

   'EXPLICIT';\n    padInfo = {top, bottom, left, right, type: padType};\n    outHeight = round(\n        (inHeight -

filterHeight + top + bottom) / strideHeight + 1,\n        roundingMode);\n    outWidth = round(\n        (inWidth -

filterWidth + left + right) / strideWidth + 1, roundingMode);\n  } else {\n    throw Error(`Unknown padding

parameter: ${pad}`);\n  }\n  return {padInfo, outHeight, outWidth};\n}\n\nfunction get3DPadAndOutInfo(\n    pad:

'same'|'valid'|number, inDepth: number, inHeight: number,\n    inWidth: number, strideDepth: number, strideHeight:

number,\n    strideWidth: number, filterDepth: number, filterHeight: number,\n    filterWidth: number,

roundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): {\n  padInfo: PadInfo3D,\n  outDepth: number,\n  outHeight: number,\n

outWidth: number\n} {\n  let padInfo: PadInfo3D;\n  let outDepth: number;\n  let outHeight: number;\n  let

outWidth: number;\n\n  if (typeof pad === 'number') {\n    const padType = (pad === 0) ? 'VALID' : 'NUMBER';\n

padInfo = {\n      top: pad,\n      bottom: pad,\n      left: pad,\n      right: pad,\n      front: pad,\n      back: pad,\n

type: padType\n    };\n    const outShape = computeOutputShape4D(\n        [inDepth, inHeight, inWidth, 1],

filterDepth, 1, strideDepth, pad,\n        roundingMode);\n    outDepth = outShape[0];\n    outHeight = outShape[1];\n

  outWidth = outShape[2];\n  } else if (pad === 'same') {\n    outDepth = Math.ceil(inDepth / strideDepth);\n

outHeight = Math.ceil(inHeight / strideHeight);\n    outWidth = Math.ceil(inWidth / strideWidth);\n    const

padAlongDepth = (outDepth - 1) * strideDepth + filterDepth - inDepth;\n    const padAlongHeight =\n

(outHeight - 1) * strideHeight + filterHeight - inHeight;\n    const padAlongWidth = (outWidth - 1) * strideWidth +

filterWidth - inWidth;\n    const front = Math.floor(padAlongDepth / 2);\n    const back = padAlongDepth - front;\n

const top = Math.floor(padAlongHeight / 2);\n    const bottom = padAlongHeight - top;\n    const left =

Math.floor(padAlongWidth / 2);\n    const right = padAlongWidth - left;\n\n    padInfo = {top, bottom, left, right,

front, back, type: 'SAME'};\n  } else if (pad === 'valid') {\n    padInfo = {\n      top: 0,\n      bottom: 0,\n      left: 0,\n

   right: 0,\n      front: 0,\n      back: 0,\n      type: 'VALID'\n    };\n    outDepth = Math.ceil((inDepth - filterDepth + 1)

/ strideDepth);\n    outHeight = Math.ceil((inHeight - filterHeight + 1) / strideHeight);\n    outWidth =

Math.ceil((inWidth - filterWidth + 1) / strideWidth);\n  } else {\n    throw Error(`Unknown padding parameter:

${pad}`);\n  }\n  return {padInfo, outDepth, outHeight, outWidth};\n}\n\n/**\n * Rounds a value depending on the

rounding mode\n * @param value\n * @param roundingMode A string from: 'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *

provided, it will default to truncate.\n */\nfunction round(value: number, roundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil') {\n  if
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(!roundingMode) {\n    return Math.trunc(value);\n  }\n  switch (roundingMode) {\n    case 'round':\n      // used for

Caffe Conv\n      return Math.round(value);\n    case 'ceil':\n      // used for Caffe Pool\n      return Math.ceil(value);\n

  case 'floor':\n      return Math.floor(value);\n    default:\n      throw new Error(`Unknown roundingMode

${roundingMode}`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport function tupleValuesAreOne(param: number|number[]): boolean {\n  const

[dimA, dimB, dimC] = parseTupleParam(param);\n  return dimA === 1 && dimB === 1 && dimC ===

1;\n}\n\nexport function eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(\n    strides: number|number[], dilations:

number|number[]): boolean {\n  return tupleValuesAreOne(strides) || tupleValuesAreOne(dilations);\n}\n\n/**\n *

Convert Conv2D dataFormat from 'NHWC'|'NCHW' to\n *    'channelsLast'|'channelsFirst'\n * @param dataFormat

in 'NHWC'|'NCHW' mode\n * @return dataFormat in 'channelsLast'|'channelsFirst' mode\n * @throws unknown

dataFormat\n */\nexport function convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW'):\n

'channelsLast'|'channelsFirst' {\n  if (dataFormat === 'NHWC') {\n    return 'channelsLast';\n  } else if (dataFormat

=== 'NCHW') {\n    return 'channelsFirst';\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(`Unknown dataFormat

${dataFormat}`);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {Rank,

ShapeMap, TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Reshapes a `tf.Tensor` to a

given shape.\n *\n * Given an input tensor, returns a new tensor with the same values as the\n * input tensor with

shape `shape`.\n *\n * If one component of shape is the special value -1, the size of that\n * dimension is computed

so that the total size remains constant. In\n * particular, a shape of [-1] flattens into 1-D. At most one component

of\n * shape can be -1.\n *\n * If shape is 1-D or higher, then the operation returns a tensor with shape\n * shape

filled with the values of tensor. In this case, the number of\n * elements implied by shape must be the same as the

number of elements in\n * tensor.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * x.reshape([2, 2]).print();\n *

```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor to be reshaped.\n * @param shape An array of integers defining the output

tensor shape.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Transformations'}\n */\nfunction reshape_<R extends

Rank>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, shape: ShapeMap[R]): Tensor<R> {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'reshape', 'string_or_numeric');\n\n  const inputs: ReshapeInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: ReshapeAttrs = {shape};\n

return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Reshape, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\nexport const reshape = op({reshape_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./cast';\nimport * as conv_util from './conv_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from
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'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the 2D average pooling of an image.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 4

or rank 3 of shape\n *     `[batch, height, width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param filterSize

The filter size: `[filterHeight, filterWidth]`. If\n *     `filterSize` is a single number, then `filterHeight ==

filterWidth`.\n * @param strides The strides of the pooling: `[strideHeight, strideWidth]`. If\n *     `strides` is a

single number, then `strideHeight == strideWidth`.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm:\n *    - `same`

and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be

smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n *    - For more info, see this guide:\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from:

'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n */\nfunction avgPool_<T extends

Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filterSize: [number, number]|number,\n    strides: [number,

number]|number, pad: 'valid'|'same'|number,\n    dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'avgPool', 'float32');\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  util.assert(\n

conv_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n      () => 'Error in avgPool: Either strides or dilations

must be 1. ' +\n          `Got strides ${strides} and dilations '${dilations}'`);\n\n  let x4D = $x as Tensor4D;\n  let

reshapedTo4D = false;\n  if ($x.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0],

$x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in avgPool: x must be rank 4

but got rank ${x4D.rank}.`);\n\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n

    () => `Error in avgPool: pad must be an integer when using, ` +\n            `dimRoundingMode

${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  const inputs: AvgPoolInputs = {x: x4D};\n\n  const attrs:

AvgPoolAttrs = {filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-

assertion\n  let res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                AvgPool, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                attrs

as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  res = cast(res, $x.dtype);\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res,

[res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as T;\n  }\n\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const avgPool =

op({avgPool_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {AvgPool3D, AvgPool3DAttrs, AvgPool3DInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor4D, Tensor5D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./cast';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the 3D average

pooling.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor5d([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], [1, 2, 2, 2, 1]);\n * const result = tf.avgPool3d(x,

2, 1, 'valid');\n * result.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 5 or rank 4 of shape\n *     `[batch,

depth, height, width, inChannels]`.\n * @param filterSize The filter size:\n *     `[filterDepth, filterHeight,

filterWidth]`.\n *     If `filterSize` is a single number,\n *     then `filterDepth == filterHeight == filterWidth`.\n *

@param strides The strides of the pooling:\n *     `[strideDepth, strideHeight, strideWidth]`.\n *     If `strides` is a

single number,\n *     then `strideDepth == strideHeight == strideWidth`.\n * @param pad The type of padding

algorithm.\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    -

`valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1*1x1.\n *    - For more info, see this guide:\n

*     [https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from:

'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n * @param dataFormat An optional string
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from: \"NDHWC\", \"NCDHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NDHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and output

data. With the\n *     default format \"NDHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     depth, height,

width, channels]. Only \"NDHWC\" is currently supported.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction avgPool3d_<T extends Tensor4D|Tensor5D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filterSize:

[number, number, number]|number,\n    strides: [number, number, number]|number, pad: 'valid'|'same'|number,\n

dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil',\n    dataFormat: 'NDHWC'|'NCDHW' = 'NDHWC'): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'avgPool3d', 'float32');\n\n  let x5D = $x as Tensor5D;\n  let reshapedTo5D = false;\n  if

($x.rank === 4) {\n    reshapedTo5D = true;\n    x5D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1], $x.shape[2],

$x.shape[3]]);\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      x5D.rank === 5,\n      () => `Error in avgPool3d: x must be rank 5 but got

rank ${x5D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      dataFormat === 'NDHWC',\n      () => `Error in avgPool3d: Only NDHWC

is currently supported, ` +\n          `but got dataFormat of ${dataFormat}`);\n\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n

util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n        () => `Error in avgPool3d: pad must be an integer when using, `

+\n            `dimRoundingMode ${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  const inputs:

AvgPool3DInputs = {x: x5D};\n\n  const attrs:\n      AvgPool3DAttrs = {filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode,

dataFormat};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  let res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n

  AvgPool3D, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  res = cast(res,

x5D.dtype);\n\n  if (reshapedTo5D) {\n    return reshape(\n               res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3],

res.shape[4]]) as\n        T;\n  }\n\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const avgPool3d = op({avgPool3d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensorArray} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assert} from '../util';\n\nimport {clone} from './clone';\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Concatenates a list of `tf.Tensor`s along a given axis.\n *\n * The tensors ranks and types

must match, and their sizes must match in all\n * dimensions except `axis`.\n *\n * Also available are stricter rank-

specific methods that assert that\n * `tensors` are of the given rank:\n *   - `tf.concat1d`\n *   - `tf.concat2d`\n *   -

`tf.concat3d`\n *   - `tf.concat4d`\n *\n * Except `tf.concat1d` (which does not have axis param), all methods have\n

* same signature as this method.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([3, 4]);\n *

a.concat(b).print();  // or a.concat(b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([3,

4]);\n * const c = tf.tensor1d([5, 6]);\n * tf.concat([a, b, c]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor2d([[1,

2], [10, 20]]);\n * const b = tf.tensor2d([[3, 4], [30, 40]]);\n * const axis = 1;\n * tf.concat([a, b], axis).print();\n *

```\n * @param tensors A list of tensors to concatenate.\n * @param axis The axis to concate along. Defaults to 0

(the first dim).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nfunction concat_<T

extends Tensor>(tensors: Array<T|TensorLike>, axis = 0): T {\n  assert(tensors.length >= 1, () => 'Pass at least one

tensor to concat');\n\n  const $tensors =\n      convertToTensorArray(tensors, 'tensors', 'concat',

'string_or_numeric');\n\n  if ($tensors[0].dtype === 'complex64') {\n    $tensors.forEach(tensor => {\n      if

(tensor.dtype !== 'complex64') {\n        throw new Error(`Cannot concatenate complex64 tensors with a tensor\n

 with dtype ${tensor.dtype}. `);\n      }\n    });\n  }\n\n  if ($tensors.length === 1) {\n    return clone($tensors[0]);\n

}\n\n  const inputs: ConcatInputs = $tensors;\n  const attr: ConcatAttrs = {axis};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n

 Concat, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attr as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const concat =

op({concat_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Sigmoid, SigmoidInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

sigmoid element-wise, `1 / (1 + exp(-x))`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, -1, 2, -3]);\n *\n *

x.sigmoid().print();  // or tf.sigmoid(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction sigmoid_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'sigmoid');\n\n  const inputs: SigmoidInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Sigmoid, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const sigmoid =

op({sigmoid_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Slice, SliceAttrs, SliceInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {Rank, TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Extracts a slice from a `tf.Tensor` starting at coordinates

`begin`\n * and is of size `size`.\n *\n * Also available are stricter rank-specific methods with the same signature\n *

as this method that assert that `x` is of the given rank:\n *   - `tf.slice1d`\n *   - `tf.slice2d`\n *   - `tf.slice3d`\n *   -

`tf.slice4d`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n *\n * x.slice([1], [2]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n *

const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * x.slice([1, 0], [1, 2]).print();\n * ```\n * @param x The input

`tf.Tensor` to slice from.\n * @param begin The coordinates to start the slice from. The length can be\n *     less

than the rank of x - the rest of the axes will have implicit 0 as\n *     start. Can also be a single number, in which case

it specifies the\n *     first axis.\n * @param size The size of the slice. The length can be less than the rank of\n *     x

- the rest of the axes will have implicit -1. A value of -1 requests\n *     the rest of the dimensions in the axis. Can

also be a single number,\n *     in which case it specifies the size of the first axis.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors',

subheading: 'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nfunction slice_<R extends Rank, T extends Tensor<R>>(\n    x:

T|TensorLike, begin: number|number[], size?: number|number[]): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'slice',

'string_or_numeric');\n\n  if ($x.rank === 0) {\n    throw new Error('Slicing scalar is not possible');\n  }\n\n  const

inputs: SliceInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: SliceAttrs = {begin, size};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Slice,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const slice = op({slice_});\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tanh, TanhInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}
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from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

hyperbolic tangent of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `tanh(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, -1,

70]);\n *\n * x.tanh().print();  // or tf.tanh(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction tanh_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'tanh');\n\n  const inputs: TanhInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Tanh, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const tanh = op({tanh_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Scalar, Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {add} from './add';\nimport {concat} from

'./concat';\nimport {matMul} from './mat_mul';\nimport {mul} from './mul';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport

{sigmoid} from './sigmoid';\nimport {slice} from './slice';\nimport {tanh} from './tanh';\n\n/**\n * Computes the next

state and output of a BasicLSTMCell.\n *\n * Returns `[newC, newH]`.\n *\n * Derived from

tf.contrib.rnn.BasicLSTMCell.\n *\n * @param forgetBias Forget bias for the cell.\n * @param lstmKernel The

weights for the cell.\n * @param lstmBias The bias for the cell.\n * @param data The input to the cell.\n * @param

c Previous cell state.\n * @param h Previous cell output.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'RNN'}\n */\nfunction basicLSTMCell_(\n    forgetBias: Scalar|TensorLike, lstmKernel: Tensor2D|TensorLike,\n

lstmBias: Tensor1D|TensorLike, data: Tensor2D|TensorLike,\n    c: Tensor2D|TensorLike, h:

Tensor2D|TensorLike): [Tensor2D, Tensor2D] {\n  const $forgetBias =\n      convertToTensor(forgetBias,

'forgetBias', 'basicLSTMCell');\n  const $lstmKernel =\n      convertToTensor(lstmKernel, 'lstmKernel',

'basicLSTMCell');\n  const $lstmBias = convertToTensor(lstmBias, 'lstmBias', 'basicLSTMCell');\n  const $data =

convertToTensor(data, 'data', 'basicLSTMCell');\n  const $c = convertToTensor(c, 'c', 'basicLSTMCell');\n  const $h

= convertToTensor(h, 'h', 'basicLSTMCell');\n\n  const combined = concat([$data, $h], 1);\n  const weighted =

matMul(combined, $lstmKernel);\n  const res: Tensor2D = add(weighted, $lstmBias);\n\n  // i = input_gate, j =

new_input, f = forget_gate, o = output_gate\n  const batchSize = res.shape[0];\n  const sliceCols = res.shape[1] / 4;\n

const sliceSize: [number, number] = [batchSize, sliceCols];\n  const i = slice(res, [0, 0], sliceSize);\n  const j =

slice(res, [0, sliceCols], sliceSize);\n  const f = slice(res, [0, sliceCols * 2], sliceSize);\n  const o = slice(res, [0,

sliceCols * 3], sliceSize);\n\n  const newC: Tensor2D =\n      add(mul(sigmoid(i), tanh(j)),\n          mul($c,

sigmoid(add($forgetBias, f)) as Tensor2D));\n  const newH: Tensor2D = mul(tanh(newC), sigmoid(o));\n  return

[newC, newH];\n}\n\nexport const basicLSTMCell = op({basicLSTMCell_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs,

BatchToSpaceNDInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * This operation reshapes the \"batch\" dimension 0 into `M + 1` dimensions of\n * shape
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`blockShape + [batch]`, interleaves these blocks back into the grid\n * defined by the spatial dimensions `[1, ..., M]`,

to obtain a result with\n * the same rank as the input. The spatial dimensions of this intermediate\n * result are then

optionally cropped according to `crops` to produce the\n * output. This is the reverse of `tf.spaceToBatchND`. See

below for a precise\n * description.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor4d([1, 2, 3, 4], [4, 1, 1, 1]);\n * const

blockShape = [2, 2];\n * const crops = [[0, 0], [0, 0]];\n *\n * x.batchToSpaceND(blockShape, crops).print();\n *

```\n *\n * @param x A `tf.Tensor`. N-D with `x.shape` = `[batch] + spatialShape +\n * remainingShape`, where

spatialShape has `M` dimensions.\n * @param blockShape A 1-D array. Must have shape `[M]`, all values must\n *

be >= 1.\n * @param crops A 2-D array.  Must have shape `[M, 2]`, all values must be >= 0.\n * `crops[i] =

[cropStart, cropEnd]` specifies the amount to crop from input\n * dimension `i + 1`, which corresponds to spatial

dimension `i`. It is required\n * that `cropStart[i] + cropEnd[i] <= blockShape[i] * inputShape[i + 1]`\n *\n * This

operation is equivalent to the following steps:\n *\n * 1. Reshape `x` to `reshaped` of shape: `[blockShape[0], ...,\n *

blockShape[M-1], batch / prod(blockShape), x.shape[1], ...,\n * x.shape[N-1]]`\n *\n * 2. Permute dimensions of

`reshaped`to produce `permuted` of shape `[batch /\n * prod(blockShape),x.shape[1], blockShape[0], ...,

x.shape[M],\n * blockShape[M-1],x.shape[M+1], ..., x.shape[N-1]]`\n *\n * 3. Reshape `permuted` to produce

`reshapedPermuted` of shape `[batch /\n * prod(blockShape),x.shape[1] * blockShape[0], ..., x.shape[M] *\n *

blockShape[M-1],x.shape[M+1], ..., x.shape[N-1]]`\n *\n * 4. Crop the start and end of dimensions `[1, ..., M]` of

`reshapedPermuted`\n * according to `crops` to produce the output of shape: `[batch /\n *

prod(blockShape),x.shape[1] * blockShape[0] - crops[0,0] - crops[0,1],\n * ..., x.shape[M] * blockShape[M-1] -

crops[M-1,0] -\n * crops[M-1,1],x.shape[M+1], ..., x.shape[N-1]]`\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading:

'Transformations'}\n */\nfunction batchToSpaceND_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, blockShape:

number[], crops: number[][]): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'batchToSpaceND');\n  const prod =

blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank >= 1 + blockShape.length,\n      () => `input rank is

${$x.rank} but should be > than blockShape.length ${\n          blockShape.length}`);\n\n  util.assert(\n

crops.length === blockShape.length,\n      () => `crops.length is ${\n          crops.length} but should be equal to

blockShape.length  ${\n          blockShape.length}`);\n\n  util.assert(\n      $x.shape[0] % prod === 0,\n      () =>

`input tensor batch is ${\n                $x.shape[0]} but is not divisible by the product of ` +\n          `the elements of

blockShape ${blockShape.join(' * ')} === ${prod}`);\n\n  const inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs = {x: $x};\n  const

attrs: BatchToSpaceNDAttrs = {blockShape, crops};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      BatchToSpaceND, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const batchToSpaceND =

op({batchToSpaceND_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {Rank} from '../types';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\nexport function xAs4D<R extends Rank>(x: Tensor<R>) {\n  let x4D: Tensor4D;\n  if (x.rank === 0

|| x.rank === 1) {\n    x4D = reshape(x, [1, 1, 1, x.size]);\n  } else if (x.rank === 2) {\n    x4D = reshape(x, [1, 1,

x.shape[0], x.shape[1]]);\n  } else if (x.rank === 3) {\n    x4D = reshape(x, [1, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2]]);\n

} else {\n    x4D = x as Tensor4D;\n  }\n\n  return x4D;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs,

FusedBatchNormInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport

{Tensor, Tensor1D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport

{convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {Rank, TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from

'../util';\n\nimport {xAs4D} from './batchnorm_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Batch normalization.\n *\n * As described in\n *

[http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.03167](http://arxiv.org/abs/1502.03167).\n *\n * Mean, variance, scale, and offset can be

of two shapes:\n *   - The same shape as the input.\n *   - In the common case, the depth dimension is the last

dimension of x, so\n *     the values would be an `tf.Tensor1D` of shape [depth].\n *\n * Also available are stricter

rank-specific methods with the same signature\n * as this method that assert that parameters passed are of given

rank\n *   - `tf.batchNorm2d`\n *   - `tf.batchNorm3d`\n *   - `tf.batchNorm4d`\n *\n * @param x The input

Tensor.\n * @param mean A mean Tensor.\n * @param variance A variance Tensor.\n * @param offset An offset

Tensor.\n * @param scale A scale Tensor.\n * @param varianceEpsilon A small float number to avoid dividing by

0.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Normalization'}\n */\nfunction batchNorm_<R extends

Rank>(\n    x: Tensor<R>|TensorLike, mean: Tensor<R>|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    variance:

Tensor<R>|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    offset?: Tensor<R>|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    scale?:

Tensor<R>|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    varianceEpsilon?: number): Tensor<R> {\n  if (varianceEpsilon == null) {\n

varianceEpsilon = 0.001;\n  }\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'batchNorm');\n  const $mean =

convertToTensor(mean, 'mean', 'batchNorm');\n  const $variance = convertToTensor(variance, 'variance',

'batchNorm');\n  let $scale: Tensor<R>|Tensor1D;\n  if (scale != null) {\n    $scale = convertToTensor(scale, 'scale',

'batchNorm');\n  }\n  let $offset: Tensor<R>|Tensor1D;\n  if (offset != null) {\n    $offset = convertToTensor(offset,

'offset', 'batchNorm');\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      $mean.rank === $variance.rank,\n      () => 'Batch normalization

gradient requires mean and variance to have ' +\n          'equal ranks.');\n  util.assert(\n      $offset == null ||

$mean.rank === $offset.rank,\n      () => 'Batch normalization gradient requires mean and offset to have ' +\n

'equal ranks.');\n  util.assert(\n      $scale == null || $mean.rank === $scale.rank,\n      () => 'Batch normalization

gradient requires mean and scale to have ' +\n          'equal ranks.');\n\n  const x4D: Tensor4D = xAs4D($x);\n\n

const inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs = {\n    x: x4D,\n    scale: $scale,\n    offset: $offset,\n    mean: $mean,\n

variance: $variance\n  };\n\n  const attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs = {varianceEpsilon};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:

no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  FusedBatchNorm, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as Tensor<R>;\n\n  return reshape(res,

$x.shape);\n}\n\nexport const batchNorm = op({batchNorm_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {batchNorm} from './batchnorm';\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Batch normalization, strictly for 2D. For the more relaxed version, see\n *

`tf.batchNorm`.\n *\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n * @param mean A mean Tensor.\n * @param variance A

variance Tensor.\n * @param offset An offset Tensor.\n * @param scale A scale Tensor.\n * @param

varianceEpsilon A small float number to avoid dividing by 0.\n */\nfunction batchNorm2d_(\n    x:

Tensor2D|TensorLike, mean: Tensor2D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    variance: Tensor2D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n

offset?: Tensor2D|Tensor1D|TensorLike, scale?: Tensor2D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    varianceEpsilon?: number):

Tensor2D {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'batchNorm');\n  const $mean = convertToTensor(mean, 'mean',
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'batchNorm');\n  const $variance = convertToTensor(variance, 'variance', 'batchNorm');\n  let $scale:

Tensor2D|Tensor1D;\n  if (scale != null) {\n    $scale = convertToTensor(scale, 'scale', 'batchNorm');\n  }\n  let

$offset: Tensor2D|Tensor1D;\n  if (offset != null) {\n    $offset = convertToTensor(offset, 'offset', 'batchNorm');\n

}\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 2,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm2D: x must be rank 2 but got rank ` +\n

`${$x.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $mean.rank === 2 || $mean.rank === 1,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm2D: mean

must be rank 2 or rank 1 but ` +\n          `got rank ${$mean.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $variance.rank === 2 ||

$variance.rank === 1,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm2D: variance must be rank 2 or rank 1 ` +\n          `but got rank

${$variance.rank}.`);\n  if ($scale != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        $scale.rank === 2 || $scale.rank === 1,\n        () =>

`Error in batchNorm2D: scale must be rank 2 or rank 1 ` +\n            `but got rank ${$scale.rank}.`);\n  }\n  if ($offset

!= null) {\n    util.assert(\n        $offset.rank === 2 || $offset.rank === 1,\n        () => `Error in batchNorm2D: offset

must be rank 2 or rank 1 ` +\n            `but got rank ${$offset.rank}.`);\n  }\n\n  return batchNorm($x, $mean,

$variance, $offset, $scale, varianceEpsilon);\n}\n\nexport const batchNorm2d = op({batchNorm2d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor3D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {batchNorm} from './batchnorm';\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Batch normalization, strictly for 3D. For the more relaxed version, see\n *

`tf.batchNorm`.\n *\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n * @param mean A mean Tensor.\n * @param variance A

variance Tensor.\n * @param offset An offset Tensor.\n * @param scale A scale Tensor.\n * @param

varianceEpsilon A small float number to avoid dividing by 0.\n */\nfunction batchNorm3d_(\n    x:

Tensor3D|TensorLike, mean: Tensor3D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    variance: Tensor3D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n

offset?: Tensor3D|Tensor1D|TensorLike, scale?: Tensor3D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    varianceEpsilon?: number):

Tensor3D {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'batchNorm');\n  const $mean = convertToTensor(mean, 'mean',

'batchNorm');\n  const $variance = convertToTensor(variance, 'variance', 'batchNorm');\n  let $scale:

Tensor3D|Tensor1D;\n  if (scale != null) {\n    $scale = convertToTensor(scale, 'scale', 'batchNorm');\n  }\n  let

$offset: Tensor3D|Tensor1D;\n  if (offset != null) {\n    $offset = convertToTensor(offset, 'offset', 'batchNorm');\n

}\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 3,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm3D: x must be rank 3 but got rank ` +\n

`${$x.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $mean.rank === 3 || $mean.rank === 1,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm3D: mean

must be rank 3 or rank 1 but ` +\n          `got rank ${$mean.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $variance.rank === 3 ||

$variance.rank === 1,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm3D: variance must be rank 3 or rank 1 ` +\n          `but got rank

${$variance.rank}.`);\n  if ($scale != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        $scale.rank === 3 || $scale.rank === 1,\n        () =>

`Error in batchNorm3D: scale must be rank 3 or rank 1 ` +\n            `but got rank ${$scale.rank}.`);\n  }\n  if ($offset

!= null) {\n    util.assert(\n        $offset.rank === 3 || $offset.rank === 1,\n        () => `Error in batchNorm3D: offset

must be rank 3 or rank 1 ` +\n            `but got rank ${$offset.rank}.`);\n  }\n\n  return batchNorm($x, $mean,

$variance, $offset, $scale, varianceEpsilon);\n}\n\nexport const batchNorm3d = op({batchNorm3d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport
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{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {batchNorm} from './batchnorm';\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Batch normalization, strictly for 4D. For the more relaxed version, see\n *

`tf.batchNorm`.\n *\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n * @param mean A mean Tensor.\n * @param variance A

variance Tensor.\n * @param offset An offset Tensor.\n * @param scale A scale Tensor.\n * @param

varianceEpsilon A small float number to avoid dividing by 0.\n */\nfunction batchNorm4d_(\n    x:

Tensor4D|TensorLike, mean: Tensor4D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    variance: Tensor4D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n

offset?: Tensor4D|Tensor1D|TensorLike, scale?: Tensor4D|Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    varianceEpsilon?: number):

Tensor4D {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'batchNorm');\n  const $mean = convertToTensor(mean, 'mean',

'batchNorm');\n  const $variance = convertToTensor(variance, 'variance', 'batchNorm');\n  let $scale:

Tensor4D|Tensor1D;\n  if (scale != null) {\n    $scale = convertToTensor(scale, 'scale', 'batchNorm');\n  }\n  let

$offset: Tensor4D|Tensor1D;\n  if (offset != null) {\n    $offset = convertToTensor(offset, 'offset', 'batchNorm');\n

}\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm4D: x must be rank 4 but got rank ` +\n

`${$x.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $mean.rank === 4 || $mean.rank === 1,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm4D: mean

must be rank 4 or rank 1 but ` +\n          `got rank ${$mean.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $variance.rank === 4 ||

$variance.rank === 1,\n      () => `Error in batchNorm4D: variance must be rank 4 or rank 1 ` +\n          `but got rank

${$variance.rank}.`);\n  if ($scale != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        $scale.rank === 4 || $scale.rank === 1,\n        () =>

`Error in batchNorm4D: scale must be rank 4 or rank 1 ` +\n            `but got rank ${$scale.rank}.`);\n  }\n  if ($offset

!= null) {\n    util.assert(\n        $offset.rank === 4 || $offset.rank === 1,\n        () => `Error in batchNorm4D: offset

must be rank 4 or rank 1 ` +\n            `but got rank ${$offset.rank}.`);\n  }\n  return batchNorm($x, $mean,

$variance, $offset, $scale, varianceEpsilon);\n}\n\nexport const batchNorm4d = op({batchNorm4d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Bincount, BincountAttrs, BincountInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Outputs a

vector with length `size` and the same dtype as `weights`.\n *\n * If `weights` are empty, then index `i` stores the

number of times the value\n * `i` is counted in `x`. If `weights` are non-empty, then index `i` stores the\n * sum of

the value in `weights` at each index where the corresponding value in\n * `x` is `i`.\n *\n * Values in `x` outside of

the range [0, size) are ignored.\n *\n * @param x The input int tensor, rank 1.\n * @param weights The weights

tensor, must have the same shape as x, or a\n *     length-0 Tensor, in which case it acts as all weights equal to 1.\n *

@param size Non-negative integer.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction

bincount_<T extends Tensor1D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, weights: T|TensorLike, size: number): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'bincount');\n  const $weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'bincount');\n\n

util.assert(\n      $x.dtype === 'int32',\n      () => `Error in bincount: input ` +\n          `dtype must be int32, but got

${$x.dtype}`);\n  util.assert(size >= 0, () => `size must be non-negative, but got ${size}.`);\n  util.assert(\n

$weights.size === $x.size || $weights.size === 0,\n      () => `Error in bincount: weights must have the same size as

input or` +\n          `0-length, but got input shape: ${$x.shape}, weights shape: ` +\n          `${$weights.shape}.`);\n\n

const inputs: BincountInputs = {x: $x, weights: $weights};\n  const attrs: BincountAttrs = {size};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Bincount, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport

const bincount = op({bincount_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {Rank, ShapeMap, TensorLike}

from '../types';\n\nimport {clone} from './clone';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Broadcast an array to a compatible shape NumPy-style.\n *\n * The tensor's shape is

compared to the broadcast shape from end to beginning.\n * Ones are prepended to the tensor's shape until is has the

same length as\n * the broadcast shape. If input.shape[i]==shape[i], the (i+1)-th axis is\n * already broadcast-

compatible. If input.shape[i]==1 and shape[i]==N, then\n * the input tensor is tiled N times along that axis (using

tf.tile).\n *\n * @param input The tensor that is to be broadcasted.\n * @param shape The input is to be broadcast to

this shape.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Transformations'}\n */\nfunction broadcastTo_<R

extends Rank>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, shape: ShapeMap[R]): Tensor<R> {\n  let input = convertToTensor(x,

'broadcastTo', 'x');\n  const xShape = input.shape;\n\n  if (shape.some(d => !(d > 0) || d % 1 !== 0)) {\n    throw new

Error(`broadcastTo(): Invalid broadcast shape [${shape}].`);\n  }\n\n  if (shape.length < input.rank) {\n    throw new

Error(`broadcastTo(): shape.length=${shape.length} < input.rank=${\n        input.rank}.`);\n  }\n\n  if (shape.length

> input.rank) {\n    const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n    while (newShape.length < shape.length) {\n

newShape.unshift(1);\n    }\n    input = reshape(input, newShape);\n  }\n\n  const inputShape = input.shape;\n  const

reps: number[] = Array.from(shape);\n  for (let i = shape.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {\n    if (inputShape[i] === shape[i])

{\n      reps[i] = 1;\n    } else if (input.shape[i] !== 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `broadcastTo(): [${xShape}]

cannot be broadcast to [${shape}].`);\n    }\n  }\n  const axes = reps.map((n, i) => n > 1 ? i : -1).filter(i => i >=

0);\n\n  if (axes.length === 0) {\n    return clone(input) as Tensor<R>;\n  }\n\n  // TODO call broadcastTo kernel

directly once backends implement broadcstTo\n  const inputs: TileInputs = {x: input};\n  const attrs: TileAttrs =

{reps};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Tile, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as unknown as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const broadcastTo = op({broadcastTo_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Ceil, CeilInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

ceiling of input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `ceil(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([.6, 1.1, -3.3]);\n *\n *

x.ceil().print();  // or tf.ceil(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction ceil_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'ceil');\n\n  const inputs: CeilInputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Ceil, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const ceil = op({ceil_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Clips

values element-wise. `max(min(x, clipValueMax), clipValueMin)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([-1, 2, -3,

4]);\n *\n * x.clipByValue(-2, 3).print();  // or tf.clipByValue(x, -2, 3)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *

@param clipValueMin Lower-bound of range to be clipped to.\n * @param clipValueMax Upper-bound of range to

be clipped to.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction clipByValue_<T

extends Tensor>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, clipValueMin: number, clipValueMax: number): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'clipByValue');\n  util.assert(\n      (clipValueMin <= clipValueMax),\n      () => `Error in

clip: min (${clipValueMin}) must be ` +\n          `less than or equal to max (${clipValueMax}).`);\n\n  const inputs:

ClipByValueInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: ClipByValueAttrs = {clipValueMin, clipValueMax};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(\n      ClipByValue, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const clipByValue = op({clipByValue_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {concat} from

'./concat';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Concatenates a list of`tf.Tensor1D`s along an axis. See

`concat` for details.\n *\n * For example, if:\n * A: shape(3) = |r1, g1, b1|\n * B: shape(2) = |r2, g2|\n * C =

tf.concat1d([A, B]) == |r1, g1, b1, r2, g2|\n *\n * @param tensors A list of`tf.Tensor`s to concatenate.\n * @return

The concatenated array.\n */\nfunction concat1d_(tensors: Array<Tensor1D|TensorLike>): Tensor1D {\n  return

concat(tensors, 0 /* axis */);\n}\n\nexport const concat1d = op({concat1d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {concat} from

'./concat';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Concatenates a list of`tf.Tensor2D`s along an axis. See

`concat` for details.\n *\n * For example, if:\n * A: shape(2, 3) = | r1, g1, b1 |\n *                  | r2, g2, b2 |\n *\n * B:

shape(2, 3) = | r3, g3, b3 |\n *                  | r4, g4, b4 |\n *\n * C = tf.concat2d([A, B], axis)\n *\n * if axis = 0:\n * C:

shape(4, 3) = | r1, g1, b1 |\n *                  | r2, g2, b2 |\n *                  | r3, g3, b3 |\n *                  | r4, g4, b4 |\n *\n * if

axis = 1:\n * C = shape(2, 6) = | r1, g1, b1, r3, g3, b3 |\n *                   | r2, g2, b2, r4, g4, b4 |\n *\n *\n * @param

tensors A list of `tf.Tensor`s to concatenate.\n * @param axis The axis to concatenate along.\n * @return The

concatenated array.\n */\nfunction concat2d_(\n    tensors: Array<Tensor2D|TensorLike>, axis: number): Tensor2D

{\n  return concat(tensors, axis);\n}\n\nexport const concat2d = op({concat2d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or
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agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor3D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {concat} from

'./concat';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Concatenates a list of `tf.Tensor3D`s along an axis.\n * See

`concat` for details.\n *\n * For example, if:\n * A: shape(2, 1, 3) = | r1, g1, b1 |\n *                     | r2, g2, b2 |\n *\n *

B: shape(2, 1, 3) = | r3, g3, b3 |\n *                     | r4, g4, b4 |\n *\n * C = tf.concat3d([A, B], axis)\n *\n * if axis =

0:\n * C: shape(4, 1, 3) = | r1, g1, b1 |\n *                     | r2, g2, b2 |\n *                     | r3, g3, b3 |\n *                     | r4,

g4, b4 |\n *\n * if axis = 1:\n * C: shape(2, 2, 3) = | r1, g1, b1, r3, g3, b3 |\n *                     | r2, g2, b2, r4, g4, b4 |\n

*\n * if axis = 2:\n * C = shape(2, 1, 6) = | r1, g1, b1, r3, g3, b3 |\n *                      | r2, g2, b2, r4, g4, b4 |\n *\n *

@param tensors A list of`tf.Tensor`s to concatenate.\n * @param axis The axis to concate along.\n * @return The

concatenated array.\n */\nfunction concat3d_(\n    tensors: Array<Tensor3D|TensorLike>, axis: number): Tensor3D

{\n  return concat(tensors, axis);\n}\n\nexport const concat3d = op({concat3d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {concat} from

'./concat';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Concatenates a list of `tf.Tensor4D`s along an axis.\n * See

`concat` for details.\n *\n * @param tensors A list of `tf.Tensor`s to concatenate.\n * @param axis The axis to

concate along.\n * @return The concatenated array.\n */\nfunction concat4d_(\n    tensors:

Array<Tensor4D|TensorLike>, axis: number): Tensor4D {\n  return concat(tensors, axis);\n}\n\nexport const

concat4d = op({concat4d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport * as conv_util

from './conv_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes a 2D

convolution over the input x.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *     `[batch, height,

width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is\n * assumed.\n * @param filter The filter, rank 4, of shape\n *

`[filterHeight, filterWidth, inDepth, outDepth]`.\n * @param strides The strides of the convolution: `[strideHeight,\n

* strideWidth]`.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm.\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same

size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *

than 1x1.\n *   - For more info, see this guide:\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dataFormat: An optional string from:

\"NHWC\", \"NCHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and output data. With
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the\n *     default format \"NHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     height, width, channels].\n *

@param dilations The dilation rates: `[dilationHeight, dilationWidth]`\n *     in which we sample input values across

the height and width dimensions\n *     in atrous convolution. Defaults to `[1, 1]`. If `dilations` is a single\n *

number, then `dilationHeight == dilationWidth`. If it is greater than\n *     1, then all values of `strides` must be 1.\n

* @param dimRoundingMode A string from: 'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to

truncate.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction conv2d_<T extends

Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filter: Tensor4D|TensorLike,\n    strides: [number, number]|number,\n

pad: 'valid'|'same'|number|conv_util.ExplicitPadding,\n    dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW' = 'NHWC',\n    dilations:

[number, number]|number = [1, 1],\n    dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'conv2d');\n  const $filter = convertToTensor(filter, 'filter', 'conv2d');\n\n  let x4D = $x as

Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n\n  if ($x.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x,

[1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in conv2d:

input must be rank 4, but got rank ${x4D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $filter.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in

conv2d: filter must be rank 4, but got rank ` +\n          `${$filter.rank}.`);\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n

util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n        () => `Error in conv2d: pad must be an integer when using, ` +\n

      `dimRoundingMode ${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  const inDepth = dataFormat ===

'NHWC' ? x4D.shape[3] : x4D.shape[1];\n  util.assert(\n      inDepth === $filter.shape[2],\n      () => `Error in

conv2d: depth of input (${inDepth}) must match ` +\n          `input depth for filter ${$filter.shape[2]}.`);\n

util.assert(\n      conv_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n      () => 'Error in conv2D: Either

strides or dilations must be 1. ' +\n          `Got strides ${strides} and dilations '${dilations}'`);\n\n  const inputs:

Conv2DInputs = {x: x4D, filter: $filter};\n  const attrs:\n      Conv2DAttrs = {strides, pad, dataFormat, dilations,

dimRoundingMode};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res =

ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  Conv2D, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as

T;\n  }\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const conv2d = op({conv2d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor2D, Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {conv2d} from

'./conv2d';\nimport * as conv_util from './conv_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes a 1D convolution over the input x.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 3 or

rank 2, of shape\n *     `[batch, width, inChannels]`. If rank 2, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param filter The filter,

rank 3, of shape\n *     `[filterWidth, inDepth, outDepth]`.\n * @param stride The number of entries by which the

filter is moved right at\n *     each step.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm.\n *    - `same` and stride 1:

output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input

if filter is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n *   - For more info, see this guide:\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dataFormat An optional string from

\"NWC\", \"NCW\". Defaults to \"NWC\",\n *     the data is stored in the order of [batch, in_width, in_channels].

Only\n *     \"NWC\" is currently supported.\n * @param dilation The dilation rate in which we sample input values

in\n *     atrous convolution. Defaults to `1`. If it is greater than 1, then\n *     stride must be `1`.\n * @param

dimRoundingMode A string from: 'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction conv1d_<T extends
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Tensor2D|Tensor3D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filter: Tensor3D|TensorLike, stride: number,\n    pad:

'valid'|'same'|number|conv_util.ExplicitPadding,\n    dataFormat: 'NWC'|'NCW' = 'NWC', dilation = 1,\n

dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'conv1d');\n  const $filter =

convertToTensor(filter, 'filter', 'conv1d');\n\n  let x3D = $x as Tensor3D;\n  let reshapedTo3D = false;\n  if ($x.rank

=== 2) {\n    reshapedTo3D = true;\n    x3D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1]]);\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n

x3D.rank === 3,\n      () => `Error in conv1d: input must be rank 3, but got rank ${x3D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n

$filter.rank === 3,\n      () => `Error in conv1d: filter must be rank 3, but got rank ` +\n          `${$filter.rank}.`);\n  if

(dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n        () => `Error in conv1d: pad

must be an integer when using, ` +\n            `dimRoundingMode ${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n

}\n\n  util.assert(\n      x3D.shape[2] === $filter.shape[1],\n      () => `Error in conv1d: depth of input

(${x3D.shape[2]}) must match ` +\n          `input depth for filter ${$filter.shape[1]}.`);\n  util.assert(\n

conv_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(stride, dilation),\n      () => 'Error in conv1D: Either stride or dilation

must be 1. ' +\n          `Got stride ${stride} and dilation '${dilation}'`);\n  util.assert(\n      dataFormat === 'NWC',\n

  () => `Error in conv1d: got dataFormat of ${\n          dataFormat} but only NWC is currently supported.`);\n\n

const filter4D = reshape(\n      $filter, [1, $filter.shape[0], $filter.shape[1], $filter.shape[2]]);\n  const input4D =

reshape(x3D, [x3D.shape[0], 1, x3D.shape[1], x3D.shape[2]]);\n  const strides: [number, number] = [1, stride];\n

const dilations: [number, number] = [1, dilation];\n\n  const conv2dDataFormat = 'NHWC';\n\n  const res =

conv2d(\n      (input4D as Tensor4D), (filter4D as Tensor4D), strides, pad,\n      conv2dDataFormat, dilations,

dimRoundingMode);\n\n  if (reshapedTo3D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as T;\n  }\n\n

return reshape(res, [res.shape[0], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as T;\n}\n\nexport const conv1d =

op({conv1d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs,

Conv2DBackpropInputInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport

{Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport * as util from

'../util';\n\nimport * as conv_util from './conv_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the derivative of the input of a 2D convolution.\n *\n * @param xShape The shape

of the input: [batch, height, width, inDepth].\n * If length of 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param dy The derivative

of the output, of rank 4 or rank 3 of shape\n *   `[batch, outHeight, outWidth, outDepth]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is\n *

assumed.\n * @param filter The filter, rank 4, of shape\n *     `[filterHeight, filterWidth, inDepth, outDepth]`.\n *

@param strides The strides of the convolution: `[strideHeight,\n * strideWidth]`.\n * @param pad The type of

padding algorithm used:\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter

size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n * @param dataFormat: An

optional string from: \"NHWC\", \"NCHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and

output data. With the\n *     default format \"NHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     height, width,

channels].\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from: 'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will

default to truncate.\n */\nfunction conv2DBackpropInput_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    xShape: [number,

number, number, number]|[number, number, number], dy: T,\n    filter: Tensor4D, strides: [number,

number]|number,\n    pad: 'valid'|'same'|number|conv_util.ExplicitPadding,\n    dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW' =

'NHWC',\n    dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): T {\n  util.assert(\n      xShape.length === dy.rank,\n      ()

=> `Length of inShape ` +\n          `(${xShape.length}) and rank of dy (${dy.rank}) must match`);\n\n  let xShape4D

= xShape as [number, number, number, number];\n  let dy4D = dy as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n  if
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(dy.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    dy4D = reshape(dy, [1, dy.shape[0], dy.shape[1], dy.shape[2]]);\n

xShape4D = [1, xShape[0], xShape[1], xShape[2]];\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      xShape4D.length === 4,\n      () =>\n

    `Error in conv2dDerInput: inShape must be length 4, but got length ` +\n          `${xShape4D.length}.`);\n

util.assert(\n      dy4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in conv2dDerInput: dy must be rank 4, but got ` +\n          `rank

${dy4D.rank}`);\n  util.assert(\n      filter.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in conv2dDerInput: filter must be rank 4, but

got ` +\n          `rank ${filter.rank}`);\n  const inDepth = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? xShape4D[3] : xShape4D[1];\n

const outDepth = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? dy4D.shape[3] : dy4D.shape[1];\n  util.assert(\n      inDepth ===

filter.shape[2],\n      () => `Error in conv2dDerInput: depth of input (${inDepth}) must ` +\n          `match input

depth for filter ${filter.shape[2]}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      outDepth === filter.shape[3],\n      () => `Error in

conv2dDerInput: depth of output (${outDepth}) must ` +\n          `match output depth for filter

${filter.shape[3]}.`);\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n        () =>

`Error in conv2dDerInput: pad must be an integer when using, ` +\n            `dimRoundingMode

${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  const inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs = {dy: dy4D,

filter};\n\n  const attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs =\n      {strides, pad, dataFormat, dimRoundingMode,

inputShape: xShape4D};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res =

ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  Conv2DBackpropInput, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {}

as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]])

as T;\n  }\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInput = op({conv2DBackpropInput_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {conv2DBackpropInput} from './conv2d_backprop_input';\nimport {op}

from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the transposed 2D convolution of an image, also known as a\n *

deconvolution.\n *\n * @param x The input image, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *   `[batch, height, width,

inDepth]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param filter The filter, rank 4, of shape\n *     `[filterHeight,

filterWidth, outDepth, inDepth]`.\n *     `inDepth` must match `inDepth` in `x`.\n * @param outputShape Output

shape, of rank 4 or rank 3:\n *     `[batch, height, width, outDepth]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param

strides The strides of the original convolution:\n *     `[strideHeight, strideWidth]`.\n * @param pad  The type of

padding algorithm used in the non-transpose version\n *    of the op.\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from:

'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction conv2dTranspose_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x:

T|TensorLike, filter: Tensor4D|TensorLike,\n    outputShape: [number, number, number, number]|[number, number,

number],\n    strides: [number, number]|number, pad: 'valid'|'same'|number,\n    dimRoundingMode?:

'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'conv2dTranspose');\n  const $filter =

convertToTensor(filter, 'filter', 'conv2dTranspose');\n\n  return conv2DBackpropInput(\n      outputShape, $x, $filter,

strides, pad, 'NHWC', dimRoundingMode);\n}\n\nexport const conv2dTranspose =

op({conv2dTranspose_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Conv3D, Conv3DAttrs, Conv3DInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor4D, Tensor5D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport

{eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne} from './conv_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes a 3D convolution over the input x.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 5 or

rank 4, of shape\n *     `[batch, depth, height, width, channels]`. If rank 4,\n * batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param

filter The filter, rank 5, of shape\n *     `[filterDepth, filterHeight, filterWidth, inChannels, outChannels]`.\n *

inChannels must match between input and filter.\n * @param strides The strides of the convolution: `[strideDepth,

strideHeight,\n * strideWidth]`.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm.\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output

will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter

is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n *   - For more info, see this guide:\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dataFormat: An optional string from:

\"NDHWC\", \"NCDHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NDHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and output data.

With the\n *     default format \"NDHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     depth, height, width,

channels]. Only \"NDHWC\" is currently supported.\n * @param dilations The dilation rates: `[dilationDepth,

dilationHeight,\n *     dilationWidth]` in which we sample input values across the height\n *     and width

dimensions in atrous convolution. Defaults to `[1, 1, 1]`.\n *     If `dilations` is a single number, then\n *

`dilationDepth == dilationHeight == dilationWidth`. If it is greater\n *     than 1, then all values of `strides` must be

1.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction conv3d_<T extends

Tensor4D|Tensor5D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filter: Tensor5D|TensorLike,\n    strides: [number, number,

number]|number, pad: 'valid'|'same',\n    dataFormat: 'NDHWC'|'NCDHW' = 'NDHWC',\n    dilations: [number,

number, number]|number = [1, 1, 1]): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'conv3d');\n  const $filter =

convertToTensor(filter, 'filter', 'conv3d');\n\n  let x5D = $x as Tensor5D;\n  let reshapedTo5D = false;\n\n  if

($x.rank === 4) {\n    reshapedTo5D = true;\n    x5D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1], $x.shape[2],

$x.shape[3]]);\n  }\n  util.assert(\n      x5D.rank === 5,\n      () => `Error in conv3d: input must be rank 5, but got

rank ${x5D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $filter.rank === 5,\n      () => `Error in conv3d: filter must be rank 5, but got

rank ` +\n          `${$filter.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      x5D.shape[4] === $filter.shape[3],\n      () => `Error in

conv3d: depth of input (${x5D.shape[4]}) must match ` +\n          `input depth for filter ${$filter.shape[3]}.`);\n

util.assert(\n      eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n      () => 'Error in conv3D: Either strides or

dilations must be 1. ' +\n          `Got strides ${strides} and dilations '${dilations}'`);\n  util.assert(\n      dataFormat

=== 'NDHWC',\n      () => `Error in conv3d: got dataFormat of ${\n          dataFormat} but only NDHWC is

currently supported.`);\n\n  const inputs: Conv3DInputs = {x: x5D, filter: $filter};\n\n  const attrs: Conv3DAttrs =

{strides, pad, dataFormat, dilations};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res =

ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  Conv3D, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo5D) {\n    return reshape(\n               res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2],

res.shape[3], res.shape[4]]) as\n        T;\n  }\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const conv3d = op({conv3d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Conv3DBackpropInputV2, Conv3DBackpropInputV2Attrs,

Conv3DBackpropInputV2Inputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from
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'../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor4D, Tensor5D} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the derivative of the input of a 3D convolution.\n *\n * @param xShape The shape

of the input: [batch, depth, height, width,\n * in_channels]. If length of 4, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param dy The

derivative of the output, of rank 5 or rank 4 of shape\n *   `[batch, outDepth, outHeight, outWidth, in_channels]`.\n *

If rank 4, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param filter The filter, rank 5, of shape\n *     `[filterDepth, filterHeight,

filterWidth, inDepth, outDepth]`.\n * @param strides The strides of the convolution: `[strideDepth, strideHeight,\n *

strideWidth]`.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm used:\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of

same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is

larger\n *       than 1x1.\n */\nfunction conv3DBackpropInput_<T extends Tensor4D|Tensor5D>(\n    xShape:\n

[number, number, number, number,\n         number]|[number, number, number, number],\n    dy: T, filter: Tensor5D,

strides: [number, number, number]|number,\n    pad: 'valid'|'same'): T {\n  util.assert(\n      xShape.length ===

dy.rank,\n      () => `Length of inShape ` +\n          `(${xShape.length}) and rank of dy (${dy.rank}) must

match`);\n\n  let xShape5D = xShape as [number, number, number, number, number];\n  let dy5D = dy as

Tensor5D;\n  let reshapedTo5D = false;\n  if (dy.rank === 4) {\n    reshapedTo5D = true;\n    dy5D = reshape(dy, [1,

dy.shape[0], dy.shape[1], dy.shape[2], dy.shape[3]]);\n    xShape5D = [1, xShape[0], xShape[1], xShape[2],

xShape[3]];\n  }\n\n  const inDepth = xShape5D[4];\n  const outDepth = dy5D.shape[4];\n  util.assert(\n

xShape5D.length === 5,\n      () =>\n          `Error in conv3dDerInput: inShape must be length 5, but got length ` +\n

        `${xShape5D.length}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      dy5D.rank === 5,\n      () => `Error in conv3dDerInput: dy must be

rank 5, but got ` +\n          `rank ${dy5D.rank}`);\n  util.assert(\n      filter.rank === 5,\n      () => `Error in

conv3dDerInput: filter must be rank 5, but got ` +\n          `rank ${filter.rank}`);\n  util.assert(\n      inDepth ===

filter.shape[3],\n      () => `Error in conv3dDerInput: depth of input (${inDepth}) must ` +\n          `match input

depth for filter ${filter.shape[3]}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      outDepth === filter.shape[4],\n      () => `Error in

conv3dDerInput: depth of output (${outDepth}) must ` +\n          `match output depth for filter

${filter.shape[4]}.`);\n\n  const inputs: Conv3DBackpropInputV2Inputs = {dy: dy5D, filter};\n\n  const attrs:\n

Conv3DBackpropInputV2Attrs = {pad, strides, inputShape: xShape5D};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-

unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  Conv3DBackpropInputV2, inputs as {}

as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo5D) {\n    return

reshape(\n               res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3], res.shape[4]]) as\n        T;\n  }\n  return

res;\n}\n\nexport const conv3DBackpropInput = op({conv3DBackpropInput_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor4D, Tensor5D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {conv3DBackpropInput} from './conv3d_backprop_input';\nimport {op}

from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the transposed 3D convolution of a volume, also known as a\n *

deconvolution.\n *\n * @param x The input image, of rank 5 or rank 4, of shape\n *   `[batch, depth, height, width,

inDepth]`. If rank 4, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param filter The filter, rank 4, of shape\n *     `[depth, filterHeight,

filterWidth, outDepth, inDepth]`.\n *     `inDepth` must match `inDepth` in `x`.\n * @param outputShape Output

shape, of rank 5 or rank 4:\n *     `[batch, depth, height, width, outDepth]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is\n *    assumed.\n *

@param strides The strides of the original convolution:\n *     `[strideDepth, strideHeight, strideWidth]`.\n *

@param pad  The type of padding algorithm used in the non-transpose version\n *    of the op.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction conv3dTranspose_<T extends

Tensor4D|Tensor5D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filter: Tensor5D|TensorLike,\n    outputShape:\n        [number, number,
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number, number,\n         number]|[number, number, number, number],\n    strides: [number, number,

number]|number, pad: 'valid'|'same'): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'conv3dTranspose');\n  const $filter =

convertToTensor(filter, 'filter', 'conv3dTranspose');\n\n  return conv3DBackpropInput(outputShape, $x, $filter,

strides, pad);\n}\n\nexport const conv3dTranspose = op({conv3dTranspose_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Cos, CosInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

cos of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `cos(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, Math.PI / 2, Math.PI * 3

/ 4]);\n *\n * x.cos().print();  // or tf.cos(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction cos_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'cos');\n\n  const inputs: CosInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Cos, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const cos = op({cos_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Cosh, CoshInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

hyperbolic cos of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `cosh(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, -1, .7]);\n

*\n * x.cosh().print();  // or tf.cosh(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction cosh_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'cosh');\n  const inputs: CoshInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Cosh, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const cosh = op({cosh_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the cumulative sum of a

`tf.Tensor` along `axis`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * x.cumsum().print();\n * ```\n * ```js\n *

const x = tf.tensor([[1, 2], [3, 4]]);\n * x.cumsum().print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor to be

summed.\n * @param axis The axis along which to sum. Optional. Defaults to 0.\n * @param exclusive Whether to
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perform exclusive cumulative sum. Optional.\n *     Defaults to false. If set to true then the sum of each tensor

entry\n *     does not include its own value, but only the values previous to it\n *     along the specified axis.\n *

@param reverse Whether to sum in the opposite direction. Optional.\n *     Defaults to false.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Scan'}\n */\nfunction cumsum_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike,

axis = 0, exclusive = false, reverse = false): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'cumsum');\n\n  const inputs:

CumsumInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: CumsumAttrs = {axis, exclusive, reverse};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Cumsum, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport

const cumsum = op({cumsum_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {DenseBincount, DenseBincountAttrs, DenseBincountInputs}

from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Outputs a vector with length `size` and the same dtype as `weights`.\n *\n * If `weights` are

empty, then index `i` stores the number of times the value\n * `i` is counted in `x`. If `weights` are non-empty, then

index `i` stores the\n * sum of the value in `weights` at each index where the corresponding value in\n * `x` is `i`.\n

*\n * Values in `x` outside of the range [0, size) are ignored.\n *\n * @param x The input int tensor, rank 1 or rank

2.\n * @param weights The weights tensor, must have the same shape as x, or a\n *     length-0 Tensor, in which

case it acts as all weights equal to 1.\n * @param size Non-negative integer.\n * @param binaryOutput Optional.

Whether the kernel should count the appearance\n *     or number of occurrences. Defaults to False.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction denseBincount_<T extends Tensor1D|Tensor2D>(\n

  x: T|TensorLike, weights: T|TensorLike, size: number,\n    binaryOutput = false): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'denseBincount');\n  const $weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights',

'denseBincount');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $x.dtype === 'int32',\n      () => `Error in denseBincount: input ` +\n

`dtype must be int32, but got ${$x.dtype}`);\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank <= 2,\n      () => `Error in denseBincount:

input must be at most rank 2, but got ` +\n          `rank ${$x.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(size >= 0, () => `size must be non-

negative, but got ${size}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $weights.size === $x.size || $weights.size === 0,\n      () =>\n

`Error in denseBincount: weights must have the same shape as x or ` +\n          `0-length, but got x shape:

${$x.shape}, weights shape: ` +\n          `${$weights.shape}.`);\n\n  const inputs: DenseBincountInputs = {x: $x,

weights: $weights};\n  const attrs: DenseBincountAttrs = {size, binaryOutput};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n

DenseBincount, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const

denseBincount = op({denseBincount_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport
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{TensorLike4D} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n *

Rearranges data from depth into blocks of spatial data. More specifically,\n * this op outputs a copy of the input

tensor where values from the `depth`\n * dimension are moved in spatial blocks to the `height` and `width`

dimensions.\n * The attr `blockSize` indicates the input block size and how the data is\n * moved.\n *\n *  - Chunks

of data of size `blockSize * blockSize` from depth are rearranged\n * into non-overlapping blocks of size `blockSize

x blockSize`\n *\n *  - The width the output tensor is `inputWidth * blockSize`, whereas the\n * height is

`inputHeight * blockSize`\n *\n *  - The Y, X coordinates within each block of the output image are determined\n *

by the high order component of the input channel index\n *\n *  - The depth of the input tensor must be divisible by

`blockSize *\n * blockSize`\n *\n * The `dataFormat` attr specifies the layout of the input and output tensors\n *

with the following options: \"NHWC\": [ `batch, height, width, channels` ]\n * \"NCHW\": [ `batch, channels,

height, width` ]\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor4d([1, 2, 3, 4], [1, 1, 1, 4]);\n * const blockSize = 2;\n * const

dataFormat = \"NHWC\";\n *\n * tf.depthToSpace(x, blockSize, dataFormat).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The

input tensor of rank 4\n * @param blockSIze  An `int` that is `>= 2`. The size of the spatial block\n * @param

dataFormat An optional string from: \"NHWC\", \"NCHW\". Defaults to \"NHWC\"\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Tensors', subheading: 'Transformations'}\n */\nfunction depthToSpace_(\n    x: Tensor4D|TensorLike4D,

blockSize: number,\n    dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW' = 'NHWC'): Tensor4D {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'depthToSpace') as Tensor4D;\n\n  const inputHeight = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? $x.shape[1] : $x.shape[2];\n

const inputWidth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? $x.shape[2] : $x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat ===

'NHWC') ? $x.shape[3] : $x.shape[1];\n\n  util.assert(\n      inputHeight * blockSize >= 0,\n      () => `Negative

dimension size caused by overflow when multiplying\n    ${inputHeight} and ${blockSize}  for depthToSpace with

input shape\n    ${$x.shape}`);\n\n  util.assert(\n      inputWidth * blockSize >= 0,\n      () => `Negative dimension

size caused by overflow when multiplying\n    ${inputWidth} and ${blockSize} for depthToSpace with input

shape\n        ${$x.shape}`);\n\n  util.assert(\n      (inputDepth % (blockSize * blockSize) === 0),\n      () =>

`Dimension size must be evenly divisible by ${\n          blockSize * blockSize} but is ${\n          inputDepth} for

depthToSpace with input shape ${$x.shape}`);\n\n  const inputs: DepthToSpaceInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs:

DepthToSpaceAttrs = {blockSize, dataFormat};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      DepthToSpace, inputs as {}

as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpace =

op({depthToSpace_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from

'../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport

* as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Depthwise

2D convolution.\n *\n * Given a 4D `input` array and a `filter` array of shape\n * `[filterHeight, filterWidth,

inChannels, channelMultiplier]` containing\n * `inChannels` convolutional filters of depth 1, this op applies a\n *

different filter to each input channel (expanding from 1 channel to\n * `channelMultiplier` channels for each), then

concatenates the results\n * together. The output has `inChannels * channelMultiplier` channels.\n *\n * See\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/depthwise_conv2d](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/depthwise_conv2d)\n * for more details.\n *\n * @param x The

input tensor, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *     `[batch, height, width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is\n *

assumed.\n * @param filter The filter tensor, rank 4, of shape\n *     `[filterHeight, filterWidth, inChannels,
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channelMultiplier]`.\n * @param strides The strides of the convolution: `[strideHeight,\n * strideWidth]`. If strides

is a single number, then `strideHeight ==\n * strideWidth`.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm.\n *   -

`same` and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *   - `valid`: output will

be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n *   - For more info, see this guide:\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dilations The dilation rates:

`[dilationHeight, dilationWidth]`\n *     in which we sample input values across the height and width dimensions\n *

   in atrous convolution. Defaults to `[1, 1]`. If `rate` is a single\n *     number, then `dilationHeight ==

dilationWidth`. If it is greater than\n *     1, then all values of `strides` must be 1.\n * @param dataFormat: An

optional string from: \"NHWC\", \"NCHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and

output data. With the\n *     default format \"NHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     height, width,

channels]. Only \"NHWC\" is currently supported.\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from: 'ceil', 'round',

'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction depthwiseConv2d_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filter:

Tensor4D|TensorLike,\n    strides: [number, number]|number, pad: 'valid'|'same'|number,\n    dataFormat:

'NHWC'|'NCHW' = 'NHWC',\n    dilations: [number, number]|number = [1, 1],\n    dimRoundingMode?:

'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'depthwiseConv2d');\n  const $filter =

convertToTensor(filter, 'filter', 'depthwiseConv2d');\n\n  let x4D = $x as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n

if ($x.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n

}\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in depthwiseConv2d: input must be rank 4, but got ` +\n

`rank ${x4D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $filter.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in depthwiseConv2d: filter must be

rank 4, but got rank ` +\n          `${$filter.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.shape[3] === $filter.shape[2],\n      () =>

`Error in depthwiseConv2d: number of input channels ` +\n          `(${x4D.shape[3]}) must match the inChannels

dimension in ` +\n          `filter ${$filter.shape[2]}.`);\n\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n

util.isInt(pad as number),\n        () => `Error in depthwiseConv2d: pad must be an integer when using, ` +\n

`dimRoundingMode ${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  const inputs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs = {x: x4D, filter: $filter};\n  const attrs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs =\n

{strides, pad, dataFormat, dilations, dimRoundingMode};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-

assertion\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  DepthwiseConv2dNative, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res,

[res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as T;\n  }\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2d =

op({depthwiseConv2d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Diag, DiagInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns a diagonal tensor with a given diagonal

values.\n *\n * Given a diagonal, this operation returns a tensor with the diagonal and\n * everything else padded

with zeros.\n *\n * Assume the input has dimensions `[D1,..., Dk]`, then the output is a tensor\n * of rank 2k with

dimensions `[D1,..., Dk, D1,..., Dk]`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n *\n * tf.diag(x).print()\n *

```\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6, 8], [4, 2])\n *\n * tf.diag(x).print()\n * ```\n * @param x The

input tensor.\n */\nfunction diag_(x: Tensor): Tensor {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'diag');\n\n  const

inputs: DiagInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Diag, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport
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const diag = op({diag_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Dilation2D, Dilation2DAttrs, Dilation2DInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the grayscale dilation over the input `x`.\n *\n

* @param x The input tensor, rank 3 or rank 4 of shape\n *     `[batch, height, width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch

of 1 is assumed.\n * @param filter The filter tensor, rank 3, of shape\n *     `[filterHeight, filterWidth, depth]`.\n *

@param strides The strides of the sliding window for each dimension of the\n *     input tensor: `[strideHeight,

strideWidth]`.\n *     If `strides` is a single number,\n *     then `strideHeight == strideWidth`.\n * @param pad The

type of padding algorithm.\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of

filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1*1x1.\n *    - For more

info, see this guide:\n *     [https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dataFormat Specify the data format of

the input and output data.\n *      Defaults to 'NHWC'. Only 'NHWC' is currently supported. With the\n *      default

format \"NHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *      height, width, channels].\n * @param dilations

The dilation rates: `[dilationHeight, dilationWidth]`\n *     in which we sample input values across the height and

width dimensions\n *     for atrous morphological dilation. Defaults to `[1, 1]`. If `dilations`\n *     is a single

number, then `dilationHeight == dilationWidth`. If it is\n *     greater than 1, then all values of `strides` must be 1.\n

*\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction dilation2d_<T extends

Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filter: Tensor3D|TensorLike,\n    strides: [number, number]|number,

pad: 'valid'|'same',\n    dilations: [number, number]|number = [1, 1],\n    dataFormat: 'NHWC' = 'NHWC'): T {\n

const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'dilation2d');\n  const $filter = convertToTensor(filter, 'filter', 'dilation2d');\n\n

util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 3 || $x.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in dilation2d: input must be rank 3 or 4, but got

rank ` +\n          `${$x.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $filter.rank === 3,\n      () => `Error in dilation2d: filter must be

rank 3, but got rank ` +\n          `${$filter.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      dataFormat === 'NHWC',\n      () => `Error in

dilation2d: Only NHWC is currently supported, ` +\n          `but got dataFormat of ${dataFormat}`);\n\n  let x4D =

$x as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n\n  if ($x.rank === 3) {\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0],

$x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n  }\n\n  const inputs: Dilation2DInputs = {x: x4D, filter:

$filter};\n  const attrs: Dilation2DAttrs = {strides, pad, dilations};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-

type-assertion\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  Dilation2D, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n

        attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2],

res.shape[3]]) as T;\n  }\n\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const dilation2d = op({dilation2d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * Returns the dimensions in the input shape that are broadcasted to\n * produce the provided output
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shape.\n *\n * The returned dimensions are 0-indexed and sorted. An example:\n * inShape = [4, 1, 3]\n * outShape

= [5, 4, 3, 3]\n * result = [1]. Dimension 1 (2nd dimension of input) gets broadcasted 1 => 3.\n */\nexport function

getBroadcastDims(\n    inShape: number[], outShape: number[]): number[] {\n  const inRank = inShape.length;\n

const dims: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < inRank; i++) {\n    const dim = inRank - 1 - i;\n    const a =

inShape[dim] || 1;\n    const b = outShape[outShape.length - 1 - i] || 1;\n    if (b > 1 && a === 1) {\n

dims.unshift(dim);\n    }\n  }\n  return dims;\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the axes in the output space that should be

reduced to produce\n * the input space.\n */\nexport function getReductionAxes(\n    inShape: number[], outShape:

number[]): number[] {\n  const result: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < outShape.length; i++) {\n    const inDim =

inShape[inShape.length - i - 1];\n    const outAxis = outShape.length - i - 1;\n    const outDim =

outShape[outAxis];\n    if (inDim == null || (inDim === 1 && outDim > 1)) {\n      result.unshift(outAxis);\n    }\n

}\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport function assertAndGetBroadcastShape(\n    shapeA: number[], shapeB: number[]):

number[] {\n  const result: number[] = [];\n  const l = Math.max(shapeA.length, shapeB.length);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i

< l; i++) {\n    let a = shapeA[shapeA.length - i - 1];\n    if (a == null) {\n      a = 1;\n    }\n    let b =

shapeB[shapeB.length - i - 1];\n    if (b == null) {\n      b = 1;\n    }\n    if (a === 1) {\n      result.unshift(b);\n    }

else if (b === 1) {\n      result.unshift(a);\n    } else if (a !== b) {\n      const errMsg = `Operands could not be

broadcast together with shapes ` +\n          `${shapeA} and ${shapeB}.`;\n      throw Error(errMsg);\n    } else {\n

result.unshift(a);\n    }\n  }\n  return result;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Equal, EqualInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth

value of (a == b) element-wise. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([2, 2, 2]);\n *\n * a.equal(b).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first input tensor.\n * @param b The

second input tensor. Must have the same dtype as `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n

*/\nfunction equal_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a =

convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'equal');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'equal');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a,

$b);\n\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const inputs: EqualInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n

return ENGINE.runKernel(Equal, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const equal =

op({equal_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Select, SelectInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assert, assertShapesMatch} from

'../util';\n\nimport {broadcastTo} from './broadcast_to';\nimport {assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from

'./broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the elements, either `a` or `b` depending on the
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`condition`.\n *\n * If the condition is true, select from `a`, otherwise select from `b`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const cond =

tf.tensor1d([false, false, true], 'bool');\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1 , 2, 3]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([-1, -2, -3]);\n *\n

* a.where(cond, b).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param condition The input condition. Must be of dtype bool.\n *

@param a If `condition` is rank 1, `a` may have a higher rank but\n *     its first dimension must match the size of

`condition`.\n * @param b A tensor with the same dtype as `a` and with shape that is\n *     compatible with `a`.\n *

@return A tensor with same dtype as `a` and `b`, and shape that is\n *     broadcastable from `a` and `b`.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n */\nfunction where_<T extends Tensor>(\n    condition:

Tensor|TensorLike, a: T|TensorLike, b: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'where');\n  const $b

= convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'where');\n  const $condition = convertToTensor(condition, 'condition', 'where', 'bool');\n

// TODO: move this logic to forward function when the broadcastTo op is\n  // implemented in WASM.\n  // Find

the broadcastable shape for $a and $b.\n  const broadcastShape = assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape,

$b.shape);\n  const $broadcastedA = broadcastTo($a, broadcastShape);\n  const $broadcastedB = broadcastTo($b,

broadcastShape);\n  if ($condition.rank === 1) {\n    // If condition rank is 1, then the first dimension must match the

size of\n    // condition.\n    assert(\n        $condition.shape[0] === $a.shape[0],\n        () => 'The first dimension of

`a` must match the size of `condition`.');\n  }\n\n  if ($condition.rank !== 1) {\n    // A must have the same shape as

condition.\n    assertShapesMatch(\n        $condition.shape, $broadcastedB.shape, 'Error in where: ');\n  }\n\n  const

inputs: SelectInputs = {\n    condition: $condition,\n    t: $broadcastedA,\n    e: $broadcastedB\n  };\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Select, inputs as unknown as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const where =

op({where_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Creates a

`tf.Tensor` with all elements set to 0 with the same shape as the\n * given tensor.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor([1, 2]);\n * tf.zerosLike(x).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The tensor of required shape.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nfunction zerosLike_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n

const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'zerosLike');\n  const inputs: ZerosLikeInputs = {x: $x};\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(ZerosLike, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const zerosLike =

op({zerosLike_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from '../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor}

from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {div} from './div';\nimport {equal} from

'./equal';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {where} from './where';\nimport {zerosLike} from

'./zeros_like';\n\n/**\n * Divides two `tf.Tensor`s element-wise, A / B. Supports broadcasting. Return 0\n * if

denominator is 0.\n *\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 4, 9, 16]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n *

const c = tf.tensor1d([0, 0, 0, 0]);\n *\n * a.divNoNan(b).print();  // or tf.divNoNan(a, b)\n * a.divNoNan(c).print();
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// or tf.divNoNan(a, c)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast div a with b.\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([2, 4, 6, 8]);\n *

const b = tf.scalar(2);\n * const c = tf.scalar(0);\n *\n * a.divNoNan(b).print();  // or tf.divNoNan(a, b)\n *

a.divNoNan(c).print();  // or tf.divNoNan(a, c)\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first tensor as the numerator.\n *

@param b The second tensor as the denominator. Must have the same dtype as\n * `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction divNoNan_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b:

Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  // TODO: Make this into its own kernel.\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'div');\n  let

$b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'div');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  const divResult = div($a, $b);\n

const zeros = zerosLike(divResult);\n  const bEqualsZero = equal($b, zeros);\n  return where(bEqualsZero, zeros,

divResult) as T;\n}\n\nexport const divNoNan = op({divNoNan_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor,} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {matMul} from './mat_mul';\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the dot product of two matrices and/or

vectors, `t1` and `t2`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2]);\n * const b = tf.tensor2d([[1, 2], [3, 4]]);\n *

const c = tf.tensor2d([[1, 2, 3], [4, 5, 6]]);\n *\n * a.dot(b).print();  // or tf.dot(a, b)\n * b.dot(a).print();\n *

b.dot(c).print();\n * ```\n * @param t1 The first tensor in the dot operation.\n * @param t2 The second tensor in the

dot operation.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Matrices'}\n */\nfunction dot_(t1:

Tensor|TensorLike, t2: Tensor|TensorLike): Tensor {\n  const $t1 = convertToTensor(t1, 't1', 'dot');\n  const $t2 =

convertToTensor(t2, 't2', 'dot');\n\n  util.assert(\n      ($t1.rank === 1 || $t1.rank === 2) && ($t2.rank === 1 ||

$t2.rank === 2),\n      () => `Error in dot: inputs must all be rank 1 or 2, but got ranks ` +\n          `${$t1.rank} and

${$t2.rank}.`);\n\n  const t1Inner = ($t1.rank === 1 ? $t1.size : $t1.shape[1]);\n  const t2Inner = ($t2.rank === 1 ?

$t2.size : $t2.shape[0]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      t1Inner === t2Inner,\n      () => `Error in dot: inner dimensions of

inputs must match, but got ` +\n          `${t1Inner} and ${t2Inner}.`);\n\n  if ($t1.rank === 1 && $t2.rank === 1) {\n

  const t12D = reshape($t1, [1, -1]);\n    const t22D = reshape($t2, [-1, 1]);\n    const t1t2 = matMul(t12D, t22D);\n

return reshape(t1t2, []);\n  } else if ($t1.rank === 1 && $t2.rank === 2) {\n    const t12D = reshape($t1, [1, -1]);\n

const t22D = reshape($t2, [$t2.shape[0], $t2.shape[1]]);\n    const t1t2 = matMul(t12D, t22D);\n    return

reshape(t1t2, [t1t2.size]);\n  } else if ($t1.rank === 2 && $t2.rank === 1) {\n    const t22D = reshape($t2, [-1, 1]);\n

 const t1t2 = matMul($t1, t22D);\n    return reshape(t1t2, [t1t2.size]);\n  } else {\n    const t22D = reshape($t2,

[$t2.shape[0], $t2.shape[1]]);\n    const t1t2 = matMul($t1, t22D);\n    return t1t2;\n  }\n}\n\nexport const dot =

op({dot_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Elu, EluInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

exponential linear element-wise: `x > 0 ? e ^ x - 1 : 0`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([-1, 1, -3, 2]);\n *\n *

x.elu().print();  // or tf.elu(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',
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subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction elu_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'elu');\n\n  const inputs: EluInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Elu, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const elu = op({elu_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Erf, ErfInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {cast} from

'./cast';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes gause error function of the input `tf.Tensor` element-

wise:\n * `erf(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, .1, -.1, .7]);\n *\n * x.erf().print(); // or tf.erf(x);\n * ```\n *

@param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction erf_<T

extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  let $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'erf');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.dtype ===

'int32' || $x.dtype === 'float32',\n      () => 'Input dtype must be `int32` or `float32`.');\n\n  if ($x.dtype === 'int32')

{\n    $x = cast($x, 'float32');\n  }\n\n  const inputs: ErfInputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Erf, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const erf = op({erf_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Exp, ExpInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

exponential of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise. `e ^ x`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, -3]);\n *\n *

x.exp().print();  // or tf.exp(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction exp_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'exp');\n\n  const inputs: ExpInputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Exp, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const exp = op({exp_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns a

`tf.Tensor` that has expanded rank, by inserting a dimension\n * into the tensor's shape.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.expandDims(axis).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input
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tensor whose dimensions to be expanded.\n * @param axis The dimension index at which to insert shape of `1`.

Defaults\n *     to 0 (the first dimension).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Transformations'}\n

*/\nfunction expandDims_<T extends Tensor>(x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis = 0): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'expandDims', 'string_or_numeric');\n\n  util.assert(axis <= $x.rank, () => 'Axis must be <=

rank of the tensor');\n\n  const inputs: ExpandDimsInputs = {input: $x};\n  const attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs = {dim:

axis};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      ExpandDims, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const expandDims = op({expandDims_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Expm1, Expm1Inputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

exponential of the input `tf.Tensor` minus one element-wise.\n * `e ^ x - 1`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1,

2, -3]);\n *\n * x.expm1().print();  // or tf.expm1(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction expm1_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x

= convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'expm1');\n\n  const inputs: Expm1Inputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Expm1,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const expm1 = op({expm1_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport

* as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Construct a tensor by repeating it the number of

times given by reps.\n *\n * This operation creates a new tensor by replicating `input` `reps`\n * times. The output

tensor's i'th dimension has `input.shape[i] *\n * reps[i]` elements, and the values of `input` are replicated\n *

`reps[i]` times along the i'th dimension. For example, tiling\n * `[a, b, c, d]` by `[2]` produces `[a, b, c, d, a, b, c,

d]`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2]);\n *\n * a.tile([2]).print();    // or a.tile([2])\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n *

const a = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * a.tile([1, 2]).print();  // or a.tile([1, 2])\n * ```\n * @param x The

tensor to tile.\n * @param reps Determines the number of replications per dimension.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Tensors', subheading: 'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nfunction tile_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike, reps:

number[]): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'tile', 'string_or_numeric');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank ===

reps.length,\n      () => `Error in transpose: rank of input ${$x.rank} ` +\n          `must match length of reps

${reps}.`);\n\n  const inputs: TileInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: TileAttrs = {reps};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Tile, inputs as unknown as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as unknown as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const tile = op({tile_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\n\nimport {buffer} from

'./buffer';\nimport {expandDims} from './expand_dims';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\nimport {tile} from './tile';\n\n/**\n * Create an identity matrix.\n *\n * @param numRows Number of

rows.\n * @param numColumns Number of columns. Defaults to `numRows`.\n * @param batchShape If provided,

will add the batch shape to the beginning\n *   of the shape of the returned `tf.Tensor` by repeating the identity\n *

matrix.\n * @param dtype Data type.\n * @returns Identity matrix of the specified size and data type, possibly\n *

with batch repetition if `batchShape` is specified.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n

*/\nfunction eye_(\n    numRows: number, numColumns?: number,\n    batchShape?:\n        [\n          number\n

]|[number,\n           number]|[number, number, number]|[number, number, number, number],\n    dtype: DataType =

'float32'): Tensor2D {\n  if (numColumns == null) {\n    numColumns = numRows;\n  }\n  const buff =

buffer([numRows, numColumns], dtype);\n  const n = numRows <= numColumns ? numRows : numColumns;\n

for (let i = 0; i < n; ++i) {\n    buff.set(1, i, i);\n  }\n  const out: Tensor2D = reshape(buff.toTensor(), [numRows,

numColumns]);\n  if (batchShape == null) {\n    return out;\n  } else {\n    if (batchShape.length === 1) {\n      return

tile(expandDims(out, 0), [batchShape[0], 1, 1]) as Tensor2D;\n    } else if (batchShape.length === 2) {\n      //

tslint:disable-next-line:no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n      return tile(\n                 expandDims(expandDims(out, 0),

0),\n                 [batchShape[0], batchShape[1], 1, 1]) as Tensor2D;\n    } else if (batchShape.length === 3) {\n      //

tslint:disable-next-line:no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n      return tile(expandDims(expandDims(expandDims(out,

0), 0), 0), [\n               batchShape[0], batchShape[1], batchShape[2], 1, 1\n             ]) as Tensor2D;\n    } else {\n

throw new Error(\n          `eye() currently supports only 1D and 2D ` +\n          // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n

  `batchShapes, but received ${(batchShape as any).length}D.`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport const eye =

op({eye_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap}

from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, Rank, ShapeMap} from

'../types';\n\n/**\n * Creates a `tf.Tensor` filled with a scalar value.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.fill([2, 2], 4).print();\n * ```\n

*\n * @param shape An array of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n * @param value The scalar value to fill

the tensor with.\n * @param dtype The type of an element in the resulting tensor. Defaults to\n * 'float'.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nfunction fill<R extends Rank>(\n    shape: ShapeMap[R],

value: number|string, dtype?: DataType): Tensor<R> {\n  const attrs: FillAttrs = {shape, value, dtype};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Fill, {}, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport {fill};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Floor, FloorInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from
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'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

floor of input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `floor(x)`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([.6, 1.1, -3.3]);\n *\n *

x.floor().print();  // or tf.floor(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction floor_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'floor');\n\n  const inputs: FloorInputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Floor, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const floor = op({floor_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Gather slices from tensor `x`'s axis `axis`

according to `indices`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * const indices = tf.tensor1d([1, 3, 3],

'int32');\n *\n * x.gather(indices).print();\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n * const

indices = tf.tensor1d([1, 1, 0], 'int32');\n *\n * x.gather(indices).print();\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor whose

slices to be gathered.\n * @param indices The indices of the values to extract.\n * @param axis The axis over which

to select values. Defaults to 0.\n * @param batchDims Optional. The number of batch dimensions. It must be less\n

*     than or equal to rank(indices). Defaults to 0.\n *     The output tensor will have shape of\n *     `x.shape[:axis] +

indices.shape[batchDims:] + x.shape[axis + 1:]`\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Slicing and

Joining'}\n */\nfunction gather_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, indices: Tensor|TensorLike, axis = 0,

batchDims = 0): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'gather');\n  const $indices = convertToTensor(indices,

'indices', 'gather', 'int32');\n\n  const inputs: GatherV2Inputs = {x: $x, indices: $indices};\n  const attrs:

GatherV2Attrs = {axis, batchDims};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      GatherV2, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const gather = op({gather_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Greater, GreaterInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth

value of (a > b) element-wise. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([2, 2, 2]);\n *\n * a.greater(b).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first input tensor.\n * @param b The

second input tensor. Must have the same dtype as `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n

*/\nfunction greater_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a =

convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'greater');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'greater');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a,

$b);\n\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const inputs: GreaterInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n

return ENGINE.runKernel(Greater, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const greater =
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op({greater_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {GreaterEqual, GreaterEqualInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport

{makeTypesMatch} from '../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth value of (a >= b) element-wise. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n *

const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([2, 2, 2]);\n *\n * a.greaterEqual(b).print();\n * ```\n *\n *

@param a The first input tensor.\n * @param b The second input tensor. Must have the same dtype as `a`.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n */\nfunction greaterEqual_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a:

Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'greaterEqual');\n  let $b =

convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'greaterEqual');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n

assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const inputs: GreaterEqualInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(GreaterEqual, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const greaterEqual =

op({greaterEqual_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Imag, ImagInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n/**\n * Returns the

imaginary part of a complex (or real) tensor.\n *\n * Given a tensor input, this operation returns a tensor of type float

that is\n * the imaginary part of each element in input considered as a complex number.\n * If input is real, a tensor

of all zeros is returned.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.complex([-2.25, 3.25], [4.75, 5.75]);\n * tf.imag(x).print();\n *

```\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nfunction imag_<T extends Tensor>(input:

T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $input = convertToTensor(input, 'input', 'imag');\n\n  const inputs: ImagInputs = {input:

$input};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Imag, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const imag =

op({imag_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {IsFinite, IsFiniteInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns
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which elements of x are finite.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([NaN, Infinity, -Infinity, 0, 1]);\n *\n *

x.isFinite().print();  // or tf.isNaN(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction isFinite_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'isFinite');\n\n  const inputs: IsFiniteInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(IsFinite, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const isFinite =

op({isFinite_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {IsInf, IsInfInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns

which elements of x are Infinity or -Infinity.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([NaN, Infinity, -Infinity, 0, 1]);\n

*\n * x.isInf().print();  // or tf.isNaN(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction isInf_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'isInf');\n\n  const inputs: IsInfInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(IsInf, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const isInf = op({isInf_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {IsNan, IsNanInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * RReturns

which elements of x are NaN.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([NaN, Infinity, -Infinity, 0, 1]);\n *\n *

x.isNaN().print();  // or tf.isNaN(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction isNaN_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'isNaN');\n  const inputs: IsNanInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(IsNan,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const isNaN = op({isNaN_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes leaky rectified linear element-

wise.\n *\n * See\n * [http://web.stanford.edu/~awni/papers/relu_hybrid_icml2013_final.pdf](\n *
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http://web.stanford.edu/~awni/papers/relu_hybrid_icml2013_final.pdf)\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([-1, 2, -

3, 4]);\n *\n * x.leakyRelu(0.1).print();  // or tf.leakyRelu(x, 0.1)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @param

alpha The scaling factor for negative values, defaults to 0.2.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic

math'}\n */\nfunction leakyRelu_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike, alpha = 0.2): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'leakyRelu');\n\n  const inputs: LeakyReluInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: LeakyReluAttrs =

{alpha};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      LeakyRelu, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const leakyRelu = op({leakyRelu_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Less, LessInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth

value of (a < b) element-wise. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([2, 2, 2]);\n *\n * a.less(b).print();\n * ```\n * @param a The first input tensor.\n * @param b The second

input tensor. Must have the same dtype as `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n

*/\nfunction less_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a =

convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'less');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'less');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n

assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const inputs: LessInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Less, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const less = op({less_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {LessEqual, LessEqualInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth

value of (a <= b) element-wise. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([2, 2, 2]);\n *\n * a.lessEqual(b).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first input tensor.\n * @param b

The second input tensor. Must have the same dtype as `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Logical'}\n */\nfunction lessEqual_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let

$a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'lessEqual');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'lessEqual');\n  [$a, $b] =

makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const inputs:

LessEqualInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(LessEqual, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const lessEqual = op({lessEqual_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {LinSpace, LinSpaceAttrs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\n\n/**\n * Return an evenly spaced

sequence of numbers over the given interval.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.linspace(0, 9, 10).print();\n * ```\n * @param start

The start value of the sequence.\n * @param stop The end value of the sequence.\n * @param num The number of

values to generate.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function linspace(start:

number, stop: number, num: number): Tensor1D {\n  if (num <= 0) {\n    throw new Error('The number of values

should be positive.');\n  }\n\n  const attrs: LinSpaceAttrs = {start, stop, num};\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(LinSpace, {}, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {LRN, LRNAttrs, LRNInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape}

from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Normalizes the activation of a local neighborhood across or within\n * channels.\n *\n *

@param x The input tensor. The 4-D input tensor is treated as a 3-D array\n *     of 1D vectors (along the last

dimension), and each vector is\n *     normalized independently.\n * @param depthRadius The number of adjacent

channels in the 1D normalization\n *     window.\n * @param bias A constant bias term for the basis.\n * @param

alpha A scale factor, usually positive.\n * @param beta An exponent.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Normalization'}\n */\nfunction localResponseNormalization_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x:

T|TensorLike, depthRadius = 5, bias = 1, alpha = 1, beta = 0.5): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'localResponseNormalization');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 4 || $x.rank === 3,\n      () => `Error in

localResponseNormalization: x must be rank 3 or 4 but got\n               rank ${$x.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n

util.isInt(depthRadius),\n      () => `Error in localResponseNormalization: depthRadius must be an ` +\n

`integer but got depthRadius ${depthRadius}.`);\n\n  let x4D = $x as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n  if

($x.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n

}\n\n  const inputs: LRNInputs = {x: x4D};\n\n  const attrs: LRNAttrs = {depthRadius, bias, alpha, beta};\n\n  //

tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  LRN, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return

reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as T;\n  } else {\n    return res;\n  }\n}\n\nexport const

localResponseNormalization = op({localResponseNormalization_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Log, LogInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from
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'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

natural logarithm of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `ln(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2,

Math.E]);\n *\n * x.log().print();  // or tf.log(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction log_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'log');\n\n  const inputs: LogInputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Log, inputs as {}

as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const log = op({log_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Log1p, Log1pInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

natural logarithm of the input `tf.Tensor` plus one\n * element-wise: `ln(1 + x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor1d([1, 2, Math.E - 1]);\n *\n * x.log1p().print();  // or tf.log1p(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n

*\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction log1p_<T extends Tensor>(x:

T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'log1p');\n\n  const inputs: Log1pInputs = {x: $x};\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Log1p, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const log1p = op({log1p_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {CustomGradientFunc, ENGINE} from './engine';\nimport {Scalar, Tensor, Variable} from

'./tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from './tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor, convertToTensorArray}

from './tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from './types';\nimport * as util from './util';\n\n/**\n * Provided

`f(x)`, returns another function `g(x, dy?)`, which gives the\n * gradient of `f(x)` with respect to `x`.\n *\n * If `dy` is

provided, the gradient of `f(x).mul(dy).sum()` with respect to\n * `x` is computed instead. `f(x)` must take a single

tensor `x` and return a\n * single tensor `y`. If `f()` takes multiple inputs, use `tf.grads` instead.\n *\n * ```js\n * //

f(x) = x ^ 2\n * const f = x => x.square();\n * // f'(x) = 2x\n * const g = tf.grad(f);\n *\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([2,

3]);\n * g(x).print();\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // f(x) = x ^ 3\n * const f = x => x.pow(tf.scalar(3, 'int32'));\n * // f'(x) =

3x ^ 2\n * const g = tf.grad(f);\n * // f''(x) = 6x\n * const gg = tf.grad(g);\n *\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([2, 3]);\n *

gg(x).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param f The function f(x), to compute gradient for.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training',

subheading: 'Gradients'}\n */\nfunction grad(f: (x: Tensor) => Tensor): (\n    x: TensorLike|Tensor, dy?:

TensorLike|Tensor) => Tensor {\n  util.assert(\n      util.isFunction(f), () => 'The f passed in grad(f) must be a

function');\n  return (x: TensorLike|Tensor, dy?: TensorLike|Tensor): Tensor => {\n    // x can be of any dtype, thus

null as the last argument.\n    const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'tf.grad', 'string_or_numeric');\n    const $dy: Tensor

=\n        (dy != null) ? convertToTensor(dy, 'dy', 'tf.grad') : null;\n    return ENGINE.tidy(() => {\n      const {value,

grads} = ENGINE.gradients(() => f($x), [$x], $dy);\n      if ($dy != null) {\n        util.assertShapesMatch(\n

value.shape, $dy.shape,\n            'The shape of dy passed in grad(f)(x, dy) must match the shape ' +\n

'returned by f(x)');\n      }\n      checkGrads(grads);\n      return grads[0];\n    });\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Provided `f(x1,

x2,...)`, returns another function `g([x1, x2,...], dy?)`,\n * which gives an array of gradients of `f()` with respect to

each input\n * [`x1`,`x2`,...].\n *\n * If `dy` is passed when calling `g()`, the gradient of\n * `f(x1,...).mul(dy).sum()`
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with respect to each input is computed instead.\n * The provided `f` must take one or more tensors and return a

single tensor\n * `y`. If `f()` takes a single input, we recommend using `tf.grad` instead.\n *\n * ```js\n * // f(a, b) = a

* b\n * const f = (a, b) => a.mul(b);\n * // df / da = b, df / db = a\n * const g = tf.grads(f);\n *\n * const a =

tf.tensor1d([2, 3]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([-2, -3]);\n * const [da, db] = g([a, b]);\n * console.log('da');\n *

da.print();\n * console.log('db');\n * db.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param f The function `f(x1, x2,...)` to compute

gradients for.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Gradients'}\n */\nfunction grads(f: (...args: Tensor[])

=> Tensor): (\n    args: Array<Tensor|TensorLike>, dy?: Tensor|TensorLike) => Tensor[] {\n  util.assert(\n

util.isFunction(f), () => 'The f passed in grads(f) must be a function');\n  return (args: Array<Tensor|TensorLike>,

dy?: Tensor|TensorLike): Tensor[] => {\n    util.assert(\n        Array.isArray(args),\n        () => 'The args passed in

grads(f)(args) must be an array ' +\n            'of `Tensor`s or `TensorLike`s');\n    // args can be of any dtype, thus null

as the last argument.\n    const $args =\n        convertToTensorArray(args, 'args', 'tf.grads', 'string_or_numeric');\n

const $dy: Tensor =\n        (dy != null) ? convertToTensor(dy, 'dy', 'tf.grads') : null;\n    return ENGINE.tidy(() =>

{\n      const {value, grads} = ENGINE.gradients(() => f(...$args), $args, $dy);\n      if ($dy != null) {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n            value.shape, $dy.shape,\n            'The shape of dy passed in grads(f)([x1,...], dy)

must ' +\n                'match the shape returned by f([x1,...])');\n      }\n      checkGrads(grads);\n      return grads;\n

});\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Like `tf.grad`, but also returns the value of `f()`. Useful when `f()`\n * returns a metric you

want to show.\n *\n * The result is a rich object with the following properties:\n * - grad: The gradient of `f(x)` w.r.t

`x` (result of `tf.grad`).\n * - value: The value returned by `f(x)`.\n *\n * ```js\n * // f(x) = x ^ 2\n * const f = x =>

x.square();\n * // f'(x) = 2x\n * const g = tf.valueAndGrad(f);\n *\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([2, 3]);\n * const {value,

grad} = g(x);\n *\n * console.log('value');\n * value.print();\n * console.log('grad');\n * grad.print();\n * ```\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Gradients'}\n */\nfunction valueAndGrad<I extends Tensor, O extends

Tensor>(f: (x: I) => O): (\n    x: I, dy?: O) => {\n  value: O;\n  grad: I;\n} {\n  util.assert(\n      util.isFunction(f),\n

() => 'The f passed in valueAndGrad(f) must be a function');\n  return (x: I, dy?: O) => {\n    util.assert(\n        x

instanceof Tensor,\n        () => 'The x passed in valueAndGrad(f)(x) must be a tensor');\n    util.assert(\n        dy ==

null || dy instanceof Tensor,\n        () => 'The dy passed in valueAndGrad(f)(x, dy) must be a tensor');\n    const

{grads, value} = ENGINE.gradients(() => f(x), [x], dy);\n    checkGrads(grads);\n    return {grad: grads[0] as I,

value};\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Like `tf.grads`, but returns also the value of `f()`. Useful when `f()`\n * returns a metric

you want to show.\n *\n * The result is a rich object with the following properties:\n * - grads: The gradients of `f()`

w.r.t each input (result of `tf.grads`).\n * - value: The value returned by `f(x)`.\n *\n * ```js\n * // f(a, b) = a * b\n *

const f = (a, b) => a.mul(b);\n * // df/da = b, df/db = a\n * const g = tf.valueAndGrads(f);\n *\n * const a =

tf.tensor1d([2, 3]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([-2, -3]);\n * const {value, grads} = g([a, b]);\n *\n * const [da, db] =

grads;\n *\n * console.log('value');\n * value.print();\n *\n * console.log('da');\n * da.print();\n * console.log('db');\n

* db.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Gradients'}\n */\nfunction valueAndGrads<O

extends Tensor>(f: (...args: Tensor[]) => O): (\n    args: Tensor[], dy?: O) => {\n  grads: Tensor[];\n  value: O;\n}

{\n  util.assert(\n      util.isFunction(f),\n      () => 'The f passed in valueAndGrads(f) must be a function');\n  return

(args: Tensor[], dy?: O) => {\n    util.assert(\n        Array.isArray(args) && args.every(arg => arg instanceof

Tensor),\n        () => 'The args passed in valueAndGrads(f)(args) must be array of ' +\n            'tensors');\n

util.assert(\n        dy == null || dy instanceof Tensor,\n        () => 'The dy passed in valueAndGrads(f)(args, dy) must

be a tensor');\n    const res = ENGINE.gradients(() => f(...args), args, dy);\n    if (dy != null) {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n          res.value.shape, dy.shape,\n          'The shape of dy passed in

valueAndGrads(f)([x1,...], dy) must ' +\n              'match the shape returned by f([x1,...])');\n    }\n

checkGrads(res.grads);\n    return res;\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes and returns the gradient of f(x) with respect to

the list of\n * trainable variables provided by `varList`. If no list is provided, it\n * defaults to all trainable

variables.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.variable(tf.tensor1d([3, 4]));\n * const b = tf.variable(tf.tensor1d([5, 6]));\n *

const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2]);\n *\n * // f(a, b) = a * x ^ 2 + b * x\n * const f = () =>

a.mul(x.square()).add(b.mul(x)).sum();\n * // df/da = x ^ 2, df/db = x\n * const {value, grads} =

tf.variableGrads(f);\n *\n * Object.keys(grads).forEach(varName => grads[varName].print());\n * ```\n *\n *

@param f The function to execute. f() should return a scalar.\n * @param varList The list of variables to compute
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the gradients with respect\n *     to. Defaults to all trainable variables.\n * @returns An object with the following

keys and values:\n *   - `value`: The value of the function `f`.\n *   - `grads`: A map from the names of the variables

to the gradients.\n *     If the `varList` argument is provided explicitly and contains a subset of\n *     non-trainable

variables, this map in the return value will contain keys\n *     that map the names of the non-trainable variables to

`null`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Gradients'}\n */\nfunction variableGrads(f: () => Scalar,

varList?: Variable[]):\n    {value: Scalar, grads: NamedTensorMap} {\n  util.assert(\n      util.isFunction(f),\n      ()

=> 'The f passed in variableGrads(f) must be a function');\n  util.assert(\n      varList == null ||\n

Array.isArray(varList) && varList.every(v => v instanceof Variable),\n      () =>\n          'The varList passed in

variableGrads(f, varList) must be an array ' +\n          'of variables');\n\n  const specifiedVarList = varList != null;\n

if (!specifiedVarList) {\n    // Get all of the trainable variables.\n    varList = [];\n    for (const varName in

ENGINE.registeredVariables) {\n      varList.push(ENGINE.registeredVariables[varName]);\n    }\n  }\n\n  const

specifiedNonTrainable: Variable[] =\n      specifiedVarList ? varList.filter(variable => !variable.trainable) : null;\n\n

// Prune non-trainable variables.\n  const originalVarCount = varList.length;\n  varList = varList.filter(variable =>

variable.trainable);\n  util.assert(\n      varList.length > 0,\n      () => `variableGrads() expects at least one of the input

variables to ` +\n          `be trainable, but none of the ${originalVarCount} variables is ` +\n          `trainable.`);\n\n

const allowNoGradients = true;\n  const {value, grads} = ENGINE.gradients(f, varList, null, allowNoGradients);\n\n

util.assert(\n      grads.some(g => g != null),\n      () => 'Cannot find a connection between any variable and the result

of ' +\n          'the loss function y=f(x). Please make sure the operations that ' +\n          'use variables are inside the

function f passed to minimize().');\n  util.assert(\n      value.rank === 0,\n      () => `The f passed in variableGrads(f)

must return a scalar, but it ` +\n          `returned a rank-${value.rank} tensor`);\n\n  const namedGrads:

NamedTensorMap = {};\n  varList.forEach((v, i) => {\n    if (grads[i] != null) {\n      namedGrads[v.name] =

grads[i];\n    }\n  });\n  if (specifiedNonTrainable != null) {\n    // If varList is explicitly provided and contains non-

trainable values,\n    // add them to the returned gradients with `null` values.\n    specifiedNonTrainable.forEach(v

=> namedGrads[v.name] = null);\n  }\n  return {value, grads: namedGrads};\n}\n\n/**\n * Overrides the gradient

computation of a function `f`.\n *\n * Takes a function\n * `f(...inputs, save) => {value: Tensor, gradFunc: (dy,

saved) => Tensor[]}`\n * and returns another function `g(...inputs)` which takes the same inputs as\n * `f`. When

called, `g` returns `f().value`. In backward mode, custom gradients\n * with respect to each input of `f` are computed

using `f().gradFunc`.\n *\n * The `save` function passsed to `f` should be used for saving tensors needed\n * in the

gradient. And the `saved` passed to the `gradFunc` is a\n * `NamedTensorMap`, which contains those saved

tensor.\n *\n * ```js\n * const customOp = tf.customGrad((x, save) => {\n *   // Save x to make sure it's available

later for the gradient.\n *   save([x]);\n *   // Override gradient of our custom x ^ 2 op to be dy * abs(x);\n *   return

{\n *     value: x.square(),\n *     // Note `saved.x` which points to the `x` we saved earlier.\n *     gradFunc: (dy,

saved) => [dy.mul(saved[0].abs())]\n *   };\n * });\n *\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([-1, -2, 3]);\n * const dx = tf.grad(x

=> customOp(x));\n *\n * console.log(`f(x):`);\n * customOp(x).print();\n * console.log(`f'(x):`);\n * dx(x).print();\n

* ```\n *\n * @param f The function to evaluate in forward mode, which should return\n *     `{value: Tensor,

gradFunc: (dy, saved) => Tensor[]}`, where `gradFunc`\n *     returns the custom gradients of `f` with respect to its

inputs.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Gradients'}\n */\nfunction customGrad<T extends

Tensor>(f: CustomGradientFunc<T>):\n    (...args: Tensor[]) => T {\n  return

ENGINE.customGrad(f);\n}\n\nfunction checkGrads(grads: Tensor[]) {\n  const numNullGradients = grads.filter(g

=> g == null).length;\n  if (numNullGradients > 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Cannot compute gradient of

y=f(x) with respect to x. Make sure that\n    the f you passed encloses all operations that lead from x to y.`);\n

}\n}\n\nexport {\n  customGrad,\n  variableGrads,\n  valueAndGrad,\n  valueAndGrads,\n  grad,\n

grads,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Neg, NegInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes `-1

* x` element-wise.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, -2, 0], [2, 2]);\n *\n * x.neg().print();  // or tf.neg(x)\n

* ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n

*/\nfunction neg_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'neg');\n\n  const

inputs: NegInputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Neg, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport

const neg = op({neg_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Softplus, SoftplusInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

softplus of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `log(exp(x) + 1)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, -1,

.7]);\n *\n * x.softplus().print();  // or tf.softplus(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction softplus_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const

$x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'softplus');\n\n  const inputs: SoftplusInputs = {x: $x};\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Softplus, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const softplus =

op({softplus_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {customGrad} from '../gradients';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {mul} from './mul';\nimport {neg} from

'./neg';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {sigmoid} from './sigmoid';\nimport {softplus} from

'./softplus';\n\n/**\n * Computes log sigmoid of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise:\n * `logSigmoid(x)`. For

numerical stability, we use `-tf.softplus(-x)`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, -1, .7]);\n *\n *

x.logSigmoid().print();  // or tf.logSigmoid(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction logSigmoid_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n

const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'logSigmoid');\n\n  // Use a custom gradient to maintain previous

implementation.\n  // There is no LogSigmoid kernel in TF so we can't use engine.runKernel\n  // directly\n  const

customOp = customGrad((x: Tensor) => {\n    // TODO(yassogba) we can remove the chained softplus call here

only\n    // after backends have modualrized softplus at which point we can call\n    // engine runKernel(..., Sotfplus,

...) directly.\n    const value = neg(softplus(neg(x)));\n\n    const gradFunc = (dy: T) => {\n      const derX = mul(dy,

sigmoid(neg(x)));\n      return derX;\n    };\n    return {value, gradFunc};\n  });\n\n  return customOp($x) as

T;\n}\nexport const logSigmoid = op({logSigmoid_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this
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file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the maximum of elements across dimensions of a

`tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * Reduces the input along the dimensions given in `axes`. Unless `keepDims`\n * is true, the rank

of the `tf.Tensor` is reduced by 1 for each entry in\n * `axes`. If `keepDims` is true, the reduced dimensions are

retained with\n * length 1. If `axes` has no entries, all dimensions are reduced, and an\n * `tf.Tensor` with a single

element is returned.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * x.max().print();  // or tf.max(x)\n * ```\n

*\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.max(axis).print();  // or tf.max(x,

axis)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @param axis The dimension(s) to reduce. By default it

reduces\n *     all dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, retains reduced dimensions with size 1.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction max_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x:

Tensor|TensorLike, axis: number|number[] = null, keepDims = false): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'max');\n\n  const inputs: MaxInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: MaxAttrs = {reductionIndices: axis, keepDims};\n\n

return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Max, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const max = op({max_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Sub, SubInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Subtracts two `tf.Tensor`s element-wise, A - B. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n *

```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([10, 20, 30, 40]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n *\n * a.sub(b).print();  // or

tf.sub(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast subtract a with b.\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([10, 20, 30, 40]);\n * const

b = tf.scalar(5);\n *\n * a.sub(b).print();  // or tf.sub(a, b)\n * ```\n * @param a The first `tf.Tensor` to subtract

from.\n * @param b The second `tf.Tensor` to be subtracted. Must have the same dtype as\n * `a`.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction sub_<T extends Tensor>(a: Tensor|TensorLike, b:

Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'sub');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'sub');\n  [$a,

$b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  const inputs: SubInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Sub,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const sub = op({sub_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {cast} from './cast';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the sum of elements

across dimensions of a `tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * Reduces the input along the dimensions given in `axes`. Unless

`keepDims`\n * is true, the rank of the `tf.Tensor` is reduced by 1 for each entry in\n * `axes`. If `keepDims` is true,

the reduced dimensions are retained with\n * length 1. If axes has no entries, all dimensions are reduced, and a\n *

`tf.Tensor` with a single element is returned.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * x.sum().print();

// or tf.sum(x)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n *

x.sum(axis).print();  // or tf.sum(x, axis)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor to compute the sum over. If the

dtype is `bool`\n *   it will be converted to `int32` and the output dtype will be `int32`.\n * @param axis The

dimension(s) to reduce. By default it reduces\n *     all dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, retains reduced

dimensions with size 1.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction sum_<T

extends Tensor>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis: number|number[] = null, keepDims = false): T {\n  let $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'sum');\n  if ($x.dtype === 'bool') {\n    $x = cast($x, 'int32');\n  }\n\n  const inputs:

SumInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: SumAttrs = {axis, keepDims};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Sum,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const sum = op({sum_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of

the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {customGrad} from '../gradients';\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {GradSaveFunc} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {cast} from './cast';\nimport {exp} from './exp';\nimport {log} from './log';\nimport {max} from

'./max';\nimport {mul} from './mul';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {sub} from './sub';\nimport {sum}

from './sum';\n\n/**\n * Computes the log softmax.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n *

a.logSoftmax().print();  // or tf.logSoftmax(a)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor2d([2, 4, 6, 1, 2, 3], [2, 3]);\n

*\n * a.logSoftmax().print();  // or tf.logSoftmax(a)\n * ```\n *\n * @param logits The logits array.\n * @param axis

The dimension softmax would be performed on. Defaults to `-1`\n *     which indicates the last dimension.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Normalization'}\n */\nfunction logSoftmax_<T extends Tensor>(logits:

T|TensorLike, axis = -1): T {\n  const $logits = convertToTensor(logits, 'logits', 'logSoftmax');\n\n  if (axis === -1)

{\n    axis = $logits.rank - 1;\n  }\n  if (axis !== $logits.rank - 1) {\n    throw Error(\n        'Log Softmax along a non-

last dimension is not yet supported. ' +\n        `Logits was rank ${$logits.rank} and axis was ${axis}`);\n  }\n\n  //

const forward: ForwardFunc<Tensor> = (backend, save) => {\n  //   const keepDims = true;\n  //   const xMax =

max(logits, axis, true);\n  //   const shifted = sub(logits, xMax);\n  //   const value =\n  //       sub(cast(shifted,

'float32'), log(sum(exp(shifted), axis,\n  //       keepDims)));\n  //   save([value]);\n  //   return value;\n  // };\n\n  //

Use a custom gradient for numerical stability.\n  const customOp = customGrad((logits: Tensor, save:

GradSaveFunc) => {\n    const keepDims = true;\n    const xMax = max(logits, axis, true);\n    const shifted =

sub(logits, xMax);\n    const value =\n        sub(cast(shifted, 'float32'), log(sum(exp(shifted), axis, keepDims)));\n

save([value]);\n\n    const gradFunc = (dy: Tensor, saved: Tensor[]) => {\n      const [value] = saved;\n      const

keepDims = true;\n      const softmax = exp(value);\n      return sub(dy, mul(sum(dy, axis, keepDims), softmax));\n

};\n    return {value, gradFunc};\n  });\n\n  return customOp($logits) as T;\n\n  // TODO Use Engine.runKernel

when CPU/WebGL/WASM backends implement this.\n  // const inputs: LogSoftmaxInputs = {logits: $logits};\n  //

const attrs: LogSoftmaxAttrs = {axis};\n  // return ENGINE.runKernel(\n  //            LogSoftmax, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n  //            attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const logSoftmax =
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op({logSoftmax_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\n/**\n * Returns true if the axis specifies the inner most dimensions of the\n *

array.\n */\nexport function axesAreInnerMostDims(axes: number[], rank: number): boolean {\n  for (let i = 0; i <

axes.length; ++i) {\n    if (axes[axes.length - i - 1] !== rank - 1 - i) {\n      return false;\n    }\n  }\n  return

true;\n}\n\nexport function combineLocations(\n    outputLoc: number[], reduceLoc: number[], axes: number[]):

number[] {\n  const rank = outputLoc.length + reduceLoc.length;\n  const loc = [];\n  let outIdx = 0;\n  let reduceIdx

= 0;\n    for (let dim = 0; dim < rank; dim++) {\n    if (axes.indexOf(dim) === -1) {\n

loc.push(outputLoc[outIdx++]);\n    } else {\n      loc.push(reduceLoc[reduceIdx++]);\n    }\n  }\n  return

loc;\n}\n\nexport function computeOutAndReduceShapes(\n    aShape: number[], axes: number[]): [number[],

number[]] {\n  const outShape = [];\n  const rank = aShape.length;\n  for (let dim = 0; dim < rank; dim++) {\n    if

(axes.indexOf(dim) === -1) {\n      outShape.push(aShape[dim]);\n    }\n  }\n  const reduceShape = axes.map(dim

=> aShape[dim]);\n  return [outShape, reduceShape];\n}\n\nexport function expandShapeToKeepDim(\n    shape:

number[], axes: number[]): number[] {\n  const reduceSubShape = axes.map(x => 1);\n  return

combineLocations(shape, reduceSubShape, axes);\n}\n\nexport function assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n    msg:

string, axes: number[], rank: number): void {\n  util.assert(\n      axesAreInnerMostDims(axes, rank),\n      () =>

`${msg} supports only inner-most axes for now. ` +\n          `Got axes ${axes} and rank-${rank}

input.`);\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the axes permutation to be used with `tf.transpose`, if such\n * permutation is

necessary. Otherwise it returns null. This method is used by\n * operations that operate only on inner-most axes.\n

*/\nexport function getAxesPermutation(axes: number[], rank: number): number[]|\n    null {\n  if

(axesAreInnerMostDims(axes, rank)) {\n    return null;\n  }\n  const result: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < rank;

++i) {\n    if (axes.indexOf(i) === -1) {\n      result.push(i);\n    }\n  }\n  axes.forEach(axis => result.push(axis));\n

return result;\n}\n\n/** Returns the axes permutation that undoes the original permutation. */\nexport function

getUndoAxesPermutation(axes: number[]): number[] {\n  return axes.map((axis, i) => [i, axis])\n      .sort((a, b) =>

a[1] - b[1])\n      .map(x => x[0]);\n}\n\nexport function getInnerMostAxes(numAxes: number, rank: number):

number[] {\n  const res: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = rank - numAxes; i < rank; ++i) {\n    res.push(i);\n  }\n  return

res;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\nimport {parseAxisParam} from '../util';\n\nimport {add} from './add';\nimport

{expandShapeToKeepDim} from './axis_util';\nimport {exp} from './exp';\nimport {log} from './log';\nimport {max}

from './max';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\nimport {sub} from

'./sub';\nimport {sum} from './sum';\n\n/**\n * Computes the log(sum(exp(elements across the reduction

dimensions)).\n *\n * Reduces the input along the dimensions given in `axis`. Unless `keepDims`\n * is true, the

rank of the array is reduced by 1 for each entry in `axis`.\n * If `keepDims` is true, the reduced dimensions are

retained with length 1.\n * If `axis` has no entries, all dimensions are reduced, and an array with a\n * single element

is returned.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * x.logSumExp().print();  // or tf.logSumExp(x)\n *
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```\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.logSumExp(axis).print();  //

or tf.logSumExp(a, axis)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @param axis The dimension(s) to reduce. If

null (the default),\n *     reduces all dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, retains reduced dimensions with

length\n *     of 1. Defaults to false.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction

logSumExp_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis: number|number[] = null, keepDims = false): T {\n

const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'logSumExp');\n\n  const axes = parseAxisParam(axis, $x.shape);\n  const xMax

= max($x, axes, true /* keepDims */);\n  const a = sub($x, xMax);\n  const b = exp(a);\n  const c = sum(b, axes);\n

const d = log(c);\n  const res = add(reshape(xMax, d.shape), d);\n\n  if (keepDims) {\n    const newShape =

expandShapeToKeepDim(res.shape, axes);\n    return reshape(res, newShape) as T;\n  }\n  return res as

T;\n}\n\nexport const logSumExp = op({logSumExp_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {LogicalAnd, LogicalAndInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from

'./broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth value of `a AND b` element-wise.

Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([false, false, true, true], 'bool');\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([false, true, false, true], 'bool');\n *\n * a.logicalAnd(b).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first input

tensor. Must be of dtype bool.\n * @param b The second input tensor. Must be of dtype bool.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n */\nfunction logicalAnd_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a:

Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  const $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'logicalAnd', 'bool');\n  const $b

= convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'logicalAnd', 'bool');\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const

inputs: LogicalAndInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(LogicalAnd, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const logicalAnd = op({logicalAnd_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {LogicalNot, LogicalNotInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the

truth value of `NOT x` element-wise.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([false, true], 'bool');\n *\n *

a.logicalNot().print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor. Must be of dtype 'bool'.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n */\nfunction logicalNot_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const

$x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'logicalNot', 'bool');\n  const inputs: LogicalNotInputs = {x: $x};\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(LogicalNot, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const logicalNot =

op({logicalNot_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {LogicalOr, LogicalOrInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from

'./broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth value of `a OR b` element-wise.

Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([false, false, true, true], 'bool');\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([false, true, false, true], 'bool');\n *\n * a.logicalOr(b).print();\n * ```\n * @param a The first input tensor.

Must be of dtype bool.\n * @param b The second input tensor. Must be of dtype bool.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n */\nfunction logicalOr_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b:

Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  const $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'logicalOr', 'bool');\n  const $b = convertToTensor(b,

'b', 'logicalOr', 'bool');\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const inputs: LogicalOrInputs = {a:

$a, b: $b};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(LogicalOr, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const logicalOr

= op({logicalOr_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\n\nimport {assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {logicalAnd} from

'./logical_and';\nimport {logicalNot} from './logical_not';\nimport {logicalOr} from './logical_or';\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth value of `a XOR b` element-wise. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n *

const a = tf.tensor1d([false, false, true, true], 'bool');\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([false, true, false, true], 'bool');\n *\n *

a.logicalXor(b).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first input tensor. Must be of dtype bool.\n * @param b The

second input tensor. Must be of dtype bool.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n

*/\nfunction logicalXor_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  const $a =

convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'logicalXor', 'bool');\n  const $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'logicalXor', 'bool');\n

assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  // x ^ y = (x | y) & ~(x & y)\n  return

logicalAnd(logicalOr(a, b), logicalNot(logicalAnd(a, b)));\n}\n\nexport const logicalXor =

op({logicalXor_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport * as conv_util

from './conv_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the 2D

max pooling of an image.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 4 or rank 3 of shape\n *     `[batch, height,
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width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param filterSize The filter size: `[filterHeight,

filterWidth]`. If\n *     `filterSize` is a single number, then `filterHeight == filterWidth`.\n * @param strides The

strides of the pooling: `[strideHeight, strideWidth]`. If\n *     `strides` is a single number, then `strideHeight ==

strideWidth`.\n * @param dilations The dilation rates: `[dilationHeight, dilationWidth]`\n *     in which we sample

input values across the height and width dimensions\n *     in dilated pooling. Defaults to `[1, 1]`. If `dilations` is a

single\n *     number, then `dilationHeight == dilationWidth`. If it is greater than\n *     1, then all values of `strides`

must be 1.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm.\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size

as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *

than 1x1.\n *    - For more info, see this guide:\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from:

'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n */\nfunction maxPool_<T extends

Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filterSize: [number, number]|number,\n    strides: [number,

number]|number, pad: 'valid'|'same'|number,\n    dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'maxPool');\n  const dilations = 1;\n\n  let x4D = $x as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D =

false;\n  if ($x.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1],

$x.shape[2]]);\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in maxPool: input must be rank 4 but got

rank ${x4D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      conv_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n      () =>

'Error in maxPool: Either strides or dilations must be 1. ' +\n          `Got strides ${strides} and dilations

'${dilations}'`);\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n        () =>

`Error in maxPool: pad must be an integer when using, ` +\n            `dimRoundingMode ${dimRoundingMode} but

got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  const inputs: MaxPoolInputs = {x: x4D};\n\n  const attrs: MaxPoolAttrs = {filterSize,

strides, pad, dimRoundingMode};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res =

ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  MaxPool, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as

T;\n  }\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const maxPool = op({maxPool_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {MaxPool3D, MaxPool3DAttrs, MaxPool3DInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor4D, Tensor5D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the 3D max pooling.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x

= tf.tensor5d([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], [1, 2, 2, 2, 1]);\n * const result = tf.maxPool3d(x, 2, 1, 'valid');\n *

result.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 5 or rank 4 of shape\n *     `[batch, depth, height,

width, inChannels]`.\n * @param filterSize The filter size:\n *     `[filterDepth, filterHeight, filterWidth]`.\n *     If

`filterSize` is a single number,\n *     then `filterDepth == filterHeight == filterWidth`.\n * @param strides The

strides of the pooling:\n *     `[strideDepth, strideHeight, strideWidth]`.\n *     If `strides` is a single number,\n *

then `strideDepth == strideHeight == strideWidth`.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm.\n *    - `same`

and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be

smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1*1x1.\n *    - For more info, see this guide:\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from:
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'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n * @param dataFormat An optional string

from: \"NDHWC\", \"NCDHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NDHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and output

data. With the\n *     default format \"NDHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     depth, height,

width, channels]. Only \"NDHWC\" is currently supported.\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction maxPool3d_<T extends Tensor4D|Tensor5D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, filterSize:

[number, number, number]|number = [1, 1, 1],\n    strides: [number, number, number]|number, pad:

'valid'|'same'|number,\n    dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil',\n    dataFormat: 'NDHWC'|'NCDHW' =

'NDHWC'): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'maxPool3d');\n\n  let x5D = $x as Tensor5D;\n  let

reshapedTo5D = false;\n  if ($x.rank === 4) {\n    reshapedTo5D = true;\n    x5D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0],

$x.shape[1], $x.shape[2], $x.shape[3]]);\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      x5D.rank === 5,\n      () => `Error in maxPool3d:

x must be rank 5 but got rank ${x5D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      dataFormat === 'NDHWC',\n      () => `Error in

maxPool3d: Only NDHWC is currently supported, ` +\n          `but got dataFormat of ${dataFormat}`);\n  if

(dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n        () => `Error in maxPool3d: pad

must be an integer when using, ` +\n            `dimRoundingMode ${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n

}\n\n  const inputs: MaxPool3DInputs = {x: x5D};\n\n  const attrs:\n      MaxPool3DAttrs = {filterSize, strides, pad,

dimRoundingMode, dataFormat};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res =

ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  MaxPool3D, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo5D) {\n    return reshape(\n               res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2],

res.shape[3], res.shape[4]]) as\n        T;\n  }\n\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const maxPool3d =

op({maxPool3d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {MaxPoolWithArgmax, MaxPoolWithArgmaxAttrs,

MaxPoolWithArgmaxInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport

{Tensor, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport

{convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the 2D max pooling of an image with Argmax index.\n * The indices in argmax

are flattened, so that a maximum value at position `[b,\n * y, x, c]` becomes flattened index: `(y * width + x) *

channels + c` if\n * include_batch_in_index is False; `((b * height + y) * width + x) * channels\n * +c` if

include_batch_in_index is True.\n *\n * The indices returned are always in `[0, height) x [0, width)` before\n *

flattening.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 4 or rank 3 of shape\n *     `[batch, height, width,

inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param filterSize The filter size: `[filterHeight, filterWidth]`.

If\n *     `filterSize` is a single number, then `filterHeight == filterWidth`.\n * @param strides The strides of the

pooling: `[strideHeight, strideWidth]`. If\n *     `strides` is a single number, then `strideHeight == strideWidth`.\n *

@param dataFormat An optional string from: \"NDHWC\", \"NCDHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NDHWC\". Specify

the data format of the input and output data. With the\n *     default format \"NDHWC\", the data is stored in the

order of: [batch,\n *     depth, height, width, channels]. Only \"NDHWC\" is currently supported.\n * @param pad

The type of padding algorithm.\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of

filter size.\n *    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n *    - For more info,

see this guide:\n *     [https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param includeBatchIndex Defaults to False.

Whether to include batch\n *    dimension in flattened index of argmax.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction maxPoolWithArgmax_<T extends Tensor4D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike,
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filterSize: [number, number]|number,\n    strides: [number, number]|number, pad: 'valid'|'same'|number,\n

includeBatchInIndex = false): NamedTensorMap {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'maxPoolWithArgmax');\n\n  const inputs: MaxPoolWithArgmaxInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs:\n

MaxPoolWithArgmaxAttrs = {filterSize, strides, pad, includeBatchInIndex};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-

unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const result = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                     MaxPoolWithArgmax, inputs as {}

as NamedTensorMap,\n                     attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as Tensor[];\n\n  return {result: result[0],

indexes: result[1]};\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolWithArgmax = op({maxPoolWithArgmax_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Maximum, MaximumInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {cast} from './cast';\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the max of a and b (`a > b ? a : b`) element-wise.\n * Supports broadcasting.\n *\n *

We also expose `tf.maximumStrict` which has the same signature as this op and\n * asserts that `a` and `b` are the

same shape (does not broadcast).\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 4, 3, 16]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([1, 2,

9, 4]);\n *\n * a.maximum(b).print();  // or tf.maximum(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast maximum a with

b.\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([2, 4, 6, 8]);\n * const b = tf.scalar(5);\n *\n * a.maximum(b).print();  // or tf.maximum(a,

b)\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first tensor.\n * @param b The second tensor. Must have the same type as `a`.\n *\n

* @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction maximum_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a:

Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'maximum');\n  let $b =

convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'maximum');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  if ($a.dtype === 'bool') {\n    $a =

cast($a, 'int32');\n    $b = cast($b, 'int32');\n  }\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const

inputs: MaximumInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Maximum, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const maximum = op({maximum_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the mean of elements across dimensions of a

`tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * Reduces `x` along the dimensions given in `axis`. Unless `keepDims` is\n * true, the rank of the

`tf.Tensor` is reduced by 1 for each entry in `axis`.\n * If `keepDims` is true, the reduced dimensions are retained

with length 1.\n * If `axis` has no entries, all dimensions are reduced, and a `tf.Tensor` with\n * a single element is

returned.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * x.mean().print();  // or tf.mean(a)\n * ```\n *\n *

```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.mean(axis).print();  // or tf.mean(x,

axis)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @param axis The dimension(s) to reduce. By default it

reduces\n *     all dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, retains reduced dimensions with size 1.\n *\n * @doc
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{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction mean_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x:

Tensor|TensorLike, axis: number|number[] = null, keepDims = false): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'mean');\n\n  const inputs: MeanInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: MeanAttrs = {axis, keepDims};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Mean, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport

const mean = op({mean_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the minimum value from the input.\n *\n *

Reduces the input along the dimensions given in `axes`. Unless `keepDims`\n * is true, the rank of the array is

reduced by 1 for each entry in `axes`.\n * If `keepDims` is true, the reduced dimensions are retained with length 1.\n

* If `axes` has no entries, all dimensions are reduced, and an array with a\n * single element is returned.\n *\n *

```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * x.min().print();  // or tf.min(x)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.min(axis).print();  // or tf.min(x, axis)\n * ```\n *\n *

@param x The input Tensor.\n * @param axis The dimension(s) to reduce. By default it reduces\n *     all

dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, retains reduced dimensions with size 1.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction min_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis:

number|number[] = null, keepDims = false): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'min');\n\n  const inputs:

MinInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: MinAttrs = {axis, keepDims};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-

type-assertion\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n             Min, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n             attrs as {}

as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n}\n\nexport const min = op({min_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Minimum, MinimumInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {cast} from './cast';\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the min of a and b (`a < b ? a : b`) element-wise.\n * Supports broadcasting.\n *\n *

We also expose `minimumStrict` which has the same signature as this op and\n * asserts that `a` and `b` are the

same shape (does not broadcast).\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 4, 3, 16]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([1, 2,

9, 4]);\n *\n * a.minimum(b).print();  // or tf.minimum(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast minimum a with

b.\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([2, 4, 6, 8]);\n * const b = tf.scalar(5);\n *\n * a.minimum(b).print();  // or tf.minimum(a,

b)\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first tensor.\n * @param b The second tensor. Must have the same type as `a`.\n *\n

* @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction minimum_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a:

Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'minimum');\n  let $b =

convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'minimum');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  if ($a.dtype === 'bool') {\n    $a =
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cast($a, 'int32');\n    $b = cast($b, 'int32');\n  }\n\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const

inputs: MinimumInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Minimum, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const minimum = op({minimum_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Pads a

`tf.Tensor` using mirror padding.\n *\n * This operation implements the `REFLECT` and `SYMMETRIC` modes of

pad.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.range(0, 9).reshape([1, 1, 3, 3]);\n * x.mirrorPad([[0, 0], [0, 0], [2, 2], [2, 2]],

'reflect').print();\n * ```\n * @param x The tensor to pad.\n * @param paddings An array of length `R` (the rank of

the tensor), where\n * each element is a length-2 tuple of ints `[padBefore, padAfter]`,\n * specifying how much to

pad along each dimension of the tensor.\n * In \"reflect\" mode, the padded regions do not include the borders,\n *

while in \"symmetric\" mode the padded regions do include the borders.\n * For example, if the input is `[1, 2, 3]`

and paddings is `[0, 2]`,\n * then the output is `[1, 2, 3, 2, 1]` in \"reflect\" mode, and\n * `[1, 2, 3, 3, 2]` in

\"symmetric\" mode.\n * If `mode` is \"reflect\" then both `paddings[D, 0]` and `paddings[D, 1]`\n * must be no

greater than `x.shape[D] - 1`. If mode is \"symmetric\"\n * then both `paddings[D, 0]` and `paddings[D, 1]` must be

no greater than\n * `x.shape[D]`\n * @param mode String to specify padding mode. Can be `'reflect' | 'symmetric'`\n

*/\n/** @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Transformations'} */\nfunction mirrorPad_<T extends Tensor>(\n

x: T|TensorLike, paddings: Array<[number, number]>,\n    mode: 'reflect'|'symmetric'): T {\n  util.assert(\n      mode

=== 'reflect' || mode === 'symmetric',\n      () => `Invalid mode. Mode must be either reflect or symmetric. ` +\n

`Got ${mode}.`);\n\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'mirrorPad');\n  if ($x.rank === 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n

      'mirrorPad(scalar) is not defined. ' +\n        'Pass non-scalar to mirrorPad');\n  }\n  util.assert(\n

paddings.length === $x.rank,\n      () => `Padding doesn't match input. Must be ${$x.rank}. ` +\n          `Got

${paddings.length}.`);\n  const shapeOffset = mode === 'reflect' ? 1 : 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < $x.rank; i++) {\n

util.assert(\n        paddings[i].length === 2,\n        () => `Invalid number of paddings. Must be length of 2 each.`);\n

util.assert(\n        paddings[i][0] >= 0 && paddings[i][0] <= $x.shape[i] - shapeOffset &&\n            paddings[i][1]

>= 0 && paddings[i][1] <= $x.shape[i] - shapeOffset,\n        () => `Padding in dimension ${i} cannot be greater

than or equal ` +\n            `to ${$x.shape[i] - shapeOffset} or less than 0 for input of ` +\n            `shape

${$x.shape}`);\n  }\n\n  const attrs: MirrorPadAttrs = {paddings, mode};\n  const inputs: MirrorPadInputs = {x:

$x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      MirrorPad, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const mirrorPad = op({mirrorPad_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Mod, ModInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport
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{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the mod of a and b element-wise.\n * `floor(x / y) * y + mod(x, y) = x`\n

* Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * We also expose `tf.modStrict` which has the same signature as this op and\n *

asserts that `a` and `b` are the same shape (does not broadcast).\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 4, 3, 16]);\n

* const b = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 9, 4]);\n *\n * a.mod(b).print();  // or tf.mod(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast a

mod b.\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([2, 4, 6, 8]);\n * const b = tf.scalar(5);\n *\n * a.mod(b).print();  // or tf.mod(a, b)\n

* ```\n *\n * @param a The first tensor.\n * @param b The second tensor. Must have the same type as `a`.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction mod_<T extends Tensor>(a:

Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'mod');\n  let $b =

convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'mod');\n  [$a, $b] = makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  const inputs: ModInputs = {a: $a, b:

$b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Mod, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const mod =

op({mod_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

square of `x` element-wise: `x ^ 2`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, Math.sqrt(2), -1]);\n *\n *

x.square().print();  // or tf.square(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction square_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'square');\n  const attrs = {};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel('Square', {x: $x},

attrs);\n}\n\nexport const square = op({square_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\nimport {parseAxisParam} from '../util';\n\nimport {expandShapeToKeepDim} from

'./axis_util';\nimport {cast} from './cast';\nimport {mean} from './mean';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport

{reshape} from './reshape';\nimport {square} from './square';\nimport {sub} from './sub';\n\n/**\n * Calculates the

mean and variance of `x`. The mean and variance are\n * calculated by aggregating the contents of `x` across `axes`.

If `x` is\n * 1-D and `axes = [0]` this is just the mean and variance of a vector.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n

* @param axis The dimension(s) along with to compute mean and\n *     variance. By default it reduces all

dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, the moments have the same dimensionality as the\n *     input.\n *

@return An object with two keys: `mean` and `variance`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Normalization'}\n */\nfunction moments_(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis: number|number[] = null,\n    keepDims

= false): {mean: Tensor, variance: Tensor} {\n  x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'moments');\n  const axes =

parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n  const xMean = mean(x, axes, keepDims);\n  let keepDimsShape =

xMean.shape;\n  if (!keepDims) {\n    keepDimsShape = expandShapeToKeepDim(xMean.shape, axes);\n  }\n

const devSquared =\n      square(sub(cast(x, 'float32'), reshape(xMean, keepDimsShape)));\n  const variance =

mean(devSquared, axes, keepDims);\n  return {mean: xMean, variance};\n}\n\nexport const moments =

op({moments_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under
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the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor, convertToTensorArray} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * @docalias

(data: Tensor2D, c: Tensor2D, h: Tensor2D): [Tensor2D, Tensor2D]\n */\nexport type LSTMCellFunc = {\n  (data:

Tensor2D, c: Tensor2D, h: Tensor2D): [Tensor2D, Tensor2D];\n};\n\n/**\n * Computes the next states and outputs

of a stack of LSTMCells.\n *\n * Each cell output is used as input to the next cell.\n *\n * Returns `[cellState,

cellOutput]`.\n *\n * Derived from tf.contrib.rn.MultiRNNCell.\n *\n * @param lstmCells Array of LSTMCell

functions.\n * @param data The input to the cell.\n * @param c Array of previous cell states.\n * @param h Array

of previous cell outputs.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'RNN'}\n */\nfunction multiRNNCell_(\n

  lstmCells: LSTMCellFunc[], data: Tensor2D|TensorLike,\n    c: Array<Tensor2D|TensorLike>,\n    h:

Array<Tensor2D|TensorLike>): [Tensor2D[], Tensor2D[]] {\n  const $data = convertToTensor(data, 'data',

'multiRNNCell');\n  const $c = convertToTensorArray(c, 'c', 'multiRNNCell');\n  const $h =

convertToTensorArray(h, 'h', 'multiRNNCell');\n\n  let input = $data;\n  const newStates = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i <

lstmCells.length; i++) {\n    const output = lstmCells[i](input, $c[i], $h[i]);\n    newStates.push(output[0]);\n

newStates.push(output[1]);\n    input = output[1];\n  }\n  const newC: Tensor2D[] = [];\n  const newH: Tensor2D[] =

[];\n  for (let i = 0; i < newStates.length; i += 2) {\n    newC.push(newStates[i]);\n    newH.push(newStates[i + 1]);\n

}\n  return [newC, newH];\n}\nexport const multiRNNCell = op({multiRNNCell_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Multinomial, MultinomialAttrs, MultinomialInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Creates a `tf.Tensor` with values drawn from a multinomial distribution.\n *\n * ```js\n * const

probs = tf.tensor([.75, .25]);\n * tf.multinomial(probs, 3).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param logits 1D array with

unnormalized log-probabilities, or\n *     2D array of shape `[batchSize, numOutcomes]`. See the `normalized`\n *

parameter.\n * @param numSamples Number of samples to draw for each row slice.\n * @param seed The seed

number.\n * @param normalized Whether the provided `logits` are normalized true\n *     probabilities (sum to 1).

Defaults to false.\n * @return 1D array of shape `[numSamples]`, or 2D array of shape\n *     `[batchSize,

numSamples]`, depending on the rank of the input.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Random'}\n

*/\nfunction multinomial_(\n    logits: Tensor1D|Tensor2D|TensorLike, numSamples: number, seed?: number,\n

normalized = false): Tensor1D|Tensor2D {\n  const $logits = convertToTensor(logits, 'logits', 'multinomial');\n

const numOutcomes = $logits.size;\n  const origRank = $logits.rank;\n  if (numOutcomes < 2) {\n    throw new

Error(\n        `Error in multinomial: you need at least 2 outcomes, but got ` +\n        `${numOutcomes}.`);\n  }\n  if

(origRank > 2) {\n    throw new Error(`Rank of probabilities must be 1 or 2, but is ${origRank}`);\n  }\n  //

TODO(lina128): Investigate correct seed behavior. The code seems not allow\n  // setting see to 0.\n  seed = seed ||

Math.random();\n\n  // The kernel only accepts (and returns) rank 2 tensors.\n  const logits2D: Tensor2D =\n
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origRank === 1 ? reshape($logits, [1, -1]) : $logits as Tensor2D;\n\n  const inputs: MultinomialInputs = {logits:

logits2D};\n  const attrs: MultinomialAttrs = {numSamples, seed, normalized};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-

unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  Multinomial, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as Tensor2D;\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-

unnecessary-type-assertion\n  return origRank === 1 ? reshape(res, [res.size]) as Tensor1D : res;\n}\n\nexport const

multinomial = op({multinomial_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {NotEqual, NotEqualInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the truth

value of (a != b) element-wise. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([0, 2, 3]);\n *\n * a.notEqual(b).print();\n * ```\n * @param a The first input tensor.\n * @param b The

second input tensor. Must have the same dtype as `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n

*/\nfunction notEqual_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a =

convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'notEqual');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'notEqual');\n  [$a, $b] =

makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const inputs: NotEqualInputs

= {a: $a, b: $b};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(NotEqual, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const

notEqual = op({notEqual_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, Rank, ShapeMap}

from '../types';\nimport {makeZerosTypedArray, sizeFromShape} from '../util';\n\nimport {complex} from

'./complex';\n\n/**\n * Creates a `tf.Tensor` with all elements set to 0.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.zeros([2, 2]).print();\n *

```\n *\n * @param shape An array of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n * @param dtype The type of an

element in the resulting tensor. Can\n *     be 'float32', 'int32' or 'bool'. Defaults to 'float'.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function zeros<R extends Rank>(\n    shape: ShapeMap[R], dtype:

DataType = 'float32'): Tensor<R> {\n  if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n    const real = zeros(shape, 'float32');\n    const

imag = zeros(shape, 'float32');\n    return complex(real, imag);\n  }\n  const values =

makeZerosTypedArray(sizeFromShape(shape), dtype);\n  return ENGINE.makeTensor(values, shape, dtype) as

Tensor<R>;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, Rank, ShapeMap}

from '../types';\nimport {makeOnesTypedArray, sizeFromShape} from '../util';\n\nimport {complex} from

'./complex';\nimport {zeros} from './zeros';\n\n/**\n * Creates a `tf.Tensor` with all elements set to 1.\n *\n * ```js\n

* tf.ones([2, 2]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param shape An array of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n *

@param dtype The type of an element in the resulting tensor. Defaults to\n *     'float'.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function ones<R extends Rank>(\n    shape: ShapeMap[R], dtype:

DataType = 'float32'): Tensor<R> {\n  if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n    const real = ones(shape, 'float32');\n    const

imag = zeros(shape, 'float32');\n    return complex(real, imag);\n  }\n  const values =

makeOnesTypedArray(sizeFromShape(shape), dtype);\n  return ENGINE.makeTensor(values, shape, dtype) as

Tensor<R>;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Creates a

`tf.Tensor` with all elements set to 1 with the same shape as the\n * given tensor.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor([1, 2]);\n * tf.onesLike(x).print();\n * ```\n * @param x A tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors',

subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nfunction onesLike_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'onesLike');\n\n  const inputs: OnesLikeInputs = {x: $x};\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(OnesLike, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const onesLike =

op({onesLike_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {matMul} from './mat_mul';\nimport {op}

from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the outer product of two vectors, `v1`

and `v2`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([3, 4, 5]);\n *\n *

tf.outerProduct(a, b).print();\n * ```\n * @param v1 The first vector in the outer product operation.\n * @param v2

The second vector in the outer product operation.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Matrices'}\n

*/\nfunction outerProduct_(\n    v1: Tensor1D|TensorLike, v2: Tensor1D|TensorLike): Tensor2D {\n  const $v1 =

convertToTensor(v1, 'v1', 'outerProduct');\n  const $v2 = convertToTensor(v2, 'v2', 'outerProduct');\n\n  util.assert(\n

    $v1.rank === 1 && $v2.rank === 1,\n      () => `Error in outerProduct: inputs must be rank 1, but got ranks ` +\n

      `${$v1.rank} and ${$v2.rank}.`);\n\n  const v12D = reshape($v1, [-1, 1]);\n  const v22D = reshape($v2, [1, -

1]);\n  return matMul(v12D, v22D);\n}\n\nexport const outerProduct = op({outerProduct_});\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or
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agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Pads a `tf.Tensor` with a given value and

paddings.\n *\n * This operation implements `CONSTANT` mode. For `REFLECT` and `SYMMETRIC`,\n * refer

to `tf.mirrorPad`\n *\n * Also available are stricter rank-specific methods with the same signature\n * as this method

that assert that `paddings` is of given length.\n *   - `tf.pad1d`\n *   - `tf.pad2d`\n *   - `tf.pad3d`\n *   - `tf.pad4d`\n

*\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * x.pad([[1, 2]]).print();\n * ```\n * @param x The tensor to pad.\n

* @param paddings An array of length `R` (the rank of the tensor), where\n * each element is a length-2 tuple of

ints `[padBefore, padAfter]`,\n * specifying how much to pad along each dimension of the tensor.\n * @param

constantValue The pad value to use. Defaults to 0.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading:

'Transformations'}\n */\nfunction pad_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, paddings: Array<[number,

number]>, constantValue = 0): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'pad');\n  if ($x.rank === 0) {\n    throw

new Error('pad(scalar) is not defined. Pass non-scalar to pad');\n  }\n\n  const attrs: PadV2Attrs = {paddings,

constantValue};\n  const inputs: PadV2Inputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      PadV2, inputs as

unknown as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as unknown as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const pad =

op({pad_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assert} from '../util';\nimport

{op} from './operation';\nimport {pad} from './pad';\n\n/**\n * Pads a `tf.Tensor1D` with a given value and

paddings. See `pad` for details.\n */\nfunction pad1d_(\n    x: Tensor1D|TensorLike, paddings: [number, number],\n

 constantValue = 0): Tensor1D {\n  assert(\n      paddings.length === 2,\n      () => 'Invalid number of paddings.

Must be length of 2.');\n  return pad(x, [paddings], constantValue);\n}\n\nexport const pad1d =

op({pad1d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assert} from '../util';\nimport

{op} from './operation';\nimport {pad} from './pad';\n\n/**\n * Pads a `tf.Tensor2D` with a given value and

paddings. See `pad` for details.\n */\nfunction pad2d_(\n    x: Tensor2D|TensorLike, paddings: [[number, number],

[number, number]],\n    constantValue = 0): Tensor2D {\n  assert(\n      paddings.length === 2 &&

paddings[0].length === 2 &&\n          paddings[1].length === 2,\n      () => 'Invalid number of paddings. Must be

length of 2 each.');\n  return pad(x, paddings, constantValue);\n}\n\nexport const pad2d = op({pad2d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version
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2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor3D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assert} from '../util';\nimport

{op} from './operation';\nimport {pad} from './pad';\n\n/**\n * Pads a `tf.Tensor3D` with a given value and

paddings. See `pad` for details.\n */\nfunction pad3d_(\n    x: Tensor3D|TensorLike,\n    paddings: [[number,

number], [number, number], [number, number]],\n    constantValue = 0): Tensor3D {\n  assert(\n      paddings.length

=== 3 && paddings[0].length === 2 &&\n          paddings[1].length === 2 && paddings[2].length === 2,\n      ()

=> 'Invalid number of paddings. Must be length of 2 each.');\n  return pad(x, paddings, constantValue);\n}\n\nexport

const pad3d = op({pad3d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assert} from '../util';\nimport

{op} from './operation';\nimport {pad} from './pad';\n\n/**\n * Pads a `tf.Tensor4D` with a given value and

paddings. See `pad` for details.\n */\nfunction pad4d_(\n    x: Tensor4D|TensorLike,\n    paddings:\n        [\n

[number, number], [number, number], [number, number], [number, number]\n        ],\n    constantValue = 0):

Tensor4D {\n  assert(\n      paddings.length === 4 && paddings[0].length === 2 &&\n          paddings[1].length ===

2 && paddings[2].length === 2 &&\n          paddings[3].length === 2,\n      () => 'Invalid number of paddings. Must

be length of 2 each.');\n  return pad(x, paddings, constantValue);\n}\n\nexport const pad4d =

op({pad4d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {SpaceToBatchND, SpaceToBatchNDAttrs,

SpaceToBatchNDInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * This operation divides \"spatial\" dimensions `[1, ..., M]` of the input into\n * a grid of

blocks of shape `blockShape`, and interleaves these blocks with\n * the \"batch\" dimension (0) such that in the

output, the spatial\n * dimensions `[1, ..., M]` correspond to the position within the grid,\n * and the batch dimension

combines both the position within a spatial block\n * and the original batch position. Prior to division into blocks,\n

* the spatial dimensions of the input are optionally zero padded\n * according to `paddings`. See below for a precise

description.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor4d([1, 2, 3, 4], [1, 2, 2, 1]);\n * const blockShape = [2, 2];\n * const

paddings = [[0, 0], [0, 0]];\n *\n * x.spaceToBatchND(blockShape, paddings).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x A

`tf.Tensor`. N-D with `x.shape` = `[batch] + spatialShape +\n * remainingShape`, where spatialShape has `M`

dimensions.\n * @param blockShape A 1-D array. Must have shape `[M]`, all values must\n * be >= 1.\n * @param
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paddings A 2-D array. Must have shape `[M, 2]`, all values must be >=\n *     0. `paddings[i] = [padStart, padEnd]`

specifies the amount to zero-pad\n * from input dimension `i + 1`, which corresponds to spatial dimension `i`. It\n *

is required that\n * `(inputShape[i + 1] + padStart + padEnd) % blockShape[i] === 0`\n *\n * This operation is

equivalent to the following steps:\n *\n * 1. Zero-pad the start and end of dimensions `[1, ..., M]` of the input\n *

according to `paddings` to produce `padded` of shape paddedShape.\n *\n * 2. Reshape `padded` to

`reshapedPadded` of shape:\n * `[batch] + [paddedShape[1] / blockShape[0], blockShape[0], ...,\n *

paddedShape[M] / blockShape[M-1], blockShape[M-1]] + remainingShape`\n *\n * 3. Permute dimensions of

`reshapedPadded` to produce `permutedReshapedPadded`\n * of shape: `blockShape + [batch] + [paddedShape[1] /

blockShape[0], ...,\n * paddedShape[M] / blockShape[M-1]] + remainingShape`\n *\n * 4. Reshape

`permutedReshapedPadded` to flatten `blockShape` into the\n * batch dimension, producing an output tensor of

shape:\n * `[batch * prod(blockShape)] + [paddedShape[1] / blockShape[0], ...,\n * paddedShape[M] /

blockShape[M-1]] + remainingShape`\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Transformations'}\n

*/\nfunction spaceToBatchND_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, blockShape: number[], paddings:

number[][]): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'spaceToBatchND');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank >= 1 +

blockShape.length,\n      () => `input rank ${$x.rank} should be > than [blockShape] ${\n

blockShape.length}`);\n\n  util.assert(\n      paddings.length === blockShape.length,\n      () => `paddings.shape[0]

${\n          paddings.length} must be equal to [blockShape] ${blockShape.length}`);\n\n  util.assert(\n

$x.shape.reduce(\n          (a, b, i) => {\n            if (i > 0 && i <= blockShape.length) {\n              return a &&\n

      ((b + paddings[i - 1][0] + paddings[i - 1][1]) %\n                       blockShape[i - 1] ===\n                   0);\n

}\n            return a;\n          },\n          true),\n      () => `input spatial dimensions ${$x.shape.slice(1)} with paddings

${\n          paddings.toString()} must be divisible by blockShapes ${\n          blockShape.toString()}`);\n\n  const

inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: SpaceToBatchNDAttrs = {blockShape, paddings};\n\n

return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      SpaceToBatchND, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const spaceToBatchND = op({spaceToBatchND_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {avgPool} from './avg_pool';\nimport

{batchToSpaceND} from './batch_to_space_nd';\nimport * as conv_util from './conv_util';\nimport {maxPool} from

'./max_pool';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\nimport {spaceToBatchND} from

'./space_to_batch_nd';\n\n/**\n * Performs an N-D pooling operation\n *\n * @param input The input tensor, of

rank 4 or rank 3 of shape\n *     `[batch, height, width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param

windowShape The filter size: `[filterHeight, filterWidth]`. If\n *     `filterSize` is a single number, then `filterHeight

== filterWidth`.\n * @param poolingType The type of pooling, either 'max' or 'avg'.\n * @param pad The type of

padding algorithm:\n *    - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n

*    - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n *    - For more info, see this

guide:\n *     [https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dilations The dilation rates:

`[dilationHeight, dilationWidth]`\n *     in which we sample input values across the height and width dimensions\n *

   in dilated pooling. Defaults to `[1, 1]`. If `dilationRate` is a single\n *     number, then `dilationHeight ==

dilationWidth`. If it is greater than\n *     1, then all values of `strides` must be 1.\n * @param strides The strides of

the pooling: `[strideHeight, strideWidth]`. If\n *     `strides` is a single number, then `strideHeight == strideWidth`.\n

*\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction pool_<T extends
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Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    input: T|TensorLike, windowShape: [number, number]|number,\n    poolingType:

'avg'|'max', pad: 'valid'|'same'|number,\n    dilations?: [number, number]|number, strides?: [number, number]|number)

{\n  if (dilations == null) {\n    dilations = [1, 1];\n  }\n  if (strides == null) {\n    strides = 1;\n  }\n  if (pad === 0)

{\n    pad = 'valid';\n  }\n\n  const $x = convertToTensor(input, 'x', 'maxPool');\n  let x4D = $x as Tensor4D;\n  let

reshapedTo4D = false;\n\n  if ($x.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0],

$x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      conv_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n

   () => 'Error in pool: Either strides or dilations must be 1. ' +\n          `Got strides ${strides} and dilations

'${dilations}'`);\n\n  const convInfo = conv_util.computePool2DInfo(\n      x4D.shape, windowShape, strides,

dilations, pad);\n  const dilation: [number, number] =\n      [convInfo.dilationHeight, convInfo.dilationWidth];\n\n  //

The following implementation does batchToSpace(pool(spaceToBatch(x)))\n  // whenever dilation > 1 since the TF

kernels do not support dilation > 1.\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:max-line-length\n  //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/50f6bb67dc98c9b74630b6047aae7a4f8a40fd02/tensorflow/python/op

s/nn_ops.py#L1037\n\n  let basePadding: number[][];\n  if (pad === 'same') {\n    basePadding =

withSpaceToBatchBasePaddings(\n        [convInfo.filterHeight, convInfo.filterWidth], dilation);\n  } else {\n

basePadding = [[0, 0], [0, 0]];\n  }\n\n  const isDilationOne = dilation[0] === 1 && dilation[1] === 1;\n  const

[adjustedPadding, adjustedCrops] = requiredSpaceToBatchPaddings(\n      [convInfo.inHeight, convInfo.inWidth],

dilation, basePadding);\n  const convertedPad = isDilationOne ? pad : 'valid';\n  const convertedX =\n

isDilationOne ? x4D : spaceToBatchND(x4D, dilation, adjustedPadding);\n\n  const forwardOp = poolingType ===

'avg' ?\n      () => avgPool(convertedX, windowShape, strides, convertedPad) :\n      () => maxPool(convertedX,

windowShape, strides, convertedPad);\n  const y = forwardOp();\n\n  const res = isDilationOne ? y :

batchToSpaceND(y, dilation, adjustedCrops);\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[1],

res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as T;\n  }\n\n  return res as T;\n}\n\n// Helper function to compute crops and paddings

for pool with dilation > 1.\n// tslint:disable-next-line:max-line-length\n//

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/50f6bb67dc98c9b74630b6047aae7a4f8a40fd02/tensorflow/python/op

s/array_ops.py#L2184\nfunction requiredSpaceToBatchPaddings(\n    inputShape: [number, number], blockShape:

[number, number],\n    basePadding: number[][]) {\n  const padStart = basePadding.map(b => b[0]);\n  const

origPadEnd = basePadding.map(b => b[1]);\n  const fullInputShape = inputShape.concat(padStart, origPadEnd);\n

const padEndExtra = blockShape.map((b, i) => (b - fullInputShape[i] % b) % b);\n  const padEnd =

origPadEnd.map((s, i) => s + padEndExtra[i]);\n  const paddings = blockShape.map((_, i) => [padStart[i],

padEnd[i]]);\n  const crops = blockShape.map((_, i) => [0, padEndExtra[i]]);\n  return [paddings, crops];\n}\n\n//

Helper function to compute base paddings for pool with dilation > 1.\n// tslint:disable-next-line:max-line-length\n//

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/50f6bb67dc98c9b74630b6047aae7a4f8a40fd02/tensorflow/python/op

s/nn_ops.py#L524\nfunction withSpaceToBatchBasePaddings(\n    filterShape: [number, number], dilation:

[number, number]) {\n  // Spatial dimensions of the filters and the upsampled filters in which we\n  // introduce (rate

- 1) zeros between consecutive filter values.\n  const dilatedFilterShape = filterShape.map((s, i) => {\n    return s +

(s - 1) * (dilation[i] - 1);\n  });\n  const padExtraShape = dilatedFilterShape.map(s => s - 1);\n\n  // When padding is

odd, we pad more at end, following the same\n  // convention as conv2d.\n  const padExtraStart =

padExtraShape.map(s => Math.floor(s / 2));\n  const padExtraEnd = padExtraShape.map((s, i) => s -

padExtraStart[i]);\n  return padExtraShape.map((_, i) => {\n    return [padExtraStart[i], padExtraEnd[i]];\n

});\n}\n\nexport const pool = op({pool_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Pow, PowInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from
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'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from

'../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport

{op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the power of one `tf.Tensor` to another. Supports broadcasting.\n *\n *

Given a `tf.Tensor` x and a `tf.Tensor` y, this operation computes x^y for\n * corresponding elements in x and y.

The result's dtype will be the upcasted\n * type of the `base` and `exp` dtypes.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a =

tf.tensor([[2, 3], [4, 5]])\n * const b = tf.tensor([[1, 2], [3, 0]]).toInt();\n *\n * a.pow(b).print();  // or tf.pow(a, b)\n *

```\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor([[1, 2], [3, 4]])\n * const b = tf.tensor(2).toInt();\n *\n * a.pow(b).print();  // or

tf.pow(a, b)\n * ```\n * We also expose `powStrict` which has the same signature as this op and\n * asserts that

`base` and `exp` are the same shape (does not broadcast).\n *\n * @param base The base `tf.Tensor` to pow element-

wise.\n * @param exp The exponent `tf.Tensor` to pow element-wise.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction pow_<T extends Tensor>(\n    base: Tensor|TensorLike, exp:

Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $base = convertToTensor(base, 'base', 'pow');\n  let $exp = convertToTensor(exp,

'exp', 'pow');\n  [$base, $exp] = makeTypesMatch($base, $exp);\n\n  const inputs: PowInputs = {a: $base, b:

$exp};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Pow, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const pow =

op({pow_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Prelu, PreluInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

leaky rectified linear element-wise with parametric alphas.\n *\n * `x < 0 ? alpha * x : f(x) = x`\n *\n * ```js\n *

const x = tf.tensor1d([-1, 2, -3, 4]);\n * const alpha = tf.scalar(0.1);\n *\n * x.prelu(alpha).print();  // or tf.prelu(x,

alpha)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @param alpha Scaling factor for negative values.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction prelu_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike, alpha:

T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'prelu');\n  const $alpha = convertToTensor(alpha, 'alpha',

'prelu');\n\n  const inputs: PreluInputs = {x: $x, alpha: $alpha};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Prelu, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const prelu = op({prelu_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {cast} from './cast';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the product of

elements across dimensions of a `tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * Reduces the input along the dimensions given in `axes`. Unless

`keepDims`\n * is true, the rank of the `tf.Tensor` is reduced by 1 for each entry in\n * `axes`. If `keepDims` is true,

the reduced dimensions are retained with\n * length 1. If `axes` has no entries, all dimensions are reduced, and a\n *

`tf.Tensor` with a single element is returned.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * x.prod().print();

// or tf.prod(x)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n *\n * const axis = 1;\n *
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x.prod(axis).print();  // or tf.prod(x, axis)\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor to compute the product over. If

the dtype is `bool`\n *   it will be converted to `int32` and the output dtype will be `int32`.\n * @param axis The

dimension(s) to reduce. By default it reduces\n *     all dimensions.\n * @param keepDims If true, retains reduced

dimensions with size 1.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Reduction'}\n */\nfunction prod_<T

extends Tensor>(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis: number|number[] = null, keepDims = false): T {\n  let $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'prod');\n\n  if ($x.dtype === 'bool') {\n    // bool is not an allowed type for the underlying

kernel.\n    $x = cast($x, 'int32');\n  }\n\n  const inputs: ProdInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: ProdAttrs = {axis,

keepDims};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Prod, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const prod = op({prod_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, Rank, ShapeMap}

from '../types';\nimport {sizeFromShape} from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Creates a

`tf.Tensor` with values sampled from a random number generator\n * function defined by the user.\n *\n * @param

shape An array of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n * @param randFunction A random number generator

function which is called\n * for each element in the output tensor.\n * @param dtype The data type of the output

tensor. Defaults to 'float32'.\n */\nfunction rand_<R extends Rank>(\n    shape: ShapeMap[R], randFunction: () =>

number,\n    dtype?: DataType): Tensor<R> {\n  const size = sizeFromShape(shape);\n  let values = null;\n  if (dtype

== null || dtype === 'float32') {\n    values = new Float32Array(size);\n  } else if (dtype === 'int32') {\n    values =

new Int32Array(size);\n  } else if (dtype === 'bool') {\n    values = new Uint8Array(size);\n  } else {\n    throw new

Error(`Unknown data type ${dtype}`);\n  }\n  for (let i = 0; i < size; i++) {\n    values[i] = randFunction();\n  }\n

return ENGINE.makeTensor(values, shape, dtype) as Tensor<R>;\n}\n\nexport const rand = op({rand_});\n","// A

port of an algorithm by Johannes Baagøe <baagoe@baagoe.com>, 2010\n//

http://baagoe.com/en/RandomMusings/javascript/\n// https://github.com/nquinlan/better-random-numbers-for-

javascript-mirror\n// Original work is under MIT license -\n\n// Copyright (C) 2010 by Johannes Baagøe

<baagoe@baagoe.org>\n//\n// Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy\n// of this

software and associated documentation files (the \"Software\"), to deal\n// in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights\n// to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell\n//

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is\n// furnished to do so, subject to the

following conditions:\n// \n// The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in\n// all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.\n// \n// THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED \"AS IS\", WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR\n// IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,\n// FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE\n// AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER\n// LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,\n// OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN\n// THE SOFTWARE.\n\n\n\n(function(global, module, define)

{\n\nfunction Alea(seed) {\n  var me = this, mash = Mash();\n\n  me.next = function() {\n    var t = 2091639 * me.s0

+ me.c * 2.3283064365386963e-10; // 2^-32\n    me.s0 = me.s1;\n    me.s1 = me.s2;\n    return me.s2 = t - (me.c = t |

0);\n  };\n\n  // Apply the seeding algorithm from Baagoe.\n  me.c = 1;\n  me.s0 = mash(' ');\n  me.s1 = mash(' ');\n

me.s2 = mash(' ');\n  me.s0 -= mash(seed);\n  if (me.s0 < 0) { me.s0 += 1; }\n  me.s1 -= mash(seed);\n  if (me.s1 < 0)

{ me.s1 += 1; }\n  me.s2 -= mash(seed);\n  if (me.s2 < 0) { me.s2 += 1; }\n  mash = null;\n}\n\nfunction copy(f, t)

{\n  t.c = f.c;\n  t.s0 = f.s0;\n  t.s1 = f.s1;\n  t.s2 = f.s2;\n  return t;\n}\n\nfunction impl(seed, opts) {\n  var xg = new
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Alea(seed),\n      state = opts && opts.state,\n      prng = xg.next;\n  prng.int32 = function() { return (xg.next() *

0x100000000) | 0; }\n  prng.double = function() {\n    return prng() + (prng() * 0x200000 | 0) *

1.1102230246251565e-16; // 2^-53\n  };\n  prng.quick = prng;\n  if (state) {\n    if (typeof(state) == 'object')

copy(state, xg);\n    prng.state = function() { return copy(xg, {}); }\n  }\n  return prng;\n}\n\nfunction Mash() {\n

var n = 0xefc8249d;\n\n  var mash = function(data) {\n    data = data.toString();\n    for (var i = 0; i < data.length;

i++) {\n      n += data.charCodeAt(i);\n      var h = 0.02519603282416938 * n;\n      n = h >>> 0;\n      h -= n;\n      h

*= n;\n      n = h >>> 0;\n      h -= n;\n      n += h * 0x100000000; // 2^32\n    }\n    return (n >>> 0) *

2.3283064365386963e-10; // 2^-32\n  };\n\n  return mash;\n}\n\n\nif (module && module.exports) {\n

module.exports = impl;\n} else if (define && define.amd) {\n  define(function() { return impl; });\n} else {\n

this.alea = impl;\n}\n\n})(\n  this,\n  (typeof module) == 'object' && module,    // present in node.js\n  (typeof

define) == 'function' && define   // present with an AMD loader\n);\n\n\n","// A Javascript implementaion of the

\"xor128\" prng algorithm by\n// George Marsaglia.  See http://www.jstatsoft.org/v08/i14/paper\n\n(function(global,

module, define) {\n\nfunction XorGen(seed) {\n  var me = this, strseed = '';\n\n  me.x = 0;\n  me.y = 0;\n  me.z =

0;\n  me.w = 0;\n\n  // Set up generator function.\n  me.next = function() {\n    var t = me.x ^ (me.x << 11);\n    me.x

= me.y;\n    me.y = me.z;\n    me.z = me.w;\n    return me.w ^= (me.w >>> 19) ^ t ^ (t >>> 8);\n  };\n\n  if (seed ===

(seed | 0)) {\n    // Integer seed.\n    me.x = seed;\n  } else {\n    // String seed.\n    strseed += seed;\n  }\n\n  // Mix in

string seed, then discard an initial batch of 64 values.\n  for (var k = 0; k < strseed.length + 64; k++) {\n    me.x ^=

strseed.charCodeAt(k) | 0;\n    me.next();\n  }\n}\n\nfunction copy(f, t) {\n  t.x = f.x;\n  t.y = f.y;\n  t.z = f.z;\n  t.w =

f.w;\n  return t;\n}\n\nfunction impl(seed, opts) {\n  var xg = new XorGen(seed),\n      state = opts && opts.state,\n

 prng = function() { return (xg.next() >>> 0) / 0x100000000; };\n  prng.double = function() {\n    do {\n      var top =

xg.next() >>> 11,\n          bot = (xg.next() >>> 0) / 0x100000000,\n          result = (top + bot) / (1 << 21);\n    } while

(result === 0);\n    return result;\n  };\n  prng.int32 = xg.next;\n  prng.quick = prng;\n  if (state) {\n    if (typeof(state)

== 'object') copy(state, xg);\n    prng.state = function() { return copy(xg, {}); }\n  }\n  return prng;\n}\n\nif (module

&& module.exports) {\n  module.exports = impl;\n} else if (define && define.amd) {\n  define(function() { return

impl; });\n} else {\n  this.xor128 = impl;\n}\n\n})(\n  this,\n  (typeof module) == 'object' && module,    // present in

node.js\n  (typeof define) == 'function' && define   // present with an AMD loader\n);\n\n\n","// A Javascript

implementaion of the \"xorwow\" prng algorithm by\n// George Marsaglia.  See

http://www.jstatsoft.org/v08/i14/paper\n\n(function(global, module, define) {\n\nfunction XorGen(seed) {\n  var me

= this, strseed = '';\n\n  // Set up generator function.\n  me.next = function() {\n    var t = (me.x ^ (me.x >>> 2));\n

me.x = me.y; me.y = me.z; me.z = me.w; me.w = me.v;\n    return (me.d = (me.d + 362437 | 0)) +\n       (me.v =

(me.v ^ (me.v << 4)) ^ (t ^ (t << 1))) | 0;\n  };\n\n  me.x = 0;\n  me.y = 0;\n  me.z = 0;\n  me.w = 0;\n  me.v = 0;\n\n

if (seed === (seed | 0)) {\n    // Integer seed.\n    me.x = seed;\n  } else {\n    // String seed.\n    strseed += seed;\n

}\n\n  // Mix in string seed, then discard an initial batch of 64 values.\n  for (var k = 0; k < strseed.length + 64; k++)

{\n    me.x ^= strseed.charCodeAt(k) | 0;\n    if (k == strseed.length) {\n      me.d = me.x << 10 ^ me.x >>> 4;\n

}\n    me.next();\n  }\n}\n\nfunction copy(f, t) {\n  t.x = f.x;\n  t.y = f.y;\n  t.z = f.z;\n  t.w = f.w;\n  t.v = f.v;\n  t.d =

f.d;\n  return t;\n}\n\nfunction impl(seed, opts) {\n  var xg = new XorGen(seed),\n      state = opts && opts.state,\n

prng = function() { return (xg.next() >>> 0) / 0x100000000; };\n  prng.double = function() {\n    do {\n      var top =

xg.next() >>> 11,\n          bot = (xg.next() >>> 0) / 0x100000000,\n          result = (top + bot) / (1 << 21);\n    } while

(result === 0);\n    return result;\n  };\n  prng.int32 = xg.next;\n  prng.quick = prng;\n  if (state) {\n    if (typeof(state)

== 'object') copy(state, xg);\n    prng.state = function() { return copy(xg, {}); }\n  }\n  return prng;\n}\n\nif (module

&& module.exports) {\n  module.exports = impl;\n} else if (define && define.amd) {\n  define(function() { return

impl; });\n} else {\n  this.xorwow = impl;\n}\n\n})(\n  this,\n  (typeof module) == 'object' && module,    // present

in node.js\n  (typeof define) == 'function' && define   // present with an AMD loader\n);\n\n\n","// A Javascript

implementaion of the \"xorshift7\" algorithm by\n// François Panneton and Pierre L'ecuyer:\n// \"On the Xorgshift

Random Number Generators\"\n//

http://saluc.engr.uconn.edu/refs/crypto/rng/panneton05onthexorshift.pdf\n\n(function(global, module, define)

{\n\nfunction XorGen(seed) {\n  var me = this;\n\n  // Set up generator function.\n  me.next = function() {\n    //

Update xor generator.\n    var X = me.x, i = me.i, t, v, w;\n    t = X[i]; t ^= (t >>> 7); v = t ^ (t << 24);\n    t = X[(i +
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1) & 7]; v ^= t ^ (t >>> 10);\n    t = X[(i + 3) & 7]; v ^= t ^ (t >>> 3);\n    t = X[(i + 4) & 7]; v ^= t ^ (t << 7);\n    t =

X[(i + 7) & 7]; t = t ^ (t << 13); v ^= t ^ (t << 9);\n    X[i] = v;\n    me.i = (i + 1) & 7;\n    return v;\n  };\n\n  function

init(me, seed) {\n    var j, w, X = [];\n\n    if (seed === (seed | 0)) {\n      // Seed state array using a 32-bit integer.\n

 w = X[0] = seed;\n    } else {\n      // Seed state using a string.\n      seed = '' + seed;\n      for (j = 0; j < seed.length;

++j) {\n        X[j & 7] = (X[j & 7] << 15) ^\n            (seed.charCodeAt(j) + X[(j + 1) & 7] << 13);\n      }\n    }\n    //

Enforce an array length of 8, not all zeroes.\n    while (X.length < 8) X.push(0);\n    for (j = 0; j < 8 && X[j] === 0;

++j);\n    if (j == 8) w = X[7] = -1; else w = X[j];\n\n    me.x = X;\n    me.i = 0;\n\n    // Discard an initial 256

values.\n    for (j = 256; j > 0; --j) {\n      me.next();\n    }\n  }\n\n  init(me, seed);\n}\n\nfunction copy(f, t) {\n  t.x =

f.x.slice();\n  t.i = f.i;\n  return t;\n}\n\nfunction impl(seed, opts) {\n  if (seed == null) seed = +(new Date);\n  var xg

= new XorGen(seed),\n      state = opts && opts.state,\n      prng = function() { return (xg.next() >>> 0) /

0x100000000; };\n  prng.double = function() {\n    do {\n      var top = xg.next() >>> 11,\n          bot = (xg.next()

>>> 0) / 0x100000000,\n          result = (top + bot) / (1 << 21);\n    } while (result === 0);\n    return result;\n  };\n

prng.int32 = xg.next;\n  prng.quick = prng;\n  if (state) {\n    if (state.x) copy(state, xg);\n    prng.state = function() {

return copy(xg, {}); }\n  }\n  return prng;\n}\n\nif (module && module.exports) {\n  module.exports = impl;\n} else

if (define && define.amd) {\n  define(function() { return impl; });\n} else {\n  this.xorshift7 = impl;\n}\n\n})(\n

this,\n  (typeof module) == 'object' && module,    // present in node.js\n  (typeof define) == 'function' && define   //

present with an AMD loader\n);\n\n","// A Javascript implementaion of Richard Brent's Xorgens xor4096

algorithm.\n//\n// This fast non-cryptographic random number generator is designed for\n// use in Monte-Carlo

algorithms. It combines a long-period xorshift\n// generator with a Weyl generator, and it passes all common

batteries\n// of stasticial tests for randomness while consuming only a few nanoseconds\n// for each prng generated.

For background on the generator, see Brent's\n// paper: \"Some long-period random number generators using shifts

and xors.\"\n// http://arxiv.org/pdf/1004.3115v1.pdf\n//\n// Usage:\n//\n// var xor4096 = require('xor4096');\n//

random = xor4096(1);                        // Seed with int32 or string.\n// assert.equal(random(), 0.1520436450538547);

// (0, 1) range, 53 bits.\n// assert.equal(random.int32(), 1806534897);   // signed int32, 32 bits.\n//\n// For nonzero

numeric keys, this impelementation provides a sequence\n// identical to that by Brent's xorgens 3 implementaion in

C.  This\n// implementation also provides for initalizing the generator with\n// string seeds, or for saving and

restoring the state of the generator.\n//\n// On Chrome, this prng benchmarks about 2.1 times slower than\n//

Javascript's built-in Math.random().\n\n(function(global, module, define) {\n\nfunction XorGen(seed) {\n  var me =

this;\n\n  // Set up generator function.\n  me.next = function() {\n    var w = me.w,\n        X = me.X, i = me.i, t, v;\n

// Update Weyl generator.\n    me.w = w = (w + 0x61c88647) | 0;\n    // Update xor generator.\n    v = X[(i + 34) &

127];\n    t = X[i = ((i + 1) & 127)];\n    v ^= v << 13;\n    t ^= t << 17;\n    v ^= v >>> 15;\n    t ^= t >>> 12;\n    //

Update Xor generator array state.\n    v = X[i] = v ^ t;\n    me.i = i;\n    // Result is the combination.\n    return (v +

(w ^ (w >>> 16))) | 0;\n  };\n\n  function init(me, seed) {\n    var t, v, i, j, w, X = [], limit = 128;\n    if (seed ===

(seed | 0)) {\n      // Numeric seeds initialize v, which is used to generates X.\n      v = seed;\n      seed = null;\n    }

else {\n      // String seeds are mixed into v and X one character at a time.\n      seed = seed + '\\0';\n      v = 0;\n

limit = Math.max(limit, seed.length);\n    }\n    // Initialize circular array and weyl value.\n    for (i = 0, j = -32; j <

limit; ++j) {\n      // Put the unicode characters into the array, and shuffle them.\n      if (seed) v ^=

seed.charCodeAt((j + 32) % seed.length);\n      // After 32 shuffles, take v as the starting w value.\n      if (j === 0) w

= v;\n      v ^= v << 10;\n      v ^= v >>> 15;\n      v ^= v << 4;\n      v ^= v >>> 13;\n      if (j >= 0) {\n        w = (w +

0x61c88647) | 0;     // Weyl.\n        t = (X[j & 127] ^= (v + w));  // Combine xor and weyl to init array.\n        i = (0

== t) ? i + 1 : 0;     // Count zeroes.\n      }\n    }\n    // We have detected all zeroes; make the key nonzero.\n    if (i

>= 128) {\n      X[(seed && seed.length || 0) & 127] = -1;\n    }\n    // Run the generator 512 times to further mix the

state before using it.\n    // Factoring this as a function slows the main generator, so it is just\n    // unrolled here.

The weyl generator is not advanced while warming up.\n    i = 127;\n    for (j = 4 * 128; j > 0; --j) {\n      v = X[(i +

34) & 127];\n      t = X[i = ((i + 1) & 127)];\n      v ^= v << 13;\n      t ^= t << 17;\n      v ^= v >>> 15;\n      t ^= t

>>> 12;\n      X[i] = v ^ t;\n    }\n    // Storing state as object members is faster than using closure variables.\n

me.w = w;\n    me.X = X;\n    me.i = i;\n  }\n\n  init(me, seed);\n}\n\nfunction copy(f, t) {\n  t.i = f.i;\n  t.w = f.w;\n

t.X = f.X.slice();\n  return t;\n};\n\nfunction impl(seed, opts) {\n  if (seed == null) seed = +(new Date);\n  var xg =
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new XorGen(seed),\n      state = opts && opts.state,\n      prng = function() { return (xg.next() >>> 0) /

0x100000000; };\n  prng.double = function() {\n    do {\n      var top = xg.next() >>> 11,\n          bot = (xg.next()

>>> 0) / 0x100000000,\n          result = (top + bot) / (1 << 21);\n    } while (result === 0);\n    return result;\n  };\n

prng.int32 = xg.next;\n  prng.quick = prng;\n  if (state) {\n    if (state.X) copy(state, xg);\n    prng.state = function() {

return copy(xg, {}); }\n  }\n  return prng;\n}\n\nif (module && module.exports) {\n  module.exports = impl;\n} else

if (define && define.amd) {\n  define(function() { return impl; });\n} else {\n  this.xor4096 = impl;\n}\n\n})(\n  this,

                                   // window object or global\n  (typeof module) == 'object' && module,    // present in node.js\n

(typeof define) == 'function' && define   // present with an AMD loader\n);\n","// A Javascript implementaion of the

\"Tyche-i\" prng algorithm by\n// Samuel Neves and Filipe Araujo.\n// See https://eden.dei.uc.pt/~sneves/pubs/2011-

snfa2.pdf\n\n(function(global, module, define) {\n\nfunction XorGen(seed) {\n  var me = this, strseed = '';\n\n  // Set

up generator function.\n  me.next = function() {\n    var b = me.b, c = me.c, d = me.d, a = me.a;\n    b = (b << 25) ^

(b >>> 7) ^ c;\n    c = (c - d) | 0;\n    d = (d << 24) ^ (d >>> 8) ^ a;\n    a = (a - b) | 0;\n    me.b = b = (b << 20) ^ (b

>>> 12) ^ c;\n    me.c = c = (c - d) | 0;\n    me.d = (d << 16) ^ (c >>> 16) ^ a;\n    return me.a = (a - b) | 0;\n  };\n\n

/* The following is non-inverted tyche, which has better internal\n   * bit diffusion, but which is about 25% slower

than tyche-i in JS.\n  me.next = function() {\n    var a = me.a, b = me.b, c = me.c, d = me.d;\n    a = (me.a + me.b | 0)

>>> 0;\n    d = me.d ^ a; d = d << 16 ^ d >>> 16;\n    c = me.c + d | 0;\n    b = me.b ^ c; b = b << 12 ^ d >>> 20;\n

me.a = a = a + b | 0;\n    d = d ^ a; me.d = d = d << 8 ^ d >>> 24;\n    me.c = c = c + d | 0;\n    b = b ^ c;\n    return

me.b = (b << 7 ^ b >>> 25);\n  }\n  */\n\n  me.a = 0;\n  me.b = 0;\n  me.c = 2654435769 | 0;\n  me.d =

1367130551;\n\n  if (seed === Math.floor(seed)) {\n    // Integer seed.\n    me.a = (seed / 0x100000000) | 0;\n    me.b

= seed | 0;\n  } else {\n    // String seed.\n    strseed += seed;\n  }\n\n  // Mix in string seed, then discard an initial

batch of 64 values.\n  for (var k = 0; k < strseed.length + 20; k++) {\n    me.b ^= strseed.charCodeAt(k) | 0;\n

me.next();\n  }\n}\n\nfunction copy(f, t) {\n  t.a = f.a;\n  t.b = f.b;\n  t.c = f.c;\n  t.d = f.d;\n  return t;\n};\n\nfunction

impl(seed, opts) {\n  var xg = new XorGen(seed),\n      state = opts && opts.state,\n      prng = function() { return

(xg.next() >>> 0) / 0x100000000; };\n  prng.double = function() {\n    do {\n      var top = xg.next() >>> 11,\n

bot = (xg.next() >>> 0) / 0x100000000,\n          result = (top + bot) / (1 << 21);\n    } while (result === 0);\n    return

result;\n  };\n  prng.int32 = xg.next;\n  prng.quick = prng;\n  if (state) {\n    if (typeof(state) == 'object') copy(state,

xg);\n    prng.state = function() { return copy(xg, {}); }\n  }\n  return prng;\n}\n\nif (module && module.exports)

{\n  module.exports = impl;\n} else if (define && define.amd) {\n  define(function() { return impl; });\n} else {\n

this.tychei = impl;\n}\n\n})(\n  this,\n  (typeof module) == 'object' && module,    // present in node.js\n  (typeof

define) == 'function' && define   // present with an AMD loader\n);\n\n\n","/*\nCopyright 2014 David

Bau.\n\nPermission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining\na copy of this software and

associated documentation files (the\n\"Software\"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including\nwithout

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,\ndistribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software,

and to\npermit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to\nthe following conditions:\n\nThe

above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be\nincluded in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.\n\nTHE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED \"AS IS\", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,\nEXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF\nMERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.\nIN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY\nCLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,\nTORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE\nSOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.\n\n*/\n\n(function (pool, math) {\n//\n// The following constants are related to IEEE 754

limits.\n//\nvar global = this,\n    width = 256,        // each RC4 output is 0 <= x < 256\n    chunks = 6,         // at least

six RC4 outputs for each double\n    digits = 52,        // there are 52 significant digits in a double\n    rngname =

'random', // rngname: name for Math.random and Math.seedrandom\n    startdenom = math.pow(width, chunks),\n

significance = math.pow(2, digits),\n    overflow = significance * 2,\n    mask = width - 1,\n    nodecrypto;         //

node.js crypto module, initialized at the bottom.\n\n//\n// seedrandom()\n// This is the seedrandom function

described above.\n//\nfunction seedrandom(seed, options, callback) {\n  var key = [];\n  options = (options == true) ?
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{ entropy: true } : (options || {});\n\n  // Flatten the seed string or build one from local entropy if needed.\n  var

shortseed = mixkey(flatten(\n    options.entropy ? [seed, tostring(pool)] :\n    (seed == null) ? autoseed() : seed, 3),

key);\n\n  // Use the seed to initialize an ARC4 generator.\n  var arc4 = new ARC4(key);\n\n  // This function returns

a random double in [0, 1) that contains\n  // randomness in every bit of the mantissa of the IEEE 754 value.\n  var

prng = function() {\n    var n = arc4.g(chunks),             // Start with a numerator n < 2 ^ 48\n        d = startdenom,

         //   and denominator d = 2 ^ 48.\n        x = 0;                          //   and no 'extra last byte'.\n    while (n <

significance) {          // Fill up all significant digits by\n      n = (n + x) * width;              //   shifting numerator and\n

  d *= width;                       //   denominator and generating a\n      x = arc4.g(1);                    //   new least-significant-

byte.\n    }\n    while (n >= overflow) {             // To avoid rounding up, before adding\n      n /= 2;                           //

 last byte, shift everything\n      d /= 2;                           //   right using integer math until\n      x >>>= 1;

  //   we have exactly the desired bits.\n    }\n    return (n + x) / d;                 // Form the number within [0, 1).\n

};\n\n  prng.int32 = function() { return arc4.g(4) | 0; }\n  prng.quick = function() { return arc4.g(4) / 0x100000000;

}\n  prng.double = prng;\n\n  // Mix the randomness into accumulated entropy.\n  mixkey(tostring(arc4.S), pool);\n\n

// Calling convention: what to return as a function of prng, seed, is_math.\n  return (options.pass || callback ||\n

function(prng, seed, is_math_call, state) {\n        if (state) {\n          // Load the arc4 state from the given state if it has

an S array.\n          if (state.S) { copy(state, arc4); }\n          // Only provide the .state method if requested via

options.state.\n          prng.state = function() { return copy(arc4, {}); }\n        }\n\n        // If called as a method of

Math (Math.seedrandom()), mutate\n        // Math.random because that is how seedrandom.js has worked since

v1.0.\n        if (is_math_call) { math[rngname] = prng; return seed; }\n\n        // Otherwise, it is a newer calling

convention, so return the\n        // prng directly.\n        else return prng;\n      })(\n  prng,\n  shortseed,\n  'global' in

options ? options.global : (this == math),\n  options.state);\n}\nmath['seed' + rngname] = seedrandom;\n\n//\n//

ARC4\n//\n// An ARC4 implementation.  The constructor takes a key in the form of\n// an array of at most (width)

integers that should be 0 <= x < (width).\n//\n// The g(count) method returns a pseudorandom integer that

concatenates\n// the next (count) outputs from ARC4.  Its return value is a number x\n// that is in the range 0 <= x <

(width ^ count).\n//\nfunction ARC4(key) {\n  var t, keylen = key.length,\n      me = this, i = 0, j = me.i = me.j = 0, s

= me.S = [];\n\n  // The empty key [] is treated as [0].\n  if (!keylen) { key = [keylen++]; }\n\n  // Set up S using the

standard key scheduling algorithm.\n  while (i < width) {\n    s[i] = i++;\n  }\n  for (i = 0; i < width; i++) {\n    s[i] =

s[j = mask & (j + key[i % keylen] + (t = s[i]))];\n    s[j] = t;\n  }\n\n  // The \"g\" method returns the next (count)

outputs as one number.\n  (me.g = function(count) {\n    // Using instance members instead of closure state nearly

doubles speed.\n    var t, r = 0,\n        i = me.i, j = me.j, s = me.S;\n    while (count--) {\n      t = s[i = mask & (i +

1)];\n      r = r * width + s[mask & ((s[i] = s[j = mask & (j + t)]) + (s[j] = t))];\n    }\n    me.i = i; me.j = j;\n    return

r;\n    // For robust unpredictability, the function call below automatically\n    // discards an initial batch of values.

This is called RC4-drop[256].\n    // See http://google.com/search?q=rsa+fluhrer+response&btnI\n

})(width);\n}\n\n//\n// copy()\n// Copies internal state of ARC4 to or from a plain object.\n//\nfunction copy(f, t) {\n

t.i = f.i;\n  t.j = f.j;\n  t.S = f.S.slice();\n  return t;\n};\n\n//\n// flatten()\n// Converts an object tree to nested arrays of

strings.\n//\nfunction flatten(obj, depth) {\n  var result = [], typ = (typeof obj), prop;\n  if (depth && typ == 'object')

{\n    for (prop in obj) {\n      try { result.push(flatten(obj[prop], depth - 1)); } catch (e) {}\n    }\n  }\n  return

(result.length ? result : typ == 'string' ? obj : obj + '\\0');\n}\n\n//\n// mixkey()\n// Mixes a string seed into a key that

is an array of integers, and\n// returns a shortened string seed that is equivalent to the result key.\n//\nfunction

mixkey(seed, key) {\n  var stringseed = seed + '', smear, j = 0;\n  while (j < stringseed.length) {\n    key[mask & j]

=\n      mask & ((smear ^= key[mask & j] * 19) + stringseed.charCodeAt(j++));\n  }\n  return

tostring(key);\n}\n\n//\n// autoseed()\n// Returns an object for autoseeding, using window.crypto and Node crypto\n//

module if available.\n//\nfunction autoseed() {\n  try {\n    var out;\n    if (nodecrypto && (out =

nodecrypto.randomBytes)) {\n      // The use of 'out' to remember randomBytes makes tight minified code.\n      out

= out(width);\n    } else {\n      out = new Uint8Array(width);\n      (global.crypto ||

global.msCrypto).getRandomValues(out);\n    }\n    return tostring(out);\n  } catch (e) {\n    var browser =

global.navigator,\n        plugins = browser && browser.plugins;\n    return [+new Date, global, plugins,

global.screen, tostring(pool)];\n  }\n}\n\n//\n// tostring()\n// Converts an array of charcodes to a string\n//\nfunction
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tostring(a) {\n  return String.fromCharCode.apply(0, a);\n}\n\n//\n// When seedrandom.js is loaded, we immediately

mix a few bits\n// from the built-in RNG into the entropy pool.  Because we do\n// not want to interfere with

deterministic PRNG state later,\n// seedrandom will not call math.random on its own again after\n//

initialization.\n//\nmixkey(math.random(), pool);\n\n//\n// Nodejs and AMD support: export the implementation as a

module using\n// either convention.\n//\nif ((typeof module) == 'object' && module.exports) {\n  module.exports =

seedrandom;\n  // When in node.js, try using crypto package for autoseeding.\n  try {\n    nodecrypto =

require('crypto');\n  } catch (ex) {}\n} else if ((typeof define) == 'function' && define.amd) {\n  define(function() {

return seedrandom; });\n}\n\n// End anonymous scope, and pass initial values.\n})(\n  [],     // pool: entropy pool

starts empty\n  Math    // math: package containing random, pow, and seedrandom\n);\n","// A library of seedable

RNGs implemented in Javascript.\n//\n// Usage:\n//\n// var seedrandom = require('seedrandom');\n// var random =

seedrandom(1); // or any seed.\n// var x = random();       // 0 <= x < 1.  Every bit is random.\n// var x =

random.quick(); // 0 <= x < 1.  32 bits of randomness.\n\n// alea, a 53-bit multiply-with-carry generator by Johannes

Baagøe.\n// Period: ~2^116\n// Reported to pass all BigCrush tests.\nvar alea = require('./lib/alea');\n\n// xor128, a

pure xor-shift generator by George Marsaglia.\n// Period: 2^128-1.\n// Reported to fail: MatrixRank and

LinearComp.\nvar xor128 = require('./lib/xor128');\n\n// xorwow, George Marsaglia's 160-bit xor-shift combined

plus weyl.\n// Period: 2^192-2^32\n// Reported to fail: CollisionOver, SimpPoker, and LinearComp.\nvar xorwow =

require('./lib/xorwow');\n\n// xorshift7, by François Panneton and Pierre L'ecuyer, takes\n// a different approach: it

adds robustness by allowing more shifts\n// than Marsaglia's original three.  It is a 7-shift generator\n// with 256 bits,

that passes BigCrush with no systmatic failures.\n// Period 2^256-1.\n// No systematic BigCrush failures

reported.\nvar xorshift7 = require('./lib/xorshift7');\n\n// xor4096, by Richard Brent, is a 4096-bit xor-shift with a\n//

very long period that also adds a Weyl generator. It also passes\n// BigCrush with no systematic failures.  Its long

period may\n// be useful if you have many generators and need to avoid\n// collisions.\n// Period: 2^4128-2^32.\n//

No systematic BigCrush failures reported.\nvar xor4096 = require('./lib/xor4096');\n\n// Tyche-i, by Samuel Neves

and Filipe Araujo, is a bit-shifting random\n// number generator derived from ChaCha, a modern stream cipher.\n//

https://eden.dei.uc.pt/~sneves/pubs/2011-snfa2.pdf\n// Period: ~2^127\n// No systematic BigCrush failures

reported.\nvar tychei = require('./lib/tychei');\n\n// The original ARC4-based prng included in this library.\n// Period:

~2^1600\nvar sr = require('./seedrandom');\n\nsr.alea = alea;\nsr.xor128 = xor128;\nsr.xorwow =

xorwow;\nsr.xorshift7 = xorshift7;\nsr.xor4096 = xor4096;\nsr.tychei = tychei;\n\nmodule.exports = sr;\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as seedrandom from 'seedrandom';\n\nimport {expectNumbersClose, testEpsilon} from

'../test_util';\nimport {TypedArray} from '../types';\n\nexport interface RandomBase {\n  nextValue():

number;\n}\n\nexport interface RandomGamma {\n  nextValue(): number;\n}\n\nexport interface

RandNormalDataTypes {\n  float32: Float32Array;\n  int32: Int32Array;\n}\n\nexport interface

RandGammaDataTypes {\n  float32: Float32Array;\n  int32: Int32Array;\n}\n\n//

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marsaglia_polar_method\nexport class MPRandGauss implements RandomBase {\n

private mean: number;\n  private stdDev: number;\n  private nextVal: number;\n  private dtype?: keyof

RandNormalDataTypes;\n  private truncated?: boolean;\n  private upper?: number;\n  private lower?: number;\n

private random: seedrandom.prng;\n\n  constructor(\n      mean: number, stdDeviation: number, dtype?: keyof

RandNormalDataTypes,\n      truncated?: boolean, seed?: number) {\n    this.mean = mean;\n    this.stdDev =

stdDeviation;\n    this.dtype = dtype;\n    this.nextVal = NaN;\n    this.truncated = truncated;\n    if (this.truncated)

{\n      this.upper = this.mean + this.stdDev * 2;\n      this.lower = this.mean - this.stdDev * 2;\n    }\n    const

seedValue = seed ? seed : Math.random();\n    this.random = seedrandom.alea(seedValue.toString());\n  }\n\n  /**
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Returns next sample from a Gaussian distribution. */\n  public nextValue(): number {\n    if (!isNaN(this.nextVal))

{\n      const value = this.nextVal;\n      this.nextVal = NaN;\n      return value;\n    }\n\n    let resultX: number,

resultY: number;\n    let isValid = false;\n    while (!isValid) {\n      let v1: number, v2: number, s: number;\n      do

{\n        v1 = 2 * this.random() - 1;\n        v2 = 2 * this.random() - 1;\n        s = v1 * v1 + v2 * v2;\n      } while (s >=

1 || s === 0);\n\n      const mul = Math.sqrt(-2.0 * Math.log(s) / s);\n      resultX = this.mean + this.stdDev * v1 *

mul;\n      resultY = this.mean + this.stdDev * v2 * mul;\n\n      if (!this.truncated || this.isValidTruncated(resultX))

{\n        isValid = true;\n      }\n    }\n\n    if (!this.truncated || this.isValidTruncated(resultY)) {\n      this.nextVal =

this.convertValue(resultY);\n    }\n    return this.convertValue(resultX);\n  }\n\n  /** Handles proper rounding for

non-floating-point numbers. */\n  private convertValue(value: number): number {\n    if (this.dtype == null ||

this.dtype === 'float32') {\n      return value;\n    }\n    return Math.round(value);\n  }\n\n  /** Returns true if less

than 2-standard-deviations from the mean. */\n  private isValidTruncated(value: number): boolean {\n    return value

<= this.upper && value >= this.lower;\n  }\n}\n\n// Marsaglia, George, and Wai Wan Tsang. 2000. \"A Simple

Method for Generating\n// Gamma Variables.\"\nexport class RandGamma implements RandomGamma {\n  private

alpha: number;\n  private beta: number;\n  private d: number;\n  private c: number;\n  private dtype?: keyof

RandGammaDataTypes;\n  private randu: seedrandom.prng;\n  private randn: MPRandGauss;\n\n  constructor(\n

alpha: number, beta: number, dtype: keyof RandGammaDataTypes,\n      seed?: number) {\n    this.alpha = alpha;\n

this.beta = 1 / beta;  // convert rate to scale parameter\n    this.dtype = dtype;\n\n    const seedValue = seed ? seed :

Math.random();\n    this.randu = seedrandom.alea(seedValue.toString());\n    this.randn = new MPRandGauss(0, 1,

dtype, false, this.randu());\n\n    if (alpha < 1) {\n      this.d = alpha + (2 / 3);\n    } else {\n      this.d = alpha - (1 /

3);\n    }\n    this.c = 1 / Math.sqrt(9 * this.d);\n  }\n\n  /** Returns next sample from a gamma distribution. */\n

public nextValue(): number {\n    let x2: number, v0: number, v1: number, x: number, u: number, v: number;\n

while (true) {\n      do {\n        x = this.randn.nextValue();\n        v = 1 + (this.c * x);\n      } while (v <= 0);\n      v *=

v * v;\n      x2 = x * x;\n      v0 = 1 - (0.331 * x2 * x2);\n      v1 = (0.5 * x2) + (this.d * (1 - v + Math.log(v)));\n      u

= this.randu();\n      if (u < v0 || Math.log(u) < v1) {\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n    v = (1 / this.beta) * this.d * v;\n

if (this.alpha < 1) {\n      v *= Math.pow(this.randu(), 1 / this.alpha);\n    }\n    return this.convertValue(v);\n  }\n

/** Handles proper rounding for non-floating-point numbers. */\n  private convertValue(value: number): number {\n

  if (this.dtype === 'float32') {\n      return value;\n    }\n    return Math.round(value);\n  }\n}\n\nexport class

UniformRandom implements RandomBase {\n  private min: number;\n  private range: number;\n  private random:

seedrandom.prng;\n  private dtype?: keyof RandNormalDataTypes;\n\n  constructor(\n      min = 0, max = 1, dtype?:

keyof RandNormalDataTypes,\n      seed?: string|number) {\n    this.min = min;\n    this.range = max - min;\n

this.dtype = dtype;\n    if (seed == null) {\n      seed = Math.random();\n    }\n    if (typeof seed === 'number') {\n

seed = seed.toString();\n    }\n\n    if (!this.canReturnFloat() && this.range <= 1) {\n      throw new Error(\n

`The difference between ${min} - ${max} <= 1 and dtype is not float`);\n    }\n    this.random =

seedrandom.alea(seed);\n  }\n\n  /** Handles proper rounding for non floating point numbers. */\n  private

canReturnFloat = () =>\n      (this.dtype == null || this.dtype === 'float32');\n\n  private convertValue(value:

number): number {\n    if (this.canReturnFloat()) {\n      return value;\n    }\n    return Math.round(value);\n  }\n\n

nextValue() {\n    return this.convertValue(this.min + this.range * this.random());\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

jarqueBeraNormalityTest(values: TypedArray|number[]) {\n  //

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jarque%E2%80%93Bera_test\n  const n = values.length;\n  const s =

skewness(values);\n  const k = kurtosis(values);\n  const jb = n / 6 * (Math.pow(s, 2) + 0.25 * Math.pow(k - 3, 2));\n

// JB test requires 2-degress of freedom from Chi-Square @ 0.95:\n  //

http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/eda/section3/eda3674.htm\n  const CHI_SQUARE_2DEG = 5.991;\n  if

(jb > CHI_SQUARE_2DEG) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid p-value for JB: ${jb}`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

expectArrayInMeanStdRange(\n    actual: TypedArray|number[], expectedMean: number, expectedStdDev:

number,\n    epsilon?: number) {\n  if (epsilon == null) {\n    epsilon = testEpsilon();\n  }\n  const actualMean =

mean(actual);\n  expectNumbersClose(actualMean, expectedMean, epsilon);\n  expectNumbersClose(\n

standardDeviation(actual, actualMean), expectedStdDev, epsilon);\n}\n\nfunction mean(values:

TypedArray|number[]) {\n  let sum = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < values.length; i++) {\n    sum += values[i];\n  }\n  return
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sum / values.length;\n}\n\nfunction standardDeviation(values: TypedArray|number[], mean: number) {\n  let

squareDiffSum = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < values.length; i++) {\n    const diff = values[i] - mean;\n    squareDiffSum

+= diff * diff;\n  }\n  return Math.sqrt(squareDiffSum / values.length);\n}\n\nfunction kurtosis(values:

TypedArray|number[]) {\n  // https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurtosis\n  const valuesMean = mean(values);\n  const n

= values.length;\n  let sum2 = 0;\n  let sum4 = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < n; i++) {\n    const v = values[i] -

valuesMean;\n    sum2 += Math.pow(v, 2);\n    sum4 += Math.pow(v, 4);\n  }\n  return (1 / n) * sum4 / Math.pow((1

/ n) * sum2, 2);\n}\n\nfunction skewness(values: TypedArray|number[]) {\n  //

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skewness\n  const valuesMean = mean(values);\n  const n = values.length;\n  let sum2

= 0;\n  let sum3 = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < n; i++) {\n    const v = values[i] - valuesMean;\n    sum2 += Math.pow(v,

2);\n    sum3 += Math.pow(v, 3);\n  }\n  return (1 / n) * sum3 / Math.pow((1 / (n - 1)) * sum2, 3 / 2);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {Rank, ShapeMap} from '../types';\n\nimport {buffer} from

'./buffer';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {RandGamma} from './rand_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates a `tf.Tensor`

with values sampled from a gamma distribution.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.randomGamma([2, 2], 1).print();\n * ```\n *\n *

@param shape An array of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n * @param alpha The shape parameter of the

gamma distribution.\n * @param beta The inverse scale parameter of the gamma distribution. Defaults\n *     to 1.\n

* @param dtype The data type of the output. Defaults to float32.\n * @param seed The seed for the random number

generator.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Random'}\n */\nfunction randomGamma_<R extends

Rank>(\n    shape: ShapeMap[R], alpha: number, beta = 1,\n    dtype: 'float32'|'int32' = 'float32', seed?: number):

Tensor<R> {\n  if (beta == null) {\n    beta = 1;\n  }\n  if (dtype == null) {\n    dtype = 'float32';\n  }\n  if (dtype !==

'float32' && dtype !== 'int32') {\n    throw new Error(`Unsupported data type ${dtype}`);\n  }\n  const rgamma =

new RandGamma(alpha, beta, dtype, seed);\n  const res = buffer(shape, dtype);\n  for (let i = 0; i < res.values.length;

i++) {\n    res.values[i] = rgamma.nextValue();\n  }\n  return res.toTensor();\n}\n\nexport const randomGamma =

op({randomGamma_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, Rank, ShapeMap} from '../types';\n\nimport {buffer}

from './buffer';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {MPRandGauss} from './rand_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates a

`tf.Tensor` with values sampled from a normal distribution.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.randomNormal([2, 2]).print();\n *

```\n *\n * @param shape An array of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n * @param mean The mean of the

normal distribution.\n * @param stdDev The standard deviation of the normal distribution.\n * @param dtype The

data type of the output.\n * @param seed The seed for the random number generator.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Tensors', subheading: 'Random'}\n */\nfunction randomNormal_<R extends Rank>(\n    shape: ShapeMap[R], mean

= 0, stdDev = 1, dtype?: 'float32'|'int32',\n    seed?: number): Tensor<R> {\n  if (dtype != null && (dtype as

DataType) === 'bool') {\n    throw new Error(`Unsupported data type ${dtype}`);\n  }\n  const randGauss =\n

new MPRandGauss(mean, stdDev, dtype, false /* truncated */, seed);\n  const res = buffer(shape, dtype);\n  for (let i

= 0; i < res.values.length; i++) {\n    res.values[i] = randGauss.nextValue();\n  }\n  return
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res.toTensor();\n}\n\nexport const randomNormal = op({randomNormal_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, Rank, ShapeMap} from '../types';\n\nimport {buffer}

from './buffer';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {UniformRandom} from './rand_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates a

`tf.Tensor` with values sampled from a uniform distribution.\n *\n * The generated values follow a uniform

distribution in the range [minval,\n * maxval). The lower bound minval is included in the range, while the upper\n *

bound maxval is excluded.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.randomUniform([2, 2]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param shape An array

of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n * @param minval The lower bound on the range of random values to

generate.\n *   Defaults to 0.\n * @param maxval The upper bound on the range of random values to generate.\n *

Defaults to 1.\n * @param dtype The data type of the output tensor. Defaults to 'float32'.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Tensors', subheading: 'Random'}\n */\nfunction randomUniform_<R extends Rank>(\n    shape: ShapeMap[R],

minval = 0, maxval = 1, dtype: DataType = 'float32',\n    seed?: number|string): Tensor<R> {\n  const res =

buffer(shape, dtype);\n  const random = new UniformRandom(minval, maxval, null, seed);\n  for (let i = 0; i <

res.values.length; i++) {\n    res.values[i] = random.nextValue();\n  }\n  return res.toTensor();\n}\n\nexport const

randomUniform = op({randomUniform_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Range, RangeAttrs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\n\n/**\n * Creates a new

`tf.Tensor1D` filled with the numbers in the range provided.\n *\n * The tensor is a is half-open interval meaning it

includes start, but\n * excludes stop. Decrementing ranges and negative step values are also\n * supported.sv\n *\n

*\n * ```js\n * tf.range(0, 9, 2).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param start An integer start value\n * @param stop An

integer stop value\n * @param step An integer increment (will default to 1 or -1)\n * @param dtype The data type

of the output tensor. Defaults to 'float32'.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport

function range(\n    start: number, stop: number, step = 1,\n    dtype: 'float32'|'int32' = 'float32'): Tensor1D {\n  if

(step === 0) {\n    throw new Error('Cannot have a step of zero');\n  }\n\n  const attrs: RangeAttrs = {start, stop,

step, dtype};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Range, {} /* inputs */, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Real, RealInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns the
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real part of a complex (or real) tensor.\n *\n * Given a tensor input, this operation returns a tensor of type float that

is\n * the real part of each element in input considered as a complex number.\n *\n * If the input is real, it simply

makes a clone.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.complex([-2.25, 3.25], [4.75, 5.75]);\n * tf.real(x).print();\n * ```\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nfunction real_<T extends Tensor>(input: T|TensorLike): T

{\n  const $input = convertToTensor(input, 'input', 'real');\n\n  const inputs: RealInputs = {input: $input};\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Real, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const real = op({real_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Reciprocal, ReciprocalInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

reciprocal of x element-wise: `1 / x`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, 2]);\n *\n * x.reciprocal().print();  //

or tf.reciprocal(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic

math'}\n */\nfunction reciprocal_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'reciprocal');\n\n  const inputs: ReciprocalInputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Reciprocal, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const reciprocal = op({reciprocal_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Relu, ReluInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

rectified linear element-wise: `max(x, 0)`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([-1, 2, -3, 4]);\n *\n *

x.relu().print();  // or tf.relu(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor. If the dtype is `bool`, the output dtype will

be\n *     `int32'.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction relu_<T extends

Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'relu');\n\n  const inputs: ReluInputs = {x:

$x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Relu, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const relu =

op({relu_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Relu6, Relu6Inputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

rectified linear 6 element-wise: `min(max(x, 0), 6)`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([-1, 2, -3, 8]);\n *\n *
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x.relu6().print();  // or tf.relu6(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor. If the dtype is `bool`, the output dtype will

be\n *     `int32'.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction relu6_<T extends

Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'relu6');\n\n  const inputs: Relu6Inputs = {x:

$x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Relu6, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const relu6 =

op({relu6_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Reverses a `tf.Tensor` along a specified

axis.\n *\n * Also available are stricter rank-specific methods that assert that `x` is\n * of the given rank:\n *   -

`tf.reverse1d`\n *   - `tf.reverse2d`\n *   - `tf.reverse3d`\n *   - `tf.reverse4d`\n *\n * Except `tf.reverse1d` (which

does not have axis param), all methods have\n * same signature as this method.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n *\n * x.reverse().print();\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n

*\n * const axis = 1;\n * x.reverse(axis).print();\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor to be reversed.\n * @param

axis The set of dimensions to reverse. Must be in the\n *     range [-rank(x), rank(x)). Defaults to all axes.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nfunction reverse_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x:

T|TensorLike, axis?: number|number[]): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'reverse');\n\n  const inputs:

ReverseInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: ReverseAttrs = {dims: axis};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Reverse,

inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const reverse =

op({reverse_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reverse} from

'./reverse';\n\n/**\n * Reverses a `tf.Tensor1D`.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n */\nfunction reverse1d_(x:

Tensor1D|TensorLike): Tensor1D {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'reverse');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank ===

1,\n      () => `Error in reverse1D: x must be rank 1 but got rank ${$x.rank}.`);\n  return reverse($x, 0);\n}\n\nexport

const reverse1d = op({reverse1d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport
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{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reverse} from

'./reverse';\n\n/**\n * Reverses a `tf.Tensor2D` along a specified axis.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *

@param axis The set of dimensions to reverse. Must be in the\n *     range [-rank(x), rank(x)). Defaults to all axes.\n

*/\nfunction reverse2d_(x: Tensor2D|TensorLike, axis?: number|number[]): Tensor2D {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'reverse');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 2,\n      () => `Error in reverse2D: x must be rank 2

but got rank ${$x.rank}.`);\n  return reverse($x, axis);\n}\n\nexport const reverse2d = op({reverse2d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor3D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reverse} from

'./reverse';\n\n/**\n * Reverses a `tf.Tensor3D` along a specified axis.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *

@param axis The set of dimensions to reverse. Must be in the\n *     range [-rank(x), rank(x)). Defaults to all axes.\n

*/\nfunction reverse3d_(x: Tensor3D|TensorLike, axis?: number|number[]): Tensor3D {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'reverse');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 3,\n      () => `Error in reverse3D: x must be rank 3

but got rank ${$x.rank}.`);\n  return reverse($x, axis);\n}\n\nexport const reverse3d = op({reverse3d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reverse} from

'./reverse';\n\n/**\n * Reverses a `tf.Tensor4D` along a specified axis.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *

@param axis The set of dimensions to reverse. Must be in the\n *     range [-rank(x), rank(x)). Defaults to all axes.\n

*/\nfunction reverse4d_(x: Tensor4D|TensorLike, axis?: number|number[]): Tensor4D {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'reverse');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in reverse4D: x must be rank 4

but got rank ${$x.rank}.`);\n  return reverse($x, axis);\n}\n\nexport const reverse4d = op({reverse4d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Round, RoundInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

round of input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `round(x)`.\n * It implements banker's rounding.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor1d([.6, 1.1, -3.3]);\n *\n * x.round().print();  // or tf.round(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction round_<T extends Tensor>(x:

T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'round');\n  const inputs: RoundInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return
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ENGINE.runKernel(Round, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const round = op({round_});\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Rsqrt, RsqrtInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

reciprocal of square root of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise:\n * `y = 1 / sqrt(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 4, -1]);\n *\n * x.rsqrt().print();  // or tf.rsqrt(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction rsqrt_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike):

T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'rsqrt');\n\n  const inputs: RsqrtInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Rsqrt, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const rsqrt = op({rsqrt_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Scalar} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\nimport {isTypedArray} from

'../util';\nimport {makeTensor} from './tensor_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates rank-0 `tf.Tensor` (scalar) with the

provided value and dtype.\n *\n * The same functionality can be achieved with `tf.tensor`, but in general\n * we

recommend using `tf.scalar` as it makes the code more readable.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.scalar(3.14).print();\n * ```\n *\n

* @param value The value of the scalar.\n * @param dtype The data type.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors',

subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function scalar(\n    value: number|boolean|string|Uint8Array, dtype?:

DataType): Scalar {\n  if (((isTypedArray(value) && dtype !== 'string') || Array.isArray(value)) &&\n      dtype !==

'complex64') {\n    throw new Error(\n        'Error creating a new Scalar: value must be a primitive ' +\n

'(number|boolean|string)');\n  }\n  if (dtype === 'string' && isTypedArray(value) &&\n      !(value instanceof

Uint8Array)) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'When making a scalar from encoded string, ' +\n        'the value must be

`Uint8Array`.');\n  }\n  const shape: number[] = [];\n  const inferredShape: number[] = [];\n  return

makeTensor(value, shape, inferredShape, dtype) as Scalar;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Selu, SeluInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

scaled exponential linear element-wise.\n *\n * `x < 0 ? scale * alpha * (exp(x) - 1) : x`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor1d([-1, 2, -3, 4]);\n *\n * x.selu().print();  // or tf.selu(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction selu_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike):
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T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'selu');\n\n  const inputs: SeluInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(Selu, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const selu = op({selu_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {conv2d} from './conv2d';\nimport

{depthwiseConv2d} from './depthwise_conv2d';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * 2-D convolution with separable filters.\n *\n * Performs a depthwise convolution that acts

separately on channels followed\n * by a pointwise convolution that mixes channels. Note that this is\n *

separability between dimensions [1, 2] and 3, not spatial separability\n * between dimensions 1 and 2.\n *\n * See\n

* [https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/separable_conv2d](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/separable_conv2d)\n * for more details.\n *\n * @param x The

input tensor, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *     `[batch, height, width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is\n *

assumed.\n * @param depthwiseFilter The depthwise filter tensor, rank 4, of shape\n *     `[filterHeight, filterWidth,

inChannels, channelMultiplier]`. This is\n *     the filter used in the first step.\n * @param pointwiseFilter The

pointwise filter tensor, rank 4, of shape\n *     `[1, 1, inChannels * channelMultiplier, outChannels]`. This is\n *

the filter used in the second step.\n * @param strides The strides of the convolution: `[strideHeight,\n *

strideWidth]`. If strides is a single number, then `strideHeight ==\n * strideWidth`.\n * @param pad The type of

padding algorithm.\n *   - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n

*   - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n *   - For more info, see this

guide:\n *     [https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dilations The dilation rates:

`[dilationHeight, dilationWidth]`\n *     in which we sample input values across the height and width dimensions\n *

   in atrous convolution. Defaults to `[1, 1]`. If `rate` is a single\n *     number, then `dilationHeight ==

dilationWidth`. If it is greater than\n *     1, then all values of `strides` must be 1.\n * @param dataFormat: An

optional string from: \"NHWC\", \"NCHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and

output data. With the\n *     default format \"NHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     height, width,

channels]. Only \"NHWC\" is currently supported.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Convolution'}\n */\nfunction separableConv2d_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x: T|TensorLike,

depthwiseFilter: Tensor4D|TensorLike,\n    pointwiseFilter: Tensor4D|TensorLike, strides: [number,

number]|number,\n    pad: 'valid'|'same', dilation: [number, number]|number = [1, 1],\n    dataFormat:

'NHWC'|'NCHW' = 'NHWC'): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'separableConv2d');\n  const

$depthwiseFilter =\n      convertToTensor(depthwiseFilter, 'depthwiseFilter', 'separableConv2d');\n  const

$pointwiseFilter =\n      convertToTensor(pointwiseFilter, 'pointwiseFilter', 'separableConv2d');\n\n  let x4D = $x as

Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n  if ($x.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1,

$x.shape[0], $x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n  }\n\n  if (dataFormat === 'NCHW') {\n    throw new Error(\n

'separableConv2d currently does not support dataFormat NCHW; only ' +\n        'NHWC is supported');\n  }\n\n

util.assert(\n      x4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in separableConv2d: input must be rank 4, but got ` +\n

`rank ${x4D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $depthwiseFilter.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in separableConv2d:

depthwise filter must be rank 4, but ` +\n          `got rank ${$depthwiseFilter.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n

$pointwiseFilter.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in separableConv2d: pointwise filter must be rank 4, but ` +\n

`got rank ${$depthwiseFilter.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $pointwiseFilter.shape[0] === 1,\n      () =>\n          `Error

in separableConv2d: the first dimension of pointwise filter ` +\n          ` must be 1, but got
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${$pointwiseFilter.shape[0]}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $pointwiseFilter.shape[1] === 1,\n      () => `Error in

separableConv2d: the second dimension of pointwise ` +\n          `filter must be 1, but got

${$pointwiseFilter.shape[1]}.`);\n\n  const inChannels = $depthwiseFilter.shape[2];\n  const channelMultiplier =

$depthwiseFilter.shape[3];\n  util.assert(\n      $pointwiseFilter.shape[2] === inChannels * channelMultiplier,\n      ()

=>\n          `Error in separableConv2d: the third dimension of pointwise filter ` +\n          `must be ${inChannels *

channelMultiplier}, ` +\n          `but got ${$pointwiseFilter.shape[2]}.`);\n\n  const depthwise = depthwiseConv2d(\n

    x4D, $depthwiseFilter, strides, pad, dataFormat, dilation);\n  const pointwiseStride = 1;\n  const res =\n

conv2d(depthwise, $pointwiseFilter, pointwiseStride, 'valid', dataFormat);\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return

reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as T;\n  }\n  return res as T;\n}\n\nexport const

separableConv2d = op({separableConv2d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google Inc. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor, TensorBuffer} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\n/**\n * Computes the difference between two lists of

numbers.\n *\n * Given a Tensor `x` and a Tensor `y`, this operation returns a Tensor `out`\n * that represents all

values that are in `x` but not in `y`. The returned\n * Tensor `out` is sorted in the same order that the numbers appear

in `x`\n * (duplicates are preserved). This operation also returns a Tensor indices that\n * represents the position of

each out element in `x`. In other words:\n *\n * `out[i] = x[idx[i]] for i in [0, 1, ..., out.length - 1]`\n *\n * ```js\n *

const x = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6];\n * const y = [1, 3, 5];\n *\n * const [out, indices] = await tf.setdiff1dAsync(x, y);\n *

out.print(); // [2, 4, 6]\n * indices.print(); // [1, 3, 5]\n * ```\n *\n * @param x 1-D Tensor. Values to keep.\n *

@param y 1-D Tensor. Must have the same type as x. Values to exclude in the\n *     output.\n * @returns Promise

of Tensor tuple [out, indices].\n *  out: Tensor with the same type as x.\n *  indices: A Tensor of type int32.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Transformations'}\n */\nasync function setdiff1dAsync_(\n    x:

Tensor|TensorLike, y: Tensor|TensorLike): Promise<[Tensor, Tensor]> {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'setdiff1d');\n  const $y = convertToTensor(y, 'y', 'setdiff1d');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $x.dtype === $y.dtype,\n      () =>

`x and y should have the same dtype, but got x (${\n          $x.dtype}) and y (${$y.dtype}).`);\n\n  util.assert(\n

$x.rank === 1, () => `x should be 1D tensor, but got x (${$x.shape}).`);\n\n  util.assert(\n      $y.rank === 1, () => `y

should be 1D tensor, but got y (${$y.shape}).`);\n\n  const xVals = await $x.data();\n  const yVals = await

$y.data();\n  const ySet = new Set(yVals);\n\n  let outputSize = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < xVals.length; i++) {\n    if

(!ySet.has(xVals[i])) {\n      outputSize++;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const buffer = new TensorBuffer([outputSize],

$x.dtype);\n  const indices = new TensorBuffer([outputSize], 'int32');\n  for (let i = 0, p = 0; i < xVals.length; i++)

{\n    if (!ySet.has(xVals[i])) {\n      buffer.values[p] = xVals[i];\n      indices.values[p] = i;\n      p++;\n    }\n  }\n

return [buffer.toTensor(), indices.toTensor()];\n}\nexport const setdiff1dAsync = setdiff1dAsync_;\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Sign, SignInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns an
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element-wise indication of the sign of a number.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([.6, 1.1, -3.3, NaN, 0]);\n *\n

* x.sign().print();  // or tf.sign(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input Tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction sign_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'sign');\n  const inputs: SignInputs = {x: $x};\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Sign, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const sign = op({sign_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Sin, SinInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes sin

of the input Tensor element-wise: `sin(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, Math.PI / 2, Math.PI * 3 / 4]);\n

*\n * x.sin().print();  // or tf.sin(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction sin_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'sin');\n\n  const inputs: SinInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Sin, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const sin = op({sin_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Sinh, SinhInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

hyperbolic sin of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `sinh(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, -1, .7]);\n

*\n * x.sinh().print();  // or tf.sinh(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction sinh_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'sinh');\n  const inputs: SinhInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Sinh, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const sinh = op({sinh_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {slice} from

'./slice';\n\n/**\n * Extracts a 1D slice from 1D array starting at coordinates `begin` and is\n * of length `size`. See

`slice` for details.\n */\nfunction slice1d_(\n    x: Tensor1D|TensorLike, begin: number, size: number): Tensor1D {\n

const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'slice1d');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 1,\n      () =>\n          `slice1d expects a

rank-1 tensor, but got a rank-${$x.rank} tensor`);\n  return slice($x, [begin], [size]);\n}\nexport const slice1d =
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op({slice1d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {slice} from

'./slice';\n\n/**\n * Extracts a 2D slice from a 2D array starting at coordinates `begin` and\n * is of size `size`. See

`slice` for details.\n */\nfunction slice2d_(\n    x: Tensor2D|TensorLike, begin: [number, number],\n    size: [number,

number]): Tensor2D {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'slice2d');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 2,\n      ()

=>\n          `slice2d expects a rank-2 tensor, but got a rank-${$x.rank} tensor`);\n  return slice($x, begin,

size);\n}\nexport const slice2d = op({slice2d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor3D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {slice} from

'./slice';\n\n/**\n * Extracts a 3D slice from a 3D array starting at coordinates `begin` and\n * is of size `size`. See

`slice` for details.\n */\nfunction slice3d_(\n    x: Tensor3D|TensorLike, begin: [number, number, number],\n    size:

[number, number, number]): Tensor3D {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'slice3d');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank

=== 3,\n      () =>\n          `slice3d expects a rank-3 tensor, but got a rank-${$x.rank} tensor`);\n  return slice($x,

begin, size);\n}\nexport const slice3d = op({slice3d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {slice} from

'./slice';\n\n/**\n * Extracts a 4D slice from a 4D array starting at coordinates `begin` and\n * is of size `size`. See

`slice` for details.\n */\nfunction slice4d_(\n    x: Tensor4D|TensorLike, begin: [number, number, number,

number],\n    size: [number, number, number, number]): Tensor4D {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'slice4d');\n  util.assert(\n      $x.rank === 4,\n      () =>\n          `slice4d expects a rank-4 tensor, but got a rank-

${$x.rank} tensor`);\n  return slice($x, begin, size);\n}\nexport const slice4d = op({slice4d_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the softmax normalized vector

given the logits.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * a.softmax().print();  // or tf.softmax(a)\n *

```\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor2d([2, 4, 6, 1, 2, 3], [2, 3]);\n *\n * a.softmax().print();  // or tf.softmax(a)\n *

```\n *\n * @param logits The logits array.\n * @param dim The dimension softmax would be performed on.

Defaults to `-1`\n *     which indicates the last dimension.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Normalization'}\n */\nfunction softmax_<T extends Tensor>(logits: T|TensorLike, dim = -1): T {\n  const $logits =

convertToTensor(logits, 'logits', 'softmax', 'float32');\n\n  if (dim === -1) {\n    dim = $logits.rank - 1;\n  }\n  if (dim

!== $logits.rank - 1) {\n    throw Error(\n        'Softmax along a non-last dimension is not yet supported. ' +\n

`Logits was rank ${$logits.rank} and dim was ${dim}`);\n  }\n\n  const inputs: SoftmaxInputs = {logits: $logits};\n

const attrs: SoftmaxAttrs = {dim};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Softmax, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const softmax = op({softmax_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {FFT, FFTInputs} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {assert} from '../../util';\nimport

{op} from '../operation';\n\n/**\n * Fast Fourier transform.\n *\n * Computes the 1-dimensional discrete Fourier

transform over the inner-most\n * dimension of input.\n *\n * ```js\n * const real = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const

imag = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const x = tf.complex(real, imag);\n *\n * x.fft().print();  // tf.spectral.fft(x).print();\n

* ```\n * @param input The complex input to compute an fft over.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Spectral', namespace: 'spectral'}\n */\nfunction fft_(input: Tensor): Tensor {\n  assert(\n      input.dtype ===

'complex64',\n      () => `The dtype for tf.spectral.fft() must be complex64 ` +\n          `but got ${input.dtype}.`);\n\n

const inputs: FFTInputs = {input};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(FFT, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const fft = op({fft_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {IFFT, IFFTInputs} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor}

from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {assert} from '../../util';\nimport

{op} from '../operation';\n\n/**\n * Inverse fast Fourier transform.\n *\n * Computes the inverse 1-dimensional

discrete Fourier transform over the\n * inner-most dimension of input.\n *\n * ```js\n * const real = tf.tensor1d([1, 2,

3]);\n * const imag = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const x = tf.complex(real, imag);\n *\n * x.ifft().print();  //

tf.spectral.ifft(x).print();\n * ```\n * @param input The complex input to compute an ifft over.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Spectral', namespace: 'spectral'}\n */\nfunction ifft_(input: Tensor): Tensor {\n

assert(\n      input.dtype === 'complex64',\n      () => `The dtype for tf.spectral.ifft() must be complex64 ` +\n
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`but got ${input.dtype}.`);\n\n  const inputs: IFFTInputs = {input};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(IFFT, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport const ifft = op({ifft_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor, Tensor2D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {complex} from '../complex';\nimport {concat} from

'../concat';\nimport {imag} from '../imag';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport

{real} from '../real';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\nimport {reverse} from '../reverse';\nimport {scalar} from

'../scalar';\nimport {slice} from '../slice';\n\nimport {ifft} from './ifft';\n\n/**\n * Inversed real value input fast

Fourier transform.\n *\n * Computes the 1-dimensional inversed discrete Fourier transform over the\n * inner-most

dimension of the real input.\n *\n * ```js\n * const real = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n * const imag = tf.tensor1d([0, 0,

0]);\n * const x = tf.complex(real, imag);\n *\n * x.irfft().print();\n * ```\n * @param input The real value input to

compute an irfft over.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Spectral', namespace: 'spectral'}\n

*/\nfunction irfft_(input: Tensor): Tensor {\n  const innerDimensionSize = input.shape[input.shape.length - 1];\n

const batch = input.size / innerDimensionSize;\n  let ret: Tensor;\n  if (innerDimensionSize <= 2) {\n    const

complexInput = reshape(input, [batch, innerDimensionSize]);\n    ret = ifft(complexInput);\n  } else {\n    // The

length of unique components of the DFT of a real-valued signal\n    // is 2 * (input_len - 1)\n    const outputShape =

[batch, 2 * (innerDimensionSize - 1)];\n    const realInput = reshape(real(input), [batch, innerDimensionSize]);\n

const imagInput = reshape(imag(input), [batch, innerDimensionSize]);\n\n    const realConjugate =\n

reverse(slice(realInput, [0, 1], [batch, innerDimensionSize - 2]), 1);\n    const imagConjugate: Tensor2D = mul(\n

 reverse(slice(imagInput, [0, 1], [batch, innerDimensionSize - 2]), 1),\n        scalar(-1));\n\n    const r =

concat([realInput, realConjugate], 1);\n    const i = concat([imagInput, imagConjugate], 1);\n    const complexInput

=\n        reshape(complex(r, i), [outputShape[0], outputShape[1]]);\n    ret = ifft(complexInput);\n  }\n  ret =

real(ret);\n  // reshape the result if the input is 3D tensor.\n  if (input.rank === 3 && input.shape[0] !== 0) {\n

const temp = ret;\n    const batch = input.shape[0];\n    ret = reshape(ret, [batch, ret.shape[0] / batch, ret.shape[1]]);\n

  temp.dispose();\n  }\n  return ret;\n}\n\nexport const irfft = op({irfft_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Splits a `tf.Tensor` into sub tensors.\n *\n * If

`numOrSizeSplits` is a number, splits `x` along dimension `axis`\n * into `numOrSizeSplits` smaller tensors.\n *

Requires that `numOrSizeSplits` evenly divides `x.shape[axis]`.\n *\n * If `numOrSizeSplits` is a number array,

splits `x` into\n * `numOrSizeSplits.length` pieces. The shape of the `i`-th piece has the\n * same size as `x` except

along dimension `axis` where the size is\n * `numOrSizeSplits[i]`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 8], [2, 4]);\n * const [a, b] = tf.split(x, 2, 1);\n * a.print();\n * b.print();\n *\n * const [c, d, e] = tf.split(x, [1,

2, 1], 1);\n * c.print();\n * d.print();\n * e.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor to split.\n * @param

numOrSizeSplits Either an integer indicating the number of\n * splits along the axis or an array of integers
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containing the sizes of\n * each output tensor along the axis. If a number then it must evenly divide\n *

`x.shape[axis]`; otherwise the sum of sizes must match `x.shape[axis]`.\n * Can contain one -1 indicating that

dimension is to be inferred.\n * @param axis The dimension along which to split. Defaults to 0 (the first\n * dim).\n

*\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nfunction split_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x:

Tensor|TensorLike, numOrSizeSplits: number[]|number, axis = 0): T[] {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x',

'split');\n\n  const inputs: SplitVInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attr: SplitVAttrs = {numOrSizeSplits, axis};\n\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(\n             SplitV, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n             attr as {} as NamedAttrMap) as

{} as T[];\n}\n\nexport const split = op({split_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {assert} from '../../util';\nimport {complex} from

'../complex';\nimport {concat} from '../concat';\nimport {imag} from '../imag';\nimport {op} from

'../operation';\nimport {real} from '../real';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\nimport {slice} from

'../slice';\nimport {split} from '../split';\nimport {zeros} from '../zeros';\nimport {zerosLike} from

'../zeros_like';\n\nimport {fft} from './fft';\n\n/**\n * Real value input fast Fourier transform.\n *\n * Computes the

1-dimensional discrete Fourier transform over the\n * inner-most dimension of the real input.\n *\n * ```js\n * const

real = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]);\n *\n * real.rfft().print();\n * ```\n * @param input The real value input to compute an

rfft over.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Spectral', namespace: 'spectral'}\n */\nfunction

rfft_(input: Tensor, fftLength?: number): Tensor {\n  assert(\n      input.dtype === 'float32',\n      () => `The dtype

for rfft() must be real value but got ${input.dtype}`);\n\n  let innerDimensionSize = input.shape[input.shape.length -

1];\n  const batch = input.size / innerDimensionSize;\n\n  let adjustedInput: Tensor;\n  if (fftLength != null &&

fftLength < innerDimensionSize) {\n    // Need to crop\n    const begin = input.shape.map(v => 0);\n    const size =

input.shape.map(v => v);\n    size[input.shape.length - 1] = fftLength;\n    adjustedInput = slice(input, begin, size);\n

  innerDimensionSize = fftLength;\n  } else if (fftLength != null && fftLength > innerDimensionSize) {\n    // Need

to pad with zeros\n    const zerosShape = input.shape.map(v => v);\n    zerosShape[input.shape.length - 1] =

fftLength - innerDimensionSize;\n    adjustedInput = concat([input, zeros(zerosShape)], input.shape.length - 1);\n

innerDimensionSize = fftLength;\n  } else {\n    adjustedInput = input;\n  }\n\n  // Complement the input with zero

imaginary numbers.\n  const zerosInput = zerosLike(adjustedInput);\n  const complexInput =\n

reshape(complex(adjustedInput, zerosInput), [batch, innerDimensionSize]);\n\n  const ret = fft(complexInput);\n\n

// Exclude complex conjugations. These conjugations are put symmetrically.\n  const half =

Math.floor(innerDimensionSize / 2) + 1;\n  const realValues = real(ret);\n  const imagValues = imag(ret);\n  const

realComplexConjugate = split(\n      realValues, [half, innerDimensionSize - half],\n      realValues.shape.length -

1);\n  const imagComplexConjugate = split(\n      imagValues, [half, innerDimensionSize - half],\n

imagValues.shape.length - 1);\n\n  const outputShape = adjustedInput.shape.slice();\n

outputShape[adjustedInput.shape.length - 1] = half;\n\n  return reshape(\n      complex(realComplexConjugate[0],

imagComplexConjugate[0]), outputShape);\n}\n\nexport const rfft = op({rfft_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Sqrt, SqrtInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

square root of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `y = sqrt(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 4, -1]);\n

*\n * x.sqrt().print();  // or tf.sqrt(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction sqrt_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'sqrt');\n\n  const inputs: SqrtInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Sqrt, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const sqrt = op({sqrt_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {SquaredDifference, SquaredDifferenceInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport

{makeTypesMatch} from '../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {assertAndGetBroadcastShape} from './broadcast_util';\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Returns (a - b) * (a - b) element-wise.\n * Supports broadcasting.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a =

tf.tensor1d([1, 4, 3, 16]);\n * const b = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 9, 4]);\n *\n * a.squaredDifference(b).print();  // or

tf.squaredDifference(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // Broadcast squared difference  a with b.\n * const a =

tf.tensor1d([2, 4, 6, 8]);\n * const b = tf.scalar(5);\n *\n * a.squaredDifference(b).print();  // or

tf.squaredDifference(a, b)\n * ```\n *\n * @param a The first tensor.\n * @param b The second tensor. Must have

the same type as `a`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Arithmetic'}\n */\nfunction

squaredDifference_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: Tensor|TensorLike, b: Tensor|TensorLike): T {\n  let $a =

convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'squaredDifference');\n  let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'squaredDifference');\n  [$a, $b] =

makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n  assertAndGetBroadcastShape($a.shape, $b.shape);\n\n  const inputs:

SquaredDifferenceInputs = {a: $a, b: $b};\n  const attrs = {};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n

SquaredDifference, inputs as unknown as NamedTensorMap, attrs);\n}\n\nexport const squaredDifference =

op({squaredDifference_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\nimport {squeezeShape} from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Removes dimensions of size 1 from the shape of a `tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.tensor([1, 2, 3, 4], [1, 1, 4]);\n * x.squeeze().print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The input tensor to be squeezed.\n *

@param axis An optional list of numbers. If specified, only\n *     squeezes the dimensions listed. The dimension

index starts at 0. It\n * is an error to squeeze a dimension that is not 1.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors',

subheading: 'Transformations'}\n */\nfunction squeeze_<T extends Tensor>(x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis?: number[]):

T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'squeeze');\n  return reshape($x, squeezeShape($x.shape, axis).newShape)

as T;\n}\n\nexport const squeeze = op({squeeze_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this
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file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensorArray} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Stacks a list of rank-`R`

`tf.Tensor`s into one rank-`(R+1)` `tf.Tensor`.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 2]);\n * const b =

tf.tensor1d([3, 4]);\n * const c = tf.tensor1d([5, 6]);\n * tf.stack([a, b, c]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param tensors A

list of tensor objects with the same shape and dtype.\n * @param axis The axis to stack along. Defaults to 0 (the first

dim).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nfunction stack_<T extends

Tensor>(\n    tensors: Array<T|TensorLike>, axis = 0): Tensor {\n  const $tensors =\n

convertToTensorArray(tensors, 'tensors', 'stack', 'string_or_numeric');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $tensors.length >= 1, ()

=> 'Pass at least one tensor to tf.stack');\n\n  if ($tensors.length > 0) {\n    util.assert(\n        axis <= $tensors[0].rank,

() => 'Axis must be <= rank of the tensor');\n  }\n\n  const inputs: PackInputs = $tensors;\n  const attrs: PackAttrs =

{axis};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Pack, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const stack = op({stack_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Step, StepAttrs, StepInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes step of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise: `x > 0 ?

1 : alpha * x`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, 2, -1, -3]);\n *\n * x.step(.5).print();  // or tf.step(x, .5)\n *

```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n * @param alpha The gradient when input is negative.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction step_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike, alpha = 0.0): T {\n

const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'step');\n\n  const inputs: StepInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: StepAttrs =

{alpha};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Step, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap);\n}\nexport const step = op({step_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs, StridedSliceInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Extracts a strided slice of a tensor.\n *\n *
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Roughly speaking, this op extracts a slice of size (end-begin)/stride from\n * the given input tensor (x). Starting at

the location specified by begin the\n * slice continues by adding stride to the index until all dimensions are not\n *

less than end. Note that a stride can be negative, which causes a reverse\n * slice.\n *\n * ```js\n * const t =

tf.tensor3d([1, 1, 1 ,2, 2, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 5, 5, 6, 6, 6],\n *    [3, 2, 3]);\n * t.stridedSlice([1, 0, 0], [2, 1, 3], [1, 1,

1]).print()  // [[[3, 3, 3]]]\n * t.stridedSlice([1, 0, 0], [2, 2, 3], [1, 1, 1]).print()  // [[[3, 3, 3],\n *

               // [4, 4, 4]]]\n * t.stridedSlice([1, -1, 0], [2, -3, 3], [1, -1, 1]).print() // [[[4, 4, 4],\n *

            // [3, 3, 3]]]\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The tensor to stride slice.\n * @param begin The coordinates to start

the slice from.\n * @param end: The coordinates to end the slice at.\n * @param strides: The size of the slice.\n *

@param beginMask: If the ith bit of beginMask is set, begin[i] is ignored\n *      and the fullest possible range in

that dimension is used instead.\n * @param endMask: If the ith bit of endMask is set, end[i] is ignored\n *      and

the fullest possible range in that dimension is used instead.\n * @param shrinkAxisMask: a bitmask where bit i

implies that\n * the ith specification should shrink the dimensionality. begin and end must\n * imply a slice of size 1

in the dimension.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nfunction

stridedSlice_(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, begin: number[], end: number[], strides?: number[],\n    beginMask = 0,

endMask = 0, ellipsisMask = 0, newAxisMask = 0,\n    shrinkAxisMask = 0): Tensor {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'stridedSlice');\n\n  const inputs: StridedSliceInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs:

StridedSliceAttrs = {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n    ellipsisMask,\n

newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  };\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      StridedSlice, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const stridedSlice =

op({stridedSlice_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tan, TanInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes

tan of the input `tf.Tensor` element-wise, `tan(x)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([0, Math.PI / 2, Math.PI * 3 /

4]);\n *\n * x.tan().print();  // or tf.tan(x)\n * ```\n * @param x The input tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Basic math'}\n */\nfunction tan_<T extends Tensor>(x: T|TensorLike): T {\n  const $x =

convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'tan');\n\n  const inputs: TanInputs = {x: $x};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(Tan, inputs as

{} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\nexport const tan = op({tan_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\nimport {inferShape} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike1D}

from '../types';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\nimport {assertNonNull} from '../util';\nimport {makeTensor}

from './tensor_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates rank-1 `tf.Tensor` with the provided values, shape and dtype.\n *\n * The

same functionality can be achieved with `tf.tensor`, but in general\n * we recommend using `tf.tensor1d` as it makes

the code more readable.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param values The values of

the tensor. Can be array of numbers,\n *     or a `TypedArray`.\n * @param dtype The data type.\n *\n * @doc
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{heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function tensor1d(values: TensorLike1D, dtype?:

DataType): Tensor1D {\n  assertNonNull(values);\n  const inferredShape = inferShape(values, dtype);\n  if

(inferredShape.length !== 1) {\n    throw new Error('tensor1d() requires values to be a flat/TypedArray');\n  }\n

const shape: number[] = null;\n  return makeTensor(values, shape, inferredShape, dtype) as Tensor1D;\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {inferShape} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike2D}

from '../types';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\nimport {assertNonNull} from '../util';\nimport {makeTensor}

from './tensor_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates rank-2 `tf.Tensor` with the provided values, shape and dtype.\n *\n * The

same functionality can be achieved with `tf.tensor`, but in general\n * we recommend using `tf.tensor2d` as it makes

the code more readable.\n *\n *  ```js\n * // Pass a nested array.\n * tf.tensor2d([[1, 2], [3, 4]]).print();\n * ```\n *

```js\n * // Pass a flat array and specify a shape.\n * tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param

values The values of the tensor. Can be nested array of numbers,\n *     or a flat array, or a `TypedArray`.\n *

@param shape The shape of the tensor. If not provided, it is inferred from\n *     `values`.\n * @param dtype The

data type.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function tensor2d(\n    values:

TensorLike2D, shape?: [number, number],\n    dtype?: DataType): Tensor2D {\n  assertNonNull(values);\n  if

(shape != null && shape.length !== 2) {\n    throw new Error('tensor2d() requires shape to have two numbers');\n

}\n  const inferredShape = inferShape(values, dtype);\n  if (inferredShape.length !== 2 && inferredShape.length !==

1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tensor2d() requires values to be number[][] or flat/TypedArray');\n  }\n  if

(inferredShape.length === 1 && shape == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tensor2d() requires shape to be

provided when `values` ' +\n        'are a flat/TypedArray');\n  }\n  return makeTensor(values, shape, inferredShape,

dtype) as Tensor2D;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {inferShape} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike4D}

from '../types';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\nimport {assertNonNull} from '../util';\nimport {makeTensor}

from './tensor_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates rank-4 `tf.Tensor` with the provided values, shape and dtype.\n *\n * The

same functionality can be achieved with `tf.tensor`, but in general\n * we recommend using `tf.tensor4d` as it makes

the code more readable.\n *\n *  ```js\n * // Pass a nested array.\n * tf.tensor4d([[[[1], [2]], [[3], [4]]]]).print();\n *

```\n * ```js\n * // Pass a flat array and specify a shape.\n * tf.tensor4d([1, 2, 3, 4], [1, 2, 2, 1]).print();\n * ```\n *\n *

@param values The values of the tensor. Can be nested array of numbers,\n *     or a flat array, or a `TypedArray`.\n

* @param shape The shape of the tensor. Optional. If not provided,\n *   it is inferred from `values`.\n * @param

dtype The data type.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function tensor4d(\n

values: TensorLike4D, shape?: [number, number, number, number],\n    dtype?: DataType): Tensor4D {\n

assertNonNull(values);\n  if (shape != null && shape.length !== 4) {\n    throw new Error('tensor4d() requires shape

to have four numbers');\n  }\n  const inferredShape = inferShape(values, dtype);\n  if (inferredShape.length !== 4

&& inferredShape.length !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tensor4d() requires values to be number[][][][] or

flat/TypedArray');\n  }\n  if (inferredShape.length === 1 && shape == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n
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'tensor4d() requires shape to be provided when `values` ' +\n        'are a flat array');\n  }\n  return makeTensor(values,

shape, inferredShape, dtype) as Tensor4D;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor5D} from '../tensor';\nimport {inferShape} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike5D}

from '../types';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\nimport {assertNonNull} from '../util';\nimport {makeTensor}

from './tensor_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates rank-5 `tf.Tensor` with the provided values, shape and dtype.\n *\n * The

same functionality can be achieved with `tf.tensor`, but in general\n * we recommend using `tf.tensor5d` as it makes

the code more readable.\n *\n *  ```js\n * // Pass a nested array.\n *

tf.tensor5d([[[[[1],[2]],[[3],[4]]],[[[5],[6]],[[7],[8]]]]]).print();\n * ```\n * ```js\n * // Pass a flat array and specify a

shape.\n * tf.tensor5d([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], [1, 2, 2, 2, 1]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param values The values of the

tensor. Can be nested array of numbers,\n *     or a flat array, or a `TypedArray`.\n * @param shape The shape of the

tensor. Optional. If not provided,\n *   it is inferred from `values`.\n * @param dtype The data type.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function tensor5d(\n    values: TensorLike5D, shape?:

[number, number, number, number, number],\n    dtype?: DataType): Tensor5D {\n  assertNonNull(values);\n  if

(shape != null && shape.length !== 5) {\n    throw new Error('tensor5d() requires shape to have five numbers');\n

}\n  const inferredShape = inferShape(values, dtype);\n  if (inferredShape.length !== 5 && inferredShape.length !==

1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tensor5d() requires values to be ' +\n        'number[][][][][] or flat/TypedArray');\n

}\n  if (inferredShape.length === 1 && shape == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tensor5d() requires shape to be

provided when `values` ' +\n        'are a flat array');\n  }\n  return makeTensor(values, shape, inferredShape, dtype) as

Tensor5D;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor6D} from '../tensor';\nimport {inferShape} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike6D}

from '../types';\nimport {DataType} from '../types';\nimport {assertNonNull} from '../util';\nimport {makeTensor}

from './tensor_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates rank-6 `tf.Tensor` with the provided values, shape and dtype.\n *\n * The

same functionality can be achieved with `tf.tensor`, but in general\n * we recommend using `tf.tensor6d` as it makes

the code more readable.\n *\n *  ```js\n * // Pass a nested array.\n *

tf.tensor6d([[[[[[1],[2]],[[3],[4]]],[[[5],[6]],[[7],[8]]]]]]).print();\n * ```\n * ```js\n * // Pass a flat array and specify a

shape.\n * tf.tensor6d([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8], [1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param values The values of the

tensor. Can be nested array of numbers,\n *     or a flat array, or a `TypedArray`.\n * @param shape The shape of the

tensor. Optional. If not provided,\n *   it is inferred from `values`.\n * @param dtype The data type.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function tensor6d(\n    values: TensorLike6D,\n    shape?:

[number, number, number, number, number, number],\n    dtype?: DataType): Tensor6D {\n

assertNonNull(values);\n  if (shape != null && shape.length !== 6) {\n    throw new Error('tensor6d() requires shape

to have six numbers');\n  }\n  const inferredShape = inferShape(values, dtype);\n  if (inferredShape.length !== 6 &&

inferredShape.length !== 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'tensor6d() requires values to be number[][][][][][] or ' +\n

      'flat/TypedArray');\n  }\n  if (inferredShape.length === 1 && shape == null) {\n    throw new Error(\n
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'tensor6d() requires shape to be provided when `values` ' +\n        'are a flat array');\n  }\n  shape = shape ||\n

inferredShape as [number, number, number, number, number, number];\n  return makeTensor(values, shape,

inferredShape, dtype) as Tensor6D;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Finds the values and indices of the `k` largest entries along

the last\n * dimension.\n *\n * If the input is a vector (rank=1), finds the k largest entries in the vector\n * and

outputs their values and indices as vectors. Thus values[j] is the j-th\n * largest entry in input, and its index is

indices[j].\n * For higher rank inputs, computes the top k entries along the last dimension.\n *\n * If two elements

are equal, the lower-index element appears first.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor2d([[1, 5], [4, 3]]);\n * const

{values, indices} = tf.topk(a);\n * values.print();\n * indices.print();\n * ```\n * @param x 1-D or higher `tf.Tensor`

with last dimension being at least `k`.\n * @param k Number of top elements to look for along the last dimension.\n

* @param sorted If true, the resulting `k` elements will be sorted by the\n *     values in descending order.\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Evaluation'}\n */\nfunction topk_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x:

T|TensorLike, k = 1, sorted = true): {values: T, indices: T} {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'topk');\n  if

($x.rank === 0) {\n    throw new Error('topk() expects the input to be of rank 1 or higher');\n  }\n  const lastDim =

$x.shape[$x.shape.length - 1];\n  if (k > lastDim) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `'k' passed to topk() must be <= the

last dimension (${lastDim}) ` +\n        `but got ${k}`);\n  }\n\n  const inputs: TopKInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs:

TopKAttrs = {k, sorted};\n\n  const [values, indices] = ENGINE.runKernel(\n      TopK, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n\n  return {values, indices} as {values: T, indices:

T};\n}\n\nexport const topk = op({topk_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, Rank, ShapeMap} from '../types';\n\nimport {buffer}

from './buffer';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {MPRandGauss} from './rand_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates a

`tf.Tensor` with values sampled from a truncated normal\n * distribution.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.truncatedNormal([2,

2]).print();\n * ```\n *\n * The generated values follow a normal distribution with specified mean and\n * standard

deviation, except that values whose magnitude is more than 2\n * standard deviations from the mean are dropped

and re-picked.\n *\n * @param shape An array of integers defining the output tensor shape.\n * @param mean The

mean of the normal distribution.\n * @param stdDev The standard deviation of the normal distribution.\n * @param

dtype The data type of the output tensor.\n * @param seed The seed for the random number generator.\n *\n * @doc

{heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nfunction truncatedNormal_<R extends Rank>(\n    shape:

ShapeMap[R], mean = 0, stdDev = 1, dtype?: 'float32'|'int32',\n    seed?: number): Tensor<R> {\n  if (dtype != null

&& (dtype as DataType) === 'bool') {\n    throw new Error(`Unsupported data type $ { dtype }`);\n  }\n  const

randGauss =\n      new MPRandGauss(mean, stdDev, dtype, true /* truncated */, seed);\n  const res = buffer(shape,
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dtype);\n  for (let i = 0; i < res.values.length; i++) {\n    res.values[i] = randGauss.nextValue();\n  }\n  return

res.toTensor();\n}\n\nexport const truncatedNormal = op({truncatedNormal_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Unique, UniqueAttrs, UniqueInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor1D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assert} from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\n\n/**\n * Finds unique elements along an axis of a tensor.\n *\n * It returns a tensor `values`

containing all of the unique elements along the\n * `axis` of the given tensor `x` in the same order that they occur

along the\n * `axis` in `x`; `x` does not need to be sorted. It also returns a tensor\n * `indices` the same size as the

number of the elements in `x` along the `axis`\n * dimension. It contains the index in the unique output `values`.\n

*\n * ```js\n * // A 1-D tensor\n * const a = tf.tensor1d([1, 1, 2, 4, 4, 4, 7, 8, 8]);\n * const {values, indices} =

tf.unique(a);\n * values.print();   // [1, 2, 4, 7, 8,]\n * indices.print();  // [0, 0, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4]\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n

* // A 2-D tensor with axis=0\n * //\n * // 'a' is: [[1, 0, 0],\n * //          [1, 0, 0],\n * //          [2, 0, 0]]\n * const a =

tf.tensor2d([[1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], [2, 0, 0]]);\n * const {values, indices} = tf.unique(a, 0)\n * values.print();   // [[1, 0,

0],\n *                   //  [2, 0, 0]]\n * indices.print();  // [0, 0, 1]\n * ```\n *\n * ```js\n * // A 2-D tensor with axis=1\n *

//\n * // 'a' is: [[1, 0, 0],\n * //          [1, 0, 0],\n * //          [2, 0, 0]]\n * const a = tf.tensor2d([[1, 0, 0], [1, 0, 0], [2, 0,

0]]);\n * const {values, indices} = tf.unique(a, 1)\n * values.print();   // [[1, 0],\n *                   //  [1, 0],\n *

//  [2, 0]]\n * indices.print();  // [0, 1, 1]\n * ```\n * @param x A tensor (int32, string, bool).\n * @param axis The

axis of the tensor to find the unique elements.\n * @returns [uniqueElements, indices] (see above for details)\n *\n *

@doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Evaluation'}\n */\nfunction unique_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x:

T|TensorLike, axis = 0): {values: T, indices: Tensor1D} {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'unique',

'string_or_numeric');\n  assert($x.rank > 0, () => 'The input tensor must be at least 1D');\n\n  const inputs:

UniqueInputs = {x: $x};\n  const attrs: UniqueAttrs = {axis};\n  const [values, indices] = ENGINE.runKernel(\n

                       Unique, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                                attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as [T,

Tensor1D];\n  return {values, indices};\n}\n\nexport const unique = op({unique_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {UnsortedSegmentSum, UnsortedSegmentSumAttrs,

UnsortedSegmentSumInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport

{Tensor, Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport

{convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {assert, isInt} from

'../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Computes the sum along segments of a `tf.Tensor`.\n *\n *

```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n * const segmentIds = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 0, 1], 'int32');\n * const

numSegments = 3;\n *\n * x.unsortedSegmentSum(segmentIds, numSegments).print()\n * //or

tf.unsortedSegmentSum(x, segmentIds, numSegments)\n * ```\n * @param x The `tf.Tensor` that will be summed

along its segments.\n * @param segmentIds A `tf.Tensor1D` whose rank is equal to the rank of `x`'s\n * dimension
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along the `axis`.  Maps each element of `x` to a segment.\n * @param numSegments The number of distinct

`segmentIds`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Segment'}\n */\nfunction

unsortedSegmentSum_<T extends Tensor>(\n    x: T|TensorLike, segmentIds: Tensor1D|TensorLike, numSegments:

number): T {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'unsortedSegmentSum');\n  const $segmentIds =\n

convertToTensor(segmentIds, 'segmentIds', 'unsortedSegmentSum', 'int32');\n  assert(isInt(numSegments), () =>

'numSegments must be of dtype int');\n\n  const inputs: UnsortedSegmentSumInputs = {x: $x, segmentIds:

$segmentIds};\n  const attrs: UnsortedSegmentSumAttrs = {numSegments};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n

UnsortedSegmentSum, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const

unsortedSegmentSum = op({unsortedSegmentSum_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Unstacks a

`tf.Tensor` of rank-`R` into a list of rank-`(R-1)` `tf.Tensor`s.\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2,

2]);\n *\n * tf.unstack(a).forEach(tensor => tensor.print());\n * ```\n *\n * @param x A tensor object.\n * @param

axis The axis to unstack along. Defaults to 0 (the first dim).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Slicing

and Joining'}\n */\nfunction unstack_(x: Tensor|TensorLike, axis = 0): Tensor[] {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x,

'x', 'unstack', 'string_or_numeric');\n  util.assert(\n      axis >= -$x.shape.length && axis < $x.shape.length,\n      ()

=>\n          `Axis = ${axis} is not in [-${$x.shape.length}, ${$x.shape.length})`);\n\n  const inputs: UnpackInputs =

{value: $x};\n  const attrs: UnpackAttrs = {axis};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      Unpack, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const unstack = op({unstack_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Tensor, Variable} from '../tensor';\nimport {DataType, Rank}

from '../types';\n\n/**\n * Creates a new variable with the provided initial value.\n * ```js\n * const x =

tf.variable(tf.tensor([1, 2, 3]));\n * x.assign(tf.tensor([4, 5, 6]));\n *\n * x.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param initialValue

Initial value for the tensor.\n * @param trainable If true, optimizers are allowed to update it.\n * @param name

Name of the variable. Defaults to a unique id.\n * @param dtype If set, initialValue will be converted to the given

type.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading: 'Creation'}\n */\nexport function variable<R extends Rank>(\n

initialValue: Tensor<R>, trainable = true, name?: string,\n    dtype?: DataType): Variable<R> {\n  return

ENGINE.makeVariable(initialValue, trainable, name, dtype) as\n      Variable<R>;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/** An implementation of the Where kernel shared between cpu and webgl */\n\nimport {buffer} from

'../ops/buffer';\nimport {Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport {TypedArray} from '../types';\n\nexport function

whereImpl(condShape: number[], condVals: TypedArray): Tensor2D {\n  const indices = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i <

condVals.length; i++) {\n    if (condVals[i]) {\n      indices.push(i);\n    }\n  }\n\n  const inBuffer =

buffer(condShape, 'int32');\n\n  const out = buffer([indices.length, condShape.length], 'int32');\n  for (let i = 0; i <

indices.length; i++) {\n    const loc = inBuffer.indexToLoc(indices[i]);\n    const offset = i * condShape.length;\n

out.values.set(loc, offset);\n  }\n  return out.toTensor() as Tensor2D;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {whereImpl} from '../backends/where_impl';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport

{convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * Returns the

coordinates of true elements of condition.\n *\n * The coordinates are returned in a 2-D tensor where the first

dimension (rows)\n * represents the number of true elements, and the second dimension (columns)\n * represents the

coordinates of the true elements. Keep in mind, the shape of\n * the output tensor can vary depending on how many

true values there are in\n * input. Indices are output in row-major order. The resulting tensor has the\n * shape

`[numTrueElems, condition.rank]`.\n *\n * This is analogous to calling the python `tf.where(cond)` without an x or

y.\n *\n * ```js\n * const cond = tf.tensor1d([false, false, true], 'bool');\n * const result = await

tf.whereAsync(cond);\n * result.print();\n * ```\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Logical'}\n

*/\nasync function whereAsync_(condition: Tensor|TensorLike): Promise<Tensor2D> {\n  const $condition =\n

convertToTensor(condition, 'condition', 'whereAsync', 'bool');\n  const vals = await $condition.data();\n  const res =

whereImpl($condition.shape, vals);\n  if (condition !== $condition) {\n    $condition.dispose();\n  }\n  return

res;\n}\n\nexport const whereAsync = whereAsync_;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {gather} from './gather';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\nimport {squeeze} from './squeeze';\nimport {whereAsync} from './where_async';\n\n/**\n * Apply

boolean mask to tensor.\n *\n * ```js\n * const tensor = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], [3, 2]);\n * const mask =

tf.tensor1d([1, 0, 1], 'bool');\n * const result = await tf.booleanMaskAsync(tensor, mask);\n * result.print();\n * ```\n

*\n * @param tensor N-D tensor.\n * @param mask K-D boolean tensor, K <= N and K must be known statically.\n

* @param axis A 0-D int Tensor representing the axis in tensor to mask from.\n *     By default, axis is 0 which will

mask from the first dimension.\n *     Otherwise K + axis <= N.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Tensors', subheading:

'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nasync function booleanMaskAsync_(\n    tensor: Tensor|TensorLike, mask:

Tensor|TensorLike,\n    axis?: number): Promise<Tensor> {\n  const $tensor = convertToTensor(tensor, 'tensor',

'boolMask');\n  const $mask = convertToTensor(mask, 'mask', 'boolMask', 'bool');\n\n  const axisFrom = axis == null

? 0 : axis;\n  const maskDim = $mask.rank;\n  const tensorShape = $tensor.shape;\n\n  util.assert(maskDim > 0, ()
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=> 'mask cannot be scalar');\n  util.assertShapesMatch(\n      tensorShape.slice(axisFrom, axisFrom + maskDim),

$mask.shape,\n      `mask's shape must match the first K dimensions of tensor's shape,`);\n\n  let leadingSize = 1;\n

for (let i = axisFrom; i < axisFrom + maskDim; i++) {\n    leadingSize *= tensorShape[i];\n  }\n  const

targetTensorShape =\n      tensorShape.slice(0, axisFrom)\n          .concat([leadingSize], tensorShape.slice(axisFrom

+ maskDim));\n  const reshapedTensor = reshape($tensor, targetTensorShape);\n  const reshapedMask =

reshape($mask, [-1]);\n  const positivePositions = await whereAsync(reshapedMask);\n  const indices =

squeeze(positivePositions, [1]);\n\n  const res = gather(reshapedTensor, indices, axisFrom);\n\n  // Ensure no

memory leak.\n  if (tensor !== $tensor) {\n    $tensor.dispose();\n  }\n  if (mask !== $mask) {\n    $mask.dispose();\n

}\n  indices.dispose();\n  reshapedTensor.dispose();\n  reshapedMask.dispose();\n  positivePositions.dispose();\n\n

return res;\n}\n\nexport const booleanMaskAsync = booleanMaskAsync_;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\nimport {parseAxisParam} from '../util';\n\nimport {abs} from './abs';\nimport * as axis_util from

'./axis_util';\nimport {max} from './max';\nimport {min} from './min';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport

{pow} from './pow';\nimport {reshape} from './reshape';\nimport {scalar} from './scalar';\nimport {sqrt} from

'./sqrt';\nimport {square} from './square';\nimport {sum} from './sum';\n\n/**\n * Computes the norm of scalar,

vectors, and matrices.\n * This function can compute several different vector norms (the 1-norm, the\n * Euclidean

or 2-norm, the inf-norm, and in general the p-norm for p > 0)\n * and matrix norms (Frobenius, 1-norm, and inf-

norm).\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 3, 4]);\n *\n * x.norm().print();  // or tf.norm(x)\n * ```\n *\n *

@param x The input array.\n * @param ord Optional. Order of the norm. Supported norm types are\n * following:\n

*\n *  | ord        | norm for matrices         | norm for vectors\n *  |------------|---------------------------|---------------------\n

*  |'euclidean' |Frobenius norm             |2-norm\n *  |'fro'       |Frobenius norm\t           |\n *  |Infinity

|max(sum(abs(x), axis=1))   |max(abs(x))\n *  |-Infinity   |min(sum(abs(x), axis=1))   |min(abs(x))\n *  |1

|max(sum(abs(x), axis=0))   |sum(abs(x))\n *  |2           |                           |sum(abs(x)^2)^1/2*\n *\n * @param axis

Optional. If axis is null (the default), the input is\n * considered a vector and a single vector norm is computed over

the entire\n * set of values in the Tensor, i.e. norm(x, ord) is equivalent\n * to norm(x.reshape([-1]), ord). If axis is a

integer, the input\n * is considered a batch of vectors, and axis determines the axis in x\n * over which to compute

vector norms. If axis is a 2-tuple of integer it is\n * considered a batch of matrices and axis determines the axes in

NDArray\n * over which to compute a matrix norm.\n * @param keepDims Optional. If true, the norm have the

same dimensionality\n * as the input.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Matrices'}\n */\nfunction

norm_(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, ord: number|'euclidean'|'fro' = 'euclidean',\n    axis: number|number[] = null,

keepDims = false): Tensor {\n  x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'norm');\n\n  const norm = normImpl(x, ord, axis);\n  let

keepDimsShape = norm.shape;\n  if (keepDims) {\n    const axes = parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n

keepDimsShape = axis_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(norm.shape, axes);\n  }\n  return reshape(norm,

keepDimsShape);\n}\n\nfunction normImpl(\n    x: Tensor, p: number|string, axis: number|number[] = null): Tensor

{\n  if (x.rank === 0) {\n    return abs(x);\n  }\n\n  // consider vector when no axis is specified\n  if (x.rank !== 1 &&

axis === null) {\n    return normImpl(reshape(x, [-1]), p, axis);\n  }\n\n  // vector\n  if (x.rank === 1 || typeof axis

=== 'number' ||\n      Array.isArray(axis) && axis.length === 1) {\n    if (p === 1) {\n      return sum(abs(x), axis);\n

 }\n    if (p === Infinity) {\n      return max(abs(x), axis);\n    }\n    if (p === -Infinity) {\n      return min(abs(x),

axis);\n    }\n    if (p === 'euclidean' || p === 2) {\n      // norm(x, 2) = sum(abs(xi) ^ 2) ^ 1/2\n      return

sqrt(sum(pow(abs(x), scalar(2, 'int32')), axis));\n    }\n\n    throw new Error(`Error in norm: invalid ord value:

${p}`);\n  }\n\n  // matrix (assumption axis[0] < axis[1])\n  if (Array.isArray(axis) && axis.length === 2) {\n    if (p
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=== 1) {\n      return max(sum(abs(x), axis[0]), axis[1] - 1);\n    }\n    if (p === Infinity) {\n      return

max(sum(abs(x), axis[1]), axis[0]);\n    }\n    if (p === -Infinity) {\n      return min(sum(abs(x), axis[1]), axis[0]);\n

}\n    if (p === 'fro' || p === 'euclidean') {\n      // norm(x) = sqrt(sum(pow(x, 2)))\n      return sqrt(sum(square(x),

axis));\n    }\n\n    throw new Error(`Error in norm: invalid ord value: ${p}`);\n  }\n\n  throw new Error(`Error in

norm: invalid axis: ${axis}`);\n}\n\nexport const norm = op({norm_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Scalar, Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {assertTypesMatch} from '../tensor_util';\nimport

{convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport * as util from

'../util';\n\nimport {add} from './add';\nimport {div} from './div';\nimport {mul} from './mul';\nimport {op} from

'./operation';\nimport {pow} from './pow';\nimport {scalar} from './scalar';\nimport {sub} from './sub';\n\n/**\n *

Compute the moving average of a variable.\n *\n * Without zeroDebias, the moving average operation is defined

by:\n *   `v += delta`\n * where\n *   `delta = (1 - decay) * (x - v)`\n *\n * With zeroDebias (default), the `delta` term

is scaled to debias the\n * effect of the (assumed) zero-initialization of `v`.\n *   `delta /= (1 - decay ^ step)`\n *\n *

For more details on the zero-debiasing algorithm, see:\n *   https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6980\n *\n * Note that this

function is completely stateless and does not keep track of\n * step count. The step count needs to be maintained by

the caller and passed\n * in as `step`.\n *\n * @param v The current moving average value.\n * @param x New

input value, must have the same shape and dtype as `v`.\n * @param decay The decay factor. Typical values are

0.95 and 0.99.\n * @param step Step count.\n * @param zeroDebias: Whether zeroDebias is to be performed

(default: `true`).\n * @returns The new moving average value.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Moving Average'}\n */\nfunction movingAverage_<T extends Tensor>(\n    v: T|TensorLike, x: T|TensorLike,

decay: number|Scalar,\n    step?: number|Scalar, zeroDebias = true): T {\n  const $v = convertToTensor(v, 'v',

'movingAverage');\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'movingAverage');\n  const $decay =

convertToTensor(decay, 'decay', 'movingAverage');\n\n  assertTypesMatch($v, $x);\n  util.assert(\n

util.arraysEqual($v.shape, $x.shape), () => 'Shape mismatch in v and x');\n\n  const one = scalar(1);\n  const

oneMinusDecay = sub(one, $decay);\n\n  let update = mul(sub($x, $v), oneMinusDecay);\n  if (zeroDebias) {\n

util.assert(\n        step != null, () => 'When using zeroDebias: true, step is required.');\n    const $step =

convertToTensor(step, 'step', 'movingAverage');\n    update = div(update, sub(one, pow($decay, $step)));\n  }\n

return add($v, update);\n}\n\nexport const movingAverage = op({movingAverage_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {Rank,

ShapeMap, TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport * as scatter_nd_util from

'./scatter_nd_util';\n\n/**\n * Creates a new tensor by applying sparse updates to individual\n * values or slices

within a zero tensor of the given shape tensor according to\n * indices. This operator is the inverse of the

`tf.gatherND` operator which\n * extracts values or slices from a given tensor.\n *\n * ```js\n * const indices =
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tf.tensor2d([4, 3, 1, 7], [4, 1], 'int32');\n * const updates = tf.tensor1d([9, 10, 11, 12]);\n * const shape = [8];\n *

tf.scatterND(indices, updates, shape).print() //[0, 11, 0, 10, 9, 0, 0, 12]\n * ```\n *\n * @param indices The tensor

contains the indices into the output tensor.\n * @param updates The tensor contains the value for the indices.\n *

@param shape: The shape of the output tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Slicing and

Joining'}\n */\nfunction scatterND_<R extends Rank>(\n    indices: Tensor|TensorLike, updates:

Tensor|TensorLike,\n    shape: ShapeMap[R]): Tensor<R> {\n  const $indices = convertToTensor(indices, 'indices',

'scatterND', 'int32');\n  const $updates = convertToTensor(updates, 'updates', 'scatterND');\n

scatter_nd_util.validateInput($updates, $indices, shape);\n\n  const inputs: ScatterNdInputs = {indices: $indices,

updates: $updates};\n  const attrs: ScatterNdAttrs = {shape};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-

assertion\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n             ScatterNd, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n             attrs as {}

as NamedAttrMap) as Tensor<R>;\n}\n\nexport const scatterND = op({scatterND_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\n\n/**\n * Validate sparseToDense inputs.\n *\n * @param sparseIndices A 0-

D, 1-D, or 2-D Tensor of type int32.\n * sparseIndices[i] contains the complete index where sparseValues[i] will

be\n * placed.\n * @param sparseValues A 0-D or 1-D Tensor. Values\n * corresponding to each row of

sparseIndices, or a scalar value to be used for\n * all sparse indices.\n * @param outputShape number[]. Shape of

the dense output tensor.\n * @param validateIndices boolean. indice validation is not supported, error\n * will be

thrown if it is set.\n */\nexport function validateInput(\n    sparseIndices: Tensor, sparseValues: Tensor,

outputShape: number[],\n    defaultValues: Tensor) {\n  if (sparseIndices.dtype !== 'int32') {\n    throw new Error(\n

     'tf.sparseToDense() expects the indices to be int32 type,' +\n        ` but the dtype was ${sparseIndices.dtype}.`);\n

}\n  if (sparseIndices.rank > 2) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'sparseIndices should be a scalar, vector, or matrix,' +\n

      ` but got shape ${sparseIndices.shape}.`);\n  }\n\n  const numElems = sparseIndices.rank > 0 ?

sparseIndices.shape[0] : 1;\n  const numDims = sparseIndices.rank > 1 ? sparseIndices.shape[1] : 1;\n\n  if

(outputShape.length !== numDims) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'outputShape has incorrect number of elements:,'

+\n        ` ${outputShape.length}, should be: ${numDims}.`);\n  }\n\n  const numValues = sparseValues.size;\n  if

(!(sparseValues.rank === 0 ||\n        sparseValues.rank === 1 && numValues === numElems)) {\n    throw new

Error(\n        'sparseValues has incorrect shape ' +\n        `${sparseValues.shape}, should be [] or

[${numElems}]`);\n  }\n\n  if (sparseValues.dtype !== defaultValues.dtype) {\n    throw new

Error('sparseValues.dtype must match defaultValues.dtype');\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {SparseToDense, SparseToDenseAttrs, SparseToDenseInputs}

from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport * as sparse_to_dense from

'../ops/sparse_to_dense_util';\nimport {Scalar, Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {Rank, ScalarLike, ShapeMap,

TensorLike} from '../types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Converts a sparse representation into a

dense tensor.\n *\n * Builds an array dense with shape outputShape such that:\n *\n * // If sparseIndices is scalar\n *
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dense[i] = (i == sparseIndices ? sparseValues : defaultValue)\n *\n * // If sparseIndices is a vector, then for each i\n

* dense[sparseIndices[i]] = sparseValues[i]\n *\n * // If sparseIndices is an n by d matrix, then for each i in [0, n)\n *

dense[sparseIndices[i][0], ..., sparseIndices[i][d-1]] = sparseValues[i]\n * All other values in dense are set to

defaultValue. If sparseValues is a\n * scalar, all sparse indices are set to this single value.\n *\n * If indices are

repeated the final value is summed over all values for those\n * indices.\n *\n * ```js\n * const indices =

tf.tensor1d([4, 5, 6, 1, 2, 3], 'int32');\n * const values = tf.tensor1d([10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], 'float32');\n * const shape

= [8];\n * tf.sparseToDense(indices, values, shape).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param sparseIndices A 0-D, 1-D, or 2-D

Tensor of type int32.\n * sparseIndices[i] contains the complete index where sparseValues[i] will be\n * placed.\n *

@param sparseValues A 0-D or 1-D Tensor. Values\n * corresponding to each row of sparseIndices, or a scalar

value to be used for\n * all sparse indices.\n * @param outputShape Shape of the dense output tensor. the type is

inferred.\n * @param defaultValue Scalar. Value to set for indices not specified in\n * sparseIndices. Defaults to

zero.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Normalization'}\n */\nfunction sparseToDense_<R extends

Rank>(\n    sparseIndices: Tensor|TensorLike, sparseValues: Tensor|TensorLike,\n    outputShape: ShapeMap[R],

defaultValue: Scalar|ScalarLike = 0): Tensor<R> {\n  const $sparseIndices =\n      convertToTensor(sparseIndices,

'sparseIndices', 'sparseToDense', 'int32');\n  const $sparseValues =\n      convertToTensor(sparseValues,

'sparseValues', 'sparseToDense');\n  const $defaultValue = convertToTensor(\n      defaultValue, 'defaultValue',

'sparseToDense', $sparseValues.dtype);\n\n  sparse_to_dense.validateInput(\n      $sparseIndices, $sparseValues,

outputShape, $defaultValue);\n\n  const inputs: SparseToDenseInputs = {\n    sparseIndices: $sparseIndices,\n

sparseValues: $sparseValues,\n    defaultValue: $defaultValue\n  };\n\n  const attrs: SparseToDenseAttrs =

{outputShape};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n      SparseToDense, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs

as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n}\n\nexport const sparseToDense = op({sparseToDense_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {GatherNd, GatherNdInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../types';\nimport {op} from './operation';\n\n/**\n * Gather slices

from input tensor into a Tensor with shape specified by\n * `indices`.\n *\n * `indices` is an K-dimensional integer

tensor, best thought of as a\n * (K-1)-dimensional tensor of indices into input, where each element defines a\n * slice

of input:\n * output[\\\\(i_0, ..., i_{K-2}\\\\)] = input[indices[\\\\(i_0, ..., i_{K-2}\\\\)]]\n *\n * Whereas in `tf.gather`,

`indices` defines slices into the first dimension of\n * input, in `tf.gatherND`, `indices` defines slices into the first N

dimensions\n * of input, where N = indices.shape[-1].\n *\n * The last dimension of indices can be at most the rank

of input:\n * indices.shape[-1] <= input.rank\n *\n * The last dimension of `indices` corresponds to elements\n * (if

indices.shape[-1] == input.rank) or slices\n * (if indices.shape[-1] < input.rank) along dimension indices.shape[-1]

of\n * input.\n * The output tensor has shape\n * indices.shape[:-1] + input.shape[indices.shape[-1]:]\n *\n * Note

that on CPU, if an out of bound index is found, an error is returned. On\n * GPU, if an out of bound index is found,

a 0 is stored in the corresponding\n * output value.\n *\n * ```js\n * const indices = tf.tensor2d([0, 1, 1, 0], [2,2],

'int32');\n * const input = tf.tensor2d([9, 10, 11, 12], [2, 2]);\n * tf.gatherND(input, indices).print() // [10, 11]\n *

```\n *\n * @param x The tensor from which to gather values.\n * @param indices Index tensor, must be of type

int32.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Slicing and Joining'}\n */\nfunction gatherND_(x:

Tensor|TensorLike, indices: Tensor|TensorLike): Tensor {\n  const $indices = convertToTensor(indices, 'indices',

'gatherND', 'int32');\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'gatherND');\n\n  const inputs: GatherNdInputs = {params:

$x, indices: $indices};\n\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(GatherNd, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap);\n}\n\nexport

const gatherND = op({gatherND_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n
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* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\n/**\n * Normalize noise shape based on

provided tensor and noise shape.\n *\n * @param x Tensor.\n * @param noiseShape The shape for the randomly

generated keep/drop flags, as\n *   an array of numbers. Optional.\n * @returns Normalized noise shape.\n

*/\nexport function getNoiseShape(x: Tensor, noiseShape?: number[]): number[] {\n  if (noiseShape == null) {\n

return x.shape.slice();\n  }\n  if (util.arraysEqual(x.shape, noiseShape)) {\n    return noiseShape;\n  }\n  if

(x.shape.length === noiseShape.length) {\n    const newDimension: number[] = [];\n    for (let i = 0; i <

x.shape.length; i++) {\n      if (noiseShape[i] == null && x.shape[i] != null) {\n

newDimension.push(x.shape[i]);\n      } else {\n        newDimension.push(noiseShape[i]);\n      }\n    }\n    return

newDimension;\n  }\n\n  return noiseShape;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nimport {add} from './add';\nimport {div} from './div';\nimport

{getNoiseShape} from './dropout_util';\nimport {floor} from './floor';\nimport {mul} from './mul';\nimport {op}

from './operation';\nimport {randomUniform} from './random_uniform';\n\n/**\n * Computes dropout.\n *\n * ```js\n

* const x = tf.tensor1d([1, 2, 2, 1]);\n * const rate = 0.75;\n * const output = tf.dropout(x, rate);\n * output.print();\n

* ```\n *\n * @param x A floating point Tensor or TensorLike.\n * @param rate A float in the range [0, 1). The

probability that each element\n *   of x is discarded.\n * @param noiseShape An array of numbers of type int32,

representing the\n * shape for randomly generated keep/drop flags. If the noiseShape has null\n * value, it will be

automatically replaced with the x's relative dimension\n * size. Optional.\n * @param seed Used to create random

seeds. Optional.\n * @returns A Tensor of the same shape of x.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Dropout'}\n */\nfunction dropout_(\n    x: Tensor|TensorLike, rate: number, noiseShape?: number[],\n    seed?:

number|string): Tensor {\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'dropout');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $x.dtype ===

'float32',\n      () => `x has to be a floating point tensor since it's going to be ` +\n          `scaled, but got a

${$x.dtype} tensor instead.`);\n  util.assert(\n      rate >= 0 && rate < 1,\n      () => `rate must be a float in the range

[0, 1), but got ${rate}.`);\n\n  if (rate === 0) {\n    return x instanceof Tensor ? $x.clone() : $x;\n  }\n\n  const

$noiseShape = getNoiseShape($x, noiseShape);\n  const keepProb = 1 - rate;\n  const multiplier = div(\n

floor(add(randomUniform($noiseShape, 0, 1, 'float32', seed), keepProb)),\n      keepProb);\n\n  return mul($x,

multiplier);\n}\n\nexport const dropout = op({dropout_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../tensor';\nimport {tensor1d} from './tensor1d';\n\nexport function

enclosingPowerOfTwo(value: number) {\n  // Return 2**N for integer N such that 2**N >= value.\n  return

Math.floor(Math.pow(2, Math.ceil(Math.log(value) / Math.log(2.0))));\n}\n\nexport function cosineWindow(\n

windowLength: number, a: number, b: number): Tensor1D {\n  const even = 1 - windowLength % 2;\n  const

newValues = new Float32Array(windowLength);\n  for (let i = 0; i < windowLength; ++i) {\n    const cosArg = (2.0

* Math.PI * i) / (windowLength + even - 1);\n    newValues[i] = a - b * Math.cos(cosArg);\n  }\n  return

tensor1d(newValues, 'float32');\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike}

from '../types';\nimport {assert, assertShapesMatch, getTypedArrayFromDType} from '../util';\nimport {tensor}

from './tensor';\n\n/**\n * Returns whether the targets are in the top K predictions.\n *\n * ```js\n * const predictions

= tf.tensor2d([[20, 10, 40, 30], [30, 50, -20, 10]]);\n * const targets = tf.tensor1d([2, 0]);\n * const precision = await

tf.inTopKAsync(predictions, targets);\n * precision.print();\n * ```\n * @param predictions 2-D or higher `tf.Tensor`

with last dimension being\n *     at least `k`.\n * @param targets 1-D or higher `tf.Tensor`.\n * @param k Optional

Number of top elements to look at for computing precision,\n *     default to 1.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Evaluation'}\n */\nasync function inTopKAsync_<T extends Tensor, U extends Tensor>(\n

predictions: T|TensorLike, targets: U|TensorLike, k = 1): Promise<U> {\n  const $predictions =

convertToTensor(predictions, 'predictions', 'inTopK');\n  const $targets = convertToTensor(targets, 'targets',

'inTopK');\n\n  assert(\n      $predictions.rank > 1,\n      () => 'inTopK() expects the predictions to be of rank 2 or

higher, ' +\n          `but got ${$predictions.rank}`);\n  assert(\n      $predictions.rank - 1 === $targets.rank,\n      () =>

`predictions rank should be 1 larger than ` +\n          `targets rank, but got predictions rank ` +\n

`${$predictions.rank} and targets rank ${$targets.rank}`);\n  assertShapesMatch(\n      $predictions.shape.slice(0,

$predictions.shape.length - 1),\n      $targets.shape,\n      `predictions's shape should be align with the targets' shape,

` +\n          'except the last dimension.');\n  const lastDim = $predictions.shape[$predictions.shape.length - 1];\n

assert(\n      k > 0 && k <= lastDim,\n      () => `'k' passed to inTopK() must be > 0 && <= the predictions last ` +\n

       `dimension (${lastDim}), but got ${k}`);\n\n  const predictionsVals = await $predictions.data();\n  const

targetsVals = await $targets.data();\n\n  // Reshape predictionsVals into a 2d tensor [batch, lastDim]\n  // and look up

topK along lastDim.\n  const [batch, size] = [predictionsVals.length / lastDim, lastDim];\n  const precision =

getTypedArrayFromDType('bool', batch);\n\n  for (let b = 0; b < batch; b++) {\n    const offset = b * size;\n    const

vals = predictionsVals.subarray(offset, offset + size);\n    const valAndInd: Array<{value: number, index: number}>

= [];\n    for (let i = 0; i < vals.length; i++) {\n      valAndInd.push({value: vals[i], index: i});\n    }\n

valAndInd.sort((a, b) => b.value - a.value);\n\n    precision[b] = 0;\n    for (let i = 0; i < k; i++) {\n      if

(valAndInd[i].index === targetsVals[b]) {\n        precision[b] = 1;\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  if (predictions

!== $predictions) {\n    $predictions.dispose();\n  }\n  if (targets !== $targets) {\n    $targets.dispose();\n  }\n\n  //

Output precision has the same shape as targets.\n  return tensor(precision, $targets.shape, 'bool') as U;\n}\n\nexport

const inTopKAsync = inTopKAsync_;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {Conv2DBackpropFilter, Conv2DBackpropFilterAttrs,

Conv2DBackpropFilterInputs} from '../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport

{Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\nimport * as util from

'../util';\n\nimport * as conv_util from './conv_util';\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the derivative of the filter of a 2D convolution.\n *\n * @param x The input tensor,

of rank 4 or rank 3 of shape\n *     [batch, height, width, inChannels]. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param

dy The dy image, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *     [batch, height, width, outDepth]. If rank 3, batch of 1 is

assumed.\n * @param filterShape The shape of the filter, length 4,\n *     [filterHeight, filterWidth, inDepth,

outDepth].\n * @param strides The strides of the convolution: [strideHeight,\n * strideWidth].\n * @param pad A

string from: 'same', 'valid'. The type of padding algorithm\n *     used in the forward prop of the op.\n * @param

dataFormat: An optional string from: \"NHWC\", \"NCHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NHWC\". Specify the data format

of the input and output data. With the\n *     default format \"NHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *

 height, width, channels].\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from: 'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none is\n *

provided, it will default to truncate.\n */\nfunction conv2DBackpropFilter_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x:

T, dy: T, filterShape: [number, number, number, number],\n    strides: [number, number]|number,\n    pad:

'valid'|'same'|number|conv_util.ExplicitPadding,\n    dataFormat: 'NHWC'|'NCHW' = 'NHWC',\n

dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'): Tensor4D {\n  let x4D = x as Tensor4D;\n  if (x.rank === 3) {\n    x4D =

reshape(x, [1, x.shape[0], x.shape[1], x.shape[2]]);\n  }\n  let dy4D = dy as Tensor4D;\n  if (dy4D.rank === 3) {\n

dy4D = reshape(dy, [1, dy.shape[0], dy.shape[1], dy.shape[2]]);\n  }\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.rank === 4,\n      () =>

`Error in conv2dDerFilter: input must be rank 4, but got shape ` +\n          `${x4D.shape}.`);\n  util.assert(\n

dy4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in conv2dDerFilter: dy must be rank 4, but got shape ` +\n

`${dy4D.shape}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      filterShape.length === 4,\n      () => `Error in conv2dDerFilter: filterShape

must be length 4, but got ` +\n          `${filterShape}.`);\n  const inDepth = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? x4D.shape[3]

: x4D.shape[1];\n  const outDepth = dataFormat === 'NHWC' ? dy4D.shape[3] : dy4D.shape[1];\n  util.assert(\n

inDepth === filterShape[2],\n      () => `Error in conv2dDerFilter: depth of input ${inDepth}) must ` +\n

`match input depth in filter (${filterShape[2]}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      outDepth === filterShape[3],\n      () => `Error

in conv2dDerFilter: depth of dy (${outDepth}) must ` +\n          `match output depth for filter

(${filterShape[3]}).`);\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n        ()

=> `Error in conv2dDerFilter: pad must be an integer when using, ` +\n            `dimRoundingMode

${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  const inputs: Conv2DBackpropFilterInputs = {x: x4D, dy:

dy4D};\n  const attrs: Conv2DBackpropFilterAttrs =\n      {strides, pad, dataFormat, dimRoundingMode,

filterShape};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n

Conv2DBackpropFilter, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n             attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as

Tensor4D;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropFilter = op({conv2DBackpropFilter_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\n\nimport * as broadcast_util from './broadcast_util';\nimport {elu} from

'./elu';\nimport {Activation} from './fused_types';\nimport {leakyRelu} from './leaky_relu';\nimport {mul} from

'./mul';\nimport {prelu} from './prelu';\nimport {relu} from './relu';\nimport {relu6} from './relu6';\nimport {reshape}

from './reshape';\nimport {step} from './step';\nimport {sum} from './sum';\n\n// Returns gradient for fused

activation.\nexport function getFusedDyActivation(\n    dy: Tensor, y: Tensor, activation: Activation): Tensor {\n  if

(activation == null || activation === 'linear') {\n    return dy;\n  }\n  if (activation === 'relu') {\n    return mul(dy,
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step(y));\n  }\n  throw new Error(\n      `Cannot compute gradient for fused activation ${activation}.`);\n}\n\n//

Returns gradient for fused bias.\nexport function getFusedBiasGradient(\n    bias: Tensor, dyActivation: Tensor):

Tensor {\n  let res = dyActivation;\n  const reduceAxes =\n      broadcast_util.getReductionAxes(bias.shape,

dyActivation.shape);\n  if (reduceAxes.length > 0) {\n    res = sum(res, reduceAxes);\n  }\n  return reshape(res,

bias.shape);\n}\n\nexport function applyActivation(\n    x: Tensor, activation: Activation, preluActivationWeights?:

Tensor,\n    leakyreluAlpha?: number): Tensor {\n  if (activation === 'linear') {\n    return x;\n  } else if (activation

=== 'relu') {\n    return relu(x);\n  } else if (activation === 'elu') {\n    return elu(x);\n  } else if (activation ===

'relu6') {\n    return relu6(x);\n  } else if (activation === 'prelu') {\n    return prelu(x, preluActivationWeights);\n  }

else if (activation === 'leakyrelu') {\n    return leakyRelu(x, leakyreluAlpha);\n  }\n  throw new Error(`Unknown

fused activation ${activation}.`);\n}\n\n// Whether we should call fused ops.\nexport const shouldFuse =

(gradientDepth: number, activation: Activation) => {\n  const gradientMode = gradientDepth > 0;\n  return

!gradientMode || activation === 'linear';\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {customGrad} from '../../gradients';\nimport {FusedConv2D,

FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from

'../../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {GradSaveFunc,

NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from '../../tensor_util';\nimport

{convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport * as util from

'../../util';\nimport {add} from '../add';\nimport * as broadcast_util from '../broadcast_util';\nimport {conv2d as

unfusedConv2d} from '../conv2d';\nimport {conv2DBackpropFilter} from '../conv2d_backprop_filter';\nimport

{conv2DBackpropInput} from '../conv2d_backprop_input';\nimport * as conv_util from '../conv_util';\nimport

{Activation} from '../fused_types';\nimport {applyActivation, getFusedBiasGradient, getFusedDyActivation,

shouldFuse} from '../fused_util';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\n\n/**\n *

Computes a 2D convolution over the input x, optionally fused with adding a\n * bias and applying an activation.\n

*\n * ```js\n * const inputDepth = 2;\n * const inShape = [2, 2, 2, inputDepth];\n * const outputDepth = 2;\n * const

fSize = 1;\n * const pad = 0;\n * const strides = 1;\n *\n * const x = tf.tensor4d( [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

13, 14, 15,\n * 16], inShape);\n * const w = tf.tensor4d([-1, 1, -2, 0.5], [fSize, fSize, inputDepth,\n *

outputDepth]);\n *\n * tf.fused.conv2d({ x, filter: w, strides, pad, dataFormat: 'NHWC',\n * dilations: [1, 1], bias:

tf.scalar(5), activation: 'relu' }).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param obj An object with the following properties:\n *

@param x The input tensor, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *     `[batch, height, width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch

of 1 is\n * assumed.\n * @param filter The filter, rank 4, of shape\n *     `[filterHeight, filterWidth, inDepth,

outDepth]`.\n * @param strides The strides of the convolution: `[strideHeight,\n * strideWidth]`.\n * @param pad

The type of padding algorithm.\n *   - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size as input,\n *       regardless of

filter size.\n *   - `valid` output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than 1x1.\n *   - For more info, see

this guide:\n *     [https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dataFormat An optional string from:

\"NHWC\", \"NCHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and output data. With

the\n *     default format \"NHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     height, width, channels]. Only

\"NHWC\" is currently supported.\n * @param dilations The dilation rates: `[dilationHeight, dilationWidth]`\n *

in which we sample input values across the height and width dimensions\n *     in atrous convolution. Defaults to

`[1, 1]`. If `dilations` is a single\n *     number, then `dilationHeight == dilationWidth`. If it is greater than\n *     1,

then all values of `strides` must be 1.\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from: 'ceil', 'round', 'floor'. If none
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is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n * @param bias Tensor to be added to the result.\n * @param

activation Name of activation kernel (defaults to `linear`) to be\n *     applied\n *      after biasAdd.\n * @param

preluActivationWeights Tensor of prelu weights to be applied as part\n *     of a `prelu` activation, typically the

same shape as `x`.\n * @param leakyreluAlpha Optional. Alpha to be applied as part of a `leakyrelu`\n *

activation.\n */\nfunction fusedConv2d_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>({\n  x,\n  filter,\n  strides,\n  pad,\n

dataFormat = 'NHWC',\n  dilations = [1, 1],\n  dimRoundingMode,\n  bias,\n  activation = 'linear',\n

preluActivationWeights,\n  leakyreluAlpha\n}: {\n  x: T|TensorLike,\n  filter: Tensor4D|TensorLike,\n  strides:

[number, number]|number,\n  pad: 'valid'|'same'|number|conv_util.ExplicitPadding,\n  dataFormat?:

'NHWC'|'NCHW',\n  dilations?: [number, number]|number,\n  dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil',\n  bias?:

Tensor|TensorLike,\n  activation?: Activation,\n  preluActivationWeights?: Tensor,\n  leakyreluAlpha?: number\n}):

T {\n  activation = activation || 'linear';\n\n  if (shouldFuse(ENGINE.state.gradientDepth, activation) === false) {\n

let result = unfusedConv2d(\n        x, filter, strides, pad, dataFormat, dilations, dimRoundingMode);\n    if (bias !=

null) {\n      result = add(result, bias);\n    }\n\n    return applyActivation(\n               result, activation,

preluActivationWeights, leakyreluAlpha) as T;\n  }\n\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'conv2d');\n  const $filter

= convertToTensor(filter, 'filter', 'conv2d');\n\n  let x4D = $x as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n\n  if

($x.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n

}\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in fused conv2d: input must be rank 4, but got rank ` +\n

 `${x4D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $filter.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in fused conv2d: filter must be rank 4, but

got rank ` +\n          `${$filter.rank}.`);\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as

number),\n        () => `Error in fused conv2d: pad must be an integer when using, ` +\n            `dimRoundingMode

${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.shape[3] === $filter.shape[2],\n      ()

=> `Error in conv2d: depth of input (${x4D.shape[3]}) must match ` +\n          `input depth for filter

${$filter.shape[2]}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      conv_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n      () =>

'Error in conv2D: Either strides or dilations must be 1. ' +\n          `Got strides ${strides} and dilations

'${dilations}'`);\n  util.assert(\n      dataFormat === 'NHWC',\n      () => `Error in conv2d: got dataFormat of ${\n

   dataFormat} but only NHWC is currently supported.`);\n\n  const convInfo = conv_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

x4D.shape, $filter.shape, strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  let $bias: Tensor;\n  if (bias != null) {\n

$bias = convertToTensor(bias, 'bias', 'fused conv2d');\n    [$bias] = makeTypesMatch($bias, $x);\n\n

broadcast_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(convInfo.outShape, $bias.shape);\n  }\n\n  let

$preluActivationWeights: Tensor;\n  if (preluActivationWeights != null) {\n    $preluActivationWeights =

convertToTensor(\n        preluActivationWeights, 'prelu weights', 'fused conv2d');\n  }\n\n  const grad = (dy:

Tensor4D, saved: Tensor[]) => {\n    const [$filter, x4D, y, $bias] =\n        saved as [Tensor4D, Tensor4D,

Tensor4D, Tensor];\n\n    const dyActivation = getFusedDyActivation(dy, y, activation) as Tensor4D;\n\n

util.assert(\n        conv_util.tupleValuesAreOne(dilations),\n        () => 'Error in gradient of fused conv2D: ' +\n

 `dilation rates greater than 1 ` +\n            `are not yet supported in gradients. Got dilations '${dilations}'`);\n\n

const xDer =\n        conv2DBackpropInput(x4D.shape, dyActivation, $filter, strides, pad);\n    const filterDer =\n

conv2DBackpropFilter(x4D, dyActivation, $filter.shape, strides, pad);\n    const der: Tensor[] = [xDer,

filterDer];\n\n    if ($bias != null) {\n      const biasDer = getFusedBiasGradient($bias, dyActivation);\n

der.push(biasDer);\n    }\n    return der;\n  };\n\n  const inputs: FusedConv2DInputs = {\n    x: x4D,\n    filter:

$filter,\n    bias: $bias,\n    preluActivationWeights: $preluActivationWeights\n  };\n\n  const attrs:

FusedConv2DAttrs = {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dataFormat,\n    dilations,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n

leakyreluAlpha\n  };\n\n  // Depending on the the params passed in we will have different number of\n  // inputs and

thus a a different number of elements in the gradient.\n  if (bias == null) {\n    const customOp =\n

customGrad((x4D: Tensor4D, filter: Tensor4D, save: GradSaveFunc) => {\n          let res: Tensor4D|Tensor3D =\n

         // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n              ENGINE.runKernel(\n

FusedConv2D, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n\n          save([filter,

x4D, res]);\n\n          if (reshapedTo4D) {\n            // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n

res = reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as\n                Tensor3D;\n          }\n\n          return
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{value: res, gradFunc: grad};\n        });\n    return customOp(x4D, $filter) as T;\n  } else {\n    const

customOpWithBias = customGrad(\n        (x4D: Tensor4D, filter: Tensor4D, bias: Tensor, save: GradSaveFunc) =>

{\n          let res: Tensor4D|Tensor3D = ENGINE.runKernel(\n              FusedConv2D, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n              attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n\n          save([filter, x4D, res, bias]);\n\n          if

(reshapedTo4D) {\n            // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n            res = reshape(res,

[res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as\n                Tensor3D;\n          }\n\n          return {value: res, gradFunc:

grad};\n        });\n\n    return customOpWithBias(x4D, $filter, $bias) as T;\n  }\n}\nexport const conv2d =

op({fusedConv2d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterAttrs, DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape}

from './reshape';\n\nfunction depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    x: T,

dy: T, filterShape: [number, number, number, number],\n    strides: [number, number]|number, pad:

'valid'|'same'|number,\n    dilations: [number, number]|number = [1, 1],\n    dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'):

Tensor4D {\n  let x4D = x as Tensor4D;\n  if (x.rank === 3) {\n    x4D = reshape(x, [1, x.shape[0], x.shape[1],

x.shape[2]]);\n  }\n  let dy4D = dy as Tensor4D;\n  if (dy4D.rank === 3) {\n    dy4D = reshape(dy, [1, dy.shape[0],

dy.shape[1], dy.shape[2]]);\n  }\n\n  const inputs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterInputs = {x: x4D, dy:

dy4D};\n  const attrs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterAttrs =\n      {strides, pad, dimRoundingMode,

dilations, filterShape};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  return ENGINE.runKernel(\n

           DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter,\n             inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap, attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap) as\n      Tensor4D;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter =\n

op({depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputAttrs, DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputInputs} from

'../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\n\nimport {op} from './operation';\nimport {reshape}

from './reshape';\n\nfunction depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    xShape:

[number, number, number, number], dy: T, filter: Tensor4D,\n    strides: [number, number]|number, pad:

'valid'|'same'|number,\n    dilations: [number, number]|number = [1, 1],\n    dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil'):

T {\n  let dy4D = dy as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n  if (dy.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n

dy4D = reshape(dy, [1, dy.shape[0], dy.shape[1], dy.shape[2]]);\n  }\n\n  const inputs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputInputs = {dy: dy4D, filter};\n  const attrs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputAttrs =\n      {strides, pad, dimRoundingMode, dilations, inputShape:
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xShape};\n\n  const res =\n      // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n      ENGINE.runKernel(\n

      DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n          attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as

T;\n  }\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput =\n

op({depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {customGrad} from '../../gradients';\nimport

{FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs, FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs} from

'../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor3D, Tensor4D}

from '../../tensor';\nimport {GradSaveFunc, NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport

{makeTypesMatch} from '../../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport * as util from '../../util';\n\nimport {add} from '../add';\nimport * as

broadcast_util from '../broadcast_util';\nimport * as conv_util from '../conv_util';\nimport {depthwiseConv2d as

unfusedDepthwiseConv2d} from '../depthwise_conv2d';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter} from

'../depthwise_conv2d_native_backprop_filter';\nimport {depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput} from

'../depthwise_conv2d_native_backprop_input';\nimport {Activation} from '../fused_types';\nimport

{applyActivation, getFusedBiasGradient, getFusedDyActivation, shouldFuse} from '../fused_util';\nimport {op}

from '../operation';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes depthwise 2D convolution, optionally

fused with adding a\n * bias and applying an activation.\n *\n * Given a 4D `input` array and a `filter` array of

shape\n * `[filterHeight, filterWidth, inChannels, channelMultiplier]` containing\n * `inChannels` convolutional

filters of depth 1, this op applies a\n * different filter to each input channel (expanding from 1 channel to\n *

`channelMultiplier` channels for each), then concatenates the results\n * together. The output has `inChannels *

channelMultiplier` channels.\n *\n * See\n *

[https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/depthwise_conv2d](\n *

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/nn/depthwise_conv2d)\n * for more details.\n *\n * @param obj An

object with the following properties:\n * @param x The input tensor, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *     `[batch,

height, width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is\n * assumed.\n * @param filter The filter tensor, rank 4, of

shape\n *     `[filterHeight, filterWidth, inChannels, channelMultiplier]`.\n * @param strides The strides of the

convolution: `[strideHeight,\n * strideWidth]`. If strides is a single number, then `strideHeight ==\n *

strideWidth`.\n * @param pad The type of padding algorithm.\n *   - `same` and stride 1: output will be of same size

as input,\n *       regardless of filter size.\n *   - `valid`: output will be smaller than input if filter is larger\n *       than

1x1.\n *   - For more info, see this guide:\n *     [https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution](\n

*          https://www.tensorflow.org/api_guides/python/nn#Convolution)\n * @param dilations The dilation rates:

`[dilationHeight, dilationWidth]`\n *     in which we sample input values across the height and width dimensions\n *

   in atrous convolution. Defaults to `[1, 1]`. If `rate` is a single\n *     number, then `dilationHeight ==

dilationWidth`. If it is greater than\n *     1, then all values of `strides` must be 1.\n * @param dataFormat: An

optional string from: \"NHWC\", \"NCHW\". Defaults to\n *     \"NHWC\". Specify the data format of the input and

output data. With the\n *     default format \"NHWC\", the data is stored in the order of: [batch,\n *     height, width,

channels]. Only \"NHWC\" is currently supported.\n * @param dimRoundingMode A string from: 'ceil', 'round',

'floor'. If none is\n *     provided, it will default to truncate.\n * @param bias Tensor to be added to the result.\n *

@param activation Name of activation kernel (defaults to `linear`).\n * @param preluActivationWeights Tensor of

prelu weights to be applied as part\n *     of a `prelu` activation, typically the same shape as `x`.\n * @param
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leakyreluAlpha Optional. Alpha to be applied as part of a `leakyrelu`\n *     activation.\n */\nfunction

fusedDepthwiseConv2d_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>({\n  x,\n  filter,\n  strides,\n  pad,\n  dataFormat =

'NHWC',\n  dilations = [1, 1],\n  dimRoundingMode,\n  bias,\n  activation = 'linear',\n  preluActivationWeights,\n

leakyreluAlpha\n}: {\n  x: T|TensorLike,\n  filter: Tensor4D|TensorLike,\n  strides: [number, number]|number,\n

pad: 'valid'|'same'|number,\n  dataFormat?: 'NHWC'|'NCHW',\n  dilations?: [number, number]|number,\n

dimRoundingMode?: 'floor'|'round'|'ceil',\n  bias?: Tensor|TensorLike,\n  activation?: Activation,\n

preluActivationWeights?: Tensor,\n  leakyreluAlpha?: number\n}): T {\n  if

(shouldFuse(ENGINE.state.gradientDepth, activation) === false) {\n    let result = unfusedDepthwiseConv2d(\n

x, filter, strides, pad, dataFormat, dilations, dimRoundingMode);\n    if (bias != null) {\n      result = add(result,

bias);\n    }\n\n    return applyActivation(\n               result, activation, preluActivationWeights, leakyreluAlpha) as

T;\n  }\n\n  const $x = convertToTensor(x, 'x', 'depthwiseConv2d');\n  const $filter = convertToTensor(filter, 'filter',

'depthwiseConv2d');\n\n  let x4D = $x as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n  if ($x.rank === 3) {\n

reshapedTo4D = true;\n    x4D = reshape($x, [1, $x.shape[0], $x.shape[1], $x.shape[2]]);\n  }\n  util.assert(\n

x4D.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in fused depthwiseConv2d: input must be rank 4, but got ` +\n          `rank

${x4D.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $filter.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in fused depthwiseConv2d: filter must be

rank 4, ` +\n          `but got rank ${$filter.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      x4D.shape[3] === $filter.shape[2],\n      () =>

`Error in fused depthwiseConv2d: number of input channels ` +\n          `(${x4D.shape[3]}) must match the

inChannels dimension in ` +\n          `filter ${$filter.shape[2]}.`);\n  if (dilations == null) {\n    dilations = [1, 1];\n

}\n  util.assert(\n      conv_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n      () =>\n          'Error in fused

depthwiseConv2d: Either strides or dilations must ' +\n          `be 1. Got strides ${strides} and dilations

'${dilations}'`);\n\n  if (dimRoundingMode != null) {\n    util.assert(\n        util.isInt(pad as number),\n        () =>

`Error in fused depthwiseConv2d: pad must be an integer when ` +\n            `using dimRoundingMode

${dimRoundingMode} but got pad ${pad}.`);\n  }\n\n  const convInfo = conv_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

x4D.shape, $filter.shape, strides, dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,\n      true /* depthwise */);\n\n  let $bias:

Tensor;\n  if (bias != null) {\n    $bias = convertToTensor(bias, 'bias', 'fused conv2d');\n    [$bias] =

makeTypesMatch($bias, $x);\n\n    broadcast_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(convInfo.outShape, $bias.shape);\n

}\n\n  let $preluActivationWeights: Tensor;\n  if (preluActivationWeights != null) {\n    $preluActivationWeights =

convertToTensor(\n        preluActivationWeights, 'prelu weights', 'fused depthwiseConv2d');\n  }\n\n  const grad =

(dy: Tensor4D, saved: Tensor[]) => {\n    util.assert(\n        conv_util.tupleValuesAreOne(dilations),\n        () =>

'Error in gradient of fused depthwiseConv2d: dilation rates ' +\n            `greater than 1 are not yet supported. Got

dilations ` +\n            `'${dilations}'`);\n    const [$filter, x4D, y, bias] = saved;\n\n    const dyActivation =

getFusedDyActivation(dy, y, activation) as Tensor4D;\n\n    const xDer = depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput(\n

      (x4D as Tensor4D).shape, dyActivation, $filter as Tensor4D, strides,\n        pad, dilations,

dimRoundingMode);\n    const filterDer = depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter(\n        x4D as Tensor4D,

dyActivation, ($filter as Tensor4D).shape, strides,\n        pad, dilations, dimRoundingMode);\n\n    if (bias != null)

{\n      const biasDer = getFusedBiasGradient($bias, dyActivation);\n      return [xDer, filterDer, biasDer];\n    }\n

return [xDer, filterDer];\n  };\n\n  const inputs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs = {\n    x: x4D,\n    filter: $filter,\n

bias: $bias,\n    preluActivationWeights: $preluActivationWeights\n  };\n  const attrs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs

= {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n    dataFormat,\n    dilations,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n

};\n\n  // Depending on the the params passed in we will have different number of\n  // inputs and thus a a different

number of elements in the gradient.\n  if (bias == null) {\n    const customOp =\n        customGrad((x4D: Tensor4D,

filter: Tensor4D, save: GradSaveFunc) => {\n          // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n

let res: Tensor4D|Tensor3D = ENGINE.runKernel(\n              FusedDepthwiseConv2D, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n              attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n\n          save([filter, x4D, res]);\n\n          if

(reshapedTo4D) {\n            // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n            res = reshape(res,

[res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as\n                Tensor3D;\n          }\n\n          return {value: res, gradFunc:

grad};\n        });\n    return customOp(x4D, $filter) as T;\n  } else {\n    const customOpWithBias = customGrad(\n

   (x4D: Tensor4D, filter: Tensor4D, bias: Tensor, save: GradSaveFunc) => {\n          // tslint:disable-next-line: no-
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unnecessary-type-assertion\n          let res: Tensor4D|Tensor3D = ENGINE.runKernel(\n

FusedDepthwiseConv2D, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n              attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n\n

save([filter, x4D, res, bias]);\n\n          if (reshapedTo4D) {\n            // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-

assertion\n            res = reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as\n                Tensor3D;\n          }\n\n

        return {value: res, gradFunc: grad};\n        });\n\n    return customOpWithBias(x4D, $filter, $bias) as T;\n

}\n}\nexport const depthwiseConv2d = op({fusedDepthwiseConv2d_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {customGrad} from '../../gradients';\nimport {_FusedMatMul,

_FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from

'../../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor3D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {GradSaveFunc, NamedTensorMap}

from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {makeTypesMatch} from '../../tensor_util';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport * as util from '../../util';\n\nimport {add} from

'../add';\nimport * as broadcast_util from '../broadcast_util';\nimport {Activation} from '../fused_types';\nimport

{applyActivation, getFusedBiasGradient, getFusedDyActivation, shouldFuse} from '../fused_util';\nimport {matMul

as unfusedMatMul} from '../mat_mul';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'../reshape';\n\n/**\n * Computes the dot product of two matrices with optional activation and bias.\n *\n * ```js\n *

const a = tf.tensor2d([-1, -2], [1, 2]);\n * const b = tf.tensor2d([1, 2, 3, 4], [2, 2]);\n * const bias = tf.tensor2d([1, 2],

[1, 2]);\n *\n * tf.fused.matMul({a, b, bias, activation: 'relu'}).print();\n * ```\n *\n * @param obj An object with the

following properties:\n * - `a` First matrix in dot product operation.\n * - `b` Second matrix in dot product

operation.\n * - `transposeA` If true, `a` is transposed before multiplication.\n * - `transposeB` If true, `b` is

transposed before multiplication.\n * - `bias` Matrix to be added to the result.\n * - `activation` Name of activation

kernel (defaults to `linear`).\n * - `preluActivationWeights` Tensor of prelu weights.\n * - `leakyreluAlpha` Alpha of

leakyrelu.\n */\nfunction fusedMatMul_<T extends Tensor>({\n  a,\n  b,\n  transposeA = false,\n  transposeB =

false,\n  bias,\n  activation = 'linear',\n  preluActivationWeights,\n  leakyreluAlpha,\n}: {\n  a: T|TensorLike,\n  b:

T|TensorLike,\n  transposeA?: boolean,\n  transposeB?: boolean,\n  bias?: Tensor|TensorLike,\n  activation?:

Activation,\n  preluActivationWeights?: Tensor\n  leakyreluAlpha?: number\n}): T {\n    if

(shouldFuse(ENGINE.state.gradientDepth, activation) === false) {\n      let result = unfusedMatMul(a, b,

transposeA, transposeB);\n      if (bias != null) {\n        result = add(result, bias);\n      }\n\n      return

applyActivation(\n                 result, activation, preluActivationWeights, leakyreluAlpha) as\n          T;\n    }\n\n    let

$a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'fused matMul');\n    let $b = convertToTensor(b, 'b', 'fused matMul');\n    [$a, $b] =

makeTypesMatch($a, $b);\n\n    const innerShapeA =\n        transposeA ? $a.shape[$a.rank - 2] : $a.shape[$a.rank -

1];\n    const innerShapeB =\n        transposeB ? $b.shape[$b.rank - 1] : $b.shape[$b.rank - 2];\n\n    const

outerShapeA =\n        transposeA ? $a.shape[$a.rank - 1] : $a.shape[$a.rank - 2];\n    const outerShapeB =\n

transposeB ? $b.shape[$b.rank - 2] : $b.shape[$b.rank - 1];\n\n    const outerDimsA = $a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n    const

outerDimsB = $b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n    const batchDimA = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n    const batchDimB

= util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n    util.assert(\n        $a.rank >= 2 && $b.rank >= 2 && $a.rank ===

$b.rank,\n        () => `Error in fused matMul: inputs must have the same rank of at ` +\n            `least 2, got ranks

${$a.rank} and ${$b.rank}.`);\n\n    util.assert(\n        util.arraysEqual(outerDimsA, outerDimsB),\n        () => `Error

in fused matMul: outer dimensions (${outerDimsA}) and (` +\n            `${outerDimsB}) of Tensors with shapes

${$a.shape} and ` +\n            `${$b.shape} must match.`);\n\n    util.assert(\n        innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

     () => `Error in fused matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n            `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors

with shapes ${$a.shape} and ` +\n            `${$b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n            ` and
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transposeB=${transposeB} must match.`);\n\n    const outShape = $a.shape.slice(0, -2).concat([outerShapeA,

outerShapeB]);\n\n    const a3D: Tensor3D = transposeA ?\n        reshape($a, [batchDimA, innerShapeA,

outerShapeA]) :\n        reshape($a, [batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA]);\n    const b3D: Tensor3D =

transposeB ?\n        reshape($b, [batchDimB, outerShapeB, innerShapeB]) :\n        reshape($b, [batchDimB,

innerShapeB, outerShapeB]);\n\n    let $bias: Tensor;\n    if (bias != null) {\n      $bias = convertToTensor(bias,

'bias', 'fused matMul');\n      [$bias] = makeTypesMatch($bias, $a);\n\n

broadcast_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(outShape, $bias.shape);\n    }\n\n    let $preluActivationWeights:

Tensor;\n    if (preluActivationWeights != null) {\n      $preluActivationWeights = convertToTensor(\n

preluActivationWeights, 'prelu weights', 'fused matMul');\n    }\n\n    const grad = (dy: Tensor3D, saved: Tensor[])

=> {\n      const [a3D, b3D, y, $bias] = saved;\n      // we reshape dy because the result of the forward is not\n      //

necessarily going to be a 3d tensor due to a reshape done at the end of\n      // the customOp.\n      const dyActivation

=\n          getFusedDyActivation(reshape(dy, y.shape), y, activation);\n      let aDer: Tensor;\n      let bDer:

Tensor;\n\n      if (!transposeA && !transposeB) {\n        aDer = unfusedMatMul(dyActivation, b3D, false, true);\n

   bDer = unfusedMatMul(a3D, dyActivation, true, false);\n      } else if (!transposeA && transposeB) {\n        aDer

= unfusedMatMul(dyActivation, b3D, false, false);\n        bDer = unfusedMatMul(dyActivation, a3D, true, false);\n

  } else if (transposeA && !transposeB) {\n        aDer = unfusedMatMul(b3D, dyActivation, false, true);\n        bDer

= unfusedMatMul(a3D, dyActivation, false, false);\n      } else {\n        aDer = unfusedMatMul(b3D, dyActivation,

true, true);\n        bDer = unfusedMatMul(dyActivation, a3D, true, true);\n      }\n\n      if (bias != null) {\n        const

biasDer = getFusedBiasGradient($bias, dyActivation);\n        return [aDer, bDer, biasDer];\n      } else {\n        return

[aDer, bDer];\n      }\n    };\n\n    const inputs: _FusedMatMulInputs = {\n      a: a3D,\n      b: b3D,\n      bias: $bias,\n

    preluActivationWeights: $preluActivationWeights\n    };\n    const attrs: _FusedMatMulAttrs =\n

{transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha};\n\n    // Depending on the the params passed in we will have

different number of\n    // inputs and thus a a different number of elements in the gradient.\n    if (bias == null) {\n

const customOp =\n          customGrad((a3D: Tensor3D, b3D: Tensor3D, save: GradSaveFunc) => {\n            const

res =\n                // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n                ENGINE.runKernel(\n

    _FusedMatMul, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                    attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n

save([a3D, b3D, res]);\n\n            return {value: reshape(res, outShape), gradFunc: grad};\n          });\n      return

customOp(a3D, b3D) as T;\n    } else {\n      const customOpWithBias = customGrad(\n          (a3D: Tensor3D, b3D:

Tensor3D, $bias: Tensor, save: GradSaveFunc) => {\n            const res =\n                // tslint:disable-next-line: no-

unnecessary-type-assertion\n                ENGINE.runKernel(\n                    _FusedMatMul, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n                    attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n            save([a3D, b3D, res, $bias]);\n\n

     return {value: reshape(res, outShape), gradFunc: grad};\n          });\n\n      return customOpWithBias(a3D, b3D,

$bias) as T;\n    }\n  }\n\n  export const matMul = op({fusedMatMul_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {conv2d} from './fused/conv2d';\nimport {depthwiseConv2d} from

'./fused/depthwise_conv2d';\nimport {matMul} from './fused/mat_mul';\nimport {Activation} from

'./fused_types';\n\nexport {Activation, conv2d, depthwiseConv2d, matMul};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {cosineWindow} from

'../signal_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Generate a hamming window.\n *\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Window_function#Hann_and_Hamming_windows\n *\n * ```js\n *

tf.signal.hammingWindow(10).print();\n * ```\n * @param The length of window\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Signal', namespace: 'signal'}\n */\nfunction hammingWindow_(windowLength: number):

Tensor1D {\n  return cosineWindow(windowLength, 0.54, 0.46);\n}\nexport const hammingWindow =

op({hammingWindow_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor1D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {cosineWindow} from

'../signal_ops_util';\n\n/**\n * Generate a Hann window.\n *\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Window_function#Hann_and_Hamming_windows\n *\n * ```js\n *

tf.signal.hannWindow(10).print();\n * ```\n * @param The length of window\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Signal', namespace: 'signal'}\n */\nfunction hannWindow_(windowLength: number): Tensor1D {\n

return cosineWindow(windowLength, 0.5, 0.5);\n}\n\nexport const hannWindow = op({hannWindow_});\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor, Tensor1D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {concat} from '../concat';\nimport {fill} from

'../fill';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\nimport {slice} from '../slice';\nimport

{tensor2d} from '../tensor2d';\n\n/**\n * Expands input into frames of frameLength.\n * Slides a window size with

frameStep.\n *\n * ```js\n * tf.signal.frame([1, 2, 3], 2, 1).print();\n * ```\n * @param signal The input tensor to be

expanded\n * @param frameLength Length of each frame\n * @param frameStep The frame hop size in samples.\n

* @param padEnd Whether to pad the end of signal with padValue.\n * @param padValue An number to use where

the input signal does\n *     not exist when padEnd is True.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Signal', namespace: 'signal'}\n */\nfunction frame_(\n    signal: Tensor1D, frameLength: number, frameStep:

number, padEnd = false,\n    padValue = 0): Tensor {\n  let start = 0;\n  const output: Tensor[] = [];\n  while (start +

frameLength <= signal.size) {\n    output.push(slice(signal, start, frameLength));\n    start += frameStep;\n  }\n\n  if

(padEnd) {\n    while (start < signal.size) {\n      const padLen = (start + frameLength) - signal.size;\n      const pad =

concat([\n        slice(signal, start, frameLength - padLen), fill([padLen], padValue)\n      ]);\n      output.push(pad);\n

   start += frameStep;\n    }\n  }\n\n  if (output.length === 0) {\n    return tensor2d([], [0, frameLength]);\n  }\n\n

return reshape(concat(output), [output.length, frameLength]);\n}\nexport const frame = op({frame_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor, Tensor1D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {concat} from '../concat';\nimport {mul} from

'../mul';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {enclosingPowerOfTwo} from '../signal_ops_util';\nimport {slice}

from '../slice';\nimport {rfft} from '../spectral/rfft';\n\nimport {frame} from './frame';\nimport {hannWindow} from

'./hann_window';\n\n/**\n * Computes the Short-time Fourier Transform of signals\n * See:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short-time_Fourier_transform\n *\n * ```js\n * const input = tf.tensor1d([1, 1, 1, 1,

1])\n * tf.signal.stft(input, 3, 1).print();\n * ```\n * @param signal 1-dimensional real value tensor.\n * @param

frameLength The window length of samples.\n * @param frameStep The number of samples to step.\n * @param

fftLength The size of the FFT to apply.\n * @param windowFn A callable that takes a window length and returns 1-

d tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Signal', namespace: 'signal'}\n */\nfunction stft_(\n

signal: Tensor1D, frameLength: number, frameStep: number,\n    fftLength?: number,\n    windowFn: (length:

number) => Tensor1D = hannWindow): Tensor {\n  if (fftLength == null) {\n    fftLength =

enclosingPowerOfTwo(frameLength);\n  }\n  const framedSignal = frame(signal, frameLength, frameStep);\n  const

windowedSignal = mul(framedSignal, windowFn(frameLength));\n  const output: Tensor[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i <

framedSignal.shape[0]; i++) {\n    output.push(\n        rfft(slice(windowedSignal, [i, 0], [1, frameLength]),

fftLength));\n  }\n  return concat(output);\n}\nexport const stft = op({stft_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs}

from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor2D,

Tensor4D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor}

from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport * as util from '../../util';\n\nimport {op}

from '../operation';\n\n/**\n * Extracts crops from the input image tensor and resizes them using bilinear\n *

sampling or nearest neighbor sampling (possibly with aspect ratio change)\n * to a common output size specified by

cropSize.\n *\n * @param image 4d tensor of shape `[batch,imageHeight,imageWidth, depth]`,\n *     where

imageHeight and imageWidth must be positive, specifying the\n *     batch of images from which to take crops\n *

@param boxes 2d float32 tensor of shape `[numBoxes, 4]`. Each entry is\n *     `[y1, x1, y2, x2]`, where `(y1, x1)`

and `(y2, x2)` are the normalized\n *     coordinates of the box in the boxInd[i]'th image in the batch\n * @param

boxInd 1d int32 tensor of shape `[numBoxes]` with values in range\n *     `[0, batch)` that specifies the image that

the `i`-th box refers to.\n * @param cropSize 1d int32 tensor of 2 elements `[cropHeigh, cropWidth]`\n *

specifying the size to which all crops are resized to.\n * @param method Optional string from `'bilinear' |

'nearest'`,\n *     defaults to bilinear, which specifies the sampling method for resizing\n * @param

extrapolationValue A threshold for deciding when to remove boxes based\n *     on score. Defaults to 0.\n * @return

A 4D tensor of the shape `[numBoxes,cropHeight,cropWidth,depth]`\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nfunction cropAndResize_(\n    image: Tensor4D|TensorLike,\n

boxes: Tensor2D|TensorLike,\n    boxInd: Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    cropSize: [number, number],\n    method:

'bilinear'|'nearest' = 'bilinear',\n    extrapolationValue = 0,\n    ): Tensor4D {\n  const $image =

convertToTensor(image, 'image', 'cropAndResize');\n  const $boxes = convertToTensor(boxes, 'boxes',

'cropAndResize', 'float32');\n  const $boxInd = convertToTensor(boxInd, 'boxInd', 'cropAndResize', 'int32');\n\n

const numBoxes = $boxes.shape[0];\n\n  util.assert(\n      $image.rank === 4,\n      () => 'Error in cropAndResize:

image must be rank 4,' +\n          `but got rank ${$image.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $boxes.rank === 2 &&

$boxes.shape[1] === 4,\n      () => `Error in cropAndResize: boxes must be have size [${numBoxes},4] ` +\n
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`but had shape ${$boxes.shape}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $boxInd.rank === 1 && $boxInd.shape[0] === numBoxes,\n

   () => `Error in cropAndResize: boxInd must be have size [${numBoxes}] ` +\n          `but had shape

${$boxes.shape}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      cropSize.length === 2,\n      () => `Error in cropAndResize: cropSize must

be of length 2, but got ` +\n          `length ${cropSize.length}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      cropSize[0] >= 1 && cropSize[1]

>= 1,\n      () => `cropSize must be atleast [1,1], but was ${cropSize}`);\n  util.assert(\n      method === 'bilinear' ||

method === 'nearest',\n      () => `method must be bilinear or nearest, but was ${method}`);\n\n  const inputs:\n

CropAndResizeInputs = {image: $image, boxes: $boxes, boxInd: $boxInd};\n  const attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs =

{method, extrapolationValue, cropSize};\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n      CropAndResize, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n  return res as Tensor4D;\n}\n\nexport const

cropAndResize = op({cropAndResize_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs} from

'../../kernel_names';\nimport {Tensor4D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../../types';\nimport * as util from '../../util';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\n\n/**\n * Flips the image left to right.

Currently available in the CPU, WebGL, and\n * WASM backends.\n *\n * @param image 4d tensor of shape

`[batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, depth]`.\n */\n/** @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Images',

namespace: 'image'} */\nfunction flipLeftRight_(image: Tensor4D|TensorLike): Tensor4D {\n  const $image =

convertToTensor(image, 'image', 'flipLeftRight', 'float32');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $image.rank === 4,\n      () => 'Error

in flipLeftRight: image must be rank 4,' +\n          `but got rank ${$image.rank}.`);\n\n  const inputs:

FlipLeftRightInputs = {image: $image};\n  const res =\n      ENGINE.runKernel(FlipLeftRight, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap, {});\n  return res as Tensor4D;\n}\n\nexport const flipLeftRight =

op({flipLeftRight_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {RotateWithOffset, RotateWithOffsetAttrs,

RotateWithOffsetInputs} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../../kernel_registry';\nimport

{Tensor4D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor}

from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport * as util from '../../util';\n\nimport {op}

from '../operation';\n\n/**\n * Rotates the input image tensor counter-clockwise with an optional offset\n * center of

rotation. Currently available in the CPU, WebGL, and WASM backends.\n *\n * @param image 4d tensor of shape

`[batch, imageHeight, imageWidth, depth]`.\n * @param radians The amount of rotation.\n * @param fillValue The

value to fill in the empty space leftover\n *     after rotation. Can be either a single grayscale value (0-255), or an\n *

   array of three numbers `[red, green, blue]` specifying the red, green,\n *     and blue channels. Defaults to `0`

(black).\n * @param center The center of rotation. Can be either a single value (0-1), or\n *     an array of two

numbers `[centerX, centerY]`. Defaults to `0.5` (rotates\n *     the image around its center).\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nfunction rotateWithOffset_(\n    image:
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Tensor4D|TensorLike, radians: number,\n    fillValue: number|[number, number, number] = 0,\n    center:

number|[number, number] = 0.5): Tensor4D {\n  const $image = convertToTensor(image, 'image',

'rotateWithOffset', 'float32');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $image.rank === 4,\n      () => 'Error in rotateWithOffset: image

must be rank 4,' +\n          `but got rank ${$image.rank}.`);\n\n  const inputs: RotateWithOffsetInputs = {image:

$image};\n  const attrs: RotateWithOffsetAttrs = {radians, fillValue, center};\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n

 RotateWithOffset, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n      attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap);\n  return res as

Tensor4D;\n}\n\nexport const rotateWithOffset = op({rotateWithOffset_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../tensor';\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nfunction

nonMaxSuppSanityCheck(\n    boxes: Tensor2D, scores: Tensor1D, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold:

number, scoreThreshold: number, softNmsSigma?: number): {\n  maxOutputSize: number,\n  iouThreshold:

number,\n  scoreThreshold: number,\n  softNmsSigma: number\n} {\n  if (iouThreshold == null) {\n    iouThreshold

= 0.5;\n  }\n  if (scoreThreshold == null) {\n    scoreThreshold = Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY;\n  }\n  if

(softNmsSigma == null) {\n    softNmsSigma = 0.0;\n  }\n\n  const numBoxes = boxes.shape[0];\n  maxOutputSize

= Math.min(maxOutputSize, numBoxes);\n\n  util.assert(\n      0 <= iouThreshold && iouThreshold <= 1,\n      () =>

`iouThreshold must be in [0, 1], but was '${iouThreshold}'`);\n  util.assert(\n      boxes.rank === 2,\n      () => `boxes

must be a 2D tensor, but was of rank '${boxes.rank}'`);\n  util.assert(\n      boxes.shape[1] === 4,\n      () =>\n

`boxes must have 4 columns, but 2nd dimension was ${boxes.shape[1]}`);\n  util.assert(scores.rank === 1, () =>

'scores must be a 1D tensor');\n  util.assert(\n      scores.shape[0] === numBoxes,\n      () => `scores has

incompatible shape with boxes. Expected ${numBoxes}, ` +\n          `but was ${scores.shape[0]}`);\n  util.assert(\n

 0 <= softNmsSigma && softNmsSigma <= 1,\n      () => `softNmsSigma must be in [0, 1], but was

'${softNmsSigma}'`);\n  return {maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma};\n}\n\nexport

{nonMaxSuppSanityCheck};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {NonMaxSuppressionV3} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport

{Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\n\nimport {nonMaxSuppSanityCheck} from '../nonmax_util';\nimport {op} from

'../operation';\n\n/**\n * Performs non maximum suppression of bounding boxes based on\n * iou (intersection over

union).\n *\n * @param boxes a 2d tensor of shape `[numBoxes, 4]`. Each entry is\n *     `[y1, x1, y2, x2]`, where

`(y1, x1)` and `(y2, x2)` are the corners of\n *     the bounding box.\n * @param scores a 1d tensor providing the

box scores of shape `[numBoxes]`.\n * @param maxOutputSize The maximum number of boxes to be selected.\n *

@param iouThreshold A float representing the threshold for deciding whether\n *     boxes overlap too much with

respect to IOU. Must be between [0, 1].\n *     Defaults to 0.5 (50% box overlap).\n * @param scoreThreshold A

threshold for deciding when to remove boxes based\n *     on score. Defaults to -inf, which means any score is

accepted.\n * @return A 1D tensor with the selected box indices.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nfunction nonMaxSuppression_(\n    boxes: Tensor2D|TensorLike, scores:
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Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    maxOutputSize: number, iouThreshold = 0.5,\n    scoreThreshold =

Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY): Tensor1D {\n  const $boxes = convertToTensor(boxes, 'boxes',

'nonMaxSuppression');\n  const $scores = convertToTensor(scores, 'scores', 'nonMaxSuppression');\n\n  const inputs

= nonMaxSuppSanityCheck(\n      $boxes, $scores, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n

maxOutputSize = inputs.maxOutputSize;\n  iouThreshold = inputs.iouThreshold;\n  scoreThreshold =

inputs.scoreThreshold;\n\n  const attrs = {maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold};\n  return

ENGINE.runKernel(\n      NonMaxSuppressionV3, {boxes: $boxes, scores: $scores}, attrs);\n}\n\nexport const

nonMaxSuppression = op({nonMaxSuppression_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * Inserts a value into a sorted array. This method allows duplicate, meaning it\n * allows inserting

duplicate value, in which case, the element will be inserted\n * at the lowest index of the value.\n * @param arr The

array to modify.\n * @param element The element to insert.\n * @param comparator Optional. If no comparator is

specified, elements are\n * compared using array_util.defaultComparator, which is suitable for Strings\n * and

Numbers in ascending arrays. If the array contains multiple instances of\n * the target value, the left-most instance

will be returned. To provide a\n * comparator, it should take 2 arguments to compare and return a negative,\n * zero,

or a positive number.\n */\nexport function binaryInsert<T>(\n    arr: T[], element: T, comparator?: (a: T, b: T) =>

number) {\n  const index = binarySearch(arr, element, comparator);\n  const insertionPoint = index < 0 ? -(index +

1) : index;\n  arr.splice(insertionPoint, 0, element);\n}\n\n/**\n * Searches the array for the target using binary

search, returns the index\n * of the found element, or position to insert if element not found. If no\n * comparator is

specified, elements are compared using array_\n * util.defaultComparator, which is suitable for Strings and Numbers

in\n * ascending arrays. If the array contains multiple instances of the target\n * value, the left-most instance will be

returned.\n * @param arr The array to be searched in.\n * @param target The target to be searched for.\n * @param

comparator Should take 2 arguments to compare and return a negative,\n *    zero, or a positive number.\n * @return

Lowest index of the target value if found, otherwise the insertion\n *    point where the target should be inserted, in

the form of\n *    (-insertionPoint - 1).\n */\nexport function binarySearch<T>(\n    arr: T[], target: T, comparator?:

(a: T, b: T) => number) {\n  return binarySearch_(arr, target, comparator || defaultComparator);\n}\n\n/**\n *

Compares its two arguments for order.\n * @param a The first element to be compared.\n * @param b The second

element to be compared.\n * @return A negative number, zero, or a positive number as the first\n *     argument is

less than, equal to, or greater than the second.\n */\nfunction defaultComparator<T>(a: T, b: T): number {\n  return a

> b ? 1 : a < b ? -1 : 0;\n}\n\nfunction binarySearch_<T>(\n    arr: T[], target: T, comparator: (a: T, b: T) => number)

{\n  let left = 0;\n  let right = arr.length;\n  let middle = 0;\n  let found = false;\n  while (left < right) {\n    middle =

left + ((right - left) >>> 1);\n    const compareResult = comparator(target, arr[middle]);\n    if (compareResult > 0)

{\n      left = middle + 1;\n    } else {\n      right = middle;\n      // If compareResult is 0, the value is found. We

record it is found,\n      // and then keep looking because there may be duplicate.\n      found = !compareResult;\n

}\n  }\n\n  return found ? left : -left - 1;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {TypedArray} from '../types';\nimport {binaryInsert} from './non_max_suppression_util';\n\n/**\n *

Implementation of the NonMaxSuppression kernel shared between webgl and cpu.\n */\ninterface Candidate {\n

score: number;\n  boxIndex: number;\n  suppressBeginIndex: number;\n}\n\ninterface NonMaxSuppressionResult

{\n  selectedIndices: number[];\n  selectedScores?: number[];\n  validOutputs?: number;\n}\n\nexport function

nonMaxSuppressionV3Impl(\n    boxes: TypedArray, scores: TypedArray, maxOutputSize: number,\n

iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number): NonMaxSuppressionResult {\n  return

nonMaxSuppressionImpl_(\n      boxes, scores, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      0 /*

softNmsSigma */);\n}\n\nexport function nonMaxSuppressionV4Impl(\n    boxes: TypedArray, scores: TypedArray,

maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n    padToMaxOutputSize: boolean):

NonMaxSuppressionResult {\n  return nonMaxSuppressionImpl_(\n      boxes, scores, maxOutputSize,

iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      0 /* softNmsSigma */, false /* returnScoresTensor */,\n

padToMaxOutputSize /* padToMaxOutputSize */, true\n      /* returnValidOutputs */);\n}\n\nexport function

nonMaxSuppressionV5Impl(\n    boxes: TypedArray, scores: TypedArray, maxOutputSize: number,\n

iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,\n    softNmsSigma: number): NonMaxSuppressionResult {\n

return nonMaxSuppressionImpl_(\n      boxes, scores, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,

softNmsSigma,\n      true /* returnScoresTensor */);\n}\n\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionImpl_(\n    boxes:

TypedArray, scores: TypedArray, maxOutputSize: number,\n    iouThreshold: number, scoreThreshold: number,

softNmsSigma: number,\n    returnScoresTensor = false, padToMaxOutputSize = false,\n    returnValidOutputs =

false): NonMaxSuppressionResult {\n  // The list is sorted in ascending order, so that we can always pop the\n  //

candidate with the largest score in O(1) time.\n  const candidates = [];\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < scores.length; i++) {\n

if (scores[i] > scoreThreshold) {\n      candidates.push({score: scores[i], boxIndex: i, suppressBeginIndex: 0});\n

}\n  }\n\n  candidates.sort(ascendingComparator);\n\n  // If softNmsSigma is 0, the outcome of this algorithm is

exactly same as\n  // before.\n  const scale = softNmsSigma > 0 ? (-0.5 / softNmsSigma) : 0.0;\n\n  const

selectedIndices: number[] = [];\n  const selectedScores: number[] = [];\n\n  while (selectedIndices.length <

maxOutputSize && candidates.length > 0) {\n    const candidate = candidates.pop();\n    const {score: originalScore,

boxIndex, suppressBeginIndex} = candidate;\n\n    if (originalScore < scoreThreshold) {\n      break;\n    }\n\n    //

Overlapping boxes are likely to have similar scores, therefore we\n    // iterate through the previously selected boxes

backwards in order to\n    // see if candidate's score should be suppressed. We use\n    // suppressBeginIndex to track

and ensure a candidate can be suppressed\n    // by a selected box no more than once. Also, if the overlap exceeds\n

// iouThreshold, we simply ignore the candidate.\n    let ignoreCandidate = false;\n    for (let j =

selectedIndices.length - 1; j >= suppressBeginIndex; --j) {\n      const iou = intersectionOverUnion(boxes, boxIndex,

selectedIndices[j]);\n\n      if (iou >= iouThreshold) {\n        ignoreCandidate = true;\n        break;\n      }\n\n

candidate.score =\n          candidate.score * suppressWeight(iouThreshold, scale, iou);\n\n      if (candidate.score <=

scoreThreshold) {\n        break;\n      }\n    }\n\n    // At this point, if `candidate.score` has not dropped below\n    //

`scoreThreshold`, then we know that we went through all of the\n    // previous selections and can safely update

`suppressBeginIndex` to the\n    // end of the selected array. Then we can re-insert the candidate with\n    // the

updated score and suppressBeginIndex back in the candidate list.\n    // If on the other hand, `candidate.score` has

dropped below the score\n    // threshold, we will not add it back to the candidates list.\n

candidate.suppressBeginIndex = selectedIndices.length;\n\n    if (!ignoreCandidate) {\n      // Candidate has passed

all the tests, and is not suppressed, so\n      // select the candidate.\n      if (candidate.score === originalScore) {\n

selectedIndices.push(boxIndex);\n        selectedScores.push(candidate.score);\n      } else if (candidate.score >

scoreThreshold) {\n        // Candidate's score is suppressed but is still high enough to be\n        // considered, so add

back to the candidates list.\n        binaryInsert(candidates, candidate, ascendingComparator);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  //

NonMaxSuppressionV4 feature: padding output to maxOutputSize.\n  const validOutputs = selectedIndices.length;\n

const elemsToPad = maxOutputSize - validOutputs;\n\n  if (padToMaxOutputSize && elemsToPad > 0) {\n

selectedIndices.push(...new Array(elemsToPad).fill(0));\n    selectedScores.push(...new

Array(elemsToPad).fill(0.0));\n  }\n\n  const result: NonMaxSuppressionResult = {selectedIndices};\n\n  if

(returnScoresTensor) {\n    result['selectedScores'] = selectedScores;\n  }\n\n  if (returnValidOutputs) {\n
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result['validOutputs'] = validOutputs;\n  }\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nfunction intersectionOverUnion(boxes:

TypedArray, i: number, j: number) {\n  const iCoord = boxes.subarray(i * 4, i * 4 + 4);\n  const jCoord =

boxes.subarray(j * 4, j * 4 + 4);\n  const yminI = Math.min(iCoord[0], iCoord[2]);\n  const xminI =

Math.min(iCoord[1], iCoord[3]);\n  const ymaxI = Math.max(iCoord[0], iCoord[2]);\n  const xmaxI =

Math.max(iCoord[1], iCoord[3]);\n  const yminJ = Math.min(jCoord[0], jCoord[2]);\n  const xminJ =

Math.min(jCoord[1], jCoord[3]);\n  const ymaxJ = Math.max(jCoord[0], jCoord[2]);\n  const xmaxJ =

Math.max(jCoord[1], jCoord[3]);\n  const areaI = (ymaxI - yminI) * (xmaxI - xminI);\n  const areaJ = (ymaxJ -

yminJ) * (xmaxJ - xminJ);\n  if (areaI <= 0 || areaJ <= 0) {\n    return 0.0;\n  }\n  const intersectionYmin =

Math.max(yminI, yminJ);\n  const intersectionXmin = Math.max(xminI, xminJ);\n  const intersectionYmax =

Math.min(ymaxI, ymaxJ);\n  const intersectionXmax = Math.min(xmaxI, xmaxJ);\n  const intersectionArea =

Math.max(intersectionYmax - intersectionYmin, 0.0) *\n      Math.max(intersectionXmax - intersectionXmin,

0.0);\n  return intersectionArea / (areaI + areaJ - intersectionArea);\n}\n\n// A Gaussian penalty function, this

method always returns values in [0, 1].\n// The weight is a function of similarity, the more overlap two boxes are,

the\n// smaller the weight is, meaning highly overlapping boxe will be significantly\n// penalized. On the other hand,

a non-overlapping box will not be penalized.\nfunction suppressWeight(iouThreshold: number, scale: number, iou:

number) {\n  const weight = Math.exp(scale * iou * iou);\n  return iou <= iouThreshold ? weight :

0.0;\n}\n\nfunction ascendingComparator(c1: Candidate, c2: Candidate) {\n  // For objects with same scores, we

make the object with the larger index go\n  // first. In an array that pops from the end, this means that the object

with\n  // the smaller index will be popped first. This ensures the same output as\n  // the TensorFlow python

version.\n  return (c1.score - c2.score) ||\n      ((c1.score === c2.score) && (c2.boxIndex -

c1.boxIndex));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Impl} from '../../backends/non_max_suppression_impl';\nimport {Tensor1D,

Tensor2D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../../types';\nimport {nonMaxSuppSanityCheck} from '../nonmax_util';\nimport {tensor1d} from

'../tensor1d';\n\n/**\n * Performs non maximum suppression of bounding boxes based on\n * iou (intersection over

union).\n *\n * This is the async version of `nonMaxSuppression`\n *\n * @param boxes a 2d tensor of shape

`[numBoxes, 4]`. Each entry is\n *     `[y1, x1, y2, x2]`, where `(y1, x1)` and `(y2, x2)` are the corners of\n *     the

bounding box.\n * @param scores a 1d tensor providing the box scores of shape `[numBoxes]`.\n * @param

maxOutputSize The maximum number of boxes to be selected.\n * @param iouThreshold A float representing the

threshold for deciding whether\n *     boxes overlap too much with respect to IOU. Must be between [0, 1].\n *

Defaults to 0.5 (50% box overlap).\n * @param scoreThreshold A threshold for deciding when to remove boxes

based\n *     on score. Defaults to -inf, which means any score is accepted.\n * @return A 1D tensor with the

selected box indices.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nasync

function nonMaxSuppressionAsync_(\n    boxes: Tensor2D|TensorLike, scores: Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n

maxOutputSize: number, iouThreshold = 0.5,\n    scoreThreshold = Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY):

Promise<Tensor1D> {\n  const $boxes = convertToTensor(boxes, 'boxes', 'nonMaxSuppressionAsync');\n  const

$scores = convertToTensor(scores, 'scores', 'nonMaxSuppressionAsync');\n\n  const inputs =

nonMaxSuppSanityCheck(\n      $boxes, $scores, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n  maxOutputSize

= inputs.maxOutputSize;\n  iouThreshold = inputs.iouThreshold;\n  scoreThreshold = inputs.scoreThreshold;\n\n

const boxesAndScores = await Promise.all([$boxes.data(), $scores.data()]);\n  const boxesVals =

boxesAndScores[0];\n  const scoresVals = boxesAndScores[1];\n\n  // We call a cpu based impl directly with the
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typedarray data  here rather\n  // than a kernel because all kernels are synchronous (and thus cannot await\n  //

.data()).\n  const {selectedIndices} = nonMaxSuppressionV3Impl(\n      boxesVals, scoresVals, maxOutputSize,

iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n  if ($boxes !== boxes) {\n    $boxes.dispose();\n  }\n  if ($scores !== scores) {\n

$scores.dispose();\n  }\n\n  return tensor1d(selectedIndices, 'int32');\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionAsync =

nonMaxSuppressionAsync_;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {NonMaxSuppressionV5, NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from

'../../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../../types';\n\nimport {nonMaxSuppSanityCheck} from '../nonmax_util';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\n\n/**\n

* Performs non maximum suppression of bounding boxes based on\n * iou (intersection over union).\n *\n * This op

also supports a Soft-NMS mode (c.f.\n * Bodla et al, https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.04503) where boxes reduce the

score\n * of other overlapping boxes, therefore favoring different regions of the image\n * with high scores. To

enable this Soft-NMS mode, set the `softNmsSigma`\n * parameter to be larger than 0.\n *\n * @param boxes a 2d

tensor of shape `[numBoxes, 4]`. Each entry is\n *     `[y1, x1, y2, x2]`, where `(y1, x1)` and `(y2, x2)` are the

corners of\n *     the bounding box.\n * @param scores a 1d tensor providing the box scores of shape

`[numBoxes]`.\n * @param maxOutputSize The maximum number of boxes to be selected.\n * @param

iouThreshold A float representing the threshold for deciding whether\n *     boxes overlap too much with respect to

IOU. Must be between [0, 1].\n *     Defaults to 0.5 (50% box overlap).\n * @param scoreThreshold A threshold for

deciding when to remove boxes based\n *     on score. Defaults to -inf, which means any score is accepted.\n *

@param softNmsSigma A float representing the sigma parameter for Soft NMS.\n *     When sigma is 0, it falls

back to nonMaxSuppression.\n * @return A map with the following properties:\n *     - selectedIndices: A 1D tensor

with the selected box indices.\n *     - selectedScores: A 1D tensor with the corresponding scores for each\n *

selected box.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading: 'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nfunction

nonMaxSuppressionWithScore_(\n    boxes: Tensor2D|TensorLike, scores: Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n

maxOutputSize: number, iouThreshold = 0.5,\n    scoreThreshold = Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY,\n

softNmsSigma = 0.0): NamedTensorMap {\n  const $boxes = convertToTensor(boxes, 'boxes',

'nonMaxSuppression');\n  const $scores = convertToTensor(scores, 'scores', 'nonMaxSuppression');\n\n  const

params = nonMaxSuppSanityCheck(\n      $boxes, $scores, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

softNmsSigma);\n  maxOutputSize = params.maxOutputSize;\n  iouThreshold = params.iouThreshold;\n

scoreThreshold = params.scoreThreshold;\n  softNmsSigma = params.softNmsSigma;\n\n  const inputs:

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs = {boxes: $boxes, scores: $scores};\n  const attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs =\n

 {maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-

type-assertion\n  const result = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                     NonMaxSuppressionV5, inputs as {} as

NamedTensorMap,\n                     attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as Tensor[];\n\n  return {selectedIndices: result[0],

selectedScores: result[1]};\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionWithScore =

op({nonMaxSuppressionWithScore_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Impl} from '../../backends/non_max_suppression_impl';\nimport {Tensor1D,

Tensor2D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor}

from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {nonMaxSuppSanityCheck} from

'../nonmax_util';\nimport {tensor1d} from '../tensor1d';\n\n/**\n * Asynchronously performs non maximum

suppression of bounding boxes based on\n * iou (intersection over union).\n *\n * This op also supports a Soft-NMS

mode (c.f.\n * Bodla et al, https://arxiv.org/abs/1704.04503) where boxes reduce the score\n * of other overlapping

boxes, therefore favoring different regions of the image\n * with high scores. To enable this Soft-NMS mode, set the

`softNmsSigma`\n * parameter to be larger than 0.\n *\n * @param boxes a 2d tensor of shape `[numBoxes, 4]`.

Each entry is\n *     `[y1, x1, y2, x2]`, where `(y1, x1)` and `(y2, x2)` are the corners of\n *     the bounding box.\n *

@param scores a 1d tensor providing the box scores of shape `[numBoxes]`.\n * @param maxOutputSize The

maximum number of boxes to be selected.\n * @param iouThreshold A float representing the threshold for deciding

whether\n *     boxes overlap too much with respect to IOU. Must be between [0, 1].\n *     Defaults to 0.5 (50% box

overlap).\n * @param scoreThreshold A threshold for deciding when to remove boxes based\n *     on score.

Defaults to -inf, which means any score is accepted.\n * @param softNmsSigma A float representing the sigma

parameter for Soft NMS.\n *     When sigma is 0, it falls back to nonMaxSuppression.\n * @return A map with the

following properties:\n *     - selectedIndices: A 1D tensor with the selected box indices.\n *     - selectedScores: A

1D tensor with the corresponding scores for each\n *       selected box.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations',

subheading: 'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nasync function nonMaxSuppressionWithScoreAsync_(\n    boxes:

Tensor2D|TensorLike, scores: Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    maxOutputSize: number, iouThreshold = 0.5,\n

scoreThreshold = Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY,\n    softNmsSigma = 0.0): Promise<NamedTensorMap> {\n

const $boxes = convertToTensor(boxes, 'boxes', 'nonMaxSuppressionAsync');\n  const $scores =

convertToTensor(scores, 'scores', 'nonMaxSuppressionAsync');\n\n  const params = nonMaxSuppSanityCheck(\n

$boxes, $scores, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n  maxOutputSize =

params.maxOutputSize;\n  iouThreshold = params.iouThreshold;\n  scoreThreshold = params.scoreThreshold;\n

softNmsSigma = params.softNmsSigma;\n\n  const boxesAndScores = await Promise.all([$boxes.data(),

$scores.data()]);\n  const boxesVals = boxesAndScores[0];\n  const scoresVals = boxesAndScores[1];\n\n  // We call

a cpu based impl directly with the typedarray data  here rather\n  // than a kernel because all kernels are synchronous

(and thus cannot await\n  // .data()).\n  const {selectedIndices, selectedScores} = nonMaxSuppressionV5Impl(\n

boxesVals, scoresVals, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      softNmsSigma);\n\n  if ($boxes !==

boxes) {\n    $boxes.dispose();\n  }\n  if ($scores !== scores) {\n    $scores.dispose();\n  }\n\n  return {\n

selectedIndices: tensor1d(selectedIndices, 'int32'),\n    selectedScores: tensor1d(selectedScores)\n  };\n}\n\nexport

const nonMaxSuppressionWithScoreAsync = nonMaxSuppressionWithScoreAsync_;\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {NonMaxSuppressionV4, NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from

'../../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../../types';\n\nimport {nonMaxSuppSanityCheck} from '../nonmax_util';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\n\n/**\n

* Asynchronously performs non maximum suppression of bounding boxes based on\n * iou (intersection over
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union), with an option to pad results.\n *\n * @param boxes a 2d tensor of shape `[numBoxes, 4]`. Each entry is\n *

  `[y1, x1, y2, x2]`, where `(y1, x1)` and `(y2, x2)` are the corners of\n *     the bounding box.\n * @param scores a

1d tensor providing the box scores of shape `[numBoxes]`.\n * @param maxOutputSize The maximum number of

boxes to be selected.\n * @param iouThreshold A float representing the threshold for deciding whether\n *     boxes

overlap too much with respect to IOU. Must be between [0, 1].\n *     Defaults to 0.5 (50% box overlap).\n *

@param scoreThreshold A threshold for deciding when to remove boxes based\n *     on score. Defaults to -inf,

which means any score is accepted.\n * @param padToMaxOutputSize Defalts to false. If true, size of output\n *

`selectedIndices` is padded to maxOutputSize.\n * @return A map with the following properties:\n *     -

selectedIndices: A 1D tensor with the selected box indices.\n *     - validOutputs: A scalar denoting how many

elements in `selectedIndices`\n *       are valid. Valid elements occur first, then padding.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nfunction nonMaxSuppressionPadded_(\n    boxes:

Tensor2D|TensorLike, scores: Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    maxOutputSize: number, iouThreshold = 0.5,\n

scoreThreshold = Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY,\n    padToMaxOutputSize = false): NamedTensorMap {\n

const $boxes = convertToTensor(boxes, 'boxes', 'nonMaxSuppression');\n  const $scores = convertToTensor(scores,

'scores', 'nonMaxSuppression');\n\n  const params = nonMaxSuppSanityCheck(\n      $boxes, $scores,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      null /* softNmsSigma */);\n  const $maxOutputSize =

params.maxOutputSize;\n  const $iouThreshold = params.iouThreshold;\n  const $scoreThreshold =

params.scoreThreshold;\n\n  const inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs = {boxes: $boxes, scores: $scores};\n

const attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs = {\n    maxOutputSize: $maxOutputSize,\n    iouThreshold:

$iouThreshold,\n    scoreThreshold: $scoreThreshold,\n    padToMaxOutputSize\n  };\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:

no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const result = ENGINE.runKernel(\n                     NonMaxSuppressionV4, inputs

as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                     attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as Tensor[];\n\n  return {selectedIndices:

result[0], validOutputs: result[1]};\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionPadded =

op({nonMaxSuppressionPadded_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Impl} from '../../backends/non_max_suppression_impl';\nimport {Tensor1D,

Tensor2D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor}

from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {nonMaxSuppSanityCheck} from

'../nonmax_util';\nimport {scalar} from '../scalar';\nimport {tensor1d} from '../tensor1d';\n\n/**\n * Asynchronously

performs non maximum suppression of bounding boxes based on\n * iou (intersection over union), with an option to

pad results.\n *\n * @param boxes a 2d tensor of shape `[numBoxes, 4]`. Each entry is\n *     `[y1, x1, y2, x2]`,

where `(y1, x1)` and `(y2, x2)` are the corners of\n *     the bounding box.\n * @param scores a 1d tensor providing

the box scores of shape `[numBoxes]`.\n * @param maxOutputSize The maximum number of boxes to be

selected.\n * @param iouThreshold A float representing the threshold for deciding whether\n *     boxes overlap too

much with respect to IOU. Must be between [0, 1].\n *     Defaults to 0.5 (50% box overlap).\n * @param

scoreThreshold A threshold for deciding when to remove boxes based\n *     on score. Defaults to -inf, which means

any score is accepted.\n * @param padToMaxOutputSize Defalts to false. If true, size of output\n *

`selectedIndices` is padded to maxOutputSize.\n * @return A map with the following properties:\n *     -

selectedIndices: A 1D tensor with the selected box indices.\n *     - validOutputs: A scalar denoting how many

elements in `selectedIndices`\n *       are valid. Valid elements occur first, then padding.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Operations', subheading: 'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nasync function nonMaxSuppressionPaddedAsync_(\n

 boxes: Tensor2D|TensorLike, scores: Tensor1D|TensorLike,\n    maxOutputSize: number, iouThreshold = 0.5,\n
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scoreThreshold = Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY,\n    padToMaxOutputSize = false):

Promise<NamedTensorMap> {\n  const $boxes = convertToTensor(boxes, 'boxes', 'nonMaxSuppressionAsync');\n

const $scores = convertToTensor(scores, 'scores', 'nonMaxSuppressionAsync');\n\n  const params =

nonMaxSuppSanityCheck(\n      $boxes, $scores, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n      null /*

softNmsSigma */);\n  const $maxOutputSize = params.maxOutputSize;\n  const $iouThreshold =

params.iouThreshold;\n  const $scoreThreshold = params.scoreThreshold;\n\n  const [boxesVals, scoresVals] =\n

await Promise.all([$boxes.data(), $scores.data()]);\n\n  // We call a cpu based impl directly with the typedarray data

here rather\n  // than a kernel because all kernels are synchronous (and thus cannot await\n  // .data()).\n  const

{selectedIndices, validOutputs} = nonMaxSuppressionV4Impl(\n      boxesVals, scoresVals, $maxOutputSize,

$iouThreshold, $scoreThreshold,\n      padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  if ($boxes !== boxes) {\n    $boxes.dispose();\n

}\n  if ($scores !== scores) {\n    $scores.dispose();\n  }\n\n  return {\n    selectedIndices: tensor1d(selectedIndices,

'int32'),\n    validOutputs: scalar(validOutputs, 'int32')\n  };\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionPaddedAsync =

nonMaxSuppressionPaddedAsync_;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs}

from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from '../../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D}

from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from

'../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport * as util from '../../util';\n\nimport {op} from

'../operation';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\n\n/**\n * Bilinear resize a single 3D image or a batch of 3D

images to a new shape.\n *\n * @param images The images, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *     `[batch, height,

width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n * @param size The new shape `[newHeight, newWidth]` to

resize the\n *     images to. Each channel is resized individually.\n * @param alignCorners Defaults to `false`. If

true, rescale\n *     input by `(new_height - 1) / (height - 1)`, which exactly aligns the 4\n *     corners of images and

resized images. If false, rescale by\n *     `new_height / height`. Treat similarly the width dimension.\n * @param

halfPixelCenters Defaults to `false`. Whether to assume pixel centers\n *     are at 0.5, which would make the

floating point coordinates of the top\n *     left pixel 0.5, 0.5.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nfunction resizeBilinear_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    images:

T|TensorLike, size: [number, number], alignCorners = false,\n    halfPixelCenters = false): T {\n  const $images =

convertToTensor(images, 'images', 'resizeBilinear');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $images.rank === 3 || $images.rank ===

4,\n      () => `Error in resizeBilinear: x must be rank 3 or 4, but got ` +\n          `rank ${$images.rank}.`);\n

util.assert(\n      size.length === 2,\n      () => `Error in resizeBilinear: new shape must 2D, but got shape ` +\n

`${size}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      halfPixelCenters === false || alignCorners === false,\n      () => `Error in

resizeBilinear: If halfPixelCenters is true, ` +\n          `alignCorners must be false.`);\n\n  let batchImages = $images

as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n  if ($images.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    batchImages

= reshape(\n        $images, [1, $images.shape[0], $images.shape[1], $images.shape[2]]);\n  }\n\n  const [] = size;\n\n

const inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs = {images: batchImages};\n  const attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs = {alignCorners,

halfPixelCenters, size};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res =

ENGINE.runKernel(\n                  ResizeBilinear, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as

NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if (reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as

T;\n  }\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const resizeBilinear = op({resizeBilinear_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {ResizeNearestNeighbor, ResizeNearestNeighborAttrs,

ResizeNearestNeighborInputs} from '../../kernel_names';\nimport {NamedAttrMap} from

'../../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from

'../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../../types';\nimport * as util from '../../util';\n\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {reshape} from

'../reshape';\n\n/**\n * NearestNeighbor resize a batch of 3D images to a new shape.\n *\n * @param images The

images, of rank 4 or rank 3, of shape\n *     `[batch, height, width, inChannels]`. If rank 3, batch of 1 is assumed.\n *

@param size The new shape `[newHeight, newWidth]` to resize the\n *     images to. Each channel is resized

individually.\n * @param alignCorners Defaults to False. If true, rescale\n *     input by `(new_height - 1) / (height -

1)`, which exactly aligns the 4\n *     corners of images and resized images. If false, rescale by\n *     `new_height /

height`. Treat similarly the width dimension.\n * @param halfPixelCenters Defaults to `false`. Whether to assumes

pixels are of\n *      half the actual dimensions, and yields more accurate resizes. This flag\n *      would also make

the floating point coordinates of the top left pixel\n *      0.5, 0.5.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Operations', subheading:

'Images', namespace: 'image'}\n */\nfunction resizeNearestNeighbor_<T extends Tensor3D|Tensor4D>(\n    images:

T|TensorLike, size: [number, number], alignCorners = false,\n    halfPixelCenters = false): T {\n  const $images =

convertToTensor(images, 'images', 'resizeNearestNeighbor');\n\n  util.assert(\n      $images.rank === 3 ||

$images.rank === 4,\n      () => `Error in resizeNearestNeighbor: x must be rank 3 or 4, but got ` +\n          `rank

${$images.rank}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      size.length === 2,\n      () =>\n          `Error in resizeNearestNeighbor: new

shape must 2D, but got shape ` +\n          `${size}.`);\n  util.assert(\n      $images.dtype === 'float32' || $images.dtype

=== 'int32',\n      () => '`images` must have `int32` or `float32` as dtype');\n  util.assert(\n      halfPixelCenters ===

false || alignCorners === false,\n      () => `Error in resizeNearestNeighbor: If halfPixelCenters is true, ` +\n

`alignCorners must be false.`);\n  let batchImages = $images as Tensor4D;\n  let reshapedTo4D = false;\n  if

($images.rank === 3) {\n    reshapedTo4D = true;\n    batchImages = reshape(\n        $images, [1, $images.shape[0],

$images.shape[1], $images.shape[2]]);\n  }\n  const [] = size;\n\n  const inputs: ResizeNearestNeighborInputs =

{images: batchImages};\n  const attrs:\n      ResizeNearestNeighborAttrs = {alignCorners, halfPixelCenters,

size};\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-unnecessary-type-assertion\n  const res = ENGINE.runKernel(\n

ResizeNearestNeighbor, inputs as {} as NamedTensorMap,\n                  attrs as {} as NamedAttrMap) as T;\n\n  if

(reshapedTo4D) {\n    return reshape(res, [res.shape[1], res.shape[2], res.shape[3]]) as T;\n  }\n  return

res;\n}\n\nexport const resizeNearestNeighbor = op({resizeNearestNeighbor_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {assert} from '../../util';\n\nimport {greaterEqual} from

'../greater_equal';\nimport {lessEqual} from '../less_equal';\nimport {logicalAnd} from '../logical_and';\nimport {op}

from '../operation';\nimport {range} from '../range';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\nimport {scalar} from

'../scalar';\nimport {stack} from '../stack';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\nimport {unstack} from '../unstack';\nimport

{where} from '../where';\nimport {zeros} from '../zeros';\n\n/**\n * Copy a tensor setting everything outside a

central band in each innermost\n * matrix to zero.\n *\n * The band part is computed as follows: Assume input has
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`k` dimensions\n * `[I, J, K, ..., M, N]`, then the output is a tensor with the same shape where\n * `band[i, j, k, ..., m,

n] = in_band(m, n) * input[i, j, k, ..., m, n]`.\n * The indicator function\n * `in_band(m, n) = (num_lower < 0 || (m-n)

<= num_lower))`\n * `&& (num_upper < 0 || (n-m) <= num_upper)`\n *\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([[ 0,  1,

2, 3],\n *                        [-1,  0,  1, 2],\n *                        [-2, -1,  0, 1],\n *                        [-3, -2, -1, 0]]);\n * let y =

tf.linalg.bandPart(x, 1, -1);\n * y.print(); // [[ 0,  1,  2, 3],\n *            //  [-1,  0,  1, 2],\n *            //  [ 0, -1,  0, 1],\n *

       //  [ 0, 0 , -1, 0]]\n * let z = tf.linalg.bandPart(x, 2, 1);\n * z.print(); // [[ 0,  1,  0, 0],\n *            //  [-1,  0,  1, 0],\n

*            //  [-2, -1,  0, 1],\n *            //  [ 0, -2, -1, 0]]\n * ```\n *\n * @param x Rank `k` tensor\n * @param

numLower Number of subdiagonals to keep.\n *   If negative, keep entire lower triangle.\n * @param numUpper

Number of subdiagonals to keep.\n *   If negative, keep entire upper triangle.\n * @returns Rank `k` tensor of the

same shape as input.\n *   The extracted banded tensor.\n *\n * @doc {heading:'Operations', subheading:'Linear

Algebra', namespace:'linalg'}\n */\nfunction bandPart_<T extends Tensor>(\n    a: T|TensorLike, numLower:

number, numUpper: number): T {\n  assert(\n      numLower % 1 === 0,\n      () => `bandPart(): numLower must be

an integer, got ${numLower}.`);\n  assert(\n      numUpper % 1 === 0,\n      () => `bandPart(): numUpper must be an

integer, got ${numUpper}.`);\n\n  const $a = convertToTensor(a, 'a', 'bandPart');\n\n  assert(\n      $a.rank >= 2,\n

() => `bandPart(): Rank must be at least 2, got ${$a.rank}.`);\n\n  const shape = $a.shape;\n  const [M, N] =

$a.shape.slice(-2);\n\n  if (!(numLower <= M)) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `bandPart(): numLower

(${numLower})` +\n        ` must not be greater than the number of rows (${M}).`);\n  }\n  if (!(numUpper <= N))

{\n    throw new Error(\n        `bandPart(): numUpper (${numUpper})` +\n        ` must not be greater than the

number of columns (${N}).`);\n  }\n\n  if (numLower < 0) {\n    numLower = M;\n  }\n  if (numUpper < 0) {\n

numUpper = N;\n  }\n\n  const i = reshape(range(0, M, 1, 'int32'), [-1, 1]);\n  const j = range(0, N, 1, 'int32');\n  const

ij = sub(i, j);\n\n  const inBand = logicalAnd(\n      lessEqual(ij, scalar(+numLower, 'int32')),\n      greaterEqual(ij,

scalar(-numUpper, 'int32')));\n\n  const zero = zeros([M, N], $a.dtype);\n\n  return reshape(\n

stack(unstack(reshape($a, [-1, M, N]))\n                       .map(mat => where(inBand, mat, zero))),\n             shape) as

T;\n}\n\nexport const bandPart = op({bandPart_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '../../tensor';\nimport {assert} from

'../../util';\n\nimport {div} from '../div';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {norm} from '../norm';\nimport {op}

from '../operation';\nimport {split} from '../split';\nimport {squeeze} from '../squeeze';\nimport {stack} from

'../stack';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\nimport {sum} from '../sum';\n\n/**\n * Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization.\n

*\n * ```js\n * const x = tf.tensor2d([[1, 2], [3, 4]]);\n * let y = tf.linalg.gramSchmidt(x);\n * y.print();\n *

console.log('Othogonalized:');\n * y.dot(y.transpose()).print();  // should be nearly the identity matrix.\n *

console.log('First row direction maintained:');\n * const data = await y.array();\n * console.log(data[0][1] /

data[0][0]);  // should be nearly 2.\n * ```\n *\n * @param xs The vectors to be orthogonalized, in one of the two

following\n *   formats:\n *   - An Array of `tf.Tensor1D`.\n *   - A `tf.Tensor2D`, i.e., a matrix, in which case the

vectors are the rows\n *     of `xs`.\n *   In each case, all the vectors must have the same length and the length\n *

must be greater than or equal to the number of vectors.\n * @returns The orthogonalized and normalized vectors or

matrix.\n *   Orthogonalization means that the vectors or the rows of the matrix\n *   are orthogonal (zero inner

products). Normalization means that each\n *   vector or each row of the matrix has an L2 norm that equals `1`.\n

*\n * @doc {heading:'Operations', subheading:'Linear Algebra', namespace:'linalg'}\n */\nfunction

gramSchmidt_(xs: Tensor1D[]|Tensor2D): Tensor1D[]|Tensor2D {\n  let inputIsTensor2D: boolean;\n  if

(Array.isArray(xs)) {\n    inputIsTensor2D = false;\n    assert(\n        xs != null && xs.length > 0,\n        () => 'Gram-

Schmidt process: input must not be null, undefined, or ' +\n            'empty');\n    const dim = xs[0].shape[0];\n    for
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(let i = 1; i < xs.length; ++i) {\n      assert(\n          xs[i].shape[0] === dim,\n          () =>\n              'Gram-Schmidt:

Non-unique lengths found in the input vectors: ' +\n              `(${(xs as Tensor1D[])[i].shape[0]} vs. ${dim})`);\n

}\n  } else {\n    inputIsTensor2D = true;\n    xs = split(xs, xs.shape[0], 0).map(x => squeeze(x, [0]));\n  }\n\n

assert(\n      xs.length <= xs[0].shape[0],\n      () => `Gram-Schmidt: Number of vectors (${\n                (xs as

Tensor1D[]).length}) exceeds ` +\n          `number of dimensions (${(xs as Tensor1D[])[0].shape[0]}).`);\n\n  const

ys: Tensor1D[] = [];\n  const xs1d = xs;\n  for (let i = 0; i < xs.length; ++i) {\n    ys.push(ENGINE.tidy(() => {\n

let x = xs1d[i];\n      if (i > 0) {\n        for (let j = 0; j < i; ++j) {\n          const proj = mul(sum(mul(ys[j], x)), ys[j]);\n

       x = sub(x, proj);\n        }\n      }\n      return div(x, norm(x, 'euclidean'));\n    }));\n  }\n\n  if (inputIsTensor2D)

{\n    return stack(ys, 0) as Tensor2D;\n  } else {\n    return ys;\n  }\n}\n\nexport const gramSchmidt =

op({gramSchmidt_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {ENGINE} from '../../engine';\nimport {dispose} from '../../globals';\nimport {Tensor, Tensor2D} from

'../../tensor';\nimport {assert} from '../../util';\n\nimport {clone} from '../clone';\nimport {concat} from

'../concat';\nimport {div} from '../div';\nimport {eye} from '../eye';\nimport {greater} from '../greater';\nimport

{matMul} from '../mat_mul';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {neg} from '../neg';\nimport {norm} from

'../norm';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\nimport {slice} from

'../slice';\nimport {stack} from '../stack';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\nimport {tensor2d} from '../tensor2d';\nimport

{transpose} from '../transpose';\nimport {unstack} from '../unstack';\nimport {where} from '../where';\n\n/**\n *

Compute QR decomposition of m-by-n matrix using Householder transformation.\n *\n * Implementation based

on\n *   [http://www.cs.cornell.edu/~bindel/class/cs6210-f09/lec18.pdf]\n *

(http://www.cs.cornell.edu/~bindel/class/cs6210-f09/lec18.pdf)\n *\n * ```js\n * const a = tf.tensor2d([[1, 2], [3,

4]]);\n * let [q, r] = tf.linalg.qr(a);\n * console.log('Q');\n * q.print();\n * console.log('R');\n * r.print();\n *

console.log('Orthogonalized');\n * q.dot(q.transpose()).print()  // should be nearly the identity matrix.\n *

console.log('Reconstructed');\n * q.dot(r).print(); // should be nearly [[1, 2], [3, 4]];\n * ```\n *\n * @param x The

`tf.Tensor` to be QR-decomposed. Must have rank >= 2. Suppose\n *   it has the shape `[..., M, N]`.\n * @param

fullMatrices An optional boolean parameter. Defaults to `false`.\n *   If `true`, compute full-sized `Q`. If `false` (the

default),\n *   compute only the leading N columns of `Q` and `R`.\n * @returns An `Array` of two `tf.Tensor`s: `[Q,

R]`. `Q` is a unitary matrix,\n *   i.e., its columns all have unit norm and are mutually orthogonal.\n *   If `M >=

N`,\n *     If `fullMatrices` is `false` (default),\n *       - `Q` has a shape of `[..., M, N]`,\n *       - `R` has a shape of

`[..., N, N]`.\n *     If `fullMatrices` is `true` (default),\n *       - `Q` has a shape of `[..., M, M]`,\n *       - `R` has a

shape of `[..., M, N]`.\n *   If `M < N`,\n *     - `Q` has a shape of `[..., M, M]`,\n *     - `R` has a shape of `[..., M,

N]`.\n * @throws If the rank of `x` is less than 2.\n *\n * @doc {heading:'Operations',\n *       subheading:'Linear

Algebra',\n *       namespace:'linalg'}\n */\nfunction qr_(x: Tensor, fullMatrices = false): [Tensor, Tensor] {\n

assert(\n      x.rank >= 2,\n      () => `qr() requires input tensor to have a rank >= 2, but got rank ${\n

x.rank}`);\n\n  if (x.rank === 2) {\n    return qr2d(x as Tensor2D, fullMatrices);\n  } else {\n    // Rank > 2.\n    //

TODO(cais): Below we split the input into individual 2D tensors,\n    //   perform QR decomposition on them and

then stack the results back\n    //   together. We should explore whether this can be parallelized.\n    const

outerDimsProd = x.shape.slice(0, x.shape.length - 2)\n                              .reduce((value, prev) => value * prev);\n

const x2ds = unstack(\n        reshape(\n            x,\n            [\n              outerDimsProd, x.shape[x.shape.length - 2],\n

          x.shape[x.shape.length - 1]\n            ]),\n        0);\n    const q2ds: Tensor2D[] = [];\n    const r2ds: Tensor2D[]

= [];\n    x2ds.forEach(x2d => {\n      const [q2d, r2d] = qr2d(x2d as Tensor2D, fullMatrices);\n

q2ds.push(q2d);\n      r2ds.push(r2d);\n    });\n    const q = reshape(stack(q2ds, 0), x.shape);\n    const r =
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reshape(stack(r2ds, 0), x.shape);\n    return [q, r];\n  }\n}\n\nfunction qr2d(x: Tensor2D, fullMatrices = false):

[Tensor2D, Tensor2D] {\n  return ENGINE.tidy(() => {\n    assert(\n        x.shape.length === 2,\n        () => `qr2d()

requires a 2D Tensor, but got a ${\n            x.shape.length}D Tensor.`);\n\n    const m = x.shape[0];\n    const n =

x.shape[1];\n\n    let q = eye(m);    // Orthogonal transform so far.\n    let r = clone(x);  // Transformed matrix so

far.\n\n    const one2D = tensor2d([[1]], [1, 1]);\n    let w: Tensor2D = clone(one2D);\n\n    const iters = m >= n ? n :

m;\n    for (let j = 0; j < iters; ++j) {\n      // This tidy within the for-loop ensures we clean up temporary\n      //

tensors as soon as they are no longer needed.\n      const rTemp = r;\n      const wTemp = w;\n      const qTemp = q;\n

    [w, r, q] = ENGINE.tidy((): [Tensor2D, Tensor2D, Tensor2D] => {\n        // Find H = I - tau * w * w', to put zeros

below R(j, j).\n        const rjEnd1 = slice(r, [j, j], [m - j, 1]);\n        const normX = norm(rjEnd1);\n        const rjj =

slice(r, [j, j], [1, 1]);\n\n        // The sign() function returns 0 on 0, which causes division by zero.\n        const s =

where(greater(rjj, 0), tensor2d([[-1]]), tensor2d([[1]]));\n\n        const u1 = sub(rjj, mul(s, normX));\n        const wPre

= div(rjEnd1, u1);\n        if (wPre.shape[0] === 1) {\n          w = clone(one2D);\n        } else {\n          w = concat(\n

          [\n                one2D,\n                slice(wPre, [1, 0], [wPre.shape[0] - 1, wPre.shape[1]]) as\n

Tensor2D\n              ],\n              0);\n        }\n        const tau = neg(div(matMul(s, u1), normX)) as Tensor2D;\n\n

// -- R := HR, Q := QH.\n        const rjEndAll = slice(r, [j, 0], [m - j, n]);\n        const tauTimesW: Tensor2D =

mul(tau, w);\n        const wT: Tensor2D = transpose(w);\n        if (j === 0) {\n          r = sub(rjEndAll,

matMul(tauTimesW, matMul(wT, rjEndAll)));\n        } else {\n          const rTimesTau: Tensor2D =\n

sub(rjEndAll, matMul(tauTimesW, matMul(wT, rjEndAll)));\n          r = concat([slice(r, [0, 0], [j, n]), rTimesTau],

0);\n        }\n        const tawTimesWT: Tensor2D = transpose(tauTimesW);\n        const qAllJEnd = slice(q, [0, j],

[m, q.shape[1] - j]);\n        if (j === 0) {\n          q = sub(qAllJEnd, matMul(matMul(qAllJEnd, w), tawTimesWT));\n

      } else {\n          const qTimesTau: Tensor2D =\n              sub(qAllJEnd, matMul(matMul(qAllJEnd, w),

tawTimesWT));\n          q = concat([slice(q, [0, 0], [m, j]), qTimesTau], 1);\n        }\n        return [w, r, q];\n      });\n

  dispose([rTemp, wTemp, qTemp]);\n    }\n\n    if (!fullMatrices && m > n) {\n      q = slice(q, [0, 0], [m, n]);\n      r

= slice(r, [0, 0], [n, n]);\n    }\n\n    return [q, r];\n  }) as [Tensor2D, Tensor2D];\n}\n\nexport const qr =

op({qr_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport enum Reduction {\n  NONE,\n  MEAN,\n  SUM,\n  SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\n\nimport {cast} from '../cast';\nimport {div} from '../div';\nimport {Reduction} from

'../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {mean} from '../mean';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {notEqual} from

'../not_equal';\nimport {ones} from '../ones';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {scalar} from

'../scalar';\nimport {sum} from '../sum';\n\n/**\n * Computes the weighted loss between two tensors.\n *\n *

@param losses Tensor of shape `[batch_size, d1, ... dN]`.\n * @param weights Tensor whose rank is either 0, or the

same rank as\n *    `losses`, and must be broadcastable to `losses` (i.e., all\n *    dimensions must be either `1`, or the

same as the corresponding\n *    `losses` dimension).\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Losses',
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namespace: 'losses'}\n */\nfunction computeWeightedLoss_<T extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n    losses:

T|TensorLike, weights?: Tensor|TensorLike,\n    reduction = Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O {\n

const $losses = convertToTensor(losses, 'losses', 'computeWeightedLoss');\n  let $weights: Tensor = null;\n  if

(weights != null) {\n    $weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'computeWeightedLoss');\n  }\n\n  const

weightedLoss = ($weights == null) ? $losses : mul($losses, $weights);\n\n  if (reduction === Reduction.NONE) {\n

 return weightedLoss as O;\n  }\n  if (reduction === Reduction.SUM) {\n    return sum(weightedLoss);\n  }\n  if

(reduction === Reduction.MEAN) {\n    if ($weights == null) {\n      return mean(weightedLoss);\n    } else {\n

const broadcastFactor = $losses.size / $weights.size;\n      const result = div(sum(weightedLoss), sum($weights));\n

  return broadcastFactor > 1 ? div(result, scalar(broadcastFactor)) :\n                                   result as O;\n    }\n  }\n  if

(reduction === Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS) {\n    if ($weights == null) {\n      return

div(sum(weightedLoss), scalar($losses.size));\n    } else {\n      const broadcastedWeights = mul($weights,

ones($losses.shape));\n\n      const numNonZeros =\n          cast(sum(notEqual(broadcastedWeights, scalar(0))),

'float32');\n      return div(sum(weightedLoss), numNonZeros);\n    }\n  }\n\n  throw Error(`Unknown reduction:

${reduction}`);\n}\nexport const computeWeightedLoss = op({computeWeightedLoss_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {assertShapesMatch} from '../../util';\nimport {abs} from '../abs';\nimport

{Reduction} from '../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\n\nimport

{computeWeightedLoss} from './compute_weighted_loss';\n\n/**\n * Computes the absolute difference loss

between two tensors.\n *\n * @param labels The ground truth output tensor, same dimensions as\n *

'predictions'.\n * @param predictions The predicted outputs.\n * @param weights Tensor whose rank is either 0, or

the same rank as\n *    `labels`, and must be broadcastable to `labels` (i.e., all dimensions\n *    must be either `1`, or

the same as the corresponding `losses`\n *    dimension).\n * @param reduction Type of reduction to apply to loss.

Should be of type\n *    `Reduction`\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Losses', namespace: 'losses'}\n

*/\nfunction absoluteDifference_<T extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n    labels: T|TensorLike, predictions:

T|TensorLike,\n    weights?: Tensor|TensorLike,\n    reduction = Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O

{\n  const $labels = convertToTensor(labels, 'labels', 'absoluteDifference');\n  const $predictions =\n

convertToTensor(predictions, 'predictions', 'absoluteDifference');\n  let $weights: Tensor = null;\n  if (weights !=

null) {\n    $weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'absoluteDifference');\n  }\n  assertShapesMatch(\n

$labels.shape, $predictions.shape, 'Error in absoluteDifference: ');\n\n  const losses = abs(sub($labels,

$predictions));\n  return computeWeightedLoss(losses, $weights, reduction);\n}\n\nexport const absoluteDifference

= op({absoluteDifference_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {assertShapesMatch} from '../../util';\nimport {Reduction} from

'../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {scalar} from
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'../scalar';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\nimport {sum} from '../sum';\n\nimport {computeWeightedLoss} from

'./compute_weighted_loss';\n\n/**\n * Computes the cosine distance loss between two tensors.\n *\n * @param

labels The ground truth output tensor, same dimensions as\n *    'predictions'.\n * @param predictions The predicted

outputs.\n * @param axis The dimension along which the cosine distance is computed.\n * @param weights Tensor

whose rank is either 0, or the same rank as\n *    `labels`, and must be broadcastable to `labels` (i.e., all dimensions\n

*    must be either `1`, or the same as the corresponding `losses`\n *    dimension).\n * @param reduction Type of

reduction to apply to loss. Should be of type\n *    `Reduction`\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading:

'Losses', namespace: 'losses'}\n */\nfunction cosineDistance_<T extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n    labels:

T|TensorLike, predictions: T|TensorLike, axis: number,\n    weights?: Tensor|TensorLike,\n    reduction =

Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O {\n  const $labels = convertToTensor(labels, 'labels',

'cosineDistance');\n  const $predictions =\n      convertToTensor(predictions, 'predictions', 'cosineDistance');\n  let

$weights: Tensor = null;\n  if (weights != null) {\n    $weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights',

'cosineDistance');\n  }\n  assertShapesMatch(\n      $labels.shape, $predictions.shape, 'Error in cosineDistance: ');\n\n

const one = scalar(1);\n  const losses = sub(one, sum(mul($labels, $predictions), axis, true));\n  return

computeWeightedLoss(losses, $weights, reduction);\n}\nexport const cosineDistance =

op({cosineDistance_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {assertShapesMatch} from '../../util';\nimport {Reduction} from

'../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {relu} from

'../relu';\nimport {scalar} from '../scalar';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\n\nimport {computeWeightedLoss} from

'./compute_weighted_loss';\n\n/**\n * Computes the Hinge loss between two tensors.\n *\n * @param labels The

ground truth output tensor, same dimensions as\n *    'predictions'.\n * @param predictions The predicted outputs.\n

* @param weights Tensor whose rank is either 0, or the same rank as\n *    `labels`, and must be broadcastable to

`labels` (i.e., all dimensions\n *    must be either `1`, or the same as the corresponding `losses`\n *    dimension).\n *

@param reduction Type of reduction to apply to loss. Should be of type\n *    `Reduction`\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Training', subheading: 'Losses', namespace: 'losses'}\n */\nfunction hingeLoss_<T extends Tensor, O extends

Tensor>(\n    labels: T|TensorLike, predictions: T|TensorLike,\n    weights?: Tensor|TensorLike,\n    reduction =

Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O {\n  let $labels = convertToTensor(labels, 'labels', 'hingeLoss');\n

const $predictions = convertToTensor(predictions, 'predictions', 'hingeLoss');\n  let $weights: Tensor = null;\n  if

(weights != null) {\n    $weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'hingeLoss');\n  }\n

assertShapesMatch($labels.shape, $predictions.shape, 'Error in hingeLoss: ');\n\n  const one = scalar(1);\n  //

Convert binary labels to (-1, 1)\n  $labels = sub(mul(scalar(2), $labels), one);\n  const losses = relu(sub(one,

mul($labels, $predictions)));\n  return computeWeightedLoss(losses, $weights, reduction);\n}\nexport const

hingeLoss = op({hingeLoss_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {assertShapesMatch} from '../../util';\nimport {abs} from '../abs';\nimport

{add} from '../add';\nimport {Reduction} from '../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {minimum} from '../minimum';\nimport

{mul} from '../mul';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {scalar} from '../scalar';\nimport {square} from

'../square';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\n\nimport {computeWeightedLoss} from

'./compute_weighted_loss';\n\n/**\n * Computes the huber loss between two tensors.\n *\n * @param labels The

ground truth output tensor, same dimensions as\n *    'predictions'.\n * @param predictions The predicted outputs.\n

* @param weights Tensor whose rank is either 0, or the same rank as\n *    `labels`, and must be broadcastable to

`labels` (i.e., all dimensions\n *    must be either `1`, or the same as the corresponding `losses`\n *    dimension).\n *

@param delta Point where huber loss changes from quadratic to linear.\n * @param reduction Type of reduction to

apply to loss. Should be of type\n *    `Reduction`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Losses',

namespace: 'losses'}\n */\nfunction huberLoss_<T extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n    labels: T|TensorLike,

predictions: T|TensorLike,\n    weights?: Tensor|TensorLike, delta = 1.0,\n    reduction =

Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O {\n  const $labels = convertToTensor(labels, 'labels',

'huberLoss');\n  const $predictions = convertToTensor(predictions, 'predictions', 'huberLoss');\n  let $weights:

Tensor = null;\n  if (weights != null) {\n    $weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'huberLoss');\n  }\n

assertShapesMatch($labels.shape, $predictions.shape, 'Error in huberLoss: ');\n\n  const deltaScalar =

scalar(delta);\n  const error = abs(sub($predictions, $labels));\n  const quadratic = minimum(error, deltaScalar);\n

const linear = sub(error, quadratic);\n\n  const losses =\n      add(mul(scalar(0.5), square(quadratic)),

mul(deltaScalar, linear));\n  return computeWeightedLoss(losses, $weights, reduction);\n}\nexport const huberLoss

= op({huberLoss_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {assertShapesMatch} from '../../util';\nimport {add} from '../add';\nimport

{log} from '../log';\nimport {Reduction} from '../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {neg} from

'../neg';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {scalar} from '../scalar';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\n\nimport

{computeWeightedLoss} from './compute_weighted_loss';\n\n/**\n * Computes the log loss between two tensors.\n

*\n * @param labels The ground truth output tensor, same dimensions as\n *    'predictions'.\n * @param predictions

The predicted outputs.\n * @param weights Tensor whose rank is either 0, or the same rank as\n *    `labels`, and

must be broadcastable to `labels` (i.e., all dimensions\n *    must be either `1`, or the same as the corresponding

`losses`\n *    dimension).\n * @param epsilon A small increment to avoid taking log of zero\n * @param reduction

Type of reduction to apply to loss. Should be of type\n *    `Reduction`\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training',

subheading: 'Losses', namespace: 'losses'}\n */\nfunction logLoss_<T extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n

labels: T|TensorLike, predictions: T|TensorLike,\n    weights?: Tensor|TensorLike, epsilon = 1e-7,\n    reduction =

Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O {\n  const $labels = convertToTensor(labels, 'labels', 'logLoss');\n

const $predictions = convertToTensor(predictions, 'predictions', 'logLoss');\n  let $weights: Tensor = null;\n  if

(weights != null) {\n    $weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'logLoss');\n  }\n

assertShapesMatch($labels.shape, $predictions.shape, 'Error in logLoss: ');\n\n  const one = scalar(1);\n  const

epsilonScalar = scalar(epsilon);\n\n  const l1 = neg(mul($labels, log(add($predictions, epsilonScalar))));\n  const l2

=\n      mul(sub(one, $labels), log(add(sub(one, $predictions), epsilonScalar)));\n  const losses = sub(l1, l2);\n  return

computeWeightedLoss(losses, $weights, reduction);\n}\nexport const logLoss = op({logLoss_});\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version
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2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {assertShapesMatch} from '../../util';\nimport {Reduction} from

'../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {op} from '../operation';\nimport {squaredDifference} from

'../squared_difference';\n\nimport {computeWeightedLoss} from './compute_weighted_loss';\n\n/**\n * Computes

the mean squared error between two tensors.\n *\n * @param labels The ground truth output tensor, same

dimensions as\n *    'predictions'.\n * @param predictions The predicted outputs.\n * @param weights Tensor whose

rank is either 0, or the same rank as\n *    `labels`, and must be broadcastable to `labels` (i.e., all dimensions\n *

must be either `1`, or the same as the corresponding `losses`\n *    dimension).\n * @param reduction Type of

reduction to apply to loss. Should be of type\n *    `Reduction`\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading:

'Losses', namespace: 'losses'}\n */\nfunction meanSquaredError_<T extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n    labels:

T|TensorLike, predictions: T|TensorLike,\n    weights?: Tensor|TensorLike,\n    reduction =

Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O {\n  const $labels = convertToTensor(labels, 'labels',

'meanSquaredError');\n  const $predictions =\n      convertToTensor(predictions, 'predictions',

'meanSquaredError');\n  let $weights: Tensor = null;\n  if (weights != null) {\n    $weights =

convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'meanSquaredError');\n  }\n  assertShapesMatch(\n      $labels.shape,

$predictions.shape, 'Error in meanSquaredError: ');\n\n  const losses = squaredDifference($labels, $predictions);\n

return computeWeightedLoss(losses, $weights, reduction);\n}\nexport const meanSquaredError =

op({meanSquaredError_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport

{TensorLike} from '../../types';\nimport {assertShapesMatch} from '../../util';\nimport {abs} from '../abs';\nimport

{add} from '../add';\nimport {exp} from '../exp';\nimport {log1p} from '../log1p';\nimport {Reduction} from

'../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {neg} from '../neg';\nimport {op} from

'../operation';\nimport {relu} from '../relu';\nimport {scalar} from '../scalar';\nimport {sub} from '../sub';\n\nimport

{computeWeightedLoss} from './compute_weighted_loss';\n\nfunction sigmoidCrossEntropyWithLogits_<T

extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n    labels: T|TensorLike, logits: T|TensorLike): O {\n  const $labels =\n

convertToTensor(labels, 'labels', 'sigmoidCrossEntropyWithLogits');\n  const $logits =\n      convertToTensor(logits,

'logits', 'sigmoidCrossEntropyWithLogits');\n  assertShapesMatch(\n      $labels.shape, $logits.shape, 'Error in

sigmoidCrossEntropyWithLogits: ');\n\n  /**\n   * Implementation Details:\n   *\n   * For brevity, let `x = logits`, `z

= labels`.  The logistic loss is\n   *     z * -log(sigmoid(x)) + (1 - z) * -log(1 - sigmoid(x))\n   *   = z * -log(1 / (1 +

exp(-x))) + (1 - z) * -log(exp(-x) / (1 + exp(-x)))\n   *   = z * log(1 + exp(-x)) + (1 - z) * (-log(exp(-x)) + log(1 +

exp(-x)))\n   *   = z * log(1 + exp(-x)) + (1 - z) * (x + log(1 + exp(-x))\n   *   = (1 - z) * x + log(1 + exp(-x))\n   *   =

x - x * z + log(1 + exp(-x))\n   *\n   *   For x < 0, to avoid overflow in exp(-x), we reformulate the above\n   *     x -

x * z + log(1 + exp(-x))\n   *   = log(exp(x)) - x * z + log(1 + exp(-x))\n   *   = - x * z + log(1 + exp(x))\n   *\n   *

Hence, to ensure stability and avoid overflow, the implementation uses\n   * this equivalent formulation:\n   *

max(x, 0) - x * z + log(1 + exp(-abs(x)))\n   */\n  const maxOutput = relu($logits);\n  const outputXTarget =
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mul($logits, $labels);\n  const sigmoidOutput = log1p(exp(neg(abs($logits))));\n\n  return add(sub(maxOutput,

outputXTarget), sigmoidOutput);\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes the sigmoid cross entropy loss between two tensors.\n *\n

* If labelSmoothing is nonzero, smooth the labels towards 1/2:\n *\n *   newMulticlassLabels = multiclassLabels *

(1 - labelSmoothing)\n *                         + 0.5 * labelSmoothing\n *\n * @param multiClassLabels The ground truth

output tensor of shape\n * [batch_size, num_classes], same dimensions as 'predictions'.\n * @param logits The

predicted outputs.\n * @param weights Tensor whose rank is either 0, or the same rank as\n *    `labels`, and must

be broadcastable to `labels` (i.e., all dimensions\n *    must be either `1`, or the same as the corresponding `losses`\n

*    dimension).\n * @param labelSmoothing If greater than 0, then smooth the labels.\n * @param reduction Type

of reduction to apply to loss. Should be of type\n *    `Reduction`\n *\n * @doc { heading: 'Training', subheading:

'Losses', namespace: 'losses' }\n */\nfunction sigmoidCrossEntropy_<T extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n

multiClassLabels: T|TensorLike, logits: T|TensorLike,\n    weights?: Tensor|TensorLike, labelSmoothing = 0,\n

reduction = Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O {\n  let $multiClassLabels = convertToTensor(\n

multiClassLabels, 'multiClassLabels', 'sigmoidCrossEntropy');\n  const $logits = convertToTensor(logits, 'logits',

'sigmoidCrossEntropy');\n  let $weights: Tensor = null;\n  if (weights != null) {\n    $weights =

convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'sigmoidCrossEntropy');\n  }\n  assertShapesMatch(\n

$multiClassLabels.shape, $logits.shape, 'Error in sigmoidCrossEntropy: ');\n\n  if (labelSmoothing > 0) {\n    const

labelSmoothingScalar = scalar(labelSmoothing);\n    const one = scalar(1);\n    const half = scalar(0.5);\n\n

$multiClassLabels =\n        add(mul($multiClassLabels, sub(one, labelSmoothingScalar)),\n            mul(half,

labelSmoothingScalar));\n  }\n  const losses = sigmoidCrossEntropyWithLogits_($multiClassLabels, $logits);\n\n

return computeWeightedLoss(losses, $weights, reduction);\n}\n\nexport const sigmoidCrossEntropy =

op({sigmoidCrossEntropy_});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {customGrad} from '../../gradients';\nimport {Tensor} from '../../tensor';\nimport {GradSaveFunc} from

'../../tensor_types';\nimport {convertToTensor} from '../../tensor_util_env';\nimport {TensorLike} from

'../../types';\nimport {assertShapesMatch} from '../../util';\nimport {add} from '../add';\nimport

{expandShapeToKeepDim} from '../axis_util';\nimport {cast} from '../cast';\nimport {div} from '../div';\nimport

{exp} from '../exp';\nimport {logSumExp} from '../log_sum_exp';\nimport {Reduction} from

'../loss_ops_utils';\nimport {mul} from '../mul';\nimport {neg} from '../neg';\nimport {op} from

'../operation';\nimport {reshape} from '../reshape';\nimport {scalar} from '../scalar';\nimport {sub} from

'../sub';\nimport {sum} from '../sum';\n\nimport {computeWeightedLoss} from './compute_weighted_loss';\n\n/**\n

* Computes softmax cross entropy between logits and labels.\n *\n * Measures the probability error in discrete

classification tasks in which\n * the classes are mutually exclusive (each entry is in exactly one class).\n * For

example, each CIFAR-10 image is labeled with one and only one label: an\n * image can be a dog or a truck, but not

both.\n *\n * `NOTE`: While the classes are mutually exclusive, their probabilities need\n * not be. All that is

required is that each row of labels is a valid\n * probability distribution. If they are not, the computation of the

gradient\n * will be incorrect.\n *\n * `WARNING`: This op expects unscaled logits, since it performs a softmax

on\n * logits internally for efficiency. Do not call this op with the output of\n * softmax, as it will produce incorrect

results.\n *\n * logits and labels must have the same shape, e.g. [batch_size, num_classes]\n * and the same dtype.\n

* @param labels The labels array.\n * @param logits The logits array.\n * @param dim The dimension softmax

would be performed on. Defaults to `-1`\n *     which indicates the last dimension.\n */\nfunction

softmaxCrossEntropyWithLogits_<T extends Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n    labels: T, logits: T, dim = -1): O {\n

if (dim === -1) {\n    dim = logits.rank - 1;\n  }\n\n  if (dim !== logits.rank - 1) {\n    throw Error(\n        `Softmax
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cross entropy along a non-last dimension is not yet ` +\n        `supported. Labels / logits was rank ${logits.rank} `

+\n        `and dim was ${dim}`);\n  }\n  // Use a custom gradient for numerical stability.\n  const customOp =\n

customGrad((labels: Tensor, logits: Tensor, save: GradSaveFunc) => {\n        // Reference:\n        //   1.

http://cs231n.github.io/linear-classify/#softmax\n        //   2. https://blog.feedly.com/tricks-of-the-trade-logsumexp/\n

      const keepDims = true;\n        const lse = logSumExp(logits, [dim], keepDims);\n        const logResult =

sub(cast(logits, 'float32'), lse);\n        save([labels, logResult]);\n\n        const costVector = neg(mul(logResult,

labels));\n        const value: O = sum(costVector, [dim]);\n\n        const gradFunc = (dy: O, saved: Tensor[]) => {\n

     const [labels, logResult] = saved;\n          const dyShape = expandShapeToKeepDim(dy.shape, [dim]);\n

return [\n            mul(reshape(dy, dyShape),\n                sub(cast(labels, 'float32'), exp(logResult))),\n

mul(reshape(dy, dyShape),\n                sub(exp(logResult), cast(labels, 'float32'))),\n          ];\n        };\n        return

{value, gradFunc};\n      });\n\n  return customOp(labels, logits);\n}\n\n/**\n * Computes the softmax cross entropy

loss between two tensors.\n *\n * If labelSmoothing is nonzero, smooth the labels towards 1/2:\n *\n *

newOnehotLabels = onehotLabels * (1 - labelSmoothing)\n *                         + labelSmoothing / numClasses\n *\n *

@param onehotLabels One hot encoded labels\n *    [batch_size, num_classes], same dimensions as 'predictions'.\n

* @param logits The predicted outputs.\n * @param weights Tensor whose rank is either 0, or 1, and must be\n *

broadcastable to `loss`  of shape [batch_size]\n * @param labelSmoothing If greater than 0, then smooth the

labels.\n * @param reduction Type of reduction to apply to loss. Should be of type\n *    `Reduction`\n *\n * @doc

{ heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Losses', namespace: 'losses' }\n */\nfunction softmaxCrossEntropy_<T extends

Tensor, O extends Tensor>(\n    onehotLabels: T|TensorLike, logits: T|TensorLike,\n    weights?:

Tensor|TensorLike, labelSmoothing = 0,\n    reduction = Reduction.SUM_BY_NONZERO_WEIGHTS): O {\n  let

$onehotLabels =\n      convertToTensor(onehotLabels, 'onehotLabels', 'softmaxCrossEntropy');\n  const $logits =

convertToTensor(logits, 'logits', 'softmaxCrossEntropy');\n  let $weights: Tensor = null;\n\n  if (weights != null) {\n

$weights = convertToTensor(weights, 'weights', 'softmaxCrossEntropy');\n  }\n\n  assertShapesMatch(\n

$onehotLabels.shape, $logits.shape, 'Error in softmaxCrossEntropy: ');\n\n  if (labelSmoothing > 0) {\n    const

labelSmoothingScalar = scalar(labelSmoothing);\n    const one = scalar(1);\n    const numClasses =

scalar($onehotLabels.shape[1]);\n\n    $onehotLabels =\n        add(mul($onehotLabels, sub(one,

labelSmoothingScalar)),\n            div(labelSmoothingScalar, numClasses));\n  }\n\n  const losses =

softmaxCrossEntropyWithLogits_($onehotLabels, $logits);\n\n  return computeWeightedLoss(losses, $weights,

reduction);\n}\n\nexport const softmaxCrossEntropy = op({softmaxCrossEntropy_});\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Modularized ops.\nexport {abs} from './abs';\nexport {acos} from './acos';\nexport {acosh} from

'./acosh';\nexport {add} from './add';\nexport {addN} from './add_n';\nexport {all} from './all';\nexport {any} from

'./any';\nexport {argMax} from './arg_max';\nexport {argMin} from './arg_min';\nexport {asin} from './asin';\nexport

{asinh} from './asinh';\nexport {atan} from './atan';\nexport {atan2} from './atan2';\nexport {atanh} from

'./atanh';\nexport {avgPool} from './avg_pool';\nexport {avgPool3d} from './avg_pool_3d';\nexport

{basicLSTMCell} from './basic_lstm_cell';\nexport {batchToSpaceND} from './batch_to_space_nd';\nexport

{batchNorm} from './batchnorm';\nexport {batchNorm2d} from './batchnorm2d';\nexport {batchNorm3d} from

'./batchnorm3d';\nexport {batchNorm4d} from './batchnorm4d';\nexport {bincount} from './bincount';\nexport

{broadcastTo} from './broadcast_to';\nexport {buffer} from './buffer';\nexport {cast} from './cast';\nexport {ceil}

from './ceil';\nexport {clipByValue} from './clip_by_value';\nexport {clone} from './clone';\nexport {complex} from

'./complex';\nexport {concat} from './concat';\nexport {concat1d} from './concat_1d';\nexport {concat2d} from

'./concat_2d';\nexport {concat3d} from './concat_3d';\nexport {concat4d} from './concat_4d';\nexport {conv1d} from
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'./conv1d';\nexport {conv2d} from './conv2d';\nexport {conv2dTranspose} from './conv2d_transpose';\nexport

{conv3d} from './conv3d';\nexport {conv3dTranspose} from './conv3d_transpose';\nexport {cos} from

'./cos';\nexport {cosh} from './cosh';\nexport {cumsum} from './cumsum';\nexport {denseBincount} from

'./dense_bincount';\nexport {depthToSpace} from './depth_to_space';\nexport {depthwiseConv2d} from

'./depthwise_conv2d';\nexport {diag} from './diag';\nexport {dilation2d} from './dilation2d';\nexport {div} from

'./div';\nexport {divNoNan} from './div_no_nan';\nexport {dot} from './dot';\nexport {elu} from './elu';\nexport

{equal} from './equal';\nexport {erf} from './erf';\nexport {exp} from './exp';\nexport {expandDims} from

'./expand_dims';\nexport {expm1} from './expm1';\nexport {eye} from './eye';\nexport {fill} from './fill';\nexport

{floor} from './floor';\nexport {floorDiv} from './floorDiv';\nexport {gather} from './gather';\nexport {greater} from

'./greater';\nexport {greaterEqual} from './greater_equal';\nexport {imag} from './imag';\nexport {isFinite} from

'./is_finite';\nexport {isInf} from './is_inf';\nexport {isNaN} from './is_nan';\nexport {leakyRelu} from

'./leaky_relu';\nexport {less} from './less';\nexport {lessEqual} from './less_equal';\nexport {linspace} from

'./linspace';\nexport {localResponseNormalization} from './local_response_normalization';\nexport {log} from

'./log';\nexport {log1p} from './log1p';\nexport {logSigmoid} from './log_sigmoid';\nexport {logSoftmax} from

'./log_softmax';\nexport {logSumExp} from './log_sum_exp';\nexport {logicalAnd} from './logical_and';\nexport

{logicalNot} from './logical_not';\nexport {logicalOr} from './logical_or';\nexport {logicalXor} from

'./logical_xor';\nexport {matMul} from './mat_mul';\nexport {max} from './max';\nexport {maxPool} from

'./max_pool';\nexport {maxPool3d} from './max_pool_3d';\nexport {maxPoolWithArgmax} from

'./max_pool_with_argmax';\nexport {maximum} from './maximum';\nexport {mean} from './mean';\nexport {min}

from './min';\nexport {minimum} from './minimum';\nexport {mirrorPad} from './mirror_pad';\nexport {mod} from

'./mod';\nexport {moments} from './moments';\nexport {mul} from './mul';\nexport {LSTMCellFunc,

multiRNNCell} from './multi_rnn_cell';\nexport {multinomial} from './multinomial';\nexport {neg} from

'./neg';\nexport {notEqual} from './not_equal';\nexport {oneHot} from './one_hot';\nexport {ones} from

'./ones';\nexport {onesLike} from './ones_like';\nexport {outerProduct} from './outer_product';\nexport {pad} from

'./pad';\nexport {pad1d} from './pad1d';\nexport {pad2d} from './pad2d';\nexport {pad3d} from './pad3d';\nexport

{pad4d} from './pad4d';\nexport {pool} from './pool';\nexport {pow} from './pow';\nexport {prelu} from

'./prelu';\nexport {print} from './print';\nexport {prod} from './prod';\nexport {rand} from './rand';\nexport

{randomGamma} from './random_gamma';\nexport {randomNormal} from './random_normal';\nexport

{randomUniform} from './random_uniform';\nexport {range} from './range';\nexport {real} from './real';\nexport

{reciprocal} from './reciprocal';\nexport {relu} from './relu';\nexport {relu6} from './relu6';\nexport {reshape} from

'./reshape';\nexport {reverse} from './reverse';\nexport {reverse1d} from './reverse_1d';\nexport {reverse2d} from

'./reverse_2d';\nexport {reverse3d} from './reverse_3d';\nexport {reverse4d} from './reverse_4d';\nexport {round}

from './round';\nexport {rsqrt} from './rsqrt';\nexport {scalar} from './scalar';\nexport {selu} from './selu';\nexport

{separableConv2d} from './separable_conv2d';\nexport {setdiff1dAsync} from './setdiff1d_async';\nexport

{sigmoid} from './sigmoid';\nexport {sign} from './sign';\nexport {sin} from './sin';\nexport {sinh} from

'./sinh';\nexport {slice} from './slice';\nexport {slice1d} from './slice1d';\nexport {slice2d} from './slice2d';\nexport

{slice3d} from './slice3d';\nexport {slice4d} from './slice4d';\nexport {softmax} from './softmax';\nexport {softplus}

from './softplus';\nexport {spaceToBatchND} from './space_to_batch_nd';\nexport {fft} from './spectral/fft';\nexport

{ifft} from './spectral/ifft';\nexport {irfft} from './spectral/irfft';\nexport {rfft} from './spectral/rfft';\nexport {split}

from './split';\nexport {sqrt} from './sqrt';\nexport {square} from './square';\nexport {squaredDifference} from

'./squared_difference';\nexport {squeeze} from './squeeze';\nexport {stack} from './stack';\nexport {step} from

'./step';\nexport {stridedSlice} from './strided_slice';\nexport {sub} from './sub';\nexport {sum} from './sum';\nexport

{tan} from './tan';\nexport {tanh} from './tanh';\nexport {tensor} from './tensor';\nexport {tensor1d} from

'./tensor1d';\nexport {tensor2d} from './tensor2d';\nexport {tensor3d} from './tensor3d';\nexport {tensor4d} from

'./tensor4d';\nexport {tensor5d} from './tensor5d';\nexport {tensor6d} from './tensor6d';\nexport {tile} from

'./tile';\nexport {topk} from './topk';\nexport {truncatedNormal} from './truncated_normal';\nexport {unique} from

'./unique';\nexport {unsortedSegmentSum} from './unsorted_segment_sum';\nexport {unstack} from

'./unstack';\nexport {variable} from './variable';\nexport {where} from './where';\nexport {whereAsync} from
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'./where_async';\nexport {zeros} from './zeros';\nexport {zerosLike} from './zeros_like';\n\nexport * from

'./boolean_mask';\nexport * from './transpose';\nexport * from './norm';\nexport * from './moving_average';\nexport *

from './scatter_nd';\nexport * from './sparse_to_dense';\nexport * from './gather_nd';\nexport * from

'./dropout';\nexport * from './signal_ops_util';\nexport * from './in_top_k';\n\nexport {op, OP_SCOPE_SUFFIX}

from './operation';\n\nimport {rfft} from './spectral/rfft';\nimport {fft} from './spectral/fft';\nimport {ifft} from

'./spectral/ifft';\nimport {irfft} from './spectral/irfft';\nconst spectral = {\n  fft,\n  ifft,\n  rfft,\n  irfft\n};\n\nimport * as

fused from './fused_ops';\n\nimport {hammingWindow} from './signal/hamming_window';\nimport {hannWindow}

from './signal/hann_window';\nimport {frame} from './signal/frame';\nimport {stft} from './signal/stft';\nconst signal

= {\n  hammingWindow,\n  hannWindow,\n  frame,\n  stft,\n};\n\n// Image Ops namespace\nimport

{cropAndResize} from './image/crop_and_resize';\nimport {flipLeftRight} from './image/flip_left_right';\nimport

{rotateWithOffset} from './image/rotate_with_offset';\nimport {nonMaxSuppression} from

'./image/non_max_suppression';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionAsync} from

'./image/non_max_suppression_async';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionWithScore} from

'./image/non_max_suppression_with_score';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionWithScoreAsync} from

'./image/non_max_suppression_with_score_async';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionPadded} from

'./image/non_max_suppression_padded';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionPaddedAsync} from

'./image/non_max_suppression_padded_async';\nimport {resizeBilinear} from './image/resize_bilinear';\nimport

{resizeNearestNeighbor} from './image/resize_nearest_neighbor';\nconst image = {\n  flipLeftRight,\n

resizeNearestNeighbor,\n  resizeBilinear,\n  rotateWithOffset,\n  cropAndResize,\n  nonMaxSuppression,\n

nonMaxSuppressionAsync,\n  nonMaxSuppressionWithScore,\n  nonMaxSuppressionWithScoreAsync,\n

nonMaxSuppressionPadded,\n  nonMaxSuppressionPaddedAsync\n};\n\n// linalg namespace\nimport {bandPart}

from './linalg/band_part';\nimport {gramSchmidt} from './linalg/gram_schmidt';\nimport {qr} from

'./linalg/qr';\nconst linalg = {\n  bandPart,\n  gramSchmidt,\n  qr\n};\n\n// losses namespace;\nimport

{absoluteDifference} from './losses/absolute_difference';\nimport {computeWeightedLoss} from

'./losses/compute_weighted_loss';\nimport {cosineDistance} from './losses/cosine_distance';\nimport {hingeLoss}

from './losses/hinge_loss';\nimport {huberLoss} from './losses/huber_loss';\nimport {logLoss} from

'./losses/log_loss';\nimport {meanSquaredError} from './losses/mean_squared_error';\nimport

{sigmoidCrossEntropy} from './losses/sigmoid_cross_entropy';\nimport {softmaxCrossEntropy} from

'./losses/softmax_cross_entropy';\nconst losses = {\n  absoluteDifference,\n  computeWeightedLoss,\n

cosineDistance,\n  hingeLoss,\n  huberLoss,\n  logLoss,\n  meanSquaredError,\n  sigmoidCrossEntropy,\n

softmaxCrossEntropy\n};\n\n// Second level exports.\nexport {image, linalg, losses, spectral, fused,

signal};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {dispose} from '../globals';\nimport {variableGrads} from '../gradients';\nimport {scalar} from

'../ops/ops';\nimport {Serializable} from '../serialization';\nimport {Scalar, Variable} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensor, NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\n\n/**\n * A variable that belongs to an optimizer.\n *\n

* The `originalName` field is required for keeping track of the canonical\n * name of the variable, which is usually

the name of the model weight that\n * the variable is related to plus a suffix, e.g., 'dense1/kernel/momentum'.\n *

The name of the `Variable` object itself cannot be used directly due to\n * possible deduplication: Every `Variable`

must have a unique name but more\n * than one optimizer objects of the same type may be created for the same

model\n * or the same `Variable`.\n */\nexport interface OptimizerVariable {\n  originalName: string;\n  variable:

Variable;\n}\n\n/** @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Classes', namespace: 'train'} */\nexport abstract class

Optimizer extends Serializable {\n  protected iterations_: number;\n\n  /**\n   * Executes `f()` and minimizes the
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scalar output of `f()` by computing\n   * gradients of y with respect to the list of trainable variables provided by\n   *

`varList`. If no list is provided, it defaults to all trainable variables.\n   *\n   * @param f The function to execute and

whose output to minimize.\n   * @param returnCost Whether to return the scalar cost value produced by\n   *

executing `f()`.\n   * @param varList An optional list of variables to update. If specified, only\n   * the trainable

variables in varList will be updated by minimize. Defaults to\n   * all trainable variables.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading:

'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers'}\n   */\n  minimize(f: () => Scalar, returnCost = false, varList?: Variable[]):

Scalar\n      |null {\n    const {value, grads} = this.computeGradients(f, varList);\n\n    if (varList != null) {\n

const gradArray: NamedTensor[] =\n          varList.map(v => ({name: v.name, tensor: grads[v.name]}));\n

this.applyGradients(gradArray);\n    } else {\n      this.applyGradients(grads);\n    }\n\n    // Dispose gradients.\n

dispose(grads);\n\n    if (returnCost) {\n      return value;\n    } else {\n      value.dispose();\n      return null;\n    }\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * The number of iterations that this optimizer instance has been invoked for.\n   */\n  get iterations():

number {\n    if (this.iterations_ == null) {\n      this.iterations_ = 0;\n    }\n    return this.iterations_;\n  }\n\n

protected incrementIterations() {\n    this.iterations_ = this.iterations + 1;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Executes f() and

computes the gradient of the scalar output of f() with\n   * respect to the list of trainable variables provided by

`varList`. If no\n   * list is provided, it defaults to all trainable variables.\n   *\n   * @param f The function to execute

and whose output to use for computing\n   * gradients with respect to variables.\n   * @param varList An optional

list of variables to compute gradients with\n   * respect to. If specified, only the trainable variables in varList will

have\n   * gradients computed with respect to. Defaults to all trainable variables.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading:

'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers'}\n   */\n  computeGradients(f: () => Scalar, varList?: Variable[]):\n      {value:

Scalar, grads: NamedTensorMap} {\n    return variableGrads(f, varList);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Updates variables by

using the computed gradients.\n   *\n   * @param variableGradients A mapping of variable name to its gradient

value.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers'}\n   */\n  abstract

applyGradients(variableGradients: NamedTensorMap|\n                          NamedTensor[]): void;\n\n  /**\n   *

Dispose the variables (if any) owned by this optimizer instance.\n   */\n  dispose(): void {\n    if (this.iterations_ !=

null) {\n      dispose(this.iterations_);\n    }\n  }\n\n  async saveIterations(): Promise<NamedTensor> {\n    if

(this.iterations_ == null) {\n      this.iterations_ = 0;\n    }\n    return {\n      name: 'iter',  // Named for Python

compatibility.\n      // TODO(cais): Use 'int64' type when available.\n      tensor: scalar(this.iterations_, 'int32')\n

};\n  }\n\n  async getWeights(): Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    throw new Error('getWeights() is not implemented

for this optimizer yet.');\n  }\n\n  async setWeights(weightValues: NamedTensor[]): Promise<void> {\n    throw new

Error(\n        `setWeights() is not implemented for this optimizer class ` +\n        `${this.getClassName()}`);\n  }\n\n

/**\n   * Extract the first element of the weight values and set it\n   * as the iterations counter variable of this

instance of optimizer.\n   *\n   * @param weightValues\n   * @returns Weight values with the first element

consumed and excluded.\n   */\n  protected async extractIterations(weightValues: NamedTensor[]):\n

Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    this.iterations_ = (await weightValues[0].tensor.data())[0];\n    return

weightValues.slice(1);\n  }\n}\n\nObject.defineProperty(Optimizer, Symbol.hasInstance, {\n  value: (instance:

Optimizer) => {\n    return instance.minimize != null && instance.computeGradients != null &&\n

instance.applyGradients != null;\n  }\n});\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {dispose, tidy} from '../globals';\nimport {add} from

'../ops/add';\nimport {div} from '../ops/div';\nimport {mul} from '../ops/mul';\nimport {sqrt} from

'../ops/ops';\nimport {square} from '../ops/square';\nimport {zerosLike} from '../ops/zeros_like';\nimport

{ConfigDict, registerClass, Serializable, SerializableConstructor} from '../serialization';\nimport {NamedTensor,
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NamedVariableMap} from '../tensor_types';\n\nimport {Optimizer, OptimizerVariable} from './optimizer';\n\n/**

@doclink Optimizer */\nexport class AdadeltaOptimizer extends Optimizer {\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static

className = 'Adadelta';  // Name matters for Python compatibility.\n  private accumulatedGrads:

OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n  private accumulatedUpdates: OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n\n  constructor(\n      protected

learningRate: number, protected rho: number,\n      protected epsilon: number = null) {\n    super();\n\n    if (epsilon

== null) {\n      this.epsilon = ENGINE.backend.epsilon();\n    }\n  }\n\n  applyGradients(variableGradients:

NamedVariableMap|NamedTensor[]) {\n    const variableNames = Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n

variableGradients.map(item => item.name) :\n        Object.keys(variableGradients);\n\n

variableNames.forEach((name, i) => {\n      const value = ENGINE.registeredVariables[name];\n      const trainable

= false;\n      if (this.accumulatedGrads[i] == null) {\n        this.accumulatedGrads[i] = {\n          originalName:

`${name}/accum_grad`,\n          variable: tidy(() => zerosLike(value).variable(trainable))\n        };\n      }\n      if

(this.accumulatedUpdates[i] == null) {\n        this.accumulatedUpdates[i] = {\n          originalName:

`${name}/accum_var`,\n          variable: tidy(() => zerosLike(value).variable(trainable))\n        };\n      }\n\n      const

gradient = Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n          variableGradients[i].tensor :\n

variableGradients[name];\n      if (gradient == null) {\n        return;\n      }\n\n      const accumulatedGrad =

this.accumulatedGrads[i].variable;\n      const accumulatedUpdate = this.accumulatedUpdates[i].variable;\n\n

tidy(() => {\n        const newAccumulatedGrad =\n            add(mul(accumulatedGrad, this.rho),\n

mul(square(gradient), 1 - this.rho));\n\n        const updates =\n            mul(div(sqrt(add(accumulatedUpdate,

this.epsilon)),\n                    sqrt(add(accumulatedGrad, this.epsilon))),\n                gradient);\n\n        const

newAccumulatedUpdate =\n            add(mul(accumulatedUpdate, this.rho),\n                mul(square(updates), 1 -

this.rho));\n\n        accumulatedGrad.assign(newAccumulatedGrad);\n

accumulatedUpdate.assign(newAccumulatedUpdate);\n\n        const newValue = add(mul(updates, -

this.learningRate), value);\n        value.assign(newValue);\n      });\n    });\n    this.incrementIterations();\n  }\n\n

dispose(): void {\n    if (this.accumulatedUpdates != null) {\n      dispose(this.accumulatedGrads.map(v =>

v.variable));\n      dispose(this.accumulatedUpdates.map(v => v.variable));\n    }\n  }\n\n  async getWeights():

Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    // Order matters for Python compatibility.\n    const variables: OptimizerVariable[]

=\n        [...this.accumulatedGrads, ...this.accumulatedUpdates];\n    return [await this.saveIterations()].concat(\n

variables.map(v => ({name: v.originalName, tensor: v.variable})));\n  }\n\n  async setWeights(weightValues:

NamedTensor[]): Promise<void> {\n    weightValues = await this.extractIterations(weightValues);\n    const

variableCount = weightValues.length / 2;\n    const trainable = false;\n    this.accumulatedGrads =\n

weightValues.slice(0, variableCount).map(v => ({\n                                                   originalName: v.name,\n

                                     variable: v.tensor.variable(\n                                                       trainable)\n

                 }));\n    this.accumulatedUpdates =\n        weightValues.slice(variableCount, variableCount * 2)\n

.map(v => ({\n                   originalName: v.name,\n                   variable: v.tensor.variable(trainable)\n

}));\n  }\n\n  getConfig(): ConfigDict {\n    return {\n      'learningRate': this.learningRate,\n      'rho': this.rho,\n

'epsilon': this.epsilon\n    };\n  }\n\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static fromConfig<T extends Serializable>(\n      cls:

SerializableConstructor<T>, config: ConfigDict): T {\n    return new cls(config['learningRate'], config['rho'],

config['epsilon']);\n  }\n}\nregisterClass(AdadeltaOptimizer);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {dispose, tidy} from '../globals';\nimport {add} from

'../ops/add';\nimport {div} from '../ops/div';\nimport {fill} from '../ops/fill';\nimport {mul} from '../ops/mul';\nimport

{sqrt} from '../ops/sqrt';\nimport {square} from '../ops/square';\nimport {ConfigDict, registerClass, Serializable,
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SerializableConstructor} from '../serialization';\nimport {NamedTensor, NamedVariableMap} from

'../tensor_types';\n\nimport {Optimizer, OptimizerVariable} from './optimizer';\n\n/** @doclink Optimizer

*/\nexport class AdagradOptimizer extends Optimizer {\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static className = 'Adagrad';  //

Note: Name matters for Python compatibility.\n\n  private accumulatedGrads: OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n\n

constructor(\n      protected learningRate: number, private initialAccumulatorValue = 0.1) {\n    super();\n  }\n\n

applyGradients(variableGradients: NamedVariableMap|NamedTensor[]) {\n    const variableNames =

Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n        variableGradients.map(item => item.name) :\n

Object.keys(variableGradients);\n\n    variableNames.forEach((name, i) => {\n      const value =

ENGINE.registeredVariables[name];\n      if (this.accumulatedGrads[i] == null) {\n        const trainable = false;\n

 this.accumulatedGrads[i] = {\n          originalName: `${name}/accumulator`,\n          variable: tidy(\n              () =>

fill(value.shape, this.initialAccumulatorValue)\n                        .variable(trainable))\n        };\n      }\n\n      const

gradient = Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n          variableGradients[i].tensor :\n

variableGradients[name];\n      if (gradient == null) {\n        return;\n      }\n\n      const accumulatedGrad =

this.accumulatedGrads[i].variable;\n\n      tidy(() => {\n        const newAccumulatedGrad = add(accumulatedGrad,

square(gradient));\n        accumulatedGrad.assign(newAccumulatedGrad);\n\n        const newValue = add(\n

mul(div(gradient,\n                    sqrt(add(newAccumulatedGrad, ENGINE.backend.epsilon()))),\n                -

this.learningRate),\n            value);\n        value.assign(newValue);\n      });\n    });\n    this.incrementIterations();\n

}\n\n  dispose(): void {\n    if (this.accumulatedGrads != null) {\n      dispose(this.accumulatedGrads.map(v =>

v.variable));\n    }\n  }\n\n  async getWeights(): Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    // Order matters for Python

compatibility.\n    return [await this.saveIterations()].concat(this.accumulatedGrads.map(\n        v => ({name:

v.originalName, tensor: v.variable})));\n  }\n\n  async setWeights(weightValues: NamedTensor[]): Promise<void>

{\n    weightValues = await this.extractIterations(weightValues);\n    const trainable = false;\n

this.accumulatedGrads = weightValues.map(\n        v => ({originalName: v.name, variable:

v.tensor.variable(trainable)}));\n  }\n\n  getConfig(): ConfigDict {\n    return {\n      'learningRate':

this.learningRate,\n      'initialAccumulatorValue': this.initialAccumulatorValue,\n    };\n  }\n\n  /** @nocollapse

*/\n  static fromConfig<T extends Serializable>(\n      cls: SerializableConstructor<T>, config: ConfigDict): T {\n

return new cls(config['learningRate'], config['initialAccumulatorValue']);\n

}\n}\nregisterClass(AdagradOptimizer);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {dispose, tidy} from '../globals';\nimport {add} from

'../ops/add';\nimport {div} from '../ops/div';\nimport {mul} from '../ops/mul';\nimport {pow} from

'../ops/pow';\nimport {scalar} from '../ops/scalar';\nimport {sqrt} from '../ops/sqrt';\nimport {square} from

'../ops/square';\nimport {sub} from '../ops/sub';\nimport {zerosLike} from '../ops/zeros_like';\nimport {ConfigDict,

registerClass, Serializable, SerializableConstructor} from '../serialization';\nimport {Variable} from

'../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensor, NamedVariableMap} from '../tensor_types';\n\nimport {Optimizer,

OptimizerVariable} from './optimizer';\n\nexport class AdamOptimizer extends Optimizer {\n  /** @nocollapse */\n

static className = 'Adam';  // Note: Name matters for Python compatibility.\n  private accBeta1: Variable;\n

private accBeta2: Variable;\n\n  private accumulatedFirstMoment: OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n  private

accumulatedSecondMoment: OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n\n  constructor(\n      protected learningRate: number,

protected beta1: number,\n      protected beta2: number, protected epsilon: number = null) {\n    super();\n    tidy(()

=> {\n      // accB* will be updated by batch.\n      this.accBeta1 = scalar(beta1).variable();\n      this.accBeta2 =

scalar(beta2).variable();\n    });\n\n    if (epsilon == null) {\n      this.epsilon = ENGINE.backend.epsilon();\n    }\n
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}\n\n  applyGradients(variableGradients: NamedVariableMap|NamedTensor[]) {\n    const varNames =

Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n        variableGradients.map(v => v.name) :\n

Object.keys(variableGradients);\n    tidy(() => {\n      const oneMinusAccBeta1 = sub(1, this.accBeta1);\n      const

oneMinusAccBeta2 = sub(1, this.accBeta2);\n\n      varNames.forEach((name, i) => {\n        const value =

ENGINE.registeredVariables[name];\n        const trainable = false;\n        if (this.accumulatedFirstMoment[i] ==

null) {\n          this.accumulatedFirstMoment[i] = {\n            originalName: `${name}/m`,\n            variable: tidy(()

=> zerosLike(value).variable(trainable))\n          };\n        }\n        if (this.accumulatedSecondMoment[i] == null) {\n

       this.accumulatedSecondMoment[i] = {\n            originalName: `${name}/v`,\n            variable: tidy(() =>

zerosLike(value).variable(trainable))\n          };\n        }\n\n        const gradient = Array.isArray(variableGradients)

?\n            variableGradients[i].tensor :\n            variableGradients[name];\n        if (gradient == null) {\n

return;\n        }\n\n        const firstMoment = this.accumulatedFirstMoment[i].variable;\n        const secondMoment =

this.accumulatedSecondMoment[i].variable;\n\n        const newFirstMoment =\n            add(mul(firstMoment,

this.beta1), mul(gradient, 1 - this.beta1));\n        const newSecondMoment =\n            add(mul(secondMoment,

this.beta2),\n                mul(square(gradient), 1 - this.beta2));\n\n        const biasCorrectedFirstMoment =

div(newFirstMoment, oneMinusAccBeta1);\n        const biasCorrectedSecondMoment =\n

div(newSecondMoment, oneMinusAccBeta2);\n\n        firstMoment.assign(newFirstMoment);\n

secondMoment.assign(newSecondMoment);\n\n        const newValue =\n

add(mul(div(biasCorrectedFirstMoment,\n                        add(sqrt(biasCorrectedSecondMoment), this.epsilon)),\n

              -this.learningRate),\n                value);\n        value.assign(newValue);\n      });\n\n

this.accBeta1.assign(mul(this.accBeta1, this.beta1));\n      this.accBeta2.assign(mul(this.accBeta2, this.beta2));\n

});\n    this.incrementIterations();\n  }\n\n  dispose(): void {\n    this.accBeta1.dispose();\n

this.accBeta2.dispose();\n\n    if (this.accumulatedFirstMoment != null) {\n

dispose(this.accumulatedFirstMoment.map(v => v.variable));\n    }\n    if (this.accumulatedSecondMoment != null)

{\n      dispose(this.accumulatedSecondMoment.map(v => v.variable));\n    }\n  }\n\n  async getWeights():

Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    // Order matters for Python compatibility.\n    const variables: OptimizerVariable[]

=\n        [...this.accumulatedFirstMoment, ...this.accumulatedSecondMoment];\n    return [await

this.saveIterations()].concat(\n        variables.map(v => ({name: v.originalName, tensor: v.variable})));\n  }\n\n

async setWeights(weightValues: NamedTensor[]): Promise<void> {\n    weightValues = await

this.extractIterations(weightValues);\n    tidy(() => {\n      this.accBeta1.assign(pow(this.beta1, this.iterations_ +

1));\n      this.accBeta2.assign(pow(this.beta2, this.iterations_ + 1));\n    });\n\n    const variableCount =

weightValues.length / 2;\n    const trainable = false;\n    this.accumulatedFirstMoment =\n        weightValues.slice(0,

variableCount).map(v => ({\n                                                   originalName: v.name,\n

 variable: v.tensor.variable(\n                                                       trainable)\n                                                 }));\n

this.accumulatedSecondMoment =\n        weightValues.slice(variableCount, variableCount * 2)\n            .map(v =>

({\n                   originalName: v.name,\n                   variable: v.tensor.variable(trainable)\n                 }));\n  }\n\n

getConfig(): ConfigDict {\n    return {\n      'learningRate': this.learningRate,\n      'beta1': this.beta1,\n      'beta2':

this.beta2,\n      'epsilon': this.epsilon,\n    };\n  }\n\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static fromConfig<T extends

Serializable>(\n      cls: SerializableConstructor<T>, config: ConfigDict): T {\n    return new cls(\n

config['learningRate'], config['beta1'], config['beta2'],\n        config['epsilon']);\n

}\n}\nregisterClass(AdamOptimizer);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {dispose, tidy} from '../globals';\nimport {abs} from
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'../ops/abs';\nimport {add} from '../ops/add';\nimport {div} from '../ops/div';\nimport {maximum} from

'../ops/maximum';\nimport {mul} from '../ops/mul';\nimport {scalar} from '../ops/scalar';\nimport {sub} from

'../ops/sub';\nimport {zerosLike} from '../ops/zeros_like';\nimport {ConfigDict, registerClass, Serializable,

SerializableConstructor} from '../serialization';\nimport {Variable} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensor,

NamedVariableMap} from '../tensor_types';\n\nimport {Optimizer, OptimizerVariable} from './optimizer';\n\nexport

class AdamaxOptimizer extends Optimizer {\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static className = 'Adamax';  // Note: Name

matters for Python compatbility.\n  private accBeta1: Variable;\n  private iteration: Variable;\n\n  private

accumulatedFirstMoment: OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n  private accumulatedWeightedInfNorm: OptimizerVariable[]

= [];\n\n  constructor(\n      protected learningRate: number, protected beta1: number,\n      protected beta2: number,

protected epsilon: number = null,\n      protected decay = 0.0) {\n    super();\n\n    tidy(() => {\n      this.iteration =

scalar(0).variable();\n      this.accBeta1 = scalar(beta1).variable();\n    });\n\n    if (epsilon == null) {\n

this.epsilon = ENGINE.backend.epsilon();\n    }\n  }\n\n  applyGradients(variableGradients:

NamedVariableMap|NamedTensor[]) {\n    const variableNames = Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n

variableGradients.map(item => item.name) :\n        Object.keys(variableGradients);\n\n    tidy(() => {\n      const

oneMinusAccBeta1 = sub(1, this.accBeta1);\n      const lr =\n          div(-this.learningRate, add(mul(this.iteration,

this.decay), 1));\n\n      variableNames.forEach((name, i) => {\n        const value =

ENGINE.registeredVariables[name];\n        const trainable = false;\n        if (this.accumulatedFirstMoment[i] ==

null) {\n          this.accumulatedFirstMoment[i] = {\n            originalName: `${name}/m`,\n            variable:

zerosLike(value).variable(trainable)\n          };\n        }\n        if (this.accumulatedWeightedInfNorm[i] == null) {\n

    this.accumulatedWeightedInfNorm[i] = {\n            originalName: `${name}/v`,\n            variable:

zerosLike(value).variable(trainable)\n          };\n        }\n\n        const gradient = Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n

          variableGradients[i].tensor :\n            variableGradients[name];\n        if (gradient == null) {\n          return;\n

   }\n\n        const firstMoment = this.accumulatedFirstMoment[i].variable;\n        const weightedInfNorm =

this.accumulatedWeightedInfNorm[i].variable;\n\n        const newFirstMoment =\n            add(mul(firstMoment,

this.beta1), mul(gradient, 1 - this.beta1));\n\n        const ut0 = mul(weightedInfNorm, this.beta2);\n        const ut1 =

abs(gradient);\n\n        const newWeightedInfNorm = maximum(ut0, ut1);\n\n

firstMoment.assign(newFirstMoment);\n        weightedInfNorm.assign(newWeightedInfNorm);\n\n        const

newValue =\n            add(mul(div(lr, oneMinusAccBeta1),\n                    div(newFirstMoment,

add(newWeightedInfNorm, this.epsilon))),\n                value);\n\n        value.assign(newValue);\n      });\n\n

this.iteration.assign(add(this.iteration, 1));\n      this.accBeta1.assign(mul(this.accBeta1, this.beta1));\n    });\n

this.incrementIterations();\n  }\n\n  dispose(): void {\n    this.accBeta1.dispose();\n    this.iteration.dispose();\n\n    if

(this.accumulatedFirstMoment != null) {\n      dispose(this.accumulatedFirstMoment.map(v => v.variable));\n    }\n

if (this.accumulatedWeightedInfNorm != null) {\n      dispose(this.accumulatedWeightedInfNorm.map(v =>

v.variable));\n    }\n  }\n\n  async getWeights(): Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    throw new Error('getWeights() is

not implemented for Adamax yet.');\n  }\n\n  async setWeights(weightValues: NamedTensor[]): Promise<void> {\n

 throw new Error('setWeights() is not implemented for Adamax yet.');\n  }\n\n  getConfig(): ConfigDict {\n    return

{\n      'learningRate': this.learningRate,\n      'beta1': this.beta1,\n      'beta2': this.beta2,\n      'epsilon': this.epsilon,\n

   'decay': this.decay\n    };\n  }\n\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static fromConfig<T extends Serializable>(\n      cls:

SerializableConstructor<T>, config: ConfigDict): T {\n    return new cls(\n        config['learningRate'],

config['beta1'], config['beta2'],\n        config['epsilon'], config['decay']);\n

}\n}\nregisterClass(AdamaxOptimizer);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {keep, tidy} from '../globals';\nimport {add} from

'../ops/add';\nimport {mul} from '../ops/mul';\nimport {scalar} from '../ops/scalar';\nimport {ConfigDict,

registerClass, Serializable, SerializableConstructor} from '../serialization';\nimport {Scalar} from '../tensor';\nimport

{NamedTensor, NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\n\nimport {Optimizer} from './optimizer';\n\n/**

@doclink Optimizer */\nexport class SGDOptimizer extends Optimizer {\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static className

= 'SGD';  // Note: Name matters for Python compatibility.\n  protected c: Scalar;\n\n  constructor(protected

learningRate: number) {\n    super();\n    this.setLearningRate(learningRate);\n  }\n\n

applyGradients(variableGradients: NamedTensorMap|NamedTensor[]) {\n    const varNames =

Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n        variableGradients.map(v => v.name) :\n

Object.keys(variableGradients);\n    varNames.forEach((name, i) => {\n      const gradient =

Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n          variableGradients[i].tensor :\n          variableGradients[name];\n      if

(gradient == null) {\n        return;\n      }\n      const value = ENGINE.registeredVariables[name];\n      tidy(() => {\n

     const newValue = add(mul(this.c, gradient), value);\n        value.assign(newValue);\n      });\n    });\n

this.incrementIterations();\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Sets the learning rate of the optimizer.\n   */\n

setLearningRate(learningRate: number) {\n    this.learningRate = learningRate;\n    if (this.c != null) {\n

this.c.dispose();\n    }\n    this.c = keep(scalar(-learningRate));\n  }\n\n  dispose() {\n    this.c.dispose();\n  }\n\n

async getWeights(): Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    return [await this.saveIterations()];\n  }\n\n  async

setWeights(weightValues: NamedTensor[]): Promise<void> {\n    weightValues = await

this.extractIterations(weightValues);\n    if (weightValues.length !== 0) {\n      throw new Error('SGD optimizer

does not have settable weights.');\n    }\n  }\n\n  getConfig(): ConfigDict {\n    return {'learningRate':

this.learningRate};\n  }\n\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static fromConfig<T extends Serializable>(\n      cls:

SerializableConstructor<T>, config: ConfigDict): T {\n    return new cls(config['learningRate']);\n

}\n}\nregisterClass(SGDOptimizer);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {dispose, tidy} from '../globals';\nimport {add} from

'../ops/add';\nimport {mul} from '../ops/mul';\nimport {scalar} from '../ops/scalar';\nimport {zerosLike} from

'../ops/zeros_like';\nimport {ConfigDict, registerClass, Serializable, SerializableConstructor} from

'../serialization';\nimport {Scalar, Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {NamedTensor, NamedVariableMap} from

'../tensor_types';\n\nimport {OptimizerVariable} from './optimizer';\nimport {SGDOptimizer} from

'./sgd_optimizer';\n\n/** @doclink Optimizer */\nexport class MomentumOptimizer extends SGDOptimizer {\n  /**

@nocollapse */\n  static className = 'Momentum';  // Name matters for Python compatibility.\n  private m:

Scalar;\n  private accumulations: OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n\n  constructor(\n      protected learningRate: number,

private momentum: number,\n      private useNesterov = false) {\n    super(learningRate);\n    this.m =

scalar(this.momentum);\n  }\n\n  applyGradients(variableGradients: NamedVariableMap|NamedTensor[]) {\n

const variableNames = Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n        variableGradients.map(item => item.name) :\n

Object.keys(variableGradients);\n\n    variableNames.forEach((name, i) => {\n      const value =

ENGINE.registeredVariables[name];\n      if (this.accumulations[i] == null) {\n        const trainable = false;\n

this.accumulations[i] = {\n          originalName: `${name}/momentum`,\n          variable: tidy(() =>

zerosLike(value).variable(trainable))\n        };\n      }\n\n      const accumulation = this.accumulations[i].variable;\n

 const gradient = Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n          variableGradients[i].tensor :\n

variableGradients[name];\n      if (gradient == null) {\n        return;\n      }\n\n      tidy(() => {\n        let newValue:

Tensor;\n        const newAccumulation = add(mul(this.m, accumulation), gradient);\n        if (this.useNesterov) {\n
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    newValue = add(\n              mul(this.c, add(gradient, mul(newAccumulation, this.m))), value);\n        } else {\n

  newValue = add(mul(this.c, newAccumulation), value);\n        }\n        accumulation.assign(newAccumulation);\n

    value.assign(newValue);\n      });\n    });\n    this.incrementIterations();\n  }\n\n  dispose(): void {\n

this.m.dispose();\n    if (this.accumulations != null) {\n      dispose(this.accumulations.map(v => v.variable));\n    }\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Sets the momentum of the optimizer.\n   *\n   * @param momentum\n   */\n

setMomentum(momentum: number) {\n    this.momentum = momentum;\n  }\n\n  async getWeights():

Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    // Order matters for Python compatibility.\n    return [await

this.saveIterations()].concat(this.accumulations.map(\n        v => ({name: v.originalName, tensor: v.variable})));\n

}\n\n  async setWeights(weightValues: NamedTensor[]): Promise<void> {\n    weightValues = await

this.extractIterations(weightValues);\n    const trainable = false;\n    this.accumulations = weightValues.map(\n

v => ({originalName: v.name, variable: v.tensor.variable(trainable)}));\n  }\n\n  getConfig(): ConfigDict {\n    return

{\n      'learningRate': this.learningRate,\n      'momentum': this.momentum,\n      'useNesterov': this.useNesterov\n

};\n  }\n\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static fromConfig<T extends Serializable>(\n      cls: SerializableConstructor<T>,

config: ConfigDict): T {\n    return new cls(\n        config['learningRate'], config['momentum'],

config['useNesterov']);\n  }\n}\nregisterClass(MomentumOptimizer);\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ENGINE} from '../engine';\nimport {dispose, tidy} from '../globals';\nimport {add} from

'../ops/add';\nimport {div} from '../ops/div';\nimport {mul} from '../ops/mul';\nimport {sqrt} from

'../ops/sqrt';\nimport {square} from '../ops/square';\nimport {sub} from '../ops/sub';\nimport {zerosLike} from

'../ops/zeros_like';\nimport {ConfigDict, registerClass, Serializable, SerializableConstructor} from

'../serialization';\nimport {NamedTensor, NamedTensorMap} from '../tensor_types';\n\nimport {Optimizer,

OptimizerVariable} from './optimizer';\n\n/** @doclink Optimizer */\nexport class RMSPropOptimizer extends

Optimizer {\n  /** @nocollapse */\n  static className = 'RMSProp';  // Note: Name matters for Python

compatibility.\n  private centered: boolean;\n\n  private accumulatedMeanSquares: OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n

private accumulatedMoments: OptimizerVariable[] = [];\n  private accumulatedMeanGrads: OptimizerVariable[] =

[];\n\n  constructor(\n      protected learningRate: number, protected decay = 0.9,\n      protected momentum = 0.0,

protected epsilon: number = null,\n      centered = false) {\n    super();\n\n    this.centered = centered;\n\n    if

(epsilon == null) {\n      this.epsilon = ENGINE.backend.epsilon();\n    }\n    if (learningRate == null) {\n      throw

new Error(`learningRate for RMSPropOptimizer must be defined.`);\n    }\n  }\n\n

applyGradients(variableGradients: NamedTensorMap|NamedTensor[]) {\n    const variableNames =

Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n        variableGradients.map(item => item.name) :\n

Object.keys(variableGradients);\n\n    variableNames.forEach((name, i) => {\n      const value =

ENGINE.registeredVariables[name];\n      const trainable = false;\n      if (this.accumulatedMeanSquares[i] == null)

{\n        this.accumulatedMeanSquares[i] = {\n          originalName: `${name}/rms`,\n          variable: tidy(() =>

zerosLike(value).variable(trainable))\n        };\n      }\n      if (this.accumulatedMoments[i] == null) {\n

this.accumulatedMoments[i] = {\n          originalName: `${name}/momentum`,\n          variable: tidy(() =>

zerosLike(value).variable(trainable))\n        };\n      }\n      if (this.accumulatedMeanGrads[i] == null &&

this.centered) {\n        this.accumulatedMeanGrads[i] = {\n          originalName: `${name}/mg`,\n          variable:

tidy(() => zerosLike(value).variable(trainable))\n        };\n      }\n\n      const gradient =

Array.isArray(variableGradients) ?\n          variableGradients[i].tensor :\n          variableGradients[name];\n      if

(gradient == null) {\n        return;\n      }\n\n      const accumulatedMeanSquare =

this.accumulatedMeanSquares[i].variable;\n      const accumulatedMoments =
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this.accumulatedMoments[i].variable;\n      tidy(() => {\n        const newAccumulatedMeanSquare =\n

add(mul(accumulatedMeanSquare, this.decay),\n                mul(square(gradient), 1 - this.decay));\n\n        if

(this.centered) {\n          const accumulatedMeanGrad = this.accumulatedMeanGrads[i].variable;\n          // Centered

gradient\n          const newAccumulatedMeanGrad =\n              add(mul(accumulatedMeanGrad, this.decay),\n

      mul(gradient, 1 - this.decay));\n\n          const gradContribution =\n              div(mul(gradient,

this.learningRate),\n                  sqrt(\n                      sub(newAccumulatedMeanSquare,\n

add(square(newAccumulatedMeanGrad), this.epsilon))));\n          const newAccumulatedMoments =\n

add(mul(accumulatedMoments, this.momentum), gradContribution);\n\n

accumulatedMeanSquare.assign(newAccumulatedMeanSquare);\n

accumulatedMeanGrad.assign(newAccumulatedMeanGrad);\n

accumulatedMoments.assign(newAccumulatedMoments);\n\n          const newValue = sub(value,

newAccumulatedMoments);\n          value.assign(newValue);\n        } else {\n          // Plain gradient\n          const

newAccumulatedMeanSquare =\n              add(mul(accumulatedMeanSquare, this.decay),\n

mul(square(gradient), 1 - this.decay));\n\n          const newAccumulatedMoments =\n

add(mul(accumulatedMoments, this.momentum),\n                  div(mul(gradient, this.learningRate),\n

sqrt(add(newAccumulatedMeanSquare, this.epsilon))));\n\n

accumulatedMeanSquare.assign(newAccumulatedMeanSquare);\n

accumulatedMoments.assign(newAccumulatedMoments);\n\n          const newValue = sub(value,

newAccumulatedMoments);\n          value.assign(newValue);\n        }\n      });\n    });\n

this.incrementIterations();\n  }\n\n  dispose(): void {\n    if (this.accumulatedMeanSquares != null) {\n

dispose(this.accumulatedMeanSquares.map(v => v.variable));\n    }\n    if (this.accumulatedMeanGrads != null &&

this.centered) {\n      dispose(this.accumulatedMeanGrads.map(v => v.variable));\n    }\n    if

(this.accumulatedMoments != null) {\n      dispose(this.accumulatedMoments.map(v => v.variable));\n    }\n  }\n\n

async getWeights(): Promise<NamedTensor[]> {\n    // Order matters for Python compatibility.\n    const variables:

OptimizerVariable[] =\n        [...this.accumulatedMeanSquares, ...this.accumulatedMoments];\n    if (this.centered)

{\n      variables.push(...this.accumulatedMeanGrads);\n    }\n    return [await this.saveIterations()].concat(\n

variables.map(v => ({name: v.originalName, tensor: v.variable})));\n  }\n\n  async setWeights(weightValues:

NamedTensor[]): Promise<void> {\n    weightValues = await this.extractIterations(weightValues);\n    const

variableCount =\n        this.centered ? weightValues.length / 3 : weightValues.length / 2;\n    const trainable =

false;\n    this.accumulatedMeanSquares =\n        weightValues.slice(0, variableCount).map(v => ({\n

                         originalName: v.name,\n                                                   variable: v.tensor.variable(\n

                            trainable)\n                                                 }));\n    this.accumulatedMoments =\n

weightValues.slice(variableCount, variableCount * 2)\n            .map(v => ({\n                   originalName: v.name,\n

               variable: v.tensor.variable(trainable)\n                 }));\n    if (this.centered) {\n

this.accumulatedMeanGrads =\n          weightValues.slice(variableCount * 2, variableCount * 3)\n              .map(v

=> ({\n                     originalName: v.name,\n                     variable: v.tensor.variable(trainable)\n                   }));\n

}\n  }\n\n  getConfig(): ConfigDict {\n    return {\n      'learningRate': this.learningRate,\n      'decay': this.decay,\n

'momentum': this.momentum,\n      'epsilon': this.epsilon,\n      'centered': this.centered\n    };\n  }\n\n  /**

@nocollapse */\n  static fromConfig<T extends Serializable>(\n      cls: SerializableConstructor<T>, config:

ConfigDict): T {\n    return new cls(\n        config['learningRate'], config['decay'], config['momentum'],\n

config['epsilon'], config['centered']);\n  }\n}\nregisterClass(RMSPropOptimizer);\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {AdadeltaOptimizer} from './adadelta_optimizer';\nimport {AdagradOptimizer} from

'./adagrad_optimizer';\nimport {AdamOptimizer} from './adam_optimizer';\nimport {AdamaxOptimizer} from

'./adamax_optimizer';\nimport {MomentumOptimizer} from './momentum_optimizer';\nimport

{RMSPropOptimizer} from './rmsprop_optimizer';\nimport {SGDOptimizer} from './sgd_optimizer';\n\nexport class

OptimizerConstructors {\n  /**\n   * Constructs a `tf.SGDOptimizer` that uses stochastic gradient descent.\n   *\n   *

```js\n   * // Fit a quadratic function by learning the coefficients a, b, c.\n   * const xs = tf.tensor1d([0, 1, 2, 3]);\n   *

const ys = tf.tensor1d([1.1, 5.9, 16.8, 33.9]);\n   *\n   * const a = tf.scalar(Math.random()).variable();\n   * const b =

tf.scalar(Math.random()).variable();\n   * const c = tf.scalar(Math.random()).variable();\n   *\n   * // y = a * x^2 + b *

x + c.\n   * const f = x => a.mul(x.square()).add(b.mul(x)).add(c);\n   * const loss = (pred, label) =>

pred.sub(label).square().mean();\n   *\n   * const learningRate = 0.01;\n   * const optimizer =

tf.train.sgd(learningRate);\n   *\n   * // Train the model.\n   * for (let i = 0; i < 10; i++) {\n   *   optimizer.minimize(()

=> loss(f(xs), ys));\n   * }\n   *\n   * // Make predictions.\n   * console.log(\n   *     `a: ${a.dataSync()}, b:

${b.dataSync()}, c: ${c.dataSync()}`);\n   * const preds = f(xs).dataSync();\n   * preds.forEach((pred, i) => {\n   *

console.log(`x: ${i}, pred: ${pred}`);\n   * });\n   * ```\n   *\n   * @param learningRate The learning rate to use for

the SGD algorithm.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers', namespace: 'train'}\n   */\n

static sgd(learningRate: number): SGDOptimizer {\n    return new SGDOptimizer(learningRate);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Constructs a `tf.MomentumOptimizer` that uses momentum gradient\n   * descent.\n   *\n   * See\n   *

[http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/sutskever13.pdf](\n   * http://proceedings.mlr.press/v28/sutskever13.pdf)\n   *\n

* @param learningRate The learning rate to use for the Momentum gradient\n   * descent algorithm.\n   * @param

momentum The momentum to use for the momentum gradient descent\n   * algorithm.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading:

'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers', namespace: 'train'}\n   */\n  static momentum(learningRate: number,

momentum: number, useNesterov = false):\n      MomentumOptimizer {\n    return new

MomentumOptimizer(learningRate, momentum, useNesterov);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Constructs a

`tf.RMSPropOptimizer` that uses RMSProp gradient\n   * descent. This implementation uses plain momentum and

is not centered\n   * version of RMSProp.\n   *\n   * See\n   *

[http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~tijmen/csc321/slides/lecture_slides_lec6.pdf](\n   *

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~tijmen/csc321/slides/lecture_slides_lec6.pdf)\n   *\n   * @param learningRate The

learning rate to use for the RMSProp gradient\n   * descent algorithm.\n   * @param decay The discounting factor

for the history/coming gradient.\n   * @param momentum The momentum to use for the RMSProp gradient

descent\n   * algorithm.\n   * @param epsilon Small value to avoid zero denominator.\n   * @param centered If true,

gradients are normalized by the estimated\n   * variance of the gradient.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Training',

subheading: 'Optimizers', namespace: 'train'}\n   */\n  static rmsprop(\n      learningRate: number, decay = .9,

momentum = 0.0, epsilon: number = null,\n      centered = false): RMSPropOptimizer {\n    return new

RMSPropOptimizer(\n        learningRate, decay, momentum, epsilon, centered);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Constructs a

`tf.AdamOptimizer` that uses the Adam algorithm.\n   * See

[https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6980](https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6980)\n   *\n   * @param learningRate The learning rate

to use for the Adam gradient\n   * descent algorithm.\n   * @param beta1 The exponential decay rate for the 1st

moment estimates.\n   * @param beta2 The exponential decay rate for the 2nd moment estimates.\n   * @param

epsilon A small constant for numerical stability.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers',

namespace: 'train'}\n   */\n  static adam(\n      learningRate = 0.001, beta1 = 0.9, beta2 = 0.999,\n      epsilon: number

= null): AdamOptimizer {\n    return new AdamOptimizer(learningRate, beta1, beta2, epsilon);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Constructs a `tf.AdadeltaOptimizer` that uses the Adadelta algorithm.\n   * See

[https://arxiv.org/abs/1212.5701](https://arxiv.org/abs/1212.5701)\n   *\n   * @param learningRate The learning rate

to use for the Adadelta gradient\n   * descent algorithm.\n   * @param rho The learning rate decay over each

update.\n   * @param epsilon A constant epsilon used to better condition the grad\n   * update.\n   *\n   * @doc

{heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers', namespace: 'train'}\n   */\n  static adadelta(learningRate = .001, rho =

.95, epsilon: number = null):\n      AdadeltaOptimizer {\n    return new AdadeltaOptimizer(learningRate, rho,

epsilon);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Constructs a `tf.AdamaxOptimizer` that uses the Adamax algorithm.\n   * See
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[https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6980](https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6980)\n   *\n   * @param learningRate The learning rate

to use for the Adamax gradient\n   * descent algorithm.\n   * @param beta1 The exponential decay rate for the 1st

moment estimates.\n   * @param beta2 The exponential decay rate for the 2nd moment estimates.\n   * @param

epsilon A small constant for numerical stability.\n   * @param decay The learning rate decay over each update.\n

*\n   * @doc {heading: 'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers', namespace: 'train'}\n   */\n  static adamax(\n

learningRate = 0.002, beta1 = 0.9, beta2 = 0.999, epsilon: number = null,\n      decay = 0.0): AdamaxOptimizer {\n

return new AdamaxOptimizer(learningRate, beta1, beta2, epsilon, decay);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Constructs a

`tf.AdagradOptimizer` that uses the Adagrad algorithm.\n   * See\n   *

[http://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume12/duchi11a/duchi11a.pdf](\n   *

http://www.jmlr.org/papers/volume12/duchi11a/duchi11a.pdf)\n   * or\n   * [http://ruder.io/optimizing-gradient-

descent/index.html#adagrad](\n   * http://ruder.io/optimizing-gradient-descent/index.html#adagrad)\n   *\n   *

@param learningRate The learning rate to use for the Adagrad gradient\n   * descent algorithm.\n   * @param

initialAccumulatorValue Starting value for the accumulators, must be\n   * positive.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading:

'Training', subheading: 'Optimizers', namespace: 'train'}\n   */\n  static adagrad(learningRate: number,

initialAccumulatorValue = 0.1):\n      AdagradOptimizer {\n    return new AdagradOptimizer(learningRate,

initialAccumulatorValue);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// So typings can propagate.\nimport {AdadeltaOptimizer} from './optimizers/adadelta_optimizer';\nimport

{AdagradOptimizer} from './optimizers/adagrad_optimizer';\nimport {AdamOptimizer} from

'./optimizers/adam_optimizer';\nimport {AdamaxOptimizer} from './optimizers/adamax_optimizer';\nimport

{MomentumOptimizer} from './optimizers/momentum_optimizer';\nimport {OptimizerConstructors} from

'./optimizers/optimizer_constructors';\nimport {RMSPropOptimizer} from

'./optimizers/rmsprop_optimizer';\nimport {SGDOptimizer} from './optimizers/sgd_optimizer';\n\n// tslint:disable-

next-line:no-unused-expression\n[MomentumOptimizer, SGDOptimizer, AdadeltaOptimizer, AdagradOptimizer,\n

RMSPropOptimizer, AdamaxOptimizer, AdamOptimizer];\n\nexport const train = {\n  sgd:

OptimizerConstructors.sgd,\n  momentum: OptimizerConstructors.momentum,\n  adadelta:

OptimizerConstructors.adadelta,\n  adagrad: OptimizerConstructors.adagrad,\n  rmsprop:

OptimizerConstructors.rmsprop,\n  adamax: OptimizerConstructors.adamax,\n  adam:

OptimizerConstructors.adam\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nconst delayCallback: Function = (() => {\n  if (typeof requestAnimationFrame !== 'undefined') {\n    return

requestAnimationFrame;\n  } else if (typeof setImmediate !== 'undefined') {\n    return setImmediate;\n  }\n  return

(f: Function) => f();  // no delays\n})();\n\n/**\n * Returns a promise that resolve when a requestAnimationFrame

has completed.\n *\n * On Node.js this uses setImmediate instead of requestAnimationFrame.\n *\n * This is simply

a sugar method so that users can do the following:\n * `await tf.nextFrame();`\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Performance', subheading: 'Timing'}\n */\nfunction nextFrame(): Promise<void> {\n  return new
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Promise<void>(resolve => delayCallback(() => resolve()));\n}\n\nexport {nextFrame};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as util from '../util';\n\nexport function assertParamsConsistent(shapes: number[][], axis: number) {\n

const rank = shapes[0].length;\n  shapes.forEach((shape, i) => {\n    util.assert(\n        shape.length === rank,\n

() =>\n            `Error in concat${rank}D: rank of tensors[${i}] must be the same ` +\n            `as the rank of the rest

(${rank})`);\n  });\n\n  util.assert(\n      axis >= 0 && axis < rank,\n      () => `Error in concat${rank}D: axis must be

between 0 and ${rank - 1}.`);\n\n  const firstShape = shapes[0];\n  shapes.forEach((shape, i) => {\n    for (let r = 0; r

< rank; r++) {\n      util.assert(\n          (r === axis) || (shape[r] === firstShape[r]),\n          () => `Error in

concat${rank}D: Shape of tensors[${i}] (${shape}) ` +\n              `does not match the shape of the rest

(${firstShape}) ` +\n              `along the non-concatenated axis ${i}.`);\n    }\n  });\n}\n\nexport function

computeOutShape(shapes: number[][], axis: number): number[] {\n  const outputShape = shapes[0].slice();\n  for

(let i = 1; i < shapes.length; i++) {\n    outputShape[axis] += shapes[i][axis];\n  }\n  return outputShape;\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * Inputs of size above this threshold will be parallelized by calling multiple\n * shader programs.\n

*/\nimport {nearestDivisor} from '../util';\n\nexport const PARALLELIZE_THRESHOLD = 30;\n\nexport interface

ReduceInfo {\n  windowSize: number;\n  batchSize: number;\n  inSize: number;\n  outSize: number;\n}\n\nexport

function computeOptimalWindowSize(inSize: number): number {\n  if (inSize <= PARALLELIZE_THRESHOLD)

{\n    return inSize;\n  }\n  return nearestDivisor(inSize, Math.floor(Math.sqrt(inSize)));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Returns the image center in pixels.\nexport function getImageCenter(\n    center: number|[number, number],

imageHeight: number,\n    imageWidth: number): [number, number] {\n  const centerX =\n      imageWidth *

(typeof center === 'number' ? center : center[0]);\n  const centerY =\n      imageHeight * (typeof center ===

'number' ? center : center[1]);\n  return [centerX, centerY];\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\n/**\n * Gets the new shape of the input Tensor after it's been reshaped\n * to:\n * [blockShape[0], ...,

blockShape[M-1], batch / prod(blockShape),\n * inputShape[1], ..., inputShape[N-1]]\n *\n * See step 1:

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/batch_to_space_nd\n */\nexport function getReshaped(\n

inputShape: number[], blockShape: number[], prod: number,\n    batchToSpace = true): number[] {\n  let reshaped:

number[] = [];\n  if (batchToSpace) {\n    reshaped = reshaped.concat(blockShape.slice(0));\n

reshaped.push(inputShape[0] / prod);\n    reshaped = reshaped.concat(inputShape.slice(1));\n  } else {\n    reshaped

= reshaped.concat(inputShape[0]);\n    const spatialLength = blockShape.length;\n    for (let i = 0; i < spatialLength;

++i) {\n      reshaped =\n          reshaped.concat([inputShape[i + 1] / blockShape[i], blockShape[i]]);\n    }\n

reshaped = reshaped.concat(inputShape.slice(spatialLength + 1));\n  }\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the

permutation that will transpose the dimensions of the\n * reshaped tensor to shape:\n *\n * [batch /

prod(block_shape),inputShape[1], blockShape[0], ...,\n * inputShape[M], blockShape[M-1],inputShape[M+1], ...,

inputShape[N-1]]\n *\n * see step 2: https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/batch_to_space_nd\n */\nexport

function getPermuted(\n    reshapedRank: number, blockShapeRank: number,\n    batchToSpace = true): number[]

{\n  const permuted = [];\n  if (batchToSpace) {\n    permuted.push(blockShapeRank);\n    for (let i =

blockShapeRank + 1; i < reshapedRank; ++i) {\n      if (i <= 2 * blockShapeRank) {\n        permuted.push(i);\n

permuted.push(i - (blockShapeRank + 1));\n      } else {\n        permuted.push(i);\n      }\n    }\n  } else {\n    const

permutedBeforeBatch = [];\n    const permutedAfterBatch = [];\n    for (let i = 1; i < reshapedRank; ++i) {\n      if (i

>= blockShapeRank * 2 + 1 || i % 2 === 1) {\n        permutedAfterBatch.push(i);\n      } else {\n

permutedBeforeBatch.push(i);\n      }\n    }\n    permuted.push(...permutedBeforeBatch);\n    permuted.push(0);\n

permuted.push(...permutedAfterBatch);\n  }\n  return permuted;\n}\n\n/**\n * Gets the shape of the reshaped and

permuted input Tensor before any cropping\n * is applied.  The new shape will be:\n *\n * [batch /

prod(blockShape),inputShape[1] * blockShape[0], ...,\n * inputShape[M] * blockShape[M-1],inputShape[M+1], ...,

inputShape[N-1]]\n *\n * See step 3: https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/batch_to_space_nd\n

*/\nexport function getReshapedPermuted(\n    inputShape: number[], blockShape: number[], prod: number,\n

batchToSpace = true): number[] {\n  const reshapedPermuted = [];\n\n  if (batchToSpace) {\n

reshapedPermuted.push(inputShape[0] / prod);\n  } else {\n    reshapedPermuted.push(inputShape[0] * prod);\n

}\n\n  for (let i = 1; i < inputShape.length; ++i) {\n    if (i <= blockShape.length) {\n      if (batchToSpace) {\n

reshapedPermuted.push(blockShape[i - 1] * inputShape[i]);\n      } else {\n

reshapedPermuted.push(inputShape[i] / blockShape[i - 1]);\n      }\n    } else {\n

reshapedPermuted.push(inputShape[i]);\n    }\n  }\n\n  return reshapedPermuted;\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts the crops

argument into the beginning coordinates of a slice\n * operation.\n */\nexport function getSliceBeginCoords(\n

crops: number[][], blockShape: number): number[] {\n  const sliceBeginCoords = [0];\n  for (let i = 0; i <

blockShape; ++i) {\n    sliceBeginCoords.push(crops[i][0]);\n  }\n  return sliceBeginCoords;\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts

the crops argument into the size of a slice operation.  When\n * combined with getSliceBeginCoords this function

allows the reshaped and\n * permuted Tensor to be cropped to its final output shape of:\n *\n * inputShape[1] *

blockShape[0] - crops[0,0] - crops[0,1], ...,\n * inputShape[M] * blockShape[M-1] -crops[M-1,0] -\n * crops[M-

1,1],inputShape[M+1], ..., inputShape[N-1]]\n *\n * See step 4:

https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/batch_to_space_nd\n */\nexport function getSliceSize(\n

uncroppedShape: number[], crops: number[][], blockShape: number): number[] {\n  const sliceSize =

uncroppedShape.slice(0, 1);\n  for (let i = 0; i < blockShape; ++i) {\n    sliceSize.push(uncroppedShape[i + 1] -

crops[i][0] - crops[i][1]);\n  }\n\n  return sliceSize;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nexport const SELU_SCALEALPHA = 1.7580993408473768599402175208123;\nexport const SELU_SCALE

= 1.0507009873554804934193349852946;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const ERF_P = 0.3275911;\nexport const ERF_A1 = 0.254829592;\nexport const ERF_A2 = -

0.284496736;\nexport const ERF_A3 = 1.421413741;\nexport const ERF_A4 = -1.453152027;\nexport const

ERF_A5 = 1.061405429;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from './environment';\n\nexport function warn(...msg: Array<{}>): void {\n  if

(!env().getBool('IS_TEST')) {\n    console.warn(...msg);\n  }\n}\n\nexport function log(...msg: Array<{}>): void {\n

if (!env().getBool('IS_TEST')) {\n    console.log(...msg);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TypedArray} from '../types';\n/**\n * Merges real and imaginary Float32Arrays into a single complex

Float32Array.\n *\n * The memory layout is interleaved as follows:\n * real: [r0, r1, r2]\n * imag: [i0, i1, i2]\n *

complex: [r0, i0, r1, i1, r2, i2]\n *\n * This is the inverse of splitRealAndImagArrays.\n *\n * @param real The real

values of the complex tensor values.\n * @param imag The imag values of the complex tensor values.\n * @returns

A complex tensor as a Float32Array with merged values.\n */\nexport function mergeRealAndImagArrays(\n    real:

Float32Array, imag: Float32Array): Float32Array {\n  if (real.length !== imag.length) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Cannot merge real and imag arrays of different lengths. real:` +\n        `${real.length}, imag: ${imag.length}.`);\n

}\n  const result = new Float32Array(real.length * 2);\n  for (let i = 0; i < result.length; i += 2) {\n    result[i] = real[i

/ 2];\n    result[i + 1] = imag[i / 2];\n  }\n  return result;\n}\n\n/**\n * Splits a complex Float32Array into real and

imag parts.\n *\n * The memory layout is interleaved as follows:\n * complex: [r0, i0, r1, i1, r2, i2]\n * real: [r0, r1,

r2]\n * imag: [i0, i1, i2]\n *\n * This is the inverse of mergeRealAndImagArrays.\n *\n * @param complex The

complex tensor values.\n * @returns An object with real and imag Float32Array components of the complex\n *

tensor.\n */\nexport function splitRealAndImagArrays(complex: Float32Array):\n    {real: Float32Array, imag:

Float32Array} {\n  const real = new Float32Array(complex.length / 2);\n  const imag = new

Float32Array(complex.length / 2);\n  for (let i = 0; i < complex.length; i += 2) {\n    real[i / 2] = complex[i];\n

imag[i / 2] = complex[i + 1];\n  }\n  return {real, imag};\n}\n\n/**\n * Extracts even indexed complex values in the

given array.\n * @param complex The complex tensor values\n */\nexport function

complexWithEvenIndex(complex: Float32Array):\n    {real: Float32Array, imag: Float32Array} {\n  const len =

Math.ceil(complex.length / 4);\n  const real = new Float32Array(len);\n  const imag = new Float32Array(len);\n  for
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(let i = 0; i < complex.length; i += 4) {\n    real[Math.floor(i / 4)] = complex[i];\n    imag[Math.floor(i / 4)] =

complex[i + 1];\n  }\n  return {real, imag};\n}\n\n/**\n * Extracts odd indexed comple values in the given array.\n *

@param complex The complex tensor values\n */\nexport function complexWithOddIndex(complex:

Float32Array):\n    {real: Float32Array, imag: Float32Array} {\n  const len = Math.floor(complex.length / 4);\n

const real = new Float32Array(len);\n  const imag = new Float32Array(len);\n  for (let i = 2; i < complex.length; i

+= 4) {\n    real[Math.floor(i / 4)] = complex[i];\n    imag[Math.floor(i / 4)] = complex[i + 1];\n  }\n  return {real,

imag};\n}\n\n/**\n * Get the map representing a complex value in the given array.\n * @param complex The

complex tensor values.\n * @param index An index of the target complex value.\n */\nexport function

getComplexWithIndex(\n    complex: Float32Array, index: number): {real: number, imag: number} {\n  const real =

complex[index * 2];\n  const imag = complex[index * 2 + 1];\n  return {real, imag};\n}\n\n/**\n * Insert a given

complex value into the TypedArray.\n * @param data The array in which the complex value is inserted.\n *

@param c The complex value to be inserted.\n * @param index An index of the target complex value.\n */\nexport

function assignToTypedArray(\n    data: TypedArray, real: number, imag: number, index: number) {\n  data[index *

2] = real;\n  data[index * 2 + 1] = imag;\n}\n\n/**\n * Make the list of exponent terms used by FFT.\n */\nexport

function exponents(\n    n: number, inverse: boolean): {real: Float32Array, imag: Float32Array} {\n  const real =

new Float32Array(n / 2);\n  const imag = new Float32Array(n / 2);\n  for (let i = 0; i < Math.ceil(n / 2); i++) {\n

const x = (inverse ? 2 : -2) * Math.PI * (i / n);\n    real[i] = Math.cos(x);\n    imag[i] = Math.sin(x);\n  }\n  return

{real, imag};\n}\n\n/**\n * Make the exponent term used by FFT.\n */\nexport function exponent(\n    k: number, n:

number, inverse: boolean): {real: number, imag: number} {\n  const x = (inverse ? 2 : -2) * Math.PI * (k / n);\n

const real = Math.cos(x);\n  const imag = Math.sin(x);\n  return {real, imag};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {TensorInfo} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {Tensor} from '../tensor';\nimport {assert} from

'../util';\n\n/**\n * Prepare the split size array. When the input is a number, the axis is evenly\n * divided among the

split size. When the input contains the negative value, the\n * rest of the axis is allocated toward that.\n */\nexport

function prepareSplitSize(\n    x: Tensor|TensorInfo, numOrSizeSplits: number[]|number,\n    axis = 0): number[]

{\n  let splitSizes = [];\n  if (typeof (numOrSizeSplits) === 'number') {\n    assert(\n        x.shape[axis] %

numOrSizeSplits === 0,\n        () => 'Number of splits must evenly divide the axis.');\n    splitSizes =\n        new

Array(numOrSizeSplits).fill(x.shape[axis] / numOrSizeSplits);\n  } else {\n    const numOfNegs =

numOrSizeSplits.reduce((count, value) => {\n      if (value === -1) {\n        count += 1;\n      }\n      return count;\n

}, 0);\n    assert(\n        numOfNegs <= 1,\n        () => 'There should be only one negative value in split array.');\n

const negIndex = numOrSizeSplits.indexOf(-1);\n    // Allow the number of split array to be -1, which indicates the

rest\n    // of dimension is allocated to that split.\n    if (negIndex !== -1) {\n      const total =

numOrSizeSplits.reduce((a, b) => b > 0 ? a + b : a);\n      numOrSizeSplits[negIndex] = x.shape[axis] - total;\n    }\n

 assert(\n        x.shape[axis] === numOrSizeSplits.reduce((a, b) => a + b),\n        () => 'The sum of sizes must match

the size of the axis dimension.');\n    splitSizes = numOrSizeSplits;\n  }\n\n  return splitSizes;\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {TensorInfo} from '../kernel_registry';\nimport {nearestDivisor} from '../util';\n\nimport

{PARALLELIZE_THRESHOLD} from './reduce_util';\n\nexport interface SegOpInfo {\n  windowSize: number;\n

batchSize: number;\n  inSize: number;\n  numSegments: number;\n}\n\nexport function

segOpComputeOptimalWindowSize(\n    inSize: number, numSegments: number): number {\n  let done = false;\n

let res;\n\n  if (inSize <= PARALLELIZE_THRESHOLD) {\n    res = inSize;\n    done = true;\n  } else {\n    res =

nearestDivisor(inSize, Math.floor(Math.sqrt(inSize)));\n  }\n\n  while (!done) {\n    if (res > numSegments || res ===

inSize) {\n      done = true;\n    } else {\n      res = nearestDivisor(inSize, res + 1);\n    }\n  }\n  return

res;\n}\n\nexport function computeOutShape(\n    aShape: number[], axis: number, numSegments: number):

number[] {\n  const outShape = [];\n  const rank = aShape.length;\n  for (let dim = 0; dim < rank; dim++) {\n    if

(dim !== axis) {\n      outShape.push(aShape[dim]);\n    } else {\n      outShape.push(numSegments);\n    }\n  }\n

return outShape;\n}\n\nexport interface GatherOpShapeInfo {\n  batchSize: number;\n  sliceSize: number;\n

outerSize: number;\n  dimSize: number;\n  outputShape: number[];\n}\n\nexport function

collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n    x: TensorInfo, indices: TensorInfo, axis: number,\n    batchDims: number):

GatherOpShapeInfo {\n  const indicesRank = indices.shape.length;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  if

(batchDims !== 0) {\n    if (batchDims < -indicesRank || batchDims > indicesRank) {\n      throw new Error(`Expect

batchDims in the range of [-${indicesRank}, ${\n          indicesRank}], but got ${batchDims}`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  if

(batchDims < 0) {\n    batchDims += indicesRank;\n  }\n\n  if (batchDims > xRank) {\n    throw new

Error(`batchDims (${batchDims}) must be less than rank(x) (\n    ${xRank}).`);\n  }\n\n  if (axis < batchDims) {\n

throw new Error(`batchDims (${\n        batchDims}) must be less than or equal to axis (${axis}).`);\n  }\n\n  for (let

i = 0; i < batchDims; ++i) {\n    if (x.shape[i] !== indices.shape[i]) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `x.shape[${i}]:

${x.shape[i]} should be equal to indices.shape[${\n              i}]: ${indices.shape[i]}.`);\n    }\n  }\n  const dimSize =

x.shape[axis];\n\n  const outputShape: number[] = [];\n  let batchSize = 1;\n  let outerSize = 1;\n  let sliceSize =

1;\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < batchDims; ++i) {\n    outputShape.push(x.shape[i]);\n    batchSize *= x.shape[i];\n  }\n\n

for (let i = batchDims; i < axis; i++) {\n    outputShape.push(x.shape[i]);\n    outerSize *= x.shape[i];\n  }\n\n  for

(let i = batchDims; i < indicesRank; i++) {\n    outputShape.push(indices.shape[i]);\n  }\n\n  for (let i = axis + 1; i <

xRank; i++) {\n    outputShape.push(x.shape[i]);\n    sliceSize *= x.shape[i];\n  }\n\n  return {batchSize, sliceSize,

outerSize, dimSize, outputShape};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {decodeString, encodeString} from '../util';\n\n// Utilities needed by backend consumers of tf-

core.\nexport * from '../ops/axis_util';\nexport * from '../ops/broadcast_util';\nexport * from

'../ops/concat_util';\nexport * from '../ops/conv_util';\nexport * from '../ops/fused_util';\nexport * from

'../ops/fused_types';\nexport * from '../ops/reduce_util';\n\nimport * as slice_util from '../ops/slice_util';\nexport

{slice_util};\n\nexport {BackendValues, TypedArray, upcastType, PixelData} from '../types';\nexport

{MemoryInfo, TimingInfo} from '../engine';\nexport * from '../ops/rotate_util';\nexport * from

'../ops/array_ops_util';\nexport * from '../ops/gather_nd_util';\nexport * from '../ops/scatter_nd_util';\nexport * from

'../ops/selu_util';\nexport * from '../ops/fused_util';\nexport * from '../ops/erf_util';\nexport * from '../log';\nexport *

from '../backends/complex_util';\nexport * from '../ops/split_util';\n\nimport * as segment_util from

'../ops/segment_util';\nexport {segment_util};\n\nexport function fromUint8ToStringArray(vals: Uint8Array[]) {\n

try {\n    // Decode the bytes into string.\n    return vals.map(val => decodeString(val));\n  } catch (err) {\n    throw

new Error(\n        `Failed to decode encoded string bytes into utf-8, error: ${err}`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

fromStringArrayToUint8(strings: string[]) {\n  return strings.map(s => encodeString(s));\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
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\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Impl, nonMaxSuppressionV4Impl, nonMaxSuppressionV5Impl} from

'./non_max_suppression_impl';\nexport {whereImpl} from './where_impl';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// base.ts is tfjs-core without auto registration of things like flags,\n// gradients, chained ops or the opHandler.

See base_side_effects.ts for parts\n// tfjs core that are required side effects.\n\n/**\n * @fileoverview\n * @suppress

{partialAlias} Optimization disabled due to passing the module\n * object into a function below:\n *\n *   import *

as ops from './ops/ops';\n *   setOpHandler(ops);\n */\n\n// Serialization.\nimport * as io from './io/io';\nimport * as

math from './math';\nimport * as browser from './ops/browser';\nimport * as gather_util from

'./ops/gather_nd_util';\nimport * as scatter_util from './ops/scatter_nd_util';\nimport * as slice_util from

'./ops/slice_util';\nimport * as serialization from './serialization';\nimport * as tensor_util from './tensor_util';\nimport

* as test_util from './test_util';\nimport * as util from './util';\nimport {version} from './version';\n\nexport

{InferenceModel, MetaGraph, MetaGraphInfo, ModelPredictConfig, ModelTensorInfo, SavedModelTensorInfo,

SignatureDef, SignatureDefEntry, SignatureDefInfo} from './model_types';\n// Optimizers.\nexport

{AdadeltaOptimizer} from './optimizers/adadelta_optimizer';\nexport {AdagradOptimizer} from

'./optimizers/adagrad_optimizer';\nexport {AdamOptimizer} from './optimizers/adam_optimizer';\nexport

{AdamaxOptimizer} from './optimizers/adamax_optimizer';\nexport {MomentumOptimizer} from

'./optimizers/momentum_optimizer';\nexport {Optimizer} from './optimizers/optimizer';\nexport

{RMSPropOptimizer} from './optimizers/rmsprop_optimizer';\nexport {SGDOptimizer} from

'./optimizers/sgd_optimizer';\nexport {Scalar, Tensor, Tensor1D, Tensor2D, Tensor3D, Tensor4D, Tensor5D,

TensorBuffer, Variable} from './tensor';\nexport {GradSaveFunc, NamedTensorMap, TensorContainer,

TensorContainerArray, TensorContainerObject} from './tensor_types';\nexport {BackendValues, DataType,

DataTypeMap, DataValues, NumericDataType, PixelData, Rank, RecursiveArray, ScalarLike, ShapeMap,

sumOutType, TensorLike, TypedArray, upcastType} from './types';\n\nexport * from './ops/ops';\nexport

{Reduction} from './ops/loss_ops_utils';\n\nexport * from './train';\nexport * from './globals';\nexport * from

'./kernel_registry';\nexport {customGrad, grad, grads, valueAndGrad, valueAndGrads, variableGrads} from

'./gradients';\n\nexport {TimingInfo, MemoryInfo, ForwardFunc} from './engine';\nexport {Environment, env,

ENV} from './environment';\nexport {Platform} from './platforms/platform';\n\nexport {version as

version_core};\n\n// Top-level method exports.\nexport {nextFrame} from './browser_util';\n\n// Second level

exports.\nimport * as backend_util from './backends/backend_util';\nimport * as device_util from

'./device_util';\nexport {\n  browser,\n  io,\n  math,\n  serialization,\n  test_util,\n  util,\n  backend_util,\n

tensor_util,\n  slice_util,\n  gather_util,\n  scatter_util,\n  device_util\n};\n\nimport * as kernel_impls from

'./backends/kernel_impls';\nexport {kernel_impls};\n// Backend specific.\nexport {KernelBackend,

BackendTimingInfo, DataMover, DataStorage} from './backends/backend';\n\n// Export all kernel names /

info.\nexport * from './kernel_names';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Required side effectful code.\nimport './base_side_effects';\n// All exports from this package should be in

base.\nexport * from './base';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nconst contexts: {[key: string]: WebGLRenderingContext} = {};\n\nconst WEBGL_ATTRIBUTES:

WebGLContextAttributes = {\n  alpha: false,\n  antialias: false,\n  premultipliedAlpha: false,\n

preserveDrawingBuffer: false,\n  depth: false,\n  stencil: false,\n  failIfMajorPerformanceCaveat: true\n};\n\nexport

function clearWebGLContext(webGLVersion: number) {\n  delete contexts[webGLVersion];\n}\n\nexport function

setWebGLContext(\n    webGLVersion: number, gl: WebGLRenderingContext) {\n  contexts[webGLVersion] =

gl;\n}\n\nexport function getWebGLContext(webGLVersion: number): WebGLRenderingContext {\n  if

(!(webGLVersion in contexts)) {\n    const newCtx = getWebGLRenderingContext(webGLVersion);\n    if (newCtx

!== null) {\n      contexts[webGLVersion] = newCtx;\n    } else {\n      console.log('Could not get context for

WebGL version', webGLVersion);\n      return null;\n    }\n  }\n  const gl = contexts[webGLVersion];\n  if

(gl.isContextLost()) {\n    delete contexts[webGLVersion];\n    return getWebGLContext(webGLVersion);\n  }\n\n

gl.disable(gl.DEPTH_TEST);\n  gl.disable(gl.STENCIL_TEST);\n  gl.disable(gl.BLEND);\n

gl.disable(gl.DITHER);\n  gl.disable(gl.POLYGON_OFFSET_FILL);\n  gl.disable(gl.SAMPLE_COVERAGE);\n

gl.enable(gl.SCISSOR_TEST);\n  gl.enable(gl.CULL_FACE);\n  gl.cullFace(gl.BACK);\n\n  return

contexts[webGLVersion];\n}\n\nfunction createCanvas(webGLVersion: number) {\n  if (typeof OffscreenCanvas

!== 'undefined' && webGLVersion === 2) {\n    return new OffscreenCanvas(300, 150);\n  } else if (typeof

document !== 'undefined') {\n    return document.createElement('canvas');\n  } else {\n    throw new Error('Cannot

create a canvas in this context');\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getWebGLRenderingContext(webGLVersion: number):

WebGLRenderingContext {\n  if (webGLVersion !== 1 && webGLVersion !== 2) {\n    throw new Error('Cannot

get WebGL rendering context, WebGL is disabled.');\n  }\n  const canvas = createCanvas(webGLVersion);\n\n

canvas.addEventListener('webglcontextlost', (ev: Event) => {\n    ev.preventDefault();\n    delete

contexts[webGLVersion];\n  }, false);\n  if (webGLVersion === 1) {\n    return (canvas.getContext('webgl',

WEBGL_ATTRIBUTES) ||\n            canvas.getContext('experimental-webgl', WEBGL_ATTRIBUTES)) as\n

WebGLRenderingContext;\n  }\n  return canvas.getContext('webgl2', WEBGL_ATTRIBUTES) as

WebGLRenderingContext;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DataId, DataType, env, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport enum

PackingScheme {\n  /**\n   * All values in a single texel are densely packed without any constraints.\n   *\n   * This

is how the shader encodes a tensor with shape = [2, 3, 4]\n   * (indices are [batch, row, col]).\n   *\n   * 000|001
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010|011   020|021\n   * -------   -------   -------\n   * 002|003   012|013   022|023\n   *\n   * 100|101   110|111

120|121\n   * -------   -------   -------\n   * 102|103   112|113   122|123\n   *\n   */\n  DENSE,\n\n  /**\n   * Single

texels contain only values from the same batch, and from adjacent\n   * rows and columns.\n   *\n   * This is how the

shader encodes a tensor with shape = [2, 3, 5]\n   * (indices are [batch, row, col]).\n   *\n   * 000|001   002|003

004|xxx   020|021   022|023   024|xxx\n   * -------   -------   -------   -------   -------   -------\n   * 010|011   012|013

014|xxx   xxx|xxx   xxx|xxx   xxx|xxx\n   *\n   * 100|101   102|103   104|xxx   120|121   122|123   124|xxx\n   * ------

-   -------   -------   -------   -------   -------\n   * 110|111   112|113   114|xxx   xxx|xxx   xxx|xxx   xxx|xxx\n   *\n   */\n

SHARED_BATCH\n}\n\nexport enum TextureUsage {\n  RENDER,\n  UPLOAD,\n  PIXELS,\n

DOWNLOAD\n}\n\nexport enum PhysicalTextureType {\n  UNPACKED_FLOAT16,\n

UNPACKED_FLOAT32,\n  PACKED_4X1_UNSIGNED_BYTE,\n  PACKED_2X2_FLOAT32,\n

PACKED_2X2_FLOAT16\n}\n\nexport interface TextureData {\n  // Required.\n  shape: number[];\n  dtype:

DataType;\n\n  // Optional.\n  values?: backend_util.BackendValues;\n  texture?: WebGLTexture;\n  // For complex

numbers, the real and imaginary parts are stored as their own\n  // individual tensorInfos, with a parent joining the

two with the\n  // complexTensors field. When this is defined, texture will be null.\n  complexTensorInfos?: {real:

TensorInfo, imag: TensorInfo};\n  /** [rows, columns] shape of the texture. */\n  texShape?: [number, number];\n

usage?: TextureUsage;\n  isPacked?: boolean;\n\n  refCount: number;\n\n  // Available when the tensor has been

sliced.\n  slice?: {\n    // Offset in the 'flat index' space.\n    flatOffset: number;\n    // Used for counting how many

sliced tensors point to the same texture.\n    origDataId: DataId;\n  };\n}\n\nexport function

getUnpackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(\n    rows: number, columns: number): [number, number] {\n  return

[columns, rows];\n}\n\nexport function getUnpackedArraySizeFromMatrixSize(\n    matrixSize: number,

channelsPerTexture: number): number {\n  return matrixSize * channelsPerTexture;\n}\n\nexport function

getColorMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(\n    rows: number, columns: number): [number, number] {\n  return

[columns * 4, rows];\n}\n\n/**\n * Get shape for densely packed RGBA texture.\n */\nexport function

getDenseTexShape(shape: number[]): [number, number] {\n  const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n  const

texelsNeeded = Math.ceil(size / 4);\n  return util.sizeToSquarishShape(texelsNeeded);\n}\n\nexport function

getMatrixSizeFromUnpackedArraySize(\n    unpackedSize: number, channelsPerTexture: number): number {\n  if

(unpackedSize % channelsPerTexture !== 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `unpackedSize (${unpackedSize}) must

be a multiple of ` +\n        `${channelsPerTexture}`);\n  }\n  return unpackedSize / channelsPerTexture;\n}\n\nexport

function decodeMatrixFromUnpackedColorRGBAArray(\n    unpackedArray: Float32Array, matrix: Float32Array,

channels: number) {\n  const requiredSize = unpackedArray.length * channels / 4;\n  if (matrix.length <

requiredSize) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `matrix length (${matrix.length}) must be >= ${requiredSize}`);\n  }\n

let dst = 0;\n  for (let src = 0; src < unpackedArray.length; src += 4) {\n    for (let c = 0; c < channels; c++) {\n

matrix[dst++] = unpackedArray[src + c];\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

getPackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(\n    rows: number, columns: number): [number, number] {\n  return [\n

  Math.max(1, Math.ceil(columns / 2)), Math.max(1, Math.ceil(rows / 2))\n  ];\n}\n\nexport function

getPackedRGBAArraySizeFromMatrixShape(\n    rows: number, columns: number): number {\n  const [w, h] =

getPackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(rows, columns);\n  return w * h * 4;\n}\n\nexport interface

TextureConfig {\n  internalFormatFloat: number;\n  textureFormatFloat: number;\n

internalFormatPackedHalfFloat: number;\n  internalFormatHalfFloat: number;\n  internalFormatPackedFloat:

number;\n\n  // The format to use during a gl.readPixels call.\n  downloadTextureFormat: number;\n  // How many

channels need to be unpacked after a gl.readPixels call.\n  downloadUnpackNumChannels: number;\n\n

defaultNumChannels: number;\n  textureTypeHalfFloat: number;\n  textureTypeFloat: number;\n}\n\nexport

function getTextureConfig(\n    // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext,

textureHalfFloatExtension?: any): TextureConfig {\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  const glany = gl as

any;\n\n  let internalFormatFloat: number;\n  let internalFormatHalfFloat: number;\n  let

internalFormatPackedHalfFloat: number;\n  let internalFormatPackedFloat: number;\n  let textureFormatFloat:

number;\n\n  let downloadTextureFormat: number;\n  let downloadUnpackNumChannels: number;\n\n  let

defaultNumChannels: number;\n  let textureTypeHalfFloat: number;\n  let textureTypeFloat: number;\n\n  if
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(env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION') === 2) {\n    internalFormatFloat = glany.R32F;\n

internalFormatHalfFloat = glany.R16F;\n    internalFormatPackedHalfFloat = glany.RGBA16F;\n

internalFormatPackedFloat = glany.RGBA32F;\n    textureFormatFloat = glany.RED;\n

downloadUnpackNumChannels = 4;\n    defaultNumChannels = 1;\n    textureTypeHalfFloat =

glany.HALF_FLOAT;\n    textureTypeFloat = glany.FLOAT;\n  } else {\n    internalFormatFloat = gl.RGBA;\n

internalFormatHalfFloat = gl.RGBA;\n    internalFormatPackedHalfFloat = gl.RGBA;\n

internalFormatPackedFloat = glany.RGBA;\n    textureFormatFloat = gl.RGBA;\n    downloadUnpackNumChannels

= 4;\n    defaultNumChannels = 4;\n    textureTypeHalfFloat = textureHalfFloatExtension != null ?\n

textureHalfFloatExtension.HALF_FLOAT_OES :\n        null;\n    textureTypeFloat = gl.FLOAT;\n  }\n

downloadTextureFormat = gl.RGBA;\n\n  return {\n    internalFormatFloat,\n    internalFormatHalfFloat,\n

internalFormatPackedHalfFloat,\n    internalFormatPackedFloat,\n    textureFormatFloat,\n

downloadTextureFormat,\n    downloadUnpackNumChannels,\n    defaultNumChannels,\n

textureTypeHalfFloat,\n    textureTypeFloat\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {getWebGLContext} from

'./canvas_util';\nimport {getTextureConfig} from './tex_util';\n\nexport function callAndCheck<T>(gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, func: () => T): T {\n  const returnValue = func();\n  if (env().getBool('DEBUG')) {\n

checkWebGLError(gl);\n  }\n  return returnValue;\n}\n\nfunction checkWebGLError(gl: WebGLRenderingContext)

{\n  const error = gl.getError();\n  if (error !== gl.NO_ERROR) {\n    throw new Error('WebGL Error: ' +

getWebGLErrorMessage(gl, error));\n  }\n}\n\n// https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Half-precision_floating-

point_format\nconst MIN_FLOAT16 = 5.96e-8;\nconst MAX_FLOAT16 = 65504;\n\nexport function

canBeRepresented(num: number): boolean {\n  if (env().getBool('WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_ENABLED') ||

num === 0 ||\n      (MIN_FLOAT16 < Math.abs(num) && Math.abs(num) < MAX_FLOAT16)) {\n    return true;\n

}\n  return false;\n}\n\nexport function getWebGLErrorMessage(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, status: number):

string {\n  switch (status) {\n    case gl.NO_ERROR:\n      return 'NO_ERROR';\n    case gl.INVALID_ENUM:\n

return 'INVALID_ENUM';\n    case gl.INVALID_VALUE:\n      return 'INVALID_VALUE';\n    case

gl.INVALID_OPERATION:\n      return 'INVALID_OPERATION';\n    case

gl.INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION:\n      return 'INVALID_FRAMEBUFFER_OPERATION';\n    case

gl.OUT_OF_MEMORY:\n      return 'OUT_OF_MEMORY';\n    case gl.CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL:\n      return

'CONTEXT_LOST_WEBGL';\n    default:\n      return `Unknown error code ${status}`;\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

getExtensionOrThrow(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, extensionName: string): {} {\n  return

throwIfNull<{}>(\n      gl, () => gl.getExtension(extensionName),\n      'Extension \"' + extensionName + '\" not

supported on this browser.');\n}\n\nexport function createVertexShader(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext,

vertexShaderSource: string): WebGLShader {\n  const vertexShader: WebGLShader =

throwIfNull<WebGLShader>(\n      gl, () => gl.createShader(gl.VERTEX_SHADER),\n      'Unable to create vertex

WebGLShader.');\n  callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.shaderSource(vertexShader, vertexShaderSource));\n

callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.compileShader(vertexShader));\n  if (gl.getShaderParameter(vertexShader,

gl.COMPILE_STATUS) === false) {\n    console.log(gl.getShaderInfoLog(vertexShader));\n    throw new

Error('Failed to compile vertex shader.');\n  }\n  return vertexShader;\n}\n\nexport function

createFragmentShader(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, fragmentShaderSource: string): WebGLShader {\n  const

fragmentShader: WebGLShader = throwIfNull<WebGLShader>(\n      gl, () =>

gl.createShader(gl.FRAGMENT_SHADER),\n      'Unable to create fragment WebGLShader.');\n  callAndCheck(gl,
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() => gl.shaderSource(fragmentShader, fragmentShaderSource));\n  callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.compileShader(fragmentShader));\n  if (gl.getShaderParameter(fragmentShader, gl.COMPILE_STATUS) ===

false) {\n    logShaderSourceAndInfoLog(\n        fragmentShaderSource, gl.getShaderInfoLog(fragmentShader));\n

throw new Error('Failed to compile fragment shader.');\n  }\n  return fragmentShader;\n}\n\nconst lineNumberRegex

= /ERROR: [0-9]+:([0-9]+):/g;\nfunction logShaderSourceAndInfoLog(\n    shaderSource: string, shaderInfoLog:

string) {\n  const lineNumberRegexResult = lineNumberRegex.exec(shaderInfoLog);\n  if (lineNumberRegexResult

== null) {\n    console.log(`Couldn't parse line number in error: ${shaderInfoLog}`);\n

console.log(shaderSource);\n    return;\n  }\n\n  const lineNumber = +lineNumberRegexResult[1];\n\n  const

shaderLines = shaderSource.split('\\n');\n  const pad = shaderLines.length.toString().length + 2;\n  const

linesWithLineNumbers = shaderLines.map(\n      (line, lineNumber) =>\n          util.rightPad((lineNumber +

1).toString(), pad) + line);\n  let maxLineLength = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < linesWithLineNumbers.length; i++) {\n

maxLineLength = Math.max(linesWithLineNumbers[i].length, maxLineLength);\n  }\n\n  const beforeErrorLines =

linesWithLineNumbers.slice(0, lineNumber - 1);\n  const errorLine = linesWithLineNumbers.slice(lineNumber - 1,

lineNumber);\n  const afterErrorLines = linesWithLineNumbers.slice(lineNumber);\n\n

console.log(beforeErrorLines.join('\\n'));\n  console.log(shaderInfoLog.split('\\n')[0]);\n  console.log(\n      `%c

${util.rightPad(errorLine[0], maxLineLength)}`,\n      'border:1px solid red; background-color:#e3d2d2;

color:#a61717');\n  console.log(afterErrorLines.join('\\n'));\n}\n\nexport function createProgram(gl:

WebGLRenderingContext): WebGLProgram {\n  return throwIfNull<WebGLProgram>(\n      gl, () =>

gl.createProgram(), 'Unable to create WebGLProgram.');\n}\n\nexport function linkProgram(gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, program: WebGLProgram) {\n  callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.linkProgram(program));\n  if

(gl.getProgramParameter(program, gl.LINK_STATUS) === false) {\n

console.log(gl.getProgramInfoLog(program));\n    throw new Error('Failed to link vertex and fragment shaders.');\n

}\n}\n\nexport function validateProgram(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, program: WebGLProgram) {\n

callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.validateProgram(program));\n  if (gl.getProgramParameter(program,

gl.VALIDATE_STATUS) === false) {\n    console.log(gl.getProgramInfoLog(program));\n    throw new

Error('Shader program validation failed.');\n  }\n}\n\nexport function createStaticVertexBuffer(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, data: Float32Array): WebGLBuffer {\n  const buffer: WebGLBuffer =

throwIfNull<WebGLBuffer>(\n      gl, () => gl.createBuffer(), 'Unable to create WebGLBuffer');\n

callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindBuffer(gl.ARRAY_BUFFER, buffer));\n  callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.bufferData(gl.ARRAY_BUFFER, data, gl.STATIC_DRAW));\n  return buffer;\n}\n\nexport function

createStaticIndexBuffer(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, data: Uint16Array): WebGLBuffer {\n  const buffer:

WebGLBuffer = throwIfNull<WebGLBuffer>(\n      gl, () => gl.createBuffer(), 'Unable to create WebGLBuffer');\n

callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindBuffer(gl.ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER, buffer));\n  callAndCheck(\n      gl, () =>

gl.bufferData(gl.ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER, data, gl.STATIC_DRAW));\n  return buffer;\n}\n\nexport

function getNumChannels(): number {\n  if (env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION') === 2) {\n    return 1;\n  }\n

return 4;\n}\n\nexport function createTexture(gl: WebGLRenderingContext): WebGLTexture {\n  return

throwIfNull<WebGLTexture>(\n      gl, () => gl.createTexture(), 'Unable to create WebGLTexture.');\n}\n\nexport

function validateTextureSize(width: number, height: number) {\n  const maxTextureSize =

env().getNumber('WEBGL_MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE');\n  if ((width <= 0) || (height <= 0)) {\n    const requested =

`[${width}x${height}]`;\n    throw new Error('Requested texture size ' + requested + ' is invalid.');\n  }\n  if ((width

> maxTextureSize) || (height > maxTextureSize)) {\n    const requested = `[${width}x${height}]`;\n    const max =

`[${maxTextureSize}x${maxTextureSize}]`;\n    throw new Error(\n        'Requested texture size ' + requested +\n

  ' greater than WebGL maximum on this browser / GPU ' + max + '.');\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

createFramebuffer(gl: WebGLRenderingContext): WebGLFramebuffer {\n  return

throwIfNull<WebGLFramebuffer>(\n      gl, () => gl.createFramebuffer(), 'Unable to create

WebGLFramebuffer.');\n}\n\nexport function bindVertexBufferToProgramAttribute(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, program: WebGLProgram, attribute: string,\n    buffer: WebGLBuffer,

arrayEntriesPerItem: number, itemStrideInBytes: number,\n    itemOffsetInBytes: number): boolean {\n  const loc =
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gl.getAttribLocation(program, attribute);\n  if (loc === -1) {\n    // The GPU compiler decided to strip out this

attribute because it's unused,\n    // thus no need to bind.\n    return false;\n  }\n  callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.bindBuffer(gl.ARRAY_BUFFER, buffer));\n  callAndCheck(\n      gl,\n      () => gl.vertexAttribPointer(\n

loc, arrayEntriesPerItem, gl.FLOAT, false, itemStrideInBytes,\n          itemOffsetInBytes));\n  callAndCheck(gl, ()

=> gl.enableVertexAttribArray(loc));\n  return true;\n}\n\nexport function bindTextureUnit(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, texture: WebGLTexture, textureUnit: number) {\n  validateTextureUnit(gl,

textureUnit);\n  callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.activeTexture(gl.TEXTURE0 + textureUnit));\n  callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, texture));\n}\n\nexport function unbindTextureUnit(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, textureUnit: number) {\n  validateTextureUnit(gl, textureUnit);\n  callAndCheck(gl, ()

=> gl.activeTexture(gl.TEXTURE0 + textureUnit));\n  callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D,

null));\n}\n\nexport function getProgramUniformLocationOrThrow(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, program:

WebGLProgram,\n    uniformName: string): WebGLUniformLocation {\n  return

throwIfNull<WebGLUniformLocation>(\n      gl, () => gl.getUniformLocation(program, uniformName),\n

'uniform \"' + uniformName + '\" not present in program.');\n}\n\nexport function getProgramUniformLocation(\n

gl: WebGLRenderingContext, program: WebGLProgram,\n    uniformName: string): WebGLUniformLocation {\n

return gl.getUniformLocation(program, uniformName);\n}\n\nexport function

bindTextureToProgramUniformSampler(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, texture: WebGLTexture,\n

uniformSamplerLocation: WebGLUniformLocation, textureUnit: number) {\n  callAndCheck(gl, () =>

bindTextureUnit(gl, texture, textureUnit));\n  callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.uniform1i(uniformSamplerLocation,

textureUnit));\n}\n\nexport function bindCanvasToFramebuffer(gl: WebGLRenderingContext) {\n

callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindFramebuffer(gl.FRAMEBUFFER, null));\n  callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.viewport(0, 0,

gl.canvas.width, gl.canvas.height));\n  callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.scissor(0, 0, gl.canvas.width,

gl.canvas.height));\n}\n\nexport function bindColorTextureToFramebuffer(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext,

texture: WebGLTexture,\n    framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer) {\n  callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.bindFramebuffer(gl.FRAMEBUFFER, framebuffer));\n  callAndCheck(\n      gl,\n      () =>

gl.framebufferTexture2D(\n          gl.FRAMEBUFFER, gl.COLOR_ATTACHMENT0, gl.TEXTURE_2D, texture,

0));\n}\n\nexport function unbindColorTextureFromFramebuffer(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, framebuffer:

WebGLFramebuffer) {\n  callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindFramebuffer(gl.FRAMEBUFFER, framebuffer));\n

callAndCheck(\n      gl,\n      () => gl.framebufferTexture2D(\n          gl.FRAMEBUFFER,

gl.COLOR_ATTACHMENT0, gl.TEXTURE_2D, null, 0));\n}\n\nexport function validateFramebuffer(gl:

WebGLRenderingContext) {\n  const status = gl.checkFramebufferStatus(gl.FRAMEBUFFER);\n  if (status !==

gl.FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'Error binding framebuffer: ' +

getFramebufferErrorMessage(gl, status));\n  }\n}\n\nexport function getFramebufferErrorMessage(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, status: number): string {\n  switch (status) {\n    case

gl.FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT:\n      return

'FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_ATTACHMENT';\n    case

gl.FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT:\n      return

'FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_MISSING_ATTACHMENT';\n    case

gl.FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS:\n      return

'FRAMEBUFFER_INCOMPLETE_DIMENSIONS';\n    case gl.FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED:\n      return

'FRAMEBUFFER_UNSUPPORTED';\n    default:\n      return `unknown error ${status}`;\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

throwIfNull<T>(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, returnTOrNull: () => T | null,\n    failureMessage: string): T {\n

const tOrNull: T|null = callAndCheck(gl, () => returnTOrNull());\n  if (tOrNull == null) {\n    throw new

Error(failureMessage);\n  }\n  return tOrNull;\n}\n\nfunction validateTextureUnit(gl: WebGLRenderingContext,

textureUnit: number) {\n  const maxTextureUnit = gl.MAX_COMBINED_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS - 1;\n

const glTextureUnit = textureUnit + gl.TEXTURE0;\n  if (glTextureUnit < gl.TEXTURE0 || glTextureUnit >

maxTextureUnit) {\n    const textureUnitRange = `[gl.TEXTURE0, gl.TEXTURE${maxTextureUnit}]`;\n    throw

new Error(`textureUnit must be in ${textureUnitRange}.`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport function getBatchDim(shape:
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number[], dimsToSkip = 2): number {\n  return util.sizeFromShape(shape.slice(0, shape.length -

dimsToSkip));\n}\n\nexport function getRowsCols(shape: number[]): [number, number] {\n  if (shape.length === 0)

{\n    throw Error('Cannot get rows and columns of an empty shape array.');\n  }\n\n  return [\n    shape.length > 1 ?

shape[shape.length - 2] : 1, shape[shape.length - 1]\n  ];\n}\n\nexport function getShapeAs3D(shape: number[]):

[number, number, number] {\n  let shapeAs3D: [number, number, number] = [1, 1, 1];\n  const isScalar =

shape.length === 0 || (shape.length === 1 && shape[0] === 1);\n  if (!isScalar) {\n    shapeAs3D =\n

[getBatchDim(shape), ...getRowsCols(shape)] as [number, number, number];\n  }\n  return

shapeAs3D;\n}\n\nexport function getTextureShapeFromLogicalShape(\n    logShape: number[], isPacked = false):

[number, number] {\n  let maxTexSize = env().getNumber('WEBGL_MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE');\n  if (isPacked) {\n

  maxTexSize = maxTexSize * 2;\n\n    // This logic ensures we accurately count the number of packed texels

needed\n    // to accommodate the tensor. We can only pack values in the same texel if\n    // they are from adjacent

pairs of rows/cols within the same batch. So if a\n    // tensor has 3 rows, we pretend it has 4 rows in order to account

for the\n    // fact that the texels containing the third row are half empty.\n    logShape = logShape.map(\n        (d, i)

=> i >= logShape.length - 2 ?\n            util.nearestLargerEven(logShape[i]) :\n            logShape[i]);\n\n    // Packed

texture height is at least 2 (the channel height of a single\n    // texel).\n    if (logShape.length === 1) {\n

logShape = [2, logShape[0]];\n    }\n  }\n\n  // If logical shape is 2, we don't squeeze, since we want to match

physical.\n  if (logShape.length !== 2) {\n    const squeezeResult = util.squeezeShape(logShape);\n    logShape =

squeezeResult.newShape;\n  }\n\n  let size = util.sizeFromShape(logShape);\n  if (logShape.length <= 1 && size <=

maxTexSize) {\n    return [1, size];\n  } else if (\n      logShape.length === 2 && logShape[0] <= maxTexSize &&\n

    logShape[1] <= maxTexSize) {\n    return logShape as [number, number];\n  } else if (\n      logShape.length ===

3 && logShape[0] * logShape[1] <= maxTexSize &&\n      logShape[2] <= maxTexSize) {\n    return [logShape[0]

* logShape[1], logShape[2]];\n  } else if (\n      logShape.length === 3 && logShape[0] <= maxTexSize &&\n

logShape[1] * logShape[2] <= maxTexSize) {\n    return [logShape[0], logShape[1] * logShape[2]];\n  } else if (\n

logShape.length === 4 &&\n      logShape[0] * logShape[1] * logShape[2] <= maxTexSize &&\n      logShape[3]

<= maxTexSize) {\n    return [logShape[0] * logShape[1] * logShape[2], logShape[3]];\n  } else if (\n

logShape.length === 4 && logShape[0] <= maxTexSize &&\n      logShape[1] * logShape[2] * logShape[3] <=

maxTexSize) {\n    return [logShape[0], logShape[1] * logShape[2] * logShape[3]];\n  } else {\n    if (isPacked) {\n

  // For packed textures size equals the number of channels required to\n      // accommodate the texture data.

However in order to squarify such that\n      // inner dimensions stay even, we rewrite size to equal the number of\n

 // texels. Then in the return statement we rehydrate the squarified\n      // dimensions to channel units.\n\n      const

batchDim = getBatchDim(logShape);\n      let rows = 2, cols = 2;\n      if (logShape.length) {\n        [rows, cols] =

getRowsCols(logShape);\n      }\n      size = batchDim * (rows / 2) * (cols / 2);\n      return

util.sizeToSquarishShape(size).map(d => d * 2) as [number, number];\n    }\n    return

util.sizeToSquarishShape(size);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction isEven(n: number): boolean {\n  return n % 2 ===

0;\n}\n\n/**\n * This determines whether reshaping a packed texture requires rearranging\n * the data within the

texture, assuming 2x2 packing.\n */\nexport function isReshapeFree(shape1: number[], shape2: number[]): boolean

{\n  shape1 = shape1.slice(-2);\n  shape2 = shape2.slice(-2);\n\n  if (util.arraysEqual(shape1, shape2)) {\n    return

true;\n  }\n\n  if (!shape1.length || !shape2.length) {  // One of the shapes is a scalar.\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  if

(shape1[0] === 0 || shape1[1] === 0 || shape2[0] === 0 ||\n      shape2[1] === 0) {\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  if

(shape1.length !== shape2.length) {  // One of the shapes is a vector.\n    const shape1Cols = shape1.slice(-1)[0];\n

const shape2Cols = shape2.slice(-1)[0];\n    if (shape1Cols === shape2Cols) {\n      return true;\n    }\n\n    if

(isEven(shape1Cols) && isEven(shape2Cols) &&\n        (shape1[0] === 1 || shape2[0] === 1)) {\n      return true;\n

 }\n  }\n  return shape1[1] === shape2[1] && isEven(shape1[0]) && isEven(shape2[0]);\n}\n\n// We cache webgl

params because the environment gets reset between\n// unit tests and we don't want to constantly query the

WebGLContext for\n// MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE.\nlet MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE: number;\nlet

MAX_TEXTURES_IN_SHADER: number;\n\nexport function getWebGLMaxTextureSize(webGLVersion:

number): number {\n  if (MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE == null) {\n    const gl = getWebGLContext(webGLVersion);\n

MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE = gl.getParameter(gl.MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE);\n  }\n  return
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MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE;\n}\n\nexport function resetMaxTextureSize() {\n  MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE =

null;\n}\nexport function resetMaxTexturesInShader() {\n  MAX_TEXTURES_IN_SHADER = null;\n}\n\nexport

function getMaxTexturesInShader(webGLVersion: number): number {\n  if (MAX_TEXTURES_IN_SHADER ==

null) {\n    const gl = getWebGLContext(webGLVersion);\n    MAX_TEXTURES_IN_SHADER =

gl.getParameter(gl.MAX_TEXTURE_IMAGE_UNITS);\n  }\n  // We cap at 16 to avoid spurious runtime \"memory

exhausted\" error.\n  return Math.min(16, MAX_TEXTURES_IN_SHADER);\n}\n\nexport function

getWebGLDisjointQueryTimerVersion(webGLVersion: number):\n    number {\n  if (webGLVersion === 0) {\n

return 0;\n  }\n\n  let queryTimerVersion: number;\n  const gl = getWebGLContext(webGLVersion);\n\n  if

(hasExtension(gl, 'EXT_disjoint_timer_query_webgl2') &&\n      webGLVersion === 2) {\n    queryTimerVersion =

2;\n  } else if (hasExtension(gl, 'EXT_disjoint_timer_query')) {\n    queryTimerVersion = 1;\n  } else {\n

queryTimerVersion = 0;\n  }\n  return queryTimerVersion;\n}\n\nexport function hasExtension(gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, extensionName: string) {\n  const ext = gl.getExtension(extensionName);\n  return ext !=

null;\n}\n\nexport function isWebGLVersionEnabled(webGLVersion: 1|2) {\n  try {\n    const gl =

getWebGLContext(webGLVersion);\n    if (gl != null) {\n      return true;\n    }\n  } catch (e) {\n    console.log('Error

when getting WebGL context: ', e);\n    return false;\n  }\n  return false;\n}\n\nexport function

isCapableOfRenderingToFloatTexture(webGLVersion: number):\n    boolean {\n  if (webGLVersion === 0) {\n

return false;\n  }\n\n  const gl = getWebGLContext(webGLVersion);\n\n  if (webGLVersion === 1) {\n    if

(!hasExtension(gl, 'OES_texture_float')) {\n      return false;\n    }\n  } else {\n    if (!hasExtension(gl,

'EXT_color_buffer_float')) {\n      return false;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const isFrameBufferComplete =

createFloatTextureAndBindToFramebuffer(gl);\n  return isFrameBufferComplete;\n}\n\n/**\n * Check if we can

download values from a float/half-float texture.\n *\n * Note that for performance reasons we use binding a texture

to a framebuffer\n * as a proxy for ability to download float values later using readPixels. The\n * texture params of

this texture will not match those in readPixels exactly\n * but if we are unable to bind some kind of float texture to

the frameBuffer\n * then we definitely will not be able to read float values from it.\n */\nexport function

isDownloadFloatTextureEnabled(webGLVersion: number): boolean {\n  if (webGLVersion === 0) {\n    return

false;\n  }\n\n  const gl = getWebGLContext(webGLVersion);\n\n  if (webGLVersion === 1) {\n    if

(!hasExtension(gl, 'OES_texture_float')) {\n      return false;\n    }\n    if (!hasExtension(gl,

'WEBGL_color_buffer_float')) {\n      return false;\n    }\n  } else {\n    if (hasExtension(gl,

'EXT_color_buffer_float')) {\n      return createFloatTextureAndBindToFramebuffer(gl);\n    }\n\n    const

COLOR_BUFFER_HALF_FLOAT = 'EXT_color_buffer_half_float';\n    if (hasExtension(gl,

COLOR_BUFFER_HALF_FLOAT)) {\n      const textureHalfFloatExtension =\n

gl.getExtension(COLOR_BUFFER_HALF_FLOAT);\n      return

createHalfFloatTextureAndBindToFramebuffer(\n          gl, textureHalfFloatExtension);\n    }\n\n    return false;\n

}\n\n  const isFrameBufferComplete = createFloatTextureAndBindToFramebuffer(gl);\n  return

isFrameBufferComplete;\n}\n\nfunction createFloatTextureAndBindToFramebuffer(gl:

WebGLRenderingContext):\n    boolean {\n  const texConfig = getTextureConfig(gl);\n\n  const texture =

gl.createTexture();\n  gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, texture);\n\n  const width = 1;\n  const height = 1;\n

gl.texImage2D(\n      gl.TEXTURE_2D, 0, texConfig.internalFormatFloat, width, height, 0,\n

texConfig.textureFormatFloat, texConfig.textureTypeFloat, null);\n\n  const frameBuffer =

gl.createFramebuffer();\n  gl.bindFramebuffer(gl.FRAMEBUFFER, frameBuffer);\n  gl.framebufferTexture2D(\n

gl.FRAMEBUFFER, gl.COLOR_ATTACHMENT0, gl.TEXTURE_2D, texture, 0);\n\n  const

isFrameBufferComplete =\n      gl.checkFramebufferStatus(gl.FRAMEBUFFER) ===

gl.FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE;\n\n  gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, null);\n

gl.bindFramebuffer(gl.FRAMEBUFFER, null);\n  gl.deleteTexture(texture);\n

gl.deleteFramebuffer(frameBuffer);\n\n  return isFrameBufferComplete;\n}\n\nfunction

createHalfFloatTextureAndBindToFramebuffer(\n    // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, textureHalfFloatExtension: any): boolean {\n  const texConfig = getTextureConfig(gl,

textureHalfFloatExtension);\n  const texture = gl.createTexture();\n  gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, texture);\n\n
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const width = 1;\n  const height = 1;\n  gl.texImage2D(\n      gl.TEXTURE_2D, 0,

texConfig.internalFormatHalfFloat, width, height, 0,\n      texConfig.textureFormatFloat,

texConfig.textureTypeHalfFloat, null);\n\n  const frameBuffer = gl.createFramebuffer();\n

gl.bindFramebuffer(gl.FRAMEBUFFER, frameBuffer);\n  gl.framebufferTexture2D(\n      gl.FRAMEBUFFER,

gl.COLOR_ATTACHMENT0, gl.TEXTURE_2D, texture, 0);\n\n  const isFrameBufferComplete =\n

gl.checkFramebufferStatus(gl.FRAMEBUFFER) === gl.FRAMEBUFFER_COMPLETE;\n\n

gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, null);\n  gl.bindFramebuffer(gl.FRAMEBUFFER, null);\n

gl.deleteTexture(texture);\n  gl.deleteFramebuffer(frameBuffer);\n\n  return isFrameBufferComplete;\n}\n\nexport

function isWebGLFenceEnabled(webGLVersion: number) {\n  if (webGLVersion !== 2) {\n    return false;\n  }\n

const gl = getWebGLContext(webGLVersion);\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  const isEnabled = (gl as

any).fenceSync != null;\n  return isEnabled;\n}\n\nexport function assertNotComplex(\n    tensor:

TensorInfo|TensorInfo[], opName: string): void {\n  if (!Array.isArray(tensor)) {\n    tensor = [tensor];\n  }\n

tensor.forEach(t => {\n    if (t != null) {\n      util.assert(\n          t.dtype !== 'complex64',\n          () => `${opName}

does not support complex64 tensors ` +\n              'in the WebGL backend.');\n    }\n  });\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {device_util, env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {getMaxTexturesInShader,

getWebGLDisjointQueryTimerVersion, getWebGLMaxTextureSize, isCapableOfRenderingToFloatTexture,

isDownloadFloatTextureEnabled, isWebGLFenceEnabled, isWebGLVersionEnabled} from './webgl_util';\n\nconst

ENV = env();\n\n/**\n * This file contains WebGL-specific flag registrations.\n */\n\n/**\n * True if WebGL is

supported.\n */\nENV.registerFlag('HAS_WEBGL', () => ENV.getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION') > 0);\n\n/** 0:

No WebGL, 1: WebGL 1.0, 2: WebGL 2.0. */\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_VERSION', () => {\n  if

(isWebGLVersionEnabled(2)) {\n    return 2;\n  } else if (isWebGLVersionEnabled(1)) {\n    return 1;\n  }\n  return

0;\n});\n\n/** Whether to check for numerical representation problems.

*/\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_CHECK_NUMERICAL_PROBLEMS', () => false);\n\nENV.registerFlag(\n

'WEBGL_BUFFER_SUPPORTED', () => ENV.get('WEBGL_VERSION') === 2);\n\n/** Whether the WebGL

backend will sometimes forward ops to the CPU. */\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_CPU_FORWARD', () =>

true);\n\n/** Whether the WebGL backend will always use f16 textures for rendering.

*/\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_FORCE_F16_TEXTURES', () => false);\n\n/** Whether to turn all packing related

flags on. */\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_PACK', () => ENV.getBool('HAS_WEBGL'));\n\n/** Whether we will

pack the batchnormalization op. */\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_PACK_NORMALIZATION', () =>

ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** Whether we will pack the clip op.

*/\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_PACK_CLIP', () => ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** Whether we will

pack the depthwise conv op. */\n// TODO:

https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/1679\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_PACK_DEPTHWISECONV', () =>

false);\n\n/** Whether we will pack binary ops. */\nENV.registerFlag(\n

'WEBGL_PACK_BINARY_OPERATIONS', () => ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** Whether we will pack

unary ops. */\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'WEBGL_PACK_UNARY_OPERATIONS', () =>

ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** Whether we will pack array ops. */\nENV.registerFlag(\n

'WEBGL_PACK_ARRAY_OPERATIONS', () => ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** Whether we will pack

image ops. */\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'WEBGL_PACK_IMAGE_OPERATIONS', () =>

ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** Whether we will pack reduce ops.

*/\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_PACK_REDUCE', () => ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** Whether packed
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WebGL kernels lazily unpack their outputs. */\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_LAZILY_UNPACK', () =>

ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** Whether we will use the im2col algorithm to speed up convolutions.

*/\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_CONV_IM2COL', () => ENV.getBool('WEBGL_PACK'));\n\n/** The maximum

texture dimension. */\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'WEBGL_MAX_TEXTURE_SIZE',\n    () =>

getWebGLMaxTextureSize(ENV.getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION')));\n\n/** The maximum texture dimension.

*/\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'WEBGL_MAX_TEXTURES_IN_SHADER',\n    () =>

getMaxTexturesInShader(ENV.getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION')));\n\n/**\n * The disjoint_query_timer extension

version.\n * 0: disabled, 1: EXT_disjoint_timer_query, 2:\n * EXT_disjoint_timer_query_webgl2.\n * In Firefox

with WebGL 2.0,\n * EXT_disjoint_timer_query_webgl2 is not available, so we must use the\n * WebGL 1.0

extension.\n */\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION', () => {\n

const webGLVersion = ENV.getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION');\n\n  if (webGLVersion === 0) {\n    return 0;\n

}\n  return getWebGLDisjointQueryTimerVersion(webGLVersion);\n});\n\n/**\n * Whether the timer object from

the disjoint_query_timer extension gives\n * timing information that is reliable.\n */\nENV.registerFlag(\n

'WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_RELIABLE',\n    () =>

ENV.getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION') > 0 &&\n

!device_util.isMobile());\n\n/**\n * Whether the device is physically capable of rendering to float32 textures.\n

*/\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_CAPABLE',\n    () =>

isCapableOfRenderingToFloatTexture(ENV.getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION')));\n\n/**\n * Whether rendering to

float32 textures is enabled. If disabled, renders to\n * float16 textures.\n

*/\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_ENABLED', () => {\n  return

ENV.getBool('WEBGL_FORCE_F16_TEXTURES') ?\n      false :\n

ENV.getBool('WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_CAPABLE');\n});\n\n/**\n * Whether downloading float textures is

enabled (16 or 32 bit). If disabled,\n * uses IEEE 754 encoding of the float32 values to 4 uint8 when downloading.\n

*/\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'WEBGL_DOWNLOAD_FLOAT_ENABLED',\n    () =>

isDownloadFloatTextureEnabled(ENV.getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION')));\n\n/** Whether the fence API is

available. */\nENV.registerFlag(\n    'WEBGL_FENCE_API_ENABLED',\n    () =>

isWebGLFenceEnabled(ENV.getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION')));\n\n/**\n * Tensors with size <= than this will be

uploaded as uniforms, not textures.\n */\nENV.registerFlag('WEBGL_SIZE_UPLOAD_UNIFORM', () => {\n  //

Use uniform uploads only when 32bit floats are supported. In\n  // 16bit\n  // environments there are problems with

comparing a 16bit texture value\n  // with a 32bit uniform value.\n  const useUniforms =

ENV.getBool('WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_ENABLED');\n  return useUniforms ? 4 : 0;\n});\n\n/**\n * If the

total number of bytes allocated on the GPU is greater than this\n * number, we will aggressively delete textures

upon disposal with\n * gl.deleteMatrixTexture, rather than making them available for reuse.\n *\n * Default value -1

indicates that we will never aggressively delete textures.\n */\nENV.registerFlag(\n

'WEBGL_DELETE_TEXTURE_THRESHOLD',\n    () => {\n      return -1;\n    },\n    threshold => {\n      if

(threshold < 0 && threshold !== -1) {\n        throw new Error(\n

`WEBGL_DELETE_TEXTURE_THRESHOLD must be -1 (indicating never ` +\n            `delete) or at least 0, but

got ${threshold}.`);\n      }\n    });\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport type GLSL = {\n  version: string,\n  attribute: string,\n

varyingVs: string,\n  varyingFs: string,\n  texture2D: string,\n  output: string,\n  defineOutput: string,\n

defineSpecialNaN: string,\n  defineSpecialInf: string,\n  defineRound: string\n};\n\nexport function
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getGlslDifferences(): GLSL {\n  let version: string;\n  let attribute: string;\n  let varyingVs: string;\n  let varyingFs:

string;\n  let texture2D: string;\n  let output: string;\n  let defineOutput: string;\n  let defineSpecialNaN: string;\n  let

defineSpecialInf: string;\n  let defineRound: string;\n\n  if (env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION') === 2) {\n

version = '#version 300 es';\n    attribute = 'in';\n    varyingVs = 'out';\n    varyingFs = 'in';\n    texture2D = 'texture';\n

  output = 'outputColor';\n    defineOutput = 'out vec4 outputColor;';\n\n    // Use custom isnan definition to work

across differences between\n    // implementations on various platforms. While this should happen in ANGLE\n    //

we still see differences between android and windows (on chrome) when\n    // using isnan directly.\n

defineSpecialNaN = `\n      bool isnan_custom(float val) {\n        return (val > 0.0 || val < 0.0) ? false : val != 0.0;\n

 }\n\n      bvec4 isnan_custom(vec4 val) {\n        return bvec4(isnan_custom(val.x),\n          isnan_custom(val.y),

isnan_custom(val.z), isnan_custom(val.w));\n      }\n\n      #define isnan(value) isnan_custom(value)\n    `;\n    // In

webgl 2 we do not need to specify a custom isinf so there is no\n    // need for a special INFINITY constant.\n

defineSpecialInf = ``;\n    defineRound = `\n      #define round(value) newRound(value)\n      int newRound(float

value) {\n        return int(floor(value + 0.5));\n      }\n\n      ivec4 newRound(vec4 value) {\n        return

ivec4(floor(value + vec4(0.5)));\n      }\n    `;\n  } else {\n    version = '';\n    attribute = 'attribute';\n    varyingVs =

'varying';\n    varyingFs = 'varying';\n    texture2D = 'texture2D';\n    output = 'gl_FragColor';\n    defineOutput = '';\n

  // WebGL1 has no built in isnan so we define one here.\n    defineSpecialNaN = `\n      #define isnan(value)

isnan_custom(value)\n      bool isnan_custom(float val) {\n        return (val > 0. || val < 1. || val == 0.) ? false : true;\n

    }\n      bvec4 isnan_custom(vec4 val) {\n        return bvec4(isnan(val.x), isnan(val.y), isnan(val.z),

isnan(val.w));\n      }\n    `;\n    defineSpecialInf = `\n      uniform float INFINITY;\n\n      bool isinf(float val) {\n

return abs(val) == INFINITY;\n      }\n      bvec4 isinf(vec4 val) {\n        return equal(abs(val), vec4(INFINITY));\n

  }\n    `;\n    defineRound = `\n      int round(float value) {\n        return int(floor(value + 0.5));\n      }\n\n      ivec4

round(vec4 value) {\n        return ivec4(floor(value + vec4(0.5)));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  return {\n    version,\n

attribute,\n    varyingVs,\n    varyingFs,\n    texture2D,\n    output,\n    defineOutput,\n    defineSpecialNaN,\n

defineSpecialInf,\n    defineRound\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\n/**\n * Produces GLSL code that derives logical coordinates

from a flat\n * index. The code performs integer division with each stride and decrements\n * the index until the

index equals the final dimension coordinate.\n */\nexport function getLogicalCoordinatesFromFlatIndex(\n

coords: string[], shape: number[], index = 'index'): string {\n  const strides = util.computeStrides(shape);\n  return

strides\n      .map((stride, i) => {\n        const line1 = `int ${coords[i]} = ${index} / ${stride}`;\n        const line2 = i

=== strides.length - 1 ?\n            `int ${coords[i + 1]} = ${index} - ${coords[i]} * ${stride}` :\n            `index -=

${coords[i]} * ${stride}`;\n        return `${line1}; ${line2};`;\n      })\n      .join('');\n}\n\nfunction buildVec(x:

string[]): string {\n  if (x.length === 1) {\n    return `${x[0]}`;\n  }\n  return

`vec${x.length}(${x.join(',')})`;\n}\n\n/**\n * Produces GLSL code that computes the dot product of the input x and

y\n * vectors. Handles splitting inputs into increments of vec4s when necessary.\n */\nexport function dotify(x:

string[], y: string[]): string {\n  if (x.length !== y.length) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `Vectors to be dotted must be

of the same length -` +\n        `got ${x.length} and ${y.length}`);\n  }\n\n  const slices: string[] = [];\n  const

nearestVec4 = Math.floor(x.length / 4);\n  const nearestVec4Remainder = x.length % 4;\n\n  for (let i = 0; i <

nearestVec4; i++) {\n    const xSlice = x.slice(i * 4, i * 4 + 4);\n    const ySlice = y.slice(i * 4, i * 4 + 4);\n

slices.push(`${buildVec(xSlice)}, ${buildVec(ySlice)}`);\n  }\n\n  if (nearestVec4Remainder !== 0) {\n    let xSlice

= x.slice(nearestVec4 * 4);\n    let ySlice = y.slice(nearestVec4 * 4);\n    if (xSlice.length === 1) {\n      xSlice =

xSlice.map(d => `float(${d})`);\n      ySlice = ySlice.map(d => `float(${d})`);\n    }\n
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slices.push(`${buildVec(xSlice)}, ${buildVec(ySlice)}`);\n  }\n\n  return slices.map((d, i) =>

`dot(${d})`).join('+');\n}\n\n/**\n * Produces GLSL that computes the flat index from 3D coordinates.\n */\nexport

function getFlatIndexFrom3D(shape: [number, number, number]): string {\n  const strides =

util.computeStrides(shape).map(d => d.toString());\n\n  return `\n  int getFlatIndex(ivec3 coords) {\n    return

coords.x * ${strides[0]} + coords.y * ${strides[1]} + coords.z;\n  }\n`;\n}\n\nexport const

ENCODE_FLOAT_SNIPPET = `\n  const float FLOAT_MAX = 1.70141184e38;\n  const float FLOAT_MIN =

1.17549435e-38;\n\n  lowp vec4 encode_float(highp float v) {\n    if (isnan(v)) {\n      return vec4(255, 255, 255,

255);\n    }\n\n    highp float av = abs(v);\n\n    if(av < FLOAT_MIN) {\n      return vec4(0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0);\n    }

else if(v > FLOAT_MAX) {\n      return vec4(0.0, 0.0, 128.0, 127.0) / 255.0;\n    } else if(v < -FLOAT_MAX) {\n

return vec4(0.0, 0.0,  128.0, 255.0) / 255.0;\n    }\n\n    highp vec4 c = vec4(0,0,0,0);\n\n    highp float e =

floor(log2(av));\n    highp float m = exp2(fract(log2(av))) - 1.0;\n\n    c[2] = floor(128.0 * m);\n    m -= c[2] /

128.0;\n    c[1] = floor(32768.0 * m);\n    m -= c[1] / 32768.0;\n    c[0] = floor(8388608.0 * m);\n\n    highp float

ebias = e + 127.0;\n    c[3] = floor(ebias / 2.0);\n    ebias -= c[3] * 2.0;\n    c[2] += floor(ebias) * 128.0;\n\n    c[3] +=

128.0 * step(0.0, -v);\n\n    return c / 255.0;\n  }\n`;\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from './glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport *

as shader_util from './shader_compiler_util';\nimport {getDenseTexShape, PackingScheme} from

'./tex_util';\n\nexport class DecodeMatrixProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n

userCode: string;\n  outputShape: [number, number, number];\n  packedInputs = false;\n  packedOutput = true;\n

outPackingScheme = PackingScheme.DENSE;\n\n  constructor(outputShape: [number, number, number]) {\n

const texShape = getDenseTexShape(outputShape);\n    const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n    this.outputShape =

outputShape;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      ivec3 outCoordsFromFlatIndex(int index) {\n        ${\n

shader_util.getLogicalCoordinatesFromFlatIndex(\n            ['r', 'c', 'd'], outputShape)}\n        return ivec3(r, c, d);\n

 }\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n          vec2(${texShape[0]},

${texShape[1]}));\n        int index = 4 * (resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y);\n\n        vec4 result =

vec4(0.);\n\n        for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {\n          int flatIndex = index + i;\n          ivec3 rc =

outCoordsFromFlatIndex(flatIndex);\n          result[i] = getA(rc.x, rc.y, rc.z);\n        }\n\n        ${glsl.output} =

result;\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from './glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport *

as shader_util from './shader_compiler_util';\nimport {getDenseTexShape, PackingScheme} from

'./tex_util';\n\nexport class DecodeMatrixPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n

userCode: string;\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n  outputShape: [number, number, number];\n

outPackingScheme = PackingScheme.DENSE;\n\n  constructor(outputShape: [number, number, number]) {\n

const texShape = getDenseTexShape(outputShape);\n    const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n    this.outputShape =

outputShape;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      ivec3 outCoordsFromFlatIndex(int index) {\n        ${\n
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shader_util.getLogicalCoordinatesFromFlatIndex(\n            ['r', 'c', 'd'], outputShape)}\n        return ivec3(r, c, d);\n

 }\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n          vec2(${texShape[0]},

${texShape[1]}));\n        int index = 4 * (resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y);\n\n        vec4 result =

vec4(0.);\n\n        for (int i=0; i<4; i++) {\n          int flatIndex = index + i;\n          ivec3 rc =

outCoordsFromFlatIndex(flatIndex);\n          result[i] = getChannel(getA(rc.x, rc.y, rc.z), vec2(rc.y, rc.z));\n

}\n\n        ${glsl.output} = result;\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from './glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport

{ENCODE_FLOAT_SNIPPET} from './shader_compiler_util';\nimport {TextureUsage} from './tex_util';\n\nexport

class EncodeFloatProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  userCode: string;\n

outputShape: number[];\n  outTexUsage = TextureUsage.DOWNLOAD;\n\n  constructor(outputShape: number[])

{\n    const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.userCode = `\n

${ENCODE_FLOAT_SNIPPET}\n\n      void main() {\n        float x = getAAtOutCoords();\n        ${glsl.output} =

encode_float(x);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from './glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport

{ENCODE_FLOAT_SNIPPET} from './shader_compiler_util';\nimport {TextureUsage} from './tex_util';\n\nexport

class EncodeFloatPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  userCode: string;\n

outputShape: number[];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = false;\n  outTexUsage =

TextureUsage.DOWNLOAD;\n\n  constructor(outputShape: [number, number, number]) {\n    const glsl =

getGlslDifferences();\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.userCode = `\n

${ENCODE_FLOAT_SNIPPET}\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec3 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        float x =

getChannel(getAAtOutCoords(), vec2(coords.y, coords.z));\n        ${glsl.output} = encode_float(x);\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from './glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport *

as shader_util from './shader_compiler_util';\n\nexport class EncodeMatrixProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n

variableNames = ['A'];\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n\n  constructor(\n      outputShape: [number,

number, number], texShape: [number, number],\n      inputIsUnsignedByte = false) {\n    const glsl =

getGlslDifferences();\n    const [height, width] = texShape;\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n\n    let output =

`result`;\n    if (inputIsUnsignedByte) {\n      output = `floor(result * 255. + 0.5)`;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n
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${shader_util.getFlatIndexFrom3D(outputShape)}\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec3 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n\n        int flatIndex = getFlatIndex(coords);\n        int offset = imod(flatIndex, 4);\n\n

flatIndex = idiv(flatIndex, 4, 1.);\n\n        int r = flatIndex / ${width};\n        int c = imod(flatIndex, ${width});\n

vec2 uv = (vec2(c, r) + halfCR) / vec2(${width}.0, ${height}.0);\n        vec4 values = ${glsl.texture2D}(A, uv);\n\n

     float result;\n\n        if(offset == 0) {\n          result = values[0];\n        } else if(offset == 1) {\n          result =

values[1];\n        } else if(offset == 2) {\n          result = values[2];\n        } else {\n          result = values[3];\n

}\n\n        ${glsl.output} = vec4(${output}, 0., 0., 0.);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from './glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport *

as shader_util from './shader_compiler_util';\n\n/*\nThis is how the shader encodes a tensor with shape = [2, 3,

5]\n(indices are [batch, row, col]).\n\n000|001   002|003   004|xxx   020|021   022|023   024|xxx\n-------   -------   ----

---   -------   -------   -------\n010|011   012|013   014|xxx   xxx|xxx   xxx|xxx   xxx|xxx\n\n100|101   102|103   104|xxx

 120|121   122|123   124|xxx\n-------   -------   -------   -------   -------   -------\n110|111   112|113   114|xxx   xxx|xxx

xxx|xxx   xxx|xxx\n\nSingle texels contain only values from the same batch, and from adjacent rows\nand

columns.\n */\n\nexport class EncodeMatrixPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames =

['A'];\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n  packedInputs = false;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n

constructor(\n      outputShape: [number, number, number], texShape: [number, number],\n      inputIsUnsignedByte

= false) {\n    const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n    const [height, width] = texShape;\n    this.outputShape =

outputShape;\n\n    let mainLoop = '';\n    let output = 'result';\n    if (inputIsUnsignedByte) {\n      output =

'floor(result * 255. + 0.5)';\n    }\n\n    for (let row = 0; row <= 1; row++) {\n      for (let col = 0; col <= 1; col++) {\n

      const channel = row * 2 + col;\n\n        mainLoop += `\n          localCoords = coords;\n          if(localCoords[2] +

${col} < ${outputShape[2]}) {\n            localCoords[2] += ${col};\n            if(localCoords[1] + ${row} <

${outputShape[1]}) {\n              localCoords[1] += ${row};\n\n              flatIndex = getFlatIndex(localCoords);\n

      offset = imod(flatIndex, 4);\n\n              flatIndex = idiv(flatIndex, 4, 1.);\n\n              r = flatIndex / ${width};\n

          c = imod(flatIndex, ${width});\n              uv = (vec2(c, r) + halfCR) / vec2(${width}.0, ${height}.0);\n

values = ${glsl.texture2D}(A, uv);\n\n              if(offset == 0) {\n                result[${channel}] = values[0];\n

} else if(offset == 1) {\n                result[${channel}] = values[1];\n              } else if(offset == 2) {\n

result[${channel}] = values[2];\n              } else {\n                result[${channel}] = values[3];\n              }\n

}\n          }\n        `;\n      }\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      ${shader_util.getFlatIndexFrom3D(outputShape)}\n\n

  void main() {\n        ivec3 coords = getOutputCoords();\n\n        vec4 result = vec4(0.);\n        int flatIndex, r, c,

offset;\n        ivec3 localCoords;\n        vec2 uv;\n        vec4 values;\n\n        ${mainLoop}\n\n        ${glsl.output} =

${output};\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {PixelData, TypedArray} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from

'./glsl_version';\nimport * as tex_util from './tex_util';\nimport {TextureConfig} from './tex_util';\nimport * as

webgl_util from './webgl_util';\n\nexport function createVertexShader(gl: WebGLRenderingContext):
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WebGLShader {\n  const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n  const vertexShaderSource = `${glsl.version}\n    precision

highp float;\n    ${glsl.attribute} vec3 clipSpacePos;\n    ${glsl.attribute} vec2 uv;\n    ${glsl.varyingVs} vec2

resultUV;\n\n    void main() {\n      gl_Position = vec4(clipSpacePos, 1);\n      resultUV = uv;\n    }`;\n  return

webgl_util.createVertexShader(gl, vertexShaderSource);\n}\n\nexport function createVertexBuffer(gl:

WebGLRenderingContext): WebGLBuffer {\n  // [x y z u v] * [upper-left, lower-left, upper-right, lower-right]\n

const vertexArray = new Float32Array(\n      [-1, 1, 0, 0, 1, -1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, -1, 0, 1, 0]);\n  return

webgl_util.createStaticVertexBuffer(gl, vertexArray);\n}\n\nexport function createIndexBuffer(gl:

WebGLRenderingContext): WebGLBuffer {\n  // OpenGL (and WebGL) have \"CCW == front\" winding\n  const

triangleVertexIndices = new Uint16Array([0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 3]);\n  return webgl_util.createStaticIndexBuffer(gl,

triangleVertexIndices);\n}\n\nfunction createAndConfigureTexture(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, width:

number, height: number,\n    internalFormat: number, textureFormat: number,\n    textureType: number):

WebGLTexture {\n  webgl_util.validateTextureSize(width, height);\n  const texture =

webgl_util.createTexture(gl);\n\n  const tex2d = gl.TEXTURE_2D;\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.bindTexture(tex2d, texture));\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl, () => gl.texParameteri(tex2d,

gl.TEXTURE_WRAP_S, gl.CLAMP_TO_EDGE));\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl, () =>

gl.texParameteri(tex2d, gl.TEXTURE_WRAP_T, gl.CLAMP_TO_EDGE));\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl, ()

=> gl.texParameteri(tex2d, gl.TEXTURE_MIN_FILTER, gl.NEAREST));\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl, ()

=> gl.texParameteri(tex2d, gl.TEXTURE_MAG_FILTER, gl.NEAREST));\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl,\n

  () => gl.texImage2D(\n          tex2d, 0, internalFormat, width, height, 0, textureFormat,\n          textureType,

null));\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, null));\n  return

texture;\n}\n\nexport function getInternalFormatForFloat32MatrixTexture(\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig) {\n

return textureConfig.internalFormatFloat;\n}\n\nexport function createFloat32MatrixTexture(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, rows: number, columns: number,\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig): WebGLTexture {\n

const [width, height] =\n      tex_util.getUnpackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(rows, columns);\n  return

createAndConfigureTexture(\n      gl, width, height,\n

getInternalFormatForFloat32MatrixTexture(textureConfig),\n      textureConfig.textureFormatFloat,

gl.FLOAT);\n}\n\nexport function getInternalFormatForFloat16MatrixTexture(\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig)

{\n  return textureConfig.internalFormatHalfFloat;\n}\n\nexport function createFloat16MatrixTexture(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, rows: number, columns: number,\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig): WebGLTexture {\n

const [width, height] =\n      tex_util.getUnpackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(rows, columns);\n  return

createAndConfigureTexture(\n      gl, width, height,\n

getInternalFormatForFloat16MatrixTexture(textureConfig),\n      textureConfig.textureFormatFloat,

textureConfig.textureTypeHalfFloat);\n}\n\nexport function getInternalFormatForUnsignedBytesMatrixTexture(\n

textureConfig: TextureConfig) {\n  return textureConfig.downloadTextureFormat;\n}\n\nexport function

createUnsignedBytesMatrixTexture(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, rows: number, columns: number,\n

textureConfig: TextureConfig): WebGLTexture {\n  const [width, height] =\n

tex_util.getUnpackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(rows, columns);\n  return createAndConfigureTexture(\n

gl, width, height,\n      getInternalFormatForUnsignedBytesMatrixTexture(textureConfig), gl.RGBA,\n

gl.UNSIGNED_BYTE);\n}\n\nexport function getInternalFormatForPackedMatrixTexture(\n    textureConfig:

TextureConfig) {\n  return textureConfig.internalFormatPackedFloat;\n}\n\nexport function

createPackedMatrixTexture(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, rows: number, columns: number,\n    textureConfig:

TextureConfig): WebGLTexture {\n  const [width, height] =\n

tex_util.getPackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(rows, columns);\n  return createAndConfigureTexture(\n      gl,

width, height, getInternalFormatForPackedMatrixTexture(textureConfig),\n      gl.RGBA, gl.FLOAT);\n}\n\nexport

function getInternalFormatForFloat16PackedMatrixTexture(\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig) {\n  return

textureConfig.internalFormatPackedHalfFloat;\n}\n\nexport function createFloat16PackedMatrixTexture(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, rows: number, columns: number,\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig): WebGLTexture {\n

const [width, height] =\n      tex_util.getPackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(rows, columns);\n  return
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createAndConfigureTexture(\n      gl, width, height,\n

getInternalFormatForFloat16PackedMatrixTexture(textureConfig), gl.RGBA,\n

textureConfig.textureTypeHalfFloat);\n}\n\nexport function bindVertexProgramAttributeStreams(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, program: WebGLProgram,\n    vertexBuffer: WebGLBuffer): boolean {\n  const

posOffset = 0;               // x is the first buffer element\n  const uvOffset = 3 * 4;            // uv comes after [x y z]\n

const stride = (3 * 4) + (2 * 4);  // xyz + uv, each entry is 4-byte float.\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl, () =>

gl.bindBuffer(gl.ARRAY_BUFFER, vertexBuffer));\n  const success =

webgl_util.bindVertexBufferToProgramAttribute(\n      gl, program, 'clipSpacePos', vertexBuffer, 3, stride,

posOffset);\n  return success &&\n      webgl_util.bindVertexBufferToProgramAttribute(\n          gl, program, 'uv',

vertexBuffer, 2, stride, uvOffset);\n}\n\nexport function uploadDenseMatrixToTexture(\n    gl:

WebGLRenderingContext, texture: WebGLTexture, width: number,\n    height: number, data: TypedArray,

textureConfig: TextureConfig) {\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D,

texture));\n\n  let dataForUpload: TypedArray, texelDataType: number, internalFormat: number;\n  if (data

instanceof Uint8Array) {\n    dataForUpload = new Uint8Array(width * height * 4);\n    texelDataType =

gl.UNSIGNED_BYTE;\n    internalFormat = gl.RGBA;\n  } else {\n    dataForUpload = new Float32Array(width *

height * 4);\n    texelDataType = gl.FLOAT;\n    internalFormat = textureConfig.internalFormatPackedFloat;\n

}\n\n  dataForUpload.set(data);\n\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl,\n      () => gl.texImage2D(\n

gl.TEXTURE_2D, 0, internalFormat, width, height, 0, gl.RGBA,\n          texelDataType, dataForUpload));\n\n

webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, null));\n}\n\nexport function

uploadPixelDataToTexture(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, texture: WebGLTexture,\n    pixels:

PixelData|ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement|\n    HTMLVideoElement) {\n

webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, texture));\n  if ((pixels as PixelData).data

instanceof Uint8Array) {\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n        gl,\n        () => gl.texImage2D(\n

gl.TEXTURE_2D, 0, gl.RGBA, pixels.width, pixels.height, 0, gl.RGBA,\n            gl.UNSIGNED_BYTE, (pixels as

PixelData).data));\n  } else {\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n        gl,\n        () => gl.texImage2D(\n

gl.TEXTURE_2D, 0, gl.RGBA, gl.RGBA, gl.UNSIGNED_BYTE,\n            pixels as ImageData |

HTMLImageElement | HTMLCanvasElement |\n                HTMLVideoElement));\n  }\n\n

webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.bindTexture(gl.TEXTURE_2D, null));\n}\n\nexport function

createBufferFromOutputTexture(\n    gl2: WebGL2RenderingContext, rows: number, columns: number,\n

textureConfig: TextureConfig): WebGLBuffer {\n  // Create and bind the buffer.\n  const buffer =

gl2.createBuffer();\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl2, () => gl2.bindBuffer(gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER,

buffer));\n\n  // Initialize the buffer to the size of the texture in bytes.\n  const bytesPerFloat = 4;\n  const

valuesPerTexel = 4;\n  const bufferSizeBytes = bytesPerFloat * valuesPerTexel * rows * columns;\n\n

webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl2,\n      () => gl2.bufferData(\n          gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER,

bufferSizeBytes, gl2.STREAM_READ));\n\n  // Enqueue a command on the GPU command queue to copy of

texture into the\n  // buffer.\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl2, () => gl2.readPixels(0, 0, columns, rows,

gl2.RGBA, gl2.FLOAT, 0));\n\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl2, () =>

gl2.bindBuffer(gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER, null));\n\n  return buffer;\n}\n\nexport function

downloadFloat32MatrixFromBuffer(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, buffer: WebGLBuffer,\n    size: number):

Float32Array {\n  const gl2 = gl as WebGL2RenderingContext;\n\n  const downloadTarget = new

Float32Array(size);\n\n  gl2.bindBuffer(gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER, buffer);\n

gl2.getBufferSubData(gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER, 0, downloadTarget);\n

gl2.bindBuffer(gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER, null);\n\n  return downloadTarget;\n}\n\nexport function

downloadByteEncodedFloatMatrixFromOutputTexture(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, rows: number, columns:

number,\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig) {\n  const [w, h] =\n

tex_util.getUnpackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(rows, columns);\n\n  const numChannels = 4;\n  const

downloadTarget = new Uint8Array(\n      tex_util.getUnpackedArraySizeFromMatrixSize(rows * columns,

numChannels));\n\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl,\n      () => gl.readPixels(\n          0, 0, w, h,
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textureConfig.downloadTextureFormat, gl.UNSIGNED_BYTE,\n          downloadTarget));\n\n  // By wrapping the

buffer in a Float32Array, we use native browser IEEE 754\n  // decoding of the 4 bytes that back each 32 bit float.\n

return new Float32Array(downloadTarget.buffer);\n}\n\nexport function downloadPackedMatrixFromBuffer(\n

gl: WebGLRenderingContext, buffer: WebGLBuffer, batch: number, rows: number,\n    cols: number,

physicalRows: number, physicalCols: number,\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig): Float32Array {\n  const gl2 = gl

as WebGL2RenderingContext;\n\n  const downloadTarget =\n      new

Float32Array(tex_util.getPackedRGBAArraySizeFromMatrixShape(\n          physicalRows, physicalCols));\n\n

gl2.bindBuffer(gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER, buffer);\n  gl2.getBufferSubData(gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER, 0,

downloadTarget);\n  gl2.bindBuffer(gl2.PIXEL_PACK_BUFFER, null);\n\n  return downloadTarget;\n}\n\nexport

function downloadMatrixFromPackedOutputTexture(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, physicalRows: number,\n

physicalCols: number): Float32Array {\n  const packedRGBA = new Float32Array(physicalRows * physicalCols *

4);\n  webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n      gl,\n      () => gl.readPixels(\n          0, 0, physicalCols, physicalRows,

gl.RGBA, gl.FLOAT, packedRGBA));\n\n  return packedRGBA;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, PixelData, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {getWebGLContext,

setWebGLContext} from './canvas_util';\nimport * as gpgpu_util from './gpgpu_util';\nimport * as tex_util from

'./tex_util';\nimport {TextureConfig} from './tex_util';\nimport {WebGL1DisjointQueryTimerExtension,

WebGL2DisjointQueryTimerExtension} from './webgl_types';\nimport * as webgl_util from

'./webgl_util';\n\nexport interface FenceContext {\n  query: WebGLQuery|WebGLSync;\n  isFencePassed():

boolean;\n}\n\nexport class GPGPUContext {\n  gl: WebGLRenderingContext;\n  textureFloatExtension: {};\n

textureHalfFloatExtension: {};\n  colorBufferFloatExtension: {};\n  colorBufferHalfFloatExtension: {};\n

disjointQueryTimerExtension: WebGL2DisjointQueryTimerExtension|\n

WebGL1DisjointQueryTimerExtension;\n  vertexBuffer: WebGLBuffer;\n  indexBuffer: WebGLBuffer;\n

framebuffer: WebGLFramebuffer;\n  outputTexture: WebGLTexture|null = null;\n  program: WebGLProgram|null =

null;\n  private disposed = false;\n  private disjoint: boolean;\n  textureConfig: TextureConfig;\n\n  constructor(gl?:

WebGLRenderingContext) {\n    const glVersion = env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION');\n    if (gl != null) {\n

 this.gl = gl;\n      setWebGLContext(glVersion, gl);\n    } else {\n      this.gl = getWebGLContext(glVersion);\n

}\n    // WebGL 2.0 enables texture floats without an extension.\n    let COLOR_BUFFER_FLOAT =

'WEBGL_color_buffer_float';\n    const COLOR_BUFFER_HALF_FLOAT = 'EXT_color_buffer_half_float';\n    if

(env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION') === 1) {\n      const TEXTURE_FLOAT = 'OES_texture_float';\n

const TEXTURE_HALF_FLOAT = 'OES_texture_half_float';\n\n      this.textureFloatExtension =\n

webgl_util.getExtensionOrThrow(this.gl, TEXTURE_FLOAT);\n      if (webgl_util.hasExtension(this.gl,

TEXTURE_HALF_FLOAT)) {\n        this.textureHalfFloatExtension =\n

webgl_util.getExtensionOrThrow(this.gl, TEXTURE_HALF_FLOAT);\n      } else if

(env().get('WEBGL_FORCE_F16_TEXTURES')) {\n        throw new Error(\n            'GL context does not support

half float textures, yet the ' +\n            'environment flag WEBGL_FORCE_F16_TEXTURES is set to true.');\n

}\n\n      this.colorBufferFloatExtension = this.gl.getExtension(COLOR_BUFFER_FLOAT);\n      if

(webgl_util.hasExtension(this.gl, COLOR_BUFFER_HALF_FLOAT)) {\n        this.colorBufferHalfFloatExtension

=\n            webgl_util.getExtensionOrThrow(this.gl, COLOR_BUFFER_HALF_FLOAT);\n      } else if

(env().get('WEBGL_FORCE_F16_TEXTURES')) {\n        throw new Error(\n            'GL context does not support

color renderable half floats, yet ' +\n            'the environment flag WEBGL_FORCE_F16_TEXTURES is set to

true.');\n      }\n    } else {\n      COLOR_BUFFER_FLOAT = 'EXT_color_buffer_float';\n      if
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(webgl_util.hasExtension(this.gl, COLOR_BUFFER_FLOAT)) {\n        this.colorBufferFloatExtension =\n

this.gl.getExtension(COLOR_BUFFER_FLOAT);\n      } else if (webgl_util.hasExtension(this.gl,

COLOR_BUFFER_HALF_FLOAT)) {\n        this.colorBufferHalfFloatExtension =\n

this.gl.getExtension(COLOR_BUFFER_HALF_FLOAT);\n      } else {\n        throw new Error('GL context does not

support color renderable floats');\n      }\n    }\n\n    this.vertexBuffer = gpgpu_util.createVertexBuffer(this.gl);\n

this.indexBuffer = gpgpu_util.createIndexBuffer(this.gl);\n    this.framebuffer =

webgl_util.createFramebuffer(this.gl);\n\n    this.textureConfig =\n        tex_util.getTextureConfig(this.gl,

this.textureHalfFloatExtension);\n  }\n\n  private get debug(): boolean {\n    return env().getBool('DEBUG');\n  }\n\n

public dispose() {\n    if (this.disposed) {\n      return;\n    }\n    if (this.program != null) {\n      console.warn(\n

'Disposing a GPGPUContext that still has a bound WebGLProgram.' +\n          ' This is probably a resource leak,

delete the program with ' +\n          'GPGPUContext.deleteProgram before disposing.');\n    }\n    if

(this.outputTexture != null) {\n      console.warn(\n          'Disposing a GPGPUContext that still has a bound output

matrix ' +\n          'texture.  This is probably a resource leak, delete the output ' +\n          'matrix texture with

GPGPUContext.deleteMatrixTexture before ' +\n          'disposing.');\n    }\n    const gl = this.gl;\n

webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.finish());\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.bindFramebuffer(gl.FRAMEBUFFER, null));\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.deleteFramebuffer(this.framebuffer));\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.bindBuffer(gl.ARRAY_BUFFER, null));\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n        gl, () =>

gl.bindBuffer(gl.ELEMENT_ARRAY_BUFFER, null));\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.deleteBuffer(this.indexBuffer));\n    this.disposed = true;\n  }\n\n  public createFloat32MatrixTexture(rows:

number, columns: number):\n      WebGLTexture {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return

gpgpu_util.createFloat32MatrixTexture(\n        this.gl, rows, columns, this.textureConfig);\n  }\n\n  public

createFloat16MatrixTexture(rows: number, columns: number):\n      WebGLTexture {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n

 return gpgpu_util.createFloat16MatrixTexture(\n        this.gl, rows, columns, this.textureConfig);\n  }\n\n  public

createUnsignedBytesMatrixTexture(rows: number, columns: number):\n      WebGLTexture {\n

this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return gpgpu_util.createUnsignedBytesMatrixTexture(\n        this.gl, rows, columns,

this.textureConfig);\n  }\n\n  public uploadPixelDataToTexture(\n      texture: WebGLTexture,\n      pixels:

PixelData|ImageData|HTMLImageElement|HTMLCanvasElement) {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n

gpgpu_util.uploadPixelDataToTexture(this.gl, texture, pixels);\n  }\n\n  public uploadDenseMatrixToTexture(\n

texture: WebGLTexture, width: number, height: number, data: TypedArray) {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n

gpgpu_util.uploadDenseMatrixToTexture(\n        this.gl, texture, width, height, data, this.textureConfig);\n  }\n\n

public createFloat16PackedMatrixTexture(rows: number, columns: number):\n      WebGLTexture {\n

this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return gpgpu_util.createFloat16PackedMatrixTexture(\n        this.gl, rows, columns,

this.textureConfig);\n  }\n\n  public createPackedMatrixTexture(rows: number, columns: number):\n

WebGLTexture {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return gpgpu_util.createPackedMatrixTexture(\n        this.gl, rows,

columns, this.textureConfig);\n  }\n\n  public deleteMatrixTexture(texture: WebGLTexture) {\n

this.throwIfDisposed();\n    if (this.outputTexture === texture) {\n

webgl_util.unbindColorTextureFromFramebuffer(this.gl, this.framebuffer);\n      this.outputTexture = null;\n    }\n

webgl_util.callAndCheck(this.gl, () => this.gl.deleteTexture(texture));\n  }\n\n  public

downloadByteEncodedFloatMatrixFromOutputTexture(\n      texture: WebGLTexture, rows: number, columns:

number): Float32Array {\n    return this.downloadMatrixDriver(\n        texture,\n        () =>

gpgpu_util.downloadByteEncodedFloatMatrixFromOutputTexture(\n            this.gl, rows, columns,

this.textureConfig));\n  }\n\n  public downloadPackedMatrixFromBuffer(\n      buffer: WebGLBuffer, batch:

number, rows: number, columns: number,\n      physicalRows: number, physicalCols: number): Float32Array {\n

return gpgpu_util.downloadPackedMatrixFromBuffer(\n        this.gl, buffer, batch, rows, columns, physicalRows,

physicalCols,\n        this.textureConfig);\n  }\n\n  public downloadFloat32MatrixFromBuffer(buffer: WebGLBuffer,

size: number):\n      Float32Array {\n    return gpgpu_util.downloadFloat32MatrixFromBuffer(this.gl, buffer,

size);\n  }\n\n  public createBufferFromTexture(\n      texture: WebGLTexture, rows: number, columns: number):
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WebGLBuffer {\n    this.bindTextureToFrameBuffer(texture);\n    const result =

gpgpu_util.createBufferFromOutputTexture(\n        this.gl as WebGL2RenderingContext, rows, columns,

this.textureConfig);\n    this.unbindTextureToFrameBuffer();\n    return result;\n  }\n\n  public

createAndWaitForFence(): Promise<void> {\n    const fenceContext = this.createFence(this.gl);\n    return

this.pollFence(fenceContext);\n  }\n\n  private createFence(gl: WebGLRenderingContext): FenceContext {\n    let

query: WebGLQuery|WebGLSync;\n    let isFencePassed: () => boolean;\n\n    if

(env().getBool('WEBGL_FENCE_API_ENABLED')) {\n      const gl2 = gl as WebGL2RenderingContext;\n\n

const sync = gl2.fenceSync(gl2.SYNC_GPU_COMMANDS_COMPLETE, 0);\n      gl.flush();\n\n

isFencePassed = () => {\n        const status = gl2.clientWaitSync(sync, 0, 0);\n        return status ===

gl2.ALREADY_SIGNALED ||\n            status === gl2.CONDITION_SATISFIED;\n      };\n\n      query = sync;\n

} else if (\n        env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION') > 0) {\n

query = this.beginQuery();\n      this.endQuery();\n      isFencePassed = () => this.isQueryAvailable(\n          query,\n

        env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION'));\n    } else {\n      // If

we have no way to fence, return true immediately. This will fire in\n      // WebGL 1.0 when there is no disjoint

query timer. In this case, because\n      // the fence passes immediately, we'll immediately ask for a download of\n

// the texture, which will cause the UI thread to hang.\n      isFencePassed = () => true;\n    }\n\n    return {query,

isFencePassed};\n  }\n\n  public downloadMatrixFromPackedTexture(\n      texture: WebGLTexture, physicalRows:

number,\n      physicalCols: number): Float32Array {\n    return this.downloadMatrixDriver(\n        texture,\n        ()

=> gpgpu_util.downloadMatrixFromPackedOutputTexture(\n            this.gl, physicalRows, physicalCols));\n  }\n\n

private vertexAttrsAreBound = false;\n\n  public createProgram(fragmentShaderSource: string): WebGLProgram

{\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    const gl = this.gl;\n    const fragmentShader: WebGLShader =\n

webgl_util.createFragmentShader(gl, fragmentShaderSource);\n    const vertexShader: WebGLShader =

gpgpu_util.createVertexShader(gl);\n    const program: WebGLProgram = webgl_util.createProgram(gl);\n

webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.attachShader(program, vertexShader));\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.attachShader(program, fragmentShader));\n    webgl_util.linkProgram(gl, program);\n    if (this.debug) {\n

webgl_util.validateProgram(gl, program);\n    }\n    if (!this.vertexAttrsAreBound) {\n

this.setProgram(program);\n      this.vertexAttrsAreBound = gpgpu_util.bindVertexProgramAttributeStreams(\n

gl, this.program, this.vertexBuffer);\n    }\n    return program;\n  }\n\n  public deleteProgram(program:

WebGLProgram) {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    if (program === this.program) {\n      this.program = null;\n

}\n    if (program != null) {\n      webgl_util.callAndCheck(this.gl, () => this.gl.deleteProgram(program));\n    }\n

}\n\n  public setProgram(program: WebGLProgram|null) {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    this.program =

program;\n    if ((this.program != null) && this.debug) {\n      webgl_util.validateProgram(this.gl, this.program);\n

}\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(this.gl, () => this.gl.useProgram(program));\n  }\n\n  public getUniformLocation(\n

  program: WebGLProgram, uniformName: string,\n      shouldThrow = true): WebGLUniformLocation {\n

this.throwIfDisposed();\n    if (shouldThrow) {\n      return webgl_util.getProgramUniformLocationOrThrow(\n

this.gl, program, uniformName);\n    } else {\n      return webgl_util.getProgramUniformLocation(\n          this.gl,

program, uniformName);\n    }\n  }\n\n  public getAttributeLocation(program: WebGLProgram, attribute: string):\n

  number {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n        this.gl, () =>

this.gl.getAttribLocation(program, attribute));\n  }\n\n  public getUniformLocationNoThrow(program:

WebGLProgram, uniformName: string):\n      WebGLUniformLocation {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    return

this.gl.getUniformLocation(program, uniformName);\n  }\n\n  public setInputMatrixTexture(\n

inputMatrixTexture: WebGLTexture, uniformLocation: WebGLUniformLocation,\n      textureUnit: number) {\n

this.throwIfDisposed();\n    this.throwIfNoProgram();\n    webgl_util.bindTextureToProgramUniformSampler(\n

this.gl, inputMatrixTexture, uniformLocation, textureUnit);\n  }\n\n  public setOutputMatrixTexture(\n

outputMatrixTexture: WebGLTexture, rows: number, columns: number) {\n

this.setOutputMatrixTextureDriver(outputMatrixTexture, columns, rows);\n  }\n\n  public

setOutputPackedMatrixTexture(\n      outputPackedMatrixTexture: WebGLTexture, rows: number, columns:

number) {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    const [width, height] =\n
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tex_util.getPackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(rows, columns);\n

this.setOutputMatrixTextureDriver(outputPackedMatrixTexture, width, height);\n  }\n\n  public

setOutputMatrixWriteRegion(\n      startRow: number, numRows: number, startColumn: number,\n

numColumns: number) {\n    this.setOutputMatrixWriteRegionDriver(\n        startColumn, startRow, numColumns,

numRows);\n  }\n\n  public setOutputPackedMatrixWriteRegion(\n      startRow: number, numRows: number,

startColumn: number,\n      numColumns: number) {\n    throw new Error('setOutputPackedMatrixWriteRegion not

implemented.');\n  }\n\n  public debugValidate() {\n    if (this.program != null) {\n

webgl_util.validateProgram(this.gl, this.program);\n    }\n    webgl_util.validateFramebuffer(this.gl);\n  }\n\n  public

executeProgram() {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    this.throwIfNoProgram();\n    const gl = this.gl;\n    if

(this.debug) {\n      this.debugValidate();\n    }\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n        gl, () =>

gl.drawElements(gl.TRIANGLES, 6, gl.UNSIGNED_SHORT, 0));\n  }\n\n  public

blockUntilAllProgramsCompleted() {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(this.gl, () =>

this.gl.finish());\n  }\n\n  private getQueryTimerExtension(): WebGL1DisjointQueryTimerExtension\n

|WebGL2DisjointQueryTimerExtension {\n    if (this.disjointQueryTimerExtension == null) {\n

this.disjointQueryTimerExtension =\n          webgl_util.getExtensionOrThrow(\n              this.gl,\n

env().getNumber(\n                  'WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION') === 2 ?\n

      'EXT_disjoint_timer_query_webgl2' :\n                  'EXT_disjoint_timer_query') as\n

WebGL1DisjointQueryTimerExtension |\n          WebGL2DisjointQueryTimerExtension;\n    }\n    return

this.disjointQueryTimerExtension;\n  }\n\n  private getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL2():

WebGL2DisjointQueryTimerExtension {\n    return this.getQueryTimerExtension();\n  }\n\n  private

getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL1(): WebGL1DisjointQueryTimerExtension {\n    return

this.getQueryTimerExtension() as WebGL1DisjointQueryTimerExtension;\n  }\n\n  beginQuery(): WebGLQuery

{\n    if (env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION') === 2) {\n      const

gl2 = this.gl as WebGL2RenderingContext;\n      const ext = this.getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL2();\n\n      const

query = gl2.createQuery();\n      gl2.beginQuery(ext.TIME_ELAPSED_EXT, query);\n      return query;\n    }\n

const ext = this.getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL1();\n    const query = ext.createQueryEXT() as WebGLQuery;\n

ext.beginQueryEXT(ext.TIME_ELAPSED_EXT, query);\n    return query;\n  }\n\n  endQuery() {\n    if

(env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION') === 2) {\n      const gl2 =

this.gl as WebGL2RenderingContext;\n      const ext = this.getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL2();\n

gl2.endQuery(ext.TIME_ELAPSED_EXT);\n      return;\n    }\n    const ext =

this.getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL1();\n    ext.endQueryEXT(ext.TIME_ELAPSED_EXT);\n  }\n\n  public async

waitForQueryAndGetTime(query: WebGLQuery): Promise<number> {\n    await util.repeatedTry(\n        () =>

this.disposed ||  // while testing contexts are created / disposed\n                                // in rapid succession, so without

this check we\n                                // may poll for the query timer indefinitely\n            this.isQueryAvailable(\n

       query,\n                env().getNumber(\n

'WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION')));\n    return this.getQueryTime(\n        query,

env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_VERSION'));\n  }\n\n  private

getQueryTime(query: WebGLQuery, queryTimerVersion: number): number {\n    if (queryTimerVersion === 0) {\n

    return null;\n    }\n\n    if (queryTimerVersion === 2) {\n      const gl2 = this.gl as WebGL2RenderingContext;\n\n

    const timeElapsedNanos = gl2.getQueryParameter(query, gl2.QUERY_RESULT);\n      // Return milliseconds.\n

   return timeElapsedNanos / 1000000;\n    } else {\n      const ext = this.getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL1();\n\n

const timeElapsedNanos =\n          ext.getQueryObjectEXT(query, ext.QUERY_RESULT_EXT);\n      // Return

milliseconds.\n      return timeElapsedNanos / 1000000;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private isQueryAvailable(query:

WebGLQuery, queryTimerVersion: number):\n      boolean {\n    if (queryTimerVersion === 0) {\n      return true;\n

  }\n\n    if (queryTimerVersion === 2) {\n      const gl2 = this.gl as WebGL2RenderingContext;\n      const ext =

this.getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL2();\n\n      const available =\n          gl2.getQueryParameter(query,

gl2.QUERY_RESULT_AVAILABLE);\n      if (this.disjoint == null) {\n        this.disjoint =

this.gl.getParameter(ext.GPU_DISJOINT_EXT);\n      }\n\n      return available && !this.disjoint;\n    } else {\n
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const ext = this.getQueryTimerExtensionWebGL1();\n\n      const available =\n

ext.getQueryObjectEXT(query, ext.QUERY_RESULT_AVAILABLE_EXT);\n      if (this.disjoint == null) {\n

this.disjoint = this.gl.getParameter(ext.GPU_DISJOINT_EXT);\n      }\n\n      return available && !this.disjoint;\n

}\n  }\n\n  pollFence(fenceContext: FenceContext) {\n    return new Promise<void>(resolve => {\n

this.addItemToPoll(() => fenceContext.isFencePassed(), () => resolve());\n    });\n  }\n\n  private itemsToPoll:

PollItem[] = [];\n\n  pollItems(): void {\n    // Find the last query that has finished.\n    const index =

linearSearchLastTrue(this.itemsToPoll.map(x => x.isDoneFn));\n    for (let i = 0; i <= index; ++i) {\n      const

{resolveFn} = this.itemsToPoll[i];\n      resolveFn();\n    }\n    this.itemsToPoll = this.itemsToPoll.slice(index +

1);\n  }\n\n  private addItemToPoll(isDoneFn: () => boolean, resolveFn: () => void) {\n

this.itemsToPoll.push({isDoneFn, resolveFn});\n    if (this.itemsToPoll.length > 1) {\n      // We already have a

running loop that polls.\n      return;\n    }\n    // Start a new loop that polls.\n    util.repeatedTry(() => {\n

this.pollItems();\n      // End the loop if no more items to poll.\n      return this.itemsToPoll.length === 0;\n    });\n

}\n\n  private bindTextureToFrameBuffer(texture: WebGLTexture) {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n

webgl_util.bindColorTextureToFramebuffer(\n        this.gl, texture, this.framebuffer);\n    if (this.debug) {\n

webgl_util.validateFramebuffer(this.gl);\n    }\n  }\n\n  private unbindTextureToFrameBuffer() {\n    if

(this.outputTexture != null) {\n      webgl_util.bindColorTextureToFramebuffer(\n          this.gl, this.outputTexture,

this.framebuffer);\n      if (this.debug) {\n        webgl_util.validateFramebuffer(this.gl);\n      }\n    } else {\n

webgl_util.unbindColorTextureFromFramebuffer(this.gl, this.framebuffer);\n    }\n  }\n\n  private

downloadMatrixDriver(\n      texture: WebGLTexture,\n      downloadAndDecode: () => Float32Array):

Float32Array {\n    this.bindTextureToFrameBuffer(texture);\n    const result = downloadAndDecode();\n

this.unbindTextureToFrameBuffer();\n\n    return result;\n  }\n\n  private setOutputMatrixTextureDriver(\n

outputMatrixTextureMaybePacked: WebGLTexture, width: number,\n      height: number) {\n

this.throwIfDisposed();\n    const gl = this.gl;\n    webgl_util.bindColorTextureToFramebuffer(\n        gl,

outputMatrixTextureMaybePacked, this.framebuffer);\n    if (this.debug) {\n

webgl_util.validateFramebuffer(gl);\n    }\n    this.outputTexture = outputMatrixTextureMaybePacked;\n

webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () => gl.viewport(0, 0, width, height));\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(gl, () =>

gl.scissor(0, 0, width, height));\n  }\n\n  private setOutputMatrixWriteRegionDriver(\n      x: number, y: number,

width: number, height: number) {\n    this.throwIfDisposed();\n    webgl_util.callAndCheck(\n        this.gl, () =>

this.gl.scissor(x, y, width, height));\n  }\n\n  private throwIfDisposed() {\n    if (this.disposed) {\n      throw new

Error('Attempted to use disposed GPGPUContext.');\n    }\n  }\n\n  private throwIfNoProgram() {\n    if

(this.program == null) {\n      throw new Error('No GPU program is currently set.');\n    }\n  }\n}\n\ntype PollItem =

{\n  isDoneFn: () => boolean,\n  resolveFn: () => void\n};\n\n/**\n * Finds the index of the last true element using

linear search.\n * Note: We can't do binary search because Chrome expects us to explicitly\n * test all fences before

download:\n * https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/1145\n */\nexport function linearSearchLastTrue(arr:

Array<() => boolean>): number {\n  let i = 0;\n  for (; i < arr.length; ++i) {\n    const isDone = arr[i]();\n    if

(!isDone) {\n      break;\n    }\n  }\n  return i - 1;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nconst {getBroadcastDims} = backend_util;\nimport

{getGlslDifferences, GLSL} from './glsl_version';\nimport * as shader_util from './shader_compiler_util';\n\nexport

type ShapeInfo = {\n  logicalShape: number[],\n  texShape: [number, number],\n  isUniform: boolean,\n  isPacked:

boolean,\n  flatOffset: number\n};\n\nexport type InputInfo = {\n  name: string,\n  shapeInfo:

ShapeInfo\n};\n\nexport function makeShader(\n    inputsInfo: InputInfo[], outputShape: ShapeInfo, userCode:
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string,\n    usesPackedTextures: boolean): string {\n  const prefixSnippets: string[] = [];\n  inputsInfo.forEach(x =>

{\n    const size = util.sizeFromShape(x.shapeInfo.logicalShape);\n\n    // Snippet when we decided to upload the

values as uniform.\n    if (x.shapeInfo.isUniform) {\n      prefixSnippets.push(\n          `uniform float

${x.name}${size > 1 ? `[${size}]` : ''};`);\n    } else {\n      prefixSnippets.push(`uniform sampler2D

${x.name};`);\n      prefixSnippets.push(`uniform int offset${x.name};`);\n    }\n  });\n  const inputPrefixSnippet =

prefixSnippets.join('\\n');\n\n  const inputSamplingSnippet =\n      inputsInfo\n          .map(x =>

getInputSamplingSnippet(x, outputShape, usesPackedTextures))\n          .join('\\n');\n  const outTexShape =

outputShape.texShape;\n  const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n  const floatTextureSampleSnippet =

getFloatTextureSampleSnippet(glsl);\n  let outputSamplingSnippet: string;\n  let floatTextureSetOutputSnippet:

string;\n  let shaderPrefix = getShaderPrefix(glsl);\n\n  if (outputShape.isPacked) {\n    outputSamplingSnippet =\n

   getPackedOutputSamplingSnippet(outputShape.logicalShape, outTexShape);\n    floatTextureSetOutputSnippet =

getFloatTextureSetRGBASnippet(glsl);\n  } else {\n    outputSamplingSnippet =\n

getOutputSamplingSnippet(outputShape.logicalShape, outTexShape);\n    floatTextureSetOutputSnippet =

getFloatTextureSetRSnippet(glsl);\n  }\n\n  if (usesPackedTextures) {\n    shaderPrefix +=

SHADER_PACKED_PREFIX;\n  }\n\n  const source = [\n    shaderPrefix, floatTextureSampleSnippet,

floatTextureSetOutputSnippet,\n    inputPrefixSnippet, outputSamplingSnippet, inputSamplingSnippet, userCode\n

].join('\\n');\n  return source;\n}\n\nfunction getSamplerFromInInfo(inInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const shape =

inInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  switch (shape.length) {\n    case 0:\n      return getSamplerScalar(inInfo);\n    case

1:\n      return getSampler1D(inInfo);\n    case 2:\n      return getSampler2D(inInfo);\n    case 3:\n      return

getSampler3D(inInfo);\n    case 4:\n      return getSampler4D(inInfo);\n    case 5:\n      return

getSampler5D(inInfo);\n    case 6:\n      return getSampler6D(inInfo);\n    default:\n      throw new Error(\n

`${shape.length}-D input sampling` +\n          ` is not yet supported`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

getPackedSamplerFromInInfo(inInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const shape = inInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  switch

(shape.length) {\n    case 0:\n      return getPackedSamplerScalar(inInfo);\n    case 1:\n      return

getPackedSampler1D(inInfo);\n    case 2:\n      return getPackedSampler2D(inInfo);\n    case 3:\n      return

getPackedSampler3D(inInfo);\n    default:\n      return getPackedSamplerND(inInfo);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

getInputSamplingSnippet(\n    inInfo: InputInfo, outShapeInfo: ShapeInfo,\n    usesPackedTextures = false): string

{\n  let res = '';\n  if (usesPackedTextures) {\n    res += getPackedSamplerFromInInfo(inInfo);\n  } else {\n    res +=

getSamplerFromInInfo(inInfo);\n  }\n\n  const inShape = inInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  const outShape =

outShapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  if (inShape.length <= outShape.length) {\n    if (usesPackedTextures) {\n      res +=

getPackedSamplerAtOutputCoords(inInfo, outShapeInfo);\n    } else {\n      res +=

getSamplerAtOutputCoords(inInfo, outShapeInfo);\n    }\n  }\n  return res;\n}\n\nfunction

getPackedOutputSamplingSnippet(\n    outShape: number[], outTexShape: [number, number]): string {\n  switch

(outShape.length) {\n    case 0:\n      return getOutputScalarCoords();\n    case 1:\n      return

getOutputPacked1DCoords(outShape as [number], outTexShape);\n    case 2:\n      return

getOutputPacked2DCoords(outShape as [number, number], outTexShape);\n    case 3:\n      return

getOutputPacked3DCoords(\n          outShape as [number, number, number], outTexShape);\n    default:\n      return

getOutputPackedNDCoords(outShape, outTexShape);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getOutputSamplingSnippet(\n

outShape: number[], outTexShape: [number, number]): string {\n  switch (outShape.length) {\n    case 0:\n      return

getOutputScalarCoords();\n    case 1:\n      return getOutput1DCoords(outShape as [number], outTexShape);\n

case 2:\n      return getOutput2DCoords(outShape as [number, number], outTexShape);\n    case 3:\n      return

getOutput3DCoords(\n          outShape as [number, number, number], outTexShape);\n    case 4:\n      return

getOutput4DCoords(\n          outShape as [number, number, number, number], outTexShape);\n    case 5:\n      return

getOutput5DCoords(\n          outShape as [number, number, number, number, number], outTexShape);\n    case 6:\n

   return getOutput6DCoords(\n          outShape as [number, number, number, number, number, number],\n

outTexShape);\n    default:\n      throw new Error(\n          `${outShape.length}-D output sampling is not yet

supported`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getFloatTextureSampleSnippet(glsl: GLSL): string {\n  return `\n    float

sampleTexture(sampler2D textureSampler, vec2 uv) {\n      return ${glsl.texture2D}(textureSampler, uv).r;\n    }\n
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`;\n}\n\nfunction getFloatTextureSetRSnippet(glsl: GLSL): string {\n  return `\n    void setOutput(float val) {\n

${glsl.output} = vec4(val, 0, 0, 0);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getFloatTextureSetRGBASnippet(glsl: GLSL): string

{\n  return `\n    void setOutput(vec4 val) {\n      ${glsl.output} = val;\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getShaderPrefix(glsl:

GLSL): string {\n  const SHADER_PREFIX = `${glsl.version}\n    precision highp float;\n    precision highp int;\n

precision highp sampler2D;\n    ${glsl.varyingFs} vec2 resultUV;\n    ${glsl.defineOutput}\n    const vec2 halfCR =

vec2(0.5, 0.5);\n\n    struct ivec5\n    {\n      int x;\n      int y;\n      int z;\n      int w;\n      int u;\n    };\n\n    struct

ivec6\n    {\n      int x;\n      int y;\n      int z;\n      int w;\n      int u;\n      int v;\n    };\n\n    uniform float NAN;\n

${glsl.defineSpecialNaN}\n    ${glsl.defineSpecialInf}\n    ${glsl.defineRound}\n\n    int imod(int x, int y) {\n

return x - y * (x / y);\n    }\n\n    int idiv(int a, int b, float sign) {\n      int res = a / b;\n      int mod = imod(a, b);\n

if (sign < 0. && mod != 0) {\n        res -= 1;\n      }\n      return res;\n    }\n\n    //Based on the work of Dave

Hoskins\n    //https://www.shadertoy.com/view/4djSRW\n    #define HASHSCALE1 443.8975\n    float

random(float seed){\n      vec2 p = resultUV * seed;\n      vec3 p3  = fract(vec3(p.xyx) * HASHSCALE1);\n      p3

+= dot(p3, p3.yzx + 19.19);\n      return fract((p3.x + p3.y) * p3.z);\n    }\n\n    ${SAMPLE_1D_SNIPPET}\n

${SAMPLE_2D_SNIPPET}\n    ${SAMPLE_3D_SNIPPET}\n  `;\n\n  return SHADER_PREFIX;\n}\n\nconst

SAMPLE_1D_SNIPPET = `\nvec2 uvFromFlat(int texNumR, int texNumC, int index) {\n  int texR = index /

texNumC;\n  int texC = index - texR * texNumC;\n  return (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) / vec2(texNumC,

texNumR);\n}\nvec2 packedUVfrom1D(int texNumR, int texNumC, int index) {\n  int texelIndex = index / 2;\n  int

texR = texelIndex / texNumC;\n  int texC = texelIndex - texR * texNumC;\n  return (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) /

vec2(texNumC, texNumR);\n}\n`;\n\nconst SAMPLE_2D_SNIPPET = `\nvec2 packedUVfrom2D(int

texelsInLogicalRow, int texNumR,\n  int texNumC, int row, int col) {\n  int texelIndex = (row / 2) *

texelsInLogicalRow + (col / 2);\n  int texR = texelIndex / texNumC;\n  int texC = texelIndex - texR * texNumC;\n

return (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) / vec2(texNumC, texNumR);\n}\n`;\n\nconst SAMPLE_3D_SNIPPET = `\nvec2

packedUVfrom3D(int texNumR, int texNumC,\n    int texelsInBatch, int texelsInLogicalRow, int b,\n    int row, int

col) {\n  int index = b * texelsInBatch + (row / 2) * texelsInLogicalRow + (col / 2);\n  int texR = index /

texNumC;\n  int texC = index - texR * texNumC;\n  return (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) / vec2(texNumC,

texNumR);\n}\n`;\n\nconst SHADER_PACKED_PREFIX = `\n  float getChannel(vec4 frag, vec2 innerDims) {\n

vec2 modCoord = mod(innerDims, 2.);\n    return modCoord.x == 0. ?\n      (modCoord.y == 0. ? frag.r : frag.g) :\n

  (modCoord.y == 0. ? frag.b : frag.a);\n  }\n  float getChannel(vec4 frag, int dim) {\n    float modCoord =

mod(float(dim), 2.);\n    return modCoord == 0. ? frag.r : frag.g;\n  }\n`;\n\nfunction getOutputScalarCoords() {\n

return `\n    int getOutputCoords() {\n      return 0;\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutputPacked1DCoords(\n    shape:

[number], texShape: [number, number]): string {\n  const packedTexShape =\n      [Math.ceil(texShape[0] / 2),

Math.ceil(texShape[1] / 2)];\n  if (packedTexShape[0] === 1) {\n    return `\n      int getOutputCoords() {\n

return 2 * int(resultUV.x * ${packedTexShape[1]}.0);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  if (packedTexShape[1] === 1) {\n

return `\n      int getOutputCoords() {\n        return 2 * int(resultUV.y * ${packedTexShape[0]}.0);\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n\n  return `\n    int getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n

vec2(${packedTexShape[0]}, ${packedTexShape[1]}));\n      return 2 * (resTexRC.x * ${packedTexShape[1]} +

resTexRC.y);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutput1DCoords(\n    shape: [number], texShape: [number, number]):

string {\n  if (texShape[0] === 1) {\n    return `\n      int getOutputCoords() {\n        return int(resultUV.x *

${texShape[1]}.0);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  if (texShape[1] === 1) {\n    return `\n      int getOutputCoords() {\n

return int(resultUV.y * ${texShape[0]}.0);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  return `\n    int getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2

resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n                             vec2(${texShape[0]}, ${texShape[1]}));\n      return

resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutputPacked3DCoords(\n    shape:

[number, number, number], texShape: [number, number]): string {\n  const packedTexShape =\n

[Math.ceil(texShape[0] / 2), Math.ceil(texShape[1] / 2)];\n  const texelsInLogicalRow = Math.ceil(shape[2] / 2);\n

const texelsInBatch = texelsInLogicalRow * Math.ceil(shape[1] / 2);\n\n  return `\n    ivec3 getOutputCoords() {\n

ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n                             vec2(${packedTexShape[0]},

${packedTexShape[1]}));\n      int index = resTexRC.x * ${packedTexShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n\n      int b =

index / ${texelsInBatch};\n      index -= b * ${texelsInBatch};\n\n      int r = 2 * (index / ${texelsInLogicalRow});\n
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   int c = imod(index, ${texelsInLogicalRow}) * 2;\n\n      return ivec3(b, r, c);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction

getOutput3DCoords(\n    shape: [number, number, number], texShape: [number, number]): string {\n  const

coordsFromIndexSnippet =\n      shader_util.getLogicalCoordinatesFromFlatIndex(['r', 'c', 'd'], shape);\n\n  return `\n

  ivec3 getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n                             vec2(${texShape[0]},

${texShape[1]}));\n      int index = resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n

${coordsFromIndexSnippet}\n      return ivec3(r, c, d);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutputPackedNDCoords(\n

shape: number[], texShape: [number, number]): string {\n  const packedTexShape =\n      [Math.ceil(texShape[0] /

2), Math.ceil(texShape[1] / 2)];\n\n  const texelsInLogicalRow = Math.ceil(shape[shape.length - 1] / 2);\n  const

texelsInBatch =\n      texelsInLogicalRow * Math.ceil(shape[shape.length - 2] / 2);\n  let texelsInBatchN =

texelsInBatch;\n  let batches = ``;\n  let coords = 'b, r, c';\n\n  for (let b = 2; b < shape.length - 1; b++) {\n

texelsInBatchN *= shape[shape.length - b - 1];\n    batches = `\n      int b${b} = index / ${texelsInBatchN};\n

index -= b${b} * ${texelsInBatchN};\n    ` + batches;\n    coords = `b${b}, ` + coords;\n  }\n\n  return `\n

ivec${shape.length} getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n

vec2(${packedTexShape[0]}, ${packedTexShape[1]}));\n      int index = resTexRC.x * ${packedTexShape[1]} +

resTexRC.y;\n\n      ${batches}\n\n      int b = index / ${texelsInBatch};\n      index -= b * ${texelsInBatch};\n\n

int r = 2 * (index / ${texelsInLogicalRow});\n      int c = imod(index, ${texelsInLogicalRow}) * 2;\n\n      return

ivec${shape.length}(${coords});\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutput4DCoords(\n    shape: [number, number,

number, number],\n    texShape: [number, number]): string {\n  const coordsFromIndexSnippet =

shader_util.getLogicalCoordinatesFromFlatIndex(\n      ['r', 'c', 'd', 'd2'], shape);\n\n  return `\n    ivec4

getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n        vec2(${texShape[0]}, ${texShape[1]}));\n

  int index = resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n      ${coordsFromIndexSnippet}\n      return ivec4(r, c,

d, d2);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutput5DCoords(\n    shape: [number, number, number, number, number],\n

texShape: [number, number]): string {\n  const coordsFromIndexSnippet =

shader_util.getLogicalCoordinatesFromFlatIndex(\n      ['r', 'c', 'd', 'd2', 'd3'], shape);\n\n  return `\n    ivec5

getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx * vec2(${texShape[0]},\n

${texShape[1]}));\n\n      int index = resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n\n

${coordsFromIndexSnippet}\n\n      ivec5 outShape = ivec5(r, c, d, d2, d3);\n      return outShape;\n    }\n

`;\n}\n\nfunction getOutput6DCoords(\n    shape: [number, number, number, number, number, number],\n

texShape: [number, number]): string {\n  const coordsFromIndexSnippet =

shader_util.getLogicalCoordinatesFromFlatIndex(\n      ['r', 'c', 'd', 'd2', 'd3', 'd4'], shape);\n\n  return `\n    ivec6

getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n        vec2(${texShape[0]}, ${texShape[1]}));\n

  int index = resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n\n      ${coordsFromIndexSnippet}\n\n      ivec6 result =

ivec6(r, c, d, d2, d3, d4);\n      return result;\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutputPacked2DCoords(\n    shape:

[number, number], texShape: [number, number]): string {\n  const packedTexShape =\n      [Math.ceil(texShape[0] /

2), Math.ceil(texShape[1] / 2)];\n  if (util.arraysEqual(shape, texShape)) {\n    return `\n      ivec2 getOutputCoords()

{\n        return 2 * ivec2(resultUV.yx * vec2(${packedTexShape[0]}, ${\n        packedTexShape[1]}));\n      }\n

`;\n  }\n\n  // texels needed to accommodate a logical row\n  const texelsInLogicalRow = Math.ceil(shape[1] / 2);\n\n

/**\n   * getOutputCoords\n   *\n   * resTexRC: The rows and columns of the texels. If you move over one\n   *

texel to the right in the packed texture, you are moving over one column\n   * (not two).\n   *\n   * index: The texel

index\n   */\n  return `\n    ivec2 getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n

vec2(${packedTexShape[0]}, ${packedTexShape[1]}));\n\n      int index = resTexRC.x * ${packedTexShape[1]} +

resTexRC.y;\n      int r = 2 * (index / ${texelsInLogicalRow});\n      int c = imod(index, ${texelsInLogicalRow}) *

2;\n\n      return ivec2(r, c);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutput2DCoords(\n    shape: [number, number], texShape:

[number, number]): string {\n  if (util.arraysEqual(shape, texShape)) {\n    return `\n      ivec2 getOutputCoords() {\n

      return ivec2(resultUV.yx * vec2(${texShape[0]}, ${texShape[1]}));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  if (shape[1] === 1) {\n

return `\n      ivec2 getOutputCoords() {\n        ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n

vec2(${texShape[0]}, ${texShape[1]}));\n        int index = resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n

return ivec2(index, 0);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  if (shape[0] === 1) {\n    return `\n      ivec2 getOutputCoords() {\n
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ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n                               vec2(${texShape[0]}, ${texShape[1]}));\n        int index

= resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n        return ivec2(0, index);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  return `\n    ivec2

getOutputCoords() {\n      ivec2 resTexRC = ivec2(resultUV.yx *\n                             vec2(${texShape[0]},

${texShape[1]}));\n      int index = resTexRC.x * ${texShape[1]} + resTexRC.y;\n      int r = index / ${shape[1]};\n

  int c = index - r * ${shape[1]};\n      return ivec2(r, c);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction

getFlatOffsetUniformName(texName: string): string {\n  return `offset${texName}`;\n}\n\nfunction

getPackedSamplerScalar(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName =

'get' + texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n  const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n  return `\n

vec4 ${funcName}() {\n      return ${glsl.texture2D}(${texName}, halfCR);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction

getSamplerScalar(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' +

texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n  if (inputInfo.shapeInfo.isUniform) {\n    return `float

${funcName}() {return ${texName};}`;\n  }\n  const [texNumR, texNumC] = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  if

(texNumR === 1 && texNumC === 1) {\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}() {\n        return

sampleTexture(${texName}, halfCR);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const [tNumR, tNumC] =

inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const offset = getFlatOffsetUniformName(texName);\n  return `\n    float

${funcName}() {\n      vec2 uv = uvFromFlat(${tNumR}, ${tNumC}, ${offset});\n      return

sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getPackedSampler1D(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n

const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' + texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() +

texName.slice(1);\n  const texShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const packedTexShape =\n

[Math.ceil(texShape[0] / 2), Math.ceil(texShape[1] / 2)];\n  const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n\n  return `\n    vec4

${funcName}(int index) {\n      vec2 uv = packedUVfrom1D(\n        ${packedTexShape[0]},

${packedTexShape[1]}, index);\n      return ${glsl.texture2D}(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction

getSampler1D(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' +

texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n\n  if (inputInfo.shapeInfo.isUniform) {\n    // Uniform

arrays will be less than 65505 (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int index) {\n

${getUniformSampler(inputInfo)}\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const texShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const

tNumR = texShape[0];\n  const tNumC = texShape[1];\n\n  if (tNumC === 1 && tNumR === 1) {\n    return `\n

float ${funcName}(int index) {\n        return sampleTexture(${texName}, halfCR);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  const offset

= getFlatOffsetUniformName(texName);\n  if (tNumC === 1) {\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int index) {\n

    vec2 uv = vec2(0.5, (float(index + ${offset}) + 0.5) / ${tNumR}.0);\n        return sampleTexture(${texName},

uv);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  if (tNumR === 1) {\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int index) {\n        vec2 uv =

vec2((float(index + ${offset}) + 0.5) / ${tNumC}.0, 0.5);\n        return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n      }\n

`;\n  }\n  return `\n    float ${funcName}(int index) {\n      vec2 uv = uvFromFlat(${tNumR}, ${tNumC}, index +

${offset});\n      return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getPackedSampler2D(inputInfo:

InputInfo): string {\n  const shape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const

funcName = 'get' + texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n  const texShape =

inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n\n  const texNumR = texShape[0];\n  const texNumC = texShape[1];\n  const glsl =

getGlslDifferences();\n  if (texShape != null && util.arraysEqual(shape, texShape)) {\n    return `\n      vec4

${funcName}(int row, int col) {\n        vec2 uv = (vec2(col, row) + halfCR) / vec2(${texNumC}.0,

${texNumR}.0);\n\n        return ${glsl.texture2D}(${texName}, uv);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const packedTexShape

=\n      [Math.ceil(texShape[0] / 2), Math.ceil(texShape[1] / 2)];\n  const valuesPerRow = Math.ceil(shape[1] /

2);\n\n  return `\n    vec4 ${funcName}(int row, int col) {\n      vec2 uv = packedUVfrom2D(${valuesPerRow},

${packedTexShape[0]}, ${\n      packedTexShape[1]}, row, col);\n      return ${glsl.texture2D}(${texName}, uv);\n

 }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getSampler2D(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const shape =

inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' +

texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n  const texShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n\n  if

(texShape != null && util.arraysEqual(shape, texShape)) {\n    const texNumR = texShape[0];\n    const texNumC =

texShape[1];\n    return `\n    float ${funcName}(int row, int col) {\n      vec2 uv = (vec2(col, row) + halfCR) /
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vec2(${texNumC}.0, ${texNumR}.0);\n      return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n  `;\n  }\n\n  const

{newShape, keptDims} = util.squeezeShape(shape);\n  const squeezedShape = newShape;\n  if

(squeezedShape.length < shape.length) {\n    const newInputInfo = squeezeInputInfo(inputInfo, squeezedShape);\n

const params = ['row', 'col'];\n    return `\n      ${getSamplerFromInInfo(newInputInfo)}\n      float ${funcName}(int

row, int col) {\n        return ${funcName}(${getSqueezedParams(params, keptDims)});\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  if

(inputInfo.shapeInfo.isUniform) {\n    // Uniform arrays will be less than 65505 (no risk of float16 overflow).\n

return `\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col) {\n        int index = round(dot(vec2(row, col), vec2(${shape[1]},

1)));\n        ${getUniformSampler(inputInfo)}\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const texNumR = texShape[0];\n  const

texNumC = texShape[1];\n  const offset = getFlatOffsetUniformName(texName);\n  if (texNumC === 1) {\n    //

index is used directly as physical (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n    float ${funcName}(int row, int col)

{\n      float index = dot(vec3(row, col, ${offset}), vec3(${shape[1]}, 1, 1));\n      vec2 uv = vec2(0.5, (index + 0.5) /

${texNumR}.0);\n      return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n  `;\n  }\n  if (texNumR === 1) {\n    // index

is used directly as physical (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n    float ${funcName}(int row, int col) {\n

float index = dot(vec3(row, col, ${offset}), vec3(${shape[1]}, 1, 1));\n      vec2 uv = vec2((index + 0.5) /

${texNumC}.0, 0.5);\n      return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n  `;\n  }\n\n  return `\n  float

${funcName}(int row, int col) {\n    // Explicitly use integer operations as dot() only works on floats.\n    int index =

row * ${shape[1]} + col + ${offset};\n    vec2 uv = uvFromFlat(${texNumR}, ${texNumC}, index);\n    return

sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n  }\n`;\n}\n\nfunction getPackedSampler3D(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n

const shape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' +

texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n  const texShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const

packedTexShape =\n      [Math.ceil(texShape[0] / 2), Math.ceil(texShape[1] / 2)];\n\n  if (shape[0] === 1) {\n

const squeezedShape = shape.slice(1);\n    const keptDims = [1, 2];\n    const newInputInfo =

squeezeInputInfo(inputInfo, squeezedShape);\n    const params = ['b', 'row', 'col'];\n    return `\n

${getPackedSamplerFromInInfo(newInputInfo)}\n        vec4 ${funcName}(int b, int row, int col) {\n          return

${funcName}(${getSqueezedParams(params, keptDims)});\n        }\n      `;\n  }\n\n  const texNumR =

packedTexShape[0];\n  const texNumC = packedTexShape[1];\n\n  const valuesPerRow = Math.ceil(shape[2] / 2);\n

const texelsInBatch = valuesPerRow * Math.ceil(shape[1] / 2);\n  const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n\n  return `\n

vec4 ${funcName}(int b, int row, int col) {\n      vec2 uv = packedUVfrom3D(\n        ${texNumR}, ${texNumC},

${texelsInBatch}, ${valuesPerRow}, b, row, col);\n      return ${glsl.texture2D}(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n

`;\n}\n\nfunction getSampler3D(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const shape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n

const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' + texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() +

texName.slice(1);\n  const stride0 = shape[1] * shape[2];\n  const stride1 = shape[2];\n\n  const {newShape,

keptDims} = util.squeezeShape(shape);\n  const squeezedShape = newShape;\n  if (squeezedShape.length <

shape.length) {\n    const newInputInfo = squeezeInputInfo(inputInfo, squeezedShape);\n    const params = ['row',

'col', 'depth'];\n    return `\n        ${getSamplerFromInInfo(newInputInfo)}\n        float ${funcName}(int row, int col,

int depth) {\n          return ${funcName}(${getSqueezedParams(params, keptDims)});\n        }\n      `;\n  }\n\n  if

(inputInfo.shapeInfo.isUniform) {\n    // Uniform arrays will be less than 65505 (no risk of float16 overflow).\n

return `\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth) {\n        int index = round(dot(vec3(row, col, depth),\n

                   vec3(${stride0}, ${stride1}, 1)));\n        ${getUniformSampler(inputInfo)}\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const

texShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const texNumR = texShape[0];\n  const texNumC = texShape[1];\n

const flatOffset = inputInfo.shapeInfo.flatOffset;\n  if (texNumC === stride0 && flatOffset == null) {\n    // texC is

used directly as physical (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n        float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int

depth) {\n          float texR = float(row);\n          float texC = dot(vec2(col, depth), vec2(${stride1}, 1));\n          vec2

uv = (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) /\n                     vec2(${texNumC}.0, ${texNumR}.0);\n          return

sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n        }\n      `;\n  }\n\n  if (texNumC === stride1 && flatOffset == null) {\n    //

texR is used directly as physical (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n    float ${funcName}(int row, int col,

int depth) {\n      float texR = dot(vec2(row, col), vec2(${shape[1]}, 1));\n      float texC = float(depth);\n      vec2 uv

= (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) / vec2(${texNumC}.0, ${texNumR}.0);\n      return sampleTexture(${texName},
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uv);\n    }\n  `;\n  }\n\n  const offset = getFlatOffsetUniformName(texName);\n  return `\n      float ${funcName}(int

row, int col, int depth) {\n        // Explicitly use integer operations as dot() only works on floats.\n        int index =

row * ${stride0} + col * ${stride1} + depth + ${offset};\n        vec2 uv = uvFromFlat(${texNumR}, ${texNumC},

index);\n        return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n      }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getPackedSamplerND(inputInfo:

InputInfo): string {\n  const shape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  const rank = shape.length;\n  const

texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' + texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n

const texShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const packedTexShape =\n      [Math.ceil(texShape[0] / 2),

Math.ceil(texShape[1] / 2)];\n  const texNumR = packedTexShape[0];\n  const texNumC = packedTexShape[1];\n\n

const valuesPerRow = Math.ceil(shape[rank - 1] / 2);\n  let texelsInBatch = valuesPerRow * Math.ceil(shape[rank -

2] / 2);\n  let params = `int b, int row, int col`;\n  let index = `b * ${texelsInBatch} + (row / 2) * ${valuesPerRow} +

(col / 2)`;\n  for (let b = 2; b < rank - 1; b++) {\n    params = `int b${b}, ` + params;\n    texelsInBatch *= shape[rank

- b - 1];\n    index = `b${b} * ${texelsInBatch} + ` + index;\n  }\n  const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n  return `\n

vec4 ${funcName}(${params}) {\n      int index = ${index};\n      int texR = index / ${texNumC};\n      int texC =

index - texR * ${texNumC};\n      vec2 uv = (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) / vec2(${texNumC}, ${texNumR});\n

return ${glsl.texture2D}(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getSampler4D(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n

const shape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n  const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' +

texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n  const stride2 = shape[3];\n  const stride1 = shape[2] *

stride2;\n  const stride0 = shape[1] * stride1;\n\n  const {newShape, keptDims} = util.squeezeShape(shape);\n  if

(newShape.length < shape.length) {\n    const newInputInfo = squeezeInputInfo(inputInfo, newShape);\n    const

params = ['row', 'col', 'depth', 'depth2'];\n    return `\n      ${getSamplerFromInInfo(newInputInfo)}\n      float

${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth, int depth2) {\n        return ${funcName}(${getSqueezedParams(params,

keptDims)});\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  if (inputInfo.shapeInfo.isUniform) {\n    // Uniform arrays will be less than

65505 (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth, int depth2) {\n

  int index = round(dot(vec4(row, col, depth, depth2),\n                          vec4(${stride0}, ${stride1}, ${stride2},

1)));\n        ${getUniformSampler(inputInfo)}\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const flatOffset =

inputInfo.shapeInfo.flatOffset;\n  const texShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const texNumR =

texShape[0];\n  const texNumC = texShape[1];\n\n  if (texNumC === stride0 && flatOffset == null) {\n    // texC is

used directly as physical (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int

depth, int depth2) {\n        float texR = float(row);\n        float texC =\n            dot(vec3(col, depth, depth2),\n

  vec3(${stride1}, ${stride2}, 1));\n        vec2 uv = (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) /\n                   vec2(${texNumC}.0,

${texNumR}.0);\n        return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  if (texNumC === stride2 &&

flatOffset == null) {\n    // texR is used directly as physical (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n      float

${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth, int depth2) {\n        float texR = dot(vec3(row, col, depth),\n

vec3(${shape[1] * shape[2]}, ${shape[2]}, 1));\n        float texC = float(depth2);\n        vec2 uv = (vec2(texC, texR)

+ halfCR) /\n                  vec2(${texNumC}.0, ${texNumR}.0);\n        return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n

}\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const offset = getFlatOffsetUniformName(texName);\n  return `\n    float ${funcName}(int row, int

col, int depth, int depth2) {\n      // Explicitly use integer operations as dot() only works on floats.\n      int index =

row * ${stride0} + col * ${stride1} +\n          depth * ${stride2} + depth2;\n      vec2 uv =

uvFromFlat(${texNumR}, ${texNumC}, index + ${offset});\n      return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n

`;\n}\n\nfunction getSampler5D(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const shape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n

const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' + texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() +

texName.slice(1);\n  const stride3 = shape[4];\n  const stride2 = shape[3] * stride3;\n  const stride1 = shape[2] *

stride2;\n  const stride0 = shape[1] * stride1;\n\n  const {newShape, keptDims} = util.squeezeShape(shape);\n  if

(newShape.length < shape.length) {\n    const newInputInfo = squeezeInputInfo(inputInfo, newShape);\n    const

params = ['row', 'col', 'depth', 'depth2', 'depth3'];\n    return `\n      ${getSamplerFromInInfo(newInputInfo)}\n

float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth, int depth2, int depth3) {\n        return

${funcName}(${getSqueezedParams(params, keptDims)});\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  if (inputInfo.shapeInfo.isUniform)

{\n    // Uniform arrays will be less than 65505 (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int
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row, int col, int depth, int depth2, int depth3) {\n        float index = dot(\n          vec4(row, col, depth, depth2),\n

vec4(${stride0}, ${stride1}, ${stride2}, ${stride3})) +\n          depth3;\n        ${getUniformSampler(inputInfo)}\n

}\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const flatOffset = inputInfo.shapeInfo.flatOffset;\n  const texShape =

inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const texNumR = texShape[0];\n  const texNumC = texShape[1];\n\n  if (texNumC

=== stride0 && flatOffset == null) {\n    // texC is used directly as physical (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return

`\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth, int depth2, int depth3) {\n        int texR = row;\n        float texC

= dot(vec4(col, depth, depth2, depth3),\n                         vec4(${stride1}, ${stride2}, ${stride3}, 1));\n        vec2 uv

= (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) /\n                   vec2(${texNumC}.0, ${texNumR}.0);\n        return

sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  if (texNumC === stride3 && flatOffset == null) {\n    //

texR is used directly as physical (no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col,

int depth, int depth2, int depth3) {\n        float texR = dot(\n          vec4(row, col, depth, depth2),\n

vec4(${shape[1] * shape[2] * shape[3]},\n               ${shape[2] * shape[3]}, ${shape[3]}, 1));\n        int texC =

depth3;\n        vec2 uv = (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) /\n                  vec2(${texNumC}.0, ${texNumR}.0);\n

return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const offset =

getFlatOffsetUniformName(texName);\n  return `\n    float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth, int depth2, int

depth3) {\n      // Explicitly use integer operations as dot() only works on floats.\n      int index = row * ${stride0} +

col * ${stride1} + depth * ${stride2} +\n          depth2 * ${stride3} + depth3 + ${offset};\n      vec2 uv =

uvFromFlat(${texNumR}, ${texNumC}, index);\n      return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n

`;\n}\n\nfunction getSampler6D(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n  const shape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape;\n

const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const funcName = 'get' + texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() +

texName.slice(1);\n\n  const {newShape, keptDims} = util.squeezeShape(shape);\n  if (newShape.length <

shape.length) {\n    const newInputInfo = squeezeInputInfo(inputInfo, newShape);\n    const params = ['row', 'col',

'depth', 'depth2', 'depth3', 'depth4'];\n    return `\n      ${getSamplerFromInInfo(newInputInfo)}\n      float

${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth,\n                    int depth2, int depth3, int depth4) {\n        return

${funcName}(${getSqueezedParams(params, keptDims)});\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const stride4 = shape[5];\n  const

stride3 = shape[4] * stride4;\n  const stride2 = shape[3] * stride3;\n  const stride1 = shape[2] * stride2;\n  const

stride0 = shape[1] * stride1;\n\n  if (inputInfo.shapeInfo.isUniform) {\n    // Uniform arrays will be less than 65505

(no risk of float16 overflow).\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth,\n                  int depth2,

int depth3, int depth4) {\n        int index = round(dot(\n          vec4(row, col, depth, depth2),\n          vec4(${stride0},

${stride1}, ${stride2}, ${stride3})) +\n          dot(\n            vec2(depth3, depth4),\n            vec2(${stride4}, 1)));\n

  ${getUniformSampler(inputInfo)}\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const flatOffset = inputInfo.shapeInfo.flatOffset;\n  const

texShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const texNumR = texShape[0];\n  const texNumC = texShape[1];\n  if

(texNumC === stride0 && flatOffset == null) {\n    // texC is used directly as physical (no risk of float16

overflow).\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth,\n                    int depth2, int depth3, int

depth4) {\n        int texR = row;\n        float texC = dot(vec4(col, depth, depth2, depth3),\n          vec4(${stride1},

${stride2}, ${stride3}, ${stride4})) +\n               float(depth4);\n        vec2 uv = (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) /\n

         vec2(${texNumC}.0, ${texNumR}.0);\n        return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  if

(texNumC === stride4 && flatOffset == null) {\n    // texR is used directly as physical (no risk of float16

overflow).\n    return `\n      float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth,\n                    int depth2, int depth3, int

depth4) {\n        float texR = dot(vec4(row, col, depth, depth2),\n          vec4(${shape[1] * shape[2] * shape[3] *

shape[4]},\n               ${shape[2] * shape[3] * shape[4]},\n               ${shape[3] * shape[4]},\n

${shape[4]})) + float(depth3);\n        int texC = depth4;\n        vec2 uv = (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) /\n

vec2(${texNumC}.0, ${texNumR}.0);\n        return sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n  const

offset = getFlatOffsetUniformName(texName);\n  return `\n    float ${funcName}(int row, int col, int depth,\n

     int depth2, int depth3, int depth4) {\n      // Explicitly use integer operations as dot() only works on floats.\n      int

index = row * ${stride0} + col * ${stride1} + depth * ${stride2} +\n          depth2 * ${stride3} + depth3 *

${stride4} + depth4 + ${offset};\n      vec2 uv = uvFromFlat(${texNumR}, ${texNumC}, index);\n      return

sampleTexture(${texName}, uv);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getUniformSampler(inputInfo: InputInfo): string {\n
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const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const inSize = util.sizeFromShape(inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape);\n\n  if

(inSize < 2) {\n    return `return ${texName};`;\n  }\n  return `\n    for (int i = 0; i < ${inSize}; i++) {\n      if (i ==

index) {\n        return ${texName}[i];\n      }\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getPackedSamplerAtOutputCoords(\n

inputInfo: InputInfo, outShapeInfo: ShapeInfo) {\n  const texName = inputInfo.name;\n  const texFuncSnippet =

texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n  const funcName = 'get' + texFuncSnippet +

'AtOutCoords';\n  const inRank = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape.length;\n  const outRank =

outShapeInfo.logicalShape.length;\n\n  const broadcastDims = getBroadcastDims(\n

inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape, outShapeInfo.logicalShape);\n\n  const type = getCoordsDataType(outRank);\n

const rankDiff = outRank - inRank;\n  let coordsSnippet: string;\n  const fields = ['x', 'y', 'z', 'w', 'u', 'v'];\n\n  if

(inRank === 0) {\n    coordsSnippet = '';\n  } else if (outRank < 2 && broadcastDims.length >= 1) {\n

coordsSnippet = 'coords = 0;';\n  } else {\n    coordsSnippet =\n        broadcastDims.map(d => `coords.${fields[d +

rankDiff]} = 0;`)\n            .join('\\n');\n  }\n  let unpackedCoordsSnippet = '';\n  if (outRank < 2 && inRank > 0) {\n

unpackedCoordsSnippet = 'coords';\n  } else {\n    unpackedCoordsSnippet = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape\n

                        .map((s, i) => `coords.${fields[i + rankDiff]}`)\n                                .join(', ');\n  }\n\n  let output =

`return outputValue;`;\n  const inSize = util.sizeFromShape(inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape);\n  const

isInputScalar = inSize === 1;\n  const outSize = util.sizeFromShape(outShapeInfo.logicalShape);\n  const

isOutputScalar = outSize === 1;\n\n  if (inRank === 1 && !isInputScalar && !isOutputScalar) {\n    output = `\n

return vec4(outputValue.xy, outputValue.xy);\n    `;\n  } else if (isInputScalar && !isOutputScalar) {\n    if (outRank

=== 1) {\n      output = `\n        return vec4(outputValue.x, outputValue.x, 0., 0.);\n      `;\n    } else {\n      output =

`\n        return vec4(outputValue.x);\n      `;\n    }\n  } else if (broadcastDims.length) {\n    const rows = inRank - 2;\n

  const cols = inRank - 1;\n\n    if (broadcastDims.indexOf(rows) > -1 && broadcastDims.indexOf(cols) > -1) {\n

output = `return vec4(outputValue.x);`;\n    } else if (broadcastDims.indexOf(rows) > -1) {\n      output = `return

vec4(outputValue.x, outputValue.y, ` +\n          `outputValue.x, outputValue.y);`;\n    } else if

(broadcastDims.indexOf(cols) > -1) {\n      output = `return vec4(outputValue.xx, outputValue.zz);`;\n    }\n  }\n\n

return `\n    vec4 ${funcName}() {\n      ${type} coords = getOutputCoords();\n      ${coordsSnippet}\n      vec4

outputValue = get${texFuncSnippet}(${unpackedCoordsSnippet});\n      ${output}\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction

getSamplerAtOutputCoords(\n    inputInfo: InputInfo, outShapeInfo: ShapeInfo) {\n  const texName =

inputInfo.name;\n  const texFuncSnippet = texName.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + texName.slice(1);\n  const

funcName = 'get' + texFuncSnippet + 'AtOutCoords';\n  const outTexShape = outShapeInfo.texShape;\n  const

inTexShape = inputInfo.shapeInfo.texShape;\n  const inRank = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape.length;\n  const

outRank = outShapeInfo.logicalShape.length;\n\n  if (!inputInfo.shapeInfo.isUniform && inRank === outRank

&&\n      inputInfo.shapeInfo.flatOffset == null &&\n      util.arraysEqual(inTexShape, outTexShape)) {\n    return

`\n      float ${funcName}() {\n        return sampleTexture(${texName}, resultUV);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  const type

= getCoordsDataType(outRank);\n  const broadcastDims = getBroadcastDims(\n

inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape, outShapeInfo.logicalShape);\n  const rankDiff = outRank - inRank;\n  let

coordsSnippet: string;\n  const fields = ['x', 'y', 'z', 'w', 'u', 'v'];\n\n  if (inRank === 0) {\n    coordsSnippet = '';\n  }

else if (outRank < 2 && broadcastDims.length >= 1) {\n    coordsSnippet = 'coords = 0;';\n  } else {\n

coordsSnippet =\n        broadcastDims.map(d => `coords.${fields[d + rankDiff]} = 0;`)\n            .join('\\n');\n  }\n

let unpackedCoordsSnippet = '';\n  if (outRank < 2 && inRank > 0) {\n    unpackedCoordsSnippet = 'coords';\n  }

else {\n    unpackedCoordsSnippet = inputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape\n                                .map((s, i) =>

`coords.${fields[i + rankDiff]}`)\n                                .join(', ');\n  }\n\n  return `\n    float ${funcName}() {\n

${type} coords = getOutputCoords();\n      ${coordsSnippet}\n      return

get${texFuncSnippet}(${unpackedCoordsSnippet});\n    }\n  `;\n}\n\nexport function getCoordsDataType(rank:

number): string {\n  if (rank <= 1) {\n    return 'int';\n  } else if (rank === 2) {\n    return 'ivec2';\n  } else if (rank

=== 3) {\n    return 'ivec3';\n  } else if (rank === 4) {\n    return 'ivec4';\n  } else if (rank === 5) {\n    return

'ivec5';\n  } else if (rank === 6) {\n    return 'ivec6';\n  } else {\n    throw Error(`GPU for rank ${rank} is not yet

supported`);\n  }\n}\n\n/** Returns a new input info (a copy) that has a squeezed logical shape. */\nfunction

squeezeInputInfo(\n    inInfo: InputInfo, squeezedShape: number[]): InputInfo {\n  // Deep copy.\n  const
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newInputInfo: InputInfo = JSON.parse(JSON.stringify(inInfo));\n  newInputInfo.shapeInfo.logicalShape =

squeezedShape;\n  return newInputInfo;\n}\n\nfunction getSqueezedParams(params: string[], keptDims: number[]):

string {\n  return keptDims.map(d => params[d]).join(', ');\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, Tensor, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {GPGPUContext} from

'./gpgpu_context';\nimport * as shader_compiler from './shader_compiler';\nimport {InputInfo, ShapeInfo} from

'./shader_compiler';\nimport {PackingScheme, TextureData, TextureUsage} from './tex_util';\n\nexport interface

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames: string[];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  /** If true, this

program expects packed input textures. Defaults to false. */\n  packedInputs?: boolean;\n  /** If true, this program

produces a packed texture. Defaults to false. */\n  packedOutput?: boolean;\n  /**\n   * Affects what type of texture

we allocate for the output. Defaults to\n   * `TextureUsage.RENDER`.\n   */\n  outTexUsage?: TextureUsage;\n

/**\n   * The type of scheme to use when packing texels for the output values.\n   * See `PackingScheme` for details.

Defaults to `PackingScheme.SHARED_BATCH`.\n   */\n  outPackingScheme?: PackingScheme;\n}\n\nexport

interface GPGPUBinary {\n  webGLProgram: WebGLProgram;\n  program: GPGPUProgram;\n  uniformLocations:

{[name: string]: WebGLUniformLocation};\n  source: string;\n  inShapeInfos: ShapeInfo[];\n  outShapeInfo:

ShapeInfo;\n  infLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n  nanLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n}\n\nexport interface

TensorData {\n  shape: number[];\n  texData: TextureData;\n  isUniform: boolean;\n  // Available when we decide to

upload as uniform instead of texture.\n  uniformValues?: TypedArray;\n}\n\nexport function compileProgram<T

extends Tensor, K extends Tensor>(\n    gpgpu: GPGPUContext, program: GPGPUProgram, inputs: TensorData[],\n

  output: TensorData): GPGPUBinary {\n  const userCode = program.userCode;\n  const inputInfos: InputInfo[] =

inputs.map((input, i) => {\n    const shapeInfo: ShapeInfo = {\n      logicalShape: input.shape,\n      texShape:

input.isUniform ? null : input.texData.texShape,\n      isUniform: input.isUniform,\n      isPacked: input.isUniform ?

false : input.texData.isPacked,\n      flatOffset: null\n    };\n    if (input.texData != null && input.texData.slice != null

&&\n        input.texData.slice.flatOffset > 0) {\n      shapeInfo.flatOffset = input.texData.slice.flatOffset;\n    }\n

return {name: program.variableNames[i], shapeInfo};\n  });\n  const inShapeInfos = inputInfos.map(x =>

x.shapeInfo);\n  const outShapeInfo: ShapeInfo = {\n    logicalShape: output.shape,\n    texShape:

output.texData.texShape,\n    isUniform: false,\n    isPacked: output.texData.isPacked,\n    flatOffset: null\n  };\n

const source = shader_compiler.makeShader(\n      inputInfos, outShapeInfo, userCode, program.packedInputs);\n\n

const webGLProgram = gpgpu.createProgram(source);\n\n  // Add special uniforms (NAN, INFINITY)\n  let

infLoc: WebGLUniformLocation = null;\n  const nanLoc = gpgpu.getUniformLocation(webGLProgram, 'NAN',

false);\n  if (env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION') === 1) {\n    infLoc =

gpgpu.getUniformLocation(webGLProgram, 'INFINITY', false);\n  }\n\n  // Add user-defined uniforms\n  const

uniformLocations: {[name: string]: WebGLUniformLocation} = {};\n  for (let i = 0; i <

program.variableNames.length; i++) {\n    const varName = program.variableNames[i];\n    const shouldThrow =

false;\n    uniformLocations[varName] =\n        gpgpu.getUniformLocation(webGLProgram, varName,

shouldThrow);\n    uniformLocations[`offset${varName}`] =\n        gpgpu.getUniformLocation(webGLProgram,

`offset${varName}`, shouldThrow);\n  }\n\n  return {\n    program,\n    source,\n    webGLProgram,\n

uniformLocations,\n    inShapeInfos,\n    outShapeInfo,\n    infLoc,\n    nanLoc,\n  };\n}\n\nfunction

validateBinaryAndProgram(\n    shapeInfos: ShapeInfo[], inputs: TensorData[]) {\n  if (shapeInfos.length !==

inputs.length) {\n    throw Error(\n        `Binary was compiled with ${shapeInfos.length} inputs, but ` +\n        `was

executed with ${inputs.length} inputs`);\n  }\n\n  shapeInfos.forEach((s, i) => {\n    const shapeA =

s.logicalShape;\n    const input = inputs[i];\n    const shapeB = input.shape;\n\n    if (!util.arraysEqual(shapeA,
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shapeB)) {\n      throw Error(\n          `Binary was compiled with different shapes than ` +\n          `the current args.

Shapes ${shapeA} and ${shapeB} must match`);\n    }\n    // The input is uploaded as uniform.\n    if (s.isUniform

&& input.isUniform) {\n      return;\n    }\n\n    const texShapeA = s.texShape;\n    const texShapeB =

input.isUniform ? null : input.texData.texShape;\n    if (!util.arraysEqual(texShapeA, texShapeB)) {\n      throw

Error(\n          `Binary was compiled with different texture shapes than the` +\n          ` current args. Shape

${texShapeA} and ${texShapeB} must match`);\n    }\n  });\n}\n\nexport function runProgram<T extends Tensor, K

extends Tensor>(\n    gpgpu: GPGPUContext, binary: GPGPUBinary, inputs: TensorData[],\n    output:

TensorData,\n    customSetup?: (gpgpu: GPGPUContext, webGLProgram: WebGLProgram) =>\n        void): void

{\n  validateBinaryAndProgram(binary.inShapeInfos, inputs);\n  validateBinaryAndProgram([binary.outShapeInfo],

[output]);\n\n  const outTex = output.texData.texture;\n  const outTexShape = output.texData.texShape;\n  if

(output.texData.isPacked) {\n    gpgpu.setOutputPackedMatrixTexture(outTex, outTexShape[0], outTexShape[1]);\n

} else {\n    gpgpu.setOutputMatrixTexture(outTex, outTexShape[0], outTexShape[1]);\n  }\n

gpgpu.setProgram(binary.webGLProgram);\n\n  // Set special uniforms (NAN, INFINITY)\n  if

(env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION') === 1) {\n    if (binary.infLoc !== null) {\n

gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(binary.infLoc, Infinity);\n    }\n  }\n  if (binary.nanLoc !== null) {\n

gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(binary.nanLoc, NaN);\n  }\n\n  // Set user-defined inputs\n  inputs.forEach((input, i) => {\n

const varName = binary.program.variableNames[i];\n    const varLoc = binary.uniformLocations[varName];\n

const varOffsetLoc = binary.uniformLocations[`offset${varName}`];\n\n    if (varLoc == null) {\n      // The

compiler inferred that this variable is not used in this shader.\n      return;\n    }\n\n    if (input.isUniform) {\n      //

Upload the values of the tensor as uniform.\n      if (util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) < 2) {\n

gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(varLoc, input.uniformValues[0]);\n      } else {\n        let vals = input.uniformValues;\n        if

(!(vals instanceof Float32Array)) {\n          vals = new Float32Array(vals);\n        }\n

gpgpu.gl.uniform1fv(varLoc, vals);\n      }\n      return;\n    }\n\n    // If the input was sliced, upload the flat offset

index.\n    if (input.texData.slice != null && varOffsetLoc != null) {\n      gpgpu.gl.uniform1i(varOffsetLoc,

input.texData.slice.flatOffset);\n    }\n\n    gpgpu.setInputMatrixTexture(input.texData.texture, varLoc, i);\n  });\n\n

if (customSetup != null) {\n    customSetup(gpgpu, binary.webGLProgram);\n  }\n

gpgpu.executeProgram();\n}\n\nexport function makeShaderKey(\n    program: GPGPUProgram, inputs:

TensorData[], output: TensorData): string {\n  let keyInputs = '';\n  inputs.concat(output).forEach(x => {\n    const

hasOffset = x.texData != null && x.texData.slice != null &&\n        x.texData.slice.flatOffset > 0;\n    const

texShape = x.isUniform ? 'uniform' : x.texData.texShape;\n    keyInputs +=

`${x.shape}_${texShape}_${hasOffset}`;\n  });\n  const keyUserCode = program.userCode;\n  let key =

program.constructor.name;\n  // Fast string concat. See https://jsperf.com/string-concatenation/14.\n  key += '_' +

keyInputs + '_' + keyUserCode;\n  return key;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport function assertNotComplex(\n    tensor:

TensorInfo|TensorInfo[], opName: string): void {\n  if (!Array.isArray(tensor)) {\n    tensor = [tensor];\n  }\n

tensor.forEach(t => {\n    if (t != null) {\n      util.assert(\n          t.dtype !== 'complex64',\n          () => `${\n

opName} does not support complex64 tensors in the CPU backend.`);\n    }\n  });\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

License);\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS BASIS,\n * WITHOUT
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WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific

language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Abs, AbsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from

'../cpu_util';\n\nexport function simpleAbsImpl(vals: TypedArray): Float32Array {\n  const resultValues = new

Float32Array(vals.length);\n  for (let i = 0; i < vals.length; ++i) {\n    resultValues[i] = Math.abs(vals[i]);\n  }\n

return resultValues;\n}\n\nexport const abs = (args: {inputs: AbsInputs, backend: MathBackendCPU}) => {\n  const

{x} = args.inputs;\n  const cpuBackend = args.backend;\n\n  assertNotComplex(x, 'abs');\n\n  let resultValues = new

Float32Array(util.sizeFromShape(x.shape));\n  const values = cpuBackend.data.get(x.dataId).values as

TypedArray;\n  resultValues = simpleAbsImpl(values);\n\n  return cpuBackend.makeOutput(resultValues, x.shape,

'float32');\n};\n\nexport const absConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Abs,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n

kernelFunc: abs as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DataType, NumericDataType, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {SimpleBinaryKernelImpl, SimpleBinaryOperation} from './binary_types';\n\n/**\n * Template that

creates implementation for binary ops. Supports broadcast.\n */\nexport function createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(op:

SimpleBinaryOperation):\n    SimpleBinaryKernelImpl {\n  return (aShape: number[], bShape: number[], aVals:

TypedArray,\n          bVals: TypedArray, dtype: DataType): [TypedArray, number[]] => {\n    const newShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(aShape, bShape);\n\n    const resultRank = newShape.length;\n    const

resultStrides = util.computeStrides(newShape);\n    const resultSize = util.sizeFromShape(newShape);\n\n    const

result =\n        util.getTypedArrayFromDType(dtype as NumericDataType, resultSize);\n\n    const aRank =

aShape.length;\n    const bRank = bShape.length;\n\n    const aStrides = util.computeStrides(aShape);\n    const

bStrides = util.computeStrides(bShape);\n\n    const aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(aShape,

newShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(bShape, newShape);\n\n    if

(aBroadcastDims.length + bBroadcastDims.length === 0) {\n      for (let i = 0; i < result.length; ++i) {\n

result[i] = op(aVals[i % aVals.length], bVals[i % bVals.length]);\n      }\n    } else {\n      for (let i = 0; i <

result.length; ++i) {\n        const loc = util.indexToLoc(i, resultRank, resultStrides);\n\n        const aLoc = loc.slice(-

aRank);\n        aBroadcastDims.forEach(d => aLoc[d] = 0);\n        const aIndex = util.locToIndex(aLoc, aRank,

aStrides);\n\n        const bLoc = loc.slice(-bRank);\n        bBroadcastDims.forEach(d => bLoc[d] = 0);\n        const

bIndex = util.locToIndex(bLoc, bRank, bStrides);\n\n        result[i] = op(aVals[aIndex], bVals[bIndex]);\n      }\n

}\n\n    return [result, newShape];\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Complex, ComplexInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TypedArray} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\n\nexport function complex(args:

{inputs: ComplexInputs, backend: MathBackendCPU}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n
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const {real, imag} = inputs;\n\n  const realVals = backend.data.get(real.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n  const

imagVals = backend.data.get(imag.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n\n  const complexInfo =

backend.makeTensorInfo(real.shape, 'complex64');\n\n  const complex = backend.data.get(complexInfo.dataId);\n\n

// The complex tensor owns the underlying real and imag tensorInfos, only the\n  // complex tensor tracks refCount,

when complexData is disposed the\n  // underlying tensorData will be disposed.\n  complex.complexTensorInfos =

{\n    real: backend.makeTensorInfo(real.shape, 'float32', realVals),\n    imag: backend.makeTensorInfo(imag.shape,

'float32', imagVals)\n  };\n\n  return complexInfo;\n}\n\nexport const complexConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Complex,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: complex as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from

'../backend_cpu';\nimport {complex} from '../kernels/Complex';\n\n/**\n * Generates a tensorInfo with all zeros

value.\n * @param backend cpu backend.\n * @param shape Shape for the zeros tensor.\n * @param dtype

Optional. If set, the result has this dtype.\n */\nexport function zeros(\n    backend: MathBackendCPU, shape:

number[],\n    dtype: DataType = 'float32'): TensorInfo {\n  if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n    const real =

zeros(backend, shape, 'float32');\n    const imag = zeros(backend, shape, 'float32');\n\n    return complex({inputs:

{real, imag}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(util.sizeFromShape(shape), dtype);\n\n

return backend.makeTensorInfo(shape, dtype, values);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Identity, IdentityInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\n\nexport function identity(\n    args: {inputs:

IdentityInputs, backend: MathBackendCPU}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n\n  backend.incRef(x.dataId);\n\n  return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: x.shape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport

const identityConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Identity,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: identity as

{} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Real, RealInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\n\nexport function real(args: {inputs: RealInputs, backend:

MathBackendCPU}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n\n  const real =

backend.data.get(input.dataId).complexTensorInfos.real;\n  const realVal = backend.data.get(real.dataId).values;\n\n

// When complex tensor is disposed, its underlying parts will be disposed too.\n  // Make new tensor out of the real
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value of the complex. This makes sure the\n  // value is still accessible even if complex tensor is disposed.\n  return

backend.makeTensorInfo(real.shape, real.dtype, realVal);\n}\n\nexport const realConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Real,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: real as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Cast, CastAttrs, CastInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\nimport

{createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl} from '../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {zeros} from '../utils/zeros_impl';\n\nimport

{complex} from './Complex';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {real} from './Real';\n\nexport function

cast(\n    args: {inputs: CastInputs, backend: MathBackendCPU, attrs: CastAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const

{inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dtype} = attrs;\n\n  // Casting to complex64.\n  if

(dtype === 'complex64') {\n    if (x.dtype === 'complex64') {\n      return identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n    }\n\n

  const zerosTensorInfo = zeros(backend, x.shape, x.dtype);\n    const floatX = cast({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs:

{dtype: 'float32'}});\n\n    const result =\n        complex({inputs: {real: floatX, imag: zerosTensorInfo},

backend});\n\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(zerosTensorInfo);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(floatX);\n\n    return result;\n  }\n\n  // Casting from complex64\n  if

(x.dtype === 'complex64') {\n    const realPart = real({inputs: {input: x}, backend});\n    const result = cast({inputs:

{x: realPart}, backend, attrs: {dtype}});\n\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(realPart);\n\n    return

result;\n  }\n\n  if (!util.hasEncodingLoss(x.dtype, dtype)) {\n    // We don't change the underlying data, since we

cast to higher\n    // precision.\n    const result = identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n    return {dataId: result.dataId,

shape: result.shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  if (dtype === 'int32') {\n    const values = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values as

TypedArray;\n    const resultValues = Int32Array.from(values);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo(x.shape, 'int32',

resultValues);\n  }\n\n  if (dtype === 'bool') {\n    // This is essentially the result of notEqual(x, 0). We avoid using\n

  // kernel notEqual to avoid circular dependency, i.e. binary_utils ->\n    // cast -> notEqual -> binary_utils.\n

const xVals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n    const zero = util.toTypedArray([0],

x.dtype);\n\n    const [resultData, resultShape] = createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(\n        (a, b) => (a !== b) ? 1 :

0)(x.shape, [], xVals, zero, 'bool');\n\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo(resultShape, 'bool', resultData);\n  }\n\n

throw new Error(`Error in Cast: failed to cast ${x.dtype} to ${dtype}`);\n}\n\nexport const castConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cast,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: cast as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, KernelFunc, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from

'../cpu_util';\nimport {cast} from '../kernels/Cast';\nimport {complex} from '../kernels/Complex';\n\nimport

{ComplexBinaryKernelImpl, ComplexBinaryOperation, SimpleBinaryKernelImpl} from './binary_types';\n\n/**\n *

Template that creates a `KernelFunc` for binary ops.\n * @param name Kernel name.\n * @param

binaryKernelImpl A `SimpleBinaryKernelImpl` for the kernel.\n * @param binaryKernelComplexImpl Optional. If
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exists, represents a\n *     `ComplexBinaryKernelImpl` for the kernel, will be used when input dtype\n *     is

`complex64`.\n * @param dtype Optional. If set, the result has this dtype. Otherwise, the\n *     result has the same

dtype as the first input. This is mainly used in\n *     comparison kernels, such as Equal, Less, Greater, etc.\n

*/\nexport function binaryKernelFunc(\n    name: string, simpleImpl: SimpleBinaryKernelImpl,\n    complexImpl?:

ComplexBinaryKernelImpl, dtype?: DataType): KernelFunc {\n  if (complexImpl == null) {\n    return ({inputs,

backend}) => {\n      const {a, b} = inputs as BinaryInputs;\n      const cpuBackend = backend as

MathBackendCPU;\n\n      assertNotComplex([a, b], name);\n\n      const aVals =

cpuBackend.data.get(a.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n      const bVals = cpuBackend.data.get(b.dataId).values as

TypedArray;\n\n      const $dtype = dtype || a.dtype;\n\n      const [resultData, resultShape] =\n

simpleImpl(a.shape, b.shape, aVals, bVals, $dtype);\n\n      return cpuBackend.makeTensorInfo(resultShape, $dtype,

resultData);\n    };\n  }\n\n  return ({inputs, backend}) => {\n    const {a, b} = inputs as BinaryInputs;\n    const

cpuBackend = backend as MathBackendCPU;\n\n    if (a.dtype === 'complex64' || b.dtype === 'complex64') {\n

const $aComplex = cast(\n          {inputs: {x: a}, backend: cpuBackend, attrs: {dtype: 'complex64'}});\n\n      const

$aComplexVals = cpuBackend.data.get($aComplex.dataId);\n\n      const aReal =

$aComplexVals.complexTensorInfos.real;\n      const aImag = $aComplexVals.complexTensorInfos.imag;\n\n

const aRealVals =\n          cpuBackend.data.get(aReal.dataId).values as Float32Array;\n      const aImagVals =\n

 cpuBackend.data.get(aImag.dataId).values as Float32Array;\n\n      const $bComplex = cast(\n          {inputs: {x:

b}, backend: cpuBackend, attrs: {dtype: 'complex64'}});\n\n      const $bComplexVals =

cpuBackend.data.get($bComplex.dataId);\n\n      const bReal = $bComplexVals.complexTensorInfos.real;\n

const bImag = $bComplexVals.complexTensorInfos.imag;\n\n      const bRealVals =\n

cpuBackend.data.get(bReal.dataId).values as Float32Array;\n      const bImagVals =\n

cpuBackend.data.get(bImag.dataId).values as Float32Array;\n\n      const [resultRealData, resultImagData,

resultShape] = complexImpl(\n          a.shape, b.shape, aRealVals, aImagVals, bRealVals, bImagVals);\n\n      const

resultReal =\n          cpuBackend.makeTensorInfo(resultShape, 'float32', resultRealData);\n\n      const resultImag

=\n          cpuBackend.makeTensorInfo(resultShape, 'float32', resultImagData);\n\n      const result = complex(\n

 {inputs: {real: resultReal, imag: resultImag}, backend: cpuBackend});\n\n

cpuBackend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo($aComplex);\n

cpuBackend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo($bComplex);\n

cpuBackend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(resultReal);\n

cpuBackend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(resultImag);\n\n      return result;\n    } else {\n      const aVals =

cpuBackend.data.get(a.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n      const bVals = cpuBackend.data.get(b.dataId).values as

TypedArray;\n\n      const $dtype = dtype || a.dtype;\n\n      const [resultData, resultShape] =\n

simpleImpl(a.shape, b.shape, aVals, bVals, $dtype);\n\n      return cpuBackend.makeTensorInfo(resultShape, $dtype,

resultData);\n    }\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Template that creates the complex type implementation for binary ops.\n *

Supports broadcast.\n */\nexport function createComplexBinaryKernelImpl(op: ComplexBinaryOperation):\n

ComplexBinaryKernelImpl {\n  return (aShape: number[], bShape: number[], aRealVals: Float32Array,\n

aImagVals: Float32Array, bRealVals: Float32Array,\n          bImagVals: Float32Array): [TypedArray, TypedArray,

number[]] => {\n    const resultShape = backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(aShape, bShape);\n    const

resultSize = util.sizeFromShape(resultShape);\n    const resultRank = resultShape.length;\n    const resultStrides =

util.computeStrides(resultShape);\n\n    const resultRealVals = util.getTypedArrayFromDType('float32',

resultSize);\n    const resultImagVals = util.getTypedArrayFromDType('float32', resultSize);\n\n    const

aBroadcastDims = backend_util.getBroadcastDims(aShape, resultShape);\n    const bBroadcastDims =

backend_util.getBroadcastDims(bShape, resultShape);\n\n    const aVals =

backend_util.mergeRealAndImagArrays(aRealVals, aImagVals);\n    const bVals =

backend_util.mergeRealAndImagArrays(bRealVals, bImagVals);\n\n    const aRank = aShape.length;\n    const

aStrides = util.computeStrides(aShape);\n\n    const bRank = bShape.length;\n    const bStrides =

util.computeStrides(bShape);\n\n    if (aBroadcastDims.length + bBroadcastDims.length === 0) {\n      for (let i = 0;

i < resultRealVals.length; i++) {\n        const aIdx = i % aVals.length;\n        const bIdx = i % bVals.length;\n\n
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const result =\n            op(aVals[aIdx * 2], aVals[aIdx * 2 + 1], bVals[bIdx * 2],\n               bVals[bIdx * 2 + 1]);\n\n

      resultRealVals[i] = result.real;\n        resultImagVals[i] = result.imag;\n      }\n    } else {\n      for (let i = 0; i <

resultRealVals.length; i++) {\n        const loc = util.indexToLoc(i, resultRank, resultStrides);\n\n        const aLoc =

loc.slice(-aRank);\n        aBroadcastDims.forEach(d => aLoc[d] = 0);\n        const aIndex = util.locToIndex(aLoc,

aRank, aStrides);\n\n        const bLoc = loc.slice(-bRank);\n        bBroadcastDims.forEach(d => bLoc[d] = 0);\n

const bIndex = util.locToIndex(bLoc, bRank, bStrides);\n\n        const opResult =\n            op(aVals[aIndex * 2],

aVals[aIndex * 2 + 1], bVals[bIndex * 2],\n               bVals[bIndex * 2 + 1]);\n\n        resultRealVals[i] =

opResult.real;\n        resultImagVals[i] = opResult.imag;\n      }\n    }\n    return [resultRealVals, resultImagVals,

resultShape];\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Add, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl} from

'../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc, createComplexBinaryKernelImpl} from

'../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const addImpl = createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(((a, b) => a + b));\nexport const

addComplexImpl =\n    createComplexBinaryKernelImpl(((aReal, aImag, bReal, bImag) => {\n      return {real:

aReal + bReal, imag: aImag + bImag};\n    }));\n\nexport const add = binaryKernelFunc(Add, addImpl,

addComplexImpl);\n\nexport const addConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Add,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n

kernelFunc: add\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {buffer, DataType, Rank, TensorBuffer, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport

function bincountImpl(\n    xVals: TypedArray, weightsVals: TypedArray, weightsDtype: DataType,\n

weightsShape: number[], size: number): TypedArray {\n  const weightsSize = util.sizeFromShape(weightsShape);\n

const outVals = util.makeZerosTypedArray(size, weightsDtype) as TypedArray;\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < xVals.length;

i++) {\n    const value = xVals[i];\n    if (value < 0) {\n      throw new Error('Input x must be non-negative!');\n

}\n\n    if (value >= size) {\n      continue;\n    }\n\n    if (weightsSize > 0) {\n      outVals[value] +=

weightsVals[i];\n    } else {\n      outVals[value] += 1;\n    }\n  }\n\n  return outVals;\n}\n\nexport function

bincountReduceImpl<R extends Rank>(\n    xBuf: TensorBuffer<R>, weightsBuf: TensorBuffer<R>, size:

number,\n    binaryOutput = false): TensorBuffer<R> {\n  const numRows = xBuf.shape[0];\n  const numCols =

xBuf.shape[1];\n\n  const outBuf = buffer([numRows, size], weightsBuf.dtype);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < numRows;

i++) {\n    for (let j = 0; j < numCols; j++) {\n      const value = xBuf.get(i, j);\n      if (value < 0) {\n        throw new

Error('Input x must be non-negative!');\n      }\n\n      if (value >= size) {\n        continue;\n      }\n\n      if

(binaryOutput) {\n        outBuf.set(1, i, value);\n      } else {\n        if (weightsBuf.size > 0) {\n

outBuf.set(outBuf.get(i, value) + weightsBuf.get(i, j), i, value);\n        } else {\n          outBuf.set(outBuf.get(i, value)

+ 1, i, value);\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  return outBuf as TensorBuffer<R>;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or
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agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NumericDataType, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {SimpleUnaryImpl,

SimpleUnaryOperation} from './unary_types';\n\n/**\n * Template that creates implementation for unary op.\n

*/\nexport function createSimpleUnaryImpl(op: SimpleUnaryOperation):\n    SimpleUnaryImpl {\n  return (values,

dtype, attrs) => {\n    const newValues =\n        util.getTypedArrayFromDType(dtype as NumericDataType,

values.length);\n    for (let i = 0; i < values.length; ++i) {\n      newValues[i] = op(values[i], attrs);\n    }\n    return

newValues;\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelFunc, TypedArray, UnaryInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from '../cpu_util';\n\nimport

{SimpleUnaryImpl, SimpleUnaryOperation} from './unary_types';\n\n/**\n * Template that creates a `KernelFunc`

for unary ops.\n * @param name Kernel name.\n * @param op A `SimpleUnaryOperation` for the kernel.\n *

@param dtype Optional. If set, the result has this dtype. Otherwise, the\n *     result has the same dtype as the input.

This is mainly used in certain\n *     kernels that return bool type, such as isFinite, isInf, etc.\n */\nexport function

unaryKernelFunc(\n    name: string, op: SimpleUnaryOperation, dtype?: DataType): KernelFunc {\n  return

({inputs, attrs, backend}) => {\n    const {x} = inputs as UnaryInputs;\n    assertNotComplex(x, name);\n    if

(x.dtype === 'string' || dtype === 'string') {\n      throw new Error('unaryKernelFunc does not support string

input/output');\n    }\n\n    const cpuBackend = backend as MathBackendCPU;\n    const values =

cpuBackend.data.get(x.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n    const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n    const

$dtype = dtype || x.dtype;\n    const newValues = util.getArrayFromDType($dtype, xSize);\n    for (let i = 0; i <

xSize; ++i) {\n      newValues[i] = op(values[i], attrs);\n    }\n    return cpuBackend.makeTensorInfo(x.shape,

$dtype, newValues);\n  };\n}\n\n/**\n * Template that creates a `KernelFunc` for unary ops from the given\n *

`SimpleUnaryImpl`..\n * @param name Kernel name.\n * @param unaryImpl A `SimpleUnaryImpl` that

implements the op.\n * @param dtype Optional. If set, the result has this dtype. Otherwise, the\n *     result has the

same dtype as the input. This is mainly used in certain\n *     kernels that return bool type, such as isFinite, isInf,

etc.\n */\nexport function unaryKernelFuncFromImpl(\n    name: string, unaryImpl: SimpleUnaryImpl, dtype?:

DataType): KernelFunc {\n  return ({inputs, attrs, backend}) => {\n    const {x} = inputs as UnaryInputs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, name);\n    if (x.dtype === 'string' || dtype === 'string') {\n      throw new

Error('unaryKernelFunc does not support string input/output');\n    }\n\n    const cpuBackend = backend as

MathBackendCPU;\n    const values = cpuBackend.data.get(x.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n    const $dtype =

dtype || x.dtype;\n    const newValues = unaryImpl(values, $dtype, attrs);\n    return

cpuBackend.makeTensorInfo(x.shape, $dtype, newValues);\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {Ceil, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleUnaryImpl} from

'../utils/unary_impl';\nimport {unaryKernelFuncFromImpl} from '../utils/unary_utils';\n\nexport const ceilImpl =

createSimpleUnaryImpl((xi) => Math.ceil(xi));\nexport const ceil = unaryKernelFuncFromImpl(Ceil,

ceilImpl);\n\nexport const ceilConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Ceil,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc:

ceil,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendValues, DataType, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport

function concatImpl(\n    inputs: Array<{vals: BackendValues, shape: number[]}>, outShape: number[],\n    dtype:

DataType, simplyConcat: boolean): TypedArray|string[] {\n  const outVals = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype,

util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n\n  if (simplyConcat && dtype !== 'string') {\n    // Use built-in TypedArray.set()

method for speed.\n    let offset = 0;\n    inputs.forEach(input => {\n      const size =

util.sizeFromShape(input.shape);\n\n      (outVals as TypedArray).set(input.vals as TypedArray, offset);\n      offset

+= size;\n    });\n  } else {\n    let colOffset = 0;\n\n    inputs.forEach(input => {\n      const decodedData = dtype

=== 'string' ?\n          backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(input.vals as Uint8Array[]) :\n          input.vals as

TypedArray;\n\n      let tIdx = 0;\n\n      for (let row = 0; row < input.shape[0]; ++row) {\n        const resIdx = row *

outShape[1] + colOffset;\n        for (let col = 0; col < input.shape[1]; ++col) {\n          outVals[resIdx + col] =

decodedData[tIdx++];\n        }\n      }\n\n      colOffset += input.shape[1];\n    });\n  }\n\n  return

outVals;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n *

You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless

required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an AS

IS BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See

the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Exp, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleUnaryImpl} from

'../utils/unary_impl';\nimport {unaryKernelFuncFromImpl} from '../utils/unary_utils';\n\nexport const expImpl =

createSimpleUnaryImpl((xi) => Math.exp(xi));\nexport const exp = unaryKernelFuncFromImpl(Exp,

expImpl);\n\nexport const expConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Exp,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc:

exp,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Expm1, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleUnaryImpl} from

'../utils/unary_impl';\nimport {unaryKernelFuncFromImpl} from '../utils/unary_utils';\n\nexport const expm1Impl =

createSimpleUnaryImpl((xi) => Math.expm1(xi));\nexport const expm1 = unaryKernelFuncFromImpl(Expm1,

expm1Impl);\n\nexport const expm1Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Expm1,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n

kernelFunc: expm1,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an AS IS BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Floor, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleUnaryImpl} from

'../utils/unary_impl';\nimport {unaryKernelFuncFromImpl} from '../utils/unary_utils';\n\nexport const floorImpl =

createSimpleUnaryImpl((xi) => Math.floor(xi));\nexport const floor = unaryKernelFuncFromImpl(Floor,

floorImpl);\n\nexport const floorConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Floor,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n

kernelFunc: floor,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {buffer, DataType, Rank, TensorBuffer} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport function

gatherV2Impl<R extends Rank, D extends DataType>(\n    xBuf: TensorBuffer<R, D>, indicesBuf:

TensorBuffer<R, D>,\n    flattenOutputShape: number[]): TensorBuffer<R, D> {\n  const outBuf =

buffer(flattenOutputShape, xBuf.dtype);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n    const newLoc =

outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n\n    const originalLoc: number[] = newLoc.slice();\n    const batchIdx = originalLoc[0];\n

const indicesIdx = originalLoc[2];\n    const indicesIndex = indicesBuf.locToIndex([batchIdx, indicesIdx]);\n

originalLoc[2] = indicesBuf.values[indicesIndex] as number;\n\n    const originalIndex =

xBuf.locToIndex(originalLoc);\n    outBuf.values[i] = xBuf.values[originalIndex];\n  }\n\n  return outBuf as

TensorBuffer<R, D>;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Greater, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl}

from '../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from '../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const greaterImpl =\n

createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl((a: number, b: number) => (a > b) ? 1 : 0);\nexport const greater =\n

binaryKernelFunc(Greater, greaterImpl, null /* complexImpl */, 'bool');\n\nexport const greaterConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Greater,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: greater\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Less} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl} from

'../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from '../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const lessImpl =\n

createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl((a: number, b: number) => (a < b) ? 1 : 0);\nexport const less =\n

binaryKernelFunc(Less, lessImpl, null /* complexImpl */, 'bool');\n\nexport const lessConfig: KernelConfig = {\n
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kernelName: Less,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: less\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport function linSpaceImpl(\n    start: number,

stop: number, num: number): TypedArray {\n  const step = (stop - start) / (num - 1);\n\n  const values =

util.makeZerosTypedArray(num, 'float32');\n  values[0] = start;\n  for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n

values[i] = values[i - 1] + step;\n  }\n\n  return values;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Log} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleUnaryImpl} from

'../utils/unary_impl';\nimport {unaryKernelFuncFromImpl} from '../utils/unary_utils';\n\nexport const logImpl =

createSimpleUnaryImpl((xi) => Math.log(xi));\nexport const log = unaryKernelFuncFromImpl(Log,

logImpl);\n\nexport const logConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Log,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc:

log,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, NumericDataType, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport function

maxImpl(\n    aVals: TypedArray, reduceSize: number, outShape: number[],\n    dtype: DataType): TypedArray {\n

const vals = util.getTypedArrayFromDType(\n      dtype as NumericDataType, util.sizeFromShape(outShape));\n\n

for (let i = 0; i < vals.length; ++i) {\n    const offset = i * reduceSize;\n    let max = aVals[offset];\n    for (let j = 0; j

< reduceSize; ++j) {\n      const value = aVals[offset + j];\n      if (value > max) {\n        max = value;\n      }\n    }\n

vals[i] = max;\n  }\n  return vals;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Maximum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl}

from '../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from '../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const maximumImpl =

createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(\n    ((aValue, bValue) => Math.max(aValue, bValue)));\nexport const maximum =

binaryKernelFunc(Maximum, maximumImpl);\n\nexport const maximumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Maximum,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: maximum\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google
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LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Minimum} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl}

from '../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from '../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const minimumImpl =

createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(\n    ((aValue, bValue) => Math.min(aValue, bValue)));\nexport const minimum =

binaryKernelFunc(Minimum, minimumImpl);\n\nexport const minimumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Minimum,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: minimum\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Multiply} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl}

from '../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc, createComplexBinaryKernelImpl} from

'../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const multiplyImpl =\n    createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(((aValue, bValue) =>

aValue * bValue));\nexport const multiplyComplexImpl =\n    createComplexBinaryKernelImpl(((aReal, aImag,

bReal, bImag) => {\n      return {\n        real: aReal * bReal - aImag * bImag,\n        imag: aReal * bImag + aImag *

bReal\n      };\n    }));\n\nexport const multiply =\n    binaryKernelFunc(Multiply, multiplyImpl,

multiplyComplexImpl);\n\nexport const multiplyConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Multiply,\n

backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: multiply\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Neg, TensorInfo, TypedArray, UnaryInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from

'../cpu_util';\nimport {multiplyImpl} from './Multiply';\n\nexport function negImpl(xVals: TypedArray, xShape:

number[], xDtype: DataType):\n    [TypedArray, number[]] {\n  const minusOne =\n      util.createScalarValue(-1 as

{} as 'float32', xDtype) as TypedArray;\n  return multiplyImpl([], xShape, minusOne, xVals, xDtype);\n}\n\nexport

function neg(args: {inputs: UnaryInputs, backend: MathBackendCPU}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n\n  assertNotComplex(x, 'neg');\n\n  const xVals =

backend.data.get(x.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n  const [res, newShape] = negImpl(xVals, x.shape, x.dtype);\n\n

return backend.makeTensorInfo(newShape, x.dtype, res);\n}\n\nexport const negConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Neg,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: neg as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, NotEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl}

from '../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from '../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const notEqualImpl

=\n    createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(((a, b) => (a !== b) ? 1 : 0));\nexport const notEqual =\n

binaryKernelFunc(NotEqual, notEqualImpl, null /* complexOp */, 'bool');\n\nexport const notEqualConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: NotEqual,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: notEqual\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, NumericDataType, TypedArray} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport function transposeImpl(\n    xVals: TypedArray, xShape: number[], dtype:

DataType, perm: number[],\n    newShape: number[]): TypedArray {\n  const xRank = xShape.length;\n  const xSize

= util.sizeFromShape(xShape);\n  const xStrides = util.computeStrides(xShape);\n  const newStrides =

util.computeStrides(newShape);\n\n  const result = util.getTypedArrayFromDType(\n      dtype as

NumericDataType, util.sizeFromShape(newShape));\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < xSize; ++i) {\n    const loc =

util.indexToLoc(i, xRank, xStrides);\n\n    // Permute location.\n    const newLoc: number[] = new

Array(loc.length);\n    for (let i = 0; i < newLoc.length; i++) {\n      newLoc[i] = loc[perm[i]];\n    }\n\n    const

newIndex = util.locToIndex(newLoc, xRank, newStrides);\n    result[newIndex] = xVals[i];\n  }\n  return

result;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Transpose, TransposeAttrs, TransposeInputs, TypedArray}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from '../backend_cpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex}

from '../cpu_util';\n\nimport {transposeImpl} from './Transpose_impl';\n\nexport function transpose(args: {\n  inputs:

TransposeInputs,\n  attrs: TransposeAttrs,\n  backend: MathBackendCPU\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, attrs,

backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {perm} = attrs;\n\n  assertNotComplex(x, 'transpose');\n\n  const

xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length;

i++) {\n    newShape[i] = x.shape[perm[i]];\n  }\n\n  const values = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values as

TypedArray;\n  const result = transposeImpl(values, x.shape, x.dtype, perm, newShape);\n\n  const dataId =

backend.write(result, newShape, x.dtype);\n  return {dataId, shape: newShape, dtype: x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const

transposeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Transpose,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: transpose as

{} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DataType, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prod, ProdAttrs, ProdInputs, TensorInfo,

TypedArray, upcastType, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU} from

'../backend_cpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from '../cpu_util';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nexport

function prodImpl(\n    xShape: number[], xDtype: DataType, xVals: TypedArray,\n    reductionAxes: number[]):\n

{outVals: TypedArray, outShape: number[], outDtype: DataType} {\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(xShape, reductionAxes);\n  const outDtype = upcastType(xDtype,

'int32');\n  const outVals = util.makeZerosTypedArray(\n                      util.sizeFromShape(outShape), outDtype) as

TypedArray;\n  const reduceSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < outVals.length; ++i) {\n

 const offset = i * reduceSize;\n    let prod = 1;\n    for (let j = 0; j < reduceSize; ++j) {\n      prod *= xVals[offset +

j];\n    }\n    outVals[i] = prod;\n  }\n\n  return {outVals, outShape, outDtype};\n}\n\nexport function prod(\n    args:

{inputs: ProdInputs, backend: MathBackendCPU, attrs: ProdAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n\n  assertNotComplex(x, 'prod');\n\n  const

xRank = x.shape.length;\n  const axes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n\n  const permutation =

backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let reductionAxes = axes;\n  let permutedX = x;\n  const

intermediateTensorInfos = [];\n  if (permutation != null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs:

{perm: permutation}});\n    intermediateTensorInfos.push(permutedX);\n    reductionAxes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(reductionAxes.length, xRank);\n  }\n\n  const xVals =

backend.data.get(permutedX.dataId).values as TypedArray;\n  const {outVals, outShape, outDtype} =\n

prodImpl(permutedX.shape, permutedX.dtype, xVals, reductionAxes);\n\n  let resultShape = outShape;\n  if

(keepDims) {\n    resultShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(outShape, axes);\n  }\n\n

intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(\n      t => backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n\n  return

backend.makeTensorInfo(resultShape, outDtype, outVals);\n}\n\nexport const prodConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Prod,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: prod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataTypeMap, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport function rangeImpl(\n    start: number,

stop: number, step: number,\n    dtype: 'float32'|'int32'): DataTypeMap['float32' | 'int32'] {\n  const sameStartStop =

start === stop;\n  const increasingRangeNegativeStep = start < stop && step < 0;\n  const

decreasingRangePositiveStep = stop < start && step > 1;\n\n  if (sameStartStop || increasingRangeNegativeStep ||\n

  decreasingRangePositiveStep) {\n    return util.makeZerosTypedArray(0, dtype);\n  }\n\n  const numElements =

Math.abs(Math.ceil((stop - start) / step));\n  const values = util.makeZerosTypedArray(numElements, dtype);\n\n  if

(stop < start && step === 1) {\n    // Auto adjust the step's sign if it hasn't been set\n    // (or was set to 1)\n    step = -

1;\n  }\n\n  values[0] = start;\n  for (let i = 1; i < values.length; i++) {\n    values[i] = values[i - 1] + step;\n  }\n

return values;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an AS IS BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Rsqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleUnaryImpl} from

'../utils/unary_impl';\nimport {unaryKernelFuncFromImpl} from '../utils/unary_utils';\n\nexport const rsqrtImpl =

createSimpleUnaryImpl((xi) => 1 / Math.sqrt(xi));\nexport const rsqrt = unaryKernelFuncFromImpl(Rsqrt,

rsqrtImpl);\n\nexport const rsqrtConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Rsqrt,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n

kernelFunc: rsqrt,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BackendValues, buffer, DataType, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Slice, slice_util,

SliceAttrs, SliceInputs, TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendCPU}

from '../backend_cpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from '../cpu_util';\n\nexport function sliceImpl(\n    vals:

BackendValues, begin: number[], size: number[], shape: number[],\n    dtype: DataType): BackendValues {\n  const

isContinous = slice_util.isSliceContinous(shape, begin, size);\n  const length = util.sizeFromShape(size);\n  const

xStrides = util.computeStrides(shape);\n\n  if (isContinous) {\n    const flatOffset =

slice_util.computeFlatOffset(begin, xStrides);\n\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return (vals as

Uint8Array[]).slice(flatOffset, flatOffset + length);\n    }\n\n    return (vals as TypedArray).subarray(flatOffset,

flatOffset + length);\n  }\n\n  const decodedData = dtype === 'string' ?\n

backend_util.fromUint8ToStringArray(vals as Uint8Array[]) :\n      vals as TypedArray;\n\n  const inBuf =

buffer(shape, dtype, decodedData);\n  const outBuf = buffer(size, dtype);\n  for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; ++i) {\n

const outLoc = outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n    const inLoc = outLoc.map((idx: number, j) => idx + begin[j]);\n

outBuf.set(inBuf.get(...inLoc), ...outLoc);\n  }\n\n  if (dtype === 'string') {\n    return

backend_util.fromStringArrayToUint8(outBuf.values as string[]);\n  }\n  return outBuf.values as

TypedArray;\n}\n\nexport function slice(\n    args: {inputs: SliceInputs, backend: MathBackendCPU, attrs:

SliceAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {begin, size} =

attrs;\n\n  assertNotComplex(x, 'slice');\n\n  const [$begin, $size] = slice_util.parseSliceParams(x, begin, size);\n

slice_util.assertParamsValid(x, $begin, $size);\n\n  const vals = backend.data.get(x.dataId).values;\n  const outVals

= sliceImpl(vals, $begin, $size, x.shape, x.dtype);\n  return backend.makeTensorInfo($size, x.dtype,

outVals);\n}\n\nexport const sliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Slice,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n

kernelFunc: slice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, SquaredDifference} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl} from '../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from

'../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const squaredDifferenceImpl = createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(((a, b) => {\n  const

diff = a - b;\n  return diff * diff;\n}));\nexport const squaredDifference =\n    binaryKernelFunc(SquaredDifference,

squaredDifferenceImpl);\n\nexport const squaredDifferenceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

SquaredDifference,\n  backendName: 'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: squaredDifference\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the
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License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {buffer, Rank, TensorBuffer} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport function stridedSliceImpl<R

extends Rank>(\n    outShape: number[], xBuf: TensorBuffer<R>, strides: number[],\n    begin: number[]):

TensorBuffer<R> {\n  const outBuf = buffer(outShape, xBuf.dtype);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < outBuf.size; i++) {\n

const loc = outBuf.indexToLoc(i);\n\n    const newLoc: number[] = new Array(loc.length);\n    for (let j = 0; j <

newLoc.length; j++) {\n      newLoc[j] = loc[j] * strides[j] + begin[j];\n    }\n    outBuf.set(xBuf.get(...newLoc),

...loc);\n  }\n\n  return outBuf as TensorBuffer<R>;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sub} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl} from

'../utils/binary_impl';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc, createComplexBinaryKernelImpl} from

'../utils/binary_utils';\n\nexport const subImpl =\n    createSimpleBinaryKernelImpl(((aValue, bValue) => aValue -

bValue));\nexport const subComplexImpl =\n    createComplexBinaryKernelImpl(((aReal, aImag, bReal, bImag) =>

{\n      return {real: aReal - bReal, imag: aImag - bImag};\n    }));\nexport const sub = binaryKernelFunc(Sub,

subImpl, subComplexImpl);\n\nexport const subConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sub,\n  backendName:

'cpu',\n  kernelFunc: sub\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {buffer, DataType, Rank, TensorBuffer} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\n/**\n * An implementation

of the tile kernel shared between webgl and cpu for string\n * tensors only.\n */\n\nexport function tileImpl<R

extends Rank>(\n    xBuf: TensorBuffer<R, DataType>,\n    reps: number[]): TensorBuffer<R, DataType> {\n  const

newShape: number[] = new Array(xBuf.rank);\n  for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n    newShape[i] =

xBuf.shape[i] * reps[i];\n  }\n  const result = buffer(newShape, xBuf.dtype);\n  for (let i = 0; i < result.values.length;

++i) {\n    const newLoc = result.indexToLoc(i);\n\n    const originalLoc: number[] = new Array(xBuf.rank);\n    for

(let j = 0; j < originalLoc.length; j++) {\n      originalLoc[j] = newLoc[j] % xBuf.shape[j];\n    }\n\n    const

originalIndex = xBuf.locToIndex(originalLoc);\n\n    result.values[i] = xBuf.values[originalIndex];\n  }\n  return

result as TensorBuffer<R, DataType>;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\n/** An implementation of the TopK kernel shared between webgl and cpu. */\n\nimport {buffer,

NumericDataType, Rank, ShapeMap, Tensor, TensorBuffer, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nexport function topKImpl<T extends Tensor, R extends Rank>(\n    x: TypedArray, xShape: number[],

xDtype: NumericDataType, k: number,\n    sorted: boolean):\n    [TensorBuffer<R, NumericDataType>,

TensorBuffer<R, 'int32'>] {\n  // Reshape into a 2d tensor [batch, lastDim] and compute topk along lastDim.\n  const

lastDim = xShape[xShape.length - 1];\n  const [batch, size] = [x.length / lastDim, lastDim];\n  const allTopKVals =

util.getTypedArrayFromDType(xDtype, batch * k);\n  const allTopKIndices =

util.getTypedArrayFromDType('int32', batch * k);\n\n  for (let b = 0; b < batch; b++) {\n    const offset = b * size;\n

 const vals = x.subarray(offset, offset + size);\n    const valAndInd: Array<{value: number, index: number}> = [];\n

for (let i = 0; i < vals.length; i++) {\n      valAndInd.push({value: vals[i], index: i});\n    }\n    valAndInd.sort((a, b)

=> b.value - a.value);\n\n    const outOffset = b * k;\n    const topKVals = allTopKVals.subarray(outOffset,

outOffset + k);\n    const topKIndices = allTopKIndices.subarray(outOffset, outOffset + k);\n    for (let i = 0; i < k;

i++) {\n      topKVals[i] = valAndInd[i].value;\n      topKIndices[i] = valAndInd[i].index;\n    }\n  }\n  // Reshape

back to the original input shape, except that the last\n  // dimension is k.\n  const outputShape = xShape.slice();\n

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1] = k;\n\n  return [\n    buffer(outputShape as ShapeMap[R], xDtype,

allTopKVals),\n    buffer(outputShape as ShapeMap[R], 'int32', allTopKIndices)\n  ];\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BackendValues, DataType, TensorBuffer, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nexport

function uniqueImpl(\n    values: BackendValues, axis: number, shape: number[], dtype: DataType): {\n

outputValues: BackendValues,\n  outputShape: number[],\n  indices: BackendValues\n} {\n  // Normalize and

validate axis.\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, shape)[0];\n\n  // Calculate the new shape that is suitable for

extracting data along the\n  // given axis.\n  //\n  // The rank is 3.\n  // The size of the 1st dimension is the size of all

the axes < the given axis.\n  // The size of the 2nd dimension is the same as the size of the given axis.\n  // The size

of the 3rd dimension is the size of all the axes > the given axis.\n  //\n  // For example, for a 4D tensor with

shape=[2, 3, 5, 4] and axis=2, the\n  // newShape would be: [2*3, 5, 4].\n  //\n  // Note that this is not the final output

shape. This will be the shape for an\n  // intermediate TensorBuffer (see inputBuffer below) to allow us to extract\n

// values along the given axis. To demonstrate how it works, consider the\n  // following example:\n  //\n  // Input: a

3D tensor, with shape [1, 2, 3]\n  // [\n  //   [\n  //      [1,2,3],\n  //      [4,5,6]\n  //   ]\n  // ]\n  // Axis: 2 (the last axis).\n

// Along axis 2, we expect to extract 3 tensors: [1,4], [2,5], [3,6].\n  //\n  // For this example, newShape would be: [2,

3, 1], where 2 is calculated from\n  // 1*2. The re-shaped data would look like:\n  //\n  // [\n  //   [\n  //     [1], [2],

[3]\n  //   ],\n  //   [\n  //     [4], [5], [6]\n  //   ]\n  // ]\n  //\n  // Then, we can construct a 3-level nested loop by the

following dimension\n  // order to extract the values along the axis (dimension1):\n  // i: dimension1       // 0,1,2

(newShape[1])\n  //   m: dimension0     // 0,1   (newShape[0])\n  //     n: dimension2   // 0     (newShape[2])\n  //\n  //

                   m, i, n\n  //                      ---------\n  // Iteration 0: data at [0, 0, 0] => \"1\"\n  // Iteration 1: data at [1, 0, 0]

=> \"4\"\n  // We got [1,4].\n  // Iteration 2: data at [0, 1, 0] => \"2\"\n  // Iteration 3: data at [1, 1, 0] => \"5\"\n  // We

got [2,5].\n  // Iteration 4: data at [0, 2, 0] => \"3\"\n  // Iteration 5: data at [1, 2, 0] => \"6\"\n  // We got [3,6].\n

const newShape = [1, shape[0], 1];\n  for (let i = 0; i < $axis; i++) {\n    newShape[0] *= shape[i];\n  }\n

newShape[1] = shape[$axis];\n  for (let i = $axis + 1; i < shape.length; i++) {\n    newShape[2] *= shape[i];\n  }\n\n

// A map from unique elements (their string representations) to their values\n  // in \"indices\" (below).\n  const

uniqueElements: {[key: string]: number} = {};\n  // The indices of each unique element in the original tensor along

the given\n  // axis. It is 1D and has the same size as the given axis.\n  const indices = new

Int32Array(shape[$axis]);\n  // Create a buffer so we can easily extract value at a given location.\n  const
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inputBuffer = new TensorBuffer(newShape, dtype, values as TypedArray);\n  // The indices along the given axis

that have unique elements. This is a\n  // de-duped version of \"indices\" above.\n  const uniqueIndices: number[] =

[];\n  const is1DTensor = newShape[0] === 1 && newShape[2] === 1;\n  for (let i = 0; i < shape[$axis]; i++) {\n

// Extract values along the axis.\n    let element: string;\n    if (is1DTensor) {\n      // Fast path for 1D tensor input.\n

  element = values[i].toString();\n    } else {\n      const axisValues = [];\n      for (let m = 0; m < newShape[0]; m++)

{\n        for (let n = 0; n < newShape[2]; n++) {\n          axisValues.push(inputBuffer.get(m, i, n));\n        }\n      }\n

 element = axisValues.join(',');\n    }\n\n    // Dedup and update various indices.\n    if (uniqueElements[element] !==

undefined) {\n      indices[i] = uniqueElements[element];\n    } else {\n      const uniqueIndex =

Object.keys(uniqueElements).length;\n      uniqueElements[element] = uniqueIndex;\n      indices[i] =

uniqueIndex;\n      uniqueIndices.push(i);\n    }\n  }\n\n  // Now we know where each of the unique elements are

located along the axis\n  // (uniqueIndices). Extract them from input buffer and store them in the\n  // output

buffer.\n  const outputTmpShape = newShape.slice();\n  outputTmpShape[1] =

Object.keys(uniqueElements).length;\n  const outputBuffer = new TensorBuffer(outputTmpShape, dtype);\n

uniqueIndices.forEach((uniqueElementIndex, i) => {\n    for (let m = 0; m < newShape[0]; m++) {\n      for (let n =

0; n < newShape[2]; n++) {\n        outputBuffer.set(inputBuffer.get(m, uniqueElementIndex, n), m, i, n);\n      }\n

}\n  });\n\n  // The output shape can be calculated from the input shape with the size of\n  // the given axis replaced

by the number of unique elements along that axis.\n  const outputShape = shape.slice();\n  outputShape[$axis] =

outputTmpShape[1];\n\n  return {\n    outputValues: outputBuffer.values as BackendValues,\n    outputShape,\n

indices,\n  };\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Shared functionality among backends.\nexport {simpleAbsImpl} from './kernels/Abs';\nexport {addImpl}

from './kernels/Add';\nexport {bincountImpl, bincountReduceImpl} from './kernels/Bincount_impl';\nexport

{ceilImpl} from './kernels/Ceil';\nexport {concatImpl} from './kernels/Concat_impl';\nexport {expImpl} from

'./kernels/Exp';\nexport {expm1Impl} from './kernels/Expm1';\nexport {floorImpl} from './kernels/Floor';\nexport

{gatherV2Impl} from './kernels/GatherV2_impl';\nexport {greaterImpl} from './kernels/Greater';\nexport {lessImpl}

from './kernels/Less';\nexport {linSpaceImpl} from './kernels/LinSpace_impl';\nexport {logImpl} from

'./kernels/Log';\nexport {maxImpl} from './kernels/Max_impl';\nexport {maximumImpl} from

'./kernels/Maximum';\nexport {minimumImpl} from './kernels/Minimum';\nexport {multiplyImpl} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nexport {negImpl} from './kernels/Neg';\nexport {notEqualImpl} from

'./kernels/NotEqual';\nexport {prodImpl} from './kernels/Prod';\nexport {rangeImpl} from

'./kernels/Range_impl';\nexport {rsqrtImpl} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nexport {sliceImpl} from

'./kernels/Slice';\nexport {squaredDifferenceImpl} from './kernels/SquaredDifference';\nexport {stridedSliceImpl}

from './kernels/StridedSlice_impl';\nexport {subImpl} from './kernels/Sub';\nexport {tileImpl} from

'./kernels/Tile_impl';\nexport {topKImpl} from './kernels/TopK_impl';\nexport {transposeImpl} from

'./kernels/Transpose_impl';\nexport {uniqueImpl} from './kernels/Unique_impl';\nexport

{ComplexBinaryKernelImpl, SimpleBinaryKernelImpl} from './utils/binary_types';\n","\n/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Import shared functionality from tfjs-backend-cpu without triggering\n// side effects.\n// tslint:disable-next-

line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as shared from '@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu/dist/shared';\n// tslint:disable-

next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport {SimpleBinaryKernelImpl} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-

cpu/dist/shared';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport {SimpleUnaryImpl} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu/dist/utils/unary_types';\n\nexport type SimpleBinaryKernelImplCPU =

SimpleBinaryKernelImpl;\nexport type SimpleUnaryKernelImplCPU = SimpleUnaryImpl;\nconst {\n  addImpl:

addImplCPU,\n  bincountImpl: bincountImplCPU,\n  bincountReduceImpl: bincountReduceImplCPU,\n  ceilImpl:

ceilImplCPU,\n  concatImpl: concatImplCPU,\n  expImpl: expImplCPU,\n  expm1Impl: expm1ImplCPU,\n

floorImpl: floorImplCPU,\n  gatherV2Impl: gatherV2ImplCPU,\n  greaterImpl: greaterImplCPU,\n  lessImpl:

lessImplCPU,\n  linSpaceImpl: linSpaceImplCPU,\n  logImpl: logImplCPU,\n  maxImpl: maxImplCPU,\n

maximumImpl: maximumImplCPU,\n  minimumImpl: minimumImplCPU,\n  multiplyImpl: multiplyImplCPU,\n

negImpl: negImplCPU,\n  prodImpl: prodImplCPU,\n  rangeImpl: rangeImplCPU,\n  rsqrtImpl: rsqrtImplCPU,\n

simpleAbsImpl: simpleAbsImplCPU,\n  sliceImpl: sliceImplCPU,\n  stridedSliceImpl: stridedSliceImplCPU,\n

subImpl: subImplCPU,\n  tileImpl: tileImplCPU,\n  topKImpl: topKImplCPU,\n  transposeImpl:

transposeImplCPU,\n  uniqueImpl: uniqueImplCPU,\n} = shared;\n\nexport {\n  addImplCPU,\n

bincountImplCPU,\n  bincountReduceImplCPU,\n  ceilImplCPU,\n  concatImplCPU,\n  expImplCPU,\n

expm1ImplCPU,\n  floorImplCPU,\n  gatherV2ImplCPU,\n  greaterImplCPU,\n  lessImplCPU,\n

linSpaceImplCPU,\n  logImplCPU,\n  maxImplCPU,\n  maximumImplCPU,\n  minimumImplCPU,\n

multiplyImplCPU,\n  negImplCPU,\n  prodImplCPU,\n  simpleAbsImplCPU,\n  sliceImplCPU,\n

stridedSliceImplCPU,\n  subImplCPU,\n  rangeImplCPU,\n  rsqrtImplCPU,\n  tileImplCPU,\n  topKImplCPU,\n

transposeImplCPU,\n  uniqueImplCPU,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport function getVecChannels(name: string, rank: number): string[] {\n  return ['x', 'y', 'z', 'w', 'u', 'v'].slice(0,

rank).map(d => `${name}.${d}`);\n}\n\nexport function getChannels(name: string, rank: number): string[] {\n  if

(rank === 1) {\n    return [name];\n  }\n  return getVecChannels(name, rank);\n}\n\nexport function

getSourceCoords(rank: number, dims: string[]): string {\n  if (rank === 1) {\n    return 'rc';\n  }\n\n  let coords = '';\n

for (let i = 0; i < rank; i++) {\n    coords += dims[i];\n    if (i < rank - 1) {\n      coords += ',';\n    }\n  }\n  return

coords;\n}","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport

{getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class PackProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n

variableNames = ['A'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  packedInputs = false;\n  packedOutput =

true;\n\n  constructor(\n      outputShape:\n          number[]) {  //

TODO(https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/893):\n                       // Only input / output 3D tensors.\n

this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    const rank = outputShape.length;\n\n    if (rank === 0) {\n      this.userCode =
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`\n        void main() {\n          setOutput(vec4(getA(), 0., 0., 0.));\n        }\n      `;\n    } else {\n      const channels =

getChannels('rc', rank);\n      const dtype = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n      const outOfBoundsCondition =\n

getOutOfBoundsCondition(rank, outputShape, channels);\n      const setup = getSetup(\n          rank,

outputShape[outputShape.length - 1],\n          outputShape[outputShape.length - 2], channels);\n      const output =

getOutput(outputShape, channels);\n\n      this.userCode = `\n        void main() {\n          ${dtype} rc =

getOutputCoords();\n\n          if(${outOfBoundsCondition}) {\n            setOutput(vec4(0));\n          } else {\n

${setup}\n\n            setOutput(vec4(${output}));\n          }\n        }\n      `;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

getSourceCoordsArr(rank: number, dims: string[]): string[] {\n  const coords = [];\n\n  for (let row = 0; row <= 1;

row++) {\n    for (let col = 0; col <= 1; col++) {\n      let coord = `${row === 0 ? 'r' : 'rp1'}, ${col === 0 ? 'c' :

'cp1'}`;\n\n      for (let d = 2; d < rank; d++) {\n        coord = `${dims[dims.length - 1 - d]},` + coord;\n      }\n\n

coords.push(coord);\n    }\n  }\n  return coords;\n}\n\nfunction getOutOfBoundsCondition(\n    rank: number, shape:

number[], dims: string[]): string {\n  if (rank === 1) {\n    return `rc > ${shape[0]}`;\n  }\n\n  let cond = '';\n  for (let

i = rank - 2; i < rank; i++) {\n    cond += `${dims[i]} >= ${shape[i]}`;\n    if (i < rank - 1) {\n      cond += '||';\n    }\n

}\n\n  return cond;\n}\n\nfunction getSetup(\n    rank: number, cols: number, rows: number, dims: string[]): string

{\n  if (rank === 1) {\n    return '';\n  }\n\n  const innerDims = dims.slice(-2);\n\n  return `\n    int r =

${innerDims[0]};\n    int c = ${innerDims[1]};\n    int rp1 = r + 1;\n    int cp1 = c + 1;\n\n    bool cEdge = cp1 >=

${cols};\n    bool rEdge = rp1 >= ${rows};\n  `;\n}\n\nfunction getOutput(shape: number[], dims: string[]): string

{\n  const rank = shape.length;\n  const sourceCoords = getSourceCoordsArr(rank, dims);\n  if (rank === 1) {\n

return `getA(rc),\n            rc + 1 >= ${shape[0]} ? 0. : getA(rc + 1),\n            0, 0`;\n  }\n\n  return

`getA(${sourceCoords[0]}),\n          cEdge ? 0. : getA(${sourceCoords[1]}),\n          rEdge ? 0. :

getA(${sourceCoords[2]}),\n          rEdge || cEdge ? 0. : getA(${sourceCoords[3]})`;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport * as shader_util from

'./shader_compiler_util';\n\nexport class ReshapePackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames =

['A'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(outputShape: [number, number, number], inputShape: [\n    number, number, number\n  ]) {\n

this.outputShape = outputShape;\n\n    let mainLoop = ``;\n    for (let i = 0; i < 4; i++) {\n      let thisRC = `thisRC =

rc;`;\n      if (i % 2 === 1) {\n        thisRC += `thisRC.z += 1;`;\n      }\n      if (i > 1) {\n        thisRC += `thisRC.y +=

1;`;\n      }\n\n      mainLoop += `\n        ${thisRC}\n        ${i > 0 ? `if(thisRC.y < rows && thisRC.z < cols){` : ''}\n

       int flatIndex = getFlatIndex(thisRC);\n\n          ivec3 inputRC =

inputCoordsFromReshapedOutCoords(flatIndex);\n          vec2 inputRCInnerDims =

vec2(float(inputRC.y),float(inputRC.z));\n\n          result[${i}] =\n            getChannel(getA(inputRC.x, inputRC.y,

inputRC.z), inputRCInnerDims);\n        ${i > 0 ? '}' : ''}\n      `;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n

${getReshapedInputCoords(inputShape)}\n      ${shader_util.getFlatIndexFrom3D(outputShape)}\n\n      void

main() {\n        ivec3 rc = getOutputCoords();\n\n        vec4 result = vec4(0.);\n\n        ivec3 thisRC;\n        int rows =

${outputShape[1]};\n        int cols = ${outputShape[2]};\n\n        ${mainLoop}\n\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n

`;\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getReshapedInputCoords(shape: [number, number, number]): string {\n  const

coordsFromIndexSnippet =\n      shader_util.getLogicalCoordinatesFromFlatIndex(['r', 'c', 'd'], shape);\n\n  return `\n

  ivec3 inputCoordsFromReshapedOutCoords(int index) {\n      ${coordsFromIndexSnippet}\n      return ivec3(r, c,

d);\n    }\n  `;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport

{getInternalFormatForFloat16MatrixTexture, getInternalFormatForFloat16PackedMatrixTexture,

getInternalFormatForFloat32MatrixTexture, getInternalFormatForPackedMatrixTexture,

getInternalFormatForUnsignedBytesMatrixTexture} from './gpgpu_util';\nimport

{getPackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight, getUnpackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight, PhysicalTextureType,

TextureConfig, TextureUsage} from './tex_util';\n\nexport class TextureManager {\n  private numUsedTextures =

0;\n  private numFreeTextures = 0;\n  private _numBytesAllocated = 0;\n  private _numBytesFree = 0;  // How many

bytes that have been allocated\n                              // are available for reuse.\n  private freeTextures: {[shape: string]:

WebGLTexture[]} = {};\n  private logEnabled = false;\n  private usedTextures: {[shape: string]: WebGLTexture[]}

= {};\n\n  constructor(private gpgpu: GPGPUContext) {}\n\n  acquireTexture(\n      shapeRC: [number, number],

usage: TextureUsage,\n      isPacked: boolean): WebGLTexture {\n    const physicalTexType =

getPhysicalFromLogicalTextureType(usage, isPacked);\n\n    const shapeKey =

getKeyFromTextureShape(shapeRC, physicalTexType, isPacked);\n    if (!(shapeKey in this.freeTextures)) {\n

this.freeTextures[shapeKey] = [];\n    }\n    if (!(shapeKey in this.usedTextures)) {\n

this.usedTextures[shapeKey] = [];\n    }\n\n    const texBytes = computeBytes(\n        shapeRC, physicalTexType,

this.gpgpu.gl, this.gpgpu.textureConfig,\n        isPacked);\n\n    if (this.freeTextures[shapeKey].length > 0) {\n

this.numFreeTextures--;\n      this.numUsedTextures++;\n      this._numBytesFree -= texBytes;\n      this.log();\n

const newTexture = this.freeTextures[shapeKey].shift();\n      this.usedTextures[shapeKey].push(newTexture);\n

return newTexture;\n    }\n\n    let newTexture: WebGLTexture;\n    if (physicalTexType ===

PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_2X2_FLOAT32) {\n      newTexture =

this.gpgpu.createPackedMatrixTexture(shapeRC[0], shapeRC[1]);\n    } else if (physicalTexType ===

PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_2X2_FLOAT16) {\n      newTexture =\n

this.gpgpu.createFloat16PackedMatrixTexture(shapeRC[0], shapeRC[1]);\n    } else if (physicalTexType ===

PhysicalTextureType.UNPACKED_FLOAT32) {\n      newTexture =\n

this.gpgpu.createFloat32MatrixTexture(shapeRC[0], shapeRC[1]);\n    } else if (physicalTexType ===

PhysicalTextureType.UNPACKED_FLOAT16) {\n      newTexture =\n

this.gpgpu.createFloat16MatrixTexture(shapeRC[0], shapeRC[1]);\n    } else if (\n        physicalTexType ===

PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_4X1_UNSIGNED_BYTE) {\n      newTexture =\n

this.gpgpu.createUnsignedBytesMatrixTexture(shapeRC[0], shapeRC[1]);\n    }\n

this.usedTextures[shapeKey].push(newTexture);\n\n    this.numUsedTextures++;\n    this._numBytesAllocated +=

texBytes;\n    this.log();\n\n    return newTexture;\n  }\n\n  releaseTexture(\n      texture: WebGLTexture, shape:

[number, number],\n      logicalTexType: TextureUsage, isPacked: boolean): void {\n    if (this.freeTextures == null)

{\n      // Already disposed.\n      return;\n    }\n    const physicalTexType =\n

getPhysicalFromLogicalTextureType(logicalTexType, isPacked);\n    const shapeKey =

getKeyFromTextureShape(shape, physicalTexType, isPacked);\n    if (!(shapeKey in this.freeTextures)) {\n

this.freeTextures[shapeKey] = [];\n    }\n\n    const texBytes = computeBytes(\n        shape, physicalTexType,

this.gpgpu.gl, this.gpgpu.textureConfig,\n        isPacked);\n    const deleteTexThreshold =

env().get('WEBGL_DELETE_TEXTURE_THRESHOLD');\n    if (deleteTexThreshold !== -1 &&\n

this._numBytesAllocated > deleteTexThreshold) {\n      this.gpgpu.deleteMatrixTexture(texture);\n

this._numBytesAllocated -= texBytes;\n    } else {\n      this.freeTextures[shapeKey].push(texture);\n

this.numFreeTextures++;\n      this._numBytesFree += texBytes;\n    }\n\n    this.numUsedTextures--;\n\n    const

texList = this.usedTextures[shapeKey];\n    const texIndex = texList.indexOf(texture);\n    if (texIndex < 0) {\n

throw new Error(\n          'Cannot release a texture that was never provided by this ' +\n          'texture manager');\n
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}\n    texList.splice(texIndex, 1);\n    this.log();\n  }\n\n  private log() {\n    if (!this.logEnabled) {\n      return;\n

}\n    const total = this.numFreeTextures + this.numUsedTextures;\n    console.log(\n        'Free/Used',

`${this.numFreeTextures} / ${this.numUsedTextures}`,\n        `(${total})`);\n    const freeRatio =

this._numBytesFree / this._numBytesAllocated;\n    console.log(`Bytes allocated: ${this._numBytesAllocated}`);\n

console.log(`Bytes unused: ${this._numBytesFree} (${\n        Math.round(100 * freeRatio)}%)`);\n  }\n\n  get

numBytesAllocated(): number {\n    return this._numBytesAllocated;\n  }\n\n  get numBytesFree(): number {\n

return this._numBytesFree;\n  }\n\n  getNumUsedTextures(): number {\n    return this.numUsedTextures;\n  }\n\n

getNumFreeTextures(): number {\n    return this.numFreeTextures;\n  }\n\n  dispose() {\n    if (this.freeTextures ==

null) {\n      // Already disposed.\n      return;\n    }\n    for (const texShape in this.freeTextures) {\n

this.freeTextures[texShape].forEach(tex => {\n        this.gpgpu.deleteMatrixTexture(tex);\n      });\n    }\n    for

(const texShape in this.usedTextures) {\n      this.usedTextures[texShape].forEach(tex => {\n

this.gpgpu.deleteMatrixTexture(tex);\n      });\n    }\n    this.freeTextures = null;\n    this.usedTextures = null;\n

this.numUsedTextures = 0;\n    this.numFreeTextures = 0;\n    this._numBytesAllocated = 0;\n

this._numBytesFree = 0;\n  }\n}\n\nfunction numBytesForInternalFormat(\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext,

internalFormat: number): number {\n  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n  const glany = gl as any;\n  if

(internalFormat === glany.R32F) {\n    return 4;\n  } else if (internalFormat === glany.R16F) {\n    return 2;\n  }

else if (internalFormat === glany.RGBA32F) {\n    return 16;\n  } else if (internalFormat === gl.RGBA) {\n

return 16;\n  } else if (internalFormat === glany.RGBA16F) {\n    return 8;\n  }\n  throw new Error(`Unknown

internal format ${internalFormat}`);\n}\n\nexport function computeBytes(\n    shape: [number, number],

physicalTexType: PhysicalTextureType,\n    gl: WebGLRenderingContext, textureConfig: TextureConfig,\n

isPacked: boolean): number {\n  // It is not possible to infer packed status from the texture type because\n  //

depending on the textureConfig, different  texture types may resolve to the\n  // same internal format (e.g. in

WebGL1, the internal format for\n  // UNPACKED_FLOAT16 textures is gl.RGBA). Therefore we pass in

`isPacked`\n  // explicitly.\n  const internalFormat =\n      internalFormatForPhysicalTexType(physicalTexType,

textureConfig);\n\n  let numElements: number;\n  if (isPacked) {\n    const [packedWidth, packedHeight] =\n

getPackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(shape[0], shape[1]);\n    numElements = packedWidth *

packedHeight;\n\n  } else {\n    const [width, height] =\n

getUnpackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(shape[0], shape[1]);\n    numElements = width * height;\n  }\n\n

const bytesPerElement = numBytesForInternalFormat(gl, internalFormat);\n  return numElements *

bytesPerElement;\n}\n\nfunction internalFormatForPhysicalTexType(\n    physicalTexType:

PhysicalTextureType,\n    textureConfig: TextureConfig): number {\n  switch (physicalTexType) {\n    case

PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_2X2_FLOAT32:\n      return

getInternalFormatForPackedMatrixTexture(textureConfig);\n    case

PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_2X2_FLOAT16:\n      return

getInternalFormatForFloat16PackedMatrixTexture(textureConfig);\n    case

PhysicalTextureType.UNPACKED_FLOAT32:\n      return

getInternalFormatForFloat32MatrixTexture(textureConfig);\n    case

PhysicalTextureType.UNPACKED_FLOAT16:\n      return

getInternalFormatForFloat16MatrixTexture(textureConfig);\n    case

PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_4X1_UNSIGNED_BYTE:\n      return

getInternalFormatForUnsignedBytesMatrixTexture(textureConfig);\n    default:\n      throw new Error(`Unknown

physical texture type ${physicalTexType}`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getPhysicalTextureForRendering(isPacked:

boolean):\n    PhysicalTextureType {\n  if (env().getBool('WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_ENABLED')) {\n    if

(isPacked) {\n      return PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_2X2_FLOAT32;\n    }\n    return

PhysicalTextureType.UNPACKED_FLOAT32;\n  }\n\n  if (isPacked) {\n    return

PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_2X2_FLOAT16;\n  }\n  return

PhysicalTextureType.UNPACKED_FLOAT16;\n}\n\nfunction getPhysicalFromLogicalTextureType(\n

logicalTexType: TextureUsage, isPacked: boolean): PhysicalTextureType {\n  if (logicalTexType ===
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TextureUsage.UPLOAD) {\n    return PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_2X2_FLOAT32;\n  } else if (logicalTexType

=== TextureUsage.RENDER || logicalTexType == null) {\n    return getPhysicalTextureForRendering(isPacked);\n

} else if (\n      logicalTexType === TextureUsage.DOWNLOAD ||\n      logicalTexType ===

TextureUsage.PIXELS) {\n    return PhysicalTextureType.PACKED_4X1_UNSIGNED_BYTE;\n  }\n  throw new

Error(`Unknown logical texture type ${logicalTexType}`);\n}\n\nfunction getKeyFromTextureShape(\n

shapeRowsCol: [number, number], physicalTexType: PhysicalTextureType,\n    isPacked: boolean): string {\n

return `${shapeRowsCol[0]}_${shapeRowsCol[1]}_${physicalTexType}_${isPacked}`;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class UnaryOpProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n\n

constructor(aShape: number[], opSnippet: string) {\n    this.outputShape = aShape;\n    this.userCode = `\n      float

unaryOperation(float x) {\n        ${opSnippet}\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        float x = getAAtOutCoords();\n

float y = unaryOperation(x);\n\n        setOutput(y);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport const CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET =

`if (isnan(x)) return x;`;\n\nexport const LINEAR = `return x;`;\n\nexport const ABS = `return abs(x);`;\n\nexport

function STEP(alpha = 0.0) {\n  return CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n    return x > 0.0 ? 1.0 : float(${alpha});\n

`;\n}\n\nexport const ELU = `return (x >= 0.0) ? x : (exp(x) - 1.0);`;\n\nexport const RELU =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  return (x < 0.0) ? 0.0 : x;\n`;\n\nexport const RELU6 = CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET +

`\n  return (x < 0.0) ? 0.0 : min(6.0, x);\n`;\n\nexport const CLONE = 'return x;';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport const LINEAR = `return x;`;\n\nexport const ELU

= `\n  vec4 result;\n\n  result.r = (x.r >= 0.0) ? x.r : (exp(x.r) - 1.0);\n  result.g = (x.g >= 0.0) ? x.g : (exp(x.g) -

1.0);\n  result.b = (x.b >= 0.0) ? x.b : (exp(x.b) - 1.0);\n  result.a = (x.a >= 0.0) ? x.a : (exp(x.a) - 1.0);\n\n  return

result;\n`;\n\nexport const RELU = `\n  vec4 result = x * vec4(greaterThanEqual(x, vec4(0.0)));\n  bvec4 isNaN =

isnan(x);\n\n  result.r = isNaN.r ? x.r : result.r;\n  result.g = isNaN.g ? x.g : result.g;\n  result.b = isNaN.b ? x.b :

result.b;\n  result.a = isNaN.a ? x.a : result.a;\n\n  return result;\n`;\n\nexport const RELU6 = `\n  vec4 result =

min(x, vec4(6.)) * vec4(greaterThanEqual(x, vec4(0.0)));\n  bvec4 isNaN = isnan(x);\n\n  result.r = isNaN.r ? x.r :

result.r;\n  result.g = isNaN.g ? x.g : result.g;\n  result.b = isNaN.b ? x.b : result.b;\n  result.a = isNaN.a ? x.a :

result.a;\n\n  return result;\n`;\n\nexport class UnaryOpPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n

variableNames = ['A'];\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput =

true;\n\n  constructor(aShape: number[], opSnippet: string) {\n    this.outputShape = aShape;\n    this.userCode = `\n

   vec4 unaryOperation(vec4 x) {\n        ${opSnippet}\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        vec4 x =

getAAtOutCoords();\n        vec4 y = unaryOperation(x);\n\n        setOutput(y);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getChannels, getSourceCoords} from

'./packing_util';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class UnpackProgram

implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = false;\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(outputShape: number[]) {\n    this.outputShape =

outputShape;\n    const rank = outputShape.length;\n\n    const channels = getChannels('rc', rank);\n    const dtype =

getCoordsDataType(rank);\n    const sourceCoords = getSourceCoords(rank, channels);\n    const innerDims =

channels.slice(-2);\n    const coords = rank <= 1 ? 'rc' : `vec2(${innerDims.join(',')})`;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n

void main() {\n        ${dtype} rc = getOutputCoords();\n        vec4 packedInput = getA(${sourceCoords});\n\n

setOutput(getChannel(packedInput, ${coords}));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n// Import webgl flags.\nimport './flags_webgl';\n\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{backend_util, BackendValues, buffer, DataId, DataStorage, DataType, DataValues, engine, env, kernel_impls,

KernelBackend, MemoryInfo, NumericDataType, Rank, RecursiveArray, scalar, ShapeMap, Tensor, Tensor2D,

TensorBuffer, TensorInfo, tidy, TimingInfo, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{getWebGLContext} from './canvas_util';\nimport {DecodeMatrixProgram} from './decode_matrix_gpu';\nimport

{DecodeMatrixPackedProgram} from './decode_matrix_packed_gpu';\nimport {EncodeFloatProgram} from

'./encode_float_gpu';\nimport {EncodeFloatPackedProgram} from './encode_float_packed_gpu';\nimport

{EncodeMatrixProgram} from './encode_matrix_gpu';\nimport {EncodeMatrixPackedProgram} from

'./encode_matrix_packed_gpu';\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport * as gpgpu_math from

'./gpgpu_math';\nimport {GPGPUBinary, GPGPUProgram, TensorData} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport

{simpleAbsImplCPU} from './kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {PackProgram} from './pack_gpu';\nimport

{ReshapePackedProgram} from './reshape_packed_gpu';\nimport * as tex_util from './tex_util';\nimport

{TextureData, TextureUsage} from './tex_util';\nimport {TextureManager} from './texture_manager';\nimport * as

unary_op from './unaryop_gpu';\nimport {UnaryOpProgram} from './unaryop_gpu';\nimport

{UnaryOpPackedProgram} from './unaryop_packed_gpu';\nimport {UnpackProgram} from './unpack_gpu';\nimport

* as webgl_util from './webgl_util';\n\nconst whereImpl = kernel_impls.whereImpl;\n\nexport const

EPSILON_FLOAT32 = 1e-7;\nexport const EPSILON_FLOAT16 = 1e-4;\n\ntype KernelInfo = {\n  name: string;

query: Promise<number>;\n};\n\nexport type TimerNode = RecursiveArray<KernelInfo>|KernelInfo;\nexport

interface CPUTimerQuery {\n  startMs: number;\n  endMs?: number;\n}\n\nexport interface WebGLMemoryInfo

extends MemoryInfo {\n  numBytesInGPU: number;\n  // Tracks the total number of bytes allocated on the GPU,

accounting for the\n  // physical texture type.\n  numBytesInGPUAllocated: number;\n  // Tracks byte size of

textures that were created and then made available for\n  // reuse (disposed).\n  numBytesInGPUFree: number;\n

unreliable: boolean;\n}\n\nexport interface WebGLTimingInfo extends TimingInfo {\n  uploadWaitMs: number;\n

downloadWaitMs: number;\n}\n\nconst binaryCaches: {[webGLVersion: string]: {[key: string]: GPGPUBinary}} =

{};\n\nexport function getBinaryCache(webGLVersion: number) {\n  if (webGLVersion in binaryCaches) {\n

return binaryCaches[webGLVersion];\n  }\n  binaryCaches[webGLVersion] = {};\n  return

binaryCaches[webGLVersion];\n}\n\n// Empirically determined constant used to determine size threshold for

handing\n// off execution to the CPU.\nconst CPU_HANDOFF_SIZE_THRESHOLD = 128;\n\n// Empirically

determined constant used to decide the number of MB on GPU\n// before we warn about high memory use. The MB
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are this constant * screen area\n// * dpi / 1024 / 1024.\nconst BEFORE_PAGING_CONSTANT = 600;\nfunction

numMBBeforeWarning(): number {\n  if (env().global.screen == null) {\n    return 1024;  // 1 GB.\n  }\n  return

(env().global.screen.height * env().global.screen.width *\n          window.devicePixelRatio) *\n

BEFORE_PAGING_CONSTANT / 1024 / 1024;\n}\n\nexport class MathBackendWebGL extends KernelBackend

{\n  texData: DataStorage<TextureData>;\n  gpgpu: GPGPUContext;\n\n  private static nextDataId = 0;\n  private

nextDataId(): number {\n    return MathBackendWebGL.nextDataId++;\n  }\n  // Maps data ids that have a pending

read operation, to list of subscribers.\n  private pendingRead = new WeakMap<DataId, Array<(arr: TypedArray) =>

void>>();\n  // List of data ids that are scheduled for disposal, but are waiting on a\n  // pending read operation.\n

private pendingDisposal = new WeakSet<DataId>();\n\n  // Used to count the number of 'shallow' sliced tensors that

point to the\n  // same data id.\n  dataRefCount = new WeakMap<DataId, number>();\n  private numBytesInGPU =

0;\n\n  private canvas: HTMLCanvasElement|OffscreenCanvas;\n\n  private programTimersStack: TimerNode[];\n

private activeTimers: TimerNode[];\n  // Accumulated time spent (including blocking) in uploading data to webgl.\n

private uploadWaitMs = 0;\n  // Accumulated time spent (including blocking in downloading data from webgl.\n

private downloadWaitMs = 0;\n  private cpuBackend: KernelBackend;\n\n  // Number of bits of precision of this

backend.\n  private floatPrecisionValue: 32|16;\n\n  private textureManager: TextureManager;\n  private

binaryCache: {[key: string]: GPGPUBinary};\n  private gpgpuCreatedLocally: boolean;\n  private

numMBBeforeWarning: number;\n  private warnedAboutMemory = false;\n  private warnedAboutCPUBackend =

false;\n\n  constructor(gpgpu?: GPGPUContext) {\n    super();\n    if (!env().getBool('HAS_WEBGL')) {\n      throw

new Error('WebGL is not supported on this device');\n    }\n\n    if (gpgpu == null) {\n      const gl =

getWebGLContext(env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION'));\n      this.binaryCache =

getBinaryCache(env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION'));\n      this.gpgpu = new GPGPUContext(gl);\n

this.canvas = gl.canvas;\n      this.gpgpuCreatedLocally = true;\n    } else {\n      this.gpgpu = gpgpu;\n

this.binaryCache = {};\n      this.gpgpuCreatedLocally = false;\n      this.canvas = gpgpu.gl.canvas;\n    }\n

this.textureManager = new TextureManager(this.gpgpu);\n    this.numMBBeforeWarning =

numMBBeforeWarning();\n\n    this.texData = new DataStorage(this, engine());\n  }\n\n  numDataIds() {\n    return

this.texData.numDataIds() +\n        (this.cpuBackend ? this.cpuBackend.numDataIds() : 0) -\n

this.pendingDeletes;\n  }\n\n  write(values: BackendValues, shape: number[], dtype: DataType): DataId {\n    if

(env().getBool('WEBGL_CHECK_NUMERICAL_PROBLEMS') ||\n        env().getBool('DEBUG')) {\n

this.checkNumericalProblems(values);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'complex64' && values != null) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `Cannot write to a complex64 dtype. ` +\n          `Please use tf.complex(real, imag).`);\n    }\n    const

dataId = {id: this.nextDataId()};\n    this.texData.set(\n        dataId,\n        {shape, dtype, values, usage:

TextureUsage.UPLOAD, refCount: 1});\n    return dataId;\n  }\n\n  /** Return refCount of a `TensorData`. */\n

refCount(dataId: DataId): number {\n    if (this.texData.has(dataId)) {\n      const tensorData =

this.texData.get(dataId);\n      return tensorData.refCount;\n    }\n    return 0;\n  }\n\n  /** Increase refCount of a

`TextureData`. */\n  incRef(dataId: DataId): void {\n    const texData = this.texData.get(dataId);\n

texData.refCount++;\n  }\n\n  /** Decrease refCount of a `TextureData`. */\n  decRef(dataId: DataId): void {\n    if

(this.texData.has(dataId)) {\n      const texData = this.texData.get(dataId);\n      texData.refCount--;\n    }\n  }\n\n

move(\n      dataId: DataId, values: BackendValues, shape: number[], dtype: DataType,\n      refCount: number):

void {\n    if (env().getBool('DEBUG')) {\n      this.checkNumericalProblems(values);\n    }\n    if (dtype ===

'complex64') {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Cannot write to a complex64 dtype. ` +\n          `Please use

tf.complex(real, imag).`);\n    }\n    this.texData.set(\n        dataId, {shape, dtype, values, usage:

TextureUsage.UPLOAD, refCount});\n  }\n\n  disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(tensorInfo: TensorInfo): void {\n

this.disposeData(tensorInfo.dataId);\n  }\n\n  readSync(dataId: DataId): BackendValues {\n    const texData =

this.texData.get(dataId);\n    const {values, dtype, complexTensorInfos, slice, shape, isPacked} = texData;\n\n    //

The presence of `slice` indicates this tensor is a shallow slice of a\n    // different tensor, and is using that original

tensor's texture. Run\n    // `clone` in order to copy that texture and read from it.\n    if (slice != null) {\n      let

program;\n      if (isPacked) {\n        program = new UnaryOpPackedProgram(shape, unary_op.CLONE);\n      } else

{\n        program = new UnaryOpProgram(shape, unary_op.CLONE);\n      }\n      const res =\n
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this.runWebGLProgram(program, [{dataId, shape, dtype}], dtype);\n      const data = this.readSync(res.dataId);\n

this.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(res);\n      return data;\n    }\n    if (values != null) {\n      return

this.convertAndCacheOnCPU(dataId);\n    }\n    if (dtype === 'string') {\n      return values;\n    }\n    const

shouldTimeProgram = this.activeTimers != null;\n    let start: number;\n    if (shouldTimeProgram) {\n      start =

util.now();\n    }\n\n    let result: Float32Array;\n    if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n      const realValues =\n

this.readSync(complexTensorInfos.real.dataId) as Float32Array;\n      const imagValues =\n

this.readSync(complexTensorInfos.imag.dataId) as Float32Array;\n      result =

backend_util.mergeRealAndImagArrays(realValues, imagValues);\n    } else {\n      result =

this.getValuesFromTexture(dataId);\n    }\n\n    if (shouldTimeProgram) {\n      this.downloadWaitMs += util.now()

- start;\n    }\n    return this.convertAndCacheOnCPU(dataId, result);\n  }\n\n  async read(dataId: DataId):

Promise<BackendValues> {\n    if (this.pendingRead.has(dataId)) {\n      const subscribers =

this.pendingRead.get(dataId);\n      return new Promise<TypedArray>(resolve => subscribers.push(resolve));\n    }\n

  const texData = this.texData.get(dataId);\n    const {values, shape, slice, dtype, complexTensorInfos, isPacked} =

texData;\n\n    // The presence of `slice` indicates this tensor is a shallow slice of a\n    // different tensor, and is

using that original tensor's texture. Run\n    // `clone` in order to copy that texture and read from it.\n    if (slice !=

null) {\n      let program;\n      if (isPacked) {\n        program = new UnaryOpPackedProgram(shape,

unary_op.CLONE);\n      } else {\n        program = new UnaryOpProgram(shape, unary_op.CLONE);\n      }\n

const res =\n          this.runWebGLProgram(program, [{dataId, shape, dtype}], dtype);\n      const data =

this.read(res.dataId);\n      this.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(res);\n      return data;\n    }\n\n    if (values != null)

{\n      return this.convertAndCacheOnCPU(dataId);\n    }\n\n    if

(!env().getBool('WEBGL_DOWNLOAD_FLOAT_ENABLED') &&\n

env().getNumber('WEBGL_VERSION') === 2) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `tensor.data() with

WEBGL_DOWNLOAD_FLOAT_ENABLED=false and ` +\n          `WEBGL_VERSION=2 not yet supported.`);\n

  }\n\n    let buffer = null;\n    let tmpDownloadTarget: TensorInfo;\n\n    if (dtype !== 'complex64' &&

env().get('WEBGL_BUFFER_SUPPORTED')) {\n      // Possibly copy the texture into a buffer before inserting a

fence.\n      tmpDownloadTarget = this.decode(dataId);\n      const tmpData =

this.texData.get(tmpDownloadTarget.dataId);\n\n      buffer = this.gpgpu.createBufferFromTexture(\n

tmpData.texture, ...tex_util.getDenseTexShape(shape));\n    }\n\n    this.pendingRead.set(dataId, []);\n\n    if (dtype

!== 'complex64') {\n      // Create a fence and wait for it to resolve.\n      await

this.gpgpu.createAndWaitForFence();\n    }\n\n    // Download the values from the GPU.\n    let vals:

Float32Array;\n    if (dtype === 'complex64') {\n      const ps = await Promise.all([\n

this.read(complexTensorInfos.real.dataId),\n        this.read(complexTensorInfos.imag.dataId)\n      ]);\n\n      const

realValues = ps[0];\n      const imagValues = ps[1];\n      vals = backend_util.mergeRealAndImagArrays(\n

realValues as Float32Array, imagValues as Float32Array);\n    } else if (buffer == null) {\n      vals =

this.getValuesFromTexture(dataId);\n    } else {\n      const size = util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n      vals =

this.gpgpu.downloadFloat32MatrixFromBuffer(buffer, size);\n    }\n    if (tmpDownloadTarget != null) {\n

this.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(tmpDownloadTarget);\n    }\n    const dTypeVals =

this.convertAndCacheOnCPU(dataId, vals);\n\n    const subscribers = this.pendingRead.get(dataId);\n

this.pendingRead.delete(dataId);\n\n    // Notify all pending reads.\n    subscribers.forEach(resolve =>

resolve(dTypeVals));\n    if (this.pendingDisposal.has(dataId)) {\n      this.pendingDisposal.delete(dataId);\n      if

(this.disposeData(dataId)) {\n        engine().removeDataId(dataId, this);\n      }\n      this.pendingDeletes--;\n    }\n

return dTypeVals;\n  }\n\n  bufferSync<R extends Rank>(t: TensorInfo): TensorBuffer<R> {\n    const data =

this.readSync(t.dataId);\n    let decodedData = data as DataValues;\n    if (t.dtype === 'string') {\n      try {\n        //

Decode the bytes into string.\n        decodedData = (data as Uint8Array[]).map(d => util.decodeString(d));\n      }

catch {\n        throw new Error('Failed to decode encoded string bytes into utf-8');\n      }\n    }\n    return

buffer(t.shape as ShapeMap[R], t.dtype, decodedData) as\n        TensorBuffer<R>;\n  }\n\n  private

checkNumericalProblems(values: BackendValues): void {\n    if (values == null) {\n      return;\n    }\n    for (let i =

0; i < values.length; i++) {\n      const num = values[i] as number;\n      if (!webgl_util.canBeRepresented(num)) {\n
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     if (env().getBool('WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_CAPABLE')) {\n          throw Error(\n              `The value

${num} cannot be represented with your ` +\n              `current settings. Consider enabling float32 rendering: ` +\n

         `'tf.env().set('WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_ENABLED', true);'`);\n        }\n        throw Error(`The value

${num} cannot be represented on this device.`);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n\n  private getValuesFromTexture(dataId:

DataId): Float32Array {\n    const {shape, dtype, isPacked} = this.texData.get(dataId);\n    const size =

util.sizeFromShape(shape);\n    if (env().getBool('WEBGL_DOWNLOAD_FLOAT_ENABLED')) {\n      const

tmpTarget = this.decode(dataId);\n      const tmpData = this.texData.get(tmpTarget.dataId);\n      const vals =

this.gpgpu\n                       .downloadMatrixFromPackedTexture(\n                           tmpData.texture,

...tex_util.getDenseTexShape(shape))\n                       .subarray(0, size);\n\n

this.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(tmpTarget);\n\n      return vals;\n    }\n\n    const shouldUsePackedProgram =\n

    env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK') && isPacked === true;\n    const outputShape =\n

shouldUsePackedProgram ? webgl_util.getShapeAs3D(shape) : shape;\n    const program =

shouldUsePackedProgram ?\n        new EncodeFloatPackedProgram(outputShape as [number, number, number]) :\n

     new EncodeFloatProgram(outputShape);\n    const output = this.runWebGLProgram(\n        program, [{shape:

outputShape, dtype, dataId}], 'float32');\n    const tmpData = this.texData.get(output.dataId);\n    const vals =\n

this.gpgpu\n            .downloadByteEncodedFloatMatrixFromOutputTexture(\n                tmpData.texture,

tmpData.texShape[0], tmpData.texShape[1])\n            .subarray(0, size);\n

this.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(output);\n\n    return vals;\n  }\n\n  timerAvailable(): boolean {\n    return

env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_RELIABLE') > 0;\n  }\n\n  async time(f:

() => void): Promise<WebGLTimingInfo> {\n    const oldActiveTimers = this.activeTimers;\n    const

newActiveTimers: TimerNode[] = [];\n\n    let outerMostTime = false;\n    if (this.programTimersStack == null) {\n

   this.programTimersStack = newActiveTimers;\n      outerMostTime = true;\n    } else {\n

this.activeTimers.push(newActiveTimers);\n    }\n    this.activeTimers = newActiveTimers;\n\n    f();\n\n    //

needing to split these up because util.flatten only accepts certain types\n    const flattenedActiveTimerQueries =\n

 util.flatten(this.activeTimers.map((d: KernelInfo) => d.query))\n            .filter(d => d != null);\n    const

flattenedActiveTimerNames =\n        util.flatten(this.activeTimers.map((d: KernelInfo) => d.name))\n            .filter(d

=> d != null);\n\n    this.activeTimers = oldActiveTimers;\n\n    if (outerMostTime) {\n      this.programTimersStack

= null;\n    }\n\n    const res: WebGLTimingInfo = {\n      uploadWaitMs: this.uploadWaitMs,\n

downloadWaitMs: this.downloadWaitMs,\n      kernelMs: null,\n      wallMs: null  // will be filled by the engine\n

};\n\n    if (env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_RELIABLE') > 0) {\n

const kernelMs = await Promise.all(flattenedActiveTimerQueries);\n\n      res['kernelMs'] = util.sum(kernelMs);\n

res['getExtraProfileInfo'] = () =>\n          kernelMs.map((d, i) => ({name: flattenedActiveTimerNames[i], ms: d}))\n

           .map(d => `${d.name}: ${d.ms}`)\n              .join(', ');\n    } else {\n      res['kernelMs'] = {\n        error:

'WebGL query timers are not supported in this environment.'\n      };\n    }\n\n    this.uploadWaitMs = 0;\n

this.downloadWaitMs = 0;\n    return res;\n  }\n  memory(): WebGLMemoryInfo {\n    return {\n      unreliable:

false,\n      numBytesInGPU: this.numBytesInGPU,\n      numBytesInGPUAllocated:

this.textureManager.numBytesAllocated,\n      numBytesInGPUFree: this.textureManager.numBytesFree\n    } as

WebGLMemoryInfo;\n  }\n\n  private startTimer(): WebGLQuery|CPUTimerQuery {\n    if

(env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_RELIABLE') > 0) {\n      return

this.gpgpu.beginQuery();\n    }\n    return {startMs: util.now(), endMs: null};\n  }\n\n  private endTimer(query:

WebGLQuery|CPUTimerQuery): WebGLQuery|CPUTimerQuery {\n    if

(env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_RELIABLE') > 0) {\n

this.gpgpu.endQuery();\n      return query;\n    }\n    (query as CPUTimerQuery).endMs = util.now();\n    return

query;\n  }\n\n  private async getQueryTime(query: WebGLQuery|CPUTimerQuery): Promise<number> {\n    if

(env().getNumber('WEBGL_DISJOINT_QUERY_TIMER_EXTENSION_RELIABLE') > 0) {\n      return

this.gpgpu.waitForQueryAndGetTime(query as WebGLQuery);\n    }\n    const timerQuery = query as

CPUTimerQuery;\n    return timerQuery.endMs - timerQuery.startMs;\n  }\n\n  private pendingDeletes = 0;\n\n

/**\n   * Decrease the RefCount on the dataId and dispose the memory if the dataId\n   * has 0 refCount. If there are
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pending read on the data, the disposal would\n   * added to the pending delete queue. Return true if the dataId is

removed\n   * from backend or the backend does not contain the dataId, false if the\n   * dataId is not removed.

Memory may or may not be released even when dataId\n   * is removed, which also depends on dataRefCount, see

`releaseGPU`.\n   * @param dataId\n   * @oaram force Optional, remove the data regardless of refCount\n   */\n

disposeData(dataId: DataId, force = false): boolean {\n    if (this.pendingDisposal.has(dataId)) {\n      return false;\n

}\n\n    // No-op if already disposed.\n    if (!this.texData.has(dataId)) {\n      return true;\n    }\n\n    // if force flag is

set, change refCount to 0, this would ensure disposal\n    // when added to the pendingDisposal queue. Memory may

or may not be\n    // released, which also depends on dataRefCount, see `releaseGPU`.\n    if (force) {\n

this.texData.get(dataId).refCount = 0;\n    } else {\n      this.texData.get(dataId).refCount--;\n    }\n\n    if (!force &&

this.texData.get(dataId).refCount > 0) {\n      return false;\n    }\n\n    if (this.pendingRead.has(dataId)) {\n

this.pendingDisposal.add(dataId);\n      this.pendingDeletes++;\n      return false;\n    }\n\n

this.releaseGPUData(dataId);\n    const {complexTensorInfos} = this.texData.get(dataId);\n    if

(complexTensorInfos != null) {\n      this.disposeData(complexTensorInfos.real.dataId, force);\n

this.disposeData(complexTensorInfos.imag.dataId, force);\n    }\n\n    this.texData.delete(dataId);\n\n    return

true;\n  }\n\n  private releaseGPUData(dataId: DataId): void {\n    const {texture, dtype, texShape, usage, isPacked,

slice} =\n        this.texData.get(dataId);\n    const key = slice && slice.origDataId || dataId;\n    const refCount =

this.dataRefCount.get(key);\n\n    if (refCount > 1) {\n      this.dataRefCount.set(key, refCount - 1);\n    } else {\n

this.dataRefCount.delete(key);\n      if (texture != null) {\n        this.numBytesInGPU -=

this.computeBytes(texShape, dtype);\n        this.textureManager.releaseTexture(texture, texShape, usage,

isPacked);\n      }\n    }\n\n    const texData = this.texData.get(dataId);\n    texData.texture = null;\n

texData.texShape = null;\n    texData.isPacked = false;\n    texData.slice = null;\n  }\n\n  getTexture(dataId: DataId):

WebGLTexture {\n    this.uploadToGPU(dataId);\n    return this.texData.get(dataId).texture;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Returns internal information for the specific data bucket. Used in unit\n   * tests.\n   */\n  getDataInfo(dataId:

DataId): TextureData {\n    return this.texData.get(dataId);\n  }\n\n  private getCPUBackend(): KernelBackend|null

{\n    if (!env().getBool('WEBGL_CPU_FORWARD')) {\n      return null;\n    }\n\n    if (this.cpuBackend == null)

{\n      this.cpuBackend = engine().findBackend('cpu');\n    }\n\n    return this.cpuBackend;\n  }\n\n  /*\n  Tests

whether all the inputs to an op are small and on the CPU. This heuristic\n  determines when it would be faster to

execute a kernel on the CPU. WebGL\n  kernels opt into running this check and forwarding when appropriate.\n

TODO(https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/872): Develop a more\n  sustainable strategy for optimizing

backend execution of ops.\n   */\n  shouldExecuteOnCPU(\n      inputs: TensorInfo[],\n      sizeThreshold =

CPU_HANDOFF_SIZE_THRESHOLD): boolean {\n    const cpuBackend = this.getCPUBackend();\n    if

(!env().getBool('IS_TEST') && !this.warnedAboutCPUBackend &&\n        cpuBackend == null) {\n

console.warn(\n          'Your application contains ops that are small enough to be ' +\n          'executed on the CPU

backend, however the CPU backend cannot ' +\n          'be found. Consider importing the CPU backend ' +\n

'(@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-cpu) for better performance.');\n\n      this.warnedAboutCPUBackend = true;\n    }\n\n

return cpuBackend != null &&\n        inputs.every(\n            input => this.texData.get(input.dataId).texture == null

&&\n                util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) < sizeThreshold);\n  }\n\n  getGPGPUContext(): GPGPUContext

{\n    return this.gpgpu;\n  }\n\n  where(condition: Tensor): Tensor2D {\n    backend_util.warn(\n        'tf.where() in

webgl locks the UI thread. ' +\n        'Call tf.whereAsync() instead');\n    const condVals = condition.dataSync();\n

return whereImpl(condition.shape, condVals);\n  }\n\n  private packedUnaryOp(x: TensorInfo, op: string, dtype:

DataType) {\n    const program = new UnaryOpPackedProgram(x.shape, op);\n    const outInfo =

this.compileAndRun(program, [x], dtype);\n    return engine().makeTensorFromDataId(\n        outInfo.dataId,

outInfo.shape, outInfo.dtype);\n  }\n\n  // TODO(msoulanille) remove this once the backend has been modularized\n

// a copy is needed here to break a circular dependency.\n  // Also remove the op from unary_op.\n  abs<T extends

Tensor>(x: T): T {\n    // TODO: handle cases when x is complex.\n    if (this.shouldExecuteOnCPU([x]) &&

x.dtype !== 'complex64') {\n      const outValues =\n          simpleAbsImplCPU(this.texData.get(x.dataId).values as

TypedArray);\n      return this.makeOutput(x.shape, x.dtype, outValues);\n    }\n\n    if

(env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_UNARY_OPERATIONS')) {\n      return this.packedUnaryOp(x, unary_op.ABS,
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x.dtype) as T;\n    }\n\n    const program = new UnaryOpProgram(x.shape, unary_op.ABS);\n    const outInfo =

this.compileAndRun(program, [x]);\n    return engine().makeTensorFromDataId(\n               outInfo.dataId,

outInfo.shape, outInfo.dtype) as T;\n  }\n\n  makeTensorInfo(\n      shape: number[], dtype: DataType,\n      values?:

BackendValues|string[]): TensorInfo {\n    let dataId;\n    if (dtype === 'string' && values != null && values.length

> 0 &&\n        util.isString(values[0])) {\n      const encodedValues =\n          (values as {} as string[]).map(d =>

util.encodeString(d));\n\n      dataId = this.write(encodedValues, shape, dtype);\n    } else {\n      dataId =

this.write(values as TypedArray, shape, dtype);\n    }\n\n    this.texData.get(dataId).usage = null;\n    return {dataId,

shape, dtype};\n  }\n\n  private makeOutput<T extends Tensor>(\n      shape: number[], dtype: DataType, values?:

BackendValues): T {\n    const {dataId} = this.makeTensorInfo(shape, dtype, values);\n    return

engine().makeTensorFromDataId(dataId, shape, dtype, this) as T;\n  }\n\n  private unpackTensor(input: TensorInfo):

TensorInfo {\n    const program = new UnpackProgram(input.shape);\n    return this.runWebGLProgram(program,

[input], input.dtype);\n  }\n\n  private packTensor(input: TensorInfo): TensorInfo {\n    const program = new

PackProgram(input.shape);\n    const preventEagerUnpackingOutput = true;\n    return this.runWebGLProgram(\n

  program, [input], input.dtype, null /* customSetup */,\n        preventEagerUnpackingOutput);\n  }\n\n  private

packedReshape(input: TensorInfo, afterShape: number[]): TensorInfo {\n    const input3DShape = [\n

webgl_util.getBatchDim(input.shape),\n      ...webgl_util.getRowsCols(input.shape)\n    ] as [number, number,

number];\n    const input3D: TensorInfo = {\n      dtype: input.dtype,\n      shape: input3DShape,\n      dataId:

input.dataId\n    };\n    const afterShapeAs3D = [\n      webgl_util.getBatchDim(afterShape),

...webgl_util.getRowsCols(afterShape)\n    ] as [number, number, number];\n\n    const program = new

ReshapePackedProgram(afterShapeAs3D, input3DShape);\n    const preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput = true;\n

const output = this.runWebGLProgram(\n        program, [input3D], input.dtype, null /* customSetup */,\n

preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput);\n    return {dataId: output.dataId, shape: afterShape, dtype: output.dtype};\n

}\n\n  private decode(dataId: DataId): TensorInfo {\n    const texData = this.texData.get(dataId);\n    const

{isPacked, shape, dtype} = texData;\n    const shapeAs3D =\n        webgl_util.getShapeAs3D(shape) as [number,

number, number];\n    let program;\n    if (isPacked) {\n      program = new

DecodeMatrixPackedProgram(shapeAs3D);\n    } else {\n      program = new DecodeMatrixProgram(shapeAs3D);\n

  }\n    const preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput = true;\n    const out = this.runWebGLProgram(\n        program,

[{shape: shapeAs3D, dtype, dataId}], dtype,\n        null /* customSetup */, preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput);\n

return {dtype, shape, dataId: out.dataId};\n  }\n\n  runWebGLProgram(\n      program: GPGPUProgram, inputs:

TensorInfo[], outputDtype: DataType,\n      customSetup?: (gpgpu: GPGPUContext, webGLProgram:

WebGLProgram) => void,\n      preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput = false): TensorInfo {\n    const output =

this.makeTensorInfo(program.outputShape, outputDtype);\n    const outData = this.texData.get(output.dataId);\n    if

(program.packedOutput) {\n      outData.isPacked = true;\n    }\n    if (program.outPackingScheme ===

tex_util.PackingScheme.DENSE) {\n      const texelShape = tex_util.getDenseTexShape(program.outputShape);\n

// For a densely packed output, we explicitly set texShape\n      // so it doesn't get assigned later according to our

typical packing\n      // scheme wherein a single texel can only contain values from adjacent\n      // rows/cols.\n

outData.texShape = texelShape.map(d => d * 2) as [number, number];\n    }\n    if (program.outTexUsage != null)

{\n      outData.usage = program.outTexUsage;\n    }\n    if (util.sizeFromShape(output.shape) === 0) {\n      //

Short-circuit the computation since the result is empty (has 0 in its\n      // shape).\n      outData.values =\n

util.getTypedArrayFromDType(output.dtype as 'float32', 0);\n      return output;\n    }\n\n    const dataToDispose:

TensorInfo[] = [];\n    const inputsData: TensorData[] = inputs.map(input => {\n      if (input.dtype === 'complex64')

{\n        throw new Error(\n            `GPGPUProgram does not support complex64 input. For complex64 ` +\n

`dtypes, please separate the program into real and imaginary ` +\n            `parts.`);\n      }\n\n      let texData =

this.texData.get(input.dataId);\n\n      if (texData.texture == null) {\n        if (!program.packedInputs &&\n

util.sizeFromShape(input.shape) <=\n                env().getNumber('WEBGL_SIZE_UPLOAD_UNIFORM')) {\n

// Upload small tensors that live on the CPU as uniforms, not as\n          // textures. Do this only when the

environment supports 32bit floats\n          // due to problems when comparing 16bit floats with 32bit floats.\n          //

TODO(https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/821): Make it\n          // possible for packed shaders to sample from
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uniforms.\n          return {\n            shape: input.shape,\n            texData: null,\n            isUniform: true,\n

uniformValues: texData.values as TypedArray\n          };\n        }\n\n        // This ensures that if a packed program's

inputs have not yet been\n        // uploaded to the GPU, they get uploaded as packed right off the bat.\n        if

(program.packedInputs) {\n          texData.isPacked = true;\n          texData.shape = input.shape;\n        }\n      } else

if (!!texData.isPacked !== !!program.packedInputs) {\n        input = texData.isPacked ? this.unpackTensor(input) :\n

                                 this.packTensor(input);\n        dataToDispose.push(input);\n        texData =

this.texData.get(input.dataId);\n      } else if (\n          texData.isPacked &&\n

!webgl_util.isReshapeFree(texData.shape, input.shape)) {\n        // This is a special case where a texture exists for a

tensor\n        // but the shapes are incompatible (due to packing constraints) because\n        // the tensor did not have

a chance to go through the packed reshape\n        // shader. This only happens when we reshape the *same* tensor to

form\n        // *distinct* inputs to an op, e.g. dotting a vector with itself. This\n        // case will disappear once

packed uploading is the default.\n\n        const savedInput = input;\n        const targetShape = input.shape;\n\n

input.shape = texData.shape;\n        input = this.packedReshape(input as Tensor, targetShape);\n

dataToDispose.push(input);\n        texData = this.texData.get(input.dataId);\n\n        savedInput.shape =

targetShape;\n      }\n\n      this.uploadToGPU(input.dataId);\n      return {shape: input.shape, texData, isUniform:

false};\n    });\n\n    this.uploadToGPU(output.dataId);\n    const outputData:\n        TensorData = {shape:

output.shape, texData: outData, isUniform: false};\n    const key = gpgpu_math.makeShaderKey(program,

inputsData, outputData);\n    const binary = this.getAndSaveBinary(key, () => {\n      return

gpgpu_math.compileProgram(\n          this.gpgpu, program, inputsData, outputData);\n    });\n    const

shouldTimeProgram = this.activeTimers != null;\n    let query: WebGLQuery|CPUTimerQuery;\n    if

(shouldTimeProgram) {\n      query = this.startTimer();\n    }\n\n    gpgpu_math.runProgram(\n        this.gpgpu,

binary, inputsData, outputData, customSetup);\n\n    dataToDispose.forEach(info =>

this.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(info));\n\n    if (shouldTimeProgram) {\n      query = this.endTimer(query);\n

this.activeTimers.push(\n          {name: program.constructor.name, query: this.getQueryTime(query)});\n    }\n\n    if

(!env().getBool('WEBGL_LAZILY_UNPACK') && outData.isPacked &&\n        preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput

=== false) {\n      const unpacked = this.unpackTensor(output);\n      this.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(output);\n

 return unpacked;\n    }\n    return output;\n  }\n\n  compileAndRun(\n      program: GPGPUProgram, inputs:

TensorInfo[], outputDtype?: DataType,\n      customSetup?: (gpgpu: GPGPUContext, webGLProgram:

WebGLProgram) => void,\n      preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput = false): TensorInfo {\n    outputDtype =

outputDtype || inputs[0].dtype;\n    const outInfo = this.runWebGLProgram(\n        program, inputs, outputDtype,

customSetup,\n        preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput);\n    return outInfo;\n  }\n\n  private getAndSaveBinary(key:

string, getBinary: () => GPGPUBinary):\n      GPGPUBinary {\n    if (!(key in this.binaryCache)) {\n

this.binaryCache[key] = getBinary();\n    }\n    return this.binaryCache[key];\n  }\n\n  getTextureManager():

TextureManager {\n    return this.textureManager;\n  }\n\n  private disposed = false;\n\n  dispose() {\n    if

(this.disposed) {\n      return;\n    }\n    // Avoid disposing the compiled webgl programs during unit testing

because\n    // it slows down test execution.\n    if (!env().getBool('IS_TEST')) {\n      const allKeys =

Object.keys(this.binaryCache);\n      allKeys.forEach(key => {\n

this.gpgpu.deleteProgram(this.binaryCache[key].webGLProgram);\n        delete this.binaryCache[key];\n      });\n

}\n    this.textureManager.dispose();\n    if (this.canvas != null &&\n        (typeof (HTMLCanvasElement) !==

'undefined' &&\n         this.canvas instanceof HTMLCanvasElement)) {\n      this.canvas.remove();\n    } else {\n

this.canvas = null;\n    }\n    if (this.gpgpuCreatedLocally) {\n      this.gpgpu.program = null;\n

this.gpgpu.dispose();\n    }\n    this.disposed = true;\n  }\n\n  floatPrecision(): 16|32 {\n    if (this.floatPrecisionValue

== null) {\n      this.floatPrecisionValue = tidy(() => {\n        if

(!env().get('WEBGL_RENDER_FLOAT32_ENABLED')) {\n          // Momentarily switching DEBUG flag to false

so we don't throw an\n          // error trying to upload a small value.\n          const debugFlag =

env().getBool('DEBUG');\n          env().set('DEBUG', false);\n          const underflowCheckValue =

this.abs(scalar(1e-8)).dataSync()[0];\n          env().set('DEBUG', debugFlag);\n\n          if (underflowCheckValue >

0) {\n            return 32;\n          }\n        }\n        return 16;\n      });\n    }\n    return this.floatPrecisionValue;\n  }\n\n
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/** Returns the smallest representable number.  */\n  epsilon(): number {\n    return this.floatPrecision() === 32 ?

EPSILON_FLOAT32 : EPSILON_FLOAT16;\n  }\n\n  uploadToGPU(dataId: DataId): void {\n    const texData =

this.texData.get(dataId);\n    const {shape, dtype, values, texture, usage, isPacked} = texData;\n\n    if (texture !=

null) {\n      // Array is already on GPU. No-op.\n      return;\n    }\n    const shouldTimeProgram = this.activeTimers

!= null;\n    let start: number;\n    if (shouldTimeProgram) {\n      start = util.now();\n    }\n\n    let texShape =

texData.texShape;\n    if (texShape == null) {\n      texShape =

webgl_util.getTextureShapeFromLogicalShape(shape, isPacked);\n      texData.texShape = texShape;\n    }\n\n    if

(values != null) {\n      const shapeAs3D = webgl_util.getShapeAs3D(shape);\n\n      let program;\n      let width =

texShape[1], height = texShape[0];\n      const isByteArray = values instanceof Uint8Array;\n\n      if (isPacked) {\n

    [width, height] = tex_util.getPackedMatrixTextureShapeWidthHeight(\n            texShape[0], texShape[1]);\n

program = new EncodeMatrixPackedProgram(\n            shapeAs3D, [height, width], isByteArray);\n      } else {\n

  program =\n            new EncodeMatrixProgram(shapeAs3D, [height, width], isByteArray);\n      }\n\n      const

tempDenseInputHandle = this.makeTensorInfo([height, width], dtype);\n      if (isByteArray) {\n

this.texData.get(tempDenseInputHandle.dataId).usage =\n            TextureUsage.PIXELS;\n      } else {\n

this.texData.get(tempDenseInputHandle.dataId).usage =\n            TextureUsage.UPLOAD;\n      }\n

this.gpgpu.uploadDenseMatrixToTexture(\n          this.getTexture(tempDenseInputHandle.dataId), width, height,\n

     values as TypedArray);\n\n      // We want the output to remain packed regardless of the value of\n      //

WEBGL_PACK.\n      const preventEagerUnpacking = true;\n      const encodedOutputTarget =

this.runWebGLProgram(\n          program, [tempDenseInputHandle], dtype, null, preventEagerUnpacking);\n\n      //

Have the original texture assume the identity of the encoded output.\n      const outputTexData =

this.texData.get(encodedOutputTarget.dataId);\n      texData.texture = outputTexData.texture;\n      texData.texShape

= outputTexData.texShape;\n      texData.isPacked = outputTexData.isPacked;\n      texData.usage =

outputTexData.usage;\n\n      this.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(tempDenseInputHandle);\n

this.texData.delete(encodedOutputTarget.dataId);\n\n      // Once uploaded, don't store the values on cpu.\n

texData.values = null;\n      if (shouldTimeProgram) {\n        this.uploadWaitMs += util.now() - start;\n      }\n    }

else {\n      const newTexture = this.acquireTexture(texShape, usage, dtype, isPacked);\n      texData.texture =

newTexture;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private convertAndCacheOnCPU(dataId: DataId, float32Values?: Float32Array):\n

TypedArray {\n    const texData = this.texData.get(dataId);\n    const {dtype} = texData;\n\n

this.releaseGPUData(dataId);\n\n    if (float32Values != null) {\n      texData.values =

float32ToTypedArray(float32Values, dtype as 'float32');\n    }\n    return texData.values as TypedArray;\n  }\n\n

private acquireTexture(\n      texShape: [number, number], texType: TextureUsage, dtype: DataType,\n      isPacked:

boolean): WebGLTexture {\n    this.numBytesInGPU += this.computeBytes(texShape, dtype);\n    if

(!this.warnedAboutMemory &&\n        this.numBytesInGPU > this.numMBBeforeWarning * 1024 * 1024) {\n

const mb = (this.numBytesInGPU / 1024 / 1024).toFixed(2);\n      this.warnedAboutMemory = true;\n

console.warn(\n          `High memory usage in GPU: ${mb} MB, ` +\n          `most likely due to a memory leak`);\n

}\n    return this.textureManager.acquireTexture(texShape, texType, isPacked);\n  }\n\n  private

computeBytes(shape: [number, number], dtype: DataType) {\n    return shape[0] * shape[1] *

util.bytesPerElement(dtype);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction float32ToTypedArray<D extends NumericDataType>(\n    a:

Float32Array, dtype: D): tf.DataTypeMap[D] {\n  if (dtype === 'float32' || dtype === 'complex64') {\n    return a as

tf.DataTypeMap[D];\n  } else if (dtype === 'int32' || dtype === 'bool') {\n    const result = (dtype === 'int32') ? new

Int32Array(a.length) :\n                                         new Uint8Array(a.length);\n    for (let i = 0; i < result.length; ++i)

{\n      result[i] = Math.round(a[i]);\n    }\n    return result as tf.DataTypeMap[D];\n  } else {\n    throw new

Error(`Unknown dtype ${dtype}`);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport * as gpgpu_util from './gpgpu_util';\nimport * as

webgl_util from './webgl_util';\n\nexport {MathBackendWebGL, WebGLMemoryInfo, WebGLTimingInfo} from

'./backend_webgl';\nexport {setWebGLContext} from './canvas_util';\nexport {GPGPUContext} from

'./gpgpu_context';\nexport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n// WebGL specific utils.\nexport {gpgpu_util,

webgl_util};\n\n/**\n * Enforce use of half precision textures if available on the platform.\n *\n * @doc {heading:

'Environment', namespace: 'webgl'}\n */\nexport function forceHalfFloat(): void {\n

env().set('WEBGL_FORCE_F16_TEXTURES', true);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport const CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET = `\n  if (isnan(a)) return a;\n  if (isnan(b)) return

b;\n`;\n\nexport const SQUARED_DIFFERENCE = 'return (a - b) * (a - b);';\nexport class BinaryOpProgram

implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A', 'B'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(op: string, aShape: number[], bShape: number[]) {\n    this.outputShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(aShape, bShape);\n    this.userCode = `\n      float binaryOperation(float

a, float b) {\n        ${op}\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        float a = getAAtOutCoords();\n        float b =

getBAtOutCoords();\n        setOutput(binaryOperation(a, b));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\nimport {getChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport const CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET = `\n  result.r = isNaN.r > 0. ? NAN : result.r;\n

result.g = isNaN.g > 0. ? NAN : result.g;\n  result.b = isNaN.b > 0. ? NAN : result.b;\n  result.a = isNaN.a > 0. ?

NAN : result.a;\n`;\n\nexport const ELU_DER = `\n  vec4 bGTEZero = vec4(greaterThanEqual(b, vec4(0.)));\n

return (bGTEZero * a) + ((vec4(1.0) - bGTEZero) * (a * (b + vec4(1.0))));\n`;\n\nexport const NOT_EQUAL = `\n

return vec4(notEqual(a, b));\n`;\n\nexport class BinaryOpPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n

variableNames = ['A', 'B'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  supportsBroadcasting = true;\n

packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n  constructor(\n      op: string, aShape: number[], bShape:

number[],\n      checkOutOfBounds = false) {\n    this.outputShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(aShape, bShape);\n    const rank = this.outputShape.length;\n    let

checkOutOfBoundsString = '';\n    if (checkOutOfBounds) {\n      if (rank === 0 ||

util.sizeFromShape(this.outputShape) === 1) {\n        checkOutOfBoundsString = `\n          result.y = 0.;\n

result.z = 0.;\n          result.w = 0.;\n        `;\n      } else {\n        const dtype = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n

checkOutOfBoundsString = `\n          ${dtype} coords = getOutputCoords();\n        `;\n        if (rank === 1) {\n

checkOutOfBoundsString += `\n            result.y = (coords + 1) >= ${this.outputShape[0]} ? 0. : result.y;\n

result.z = 0.;\n            result.w = 0.;\n          `;\n        } else {\n          const channels = getChannels('coords', rank);\n
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     checkOutOfBoundsString += `\n            bool nextRowOutOfBounds =\n              (${channels[rank - 2]} + 1) >=

${this.outputShape[rank - 2]};\n            bool nextColOutOfBounds =\n              (${channels[rank - 1]} + 1) >=

${this.outputShape[rank - 1]};\n            result.y = nextColOutOfBounds ? 0. : result.y;\n            result.z =

nextRowOutOfBounds ? 0. : result.z;\n            result.w = nextColOutOfBounds || nextRowOutOfBounds ? 0. :

result.w;\n          `;\n        }\n      }\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      vec4 binaryOperation(vec4 a, vec4 b) {\n

${op}\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        vec4 a = getAAtOutCoords();\n        vec4 b = getBAtOutCoords();\n\n

vec4 result = binaryOperation(a, b);\n        ${checkOutOfBoundsString}\n\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LeakyRelu, LeakyReluAttrs, LeakyReluInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{BinaryOpProgram} from '../binaryop_gpu';\nimport {BinaryOpPackedProgram} from

'../binaryop_packed_gpu';\n\nexport const LEAKYRELU = `return (a < 0.) ? b * a : a;`;\nexport const

LEAKYRELU_PACKED = `\n  vec4 aLessThanZero = vec4(lessThan(a, vec4(0.)));\n  return (aLessThanZero * (b

* a)) + ((vec4(1.0) - aLessThanZero) * a);\n`;\n\nexport function leakyRelu(args: {\n  inputs: LeakyReluInputs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: LeakyReluAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {alpha} = attrs;\n\n  const $alpha = backend.makeTensorInfo(\n      [],

'float32',\n      util.createScalarValue(alpha as {} as 'float32', 'float32'));\n\n  const program =

env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_BINARY_OPERATIONS') ?\n      new

BinaryOpPackedProgram(LEAKYRELU_PACKED, x.shape, $alpha.shape) :\n      new

BinaryOpProgram(LEAKYRELU, x.shape, $alpha.shape);\n  const result = backend.runWebGLProgram(program,

[x, $alpha], x.dtype);\n\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo($alpha);\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const

leakyReluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LeakyRelu,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: leakyRelu

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Prelu, PreluInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {BinaryOpProgram} from

'../binaryop_gpu';\nimport {BinaryOpPackedProgram} from '../binaryop_packed_gpu';\n\nexport const PRELU =

`return (a < 0.) ? b * a : a;`;\nexport const PRELU_PACKED = `\n  vec4 aLessThanZero = vec4(lessThan(a,

vec4(0.)));\n  return (aLessThanZero * (b * a)) + ((vec4(1.0) - aLessThanZero) * a);\n`;\n\nexport function

prelu(args: {inputs: PreluInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} =

args;\n  const {x, alpha} = inputs;\n\n  const program = env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_BINARY_OPERATIONS')

?\n      new BinaryOpPackedProgram(PRELU_PACKED, x.shape, alpha.shape) :\n      new

BinaryOpProgram(PRELU, x.shape, alpha.shape);\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, alpha],

x.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const preluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Prelu,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: prelu as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file
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except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BinaryInputs, DataType, env, KernelFunc, TypedArray, UnaryInputs, upcastType}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{BinaryOpProgram} from '../binaryop_gpu';\nimport {BinaryOpPackedProgram} from

'../binaryop_packed_gpu';\nimport {complex} from '../kernels/Complex';\nimport {LEAKYRELU,

LEAKYRELU_PACKED} from '../kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {PRELU, PRELU_PACKED} from

'../kernels/Prelu';\nimport * as unary_op from '../unaryop_gpu';\nimport {UnaryOpProgram} from

'../unaryop_gpu';\nimport * as unary_packed_op from '../unaryop_packed_gpu';\nimport {UnaryOpPackedProgram}

from '../unaryop_packed_gpu';\n\nimport {SimpleBinaryKernelImplCPU, SimpleUnaryKernelImplCPU} from

'./shared';\n\nexport const CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_UNARY = `if (isnan(x)) return x;`;\n\nexport const

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_BINARY = `\n  if (isnan(a)) return a;\n  if (isnan(b)) return b;\n`;\n\nexport const

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_BINARY_PACKED = `\n  result.r = isNaN.r > 0. ? NAN : result.r;\n  result.g = isNaN.g

> 0. ? NAN : result.g;\n  result.b = isNaN.b > 0. ? NAN : result.b;\n  result.a = isNaN.a > 0. ? NAN :

result.a;\n`;\n\ntype UnaryKernelFuncConfig = {\n  opSnippet: string,\n  packedOpSnippet?: string,\n

cpuKernelImpl?: SimpleUnaryKernelImplCPU,\n  dtype?: DataType\n};\n\n/**\n * Template that creates a

`KernelFunc` for unary ops.\n * @param opSnippet Op snippet to create `UnaryOpProgram`.\n * @param

packedOpSnippet Op snippet to create `UnaryOpPackedProgram`.\n * @param dtype Optional. If set, the result has

this dtype. Otherwise, the\n *     result has the same dtype as the first input. This is mainly used in\n *     comparison

kernels, such as Equal, Less, Greater, etc.\n */\nexport function unaryKernelFunc(\n    {opSnippet,

packedOpSnippet, cpuKernelImpl, dtype}: UnaryKernelFuncConfig):\n    KernelFunc {\n  return ({inputs,

backend}) => {\n    const {x} = inputs as UnaryInputs;\n    const webglBackend = backend as

MathBackendWebGL;\n\n    const $dtype = dtype || x.dtype;\n    if (webglBackend.shouldExecuteOnCPU([x]) &&

cpuKernelImpl != null) {\n      const xData = webglBackend.texData.get(x.dataId);\n      const outValues =

cpuKernelImpl(xData.values as TypedArray, $dtype);\n      return webglBackend.makeTensorInfo(x.shape, $dtype,

outValues);\n    }\n\n    const shouldUsePackedProgram =\n

env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_UNARY_OPERATIONS') && packedOpSnippet != null;\n    let program:

UnaryOpProgram|UnaryOpPackedProgram;\n    if (shouldUsePackedProgram) {\n      program = new

UnaryOpPackedProgram(x.shape, packedOpSnippet);\n    } else {\n      program = new UnaryOpProgram(x.shape,

opSnippet);\n    }\n\n    return webglBackend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x], $dtype);\n  };\n}\n\ntype

BinaryKernelFuncConfig = {\n  opSnippet: string,\n  packedOpSnippet?: string,\n  checkOutOfBounds?: boolean,\n

supportsComplex?: boolean,\n  cpuKernelImpl?: SimpleBinaryKernelImplCPU,\n  dtype?: DataType\n};\n\n/**\n *

Template that creates a `KernelFunc` for binary ops.\n * @param opSnippet Op snippet to create

`BinaryOpProgram`.\n * @param packedOpSnippet Op snippet to create `BinaryOpPackedProgram`.\n * @param

checkOutOfBoundsForPackedProgram Whether to set checkOutOfBounds=true\n *     when creating

BinaryOpPackedProgram.\n * @param dtype Optional. If set, the result has this dtype. Otherwise, the\n *     result

has the same dtype as the first input. This is mainly used in\n *     comparison kernels, such as Equal, Less, Greater,

etc.\n */\nexport function binaryKernelFunc({\n  opSnippet,\n  packedOpSnippet,\n  checkOutOfBounds = false,\n

supportsComplex = false,\n  cpuKernelImpl,\n  dtype\n}: BinaryKernelFuncConfig): KernelFunc {\n  return

({inputs, backend}) => {\n    const {a, b} = inputs as BinaryInputs;\n    const webglBackend = backend as

MathBackendWebGL;\n\n    if (supportsComplex && a.dtype === 'complex64') {\n      const aData =

webglBackend.texData.get(a.dataId);\n      const bData = webglBackend.texData.get(b.dataId);\n\n      const [real,

imag] = [\n        [aData.complexTensorInfos.real, bData.complexTensorInfos.real],\n

[aData.complexTensorInfos.imag, bData.complexTensorInfos.imag]\n      ].map(complexParts => {\n        const
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[aPart, bPart] = complexParts;\n\n        const aHandle = {\n          dataId: aPart.dataId,\n          dtype: aPart.dtype,\n

     shape: a.shape\n        };\n        const bHandle = {\n          dataId: bPart.dataId,\n          dtype: bPart.dtype,\n

shape: b.shape\n        };\n\n        const program = new BinaryOpProgram(opSnippet, a.shape, b.shape);\n        return

webglBackend.runWebGLProgram(\n            program, [aHandle, bHandle], upcastType(aPart.dtype,

bPart.dtype));\n      });\n\n      const complexOutput =\n          complex({inputs: {real, imag}, backend:

webglBackend});\n\n      webglBackend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(real);\n

webglBackend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(imag);\n\n      // TODO(annxingyuan): Implement CPU forwarding

for complex inputs.\n\n      return complexOutput;\n    }\n\n    const $dtype = dtype || upcastType(a.dtype,

b.dtype);\n    if (webglBackend.shouldExecuteOnCPU([a, b]) && cpuKernelImpl != null) {\n      const aData =

webglBackend.texData.get(a.dataId);\n      const bData = webglBackend.texData.get(b.dataId);\n      const

[outValues, outShape] = cpuKernelImpl(\n          a.shape, b.shape, aData.values as TypedArray,\n          bData.values

as TypedArray, $dtype);\n\n      const out = webglBackend.makeTensorInfo(outShape, $dtype);\n      const outData

= webglBackend.texData.get(out.dataId);\n      outData.values = outValues;\n      return out;\n    }\n\n    const

shouldUsePackedProgram =\n        env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_BINARY_OPERATIONS') &&\n

packedOpSnippet != null;\n    let program: BinaryOpProgram|BinaryOpPackedProgram;\n    if

(shouldUsePackedProgram) {\n      program = new BinaryOpPackedProgram(\n          packedOpSnippet, a.shape,

b.shape, checkOutOfBounds);\n    } else {\n      program = new BinaryOpProgram(opSnippet, a.shape, b.shape);\n

}\n\n    return webglBackend.runWebGLProgram(program, [a, b], $dtype);\n  };\n}\n\nexport function

mapActivationToShaderProgram(\n    activation: backend_util.Activation, packed = false): string {\n  if (activation

=== 'linear') {\n    if (packed) {\n      return unary_packed_op.LINEAR;\n    }\n    return unary_op.LINEAR;\n  }

else if (activation === 'relu') {\n    if (packed) {\n      return unary_packed_op.RELU;\n    }\n    return

unary_op.RELU;\n  } else if (activation === 'elu') {\n    if (packed) {\n      return unary_packed_op.ELU;\n    }\n

return unary_op.ELU;\n  } else if (activation === 'relu6') {\n    if (packed) {\n      return

unary_packed_op.RELU6;\n    }\n    return unary_op.RELU6;\n  } else if (activation === 'prelu') {\n    if (packed)

{\n      return PRELU_PACKED;\n    }\n    return PRELU;\n  } else if (activation === 'leakyrelu') {\n    if (packed)

{\n      return LEAKYRELU_PACKED;\n    }\n    return LEAKYRELU;\n  }\n  throw new Error(`Activation ${\n

activation} has not been implemented for the WebGL backend.`);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class MatMulPackedProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['matrixA', 'matrixB'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      aShape: [number, number, number], bShape:

[number, number, number],\n      outputShape: [number, number, number], transposeA = false,\n      transposeB =

false, addBias = false, activation: string = null,\n      hasPreluActivation = false, hasLeakyreluActivation = false) {\n

 this.outputShape = outputShape;\n\n    const sharedDim = transposeA ? aShape[1] : aShape[2];\n    const

sharedDimensionPacked = Math.ceil(sharedDim / 2);\n\n    const aSample = transposeA ? 'i * 2, rc.y' : 'rc.y, i * 2';\n

 const bSample = transposeB ? 'rc.z, i * 2' : 'i * 2, rc.z';\n    const aSwizzle = transposeA ? ['a.xxyy', 'a.zzww'] :

['a.xxzz', 'a.yyww'];\n    const bSwizzle = transposeB ? ['b.xzxz', 'b.ywyw'] : ['b.xyxy', 'b.zwzw'];\n\n    let

activationSnippet = '', applyActivationSnippet = '';\n    if (activation) {\n      if (hasPreluActivation) {\n

activationSnippet = `vec4 activation(vec4 a) {\n          vec4 b = getPreluActivationWeightsAtOutCoords();\n

${activation}\n        }`;\n      } else if (hasLeakyreluActivation) {\n        activationSnippet = `vec4 activation(vec4 a)

{\n          vec4 b = getLeakyreluAlphaAtOutCoords();\n          ${activation}\n        }`;\n      } else {\n

activationSnippet = `vec4 activation(vec4 x) {\n          ${activation}\n        }`;\n      }\n\n      applyActivationSnippet
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= `result = activation(result);`;\n    }\n\n    const addBiasSnippet = addBias ? 'result += getBiasAtOutCoords();' : '';\n

  if (addBias) {\n      this.variableNames.push('bias');\n    }\n\n    if (hasPreluActivation) {\n

this.variableNames.push('preluActivationWeights');\n    }\n\n    if (hasLeakyreluActivation) {\n

this.variableNames.push('leakyreluAlpha');\n    }\n\n    let batchASnippet = 'rc.x';\n    let batchBSnippet = 'rc.x';\n

if (aShape[0] < bShape[0]) {\n      batchASnippet = `int(min(float(rc.x), ${aShape[0] - 1}.))`;\n    } else if

(bShape[0] < aShape[0]) {\n      batchBSnippet = `int(min(float(rc.x), ${bShape[0] - 1}.))`;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode

= `\n      ${activationSnippet}\n\n      const float sharedDimension = ${sharedDimensionPacked}.0;\n\n      vec4

dot2x2ARowBCol(ivec3 rc) {\n        vec4 result = vec4(0);\n        for (int i = 0; i < ${sharedDimensionPacked}; i++)

{\n          int batchA = ${batchASnippet};\n          int batchB = ${batchBSnippet};\n          vec4 a =

getMatrixA(batchA, ${aSample});\n          vec4 b = getMatrixB(batchB, ${bSample});\n\n          // These swizzled

products need to be separately added.\n          // See: https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/1735\n          result +=

(${aSwizzle[0]} * ${bSwizzle[0]});\n          result += (${aSwizzle[1]} * ${bSwizzle[1]});\n        }\n        return

result;\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec3 rc = getOutputCoords();\n        vec4 result =

dot2x2ARowBCol(rc);\n\n        ${addBiasSnippet}\n\n        ${applyActivationSnippet}\n\n        setOutput(result);\n

   }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\n//

(Ar + Ai)(Br + Bi) =\n// ArBr + ArBi + AiBr + AiBi = ArBr - AB + ArBi + AiBr\n// Yr = ArBr - AB\n// Yi = ArBi

+ AiBr\nexport const COMPLEX_MULTIPLY = {\n  REAL: 'return areal * breal - aimag * bimag;',\n  IMAG:

'return areal * bimag + aimag * breal;'\n};\n\nexport class BinaryOpComplexProgram implements GPGPUProgram

{\n  variableNames = ['AReal', 'AImag', 'BReal', 'BImag'];\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n\n

constructor(op: string, aShape: number[], bShape: number[]) {\n    this.outputShape =

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(aShape, bShape);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      float

binaryOpComplex(\n          float areal, float aimag, float breal, float bimag) {\n        ${op}\n      }\n\n      void main()

{\n        float areal = getARealAtOutCoords();\n        float aimag = getAImagAtOutCoords();\n        float breal =

getBRealAtOutCoords();\n        float bimag = getBImagAtOutCoords();\n        setOutput(binaryOpComplex(areal,

aimag, breal, bimag));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {ReshapePackedProgram} from '../reshape_packed_gpu';\nimport {getBatchDim,

getRowsCols} from '../webgl_util';\n\nexport function packedReshape(\n    input: TensorInfo, afterShape:

number[],\n    backend: MathBackendWebGL): TensorInfo {\n  const input3DShape =\n

[getBatchDim(input.shape),\n       ...getRowsCols(input.shape)] as [number, number, number];\n  const input3D:

TensorInfo = {\n    dtype: input.dtype,\n    shape: input3DShape,\n    dataId: input.dataId\n  };\n  const

afterShapeAs3D =\n      [getBatchDim(afterShape),\n       ...getRowsCols(afterShape)] as [number, number,

number];\n\n  const program = new ReshapePackedProgram(afterShapeAs3D, input3DShape);\n  const
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preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput = true;\n  const output = backend.runWebGLProgram(\n      program, [input3D],

input.dtype, null /* customSetup */,\n      preventEagerUnpackingOfOutput);\n  return {dataId: output.dataId, shape:

afterShape, dtype: output.dtype};\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reshape, ReshapeAttrs, ReshapeInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {packedReshape}

from '../kernel_utils/reshape';\nimport {isReshapeFree} from '../webgl_util';\n\nexport function reshape(args: {\n

inputs: ReshapeInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: ReshapeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n  const webglBackend = backend;\n\n  const

xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const $shape = util.inferFromImplicitShape(shape, xSize);\n  const $xSize

= util.sizeFromShape($shape);\n\n  util.assert(\n      xSize === $xSize,\n      () => `The new shape (${$shape}) has

${$xSize} elements and the old ` +\n          `shape (${x.shape}) has ${xSize} elements. The new shape and old ` +\n

        `shape must have the same number of elements.`);\n\n  const xTexData =

webglBackend.texData.get(x.dataId);\n  if (xTexData.isPacked && !isReshapeFree(x.shape, $shape) &&\n

!(xTexData.texture !== null && isReshapeFree(xTexData.shape, $shape))) {\n    return packedReshape(x, $shape,

webglBackend);\n  }\n\n  webglBackend.incRef(x.dataId);\n\n  return {dataId: x.dataId, shape: $shape, dtype:

x.dtype};\n}\n\nexport const reshapeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Reshape,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: reshape as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class MeanProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(reduceInfo: backend_util.ReduceInfo, divisor?:

number) {\n    const {windowSize, batchSize, inSize, outSize} = reduceInfo;\n    this.outputShape = [batchSize,

outSize];\n\n    const windowSizeNearestVec4 = Math.floor(windowSize / 4) * 4;\n    const

windowSizeVec4Remainder = windowSize % 4;\n\n    let updateSnippet = `sumValue += dot(values, ones);`;\n    if

(divisor != null) {\n      const denominator = 1 / divisor;\n      updateSnippet = `sumValue += dot(values * ${\n

util.isInt(denominator) ? denominator.toPrecision(2) :\n                                    denominator}, ones);`;\n    }\n\n    let

checkOutOfBounds = '';\n    if (inSize % windowSize > 0) {\n      checkOutOfBounds = `\n        if (inIdx < 0 || inIdx

>= ${inSize}) {\n          return 0.0;\n        }\n      `;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const vec4 ones = vec4(1.0,

1.0, 1.0, 1.0);\n\n      float getValue(int batch, int inIdx) {\n        ${checkOutOfBounds}\n        return getX(batch,

inIdx);\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec2 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords[0];\n        int

outIdx = coords[1];\n        int inOffset = outIdx * ${windowSize};\n\n        float sumValue = 0.0;\n\n        for (int i =

0; i < ${windowSizeNearestVec4}; i += 4) {\n          int inIdx = inOffset + i;\n          vec4 values = vec4(\n

getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 1),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 2),\n

getValue(batch, inIdx + 3)\n          );\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        }\n\n        int inIdx = inOffset +

${windowSizeNearestVec4};\n        if (${windowSizeVec4Remainder === 1}) {\n          vec4 values =
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vec4(getValue(batch, inIdx), 0.0, 0.0, 0.0);\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        } else if

(${windowSizeVec4Remainder === 2}) {\n          vec4 values = vec4(\n            getValue(batch, inIdx),\n

getValue(batch, inIdx + 1), 0.0, 0.0);\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        } else if (${windowSizeVec4Remainder

=== 3}) {\n          vec4 values = vec4(\n            getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 1),\n

getValue(batch, inIdx + 2), 0.0);\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        }\n        setOutput(sumValue);\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ReduceProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      reduceInfo: backend_util.ReduceInfo,\n

reduceType: 'all'|'any'|'max'|'min'|'sum'|'prod') {\n    const {windowSize, batchSize, inSize, outSize} = reduceInfo;\n

this.outputShape = [batchSize, outSize];\n\n    let initializationValue = '0.0';\n    let compareOp = ``;\n\n    if

(reduceType === 'prod') {\n      initializationValue = '1.0';\n    } else if (reduceType === 'min') {\n      // WebGL on

Firefox Linux can't compile 1/0 so we do 1/eps.\n      initializationValue = '1.0 / 1e-20';\n      compareOp = `min`;\n

} else if (reduceType === 'max') {\n      // WebGL on Firefox Linux can't compile 1/0 so we do 1/eps.\n

initializationValue = '-1.0 / 1e-20';\n      compareOp = `max`;\n    }\n\n    let returnValue =

`${reduceType}(${reduceType}(${reduceType}(` +\n        'minMaxValue[0], minMaxValue[1]), minMaxValue[2]),

minMaxValue[3])';\n\n    if (reduceType === 'sum') {\n      returnValue = `sumValue`;\n    } else if (reduceType ===

'prod') {\n      returnValue = `prodValue`;\n    } else if (reduceType === 'all') {\n      returnValue = `allValue`;\n    }

else if (reduceType === 'any') {\n      returnValue = `anyValue`;\n    }\n\n    const windowSizeNearestVec4 =

Math.floor(windowSize / 4) * 4;\n    const windowSizeVec4Remainder = windowSize % 4;\n\n    let updateSnippet

= `\n      if (${reduceType === 'sum'}) {\n        sumValue += dot(values, ones);\n      } else if (${reduceType ===

'prod'}) {\n        vec2 tmp = vec2(values[0], values[1]) * vec2(values[2], values[3]);\n        prodValue *= tmp[0] *

tmp[1];\n      } else {\n        minMaxValue = ${compareOp}(values, minMaxValue);\n      }\n    `;\n\n    let vecType

= `vec4`;\n\n    if (reduceType === 'all') {\n      initializationValue = '1.0';\n      updateSnippet = `\n        bool

reducedAllValue = all(values);\n        float floatedReducedAllValue = float(reducedAllValue);\n        allValue =

float(allValue >= 1.0 && floatedReducedAllValue >= 1.0);\n      `;\n      vecType = `bvec4`;\n    } else if

(reduceType === 'any') {\n      initializationValue = '0.0';\n      updateSnippet = `\n        bool reducedAnyValue =

any(values);\n        float floatedReducedAnyValue = float(reducedAnyValue);\n        anyValue = float(anyValue >=

1.0 || floatedReducedAnyValue >= 1.0);\n      `;\n      vecType = `bvec4`;\n    }\n\n    let checkOutOfBounds = '';\n

if (inSize % windowSize > 0) {\n      checkOutOfBounds = `\n        if (inIdx < 0 || inIdx >= ${inSize}) {\n

return initializationValue;\n        }\n      `;\n    }\n    this.userCode = `\n      const float initializationValue =

${initializationValue};\n      const vec4 ones = vec4(1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0);\n\n      float getValue(int batch, int inIdx) {\n

     ${checkOutOfBounds}\n        return getX(batch, inIdx);\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec2 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords[0];\n        int outIdx = coords[1];\n        int inOffset = outIdx *

${windowSize};\n\n        vec4 minMaxValue = vec4(${initializationValue});\n        float prodValue = 1.0;\n

float sumValue = 0.0;\n        float allValue = 1.0;\n        float anyValue = 0.0;\n\n        for (int i = 0; i <

${windowSizeNearestVec4}; i += 4) {\n          int inIdx = inOffset + i;\n          ${vecType} values = ${vecType}(\n

        getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 1),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 2),\n

getValue(batch, inIdx + 3)\n          );\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        }\n\n        int inIdx = inOffset +

${windowSizeNearestVec4};\n        if (${windowSizeVec4Remainder === 1}) {\n          ${vecType} values =

${vecType}(\n            getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            initializationValue,\n            initializationValue,\n

initializationValue\n          );\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        } else if (${windowSizeVec4Remainder === 2}) {\n
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       ${vecType} values = ${vecType}(\n            getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 1),\n

initializationValue,\n            initializationValue\n          );\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        } else if

(${windowSizeVec4Remainder === 3}) {\n          ${vecType} values = ${vecType}(\n            getValue(batch,

inIdx),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 1),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 2),\n            initializationValue\n

);\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        }\n        setOutput(${returnValue});\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DataType, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {MeanProgram} from '../mean_gpu';\nimport

{ReduceProgram} from '../reduce_gpu';\n\ntype ReduceTypes = 'all'|'any'|'max'|'min'|'sum'|'prod'|'mean';\n\n//

Returns an array of configuration objects that describe each stage of the\n// reduction.\nfunction

getReductionStages(inShape: number[]):\n    Array<{inSize: number, windowSize: number, outSize: number}> {\n

const stages = [];\n\n  while (stages.length === 0 || stages[stages.length - 1].outSize !== 1) {\n    const outSize:

number =\n        stages.length ? stages[stages.length - 1].outSize : inShape[1];\n    const windowSize =

backend_util.computeOptimalWindowSize(outSize);\n    stages.push({\n      inSize: outSize,\n      windowSize,\n

outSize: Math.ceil(outSize / windowSize)\n    });\n  }\n\n  return stages;\n}\n\nexport function reduce(\n    x:

TensorInfo, dtype: DataType, reductionType: ReduceTypes,\n    backend: MathBackendWebGL): TensorInfo {\n

const reductionStages = getReductionStages(x.shape);\n\n  let result = x;\n  for (let i = 0; i < reductionStages.length;

i++) {\n    const {inSize, windowSize, outSize} = reductionStages[i];\n\n    let program:

ReduceProgram|MeanProgram;\n    let previousResult: TensorInfo;\n    if (reductionType === 'mean') {\n

program = i === 0 ?\n          new MeanProgram(\n              {windowSize, inSize, batchSize: x.shape[0], outSize},

inSize) :\n          new MeanProgram({windowSize, inSize, batchSize: x.shape[0], outSize});\n    } else {\n

program = new ReduceProgram(\n          {windowSize, inSize, batchSize: x.shape[0], outSize}, reductionType);\n

}\n\n    previousResult = result;\n    result = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [result], dtype);\n\n    if

(previousResult.dataId !== x.dataId) {\n      backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(previousResult);\n    }\n  }\n\n

return result;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class TransposeProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  rank: number;\n\n  constructor(aShape: number[], newDim:

number[]) {\n    const outputShape: number[] = new Array(aShape.length);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outputShape.length;

i++) {\n      outputShape[i] = aShape[newDim[i]];\n    }\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.rank =

outputShape.length;\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(this.rank);\n    const switched =

getSwitchedCoords(newDim);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n    void main() {\n      ${dtype} resRC =

getOutputCoords();\n      setOutput(getA(${switched}));\n    }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

getSwitchedCoords(newDim: number[]): string {\n  const rank = newDim.length;\n  if (rank > 6) {\n    throw

Error(`Transpose for rank ${rank} is not yet supported`);\n  }\n  const originalOrder =\n      ['resRC.x', 'resRC.y',
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'resRC.z', 'resRC.w', 'resRC.u', 'resRC.v'];\n  const switchedCoords = new Array(rank);\n  for (let i = 0; i <

newDim.length; i++) {\n    switchedCoords[newDim[i]] = originalOrder[i];\n  }\n  return

switchedCoords.join();\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getVecChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport

{getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class TransposePackedProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  rank: number;\n

packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n  constructor(aShape: number[], newDim: number[]) {\n    const

outputShape: number[] = new Array(aShape.length);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outputShape.length; i++) {\n

outputShape[i] = aShape[newDim[i]];\n    }\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.rank =

outputShape.length;\n    if (this.rank > 6) {\n      throw Error(\n          `Packed transpose for rank ${this.rank} is not

yet supported.`);\n    }\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(this.rank);\n\n    const outputOrder =

getVecChannels('rc', this.rank);\n    const switchedOrder = new Array(this.rank);\n    for (let i = 0; i <

newDim.length; i++) {\n      switchedOrder[newDim[i]] = outputOrder[i];\n    }\n    const innerDims =

`vec2(${switchedOrder.slice(-2).join()})`;\n    const nextColumn =\n        `++${outputOrder[this.rank - 1]} <

${outputShape[this.rank - 1]}`;\n    const getc = `getChannel(getA(${switchedOrder.join()}), ${innerDims})`;\n\n

this.userCode = `\n    void main() {\n      ${dtype} rc = getOutputCoords();\n      vec4 result = vec4(0.);\n

result[0] = ${getc};\n      if(${nextColumn}) {\n        result[1] = ${getc};\n      }\n      --${outputOrder[this.rank -

1]};\n      if(++${outputOrder[this.rank - 2]} < ${outputShape[this.rank - 2]}) {\n        result[2] = ${getc};\n

if(${nextColumn}) {\n          result[3] = ${getc};\n        }\n      }\n      setOutput(result);\n    }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, sumOutType, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {reduce} from '../kernel_utils/reduce';\nimport {reshape}

from './Reshape';\n\nimport {transposeImpl} from './Transpose_impl';\n\nexport function sumImpl(\n    x:

TensorInfo, axis: number|number[], keepDims: boolean,\n    backend: MathBackendWebGL): TensorInfo {\n  const

reductionIndices = axis;\n\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  const origAxes =

util.parseAxisParam(reductionIndices, x.shape);\n  let axes = origAxes;\n  const permutedAxes =

backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  const sumInputIsTransposed = permutedAxes != null;\n\n  let

sumInput = x;\n  if (sumInputIsTransposed) {\n    sumInput = transposeImpl(x, permutedAxes, backend);\n\n    axes

= backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('sum',

axes, xRank);\n  const [sumOutShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(sumInput.shape, axes);\n\n  let outShape = sumOutShape;\n  if

(keepDims) {\n    // rather than reshape at the end, set the target shape here.\n    outShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(sumOutShape, origAxes);\n  }\n\n  const inSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const batchSize = xSize /

inSize;\n  const reshapedInput = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: sumInput}, attrs: {shape: [batchSize, inSize]},
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backend});\n\n  const outType = sumOutType(x.dtype);\n\n  const reduced = reduce(reshapedInput, outType, 'sum',

backend);\n  const out =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: reduced}, attrs: {shape: outShape}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(reshapedInput);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(reduced);\n  if

(sumInputIsTransposed) {\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(sumInput);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sum, SumAttrs, SumInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {sumImpl} from './Sum_impl';\n\nexport function

sum(\n    args: {inputs: SumInputs, attrs: SumAttrs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}) {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n\n  return sumImpl(x, axis, keepDims,

backend);\n}\n\nexport const sumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sum,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: sum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo, upcastType, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {mapActivationToShaderProgram} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {MatMulPackedProgram} from '../mulmat_packed_gpu';\n\nimport

{multiply} from './Multiply';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {sum} from './Sum';\nimport {transpose}

from './Transpose';\n\n// Empirically determined minimal shared dimension in matmul before we forward\n// to

a.mul(b).sum() in order to take advantage of GPU parallelism. See\n// https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs-

core/pull/1379 for benchmarks.\nexport const MATMUL_SHARED_DIM_THRESHOLD = 1000;\n\ntype

BatchMatMulConfig = {\n  a: TensorInfo,\n  b: TensorInfo,\n  transposeA: boolean,\n  transposeB: boolean,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  bias?: TensorInfo,\n  preluActivationWeights?: TensorInfo,\n  leakyreluAlpha?:

number,\n  activation?: backend_util.Activation\n};\n\nexport function batchMatMulImpl({\n  a,\n  b,\n

transposeA,\n  transposeB,\n  backend,\n  bias = null,\n  preluActivationWeights = null,\n  leakyreluAlpha = 0,\n

activation = null\n}: BatchMatMulConfig): TensorInfo {\n  const aRank = a.shape.length;\n  const bRank =

b.shape.length;\n\n  const innerShapeA = transposeA ? a.shape[aRank - 2] : a.shape[aRank - 1];\n  const

innerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 1] : b.shape[bRank - 2];\n\n  const outerShapeA = transposeA ?

a.shape[aRank - 1] : a.shape[aRank - 2];\n  const outerShapeB = transposeB ? b.shape[bRank - 2] : b.shape[bRank -

1];\n\n  const outerDimsA = a.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outerDimsB = b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n\n  const batchDimA =

util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsA);\n  const batchDimB = util.sizeFromShape(outerDimsB);\n\n  const

batchDimsCompatible =\n      batchDimA === batchDimB || batchDimA === 1 || batchDimB === 1;\n\n

util.assert(\n      aRank >= 2 && bRank >= 2 && batchDimsCompatible,\n      () => `Error in matMul: the input

batch dimensions must either be the ` +\n          `same or at least one input batch dimension must be 1. Got input `

+\n          `batch dimensions of (${outerDimsA}) and (${outerDimsB}).`);\n\n  const outShapeOuterDims =\n

batchDimA > batchDimB ? a.shape.slice(0, -2) : b.shape.slice(0, -2);\n  const outShape =

outShapeOuterDims.concat([outerShapeA, outerShapeB]);\n\n  util.assert(\n      innerShapeA === innerShapeB,\n

() => `Error in matMul: inner shapes (${innerShapeA}) and (` +\n          `${innerShapeB}) of Tensors with shapes
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${a.shape} and ` +\n          `${b.shape} and transposeA=${transposeA}` +\n          ` and transposeB=${transposeB}

must match.`);\n\n  const a3dShape: [number, number, number] = transposeA ?\n      [batchDimA, innerShapeA,

outerShapeA] :\n      [batchDimA, outerShapeA, innerShapeA];\n  const b3dShape: [number, number, number] =

transposeB ?\n      [batchDimB, outerShapeB, innerShapeB] :\n      [batchDimB, innerShapeB, outerShapeB];\n\n  //

The rest of the implementation is designed to operate on rank-3 tensors\n  const a3d = reshape({inputs: {x: a},

backend, attrs: {shape: a3dShape}});\n  const b3d = reshape({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {shape:

b3dShape}});\n\n  const intermediates: TensorInfo[] = [a3d, b3d];\n\n  const batchDim = Math.max(batchDimA,

batchDimB);\n  const sharedDim = transposeA ? a3d.shape[1] : a3d.shape[2];\n\n  const hasBias = bias != null;\n

const hasPreluActivationWeights = preluActivationWeights != null;\n  const hasLeakyreluAlpha = activation ===

'leakyrelu';\n  const fusedActivation = activation != null ?\n      mapActivationToShaderProgram(activation, true) :\n

    null;\n  const containsFusedOps = hasBias || hasPreluActivationWeights ||\n      hasLeakyreluAlpha ||

fusedActivation != null;\n  let out: TensorInfo;\n\n  // Since the matrices are vectors, it is faster to call mul().sum()\n

// because sum() is O(sqrt(N)) due to divide-and-conquer.\n  if ((outerShapeA === 1 || outerShapeB === 1) &&\n

sharedDim > MATMUL_SHARED_DIM_THRESHOLD && containsFusedOps === false) {\n    let aVec = a3d;\n

 let bVec = b3d;\n    if (transposeA) {\n      aVec = transpose({inputs: {x: a3d}, backend, attrs: {perm: [0, 2, 1]}});\n

   intermediates.push(aVec);\n    }\n    if (transposeB) {\n      bVec = transpose({inputs: {x: b3d}, backend, attrs:

{perm: [0, 2, 1]}});\n      intermediates.push(bVec);\n    }\n\n    const shouldReshapeA = outerShapeB !== 1;\n

const shouldReshapeB = outerShapeB === 1;\n\n    let aVec3d = aVec;\n    if (shouldReshapeA) {\n      aVec3d =

reshape({\n        inputs: {x: aVec},\n        backend,\n        attrs: {shape: [batchDim, sharedDim, 1]}\n      });\n\n

intermediates.push(aVec3d);\n    }\n\n    const axis = outerShapeB === 1 ? 2 : 1;\n\n    let bVec3d = bVec;\n    if

(shouldReshapeB) {\n      bVec3d = reshape({\n        inputs: {x: bVec},\n        backend,\n        attrs: {shape:

[batchDim, 1, sharedDim]}\n      });\n\n      intermediates.push(bVec3d);\n    }\n\n    const product =

multiply({inputs: {a: aVec3d, b: bVec3d}, backend});\n    out = sum({inputs: {x: product}, backend, attrs: {axis,

keepDims: true}});\n    intermediates.push(product);\n  } else {\n    const dtype = upcastType(a.dtype, b.dtype);\n\n

const program = new MatMulPackedProgram(\n        a3dShape, b3dShape, [batchDim, outerShapeA, outerShapeB],

transposeA,\n        transposeB, hasBias, fusedActivation, hasPreluActivationWeights,\n

hasLeakyreluAlpha);\n\n    const inputs: TensorInfo[] = [a3d, b3d];\n    if (bias != null) {\n      inputs.push(bias);\n

}\n    if (hasPreluActivationWeights) {\n      inputs.push(preluActivationWeights);\n    }\n    if (hasLeakyreluAlpha)

{\n      const $leakyreluAlpha = backend.makeTensorInfo(\n          [], 'float32',\n

util.createScalarValue(leakyreluAlpha as {} as 'float32', 'float32'));\n      inputs.push($leakyreluAlpha);\n

intermediates.push($leakyreluAlpha);\n    }\n\n    out = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, inputs, dtype);\n

}\n\n  const outReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out}, backend, attrs: {shape: outShape}});\n

intermediates.push(out);\n  for (const i of intermediates) {\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(i);\n  }\n

return outReshaped;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an AS IS BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {_FusedMatMul, _FusedMatMulAttrs, _FusedMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {batchMatMulImpl}

from './BatchMatMul_impl';\n\nexport function _fusedMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: _FusedMatMulInputs,\n  attrs:

_FusedMatMulAttrs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b,

bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {transposeA, transposeB, activation, leakyreluAlpha} = attrs;\n\n

return batchMatMulImpl({\n    a,\n    b,\n    transposeA,\n    transposeB,\n    backend,\n    bias,\n

preluActivationWeights,\n    leakyreluAlpha,\n    activation\n  });\n}\n\nexport const _fusedMatMulConfig:
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KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: _FusedMatMul,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: _fusedMatMul as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Acos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst ACOS =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  if (abs(x) > 1.) {\n    return NAN;\n  }\n  return acos(x);\n`;\n\nexport const acos =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: ACOS});\n\nexport const acosConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Acos,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: acos,\n};\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Acosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst ACOSH =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  if (x < 1.0) return NAN;\nreturn log(x + sqrt(x * x - 1.0));`;\n\nexport const acosh =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: ACOSH});\n\nexport const acoshConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Acosh,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: acosh,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class AddNProgram implements GPGPUProgram

{\n  variableNames: string[];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(outputShape:

number[], shapes: number[][]) {\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.variableNames = shapes.map((_, i) =>

`T${i}`);\n\n    const snippets: string[] = [];\n    // Get target elements from every input tensor.\n

this.variableNames.forEach(variable => {\n      snippets.push(`float v${variable} =

get${variable}AtOutCoords();`);\n    });\n\n    // Calculate the sum of all elements.\n    const operation =

this.variableNames\n                          .map(variable => {\n                            return `v${variable}`;\n

})\n                          .join(' + ');\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ${snippets.join('\\n        ')}\n\n

float result = ${operation};\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class AddNPackedProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames: string[];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n  packedInputs =

true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n  constructor(outputShape: number[], shapes: number[][]) {\n    this.outputShape =

outputShape;\n    this.variableNames = shapes.map((_, i) => `T${i}`);\n\n    const snippets: string[] = [];\n    // Get

target elements from every input tensor.\n    this.variableNames.forEach(variable => {\n      snippets.push(`vec4

v${variable} = get${variable}AtOutCoords();`);\n    });\n\n    // Calculate the sum of all elements.\n    const

operation = this.variableNames\n                          .map(variable => {\n                            return `v${variable}`;\n

                })\n                          .join(' + ');\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ${snippets.join('\\n

')}\n\n        vec4 result = ${operation};\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {AddN, AddNInputs, env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, upcastType} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {AddNProgram} from '../addn_gpu';\nimport {AddNPackedProgram} from

'../addn_packed_gpu';\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\n\nexport function addN(args: {inputs: AddNInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo

{\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n\n  const tensors = inputs;\n  if (tensors.length === 1) {\n    return

identity({inputs: {x: tensors[0]}, backend});\n  }\n\n  // Limit the number of uploaded textures for optimization.\n  if

(tensors.length > env().get('WEBGL_MAX_TEXTURES_IN_SHADER')) {\n    const midIndex =

Math.floor(tensors.length / 2);\n    const leftSide = addN({inputs: tensors.slice(0, midIndex), backend});\n    const

rightSide = addN({inputs: tensors.slice(midIndex), backend});\n    return addN({inputs: [leftSide, rightSide],

backend});\n  }\n\n  const dtype =\n      tensors.map(t => t.dtype).reduce((d1, d2) => upcastType(d1, d2));\n  const

shapes = tensors.map(t => t.shape);\n  // We can make sure shapes are identical in op level.\n  const usePackedOp =

env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK');\n  const program = usePackedOp ?\n      new

AddNPackedProgram(tensors[0].shape, shapes) :\n      new AddNProgram(tensors[0].shape, shapes);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, tensors, dtype);\n}\n\nexport const addNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: AddN,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: addN as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {All, AllAttrs, AllInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {reduce} from

'../kernel_utils/reduce';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nexport

function all(\n    args: {inputs: AllInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: AllAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const

{inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const origAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n  let axes = origAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n  if (permutedAxes != null)

{\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {perm: permutedAxes}});\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('all',
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axes, xRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(permutedX.shape, axes);\n  const inSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const a2D =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: permutedX}, backend, attrs: {shape:

[-1, inSize]}});\n  const reduced = reduce(a2D, a2D.dtype, 'all', backend);\n\n  let res;\n  if (keepDims) {\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(outShape, origAxes);\n    res = reshape({inputs: {x: reduced},

backend, attrs: {shape: newShape}});\n  } else {\n    res = reshape({inputs: {x: reduced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

outShape}});\n  }\n\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(a2D);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(reduced);\n\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(permutedX);\n  }\n\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const allConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: All,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: all as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Any, AnyAttrs, AnyInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {reduce} from

'../kernel_utils/reduce';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nexport

function any(\n    args: {inputs: AnyInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: AnyAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const origAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n  let axes = origAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n  if (permutedAxes != null)

{\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {perm: permutedAxes}});\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('any',

axes, xRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(permutedX.shape, axes);\n  const inSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n\n  const a2D =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: permutedX}, backend, attrs: {shape:

[-1, inSize]}});\n  const reduced = reduce(a2D, a2D.dtype, 'any', backend);\n\n  let res;\n  if (keepDims) {\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(outShape, origAxes);\n    res = reshape({inputs: {x: reduced},

backend, attrs: {shape: newShape}});\n  } else {\n    res = reshape({inputs: {x: reduced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

outShape}});\n  }\n\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(a2D);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(reduced);\n\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(permutedX);\n  }\n\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const anyConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Any,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: any as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ArgMinMaxProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      reduceInfo: backend_util.ReduceInfo, op:
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'max'|'min',\n      firstPass: boolean) {\n    const {windowSize, batchSize, outSize} = reduceInfo;\n    if (!firstPass)

{\n      this.variableNames.push('bestIndicesA');\n    }\n    this.outputShape = [batchSize, outSize];\n    const

compOp = (op === 'max') ? '>' : '<';\n    const indexSnippet = firstPass ?\n        'inOffset + i;' :\n

'round(getBestIndicesA(batch, inOffset + i));';\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec2 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords[0];\n        int outIdx = coords[1];\n        int inOffset = outIdx *

${windowSize};\n\n        int bestIndex = inOffset;\n        float bestValue = getA(batch, bestIndex);\n\n        for (int i

= 0; i < ${windowSize}; i++) {\n          int inIdx = ${indexSnippet};\n          float candidate = getA(batch, inIdx);\n

      if (candidate ${compOp} bestValue) {\n            bestValue = candidate;\n            bestIndex = inIdx;\n          }\n

  }\n        setOutput(float(bestIndex));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport

{getChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class

ArgMinMaxPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n

userCode: string;\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n  constructor(\n      shape: number[],

windowSize: number, op: 'max'|'min',\n      firstPass: boolean) {\n    util.assert(\n        shape.length > 2,\n        () =>

`Packed arg${\n            op.charAt(0).toUpperCase() +\n            op.slice(1)} supports only inputs with rank above

2.`);\n    const inSize = shape[shape.length - 1];\n    const outSize = Math.ceil(inSize / windowSize);\n

this.outputShape = shape.slice(0, -1);\n    if (outSize > 1) {\n      this.outputShape.push(outSize);\n    }\n    if

(!firstPass) {\n      this.variableNames.push('bestIndicesA');\n    }\n    const outShape = this.outputShape;\n    const

rank = outShape.length;\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n    const coords = getChannels('coords',

rank);\n\n    let sourceLocSetup;\n    let sourceRank;\n    if (outSize === 1) {\n      sourceRank = rank + 1;\n      const

sourceLocDType = getCoordsDataType(sourceRank);\n      sourceLocSetup = `\n        ${sourceLocDType}

sourceLocR = ${sourceLocDType}(${coords.join()}, 0);\n        ++${coords[rank - 1]};\n        ${sourceLocDType}

sourceLocG = ${sourceLocDType}(${coords.join()}, 0);\n        ++${coords[rank - 2]};\n        ${sourceLocDType}

sourceLocA = ${sourceLocDType}(${coords.join()}, 0);\n        --${coords[rank - 1]};\n        ${sourceLocDType}

sourceLocB = ${sourceLocDType}(${coords.join()}, 0);\n        --${coords[rank - 2]};`;\n    } else {\n

sourceRank = rank;\n      sourceLocSetup = `\n        ${dtype} sourceLocR = coords;\n        ++${coords[rank - 1]};\n

     ${dtype} sourceLocG = coords;\n        ++${coords[rank - 2]};\n        ${dtype} sourceLocA = coords;\n        --

${coords[rank - 1]};\n        ${dtype} sourceLocB = coords;\n        --${coords[rank - 2]};`;\n    }\n    const channels =

['x', 'y', 'z', 'w', 'u', 'v'].slice(0, sourceRank);\n    const inChannel = '.' + channels[sourceRank - 1];  // e.g. \".b\" for

rank 3.\n    const intChannels = channels.map(x => 'int ' + x);\n    const srcRCoords =\n

getChannels('sourceLocR', sourceRank - 1).concat('inIdx.r');\n    const srcGCoords =\n

getChannels('sourceLocG', sourceRank - 1).concat('inIdx.g');\n    const srcBCoords =\n

getChannels('sourceLocB', sourceRank - 1).concat('inIdx.b');\n    const srcACoords =\n

getChannels('sourceLocA', sourceRank - 1).concat('inIdx.a');\n\n    const compOp = (op === 'max') ? 'greaterThan' :

'lessThan';\n    const fetchCandidateIdx = firstPass ? '' : `\n          inIdx =

round(vec4(getBestIndicesAChannel(${srcRCoords.join()}),\n

getBestIndicesAChannel(${srcGCoords.join()}),\n

getBestIndicesAChannel(${srcBCoords.join()}),\n

getBestIndicesAChannel(${srcACoords.join()})));`;\n\n    const fetchValue = `vec4(\n

getAChannel(${srcRCoords.join()}),\n            hasNextCol ? getAChannel(${srcGCoords.join()}) : 0.,\n

hasNextRow ? getAChannel(${srcBCoords.join()}) : 0.,\n            hasNextRow && hasNextCol ?
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getAChannel(${srcACoords.join()}) : 0.)`;\n\n    const getBestIndicesAChannelSnippet = firstPass ? '' : `\n      float

getBestIndicesAChannel(${intChannels.join()}) {\n        return getChannel(getBestIndicesA(${channels.join()}),\n

                                      vec2(${channels.slice(-2).join()}));\n      }`;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      float

getAChannel(${intChannels.join()}) {\n        return getChannel(getA(${channels.join()}),\n

vec2(${channels.slice(-2).join()}));\n      }\n      ${getBestIndicesAChannelSnippet}\n      void main() {\n

${dtype} coords = getOutputCoords();\n        bool hasNextCol = ${coords[rank - 1]} < ${outShape[rank - 1] - 1};\n

     bool hasNextRow = ${coords[rank - 2]} < ${outShape[rank - 2] - 1};\n        ${sourceLocSetup}\n        ivec4

srcIdx = ivec4(sourceLocR${inChannel}, sourceLocG${inChannel},\n          sourceLocB${inChannel},

sourceLocA${inChannel}) * ${windowSize};\n        ivec4 inIdx = srcIdx;\n        vec4 bestIndex = vec4(inIdx);\n

vec4 bestValue = ${fetchValue};\n\n        for (int i = 0; i < ${windowSize}; i++) {\n          inIdx = srcIdx;\n

${fetchCandidateIdx}\n          vec4 candidate = ${fetchValue};\n          bvec4 nan = isnan(candidate);\n          bvec4

replace = bvec4(\n            vec4(${compOp}(candidate, bestValue)) * (vec4(1.0) - vec4(nan)));\n\n          bestValue =

vec4(replace.x  ? candidate.x : bestValue.x,\n                           replace.y  ? candidate.y : bestValue.y,\n

  replace.z  ? candidate.z : bestValue.z,\n                           replace.w  ? candidate.w : bestValue.w);\n          bestIndex

= mix(bestIndex, vec4(inIdx), vec4(replace));\n          srcIdx++;\n        }\n        setOutput(bestIndex);\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, env, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {ArgMinMaxProgram}

from '../argminmax_gpu';\nimport {ArgMinMaxPackedProgram} from '../argminmax_packed_gpu';\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {reshape} from '../kernels/Reshape';\n\nfunction

argReduce(\n    backend: MathBackendWebGL, x: TensorInfo, reduceType: 'max'|'min',\n    bestIndicesA:

TensorInfo = null): TensorInfo {\n  let batchSize = x.shape[0];\n  let inSize = x.shape[1];\n  if (bestIndicesA != null)

{\n    batchSize = bestIndicesA.shape[0];\n    inSize = bestIndicesA.shape[1];\n  }\n  const windowSize =

backend_util.computeOptimalWindowSize(inSize);\n  const reduceInfo =\n      {windowSize, inSize, batchSize,

outSize: Math.ceil(inSize / windowSize)};\n  const program =\n      new ArgMinMaxProgram(reduceInfo,

reduceType, bestIndicesA == null);\n  const inputs = [x];\n  if (bestIndicesA != null) {\n

inputs.push(bestIndicesA);\n  }\n  const output = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, inputs, 'int32');\n  // No

need to run another GPGPU program.\n  if (output.shape[1] === 1) {\n    return output;\n  }\n  const result =

argReduce(backend, x, reduceType, output);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(output);\n  return

result;\n}\n\nfunction argReducePacked(\n    backend: MathBackendWebGL, x: TensorInfo, reduceType:

'max'|'min',\n    bestIndicesA: TensorInfo = null): TensorInfo {\n  const inShape = bestIndicesA != null ?

bestIndicesA.shape : x.shape;\n  const inSize = inShape[inShape.length - 1];\n  const windowSize =

backend_util.computeOptimalWindowSize(inSize);\n  const program = new ArgMinMaxPackedProgram(\n

inShape, windowSize, reduceType, bestIndicesA == null);\n  const inputs = bestIndicesA == null ? [x] : [x,

bestIndicesA];\n  const output = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, inputs, 'int32');\n  if (output.shape.length

=== x.shape.length) {\n    const result = argReducePacked(backend, x, reduceType, output);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(output);\n    return result;\n  }\n  return output;\n}\n\nexport function

argMinMaxReduce(\n    backend: MathBackendWebGL, x: TensorInfo, axis: number,\n    reduceType: 'min'|'max'):

TensorInfo {\n  const axes = [axis];\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims(\n      'arg' +

reduceType.charAt(0).toUpperCase() + reduceType.slice(1), axes,\n      x.shape.length);\n  if

(!env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_REDUCE') || x.shape.length <= 2) {\n    const intermediateTensorInfos = [];\n

const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n        backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(x.shape, axes);\n    const inSize

= util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n    const a2D = reshape({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {shape: [-1, inSize]}});\n
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 intermediateTensorInfos.push(a2D);\n\n    const reduced = argReduce(backend, a2D, reduceType);\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(reduced);\n    const reshaped =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: reduced}, backend, attrs:

{shape: outShape}});\n\n    intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(\n        t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n    return reshaped;\n  }\n  return argReducePacked(backend, x,

reduceType);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMax, ArgMaxAttrs, ArgMaxInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{argMinMaxReduce} from '../kernel_utils/arg_min_max';\n\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nexport

function argMax(\n    args:\n        {inputs: ArgMaxInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: ArgMaxAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis} = attrs;\n\n  let axes =

util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n  const permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes,

x.shape.length);\n  let $x = x;\n  const intermediateTensorInfos = [];\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    $x =

transpose({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {perm: permutedAxes}});\n    intermediateTensorInfos.push($x);\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, $x.shape.length);\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('argMax', [axes[0]], $x.shape.length);\n  const out =

argMinMaxReduce(backend, $x, axes[0], 'max');\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(\n      t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const argMaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ArgMax,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: argMax as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ArgMin, ArgMinAttrs, ArgMinInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{argMinMaxReduce} from '../kernel_utils/arg_min_max';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nexport

function argMin(\n    args:\n        {inputs: ArgMinInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: ArgMinAttrs}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis} = attrs;\n\n  let axes =

util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n  const permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes,

x.shape.length);\n  let $x = x;\n  const intermediateTensorInfos = [];\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n    $x =

transpose({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {perm: permutedAxes}});\n    intermediateTensorInfos.push($x);\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, $x.shape.length);\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('argMin', [axes[0]], $x.shape.length);\n\n  const out =

argMinMaxReduce(backend, $x, axes[0], 'min');\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(\n      t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const argMinConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: ArgMin,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: argMin as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable
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law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Asin, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst ASIN =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  if (abs(x) > 1.) {\n    return NAN;\n  }\n  return asin(x);\n`;\n\nexport const asin =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: ASIN});\n\nexport const asinConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Asin,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: asin,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Asinh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst ASINH =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `return log(x + sqrt(x * x + 1.0));`;\n\nexport const asinh =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: ASINH});\n\nexport const asinhConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Asinh,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: asinh,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Atan, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst ATAN =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  return atan(x);\n`;\n\nexport const atan = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet:

ATAN});\n\nexport const atanConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Atan,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: atan,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Atan2} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {binaryKernelFunc, CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_BINARY,

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_BINARY_PACKED} from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst ATAN2 =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_BINARY + `\n  return atan(a, b);\n`;\n\nconst ATAN2_PACKED = `\n  vec4 result =

atan(a, b);\n  vec4 isNaN = min(vec4(isnan(a)) + vec4(isnan(b)), vec4(1.0));\n  ` +\n

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_BINARY_PACKED + `\n  return result;\n`;\n\nexport const atan2 =\n

binaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: ATAN2, packedOpSnippet: ATAN2_PACKED});\n\nexport const atan2Config:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Atan2,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: atan2,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n
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* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Atanh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst ATANH =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  if ((x < -1.0) || (x > 1.0)) return NAN;\nreturn (log(1.0 + x) - log(1.0 - x)) /

2.0;`;\n\nexport const atanh = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: ATANH});\n\nexport const atanhConfig: KernelConfig

= {\n  kernelName: Atanh,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: atanh,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class Pool2DProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo, poolType:

'max'|'avg',\n      computePositions: boolean, flattenPositions = false,\n      includeBatchInIndex = false) {\n    if

(poolType === 'avg' && computePositions) {\n      throw new Error('Cannot compute positions for average

pool.');\n    }\n\n    const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n

const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const

dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const effectiveFilterHeight = convInfo.effectiveFilterHeight;\n    const

effectiveFilterWidth = convInfo.effectiveFilterWidth;\n\n    const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft

= convInfo.padInfo.left;\n    this.outputShape = convInfo.outShape;\n\n    const isAvgPool = poolType === 'avg';\n

const batchFlattenPositionStr = `((batch  * ${convInfo.inHeight} + xR) * ${\n        convInfo.inWidth} + xC) *

${convInfo.inChannels} + d`;\n    const flattenPositionStr =\n        `(xR * ${convInfo.inWidth} + xC) *

${convInfo.inChannels} + d`;\n\n    let initializationValue = '0.0';\n    if (!isAvgPool) {\n      // WebGL on Firefox

Linux can't compile 1/0 so we do 1/eps.\n      initializationValue = '-1.0 / 1e-20';\n    }\n\n    if (computePositions)

{\n      const compareOp = '>=';\n\n      this.userCode = `\n        const ivec2 strides = ivec2(${strideHeight},

${strideWidth});\n        const ivec2 pads = ivec2(${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n\n        void main() {\n          ivec4

coords = getOutputCoords();\n          int batch = coords[0];\n          int d = coords[3];\n\n          ivec2 xRCCorner =

coords.yz * strides - pads;\n          int xRCorner = xRCCorner.x;\n          int xCCorner = xRCCorner.y;\n\n          //

max/min x(?, ?, d) to get y(yR, yC, d).\n          // ? = to be determined\n          float minMaxValue = 0.0;\n          float

minMaxValueFound = 0.0;\n          int minMaxPosition = 0;\n          float avgValue = 0.0;\n\n          for (int wR = 0;

wR < ${effectiveFilterHeight};\n              wR += ${dilationHeight}) {\n            int xR = xRCorner + wR;\n\n

if (xR < 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n              continue;\n            }\n\n            for (int wC = 0; wC <

${effectiveFilterWidth};\n                wC += ${dilationWidth}) {\n              int xC = xCCorner + wC;\n\n              if

(xC < 0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n                continue;\n              }\n\n              float value = getX(batch, xR,

xC, d);\n\n              // If a min / max value has already been found, use it. If not,\n              // use the current value.\n

          float currMinMaxValue = mix(\n                  value, minMaxValue, minMaxValueFound);\n              if (value

${compareOp} currMinMaxValue) {\n                minMaxValue = value;\n                minMaxValueFound = 1.0;\n

         minMaxPosition = ${\n          flattenPositions ? (includeBatchInIndex ? batchFlattenPositionStr :\n

                              flattenPositionStr) :\n                             `wR * ${effectiveFilterWidth} + wC`};\n              }\n
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   }\n          }\n          setOutput(float(minMaxPosition));\n        }\n      `;\n      return;\n    }\n\n    const compareOp =

'max';\n\n    let returnValue = `${poolType}(${poolType}(${poolType}(` +\n        'minMaxValue[0],

minMaxValue[1]), minMaxValue[2]), minMaxValue[3])';\n    if (poolType === 'avg') {\n      returnValue =

`avgValue / count`;\n    }\n\n    const filterWidthNearestVec4 = Math.floor(filterWidth / 4) * 4;\n    const

filterWidthVec4Remainder = filterWidth % 4;\n\n    const updateSnippet = `\n      if (${isAvgPool}) {\n

avgValue += dot(values, ones);\n      } else {\n        minMaxValue = ${compareOp}(values, minMaxValue);\n

}\n    `;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec2 strides = ivec2(${strideHeight}, ${strideWidth});\n      const ivec2

pads = ivec2(${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n      const float initializationValue = ${initializationValue};\n      const vec4

ones = vec4(1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0);\n\n      float count = 0.0;\n\n      float getValue(int batch, int xR, int xC, int d) {\n

if (xC < 0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n          return initializationValue;\n        }\n        count += 1.0;\n

return getX(batch, xR, xC, d);\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch

= coords[0];\n        int d = coords[3];\n\n        ivec2 xRCCorner = coords.yz * strides - pads;\n        int xRCorner =

xRCCorner.x;\n        int xCCorner = xRCCorner.y;\n\n        // max/min x(?, ?, d) to get y(yR, yC, d).\n        // ? = to

be determined\n        vec4 minMaxValue = vec4(${initializationValue});\n        float avgValue = 0.0;\n        count =

0.0;\n\n        for (int wR = 0; wR < ${effectiveFilterHeight};\n            wR += ${dilationHeight}) {\n          int xR =

xRCorner + wR;\n\n          if (xR < 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n            continue;\n          }\n\n          for (int

wC = 0; wC < ${filterWidthNearestVec4}; wC += 4) {\n            int xC = xCCorner + wC * ${dilationWidth};\n\n

      vec4 values = vec4(\n              getValue(batch, xR, xC, d),\n              getValue(batch, xR, xC +

${dilationWidth}, d),\n              getValue(batch, xR, xC + 2 * ${dilationWidth}, d),\n              getValue(batch, xR,

xC + 3 * ${dilationWidth}, d)\n            );\n\n            ${updateSnippet}\n          }\n\n          int xC = xCCorner +

${filterWidthNearestVec4};\n          if (${filterWidthVec4Remainder === 1}) {\n            vec4 values = vec4(\n

   getValue(batch, xR, xC, d),\n              initializationValue,\n              initializationValue,\n

initializationValue\n            );\n\n            ${updateSnippet}\n          } else if (${filterWidthVec4Remainder === 2})

{\n            vec4 values = vec4(\n              getValue(batch, xR, xC, d),\n              getValue(batch, xR, xC +

${dilationWidth}, d),\n              initializationValue,\n              initializationValue\n            );\n\n

${updateSnippet}\n          } else if (${filterWidthVec4Remainder === 3}) {\n            vec4 values = vec4(\n

getValue(batch, xR, xC, d),\n              getValue(batch, xR, xC + ${dilationWidth}, d),\n              getValue(batch, xR,

xC + 2 * ${dilationWidth}, d),\n              initializationValue\n            );\n\n            ${updateSnippet}\n          }\n

}\n        setOutput(${returnValue});\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport class Pool3DProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n

convInfo: backend_util.Conv3DInfo, poolType: 'max'|'avg',\n      computePositions: boolean, flattenPositions =

false,\n      includeBatchInIndex = false) {\n    if (poolType === 'avg' && computePositions) {\n      throw new

Error('Cannot compute positions for average pool.');\n    }\n\n    const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n    const

strideDepth = convInfo.strideDepth;\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationDepth = convInfo.dilationDepth;\n    const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const effectiveFilterDepth =

convInfo.effectiveFilterDepth;\n    const effectiveFilterHeight = convInfo.effectiveFilterHeight;\n    const

effectiveFilterWidth = convInfo.effectiveFilterWidth;\n\n    const padFront = convInfo.padInfo.front;\n    const

padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n    this.outputShape =

convInfo.outShape;\n\n    const isAvgPool = poolType === 'avg';\n\n    let initializationValue = '0.0';\n    if

(!isAvgPool) {\n      // WebGL on Firefox Linux can't compile 1/0 so we do 1/eps.\n      initializationValue = '-1.0 /

1e-20';\n    }\n\n    if (computePositions) {\n      const compareOp = '>=';\n\n      this.userCode = `\n        const ivec3

strides =\n            ivec3(${strideDepth}, ${strideHeight}, ${strideWidth});\n        const ivec3 pads =

ivec3(${padFront}, ${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n\n        void main() {\n          ivec5 coords = getOutputCoords();\n

  int batch = coords.x;\n          int ch = coords.u;\n\n          ivec3 xCorner = ivec3(coords.y, coords.z, coords.w) *

strides - pads;\n          int xDCorner = xCorner.x;\n          int xRCorner = xCorner.y;\n          int xCCorner =

xCorner.z;\n\n          // max/min x(?, ?, ?, ch) to get y(yD, yR, yC, ch).\n          // ? = to be determined\n          float

minMaxValue = 0.0;\n          float minMaxValueFound = 0.0;\n          int minMaxPosition = 0;\n\n          for (int wD
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= 0; wD < ${effectiveFilterDepth};\n              wD += ${dilationDepth}) {\n            int xD = xDCorner + wD;\n\n

    if (xD < 0 || xD >= ${convInfo.inDepth}) {\n              continue;\n            }\n\n            for (int wR = 0; wR <

${effectiveFilterHeight};\n                wR += ${dilationHeight}) {\n              int xR = xRCorner + wR;\n\n              if

(xR < 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n                continue;\n              }\n\n              for (int wC = 0; wC <

${effectiveFilterWidth};\n                  wC += ${dilationWidth}) {\n                int xC = xCCorner + wC;\n\n

if (xC < 0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n                  continue;\n                }\n\n                float value =

getX(batch, xD, xR, xC, ch);\n\n                // If a min / max value has already been found, use it. If not,\n                //

use the current value.\n                float currMinMaxValue = mix(\n                    value, minMaxValue,

minMaxValueFound);\n                if (value ${compareOp} currMinMaxValue) {\n                  minMaxValue =

value;\n                  minMaxValueFound = 1.0;\n                  minMaxPosition = ${\n          flattenPositions ?\n

(includeBatchInIndex ?\n                   `(((batch * ${convInfo.inDepth} + xD) * ${\n

convInfo.inHeight} + xR) * ${convInfo.inWidth} + xC) * ${\n                       convInfo.inChannels} + ch` :\n

     `((xD * ${convInfo.inHeight} + xR) * ${\n                       convInfo.inWidth} + xC) * ${convInfo.inChannels} +

ch`) :\n              `wD * ${effectiveFilterHeight} * ${effectiveFilterWidth} +\n                      wR *

${effectiveFilterWidth} + wC`};\n                }\n              }\n            }\n          }\n

setOutput(float(minMaxPosition));\n        }\n      `;\n      return;\n    }\n\n    const compareOp = 'max';\n\n    let

returnValue = `${poolType}(${poolType}(${poolType}(` +\n        'minMaxValue[0], minMaxValue[1]),

minMaxValue[2]), minMaxValue[3])';\n    if (poolType === 'avg') {\n      returnValue = `avgValue / count`;\n

}\n\n    const filterWidthNearestVec4 = Math.floor(filterWidth / 4) * 4;\n    const filterWidthVec4Remainder =

filterWidth % 4;\n\n    const updateSnippet = `\n      if (${isAvgPool}) {\n        avgValue += dot(values, ones);\n

} else {\n        minMaxValue = ${compareOp}(values, minMaxValue);\n      }\n    `;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n

const ivec3 strides =\n        ivec3(${strideDepth}, ${strideHeight}, ${strideWidth});\n      const ivec3 pads =

ivec3(${padFront}, ${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n      const float initializationValue = ${initializationValue};\n

const vec4 ones = vec4(1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0);\n\n      float count = 0.0;\n\n      float getValue(int batch, int xD, int xR, int

xC, int ch) {\n        if (xC < 0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n          return initializationValue;\n        }\n

count += 1.0;\n        return getX(batch, xD, xR, xC, ch);\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec5 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords.x;\n        int ch = coords.u;\n\n        ivec3 xCorner = ivec3(coords.y,

coords.z, coords.w) * strides - pads;\n        int xDCorner = xCorner.x;\n        int xRCorner = xCorner.y;\n        int

xCCorner = xCorner.z;\n\n        // max/min x(?, ?, ?, d) to get y(yD, yR, yC, ch).\n        // ? = to be determined\n

vec4 minMaxValue = vec4(${initializationValue});\n        float avgValue = 0.0;\n        count = 0.0;\n\n        for (int

wD = 0; wD < ${effectiveFilterDepth};\n            wD += ${dilationDepth}) {\n          int xD = xDCorner + wD;\n\n

     if (xD < 0 || xD >= ${convInfo.inDepth}) {\n            continue;\n          }\n\n          for (int wR = 0; wR <

${effectiveFilterHeight};\n            wR += ${dilationHeight}) {\n            int xR = xRCorner + wR;\n\n            if (xR

< 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n              continue;\n            }\n\n            for (int wC = 0; wC <

${filterWidthNearestVec4}; wC += 4) {\n              int xC = xCCorner + wC * ${dilationWidth};\n\n              vec4

values = vec4(\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC, ch),\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC +

${dilationWidth}, ch),\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC + 2 * ${dilationWidth}, ch),\n

getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC + 3 * ${dilationWidth}, ch)\n              );\n\n              ${updateSnippet}\n            }\n\n

     int xC = xCCorner + ${filterWidthNearestVec4};\n            if (${filterWidthVec4Remainder === 1}) {\n

vec4 values = vec4(\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC, ch),\n                initializationValue,\n

initializationValue,\n                initializationValue\n              );\n\n              ${updateSnippet}\n            } else if

(${filterWidthVec4Remainder === 2}) {\n              vec4 values = vec4(\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC,

ch),\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC + ${dilationWidth}, ch),\n                initializationValue,\n

initializationValue\n              );\n\n              ${updateSnippet}\n            } else if (${filterWidthVec4Remainder ===

3}) {\n              vec4 values = vec4(\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC, ch),\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR,

xC + ${dilationWidth}, ch),\n                getValue(batch, xD, xR, xC + 2 * ${dilationWidth}, ch),\n

initializationValue\n              );\n\n              ${updateSnippet}\n            }\n          }\n

setOutput(${returnValue});\n        }\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All
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Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {AvgPool, AvgPoolAttrs, AvgPoolInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{Pool2DProgram} from '../pool_gpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from '../webgl_util';\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\n\nexport function avgPool(args: {\n  inputs: AvgPoolInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs:

AvgPoolAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'avgPool');\n  const {filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const dilations =

1;\n\n  util.assert(\n      backend_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n      () => 'Error in

avgPool: Either strides or dilations must be 1. ' +\n          `Got strides ${strides} and dilations '${dilations}'`);\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number], filterSize,

strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n  if (convInfo.filterWidth === 1 && convInfo.filterHeight === 1

&&\n      util.arraysEqual(convInfo.inShape, convInfo.outShape)) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n

}\n  const avgPoolProgram = new Pool2DProgram(convInfo, 'avg', false);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(avgPoolProgram, [x], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: AvgPool,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: avgPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {AvgPool3D, AvgPool3DAttrs, AvgPool3DInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{Pool3DProgram} from '../pool_gpu';\n\nexport function avgPool3D(args: {\n  inputs: AvgPool3DInputs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: AvgPool3DAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode, dataFormat} = attrs;\n  const

dilations: [number, number, number] = [1, 1, 1];\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool3DInfo(\n

x.shape as [number, number, number, number, number], filterSize, strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

dataFormat);\n  const avgPoolProgram = new Pool3DProgram(convInfo, 'avg', false);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(avgPoolProgram, [x], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const avgPool3DConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: AvgPool3D,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: avgPool3D as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class AvgPool2DBackpropProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames =
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['dy'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo) {\n

this.outputShape = convInfo.inShape;\n    const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n    const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const effectiveFilterHeight = convInfo.effectiveFilterHeight;\n    const

effectiveFilterWidth = convInfo.effectiveFilterWidth;\n\n    const padTop = effectiveFilterHeight - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = effectiveFilterWidth - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n    const avgMultiplier

= 1 / (filterHeight * filterWidth);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec2 pads = ivec2(${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n

 const float avgMultiplier = float(${avgMultiplier});\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int d = coords[3];\n\n        ivec2 dyRCCorner = coords.yz -

pads;\n        int dyRCorner = dyRCCorner.x;\n        int dyCCorner = dyRCCorner.y;\n\n        // Convolve dy(?, ?, d)

with pos mask(:, :, d) to get dx(xR, xC, d).\n        // ? = to be determined. : = across all values in that axis.\n        float

dotProd = 0.0;\n        for (int wR = 0; wR < ${effectiveFilterHeight};\n            wR += ${dilationHeight}) {\n

float dyR = float(dyRCorner + wR) / ${strideHeight}.0;\n\n          if (dyR < 0.0 || dyR >= ${convInfo.outHeight}.0 ||

fract(dyR) > 0.0) {\n            continue;\n          }\n          int idyR = int(dyR);\n\n          for (int wC = 0; wC <

${effectiveFilterWidth};\n            wC+= ${dilationWidth}) {\n            float dyC = float(dyCCorner + wC) /

${strideWidth}.0;\n\n            if (dyC < 0.0 || dyC >= ${convInfo.outWidth}.0 ||\n                fract(dyC) > 0.0) {\n

    continue;\n            }\n            int idyC = int(dyC);\n\n            float dyValue = getDy(b, idyR, idyC, d);\n\n

dotProd += dyValue * avgMultiplier;\n          }\n        }\n        setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport

class AvgPool3DBackpropProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['dy'];\n  outputShape:

number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv3DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape =

convInfo.inShape;\n    const filterDepth = convInfo.filterDepth;\n    const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n

const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n    const strideDepth = convInfo.strideDepth;\n    const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationDepth =

convInfo.dilationDepth;\n    const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const effectiveFilterDepth = convInfo.effectiveFilterDepth;\n    const

effectiveFilterHeight = convInfo.effectiveFilterHeight;\n    const effectiveFilterWidth =

convInfo.effectiveFilterWidth;\n\n    const padFront = effectiveFilterDepth - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.front;\n    const

padTop = effectiveFilterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = effectiveFilterWidth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n    const avgMultiplier = 1 / (filterDepth * filterHeight * filterWidth);\n\n    this.userCode

= `\n      const ivec3 pads = ivec3(${padFront}, ${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n      const float avgMultiplier =

float(${avgMultiplier});\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec5 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords.x;\n

      int ch = coords.u;\n\n        ivec3 dyCorner = ivec3(coords.y, coords.z, coords.w) - pads;\n        int dyDCorner =

dyCorner.x;\n        int dyRCorner = dyCorner.y;\n        int dyCCorner = dyCorner.z;\n\n        // Convolve dy(?, ?, ?,

d) with pos mask(:, :, :, ch) to get\n        // dx(xD, xR, xC, ch).\n        // ? = to be determined. : = across all values in

that axis.\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n\n        for (int wD = 0; wD < ${effectiveFilterDepth};\n            wD +=

${dilationDepth}) {\n          float dyD = float(dyDCorner + wD) / ${strideDepth}.0;\n\n          if (dyD < 0.0 || dyD

>= ${convInfo.outDepth}.0 || fract(dyD) > 0.0) {\n            continue;\n          }\n          int idyD = int(dyD);\n\n

for (int wR = 0; wR < ${effectiveFilterHeight};\n              wR += ${dilationHeight}) {\n            float dyR =

float(dyRCorner + wR) / ${strideHeight}.0;\n\n            if (dyR < 0.0 || dyR >= ${convInfo.outHeight}.0 ||\n

fract(dyR) > 0.0) {\n              continue;\n            }\n            int idyR = int(dyR);\n\n            for (int wC = 0; wC <

${effectiveFilterWidth};\n                wC += ${dilationWidth}) {\n              float dyC = float(dyCCorner + wC) /

${strideWidth}.0;\n\n              if (dyC < 0.0 || dyC >= ${convInfo.outWidth}.0 ||\n                  fract(dyC) > 0.0) {\n

          continue;\n              }\n              int idyC = int(dyC);\n\n              float dyValue = getDy(batch, idyD, idyR,

idyC, ch);\n\n              dotProd += dyValue * avgMultiplier;\n            }\n          }\n        }\n

setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {AvgPool3DGrad, AvgPool3DGradAttrs, AvgPool3DGradInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {AvgPool3DBackpropProgram} from

'../avg_pool_backprop_gpu';\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nexport function

avgPool3DGrad(args: {\n  inputs: AvgPool3DGradInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs:

AvgPool3DGradAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, input} = inputs;\n

const x = input;\n  const {filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const dilations: [number, number,

number] = [1, 1, 1];\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool3DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number,

number, number, number], filterSize, strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n  const

avgPoolBackpropProgram = new AvgPool3DBackpropProgram(convInfo);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(avgPoolBackpropProgram, [dy], x.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolGrad3DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPool3DGrad,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: avgPool3DGrad as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {AvgPoolGrad, AvgPoolGradAttrs, AvgPoolGradInputs, backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {AvgPool2DBackpropProgram} from

'../avg_pool_backprop_gpu';\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{assertNotComplex} from '../webgl_util';\n\nexport function avgPoolGrad(args: {\n  inputs: AvgPoolGradInputs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: AvgPoolGradAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {dy, input} = inputs;\n  const x = input;\n  assertNotComplex([dy, input], 'avgPoolGrad');\n  const

{filterSize, strides, pad} = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number,

number, number, number], filterSize, strides,\n      1 /* dilations */, pad);\n  const avgPoolBackpropProgram = new

AvgPool2DBackpropProgram(convInfo);\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(avgPoolBackpropProgram, [dy],

x.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const avgPoolGradConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: AvgPoolGrad,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: avgPoolGrad as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {BatchMatMul, BatchMatMulAttrs, BatchMatMulInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {batchMatMulImpl}

from './BatchMatMul_impl';\n\nexport function batchMatMul(args: {\n  inputs: BatchMatMulInputs,\n  attrs:

BatchMatMulAttrs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {a, b}

= inputs;\n  const {transposeA, transposeB} = attrs;\n\n  return batchMatMulImpl({a, b, transposeA, transposeB,

backend});\n}\n\nexport const batchMatMulConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchMatMul,\n
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backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: batchMatMul as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class BatchNormProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames: string[];\n

outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      xShape: number[], meanShape: number[],

varianceShape: number[],\n      offsetShape: number[]|null, scaleShape: number[]|null,\n      varianceEpsilon:

number) {\n    this.variableNames = ['x', 'mean', 'variance'];\n    backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(xShape,

meanShape);\n    backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(xShape, varianceShape);\n\n    let offsetSnippet =

'0.0';\n    if (offsetShape != null) {\n      backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(xShape, offsetShape);\n

this.variableNames.push('offset');\n      offsetSnippet = 'getOffsetAtOutCoords()';\n    }\n\n    let scaleSnippet =

'1.0';\n    if (scaleShape != null) {\n      backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(xShape, scaleShape);\n

this.variableNames.push('scale');\n      scaleSnippet = 'getScaleAtOutCoords()';\n    }\n\n    this.outputShape =

xShape;\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        float x = getXAtOutCoords();\n        float mean =

getMeanAtOutCoords();\n        float variance = getVarianceAtOutCoords();\n        float offset = ${offsetSnippet};\n

     float scale = ${scaleSnippet};\n        float inv = scale * inversesqrt(variance + float(${varianceEpsilon}));\n

setOutput(dot(vec3(x, -mean, offset), vec3(inv, inv, 1)));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class BatchNormPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames:

string[];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n

constructor(\n      xShape: number[], meanShape: number[], varianceShape: number[],\n      offsetShape:

number[]|null, scaleShape: number[]|null,\n      varianceEpsilon: number) {\n    this.variableNames = ['x', 'mean',

'variance'];\n    backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(xShape, meanShape);\n

backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(xShape, varianceShape);\n\n    let offsetSnippet = 'vec4(0.0)';\n    if

(offsetShape != null) {\n      backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(xShape, offsetShape);\n

this.variableNames.push('offset');\n      offsetSnippet = 'getOffsetAtOutCoords()';\n    }\n\n    let scaleSnippet =

'vec4(1.0)';\n    if (scaleShape != null) {\n      backend_util.assertAndGetBroadcastShape(xShape, scaleShape);\n

this.variableNames.push('scale');\n      scaleSnippet = 'getScaleAtOutCoords()';\n    }\n\n    this.outputShape =

xShape;\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        vec4 offset = ${offsetSnippet};\n        vec4 scale =

${scaleSnippet};\n\n        vec4 x = getXAtOutCoords();\n        vec4 mean = getMeanAtOutCoords();\n        vec4

variance = getVarianceAtOutCoords();\n\n        vec4 inv = scale * inversesqrt(variance +

vec4(${varianceEpsilon}));\n\n        setOutput((x - mean) * inv + offset);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","\n/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *
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WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, FusedBatchNorm, FusedBatchNormAttrs, FusedBatchNormInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{BatchNormProgram} from '../batchnorm_gpu';\nimport {BatchNormPackedProgram} from

'../batchnorm_packed_gpu';\n\nexport const batchNorm: (params: {\n  inputs: FusedBatchNormInputs,\n  backend:

MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: FusedBatchNormAttrs\n}) => TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n  const

{x, mean, variance, offset, scale} = inputs;\n\n  util.assert(\n      mean.shape.length === variance.shape.length,\n

() => 'Batch normalization gradient requires mean and variance to have ' +\n          'equal ranks.');\n  util.assert(\n

offset == null || mean.shape.length === offset.shape.length,\n      () => 'Batch normalization gradient requires mean

and offset to have ' +\n          'equal ranks.');\n  util.assert(\n      scale == null || mean.shape.length ===

scale.shape.length,\n      () => 'Batch normalization gradient requires mean and scale to have ' +\n          'equal

ranks.');\n\n  let {varianceEpsilon} = attrs;\n  if (varianceEpsilon == null) {\n    varianceEpsilon = 0.001;\n  }\n\n

const finalInputs = [x, mean, variance];\n\n  let offsetShape = null;\n  if (offset != null) {\n    offsetShape =

offset.shape;\n    finalInputs.push(offset);\n  }\n\n  let scaleShape = null;\n  if (scale != null) {\n    scaleShape =

scale.shape;\n    finalInputs.push(scale);\n  }\n\n  const program =

env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_NORMALIZATION') ?\n      new BatchNormPackedProgram(\n          x.shape,

mean.shape, variance.shape, offsetShape, scaleShape,\n          varianceEpsilon) :\n      new BatchNormProgram(\n

   x.shape, mean.shape, variance.shape, offsetShape, scaleShape,\n          varianceEpsilon);\n  const output =\n

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, finalInputs, finalInputs[0].dtype);\n\n  return output;\n};\n\nexport const

batchNormConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedBatchNorm,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

batchNorm as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport

{getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class SliceProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n

variableNames = ['source'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  rank: number;\n\n  // Caching uniform

location for speed.\n  startLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n\n  constructor(destSize: number[]) {\n

this.outputShape = destSize;\n    this.rank = destSize.length;\n\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(this.rank);\n

const uniformPart = `uniform int start[${this.rank}];`;\n    const sourceCoords = getCoords(this.rank);\n\n    let

body: string;\n    const coordSum = destSize.map((_, i) => {\n      return `sourceLoc.${coords[i]} = start[${i}] +

coords.${coords[i]};`;\n    });\n    body = `\n        ${dtype} sourceLoc;\n        ${dtype} coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        ${coordSum.join('\\n')}\n      `;\n    this.userCode = `\n      ${uniformPart}\n      void

main() {\n        ${body}\n        setOutput(getSource(${sourceCoords}));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n

getCustomSetupFunc(start: number[]) {\n    if (start.length !== this.rank) {\n      throw Error(\n          `The rank

(${this.rank}) of the program must match the ` +\n          `length of start (${start.length})`);\n    }\n    return (gpgpu:

GPGPUContext, webGLProgram: WebGLProgram) => {\n      if (this.startLoc == null) {\n        this.startLoc =

gpgpu.getUniformLocationNoThrow(webGLProgram, 'start');\n        if (this.startLoc == null) {\n          // This means

the compiler has optimized and realized it doesn't need\n          // the uniform.\n          return;\n        }\n      }\n

gpgpu.gl.uniform1iv(this.startLoc, start);\n    };\n  }\n}\n\nconst coords = ['x', 'y', 'z', 'w', 'u', 'v'];\n\nfunction

getCoords(rank: number): string {\n  if (rank === 1) {\n    return 'sourceLoc';\n  } else if (rank <= 6) {\n    return

coords.slice(0, rank).map(x => 'sourceLoc.' + x).join(',');\n  } else {\n    throw Error(`Slicing for rank ${rank} is not
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yet supported`);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport

{getChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class

SlicePackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['source'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n

packedOutput = true;\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  rank: number;\n\n  // Caching uniform

location for speed.\n  startLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n\n  constructor(destSize: number[]) {\n

this.outputShape = destSize;\n    this.rank = destSize.length;\n\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(this.rank);\n

const coords = getChannels('coords', this.rank);\n    const sourceLoc = getChannels('sourceLoc', this.rank);\n\n

const innerDims =\n        this.rank === 1 ? 'sourceLoc' : `vec2(${sourceLoc.slice(-2).join()})`;\n    const getChannel

=\n        `getChannel(getSource(${sourceLoc.join()}), ${innerDims})`;\n    const upperRow = `\n      result.x =

${getChannel};\n      if (++${coords[this.rank - 1]} < ${destSize[this.rank - 1]}) {\n        ++${sourceLoc[this.rank -

1]};\n        result.y = ${getChannel};\n        --${sourceLoc[this.rank - 1]};\n      }\n    `;\n    const lowerRow =

this.rank === 1 ? '' : `\n      --${coords[this.rank - 1]};\n      if (++${coords[this.rank - 2]} < ${destSize[this.rank -

2]}) {\n        ++${sourceLoc[this.rank - 2]};\n        result.z = ${getChannel};\n        if (++${coords[this.rank - 1]} <

${destSize[this.rank - 1]}) {\n          ++${sourceLoc[this.rank - 1]};\n          result.w = ${getChannel};\n        }\n

}\n    `;\n\n    const sourceLocSetup = this.rank <= 4 ?\n        `sourceLoc = coords +\n

${dtype}(${destSize.map((_, i) => `start[${i}]`).join()});` :\n        destSize.map((_, i) => `${sourceLoc[i]} =

${coords[i]} + start[${i}];`)\n            .join('\\n');\n    this.userCode = `\n      uniform int start[${this.rank}];\n      void

main() {\n        ${dtype} coords = getOutputCoords();\n        ${dtype} sourceLoc;\n        ${sourceLocSetup}\n

vec4 result = vec4(0.);\n        ${upperRow}\n        ${lowerRow}\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n

getCustomSetupFunc(start: number[]) {\n    if (start.length !== this.rank) {\n      throw Error(\n          `The rank

(${this.rank}) of the program must match the ` +\n          `length of start (${start.length})`);\n    }\n    return (gpgpu:

GPGPUContext, webGLProgram: WebGLProgram) => {\n      if (this.startLoc == null) {\n        this.startLoc =

gpgpu.getUniformLocationNoThrow(webGLProgram, 'start');\n        if (this.startLoc == null) {\n          // This means

the compiler has optimized and realized it doesn't need\n          // the uniform.\n          return;\n        }\n      }\n

gpgpu.gl.uniform1iv(this.startLoc, start);\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, BatchToSpaceND, BatchToSpaceNDAttrs, BatchToSpaceNDInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\nimport {transpose} from

'./Transpose';\n\nexport const batchToSpaceND = (args: {\n  inputs: BatchToSpaceNDInputs,\n  backend:

MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: BatchToSpaceNDAttrs\n}): TensorInfo => {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape, crops} = attrs;\n\n  util.assert(\n      x.shape.length <= 4,\n      ()

=> 'batchToSpaceND for rank > 4 with a WebGL backend not ' +\n          'implemented yet');\n  const prod =

blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const reshaped = backend_util.getReshaped(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n
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const permuted = backend_util.getPermuted(reshaped.length, blockShape.length);\n  const reshapedPermuted =\n

backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(x.shape, blockShape, prod);\n  const sliceBeginCoords =\n

backend_util.getSliceBeginCoords(crops, blockShape.length);\n  const sliceSize =\n

backend_util.getSliceSize(reshapedPermuted, crops, blockShape.length);\n\n  const toDispose = [];\n\n  const

reshapedIntermediate =\n      reshape({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {shape: reshaped}});\n  const

transposedIntermediate = transpose(\n      {inputs: {x: reshapedIntermediate}, backend, attrs: {perm: permuted}});\n

const reshapedIntermediate2 = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: transposedIntermediate},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {shape:

reshapedPermuted}\n  });\n  const sliced = slice({\n    inputs: {x: reshapedIntermediate2},\n    backend,\n    attrs:

{begin: sliceBeginCoords, size: sliceSize}\n  });\n\n  toDispose.push(reshapedIntermediate);\n

toDispose.push(transposedIntermediate);\n  toDispose.push(reshapedIntermediate2);\n\n  toDispose.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n\n  return sliced;\n};\n\nexport const batchToSpaceNDConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: BatchToSpaceND,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: batchToSpaceND as

{} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Bincount, BincountAttrs, BincountInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, TypedArray} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {bincountImplCPU}

from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function bincount(args: {\n  inputs: BincountInputs,\n  backend:

MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: BincountAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x,

weights} = inputs;\n  const {size} = attrs;\n\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId) as TypedArray;\n  const

weightsVals = backend.readSync(weights.dataId) as TypedArray;\n\n  const outVals =\n

bincountImplCPU(xVals, weightsVals, weights.dtype, weights.shape, size);\n\n  return

backend.makeTensorInfo([size], weights.dtype, outVals);\n}\n\nexport const bincountConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Bincount,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: bincount as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {UnaryOpProgram} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst TO_INT = `return

float(int(x));`;\n\nexport function int(input: TensorInfo, backend: MathBackendWebGL): TensorInfo {\n  const

program = new UnaryOpProgram(input.shape, TO_INT);\n  const output = backend.runWebGLProgram(program,

[input], 'int32');\n  return {dataId: output.dataId, shape: output.shape, dtype: output.dtype};\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport

class ClipProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape:

number[];\n\n  // Caching uniform locations for speed.\n  minLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n  maxLoc:

WebGLUniformLocation;\n\n  constructor(aShape: number[]) {\n    this.outputShape = aShape;\n    this.userCode =

`\n      uniform float minVal;\n      uniform float maxVal;\n\n      void main() {\n        float value =

getAAtOutCoords();\n        if (isnan(value)) {\n          setOutput(value);\n          return;\n        }\n\n

setOutput(clamp(value, minVal, maxVal));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  getCustomSetupFunc(min: number, max: number)

{\n    return (gpgpu: GPGPUContext, webGLProgram: WebGLProgram) => {\n      if (this.minLoc == null) {\n

this.minLoc = gpgpu.getUniformLocationNoThrow(webGLProgram, 'minVal');\n        this.maxLoc =

gpgpu.getUniformLocationNoThrow(webGLProgram, 'maxVal');\n      }\n      gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(this.minLoc,

min);\n      gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(this.maxLoc, max);\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport

class ClipPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n

packedOutput = true;\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n\n  // Caching uniform locations for speed.\n

minLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n  maxLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n\n  constructor(aShape: number[]) {\n

this.outputShape = aShape;\n    this.userCode = `\n      uniform float minVal;\n      uniform float maxVal;\n\n      void

main() {\n        vec4 value = getAAtOutCoords();\n\n        if (any(isnan(value))) {\n          setOutput(value);\n

return;\n        }\n\n        setOutput(clamp(value, vec4(minVal), vec4(maxVal)));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n

getCustomSetupFunc(min: number, max: number) {\n    return (gpgpu: GPGPUContext, webGLProgram:

WebGLProgram) => {\n      if (this.minLoc == null) {\n        this.minLoc =

gpgpu.getUniformLocationNoThrow(webGLProgram, 'minVal');\n        this.maxLoc =

gpgpu.getUniformLocationNoThrow(webGLProgram, 'maxVal');\n      }\n      gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(this.minLoc,

min);\n      gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(this.maxLoc, max);\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ClipByValue, ClipByValueAttrs, ClipByValueInputs, env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {ClipProgram}

from '../clip_gpu';\nimport {ClipPackedProgram} from '../clip_packed_gpu';\n\nexport function clipByValue(args:

{\n  inputs: ClipByValueInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: ClipByValueAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {clipValueMin, clipValueMax} = attrs;\n\n  let

program;\n  if (env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_CLIP')) {\n    program = new ClipPackedProgram(x.shape);\n  }

else {\n    program = new ClipProgram(x.shape);\n  }\n  const customSetup =

program.getCustomSetupFunc(clipValueMin, clipValueMax);\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x],

x.dtype, customSetup);\n}\n\nexport const clipByValueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ClipByValue,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: clipByValue as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *
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you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ComplexAbsProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['real', 'imag'];\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n\n

constructor(shape: number[]) {\n    this.outputShape = shape;\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        float re

= abs(getRealAtOutCoords());\n        float im = abs(getImagAtOutCoords());\n        float mx = max(re, im);\n\n

// sadly the length function in glsl is not underflow-safe\n        // (at least not on Intel GPUs). So the safe solution

is\n        // to ensure underflow-safety in all cases.\n        setOutput(\n          mx == 0.0 ? 0.0 : mx * length(vec2(1,

min(re, im)/mx))\n        );\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {ComplexAbs, ComplexAbsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {ComplexAbsProgram} from

'../complex_abs_gpu';\n\n// Returns a TensorInfo with the complex shape and the dataId of the\n// underlying part.

We need to do this because a reshaped complex tensor is\n// not reflected in its parts.\nfunction

makeComplexComponentTensorInfo(\n    complexTensor: TensorInfo, complexPart: TensorInfo): TensorInfo {\n

return {\n    dataId: complexPart.dataId,\n    dtype: complexPart.dtype,\n    shape: complexTensor.shape\n

};\n}\n\nexport function complexAbs(\n    args: {inputs: ComplexAbsInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const xData =

backend.texData.get(x.dataId);\n\n  const program = new ComplexAbsProgram(x.shape);\n  const programInputs =

[\n    makeComplexComponentTensorInfo(x, xData.complexTensorInfos.real),\n

makeComplexComponentTensorInfo(x, xData.complexTensorInfos.imag),\n  ];\n\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(\n      program, programInputs, programInputs[0].dtype);\n}\n\nexport const

complexAbsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ComplexAbs,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

complexAbs as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ConcatProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames: string[];\n

outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  // Concats 2d tensors along axis=1. See comments in

MathBackendWebGL.concat().\n  constructor(shapes: Array<[number, number]>) {\n    this.outputShape =

backend_util.computeOutShape(shapes, 1 /* axis */);\n    this.variableNames = shapes.map((_, i) => `T${i}`);\n\n

const offsets: number[] = new Array(shapes.length - 1);\n    offsets[0] = shapes[0][1];\n    for (let i = 1; i <

offsets.length; i++) {\n      offsets[i] = offsets[i - 1] + shapes[i][1];\n    }\n\n    const snippets = [`if (yC <
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${offsets[0]}) setOutput(getT0(yR, yC));`];\n    for (let i = 1; i < offsets.length; i++) {\n      const shift = offsets[i -

1];\n      snippets.push(\n          `else if (yC < ${offsets[i]}) ` +\n          `setOutput(getT${i}(yR, yC-${shift}));`);\n

}\n    const lastIndex = offsets.length;\n    const lastShift = offsets[offsets.length - 1];\n    snippets.push(`else

setOutput(getT${lastIndex}(yR, yC-${lastShift}));`);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec2 coords

= getOutputCoords();\n        int yR = coords.x;\n        int yC = coords.y;\n\n        ${snippets.join('\\n        ')}\n      }\n

 `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\nimport {getChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class ConcatPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames:

string[];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(shapes: number[][], axis: number) {\n    this.outputShape = backend_util.computeOutShape(shapes,

axis);\n    const shape = this.outputShape;\n    const rank = shape.length;\n    const dtype =

getCoordsDataType(rank);\n    const coords = getChannels('coords', rank);\n    const channels = ['x', 'y', 'z', 'w', 'u',

'v'].slice(0, rank);\n    this.variableNames = shapes.map((_, i) => `T${i}`);\n\n    const offsets: number[] = new

Array(shapes.length - 1);\n    offsets[0] = shapes[0][axis];\n    for (let i = 1; i < offsets.length; i++) {\n      offsets[i] =

offsets[i - 1] + shapes[i][axis];\n    }\n\n    const channel = channels[axis];\n    const lastChannels = channels.slice(-

2);\n    const allChannels = channels.join();\n\n    let getValueSnippet = `if (${channel} < ${offsets[0]}) {\n

return getChannel(\n            getT0(${allChannels}), vec2(${lastChannels.join()}));\n        }`;\n    for (let i = 1; i <

offsets.length; i++) {\n      const shift = offsets[i - 1];\n      // Note: the >= comparison below may seem unnecessary

given the check\n      // above but is needed to workaround branch execution issues on some\n      // devices. It makes

all the conditions exclusive without relying on\n      // execution order.\n      getValueSnippet += `\n        if

(${channel} < ${offsets[i]}  && ${channel} >= ${offsets[i - 1]}) {\n          return getChannel(\n

getT${i}(${shiftedChannels(channels, channel, shift)}),\n            vec2(${shiftedChannels(lastChannels, channel,

shift)}));\n        }`;\n    }\n    const lastIndex = offsets.length;\n    const shift = offsets[offsets.length - 1];\n

getValueSnippet += `\n        return getChannel(\n          getT${lastIndex}(${shiftedChannels(channels, channel,

shift)}),\n          vec2(${shiftedChannels(lastChannels, channel, shift)}));`;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      float

getValue(${channels.map(x => 'int ' + x)}) {\n        ${getValueSnippet}\n      }\n\n      void main() {\n        ${dtype}

coords = getOutputCoords();\n        vec4 result = vec4(getValue(${coords}), 0., 0., 0.);\n\n        ${coords[rank - 1]}

= ${coords[rank - 1]} + 1;\n        if (${coords[rank - 1]} < ${shape[rank - 1]}) {\n          result.g =

getValue(${coords});\n        }\n\n        ${coords[rank - 2]} = ${coords[rank - 2]} + 1;\n        if (${coords[rank - 2]}

< ${shape[rank - 2]}) {\n          result.a = getValue(${coords});\n        }\n\n        ${coords[rank - 1]} =

${coords[rank - 1]} - 1;\n        if (${coords[rank - 2]} < ${shape[rank - 2]} &&\n            ${coords[rank - 1]} <

${shape[rank - 1]}) {\n          result.b = getValue(${coords});\n        }\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Return an expression for coordinates into a vector where a given channel\n * will be offset by

[shift].\n *\n * @param channels the channels to consider\n * @param channel the channel we want shifted\n *

@param shift  the amount to subtract from the channel.\n *\n * @returns a string of the form 'x, y-[shift], z' where

any one channel can\n * have the shift applied.\n */\nfunction shiftedChannels(channels: string[], channel: string,

shift: number) {\n  const channelIdx = channels.indexOf(channel);\n  const res = channels.map((c, idx) => {\n    if

(idx === channelIdx) {\n      return `${c} - ${shift}`;\n    } else {\n      return c;\n    }\n  });\n  return

res.join();\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Imag, ImagInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\n\nexport function imag(args:

{inputs: ImagInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const

{input} = inputs;\n  const inputData = backend.texData.get(input.dataId);\n\n  return identity({inputs: {x:

inputData.complexTensorInfos.imag}, backend});\n}\n\nexport const imagConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Imag,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: imag as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Concat, ConcatAttrs, ConcatInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {concatImpl} from

'./Concat_impl';\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\n\nexport function concat(\n    args:\n        {inputs:

ConcatInputs, attrs: ConcatAttrs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend,

attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, inputs[0].shape)[0];\n  const

outShape =\n      backend_util.computeOutShape(inputs.map(t => t.shape), $axis);\n\n  if

(util.sizeFromShape(outShape) === 0) {\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo(outShape, inputs[0].dtype, []);\n  }\n\n

// Keep only non-empty tensors (ignore tensors with 0 in their shape).\n  const $inputs = inputs.filter(t =>

util.sizeFromShape(t.shape) > 0);\n  if ($inputs.length === 1) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x: $inputs[0]},

backend});\n  }\n\n  const shapes = $inputs.map(t => t.shape);\n  backend_util.assertParamsConsistent(shapes,

$axis);\n\n  return concatImpl($inputs, $axis, backend);\n}\n\nexport const concatConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Concat,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: concat as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class Conv2DProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x', 'W'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo, addBias =

false,\n      activation: string = null, hasPreluActivationWeights = false,\n      hasLeakyreluAlpha = false) {\n

this.outputShape = convInfo.outShape;\n    const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft =

convInfo.padInfo.left;\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const dilationWidth =

convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n    const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n\n    const inputDepthNearestVec4 = Math.floor(convInfo.inChannels / 4) * 4;\n    const

inputDepthVec4Remainder = convInfo.inChannels % 4;\n    const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat ===
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'channelsLast';\n\n    const rowDim = isChannelsLast ? 1 : 2;\n    const colDim = isChannelsLast ? 2 : 3;\n    const

channelDim = isChannelsLast ? 3 : 1;\n\n    let activationSnippet = '', applyActivationSnippet = '';\n    if (activation)

{\n      if (hasPreluActivationWeights) {\n        activationSnippet = `float activation(float a) {\n          float b =

getPreluActivationWeightsAtOutCoords();\n          ${activation}\n        }`;\n      } else if (hasLeakyreluAlpha) {\n

 activationSnippet = `float activation(float a) {\n          float b = getLeakyreluAlphaAtOutCoords();\n

${activation}\n        }`;\n      } else {\n        activationSnippet = `\n          float activation(float x) {\n

${activation}\n          }\n        `;\n      }\n\n      applyActivationSnippet = `result = activation(result);`;\n    }\n\n

const addBiasSnippet = addBias ? 'result += getBiasAtOutCoords();' : '';\n    if (addBias) {\n

this.variableNames.push('bias');\n    }\n\n    if (hasPreluActivationWeights) {\n

this.variableNames.push('preluActivationWeights');\n    }\n\n    if (hasLeakyreluAlpha) {\n

this.variableNames.push('leakyreluAlpha');\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      ${activationSnippet}\n\n      const

ivec2 strides = ivec2(${strideHeight}, ${strideWidth});\n      const ivec2 pads = ivec2(${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n\n

   void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords[0];\n        int d2 =

coords[${channelDim}];\n\n        ivec2 xRCCorner =\n            ivec2(coords[${rowDim}], coords[${colDim}]) *

strides - pads;\n        int xRCorner = xRCCorner.x;\n        int xCCorner = xRCCorner.y;\n\n        // Convolve x(?, ?,

d1) with w(:, :, d1, d2) to get y(yR, yC, d2).\n        // ? = to be determined. : = across all values in that axis.\n

float dotProd = 0.0;\n        for (int wR = 0; wR < ${filterHeight}; wR++) {\n          int xR = xRCorner + wR *

${dilationHeight};\n\n          if (xR < 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n            continue;\n          }\n\n          for

(int wC = 0; wC < ${filterWidth}; wC++) {\n            int xC = xCCorner + wC * ${dilationWidth};\n\n            if (xC

< 0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n              continue;\n            }\n\n            for (int d1 = 0; d1 <

${inputDepthNearestVec4}; d1 += 4) {\n              vec4 wValues = vec4(\n                getW(wR, wC, d1, d2),\n

   getW(wR, wC, d1 + 1, d2),\n                getW(wR, wC, d1 + 2, d2),\n                getW(wR, wC, d1 + 3, d2)\n

);\n\n              if (${isChannelsLast}) {\n                vec4 xValues = vec4(\n                  getX(batch, xR, xC, d1),\n

         getX(batch, xR, xC, d1 + 1),\n                  getX(batch, xR, xC, d1 + 2),\n                  getX(batch, xR, xC, d1 +

3)\n                );\n                dotProd += dot(xValues, wValues);\n              } else {\n                vec4 xValues =

vec4(\n                  getX(batch, d1, xR, xC),\n                  getX(batch, d1 + 1, xR, xC),\n                  getX(batch, d1 +

2, xR, xC),\n                  getX(batch, d1 + 3, xR, xC)\n                );\n                dotProd += dot(xValues, wValues);\n

          }\n            }\n\n            if (${inputDepthVec4Remainder === 1}) {\n\n              if (${isChannelsLast}) {\n

       dotProd +=\n                    getX(batch, xR, xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}) *\n                    getW(wR, wC,

${inputDepthNearestVec4}, d2);\n              } else {\n                dotProd +=\n                    getX(batch,

${inputDepthNearestVec4}, xR, xC) *\n                    getW(wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}, d2);\n

}\n\n            } else if (${inputDepthVec4Remainder === 2}) {\n              vec2 wValues = vec2(\n

getW(wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}, d2),\n                getW(wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1, d2)\n

         );\n\n              if (${isChannelsLast}) {\n                vec2 xValues = vec2(\n                  getX(batch, xR, xC,

${inputDepthNearestVec4}),\n                  getX(batch, xR, xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1)\n                );\n

     dotProd += dot(xValues, wValues);\n              } else {\n                vec2 xValues = vec2(\n                  getX(batch,

${inputDepthNearestVec4}, xR, xC),\n                  getX(batch, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1, xR, xC)\n

);\n                dotProd += dot(xValues, wValues);\n              }\n\n            } else if (${inputDepthVec4Remainder ===

3}) {\n              vec3 wValues = vec3(\n                getW(wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}, d2),\n

getW(wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1, d2),\n                getW(wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 2,

d2)\n              );\n\n              if (${isChannelsLast}) {\n                vec3 xValues = vec3(\n                  getX(batch, xR,

xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}),\n                  getX(batch, xR, xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1),\n

getX(batch, xR, xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 2)\n                );\n                dotProd += dot(xValues, wValues);\n

           } else {\n                vec3 xValues = vec3(\n                  getX(batch, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}, xR, xC),\n

          getX(batch, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1, xR, xC),\n                  getX(batch, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} +

2, xR, xC)\n                );\n                dotProd += dot(xValues, wValues);\n              }\n\n            }\n          }\n

}\n\n        float result = dotProd;\n        ${addBiasSnippet}\n        ${applyActivationSnippet}\n

setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport class Conv3DProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n
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variableNames = ['x', 'W'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo:

backend_util.Conv3DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape = convInfo.outShape;\n    const padFront =

convInfo.padInfo.front;\n    const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const strideDepth = convInfo.strideDepth;\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationDepth = convInfo.dilationDepth;\n    const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const filterDepth =

convInfo.filterDepth;\n    const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n    const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n\n    const inputDepthNearestVec4 = Math.floor(convInfo.inChannels / 4) * 4;\n    const

inputDepthVec4Remainder = convInfo.inChannels % 4;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec3 strides =

ivec3(${strideDepth}, ${strideHeight}, ${\n        strideWidth});\n      const ivec3 pads = ivec3(${padFront},

${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec5 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch =

coords.x;\n        int d2 = coords.u;\n\n        ivec3 xFRCCorner = ivec3(coords.y, coords.z, coords.w) * strides -

pads;\n        int xFCorner = xFRCCorner.x;\n        int xRCorner = xFRCCorner.y;\n        int xCCorner =

xFRCCorner.z;\n\n        // Convolve x(?, ?, ?, d1) with w(:, :, :, d1, d2) to get\n        // y(yF, yR, yC, d2). ? = to be

determined. : = across all\n        // values in that axis.\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n        for (int wF = 0; wF <

${filterDepth}; wF++) {\n          int xF = xFCorner + wF * ${dilationDepth};\n\n          if (xF < 0 || xF >=

${convInfo.inDepth}) {\n            continue;\n          }\n\n          for (int wR = 0; wR < ${filterHeight}; wR++) {\n

   int xR = xRCorner + wR * ${dilationHeight};\n\n            if (xR < 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n

continue;\n            }\n\n            for (int wC = 0; wC < ${filterWidth}; wC++) {\n              int xC = xCCorner + wC *

${dilationWidth};\n\n              if (xC < 0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n                continue;\n              }\n\n

   for (int d1 = 0; d1 < ${inputDepthNearestVec4}; d1 += 4) {\n                vec4 xValues = vec4(\n

getX(batch, xF, xR, xC, d1),\n                  getX(batch, xF, xR, xC, d1 + 1),\n                  getX(batch, xF, xR, xC, d1 +

2),\n                  getX(batch, xF, xR, xC, d1 + 3)\n                );\n                vec4 wValues = vec4(\n

getW(wF, wR, wC, d1, d2),\n                  getW(wF, wR, wC, d1 + 1, d2),\n                  getW(wF, wR, wC, d1 + 2,

d2),\n                  getW(wF, wR, wC, d1 + 3, d2)\n                );\n\n                dotProd += dot(xValues, wValues);\n

       }\n\n              if (${inputDepthVec4Remainder === 1}) {\n                dotProd +=\n                  getX(batch, xF,

xR, xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}) *\n                  getW(wF, wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}, d2);\n

} else if (${inputDepthVec4Remainder === 2}) {\n                vec2 xValues = vec2(\n                  getX(batch, xF, xR,

xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}),\n                  getX(batch, xF, xR, xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1)\n

);\n                vec2 wValues = vec2(\n                  getW(wF, wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}, d2),\n

getW(wF, wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1, d2)\n                );\n                dotProd += dot(xValues,

wValues);\n              } else if (${inputDepthVec4Remainder === 3}) {\n                vec3 xValues = vec3(\n

getX(batch, xF, xR, xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}),\n                  getX(batch, xF, xR, xC,

${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1),\n                  getX(batch, xF, xR, xC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 2)\n

);\n                vec3 wValues = vec3(\n                  getW(wF, wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4}, d2),\n

getW(wF, wR, wC, ${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 1, d2),\n                  getW(wF, wR, wC,

${inputDepthNearestVec4} + 2, d2)\n                );\n                dotProd += dot(xValues, wValues);\n              }\n

 }\n          }\n        }\n        setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from

'./glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class Im2ColPackedProgram

implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n
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outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      outputShape: number[], inputShape: number[],\n

   convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n\n    const {\n      filterWidth,\n

inChannels,\n      strideWidth,\n      strideHeight,\n      padInfo,\n      outWidth,\n      dilationWidth,\n

dilationHeight,\n      dataFormat\n    } = convInfo;\n    const {left, top} = padInfo;\n    const itemsPerBlockRow =

inChannels * filterWidth;\n    const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n    const isChannelsLast = dataFormat ===

'channelsLast';\n    const rowDim = isChannelsLast ? 0 : 1;\n    const colDim = isChannelsLast ? 1 : 2;\n\n    let

unrolled = ``;\n\n    for (let row = 0; row <= 1; row++) {\n      for (let col = 0; col <= 1; col++) {\n        unrolled +=

`\n          blockIndex = rc.y + ${col};\n          pos = rc.x + ${row};\n\n          if(blockIndex < ${outputShape[1]} &&

pos < ${outputShape[0]}) {\n            offsetY = int(blockIndex / (${outWidth})) * ${strideHeight} - ${\n

top};\n            d0 = offsetY + ${dilationHeight} * (pos / ${itemsPerBlockRow});\n\n            if(d0 <

${inputShape[rowDim]} && d0 >= 0) {\n\n              offsetX = int(mod(float(blockIndex), ${outWidth}.) * ${\n

   strideWidth}. - ${left}.);\n              d1 = offsetX + ${dilationWidth} * (int(mod(float(pos), ${\n

itemsPerBlockRow}.) / ${inChannels}.));\n\n              if(d1 < ${inputShape[colDim]} && d1 >= 0) {\n\n

ch = int(mod(float(pos), ${inChannels}.));\n\n                if (${isChannelsLast}) {\n                  innerDims = vec2(d1,

ch);\n                  result[${row * 2 + col}] = getChannel(\n                    getA(d0, int(innerDims.x),\n

int(innerDims.y)), innerDims);\n                } else {\n                  innerDims = vec2(d0, d1);\n                  result[${row

* 2 + col}] = getChannel(\n                    getA(ch, int(innerDims.x),\n                    int(innerDims.y)), innerDims);\n

          }\n              }\n            }\n          }\n        `;\n      }\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec2

rc = getOutputCoords();\n\n        vec4 result = vec4(0);\n\n        int blockIndex, pos, offsetY, d0, offsetX, d1, ch;\n

  vec2 innerDims;\n\n        ${unrolled}\n\n        ${glsl.output} = result;\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, env, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL}

from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {Im2ColPackedProgram} from '../im2col_packed_gpu';\nimport

{mapActivationToShaderProgram} from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {MatMulPackedProgram}

from '../mulmat_packed_gpu';\nimport * as webgl_util from '../webgl_util';\n\nimport {batchMatMulImpl,

MATMUL_SHARED_DIM_THRESHOLD} from './BatchMatMul_impl';\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\ntype Conv2DConfig = {\n  x: TensorInfo,\n  filter: TensorInfo,\n

convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  bias?: TensorInfo,\n

preluActivationWeights?: TensorInfo,\n  leakyreluAlpha?: number,\n  activation?: backend_util.Activation\n};\n\n//

For 1x1 kernels that iterate through every point in the input, convolution\n// can be expressed as matrix

multiplication (without need for memory\n// remapping).\nexport function conv2dByMatMul({\n  x,\n  filter,\n

convInfo,\n  backend,\n  bias = null,\n  preluActivationWeights = null,\n  leakyreluAlpha = 0,\n  activation =

null\n}: Conv2DConfig) {\n  // Reshapes conv2D input to 2D tensors, uses matMul and then reshape the\n  // result

from 2D to 4D.\n  const xShape = x.shape;\n  const xTexData = backend.texData.get(x.dataId);\n  const

sharedMatMulDim = convInfo.inChannels;\n  const outerShapeX = xShape[0] * xShape[1] * xShape[2];\n  const

outerShapeFilter = convInfo.outChannels;\n  const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n

const transposeA = false;\n  const transposeB = false;\n\n  let out: TensorInfo;\n  const intermediates: TensorInfo[] =

[];\n\n  // TODO: Once reduction ops are packed, batchMatMul will always be packed\n  // and we can remove this

condition.\n  const batchMatMulWillBeUnpacked =\n      (outerShapeX === 1 || outerShapeFilter === 1) &&\n

sharedMatMulDim > MATMUL_SHARED_DIM_THRESHOLD;\n  const reshapeWillBeExpensive = xShape[2]

% 2 !== 0 && !!xTexData.isPacked;\n\n  if (batchMatMulWillBeUnpacked ||

!env().getBool('WEBGL_LAZILY_UNPACK') ||\n      !env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_BINARY_OPERATIONS')
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||\n      !reshapeWillBeExpensive) {\n    const targetShape = isChannelsLast ? xShape[0] * xShape[1] * xShape[2] :\n

                                       xShape[0] * xShape[2] * xShape[3];\n    const xReshaped = reshape({\n      inputs: {x},\n

backend,\n      attrs: {shape: [1, targetShape, convInfo.inChannels]}\n    });\n    const filterReshaped = reshape({\n

inputs: {x: filter},\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: [1, convInfo.inChannels, convInfo.outChannels]}\n    });\n

const result = batchMatMulImpl({\n      a: xReshaped,\n      b: filterReshaped,\n      transposeA,\n      transposeB,\n

 backend,\n      bias,\n      activation,\n      preluActivationWeights,\n      leakyreluAlpha\n    });\n\n    out =

reshape(\n        {inputs: {x: result}, backend, attrs: {shape: convInfo.outShape}});\n\n

intermediates.push(xReshaped);\n    intermediates.push(filterReshaped);\n    intermediates.push(result);\n  } else {\n

 // Following optimization is specific to packed |x| with odd row count\n    // (For example, in channelLast mode,

'row count' refers to x.shape[2]):\n    // we avoid expensive packed 2x2 reshape by padding row count to next,\n    //

even number. When x.shape[2] is odd, the result of packed batchMatMul is\n    // the same (has the same texture

layout and and values in the texture) as\n    // it is for even x.shape[2] + 1. We make the odd-rows tensor to look

like\n    // even-rows tensor before the operation and, after the batchMatMul,\n    // fix the even-rows result to have

odd number of rows.\n    const targetShape = isChannelsLast ?\n        xShape[0] * xShape[1] * (xShape[2] + 1) :\n

  xShape[0] * xShape[2] * (xShape[3] + 1);\n    const xReshaped: TensorInfo = {\n      dataId: x.dataId,\n      shape:

[1, targetShape, convInfo.inChannels],\n      dtype: x.dtype\n    };\n    // xTexData.shape gets referenced from

GPGPUBinary.inShapeInfos.\n    // Decrementing row count, after batchMatMul->...->compileProgram leads to\n

// invalid row count within the reference in GPGPUBinary.inShapeInfos.\n    // Alternative fix would be to provide a

copy to GPGPUBinary.inShapeInfos\n    // in compileProgram method, but that would affect compilation of all\n    //

programs - instead, provide a copy here, with even row count, before\n    // calling batchMatMul->...-

>compileProgram and after that, the original\n    // xTexData.shape is restored.\n    const originalXTexDataShape =

xTexData.shape;\n    xTexData.shape = xTexData.shape.slice();\n    xTexData.shape[xTexData.shape.length -

2]++;\n    util.assert(\n        webgl_util.isReshapeFree(xTexData.shape, xReshaped.shape),\n        () => `packed

reshape ${xTexData.shape} to ${\n            xReshaped.shape} isn't free`);\n    const filterReshaped = reshape({\n

inputs: {x: filter},\n      backend,\n      attrs: {shape: [1, convInfo.inChannels, convInfo.outChannels]}\n    });\n

intermediates.push(filterReshaped);\n    const pointwiseConv = batchMatMulImpl({\n      a: xReshaped,\n      b:

filterReshaped,\n      backend,\n      transposeA,\n      transposeB,\n      bias,\n      activation,\n

preluActivationWeights,\n      leakyreluAlpha\n    });\n\n    const pointwiseConvTexData =

backend.texData.get(pointwiseConv.dataId);\n    util.assert(\n        pointwiseConvTexData.isPacked,\n        () =>

'batchMatMul result is expected to be packed');\n    // Restore the input shape to original.\n    xTexData.shape =

originalXTexDataShape;\n    // Set the output shape - there is no need for expensive reshape as data\n    // layout is

already correct.\n    pointwiseConvTexData.shape = convInfo.outShape;\n\n    out = identity({inputs: {x:

pointwiseConv}, backend});\n    out.shape = convInfo.outShape;\n\n    intermediates.push(pointwiseConv);\n  }\n\n

for (const i of intermediates) {\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(i);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\n//

Implements the im2row algorithm as outlined in \"High Performance\n// Convolutional Neural Networks for

Document Processing\" (Suvisoft, 2006)\nexport function conv2dWithIm2Row({\n  x,\n  filter,\n  convInfo,\n

backend,\n  bias = null,\n  preluActivationWeights = null,\n  leakyreluAlpha = 0,\n  activation = null\n}:

Conv2DConfig) {\n  // Rearranges conv2d input so each block to be convolved over forms the\n  // column of a new

matrix with shape [filterWidth * filterHeight *\n  // inChannels, outHeight * outWidth]. The filter is also rearranged

so each\n  // output channel forms a row of a new matrix with shape [outChannels,\n  // filterWidth * filterHeight *

inChannels]. The convolution is then\n  // computed by multiplying these matrices and reshaping the result.\n  const

{\n    filterWidth,\n    filterHeight,\n    inChannels,\n    outWidth,\n    outHeight,\n    dataFormat\n  } = convInfo;\n\n

const isChannelsLast = dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n\n  const sharedDim = filterWidth * filterHeight *

inChannels;\n  const numCols = outHeight * outWidth;\n  const x2ColShape = [sharedDim, numCols];\n  const

transposeA = true;\n  const transposeB = false;\n\n  const intermediates: TensorInfo[] = [];\n\n  const xSqueezed =\n

   reshape({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {shape: x.shape.slice(1)}});\n  const w2Row = reshape({\n    inputs: {x:

filter},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {shape: [1, sharedDim, util.sizeFromShape(filter.shape) / sharedDim]}\n  });\n\n

intermediates.push(xSqueezed);\n  intermediates.push(w2Row);\n\n  const im2ColProgram =\n      new
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Im2ColPackedProgram(x2ColShape, xSqueezed.shape, convInfo);\n  const im2Col =

backend.runWebGLProgram(im2ColProgram, [xSqueezed], 'float32');\n  const im2ColReshaped = reshape({\n

inputs: {x: im2Col},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {shape: [1, x2ColShape[0], x2ColShape[1]]}\n  });\n\n

intermediates.push(im2Col);\n  intermediates.push(im2ColReshaped);\n\n  const hasBias = bias != null;\n  const

hasPreluActivationWeights = preluActivationWeights != null;\n  const hasLeakyreluAlpha = activation ===

'leakyrelu';\n  const fusedActivation =\n      activation ? mapActivationToShaderProgram(activation, true) : null;\n

const matmulProgram = new MatMulPackedProgram(\n      im2ColReshaped.shape as [number, number, number],\n

    w2Row.shape as [number, number, number],\n      [1, numCols, convInfo.outChannels], transposeA, transposeB,

hasBias,\n      fusedActivation, hasPreluActivationWeights, hasLeakyreluAlpha);\n  const inputs: TensorInfo[] =

[im2ColReshaped, w2Row];\n  if (bias) {\n    inputs.push(bias);\n  }\n  if (hasPreluActivationWeights) {\n

inputs.push(preluActivationWeights);\n  }\n  if (hasLeakyreluAlpha) {\n    const $leakyreluAlpha =

backend.makeTensorInfo(\n        [], 'float32',\n        util.createScalarValue(leakyreluAlpha as {} as 'float32',

'float32'));\n    inputs.push($leakyreluAlpha);\n    intermediates.push($leakyreluAlpha);\n  }\n  const product =

backend.runWebGLProgram(matmulProgram, inputs, 'float32');\n\n  const outShape = isChannelsLast ?\n      [1,

outHeight, outWidth, convInfo.outChannels] :\n      [1, convInfo.outChannels, outHeight, outWidth];\n  const out

=\n      reshape({inputs: {x: product}, backend, attrs: {shape: outShape}});\n\n  intermediates.push(product);\n  for

(const i of intermediates) {\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(i);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2D, Conv2DAttrs, Conv2DInputs, env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{Conv2DProgram} from '../conv_gpu';\nimport {conv2dByMatMul, conv2dWithIm2Row} from

'./Conv2D_impl';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function conv2d(\n    args:\n        {inputs:

Conv2DInputs, attrs: Conv2DAttrs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n

const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dataFormat, dilations, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const

$dataFormat = backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number],\n      filter.shape as

[number, number, number, number], strides, dilations, pad,\n      dimRoundingMode, false /* depthwise */,

$dataFormat);\n  let out: TensorInfo;\n\n  if (convInfo.filterHeight === 1 && convInfo.filterWidth === 1 &&\n

convInfo.dilationHeight === 1 && convInfo.dilationWidth === 1 &&\n      convInfo.strideHeight === 1 &&

convInfo.strideWidth === 1 &&\n      (convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' || convInfo.padInfo.type === 'VALID'))

{\n    out = conv2dByMatMul({x, filter, convInfo, backend});\n  } else if

(env().getBool('WEBGL_CONV_IM2COL') && x.shape[0] === 1) {\n    out = conv2dWithIm2Row({x, filter,

convInfo, backend});\n  } else {\n    const program = new Conv2DProgram(convInfo);\n    out =

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, filter], 'float32');\n  }\n\n  const outReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x:

out}, backend, attrs: {shape: convInfo.outShape}});\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(out);\n\n  return

outReshaped;\n}\n\nexport const conv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2D,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: conv2d as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class Conv2DDerFilterProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x',

'dy'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo) {\n

this.outputShape = convInfo.filterShape;\n\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n

const isChannelsLast = convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n

ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int wR = coords.x;\n        int wC = coords.y;\n        int d1 = coords.z;\n

int d2 = coords.w;\n\n        // Convolve x(?, ?, d1) with dy(:, :, d2) to get dw(wR, wC, d1, d2).\n        // ? = to be

determined. : = across all values in that axis.\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n\n        for (int b = 0; b <

${convInfo.batchSize}; b++) {\n          for (int yR = 0; yR < ${convInfo.outHeight}; yR++) {\n            int xR = wR

+ yR * ${strideHeight} - ${padTop};\n\n            if (xR < 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n              continue;\n

       }\n\n            for (int yC = 0; yC < ${convInfo.outWidth}; yC++) {\n              int xC = wC + yC *

${strideWidth} - ${padLeft};\n\n              if (xC < 0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n                continue;\n

}\n\n              if (${isChannelsLast}) {\n                float dyValue = getDy(b, yR, yC, d2);\n                float xValue =

getX(b, xR, xC, d1);\n                dotProd += (xValue * dyValue);\n              } else {\n                float dyValue =

getDy(b, d2, yR, yC);\n                float xValue = getX(b, d1, xR, xC);\n                dotProd += (xValue * dyValue);\n

           }\n\n            }\n          }\n        }\n        setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport class

Conv2DDerInputProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['dy', 'W'];\n  outputShape:

number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape =

convInfo.inShape;\n\n    const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n    const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n

const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const isChannelsLast

= convInfo.dataFormat === 'channelsLast';\n\n    const padTop = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const

padLeft = filterWidth - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n    const rowDim = isChannelsLast ? 1 : 2;\n    const colDim =

isChannelsLast ? 2 : 3;\n    const channelDim = isChannelsLast ? 3 : 1;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec2 pads

= ivec2(${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch =

coords[0];\n        int d1 = coords[${channelDim}];\n\n        ivec2 dyCorner = ivec2(coords[${rowDim}],

coords[${colDim}]) - pads;\n        int dyRCorner = dyCorner.x;\n        int dyCCorner = dyCorner.y;\n\n        //

Convolve dy(?, ?, d2) with w(:, :, d1, d2) to compute dx(xR, xC, d1).\n        // ? = to be determined. : = across all

values in that axis.\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n        for (int wR = 0; wR < ${filterHeight}; wR++) {\n          float

dyR = float(dyRCorner + wR) / ${strideHeight}.0;\n\n          if (dyR < 0.0 || dyR >= ${convInfo.outHeight}.0 ||

fract(dyR) > 0.0) {\n            continue;\n          }\n          int idyR = int(dyR);\n\n          int wRPerm = ${filterHeight} -

1 - wR;\n\n          for (int wC = 0; wC < ${filterWidth}; wC++) {\n            float dyC = float(dyCCorner + wC) /

${strideWidth}.0;\n\n            if (dyC < 0.0 || dyC >= ${convInfo.outWidth}.0 ||\n                fract(dyC) > 0.0) {\n

    continue;\n            }\n            int idyC = int(dyC);\n\n            int wCPerm = ${filterWidth} - 1 - wC;\n\n            for

(int d2 = 0; d2 < ${convInfo.outChannels}; d2++) {\n\n              if (${isChannelsLast}) {\n                float xValue =

getDy(batch, idyR, idyC, d2);\n                float wValue = getW(wRPerm, wCPerm, d1, d2);\n                dotProd +=

xValue * wValue;\n              } else {\n                float xValue = getDy(batch, d2, idyR, idyC);\n                float

wValue = getW(wRPerm, wCPerm, d1, d2);\n                dotProd += xValue * wValue;\n              }\n\n            }\n

  }\n        }\n        setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport class Conv3DDerFilterProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x', 'dy'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv3DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape = convInfo.filterShape;\n\n    const

strideDepth = convInfo.strideDepth;\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const padFront = convInfo.padInfo.front;\n    const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec5 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        int wF = coords.x;\n        int wR = coords.y;\n        int wC = coords.z;\n        int d1 =

coords.w;\n        int d2 = coords.u;\n\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n\n        for (int b = 0; b < ${convInfo.batchSize};
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b++) {\n          for (int yF = 0; yF < ${convInfo.outDepth}; yF++) {\n            int xF = wF + yF * ${strideDepth} -

${padFront};\n\n            if (xF < 0 || xF >= ${convInfo.inDepth}) {\n              continue;\n            }\n\n            for (int

yR = 0; yR < ${convInfo.outHeight}; yR++) {\n              int xR = wR + yR * ${strideHeight} - ${padTop};\n\n

    if (xR < 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n                continue;\n              }\n\n              for (int yC = 0; yC <

${convInfo.outWidth}; yC++) {\n                int xC = wC + yC * ${strideWidth} - ${padLeft};\n\n                if (xC <

0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n                  continue;\n                }\n\n                float dyValue = getDy(b, yF,

yR, yC, d2);\n                float xValue = getX(b, xF, xR, xC, d1);\n                dotProd += (xValue * dyValue);\n

  }\n            }\n          }\n        }\n        setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport class

Conv3DDerInputProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['dy', 'W'];\n  outputShape:

number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv3DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape =

convInfo.inShape;\n\n    const filterDepth = convInfo.filterDepth;\n    const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n

const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n    const strideDepth = convInfo.strideDepth;\n    const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n\n    const padFront = filterDepth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.front;\n    const padTop = filterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = filterWidth -

1 - convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec3 pads = ivec3(${padFront}, ${padTop},

${padLeft});\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec5 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords.x;\n        int d1

= coords.u;\n\n\n        ivec3 dyCorner = ivec3(coords.y, coords.z, coords.w) - pads;\n        int dyFCorner =

dyCorner.x;\n        int dyRCorner = dyCorner.y;\n        int dyCCorner = dyCorner.z;\n\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n

  for (int wF = 0; wF < ${filterDepth}; wF++) {\n          float dyF = float(dyFCorner + wF) / ${strideDepth}.0;\n\n

    if (dyF < 0.0 || dyF >= ${convInfo.outDepth}.0 || fract(dyF) > 0.0) {\n            continue;\n          }\n          int idyF =

int(dyF);\n\n          int wFPerm = ${filterDepth} - 1 - wF;\n\n          for (int wR = 0; wR < ${filterHeight}; wR++)

{\n            float dyR = float(dyRCorner + wR) / ${strideHeight}.0;\n\n            if (dyR < 0.0 || dyR >=

${convInfo.outHeight}.0 ||\n              fract(dyR) > 0.0) {\n              continue;\n            }\n            int idyR =

int(dyR);\n\n            int wRPerm = ${filterHeight} - 1 - wR;\n\n            for (int wC = 0; wC < ${filterWidth};

wC++) {\n              float dyC = float(dyCCorner + wC) / ${strideWidth}.0;\n\n              if (dyC < 0.0 || dyC >=

${convInfo.outWidth}.0 ||\n                  fract(dyC) > 0.0) {\n                continue;\n              }\n              int idyC =

int(dyC);\n\n              int wCPerm = ${filterWidth} - 1 - wC;\n\n              for (int d2 = 0; d2 <

${convInfo.outChannels}; d2++) {\n                float xValue = getDy(batch, idyF, idyR, idyC, d2);\n                float

wValue = getW(wFPerm, wRPerm, wCPerm, d1, d2);\n                dotProd += xValue * wValue;\n              }\n

}\n          }\n        }\n        setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropFilter, Conv2DBackpropFilterAttrs, Conv2DBackpropFilterInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {Conv2DDerFilterProgram} from '../conv_backprop_gpu';\n\nexport function

conv2DBackpropFilter(args: {\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropFilterInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropFilterAttrs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, dy} = inputs;\n  const

{strides, pad, dataFormat, dimRoundingMode, filterShape} = attrs;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

x.shape as [number, number, number, number], filterShape, strides,\n      1 /* dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode,

false /* depthwise */,\n      $dataFormat);\n\n  const program = new Conv2DDerFilterProgram(convInfo);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, dy], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropFilterConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2DBackpropFilter,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:
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conv2DBackpropFilter as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv2DBackpropInput, Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs, Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,

KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {Conv2DDerInputProgram} from '../conv_backprop_gpu';\n\nexport function

conv2DBackpropInput(args: {\n  inputs: Conv2DBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: Conv2DBackpropInputAttrs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const

{inputShape, strides, pad, dataFormat, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const $dataFormat =

backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      1 /* dilations */, pad,

dimRoundingMode, false, $dataFormat);\n\n  const program = new Conv2DDerInputProgram(convInfo);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [dy, filter], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const conv2DBackpropInputConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv2DBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

conv2DBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv3D, Conv3DAttrs, Conv3DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {Conv3DProgram}

from '../conv_gpu';\n\nexport function conv3D(\n    args:\n        {inputs: Conv3DInputs, attrs: Conv3DAttrs,

backend: MathBackendWebGL}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const

{strides, pad, dilations} = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv3DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number,

number, number, number, number],\n      filter.shape as [number, number, number, number, number], strides,\n

dilations, pad);\n\n  const program = new Conv3DProgram(convInfo);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, filter], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const conv3DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Conv3D,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: conv3D as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv3DBackpropFilterV2, Conv3DBackpropFilterV2Attrs,

Conv3DBackpropFilterV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {Conv3DDerFilterProgram} from

'../conv_backprop_gpu';\n\nexport function conv3DBackpropFilterV2(args: {\n  inputs:

Conv3DBackpropFilterV2Inputs,\n  attrs: Conv3DBackpropFilterV2Attrs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL\n})
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{\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, dy} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, filterShape} = attrs;\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv3DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number, number],

filterShape, strides,\n      1 /* dilations */, pad);\n\n  const program = new Conv3DDerFilterProgram(convInfo);\n

return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, dy], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const

conv3DBackpropFilterV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Conv3DBackpropFilterV2,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: conv3DBackpropFilterV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Conv3DBackpropInputV2, Conv3DBackpropInputV2Attrs,

Conv3DBackpropInputV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {Conv3DDerInputProgram} from

'../conv_backprop_gpu';\n\nexport function conv3DBackpropInput(args: {\n  inputs:

Conv3DBackpropInputV2Inputs,\n  attrs: Conv3DBackpropInputV2Attrs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL\n})

{\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {pad, strides, inputShape} =

attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv3DInfo(\n      inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number,

number, number, number],\n      strides, 1 /* dilations */, pad);\n\n  const program = new

Conv3DDerInputProgram(convInfo);\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [dy, filter],

'float32');\n}\n\nexport const conv3DBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Conv3DBackpropInputV2,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: conv3DBackpropInput as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cos, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_UNARY,

unaryKernelFunc} from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst COS = CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_UNARY +

`\n  return cos(x);\n`;\n\nexport const cos = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: COS});\n\nexport const cosConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Cos,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: cos,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Cosh, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst COSH = `\n  float e2x = exp(-x);\n  return (e2x + 1.0 / e2x) /

2.0;\n`;\n\nexport const cosh = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: COSH});\n\nexport const coshConfig: KernelConfig

= {\n  kernelName: Cosh,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: cosh,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *
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you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class CropAndResizeProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['Image', 'Boxes', 'BoxInd'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode:

string;\n\n  constructor(\n      imageShape: [number, number, number, number], boxShape: [number, number],\n

cropSize: [number, number], method: 'bilinear'|'nearest',\n      extrapolationValue: number) {\n    const [batch,

imageHeight, imageWidth, depth] = imageShape;\n    const [numBoxes, ] = boxShape;\n    const [cropHeight,

cropWidth] = cropSize;\n    this.outputShape = [numBoxes, cropHeight, cropWidth, depth];\n    const methodId =

method === 'bilinear' ? 1 : 0;\n\n    const [inputHeightFloat, inputWidthFloat] =\n        [`${imageHeight - 1}.0`,

`${imageWidth - 1}.0`];\n\n    const [heightRatio, heightScale, inY] = cropHeight > 1 ?\n        [\n

`${(imageHeight - 1) / (cropHeight - 1)}`,\n          '(y2-y1) * height_ratio',\n          `y1*${inputHeightFloat} +

float(y)*(height_scale)`,\n        ] :\n        [\n          '0.0',\n          '0.0',\n          `0.5 * (y1+y2) * ${inputHeightFloat}`,\n

     ];\n    const [widthRatio, widthScale, inX] = cropWidth > 1 ?\n        [\n          `${(imageWidth - 1) / (cropWidth -

1)}`,\n          '(x2-x1) * width_ratio',\n          `x1*${inputWidthFloat} + float(x)*(width_scale)`,\n        ] :\n        [\n

    '0.0',\n          '0.0',\n          `0.5 * (x1+x2) * ${inputWidthFloat}`,\n        ];\n\n    // Reference implementation\n    //

tslint:disable-next-line:max-line-length\n    //

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/blob/master/tensorflow/core/kernels/crop_and_resize_op_gpu.cu.cc\n

this.userCode = `\n      const float height_ratio = float(${heightRatio});\n      const float width_ratio =

float(${widthRatio});\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int

y = coords[1];\n        int x = coords[2];\n        int d = coords[3];\n\n        // get box vals\n        float y1 =

getBoxes(b,0);\n        float x1 = getBoxes(b,1);\n        float y2 = getBoxes(b,2);\n        float x2 = getBoxes(b,3);\n\n

   // get image in batch index\n        int bInd = round(getBoxInd(b));\n        if(bInd < 0 || bInd >= ${batch}) {\n

return;\n        }\n\n        float height_scale = ${heightScale};\n        float width_scale = ${widthScale};\n\n        float

in_y = ${inY};\n        if( in_y < 0.0 || in_y > ${inputHeightFloat} ) {\n

setOutput(float(${extrapolationValue}));\n          return;\n        }\n        float in_x = ${inX};\n        if( in_x < 0.0 ||

in_x > ${inputWidthFloat} ) {\n          setOutput(float(${extrapolationValue}));\n          return;\n        }\n\n        vec2

sourceFracIndexCR = vec2(in_x,in_y);\n        if(${methodId} == 1) {\n          // Compute the four integer indices.\n

      ivec2 sourceFloorCR = ivec2(sourceFracIndexCR);\n          ivec2 sourceCeilCR =

ivec2(ceil(sourceFracIndexCR));\n\n          float topLeft = getImage(b, sourceFloorCR.y, sourceFloorCR.x, d);\n

 float bottomLeft = getImage(b, sourceCeilCR.y, sourceFloorCR.x, d);\n          float topRight = getImage(b,

sourceFloorCR.y, sourceCeilCR.x, d);\n          float bottomRight = getImage(b, sourceCeilCR.y, sourceCeilCR.x,

d);\n\n          vec2 fracCR = sourceFracIndexCR - vec2(sourceFloorCR);\n\n          float top = topLeft + (topRight -

topLeft) * fracCR.x;\n          float bottom = bottomLeft + (bottomRight - bottomLeft) * fracCR.x;\n          float

newValue = top + (bottom - top) * fracCR.y;\n          setOutput(newValue);\n        } else {\n          // Compute the

coordinators of nearest neighbor point.\n          ivec2 sourceNearestCR = ivec2(floor(\n            sourceFracIndexCR +

vec2(0.5,0.5)));\n          float newValue = getImage(b, sourceNearestCR.y, sourceNearestCR.x, d);\n

setOutput(newValue);\n        }\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {CropAndResize, CropAndResizeAttrs, CropAndResizeInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{CropAndResizeProgram} from '../crop_and_resize_gpu';\n\nexport const cropAndResize = (args: {\n  inputs:

CropAndResizeInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: CropAndResizeAttrs\n}): TensorInfo => {\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {image, boxes, boxInd} = inputs;\n  const {cropSize, method,

extrapolationValue} = attrs;\n\n  const program = new CropAndResizeProgram(\n      image.shape as [number,

number, number, number],\n      boxes.shape as [number, number], cropSize, method, extrapolationValue);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [image, boxes, boxInd], 'float32');\n};\n\nexport const

cropAndResizeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: CropAndResize,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

cropAndResize as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport

{getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class CumSumProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n

variableNames = ['x'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  // Caching uniform location for speed.\n

index: WebGLUniformLocation;\n\n  constructor(shape: number[], exclusive: boolean, reverse: boolean) {\n

this.outputShape = shape;\n    const rank = shape.length;\n    const val = exclusive ? '0.0' : `getX(${getCoords(rank,

'coords')})`;\n    const length = shape[shape.length - 1];\n    let condition = '';\n    let idxString = '';\n    // When

exclusive is set, the cumsum op becomes roll op that copies the\n    // value from the previous index based on the

direction specified by the\n    // reverse flag.\n    if (exclusive) {\n      condition = reverse ? `end != ${length - 1}` :

'end != 0';\n      idxString = reverse ? 'end + 1' : 'end - 1';\n    } else {\n      condition = reverse ? `end + pow2 <

${length}` : 'end >= pow2';\n      idxString = (reverse ? 'end + pow2' : 'end - pow2');\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n

 uniform float index;\n      void main() {\n        ${getCoordsDataType(rank)} coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int

end = ${getFinalCoord(rank, 'coords')};\n        float val = ${val};\n        int pow2 = int(pow(2.0, index));\n        if

(${condition}) {\n          int idx = ${idxString};\n          ${getFinalCoord(rank, 'coords')} = idx;\n          val +=

getX(${getCoords(rank, 'coords')});\n        }\n        setOutput(val);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n

getCustomSetupFunc(index: number) {\n    return (gpgpu: GPGPUContext, webGLProgram: WebGLProgram) =>

{\n      if (this.index == null) {\n        this.index = gpgpu.getUniformLocation(webGLProgram, 'index');\n      }\n

gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(this.index, index);\n    };\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getCoords(rank: number, name: string): string {\n

if (rank === 1) {\n    return `${name}`;\n  } else if (rank === 2) {\n    return `${name}.x, ${name}.y`;\n  } else if

(rank === 3) {\n    return `${name}.x, ${name}.y, ${name}.z`;\n  } else if (rank === 4) {\n    return `${name}.x,

${name}.y, ${name}.z, ${name}.w`;\n  } else {\n    throw Error(`Cumulative sum for rank ${rank} is not yet

supported`);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getFinalCoord(rank: number, name: string): string {\n  if (rank === 1) {\n    return

`${name}`;\n  } else if (rank === 2) {\n    return `${name}.y`;\n  } else if (rank === 3) {\n    return `${name}.z`;\n

} else if (rank === 4) {\n    return `${name}.w`;\n  } else {\n    throw Error(`Cumulative sum for rank ${rank} is not

yet supported`);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Cumsum, CumsumAttrs, CumsumInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {CumSumProgram}

from '../cumsum_gpu';\n\nimport {identity} from './Identity';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nexport

function cumsum(\n    args:\n        {inputs: CumsumInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: CumsumAttrs}):\n

  TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis, exclusive, reverse} =

attrs;\n\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n  const permutation = backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n

let permutedX = x;\n  if (permutation != null) {\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {perm:

permutation}});\n  }\n  const permutedAxis = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n\n  if (permutedAxis

!== xRank - 1) {\n    throw new Error(\n        `WebGL cumsum shader expects an inner-most axis=${\n

x.shape.length - 1} ` +\n        `but got axis=${axis}`);\n  }\n  const size = permutedX.shape[permutedAxis];\n  let

result = identity({inputs: {x: permutedX}, backend});\n  // Use cumsum parallel algorithm, ref:\n  //

https://developer.nvidia.com/gpugems/gpugems3/part-vi-gpu-computing/chapter-39-parallel-prefix-sum-scan-

cuda\n\n  for (let i = 0; i <= Math.ceil(Math.log2(size)) - 1; i++) {\n    const program = new

CumSumProgram(permutedX.shape, false, reverse);\n    const customSetup = program.getCustomSetupFunc(i);\n

const prevResult = result;\n    result =\n        backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [result], result.dtype,

customSetup);\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(prevResult);\n  }\n  // For exclusive cumsum, shift the

end result in the direction of sum\n  // and add 0 to the front index.\n  if (exclusive) {\n    const program = new

CumSumProgram(permutedX.shape, exclusive, reverse);\n    const prevResult = result;\n    result =

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [result], result.dtype);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(prevResult);\n  }\n\n  if (permutation != null) {\n    const

reversePermutation = backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    const reverseTransposedResult =

transpose(\n        {inputs: {x: result}, backend, attrs: {perm: reversePermutation}});\n\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(result);\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(permutedX);\n\n

return reverseTransposedResult;\n  }\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const cumsumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Cumsum,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: cumsum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DenseBincount, DenseBincountAttrs, DenseBincountInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

TypedArray} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{bincountImplCPU, bincountReduceImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function denseBincount(args:

{\n  inputs: DenseBincountInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: DenseBincountAttrs\n}): TensorInfo

{\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, weights} = inputs;\n  const {size, binaryOutput} = attrs;\n\n

if (x.shape.length === 1) {\n    const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId) as TypedArray;\n    const weightsVals =

backend.readSync(weights.dataId) as TypedArray;\n\n    const outVals =\n        bincountImplCPU(xVals,

weightsVals, weights.dtype, weights.shape, size);\n\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo([size], weights.dtype,

outVals);\n  } else if (x.shape.length === 2) {\n    const xBuf = backend.bufferSync(x);\n    const weightsBuf =

backend.bufferSync(weights);\n\n    const outBuf = bincountReduceImplCPU(xBuf, weightsBuf, size,

binaryOutput);\n\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo(outBuf.shape, weights.dtype, outBuf.values);\n  }\n\n  throw

new Error(\n      `Error in denseBincount: input must be at most rank 2, but got rank` +\n

`${x.shape.length}.`);\n}\n\nexport const denseBincountConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

DenseBincount,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: denseBincount as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a
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copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class DepthToSpaceProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n  blockSize:

number;\n  dataFormat: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      outputShape: number[], blockSize: number, dataFormat:

'NHWC'|'NCHW') {\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.blockSize = blockSize;\n    this.dataFormat =

dataFormat;\n    this.userCode = `\n    void main() {\n      ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n      int b =

coords[0];\n      int h = ${this.getHeightCoordString()};\n      int w = ${this.getWidthCoordString()};\n      int d =

${this.getDepthCoordString()};\n\n      int in_h = h / ${blockSize};\n      int offset_h = imod(h, ${blockSize});\n

int in_w = w / ${blockSize};\n      int offset_w = imod(w, ${blockSize});\n      int offset_d = (offset_h *

${blockSize} + offset_w) *\n        ${this.getOutputDepthSize()};\n      int in_d = d + offset_d;\n\n      float result =

${this.getInputSamplingString()};\n      setOutput(result);\n    }\n  `;\n  }\n\n  private getHeightCoordString(): string

{\n    if (this.dataFormat === 'NHWC') {\n      return `coords[1]`;\n    } else {\n      return `coords[2]`;\n    }\n  }\n\n

private getWidthCoordString(): string {\n    if (this.dataFormat === 'NHWC') {\n      return `coords[2]`;\n    } else

{\n      return `coords[3]`;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private getDepthCoordString(): string {\n    if (this.dataFormat ===

'NHWC') {\n      return `coords[3]`;\n    } else {\n      return `coords[1]`;\n    }\n  }\n\n  private

getOutputDepthSize(): number {\n    if (this.dataFormat === 'NHWC') {\n      return this.outputShape[3];\n    } else

{\n      return this.outputShape[1];\n    }\n  }\n\n  private getInputSamplingString(): string {\n    if (this.dataFormat

=== 'NHWC') {\n      return `getX(b, in_h, in_w, in_d)`;\n    } else {\n      return `getX(b, in_d, in_h, in_w)`;\n    }\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DepthToSpace, DepthToSpaceAttrs, DepthToSpaceInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{DepthToSpaceProgram} from '../depth_to_space_gpu';\n\nexport function depthToSpace(args: {\n  inputs:

DepthToSpaceInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: DepthToSpaceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockSize, dataFormat} = attrs;\n\n  util.assert(\n

blockSize > 1,\n      () => `blockSize should be > 1 for depthToSpace, but was: ${blockSize}`);\n\n  const batchSize

= x.shape[0];\n  const inputHeight = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[1] : x.shape[2];\n  const inputWidth =

(dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[2] : x.shape[3];\n  const inputDepth = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ? x.shape[3]

: x.shape[1];\n\n  const outputHeight = inputHeight * blockSize;\n  const outputWidth = inputWidth * blockSize;\n

const outputDepth = inputDepth / (blockSize * blockSize);\n\n  const outputShape = (dataFormat === 'NHWC') ?\n

   [batchSize, outputHeight, outputWidth, outputDepth] :\n      [batchSize, outputDepth, outputHeight,

outputWidth];\n\n  const program = new DepthToSpaceProgram(outputShape, blockSize, dataFormat);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x], x.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const depthToSpaceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: DepthToSpace,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: depthToSpace as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class DepthwiseConv2DProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x',

'W'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo,

addBias = false,\n      activation: string = null, hasPreluActivation = false,\n      hasLeakyReluAlpha = false) {\n

this.outputShape = convInfo.outShape;\n\n    const xNumRows = convInfo.inHeight;\n    const xNumCols =

convInfo.inWidth;\n    const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n    const

strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const filterHeight =

convInfo.filterHeight;\n    const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n    const channelMul = convInfo.outChannels /

convInfo.inChannels;\n\n    let activationSnippet = '', applyActivationSnippet = '';\n    if (activation) {\n      if

(hasPreluActivation) {\n        activationSnippet = `float activation(float a) {\n          float b =

getPreluActivationWeightsAtOutCoords();\n          ${activation}\n        }`;\n      } else if (hasLeakyReluAlpha) {\n

  activationSnippet = `float activation(float a) {\n          float b = getLeakyreluAlphaAtOutCoords();\n

${activation}\n        }`;\n      } else {\n        activationSnippet = `\n          float activation(float x) {\n

${activation}\n          }\n        `;\n      }\n\n      applyActivationSnippet = `result = activation(result);`;\n    }\n\n

const addBiasSnippet = addBias ? 'result += getBiasAtOutCoords();' : '';\n    if (addBias) {\n

this.variableNames.push('bias');\n    }\n\n    if (hasPreluActivation) {\n

this.variableNames.push('preluActivationWeights');\n    }\n    if (hasLeakyReluAlpha) {\n

this.variableNames.push('leakyreluAlpha');\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      ${activationSnippet}\n\n      const

ivec2 strides = ivec2(${strideHeight}, ${strideWidth});\n      const ivec2 pads = ivec2(${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n\n

   void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords.x;\n        ivec2 xRCCorner =

coords.yz * strides - pads;\n        int d2 = coords.w;\n        int d1 = d2 / ${channelMul};\n        int q = d2 - d1 *

${channelMul};\n\n        int xRCorner = xRCCorner.x;\n        int xCCorner = xRCCorner.y;\n\n        // Convolve x(?,

?, d1) with w(:, :, d1, q) to get y(yR, yC, d2).\n        // ? = to be determined. : = across all values in that axis.\n

float dotProd = 0.0;\n        // TO DO(dsmilkov): Flatten the two for loops and vec4 the operations.\n        for (int wR

= 0; wR < ${filterHeight}; wR++) {\n          int xR = xRCorner + wR * ${dilationHeight};\n\n          if (xR < 0 || xR

>= ${xNumRows}) {\n            continue;\n          }\n\n          for (int wC = 0; wC < ${filterWidth}; wC++) {\n

int xC = xCCorner + wC * ${dilationWidth};\n\n            if (xC < 0 || xC >= ${xNumCols}) {\n              continue;\n

       }\n\n            float xVal = getX(batch, xR, xC, d1);\n            float wVal = getW(wR, wC, d1, q);\n            dotProd

+= xVal * wVal;\n          }\n        }\n\n        float result = dotProd;\n        ${addBiasSnippet}\n

${applyActivationSnippet}\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class DepthwiseConvPacked2DProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames

= ['x', 'W'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(\n      convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo, addBias = false,\n      activation: string = null,

hasPreluActivation = false,\n      hasLeakyReluAlpha = false) {\n    this.outputShape = convInfo.outShape;\n\n

const xNumRows = convInfo.inHeight;\n    const xNumCols = convInfo.inWidth;\n    const padTop =

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n
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const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationHeight = convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const

dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n    const filterWidth =

convInfo.filterWidth;\n    const texelsAcross = filterWidth;\n\n    let mainLoop = `int xR; int xC; int xCOffset;`;\n\n

 for (let r = 0; r < filterHeight; r++) {\n      for (let c = 0; c < filterWidth; c++) {\n        mainLoop += `\n          vec4

xTexelR${r}C${c * 2} = vec4(0.);\n          vec4 wR${r}C${c} = vec4(0.);\n          vec4 xR${r}C${c} = vec4(0.);`;\n

    }\n    }\n\n    /**\n     * This vectorized implementation works by gathering the values needed for\n     * each

output channel's dot product into vec4's and then multiplying them\n     * all together (this happens in the final

double for-loop below). Most of\n     * the main loop consists of constructing these vec4's with the minimum\n     *

number of texture2D calls, which means making use of all four returned\n     * values from a texture2D call at

once.\n     */\n    for (let r = 0; r < filterHeight; r++) {\n      for (let texelC = 0; texelC < texelsAcross; texelC++) {\n

    const c = texelC * 2;\n\n        mainLoop += `\n          xR = xRCorner + ${r * dilationHeight};\n          xC =

xCCorner + ${c * dilationWidth};\n        `;\n\n        if (strideWidth === 1) {\n          if (c < filterWidth) {\n            //

If padding is odd, the outer texels have to be composed.\n            if (padLeft % 2 === 1) {\n              // TODO:

Ensure vec4 previous does not result in redundant sample,\n              // and avoid setting xTexelRC's that exceed the

boundary in the\n              // first place rather than resetting them to vec4(0)).\n\n              // To compute xCOffset:\n

           // - If padding is odd, we must add 1 to ensure we ask for an\n              // even-numbered row.\n              // -

We subtract 2 to access the previous texel.\n\n              mainLoop += `\n                xCOffset = xC + 1;\n

if(xR >= 0 && xR < ${xNumRows} && xCOffset >= 0 && xCOffset < ${\n                  xNumCols}) {\n

xTexelR${r}C${c} = getX(batch, xR, xCOffset, d1);\n\n                  // Need to manually clear unused channels in

case\n                  // we're reading from recycled texture.\n                  if(xCOffset + 1 >= ${xNumCols}) {\n

   xTexelR${r}C${c}.zw = vec2(0.);\n                  }\n                } else {\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c} = vec4(0.);\n

              }\n\n                xCOffset = xC + 1 - 2;\n                if(xR >= 0 && xR < ${xNumRows} && xCOffset >= 0

&& xCOffset < ${\n                  xNumCols}) {\n                  vec4 previous = getX(batch, xR, xCOffset, d1);\n\n

       // Need to manually clear unused channels in case\n                  // we're reading from recycled texture.\n

 if(xCOffset + 1 >= ${xNumCols}) {\n                    previous.zw = vec2(0.);\n                  }\n\n

xR${r}C${c} = vec4(previous.zw, xTexelR${r}C${c}.xy);\n                } else {\n                  xR${r}C${c} = vec4(0,

0, xTexelR${r}C${c}.xy);\n                }\n              `;\n            } else {\n              // Padding is even, so xRC

corresponds to a single texel.\n              mainLoop += `\n                if(xR >= 0 && xR < ${xNumRows} && xC >=

0 && xC < ${xNumCols}) {\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c} = getX(batch, xR, xC, d1);\n                } else {\n

      xTexelR${r}C${c} = vec4(0.);\n                }\n\n                xR${r}C${c} = xTexelR${r}C${c};\n              `;\n

    }\n\n            if (c + 1 < filterWidth) {\n              // If dilation is even, the second entry should match the first\n

    // (either both are composed or both are single samples). But if\n              // dilation is odd, then the second entry

should be the opposite\n              // of the first (if the first is composed, the second is a single\n              // sample,

and vice versa.)\n\n              const nextTexelOffset = padLeft % 2 === 0 ?\n

util.nearestLargerEven(dilationWidth) :\n                  dilationWidth;\n\n              if ((dilationWidth % 2 === 0 &&

padLeft % 2 === 1) ||\n                  (dilationWidth % 2 !== 0 && padLeft % 2 !== 1)) {\n                mainLoop += `\n

                xCOffset = xC + ${padLeft % 2} + ${nextTexelOffset};\n\n                  if(xR >= 0 && xR <

${xNumRows} &&\n                    xCOffset >= 0 && xCOffset < ${xNumCols}) {\n                    xTexelR${r}C${c

+ 2} = getX(batch, xR, xCOffset, d1);\n                  }\n                `;\n\n                // If dilation > 1 then the xRC's will

not be able to share any\n                // values, so each xRC will require two unique calls to getX.\n                if

(dilationWidth > 1) {\n                  mainLoop += `\n                    xCOffset -= 2;\n                    if(xR >= 0 && xR <

${xNumRows} &&\n                      xCOffset >= 0 && xCOffset < ${xNumCols}) {\n

xTexelR${r}C${c} = getX(batch, xR, xCOffset, d1);\n                    } else {\n                      xTexelR${r}C${c} =

vec4(0.);\n                    }\n                  `;\n                }\n\n                mainLoop += `\n                  xR${r}C${c + 1} =

vec4(\n                    xTexelR${r}C${c}.zw, xTexelR${r}C${c + 2}.xy);\n                `;\n              } else {\n

mainLoop += `\n                  xCOffset = xC + ${nextTexelOffset};\n\n                  if(xR >= 0 && xR <

${xNumRows} &&\n                    xCOffset >= 0 && xCOffset < ${xNumCols}) {\n                    xTexelR${r}C${c

+ 2} = getX(batch, xR, xCOffset, d1);\n                  }\n\n                  xR${r}C${c + 1} = xTexelR${r}C${c + 2};\n
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          `;\n              }\n            }\n          }\n        } else {  // stride > 1\n          if (c < filterWidth) {\n            mainLoop

+= `\n              if(xR >= 0 && xR < ${xNumRows}) {\n            `;\n\n            // Depending on whether padLeft is

even or odd, we want either the\n            // xy or zw channels from X texels for xR${r}C${c}. If padLeft is\n

// even, xR${r}C${c + 1} is simply the zw channels of texels we've\n            // already sampled. But if padLeft is

odd, xR${r}C{$c + 1}.zw will\n            // need to come from the xy channels of a new texel, hence the `vec4\n

 // final` initialized below.\n            if (padLeft % 2 === 1) {\n              mainLoop += `\n                xCOffset = xC + 1

- ${strideWidth};\n                if(xCOffset >= 0 && xCOffset < ${xNumCols}) {\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c} =

getX(batch, xR, xCOffset, d1);\n                } else {\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c} = vec4(0.);\n                }\n\n

      if(xC + 1 >= 0 && xC + 1 < ${xNumCols}) {\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c + 2} = getX(batch, xR, xC + 1,

d1);\n                } else {\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c + 2} = vec4(0.);\n                }\n\n                xR${r}C${c} =

vec4(\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c}.zw, xTexelR${r}C${c + 2}.zw);\n              `;\n\n              if (c + 1 <

filterWidth) {\n                mainLoop += `\n                  vec4 final = vec4(0.);\n                  xCOffset = xC + 1 +

${strideWidth};\n                  if(xCOffset >= 0 && xCOffset < ${xNumCols}) {\n                    final = getX(batch,

xR, xCOffset, d1);\n                  }\n                  xR${r}C${c + 1} = vec4(xTexelR${r}C${c + 2}.xy, final.xy);\n

     `;\n              }\n            } else {\n              mainLoop += `\n                if(xC >= 0 && xC < ${xNumCols}) {\n

        xTexelR${r}C${c} = getX(batch, xR, xC, d1);\n                } else {\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c} =

vec4(0.);\n                }\n\n                xCOffset = xC + ${strideWidth};\n                if(xCOffset >= 0 && xCOffset <

${xNumCols}) {\n                  xTexelR${r}C${c + 2} = getX(batch, xR, xCOffset, d1);\n                } else {\n

   xTexelR${r}C${c + 2} = vec4(0.);\n                }\n\n                xR${r}C${c} = vec4(\n

xTexelR${r}C${c}.xy, xTexelR${r}C${c + 2}.xy);\n              `;\n\n              if (c + 1 < filterWidth) {\n

mainLoop += `\n                  xR${r}C${c + 1} = vec4(\n                    xTexelR${r}C${c}.zw, xTexelR${r}C${c +

2}.zw);\n                `;\n              }\n            }\n\n            mainLoop += `}`;\n          }\n        }\n\n        if (c <

filterWidth) {\n          mainLoop += `\n            vec4 wTexelR${r}C${c} = getW(${r}, ${c}, d1, q);\n

wR${r}C${c} = vec4(wTexelR${r}C${c}.xz, wTexelR${r}C${c}.xz);\n          `;\n\n          if (c + 1 < filterWidth)

{\n            mainLoop += `\n              vec4 wTexelR${r}C${c + 1} = getW(${r}, ${c + 1}, d1, q);\n

wR${r}C${c + 1} =\n                vec4(wTexelR${r}C${c + 1}.xz, wTexelR${r}C${c + 1}.xz);`;\n          }\n        }\n

  }\n    }\n\n    for (let r = 0; r < filterHeight; r++) {\n      for (let c = 0; c < filterWidth; c++) {\n        mainLoop +=

`dotProd += xR${r}C${c} * wR${r}C${c};`;\n      }\n    }\n\n    let activationSnippet = '', applyActivationSnippet =

'';\n    if (activation) {\n      if (hasPreluActivation) {\n        activationSnippet = `vec4 activation(vec4 a) {\n

vec4 b = getPreluActivationWeightsAtOutCoords();\n          ${activation}\n        }`;\n      } else if

(hasLeakyReluAlpha) {\n        activationSnippet = `vec4 activation(vec4 a) {\n          vec4 b =

getLeakyreluAlphaAtOutCoords();\n          ${activation}\n        }`;\n      } else {\n        activationSnippet = `vec4

activation(vec4 x) {\n          ${activation}\n        }`;\n      }\n\n      applyActivationSnippet = `result =

activation(result);`;\n    }\n\n    const addBiasSnippet = addBias ? 'result += getBiasAtOutCoords();' : '';\n    if

(addBias) {\n      this.variableNames.push('bias');\n    }\n\n    if (hasPreluActivation) {\n

this.variableNames.push('preluActivationWeights');\n    }\n    if (hasLeakyReluAlpha) {\n

this.variableNames.push('leakyreluAlpha');\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      ${activationSnippet}\n\n      const

ivec2 strides = ivec2(${strideHeight}, ${strideWidth});\n      const ivec2 pads = ivec2(${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n\n

   void main() {\n\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords.x;\n        ivec2 xRCCorner =

coords.yz * strides - pads;\n        int d2 = coords.w;\n        int d1 = d2;\n        int q = 0;\n        int xRCorner =

xRCCorner.x;\n        int xCCorner = xRCCorner.y;\n\n        vec4 dotProd = vec4(0.);\n\n        ${mainLoop}\n\n

vec4 result = dotProd;\n        ${addBiasSnippet}\n        ${applyActivationSnippet}\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n

 `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNative, DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs, env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {DepthwiseConv2DProgram} from

'../conv_gpu_depthwise';\nimport {DepthwiseConvPacked2DProgram} from

'../conv_packed_gpu_depthwise';\n\nexport function depthwiseConv2dNative(args: {\n  inputs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeInputs,\n  attrs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeAttrs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dilations,

dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  let $dilations = dilations;\n  if ($dilations == null) {\n    $dilations = [1, 1];\n  }\n\n

util.assert(\n      backend_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, $dilations),\n      () => 'Error in

depthwiseConv2d: Either strides or dilations must be ' +\n          `1. Got strides ${strides} and dilations

'${$dilations}'`);\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number,

number, number],\n      filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides, $dilations,\n      pad,

dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n  let program:

DepthwiseConv2DProgram|DepthwiseConvPacked2DProgram;\n  if

(env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_DEPTHWISECONV') && convInfo.strideWidth <= 2 &&\n

convInfo.outChannels / convInfo.inChannels === 1) {\n    program = new

DepthwiseConvPacked2DProgram(convInfo);\n  } else {\n    program = new

DepthwiseConv2DProgram(convInfo);\n  }\n\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, filter],

'float32');\n}\n\nexport const depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

DepthwiseConv2dNative,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: depthwiseConv2dNative as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class DepthwiseConv2DDerFilterProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n

variableNames = ['x', 'dy'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo:

backend_util.Conv2DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape = convInfo.filterShape;\n\n    const strideHeight =

convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const padTop = convInfo.padInfo.top;\n

const padLeft = convInfo.padInfo.left;\n    const channelMul = convInfo.outChannels / convInfo.inChannels;\n\n

this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int wR = coords.x;\n        int

wC = coords.y;\n        int d1 = coords.z;\n        int dm = coords.w;\n        int d2 = d1 * ${channelMul} + dm;\n\n

float dotProd = 0.0;\n\n        // TO DO: Vec4 over the batch size\n        for (int b = 0; b < ${convInfo.batchSize};

b++) {\n          for (int yR = 0; yR < ${convInfo.outHeight}; yR++) {\n            int xR = wR + yR * ${strideHeight} -

${padTop};\n\n            if (xR < 0 || xR >= ${convInfo.inHeight}) {\n              continue;\n            }\n\n            for (int

yC = 0; yC < ${convInfo.outWidth}; yC++) {\n              int xC = wC + yC * ${strideWidth} - ${padLeft};\n\n

   if (xC < 0 || xC >= ${convInfo.inWidth}) {\n                continue;\n              }\n\n              float dyValue = getDy(b,

yR, yC, d2);\n              float xValue = getX(b, xR, xC, d1);\n              dotProd += (xValue * dyValue);\n            }\n

     }\n        }\n        setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport class DepthwiseConv2DDerInputProgram

implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['dy', 'W'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape = convInfo.inShape;\n\n    const

filterHeight = convInfo.filterHeight;\n    const filterWidth = convInfo.filterWidth;\n    const strideHeight =
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convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n\n    const padTop = filterHeight - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = filterWidth - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.left;\n    const channelMul =

convInfo.outChannels / convInfo.inChannels;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec2 pads = ivec2(${padTop},

${padLeft});\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords[0];\n        int

d1 = coords[3];\n        ivec2 dyCorner = coords.yz - pads;\n        int dyRCorner = dyCorner.x;\n        int dyCCorner =

dyCorner.y;\n\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n\n        for (int wR = 0; wR < ${filterHeight}; wR++) {\n          float dyR

= float(dyRCorner + wR) / ${strideHeight}.0;\n\n          if (dyR < 0.0 || dyR >= ${convInfo.outHeight}.0 ||

fract(dyR) > 0.0) {\n            continue;\n          }\n          int idyR = int(dyR);\n\n          int wRPerm = ${filterHeight} -

1 - wR;\n\n          for (int wC = 0; wC < ${filterWidth}; wC++) {\n            float dyC = float(dyCCorner + wC) /

${strideWidth}.0;\n\n            if (dyC < 0.0 || dyC >= ${convInfo.outWidth}.0 ||\n                fract(dyC) > 0.0) {\n

    continue;\n            }\n            int idyC = int(dyC);\n\n            int wCPerm = ${filterWidth} - 1 - wC;\n\n            //

TO DO: Vec4 over the channelMul\n            for (int dm = 0; dm < ${channelMul}; dm++) {\n              int d2 = d1 *

${channelMul} + dm;\n              float xValue = getDy(batch, idyR, idyC, d2);\n              float wValue =

getW(wRPerm, wCPerm, d1, dm);\n              dotProd += xValue * wValue;\n            }\n          }\n        }\n

setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter, DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {DepthwiseConv2DDerFilterProgram} from

'../conv_backprop_gpu_depthwise';\n\nexport function depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter(args: {\n  inputs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterInputs,\n  attrs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterAttrs,\n  backend:

MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, dy} = inputs;\n  const {strides,

dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, filterShape} = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

  x.shape as [number, number, number, number], filterShape, strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, true /*

depthwise */);\n\n  const program = new DepthwiseConv2DDerFilterProgram(convInfo);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, dy], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const

depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput, DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputAttrs,

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {DepthwiseConv2DDerInputProgram} from

'../conv_backprop_gpu_depthwise';\n\nexport function depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput(args: {\n  inputs:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputInputs,\n  attrs: DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputAttrs,\n  backend:

MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides,
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dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode, inputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n

   inputShape, filter.shape as [number, number, number, number], strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

true /* depthwise */);\n\n  const program = new DepthwiseConv2DDerInputProgram(convInfo);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [dy, filter], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const

depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class DiagProgram implements GPGPUProgram

{\n  variableNames = ['X'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(size: number) {\n

this.outputShape = [size, size];\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n          ivec2 coords = getOutputCoords();\n

        float val = coords[0] == coords[1] ? getX(coords[0]) : 0.0;\n          setOutput(val);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n

* @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Diag, DiagInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {DiagProgram} from

'../diag_gpu';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function diag(args: {inputs: DiagInputs, backend:

MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n\n  const

outShape = [...x.shape, ...x.shape];\n  const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n\n  const flat = reshape({inputs:

{x}, backend, attrs: {shape: [xSize]}});\n\n  const program = new DiagProgram(xSize);\n  const res =

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [flat], flat.dtype);\n\n  const out = reshape({inputs: {x: res}, backend, attrs:

{shape: outShape}});\n\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(flat);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(res);\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport const diagConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Diag,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: diag as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class Dilation2DProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x', 'W'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo) {\n

this.outputShape = convInfo.outShape;\n\n    const {\n      inHeight,\n      inWidth,\n      padInfo,\n      strideHeight,\n

    strideWidth,\n      filterHeight,\n      filterWidth,\n      dilationHeight,\n      dilationWidth\n    } = convInfo;\n\n

const {top: padTop, left: padLeft} = padInfo;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec2 strides =
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ivec2(${strideHeight}, ${strideWidth});\n      const ivec2 pads = ivec2(${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n      const float

neg_infinity = -3.4e38;\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords.x;\n

    int d1 = coords.w;\n        ivec2 outTopLeftCorner =\n            coords.yz * strides - pads;\n        int hBeg =

outTopLeftCorner.x;\n        int wBeg = outTopLeftCorner.y;\n\n        float curVal = neg_infinity;\n        for (int h =

0; h < ${filterHeight}; h++) {\n          int hIn = hBeg + h * ${dilationHeight};\n\n          if (hIn >= 0 && hIn <

${inHeight}) {\n            for (int w = 0; w < ${filterWidth}; w++) {\n              int wIn = wBeg + w *

${dilationWidth};\n\n              if (wIn >= 0 && wIn < ${inWidth}) {\n                float xVal = getX(batch, hIn, wIn,

d1);\n                float wVal = getW(h, w, d1);\n\n                float val = xVal + wVal;\n                if (val > curVal) {\n

              curVal = val;\n                }\n              }\n            }\n          }\n        }\n\n        float result = curVal;\n

setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Dilation2D, Dilation2DAttrs, Dilation2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{Dilation2DProgram} from '../dilation_gpu';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function

dilation2D(args: {\n  inputs: Dilation2DInputs,\n  attrs: Dilation2DAttrs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, filter} = inputs;\n  const {strides, pad, dilations} = attrs;\n\n  const

convInfo = backend_util.computeDilation2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number],\n

filter.shape as [number, number, number], strides, pad,\n      'NHWC' /* dataFormat */, dilations);\n  let out:

TensorInfo;\n\n  const program = new Dilation2DProgram(convInfo);\n  out =

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, filter], 'float32');\n\n  const outReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: out},

backend, attrs: {shape: convInfo.outShape}});\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(out);\n\n  return

outReshaped;\n}\n\nexport const dilation2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Dilation2D,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: dilation2D as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Elu, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst ELU = `return (x >= 0.0) ? x : (exp(x) - 1.0);`;\n\nconst ELU_PACKED

= `\n  vec4 result;\n\n  result.r = (x.r >= 0.0) ? x.r : (exp(x.r) - 1.0);\n  result.g = (x.g >= 0.0) ? x.g : (exp(x.g) -

1.0);\n  result.b = (x.b >= 0.0) ? x.b : (exp(x.b) - 1.0);\n  result.a = (x.a >= 0.0) ? x.a : (exp(x.a) - 1.0);\n\n  return

result;\n`;\n\nconst elu = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: ELU, packedOpSnippet: ELU_PACKED});\n\nexport const

eluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Elu,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: elu as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the
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License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {EluGrad, EluGradInputs, env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {BinaryOpProgram} from

'../binaryop_gpu';\nimport {BinaryOpPackedProgram} from '../binaryop_packed_gpu';\n\nconst ELU_DER = `return

(b >= 1.0) ? a : a * (b + 1.0);`;\nconst ELU_DER_PACKED = `\n  vec4 bGTEZero = vec4(greaterThanEqual(b,

vec4(0.)));\n  return (bGTEZero * a) + ((vec4(1.0) - bGTEZero) * (a * (b + vec4(1.0))));\n`;\n\nexport const eluGrad

=\n    (args: {inputs: EluGradInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {inputs,

backend} = args;\n      const {dy, y} = inputs;\n\n      const program =

env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_BINARY_OPERATIONS') ?\n          new

BinaryOpPackedProgram(ELU_DER_PACKED, dy.shape, y.shape) :\n          new BinaryOpProgram(ELU_DER,

dy.shape, y.shape);\n      return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [dy, y], dy.dtype);\n    };\n\nexport const

eluGradConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: EluGrad,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: eluGrad as {}

as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Equal, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst PACKED_EQUAL = `\n  return vec4(equal(a, b));\n`;\n\nconst EQUAL

= `return float(a == b);`;\n\nexport const equal = binaryKernelFunc(\n    {opSnippet: EQUAL, packedOpSnippet:

PACKED_EQUAL, dtype: 'bool'});\n\nexport const equalConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Equal,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: equal as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, Erf, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst ERF = `\n  // Error function is calculated approximately with elementary

function.\n  // See \"Handbook of Mathematical Functions with Formulas,\n  // Graphs, and Mathematical Tables\",

Abramowitz and Stegun.\n  float p = ${backend_util.ERF_P};\n  float a1 = ${backend_util.ERF_A1};\n  float a2 =

${backend_util.ERF_A2};\n  float a3 = ${backend_util.ERF_A3};\n  float a4 = ${backend_util.ERF_A4};\n  float

a5 = ${backend_util.ERF_A5};\n\n  float sign = sign(x);\n  x = abs(x);\n  float t = 1.0 / (1.0 + p * x);\n  return sign *

(1.0 - (((((a5*t + a4)*t) + a3)*t + a2)*t + a1)*t*exp(-x*x));\n`;\n\nexport const erf = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet:

ERF});\n\nexport const erfConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Erf,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

erf,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {ExpandDims, ExpandDimsAttrs, ExpandDimsInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\n\nexport function expandDims(args: {\n  inputs: ExpandDimsInputs,\n  attrs: ExpandDimsAttrs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {dim} = attrs;\n

const {input} = inputs;\n\n  const inputRank = input.shape.length;\n  const newShape = input.shape.slice();\n  let

$dim = dim;\n  if (dim < 0) {\n    // Negative value is counted from the tail of rank.\n    util.assert(\n        -(inputRank

+ 1) <= dim,\n        () => `Axis must be in the interval [${- (inputRank + 1)}, ${\n            inputRank}]`);\n    $dim =

inputRank + dim + 1;\n  }\n  newShape.splice($dim, 0, 1);\n\n  return reshape({inputs: {x: input}, backend, attrs:

{shape: newShape}});\n}\n\nexport const expandDimsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ExpandDims,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: expandDims as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class FFTProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n

variableNames = ['real', 'imag'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      component:

'real'|'imag', inputShape: [number, number],\n      inverse: boolean) {\n    const innerDim = inputShape[1];\n

this.outputShape = inputShape;\n\n    const exponentMultiplierSnippet =\n        inverse ? `2.0 * ${Math.PI}` : `-2.0 *

${Math.PI}`;\n    const resultDenominator = inverse ? `${innerDim}.0` : '1.0';\n\n    let opString: string;\n    if

(component === 'real') {\n      opString = 'return real * expR - imag * expI;';\n    } else if (component === 'imag') {\n

    opString = 'return real * expI + imag * expR;';\n    } else {\n      throw new Error(\n          `FFT component must

be either \"real\" or \"imag\", got ${component}.`);\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const float exponentMultiplier

= ${exponentMultiplierSnippet};\n\n      float unaryOpComplex(float real, float expR, float imag, float expI) {\n

${opString}\n      }\n\n      float mulMatDFT(int batch, int index) {\n        float indexRatio = float(index) /

float(${innerDim});\n        float exponentMultiplierTimesIndexRatio =\n            exponentMultiplier *

indexRatio;\n\n        float result = 0.0;\n\n        for (int i = 0; i < ${innerDim}; i++) {\n          // x = (-2|2 * PI / N) *

index * i;\n          float x = exponentMultiplierTimesIndexRatio * float(i);\n          float expR = cos(x);\n          float

expI = sin(x);\n          float real = getReal(batch, i);\n          float imag = getImag(batch, i);\n\n          result +=\n

   unaryOpComplex(real, expR, imag, expI) / ${resultDenominator};\n        }\n\n        return result;\n      }\n\n

void main() {\n        ivec2 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        setOutput(mulMatDFT(coords[0], coords[1]));\n

}\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {FFTProgram} from '../fft_gpu';\n\nimport {complex} from './Complex';\nimport

{reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function fftImpl(\n    x: TensorInfo, inverse: boolean, backend:

MathBackendWebGL): TensorInfo {\n  const xData = backend.texData.get(x.dataId);\n\n  const inputSize =

util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  // Collapse all outer dimensions to a single batch dimension.\n  const

innerDimensionSize = x.shape[x.shape.length - 1];\n  const batch = inputSize / innerDimensionSize;\n\n  const

input2D = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {shape: [batch, innerDimensionSize]}});\n\n  const xShape =
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input2D.shape as [number, number];\n  const realProgram = new FFTProgram('real', xShape, inverse);\n  const

imagProgram = new FFTProgram('imag', xShape, inverse);\n\n  const inputs = [\n    {\n      dataId:

xData.complexTensorInfos.real.dataId,\n      dtype: xData.complexTensorInfos.real.dtype,\n      shape: xShape\n

},\n    {\n      dataId: xData.complexTensorInfos.imag.dataId,\n      dtype: xData.complexTensorInfos.imag.dtype,\n

  shape: xShape\n    }\n  ];\n\n  const realPart = backend.runWebGLProgram(realProgram, inputs, 'float32');\n  const

imagPart = backend.runWebGLProgram(imagProgram, inputs, 'float32');\n\n  const complexOutput =\n

complex({inputs: {real: realPart, imag: imagPart}, backend});\n\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(realPart);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(imagPart);\n\n  const

complexOutputReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: complexOutput}, backend, attrs: {shape: x.shape}});\n\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(input2D);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(complexOutput);\n

return complexOutputReshaped;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FFT, FFTInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {fftImpl} from './FFT_impl';\n\nexport function

fft(args: {inputs: FFTInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} =

args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n\n  return fftImpl(input, false /* inverse */, backend);\n}\n\nexport const fftConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FFT,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: fft\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport

class FillProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames: string[];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n

userCode: string;\n\n  valueLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n\n  constructor(shape: number[], value: number) {\n

this.variableNames = ['x'];\n    this.outputShape = shape;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      uniform float value;\n      void

main() {\n        // Input can be obtained from uniform value.\n        setOutput(value);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n

getCustomSetupFunc(value: number) {\n    return (gpgpu: GPGPUContext, webGLProgram: WebGLProgram) =>

{\n      if (this.valueLoc == null) {\n        this.valueLoc = gpgpu.getUniformLocationNoThrow(webGLProgram,

'value');\n      }\n      gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(this.valueLoc, value);\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Fill, FillAttrs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {FillProgram} from '../fill_gpu';\n\nexport function

fill(args: {backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: FillAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, attrs} = args;\n
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const {shape, value} = attrs;\n  let {dtype} = attrs;\n\n  dtype = dtype || util.inferDtype(value);\n\n  if (dtype ===

'string') {\n    // String type should be handled in CPU memory.\n    const values = util.getArrayFromDType(dtype,

util.sizeFromShape(shape));\n    values.fill(value as string);\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo(shape, dtype,

values);\n  } else {\n    const program = new FillProgram(shape, value as number);\n    const customSetup =

program.getCustomSetupFunc(value as number);\n    return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [], dtype,

customSetup);\n  }\n}\n\nexport const fillConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Fill,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: fill as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class FlipLeftRightProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['Image'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(imageShape: [number, number, number, number]) {\n    const imageWidth = imageShape[2];\n

this.outputShape = imageShape;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n        void main() {\n          ivec4 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n          int x = coords[2];\n\n          int coordX = ${imageWidth} - x;\n          float

outputValue;\n          if(coordX >= 0 && coordX < ${imageWidth}) {\n            outputValue = getImage(coords[0],

coords[1], coordX, coords[3]);\n          } else {\n            outputValue = getImage(coords[0], coords[1], coords[2],

coords[3]);\n          }\n          setOutput(outputValue);\n        }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {FlipLeftRight, FlipLeftRightInputs}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{FlipLeftRightProgram} from '../flip_left_right_gpu';\n\nexport const flipLeftRightConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: FlipLeftRight,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: ({inputs, backend}) => {\n    const {image} =

inputs as FlipLeftRightInputs;\n    const webglBackend = backend as MathBackendWebGL;\n\n    const program =

new FlipLeftRightProgram((image as Tensor4D).shape);\n    const output =

webglBackend.runWebGLProgram(program, [image], image.dtype);\n    return output;\n  }\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {FloorDiv, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {binaryKernelFunc}

from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\n// We use native integer division to deal with floating point imprecision.

Since\n// we implement floor division and glsl implements truncated division, we\n// correct for this by subtracting 1

from result when the result is negative and\n// there is a remainder.\nconst INT_DIV = `\n  float s = sign(a) *

sign(b);\n  int ia = round(a);\n  int ib = round(b);\n  if (ib != 0) {\n    // Windows (D3D) wants guaranteed non-zero
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int division at compile-time.\n    return float(idiv(ia, ib, s));\n  } else {\n    return NAN;\n  }\n`;\n\nconst

INT_DIV_PACKED = `\n  ivec4 ia = round(a);\n  ivec4 ib = round(b);\n  bvec4 cond = notEqual(ib, ivec4(0));\n

ivec4 result = ivec4(0);\n  vec4 s = sign(a) * sign(b);\n\n  // Windows (D3D) wants guaranteed non-zero int division

at compile-time.\n  if (cond[0]) {\n    result[0] = idiv(ia[0], ib[0], s[0]);\n  }\n  if (cond[1]) {\n    result[1] =

idiv(ia[1], ib[1], s[1]);\n  }\n  if (cond[2]) {\n    result[2] = idiv(ia[2], ib[2], s[2]);\n  }\n  if (cond[3]) {\n    result[3] =

idiv(ia[3], ib[3], s[3]);\n  }\n  return vec4(result);\n`;\n\nexport const floorDiv = binaryKernelFunc(\n    {opSnippet:

INT_DIV, packedOpSnippet: INT_DIV_PACKED, dtype: 'int32'});\n\nexport const floorDivConfig: KernelConfig

= {\n  kernelName: FloorDiv,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: floorDiv as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from '../../glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'../../gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class FromPixelsProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n

userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n\n  constructor(outputShape: number[]) {\n    const glsl =

getGlslDifferences();\n    const [height, width, ] = outputShape;\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n

this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec3 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int texR = coords[0];\n        int

texC = coords[1];\n        int depth = coords[2];\n        vec2 uv = (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) / vec2(${width}.0,

${height}.0);\n\n        vec4 values = ${glsl.texture2D}(A, uv);\n        float value;\n        if (depth == 0) {\n

value = values.r;\n        } else if (depth == 1) {\n          value = values.g;\n        } else if (depth == 2) {\n          value

= values.b;\n        } else if (depth == 3) {\n          value = values.a;\n        }\n\n        setOutput(floor(value * 255.0 +

0.5));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {getGlslDifferences} from '../../glsl_version';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'../../gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class FromPixelsPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames =

['A'];\n  userCode: string;\n  outputShape: number[];\n  packedInputs = false;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n

constructor(outputShape: number[]) {\n    const glsl = getGlslDifferences();\n    const [height, width, ] =

outputShape;\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec3 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        int texR = coords[0];\n        int texC = coords[1];\n        int depth = coords[2];\n\n

vec4 result = vec4(0.);\n\n        for(int row=0; row<=1; row++) {\n          for(int col=0; col<=1; col++) {\n

texC = coords[1] + row;\n            depth = coords[2] + col;\n\n            vec2 uv = (vec2(texC, texR) + halfCR) /\n

             vec2(${width}.0, ${height}.0);\n            vec4 values = ${glsl.texture2D}(A, uv);\n            float value;\n

  if (depth == 0) {\n              value = values.r;\n            } else if (depth == 1) {\n              value = values.g;\n            }

else if (depth == 2) {\n              value = values.b;\n            } else if (depth == 3) {\n              value = values.a;\n

}\n\n            result[row * 2 + col] = floor(value * 255.0 + 0.5);\n          }\n        }\n\n        ${glsl.output} = result;\n

}\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed
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on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {FromPixels,

FromPixelsAttrs, FromPixelsInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {TextureUsage} from '../tex_util';\n\nimport {FromPixelsProgram} from

'./FromPixels_utils/from_pixels_gpu';\nimport {FromPixelsPackedProgram} from

'./FromPixels_utils/from_pixels_packed_gpu';\n\nexport const fromPixelsConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

FromPixels,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: fromPixels as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n\nlet

fromPixels2DContext: CanvasRenderingContext2D;\n\nfunction fromPixels(args: {\n  inputs: FromPixelsInputs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: FromPixelsAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  let {pixels} = inputs;\n  const {numChannels} = attrs;\n\n  const isVideo = typeof (HTMLVideoElement)

!== 'undefined' &&\n      pixels instanceof HTMLVideoElement;\n  const isImage = typeof (HTMLImageElement)

!== 'undefined' &&\n      pixels instanceof HTMLImageElement;\n  const isImageBitmap = typeof(ImageBitmap)

!== 'undefined' &&\n      pixels instanceof ImageBitmap;\n  const [width, height] = isVideo ?\n      [\n        (pixels as

HTMLVideoElement).videoWidth,\n        (pixels as HTMLVideoElement).videoHeight\n      ] :\n      [pixels.width,

pixels.height];\n\n  const texShape: [number, number] = [height, width];\n  const outShape = [height, width,

numChannels];\n\n  if (isImage || isVideo || isImageBitmap) {\n    if (fromPixels2DContext == null) {\n

fromPixels2DContext = document.createElement('canvas').getContext('2d');\n    }\n\n

fromPixels2DContext.canvas.width = width;\n    fromPixels2DContext.canvas.height = height;\n

fromPixels2DContext.drawImage(\n        pixels as HTMLVideoElement | HTMLImageElement | ImageBitmap,\n

 0, 0, width, height);\n    pixels = fromPixels2DContext.canvas;\n  }\n\n  const tempPixelHandle =

backend.makeTensorInfo(texShape, 'int32');\n  // This is a byte texture with pixels.\n

backend.texData.get(tempPixelHandle.dataId).usage = TextureUsage.PIXELS;\n

backend.gpgpu.uploadPixelDataToTexture(\n      backend.getTexture(tempPixelHandle.dataId), pixels as

ImageData);\n  const program = env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK') ?\n      new FromPixelsPackedProgram(outShape)

:\n      new FromPixelsProgram(outShape);\n  const res = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [tempPixelHandle],

'int32');\n  backend.disposeData(tempPixelHandle.dataId);\n  return res;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, env, FusedConv2D, FusedConv2DAttrs, FusedConv2DInputs, KernelConfig,

KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {Conv2DProgram} from '../conv_gpu';\nimport {mapActivationToShaderProgram}

from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nimport {conv2dByMatMul, conv2dWithIm2Row} from

'./Conv2D_impl';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function fusedConv2d(args: {\n  inputs:

FusedConv2DInputs,\n  attrs: FusedConv2DAttrs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {\n    strides,\n    pad,\n

dataFormat,\n    dilations,\n    dimRoundingMode,\n    activation,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const

$dataFormat = backend_util.convertConv2DDataFormat(dataFormat);\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number],\n      filter.shape as

[number, number, number, number], strides, dilations, pad,\n      dimRoundingMode, false /* depthwise */,

$dataFormat);\n  let out: TensorInfo;\n  const intermediates: TensorInfo[] = [];\n\n  if (convInfo.filterHeight === 1
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&& convInfo.filterWidth === 1 &&\n      convInfo.dilationHeight === 1 && convInfo.dilationWidth === 1 &&\n

 convInfo.strideHeight === 1 && convInfo.strideWidth === 1 &&\n      (convInfo.padInfo.type === 'SAME' ||

convInfo.padInfo.type === 'VALID')) {\n    out = conv2dByMatMul({\n      x,\n      filter,\n      convInfo,\n

backend,\n      bias,\n      activation,\n      preluActivationWeights,\n      leakyreluAlpha\n    });\n  } else if

(env().getBool('WEBGL_CONV_IM2COL') && x.shape[0] === 1) {\n    out = conv2dWithIm2Row({\n      x,\n

filter,\n      convInfo,\n      backend,\n      bias,\n      activation,\n      preluActivationWeights,\n      leakyreluAlpha\n

});\n  } else {\n    const hasBias = bias != null;\n    const hasPreluActivationWeights = preluActivationWeights !=

null;\n    const hasLeakyreluAlpha = activation === 'leakyrelu';\n    const fusedActivation =\n        activation ?

mapActivationToShaderProgram(activation, false) : null;\n    const program = new Conv2DProgram(\n

convInfo, hasBias, fusedActivation, hasPreluActivationWeights,\n        hasLeakyreluAlpha);\n    const inputs:

TensorInfo[] = [x, filter];\n    if (bias) {\n      inputs.push(bias);\n    }\n    if (preluActivationWeights) {\n

inputs.push(preluActivationWeights);\n    }\n    if (hasLeakyreluAlpha) {\n      const $leakyreluAlpha =

backend.makeTensorInfo(\n          [], 'float32',\n          util.createScalarValue(leakyreluAlpha as {} as 'float32',

'float32'));\n      inputs.push($leakyreluAlpha);\n      intermediates.push($leakyreluAlpha);\n    }\n    out =

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, inputs, 'float32');\n  }\n\n  const outReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x:

out}, backend, attrs: {shape: convInfo.outShape}});\n\n  intermediates.push(out);\n  intermediates.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n\n  return outReshaped;\n}\n\nexport const fusedConv2DConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedConv2D,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: fusedConv2d as {} as

KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, env, FusedDepthwiseConv2D, FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {DepthwiseConv2DProgram} from

'../conv_gpu_depthwise';\nimport {DepthwiseConvPacked2DProgram} from

'../conv_packed_gpu_depthwise';\nimport {mapActivationToShaderProgram} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nexport function fusedDepthwiseConv2D(args: {\n  inputs:

FusedDepthwiseConv2DInputs,\n  attrs: FusedDepthwiseConv2DAttrs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL\n}) {\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, filter, bias, preluActivationWeights} = inputs;\n  const {strides,

pad, dilations, dimRoundingMode, activation, leakyreluAlpha} =\n      attrs;\n\n  const intermediates: TensorInfo[] =

[];\n\n  let $dilations = dilations;\n  if ($dilations == null) {\n    $dilations = [1, 1];\n  }\n\n  util.assert(\n

backend_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, $dilations),\n      () => 'Error in depthwiseConv2d: Either

strides or dilations must be ' +\n          `1. Got strides ${strides} and dilations '${$dilations}'`);\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computeConv2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number],\n      filter.shape as

[number, number, number, number], strides, $dilations,\n      pad, dimRoundingMode, true /* depthwise */);\n\n

const shouldPackDepthwiseConv = env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_DEPTHWISECONV') &&\n

convInfo.strideWidth <= 2 &&\n      convInfo.outChannels / convInfo.inChannels === 1;\n  const fusedActivation =

activation ?\n      mapActivationToShaderProgram(activation, shouldPackDepthwiseConv) :\n      null;\n  const

programInputs: TensorInfo[] = [x, filter];\n\n  const hasBias = bias != null;\n  const hasPreluActivationWeights =

preluActivationWeights != null;\n  const hasLeakyreluAlpha = activation === 'leakyrelu';\n\n  if (hasBias) {\n

programInputs.push(bias);\n  }\n  if (hasPreluActivationWeights) {\n

programInputs.push(preluActivationWeights);\n  }\n  if (hasLeakyreluAlpha) {\n    const $leakyreluAlpha =

backend.makeTensorInfo(\n        [], 'float32',\n        util.createScalarValue(leakyreluAlpha as {} as 'float32',
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'float32'));\n    programInputs.push($leakyreluAlpha);\n    intermediates.push($leakyreluAlpha);\n  }\n\n  let

program: DepthwiseConv2DProgram|DepthwiseConvPacked2DProgram;\n  if (shouldPackDepthwiseConv) {\n

program = new DepthwiseConvPacked2DProgram(\n        convInfo, hasBias, fusedActivation,

hasPreluActivationWeights,\n        hasLeakyreluAlpha);\n  } else {\n    program = new

DepthwiseConv2DProgram(\n        convInfo, hasBias, fusedActivation, hasPreluActivationWeights,\n

hasLeakyreluAlpha);\n  }\n\n  const result = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, programInputs, 'float32');\n\n

intermediates.forEach(t => backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: FusedDepthwiseConv2D,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: fusedDepthwiseConv2D as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class GatherNDProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x',

'indices'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  constructor(\n      private sliceDim: number, private

strides: number[], shape: number[]) {\n    this.outputShape = shape;\n    const stridesType =

getCoordsDataType(strides.length);\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(shape.length);\n    const strideString =

this.sliceDim > 1 ? 'strides[j]' : 'strides';\n    this.userCode = `\n        ${stridesType} strides =

${stridesType}(${this.strides});\n         void main() {\n          ${dtype} coords = getOutputCoords();\n          int

flattenIndex = 0;\n          for (int j = 0; j < ${this.sliceDim}; j++) {\n            int index = round(getIndices(coords[0],

j));\n            flattenIndex += index * ${strideString};\n          }\n          setOutput(getX(flattenIndex, coords[1]));\n

 }\n      `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherNd, GatherNdInputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {GatherNDProgram}

from '../gather_nd_gpu';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function gatherNd(\n    args: {inputs:

GatherNdInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const

{params, indices} = inputs;\n\n  const indicesShape = indices.shape;\n  const sliceRank =

indicesShape[indicesShape.length - 1];\n\n  const [resultShape, numSlices, sliceSize, strides] =\n

backend_util.prepareAndValidate(params, indices);\n\n  const flattenIndices = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: indices},

backend, attrs: {shape: [numSlices, sliceRank]}});\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: params},\n

backend,\n    attrs: {shape: [(util.sizeFromShape(params.shape) / sliceSize), sliceSize]}\n  });\n\n  const program =\n

    new GatherNDProgram(sliceRank, strides, [numSlices, sliceSize]);\n  const res = backend.runWebGLProgram(\n

   program, [flattenX, flattenIndices], flattenX.dtype);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: res}, backend,

attrs: {shape: resultShape}});\n\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(flattenIndices);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(flattenX);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(res);\n\n  return

reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const gatherNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherNd,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: gatherNd as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All
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Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class GatherProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A',

'indices'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  rank: number;\n\n  constructor(aShape: number[],

outputShape: number[]) {\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.rank = outputShape.length;\n    const dtype =

getCoordsDataType(this.rank);\n    const sourceCoords = getSourceCoords(aShape, 2);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n

void main() {\n        ${dtype} resRC = getOutputCoords();\n        setOutput(getA(${sourceCoords}));\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n\n// The input and output are always flattened into rank 4 tensors.\nfunction getSourceCoords(aShape:

number[], axis: number): string {\n  const currentCoords = ['resRC.x', 'resRC.y', 'resRC.z', 'resRC.w'];\n\n  const

sourceCoords = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < aShape.length; i++) {\n    if (i === 2) {\n

sourceCoords.push('int(getIndices(resRC.x, resRC.z))');\n    } else {\n

sourceCoords.push(`${currentCoords[i]}`);\n    }\n  }\n  return sourceCoords.join();\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, GatherV2, GatherV2Attrs, GatherV2Inputs, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo,

TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {GatherProgram} from '../gather_gpu';\nimport {gatherV2ImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function gatherV2(args: {\n  inputs:

GatherV2Inputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: GatherV2Attrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, indices} = inputs;\n  const {axis, batchDims} = attrs;\n\n  const parsedAxis =

util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const shapeInfo = backend_util.segment_util.collectGatherOpShapeInfo(\n

    x, indices, parsedAxis, batchDims);\n\n  const indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n\n  const

toDispose = [];\n\n  const flattenX = reshape({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {\n      shape: [\n

shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, shapeInfo.dimSize,\n        shapeInfo.sliceSize\n      ]\n    }\n  });\n\n  const

flattenIndex = reshape({\n    inputs: {x: indices},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {shape: [shapeInfo.batchSize, indicesSize /

shapeInfo.batchSize]}\n  });\n\n  toDispose.push(flattenX);\n  toDispose.push(flattenIndex);\n\n  const

flattenOutputShape = [\n    shapeInfo.batchSize, shapeInfo.outerSize, indicesSize / shapeInfo.batchSize,\n

shapeInfo.sliceSize\n  ];\n\n  if (backend.shouldExecuteOnCPU([x, indices]) || x.dtype === 'string') {\n    const

indicesBuf = backend.bufferSync(flattenIndex);\n    const xBuf = backend.bufferSync(flattenX);\n    const outBuf =

gatherV2ImplCPU(xBuf, indicesBuf, flattenOutputShape);\n\n    toDispose.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n\n    return backend.makeTensorInfo(\n        shapeInfo.outputShape,

outBuf.dtype, outBuf.values as TypedArray);\n  }\n\n  const program = new GatherProgram(flattenX.shape,

flattenOutputShape);\n  const res = backend.runWebGLProgram(\n      program, [flattenX, flattenIndex],

flattenX.dtype);\n  toDispose.push(res);\n\n  const reshaped = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: res}, backend, attrs:

{shape: shapeInfo.outputShape}});\n  toDispose.forEach(t => backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n  return

reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const gatherV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GatherV2,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: gatherV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All
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Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GreaterEqual, KernelConfig, KernelFunc} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc}

from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst GREATER_EQUAL = `return float(a >= b);`;\nconst

GREATER_EQUAL_PACKED = `\n  return vec4(greaterThanEqual(a, b));\n`;\n\nexport const greaterEqual =

binaryKernelFunc({\n  opSnippet: GREATER_EQUAL,\n  packedOpSnippet: GREATER_EQUAL_PACKED,\n

dtype: 'bool'\n});\n\nexport const greaterEqualConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: GreaterEqual,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: greaterEqual as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {IFFT, IFFTInputs, KernelConfig, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {fftImpl} from './FFT_impl';\n\nexport function

ifft(args: {inputs: IFFTInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} =

args;\n  const {input} = inputs;\n\n  return fftImpl(input, true /* inverse */, backend);\n}\n\nexport const ifftConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: IFFT,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: ifft\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {IsFinite, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst IS_FINITE = `return float(!isnan(x) && !isinf(x));`;\n\nexport const

isFinite = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: IS_FINITE, dtype: 'bool'});\n\nexport const isFiniteConfig: KernelConfig

= {\n  kernelName: IsFinite,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: isFinite,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {IsInf, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst IS_INF = `return float(isinf(x));`;\n\nexport const isInf =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: IS_INF, dtype: 'bool'});\n\nexport const isInfConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: IsInf,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: isInf,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you
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may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {IsNan, KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst IS_NAN = `return float(isnan(x));`;\n\nexport const isNaN =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: IS_NAN, dtype: 'bool'});\n\nexport const isNaNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: IsNan,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: isNaN,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LessEqual} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {binaryKernelFunc}

from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nexport const LESS_EQUAL = `return float(a <= b);`;\nexport const

LESS_EQUAL_PACKED = `\n  return vec4(lessThanEqual(a, b));\n`;\n\nexport const lessEqual =

binaryKernelFunc(\n    {opSnippet: LESS_EQUAL, packedOpSnippet: LESS_EQUAL_PACKED, dtype:

'bool'});\n\nexport const lessEqualConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LessEqual,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: lessEqual as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LinSpace, LinSpaceAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {linSpaceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function linSpace(\n    args: {backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs:

LinSpaceAttrs}): TensorInfo {\n  const {backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {start, stop, num} = attrs;\n\n  // TODO:

Use CPU implementation due to the precision problem in Safari.\n  const outVals = linSpaceImplCPU(start, stop,

num);\n  return backend.makeTensorInfo([outVals.length], 'float32', outVals);\n}\n\nexport const linSpaceConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LinSpace,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: linSpace as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Log1p} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst LOG1P = `return log(1.0 + x);`;\n\nexport const log1p =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: LOG1P});\n\nexport const log1pConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Log1p,\n
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backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: log1p,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LogicalAnd} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{binaryKernelFunc} from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst LOGICAL_AND = `return float(a >= 1.0 &&

b >= 1.0);`;\nconst LOGICAL_AND_PACKED = `\n  return vec4(\n    vec4(greaterThanEqual(a, vec4(1.0))) *\n

vec4(greaterThanEqual(b, vec4(1.0))));\n`;\n\nexport const logicalAnd = binaryKernelFunc({\n  opSnippet:

LOGICAL_AND,\n  packedOpSnippet: LOGICAL_AND_PACKED,\n  dtype: 'bool'\n});\n\nexport const

logicalAndConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LogicalAnd,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

logicalAnd as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, LogicalNot} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst LOGICAL_NOT = `return float(!(x >= 1.0));`;\n\nexport const

logicalNot = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: LOGICAL_NOT});\n\nexport const logicalNotConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: LogicalNot,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: logicalNot,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LogicalOr} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {binaryKernelFunc}

from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst LOGICAL_OR = `return float(a >= 1.0 || b >= 1.0);`;\nconst

LOGICAL_OR_PACKED = `\n  return min(\n    vec4(greaterThanEqual(a, vec4(1.0))) +\n

vec4(greaterThanEqual(b, vec4(1.0))),\n    vec4(1.0));\n`;\n\nexport const logicalOr = binaryKernelFunc(\n

{opSnippet: LOGICAL_OR, packedOpSnippet: LOGICAL_OR_PACKED, dtype: 'bool'});\n\nexport const

logicalOrConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LogicalOr,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: logicalOr

as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class LRNProgram implements GPGPUProgram
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{\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      xShape:

number[], radius: number, bias: number, alpha: number,\n      beta: number) {\n    const rad = radius;\n    const

maxD = xShape[3] - 1;\n    this.outputShape = xShape;\n\n    // optimize pow(bias + alpha * sum, -beta)\n    // src:

https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/..\n    // blob/26033a1644a9c4a5fbe3170ab2e864b6a4ccd4ca/..\n    //

tensorflow/core/kernels/mkl_lrn_op.cc#L320\n    let powOperator;\n    const basis = `float(${bias}) +

float(${alpha}) * sum`;\n    if (beta === 0.5) {\n      powOperator = `inversesqrt(${basis})`;\n    } else if (beta ===

1.0) {\n      powOperator = `1.0/(${basis})`;\n    } else {\n      powOperator = `exp(log(${basis}) * float(-

${beta}));`;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b =

coords[0];\n        int r = coords[1];\n        int c = coords[2];\n        int d = coords[3];\n        float x = getX(b, r, c, d);\n

     float sum = 0.0;\n        for (int j = -${rad}; j <= ${rad}; j++) {\n          int idx = d + j;\n          if (idx >= 0 && idx

<=  ${maxD}) {\n            float z = getX(b, r, c, idx);\n            sum += z * z;\n          }\n        }\n        float val = x *

${powOperator};\n        setOutput(val);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class LRNPackedProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n  packedInputs =

true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n  constructor(\n      xShape: number[], radius: number, bias: number, alpha:

number,\n      beta: number) {\n    const rad = radius;\n    const maxD = xShape[3] - 1;\n    this.outputShape =

xShape;\n\n    // optimize pow(bias + alpha * sum, -beta)\n    // src: https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow/..\n    //

blob/26033a1644a9c4a5fbe3170ab2e864b6a4ccd4ca/..\n    // tensorflow/core/kernels/mkl_lrn_op.cc#L320\n    let

powOperator;\n    const basis = `float(${bias}) + float(${alpha}) * sum`;\n    if (beta === 0.5) {\n      powOperator =

`inversesqrt(${basis})`;\n    } else if (beta === 1.0) {\n      powOperator = `1.0/(${basis})`;\n    } else {\n

powOperator = `exp(log(${basis}) * float(-${beta}));`;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec4

coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords.x;\n        int r = coords.y;\n        int c = coords.z;\n        int d =

coords.w;\n\n        bool hasNextCol = d < ${this.outputShape[3]};\n        bool hasNextRow = c <

${this.outputShape[2]};\n\n        vec4 sum = vec4(0.);\n        vec4 xFragAtOutputCoords = getX(b, r, c, d);\n\n

vec4 xAtOutputCoords = vec4(\n          getChannel(xFragAtOutputCoords, vec2(c, d)),\n          hasNextCol ?\n

 getChannel(xFragAtOutputCoords, vec2(c, d + 1)) : 0.0,\n          hasNextRow ?\n

getChannel(xFragAtOutputCoords , vec2(c + 1, d)) : 0.0,\n          (hasNextRow && hasNextCol) ?\n

getChannel(xFragAtOutputCoords, vec2(c + 1, d + 1)) : 0.0\n        );\n\n        int firstChannel = d - ${rad};\n

vec2 cache = vec2(0.);\n        if(firstChannel >= 0){\n          vec4 firstChannelFrag = getX(b, r, c, firstChannel);\n

   cache.x = getChannel(firstChannelFrag, vec2(c, firstChannel));\n            if(hasNextRow){\n              cache.y =

getChannel(firstChannelFrag, vec2(c + 1, firstChannel));\n            }\n        }\n\n        ivec2 depth = ivec2(d, d + 1);\n

     for (int j = - ${rad}; j <= ${rad}; j++) {\n          ivec2 idx = depth + j;\n          bvec2 aboveLowerBound =

greaterThanEqual(idx, ivec2(0));\n          bvec2 belowUpperBound = lessThanEqual(idx, ivec2(${maxD}));\n\n

bool depthInRange = aboveLowerBound.x && belowUpperBound.x;\n          bool depthPlusOneInRange =

aboveLowerBound.y && belowUpperBound.y;\n\n          if(depthInRange || depthPlusOneInRange){\n            vec4 z

= vec4(0.);\n            vec4 xFragAtCurrentDepth;\n            z.xz = cache.xy;\n            if(depthPlusOneInRange &&

hasNextCol){\n              xFragAtCurrentDepth = idx.y != d ?\n                getX(b, r, c, idx.y) :

xFragAtOutputCoords;\n              z.y = getChannel(xFragAtCurrentDepth, vec2(c, idx.y));\n

if(hasNextRow){\n                z.w = getChannel(xFragAtCurrentDepth, vec2(c + 1, idx.y));\n              }\n            }\n

       cache.xy = z.yw;\n            sum += z * z;\n          }\n        }\n        vec4 result = xAtOutputCoords *

${powOperator};\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google
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LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LRN, LRNAttrs, LRNInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {LRNProgram} from

'../lrn_gpu';\nimport {LRNPackedProgram} from '../lrn_packed_gpu';\n\nexport const lrn =\n    (args: {inputs:

LRNInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: LRNAttrs}):\n        TensorInfo => {\n          const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n          const {x} = inputs;\n          const {depthRadius, bias, alpha, beta} = attrs;\n\n

const program = env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_NORMALIZATION') ?\n              new

LRNPackedProgram(x.shape, depthRadius, bias, alpha, beta) :\n              new LRNProgram(x.shape, depthRadius,

bias, alpha, beta);\n          return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x], x.dtype);\n        };\n\n// tslint:disable-

next-line: variable-name\nexport const LRNConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: LRN,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: lrn as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class LRNGradProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['inputImage', 'outputImage', 'dy'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n

userCode: string;\n  depthRadius: number;\n  bias: number;\n  alpha: number;\n  beta: number;\n  depth: number;\n\n

constructor(\n      inputShape: number[], depthRadius: number, bias: number, alpha: number,\n      beta: number) {\n

 this.outputShape = inputShape;\n    this.depth = inputShape[3];\n    this.depthRadius = depthRadius;\n    this.bias =

bias;\n    this.alpha = alpha;\n    this.beta = beta;\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int r = coords[1];\n        int c = coords[2];\n\n        float result =

0.0;\n        for (int d = 0; d < ${this.depth}; ++d) {\n          int depthBegin = int(max(0.0, float(d -

${depthRadius})));\n          int depthEnd = int(min(float(${this.depth}),\n              float(d + ${depthRadius} +

1)));\n\n          const int MIN_DEPTH_BEGIN = 0;\n          const int MAX_DEPTH_END = ${this.depth};\n\n

float norm = 0.0;\n          for (int k = MIN_DEPTH_BEGIN; k < MAX_DEPTH_END; ++k) {\n            if (k <

depthBegin){\n              continue;\n            }\n            else if (k >= depthBegin && k < depthEnd) {\n              norm

+= getInputImage(b, r, c, k) * getInputImage(b, r, c, k);\n            }\n            else {\n              break;\n            }\n

}\n\n          norm = float(${alpha}) * norm + float(${bias});\n\n          for(int k = MIN_DEPTH_BEGIN; k <

MAX_DEPTH_END; ++k){\n            if (k < depthBegin){\n              continue;\n            }\n            else if (k >=

depthBegin && k < depthEnd){\n              float dyi = -2.0 * float(${alpha})\n                * float(${beta})\n                *

getInputImage(b ,r ,c, k) * getOutputImage(b, r, c, d)\n                / norm;\n              if (k == d) {\n                dyi +=

pow(norm, -1.0 * ${beta});\n              }\n              if (k == coords[3]) {\n                dyi *= getDy(b, r, c, d);\n

 result += dyi;\n              }\n            }\n            else {\n              break;\n            }\n          }\n      }\n

setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, LRNGrad, LRNGradAttrs, LRNGradInputs, TensorInfo} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {LRNGradProgram}

from '../lrn_grad_gpu';\n\nexport const lrnGrad = (args: {\n  inputs: LRNGradInputs,\n  backend:

MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: LRNGradAttrs\n}): TensorInfo => {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const

{x, y, dy} = inputs;\n  const {depthRadius, bias, alpha, beta} = attrs;\n\n  const program = new

LRNGradProgram(x.shape, depthRadius, bias, alpha, beta);\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x, y,

dy], x.dtype);\n};\n\n// tslint:disable-next-line: variable-name\nexport const LRNGradConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: LRNGrad,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: lrnGrad as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelFunc, Max, MaxAttrs, MaxInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport

{backend_util, KernelConfig, TypedArray, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL}

from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {maxImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nimport {maxImpl} from

'./Max_impl';\nimport {transposeImpl, transposeImplCPU} from './Transpose_impl';\n\nexport function max(\n

args: {inputs: MaxInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: MaxAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {reductionIndices, keepDims} = attrs;\n\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const origAxes = util.parseAxisParam(reductionIndices, x.shape);\n  let axes = origAxes;\n

const permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  const maxInputIsTransposed =

permutedAxes != null;\n  const shouldExecuteOnCPU = backend.shouldExecuteOnCPU([x]);\n\n  let maxInput =

x;\n  if (maxInputIsTransposed) {\n    if (shouldExecuteOnCPU) {\n      const xTexData =

backend.texData.get(maxInput.dataId);\n      const values = xTexData.values as TypedArray;\n\n      const

newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n      for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length; i++) {\n        newShape[i] =

x.shape[permutedAxes[i]];\n      }\n      const maxInputValues =\n          transposeImplCPU(values, x.shape, x.dtype,

permutedAxes, newShape);\n\n      maxInput = backend.makeTensorInfo(newShape, x.dtype);\n      const

maxInputData = backend.texData.get(maxInput.dataId);\n      maxInputData.values = maxInputValues;\n    } else

{\n      maxInput = transposeImpl(x, permutedAxes, backend);\n    }\n\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n  }\n\n  backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('max',

axes, xRank);\n  const [maxOutShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(maxInput.shape, axes);\n\n  let outShape = maxOutShape;\n  if

(keepDims) {\n    // rather than reshape at the end, set the target shape here.\n    outShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(maxOutShape, origAxes);\n  }\n\n  let out;\n  if (shouldExecuteOnCPU) {\n

 const xTexData = backend.texData.get(maxInput.dataId);\n    const values = xTexData.values as TypedArray;\n\n

const outValues =\n        maxImplCPU(values, util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape), outShape, x.dtype);\n\n    out =

backend.makeTensorInfo(outShape, x.dtype);\n    const outData = backend.texData.get(out.dataId);\n

outData.values = outValues;\n  } else {\n    out = maxImpl(maxInput, reduceShape, outShape, backend);\n  }\n\n  if

(maxInputIsTransposed) {\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(maxInput);\n  }\n\n  return out;\n}\n\nexport

const maxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Max,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: max as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *
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Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool, MaxPoolAttrs, MaxPoolInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{Pool2DProgram} from '../pool_gpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from '../webgl_util';\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\n\nexport function maxPool(args: {\n  inputs: MaxPoolInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n

attrs: MaxPoolAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n

assertNotComplex(x, 'maxPool');\n  const {filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const dilations =

1;\n\n  util.assert(\n      backend_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n      () => 'Error in

maxPool: Either strides or dilations must be 1. ' +\n          `Got strides ${strides} and dilations '${dilations}'`);\n\n

const convInfo = backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number], filterSize,

strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n  if (convInfo.filterWidth === 1 && convInfo.filterHeight === 1

&&\n      util.arraysEqual(convInfo.inShape, convInfo.outShape)) {\n    return identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n

}\n  const maxPoolProgram = new Pool2DProgram(convInfo, 'max', false);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(maxPoolProgram, [x], x.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const maxPoolConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: MaxPool,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: maxPool as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool3D, MaxPool3DAttrs, MaxPool3DInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{Pool3DProgram} from '../pool_gpu';\n\nexport function maxPool3d(args: {\n  inputs: MaxPool3DInputs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: MaxPool3DAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {filterSize, strides, pad, dataFormat, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const

dilations: [number, number, number] = [1, 1, 1];\n\n  const convInfo = backend_util.computePool3DInfo(\n

x.shape as [number, number, number, number, number], filterSize, strides,\n      dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode,

dataFormat);\n  const maxPoolProgram = new Pool3DProgram(convInfo, 'max', false);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(maxPoolProgram, [x], x.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const maxPool3DConfig: KernelConfig

= {\n  kernelName: MaxPool3D,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: maxPool3d as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class MaxPool2DBackpropProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames =

['dy', 'maxPos'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(convInfo:

backend_util.Conv2DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape = convInfo.inShape;\n    const strideHeight =
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convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth = convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const effectiveFilterHeight = convInfo.effectiveFilterHeight;\n    const

effectiveFilterWidth = convInfo.effectiveFilterWidth;\n\n    const padTop = effectiveFilterHeight - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft = effectiveFilterWidth - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n    const lastIndex =

effectiveFilterHeight * effectiveFilterWidth - 1;\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec2 pads = ivec2(${padTop},

${padLeft});\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int d =

coords[3];\n\n        ivec2 dyRCCorner = coords.yz - pads;\n        int dyRCorner = dyRCCorner.x;\n        int

dyCCorner = dyRCCorner.y;\n\n        // Convolve dy(?, ?, d) with pos mask(:, :, d) to get dx(xR, xC, d).\n        // ? =

to be determined. : = across all values in that axis.\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n        for (int wR = 0; wR <

${effectiveFilterHeight};\n          wR += ${dilationHeight}) {\n          float dyR = float(dyRCorner + wR) /

${strideHeight}.0;\n\n          if (dyR < 0.0 || dyR >= ${convInfo.outHeight}.0 || fract(dyR) > 0.0) {\n

continue;\n          }\n          int idyR = int(dyR);\n\n          for (int wC = 0; wC < ${effectiveFilterWidth}; wC++) {\n

        float dyC = float(dyCCorner + wC) / ${strideWidth}.0;\n\n            if (dyC < 0.0 || dyC >=

${convInfo.outWidth}.0 ||\n                fract(dyC) > 0.0) {\n              continue;\n            }\n            int idyC =

int(dyC);\n\n            float dyValue = getDy(b, idyR, idyC, d);\n            int maxPosValue = ${lastIndex} -

int(getMaxPos(b, idyR, idyC, d));\n\n            // Get the current value, check it against the value from the\n            //

position matrix.\n            int curPosValue = wR * ${effectiveFilterWidth} + wC;\n            float mask =

float(maxPosValue == curPosValue ? 1.0 : 0.0);\n\n            dotProd += dyValue * mask;\n          }\n        }\n

setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nexport class MaxPool3DBackpropProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['dy', 'maxPos'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(convInfo: backend_util.Conv3DInfo) {\n    this.outputShape = convInfo.inShape;\n    const strideDepth

= convInfo.strideDepth;\n    const strideHeight = convInfo.strideHeight;\n    const strideWidth =

convInfo.strideWidth;\n    const dilationDepth = convInfo.dilationDepth;\n    const dilationHeight =

convInfo.dilationHeight;\n    const dilationWidth = convInfo.dilationWidth;\n    const effectiveFilterDepth =

convInfo.effectiveFilterDepth;\n    const effectiveFilterHeight = convInfo.effectiveFilterHeight;\n    const

effectiveFilterWidth = convInfo.effectiveFilterWidth;\n\n    const padFront = effectiveFilterDepth - 1 -

convInfo.padInfo.front;\n    const padTop = effectiveFilterHeight - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.top;\n    const padLeft =

effectiveFilterWidth - 1 - convInfo.padInfo.left;\n\n    const lastIndex =\n        effectiveFilterDepth *

effectiveFilterHeight * effectiveFilterWidth - 1;\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ivec3 pads = ivec3(${padFront},

${padTop}, ${padLeft});\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec5 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch =

coords.x;\n        int ch = coords.u;\n\n        ivec3 dyCorner = ivec3(coords.y, coords.z, coords.w) - pads;\n        int

dyDCorner = dyCorner.x;\n        int dyRCorner = dyCorner.y;\n        int dyCCorner = dyCorner.z;\n\n        //

Convolve dy(?, ?, ?, ch) with pos mask(:, :, :, d) to get\n        // dx(xD, xR, xC, ch).\n        // ? = to be determined. : =

across all values in that axis.\n        float dotProd = 0.0;\n\n        for (int wD = 0; wD < ${effectiveFilterDepth};\n

    wD += ${dilationDepth}) {\n          float dyD = float(dyDCorner + wD) / ${strideDepth}.0;\n\n          if (dyD <

0.0 || dyD >= ${convInfo.outDepth}.0 || fract(dyD) > 0.0) {\n            continue;\n          }\n          int idyD =

int(dyD);\n\n          for (int wR = 0; wR < ${effectiveFilterHeight};\n              wR += ${dilationHeight}) {\n

float dyR = float(dyRCorner + wR) / ${strideHeight}.0;\n\n            if (dyR < 0.0 || dyR >= ${convInfo.outHeight}.0

||\n                fract(dyR) > 0.0) {\n              continue;\n            }\n            int idyR = int(dyR);\n\n            for (int wC =

0; wC < ${effectiveFilterWidth};\n                wC += ${dilationWidth}) {\n              float dyC = float(dyCCorner +

wC) / ${strideWidth}.0;\n\n              if (dyC < 0.0 || dyC >= ${convInfo.outWidth}.0 ||\n                  fract(dyC) > 0.0)

{\n                continue;\n              }\n              int idyC = int(dyC);\n\n              float dyValue = getDy(batch, idyD,

idyR, idyC, ch);\n              int maxPosValue = ${lastIndex} -\n                  int(getMaxPos(batch, idyD, idyR, idyC,

ch));\n\n              // Get the current value, check it against the value from the\n              // position matrix.\n

int curPosValue =\n                  wD * ${effectiveFilterHeight} * ${effectiveFilterWidth} +\n                  wR *

${effectiveFilterWidth} + wC;\n              float mask = float(maxPosValue == curPosValue ? 1.0 : 0.0);\n\n

dotProd += dyValue * mask;\n            }\n          }\n        }\n        setOutput(dotProd);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version
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2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPool3DGrad, MaxPool3DGradAttrs,

MaxPool3DGradInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {MaxPool3DBackpropProgram} from '../max_pool_backprop_gpu';\nimport

{Pool3DProgram} from '../pool_gpu';\n\nexport function maxPool3DGrad(args: {\n  inputs:

MaxPool3DGradInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: MaxPool3DGradAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, input} = inputs;\n  const x = input;\n  const {filterSize, strides,

pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n  const dilations: [number, number, number] = [1, 1, 1];\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computePool3DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number, number], filterSize, strides,\n

    dilations, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n\n  const maxPool3dPositionsProgram =\n      new

Pool3DProgram(convInfo, 'max', true /* get positions */);\n  const maxPool3dPositions =\n

backend.runWebGLProgram(maxPool3dPositionsProgram, [x], x.dtype);\n  const maxPoolBackpropProgram = new

MaxPool3DBackpropProgram(convInfo);\n  const result = backend.runWebGLProgram(\n

maxPoolBackpropProgram, [dy, maxPool3dPositions], x.dtype);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(maxPool3dPositions);\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const

maxPoolGrad3DConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPool3DGrad,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: maxPool3DGrad as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MaxPoolGrad, MaxPoolGradAttrs, MaxPoolGradInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{MaxPool2DBackpropProgram} from '../max_pool_backprop_gpu';\nimport {Pool2DProgram} from

'../pool_gpu';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from '../webgl_util';\n\nexport function maxPoolGrad(args: {\n  inputs:

MaxPoolGradInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: MaxPoolGradAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {dy, input, output} = inputs;\n  const x = input;\n  assertNotComplex([input,

output], 'maxPoolGrad');\n  const {filterSize, strides, pad, dimRoundingMode} = attrs;\n\n  const convInfo =

backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n      x.shape as [number, number, number, number], filterSize, strides,\n      1 /*

dilations */, pad, dimRoundingMode);\n  const getPositions = true;\n  const maxPoolPositionsProgram =\n      new

Pool2DProgram(convInfo, 'max', getPositions);\n  const maxPoolPositions: TensorInfo =\n

backend.runWebGLProgram(maxPoolPositionsProgram, [x], x.dtype);\n\n  const maxPoolBackPropProgram = new

MaxPool2DBackpropProgram(convInfo);\n  const result = backend.runWebGLProgram(\n

maxPoolBackPropProgram, [dy, maxPoolPositions], x.dtype);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(maxPoolPositions);\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const

maxPoolGradConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MaxPoolGrad,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

maxPoolGrad as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {Pool2DProgram} from '../pool_gpu';\n\nexport function maxPoolWithArgmaxImpl(\n

x: TensorInfo, includeBatchInIndex: boolean,\n    convInfo: backend_util.Conv2DInfo,\n    backend:

MathBackendWebGL): TensorInfo[] {\n  let program = new Pool2DProgram(convInfo, 'max', false);\n  const

poolOutput = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x], 'float32');\n\n  program = new Pool2DProgram(convInfo,

'max', true, true, includeBatchInIndex);\n  const indexOutput = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x],

'float32');\n  return [poolOutput, indexOutput];\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {MaxPoolWithArgmax, MaxPoolWithArgmaxAttrs, MaxPoolWithArgmaxInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {maxPoolWithArgmaxImpl} from

'./MaxPoolWithArgmax_impl';\n\nexport const maxPoolWithArgmaxConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

MaxPoolWithArgmax,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: ({inputs, attrs, backend}) => {\n    const {x} =

inputs as MaxPoolWithArgmaxInputs;\n    const {filterSize, strides, pad, includeBatchInIndex} =\n        attrs as {}

as MaxPoolWithArgmaxAttrs;\n    const webglBackend = backend as MathBackendWebGL;\n\n    util.assert(\n

x.shape.length === 4,\n        () => `Error in maxPool: input must be rank 4 but got rank ${\n

x.shape.length}.`);\n    const dilations: [number, number] = [1, 1];\n    util.assert(\n

backend_util.eitherStridesOrDilationsAreOne(strides, dilations),\n        () => 'Error in maxPool: Either strides or

dilations must be 1. ' +\n            `Got strides ${strides} and dilations '${dilations}'`);\n\n    const convInfo =

backend_util.computePool2DInfo(\n        x.shape as [number, number, number, number], filterSize, strides,\n

dilations, pad);\n\n    const [result, indexes] =\n        maxPoolWithArgmaxImpl(x, includeBatchInIndex, convInfo,

webglBackend);\n    return [result, indexes];\n  }\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {reduce} from '../kernel_utils/reduce';\nimport {reshape} from

'../kernels/Reshape';\n\nexport function meanImpl(\n    x: TensorInfo, reduceShape: number[], outShape:

number[],\n    backend: MathBackendWebGL): TensorInfo {\n  const inSize = util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n

const xSize = util.sizeFromShape(x.shape);\n  const batchSize = xSize / inSize;\n  const reshapedInput =\n

reshape({inputs: {x}, attrs: {shape: [batchSize, inSize]}, backend});\n\n  const reduced = reduce(reshapedInput,

'float32', 'mean', backend);\n  const reshapedOutput =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: reduced}, attrs: {shape: outShape},

backend});\n\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(reshapedInput);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(reduced);\n\n  return reshapedOutput;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *
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Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, Mean, MeanAttrs, MeanInputs, TensorInfo, TypedArray, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {meanImpl} from

'./Mean_impl';\nimport {transposeImpl, transposeImplCPU} from './Transpose_impl';\n\nexport const meanConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mean,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: ({inputs, attrs, backend}) => {\n

const {x} = inputs as MeanInputs;\n    const {keepDims, axis} = attrs as {} as MeanAttrs;\n    const webglBackend

= backend as MathBackendWebGL;\n\n    const xRank = x.shape.length;\n    const origAxes =

util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n\n    let axes = origAxes;\n    const permutedAxes =

backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n    const meanInputIsTransposed = permutedAxes != null;\n

const shouldExecuteOnCPU = webglBackend.shouldExecuteOnCPU([x]);\n\n    const intermediates: TensorInfo[] =

[];\n\n    let meanInput = x;\n    if (meanInputIsTransposed) {\n      if (shouldExecuteOnCPU) {\n        const

xTexData = webglBackend.texData.get(meanInput.dataId);\n        const values = xTexData.values as

TypedArray;\n\n        const newShape: number[] = new Array(xRank);\n        for (let i = 0; i < newShape.length;

i++) {\n          newShape[i] = x.shape[permutedAxes[i]];\n        }\n        const meanInputValues =\n

transposeImplCPU(values, x.shape, x.dtype, permutedAxes, newShape);\n\n        meanInput =

webglBackend.makeTensorInfo(newShape, x.dtype);\n        const meanInputData =

webglBackend.texData.get(meanInput.dataId);\n        meanInputData.values = meanInputValues;\n      } else {\n

meanInput = transposeImpl(x, permutedAxes, webglBackend);\n      }\n\n      intermediates.push(meanInput);\n

axes = backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, xRank);\n    }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('sum', axes, xRank);\n    const [meanOutShape, reduceShape] =\n

backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(meanInput.shape, axes);\n\n    let outShape = meanOutShape;\n    if

(keepDims) {\n      // rather than reshape at the end, set the target shape here.\n      outShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(meanOutShape, origAxes);\n    }\n\n    const out = meanImpl(meanInput,

reduceShape, outShape, webglBackend);\n    for (const i of intermediates) {\n

webglBackend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(i);\n    }\n\n    return out;\n  }\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Min, MinAttrs, MinInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {reduce} from

'../kernel_utils/reduce';\n\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nexport

function min(\n    args: {inputs: MinInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: MinAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {axis, keepDims} = attrs;\n\n  const xRank =

x.shape.length;\n\n  const origAxes = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape);\n  let axes = origAxes;\n  const

permutedAxes = backend_util.getAxesPermutation(axes, xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n  if (permutedAxes != null)

{\n    permutedX = transpose({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {perm: permutedAxes}});\n    axes =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(axes.length, x.shape.length);\n  }\n\n

backend_util.assertAxesAreInnerMostDims('min', axes, xRank);\n  const [outShape, reduceShape] =\n
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backend_util.computeOutAndReduceShapes(permutedX.shape, axes);\n  const inSize =

util.sizeFromShape(reduceShape);\n  const a2D =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: permutedX}, backend, attrs: {shape: [-

1, inSize]}});\n  const reduced = reduce(a2D, a2D.dtype, 'min', backend);\n\n  let res;\n  if (keepDims) {\n    const

newShape = backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(outShape, origAxes);\n    res = reshape({inputs: {x: reduced},

backend, attrs: {shape: newShape}});\n  } else {\n    res = reshape({inputs: {x: reduced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

outShape}});\n  }\n\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(a2D);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(reduced);\n\n  if (permutedAxes != null) {\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(permutedX);\n  }\n\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const minConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Min,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: min as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class MirrorPadProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      xShape: number[], paddings: Array<[number,

number]>,\n      mode: 'reflect'|'symmetric') {\n    this.outputShape = paddings.map(\n        (p, i) => p[0] /* beforePad

*/ + xShape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n    const rank = xShape.length;\n    const dtype =

getCoordsDataType(rank);\n\n    const start = paddings.map(p => p[0]).join(',');\n    const end = paddings.map((p, i)

=> p[0] + xShape[i]).join(',');\n    const unpackedCoords =\n        ['coords[0]', 'coords[1]', 'coords[2]',

'coords[3]'].slice(0, rank);\n    const offset = mode === 'reflect' ? 0 : 1;\n\n    if (rank === 1) {\n      this.userCode =

`\n        int start = ${start};\n        int end = ${end};\n\n        void main() {\n          int outC = getOutputCoords();\n

    if (outC < start) {\n            outC = start * 2 - outC - ${offset};\n          } else if(outC >= end) {\n            outC =

(end - 1) * 2 - outC + ${offset};\n          }\n          setOutput(getX(outC - start));\n        }\n      `;\n      return;\n    }\n

this.userCode = `\n      ${dtype} start = ${dtype}(${start});\n      ${dtype} end = ${dtype}(${end});\n\n      void

main() {\n        ${dtype} outC = getOutputCoords();\n        for (int i = 0; i < ${rank}; i++) {\n          if (outC[i] <

start[i]) {\n            outC[i] = start[i] * 2 - outC[i] - ${offset};\n          } else if(outC[i] >= end[i]) {\n            outC[i] =

(end[i] - 1) * 2 - outC[i] + ${offset};\n          }\n        }\n        ${dtype} coords = outC - start;\n

setOutput(getX(${unpackedCoords}));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport

{getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\n/**\n * Example shader code for\n * `mirrorPad(tf.tensor1d([1,

2, 3], 'int32'), [[2, 2]], 'reflect')`\n * ```\n *    const int start = int(2);\n *    const int end = int(5);\n *\n *    void main()

{\n *       int outputLoc = getOutputCoords();\n *       vec4 result = vec4(0.);\n *\n *       int rc = outputLoc;\n *\n *

 int source = rc;\n *       if (source < start) {\n *         source = start * 2 - source - 0;\n *       } else if (source >= end)

{\n *         source = (end - 1) * 2 - source + 0;\n *       }\n *       source -= start;\n *\n *       result[0] =

getChannel(getX(source), source);\n *       rc += 1;\n *       if(rc < 6) {\n *          int source = rc;\n *          if (source <

start) {\n *            source = start * 2 - source - 0;\n *          } else if (source >= end) {\n *            source = (end - 1) *
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2 - source + 0;\n *          }\n *          source -= start;\n *\n *         result[1] = getChannel(getX(source), source);\n *

}\n *\n *       setOutput(result);\n *     }\n * ```\n */\nexport class MirrorPadPackedProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n  outputShape:

number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      xShape: number[], paddings: Array<[number, number]>,\n

mode: 'reflect'|'symmetric') {\n    this.outputShape = paddings.map(\n        (p, i) => p[0] /* beforePad */ + xShape[i]

+ p[1] /* afterPad */);\n    const rank = xShape.length;\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n\n    const start

= paddings.map(p => p[0]).join(',');\n    const end = paddings.map((p, i) => p[0] + xShape[i]).join(',');\n    const

coords = getChannels('rc', rank);\n    const source = getChannels('source', rank);\n    const cLimit = `${coords[rank -

1]} < ${this.outputShape[rank - 1]}`;\n    const innerDims =\n        rank === 1 ? 'source' : `vec2(${source.slice(-

2).join()})`;\n    const offset = mode === 'reflect' ? 0 : 1;\n\n    let mainLoop = '';\n    if (rank === 1) {\n      const

padSetup = `\n        ${dtype} source = rc;\n        if (source < start) {\n          source = start * 2 - source - ${offset};\n

    } else if (source >= end) {\n          source = (end - 1) * 2 - source + ${offset};\n        }\n        source -= start;\n

`;\n      mainLoop = `\n        ${dtype} rc = outputLoc;\n        ${padSetup}\n        result[0] =

getChannel(getX(${source.join()}), ${innerDims});\n        ${coords[rank - 1]} += 1;\n        if(${cLimit}) {\n

${padSetup}\n          result[1] = getChannel(getX(${source.join()}), ${innerDims});\n        }\n      `;\n    } else {\n

const padSetup = `\n        ${dtype} source = rc;\n        ${dtype} lt = ${dtype}(lessThan(source, start));\n

${dtype} gte = ${dtype}(greaterThanEqual(source, end));\n        ${dtype} orig = 1 - (lt + gte);\n        source = orig *

source +\n                lt * (start * 2 - source - ${offset}) +\n                gte * ((end - 1) * 2 - source + ${offset});\n

source -= start;\n      `;\n\n      mainLoop = `\n        ${dtype} rc = outputLoc;\n        ${padSetup}\n        result[0] =

getChannel(getX(${source.join()}), ${innerDims});\n        ${coords[rank - 1]} += 1;\n        if(${cLimit}) {\n

${padSetup}\n          result[1] = getChannel(getX(${source.join()}), ${innerDims});\n        }\n        rc = outputLoc;\n

      ${coords[rank - 2]} += 1;\n        if(${coords[rank - 2]} < ${this.outputShape[rank - 2]}) {\n          ${padSetup}\n

        result[2] = getChannel(getX(${source.join()}), ${innerDims});\n          ${coords[rank - 1]} += 1;\n

if(${cLimit}) {\n            ${padSetup}\n            result[3] = getChannel(getX(${source.join()}), ${innerDims});\n

 }\n        }\n      `;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ${dtype} start = ${dtype}(${start});\n      const ${dtype}

end = ${dtype}(${end});\n\n      void main() {\n        ${dtype} outputLoc = getOutputCoords();\n        vec4 result =

vec4(0.);\n        ${mainLoop}\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, MirrorPad, MirrorPadAttrs, MirrorPadInputs, TensorInfo} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {MirrorPadProgram}

from '../mirror_pad_gpu';\nimport {MirrorPadPackedProgram} from '../mirror_pad_packed_gpu';\n\nexport const

mirrorPadKernelFunc: (params: {\n  inputs: MirrorPadInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs:

MirrorPadAttrs\n}) => TensorInfo = ({inputs, backend, attrs}) => {\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {paddings,

mode} = attrs;\n\n  const program = env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_ARRAY_OPERATIONS') ?\n      new

MirrorPadPackedProgram(x.shape, paddings, mode) :\n      new MirrorPadProgram(x.shape, paddings, mode);\n\n

const output = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x], x.dtype);\n\n  return output;\n};\n\nexport const

mirrorPadConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: MirrorPad,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

mirrorPadKernelFunc as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Mod} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../binaryop_packed_gpu';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst MOD = `if (b == 0.0) return NAN;\n  return mod(a, b);`;\n\nconst

MOD_PACKED = `\n  vec4 result = mod(a, b);\n  vec4 isNaN = vec4(equal(b, vec4(0.0)));\n  ` +\n

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  return result;\n`;\n\nexport const mod = binaryKernelFunc({\n  opSnippet: MOD,\n

packedOpSnippet: MOD_PACKED,\n});\n\nexport const modConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Mod,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: mod as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUContext} from './gpgpu_context';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport

class MultinomialProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['probs'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n

userCode: string;\n\n  // Caching uniform location for speed.\n  seedLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n\n

constructor(batchSize: number, numOutcomes: number, numSamples: number) {\n    this.outputShape = [batchSize,

numSamples];\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      uniform float seed;\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec2 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords[0];\n\n        float r = random(seed);\n        float cdf = 0.0;\n\n        for

(int i = 0; i < ${numOutcomes - 1}; i++) {\n          cdf += getProbs(batch, i);\n\n          if (r < cdf) {\n

setOutput(float(i));\n            return;\n          }\n        }\n\n        // If no other event happened, last event happened.\n

  setOutput(float(${numOutcomes - 1}));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n\n  getCustomSetupFunc(seed: number) {\n    return

(gpgpu: GPGPUContext, webGLProgram: WebGLProgram) => {\n      if (this.seedLoc == null) {\n

this.seedLoc = gpgpu.getUniformLocation(webGLProgram, 'seed');\n      }\n      gpgpu.gl.uniform1f(this.seedLoc,

seed);\n    };\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {RealDiv} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {KernelConfig} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\n// Without the equality check div

produces 0.9999 for a = b, which when\n// floored can cause errors.\nconst DIV = `\nif (a == b) {\n  return

1.0;\n};\nreturn a / b;`;\n\n// We do the same as in ./binaryop_gpu, with vec4 and ivec4.\n// On Linux, the vectorized

implementation produces NaNs when a and b are 0.\nconst DIV_PACKED = `\n  // vec4 one = vec4(equal(a, b));\n

// return one + (vec4(1.0) - one) * a / b;\n  vec4 result = a / b;\n  if(a.x == b.x) {\n    result.x = 1.;\n  }\n  if(a.y ==

b.y) {\n    result.y = 1.;\n  }\n  if(a.z == b.z) {\n    result.z = 1.;\n  }\n  if(a.w == b.w) {\n    result.w = 1.;\n  }\n\n

return result;\n`;\n\nexport const realDiv = binaryKernelFunc(\n    {opSnippet: DIV, packedOpSnippet:

DIV_PACKED, checkOutOfBounds: true});\n\nexport const realDivConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

RealDiv,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: realDiv,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Softmax, SoftmaxAttrs, SoftmaxInputs, TensorInfo, util}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {exp} from

'./Exp';\nimport {max} from './Max';\nimport {realDiv} from './RealDiv';\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {sub} from './Sub';\nimport {sum} from './Sum';\n\nexport function softmax(args: {\n  inputs:

SoftmaxInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: SoftmaxAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {logits} = inputs;\n  const {dim} = attrs;\n\n  const axes =

util.parseAxisParam([dim], logits.shape);\n\n  const maxLogit = max({\n    inputs: {x: logits},\n    backend,\n

attrs: {reductionIndices: axes, keepDims: false}\n  });\n\n  const expandedShape =

backend_util.expandShapeToKeepDim(maxLogit.shape, axes);\n\n  const maxLogitsReshaped =\n

reshape({inputs: {x: maxLogit}, backend, attrs: {shape: expandedShape}});\n  const a =\n      sub({inputs: {a: logits,

b: maxLogitsReshaped}, backend}) as TensorInfo;\n  const b = exp({inputs: {x: a}, backend}) as TensorInfo;\n

const sumExp =\n      sum({inputs: {x: b}, backend, attrs: {axis: axes, keepDims: false}});\n  const

sumExpReshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: sumExp}, backend, attrs: {shape: expandedShape}});\n\n  const res

=\n      realDiv({inputs: {a: b, b: sumExpReshaped}, backend}) as TensorInfo;\n\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(maxLogit);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(maxLogitsReshaped);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(a);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(b);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(sumExp);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(sumExpReshaped);\n\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const softmaxConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Softmax,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: softmax as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Multinomial, MultinomialAttrs, MultinomialInputs, TensorInfo} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{MultinomialProgram} from '../multinomial_gpu';\n\nimport {softmax} from './Softmax';\n\nexport function

multinomial(args: {\n  inputs: MultinomialInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: MultinomialAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {logits} = inputs;\n  const {numSamples, seed,

normalized} = attrs;\n\n  const probs = normalized ?\n      logits :\n      softmax(\n          {inputs: {logits}, backend,

attrs: {dim: logits.shape.length - 1}});\n  const batchSize = probs.shape[0];\n  const numOutcomes =

probs.shape[1];\n  const program = new MultinomialProgram(batchSize, numOutcomes, numSamples);\n  const

customSetup = program.getCustomSetupFunc(seed);\n\n  const res = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [probs],

'int32', customSetup);\n  if (!normalized) {\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(probs);\n  }\n  return

res;\n}\n\nexport const multinomialConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Multinomial,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: multinomial as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, kernel_impls, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV3,

NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs, NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs, TypedArray} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst

nonMaxSuppressionV3Impl = kernel_impls.nonMaxSuppressionV3Impl;\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\n\nexport function nonMaxSuppressionV3(args: {\n  inputs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Inputs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV3Attrs\n}) {\n  backend_util.warn(\n

'tf.nonMaxSuppression() in webgl locks the UI thread. ' +\n      'Call tf.nonMaxSuppressionAsync() instead');\n\n

const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {boxes, scores} = inputs;\n  const {maxOutputSize, iouThreshold,

scoreThreshold} = attrs;\n\n  const boxesVals = backend.readSync(boxes.dataId) as TypedArray;\n  const

scoresVals = backend.readSync(scores.dataId) as TypedArray;\n\n  const {selectedIndices} =

nonMaxSuppressionV3Impl(\n      boxesVals, scoresVals, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold);\n\n

return backend.makeTensorInfo(\n      [selectedIndices.length], 'int32', new

Int32Array(selectedIndices));\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV3Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

NonMaxSuppressionV3,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV3 as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, kernel_impls, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV4,

NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs, NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs, TensorInfo, TypedArray} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\nconst nonMaxSuppressionV4Impl = kernel_impls.nonMaxSuppressionV4Impl;\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nexport function nonMaxSuppressionV4(args: {\n  inputs:

NonMaxSuppressionV4Inputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV4Attrs\n}):

[TensorInfo, TensorInfo] {\n  backend_util.warn(\n      'tf.nonMaxSuppression() in webgl locks the UI thread. ' +\n

 'Call tf.nonMaxSuppressionAsync() instead');\n\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {boxes, scores} =

inputs;\n  const {maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold, padToMaxOutputSize} =\n      attrs;\n\n  const

boxesVals = backend.readSync(boxes.dataId) as TypedArray;\n  const scoresVals =

backend.readSync(scores.dataId) as TypedArray;\n\n  const {selectedIndices, validOutputs} =

nonMaxSuppressionV4Impl(\n      boxesVals, scoresVals, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold,\n

padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n  return [\n    backend.makeTensorInfo(\n        [selectedIndices.length], 'int32', new

Int32Array(selectedIndices)),\n    backend.makeTensorInfo([], 'int32', new Int32Array([validOutputs]))\n

];\n}\n\nexport const nonMaxSuppressionV4Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV4,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV4 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, kernel_impls, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NonMaxSuppressionV5,

NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs, NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs, TensorInfo, TypedArray} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-
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core';\n\nconst nonMaxSuppressionV5Impl = kernel_impls.nonMaxSuppressionV5Impl;\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nexport function nonMaxSuppressionV5(args: {\n  inputs:

NonMaxSuppressionV5Inputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: NonMaxSuppressionV5Attrs\n}):

[TensorInfo, TensorInfo] {\n  backend_util.warn(\n      'tf.nonMaxSuppression() in webgl locks the UI thread. ' +\n

 'Call tf.nonMaxSuppressionAsync() instead');\n\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {boxes, scores} =

inputs;\n  const {maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma} = attrs;\n\n  const boxesVals =

backend.readSync(boxes.dataId) as TypedArray;\n  const scoresVals = backend.readSync(scores.dataId) as

TypedArray;\n\n  const maxOutputSizeVal = maxOutputSize;\n  const iouThresholdVal = iouThreshold;\n  const

scoreThresholdVal = scoreThreshold;\n  const softNmsSigmaVal = softNmsSigma;\n\n  const {selectedIndices,

selectedScores} = nonMaxSuppressionV5Impl(\n      boxesVals, scoresVals, maxOutputSizeVal,

iouThresholdVal,\n      scoreThresholdVal, softNmsSigmaVal);\n\n  return [\n    backend.makeTensorInfo(\n

[selectedIndices.length], 'int32', new Int32Array(selectedIndices)),\n    backend.makeTensorInfo(\n

[selectedScores.length], 'float32', new Float32Array(selectedScores))\n  ];\n}\n\nexport const

nonMaxSuppressionV5Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: NonMaxSuppressionV5,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: nonMaxSuppressionV5 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class OneHotProgram implements GPGPUProgram

{\n  variableNames = ['indices'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  // Caching uniform location for

speed.\n  seedLoc: WebGLUniformLocation;\n\n  constructor(\n      numIndices: number, depth: number, onValue:

number, offValue: number) {\n    this.outputShape = [numIndices, depth];\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main()

{\n        ivec2 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int index = round(getIndices(coords.x));\n

setOutput(mix(float(${offValue}), float(${onValue}),\n                      float(index == coords.y)));\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OneHot, OneHotAttrs, OneHotInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {OneHotProgram}

from '../onehot_gpu';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport const oneHot = (args: {\n  inputs:

OneHotInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: OneHotAttrs\n}): TensorInfo => {\n  const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices} = inputs;\n  const {depth, onValue, offValue} = attrs;\n\n  const

indicesSize = util.sizeFromShape(indices.shape);\n  const program = new OneHotProgram(indicesSize, depth,

onValue, offValue);\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: indices}, backend, attrs: {shape:

[indicesSize]}});\n  const result = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [reshaped], indices.dtype);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(reshaped);\n\n  const outShape = [...indices.shape, depth];\n  const out =

reshape({inputs: {x: result}, backend, attrs: {shape: outShape}});\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(result);\n  return out;\n};\n\nexport const oneHotConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: OneHot,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: oneHot as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version
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2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, ZerosLike, ZerosLikeInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {complex} from './Complex';\nimport

{fill} from './Fill';\nimport {imag} from './Imag';\nimport {real} from './Real';\n\nexport function zerosLike(\n

args: {inputs: ZerosLikeInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n

const {x} = inputs;\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'complex64') {\n    const realPart = real({inputs: {input: x}, backend});\n

const r = zerosLike({inputs: {x: realPart}, backend});\n    const imagPart = imag({inputs: {input: x}, backend});\n

const i = zerosLike({inputs: {x: imagPart}, backend});\n\n    const result = complex({inputs: {real: r, imag: i},

backend});\n\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(realPart);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(r);\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(imagPart);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(i);\n\n    return result;\n  } else {\n    return fill({\n      attrs: {\n        shape:

x.shape,\n        dtype: x.dtype,\n        value: x.dtype === 'string' ? '' : 0\n      },\n      backend\n    });\n  }\n}\n\nexport

const zerosLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ZerosLike,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

zerosLike as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, OnesLike, OnesLikeInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {complex} from './Complex';\nimport

{fill} from './Fill';\nimport {imag} from './Imag';\nimport {real} from './Real';\nimport {zerosLike} from

'./ZerosLike';\n\nexport function onesLike(\n    args: {inputs: OnesLikeInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    throw new

Error('onesLike is not supported under string dtype');\n  } else if (x.dtype === 'complex64') {\n    const realPart =

real({inputs: {input: x}, backend});\n    const r = onesLike({inputs: {x: realPart}, backend});\n    const imagPart =

imag({inputs: {input: x}, backend});\n    const i = zerosLike({inputs: {x: imagPart}, backend});\n\n    const result =

complex({inputs: {real: r, imag: i}, backend});\n\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(realPart);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(r);\n    backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(imagPart);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(i);\n\n    return result;\n  } else {\n    // TODO(cais, smilkov): Add WebGL

shader for onesLike:\n    //   https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues/1293\n    return fill({attrs: {shape: x.shape,

dtype: x.dtype, value: 1}, backend});\n  }\n}\n\nexport const onesLikeConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

OnesLike,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: onesLike as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pack, PackAttrs, PackInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-
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core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {concat} from './Concat';\nimport

{expandDims} from './ExpandDims';\n\nexport function pack(\n    args: {inputs: PackInputs, backend:

MathBackendWebGL, attrs: PackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {axis} =

attrs;\n\n  if (inputs.length === 1) {\n    return expandDims(\n        {inputs: {input: inputs[0]}, backend, attrs: {dim:

axis}});\n  }\n\n  const shape = inputs[0].shape;\n  const dtype = inputs[0].dtype;\n\n  inputs.forEach(t => {\n

util.assertShapesMatch(\n        shape, t.shape,\n        'All tensors passed to stack must have matching shapes');\n

util.assert(\n        dtype === t.dtype,\n        () => 'All tensors passed to stack must have matching dtypes');\n  });\n\n

const intermediateTensorInfos: TensorInfo[] = [];\n  const expandedTensors = inputs.map(t => {\n    const

expandedT =\n        expandDims({inputs: {input: t}, backend, attrs: {dim: axis}});\n

intermediateTensorInfos.push(expandedT);\n    return expandedT;\n  });\n\n  const result = concat({inputs:

expandedTensors, backend, attrs: {axis}});\n\n  intermediateTensorInfos.forEach(\n      t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n\n  return result;\n}\n\nexport const packConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Pack,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: pack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class PadProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      xShape: number[], paddings: Array<[number,

number]>,\n      constantValue: number) {\n    this.outputShape = paddings.map(\n        (p, i) => p[0] /* beforePad */

+ xShape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n    const rank = xShape.length;\n    const type = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n\n

const start = paddings.map(p => p[0]).join(',');\n    const end = paddings.map((p, i) => p[0] + xShape[i]).join(',');\n

const unpackedCoords =\n        ['coords[0]', 'coords[1]', 'coords[2]', 'coords[3]'].slice(0, rank);\n\n    if (rank === 1)

{\n      this.userCode = `\n        int start = ${start};\n        int end = ${end};\n\n        void main() {\n          int outC =

getOutputCoords();\n          if (outC < start || outC >= end) {\n            setOutput(float(${constantValue}));\n          }

else {\n            setOutput(getX(outC - start));\n          }\n        }\n      `;\n      return;\n    }\n    this.userCode = `\n

${type} start = ${type}(${start});\n      ${type} end = ${type}(${end});\n\n      void main() {\n        ${type} outC =

getOutputCoords();\n        if (any(lessThan(outC, start)) || any(greaterThanEqual(outC, end))) {\n

setOutput(float(${constantValue}));\n        } else {\n          ${type} coords = outC - start;\n

setOutput(getX(${unpackedCoords}));\n        }\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport

{getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class PadPackedProgram implements GPGPUProgram

{\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode:

string;\n\n  constructor(\n      xShape: number[], paddings: Array<[number, number]>,\n      constantValue: number)

{\n    this.outputShape = paddings.map(\n        (p, i) => p[0] /* beforePad */ + xShape[i] + p[1] /* afterPad */);\n

const rank = xShape.length;\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n\n    const start = paddings.map(p =>

p[0]).join(',');\n    const end = paddings.map((p, i) => p[0] + xShape[i]).join(',');\n    const coords = getChannels('rc',
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rank);\n    const source = getChannels('source', rank);\n    const cLimit = `${coords[rank - 1]} <

${this.outputShape[rank - 1]}`;\n    const innerDims =\n        rank === 1 ? 'source' : `vec2(${source.slice(-

2).join()})`;\n\n    const componentSetup = [\n      `${dtype} rc = outputLoc;`, `${coords[rank - 1]} += 1;\n

if(${cLimit}) {\n      `,\n      rank === 1 ? '' : `}\n       rc = outputLoc;\n       ${coords[rank - 2]} += 1;\n

if(${coords[rank - 2]} < ${this.outputShape[rank - 2]}) {`,\n      rank === 1 ? '' : `  ${coords[rank - 1]} += 1;\n

if(${cLimit}) {`\n    ];\n\n    const paddingArea = rank === 1 ?\n        'rc < start || rc >= end' :\n        'any(lessThan(rc,

start)) || any(greaterThanEqual(rc, end))';\n    let mainLoop = '';\n    for (let i = 0, j = rank === 1 ? 2 : 4; i < j; i++)

{\n      mainLoop += `\n        ${componentSetup[i]}\n        if (${paddingArea}) {\n          result[${i}] =

float(${constantValue});\n        } else {\n          ${dtype} source = rc - start;\n          result[${i}] =

getChannel(getX(${source.join()}), ${innerDims});\n        }\n      `;\n    }\n    mainLoop += (rank === 1 ? `} ` :

`}}`);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const ${dtype} start = ${dtype}(${start});\n      const ${dtype} end =

${dtype}(${end});\n\n      void main() {\n        ${dtype} outputLoc = getOutputCoords();\n        vec4 result =

vec4(0.);\n        ${mainLoop}\n        setOutput(result);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, PadV2, PadV2Attrs, PadV2Inputs, TensorInfo} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {PadProgram} from

'../pad_gpu';\nimport {PadPackedProgram} from '../pad_packed_gpu';\n\nexport const padV2 =\n    (args: {inputs:

PadV2Inputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: PadV2Attrs}):\n        TensorInfo => {\n          const {inputs,

backend, attrs} = args;\n          const {x} = inputs;\n          const {paddings, constantValue} = attrs;\n\n          const

program = env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_ARRAY_OPERATIONS') ?\n              new PadPackedProgram(x.shape,

paddings, constantValue) :\n              new PadProgram(x.shape, paddings, constantValue);\n          return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x], x.dtype);\n        };\n\nexport const padV2Config: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: PadV2,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: padV2 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Pow} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../binaryop_packed_gpu';\nimport {binaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst POW = `\n  if(a < 0.0 && floor(b) < b){\n    return NAN;\n  }\n  if (b

== 0.0) {\n    return 1.0;\n  }\n  return (round(mod(b, 2.0)) != 1) ?\n      pow(abs(a), b) : sign(a) * pow(abs(a),

b);\n`;\n\nconst POW_PACKED = `\n  // isModRound1 has 1 for components with round(mod(b, 2.0)) == 1, 0

otherwise.\n  vec4 isModRound1 = vec4(equal(round(mod(b, 2.0)), ivec4(1)));\n  vec4 multiplier = sign(a) *

isModRound1 + (vec4(1.0) - isModRound1);\n  vec4 result = multiplier * pow(abs(a), b);\n\n  // Ensure that a^0 = 1,

including 0^0 = 1 as this correspond to TF and JS\n  bvec4 isExpZero = equal(b, vec4(0.0));\n  result.r =

isExpZero.r ? 1.0 : result.r;\n  result.g = isExpZero.g ? 1.0 : result.g;\n  result.b = isExpZero.b ? 1.0 : result.b;\n

result.a = isExpZero.a ? 1.0 : result.a;\n\n  vec4 isNaN = vec4(lessThan(a, vec4(0.0))) * vec4(lessThan(floor(b),

b));\n  ` +\n    CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  return result;\n`;\n\nexport const pow =\n

binaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: POW, packedOpSnippet: POW_PACKED});\n\nexport const powConfig:
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KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Pow,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: pow as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Range, RangeAttrs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {rangeImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport

const range =\n    (args: {backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: RangeAttrs}): TensorInfo => {\n      const {backend,

attrs} = args;\n      const {start, stop, step, dtype} = attrs;\n      const values = rangeImplCPU(start, stop, step,

dtype);\n      return backend.makeTensorInfo([values.length], dtype, values);\n    };\n\nexport const rangeConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Range,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: range as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Reciprocal} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst RECIPROCAL = `return 1.0 / x;`;\n\nexport const reciprocal =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: RECIPROCAL});\n\nexport const reciprocalConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Reciprocal,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: reciprocal,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Relu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst RELU =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  return (x < 0.0) ? 0.0 : x;\n`;\n\nconst RELU_PACKED = `\n  vec4 result = x *

vec4(greaterThanEqual(x, vec4(0.0)));\n  bvec4 isNaN = isnan(x);\n\n  result.r = isNaN.r ? x.r : result.r;\n  result.g =

isNaN.g ? x.g : result.g;\n  result.b = isNaN.b ? x.b : result.b;\n  result.a = isNaN.a ? x.a : result.a;\n\n  return

result;\n`;\n\nexport const relu =\n    unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: RELU, packedOpSnippet:

RELU_PACKED});\n\nexport const reluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Relu,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: relu as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Relu6} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nconst RELU6 =

CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n  return (x < 0.0) ? 0.0 : min(6.0, x);\n`;\n\nconst RELU6_PACKED = `\n  vec4

result = min(x, vec4(6.)) * vec4(greaterThanEqual(x, vec4(0.0)));\n  bvec4 isNaN = isnan(x);\n\n  result.r = isNaN.r

? x.r : result.r;\n  result.g = isNaN.g ? x.g : result.g;\n  result.b = isNaN.b ? x.b : result.b;\n  result.a = isNaN.a ? x.a :

result.a;\n\n  return result;\n`;\n\nexport const relu6 =\n    unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: RELU6, packedOpSnippet:

RELU6_PACKED});\n\nexport const relu6Config: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Relu6,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: relu6 as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ResizeBilinearProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n

  inputShape: [number, number, number, number], newHeight: number,\n      newWidth: number, alignCorners:

boolean, halfPixelCenters: boolean) {\n    const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth, depth] = inputShape;\n

this.outputShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, depth];\n\n    const effectiveInSize: [number, number] = [\n

(alignCorners && newHeight > 1) ? oldHeight - 1 : oldHeight,\n      (alignCorners && newWidth > 1) ? oldWidth -

1 : oldWidth\n    ];\n\n    const effectiveOutSize: [number, number] = [\n      (alignCorners && newHeight > 1) ?

newHeight - 1 : newHeight,\n      (alignCorners && newWidth > 1) ? newWidth - 1 : newWidth\n    ];\n\n    let

sourceFracIndexRC: string;\n    if (halfPixelCenters) {\n      sourceFracIndexRC =\n          `(vec2(yRC) + vec2(0.5))

* effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC` +\n          ` - vec2(0.5)`;\n    } else {\n      sourceFracIndexRC = `vec2(yRC) *

effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC`;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const vec2

effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC = vec2(\n          ${effectiveInSize[0] / effectiveOutSize[0]},\n

${effectiveInSize[1] / effectiveOutSize[1]});\n      const vec2 inputShapeRC = vec2(${oldHeight}.0,

${oldWidth}.0);\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int d

= coords[3];\n        ivec2 yRC = coords.yz;\n\n        // Fractional source index.\n        vec2 sourceFracIndexRC =

${sourceFracIndexRC};\n\n        // Compute the four integer indices.\n        ivec2 sourceFloorRC =

ivec2(max(sourceFracIndexRC, vec2(0.0)));\n        ivec2 sourceCeilRC = ivec2(\n          min(inputShapeRC - 1.0,

ceil(sourceFracIndexRC)));\n\n        float topLeft = getA(b, sourceFloorRC.x, sourceFloorRC.y, d);\n        float

bottomLeft = getA(b, sourceCeilRC.x, sourceFloorRC.y, d);\n        float topRight = getA(b, sourceFloorRC.x,

sourceCeilRC.y, d);\n        float bottomRight = getA(b, sourceCeilRC.x, sourceCeilRC.y, d);\n\n        vec2 fracRC =

sourceFracIndexRC - vec2(sourceFloorRC);\n\n        float top = topLeft + (topRight - topLeft) * fracRC.y;\n

float bottom = bottomLeft + (bottomRight - bottomLeft) * fracRC.y;\n        float newValue = top + (bottom - top) *

fracRC.x;\n\n        setOutput(newValue);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ResizeBilinearPackedProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  packedInputs = true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n  outputShape:
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number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      inputShape: [number, number, number, number],

newHeight: number,\n      newWidth: number, alignCorners: boolean, halfPixelCenters: boolean) {\n    const [batch,

oldHeight, oldWidth, depth] = inputShape;\n    this.outputShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, depth];\n\n    const

effectiveInSize: [number, number] = [\n      (alignCorners && newHeight > 1) ? oldHeight - 1 : oldHeight,\n

(alignCorners && newWidth > 1) ? oldWidth - 1 : oldWidth\n    ];\n\n    const effectiveOutSize: [number, number]

= [\n      (alignCorners && newHeight > 1) ? newHeight - 1 : newHeight,\n      (alignCorners && newWidth > 1) ?

newWidth - 1 : newWidth\n    ];\n\n    let sourceFracIndexRC: string;\n    if (halfPixelCenters) {\n

sourceFracIndexRC = `(vec3(yRC) + vec3(0.5)) * ` +\n          `effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC - vec3(0.5)`;\n    }

else {\n      sourceFracIndexRC = `vec3(yRC) * effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC`;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n

   const vec3 effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC = vec3(\n          ${effectiveInSize[0] / effectiveOutSize[0]},\n

${effectiveInSize[1] / effectiveOutSize[1]},\n          ${effectiveInSize[1] / effectiveOutSize[1]});\n      const vec3

inputShapeRC = vec3(${oldHeight}.0, ${oldWidth}.0,\n                                     ${oldWidth}.0);\n\n      float

getAValue(int b, int r, int c, int d) {\n        return getChannel(getA(b, r, c, d), vec2(c, d));\n      }\n\n      void main()

{\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int d = coords[3];\n        // Calculate

values for next column in yRC.z.\n        ivec3 yRC = coords.yzz + ivec3(0, 0, 1);\n\n        // Fractional source

index.\n        vec3 sourceFracIndexRC = ${sourceFracIndexRC};\n\n        // Compute the four integer indices.\n

ivec3 sourceFloorRC = ivec3(max(sourceFracIndexRC, vec3(0.0)));\n        ivec3 sourceCeilRC = ivec3(\n

min(inputShapeRC - 1.0, ceil(sourceFracIndexRC)));\n\n        // Should we calculate next column and row elements

in 2x2 packed cell.\n        bool hasNextCol = d < ${depth - 1};\n        bool hasNextRow = coords.z < ${newWidth -

1};\n\n        // In parallel, construct four corners for all four components in\n        // packed 2x2 cell.\n        vec4

topLeft = vec4(\n          getAValue(b, sourceFloorRC.x, sourceFloorRC.y, d),\n          hasNextCol ? getAValue(b,

sourceFloorRC.x, sourceFloorRC.y, d + 1)\n                     : 0.0,\n          hasNextRow ? getAValue(b,

sourceFloorRC.x, sourceFloorRC.z, d)\n                     : 0.0,\n          (hasNextRow && hasNextCol) ?\n

getAValue(b, sourceFloorRC.x, sourceFloorRC.z, d + 1) : 0.0);\n\n        vec4 bottomLeft = vec4(\n

getAValue(b, sourceCeilRC.x, sourceFloorRC.y, d),\n          hasNextCol ? getAValue(b, sourceCeilRC.x,

sourceFloorRC.y, d + 1)\n                     : 0.0,\n          hasNextRow ? getAValue(b, sourceCeilRC.x, sourceFloorRC.z,

d)\n                     : 0.0,\n          (hasNextRow && hasNextCol) ?\n            getAValue(b, sourceCeilRC.x,

sourceFloorRC.z, d + 1) : 0.0);\n\n        vec4 topRight = vec4(\n          getAValue(b, sourceFloorRC.x,

sourceCeilRC.y, d),\n          hasNextCol ? getAValue(b, sourceFloorRC.x, sourceCeilRC.y, d + 1)\n                     :

0.0,\n          hasNextRow ? getAValue(b, sourceFloorRC.x, sourceCeilRC.z, d)\n                     : 0.0,\n

(hasNextRow && hasNextCol) ?\n            getAValue(b, sourceFloorRC.x, sourceCeilRC.z, d + 1) : 0.0);\n\n

vec4 bottomRight = vec4(\n          getAValue(b, sourceCeilRC.x, sourceCeilRC.y, d),\n          hasNextCol ?

getAValue(b, sourceCeilRC.x, sourceCeilRC.y, d + 1)\n                     : 0.0,\n          hasNextRow ? getAValue(b,

sourceCeilRC.x, sourceCeilRC.z, d)\n                     : 0.0,\n          (hasNextRow && hasNextCol) ?\n

getAValue(b, sourceCeilRC.x, sourceCeilRC.z, d + 1) : 0.0);\n\n        vec3 fracRC = sourceFracIndexRC -

vec3(sourceFloorRC);\n\n        vec4 top = mix(topLeft, topRight, fracRC.yyzz);\n        vec4 bottom =

mix(bottomLeft, bottomRight, fracRC.yyzz);\n        vec4 newValue = mix(top, bottom, fracRC.x);\n\n

setOutput(newValue);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinear, ResizeBilinearAttrs, ResizeBilinearInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{ResizeBilinearProgram} from '../resize_bilinear_gpu';\nimport {ResizeBilinearPackedProgram} from
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'../resize_bilinear_packed_gpu';\n\nexport function resizeBilinear(args: {\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearInputs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: ResizeBilinearAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners, halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n\n  const [newHeight,

newWidth] = size;\n\n  const program = env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_IMAGE_OPERATIONS') ?\n      new

ResizeBilinearPackedProgram(\n          images.shape as [number, number, number, number], newHeight,

newWidth,\n          alignCorners, halfPixelCenters) :\n      new ResizeBilinearProgram(\n          images.shape as

[number, number, number, number], newHeight, newWidth,\n          alignCorners, halfPixelCenters);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [images], 'float32');\n}\n\nexport const resizeBilinearConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinear,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinear as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ResizeBilinearBackpropProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['dy'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n

   dyShape: [number, number, number, number],\n      inputShape: [number, number, number, number],

alignCorners: boolean) {\n    this.outputShape = inputShape;\n    const [, xHeight, xWidth, ] = inputShape;\n    const

[, yHeight, yWidth] = dyShape;\n\n    // In the backwards pass, we want to find the pixels that were generated for\n

// each pixel in the input image the forward pass and add the corresponding\n    // coefficient from dy to the gradient

(with some interpolation).\n\n    const effectiveXSize: [number, number] = [\n      (alignCorners && yHeight > 1) ?

xHeight - 1 : xHeight,\n      (alignCorners && yWidth > 1) ? xWidth - 1 : xWidth\n    ];\n\n    const effectiveYSize:

[number, number] = [\n      (alignCorners && yHeight > 1) ? yHeight - 1 : yHeight,\n      (alignCorners && yWidth

> 1) ? yWidth - 1 : yWidth\n    ];\n\n    const heightScale = effectiveXSize[0] / effectiveYSize[0];\n    const

widthScale = effectiveXSize[1] / effectiveYSize[1];\n\n    const invHeightScale = 1 / heightScale;\n    const

invWidthScale = 1 / widthScale;\n\n    // This defines the size of the window of values around a particular\n    //

index in dy that we want to search for contributions to dx.\n    const winHeight = (Math.ceil(invHeightScale) * 2) +

2;\n    const winWidth = (Math.ceil(invWidthScale) * 2) + 2;\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec4

coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int d = coords[3];\n        int r = coords[1];\n        int c =

coords[2];\n\n        float accumulator = 0.0;\n\n        const float heightScale = float(${heightScale});\n        const

float widthScale = float(${widthScale});\n\n        const float invHeightScale = float(${invHeightScale});\n        const

float invWidthScale = float(${invWidthScale});\n\n        const int winHeight = int(${winHeight});\n        const int

winWidth = int(${winWidth});\n\n        // Compute bounds for where in dy we will look\n        float startRLerp =

floor(float(r) * invHeightScale);\n        int startDyR = int(startRLerp - float(winHeight / 2));\n\n        float startCLerp

= floor(float(c) * invWidthScale);\n        int startDyC = int(startCLerp - float(winWidth / 2));\n\n        // Loop over

dy\n        for (int dyROffset = 0; dyROffset < winHeight; dyROffset++) {\n          int dyR = dyROffset +

startDyR;\n\n          // Guard against the window exceeding the bounds of dy\n          if (dyR < 0 || dyR >=

${yHeight}) {\n            continue;\n          }\n\n          for (int dyCOffset = 0; dyCOffset < winWidth; dyCOffset++)

{\n            int dyC = dyCOffset + startDyC;\n\n            // Guard against the window exceeding the bounds of dy\n

     if (dyC < 0 || dyC >= ${yWidth}) {\n              continue;\n            }\n\n            float dxR = float(dyR) *

heightScale;\n            int topDxRIndex = int(floor(dxR));\n            int bottomDxRIndex = int(min(ceil(dxR),

${xHeight - 1}.0));\n            float dxRLerp = dxR - float(topDxRIndex);\n            float inverseDxRLerp = 1.0 -

dxRLerp;\n\n            float dxC = float(dyC) * widthScale;\n            int leftDxCIndex = int(floor(dxC));\n            int

rightDxCIndex = int(min(ceil(dxC), ${xWidth - 1}.0));\n            float dxCLerp = dxC - float(leftDxCIndex);\n

float inverseDxCLerp = 1.0 - dxCLerp;\n\n            if (r == topDxRIndex && c == leftDxCIndex) {\n              //
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topLeft\n              accumulator +=\n                getDy(b, dyR, dyC, d) * inverseDxRLerp * inverseDxCLerp;\n

}\n\n            if (r == topDxRIndex && c == rightDxCIndex) {\n              // topRight\n              accumulator +=

getDy(b, dyR, dyC, d) * inverseDxRLerp * dxCLerp;\n            }\n\n            if (r == bottomDxRIndex && c ==

leftDxCIndex) {\n              // bottomLeft\n              accumulator += getDy(b, dyR, dyC, d) * dxRLerp *

inverseDxCLerp;\n            }\n\n            if (r == bottomDxRIndex && c == rightDxCIndex) {\n              //

bottomRight\n              accumulator += getDy(b, dyR, dyC, d) * dxRLerp * dxCLerp;\n            }\n          }\n        }\n

    // End loop over dy\n\n        setOutput(accumulator);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeBilinearGrad, ResizeBilinearGradAttrs, ResizeBilinearGradInputs,

TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{ResizeBilinearBackpropProgram} from '../resize_bilinear_backprop_gpu';\n\nexport function

resizeBilinearGrad(args: {\n  inputs: ResizeBilinearGradInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs:

ResizeBilinearGradAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {images, dy} = inputs;\n

const {alignCorners} = attrs;\n\n  const program = new ResizeBilinearBackpropProgram(\n      dy.shape as [number,

number, number, number],\n      images.shape as [number, number, number, number], alignCorners);\n\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [dy], dy.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const resizeBilinearGradConfig: KernelConfig

= {\n  kernelName: ResizeBilinearGrad,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: resizeBilinearGrad as {} as

KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ResizeNearestNeighborProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n

  inputShape: [number, number, number, number], newHeight: number,\n      newWidth: number, alignCorners:

boolean, halfPixelCenters: boolean) {\n    const [batch, oldHeight, oldWidth, depth] = inputShape;\n

this.outputShape = [batch, newHeight, newWidth, depth];\n\n    const effectiveInSize: [number, number] = [\n

(alignCorners && newHeight > 1) ? oldHeight - 1 : oldHeight,\n      (alignCorners && newWidth > 1) ? oldWidth -

1 : oldWidth\n    ];\n\n    const effectiveOutSize: [number, number] = [\n      (alignCorners && newHeight > 1) ?

newHeight - 1 : newHeight,\n      (alignCorners && newWidth > 1) ? newWidth - 1 : newWidth\n    ];\n\n    // When

align corners is false, we rounds the value with floor.\n    const roundBase = alignCorners ? '0.5' : '0.0';\n\n    let

sourceFracIndexRC: string;\n    if (halfPixelCenters) {\n      sourceFracIndexRC =\n          `max((vec2(yRC) +

vec2(0.5)) * effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC` +\n          `, vec2(0.0))`;\n    } else {\n      sourceFracIndexRC =

`vec2(yRC) * effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC`;\n    }\n    this.userCode = `\n      const vec2

effectiveInputOverOutputRatioRC = vec2(\n          ${effectiveInSize[0] / effectiveOutSize[0]},\n

${effectiveInSize[1] / effectiveOutSize[1]});\n      const vec2 inputShapeRC = vec2(${oldHeight}.0,

${oldWidth}.0);\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int d

= coords[3];\n        ivec2 yRC = coords.yz;\n\n        // Fractional source index.\n        vec2 sourceFracIndexRC =

${sourceFracIndexRC};\n\n        // Compute the coordinators of nearest neighbor point.\n        ivec2
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sourceNearestRC = ivec2(\n          min(inputShapeRC - 1.0, floor(sourceFracIndexRC + ${roundBase})));\n

float newValue = getA(b, sourceNearestRC.x, sourceNearestRC.y, d);\n\n        setOutput(newValue);\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeNearestNeighbor, ResizeNearestNeighborAttrs,

ResizeNearestNeighborInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {ResizeNearestNeighborProgram} from '../resize_nearest_neighbor_gpu';\n\nexport

function resizeNearestNeighbor(args: {\n  inputs: ResizeNearestNeighborInputs,\n  backend:

MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: ResizeNearestNeighborAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {images} = inputs;\n  const {alignCorners, halfPixelCenters, size} = attrs;\n\n  const [newHeight,

newWidth] = size;\n\n  const program = new ResizeNearestNeighborProgram(\n      images.shape as [number,

number, number, number], newHeight, newWidth,\n      alignCorners, halfPixelCenters);\n  return

backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [images], images.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const resizeNearestNeighborConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeNearestNeighbor,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

resizeNearestNeighbor as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class ResizeNearestNeigborBackpropProgram

implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['dy'];\n  outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n

constructor(\n      dyShape: [number, number, number, number],\n      inputShape: [number, number, number,

number], alignCorners: boolean) {\n    this.outputShape = inputShape;\n    const [, xHeight, xWidth, ] =

inputShape;\n    const [, yHeight, yWidth] = dyShape;\n\n    // In the backwards pass, we want to find the pixels that

were generated for\n    // each pixel in the input image the forward pass and add the corresponding\n    // coefficient

from dy to the gradient (with some interpolation).\n\n    const effectiveXSize: [number, number] = [\n

(alignCorners && yHeight > 1) ? xHeight - 1 : xHeight,\n      (alignCorners && yWidth > 1) ? xWidth - 1 :

xWidth\n    ];\n\n    const effectiveYSize: [number, number] = [\n      (alignCorners && yHeight > 1) ? yHeight - 1 :

yHeight,\n      (alignCorners && yWidth > 1) ? yWidth - 1 : yWidth\n    ];\n\n    const heightScale =

effectiveXSize[0] / effectiveYSize[0];\n    const widthScale = effectiveXSize[1] / effectiveYSize[1];\n\n    const

invHeightScale = 1 / heightScale;\n    const invWidthScale = 1 / widthScale;\n\n    // This defines the size of the

window of values around a particular\n    // index in dy that we want to search for contributions to dx.\n    const

winHeight = (Math.ceil(invHeightScale) * 2) + 2;\n    const winWidth = (Math.ceil(invWidthScale) * 2) + 2;\n\n

this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ivec4 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int b = coords[0];\n        int d =

coords[3];\n        int r = coords[1];\n        int c = coords[2];\n\n        float accumulator = 0.0;\n\n        const float

heightScale = float(${heightScale});\n        const float widthScale = float(${widthScale});\n\n        const float

invHeightScale = float(${invHeightScale});\n        const float invWidthScale = float(${invWidthScale});\n\n

const int winHeight = int(${winHeight});\n        const int winWidth = int(${winWidth});\n\n        // Compute bounds

for where in dy we will look\n        float startRLerp = floor(float(r) * invHeightScale);\n        int startDyR =

int(floor(startRLerp - float(winHeight / 2)));\n\n        float startCLerp = floor(float(c) * invWidthScale);\n        int
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startDyC = int(floor(startCLerp - float(winWidth / 2)));\n\n        // Loop over dy\n        for (int dyROffset = 0;

dyROffset < winHeight; dyROffset++) {\n          int dyR = dyROffset + startDyR;\n\n          // Guard against the

window exceeding the bounds of dy\n          if (dyR < 0 || dyR >= ${yHeight}) {\n            continue;\n          }\n\n

 for (int dyCOffset = 0; dyCOffset < winWidth; dyCOffset++) {\n            int dyC = dyCOffset + startDyC;\n\n

// Guard against the window exceeding the bounds of dy\n            if (dyC < 0 || dyC >= ${yWidth}) {\n

continue;\n            }\n\n            float sourceFracRow =\n              float(${effectiveXSize[0]}) *\n

(float(dyR) / float(${effectiveYSize[0]}));\n\n            float sourceFracCol =\n                float(${effectiveXSize[1]})

*\n                  (float(dyC) / float(${effectiveYSize[1]}));\n\n            int sourceNearestRow = int(min(\n

float(int(${xHeight}) - 1),\n                ${alignCorners} ? float(round(sourceFracRow)) :\n

float(floor(sourceFracRow))));\n\n            int sourceNearestCol = int(min(\n                float(int(${xWidth}) - 1),\n

         ${alignCorners} ? float(round(sourceFracCol)) :\n                                  float(floor(sourceFracCol))));\n\n

 if (r == sourceNearestRow && c == sourceNearestCol) {\n              accumulator += getDy(b, dyR, dyC, d);\n

}\n          }\n        }\n        // End loop over dy\n\n        setOutput(accumulator);\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ResizeNearestNeighborGrad, ResizeNearestNeighborGradAttrs,

ResizeNearestNeighborGradInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL}

from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {ResizeNearestNeigborBackpropProgram} from

'../resize_nearest_neighbor_backprop_gpu';\n\nexport function resizeNearestNeighborGrad(args: {\n  inputs:

ResizeNearestNeighborGradInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs:

ResizeNearestNeighborGradAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {images, dy} =

inputs;\n  const {alignCorners} = attrs;\n\n  const program = new ResizeNearestNeigborBackpropProgram(\n

dy.shape as [number, number, number, number],\n      images.shape as [number, number, number, number],

alignCorners);\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [dy], dy.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const

resizeNearestNeighborGradConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ResizeNearestNeighborGrad,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: resizeNearestNeighborGrad as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class ReverseProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(xShape: number[], axis: number[]) {\n    const rank =

xShape.length;\n    if (rank > 4) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `WebGL backend: Reverse of rank-${rank} tensor

is not yet supported`);\n    }\n    this.outputShape = xShape;\n\n    if (rank === 1) {\n      this.userCode = `\n

void main() {\n          int coord = getOutputCoords();\n          setOutput(getX(${xShape[0]} - coord - 1));\n        }\n

 `;\n      return;\n    }\n    const getInCoord = (i: number) => {\n      if (axis.indexOf(i) !== -1 && xShape[i] !== 1)

{\n        return `${xShape[i]} - coords[${i}] - 1`;\n      }\n      return `coords[${i}]`;\n    };\n    const inCoords =

xShape.map((_, i) => getInCoord(i)).join(',');\n    const type = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n

 void main() {\n        ${type} coords = getOutputCoords();\n        setOutput(getX(${inCoords}));\n      }\n    `;\n
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}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getChannels} from './packing_util';\nimport

{getCoordsDataType} from './shader_compiler';\n\nexport class ReversePackedProgram implements

GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  packedInputs =

true;\n  packedOutput = true;\n\n  constructor(xShape: number[], axis: number[]) {\n    const rank =

xShape.length;\n    if (rank > 4) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `WebGL backend: Reverse of rank-${rank} tensor

is not yet supported`);\n    }\n    this.outputShape = xShape;\n    const channels = getChannels('rc', rank);\n    const

nextColumn =\n        `${channels[rank - 1]} + 1 < ${this.outputShape[rank - 1]}`;\n    const nextRow =

`${channels[rank - 2]} + 1 < ${this.outputShape[rank - 2]}`;\n    const type = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n    if (rank

=== 1) {\n      this.userCode = `\n        void main(){\n          int rc = getOutputCoords();\n          vec4 result =

vec4(0.);\n          result.r = getChannel(getX(${xShape[0]} - rc - 1),\n            ${xShape[0]} - rc - 1);\n

if(${nextColumn}){\n              result.g = getChannel(getX(${xShape[0]} - (rc  + 1) - 1),\n                ${xShape[0]} -

(rc  + 1) - 1);\n          }\n          setOutput(result);\n        }\n      `;\n    } else {\n      this.userCode = `\n        void

main() {\n          ${type} rc = getOutputCoords();\n          vec4 result = vec4(0.);\n          result.r =

${getR(channels.slice())};\n          if(${nextColumn}){\n            result.g = ${getG(channels.slice())};\n          }\n

 if(${nextRow}) {\n            result.b = ${getB(channels.slice())};\n            if(${nextColumn}) {\n              result.a =

${getA(channels.slice())};\n            }\n          }\n          setOutput(result);\n        }\n    `;\n    }\n\n    function

getR(channels: string[]): string {\n      return getChannel(channels);\n    }\n\n    function getG(channels: string[]):

string {\n      channels[rank - 1] = '(' + channels[rank - 1] + ` + 1)`;\n      return getChannel(channels);\n    }\n\n

function getB(channels: string[]): string {\n      channels[rank - 2] = '(' + channels[rank - 2] + ` + 1)`;\n      return

getChannel(channels);\n    }\n\n    function getA(channels: string[]): string {\n      channels[rank - 1] = '(' +

channels[rank - 1] + ` + 1)`;\n      channels[rank - 2] = '(' + channels[rank - 2] + ` + 1)`;\n      return

getChannel(channels);\n    }\n\n    function getChannel(channels: string[]): string {\n      const inCoordsArray =

xShape.map((_, i) => getInCoord(i, channels));\n      const inCoords = inCoordsArray.join(',');\n      const innerDims

= inCoordsArray.slice(-2).join(',');\n      return `getChannel(getX(${inCoords}), vec2(${innerDims}))`;\n    }\n\n

function getInCoord(i: number, channels1: string[]): string {\n      if (axis.indexOf(i) !== -1 && xShape[i] !== 1) {\n

      return `${xShape[i]} - ${channels1[i]} - 1`;\n      } else {\n        return `${channels1[i]}`;\n      }\n    }\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {env, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Reverse, ReverseAttrs, ReverseInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {ReverseProgram}

from '../reverse_gpu';\nimport {ReversePackedProgram} from '../reverse_packed_gpu';\n\nimport {identity} from

'./Identity';\n\nexport function reverse(args: {\n  inputs: ReverseInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs:

ReverseAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {dims} =

attrs;\n\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  const $dims = util.parseAxisParam(dims, x.shape);\n  if (xRank === 0)

{\n    return identity({inputs: {x}, backend});\n  }\n\n  const program =

env().getBool('WEBGL_PACK_ARRAY_OPERATIONS') ?\n      new ReversePackedProgram(x.shape, $dims) :\n
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   new ReverseProgram(x.shape, $dims);\n\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x],

x.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const reverseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Reverse,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: reverse as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class RotateProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['Image'];\n

outputShape: number[] = [];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      imageShape: [number, number, number,

number], radians: number,\n      fillValue: number|[number, number, number],\n      center: number|[number,

number]) {\n    const imageHeight = imageShape[1];\n    const imageWidth = imageShape[2];\n    const sinFactor =

Math.sin(radians).toFixed(3);\n    const cosFactor = Math.cos(radians).toFixed(3);\n    this.outputShape =

imageShape;\n\n    const [centerX, centerY] =\n        backend_util.getImageCenter(center, imageHeight,

imageWidth);\n    const centerXString = centerX.toFixed(3);\n    const centerYString = centerY.toFixed(3);\n\n    let

fillSnippet = '';\n    if (typeof fillValue === 'number') {\n      fillSnippet = `float outputValue =

${fillValue.toFixed(2)};`;\n    } else {\n      fillSnippet = `\n        vec3 fill = vec3(${fillValue.join(',')});\n        float

outputValue = fill[coords[3]];`;\n    }\n\n    this.userCode = `\n        void main() {\n          ivec4 coords =

getOutputCoords();\n          int x = coords[2];\n          int y = coords[1];\n          float coordXFloat = (float(x) -

${centerXString}) * ${\n        cosFactor} - (float(y) - ${centerYString}) * ${sinFactor};\n          float coordYFloat =

(float(x) - ${centerXString}) * ${\n        sinFactor} + (float(y) - ${centerYString}) * ${cosFactor};\n          int

coordX = int(round(coordXFloat + ${centerXString}));\n          int coordY = int(round(coordYFloat +

${centerYString}));\n          ${fillSnippet}\n          if(coordX >= 0 && coordX < ${imageWidth} && coordY >= 0

&& coordY < ${\n        imageHeight}) {\n            outputValue = getImage(coords[0], coordY, coordX, coords[3]);\n

        }\n          setOutput(outputValue);\n        }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {RotateWithOffset,

RotateWithOffsetAttrs, RotateWithOffsetInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL}

from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {RotateProgram} from '../rotate_gpu';\n\nexport const rotateWithOffsetConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: RotateWithOffset,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: ({inputs, attrs,

backend}) => {\n    const {image} = inputs as RotateWithOffsetInputs;\n    const {radians, fillValue, center} = attrs

as {} as RotateWithOffsetAttrs;\n    const webglBackend = backend as MathBackendWebGL;\n\n    const program

= new RotateProgram(\n        (image as Tensor4D).shape, radians, fillValue, center);\n    const output =

webglBackend.runWebGLProgram(program, [image], image.dtype);\n    return output;\n  }\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for
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the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Round} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst ROUND = `\n  // OpenGL ES does not support round function.\n  // The

algorithm is based on banker's rounding.\n  float base = floor(x);\n  if ((x - base) < 0.5) {\n    return floor(x);\n  }

else if ((x - base) > 0.5) {\n    return ceil(x);\n  } else {\n    if (mod(base, 2.0) == 0.0) {\n      return base;\n    } else

{\n      return base + 1.0;\n    }\n  }\n`;\n\nexport const round = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: ROUND});\n\nexport

const roundConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Round,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

round,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class ScatterProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['updates',

'indices', 'defaultValue'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      updateSize: number,

sliceDim: number, indicesRank: number,\n      updatesRank: number, strides: number[], shape: number[],\n

summingDupeIndex = true) {\n    this.outputShape = shape;\n    const stridesType =

getCoordsDataType(strides.length);\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(shape.length);\n    let indicesString = '';\n

  if (indicesRank === 1) {\n      indicesString = 'i';\n    } else if (indicesRank === 2) {\n      indicesString = 'i, j';\n

}\n    const indicesSnippet = `getIndices(${indicesString})`;\n\n    let updatesString = '';\n    if (updatesRank === 1)

{\n      updatesString = 'i';\n    } else if (updatesRank === 2) {\n      updatesString = 'i, coords[1]';\n    }\n    const

updatesSnippet = `getUpdates(${updatesString})`;\n\n    const strideString = sliceDim > 1 ? 'strides[j]' : 'strides';\n

this.userCode = `\n        ${stridesType} strides = ${stridesType}(${strides});\n\n        void main() {\n          ${dtype}

coords = getOutputCoords();\n          float sum = 0.0;\n          bool found = false;\n          for (int i = 0; i <

${updateSize}; i++) {\n            int flattenedIndex = 0;\n            for (int j = 0; j < ${sliceDim}; j++) {\n              int

index = round(${indicesSnippet});\n              flattenedIndex += index * ${strideString};\n            }\n            if

(flattenedIndex == coords[0]) {\n              sum += ${updatesSnippet};\n              found = true;\n            }\n          }\n

       setOutput(mix(getDefaultValue(), sum, float(found)));\n        }\n      `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, ScatterNd, ScatterNdAttrs, ScatterNdInputs, TensorInfo}

from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport

{ScatterProgram} from '../scatter_gpu';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport function scatterNd(args: {\n

inputs: ScatterNdInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: ScatterNdAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const

{inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {indices, updates} = inputs;\n  const {shape} = attrs;\n\n  const {sliceRank,

numUpdates, sliceSize, strides, outputSize} =\n      backend_util.calculateShapes(updates, indices, shape);\n\n  const

flattenShape = [outputSize / sliceSize, sliceSize];\n\n  if (outputSize === 0) {\n    return

backend.makeTensorInfo(shape, indices.dtype);\n  }\n\n  const flattenIndices = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: indices},

backend, attrs: {shape: [numUpdates, sliceRank]}});\n  const flattenX = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: updates},
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backend, attrs: {shape: [numUpdates, sliceSize]}});\n\n  const defaultValue = backend.makeTensorInfo(\n      [],

'float32', new Float32Array([0]));  // scalar(0)\n  const program = new ScatterProgram(\n      numUpdates,

sliceRank, flattenIndices.shape.length, flattenX.shape.length,\n      strides, flattenShape);\n  const res =

backend.runWebGLProgram(\n      program, [flattenX, flattenIndices, defaultValue], flattenX.dtype);\n\n  const

reshaped = reshape({inputs: {x: res}, backend, attrs: {shape}});\n\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(flattenIndices);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(flattenX);\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(res);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(defaultValue);\n\n  return

reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const scatterNdConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: ScatterNd,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: scatterNd as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class SelectProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['c', 'a', 'b'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(cRank: number, shape: number[], rank: number) {\n

this.outputShape = shape;\n\n    let cCoords;\n    let abCoords;\n    if (rank > 4) {\n      throw Error(`Where for rank

${rank} is not yet supported`);\n    }\n\n    if (rank === 1) {\n      abCoords = `resRC`;\n      cCoords = `resRC`;\n

} else {\n      const currentCoords = ['resRC.x', 'resRC.y', 'resRC.z', 'resRC.w'];\n      const cCoordVars = [];\n

const abCoordVars = [];\n      for (let i = 0; i < shape.length; i++) {\n

abCoordVars.push(`${currentCoords[i]}`);\n        if (i < cRank) {\n

cCoordVars.push(`${currentCoords[i]}`);\n        }\n      }\n      cCoords = cCoordVars.join();\n      abCoords =

abCoordVars.join();\n    }\n\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(rank);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main()

{\n        ${dtype} resRC = getOutputCoords();\n        float cVal = getC(${cCoords});\n        if (cVal >= 1.0) {\n

setOutput(getA(${abCoords}));\n        } else {\n          setOutput(getB(${abCoords}));\n        }\n      }\n    `;\n

}\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Select, SelectInputs, TensorInfo, upcastType} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {SelectProgram} from

'../select_gpu';\n\nexport function select(args: {inputs: SelectInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n

TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend} = args;\n  const {condition, t, e} = inputs;\n\n  const program =\n      new

SelectProgram(condition.shape.length, t.shape, t.shape.length);\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(\n

program, [condition, t, e], upcastType(t.dtype, e.dtype));\n}\n\nexport const selectConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Select,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: select as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n

* Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, Selu} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst SELU = `\n  // Stable and Attracting Fixed Point (0, 1) for Normalized

Weights.\n  // see: https://arxiv.org/abs/1706.02515\n  float scaleAlpha =

${backend_util.SELU_SCALEALPHA};\n  float scale = ${backend_util.SELU_SCALE};\n  return (x >= 0.0) ?

scale * x : scaleAlpha * (exp(x) - 1.0);\n`;\n\nexport const selu = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: SELU});\n\nexport

const seluConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Selu,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

selu,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sigmoid} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst SIGMOID = `return 1.0 / (1.0 + exp(-1.0 * x));`;\n\nexport const

sigmoid = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: SIGMOID});\n\nexport const sigmoidConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Sigmoid,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: sigmoid,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sign} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\n// Sign does not propagate NANs.\nconst SIGN = `\n  if (isnan(x)) { return

0.0; }\n  return sign(x);\n`;\n\nexport const sign = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: SIGN});\n\nexport const

signConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sign,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: sign,\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sin} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_UNARY,

unaryKernelFunc} from '../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst SIN = CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET_UNARY +

`\n  return sin(x);\n`;\n\nexport const sin = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: SIN});\n\nexport const sinConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sin,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: sin,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n
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*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Sinh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst SINH = `\n  float e2x = exp(x);\n  return (e2x - 1.0 / e2x) /

2.0;\n`;\n\nexport const sinh = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: SINH});\n\nexport const sinhConfig: KernelConfig =

{\n  kernelName: Sinh,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: sinh,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Softplus} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst SOFTPLUS = `\n  float epsilon = 1.1920928955078125e-7;\n  float

threshold = log(epsilon) + 2.0;\n\n  bool too_large = x > -threshold;\n  bool too_small = x < threshold;\n\n  float

result;\n  float exp_x = exp(x);\n\n  if (too_large){\n    result = x;\n  }\n  else if (too_small){\n    result = exp_x;\n

}\n  else{\n    result = log(exp_x + 1.0);\n  }\n  return result;\n`;\n\nexport const softplus =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: SOFTPLUS});\n\nexport const softplusConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Softplus,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: softplus,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SpaceToBatchND, SpaceToBatchNDAttrs,

SpaceToBatchNDInputs, TensorInfo, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {padV2} from './PadV2';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {transpose}

from './Transpose';\n\nexport const spaceToBatchND = (args: {\n  inputs: SpaceToBatchNDInputs,\n  backend:

MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: SpaceToBatchNDAttrs\n}): TensorInfo => {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {blockShape, paddings} = attrs;\n\n  util.assert(\n      x.shape.length <= 4,\n

() => 'spaceToBatchND for rank > 4 with a WebGL backend not ' +\n          'implemented yet');\n\n  const prod =

blockShape.reduce((a, b) => a * b);\n\n  const completePaddings: Array<[number, number]> = [[0, 0]];\n

completePaddings.push(...paddings as Array<[number, number]>);\n  for (let i = 1 + blockShape.length; i <

x.shape.length; ++i) {\n    completePaddings.push([0, 0]);\n  }\n\n  const toDispose = [];\n\n  const paddedX =

padV2({\n    inputs: {x},\n    backend,\n    attrs: {paddings: completePaddings, constantValue: 0}\n  });\n\n  const

reshapedPaddedShape =\n      backend_util.getReshaped(paddedX.shape, blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const

permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation = backend_util.getPermuted(\n      reshapedPaddedShape.length,

blockShape.length, false);\n\n  const flattenShape =\n      backend_util.getReshapedPermuted(paddedX.shape,

blockShape, prod, false);\n\n  const reshapedPaddedX = reshape(\n      {inputs: {x: paddedX}, backend, attrs:

{shape: reshapedPaddedShape}});\n\n  const paddedXT = transpose({\n    inputs: {x: reshapedPaddedX},\n

backend,\n    attrs: {perm: permutedReshapedPaddedPermutation}\n  });\n\n  const result =\n      reshape({inputs:

{x: paddedXT}, backend, attrs: {shape: flattenShape}});\n\n  toDispose.push(paddedX);\n

toDispose.push(reshapedPaddedX);\n  toDispose.push(paddedXT);\n\n  toDispose.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n\n  return result;\n};\n\nexport const spaceToBatchNDConfig:

KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SpaceToBatchND,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: spaceToBatchND as

{} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the
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License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SparseToDense, SparseToDenseAttrs,

SparseToDenseInputs, TensorInfo} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from

'../backend_webgl';\nimport {ScatterProgram} from '../scatter_gpu';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\n\nexport

function sparseToDense(args: {\n  inputs: SparseToDenseInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs:

SparseToDenseAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {sparseIndices,

sparseValues, defaultValue} = inputs;\n  const {outputShape} = attrs;\n\n  const {sliceRank, numUpdates, strides,

outputSize} =\n      backend_util.calculateShapes(sparseValues, sparseIndices, outputShape);\n\n  const

sumDupeIndices = false;\n  const program = new ScatterProgram(\n      numUpdates, sliceRank,

sparseIndices.shape.length,\n      sparseValues.shape.length, strides, [outputSize, 1], sumDupeIndices);\n\n  const res

= backend.runWebGLProgram(\n      program, [sparseValues, sparseIndices, defaultValue],

sparseValues.dtype);\n\n  const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: res}, backend, attrs: {shape:

outputShape}});\n\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(res);\n  return reshaped;\n}\n\nexport const

sparseToDenseConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: SparseToDense,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc:

sparseToDense as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, SplitV, SplitVAttrs, SplitVInputs, TensorInfo, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {slice} from

'./Slice';\n\nexport function splitV(\n    args:\n        {inputs: SplitVInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs:

SplitVAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

{numOrSizeSplits, axis} = attrs;\n\n  const $axis = util.parseAxisParam(axis, x.shape)[0];\n  const splitSizes =

backend_util.prepareSplitSize(x, numOrSizeSplits, $axis);\n\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n  const begin = new

Array(xRank).fill(0);\n  const size = x.shape.slice();\n\n  return splitSizes.map(s => {\n    const sliceSize =

[...size];\n    sliceSize[$axis] = s;\n    const sliceT =\n        slice({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {begin, size:

sliceSize}});\n    begin[$axis] += s;\n    return sliceT;\n  });\n}\n\nexport const splitVConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: SplitV,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: splitV as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Sqrt} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst SQRT = `return sqrt(x);`;\n\nexport const sqrt =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: SQRT});\n\nexport const sqrtConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Sqrt,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: sqrt as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019
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Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Square} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst SQUARE = `return x * x;`;\n\nexport const square =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: SQUARE});\n\nexport const squareConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName:

Square,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: square,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Step, StepAttrs, TensorInfo, UnaryInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET,

UnaryOpProgram} from '../unaryop_gpu';\n\nexport function step(\n    {inputs, attrs, backend}:\n        {inputs:

UnaryInputs, attrs: StepAttrs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const

opSnippet = CHECK_NAN_SNIPPET + `\n    return x > 0.0 ? 1.0 : float(${attrs.alpha});\n  `;\n\n  const program =

new UnaryOpProgram(x.shape, opSnippet);\n\n  return backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x],

x.dtype);\n}\n\nexport const stepConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Step,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: step as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class StridedSliceProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(begin: number[], strides: number[], size: number[]) {\n

 this.outputShape = size;\n    const rank = size.length;\n    const inputDtype = getCoordsDataType(size.length);\n

const dtype = getCoordsDataType(size.length);\n\n    let newCoords = '';\n    if (rank === 1) {\n      newCoords =

'coords * strides + begin';\n    } else {\n      let outputAxis = 0;\n      newCoords =\n          size.map((_, i) => {\n

     outputAxis++;\n                return size.length === 1 ?\n                    `coords * strides[${i}] + begin[${i}]` :\n

         `coords[${outputAxis - 1}] * strides[${i}] + begin[${i}]`;\n              })\n              .join(',');\n    }\n\n

this.userCode = `\n      ${inputDtype} begin = ${inputDtype}(${begin});\n      ${inputDtype} strides =

${inputDtype}(${strides});\n\n      void main() {\n        ${dtype} coords = getOutputCoords();\n

setOutput(getX(${newCoords}));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES
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OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {buffer, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, Rank, slice_util, StridedSlice, StridedSliceAttrs,

StridedSliceInputs, TensorBuffer, TensorInfo, TypedArray} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {stridedSliceImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {StridedSliceProgram} from '../strided_slice_gpu';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function stridedSlice(args: {\n  inputs: StridedSliceInputs,\n

backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: StridedSliceAttrs\n}): TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

args;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {\n    begin,\n    end,\n    strides,\n    beginMask,\n    endMask,\n

ellipsisMask,\n    newAxisMask,\n    shrinkAxisMask\n  } = attrs;\n\n  const {nonStrided, $begin, $strides, size,

newShape, outShape} =\n      slice_util.sliceInfo(\n          x.shape, begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask,

ellipsisMask,\n          newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask);\n\n  const $x = reshape({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {shape:

newShape}});\n\n  let result;\n  if (nonStrided) {\n    const sliced =\n        slice({inputs: {x: $x}, backend, attrs:

{begin: $begin, size}});\n    result = reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape: outShape}});\n\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(sliced);\n  } else if (outShape.some(axis => axis === 0)) {\n    result =

backend.makeTensorInfo(outShape, x.dtype, []);\n  } else {\n    const shouldExecuteOnCPU =

backend.shouldExecuteOnCPU([$x]);\n    if (shouldExecuteOnCPU) {\n      const xTexData =

backend.texData.get($x.dataId);\n      const values = xTexData.values as TypedArray;\n      const xBuf =

buffer($x.shape, $x.dtype, values) as TensorBuffer<Rank>;\n      const resultValues =\n

stridedSliceImplCPU(outShape, xBuf, $strides, $begin);\n      result = backend.makeTensorInfo(outShape, $x.dtype,

resultValues.values);\n    } else {\n      const program = new StridedSliceProgram($begin, $strides, outShape);\n

result = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [$x], $x.dtype);\n    }\n  }\n\n  const resultReshaped =\n

reshape({inputs: {x: result}, backend, attrs: {shape: outShape}});\n\n

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo($x);\n  backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(result);\n\n  return

resultReshaped;\n}\n\nexport const stridedSliceConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: StridedSlice,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: stridedSlice as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Tan} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst TAN = `return tan(x);`;\n\nexport const tan =

unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: TAN});\n\nexport const tanConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tan,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: tan,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, Tanh} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {unaryKernelFunc} from

'../kernel_utils/kernel_funcs_utils';\n\nconst TANH = `\n  float e2x = exp(-2.0 * abs(x));\n  return sign(x) * (1.0 -

e2x) / (1.0 + e2x);\n`;\n\nexport const tanh = unaryKernelFunc({opSnippet: TANH});\n\nexport const tanhConfig:
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KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tanh,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: tanh,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2017 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from './gpgpu_math';\nimport {getCoordsDataType} from

'./shader_compiler';\n\nexport class TileProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['A'];\n

outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n  rank: number;\n\n  constructor(aShape: number[], reps: number[])

{\n    const outputShape: number[] = new Array(aShape.length);\n    for (let i = 0; i < outputShape.length; i++) {\n

outputShape[i] = aShape[i] * reps[i];\n    }\n    this.outputShape = outputShape;\n    this.rank =

outputShape.length;\n    const dtype = getCoordsDataType(this.rank);\n    const sourceCoords =

getSourceCoords(aShape);\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      void main() {\n        ${dtype} resRC = getOutputCoords();\n

      setOutput(getA(${sourceCoords}));\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getSourceCoords(aShape: number[]): string

{\n  const rank = aShape.length;\n  if (rank > 5) {\n    throw Error(`Tile for rank ${rank} is not yet supported`);\n

}\n  if (rank === 1) {\n    return `imod(resRC, ${aShape[0]})`;\n  }\n\n  const currentCoords = ['resRC.x', 'resRC.y',

'resRC.z', 'resRC.w', 'resRC.u'];\n\n  const sourceCoords = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < aShape.length; i++) {\n

sourceCoords.push(`imod(${currentCoords[i]}, ${aShape[i]})`);\n  }\n  return sourceCoords.join();\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {buffer, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Tile, TileAttrs, TileInputs, util} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {tileImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {TileProgram} from '../tile_gpu';\n\nexport function tile(\n    params: {inputs:

TileInputs, backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: TileAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} =

params;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  const {reps} = attrs;\n\n  if (x.dtype === 'string') {\n    // Even thought string tensor

is always on CPU, just to be consistent on how\n    // to access tensor data.\n    const data =

backend.readSync(x.dataId) as Uint8Array[];\n    const decodedData = data.map(d => util.decodeString(d));\n

const buf = buffer(x.shape, x.dtype, decodedData);\n    const outBuf = tileImplCPU(buf, reps);\n    return

backend.makeTensorInfo(outBuf.shape, outBuf.dtype, outBuf.values);\n  }\n\n  const program = new

TileProgram(x.shape, reps);\n  const output = backend.runWebGLProgram(program, [x], x.dtype);\n\n  return

output;\n}\n\nexport const tileConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Tile,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: tile as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, NumericDataType, TensorInfo, TopK, TopKAttrs, TopKInputs,

TypedArray} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport
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{topKImplCPU} from '../kernel_utils/shared';\n\nexport function topK(\n    args: {inputs: TopKInputs, backend:

MathBackendWebGL, attrs: TopKAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x} =

inputs;\n  const {k, sorted} = attrs;\n\n  const xVals = backend.readSync(x.dataId) as TypedArray;\n  const

[allTopKVals, allTopKIndices] =\n      topKImplCPU(xVals, x.shape, x.dtype as NumericDataType, k, sorted);\n\n

return [\n    backend.makeTensorInfo(\n        allTopKVals.shape, allTopKVals.dtype, allTopKVals.values),\n

backend.makeTensorInfo(\n        allTopKIndices.shape, allTopKIndices.dtype, allTopKIndices.values)\n

];\n}\n\nexport const topKConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: TopK,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n

kernelFunc: topK as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the License);\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an AS IS BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing

permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unique, UniqueAttrs, UniqueInputs} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {uniqueImplCPU} from

'../kernel_utils/shared';\nimport {assertNotComplex} from '../webgl_util';\n\nexport function unique(\n    args:\n

{inputs: UniqueInputs, attrs: UniqueAttrs, backend: MathBackendWebGL}):\n    TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs,

attrs, backend} = args;\n  const {axis} = attrs;\n  const {x} = inputs;\n  assertNotComplex(x, 'unique');\n\n  // For

now, always forward calculation to the CPU backend.\n  console.warn(\n      'WARNING: ',\n      'UI might be

locked temporarily as data is being downloaded');\n  const values = backend.readSync(x.dataId);\n  const

{outputValues, outputShape, indices} =\n      uniqueImplCPU(values, axis, x.shape, x.dtype);\n  return [\n

backend.makeTensorInfo(outputShape, x.dtype, outputValues),\n    backend.makeTensorInfo([indices.length],

'int32', indices),\n  ];\n}\n\nexport const uniqueConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: Unique,\n  backendName:

'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: unique as {} as KernelFunc,\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {KernelConfig, KernelFunc, TensorInfo, Unpack, UnpackAttrs, UnpackInputs} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\n\nimport {reshape} from

'./Reshape';\nimport {slice} from './Slice';\n\nexport function unpack(\n    args:\n        {inputs: UnpackInputs,

backend: MathBackendWebGL, attrs: UnpackAttrs}):\n    TensorInfo[] {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n

const {value} = inputs;\n  let {axis} = attrs;\n\n  if (axis < 0) {\n    axis += value.shape.length;\n  }\n\n  const x =

value;\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  const num = value.shape[axis];\n  const outShape: number[] = new

Array(xRank - 1);\n  let outIndex = 0;\n  for (let i = 0; i < xRank; i++) {\n    if (i !== axis) {\n

outShape[outIndex++] = x.shape[i];\n    }\n  }\n\n  const toDispose = [];\n\n  const begin = new

Array(xRank).fill(0);\n  const size = x.shape.slice();\n  size[axis] = 1;\n  const res: TensorInfo[] = new

Array(num);\n  for (let i = 0; i < res.length; i++) {\n    begin[axis] = i;\n    const sliced = slice({inputs: {x}, backend,

attrs: {begin, size}});\n    const reshaped =\n        reshape({inputs: {x: sliced}, backend, attrs: {shape:

outShape}});\n    res[i] = reshaped;\n\n    toDispose.push(sliced);\n  }\n\n  toDispose.forEach(t =>

backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n  return res;\n}\n\nexport const unpackConfig: KernelConfig = {\n

kernelName: Unpack,\n  backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: unpack as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version
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2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\nimport {GPGPUProgram} from

'./gpgpu_math';\n\nexport class SegmentOpProgram implements GPGPUProgram {\n  variableNames = ['x',

'segmentIds'];\n  outputShape: number[];\n  userCode: string;\n\n  constructor(\n      segOpInfo:

backend_util.segment_util.SegOpInfo,\n      segOpType: 'unsortedSegmentSum') {\n    const windowSize =

segOpInfo.windowSize;\n    const batchSize = segOpInfo.batchSize;\n    const inSize = segOpInfo.inSize;\n    const

numSegments = segOpInfo.numSegments;\n    const outSize = numSegments * Math.ceil(inSize / windowSize);\n

this.outputShape = [batchSize, outSize];\n\n    const initializationValue = '0.0';\n    const returnValue =

`sumValue`;\n\n    const windowSizeNearestVec4 = Math.floor(windowSize / 4) * 4;\n    const

windowSizeVec4Remainder = windowSize % 4;\n\n    const updateSnippet = `\n        sumValue += dot(values,

segFilter);\n    `;\n\n    let checkValueOutOfBounds = '';\n    if (inSize % windowSize > 0) {\n

checkValueOutOfBounds = `\n        if (inIdx < 0 || inIdx >= ${inSize}) {\n          return initializationValue;\n        }\n

    `;\n    }\n\n    let checkSegmentIdOutOfBounds = '';\n    if (inSize % windowSize > 0) {\n

checkSegmentIdOutOfBounds = `\n        if (inIdx < 0 || inIdx >= ${inSize}) {\n          return -1.0;\n        }\n      `;\n

}\n\n    this.userCode = `\n      const float initializationValue = ${initializationValue};\n\n      float getValue(int

batch, int inIdx) {\n        ${checkValueOutOfBounds}\n        return getX(batch, inIdx);\n      }\n\n      float

getSegmentIdAtIndex(int inIdx) {\n        ${checkSegmentIdOutOfBounds}\n        return getSegmentIds(inIdx);\n

}\n\n      void main() {\n        ivec2 coords = getOutputCoords();\n        int batch = coords[0];\n        int outIdx =

coords[1];\n        int inOffset = int(floor(float(outIdx) / float(\n          ${numSegments})) * float(${windowSize}));\n

      int currentSeg = int(mod(float(outIdx), float(${numSegments})));\n\n        float sumValue = 0.0;\n\n        for (int

i = 0; i < ${windowSizeNearestVec4}; i += 4) {\n          int inIdx = inOffset + i;\n          vec4 values = vec4(\n

getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 1),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 2),\n

getValue(batch, inIdx + 3)\n          );\n\n          vec4 segFilter = vec4(\n            int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx)) ==

currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n            int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx + 1)) == currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n

int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx + 2)) == currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n            int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx + 3)) ==

currentSeg ? 1 : 0\n          );\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        }\n\n        int inIdx = inOffset +

${windowSizeNearestVec4};\n        if (${windowSizeVec4Remainder === 1}) {\n          vec4 values = vec4(\n

 getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            initializationValue,\n            initializationValue,\n            initializationValue\n

);\n\n          int inIdxSeg = int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx));\n\n          vec4 segFilter = vec4(\n

int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx)) == currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n            0,\n            0,\n            0\n          );\n\n

${updateSnippet}\n        } else if (${windowSizeVec4Remainder === 2}) {\n          vec4 values = vec4(\n

getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 1),\n            initializationValue,\n

initializationValue\n          );\n\n          vec4 segFilter = vec4(\n            int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx)) ==

currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n            int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx + 1)) == currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n              0,\n              0\n

   );\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n        } else if (${windowSizeVec4Remainder === 3}) {\n          vec4 values =

vec4(\n            getValue(batch, inIdx),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 1),\n            getValue(batch, inIdx + 2),\n

     initializationValue\n          );\n\n          vec4 segFilter = vec4(\n            int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx)) ==

currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n            int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx + 1)) == currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n

int(getSegmentIdAtIndex(inIdx + 2)) == currentSeg ? 1 : 0,\n            0\n          );\n\n          ${updateSnippet}\n

}\n        setOutput(${returnValue});\n      }\n    `;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {backend_util, DataType, KernelConfig, KernelFunc, sumOutType, TensorInfo,

UnsortedSegmentSum, UnsortedSegmentSumAttrs, UnsortedSegmentSumInputs, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport {MathBackendWebGL} from '../backend_webgl';\nimport {SegmentOpProgram} from

'../segment_gpu';\n\nimport {range} from './Range';\nimport {reshape} from './Reshape';\nimport {tile} from

'./Tile';\nimport {transpose} from './Transpose';\n\nexport function unsortedSegmentSum(args: {\n  inputs:

UnsortedSegmentSumInputs,\n  backend: MathBackendWebGL,\n  attrs: UnsortedSegmentSumAttrs\n}):

TensorInfo {\n  const {inputs, backend, attrs} = args;\n  const {x, segmentIds} = inputs;\n  const {numSegments} =

attrs;\n\n  const xRank = x.shape.length;\n\n  const toDispose = [];\n\n  let axis = 0;\n  const permutation =

backend_util.getAxesPermutation([axis], xRank);\n  let permutedX = x;\n  if (permutation != null) {\n    permutedX

= transpose({inputs: {x}, backend, attrs: {perm: permutation}});\n    toDispose.push(permutedX);\n    axis =

backend_util.getInnerMostAxes(1, xRank)[0];\n  }\n\n  const outShape =

backend_util.segment_util.computeOutShape(\n      permutedX.shape, axis, numSegments);\n  const inSize =

util.sizeFromShape([permutedX.shape[axis]]);\n  const a2D =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: permutedX}, backend, attrs:

{shape: [-1, inSize]}});\n  toDispose.push(a2D);\n\n  const outputDType = sumOutType(x.dtype);\n\n  const

segOpCompute =\n      (x: TensorInfo, segOpType: 'unsortedSegmentSum', segmentIds: TensorInfo,\n       dtype:

DataType, numSegments: number): TensorInfo => {\n        const batchSize = x.shape[0];\n        const inSize =

x.shape[1];\n        const windowSize =\n            backend_util.segment_util.segOpComputeOptimalWindowSize(\n

          inSize, numSegments);\n        const segOpInfo = {windowSize, inSize, batchSize, numSegments};\n

const program = new SegmentOpProgram(segOpInfo, segOpType);\n        const output =

backend.compileAndRun(program, [x, segmentIds], dtype);\n        toDispose.push(output);\n        // No need to run

another GPGPU program.\n        if (output.shape[1] === numSegments) {\n          return output;\n        }\n        const

rangeInfo = range({\n          backend,\n          attrs: {start: 0, stop: numSegments, step: 1, dtype: 'float32'}\n        });\n

      const tileInfo = tile({\n          inputs: {x: rangeInfo},\n          backend,\n          attrs: {reps: [inSize /

windowSize]}\n        });\n\n        toDispose.push(rangeInfo);\n        toDispose.push(tileInfo);\n\n        const result =\n

          segOpCompute(output, segOpType, tileInfo, dtype, numSegments);\n        return result;\n      };\n\n  const

segOpResult = segOpCompute(\n      a2D, 'unsortedSegmentSum', segmentIds, outputDType, numSegments);\n\n

const reshaped =\n      reshape({inputs: {x: segOpResult}, backend, attrs: {shape: outShape}});\n\n  let result =

reshaped;\n  if (permutation != null) {\n    toDispose.push(reshaped);\n    const perm =

backend_util.getUndoAxesPermutation(permutation);\n    result = transpose({inputs: {x: result}, backend, attrs:

{perm}});\n  }\n\n  toDispose.forEach(t => backend.disposeIntermediateTensorInfo(t));\n  return

result;\n}\n\nexport const unsortedSegmentSumConfig: KernelConfig = {\n  kernelName: UnsortedSegmentSum,\n

backendName: 'webgl',\n  kernelFunc: unsortedSegmentSum as {} as KernelFunc\n};\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {KernelConfig, registerKernel} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {_fusedMatMulConfig} from

'./kernels/_FusedMatMul';\nimport {absConfig} from './kernels/Abs';\nimport {acosConfig} from

'./kernels/Acos';\nimport {acoshConfig} from './kernels/Acosh';\nimport {addConfig} from './kernels/Add';\nimport

{addNConfig} from './kernels/AddN';\nimport {allConfig} from './kernels/All';\nimport {anyConfig} from

'./kernels/Any';\nimport {argMaxConfig} from './kernels/ArgMax';\nimport {argMinConfig} from
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'./kernels/ArgMin';\nimport {asinConfig} from './kernels/Asin';\nimport {asinhConfig} from

'./kernels/Asinh';\nimport {atanConfig} from './kernels/Atan';\nimport {atan2Config} from

'./kernels/Atan2';\nimport {atanhConfig} from './kernels/Atanh';\nimport {avgPoolConfig} from

'./kernels/AvgPool';\nimport {avgPool3DConfig} from './kernels/AvgPool3D';\nimport {avgPoolGrad3DConfig}

from './kernels/AvgPool3DGrad';\nimport {avgPoolGradConfig} from './kernels/AvgPoolGrad';\nimport

{batchMatMulConfig} from './kernels/BatchMatMul';\nimport {batchNormConfig} from

'./kernels/BatchNorm';\nimport {batchToSpaceNDConfig} from './kernels/BatchToSpaceND';\nimport

{bincountConfig} from './kernels/Bincount';\nimport {castConfig} from './kernels/Cast';\nimport {ceilConfig} from

'./kernels/Ceil';\nimport {clipByValueConfig} from './kernels/ClipByValue';\nimport {complexConfig} from

'./kernels/Complex';\nimport {complexAbsConfig} from './kernels/ComplexAbs';\nimport {concatConfig} from

'./kernels/Concat';\nimport {conv2DConfig} from './kernels/Conv2D';\nimport {conv2DBackpropFilterConfig} from

'./kernels/Conv2DBackpropFilter';\nimport {conv2DBackpropInputConfig} from

'./kernels/Conv2DBackpropInput';\nimport {conv3DConfig} from './kernels/Conv3D';\nimport

{conv3DBackpropFilterV2Config} from './kernels/Conv3DBackpropFilterV2';\nimport

{conv3DBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/Conv3DBackpropInputV2';\nimport {cosConfig} from

'./kernels/Cos';\nimport {coshConfig} from './kernels/Cosh';\nimport {cropAndResizeConfig} from

'./kernels/CropAndResize';\nimport {cumsumConfig} from './kernels/Cumsum';\nimport {denseBincountConfig}

from './kernels/DenseBincount';\nimport {depthToSpaceConfig} from './kernels/DepthToSpace';\nimport

{depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig} from './kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNative';\nimport

{depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterConfig} from './kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilter';\nimport

{depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputConfig} from './kernels/DepthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInput';\nimport

{diagConfig} from './kernels/Diag';\nimport {dilation2DConfig} from './kernels/Dilation2D';\nimport {eluConfig}

from './kernels/Elu';\nimport {eluGradConfig} from './kernels/EluGrad';\nimport {equalConfig} from

'./kernels/Equal';\nimport {erfConfig} from './kernels/Erf';\nimport {expConfig} from './kernels/Exp';\nimport

{expandDimsConfig} from './kernels/ExpandDims';\nimport {expm1Config} from './kernels/Expm1';\nimport

{fftConfig} from './kernels/FFT';\nimport {fillConfig} from './kernels/Fill';\nimport {flipLeftRightConfig} from

'./kernels/FlipLeftRight';\nimport {floorConfig} from './kernels/Floor';\nimport {floorDivConfig} from

'./kernels/FloorDiv';\nimport {fromPixelsConfig} from './kernels/FromPixels';\nimport {fusedConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedConv2D';\nimport {fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig} from

'./kernels/FusedDepthwiseConv2D';\nimport {gatherNdConfig} from './kernels/GatherNd';\nimport

{gatherV2Config} from './kernels/GatherV2';\nimport {greaterConfig} from './kernels/Greater';\nimport

{greaterEqualConfig} from './kernels/GreaterEqual';\nimport {identityConfig} from './kernels/Identity';\nimport

{ifftConfig} from './kernels/IFFT';\nimport {imagConfig} from './kernels/Imag';\nimport {isFiniteConfig} from

'./kernels/IsFinite';\nimport {isInfConfig} from './kernels/IsInf';\nimport {isNaNConfig} from

'./kernels/IsNaN';\nimport {leakyReluConfig} from './kernels/LeakyRelu';\nimport {lessConfig} from

'./kernels/Less';\nimport {lessEqualConfig} from './kernels/LessEqual';\nimport {linSpaceConfig} from

'./kernels/LinSpace';\nimport {logConfig} from './kernels/Log';\nimport {log1pConfig} from

'./kernels/Log1p';\nimport {logicalAndConfig} from './kernels/LogicalAnd';\nimport {logicalNotConfig} from

'./kernels/LogicalNot';\nimport {logicalOrConfig} from './kernels/LogicalOr';\nimport {LRNConfig} from

'./kernels/LRN';\nimport {LRNGradConfig} from './kernels/LRNGrad';\nimport {maxConfig} from

'./kernels/Max';\nimport {maximumConfig} from './kernels/Maximum';\nimport {maxPoolConfig} from

'./kernels/MaxPool';\nimport {maxPool3DConfig} from './kernels/MaxPool3D';\nimport {maxPoolGrad3DConfig}

from './kernels/MaxPool3DGrad';\nimport {maxPoolGradConfig} from './kernels/MaxPoolGrad';\nimport

{maxPoolWithArgmaxConfig} from './kernels/MaxPoolWithArgmax';\nimport {meanConfig} from

'./kernels/Mean';\nimport {minConfig} from './kernels/Min';\nimport {minimumConfig} from

'./kernels/Minimum';\nimport {mirrorPadConfig} from './kernels/MirrorPad';\nimport {modConfig} from

'./kernels/Mod';\nimport {multinomialConfig} from './kernels/Multinomial';\nimport {multiplyConfig} from

'./kernels/Multiply';\nimport {negConfig} from './kernels/Neg';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV3Config} from
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'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV3';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV4Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV4';\nimport {nonMaxSuppressionV5Config} from

'./kernels/NonMaxSuppressionV5';\nimport {notEqualConfig} from './kernels/NotEqual';\nimport {oneHotConfig}

from './kernels/OneHot';\nimport {onesLikeConfig} from './kernels/OnesLike';\nimport {packConfig} from

'./kernels/Pack';\nimport {padV2Config} from './kernels/PadV2';\nimport {powConfig} from

'./kernels/Pow';\nimport {preluConfig} from './kernels/Prelu';\nimport {prodConfig} from './kernels/Prod';\nimport

{rangeConfig} from './kernels/Range';\nimport {realConfig} from './kernels/Real';\nimport {realDivConfig} from

'./kernels/RealDiv';\nimport {reciprocalConfig} from './kernels/Reciprocal';\nimport {reluConfig} from

'./kernels/Relu';\nimport {relu6Config} from './kernels/Relu6';\nimport {reshapeConfig} from

'./kernels/Reshape';\nimport {resizeBilinearConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinear';\nimport

{resizeBilinearGradConfig} from './kernels/ResizeBilinearGrad';\nimport {resizeNearestNeighborConfig} from

'./kernels/ResizeNearestNeighbor';\nimport {resizeNearestNeighborGradConfig} from

'./kernels/ResizeNearestNeighborGrad';\nimport {reverseConfig} from './kernels/Reverse';\nimport

{rotateWithOffsetConfig} from './kernels/RotateWithOffset';\nimport {roundConfig} from

'./kernels/Round';\nimport {rsqrtConfig} from './kernels/Rsqrt';\nimport {scatterNdConfig} from

'./kernels/ScatterNd';\nimport {selectConfig} from './kernels/Select';\nimport {seluConfig} from

'./kernels/Selu';\nimport {sigmoidConfig} from './kernels/Sigmoid';\nimport {signConfig} from

'./kernels/Sign';\nimport {sinConfig} from './kernels/Sin';\nimport {sinhConfig} from './kernels/Sinh';\nimport

{sliceConfig} from './kernels/Slice';\nimport {softmaxConfig} from './kernels/Softmax';\nimport {softplusConfig}

from './kernels/Softplus';\nimport {spaceToBatchNDConfig} from './kernels/SpaceToBatchND';\nimport

{sparseToDenseConfig} from './kernels/SparseToDense';\nimport {splitVConfig} from './kernels/SplitV';\nimport

{sqrtConfig} from './kernels/Sqrt';\nimport {squareConfig} from './kernels/Square';\nimport

{squaredDifferenceConfig} from './kernels/SquaredDifference';\nimport {stepConfig} from './kernels/Step';\nimport

{stridedSliceConfig} from './kernels/StridedSlice';\nimport {subConfig} from './kernels/Sub';\nimport {sumConfig}

from './kernels/Sum';\nimport {tanConfig} from './kernels/Tan';\nimport {tanhConfig} from './kernels/Tanh';\nimport

{tileConfig} from './kernels/Tile';\nimport {topKConfig} from './kernels/TopK';\nimport {transposeConfig} from

'./kernels/Transpose';\nimport {uniqueConfig} from './kernels/Unique';\nimport {unpackConfig} from

'./kernels/Unpack';\nimport {unsortedSegmentSumConfig} from './kernels/UnsortedSegmentSum';\nimport

{zerosLikeConfig} from './kernels/ZerosLike';\n\n// List all kernel configs here\nconst kernelConfigs:

KernelConfig[] = [\n  LRNConfig,\n  LRNGradConfig,\n  _fusedMatMulConfig,\n  absConfig,\n  acosConfig,\n

acoshConfig,\n  addConfig,\n  addNConfig,\n  allConfig,\n  anyConfig,\n  argMaxConfig,\n  argMinConfig,\n

asinConfig,\n  asinhConfig,\n  atan2Config,\n  atanConfig,\n  atanhConfig,\n  avgPool3DConfig,\n

avgPoolConfig,\n  avgPoolGrad3DConfig,\n  avgPoolGradConfig,\n  batchMatMulConfig,\n  batchNormConfig,\n

batchToSpaceNDConfig,\n  bincountConfig,\n  castConfig,\n  ceilConfig,\n  clipByValueConfig,\n

complexAbsConfig,\n  complexConfig,\n  concatConfig,\n  conv2DBackpropFilterConfig,\n

conv2DBackpropInputConfig,\n  conv2DConfig,\n  conv3DBackpropFilterV2Config,\n

conv3DBackpropInputConfig,\n  conv3DConfig,\n  cosConfig,\n  coshConfig,\n  cropAndResizeConfig,\n

cumsumConfig,\n  denseBincountConfig,\n  depthToSpaceConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropFilterConfig,\n  depthwiseConv2dNativeBackpropInputConfig,\n

depthwiseConv2dNativeConfig,\n  diagConfig,\n  dilation2DConfig,\n  eluConfig,\n  eluGradConfig,\n

equalConfig,\n  erfConfig,\n  expConfig,\n  expandDimsConfig,\n  expm1Config,\n  fftConfig,\n  fillConfig,\n

flipLeftRightConfig,\n  floorConfig,\n  floorDivConfig,\n  fromPixelsConfig,\n  fusedConv2DConfig,\n

fusedDepthwiseConv2DConfig,\n  gatherNdConfig,\n  gatherV2Config,\n  greaterConfig,\n  greaterEqualConfig,\n

identityConfig,\n  ifftConfig,\n  imagConfig,\n  isFiniteConfig,\n  isInfConfig,\n  isNaNConfig,\n

leakyReluConfig,\n  lessConfig,\n  lessEqualConfig,\n  linSpaceConfig,\n  log1pConfig,\n  logConfig,\n

logicalAndConfig,\n  logicalNotConfig,\n  logicalOrConfig,\n  maxConfig,\n  maxPool3DConfig,\n

maxPoolConfig,\n  maxPoolGrad3DConfig,\n  maxPoolGradConfig,\n  maxPoolWithArgmaxConfig,\n

maximumConfig,\n  meanConfig,\n  minConfig,\n  minimumConfig,\n  mirrorPadConfig,\n  modConfig,\n
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multinomialConfig,\n  multiplyConfig,\n  negConfig,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV3Config,\n

nonMaxSuppressionV4Config,\n  nonMaxSuppressionV5Config,\n  notEqualConfig,\n  oneHotConfig,\n

onesLikeConfig,\n  packConfig,\n  padV2Config,\n  powConfig,\n  preluConfig,\n  prodConfig,\n  rangeConfig,\n

realConfig,\n  realDivConfig,\n  reciprocalConfig,\n  relu6Config,\n  reluConfig,\n  reshapeConfig,\n

resizeBilinearConfig,\n  resizeBilinearGradConfig,\n  resizeNearestNeighborConfig,\n

resizeNearestNeighborGradConfig,\n  reverseConfig,\n  rotateWithOffsetConfig,\n  roundConfig,\n  rsqrtConfig,\n

scatterNdConfig,\n  selectConfig,\n  seluConfig,\n  sigmoidConfig,\n  signConfig,\n  sinConfig,\n  sinhConfig,\n

sliceConfig,\n  softmaxConfig,\n  softplusConfig,\n  spaceToBatchNDConfig,\n  sparseToDenseConfig,\n

splitVConfig,\n  sqrtConfig,\n  squareConfig,\n  squaredDifferenceConfig,\n  stepConfig,\n  stridedSliceConfig,\n

subConfig,\n  sumConfig,\n  tanConfig,\n  tanhConfig,\n  tileConfig,\n  topKConfig,\n  transposeConfig,\n

uniqueConfig,\n  unpackConfig,\n  unsortedSegmentSumConfig,\n  zerosLikeConfig\n];\n\nfor (const kernelConfig

of kernelConfigs) {\n  registerKernel(kernelConfig);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/* tslint:disable */\n\n/** Properties of an Any. */\nexport declare interface IAny {\n  /** Any typeUrl */\n

typeUrl?: (string|null);\n\n  /** Any value */\n  value?: (Uint8Array|null);\n}\n\n/** DataType enum. */\nexport

enum DataType {\n  'DT_INVALID' = 0,\n  'DT_FLOAT' = 1,\n  'DT_DOUBLE' = 2,\n  'DT_INT32' = 3,\n

'DT_UINT8' = 4,\n  'DT_INT16' = 5,\n  'DT_INT8' = 6,\n  'DT_STRING' = 7,\n  'DT_COMPLEX64' = 8,\n

'DT_INT64' = 9,\n  'DT_BOOL' = 10,\n  'DT_QINT8' = 11,\n  'DT_QUINT8' = 12,\n  'DT_QINT32' = 13,\n

'DT_BFLOAT16' = 14,\n  'DT_FLOAT_REF' = 101,\n  'DT_DOUBLE_REF' = 102,\n  'DT_INT32_REF' = 103,\n

'DT_UINT8_REF' = 104,\n  'DT_INT16_REF' = 105,\n  'DT_INT8_REF' = 106,\n  'DT_STRING_REF' = 107,\n

'DT_COMPLEX64_REF' = 108,\n  'DT_INT64_REF' = 109,\n  'DT_BOOL_REF' = 110,\n  'DT_QINT8_REF' =

111,\n  'DT_QUINT8_REF' = 112,\n  'DT_QINT32_REF' = 113,\n  'DT_BFLOAT16_REF' = 114\n}\n\n/**

Properties of a TensorShape. */\nexport declare interface ITensorShape {\n  /** TensorShape dim */\n  dim?:

(TensorShape.IDim[]|null);\n\n  /** TensorShape unknownRank */\n  unknownRank?: (boolean|null);\n}\n\nexport

namespace TensorShape {\n  /** Properties of a Dim. */\n  export declare interface IDim {\n    /** Dim size */\n

size?: (number|string|null);\n\n    /** Dim name */\n    name?: (string|null);\n  }\n}\n\n/** Properties of a Tensor.

*/\nexport declare interface ITensor {\n  /** Tensor dtype */\n  dtype?: (DataType|null);\n\n  /** Tensor tensorShape

*/\n  tensorShape?: (ITensorShape|null);\n\n  /** Tensor versionNumber */\n  versionNumber?: (number|null);\n\n

/** Tensor tensorContent */\n  tensorContent?: (Uint8Array|null);\n\n  /** Tensor floatVal */\n  floatVal?:

(number[]|null);\n\n  /** Tensor doubleVal */\n  doubleVal?: (number[]|null);\n\n  /** Tensor intVal */\n  intVal?:

(number[]|null);\n\n  /** Tensor stringVal */\n  stringVal?: (Uint8Array[]|null);\n\n  /** Tensor scomplexVal */\n

scomplexVal?: (number[]|null);\n\n  /** Tensor int64Val */\n  int64Val?: ((number | string)[]|null);\n\n  /** Tensor

boolVal */\n  boolVal?: (boolean[]|null);\n\n  /** Tensor uint32Val */\n  uint32Val?: (number[]|null);\n\n  /**

Tensor uint64Val */\n  uint64Val?: ((number | string)[]|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of an AttrValue. */\nexport

declare interface IAttrValue {\n  /** AttrValue list */\n  list?: (AttrValue.IListValue|null);\n\n  /** AttrValue s */\n

s?: (string|null);\n\n  /** AttrValue i */\n  i?: (number|string|null);\n\n  /** AttrValue f */\n  f?: (number|null);\n\n

/** AttrValue b */\n  b?: (boolean|null);\n\n  /** AttrValue type */\n  type?: (DataType|null);\n\n  /** AttrValue

shape */\n  shape?: (ITensorShape|null);\n\n  /** AttrValue tensor */\n  tensor?: (ITensor|null);\n\n  /** AttrValue

placeholder */\n  placeholder?: (string|null);\n\n  /** AttrValue func */\n  func?: (INameAttrList|null);\n}\n\nexport

namespace AttrValue {\n  /** Properties of a ListValue. */\n  export declare interface IListValue {\n    /** ListValue

s */\n    s?: (string[]|null);\n\n    /** ListValue i */\n    i?: ((number | string)[]|null);\n\n    /** ListValue f */\n    f?:

(number[]|null);\n\n    /** ListValue b */\n    b?: (boolean[]|null);\n\n    /** ListValue type */\n    type?:
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(DataType[]|null);\n\n    /** ListValue shape */\n    shape?: (ITensorShape[]|null);\n\n    /** ListValue tensor */\n

tensor?: (ITensor[]|null);\n\n    /** ListValue func */\n    func?: (INameAttrList[]|null);\n  }\n}\n\n/** Properties of a

NameAttrList. */\nexport declare interface INameAttrList {\n  /** NameAttrList name */\n  name?: (string|null);\n\n

/** NameAttrList attr */\n  attr?: ({[k: string]: IAttrValue}|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of a NodeDef. */\nexport

declare interface INodeDef {\n  /** NodeDef name */\n  name?: (string|null);\n\n  /** NodeDef op */\n  op?:

(string|null);\n\n  /** NodeDef input */\n  input?: (string[]|null);\n\n  /** NodeDef device */\n  device?:

(string|null);\n\n  /** NodeDef attr */\n  attr?: ({[k: string]: IAttrValue}|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of a VersionDef.

*/\nexport declare interface IVersionDef {\n  /** VersionDef producer */\n  producer?: (number|null);\n\n  /**

VersionDef minConsumer */\n  minConsumer?: (number|null);\n\n  /** VersionDef badConsumers */\n

badConsumers?: (number[]|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of a GraphDef. */\nexport declare interface IGraphDef {\n

/** GraphDef node */\n  node?: (INodeDef[]|null);\n\n  /** GraphDef versions */\n  versions?:

(IVersionDef|null);\n\n  /** GraphDef library */\n  library?: (IFunctionDefLibrary|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of a

CollectionDef. */\nexport declare interface ICollectionDef {\n  /** CollectionDef nodeList */\n  nodeList?:

(CollectionDef.INodeList|null);\n\n  /** CollectionDef bytesList */\n  bytesList?:

(CollectionDef.IBytesList|null);\n\n  /** CollectionDef int64List */\n  int64List?:

(CollectionDef.IInt64List|null);\n\n  /** CollectionDef floatList */\n  floatList?: (CollectionDef.IFloatList|null);\n\n

/** CollectionDef anyList */\n  anyList?: (CollectionDef.IAnyList|null);\n}\n\nexport namespace CollectionDef {\n

/** Properties of a NodeList. */\n  export declare interface INodeList {\n    /** NodeList value */\n    value?:

(string[]|null);\n  }\n\n  /** Properties of a BytesList. */\n  export declare interface IBytesList {\n    /** BytesList

value */\n    value?: (Uint8Array[]|null);\n  }\n\n  /** Properties of an Int64List. */\n  export declare interface

IInt64List {\n    /** Int64List value */\n    value?: ((number | string)[]|null);\n  }\n\n  /** Properties of a FloatList.

*/\n  export declare interface IFloatList {\n    /** FloatList value */\n    value?: (number[]|null);\n  }\n\n  /**

Properties of an AnyList. */\n  export declare interface IAnyList {\n    /** AnyList value */\n    value?:

(IAny[]|null);\n  }\n}\n\n/** Properties of a SaverDef. */\nexport declare interface ISaverDef {\n  /** SaverDef

filenameTensorName */\n  filenameTensorName?: (string|null);\n\n  /** SaverDef saveTensorName */\n

saveTensorName?: (string|null);\n\n  /** SaverDef restoreOpName */\n  restoreOpName?: (string|null);\n\n  /**

SaverDef maxToKeep */\n  maxToKeep?: (number|null);\n\n  /** SaverDef sharded */\n  sharded?:

(boolean|null);\n\n  /** SaverDef keepCheckpointEveryNHours */\n  keepCheckpointEveryNHours?:

(number|null);\n\n  /** SaverDef version */\n  version?: (SaverDef.CheckpointFormatVersion|null);\n}\n\nexport

namespace SaverDef {\n  /** CheckpointFormatVersion enum. */\n  export enum CheckpointFormatVersion

{'LEGACY' = 0, 'V1' = 1, 'V2' = 2}\n}\n\n/** Properties of a TensorInfo. */\nexport declare interface ITensorInfo

{\n  /** TensorInfo name */\n  name?: (string|null);\n\n  /** TensorInfo cooSparse */\n  cooSparse?:

(TensorInfo.ICooSparse|null);\n\n  /** TensorInfo dtype */\n  dtype?: (DataType|null);\n\n  /** TensorInfo

tensorShape */\n  tensorShape?: (ITensorShape|null);\n}\n\nexport namespace TensorInfo {\n  /** Properties of a

CooSparse. */\n  export declare interface ICooSparse {\n    /** CooSparse valuesTensorName */\n

valuesTensorName?: (string|null);\n\n    /** CooSparse indicesTensorName */\n    indicesTensorName?:

(string|null);\n\n    /** CooSparse denseShapeTensorName */\n    denseShapeTensorName?: (string|null);\n

}\n}\n\n/** Properties of a SignatureDef. */\nexport declare interface ISignatureDef {\n  /** SignatureDef inputs

*/\n  inputs?: ({[k: string]: ITensorInfo}|null);\n\n  /** SignatureDef outputs */\n  outputs?: ({[k: string]:

ITensorInfo}|null);\n\n  /** SignatureDef methodName */\n  methodName?: (string|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of an

AssetFileDef. */\nexport declare interface IAssetFileDef {\n  /** AssetFileDef tensorInfo */\n  tensorInfo?:

(ITensorInfo|null);\n\n  /** AssetFileDef filename */\n  filename?: (string|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of an OpDef.

*/\nexport declare interface IOpDef {\n  /** OpDef name */\n  name?: (string|null);\n\n  /** OpDef inputArg */\n

inputArg?: (OpDef.IArgDef[]|null);\n\n  /** OpDef outputArg */\n  outputArg?: (OpDef.IArgDef[]|null);\n\n  /**

OpDef attr */\n  attr?: (OpDef.IAttrDef[]|null);\n\n  /** OpDef deprecation */\n  deprecation?:

(OpDef.IOpDeprecation|null);\n\n  /** OpDef summary */\n  summary?: (string|null);\n\n  /** OpDef description

*/\n  description?: (string|null);\n\n  /** OpDef isCommutative */\n  isCommutative?: (boolean|null);\n\n  /** OpDef

isAggregate */\n  isAggregate?: (boolean|null);\n\n  /** OpDef isStateful */\n  isStateful?: (boolean|null);\n\n  /**
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OpDef allowsUninitializedInput */\n  allowsUninitializedInput?: (boolean|null);\n}\n\nexport namespace OpDef {\n

/** Properties of an ArgDef. */\n  export declare interface IArgDef {\n    /** ArgDef name */\n    name?:

(string|null);\n\n    /** ArgDef description */\n    description?: (string|null);\n\n    /** ArgDef type */\n    type?:

(DataType|null);\n\n    /** ArgDef typeAttr */\n    typeAttr?: (string|null);\n\n    /** ArgDef numberAttr */\n

numberAttr?: (string|null);\n\n    /** ArgDef typeListAttr */\n    typeListAttr?: (string|null);\n\n    /** ArgDef isRef

*/\n    isRef?: (boolean|null);\n  }\n\n  /** Properties of an AttrDef. */\n  export declare interface IAttrDef {\n    /**

AttrDef name */\n    name?: (string|null);\n\n    /** AttrDef type */\n    type?: (string|null);\n\n    /** AttrDef

defaultValue */\n    defaultValue?: (IAttrValue|null);\n\n    /** AttrDef description */\n    description?:

(string|null);\n\n    /** AttrDef hasMinimum */\n    hasMinimum?: (boolean|null);\n\n    /** AttrDef minimum */\n

minimum?: (number|string|null);\n\n    /** AttrDef allowedValues */\n    allowedValues?: (IAttrValue|null);\n  }\n\n

/** Properties of an OpDeprecation. */\n  export declare interface IOpDeprecation {\n    /** OpDeprecation version

*/\n    version?: (number|null);\n\n    /** OpDeprecation explanation */\n    explanation?: (string|null);\n  }\n}\n\n/**

Properties of an OpList. */\nexport declare interface IOpList {\n  /** OpList op */\n  op?: (IOpDef[]|null);\n}\n\n/**

Properties of a MetaGraphDef. */\nexport declare interface IMetaGraphDef {\n  /** MetaGraphDef metaInfoDef

*/\n  metaInfoDef?: (MetaGraphDef.IMetaInfoDef|null);\n\n  /** MetaGraphDef graphDef */\n  graphDef?:

(IGraphDef|null);\n\n  /** MetaGraphDef saverDef */\n  saverDef?: (ISaverDef|null);\n\n  /** MetaGraphDef

collectionDef */\n  collectionDef?: ({[k: string]: ICollectionDef}|null);\n\n  /** MetaGraphDef signatureDef */\n

signatureDef?: ({[k: string]: ISignatureDef}|null);\n\n  /** MetaGraphDef assetFileDef */\n  assetFileDef?:

(IAssetFileDef[]|null);\n}\n\nexport namespace MetaGraphDef {\n  /** Properties of a MetaInfoDef. */\n  export

declare interface IMetaInfoDef {\n    /** MetaInfoDef metaGraphVersion */\n    metaGraphVersion?:

(string|null);\n\n    /** MetaInfoDef strippedOpList */\n    strippedOpList?: (IOpList|null);\n\n    /** MetaInfoDef

anyInfo */\n    anyInfo?: (IAny|null);\n\n    /** MetaInfoDef tags */\n    tags?: (string[]|null);\n\n    /** MetaInfoDef

tensorflowVersion */\n    tensorflowVersion?: (string|null);\n\n    /** MetaInfoDef tensorflowGitVersion */\n

tensorflowGitVersion?: (string|null);\n  }\n}\n\n/** Properties of a SavedModel. */\nexport declare interface

ISavedModel {\n  /** SavedModel savedModelSchemaVersion */\n  savedModelSchemaVersion?:

(number|string|null);\n\n  /** SavedModel metaGraphs */\n  metaGraphs?: (IMetaGraphDef[]|null);\n}\n\n/**

Properties of a FunctionDefLibrary. */\nexport declare interface IFunctionDefLibrary {\n  /** FunctionDefLibrary

function */\n  'function'?: (IFunctionDef[]|null);\n\n  /** FunctionDefLibrary gradient */\n  gradient?:

(IGradientDef[]|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of a FunctionDef. */\nexport declare interface IFunctionDef {\n  /**

FunctionDef signature */\n  signature?: (IOpDef|null);\n\n  /** FunctionDef attr */\n  attr?: ({[k: string]:

IAttrValue}|null);\n\n  /** FunctionDef nodeDef */\n  nodeDef?: (INodeDef[]|null);\n\n  /** FunctionDef ret */\n

ret?: ({[k: string]: string}|null);\n}\n\n/** Properties of a GradientDef. */\nexport declare interface IGradientDef {\n

/** GradientDef functionName */\n  functionName?: (string|null);\n\n  /** GradientDef gradientFunc */\n

gradientFunc?: (string|null);\n}\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {OpExecutor, OpMapper} from '../types';\n\nconst CUSTOM_OPS: {[key: string]: OpMapper} =

{};\n\n/**\n * Register an Op for graph model executor. This allow you to register\n * TensorFlow custom op or

override existing op.\n *\n * Here is an example of registering a new MatMul Op.\n * ```js\n * const customMatmul

= (node) =>\n *    tf.matMul(\n *        node.inputs[0], node.inputs[1],\n *        node.attrs['transpose_a'],

node.attrs['transpose_b']);\n *\n * tf.registerOp('MatMul', customMatmul);\n * ```\n * The inputs and attrs of the

node object is based on the TensorFlow op\n * registry.\n *\n * @param name The Tensorflow Op name.\n *

@param opFunc An op function which is called with the current graph node\n * during execution and needs to
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return a tensor or a list of tensors. The node\n * has the following attributes:\n *    - attr: A map from attribute name

to its value\n *    - inputs: A list of input tensors\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Op Registry'}\n

*/\nexport function registerOp(name: string, opFunc: OpExecutor) {\n  const opMapper: OpMapper = {\n

tfOpName: name,\n    category: 'custom',\n    inputs: [],\n    attrs: [],\n    customExecutor: opFunc\n  };\n\n

CUSTOM_OPS[name] = opMapper;\n}\n\n/**\n * Retrieve the OpMapper object for the registered op.\n *\n *

@param name The Tensorflow Op name.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Op Registry'}\n */\nexport

function getRegisteredOp(name: string): OpMapper {\n  return CUSTOM_OPS[name];\n}\n\n/**\n * Deregister the

Op for graph model executor.\n *\n * @param name The Tensorflow Op name.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Models',

subheading: 'Op Registry'}\n */\nexport function deregisterOp(name: string) {\n  delete

CUSTOM_OPS[name];\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {clone, Tensor, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {ResourceManager}

from '../../executor/resource_manager';\nimport {Node, ValueType} from '../types';\n\nexport function

getParamValue(\n    paramName: string, node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n    context:

ExecutionContext, resourceManager?: ResourceManager): ValueType {\n  const inputParam =

node.inputParams[paramName];\n  if (inputParam && inputParam.inputIndexStart !== undefined) {\n    const start

= inputParam.inputIndexStart;\n    const end = inputParam.inputIndexEnd === 0 ?\n        undefined :\n

(inputParam.inputIndexEnd === undefined ? start + 1 :\n

inputParam.inputIndexEnd);\n    if (inputParam.type === 'tensor') {\n      return getTensor(\n

node.inputNames[inputParam.inputIndexStart], tensorMap, context,\n          resourceManager);\n    }\n    if

(inputParam.type === 'tensors') {\n      const inputs = node.inputNames.slice(start, end);\n\n      return inputs.map(\n

       name => getTensor(name, tensorMap, context, resourceManager));\n    }\n    const tensor = getTensor(\n

node.inputNames.slice(start)[0], tensorMap, context, resourceManager);\n    const data = tensor.dataSync();\n

return inputParam.type === 'number' ?\n        data[0] :\n        util.toNestedArray(tensor.shape, data);\n  }\n  const

attrParam = node.attrParams[paramName];\n  return attrParam && attrParam.value;\n}\n\n/**\n * Retrieve the

tensor from tensorsMap based on input name.\n * @param name Node input name\n * @param tensorsMap Tensors

map keyed by the node\n * @param context contains tensors and information for running the current node.\n *

@param resourceManager Optional. Contains global resources of the model.\n */\nexport function getTensor(\n

name: string, tensorsMap: NamedTensorsMap, context: ExecutionContext,\n    resourceManager?:

ResourceManager): Tensor {\n  const [nodeName, index] = parseNodeName(name);\n\n  if (resourceManager !=

null) {\n    const tensor = resourceManager.getHashTableHandleByName(nodeName);\n    if (tensor != null) {\n

return tensor;\n    }\n  }\n\n  const contextId = context.currentContextIds.find(contextId => {\n    return

!!tensorsMap[getNodeNameWithContextId(nodeName, contextId)];\n  });\n\n  return contextId !== undefined ?\n

tensorsMap[getNodeNameWithContextId(nodeName, contextId)][index] :\n      undefined;\n}\n\n/**\n * Retrieve

the tensors based on input name for current context.\n * @param name Node input name\n * @param tensorsMap

Tensors map keyed by the node\n */\nexport function getTensorsForCurrentContenxt(\n    name: string, tensorsMap:

NamedTensorsMap,\n    context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[] {\n  return

tensorsMap[getNodeNameWithContextId(name, context.currentContextId)];\n}\n\n/**\n * Returns the node name

and index from the Node input name.\n * @param inputName The input name of the node, in format of\n *

node_name:output_index, i.e. MatMul:0, if the output_index is not set, it is\n * default to 0.\n */\nexport function

getNodeNameAndIndex(\n    inputName: string, context?: ExecutionContext): [string, number] {\n  const
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[nodeName, index] = parseNodeName(inputName);\n\n  return [\n    getNodeNameWithContextId(nodeName,

context && context.currentContextId),\n    index\n  ];\n}\n\nfunction getNodeNameWithContextId(name: string,

contextId?: string): string {\n  return !!contextId ? `${name}-${contextId}` : name;\n}\n\nexport function

parseNodeName(name: string): [string, number] {\n  const parts = name.split(':');\n  if (parts.length === 1) {\n

return [name, 0];\n  }\n\n  const nodeName = parts[0];\n  return [nodeName, Number(parts[parts.length -

1])];\n}\n\nexport function split(arr: number[], size: number) {\n  const res = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i < arr.length; i +=

size) {\n    res.push(arr.slice(i, i + size));\n  }\n  return res;\n}\nexport function getPadding(\n    node: Node,

tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n    context: ExecutionContext): ValueType {\n  let pad = getParamValue('pad',

node, tensorMap, context);\n  if (pad === 'explicit') {\n    // This is 1d array, we need to convert it to 2d array\n

pad = getParamValue('explicitPaddings', node, tensorMap, context);\n    const explicitPadding: [\n      [number,

number], [number, number], [number, number], [number, number]\n    ] = [[0, 0], [0, 0], [0, 0], [0, 0]];\n    for (let i

= 0; i < 4; i++) {\n      explicitPadding[i][0] = (pad as number[])[i * 2];\n      explicitPadding[i][1] = (pad as

number[])[i * 2 + 1];\n    }\n    return explicitPadding;\n  }\n  return pad;\n}\n\n/**\n *  Reuse the tensor if it is

marked as keep, otherwise clone the tensor to\n *  avoid disposal. This is important for TensorArray and TensorList

ops, since\n *  internally they use a tensor as the id for TensorArray and TensorList, and\n * to simplify lookup, they

also use Tensor.id as the key to the internal map.\n * These id tensors have been marked as kept in the backend, we

need avoid clone\n * them in order to create new Tensor.id.\n * @param tensor\n */\nexport function

cloneTensor(tensor: Tensor): Tensor {\n  return tensor.kept ? tensor : clone(tensor);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Add',\n

'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'AddV2',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype',

'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'AddN',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'end':

0, 'name': 'tensors', 'type': 'tensors'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'BiasAdd',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n

  {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n

     'type': 'string',\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Sub',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n

  'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

 {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'RealDiv',\n

'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Div',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1,

'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n

  ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'DivNoNan',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type':

'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'FloorDiv',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T',

'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Mul',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n

  'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

 {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Maximum',\n
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'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type':

'tensor'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Minimum',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype',

'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Pow',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name':

'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'SquaredDifference',\n    'category':

'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Mod',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b',

'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'FloorMod',\n    'category': 'arithmetic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

 {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'T',\n      'name': 'dtype',\n      'type': 'dtype',\n

   'notSupported': true\n    }]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Abs',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype',

'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Acos',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n

  ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Asin',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Atan',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Atan2',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name':

'y', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n

},\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Ceil',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'ClipByValue',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1,

'name': 'clipValueMin', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'clipValueMax', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':

[\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Complex',\n

 'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'real', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'imag',

'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'ComplexAbs',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Cos',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Cosh',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Elu',\n    'category':

'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name':

'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Exp',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type':

'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Floor',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n
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{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype',

'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Log',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n

  ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Imag',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}, {\n        'tfName':

'Tout',\n        'name': 'outputType',\n        'type': 'dtype',\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Neg',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Real',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}, {\n        'tfName': 'Tout',\n        'name':

'outputType',\n        'type': 'dtype',\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Prelu',\n

'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'alpha', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Relu',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Relu6',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Selu',\n

'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Sigmoid',\n    'category':

'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name':

'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Sin',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type':

'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Sinh',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype',

'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Sqrt',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n

  ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Rsqrt',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Square',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Tan',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Tanh',\n

'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Sign',\n    'category':

'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name':

'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Round',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type':

'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Expm1',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype',

'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Log1p',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start':

0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported':

true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Reciprocal',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n

},\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Softplus',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Asinh',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Acosh',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n
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{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Atanh',\n

'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Erf',\n    'category':

'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name':

'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Prod',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axes', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':

[\n      {\n        'tfName': 'keep_dims',\n        'name': 'keepDims',\n        'type': 'bool',\n        'notSupported': true\n

},\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'LeakyRelu',\n    'category': 'basic_math',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

   {\n        'tfName': 'alpha',\n        'name': 'alpha',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0.2\n      },\n      {\n

'tfName': 'T',\n        'name': 'dtype',\n        'type': 'dtype',\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  }\n];\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'EmptyTensorList',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'maxNumElements', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name':

'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LoopCond',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [{'start':

0, 'name': 'pred', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Switch',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'data', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'pred', 'type': 'tensor'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Merge',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'end': 0, 'name': 'tensors', 'type': 'tensors'}]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Enter',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true},\n      {'tfName': 'frame_name', 'name':

'frameName', 'type': 'string'},\n      {'tfName': 'is_constant', 'name': 'isConstant', 'type': 'bool'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Exit',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'NextIteration',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':

[\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'TensorArrayV3',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'size', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'dtype', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'},\n      {'tfName': 'element_shape', 'name':

'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n      {'tfName': 'dynamic_size', 'name': 'dynamicSize', 'type': 'bool'},\n      {'tfName':

'clear_after_read', 'name': 'clearAfterRead', 'type': 'bool'},\n      {\n        'tfName': 'identical_element_shapes',\n

'name': 'identicalElementShapes',\n        'type': 'bool'\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'tensor_array_name', 'name': 'name',

'type': 'string'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorArrayWriteV3',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorArrayId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'index', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2,

'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'flowIn', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorArrayReadV3',\n

'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorArrayId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name':

'index', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'flowIn', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName':

'dtype',\n      'name': 'dtype',\n      'type': 'dtype',\n      'notSupported': true\n    }]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'TensorArrayGatherV3',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorArrayId', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'indices', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'flowIn', 'type': 'number'},\n

],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'dtype', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'},\n      {'tfName': 'element_shape', 'name':

'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorArrayScatterV3',\n    'category': 'control',\n
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'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorArrayId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'indices', 'type':

'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'flowIn', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n

 'attrs': [{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorArrayConcatV3',\n

'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorArrayId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name':

'flowIn', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'dtype', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}, {\n        'tfName':

'element_shape_except0',\n        'name': 'elementShapeExcept0',\n        'type': 'shape',\n        'notSupported': true\n

}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorArraySplitV3',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'tensorArrayId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'lengths',

'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'flowIn', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype',

'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorArraySizeV3',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'tensorArrayId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'flowIn', 'type': 'number'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'TensorArrayCloseV3',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorArrayId', 'type':

'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'StatelessIf',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'cond',

'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'end': 0, 'name': 'args', 'type': 'tensors'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'then_branch', 'name': 'thenBranch', 'type': 'func'},\n      {'tfName': 'else_branch', 'name': 'elseBranch', 'type': 'func'}\n

 ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'If',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'cond', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

    {'start': 1, 'end': 0, 'name': 'args', 'type': 'tensors'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'then_branch', 'name':

'thenBranch', 'type': 'func'},\n      {'tfName': 'else_branch', 'name': 'elseBranch', 'type': 'func'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'StatelessWhile',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'end': 0, 'name': 'args', 'type':

'tensors'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'cond', 'name': 'cond', 'type': 'func'},\n      {'tfName': 'body', 'name':

'body', 'type': 'func'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'While',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'end': 0, 'name': 'args', 'type': 'tensors'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'cond', 'name': 'cond', 'type': 'func'},\n

{'tfName': 'body', 'name': 'body', 'type': 'func'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorListScatter',\n    'category':

'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'indices', 'type':

'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'}\n    ],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName':

'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorListScatterV2',\n

'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'indices',

'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'numElements',

'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorListGather',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorListId',

'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'indices', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type':

'shape'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'TensorListGetItem',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorListId', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'index', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n

],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'TensorListSetItem',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorListId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'index', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':\n

[{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'TensorListReserve',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n

 {'start': 1, 'name': 'numElements', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name':

'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorListFromTensor',\n    'category': 'control',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'}\n

],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'TensorListStack',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorListId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name':

'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'},\n      {'tfName': 'num_elements', 'name': 'numElements', 'type': 'dtype'}\n    ]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorListSplit',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensor', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'lengths', 'type': 'number[]'},\n
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  ],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'TensorListConcat',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorListId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'element_shape', 'name': 'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n      {'tfName':

'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorListPopBack',\n

'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensorListId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name':

'elementShape', 'type': 'shape'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type':

'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TensorListPushBack',\n    'category': 'control',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'tensorListId', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'element_dtype', 'name': 'elementDType', 'type': 'dtype'}\n    ]\n  }\n];\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'AvgPool',\n

'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'strides', 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName':

'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {'tfName':

'ksize', 'name': 'kernelSize', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported':

true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'MaxPool',\n    'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x',

'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName':

'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type':

'string',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'ksize', 'name': 'kernelSize', 'type': 'number[]'}, {\n

'tfName': 'explicit_paddings',\n        'name': 'explicitPaddings',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n        'defaultValue': [],\n

'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'MaxPoolWithArgmax',\n    'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding',

'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'},\n      {'tfName': 'ksize', 'name': 'kernelSize', 'type': 'number[]'}, {\n        'tfName':

'include_batch_in_index',\n        'name': 'includeBatchInIndex',\n        'type': 'bool'\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name':

'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'AvgPool3D',\n    'category':

'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides',

'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName':

'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {'tfName':

'ksize', 'name': 'kernelSize', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported':

true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'MaxPool3D',\n    'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName':

'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type':

'string',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'ksize', 'name': 'kernelSize', 'type': 'number[]'},\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Conv1D',\n

'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'filter', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'stride', 'name': 'stride', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name':

'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n

'defaultValue': 'NWC'\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}, {\n

'tfName': 'dilation',\n        'name': 'dilation',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 1\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Conv2D',\n    'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'filter', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype',
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'notSupported': true},\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name':

'pad', 'type': 'string'},\n      {'tfName': 'useCudnnOnGpu', 'name': 'useCudnnOnGpu', 'type': 'bool'}, {\n        'tfName':

'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n        'defaultValue': 'NHWC'\n      },\n      {\n

'tfName': 'explicit_paddings',\n        'name': 'explicitPaddings',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n

},\n      {'tfName': 'dilations', 'name': 'dilations', 'type': 'number[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': '_FusedConv2D',\n

  'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'filter',

'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, end: 0, 'name': 'args', 'type': 'tensors'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'num_args',

'name': 'numArgs', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true},\n

{'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n

 'tfName': 'explicit_paddings',\n        'name': 'explicitPaddings',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n

},\n      {\n        'tfName': 'use_cudnn_on_gpu',\n        'name': 'useCudnnOnGpu',\n        'type': 'bool',\n

'defaultValue': true\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n

 'defaultValue': 'NHWC'\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'dilations',\n        'name': 'dilations',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n

      'defaultValue': [1, 1, 1, 1]\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'fused_ops',\n        'name': 'fusedOps',\n        'type':

'string[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'epsilon',\n        'name': 'epsilon',\n        'type':

'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0.0001\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'leakyrelu_alpha',\n        'name':

'leakyreluAlpha',\n        'type': 'number'\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Conv2DBackpropInput',\n

'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'filter', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'outputShape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name':

'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n

      'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName':

'explicit_paddings',\n        'name': 'explicitPaddings',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n      },\n      {\n

      'tfName': 'dilations',\n        'name': 'dilations',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n

},\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'DepthwiseConv2d',\n    'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'input',

'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'filter', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name':

'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n

      'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n        'defaultValue': 'NHWC'\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName':

'explicit_paddings',\n        'name': 'explicitPaddings',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n      },\n

{'tfName': 'dilations', 'name': 'dilations', 'type': 'number[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'DepthwiseConv2dNative',\n    'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'input', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'filter', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides',

'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n

'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n        'defaultValue': 'NHWC'\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName':

'explicit_paddings',\n        'name': 'explicitPaddings',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n      },\n

{'tfName': 'dilations', 'name': 'dilations', 'type': 'number[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'FusedDepthwiseConv2dNative',\n    'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'filter', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, end: 0, 'name': 'args', 'type': 'tensors'},\n    ],\n

 'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'num_args', 'name': 'numArgs', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type':

'dtype', 'notSupported': true},\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding',

'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n

'defaultValue': 'NHWC'\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'dilations',\n        'name': 'dilations',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n

     'defaultValue': [1, 1, 1, 1]\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'fused_ops',\n        'name': 'fusedOps',\n        'type':

'string[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'explicit_paddings',\n        'name':

'explicitPaddings',\n        'type': 'number[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Conv3D',\n

  'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'filter',

'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName':

'padding', 'name': 'pad', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type':

'string',\n        'defaultValue': 'NHWC'\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'dilations', 'name': 'dilations', 'type': 'number[]'}\n    ],\n
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},\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Dilation2D',\n    'category': 'convolution',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'filter', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'strides', 'name': 'strides',

'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'rates', 'name': 'dilations', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'tfName': 'padding', 'name':

'pad', 'type': 'string'}\n    ]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Fill',\n    'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'shape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'value', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':

[{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LinSpace',\n    'category': 'creation',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'start', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'stop', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start':

2, 'name': 'num', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported':

true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'OneHot',\n    'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'indices', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'depth', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'onValue', 'type':

'number', 'defaultValue': 1},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'offValue', 'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 0},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

    {\n        'tfName': 'axis',\n        'name': 'axis',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Ones',\n

'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'shape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'T',

'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'OnesLike',\n    'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'dtype', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'RandomUniform',\n    'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'shape', 'type':

'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'minval',\n        'name': 'minval',\n        'type': 'number',\n

'defaultValue': 0\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'maxval',\n        'name': 'maxval',\n        'type': 'number',\n

'defaultValue': 1\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'dtype', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'},\n      {'tfName': 'seed', 'name': 'seed',

'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 0}, {\n        'tfName': 'seed2',\n        'name': 'seed2',\n        'type': 'number',\n

'defaultValue': 0,\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'T', 'type': 'number', 'notSupported':

true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Range',\n    'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'start',

'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'stop', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'step', 'type': 'number',

'defaultValue': 0},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'Tidx', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'TruncatedNormal',\n    'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'shape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'means',\n        'name': 'mean',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0.0\n

},\n      {\n        'tfName': 'stddev',\n        'name': 'stdDev',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 1.0\n      },\n

{'tfName': 'seed', 'name': 'seed', 'type': 'number'}, {\n        'tfName': 'seed2',\n        'name': 'seed2',\n        'type':

'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0,\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'dtype', 'name': 'dtype', 'type':

'dtype'},\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'T', 'type': 'number', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Zeros',\n    'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'shape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':

[{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ZerosLike',\n    'category': 'creation',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}]\n

},\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Multinomial',\n    'category': 'creation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'logits', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'numSamples', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'seed', 'name':

'seed', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'tfName': 'seed2', 'name': 'seed2', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype',

'type': 'dtype'},\n      {'tfName': 'output_dtype', 'name': 'output_dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}\n    ]\n  }\n];\n","import

{OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in
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compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'NonMaxSuppressionV2',\n    'category': 'dynamic',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'boxes', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'scores', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start':

2, 'name': 'maxOutputSize', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'iouThreshold', 'type': 'number'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

  'tfOpName': 'NonMaxSuppressionV3',\n    'category': 'dynamic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'boxes', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'scores', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'maxOutputSize', 'type': 'number'},\n

   {'start': 3, 'name': 'iouThreshold', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 4, 'name': 'scoreThreshold', 'type': 'number'}\n    ]\n

},\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'NonMaxSuppressionV4',\n    'category': 'dynamic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'boxes', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'scores', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'maxOutputSize',

'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'iouThreshold', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 4, 'name': 'scoreThreshold',

'type': 'number'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}, {\n

'tfName': 'T_threshold',\n        'name': 'threshold',\n        'type': 'dtype',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {\n

'tfName': 'pad_to_max_output_size',\n        'name': 'padToMaxOutputSize',\n        'type': 'bool'\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'NonMaxSuppressionV5',\n    'category': 'dynamic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'boxes',

'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'scores', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'maxOutputSize', 'type':

'number'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'iouThreshold', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 4, 'name': 'scoreThreshold', 'type':

'number'},\n      {'start': 5, 'name': 'softNmsSigma', 'type': 'number'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Where',\n

'category': 'dynamic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'condition', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ListDiff',\n

'category': 'dynamic',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'y', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'T',\n      'name': 'dtype',\n      'type': 'dtype',\n      'notSupported': true\n

}]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'TopKV2',\n    'category': 'evaluation',\n    'inputs': [\n

 {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'k', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName':

'sorted', 'name': 'sorted', 'type': 'bool'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Unique',\n    'category': 'evaluation',\n    'inputs': [\n

   {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'UniqueV2',\n    'category': 'evaluation',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n

},\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'PlaceholderWithDefault',\n    'category': 'graph',\n
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'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'default', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'shape', 'name': 'shape',

'type': 'shape'},\n      {'tfName': 'dtype', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Placeholder',\n

 'category': 'graph',\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'shape', 'name': 'shape', 'type': 'shape'},\n      {'tfName': 'dtype', 'name':

'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {'tfOpName': 'Const', 'category': 'graph'}, {\n    'tfOpName': 'Identity',\n

'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'IdentityN',\n

'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'end': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensors'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Snapshot',\n    'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Rank',\n    'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Size',\n

'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Shape',\n

'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ShapeN',\n

'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'end': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensors'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Print',\n

'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'data', 'type':

'tensors'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'message', 'name': 'message', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'first_n',\n

      'name': 'firstN',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'summarize',\n

 'name': 'summarize',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 3\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {'tfOpName': 'NoOp',

'category': 'graph', 'inputs': []}, {\n    'tfOpName': 'StopGradient',\n    'category': 'graph',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0,

'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'FakeQuantWithMinMaxVars',\n    'category': 'graph',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'min', 'name': 'min', 'type':

'number'},\n      {'tfName': 'max', 'name': 'max', 'type': 'number'}\n    ]\n  }\n];\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'HashTable',\n

'category': 'hash_table',\n    'inputs': [],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'shared_name', 'name': 'sharedName', 'type':

'string'},\n      {\n        'tfName': 'use_node_name_sharing',\n        'name': 'useNodeNameSharing',\n        'type':

'bool'\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'key_dtype', 'name': 'keyDType', 'type': 'dtype'},\n      {'tfName': 'value_dtype', 'name':

'valueDType', 'type': 'dtype'},\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'HashTableV2',\n    'category': 'hash_table',\n    'inputs':

[],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'shared_name', 'name': 'sharedName', 'type': 'string'},\n      {\n        'tfName':

'use_node_name_sharing',\n        'name': 'useNodeNameSharing',\n        'type': 'bool'\n      },\n      {'tfName':

'key_dtype', 'name': 'keyDType', 'type': 'dtype'},\n      {'tfName': 'value_dtype', 'name': 'valueDType', 'type':

'dtype'},\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LookupTableImport',\n    'category': 'hash_table',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start':

0, 'name': 'tableHandle', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'keys', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'values',

'type': 'tensor'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'Tin', 'name': 'tIn', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}, {\n

'tfName': 'Tout',\n        'name': 'tOut',\n        'type': 'dtype',\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'LookupTableImportV2',\n    'category': 'hash_table',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tableHandle',

'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'keys', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'values', 'type': 'tensor'}\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'Tin', 'name': 'tIn', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}, {\n        'tfName': 'Tout',\n        'name':

'tOut',\n        'type': 'dtype',\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LookupTableFind',\n

'category': 'hash_table',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tableHandle', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name':

'keys', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'defaultValue', 'type': 'tensor'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'Tin',

'name': 'tIn', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}, {\n        'tfName': 'Tout',\n        'name': 'tOut',\n        'type': 'dtype',\n

     'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LookupTableFindV2',\n    'category': 'hash_table',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tableHandle', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'keys', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 2, 'name': 'defaultValue', 'type': 'tensor'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'Tin', 'name': 'tIn', 'type': 'dtype',
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'notSupported': true}, {\n        'tfName': 'Tout',\n        'name': 'tOut',\n        'type': 'dtype',\n        'notSupported': true\n

  }\n    ]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ResizeBilinear',\n    'category': 'image',\n    'inputs': [\n

    {'start': 0, 'name': 'images', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'size', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'align_corners', 'name': 'alignCorners', 'type': 'bool'}, {\n        'tfName': 'half_pixel_centers',\n        'name':

'halfPixelCenters',\n        'type': 'bool'\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported':

true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ResizeNearestNeighbor',\n    'category': 'image',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'images', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'size', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'align_corners', 'name': 'alignCorners', 'type': 'bool'}, {\n        'tfName': 'half_pixel_centers',\n        'name':

'halfPixelCenters',\n        'type': 'bool'\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported':

true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'CropAndResize',\n    'category': 'image',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'image', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'boxes', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'boxInd', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'cropSize', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'method', 'name':

'method', 'type': 'string'}, {\n        'tfName': 'extrapolation_value',\n        'name': 'extrapolationValue',\n        'type':

'number'\n      }\n    ]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Equal',\n    'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T',

'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'NotEqual',\n    'category':

'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Greater',\n    'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b',

'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'GreaterEqual',\n    'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

 {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype',

'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Less',\n    'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name':

'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LessEqual',\n    'category': 'logical',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LogicalAnd',\n

'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'LogicalNot',\n    'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n

'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'LogicalOr',\n    'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name':
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'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n

},\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Select',\n    'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'condition', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'SelectV2',\n

'category': 'logical',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'condition', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'a', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'T',\n      'name': 'dtype',\n

'type': 'dtype',\n      'notSupported': true\n    }]\n  }\n];\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'_FusedMatMul',\n    'category': 'matrices',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1,

'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, end: 0, 'name': 'args', 'type': 'tensors'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'num_args', 'name': 'numArgs', 'type': 'number'}, {\n        'tfName': 'fused_ops',\n        'name': 'fusedOps',\n        'type':

'string[]',\n        'defaultValue': []\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'epsilon',\n        'name': 'epsilon',\n        'type':

'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0.0001\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'transpose_a',\n        'name': 'transposeA',\n

'type': 'bool',\n        'defaultValue': false\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'transpose_b',\n        'name': 'transposeB',\n

'type': 'bool',\n        'defaultValue': false\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported':

true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'MatMul',\n    'category': 'matrices',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a',

'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'transpose_a',\n

  'name': 'transposeA',\n        'type': 'bool',\n        'defaultValue': false\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'transpose_b',\n

  'name': 'transposeB',\n        'type': 'bool',\n        'defaultValue': false\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type':

'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'BatchMatMul',\n    'category': 'matrices',\n    'inputs': [\n

    {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n

'tfName': 'adj_x',\n        'name': 'transposeA',\n        'type': 'bool',\n        'defaultValue': false\n      },\n      {\n

'tfName': 'adj_y',\n        'name': 'transposeB',\n        'type': 'bool',\n        'defaultValue': false\n      },\n      {'tfName':

'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'BatchMatMulV2',\n

'category': 'matrices',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'a', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'b', 'type':

'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'adj_x',\n        'name': 'transposeA',\n        'type': 'bool',\n

'defaultValue': false\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'adj_y',\n        'name': 'transposeB',\n        'type': 'bool',\n

'defaultValue': false\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'T', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype', 'notSupported': true}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Transpose',\n    'category': 'matrices',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'perm', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'T',\n      'name': 'dtype',\n      'type':

'dtype',\n      'notSupported': true\n    }]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'FusedBatchNorm',\n    'category': 'normalization',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'scale', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2,

'name': 'offset', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'mean', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 4, 'name': 'variance',
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'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'epsilon',\n        'name': 'epsilon',\n        'type': 'number',\n

 'defaultValue': 0.001\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n

     'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'FusedBatchNormV2',\n    'category': 'normalization',\n

 'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'scale', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2,

'name': 'offset', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'mean', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 4, 'name': 'variance',

'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'epsilon',\n        'name': 'epsilon',\n        'type': 'number',\n

 'defaultValue': 0.001\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n

     'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'FusedBatchNormV3',\n    'category': 'normalization',\n

 'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'scale', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2,

'name': 'offset', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'mean', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 4, 'name': 'variance',

'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'epsilon',\n        'name': 'epsilon',\n        'type': 'number',\n

 'defaultValue': 0.001\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'data_format',\n        'name': 'dataFormat',\n        'type': 'string',\n

     'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LRN',\n    'category': 'normalization',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'depth_radius',\n        'name': 'radius',\n

      'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 5\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'bias', 'name': 'bias', 'type': 'number',

'defaultValue': 1.0},\n      {\n        'tfName': 'alpha',\n        'name': 'alpha',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue':

1.0\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'beta',\n        'name': 'beta',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0.5\n      }\n

  ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Softmax',\n    'category': 'normalization',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'LogSoftmax',\n    'category': 'normalization',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name': 'x',

'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'SparseToDense',\n    'category': 'normalization',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start':

0, 'name': 'sparseIndices', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'outputShape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2,

'name': 'sparseValues', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'defaultValue', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n

'tfName': 'validate_indices',\n      'name': 'validateIndices',\n      'type': 'bool',\n      'defaultValue': true,\n

'notSupported': true\n    }]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Bincount',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'size', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'weights',

'type': 'tensor'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'DenseBincount',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start':

0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'size', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'weights', 'type':

'tensor'}\n    ],\n    'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'binary_output', 'name': 'binaryOutput', 'type': 'bool'}]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'Max',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1,

'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'keep_dims', 'name': 'keepDims', 'type': 'bool'}]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'Mean',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'keep_dims', 'name': 'keepDims', 'type':

'bool'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Min',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'keep_dims', 'name':

'keepDims', 'type': 'bool'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Sum',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0,

'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'keep_dims',

'name': 'keepDims', 'type': 'bool'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'All',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n

{'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName':

'keep_dims', 'name': 'keepDims', 'type': 'bool'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Any',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs':
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[{'tfName': 'keep_dims', 'name': 'keepDims', 'type': 'bool'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ArgMax',\n    'category':

'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number'}\n

]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ArgMin',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Prod',\n    'category':

'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type':

'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'keep_dims', 'name': 'keepDims', 'type': 'bool'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Cumsum',\n    'category': 'reduction',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name':

'axis', 'type': 'number'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'exclusive', 'name': 'exclusive', 'type': 'bool'},\n

{'tfName': 'reverse', 'name': 'reverse', 'type': 'bool'}\n    ]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ConcatV2',\n    'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n

  {'start': 0, 'end': -1, 'name': 'tensors', 'type': 'tensors'},\n      {'start': -1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number'}\n    ],\n

'attrs':\n        [{'tfName': 'N', 'name': 'n', 'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 2}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Concat',\n

'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 1, 'end': 0, 'name': 'tensors', 'type': 'tensors'},\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'axis', 'type': 'number'}\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'N', 'name': 'n', 'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 2}]\n\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'GatherV2',\n    'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'indices', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 0}\n    ],\n

'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'batch_dims',\n      'name': 'batchDims',\n      'type': 'number',\n      'defaultValue': 0\n    }]\n

},\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Gather',\n    'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

   {'start': 1, 'name': 'indices', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'validate_indices',\n      'name':

'validateIndices',\n      'type': 'bool',\n      'notSupported': true\n    }]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Reverse',\n

'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'dims', 'type':

'bool[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ReverseV2',\n    'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Slice',\n

'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'begin', 'type':

'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'size', 'type': 'number[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'StridedSlice',\n

'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'begin', 'type':

'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'end', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name': 'strides', 'type': 'number[]'},\n

],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'begin_mask',\n        'name': 'beginMask',\n        'type': 'number',\n

'defaultValue': 0\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'end_mask',\n        'name': 'endMask',\n        'type': 'number',\n

'defaultValue': 0\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'new_axis_mask',\n        'name': 'newAxisMask',\n        'type':

'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'ellipsis_mask',\n        'name': 'ellipsisMask',\n

'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0\n      },\n      {\n        'tfName': 'shrink_axis_mask',\n        'name':

'shrinkAxisMask',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Pack',\n

'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'end': 0, 'name': 'tensors', 'type': 'tensors'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n

{'tfName': 'axis', 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 0}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Unpack',\n

'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'tensor', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName':

'axis', 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 0}, {\n        'tfName': 'num',\n        'name': 'num',\n        'type':

'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0,\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Tile',\n

'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'reps', 'type':

'number[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Split',\n    'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'axis', 'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 0},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName':
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'num_split',\n      'name': 'numOrSizeSplits',\n      'type': 'number',\n      'defaultValue': 1\n    }]\n  },\n  {\n

'tfOpName': 'SplitV',\n    'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start':

1, 'name': 'numOrSizeSplits', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number', 'defaultValue': 0}\n

]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'ScatterNd',\n    'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'indices',

'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'values', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'shape', 'type': 'number[]'}\n

]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'GatherNd',\n    'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'indices', 'type': 'tensor'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'SparseToDense',\n

'category': 'slice_join',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'sparseIndices', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name':

'outputShape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'sparseValues', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 3, 'name':

'defaultValue', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'validate_indices',\n      'name': 'validateIndices',\n

'type': 'bool',\n      'defaultValue': false,\n      'notSupported': true\n    }]\n  }\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from

'../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'FFT',\n    'category': 'spectral',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0,

'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'IFFT',\n    'category': 'spectral',\n    'inputs': [{'start': 0, 'name':

'x', 'type': 'tensor'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'RFFT',\n    'category': 'spectral',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name':

'x', 'type': 'tensor'}, {\n        'start': 1,\n        'name': 'fft_length',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'notSupported': true\n

}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'IRFFT',\n    'category': 'spectral',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'}, {\n        'start': 1,\n        'name': 'fft_length',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'notSupported': true\n      }\n    ]\n

}\n];\n","import {OpMapper} from '../types';\n\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nexport const json: OpMapper[] = [\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Cast',\n    'category': 'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n

 {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {\n        'tfName': 'SrcT',\n        'name': 'sdtype',\n

'type': 'dtype',\n        'notSupported': true\n      },\n      {'tfName': 'DstT', 'name': 'dtype', 'type': 'dtype'}\n    ]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'ExpandDims',\n    'category': 'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'axis', 'type': 'number'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'MirrorPad',\n    'category':

'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'padding', 'type':

'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{'tfName': 'mode', 'name': 'mode', 'type': 'string'}]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Pad',\n

'category': 'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'padding',

'type': 'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'constant_value',\n      'name': 'constantValue',\n      'type':

'number',\n      'defaultValue': 0\n    }]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'PadV2',\n    'category': 'transformation',\n    'inputs':

[\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'padding', 'type': 'number[]'}, {\n        'start': 2,\n

   'name': 'constantValue',\n        'type': 'number',\n        'defaultValue': 0\n      }\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'Reshape',\n    'category': 'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1,

'name': 'shape', 'type': 'number[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'Squeeze',\n    'category': 'transformation',\n

'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [{\n      'tfName': 'axis',\n
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'tfDeprecatedName': 'squeeze_dims',\n      'name': 'axis',\n      'type': 'number[]'\n    }]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName':

'SpaceToBatchND',\n    'category': 'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n

{'start': 1, 'name': 'blockShape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'paddings', 'type': 'number[]'}\n    ]\n  },\n

{\n    'tfOpName': 'BatchToSpaceND',\n    'category': 'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type':

'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'blockShape', 'type': 'number[]'},\n      {'start': 2, 'name': 'crops', 'type': 'number[]'}\n

]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'DepthToSpace',\n    'category': 'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x',

'type': 'tensor'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': [\n      {'tfName': 'block_size', 'name': 'blockSize', 'type': 'number'},\n      {'tfName':

'data_format', 'name': 'dataFormat', 'type': 'string'}\n    ]\n  },\n  {\n    'tfOpName': 'BroadcastTo',\n    'category':

'transformation',\n    'inputs': [\n      {'start': 0, 'name': 'x', 'type': 'tensor'},\n      {'start': 1, 'name': 'shape', 'type':

'number[]'},\n    ],\n    'attrs': []\n  }\n];\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, env} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport * as tensorflow from

'../data/compiled_api';\n\nimport {getRegisteredOp} from './custom_op/register';\nimport {getNodeNameAndIndex}

from './executors/utils';\nimport * as arithmetic from './op_list/arithmetic';\nimport * as basicMath from

'./op_list/basic_math';\nimport * as control from './op_list/control';\nimport * as convolution from

'./op_list/convolution';\nimport * as creation from './op_list/creation';\nimport * as dynamic from

'./op_list/dynamic';\nimport * as evaluation from './op_list/evaluation';\nimport * as graph from

'./op_list/graph';\nimport * as hashTable from './op_list/hash_table';\nimport * as image from

'./op_list/image';\nimport * as logical from './op_list/logical';\nimport * as matrices from './op_list/matrices';\nimport

* as normalization from './op_list/normalization';\nimport * as reduction from './op_list/reduction';\nimport * as

sliceJoin from './op_list/slice_join';\nimport * as spectral from './op_list/spectral';\nimport * as transformation from

'./op_list/transformation';\nimport {Graph, InputParamValue, Node, OpMapper, ParamValue} from

'./types';\n\nexport class OperationMapper {\n  private static _instance: OperationMapper;\n\n  private opMappers:

{[key: string]: OpMapper};\n\n  // Singleton instance for the mapper\n  public static get Instance() {\n    return

this._instance || (this._instance = new this());\n  }\n\n  // Loads the op mapping from the JSON file.\n  private

constructor() {\n    const ops = [\n      arithmetic, basicMath, control, convolution, creation, dynamic,\n

evaluation, logical, image, graph, matrices, normalization, reduction,\n      sliceJoin, spectral, transformation,

hashTable\n    ];\n    const mappersJson: OpMapper[] = [].concat(...ops.map(op => op.json));\n\n    this.opMappers =

mappersJson.reduce<{[key: string]: OpMapper}>(\n        (map, mapper: OpMapper) => {\n

map[mapper.tfOpName] = mapper;\n          return map;\n        },\n        {});\n  }\n\n  // Converts the model inference

graph from Tensorflow GraphDef to local\n  // representation for TensorFlow.js API\n  transformGraph(\n      graph:

tensorflow.IGraphDef,\n      signature: tensorflow.ISignatureDef = {}): Graph {\n    const tfNodes = graph.node;\n

const placeholders: Node[] = [];\n    const weights: Node[] = [];\n    const initNodes: Node[] = [];\n    const nodes =

tfNodes.reduce<{[key: string]: Node}>((map, node) => {\n      map[node.name] = this.mapNode(node);\n      if

(node.op.startsWith('Placeholder')) {\n        placeholders.push(map[node.name]);\n      } else if (node.op === 'Const')

{\n        weights.push(map[node.name]);\n      } else if (node.input == null || node.input.length === 0) {\n

initNodes.push(map[node.name]);\n      }\n      return map;\n    }, {});\n\n    let inputs: Node[] = [];\n    const outputs:

Node[] = [];\n    let inputNodeNameToKey: {[key: string]: string} = {};\n    let outputNodeNameToKey: {[key:

string]: string} = {};\n    if (signature != null) {\n      inputNodeNameToKey =

this.mapSignatureEntries(signature.inputs);\n      outputNodeNameToKey =

this.mapSignatureEntries(signature.outputs);\n    }\n    const allNodes = Object.keys(nodes);\n

allNodes.forEach(key => {\n      const node = nodes[key];\n      node.inputNames.forEach(name => {\n        const
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[nodeName, ] = getNodeNameAndIndex(name);\n        node.inputs.push(nodes[nodeName]);\n

nodes[nodeName].children.push(node);\n      });\n    });\n\n    // if signature has not outputs set, add any node that

does not have\n    // outputs.\n    if (Object.keys(outputNodeNameToKey).length === 0) {\n

allNodes.forEach(key => {\n        const node = nodes[key];\n        if (node.children.length === 0) {\n

outputs.push(node);\n        }\n      });\n    } else {\n      Object.keys(outputNodeNameToKey).forEach(name => {\n

  const [nodeName, ] = getNodeNameAndIndex(name);\n        const node = nodes[nodeName];\n        if (node !=

null) {\n          node.signatureKey = outputNodeNameToKey[name];\n          outputs.push(node);\n        }\n      });\n

}\n\n    if (Object.keys(inputNodeNameToKey).length > 0) {\n

Object.keys(inputNodeNameToKey).forEach(name => {\n        const [nodeName, ] =

getNodeNameAndIndex(name);\n        const node = nodes[nodeName];\n        if (node) {\n          node.signatureKey

= inputNodeNameToKey[name];\n          inputs.push(node);\n        }\n      });\n    } else {\n      inputs =

placeholders;\n    }\n\n    let functions = {};\n    if (graph.library != null && graph.library.function != null) {\n

functions = graph.library.function.reduce((functions, func) => {\n        functions[func.signature.name] =

this.mapFunction(func);\n        return functions;\n      }, {} as {[key: string]: Graph});\n    }\n\n    const result: Graph

=\n        {nodes, inputs, outputs, weights, placeholders, signature, functions};\n\n    if (initNodes.length > 0) {\n

result.initNodes = initNodes;\n    }\n\n    return result;\n  }\n\n  private mapSignatureEntries(entries: {[k: string]:

tensorflow.ITensorInfo}) {\n    return Object.keys(entries || {})\n        .reduce<{[key: string]: string}>((prev, curr)

=> {\n          prev[entries[curr].name] = curr;\n          return prev;\n        }, {});\n  }\n\n  private mapNode(node:

tensorflow.INodeDef): Node {\n    // Unsupported ops will cause an error at run-time (not parse time), since\n    //

they may not be used by the actual execution subgraph.\n    const mapper =\n        getRegisteredOp(node.op) ||

this.opMappers[node.op] || {} as OpMapper;\n    if (node.attr == null) {\n      node.attr = {};\n    }\n\n    const

newNode: Node = {\n      name: node.name,\n      op: node.op,\n      category: mapper.category,\n      inputNames:\n

      (node.input ||\n           []).map(input => input.startsWith('^') ? input.substr(1) : input),\n      inputs: [],\n

children: [],\n      inputParams: {},\n      attrParams: {},\n      rawAttrs: node.attr\n    };\n\n    if (mapper.inputs !=

null) {\n      newNode.inputParams =\n          mapper.inputs.reduce<{[key: string]: InputParamValue}>(\n

(map, param) => {\n                map[param.name] = {\n                  type: param.type,\n                  inputIndexStart:

param.start,\n                  inputIndexEnd: param.end\n                };\n                return map;\n              },\n

{});\n    }\n    if (mapper.attrs != null) {\n      newNode.attrParams =\n          mapper.attrs.reduce<{[key: string]:

ParamValue}>((map, param) => {\n            const type = param.type;\n            let value = undefined;\n            switch

(param.type) {\n              case 'string':\n                value = getStringParam(\n                    node.attr, param.tfName,

param.defaultValue as string);\n\n                if (value === undefined && !!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n

value = getStringParam(\n                      node.attr, param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as

string);\n                }\n                break;\n              case 'string[]':\n                value = getStringArrayParam(\n

   node.attr, param.tfName, param.defaultValue as string[]);\n\n                if (value === undefined &&

!!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n                  value = getStringArrayParam(\n                      node.attr,

param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as string[]);\n                }\n                break;\n

case 'number':\n                value = getNumberParam(\n                    node.attr, param.tfName,\n

(param.defaultValue || 0) as number);\n                if (value === undefined && !!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n

      value = getNumberParam(\n                      node.attr, param.tfDeprecatedName,\n

param.defaultValue as number);\n                }\n                break;\n              case 'number[]':\n                value =

getNumericArrayParam(\n                    node.attr, param.tfName, param.defaultValue as number[]);\n                if

(value === undefined && !!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n                  value = getNumericArrayParam(\n

 node.attr, param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as number[]);\n                }\n

break;\n              case 'bool':\n                value = getBoolParam(\n                    node.attr, param.tfName,

param.defaultValue as boolean);\n                if (value === undefined && !!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n

value = getBoolParam(\n                      node.attr, param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as

boolean);\n                }\n                break;\n              case 'bool[]':\n                value = getBoolArrayParam(\n

   node.attr, param.tfName, param.defaultValue as boolean[]);\n                if (value === undefined &&
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!!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n                  value = getBoolArrayParam(\n                      node.attr,

param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as boolean[]);\n                }\n                break;\n

 case 'shape':\n                value = getTensorShapeParam(\n                    node.attr, param.tfName, param.defaultValue

as number[]);\n                if (value === undefined && !!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n                  value =

getTensorShapeParam(\n                      node.attr, param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as

number[]);\n                }\n                break;\n              case 'shape[]':\n                value =

getTensorShapeArrayParam(\n                    node.attr, param.tfName, param.defaultValue as number[][]);\n

if (value === undefined && !!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n                  value = getTensorShapeArrayParam(\n

            node.attr, param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as number[][]);\n                }\n

    break;\n              case 'dtype':\n                value = getDtypeParam(\n                    node.attr, param.tfName,

param.defaultValue as DataType);\n                if (value === undefined && !!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n

 value = getDtypeParam(\n                      node.attr, param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as

DataType);\n                }\n                break;\n              case 'dtype[]':\n                value = getDtypeArrayParam(\n

         node.attr, param.tfName, param.defaultValue as DataType[]);\n                if (value === undefined &&

!!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n                  value = getDtypeArrayParam(\n                      node.attr,

param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as DataType[]);\n                }\n                break;\n

    case 'func':\n                value = getFuncParam(\n                    node.attr, param.tfName, param.defaultValue as

string);\n                if (value === undefined && !!param.tfDeprecatedName) {\n                  value = getFuncParam(\n

                    node.attr, param.tfDeprecatedName,\n                      param.defaultValue as string);\n                }\n

   break;\n              case 'tensor':\n              case 'tensors':\n                break;\n              default:\n                throw new

Error(\n                    `Unsupported param type: ${param.type} for op: ${node.op}`);\n            }\n

map[param.name] = {value, type};\n            return map;\n          }, {});\n    }\n    return newNode;\n  }\n\n  // map

the TFunctionDef to TFJS graph object\n  private mapFunction(functionDef: tensorflow.IFunctionDef): Graph {\n

const tfNodes = functionDef.nodeDef;\n    const placeholders: Node[] = [];\n    const weights: Node[] = [];\n    let

nodes: {[key: string]: Node} = {};\n    if (tfNodes != null) {\n      nodes = tfNodes.reduce<{[key: string]:

Node}>((map, node) => {\n        map[node.name] = this.mapNode(node);\n        if (node.op === 'Const') {\n

weights.push(map[node.name]);\n        }\n        return map;\n      }, {});\n    }\n    const inputs: Node[] = [];\n    const

outputs: Node[] = [];\n\n    functionDef.signature.inputArg.forEach(arg => {\n      const [nodeName, ] =

getNodeNameAndIndex(arg.name);\n      const node: Node = {\n        name: nodeName,\n        op: 'Placeholder',\n

  inputs: [],\n        inputNames: [],\n        category: 'graph',\n        inputParams: {},\n        attrParams: {dtype: {value:

parseDtypeParam(arg.type), type: 'dtype'}},\n        children: []\n      };\n      node.signatureKey = arg.name;\n

inputs.push(node);\n      nodes[nodeName] = node;\n    });\n\n    const allNodes = Object.keys(nodes);\n

allNodes.forEach(key => {\n      const node = nodes[key];\n      node.inputNames.forEach(name => {\n        const

[nodeName, ] = getNodeNameAndIndex(name);\n        node.inputs.push(nodes[nodeName]);\n

nodes[nodeName].children.push(node);\n      });\n    });\n\n    const returnNodeMap = functionDef.ret;\n\n

functionDef.signature.outputArg.forEach(output => {\n      const [nodeName, index] =

getNodeNameAndIndex(returnNodeMap[output.name]);\n      const node = nodes[nodeName];\n      if (node != null)

{\n        node.defaultOutput = index;\n        outputs.push(node);\n      }\n    });\n\n    const signature =

this.mapArgsToSignature(functionDef);\n    return {nodes, inputs, outputs, weights, placeholders, signature};\n

}\n\n  private mapArgsToSignature(functionDef: tensorflow.IFunctionDef):\n      tensorflow.ISignatureDef {\n

return {\n      methodName: functionDef.signature.name,\n      inputs: functionDef.signature.inputArg.reduce(\n

(map, arg) => {\n            map[arg.name] = this.mapArgToTensorInfo(arg);\n            return map;\n          },\n          {}

as {[key: string]: tensorflow.ITensorInfo}),\n      outputs: functionDef.signature.outputArg.reduce(\n          (map,

arg) => {\n            map[arg.name] = this.mapArgToTensorInfo(arg, functionDef.ret);\n            return map;\n

},\n          {} as {[key: string]: tensorflow.ITensorInfo}),\n    };\n  }\n\n  private mapArgToTensorInfo(\n      arg:

tensorflow.OpDef.IArgDef,\n      nameMap?: {[key: string]: string}): tensorflow.ITensorInfo {\n    let name =

arg.name;\n    if (nameMap != null) {\n      name = nameMap[name];\n    }\n    return {name, dtype: arg.type};\n

}\n}\n\nexport function decodeBase64(text: string): string {\n  const global = env().global;\n  if (typeof global.atob
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!== 'undefined') {\n    return global.atob(text);\n  } else if (typeof Buffer !== 'undefined') {\n    return new

Buffer(text, 'base64').toString();\n  } else {\n    throw new Error(\n        'Unable to decode base64 in this

environment. ' +\n        'Missing built-in atob() or Buffer()');\n  }\n}\n\nexport function parseStringParam(s: []|string,

keepCase: boolean): string {\n  const value =\n      Array.isArray(s) ? String.fromCharCode.apply(null, s) :

decodeBase64(s);\n  return keepCase ? value : value.toLowerCase();\n}\n\nexport function getStringParam(\n

attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name: string, def: string,\n    keepCase = false): string {\n  const param

= attrs[name];\n  if (param != null) {\n    return parseStringParam(param.s, keepCase);\n  }\n  return

def;\n}\n\nexport function getBoolParam(\n    attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name: string,\n    def:

boolean): boolean {\n  const param = attrs[name];\n  return param ? param.b : def;\n}\n\nexport function

getNumberParam(\n    attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name: string,\n    def: number): number {\n

const param = attrs[name] || {};\n  const value =\n      param['i'] != null ? param['i'] : (param['f'] != null ? param['f'] :

def);\n  return (typeof value === 'number') ? value : parseInt(value, 10);\n}\n\nexport function

parseDtypeParam(value: string|tensorflow.DataType): DataType {\n  if (typeof (value) === 'string') {\n    //

tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n    value = tensorflow.DataType[value as any];\n  }\n  switch (value) {\n    case

tensorflow.DataType.DT_FLOAT:\n      return 'float32';\n    case tensorflow.DataType.DT_INT32:\n    case

tensorflow.DataType.DT_INT64:\n    case tensorflow.DataType.DT_INT8:\n    case

tensorflow.DataType.DT_UINT8:\n      return 'int32';\n    case tensorflow.DataType.DT_BOOL:\n      return 'bool';\n

  case tensorflow.DataType.DT_DOUBLE:\n      return 'float32';\n    case tensorflow.DataType.DT_STRING:\n

return 'string';\n    default:\n      // Unknown dtype error will happen at runtime (instead of parse time),\n      // since

these nodes might not be used by the actual subgraph execution.\n      return null;\n  }\n}\n\nexport function

getFuncParam(\n    attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name: string,\n    def: string): string {\n  const

param = attrs[name];\n  if (param && param.func) {\n    return param.func.name;\n  }\n  return def;\n}\n\nexport

function getDtypeParam(\n    attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name: string,\n    def: DataType):

DataType {\n  const param = attrs[name];\n  if (param && param.type) {\n    return

parseDtypeParam(param.type);\n  }\n  return def;\n}\n\nexport function getDtypeArrayParam(\n    attrs: {[key:

string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name: string,\n    def: DataType[]): DataType[] {\n  const param = attrs[name];\n  if

(param && param.list && param.list.type) {\n    return param.list.type.map(v => parseDtypeParam(v));\n  }\n

return def;\n}\n\nexport function parseTensorShapeParam(shape: tensorflow.ITensorShape): number[]|\n

undefined {\n  if (shape.unknownRank) {\n    return undefined;\n  }\n  if (shape.dim != null) {\n    return

shape.dim.map(\n        dim =>\n            (typeof dim.size === 'number') ? dim.size : parseInt(dim.size, 10));\n  }\n

return [];\n}\n\nexport function getTensorShapeParam(\n    attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name:

string,\n    def?: number[]): number[]|undefined {\n  const param = attrs[name];\n  if (param && param.shape) {\n

return parseTensorShapeParam(param.shape);\n  }\n  return def;\n}\n\nexport function getNumericArrayParam(\n

attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name: string,\n    def: number[]): number[] {\n  const param =

attrs[name];\n  if (param) {\n    return ((param.list.f && param.list.f.length ? param.list.f :\n

         param.list.i) ||\n            [])\n        .map(v => (typeof v === 'number') ? v : parseInt(v, 10));\n  }\n  return

def;\n}\n\nexport function getStringArrayParam(\n    attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name: string, def:

string[],\n    keepCase = false): string[] {\n  const param = attrs[name];\n  if (param && param.list && param.list.s)

{\n    return param.list.s.map((v) => {\n      return parseStringParam(v, keepCase);\n    });\n  }\n  return

def;\n}\n\nexport function getTensorShapeArrayParam(\n    attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name:

string,\n    def: number[][]): number[][] {\n  const param = attrs[name];\n  if (param && param.list &&

param.list.shape) {\n    return param.list.shape.map((v) => {\n      return parseTensorShapeParam(v);\n    });\n  }\n

return def;\n}\n\nexport function getBoolArrayParam(\n    attrs: {[key: string]: tensorflow.IAttrValue}, name:

string,\n    def: boolean[]): boolean[] {\n  const param = attrs[name];\n  if (param && param.list && param.list.b)

{\n    return param.list.b;\n  }\n  return def;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,
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software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {getTensor} from

'../executors/utils';\nimport {getBoolArrayParam, getBoolParam, getDtypeArrayParam, getDtypeParam,

getNumberParam, getNumericArrayParam, getStringArrayParam, getStringParam, getTensorShapeArrayParam,

getTensorShapeParam} from '../operation_mapper';\nimport {GraphNode, Node, ValueType} from

'../types';\n\n/**\n * Helper class for lookup inputs and params for nodes in the model graph.\n */\nexport class

NodeValueImpl implements GraphNode {\n  public readonly inputs: Tensor[] = [];\n  public readonly attrs: {[key:

string]: ValueType} = {};\n  constructor(\n      private node: Node, private tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n

private context: ExecutionContext) {\n    this.inputs = node.inputNames.map(name => this.getInput(name));\n    if

(node.rawAttrs != null) {\n      this.attrs = Object.keys(node.rawAttrs)\n                       .reduce((attrs: {[key: string]:

ValueType}, key) => {\n                         attrs[key] = this.getAttr(key);\n                         return attrs;\n

}, {});\n    }\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Return the value of the attribute or input param.\n   * @param name String: name of

attribute or input param.\n   */\n  private getInput(name: string): Tensor {\n    return getTensor(name,

this.tensorMap, this.context);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Return the value of the attribute or input param.\n   * @param name

String: name of attribute or input param.\n   */\n  private getAttr(name: string, defaultValue?: ValueType):

ValueType {\n    const value = this.node.rawAttrs[name];\n    if (value.tensor != null) {\n      return getTensor(name,

this.tensorMap, this.context);\n    }\n    if (value.i != null || value.f != null) {\n      return

getNumberParam(this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as number);\n    }\n    if (value.s != null) {\n      return

getStringParam(this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as string);\n    }\n    if (value.b != null) {\n      return

getBoolParam(this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as boolean);\n    }\n    if (value.shape != null) {\n      return

getTensorShapeParam(\n          this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as number[]);\n    }\n    if (value.type != null)

{\n      return getDtypeParam(this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as DataType);\n    }\n    if (value.list != null)

{\n      if (value.list.i != null || value.list.f != null) {\n        return getNumericArrayParam(\n

this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as number[]);\n      }\n      if (value.list.s != null) {\n        return

getStringArrayParam(\n            this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as string[]);\n      }\n      if (value.list.shape

!= null) {\n        return getTensorShapeArrayParam(\n            this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as

number[][]);\n      }\n      if (value.list.b != null) {\n        return getBoolArrayParam(\n            this.node.rawAttrs,

name, defaultValue as boolean[]);\n      }\n      if (value.list.type != null) {\n        return getDtypeArrayParam(\n

 this.node.rawAttrs, name, defaultValue as DataType[]);\n      }\n    }\n\n    return defaultValue;\n  }\n}\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\n/**\n * This file exports ops used by the converters executors. By default it\n * re-exports all ops. In a custom

build this is aliased to a file that will\n * only exports ops for a given model.json.\n */\nexport * from

'./ops';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as

tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor,

Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n

  (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n     context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[] => {\n      switch

(node.op) {\n        case 'BiasAdd':\n        case 'AddV2':\n        case 'Add': {\n          return [tfOps.add(\n

(getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor),\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context)

as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'AddN': {\n          return [tfOps.addN((\n              getParamValue('tensors', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor[]))];\n        }\n        case 'FloorMod':\n        case 'Mod':\n          return [tfOps.mod(\n

        getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Mul':\n          return [tfOps.mul(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'RealDiv':\n

case 'Div': {\n          return [tfOps.div(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'DivNoNan': {\n          return

[tfOps.divNoNan(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'FloorDiv': {\n          return [tfOps.floorDiv(\n

getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Sub': {\n          return [tfOps.sub(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case

'Minimum': {\n          return [tfOps.minimum(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

         getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Maximum': {\n          return

[tfOps.maximum(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Pow': {\n          return [tfOps.pow(\n

getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'SquaredDifference': {\n          return [tfOps.squaredDifference(\n

getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        }\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n

};\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'arithmetic';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as

tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor,

Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue, getTensor} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp:

InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n     context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[]

=> {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'Abs':\n        case 'ComplexAbs':\n          return [tfOps.abs(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Acos':\n          return [tfOps.acos(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Acosh':\n          return [tfOps.acosh(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Asin':\n          return [tfOps.asin(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Asinh':\n          return [tfOps.asinh(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Atan':\n          return [tfOps.atan(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Atan2':\n          return [tfOps.atan2(\n
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getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('y', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        case 'Atanh':\n          return [tfOps.atanh(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        case 'Ceil':\n          return [tfOps.ceil(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        case 'Complex':\n          return [tfOps.complex(\n              getParamValue('real', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('imag', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Cos':\n

return [tfOps.cos(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Cosh':\n

return [tfOps.cosh(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Elu':\n

return [tfOps.elu(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Erf':\n

return [tfOps.erf(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Exp':\n

return [tfOps.exp(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Expm1': {\n

return [tfOps.expm1(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case

'Floor':\n          return [tfOps.floor(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case

'Log':\n          return [tfOps.log(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case

'Log1p': {\n          return [tfOps.log1p(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n

}\n        case 'Imag':\n          return [tfOps.imag(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n\n        case 'Neg':\n          return [tfOps.neg(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        case 'Reciprocal': {\n          return [tfOps.reciprocal(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Real':\n          return [tfOps.real(\n              getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Relu':\n          return [tfOps.relu(\n              getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Round': {\n          return [tfOps.round(\n              getParamValue('x',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Selu':\n          return [tfOps.selu(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Sigmoid':\n          return [tfOps.sigmoid(\n

      getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Sin':\n          return [tfOps.sin(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'Sign': {\n          return [tfOps.sign(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Sinh': {\n          return [tfOps.sinh(\n

          getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Softplus': {\n          return

[tfOps.softplus(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Sqrt': {\n

     return [tfOps.sqrt(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case

'Square': {\n          return [tfOps.square(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n

}\n        case 'Tanh': {\n          return [tfOps.tanh(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Tan':\n          return [tfOps.tan(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor)];\n        case 'ClipByValue':\n          return [tfOps.clipByValue(\n              getParamValue('x',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('clipValueMin', node, tensorMap, context) as

number,\n              getParamValue('clipValueMax', node, tensorMap, context) as\n                  number)];\n        case

'Relu6':\n          return [tfOps.relu6(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        case

'Rsqrt':\n          return [tfOps.rsqrt(\n              getTensor(node.inputNames[0], tensorMap, context))];\n        case

'Prod':\n          return [tfOps.prod(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('axes', node, tensorMap, context) as number[])];\n        case 'LeakyRelu':\n          return

[tfOps.leakyRelu(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('alpha', node, tensorMap, context) as number)];\n        case 'Prelu':\n          return [tfOps.prelu(\n

    getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('alpha', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor)];\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n

};\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'basic_math';\n","\n/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language
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governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n/**\n * This differs from util.assertShapesMatch in that it allows values of\n * negative one, an undefined size of

a dimensinon, in a shape to match\n * anything.\n */\n\nimport {Tensor, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\n/**\n

* Used by TensorList and TensorArray to verify if elementShape matches, support\n * negative value as the dim

shape.\n * @param shapeA\n * @param shapeB\n * @param errorMessagePrefix\n */\nexport function

assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n    shapeA: number|number[], shapeB: number|number[],\n

errorMessagePrefix = ''): void {\n  // constant shape means unknown rank\n  if (typeof shapeA === 'number' || typeof

shapeB === 'number') {\n    return;\n  }\n  util.assert(\n      shapeA.length === shapeB.length,\n      () =>

errorMessagePrefix + ` Shapes ${shapeA} and ${shapeB} must match`);\n  for (let i = 0; i < shapeA.length; i++) {\n

  const dim0 = shapeA[i];\n    const dim1 = shapeB[i];\n    util.assert(\n        dim0 < 0 || dim1 < 0 || dim0 === dim1,\n

      () =>\n            errorMessagePrefix + ` Shapes ${shapeA} and ${shapeB} must match`);\n  }\n}\n\nexport

function fullDefinedShape(elementShape: number|number[]): boolean {\n  if (typeof elementShape === 'number' ||

elementShape.some(dim => dim < 0)) {\n    return false;\n  }\n  return true;\n}\n/**\n * Generate the output element

shape from the list elementShape, list tensors\n * and input param.\n * @param listElementShape\n * @param

tensors\n * @param elementShape\n */\nexport function inferElementShape(\n    listElementShape:

number|number[], tensors: Tensor[],\n    elementShape: number|number[]): number[] {\n  let partialShape =

mergeElementShape(listElementShape, elementShape);\n  const notfullDefinedShape =

!fullDefinedShape(partialShape);\n  if (notfullDefinedShape && tensors.length === 0) {\n    throw new Error(\n

`Tried to calculate elements of an empty list` +\n        ` with non-fully-defined elementShape: ${partialShape}`);\n

}\n  if (notfullDefinedShape) {\n    tensors.forEach(tensor => {\n      partialShape =

mergeElementShape(tensor.shape, partialShape);\n    });\n  }\n  if (!fullDefinedShape(partialShape)) {\n    throw

new Error(`Non-fully-defined elementShape: ${partialShape}`);\n  }\n  return partialShape as

number[];\n}\n\nexport function mergeElementShape(\n    elementShapeA: number|number[], elementShapeB:

number|number[]): number|\n    number[] {\n  if (typeof elementShapeA === 'number') {\n    return

elementShapeB;\n  }\n  if (typeof elementShapeB === 'number') {\n    return elementShapeA;\n  }\n\n  if

(elementShapeA.length !== elementShapeB.length) {\n    throw new Error(`Incompatible ranks during merge:

${elementShapeA} vs. ${\n        elementShapeB}`);\n  }\n\n  const result: number[] = [];\n  for (let i = 0; i <

elementShapeA.length; ++i) {\n    const dim0 = elementShapeA[i];\n    const dim1 = elementShapeB[i];\n    if (dim0

>= 0 && dim1 >= 0 && dim0 !== dim1) {\n      throw new Error(`Incompatible shape during merge:

${elementShapeA} vs. ${\n          elementShapeB}`);\n    }\n    result[i] = dim0 >= 0 ? dim0 : dim1;\n  }\n  return

result;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {concat, DataType, keep, reshape, scalar, slice, stack, Tensor, tensor, tidy, unstack} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize} from './tensor_utils';\n\nexport

interface TensorWithState {\n  tensor?: Tensor;\n  written?: boolean;\n  read?: boolean;\n  cleared?:

boolean;\n}\n/**\n * The TensorArray object keeps an array of Tensors.  It\n * allows reading from the array and

writing to the array.\n */\nexport class TensorArray {\n  private tensors: TensorWithState[] = [];\n  private closed_ =

false;\n  readonly idTensor: Tensor;\n  constructor(\n      readonly name: string, readonly dtype: DataType, private

maxSize: number,\n      private elementShape: number[], readonly identicalElementShapes: boolean,\n      readonly

dynamicSize: boolean, readonly clearAfterRead: boolean) {\n    this.idTensor = scalar(0);\n    keep(this.idTensor);\n

}\n\n  get id() {\n    return this.idTensor.id;\n  }\n\n  get closed() {\n    return this.closed_;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose
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the tensors and idTensor and mark the TensoryArray as closed.\n   */\n  clearAndClose(keepIds?: Set<number>) {\n

 this.tensors.forEach(tensor => {\n      if (keepIds == null || !keepIds.has(tensor.tensor.id)) {\n

tensor.tensor.dispose();\n      }\n    });\n    this.tensors = [];\n    this.closed_ = true;\n    this.idTensor.dispose();\n

}\n\n  size(): number {\n    return this.tensors.length;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Read the value at location index in the

TensorArray.\n   * @param index Number the index to read from.\n   */\n  read(index: number): Tensor {\n    if

(this.closed_) {\n      throw new Error(`TensorArray ${this.name} has already been closed.`);\n    }\n\n    if (index <

0 || index >= this.size()) {\n      throw new Error(`Tried to read from index ${index}, but array size is: ${\n

this.size()}`);\n    }\n\n    const tensorWithState = this.tensors[index];\n    if (tensorWithState.cleared) {\n      throw

new Error(\n          `TensorArray ${this.name}: Could not read index ${\n              index} twice because it was

cleared after a previous read ` +\n          `(perhaps try setting clear_after_read = false?).`);\n    }\n\n    if

(this.clearAfterRead) {\n      tensorWithState.cleared = true;\n    }\n\n    tensorWithState.read = true;\n    return

tensorWithState.tensor;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Helper method to read multiple tensors from the specified indices.\n   */\n

readMany(indices: number[]): Tensor[] {\n    return indices.map(index => this.read(index));\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Write

value into the index of the TensorArray.\n   * @param index number the index to write to.\n   * @param tensor\n

*/\n  write(index: number, tensor: Tensor) {\n    if (this.closed_) {\n      throw new Error(`TensorArray ${this.name}

has already been closed.`);\n    }\n\n    if (index < 0 || !this.dynamicSize && index >= this.maxSize) {\n      throw

new Error(`Tried to write to index ${\n          index}, but array is not resizeable and size is: ${this.maxSize}`);\n

}\n\n    const t = this.tensors[index] || {};\n\n    if (tensor.dtype !== this.dtype) {\n      throw new Error(`TensorArray

${\n          this.name}: Could not write to TensorArray index ${index},\n          because the value dtype is ${\n

tensor.dtype}, but TensorArray dtype is ${this.dtype}.`);\n    }\n\n    // Set the shape for the first time write to

unknow shape tensor array\n    if (this.size() === 0 &&\n        (this.elementShape == null || this.elementShape.length

=== 0)) {\n      this.elementShape = tensor.shape;\n    }\n\n    assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n

this.elementShape, tensor.shape,\n        `TensorArray ${this.name}: Could not write to TensorArray index ${\n

 index}.`);\n\n    if (t.read) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `TensorArray ${this.name}: Could not write to

TensorArray index ${\n              index}, because it has already been read.`);\n    }\n\n    if (t.written) {\n      throw

new Error(\n          `TensorArray ${this.name}: Could not write to TensorArray index ${\n              index}, because

it has already been written.`);\n    }\n\n    t.tensor = tensor;\n    keep(tensor);\n    t.written = true;\n\n

this.tensors[index] = t;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Helper method to write multiple tensors to the specified indices.\n   */\n

writeMany(indices: number[], tensors: Tensor[]) {\n    if (indices.length !== tensors.length) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `TensorArray ${this.name}: could not write multiple tensors,` +\n          `because the index size: ${\n

          indices.length} is not the same as tensors size: ${\n              tensors.length}.`);\n    }\n\n    indices.forEach((i,

index) => this.write(i, tensors[index]));\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Return selected values in the TensorArray as a packed

Tensor. All of\n   * selected values must have been written and their shapes must all match.\n   * @param [indices]

number[] Optional. Taking values in [0, max_value). If the\n   *    TensorArray is not dynamic, max_value=size(). If

not specified returns\n   *    all tensors in the original order.\n   * @param [dtype]\n   */\n  gather(indices?: number[],

dtype?: DataType): Tensor {\n    if (!!dtype && dtype !== this.dtype) {\n      throw new Error(`TensorArray dtype is

${\n          this.dtype} but gather requested dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n\n    if (!indices) {\n      indices = [];\n      for (let

i = 0; i < this.size(); i++) {\n        indices.push(i);\n      }\n    } else {\n      indices = indices.slice(0, this.size());\n

}\n\n    if (indices.length === 0) {\n      return tensor([], [0].concat(this.elementShape));\n    }\n\n    // Read all the

PersistentTensors into a vector to keep track of\n    // their memory.\n    const tensors = this.readMany(indices);\n\n

assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n        this.elementShape, tensors[0].shape, 'TensorArray shape mismatch:

');\n\n    return stack(tensors, 0);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Return the values in the TensorArray as a concatenated Tensor.\n

*/\n  concat(dtype?: DataType): Tensor {\n    if (!!dtype && dtype !== this.dtype) {\n      throw new

Error(`TensorArray dtype is ${\n          this.dtype} but concat requested dtype ${dtype}`);\n    }\n\n    if (this.size()

=== 0) {\n      return tensor([], [0].concat(this.elementShape));\n    }\n\n    const indices = [];\n    for (let i = 0; i <

this.size(); i++) {\n      indices.push(i);\n    }\n    // Collect all the tensors from the tensors array.\n    const tensors =

this.readMany(indices);\n\n    assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n        this.elementShape, tensors[0].shape,\n

      `TensorArray shape mismatch: tensor array shape (${\n            this.elementShape}) vs first tensor shape
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(${tensors[0].shape})`);\n\n    return concat(tensors, 0);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Scatter the values of a Tensor in specific

indices of a TensorArray.\n   * @param indices nummber[] values in [0, max_value). If the\n   *    TensorArray is

not dynamic, max_value=size().\n   * @param tensor Tensor input tensor.\n   */\n  scatter(indices: number[], tensor:

Tensor) {\n    if (tensor.dtype !== this.dtype) {\n      throw new Error(`TensorArray dtype is ${\n          this.dtype}

but tensor has dtype ${tensor.dtype}`);\n    }\n\n    if (indices.length !== tensor.shape[0]) {\n      throw new

Error(`Expected len(indices) == tensor.shape[0], but saw: ${\n          indices.length} vs. ${tensor.shape[0]}`);\n

}\n\n    const maxIndex = Math.max(...indices);\n\n    if (!this.dynamicSize && maxIndex >= this.maxSize) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `Max index must be < array size (${maxIndex}  vs. ${this.maxSize})`);\n    }\n\n

this.writeMany(indices, unstack(tensor, 0));\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Split the values of a Tensor into the TensorArray.\n   *

@param length number[] with the lengths to use when splitting value along\n   *    its first dimension.\n   * @param

tensor Tensor, the tensor to split.\n   */\n  split(length: number[], tensor: Tensor) {\n    if (tensor.dtype !==

this.dtype) {\n      throw new Error(`TensorArray dtype is ${\n          this.dtype} but tensor has dtype

${tensor.dtype}`);\n    }\n    let totalLength = 0;\n    const cumulativeLengths = length.map(len => {\n

totalLength += len;\n      return totalLength;\n    });\n\n    if (totalLength !== tensor.shape[0]) {\n      throw new

Error(`Expected sum of lengths to be equal to\n          tensor.shape[0], but sum of lengths is\n        ${totalLength},

and tensor's shape is: ${tensor.shape}`);\n    }\n\n    if (!this.dynamicSize && length.length !== this.maxSize) {\n

throw new Error(\n          `TensorArray's size is not equal to the size of lengths (${\n              this.maxSize} vs.

${length.length}), ` +\n          'and the TensorArray is not marked as dynamically resizeable');\n    }\n\n    const

elementPerRow = totalLength === 0 ? 0 : tensor.size / totalLength;\n    const tensors: Tensor[] = [];\n    tidy(() =>

{\n      tensor = reshape(tensor, [1, totalLength, elementPerRow]);\n      for (let i = 0; i < length.length; ++i) {\n

const previousLength = (i === 0) ? 0 : cumulativeLengths[i - 1];\n        const indices = [0, previousLength, 0];\n

const sizes = [1, length[i], elementPerRow];\n        tensors[i] = reshape(slice(tensor, indices, sizes),

this.elementShape);\n      }\n      return tensors;\n    });\n    const indices = [];\n    for (let i = 0; i < length.length; i++)

{\n      indices[i] = i;\n    }\n    this.writeMany(indices, tensors);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020

Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you

may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {concat, DataType, keep, reshape, scalar, slice, stack, Tensor, tensor, tidy, unstack} from

'@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize, inferElementShape,

mergeElementShape} from './tensor_utils';\n\n/**\n * TensorList stores a container of `tf.Tensor` objects, which are

accessible\n * via tensors field.\n *\n * In order to get a copy of the underlying list, use the copy method:\n * ```\n *

TensorList b = a.copy();\n *    b.tensors().pushBack(t);  // This does not modify a.tensors().\n * ```\n *\n * Note that

this is not a deep copy: the memory locations of the underlying\n * tensors will still point to the same locations of

the corresponding tensors\n * in the original.\n */\n\nexport class TensorList {\n  readonly idTensor: Tensor;\n

maxNumElements: number;\n\n  get id() {\n    return this.idTensor.id;\n  }\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param tensors list of

tensors\n   * @param elementShape shape of each tensor, this can be a single number (any\n   * shape is allowed) or

partial shape (dim = -1).\n   * @param elementDtype data type of each tensor\n   * @param maxNumElements The

maximum allowed size of `tensors`. Defaults to -1\n   *   meaning that the size of `tensors` is unbounded.\n   */\n

constructor(\n      readonly tensors: Tensor[], readonly elementShape: number|number[],\n      readonly

elementDtype: DataType, maxNumElements = -1) {\n    if (tensors != null) {\n      tensors.forEach(tensor => {\n

if (elementDtype !== tensor.dtype) {\n          throw new Error(`Invalid data types; op elements ${\n

elementDtype}, but list elements ${tensor.dtype}`);\n        }\n        assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n

elementShape, tensor.shape, 'TensorList shape mismatch: ');\n\n        keep(tensor);\n      });\n    }\n    this.idTensor =

scalar(0);\n    this.maxNumElements = maxNumElements;\n    keep(this.idTensor);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Get a new
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TensorList containing a copy of the underlying tensor container.\n   */\n  copy(): TensorList {\n    return new

TensorList(\n        [...this.tensors], this.elementShape, this.elementDtype);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose the tensors and

idTensor and clear the tensor list.\n   */\n  clearAndClose(keepIds?: Set<number>) {\n    this.tensors.forEach(tensor

=> {\n      if (keepIds == null || !keepIds.has(tensor.id)) {\n        tensor.dispose();\n      }\n    });\n

this.tensors.length = 0;\n    this.idTensor.dispose();\n  }\n  /**\n   * The size of the tensors in the tensor list.\n   */\n

size() {\n    return this.tensors.length;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Return a tensor that stacks a list of rank-R tf.Tensors into

one rank-(R+1)\n   * tf.Tensor.\n   * @param elementShape shape of each tensor\n   * @param elementDtype data

type of each tensor\n   * @param numElements the number of elements to stack\n   */\n  stack(elementShape:

number[], elementDtype: DataType, numElements = -1):\n      Tensor {\n    if (elementDtype !== this.elementDtype)

{\n      throw new Error(`Invalid data types; op elements ${\n          elementDtype}, but list elements

${this.elementDtype}`);\n    }\n    if (numElements !== -1 && this.tensors.length !== numElements) {\n      throw

new Error(`Operation expected a list with ${\n          numElements} elements but got a list with ${\n

this.tensors.length} elements.`);\n    }\n    assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n        elementShape,

this.elementShape, 'TensorList shape mismatch: ');\n    const outputElementShape =\n

inferElementShape(this.elementShape, this.tensors, elementShape);\n    return tidy(() => {\n      const

reshapedTensors =\n          this.tensors.map(tensor => reshape(tensor, outputElementShape));\n      return

stack(reshapedTensors, 0);\n    });\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Pop a tensor from the end of the list.\n   * @param

elementShape shape of the tensor\n   * @param elementDtype data type of the tensor\n   */\n

popBack(elementShape: number[], elementDtype: DataType): Tensor {\n    if (elementDtype !==

this.elementDtype) {\n      throw new Error(`Invalid data types; op elements ${\n          elementDtype}, but list

elements ${this.elementDtype}`);\n    }\n\n    if (this.size() === 0) {\n      throw new Error('Trying to pop from an

empty list.');\n    }\n    const outputElementShape =\n        inferElementShape(this.elementShape, this.tensors,

elementShape);\n    const tensor = this.tensors.pop();\n\n    assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n

tensor.shape, elementShape, 'TensorList shape mismatch: ');\n\n    return reshape(tensor, outputElementShape);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Push a tensor to the end of the list.\n   * @param tensor Tensor to be pushed.\n   */\n

pushBack(tensor: Tensor) {\n    if (tensor.dtype !== this.elementDtype) {\n      throw new Error(`Invalid data types;

op elements ${\n          tensor.dtype}, but list elements ${this.elementDtype}`);\n    }\n\n

assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n        tensor.shape, this.elementShape, 'TensorList shape mismatch: ');\n\n

 if (this.maxNumElements === this.size()) {\n      throw new Error(`Trying to push element into a full list.`);\n    }\n

 keep(tensor);\n    this.tensors.push(tensor);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Update the size of the list.\n   * @param size the new

size of the list.\n   */\n  resize(size: number) {\n    if (size < 0) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `TensorListResize

expects size to be non-negative. Got: ${size}`);\n    }\n\n    if (this.maxNumElements !== -1 && size >

this.maxNumElements) {\n      throw new Error(`TensorListResize input size ${\n          size} is greater

maxNumElement ${this.maxNumElements}.`);\n    }\n    this.tensors.length = size;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Retrieve the

element at the provided index\n   * @param elementShape shape of the tensor\n   * @param elementDtype dtype of

the tensor\n   * @param elementIndex index of the tensor\n   */\n  getItem(elementIndex: number, elementShape:

number[], elementDtype: DataType):\n      Tensor {\n    if (elementDtype !== this.elementDtype) {\n      throw new

Error(`Invalid data types; op elements ${\n          elementDtype}, but list elements ${this.elementDtype}`);\n    }\n

if (elementIndex < 0 || elementIndex > this.tensors.length) {\n      throw new Error(`Trying to access element ${\n

   elementIndex} in a list with ${this.tensors.length} elements.`);\n    }\n\n    if (this.tensors[elementIndex] == null)

{\n      throw new Error(`element at index ${elementIndex} is null.`);\n    }\n\n

assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n        this.tensors[elementIndex].shape, elementShape,\n        'TensorList

shape mismatch: ');\n    const outputElementShape =\n        inferElementShape(this.elementShape, this.tensors,

elementShape);\n    return reshape(this.tensors[elementIndex], outputElementShape);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Set the

tensor at the index\n   * @param elementIndex index of the tensor\n   * @param tensor the tensor to be inserted into

the list\n   */\n  setItem(elementIndex: number, tensor: Tensor) {\n    if (tensor.dtype !== this.elementDtype) {\n

throw new Error(`Invalid data types; op elements ${\n          tensor.dtype}, but list elements

${this.elementDtype}`);\n    }\n\n    if (elementIndex < 0 ||\n        this.maxNumElements !== -1 && elementIndex
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>= this.maxNumElements) {\n      throw new Error(`Trying to set element ${\n          elementIndex} in a list with

max ${this.maxNumElements} elements.`);\n    }\n\n    assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n

this.elementShape, tensor.shape, 'TensorList shape mismatch: ');\n    keep(tensor);\n    this.tensors[elementIndex] =

tensor;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Return selected values in the TensorList as a stacked Tensor. All of\n   * selected values

must have been written and their shapes must all match.\n   * @param indices indices of tensors to gather\n   *

@param elementDtype output tensor dtype\n   * @param elementShape output tensor element shape\n   */\n

gather(indices: number[], elementDtype: DataType, elementShape: number[]):\n      Tensor {\n    if (elementDtype

!== this.elementDtype) {\n      throw new Error(`Invalid data types; op elements ${\n          elementDtype}, but list

elements ${this.elementDtype}`);\n    }\n\n    assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n        this.elementShape,

elementShape, 'TensorList shape mismatch: ');\n\n    // When indices is greater than the size of the list, indices

beyond the\n    // size of the list are ignored.\n    indices = indices.slice(0, this.size());\n    const outputElementShape

=\n        inferElementShape(this.elementShape, this.tensors, elementShape);\n    if (indices.length === 0) {\n

return tensor([], [0].concat(outputElementShape));\n    }\n\n    return tidy(() => {\n      const tensors =\n

indices.map(i => reshape(this.tensors[i], outputElementShape));\n      return stack(tensors, 0);\n    });\n  }\n\n  /**\n

* Return the values in the TensorList as a concatenated Tensor.\n   * @param elementDtype output tensor dtype\n

* @param elementShape output tensor element shape\n   */\n  concat(elementDtype: DataType, elementShape:

number[]): Tensor {\n    if (!!elementDtype && elementDtype !== this.elementDtype) {\n      throw new

Error(`TensorList dtype is ${\n          this.elementDtype} but concat requested dtype ${elementDtype}`);\n    }\n\n

assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n        this.elementShape, elementShape, 'TensorList shape mismatch: ');\n

 const outputElementShape =\n        inferElementShape(this.elementShape, this.tensors, elementShape);\n\n    if

(this.size() === 0) {\n      return tensor([], [0].concat(outputElementShape));\n    }\n    return tidy(() => {\n      const

tensors = this.tensors.map(t => reshape(t, outputElementShape));\n      return concat(tensors, 0);\n    });\n

}\n}\n\n/**\n * Creates a TensorList which, when stacked, has the value of tensor.\n * @param tensor from tensor\n

* @param elementShape output tensor element shape\n */\nexport function fromTensor(\n    tensor: Tensor,

elementShape: number[], elementDtype: DataType) {\n  const dtype = tensor.dtype;\n  if (tensor.shape.length < 1)

{\n    throw new Error(\n        `Tensor must be at least a vector, but saw shape: ${tensor.shape}`);\n  }\n  if

(tensor.dtype !== elementDtype) {\n    throw new Error(`Invalid data types; op elements ${\n        tensor.dtype}, but

list elements ${elementDtype}`);\n  }\n  const tensorElementShape = tensor.shape.slice(1);\n

assertShapesMatchAllowUndefinedSize(\n      tensorElementShape, elementShape, 'TensorList shape mismatch:

');\n  const tensorList: Tensor[] = unstack(tensor);\n  return new TensorList(tensorList, elementShape,

dtype);\n}\n\n/**\n * Return a TensorList of the given size with empty elements.\n * @param elementShape the

shape of the future elements of the list\n * @param elementDtype the desired type of elements in the list\n *

@param numElements the number of elements to reserve\n */\nexport function reserve(\n    elementShape:

number[], elementDtype: DataType, numElements: number) {\n  return new TensorList([], elementShape,

elementDtype, numElements);\n}\n\n/**\n * Put tensors at specific indices of a stacked tensor into a TensorList.\n *

@param indices list of indices on how to scatter the tensor.\n * @param tensor input tensor.\n * @param

elementShape the shape of the future elements of the list\n * @param numElements the number of elements to

scatter\n */\nexport function scatter(\n    tensor: Tensor, indices: number[], elementShape: number[],\n

numElements?: number): TensorList {\n  if (indices.length !== tensor.shape[0]) {\n    throw new Error(`Expected

len(indices) == tensor.shape[0], but saw: ${\n        indices.length} vs. ${tensor.shape[0]}`);\n  }\n\n  const maxIndex

= Math.max(...indices);\n\n  if (numElements != null && numElements !== -1 && maxIndex >= numElements) {\n

 throw new Error(\n        `Max index must be < array size (${maxIndex}  vs. ${numElements})`);\n  }\n\n  const list

= new TensorList([], elementShape, tensor.dtype, numElements);\n  const tensors = unstack(tensor, 0);\n

indices.forEach((value, index) => {\n    list.setItem(value, tensors[index]);\n  });\n  return list;\n}\n\n/**\n * Split the

values of a Tensor into a TensorList.\n * @param length the lengths to use when splitting value along\n *    its first

dimension.\n * @param tensor the tensor to split.\n * @param elementShape the shape of the future elements of the

list\n */\nexport function split(\n    tensor: Tensor, length: number[], elementShape: number[]) {\n  let totalLength =

0;\n  const cumulativeLengths = length.map(len => {\n    totalLength += len;\n    return totalLength;\n  });\n\n  if
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(totalLength !== tensor.shape[0]) {\n    throw new Error(`Expected sum of lengths to be equal to\n

tensor.shape[0], but sum of lengths is\n        ${totalLength}, and tensor's shape is: ${tensor.shape}`);\n  }\n\n  const

shapeWithoutFirstDim = tensor.shape.slice(1);\n  const outputElementShape =\n

mergeElementShape(shapeWithoutFirstDim, elementShape);\n  const elementPerRow = totalLength === 0 ? 0 :

tensor.size / totalLength;\n  const tensors: Tensor[] = tidy(() => {\n    const tensors = [];\n    tensor = reshape(tensor,

[1, totalLength, elementPerRow]);\n    for (let i = 0; i < length.length; ++i) {\n      const previousLength = (i === 0)

? 0 : cumulativeLengths[i - 1];\n      const indices = [0, previousLength, 0];\n      const sizes = [1, length[i],

elementPerRow];\n      tensors[i] = reshape(\n          slice(tensor, indices, sizes), outputElementShape as number[]);\n

  }\n    tensor.dispose();\n    return tensors;\n  });\n\n  const list = new TensorList([], elementShape, tensor.dtype,

length.length);\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < tensors.length; i++) {\n    list.setItem(i, tensors[i]);\n  }\n  return

list;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache

License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You

may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required

by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\"

BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the

License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, scalar, Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {TensorArray} from

'../../executor/tensor_array';\nimport {fromTensor, reserve, scatter, split} from '../../executor/tensor_list';\nimport

{InternalOpAsyncExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {cloneTensor, getParamValue, getTensor} from

'./utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpAsyncExecutor = async(\n    node: Node, tensorMap:

NamedTensorsMap,\n    context: ExecutionContext): Promise<Tensor[]> => {\n  switch (node.op) {\n    case 'If':\n

case 'StatelessIf': {\n      const thenFunc =\n          getParamValue('thenBranch', node, tensorMap, context) as

string;\n      const elseFunc =\n          getParamValue('elseBranch', node, tensorMap, context) as string;\n      const

cond = getParamValue('cond', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const args = getParamValue('args', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor[];\n      const condValue = await cond.data();\n      if (condValue[0]) {\n        return

context.functionMap[thenFunc].executeFunctionAsync(\n            args, context.tensorArrayMap,

context.tensorListMap);\n      } else {\n        return context.functionMap[elseFunc].executeFunctionAsync(\n

args, context.tensorArrayMap, context.tensorListMap);\n      }\n    }\n    case 'While':\n    case 'StatelessWhile': {\n

const bodyFunc =\n          getParamValue('body', node, tensorMap, context) as string;\n      const condFunc =\n

getParamValue('cond', node, tensorMap, context) as string;\n      const args = getParamValue('args', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor[];\n\n      // Calculate the condition of the loop\n      const condResult =\n          (await

context.functionMap[condFunc].executeFunctionAsync(\n              args, context.tensorArrayMap,

context.tensorListMap));\n      const argIds = args.map(tensor => tensor.id);\n      let condValue = await

condResult[0].data();\n      // Dispose the intermediate tensors for condition function\n      condResult.forEach(tensor

=> {\n        if (!tensor.kept && argIds.indexOf(tensor.id) === -1) {\n          tensor.dispose();\n        }\n      });\n\n

let result: Tensor[] = args;\n\n      while (condValue[0]) {\n        // Record the previous result for intermediate tensor

tracking\n        const origResult = result;\n        // Execution the body of the loop\n        result = await

context.functionMap[bodyFunc].executeFunctionAsync(\n            result, context.tensorArrayMap,

context.tensorListMap);\n        const resultIds = result.map(tensor => tensor.id);\n\n        // Dispose the intermediate

tensor for body function that is not global\n        // kept, not input/output of the body function\n

origResult.forEach(tensor => {\n          if (!tensor.kept && argIds.indexOf(tensor.id) === -1 &&\n

resultIds.indexOf(tensor.id) === -1) {\n            tensor.dispose();\n          }\n        });\n\n        // Recalcuate the

condition of the loop using the latest results.\n        const condResult =\n            (await

context.functionMap[condFunc].executeFunctionAsync(\n                result, context.tensorArrayMap,

context.tensorListMap));\n        condValue = await condResult[0].data();\n        // Dispose the intermediate tensors

for condition function\n        condResult.forEach(tensor => {\n          if (!tensor.kept && argIds.indexOf(tensor.id)
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=== -1 &&\n              resultIds.indexOf(tensor.id) === -1) {\n            tensor.dispose();\n          }\n        });\n      }\n

return result;\n    }\n    case 'LoopCond': {\n      const pred = getParamValue('pred', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n      return [cloneTensor(pred)];\n    }\n    case 'Switch': {\n      const pred = getParamValue('pred', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      let data = getParamValue('data', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      if

(!data.kept) {\n        data = cloneTensor(data);\n      }\n      // Outputs nodes :0 => false, :1 => true\n      return (await

pred.data())[0] ? [undefined, data] : [data, undefined];\n    }\n    case 'Merge': {\n      const inputName =

node.inputNames.find(\n          name => getTensor(name, tensorMap, context) !== undefined);\n      if (inputName)

{\n        const data = getTensor(inputName, tensorMap, context);\n        return [cloneTensor(data)];\n      }\n

return undefined;\n    }\n    case 'Enter': {\n      const frameId =\n          getParamValue('frameName', node,

tensorMap, context) as string;\n      const data = getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n

context.enterFrame(frameId);\n      return [cloneTensor(data)];\n    }\n    case 'Exit': {\n      const data =

getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      context.exitFrame();\n      return

[cloneTensor(data)];\n    }\n    case 'NextIteration': {\n      const data = getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor;\n      context.nextIteration();\n      return [cloneTensor(data)];\n    }\n    case 'TensorArrayV3':

{\n      const size = getParamValue('size', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n      const dtype =\n

getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType;\n      const elementShape =\n

getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const dynamicSize =\n

getParamValue('dynamicSize', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n      const clearAfterRead =\n

getParamValue('clearAfterRead', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n      const identicalElementShapes =\n

getParamValue('identicalElementShapes', node, tensorMap, context) as\n          boolean;\n      const name =

getParamValue('name', node, tensorMap, context) as string;\n      const tensorArray = new TensorArray(\n

name, dtype, size, elementShape, identicalElementShapes, dynamicSize,\n          clearAfterRead);\n

context.addTensorArray(tensorArray);\n      return [tensorArray.idTensor, scalar(1.0)];\n    }\n    case

'TensorArrayWriteV3': {\n      const id =\n          getParamValue('tensorArrayId', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n      const index = getParamValue('index', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n      const writeTensor =\n

        getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const writeTensorArray =

context.getTensorArray(id.id);\n      writeTensorArray.write(index, writeTensor);\n      return

[writeTensorArray.idTensor];\n    }\n    case 'TensorArrayReadV3': {\n      const readId =\n

getParamValue('tensorArrayId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const readIndex =\n

getParamValue('index', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n      const readTensorArray =

context.getTensorArray(readId.id);\n      return [readTensorArray.read(readIndex)];\n    }\n    case

'TensorArrayGatherV3': {\n      const gatherId =\n          getParamValue('tensorArrayId', node, tensorMap, context)

as Tensor;\n      const gatherIndices =\n          getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n

const gatherDtype =\n          getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType;\n      const

gatherTensorArray = context.getTensorArray(gatherId.id);\n      return [gatherTensorArray.gather(gatherIndices,

gatherDtype)];\n    }\n    case 'TensorArrayScatterV3': {\n      const scatterId =\n

getParamValue('tensorArrayId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const scatterIndices =\n

getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const scatterTensor =\n

getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const scatterTensorArray =

context.getTensorArray(scatterId.id);\n      scatterTensorArray.scatter(scatterIndices, scatterTensor);\n      return

[scatterTensorArray.idTensor];\n    }\n    case 'TensorArrayConcatV3': {\n      const concatId =\n

getParamValue('tensorArrayId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const concatTensorArray =

context.getTensorArray(concatId.id);\n      const concatDtype =\n          getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap,

context) as DataType;\n      return [concatTensorArray.concat(concatDtype)];\n    }\n    case 'TensorArraySplitV3':

{\n      const splitId =\n          getParamValue('tensorArrayId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const

splitTensor =\n          getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const lengths =\n

getParamValue('lengths', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const splitTensorArray =

context.getTensorArray(splitId.id);\n      splitTensorArray.split(lengths, splitTensor);\n      return
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[splitTensorArray.idTensor];\n    }\n    case 'TensorArraySizeV3': {\n      const sizeId =\n

getParamValue('tensorArrayId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const sizeTensorArray =

context.getTensorArray(sizeId.id);\n      return [scalar(sizeTensorArray.size(), 'int32')];\n    }\n    case

'TensorArrayCloseV3': {\n      const closeId =\n          getParamValue('tensorArrayId', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n      const closeTensorArray = context.getTensorArray(closeId.id);\n

closeTensorArray.clearAndClose();\n      return [closeTensorArray.idTensor];\n    }\n    case 'TensorListSetItem': {\n

    const idTensor =\n          getParamValue('tensorListId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const index =

getParamValue('index', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n      const writeTensor =\n

getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const tensorList =

context.getTensorList(idTensor.id);\n      tensorList.setItem(index, writeTensor);\n      return [tensorList.idTensor];\n

  }\n    case 'TensorListGetItem': {\n      const idTensor =\n          getParamValue('tensorListId', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor;\n      const readIndex =\n          getParamValue('index', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n

 const elementShape =\n          getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n\n      const

elementDType =\n          getParamValue('elementDType', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType;\n      const

tensorList = context.getTensorList(idTensor.id);\n      return [tensorList.getItem(readIndex, elementShape,

elementDType)];\n    }\n    case 'TensorListScatterV2':\n    case 'TensorListScatter': {\n      const scatterIndices =\n

     getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const scatterTensor =\n

getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const elementShape =\n

getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const numElements =\n

getParamValue('numElements', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n      const tensorList =\n

scatter(scatterTensor, scatterIndices, elementShape, numElements);\n      context.addTensorList(tensorList);\n

return [tensorList.idTensor];\n    }\n    case 'TensorListReserve':\n    case 'EmptyTensorList': {\n      const

elementShape =\n          getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const

elementDtype =\n          getParamValue('elementDType', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType;\n      let

numElementsParam;\n\n      if (node.op === 'TensorListReserve') {\n        numElementsParam = 'numElements';\n

} else {\n        numElementsParam = 'maxNumElements';\n      }\n\n      const numElements =\n

getParamValue(numElementsParam, node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n\n      const tensorList =

reserve(elementShape, elementDtype, numElements);\n      context.addTensorList(tensorList);\n      return

[tensorList.idTensor];\n    }\n    case 'TensorListGather': {\n      const gatherId =\n

getParamValue('tensorListId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const gatherIndices =\n

getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const elementShape =\n

getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const elementDtype =\n

getParamValue('elementDType', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType;\n      const tensorList =

context.getTensorList(gatherId.id);\n      return [tensorList.gather(gatherIndices, elementDtype, elementShape)];\n

}\n    case 'TensorListStack': {\n      const idTensor =\n          getParamValue('tensorListId', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor;\n      const elementShape =\n          getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n      const elementDtype =\n          getParamValue('elementDType', node, tensorMap, context) as

DataType;\n      const numElements =\n          getParamValue('numElements', node, tensorMap, context) as

number;\n      const tensorList = context.getTensorList(idTensor.id);\n      return [tensorList.stack(elementShape,

elementDtype, numElements)];\n    }\n    case 'TensorListFromTensor': {\n      const tensor =\n

getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const elementShape =\n

getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const elementDtype =\n

getParamValue('elementDType', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType;\n      const tensorList =

fromTensor(tensor, elementShape, elementDtype);\n      context.addTensorList(tensorList);\n      return

[tensorList.idTensor];\n    }\n    case 'TensorListConcat': {\n      const concatId =\n

getParamValue('tensorListId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const tensorList =

context.getTensorList(concatId.id);\n      const concatDtype =\n          getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap,

context) as DataType;\n      const elementShape =\n          getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context)
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as number[];\n      return [tensorList.concat(concatDtype, elementShape)];\n    }\n    case 'TensorListPushBack': {\n

  const idTensor =\n          getParamValue('tensorListId', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const

writeTensor =\n          getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const tensorList =

context.getTensorList(idTensor.id);\n      tensorList.pushBack(writeTensor);\n      return [tensorList.idTensor];\n

}\n    case 'TensorListPopBack': {\n      const idTensor =\n          getParamValue('tensorListId', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor;\n      const elementShape =\n          getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n      const elementDType =\n          getParamValue('elementDType', node, tensorMap, context) as

DataType;\n      const tensorList = context.getTensorList(idTensor.id);\n      return

[tensorList.popBack(elementShape, elementDType)];\n    }\n    case 'TensorListSplit': {\n      const splitTensor =\n

    getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const elementShape =\n

getParamValue('elementShape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n      const lengths =\n

getParamValue('lengths', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n\n      const tensorList = split(splitTensor, lengths,

elementShape);\n      context.addTensorList(tensorList);\n      return [tensorList.idTensor];\n    }\n    default:\n

throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n  }\n};\n\nexport const CATEGORY =

'control';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Rank, Tensor, Tensor3D, Tensor4D, Tensor5D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-

line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport

{NamedTensorsMap} from '../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from

'../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getPadding,

getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nfunction fusedConvAndDepthWiseParams(\n    node: Node, tensorMap:

NamedTensorsMap, context: ExecutionContext) {\n  const [extraOp, activationFunc] =\n

(getParamValue('fusedOps', node, tensorMap, context) as string[]);\n\n  const isBiasAdd = extraOp === 'biasadd';\n

const isPrelu = activationFunc === 'prelu';\n  const isBatchNorm = extraOp === 'fusedbatchnorm';\n\n  const

numArgs =\n      (getParamValue('numArgs', node, tensorMap, context) as number);\n  if (isBiasAdd) {\n    if

(isPrelu && numArgs !== 2) {\n      throw new Error(\n          'FusedConv2d and DepthwiseConv2d with BiasAdd

and Prelu ' +\n          'must have two extra arguments: bias and alpha.');\n    }\n    if (!isPrelu && numArgs !== 1) {\n

    throw new Error(\n          'FusedConv2d and DepthwiseConv2d with BiasAdd must have ' +\n          'one extra

argument: bias.');\n    }\n  }\n  if (isBatchNorm) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'FusedConv2d and DepthwiseConv2d

with FusedBatchNorm is not supported.');\n  }\n  const stride = getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context)

as number[];\n  const pad = getPadding(node, tensorMap, context);\n  const dataFormat =\n

(getParamValue('dataFormat', node, tensorMap, context) as string)\n          .toUpperCase();\n  const dilations =\n

getParamValue('dilations', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n  const [biasArg, preluArg] =\n

getParamValue('args', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor[];\n  const leakyreluAlpha =\n

getParamValue('leakyreluAlpha', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n\n  return {\n    stride,\n    pad,\n

dataFormat,\n    dilations,\n    biasArg,\n    preluArg,\n    activationFunc,\n    leakyreluAlpha\n  };\n}\n\nexport const

executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n     context:

ExecutionContext): Tensor[] => {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'Conv1D': {\n          const stride =\n

getParamValue('stride', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const pad = getParamValue('pad', node,

tensorMap, context);\n          const dataFormat =\n              (getParamValue('dataFormat', node, tensorMap, context)

as string)\n                  .toUpperCase();\n          const dilation =\n              getParamValue('dilation', node, tensorMap,

context) as number;\n          return [tfOps.conv1d(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as
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Tensor3D,\n              getParamValue('filter', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D,\n              stride, pad as 'valid' |

'same', dataFormat as 'NWC' | 'NCW',\n              dilation)];\n        }\n        case 'Conv2D': {\n          const stride =\n

        getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const pad = getPadding(node,

tensorMap, context);\n          const dataFormat =\n              (getParamValue('dataFormat', node, tensorMap, context)

as string)\n                  .toUpperCase();\n          const dilations =\n              getParamValue('dilations', node,

tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          return [tfOps.conv2d(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor3D |\n                  Tensor4D,\n              getParamValue('filter', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor4D,\n              [stride[1], stride[2]], pad as 'valid' | 'same',\n              dataFormat as 'NHWC' | 'NCHW',

[dilations[1], dilations[2]])];\n        }\n        case '_FusedConv2D': {\n          const {\n            stride,\n            pad,\n

      dataFormat,\n            dilations,\n            biasArg,\n            preluArg,\n            activationFunc,\n

leakyreluAlpha\n          } = fusedConvAndDepthWiseParams(node, tensorMap, context);\n\n          return

[tfOps.fused.conv2d({\n            x: getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D |\n

Tensor4D,\n            filter: getParamValue('filter', node, tensorMap, context) as\n                Tensor4D,\n

strides: [stride[1], stride[2]],\n            pad: pad as 'valid' | 'same',\n            dataFormat: dataFormat as 'NHWC' |

'NCHW',\n            dilations: [dilations[1], dilations[2]],\n            bias: biasArg,\n            activation: activationFunc as

tfOps.fused.Activation,\n            preluActivationWeights: preluArg,\n            leakyreluAlpha\n          })];\n        }\n\n

      case 'FusedDepthwiseConv2dNative': {\n          const {\n            stride,\n            pad,\n            dataFormat,\n

 dilations,\n            biasArg,\n            preluArg,\n            activationFunc,\n            leakyreluAlpha,\n          } =

fusedConvAndDepthWiseParams(node, tensorMap, context);\n\n          return [tfOps.fused.depthwiseConv2d({\n

     x: getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D |\n                Tensor4D,\n            filter:

getParamValue('filter', node, tensorMap, context) as\n                Tensor4D,\n            strides: [stride[1], stride[2]],\n

      pad: pad as 'valid' | 'same',\n            dataFormat: dataFormat as 'NHWC' | 'NCHW',\n            dilations:

[dilations[1], dilations[2]],\n            bias: biasArg,\n            activation: activationFunc as tfOps.fused.Activation,\n

      preluActivationWeights: preluArg,\n            leakyreluAlpha\n          })];\n        }\n        case

'Conv2DBackpropInput':\n        case 'Conv2dTranspose': {\n          const shape = getParamValue(\n

'outputShape', node, tensorMap,\n                            context) as [number, number, number] |\n              [number,

number, number, number];\n          const stride =\n              getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n          const pad = getPadding(node, tensorMap, context);\n          return [tfOps.conv2dTranspose(\n

    getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D |\n                  Tensor4D,\n

getParamValue('filter', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor4D,\n              shape, [stride[1], stride[2]], pad as 'valid' |

'same')];\n        }\n        case 'DepthwiseConv2dNative':\n        case 'DepthwiseConv2d': {\n          const stride =\n

      getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const pad = getPadding(node,

tensorMap, context);\n          const dilations =\n              getParamValue('dilations', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n          const dataFormat =\n              (getParamValue('dataFormat', node, tensorMap, context) as string)\n

                .toUpperCase();\n\n          return [tfOps.depthwiseConv2d(\n              getParamValue('input', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D |\n                  Tensor4D,\n              getParamValue('filter', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor4D,\n              [stride[1], stride[2]], pad as 'valid' | 'same',\n              dataFormat as 'NHWC' |

'NCHW', [dilations[1], dilations[2]])];\n        }\n        case 'Conv3D': {\n          const stride =\n

getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const pad = getParamValue('pad', node,

tensorMap, context);\n          const dataFormat =\n              (getParamValue('dataFormat', node, tensorMap, context)

as string)\n                  .toUpperCase();\n          const dilations =\n              getParamValue('dilations', node,

tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          return [tfOps.conv3d(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor4D |\n                  Tensor<Rank.R5>,\n              getParamValue('filter', node, tensorMap, context)

as\n                  Tensor<Rank.R5>,\n              [stride[1], stride[2], stride[3]], pad as 'valid' | 'same',\n

dataFormat as 'NDHWC' | 'NCDHW',\n              [dilations[1], dilations[2], dilations[3]])];\n        }\n        case

'AvgPool': {\n          const stride =\n              getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n

const pad = getParamValue('pad', node, tensorMap, context);\n          const kernelSize =\n

getParamValue('kernelSize', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n\n          return [tfOps.avgPool(\n
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getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D |\n                  Tensor4D,\n              [kernelSize[1],

kernelSize[2]], [stride[1], stride[2]],\n              pad as 'valid' | 'same')];\n        }\n        case 'MaxPool': {\n          const

stride =\n              getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const pad =

getParamValue('pad', node, tensorMap, context);\n          const kernelSize =\n              getParamValue('kernelSize',

node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n\n          return [tfOps.maxPool(\n              getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D |\n                  Tensor4D,\n              [kernelSize[1], kernelSize[2]], [stride[1],

stride[2]],\n              pad as 'valid' | 'same')];\n        }\n        case 'MaxPoolWithArgmax': {\n          const stride =\n

      getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const pad = getParamValue('pad', node,

tensorMap, context);\n          const kernelSize =\n              getParamValue('kernelSize', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n          const includeBatchInIndex =\n              getParamValue('includeBatchInIndex', node, tensorMap,

context) as\n              boolean;\n          const {result, indexes} = tfOps.maxPoolWithArgmax(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor4D,\n              [kernelSize[1], kernelSize[2]], [stride[1],

stride[2]],\n              pad as 'valid' | 'same', includeBatchInIndex);\n          return [result, indexes];\n        }\n        case

'AvgPool3D': {\n          const stride =\n              getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n

    const pad = getParamValue('pad', node, tensorMap, context);\n          const kernelSize =\n

getParamValue('kernelSize', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n\n          return [tfOps.avgPool3d(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor5D,\n              [kernelSize[1], kernelSize[2],

kernelSize[3]],\n              [stride[1], stride[2], stride[3]], pad as 'valid' | 'same')];\n        }\n\n        case 'MaxPool3D':

{\n          const stride =\n              getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const pad

= getParamValue('pad', node, tensorMap, context);\n          const kernelSize =\n              getParamValue('kernelSize',

node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n\n          return [tfOps.maxPool3d(\n              getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor5D,\n              [kernelSize[1], kernelSize[2], kernelSize[3]],\n              [stride[1],

stride[2], stride[3]], pad as 'valid' | 'same')];\n        }\n\n        case 'Dilation2D': {\n          const strides =\n

getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const pad = getParamValue('pad', node,

tensorMap, context);\n          const dilations =\n              getParamValue('dilations', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n\n          // strides: [1, stride_height, stride_width, 1].\n          const strideHeight = strides[1];\n          const

strideWidth = strides[2];\n\n          // dilations: [1, dilation_height, dilation_width, 1].\n          const dilationHeight =

dilations[1];\n          const dilationWidth = dilations[2];\n\n          return [tfOps.dilation2d(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D |\n                  Tensor4D,\n

getParamValue('filter', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D,\n              [strideHeight, strideWidth], pad as 'valid' |

'same',\n              [dilationHeight, dilationWidth], 'NHWC' /* dataFormat */)];\n        }\n\n        default:\n          throw

TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n    };\n\nexport const CATEGORY =

'convolution';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, Tensor, Tensor1D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-

from-dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport

{NamedTensorsMap} from '../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from

'../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue}

from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n

  context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[] => {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'Fill': {\n          const shape =\n

   getParamValue('shape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const dtype =\n

getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType;\n          const value =\n
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getParamValue('value', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          return [tfOps.fill(shape, value, dtype)];\n

}\n        case 'LinSpace': {\n          const start =\n              getParamValue('start', node, tensorMap, context) as

number;\n          const stop =\n              getParamValue('stop', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const

num = getParamValue('num', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          return [tfOps.linspace(start, stop,

num)];\n        }\n        case 'Multinomial': {\n          const logits =\n              getParamValue('logits', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor1D;\n          const numSamples =\n              getParamValue('numSamples', node, tensorMap,

context) as number;\n          const seed =\n              getParamValue('seed', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n

   return [tfOps.multinomial(logits, numSamples, seed)];\n        }\n        case 'OneHot': {\n          const indices =\n

      getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor1D;\n          const depth =\n

getParamValue('depth', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const onValue =\n

getParamValue('onValue', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const offValue =\n

getParamValue('offValue', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          return [tfOps.oneHot(indices, depth,

onValue, offValue)];\n        }\n        case 'Ones': {\n          return [tfOps.ones(\n              getParamValue('shape',

node, tensorMap, context) as number[],\n              getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as

DataType)];\n        }\n        case 'OnesLike': {\n          return [tfOps.onesLike(\n              getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'RandomUniform': {\n          return [tfOps.randomUniform(\n

        // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n              getParamValue('shape', node, tensorMap, context) as any,\n

getParamValue('minval', node, tensorMap, context) as number,\n              getParamValue('maxval', node,

tensorMap, context) as number,\n              getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType)];\n

}\n        case 'Range': {\n          const start =\n              getParamValue('start', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n

        const stop =\n              getParamValue('stop', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const step =\n

  getParamValue('step', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          return [tfOps.range(\n              start, stop,

step,\n              getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as 'float32' |\n                  'int32')];\n        }\n

case 'TruncatedNormal': {\n          const shape =\n              getParamValue('shape', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n          const mean =\n              getParamValue('mean', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n

const stdDev =\n              getParamValue('stdDev', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const seed =\n

    getParamValue('seed', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          return [tfOps.truncatedNormal(\n

shape, mean, stdDev,\n              getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as 'float32' |\n                  'int32',\n

            seed)];\n        }\n        case 'Zeros': {\n          return [tfOps.zeros(\n              getParamValue('shape', node,

tensorMap, context) as number[],\n              getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as DataType)];\n

}\n        case 'ZerosLike': {\n          return [tfOps.zerosLike(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context)

as Tensor)];\n        }\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n

};\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'creation';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor, Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-

from-dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport

{NamedTensorsMap} from '../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from

'../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpAsyncExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport

{getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nfunction nmsParams(\n    node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap, context:

ExecutionContext) {\n  const boxes = getParamValue('boxes', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n  const scores

= getParamValue('scores', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n  const maxOutputSize =\n

getParamValue('maxOutputSize', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n  const iouThreshold =\n
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getParamValue('iouThreshold', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n  const scoreThreshold =\n

getParamValue('scoreThreshold', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n  const softNmsSigma =\n

getParamValue('softNmsSigma', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n\n  return {\n    boxes,\n    scores,\n

maxOutputSize,\n    iouThreshold,\n    scoreThreshold,\n    softNmsSigma\n  };\n}\n\nexport const executeOp:

InternalOpAsyncExecutor = async(\n    node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n    context:

ExecutionContext): Promise<Tensor[]> => {\n  switch (node.op) {\n    case 'NonMaxSuppressionV5': {\n      const

{\n        boxes,\n        scores,\n        maxOutputSize,\n        iouThreshold,\n        scoreThreshold,\n

softNmsSigma\n      } = nmsParams(node, tensorMap, context);\n\n      const result = await

tfOps.image.nonMaxSuppressionWithScoreAsync(\n          boxes as Tensor2D, scores as Tensor1D, maxOutputSize,

iouThreshold,\n          scoreThreshold, softNmsSigma);\n\n      return [result.selectedIndices,

result.selectedScores];\n    }\n    case 'NonMaxSuppressionV4': {\n      const {boxes, scores, maxOutputSize,

iouThreshold, scoreThreshold} =\n          nmsParams(node, tensorMap, context);\n\n      const padToMaxOutputSize

=\n          getParamValue('padToMaxOutputSize', node, tensorMap, context) as\n          boolean;\n\n      const result

= await tfOps.image.nonMaxSuppressionPaddedAsync(\n          boxes as Tensor2D, scores as Tensor1D,

maxOutputSize, iouThreshold,\n          scoreThreshold, padToMaxOutputSize);\n\n      return [result.selectedIndices,

result.validOutputs];\n    }\n    case 'NonMaxSuppressionV3':\n    case 'NonMaxSuppressionV2': {\n      const

{boxes, scores, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold, scoreThreshold} =\n          nmsParams(node, tensorMap,

context);\n\n      return [await tfOps.image.nonMaxSuppressionAsync(\n          boxes as Tensor2D, scores as

Tensor1D, maxOutputSize, iouThreshold,\n          scoreThreshold)];\n    }\n    case 'Where': {\n      const condition =

tfOps.cast(\n          (getParamValue('condition', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor),\n          'bool');\n      const

result = [await tfOps.whereAsync(condition)];\n      condition.dispose();\n      return result;\n    }\n    case 'ListDiff':

{\n      return tfOps.setdiff1dAsync(\n          getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('y', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor);\n    }\n    default:\n      throw TypeError(`Node type

${node.op} is not implemented`);\n  }\n};\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'dynamic';\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as

tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor,

Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n

  (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap, context: ExecutionContext):\n        Tensor[] => {\n          switch

(node.op) {\n            case 'TopKV2': {\n              const x = getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n              const k = getParamValue('k', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n              const sorted =\n

         getParamValue('sorted', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n              const result = tfOps.topk(x, k,

sorted);\n              return [result.values, result.indices];\n            }\n            case 'Unique': {\n              const x =

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n              const result = tfOps.unique(x);\n              return

[result.values, result.indices];\n            }\n            case 'UniqueV2': {\n              const x = getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n              const axis =\n                  getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context)

as number;\n              const result = tfOps.unique(x, axis);\n              return [result.values, result.indices];\n

}\n            default:\n              throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n          }\n

};\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'evaluation';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as

tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor,

Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {cloneTensor, getParamValue, getTensor} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp:

InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n     context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[]

=> {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'Const': {\n          return tensorMap[node.name];\n        }\n        case

'PlaceholderWithDefault':\n          const def =\n              getParamValue('default', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n          return [getTensor(node.name, tensorMap, context) || def];\n        case 'Placeholder':\n          return

[getTensor(node.name, tensorMap, context)];\n        case 'Identity':\n        case 'StopGradient':\n        case

'FakeQuantWithMinMaxVars': {  // This op is currently ignored.\n          const data = getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          return [cloneTensor(data)];\n        }\n        case 'IdentityN':\n          return

(getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor[])\n              .map((t: Tensor) => cloneTensor(t));\n

case 'Snapshot':\n          const snapshot =\n              (getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor);\n

return [cloneTensor(snapshot)];\n        case 'Shape':\n          return [tfOps.tensor1d(\n              (getParamValue('x',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor).shape,\n              'int32')];\n        case 'ShapeN':\n          return

(getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor[])\n              .map((t: Tensor) =>

tfOps.tensor1d(t.shape));\n        case 'Size':\n          return [tfOps.scalar(\n              (getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor).size,\n              'int32')];\n        case 'Rank':\n          return [tfOps.scalar(\n

(getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor).rank,\n              'int32')];\n        case 'NoOp':\n          return

[tfOps.scalar(1)];\n        case 'Print':\n          const input = getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n

       const data =\n              getParamValue('data', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor[];\n          const message =\n

          getParamValue('message', node, tensorMap, context) as string;\n          const summarize =\n

getParamValue('summarize', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          console.warn(\n              'The graph has a

tf.print() operation,' +\n              'usually used for debugging, which slows down performance.');\n

console.log(message);\n          for (let i = 0; i < data.length; i++) {\n

console.log(Array.prototype.slice.call(data[i].dataSync())\n                            .slice(0, summarize));\n          }\n

return [input];\n\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n

};\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'graph';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {DataType, keep, scalar, stack, Tensor, tidy, unstack, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\n/**\n *

Hashtable contains a set of tensors, which can be accessed by key.\n */\nexport class HashTable {\n  readonly

handle: Tensor;\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-any\n  private tensorMap: Map<any, Tensor>;\n\n  get id() {\n

return this.handle.id;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Constructor of HashTable. Creates a hash table.\n   *\n   * @param

keyDType `dtype` of the table keys.\n   * @param valueDType `dtype` of the table values.\n   */\n

constructor(readonly keyDType: DataType, readonly valueDType: DataType) {\n    this.handle = scalar(0);\n    //

tslint:disable-next-line: no-any\n    this.tensorMap = new Map<any, Tensor>();\n\n    keep(this.handle);\n  }\n\n

/**\n   * Dispose the tensors and handle and clear the hashtable.\n   */\n  clearAndClose() {\n
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this.tensorMap.forEach(value => value.dispose());\n    this.tensorMap.clear();\n    this.handle.dispose();\n  }\n\n

/**\n   * The number of items in the hash table.\n   */\n  size(): number {\n    return this.tensorMap.size;\n  }\n\n

/**\n   * Replaces the contents of the table with the specified keys and values.\n   * @param keys Keys to store in

the hashtable.\n   * @param values Values to store in the hashtable.\n   */\n  async import(keys: Tensor, values:

Tensor): Promise<Tensor> {\n    this.checkKeyAndValueTensor(keys, values);\n\n    // We only store the primitive

values of the keys, this allows lookup\n    // to be O(1).\n    const $keys = await keys.data();\n\n    // Clear the

hashTable before inserting new values.\n    this.tensorMap.forEach(value => value.dispose());\n

this.tensorMap.clear();\n\n    return tidy(() => {\n      const $values = unstack(values);\n\n      const keysLength =

$keys.length;\n      const valuesLength = $values.length;\n\n      util.assert(\n          keysLength === valuesLength,\n

       () => `The number of elements doesn't match, keys has ` +\n              `${keysLength} elements, the values has

${valuesLength} ` +\n              `elements.`);\n\n      for (let i = 0; i < keysLength; i++) {\n        const key =

$keys[i];\n        const value = $values[i];\n\n        keep(value);\n        this.tensorMap.set(key, value);\n      }\n\n

return this.handle;\n    });\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Looks up keys in a hash table, outputs the corresponding values.\n   *\n

* Performs batch lookups, for every element in the key tensor, `find`\n   * stacks the corresponding value into the

return tensor.\n   *\n   * If an element is not present in the table, the given `defaultValue` is\n   * used.\n   *\n   *

@param keys Keys to look up. Must have the same type as the keys of the\n   *     table.\n   * @param defaultValue

The scalar `defaultValue` is the value output for keys\n   *     not present in the table. It must also be of the same

type as the\n   *     table values.\n   */\n  async find(keys: Tensor, defaultValue: Tensor): Promise<Tensor> {\n

this.checkKeyAndValueTensor(keys, defaultValue);\n\n    const $keys = await keys.data();\n\n    return tidy(() =>

{\n      const result: Tensor[] = [];\n\n      for (let i = 0; i < $keys.length; i++) {\n        const key = $keys[i];\n\n

const value = this.findWithDefault(key, defaultValue);\n        result.push(value);\n      }\n\n      return stack(result);\n

  });\n  }\n\n  // tslint:disable-next-line: no-any\n  private findWithDefault(key: any, defaultValue: Tensor): Tensor

{\n    const result = this.tensorMap.get(key);\n\n    return result != null ? result : defaultValue;\n  }\n\n  private

checkKeyAndValueTensor(key: Tensor, value: Tensor) {\n    if (key.dtype !== this.keyDType) {\n      throw new

Error(\n          `Expect key dtype ${this.keyDType}, but got ` +\n          `${key.dtype}`);\n    }\n\n    if (value.dtype

!== this.valueDType) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `Expect value dtype ${this.valueDType}, but got ` +\n

`${value.dtype}`);\n    }\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {HashTable} from

'../../executor/hash_table';\nimport {ResourceManager} from '../../executor/resource_manager';\nimport

{InternalOpAsyncExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nexport const

executeOp: InternalOpAsyncExecutor = async(\n    node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap, context:

ExecutionContext,\n    resourceManager: ResourceManager): Promise<Tensor[]> => {\n  switch (node.op) {\n

case 'HashTable':\n    case 'HashTableV2': {\n      const keyDType =\n          getParamValue('keyDType', node,

tensorMap, context) as DataType;\n      const valueDType =\n          getParamValue('valueDType', node, tensorMap,

context) as DataType;\n\n      const hashTable = new HashTable(keyDType, valueDType);\n

resourceManager.addHashTable(node.name, hashTable);\n      return [hashTable.handle];\n    }\n    case

'LookupTableImport':\n    case 'LookupTableImportV2': {\n      const handle = getParamValue(\n

'tableHandle', node, tensorMap, context,\n                         resourceManager) as Tensor;\n      const keys =

getParamValue('keys', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n      const values =\n          getParamValue('values',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n\n      const hashTable = resourceManager.getHashTableById(handle.id);\n\n
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   return [await hashTable.import(keys, values)];\n    }\n    case 'LookupTableFind':\n    case 'LookupTableFindV2':

{\n      const handle = getParamValue(\n                         'tableHandle', node, tensorMap, context,\n

resourceManager) as Tensor;\n      const keys = getParamValue('keys', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n

const defaultValue =\n          getParamValue('defaultValue', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n\n      const

hashTable = resourceManager.getHashTableById(handle.id);\n      return [await hashTable.find(keys,

defaultValue)];\n    }\n    default:\n      throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n

}\n};\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'hash_table';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor, Tensor1D, Tensor2D, Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-

next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from '../../data/types';\nimport

{ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor, Node} from

'../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node:

Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n     context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[] => {\n      switch (node.op) {\n

case 'ResizeBilinear': {\n          const images =\n              getParamValue('images', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n          const size =\n              getParamValue('size', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const

alignCorners =\n              getParamValue('alignCorners', node, tensorMap, context) as\n              boolean;\n

const halfPixelCenters =\n              getParamValue('halfPixelCenters', node, tensorMap, context) as\n

boolean;\n          return [tfOps.image.resizeBilinear(\n              images as Tensor3D | Tensor4D, [size[0], size[1]],

alignCorners,\n              halfPixelCenters)];\n        }\n        case 'ResizeNearestNeighbor': {\n          const images =\n

          getParamValue('images', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          const size =\n

getParamValue('size', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const alignCorners =\n

getParamValue('alignCorners', node, tensorMap, context) as\n              boolean;\n          const halfPixelCenters =\n

        getParamValue('halfPixelCenters', node, tensorMap, context) as\n              boolean;\n          return

[tfOps.image.resizeNearestNeighbor(\n              images as Tensor3D | Tensor4D, [size[0], size[1]], alignCorners,\n

         halfPixelCenters)];\n        }\n        case 'CropAndResize': {\n          const image =\n

getParamValue('image', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          const boxes =\n

getParamValue('boxes', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          const boxInd =\n

getParamValue('boxInd', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          const cropSize =\n

getParamValue('cropSize', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const method =\n

getParamValue('method', node, tensorMap, context) as string;\n          const extrapolationValue =\n

getParamValue('extrapolationValue', node, tensorMap, context) as\n              number;\n          return

[tfOps.image.cropAndResize(\n              image as Tensor4D, boxes as Tensor2D, boxInd as Tensor1D,\n

cropSize as [number, number], method as 'bilinear' | 'nearest',\n              extrapolationValue)];\n        }\n

default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n    };\n\nexport const

CATEGORY = 'image';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *
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=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as

tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor,

Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n

  (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n     context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[] => {\n      switch

(node.op) {\n        case 'Equal': {\n          return [tfOps.equal(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case

'NotEqual': {\n          return [tfOps.notEqual(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

        getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Greater': {\n          return

[tfOps.greater(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'GreaterEqual': {\n          return [tfOps.greaterEqual(\n

      getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context)

as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Less': {\n          return [tfOps.less(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case

'LessEqual': {\n          return [tfOps.lessEqual(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

          getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'LogicalAnd': {\n          return

[tfOps.logicalAnd(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'LogicalNot': {\n          return [tfOps.logicalNot(\n

getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'LogicalOr': {\n          return

[tfOps.logicalOr(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'Select':\n        case 'SelectV2': {\n          return

[tfOps.where(\n              getParamValue('condition', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        }\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n

};\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'logical';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor, Tensor2D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-

dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap}

from '../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport

{InternalOpExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp:

InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n     context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[]

=> {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'BatchMatMul':\n        case 'BatchMatMulV2':\n        case 'MatMul':\n

return [tfOps.matMul(\n              getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor2D,\n

getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor2D,\n              getParamValue('transposeA', node,

tensorMap, context) as boolean,\n              getParamValue('transposeB', node, tensorMap, context) as\n

boolean)];\n\n        case 'Transpose':\n          return [tfOps.transpose(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('perm', node, tensorMap, context) as number[])];\n\n        case

'_FusedMatMul':\n          const [extraOp, activationFunc] =\n              (getParamValue('fusedOps', node, tensorMap,

context) as string[]);\n\n          const isBiasAdd = extraOp === 'biasadd';\n          const isPrelu = activationFunc ===

'prelu';\n\n          const numArgs =\n              (getParamValue('numArgs', node, tensorMap, context) as number);\n

    const leakyreluAlpha =\n              getParamValue('leakyreluAlpha', node, tensorMap, context) as\n
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number;\n\n          if (isBiasAdd) {\n            if (isPrelu && numArgs !== 2) {\n              throw new Error(\n

 'Fused MatMul with BiasAdd and Prelu must have two ' +\n                  'extra arguments: bias and alpha.');\n

}\n            if (!isPrelu && numArgs !== 1) {\n              throw new Error(\n                  'Fused MatMul with BiasAdd

must have one extra argument: bias.');\n            }\n          }\n          const [biasArg, preluArg] =\n

getParamValue('args', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor[];\n          return [tfOps.fused.matMul({\n            a:

getParamValue('a', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor2D,\n            b: getParamValue('b', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor2D,\n            transposeA: getParamValue('transposeA', node, tensorMap, context) as\n

boolean,\n            transposeB: getParamValue('transposeB', node, tensorMap, context) as\n                boolean,\n

 bias: biasArg,\n            activation: activationFunc as tfOps.fused.Activation,\n            preluActivationWeights:

preluArg,\n            leakyreluAlpha\n          })];\n\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is

not implemented`);\n      }\n    };\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'matrices';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Scalar, Tensor, Tensor3D, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-

imports-from-dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport

{NamedTensorsMap} from '../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from

'../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue}

from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n

  context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[] => {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'FusedBatchNorm':\n        case

'FusedBatchNormV2': {\n          return [tfOps.batchNorm(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context)

as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('mean', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('variance', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('offset', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('scale', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('epsilon', node, tensorMap, context) as number)];\n        }\n        case 'FusedBatchNormV3': {\n

return [tfOps.batchNorm(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('mean', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('variance', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('offset', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('scale', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('epsilon', node, tensorMap,

context) as number)];\n        }\n        case 'LRN': {\n          return [tfOps.localResponseNormalization(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor3D |\n                  Tensor4D,\n

getParamValue('radius', node, tensorMap, context) as number,\n              getParamValue('bias', node, tensorMap,

context) as number,\n              getParamValue('alpha', node, tensorMap, context) as number,\n

getParamValue('beta', node, tensorMap, context) as number)];\n        }\n        case 'Softmax': {\n          return

[tfOps.softmax(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n        }\n        case

'LogSoftmax': {\n          return [tfOps.logSoftmax(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor)];\n        }\n        case 'SparseToDense': {\n          return [tfOps.sparseToDense(\n

getParamValue('sparseIndices', node, tensorMap, context) as\n                  Tensor,\n

getParamValue('outputShape', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('sparseValues', node,

tensorMap, context) as\n                  number[],\n              getParamValue('defaultValue', node, tensorMap, context)

as\n                  Scalar)];\n        }\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not

implemented`);\n      }\n    };\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'normalization';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright

2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor, Tensor1D, Tensor2D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-

from-dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport

{NamedTensorsMap} from '../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from

'../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue}

from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n

  context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[] => {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'Max': {\n          const axis =\n

  getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const keepDims =\n

getParamValue('keepDims', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n          return [tfOps.max(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis,\n              keepDims)];\n        }\n        case 'Mean': {\n

       const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const keepDims

=\n              getParamValue('keepDims', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n          return [tfOps.mean(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis,\n              keepDims)];\n        }\n        case 'Min': {\n

     const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const keepDims =\n

           getParamValue('keepDims', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n          return [tfOps.min(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis,\n              keepDims)];\n        }\n        case 'Sum': {\n

      const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const keepDims =\n

            getParamValue('keepDims', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n          return [tfOps.sum(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis,\n              keepDims)];\n        }\n        case 'All': {\n

   const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const keepDims =\n

         getParamValue('keepDims', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n          return [tfOps.all(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis,\n              keepDims)];\n        }\n        case 'Any': {\n

     const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const keepDims =\n

           getParamValue('keepDims', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n          return [tfOps.any(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis,\n              keepDims)];\n        }\n        case 'ArgMax':

{\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          return

[tfOps.argMax(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis)];\n        }\n        case

'ArgMin': {\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          return

[tfOps.argMin(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis)];\n        }\n        case 'Prod':

{\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const

keepDims =\n              getParamValue('keepDims', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n          return

[tfOps.prod(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis,\n              keepDims)];\n

}\n        case 'Cumsum': {\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as

number;\n          const exclusive =\n              getParamValue('exclusive', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n

 const reverse =\n              getParamValue('reverse', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean;\n          return

[tfOps.cumsum(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, axis,\n              exclusive,

reverse)];\n        }\n        case 'Bincount':\n          const x = getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor1D;\n          const weights =\n              getParamValue('weights', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor1D;\n

   const size =\n              getParamValue('size', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n\n          return

[tfOps.bincount(x, weights, size)];\n        case 'DenseBincount': {\n          const x = getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor1D |\n              Tensor2D;\n          const weights =\n              getParamValue('weights',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor1D |\n              Tensor2D;\n          const size =\n              getParamValue('size',

node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n\n          const binaryOutput =\n              getParamValue('binaryOutput',

node, tensorMap, context) as\n              boolean;\n\n          return [tfOps.denseBincount(x, weights, size,
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binaryOutput)];\n        }\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n

}\n    };\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'reduction';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All

Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Scalar, Tensor, Tensor1D, tidy, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-

imports-from-dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport

{NamedTensorsMap} from '../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from

'../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue}

from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n

  context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[] => {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'ConcatV2':\n        case 'Concat': {\n

       const n = getParamValue('n', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const axis =\n

getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          let inputs =\n              getParamValue('tensors',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor[];\n          inputs = inputs.slice(0, n);\n          return [tfOps.concat(inputs,

axis)];\n        }\n        case 'Gather': {\n          const input = getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n          const indices =\n              getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor1D;\n

return [tfOps.gather(input, tfOps.cast(indices, 'int32'), 0)];\n        }\n        case 'GatherV2': {\n          const axis =\n

       getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const batchDims =\n

getParamValue('batchDims', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const input = getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          const indices =\n              getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context)

as Tensor1D;\n          return [tfOps.gather(\n              input, tfOps.cast(indices, 'int32'), axis, batchDims)];\n        }\n

    case 'Reverse': {\n          const dims =\n              getParamValue('dims', node, tensorMap, context) as boolean[];\n

      const axis = [];\n          for (let i = 0; i < dims.length; i++) {\n            if (dims[i]) {\n              axis.push(i);\n

}\n          }\n          const input = getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          return

[tfOps.reverse(input, axis)];\n        }\n        case 'ReverseV2': {\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis',

node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const input = getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n          return [tfOps.reverse(input, axis)];\n        }\n        case 'Slice': {\n          // tslint:disable-next-line:no-

any\n          const begin = getParamValue('begin', node, tensorMap, context) as any;\n          // tslint:disable-next-

line:no-any\n          const size = getParamValue('size', node, tensorMap, context) as any;\n          return

[tfOps.slice(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, begin,\n              size)];\n        }\n

 case 'StridedSlice': {\n          const begin =\n              getParamValue('begin', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n          const end =\n              getParamValue('end', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const

strides =\n              getParamValue('strides', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const beginMask =\n

      getParamValue('beginMask', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const endMask =\n

getParamValue('endMask', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const ellipsisMask =\n

getParamValue('ellipsisMask', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const newAxisMask =\n

getParamValue('newAxisMask', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const shrinkAxisMask =\n

getParamValue('shrinkAxisMask', node, tensorMap, context) as\n              number;\n          const tensor =

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n\n          return [tfOps.stridedSlice(\n              tensor,

begin, end, strides, beginMask, endMask, ellipsisMask,\n              newAxisMask, shrinkAxisMask)];\n        }\n

case 'Pack': {\n          return tidy(() => {\n            const axis =\n                getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap,

context) as number;\n            const tensors =\n                getParamValue('tensors', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor[];\n            // Reshape the tensors to the first tensor's shape if they don't\n            // match.\n            const

shape = tensors[0].shape;\n            const squeezedShape = tfOps.squeeze(tensors[0]).shape;\n            const mapped =
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tensors.map(tensor => {\n              const sameShape = util.arraysEqual(tensor.shape, shape);\n              if

(!sameShape &&\n                  !util.arraysEqual(\n                      tfOps.squeeze(tensor).shape, squeezedShape)) {\n

          throw new Error('the input tensors shape does not match');\n              }\n              return sameShape ? tensor :

tfOps.reshape(tensor, shape);\n            });\n            return [tfOps.stack(mapped, axis)];\n          });\n        }\n        case

'Unpack': {\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const

tensor =\n              getParamValue('tensor', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          return tfOps.unstack(tensor,

axis);\n        }\n        case 'Tile': {\n          const reps =\n              getParamValue('reps', node, tensorMap, context) as

number[];\n          return [tfOps.tile(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor, reps)];\n

}\n        case 'Split':\n        case 'SplitV': {\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node, tensorMap,

context) as number;\n          const numOrSizeSplits =\n              getParamValue('numOrSizeSplits', node, tensorMap,

context) as\n                  number |\n              number[];\n          const tensor = getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor;\n\n          return tfOps.split(tensor, numOrSizeSplits, axis);\n        }\n        case 'ScatterNd': {\n

   const indices =\n              getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          const values =\n

         getParamValue('values', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          const shape =\n

getParamValue('shape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          return [tfOps.scatterND(indices, values,

shape)];\n        }\n        case 'GatherNd': {\n          const x = getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor;\n          const indices =\n              getParamValue('indices', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n

return [tfOps.gatherND(x, indices)];\n        }\n        case 'SparseToDense': {\n          const indices =\n

getParamValue('sparseIndices', node, tensorMap, context) as\n              Tensor;\n          const shape =\n

getParamValue('outputShape', node, tensorMap, context) as\n              number[];\n          const sparseValues =\n

    getParamValue('sparseValues', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor;\n          const defaultValue =\n

getParamValue('defaultValue', node, tensorMap, context) as Scalar;\n          return [tfOps.sparseToDense(\n

indices, sparseValues, shape,\n              sparseValues.dtype === defaultValue.dtype ?\n                  defaultValue :\n

             tfOps.cast(defaultValue, sparseValues.dtype))];\n        }\n        default:\n          throw TypeError(`Node type

${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n    };\n\nexport const CATEGORY = 'slice_join';\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-dist\nimport * as

tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport {InternalOpExecutor,

Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp: InternalOpExecutor =\n

  (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap, context: ExecutionContext):\n        Tensor[] => {\n          switch

(node.op) {\n            case 'FFT': {\n              return [tfOps.fft(\n                  getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor)];\n            }\n            case 'IFFT': {\n              return [tfOps.ifft(\n                  getParamValue('x',

node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n            }\n            case 'RFFT': {\n              return [tfOps.rfft(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n            }\n            case 'IRFFT': {\n              return

[tfOps.irfft(\n                  getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor)];\n            }\n            default:\n

      throw TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n          }\n        };\n\nexport const CATEGORY

= 'spectral';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {Tensor, Tensor4D} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n// tslint:disable-next-line: no-imports-from-

dist\nimport * as tfOps from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core/dist/ops/ops_for_converter';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap}

from '../../data/types';\nimport {ExecutionContext} from '../../executor/execution_context';\nimport

{InternalOpExecutor, Node} from '../types';\n\nimport {getParamValue} from './utils';\n\nexport const executeOp:

InternalOpExecutor =\n    (node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n     context: ExecutionContext): Tensor[]

=> {\n      switch (node.op) {\n        case 'Cast': {\n          return [tfOps.cast(\n              getParamValue('x', node,

tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('dtype', node, tensorMap, context) as 'int32' |\n

'float32' | 'bool')];\n        }\n        case 'ExpandDims': {\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node,

tensorMap, context) as number;\n          return [tfOps.expandDims(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor, axis)];\n        }\n        case 'Squeeze': {\n          const axis =\n              getParamValue('axis', node,

tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          return [tfOps.squeeze(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap,

context) as Tensor, axis)];\n        }\n\n        case 'Reshape': {\n          return [tfOps.reshape(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('shape', node, tensorMap,

context) as number[])];\n        }\n        case 'MirrorPad': {\n          return [tfOps.mirrorPad(\n

getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('padding', node, tensorMap,

context) as\n                  Array<[number, number]>,\n              getParamValue('mode', node, tensorMap, context) as

'reflect' |\n                  'symmetric')];\n        }\n        case 'PadV2':\n        case 'Pad': {\n          return [tfOps.pad(\n

   getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              getParamValue('padding', node, tensorMap,

context) as\n                  Array<[number, number]>,\n              getParamValue('constantValue', node, tensorMap,

context) as\n                  number)];\n        }\n        case 'SpaceToBatchND': {\n          const blockShape =\n

getParamValue('blockShape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[];\n          const paddings =\n

getParamValue('paddings', node, tensorMap, context) as number[][];\n          return [tfOps.spaceToBatchND(\n

   getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n              blockShape, paddings)];\n        }\n        case

'BatchToSpaceND': {\n          const blockShape =\n              getParamValue('blockShape', node, tensorMap, context)

as number[];\n          const crops =\n              getParamValue('crops', node, tensorMap, context) as number[][];\n

return [tfOps.batchToSpaceND(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

blockShape, crops)];\n        }\n        case 'DepthToSpace': {\n          const blockSize =\n

getParamValue('blockSize', node, tensorMap, context) as number;\n          const dataFormat =\n

(getParamValue('dataFormat', node, tensorMap, context) as\n               string).toUpperCase() as 'NHWC' |\n

'NCHW';\n          return [tfOps.depthToSpace(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as

Tensor4D,\n              blockSize, dataFormat)];\n        }\n        case 'BroadcastTo': {\n          return

[tfOps.broadcastTo(\n              getParamValue('x', node, tensorMap, context) as Tensor,\n

getParamValue('shape', node, tensorMap, context) as number[])];\n        }\n        default:\n          throw

TypeError(`Node type ${node.op} is not implemented`);\n      }\n    };\n\nexport const CATEGORY =

'transformation';\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the

Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport * as tfc from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from '../data/types';\nimport

{ExecutionContext} from '../executor/execution_context';\nimport {ResourceManager} from

'../executor/resource_manager';\n\nimport {NodeValueImpl} from './custom_op/node_value_impl';\nimport
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{getRegisteredOp} from './custom_op/register';\nimport * as arithmetic from

'./executors/arithmetic_executor';\nimport * as basicMath from './executors/basic_math_executor';\nimport * as

control from './executors/control_executor';\nimport * as convolution from

'./executors/convolution_executor';\nimport * as creation from './executors/creation_executor';\nimport * as dynamic

from './executors/dynamic_executor';\nimport * as evaluation from './executors/evaluation_executor';\nimport * as

graph from './executors/graph_executor';\nimport * as hashTable from './executors/hash_table_executor';\nimport *

as image from './executors/image_executor';\nimport * as logical from './executors/logical_executor';\nimport * as

matrices from './executors/matrices_executor';\nimport * as normalization from

'./executors/normalization_executor';\nimport * as reduction from './executors/reduction_executor';\nimport * as

sliceJoin from './executors/slice_join_executor';\nimport * as spectral from './executors/spectral_executor';\nimport *

as transformation from './executors/transformation_executor';\nimport {Node} from './types';\n\n/**\n * Executes the

op defined by the node object.\n * @param node\n * @param tensorMap contains tensors for executed nodes and

weights\n * @param context contains tensors and information for running the current node.\n * @param

resourceManager Optional. Contains global resources of the model.\n */\nexport function executeOp(\n    node:

Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap, context: ExecutionContext,\n    resourceManager?: ResourceManager):

tfc.Tensor[]|Promise<tfc.Tensor[]> {\n  const value =\n      ((node: Node, tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap, context:

ExecutionContext) => {\n        switch (node.category) {\n          case 'arithmetic':\n            return tfc.tidy(\n

() => arithmetic.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'basic_math':\n            return tfc.tidy(\n

() => basicMath.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'control':\n            return

control.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context);\n          case 'convolution':\n            return tfc.tidy(\n                () =>

convolution.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'creation':\n            return tfc.tidy(() =>

creation.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'dynamic':\n            return dynamic.executeOp(node,

tensorMap, context);\n          case 'evaluation':\n            return tfc.tidy(\n                () => evaluation.executeOp(node,

tensorMap, context));\n          case 'image':\n            return tfc.tidy(() => image.executeOp(node, tensorMap,

context));\n          case 'graph':\n            return tfc.tidy(() => graph.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n

case 'logical':\n            return tfc.tidy(() => logical.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'matrices':\n

       return tfc.tidy(() => matrices.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'normalization':\n

return tfc.tidy(\n                () => normalization.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'reduction':\n

   return tfc.tidy(\n                () => reduction.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'slice_join':\n

return tfc.tidy(\n                () => sliceJoin.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'spectral':\n

return tfc.tidy(() => spectral.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'transformation':\n            return

tfc.tidy(\n                () => transformation.executeOp(node, tensorMap, context));\n          case 'hash_table':\n

return hashTable.executeOp(\n                node, tensorMap, context, resourceManager);\n          case 'custom':\n

const opMapper = getRegisteredOp(node.op);\n            if (opMapper && opMapper.customExecutor) {\n

return opMapper.customExecutor(\n                  new NodeValueImpl(node, tensorMap, context));\n            } else {\n

           throw TypeError(`Custom op ${node.op} is not registered.`);\n            }\n          default:\n            throw

TypeError(\n                `Unknown op '${node.op}'. File an issue at ` +\n

`https://github.com/tensorflow/tfjs/issues so we can add it` +\n                `, or register a custom execution with

tf.registerOp()`);\n        }\n      })(node, tensorMap, context);\n  if (tfc.util.isPromise(value)) {\n    return (value as

Promise<tfc.Tensor>).then((data) => [].concat(data));\n  }\n  return [].concat(value);\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n *

Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap, TensorArrayMap,
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TensorListMap} from '../data/types';\n\nimport {TensorArray} from './tensor_array';\nimport {TensorList} from

'./tensor_list';\nimport {FunctionExecutor} from './types';\n\nexport interface ExecutionContextInfo {\n  id: number;

        // the unique id of the context info\n  frameName: string;    // The frame name of the loop, this comes from\n

                 // the TensorFlow NodeDef.\n  iterationId: number;  // The iteration id of the loop\n}\n\n/**\n *

ExecutionContext captures the runtime environment of the node. It keeps\n * track of the current frame and iteration

for the control flow ops.\n *\n * For example, typical Dynamic RNN model may contain loops, for which\n *

TensorFlow will generate graphs with Enter/Exit nodes to control the\n * current execution frame, and NextIteration

Nodes for iteration id increment.\n * For model with branch logic, TensorFLow will generate Switch/Merge ops.\n

*/\nexport class ExecutionContext {\n  private rootContext = {id: 0, frameName: '', iterationId: 0};\n  private

contexts: ExecutionContextInfo[] = [this.rootContext];\n  private lastId = 0;\n  private _currentContextIds:

string[];\n\n  constructor(\n      readonly weightMap: NamedTensorsMap = {},\n      readonly tensorArrayMap:

TensorArrayMap = {},\n      readonly tensorListMap: TensorListMap = {},\n      readonly functionMap: {[key:

string]: FunctionExecutor} = {}) {\n    this.generateCurrentContextIds();\n  }\n\n  private newFrame(id: number,

frameName: string) {\n    return {id, frameName, iterationId: 0};\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Set the current context\n   *

@param contexts: ExecutionContextInfo[] the current path of execution\n   * frames\n   */\n  set

currentContext(contexts: ExecutionContextInfo[]) {\n    if (this.contexts !== contexts) {\n      this.contexts =

contexts;\n      this.generateCurrentContextIds();\n    }\n  }\n\n  get currentContext(): ExecutionContextInfo[] {\n

return this.contexts;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns the current context in string format.\n   */\n  get currentContextId():

string {\n    return this._currentContextIds[0];\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Returns the current context and all parent contexts

in string format.\n   * This allow access to the nodes in the current and parent frames.\n   */\n  get

currentContextIds(): string[] {\n    return this._currentContextIds;\n  }\n\n  private generateCurrentContextIds() {\n

const names = [];\n    for (let i = 0; i < this.contexts.length - 1; i++) {\n      const contexts = this.contexts.slice(0,

this.contexts.length - i);\n      names.push(this.contextIdforContexts(contexts));\n    }\n    names.push('');\n

this._currentContextIds = names;\n  }\n\n  private contextIdforContexts(contexts: ExecutionContextInfo[]) {\n

return contexts ?\n        contexts\n            .map(\n                context => (context.id === 0 && context.iterationId ===

0) ?\n                    '' :\n                    `${context.frameName}-${context.iterationId}`)\n            .join('/') :\n        '';\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Enter a new frame, a new context is pushed on the current context list.\n   * @param frameId new

frame id\n   */\n  enterFrame(frameId: string) {\n    if (this.contexts) {\n      this.lastId++;\n      this.contexts =

this.contexts.slice();\n      this.contexts.push(this.newFrame(this.lastId, frameId));\n

this._currentContextIds.unshift(this.contextIdforContexts(this.contexts));\n    }\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Exit the current

frame, the last context is removed from the current\n   * context list.\n   */\n  exitFrame() {\n    if (this.contexts &&

this.contexts.length > 1) {\n      this.contexts = this.contexts.slice();\n      this.contexts.splice(-1);\n

this.currentContextIds.shift();\n    } else {\n      throw new Error('Cannot exit frame, the context is empty');\n    }\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Enter the next iteration of a loop, the iteration id of last context is\n   * increased.\n   */\n

nextIteration() {\n    if (this.contexts && this.contexts.length > 0) {\n      this.contexts = this.contexts.slice();\n

this.lastId++;\n      const context =\n          Object.assign({}, this.contexts[this.contexts.length - 1]);\n

context.iterationId += 1;\n      context.id = this.lastId;\n      this.contexts.splice(-1, 1, context);\n

this._currentContextIds.splice(\n          0, 1, this.contextIdforContexts(this.contexts));\n    } else {\n      throw new

Error('Cannot increase frame iteration, the context is empty');\n    }\n  }\n\n  getWeight(name: string): Tensor[] {\n

return this.weightMap[name];\n  }\n\n  addTensorArray(tensorArray: TensorArray) {\n

this.tensorArrayMap[tensorArray.id] = tensorArray;\n  }\n\n  getTensorArray(id: number): TensorArray {\n    return

this.tensorArrayMap[id];\n  }\n\n  addTensorList(tensorList: TensorList) {\n    this.tensorListMap[tensorList.id] =

tensorList;\n  }\n\n  getTensorList(id: number): TensorList {\n    return this.tensorListMap[id];\n  }\n\n

dispose(keepIds: Set<number>) {\n    for (const key in this.tensorArrayMap) {\n

this.tensorArrayMap[key].clearAndClose(keepIds);\n    }\n\n    for (const key in this.tensorListMap) {\n

this.tensorListMap[key].clearAndClose(keepIds);\n    }\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *
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http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {NamedTensorMap} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport {NamedTensorsMap} from

'../data/types';\nimport {parseNodeName} from '../operations/executors/utils';\nimport {Graph, Node} from

'../operations/types';\n\nexport interface ExecutionInfo {\n  inputs: NamedTensorMap;\n  outputs: Node[];\n

usedNodes: Set<string>;\n  missingInputs: string[];\n  dynamicNode: Node;\n  syncInputs: string[];\n}\n\n/**\n *

Given graph inputs and desired outputs, find the minimal set of nodes\n * to execute in order to compute the outputs.

In addition return other useful\n * info such:\n * - Missing inputs needed to compute the output.\n * - Whether the

subgraph contains dynamic ops (control flow, dynamic shape).\n * - Alternative inputs in order to avoid async

(dynamic op) execution.\n */\nexport function getExecutionSubgraph(\n    inputs: NamedTensorMap, outputs:

Node[], weightMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n    initNodes?: Node[]): ExecutionInfo {\n  const usedNodes = new

Set<string>();\n  const missingInputs: string[] = [];\n  let dynamicNode: Node = null;\n  let syncInputs: string[] =

null;\n\n  // Start with the outputs, going backwards and find all the nodes that are\n  // needed to compute those

outputs.\n  const seen = new Set<string>();\n  const inputNodeNames =\n      Object.keys(inputs).map(name =>

parseNodeName(name)[0]);\n\n  let initNodeNames: string[] = [];\n  if (initNodes != null) {\n    initNodeNames =

initNodes.map(node => parseNodeName(node.name)[0]);\n  }\n\n  const frontier = [...outputs];\n  while

(frontier.length > 0) {\n    const node = frontier.pop();\n    if (isControlFlow(node) || isDynamicShape(node) ||

isHashTable(node)) {\n      if (dynamicNode == null) {\n        dynamicNode = node;\n        syncInputs =

dynamicNode.children.map(child => child.name)\n                         .filter(name => usedNodes.has(name));\n      }\n

}\n    usedNodes.add(node.name);\n\n    // Weights are dead end since we already have their values.\n    if

(weightMap[node.name] != null) {\n      continue;\n    }\n    // This node is a dead end since it's one of the user-

provided inputs.\n    if (inputNodeNames.indexOf(node.name) !== -1) {\n      continue;\n    }\n    // This node is a

dead end since it doesn't have any inputs.\n    if (initNodeNames.indexOf(node.name) !== -1) {\n      continue;\n

}\n    if (node.inputs.length === 0) {\n      missingInputs.push(node.name);\n      continue;\n    }\n

node.inputs.forEach(input => {\n      // Don't add to the frontier if it is already there.\n      if (seen.has(input.name))

{\n        return;\n      }\n      seen.add(input.name);\n      frontier.push(input);\n    });\n  }\n  return {inputs, outputs,

usedNodes, missingInputs, dynamicNode, syncInputs};\n}\n\n/**\n * Given the execution info, return a list of nodes

in topological order that\n * need to be executed to compute the output.\n */\nexport function

getNodesInTopologicalOrder(\n    graph: Graph, weightMap: NamedTensorsMap,\n    executionInfo:

ExecutionInfo): Node[] {\n  const {usedNodes, inputs} = executionInfo;\n  const frontier: Node[] = [];\n  const

inputNodes = Object.keys(inputs)\n                         .map(name => parseNodeName(name)[0])\n

.map(name => graph.nodes[name]);\n  const initNodes = graph.initNodes;\n\n  inputNodes.forEach(input => {\n    if

(usedNodes.has(input.name)) {\n      frontier.push(input);\n    }\n  });\n  graph.weights.forEach(weight => {\n    if

(usedNodes.has(weight.name)) {\n      frontier.push(weight);\n    }\n  });\n  if (initNodes != null) {\n

initNodes.forEach(node => {\n      if (usedNodes.has(node.name)) {\n        frontier.push(node);\n      }\n    });\n  }\n

const seen = new Set<string>();\n  const orderedNodes: Node[] = [];\n  while (frontier.length > 0) {\n    const node =

frontier.pop();\n    seen.add(node.name);\n    if (!weightMap[node.name]) {\n      orderedNodes.push(node);\n    }\n

node.children.forEach(child => {\n      if (!seen.has(child.name) && usedNodes.has(child.name) &&\n

child.inputs.every(input => seen.has(input.name))) {\n        frontier.push(child);\n      }\n    });\n  }\n  return

orderedNodes;\n}\n\nconst CONTROL_FLOW_OPS = [\n  'Switch', 'Merge', 'Enter', 'Exit', 'NextIteration',

'StatelessIf',\n  'StatelessWhile', 'if', 'While'\n];\nconst DYNAMIC_SHAPE_OPS = [\n  'NonMaxSuppressionV2',

'NonMaxSuppressionV3', 'NonMaxSuppressionV5', 'Where'\n];\nconst HASH_TABLE_OPS = [\n  'HashTable',

'HashTableV2', 'LookupTableImport', 'LookupTableImportV2',\n  'LookupTableFind',

'LookupTableFindV2'\n];\n\nexport function isControlFlow(node: Node) {\n  return

CONTROL_FLOW_OPS.indexOf(node.op) >= 0;\n}\n\nexport function isDynamicShape(node: Node) {\n  return
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DYNAMIC_SHAPE_OPS.indexOf(node.op) >= 0;\n}\n\nexport function isHashTable(node: Node) {\n  return

HASH_TABLE_OPS.indexOf(node.op) >= 0;\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC. All Rights

Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {DataType, NamedTensorMap, Tensor, tidy, util} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nimport

{ISignatureDef} from '../data/compiled_api';\nimport {NamedTensorsMap, TensorArrayMap, TensorInfo,

TensorListMap} from '../data/types';\nimport {getNodeNameAndIndex, getParamValue, getTensor,

getTensorsForCurrentContenxt, parseNodeName} from '../operations/executors/utils';\nimport {executeOp} from

'../operations/operation_executor';\nimport {Graph, Node} from '../operations/types';\n\nimport {ExecutionContext,

ExecutionContextInfo} from './execution_context';\nimport {getExecutionSubgraph, getNodesInTopologicalOrder,

isControlFlow} from './model_analysis';\nimport {ResourceManager} from './resource_manager';\nimport

{FunctionExecutor} from './types';\n\ninterface NodeWithContexts {\n  contexts: ExecutionContextInfo[];\n  node:

Node;\n}\n\nexport class GraphExecutor implements FunctionExecutor {\n  private compiledMap: Map<string,

Node[]> = new Map();\n  private _weightMap: NamedTensorsMap = {};\n  private _weightIds: number[];\n  private

_signature: ISignatureDef;\n  private _inputs: Node[];\n  private _outputs: Node[];\n  private _initNodes: Node[];  //

Internal init nodes to start initialization.\n  private SEPERATOR = ',';\n  private _functions: {[key: string]: Graph} =

{};\n  private _functionExecutorMap: {[key: string]: FunctionExecutor} = {};\n  private _resourceManager:

ResourceManager;\n\n  get weightIds(): number[] {\n    return this.parent ? this.parent.weightIds : this._weightIds;\n

}\n\n  get functionExecutorMap(): {[key: string]: FunctionExecutor} {\n    return this.parent ?

this.parent.functionExecutorMap :\n                         this._functionExecutorMap;\n  }\n\n  get weightMap():

NamedTensorsMap {\n    return this.parent ? this.parent.weightMap : this._weightMap;\n  }\n\n  set

weightMap(weightMap: NamedTensorsMap) {\n    const weightIds = Object.keys(weightMap).map(\n        key =>

weightMap[key].map(tensor => tensor.id));\n    this._weightIds = [].concat(...weightIds);\n    this._weightMap =

weightMap;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Set `ResourceManager` shared by executors of a model.\n   * @param

resourceManager: `ResourceManager` of the `GraphModel`.\n   */\n  set resourceManager(resourceManager:

ResourceManager) {\n    this._resourceManager = resourceManager;\n  }\n\n  get inputs(): TensorInfo[] {\n    return

this._inputs.map(node => {\n      return {\n        name: node.name,\n        shape: node.attrParams['shape'] ?\n

node.attrParams['shape'].value as number[] :\n            undefined,\n        dtype: node.attrParams['dtype'] ?\n

node.attrParams['dtype'].value as DataType :\n            undefined\n      };\n    });\n  }\n\n  get outputs(): TensorInfo[]

{\n    return this._outputs.map(node => {\n      return {\n        name: node.name,\n        shape:

node.attrParams['shape'] ?\n            node.attrParams['shape'].value as number[] :\n            undefined,\n        dtype:

node.attrParams['dtype'] ?\n            node.attrParams['dtype'].value as DataType :\n            undefined\n      };\n    });\n

}\n\n  get inputNodes(): string[] {\n    return this._inputs.map(node => node.signatureKey || node.name);\n  }\n\n

get outputNodes(): string[] {\n    return this._outputs.map((node) => {\n      const name = node.signatureKey ||

node.name;\n      return node.defaultOutput ? (`${name}:${node.defaultOutput}`) : name;\n    });\n  }\n\n  get

functions(): {[key: string]: ISignatureDef} {\n    return Object.keys(this._functions).reduce((map, key) => {\n

map[key] = this._functions[key].signature;\n      return map;\n    }, {} as {[key: string]: ISignatureDef});\n  }\n\n

/**\n   *\n   * @param graph Graph the model or function graph to be executed.\n   * @param parent When building

function exector you need to set the parent\n   * executor. Since the weights and function executor maps are set at

parant\n   * level, that function executor can access the function maps and weight maps\n   * through the parent.\n

*/\n  constructor(private graph: Graph, private parent?: GraphExecutor) {\n    this._outputs = graph.outputs;\n

this._inputs = graph.inputs;\n    this._initNodes = graph.initNodes;\n    this._signature = graph.signature;\n

this._functions = graph.functions;\n    // create sub-graph executors\n    if (graph.functions != null) {\n
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Object.keys(graph.functions).forEach(name => {\n        this._functionExecutorMap[name] =\n            new

GraphExecutor(graph.functions[name], this);\n      });\n    }\n  }\n\n  private getCompilationKey(inputs: Node[],

outputs: Node[]): string {\n    const sortedInputs = inputs.map(node => node.name).sort();\n    const sortedOutputs =

outputs.map(node => node.name).sort();\n    return sortedInputs.join(this.SEPERATOR) + '--' +\n

sortedOutputs.join(this.SEPERATOR);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Compiles the inference graph and returns the minimal set

of nodes that are\n   * required for execution, in the correct execution order.\n   */\n  private compile(inputs:

NamedTensorMap, outputs: Node[]): Node[] {\n    const executionInfo =\n        getExecutionSubgraph(inputs,

outputs, this.weightMap, this._initNodes);\n    const {missingInputs, dynamicNode, syncInputs} = executionInfo;\n

if (dynamicNode != null) {\n      throw new Error(\n          `This execution contains the node

'${dynamicNode.name}', which has ` +\n          `the dynamic op '${dynamicNode.op}'. Please use ` +\n

`model.executeAsync() instead. Alternatively, to avoid the ` +\n          `dynamic ops, specify the inputs

[${syncInputs}]`);\n    }\n\n    if (missingInputs.length > 0) {\n      const outNames = outputs.map(n => n.name);\n

 const inNames = Object.keys(inputs);\n      throw new Error(\n          `Cannot compute the outputs [${outNames}]

from the provided inputs ` +\n          `[${inNames}]. Missing the following inputs: [${missingInputs}]`);\n    }\n\n

return getNodesInTopologicalOrder(\n        this.graph, this.weightMap, executionInfo);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Executes

the inference for given input tensors.\n   * @param inputs Tensor map for the model inputs, keyed by the input

node\n   * names.\n   * @param outputs Optional. output node name from the Tensorflow model, if\n   * no outputs

are specified, the default outputs of the model would be used.\n   * You can inspect intermediate nodes of the model

by adding them to the\n   * outputs array.\n   */\n  execute(inputs: NamedTensorMap, outputs?: string[]): Tensor[]

{\n    inputs = this.mapInputs(inputs);\n    const names = Object.keys(inputs).sort();\n    this.checkInputs(inputs);\n

this.checkInputShapeAndType(inputs);\n    outputs = this.mapOutputs(outputs);\n    this.checkOutputs(outputs);\n

const inputNodes =\n        names.map(name => this.graph.nodes[parseNodeName(name)[0]]);\n    const

outputNodeNames = outputs.map(name => parseNodeName(name)[0]);\n    let outputNodes =

outputNodeNames.map(name => this.graph.nodes[name]);\n\n    // If no outputs are specified, then use the default

outputs of the model.\n    if (outputNodes.length === 0) {\n      outputNodes = this._outputs;\n    }\n\n    const

compilationKey = this.getCompilationKey(inputNodes, outputNodes);\n\n    // Do nothing if the compiled graph

cache contains the input.\n    let orderedNodes = this.compiledMap.get(compilationKey);\n    if (orderedNodes ==

null) {\n      orderedNodes = this.compile(inputs, outputNodes);\n      this.compiledMap.set(compilationKey,

orderedNodes);\n    }\n\n    const tensorArrayMap: TensorArrayMap = {};\n    const tensorListMap: TensorListMap

= {};\n\n    return tidy(() => {\n      const context = new ExecutionContext(\n          this.weightMap,

tensorArrayMap, tensorListMap,\n          this.functionExecutorMap);\n      const tensorsMap: NamedTensorsMap =

{...this.weightMap};\n\n      Object.keys(inputs).forEach(name => {\n        const [nodeName, index] =

parseNodeName(name);\n        const tensors: Tensor[] = [];\n        tensors[index] = inputs[name];\n

tensorsMap[nodeName] = tensors;\n      });\n\n      const tensorsToKeep = this.getFrozenTensorIds(tensorsMap);\n

 const intermediateTensorConsumerCount: {[key: number]: number} = {};\n      for (let i = 0; i <

orderedNodes.length; i++) {\n        const node = orderedNodes[i];\n        if (!tensorsMap[node.name]) {\n          const

tensors =\n              executeOp(node, tensorsMap, context, this._resourceManager) as\n              Tensor[];\n          if

(util.isPromise(tensors)) {\n            throw new Error(\n                `The execution of the op '${node.op}' returned a

promise. ` +\n                `Please use model.executeAsync() instead.`);\n          }\n          tensorsMap[node.name] =

tensors;\n          this.checkTensorForDisposal(\n              node.name, node, tensorsMap, context, tensorsToKeep,\n

        outputNodeNames, intermediateTensorConsumerCount);\n        }\n      }\n      // dispose the context for the root

executor\n      if (this.parent == null) {\n        context.dispose(tensorsToKeep);\n      }\n      return outputs.map(name

=> getTensor(name, tensorsMap, context));\n    });\n  }\n\n  private getFrozenTensorIds(tensorMap:

NamedTensorsMap): Set<number> {\n    const ids = [].concat.apply(\n        [],\n        Object.keys(tensorMap)\n

  .map(key => tensorMap[key])\n            .map(tensors => tensors.map(tensor => tensor.id)));\n    return new

Set(ids);\n  }\n  private checkTensorForDisposal(\n      nodeName: string, node: Node, tensorMap:

NamedTensorsMap,\n      context: ExecutionContext, tensorsToKeep: Set<number>,\n      outputNames: string[],\n

 intermediateTensorConsumerCount: {[key: string]: number}) {\n    // Skip output nodes and any control flow
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nodes, since its dependency is\n    // tricky to track correctly.\n    if (node.category === 'control' ||

outputNames.indexOf(nodeName) !== -1) {\n      return;\n    }\n\n    tensorMap[nodeName].forEach(tensor => {\n

 if (tensor != null) {\n        intermediateTensorConsumerCount[tensor.id] =\n

(intermediateTensorConsumerCount[tensor.id] || 0) +\n            node.children.length;\n      }\n    });\n

node.inputs.forEach(input => {\n      // Skip any control flow nodes, since its dependency is tricky to track\n      //

correctly.\n      if (input.category !== 'control') {\n        const tensors =\n

getTensorsForCurrentContenxt(input.name, tensorMap, context);\n        if (tensors != null) {\n

tensors.forEach(tensor => {\n            if (tensor && !tensorsToKeep.has(tensor.id)) {\n              const count =

intermediateTensorConsumerCount[tensor.id];\n              if (count === 1) {\n                tensor.dispose();\n

delete intermediateTensorConsumerCount[tensor.id];\n              } else if (count != null) {\n                // only

intermediate nodes has count set, inputs and weights are\n                // not.\n

intermediateTensorConsumerCount[tensor.id]--;\n              }\n            }\n          });\n        }\n      }\n    });\n  }\n\n

/**\n   * Executes the inference for given input tensors in Async fashion.\n   * @param inputs Tensor map for the

model inputs, keyed by the input node\n   * names.\n   * @param outputs output node name from the Tensorflow

model, if no outputs\n   * are specified, the default outputs of the model would be used. You can\n   * inspect

intermediate nodes of the model by adding them to the outputs\n   * array.\n   */\n  async executeAsync(inputs:

NamedTensorMap, outputs?: string[]):\n      Promise<Tensor[]> {\n    return this._executeAsync(inputs, outputs);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Executes the inference for given input tensors in Async fashion.\n   * @param inputs Tensor map for

the model inputs, keyed by the input node\n   * names.\n   * @param outputs Optional. output node name from the

Tensorflow model,\n   * if no outputs are specified, the default outputs of the model would be\n   * used. You can

inspect intermediate nodes of the model by adding them to the\n   * outputs array.\n   * @param

isFunctionExecution Optional. Flag for executing a function.\n   * @param tensorArrayMap Optional, global

TensorArray map by id. Used for\n   * function execution.\n   * @param tensorArrayMap Optinal global TensorList

map by id. Used for\n   * function execution.\n   */\n  private async _executeAsync(\n      inputs: NamedTensorMap,

outputs?: string[], isFunctionExecution = false,\n      tensorArrayMap: TensorArrayMap = {},\n      tensorListMap:

TensorListMap = {}): Promise<Tensor[]> {\n    if (!isFunctionExecution) {\n      inputs = this.mapInputs(inputs);\n

  this.checkInputs(inputs);\n      this.checkInputShapeAndType(inputs);\n      outputs = this.mapOutputs(outputs);\n

 this.checkOutputs(outputs);\n    }\n\n    const context = new ExecutionContext(\n        this.weightMap,

tensorArrayMap, tensorListMap,\n        this.functionExecutorMap);\n\n    // Graph with control flow op requires

runtime evaluation of the execution\n    // order, while without control flow the execution order is pre-determined\n

// in the compile method.\n    const tensorMap = await this.executeWithControlFlow(\n        inputs, context, outputs,

isFunctionExecution);\n    const results = outputs.map(name => getTensor(name, tensorMap, context));\n\n    //

dispose all the intermediate tensors\n    const outputIds = results.map(t => t.id);\n    const inputIds =

Object.keys(inputs).map(name => inputs[name].id);\n    const keepIds =\n        new Set<number>([...outputIds,

...inputIds, ...this.weightIds]);\n    Object.keys(tensorMap).forEach(key => {\n      const tensorArray =

tensorMap[key];\n      tensorArray.forEach(tensor => {\n        if (tensor && !tensor.isDisposed &&

!keepIds.has(tensor.id)) {\n          tensor.dispose();\n        }\n      });\n    });\n    // dispose the context for the root

executor\n    if (this.parent == null) {\n      context.dispose(keepIds);\n    }\n\n    return results;\n  }\n\n  async

executeFunctionAsync(\n      inputs: Tensor[], tensorArrayMap: TensorArrayMap,\n      tensorListMap:

TensorListMap): Promise<Tensor[]> {\n    const mappedInputs = inputs.reduce((map, tensor, index) => {\n

map[this.inputs[index].name] = tensor;\n      return map;\n    }, {} as NamedTensorMap);\n\n    return

this._executeAsync(\n        mappedInputs, this.outputNodes, true, tensorArrayMap, tensorListMap);\n  }\n  /**\n   *

When there are control flow nodes in the graph, the graph execution use\n   * ExecutionContext to keep track of the

frames and loop iterators.\n   * @param inputs placeholder tensors for the graph.\n   * @param context the execution

context object for current execution.\n   * @param outputNames Optional. output node name from the Tensorflow

model,\n   * if no outputs are specified, the default outputs of the model would be\n   * used. You can inspect

intermediate nodes of the model by adding them to the\n   * outputs array.\n   * @param isFunctionExecution Flag

for executing a function.\n   */\n  private async executeWithControlFlow(\n      inputs: NamedTensorMap, context:
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ExecutionContext, outputNames?: string[],\n      isFunctionExecution?: boolean): Promise<NamedTensorsMap> {\n

  const names = Object.keys(inputs);\n    const inputNodes =\n        names.map(name =>

this.graph.nodes[parseNodeName(name)[0]]);\n    const outputNodeNames = outputNames.map(name =>

parseNodeName(name)[0]);\n    let outputNodes = outputNodeNames.map(name => this.graph.nodes[name]);\n\n

// If no outputs are specified, then use the default outputs of the model.\n    if (outputNodes.length === 0) {\n

outputNodes = this._outputs;\n    }\n\n    const {usedNodes, missingInputs, dynamicNode, syncInputs} =\n

getExecutionSubgraph(\n            inputs, outputNodes, this.weightMap, this._initNodes);\n\n    // First nodes to

execute include inputNodes, weights, and initNodes.\n    const stack: NodeWithContexts[] = [\n      ...inputNodes,

...this.graph.weights, ...(this._initNodes || [])\n    ].map(node => {\n      return {node, contexts:

context.currentContext};\n    });\n    const tensorsMap: NamedTensorsMap = {...this.weightMap};\n

Object.keys(inputs).forEach(name => {\n      const [nodeName, index] = parseNodeName(name);\n      const

tensors: Tensor[] = [];\n      tensors[index] = inputs[name];\n      tensorsMap[nodeName] = tensors;\n    });\n    const

intermediateTensorConsumerCount: {[key: number]: number} = {};\n    const tensorsToKeep =

this.getFrozenTensorIds(tensorsMap);\n    const added: {[key: string]: boolean} = {};\n    while (stack.length > 0)

{\n      const promises = this.processStack(\n          inputNodes, stack, context, tensorsMap, added, tensorsToKeep,\n

        outputNodeNames, intermediateTensorConsumerCount, usedNodes);\n      await Promise.all(promises);\n    }\n

  if (dynamicNode == null && !isFunctionExecution) {\n      console.warn(\n          `This model execution did not

contain any nodes with control flow ` +\n          `or dynamic output shapes. You can use model.execute()

instead.`);\n    }\n    const missingOutputs =\n        outputNodes\n            .filter(\n                node =>

!isControlFlow(node) &&\n                    !getTensor(node.name, tensorsMap, context))\n            .map(node =>

node.name);\n    if (missingOutputs.length > 0) {\n      let alternativeMsg = '';\n      if (dynamicNode != null) {\n

alternativeMsg =\n            `Alternatively, to avoid the dynamic ops, use model.execute() ` +\n            `and specify

the inputs [${syncInputs}]`;\n      }\n      throw new Error(\n          `Cannot compute the outputs [${missingOutputs}]

from the provided ` +\n          `inputs [${names}]. Consider providing the following inputs: ` +\n

`[${missingInputs}]. ${alternativeMsg}`);\n    }\n    return tensorsMap;\n  }\n\n  private processStack(\n

inputNodes: Node[], stack: NodeWithContexts[], context: ExecutionContext,\n      tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap,

added: {[key: string]: boolean},\n      tensorsToKeep: Set<number>, outputNames: string[],\n

intermediateTensorConsumerCount: {[key: number]: number},\n      usedNodes: Set<string>) {\n    const promises:

Array<Promise<Tensor[]>> = [];\n    while (stack.length > 0) {\n      const item = stack.pop();\n

context.currentContext = item.contexts;\n      let nodeName = '';\n      // The tensor of the Enter op with isConstant

set should be set\n      // in the parent scope, so it will be available as constant for the\n      // whole loop.\n      if

(item.node.op === 'Enter' &&\n          getParamValue('isConstant', item.node, tensorMap, context)) {\n

[nodeName] = getNodeNameAndIndex(item.node.name, context);\n      }\n\n      // only process nodes that are not in

the tensorMap yet, this include\n      // inputNodes and internal initNodes.\n      if (tensorMap[item.node.name] ==

null) {\n        const tensors =\n            executeOp(item.node, tensorMap, context, this._resourceManager);\n        if

(!nodeName) {\n          [nodeName] = getNodeNameAndIndex(item.node.name, context);\n        }\n        const

currentContext = context.currentContext;\n        if (util.isPromise(tensors)) {\n          promises.push((tensors as

Promise<Tensor[]>).then(t => {\n            tensorMap[nodeName] = t;\n            context.currentContext =

currentContext;\n            this.checkTensorForDisposal(\n                nodeName, item.node, tensorMap, context,

tensorsToKeep,\n                outputNames, intermediateTensorConsumerCount);\n            this.processChildNodes(\n

            item.node, stack, context, tensorMap, added, usedNodes);\n            return t;\n          }));\n        } else {\n

tensorMap[nodeName] = tensors as Tensor[];\n          this.checkTensorForDisposal(\n              nodeName,

item.node, tensorMap, context, tensorsToKeep,\n              outputNames, intermediateTensorConsumerCount);\n

 this.processChildNodes(\n              item.node, stack, context, tensorMap, added, usedNodes);\n        }\n      } else {\n

      this.processChildNodes(\n            item.node, stack, context, tensorMap, added, usedNodes);\n      }\n    }\n

return promises;\n  }\n\n  private processChildNodes(\n      node: Node, stack: NodeWithContexts[], context:

ExecutionContext,\n      tensorMap: NamedTensorsMap, added: {[key: string]: boolean},\n      usedNodes:

Set<string>) {\n    node.children.forEach((childNode) => {\n      const [nodeName, ] =
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getNodeNameAndIndex(childNode.name, context);\n      if (added[nodeName] || !usedNodes.has(childNode.name))

{\n        return;\n      }\n      // Merge op can be pushed if any of its inputs has value.\n      if (childNode.op ===

'Merge') {\n        if (childNode.inputNames.some(name => {\n              return !!getTensor(name, tensorMap,

context);\n            })) {\n          added[nodeName] = true;\n          stack.push({contexts: context.currentContext,

node: childNode});\n        }\n      } else  // Otherwise all inputs must to have value.\n          if

(childNode.inputNames.every(name => {\n                return !!getTensor(name, tensorMap, context);\n              }))

{\n        added[nodeName] = true;\n        stack.push({contexts: context.currentContext, node: childNode});\n      }\n

});\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Releases the memory used by the weight tensors.\n   */\n  dispose() {\n

Object.keys(this.weightMap)\n        .forEach(\n            key => this.weightMap[key].forEach(tensor =>

tensor.dispose()));\n  }\n\n  private checkInputShapeAndType(inputs: NamedTensorMap) {\n

Object.keys(inputs).forEach(name => {\n      const input = inputs[name];\n      const [nodeName, ] =

parseNodeName(name);\n      const node = this.graph.nodes[nodeName];\n      if (node.attrParams['shape'] &&

node.attrParams['shape'].value) {\n        const shape = node.attrParams['shape'].value as number[];\n        const

match = shape.length === input.shape.length &&\n            input.shape.every(\n                (dim, index) =>

shape[index] === -1 || shape[index] === dim);\n        util.assert(\n            match,\n            () => `The shape of

dict['${node.name}'] provided in ` +\n                `model.execute(dict) must be [${shape}], but was ` +\n

`[${input.shape}]`);\n      }\n      if (node.attrParams['dtype'] && node.attrParams['dtype'].value) {\n

util.assert(\n            input.dtype === node.attrParams['dtype'].value as string,\n            () => `The dtype of

dict['${node.name}'] provided in ` +\n                `model.execute(dict) must be ` +\n

`${node.attrParams['dtype'].value}, but was ${input.dtype}`);\n      }\n    });\n  }\n\n  private mapInputs(inputs:

NamedTensorMap) {\n    const result: NamedTensorMap = {};\n    for (const inputName in inputs) {\n      if

(this._signature != null && this._signature.inputs != null &&\n          this._signature.inputs[inputName] != null) {\n

    const tensor = this._signature.inputs[inputName];\n        result[tensor.name] = inputs[inputName];\n      } else {\n

     result[inputName] = inputs[inputName];\n      }\n    }\n    return result;\n  }\n\n  private checkInputs(inputs:

NamedTensorMap) {\n    const notInGraph = Object.keys(inputs).filter(name => {\n      const [nodeName] =

parseNodeName(name);\n      return this.graph.nodes[nodeName] == null;\n    });\n    if (notInGraph.length > 0) {\n

   throw new Error(\n          `The dict provided in model.execute(dict) has ` +\n          `keys: [${notInGraph}] that are

not part of graph`);\n    }\n  }\n\n  private mapOutputs(outputs: string[]) {\n    return outputs.map(name => {\n      if

(this._signature != null && this._signature.outputs != null &&\n          this._signature.outputs[name] != null) {\n

const tensor = this._signature.outputs[name];\n        return tensor.name;\n      }\n      return name;\n    }, {});\n  }\n\n

private checkOutputs(outputs: string[]): void {\n    outputs.forEach(name => {\n      const [normalizedName] =

parseNodeName(name);\n      if (!this.graph.nodes[normalizedName]) {\n        throw new Error(`The output

'${name}' is not found in the graph`);\n      }\n    });\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2020 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport {HashTableMap, NamedTensorMap} from '../data/types';\nimport {HashTable} from

'./hash_table';\n\n/**\n * Contains global resources of a model.\n */\nexport class ResourceManager {\n

constructor(\n      readonly hashTableNameToHandle: NamedTensorMap = {},\n      readonly hashTableMap:

HashTableMap = {}) {}\n\n  /**\n   * Register a `HashTable` in the resource manager.\n   *\n   * The `HashTable`

can be retrieved by `resourceManager.getHashTableById`,\n   * where id is the table handle tensor's id.\n   *\n   *

@param name Op node name that creates the `HashTable`.\n   * @param hashTable The `HashTable` to be added to

resource manager.\n   */\n  addHashTable(name: string, hashTable: HashTable) {\n

this.hashTableNameToHandle[name] = hashTable.handle;\n    this.hashTableMap[hashTable.id] = hashTable;\n
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}\n\n  /**\n   * Get the table handle by node name.\n   * @param name Op node name that creates the `HashTable`.

This name is also\n   *     used in the inputs list of lookup and import `HashTable` ops.\n   */\n

getHashTableHandleByName(name: string) {\n    return this.hashTableNameToHandle[name];\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Get the actual `HashTable` by its handle tensor's id.\n   * @param id The id of the handle tensor.\n   */\n

getHashTableById(id: number): HashTable {\n    return this.hashTableMap[id];\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Dispose

`ResourceManager`, including its hashTables and tensors in them.\n   */\n  dispose() {\n    for (const key in

this.hashTableMap) {\n      this.hashTableMap[key].clearAndClose();\n      delete this.hashTableMap[key];\n    }\n\n

  for (const name in this.hashTableNameToHandle) {\n      this.hashTableNameToHandle[name].dispose();\n

delete this.hashTableNameToHandle[name];\n    }\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2018 Google LLC.

All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this

file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\n\nimport {InferenceModel, io, ModelPredictConfig, NamedTensorMap, Tensor} from '@tensorflow/tfjs-

core';\n\nimport * as tensorflow from '../data/compiled_api';\nimport {NamedTensorsMap, TensorInfo} from

'../data/types';\nimport {OperationMapper} from '../operations/operation_mapper';\n\nimport {GraphExecutor} from

'./graph_executor';\nimport {ResourceManager} from './resource_manager';\n\nexport const

TFHUB_SEARCH_PARAM = '?tfjs-format=file';\nexport const DEFAULT_MODEL_NAME =

'model.json';\n/**\n * A `tf.GraphModel` is a directed, acyclic graph built from a\n * SavedModel GraphDef and

allows inference execution.\n *\n * A `tf.GraphModel` can only be created by loading from a model converted

from\n * a [TensorFlow SavedModel](https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/saved_model) using\n * the command line

converter tool and loaded via `tf.loadGraphModel`.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Classes'}\n

*/\nexport class GraphModel implements InferenceModel {\n  private executor: GraphExecutor;\n  private version =

'n/a';\n  private handler: io.IOHandler;\n  private artifacts: io.ModelArtifacts;\n  private initializer: GraphExecutor;\n

private resourceManager: ResourceManager;\n  private signature: tensorflow.ISignatureDef;\n\n  // Returns the

version information for the tensorflow model GraphDef.\n  get modelVersion(): string {\n    return this.version;\n

}\n\n  get inputNodes(): string[] {\n    return this.executor.inputNodes;\n  }\n\n  get outputNodes(): string[] {\n

return this.executor.outputNodes;\n  }\n\n  get inputs(): TensorInfo[] {\n    return this.executor.inputs;\n  }\n\n  get

outputs(): TensorInfo[] {\n    return this.executor.outputs;\n  }\n\n  get weights(): NamedTensorsMap {\n    return

this.executor.weightMap;\n  }\n\n  get metadata(): {} {\n    return this.artifacts.userDefinedMetadata;\n  }\n\n  get

modelSignature(): {} {\n    return this.signature;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * @param modelUrl url for the model, or an

`io.IOHandler`.\n   * @param weightManifestUrl url for the weight file generated by\n   * scripts/convert.py

script.\n   * @param requestOption options for Request, which allows to send credentials\n   * and custom

headers.\n   * @param onProgress Optional, progress callback function, fired periodically\n   * before the load is

completed.\n   */\n  constructor(\n      private modelUrl: string|io.IOHandler,\n      private loadOptions:

io.LoadOptions = {}) {\n    if (loadOptions == null) {\n      this.loadOptions = {};\n    }\n    this.resourceManager =

new ResourceManager();\n  }\n\n  private findIOHandler() {\n    const path = this.modelUrl;\n    if ((path as

io.IOHandler).load != null) {\n      // Path is an IO Handler.\n      this.handler = path as io.IOHandler;\n    } else if

(this.loadOptions.requestInit != null) {\n      this.handler = io.browserHTTPRequest(path as string,

this.loadOptions);\n    } else {\n      const handlers = io.getLoadHandlers(path as string, this.loadOptions);\n      if

(handlers.length === 0) {\n        // For backward compatibility: if no load handler can be found,\n        // assume it is

a relative http path.\n        handlers.push(io.browserHTTPRequest(path as string, this.loadOptions));\n      } else if

(handlers.length > 1) {\n        throw new Error(\n            `Found more than one (${handlers.length}) load handlers

for ` +\n            `URL '${[path]}'`);\n      }\n      this.handler = handlers[0];\n    }\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Loads the model

and weight files, construct the in memory weight map and\n   * compile the inference graph.\n   */\n  async load():
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Promise<boolean> {\n    this.findIOHandler();\n    if (this.handler.load == null) {\n      throw new Error(\n

'Cannot proceed with model loading because the IOHandler provided ' +\n          'does not have the `load` method

implemented.');\n    }\n    const artifacts = await this.handler.load();\n\n    return this.loadSync(artifacts);\n  }\n\n

/**\n   * Synchronously construct the in memory weight map and\n   * compile the inference graph. Also initialize

hashtable if any.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Classes', ignoreCI: true}\n   */\n

loadSync(artifacts: io.ModelArtifacts) {\n    this.artifacts = artifacts;\n    const graph = this.artifacts.modelTopology

as tensorflow.IGraphDef;\n\n    let signature;\n    if (this.artifacts.userDefinedMetadata != null &&\n

this.artifacts.userDefinedMetadata.signature != null) {\n      signature =  // tslint:disable-next-line:no-any\n

(this.artifacts.userDefinedMetadata as any).signature as\n          tensorflow.ISignatureDef;\n    } else {\n      signature

= this.artifacts.signature;\n    }\n    this.signature = signature;\n\n    this.version =

`${graph.versions.producer}.${graph.versions.minConsumer}`;\n    const weightMap =\n

io.decodeWeights(this.artifacts.weightData, this.artifacts.weightSpecs);\n    this.executor = new GraphExecutor(\n

  OperationMapper.Instance.transformGraph(graph, this.signature));\n    this.executor.weightMap =

this.convertTensorMapToTensorsMap(weightMap);\n    // Attach a model-level resourceManager to each executor

to share resources,\n    // such as `HashTable`.\n    this.executor.resourceManager = this.resourceManager;\n\n    if

(artifacts.modelInitializer != null &&\n        (artifacts.modelInitializer as tensorflow.IGraphDef).node != null) {\n

const initializer =\n          OperationMapper.Instance.transformGraph(artifacts.modelInitializer);\n      this.initializer

= new GraphExecutor(initializer);\n      this.initializer.weightMap = this.executor.weightMap;\n      // Attach a

model-level resourceManager to the initializer, the\n      // hashTables created from when executing the initializer

will be stored\n      // in the resourceManager.\n      this.initializer.resourceManager = this.resourceManager;\n

this.initializer.executeAsync({}, []);\n    }\n\n    return true;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Save the configuration and/or weights

of the GraphModel.\n   *\n   * An `IOHandler` is an object that has a `save` method of the proper\n   * signature

defined. The `save` method manages the storing or\n   * transmission of serialized data (\"artifacts\") that represent

the\n   * model's topology and weights onto or via a specific medium, such as\n   * file downloads, local storage,

IndexedDB in the web browser and HTTP\n   * requests to a server. TensorFlow.js provides `IOHandler`\n   *

implementations for a number of frequently used saving mediums, such as\n   * `tf.io.browserDownloads` and

`tf.io.browserLocalStorage`. See `tf.io`\n   * for more details.\n   *\n   * This method also allows you to refer to

certain types of `IOHandler`s\n   * as URL-like string shortcuts, such as 'localstorage://' and\n   * 'indexeddb://'.\n

*\n   * Example 1: Save `model`'s topology and weights to browser [local\n   *

storage](https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Window/localStorage);\n   * then load it back.\n   *\n

* ```js\n   * const modelUrl =\n   *    'https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-

models/savedmodel/mobilenet_v2_1.0_224/model.json';\n   * const model = await tf.loadGraphModel(modelUrl);\n

* const zeros = tf.zeros([1, 224, 224, 3]);\n   * model.predict(zeros).print();\n   *\n   * const saveResults = await

model.save('localstorage://my-model-1');\n   *\n   * const loadedModel = await

tf.loadGraphModel('localstorage://my-model-1');\n   * console.log('Prediction from loaded model:');\n   *

model.predict(zeros).print();\n   * ```\n   *\n   * @param handlerOrURL An instance of `IOHandler` or a URL-

like,\n   * scheme-based string shortcut for `IOHandler`.\n   * @param config Options for saving the model.\n   *

@returns A `Promise` of `SaveResult`, which summarizes the result of\n   * the saving, such as byte sizes of the

saved artifacts for the model's\n   *   topology and weight values.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading:

'Classes', ignoreCI: true}\n   */\n  async save(handlerOrURL: io.IOHandler|string, config?: io.SaveConfig):\n

Promise<io.SaveResult> {\n    if (typeof handlerOrURL === 'string') {\n      const handlers =

io.getSaveHandlers(handlerOrURL);\n      if (handlers.length === 0) {\n        throw new Error(\n            `Cannot find

any save handlers for URL '${handlerOrURL}'`);\n      } else if (handlers.length > 1) {\n        throw new Error(\n

    `Found more than one (${handlers.length}) save handlers for ` +\n            `URL '${handlerOrURL}'`);\n      }\n

handlerOrURL = handlers[0];\n    }\n    if (handlerOrURL.save == null) {\n      throw new Error(\n

'GraphModel.save() cannot proceed because the IOHandler ' +\n          'provided does not have the `save` attribute

defined.');\n    }\n\n    return handlerOrURL.save(this.artifacts);\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Execute the inference for the input

tensors.\n   *\n   * @param input The input tensors, when there is single input for the model,\n   * inputs param
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should be a `tf.Tensor`. For models with mutliple inputs,\n   * inputs params should be in either `tf.Tensor`[] if the

input order is\n   * fixed, or otherwise NamedTensorMap format.\n   *\n   * For model with multiple inputs, we

recommend you use NamedTensorMap as the\n   * input type, if you use `tf.Tensor`[], the order of the array needs

to\n   * follow the\n   * order of inputNodes array. @see {@link GraphModel.inputNodes}\n   *\n   * You can also

feed any intermediate nodes using the NamedTensorMap as the\n   * input type. For example, given the graph\n   *

InputNode => Intermediate => OutputNode,\n   * you can execute the subgraph Intermediate => OutputNode by

calling\n   *    model.execute('IntermediateNode' : tf.tensor(...));\n   *\n   * This is useful for models that uses

tf.dynamic_rnn, where the intermediate\n   * state needs to be fed manually.\n   *\n   * For batch inference

execution, the tensors for each input need to be\n   * concatenated together. For example with mobilenet, the

required input shape\n   * is [1, 244, 244, 3], which represents the [batch, height, width, channel].\n   * If we are

provide a batched data of 100 images, the input tensor should be\n   * in the shape of [100, 244, 244, 3].\n   *\n   *

@param config Prediction configuration for specifying the batch size and\n   * output node names. Currently the

batch size option is ignored for graph\n   * model.\n   *\n   * @returns Inference result tensors. The output would be

single `tf.Tensor`\n   * if model has single output node, otherwise Tensor[] or NamedTensorMap[]\n   * will be

returned for model with multiple outputs.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n

predict(inputs: Tensor|Tensor[]|NamedTensorMap, config?: ModelPredictConfig):\n

Tensor|Tensor[]|NamedTensorMap {\n    return this.execute(inputs, this.outputNodes);\n  }\n\n  private

normalizeInputs(inputs: Tensor|Tensor[]|\n                          NamedTensorMap): NamedTensorMap {\n    if (!(inputs

instanceof Tensor) && !Array.isArray(inputs)) {\n      // The input is already a NamedTensorMap.\n      return

inputs;\n    }\n    inputs = Array.isArray(inputs) ? inputs : [inputs];\n    if (inputs.length !== this.inputNodes.length)

{\n      throw new Error(\n          'Input tensor count mismatch,' +\n          `the graph model has

${this.inputNodes.length} placeholders, ` +\n          `while there are ${inputs.length} input tensors.`);\n    }\n

return this.inputNodes.reduce((map, inputName, i) => {\n      map[inputName] = (inputs as Tensor[])[i];\n      return

map;\n    }, {} as NamedTensorMap);\n  }\n\n  private normalizeOutputs(outputs: string|string[]): string[] {\n

outputs = outputs || this.outputNodes;\n    return !Array.isArray(outputs) ? [outputs] : outputs;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Executes inference for the model for given input tensors.\n   * @param inputs tensor, tensor array or tensor map of

the inputs for the\n   * model, keyed by the input node names.\n   * @param outputs output node name from the

Tensorflow model, if no\n   * outputs are specified, the default outputs of the model would be used.\n   * You can

inspect intermediate nodes of the model by adding them to the\n   * outputs array.\n   *\n   * @returns A single

tensor if provided with a single output or no outputs\n   * are provided and there is only one default output,

otherwise return a\n   * tensor array. The order of the tensor array is the same as the outputs\n   * if provided,

otherwise the order of outputNodes attribute of the model.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading:

'Classes'}\n   */\n  execute(inputs: Tensor|Tensor[]|NamedTensorMap, outputs?: string|string[]):\n

Tensor|Tensor[] {\n    inputs = this.normalizeInputs(inputs);\n    outputs = this.normalizeOutputs(outputs);\n    const

result = this.executor.execute(inputs, outputs);\n    return result.length > 1 ? result : result[0];\n  }\n  /**\n   *

Executes inference for the model for given input tensors in async\n   * fashion, use this method when your model

contains control flow ops.\n   * @param inputs tensor, tensor array or tensor map of the inputs for the\n   * model,

keyed by the input node names.\n   * @param outputs output node name from the Tensorflow model, if no outputs\n

 * are specified, the default outputs of the model would be used. You can\n   * inspect intermediate nodes of the

model by adding them to the outputs\n   * array.\n   *\n   * @returns A Promise of single tensor if provided with a

single output or\n   * no outputs are provided and there is only one default output, otherwise\n   * return a tensor

map.\n   *\n   * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  async executeAsync(\n      inputs:

Tensor|Tensor[]|NamedTensorMap,\n      outputs?: string|string[]): Promise<Tensor|Tensor[]> {\n    inputs =

this.normalizeInputs(inputs);\n    outputs = this.normalizeOutputs(outputs);\n    const result = await

this.executor.executeAsync(inputs, outputs);\n    return result.length > 1 ? result : result[0];\n  }\n\n  private

convertTensorMapToTensorsMap(map: NamedTensorMap): NamedTensorsMap {\n    return

Object.keys(map).reduce((newMap: NamedTensorsMap, key) => {\n      newMap[key] = [map[key]];\n      return

newMap;\n    }, {});\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Releases the memory used by the weight tensors and resourceManager.\n
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*\n   * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Classes'}\n   */\n  dispose() {\n    this.executor.dispose();\n\n    if

(this.initializer) {\n      this.initializer.dispose();\n    }\n\n    this.resourceManager.dispose();\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Load

a graph model given a URL to the model definition.\n *\n * Example of loading MobileNetV2 from a URL and

making a prediction with a\n * zeros input:\n *\n * ```js\n * const modelUrl =\n *

'https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-models/savedmodel/mobilenet_v2_1.0_224/model.json';\n * const model = await

tf.loadGraphModel(modelUrl);\n * const zeros = tf.zeros([1, 224, 224, 3]);\n * model.predict(zeros).print();\n * ```\n

*\n * Example of loading MobileNetV2 from a TF Hub URL and making a prediction with\n * a zeros input:\n *\n *

```js\n * const modelUrl =\n *    'https://tfhub.dev/google/imagenet/mobilenet_v2_140_224/classification/2';\n *

const model = await tf.loadGraphModel(modelUrl, {fromTFHub: true});\n * const zeros = tf.zeros([1, 224, 224,

3]);\n * model.predict(zeros).print();\n * ```\n * @param modelUrl The url or an `io.IOHandler` that loads the

model.\n * @param options Options for the HTTP request, which allows to send credentials\n *    and custom

headers.\n *\n * @doc {heading: 'Models', subheading: 'Loading'}\n */\nexport async function loadGraphModel(\n

modelUrl: string|io.IOHandler,\n    options: io.LoadOptions = {}): Promise<GraphModel> {\n  if (modelUrl ==

null) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'modelUrl in loadGraphModel() cannot be null. Please provide a url ' +\n        'or

an IOHandler that loads the model');\n  }\n  if (options == null) {\n    options = {};\n  }\n\n  if (options.fromTFHub)

{\n    if ((modelUrl as io.IOHandler).load == null) {\n      if (!(modelUrl as string).endsWith('/')) {\n        modelUrl =

(modelUrl as string) + '/';\n      }\n      modelUrl =

`${modelUrl}${DEFAULT_MODEL_NAME}${TFHUB_SEARCH_PARAM}`;\n    }\n  }\n  const model = new

GraphModel(modelUrl, options);\n  await model.load();\n  return

model;\n}\n",null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,null,"/**\n * dat-gui

JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google

Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file

except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport Color from './color/Color';\nimport math from

'./color/math';\nimport interpret from './color/interpret';\n\nimport Controller from './controllers/Controller';\nimport

BooleanController from './controllers/BooleanController';\nimport OptionController from

'./controllers/OptionController';\nimport StringController from './controllers/StringController';\nimport

NumberController from './controllers/NumberController';\nimport NumberControllerBox from

'./controllers/NumberControllerBox';\nimport NumberControllerSlider from

'./controllers/NumberControllerSlider';\nimport FunctionController from './controllers/FunctionController';\nimport

ColorController from './controllers/ColorController';\n\nimport domImport from './dom/dom';\nimport GUIImport

from './gui/GUI';\n\nexport const color = {\n  Color: Color,\n  math: math,\n  interpret: interpret\n};\n\nexport const

controllers = {\n  Controller: Controller,\n  BooleanController: BooleanController,\n  OptionController:

OptionController,\n  StringController: StringController,\n  NumberController: NumberController,\n

NumberControllerBox: NumberControllerBox,\n  NumberControllerSlider: NumberControllerSlider,\n

FunctionController: FunctionController,\n  ColorController: ColorController\n};\n\nexport const dom = { dom:

domImport };\n\nexport const gui = { GUI: GUIImport };\n\nexport const GUI = GUIImport;\n\nexport default {\n

color,\n  controllers,\n  dom,\n  gui,\n  GUI\n};\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n *

http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n

*/\n\nexport default function(color, forceCSSHex) {\n  const colorFormat =

color.__state.conversionName.toString();\n\n  const r = Math.round(color.r);\n  const g = Math.round(color.g);\n

const b = Math.round(color.b);\n  const a = color.a;\n  const h = Math.round(color.h);\n  const s =

color.s.toFixed(1);\n  const v = color.v.toFixed(1);\n\n  if (forceCSSHex || (colorFormat ===

'THREE_CHAR_HEX') || (colorFormat === 'SIX_CHAR_HEX')) {\n    let str = color.hex.toString(16);\n    while

(str.length < 6) {\n      str = '0' + str;\n    }\n    return '#' + str;\n  } else if (colorFormat === 'CSS_RGB') {\n    return

'rgb(' + r + ',' + g + ',' + b + ')';\n  } else if (colorFormat === 'CSS_RGBA') {\n    return 'rgba(' + r + ',' + g + ',' + b +
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',' + a + ')';\n  } else if (colorFormat === 'HEX') {\n    return '0x' + color.hex.toString(16);\n  } else if (colorFormat

=== 'RGB_ARRAY') {\n    return '[' + r + ',' + g + ',' + b + ']';\n  } else if (colorFormat === 'RGBA_ARRAY') {\n

return '[' + r + ',' + g + ',' + b + ',' + a + ']';\n  } else if (colorFormat === 'RGB_OBJ') {\n    return '{r:' + r + ',g:' + g +

',b:' + b + '}';\n  } else if (colorFormat === 'RGBA_OBJ') {\n    return '{r:' + r + ',g:' + g + ',b:' + b + ',a:' + a + '}';\n

} else if (colorFormat === 'HSV_OBJ') {\n    return '{h:' + h + ',s:' + s + ',v:' + v + '}';\n  } else if (colorFormat ===

'HSVA_OBJ') {\n    return '{h:' + h + ',s:' + s + ',v:' + v + ',a:' + a + '}';\n  }\n\n  return 'unknown

format';\n}\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright

2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nconst ARR_EACH =

Array.prototype.forEach;\nconst ARR_SLICE = Array.prototype.slice;\n\n/**\n * Band-aid methods for things that

should be a lot easier in JavaScript.\n * Implementation and structure inspired by underscore.js\n *

http://documentcloud.github.com/underscore/\n */\n\nconst Common = {\n  BREAK: {},\n\n  extend:

function(target) {\n    this.each(ARR_SLICE.call(arguments, 1), function(obj) {\n      const keys = this.isObject(obj)

? Object.keys(obj) : [];\n      keys.forEach(function(key) {\n        if (!this.isUndefined(obj[key])) {\n

target[key] = obj[key];\n        }\n      }.bind(this));\n    }, this);\n\n    return target;\n  },\n\n  defaults: function(target)

{\n    this.each(ARR_SLICE.call(arguments, 1), function(obj) {\n      const keys = this.isObject(obj) ?

Object.keys(obj) : [];\n      keys.forEach(function(key) {\n        if (this.isUndefined(target[key])) {\n          target[key]

= obj[key];\n        }\n      }.bind(this));\n    }, this);\n\n    return target;\n  },\n\n  compose: function() {\n    const

toCall = ARR_SLICE.call(arguments);\n    return function() {\n      let args = ARR_SLICE.call(arguments);\n      for

(let i = toCall.length - 1; i >= 0; i--) {\n        args = [toCall[i].apply(this, args)];\n      }\n      return args[0];\n    };\n

},\n\n  each: function(obj, itr, scope) {\n    if (!obj) {\n      return;\n    }\n\n    if (ARR_EACH && obj.forEach &&

obj.forEach === ARR_EACH) {\n      obj.forEach(itr, scope);\n    } else if (obj.length === obj.length + 0) { // Is

number but not NaN\n      let key;\n      let l;\n      for (key = 0, l = obj.length; key < l; key++) {\n        if (key in obj

&& itr.call(scope, obj[key], key) === this.BREAK) {\n          return;\n        }\n      }\n    } else {\n      for (const key

in obj) {\n        if (itr.call(scope, obj[key], key) === this.BREAK) {\n          return;\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  },\n\n

defer: function(fnc) {\n    setTimeout(fnc, 0);\n  },\n\n  // if the function is called repeatedly, wait until threshold

passes until we execute the function\n  debounce: function(func, threshold, callImmediately) {\n    let timeout;\n\n

return function() {\n      const obj = this;\n      const args = arguments;\n      function delayed() {\n        timeout =

null;\n        if (!callImmediately) func.apply(obj, args);\n      }\n\n      const callNow = callImmediately ||

!timeout;\n\n      clearTimeout(timeout);\n      timeout = setTimeout(delayed, threshold);\n\n      if (callNow) {\n

func.apply(obj, args);\n      }\n    };\n  },\n\n  toArray: function(obj) {\n    if (obj.toArray) return obj.toArray();\n

return ARR_SLICE.call(obj);\n  },\n\n  isUndefined: function(obj) {\n    return obj === undefined;\n  },\n\n  isNull:

function(obj) {\n    return obj === null;\n  },\n\n  isNaN: function(obj) {\n    return isNaN(obj);\n  },\n\n  isArray:

Array.isArray || function(obj) {\n    return obj.constructor === Array;\n  },\n\n  isObject: function(obj) {\n    return

obj === Object(obj);\n  },\n\n  isNumber: function(obj) {\n    return obj === obj + 0;\n  },\n\n  isString:

function(obj) {\n    return obj === obj + '';\n  },\n\n  isBoolean: function(obj) {\n    return obj === false || obj ===

true;\n  },\n\n  isFunction: function(obj) {\n    return Object.prototype.toString.call(obj) === '[object Function]';\n

}\n\n};\n\nexport default Common;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n *

http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n

*/\n\nimport toString from './toString';\nimport common from '../utils/common';\n\nconst INTERPRETATIONS =

[\n  // Strings\n  {\n    litmus: common.isString,\n    conversions: {\n      THREE_CHAR_HEX: {\n        read:

function(original) {\n          const test = original.match(/^#([A-F0-9])([A-F0-9])([A-F0-9])$/i);\n          if (test ===

null) {\n            return false;\n          }\n\n          return {\n            space: 'HEX',\n            hex: parseInt(\n              '0x'

+\n              test[1].toString() + test[1].toString() +\n              test[2].toString() + test[2].toString() +\n

test[3].toString() + test[3].toString(), 0)\n          };\n        },\n\n        write: toString\n      },\n\n      SIX_CHAR_HEX:
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{\n        read: function(original) {\n          const test = original.match(/^#([A-F0-9]{6})$/i);\n          if (test === null)

{\n            return false;\n          }\n\n          return {\n            space: 'HEX',\n            hex: parseInt('0x' +

test[1].toString(), 0)\n          };\n        },\n\n        write: toString\n      },\n\n      CSS_RGB: {\n        read:

function(original) {\n          const test = original.match(/^rgb\\(\\s*(.+)\\s*,\\s*(.+)\\s*,\\s*(.+)\\s*\\)/);\n          if (test

=== null) {\n            return false;\n          }\n\n          return {\n            space: 'RGB',\n            r: parseFloat(test[1]),\n

         g: parseFloat(test[2]),\n            b: parseFloat(test[3])\n          };\n        },\n\n        write: toString\n      },\n\n

CSS_RGBA: {\n        read: function(original) {\n          const test =

original.match(/^rgba\\(\\s*(.+)\\s*,\\s*(.+)\\s*,\\s*(.+)\\s*,\\s*(.+)\\s*\\)/);\n          if (test === null) {\n            return

false;\n          }\n\n          return {\n            space: 'RGB',\n            r: parseFloat(test[1]),\n            g:

parseFloat(test[2]),\n            b: parseFloat(test[3]),\n            a: parseFloat(test[4])\n          };\n        },\n\n        write:

toString\n      }\n    }\n  },\n\n  // Numbers\n  {\n    litmus: common.isNumber,\n\n    conversions: {\n\n      HEX: {\n

     read: function(original) {\n          return {\n            space: 'HEX',\n            hex: original,\n

conversionName: 'HEX'\n          };\n        },\n\n        write: function(color) {\n          return color.hex;\n        }\n

}\n\n    }\n\n  },\n\n  // Arrays\n  {\n    litmus: common.isArray,\n    conversions: {\n      RGB_ARRAY: {\n

read: function(original) {\n          if (original.length !== 3) {\n            return false;\n          }\n\n          return {\n

space: 'RGB',\n            r: original[0],\n            g: original[1],\n            b: original[2]\n          };\n        },\n\n        write:

function(color) {\n          return [color.r, color.g, color.b];\n        }\n      },\n\n      RGBA_ARRAY: {\n        read:

function(original) {\n          if (original.length !== 4) return false;\n          return {\n            space: 'RGB',\n            r:

original[0],\n            g: original[1],\n            b: original[2],\n            a: original[3]\n          };\n        },\n\n        write:

function(color) {\n          return [color.r, color.g, color.b, color.a];\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  },\n\n  // Objects\n  {\n

litmus: common.isObject,\n    conversions: {\n\n      RGBA_OBJ: {\n        read: function(original) {\n          if

(common.isNumber(original.r) &&\n            common.isNumber(original.g) &&\n

common.isNumber(original.b) &&\n            common.isNumber(original.a)) {\n            return {\n              space:

'RGB',\n              r: original.r,\n              g: original.g,\n              b: original.b,\n              a: original.a\n            };\n

 }\n          return false;\n        },\n\n        write: function(color) {\n          return {\n            r: color.r,\n            g:

color.g,\n            b: color.b,\n            a: color.a\n          };\n        }\n      },\n\n      RGB_OBJ: {\n        read:

function(original) {\n          if (common.isNumber(original.r) &&\n            common.isNumber(original.g) &&\n

  common.isNumber(original.b)) {\n            return {\n              space: 'RGB',\n              r: original.r,\n              g:

original.g,\n              b: original.b\n            };\n          }\n          return false;\n        },\n\n        write: function(color)

{\n          return {\n            r: color.r,\n            g: color.g,\n            b: color.b\n          };\n        }\n      },\n\n

HSVA_OBJ: {\n        read: function(original) {\n          if (common.isNumber(original.h) &&\n

common.isNumber(original.s) &&\n            common.isNumber(original.v) &&\n

common.isNumber(original.a)) {\n            return {\n              space: 'HSV',\n              h: original.h,\n              s:

original.s,\n              v: original.v,\n              a: original.a\n            };\n          }\n          return false;\n        },\n\n

write: function(color) {\n          return {\n            h: color.h,\n            s: color.s,\n            v: color.v,\n            a:

color.a\n          };\n        }\n      },\n\n      HSV_OBJ: {\n        read: function(original) {\n          if

(common.isNumber(original.h) &&\n            common.isNumber(original.s) &&\n

common.isNumber(original.v)) {\n            return {\n              space: 'HSV',\n              h: original.h,\n              s:

original.s,\n              v: original.v\n            };\n          }\n          return false;\n        },\n\n        write: function(color) {\n

        return {\n            h: color.h,\n            s: color.s,\n            v: color.v\n          };\n        }\n      }\n    }\n  }\n];\n\nlet

result;\nlet toReturn;\n\nconst interpret = function() {\n  toReturn = false;\n\n  const original = arguments.length > 1

? common.toArray(arguments) : arguments[0];\n  common.each(INTERPRETATIONS, function(family) {\n    if

(family.litmus(original)) {\n      common.each(family.conversions, function(conversion, conversionName) {\n

result = conversion.read(original);\n\n        if (toReturn === false && result !== false) {\n          toReturn = result;\n

       result.conversionName = conversionName;\n          result.conversion = conversion;\n          return

common.BREAK;\n        }\n      });\n\n      return common.BREAK;\n    }\n  });\n\n  return toReturn;\n};\n\nexport

default interpret;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n *

Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the
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\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nlet tmpComponent;\n\nconst ColorMath =

{\n  hsv_to_rgb: function(h, s, v) {\n    const hi = Math.floor(h / 60) % 6;\n\n    const f = h / 60 - Math.floor(h /

60);\n    const p = v * (1.0 - s);\n    const q = v * (1.0 - (f * s));\n    const t = v * (1.0 - ((1.0 - f) * s));\n\n    const c =

[\n      [v, t, p],\n      [q, v, p],\n      [p, v, t],\n      [p, q, v],\n      [t, p, v],\n      [v, p, q]\n    ][hi];\n\n    return {\n      r:

c[0] * 255,\n      g: c[1] * 255,\n      b: c[2] * 255\n    };\n  },\n\n  rgb_to_hsv: function(r, g, b) {\n    const min =

Math.min(r, g, b);\n    const max = Math.max(r, g, b);\n    const delta = max - min;\n    let h;\n    let s;\n\n    if (max

!== 0) {\n      s = delta / max;\n    } else {\n      return {\n        h: NaN,\n        s: 0,\n        v: 0\n      };\n    }\n\n    if (r

=== max) {\n      h = (g - b) / delta;\n    } else if (g === max) {\n      h = 2 + (b - r) / delta;\n    } else {\n      h = 4 + (r

- g) / delta;\n    }\n    h /= 6;\n    if (h < 0) {\n      h += 1;\n    }\n\n    return {\n      h: h * 360,\n      s: s,\n      v: max /

255\n    };\n  },\n\n  rgb_to_hex: function(r, g, b) {\n    let hex = this.hex_with_component(0, 2, r);\n    hex =

this.hex_with_component(hex, 1, g);\n    hex = this.hex_with_component(hex, 0, b);\n    return hex;\n  },\n\n

component_from_hex: function(hex, componentIndex) {\n    return (hex >> (componentIndex * 8)) & 0xFF;\n

},\n\n  hex_with_component: function(hex, componentIndex, value) {\n    return value << (tmpComponent =

componentIndex * 8) | (hex & ~(0xFF << tmpComponent));\n  }\n};\n\nexport default ColorMath;\n","/**\n * dat-

gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team,

Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport interpret from './interpret';\nimport math from

'./math';\nimport colorToString from './toString';\nimport common from '../utils/common';\n\nclass Color {\n

constructor() {\n    this.__state = interpret.apply(this, arguments);\n\n    if (this.__state === false) {\n      throw new

Error('Failed to interpret color arguments');\n    }\n\n    this.__state.a = this.__state.a || 1;\n  }\n\n  toString() {\n

return colorToString(this);\n  }\n\n  toHexString() {\n    return colorToString(this, true);\n  }\n\n  toOriginal() {\n

return this.__state.conversion.write(this);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction defineRGBComponent(target, component,

componentHexIndex) {\n  Object.defineProperty(target, component, {\n    get: function() {\n      if

(this.__state.space === 'RGB') {\n        return this.__state[component];\n      }\n\n      Color.recalculateRGB(this,

component, componentHexIndex);\n\n      return this.__state[component];\n    },\n\n    set: function(v) {\n      if

(this.__state.space !== 'RGB') {\n        Color.recalculateRGB(this, component, componentHexIndex);\n

this.__state.space = 'RGB';\n      }\n\n      this.__state[component] = v;\n    }\n  });\n}\n\nfunction

defineHSVComponent(target, component) {\n  Object.defineProperty(target, component, {\n    get: function() {\n

if (this.__state.space === 'HSV') {\n        return this.__state[component];\n      }\n\n

Color.recalculateHSV(this);\n\n      return this.__state[component];\n    },\n\n    set: function(v) {\n      if

(this.__state.space !== 'HSV') {\n        Color.recalculateHSV(this);\n        this.__state.space = 'HSV';\n      }\n\n

this.__state[component] = v;\n    }\n  });\n}\n\n\nColor.recalculateRGB = function(color, component,

componentHexIndex) {\n  if (color.__state.space === 'HEX') {\n    color.__state[component] =

math.component_from_hex(color.__state.hex, componentHexIndex);\n  } else if (color.__state.space === 'HSV') {\n

  common.extend(color.__state, math.hsv_to_rgb(color.__state.h, color.__state.s, color.__state.v));\n  } else {\n

throw new Error('Corrupted color state');\n  }\n};\n\nColor.recalculateHSV = function(color) {\n  const result =

math.rgb_to_hsv(color.r, color.g, color.b);\n\n  common.extend(color.__state,\n    {\n      s: result.s,\n      v: result.v\n

  }\n  );\n\n  if (!common.isNaN(result.h)) {\n    color.__state.h = result.h;\n  } else if

(common.isUndefined(color.__state.h)) {\n    color.__state.h = 0;\n  }\n};\n\nColor.COMPONENTS = ['r', 'g', 'b', 'h',

's', 'v', 'hex', 'a'];\n\ndefineRGBComponent(Color.prototype, 'r', 2);\ndefineRGBComponent(Color.prototype, 'g',

1);\ndefineRGBComponent(Color.prototype, 'b', 0);\n\ndefineHSVComponent(Color.prototype,

'h');\ndefineHSVComponent(Color.prototype, 's');\ndefineHSVComponent(Color.prototype,

'v');\n\nObject.defineProperty(Color.prototype, 'a', {\n  get: function() {\n    return this.__state.a;\n  },\n\n  set:

function(v) {\n    this.__state.a = v;\n  }\n});\n\nObject.defineProperty(Color.prototype, 'hex', {\n  get: function() {\n

  if (!this.__state.space !== 'HEX') {\n      this.__state.hex = math.rgb_to_hex(this.r, this.g, this.b);\n    }\n\n    return

this.__state.hex;\n  },\n\n  set: function(v) {\n    this.__state.space = 'HEX';\n    this.__state.hex = v;\n
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}\n});\n\nexport default Color;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-

gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License,

Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may

obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\n/**\n * @class An

\"abstract\" class that represents a given property of an object.\n *\n * @param {Object} object The object to be

manipulated\n * @param {string} property The name of the property to be manipulated\n */\nclass Controller {\n

constructor(object, property) {\n    this.initialValue = object[property];\n\n    /**\n     * Those who extend this class

will put their DOM elements in here.\n     * @type {DOMElement}\n     */\n    this.domElement =

document.createElement('div');\n\n    /**\n     * The object to manipulate\n     * @type {Object}\n     */\n

this.object = object;\n\n    /**\n     * The name of the property to manipulate\n     * @type {String}\n     */\n

this.property = property;\n\n    /**\n     * The function to be called on change.\n     * @type {Function}\n     *

@ignore\n     */\n    this.__onChange = undefined;\n\n    /**\n     * The function to be called on finishing change.\n

* @type {Function}\n     * @ignore\n     */\n    this.__onFinishChange = undefined;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Specify that a

function fire every time someone changes the value with\n   * this Controller.\n   *\n   * @param {Function} fnc

This function will be called whenever the value\n   * is modified via this Controller.\n   * @returns {Controller}

this\n   */\n  onChange(fnc) {\n    this.__onChange = fnc;\n    return this;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Specify that a function

fire every time someone \"finishes\" changing\n   * the value wih this Controller. Useful for values that change\n   *

incrementally like numbers or strings.\n   *\n   * @param {Function} fnc This function will be called whenever\n   *

someone \"finishes\" changing the value via this Controller.\n   * @returns {Controller} this\n   */\n

onFinishChange(fnc) {\n    this.__onFinishChange = fnc;\n    return this;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Change the value of

<code>object[property]</code>\n   *\n   * @param {Object} newValue The new value of

<code>object[property]</code>\n   */\n  setValue(newValue) {\n    this.object[this.property] = newValue;\n    if

(this.__onChange) {\n      this.__onChange.call(this, newValue);\n    }\n\n    this.updateDisplay();\n    return this;\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Gets the value of <code>object[property]</code>\n   *\n   * @returns {Object} The current value of

<code>object[property]</code>\n   */\n  getValue() {\n    return this.object[this.property];\n  }\n\n  /**\n   *

Refreshes the visual display of a Controller in order to keep sync\n   * with the object's current value.\n   * @returns

{Controller} this\n   */\n  updateDisplay() {\n    return this;\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * @returns {Boolean} true if the value

has deviated from initialValue\n   */\n  isModified() {\n    return this.initialValue !== this.getValue();\n

}\n}\n\nexport default Controller;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n *

http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n

*/\n\nimport common from '../utils/common';\n\nconst EVENT_MAP = {\n  HTMLEvents: ['change'],\n

MouseEvents: ['click', 'mousemove', 'mousedown', 'mouseup', 'mouseover'],\n  KeyboardEvents:

['keydown']\n};\n\nconst EVENT_MAP_INV = {};\ncommon.each(EVENT_MAP, function(v, k) {\n

common.each(v, function(e) {\n    EVENT_MAP_INV[e] = k;\n  });\n});\n\nconst CSS_VALUE_PIXELS =

/(\\d+(\\.\\d+)?)px/;\n\nfunction cssValueToPixels(val) {\n  if (val === '0' || common.isUndefined(val)) {\n    return

0;\n  }\n\n  const match = val.match(CSS_VALUE_PIXELS);\n\n  if (!common.isNull(match)) {\n    return

parseFloat(match[1]);\n  }\n\n  // TODO ...ems? %?\n\n  return 0;\n}\n\n/**\n * @namespace\n * @member

dat.dom\n */\nconst dom = {\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param elem\n   * @param selectable\n   */\n  makeSelectable:

function(elem, selectable) {\n    if (elem === undefined || elem.style === undefined) return;\n\n    elem.onselectstart

= selectable ? function() {\n      return false;\n    } : function() {\n    };\n\n    elem.style.MozUserSelect = selectable ?

'auto' : 'none';\n    elem.style.KhtmlUserSelect = selectable ? 'auto' : 'none';\n    elem.unselectable = selectable ? 'on' :

'off';\n  },\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param elem\n   * @param horizontal\n   * @param vert\n   */\n  makeFullscreen:

function(elem, hor, vert) {\n    let vertical = vert;\n    let horizontal = hor;\n\n    if (common.isUndefined(horizontal))

{\n      horizontal = true;\n    }\n\n    if (common.isUndefined(vertical)) {\n      vertical = true;\n    }\n\n

elem.style.position = 'absolute';\n\n    if (horizontal) {\n      elem.style.left = 0;\n      elem.style.right = 0;\n    }\n    if

(vertical) {\n      elem.style.top = 0;\n      elem.style.bottom = 0;\n    }\n  },\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param elem\n   *
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@param eventType\n   * @param params\n   */\n  fakeEvent: function(elem, eventType, pars, aux) {\n    const

params = pars || {};\n    const className = EVENT_MAP_INV[eventType];\n    if (!className) {\n      throw new

Error('Event type ' + eventType + ' not supported.');\n    }\n    const evt = document.createEvent(className);\n

switch (className) {\n      case 'MouseEvents':\n        {\n          const clientX = params.x || params.clientX || 0;\n

 const clientY = params.y || params.clientY || 0;\n          evt.initMouseEvent(eventType, params.bubbles || false,\n

    params.cancelable || true, window, params.clickCount || 1,\n            0, // screen X\n            0, // screen Y\n

clientX, // client X\n            clientY, // client Y\n            false, false, false, false, 0, null);\n          break;\n        }\n

case 'KeyboardEvents':\n        {\n          const init = evt.initKeyboardEvent || evt.initKeyEvent; // webkit || moz\n

 common.defaults(params, {\n            cancelable: true,\n            ctrlKey: false,\n            altKey: false,\n

shiftKey: false,\n            metaKey: false,\n            keyCode: undefined,\n            charCode: undefined\n          });\n

    init(eventType, params.bubbles || false,\n            params.cancelable, window,\n            params.ctrlKey,

params.altKey,\n            params.shiftKey, params.metaKey,\n            params.keyCode, params.charCode);\n

break;\n        }\n      default:\n        {\n          evt.initEvent(eventType, params.bubbles || false, params.cancelable ||

true);\n          break;\n        }\n    }\n    common.defaults(evt, aux);\n    elem.dispatchEvent(evt);\n  },\n\n  /**\n   *\n

* @param elem\n   * @param event\n   * @param func\n   * @param bool\n   */\n  bind: function(elem, event, func,

newBool) {\n    const bool = newBool || false;\n    if (elem.addEventListener) {\n      elem.addEventListener(event,

func, bool);\n    } else if (elem.attachEvent) {\n      elem.attachEvent('on' + event, func);\n    }\n    return dom;\n

},\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param elem\n   * @param event\n   * @param func\n   * @param bool\n   */\n  unbind:

function(elem, event, func, newBool) {\n    const bool = newBool || false;\n    if (elem.removeEventListener) {\n

elem.removeEventListener(event, func, bool);\n    } else if (elem.detachEvent) {\n      elem.detachEvent('on' + event,

func);\n    }\n    return dom;\n  },\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param elem\n   * @param className\n   */\n  addClass:

function(elem, className) {\n    if (elem.className === undefined) {\n      elem.className = className;\n    } else

if (elem.className !== className) {\n      const classes = elem.className.split(/ +/);\n      if

(classes.indexOf(className) === -1) {\n        classes.push(className);\n        elem.className = classes.join('

').replace(/^\\s+/, '').replace(/\\s+$/, '');\n      }\n    }\n    return dom;\n  },\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param elem\n   *

@param className\n   */\n  removeClass: function(elem, className) {\n    if (className) {\n      if

(elem.className === className) {\n        elem.removeAttribute('class');\n      } else {\n        const classes =

elem.className.split(/ +/);\n        const index = classes.indexOf(className);\n        if (index !== -1) {\n

classes.splice(index, 1);\n          elem.className = classes.join(' ');\n        }\n      }\n    } else {\n      elem.className

= undefined;\n    }\n    return dom;\n  },\n\n  hasClass: function(elem, className) {\n    return new

RegExp('(?:^|\\\\s+)' + className + '(?:\\\\s+|$)').test(elem.className) || false;\n  },\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param

elem\n   */\n  getWidth: function(elem) {\n    const style = getComputedStyle(elem);\n\n    return

cssValueToPixels(style['border-left-width']) +\n      cssValueToPixels(style['border-right-width']) +\n

cssValueToPixels(style['padding-left']) +\n      cssValueToPixels(style['padding-right']) +\n

cssValueToPixels(style.width);\n  },\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param elem\n   */\n  getHeight: function(elem) {\n    const

style = getComputedStyle(elem);\n\n    return cssValueToPixels(style['border-top-width']) +\n

cssValueToPixels(style['border-bottom-width']) +\n      cssValueToPixels(style['padding-top']) +\n

cssValueToPixels(style['padding-bottom']) +\n      cssValueToPixels(style.height);\n  },\n\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param

el\n   */\n  getOffset: function(el) {\n    let elem = el;\n    const offset = { left: 0, top: 0 };\n    if (elem.offsetParent)

{\n      do {\n        offset.left += elem.offsetLeft;\n        offset.top += elem.offsetTop;\n        elem =

elem.offsetParent;\n      } while (elem);\n    }\n    return offset;\n  },\n\n  //

http://stackoverflow.com/posts/2684561/revisions\n  /**\n   *\n   * @param elem\n   */\n  isActive: function(elem)

{\n    return elem === document.activeElement && (elem.type || elem.href);\n  }\n\n};\n\nexport default

dom;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011

Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n *

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport Controller from './Controller';\nimport dom from

'../dom/dom';\n\n/**\n * @class Provides a checkbox input to alter the boolean property of an object.\n *\n *
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@extends dat.controllers.Controller\n *\n * @param {Object} object The object to be manipulated\n * @param

{string} property The name of the property to be manipulated\n */\nclass BooleanController extends Controller {\n

constructor(object, property) {\n    super(object, property);\n\n    const _this = this;\n    this.__prev =

this.getValue();\n\n    this.__checkbox = document.createElement('input');\n    this.__checkbox.setAttribute('type',

'checkbox');\n\n    function onChange() {\n      _this.setValue(!_this.__prev);\n    }\n\n    dom.bind(this.__checkbox,

'change', onChange, false);\n\n    this.domElement.appendChild(this.__checkbox);\n\n    // Match original value\n

this.updateDisplay();\n  }\n\n  setValue(v) {\n    const toReturn = super.setValue(v);\n    if (this.__onFinishChange)

{\n      this.__onFinishChange.call(this, this.getValue());\n    }\n    this.__prev = this.getValue();\n    return

toReturn;\n  }\n\n  updateDisplay() {\n    if (this.getValue() === true) {\n      this.__checkbox.setAttribute('checked',

'checked');\n      this.__checkbox.checked = true;\n      this.__prev = true;\n    } else {\n      this.__checkbox.checked

= false;\n      this.__prev = false;\n    }\n\n    return super.updateDisplay();\n  }\n}\n\nexport default

BooleanController;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n *

Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport Controller from

'./Controller';\nimport dom from '../dom/dom';\nimport common from '../utils/common';\n\n/**\n * @class Provides

a select input to alter the property of an object, using a\n * list of accepted values.\n *\n * @extends

dat.controllers.Controller\n *\n * @param {Object} object The object to be manipulated\n * @param {string}

property The name of the property to be manipulated\n * @param {Object|string[]} options A map of labels to

acceptable values, or\n * a list of acceptable string values.\n */\nclass OptionController extends Controller {\n

constructor(object, property, opts) {\n    super(object, property);\n\n    let options = opts;\n\n    const _this = this;\n\n

  /**\n     * The drop down menu\n     * @ignore\n     */\n    this.__select = document.createElement('select');\n\n    if

(common.isArray(options)) {\n      const map = {};\n      common.each(options, function(element) {\n

map[element] = element;\n      });\n      options = map;\n    }\n\n    common.each(options, function(value, key) {\n

const opt = document.createElement('option');\n      opt.innerHTML = key;\n      opt.setAttribute('value', value);\n

_this.__select.appendChild(opt);\n    });\n\n    // Acknowledge original value\n    this.updateDisplay();\n\n

dom.bind(this.__select, 'change', function() {\n      const desiredValue = this.options[this.selectedIndex].value;\n

_this.setValue(desiredValue);\n    });\n\n    this.domElement.appendChild(this.__select);\n  }\n\n  setValue(v) {\n

const toReturn = super.setValue(v);\n\n    if (this.__onFinishChange) {\n      this.__onFinishChange.call(this,

this.getValue());\n    }\n    return toReturn;\n  }\n\n  updateDisplay() {\n    if (dom.isActive(this.__select)) return

this; // prevent number from updating if user is trying to manually update\n    this.__select.value = this.getValue();\n

 return super.updateDisplay();\n  }\n}\n\nexport default OptionController;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller

Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport Controller from './Controller';\nimport dom from

'../dom/dom';\n\n/**\n * @class Provides a text input to alter the string property of an object.\n *\n * @extends

dat.controllers.Controller\n *\n * @param {Object} object The object to be manipulated\n * @param {string}

property The name of the property to be manipulated\n */\nclass StringController extends Controller {\n

constructor(object, property) {\n    super(object, property);\n\n    const _this = this;\n\n    function onChange() {\n

_this.setValue(_this.__input.value);\n    }\n\n    function onBlur() {\n      if (_this.__onFinishChange) {\n

_this.__onFinishChange.call(_this, _this.getValue());\n      }\n    }\n\n    this.__input =

document.createElement('input');\n    this.__input.setAttribute('type', 'text');\n\n    dom.bind(this.__input, 'keyup',

onChange);\n    dom.bind(this.__input, 'change', onChange);\n    dom.bind(this.__input, 'blur', onBlur);\n

dom.bind(this.__input, 'keydown', function(e) {\n      if (e.keyCode === 13) {\n        this.blur();\n      }\n    });\n\n

this.updateDisplay();\n\n    this.domElement.appendChild(this.__input);\n  }\n\n  updateDisplay() {\n    // Stops the

caret from moving on account of:\n    // keyup -> setValue -> updateDisplay\n    if (!dom.isActive(this.__input)) {\n

   this.__input.value = this.getValue();\n    }\n    return super.updateDisplay();\n  }\n}\n\nexport default
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StringController;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n *

Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport Controller from

'./Controller';\nimport common from '../utils/common';\n\nfunction numDecimals(x) {\n  const _x = x.toString();\n

if (_x.indexOf('.') > -1) {\n    return _x.length - _x.indexOf('.') - 1;\n  }\n\n  return 0;\n}\n\n/**\n * @class

Represents a given property of an object that is a number.\n *\n * @extends dat.controllers.Controller\n *\n *

@param {Object} object The object to be manipulated\n * @param {string} property The name of the property to

be manipulated\n * @param {Object} [params] Optional parameters\n * @param {Number} [params.min]

Minimum allowed value\n * @param {Number} [params.max] Maximum allowed value\n * @param {Number}

[params.step] Increment by which to change value\n */\nclass NumberController extends Controller {\n

constructor(object, property, params) {\n    super(object, property);\n\n    const _params = params || {};\n\n

this.__min = _params.min;\n    this.__max = _params.max;\n    this.__step = _params.step;\n\n    if

(common.isUndefined(this.__step)) {\n      if (this.initialValue === 0) {\n        this.__impliedStep = 1; // What are

we, psychics?\n      } else {\n        // Hey Doug, check this out.\n        this.__impliedStep = Math.pow(10,

Math.floor(Math.log(Math.abs(this.initialValue)) / Math.LN10)) / 10;\n      }\n    } else {\n      this.__impliedStep =

this.__step;\n    }\n\n    this.__precision = numDecimals(this.__impliedStep);\n  }\n\n  setValue(v) {\n    let _v =

v;\n\n    if (this.__min !== undefined && _v < this.__min) {\n      _v = this.__min;\n    } else if (this.__max !==

undefined && _v > this.__max) {\n      _v = this.__max;\n    }\n\n    if (this.__step !== undefined && _v %

this.__step !== 0) {\n      _v = Math.round(_v / this.__step) * this.__step;\n    }\n\n    return super.setValue(_v);\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Specify a minimum value for <code>object[property]</code>.\n   *\n   * @param {Number}

minValue The minimum value for\n   * <code>object[property]</code>\n   * @returns

{dat.controllers.NumberController} this\n   */\n  min(minValue) {\n    this.__min = minValue;\n    return this;\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Specify a maximum value for <code>object[property]</code>.\n   *\n   * @param {Number}

maxValue The maximum value for\n   * <code>object[property]</code>\n   * @returns

{dat.controllers.NumberController} this\n   */\n  max(maxValue) {\n    this.__max = maxValue;\n    return this;\n

}\n\n  /**\n   * Specify a step value that dat.controllers.NumberController\n   * increments by.\n   *\n   * @param

{Number} stepValue The step value for\n   * dat.controllers.NumberController\n   * @default if minimum and

maximum specified increment is 1% of the\n   * difference otherwise stepValue is 1\n   * @returns

{dat.controllers.NumberController} this\n   */\n  step(stepValue) {\n    this.__step = stepValue;\n

this.__impliedStep = stepValue;\n    this.__precision = numDecimals(stepValue);\n    return this;\n  }\n}\n\nexport

default NumberController;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n

*\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport NumberController from

'./NumberController';\nimport dom from '../dom/dom';\nimport common from '../utils/common';\n\nfunction

roundToDecimal(value, decimals) {\n  const tenTo = Math.pow(10, decimals);\n  return Math.round(value * tenTo)

/ tenTo;\n}\n\n/**\n * @class Represents a given property of an object that is a number and\n * provides an input

element with which to manipulate it.\n *\n * @extends dat.controllers.Controller\n * @extends

dat.controllers.NumberController\n *\n * @param {Object} object The object to be manipulated\n * @param

{string} property The name of the property to be manipulated\n * @param {Object} [params] Optional parameters\n

* @param {Number} [params.min] Minimum allowed value\n * @param {Number} [params.max] Maximum

allowed value\n * @param {Number} [params.step] Increment by which to change value\n */\nclass

NumberControllerBox extends NumberController {\n  constructor(object, property, params) {\n    super(object,

property, params);\n\n    this.__truncationSuspended = false;\n\n    const _this = this;\n\n    /**\n     * {Number}

Previous mouse y position\n     * @ignore\n     */\n    let prevY;\n\n    function onChange() {\n      const attempted =

parseFloat(_this.__input.value);\n      if (!common.isNaN(attempted)) {\n        _this.setValue(attempted);\n      }\n

}\n\n    function onFinish() {\n      if (_this.__onFinishChange) {\n        _this.__onFinishChange.call(_this,
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_this.getValue());\n      }\n    }\n\n    function onBlur() {\n      onFinish();\n    }\n\n    function onMouseDrag(e) {\n

 const diff = prevY - e.clientY;\n      _this.setValue(_this.getValue() + diff * _this.__impliedStep);\n\n      prevY =

e.clientY;\n    }\n\n    function onMouseUp() {\n      dom.unbind(window, 'mousemove', onMouseDrag);\n

dom.unbind(window, 'mouseup', onMouseUp);\n      onFinish();\n    }\n\n    function onMouseDown(e) {\n

dom.bind(window, 'mousemove', onMouseDrag);\n      dom.bind(window, 'mouseup', onMouseUp);\n      prevY =

e.clientY;\n    }\n\n    this.__input = document.createElement('input');\n    this.__input.setAttribute('type', 'text');\n\n

// Makes it so manually specified values are not truncated.\n\n    dom.bind(this.__input, 'change', onChange);\n

dom.bind(this.__input, 'blur', onBlur);\n    dom.bind(this.__input, 'mousedown', onMouseDown);\n

dom.bind(this.__input, 'keydown', function(e) {\n      // When pressing enter, you can be as precise as you want.\n

if (e.keyCode === 13) {\n        _this.__truncationSuspended = true;\n        this.blur();\n

_this.__truncationSuspended = false;\n        onFinish();\n      }\n    });\n\n    this.updateDisplay();\n\n

this.domElement.appendChild(this.__input);\n  }\n\n  updateDisplay() {\n    this.__input.value =

this.__truncationSuspended ? this.getValue() : roundToDecimal(this.getValue(), this.__precision);\n    return

super.updateDisplay();\n  }\n}\n\nexport default NumberControllerBox;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller

Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport NumberController from './NumberController';\nimport

dom from '../dom/dom';\n\nfunction map(v, i1, i2, o1, o2) {\n  return o1 + (o2 - o1) * ((v - i1) / (i2 - i1));\n}\n\n/**\n

* @class Represents a given property of an object that is a number, contains\n * a minimum and maximum, and

provides a slider element with which to\n * manipulate it. It should be noted that the slider element is made up of\n

* <code>&lt;div&gt;</code> tags, <strong>not</strong> the html5\n * <code>&lt;slider&gt;</code> element.\n *\n

* @extends dat.controllers.Controller\n * @extends dat.controllers.NumberController\n *\n * @param {Object}

object The object to be manipulated\n * @param {string} property The name of the property to be manipulated\n *

@param {Number} minValue Minimum allowed value\n * @param {Number} maxValue Maximum allowed

value\n * @param {Number} stepValue Increment by which to change value\n */\nclass NumberControllerSlider

extends NumberController {\n  constructor(object, property, min, max, step) {\n    super(object, property, { min:

min, max: max, step: step });\n\n    const _this = this;\n\n    this.__background = document.createElement('div');\n

this.__foreground = document.createElement('div');\n\n    dom.bind(this.__background, 'mousedown',

onMouseDown);\n    dom.bind(this.__background, 'touchstart', onTouchStart);\n\n

dom.addClass(this.__background, 'slider');\n    dom.addClass(this.__foreground, 'slider-fg');\n\n    function

onMouseDown(e) {\n      document.activeElement.blur();\n\n      dom.bind(window, 'mousemove', onMouseDrag);\n

    dom.bind(window, 'mouseup', onMouseUp);\n\n      onMouseDrag(e);\n    }\n\n    function onMouseDrag(e) {\n

e.preventDefault();\n\n      const bgRect = _this.__background.getBoundingClientRect();\n\n      _this.setValue(\n

 map(e.clientX, bgRect.left, bgRect.right, _this.__min, _this.__max)\n      );\n\n      return false;\n    }\n\n    function

onMouseUp() {\n      dom.unbind(window, 'mousemove', onMouseDrag);\n      dom.unbind(window, 'mouseup',

onMouseUp);\n      if (_this.__onFinishChange) {\n        _this.__onFinishChange.call(_this, _this.getValue());\n

}\n    }\n\n    function onTouchStart(e) {\n      if (e.touches.length !== 1) { return; }\n      dom.bind(window,

'touchmove', onTouchMove);\n      dom.bind(window, 'touchend', onTouchEnd);\n      onTouchMove(e);\n    }\n\n

function onTouchMove(e) {\n      const clientX = e.touches[0].clientX;\n      const bgRect =

_this.__background.getBoundingClientRect();\n\n      _this.setValue(\n        map(clientX, bgRect.left, bgRect.right,

_this.__min, _this.__max)\n      );\n    }\n\n    function onTouchEnd() {\n      dom.unbind(window, 'touchmove',

onTouchMove);\n      dom.unbind(window, 'touchend', onTouchEnd);\n      if (_this.__onFinishChange) {\n

_this.__onFinishChange.call(_this, _this.getValue());\n      }\n    }\n\n    this.updateDisplay();\n\n

this.__background.appendChild(this.__foreground);\n    this.domElement.appendChild(this.__background);\n  }\n\n

updateDisplay() {\n    const pct = (this.getValue() - this.__min) / (this.__max - this.__min);\n

this.__foreground.style.width = pct * 100 + '%';\n    return super.updateDisplay();\n  }\n}\n\nexport default

NumberControllerSlider;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n
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*\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version

2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a

copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport Controller from

'./Controller';\nimport dom from '../dom/dom';\n\n/**\n * @class Provides a GUI interface to fire a specified

method, a property of an object.\n *\n * @extends dat.controllers.Controller\n *\n * @param {Object} object The

object to be manipulated\n * @param {string} property The name of the property to be manipulated\n */\nclass

FunctionController extends Controller {\n  constructor(object, property, text) {\n    super(object, property);\n\n

const _this = this;\n\n    this.__button = document.createElement('div');\n    this.__button.innerHTML = text ===

undefined ? 'Fire' : text;\n\n    dom.bind(this.__button, 'click', function(e) {\n      e.preventDefault();\n

_this.fire();\n      return false;\n    });\n\n    dom.addClass(this.__button, 'button');\n\n

this.domElement.appendChild(this.__button);\n  }\n\n  fire() {\n    if (this.__onChange) {\n

this.__onChange.call(this);\n    }\n    this.getValue().call(this.object);\n    if (this.__onFinishChange) {\n

this.__onFinishChange.call(this, this.getValue());\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport default FunctionController;\n","/**\n *

dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team,

Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport Controller from './Controller';\nimport dom from

'../dom/dom';\nimport Color from '../color/Color';\nimport interpret from '../color/interpret';\nimport common from

'../utils/common';\n\n/**\n * @class Represents a given property of an object that is a color.\n * @param {Object}

object\n * @param {string} property\n */\nclass ColorController extends Controller {\n  constructor(object,

property) {\n    super(object, property);\n\n    this.__color = new Color(this.getValue());\n    this.__temp = new

Color(0);\n\n    const _this = this;\n\n    this.domElement = document.createElement('div');\n\n

dom.makeSelectable(this.domElement, false);\n\n    this.__selector = document.createElement('div');\n

this.__selector.className = 'selector';\n\n    this.__saturation_field = document.createElement('div');\n

this.__saturation_field.className = 'saturation-field';\n\n    this.__field_knob = document.createElement('div');\n

this.__field_knob.className = 'field-knob';\n    this.__field_knob_border = '2px solid ';\n\n    this.__hue_knob =

document.createElement('div');\n    this.__hue_knob.className = 'hue-knob';\n\n    this.__hue_field =

document.createElement('div');\n    this.__hue_field.className = 'hue-field';\n\n    this.__input =

document.createElement('input');\n    this.__input.type = 'text';\n    this.__input_textShadow = '0 1px 1px ';\n\n

dom.bind(this.__input, 'keydown', function(e) {\n      if (e.keyCode === 13) { // on enter\n        onBlur.call(this);\n

}\n    });\n\n    dom.bind(this.__input, 'blur', onBlur);\n\n    dom.bind(this.__selector, 'mousedown', function(/* e */)

{\n      dom\n        .addClass(this, 'drag')\n        .bind(window, 'mouseup', function(/* e */) {\n

dom.removeClass(_this.__selector, 'drag');\n        });\n    });\n\n    dom.bind(this.__selector, 'touchstart', function(/* e

*/) {\n      dom\n        .addClass(this, 'drag')\n        .bind(window, 'touchend', function(/* e */) {\n

dom.removeClass(_this.__selector, 'drag');\n        });\n    });\n\n    const valueField =

document.createElement('div');\n\n    common.extend(this.__selector.style, {\n      width: '122px',\n      height:

'102px',\n      padding: '3px',\n      backgroundColor: '#222',\n      boxShadow: '0px 1px 3px rgba(0,0,0,0.3)'\n

});\n\n    common.extend(this.__field_knob.style, {\n      position: 'absolute',\n      width: '12px',\n      height:

'12px',\n      border: this.__field_knob_border + (this.__color.v < 0.5 ? '#fff' : '#000'),\n      boxShadow: '0px 1px 3px

rgba(0,0,0,0.5)',\n      borderRadius: '12px',\n      zIndex: 1\n    });\n\n    common.extend(this.__hue_knob.style, {\n

 position: 'absolute',\n      width: '15px',\n      height: '2px',\n      borderRight: '4px solid #fff',\n      zIndex: 1\n

});\n\n    common.extend(this.__saturation_field.style, {\n      width: '100px',\n      height: '100px',\n      border: '1px

solid #555',\n      marginRight: '3px',\n      display: 'inline-block',\n      cursor: 'pointer'\n    });\n\n

common.extend(valueField.style, {\n      width: '100%',\n      height: '100%',\n      background: 'none'\n    });\n\n

linearGradient(valueField, 'top', 'rgba(0,0,0,0)', '#000');\n\n    common.extend(this.__hue_field.style, {\n      width:

'15px',\n      height: '100px',\n      border: '1px solid #555',\n      cursor: 'ns-resize',\n      position: 'absolute',\n      top:

'3px',\n      right: '3px'\n    });\n\n    hueGradient(this.__hue_field);\n\n    common.extend(this.__input.style, {\n

outline: 'none',\n//      width: '120px',\n      textAlign: 'center',\n//      padding: '4px',\n//      marginBottom: '6px',\n
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color: '#fff',\n      border: 0,\n      fontWeight: 'bold',\n      textShadow: this.__input_textShadow + 'rgba(0,0,0,0.7)'\n

});\n\n    dom.bind(this.__saturation_field, 'mousedown', fieldDown);\n    dom.bind(this.__saturation_field,

'touchstart', fieldDown);\n\n    dom.bind(this.__field_knob, 'mousedown', fieldDown);\n

dom.bind(this.__field_knob, 'touchstart', fieldDown);\n\n    dom.bind(this.__hue_field, 'mousedown',

fieldDownH);\n    dom.bind(this.__hue_field, 'touchstart', fieldDownH);\n\n    function fieldDown(e) {\n

setSV(e);\n      dom.bind(window, 'mousemove', setSV);\n      dom.bind(window, 'touchmove', setSV);\n

dom.bind(window, 'mouseup', fieldUpSV);\n      dom.bind(window, 'touchend', fieldUpSV);\n    }\n\n    function

fieldDownH(e) {\n      setH(e);\n      dom.bind(window, 'mousemove', setH);\n      dom.bind(window, 'touchmove',

setH);\n      dom.bind(window, 'mouseup', fieldUpH);\n      dom.bind(window, 'touchend', fieldUpH);\n    }\n\n

function fieldUpSV() {\n      dom.unbind(window, 'mousemove', setSV);\n      dom.unbind(window, 'touchmove',

setSV);\n      dom.unbind(window, 'mouseup', fieldUpSV);\n      dom.unbind(window, 'touchend', fieldUpSV);\n

onFinish();\n    }\n\n    function fieldUpH() {\n      dom.unbind(window, 'mousemove', setH);\n

dom.unbind(window, 'touchmove', setH);\n      dom.unbind(window, 'mouseup', fieldUpH);\n

dom.unbind(window, 'touchend', fieldUpH);\n      onFinish();\n    }\n\n    function onBlur() {\n      const i =

interpret(this.value);\n      if (i !== false) {\n        _this.__color.__state = i;\n

_this.setValue(_this.__color.toOriginal());\n      } else {\n        this.value = _this.__color.toString();\n      }\n    }\n\n

function onFinish() {\n      if (_this.__onFinishChange) {\n        _this.__onFinishChange.call(_this,

_this.__color.toOriginal());\n      }\n    }\n\n    this.__saturation_field.appendChild(valueField);\n

this.__selector.appendChild(this.__field_knob);\n    this.__selector.appendChild(this.__saturation_field);\n

this.__selector.appendChild(this.__hue_field);\n    this.__hue_field.appendChild(this.__hue_knob);\n\n

this.domElement.appendChild(this.__input);\n    this.domElement.appendChild(this.__selector);\n\n

this.updateDisplay();\n\n    function setSV(e) {\n      if (e.type.indexOf('touch') === -1) { e.preventDefault(); }\n\n

const fieldRect = _this.__saturation_field.getBoundingClientRect();\n      const { clientX, clientY } = (e.touches &&

e.touches[0]) || e;\n      let s = (clientX - fieldRect.left) / (fieldRect.right - fieldRect.left);\n      let v = 1 - (clientY -

fieldRect.top) / (fieldRect.bottom - fieldRect.top);\n\n      if (v > 1) {\n        v = 1;\n      } else if (v < 0) {\n        v =

0;\n      }\n\n      if (s > 1) {\n        s = 1;\n      } else if (s < 0) {\n        s = 0;\n      }\n\n      _this.__color.v = v;\n

_this.__color.s = s;\n\n      _this.setValue(_this.__color.toOriginal());\n\n\n      return false;\n    }\n\n    function

setH(e) {\n      if (e.type.indexOf('touch') === -1) { e.preventDefault(); }\n\n      const fieldRect =

_this.__hue_field.getBoundingClientRect();\n      const { clientY } = (e.touches && e.touches[0]) || e;\n      let h = 1

- (clientY - fieldRect.top) / (fieldRect.bottom - fieldRect.top);\n\n      if (h > 1) {\n        h = 1;\n      } else if (h < 0)

{\n        h = 0;\n      }\n\n      _this.__color.h = h * 360;\n\n      _this.setValue(_this.__color.toOriginal());\n\n

return false;\n    }\n  }\n\n  updateDisplay() {\n    const i = interpret(this.getValue());\n\n    if (i !== false) {\n      let

mismatch = false;\n\n      // Check for mismatch on the interpreted value.\n\n

common.each(Color.COMPONENTS, function(component) {\n        if (!common.isUndefined(i[component]) &&

!common.isUndefined(this.__color.__state[component]) &&\n          i[component] !==

this.__color.__state[component]) {\n          mismatch = true;\n          return {}; // break\n        }\n      }, this);\n\n      //

If nothing diverges, we keep our previous values\n      // for statefulness, otherwise we recalculate fresh\n      if

(mismatch) {\n        common.extend(this.__color.__state, i);\n      }\n    }\n\n    common.extend(this.__temp.__state,

this.__color.__state);\n\n    this.__temp.a = 1;\n\n    const flip = (this.__color.v < 0.5 || this.__color.s > 0.5) ? 255 :

0;\n    const _flip = 255 - flip;\n\n    common.extend(this.__field_knob.style, {\n      marginLeft: 100 * this.__color.s

- 7 + 'px',\n      marginTop: 100 * (1 - this.__color.v) - 7 + 'px',\n      backgroundColor: this.__temp.toHexString(),\n

   border: this.__field_knob_border + 'rgb(' + flip + ',' + flip + ',' + flip + ')'\n    });\n\n

this.__hue_knob.style.marginTop = (1 - this.__color.h / 360) * 100 + 'px';\n\n    this.__temp.s = 1;\n    this.__temp.v

= 1;\n\n    linearGradient(this.__saturation_field, 'left', '#fff', this.__temp.toHexString());\n\n    this.__input.value =

this.__color.toString();\n\n    common.extend(this.__input.style, {\n      backgroundColor:

this.__color.toHexString(),\n      color: 'rgb(' + flip + ',' + flip + ',' + flip + ')',\n      textShadow:

this.__input_textShadow + 'rgba(' + _flip + ',' + _flip + ',' + _flip + ',.7)'\n    });\n  }\n}\n\nconst vendors = ['-moz-', '-

o-', '-webkit-', '-ms-', ''];\n\nfunction linearGradient(elem, x, a, b) {\n  elem.style.background = '';\n
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common.each(vendors, function(vendor) {\n    elem.style.cssText += 'background: ' + vendor + 'linear-gradient(' + x

+ ', ' + a + ' 0%, ' + b + ' 100%); ';\n  });\n}\n\nfunction hueGradient(elem) {\n  elem.style.background = '';\n

elem.style.cssText += 'background: -moz-linear-gradient(top,  #ff0000 0%, #ff00ff 17%, #0000ff 34%, #00ffff 50%,

#00ff00 67%, #ffff00 84%, #ff0000 100%);';\n  elem.style.cssText += 'background: -webkit-linear-gradient(top,

#ff0000 0%,#ff00ff 17%,#0000ff 34%,#00ffff 50%,#00ff00 67%,#ffff00 84%,#ff0000 100%);';\n

elem.style.cssText += 'background: -o-linear-gradient(top,  #ff0000 0%,#ff00ff 17%,#0000ff 34%,#00ffff

50%,#00ff00 67%,#ffff00 84%,#ff0000 100%);';\n  elem.style.cssText += 'background: -ms-linear-gradient(top,

#ff0000 0%,#ff00ff 17%,#0000ff 34%,#00ffff 50%,#00ff00 67%,#ffff00 84%,#ff0000 100%);';\n

elem.style.cssText += 'background: linear-gradient(top,  #ff0000 0%,#ff00ff 17%,#0000ff 34%,#00ffff 50%,#00ff00

67%,#ffff00 84%,#ff0000 100%);';\n}\n\nexport default ColorController;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller

Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nconst css = {\n  load: function(url, indoc) {\n    const doc =

indoc || document;\n    const link = doc.createElement('link');\n    link.type = 'text/css';\n    link.rel = 'stylesheet';\n

link.href = url;\n    doc.getElementsByTagName('head')[0].appendChild(link);\n  },\n\n  inject: function(cssContent,

indoc) {\n    const doc = indoc || document;\n    const injected = document.createElement('style');\n    injected.type =

'text/css';\n    injected.innerHTML = cssContent;\n    const head = doc.getElementsByTagName('head')[0];\n    try

{\n      head.appendChild(injected);\n    } catch (e) { // Unable to inject CSS, probably because of a Content Security

Policy\n    }\n  }\n};\n\nexport default css;\n","const saveDialogContents = `<div id=\"dg-save\" class=\"dg

dialogue\">\n\n  Here's the new load parameter for your <code>GUI</code>'s constructor:\n\n  <textarea id=\"dg-

new-constructor\"></textarea>\n\n  <div id=\"dg-save-locally\">\n\n    <input id=\"dg-local-storage\"

type=\"checkbox\"/> Automatically save\n    values to <code>localStorage</code> on exit.\n\n    <div id=\"dg-local-

explain\">The values saved to <code>localStorage</code> will\n      override those passed to

<code>dat.GUI</code>'s constructor. This makes it\n      easier to work incrementally, but

<code>localStorage</code> is fragile,\n      and your friends may not see the same values you do.\n\n    </div>\n\n

</div>\n\n</div>`;\n\nexport default saveDialogContents;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n *

http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed

under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n

*/\n\nimport OptionController from './OptionController';\nimport NumberControllerBox from

'./NumberControllerBox';\nimport NumberControllerSlider from './NumberControllerSlider';\nimport

StringController from './StringController';\nimport FunctionController from './FunctionController';\nimport

BooleanController from './BooleanController';\nimport common from '../utils/common';\n\nconst ControllerFactory

= function(object, property) {\n  const initialValue = object[property];\n\n  // Providing options?\n  if

(common.isArray(arguments[2]) || common.isObject(arguments[2])) {\n    return new OptionController(object,

property, arguments[2]);\n  }\n\n  // Providing a map?\n  if (common.isNumber(initialValue)) {\n    // Has min and

max? (slider)\n    if (common.isNumber(arguments[2]) && common.isNumber(arguments[3])) {\n      // has step?\n

  if (common.isNumber(arguments[4])) {\n        return new NumberControllerSlider(object, property,\n

arguments[2], arguments[3], arguments[4]);\n      }\n\n      return new NumberControllerSlider(object, property,

arguments[2], arguments[3]);\n    }\n\n    // number box\n    if (common.isNumber(arguments[4])) { // has step\n

return new NumberControllerBox(object, property,\n                        { min: arguments[2], max: arguments[3], step:

arguments[4] });\n    }\n    return new NumberControllerBox(object, property, { min: arguments[2], max:

arguments[3] });\n  }\n\n  if (common.isString(initialValue)) {\n    return new StringController(object, property);\n

}\n\n  if (common.isFunction(initialValue)) {\n    return new FunctionController(object, property, '');\n  }\n\n  if

(common.isBoolean(initialValue)) {\n    return new BooleanController(object, property);\n  }\n\n  return

null;\n};\n\nexport default ControllerFactory;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n *

http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed
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under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n

*/\n\nfunction requestAnimationFrame(callback) {\n  setTimeout(callback, 1000 / 60);\n}\n\nexport default

window.requestAnimationFrame ||\n    window.webkitRequestAnimationFrame ||\n

window.mozRequestAnimationFrame ||\n    window.oRequestAnimationFrame ||\n

window.msRequestAnimationFrame ||\n    requestAnimationFrame;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller

Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n * Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n *

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in

compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport dom from '../dom/dom';\nimport common from

'../utils/common';\n\nclass CenteredDiv {\n  constructor() {\n    this.backgroundElement =

document.createElement('div');\n    common.extend(this.backgroundElement.style, {\n      backgroundColor:

'rgba(0,0,0,0.8)',\n      top: 0,\n      left: 0,\n      display: 'none',\n      zIndex: '1000',\n      opacity: 0,\n

WebkitTransition: 'opacity 0.2s linear',\n      transition: 'opacity 0.2s linear'\n    });\n\n

dom.makeFullscreen(this.backgroundElement);\n    this.backgroundElement.style.position = 'fixed';\n\n

this.domElement = document.createElement('div');\n    common.extend(this.domElement.style, {\n      position:

'fixed',\n      display: 'none',\n      zIndex: '1001',\n      opacity: 0,\n      WebkitTransition: '-webkit-transform 0.2s

ease-out, opacity 0.2s linear',\n      transition: 'transform 0.2s ease-out, opacity 0.2s linear'\n    });\n\n\n

document.body.appendChild(this.backgroundElement);\n    document.body.appendChild(this.domElement);\n\n

const _this = this;\n    dom.bind(this.backgroundElement, 'click', function() {\n      _this.hide();\n    });\n  }\n\n

show() {\n    const _this = this;\n\n    this.backgroundElement.style.display = 'block';\n\n

this.domElement.style.display = 'block';\n    this.domElement.style.opacity = 0;\n//    this.domElement.style.top =

'52%';\n    this.domElement.style.webkitTransform = 'scale(1.1)';\n\n    this.layout();\n\n    common.defer(function()

{\n      _this.backgroundElement.style.opacity = 1;\n      _this.domElement.style.opacity = 1;\n

_this.domElement.style.webkitTransform = 'scale(1)';\n    });\n  }\n\n  /**\n   * Hide centered div\n   */\n  hide() {\n

 const _this = this;\n\n    const hide = function() {\n      _this.domElement.style.display = 'none';\n

_this.backgroundElement.style.display = 'none';\n\n      dom.unbind(_this.domElement, 'webkitTransitionEnd',

hide);\n      dom.unbind(_this.domElement, 'transitionend', hide);\n      dom.unbind(_this.domElement,

'oTransitionEnd', hide);\n    };\n\n    dom.bind(this.domElement, 'webkitTransitionEnd', hide);\n

dom.bind(this.domElement, 'transitionend', hide);\n    dom.bind(this.domElement, 'oTransitionEnd', hide);\n\n

this.backgroundElement.style.opacity = 0;\n//    this.domElement.style.top = '48%';\n

this.domElement.style.opacity = 0;\n    this.domElement.style.webkitTransform = 'scale(1.1)';\n  }\n\n  layout() {\n

this.domElement.style.left = window.innerWidth / 2 - dom.getWidth(this.domElement) / 2 + 'px';\n

this.domElement.style.top = window.innerHeight / 2 - dom.getHeight(this.domElement) / 2 + 'px';\n  }\n}\n\nexport

default CenteredDiv;\n","/**\n * dat-gui JavaScript Controller Library\n * http://code.google.com/p/dat-gui\n *\n *

Copyright 2011 Data Arts Team, Google Creative Lab\n *\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the

License at\n *\n * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n */\n\nimport css from '../utils/css';\nimport

saveDialogueContents from './saveDialogue.html';\nimport ControllerFactory from

'../controllers/ControllerFactory';\nimport Controller from '../controllers/Controller';\nimport BooleanController

from '../controllers/BooleanController';\nimport FunctionController from '../controllers/FunctionController';\nimport

NumberControllerBox from '../controllers/NumberControllerBox';\nimport NumberControllerSlider from

'../controllers/NumberControllerSlider';\nimport ColorController from '../controllers/ColorController';\nimport

requestAnimationFrame from '../utils/requestAnimationFrame';\nimport CenteredDiv from

'../dom/CenteredDiv';\nimport dom from '../dom/dom';\nimport common from '../utils/common';\n\nimport

styleSheet from './style.scss'; // CSS to embed in build\n\ncss.inject(styleSheet);\n\n/** @ignore Outer-most

className for GUI's */\nconst CSS_NAMESPACE = 'dg';\n\nconst HIDE_KEY_CODE = 72;\n\n/** @ignore The

only value shared between the JS and SCSS. Use caution. */\nconst CLOSE_BUTTON_HEIGHT = 20;\n\nconst
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DEFAULT_DEFAULT_PRESET_NAME = 'Default';\n\nconst SUPPORTS_LOCAL_STORAGE = (function() {\n

try {\n    return !!window.localStorage;\n  } catch (e) {\n    return false;\n  }\n}());\n\nlet

SAVE_DIALOGUE;\n\n/** @ignore Have we yet to create an autoPlace GUI? */\nlet autoPlaceVirgin =

true;\n\n/** @ignore Fixed position div that auto place GUI's go inside */\nlet autoPlaceContainer;\n\n/** @ignore

Are we hiding the GUI's ? */\nlet hide = false;\n\n/** @private GUI's which should be hidden */\nconst

hideableGuis = [];\n\n/**\n * @class A lightweight controller library for JavaScript. It allows you to easily\n *

manipulate variables and fire functions on the fly.\n *\n * @typicalname gui\n *\n * @example\n * // Creating a

GUI with options.\n * var gui = new dat.GUI({name: 'My GUI'});\n *\n * @example\n * // Creating a GUI and a

subfolder.\n * var gui = new dat.GUI();\n * var folder1 = gui.addFolder('Flow Field');\n *\n * @param {Object}

[params]\n * @param {String} [params.name] The name of this GUI.\n * @param {Object} [params.load] JSON

object representing the saved state of\n * this GUI.\n * @param {dat.gui.GUI} [params.parent] The GUI I'm nested

in.\n * @param {Boolean} [params.autoPlace=true]\n * @param {Boolean} [params.hideable=true] If true, GUI is

shown/hidden by <kbd>h</kbd> keypress.\n * @param {Boolean} [params.closed=false] If true, starts closed\n *

@param {Boolean} [params.closeOnTop=false] If true, close/open button shows on top of the GUI\n */\nconst GUI

= function(pars) {\n  const _this = this;\n\n  let params = pars || {};\n\n  /**\n   * Outermost DOM Element\n   *

@type {DOMElement}\n   */\n  this.domElement = document.createElement('div');\n  this.__ul =

document.createElement('ul');\n  this.domElement.appendChild(this.__ul);\n\n  dom.addClass(this.domElement,

CSS_NAMESPACE);\n\n  /**\n   * Nested GUI's by name\n   * @ignore\n   */\n  this.__folders = {};\n\n

this.__controllers = [];\n\n  /**\n   * List of objects I'm remembering for save, only used in top level GUI\n   *

@ignore\n   */\n  this.__rememberedObjects = [];\n\n  /**\n   * Maps the index of remembered objects to a map of

controllers, only used\n   * in top level GUI.\n   *\n   * @private\n   * @ignore\n   *\n   * @example\n   * [\n   *  {\n

  *    propertyName: Controller,\n     *    anotherPropertyName: Controller\n     *  },\n   *  {\n     *    propertyName:

Controller\n     *  }\n   * ]\n   */\n  this.__rememberedObjectIndecesToControllers = [];\n\n  this.__listening = [];\n\n

// Default parameters\n  params = common.defaults(params, {\n    closeOnTop: false,\n    autoPlace: true,\n    width:

GUI.DEFAULT_WIDTH\n  });\n\n  params = common.defaults(params, {\n    resizable: params.autoPlace,\n

hideable: params.autoPlace\n  });\n\n  if (!common.isUndefined(params.load)) {\n    // Explicit preset\n    if

(params.preset) {\n      params.load.preset = params.preset;\n    }\n  } else {\n    params.load = { preset:

DEFAULT_DEFAULT_PRESET_NAME };\n  }\n\n  if (common.isUndefined(params.parent) &&

params.hideable) {\n    hideableGuis.push(this);\n  }\n\n  // Only root level GUI's are resizable.\n  params.resizable =

common.isUndefined(params.parent) && params.resizable;\n\n  if (params.autoPlace &&

common.isUndefined(params.scrollable)) {\n    params.scrollable = true;\n  }\n//    params.scrollable =

common.isUndefined(params.parent) && params.scrollable === true;\n\n  // Not part of params because I don't

want people passing this in via\n  // constructor. Should be a 'remembered' value.\n  let useLocalStorage =\n

SUPPORTS_LOCAL_STORAGE &&\n    localStorage.getItem(getLocalStorageHash(this, 'isLocal')) ===

'true';\n\n  let saveToLocalStorage;\n  let titleRow;\n\n  Object.defineProperties(this,\n    /** @lends GUI.prototype

*/\n    {\n      /**\n       * The parent <code>GUI</code>\n       * @type dat.gui.GUI\n       */\n      parent: {\n

get: function() {\n          return params.parent;\n        }\n      },\n\n      scrollable: {\n        get: function() {\n

return params.scrollable;\n        }\n      },\n\n      /**\n       * Handles <code>GUI</code>'s element placement for

you\n       * @type Boolean\n       */\n      autoPlace: {\n        get: function() {\n          return params.autoPlace;\n

}\n      },\n\n      /**\n       * Handles <code>GUI</code>'s position of open/close button\n       * @type Boolean\n

*/\n      closeOnTop: {\n        get: function() {\n          return params.closeOnTop;\n        }\n      },\n\n      /**\n       *

The identifier for a set of saved values\n       * @type String\n       */\n      preset: {\n        get: function() {\n          if

(_this.parent) {\n            return _this.getRoot().preset;\n          }\n\n          return params.load.preset;\n        },\n\n

set: function(v) {\n          if (_this.parent) {\n            _this.getRoot().preset = v;\n          } else {\n

params.load.preset = v;\n          }\n          setPresetSelectIndex(this);\n          _this.revert();\n        }\n      },\n\n

/**\n       * The width of <code>GUI</code> element\n       * @type Number\n       */\n      width: {\n        get:

function() {\n          return params.width;\n        },\n        set: function(v) {\n          params.width = v;\n

setWidth(_this, v);\n        }\n      },\n\n      /**\n       * The name of <code>GUI</code>. Used for folders. i.e\n       *
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a folder's name\n       * @type String\n       */\n      name: {\n        get: function() {\n          return params.name;\n

},\n        set: function(v) {\n          // TODO Check for collisions among sibling folders\n          params.name = v;\n

    if (titleRow) {\n            titleRow.innerHTML = params.name;\n          }\n        }\n      },\n\n      /**\n       * Whether

the <code>GUI</code> is collapsed or not\n       * @type Boolean\n       */\n      closed: {\n        get: function() {\n

    return params.closed;\n        },\n        set: function(v) {\n          params.closed = v;\n          if (params.closed) {\n

      dom.addClass(_this.__ul, GUI.CLASS_CLOSED);\n          } else {\n            dom.removeClass(_this.__ul,

GUI.CLASS_CLOSED);\n          }\n          // For browsers that aren't going to respect the CSS transition,\n          //

Lets just check our height against the window height right off\n          // the bat.\n          this.onResize();\n\n          if

(_this.__closeButton) {\n            _this.__closeButton.innerHTML = v ? GUI.TEXT_OPEN :

GUI.TEXT_CLOSED;\n          }\n        }\n      },\n\n      /**\n       * Contains all presets\n       * @type Object\n

*/\n      load: {\n        get: function() {\n          return params.load;\n        }\n      },\n\n      /**\n       * Determines

whether or not to use <a href=\"https://developer.mozilla.org/en/DOM/Storage#localStorage\">localStorage</a> as

the means for\n       * <code>remember</code>ing\n       * @type Boolean\n       */\n      useLocalStorage: {\n\n

get: function() {\n          return useLocalStorage;\n        },\n        set: function(bool) {\n          if

(SUPPORTS_LOCAL_STORAGE) {\n            useLocalStorage = bool;\n            if (bool) {\n

dom.bind(window, 'unload', saveToLocalStorage);\n            } else {\n              dom.unbind(window, 'unload',

saveToLocalStorage);\n            }\n            localStorage.setItem(getLocalStorageHash(_this, 'isLocal'), bool);\n

}\n        }\n      }\n    });\n\n  // Are we a root level GUI?\n  if (common.isUndefined(params.parent)) {\n

this.closed = params.closed || false;\n\n    dom.addClass(this.domElement, GUI.CLASS_MAIN);\n

dom.makeSelectable(this.domElement, false);\n\n    // Are we supposed to be loading locally?\n    if

(SUPPORTS_LOCAL_STORAGE) {\n      if (useLocalStorage) {\n        _this.useLocalStorage = true;\n\n        const

savedGui = localStorage.getItem(getLocalStorageHash(this, 'gui'));\n\n        if (savedGui) {\n          params.load =

JSON.parse(savedGui);\n        }\n      }\n    }\n\n    this.__closeButton = document.createElement('div');\n

this.__closeButton.innerHTML = GUI.TEXT_CLOSED;\n    dom.addClass(this.__closeButton,

GUI.CLASS_CLOSE_BUTTON);\n    if (params.closeOnTop) {\n      dom.addClass(this.__closeButton,

GUI.CLASS_CLOSE_TOP);\n      this.domElement.insertBefore(this.__closeButton,

this.domElement.childNodes[0]);\n    } else {\n      dom.addClass(this.__closeButton,

GUI.CLASS_CLOSE_BOTTOM);\n      this.domElement.appendChild(this.__closeButton);\n    }\n\n

dom.bind(this.__closeButton, 'click', function() {\n      _this.closed = !_this.closed;\n    });\n    // Oh, you're a nested

GUI!\n  } else {\n    if (params.closed === undefined) {\n      params.closed = true;\n    }\n\n    const titleRowName

= document.createTextNode(params.name);\n    dom.addClass(titleRowName, 'controller-name');\n\n    titleRow =

addRow(_this, titleRowName);\n\n    const onClickTitle = function(e) {\n      e.preventDefault();\n      _this.closed =

!_this.closed;\n      return false;\n    };\n\n    dom.addClass(this.__ul, GUI.CLASS_CLOSED);\n\n

dom.addClass(titleRow, 'title');\n    dom.bind(titleRow, 'click', onClickTitle);\n\n    if (!params.closed) {\n

this.closed = false;\n    }\n  }\n\n  if (params.autoPlace) {\n    if (common.isUndefined(params.parent)) {\n      if

(autoPlaceVirgin) {\n        autoPlaceContainer = document.createElement('div');\n

dom.addClass(autoPlaceContainer, CSS_NAMESPACE);\n        dom.addClass(autoPlaceContainer,

GUI.CLASS_AUTO_PLACE_CONTAINER);\n        document.body.appendChild(autoPlaceContainer);\n

autoPlaceVirgin = false;\n      }\n\n      // Put it in the dom for you.\n

autoPlaceContainer.appendChild(this.domElement);\n\n      // Apply the auto styles\n

dom.addClass(this.domElement, GUI.CLASS_AUTO_PLACE);\n    }\n\n\n    // Make it not elastic.\n    if

(!this.parent) {\n      setWidth(_this, params.width);\n    }\n  }\n\n  this.__resizeHandler = function() {\n

_this.onResizeDebounced();\n  };\n\n  dom.bind(window, 'resize', this.__resizeHandler);\n  dom.bind(this.__ul,

'webkitTransitionEnd', this.__resizeHandler);\n  dom.bind(this.__ul, 'transitionend', this.__resizeHandler);\n

dom.bind(this.__ul, 'oTransitionEnd', this.__resizeHandler);\n  this.onResize();\n\n  if (params.resizable) {\n

addResizeHandle(this);\n  }\n\n  saveToLocalStorage = function() {\n    if (SUPPORTS_LOCAL_STORAGE &&

localStorage.getItem(getLocalStorageHash(_this, 'isLocal')) === 'true') {\n

localStorage.setItem(getLocalStorageHash(_this, 'gui'), JSON.stringify(_this.getSaveObject()));\n    }\n  };\n\n  //
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expose this method publicly\n  this.saveToLocalStorageIfPossible = saveToLocalStorage;\n\n  function resetWidth()

{\n    const root = _this.getRoot();\n    root.width += 1;\n    common.defer(function() {\n      root.width -= 1;\n

});\n  }\n\n  if (!params.parent) {\n    resetWidth();\n  }\n};\n\nGUI.toggleHide = function() {\n  hide = !hide;\n

common.each(hideableGuis, function(gui) {\n    gui.domElement.style.display = hide ? 'none' : '';\n

});\n};\n\nGUI.CLASS_AUTO_PLACE = 'a';\nGUI.CLASS_AUTO_PLACE_CONTAINER =

'ac';\nGUI.CLASS_MAIN = 'main';\nGUI.CLASS_CONTROLLER_ROW = 'cr';\nGUI.CLASS_TOO_TALL =

'taller-than-window';\nGUI.CLASS_CLOSED = 'closed';\nGUI.CLASS_CLOSE_BUTTON = 'close-

button';\nGUI.CLASS_CLOSE_TOP = 'close-top';\nGUI.CLASS_CLOSE_BOTTOM = 'close-

bottom';\nGUI.CLASS_DRAG = 'drag';\n\nGUI.DEFAULT_WIDTH = 245;\nGUI.TEXT_CLOSED = 'Close

Controls';\nGUI.TEXT_OPEN = 'Open Controls';\n\nGUI._keydownHandler = function(e) {\n  if

(document.activeElement.type !== 'text' &&\n    (e.which === HIDE_KEY_CODE || e.keyCode ===

HIDE_KEY_CODE)) {\n    GUI.toggleHide();\n  }\n};\ndom.bind(window, 'keydown', GUI._keydownHandler,

false);\n\ncommon.extend(\n  GUI.prototype,\n\n  /** @lends GUI.prototype */\n  {\n\n    /**\n     * Adds a new

{@link Controller} to the GUI. The type of controller created\n     * is inferred from the initial value of

<code>object[property]</code>. For\n     * color properties, see {@link addColor}.\n     *\n     * @param {Object}

object The object to be manipulated\n     * @param {String} property The name of the property to be manipulated\n

  * @param {Number} [min] Minimum allowed value\n     * @param {Number} [max] Maximum allowed value\n

 * @param {Number} [step] Increment by which to change value\n     * @returns {Controller} The controller that

was added to the GUI.\n     * @instance\n     *\n     * @example\n     * // Add a string controller.\n     * var person =

{name: 'Sam'};\n     * gui.add(person, 'name');\n     *\n     * @example\n     * // Add a number controller slider.\n     *

var person = {age: 45};\n     * gui.add(person, 'age', 0, 100);\n     */\n    add: function(object, property) {\n      return

add(\n        this,\n        object,\n        property,\n        {\n          factoryArgs: Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments, 2)\n

      }\n      );\n    },\n\n    /**\n     * Adds a new color controller to the GUI.\n     *\n     * @param object\n     *

@param property\n     * @returns {Controller} The controller that was added to the GUI.\n     * @instance\n     *\n

 * @example\n     * var palette = {\n     *   color1: '#FF0000', // CSS string\n     *   color2: [ 0, 128, 255 ], // RGB

array\n     *   color3: [ 0, 128, 255, 0.3 ], // RGB with alpha\n     *   color4: { h: 350, s: 0.9, v: 0.3 } // Hue,

saturation, value\n     * };\n     * gui.addColor(palette, 'color1');\n     * gui.addColor(palette, 'color2');\n     *

gui.addColor(palette, 'color3');\n     * gui.addColor(palette, 'color4');\n     */\n    addColor: function(object, property)

{\n      return add(\n        this,\n        object,\n        property,\n        {\n          color: true\n        }\n      );\n    },\n\n

/**\n     * Removes the given controller from the GUI.\n     * @param {Controller} controller\n     * @instance\n

*/\n    remove: function(controller) {\n      // TODO listening?\n      this.__ul.removeChild(controller.__li);\n

this.__controllers.splice(this.__controllers.indexOf(controller), 1);\n      const _this = this;\n

common.defer(function() {\n        _this.onResize();\n      });\n    },\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the root GUI from the

document and unbinds all event listeners.\n     * For subfolders, use `gui.removeFolder(folder)` instead.\n     *

@instance\n     */\n    destroy: function() {\n      if (this.parent) {\n        throw new Error(\n          'Only the root GUI

should be removed with .destroy(). ' +\n          'For subfolders, use gui.removeFolder(folder) instead.'\n        );\n

}\n\n      if (this.autoPlace) {\n        autoPlaceContainer.removeChild(this.domElement);\n      }\n\n      const _this =

this;\n      common.each(this.__folders, function(subfolder) {\n        _this.removeFolder(subfolder);\n      });\n\n

dom.unbind(window, 'keydown', GUI._keydownHandler, false);\n\n      removeListeners(this);\n    },\n\n    /**\n     *

Creates a new subfolder GUI instance.\n     * @param name\n     * @returns {dat.gui.GUI} The new folder.\n     *

@throws {Error} if this GUI already has a folder by the specified\n     * name\n     * @instance\n     */\n

addFolder: function(name) {\n      // We have to prevent collisions on names in order to have a key\n      // by which

to remember saved values\n      if (this.__folders[name] !== undefined) {\n        throw new Error('You already have

a folder in this GUI by the' +\n          ' name \"' + name + '\"');\n      }\n\n      const newGuiParams = { name: name,

parent: this };\n\n      // We need to pass down the autoPlace trait so that we can\n      // attach event listeners to

open/close folder actions to\n      // ensure that a scrollbar appears if the window is too short.\n

newGuiParams.autoPlace = this.autoPlace;\n\n      // Do we have saved appearance data for this folder?\n      if

(this.load && // Anything loaded?\n        this.load.folders && // Was my parent a dead-end?\n
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this.load.folders[name]) { // Did daddy remember me?\n        // Start me closed if I was closed\n

newGuiParams.closed = this.load.folders[name].closed;\n\n        // Pass down the loaded data\n

newGuiParams.load = this.load.folders[name];\n      }\n\n      const gui = new GUI(newGuiParams);\n

this.__folders[name] = gui;\n\n      const li = addRow(this, gui.domElement);\n      dom.addClass(li, 'folder');\n

return gui;\n    },\n\n    /**\n     * Removes a subfolder GUI instance.\n     * @param {dat.gui.GUI} folder The

folder to remove.\n     * @instance\n     */\n    removeFolder: function(folder) {\n

this.__ul.removeChild(folder.domElement.parentElement);\n\n      delete this.__folders[folder.name];\n\n      // Do

we have saved appearance data for this folder?\n      if (this.load && // Anything loaded?\n        this.load.folders &&

// Was my parent a dead-end?\n        this.load.folders[folder.name]) {\n        delete this.load.folders[folder.name];\n

  }\n\n      removeListeners(folder);\n\n      const _this = this;\n\n      common.each(folder.__folders,

function(subfolder) {\n        folder.removeFolder(subfolder);\n      });\n\n      common.defer(function() {\n

_this.onResize();\n      });\n    },\n\n    /**\n     * Opens the GUI.\n     */\n    open: function() {\n      this.closed =

false;\n    },\n\n    /**\n     * Closes the GUI.\n     */\n    close: function() {\n      this.closed = true;\n    },\n\n    /**\n

* Hides the GUI.\n    */\n    hide: function() {\n      this.domElement.style.display = 'none';\n    },\n\n    /**\n    *

Shows the GUI.\n    */\n    show: function() {\n      this.domElement.style.display = '';\n    },\n\n\n    onResize:

function() {\n      // we debounce this function to prevent performance issues when rotating on tablet/mobile\n

const root = this.getRoot();\n      if (root.scrollable) {\n        const top = dom.getOffset(root.__ul).top;\n        let h =

0;\n\n        common.each(root.__ul.childNodes, function(node) {\n          if (!(root.autoPlace && node ===

root.__save_row)) {\n            h += dom.getHeight(node);\n          }\n        });\n\n        if (window.innerHeight - top -

CLOSE_BUTTON_HEIGHT < h) {\n          dom.addClass(root.domElement, GUI.CLASS_TOO_TALL);\n

root.__ul.style.height = window.innerHeight - top - CLOSE_BUTTON_HEIGHT + 'px';\n        } else {\n

dom.removeClass(root.domElement, GUI.CLASS_TOO_TALL);\n          root.__ul.style.height = 'auto';\n        }\n

}\n\n      if (root.__resize_handle) {\n        common.defer(function() {\n          root.__resize_handle.style.height =

root.__ul.offsetHeight + 'px';\n        });\n      }\n\n      if (root.__closeButton) {\n        root.__closeButton.style.width

= root.width + 'px';\n      }\n    },\n\n    onResizeDebounced: common.debounce(function() { this.onResize(); },

50),\n\n    /**\n     * Mark objects for saving. The order of these objects cannot change as\n     * the GUI grows.

When remembering new objects, append them to the end\n     * of the list.\n     *\n     * @param {...Object}

objects\n     * @throws {Error} if not called on a top level GUI.\n     * @instance\n     * @ignore\n     */\n

remember: function() {\n      if (common.isUndefined(SAVE_DIALOGUE)) {\n        SAVE_DIALOGUE = new

CenteredDiv();\n        SAVE_DIALOGUE.domElement.innerHTML = saveDialogueContents;\n      }\n\n      if

(this.parent) {\n        throw new Error('You can only call remember on a top level GUI.');\n      }\n\n      const _this =

this;\n\n      common.each(Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments), function(object) {\n        if

(_this.__rememberedObjects.length === 0) {\n          addSaveMenu(_this);\n        }\n        if

(_this.__rememberedObjects.indexOf(object) === -1) {\n          _this.__rememberedObjects.push(object);\n        }\n

   });\n\n      if (this.autoPlace) {\n        // Set save row width\n        setWidth(this, this.width);\n      }\n    },\n\n

/**\n     * @returns {dat.gui.GUI} the topmost parent GUI of a nested GUI.\n     * @instance\n     */\n    getRoot:

function() {\n      let gui = this;\n      while (gui.parent) {\n        gui = gui.parent;\n      }\n      return gui;\n    },\n\n

/**\n     * @returns {Object} a JSON object representing the current state of\n     * this GUI as well as its

remembered properties.\n     * @instance\n     */\n    getSaveObject: function() {\n      const toReturn = this.load;\n

 toReturn.closed = this.closed;\n\n      // Am I remembering any values?\n      if (this.__rememberedObjects.length >

0) {\n        toReturn.preset = this.preset;\n\n        if (!toReturn.remembered) {\n          toReturn.remembered = {};\n

   }\n\n        toReturn.remembered[this.preset] = getCurrentPreset(this);\n      }\n\n      toReturn.folders = {};\n

common.each(this.__folders, function(element, key) {\n        toReturn.folders[key] = element.getSaveObject();\n

});\n\n      return toReturn;\n    },\n\n    save: function() {\n      if (!this.load.remembered) {\n

this.load.remembered = {};\n      }\n\n      this.load.remembered[this.preset] = getCurrentPreset(this);\n

markPresetModified(this, false);\n      this.saveToLocalStorageIfPossible();\n    },\n\n    saveAs:

function(presetName) {\n      if (!this.load.remembered) {\n        // Retain default values upon first save\n

this.load.remembered = {};\n        this.load.remembered[DEFAULT_DEFAULT_PRESET_NAME] =
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getCurrentPreset(this, true);\n      }\n\n      this.load.remembered[presetName] = getCurrentPreset(this);\n

this.preset = presetName;\n      addPresetOption(this, presetName, true);\n      this.saveToLocalStorageIfPossible();\n

  },\n\n    revert: function(gui) {\n      common.each(this.__controllers, function(controller) {\n        // Make revert

work on Default.\n        if (!this.getRoot().load.remembered) {\n          controller.setValue(controller.initialValue);\n

     } else {\n          recallSavedValue(gui || this.getRoot(), controller);\n        }\n\n        // fire onFinishChange

callback\n        if (controller.__onFinishChange) {\n          controller.__onFinishChange.call(controller,

controller.getValue());\n        }\n      }, this);\n\n      common.each(this.__folders, function(folder) {\n

folder.revert(folder);\n      });\n\n      if (!gui) {\n        markPresetModified(this.getRoot(), false);\n      }\n    },\n\n

listen: function(controller) {\n      const init = this.__listening.length === 0;\n      this.__listening.push(controller);\n

   if (init) {\n        updateDisplays(this.__listening);\n      }\n    },\n\n    updateDisplay: function() {\n

common.each(this.__controllers, function(controller) {\n        controller.updateDisplay();\n      });\n

common.each(this.__folders, function(folder) {\n        folder.updateDisplay();\n      });\n    }\n  }\n);\n\n/**\n * Add

a row to the end of the GUI or before another row.\n *\n * @param gui\n * @param [newDom] If specified, inserts

the dom content in the new row\n * @param [liBefore] If specified, places the new row before another row\n *\n *

@ignore\n */\nfunction addRow(gui, newDom, liBefore) {\n  const li = document.createElement('li');\n  if

(newDom) {\n    li.appendChild(newDom);\n  }\n\n  if (liBefore) {\n    gui.__ul.insertBefore(li, liBefore);\n  } else

{\n    gui.__ul.appendChild(li);\n  }\n  gui.onResize();\n  return li;\n}\n\nfunction removeListeners(gui) {\n

dom.unbind(window, 'resize', gui.__resizeHandler);\n\n  if (gui.saveToLocalStorageIfPossible) {\n

dom.unbind(window, 'unload', gui.saveToLocalStorageIfPossible);\n  }\n}\n\nfunction markPresetModified(gui,

modified) {\n  const opt = gui.__preset_select[gui.__preset_select.selectedIndex];\n\n  if (modified) {\n

opt.innerHTML = opt.value + '*';\n  } else {\n    opt.innerHTML = opt.value;\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

augmentController(gui, li, controller) {\n  controller.__li = li;\n  controller.__gui = gui;\n\n

common.extend(controller, /** @lends Controller.prototype */ {\n    /**\n     * @param  {Array|Object} options\n

* @return {Controller}\n     */\n    options: function(options) {\n      if (arguments.length > 1) {\n        const

nextSibling = controller.__li.nextElementSibling;\n        controller.remove();\n\n        return add(\n          gui,\n

controller.object,\n          controller.property,\n          {\n            before: nextSibling,\n            factoryArgs:

[common.toArray(arguments)]\n          }\n        );\n      }\n\n      if (common.isArray(options) ||

common.isObject(options)) {\n        const nextSibling = controller.__li.nextElementSibling;\n

controller.remove();\n\n        return add(\n          gui,\n          controller.object,\n          controller.property,\n          {\n

          before: nextSibling,\n            factoryArgs: [options]\n          }\n        );\n      }\n    },\n\n    /**\n     * Sets the

name of the controller.\n     * @param  {string} name\n     * @return {Controller}\n     */\n    name: function(name)

{\n      controller.__li.firstElementChild.firstElementChild.innerHTML = name;\n      return controller;\n    },\n\n

/**\n     * Sets controller to listen for changes on its underlying object.\n     * @return {Controller}\n     */\n    listen:

function() {\n      controller.__gui.listen(controller);\n      return controller;\n    },\n\n    /**\n     * Removes the

controller from its parent GUI.\n     * @return {Controller}\n     */\n    remove: function() {\n

controller.__gui.remove(controller);\n      return controller;\n    }\n  });\n\n  // All sliders should be accompanied by a

box.\n  if (controller instanceof NumberControllerSlider) {\n    const box = new

NumberControllerBox(controller.object, controller.property,\n      { min: controller.__min, max: controller.__max,

step: controller.__step });\n\n    common.each(['updateDisplay', 'onChange', 'onFinishChange', 'step', 'min', 'max'],

function(method) {\n      const pc = controller[method];\n      const pb = box[method];\n      controller[method] =

box[method] = function() {\n        const args = Array.prototype.slice.call(arguments);\n        pb.apply(box, args);\n

  return pc.apply(controller, args);\n      };\n    });\n\n    dom.addClass(li, 'has-slider');\n

controller.domElement.insertBefore(box.domElement, controller.domElement.firstElementChild);\n  } else if

(controller instanceof NumberControllerBox) {\n    const r = function(returned) {\n      // Have we defined both

boundaries?\n      if (common.isNumber(controller.__min) && common.isNumber(controller.__max)) {\n        //

Well, then lets just replace this with a slider.\n\n        // lets remember if the old controller had a specific name or

was listening\n        const oldName = controller.__li.firstElementChild.firstElementChild.innerHTML;\n        const

wasListening = controller.__gui.__listening.indexOf(controller) > -1;\n\n        controller.remove();\n        const
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newController = add(\n          gui,\n          controller.object,\n          controller.property,\n          {\n            before:

controller.__li.nextElementSibling,\n            factoryArgs: [controller.__min, controller.__max, controller.__step]\n

     });\n\n        newController.name(oldName);\n        if (wasListening) newController.listen();\n\n        return

newController;\n      }\n\n      return returned;\n    };\n\n    controller.min = common.compose(r, controller.min);\n

controller.max = common.compose(r, controller.max);\n  } else if (controller instanceof BooleanController) {\n

dom.bind(li, 'click', function() {\n      dom.fakeEvent(controller.__checkbox, 'click');\n    });\n\n

dom.bind(controller.__checkbox, 'click', function(e) {\n      e.stopPropagation(); // Prevents double-toggle\n    });\n

} else if (controller instanceof FunctionController) {\n    dom.bind(li, 'click', function() {\n

dom.fakeEvent(controller.__button, 'click');\n    });\n\n    dom.bind(li, 'mouseover', function() {\n

dom.addClass(controller.__button, 'hover');\n    });\n\n    dom.bind(li, 'mouseout', function() {\n

dom.removeClass(controller.__button, 'hover');\n    });\n  } else if (controller instanceof ColorController) {\n

dom.addClass(li, 'color');\n    controller.updateDisplay = common.compose(function(val) {\n

li.style.borderLeftColor = controller.__color.toString();\n      return val;\n    }, controller.updateDisplay);\n\n

controller.updateDisplay();\n  }\n\n  controller.setValue = common.compose(function(val) {\n    if

(gui.getRoot().__preset_select && controller.isModified()) {\n      markPresetModified(gui.getRoot(), true);\n

}\n\n    return val;\n  }, controller.setValue);\n}\n\nfunction recallSavedValue(gui, controller) {\n  // Find the

topmost GUI, that's where remembered objects live.\n  const root = gui.getRoot();\n\n  // Does the object we're

controlling match anything we've been told to\n  // remember?\n  const matchedIndex =

root.__rememberedObjects.indexOf(controller.object);\n\n  // Why yes, it does!\n  if (matchedIndex !== -1) {\n    //

Let me fetch a map of controllers for thcommon.isObject.\n    let controllerMap =

root.__rememberedObjectIndecesToControllers[matchedIndex];\n\n    // Ohp, I believe this is the first controller

we've created for this\n    // object. Lets make the map fresh.\n    if (controllerMap === undefined) {\n

controllerMap = {};\n      root.__rememberedObjectIndecesToControllers[matchedIndex] =\n        controllerMap;\n

}\n\n    // Keep track of this controller\n    controllerMap[controller.property] = controller;\n\n    // Okay, now have

we saved any values for this controller?\n    if (root.load && root.load.remembered) {\n      const presetMap =

root.load.remembered;\n\n      // Which preset are we trying to load?\n      let preset;\n\n      if

(presetMap[gui.preset]) {\n        preset = presetMap[gui.preset];\n      } else if

(presetMap[DEFAULT_DEFAULT_PRESET_NAME]) {\n        // Uhh, you can have the default instead?\n

preset = presetMap[DEFAULT_DEFAULT_PRESET_NAME];\n      } else {\n        // Nada.\n        return;\n      }\n\n

    // Did the loaded object remember thcommon.isObject? &&  Did we remember this particular property?\n      if

(preset[matchedIndex] && preset[matchedIndex][controller.property] !== undefined) {\n        // We did remember

something for this guy ...\n        const value = preset[matchedIndex][controller.property];\n\n        // And that's what

it is.\n        controller.initialValue = value;\n        controller.setValue(value);\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction

add(gui, object, property, params) {\n  if (object[property] === undefined) {\n    throw new Error(`Object

\"${object}\" has no property \"${property}\"`);\n  }\n\n  let controller;\n\n  if (params.color) {\n    controller = new

ColorController(object, property);\n  } else {\n    const factoryArgs = [object,

property].concat(params.factoryArgs);\n    controller = ControllerFactory.apply(gui, factoryArgs);\n  }\n\n  if

(params.before instanceof Controller) {\n    params.before = params.before.__li;\n  }\n\n  recallSavedValue(gui,

controller);\n\n  dom.addClass(controller.domElement, 'c');\n\n  const name = document.createElement('span');\n

dom.addClass(name, 'property-name');\n  name.innerHTML = controller.property;\n\n  const container =

document.createElement('div');\n  container.appendChild(name);\n

container.appendChild(controller.domElement);\n\n  const li = addRow(gui, container, params.before);\n\n

dom.addClass(li, GUI.CLASS_CONTROLLER_ROW);\n  if (controller instanceof ColorController) {\n

dom.addClass(li, 'color');\n  } else {\n    dom.addClass(li, typeof controller.getValue());\n  }\n\n

augmentController(gui, li, controller);\n\n  gui.__controllers.push(controller);\n\n  return controller;\n}\n\nfunction

getLocalStorageHash(gui, key) {\n  // TODO how does this deal with multiple GUI's?\n  return

document.location.href + '.' + key;\n}\n\nfunction addPresetOption(gui, name, setSelected) {\n  const opt =

document.createElement('option');\n  opt.innerHTML = name;\n  opt.value = name;\n
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gui.__preset_select.appendChild(opt);\n  if (setSelected) {\n    gui.__preset_select.selectedIndex =

gui.__preset_select.length - 1;\n  }\n}\n\nfunction showHideExplain(gui, explain) {\n  explain.style.display =

gui.useLocalStorage ? 'block' : 'none';\n}\n\nfunction addSaveMenu(gui) {\n  const div = gui.__save_row =

document.createElement('li');\n\n  dom.addClass(gui.domElement, 'has-save');\n\n  gui.__ul.insertBefore(div,

gui.__ul.firstChild);\n\n  dom.addClass(div, 'save-row');\n\n  const gears = document.createElement('span');\n

gears.innerHTML = '&nbsp;';\n  dom.addClass(gears, 'button gears');\n\n  // TODO replace with

FunctionController\n  const button = document.createElement('span');\n  button.innerHTML = 'Save';\n

dom.addClass(button, 'button');\n  dom.addClass(button, 'save');\n\n  const button2 =

document.createElement('span');\n  button2.innerHTML = 'New';\n  dom.addClass(button2, 'button');\n

dom.addClass(button2, 'save-as');\n\n  const button3 = document.createElement('span');\n  button3.innerHTML =

'Revert';\n  dom.addClass(button3, 'button');\n  dom.addClass(button3, 'revert');\n\n  const select =

gui.__preset_select = document.createElement('select');\n\n  if (gui.load && gui.load.remembered) {\n

common.each(gui.load.remembered, function(value, key) {\n      addPresetOption(gui, key, key === gui.preset);\n

});\n  } else {\n    addPresetOption(gui, DEFAULT_DEFAULT_PRESET_NAME, false);\n  }\n\n  dom.bind(select,

'change', function() {\n    for (let index = 0; index < gui.__preset_select.length; index++) {\n

gui.__preset_select[index].innerHTML = gui.__preset_select[index].value;\n    }\n\n    gui.preset = this.value;\n

});\n\n  div.appendChild(select);\n  div.appendChild(gears);\n  div.appendChild(button);\n

div.appendChild(button2);\n  div.appendChild(button3);\n\n  if (SUPPORTS_LOCAL_STORAGE) {\n    const

explain = document.getElementById('dg-local-explain');\n    const localStorageCheckBox =

document.getElementById('dg-local-storage');\n    const saveLocally = document.getElementById('dg-save-

locally');\n\n    saveLocally.style.display = 'block';\n\n    if (localStorage.getItem(getLocalStorageHash(gui,

'isLocal')) === 'true') {\n      localStorageCheckBox.setAttribute('checked', 'checked');\n    }\n\n

showHideExplain(gui, explain);\n\n    // TODO: Use a boolean controller, fool!\n

dom.bind(localStorageCheckBox, 'change', function() {\n      gui.useLocalStorage = !gui.useLocalStorage;\n

showHideExplain(gui, explain);\n    });\n  }\n\n  const newConstructorTextArea = document.getElementById('dg-

new-constructor');\n\n  dom.bind(newConstructorTextArea, 'keydown', function(e) {\n    if (e.metaKey && (e.which

=== 67 || e.keyCode === 67)) {\n      SAVE_DIALOGUE.hide();\n    }\n  });\n\n  dom.bind(gears, 'click', function()

{\n    newConstructorTextArea.innerHTML = JSON.stringify(gui.getSaveObject(), undefined, 2);\n

SAVE_DIALOGUE.show();\n    newConstructorTextArea.focus();\n    newConstructorTextArea.select();\n  });\n\n

dom.bind(button, 'click', function() {\n    gui.save();\n  });\n\n  dom.bind(button2, 'click', function() {\n    const

presetName = prompt('Enter a new preset name.');\n    if (presetName) {\n      gui.saveAs(presetName);\n    }\n

});\n\n  dom.bind(button3, 'click', function() {\n    gui.revert();\n  });\n\n  //

div.appendChild(button2);\n}\n\nfunction addResizeHandle(gui) {\n  let pmouseX;\n\n  gui.__resize_handle =

document.createElement('div');\n\n  common.extend(gui.__resize_handle.style, {\n\n    width: '6px',\n    marginLeft:

'-3px',\n    height: '200px',\n    cursor: 'ew-resize',\n    position: 'absolute'\n    // border: '1px solid blue'\n\n  });\n\n

function drag(e) {\n    e.preventDefault();\n\n    gui.width += pmouseX - e.clientX;\n    gui.onResize();\n    pmouseX

= e.clientX;\n\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  function dragStop() {\n    dom.removeClass(gui.__closeButton,

GUI.CLASS_DRAG);\n    dom.unbind(window, 'mousemove', drag);\n    dom.unbind(window, 'mouseup',

dragStop);\n  }\n\n  function dragStart(e) {\n    e.preventDefault();\n\n    pmouseX = e.clientX;\n\n

dom.addClass(gui.__closeButton, GUI.CLASS_DRAG);\n    dom.bind(window, 'mousemove', drag);\n

dom.bind(window, 'mouseup', dragStop);\n\n    return false;\n  }\n\n  dom.bind(gui.__resize_handle, 'mousedown',

dragStart);\n  dom.bind(gui.__closeButton, 'mousedown', dragStart);\n\n

gui.domElement.insertBefore(gui.__resize_handle, gui.domElement.firstElementChild);\n}\n\nfunction

setWidth(gui, w) {\n  gui.domElement.style.width = w + 'px';\n  // Auto placed save-rows are position fixed, so we

have to\n  // set the width manually if we want it to bleed to the edge\n  if (gui.__save_row && gui.autoPlace) {\n

gui.__save_row.style.width = w + 'px';\n  }\n  if (gui.__closeButton) {\n    gui.__closeButton.style.width = w +

'px';\n  }\n}\n\nfunction getCurrentPreset(gui, useInitialValues) {\n  const toReturn = {};\n\n  // For each object I'm

remembering\n  common.each(gui.__rememberedObjects, function(val, index) {\n    const savedValues = {};\n\n
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// The controllers I've made for thcommon.isObject by property\n    const controllerMap =\n

gui.__rememberedObjectIndecesToControllers[index];\n\n    // Remember each value for each property\n

common.each(controllerMap, function(controller, property) {\n      savedValues[property] = useInitialValues ?

controller.initialValue : controller.getValue();\n    });\n\n    // Save the values for thcommon.isObject\n

toReturn[index] = savedValues;\n  });\n\n  return toReturn;\n}\n\nfunction setPresetSelectIndex(gui) {\n  for (let

index = 0; index < gui.__preset_select.length; index++) {\n    if (gui.__preset_select[index].value === gui.preset)

{\n      gui.__preset_select.selectedIndex = index;\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nfunction updateDisplays(controllerArray) {\n  if

(controllerArray.length !== 0) {\n    requestAnimationFrame.call(window, function() {\n

updateDisplays(controllerArray);\n    });\n  }\n\n  common.each(controllerArray, function(c) {\n

c.updateDisplay();\n  });\n}\n\nexport default GUI;\n","// stats.js -

http://github.com/mrdoob/stats.js\n(function(f,e){\"object\"===typeof exports&&\"undefined\"!==typeof

module?module.exports=e():\"function\"===typeof define&&define.amd?define(e):f.Stats=e()})(this,function(){var

f=function(){function e(a){c.appendChild(a.dom);return a}function u(a){for(var

d=0;d<c.children.length;d++)c.children[d].style.display=d===a?\"block\":\"none\";l=a}var

l=0,c=document.createElement(\"div\");c.style.cssText=\"position:fixed;top:0;left:0;cursor:pointer;opacity:0.9;z-

index:10000\";c.addEventListener(\"click\",function(a){a.preventDefault();\nu(++l%c.children.length)},!1);var

k=(performance||Date).now(),g=k,a=0,r=e(new f.Panel(\"FPS\",\"#0ff\",\"#002\")),h=e(new

f.Panel(\"MS\",\"#0f0\",\"#020\"));if(self.performance&&self.performance.memory)var t=e(new

f.Panel(\"MB\",\"#f08\",\"#201\"));u(0);return{REVISION:16,dom:c,addPanel:e,showPanel:u,begin:function(){k=(p

erformance||Date).now()},end:function(){a++;var c=(performance||Date).now();h.update(c-

k,200);if(c>g+1E3&&(r.update(1E3*a/(c-g),100),g=c,a=0,t)){var

d=performance.memory;t.update(d.usedJSHeapSize/\n1048576,d.jsHeapSizeLimit/1048576)}return

c},update:function(){k=this.end()},domElement:c,setMode:u}};f.Panel=function(e,f,l){var

c=Infinity,k=0,g=Math.round,a=g(window.devicePixelRatio||1),r=80*a,h=48*a,t=3*a,v=2*a,d=3*a,m=15*a,n=74*a

,p=30*a,q=document.createElement(\"canvas\");q.width=r;q.height=h;q.style.cssText=\"width:80px;height:48px\";v

ar b=q.getContext(\"2d\");b.font=\"bold \"+9*a+\"px Helvetica,Arial,sans-

serif\";b.textBaseline=\"top\";b.fillStyle=l;b.fillRect(0,0,r,h);b.fillStyle=f;b.fillText(e,t,v);\nb.fillRect(d,m,n,p);b.fill

Style=l;b.globalAlpha=.9;b.fillRect(d,m,n,p);return{dom:q,update:function(h,w){c=Math.min(c,h);k=Math.max(k,h

);b.fillStyle=l;b.globalAlpha=1;b.fillRect(0,0,r,m);b.fillStyle=f;b.fillText(g(h)+\" \"+e+\" (\"+g(c)+\"-

\"+g(k)+\")\",t,v);b.drawImage(q,d+a,m,n-a,p,d,m,n-a,p);b.fillRect(d+n-

a,m,a,p);b.fillStyle=l;b.globalAlpha=.9;b.fillRect(d+n-a,m,a,g((1-h/w)*p))}}};return f});\n","/**\n    * @license\n

* Copyright 2019 Google LLC. All Rights Reserved.\n    * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

\"License\");\n    * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n    * You may obtain a copy of

the License at\n    *\n    * http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n    *\n    * Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software\n    * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n    *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n    * See the License

for the specific language governing permissions and\n    * limitations under the License.\n    *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport*as tf from\"@tensorflow/tfjs-

core\";import{util,tidy,div,sub,buffer,Tensor,browser,pad3d,scalar,concat,tensor2d,tensor}from\"@tensorflow/tfjs-

core\";import{loadGraphModel}from\"@tensorflow/tfjs-converter\";var

VALID_OUTPUT_STRIDES=[8,16,32];function assertValidOutputStride(e){util.assert(\"number\"==typeof

e,function(){return\"outputStride is not a

number\"}),util.assert(VALID_OUTPUT_STRIDES.indexOf(e)>=0,function(){return\"outputStride of \"+e+\" is

invalid. It must be either 8, 16, or 32\"})}function assertValidResolution(e,t){util.assert(\"number\"==typeof

e,function(){return\"resolution is not a number\"}),util.assert((e-1)%t==0,function(){return\"resolution of \"+e+\" is

invalid for output stride \"+t+\".\"})}function toFloatIfInt(e){return

tidy(function(){return\"int32\"===e.dtype&&(e=e.toFloat()),e=div(e,127.5),sub(e,1)})}var
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MobileNet=function(){function e(e,t){this.model=e;var r=this.model.inputs[0].shape;util.assert(-1===r[1]&&-

1===r[2],function(){return\"Input shape [\"+r[1]+\", \"+r[2]+\"] must both be -1\"}),this.outputStride=t}return

e.prototype.predict=function(e){var t=this;return tidy(function(){var

r=toFloatIfInt(e).expandDims(0),n=t.model.predict(r),o=n[0],i=n[1],s=n[2],a=n[3];return{heatmapScores:i.squeeze(

).sigmoid(),offsets:o.squeeze(),displacementFwd:s.squeeze(),displacementBwd:a.squeeze()}})},e.prototype.dispose

=function(){this.model.dispose()},e}();function half(e){return Math.floor(e/2)}var MaxHeap=function(){function

e(e,t){this.priorityQueue=new Array(e),this.numberOfElements=-1,this.getElementValue=t}return

e.prototype.enqueue=function(e){this.priorityQueue[++this.numberOfElements]=e,this.swim(this.numberOfElemen

ts)},e.prototype.dequeue=function(){var e=this.priorityQueue[0];return this.exchange(0,this.numberOfElements--

),this.sink(0),this.priorityQueue[this.numberOfElements+1]=null,e},e.prototype.empty=function(){return-

1===this.numberOfElements},e.prototype.size=function(){return

this.numberOfElements+1},e.prototype.all=function(){return

this.priorityQueue.slice(0,this.numberOfElements+1)},e.prototype.max=function(){return

this.priorityQueue[0]},e.prototype.swim=function(e){for(;e>0&&this.less(half(e),e);)this.exchange(e,half(e)),e=half

(e)},e.prototype.sink=function(e){for(;2*e<=this.numberOfElements;){var

t=2*e;if(t<this.numberOfElements&&this.less(t,t+1)&&t++,!this.less(e,t))break;this.exchange(e,t),e=t}},e.prototype

.getValueAt=function(e){return this.getElementValue(this.priorityQueue[e])},e.prototype.less=function(e,t){return

this.getValueAt(e)<this.getValueAt(t)},e.prototype.exchange=function(e,t){var

r=this.priorityQueue[e];this.priorityQueue[e]=this.priorityQueue[t],this.priorityQueue[t]=r},e}();function

scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow(e,t,r,n,o,i){for(var s=i.shape,a=s[0],u=s[1],l=!0,f=Math.max(r-

o,0),c=Math.min(r+o+1,a),d=f;d<c;++d){for(var p=Math.max(n-

o,0),h=Math.min(n+o+1,u),m=p;m<h;++m)if(i.get(d,m,e)>t){l=!1;break}if(!l)break}return l}function

buildPartWithScoreQueue(e,t,r){for(var n=r.shape,o=n[0],i=n[1],s=n[2],a=new MaxHeap(o*i*s,function(e){return

e.score}),u=0;u<o;++u)for(var l=0;l<i;++l)for(var f=0;f<s;++f){var

c=r.get(u,l,f);c<e||scoreIsMaximumInLocalWindow(f,c,u,l,t,r)&&a.enqueue({score:c,part:{heatmapY:u,heatmapX:l,

id:f}})}return a}var

partNames=[\"nose\",\"leftEye\",\"rightEye\",\"leftEar\",\"rightEar\",\"leftShoulder\",\"rightShoulder\",\"leftElbow\",

\"rightElbow\",\"leftWrist\",\"rightWrist\",\"leftHip\",\"rightHip\",\"leftKnee\",\"rightKnee\",\"leftAnkle\",\"rightAn

kle\"],NUM_KEYPOINTS=partNames.length,partIds=partNames.reduce(function(e,t,r){return

e[t]=r,e},{}),connectedPartNames=[[\"leftHip\",\"leftShoulder\"],[\"leftElbow\",\"leftShoulder\"],[\"leftElbow\",\"lef

tWrist\"],[\"leftHip\",\"leftKnee\"],[\"leftKnee\",\"leftAnkle\"],[\"rightHip\",\"rightShoulder\"],[\"rightElbow\",\"righ

tShoulder\"],[\"rightElbow\",\"rightWrist\"],[\"rightHip\",\"rightKnee\"],[\"rightKnee\",\"rightAnkle\"],[\"leftShould

er\",\"rightShoulder\"],[\"leftHip\",\"rightHip\"]],poseChain=[[\"nose\",\"leftEye\"],[\"leftEye\",\"leftEar\"],[\"nose\",

\"rightEye\"],[\"rightEye\",\"rightEar\"],[\"nose\",\"leftShoulder\"],[\"leftShoulder\",\"leftElbow\"],[\"leftElbow\",\"l

eftWrist\"],[\"leftShoulder\",\"leftHip\"],[\"leftHip\",\"leftKnee\"],[\"leftKnee\",\"leftAnkle\"],[\"nose\",\"rightShould

er\"],[\"rightShoulder\",\"rightElbow\"],[\"rightElbow\",\"rightWrist\"],[\"rightShoulder\",\"rightHip\"],[\"rightHip\",

\"rightKnee\"],[\"rightKnee\",\"rightAnkle\"]],connectedPartIndices=connectedPartNames.map(function(e){var

t=e[0],r=e[1];return[partIds[t],partIds[r]]}),partChannels=[\"left_face\",\"right_face\",\"right_upper_leg_front\",\"rig

ht_lower_leg_back\",\"right_upper_leg_back\",\"left_lower_leg_front\",\"left_upper_leg_front\",\"left_upper_leg_ba

ck\",\"left_lower_leg_back\",\"right_feet\",\"right_lower_leg_front\",\"left_feet\",\"torso_front\",\"torso_back\",\"rig

ht_upper_arm_front\",\"right_upper_arm_back\",\"right_lower_arm_back\",\"left_lower_arm_front\",\"left_upper_ar

m_front\",\"left_upper_arm_back\",\"left_lower_arm_back\",\"right_hand\",\"right_lower_arm_front\",\"left_hand\"]

;function getOffsetPoint(e,t,r,n){return{y:n.get(e,t,r),x:n.get(e,t,r+NUM_KEYPOINTS)}}function

getImageCoords(e,t,r){var

n=getOffsetPoint(e.heatmapY,e.heatmapX,e.id,r),o=n.y,i=n.x;return{x:e.heatmapX*t+i,y:e.heatmapY*t+o}}functio

n clamp(e,t,r){return e<t?t:e>r?r:e}function squaredDistance(e,t,r,n){var o=r-e,i=n-t;return o*o+i*i}function

addVectors(e,t){return{x:e.x+t.x,y:e.y+t.y}}var parentChildrenTuples=poseChain.map(function(e){var

t=e[0],r=e[1];return[partIds[t],partIds[r]]}),parentToChildEdges=parentChildrenTuples.map(function(e){return
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e[1]}),childToParentEdges=parentChildrenTuples.map(function(e){return e[0]});function

getDisplacement(e,t,r){var n=r.shape[2]/2;return{y:r.get(t.y,t.x,e),x:r.get(t.y,t.x,n+e)}}function

getStridedIndexNearPoint(e,t,r,n){return{y:clamp(Math.round(e.y/t),0,r-1),x:clamp(Math.round(e.x/t),0,n-

1)}}function traverseToTargetKeypoint(e,t,r,n,o,i,s,a){void 0===a&&(a=2);for(var

u=n.shape,l=u[0],f=u[1],c=getDisplacement(e,getStridedIndexNearPoint(t.position,i,l,f),s),d=addVectors(t.position,c

),p=0;p<a;p++){var

h=getStridedIndexNearPoint(d,i,l,f),m=getOffsetPoint(h.y,h.x,r,o);d=addVectors({x:h.x*i,y:h.y*i},{x:m.x,y:m.y})}

var g=getStridedIndexNearPoint(d,i,l,f),_=n.get(g.y,g.x,r);return{position:d,part:partNames[r],score:_}}function

decodePose(e,t,r,n,o,i){var s=t.shape[2],a=parentToChildEdges.length,u=new

Array(s),l=e.part,f=e.score,c=getImageCoords(l,n,r);u[l.id]={score:f,part:partNames[l.id],position:c};for(var d=a-

1;d>=0;--d){var

p=parentToChildEdges[d],h=childToParentEdges[d];u[p]&&!u[h]&&(u[h]=traverseToTargetKeypoint(d,u[p],h,t,r,n

,i))}for(d=0;d<a;++d){p=childToParentEdges[d],h=parentToChildEdges[d];u[p]&&!u[h]&&(u[h]=traverseToTarge

tKeypoint(d,u[p],h,t,r,n,o))}return u}function withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(e,t,r,n){var o=r.x,i=r.y;return

e.some(function(e){var r=e.keypoints[n].position;return squaredDistance(i,o,r.y,r.x)<=t})}function

getInstanceScore(e,t,r){return r.reduce(function(r,n,o){var i=n.position,s=n.score;return

withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(e,t,i,o)||(r+=s),r},0)/r.length}var kLocalMaximumRadius=1;function

decodeMultiplePoses(e,t,r,n,o,i,s,a){void 0===s&&(s=.5),void 0===a&&(a=20);for(var

u=[],l=buildPartWithScoreQueue(s,kLocalMaximumRadius,e),f=a*a;u.length<i&&!l.empty();){var

c=l.dequeue();if(!withinNmsRadiusOfCorrespondingPoint(u,f,getImageCoords(c.part,o,t),c.part.id)){var

d=decodePose(c,e,t,o,r,n),p=getInstanceScore(u,f,d);u.push({keypoints:d,score:p})}}return u}var

__assign=function(){return(__assign=Object.assign||function(e){for(var t,r=1,n=arguments.length;r<n;r++)for(var o

in t=arguments[r])Object.prototype.hasOwnProperty.call(t,o)&&(e[o]=t[o]);return

e}).apply(this,arguments)};function __awaiter(e,t,r,n){return new(r||(r=Promise))(function(o,i){function

s(e){try{u(n.next(e))}catch(e){i(e)}}function a(e){try{u(n.throw(e))}catch(e){i(e)}}function

u(e){e.done?o(e.value):new r(function(t){t(e.value)}).then(s,a)}u((n=n.apply(e,t||[])).next())})}function

__generator(e,t){var r,n,o,i,s={label:0,sent:function(){if(1&o[0])throw o[1];return o[1]},trys:[],ops:[]};return

i={next:a(0),throw:a(1),return:a(2)},\"function\"==typeof Symbol&&(i[Symbol.iterator]=function(){return

this}),i;function a(i){return function(a){return function(i){if(r)throw new TypeError(\"Generator is already

executing.\");for(;s;)try{if(r=1,n&&(o=2&i[0]?n.return:i[0]?n.throw||((o=n.return)&&o.call(n),0):n.next)&&!(o=o.c

all(n,i[1])).done)return o;switch(n=0,o&&(i=[2&i[0],o.value]),i[0]){case 0:case 1:o=i;break;case 4:return

s.label++,{value:i[1],done:!1};case 5:s.label++,n=i[1],i=[0];continue;case

7:i=s.ops.pop(),s.trys.pop();continue;default:if(!(o=(o=s.trys).length>0&&o[o.length-

1])&&(6===i[0]||2===i[0])){s=0;continue}if(3===i[0]&&(!o||i[1]>o[0]&&i[1]<o[3])){s.label=i[1];break}if(6===i[

0]&&s.label<o[1]){s.label=o[1],o=i;break}if(o&&s.label<o[2]){s.label=o[2],s.ops.push(i);break}o[2]&&s.ops.pop(

),s.trys.pop();continue}i=t.call(e,s)}catch(e){i=[6,e],n=0}finally{r=o=0}if(5&i[0])throw

i[1];return{value:i[0]?i[1]:void 0,done:!0}}([i,a])}}}function eitherPointDoesntMeetConfidence(e,t,r){return

e<r||t<r}function getAdjacentKeyPoints(e,t){return connectedPartIndices.reduce(function(r,n){var

o=n[0],i=n[1];return eitherPointDoesntMeetConfidence(e[o].score,e[i].score,t)?r:(r.push([e[o],e[i]]),r)},[])}var

NEGATIVE_INFINITY=Number.NEGATIVE_INFINITY,POSITIVE_INFINITY=Number.POSITIVE_INFINITY

;function getBoundingBox(e){return e.reduce(function(e,t){var

r=e.maxX,n=e.maxY,o=e.minX,i=e.minY,s=t.position,a=s.x,u=s.y;return{maxX:Math.max(r,a),maxY:Math.max(n,

u),minX:Math.min(o,a),minY:Math.min(i,u)}},{maxX:NEGATIVE_INFINITY,maxY:NEGATIVE_INFINITY,min

X:POSITIVE_INFINITY,minY:POSITIVE_INFINITY})}function getBoundingBoxPoints(e){var

t=getBoundingBox(e),r=t.minX,n=t.minY,o=t.maxX,i=t.maxY;return[{x:r,y:n},{x:o,y:n},{x:o,y:i},{x:r,y:i}]}functi

on toTensorBuffer(e,t){return void 0===t&&(t=\"float32\"),__awaiter(this,void 0,void 0,function(){var r;return

__generator(this,function(n){switch(n.label){case 0:return[4,e.data()];case 1:return

r=n.sent(),[2,buffer(e.shape,t,r)]}})})}function toTensorBuffers3D(e){return __awaiter(this,void 0,void
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0,function(){return __generator(this,function(t){return[2,Promise.all(e.map(function(e){return

toTensorBuffer(e,\"float32\")}))]})})}function scalePose(e,t,r,n,o){return void 0===n&&(n=0),void

0===o&&(o=0),{score:e.score,keypoints:e.keypoints.map(function(e){var

i=e.score,s=e.part,a=e.position;return{score:i,part:s,position:{x:a.x*r+o,y:a.y*t+n}}})}}function

scalePoses(e,t,r,n,o){return void 0===n&&(n=0),void

0===o&&(o=0),1===r&&1===t&&0===n&&0===o?e:e.map(function(e){return scalePose(e,t,r,n,o)})}function

flipPoseHorizontal(e,t){return{score:e.score,keypoints:e.keypoints.map(function(e){var

r=e.score,n=e.part,o=e.position;return{score:r,part:n,position:{x:t-1-o.x,y:o.y}}})}}function

flipPosesHorizontal(e,t){return t<=0?e:e.map(function(e){return flipPoseHorizontal(e,t)})}function

getInputTensorDimensions(e){return e instanceof Tensor?[e.shape[0],e.shape[1]]:[e.height,e.width]}function

toInputTensor(e){return e instanceof Tensor?e:browser.fromPixels(e)}function padAndResizeTo(e,t){var

r=t[0],n=t[1],o=getInputTensorDimensions(e),i=o[0],s=o[1],a=n/r,u=[0,0,0,0],l=u[0],f=u[1],c=u[2],d=u[3];return

s/i<a?(l=0,f=0,c=Math.round(.5*(a*i-s)),d=Math.round(.5*(a*i-s))):(l=Math.round(.5*(1/a*s-

i)),f=Math.round(.5*(1/a*s-i)),c=0,d=0),{resized:tidy(function(){var

t=toInputTensor(e);return(t=pad3d(t,[[l,f],[c,d],[0,0]])).resizeBilinear([r,n])}),padding:{top:l,left:c,right:d,bottom:f}

}}function scaleAndFlipPoses(e,t,r,n,o){var

i=t[0],s=t[1],a=r[0],u=r[1],l=scalePoses(e,(i+n.top+n.bottom)/a,(s+n.left+n.right)/u,-n.top,-n.left);return

o?flipPosesHorizontal(l,s):l}function mod(e,t){return tidy(function(){var r=e.div(scalar(t,\"int32\"));return

e.sub(r.mul(scalar(t,\"int32\")))})}function argmax2d(e){var t=e.shape,r=t[0],n=t[1],o=t[2];return

tidy(function(){var

t=e.reshape([r*n,o]).argMax(0),i=t.div(scalar(n,\"int32\")).expandDims(1),s=mod(t,n).expandDims(1);return

concat([i,s],1)})}function getPointsConfidence(e,t){for(var r=t.shape[0],n=new Float32Array(r),o=0;o<r;o++){var

i=t.get(o,0),s=t.get(o,1);n[o]=e.get(i,s,o)}return n}function

getOffsetPoint$1(e,t,r,n){return{y:n.get(e,t,r),x:n.get(e,t,r+NUM_KEYPOINTS)}}function

getOffsetVectors(e,t){for(var r=[],n=0;n<NUM_KEYPOINTS;n++){var

o=getOffsetPoint$1(e.get(n,0).valueOf(),e.get(n,1).valueOf(),n,t),i=o.x,s=o.y;r.push(s),r.push(i)}return

tensor2d(r,[NUM_KEYPOINTS,2])}function getOffsetPoints(e,t,r){return tidy(function(){var

n=getOffsetVectors(e,r);return e.toTensor().mul(scalar(t,\"int32\")).toFloat().add(n)})}function

decodeSinglePose(e,t,r){return __awaiter(this,void 0,void 0,function(){var n,o,i,s,a,u,l,f,c,d;return

__generator(this,function(p){switch(p.label){case 0:return

n=0,o=argmax2d(e),[4,Promise.all([toTensorBuffer(e),toTensorBuffer(t),toTensorBuffer(o,\"int32\")])];case

1:return i=p.sent(),s=i[0],a=i[1],u=i[2],[4,toTensorBuffer(l=getOffsetPoints(u,r,a))];case 2:return

f=p.sent(),c=Array.from(getPointsConfidence(s,u)),d=c.map(function(e,t){return

n+=e,{position:{y:f.get(t,0),x:f.get(t,1)},part:partNames[t],score:e}}),o.dispose(),l.dispose(),[2,{keypoints:d,score:n

/d.length}]}})})}var MOBILENET_BASE_URL=\"https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-

models/savedmodel/posenet/mobilenet/\",RESNET50_BASE_URL=\"https://storage.googleapis.com/tfjs-

models/savedmodel/posenet/resnet50/\";function resNet50Checkpoint(e,t){var r=\"model-stride\"+e+\".json\";return

4==t?RESNET50_BASE_URL+\"float/\"+r:RESNET50_BASE_URL+\"quant\"+t+\"/\"+r}function

mobileNetCheckpoint(e,t,r){var n={1:\"100\",.75:\"075\",.5:\"050\"},o=\"model-stride\"+e+\".json\";return

4==r?MOBILENET_BASE_URL+\"float/\"+n[t]+\"/\"+o:MOBILENET_BASE_URL+\"quant\"+r+\"/\"+n[t]+\"/\"+

o}function toFloatIfInt$1(e){return tidy(function(){\"int32\"===e.dtype&&(e=e.toFloat());var t=tensor([-123.15,-

115.9,-103.06]);return e.add(t)})}var ResNet=function(){function e(e,t){this.model=e;var

r=this.model.inputs[0].shape;util.assert(-1===r[1]&&-1===r[2],function(){return\"Input shape [\"+r[1]+\",

\"+r[2]+\"] must both be equal to or -1\"}),this.outputStride=t}return e.prototype.predict=function(e){var

t=this;return tidy(function(){var

r=toFloatIfInt$1(e).expandDims(0),n=t.model.predict(r),o=n[0],i=n[1],s=n[2];return{heatmapScores:n[3].squeeze().

sigmoid(),offsets:s.squeeze(),displacementFwd:o.squeeze(),displacementBwd:i.squeeze()}})},e.prototype.dispose=f

unction(){this.model.dispose()},e}(),MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG={architecture:\"MobileNetV1\",outputStride:16,
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multiplier:.75,inputResolution:257},VALID_ARCHITECTURE=[\"MobileNetV1\",\"ResNet50\"],VALID_STRID

E={MobileNetV1:[8,16,32],ResNet50:[32,16]},VALID_INPUT_RESOLUTION=[161,193,257,289,321,353,385,41

7,449,481,513,801],VALID_MULTIPLIER={MobileNetV1:[.5,.75,1],ResNet50:[1]},VALID_QUANT_BYTES=[1

,2,4];function

validateModelConfig(e){if(null==(e=e||MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG).architecture&&(e.architecture=\"MobileNetV

1\"),VALID_ARCHITECTURE.indexOf(e.architecture)<0)throw new Error(\"Invalid architecture

\"+e.architecture+\". Should be one of

\"+VALID_ARCHITECTURE);if(null==e.inputResolution&&(e.inputResolution=257),VALID_INPUT_RESOLU

TION.indexOf(e.inputResolution)<0)throw new Error(\"Invalid inputResolution \"+e.inputResolution+\". Should be

one of

\"+VALID_INPUT_RESOLUTION);if(null==e.outputStride&&(e.outputStride=16),VALID_STRIDE[e.architectur

e].indexOf(e.outputStride)<0)throw new Error(\"Invalid outputStride \"+e.outputStride+\". Should be one of

\"+VALID_STRIDE[e.architecture]+\" for architecutre

\"+e.architecture+\".\");if(null==e.multiplier&&(e.multiplier=1),VALID_MULTIPLIER[e.architecture].indexOf(e.

multiplier)<0)throw new Error(\"Invalid multiplier \"+e.multiplier+\". Should be one of

\"+VALID_MULTIPLIER[e.architecture]+\" for architecutre

\"+e.architecture+\".\");if(null==e.quantBytes&&(e.quantBytes=4),VALID_QUANT_BYTES.indexOf(e.quantByte

s)<0)throw new Error(\"Invalid quantBytes \"+e.quantBytes+\". Should be one of \"+VALID_QUANT_BYTES+\"

for architecutre \"+e.architecture+\".\");return e}var

SINGLE_PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG={flipHorizontal:!1},MULTI_PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG={fli

pHorizontal:!1,maxDetections:5,scoreThreshold:.5,nmsRadius:20};function validateMultiPersonInputConfig(e){var

t=e.maxDetections,r=e.scoreThreshold,n=e.nmsRadius;if(t<=0)throw new Error(\"Invalid maxDetections \"+t+\".

Should be > 0\");if(r<0||r>1)throw new Error(\"Invalid scoreThreshold \"+r+\". Should be in range [0.0,

1.0]\");if(n<=0)throw new Error(\"Invalid nmsRadius \"+n+\".\")}var PoseNet=function(){function

e(e,t){this.baseModel=e,this.inputResolution=t}return e.prototype.estimateMultiplePoses=function(e,t){return void

0===t&&(t=MULTI_PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG),__awaiter(this,void 0,void 0,function(){var

r,n,o,i,s,a,u,l,f,c,d,p,h,m,g,_,I,E,v,N,y;return __generator(this,function(T){switch(T.label){case 0:return

r=__assign({},MULTI_PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG,t),validateMultiPersonInputConfig(t),n=this.baseModel.

outputStride,o=this.inputResolution,assertValidOutputStride(n),assertValidResolution(this.inputResolution,n),i=getI

nputTensorDimensions(e),s=i[0],a=i[1],u=padAndResizeTo(e,[o,o]),l=u.resized,f=u.padding,c=this.baseModel.predi

ct(l),d=c.heatmapScores,p=c.offsets,h=c.displacementFwd,m=c.displacementBwd,[4,toTensorBuffers3D([d,p,h,m])]

;case 1:return

g=T.sent(),_=g[0],I=g[1],E=g[2],v=g[3],[4,decodeMultiplePoses(_,I,E,v,n,r.maxDetections,r.scoreThreshold,r.nmsR

adius)];case 2:return

N=T.sent(),y=scaleAndFlipPoses(N,[s,a],[o,o],f,r.flipHorizontal),d.dispose(),p.dispose(),h.dispose(),m.dispose(),l.di

spose(),[2,y]}})})},e.prototype.estimateSinglePose=function(e,t){return void

0===t&&(t=SINGLE_PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG),__awaiter(this,void 0,void 0,function(){var

r,n,o,i,s,a,u,l,f,c,d,p,h,m,g,_;return __generator(this,function(I){switch(I.label){case 0:return

r=__assign({},SINGLE_PERSON_INFERENCE_CONFIG,t),n=this.baseModel.outputStride,o=this.inputResolutio

n,assertValidOutputStride(n),assertValidResolution(o,n),i=getInputTensorDimensions(e),s=i[0],a=i[1],u=padAndRe

sizeTo(e,[o,o]),l=u.resized,f=u.padding,c=this.baseModel.predict(l),d=c.heatmapScores,p=c.offsets,h=c.displacemen

tFwd,m=c.displacementBwd,[4,decodeSinglePose(d,p,n)];case 1:return

g=I.sent(),_=scaleAndFlipPoses([g],[s,a],[o,o],f,r.flipHorizontal),d.dispose(),p.dispose(),h.dispose(),m.dispose(),l.di

spose(),[2,_[0]]}})})},e.prototype.estimatePoses=function(e,t){return __awaiter(this,void 0,void 0,function(){return

__generator(this,function(r){switch(r.label){case 0:return\"single-

person\"!=t.decodingMethod?[3,2]:[4,this.estimateSinglePose(e,t)];case 1:return[2,[r.sent()]];case

2:return[2,this.estimateMultiplePoses(e,t)]}})})},e.prototype.dispose=function(){this.baseModel.dispose()},e}();fun

ction loadMobileNet(e){return __awaiter(this,void 0,void 0,function(){var t,r,n,o,i,s;return
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__generator(this,function(a){switch(a.label){case

0:if(t=e.outputStride,r=e.quantBytes,n=e.multiplier,null==tf)throw new Error(\"Cannot find TensorFlow.js. If you

are using a <script> tag, please also include @tensorflow/tfjs on the page before using this\\n        model.\");return

o=mobileNetCheckpoint(t,n,r),[4,loadGraphModel(e.modelUrl||o)];case 1:return i=a.sent(),s=new

MobileNet(i,t),[2,new PoseNet(s,e.inputResolution)]}})})}function loadResNet(e){return __awaiter(this,void 0,void

0,function(){var t,r,n,o,i;return __generator(this,function(s){switch(s.label){case

0:if(t=e.outputStride,r=e.quantBytes,null==tf)throw new Error(\"Cannot find TensorFlow.js. If you are using a

<script> tag, please also include @tensorflow/tfjs on the page before using this\\n        model.\");return

n=resNet50Checkpoint(t,r),[4,loadGraphModel(e.modelUrl||n)];case 1:return o=s.sent(),i=new ResNet(o,t),[2,new

PoseNet(i,e.inputResolution)]}})})}function load(e){return void

0===e&&(e=MOBILENET_V1_CONFIG),__awaiter(this,void 0,void 0,function(){return

__generator(this,function(t){return\"ResNet50\"===(e=validateModelConfig(e)).architecture?[2,loadResNet(e)]:\"M

obileNetV1\"===e.architecture?[2,loadMobileNet(e)]:[2,null]})})}export{decodeMultiplePoses,decodeSinglePose,

MobileNet,partChannels,partIds,partNames,poseChain,load,PoseNet,VALID_INPUT_RESOLUTION,getAdjacent

KeyPoints,getBoundingBox,getBoundingBoxPoints,scalePose};\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google

Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not

use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n *

https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES

OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport * as posenet from '@tensorflow-models/posenet';\nimport * as tf from '@tensorflow/tfjs-core';\n\nconst

COLOR = 'aqua';\nconst BOUNDING_BOX_COLOR = 'red';\nconst LINE_WIDTH = 2;\n\nexport const

TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_NAME = 'tryResNetButton';\nexport const TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_TEXT = '[New]

Try ResNet50';\nconst TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_TEXT_CSS = 'width:100%;text-decoration:underline;';\nconst

TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_BACKGROUND_CSS = 'background:#e61d5f;';\n\nfunction isAndroid() {\n  return

/Android/i.test(navigator.userAgent);\n}\n\nfunction isiOS() {\n  return

/iPhone|iPad|iPod/i.test(navigator.userAgent);\n}\n\nexport function isMobile() {\n  return isAndroid() ||

isiOS();\n}\n\nfunction setDatGuiPropertyCss(propertyText, liCssString, spanCssString = '') {\n  var spans =

document.getElementsByClassName('property-name');\n  for (var i = 0; i < spans.length; i++) {\n    var text =

spans[i].textContent || spans[i].innerText;\n    if (text == propertyText) {\n      spans[i].parentNode.parentNode.style

= liCssString;\n      if (spanCssString !== '') {\n        spans[i].style = spanCssString;\n      }\n    }\n  }\n}\n\nexport

function updateTryResNetButtonDatGuiCss() {\n  setDatGuiPropertyCss(\n      TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_TEXT,

TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_BACKGROUND_CSS,\n      TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_TEXT_CSS);\n}\n\n/**\n *

Toggles between the loading UI and the main canvas UI.\n */\nexport function toggleLoadingUI(\n

showLoadingUI, loadingDivId = 'loading', mainDivId = 'main') {\n  if (showLoadingUI) {\n

document.getElementById(loadingDivId).style.display = 'block';\n

document.getElementById(mainDivId).style.display = 'none';\n  } else {\n

document.getElementById(loadingDivId).style.display = 'none';\n

document.getElementById(mainDivId).style.display = 'block';\n  }\n}\n\nexport function drawPoint(ctx, y, x, r,

color) {\n  ctx.beginPath();\n  ctx.arc(x, y, r, 0, 2 * Math.PI);\n  ctx.fillStyle = color;\n  ctx.fill();\n}\n\n/**\n *

Draws a line on a canvas, i.e. a joint\n */\nexport function drawSegment([ay, ax], [by, bx], color, scale, ctx) {\n

ctx.beginPath();\n  ctx.moveTo(ax * scale, ay * scale);\n  ctx.lineTo(bx * scale, by * scale);\n  ctx.lineWidth =

LINE_WIDTH;\n  ctx.strokeStyle = color;\n  ctx.stroke();\n}\n\n/**\n * Draws a pose skeleton by looking up all

adjacent keypoints/joints\n */\nexport function drawSkeleton(keypoints, minConfidence, ctx, scale = 1) {\n  const

adjacentKeyPoints =\n      posenet.getAdjacentKeyPoints(keypoints, minConfidence);\n\n  function toTuple({y, x})

{\n    return [y, x];\n  }\n\n  adjacentKeyPoints.forEach((keypoints) => {\n    drawSegment(\n
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toTuple(keypoints[0].position), toTuple(keypoints[1].position), COLOR,\n        scale, ctx);\n  });\n}\n\n/**\n *

Draw pose keypoints onto a canvas\n */\nexport function drawKeypoints(keypoints, minConfidence, ctx, scale = 1)

{\n  for (let i = 0; i < keypoints.length; i++) {\n    const keypoint = keypoints[i];\n\n    if (keypoint.score <

minConfidence) {\n      continue;\n    }\n\n    const {y, x} = keypoint.position;\n    drawPoint(ctx, y * scale, x *

scale, 3, COLOR);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Draw the bounding box of a pose. For example, for a whole person standing\n

* in an image, the bounding box will begin at the nose and extend to one of\n * ankles\n */\nexport function

drawBoundingBox(keypoints, ctx) {\n  const boundingBox = posenet.getBoundingBox(keypoints);\n\n  ctx.rect(\n

 boundingBox.minX, boundingBox.minY, boundingBox.maxX - boundingBox.minX,\n      boundingBox.maxY -

boundingBox.minY);\n\n  ctx.strokeStyle = boundingBoxColor;\n  ctx.stroke();\n}\n\n/**\n * Converts an array of

pixel data into an ImageData object\n */\nexport async function renderToCanvas(a, ctx) {\n  const [height, width] =

a.shape;\n  const imageData = new ImageData(width, height);\n\n  const data = await a.data();\n\n  for (let i = 0; i <

height * width; ++i) {\n    const j = i * 4;\n    const k = i * 3;\n\n    imageData.data[j + 0] = data[k + 0];\n

imageData.data[j + 1] = data[k + 1];\n    imageData.data[j + 2] = data[k + 2];\n    imageData.data[j + 3] = 255;\n

}\n\n  ctx.putImageData(imageData, 0, 0);\n}\n\n/**\n * Draw an image on a canvas\n */\nexport function

renderImageToCanvas(image, size, canvas) {\n  canvas.width = size[0];\n  canvas.height = size[1];\n  const ctx =

canvas.getContext('2d');\n\n  ctx.drawImage(image, 0, 0);\n}\n\n/**\n * Draw heatmap values, one of the model

outputs, on to the canvas\n * Read our blog post for a description of PoseNet's heatmap outputs\n *

https://medium.com/tensorflow/real-time-human-pose-estimation-in-the-browser-with-tensorflow-js-

7dd0bc881cd5\n */\nexport function drawHeatMapValues(heatMapValues, outputStride, canvas) {\n  const ctx =

canvas.getContext('2d');\n  const radius = 5;\n  const scaledValues = heatMapValues.mul(tf.scalar(outputStride,

'int32'));\n\n  drawPoints(ctx, scaledValues, radius, COLOR);\n}\n\n/**\n * Used by the drawHeatMapValues

method to draw heatmap points on to\n * the canvas\n */\nfunction drawPoints(ctx, points, radius, color) {\n  const

data = points.buffer().values;\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < data.length; i += 2) {\n    const pointY = data[i];\n    const pointX

= data[i + 1];\n\n    if (pointX !== 0 && pointY !== 0) {\n      ctx.beginPath();\n      ctx.arc(pointX, pointY, radius,

0, 2 * Math.PI);\n      ctx.fillStyle = color;\n      ctx.fill();\n    }\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Draw offset vector values, one of

the model outputs, on to the canvas\n * Read our blog post for a description of PoseNet's offset vector outputs\n *

https://medium.com/tensorflow/real-time-human-pose-estimation-in-the-browser-with-tensorflow-js-

7dd0bc881cd5\n */\nexport function drawOffsetVectors(\n    heatMapValues, offsets, outputStride, scale = 1, ctx)

{\n  const offsetPoints =\n      posenet.singlePose.getOffsetPoints(heatMapValues, outputStride, offsets);\n\n  const

heatmapData = heatMapValues.buffer().values;\n  const offsetPointsData = offsetPoints.buffer().values;\n\n  for (let

i = 0; i < heatmapData.length; i += 2) {\n    const heatmapY = heatmapData[i] * outputStride;\n    const heatmapX =

heatmapData[i + 1] * outputStride;\n    const offsetPointY = offsetPointsData[i];\n    const offsetPointX =

offsetPointsData[i + 1];\n\n    drawSegment(\n        [heatmapY, heatmapX], [offsetPointY, offsetPointX], COLOR,

scale, ctx);\n  }\n}\n","/**\n * @license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under

the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the

License.\n * You may obtain a copy of the License at\n *\n * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n *

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed

on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n * WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.\n * See the License for the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the

License.\n *

=============================================================================\n */\n//

color schemes generated using d3-scale-chromatic:\n// https://github.com/d3/d3-scale-chromatic\n\nexport const

rainbow = [\n  [110, 64, 170], [143, 61, 178], [178, 60, 178], [210, 62, 167],\n  [238, 67, 149], [255, 78, 125], [255,

94, 99],  [255, 115, 75],\n  [255, 140, 56], [239, 167, 47], [217, 194, 49], [194, 219, 64],\n  [175, 240, 91], [135, 245,

87], [96, 247, 96],  [64, 243, 115],\n  [40, 234, 141], [28, 219, 169], [26, 199, 194], [33, 176, 213],\n  [47, 150, 224],

[65, 125, 224], [84, 101, 214], [99, 81, 195]\n];\n\nexport const warm = [\n  [110, 64, 170], [106, 72, 183], [100, 81,

196], [92, 91, 206],\n  [84, 101, 214], [75, 113, 221], [66, 125, 224], [56, 138, 226],\n  [48, 150, 224], [40, 163,

220], [33, 176, 214], [29, 188, 205],\n  [26, 199, 194], [26, 210, 182], [28, 219, 169], [33, 227, 155],\n  [41, 234,
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141], [51, 240, 128], [64, 243, 116], [79, 246, 105],\n  [96, 247, 97],  [115, 246, 91], [134, 245, 88], [155, 243,

88]\n];\n\nexport const spectral = [\n  [158, 1, 66],    [181, 26, 71],   [202, 50, 74],   [219, 73, 74],\n  [232, 94, 73],

[242, 117, 75],  [248, 142, 83],  [251, 167, 96],\n  [253, 190, 112], [254, 210, 129], [254, 227, 149], [254, 240,

166],\n  [251, 248, 176], [243, 249, 172], [231, 245, 163], [213, 238, 159],\n  [190, 229, 160], [164, 218, 163], [137,

207, 165], [110, 192, 168],\n  [86, 173, 174],  [70, 150, 179],  [67, 127, 180],  [77, 103, 173]\n];\n","/**\n *

@license\n * Copyright 2019 Google Inc. All Rights Reserved.\n * Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the \"License\");\n * you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.\n * You may obtain a copy of

the License at\n *\n * https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0\n *\n * Unless required by applicable law or

agreed to in writing, software\n * distributed under the License is distributed on an \"AS IS\" BASIS,\n *

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.\n * See the License for

the specific language governing permissions and\n * limitations under the License.\n *

=============================================================================\n

*/\nimport '@tensorflow/tfjs-backend-webgl';\nimport * as bodyPix from '@tensorflow-models/body-pix';\nimport

dat from 'dat.gui';\nimport Stats from 'stats.js';\n\nimport {drawKeypoints, drawSkeleton, toggleLoadingUI,

TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_NAME, TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_TEXT, updateTryResNetButtonDatGuiCss} from

'./demo_util';\nimport * as partColorScales from './part_color_scales';\n\n\nconst stats = new Stats();\n\nconst state =

{\n  video: null,\n  stream: null,\n  net: null,\n  videoConstraints: {},\n  // Triggers the TensorFlow model to reload\n

changingArchitecture: false,\n  changingMultiplier: false,\n  changingStride: false,\n  changingResolution: false,\n

changingQuantBytes: false,\n};\n\nfunction isAndroid() {\n  return

/Android/i.test(navigator.userAgent);\n}\n\nfunction isiOS() {\n  return

/iPhone|iPad|iPod/i.test(navigator.userAgent);\n}\n\nfunction isMobile() {\n  return isAndroid() ||

isiOS();\n}\n\nasync function getVideoInputs() {\n  if (!navigator.mediaDevices ||

!navigator.mediaDevices.enumerateDevices) {\n    console.log('enumerateDevices() not supported.');\n    return [];\n

}\n\n  const devices = await navigator.mediaDevices.enumerateDevices();\n\n  const videoDevices =

devices.filter(device => device.kind === 'videoinput');\n\n  return videoDevices;\n}\n\nfunction

stopExistingVideoCapture() {\n  if (state.video && state.video.srcObject) {\n

state.video.srcObject.getTracks().forEach(track => {\n      track.stop();\n    })\n    state.video.srcObject = null;\n

}\n}\n\nasync function getDeviceIdForLabel(cameraLabel) {\n  const videoInputs = await getVideoInputs();\n\n  for

(let i = 0; i < videoInputs.length; i++) {\n    const videoInput = videoInputs[i];\n    if (videoInput.label ===

cameraLabel) {\n      return videoInput.deviceId;\n    }\n  }\n\n  return null;\n}\n\n// on mobile, facing mode is the

preferred way to select a camera.\n// Here we use the camera label to determine if its the environment or\n// user

facing camera\nfunction getFacingMode(cameraLabel) {\n  if (!cameraLabel) {\n    return 'user';\n  }\n  if

(cameraLabel.toLowerCase().includes('back')) {\n    return 'environment';\n  } else {\n    return 'user';\n

}\n}\n\nasync function getConstraints(cameraLabel) {\n  let deviceId;\n  let facingMode;\n\n  if (cameraLabel) {\n

deviceId = await getDeviceIdForLabel(cameraLabel);\n    // on mobile, use the facing mode based on the camera.\n

facingMode = isMobile() ? getFacingMode(cameraLabel) : null;\n  };\n  return {deviceId, facingMode};\n}\n\n/**\n

* Loads a the camera to be used in the demo\n *\n */\nasync function setupCamera(cameraLabel) {\n  if

(!navigator.mediaDevices || !navigator.mediaDevices.getUserMedia) {\n    throw new Error(\n        'Browser API

navigator.mediaDevices.getUserMedia not available');\n  }\n\n  const videoElement =

document.getElementById('video');\n\n  stopExistingVideoCapture();\n\n  const videoConstraints = await

getConstraints(cameraLabel);\n\n  const stream = await navigator.mediaDevices.getUserMedia(\n      {'audio': false,

'video': videoConstraints});\n  videoElement.srcObject = stream;\n\n  return new Promise((resolve) => {\n

videoElement.onloadedmetadata = () => {\n      videoElement.width = videoElement.videoWidth;\n

videoElement.height = videoElement.videoHeight;\n      resolve(videoElement);\n    };\n  });\n}\n\nasync function

loadVideo(cameraLabel) {\n  try {\n    state.video = await setupCamera(cameraLabel);\n  } catch (e) {\n    let info =

document.getElementById('info');\n    info.textContent = 'this browser does not support video capture,' +\n        'or

this device does not have a camera';\n    info.style.display = 'block';\n    throw e;\n  }\n\n

state.video.play();\n}\n\nconst defaultQuantBytes = 2;\n\nconst defaultMobileNetMultiplier = isMobile() ? 0.50 :
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0.75;\nconst defaultMobileNetStride = 16;\nconst defaultMobileNetInternalResolution = 'medium';\n\nconst

defaultResNetMultiplier = 1.0;\nconst defaultResNetStride = 16;\nconst defaultResNetInternalResolution =

'low';\n\nconst guiState = {\n  algorithm: 'multi-person-instance',\n  estimate: 'partmap',\n  camera: null,\n

flipHorizontal: true,\n  input: {\n    architecture: 'MobileNetV1',\n    outputStride: 16,\n    internalResolution: 'low',\n

  multiplier: 0.50,\n    quantBytes: 2\n  },\n  multiPersonDecoding: {\n    maxDetections: 5,\n    scoreThreshold:

0.3,\n    nmsRadius: 20,\n    numKeypointForMatching: 17,\n    refineSteps: 10\n  },\n  segmentation: {\n

segmentationThreshold: 0.7,\n    effect: 'mask',\n    maskBackground: true,\n    opacity: 0.7,\n

backgroundBlurAmount: 3,\n    maskBlurAmount: 0,\n    edgeBlurAmount: 3\n  },\n  partMap: {\n    colorScale:

'rainbow',\n    effect: 'partMap',\n    segmentationThreshold: 0.5,\n    opacity: 0.9,\n    blurBodyPartAmount: 3,\n

bodyPartEdgeBlurAmount: 3,\n  },\n  showFps: !isMobile()\n};\n\nfunction toCameraOptions(cameras) {\n  const

result = {default: null};\n\n  cameras.forEach(camera => {\n    result[camera.label] = camera.label;\n  })\n\n  return

result;\n}\n\n/**\n * Sets up dat.gui controller on the top-right of the window\n */\nfunction setupGui(cameras) {\n

const gui = new dat.GUI({width: 300});\n\n  let architectureController = null;\n

guiState[TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_NAME] = function() {\n    architectureController.setValue('ResNet50')\n  };\n

gui.add(guiState, TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_NAME).name(TRY_RESNET_BUTTON_TEXT);\n

updateTryResNetButtonDatGuiCss();\n\n  gui.add(guiState, 'camera', toCameraOptions(cameras))\n

.onChange(async function(cameraLabel) {\n        state.changingCamera = true;\n\n        await

loadVideo(cameraLabel);\n\n        state.changingCamera = false;\n      });\n\n  gui.add(guiState, 'flipHorizontal');\n\n

// There are two algorithms 'person' and 'multi-person-instance'.\n  // The 'person' algorithm returns one single

segmentation mask (or body\n  // part map) for all people in the image. The 'multi-person-instance'\n  // algorithm

returns an array of segmentation mask (or body part map).\n  // Each element in the array corresponding to one of

the people. In other\n  // words, 'multi-person-instance' algorithm does instance-level person\n  // segmentation and

body part segmentation for every person in the image.\n  const algorithmController =\n      gui.add(guiState,

'algorithm', ['person', 'multi-person-instance']);\n\n  // Architecture: there are a few BodyPix models varying in size

and\n  // accuracy.\n  // The input parameters have the most effect on accuracy and speed of the\n  // network\n  let

input = gui.addFolder('Input');\n\n  // Updates outputStride\n  // Output stride:  Internally, this parameter affects the

height and width\n  // of the layers in the neural network. The lower the value of the output\n  // stride the higher the

accuracy but slower the speed, the higher the\n  // value the faster the speed but lower the accuracy.\n  let

outputStrideController = null;\n  function updateGuiOutputStride(outputStride, outputStrideArray) {\n    if

(outputStrideController) {\n      outputStrideController.remove();\n    }\n    guiState.input.outputStride =

outputStride;\n    outputStrideController =\n        input.add(guiState.input, 'outputStride', outputStrideArray);\n

outputStrideController.onChange(function(outputStride) {\n      state.changingStride = true;\n

guiState.input.outputStride = +outputStride;\n    });\n  }\n\n  // Updates internal resolution\n  // Internal resolution:

Internally, this parameter affects the height and\n  // width of the layers in the neural network. The higher the value

of the\n  // internal resolution the better the accuracy but slower the speed.\n  let internalResolutionController =

null;\n  function updateGuiInternalResolution(\n      internalResolution,\n      internalResolutionArray,\n  ) {\n    if

(internalResolutionController) {\n      internalResolutionController.remove();\n    }\n

guiState.input.internalResolution = internalResolution;\n    internalResolutionController = input.add(\n

guiState.input, 'internalResolution', internalResolutionArray);\n

internalResolutionController.onChange(function(internalResolution) {\n      guiState.input.internalResolution =

internalResolution;\n    });\n  }\n\n  // Updates depth multiplier\n  // Multiplier: this parameter affects the number of

feature map channels\n  // in the MobileNet. The higher the value, the higher the accuracy but\n  // slower the speed,

the lower the value the faster the speed but lower\n  // the accuracy.\n  let multiplierController = null;\n  function

updateGuiMultiplier(multiplier, multiplierArray) {\n    if (multiplierController) {\n

multiplierController.remove();\n    }\n    guiState.input.multiplier = multiplier;\n    multiplierController =\n

input.add(guiState.input, 'multiplier', multiplierArray);\n    multiplierController.onChange(function(multiplier) {\n

state.changingMultiplier = true;\n      guiState.input.multiplier = +multiplier;\n    });\n  }\n\n  // updates quantBytes\n

// QuantBytes: this parameter affects weight quantization in the ResNet50\n  // model. The available options are 1
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byte, 2 bytes, and 4 bytes. The\n  // higher the value, the larger the model size and thus the longer the\n  // loading

time, the lower the value, the shorter the loading time but\n  // lower the accuracy.\n  let quantBytesController =

null;\n  function updateGuiQuantBytes(quantBytes, quantBytesArray) {\n    if (quantBytesController) {\n

quantBytesController.remove();\n    }\n    guiState.quantBytes = +quantBytes;\n    guiState.input.quantBytes =

+quantBytes;\n    quantBytesController =\n        input.add(guiState.input, 'quantBytes', quantBytesArray);\n

quantBytesController.onChange(function(quantBytes) {\n      state.changingQuantBytes = true;\n

guiState.input.quantBytes = +quantBytes;\n    });\n  }\n\n  function updateGuiInputSection() {\n    if

(guiState.input.architecture === 'MobileNetV1') {\n      updateGuiInternalResolution(\n

defaultMobileNetInternalResolution,\n          ['low', 'medium', 'high', 'full']);\n

updateGuiOutputStride(defaultMobileNetStride, [8, 16]);\n      updateGuiMultiplier(defaultMobileNetMultiplier,

[0.50, 0.75, 1.0])\n    } else {  // guiState.input.architecture === \"ResNet50\"\n      updateGuiInternalResolution(\n

     defaultResNetInternalResolution, ['low', 'medium', 'high', 'full']);\n

updateGuiOutputStride(defaultResNetStride, [32, 16]);\n      updateGuiMultiplier(defaultResNetMultiplier, [1.0]);\n

 }\n    updateGuiQuantBytes(defaultQuantBytes, [1, 2, 4]);\n  }\n\n  // Architecture: there are a few PoseNet models

varying in size and\n  // accuracy. 1.01 is the largest, but will be the slowest. 0.50 is the\n  // fastest, but least

accurate.\n  architectureController =\n      input.add(guiState.input, 'architecture', ['ResNet50', 'MobileNetV1']);\n

guiState.architecture = guiState.input.architecture;\n  architectureController.onChange(function(architecture) {\n    //

if architecture is ResNet50, then show ResNet50 options\n    state.changingArchitecture = true;\n

guiState.input.architecture = architecture;\n    updateGuiInputSection();\n  });\n\n  updateGuiInputSection();\n

input.open()\n\n  const estimateController =\n      gui.add(guiState, 'estimate', ['segmentation', 'partmap']);\n\n  let

segmentation = gui.addFolder('Segmentation');\n  segmentation.add(guiState.segmentation, 'segmentationThreshold',

0.0, 1.0);\n  const segmentationEffectController =\n      segmentation.add(guiState.segmentation, 'effect', ['mask',

'bokeh']);\n\n  let multiPersonDecoding = gui.addFolder('MultiPersonDecoding');\n  multiPersonDecoding.add(\n

guiState.multiPersonDecoding, 'maxDetections', 0, 20, 1);\n  multiPersonDecoding.add(\n

guiState.multiPersonDecoding, 'scoreThreshold', 0.0, 1.0);\n

multiPersonDecoding.add(guiState.multiPersonDecoding, 'nmsRadius', 0, 30, 1);\n  multiPersonDecoding.add(\n

guiState.multiPersonDecoding, 'numKeypointForMatching', 1, 17, 1);\n  multiPersonDecoding.add(\n

guiState.multiPersonDecoding, 'refineSteps', 1, 10, 1);\n  multiPersonDecoding.open();\n\n

algorithmController.onChange(function(value) {\n    switch (guiState.algorithm) {\n      case 'single-person':\n

multiPersonDecoding.close();\n        singlePersonDecoding.open();\n        break;\n      case 'multi-person':\n

singlePersonDecoding.close();\n        multiPersonDecoding.open();\n        break;\n    }\n  });\n\n  let

darknessLevel;\n  let bokehBlurAmount;\n  let edgeBlurAmount;\n  let maskBlurAmount;\n  let

maskBackground;\n\n  segmentationEffectController.onChange(function(effectType) {\n    if (effectType ===

'mask') {\n      if (bokehBlurAmount) {\n        bokehBlurAmount.remove();\n      }\n      if (edgeBlurAmount) {\n

edgeBlurAmount.remove();\n      }\n      darknessLevel =\n          segmentation.add(guiState.segmentation, 'opacity',

0.0, 1.0);\n      maskBlurAmount = segmentation.add(guiState.segmentation, 'maskBlurAmount')\n

.min(0)\n                           .max(20)\n                           .step(1);\n      maskBackground =\n

segmentation.add(guiState.segmentation, 'maskBackground');\n    } else if (effectType === 'bokeh') {\n      if

(darknessLevel) {\n        darknessLevel.remove();\n      }\n      if (maskBlurAmount) {\n

maskBlurAmount.remove();\n      }\n      if (maskBackground) {\n        maskBackground.remove();\n      }\n

bokehBlurAmount = segmentation\n                            .add(\n                                guiState.segmentation,\n

             'backgroundBlurAmount',\n                                )\n                            .min(1)\n                            .max(20)\n

                      .step(1);\n      edgeBlurAmount = segmentation.add(guiState.segmentation, 'edgeBlurAmount')\n

               .min(0)\n                           .max(20)\n                           .step(1);\n    }\n  });\n\n  // manually set the effect so

that the options are shown.\n  segmentationEffectController.setValue(guiState.segmentation.effect);\n\n  let partMap

= gui.addFolder('Part Map');\n  partMap.add(guiState.partMap, 'segmentationThreshold', 0.0, 1.0);\n

partMap.add(\n      guiState.partMap, 'effect', ['partMap', 'pixelation', 'blurBodyPart']);\n

partMap.add(guiState.partMap, 'opacity', 0.0, 1.0);\n  partMap.add(guiState.partMap, 'colorScale',
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Object.keys(partColorScales))\n      .onChange(colorScale => {\n        setShownPartColorScales(colorScale);\n

});\n  setShownPartColorScales(guiState.partMap.colorScale);\n  partMap.add(guiState.partMap,

'blurBodyPartAmount').min(1).max(20).step(1);\n  partMap.add(guiState.partMap, 'bodyPartEdgeBlurAmount')\n

.min(1)\n      .max(20)\n      .step(1);\n  partMap.open();\n\n  estimateController.onChange(function(estimationType)

{\n    if (estimationType === 'segmentation') {\n      segmentation.open();\n      partMap.close();\n

document.getElementById('colors').style.display = 'none';\n    } else {\n      segmentation.close();\n

partMap.open();\n      document.getElementById('colors').style.display = 'inline-block';\n    }\n  });\n\n

gui.add(guiState, 'showFps').onChange(showFps => {\n    if (showFps) {\n

document.body.appendChild(stats.dom);\n    } else {\n      document.body.removeChild(stats.dom);\n    }\n

})\n}\n\nfunction setShownPartColorScales(colorScale) {\n  const colors = document.getElementById('colors');\n

colors.innerHTML = '';\n\n  const partColors = partColorScales[colorScale];\n  const partNames =

bodyPix.PART_CHANNELS;\n\n  for (let i = 0; i < partColors.length; i++) {\n    const partColor = partColors[i];\n

const child = document.createElement('li');\n\n    child.innerHTML = `\n        <div class='color' style='background-

color:rgb(${partColor[0]},${\n        partColor[1]},${partColor[2]})' ></div>\n        ${partNames[i]}`;\n\n

colors.appendChild(child);\n  }\n}\n\n/**\n * Sets up a frames per second panel on the top-left of the window\n

*/\nfunction setupFPS() {\n  stats.showPanel(0);  // 0: fps, 1: ms, 2: mb, 3+: custom\n  if (guiState.showFps) {\n

document.body.appendChild(stats.dom);\n  }\n}\n\nasync function estimateSegmentation() {\n  let

multiPersonSegmentation = null;\n  switch (guiState.algorithm) {\n    case 'multi-person-instance':\n      return await

state.net.segmentMultiPerson(state.video, {\n        internalResolution: guiState.input.internalResolution,\n

segmentationThreshold: guiState.segmentation.segmentationThreshold,\n        maxDetections:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.maxDetections,\n        scoreThreshold:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.scoreThreshold,\n        nmsRadius: guiState.multiPersonDecoding.nmsRadius,\n

numKeypointForMatching:\n            guiState.multiPersonDecoding.numKeypointForMatching,\n        refineSteps:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.refineSteps\n      });\n    case 'person':\n      return await

state.net.segmentPerson(state.video, {\n        internalResolution: guiState.input.internalResolution,\n

segmentationThreshold: guiState.segmentation.segmentationThreshold,\n        maxDetections:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.maxDetections,\n        scoreThreshold:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.scoreThreshold,\n        nmsRadius: guiState.multiPersonDecoding.nmsRadius,\n

});\n    default:\n      break;\n  };\n  return multiPersonSegmentation;\n}\n\nasync function

estimatePartSegmentation() {\n  switch (guiState.algorithm) {\n    case 'multi-person-instance':\n      return await

state.net.segmentMultiPersonParts(state.video, {\n        internalResolution: guiState.input.internalResolution,\n

segmentationThreshold: guiState.segmentation.segmentationThreshold,\n        maxDetections:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.maxDetections,\n        scoreThreshold:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.scoreThreshold,\n        nmsRadius: guiState.multiPersonDecoding.nmsRadius,\n

numKeypointForMatching:\n            guiState.multiPersonDecoding.numKeypointForMatching,\n        refineSteps:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.refineSteps\n      });\n    case 'person':\n      return await

state.net.segmentPersonParts(state.video, {\n        internalResolution: guiState.input.internalResolution,\n

segmentationThreshold: guiState.segmentation.segmentationThreshold,\n        maxDetections:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.maxDetections,\n        scoreThreshold:

guiState.multiPersonDecoding.scoreThreshold,\n        nmsRadius: guiState.multiPersonDecoding.nmsRadius,\n

});\n    default:\n      break;\n  };\n  return multiPersonPartSegmentation;\n}\n\nfunction

drawPoses(personOrPersonPartSegmentation, flipHorizontally, ctx) {\n  if

(Array.isArray(personOrPersonPartSegmentation)) {\n

personOrPersonPartSegmentation.forEach(personSegmentation => {\n      let pose = personSegmentation.pose;\n

if (flipHorizontally) {\n        pose = bodyPix.flipPoseHorizontal(pose, personSegmentation.width);\n      }\n

drawKeypoints(pose.keypoints, 0.1, ctx);\n      drawSkeleton(pose.keypoints, 0.1, ctx);\n    });\n  } else {\n

personOrPersonPartSegmentation.allPoses.forEach(pose => {\n      if (flipHorizontally) {\n        pose =

bodyPix.flipPoseHorizontal(\n            pose, personOrPersonPartSegmentation.width);\n      }\n
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drawKeypoints(pose.keypoints, 0.1, ctx);\n      drawSkeleton(pose.keypoints, 0.1, ctx);\n    })\n  }\n}\n\nasync

function loadBodyPix() {\n  toggleLoadingUI(true);\n  state.net = await bodyPix.load({\n    architecture:

guiState.input.architecture,\n    outputStride: guiState.input.outputStride,\n    multiplier: guiState.input.multiplier,\n

quantBytes: guiState.input.quantBytes\n  });\n  toggleLoadingUI(false);\n}\n\n/**\n * Feeds an image to BodyPix to

estimate segmentation - this is where the\n * magic happens. This function loops with a requestAnimationFrame

method.\n */\nfunction segmentBodyInRealTime() {\n  const canvas = document.getElementById('output');\n  //

since images are being fed from a webcam\n\n  async function bodySegmentationFrame() {\n    // if changing the

model or the camera, wait a second for it to complete\n    // then try again.\n    if (state.changingArchitecture ||

state.changingMultiplier ||\n        state.changingCamera || state.changingStride ||\n        state.changingQuantBytes)

{\n      console.log('load model...');\n      loadBodyPix();\n      state.changingArchitecture = false;\n

state.changingMultiplier = false;\n      state.changingStride = false;\n      state.changingQuantBytes = false;\n    }\n\n

 // Begin monitoring code for frames per second\n    stats.begin();\n\n    const flipHorizontally =

guiState.flipHorizontal;\n\n    switch (guiState.estimate) {\n      case 'segmentation':\n        const

multiPersonSegmentation = await estimateSegmentation();\n        switch (guiState.segmentation.effect) {\n

case 'mask':\n            const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n            const foregroundColor = {r: 255, g: 255, b: 255,

a: 255};\n            const backgroundColor = {r: 0, g: 0, b: 0, a: 255};\n            const mask = bodyPix.toMask(\n

    multiPersonSegmentation, foregroundColor, backgroundColor,\n                true);\n\n            bodyPix.drawMask(\n

              canvas, state.video, mask, guiState.segmentation.opacity,\n

guiState.segmentation.maskBlurAmount, flipHorizontally);\n            drawPoses(multiPersonSegmentation,

flipHorizontally, ctx);\n            break;\n          case 'bokeh':\n            bodyPix.drawBokehEffect(\n                canvas,

state.video, multiPersonSegmentation,\n                +guiState.segmentation.backgroundBlurAmount,\n

guiState.segmentation.edgeBlurAmount, flipHorizontally);\n            break;\n        }\n\n        break;\n      case

'partmap':\n        const ctx = canvas.getContext('2d');\n        const multiPersonPartSegmentation = await

estimatePartSegmentation();\n        const coloredPartImageData = bodyPix.toColoredPartMask(\n

multiPersonPartSegmentation,\n            partColorScales[guiState.partMap.colorScale]);\n\n        const

maskBlurAmount = 0;\n        switch (guiState.partMap.effect) {\n          case 'pixelation':\n            const

pixelCellWidth = 10.0;\n\n            bodyPix.drawPixelatedMask(\n                canvas, state.video,

coloredPartImageData,\n                guiState.partMap.opacity, maskBlurAmount, flipHorizontally,\n

pixelCellWidth);\n            break;\n          case 'partMap':\n            bodyPix.drawMask(\n                canvas,

state.video, coloredPartImageData, guiState.opacity,\n                maskBlurAmount, flipHorizontally);\n

break;\n          case 'blurBodyPart':\n            const blurBodyPartIds = [0, 1];\n            bodyPix.blurBodyPart(\n

   canvas, state.video, multiPersonPartSegmentation,\n                blurBodyPartIds,

guiState.partMap.blurBodyPartAmount,\n                guiState.partMap.edgeBlurAmount, flipHorizontally);\n        }\n

      drawPoses(multiPersonPartSegmentation, flipHorizontally, ctx);\n        break;\n      default:\n        break;\n

}\n\n    // End monitoring code for frames per second\n    stats.end();\n\n

requestAnimationFrame(bodySegmentationFrame);\n  }\n\n  bodySegmentationFrame();\n}\n\n/**\n * Kicks off the

demo.\n */\nexport async function bindPage() {\n  // Load the BodyPix model weights with architecture 0.75\n

await loadBodyPix();\n  document.getElementById('loading').style.display = 'none';\n

document.getElementById('main').style.display = 'inline-block';\n\n  await loadVideo(guiState.camera);\n\n  let

cameras = await getVideoInputs();\n\n  setupFPS();\n  setupGui(cameras);\n\n

segmentBodyInRealTime();\n}\n\n\nnavigator.getUserMedia = navigator.getUserMedia ||\n

navigator.webkitGetUserMedia || navigator.mozGetUserMedia;\n// kick off the demo\nbindPage();\n"]}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1234600288_1638275149.74/0/tensorflow-models-zip/@tensorflow-models/body-

pix/demos/dist/demos.ab0c720b.js.map
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1.292 importlib-metadata 0.18 
1.292.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2017-2019 Jason R. Coombs, Barry Warsaw

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.293 unbound 1.9.4-2ubuntu1.2 
1.293.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2009, Zdenek Vasicek (vasicek AT fit.vutbr.cz)

                   Marek Vavrusa  (xvavru00 AT stud.fit.vutbr.cz)

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the organization nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
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ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2007, NLnet Labs. All rights reserved.

 

This software is open source.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of the NLNET LABS nor the names of its contributors may

be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009, Dmitriy Demidov aka terminus. All rights reserved.

 

This software is open source.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of the Dmitriy Demidov nor the names of its contributors may
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be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.294 pcre 8.39-12build1 
1.294.1 Available under license : 

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk
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University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2020 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2020 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2020 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright
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     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.295 hd-parm 9.38 
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1.295.1 Available under license : 
 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
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that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
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   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
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original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will
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be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

This package was debianized by Christopher L Cheney <ccheney@debian.org> on

Wed, 21 Nov 2001 15:51:14 -0600.

 

It was downloaded from http://www.ibiblio.org/pub/Linux/system/hardware

 

Upstream Author: Mark S. Lord <mlord@pobox.com>

 

Copyright:

 

/* hdparm.c - Command line interface to get/set hard disk parameters */

/*          - by Mark Lord  1994-2008 -- freely distributable */

 

You are free to distribute this software under the terms of the BSD License.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the BSD License can be found in

/usr/share/common-licenses/BSD

BSD-Style Open Source License:

 

You may freely use, modify, and redistribute the hdparm program,

as either binary or source, or both.

 

The only condition is that my name and copyright notice

remain in the source code as-is.

 

Mark Lord (mlord@pobox.com)

 

1.296 p11-kit 0.23.15-2+deb10u1 
1.296.1 Available under license : 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

     following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the

     above copyright notice, this list of conditions and

     the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

     other materials provided with the distribution.

   * The names of contributors to this software may not be

     used to endorse or promote products derived from this
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     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

 

1.297 motor 2.5.1 
1.297.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.298 statistics 2.1 
1.298.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.299 procps 3.2.8 
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1.299.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

   		    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the library GPL.  It is

numbered 2 because it goes with version 2 of the ordinary GPL.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Library General Public License, applies to some

specially designated Free Software Foundation software, and to any

other libraries whose authors decide to use it.  You can use it for

your libraries, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if

you distribute copies of the library, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link a program with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients so that they can relink them

with the library, after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.
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 Our method of protecting your rights has two steps: (1) copyright

the library, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 Also, for each distributor's protection, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

library.  If the library is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original

version, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on

the original authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that companies distributing free

software will individually obtain patent licenses, thus in effect

transforming the program into proprietary software.  To prevent this,

we have made it clear that any patent must be licensed for everyone's

free use or not licensed at all.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the ordinary

GNU General Public License, which was designed for utility programs.  This

license, the GNU Library General Public License, applies to certain

designated libraries.  This license is quite different from the ordinary

one; be sure to read it in full, and don't assume that anything in it is

the same as in the ordinary license.

 

 The reason we have a separate public license for some libraries is that

they blur the distinction we usually make between modifying or adding to a

program and simply using it.  Linking a program with a library, without

changing the library, is in some sense simply using the library, and is

analogous to running a utility program or application program.  However, in

a textual and legal sense, the linked executable is a combined work, a

derivative of the original library, and the ordinary General Public License

treats it as such.

 

 Because of this blurred distinction, using the ordinary General

Public License for libraries did not effectively promote software

sharing, because most developers did not use the libraries.  We

concluded that weaker conditions might promote sharing better.

 

 However, unrestricted linking of non-free programs would deprive the

users of those programs of all benefit from the free status of the

libraries themselves.  This Library General Public License is intended to

permit developers of non-free programs to use free libraries, while

preserving your freedom as a user of such programs to change the free

libraries that are incorporated in them.  (We have not seen how to achieve

this as regards changes in header files, but we have achieved it as regards

changes in the actual functions of the Library.)  The hope is that this

will lead to faster development of free libraries.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, while the latter only

works together with the library.

 

 Note that it is possible for a library to be covered by the ordinary

General Public License rather than by this special one.

 

		  GNU LIBRARY GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library which

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other authorized

party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this Library

General Public License (also called "this License").  Each licensee is

addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an
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appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.
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Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the
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library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also compile or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   c) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   d) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the source code distributed need not include anything that is normally

distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your
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rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Library General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY
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AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Library General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Library General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Library General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the
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 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.300 libunistring 0.9.10 2
1.300.1 Available under license : 

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the
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object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:
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  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your
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choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free
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software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could
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make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.
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 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its
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content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.
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 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.
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   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user
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actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.
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 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating
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where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically
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receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a
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patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a
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covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU General Public License.

@center Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. @url{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this

license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@heading Preamble
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The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom

to share and change all versions of a program---to make sure it remains

free software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation,

use the GNU General Public License for most of our software; it

applies also to any other work released this way by its authors.  You

can apply it to your programs, too.

 

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you

have certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the

software, or if you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom

of others.

 

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too,

receive or can get the source code.  And you must show them these

terms so they know their rights.

 

Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the

manufacturer can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the

aim of protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The

systematic pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for

individuals to use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.
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Therefore, we have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the

practice for those products.  If such problems arise substantially in

other domains, we stand ready to extend this provision to those

domains in future versions of the GPL, as needed to protect the

freedom of users.

 

Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish

to avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program

could make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL

assures that patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

@heading TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@enumerate 0

@item Definitions.

 

``This License'' refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

``Copyright'' also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds

of works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

``The Program'' refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as ``you''.  ``Licensees'' and

``recipients'' may be individuals or organizations.

 

To ``modify'' a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of

an exact copy.  The resulting work is called a ``modified version'' of

the earlier work or a work ``based on'' the earlier work.

 

A ``covered work'' means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

To ``propagate'' a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

To ``convey'' a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user

through a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not
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conveying.

 

An interactive user interface displays ``Appropriate Legal Notices'' to

the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

@item Source Code.

 

The ``source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  ``Object code'' means any non-source form

of a work.

 

A ``Standard Interface'' means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

The ``System Libraries'' of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

``Major Component'', in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

The ``Corresponding Source'' for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users can

regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding Source.
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The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that same

work.

 

@item Basic Permissions.

 

All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not convey,

without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains in force.

You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose of having

them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you with

facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with the

terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do not

control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works for

you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction and

control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of your

copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under the

conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

@item Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such

circumvention is effected by exercising rights under this License with

respect to the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit

operation or modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against

the work's users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid

circumvention of technological measures.

 

@item Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
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receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

@item Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these

conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified it,

and giving a relevant date.

 

@item

The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is released

under this License and any conditions added under section 7.  This

requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to ``keep intact all

notices''.

 

@item

You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this License to

anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This License will

therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7 additional terms,

to the whole of the work, and all its parts, regardless of how they

are packaged.  This License gives no permission to license the work in

any other way, but it does not invalidate such permission if you have

separately received it.

 

@item

If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your work

need not make them do so.

@end enumerate

 

A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an
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``aggregate'' if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

@item  Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms of

sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the machine-readable

Corresponding Source under the terms of this License, in one of these

ways:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium customarily

used for software interchange.

 

@item

Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

(including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a written

offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as long as you

offer spare parts or customer support for that product model, to give

anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a copy of the

Corresponding Source for all the software in the product that is

covered by this License, on a durable physical medium customarily used

for software interchange, for a price no more than your reasonable

cost of physically performing this conveying of source, or (2) access

to copy the Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

@item

Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the written

offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This alternative is

allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and only if you

received the object code with such an offer, in accord with subsection

6b.

 

@item

Convey the object code by offering access from a designated place

(gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to copy

the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source may be

on a different server (operated by you or a third party) that supports

equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain clear directions
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next to the object code saying where to find the Corresponding Source.

Regardless of what server hosts the Corresponding Source, you remain

obligated to ensure that it is available for as long as needed to

satisfy these requirements.

 

@item

Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided you

inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding Source of

the work are being offered to the general public at no charge under

subsection 6d.

 

@end enumerate

 

A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

A ``User Product'' is either (1) a ``consumer product'', which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal,

family, or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for

incorporation into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a

consumer product, doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of

coverage.  For a particular product received by a particular user,

``normally used'' refers to a typical or common use of that class of

product, regardless of the status of the particular user or of the way

in which the particular user actually uses, or expects or is expected

to use, the product.  A product is a consumer product regardless of

whether the product has substantial commercial, industrial or

non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent the only significant

mode of use of the product.

 

``Installation Information'' for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to

install and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User

Product from a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The

information must suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of

the modified object code is in no case prevented or interfered with

solely because modification has been made.

 

If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has
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been installed in ROM).

 

The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or

updates for a work that has been modified or installed by the

recipient, or for the User Product in which it has been modified or

installed.  Access to a network may be denied when the modification

itself materially and adversely affects the operation of the network

or violates the rules and protocols for communication across the

network.

 

Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

@item Additional Terms.

 

``Additional permissions'' are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders

of that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the terms

of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

@item

Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or author

attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal Notices

displayed by works containing it; or
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@item

Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

@item

Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

authors of the material; or

 

@item

Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some trade

names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

@item

Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that material by

anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of it) with

contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for any

liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on those

licensors and authors.

@end enumerate

 

All other non-permissive additional terms are considered ``further

restrictions'' within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions; the

above requirements apply either way.

 

@item Termination.

 

You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).
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However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

@item Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or run

a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

@item Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

An ``entity transaction'' is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.
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You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

@item Patents.

 

A ``contributor'' is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's ``contributor version''.

 

A contributor's ``essential patent claims'' are all patent claims owned

or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, ``control'' includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

In the following three paragraphs, a ``patent license'' is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To ``grant'' such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  ``Knowingly relying'' means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work
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in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

A patent license is ``discriminatory'' if it does not include within the

scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is conditioned on

the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are specifically

granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered work if you

are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is in the

business of distributing software, under which you make payment to the

third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying the

work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the parties

who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory patent

license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work conveyed by

you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily for and in

connection with specific products or compilations that contain the

covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement, or that patent

license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

@item No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey

a covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under

this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a

consequence you may not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree

to terms that obligate you to collect a royalty for further conveying

from those to whom you convey the Program, the only way you could

satisfy both those terms and this License would be to refrain entirely

from conveying the Program.

 

@item Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
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combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

@item Revised Versions of this License.

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General Public

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that numbered version or

of any later version published by the Free Software Foundation.  If

the Program does not specify a version number of the GNU General

Public License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free

Software Foundation.

 

If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions

of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's public

statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you to

choose that version for the Program.

 

Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

@item Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM ``AS IS'' WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE

DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR

CORRECTION.

 

@item Limitation of Liability.

 

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR
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CONVEYS THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT

NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR

LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM

TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER

PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

@item Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

@end enumerate

 

@heading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@heading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.

 

To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the ``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

 

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
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along with this program.  If not, see @url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

@smallexample

@var{program} Copyright (C) @var{year} @var{name of author}

This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type @samp{show w}.

This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

under certain conditions; type @samp{show c} for details.

@end smallexample

 

The hypothetical commands @samp{show w} and @samp{show c} should show

the appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your

program's commands might be different; for a GUI interface, you would

use an ``about box''.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

@url{http://www.gnu.org/licenses/}.

 

The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your

program into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine

library, you may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary

applications with the library.  If this is what you want to do, use

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead of this License.  But

first, please read @url{http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html}.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE
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The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding
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them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.
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The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated
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as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.
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@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.
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@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this
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License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these
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copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after
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your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or
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in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.
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If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

 

1.301 fastapi 0.68.2 
1.301.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Sebastin Ramrez

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.302 jboss-logging 3.4.1.Final 
1.302.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.
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     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,
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     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.
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  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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  limitations under the License.

 

1.303 tzlocal 4.2 
1.303.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2011-2017 Lennart Regebro

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.304 ical4j 3.0.19 
1.304.1 Available under license : 

BSD 3-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2012, Ben Fortuna

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.305 lua 5.2.3 

 

1.306 go 1.16.7 
1.306.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,
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     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions
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     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability
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     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2010-2017 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>

Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
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LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed

or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

Copyright (c) 2019 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Individual's name <submission email address>

#     Individual's name <submission email address> <email2> <emailN>

#

# An entry with multiple email addresses specifies that the

# first address should be used in the submit logs and

# that the other addresses should be recognized as the

# same person when interacting with Gerrit.

 

# Please keep the list sorted.

 

Aamir Khan <syst3m.w0rm@gmail.com>

Aaron Beitch <aaronb@arista.com>

Aaron Bieber <deftly@gmail.com>

Aaron Cannon <cannona@fireantproductions.com>

Aaron France <aaron.l.france@gmail.com>

Aaron Jacobs <jacobsa@google.com>

Aaron Jensen <jensen.aaro@gmail.com>

Aaron Kemp <kemp.aaron@gmail.com>

Aaron Patterson <tenderlove@ruby-lang.org>

Aaron Stein <aaronstein12@gmail.com>

Aaron Torres <tcboox@gmail.com>

Aaron Zinman <aaron@azinman.com>

Aarti Parikh <aarti.parikh@gmail.com>

Abdullah Al Maruf <mymail.maruf@gmail.com>

Abe Haskins <abeisgreat@abeisgreat.com>

Abhinav Gupta <abhinav.g90@gmail.com>

Adam Azarchs <adam.azarchs@10xgenomics.com>

Adam Bender <abender@google.com>

Adam Eijdenberg <adam@continusec.com>

Adam Harvey <aharvey@php.net>

Adam Kisala <adam.kisala@gmail.com>

Adam Langley <agl@golang.org>
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Adam Medzinski <adam.medzinski@gmail.com>

Adam Shannon <adamkshannon@gmail.com>

Adam Shelton <aashelt90@gmail.com>

Adam Sindelar <adamsh@google.com>

Adam Thomason <athomason@gmail.com>

Adam Williams <pwnfactory@gmail.com>

Adam Woodbeck <adam@woodbeck.net>

Adarsh Ravichandran <adarshravichandran91@gmail.com>

Aditya Harindar <aditya.harindar@gmail.com>

Aditya Mukerjee <dev@chimeracoder.net>

Adrian Hesketh <adrianhesketh@hushmail.com>

Adrian Nos <nos.adrian@gmail.com>

Adrian O'Grady <elpollouk@gmail.com>

Adrien Bustany <adrien-xx-google@bustany.org>

Adrien Delorme <adrien.delorme@icloud.com>

Adrien Petel <peteladrien@gmail.com>

Acio Jnior <aeciodantasjunior@gmail.com>

Aeneas Rekkas (arekkas) <aeneas@ory.am>

Afanasev Stanislav <phpprogger@gmail.com>

Agis Anastasopoulos <agis.anast@gmail.com>

Agniva De Sarker <agnivade@yahoo.co.in>

Ahmed Wahed <oneofone@gmail.com>

Ahmet Alp Balkan <ahmetb@google.com>

Ahmet Soormally <ahmet@mangomm.co.uk>

Ahmy Yulrizka <yulrizka@gmail.com>

Ahsun Ahmed <ahmed.ahsun@gmail.com>

Aidan Coyle <packrat386@gmail.com>

Aiden Scandella <ai@uber.com>

Ainar Garipov <gugl.zadolbal@gmail.com>

Aishraj Dahal <aishraj@users.noreply.github.com>

Ajanthan Balachandran <balaajanthan@gmail.com>

Akhil Indurti <aindurti@gmail.com>

Akihiro Suda <suda.kyoto@gmail.com>

Akshat Kumar <seed@mail.nanosouffle.net>

Al Cutter <al@google.com>

Alan Braithwaite <alan@ipaddr.org>

Alan Donovan <adonovan@google.com>

Alan Shreve <alan@inconshreveable.com>

Albert Nigmatzianov <albertnigma@gmail.com>

Albert Strasheim <fullung@gmail.com>

Albert Teoh <albert.teoh@gmail.com>

Albert Yu <yukinying@gmail.com>

Alberto Bertogli <albertito@blitiri.com.ar>

Alberto Donizetti <alb.donizetti@gmail.com>

Alberto Garca Hierro <alberto@garciahierro.com> <alberto.garcia.hierro@gmail.com>

Alec Benzer <alec.benzer@gmail.com>

Aleksa Sarai <cyphar@cyphar.com>

Aleksandar Dezelin <dezelin@gmail.com>
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Aleksandr Lukinykh <a.lukinykh@xsolla.com>

Aleksandr Razumov <ar@cydev.ru>

Alekseev Artem <a.artem060@gmail.com>

Alessandro Arzilli <alessandro.arzilli@gmail.com>

Alessandro Baffa <alessandro.baffa@gmail.com>

Alex A Skinner <alex@lx.lc>

Alex Brainman <alex.brainman@gmail.com>

Alex Bramley <abramley@google.com>

Alex Browne <stephenalexbrowne@gmail.com>

Alex Buchanan <buchanae@gmail.com>

Alex Carol <alex.carol.c@gmail.com>

Alex Gaynor <alex@alloy.us>

Alex Harford <alex.harford@saucelabs.com>

Alex Hays <alex.hays@leftfieldlabs.com>

Alex Jin <toalexjin@gmail.com>

Alex Kohler <alexjohnkohler@gmail.com>

Alex Myasoedov <msoedov@gmail.com>

Alex Opie <amtopie@gmail.com>

Alex Plugaru <alex@plugaru.org> <alexandru.plugaru@gmail.com>

Alex Schroeder <alex@gnu.org>

Alex Sergeyev <abc@alexsergeyev.com>

Alex Tokarev <aleksator@gmail.com>

Alex Vaghin <crhyme@google.com>

Alex Zhirov <azhirov@google.com>

Alexander Demakin <alexander.demakin@gmail.com>

Alexander Dring <email@alexd.ch>

Alexander F Rdseth <alexander.rodseth@appeartv.com>

Alexander Greim <alexxx@iltempo.de>

Alexander Guz <kalimatas@gmail.com>

Alexander Kauer <alexander@affine.space>

Alexander Klauer <Alexander.Klauer@googlemail.com>

Alexander Kucherenko <alxkchr@gmail.com>

Alexander Larsson <alexander.larsson@gmail.com>

Alexander Lourier <aml@rulezz.ru>

Alexander Menzhinsky <amenzhinsky@gmail.com>

Alexander Morozov <lk4d4math@gmail.com>

Alexander Neumann <alexander@bumpern.de>

Alexander Nohe <alex.nohe427@gmail.com>

Alexander Orlov <alexander.orlov@loxal.net>

Alexander Pantyukhin <apantykhin@gmail.com>

Alexander Polcyn <apolcyn@google.com>

Alexander Rakoczy <alex@golang.org>

Alexander Reece <awreece@gmail.com>

Alexander Surma <surma@surmair.de>

Alexander Zhavnerchik <alex.vizor@gmail.com>

Alexander Zillion <alex@alexzillion.com>

Alexander Zolotov <goldifit@gmail.com>

Alexandr Mayorskiy <a.mayorskiy@corp.mail.ru>
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Alexandre Cesaro <alexandre.cesaro@gmail.com>

Alexandre Fiori <fiorix@gmail.com>

Alexandre Maari <draeron@gmail.com>

Alexandre Normand <alexandre.normand@gmail.com>

Alexandre Parentea <aubonbeurre@gmail.com>

Alexandre Viau <alexandre@alexandreviau.net>

Alexandru Mooi <brtzsnr@gmail.com>

Alexei Sholik <alcosholik@gmail.com>

Alexey Alexandrov <aalexand@google.com>

Alexey Borzenkov <snaury@gmail.com>

Alexey Naidonov <alexey.naidyonov@gmail.com>

Alexey Neganov <neganovalexey@gmail.com>

Alexey Palazhchenko <alexey.palazhchenko@gmail.com>

Alexey Semenyuk <alexsemenyuk88@gmail.com>

Alexey Vilenskiy <bynovhack@gmail.com>

Alexis Hildebrandt <surryhill@gmail.com>

Alexis Hunt <lexer@google.com>

Alexis Imperial-Legrand <ail@google.com>

Ali Farooq <ali.farooq0@pm.me>

Ali Rizvi-Santiago <arizvisa@gmail.com>

Aliaksandr Valialkin <valyala@gmail.com>

Alice Merrick <amerrick@google.com>

Alif Rachmawadi <subosito@gmail.com>

Allan Simon <allan.simon@supinfo.com>

Allen Li <ayatane@google.com>

Alok Menghrajani <alok.menghrajani@gmail.com>

Alwin Doss <alwindoss84@gmail.com>

Aman Gupta <aman@tmm1.net>

Amarjeet Anand <amarjeetanandsingh@gmail.com>

Amir Mohammad Saied <amir@gluegadget.com>

Amr Mohammed <merodiro@gmail.com>

Amrut Joshi <amrut.joshi@gmail.com>

An Long <aisk1988@gmail.com>

An Xiao <hac@zju.edu.cn>

Anand K. Mistry <anand@mistry.ninja>

Ananya Saxena <ananyasaxena1@gmail.com>

Anatol Pomozov <anatol.pomozov@gmail.com>

Anders Pearson <anders@columbia.edu>

Anderson Queiroz <contato@andersonq.eti.br>

Andr Carvalho <asantostc@gmail.com>

Andr Martins <aanm90@gmail.com>

Andre Nathan <andrenth@gmail.com>

Andrea Nodari <andrea.nodari91@gmail.com>

Andrea Spadaccini <spadaccio@google.com>

Andreas Auernhammer <aead@mail.de>

Andreas Jellinghaus <andreas@ionisiert.de> <anj@google.com>

Andreas Litt <andreas.litt@gmail.com>

Andrei Enshin <b1os@bk.ru>
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Andrei Gherzan <andrei@resin.io>

Andrei Korzhevskii <a.korzhevskiy@gmail.com>

Andrei Matei <andrei@cockroachlabs.com>

Andrei Tudor Clin <mail@acln.ro>

Andrei Vagin <avagin@google.com>

Andrei Vieru <euvieru@gmail.com>

Andres Erbsen <andreser@google.com>

Andres Lowrie <andres.lowrie@gmail.com>

Andrew Austin <andrewaclt@gmail.com>

Andrew Balholm <andybalholm@gmail.com>

Andrew Benton <andrewmbenton@gmail.com>

Andrew Bonventre <andybons@chromium.org>

Andrew Braunstein <awbraunstein@gmail.com>

Andrew Bursavich <abursavich@gmail.com>

Andrew Ekstedt <andrew.ekstedt@gmail.com>

Andrew Etter <andrew.etter@gmail.com>

Andrew G. Morgan <agm@google.com>

Andrew Gerrand <adg@golang.org>

Andrew Harding <andrew@spacemonkey.com>

Andrew Jackura <ajackura@google.com>

Andrew Kemm <andrewkemm@gmail.com>

Andrew Louis <alouis@digitalocean.com>

Andrew Lutomirski <andy@luto.us>

Andrew Medvedev <andrew.y.medvedev@gmail.com>

Andrew Pilloud <andrewpilloud@igneoussystems.com>

Andrew Pogrebnoy <absourd.noise@gmail.com>

Andrew Poydence <apoydence@pivotal.io>

Andrew Pritchard <awpritchard@gmail.com>

Andrew Radev <andrey.radev@gmail.com>
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.307 libcap 2.22 
1.307.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this module release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of this module, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License, in which case the provisions of

the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This

clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL

and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap release

may be used and distributed:
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

-------------------------

Full text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.308 glibc 2.31-0ubuntu9 
1.308.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
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when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the
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Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use
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this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A
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FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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That's all there is to it!

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any
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purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its
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     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.

 

The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,
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provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
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This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN
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THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

 

1.309 ehcache-api 3.8.1 
1.309.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/SerializerException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/Status.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/expiry/Expiry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/ResilienceStrategy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/expiry/Expirations.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/Service.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/SerializationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheWritingException.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheLoaderWriterConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/OptionalServiceDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/CacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/StateTransitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/persistence/StateHolder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/RecoveryStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/spi/copy/Copier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/expiry/ExpiryPolicy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/config/units/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/MaintainableService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/StoreAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/config/Eviction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/CacheConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/event/EventOrdering.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/persistence/PersistableResourceService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/event/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/FluentConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/ServiceDependencies.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/ValueSupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/BulkCacheLoadingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheLoadingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/ResourceType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/spi/copy/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-
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jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/WriteBehindConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/persistence/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/event/EventType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/PersistentUserManagedCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/ResourcePool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/EvictionAdvisor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/CacheIterationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/PluralService.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/event/CacheEventListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/ResourceUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/config/Builder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/BulkCacheWritingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/Cache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/units/MemoryUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/ResilienceStrategyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheLoaderWriterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/event/EventFiring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/UserManagedCache.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/expiry/Duration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/ResourcePools.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/WriteBehindProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/event/CacheEvent.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/CacheRuntimeConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/config/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-
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jar/org/ehcache/spi/loaderwriter/CacheLoaderWriter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/ServiceCreationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/copy/CopyProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-jar/org/ehcache/expiry/package-

info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/ServiceProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/PersistentCacheManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/StatefulSerializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/UnsupportedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/FluentCacheConfigurationBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/resilience/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/service/ServiceConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/CachePersistenceException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/units/EntryUnit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/serialization/Serializer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/spi/persistence/StateRepository.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059202_1643027219.24/0/ehcache-api-3-8-1-sources-

jar/org/ehcache/config/SizedResourcePool.java

 

1.310 inja 3.1.0 
1.310.1 Available under license : 

amalgamate.py - Amalgamate C source and header files

Copyright (c) 2012, Erik Edlund <erik.edlund@32767.se>

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* Neither the name of Erik Edlund, nor the names of its contributors may

  be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

  specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016-2019 Viktor Kirilov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 lbersch

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

---

 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2018 FIRST

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the FIRST nor the

     names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY FIRST AND CONTRIBUTORS``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY NONINFRINGEMENT AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL FIRST OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Niels Lohmann

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 - Nick Bruun.

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1.  The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

   claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

   in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

   appreciated but is not required.

2.  Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

   misrepresented as being the original software.

3.  If you meet (any of) the author(s), you're encouraged to buy them a beer,

   a drink or whatever is suited to the situation, given that you like the

   software.

4.  This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

   distribution.

 

1.311 lz4 1.8.3-1+deb10u1 
1.311.1 Available under license : 

This repository uses 2 different licenses :

- all files in the `lib` directory use a BSD 2-Clause license

- all other files use a GPLv2 license, unless explicitly stated otherwise

 

Relevant license is reminded at the top of each source file,

and with presence of COPYING or LICENSE file in associated directories.

 

This model is selected to emphasize that

files in the `lib` directory are designed to be included into 3rd party applications,

while all other files, in `programs`, `tests` or `examples`,

receive more limited attention and support for such scenario.
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LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
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when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2014, lpsantil

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Format: http://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: liblz4

Upstream-Contact: Yann Collet <Cyan4973@github.com>

Source: https://github.com/lz4/lz4

 

Files: *

Copyright: (C) 2011+ Yann Collet

License: GPL-2+

The full text of license: https://github.com/Cyan4973/lz4/blob/master/lib/LICENSE

 

1.312 cairo 1.14.2 
1.312.1 Available under license : 

                          MOZILLA PUBLIC LICENSE

                               Version 1.1

 

                             ---------------

 

1. Definitions.

 

    1.0.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making the

    Covered Code available to a third party.

 

    1.1. "Contributor" means each entity that creates or contributes to

    the creation of Modifications.

 

    1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

    Code, prior Modifications used by a Contributor, and the Modifications

    made by that particular Contributor.

 

    1.3. "Covered Code" means the Original Code or Modifications or the

    combination of the Original Code and Modifications, in each case

    including portions thereof.

 

    1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism generally

    accepted in the software development community for the electronic

    transfer of data.

 

    1.5. "Executable" means Covered Code in any form other than Source

    Code.

 

    1.6. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity identified

    as the Initial Developer in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit

    A.
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    1.7. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Code or

    portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this License.

 

    1.8. "License" means this document.

 

    1.8.1. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

    extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

    subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

 

    1.9. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the

    substance or structure of either the Original Code or any previous

    Modifications. When Covered Code is released as a series of files, a

    Modification is:

         A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of a file

         containing Original Code or previous Modifications.

 

         B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Code or

         previous Modifications.

 

    1.10. "Original Code" means Source Code of computer software code

    which is described in the Source Code notice required by Exhibit A as

    Original Code, and which, at the time of its release under this

    License is not already Covered Code governed by this License.

 

    1.10.1. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

    hereafter acquired, including without limitation,  method, process,

    and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

    1.11. "Source Code" means the preferred form of the Covered Code for

    making modifications to it, including all modules it contains, plus

    any associated interface definition files, scripts used to control

    compilation and installation of an Executable, or source code

    differential comparisons against either the Original Code or another

    well known, available Covered Code of the Contributor's choice. The

    Source Code can be in a compressed or archival form, provided the

    appropriate decompression or de-archiving software is widely available

    for no charge.

 

    1.12. "You" (or "Your")  means an individual or a legal entity

    exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of, this

    License or a future version of this License issued under Section 6.1.

    For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is

    controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of

    this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect,

    to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

    contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent

    (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such

    entity.
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2. Source Code License.

 

    2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

    The Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license, subject to third party intellectual property

    claims:

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer to use, reproduce,

         modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original

         Code (or portions thereof) with or without Modifications, and/or

         as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patents Claims infringed by the making, using or

         selling of Original Code, to make, have made, use, practice,

         sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the

         Original Code (or portions thereof).

 

         (c) the licenses granted in this Section 2.1(a) and (b) are

         effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

         Original Code under the terms of this License.

 

         (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for code that You delete from the Original Code; 2)

         separate from the Original Code;  or 3) for infringements caused

         by: i) the modification of the Original Code or ii) the

         combination of the Original Code with other software or devices.

 

    2.2. Contributor Grant.

    Subject to third party intellectual property claims, each Contributor

    hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license

 

         (a)  under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

         trademark) Licensable by Contributor, to use, reproduce, modify,

         display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications

         created by such Contributor (or portions thereof) either on an

         unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Code

         and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

         (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

         selling of  Modifications made by that Contributor either alone

         and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions

         of such combination), to make, use, sell, offer for sale, have

         made, and/or otherwise dispose of: 1) Modifications made by that

         Contributor (or portions thereof); and 2) the combination of

         Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor

         Version (or portions of such combination).
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         (c) the licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

         effective on the date Contributor first makes Commercial Use of

         the Covered Code.

 

         (d)    Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

         granted: 1) for any code that Contributor has deleted from the

         Contributor Version; 2)  separate from the Contributor Version;

         3)  for infringements caused by: i) third party modifications of

         Contributor Version or ii)  the combination of Modifications made

         by that Contributor with other software  (except as part of the

         Contributor Version) or other devices; or 4) under Patent Claims

         infringed by Covered Code in the absence of Modifications made by

         that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

    3.1. Application of License.

    The Modifications which You create or to which You contribute are

    governed by the terms of this License, including without limitation

    Section 2.2. The Source Code version of Covered Code may be

    distributed only under the terms of this License or a future version

    of this License released under Section 6.1, and You must include a

    copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code You

    distribute. You may not offer or impose any terms on any Source Code

    version that alters or restricts the applicable version of this

    License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may include

    an additional document offering the additional rights described in

    Section 3.5.

 

    3.2. Availability of Source Code.

    Any Modification which You create or to which You contribute must be

    made available in Source Code form under the terms of this License

    either on the same media as an Executable version or via an accepted

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism to anyone to whom you made an

    Executable version available; and if made available via Electronic

    Distribution Mechanism, must remain available for at least twelve (12)

    months after the date it initially became available, or at least six

    (6) months after a subsequent version of that particular Modification

    has been made available to such recipients. You are responsible for

    ensuring that the Source Code version remains available even if the

    Electronic Distribution Mechanism is maintained by a third party.

 

    3.3. Description of Modifications.

    You must cause all Covered Code to which You contribute to contain a

    file documenting the changes You made to create that Covered Code and

    the date of any change. You must include a prominent statement that

    the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from Original

    Code provided by the Initial Developer and including the name of the
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    Initial Developer in (a) the Source Code, and (b) in any notice in an

    Executable version or related documentation in which You describe the

    origin or ownership of the Covered Code.

 

    3.4. Intellectual Property Matters

         (a) Third Party Claims.

         If Contributor has knowledge that a license under a third party's

         intellectual property rights is required to exercise the rights

         granted by such Contributor under Sections 2.1 or 2.2,

         Contributor must include a text file with the Source Code

         distribution titled "LEGAL" which describes the claim and the

         party making the claim in sufficient detail that a recipient will

         know whom to contact. If Contributor obtains such knowledge after

         the Modification is made available as described in Section 3.2,

         Contributor shall promptly modify the LEGAL file in all copies

         Contributor makes available thereafter and shall take other steps

         (such as notifying appropriate mailing lists or newsgroups)

         reasonably calculated to inform those who received the Covered

         Code that new knowledge has been obtained.

 

         (b) Contributor APIs.

         If Contributor's Modifications include an application programming

         interface and Contributor has knowledge of patent licenses which

         are reasonably necessary to implement that API, Contributor must

         also include this information in the LEGAL file.

 

              (c)    Representations.

         Contributor represents that, except as disclosed pursuant to

         Section 3.4(a) above, Contributor believes that Contributor's

         Modifications are Contributor's original creation(s) and/or

         Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by

         this License.

 

    3.5. Required Notices.

    You must duplicate the notice in Exhibit A in each file of the Source

    Code.  If it is not possible to put such notice in a particular Source

    Code file due to its structure, then You must include such notice in a

    location (such as a relevant directory) where a user would be likely

    to look for such a notice.  If You created one or more Modification(s)

    You may add your name as a Contributor to the notice described in

    Exhibit A.  You must also duplicate this License in any documentation

    for the Source Code where You describe recipients' rights or ownership

    rights relating to Covered Code.  You may choose to offer, and to

    charge a fee for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability

    obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Code. However, You

    may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than

    any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is
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    offered by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial

    Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

    Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,

    support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

    3.6. Distribution of Executable Versions.

    You may distribute Covered Code in Executable form only if the

    requirements of Section 3.1-3.5 have been met for that Covered Code,

    and if You include a notice stating that the Source Code version of

    the Covered Code is available under the terms of this License,

    including a description of how and where You have fulfilled the

    obligations of Section 3.2. The notice must be conspicuously included

    in any notice in an Executable version, related documentation or

    collateral in which You describe recipients' rights relating to the

    Covered Code. You may distribute the Executable version of Covered

    Code or ownership rights under a license of Your choice, which may

    contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

    compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the

    Executable version does not attempt to limit or alter the recipient's

    rights in the Source Code version from the rights set forth in this

    License. If You distribute the Executable version under a different

    license You must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ

    from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

    Developer or any Contributor. You hereby agree to indemnify the

    Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by

    the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any such

    terms You offer.

 

    3.7. Larger Works.

    You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Code with other code

    not governed by the terms of this License and distribute the Larger

    Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

    requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Code.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation.

 

    If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

    License with respect to some or all of the Covered Code due to

    statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

    the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

    describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description

    must be included in the LEGAL file described in Section 3.4 and must

    be included with all distributions of the Source Code. Except to the

    extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

    sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

    understand it.

 

5. Application of this License.
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    This License applies to code to which the Initial Developer has

    attached the notice in Exhibit A and to related Covered Code.

 

6. Versions of the License.

 

    6.1. New Versions.

    Netscape Communications Corporation ("Netscape") may publish revised

    and/or new versions of the License from time to time. Each version

    will be given a distinguishing version number.

 

    6.2. Effect of New Versions.

    Once Covered Code has been published under a particular version of the

    License, You may always continue to use it under the terms of that

    version. You may also choose to use such Covered Code under the terms

    of any subsequent version of the License published by Netscape. No one

    other than Netscape has the right to modify the terms applicable to

    Covered Code created under this License.

 

    6.3. Derivative Works.

    If You create or use a modified version of this License (which you may

    only do in order to apply it to code which is not already Covered Code

    governed by this License), You must (a) rename Your license so that

    the phrases "Mozilla", "MOZILLAPL", "MOZPL", "Netscape",

    "MPL", "NPL" or any confusingly similar phrase do not appear in your

    license (except to note that your license differs from this License)

    and (b) otherwise make it clear that Your version of the license

    contains terms which differ from the Mozilla Public License and

    Netscape Public License. (Filling in the name of the Initial

    Developer, Original Code or Contributor in the notice described in

    Exhibit A shall not of themselves be deemed to be modifications of

    this License.)

 

7. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

    COVERED CODE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS,

    WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,

    WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED CODE IS FREE OF

    DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.

    THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED CODE

    IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED CODE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT,

    YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE

    COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. THIS DISCLAIMER

    OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF

    ANY COVERED CODE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

8. TERMINATION.
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    8.1.  This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

    automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to cure

    such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All

    sublicenses to the Covered Code which are properly granted shall

    survive any termination of this License. Provisions which, by their

    nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License

    shall survive.

 

    8.2.  If You initiate litigation by asserting a patent infringement

    claim (excluding declatory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

    or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom

    You file such action is referred to as "Participant")  alleging that:

 

    (a)  such Participant's Contributor Version directly or indirectly

    infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted by such

    Participant to You under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License

    shall, upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively,

    unless if within 60 days after receipt of notice You either: (i)

    agree in writing to pay Participant a mutually agreeable reasonable

    royalty for Your past and future use of Modifications made by such

    Participant, or (ii) withdraw Your litigation claim with respect to

    the Contributor Version against such Participant.  If within 60 days

    of notice, a reasonable royalty and payment arrangement are not

    mutually agreed upon in writing by the parties or the litigation claim

    is not withdrawn, the rights granted by Participant to You under

    Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 automatically terminate at the expiration of

    the 60 day notice period specified above.

 

    (b)  any software, hardware, or device, other than such Participant's

    Contributor Version, directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then

    any rights granted to You by such Participant under Sections 2.1(b)

    and 2.2(b) are revoked effective as of the date You first made, used,

    sold, distributed, or had made, Modifications made by that

    Participant.

 

    8.3.  If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant

    alleging that such Participant's Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as

    by license or settlement) prior to the initiation of patent

    infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses

    granted by such Participant under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken

    into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or

    license.

 

    8.4.  In the event of termination under Sections 8.1 or 8.2 above,

    all end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers)

    which have been validly granted by You or any distributor hereunder

    prior to termination shall survive termination.
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9. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

    UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

    (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL

    DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED CODE,

    OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR

    ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY

    CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,

    WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

    COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

    INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF

    LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY

    RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW

    PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE

    EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO

    THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

10. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

    The Covered Code is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in

    48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial computer

    software" and "commercial computer software documentation," as such

    terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

    C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995),

    all U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Code with only those

    rights set forth herein.

 

11. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

    This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

    matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

    unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

    necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be governed by

    California law provisions (except to the extent applicable law, if

    any, provides otherwise), excluding its conflict-of-law provisions.

    With respect to disputes in which at least one party is a citizen of,

    or an entity chartered or registered to do business in the United

    States of America, any litigation relating to this License shall be

    subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the Northern

    District of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara County,

    California, with the losing party responsible for costs, including

    without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and

    expenses. The application of the United Nations Convention on

    Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded.

    Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a contract

    shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

    License.
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12. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

    As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

    responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or indirectly,

    out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to

    work with Initial Developer and Contributors to distribute such

    responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or

    shall be deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

13. MULTIPLE-LICENSED CODE.

 

    Initial Developer may designate portions of the Covered Code as

    "Multiple-Licensed".  "Multiple-Licensed" means that the Initial

    Developer permits you to utilize portions of the Covered Code under

    Your choice of the NPL or the alternative licenses, if any, specified

    by the Initial Developer in the file described in Exhibit A.

 

EXHIBIT A -Mozilla Public License.

 

    ``The contents of this file are subject to the Mozilla Public License

    Version 1.1 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in

    compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

    http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/

 

    Software distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS"

    basis, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

    License for the specific language governing rights and limitations

    under the License.

 

    The Original Code is ______________________________________.

 

    The Initial Developer of the Original Code is ________________________.

    Portions created by ______________________ are Copyright (C) ______

    _______________________. All Rights Reserved.

 

    Contributor(s): ______________________________________.

 

    Alternatively, the contents of this file may be used under the terms

    of the _____ license (the  "[___] License"), in which case the

    provisions of [______] License are applicable instead of those

    above.  If you wish to allow use of your version of this file only

    under the terms of the [____] License and not to allow others to use

    your version of this file under the MPL, indicate your decision by

    deleting  the provisions above and replace  them with the notice and

    other provisions required by the [___] License.  If you do not delete

    the provisions above, a recipient may use your version of this file

    under either the MPL or the [___] License."
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    [NOTE: The text of this Exhibit A may differ slightly from the text of

    the notices in the Source Code files of the Original Code. You should

    use the text of this Exhibit A rather than the text found in the

    Original Code Source Code for Your Modifications.]

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Cairo is free software.

 

cairo-trace is released under the terms of the GNU General Public License

(GPL) version 3. Please see COPYING-GPL-3 for the precise terms and

conditions.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do
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these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.
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 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work
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which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses
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   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of
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the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a
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work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,
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the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library
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subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,
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but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that
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everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Suite 500, Boston, MA 02110-1335, USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Cairo is free software.

 

These tests are mainly available under a liberal MIT license to simplify

any use of the code for reference purposes. Please check the opening comment

of each file for copyright and licensing information.
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The test suite also bundles some fonts for use by the test suite. The

fonts included, their licenses, and why we use them in the test suite

are as follows:

 

	Font		License		Distinguishing feature

	--------	-------------	----------------------

	6x13.pcf	Public Domain	Bitmap font

 

 

The test suite also bundles some images for use by the test suite. The

images included, their licenses, and why we use them in the test suite

are as follows:

 

	Image		License		Distinguishing feature

	-------------	-------------	-------------------------

	romedalen.jpg	Public Domain	Bitmap image (image/jpeg)

	romedalen.png	Public Domain	Bitmap image (image/png)

 

The kind contributors of the bundled files are (in alphabetical order):

yvind Kols <pippin@freedesktop.org> Author of the original romedalen shot.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.
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 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of
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packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of
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your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".
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   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.
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   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.
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 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:
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   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third
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paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if
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the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the
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covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single
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combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY
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GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short
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notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

Cairo is free software.

 

These tests are mainly available under a liberal MIT license to simplify

any use of the code for reference purposes. Please check the opening comment

of each file for copyright and licensing information.

Cairo is free software.

 

Every source file in the implementation of cairo is available to be

redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public

License (MPL) version 1.1.  Some files are available under more

liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used

under either the LGPL or the MPL.

 

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and

conditions of either license:

 

	COPYING-LGPL-2.1

	COPYING-MPL-1.1

 

Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing

information, (in the opening comment of each file).

Cairo is free software.

 

These utilities are all free software, please see the licensing conditions

in the opening comments of each file.
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Cairo is free software.

 

Every source file in the implementation[*] of cairo is available to be

redistributed and/or modified under the terms of either the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) version 2.1 or the Mozilla Public

License (MPL) version 1.1.  Some files are available under more

liberal terms, but we believe that in all cases, each file may be used

under either the LGPL or the MPL.

 

See the following files in this directory for the precise terms and

conditions of either license:

 

	COPYING-LGPL-2.1

	COPYING-MPL-1.1

 

Please see each file in the implementation for copyright and licensing

information, (in the opening comment of each file).

 

[*] The implementation of cairo is contained entirely within the "src"

directory of the cairo source distribution. There are other components

of the cairo source distribution (such as the "test", "util", and "perf")

that are auxiliary to the library itself. None of the source code in these

directories contributes to a build of the cairo library itself, (libcairo.so

or cairo.dll or similar).

 

These auxiliary components are also free software, but may be under

different license terms than cairo itself. For example, most of the

test cases in the perf and test directories are made available under

an MIT license to simplify any use of this code for reference purposes

in using cairo itself. Other files might be available under the GNU

General Public License (GPL), for example. Again, please see the COPYING

file under each directory and the opening comment of each file for copyright

and licensing information.

 

1.313 spring-data-jpa 2.3.3.RELEASE 
1.313.1 Available under license : 

Spring Data JPA 2.3.3 (Neumann SR3)

Copyright (c) [2011-2019] Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License").

You may not use this product except in compliance with the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the subcomponent's license, as noted in the LICENSE file.
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                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================  

 

To the extent any open source subcomponents are licensed under the EPL and/or other

similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://www.springsource.org/download,

or by sending a request, with your name and address to: VMware, Inc., 3401 Hillview

Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94304, United States of America or email info@vmware.com.  All

such requests should clearly specify:  OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General

Counsel.  VMware shall mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent

physical medium.  This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three

years from the date you acquired this Software product.

 

1.314 apache-http-server 2.4.53 
1.314.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

APACHE HTTP SERVER SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

The Apache HTTP Server includes a number of subcomponents with

separate copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source

code for the these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.
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For the mod_mime_magic component:

 

/*

* mod_mime_magic: MIME type lookup via file magic numbers

* Copyright (c) 1996-1997 Cisco Systems, Inc.

*

* This software was submitted by Cisco Systems to the Apache Group in July

* 1997.  Future revisions and derivatives of this source code must

* acknowledge Cisco Systems as the original contributor of this module.

* All other licensing and usage conditions are those of the Apache Group.

*

* Some of this code is derived from the free version of the file command

* originally posted to comp.sources.unix.  Copyright info for that program

* is included below as required.

* ---------------------------------------------------------------------------

* - Copyright (c) Ian F. Darwin, 1987. Written by Ian F. Darwin.

*

* This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone and

* Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

*

* Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

* computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it freely, subject to

* the following restrictions:

*

* 1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

* software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

*

* 2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

* explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources, credits

* must appear in the documentation.

*

* 3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

* misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users ever read

* sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

*

* 4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

* -------------------------------------------------------------------------

*

*/

 

 

For the  modules\mappers\mod_imagemap.c component:

 

 "macmartinized" polygon code copyright 1992 by Eric Haines, erich@eye.com

 

For the  server\util_md5.c component:

 

/************************************************************************
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* NCSA HTTPd Server

* Software Development Group

* National Center for Supercomputing Applications

* University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

* 605 E. Springfield, Champaign, IL 61820

* httpd@ncsa.uiuc.edu

*

* Copyright  (C)  1995, Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois

*

************************************************************************

*

* md5.c: NCSA HTTPd code which uses the md5c.c RSA Code

*

*  Original Code Copyright (C) 1994, Jeff Hostetler, Spyglass, Inc.

*  Portions of Content-MD5 code Copyright (C) 1993, 1994 by Carnegie Mellon

*     University (see Copyright below).

*  Portions of Content-MD5 code Copyright (C) 1991 Bell Communications

*     Research, Inc. (Bellcore) (see Copyright below).

*  Portions extracted from mpack, John G. Myers - jgm+@cmu.edu

*  Content-MD5 Code contributed by Martin Hamilton (martin@net.lut.ac.uk)

*

*/

 

 

/* these portions extracted from mpack, John G. Myers - jgm+@cmu.edu */

/* (C) Copyright 1993,1994 by Carnegie Mellon University

* All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, distribute, and sell this software

* and its documentation for any purpose is hereby granted without

* fee, provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies

* and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice

* appear in supporting documentation, and that the name of Carnegie

* Mellon University not be used in advertising or publicity

* pertaining to distribution of the software without specific,

* written prior permission.  Carnegie Mellon University makes no

* representations about the suitability of this software for any

* purpose.  It is provided "as is" without express or implied

* warranty.

*

* CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

* THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

* AND FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN

* AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING

* OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

* SOFTWARE.
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*/

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 1991 Bell Communications Research, Inc. (Bellcore)

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this material

* for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided

* that the above copyright notice and this permission notice

* appear in all copies, and that the name of Bellcore not be

* used in advertising or publicity pertaining to this

* material without the specific, prior written permission

* of an authorized representative of Bellcore.  BELLCORE

* MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS ABOUT THE ACCURACY OR SUITABILITY

* OF THIS MATERIAL FOR ANY PURPOSE.  IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS",

* WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES. 

*/

 

 

For the util_pcre.c and ap_regex.h components:

 

          Copyright (c) 1997-2004 University of Cambridge

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

For the  srclib\apr\include\apr_md5.h component:

/*

* This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.

*

* The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is

* included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and

* licence for the modifications made to that material.

*/

 

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All

  rights reserved.

 

  License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

  is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest

  Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

  or this function.

 

  License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

  that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

  Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material

  mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"

  without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

*/

 

For the  srclib\apr\passwd\apr_md5.c component:

 

/*

* This is work is derived from material Copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.

*

* The RSA copyright statement and Licence for that original material is

* included below. This is followed by the Apache copyright statement and

* licence for the modifications made to that material.

*/

 

/* MD5C.C - RSA Data Security, Inc., MD5 message-digest algorithm

*/

 

/* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All
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  rights reserved.

 

  License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

  is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest

  Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

  or this function.

 

  License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

  that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

  Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material

  mentioning or referencing the derived work.

 

  RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

  the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

  software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"

  without express or implied warranty of any kind.

 

  These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

  documentation and/or software.

*/

/*

* The apr_md5_encode() routine uses much code obtained from the FreeBSD 3.0

* MD5 crypt() function, which is licenced as follows:

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

* "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):

* <phk@login.dknet.dk> wrote this file.  As long as you retain this notice you

* can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we meet some day, and you think

* this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in return.  Poul-Henning Kamp

* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

 

For the srclib\apr-util\crypto\apr_md4.c component:

 

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.

* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All

* rights reserved.

*

* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

* is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest

* Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

* or this function.

*

* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

* that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

* Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material

* mentioning or referencing the derived work.
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*

* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty of any kind.

*

* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

* documentation and/or software.

*/

 

For the srclib\apr-util\include\apr_md4.h component:

 

*

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.

* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.

*

* Copyright (C) 1991-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1991. All

* rights reserved.

*

* License to copy and use this software is granted provided that it

* is identified as the "RSA Data Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest

* Algorithm" in all material mentioning or referencing this software

* or this function.

*

* License is also granted to make and use derivative works provided

* that such works are identified as "derived from the RSA Data

* Security, Inc. MD4 Message-Digest Algorithm" in all material

* mentioning or referencing the derived work.

*

* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty of any kind.

*

* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

* documentation and/or software.

*/

 

 

For the srclib\apr-util\test\testmd4.c component:

 

*

* This is derived from material copyright RSA Data Security, Inc.

* Their notice is reproduced below in its entirety.

*

* Copyright (C) 1990-2, RSA Data Security, Inc. Created 1990. All

* rights reserved.

*
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* RSA Data Security, Inc. makes no representations concerning either

* the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this

* software for any particular purpose. It is provided "as is"

* without express or implied warranty of any kind.

*

* These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this

* documentation and/or software.

*/

 

For the test\zb.c component:

 

/*                          ZeusBench V1.01

			    ===============

 

This program is Copyright (C) Zeus Technology Limited 1996.

 

This program may be used and copied freely providing this copyright notice

is not removed.

 

This software is provided "as is" and any express or implied warranties,

including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed.  In no event shall

Zeus Technology Ltd. be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special,

exemplary, or consequential damaged (including, but not limited to,

procurement of substitute good or services; loss of use, data, or profits;

or business interruption) however caused and on theory of liability.  Whether

in contract, strict liability or tort (including negligence or otherwise)

arising in any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the

possibility of such damage.

 

    Written by Adam Twiss (adam@zeus.co.uk).  March 1996

 

Thanks to the following people for their input:

 Mike Belshe (mbelshe@netscape.com)

 Michael Campanella (campanella@stevms.enet.dec.com)

 

*/

Apache HTTP Server

Copyright 2022 The Apache Software Foundation.

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of this software were developed at the National Center

for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

 

This software contains code derived from the RSA Data Security
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Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm, including various

modifications by Spyglass Inc., Carnegie Mellon University, and

Bell Communications Research, Inc (Bellcore).

 

This software contains code derived from the PCRE library pcreposix.c

source code, written by Philip Hazel, Copyright 1997-2004

by the University of Cambridge, England.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN" "http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-

strict.dtd">

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml" lang="en" xml:lang="en"><head>

<meta content="text/html; charset=UTF-8" http-equiv="Content-Type" />

<!--

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

X

             This file is generated from xml source: DO NOT EDIT

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

X

     -->

<title>The Apache License, Version 2.0 - Apache HTTP Server Version 2.4</title>

<link href="./style/css/manual.css" rel="stylesheet" media="all" type="text/css" title="Main stylesheet" />

<link href="./style/css/manual-loose-100pc.css" rel="alternate stylesheet" media="all" type="text/css" title="No

Sidebar - Default font size" />

<link href="./style/css/manual-print.css" rel="stylesheet" media="print" type="text/css" /><link rel="stylesheet"

type="text/css" href="./style/css/prettify.css" />

<script src="./style/scripts/prettify.min.js" type="text/javascript">

</script>

 

<link href="./images/favicon.ico" rel="shortcut icon" /></head>

<body id="manual-page" class="no-sidebar"><div id="page-header">

<p class="menu"><a href="./mod/">Modules</a> | <a href="./mod/directives.html">Directives</a> | <a

href="http://wiki.apache.org/httpd/FAQ">FAQ</a> | <a href="./glossary.html">Glossary</a> | <a

href="./sitemap.html">Sitemap</a></p>

<p class="apache">Apache HTTP Server Version 2.4</p>

<img alt="" src="./images/feather.png" /></div>

<div class="up"><a href="./"><img title="&lt;-" alt="&lt;-" src="./images/left.gif" /></a></div>

<div id="path">

<a href="http://www.apache.org/">Apache</a> &gt; <a href="http://httpd.apache.org/">HTTP Server</a> &gt; <a

href="http://httpd.apache.org/docs/">Documentation</a> &gt; <a href="./">Version 2.4</a></div><div id="page-

content"><div id="preamble"><h1>The Apache License, Version 2.0</h1>

<div class="toplang">

<p><span>Available Languages: </span><a href="./en/license.html" title="English">&nbsp;en&nbsp;</a></p>

</div>

 

   <p class="centered">Apache License<br />

   Version 2.0, January 2004<br />

   <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/">http://www.apache.org/licenses/</a><br /><br />
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   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION</p>

 

   <ol>

   <li><strong>Definitions</strong><br />

 

   <p>"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

   and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.</p>

 

   <p>"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

   the copyright owner that is granting the License.</p>

 

   <p>"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

   other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

   control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

   "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

   direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

   otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

   outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.</p>

 

   <p>"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

   exercising permissions granted by this License.</p>

 

   <p>"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

   including but not limited to software source code, documentation

   source, and configuration files.</p>

 

   <p>"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

   transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

   not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

   and conversions to other media types.</p>

 

   <p>"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

   Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

   copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

   (an example is provided in the Appendix below).</p>

 

   <p>"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

   of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

   separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

   the Work and Derivative Works thereof.</p>

 

   <p>"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

   the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

   to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

   submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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   or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

   the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

   means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

   to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

   communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

   and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

   Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

   excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

   designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."</p>

 

   <p>"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

   on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

   subsequently incorporated within the Work.</p></li>

 

   <li><strong>Grant of Copyright License.</strong> Subject to the terms

   and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You

   a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

   irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

   publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

   Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.</li>

 

   <li><strong>Grant of Patent License.</strong> Subject to the terms

   and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a

   perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

   (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

   use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

   where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

   by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

   Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

   with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

   institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

   cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

   or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

   or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

   granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

   as of the date such litigation is filed.</li>

 

   <li><strong>Redistribution.</strong> You may reproduce and distribute

   copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or

   without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

   meet the following conditions:

 

   <ol class="lo-A">

       <li>You must give any other recipients of the Work or

       Derivative Works a copy of this License; and</li>

 

       <li>You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

       stating that You changed the files; and</li>
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       <li>You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

       that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

       attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

       excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

       the Derivative Works; and</li>

 

       <li>If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

       distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

       include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

       within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

       pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

       of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

       as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

       documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

       within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

       wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

       of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

       do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

       notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

       or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

       that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

       as modifying the License.</li>

   </ol>

 

   <p>You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

   may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

   for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

   for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

   reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

   the conditions stated in this License.</p></li>

 

   <li><strong>Submission of Contributions.</strong> Unless You explicitly

   state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion

   in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

   conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

   Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

   the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

   with Licensor regarding such Contributions.</li>

 

   <li><strong>Trademarks.</strong> This License does not grant permission

   to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of

   the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in

   describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the

   NOTICE file.</li>

 

   <li><strong>Disclaimer of Warranty.</strong> Unless required by

   applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and
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   each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

   implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

   of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

   risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.</li>

 

   <li><strong>Limitation of Liability.</strong> In no event and under no

   legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

   otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and

   grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

   liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

   incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

   result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

   Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

   work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

   other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

   has been advised of the possibility of such damages.</li>

 

   <li><strong>Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.</strong> While

   redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

   offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

   or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

   License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

   on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

   of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

   defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

   incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

   of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.</li>

   </ol>

 

   <p class="centered">END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS</p>

 

   <p class="centered">APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your

   work.</p>

 

   <p>To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

   boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

   replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

   the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

   comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

   file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

   same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

   identification within third-party archives.</p>

 

   <div class="example"><pre>Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.</pre></div>

</div>

</div>

<div class="bottomlang">

<p><span>Available Languages: </span><a href="./en/license.html" title="English">&nbsp;en&nbsp;</a></p>

</div><div class="top"><a href="#page-header"><img src="./images/up.gif" alt="top" /></a></div><div

class="section"><h2><a id="comments_section" name="comments_section">Comments</a></h2><div

class="warning"><strong>Notice:</strong><br />This is not a Q&amp;A section. Comments placed here should be

pointed towards suggestions on improving the documentation or server, and may be removed by our moderators if

they are either implemented or considered invalid/off-topic. Questions on how to manage the Apache HTTP Server

should be directed at either our IRC channel, #httpd, on Libera.chat, or sent to our <a

href="https://httpd.apache.org/lists.html">mailing lists</a>.</div>

<script type="text/javascript"><!--//--><![CDATA[//><!--

var comments_shortname = 'httpd';

var comments_identifier = 'http://httpd.apache.org/docs/2.4/license.html';

(function(w, d) {

   if (w.location.hostname.toLowerCase() == "httpd.apache.org") {

       d.write('<div id="comments_thread"><\/div>');

       var s = d.createElement('script');

       s.type = 'text/javascript';

       s.async = true;

       s.src = 'https://comments.apache.org/show_comments.lua?site=' + comments_shortname + '&page=' +

comments_identifier;

       (d.getElementsByTagName('head')[0] || d.getElementsByTagName('body')[0]).appendChild(s);

   }

   else {

       d.write('<div id="comments_thread">Comments are disabled for this page at the moment.<\/div>');

   }

})(window, document);

//--><!]]></script></div><div id="footer">

<p class="apache">Copyright 2022 The Apache Software Foundation.<br />Licensed under the <a
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                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.315 busybox 1.30.1 
1.315.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
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conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
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this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
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INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   The application is an BusyBox installer for Android.

   Copyright (C) 2015  Anton Skshidlevsky

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   BusyBox  Copyright (C) 2012  Anton Skshidlevsky

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.316 pcre 10.34-7 
1.316.1 Available under license : 

PCRE2 LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE2 distribution for licensing details.

 

End

PCRE2 LICENCE

-------------

 

PCRE2 is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Releases 10.00 and above of PCRE2 are distributed under the terms of the "BSD"

licence, as specified below, with one exemption for certain binary

redistributions. The documentation for PCRE2, supplied in the "doc" directory,

is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data in the

testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a just-in-time compiler that can be used to

optimize pattern matching. This is an optional feature that can be omitted when

the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk
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University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2019 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE2 JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

--------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2019 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Email domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2019 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notices,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notices, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the names of any

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

EXEMPTION FOR BINARY LIBRARY-LIKE PACKAGES

------------------------------------------

 

The second condition in the BSD licence (covering binary redistributions) does

not apply all the way down a chain of software. If binary package A includes

PCRE2, it must respect the condition, but if package B is software that

includes package A, the condition is not imposed on package B unless it uses

PCRE2 independently.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.317 dash 0.5.10.2 5
1.317.1 Available under license : 

Copyright jQuery Foundation and other contributors <https://jquery.org/>

 

Based on Underscore.js, copyright Jeremy Ashkenas,

DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors <http://underscorejs.org/>

 

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many

individuals. For exact contribution history, see the revision history

available at https://github.com/lodash/lodash

 

The following license applies to all parts of this software except as

documented below:

 

====

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

====

 

Copyright and related rights for sample code are waived via CC0. Sample

code is defined as all source code displayed within the prose of the

documentation.

 

CC0: http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

 

====

 

Files located in the node_modules and vendor directories are externally
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maintained libraries used by this software which have their own

licenses; we recommend you read them, as their terms may differ from the

terms above.

 

1.318 grpc-go 1.9.1 
1.318.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015 Lars Kanis

 

MIT License

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2014 gRPC authors.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 Petteri Aimonen <jpa at nanopb.mail.kapsi.fi>

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or

implied warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable

for any damages arising from the use of this software.
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Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any

purpose, including commercial applications, and to alter it and

redistribute it freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you

  must not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use

  this software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and

  must not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

  distribution.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You
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     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015-2017 gRPC authors.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.319 syslinux 4.07 
1.319.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
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if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
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covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
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this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
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distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
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MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
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If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
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language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
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themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
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circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
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FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Lua License

-----------

 

Lua is licensed under the terms of the MIT license reproduced below.

This means that Lua is free software and can be used for both academic

and commercial purposes at absolutely no cost.

 

For details and rationale, see http://www.lua.org/license.html .

 

===============================================================================

 

Copyright (C) 1994-2008 Lua.org, PUC-Rio.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

===============================================================================

 

(end of COPYRIGHT)

The Syslinux logo is licensed under the Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this

license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ or send

a letter to Creative Commons, 444 Castro Street, Suite 900, Mountain

View, California, 94041, USA.

 

This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience.  In case of

any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is

included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

 

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following

this sentence.

 

This code is released under the libpng license.

 

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.2.44, June 26, 2010, are

Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2009 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5

with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors

 

  Cosmin Truta

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5 - October 3, 2002, are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors

 

  Simon-Pierre Cadieux

  Eric S. Raymond
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  Gilles Vollant

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

  There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the

  library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

  efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

  or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

  risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with

  the user.

 

libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Tom Lane

  Glenn Randers-Pehrson

  Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger

Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  John Bowler

  Kevin Bracey

  Sam Bushell

  Magnus Holmgren

  Greg Roelofs

  Tom Tanner

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

  Andreas Dilger

  Dave Martindale

  Guy Eric Schalnat

  Paul Schmidt

  Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing Authors

and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,

including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of

fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.
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assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,

or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG

Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.

 

2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

  be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

  source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without

fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to

supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use this

source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be

appreciated.

 

 

A "png_get_copyright" function is available, for convenient use in "about"

boxes and the like:

 

  printf("%s",png_get_copyright(NULL));

 

Also, the PNG logo (in PNG format, of course) is supplied in the

files "pngbar.png" and "pngbar.jpg (88x31) and "pngnow.png" (98x31).

 

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software.  OSI Certified Open Source is a

certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

 

Glenn Randers-Pehrson

glennrp at users.sourceforge.net

June 26, 2010

libcom32 and libutil are licensed under the MIT license:

 

## -----------------------------------------------------------------------

##

##   Copyright 2004-2009 H. Peter Anvin - All Rights Reserved

##   Portions Copyright 2009 Intel Corporation; author: H. Peter Anvin

##

##   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

##   obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

##   files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

##   restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,
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##   copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

##   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

##   the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

##   conditions:

##

##   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

##   be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

##

##   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

##   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

##   OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

##   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

##   HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

##   WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

##   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

##   OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

##

## -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The files in the sample, modules and libgpl directories are mostly under the

GNU GPL (see the file COPYING in the directory above.)

 

In general gPXE files are licensed under the GPL.  GPLed files are in

general either from Linux or have been explicitly put under GPL by the

authors.  The license for a file is usually documented at the top of

the file. 

 

A few files are inherited from FreeBSD netboot and therefore can be

used under BSD or GPL.  Documented in this file are some of the

non-GPL'ed files.  If the internal documentation for a file disagrees

with what is documented in this file, the internal documentation for

the file shall be override this file.

 

File					Copyright status

 

src/core/misc.c				BSD

src/drivers/net/3c509.c			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c509.h			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c595.c			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c595.h			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c90x.c			Open Source

src/drivers/net/epic100.c		None

src/drivers/net/epic100.h		None

src/drivers/net/ns8390.c		BSD

src/drivers/net/ns8390.h		BSD

src/arch/i386/include/bits/string.h	None

The EFI headers contained herein are copied from the EFI Development

Kit, available from http://www.tianocore.org and published under the
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following licence:

 

 BSD License from Intel

 Copyright (c) 2004, Intel Corporation

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

 ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

This licence applies only to files that are part of the EFI

Development Kit.  Other files may contain their own licence terms, or

may fall under the standard gPXE GPL licence.

 

1.320 busybox 1.30.1 
1.320.1 Available under license : 

bzip2 applet in busybox is based on lightly-modified source

of bzip2 version 1.0.4. bzip2 source is distributed

under the following conditions (copied verbatim from LICENSE file)

===========================================================
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This program, "bzip2", the associated library "libbzip2", and all

documentation, are copyright (C) 1996-2006 Julian R Seward.  All

rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software.  If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

3. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without specific prior written

  permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Julian Seward, Cambridge, UK.

jseward@bzip.org

bzip2/libbzip2 version 1.0.4 of 20 December 2006

--- A note on GPL versions

 

BusyBox is distributed under version 2 of the General Public License (included

in its entirety, below).  Version 2 is the only version of this license which

this version of BusyBox (or modified versions derived from this one) may be

distributed under.

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
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   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.
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You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
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convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.321 glibc 2.27 
1.321.1 Available under license : 

@c The GNU Lesser General Public License.

@center Version 2.1, February 1999

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence the

version number 2.1.]

@end display

 

@subheading Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software---to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software---typically libraries---of the Free

Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You can use

it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether this

license or the ordinary General Public License is the better strategy to

use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do these

things.
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 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the @dfn{Lesser} General Public License because it

does @emph{Less} to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General
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Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

``work based on the library'' and a ``work that uses the library''.  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

@subheading TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

@enumerate 0

@item

This License Agreement applies to any software library or other program

which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or other

authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of this

Lesser General Public License (also called ``this License'').  Each

licensee is addressed as ``you''.

 

 A ``library'' means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The ``Library'', below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A ``work based on the
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Library'' means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term ``modification''.)

 

 ``Source code'' for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

@item

You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

@enumerate a

@item

The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

@item

You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

@item
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You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

@item

If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

in the event an application does not supply such function or

table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

its purpose remains meaningful.

 

(For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

application-supplied function or table used by this function must

be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

root function must still compute square roots.)

@end enumerate

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

@item

You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify
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that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

@item

You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

@item

A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a ``work that uses the Library''.  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a ``work that uses the

library''.  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a ``work that uses the Library'' uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
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work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

@item

As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a ``work that uses the Library'' with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

with the Library, with the complete machine-readable ``work that

uses the Library'', as object code and/or source code, so that the

user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

to use the modified definitions.)

 

@item

Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the Library.  A

suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a copy of the

library already present on the user's computer system, rather than

copying library functions into the executable, and (2) will operate

properly with a modified version of the library, if the user installs

one, as long as the modified version is interface-compatible with the

version that the work was made with.

 

@item
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Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

least three years, to give the same user the materials

specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

@item

If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

specified materials from the same place.

 

@item

Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

@end enumerate

 

 For an executable, the required form of the ``work that uses the

Library'' must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the

executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

@item

You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

@enumerate a

@item

Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

Sections above.

 

@item

Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining
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where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

@end enumerate

 

@item

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

@item

You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

@item

Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

@item

If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

@item

If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

@item

The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

``any later version'', you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

@item

If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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@center @b{NO WARRANTY}

 

@item

BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY ``AS IS'' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

@item

IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

@end enumerate

 

@subheading END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

@page

@subheading How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

``copyright'' line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

@smallexample

@var{one line to give the library's name and an idea of what it does.}

Copyright (C) @var{year}  @var{name of author}

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it

under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as published by
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the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of the License, or (at

your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301,

USA.

@end smallexample

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a ``copyright disclaimer'' for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

@smallexample

Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the library

`Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

@var{signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

Ty Coon, President of Vice

@end smallexample

 

That's all there is to it!

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.
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4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them
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with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free
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library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.
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 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)
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These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to
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distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:
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   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.
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 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is
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copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or
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   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

UNICODE, INC. LICENSE AGREEMENT - DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE

 

   Unicode Data Files include all data files under the directories

http://www.unicode.org/Public/, http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and

http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/. Unicode Data Files do not include PDF

online code charts under the directory http://www.unicode.org/Public/.

Software includes any source code published in the Unicode Standard or under

the directories http://www.unicode.org/Public/,

http://www.unicode.org/reports/, and http://www.unicode.org/cldr/data/.

 

   NOTICE TO USER: Carefully read the following legal agreement. BY

DOWNLOADING, INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING UNICODE INC.'S DATA FILES

("DATA FILES"), AND/OR SOFTWARE ("SOFTWARE"), YOU UNEQUIVOCALLY ACCEPT, AND

AGREE TO BE BOUND BY, ALL OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF

YOU DO NOT AGREE, DO NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY, DISTRIBUTE OR USE THE DATA

FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

   Copyright  1991-2013 Unicode, Inc. All rights reserved. Distributed under

the Terms of Use in http://www.unicode.org/copyright.html.
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   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of the Unicode data files and any associated documentation (the "Data

Files") or Unicode software and any associated documentation (the "Software")

to deal in the Data Files or Software without restriction, including without

limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or

sell copies of the Data Files or Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Data Files or Software are furnished to do so, provided that (a) the above

copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear with all copies of the

Data Files or Software, (b) both the above copyright notice(s) and this

permission notice appear in associated documentation, and (c) there is clear

notice in each modified Data File or in the Software as well as in the

documentation associated with the Data File(s) or Software that the data or

software has been modified.

 

   THE DATA FILES AND SOFTWARE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD

PARTY RIGHTS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN

THIS NOTICE BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES, OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THE

DATA FILES OR SOFTWARE.

 

   Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in these Data Files or Software without prior written authorization

of the copyright holder.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to
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assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles
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are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, SGML or XML using a publicly available

DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML,

PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and

JPG.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or

XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML,

PostScript or PDF produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.
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A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other

conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit
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legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item

MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the
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Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item

Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers
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or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and
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list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents

released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the
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electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the
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licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this
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License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.''@: line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
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to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in the

GNU C Library distribution that have copyright owners other than the Free

Software Foundation.  These notices all require that a copy of the notice

be included in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with

binary distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

 

All code incorporated from 4.4 BSD is distributed under the following

license:

 

Copyright (C) 1991 Regents of the University of California.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. [This condition was removed.]

4. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The DNS resolver code, taken from BIND 4.9.5, is copyrighted by UC

Berkeley, by Digital Equipment Corporation and by Internet Software

Consortium.  The DEC portions are under the following license:
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Portions Copyright (C) 1993 by Digital Equipment Corporation.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies, and

that the name of Digital Equipment Corporation not be used in

advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the document or

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP.

DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT,

INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING

FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The ISC portions are under the following license:

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-1999 by Internet Software Consortium.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND INTERNET SOFTWARE CONSORTIUM DISCLAIMS

ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTERNET SOFTWARE

CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR

PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS

ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS

SOFTWARE.

 

The Sun RPC support (from rpcsrc-4.0) is covered by the following

license:

 

Copyright (c) 2010, Oracle America, Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

     provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the "Oracle America, Inc." nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

     from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

 INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

 DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

 GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

 INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

 WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

 OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

The following CMU license covers some of the support code for Mach,

derived from Mach 3.0:

 

Mach Operating System

Copyright (C) 1991,1990,1989 Carnegie Mellon University

All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its

documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the

software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions

thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

 

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS ``AS IS''

CONDITION.  CARNEGIE MELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND FOR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

 

Software Distribution Coordinator

School of Computer Science

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

 

or Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU any improvements or

extensions that they make and grant Carnegie Mellon the rights to

redistribute these changes.
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The file if_ppp.h is under the following CMU license:

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY AND

CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license covers the files from Intel's "Highly Optimized

Mathematical Functions for Itanium" collection:

 

Intel License Agreement

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Intel Corporation

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The files inet/getnameinfo.c and sysdeps/posix/getaddrinfo.c are copyright

(C) by Craig Metz and are distributed under the following license:

 

/* The Inner Net License, Version 2.00

 

 The author(s) grant permission for redistribution and use in source and

binary forms, with or without modification, of the software and documentation

provided that the following conditions are met:

 

0. If you receive a version of the software that is specifically labelled

  as not being for redistribution (check the version message and/or README),

  you are not permitted to redistribute that version of the software in any

  way or form.

1. All terms of the all other applicable copyrights and licenses must be

  followed.

2. Redistributions of source code must retain the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer.

3. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the authors' copyright

  notice(s), this list of conditions, and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

4. [The copyright holder has authorized the removal of this clause.]

5. Neither the name(s) of the author(s) nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ITS AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
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ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 If these license terms cause you a real problem, contact the author.  */

 

The file sunrpc/des_impl.c is copyright Eric Young:

 

Copyright (C) 1992 Eric Young

Collected from libdes and modified for SECURE RPC by Martin Kuck 1994

This file is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser General

Public License, version 2.1 or later - see the file COPYING.LIB for details.

If you did not receive a copy of the license with this program, please

see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/> to obtain a copy.

 

The libidn code is copyright Simon Josefsson, with portions copyright

The Internet Society, Tom Tromey and Red Hat, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2011  Simon Josefsson

 

This file is part of GNU Libidn.

 

GNU Libidn is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

GNU Libidn is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with GNU Libidn; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

The following notice applies to portions of libidn/nfkc.c:

 

This file contains functions from GLIB, including gutf8.c and

gunidecomp.c, all licensed under LGPL and copyright hold by:

 

Copyright (C) 1999, 2000 Tom Tromey

Copyright 2000 Red Hat, Inc.

 

The following applies to portions of libidn/punycode.c and

libidn/punycode.h:

 

This file is derived from RFC 3492bis written by Adam M. Costello.
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Disclaimer and license: Regarding this entire document or any

portion of it (including the pseudocode and C code), the author

makes no guarantees and is not responsible for any damage resulting

from its use.  The author grants irrevocable permission to anyone

to use, modify, and distribute it in any way that does not diminish

the rights of anyone else to use, modify, and distribute it,

provided that redistributed derivative works do not contain

misleading author or version information.  Derivative works need

not be licensed under similar terms.

 

Copyright (C) The Internet Society (2003).  All Rights Reserved.

 

This document and translations of it may be copied and furnished to

others, and derivative works that comment on or otherwise explain it

or assist in its implementation may be prepared, copied, published

and distributed, in whole or in part, without restriction of any

kind, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph are

included on all such copies and derivative works.  However, this

document itself may not be modified in any way, such as by removing

the copyright notice or references to the Internet Society or other

Internet organizations, except as needed for the purpose of

developing Internet standards in which case the procedures for

copyrights defined in the Internet Standards process must be

followed, or as required to translate it into languages other than

English.

 

The limited permissions granted above are perpetual and will not be

revoked by the Internet Society or its successors or assigns.

 

This document and the information contained herein is provided on an

"AS IS" basis and THE INTERNET SOCIETY AND THE INTERNET ENGINEERING

TASK FORCE DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING

BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY THAT THE USE OF THE INFORMATION

HEREIN WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY RIGHTS OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

The file inet/rcmd.c is under a UCB copyright and the following:

 

Copyright (C) 1998 WIDE Project.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the project nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE PROJECT AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PROJECT OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The file posix/runtests.c is copyright Tom Lord:

 

Copyright 1995 by Tom Lord

 

                       All Rights Reserved

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of the copyright holder not be

used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution of the

software without specific, written prior permission.

 

Tom Lord DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS, IN NO

EVENT SHALL TOM LORD BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF

USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR

PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

The posix/rxspencer tests are copyright Henry Spencer:

 

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone

and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:
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1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

The file posix/PCRE.tests is copyright University of Cambridge:

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2003 University of Cambridge

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on any

computer system, and to redistribute it freely, subject to the following

restrictions:

 

1. This software is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission. In practice, this means that if you use

  PCRE in software that you distribute to others, commercially or

  otherwise, you must put a sentence like this

 

    Regular expression support is provided by the PCRE library package,

    which is open source software, written by Philip Hazel, and copyright

    by the University of Cambridge, England.

 

  somewhere reasonably visible in your documentation and in any relevant

  files or online help data or similar. A reference to the ftp site for

  the source, that is, to

 

    ftp://ftp.csx.cam.ac.uk/pub/software/programming/pcre/

 

  should also be given in the documentation. However, this condition is not

  intended to apply to whole chains of software. If package A includes PCRE,

  it must acknowledge it, but if package B is software that includes package

  A, the condition is not imposed on package B (unless it uses PCRE

  independently).

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be
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  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

4. If PCRE is embedded in any software that is released under the GNU

 General Purpose Licence (GPL), or Lesser General Purpose Licence (LGPL),

 then the terms of that licence shall supersede any condition above with

 which it is incompatible.

 

Files from Sun fdlibm are copyright Sun Microsystems, Inc.:

 

Copyright (C) 1993 by Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Developed at SunPro, a Sun Microsystems, Inc. business.

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software is freely granted, provided that this notice

is preserved.

 

Part of stdio-common/tst-printf.c is copyright C E Chew:

 

(C) Copyright C E Chew

 

Feel free to copy, use and distribute this software provided:

 

    1. you do not pretend that you wrote it

    2. you leave this copyright notice intact.

 

Various long double libm functions are copyright Stephen L. Moshier:

 

Copyright 2001 by Stephen L. Moshier <moshier@na-net.ornl.gov>

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  */

 

1.322 iproute 3.14.0 
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1.322.1 Available under license : 
		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice
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This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.323 libsrtp 2.2.0 
1.323.1 Available under license : 

/*

*	

* Copyright (c) 2001-2017 Cisco Systems, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

*   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

*   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

*   with the distribution.

*

*   Neither the name of the Cisco Systems, Inc. nor the names of its

*   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

*   from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

* "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

* LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

* FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

* COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,

* INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

* (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

*/
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1.324 spring-jcl 5.2.20.RELEASE 
1.324.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

=======================================================================

 

SPRING FRAMEWORK 5.2.20.RELEASE SUBCOMPONENTS:

 

Spring Framework 5.2.20.RELEASE includes a number of subcomponents

with separate copyright notices and license terms. The product that

includes this file does not necessarily use all the open source

subcomponents referred to below. Your use of the source

code for these subcomponents is subject to the terms and

conditions of the following licenses.

 

 

>>> ASM 7.3 (org.ow2.asm:asm:7.3, org.ow2.asm:asm-commons:7.3):

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2011 INRIA, France Telecom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2009, OW2 Consortium <https://www.ow2.org/>

 

 

>>> CGLIB 3.3 (cglib:cglib:3.3):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the CGLIB JAR distribution downloaded from

https://github.com/cglib/cglib/releases/download/RELEASE_3_3_0/cglib-3.3.0.jar,

CGLIB 3.3 is licensed under the Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which

is included above.

 

 

>>> Objenesis 3.1 (org.objenesis:objenesis:3.1):

 

Per the LICENSE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html, Objenesis 3.1 is licensed under the

Apache License, version 2.0, the text of which is included above.

 

Per the NOTICE file in the Objenesis ZIP distribution downloaded from

http://objenesis.org/download.html and corresponding to section 4d of the

Apache License, Version 2.0, in this case for Objenesis:

 

Objenesis

Copyright 2006-2019 Joe Walnes, Henri Tremblay, Leonardo Mesquita

 

 

===============================================================================

 

To the extent any open source components are licensed under the EPL and/or

other similar licenses that require the source code and/or modifications to

source code to be made available (as would be noted above), you may obtain a

copy of the source code corresponding to the binaries for such open source

components and modifications thereto, if any, (the "Source Files"), by

downloading the Source Files from https://spring.io/projects, Pivotal's website

at https://network.pivotal.io/open-source, or by sending a request, with your

name and address to: Pivotal Software, Inc., 875 Howard Street, 5th floor, San

Francisco, CA 94103, Attention: General Counsel. All such requests should

clearly specify: OPEN SOURCE FILES REQUEST, Attention General Counsel. Pivotal

can mail a copy of the Source Files to you on a CD or equivalent physical
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medium.

 

This offer to obtain a copy of the Source Files is valid for three years from

the date you acquired this Software product. Alternatively, the Source Files

may accompany the Software.

Spring Framework 5.2.20.RELEASE

Copyright (c) 2002-2022 Pivotal, Inc.

 

This product is licensed to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0

(the "License"). You may not use this product except in compliance with

the License.

 

This product may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of the source code for

these subcomponents is subject to the terms and conditions of the

subcomponent's license, as noted in the license.txt file.

 

1.325 click 8.1.2 
1.325.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298235603_1649268976.82/0/click-8-1-2-tar-gz/click-8.1.2/setup.cfg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Contributor Covenant Code of Conduct

 

## Our Pledge

 

In the interest of fostering an open and welcoming environment, we as

contributors and maintainers pledge to making participation in our project and

our community a harassment-free experience for everyone, regardless of age, body

size, disability, ethnicity, sex characteristics, gender identity and expression,

level of experience, education, socio-economic status, nationality, personal

appearance, race, religion, or sexual identity and orientation.

 

## Our Standards

 

Examples of behavior that contributes to creating a positive environment

include:

 

* Using welcoming and inclusive language

* Being respectful of differing viewpoints and experiences

* Gracefully accepting constructive criticism
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* Focusing on what is best for the community

* Showing empathy towards other community members

 

Examples of unacceptable behavior by participants include:

 

* The use of sexualized language or imagery and unwelcome sexual attention or

advances

* Trolling, insulting/derogatory comments, and personal or political attacks

* Public or private harassment

* Publishing others' private information, such as a physical or electronic

address, without explicit permission

* Other conduct which could reasonably be considered inappropriate in a

professional setting

 

## Our Responsibilities

 

Project maintainers are responsible for clarifying the standards of acceptable

behavior and are expected to take appropriate and fair corrective action in

response to any instances of unacceptable behavior.

 

Project maintainers have the right and responsibility to remove, edit, or

reject comments, commits, code, wiki edits, issues, and other contributions

that are not aligned to this Code of Conduct, or to ban temporarily or

permanently any contributor for other behaviors that they deem inappropriate,

threatening, offensive, or harmful.

 

## Scope

 

This Code of Conduct applies both within project spaces and in public spaces

when an individual is representing the project or its community. Examples of

representing a project or community include using an official project e-mail

address, posting via an official social media account, or acting as an appointed

representative at an online or offline event. Representation of a project may be

further defined and clarified by project maintainers.

 

## Enforcement

 

Instances of abusive, harassing, or otherwise unacceptable behavior may be

reported by contacting the project team at report@palletsprojects.com. All

complaints will be reviewed and investigated and will result in a response that

is deemed necessary and appropriate to the circumstances. The project team is

obligated to maintain confidentiality with regard to the reporter of an incident.

Further details of specific enforcement policies may be posted separately.

 

Project maintainers who do not follow or enforce the Code of Conduct in good

faith may face temporary or permanent repercussions as determined by other

members of the project's leadership.
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## Attribution

 

This Code of Conduct is adapted from the [Contributor Covenant][homepage], version 1.4,

available at https://www.contributor-covenant.org/version/1/4/code-of-conduct.html

 

[homepage]: https://www.contributor-covenant.org

 

For answers to common questions about this code of conduct, see

https://www.contributor-covenant.org/faq

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298235603_1649268976.82/0/click-8-1-2-tar-gz/click-8.1.2/CODE_OF_CONDUCT.md

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2014 Pallets

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1.  Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3.  Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298235603_1649268976.82/0/click-8-1-2-tar-gz/click-8.1.2/LICENSE.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Including attribution to #612
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298235603_1649268976.82/0/click-8-1-2-tar-gz/click-8.1.2/tests/test_formatting.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Copyright 2001-2006 Gregory P. Ward. All rights reserved.

Copyright 2002-2006 Python Software Foundation. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298235603_1649268976.82/0/click-8-1-2-tar-gz/click-8.1.2/src/click/parser.py

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

.. _contrib:

 

=============

click-contrib

=============

 

As the userbase of Click grows, more and more major feature requests pop up in

Click's bugtracker. As reasonable as it may be for those features to be bundled

with Click instead of being a standalone project, many of those requested

features are either highly experimental or have unproven practical use, while

potentially being a burden to maintain.

 

This is why click-contrib_ exists. The GitHub organization is a collection of

possibly experimental third-party packages whose featureset does not belong

into Click, but also a playground for major features that may be added to Click

in the future. It is also meant to coordinate and concentrate effort on writing

third-party extensions for Click, and to ease the effort of searching for such

extensions. In that sense it could be described as a low-maintenance

alternative to extension repositories of other frameworks.

 

Please note that the quality and stability of those packages may be different

than what you expect from Click itself. While published under a common

organization, they are still projects separate from Click.

 

.. _click-contrib: https://github.com/click-contrib/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1298235603_1649268976.82/0/click-8-1-2-tar-gz/click-8.1.2/docs/contrib.rst

 

1.326 management-model 5.7.3 
1.326.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright Terracotta, Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/message/DefaultManagementCallMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/stats/Sample.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/call/ContextualCall.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/stats/DelegatingStatistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/capabilities/descriptors/Descriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/stats/Statistic.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/capabilities/context/CapabilityContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/call/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/capabilities/descriptors/CallDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/stats/ContextualStatistics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/capabilities/descriptors/StatisticDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/capabilities/DefaultCapability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/context/ContextContainer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/context/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/capabilities/Capability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/message/ManagementCallMessage.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/stats/StatisticRegistry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/message/DefaultMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/call/ContextualReturn.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/message/Message.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/cluster/ClientIdentifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/capabilities/descriptors/Settings.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/notification/ContextualNotification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/context/Contextual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/stats/StatisticType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1258059149_1643027380.56/0/management-model-5-7-3-sources-

jar/org/terracotta/management/model/stats/DelegatingSample.java

 

1.327 libjpeg-turbo 2.0.3-0ubuntu1.20.04.1 
1.327.1 Available under license : 

libjpeg-turbo Licenses

======================

 

libjpeg-turbo is covered by three compatible BSD-style open source licenses:

 

- The IJG (Independent JPEG Group) License, which is listed in

 [README.ijg](README.ijg)

 

 This license applies to the libjpeg API library and associated programs

 (any code inherited from libjpeg, and any modifications to that code.)

 

- The Modified (3-clause) BSD License, which is listed below

 

 This license covers the TurboJPEG API library and associated programs, as

 well as the build system.

 

- The [zlib License](https://opensource.org/licenses/Zlib)

 

 This license is a subset of the other two, and it covers the libjpeg-turbo

 SIMD extensions.

 

 

Complying with the libjpeg-turbo Licenses
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=========================================

 

This section provides a roll-up of the libjpeg-turbo licensing terms, to the

best of our understanding.

 

1.  If you are distributing a modified version of the libjpeg-turbo source,

   then:

 

   1.  You cannot alter or remove any existing copyright or license notices

       from the source.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 1 of the Modified BSD License

       - Clauses 1 and 3 of the zlib License

 

   2.  You must add your own copyright notice to the header of each source

       file you modified, so others can tell that you modified that file (if

       there is not an existing copyright header in that file, then you can

       simply add a notice stating that you modified the file.)

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

       - Clause 2 of the zlib License

 

   3.  You must include the IJG README file, and you must not alter any of the

       copyright or license text in that file.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 1 of the IJG License

 

2.  If you are distributing only libjpeg-turbo binaries without the source, or

   if you are distributing an application that statically links with

   libjpeg-turbo, then:

 

   1.  Your product documentation must include a message stating:

 

       This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG

       Group.

 

       **Origin**

       - Clause 2 of the IJG license

 

   2.  If your binary distribution includes or uses the TurboJPEG API, then

       your product documentation must include the text of the Modified BSD

       License (see below.)

 

       **Origin**
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       - Clause 2 of the Modified BSD License

 

3.  You cannot use the name of the IJG or The libjpeg-turbo Project or the

   contributors thereof in advertising, publicity, etc.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Clause 3 of the Modified BSD License

 

4.  The IJG and The libjpeg-turbo Project do not warrant libjpeg-turbo to be

   free of defects, nor do we accept any liability for undesirable

   consequences resulting from your use of the software.

 

   **Origin**

   - IJG License

   - Modified BSD License

   - zlib License

 

 

The Modified (3-clause) BSD License

===================================

 

Copyright (C)2009-2019 D. R. Commander.  All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (C)2015 Viktor Szathmry.  All Rights Reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

- Neither the name of the libjpeg-turbo Project nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS",

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Why Three Licenses?

===================

 

The zlib License could have been used instead of the Modified (3-clause) BSD

License, and since the IJG License effectively subsumes the distribution

conditions of the zlib License, this would have effectively placed

libjpeg-turbo binary distributions under the IJG License.  However, the IJG

License specifically refers to the Independent JPEG Group and does not extend

attribution and endorsement protections to other entities.  Thus, it was

desirable to choose a license that granted us the same protections for new code

that were granted to the IJG for code derived from their software.

 

1.328 libjpeg 6b 
1.328.1 Notifications : 

This software is based in part on the work of the Independent JPEG Group.

1.328.2 Available under license : 
The Independent JPEG Group's JPEG software

==========================================

 

README for release 6b of 27-Mar-1998

====================================

 

This distribution contains the sixth public release of the Independent JPEG

Group's free JPEG software.  You are welcome to redistribute this software and

to use it for any purpose, subject to the conditions under LEGAL ISSUES, below.

 

Serious users of this software (particularly those incorporating it into

larger programs) should contact IJG at jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net to be added to

our electronic mailing list.  Mailing list members are notified of updates

and have a chance to participate in technical discussions, etc.

 

This software is the work of Tom Lane, Philip Gladstone, Jim Boucher,

Lee Crocker, Julian Minguillon, Luis Ortiz, George Phillips, Davide Rossi,

Guido Vollbeding, Ge' Weijers, and other members of the Independent JPEG

Group.

 

IJG is not affiliated with the official ISO JPEG standards committee.

 

 

DOCUMENTATION ROADMAP

=====================

 

This file contains the following sections:
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OVERVIEW            General description of JPEG and the IJG software.

LEGAL ISSUES        Copyright, lack of warranty, terms of distribution.

REFERENCES          Where to learn more about JPEG.

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS   Where to find newer versions of this software.

RELATED SOFTWARE    Other stuff you should get.

FILE FORMAT WARS    Software *not* to get.

TO DO               Plans for future IJG releases.

 

Other documentation files in the distribution are:

 

User documentation:

 install.doc       How to configure and install the IJG software.

 usage.doc         Usage instructions for cjpeg, djpeg, jpegtran,

                   rdjpgcom, and wrjpgcom.

 *.1               Unix-style man pages for programs (same info as usage.doc).

 wizard.doc        Advanced usage instructions for JPEG wizards only.

 change.log        Version-to-version change highlights.

Programmer and internal documentation:

 libjpeg.doc       How to use the JPEG library in your own programs.

 example.c         Sample code for calling the JPEG library.

 structure.doc     Overview of the JPEG library's internal structure.

 filelist.doc      Road map of IJG files.

 coderules.doc     Coding style rules --- please read if you contribute code.

 

Please read at least the files install.doc and usage.doc.  Useful information

can also be found in the JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article.  See

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS below to find out where to obtain the FAQ article.

 

If you want to understand how the JPEG code works, we suggest reading one or

more of the REFERENCES, then looking at the documentation files (in roughly

the order listed) before diving into the code.

 

 

OVERVIEW

========

 

This package contains C software to implement JPEG image compression and

decompression.  JPEG (pronounced "jay-peg") is a standardized compression

method for full-color and gray-scale images.  JPEG is intended for compressing

"real-world" scenes; line drawings, cartoons and other non-realistic images

are not its strong suit.  JPEG is lossy, meaning that the output image is not

exactly identical to the input image.  Hence you must not use JPEG if you

have to have identical output bits.  However, on typical photographic images,

very good compression levels can be obtained with no visible change, and

remarkably high compression levels are possible if you can tolerate a

low-quality image.  For more details, see the references, or just experiment

with various compression settings.
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This software implements JPEG baseline, extended-sequential, and progressive

compression processes.  Provision is made for supporting all variants of these

processes, although some uncommon parameter settings aren't implemented yet.

For legal reasons, we are not distributing code for the arithmetic-coding

variants of JPEG; see LEGAL ISSUES.  We have made no provision for supporting

the hierarchical or lossless processes defined in the standard.

 

We provide a set of library routines for reading and writing JPEG image files,

plus two sample applications "cjpeg" and "djpeg", which use the library to

perform conversion between JPEG and some other popular image file formats.

The library is intended to be reused in other applications.

 

In order to support file conversion and viewing software, we have included

considerable functionality beyond the bare JPEG coding/decoding capability;

for example, the color quantization modules are not strictly part of JPEG

decoding, but they are essential for output to colormapped file formats or

colormapped displays.  These extra functions can be compiled out of the

library if not required for a particular application.  We have also included

"jpegtran", a utility for lossless transcoding between different JPEG

processes, and "rdjpgcom" and "wrjpgcom", two simple applications for

inserting and extracting textual comments in JFIF files.

 

The emphasis in designing this software has been on achieving portability and

flexibility, while also making it fast enough to be useful.  In particular,

the software is not intended to be read as a tutorial on JPEG.  (See the

REFERENCES section for introductory material.)  Rather, it is intended to

be reliable, portable, industrial-strength code.  We do not claim to have

achieved that goal in every aspect of the software, but we strive for it.

 

We welcome the use of this software as a component of commercial products.

No royalty is required, but we do ask for an acknowledgement in product

documentation, as described under LEGAL ISSUES.

 

 

LEGAL ISSUES

============

 

In plain English:

 

1. We don't promise that this software works.  (But if you find any bugs,

  please let us know!)

2. You can use this software for whatever you want.  You don't have to pay us.

3. You may not pretend that you wrote this software.  If you use it in a

  program, you must acknowledge somewhere in your documentation that

  you've used the IJG code.

 

In legalese:
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The authors make NO WARRANTY or representation, either express or implied,

with respect to this software, its quality, accuracy, merchantability, or

fitness for a particular purpose.  This software is provided "AS IS", and you,

its user, assume the entire risk as to its quality and accuracy.

 

This software is copyright (C) 1991-1998, Thomas G. Lane.

All Rights Reserved except as specified below.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

software (or portions thereof) for any purpose, without fee, subject to these

conditions:

(1) If any part of the source code for this software is distributed, then this

README file must be included, with this copyright and no-warranty notice

unaltered; and any additions, deletions, or changes to the original files

must be clearly indicated in accompanying documentation.

(2) If only executable code is distributed, then the accompanying

documentation must state that "this software is based in part on the work of

the Independent JPEG Group".

(3) Permission for use of this software is granted only if the user accepts

full responsibility for any undesirable consequences; the authors accept

NO LIABILITY for damages of any kind.

 

These conditions apply to any software derived from or based on the IJG code,

not just to the unmodified library.  If you use our work, you ought to

acknowledge us.

 

Permission is NOT granted for the use of any IJG author's name or company name

in advertising or publicity relating to this software or products derived from

it.  This software may be referred to only as "the Independent JPEG Group's

software".

 

We specifically permit and encourage the use of this software as the basis of

commercial products, provided that all warranty or liability claims are

assumed by the product vendor.

 

 

ansi2knr.c is included in this distribution by permission of L. Peter Deutsch,

sole proprietor of its copyright holder, Aladdin Enterprises of Menlo Park, CA.

ansi2knr.c is NOT covered by the above copyright and conditions, but instead

by the usual distribution terms of the Free Software Foundation; principally,

that you must include source code if you redistribute it.  (See the file

ansi2knr.c for full details.)  However, since ansi2knr.c is not needed as part

of any program generated from the IJG code, this does not limit you more than

the foregoing paragraphs do.

 

The Unix configuration script "configure" was produced with GNU Autoconf.

It is copyright by the Free Software Foundation but is freely distributable.

The same holds for its supporting scripts (config.guess, config.sub,
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ltconfig, ltmain.sh).  Another support script, install-sh, is copyright

by M.I.T. but is also freely distributable.

 

It appears that the arithmetic coding option of the JPEG spec is covered by

patents owned by IBM, AT&T, and Mitsubishi.  Hence arithmetic coding cannot

legally be used without obtaining one or more licenses.  For this reason,

support for arithmetic coding has been removed from the free JPEG software.

(Since arithmetic coding provides only a marginal gain over the unpatented

Huffman mode, it is unlikely that very many implementations will support it.)

So far as we are aware, there are no patent restrictions on the remaining

code.

 

The IJG distribution formerly included code to read and write GIF files.

To avoid entanglement with the Unisys LZW patent, GIF reading support has

been removed altogether, and the GIF writer has been simplified to produce

"uncompressed GIFs".  This technique does not use the LZW algorithm; the

resulting GIF files are larger than usual, but are readable by all standard

GIF decoders.

 

We are required to state that

   "The Graphics Interchange Format(c) is the Copyright property of

   CompuServe Incorporated.  GIF(sm) is a Service Mark property of

   CompuServe Incorporated."

 

 

REFERENCES

==========

 

We highly recommend reading one or more of these references before trying to

understand the innards of the JPEG software.

 

The best short technical introduction to the JPEG compression algorithm is

	Wallace, Gregory K.  "The JPEG Still Picture Compression Standard",

	Communications of the ACM, April 1991 (vol. 34 no. 4), pp. 30-44.

(Adjacent articles in that issue discuss MPEG motion picture compression,

applications of JPEG, and related topics.)  If you don't have the CACM issue

handy, a PostScript file containing a revised version of Wallace's article is

available at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/wallace.ps.gz.  The file (actually

a preprint for an article that appeared in IEEE Trans. Consumer Electronics)

omits the sample images that appeared in CACM, but it includes corrections

and some added material.  Note: the Wallace article is copyright ACM and IEEE,

and it may not be used for commercial purposes.

 

A somewhat less technical, more leisurely introduction to JPEG can be found in

"The Data Compression Book" by Mark Nelson and Jean-loup Gailly, published by

M&T Books (New York), 2nd ed. 1996, ISBN 1-55851-434-1.  This book provides

good explanations and example C code for a multitude of compression methods

including JPEG.  It is an excellent source if you are comfortable reading C
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code but don't know much about data compression in general.  The book's JPEG

sample code is far from industrial-strength, but when you are ready to look

at a full implementation, you've got one here...

 

The best full description of JPEG is the textbook "JPEG Still Image Data

Compression Standard" by William B. Pennebaker and Joan L. Mitchell, published

by Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993, ISBN 0-442-01272-1.  Price US$59.95, 638 pp.

The book includes the complete text of the ISO JPEG standards (DIS 10918-1

and draft DIS 10918-2).  This is by far the most complete exposition of JPEG

in existence, and we highly recommend it.

 

The JPEG standard itself is not available electronically; you must order a

paper copy through ISO or ITU.  (Unless you feel a need to own a certified

official copy, we recommend buying the Pennebaker and Mitchell book instead;

it's much cheaper and includes a great deal of useful explanatory material.)

In the USA, copies of the standard may be ordered from ANSI Sales at (212)

642-4900, or from Global Engineering Documents at (800) 854-7179.  (ANSI

doesn't take credit card orders, but Global does.)  It's not cheap: as of

1992, ANSI was charging $95 for Part 1 and $47 for Part 2, plus 7%

shipping/handling.  The standard is divided into two parts, Part 1 being the

actual specification, while Part 2 covers compliance testing methods.  Part 1

is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of Continuous-tone Still Images,

Part 1: Requirements and guidelines" and has document numbers ISO/IEC IS

10918-1, ITU-T T.81.  Part 2 is titled "Digital Compression and Coding of

Continuous-tone Still Images, Part 2: Compliance testing" and has document

numbers ISO/IEC IS 10918-2, ITU-T T.83.

 

Some extensions to the original JPEG standard are defined in JPEG Part 3,

a newer ISO standard numbered ISO/IEC IS 10918-3 and ITU-T T.84.  IJG

currently does not support any Part 3 extensions.

 

The JPEG standard does not specify all details of an interchangeable file

format.  For the omitted details we follow the "JFIF" conventions, revision

1.02.  A copy of the JFIF spec is available from:

	Literature Department

	C-Cube Microsystems, Inc.

	1778 McCarthy Blvd.

	Milpitas, CA 95035

	phone (408) 944-6300,  fax (408) 944-6314

A PostScript version of this document is available by FTP at

ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.ps.gz.  There is also a plain text

version at ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jfif.txt.gz, but it is missing

the figures.

 

The TIFF 6.0 file format specification can be obtained by FTP from

ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/TIFF6.ps.gz.  The JPEG incorporation scheme

found in the TIFF 6.0 spec of 3-June-92 has a number of serious problems.

IJG does not recommend use of the TIFF 6.0 design (TIFF Compression tag 6).
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Instead, we recommend the JPEG design proposed by TIFF Technical Note #2

(Compression tag 7).  Copies of this Note can be obtained from ftp.sgi.com or

from ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/.  It is expected that the next revision

of the TIFF spec will replace the 6.0 JPEG design with the Note's design.

Although IJG's own code does not support TIFF/JPEG, the free libtiff library

uses our library to implement TIFF/JPEG per the Note.  libtiff is available

from ftp://ftp.sgi.com/graphics/tiff/.

 

 

ARCHIVE LOCATIONS

=================

 

The "official" archive site for this software is ftp.uu.net (Internet

address 192.48.96.9).  The most recent released version can always be found

there in directory graphics/jpeg.  This particular version will be archived

as ftp://ftp.uu.net/graphics/jpeg/jpegsrc.v6b.tar.gz.  If you don't have

direct Internet access, UUNET's archives are also available via UUCP; contact

help@uunet.uu.net for information on retrieving files that way.

 

Numerous Internet sites maintain copies of the UUNET files.  However, only

ftp.uu.net is guaranteed to have the latest official version.

 

You can also obtain this software in DOS-compatible "zip" archive format from

the SimTel archives (ftp://ftp.simtel.net/pub/simtelnet/msdos/graphics/), or

on CompuServe in the Graphics Support forum (GO CIS:GRAPHSUP), library 12

"JPEG Tools".  Again, these versions may sometimes lag behind the ftp.uu.net

release.

 

The JPEG FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) article is a useful source of

general information about JPEG.  It is updated constantly and therefore is

not included in this distribution.  The FAQ is posted every two weeks to

Usenet newsgroups comp.graphics.misc, news.answers, and other groups.

It is available on the World Wide Web at http://www.faqs.org/faqs/jpeg-faq/

and other news.answers archive sites, including the official news.answers

archive at rtfm.mit.edu: ftp://rtfm.mit.edu/pub/usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/.

If you don't have Web or FTP access, send e-mail to mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu

with body

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part1

	send usenet/news.answers/jpeg-faq/part2

 

 

RELATED SOFTWARE

================

 

Numerous viewing and image manipulation programs now support JPEG.  (Quite a

few of them use this library to do so.)  The JPEG FAQ described above lists

some of the more popular free and shareware viewers, and tells where to

obtain them on Internet.
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If you are on a Unix machine, we highly recommend Jef Poskanzer's free

PBMPLUS software, which provides many useful operations on PPM-format image

files.  In particular, it can convert PPM images to and from a wide range of

other formats, thus making cjpeg/djpeg considerably more useful.  The latest

version is distributed by the NetPBM group, and is available from numerous

sites, notably ftp://wuarchive.wustl.edu/graphics/graphics/packages/NetPBM/.

Unfortunately PBMPLUS/NETPBM is not nearly as portable as the IJG software is;

you are likely to have difficulty making it work on any non-Unix machine.

 

A different free JPEG implementation, written by the PVRG group at Stanford,

is available from ftp://havefun.stanford.edu/pub/jpeg/.  This program

is designed for research and experimentation rather than production use;

it is slower, harder to use, and less portable than the IJG code, but it

is easier to read and modify.  Also, the PVRG code supports lossless JPEG,

which we do not.  (On the other hand, it doesn't do progressive JPEG.)

 

 

FILE FORMAT WARS

================

 

Some JPEG programs produce files that are not compatible with our library.

The root of the problem is that the ISO JPEG committee failed to specify a

concrete file format.  Some vendors "filled in the blanks" on their own,

creating proprietary formats that no one else could read.  (For example, none

of the early commercial JPEG implementations for the Macintosh were able to

exchange compressed files.)

 

The file format we have adopted is called JFIF (see REFERENCES).  This format

has been agreed to by a number of major commercial JPEG vendors, and it has

become the de facto standard.  JFIF is a minimal or "low end" representation.

We recommend the use of TIFF/JPEG (TIFF revision 6.0 as modified by TIFF

Technical Note #2) for "high end" applications that need to record a lot of

additional data about an image.  TIFF/JPEG is fairly new and not yet widely

supported, unfortunately.

 

The upcoming JPEG Part 3 standard defines a file format called SPIFF.

SPIFF is interoperable with JFIF, in the sense that most JFIF decoders should

be able to read the most common variant of SPIFF.  SPIFF has some technical

advantages over JFIF, but its major claim to fame is simply that it is an

official standard rather than an informal one.  At this point it is unclear

whether SPIFF will supersede JFIF or whether JFIF will remain the de-facto

standard.  IJG intends to support SPIFF once the standard is frozen, but we

have not decided whether it should become our default output format or not.

(In any case, our decoder will remain capable of reading JFIF indefinitely.)

 

Various proprietary file formats incorporating JPEG compression also exist.

We have little or no sympathy for the existence of these formats.  Indeed,
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one of the original reasons for developing this free software was to help

force convergence on common, open format standards for JPEG files.  Don't

use a proprietary file format!

 

 

TO DO

=====

 

The major thrust for v7 will probably be improvement of visual quality.

The current method for scaling the quantization tables is known not to be

very good at low Q values.  We also intend to investigate block boundary

smoothing, "poor man's variable quantization", and other means of improving

quality-vs-file-size performance without sacrificing compatibility.

 

In future versions, we are considering supporting some of the upcoming JPEG

Part 3 extensions --- principally, variable quantization and the SPIFF file

format.

 

As always, speeding things up is of great interest.

 

Please send bug reports, offers of help, etc. to jpeg-info@uunet.uu.net.

 

1.329 openssl 1.1.1f-1ubuntu2.3 
1.329.1 Notifications : 

This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit

(http://www.openssl.org/)

1.329.2 Available under license : 
 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============

 

 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a double license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2019 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:
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*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR

* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/
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Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS
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* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

 

1.330 postgre-sql 42.2.14 
1.330.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1997, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.331 jq 1.6-1 
1.331.1 Available under license : 

jq is copyright (C) 2012 Stephen Dolan

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

jq's documentation (everything found under the docs/ subdirectory in

the source tree) is licensed under the Creative Commons CC BY 3.0

license, which can be found at:

 

        https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/

 

The documentation website includes a copy of Twitter's Boostrap and

relies on Bonsai, Liquid templates and various other projects, look

them up for detailed licensing conditions.

 

 

 

jq incorporates David M. Gay's dtoa.c and g_fmt.c, which bear the

following notices:

 

dtoa.c:

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991, 2000, 2001 by Lucent Technologies.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY
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REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

g_fmt.c:

The author of this software is David M. Gay.

 

Copyright (c) 1991, 1996 by Lucent Technologies.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose without fee is hereby granted, provided that this entire notice

is included in all copies of any software which is or includes a copy

or modification of this software and in all copies of the supporting

documentation for such software.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS BEING PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTY.  IN PARTICULAR, NEITHER THE AUTHOR NOR LUCENT MAKES ANY

REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF ANY KIND CONCERNING THE MERCHANTABILITY

OF THIS SOFTWARE OR ITS FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

 

1.332 activation 1.1 
1.332.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)SecuritySupport.java	1.3 05/11/16

*
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* Copyright 2002-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/SecuritySupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)CommandInfo.java	1.11 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/CommandInfo.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.
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* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)ImageViewerCanvas.java	1.3 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/viewers/ImageViewerCanvas.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)DataContentHandlerFactory.java	1.6 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/DataContentHandlerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)URLDataSource.java	1.10 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/URLDataSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*
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* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MailcapCommandMap.java	1.40 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MailcapCommandMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeTypeParameterList.java	1.11 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MimeTypeParameterList.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)CommandMap.java	1.19 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/CommandMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,
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* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeTypeParseException.java	1.6 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MimeTypeParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)DataHandler.java	1.39 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/DataHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)UnsupportedDataTypeException.java	1.9 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/UnsupportedDataTypeException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]
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* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)FileTypeMap.java	1.8 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/FileTypeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeType.java	1.19 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MimeType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except
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* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeTypeEntry.java	1.4 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MimeTypeEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*
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* @(#)TextViewer.java	1.9 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/viewers/TextViewer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)FileDataSource.java	1.9 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/FileDataSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at
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* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)LogSupport.java	1.4 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 2002-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/LogSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)DataContentHandler.java	1.16 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/DataContentHandler.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)ActivationDataFlavor.java	1.14 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/ActivationDataFlavor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing
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* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimeTypeFile.java	1.8 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MimeTypeFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)TextEditor.java	1.8 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/viewers/TextEditor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MailcapFile.java	1.23 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MailcapFile.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL
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* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MailcapTokenizer.java	1.6 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MailcapTokenizer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<!--

 

 The contents of this file are subject to the terms

 of the Common Development and Distribution License

 (the "License").  You may not use this file except

 in compliance with the License.

 

 You can obtain a copy of the license at

 glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

 https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

 See the License for the specific language governing

 permissions and limitations under the License.

 

 When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

 HEADER in each file and include the License file at

 glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

 add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

 fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

 own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

 [name of copyright owner]

 

 @(#)package.html	1.1 05/11/16

 

 Copyright 2001-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

-->

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-jar/javax/activation/package.html
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MailcapParseException.java	1.4 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/registries/MailcapParseException.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,
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* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)MimetypesFileTypeMap.java	1.17 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/MimetypesFileTypeMap.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)DataSource.java	1.11 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/DataSource.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]

* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)ImageViewer.java	1.8 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/com/sun/activation/viewers/ImageViewer.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* The contents of this file are subject to the terms

* of the Common Development and Distribution License

* (the "License").  You may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License.

*

* You can obtain a copy of the license at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt or

* https://glassfish.dev.java.net/public/CDDLv1.0.html.

* See the License for the specific language governing

* permissions and limitations under the License.

*

* When distributing Covered Code, include this CDDL

* HEADER in each file and include the License file at

* glassfish/bootstrap/legal/CDDLv1.0.txt.  If applicable,

* add the following below this CDDL HEADER, with the

* fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your

* own identifying information: Portions Copyright [yyyy]
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* [name of copyright owner]

*/

/*

* @(#)CommandObject.java	1.9 05/11/16

*

* Copyright 1997-2005 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1200523838_1654022813.457056/0/activation-1-1-sources-11-

jar/javax/activation/CommandObject.java

 

1.333 sqlite 3.13.0 
1.333.1 Available under license : 

MIT

 

1.334 pcre 8.39 
1.334.1 Available under license : 

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself. The data

in the testdata directory is not copyrighted and is in the public domain.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.
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Copyright (c) 1997-2016 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.

 

 

PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2016 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2016 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior

     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End

PCRE LICENCE

------------

 

PCRE is a library of functions to support regular expressions whose syntax

and semantics are as close as possible to those of the Perl 5 language.

 

Release 8 of PCRE is distributed under the terms of the "BSD" licence, as

specified below. The documentation for PCRE, supplied in the "doc"

directory, is distributed under the same terms as the software itself.

 

The basic library functions are written in C and are freestanding. Also

included in the distribution is a set of C++ wrapper functions, and a

just-in-time compiler that can be used to optimize pattern matching. These

are both optional features that can be omitted when the library is built.

 

 

THE BASIC LIBRARY FUNCTIONS

---------------------------

 

Written by:       Philip Hazel

Email local part: ph10

Email domain:     cam.ac.uk

 

University of Cambridge Computing Service,

Cambridge, England.

 

Copyright (c) 1997-2012 University of Cambridge

All rights reserved.
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PCRE JUST-IN-TIME COMPILATION SUPPORT

-------------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2010-2012 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

STACK-LESS JUST-IN-TIME COMPILER

--------------------------------

 

Written by:       Zoltan Herczeg

Email local part: hzmester

Emain domain:     freemail.hu

 

Copyright(c) 2009-2012 Zoltan Herczeg

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE C++ WRAPPER FUNCTIONS

-------------------------

 

Contributed by:   Google Inc.

 

Copyright (c) 2007-2012, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

 

THE "BSD" LICENCE

-----------------

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of the University of Cambridge nor the name of Google

     Inc. nor the names of their contributors may be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific prior
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     written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

End

PCRE LICENCE

 

Please see the file LICENCE in the PCRE distribution for licensing details.

 

End

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.335 gzip 1.10 0ubuntu4
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1.335.1 Available under license : 
                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to
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authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,
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distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,
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such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's
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users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not
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used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.
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   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of
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   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently
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reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted
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by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying
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the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the
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GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with
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the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.336 libgcrypt 1.8.5 5ubuntu1.1
1.336.1 Available under license : 

This package was debianized by Ivo Timmermans <ivo@debian.org> on

Fri,  3 Aug 2001 10:02:38 +0200.

It was taken over by Matthias Urlichs <smurf@debian.org>, and is now

maintained by Andreas Metzler <ametzler@debian.org> Eric Dorland

<eric@debian.org>, James Westby <jw+debian@jameswestby.net>

 

 

It was downloaded from https://ftp.gnupg.org/gcrypt/libgcrypt/.

 

Up to end of 2012 libgcrypt copyright was owned solely by FSF, since then

contributions without copyright assignment to the FSF have been integrated.

 

Upstream Authors (from AUTHORS)

8X---------------------------------------------------

List of Copyright holders

=========================

 

 Copyright (C) 1989,1991-2019 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 Copyright (C) 1996 L. Peter Deutsch

 Copyright (C) 1997 Werner Koch

 Copyright (C) 1998 The Internet Society

 Copyright (C) 1996-1999 Peter Gutmann, Paul Kendall, and Chris Wedgwood

 Copyright (C) 1996-2006 Peter Gutmann, Matt Thomlinson and Blake Coverett

 Copyright (C) 2003 Nikos Mavroyanopoulos

 Copyright (C) 2006-2007 NTT (Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation)

 Copyright (C) 2012-2019 g10 Code GmbH

 Copyright (C) 2012 Simon Josefsson, Niels Mller

 Copyright (c) 2012 Intel Corporation

 Copyright (C) 2013 Christian Grothoff

 Copyright (C) 2013-2017 Jussi Kivilinna

 Copyright (C) 2013-2014 Dmitry Eremin-Solenikov

 Copyright (C) 2014 Stephan Mueller

 Copyright (C) 2017 Bundesamt fr Sicherheit in der Informationstechnik

 

 

Authors with a FSF copyright assignment

=======================================

 

LIBGCRYPT       Werner Koch    2001-06-07
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Assigns past and future changes.

Assignment for future changes terminated on 2012-12-04.

wk@gnupg.org

Designed and implemented Libgcrypt.

 

GNUPG	Matthew Skala		   1998-08-10

Disclaims changes.

mskala@ansuz.sooke.bc.ca

Wrote cipher/twofish.c.

 

GNUPG	Natural Resources Canada    1998-08-11

Disclaims changes by Matthew Skala.

 

GNUPG	Michael Roth	Germany     1998-09-17

Assigns changes.

mroth@nessie.de

Wrote cipher/des.c.

Changes and bug fixes all over the place.

 

GNUPG	Niklas Hernaeus 	1998-09-18

Disclaims changes.

nh@df.lth.se

Weak key patches.

 

GNUPG	Rmi Guyomarch		1999-05-25

Assigns past and future changes. (g10/compress.c, g10/encr-data.c,

g10/free-packet.c, g10/mdfilter.c, g10/plaintext.c, util/iobuf.c)

rguyom@mail.dotcom.fr

 

ANY     g10 Code GmbH           2001-06-07

Assignment for future changes terminated on 2012-12-04.

Code marked with ChangeLog entries of g10 Code employees.

 

LIBGCRYPT Timo Schulz           2001-08-31

Assigns past and future changes.

twoaday@freakmail.de

 

LIBGCRYPT Simon Josefsson       2002-10-25

Assigns past and future changes to FSF (cipher/{md4,crc}.c, CTR mode,

CTS/MAC flags, self test improvements)

simon@josefsson.org

 

LIBGCRYPT Moritz Schulte	2003-04-17

Assigns past and future changes.

moritz@g10code.com

 

GNUTLS  Nikolaos Mavrogiannopoulos  2003-11-22

nmav@gnutls.org
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Original code for cipher/rfc2268.c.

 

LIBGCRYPT	The Written Word	2005-04-15

Assigns past and future changes. (new: src/libgcrypt.pc.in,

src/Makefile.am, src/secmem.c, mpi/hppa1.1/mpih-mul3.S,

mpi/hppa1.1/udiv-qrnnd.S, mpi/hppa1.1/mpih-mul2.S,

mpi/hppa1.1/mpih-mul1.S, mpi/Makefile.am, tests/prime.c,

tests/register.c, tests/ac.c, tests/basic.c, tests/tsexp.c,

tests/keygen.c, tests/pubkey.c, configure.ac, acinclude.m4)

 

LIBGCRYPT       Brad Hards       2006-02-09

Assigns Past and Future Changes

bradh@frogmouth.net

(Added OFB mode. Changed cipher/cipher.c, test/basic.c doc/gcrypt.tex.

added SHA-224, changed cipher/sha256.c, added HMAC tests.)

 

LIBGCRYPT       Hye-Shik Chang   2006-09-07

Assigns Past and Future Changes

perky@freebsd.org

(SEED cipher)

 

LIBGCRYPT       Werner Dittmann  2009-05-20

Assigns Past and Future Changes

werner.dittmann@t-online.de

(mpi/amd64, tests/mpitests.c)

 

GNUPG           David Shaw

Assigns past and future changes.

dshaw@jabberwocky.com

(cipher/camellia-glue.c and related stuff)

 

LIBGCRYPT       Andrey Jivsov    2010-12-09

Assigns Past and Future Changes

openpgp@brainhub.org

(cipher/ecc.c and related files)

 

LIBGCRYPT       Ulrich Mller    2012-02-15

Assigns Past and Future Changes

ulm@gentoo.org

(Changes to cipher/idea.c and related files)

 

LIBGCRYPT       Vladimir Serbinenko  2012-04-26

Assigns Past and Future Changes

phcoder@gmail.com

(cipher/serpent.c)

 

 

Authors with a DCO
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==================

 

Andrei Scherer <andsch@inbox.com>

2014-08-22:BF7CEF794F9.000003F0andsch@inbox.com:

 

Christian Aistleitner <christian@quelltextlich.at>

2013-02-26:20130226110144.GA12678@quelltextlich.at:

 

Christian Grothoff <christian@grothoff.org>

2013-03-21:514B5D8A.6040705@grothoff.org:

 

Dmitry Eremin-Solenikov <dbaryshkov@gmail.com>

2013-07-13:20130713144407.GA27334@fangorn.rup.mentorg.com:

 

Dmitry Kasatkin <dmitry.kasatkin@intel.com>

2012-12-14:50CAE2DB.80302@intel.com:

 

Jrmie Courrges-Anglas <jca@wxcvbn.org>

2016-05-26:87bn3ssqg0.fsf@ritchie.wxcvbn.org

 

Jussi Kivilinna <jussi.kivilinna@mbnet.fi>

2012-11-15:20121115172331.150537dzb5i6jmy8@www.dalek.fi:

 

Jussi Kivilinna <jussi.kivilinna@iki.fi>

2013-05-06:5186720A.4090101@iki.fi:

 

Markus Teich <markus dot teich at stusta dot mhn dot de>

2014-10-08:20141008180509.GA2770@trolle:

 

Mathias L. Baumann <mathias.baumann at sociomantic.com>

2017-01-30:07c06d79-0828-b564-d604-fd16c7c86ebe@sociomantic.com:

 

Milan Broz <gmazyland@gmail.com>

2014-01-13:52D44CC6.4050707@gmail.com:

 

Peter Wu <peter@lekensteyn.nl>

2015-07-22:20150722191325.GA8113@al:

 

Rafal Carr <funman@videolan.org>

2012-04-20:4F91988B.1080502@videolan.org:

 

Sergey V. <sftp.mtuci@gmail.com>

2013-11-07:2066221.5IYa7Yq760@darkstar:

 

Stephan Mueller <smueller@chronox.de>

2014-08-22:2008899.25OeoelVVA@myon.chronox.de:

 

Tom Mrz <tm@t8m.info>
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2012-04-16:1334571250.5056.52.camel@vespa.frost.loc:

 

Vitezslav Cizek <vcizek@suse.com>

2015-11-05:20151105131424.GA32700@kolac.suse.cz

 

Werner Koch <wk@gnupg.org> (g10 Code GmbH)

2012-12-05:87obi8u4h2.fsf@vigenere.g10code.de:

 

 

More credits

============

 

Libgcrypt used to be part of GnuPG but has been taken out into its own

package on 2000-12-21.

 

Most of the stuff in mpi has been taken from an old GMP library

version by Torbjorn Granlund <tege@noisy.tmg.se>.

 

The files cipher/rndunix.c and cipher/rndw32.c are based on those

files from Cryptlib.  Copyright Peter Gutmann, Paul Kendall, and Chris

Wedgwood 1996-1999.

 

The ECC code cipher/ecc.c was based on code by Sergi Blanch i Torne,

sergi at calcurco dot org.

 

The implementation of the Camellia cipher has been taken from the

original NTT provided GPL source.

 

The CAVS testing program tests/cavs_driver.pl is not to be considered

a part of libgcrypt proper.  We distribute it merely for convenience.

It has a permissive license and is copyrighted by atsec information

security corporation.  See the file for details.

 

The file salsa20.c is based on D.J. Bernstein's public domain code and

taken from Nettle.  Copyright 2012 Simon Josefsson and Niels Mller.

 

 

This file is free software; as a special exception the author gives

unlimited permission to copy and/or distribute it, with or without

modifications, as long as this notice is preserved.

 

This file is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but

WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, to the extent permitted by law; without even the

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

8X---------------------------------------------------

 

License:
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Most of the package is licensed under the GNU Lesser General Public

License (LGPL) version 2.1 (or later), except for helper and debugging

binaries. See below for details. The documentation is licensed under

the GPLv2 (or later), see below.

 

Excerpt from upstream's README:

 

   The library is distributed under the terms of the GNU Lesser

   General Public License (LGPL); see the file COPYING.LIB for the

   actual terms.  The helper programs (e.g. gcryptrnd and getrandom)

   as well as the documentation are distributed under the terms of

   the GNU General Public License (GPL); see the file COPYING for the

   actual terms.

 

   This library used to be available under the GPL - this was changed

   with version 1.1.7 with the rationale that there are now many free

   crypto libraries available and many of them come with capabilities

   similar to Libcrypt.  We decided that to foster the use of

   cryptography in Free Software an LGPLed library would make more

   sense because it avoids problems due to license incompatibilities

   between some Free Software licenses and the GPL.

 

   Please note that in many cases it is better for a library to be

   licensed under the GPL, so that it provides an advantage for free

   software projects.  The Lesser GPL is so named because it does

   less to protect the freedom of the users of the code that it

   covers.  See http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html for

   more explanation.

 

An example of the license headers of the LGPL is

 

-------------

  Copyright (C) 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006

                2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011  Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

  This file is part of Libgcrypt.

 

  Libgcrypt is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

  it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License as

  published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2.1 of

  the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

  Libgcrypt is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

  but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

  MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

  GNU Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

  You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
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  License along with this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

-------------

 

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser

General Public License can be found in

`/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL';

 

The documentation licensed under the GPL

-------------

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2011, 2012 Free Software Foundation,

Inc. @*

Copyright @copyright{} 2012, 2013, 2016 2017 g10 Code GmbH

 

@quotation

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the

Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your

option) any later version. The text of the license can be found in the

section entitled ``GNU General Public License''.

-------------

 

Further details on licensing:

From upstream's LICENSES file

8X---------------------------------------------------

Additional license notices for Libgcrypt.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the Libgcrypt distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).

 

These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included

in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* BSD_3Clause

 

 For files:

 - cipher/sha256-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-ssse3-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-ssse3-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation
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 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.

 

 * Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

 

 For files:

 - random/jitterentropy-base.c

 - random/jitterentropy.h

 - random/rndjent.c (plus common Libgcrypt copyright holders)

 

#+begin_quote

* Copyright Stephan Mueller <smueller@chronox.de>, 2013

*

* License

* =======

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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*    notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

*    including the disclaimer of warranties.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this software without specific prior

*    written permission.

*

* ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of

* the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GPL are

* required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

* necessary due to a potential bad interaction between the GPL and

* the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

* WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

* OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

* X License

 

 For files:

 - install.sh

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

 rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR
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 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

 TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

 be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

 ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

 tium.

#+end_quote

 

* Public domain

 

 For files:

 - cipher/arcfour-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

Author: Marc Bevand <bevand_m (at) epita.fr>

Licence: I hereby disclaim the copyright on this code and place it

in the public domain.

#+end_quote

 

* OCB license 1

 

 For files:

 - cipher/cipher-ocb.c

 

#+begin_quote

 OCB is covered by several patents but may be used freely by most

 software.  See http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license.htm .

 In particular license 1 is suitable for Libgcrypt: See

 http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license1.pdf for the full

 license document; it basically says:

 

   License 1  License for Open-Source Software Implementations of OCB

               (Jan 9, 2013)

 

   Under this license, you are authorized to make, use, and

   distribute open-source software implementations of OCB. This

   license terminates for you if you sue someone over their

   open-source software implementation of OCB claiming that you have

   a patent covering their implementation.

 

 

 

License for Open Source Software Implementations of OCB

January 9, 2013
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1 Definitions

 

1.1 Licensor means Phillip Rogaway.

 

1.2 Licensed Patents means any patent that claims priority to United

States Patent Application No. 09/918,615 entitled Method and Apparatus

for Facilitating Efficient Authenticated Encryption, and any utility,

divisional, provisional, continuation, continuations-in-part, reexamination,

reissue, or foreign counterpart patents that may issue with respect to the

aforesaid patent application. This includes, but is not limited to, United

States Patent No. 7,046,802; United States Patent No. 7,200,227; United

States Patent No. 7,949,129; United States Patent No. 8,321,675 ; and any

patent that issues out of United States Patent Application No. 13/669,114.

 

1.3 Use means any practice of any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents.

 

1.4 Software Implementation means any practice of any invention

claimed in the Licensed Patents that takes the form of software executing on

a user-programmable, general-purpose computer or that takes the form of a

computer-readable medium storing such software. Software Implementation does

not include, for example, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), embedded systems, or IP cores.

 

1.5 Open Source Software means software whose source code is published

and made available for inspection and use by anyone because either (a) the

source code is subject to a license that permits recipients to copy, modify,

and distribute the source code without payment of fees or royalties, or

(b) the source code is in the public domain, including code released for

public use through a CC0 waiver. All licenses certified by the Open Source

Initiative at opensource.org as of January 9, 2013 and all Creative Commons

licenses identified on the creativecommons.org website as of January 9,

2013, including the Public License Fallback of the CC0 waiver, satisfy these

requirements for the purposes of this license.

 

1.6 Open Source Software Implementation means a Software

Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed Patents is

Open Source Software. Open Source Software Implementation does not include

any Software Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed

Patents is combined, so as to form a larger program, with software that is

not Open Source Software.

 

2 License Grant

 

2.1 License. Subject to your compliance with the term s of this license,

including the restriction set forth in Section 2.2, Licensor hereby

grants to you a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, non-transferable,

non-sublicenseable, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable license to practice
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any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents in any Open Source Software

Implementation.

 

2.2 Restriction. If you or your affiliates institute patent litigation

(including, but not limited to, a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

against any entity alleging that any Use authorized by this license

infringes another patent, then any rights granted to you under this license

automatically terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

3 Disclaimer

YOUR USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS IS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND UNLESS REQUIRED

BY APPLICABLE LAW, LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY

KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED PATENTS OR ANY PRODUCT EMBODYING ANY LICENSED

PATENT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUT ORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO ANY USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE

OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES PRIOR TO SUCH AN OCCURRENCE.

#+end_quote

8X---------------------------------------------------

 

 

On Debian GNU/Linux systems, the text of the GNU General Public License,

version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
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price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
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the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.
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If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN
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OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA
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Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public
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Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be
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consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The
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former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a
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fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of
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a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be
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linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is
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   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or
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distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
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to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or
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your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

Additional license notices for Libgcrypt.                    -*- org -*-

 

This file contains the copying permission notices for various files in

the Libgcrypt distribution which are not covered by the GNU Lesser

General Public License (LGPL) or the GNU General Public License (GPL).

 

These notices all require that a copy of the notice be included

in the accompanying documentation and be distributed with binary

distributions of the code, so be sure to include this file along

with any binary distributions derived from the GNU C Library.

 

* BSD_3Clause

 

 For files:

 - cipher/sha256-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha256-ssse3-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-avx2-bmi2-amd64.S

 - cipher/sha512-ssse3-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (c) 2012, Intel Corporation

 

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the

   distribution.
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 * Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTEL CORPORATION "AS IS" AND ANY

 EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

 IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

 PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL CORPORATION OR

 CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

 EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

 PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

 PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

 LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

 NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

 SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

 

 For files:

 - random/jitterentropy-base.c

 - random/jitterentropy.h

 - random/rndjent.c (plus common Libgcrypt copyright holders)

 

#+begin_quote

* Copyright Stephan Mueller <smueller@chronox.de>, 2013

*

* License

* =======

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, and the entire permission notice in its entirety,

*    including the disclaimer of warranties.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote

*    products derived from this software without specific prior

*    written permission.

*

* ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of

* the GNU General Public License, in which case the provisions of the GPL are

* required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This clause is

* necessary due to a potential bad interaction between the GPL and
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* the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ALL OF

* WHICH ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

* OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

* LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF NOT ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

* DAMAGE.

#+end_quote

 

* X License

 

 For files:

 - install.sh

 

#+begin_quote

 Copyright (C) 1994 X Consortium

 

 Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

 of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to

 deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

 rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

 sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

 furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

 The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

 all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

 THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

 IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

 FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 X CONSORTIUM BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

 AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNEC-

 TION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 Except as contained in this notice, the name of the X Consortium shall not

 be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other deal-

 ings in this Software without prior written authorization from the X Consor-

 tium.

#+end_quote

 

* Public domain
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 For files:

 - cipher/arcfour-amd64.S

 

#+begin_quote

Author: Marc Bevand <bevand_m (at) epita.fr>

Licence: I hereby disclaim the copyright on this code and place it

in the public domain.

#+end_quote

 

* OCB license 1

 

 For files:

 - cipher/cipher-ocb.c

 

#+begin_quote

 OCB is covered by several patents but may be used freely by most

 software.  See http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license.htm .

 In particular license 1 is suitable for Libgcrypt: See

 http://web.cs.ucdavis.edu/~rogaway/ocb/license1.pdf for the full

 license document; it basically says:

 

   License 1  License for Open-Source Software Implementations of OCB

               (Jan 9, 2013)

 

   Under this license, you are authorized to make, use, and

   distribute open-source software implementations of OCB. This

   license terminates for you if you sue someone over their

   open-source software implementation of OCB claiming that you have

   a patent covering their implementation.

 

 

 

License for Open Source Software Implementations of OCB

January 9, 2013

 

1 Definitions

 

1.1 Licensor means Phillip Rogaway.

 

1.2 Licensed Patents means any patent that claims priority to United

States Patent Application No. 09/918,615 entitled Method and Apparatus

for Facilitating Efficient Authenticated Encryption, and any utility,

divisional, provisional, continuation, continuations-in-part, reexamination,

reissue, or foreign counterpart patents that may issue with respect to the

aforesaid patent application. This includes, but is not limited to, United

States Patent No. 7,046,802; United States Patent No. 7,200,227; United

States Patent No. 7,949,129; United States Patent No. 8,321,675 ; and any
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patent that issues out of United States Patent Application No. 13/669,114.

 

1.3 Use means any practice of any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents.

 

1.4 Software Implementation means any practice of any invention

claimed in the Licensed Patents that takes the form of software executing on

a user-programmable, general-purpose computer or that takes the form of a

computer-readable medium storing such software. Software Implementation does

not include, for example, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs),

field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), embedded systems, or IP cores.

 

1.5 Open Source Software means software whose source code is published

and made available for inspection and use by anyone because either (a) the

source code is subject to a license that permits recipients to copy, modify,

and distribute the source code without payment of fees or royalties, or

(b) the source code is in the public domain, including code released for

public use through a CC0 waiver. All licenses certified by the Open Source

Initiative at opensource.org as of January 9, 2013 and all Creative Commons

licenses identified on the creativecommons.org website as of January 9,

2013, including the Public License Fallback of the CC0 waiver, satisfy these

requirements for the purposes of this license.

 

1.6 Open Source Software Implementation means a Software

Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed Patents is

Open Source Software. Open Source Software Implementation does not include

any Software Implementation in which the software implicating the Licensed

Patents is combined, so as to form a larger program, with software that is

not Open Source Software.

 

2 License Grant

 

2.1 License. Subject to your compliance with the term s of this license,

including the restriction set forth in Section 2.2, Licensor hereby

grants to you a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, non-transferable,

non-sublicenseable, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable license to practice

any invention claimed in the Licensed Patents in any Open Source Software

Implementation.

 

2.2 Restriction. If you or your affiliates institute patent litigation

(including, but not limited to, a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

against any entity alleging that any Use authorized by this license

infringes another patent, then any rights granted to you under this license

automatically terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

3 Disclaimer

YOUR USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS IS AT YOUR OWN RISK AND UNLESS REQUIRED

BY APPLICABLE LAW, LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY

KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED PATENTS OR ANY PRODUCT EMBODYING ANY LICENSED
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PATENT, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUT ORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO ANY USE OF THE LICENSED PATENTS, INCLUDING,

WITHOUT LIMITATION, DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE

OR SPECIAL DAMAGES, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES PRIOR TO SUCH AN OCCURRENCE.

#+end_quote

 

1.337 opencore-amr 0.1.3 
1.337.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the

copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other

entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with

that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the

power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

including but not limited to software source code, documentation source,

and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation

or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled

object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form,
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made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that

is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the

Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form,

that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial

revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as

a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License,

Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or

merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative

Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original

version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or

Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for

inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal

Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the

purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic,

verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its

representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that

are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing

and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a

Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on

behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,

non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to

reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or

Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this

License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide,

non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in

this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell,

import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to

those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily

infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their

Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted.

If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or
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contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You

under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such

litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or

Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and

in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

  1. You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a

copy of this License; and

 

  2. You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating

that You changed the files; and

 

  3. You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You

distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from

the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to

any part of the Derivative Works; and

 

  4. If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a

readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file,

excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative

Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file

distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a

display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party

notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for

informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You may add Your

own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute,

alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that

such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the

License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may

provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use,

reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such

Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and

distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in

this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any

Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to

the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License,

without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above,

nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license

agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except

as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of

the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to

in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its

Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any

warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for

determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this

License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether

in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by

applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to

in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including

any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or

inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been

advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the

Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee

for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability

obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in

accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if

You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any

liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included

on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

identification within third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may

not use this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a

copy of the License at

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable

law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License is

distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific language

governing permissions and limitations under the License.

/* ------------------------------------------------------------------

* Copyright (C) 2009 PacketVideo

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

* express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions

* and limitations under the License.

* -------------------------------------------------------------------

*/

 

Portions of the PacketVideo supplied code contain contributions which may be

covered by the following copyright statements:

 

 

/*     -------------------------------------------------------------------       *

*                    MPEG-4 Simple Profile Video Decoder

*     -------------------------------------------------------------------       *

*

* This software module was originally developed and/or edited by

*

*   Paulo Nunes (IST / ACTS-MoMuSyS)

*   Robert Danielsen (Telenor / ACTS-MoMuSyS)

*   Luis Ducla-Soares (IST / ACTS-MoMuSys).

*   Cor Quist (KPN / ACTS-MoMuSys).

*   Minhua Zhou (HHI / ACTS-MoMuSys).

*

* in the course of development of the MPEG-4 Video (ISO/IEC 14496-2) standard.
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* This software module is an implementation of a part of one or more MPEG-4

* Video (ISO/IEC 14496-2) tools as specified by the MPEG-4 Video (ISO/IEC

* 14496-2) standard.

*

* ISO/IEC gives users of the MPEG-4 Video (ISO/IEC 14496-2) standard free

* license to this software module or modifications thereof for use in hardware

* or software products claiming conformance to the MPEG-4 Video (ISO/IEC

* 14496-2) standard.

*

* Those intending to use this software module in hardware or software products

* are advised that its use may infringe existing patents. The original

* developer of this software module and his/her company, the subsequent

* editors and their companies, and ISO/IEC have no liability for use of this

* software module or modifications thereof in an implementation. Copyright is

* not released for non MPEG-4 Video (ISO/IEC 14496-2) Standard conforming

* products.

*

* ACTS-MoMuSys partners retain full right to use the code for his/her own

* purpose, assign or donate the code to a third party and to inhibit third

* parties from using the code for non MPEG-4 Video (ISO/IEC 14496-2) Standard

* conforming products. This copyright notice must be included in all copies or

* derivative works.

*

* Copyright (c) 1996, 1997

*

*****************************************************************************/

 

 

 

/****************************************************************************

 

SC 29 Software Copyright Licencing Disclaimer:

 

This software module was originally developed by

 Coding Technologies

 

and edited by

 -

 

in the course of development of the ISO/IEC 13818-7 and ISO/IEC 14496-3

standards for reference purposes and its performance may not have been

optimized. This software module is an implementation of one or more tools as

specified by the ISO/IEC 13818-7 and ISO/IEC 14496-3 standards.

ISO/IEC gives users free license to this software module or modifications

thereof for use in products claiming conformance to audiovisual and

image-coding related ITU Recommendations and/or ISO/IEC International

Standards. ISO/IEC gives users the same free license to this software module or

modifications thereof for research purposes and further ISO/IEC standardisation.
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Those intending to use this software module in products are advised that its

use may infringe existing patents. ISO/IEC have no liability for use of this

software module or modifications thereof. Copyright is not released for

products that do not conform to audiovisual and image-coding related ITU

Recommendations and/or ISO/IEC International Standards.

The original developer retains full right to modify and use the code for its

own purpose, assign or donate the code to a third party and to inhibit third

parties from using the code for products that do not conform to audiovisual and

image-coding related ITU Recommendations and/or ISO/IEC International Standards.

This copyright notice must be included in all copies or derivative works.

Copyright (c) ISO/IEC 2003.

 

*******************************************************************************/

 

 

/**************************************************************************

 

This software module was originally developed by

 

Mikko Suonio (Nokia)

 

in the course of development of the MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio standard

ISO/IEC 13818-7, 14496-1,2 and 3. This software module is an

implementation of a part of one or more MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio tools

as specified by the MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio standard. ISO/IEC gives

users of the MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio standards free license to this

software module or modifications thereof for use in hardware or

software products claiming conformance to the MPEG-2 NBC/ MPEG-4 Audio

standards. Those intending to use this software module in hardware or

software products are advised that this use may infringe existing

patents. The original developer of this software module and his/her

company, the subsequent editors and their companies, and ISO/IEC have

no liability for use of this software module or modifications thereof

in an implementation. Copyright is not released for non MPEG-2

NBC/MPEG-4 Audio conforming products. The original developer retains

full right to use the code for his/her own purpose, assign or donate

the code to a third party and to inhibit third party from using the

code for non MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio conforming products. This

copyright notice must be included in all copies or derivative works.

 

Copyright (c) 1997.

 

***************************************************************************/

 

 

/**************************************************************************

 

This software module was originally developed by
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Nokia in the course of development of the MPEG-2 AAC/MPEG-4

Audio standard ISO/IEC13818-7, 14496-1, 2 and 3.

This software module is an implementation of a part

of one or more MPEG-2 AAC/MPEG-4 Audio tools as specified by the

MPEG-2 aac/MPEG-4 Audio standard. ISO/IEC  gives users of the

MPEG-2aac/MPEG-4 Audio standards free license to this software module

or modifications thereof for use in hardware or software products

claiming conformance to the MPEG-2 aac/MPEG-4 Audio  standards. Those

intending to use this software module in hardware or software products

are advised that this use may infringe existing patents. The original

developer of this software module, the subsequent

editors and their companies, and ISO/IEC have no liability for use of

this software module or modifications thereof in an

implementation. Copyright is not released for non MPEG-2 aac/MPEG-4

Audio conforming products. The original developer retains full right to

use the code for the developer's own purpose, assign or donate the code to a

third party and to inhibit third party from using the code for non

MPEG-2 aac/MPEG-4 Audio conforming products. This copyright notice

must be included in all copies or derivative works.

Copyright (c)1997. 

 

***************************************************************************/

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

MPEG-2 NBC Audio Decoder

  "This software module was originally developed by AT&T, Dolby

  Laboratories, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft IIS in the course of development

  of the MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio standard ISO/IEC 13818-7, 14496-1,2 and

  3. This software module is an implementation of a part of one or more

  MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio tools as specified by the MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4

  Audio standard. ISO/IEC gives users of the MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio

  standards free license to this software module or modifications thereof

  for use in hardware or software products claiming conformance to the

  MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio  standards. Those intending to use this software

  module in hardware or software products are advised that this use may

  infringe existing patents. The original developer of this software

  module and his/her company, the subsequent editors and their companies,

  and ISO/IEC have no liability for use of this software module or

  modifications thereof in an implementation. Copyright is not released

  for non MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio conforming products.The original

  developer retains full right to use the code for his/her own purpose,

  assign or donate the code to a third party and to inhibit third party

  from using the code for non MPEG-2 NBC/MPEG-4 Audio conforming products.

  This copyright notice must be included in all copies or derivative

  works."

  Copyright(c)1996.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

/*

* snprintf.c - a portable implementation of snprintf

*

* AUTHOR

*   Mark Martinec <mark.martinec@ijs.si>, April 1999.

*

*   Copyright 1999, Mark Martinec. All rights reserved.

*

* TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

*   it under the terms of the "Frontier Artistic License" which comes

*   with this Kit.

*

*   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

*   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty

*   of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

*   See the Frontier Artistic License for more details.

*

*

*/

 

The "Frontier Artistic License" may be found at

http://www.spinwardstars.com/frontier/fal.html

 

 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2005 The Khronos Group Inc.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

* a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

* "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

* without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

* distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

* permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject

* to the following conditions:

* The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

* in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

* OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY
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* CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

* TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

* SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

/*---------------------------------------------------------------------------*/

 

/**@@@+++@@@@******************************************************************

**

** Microsoft Windows Media

** Copyright (C) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

**

***@@@---@@@@******************************************************************

*/

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions of this file are derived from the following 3GPP standard:

 

   3GPP TS 26.073

   ANSI-C code for the Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR) speech codec

   Available from http://www.3gpp.org

 

(C) 2004, 3GPP Organizational Partners (ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TTA, TTC)

Permission to distribute, modify and use this file under the standard license

terms listed above has been obtained from the copyright holder.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Portions of this file are derived from the following 3GPP standard:

 

   3GPP TS 26.173

   ANSI-C code for the Adaptive Multi-Rate - Wideband (AMR-WB) speech codec

   Available from http://www.3gpp.org

 

(C) 2007, 3GPP Organizational Partners (ARIB, ATIS, CCSA, ETSI, TTA, TTC)

Permission to distribute, modify and use this file under the standard license

terms listed above has been obtained from the copyright holder.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

1.338 acl 2.2.53-4 
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1.338.1 Available under license : 
Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see COPYING.LGPL).

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see below),

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
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you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
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may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Most components of the "acl" package are licensed under

Version 2.1 of the GNU Lesser General Public License (see below).

below.

 

Some components (as annotated in the source) are licensed

under Version 2 of the GNU General Public License (see COPYING).

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,
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not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary
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General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".
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 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.
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 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.
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Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these
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   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
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the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.339 swagger-core 2.1.9 
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1.339.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2020 SmartBear Software Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.340 pxelinux 6.03 
1.340.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate
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parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
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These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
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 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
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exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt
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otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
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system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
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   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001, 2002 Swedish Institute of Computer Science.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

* are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

*    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

*    and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT

 

* SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

* EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT

* OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING

* IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
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* OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* This file is part of the lwIP TCP/IP stack.

*

* Author: Adam Dunkels <adam@sics.se>

*

*/

The Syslinux logo is licensed under the Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this

license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ or send

a letter to Creative Commons, 444 Castro Street, Suite 900, Mountain

View, California, 94041, USA.

 

This copy of the libpng notices is provided for your convenience.  In case of

any discrepancy between this copy and the notices in the file png.h that is

included in the libpng distribution, the latter shall prevail.

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE, DISCLAIMER, and LICENSE:

 

If you modify libpng you may insert additional notices immediately following

this sentence.

 

This code is released under the libpng license.

 

libpng versions 1.2.6, August 15, 2004, through 1.2.44, June 26, 2010, are

Copyright (c) 2004, 2006-2009 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.2.5

with the following individual added to the list of Contributing Authors

 

  Cosmin Truta

 

libpng versions 1.0.7, July 1, 2000, through 1.2.5 - October 3, 2002, are

Copyright (c) 2000-2002 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-1.0.6

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors

 

  Simon-Pierre Cadieux

  Eric S. Raymond

  Gilles Vollant

 

and with the following additions to the disclaimer:

 

  There is no warranty against interference with your enjoyment of the

  library or against infringement.  There is no warranty that our

  efforts or the library will fulfill any of your particular purposes

  or needs.  This library is provided with all faults, and the entire

  risk of satisfactory quality, performance, accuracy, and effort is with

  the user.
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libpng versions 0.97, January 1998, through 1.0.6, March 20, 2000, are

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Glenn Randers-Pehrson, and are

distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.96,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  Tom Lane

  Glenn Randers-Pehrson

  Willem van Schaik

 

libpng versions 0.89, June 1996, through 0.96, May 1997, are

Copyright (c) 1996, 1997 Andreas Dilger

Distributed according to the same disclaimer and license as libpng-0.88,

with the following individuals added to the list of Contributing Authors:

 

  John Bowler

  Kevin Bracey

  Sam Bushell

  Magnus Holmgren

  Greg Roelofs

  Tom Tanner

 

libpng versions 0.5, May 1995, through 0.88, January 1996, are

Copyright (c) 1995, 1996 Guy Eric Schalnat, Group 42, Inc.

 

For the purposes of this copyright and license, "Contributing Authors"

is defined as the following set of individuals:

 

  Andreas Dilger

  Dave Martindale

  Guy Eric Schalnat

  Paul Schmidt

  Tim Wegner

 

The PNG Reference Library is supplied "AS IS".  The Contributing Authors

and Group 42, Inc. disclaim all warranties, expressed or implied,

including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of

fitness for any purpose.  The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc.

assume no liability for direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary,

or consequential damages, which may result from the use of the PNG

Reference Library, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.

 

Permission is hereby granted to use, copy, modify, and distribute this

source code, or portions hereof, for any purpose, without fee, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this source code must not be misrepresented.
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2. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such and must not

  be misrepresented as being the original source.

 

3. This Copyright notice may not be removed or altered from any

  source or altered source distribution.

 

The Contributing Authors and Group 42, Inc. specifically permit, without

fee, and encourage the use of this source code as a component to

supporting the PNG file format in commercial products.  If you use this

source code in a product, acknowledgment is not required but would be

appreciated.

 

 

A "png_get_copyright" function is available, for convenient use in "about"

boxes and the like:

 

  printf("%s",png_get_copyright(NULL));

 

Also, the PNG logo (in PNG format, of course) is supplied in the

files "pngbar.png" and "pngbar.jpg (88x31) and "pngnow.png" (98x31).

 

Libpng is OSI Certified Open Source Software.  OSI Certified Open Source is a

certification mark of the Open Source Initiative.

 

Glenn Randers-Pehrson

glennrp at users.sourceforge.net

June 26, 2010

 

In general gPXE files are licensed under the GPL.  GPLed files are in

general either from Linux or have been explicitly put under GPL by the

authors.  The license for a file is usually documented at the top of

the file. 

 

A few files are inherited from FreeBSD netboot and therefore can be

used under BSD or GPL.  Documented in this file are some of the

non-GPL'ed files.  If the internal documentation for a file disagrees

with what is documented in this file, the internal documentation for

the file shall be override this file.

 

File					Copyright status

 

src/core/misc.c				BSD

src/drivers/net/3c509.c			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c509.h			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c595.c			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c595.h			BSD

src/drivers/net/3c90x.c			Open Source

src/drivers/net/epic100.c		None
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src/drivers/net/epic100.h		None

src/drivers/net/ns8390.c		BSD

src/drivers/net/ns8390.h		BSD

src/arch/i386/include/bits/string.h	None

libcom32 and libutil are licensed under the MIT license:

 

## -----------------------------------------------------------------------

##

##   Copyright 2004-2009 H. Peter Anvin - All Rights Reserved

##   Portions Copyright 2009 Intel Corporation; author: H. Peter Anvin

##

##   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

##   obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

##   files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

##   restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

##   copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

##   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom

##   the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

##   conditions:

##

##   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

##   be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

##

##   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

##   EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

##   OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

##   NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

##   HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

##   WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

##   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

##   OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

##

## -----------------------------------------------------------------------

 

The files in the sample, modules and libgpl directories are mostly under the

GNU GPL (see the file COPYING in the directory above.)

This package was debianized by Nigel Croxon <nigel.croxon@hp.com> using sources

obtained from

 

	http://sourceforge.net/projects/gnu-efi

 

Copyright:

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2007 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P.

      Contributed by David Mosberger <davidm@hpl.hp.com>

      Contributed by Stephane Eranian <eranian@hpl.hp.com>

 

 GNU-EFI is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
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 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

 the Free Software Foundation; either version 2, or (at your option)

 any later version.

 

 GNU-EFI is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

 

 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

 along with GNU-EFI; see the file COPYING.  If not, write to the

 Free Software Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston,

 MA 02110-1301, USA.

 

On a Debian system, the GPL can be found in /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL.

 

 

The files in the "lib" and "inc" subdirectories are using the EFI Application

Toolkit distributed by Intel at http://developer.intel.com/technology/efi

 

This code is covered by the following agreement:

 

Copyright (c) 1999-2007 Intel Corporation

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTEL BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. THE EFI SPECIFICATION AND ALL OTHER INFORMATION

ON THIS WEB SITE ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITH NO WARRANTIES, AND ARE SUBJECT

TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

The EFI headers contained herein are copied from the EFI Development

Kit, available from http://www.tianocore.org and published under the
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following licence:

 

 BSD License from Intel

 Copyright (c) 2004, Intel Corporation

 All rights reserved.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

 are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the Intel Corporation nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

 "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

 LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS

 FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

 COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

 BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

 LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

 CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

 LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

 ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

 POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

This licence applies only to files that are part of the EFI

Development Kit.  Other files may contain their own licence terms, or

may fall under the standard gPXE GPL licence.

 

1.341 libcap-ng 0.7.9 2.1build1
1.341.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.
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    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
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free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based
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on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
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sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or
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linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked
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   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise
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permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing
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and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public
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   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

(This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.)

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some
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specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and
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is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
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 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do
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this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline
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functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more
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   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   {description}

   Copyright (C) {year} {fullname}

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

   USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random

 Hacker.
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 {signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.342 mail 1.6.2 
1.342.1 Available under license : 

 

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL)

Version 1.1

 

   1. Definitions.

       1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

       1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

       1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

       1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

       1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

       1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not

governed by the terms of this License.

       1.7. "License" means this document.

       1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the

initial grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.

       1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

           A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

           B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

           C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

       1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is

originally released under this License.

       1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without

limitation, method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

       1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made

and (b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

       1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of

the terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.
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   2. License Grants.

       2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

       Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

           (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

           (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

           (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

           (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

       2.2. Contributor Grant.

       Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property

claims, each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

           (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

           (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

           (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

           (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

   3. Distribution Obligations.

       3.1. Availability of Source Code.

       Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

       3.2. Modifications.

       The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

       3.3. Required Notices.

       You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered
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Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

       3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

       You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must

make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

       3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

       You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

       3.6. Larger Works.

       You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

   4. Versions of the License.

       4.1. New Versions.

       Oracle is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other

than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

       4.2. Effect of New Versions.

       You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms

of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

       4.3. Modified Versions.

       When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

   5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE
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PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

   6. TERMINATION.

       6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

       6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

"Participant") alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

       6.3. If You assert a patent infringement claim against Participant alleging that the Participant Software directly

or indirectly infringes any patent where such claim is resolved (such as by license or settlement) prior to the

initiation of patent infringement litigation, then the reasonable value of the licenses granted by such Participant

under Sections 2.1 or 2.2 shall be taken into account in determining the amount or value of any payment or license.

       6.4. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

   7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY

AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT

APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S

NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION. SOME

JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

   8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

"commercial computer software" (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. § 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial

computer software documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and

supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

   9. MISCELLANEOUS.
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   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

   10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

 

1.343 hdrhistogram 2.1.12 
1.343.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/WriterReaderPhaser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* @author Gil Tene
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoublePercentileIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ZigZagEncoding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AllValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Base64Helper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/IntCountsHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleLinearIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PackedConcurrentDoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SynchronizedHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/packedarray/PackedArraySingleWriterRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Histogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/LogarithmicIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-jar/org/HdrHistogram/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/RecordedValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/LinearIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PackedDoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AtomicHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramIterationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Recorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ConcurrentDoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramLogReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramLogProcessor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PackedHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SingleWriterDoubleRecorder.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleHistogramIterationValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AbstractHistogramIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SynchronizedDoubleHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PercentileIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/PackedConcurrentHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleRecordedValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleAllValuesIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/SingleWriterRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleLogarithmicIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ShortCountsHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/EncodableHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/HistogramLogScanner.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/packedarray/PackedArrayRecorder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/ConcurrentHistogram.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* @author Gil Tene

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/AbstractHistogram.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/DoubleHistogram.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* package-info.java
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* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-jar/org/HdrHistogram/package-

info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Written by Gil Tene of Azul Systems, and released to the public domain,

* as explained at http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

*

* @author Gil Tene

*/

 

package org.HdrHistogram;

 

final class Version {

   public static final String version="$VERSION$";

   public static final String build_time="$BUILD_TIME$";

}

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1257203437_1642787675.09/0/hdrhistogram-2-1-12-sources-

jar/org/HdrHistogram/Version.java.template

 

1.344 cache-api 1.1.1 
1.344.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following
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conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf
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and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.345 netty-handler-proxy 4.1.51.Final 
1.345.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639653_1597066896.9/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/META-INF/maven/io.netty/netty-handler-proxy/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639653_1597066896.9/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/HttpProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639653_1597066896.9/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639653_1597066896.9/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/package-info.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639653_1597066896.9/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks4ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639653_1597066896.9/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectionEvent.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639653_1597066896.9/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/Socks5ProxyHandler.java

* /opt/ws_local/PERMITS_SQL/1077639653_1597066896.9/0/netty-handler-proxy-4-1-51-final-sources-

jar/io/netty/handler/proxy/ProxyConnectException.java

 

1.346 urllib3 1.25.3 
1.346.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2019 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# Contributions to the urllib3 project

 

## Creator & Maintainer

 

* Andrey Petrov <andrey.petrov@shazow.net>
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## Contributors

 

In chronological order:

 

* victor.vde <http://code.google.com/u/victor.vde/>

 * HTTPS patch (which inspired HTTPSConnectionPool)

 

* erikcederstrand <http://code.google.com/u/erikcederstrand/>

 * NTLM-authenticated HTTPSConnectionPool

 * Basic-authenticated HTTPSConnectionPool (merged into make_headers)

 

* niphlod <niphlod@gmail.com>

 * Client-verified SSL certificates for HTTPSConnectionPool

 * Response gzip and deflate encoding support

 * Better unicode support for filepost using StringIO buffers

 

* btoconnor <brian@btoconnor.net>

 * Non-multipart encoding for POST requests

 

* p.dobrogost <http://code.google.com/u/@WBRSRlBZDhBFXQB6/>

 * Code review, PEP8 compliance, benchmark fix

 

* kennethreitz <me@kennethreitz.com>

 * Bugfixes, suggestions, Requests integration

 

* georgemarshall <https://github.com/georgemarshall>

 * Bugfixes, Improvements and Test coverage

 

* Thomas Kluyver <thomas@kluyver.me.uk>

 * Python 3 support

 

* brandon-rhodes <http://rhodesmill.org/brandon>

 * Design review, bugfixes, test coverage.

 

* studer <theo.studer@gmail.com>

 * IPv6 url support and test coverage

 

* Shivaram Lingamneni <slingamn@cs.stanford.edu>

 * Support for explicitly closing pooled connections

 

* hartator <hartator@gmail.com>

 * Corrected multipart behavior for params

 

* Thomas Weischuh <thomas@t-8ch.de>

 * Support for TLS SNI

 * API unification of ssl_version/cert_reqs

 * SSL fingerprint and alternative hostname verification

 * Bugfixes in testsuite
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* Sune Kirkeby <mig@ibofobi.dk>

 * Optional SNI-support for Python 2 via PyOpenSSL.

 

* Marc Schlaich <marc.schlaich@gmail.com>

 * Various bugfixes and test improvements.

 

* Bryce Boe <bbzbryce@gmail.com>

 * Correct six.moves conflict

 * Fixed pickle support of some exceptions

 

* Boris Figovsky <boris.figovsky@ravellosystems.com>

 * Allowed to skip SSL hostname verification

 

* Cory Benfield <https://lukasa.co.uk/about/>

 * Stream method for Response objects.

 * Return native strings in header values.

 * Generate 'Host' header when using proxies.

 

* Jason Robinson <jaywink@basshero.org>

 * Add missing WrappedSocket.fileno method in PyOpenSSL

 

* Audrius Butkevicius <audrius.butkevicius@elastichosts.com>

 * Fixed a race condition

 

* Stanislav Vitkovskiy <stas.vitkovsky@gmail.com>

 * Added HTTPS (CONNECT) proxy support

 

* Stephen Holsapple <sholsapp@gmail.com>

 * Added abstraction for granular control of request fields

 

* Martin von Gagern <Martin.vGagern@gmx.net>

 * Support for non-ASCII header parameters

 

* Kevin Burke <kev@inburke.com> and Pavel Kirichenko <juanych@yandex-team.ru>

 * Support for separate connect and request timeouts

 

* Peter Waller <p@pwaller.net>

 * HTTPResponse.tell() for determining amount received over the wire

 

* Nipunn Koorapati <nipunn1313@gmail.com>

 * Ignore default ports when comparing hosts for equality

 

* Danilo @dbrgn <https://dbrgn.ch/>

 * Disabled TLS compression by default on Python 3.2+

 * Disabled TLS compression in pyopenssl contrib module

 * Configurable cipher suites in pyopenssl contrib module
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* Roman Bogorodskiy <roman.bogorodskiy@ericsson.com>

 * Account retries on proxy errors

 

* Nicolas Delaby <nicolas.delaby@ezeep.com>

 * Use the platform-specific CA certificate locations

 

* Josh Schneier <https://github.com/jschneier>

 * HTTPHeaderDict and associated tests and docs

 * Bugfixes, docs, test coverage

 

* Tahia Khan <http://tahia.tk/>

 * Added Timeout examples in docs

 

* Arthur Grunseid <https://grunseid.com>

 * source_address support and tests (with https://github.com/bui)

 

* Ian Cordasco <graffatcolmingov@gmail.com>

 * PEP8 Compliance and Linting

 * Add ability to pass socket options to an HTTP Connection

 

* Erik Tollerud <erik.tollerud@gmail.com>

 * Support for standard library io module.

 

* Krishna Prasad <kprasad.iitd@gmail.com>

 * Google App Engine documentation

 

* Aaron Meurer <asmeurer@gmail.com>

 * Added Url.url, which unparses a Url

 

* Evgeny Kapun <abacabadabacaba@gmail.com>

 * Bugfixes

 

* Benjamen Meyer <bm_witness@yahoo.com>

 * Security Warning Documentation update for proper capture

 

* Shivan Sornarajah <github@sornars.com>

 * Support for using ConnectionPool and PoolManager as context managers.

 

* Alex Gaynor <alex.gaynor@gmail.com>

 * Updates to the default SSL configuration

 

* Tomas Tomecek <ttomecek@redhat.com>

 * Implemented generator for getting chunks from chunked responses.

 

* tlynn <https://github.com/tlynn>

 * Respect the warning preferences at import.

 

* David D. Riddle <ddriddle@illinois.edu>
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 * IPv6 bugfixes in testsuite

 

* Thea Flowers <magicalgirl@google.com>

 * App Engine environment tests.

 * Documentation re-write.

 

* John Krauss <https://github.com/talos>

 * Clues to debugging problems with `cryptography` dependency in docs

 

* Disassem <https://github.com/Disassem>

 * Fix pool-default headers not applying for url-encoded requests like GET.

 

* James Atherfold <jlatherfold@hotmail.com>

 * Bugfixes relating to cleanup of connections during errors.

 

* Christian Pedersen <https://github.com/chripede>

 * IPv6 HTTPS proxy bugfix

 

* Jordan Moldow <https://github.com/jmoldow>

 * Fix low-level exceptions leaking from ``HTTPResponse.stream()``.

 * Bugfix for ``ConnectionPool.urlopen(release_conn=False)``.

 * Creation of ``HTTPConnectionPool.ResponseCls``.

 

* Predrag Gruevski <https://github.com/obi1kenobi>

 * Made cert digest comparison use a constant-time algorithm.

 

* Adam Talsma <https://github.com/a-tal>

 * Bugfix to ca_cert file paths.

 

* Evan Meagher <https://evanmeagher.net>

 * Bugfix related to `memoryview` usage in PyOpenSSL adapter

 

* John Vandenberg <jayvdb@gmail.com>

 * Python 2.6 fixes; pyflakes and pep8 compliance

 

* Andy Caldwell <andy.m.caldwell@googlemail.com>

 * Bugfix related to reusing connections in indeterminate states.

 

* Ville Skytt <ville.skytta@iki.fi>

 * Logging efficiency improvements, spelling fixes, Travis config.

 

* Shige Takeda <smtakeda@gmail.com>

 * Started Recipes documentation and added a recipe about handling concatenated gzip data in HTTP response

 

* Jess Shapiro <jesse@jesseshapiro.net>

 * Various character-encoding fixes/tweaks

 * Disabling IPv6 DNS when IPv6 connections not supported
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* David Foster <http://dafoster.net/>

 * Ensure order of request and response headers are preserved.

 

* Jeremy Cline <jeremy@jcline.org>

 * Added connection pool keys by scheme

 

* Aviv Palivoda <palaviv@gmail.com>

 * History list to Retry object.

 * HTTPResponse contains the last Retry object.

 

* Nate Prewitt <nate.prewitt@gmail.com>

 * Ensure timeouts are not booleans and greater than zero.

 * Fixed infinite loop in ``stream`` when amt=None.

 * Added length_remaining to determine remaining data to be read.

 * Added enforce_content_length to raise exception when incorrect content-length received.

 

* Seth Michael Larson <sethmichaellarson@protonmail.com>

 * Created selectors backport that supports PEP 475.

 

* Alexandre Dias <alex.dias@smarkets.com>

 * Don't retry on timeout if method not in whitelist

 

* Moinuddin Quadri <moin18@gmail.com>

 * Lazily load idna package

 

* Tom White <s6yg1ez3@mail2tor.com>

 * Made SOCKS handler differentiate socks5h from socks5 and socks4a from socks4.

 

* Tim Burke <tim.burke@gmail.com>

 * Stop buffering entire deflate-encoded responses.

 

* Tuukka Mustonen <tuukka.mustonen@gmail.com>

 * Add counter for status_forcelist retries.

 

* Erik Rose <erik@mozilla.com>

 * Bugfix to pyopenssl vendoring

 

* Wolfgang Richter <wolfgang.richter@gmail.com>

 * Bugfix related to loading full certificate chains with PyOpenSSL backend.

 

* Mike Miller <github@mikeage.net>

 * Logging improvements to include the HTTP(S) port when opening a new connection

 

* Ioannis Tziakos <mail@itziakos.gr>

 * Fix ``util.selectors._fileobj_to_fd`` to accept ``long``.

 * Update appveyor tox setup to use the 64bit python.

 

* Akamai (through Jess Shapiro) <jshapiro@akamai.com>
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 * Ongoing maintenance; 2017-2018

 

* Dominique Leuenberger <dimstar@opensuse.org>

 * Minor fixes in the test suite

 

* Will Bond <will@wbond.net>

 * Add Python 2.6 support to ``contrib.securetransport``

 

* Aleksei Alekseev <alekseev.yeskela@gmail.com>

 * using auth info for socks proxy

 

* Chris Wilcox <git@crwilcox.com>

 * Improve contribution guide

 * Add ``HTTPResponse.geturl`` method to provide ``urllib2.urlopen().geturl()`` behavior

 

* Bruce Merry <https://www.brucemerry.org.za>

 * Fix leaking exceptions when system calls are interrupted with zero timeout

 

* Hugo van Kemenade <https://github.com/hugovk>

 * Drop support for EOL Python 2.6

 

* Tim Bell <https://github.com/timb07>

 * Bugfix for responses with Content-Type: message/* logging warnings

 

* Justin Bramley <https://github.com/jbramleycl>

 * Add ability to handle multiple Content-Encodings

 

* Katsuhiko YOSHIDA <https://github.com/kyoshidajp>

 * Remove Authorization header regardless of case when redirecting to cross-site

 

* [Your name or handle] <[email or website]>

 * [Brief summary of your changes]

 

1.347 zstd 1.3.8+dfsg-3+deb10u2 
1.347.1 Available under license : 

Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/

Upstream-Name: Zstd

Source: https://github.com/facebook/zstd

Files-Excluded: appveyor.yml

               circle.yml

               build/*

               programs/windres/*

               .travis.yml

               .buckversion

               .buckconfig

               .circleci/*
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Files: *

Copyright: 2013-2018, Yann Collet

	       2016, Przemyslaw Skibinski

	       2016-2018, Facebook, Inc.

License: BSD-3-clause and GPL-2

Comment: Starting from 1.3.1 zstd's patent claim is removed

see: https://github.com/facebook/zstd/pull/801

 

Files: zlibWrapper/examples/*.c

Copyright: 1995-2006, 2011 Jean-loup Gailly

License: zlib

 

Files: zlibWrapper/gz*.c

Copyright: (C) 2004, 2005, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013 Mark Adler

License: zlib

 

License: zlib

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

.

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

.

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

   claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

   in a product, an acknowledgement in the product documentation would be

   appreciated but is not required.

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

   misrepresented as being the original software.

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

Files: contrib/linux-kernel/fs/squashfs/*

Copyright: 2017 Facebook

License: GPL-2+

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License

as published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2,

or (at your option) any later version.

.

 This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

 GNU General Public License for more details.

.

On Debian systems you can find a full copy of the GNU General Public
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License version 2 at /usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2.

 

Files: lib/dictBuilder/divsufsort.*

Copyright: 2003-2008, Yuta Mori

License: Expat

 

Files: examples/*

Copyright: 2016-present, Yann Collet, Facebook, Inc.

License: BSD-3-clause and GPL-2

 

Files: debian/*

Copyright: 2015-2016 Kevin Murray <spam@kdmurray.id.au>

License: Expat

 

License: Expat

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

.

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS

BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

License: GPL-2

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License, v2, as

published by the Free Software Foundation

.

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

.

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
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.

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General Public

License version 2 can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2'.

 

License: BSD-3-clause

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

    * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

    * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

    * Neither the name of cereal nor the

      names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

      derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL RANDOLPH VOORHIES OR SHANE GRANT BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.348 open-vm-tools 9.4.0 
1.348.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change
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free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.
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 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.
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		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.
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 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.
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 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.
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   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,
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or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU
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FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of VMware Inc. nor the names of its contributors

  may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

  without specific prior written permission of VMware Inc.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

   1.1. "Contributor" means each individual or entity that creates

        or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

   1.2. "Contributor Version" means the combination of the Original

        Software, prior Modifications used by a Contributor (if any),

        and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

   1.3. "Covered Software" means (a) the Original Software, or (b)

        Modifications, or (c) the combination of files containing

        Original Software with files containing Modifications, in

        each case including portions thereof.
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   1.4. "Executable" means the Covered Software in any form other

        than Source Code.

 

   1.5. "Initial Developer" means the individual or entity that first

        makes Original Software available under this License.

 

   1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines Covered Software or

        portions thereof with code not governed by the terms of this

        License.

 

   1.7. "License" means this document.

 

   1.8. "Licensable" means having the right to grant, to the maximum

        extent possible, whether at the time of the initial grant or

        subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed

        herein.

 

   1.9. "Modifications" means the Source Code and Executable form of

        any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or

          modification of the contents of a file containing Original

          Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original

          Software or previous Modifications; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made

          available under the terms of this License.

 

   1.10. "Original Software" means the Source Code and Executable

         form of computer software code that is originally released

         under this License.

 

   1.11. "Patent Claims" means any patent claim(s), now owned or

         hereafter acquired, including without limitation, method,

         process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by

         grantor.

 

   1.12. "Source Code" means (a) the common form of computer software

         code in which modifications are made and (b) associated

         documentation included in or with such code.

 

   1.13. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity

         exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms

         of, this License.  For legal entities, "You" includes any

         entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under common
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         control with You.  For purposes of this definition,

         "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

         the direction or management of such entity, whether by

         contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

         percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

         ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

   2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

   subject to third party intellectual property claims, the Initial

   Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or

           trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

           reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and

           distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof),

           with or without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger

           Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or

           selling of Original Software, to make, have made, use,

           practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise

           dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are

           effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes

           or otherwise makes the Original Software available to a

           third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is

           granted: (1) for code that You delete from the Original

           Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the

           modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

           combination of the Original Software with other software

           or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and

   subject to third party intellectual property claims, each

   Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

   non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or
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           trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use, reproduce,

           modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the

           Modifications created by such Contributor (or portions

           thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other

           Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

           Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or

           selling of Modifications made by that Contributor either

           alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version

           (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

           offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of:

           (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

           thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by

           that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or portions

           of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are

           effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

           otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third

           party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is

           granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has deleted

           from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused

           by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor Version,

           or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that

           Contributor with other software (except as part of the

           Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent

           Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

           Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

   3.1. Availability of Source Code.

 

   Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make

   available in Executable form must also be made available in Source

   Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under

   the terms of this License.  You must include a copy of this

   License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered

   Software You distribute or otherwise make available.  You must

   inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable form

   as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code

   form in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

   used for software exchange.

 

   3.2. Modifications.
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   The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are

   governed by the terms of this License.  You represent that You

   believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or

   You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed by this

   License.

 

   3.3. Required Notices.

 

   You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that

   identifies You as the Contributor of the Modification.  You may

   not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices

   contained within the Covered Software, or any notices of licensing

   or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or

   the Initial Developer.

 

   3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

 

   You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in

   Source Code form that alters or restricts the applicable version

   of this License or the recipients' rights hereunder.  You may

   choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of

   Covered Software.  However, you may do so only on Your own behalf,

   and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor.

   You must make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support,

   indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone, and You

   hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every

   Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

   such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or

   liability terms You offer.

 

   3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

 

   You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software

   under the terms of this License or under the terms of a license of

   Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License,

   provided that You are in compliance with the terms of this License

   and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to

   limit or alter the recipient's rights in the Source Code form from

   the rights set forth in this License.  If You distribute the

   Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You

   must make it absolutely clear that any terms which differ from

   this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial

   Developer or Contributor.  You hereby agree to indemnify the

   Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred

   by the Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of any

   such terms You offer.
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   3.6. Larger Works.

 

   You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with

   other code not governed by the terms of this License and

   distribute the Larger Work as a single product.  In such a case,

   You must make sure the requirements of this License are fulfilled

   for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

   4.1. New Versions.

 

   Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may

   publish revised and/or new versions of this License from time to

   time.  Each version will be given a distinguishing version number.

   Except as provided in Section 4.3, no one other than the license

   steward has the right to modify this License.

 

   4.2. Effect of New Versions.

 

   You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the

   Covered Software available under the terms of the version of the

   License under which You originally received the Covered Software.

   If the Initial Developer includes a notice in the Original

   Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made

   available under any subsequent version of the License, You must

   distribute and make the Covered Software available under the terms

   of the version of the License under which You originally received

   the Covered Software.  Otherwise, You may also choose to use,

   distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under

   the terms of any subsequent version of the License published by

   the license steward.

 

   4.3. Modified Versions.

 

   When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new

   license for Your Original Software, You may create and use a

   modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license

   and remove any references to the name of the license steward

   (except to note that the license differs from this License); and

   (b) otherwise make it clear that the license contains terms which

   differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

   COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
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   INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED

   SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

   PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD ANY

   COVERED SOFTWARE PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY

   NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.  THIS DISCLAIMER OF

   WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE.  NO USE OF

   ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS

   DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

   6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate

   automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail to

   cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach.

   Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect beyond

   the termination of this License shall survive.

 

   6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding

   declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer or a

   Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You

   assert such claim is referred to as "Participant") alleging that

   the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where

   the Participant is a Contributor or the Original Software where

   the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly

   infringes any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or

   indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

   the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors

   under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall, upon 60 days

   notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically

   at the expiration of such 60 day notice period, unless if within

   such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the

   Participant Software against such Participant either unilaterally

   or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

   6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above,

   all end user licenses that have been validly granted by You or any

   distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses

   granted to You by any distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

   UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT

   (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE

   INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF

   COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE

   LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR
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   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT

   LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK

   STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER

   COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN

   INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  THIS LIMITATION OF

   LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL

   INJURY RESULTING FROM SUCH PARTY'S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT

   APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH LIMITATION.  SOME JURISDICTIONS DO

   NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR

   CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

   APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

   The Covered Software is a "commercial item," as that term is

   defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of "commercial

   computer software" (as that term is defined at 48

   C.F.R. 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and "commercial computer software

   documentation" as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212

   (Sept. 1995).  Consistent with 48 C.F.R. 12.212 and 48

   C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all

   U.S. Government End Users acquire Covered Software with only those

   rights set forth herein.  This U.S. Government Rights clause is in

   lieu of, and supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or

   provision that addresses Government rights in computer software

   under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

   This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject

   matter hereof.  If any provision of this License is held to be

   unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

   necessary to make it enforceable.  This License shall be governed

   by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained

   within the Original Software (except to the extent applicable law,

   if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction's

   conflict-of-law provisions.  Any litigation relating to this

   License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located

   in the jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained

   within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

   for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and

   reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses.  The application of the

   United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale

   of Goods is expressly excluded.  Any law or regulation which

   provides that the language of a contract shall be construed

   against the drafter shall not apply to this License.  You agree

   that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United

   States export administration regulations (and the export control
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   laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use,

   distribute or otherwise make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

   As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is

   responsible for claims and damages arising, directly or

   indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License

   and You agree to work with Initial Developer and Contributors to

   distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis.  Nothing

   herein is intended or shall be deemed to constitute any admission

   of liability.

 

1.349 docker-cli v19.03.5 
1.349.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Philip Hofer

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the
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rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2018 Docker, Inc.
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (C) 2013 Blake Mizerany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Rackspace. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 The Gorilla Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

	 * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

	 * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

	 * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the
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distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,
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     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)
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     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.
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  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

                                Apache License
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                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions
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     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices
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         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004
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                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally
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     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or
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     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Vishvananda Ishaya.

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2012 SocialCode

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
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a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2018 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Ben Johnson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Corporation ("Creative Commons") is not a law firm and

does not provide legal services or legal advice. Distribution of

Creative Commons public licenses does not create a lawyer-client or

other relationship. Creative Commons makes its licenses and related

information available on an "as-is" basis. Creative Commons gives no

warranties regarding its licenses, any material licensed under their

terms and conditions, or any related information. Creative Commons

disclaims all liability for damages resulting from their use to the
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fullest extent possible.

 

Using Creative Commons Public Licenses

 

Creative Commons public licenses provide a standard set of terms and

conditions that creators and other rights holders may use to share

original works of authorship and other material subject to copyright

and certain other rights specified in the public license below. The

following considerations are for informational purposes only, are not

exhaustive, and do not form part of our licenses.

 

    Considerations for licensors: Our public licenses are

    intended for use by those authorized to give the public

    permission to use material in ways otherwise restricted by

    copyright and certain other rights. Our licenses are

    irrevocable. Licensors should read and understand the terms

    and conditions of the license they choose before applying it.

    Licensors should also secure all rights necessary before

    applying our licenses so that the public can reuse the

    material as expected. Licensors should clearly mark any

    material not subject to the license. This includes other CC-

    licensed material, or material used under an exception or

    limitation to copyright. More considerations for licensors:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensors

 

    Considerations for the public: By using one of our public

    licenses, a licensor grants the public permission to use the

    licensed material under specified terms and conditions. If

    the licensor's permission is not necessary for any reason--for

    example, because of any applicable exception or limitation to

    copyright--then that use is not regulated by the license. Our

    licenses grant only permissions under copyright and certain

    other rights that a licensor has authority to grant. Use of

    the licensed material may still be restricted for other

    reasons, including because others have copyright or other

    rights in the material. A licensor may make special requests,

    such as asking that all changes be marked or described.

    Although not required by our licenses, you are encouraged to

    respect those requests where reasonable. More_considerations

    for the public:

	wiki.creativecommons.org/Considerations_for_licensees

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public

License

 

By exercising the Licensed Rights (defined below), You accept and agree
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to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Creative Commons

Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Public License ("Public

License"). To the extent this Public License may be interpreted as a

contract, You are granted the Licensed Rights in consideration of Your

acceptance of these terms and conditions, and the Licensor grants You

such rights in consideration of benefits the Licensor receives from

making the Licensed Material available under these terms and

conditions.

 

 

Section 1 -- Definitions.

 

 a. Adapted Material means material subject to Copyright and Similar

    Rights that is derived from or based upon the Licensed Material

    and in which the Licensed Material is translated, altered,

    arranged, transformed, or otherwise modified in a manner requiring

    permission under the Copyright and Similar Rights held by the

    Licensor. For purposes of this Public License, where the Licensed

    Material is a musical work, performance, or sound recording,

    Adapted Material is always produced where the Licensed Material is

    synched in timed relation with a moving image.

 

 b. Adapter's License means the license You apply to Your Copyright

    and Similar Rights in Your contributions to Adapted Material in

    accordance with the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 c. BY-SA Compatible License means a license listed at

    creativecommons.org/compatiblelicenses, approved by Creative

    Commons as essentially the equivalent of this Public License.

 

 d. Copyright and Similar Rights means copyright and/or similar rights

    closely related to copyright including, without limitation,

    performance, broadcast, sound recording, and Sui Generis Database

    Rights, without regard to how the rights are labeled or

    categorized. For purposes of this Public License, the rights

    specified in Section 2(b)(1)-(2) are not Copyright and Similar

    Rights.

 

 e. Effective Technological Measures means those measures that, in the

    absence of proper authority, may not be circumvented under laws

    fulfilling obligations under Article 11 of the WIPO Copyright

    Treaty adopted on December 20, 1996, and/or similar international

    agreements.

 

 f. Exceptions and Limitations means fair use, fair dealing, and/or

    any other exception or limitation to Copyright and Similar Rights

    that applies to Your use of the Licensed Material.
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 g. License Elements means the license attributes listed in the name

    of a Creative Commons Public License. The License Elements of this

    Public License are Attribution and ShareAlike.

 

 h. Licensed Material means the artistic or literary work, database,

    or other material to which the Licensor applied this Public

    License.

 

 i. Licensed Rights means the rights granted to You subject to the

    terms and conditions of this Public License, which are limited to

    all Copyright and Similar Rights that apply to Your use of the

    Licensed Material and that the Licensor has authority to license.

 

 j. Licensor means the individual(s) or entity(ies) granting rights

    under this Public License.

 

 k. Share means to provide material to the public by any means or

    process that requires permission under the Licensed Rights, such

    as reproduction, public display, public performance, distribution,

    dissemination, communication, or importation, and to make material

    available to the public including in ways that members of the

    public may access the material from a place and at a time

    individually chosen by them.

 

 l. Sui Generis Database Rights means rights other than copyright

    resulting from Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of

    the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of databases,

    as amended and/or succeeded, as well as other essentially

    equivalent rights anywhere in the world.

 

 m. You means the individual or entity exercising the Licensed Rights

    under this Public License. Your has a corresponding meaning.

 

 

Section 2 -- Scope.

 

 a. License grant.

 

      1. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Public License,

         the Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide, royalty-free,

         non-sublicensable, non-exclusive, irrevocable license to

         exercise the Licensed Rights in the Licensed Material to:

 

           a. reproduce and Share the Licensed Material, in whole or

              in part; and

 

           b. produce, reproduce, and Share Adapted Material.
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      2. Exceptions and Limitations. For the avoidance of doubt, where

         Exceptions and Limitations apply to Your use, this Public

         License does not apply, and You do not need to comply with

         its terms and conditions.

 

      3. Term. The term of this Public License is specified in Section

         6(a).

 

      4. Media and formats; technical modifications allowed. The

         Licensor authorizes You to exercise the Licensed Rights in

         all media and formats whether now known or hereafter created,

         and to make technical modifications necessary to do so. The

         Licensor waives and/or agrees not to assert any right or

         authority to forbid You from making technical modifications

         necessary to exercise the Licensed Rights, including

         technical modifications necessary to circumvent Effective

         Technological Measures. For purposes of this Public License,

         simply making modifications authorized by this Section 2(a)

         (4) never produces Adapted Material.

 

      5. Downstream recipients.

 

           a. Offer from the Licensor -- Licensed Material. Every

              recipient of the Licensed Material automatically

              receives an offer from the Licensor to exercise the

              Licensed Rights under the terms and conditions of this

              Public License.

 

           b. Additional offer from the Licensor -- Adapted Material.

              Every recipient of Adapted Material from You

              automatically receives an offer from the Licensor to

              exercise the Licensed Rights in the Adapted Material

              under the conditions of the Adapter's License You apply.

 

           c. No downstream restrictions. You may not offer or impose

              any additional or different terms or conditions on, or

              apply any Effective Technological Measures to, the

              Licensed Material if doing so restricts exercise of the

              Licensed Rights by any recipient of the Licensed

              Material.

 

      6. No endorsement. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or

         may be construed as permission to assert or imply that You

         are, or that Your use of the Licensed Material is, connected

         with, or sponsored, endorsed, or granted official status by,

         the Licensor or others designated to receive attribution as

         provided in Section 3(a)(1)(A)(i).
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 b. Other rights.

 

      1. Moral rights, such as the right of integrity, are not

         licensed under this Public License, nor are publicity,

         privacy, and/or other similar personality rights; however, to

         the extent possible, the Licensor waives and/or agrees not to

         assert any such rights held by the Licensor to the limited

         extent necessary to allow You to exercise the Licensed

         Rights, but not otherwise.

 

      2. Patent and trademark rights are not licensed under this

         Public License.

 

      3. To the extent possible, the Licensor waives any right to

         collect royalties from You for the exercise of the Licensed

         Rights, whether directly or through a collecting society

         under any voluntary or waivable statutory or compulsory

         licensing scheme. In all other cases the Licensor expressly

         reserves any right to collect such royalties.

 

 

Section 3 -- License Conditions.

 

Your exercise of the Licensed Rights is expressly made subject to the

following conditions.

 

 a. Attribution.

 

      1. If You Share the Licensed Material (including in modified

         form), You must:

 

           a. retain the following if it is supplied by the Licensor

              with the Licensed Material:

 

                i. identification of the creator(s) of the Licensed

                   Material and any others designated to receive

                   attribution, in any reasonable manner requested by

                   the Licensor (including by pseudonym if

                   designated);

 

               ii. a copyright notice;

 

              iii. a notice that refers to this Public License;

 

               iv. a notice that refers to the disclaimer of

                   warranties;

 

                v. a URI or hyperlink to the Licensed Material to the
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                   extent reasonably practicable;

 

           b. indicate if You modified the Licensed Material and

              retain an indication of any previous modifications; and

 

           c. indicate the Licensed Material is licensed under this

              Public License, and include the text of, or the URI or

              hyperlink to, this Public License.

 

      2. You may satisfy the conditions in Section 3(a)(1) in any

         reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and context in

         which You Share the Licensed Material. For example, it may be

         reasonable to satisfy the conditions by providing a URI or

         hyperlink to a resource that includes the required

         information.

 

      3. If requested by the Licensor, You must remove any of the

         information required by Section 3(a)(1)(A) to the extent

         reasonably practicable.

 

 b. ShareAlike.

 

    In addition to the conditions in Section 3(a), if You Share

    Adapted Material You produce, the following conditions also apply.

 

      1. The Adapter's License You apply must be a Creative Commons

         license with the same License Elements, this version or

         later, or a BY-SA Compatible License.

 

      2. You must include the text of, or the URI or hyperlink to, the

         Adapter's License You apply. You may satisfy this condition

         in any reasonable manner based on the medium, means, and

         context in which You Share Adapted Material.

 

      3. You may not offer or impose any additional or different terms

         or conditions on, or apply any Effective Technological

         Measures to, Adapted Material that restrict exercise of the

         rights granted under the Adapter's License You apply.

 

 

Section 4 -- Sui Generis Database Rights.

 

Where the Licensed Rights include Sui Generis Database Rights that

apply to Your use of the Licensed Material:

 

 a. for the avoidance of doubt, Section 2(a)(1) grants You the right

    to extract, reuse, reproduce, and Share all or a substantial

    portion of the contents of the database;
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 b. if You include all or a substantial portion of the database

    contents in a database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights, then the database in which You have Sui Generis Database

    Rights (but not its individual contents) is Adapted Material,

 

    including for purposes of Section 3(b); and

 c. You must comply with the conditions in Section 3(a) if You Share

    all or a substantial portion of the contents of the database.

 

For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 4 supplements and does not

replace Your obligations under this Public License where the Licensed

Rights include other Copyright and Similar Rights.

 

 

Section 5 -- Disclaimer of Warranties and Limitation of Liability.

 

 a. UNLESS OTHERWISE SEPARATELY UNDERTAKEN BY THE LICENSOR, TO THE

    EXTENT POSSIBLE, THE LICENSOR OFFERS THE LICENSED MATERIAL AS-IS

    AND AS-AVAILABLE, AND MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF

    ANY KIND CONCERNING THE LICENSED MATERIAL, WHETHER EXPRESS,

    IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR OTHER. THIS INCLUDES, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

    PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

    ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT

    KNOWN OR DISCOVERABLE. WHERE DISCLAIMERS OF WARRANTIES ARE NOT

    ALLOWED IN FULL OR IN PART, THIS DISCLAIMER MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 b. TO THE EXTENT POSSIBLE, IN NO EVENT WILL THE LICENSOR BE LIABLE

    TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

    NEGLIGENCE) OR OTHERWISE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INDIRECT,

    INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, OR OTHER LOSSES,

    COSTS, EXPENSES, OR DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS PUBLIC LICENSE OR

    USE OF THE LICENSED MATERIAL, EVEN IF THE LICENSOR HAS BEEN

    ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSSES, COSTS, EXPENSES, OR

    DAMAGES. WHERE A LIMITATION OF LIABILITY IS NOT ALLOWED IN FULL OR

    IN PART, THIS LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

 c. The disclaimer of warranties and limitation of liability provided

    above shall be interpreted in a manner that, to the extent

    possible, most closely approximates an absolute disclaimer and

    waiver of all liability.

 

 

Section 6 -- Term and Termination.

 

 a. This Public License applies for the term of the Copyright and

    Similar Rights licensed here. However, if You fail to comply with
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    this Public License, then Your rights under this Public License

    terminate automatically.

 

 b. Where Your right to use the Licensed Material has terminated under

    Section 6(a), it reinstates:

 

      1. automatically as of the date the violation is cured, provided

         it is cured within 30 days of Your discovery of the

         violation; or

 

      2. upon express reinstatement by the Licensor.

 

    For the avoidance of doubt, this Section 6(b) does not affect any

    right the Licensor may have to seek remedies for Your violations

    of this Public License.

 

 c. For the avoidance of doubt, the Licensor may also offer the

    Licensed Material under separate terms or conditions or stop

    distributing the Licensed Material at any time; however, doing so

    will not terminate this Public License.

 

 d. Sections 1, 5, 6, 7, and 8 survive termination of this Public

    License.

 

 

Section 7 -- Other Terms and Conditions.

 

 a. The Licensor shall not be bound by any additional or different

    terms or conditions communicated by You unless expressly agreed.

 

 b. Any arrangements, understandings, or agreements regarding the

    Licensed Material not stated herein are separate from and

    independent of the terms and conditions of this Public License.

 

 

Section 8 -- Interpretation.

 

 a. For the avoidance of doubt, this Public License does not, and

    shall not be interpreted to, reduce, limit, restrict, or impose

    conditions on any use of the Licensed Material that could lawfully

    be made without permission under this Public License.

 

 b. To the extent possible, if any provision of this Public License is

    deemed unenforceable, it shall be automatically reformed to the

    minimum extent necessary to make it enforceable. If the provision

    cannot be reformed, it shall be severed from this Public License

    without affecting the enforceability of the remaining terms and

    conditions.
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 c. No term or condition of this Public License will be waived and no

    failure to comply consented to unless expressly agreed to by the

    Licensor.

 

 d. Nothing in this Public License constitutes or may be interpreted

    as a limitation upon, or waiver of, any privileges and immunities

    that apply to the Licensor or You, including from the legal

    processes of any jurisdiction or authority.

 

 

=======================================================================

 

Creative Commons is not a party to its public licenses.

Notwithstanding, Creative Commons may elect to apply one of its public

licenses to material it publishes and in those instances will be

considered the "Licensor." Except for the limited purpose of indicating

that material is shared under a Creative Commons public license or as

otherwise permitted by the Creative Commons policies published at

creativecommons.org/policies, Creative Commons does not authorize the

use of the trademark "Creative Commons" or any other trademark or logo

of Creative Commons without its prior written consent including,

without limitation, in connection with any unauthorized modifications

to any of its public licenses or any other arrangements,

understandings, or agreements concerning use of licensed material. For

the avoidance of doubt, this paragraph does not form part of the public

licenses.

 

Creative Commons may be contacted at creativecommons.org.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Yasuhiro Matsumoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE
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SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 fsnotify Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR
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A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Mozilla Public License Version 2.0

==================================

 

1. Definitions

--------------

 

1.1. "Contributor"

   means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to

   the creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"
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   means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used

   by a Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

   means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

   means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached

   the notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code

   Form, and Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case

   including portions thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

   means

 

   (a) that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described

       in Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

   (b) that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the

       terms of a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

   means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

   means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in

   a separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"

   means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

   means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible,

   whether at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and

   all of the rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

   means any of the following:

 

   (a) any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered

       Software; or

 

   (b) any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered

       Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor
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   means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

   process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

   Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the

   License, by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having

   made, import, or transfer of either its Contributions or its

   Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

   means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU

   Lesser General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General

   Public License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those

   licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

   means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

   means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

   License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that

   controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with You. For

   purposes of this definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct

   or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity,

   whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than

   fifty percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial

   ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

--------------------------------

 

2.1. Grants

 

Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

non-exclusive license:

 

(a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

   Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

   modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

   Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

   as part of a Larger Work; and

 

(b) under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer

   for sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

   Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first
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distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

Contributor:

 

(a) for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software;

   or

 

(b) for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

   modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

   Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

   Version); or

 

(c) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

   its Contributions.

 

This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if

permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights

to grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted

in Section 2.1.
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3. Responsibilities

-------------------

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

(a) such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code

   Form, as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of

   the Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code

   Form by reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more

   than the cost of distribution to the recipient; and

 

(b) You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

   License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

   license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter

   the recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

(including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty,

or limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of

the Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to
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the extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

---------------------------------------------------

 

If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this

License with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to

statute, judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with

the terms of this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b)

describe the limitations and the code they affect. Such description must

be placed in a text file included with all distributions of the Covered

Software under this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute

or regulation, such description must be sufficiently detailed for a

recipient of ordinary skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

--------------

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically

if You fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become

compliant, then the rights granted under this License from a particular

Contributor are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such

Contributor explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an

ongoing basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the

non-compliance by some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have

come back into compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular

Contributor are reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor

notifies You of the non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the

first time You have received notice of non-compliance with this License

from such Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after

Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version
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directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all

end user license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which

have been validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License

prior to termination shall survive termination.

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  6. Disclaimer of Warranty                                           *

*  -------------------------                                           *

*                                                                      *

*  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is"       *

*  basis, without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or  *

*  statutory, including, without limitation, warranties that the       *

*  Covered Software is free of defects, merchantable, fit for a        *

*  particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire risk as to the     *

*  quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.        *

*  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You     *

*  (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,   *

*  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an   *

*  essential part of this License. No use of any Covered Software is   *

*  authorized under this License except under this disclaimer.         *

*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

************************************************************************

*                                                                      *

*  7. Limitation of Liability                                          *

*  --------------------------                                          *

*                                                                      *

*  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort      *

*  (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any           *

*  Contributor, or anyone who distributes Covered Software as          *

*  permitted above, be liable to You for any direct, indirect,         *

*  special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character      *

*  including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of    *

*  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any    *

*  and all other commercial damages or losses, even if such party      *

*  shall have been informed of the possibility of such damages. This   *

*  limitation of liability shall not apply to liability for death or   *

*  personal injury resulting from such party's negligence to the       *

*  extent applicable law prohibits such limitation. Some               *

*  jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of           *

*  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and          *

*  limitation may not apply to You.                                    *
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*                                                                      *

************************************************************************

 

8. Litigation

-------------

 

Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the

courts of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal

place of business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions.

Nothing in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring

cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

----------------

 

This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides

that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter

shall not be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

10. Versions of the License

---------------------------

 

10.1. New Versions

 

Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

such modified license differs from this License).
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10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

Licenses

 

If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

-------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public

 License, v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this

 file, You can obtain one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look

for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

---------------------------------------------------------

 

 This Source Code Form is "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses", as

 defined by the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE
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The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2015 Ugorji Nwoke.

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,
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     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.
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  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,
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         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all
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     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2015, Google Inc

  Copyright 2018, GoGo Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2014-2018 The Docker & Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright
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notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015-Present CloudFoundry.org Foundation, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

 

This project contains software that is Copyright (c) 2015 Pivotal Software, Inc.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

This project may include a number of subcomponents with separate

copyright notices and license terms. Your use of these subcomponents

is subject to the terms and conditions of each subcomponent's license,

as noted in the LICENSE file.

Docker

Copyright 2012-2017 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).

 

This product contains software (https://github.com/creack/pty) developed

by Keith Rarick, licensed under the MIT License.
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The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2015 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2013, Samuel Stauffer <samuel@descolada.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the

 names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY

DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2018 Docker Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2017 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2014 CloudFlare Inc.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Tim Heckman

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of linode-netint nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE
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FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Open Source Initiative OSI - The MIT License (MIT):Licensing

 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2013 Ralph Caraveo (deckarep@gmail.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

runc

 

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (http://www.docker.com).

 

The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments. 

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see http://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also http://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

Copyright (c) 2013 Honza Pokorny

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Gal Ben-Haim

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2014 Philip Hofer

Portions Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors (license at http://golang.org) where indicated

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Armon Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

AWS SDK for Go

Copyright 2015 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright 2014-2015 Stripe, Inc.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright The containerd Authors

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2013, The GoGo Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Protocol Buffers for Go with Gadgets

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are
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met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.
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  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed
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         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this
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     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2016, opentracing-contrib

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of go-stdlib nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from
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 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Extensions of the original work are copyright (c) 2011 Miek Gieben

 

As this is fork of the official Go code the same license applies:

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"
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     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and
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         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the
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     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Ogier. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 TOML authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2015 James Saryerwinnie

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright  2013 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Taihei Morikuni

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2018 gotest.tools authors

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity
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     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one
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         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a
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     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014-2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2012 Matt T. Proud (matt.proud@gmail.com)

Copyright (c) 2015, Dave Cheney <dave@cheney.net>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012, 2013 Ugorji Nwoke.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used

 to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all
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     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and
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     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed
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         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the
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     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright (c) 2014, OmniTI Computer Consulting, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Mitchell Hashimoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

MIT

 

Copyright 2017 Tnis Tiigi <tonistiigi@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Data model artifacts for Prometheus.

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright
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owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the
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Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that

You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or
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out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 The Linux Foundation.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2014 Alan Shreve

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Prometheus instrumentation library for Go applications

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

 

The following components are included in this product:

 

perks - a fork of https://github.com/bmizerany/perks

https://github.com/beorn7/perks

Copyright 2013-2015 Blake Mizerany, Bjrn Rabenstein

See https://github.com/beorn7/perks/blob/master/README.md for license details.

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

http://github.com/golang/protobuf/

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors

See source code for license details.

 

Support for streaming Protocol Buffer messages for the Go language (golang).
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https://github.com/matttproud/golang_protobuf_extensions

Copyright 2013 Matt T. Proud

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2018 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

Copyright (c) 2013 Dario Casta. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

procfs provides functions to retrieve system, kernel and process

metrics from the pseudo-filesystem proc.

 

Copyright 2014-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Docker

Copyright 2012-2015 Docker, Inc.

 

This product includes software developed at Docker, Inc. (https://www.docker.com).
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The following is courtesy of our legal counsel:

 

 

Use and transfer of Docker may be subject to certain restrictions by the

United States and other governments.

It is your responsibility to ensure that your use and/or transfer does not

violate applicable laws.

 

For more information, please see https://www.bis.doc.gov

 

See also https://www.apache.org/dev/crypto.html and/or seek legal counsel.

Copyright (c) 2015 Matthew Heon <mheon@redhat.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Paul Moore <pmoore@redhat.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

- Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

- Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. Contributor

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. Contributor Version

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributors Contribution.

 

1.3. Contribution
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    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. Covered Software

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of version

       1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of a

       Secondary License.

 

1.6. Executable Form

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. Larger Work

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a separate

    file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. License

 

    means this document.

 

1.9. Licensable

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the

    time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the rights conveyed by

    this License.

 

1.10. Modifications

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to, deletion

       from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.
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1.11. Patent Claims of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method, process,

     and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such Contributor that

     would be infringed, but for the grant of the License, by the making,

     using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import, or transfer of

     either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. Secondary License

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. Source Code Form

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. You (or Your)

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, You includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, control means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions

 

2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or as

       part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its Contributions

       or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date
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    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution become

    effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first distributes

    such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under this

    License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the distribution

    or licensing of Covered Software under this License. Notwithstanding Section

    2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third partys

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of its

       Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks, or

    logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with the

    notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this License

    (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if permitted

    under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its Contributions

    are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to grant the

    rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under applicable

    copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.
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3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under the

    terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source Code Form

    of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this License, and how

    they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not attempt to alter or

    restrict the recipients rights in the Source Code Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this License,

       or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the license for

       the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients

       rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work

 

    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for the

    Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered Software

    with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the Covered

    Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this License permits

    You to additionally distribute such Covered Software under the terms of

    such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of the Larger Work may, at

    their option, further distribute the Covered Software under the terms of

    either this License or such Secondary License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices (including

    copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

    of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the Covered

    Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the extent

    required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms
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    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf

    of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any such

    warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by You

    alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute, judicial

  order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of this License

  to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the limitations and the code

  they affect. Such description must be placed in a text file included with all

  distributions of the Covered Software under this License. Except to the

  extent prohibited by statute or regulation, such description must be

  sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary skill to be able to

  understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You

    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing basis,

    if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by some

    reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into compliance.

    Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are reinstated on an

    ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means, this is the first time You have received notice of

    non-compliance with this License from such Contributor, and You become

    compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions, counter-claims,

    and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version directly or

    indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to You by any and

    all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section 2.1 of this License

    shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been
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    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an as is basis, without

  warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory, including,

  without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free of defects,

  merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing. The entire

  risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software is with You.

  Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect, You (not any

  Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or

  correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of this

  License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under this License

  except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability

  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from such

  partys negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such limitation.

  Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or

  consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts of

  a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of business

  and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that jurisdiction, without

  reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing in this Section shall

  prevent a partys ability to bring cross-claims or counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject matter

  hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such

  provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it

  enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that the language of a

  contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not be used to construe

  this License against a Contributor.
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10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version of

     the License under which You originally received the Covered Software, or

     under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a modified

     version of this License if you rename the license and remove any

     references to the name of the license steward (except to note that such

     modified license differs from this License).

 

10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary Licenses

     If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is Incompatible With

     Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of the License, the

     notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file, then

You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a relevant

directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - Incompatible With Secondary Licenses Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is Incompatible
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     With Secondary Licenses, as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) 2013, Georg Reinke (<guelfey at gmail dot com>), Google

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2013 Suryandaru Triandana <syndtr@gmail.com>

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
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THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Mozilla Public License, version 2.0

 

1. Definitions

 

1.1. "Contributor"

 

    means each individual or legal entity that creates, contributes to the

    creation of, or owns Covered Software.

 

1.2. "Contributor Version"

 

    means the combination of the Contributions of others (if any) used by a

    Contributor and that particular Contributor's Contribution.

 

1.3. "Contribution"

 

    means Covered Software of a particular Contributor.

 

1.4. "Covered Software"

 

    means Source Code Form to which the initial Contributor has attached the

    notice in Exhibit A, the Executable Form of such Source Code Form, and

    Modifications of such Source Code Form, in each case including portions

    thereof.

 

1.5. "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses"

    means

 

    a. that the initial Contributor has attached the notice described in

       Exhibit B to the Covered Software; or

 

    b. that the Covered Software was made available under the terms of

       version 1.1 or earlier of the License, but not also under the terms of

       a Secondary License.

 

1.6. "Executable Form"

 

    means any form of the work other than Source Code Form.

 

1.7. "Larger Work"

 

    means a work that combines Covered Software with other material, in a

    separate file or files, that is not Covered Software.

 

1.8. "License"
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    means this document.

 

1.9. "Licensable"

 

    means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether

    at the time of the initial grant or subsequently, any and all of the

    rights conveyed by this License.

 

1.10. "Modifications"

 

    means any of the following:

 

    a. any file in Source Code Form that results from an addition to,

       deletion from, or modification of the contents of Covered Software; or

 

    b. any new file in Source Code Form that contains any Covered Software.

 

1.11. "Patent Claims" of a Contributor

 

     means any patent claim(s), including without limitation, method,

     process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by such

     Contributor that would be infringed, but for the grant of the License,

     by the making, using, selling, offering for sale, having made, import,

     or transfer of either its Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

1.12. "Secondary License"

 

     means either the GNU General Public License, Version 2.0, the GNU Lesser

     General Public License, Version 2.1, the GNU Affero General Public

     License, Version 3.0, or any later versions of those licenses.

 

1.13. "Source Code Form"

 

     means the form of the work preferred for making modifications.

 

1.14. "You" (or "Your")

 

     means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under this

     License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity that controls, is

     controlled by, or is under common control with You. For purposes of this

     definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

     the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty percent (50%) of the

     outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

 

2. License Grants and Conditions
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2.1. Grants

 

    Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free,

    non-exclusive license:

 

    a. under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark)

       Licensable by such Contributor to use, reproduce, make available,

       modify, display, perform, distribute, and otherwise exploit its

       Contributions, either on an unmodified basis, with Modifications, or

       as part of a Larger Work; and

 

    b. under Patent Claims of such Contributor to make, use, sell, offer for

       sale, have made, import, and otherwise transfer either its

       Contributions or its Contributor Version.

 

2.2. Effective Date

 

    The licenses granted in Section 2.1 with respect to any Contribution

    become effective for each Contribution on the date the Contributor first

    distributes such Contribution.

 

2.3. Limitations on Grant Scope

 

    The licenses granted in this Section 2 are the only rights granted under

    this License. No additional rights or licenses will be implied from the

    distribution or licensing of Covered Software under this License.

    Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted by a

    Contributor:

 

    a. for any code that a Contributor has removed from Covered Software; or

 

    b. for infringements caused by: (i) Your and any other third party's

       modifications of Covered Software, or (ii) the combination of its

       Contributions with other software (except as part of its Contributor

       Version); or

 

    c. under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

       its Contributions.

 

    This License does not grant any rights in the trademarks, service marks,

    or logos of any Contributor (except as may be necessary to comply with

    the notice requirements in Section 3.4).

 

2.4. Subsequent Licenses

 

    No Contributor makes additional grants as a result of Your choice to

    distribute the Covered Software under a subsequent version of this

    License (see Section 10.2) or under the terms of a Secondary License (if
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    permitted under the terms of Section 3.3).

 

2.5. Representation

 

    Each Contributor represents that the Contributor believes its

    Contributions are its original creation(s) or it has sufficient rights to

    grant the rights to its Contributions conveyed by this License.

 

2.6. Fair Use

 

    This License is not intended to limit any rights You have under

    applicable copyright doctrines of fair use, fair dealing, or other

    equivalents.

 

2.7. Conditions

 

    Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 are conditions of the licenses granted in

    Section 2.1.

 

 

3. Responsibilities

 

3.1. Distribution of Source Form

 

    All distribution of Covered Software in Source Code Form, including any

    Modifications that You create or to which You contribute, must be under

    the terms of this License. You must inform recipients that the Source

    Code Form of the Covered Software is governed by the terms of this

    License, and how they can obtain a copy of this License. You may not

    attempt to alter or restrict the recipients' rights in the Source Code

    Form.

 

3.2. Distribution of Executable Form

 

    If You distribute Covered Software in Executable Form then:

 

    a. such Covered Software must also be made available in Source Code Form,

       as described in Section 3.1, and You must inform recipients of the

       Executable Form how they can obtain a copy of such Source Code Form by

       reasonable means in a timely manner, at a charge no more than the cost

       of distribution to the recipient; and

 

    b. You may distribute such Executable Form under the terms of this

       License, or sublicense it under different terms, provided that the

       license for the Executable Form does not attempt to limit or alter the

       recipients' rights in the Source Code Form under this License.

 

3.3. Distribution of a Larger Work
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    You may create and distribute a Larger Work under terms of Your choice,

    provided that You also comply with the requirements of this License for

    the Covered Software. If the Larger Work is a combination of Covered

    Software with a work governed by one or more Secondary Licenses, and the

    Covered Software is not Incompatible With Secondary Licenses, this

    License permits You to additionally distribute such Covered Software

    under the terms of such Secondary License(s), so that the recipient of

    the Larger Work may, at their option, further distribute the Covered

    Software under the terms of either this License or such Secondary

    License(s).

 

3.4. Notices

 

    You may not remove or alter the substance of any license notices

    (including copyright notices, patent notices, disclaimers of warranty, or

    limitations of liability) contained within the Source Code Form of the

    Covered Software, except that You may alter any license notices to the

    extent required to remedy known factual inaccuracies.

 

3.5. Application of Additional Terms

 

    You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered

    Software. However, You may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on

    behalf of any Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear that any

    such warranty, support, indemnity, or liability obligation is offered by

    You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify every Contributor for any

    liability incurred by such Contributor as a result of warranty, support,

    indemnity or liability terms You offer. You may include additional

    disclaimers of warranty and limitations of liability specific to any

    jurisdiction.

 

4. Inability to Comply Due to Statute or Regulation

 

  If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License

  with respect to some or all of the Covered Software due to statute,

  judicial order, or regulation then You must: (a) comply with the terms of

  this License to the maximum extent possible; and (b) describe the

  limitations and the code they affect. Such description must be placed in a

  text file included with all distributions of the Covered Software under

  this License. Except to the extent prohibited by statute or regulation,

  such description must be sufficiently detailed for a recipient of ordinary

  skill to be able to understand it.

 

5. Termination

 

5.1. The rights granted under this License will terminate automatically if You
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    fail to comply with any of its terms. However, if You become compliant,

    then the rights granted under this License from a particular Contributor

    are reinstated (a) provisionally, unless and until such Contributor

    explicitly and finally terminates Your grants, and (b) on an ongoing

    basis, if such Contributor fails to notify You of the non-compliance by

    some reasonable means prior to 60 days after You have come back into

    compliance. Moreover, Your grants from a particular Contributor are

    reinstated on an ongoing basis if such Contributor notifies You of the

    non-compliance by some reasonable means, this is the first time You have

    received notice of non-compliance with this License from such

    Contributor, and You become compliant prior to 30 days after Your receipt

    of the notice.

 

5.2. If You initiate litigation against any entity by asserting a patent

    infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions,

    counter-claims, and cross-claims) alleging that a Contributor Version

    directly or indirectly infringes any patent, then the rights granted to

    You by any and all Contributors for the Covered Software under Section

    2.1 of this License shall terminate.

 

5.3. In the event of termination under Sections 5.1 or 5.2 above, all end user

    license agreements (excluding distributors and resellers) which have been

    validly granted by You or Your distributors under this License prior to

    termination shall survive termination.

 

6. Disclaimer of Warranty

 

  Covered Software is provided under this License on an "as is" basis,

  without warranty of any kind, either expressed, implied, or statutory,

  including, without limitation, warranties that the Covered Software is free

  of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

  The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the Covered Software

  is with You. Should any Covered Software prove defective in any respect,

  You (not any Contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing,

  repair, or correction. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential

  part of this License. No use of  any Covered Software is authorized under

  this License except under this disclaimer.

 

7. Limitation of Liability

 

  Under no circumstances and under no legal theory, whether tort (including

  negligence), contract, or otherwise, shall any Contributor, or anyone who

  distributes Covered Software as permitted above, be liable to You for any

  direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

  character including, without limitation, damages for lost profits, loss of

  goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses, even if such party shall have been

  informed of the possibility of such damages. This limitation of liability
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  shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting from

  such party's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

  limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of

  incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion and limitation may

  not apply to You.

 

8. Litigation

 

  Any litigation relating to this License may be brought only in the courts

  of a jurisdiction where the defendant maintains its principal place of

  business and such litigation shall be governed by laws of that

  jurisdiction, without reference to its conflict-of-law provisions. Nothing

  in this Section shall prevent a party's ability to bring cross-claims or

  counter-claims.

 

9. Miscellaneous

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning the subject

  matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to be

  unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent

  necessary to make it enforceable. Any law or regulation which provides that

  the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not

  be used to construe this License against a Contributor.

 

 

10. Versions of the License

 

10.1. New Versions

 

     Mozilla Foundation is the license steward. Except as provided in Section

     10.3, no one other than the license steward has the right to modify or

     publish new versions of this License. Each version will be given a

     distinguishing version number.

 

10.2. Effect of New Versions

 

     You may distribute the Covered Software under the terms of the version

     of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software,

     or under the terms of any subsequent version published by the license

     steward.

 

10.3. Modified Versions

 

     If you create software not governed by this License, and you want to

     create a new license for such software, you may create and use a

     modified version of this License if you rename the license and remove

     any references to the name of the license steward (except to note that

     such modified license differs from this License).
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10.4. Distributing Source Code Form that is Incompatible With Secondary

     Licenses If You choose to distribute Source Code Form that is

     Incompatible With Secondary Licenses under the terms of this version of

     the License, the notice described in Exhibit B of this License must be

     attached.

 

Exhibit A - Source Code Form License Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is subject to the

     terms of the Mozilla Public License, v.

     2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not

     distributed with this file, You can

     obtain one at

     http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.

 

If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular file,

then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE file in a

relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to look for such a

notice.

 

You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

Exhibit B - "Incompatible With Secondary Licenses" Notice

 

     This Source Code Form is "Incompatible

     With Secondary Licenses", as defined by

     the Mozilla Public License, v. 2.0.

Copyright (c) 2013, Patrick Mezard

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   The names of its contributors may not be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT
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HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Common libraries shared by Prometheus Go components.

Copyright 2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Armon Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 marvin + konsorten GmbH (open-source@konsorten.de)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
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AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 The OpenTracing Authors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2016, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or
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         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016 Docker, Inc.
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  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015 Vincent Batts, Raleigh, NC, USA

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its contributors

may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without
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specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2016, gRPC Ecosystem

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of grpc-opentracing nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

 this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 The AUTHORS

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,
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subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Sean Chittenden

Copyright (c) 2016 Alex Dadgar

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

=====

 

Bits of Go-lang's `once.Do()` were cribbed and reused here, too.

 

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer
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in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2012-2018 Mat Ryer and Tyler Bunnell

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2014 CoreOS, Inc

 

This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Microsoft Corporation

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.350 go 1.13.4 
1.350.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright 2010-2017 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND
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ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at http://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

# People who have agreed to one of the CLAs and can contribute patches.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/individual

# https://developers.google.com/open-source/cla/corporate

#

# Names should be added to this file as:

#     Name <email address>

Raul Silvera <rsilvera@google.com>

Tipp Moseley <tipp@google.com>

Hyoun Kyu Cho <netforce@google.com>

Martin Spier <spiermar@gmail.com>

Taco de Wolff <tacodewolff@gmail.com>

Andrew Hunter <andrewhhunter@gmail.com>

# This source code was written by the Go contributors.

# The master list of contributors is in the main Go distribution,

# visible at https://tip.golang.org/CONTRIBUTORS.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS
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"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2009-2017 Andrea Leofreddi <a.leofreddi@vleo.net>. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are

permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED

AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those of the

authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies, either expressed

or implied, of Andrea Leofreddi.

Copyright (c) 2015 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:
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  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

# This is the official list of people who can contribute

# (and typically have contributed) code to the Go repository.

# The AUTHORS file lists the copyright holders; this file

# lists people.  For example, Google employees are listed here

# but not in AUTHORS, because Google holds the copyright.

#

# Names should be added to this file only after verifying that

# the individual or the individual's organization has agreed to

# the appropriate Contributor License Agreement, found here:

#

#     http://code.google.com/legal/individual-cla-v1.0.html

#     http://code.google.com/legal/corporate-cla-v1.0.html

#

# The agreement for individuals can be filled out on the web.

 

# Names should be added to this file like so:

#     Individual's name <submission email address>

#     Individual's name <submission email address> <email2> <emailN>

#

# An entry with multiple email addresses specifies that the

# first address should be used in the submit logs and

# that the other addresses should be recognized as the

# same person when interacting with Gerrit.

 

# Please keep the list sorted.
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Aamir Khan <syst3m.w0rm@gmail.com>

Aaron Cannon <cannona@fireantproductions.com>

Aaron France <aaron.l.france@gmail.com>

Aaron Jacobs <jacobsa@google.com>

Aaron Kemp <kemp.aaron@gmail.com>

Aaron Stein <aaronstein12@gmail.com>

Aaron Torres <tcboox@gmail.com>

Aaron Zinman <aaron@azinman.com>

Aarti Parikh <aarti.parikh@gmail.com>

Abdullah Al Maruf <mymail.maruf@gmail.com>

Abe Haskins <abeisgreat@abeisgreat.com>

Abhinav Gupta <abhinav.g90@gmail.com>

Adam Azarchs <adam.azarchs@10xgenomics.com>

Adam Bender <abender@google.com>

Adam Eijdenberg <adam@continusec.com>

Adam Harvey <aharvey@php.net>

Adam Kisala <adam.kisala@gmail.com>

Adam Langley <agl@golang.org>

Adam Medzinski <adam.medzinski@gmail.com>

Adam Shannon <adamkshannon@gmail.com>

Adam Sindelar <adamsh@google.com>

Adam Thomason <athomason@gmail.com>

Adam Woodbeck <adam@woodbeck.net>

Adarsh Ravichandran <adarshravichandran91@gmail.com>

Aditya Mukerjee <dev@chimeracoder.net>

Adrian Hesketh <adrianhesketh@hushmail.com>

Adrian Nos <nos.adrian@gmail.com>

Adrian O'Grady <elpollouk@gmail.com>

Adrien Bustany <adrien-xx-google@bustany.org>

Adrien Petel <peteladrien@gmail.com>

Acio Jnior <aeciodantasjunior@gmail.com>

Aeneas Rekkas (arekkas) <aeneas@ory.am>

Afanasev Stanislav <phpprogger@gmail.com>

Agis Anastasopoulos <agis.anast@gmail.com>

Agniva De Sarker <agnivade@yahoo.co.in>

Ahmed Wahed <oneofone@gmail.com>

Ahmet Alp Balkan <ahmetb@google.com>

Ahmet Soormally <ahmet@mangomm.co.uk>

Ahmy Yulrizka <yulrizka@gmail.com>

Ahsun Ahmed <ahmed.ahsun@gmail.com>

Aiden Scandella <ai@uber.com>

Ainar Garipov <gugl.zadolbal@gmail.com>

Aishraj Dahal <aishraj@users.noreply.github.com>

Akhil Indurti <contact@akhilindurti.com>

Akihiro Suda <suda.kyoto@gmail.com>

Akshat Kumar <seed@mail.nanosouffle.net>

Al Cutter <al@google.com>

Alan Braithwaite <alan@ipaddr.org>
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Alan Donovan <adonovan@google.com>

Alan Shreve <alan@inconshreveable.com>

Albert Nigmatzianov <albertnigma@gmail.com>

Albert Strasheim <fullung@gmail.com>

Albert Teoh <albert.teoh@gmail.com>

Albert Yu <yukinying@gmail.com>

Alberto Bertogli <albertito@blitiri.com.ar>

Alberto Donizetti <alb.donizetti@gmail.com>

Alberto Garca Hierro <alberto@garciahierro.com> <alberto.garcia.hierro@gmail.com>

Aleksa Sarai <cyphar@cyphar.com>

Aleksandar Dezelin <dezelin@gmail.com>

Aleksandr Lukinykh <a.lukinykh@xsolla.com>

Aleksandr Razumov <ar@cydev.ru>

Alekseev Artem <a.artem060@gmail.com>

Alessandro Arzilli <alessandro.arzilli@gmail.com>

Alessandro Baffa <alessandro.baffa@gmail.com>

Alex A Skinner <alex@lx.lc>

Alex Brainman <alex.brainman@gmail.com>

Alex Bramley <abramley@google.com>

Alex Browne <stephenalexbrowne@gmail.com>

Alex Carol <alex.carol.c@gmail.com>

Alex Jin <toalexjin@gmail.com>

Alex Kohler <alexjohnkohler@gmail.com>

Alex Myasoedov <msoedov@gmail.com>

Alex Plugaru <alex@plugaru.org> <alexandru.plugaru@gmail.com>

Alex Schroeder <alex@gnu.org>

Alex Sergeyev <abc@alexsergeyev.com>

Alex Tokarev <aleksator@gmail.com>

Alex Vaghin <crhyme@google.com>

Alexander Demakin <alexander.demakin@gmail.com>

Alexander Dring <email@alexd.ch>

Alexander F Rdseth <alexander.rodseth@appeartv.com>

Alexander Guz <kalimatas@gmail.com>

Alexander Kauer <alexander@affine.space>

Alexander Kucherenko <alxkchr@gmail.com>

Alexander Larsson <alexander.larsson@gmail.com>

Alexander Lourier <aml@rulezz.ru>

Alexander Menzhinsky <amenzhinsky@gmail.com>

Alexander Morozov <lk4d4math@gmail.com>

Alexander Neumann <alexander@bumpern.de>

Alexander Orlov <alexander.orlov@loxal.net>

Alexander Pantyukhin <apantykhin@gmail.com>

Alexander Polcyn <apolcyn@google.com>

Alexander Rakoczy <alex@golang.org>

Alexander Reece <awreece@gmail.com>

Alexander Surma <surma@surmair.de>

Alexander Zhavnerchik <alex.vizor@gmail.com>

Alexander Zillion <alex@alexzillion.com>
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Alexander Zolotov <goldifit@gmail.com>

Alexandre Cesaro <alexandre.cesaro@gmail.com>

Alexandre Fiori <fiorix@gmail.com>

Alexandre Maari <draeron@gmail.com>

Alexandre Normand <alexandre.normand@gmail.com>

Alexandre Parentea <aubonbeurre@gmail.com>

Alexandre Viau <alexandre@alexandreviau.net>

Alexandru Mooi <brtzsnr@gmail.com>

Alexei Sholik <alcosholik@gmail.com>

Alexey Alexandrov <aalexand@google.com>

Alexey Borzenkov <snaury@gmail.com>

Alexey Naidonov <alexey.naidyonov@gmail.com>

Alexey Neganov <neganovalexey@gmail.com>

Alexey Palazhchenko <alexey.palazhchenko@gmail.com>

Alexis Hildebrandt <surryhill@gmail.com>

Alexis Hunt <lexer@google.com>

Alexis Imperial-Legrand <ail@google.com>

Ali Rizvi-Santiago <arizvisa@gmail.com>

Aliaksandr Valialkin <valyala@gmail.com>

Alif Rachmawadi <subosito@gmail.com>

Allan Simon <allan.simon@supinfo.com>

Allen Li <ayatane@google.com>

Alok Menghrajani <alok.menghrajani@gmail.com>

Aman Gupta <aman@tmm1.net>

Amir Mohammad Saied <amir@gluegadget.com>

Amr Mohammed <merodiro@gmail.com>

Amrut Joshi <amrut.joshi@gmail.com>

Anand K. Mistry <anand@mistry.ninja>

Anders Pearson <anders@columbia.edu>

Anderson Queiroz <contato@andersonq.eti.br>

Andr Carvalho <asantostc@gmail.com>

Andre Nathan <andrenth@gmail.com>

Andrea Nodari <andrea.nodari91@gmail.com>

Andrea Spadaccini <spadaccio@google.com>

Andreas Auernhammer <aead@mail.de>

Andreas Jellinghaus <andreas@ionisiert.de> <anj@google.com>

Andreas Litt <andreas.litt@gmail.com>

Andrei Gherzan <andrei@resin.io>

Andrei Korzhevskii <a.korzhevskiy@gmail.com>

Andrei Matei <andrei@cockroachlabs.com>

Andrei Tudor Clin <mail@acln.ro>

Andrei Vagin <avagin@google.com>

Andrei Vieru <euvieru@gmail.com>

Andres Erbsen <andreser@google.com>

Andres Lowrie <andres.lowrie@gmail.com>

Andrew Austin <andrewaclt@gmail.com>

Andrew Balholm <andybalholm@gmail.com>

Andrew Benton <andrewmbenton@gmail.com>
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Andrew Bonventre <andybons@chromium.org>

Andrew Braunstein <awbraunstein@gmail.com>

Andrew Bursavich <abursavich@gmail.com>

Andrew Ekstedt <andrew.ekstedt@gmail.com>

Andrew Etter <andrew.etter@gmail.com>

Andrew Gerrand <adg@golang.org>

Andrew Harding <andrew@spacemonkey.com>

Andrew Jackura <ajackura@google.com>

Andrew Lutomirski <andy@luto.us>

Andrew Pilloud <andrewpilloud@igneoussystems.com>

Andrew Pogrebnoy <absourd.noise@gmail.com>

Andrew Poydence <apoydence@pivotal.io>

Andrew Pritchard <awpritchard@gmail.com>

Andrew Radev <andrey.radev@gmail.com>

Andrew Skiba <skibaa@gmail.com>

Andrew Stribblehill <ads@wompom.org>

Andrew Szeto <andrew@jabagawee.com>

Andrew Todd <andrew.todd@wework.com>

Andrew Werner <andrew@upthere.com> <awerner32@gmail.com>

Andrew Wilkins <axwalk@gmail.com>

Andrew Williams <williams.andrew@gmail.com>

Andrew Z Allen <me@andrewzallen.com>

Andrey Mirtchovski <mirtchovski@gmail.com>

Andrey Petrov <andrey.petrov@shazow.net>

Andrii Soldatenko <andrii.soldatenko@gmail.com>

Andrii Soluk <isoluchok@gmail.com>

Andriy Lytvynov <lytvynov.a.v@gmail.com>

Andrzej eel <andrii.zhezhel@gmail.com>

Andy Balholm <andy@balholm.com>

Andy Davis <andy@bigandian.com>

Andy Finkenstadt <afinkenstadt@zynga.com>

Andy Lindeman <andy@lindeman.io>

Andy Maloney <asmaloney@gmail.com>

Andy Walker <walkeraj@gmail.com>

Andzej Maciusovic <andzej.maciusovic@gmail.com>

Anfernee Yongkun Gui <anfernee.gui@gmail.com>

Angelo Bulfone <mbulfone@gmail.com>

Anh Hai Trinh <anh.hai.trinh@gmail.com>

Anit Gandhi <anitgandhi@gmail.com>

Ankit Goyal <ankit3goyal@gmail.com>

Anmol Sethi <anmol@aubble.com>

Anschel Schaffer-Cohen <anschelsc@gmail.com>

Anthony Alves <cvballa3g0@gmail.com>

Anthony Canino <anthony.canino1@gmail.com>

Anthony Eufemio <anthony.eufemio@gmail.com>

Anthony Fok <foka@debian.org>

Anthony Martin <ality@pbrane.org>

Anthony Sottile <asottile@umich.edu>
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Anthony Starks <ajstarks@gmail.com>

Anthony Voutas <voutasaurus@gmail.com>

Anthony Woods <awoods@raintank.io>

Antoine GIRARD <sapk@sapk.fr>

Antoine Martin <antoine97.martin@gmail.com>

Anton Gyllenberg <anton@iki.fi>

Antonin Amand <antonin.amand@gmail.com>

Antonio Antelo <aantelov87@gmail.com>
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                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.351 berkeley-db 5.3.28+dfsg1-0.6ubuntu2 
1.351.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1996, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

See the file LICENSE for redistribution information.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de> and others.

The following terms apply to all files associated with the software

unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,
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and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

NOTE

 

The license is based on the zlib/libpng license. For more details see

http://www.opensource.org/licenses/zlib-license.html. The intent of the

license is to:

 

- keep the license as simple as possible

- encourage the use of CuTest in both free and commercial applications

 and libraries

- keep the source code together

- give credit to the CuTest contributors for their work

 

If you ship CuTest in source form with your source distribution, the

following license document must be included with it in unaltered form.

If you find CuTest useful we would like to hear about it.

 

LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2003 Asim Jalis

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty. In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:
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1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software in

a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not

be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source

distribution.

/*-

* $Id$

*/

 

The following is the license that applies to this copy of the Berkeley DB

software.  For a license to use the Berkeley DB software under conditions

other than those described here, or to purchase support for this software,

please contact Oracle at berkeleydb-info_us@oracle.com.

 

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 2013 Oracle and/or its affiliates.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Redistributions in any form must be accompanied by information on

*    how to obtain complete source code for the DB software and any

*    accompanying software that uses the DB software.  The source code

*    must either be included in the distribution or be available for no

*    more than the cost of distribution plus a nominal fee, and must be

*    freely redistributable under reasonable conditions.  For an

*    executable file, complete source code means the source code for all

*    modules it contains.  It does not include source code for modules or

*    files that typically accompany the major components of the operating

*    system on which the executable file runs.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ORACLE ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

* WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

* NON-INFRINGEMENT, ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL ORACLE BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
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* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

* BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

* OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

* IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1990, 1993, 1994, 1995

*	The Regents of the University of California.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors

*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

* Copyright (c) 1995, 1996

*	The President and Fellows of Harvard University.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the University nor the names of its contributors
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*    may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

*    without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY HARVARD AND ITS CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL HARVARD OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=

/***

* ASM: a very small and fast Java bytecode manipulation framework

* Copyright (c) 2000-2005 INRIA, France Telecom

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

*    contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

*    this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

* AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

* CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

* SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

* CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

* THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

This package was debianized by Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> on

Tue, 25 Jul 2006 11:43:45 +0100.
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It was downloaded from <http://www.ch-werner.de/sqliteodbc/>

 

Upstream Author: Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

 

Copyright: Copyright (c) 2001-2011 Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

          OS/2 Port Copyright (c) 2004 Lorne R. Sunley <lsunley@mb.sympatico.ca>

 

License:

 

This software is copyrighted by Christian Werner <chw@ch-werner.de>

and other authors. The following terms apply to all files associated

with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE

IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

The Debian packaging is (C) 2006, Sam Clegg <samo@debian.org> and

is licensed under the GPL-3, see `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-3'.

 

1.352 commons-lang3 3.10 
1.352.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

1.353 d-bus 1.10.8 
1.353.1 Available under license : 

D-Bus is licensed to you under your choice of the Academic Free

License version 2.1, or the GNU General Public License version 2

(or, at your option any later version).

 

Both licenses are included here. Some of the standalone binaries are

under the GPL only; in particular, but not limited to,

tools/dbus-cleanup-sockets.c and test/decode-gcov.c. Each source code

file is marked with the proper copyright information - if you find a

file that isn't marked please bring it to our attention.

 

The Academic Free License

v. 2.1

 

This Academic Free License (the "License") applies to any original work of authorship (the "Original Work") whose

owner (the "Licensor") has placed the following notice immediately following the copyright notice for the Original

Work:

 

Licensed under the Academic Free License version 2.1

 

1) Grant of Copyright License. Licensor hereby grants You a

world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable

license to do the following:

 

a) to reproduce the Original Work in copies;

 

b) to prepare derivative works ("Derivative Works") based upon the Original Work;

 

c) to distribute copies of the Original Work and Derivative Works to the public;

 

d) to perform the Original Work publicly; and

 

e) to display the Original Work publicly.
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2) Grant of Patent License. Licensor hereby grants You a world-wide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual, sublicenseable license, under

patent claims owned or controlled by the Licensor that are embodied in

the Original Work as furnished by the Licensor, to make, use, sell and

offer for sale the Original Work and Derivative Works.

 

3) Grant of Source Code License. The term "Source Code" means the

preferred form of the Original Work for making modifications to it and

all available documentation describing how to modify the Original

Work. Licensor hereby agrees to provide a machine-readable copy of the

Source Code of the Original Work along with each copy of the Original

Work that Licensor distributes. Licensor reserves the right to satisfy

this obligation by placing a machine-readable copy of the Source Code

in an information repository reasonably calculated to permit

inexpensive and convenient access by You for as long as Licensor

continues to distribute the Original Work, and by publishing the

address of that information repository in a notice immediately

following the copyright notice that applies to the Original Work.

 

4) Exclusions From License Grant. Neither the names of Licensor, nor

the names of any contributors to the Original Work, nor any of their

trademarks or service marks, may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this Original Work without express prior written

permission of the Licensor. Nothing in this License shall be deemed to

grant any rights to trademarks, copyrights, patents, trade secrets or

any other intellectual property of Licensor except as expressly stated

herein. No patent license is granted to make, use, sell or offer to

sell embodiments of any patent claims other than the licensed claims

defined in Section 2. No right is granted to the trademarks of

Licensor even if such marks are included in the Original Work. Nothing

in this License shall be interpreted to prohibit Licensor from

licensing under different terms from this License any Original Work

that Licensor otherwise would have a right to license.

 

5) This section intentionally omitted.

 

6) Attribution Rights. You must retain, in the Source Code of any

Derivative Works that You create, all copyright, patent or trademark

notices from the Source Code of the Original Work, as well as any

notices of licensing and any descriptive text identified therein as an

"Attribution Notice." You must cause the Source Code for any

Derivative Works that You create to carry a prominent Attribution

Notice reasonably calculated to inform recipients that You have

modified the Original Work.

 

7) Warranty of Provenance and Disclaimer of Warranty. Licensor

warrants that the copyright in and to the Original Work and the patent

rights granted herein by Licensor are owned by the Licensor or are
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sublicensed to You under the terms of this License with the permission

of the contributor(s) of those copyrights and patent rights. Except as

expressly stated in the immediately proceeding sentence, the Original

Work is provided under this License on an "AS IS" BASIS and WITHOUT

WARRANTY, either express or implied, including, without limitation,

the warranties of NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY OF THE ORIGINAL

WORK IS WITH YOU. This DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY constitutes an essential

part of this License. No license to Original Work is granted hereunder

except under this disclaimer.

 

8) Limitation of Liability. Under no circumstances and under no legal

theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, shall the Licensor be liable to any person for any direct,

indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any

character arising as a result of this License or the use of the

Original Work including, without limitation, damages for loss of

goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and

all other commercial damages or losses. This limitation of liability

shall not apply to liability for death or personal injury resulting

from Licensor's negligence to the extent applicable law prohibits such

limitation. Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or

limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so this exclusion

and limitation may not apply to You.

 

9) Acceptance and Termination. If You distribute copies of the

Original Work or a Derivative Work, You must make a reasonable effort

under the circumstances to obtain the express assent of recipients to

the terms of this License. Nothing else but this License (or another

written agreement between Licensor and You) grants You permission to

create Derivative Works based upon the Original Work or to exercise

any of the rights granted in Section 1 herein, and any attempt to do

so except under the terms of this License (or another written

agreement between Licensor and You) is expressly prohibited by

U.S. copyright law, the equivalent laws of other countries, and by

international treaty. Therefore, by exercising any of the rights

granted to You in Section 1 herein, You indicate Your acceptance of

this License and all of its terms and conditions.

 

10) Termination for Patent Action. This License shall terminate

automatically and You may no longer exercise any of the rights granted

to You by this License as of the date You commence an action,

including a cross-claim or counterclaim, against Licensor or any

licensee alleging that the Original Work infringes a patent. This

termination provision shall not apply for an action alleging patent

infringement by combinations of the Original Work with other software

or hardware.
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11) Jurisdiction, Venue and Governing Law. Any action or suit relating

to this License may be brought only in the courts of a jurisdiction

wherein the Licensor resides or in which Licensor conducts its primary

business, and under the laws of that jurisdiction excluding its

conflict-of-law provisions. The application of the United Nations

Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is

expressly excluded. Any use of the Original Work outside the scope of

this License or after its termination shall be subject to the

requirements and penalties of the U.S. Copyright Act, 17 U.S.C.  101

et seq., the equivalent laws of other countries, and international

treaty. This section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

12) Attorneys Fees. In any action to enforce the terms of this License

or seeking damages relating thereto, the prevailing party shall be

entitled to recover its costs and expenses, including, without

limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs incurred in

connection with such action, including any appeal of such action. This

section shall survive the termination of this License.

 

13) Miscellaneous. This License represents the complete agreement

concerning the subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to

the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

 

14) Definition of "You" in This License. "You" throughout this

License, whether in upper or lower case, means an individual or a

legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, "You" includes any entity

that controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with

you. For purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power,

direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such

entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty

percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial

ownership of such entity.

 

15) Right to Use. You may use the Original Work in all ways not

otherwise restricted or conditioned by this License or by law, and

Licensor promises not to interfere with or be responsible for such

uses by You.

 

This license is Copyright (C) 2003-2004 Lawrence E. Rosen. All rights

reserved. Permission is hereby granted to copy and distribute this

license without modification. This license may not be modified without

the express written permission of its copyright owner.

 

 

--

END OF ACADEMIC FREE LICENSE. The following is intended to describe the essential
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differences between the Academic Free License (AFL) version 1.0 and other

open source licenses:

 

The Academic Free License is similar to the BSD, MIT, UoI/NCSA and Apache

licenses in many respects but it is intended to solve a few problems with

those licenses.

  

* The AFL is written so as to make it clear what software is being

licensed (by the inclusion of a statement following the copyright notice

in the software). This way, the license functions better than a template

license. The BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses apply to unidentified software.

  

* The AFL contains a complete copyright grant to the software. The BSD

and Apache licenses are vague and incomplete in that respect.

  

* The AFL contains a complete patent grant to the software. The BSD, MIT,

UoI/NCSA and Apache licenses rely on an implied patent license and contain

no explicit patent grant.

  

* The AFL makes it clear that no trademark rights are granted to the

licensor's trademarks. The Apache license contains such a provision, but the

BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

  

* The AFL includes the warranty by the licensor that it either owns the

copyright or that it is distributing the software under a license. None of

the other licenses contain that warranty. All other warranties are disclaimed,

as is the case for the other licenses.

 

* The AFL is itself copyrighted (with the right granted to copy and distribute

without modification). This ensures that the owner of the copyright to the

license will control changes. The Apache license contains a copyright notice,

but the BSD, MIT and UoI/NCSA licenses do not.

--

START OF GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

--

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the copyright
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  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

  derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.354 systemd 245.4-4ubuntu3.16 
1.354.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
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Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

�

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using
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a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

�

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").
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Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

�

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in
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these notices.

�

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)
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 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

�

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.
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   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

�

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the
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Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

�

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this Lice